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Now, thanks to H. B. Summers
College and F. L. Whan

of Kansas State

of the University of

Wichita, this question has been authoritatively
ANSWERED in the 1941 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey (at least so far as Iowa is concerned) .
In Iowa, 61.3% of the radio audience's actual listening time is spent with the one station named as
"listened-to-most" —
— 32.0% of the actual time is spent with from one
to ten stations named as "heard regularly" —
— 6.7% of the actual time is spent with other stations not named.
This, we believe, is the most startling disclosure in
recent years of radio research. It's only one of the
points in the new Survey. Write for your copy

^i«HERE'S

A

MEASURE

aLISTENING
%

NEW

today. Incidentally, you'll also get PROOF that the
listeners who named WHO as the station to which

OF

they "listened to most" spend a higher proportion
of their time tuned to WHO than do listeners to

HABITS/"

other stations named as "listened to most".

One of the things that has always puzzled careful time buyers is the difficulty of determining how

much actual time the radio audience spends with
its "favorite" station as compared with the time it
spends with "also heard" stations.

WHO

+
PLUS!
IOWA
^fir
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
J. O. MALAND,
FREE & PETERS, INC.

MANAGER

. . . National Representatives

N;Uii>nal Tiv^s liiiiiaine. Wa~i-.ir,:

r> C. Entered £i3
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— because

programs

WBAL's

early morning

are specially

designed to help listeners "start the day right."
The programs
"HAPPY JOHNNY"
So famous is he as "Happy Johnny"
that few people know him by his real
name — John A. Zufall.
In addition to "Gittin' Up Time", he
appears with his "Gang" on WBAL
each noon and most every evening
makes personal appearances.

are the result of exhaustive surveys which

inquired into audience

availability — then type of program,

kind of services and the personality listeners would

prefer

to hear in the early morning.
Conducting

the program

(and best radio salesmen)

are two of the brightest stars,

along the Atlantic Seaboard.

GITTIN' UP TIME"
With "Happy Johnny" and his "gal" Vonny, music and services of particular interest
to residents of the rural area. Each Monday through Saturday at 6:00 to 6:45 a.m. Announcements and 15 minute periods available.

"BREAKFAST
TIME"
With Bill Herson. News, popular records, day and date, time, temperature, wftather, etc.
Monday through Saturday 6:45 to 9:00 a.m. Fifteen minute period available for sponsorship
at 6:45 to 7:00 a.m. Announcements only available between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m.

BILL HERSON
Here's a fellow who thoroughly enjoys being "Professorus Turntabolus".
The Herson humor is famous in the
area — it's just right for "Breakfast
Time".
Publisher's bing
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We're
ing

RoundOut

, . .

. . and that doesn't refer to our
avoirdupois, either! What we
mean to say, in a round-about
way, is that we're constantly
rounding out our line-up of
talent with top-notch musical
groups.
•w -w -w
F'rinstance, take Red Nichols
and his Band. This well-known
eind always popular dance band
is now on the Standard Radio
roster, and mid-July will see
some of his best work going
out to Standard Radio Program
Library subscribers.
^ ^ jk.
Of course, we will admit putting on a lot more weight
around our list of subscribers.
For evidence, cast a glance
toward our "Welcome" roll
call at the bottom of this
column. We could have listed
more new subscribers, but our
faithful scroll just couldn't hold
any more. Look for another impressive list in our next advertisement.
▼ ▼
All of which goes to prove
some old copybook maxims.
We're here to testify that putting everything you have on
the ball — or disc — brings success. And what we put on our
discs has brought success not
only to us, but to our hundreds
of station-subscribers.
^ Jk. ^
If you want a cut of this Prosperity Pie, just write us today
for the full story of Standard
Tailored Transcription Service, Standard Spot-Ads and
Standard Super Sound Effects!
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WCKY— Cincinnati, O.
WISH— Indianapolis, Ind.
KWFT— Wichita Falls, Tex.
KSWO— Lawton, Okla.
VONF— St. Johns, N. F.
KVOO— Tulsa. Okla.
WERC— Erie, Pa.
WLAP— Lexington, Ky.
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TTERSATILITY comes mighty close to being the most important aspect of any Library Service.
' It must be "all things to all men" . . it must have within itself resources upon which the program director can draw to meet the varied tastes of his audience. It is no small tribute to the
Standard Program Library Service to say, "Standard fits our needs exactly" . . This phrase, often
contained in letters from station-subscribers, is proof of Standard's ability to win and hold listenerinterest . . one reason why the largest list of active subscribers answers "Yes" when asked:
"Are Your Transcriptions

HOLLYWOOD

Up to Standard? "

CHICAGO
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for details on getting your share..
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SEATTLE

KIRO

PACIFIC
50,000

FIRST

NORTHWEST'S

STATION

WATT

Selects

Vertical

Lehigh

Radiators

ill

CONGRATULATIONS,
on your new
Tower

50,000 watt station!

Sales & Erecting Co. invites your

inquiries for quotations
^■1

KIRO,

on completely

installed vertical radiators
plete towers for FM

and

and

com-

Television.

Installed by

TOWER

^
LEHIGH

SALES

Railway

and

Exchange

ERECTING

COMPANY

Bidg., Portland, Ore.

STRUCTURAL

STEEL

COMPANY

SEATTLE,

KIRO,

50/000

GOES
•

On June 29, Station KIRO

WATTS!
at Seattle, Washing-

ton, went from 1000 to 50,000 watts. Operating
at 710 KC and with directional antenna directed
toward

major population

centers, KIRO

now

offers

you complete coverage of Western Washingtonplus bonus coverage all the way to Alaska.

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
V/DAY _.
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
_
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
_...MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WMBD
.
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
;
WHO .
IOWA . . . SYRACUSE
WOC ......
..DES MOINES
KMA
....DAVENPORT
SHENANDOAH
.SOUTHEAST.
..
WCSC
WIS
CHARLESTON
WPTF
WDBJ
COLUMBIA
RALEIGH
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KGKO
_ FT. WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
_
_ SEATTLE

As a matter of fact, KIRO's new equipment actually
sends 112,000 watts — and over salt water to most
of the area you want !
What's more — KIRO is now the only station that
provides Seattle, Tacoma, and Western Washington
with C.B.S. programs.

Add

C.B.S. features to such

popular local programs as KIRO Louie's Time
Klock Klub, the famed KIRO newscasts and the
unusual

KIRO

late evening "News

Round-Up",

and

you KNOW
you're getting the biggest audience
as well as the biggest coverage in the Puget Sound
area.
If you

are selling goods in the Pacific Northwest,

you ought to see the new KIRO

coverage

maps

. . .

get all the facts. Ask your Agency

to ask the Colonel !

KIRO
Seattle, Washington
50,000 Watts • CBS

FREE

Pioneer

&

PETERS

Radio

Station

Representatives
Since May,

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
NEW YORK: 347 Park Ave. DETROIT: New Center BUg. SAN FRANCISCO: jjj Suiter LOS ANGELES:6;o S. Grand ATLANTA: jja Palmer Bldg.
« JFranklin 6373
Plaza S-4131
Trinity 2-84«
Sutcet 43S3
Vandike 0569
Main 5667
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Radio
in
Vital
Role
stage and has not been approved
Technical
plans
to insure maxiNeither Federal Operation Nor Direct
by the Secretary of War or the
mum use of the nation's 900 operAdministration.
ating or authorized broadcast stations already have been blueprinted
Censorship Under Present Program
Onesion, plan
currently
under
discusfor
the
Defense Communications
it is understood, contemplates
M-DAY for American radio will strike the moment the United
a possible tieup of radio with the Board, the status of which is purely that of a planning agency
States becomes a belligerent in World War II, under plans Office of Civilian Defense, headed
already devised by the military establishment.
by Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia, of rather than an operating organization. Working with the Army SigIf and when this country should become embroiled in the New York. This, however, presumnal Corps, headed by Mad- Gen.
ably would be only a technical
world conflict — and some competent observers believe it in- affiliation, since domestic broad- Joseph 0. Mauborgne, himself a
evitable— radio in general and broadcasting in particular autocasting, along with all other domes- member of the board, the DCB has
matically will become the fourth arm of defense, just as in
tic communication, is under juris- perfected blueprints designed to
diction of the Army in time of war. give the military establishment acBritain. There will be no such thing as a non-network broadcess to the civilian population both
Should such an affiliation be made,
cast station in time of actual involvement for military purnationally and regionally.
it
probably
would
involve
enrollposes. By the same token, there will be no direct censorship
Official Communiques
ment of key station officials — and
and no semblance of Government
possibly
their
entire
personnel
—
in
operation or even domination of
cussion is a plan for the creation a separate branch of the Office of
Under war conditions, it is condomestic broadcasting except in of the post of coordinator of comceivable that Government comCivilian Defense, but with general
muniques will be issued by radio
isolated instances — such as, peroperations maintained as usual.
m
u
n
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
—
probably
within
the
chance, the development of a war
Another development, and one at specified periods daily. These, it
Army
—
in
which
broadcasting
also
theatre on this side of the Atlantic. would be encompassed. A high- that is regarded as virtually auto- is presumed, would originate from
ranking officer, or even a civilian,
matic, would be for every broad- a central office in Washington repCarefully Planned
resenting the high command.
might be named to head this unit,
cast station employe — from presiAll this can be stated with reawhich would coordinate all outside
Such official pronouncements
dent to porter — to pledge allegisonable assurance after many
ance, in appropriate ceremonies, to would be released through every
contacts with private communicamonths of planning by Army and
the nation as the first phase of station outlet, tied together for
tions operations in time of war.
Navy officials along with the De- This plan, according to best in- operation under the war emer- this purpose, probably on a twicefense Communications Board, creformation, isstill in the discussion
a-day schedule. Non-network staated last fall, which has been funcgency.
tions would be tied into the three
tioning actively on communications
national network chains by landwar planning since the first of the
line, by shortwave radio relay, or
year.
direct pickup, depending upon the
WLW
Seeks
to Use
650
kw.;
Elaborate plans
have been
best technical means available.
jdrawn, all against the day of acPrevalent talk of censorship has
KSL
and
WSM
Ask
500
kw.
Itual involvement but all designed
been
vehemently denied in responsito result in a minimum of interferble Government quarters. Most of
, ence with normal operations of the
Applications May Reopen Entire Question of the difficulty, it is thought, grows
American commercial system.
out of widespread misunderstandSuperpower and Change in Rules Is Sought
Last week the War Department
ing of the term. In responsible
announced that its Signal Corps RECONSIDERATION of the
quarters it is generally recognized
Class
I-A
channels
as
against
the
can supply Army units with infor- whole question of superpower by present maximum of 50,000 watts. there will be a military censorship,
mation concerning communications
the FCC is foreshadowed with the
particularly insofar as external
networks in any area. This covers filing of revised applications by
WLW, only station ever author- communications are concerned. But
ized to use 500,000 watts during
telephone and telegraph as well as KSL, Salt Lake City, and WSM,
deal v/ith the suppresregular program hours, on June 21 this would
broadcasting availabilities. In the
sion of vital military information
Nashville,
for
authorization
to
then
filed
for
authority
to
use
case of radio, it means that every operate with 500,000 watts, and by
650,000 watts, which it claims is such as movements of ships and
outlet, in time of stress, can be
WLW,
Cincinnati,
for
650,000
the
output of its transmitter, now troops, and military production inhooked together for peak coverage, watts. All now operate with 50,000
formation. It simply would not be
used
between midnight and 6 a.m. released.
nationally or regionally.
watts.
with 500,000 watts. This application
To Name Coordinator
In the external field, which falls ^
A search of FCC applications likewise was filed on the new form,
discloses that KSL last Aug. 20 but was supplemented with techni- within the purview of the Navy, J
A number of plans are under
cal data indicating the character international broadcasting would
consideration for mobilization of filed a petition seeking FCC action
on its original application pending of rural coverage that could be pro- be affected. As a matter of fact,
broadcasting to perform maximum
vided with this output.
wartime service. These, for the since 1936, seeking the 500,000there already is a sort of volunwatt
output.
On
May
19, according to the FCC
[ most part, dispel widely prevalent
tary agreement entered into by
records,
WLW
filed
an
application
This was followed June 3 with
international broadcast stations
ireports that broadcasting will be
for
experimental
authorization
to
an application by WSM, filed on
I 'mustered into service, with Army
the State and Navy Departwith power up to 750,000 and
officers in command of each sepa- the new application form, bringing transmit
ments.
watts
with
its
present
equipment,
rate operation. While such plans its application, pending since 1936,
In the best interests of the nanow used experimentally during
may have been in the discussion
up-to-date with current information, an understanding has been
early
morning
hours
with
the
call
istage earlier in the emergency,
tion. A petition also was filed ask- letters W8X0. The application set reached that certain kinds of news
they now appear to have been
ing the FCC to amend its regula- forth that the station desired to
should not be broadcast over staeliminated entirely.
tions to specify power of "not less
(Continued on page 50)
tions serving audiences in Latin
In the preliminary stage of dis- than" 50,000 watts for stations on
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America and Europe. And under
war conditions, there probably
would be even a more direct editorial scrutiny of international
news broadcasts over shortwave
stations.
Lessons from Abroad
Radio's importance, both domestically and internationally, in war
operations already has been
strongly demonstrated in the European conflict. The lessons learned
abroad are being adapted for use
in this country. While various Governmental bureaus are collaborating in this planning, all of it finally
reaches the DCB as the policymaking body.
Members of this board, in addition to Gen. Mauborgne, are Chairman James Lawrence Fly, of the
FCC, serving as its head; Rear
Admiral Leigh Noyes, director of
naval communications ; Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury Herbert
Gaston, and Assistant Secretary of
State Breckenridge Long.
Committees of DCB related to
broadcasting have held regular
meetings since their appointment
early this year. The Domestic
Broadcast Committee, headed by
NAB President Neville Miller, has
had a number of technical subcommittees at work drafting plans for
the main board. The International
Broadcast Committee, headed by
Walter C. Evans, vice-president of
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
already has completed several basic
tasks, including that resulting in
the appointment of Stanley P.
Richardson, former foreign newspaper correspondent and State
Department aide, as coordinator of
shortwave broadcasts.
Recently completed by the
Domestic Broadcast Committee
was a technical handbook on
broadcast station operation. Somewhat similar to an instruction
booklet on an automobile, this
guide covers common technical
operating practices of broadcast
station plants and facilities.
Seek Specific Data
In addition to this handbook, the
committee, with the approval of
DCB, shortly is expected to dispatch a detailed questionnaire to
each station for specific data on
technical facilities. In that manner,
it is presumed, a complete inventory of the broadcast structure
would be available, showing the
locations of auxiliary transmitters,
availability of spare parts and the
like — all designed to enable the
directing authorities here to make
available an index for the industry as a whole. Thereby, it is assumed, there would be a basis for
insuring complete mobility i n
equipment supply as a means of
maintaining service under all foreseeable conditions.
The handbook prepared by the
Domestic Broadcast Committee
covers propagation, telephone lines
available and plant facilities. This
ties into the Signal Corps' announcement that it was now prepared to supply Army units with
information concerning communications networks in any area.

GLASS EVERYWHERE as these Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey officials pose in front of Treasury House, on Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington. The glass takes the form of bricks and plate used in constructing
a building to boost defense bonds. Around the plot are military displays,
including a metal barracks designed for the tropics. In line (1 to r, men
only), with a group of college girls serving as Esso hostesses, are W. H.
Evans, division m^anager; J. A. Miller, advertising manager; Russel
Keppel, regional manager; J. E. Skehan, vice-president and director;
E. K. Atkinson, promotion manager. A studio newsroom in the little
building is used for the twice-daily Esso News broadcast on WRC.
While no formal announcement
has been forthcoming as to broadcasting's precise niche in the war
emergency, emphasis has been
placed upon the "no censorship-no
operation" aspect. When DCB
originally was created last year
by executive order, anxiety was
occasioned within the broadcasting
industry for fear it would be the
opening wedge toward Government
operation. Because of that, the
Executive Order itself, with respect to domestic broadcasting,
specifies that DCB functions shall
be limited to "physical aspects"
rather than to program content.
The only possible departure, according to informed observers,
would be under conditions of actual
siege. If a mainland area were under air attack or threatened by
invasion, the Army would be in
supreme command. Under such
conditions, broadcasting, along with
all other communications and utilities, would be placed under strict
Army operation.
Civilian Defense
The Office of Civilian Defense
speculation is regarded as a possibility because of other developments in this field. FCC-DCB
Chairman Fly announced last week
that DCB had named a subcommittee to collaborate with a LaGuardia subcommittee on effective
use of communications during war
or other emergency.
DCB will integrate plans among
others, for emergency use of the
several thousand police radio stations with its general plans for
emergency utilization of wire and
radio facilities, while the Office of
Civilian Defense will integrate
them with other civilian defense
plans. Also embraced in these discussions will be use of fire department communications systems, both
{Continued on page i3)
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BVRBACH
LEAVING
PAPER FOR RADIO
GOERGE M. BURBACH, for the
last 27 years advertising manager
of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, on
July 1 relinquished that post in
order to devote
all of his time to

•**

the general managementof KSD,
and expansion
station.
At the
the newspaper's

A ^
same time it was
'■■
to the
for
that
ll ^ KSD
d appli
ed
^jWf^f^
hasFCC
■jjj
disclose
^//^^^
50,000 watts on
Mr. Burbach
940 kc, now occupied by WMAZ, Macon, Ga., with
1,000 watts night and 5,000 day;
by CBM, Montreal, with 5,000
watts, and by XEQ, Mexico City,
with 50,000 watts.
Mr. Burbach in recent years has
retained the title of manager of
KSD, devoting part of his time to
that duty. He will continue as secretary of the Pulitzer Publishing
Co. and as a member of its board
of directors.
In announcing his retirement
from the newspaper field in favor
of radio, Mr. Burbach also announced the appointment of Stuart
M. Chambers, his assistant and a
member of the Post-Dispatch advertising department since 1916, to
the post he relinquishes. Mr. Chambers formerly was with the Kansas City Star.
Fall Nursery Campaign
GOOD & REESE Inc., Springfield,
0. (florist, nursery), is reported by
the Leo Boulette Agency, Springfield, to be planning a series of test
offers starting Sept. 1 to determine
whether its radio efforts should be
extended beyond present annual
spring camapigns. Last campaign
included 14 stations. The new list
has not yet been selected.
BROADCASTING

NEWS

STUDIO

HELPS BOND SALE
MARKED by a formal dedicatory
program over the NBC-Red network featuring addresses by VicePresident Wallace and Undersecretary of the Treasury Daniel W.
Bell, Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey formally opened July 1 its
"Treasury House" in Washington.
Erected in the heart of the downtown section of the Capital, the
glass bricktributionbuilding
is Esso's
conto the defense
program
and will be utilized for the sale of
defense bonds. An ambitious radio
project is outlined for the Treasury
House which includes origination
of twice-daily local Esso Reporter
newscasts as well as a plethora of
defense savings quizzes and solicitations. A radio announcer is on
duty every day from 10 a.m. to 10
p.m.,
sale of
the
bonds promoting
and savingsthestamps
among
pass'^rsby and while no actual sales
are made on the grounds, Esso has
arranged for escorts to the adjacent Treasury building where sales
are made.
Construction of the house is of
glass bricks similar to the glass
banks which Esso dealers have
been distributing for the last year
to promote home saving. Entire
cost of the project was assumed by
Esso and a policy of minimizing
commercialism has been adopted
with the statement that regular
commercial announcements of the
oil company on the newscasts have
been replaced by defense savings
Marschalk & Pratt, the Esso
agency, handled the broadcasting
details.
pleas.
FIGHT BOOSTS SALES
Gillette Checks up on Sales
After Battle
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co..
Boston,
that on
retailers'
sales
of itemsreports
featured
the LouisConn fight, broadcast on MBS June
18, showed a marked increase and
that an all-time high for sales of
such items -vriW result from the boxing broadcasts. According to Maxon
Inc., New York, Gillette agency,
commercials on future MBS fight
programs will feature the Gillette j
25-pack for razor blades; the onepiece Tech razor; Gillette shaving
cream, lather and brushless, and
the new Gillette Travkit.
The fights, described in the U.
S. by Don Dunphy and Bill Coruni
are broadcast in full by Julio Garzon, managing edtior of the Ne^Y
Y'ork Latin American newspaper
La Prensa, on the Schenectady
shortwave station WGEO. Broadcast in Spanish,
fightsAmeircan
are rebroadcast
also bytheLatin
stations. Prescott Robinson, MBS
announcer and commentator, also
announces special commercials for
Gillette to the CBC during the
fights.
Pabst Schedule
PABST SALES Co., Chicago, or
July 7 will start an 8 to 13-weel;
schedule of spot announcements
varying in length and frequency or
the following stations: KHJ KMPC
WCAO WCBM WFBR WBAI
WGBI WDEL WILM. Agency is
Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
• Broadcast

Advertising,

Board

ASCAP
Suit

Threat

Heard

Still

Against

Industry
I MEETING of the ASCAP board
I of directors last Thursday to discuss what action if any should be
' taken on the NBC proposal was
I still in session as Broadcasting
. went to press. Board was expected
either to accept NBC's offer as a
j starting point for negotiations or,
] if they rejected it entirely, to instruct Schwartz & Frohlich, their
! general counsel, to file the ASCAP
i suit against the radio industry as
I rapidly as possible.
Oppose NBC Offer
II Preceding the Thursday session,
r the prevailing ASCAP sentiment
j was described at the society's
!' headquarters as favoring a fiat re1^ jection of NBC's offer [Sroadcast' ING, June 30]. While there was an
! appreciation of the sincerity of
I NBC's proposal, the spirit of which
; the ASCAP spokesman termed a
decided contrast from that of CBS
[. [Broadcasting, June 23], he said
the board was expected to stand
I pat on the contract with MBS
;i [Broadcasting, May 5] as the low,1 est rates ASCAP can accept.
If the terms of this contract were
, accepted by all networks and all
stations, which he said is extremely unlikely, ASCAP's revenue from

II YUM
grand!
Even inYUM!
a nightAin't
club, love
like the
Mocambo, Hollywood, where a snoopi ing lenshound invaded the privacy
t\ of a booth occupied by Mary Lee
m Barnes, of the publicity staff at
I)' KOMO-KJR, Seattle, and Dick
J Keplinger, news and special events
5 director. They were in Hollywood
on their honeymoon.
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radio would amount to about $4,200,000 for the year, he estimated.
This represents a sizeable reduction from the $5,100,000 which the
industry paid to ASCAP in 1940,
he said,
and a "major
for
the
broadcasters
when victory"
contrasted
to the more than $8,000,000 which
it had been estimated broadcasters
would have paid to ASCAP if they
had accepted the contract offered
by the society last year.
The CBS proposal, which he described as "ridiculous" and as "an
attempt to have ASCAP underwrite
their business", he said would produce less than $2,500,000 from radio in annual revenue to the society
and furthermore is replete with
provisions which, he declared, "were
put
just to
make onusanmad."
The
NBC in offer,
which
industry
basis would give ASCAP an estimated annual revenue of more than
$3,000,000, lacked these "snide

Network

clauses," he said, and was more of
a straightforward businesslike
proposition, which ASCAP appreciated even though the offer should
be unacceptable.
At NBC the offer was described
as a "good deal for ASCAP, producing better than $500,000 more
than that offered by CBS." The
NBC attitude is that "this is the
time to lay the cards on the table
and get cordingthings
to a top cleaned
executive.up," acPlans for Suit
ASCAP attorneys are said to be
rushing preparations for the society's suit against the broadcasting industry, which will charge the
NAB, BMI,*NBC,
and radio
their orofficers and possiblyCBSother
ganizations and individuals with
conspiring to put ASCAP out of
business and to bar its music from
the air [Broadcasting, June 16].

Expiration of Com
. Thompson's
Term
Leaves FCC
With
Only Six Members
FOR THE SECOND time within Thompson was one of the original
a year, the FCC is functioning advocates of network and industry
without its full membership by "crackdown" and often has been
virtue of thr expiration of the term represented as favoring Government ownership of certain phases
of Frederick I. Thompson June 30
of broadcasting. Despite all this,
without action by President Roosevelt in naming his successor.
it was thought in responsible quarMr. Thompson concluded his
ters that the chances for the Alarather hectic two-year tenure last
baman's reappointment have faded
considerably and that several
Monday and returned to his home
in Mobile. He was appointed to the weeks may elapse before a new apFCC March 28, 1939 and took
pointment ismade.
The FCC functioned with only
office Anril 13 to fill the unexpired
term of Judge E. O. Sykes, who six members from June 30, 1940
had resigned to enter private law until the appointment of Ray C.
Wakefield on March 10, 1941, to
practice in Washington.
No announcement was made re- succeed the late Thad H. Brown.
garding failure of President Roose- Commissioner Brown had been renominated by the President but
velt to I'enominate the former Alabama newspaper publisher, but it had withdrawn his appointment
was reported in some Quarters that after his qualifications for office
Senator Bankhead (D-Ala.) had had been subjected to severe criticism by Senator Tobey (R-N. H.)
opposed renomination.
in hearings before the Interstate
Endorsed by Hill
Commerce Committee.
While the names of several canA new name mentioned for the
didates for the post are mentioned,
Thompson
post is that of Thomas
there is still the possibility, though
E. (Buster) Lawson Jr., youthful
remote, that Mr. Thompson will be Attorney General of Alabama.
reappointed. Senator Lister Hill
(D-Ala.), his original sponsor, told Highly regarded as an attorney
Broadcasting last Wednesday that and executive, Mr. Lawson is understood to have the endorsement
his endorsement of the 66-year-old
Alabaman "still stands". More- of a substantial portion of the Alabama delegation, though Senator
over, it was reported that Rep.
Coffee (D-Wash.), leader of the Hill said he was not familiar with
his candidacy.
House liberal block, had written
the White House endorsing Mr.
In addition, the names of G. W.
Thompson.
Johnstone, former radio director of
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
the Democratic National CommitFly has made no public statement
tee and before that public relations
regarding the FCC vacancy, but is officer of NBC and of WOR-MBS.
expected to seek an appointment at
the White House this week, pre- and now identified with the President's Birthday Ball Committee,
sumably to discuss the vacancy,
among other things. Mr. Fly had and of Fulton J. Redman, Portland,
(Me.) attorney and Democratic
been represented as favoring the
Thompson reappointment because nominee for the governorship last
of the bearing it might have on the year, are being mentioned [Broadcasting, June 30].
chain-monopoly
regulations. Mr
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No details were forthcoming about
the suit, which will ask the court to
order the defendants to pay to
ASCAP three-fold damages for all
losses the society has sustained by
reason of the allegedly illegal actions of the defendants, but it was
reported that the papers might be
filed within the week.
Other sources, however, believe
that the suit will not be filed for
some time, and certainly not unless ASCAP abandons all idea of
getting together with NBC and
CBS. The proposals of both of
these networks contained provisions that upon the conclusion of a
contract with ASCAP, all suits by
either ASCAP or its members
againsttionstheshouldnetworks
and their stabe dropped.
Meanwhile, the suit of BMI and
E. E. Marks Music Corp., against
ASCAP [Broadcasting, June 23]
has evoked a flow of vitriolic press
releases from that organization
reminiscent of the ones it issued
last year when it was attempting
to line up press and public in an
anti-radio crusade in a vain effort
to force the broadcasters to accept
the license ASCAP was offering
at that time.
No Damages Asked
Radio, says an ASCAP release
dated June 30, offered composers
"everything but the sun and moon
and then proceeded to pay them off
with cigarette money and a threat
to rob them of their economic and
cultural
independence."
which
BMI replied
that the suitTo against
ASCAP "is by no means intended
as a suit against a songwriter. If
the contracts which the ASCAP
publishers made with the ASCAP
writers deprive songwriters of
rights, that is not something for
which BMI can be held responsible.
Since BMI has acquired a grant of
the rights from a former ASCAP
music publisher who asserts that
he owns the rights in question,
BMI has no choice but to test the
matter
in court."
BMI goes
on to point out that
"out of consideration for songwriters" it is asking no damages, but
merely for the court to adjudicate
the effect of the contract and to determine whether publisher or writer controls the performance rights.
ASCAP, with both writer and publisher members, has never brought
this question to coui't, and is now
faced with the unpleasant choice of
either refusing to defend the suit
or of fighting for the interests of
its writer members and opposing
those of its publisher members.
In another blast sent out last
Thursday, John Paine, general
manager of ASCAP, asks how BMI
can contend that its suit is not
against songwriters "when ASCAP
does not exist apart from its membership. The suit plainly seeks to
take away the writers rights from
(Continued on page 47)
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Violation
Novel
Three

Commercials

Stations

in

Video

Present

July 1 Programs
In New York
JULY 1, 1941, is destined to be a
historic date in the annals of both
radio and advertising. On that date
television
York area setowners
were given ina the
choice"New
of
programs, being able, if their sets
had been properly adjusted to tune
from one to another of three stations—CBS's WCBW, Dumont's
W2XWV or NBC's WNBT.
Thousands of set-owners
throughout the world — in London,
Berlin, Los Angeles and other
major cities, have witnessed television performances in their own
homes, but last Tuesday, for the
first time in history, more than one
program was available to any television audience.
A New Medium
The date also marked the official
birth of a new advertising medium.
Combining sight and sound and motion and — television's own unique
attribute, immediacy — this newcomer to the media family is reckoned by many advertising men to
have the greatest potential selling
power of all. Five advertisers participated in making the opening
day of commercial television really
commercial by sponsoring telecasts
on WNBT, only station to be ready
for business with a commercial license and a rate card. The latest
sponsor was Missouri Pacific Lines,
St. Louis, whose advertising department placed a half-hour travel
film on WNBT Friday night.
The FCC last Monday, in connection with the start of commercial video the following day, issued an objective statement reviewing events
leading up to full commercial authorization. The FCC indicated that
in addition to the established visual
broadcast service for the New York
area, three more stations expect
soon to make the transition from
experimental to commercial operation—Don Lee's W6XA0, Los Angeles, Zenith's W9XZV, Chicago,
and Philco's W3XE, Philadelphia.
Bulova Watch Co., New York,
opened and closed the day's transmissions on this station with a
visual adaptation of its familiar
radio time signal. A standard test
pattern, fitted with hands like a
clock and bearing the name of the
sponsor, ticked off a full minute at
2:30 p.m. and 11 p.m. for the edification ofthe viewers-in. This twoprogram contract also provides
television's first success story, for
following the opening day's test
the sponsor immediately signed up
for daily time-signals for the
standard 13-week period.
Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia, telecast the regular evening news
broadcast of Lowell Thomas as it
also went out to listeners over the
Blue network, with Hugh James
reading the commercials from a
desk piled high with cans of the
Page 10 • July 7, 1941

Relic
POSTSCRIPTS on the letter
sent to advertisesr and agencies by Alfred H. Morton,
NBC vice-president in charge
of television, along with the
NBC television rate card,
reads: "Preserve this card
for posterity! Since its is the
first television rate card ever
produced,
we're it
warning
that someday
might you
be
worth money!"
product. This program, sponsored
as an opening day special, was
placed through Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Lever Bros Co., Cambridge,
Mass., treated the audience to a
sight-and-sound version of its radio program. Uncle Jim's Question
Bee, with the commercials presented by Aunt Jennie, star of another
Lever series. For her first commercial. Aunt Jennie told of compliments her cooking has received
since she started using Spry, demonstrating her remarks about its
quality by opening a can and displaying its contents to the audience.
At the close of the program she
cut and served to the cast and the
contestants on the show an appetizing chocolate cake. While they
ad libbed their appreciation, including several requests for second
helpings, Aunt Jennie got in a
couple of short conversational plugs
for Spry. This one-time test program, handled by Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, effectively demonstrated the ease with which television
can
over a hard-hittingdirect salesputmessage.
P & G Program
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, presented an adaptation of
one of its programs, Truth or Consequences, ideally adapted to the
medium with its comic situations.
The commercials told the familiar "red hands" story. The camera
presented a close-up of a pair of
hands, red and rough from dishwashing, then dollied back to reveal a woman and a boy with a
basket of groceries, including three
cakes of soap.
The woman told the boy to take
the two cakes of Ivory to the bathroom and to put the laundry soap
on the sink for dishwashing. Then
the scene was repeated with another pair of hands, this time
all three cakes of soap were Ivory,
pointing an obvious moral. Contestants on this show received large
cakes of Ivory, whose labels were
plainly visible to the audience.
Compton Adv., New York, handled
the program.
In addition, WNBT during the
afternoon telecast the DodgersPhillies baseball game and in the
evening put on USO program and
a condensed version of a satire on
Army life, written, produced and

Debut

performed by the privates and noncoms of Ft. Monmounth, N. J.
Although beset by technical difficulties which threatened to halt
the proceedings, both WCBW and
W2XWV pushed through to get
programs on the air on July 1. The
DuMont engineers, unable to make
the necessary changes in their antenna in the time allotted, rigged
up a substitute temporary mast
which, although not transmitting
as powerful a signal, sent out pictures and sound which were clearly received by set-owners as far
away as Passaic, N. J. This station's two-hour evening program
included both live and film entertainment.
Troubles Galore
CBS engineers, hampered but not
stopped by a broken camera circuit and the failure of the fiuorescent lighting system shortly before
time for the afternoon program,
got WCBW on the air on schedule.
Highspot of the afternoon program
was a dancing lesson given to a
boy and girl by Arthur Murray
instructors.
Other entertainment included a
newscast, with a large map behind
the announcer that reversed on a
central pivot to permit an immediate change of geography in keeping with the locale of the news,
and a children's story-telling program, with the story illustrated by
an artist drawing his sketches as
the audience watched and listened.
In the evening, after further
camera trouble, WCBW presented
a blues singer, the first of a scheduled series on the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, introduced by the
museum's director, Francis Henry
Taylor, and Bob Edge interviewing sports celebrities.
Commercialization naturally
means unionization and by the
opening day both NBC and CBS
included members of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Emnloyes in their television staffs.
CBS had signed a contract with
the lATSE some weeks before and
while the NBC contract was still
being negotiated, with several
points of dispute still unsettled, the
union's members were already at
work. A three-man crew is assigned to each program, including
a carpenter, electrician and property man.
NBC-Brooklyn Fights
NBC GETS exclusive broadcasting
rights to fights at Ebbetts Field,
Brooklyn,
by a covers
contractsixsigned
day. Contract
fights Thursto be
staged between July 8 and Get. 1 and
includes an option on all fights at the
field for three years. NBC in turn has
given the exclusive broadcasting rights
to Adam Hats, which will sponsor on
NBC-Blue
fights are
network caliberwhen
and the
on WHN,
New ofYork,
when they are not.
BERNARD N. WALKER, a Charlotte dentist, has applied to the FCC
for a local station in Concord, N. C,
to operate on 1400 kc. with 2.50 watts.
BROADCASTING

Claimed
Threats

of
in

Code
AFRA

to Mutual

WKRC Strike Front Is Quiet
Pending Net Board Meeting
THERE WAS little surface change
in the AFRA-WKRC-MBS situation last week, following a fruitless conference in Chicago June
27.
In Cincinnati the strikers continued to picket WKRC.
In New York Fred Weber, general manager of MBS, announced
that
the network's
board a ofmeeting
directorsof would
be held
Tuesday,
July 8, either in New
York or Chicago.
AFRA mailed out its letter to
agencies, previously approved by
the union's executive committee but
held up pending the outcome of
the Friday conference [Broadcasting, June 30], notifying the agencies that as of July 12 no AFRA
member would be allowed to work
on MBS network commercial programs going to WKRC. Deadline
date
had originally been set for
8.
July 7, but was postponed to provide for the possibility of action
at the MBS board meeting July
Code Provision
In the background, however, the
principals and their attorneys were
delving into the legal aspects of
the situation, which is unparalleled
in broadcasting history. A year
ago, when several radio stations
were having difficulty in negotiating agreements with the AFM
locals in their cities, James C. Petrillo, AFM president, ordered his
members not to perform for network remote pickups from hotels
and night clubs which were fed to
the stations in question, as a method of depriving the recalcitrant stations of their late evening dance
music from the network as well as
locally. But the AFM made no attempt to interfere with the network commercial programs, nor
even with sustaining musical
shows originating in network studios.
The opinion was expressed that
by ordering programs from MBS
to prevent them from being broadcast by WKRC, AFRA is striking
at innocent parties in order to hurt
the one it has declared unfair. Such
action, it was pointed out, is in direct violation of one of the provisions of the AFRA Code of Fair
Practice, which reads:
"So long as the producer performs this code, AFRA will not
strike against the producer as to
the performers covered by this
Code in the field covered by this
code. To the extent AFRA has
agreed not to strike, it will order
its members to perform their contracts with the producer. This paragraph only applies to producers
whoAFRA
sign has
this said
code."this clause does
{Continued on page 46)
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560 Kc — C.B.S.
Affiliated in Management with the
Oklahoma Publishcsg Company and
WKY, Oklahoma City — Rbpresented
Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.

DENVER'S
STANDOUT

STATION

Conferences
Net Heads, Wheeler

and

Craney Meet; NAB
Change Rumored
ULTIMATE fate of the FCC's
chain-monopoly regulations remained in doubt last week, though
all signs pointed to postponement
of the Aug. 2 effective date.
Without advance notice or fanfare, an informal conference was
held in Washington last Monday,
in which Chairman Wheeler, (DMont.), of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, participated.
Present at the session, in addition
to Senator Wheeler, were President Niles Trammell and VicePresident Frank M. Russell, of
NBC; President William S. Paley
and Vice-President Harry C.
Butcher, of CBS; Fred Weber,
general manager, and Louis G.
Caldwell, chief counsel, of MBS;
and Ed B. Craney, general manager of KGIR, Butte, who was
host.
More Sessions Likely
While no word came from the session, it is thought the whole matter
of broadcast regulation was discussed, particularly in the light of
testimony during the three weeks
of hearings on the White Resolution. When the hearings recessed
June 20, at the call of the chair, it
was understood Chairman Fly
would return — probably about July
8 — to present rebuttal argument.
It is entirely possible, it is conjectured, that Chairman Fly will
not reappear but that conferences
may be held during the next week
or ten days on broadcast regulation
and new legislation. Chairman
Wheeler, from the outset, has advocated the conference method, and
urged both the FCC and broadcasters to remove the "heat" from the
controversy.
In some quarters, it was believed
an agreement on postponement of
the eight regulations, affecting the
whole commercial broadcast structure, might be procured, particularly while the White Resolution,
calling for a full-dress investigation of broadcasting and for a stay
of the regulations, is pending before the committee. It was evident,
however, that nothing tangible
would develop until after the July
4 holiday weekend.
Meanwhile, reports became current that a movement is afoot to
reorganize the NAB, primarily as
an outgrowth of the monopoly
situation. In addition to the resignations of nearly a dozen stations
from the trade association since
the development of the monopoly
controversy, it was reported that
a substantial group of stations are
contemplating concerted action in
resigning from the trade association, in protest against the position
taken by President Neville Miller
on the chain-monopoly p.oceedings.
Resignations are being solicited,
it is reported, on the purported
ground that the NAB has not repPage 12 • ]uly 7, 1941

May

Halt
THEY

WERE

Network
IN THE ARMY
One of a Series

Rules
THEN

TRIO OF W IvSTERNERS who did their duty during the 1917-1918 unpleasantnes , al of them now prominent broadcast executives. For identifications and service recoi'ds, see page 38.
resented independent stations, but
rather has reflected the viewpoints
of the major networks in the current controversy. The criticism is
largely directed against President
Miller, who joined NAB in 1938 as
its first president at $25,000 per
year, plus $5,000 in allowances.
His salary was increased by $10,000 at the San Francisco convention of the NAB in 1940 and his
contract was extended from 1942
until 1944, at the NAB convention
in St. Louis last May as a vote of
confidence in the position he had
taken both in connection with the
monopoly regulations and the copyright controversy.
Nine Have Resigned
Among stations which already
have resigned from the NAB in
protest against President Miller
are WOR, WON, KHJ and WFBR,
on behalf of MBS; KGIR, Butte,
and KFPY, Spokane, because of
the St. Louis convention episode
involving Chairman Fly; KSTP,
St. Paul, and WTMJ, Milwaukee,
because they were out of sympathy
with its policies even prior to the
convention, and WOL, Washington,
which resigned within the last fortnight because of the "undemocratic
treatment" of the NAB in handling
reports on the network monopoly
hearings.
What the outcome of the new
conversations on the chain-monopoly regulations will be is problematical. While Chairman Fly has
made no formal statement, he observed at his press conference last
week that he doubted whether he
would "go back to the Hill" for
further testimony on the White
Resolution, since he had received
no instructions fron the committee.
If the preliminary conversations
do not yield a basis for reappraisal
of the whole situation, it is assumed Chairman Fly will appear
for his rebuttal testimony, though

Hams' Calls
ACTING on a request of the
War and Navy Departments,
the FCC June 24 authorized
distinctive call letters for the
Washington control stations
of the Army and Navy amateur system networks.
W3XCL, control station for
the Army Amateur System
network will be W3USA, and
a new station designed for
Naval amateur activities will
be assigned W3USN. Purpose is to enable hams in the
Reserve Service to better
identify network control stations, particularly in the
present emergency.
it
Julymay7. be later than the week of
In any event, one point appeared
certain — that the regulations would
not become effective Aug. 2 and
that the Commission, presumably
on its own motion, will extend the
effective date. Chairman Fly, in
his lengthy testimony before the
committee, indicated that ample
time would be given the industry
to comply with the regulations.
Since no tangible steps have been
taken by the networks toward revision of contracts and compliance
in the light of the unfinished state
of the White Resolution hearings,
a postponement is regarded as
practically automatic.
The FCC, it is assumed, would
not permit service to the public to
be impaired, particularly while a
legislative matter is pending in
Congress involving these regulations.
THE LIBRARY of the late Frederic
William Wile, famed newscaster and
eorrespondent, has been presented by
his widow to the War Dept., which
will distribute the 1,500 volumes and
scrapboolvs chiefiy to the War College
at Washington and the Military Academy at West Point.
BROADCASTING

Advertising Probe
Planned in Senate
Sen. Murray to Collect Data
On Small Business Firms
AS PART of its studies to alleviate
problems of small business enterprises a special Senate committee
headed by Senator Murray
(D-Mont.) within a few weeks
plans to canvass advertisers of the
country for their reactions to alleged problems arising for small
entrepreneurs from large-scale advertising activities of big comQuestionnaires probably will be
distributed to advertisers between
panies.
Aug. 1 and Aug. 15, according to
Charles G. Daughters, clerk of the
special committee.
In addition to the advertising
survey, the committee is planning
studies covering the problems of
small business risk capital and
banking credit, transportation rate
discrimination against small business, trade diversions, trend of
court interpretations of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, and problems
of increasing sales and efficiency of
operations.
Too Many Reports
Indicative of the type of service
sought by the committee is a recent recommendation favoring coordination of Federal reporting
services to meet complaints of
small businessmen of a "duplication and multiplicity of reports required by Federal agencies", it was
indicated.
The questionnaire, now being developed, is designed to give advertisers in all categories an opportunity to develop their views on the
effect of large-scale advertising
campaigns on small business. Upon
completion of the survey, hearings
ings.
are planned to amplify the findMembers of the special committee include Senators Murray, chairman, Maloney (D-Conn.), Mead
(D-N. Y.), Ellender (D-La.),
Stewart (D-Tenn.), Capper
(R-Kan.) and Taft (R-0.). Mr.
Daughters, clerk of the committee,
formerly was associated with Rep.
Wright inPatman
known
business (D-Tex.),
circles forwellhis
anti-chain store legislative campaign.Army Seeks Scripts
AN APPEAL to radio writers as
well as
those
in the material
motion picture field
to donate
for
entertaining trainees and soldiers
in Army camps has been made by
the writers committee of the Motion Picture Defense Committee.
Several shows with top name radio
and film talent have already been
staged at various Army camps for
the trainees and soldiers. Material
should be sent to Robert Riskin,
care of Warner Bros. Studio.
P>MI has announced that it has some
extra copies of the first volume of its
I^MI Index, which will be sent to
any subscribers writing for them. Only
charge will be COD postage.
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SATURDAY.
During

JUNE
Ball

Game

Period

% 3Radios
7.3% On

3:30 to 3:45

37.5%

3:45 to 4:00
4:00 to 4:15
4:15 to 4:30

7, 1941

SUNDAY,
During
Period

95.8%
% Tuned to WWJ
97.3%

4:00 to 4:15

90.5%

4:15 to 4:30

91.2%

4:30 to 4:45

39.9%
38.9%

91.8%
48.2%
JUNE 8, 1941*
92.0%
48.
Ball0%Game
94.5%
6.8%On % Tuned to WWJ
% 4Radios
46.4%
94.9%

4:45 to 5:00

LOOKING
TO THE

More than 90% of all the radios in use in Detroit were
tuned to WWJ during the base ball game broadcasts on the
days of these surveys. This is more proof of the great popularity ofthis station in the vast Detroit market.

FUTURE

Investigate the exceptional sales opportunities offered
by Detroit and WWJ without delay!

WW/
4merica'$ Pioneer Radio Station

*Si/rveys conducted by Hooper-Holmes Bureau, Inc.

Pioneers Again
WITH FREQUENCY MODULATION
W
45
D
First FM Broodcasting Station •
in Michiqon
NOW ON THE AIR >

Americas Pioneer Broadcasting Station
Member NBC Basic Red Network
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FCC
FCC

Defines

Further Postponement
May Be Requested
By Hough Group
ISSUED as an amplification of its
Order No. 79, calling- for hearings
on newspaper ownership of radio
stations, the FCC has tabulated
a 10-point bill of particulars for
the hearings in the form of a supplemental order (79A) which sets
forth the subject matter of the
hearings now scheduled to start
July 23.
At the same time the Commission, which will sit en banc to hear
the testimony, announced procedure
for the introduction of evidence
which requires that written requests for permission to appear be
filed within five days of the hearing opening, or by July 18.
Want Postponement
With some of the commissioners
eager to take vacations from the
sweltering Washington heat, a
movement was on foot to secure a
postponement of the opening of the
hearings, and the Press-Radio Committee, representing the newspaper-radio interests, is expected to
petition the Commission again for
a postponement until Sept. 15. This
was the date originally asked, but
the request was turned down.
The Press - Radio Committee,
headed by Harold Hough, of the
Fort Worth Star - Telegram
(WBAP-KGKO), is expected
through its counsel to ask for the
postponement on the grounds that
it has had insufficient time to prepare its case. Though Order 79
was promulgated March 20, the bill
of particulars was not made available until July 1. Even the Commission's own fact-finding questionnaire [see story in adjoining
column] did not go into the mails
until June 28, giving stations only
until July 12 to submit their replies. The 800 or more replies, it
is believed, will require more than
11 days to study and collate.
Need More Time
It is understood that there is little disposition on the part of Chairman Fly to grant the postponement, but his own Law Department
may require more time. David
Lloyd, attorney, has been assigned
to handle the press-radio data under the direction of Tom Harris,
senior assistant general counsel,
but General Counsel Telford Taylor is expected to play an important
part in the conduct of the hearings
themselves.
The Press-Radio Committee will
be represented by former Judge
Thomas D. Thacher, Sydney M.
Kaye and Abe M. Herman, as
counsel.
Order No. 79A begins with this
preamble to its 10 points: "Whereas, the Commission by Order No.
79 (March 20, 1941) directed that
an investigation be undertaken to
Page 14 • July 7, 1941

Issues

in

Press

Subject Matter of FCC
On

Hearing
Hearings

Newspaper-Radio
(Under Order No. 79A)

Issue

THESE are the subjects of testimony and other evidence to be
heard by the FCC at its forthcoming newsimper-radio hearings,
as set forth, in its supplemental Order No. 79 A :
1. To what extent broadcast stations are at present associated witli persons
also associated with publication of one or more newspapers, the classification
(in terms of power, location, network alBliation, etc.) of broadcast stations
so associated, the circumstances surrounding such association, and the tendency
toward such association in the future.
2. Whether joint association of newspapers and broadcast stations tends
or may tend to prejudice the free and fair presentation of public issues and
information over the air, or to cause editorial bias or distortion, or to inject
editorial policy or attitude into the ijublic service rendered by broadcast stations
as a medium of public communication.
'6. Whether
association
newspapers
and ofbroadcast
or may
tend to joint
restrict
or distortof the
broadcasting
news, orstations
to limittends
the
sources of news to the public, or to affect adversely the relation between newsgathering services and broadcast stations.
4. Whether the joint association of newspapers and broadcast stations has
or may have any effect upon freedom of access to the radio forum, for the
discussion of public issues.
5. Whether the joint association of newspapers and bi-oadcast stations tends
or may tend to lessen or increase competition among broadcast stations or to
result in the monopolization of local broadcast facilities.
6. Whether the joint association of newspapers and broadcast stations
tends or may tend to increase or decrease concentration of control over broadcast
facilities or the use thereof.
7. Whether the joint association of newspapers and broadcast stations constitutes or may constitute an undue concentration of control over the principal
media for public communication.
8. Whether joint association of newspapers and broadcast stations tends
or may tend to result in the utilization of improved facilities and skilled, experienced personnel for the procuring and dissemination of information and
opinion by broadcast stations.
9. Whether joint association of newspapers and broadcast stations tends
or may tend to insure greater economic stability for broadcast stations and to
encourage the maximum technological development of radio.
10. What considerations influence newspaper interests to acquire broadcast
stations.
determine what statement of policy
or rules, if any, should be issued
concerning applications for high
frequency broadcast stations (FM)
with which are associated persons
also associated with the publication
of one or more newspapers, and
that public hearings with respect
thereto be held at such times and
such places as the Commission may
direct, and that such investigation
and public hearings shall also include consideration of statements
of policy or rules, if any, which
should be issued concerning future
acquisition of standard broadcast
stations by newspapers;
"Now, therefore, it is ordered
that, pursuant to the aforesaid order, testimony and other evidence
be taken with reference to the following matters, in addition to such
others matters as the Commission
may
time the
to time
direct . [see
. ."
Therefrom
follows
10 points
box at top of this page].
Plan of Procedure
In its statement regarding procedure, the Commission states the
purposetainofinformation
the hearings
is "to and
obnecessary
helpful to the Commission in the
determination of its policies, the
carrying out of its duties, and if
need be, the formulation of rules
and regulations or recommendato Congress."
The procedure
is set tionsforth
as follows:
I. Appearances for the purpose of introducing evidence — Persons desiring to be

FCC Press Prober
THAT an FCC investigator called
on United Press early last month
to gather data in connection with
newspapers
was disclosed in New and
Yorkradio,
last week.
UP
officials were asked the extent of
the UP wire system, number of
stations and newspapers subscribing, etc. Information was also
sought on combination newspaperradio contracts and exclusive contracts, neither of which UP stated
it has, andformedthe
investigator
inthat UP
serves was
Lowell
Thomas, H. V. Kaltenborn, Elmer
Davis, Raymond Gram Swing and
other commentators directly.
heard by the Commission with reference
to the investigation conducted under Order
No. 79 shall file with the Secretary of the
Commission petitions or letters setting
forth the position and interest of the
petitioner in the proceedings, the evidence or information which the petitioner
desires to present or adduce, the pertinency
and relevance of such evidence or testimony to the matters designated by the
Commission in supplemental Order No.
79A, the names of, and other important
facts pertaining to the witnesses which
the petitioner desires to call, and the
volume and character of the documentary
evidence which the petitioner desires to
present.
Such written request shall be filed not
later than the fifth day before the day
on which hearings are scheduled to begin.
Such petitions or letters also should
show that the proposed appearance will
bring before the Commission evidence and
testimony of a character which will inform and enlighten the Commission with
regard to the considerations of public
interest involved in the investigation ordered under Order No. 79 and the specific
matters set forth in supplemental Order
(Continued on page 16)
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Query

Seeks

News,
Personnel
And Business Data
Long Form to Elicit Intimate
Press-Broadcast Facts
DELVING deeply into the news,
personnel and business relationships of radio stations and newspapers, the FCC last week addressed a 14-page mimeographed
questionnaire to all broadcasting
stations, containing 10 questions
and numerous sub-questions designed to elicit "information concerningstandard
the present
relations
between
broadcast
station
licensees and newspapers in their
respective communities or service
Whether or not the station is
associated with a newspaper, it is
asked to return the completed questionnaires not later than Saturday,
areas."
July 12, since the data are to be
used in connection with the forthcoming newspaper ownership hearings under Order No. 79, now scheduled to start July 23.
Free Publicity
Question
1 asks for a newspapers
list of "all
local
and out-of-town
which are customarily read by
listeners in your primary service
area for news of local community
Question 2 asks which newspa- 1,
interest."
pers
carrywithout
the station's
listings
charge;program
which
newspapers refuse to carry program listings except on a paid
basis; whether trade deals for listings exist; how the station keeps {
the public informed of its programs [
if no newspaper prints its pro-i
grams, etc. Detailed breakdowns of |
listing methods, including the ques-t
tion whether sponsors are mentioned and whether the station's
program
"receive emphasis
the same
space andlistings
typographical
as other stations," are also reQuestion 3 asks for a listing of
all local or out-of-town newspapers
quired.which the station has arrange- |
with
ments, agreements or understandings since July 1, 1936 with re-|
spect to (1) solicitation of advertising, (2) joint rates, discounts or
refunds to advertisers using both
station and newspaper, (3) free
space or free time in one medium
for those purchasing advertising in
the other, (4) rates for space and
time charged advertisers, (5) availability of newspaper's
merchandising service
to radio advertisers,
(6)i
newspaper
publicity
concerning
programs carried by the station, (7)
any other agreements or understanding relating to adveitising. If
there are written agreements, cop-i
ies are to be attached.
Question 4 asks whether any lo-j
cal newspaper carries display advertising concerning the station oU
its programs; whether this is paid
for; whether any local newspaper!
(Continued on page 2A)
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what's more — KIRO's particularly designed directional antenna sends ]]2,Q00 watts over salt water
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KIRO has Increased its power to 50,000 watts — and
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CYCLES, that means C-O-V-E-R-A-G-E! Take a look
at the new 50,000 watt coverage map of KIRO. See
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. . . the outstanding station in the Pacific Northwest!
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NORMAN

ROSS

Here is a real radio opportunity!
WENr's great participation hour, featuring Chicago's
famous, friendly salesman, NORMAN ROSS, in his
own program of entertaining recorded music,
insures maximum results from a minimum expenditure. Broadcast Monday through Friday 4:00 —
4:30 P. M.
14 satisfied clients have participated in this program since it was inaugurated less than a year ago.
NORMAN ROSS, who counts among his past and
present satisfied clients a large number of prominent
advertisers, will apply his unique sales ability to
your product in one to fifteen minute units as many
times a week as you desire, at a price that will
FIT LIMITED BUDGETS.
NORMAN ROSS, together with Station wenr— the
50,000 watt key station of the NBC Blue Network,
famous for its features and responsive audience,
will produce for you greater sales and profits with
less effort ia America's second largest market —
Chicago.
Phone or write for detailed information about
"YOURS
with the TRULY,
assuranceNORMAN ROSS " and Station wenr,
YOU

GET

MORE

FOR

LESS ON

mNR

Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Offices in
NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON DENVER
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD CLEVELAND
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OATH OF ALLEGIANCE
All Radio Joins Ceremonies
On Independence Day
WITH radio leading the way, the
nation paused briefly during Fourth
of July celebrations to voice American allegiance. Cooperating in arrangements developed by the NAB,
stations all over the country during a 10-minute afternoon period
tied in on network lines to carry a
brief address by President Roosevelt, listeners joining him as he repeated the oath of allegiance to the
United selvesStates,
rededicating themto their country.
In addition to local promotion of
the idea with spot announcements
for several days preceding the July
4 broadcast, several unusual
schemes to extend coverage were
developed by many operators. John
of Yankee
3d, president
Shepard
and
Colonial
Network, arranged
with the management of the Boston Braves baseball park and Suffolk Downs racetrack to pipe the
broadcast to the holiday sports
crowds. WON, Chicago, piped the
broadcast to the p.a. system of
Wrigley Field, during the Chicago
Cubs game, and WTCU, Minneapolis, to Lexington Ball Park in St.
Paul. The brief program also
was piped to fans at other big
league games, including Philadelphia, where WIP handled the pickbroadcast was carried to
up.
other The
local celebrations over the
country on public address systems,
with some stations transcribing for
representation during evening celebrations.
Press Hearing
{Continued from page lU)
No. 79A. In the interests of an expeditious
hearing and of a complete survey of the
under investigation, the Commismatters
sion will be disposed to avoid if possible
the introduction of purely cumulative or
repetitious evidence or testimony.
II. Other Appearances — Since the sole
hearings is to obtain
of these
purpose and
evidence
information, there will be no
need for appearances or representation
the purother than for facts,
at the hearings
or
pose of presenting evidence,Commission.
the
to
legal considerations
will not perThe Commission, thereforethan
the abovemit appearances
described
purposes.for other
Comhy
Witnesses
of
III. Calling
mis ion— The Commission will call the
witnesses
in its discretion to present various sides
It will also introduce
of the problem.
exhibits
and documentary evidence and
invite others to introduce such evidence as
occasion requires.
after Hearings have
IV. —Appearanc
who have not submitted
Persons es
begun
proin the
to
written requests
granted
not been
ceedings or who haveappear
permission so to appear may, if they feel
that any testimony taken during the prohas been injurious
reputa-of
to their
matters
or affects
character
tion or ceedings
which they have immediate knowledge and
concerning which they have additional or
contradictory evidence of value to the
Commission, file with the Commission in
writing a petition or letter stating fully
the matters which affect them personally
or matters of which they have personal
knowledge or additional information which
they believe the Commission should have,
and requesting opportunity to be heard
call addior tothem.
those matters
concerning
Such
concerning
tional witnesses
requests shall set forth the same matters
and be subject to the same considerations
as those described in section I hereof.
The Commission shall make such disposition of such petitions or letters as shall
in its judgment best serve the purposes
of the hearing and equitable treatment of
such petitioners.
V. sion
Order
of the full
Hearings
— The with
Commiswill exercise
discretion
regard to the order of witnesses and the
order in which testimony and exhibits
shall be presented.
EXCLUSIVE
Radio
Features,
Toronto, has moved
to larger
quarters
at 394 Bay St., phone Adelaide 3621.
BROADCASTING

Craney
Criticizes
Net ASCAP
Plans
Says Percentage Basis Would
Amount to Capitulation
FIRST OUTSPOKEN opposition
to the copyright formulas proposed
by NBC and CBS for return of
ASCAP music to the major networks, embracing provisions
whereby affiliates would reimburse
the networks for ASCAP music
clearance, came last week from Ed
Craney, director of KGIR, Butte,
a leader of the independents in the
copyright fight.
In Washington last Tuesday, Mr.
Craney said he was perfectly willing to negotiate a new agreement
with NBC as an affiliate but that
he is not willing to pay anything
on a percentage basis "for ASCAP
or for any other program commodIf a network can pass the cost
of ASCAP music along to the affiliate, Mr. Craney declared, it
might be the forerunner of similar
innovations affecting BMI, SESAC,
ity".
AMP, Society of Jevdsh Authors
& Composers, American Federation
of Musicians and, in fact, practically all other costs, save those of
personnel.
Dollars vs. Principle?
Mr. Craney also loosed a blast
against the industry for capitulating to what amounts to a blanket
ASCAP contract rather than the
"use method of payment, for which
broadcasters have been fighting so
many
years". He
said the
conversations
indicate
thatcurrent
many
broadcasters are "fighting for a
dollar sign instead of a principle".
Asserting that broadcasters
should not accept blanket contracts
containing both minimum and
maximum payments to ASCAP,
Mr. Craney said in his judgment
such a contract "udoubtedly is in
violation of the consent decrees eninto by inASCAP
and BMI".
He saidtered that
his judgment
payments for music should be governed by the amount of use made
of the commodity. In Montana, he
pointed out, his three stations
(KGIR, KPFA and KRBM) have
been given a per-use payment basis
with no minimum guarantee. This
contract is for two years only, he
declared, pointing out that neither ASCAP nor the broadcaster
could be expected to enter a longer term contract on an experimental method. He urged, however,
that broadcasters should try out a
per-use basis since they have
worked for it so long.
Confusion still appears to be the
keynote on copyright, despite the
lessons that should have been
learned during the protracted fight,
according to Mr. Craney. He insisted it is a simple thing to keep
track of music used and declared
the industry is overlooking a great
opportunity. The NAB, BMI or
ASCAP, he declared, should show
broadcasters how a measured service basis can be invoked.
• Broadcast Advertising

"BARLY BIRD SPECIALS'
ON 16 SALeS- LEADING
STATIONS
Put your product on thousands
of morning shopping Hsts in the
country's richest markets. Follow
through with your nearest NBC
Spot Sales Office.
WEAF
NEW YORK
"Morning
in
Manhattan"
Pat
Barnes, 6:35 to 7:30, Monday with
through

^

U
UTT

iP.S.

D
TOL
It Was an

Saturday.
X" 8:30
with toRalph
Dumke and "Studio
Bud Hulick,
9:00
(E.D.T.) Monday through Friday.
WJZ
NEW YORK
"Breakfast in Bedlam" with Ed East
and Polly, 7:00 to 7:55 (E.D.T.)
Monday through Saturday.
KGO
....
SAN FRANCISCO
"Musical Clock" with Archie Presby,
6:00 to 7:00—7:15 to 7:30 (P.S.T.)
Monday through Saturday.
KPO
....
SAN FRANCISCO
"Your Timekeeper," Joe Gillespie,
6:00 to 7:00, Monday through Saturday. "Coffee Corner," 7:15 to 7:45
(P.S.T.) Monday through Saturday.
KOA
DENVER
"Alarm Clock Club," 5:30 to 6:30,
Monday through Saturday. "Musical
Clock," 7:15 to 7:30 (M.S.T.) Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
WGL
FT. WAYNE
"Roundsman" (Musical Clock), 6:00
to 7:30, Monday through Saturday.
"Time to Go to Work," 8:30 to 8:45
(C.D.T.)
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
WOWO
FT. WAYNE
"The Morning Roundup," 6 :00 to 6 :30
(C.D.T.) Monday through Saturday.

WRO

'
US.*
Early Bird!)

. . .when the dew's still damp on the

NBC

grass and many an advertiser's still

cost, amazingly

in his downy bed— that's the time

loyalty. And amazingly productive!

WMAQ
CHICAGO
"Morning Jubilee," 6:30 to 6:45
(C.D.T.) Monday through Saturday.
KYW
....
PHILADELPHIA
"R F D 1060," with John Thorpe,
6:30
7:00. "KYW
Clock"
with toLeRoy
Miller,Musical
7:00 to
9:00
(E.D.T.) Monday through Saturday.

Maybe it's because folks who get
up early are just naturally alert.
Or because your message reaches

WBZ-WBZA
. . NEW ENGLAND
"Sunrise Rodeo," 6:00 to 6:55. "Musical Clock," with Malcolm MacCormack,
7:45. "Morning
Toast,"
Saturday.
8:15 to 7:10
8 :45 to(E.D.T.)
Monday through

When

the sun's still low in the East

when 28 striking shows on 16 great
stations are amazingly low in

morning minds
programs

high in listener

still clear and un-

cluttered. Maybe it's because these
are master-minded by

sales-minded showmen... Maybe

Tops for Sfiot and Local Rodio Adveittsers
WEAF . . . NEW YORK
Westinghoiise StofioBS
WiZ , . . NEW YO(!K
■
)
WSZ .... BOSTON /
WMAQ
. . . CHICAGO
/ WBZA . SPRJNGFtaD t
WaMR . . . . CHrCAGO
KYW .... PHiUDElPHiA
KGO . SAN FfiANClSCO
KWCA .... prrrsauRGH
KPO . . SAN FRANCISCO
WOWO ... FT. WAYNE
WRC . . WASHINGTON
WGl
fT. WAYNE
WMAL. . WASHINGTON
KOA . .... DENVER
General Eledric Stofton
WTAM. . . CLEVEUND
WGY . . . SCHENECTADY
Represented by
NBC SPOT & LOCAL SALES
New York ■ Chicago ■ Son Francisco ■ Boston
Was/ii'ngJon • C/eve/and ■ Denver • Ho/ZywooJ
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANr
A RADIO CQKPOKAJION OF AMERICA SCRVICE
BROADCASTING
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it's

because each of these 'great NBC
stations so thoroughly dominates a
rich market . . .
Whatever the reason, these tested
morning

stars have demonstrated

their ability to do a terrific job on
these stations so consistently preferred by leading spot and local
advertisers. Check the list at the

WMAL
....
WASHINGTON
"Today's Prelude," 6:00 to 7:00.
"Kibitzers," 7:05 to 7:45— 8:00 to 9:00
(E.S.T.) Monday through Saturday.
WRC
WASHINGTON
Gordon Hittenmark, 6:00 to 7:00—
7:10 to 8:00—8:05 to 8:45 (E.S.T.)
Monday through Saturday.
WGY
SCHENECTADY
"Musical Clock, " 6 :45 to 8 :30(E.D.T.)
Monday through Saturday.
WTAM
CLEVELAND
"Sun Up," 6:00 to 6:30. "Pie Plant
Pete,"to6:30
to 7:00. "Musical
Clock,"
7:30
7:45—8:00
to 8:30 (E.S.T.)
Monday through Saturday.
KDKA
PITTSBURGH
Farm Program, 6:00 to 6:30. "jNIusical
urday. 7:15 to 8:00. "Melody Time,"
Clock,"
8:05 to 8:15. "Musical Clock," 8:30 to
8:45 (E.D.T.) Monday through Sat-

right. Then call your nearest NBC
Page

Spot Sales office for the whole story!
Advertising
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KIRO,

iu

Inaugurates

75 STATIOISS JOIN
ARMY NEWS GROUP
MORE than 75 stations have
pledged themselves to the mythical
Red, White and Blue Network of
the Morale Branch of the War Department in an effort to bring programs of interest to men in the
service. News releases and other
pertinentmation will
War
Department
inforbe supplied
weekly.

Seattle,
50 kw..

Directional Siojnal
Prominent Chic and Network
Officials at Ceremonies
AS KIRO, Seattle, stepped up its
power this week to 50,000 watts on
710 kc, the Pacific Northwest
greeted the first maximum power
station to operate in that area.
The station also became the
only outlet providing CBS programs to Seattle, Tacoma and
Western Washington.
Guests honoring KIRO at the
dedication of the new facilities at
the new transmitter site, located
on Vashon-Maury Island in Puget
Sound, halfway between Seattle
and Tacoma, were Gov. Arthur B.
Langlie of Washington, Mayor Earl
aiillikin of Seattle, Mayor Harry P.
Cain of Tacoma and the Mayors of
many other cities within KIRO's
primary service area.
Directional Signal
On hand at the ceremonies
representing CBS were Donald
W. Thornburgh, vice-president in
charge of CBS Pacific Coast operations, and Fox Case, director of special features and public events for
KNX-CBS, Holly^vood. J. C. Gude,
station relations manager for the
network, and Bill Lodge, managerin-charge of the CBS radio frequency division, also journeyed
from New York for the celebration.
The KIRO plant is unique in
that it is the only 50 kw. operation
west of the Mississippi River using
a directional antenna s y s t e m.
The transmitter is a Western Electric 407-A-l, and is housed in a
fireproof, reinforced concrete building. The antenna system consists
of two 526-foot structural steel
Lehigh guyed radiators, installed
in a directional system to emit
North and South. The ground system, consists of 21 miles of oneinch copper ribbon, plowed 12
inches deep, fanning out in 120
separate radials 420 feet in length
from each tower. The towers are
fed by 2V2-inch concentric transmission lines, in which is sealed
nitrogen gas under pressure.
While two alternate submarine
cables practically assure uninterrupted power service, KIRO has
installed a gasoline driven standby
power generating plant, for use
in case of total power failure. Likewise, to guard against possible
failure of the submarine cable
telephone lines which bring the programs to the island transmitter
site from KIRO's Seattle studios,
the station has set up emergency
shortwave transmitter and receiver
equipment, to form a radio program
channel to the island.
KIRO was founded in 1935 and is
owned and operated by the Queen
City Broadcasting Co., of which
Louis K. Lear is president. Saul
Haas and John Hagen are vicepresidents, and H. J. (Tubby) Quilliam is vice-president and general
manager.
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NEW 50 KW. PLANT of KIRO, Seattle, placed in operation this week,
is located on an island in Puget Sound, halfway between Seattle and
Tacoma. Its two 526-foot towers are described as the only 50-kw. directional west of the Mississippi.
Army
Radio

Seeking
Devices

Techjiicians to Operate
for Location of Planes

A

NEW plea for radio technicians to operate radio aircraft
detectors, this time from the United
States, came to light June 29 with
announcement by the War Department that radiolocators similar to
those used in Great Britain will be
installed along the American coastline and at U. S. overseas bases.
The War Department announced
that qualified technicians accepted
for active service would immediately be granted reserve commissions as second lieutenants in the
Army Signal Corps.
Although an initial recruiting
of 500 officers was all that was
mentioned in the V/ar Department
announcement, it is understood
from 2,000 to 3,000 officers may be
needed eventually for this work.
The announcement emphasized the
opportunity for young technicians
to qualify quickly for a reserve
commission in the Army, with
prospect for advancement as the
radio detector installation grows
more widespread.
Quick Response
A fortnight ago Great Britain
started a recruiting drive to secure
American volunteers for civilian
jobs operating the rapidly developing system of radiolocator stations
in the British Isles. Lively response is reported, with American
technical organizations cooperating
in the eff'ort. The British recruiting
drive v/as endorsed by President
Roosevelt and American defense
leaders.
According
to thefor"War
ment, applicants
the DepartSignal
Corps commissions must be graduate electrical engineers with radio
experience, or electronic physicists,
unmai-ried and without dependents,
physically qualified and between
21 and 36 years of age. Also, they
must agree to serve, if necessary,
outside continental United States.
Technically qualified men, regardless of their present military
status, are eligible for appointment
as commissioned officers, the announcement said. Trainees already
inducted into the Army under selective service and officers in other
branches of the Officers Reserve
Corps, as well as civilians, may
apply. Successful volunteers, upon
receiving commissions, will be sta-

KMOX's Medicine
WHEN the Army takes over
the 20-story St. Louis Mart
building for a medical depot
on Sept. 1, KMOX will be
the only large tenant allowed
to remain. The new medical
depot will occupy more than
a million square feet of space
in the .building, and plans
later to add 250,000 square
feet. The new depot will serve
three-fourths of the Army
camps in the country and
will be the largest medical
depot in the world. Merle S.
Jones, manager of KMOX,
has announced that plans for
enlargement of the studios,
which now occupy 40,000
square feet on the second and
third floors, are being held in
abeyance pending word from
Army authorities.
ticned at Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
for a brief course in military instruction before receiving training on equipm.ent used by the aircraft warning units, it was stated.
Although not revealing details of
construction and operation of the
U. S. detectors, the War Department indicated the equipment operates on the same basic principle
as the British radiolocator [Broadcasting, June 23]. The device spots
invading aircraft miles away, determining altitude, direction and
distance, allowing interceptor
planes to rise and fight before
bombers can reach their objective.
It is estimated the British recruiting effort is attracting 500 applicants per day. Just how much
this is cutting into the supply of
technicians needed by this country
is not known, although it is regarded as certain to affect the domestic situation. The Army drive
also will have its effect, it is believed.
The networks have reported that
the technician personnel problem
is becoming acute. It is impossible
to get competent technicians to replace those called to active duty,
one chief engineer stated. At NBC,
out of the New York staff of 25,
seven have been called into the
armed forces. At CBS, four have
leen called.
BROADCASTING

Manylowed stations
have already
folthe early morning
program
format used by Capt. Gordon Hittenmark, of the Morale Branch, on
WRC, Washington. Capt. Hittenmark was responsible for the creation of this new network. Stations
which have joined in the interest
of furthering morale among the
soldiers as well as to provide a
word picture of Army activities to
the civilian listener are :
Alabama, WHMA WJBY; Arizona,
KTAR KOY : Arkansas, KARK KLRA ;
California, KDON KFXM KSFO KYA
KJBS KVEC KFSD KXO; District of Columbia, WRC WINX; Florida. WMBRWFOY WJHP WFLA WDAE; Georgia.
WMGA WMAZ WTOC; Illinois, WLS
WTAX: Kansas, KCKN WIBW KSAC.
Kentucky, WAVE WHAS; Louisiana.
WWL KWKH; Massachusetts, WMEX
WHDH WBZ-WBZA WCOP : Michigan,
WELL WXYZ WKZO ; Mississippi, WCBI ;
Missouri, KMOX ; New Jersey, WTNJ
WCAP;lina. New
York, WRAL
WOR; WBT.
North CaroWPTF WGTM
Oklahoma, WKY KFGG KVOO; Pennsylvania. WAZL WIBG WIP KDKA KYWSouth Carolina. WCSC WIS WFBC WSPAWORD; Tennessee. WDOD : Texas. KRLD
KTSM KROD KLUF KPAB KTSA WBAPKGKO KPRC: Virginia. WTAR WPID
WSVA; Washington, KELO KIRO

Good U. S. Jobs Open
EXECUTIVES for Government
service, to fill jobs ranging from
$8,000 down to $3,800 a year, are
sought by the Civil Service Commission, Washington, which announced applications would be
closed July 21, No written examination is required but applicants
must show experience in administrative, scientific or industrial
management. A simple card form
(4000-ABC) can be obtained at any
Commission office or any first or
second-class post office. Additional
application material will be supplied the Commission when this
form is byreceived.
Campbell Filler
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
on July 7 is replacing Fletcher
Wiley on CBS with an open forum
program
with Fredtitled
UttalYou're
as m.c.theandExpert,
Adelaide
CBS aswomen's
programHawley,
conductor,
first week
"guest judge". The program, to be
heard five times weekly for the
four-week
of Wiley'spervacation, will useperiod
two questions
day
as sent in by listeners for discussion by members of the studio audience. Cash prizes will be awarded
for the best answer, the second
best and the four runners-up.
Ward Wheelock Agency, Philadelphia, handles the account.
Disc Firm Changes Name
GENERAL
SOUND
is the newname
of Time
AbroadCorp.
Inc.-Briucker
hofl: Studios. New York recording firm.
Tlie firm was originally formed in
1937 to handle foreign radio activities,
including time placement and programming, but soon went into the
transcription field. Announcement of
the change was made by Time Inc.
Operation continues under direction of
E. V. Brickerhoff and Edgar V.
Kampf.
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Noted in Rural Areas
A LARGE share of listeners in
farm areas concentrate practically
all of their listening on a single
favorite station, acording to conclusions reached in the fourth annual Study of Radio Listenin-g
Habits in the State of Iowa, conducted for WHO, Des Moines, by
H. B. Summers, Kansas State College, and F. L. Whan, U of Wichita.
The station is chosen "either because of its superior signal, or because of a liking for the general
program pattern characteristics of
vey.
that station," according to the sur-

ON ASSURANCES that the purchaser has "divested himself of all
nev/spaper association", the FCC
on July 1 authorized the transfer
of WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
to Ralph A. Hortan, formerly a
vice-president and stockholder in
the Fort Lauderdale Times. Mr.
Horton, who is also in the real
estate business, buys the station
for 150,000 from Tom M. Bryan,
local contractor who built it and
placed it in operation in December,
1939.
Application for transfer of the
250-watt station on 1400 kc. was
filed last March, but along with
others involving newspaper interests it was placed in the pending
file by the FCC until disposition of
the projected newspaper-radio
hearings. Since then Mr. Horton
has advised the Commission that
he has no more newspaper holdings, and the case was accordingly
withdrawn from the pending file.

The Iowa listening study was
based on personal interviews with
men or women during the last two
weeks in March, 1941. Of the 9,246
families contacted, 8,761 had radio
sets in their homes. Interviewers
were students at colleges in Iowa ;

a

Single

Station

by Prof, Summers
in most cases they lived in the section where the interviewing was
done. As customary, families interviewed were carefully selected.
Checkup Question
A new question in the 1941 Summers survey asked those interviewed to name the station or program to which they listened during
each quarter-hour of a four-hour
period
view. just previous to the interSince they also were asked to
answer questions about which station they listened to most and also
heard regularly, the new four-hour
question provided a check against
other data. Comparison of replies
to the two sets of questions, according to Dr. Summers, indicates
a close relationship in the figures,
tending to confirm their accuracy.
In studying early morning listen-

Really Remote
NEW record in remote broadcasts is claimed by Lawrence
Heller, manager of WINX,
Washington. According to
Mr. Heller, the station aired
300 remote broadcasts in the
30 days from May 23 to June
23, including special events,
man-in-the-street shows and
broadcasts from the local
traffic courts.
ing, the survey shows that 21.8%
of sets are used before 7 a.m.;
45.9%fore 8 a.m.
before 7:30 a.m.; 51.9% beAnalyzing types of programs
preferred by Iowa listeners. Prof.
Summers lists the choices in this
order (percentage of listeners including each form of program material among the five best-liked
types): News broadcasts, 77.3;
comedians, 71.5; audience participation, 49.2; popular music, 42.7;
variety shows, 38.7; complete
drama, 33.7; serial drama, 32.2;
sports broadcasts, 24.6; old-time
music, 23.0; religious music, 22.8;
market reports, 19.3; band music,
15.2; talks, coment, 13.1; classical
music, 11.1; devotionals, 10.7; talks
on farming, 9.1.
The survey, as usual, indicate^
particular program choices of Iowa
listeners. In each case listener:!
again were asked to name their five
favorite programs. The first 25 programs selected were, in this order:
Fibber McGee; Aldrich Family;
Jack Benny; Bob Hope; WHO
News; Chase & Sanborn; Major
Bowes Amateurs; Dr. I. Q.; Lux
Radio Theater; Kraft Music Hall;
Kay Kyser's College; One Man's
Family; Pot o' Gold; Ma Perkins;
WHO Barn Dance; Battle of the
Sexes; Fred Allen; Maxwell
House; Mr. District Attorney;
Truth or Consequences; Hit Parade; Light of the World; Hymns
of All Churches; The Guiding
Light;
Hour. 70 pages,
The Kate
survey,Smith
covering

— as much a part of Chicago and the Chicago
landscape as Lincoln Park, the Water Tower,
or the Loop.
Chicagoans know WGN not only as the
radio voice of Chicago and the Middle West,
but also as a physical property to which
they point with pride. WGN is a Chicago
landmark.
This factor of being "rooted to the community" is a major contribution to WGN's
position as "First Station in Chicago and First
Chicago Station in the Middle West."
A
Eastern Sales Office
220 E. 42nd St.
New York, N. Y.
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•

STATION

720 Kilocycles
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SYSTEM

Paul H. Raymer Co.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
BROADCASTING

also provides information on station
loyalty at various times of the day ;
daytime listening by quarter
hours; listening by place of residence, by states and by counties;
effect of educational level on program preferences; effect of age;
station preferences by counties.
Curtailed

Fund

Is Voted

For Monitoring Service
CONCURRING in House action
cutting
funds, the
Senate last requested
Monday approved
an item
of $600,000 in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Bill to operate
the FCC's new Foreign Broadcast
Monitoring Service during fiscal
year 1942. FCC Chairman Fly had
asked $674,414 at hearings before
an appropriation subcommittee.
[Broadcasting, June 16, June 30].
Paring the FBMS appropriation
will
"squeeze
pretty close".
Chairman
Fly uscommented,
but
probably will not effect the size
of FBMS personnel or the amount
of equipment used by it, although
it will mean reducing certain activities.
• Broadcast
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1. Presto 62-A table
with lateral reproducer, compensator
adjusting frequency
response for all
makes of records
and transcriptions
and scratch filter
complete in 3-A
cabinet. List price
$385.00

2. Presto 63-A table in 3A cabinet with provision
for mounting Western
Electric 9-A vertical-lateral reproducer and selector switch. List price
(less pickup) $220.00

3. Presto 10-A turntable chassis in 3-A mounting cabinet,
less reproducing pickup. List price $220.00

!

All Presto turntables employ a simplified drive
system
consisting
live
rubber
tire on ofthea
turntable rim driven by a
steel pulley on the motor
shaft — only 2 moving
parts requiring a simple
adjustment 2 or 3 times
a year — a design that has proven its excellence during two
years of daily service in broadcasting stations.

Some users of the Presto Transcription Turntable
4. Presto 10-A chassis only for replacement of worn or inadequate tables.
Mounting
dimensions
18" x I9V2" x 5".
Fits most standard
cabinets.

WHCU
WBAA
WSTB
WSYR
WBRK
WTCN
WBTA
WJAR
WJBC
WKBC
WCOP
WTRY
WWNY
WDZ
KGFJ
WDGY
KAST
WLBZ
WLLH
KATE
WEAN
WLNH
KELO
WEBC
WMAS
WERC
WEEI
WMEX
KGHF
WNAC
KICA
CJLS
WFAS
KMPC
CJOC
CKAC
WORL
WFBL
WOSU
CKBI
KXL
WHAI
CKCL
WOWO
KRNR
WATN
WSAU
WHBY
Carl Fischer, Inc. Col umbia Broadcasting System
Donley Recording Studios
Conn. Power & Light Co.
Hertz School of Music
Electro Recording Studios
Radio Recorders
John Keating ufacturing
Recording Co.Studios
Lansing Man
G. Schirmer, Inc.
U. S. Army-Recruiting Publicity Director
Ventura College Warwick & Legler Yankee Stadium
CBL
CBM
CBO
CFAC
CFPL
CFPR
CHLT
CHNS

List price $15 5.00

5. Presto 11-A 12" dual-speed turntable chassis for portable or stationary transcription reproducers, excellent for
sound effects equipment wherever a compact, high quality
table is required. Mounting dimensions 12%" x 14V2" x 5"
List price $5 5.00
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RECORDIHfi CORP. 242 WEST
World's

Largest
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55th ST. K. Y.

Manufacturers
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V.
Order through your regular radio distributor. Catalog
sheets with detailed specifications on request.

In Other Cities, Phone . . . ATLANTA, Jack. 4372 • BOSTON, BeL 4510
CHICAGO, Har. 4240 • CLEVELAND, Me. 1565 • DALLAS, 37093 • DENVER,
Ch. 4277 . DETROIT, Univ. 1-0180 • HOLLYWOOD, Hil. 9133 • KANSAS
CITY, Vic. 4631 • MINNEAPOLIS, Atlantic 4216 • MONTREAL, Wei. 4218
PHILADELPHIA, Penny. 0542 • ROCHESTER, Cul. 5548 • SAN FRANCISCO, Yu. 0231
. SEATTLE, Sen. 2560 • WASHINGTON, D. C, Shep. 4003

of Instantaneous

Advertising
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Recording

Equipment
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Materials

Marked

For Repair Work
Allocation Program Covers
Communications Industry

IT'S ONLY A MYTH, this White
Hat Club formed in Minneapolis by
Dr. George W. Young (left), owner
and manager of WDGY. But this
pure white Borsalino hat that Dr.
Young is presenting to C. L. Holt,
owner of Holt Motor Co., is the real
thing. The club has no officers, no
constitution and no bylaws. It
honors Minneapolis business pioneers who started out on the wellknown shoe string. Mr. Holt was
the first charter member.

VALUt

OF MANUFACTURED

PRODUCTS

SOURCE: Census
of Manufactures,
1939

N. C.

VA.

TENN.

GA.

ALA.

LA.

KY.

S. C.

Bit of Everything
RECORD in versatility is
claimed by KOB, Albuquerque, for its Van Haaften.
Two years ago Van joined
KOB as press operator and
part - time announcer. Ten
months ago he was voted the
favorite announcer of Aldents andbuquerque
wasHigh School
awardedstu-a
bushel of corn at a school
dance. Later he scored a hit
with feminine listeners on a
local women's program. Eight
months ago, as a qualified
engineer, he aided in installing KOB's new And
50,000-in
watt transmitter.
mid-May he was named program director of the station.

FLA. MISS.
Food Firm's Test
J. R. HINES Co., Hogansville, Ga.,
new to radio, is running a 13-week
test campaign on WLAG, LaGrange, Ga.
company manufacturesThe
Hines Brunswick
Stew
and Hines Georgia Hash, canned
foods with heavy retail distribution in the Southwest. On WLAG,
the company is sponsoring a 30minute live-talent hillbilly jamboree each Saturday from a local
theatre.
Sign Kate 3 Years
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, has signed a three-year renewal contract for sponsorship of
Kate Smith and her Variety Hour
on CBS, to extend through June,
1944. Contract is non-cancellable.
The program went off the air June
27 for the summer to return in
September. The company has sponsored the show since September,
1937. Agency is Young & Rubicam, New York.

FREE

&
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Representatives

Would Sell KBKR
LOUIS P. THORNTON, owner of
KBKR, Baker, Ore., has applied to
the FCC for permission to dispose
of his interest in the station by voluntarily assigning the license to the
Baker Broadcasting Co., of which
Paul V. and Dorothea E. McBlwain,
Buick and Chevrolet dealers from
Marshfield, Ore., each hold 65%
shares
with Ore.,
Glennhaving
E. McCormick,of ofstock
Eugene.
19
shares and Lulu C. McCormick, 1
share.
BROADCASTING

ASSURANCE that materials will
be made available for repair and
maintenance of broadcasting and
telephone and telegraph equipment
during the national defense emergency was seen in a priorities allocation program announced July 1
by the Civilian Supply Allocation
Division of the Office of Price Administration & Civilian Supply,
headed by Leon Henderson. Priority
status was established for materials necessary to keep commercial broadcast and communications
equipment, as well as equipment
in other specified industries, in
good working order.
Applies to 26 Industries
Thetriesprogram
indusand services covers
whose 26
continued
operation is essential to public
welfare and maintenance of civilian supplies, OPACS explained.
Action resulted from growing demands on raw materials for the
defense program, which made it
difficult for manufacture of repair
and maintenance materials and
equipment to fill their orders. The
effect will be to assure continued
operation of essential industries
and services which otherwise might
have to curtail their operations because of lack of repair parts.
In another move on the defense
front, the Office of Production
Management recently introduced a
new organizational setup for strategic materials, designed to give
manufacturers a better opportunity to present their problems of
material supply and to speed up
0PM action on these problems. Although the new arrangement points
toward better relations between
Government and business in considering defense priorities, it does
not indicate any substantial relief
in the distressing supply problem
for civilian broadcast equipment
manufactures, it is felt.
A commodity section has been
established in 0PM for specific
items, chiefly raw materials such as
steel, zinc, nickel and aluminum,
which will study the overall picture
pertaining to each
commodity.
Representatives from
all industries
using these materials will participate. From an individual point of
view, industry committees are being established, with representatives of a particular industry making up each separate committee.
The organizations will function independently, according to 0PM,
with the industry committees as
purely advisory
and the
commodity sectionbodies
executing
definite
actions.
New BMI Music
MAURICE RUSSELL GOUDBT,
authority in South American folk
music, has been named bj^ Peer International Corp., a BMI member publisher, to set up a catalog of the native
Latin American music for the United
States. Also available for broadcasting,
according to BMI, are the publications
of Cundy-Bettoney Co., Boston.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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ALL

DIRECTIONS

THE ONLY 1-A CLEAR CHANNEL STATION IN EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA, DELAWARE, MARYLAND OR NEW JERSEY
Philadelphia .WCAU Building. 1622 Chestnut St,
New York City • CBS Building. 485 Madison Ave.
Chicago. lU. • Virgil Reiter, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
Boston, Mass.* Bertha Bannon, 15 Little Building
Pacific Coast • Paul H. Raymer Company
*WCAU is the most listened to station in all of Delaware. Facts
based on 50 mile Reuben Donnelley survey. Details on request.
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COMBINATION

CHN
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is as much a part of Halifax
as the Citadel Hill.
Located as it is in the Capital
City, it commands the largest
near at hand audience in the
Maritimes.
Ask joe WEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York
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Issue

refuses to carry such display advertising; vk^hether the newspaper has
a regular radio editor, radio department, radio column or radio
page; whether the activities of the
station are "fairly and accurately
handled"; whether any newspaper
has refused to give space to press
releases or other news concerning
the station; whether any exchange
deals exist whereby free time is
given for station publicity.
News Service Contracts

The personality station covering
tlie lieart of Missouri. 1370 Kc.
250 WaHs. Affiliated with KXOK,
St. Louis. Mo.

THE

Query on Press
(Continued from page H)

• July 7, 1941

Question 5 asks for a list of news
services used by the station since
July 1, 1933; whether any press
service has been discontinued and
why; whether the services are used
by any newspapers or other radio
stations in the same locality;
whether contracts with press services contain any limitation on the
right of the station to use other
news services or news sources, or
on the right of the news service
to supply news to other stations
or newspapers in the same locality;
whether the contracts contain any
provisions which give the news
service the right to select or limit
the commercial sponsors of news
broadcasts using such services;
whether the station has ever experienced difficulty in obtaining news
from a press service which was
already serving newspapers or
other radio stations in the community.
Question 6 asks if the station
broadcasts any local or regional
news; if so, is it obtained from
any wire service. Also asked is
whether the station relies on newspapers for such news; other sources
of such news; description of station's own staff or facilities for
gathering and reporting local news ;
whether sources of local news are
used jointly by station and any
newspaper.
Editing and Sponsorship
Question 7 asks: (a) If you subscribe to a news service or obtain
news from a newspaper, do you
use all the regular news as it comes
in from that source? (b) If not,
explain who does the actual editing and selection of news, (c) Does
any newspaper sponsor any regular
news broadcast over your station?
If so, does the newspaper pay for
the sponsorship, or is it a courtesy
arrangement? (d) If you carry
sponsored news broadcasts, do your
agreements with the sponsors give
such sponsors the exclusive privilege of sponsoring news broadcasts of any particular type over
your station? (e) Do sponsors participate in any way in the participation of script for news broadcasts ?
Question 8 asks for a listing of
personnel who regularly perform
or participate in programs, or who
arrange, write or create program
material, who are in any way connected with a newspaper.
Question 9 asks: (a) Does the

BLUEST of the bluebloods in
Omaha, of course, is the reigning
queen of Ak-Sar-Ben, annual festival for which the city is famous
and vice versa. Here Her Majesty,
Gwendolyn Sachs, appears at the
microphone during the Ak-Sar-Ben
races. Tom Dailey, covering the
event for WOW, handed her a
Falstaff commercial when Her
Majesty hinted she had announcing ambitions. She read neatly
what happened
to be
a semi-testimonial commercial
which
Sherman
K. Ellis Inc., had figured Tom
would read. Queen Gwen is daughter of Dr. Adolph Sachs, noted
medico.
Mountain

Muffs

TWO fluffs have brightened
recent hours at KVOR, Colorado Springs. New version
of an old favorite was pulled
by Announcer
Robin,H. who
introduced Dr. Lewis
Knapp
of the English Department of
Colorado College in this manner: "And now, Doctor English of the knapp department". In an ad lib interview,
Jimmy Burke, during a department store program,
said: "Well, of course, I'm
just an interesting bystandstation submit its books, records or
accounting procedure in any way
for the inspection or supervision
of any person who is also an officer
or employe of a newspaper? (b) Is
authorization by any such person
necessary for the payment or diser."
bursement of any funds of the licensee? (c) Does any such person
exercise any control over the receipts, bank accounts or funds of
the licensee? (d) Is the signature
of any such person required with
respect to any withdrawals on any
bank accounts of the licensee?
Question 10 asks the respondent
to check whether any of the following progi'ams are submitted to any
person who is an officer or employe
of a newspaper for information or
approval: Granting of free time by
the station for the discussion of
public issues, advertising, news
broadcasts, other programs, station
personnel. The station is also asked,
with respect to the items checked,
to describe the relation fully, stating the name of the paper and the
position of the officer or employe
consulted.
BROADCASTING

Press

Ownership

Tested

at

Hearing

WPAY Case Covers Charge of
Monopoly in City Election
THE ISSUE of newspaper ownership underwent a preliminary test
last Monday during hearings conducted in Washington on the application of Chester A. Thompson,
Cleveland financier, to transfer his
50%- of WPAY, Portsmouth, 0.,
to the Brush-Moore Newspapers
Inc., holder of the other 50%. Marcus Cohn, associate attorney of the
FCC, sought to produce testimony
that a monopoly of Portsmouth's
only newspaper and station had resulted in prejudice during the 1939
city elections.
Mr. Cohn brought to the stand
a onetime city councilman of Portsmouth, Russell Frizzell, who
claimed that during the 1939 city
campaign an address on behalf of
his owTi candidacy, and for which
he had paid, had been subjected
to censorship by the Portsmouth
Times, a Brush-Moore newspaper,
which opposed his election.
Bias Charged
Because he was against City
Manager Francis X. Sheehan's
regime, Mr. Frizzell asserted, the
prepared script he had submitted
to Manager Ralph Patt had been
revised. Cross-examined by Horace
Lohnes on behalf of Brush-Moore,
Mr. Frizzell stated that if he were
a station manager and a political
candidate presented a speech for
approval, so long as it contained no
profanity or otherwise objectional
features, "I'd tell him to go ahead."
Further charges by Mr. Frizzell
that the newspaper had been biased
in accepting paid political advertisements on the day preceding the
election as well as in reporting
campaign news, were discounted by
R. F. Fletcher, manager of the
Portsmouth Times, who produced
newspapers showing the fairness
with which the paper had reported
the campaign news.
He also reiterated that the
Times had a definite policy of not
accepting political ads on the eve
of the election when the opposing
candidates were unable to reciprocate due to the time element and
proved his statement by producing
a copy of the election eve edition.
P. W. Seward, examiner presiding at the hearing, agreed to keep
the record open to allow examination of press service contracts submitted by Brush-Moore attorneys
to see if they would have any material bearing on the case.
The newspaper group proposes
to purchase the Thompson holdings
for $20,000. Brush-Moore is also
owner of WHBC, Canton, 0., and
its newspaper chain includes the
Canton Repository, Steubenville
Herald-Star, Marion Star, East
Liverpool Review and Salem News
in Ohio and the Salisbury (Md.)
Times.
• Broadcast
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DISTRIBUTORS:
In U. S. A.: Graybar Electric Co., New Yorki
N. Y. In Canada and Newfoundland:
Northerrv Electric Co., Ltd. In other countries:International Standard Electric Corp.
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IRE
WWNCo-operation
is Peerless Promotion
and Mighty Merchandis g. . .
It's the valuable 'plus'
service that gets more
results for any advertiser. ... It does
more to help you get
your share of the
bountiful business
to be had through
Western Carolina's
listening-habit!

St. Petersburg has been above the U. S.
average for income tax returns per 1,000
people for the past several years. 1939
figures (latest available) shov/ . . . .
St. Petersburg 80 per 1,000
U. S. Average 52 per 1,000
A sure indication of St. Petersburg's above
the average prosperity. St. Petersburg is
only part of the Tampa Bay Area — the
Class "A" Market — covered completely
and economically by WTSP.
Added to this bargain — your advertising
is absolutely free every day the sun fails
to shine on. . . .
WTSP
St. Petersburg TIMES Affiliate
A REGIONAL STATION
R. S. Siratton, Manager
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Represented by
Radio Advertising Corp.
New York • Cleveland • Chicago
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for

Appearances

Involving

Regulations Should Be
Performance, President
A VOTE overwhelmingly in favor
of the Institute of Radio Engineers
being represented at govermentai
public hearings affecting the radio
industry, for the purpose of presenting the engineering view as a
guide to public policy, was given
by the recent IRE convention in
Detroit attended by more than 400
members.
Many technical papers on a wide
variety of subjects were read during the three-day session. One convention highlight was the presentation of the Morris Liebmann
Memorial Prize to Philo T. Farnsworth, noted television inventor.
Another was the keynote address
of IRE President F. E. Terman,
delivered at the annual banquet.
The Big Fist
Discussing the history of American radio regulations, President
Terman, who is also head of the
electrical engineering department
of Leland Stanford U, said that
v/hen the Federal Radio Commission was established some 14 years
ago, "a benign form of Government regulation began gradually
to be applied, designed primarily
to allot available frequencies
among the applicants, in conformity with natural laws and within
the limitations imposed by necessary international agreements.
"It became necessary, also, to
begin policing the radio-frequency
spectrum, but the policies of the
Federal Radio Commission were
broadly based upon sound engineering standards. No heavy regulating hand was laid upon radio
technical progress. Thus an excellent service developed which
received rapid public acceptance.
The Commission made no attempt
to usurp the engineering prerogatives of designers of broadcasting
transmitters and antenna structures.
"One tendency manifested by
regulation was to specify the inteiTial aspects of station design
and control, and the methods and
equipment whereby the sought-for
external results, in the electrical
field, should be obtained. To engine rs itis evident that regulation
of station performance should be
altogether restricted to the specification of external performance of
a station, and that in no instance
should tubes, transmitting arrangements or circuits, station apparatus, measuring equipment or the
like be rigidly specified.
Heed Its Own Engineers
"The FCC has a competent engineering division. Frequently we
have wished that the Commission
would heed the advice of its own
engineers. We of the Institute of
course recognize that the regulation of radio must be based in part

Radio

Confined to the External
Terman Asserts

SCIENTIFIC achievements by
Philo T. Farnsworth (left) were
recognized by the Institute of Radio
Engineers at its recent Detroit
convention when he was presented
the Morris Leibmann Memorial
Prize for the year. Dr. F. E. Terman, IRE president and head of
the electrical department at Leland
Stanford U, made the presentation
for his electronics contributions.
on
nical.considerations other than tech"Nature determines how far
radio waves travel and how strong
they will be when they get there,
and no amount of political gerrymandering will give good service
to listeners if nature's laws are
violated.
Go to Washington
"Apparently the Institute will
have to do what everyone else is
doing — go to Washington with its
story. There we must make our
collective voice heard in advocating the application of sound engineering principles, and, in the
proper places and at appropriate
times, urge legislation and regulatory policies consistent with such
principles. I believe our position
should be, first, that the interest,
convenience, and necessity of the
public obviously are best served by
adopting technically correct and
economically sound bases for regulation, rather than by major consideration of political situations,
or of sectional and commercial
rivalries; second, that the interests of the public and of radio engineers in the regulation of radio
are identical, because of the fact
that radio can continue to grow as
a public service only so long as it
serves the public well.
"Hearings are being held before
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee which indicate that the
Commission, Congress and the industry are unhappy about something.
Perhaps
this is an indication that the
Communications
Act
of 1934 is out of date and does
not now meet the requirements of
a greatly advanced radio art. The
Institute believes that these difficulties could be eliminated to a
large degree if Congress would
recognize this fact and would consider the drafting of a new act.
Perhaps this would lead to other
BROADCASTING

hearings designed to obtain the
views of all interested parties. At
that time there should be present
an opportunity for the Institute to
assist in formulating such legislation as will encourage progress
and assure improvement in the
radio services of our country.
Defense Progress
Touching on national defense,
Prof. Terman said radio and its
allied arts "will have much to do
with the placing of force where
force is needed in the event this
country goes to war." In addition
to communications, there are new
and complex applications of electronic techniques in navigation
and in locating the enemy troops,
ships or planes, he said. "The most
intricate military control equipment, much of it base-J upon radio
devices, will be commonplace in our
services when and if war comes
Furthermore,
he stated,
"confronted with shortages
of certain
strategic materials which up to
now
have been used freely in all
to us."
radio equipment, we shall have
to design many of our transmitters,
receivers, and so on, with substitute materials and by new
Pointing out that the commercial
and university laboratories, in
methods."
which the major forward steps in
the radio field have originated,
have recently greatly expanded
their activity, he declared the
products of these laboratories vnll
be of "inestimable value to the
United States for military and
commercial purposes".
Drop Latin Drive
STATE DEPARTMENT has definitely cancelled the $600,000 campaign launched last April to improve United States relations
through South American newspaper advertising. Official reason
for the cancellation is that steamship lines could not accommodate
tourists coming into the United
States. However, it was reported
elsewhere that American diplomatic officials in South America
had objected to the campaign because they were not consulted.
Don Lee S. F. Plans
A SITE has just been picked by
Don Lee officials for a television
and 50,000-watt FM station in the
San Francisco Bay area, it was
announced by William Pabst, general manager of KFRC, San Francisco outlet for Don Lee and Mutual. The spot is on Marlborough
Terrace, in Berkeley hills, due
east of San Francisco across the
bay. Date for start of construction
has not been set, according to Mr.
Pabst. KFRC studios in the Don
Lee Building on Van Ness Ave.,
San Francisco, will be remodeled.
KMPC Site Approved
KMPC. Beverly Hills. Cal., has been
granted permission by the Los Angeles
City Coxuicil to erect a new transmitter
and three towers of 350 feet each on
a 23-aere site at Burbank and Coldwaterers to beCanyon
of towerected Avenues.
have not Make
been selected,
but new transmitter , will replace one
currently at 88th St., and Compton
Ave., Los Angeles.
• Broadcast
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The latest data gets out of date
before WJSV can publish it, but Uncle
Sam's recent census hinted at what is happening to Washington, D. C. The town is booming!
So is its purchasing power, according to swelling employment records and payrolls.
To WJSV these things spell more market than
ever. So, to woo newcomers, we have arranged
with the Washington Daily News for 150 lines of
space every day on the radio page to tell about
WJSV- CBS programs.
Added to the station's daily radio column in
the Washington Post ... its regular space in the
Washington Shopping News ... its generous window displays in the largest local chain drug
stores .. .this new arrangement gives further
assurance that latest arrival and old resident
alike in the Washington area will choose WJSV
for entertainment and information.
Aggressive promotion like this has made
WJSV the best radio advertising medium in the
nation's wealthiest per capita market.

WJSV

COLUMBIA'S

STATION

FOR THE

NATION'S

CAPITAL

★ 50,000

WATTS

Owned and operated by CBS. Represented by
Radio Sales: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Detroit, St. Louis, Charlotte, San Francisco
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Without Hysteria
IT'S HIGH TIME for a little calm, cool consideration of the unholy mess in which the
industry finds itself as an outgrowth of the
chain-monopoly situation. The breathing spell
since the hearings on the White Resolution
recessed June 20 affords opportunity for a
quick inventory.
Heads were lost on all sides during the
embroglio that reached high pitch at the
Debacle of St. Louis. Dead cats and dessicated
mackerel were tossed about with abandon — a
spectacle that didn't do either radio or the
FCC any good. But all that is past and should
be forgotten, though there are wounds that
won't heal quickly.
The real task is to make the best of a bad
situation. In the end, the only matter of importance isservice to the public. The hearings
on the White Resolution helped clear the atmosphere, though harsh words were spoken.
The testimony, we believe, revealed that the
FCC was wrong in summarily proclaiming
regulations, the effect of which obviously
would be to injure, seriously and irreparably,
not merely going concerns in broadcasting but
service to the public. By the same token, the
need for improvement in the broadcast structure as a whole was demonstrated.
But there also is the question of jurisdiction.
And on that score an irrefutable case was
made for a new statute, clearly defined, which
would make these improvements possible and
remove any doubt as to authority.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly has
been the spearhead in the strict-regulation
move. It must be apparent to him and his
majority colleagues that the industry, by Aug.
2, cannot be remolded and continue to provide
an adequate public service. Logic, therefore,
would seem to dictate a postponement of the
regulations, on the FCC's motion, and introduction of the conference method in working
out plausible means of improving service to
the public.
Because this is no time to gamble with an
industry, whose service is so vital to the public
welfare, we fervently hope that reason will
prevail.
Let's have a postponement of all the rules,
and a reappraisal of the whole situation.
Let's have an agreement on a new statute,
which would take the guesswork out of broadcast regulation.
President Roosevelt, at this writing, has not
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yet seen fit to rename Frederick I. Thompson
to the FCC after a two-year tenure. It will be
conceded, however conscientious he might have
been, that Mr. Thompson was far from a
steadying influence. There is an opportunity
for the Administration to make a new appointment. We would prefer to see a merit promotion from the ranks, but if that is not expedient, why not a practical broadcaster?
Whatever the shortcomings of the law. Government is as good or as bad as the men who
run it.
Now that all sides have blown off with
reckless abandon, we believe things can be
accomplished. We hope it can be done without
hysteria.

The Boomerang
LAST WEEK in these columns we discoursed
on the action of the Navy in buying about a
million dollars worth of space in small newspapers to promote Navy enlistments, while
continuing to get more and better free spots
for radio. But we overlooked one factor — more
important to radio than the mere dollars it
loses to a competitive medium.
Just a year ago, it will be recalled, the Army
placed a quarter-million dollar newspaper campaign and eschewed radio. There was an immediate howl from smaller stations. The reason
was not the loss of revenue. It developed that
competitive newspapers began soliciting local
radio accounts, using as their sales clincher
the argument that the Government uses radio
because the time is free. But when Uncle Sam
wants results, they hammered, he buys space
in the newspapers.
For the local station, sales pressure of this
kind is difficult to talk down. To offset this
competitive attack, Maj. Gen. E. S. Adams,
adjutant general, at the time publicly proclaimed the "great power of radio in reaching,
effectively, the great mass of the people of
the country with any message or program in a
minimum of time", and called it a "tremendously efficient force" whether it be a commercial
sales campaign or one of public service.
The Navy, it appears, is heading in the
same direction. Radio does not begrudge the
loss of the appropriation for purchase of newspaper space, though it believes it is entitled
to equal consideration.
But it does resent this weaning away of the
very business which makes it possible to donate
time to disseminate Government information.

GETTING

MOST OUT OF THE
COMMERCIAL
By JOSEPH J. WEED
President, Weed & Co.

radio
to sell.ofIt every
would advertis
be silly erto using
make
T isGOAL
FIRS
any bones about that. Once the advertiser lays down hard cash on the line, he
anticipates something substantial in return.
Hence, as .much attention must be given the
sales portion of the program as that given to
talent selection and program production. And
it iscommerci
apparental that
the ement.
"sales portion" means
the
announc
It is surprising how this all-important merchandising device is misused or misapplied by
many advertisers making large network or
spot broadcasting expenditures.
At the outset, I concede that many users of
radio time will differ on a definition of the
commercial announcement. Some advertisers
believe that the sales spiel should be a mere
blurb — the bare mention of the product or
service — and others think it should be a complete marketing discourse. And there's still a
group adhering to the idea that a happy medium must be struck with medium-length plugs.
Actually, any of the suggestions may be
right. Now, that sounds like an easy solution.
But it isn't. Any one may be right, but only
when it applies appropriately to the merchandising or institutional goals of the advertiser.
And, also,
theannouncement
length and
mercial
must styling
be madeof tothefit cominto
the entertainment portion of the program as
harmoniously — and painlessly — as possible.
The code of the NAB, as well as station and
network policies, have definite limitations on
the length and frequency of commercial anannouncements. Yet, it is obvious that the mere
timing of the announcement is far from the
full task of shaping your sales effort for the
best possible results.
Usually, the institutional type of radio advertisement merely attempts to create and
maintain an atmosphere that would tend to
promote a subconscious demand for the products or services of the advertiser. Obviously,
this is limited to very large manufacturing
firms or public utilities. The direct selling
type of announcement is the one most in demand for products vnth constant "repeat
order" consumer demand, and the same principles apply to direct selling via radio as to
merchandising efforts in other advertising
media.
Hence, it is apparent that nearly every advertiser can use the direct selling technique
more conveniently than the institutional
method. There certainly is less chance of going
wrong. Few firms are so entrenched that the
use of mild, institutional copy is all they need.
As an advertising medium, radio must be
looked upon in the same light as the printed
word. It is true there is a marked difference
in the fact that the radio sponsor is concerned
with the entertainment or "editorial" side of
his program, but it is also true that the entire
program can reflect his merchandising bid.
The songs, comedy, music, etc., which he pays
for are as much a part of his sales message
as the actual commei'cial announcements.
But it is the actual delivery of the sales spiel
that should be the selling crescendo, and it
shouldn't be passed off superficially. The sales
message must be forceful. There has been too
much talk of sugar-coating it. What the commercial announcement really needs is a dash
(Continued on page 38)
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NOTES
GERALD C. GROSS, assistant chief
engineer of the FCC in charge of
broadcasting, has been named to the
executive committee of the Federal
Radio Educational Committee, succeeding Andrew D. Ring who recently
resigned to enter private engineering
consuhing practice and whose FCC
post Mr. Gross now occupies.
HEXRT GERSTEXKORN. has been
appointed national advertising service
manager of Don Lee Broadcasting
System. Hollywood. Edward Kemble,
formerly network commercial traiBc
manager,
has talcen over Gerstenkorn's
former
rector. duties of merchandising di-

OTTO SORG SCHAIRER

lllF THERE is one person in all
radio who links the horse-andbuggy days with the most modern
, gateway into the future of radio
science, he is Otto Sorg Schairer,
62, vice-president of RCA, whose
latest big job is to direct the new
RCA Laboratories at Princeton,
LN. J.
I Modest, thorough and tireless.
Otto Schairer has long had this
dream of the world's largest radio
research laboratories. And now,
I since he is one to dream but not let
■ dreams become his master, he is
\ seeing the dream come true. This
spring he is surrounded with maps
and architects, blueprints and contracts. This summer he will see
the laboratories take form on 300
j acres of Jersey land as the vision
turns into reality, marking a milestone in the further development
in American industry.
Otto Schairer is one who has
abiding faith in the future of raI dio. He knows how electronic deI vices can speed the wheels of industry and national defense. In
1 fact, "OS" is an old hand at watching wheels go round on the ave: nues of progress. Transplanting
the work of inventive minds into
commercial products and new services in the public interest has been
a job to which he has devoted his
life since his schoolboy days, when
he worked in his father's shops at
Saline, Mich., where carriages, wagons and harnesses were made by
hand.
. Establishment of the new laboratories, Mr. Schairer says, is prog) ress in keeping with the rising
commercial and national defense
demands on the radio industrJ^
Usually, he points out, the gap
between research and manufacturing is the weak point in getting
new products into public use. He
sees RCA Laboratories bridging
this gap; for it will permit a high
degree of coordination between laboratory development and commerLcial product.
Furthermore, he
.BROADCASTING

points out that this coordination,
plus improved research facilities,
means more and better products.
Although he has played an important role in America's phenomenal development of household electrical appliances and radio, the
name Otto Schairer seldom has
appeared in public print — he avoids
personal publicity. Not many know
it, but he was one of the pioneers
in promoting such devices as electric refrigerators, electric washing machines and other motordriven and electrically heated appliances from the laboratory to
wide public use.
Graduated from the University
of Michigan in 1901 and receiving
his B.S. degree in electrical engineering in 1902, Otto Schairer
entered the service of Westinghouse at East Pittsburgh as a
graduate student, or apprentice.
A year later, he was transferred
to
the organization's patent department.
This tjT)e of work pointed to the
necessity for an understanding of
law, so he began studying law at
night. He was admitted to the bar
in Pennsj'lvania in 1912 and later
to the U. S. Supreme Court. Ever
since these early days of his career, Schairer has specialized in
patent law.
After George Westinghouse retired from active service in 1919,
Otto Schairer was appointed director of patent development and
assumed many of his duties in
developing new products.
One of his first undertakings
was to interest his company in
the radio business through the development and acquisition of important patents. Quick to grasp
the significance of broadcasting
in mass communication and entertainment, he was a member of the
group which later planned the pioneer broadcasting station, KDKA,
Pittsburgh.
Schairer was one of the first to
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WILLIAM SCHMITZ recentlv joined
the sales staff of KW.JJ. Portland.
Ore.
WILLIAM HACKEMAXX, assistant
to John R. Carey. CBS manager of
building operations, on .June 27 joined
Gruuman Aircraft Engineering Corp.,
Bethpage. Long Island. On June 26,
Mr. Hackemann married Iris E. Stout
of Floral Park, L. I.
J. C. MORGAX,
program has
director of KSFO, formerly
San Francisco,
been named manager of FM station
KALW. operated by the Samuel
Gompers Trade School, affiliated with
the
city educational system in San
Francisco.
J. ROT
of McLennan Adv.McLEXX^lX,
Service and head
Eastern
Shore
Artists Bureau. Salisbury, Md., has
been appointed sales manager of
WFMD, Frederick. Md.
recognize the possibilities in television. He persuaded the Westinghouse company to sign a contract
for the development of the inventions of Dr. V. K. Zworykin, now
head of the Electronics Division
of RCA Laboratories. Dr. Zworykin is the inventor of the Iconoscope, the electronic ej'e which
made possible an all-electronic system of television; also the Kinescope tube which reproduces the
picture at the receiving set.
In 1926, Schairer was made manager of Westinghouse's
partment. Three years patent
later, dehe
was appointed director of patent
development of RCA. Within a
short time he was placed in charge
of the RCA license department,
which was merged with the patent
department. He became a vice-president in 1930.
Throughout his 12 j-ears with
RCA, Otto Schairer has been
closely associated with research activities, directing and guiding
scores of new ideas and improvements.
In 1905 he married Elizabeth
Blanche Swift at Battle Creek,
Mich. Their home is in Bronxville,
N. Y. They have three children —
George Swift Schairer, chief aerodj'namicist far Boeing Aircraft
Co., Seattle; Dr. Robert Sorg
Schairer, aerodjmamicist for Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica,
Cal., and Julia Elizabeth Schairer,
a librarian. His hobbies are photography and golf.

EDWARD TOMLIXSOX, news analyst, lecturer and authority on Central
and South America, has been apInter- Americanwhoadvisor
XBC. Mr.pointedTomlinson.
has beento
conducting XBC-Blue"s The Other
Americas
will content
advise ofX'BC
on program program,
policies and
individual broadcasts bearing on relabetween the L'.
S.. Canada
and
the 21tionsrepublics
south
of the Rio
Grande.
WALLIE WARREX. manager of
KOH, Reno, is back at his desk after
a six-week absence caused by an operation which confined him to a hospital
for three weelis. Merrill Inch has been
promoted to KOH commercial manager, succeeding Jerry Cobb, and Herb
Smith, of Portland, has taken his place
as continuity director.
HAROLD E. FELLOWS, manager of
WEEI. Boston, has been appointed to
the advisory board of Burdett College,
Boston.
L. JEROME DuMAHAUT. commercial has
managerbeenof elected
CKLW,to the
WindsorDetroit,
board
of directors of the Adcraft Club of
Detroit.
AL SHEEHAX. of WCCO, Minneapolis, has been appointed to handle
two of the main features of the MinAquatennial,which
the "Summertime"neapolis
stage show,
will run
nightly during the Aquatennial in the
Minneapolis Auditorium, and the
Aqua Follies, water panorama at
Cedar Lake in Minneapolis. Sheehan
will be in complete charge of assembling talent and staging both shows.
ED .JAX'SEX accountant executive of
KSRO. San Francsico, recently resigned to go to Tacoma, Wash., where
he will operate and manage his new
station, KTBI, owned by Tacoma
Broadcasters, which will soon go on
the air. It wiU operate on 1490 kc.
with 2-50 watts.
A. A McDERMOTT, of the Montreal
office of Stoviuresentati&ves, has Wright,
station rep-to
been transferred
the Toronto office. Lovell Mickles Jr.,
remains in charge at Montreal.
ROBERT
W. CARPEXTER,
tor of KMOX,
St, Louis, has audibeen
promoted to the sales department,
Robert De Voe, of the CBS Xew York
auditing staff will assume the KMOX
auditing position.
J. SOULARD
salesLouis,
promotion directorJOHNSOX,
of KMOX. St.
is to teach night classes at Washington L" onsemester.
radio advertising during the
1941-42
TED tiveG.of theMeCORKHILL.
representaArthur Hagg Co.
in the
Oklahoma City area, has assumed the
temoorarv commercial manasership of
KTOK. Oklahoma City, in the absence of Kenyon M. Douglas, ill with
pneumonia.
EDMUXD A. CHESTER. CBS director of shortwave and Latin American
programs is the father of a girL
Patricia, born .June 26.
MORRIS MILLER, formerly assistant general counsel of the V. S. Housing
as wellof asdefense
special housing
assistant toAuthority
the director
of the Federal Works Agency, has
become associated with the Washingvitz. ton law offices of Dempsey & KoploROGER W. CLIPP. manager, has
been elected a vice-president of WEIL
Broadcasting Co.. following the acquisition of lOO'^'f interest in the station
by Lit Brothers department store
[Broadcasting. June 301. Samuel R.
Rosenbaum continues as president,
and George H. .Johnson, president of
the store, becomes chairman of the
board.
Lewis W. Abbott Retires
LEWIS W. ABBOTT, for six years
general manager
of the installation
department of Western
Electric Co..
Xew York, on June SO retired after
more than 40 years with the Bell System. He is succeeded by Gustaf A.
Johnson,
formerly W-E personnel director.
July 7, 1941
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McCosker

ALFRED J. McCOSKER,
president of WOR, New
York, and chairman of the
MBS board of directors, has
been elected a member of
Song
r i t e r s' to
Protective
Assn., W according
Irving
Caesar, president
of
association. Mr. Caesarthe stated
that an honorary membership
had been offered Mr. McCosker, but that the latter upon
his own request had been accepted as a regular dues-paying member. He explained
that Mr. McCosker's work as
a song writer during his
early career in the show and
radio business qualified him
for membership.

ND

BEHI

KE
^r
LIEUT. RICHARD K. BARD, former publicity director of WNEW,
New York, now assistant public relations officer at Fort Dis, N. J., has
been transferred to the bureau of public relations of the War Dept. in
Washington.
WILMA GWILLIAM has returned to
the promotion department of WLS,
Chicago, after an absence of three
years.
ROBERT S. WEBSTER, recently
general manager of WCED, DuBois,
Pa., and at one time with WCAE,
Pittsburgh, and WHAM and WSAY,
Rochester, has joined the announcing
and
mond.production staff of WRVA, RichWIN PORTER, announcer of the 920
Club on WORL, Boston, on June 21
married Katherine Jackson, recent
graduate of Radcliffe College.
PAUL PEARCB, Hollywood producer, is in charge of the weekly CBS
Southern Cruise program started July
4 on that network and shortwaved to
Latin America. He replaces Ken Niles,
originally announced as producer. Lud
Gluskin is to be musical director.
DAN HYLAND Jr. and Al Wilmarth,
formerly of WSAR, Fall River, Mass.,
have .ioined the announcing staff of
WPRO, Providence.
BILL GOODWIN, Hollywood announcer, has been signed in that capacity
for
the weekly
Tayton's
Tattler,
with Jimmy
Fidler,
commentator,
sponsored by Tayton Co. (cosinctics),
on 7 CBS Pacific Coast stations,
starting July 11.

Named

BARTON BACHMANN, faculty
member of Riverside College and head
of the Riverside Opera Assn., has been
named progam director of Broadcasting Corp. of America, headed by W.
L. Gleason, which is building the new
KPRO, Riverside, Cal.
H. GILLETTE MALCOURONNE,
formerly program director of WJLS,
Beckley, W. Va., has joined the announcing staff of WCLO, Columbus, O.
IDELLA GRINDLAY of NBC production division has been named office
manager for that department.
THOMAS RISHWORTH of the NBC
Public Service Division has been
elected member-at-large of the National Council of the Boy Scouts of
America.
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PAUL RITTENHOUSE of the NBC
Guest relations Division will marry
Gerry Bicking, secretary to John W.
Ellwood of the International Division
of NBC
on French
July 12.
Elizabeth ofHoffman, in the
Department
the
NBC International Division, has just
announced her engagement.
WILLSON M. TUTTLE, director of
the CBS Big Sister program on June
27 married Alice Frost, star of the
show.
GLENN KING, formerly of KSFO,
San Francisco, has joined the production Oepartment of KROW, Oakland,
Cal.
HERB DAHLEN, new to radio, and
Howard Fisher, formerly of KFDA,
Amarillo, nouncing
Tex.,
anstaff of have
KPAC,joined
Port the
Arthur,
Tex.
LES COX, special events director and
announcer of KGFW, Kearney, Neb.,
on June 15 married Elizabeth Uene
Rossen, known on the air as June Lee.
SHERWOOD DURKIN, formerly of
KCKN, Kansas City, has joined the
announcing
staff of WCBS, Springfield, 1 1.
TONY WHEELER, announcer of
WFIL, Philadelphia, and Joan Lane,
model, have announced their engagetember. ment. They are to be married in SepGAYLORD TAYLOR and Warren
Cato have joined the staff of KTRB,
Modesto, Cal.
WESLEY MEARS, formerly of the
CBS Hollywood public relations department, has been promoted to the
announcing staff.
BEN ALEXANDER, NBC Hollywood commentator and announcer, and
Elizabeth Robb will be married July
23.
TERRY ALYN has joined the announcing staff of WDAS, Philadelphia.
Miss Alyn will also be in charge of
special events.
FRANK DUNNE, formerly of
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., and Joe
Ripley, of WSLS, Roanoke, Va.. have
joined the announcing staff of WOR,
New York, replacing Alois Havrilla,
now a WOR newscaster, and .Jerry
Lawrence,
of WOR's
show.
Tonym.c.
Randall,
from all-night
KVOO,
Tulsa, succeeds Dunne at WTAG.
FRED GARRIGUS, of WEEL Boston, is the father of a baby boy born
recently.
JOE BYARS, announcer of WCBI,
Columbus, Miss., is the father of a
newly-born girl, Virginia Clair.
CHARLIE HOLT, announcer of
WCBI, Columbus, Miss., on June 28
married Connie Smith, of Artesia,
Miss.

- ■•■■H
THOMAS
a graduate of U ofSTEENSLAND,
South '—
Dakota
"«I«i«where he
i
(i
was connected with KUSD, nVermillion, has joined the announcing staff
of KSCJ, Sioux City, la.
GRAYSON ENLOW, formerly of
WING and KVAK, has joined the
announcing
staff of KMBC, Kansas
City.

*

lALIES,

FERN SHARP
A WIDE EXPERIENCE in understanding and dealing with the problems of the homemaker has built up
a large and loyal following for
Fern Sharp, women's commentator
of WENS, Columbus, O. Just recently she rounded out four years
on the Round Robin Review in addition to conducting other successful programs for local and national
advertisers. Her appealing air-personality has led many sponsors to
introduce new products on her programs. Previous to entering radio
Fern had an extensive business
training with the food field on newspapers and magazines in addition
to six years
homeCo.service
division of the with
Borden
Too, she
gathered knowledge in her field
while traveling through Europe
where she studied the habits and
homes of the people, and gathering
many ideas which she has been able
to apply to the American way of
living. Creative ideas which put variety into the humdrum of everyday living have been Fern Sharp's
special talent.
SID EIGES, former cable editor of
International News Service and previously Pennsylvania manager of INS,
has joined the NBC press department.
MYRON DUTTON, NBC Hollywood
producer,
born June is29.the father of an 8-lb. boy
STUART L. HANNON, announcernewscaster, formerly of KOIN, Portland,land,Cal.Ore., has joined KROW, OakBETHYL
DAVIS,
Central Missouri
State graduate
Teachers of
College,
has been named music librarian of
KMBC, Kansas City.
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Thorns

Seeks

Interest

In Project at Charlotte
H. H. THOMS, owner of WISE,
,Asheville, N. C, will purchase 25%
t)f the stock of the new WAYS,
[charlotte, which the FCC last
[April authorized for construction,
watts on 610 kc. Acfusing 1,000
cording to B. T. Whitmire, man|ager of WFBC, Greenville, one of
|the three present stockholders in
jlnter-City Advertising Co., which
jholds the construction permit, the
[station is scheduled to go on the
jair about Oct. 2. Government priorities, he stated, are holding up
equipment delivery, but an 86-acre
tract is being cleared and foundations for four 306-foot Monotube
towers have been dug.
In addition to Mr. Thorns and
Mr. Whitmire, the stockholders are
George Dowdy, president of the
company who is president of the
i iNorth Carolina Merchants Assn.,
i and Horton Doughton, son of Rep.
i IRobert Doughton (D-N. C), chairjiman of the House Ways & Means
ICommittee. Mr. Doughton
is a
sijmerchant and cattleman and is
Isecretary-treasurer of the new

9f
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Ezra Stone to Be Called
EZRA STONE,
radio's Henry
of The
Aldrich
Family, sponsored
by General
Foods, on NBC-Red Thursdays 8 :30-9
p.m. (EDST), passed his Army medical examination .Tune 25 and was told
by Selective Service officials he would
be called into the Army within 30 days.
BROADCASTING
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jcompany.
Witt Re-elected
HARRY W. WITT, CBS Southern California sales manager, was
re-elected for the second year
president of the Southern California Broadcasters Assn., at its annual meeting
held June 23 in
Los Angeles. Ben
McGlashan, owner of KGFJ, Los
Angeles, was
elected vicepresident, with
Lawrence McDowell, commercial manager of
KFOX, Long
I Mr. Witt
Beach, as secretary-treasurer. Fox Case, CBS
Western division public relations
director, will again serve as chairman of the legislative committee.
Calvin Smith, manager of KFAC
was reappointed chairman of the
agency recognition and code committee. Van Newkirk, program
operations director of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, has been
made education committee chairman. McGlashan also is engineering committee chairman.
LaHay Joins WCKY
WAUHILLAU ANN LaHAY, for
the last four years woman's commentator of KLZ, Denver, last
Monday joined WCKY, Cincinnati,
as commentator and home economist. Miss LaHay will handle
two half-hour programs daily on
WCKY— La%, Lend an Ear, 8:158:30 a.m., assisted by Al Bland and
Bernie Johnson of Morn Patrol,
\ Franklyn Stewart and Mabel
Fields; and Milady's Matinee,
3:30-4 p. m., with transcribed
music and Announcer Bob Little.
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So successfully did WBBM design
its new farm show that shortly
after it started it was three-fourths
sponsored. And sponsored on a 52week contract by one of the wisest,
most experienced farm advertisers.
Bonnie Blue
and musical
Smilin' stars
Bob
Atcher,
above,Eyes
are the
that help fit the show to the taste of
over two million rural listeners.

90,000 hOUS6WiVCS visit some Chicago grocery store daily via
WBEM's "Shopping with the Missus." Built for a specific
purpose, this point-of-sale show opens new outlets and creates constant dealer support. Further, it is a top favorite
with listeners. Sponsored for four years, it is a typical sample
of WBBM showmanship that counts at the cash register.

ChiCaSO dealers, by survey, prefer
the strong programming of WBBM
over all other stations. Says Carl

t

Ochsenschlager, President of Illinois''
Independent Food Dealers, "The
independent grocers of Illinois know
and appreciate how effective WBBM
shows are in selling their customers."

-.1!
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Chicago
is just orthethestart
of WBBM's
2,242,080in family
market.
New England
Pacific
states compare
retail sales
and
''•«! population with the 115 rich counties you reach with WBBM
alone. And remember, every year since 1925, WBBM lias carried more of the advertising to this market than an\ of the
four other major Chicago stations. Currently, we're < jrrying
about 20% more business than the second choice statii in.
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Owned and operated by
the Columbia Broadcasting System
Representee/ by RADIO SALES:
New York.Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, (
Charlotte, Los Angeles, Saa Francisco
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, AnICbeenquizstar
ted
You, has
TRANS-ATLA
sweringNT
an
ast
Broadc ing
by the Canadi
Corp. to assist Canadians in
learning things they want to know
about England in wartime. CBC
listeners send in questions to CBC
at Toronto, and British Broadcasting Corp. get experts and others
to give the right answers.

Food Label Quiz
A QUIZ GAME on popular food
labels is conducted on KSAN, San
Francisco, each Friday. The program broadcast from a huge new
market in the city includes interviews with shoppers, inviting them
to play the game in a morning
and afternoon broadcast from the
market.

WHO
We

Pick the Key
r^^PROGI^AMS
Defense Bulletins
FEATURING Len Riley, sports
BULLETINS from Washington
announcer of WCKY, Cincinnati,
calling for volunteers in the Army,
Navy and Marine Corps as well as the new Sports Lobby originates in
civil service opportunities for the lobby of Hotel Gibson, where
skilled labor are broadcast in Call- Riley interviews passersby on
sports events. He carries with him
ing All Men, on KROD, El Paso.
a "pitcher's box" and a ring of
keys — interviewees select a key
Advance Hearing
and try to open the box, the successful participant finding in the
RECORDS OF the leading recordbox
a pair of box-seat tickets for
ing companies are aired on WMCA,
New York, 24 hours in advance of the Cincinnati Reds' next home
their weekly release to the public game. Thrice during the program
a bell sounds, giving the person
in a new series.
being interviewed at each alarm a
free dinner at the Gibson Sidewalk
Cafe or Rathskeller, with the compliments of the
and WCKY.
^ hotel
^
Cool Tunes
AIR CONDITIONED music is
scheduled by WDAS, Philadelphia,
each noon for 30 minutes, when the
temperature is at its highest during the Summer. The program department consulted a psychologist
during the recent heat wave and
learned that certain subjects cause
a reaction of cold or coolness. As
a result, Air Conditioned Music includes sea chanties, Christmas
carols and smoothly arranged
transcriptions of music about
brooks, flowing streams and snow.
Appropriately enough, the theane
music is Jingle
* Bells.
* *

SAID

said it, Aiigie — 5000

5,000?
powerful

nighttime

watts, at our old 1000-watt rates! A 6uy, Aiigie,
any way you look at it — for now, more than ever,
WDBJ

gets top attention in the free-spending

Roanoke-Southwest

Virginia market : (1 ) because

ours is the only power sufficient to cover the whole
territory; (2) because we're the only CBS source
within listening range; (3) because our local programs are geared to our listeners' likes! . . . All
we ask is a chance to prove that a set-up like that
means big business for our advertisers. How
about it — now?

Lucky Guests
A THEATRE, hotel and taxicab
company combine to sponsor A
Night Out, new weekly contest program on CJRC, Winnipeg. Answering slogans of the three sponsors
and other questions by mail, entitles listeners to participate in the
weekly draw for three letters from
the mail bag. The three lucky
couples whose letters are drawn,
are guests of the three sponsors for
A Night Out.
Nature Studies
OUTDOOR nature studies provide
a new program series on KYW,
Philadelphia, each Thursday evening. The program consists of descriptions and anecdotes on the
types and habits of wild life. It is
sponsored by the Lehigh Coal &
Navigation Co. for its resort, Split
Rock in the Poconos.
r
A50,000 WATTS - CBS
^25,683 Listening Families*

ROANOKE,
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Defense Lineup
FOR THE CONVENIENCE of radio editors, CBS has issued the
first in a series of weekly features
— a roundup of all national and
hemispheric defense programs
scheduled on the network for the
ensuing week. First roundup for
the week of June 29 lists 16 defense programs ranging from quarter-hour talks to hour entertainment broadcasts.
At the Resorts
PHILADELPHIANS contemplating a week-end trip to seashore resorts get advance weather reports,
water temperature, traffic conditions and data on crowds already
at resorts on a Saturday afternoon
half-hour of WHAT, Philadelphia.
The program is produced with co«
operation of WFPG, Atlantic City,
located on the Steel Pier. A telephone call is made by WHAT to
gatherfore last-minute
each program. information beJuvenile Quiz
PUBLIC schools will provide the
participants in the new Kiddy Kollege program of WDNC, Durham,
N. C, to be started shortly. To
emanate from a dovratown theater,
the broadcast will quiz students
selected by the principals of the
various schools and the winner
each week will be invited back for
the
following week's
broadcast.
At
the conclusion
of the series
a grand
prize of a Shetland pony will be
awarded.
Kiddies' Delight
APPEALING TO youngsters under
10 is the newly launched Auntie
Lolly's Story Telling Time program
on KGO, San Francisco, Saturdays.
The program features the story
of "Auntie Lolly" and the singing
of
"The toSong
are
invited
the Lady."
studios Children
a half hour
before the program goes on the
air. They are entertained previous
to the broadcast, watch the actual
broadcast and then treated to ice
cream.
What To Do
SUGGESTIONS on where to go
and what to do during resort
evenings are offered nightly by
WBAB, Atlantic City, on The
Amtisement Page of the Air. Handled by a staflF announcer billed
as Polly Rialto, the quarter-hour
offers information
on the
evening's
attractions
at the
ocean
piers,
night clubs and theatres, interspersed with Hollywood chatter.
Growth of a Jazz Band
DRAMATIZATION of the growth,:
of a fictional jazz band, how it J
grew in style, the trials of its
leader with some general home life
scenes of its members is the format
of Boy Meets Band which started
July 5 on NBC-Blue. Ted Steele,
novachord virtuoso, will be featured
as himself.
Staff Meeting
LISTENERS are cut in on the daily
staff meeting at WTOL, Toledo,,,
each Wednesday. Announcers disof general interest. Pro-'
gram cussistopics
unrehearsed.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Musical Letters
A NEW audience participation program idea, Musical Letters, was introduced recently on WHK, Cleveland. Listeners are asked to send
in a set of four song titles which
make up a complete letter: The
salutation, 2 for the message and
the signature. Eight of these "musical letters" are featured on each
program, with members of the studio audience selected to guess the
titles and recreate the message on
the air. An orchestra plays a bit of
each tune to help contestants.
Prizes are given.
Saving Homes
WBBM, Chicago, is presenting a
weekly quarter-hour series of radio
dialogues entitled Homes to Defend. The significance of the American home and the importance of
successful family life are discussed
by Dean Ernest 0. Melby, of the
Northwestern U School of Education, and Evelyn Millis Duvall,
executive director of the Association for Family Living.
*
* *
A. M. Religious Instruction
J:AN EARLY MORNING inspiraJtional program
is Your Radio
Friend, conducted by the Rev.
Ralph Williams on WCOP, Boston,
6:15-6:30 a.m. each Wednesday. Inspirational, gospel hymns and mes' sages by Rev. Williams, as well as
' regular Bible quizzes are featured
for those interested in spiritual
[guidance to start the day.

WFIL ROUISDTABLE
ON TOPICS OF DAY
WFIL, Philadelphia, has evolved a
practical plan to deal with requests
of national and civic groups requesting time— a roundtable discussion in which proponents of conflicting views participate. The first
was presented June 26, devoting 40
minutes to a symposium on "What
Shall
We Do
About Russia?"
Samuel
R. Rosenbaum,
president
of WFIL, acted as moderator, explaining to listeners that this was
radio's answer to the unfounded
charges that the broadcasters were
trying to curb free speech. He
called it the American way of handling controversial issues.
Public response was favorable.
In addition to flooding the switchboard with telephone calls immediately following the broadcast, which
started at 9:15 p.m., a large number of letters asked that such
roundtables be continued. During
the broadcast, Mr. Rosenbaum
stated that if listener interest was
manifest, the symposiums would be
repeated.

HIGH IN THE CLOUDS, a recent NBC-Red Nature Sketches program
was aired to a nationwide hookup when the mobile unit of KOA, Denver,
journeyed up the Colorado Trail Ridge Road in Estes Park to a point
13,000 feet above sea level, facing the snow-covered crags of Rocky
Mountain Peak. Series is conducted each Saturday morning by Clarence
Moore in conjunction with National Park Naturalist Raymond Gregg,
giving field studies of fauna and flora, minerals and geological formations.
Short Stories
THE HISTORY of the short story
and its development in literature
will be dramatized on the NBCBlue World's Best Short Stories
program, starting July 7, Mondays,
8-8:30 p.m., and written by Ranald
R. MacDougall, NBC scriptwriter.

Radio Successes
BIOGRAPHY of success is Personality Plus on WNAX, Yankton.
Telling the life-story of radio stars,
the program tells how they entered
the radio field, plays they have been
featured in, and the present show
in which they appear.

BASIC

NBC

RED
NETWORK

First Aid for Women
|i DISCUSSIONS on what women
,'can do in an accident emergency
are carried each Saturday for a
■quarter-hour by WPEN, Philadel■ phia. Nurses are interviewed for
'^ helpful
hints
coming
across any
typeto ofwomen
accident.
The
. program is conducted by the Bryn
: Mawr School of Red Cross Trainj ing.
*
\i
jil
Meet* the* Editor
i AN EDITOR for a newspaper in
i the WPTF, Raleigh, coverage area
is presented each week on a new
Sunday feature, Meet the Editor.
Each is allowed to select his own
subject.
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FRONT

Sales
Policemen are People
HUMANIZING the policeman is
the intent of a new weekly quarterhour each Sunday on WPEN, Philadelphia. An all-police show, written and produced by policemen and
sponsored by the Fraternal Order
of Police, each program presents
an officer engaged m a different
branch of the city service — motor,
traffic, accident, patrol, etc.
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The arms expansion figures are in addition to
the previously announced primary contracts of
almost $340,000,000, estimated to create more,
than 30,000 new jobs within a year. More
than 1 50 firms in Metropolitan St. Louis are
participating, with industrial wage increases
from 25% to 50%.
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St.
Station oKSD—
The BUILDING,
St. Louis
spatch
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS,Post-Di
MO.
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, .
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"Maybe your books do show that
WFDF Flint Michigan covers
6515 square miles. My husband
covers a lot of territory, too."
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INS dispatches are worded
so that they can be instantly adapted to your newscaster's own style and personality.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

WRNL
ALWAYS

RINGS

THE

H. BENTON GOTWALS was named
radio director of Al Paul Lefton
Agency, Philadelphia. He replaces
William R. Dothard. who resigned to
become manager of the newly-created
Philadelphia office of International
Radio Sales. Mr. Gotwals has been
with the agency for seven years.
CHARLES R. STUART. San Francisco, having discontinued its Los
Angeles branch office. Charles Levitt,
Southern California manager, has established his own agency at 412 W.
6th St.. in the latter city. Telephone
is Tucker 2822.
W. H. EBY has joined Frontenac
Broadcasting
Co..He Toronto,
as an with
account executive.
was formerly
Harold C. Lowrey, advertising agency.
GORDON ONSTOTT. recently of the
Stanford Graduate School of Business,
and Vernon Scott, formerly in the advertising dept. of Ross Bros.. San
Francisco department store, have
joined L. C. Cole Adv., San Francisco,
manager and accountas production
executive, respectively.
VICTOR ARMSTRONG recently
joined West-Marquis. Los Angeles, as
production manager. He was formerly
advertising production manager of the
Knox Co.. Hollywood (Cystex).
SHELDON S. MILLIKEN, formerly
timebuyer of Pedlar & Ryan, New
York, has joined the Ellsworth A.
Sylvester Industrial Adv. Agency.
Pasadena, Cal., as business manager
and account executive. Latter agency
recently moved to new offices at 529
E.
Colorado Blvd. Telephone is Rvan
1-6121.
ARNOLD & CHASE. Los Angeles,
having been dissolved, William A.
Arnold has established an advertising
and publicity service under his own
name at 1031 S. Broadway. Telephone. Prospect 98.50.
MAURICE L T S A G H T, formerly
with the Sacramento Chamber of Commerce, recently joined Bening Adv.
Co., that city, as account executive.
WILLIAM B. SEARS, formerly
commercial manager of KUTA, Salt
Lake City, has joined Gillham Adv.
Agenej-.
city, as Furner
radio department
manager. that
J. Robert
is agency
production manager.
.1. DENNIS MOLNAR. recently with
Blackett-Sample-Hummert. New York,
has established Dennis Molnar Co..
advertising consultants, 342 Madison
Ave.. New York, telephone numbers
Vanderbilt 6-0492. 0493.
MABEL STOAKLEY, secretarytreasurer of R. C. Smith & Son. Toronto agency, has been awarded the
Tisdall silver bowl in recognition of
her war work. The award is made
weeklv on the radio broadcast of the
Toronto jewelrj- firm of H. W. Tisdall
& Son. Mrs. Dorothy Lumbers, of
Tandy
entation.Adv. Agency, made the presH. K. PAINTER, formerly vice-president of Hutchinson Adv. Agency, Minneapolis, has joined MeCord Co., same
city, in an executive position.
THOMAS
A. &McAVITY,
radio^
director of Lord
Thomas. New
York,
was in Hollywood during early .July
to confer with agency manager Norman W. Morrell on the NBC program,
A Date With -Judy, sponsored by Pepsodent Co.. as a summer replacement
for the Boh Hope Show.

BELL
IN RICHMOND,
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Allied' s Own Building
ALLIED ADVERTISING AGENCY, Los Angeles, on July 1 moved
into its new headquarters at 167
S. Vermont Ave., occupying the
entire two-story, 16-room office
building recently purchased and
remodeled. Specializing in radio,
the concern is headed by W. Fehr
Gardner. Walter McCreery is general manager and Mel Roach, production manager. Victor Cheslick
has joined the agency as manager
of display and art production.
Lisle Sheldon,
recently
dissolved the Loswho
Angeles
agency
operated filiated
under
his name,
afwith Allied
as has
account
executive. Frank Schlessinger is
manager of the San Francisco offices, at 525 Market St. Among
radio accounts serviced by the
concern are Mountain Copper Co.,
(fruit spray); Lawrdon Chemical
Co., (Di-Mon-Glo wax products);
Star Outfitting Co., (chain credit
clothiers); Dr. F. E. Campbell,
(chain credit dentist); Cambria
Development Co., (subdivision);
Kelly Kar Co., (used cars); Ice
Follies Corp., Detroit (ice shows).
Handled Canadian Campaign
THE RADIO advertising campaign
held recently
Canada's
loan,
Victory forLoan
1941, third
was war
arranged by the radio division of the
National Victory Loan Publicity Committee, headed by E. W. Reynolds of
E. W. Reynolds & Co., Toronto advertising agency, and assisted by C. M.
Pasmore and M. Rosenfeld of MacLaren Adv. Co.. Toronto ; G. A. Phare
of R. C. Smith & Son. Toronto
agency ; E. Gould of McConnell Eastman Co., Toronto agency ; George Taggart, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
assistant program supervison, Toronto; Harry Sedgwick. CFRB. To;and Facilities.
Guy F. Herbert.
adarontoRadio
Toronto, All-Cansecured
all-star talent largely from the United
States and supervised programs and
production.
Research Officials
MARKET Research Council at its annual meeting June 20 elected Will S.
Johnson, of Vick Chemical Co., as
president
succeeding
Arno H.
son, of J. Walter
Thompson
Co. JohnElmo
Roper, of Elmer Roper Inc., was
named M.
vice-president
succeed Dr.
Frank
Surface, ofto Standard
Oil
Co. of N. J. Dr. D. B. Lucas, associate professor of marketing at New
York U, was chosen secretary-treasurer
and Hugh M. BevUle, NBC research
manager, was elected executive commit e man at large. The new officers
and Mr. Johnson will constitute the
new executive committee.
New Firm in L. A.
RADIO CONSOLIDATED, Los Angeleslishedradio
counselors,
has been
at 553
S. Western
Ave. estabMatt
Murrav, one-time manager of KMPC,
Beverly HiUs. Cal.. and Carroll Myers,
columnist
and former
commentator, head
the new
enterprise.
Penny
Pierce heads the continuity and story
department, specializing in women's
programs.
BRISACHER. DAVIS & STAFF.
San Francisco, has taken a radio
serialization option on the book. Out
of the yight, by Jan Valtin.

Own
Station
Washington's
TES— COMPLETE COVERAGE
RATES-C

BUILDING

• WASHINGTON,
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AGENCY
yn'ppointfnefCh
GERMAIN SEED & PLANT Co., Los
Angeles to Lee Ringer Adv., that city.
AMBASSADOR HOTEL Co., Los Angeles,
to Western Adv. Agency, that city.
SEAL-COTE Co.. Hollywood (nail polish
(preser\ er) , to Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles. Spot radio will be continued.
FLAMINGO SALES Co., Hollywood (naU
polish), to Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles.
Will continue use of spot radio along with
other media.
RIC PRODUCTS. Philadelphia (perfume
sticks), to J. M. Kom & Co., Philadelphia.
Newspapers, magazines and radio will be
used.
BERNARD-PERFUMER, St. Louis, to
Major Adv. Agency, St. Louis.
MORTEN LABS., Dallas (M-L nose drops),
to Tracy-Locke-Dawson, DaUas. Said to use
radio.
DANAHY PACKING Co., Buffalo, to MossChase Co., Buffalo. Said to use radio.
RED CHIEF INDUSTRIES, Chicago
( novelties ) , to Henry J. Handelsman Inc.,
Chicago. Said to use radio.
DREZMA Inc., New York, to BlaineThompson do., N. Y.
VITAMIN
to
Faraon CO.
Jay OF
Moss,AMERICA,
same city.Holb-wood,
Radio in
several eastern cities, newspaper and magazine advertising to be used.
RANGER JOE Co., Chester, Pa., to the
Clements Co.. Philadelphia. Radio, newspapers and dealer helps to be tised.
NODOZ AWAKENERS Inc., Oakland,
Cal. (proprietary), to Sidney Garfinkel
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
EAGLE VINEYARDS PRODUCTS Co.
(Baronet wines), to Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
SQUIRT Co., Beverly Hills, Cal. (beverage), to McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles.
New radio plans being considered.
BEACON LABS., Dover, Del. (Muscleflex
lotion), to Oswald Adv. Agency, Philadelphia. Said to use radio.
Olympia Adding
OLYMPIA BREWING Co., Oljnnpia, radio
Wash.,effort,
recently
its
first
a teststarted
campaign
which will vary from 9 to 13 weeks
in diflFerent markets, using approximately 20 stations on the Pacific Coast and Alaska. One-minute
transcribed spots are being placed
near newscasts. Agency is Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Seattle. Stations already carrying the
campaign include: KFPY KINY
KFQD KFI KFRC KSFO KHSL
KQW KSRO KFJI KROY KWG
KDB. Others are to be added.
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Better Than Any!
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PROFITABLE
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lar! Proof is
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coverage! The most
your advertising dolplentiful . . . write for

WCBM
Baltimore's Mutual Affiliate
Beginning Oct. 1 — NBC BLUE
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ERATING with civic and
COOP
commercial concerns in Rockford, 111., WROK has proj duced a folding mailing
:iece which opens to a sheet 31x48
hches. Contained is a professional
's omp
505anybusi
Jirectorynesseofs withthean cityacc
ing*reet map to indicate the locations
tf the firms. Strips bordering the
and bottom of one side are
;pp
I edicated to pictures of WROK
:ind MBS talent. WROK has also
laced the maps in 400 buildings at
lamp Grant, Hinear^:Roc*kford.
Display Prizes
JROCERS and druggists are cometing for $300 in prizes offered
y WSB, Atlanta, for the best winlow or counter display featuring
WSB-advertised product. Rules
.re that display must be shown for
ix consecutive business days beween June 30 and July 2, when
he contest terminates, and each
ontestant must submit a photo and
|iisplay of his entry.
•j
*
* *
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Chesterfield Week
Liggett & myers tobacco
!Co., New York (Chesterfields), will
use its radio and newspaper advertising to promote "Chesterfield
Navy Week", beginning July 7
and "Chet;terfieid Army Week",
July 21.

City Directory — Atlanta Counters — Plane Over Beach —
Love of Music — North American Log
Music Merchants
WITH THE SLOGAN "10,000
traveling salesmen couldn't do in
years what radio does in one minute", the latest of a series of promotion pieces issued by the NAB
Bureau of Radio Advertising deals
with the sale of musical instruments. Centering around the testimonials of the Charles E. Wells
Music Co., of Denver, the mailing
piece tells how radio has helped
make the United States a nation of
music lovers.
Tips to Anglers
A FISHERMAN'S GUIDE, telling
to go
biting where
and the
bestwhen
waysthey're
to catch
them, has been distributed by
WSM, Nashville, in connection
with its Get Out of Doors program.
More than 15,000 of the four-page
leaflets were distributed through
the Game & Fish Dept., at hardware stores where fishing licenses
are sold and as giveaways on the
program.
WCCO News Schedules
SCHEDULES of newcasts broadcast daily over WCCO, Minneapolis, have been sent to over 500 resort owners in the area for posting in their lodges and cabins.
WAPO

the

Network Log
AS A TIME-SAVING reference on
U. S. and Canadian stations, NBC
has issued a folder listing all pertinent information on station call
letters and frequencies, as allocated
under the Havana Treaty last
Maich, their locations, powers, etc.
Folder also contains a map of NBC
network facilities.

50,000
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SHREVEPORT,LA.

^
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BROCHURES
NBC-Red— Bright red 40-page booklet "Saturday Morning, Radio 'BuyWord' of 1941".
CBS— Silver and black folder, "Three
Beautiful Pictures", showing success
of the Sih'er Theatre.
Sask. — A 20-page
CJGX,
Yorkton,
"Presentation
of
the Services Performed by CJGX."
Offers

More

!

MORE COVERAGE: Power boost July 15 from
250 watts to 5,000 watts day, 1,000 watts
night multiplies primary area!

NOW

In

Truck on the Job
SPECIAL events truck and other
equipment were provided by
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., for the
44th annual convention of the
South Dakota Retail Merchants
Assn., held at Aberdeen, S. D. The
truck was used to announce various events and a number of recordings weie made at the threeday event.

Tennessee

Valley

MORE CUSTOMERS: With Camp Forrest's
70,000 soldiers now in its primary area,
WAPO reaches over one half million prospective buyers.
MORE PAYROLLS: Chattanooga just chosen
site for 38 million dollar powder plant
employing 18,000. Power plant costing 42
million now in operation.
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MORE LISTENERS: Now scheduling more
NBC Red and Blue shows than ever before.

markets
J[|
prosperous

Present rates in effect until
August

1, 1941
WAPO

•
National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED

Friendly Station

CO.

New York • Chicago • Detroit • Atlanta
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Chattanooga's

• Broadcast

1150 Kilocycles

Advertising

NBC

Red and Blue.

Owned and operated by:
The Shr('\ r\u>rt Times. A.«k.j
The Bruiiliam Company
for more inforniatinn ahouf
K.\VKH. one of the sixlein
CBS 50.000 M'ntt stilt ion
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WGAR, Cleveland
Summit Hotel, Uniontown, Pa., 2 so weekly, thru W. Earl Bothwell Adv. Agency,
Pittsburgh.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol),
4 sa Chicago.
weekly, thru Blackett-SampleHummert,
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Lava
soap), 1 sa weekly, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
Golden Glint Co., Seattle (shampoo), 3 sa
weekly, direct.
Genesee Brewing Co., Rochester, N. Y., 2
sa weekly, thru John P. Smith Co.,
Rochester.
Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Co., Detroit, 1 sa weekly, thru Ralph L. Wolfe
& Assoc., Detroit.
Continental Baking Co., N. Y. (Staff
bread),
N. Y. 8 sa, thru Ted Bates Agency,
Cleveland
Dealers'
Assn.,N.1 Y.
sp weekly, thru Dodge
RuthrauflE
& Ryan,
Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore, sp
weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
N. Y., sp weekly, thru Badger, Browning
& Hersey, N. Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
Lawrdon
Chemical Co., Los Angeles
(waxes), 5 sp weekly, thru Allied Adv.
Agencies, Los Angeles.
Ben Beckman Fur Store, Los Angeles
(furs), sa weekly, thru Glasser-Gailey &
Co., Los Angeles.
Charles E. Hires Co., Philadelphia (root
beer),
3 sa Inc.,
weekly,N. thru
& Canaday
Y. O'Dea, Sheldon
MacFadden Publications, New York (True
Story Magazine) , 12 sa weekly, thru
Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
Coast Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Los
Angeles (investments), 42 sa weekly,
thru Robert F. Dennis Inc., Los Angeles.
W. A. Taylor & Co., New York (Martini
& Rossi vermouth), 6 sa weekly, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne
Starr Pen Co., Chicago (fountain pens),
39 sp, thru United Adv. Co., Chicago.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
N. Y., 65 so, thru Badger, Browning &
Hersey, N. Y.
KYW, Philadelphia
Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co., Poeono Mts.,
Pa. (resort), 1 s]} weekly, for 13 weeks,
thru McLain Adv., Philadelphia. ,
WIBG, Glenside, Pa.
Old Eli Pale Co., Philadelphia (malt
drink), 6 so weekly, for 13 weeks, thru
Stewart-Jordon, Philadelphia.
CKCA, Kenora, Ont.
Kennedy Mfg. Co., Montreal (insect spray),
so series, thru Cockfield Brown & Co.,
Montreal.
CFCF, Montreal
N. G. Valliquette Ltd., Montreal (furniture) , t weekly, thru Canadian Adv.
Agency, Montreal.
KNX, Hollywood
Ball Bros. Co., Muneie, Ind. (fruit jars),
3 so weekly, thru Applegate Adv.
Agency, Muncie, Ind.
KGB, San Diego
J. A. Folger & Co., San Francisco (coffee),
weekly sp, thru Raymonu R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
WKBN, Youngstown
Royal Crown Bottling Co., Cleveland, t
series, thru local distributors.
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KOA, Denver
Seven-Up Bottling Co., Los Angeles (beverages), 6 sp weekly, thru Raymond
Keane Adv. Agency, Denver.
Omar Mills, Omaha (bakeries), 15 sa weekcago.ly, thru Hays MacFarland & Co., ChiGardner Nursery Co., Osage, la. (plants),
6 sp weekly, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (Pep cereal), 10
ta
weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York.
KPO, San Francisco
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la. (plants),
5 sa weekly, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Agency, Seattle, Wash.
Progressive Optical System, Fresno, Cal.
(optical chain), 2 so weekly, thru W.
L. Gleason, Riverside, Cal.
Swerl Products, Oakland, Cal. (soap),
weekly
Francisco.sa, thru Lord & Thomas, San
Lehn & Fink Products Co., New York
(hand cream), 12 so, thru Wm. Esty
6 Co., N. Y.
WIP, Philadelphia
Tru-Site Optical Co., Philadelphia (eyeglas es), sp weekly, for 52 weeks, thru
DeHaan Adv., Philadelphia.
Gilbert Spruance Co., Philadelphia
(paints), 5 sa weekly, 27 weeks, thru
May Adv., Philadelphia.
Moss Bros. Nut Co., Philadelphia (Chunky
Nut) , 12 so weekly, for 29 weeks, thru
Frank Wellman, Philadelphia.
WQXR, New York
Warner Bros. Pictures, New York ("SerYork"), 41 Co..
sa, 2N. weeks,
thru J.
Walter geant
Thompson
Y.
Thomas Cook & Son — Wagon Lits, New
York (cruises), 6 so weekly, thru NewellEmmett Co., N. Y.
Reader's
Pleasantville,
Y., Y.10 sa
weekly, Digest,
one week,
thru BBDO,N. N.
CKCL, Toronto
J. S. Laing Agencies, Toronto (proprietary), 3 so weekly, thru Frontenac
Broadcasting Co., Toronto.
Wabasso Cotton Co., Cambridge, Mass., 6
sa weekly, thru Eddy-Rucker-Nickels
Co., Cambridge,
WEEI, Boston
Gai-th-West Inc., Boston (Ultra-Tan sunburn preventive) , sp weekly, thru Jamesway Adv., Boston.
Richman Brothers Co., Cleveland (clothing), 6 sp weekly, thru McCann-Erickson, Cleveland.
WAAB, Boston
Estabrook & Eaton, Boston, 1 so, thru
Bresnick & Solomont, Boston.
Nasher Mfg. Co., Stoughton, Mass. 3 so
weekly, thru Joseph Maxfield Co., Providence, E. I.
WFIL, Philadelphia
Otto Erlanger Brewing Co., Philadelphia
(Erlanger Pilsner and Pony De Luxe
Beer) , 3 sp weekly, for 52 weeks, thru
J. M. Korn, Philadelphia.
A NETWORK

Yhelena

KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal.
Nehi Bottling Co., Santa Rosa, Cal. (soft
drink), 3 sp weekly, direct.
Dr. S. D. Orwitz, San Francisco (chain
dental system), 6 so weekly, thru Julius
Zederman, San Francisco.
Par Soap Co., Oakland, Cal. (washing
soap),
7 so weekly,Corp.,
direct.San Francisco
Crown Products
(Sani-Clor
and
Lady's
Choice), 6 sa
weekly, direct.
Seven-Up
Bottling
Co.,
San
Francisco
(soft drink), 6 so weekly, thru
Rufus
Rboades & Co., San Francisco.
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., Santa Rosa, Cal.
(soft drink), 34 ta weekly, direct.
Pioneer Baking Co., Sacramento, Cal.
(chain), 15 sa weekly, direct.
Kilpatrick Baking Co., Oakland, Cal.
(chain),
so weekly, thru Emil Reinhardt
Adv.,18 Oakland.
Olympia Brewing Co., Seattle, 3 so weekly,
thru
Seattle.Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Chuck Research Labs., San Francisco
(poultry Fountain
medicine),Pen
2 soCo.,
weekly,
direct.3
Waltham
Chicago,
sp weekly, thru United Adv. Co., Chicago.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
Manhattan
New Franklin
York (Sweetheart SoapSoap
) , 58 Co.,
ta, thru
Bruck
Adv. Co., N. Y.
Pure Oil Co., Chicago, 40 to, thru Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago.
Yager Liniment Co., Baltimore, 100 so,
thru
N. C. Harvey- Massengale Co., Durham,
Castleberry's Food Co., Augusta, Ga., 5
so weekly, thru Nachman-Rhodes, AuJohns-Manville
Corp., New York, 13 sp,
gusta.
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Mentho-Mulsion Co., Atlanta, 30 so, thru
Charles A. Rawson & Associates, Atlanta.
Job P. Wyatt & Sons Co., Raleigh, 6 so
weekly, direct.
S & W Cafeteria, Raleigh, 26 so, direct.
WAPI, Birmingham
B-C Remedy Co., Durham, N. C, 15 so
weekly, thru Harvey-Massengale Co.,
Durham.
K direct.
C Baking Powder, Chicago, 6 so weekly,
Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
5 taY. weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati (Duz), 2 sp
weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
KGO, San Francisco
Loma Linda Food Co., San Francisco
(Ruskets),Adv.,2 San
sa weekly,
Knollin
Francisco.thru GerthSommer & Kaufmann,
San Francisco
(shoe stores), sa series, thru W. J.
Wilkin, San Francisco.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Henna-foam Corp., New York (shampoo),
7 t weekly, thru Arthur Rosenberg Co.,
N. Y.
Washington Furniture Co., Los Angeles
(detail), 3 sp weekly, thru Allied Adv.
Agencies, Los Angeles.
WJBC, Bloomington, 111.
Continental Oil Co., Ponca City, Okla. (gas,
oil), 52 to, thru Tracy-Locke-Dawson,
N. Y.

AT THE PRICE OF A SINGLE STATION

net
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/ Three stations for
v the price of ome
\.
takes the cake
^OR RADIO

Complete coverage
with a single
contract

Large
Advertisers
Studied by ANPA
Gen. Motors, P&G, Chrysler,,
Reynolds, Gen. Foods Lead
NATIONAL advertiser.? whose individual expenditures during 1940
in each of four media amounted to
$25,000 or more had an aggregate
expenditure of $378,828,009 in the
four media combined, according to
the second annual edition of "Expenditures of National Advertisers" issued by the Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. The study shows
1,129 such advertisers together
with
the 3,108 products or services
advertising.
Of the total expenditure, $93,751,584 went to chain radio; $138,860,348 to newspapers; $135,137,630 to magazines, and $11,078,483
to farm journals. Figures were
compiled for radio, magazines and
farm journals
Information by
Bureau, Publishers'
and for newspapers by Media Records.
Largest Advertisers
As recorded in the study, the 25
largest advertisers in the four
media combined in 1940, in the
order named, are: General Motors
Corp., Procter Gamble Co., Chrysler Corp., R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., General Foods Corp., Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co., Lever Bros.
Co., Sterling Products, ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., Ford Motor
Co., American Tobacco Co., Campbell Soup Co., Standard Brands,
General Mills, Schenley Distillers
Corp., American Home Products
Co., Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp., General Electric Co., Coca^
Cola Co., National Dairy Products
Corp., National Distillers Products;,
Corp., Seagram-Distillers Corp.,
Texas Co., and Kellogg Co.

Big Roma Schedule
ROMA WINE Co., Modesto, CaWi
on JulyArt1 replaced
halfhour
Linkletterits inweekly
Hollywood
on 30 Don Lee stations with a
heavy schedule of western newscasts. On a 52-week contract, the
firm is sponsoring a thrice-weekly
quarter-hour news program titled
Ro7na News, with Jim Doyle
commentator, on 16 California
Don Lee stations, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 6:30-6:45 p. m. A
seven - weekly five - minute news
broadcast originating from KFBK,
Sacramento, has been extended to
include four additional McClatchji
network stations, KOH, Reno;
KMJ, Fresno; KERN, Bakersfield;
KWG, Stockton.
In addition,
a fiveminute
commentary,
five times
peij
week, is being sponsored on 3 CBS
Arizona stations (KOY KTUCj
KSUN), Monday, Tuesday, Friday !
Saturday, 6:25-6:30 p. m., Wednesday, 7:20-7:25 p. m. Cesana &\
Assoc., Hollywood, has the account
SEEKING the facilities of WSIX
Nashville, if and when vacated, R. O
Harbin, a local motion picture projectionist, has applied to the FCC foi
a new station in Nashville on 1240 kc
using 2.50 watts.

The Walker Company
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Co., Los
ILAWRDON CHEMICAL
Angeles (Di-Mon-Glo wax products),
draJin addition to a weekly half-hour
matic program Enemy Sabotage, on
■July 14 starts a five-weekly five-minute
(inewscast on KFWB, Hollywood. Firm
also sponsor daily participation
,(will
lin the combined Sunrise Salute and
'iHouseivives Protective League proMgrams on KNX ; and use similar parpation in Norma
Young's
Happyon
JTnmes and ticiEddie
Alhright
program
NoteBaker's
Art
to
in addition
'KHJ,
Jiool- on
KFI. Contracts
are for
13
weeks. To merchandise the campaign,
Lawrdon Chemical Co. will award a
total of seventy-five ?7.50 permanent
waves per week to winners of its 25
word "Why I Like Di-Mon-Glo wax
products"
contest.
Alliedaccount.
Adv. Agency,
Los
Angeles,
has the
-.BEVERLY HILLS Country Club.
1 night spot near Fort Thomas, Ky., is
jusing one-minute transcriptions with
■'! name-hand background on stations in
- Oliio, Kentucky and Indiana, placed
J lumbus.
thru David Penn Associates Inc., Co'BEN MARDEN'S RIVIERA, New
:York club on the Hudson River, is
a thrice-weekly recorded
sponsoring
;il/«S!e
of Today program on WABC,
iNew York. 8:15-8:20 a.m. Agency is
1,7. R. Kupsick Adv. Agency, New
York. DEALERS Advertising Fund,
. jFORD
Milwaukee, on July 1 started a 12y 100five-weekl
of ents
campaign
[week
on WSAU,
announcem
word live
!Wausau. WIBA. Madison and WTAQ.
IGreen Bay. Wis., and on July 7
'started a 13-week schedule of sixweekly 100-word announcements on
-WTMJ, Milwaukee. Agency is McCanu-Erickson, Chicago.
J A. S. BOYLE Co., Windsor, Ont.
\< (Flyded insect spray), has started a
jjispot announcement campaign on sev,/eral Canadian stations. Account is
■jplaced by John F. Murray Adv.
Agency, New York.
II PETER PAUL Inc., Naugatuck,
gum),as has
renewed
for
I] Conn,
another (candy,
26 weeks,
of June
30, the
I morning news period from 6 :45 to
' 6:50 a.m. (EDST), on WEAF, New
j York, Monday, Wednesday and Frii day. Agency is Platt-Forbes, N. Y.
i OLD
BEN
COAL
Co., Chicago
'I for
(Green
Marked
coal),
has
contracted
the five-minute transcribed
Noth1* ing But the Truth program five times
!i weekly for 26 weeks on KMOX, St.
ij Louis. Agency is J. R. Hamilton Adv.
4 Agency, Chicago.

"ENGLAND

INSURANCE SECURITIES Inc.,
Oakland, Cal. (investment trust), recentlyter-hour
started It's
Yourfeaturing
Money, Frank
quarcommentary
Wright and Ray Miller, Sundays, on
KFBK. Sacramento, and Wednesdays
on KTKC, Visalia. Agency is Theodore H. Segall, San Francisco.
CALO FOOD PRODUCTS, Oakland,
Cal. (Calo dog and cat food), recently
started a test campaign on WCBM,
of one-mina series
usingOther
Baltimore,
ute live spots.
stations will be
added. Agency is Theodore H. Segall,
San Francisco.
NO-DOZ AWAKENERS Inc., Oaklaud, Cal. (stimulant), recently started
a 13-week test campaign on KSFO,
San Francisco, using three spot announcements weekly. If successful
other stations will be added. Agency is
Sidney Garfinkel Adv., San Francisco.
CALIFORNIA GROWN SUGAR
GROUP, San Francisco (beet sugar),
recently started an educational campaign ou four California stations,
using twice-weekly participations in
home economies programs. Agency is
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San
Francisco. The list: KGO KPO KFI
KHJ.
EAGLE VINEYARDS, San Francisco (Baronet wines), using radio
for the first time, on July 1 started
The Grapevine, five-minute gossip proPry, twice-weekPaulFrancisco.
gram, featuringSan
ly ou KSFO,
Agency
is Sidney Garfinkel, San Francisco.
SAFEWAY STORES, Oakland, Cal.,
has started a concentrated two-week
campaign on five Southern California
tran15 one-minute
using
stations,scribed
jingles weekly.
Agency is J.
Walter Thompson, San Francisco. The
station list: KHJ KECA KERN
KFXM KDB.
BANK OF AMERICA, San Francisco (chain), a spasmodic user of
radio, currently expanding its spot
announcement compaigu, will present
a transcribed broadcast of the Salinas
Rodeo, one of the West's largest wild
West events, on KFRC, San Francisco, July 17. Agency is Charles R.
Stuart, San Francisco.
PERSONAL FINANCE Co., Hollywood (loans), in a summer campaign,
is sponsoring a weekly half-hour live
Hawaiian musical program. Paradise
Isle, on 2 California Don Lee stations
( KFRC - KHJ ) , Sunday, 10 :30-ll
p.m. (PST). With local office tie-in,
the firm also sponsors a five-weekly
Quarter-hour newscast on KTUC, Tucson, with five spot announcements
daily on KTRB, Modesto, and four per
day on KERN, Bakersfield. Agency is
Anderson, Davis & Platte, Hollywood.
GALLENKAMP STORES Inc., San
Francisco (shoe chain), on July 11
will
program
Here's
Clue change
featuringitsFrank
Graham
fromthea
five-minute to a quarter-hour weekly
program for 13 weeks on KNX KSFO
KARM. Agency is Long Adv. Service,
San Francisco.

EXPECTS

THAT THIS DAY EVERY MAN WILL DO HIS DUTY!" SAID
LORD NELSON JUST BEFORE THE BATTLE OF TRAFALGAR.
"ENGLAND EXPECTS . . ." IS THE OUTSTANDING
TRANSCRIBED STORY OF NELSON AND MANY OF
THE THRILLING EXPLOITS OF THE BRITISH NAVY.
For information in regard to national
or regional sales please write or wire
Kasper-Gordon, Inc., 140 Boylston St., Boston
Howard C. Brown Co., 6418 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood
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SPOT
BROADCASTING

BUDGETING
permits
to fit each

SPOT

HOBBY HORSES were showered
in profusion on Keith Kiggins,
NBC-Blue sales manager, on his
birthday recently when the Blue
Network staff knowing of his hobby
of collecting miniature horses raided Radio City stores for steeds.

market's .Volume

More monty for
the HOT SPOTS

GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York,
sponsoring the Second Mrs. Burton on
6 CBS Pacific Coast stations (KNX
KARM KSFO KOIN KIRO KVI),
Monday through Friday, 3-3 :15 p.m.
(PST), in the interest of Postum, on
.Tune 30 switched the advertised product to Baker's Chocolate and Cocoa,
with Benton & Bowles taking over
production from Young & Ruliicam.
Series continues to feature Sharon
Douglas, Gale Gordon and Ann Stone.
Lew Crosby is announcer, with Mann
Holiner, agency producer.

Nothint: w»tgd on
the D£AD SPOTS
Special attention
PROBLEM
SPOTSfor

JOHN

INFORMATION on national advertising and sales promotion as an aid
to consumer buying, a research report
of the Committee on Consumer Relations in Advertising, New York, is now
being 15.printed for distribution about
July

CALL

OF

UNITED

/r™\

MANY
IN

A

£»• COMPANY
NATIONAL STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

TONGUES

SINGLE

CAUSE

A strange voice no longer cries in the
wilderness. The pervading influence of the
WHOM microphone reaches the welcoming
ears of half a score of different races. But in
each foreign language the priceless ingredient, defense of American Freedom, falls
upon sympathetic and understanding ears.
It was to attain such deep-rooted ideals that
these people bravely sought this distant land
that it might be forever their home. They are
deep and true Americans.
*
YOU SHOULD KNOW THESE 5,000,000 AMERICANS
THEY ARE RECEPTIVE TO MODERN WAYS
WHOM
1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION
29 WEST

57TH ST., NEW YORK
Telephone
►aPlaza ^-4204
AMERICA'S
LEADING
FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
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See page 12
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30,000
STRONG

AT

FORT

BLISS

And

Listen to

They

KRCD
EL PASO, TEXAS
• The Cavalry ... the
Artillery . . . Engineers
. . . Anti-Aircraft . . .
Thev draw clown more
than $1,600,000 a
month. That's spending
money
in can
any cash
man'sin
town. Toil
on this market by using
KROD — because t h e
men at Fort Bliss listen
to KROD . . . Listen because, since National
Defense started. KROD
ha.s broadcast more than
25 hours of Fort Bliss
programs and has covered all special events.
KROD has cooperated
with both officers and
enlisted personnel — and
they appreciate it. This
market is one soldier
"bonus''Use
you KROD
can benefit
from.
for
effective results.
THIS IS A BONUS
MARKET
FOR YOU

CBS

1919. 2. Gene O'Fallon, owner of KFEL, Denver, who was sent to Kelly
Field in March, 1918, with the 327th Aero Squadron, being transferred to
the 72d Balloon Company at Camp John Wise, San Antonio, where he
became a corporal and served until January, 1919. 3. Don E. Gilman,
NBC western division v. p., who was a publishers' representative in San
Francisco
when athe Camp
enteredTaylor,
the Army
at the became
Presidio,a was
to officers'
training school
Louisville,
first sent
lieutenant
but
was thwarted in his ambition to go overseas by a prolonged siege of flu.
Guestitorial
{Continued from page 28)
of salt; it's a question of catching
the ear instead of the eye. This is
done with the entei'tainment side
of your program. And your commercial announcement should be a
punch-line.
At Least a Minute
All announcements must be pretested by oral audition and not by
mere manuscript checking. And
this leads quite naturally to a second major point — that it's a physical impossibility to properly present an oral advertising message m
less than a minute's time.
Now, there's truth to the argument that there are some successful campaigns employing announcements of 20 seconds or less, but
these efforts, in most instances, are
presented by well-known brandname products which are continually placed before the public through

many types of advertising media
and the short announcement is only
a small picture in a larger mosaic.
But for most products — and particularly for the advertiser who
must realize direct results from a
radio campaign independent of
other advertising efforts the selling
ute long. should be at least one minmessage
Advertisers with definite selling
problems should purchase programs
long enough to permit two or more
announcements. This will give the
sponsor an opportunity to develop
his sales story over two, three or
more minutes.
These minutes need not be consecutive but if they are all within
one program period — and the presentation itself a well-knit affair —
they can be unified as to maintain
a natural sequence.
Each and every sales message
must be specifically designed to
meet the immediate merchandising
goal of the sponsor. The leeway for

El Paso

ALL

geration.NBC-Red Handbook
HANDBOOK of data about radio and
its development as an advertising
medium has been compiled by the
NBC-Red sales staff for "general
use" by salesmen and advertisers "in
sales presentations and in the preparation of talks." The material for the
(>2-page brochure, bound in shiny red
paper, was gathered by Bill Fairbanks,
now on the Red sales promotion staff,
while in the NBC research department.

the

Southwest

KILOCYCLES

1000 WATTS
(Doy>
500 WATTS
(Night)
Dorrance D. Roderick. Owner
Merle H. Tucker, Manager
Howard H. Wilson Co.
National Representatives

WHLB
H/•'bbinq Vircfinia A
Safes Bulls-eye
fN THE RICH AnROUfHEAP
CoO
^
REmHOfm/HHESOTA
WiTH
WMFG
WEBCd
HEARROmEAP
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My only suggestion is that you
inject your sales message crisply
and to the point. It's better to bring
your message home in a clear-cut
fashion without resorting to subdued methods of coloring and dressing-up the blurb you really have in
mind. You cannot look down to
your listener at any stage in program building.
The most effective technique is
an intimate, friendly style, sometimes called the "man-to-man" technique. An element of humor is
sometimes effective but the sponsor
should be careful to prevent his
"salesmen" or sales message from
becoming ludicrous.
One word of caution: Good taste
must at all times govern the presentation. This applies to the announcement as well as to the rest
of the program. And here, once
again, I want to point out that the
announcement is part of the show
and, hence, has standard of quality
that cannot be ignored.
Scmetimes the star or featured
character of a program can handle
commercial lines very well. But
more often than not the use of a
prominent entertainer in this role
has an unfortunate reaction in the
mine of the listener. This is a factor that must be carefully weighed.
Certain entertainers — but very
few — have the knack of mentioning
the product incidental to their own
parts of the program. Dramatized
announcements, too, must be handled with care for the same reason.
But the situations showing the
products' demand should be rational and true-to-life lest the listener laugh them off as over-exag-

WESTERN Association of Broadcasters, comprising broadcasters of western Canada, will hold its annual convention July 14-16 at Harrison Hot
Springs Chandler.
Hotel. Chil'.iwack.
B. C.
Ceiiige
CJOR. Vancouver,
presi<ieiit. will ]iresi<k'.

AFFILIATE

Covers

600

PHOTOGRAPHS OX PAGE 12 in the same (1 to r) order show: 1. Ralph
K. Brunton, manager of KJBS, San Francisco, who enlisted at the Presidio in July, 1917, and had charge of all motor repairs there; then went
to officers'
at Jacksonville
went inoverseas
as a June,
lieutenant in thetraining
motor school
transport
corps, being and
stationed
Brest until

radio copy is as free and wide and
has as many possibilities as the
desk.
blanker's layout
sheet on a copywritFriendly Style
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LEAVING the Baukhead Hotel after
13 years. WBRC. Birmingham, uext
wiuier will occupy new quarters at
Secoud Ave. aud iSth St.. nearer the
heart of the city. K. G. Marshall,
jiresident. reports the new studio and
business office setup will be one of
the most elaborate iu the South.
IWBKC recently moved its transmitter
i site on the occasion of goiu.s fulltime
Ion i>60 kc. with 5.000 watts.
for formal inj AS A SUBSTITUTE
I augural ceremonies of the new Saraj toga Raceway at Saratoga Springs.
X." y.. AVGY. Schenectady, on opening
' day late in June originated a quarter' hour program from the racing plant,
j presenting interviews with track and
I State officials. The program, carried
on the track's public address system.
' was transcribed and broadcast at
j 10:45 p.m.
AFTER a remote pickup from the
Wright plant in Cincinnati, featuring
I au interview with William S. Knudi| sen. WCPO. Cincinnati, sent a tran' seription
of the
broadcast
Knudsen and
received
a letter toof Mr.
ap•\ preciation. Program was one of
j' sponsored
WCPO"s Xrrivxng
Leaving
series,
by Fels &or Co.
(soaps).
'! TVORL. Boston, in cooperation with
, the Boston division of the U. S. Treasfor Deed ofMillions
ury. hasto inaugurat
defense bonds
boost sales
'I feiise.
i| and stamps in the New England area,
the 60Wayne,prominent
by Gordon
Conductedprogram
f minute
presents
i official and civilian speakers, interspersed with patriotic melodies.
KMA. Shenandoah, la., was honored
during the national convention of the
nation's Junior Chamber of Commerce
, in Minneapolis June 19-21 when the
j KMA Town Hall was awarded a $200
, first prize over projects submitted by
hundreds of other similar organiza,; tious.
' WLS. Chicago, has purchased a new
Mercury station wagon for use in speII cial event pickups. A small shortwave
•! transmitter has been installed as well
' as regular remote panel. The wagon is
used in addition to the regular WLS
i mobile unit.
DEFENSE SAVING STAMPS are
11 given to each member of the staff of
I AVDAS, Philadelphia, for each proj gram idea or suggestion. The staff
j member receiving the greatest number
I of stamps, equivalent of a defense
bond, will also become the recipient
of a baby bond.
WCCO, MinneaiJolis, on June 25 held
its annual golf tournament at Minneapolis Country Club, with 2G staff
members i)articipating. Eddie Gallaher. sports announcer, won the tourney for the third consecutive vear.
posting a net of 74. Al Harding, WCCO
salesman, who scored a gross of 190
last year, posted ITS this year, and
with a 115-stroke handicap came in on
the prize drawing.
WCKY. Cincinnati, has started its
new two-hour Swing ScJiool program
on
which leading
Gordon exponents
Gray, as "professor"
brings
of swing
and band leaders to the microphones
to give their views and presents recordings of old and new swing numbers.
WSTV, Steubenville. O.. has opened
its new studios in East Liverpool. O..
located iu the Travelers Hotel. Several shows, including East Liverpool
Today, Your Xews With Jim 2Ialey
and a kiddies quiz show, originating
in East Liverpool and stressing that
community's
sented by the angle
station.are being preCHGB, Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere,
Broadcasting Corp. French network
Que., has been added to the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. French network
as an affiliate. The station was re"watts. cently given a power increase to 250
BROADCASTING

RECENT stations subscribing to
United Press radio news include
KVOS. Bellingham. Wash.; KSUB.
Cedar City. Utah; WRDO. Augusta.
(Ja.; WGTM. Wilson. N. C. ; WTAX.
Springfield. 111., aud WJIM. Lansing,
Mich. Robert .Johnson, formerly in the
Detroit ferredoffice
of UP,York
has office
been ontransto the New
the
rewrite staff.
SINCE the outbreak of the GermanRussian war, WNEW, New York, has
added six news programs to its daily
schedule, making a total of 13 on
weeksdays, and five on Sundays.
THE BOSS HIMSELF took over
the mike when the Strietmann
Strcetman of WET, Charlotte,
started giving defense stamps instead of cash to local quiz show
winners. At the mike, Manager
G. M. Joscelyn turns over a certificate to the first -winning contestant. Peeking over his shoulder
is Frank Graham, of the local post
ofRce, with Announcer Lee Kirby
at left

JESSE L. KAUFMAN PRODUCTIONS. New York, is i^reparing a
new series of quarter-hour transcribed
series titled Taxi Tales, based on an
idea by Lew Armheim and written by
Bob Brillmayer. Series is built around
adventures of big city cab drivers,
narrated by the character '"Gabby
Cabby'', portrayed by Milt Herman.

Talking History of War
Is Preserved by WOR
A TALKING HISTORY of World
War II and the events which led
up to it are preserved intact at the
Vv OR, New York, recording library. There are approximately
2,000 sides filled in chronological
order, including the last three
years'don andnews
broadcasts from LonBerlin.
Among the voices recorded for
future history are tlie shrill, nervous exclamations of Hitler after
his entrances into the Sudentanland and Czechoslovakia and at
Munich; the terse dictates of Daladier; the farewell of Benes; the almost tearful pleas of Paul Reynaud, and Churchill pledging
"blood, sweat and tears".

Youth at Sumter
SOME sort of record is
claimed by WFIG. Sumter, S.
C, which reports that the
average age of the entire
staff, including Owner J.
Samuel Brody, announcers,
engineers and all, is only
22
years. The average experience in radio is 2 years,
10 months.
WTAG, Worcester, was cited for "outcontribution"
to national
fense in astanding
letter
from Gen.
James deA.
Woodruff of the Headquarters Firs*Corps Area. Boston. Addressed to Commercial Manager George H. Jaspert.
the letter thanked the station for its
cooperation
for "tangible
felt
by the and
Recruiting
Serviceresults"
as a
result of WTAG's national defense
drive.
WPEX, Philadelphia, expanded its exchange arrangement with the local
newspapers in making a time for space
deal with the Evening Ledger and inng its deal withthethe station
Evening has
Bul-a
letin. cInreasiaddition,
long-standing arrangement with the
Da ily ]\ ews.
VOCATIONAL TRAINING in the
radio news field will be provided for
graduates of the Temple U School of
Journalism at WCAU, Philadelphia.
The plan provides for three recent
graduates to serve as apprentices,
working under Ken Stowman, WCAU's
new editor, and paid a full-time
salary.

DON'T FORGET YOUR PROTECTION!
Before you get too far along with those fall
schedules, remember WHN is going 50,000 Watts,
so the rates now existing (for 5,000-1,000 Watts)
will no longer prevail. New rates go into effect
in the fall.
You'll want to include WHN on your list, of
course, because its new clear channel and maximum power plus excellent programming and guaranteed time availabilities will make it just about
the smartest buy in spot broadcasting.

with

CIRCUIT
GENERAL!
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Be on the safe side. Check us right away on
the matter of rates and rate protection.

50,000
WATTS
UNDER CONSTRUCriON
CHICAGO OFFICE:
360 NORTH MICHIGAN WHN
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Argentina
But

Survey Shows That
Brazilians Tune to
BBC Shortwave
U. S. SHORTWAVE stations are
the most listened to in the Argentine, while in Brazil the British
Broadcasting Corp. is out in front,
with the U. S. a poor second, followed by Germany.
This was revealed by two independent factual surveys, titled Radio Survey in Brazil, lOJ/.! and
Survey of Listening Habits in
Argentina, conducted by J. Walter
Thompson Co. subsidiaries in those
countries in cooperation with the
Export Information Bureau of the
AAAA under the direction of
Lloyd A. Free, research consultant
and recently appointed chief of the
FCC monitoring staff.
Using the sampling technique,
Mr. Free employed native canvassers who were carefully trained before they were sent out into the
field. As an indication of the
thoroughness of the project, in the
southern part of Brazil GermanBALTIMORE

Favors
U.
S.
speaking questioners were employed to query the German speaking population, and the results of
all the canvassers were carefully
checked.
British Preferred
The results of the two surveys
blast theories on shortwave brought
back to this country by the steady
stream of flying Latin American
"experts".
In Brazil, it was found that 21%
of all Brazilians who listen to
shortwave broadcasts tuned in the
BBC, 14% the U. S., and 13% Germany. The Brazilian shortwave
audience is primarily a news listening audience, but the interest in
U. S. shortwave programs is almost evenly divided between music
and news.
It has been said the American
news broadcasts have not taken
hold in Brazil nor have they been
advertised, and the survey shows
that 85% of all shortwave news
listeners hear the BBC, 47% tune
in German shortwave, the United
States is third with 42%, and

INSTITUTIONS:

BALTIMORE

&

OHIO

Pioneer railroad
of the United States

an J

W^BR
Maryland's Pioneer Broadcast Station
Pioneers! WFBR has held first place in Baltimore hearts since
broadcasting became a reality. Baltimoreans are loyal to their own
institutions — that loyalty makes
your radio advertising on WFBR
/a new uKfY::.-^
more productive!
GOING MUTUAL OCT. 1

Shortwave
Latin Net Series
FIRST contract in America
for a commercial program on
a network of South American
stations, with originating
point in the U. S., was
claimed last Tuesday by A.
Rojas Villalba, coordinator
of operations for CRIA
(Cadenacana).
Radio
Inter- Ameri-is
WLWO, Cincinnati,
basic station. Sponsor is Bristol-Myers Co., presenting a
daily quarter-hour newscast
for Sal Hepatica. First broadcast under the 26-week contract will be heard July 15.
Manuel Avila, of WLWO,
will handle the program.
Italy is
an almost negligible fourth
with
16%.
Not only has the BBC the largest
news audience, but when the Brazilian shortwave listeners were
asked which country broadcasts the
most reliable news reports, more
than half of those who expressed
an opinion gave the British news
as the most reliable, one-quarter
stated U. S. news, and one-sixth
German news.
The breakdown of the Brazilian
audience into economic groups
shows that the U. S. shortwave has
its largest audience in the upper
economic levels.
The reception of American shortwave programs is good, according
to the Brazilian listeners, although
English and German shortwave is
slightly better. Peak listening hour
for shortwave is at 8:30-9 in the
evening, when 42.8 of the listeners
prefer to tune in.
Ahead in Argentina
In Argentina, U. S. shortwave
surpasses other countries in all
phases of shortwave broadcasting.
Not only are U. S. broadcasts the
generally most popular (23.3% of
shortwave listeners tune to the U.
S., 19.5% to Germany, and 17.4%
to England), but the quality of
U. S. reception was considered very
good
by the largest percentage of
interviewees.
U. S. leads the other countries in
listenership of shortwave news

WFMJ

tow
ngs
YouFav
ten's
ori
WFBR

National Representative:
Page 40
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Edward

Station
A Hooper- Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
than any other station heard
in the Youngstown district.

Petry & Co.
BROADCASTING

broadcasts in Argentina with 30.7%
of the listeners preferring U. S.
shortwave news, 25.7% German,
and 23.87o English. A special
sampling indicated that among the
U. S. shortwave programs, news
was preferred, followed by semiclassical and classical music. Most
Argentinians listen to shortwave
from 9 p.m. to midnight, with 10-11
p.m. the peak listening hour.
The extent to which Latin American sets equipped to receive shortwave are tuned to shortwave programs has been the subject of
much speculation in the past. In
Brazil, shortwave listening is considerably more extensive than many
accounts would indicate, according
to the Brazilian study.
One quarter of the total urban
population — half of upper class
urban men and women — listen to
shortwave broadcasts at least occasionally. In the Argentine, from
the available ballots tabulated,
abouters listen
40% toofshortwave.
the allwave set ownOn the basis of the surveys in
both countries, the number of radio sets equipped for allwave and
for longwave only has not yet been
compiled, but previous estimates
have put the total number of receivers at 600,000 in Brazil and
910,000 in Argentina. About 50%
are equipped for shortwave reception, it has been estimated. The potential shortwave audience is constantly increasing, however, since
it is reported by U. S. manufacturers that 90% of new sets sold in
both countries are allwave.
It is understood that similar surveys may be made in other Latin
American countries on both domestic and shortwave listening habits.
THE BRITISH REPLY
On BBC to Questions Offered
By U. S. Listeners
BRITISH Government officials and
experts will answer questions of
American listeners on a new shortwave series announced last Monday by British Broadcasting Corp.,
to start July 6 and continue every
Sunday teners
thereafter.
American
liswere asked to
send their
questions to the New York BBC
office,
don. where they are cabled to LonAlfred Duff Cooper, Minister of
Information, headed the group of
specialists for the first broadcast,
with Stanley Maxted, Canadian radio producer, as m.c. Maxted reads
a series of questions on each broadcast,dressesgiving
the names
and and
adof American
senders,
calls upon some member of the
panel for an answer. To receive an
answer on any Sunday broadcast,
questions must be submitted by the
preceding Monday, it was stated.
APPLICANT to the FCC for a new
local in Utiea, N. T., 250 watts on
1450 kc, is the Utica Broadcasting
Co. Inc. Stock is owned in 25% blocks
by Moses G. Hubbard Jr., attorney
and director of a metal products company, president; Herbert T. Trevvett,
banker, vice-president ; Alex. T. Herron, tile
superintendent
of a cotton
texmanufacturing concern,
treasurer;
Samuel
D.
Earl,
attorney
and
director of a furniture company, secretary.
• Broadcast
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OlS WAR

JSEWS

'\S ASKED
BY already
FCC
i i.DDING
to headaches
; ^used by a sei-ies of "official quiz
\ :rogi'ams", the latest questionnaire
' isriety
f the FCC,
requesting on
a wide
of information
programs dealing specifically with the
iJnited States' role in the European
■ rar, was sent stations early last
ireek.
Apparently following word-foraord the statement of Senator
'obeyinformation,
(R-N. H.), atwhotherequested
ihe
Senate
llnterstate Comnierce Committee
learings on the Vv^hite Resolution,
jhe FCC has divided the questions
•nto two groups.
I The first section requests the
{inie, title, speaker's name, sponjoring group, commercial or susaining basis, network or local,
inetime program or series, and a
;opy of all "speeches, talks, delates, forums, discussions, public
•Meetings, or spot announcements
i^hich dealt with or treated the role
If the United States with respect
.p
the war
abroad".
The period
■overed
was Jan.
1 to June
1.
Part two asks stations to tell
K'hether they had refused any
peaches on the United States' role
■n the war, the names of the speakirs refused time, and the reasons
Ijor such refusals.
Lemmon Working on WLAN
IT ALTER S. LEMMOX, chief of the
iadiotype Division of International
iusiness Machines Corp., and prime
lover in the operation of WRUL,
toston shortwave station, has been
ilaced in charge of plans for the new
■VLAX, Endicott, X. Y., which the
last March
authorized
/.:'CC
Watson,
president
of IBM, Thomas
to con' ag
truct.
Engineering
plans
are
stiU
beconsidered, including the erection
jif a booster station in Binghamton.
iccording to Mr, Lemmon. Jansky &
i'}ailey, Washington consulting engineers, win assist. The station will
iperate with 2o0 watts on 1450 kc.
"HE PRESEXT
WSIX,R.
>ashville,
Jack M.owners
and ofLouis
|j)raughon, each holds 20% interest
ijn Tennessee Radio Corp.. applying
jjiratts
jor a new
stationkc,
in contingent
Xashville. '2-50
on 1240
on
ITSIX shifting to another frequency.
jrOf'cbyof William
the balance
of the who
stockwithis
|lield
D. Hudson,
1^ is wife, Violet Hutton Hudson, is
i.sermitee of the new WJZM under
I'/onstruction in Clarksville, Tenn.
i. ohn D. Sprouse holds the remaining
:0%.
jJHE Chamher Music Society of Loicer
l,3asin Street program is now recordjng its weekly "concerts" on XBCt'31ue
for shortwaving
XBC's
interlational
stations to on
South
America.

AN

ALL-STEEL

STATION

IN GEORGIA
WHEELING

BUILT by the multi-millionaire
president of the LeTourneau Company of Georgia, manufacturers of
heavy earth-moving equipment, the
new WRLC, Toccoa, Ga., which
went on the air May 1 and was formally licensed May 29, is said by its
operators to have the only all-steel
radio studio structure in America.
As described by Bert Georges,
commercial manager, who formerly
was manager of the Huntington,
W. Va. studios of WCMI, Ashland,
Ky., the entire building is constructed of 10-inch steel sheeting, a substance known as Verviculite being
poured to a thickness of six inches
between the steel walls.
R. G. LeTourneau, who is the creator of the $12,000,000 LeTourneau
Foundation in California which
makes grants of aid to religious organizations and who also recently
acquired ownership of WHEB,
Portsmouth, N. H., was said by Mr.
Georges to "think in terms of steel"
and to have determined to experiment in the use of steel for studios.
He left the design to his secretary,
William Retts, who also holds the
title of manager of WRLC and is
co-pilot
of Mr. LeTourneau's Lockheed plane.
The station is equipped with
Gates transmitter and studio equipment with a 175-foot Wincharger
tower. The building measures
36 X 40 and was constructed at the
LeTourneau company's plant. It
was moved by truck and unloaded
at the site. The staff includes: Elliott Lindblad, from WKBW, Buffalo, and WMBI, Chicago, program
director;
Harold
Marler, from

WCMI, Huntington, W. Va., continuity; Ed Martin, from WDZ,
Tuscola, 111., announcer; Ed Day,
from WMRC, Greenville, S. C, and
WMFR, High Point, S. C, chief engineer; Virgil Craig, from KIUL,
Garden City, Kan., engineer; Tim
Kline, engineer; Dick LeTourneau
and Maurice Steel, controls and
junior
announcers; Bea Lindblad,
secretary.
WKIP

Not

Affected

By Sale of Newspapers
WKIP, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., was
not involved in the recent sale of
the Poughkeepsie Star and Enterprise and Poughkeepsie EagleNews, evening and morning newspapers, which were purchased by
the Speidel Newspapers Inc., and
the station will continue to be controlled by Richard E. Coon. Mr.
Coon formerly was editor of the
newspapers and remains as their
business manager under the new
ownership.
The Speidel interests also own
the Poughkeepsie Courier, a weekly, Iowa City Press-Citizen, Chillicothe (0.), Scioto Gazette and
News-Advertiser, Fort Collins
(Col.) , Express - Courier, C h e yenne (Wyo.), State Tribune and
Wyoming Eagle, Salinas (Cal.),
Index-Journal and Post, Reno Gazette, Nevada State Journal and
Wyoming Stockman-Farmer. Their
radio holdings are WGNY, Newburgh, N. Y.; KFBC, Cheyenne,
Wyo.; KDON, Monterey, Cal.

Ohio

Valley
Industry

SmokeSpe
from aks
belching
! Mine,
Mill and Factory chimneys
of the thriving Steel and
Coal Belt of the Nation, are
writing prosperity in bold
headlines across the sky,
that all can read. And best
of all, the men who run
these seething plants and
their families, are dyed-inthe-wool fans of WWVA.
That means you can reach
the fat pocketbooks of this
prosperous clan through the
Ohio Valley's most personalized and effective advertising medium — WWVA.
Ngiv Is the Time!
N.B.C. BASIC BLUE
BLAIR

Represents Us

IN THE 7th RETAIL MARKET
KSTP
MINNEAPOLIS
•
SAINT PAUL
t NIGHTTIME SieNAL FROM MINIIEAPOLIS TO THE WEST EQUIVALENT TO
133,500 WATTS
NBC BASIC RED NETWORK
50,000 IVatU
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MVZAK FM SERVICE
WILL CHARGE FEES
ADAPTATION of FM for a subscriber broadcast service was
granted Muzak Corp., New York,
in a July 1 FCC ruling. Muzak,
a subsidiary of Associated Music
Publishers, is authorized to operate a developmental FM station on
117.65 mc. with 1,000 watts power.
At present Muzak is furnishing
wired musical programs on a contract basis, the FCC announcement
states, and a similar service is proposed for FM listeners.
Muzak informed the FCC it intends to restrict reception to subscribers bytrancmitting an accompanying "pigcan
squeal"
or discordant
sound which
be eliminated
only
by use of special receivers leased
to subscribers by Muzak Corp.
Although FCC said the grant is
on an experimental basis only, Muzak stated there was no more reason for people to pay for radio
programs by buying advertised
products than by eliminating the
commercials and paying direct.
Muzak further asserted that there
was no reason why the public should
pay directly for moving pictures
and indirectly for radio when it
was only a matter of circumstance
that radio is available in its present form and that the American
people never had been able to
choose its manner of payment for
the service.
Transmitter will be located at
11 W. 42d St. UP news service
will be used and engineers from
Associated Music Publishers and
Wired Radio Inc. have been added
to
the Muzak staff in its new undertaking.

Today, as since the earliest *
days of radio, the name
CLARK on processed recordings is a symbol of
sterling workmanship and
quality materials. And today practically every important transcription producer is a CLARK client.
So, today, we suggest that
if you are interested in
quality transcription
processing you investigate
CLARK.
J

Three More FM Units
Now
FMBI
Members
LATEST to join FM Broadcasters
Inc. are Don Lee Broadcasting
System's K45LA, Los Angeles;
Capitol Broadcasting Co.'s W47A,
Schenectady, N. Y.; and the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat, St. Louis.
Don Lee, which will shortly open
K45LA, is installing a 50,000-watt
transmitter. W47A is to begin service for the Albany-Schenectady
area within a week. The GlobeDemocrat has FM application
pending before the FCC.

FRANK BULL, Los Angeles sports
commentator and partner in Smith &
Bull Adv. Agency, that city, has been
re-elected president of the Southern
California Sportcasters' Assn., for
l!t41-42. Sam Baiter, MBS sportcaster, was elected vice-president. Joe
Micciehe. KRKD. Los Angeles, special
events director and sports reporter,
was made secretary-treasurer. Membership of SCSA includes 20 top radio
sports reporters and commentators.
STERLING FISHER. CBS director
of education, has been elected to the
National Committee of the U. S. on
International Intellectual Cooperation
to serve as its radio expert. He will
prei)are general recommendations for
cultural cooperation among the American nations through radio to be submitted to the Second Conference of
the Inter-American Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, scheduled for
Havana Nov. 15.

CONTRO
ROOM
LESLIE LEARNED and Williai
Stahl. formerly
Yorl
.James
Garigin. of
of ^^'NYC.
WHAI, New
Greenfieb
Mass.. and Walter Payne, of Don Be:
tor's orchestra, have joined the enj
neering staif of WOR, New York.
......
DON SAUNDERS, engineer
W.TSV. Washington, has been
pointed lieutenant, junior grade,
the Naval Reserve.
BOB SMITH, technician, of KSRC
Santa Rosa. Cal. recently resigne
to become radio operator on the Slal
son passenger liner Monterey.
.JOHN SIGNER, technician, formerl
of KGU. Honolulu, has joined KFRC
San Francisco, for vacation relief.
ART TURNROSE, technician, foi
merlj of KW.JB. Globe, Ariz, air
more recently with the Golden Gat
Exixisition. has joined KSRO, Sant
Rosa. Cal.
AVILLIAM E. BEHNKEN, formei 1»
of WSAY, Savannah. Ga.. is attendin'
Illinois
and is
member of at
the I'Ui <
the
College
of aEngineering
versify "s station, WILL, Urbana.
WILLIAM
KLUGH. formerly
WDEL. Wilmington. Del., has joine
1he engineering staff of WQXR. Ne
York.
AIME BRISSETTE and Robei
Francis has been added to the eng
neering staff of WORL, Boston.
.JERRY COBB has been transferre
from the commercial to the technics
staff of KOH. Reno.
WALTER MORRISEY. control si
pervisor of KOA. Denver, has left tl
hospital and will convalesce at h
home
injury. for another month from a kn(
GERALD D. SMITH, formerly coi
trol room supervi.sor of WFBM. Ii
dianapolis. has joined the technics
staff of CBS in Chicago.
BILL
SIMPSON,
New York,
is theengineer
father ofofWNE'^^
a gir
Betsy Ann, born on his seventh we(
ding anniversary, June 16.

(rEl)

m4

DENVER

A^a^^^r, ^^^^^^

Record Co.

216 High St. Humboldt 2-0880
221 N. La Salle St. CentralS27Si
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Survey Dept.
ENGINEER Maurice Nelson
is still scratching his head
and wondering about that
telephone call that came
through the other day while
he was on duty in the transmitter of WROK, Rockford,
111. A feminine voice on the
other end of the wire inquired sweetly,
radio survey
— to"This
whatisradio
station
are
you
listening
Mr. Nelson loyally
replied:? "
"To WROK."

Strike

IN RESPONSE to numerous requests
from abroad, NBC is including in its
regular shortwave newscasts to Great
Britain complete scores of American.
National and International League
baseball games. The scores are heard in
England at 4 p.m., British time.

KFEL

Phonograph

Stromberg Carlson Line
THE new line of Stromberg Carlson receivers will include FM sets
equipped with atomatic range shifts
and a simplified control of eight
pushbuttons for both AM and FM.
All Stromberg receivers are licensed
under Armstrong patents. The
acoustical labyrinth is found in
large receivers. The line consists of
four new chassis and 26 new models. A national advertising campaign is planned.
son, New
York, hasMcCann-Erickthe account.
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AROUND THE CLOCK
24-HOURS
A DAY
Represented by Blair

i
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ENGINEERING
LABS., INC.
Long Island C i t y , N . Y. . . _
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TODAY'S wild animal lesson, kiddies, takes
us to Our
the first
Antipodes,
Jtah and
Wichita.
friend
j.mong denizens of the wilds is the
:angaroo (top), better know as
reaping Lena, who reluctantly subnits to a CBS microphone held
.'ingerly by Announcer John Reed
Cing as they sparred in the New
fork Zoo. Next we meet the mighty
teer,interview
who can'tbecause
put hisheheart
he
has ina
lunch he'll be a porterhouse by and
ly. Smiling at his misery are Bill
Baldwin (left) and Charlie (no
elation to Frank) Buck, of KDYL,
^alt Lake City, who interviewed
dm at a stock show. And now we
ome to that rolly-polly habitant of
he hills, little Master Bruin, who
i.hinks Herb Hollister, of KANS,
Wichita, is about to hand him an
wersize peanut. Master Bruin is
|ao ordinary bear. No sir! His pop
'S Wichita's
oear
and he is famous
one of a three-legged
recent litter
:)f three quadrupeds. And that
vinds up today's lesson, kiddies!
Histex Spots
tllSTEX Corp., Chicago (Histeen
tablets), will use spot announce'nents several times daily for three
veeks in August during the hay
'ever season. Stations are KWK
CFEL KITE KWTO WIBW WLS
*VDGY WLW. Agency is United
A-dc. Co., Chicago.
^BROADCASTING

M-Day Plans
(Continued from page 8)
radio and wire, and possibly all
other modes of communications.
Chairman Fly announced that to
facilitate emergency use of municipal fire and communications systems, DCB has in preparation a
special manual, to be distributed
to all municipalities having such
systems. Maintenance of these systems at peak efficiency, expansion
of plant and equipment, availability of auxiliary electric power
supplies in the event regular service is interrupted, protection of
communications centers against accident and sabotage, and other
steps designed to increase dependability will be covered in the
manual.
In the non-broadcasting field, it
is thought that some services, probably point-to-point and ship-toshore, may be needed by the military establishment. Under war conditions afew of these may be taken
over by the Army.
Army-Navy Tieup
In addition to the activities of
DCB, the public relations branches
of both the Army and the Navy
are intimately associated with war
planning operations where radio is
concerned. Major Gen. Robert C.
Richardson Jr., chief of the public
relations branch of the Army, and
Rear Admiral Arthur J. Hepburn
will supervise these plans.
Edward M. Kirby, public relations director of the NAB, has already established a radio section
of a score of men under Gen. Richardson, practically all of them direct from the broadcasting industry. In the Navy Department,
Frank E. Mason, NBC vice-president, is serving as special assistant
to Secretary Knox in developing
his own radio branch.
Even greater expansion of both
of these units is foreseen, to keep
the public informed on defense program activities. The Army particularly reports a week-to-week increase in the number of pickups
from Army camps, as well as
origination of established commercial programs from training centers.
At Army Maneuvers
In the Army maneuvers in Tennessee, Louisiana and Texas, the
radio branch had four of its men
assigned for radio relations work.
This was designed to acquaint them
with actual military conditions.
Mr. Mason, it is reported, plans
to assign certain of his men to
temporary sea duty to get the
"feel"' of Naval operations. It is expected that radio men will be assigned to Navy maneuvers from
time to time for training purposes.
In the evolution of radio "public
relations" by the military services,
the commanding officers are basing
their operations upon experience
in the field. Because broadcasting
already has been pegged on a parity with the press, it is destined
to become a more and more im-
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Radio Morgue
RECORDED MORGUE or
dramatizations on the life
story of famous Americans
s being prepared by WPEN,
Philadelphia. Enlisting the
services of the chief librarian
of the Philadelphia Public Library, alist of all outstanding Americans, both living
md dead, is being prepared.
The material is being proi^ided by the library with Bob
Bloomfield, of the station
staff, writing the scripts.
Gene entKern
is casting
the taland the
dramatizations
will be directed by program
director Lew London.
CBC

Raises Pay

CANADIAN BROADCASTING
Corp. salaries moved upward on
June 25, retroactive to April 1.
Substantial increases have been
granted many members of the
technical staff' and those associated
with the production of programs,
CBC executive offices at Ottawa
announced. The increase followed
a survey of salary rates received
by CBC employes and corresponding employes in private industry.
In the last four years the CBC
staff has increased from 180 to
623 and hours of broadcasting
from 6 to 16 daily, largely because
of the war.
Overtime

Restitution

DURING the 21/2 years since the
Fair Labor Standards Act went
into effect, a total of 30 radio stations paid overtime restitution aggregating $13,407.12 to their employes, according to revised figures
compiled for BROADCASTING by the
Wage & Hour Division of the
Labor Department [Broadcasting,
June 30]. This amounts to an average of $446.90 per station, according to Wage & Hour Division figures for the period from Oct. 24,
1938, when the Act started operating, to April 23, 1941.
REPLACING former equipment in
downtown Los Angeles, KHJ, Southern California key station of Don Lee
network,
erecting
two 300-ft.
ers at the iscorners
of Venice
Blvd. towand
Fairfax Ave., that city. Aecording to
Frank Kennedy, KHJ chief engineer,
transmitter buiding will contain facilities for an 18-hour staff in early .July.
Present transmitter and tower will be
used as a shortwave unit.
portant factor as the war tempo
increases.
Strictly from the information
standpoint, it is logical to assume
that eventually separate pressradio facilities will be set up for
the radio fraternity in both the
War and Navy Departments. Plans
for this, it is understood, already
are on paper.
NAB President Miller shortly
will appoint a National Defense
Committee of the NAB to confer
with public relations officials of
the Government. Such a committee
was authorized at the NAB convention in St. Louis last May. Mr.
Miller himself will serve as chairman of this committee.
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Assignment BoostsGranted 7 Stations

A TASTE OF WAR was sampled by radiomen during
the recent Middle Tennessee Army maneuvers, where
many programs originated. In front of the PressRadio Headquarters of the Second Army (left photo)
are members of the staff that helped WSM, Nashville, originate its programs. Participating are (1 to r,
back), John Sarver (John Conrad), formerly of KWK,
WLW, YVSAI, now at Camp Robinson, Arkansas;
Lieut. Cel. Robert B. McBridge Jr., head of G-2, Second Army; Lieut. Tom Paradine, formerly of NBC
Sale

and WTIC, Hartford; Jack Stapp, WSM program
director; Jud Collins, WSM announcer. Seated in
white shirt is Jack Harris, of the War Department's
radio division and formerly with WSM. He is talking
with
Barney Oldfield,'
formerlyParneleso,
of KFAB,Missouri.
KFOR,
loanedCapt.
to maneuvers
by Jefferson
In a radio railway car, WSM had full equipment for
the maneuvers. Watching operations are these WSM
engineeers (1 to r). Jack DeWitt, chief engineer, Bill
Critchlow and George Reynolds.

of Artists Service
RADIO

SALE of NBC Artists Service may
be completed within a week or two,
with either Music Corp. of America, which recently purchased the
CBS Talent Bureau, and William
Morris Agency the most likely
buyer. William Morris Jr. and William Murray of the Morris agency
conferred last week with Mark
Woods, NBC vice-president and
treasurer, and were expected to
come back with a definite offer.
J. C. Stein, of MCA, is due to return to New York from the West
Coast early this week, also with a
definite offer.
Both of these companies, it is reported, desire to acquire the complete NBC talent set-up, making it
unnecessary for the network to arrange for a piece-meal sale, as was
contemplated at one time. Reports
that Sidney Strotz, NBC vice-president in charge of programs, might
leave this post to head a company
formed to take over the artists
service were pooh-poohed at NBC
headquarters. Mr. Strotz was out
of the city and could not be reached
for comment.

COVERS

Crew Handling
EXTENSIVE on-the-spot coverage of the Second Army Maneuvers, held June 2-28 in Tennessee,
was provided by WSM, and WLAC,
Nashville, WLW, Cincinnati, and
WDOD, Chattanooga. The maneuvers, participated in by five complete divisions and auxiliary units
totaling 77,000 men, were a warmup for the largest peacetime maneuvers in history, to be held in
Louisiana Sept. 1-30, by the Second
and Third Armies.
From points scattered all over
the 600 square-mile maneuver area,
the stations handled pickups of all
types of military action, including
the use of armored divisions. WLW
handled two pickups remoted to
Cincinnati. WDOD made several
independent pickups, in addition
carrying several transcribed programs originated by WLAC and
fed to WREC, Memphis, and
WDOD. Among more than 20 programs originated by WSM, several
were fed to NBC-Red and to State
networks.
As abroad, news and radio men
wear khaki uniforms while on duty
with armed forces.
With elaborate equipment in the
field, WSM sent to the maneuvers
a special crew which spent the bulk

ALTOONA,
PA.
• NBC RED
• 250 WATTS
• FULL TIME OPERATION
• RAILROAD SHOPS ON
FULL TIME SCHEDULE
WFBG provides the only full coverage of the Altoona trading area.
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MANEUVERS

Studio in Railroad Car Is Key Point for

WFBG
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THE

WSM Pickups
of its time for the entire month
arranging WSM pickups. The station's field activities centered
around a private railroad car, fully
equipped as a broadcast studio with
recording facilities and emergency
powerbileplant.
In addition,
tv/o vnth
mounits were
used, along
pack transmitters.
For one program during the
maneuvers, open-air chapel services for the thousands of participants, the Army Signal Corps laid
down about 800 yards of lines to
the hilltop site of the services. The
pickupablethen
was relayed toviathe
a portFM transmitter
line
pickup point eight miles away,
where it went on telephone lines to
the studio. Other programs included descriptions of the attack and
defense activities, a transcribed
version of unloading a tank column, amusements and military analyses by participating Army officers and W. R. Manier Jr., of WSM.
In the special crew at the maneuvers were Chief Engineer Jack DeWitt; Jud Collins, announcer;
George Reynolds and Bill Critchlow, engineers; General Manager
Harry Stone; Program Director
Jack Stapp. Aiding in the pickups for the Army were Lieut. Col.
Robert B. McBride Jr., Second Army G-2 head; Capt. Barney Oldfield, formerly of KFAB-KFOR,
Lincoln, Neb.; Lieut. Tom Paradine,
formerly of NBC, New York, and
WTIC Hartford, Conn.; Private
John Sarber formerly of WLWWSAI and KWK, St. Louis; Jack
Harris, formerly of WSM and now
special events director of the Radio Division of the War Department Bureau of Public Relations.
GENERAL DRY BATTERIES of
Canada. Toronto, on Aug. 15 starts
four to six times weekly spot announcement campaign ou 27 Canadian
stations. Account is placed by A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.
BROADCASTING

KARM Gets 5 kw Unlimited:
WFBR, WAKR Increases
IMPROVEMENT in the assignments of a half-dozen stations, ireluding a jump from local to regional status for KARM, Fre^iic,
Cal., was authorized last Tue'-da;.'
by the FCC.
KARM was granted a construction permit to shift from 1-340 to
1430 kc. and increase its powe]' from
250 to 5,000 watts fulltime, with a
directional antenna.
WFBR, Baltimore, was granted
an increase from 1,000 watts night.
5,000 local sunset, to 5,000 wattfulltime with an agreement to protect WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids,
to its 1.3 millivolt contour. The authorization included a change in
the directional antenna.
Akron Boost
WAKR, Akron, was granted a
construction permit to increase
power from 1,000 watts to 5,000
watts fulltime and install a directional for night use only on 1590
kc. A shift in frequency from 1070
to 790 kc. was given WEAU, Eau
Claire, Wis., with an increase in
hours from limited time to unVm-ited time with 1,000 watts night
and 5,000 watts local sunset.
KQW, San Jose, was given a temporary license for 5,000 watts unlimitedantenna
time, employing
directional
on 740 kc, apending
final determination of its application for an increase in power to 50,000 watts. A competitive application for this assignment is pending from KSFO, San Francisco.
WIGM, Medford, Wis., was granted a construction permit to shift
from 1500 to 1490 kc. and increase
from 100 to 250 watts unlimited.
WMBI, Chicago, non-commercial
station operated by Moody Bibla
Institute, was accorded final action
on its petition for reconsideration,
and grant without hearing, upon;
the condition that the station oper-ate on 1110 kc. with 5,000 waTta=
limited
with license
the effective
of the time,
modified
to be date'
the
same as that upon which WCBD,j
Chicago,
820
kc. is licensed to operate on
Two Main Studios?
WHETHER a station can have
two "main studios" is the issue tc
be determined in connection witl^
an application of KGKO, Fort
Worth-Dallas, designated for hear-ing last Tuesday by the FCC. The
station, jointly owned by the Fori
Wo}-th Star-Telegram and the Dallas News, applied for modificatior
of liceiise, to permit maintenancj
of one studio in Fort Worth and the
other in Dallas. The FCC last yeai
approved a transfer applicatiori
under which the Dallas News ac !
quired a 50 9f interest in the station I
which serves as the Blue NetworKi
Texas.
outlet
for the "twin cities" oi'i
• Broadcast
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CBS

topped by Berlin
ll'lannery Phones News After
itomments by Elmer Davis
'ip:
for news
remarks
hade RETALIATION
June 27 by the CBS
anaf'st, Elmer Davis, following an in:i=rview with P. G. Wodehouse, the
British novelist recently released
|y the Nazis from an interment
■jamp, all news broadcasts by CBS
■jorrespondents in Berlin have been
' jancelled by German authorities.
' ' News of the ban was phoned to
hfew York by Harold W. Flannery,
■t'hief of tke CBS Berlin bureau
;j,-ho stated that the extraordinary
i^iefusal was subject to review by
::innamed higher German authori^iies. He was permitted, however, to
jKve other news in his telephone
^leport and also was allowed to
(able a news dispatch.
ij
No 'Dictation'
After the news reached CBS in
ew York, Paul W. White, CBS
f.i'irector of public affairs, issued
jjhe following statement:
(il!lictation
"CBS uill
submit
to no foreignin
as to
its broadcasts
jjhis country. We will not seek to
|.)lease Germany in presenting the
,iiews over here as the price of be,!ng allowed to broadcast from Berin. If the motive behind the German government's action is to com"oel us to coloi our news analysis
o its liking, that action has failed.
"When Mr. Flannery communi'i^ated the German decision to us."
"Vlr. White continued, "he was imrnediately instructed to make no
'Compromises with the integrity of
ii)ur news broadcasts, in an effort
''o maintain his post. He was furf .her instructed to make clear to
l.he Propaganda Ministry that our
broadcasts outside Germany and
jerman-controlled territory were
oej'ond the censorship of the
Reich."
In the Wodehouse interview, the
(lovelist said that he did not mind
i^oeing a prisoner of war, that he had
<a suite at the Hotel Adlon in Berin and that he could come and go
^as he chose although., he added, "if
wanted to go to Switzerland this
lummer, I imagine there'd be oblections."
Elmer Davis in his analysis,
pointed out that the German treatment of Mr. Wodehouse was somewhat different from that accorded
bo other prisoners whose release
might have had less publicity value,
j No word as to the resumption of
:jCBS broadcasts from Berlin had
{been received late last week, al, though the network stated it siiould
hear the outcome by early this
<week.

WGR

^FREE

Mennen
Chaos in Berlin
THE tables were turned the
other night and Berlin was
bewildered when a WOR announcer slipped up in giving
the opening cue for a MBS
program for its Berlin correspondent. Said the announcer: "We take you now
to John Paul Dixon in London!" The amazed voice of a
German production man in
the Berlin studio came
through — "John Paul Dixon
in Londonl" and repeated
the phrase in confusion. Finally, everything was cleared
up, the proper announcement
made, and Dixon came on the
air — from Berlin.
LICENSE

GRANTED

TO KRBA, LUFKm
CULMINATION of activity in
connection with the Texas revocation hearings of last year appeared
in sight last Monday when the
FCC adopted an order authorizing
issuance of a license on a regular
basis to KRBA, Lufkin, replacing
its temporary license.
The temporary license of KGFI,
Brownsville, which had also been
involved in the hearings, was extended 30 days. The temporary licenses had been issued until the
stations furnished proof that Rev.
James G. Ulmer had divested his
holdings in the stations.
Action against KRBA and
KGFI, as well as KAND, Corsicana, KNET, Palestine, KSAM,
Huntsville, and KGKB, Tyler, was
instituted in February, 1940, when
the FCC charged the Icienses of
the stations with "hidden" ownership, saying an FCC investigation
showed Rev. James G. Ulmer,
Texas broadcaster-minister actually
had control of the stations [BROADCASTING, Feb. 15, 1940].
After subsequent hearings in
Texas conducted by FCC Commissioner George H. Payne, the FCC
ruled in the fall of 1940 that
KAND, had been guilty of no deliberate misrepresentation and accordingly withdrew its revocation
order, with Commissioner Payne
dissenting. Following this the revocation order against KGKB was
vacated earlier this year and the
Commission proposed to withdraw
its action against KNET, KRBA,
KGFI and KSAM upon showing
within 90 days that all of Rev.
Ulmer's holdings in the stations
have been disposed of. Earlier in
June KNET and KSAM complied
and were issued regular licenses.
PROPOSING to surrender their construction permit for a new station.
WHAL. Saginaw, Mich., which has
been outstanding for the last two
years. Harold F. Gross and Edmund
C. Shields have applied to the FCC
for a new station in Kalamazoo, Mich.,
on
facilities
kc. usingof
1.000WHAL's
watts. Thev
aro onalso980licensees
WJIM. Lansing.

MENNEN Co., Newark, has appointed Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, to handle advertising of the
men's products division. Company
will shortly start a weekly halfhour dramatic program from Hollywood, but neither time nor network
has been cleared. In order to service the new account, Russel M.
Seeds Co. is opening New York offices headed by H. J. Richardson
Jr. The office in Rockefeller Center
will be completely staffed with radio, art and research departments.
Allotment of Beer Funds
AMOUNT of advertising spent by
the brewing industry for radio
time in 1940 declined to $908,000,
or 4.2% of the beer budget, from
the $1,250,000 (6%) of 1939, according to an analysis by Edwin
Fein, general manager. Research
Co. of America, New York. The
study is based on data from the
United Brewers Industrial Foundation. Apportionment of beer advertising in other media in 1940 and
1939 follows: Daily newspapers
$6,000,000 (28.5%) in 1940, $6,500,000 (31.3%) in 1939; weeklies,
$750,000 (3.5%) and $750,000
(3.6%o); magazines $1,600,000
(7.6%) and $800,000 (3.8%);
point of sale $6,000,000 (28.6%;)
and $6,000,000 (28.0%); outdoor
$5,800,000 (27.6%) and $5,500,000
(26.3%). Totals were $5,800,000
in 1940, $5,500,000 in 1939.
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Cover Moscow for CBS
ERSKINE CALDWELL, author
and playright, and his wife Margaret Bourke-White, noted photographer, have been named CBS
correspondents in Moscow, where
they
happened
be visiting
at
the time
of thetooutbreak
of the
Russian-German war. Paul W.
White, CBS director of public affairs, asked them to handle the asprior to their
tripforto daily
Russia, if the signment
necessity
arose
broadcasts out of the Russian capital.Their first broadcast on CBS
took place June 29 cn the 7 :30 p.m.
program Wo7-ld Netvs Tonight, the
first radio news report to come from
Moscow since the German declaration of war. They will continue
daily broadcasts, whenever CBS
feels it necessary and conditions
make it possible for a report to
come through.
Stairs in Tune
TO SIMULATE various
kinds of persons walking up
or down stairs, NBC sound
effects men have worked out
a set of "tuned" stairs, each
step so tuned as to give out
a different note as called for
by a program script.
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the vast
market in Central New
Use this wide open gate to reach
England — the families of skilled
workers with money to spend,
employed in 500 different booming industries — the majority on
defense orders. One station,
WTAG, and no other reaches all
of these families. WTAG is the
gate through which you can cover,
with one appropriation, this rich
Central New England Market.

WKBW

Columbia and Mutual
Buffalo
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
PETERS. Inc., National Representatives
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AFRA
{Continued from page 10)
President's
For

Approval

Daylight

Expected

Saving

Project

Year-Round Observance Favored as Increasing
Support for Idea Develops in Government
WITH approval of President of the country threatened by elecRoosevelt now regarded as certain,
tric power shortages [Broadcasting, June 30].
and a special recommendation to
Congress calling for immediate
0PM last Wednesday joined the
passage of necessary legislation Power Commission in calling upon
expected this week, a universal day- public and private power systems
light saving time basis for the and their customers in the South —
United States may be only a mat- particularly the Southeast — '"to cut
ter of weeks. Whether "fast time" down or rearrange their normal,
■would be observed throughout the peacetime use of electricity" in
year or only during the six or order to keep defense industries
seven long-day months, remains
operating.
problematical although indications
Some localities in these regions
favor a year-round observance.
During the last few months the already are observing a "voluntary
saving time",
withoffseveral
daylight saving proposition has daylight
stations cutting
an hour
their
won increasing support from the broadcast day and urging listeners
Administration and defense lead- to follow the example and use less
ers, particularly for its conserva- electricity.
tion aspects. The Office of ProducGeorgia Power Co. at present
tion Management a fortnight ago
sent to the White House a request is sponsoring six daily spot announcements on 18 Georgia stations
that President Roosevelt call for
[Broadcasting, June 30], urging
legislation establishing daylight
to conserve power dursaving time on a year-i-ound basis consumers
ing the power crisis. Along this
during the defense emergency.
line, the NAB has recommended
Survey Shows Need
that stations in Alabama, Florida,
The 0 PM request came after the Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Federal Power Commission had Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia
concluded a year-long survey, on solicit similar power - conserving
the basis of which it recommended
broadcasts from utility companies
DST observance in several regions within their service areas.
/

Are you interested in Potentials? Then you are interested in Wichita that BOOMING
market in Kansas. For some time the average family in Wichita has had more than $268
more per year to spend than average American families. Now with defense contracts
being let to Wichita concerns — faster than we can keep track of 'em — well, you figure
it. 30 thousand families 225 milliop in defense contracts to date mostly for Wichita
labor. Now you are interested! , . , Then see your nearest Edward Pelry office for
*
time availabilities on
MANHATTAN* ^^^'f^if..^^
|>K

A

U

S

A

That Sell^g Station for Kansas

S

;'roN
HUTCHINSON* '''f"'IWICHITA

KFH

not apply to the current situation,
as the code was not signed by MBS
nor by the advertisers or agencies
whose programs would be cancelled
by the withdrawal of AFRA talent from the network. Answering
this statement, network spokesmen pointed out that although Mutual as a network had not signed
the code, it had been signed indivually by WOR, WON and Don Lee.
Advertising agencies, while not
signing the code itself, signed letters agreeing to comply with the
code's rules and regulations. AFRA
says that these letters contain 10day cancellation clauses and that
therefore in giving them more than
10 days notice of its proposed action, AFRA has fulfilled its obligations tothem. This is disputed,
however, as these agencies cannot
pull their programs from any station in the networks for which they
have contracted, except at the regular 13-week intervals, vnthout
leaving themselves liable for damages to the station.
Hulbert Taft Jr., general manager of WKRC, in New York to
discuss these legal aspects, expressed the opinion that AFRA's
proposed action may form a dangerous precedent if allowed to
stand. On this theory, he said, a
union could force a station to comply with its demands by threatening to tie up its network service, regardles ofwhether or not the union
represents a majority of the station's employees.
If AFRA should order its members not to work on MBS commercial programs including WKRC
among their outlets, the following
progi-ams would be affected: Gospel ioned
Broadcasting
Assn.'s Old
FashRevival; Captain
Midnight,
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A new Saturday 11:30-12 morning show. Vaudeville Theatre, will
make its debut July 12 for both
Spry and will
Rinso
NBC-Red.
Jim
Ameche
be on
featured
as m.c,
with Dick Todd as singer and
D'Artega's orchestra. Each week a
different vaudeville-type act will be
headlined.
In addition, Lever Bros, is conducting a test campaign in the
Midwest
Helen's
transcribedfor
serial,
to be Home,
heard ata
different times during the morning
on WHO WOWO WDAF WIBA
WEAU KABR KDLR KRMC
KGCU KLPM KATE WLOL
WDSM KVOX.
FM NET TO SEEK
NEW YORK OUTLET
AMERICAN Network, created to
launch the first FM network plans
to ask the FCC for an FM outlet in
New York, according to John R.
Latham, executive vice-president
Paul D. P. Spearman, Washington
attorney, is counsel. Engineering
data will be prepared by Andrew D.
Ring, of Ring & Clark, consulting
engineers. The New York outlet
would key what ultimately will be
a 40-market FM network, plans for
which were drawn early this year
by Mr. Latham at the request of
a group of FM experimenters.
With FM stations already on the
air in nine markets represented in
the group,liminary
Mr.network
Latham
said may
preoperation
begin this year.

sponsored by Wander Co.; The Lone
Ranger, General Mills; Raymond
Gram Swing, General Cigar Co.;
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co.'s Spud
Imperial Time and Danger Is My
Business; Inside of Sports, Bayuk
Cigars Inc.; Wythe Williams,
American Safety Razor Corp.;
Double or Nothing, White Labs.;
John B. Hughes, American Home
Products; Front Page Farrell,
Anacin Co.
The Johnson Family, together
with three sustaining programs fed
by WKRC to the Mutual network,
Edith Adams' Future, Old Fashioned Girl and ,Quiz Bowl, are being
permitted to continue until July 12.
On his return to AFRA's New
York headquarters from Cincinnati
last Wednesday George Heller, national associate executive secretary
of the union, said that nine local
advertisers had withdrawn their
programs from WKRC since the
beginning of the strike.

ABKANS^CITV, COFFEYViLLE, ."-AxiUPj
BARUESVILLt
WICHITA
} O K L
II ,0 M A \
Gleni> U. (jiilell 1- leiU Strength Survey — 15)39
The Only Full Time CBS Outlet in Kansas
Map Shows Coverage to the .1 MV/M Line I—
CBS
•
5000 DAY
• CP 5000 NIGHT — CALL ANY EDWARD RETRY OFFICE

TWO NET PROGRAM'.
ON NBC FOR LEVEl
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge
Mass., has announced two new
shows, one for Rinso and a secon'
for Rinso-Spry, and the replace
ment of a third, all to take effec
during July, through its agenc\
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
Radio rights for Henry Sou
value's production of George Mc
Manus' Bringing Up Father have
been purchased, and the show wnW
have its premiere Tuesday evening
July 8, 9-9:30 (EDST), on NBCBlue, with a repeat performance
for Pacific Coast listeners. There
will be an all-star cast, vdth origitra. nal background and music by Elliot Jacoby and a 12-piece orchesGrand Central Station, which
now occupies the 9-9:30 Tuesday
spot on NBC-Blue for Rinso, will
be shifted to CBS, Wednesdays, 88:30 p.m. (EDST), for the same
product. It will replace Big Town
heard regularly at that time for
Rinso,
til fall.which is leaving the air un-

Buy WCCO Artists Bureau
JOHN WILLIAMS and Urbane Boddin, former employes of the Artists
Bureau of WCCO, CBS M&O station
in Minneapolis, have purchased the
bureau. Move follows the recent sale
of the CBS artists services to Music
Corp. of
transfer
of
offices
and America,
personnelwith
expected
to be
completed within the month.
Basic Mutual
FULL TIMENetwork
1270 KC Outlet

r
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B for Birthday
happy
one —form
made ofitsfour
appearance
]t the WBT,IN Charlotte
studios— and
Junea 18
in the
modern
i^jiercuries — the Western Union variety — when four staff members all
i|3lebrated birthdays. So impressed were WU officials by the wholesale
rder for songsters that Supt. John Nowell came along, baton in hand,
5 lead his boys through the intricate passages. Being musically conratulated are (1 to r) Kay Owsley, continuity department; Russ Hodges,
ports editor; Jack Williams, music clearance dept., and Reginald Acker.
Webb C. Artz
7EBB C. ARTZ, 52, former radio
ews manager of United Press in
Tew York, died July 2 at the Lilly
linic, Indianapolis, after a three
lonths illness. Mr. Artz made his
rst contribution to UP while
raveling in Egypt when he cabled
|i an exclusive story on J. P. Morian aboard his yacht in eastern
'aters. Formerly with the Cleve;md News, city editor of the San
intonio Express and managing
iditor of the Houston Press, he
pined UP in 1929, becoming radio
lews manager in 1936 of the servl|:e he helped to organize. His
i'idow survives.
'Moonlight' Sponsors
WO SPONSORS, both New York
)i|jmpanies, have signed for participa!ijons in the Moonlight Saving Time
i:ll-night program on WOR, New
I ork, 2 :30-o a.m. Based on the idea
JE public service, I. J. Fox, furriers,
Ijill use 54 participations weekly, payliig tribute to late shift workers, such
,s doctors, nurses, and defense emjloyes. Second sponsor is Strauss
tores Corp., auto accessories chain,
j)r six spots weekly on the program,
^irough Thomas F. Harkins, Philaelphia.
Salute to Latin Outlet
ALUTING Uruguay's newest radio
S;ation "El Espectador" July 1, NBC's
jiternational shortwave stations
WB.GA and WNBI sent a special
broadcast to Montevideo to the new
ampletely RCA equipped studio. Niles
lYammell, president of NBC, wrote a
pecial message, which was read in
panish by Eli Canel, head of NBC's
pnnish Department of the Internaonal Division. Uruguayan Consuleiieral Rivas delivered an address.
ipBS on July 8 will broadcast a compete description of the 1941 All-Star
aseball game between star players of
I'he
rem American
Detroit. and National Leagues

WRVA

COVERS

RICHMOND
AND

NORFOLK

IN VIRGINIA!
50,000
DAy AND WATTS
NIGHT
COLUMIIA AND MUTUAL NETWOIKS
lAYMU CO., XAnONAl IffKSfKMnvt
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ASCAP
(Continued from page 10)
their own society and to vest these
rights solely in BMI, which is
ovraed by the radio broadcasters. It
is simply one more attempt to destroy the value of rights now vested in the creators of American
music."Error on BMI Books
BMI was unusually vulnerable to
such attacks last week, due to an
error in procedure in its bookkeeping department that resulted in the
publishers associated with BMI receiving ridiculously small payments
for their performance rights for
the first quarter of 1941. Through
an error which BMI describes as
"impossible to happen but it did",
the network performances were
omitted from the calculations and
only the local station broadcasts
included, with the result that several publishers received checks for
less than $25.
The complaints arising from this
error resulted in BMI's putting its
accounting staff on a 24-hour basis
to refigure the royalties so that
new checks could be sent out, to
bring the payments up to their
proper size. A second result was a
decision by a number of the smaller
publishers to organize a protective
society with Peter Doraine of Doraine Music Publishing Co. as
chairman and Andrew D. Weinberger as counsel.
This group was scheduled to hold
a meeting last Thursday, at which
Sydney Kaye, vice-president and
general counsel of BMI, was invited to explain the mistake, under
threat that if his explanation
failed to satisfy the publishers they
would withdraw from BMI and organize their own performing rights
association. Mr. Weinberger said
that if the group is satisfied that
the BMI system of accounting is
all right and the first quarter low
payments the result of an "honest
mistake", the organization will go
along with BMI, but will ask for
the right to make its own periodic
audits of BMI records.
Fortunately, there were some
BMI publishers whose performance
fees were correctly figured and who
were pleased with the results. Har-
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old Oxley, general manager of New
Era Music Corp., wrote BMI as
follows :
"Late in 1940 when New Era
Music signed with BMI, we said,
the BMI way of dealing with writers is the best thing that has ever
happened to American music. New
Era Music is going to BMI because
BMI gives the fairest deal.
"I can say that we still feel the
same way. The check we received
for performance royalties for the
first quarter of 1941 under the BMI
system represents the most equitable method of payment in the
music business."
Checks for Writers
BMI also reports that in addition
to the writers of their top hit tunes,
who received about $3,000 for their
performance rights and a like
amount from the sale of sheet
music and records of their tunes.
Royalty checks ranging between
$75 and $200 were sent to many
"hobby writers" whose songs never
achieved hit proportions but nevertheless were performed frequently
on the air during the first three
months of 1941. Franklin D. Roosevelt Jr. and Kendrick Sparrow, for
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Taking advantage
predicament, ASCAP in ofitsBMI's
Thursday
release, asked BMI a list of questions, "for the benefit of composers," regarding BMI's income and
payments to composers, including
several questions as to the provisions BMI has made for "relief of
composers during sickness and distress", "for widows and orphans of
composers who die but whose works
live", "to insure continued payments through years to come to
composers who write hit songs
but whose output may dwindle or
cease", etc.
MBS Meets Publishers
MBS entertained some 60 music
publishers at lunch Tuesday. Fred
Weber, MBS general manager;
Adolph Opfinger, program service
manager; Paul Jonas, in charge of
music copyrights; Nat Abramson,
head of WOR's artists bureau, and
John G. Paine, general manager of
ASCAP, explained to the publishers how the network operates and
answered questions regarding the
use of radio in musical exploitation.
A committee of publishers, headed by Rocco Vocco, of Bregman,
Vocco & Conn, was set up as a
liaison group to meet with MBS
officials every two weeks to discuss
any problems that may arise and
to attempt to work out solutions
satisfactory to both the network
and the publisher. MBS plans to
hold a similar get-together with
band leaders this week.
Taking advantage, of its position
as the only network which can perform George Gershwin's tunes,
MBS is planning four memorial
programs next weekend, commemorating the anniversary of Gershwins death July 11, 1937.
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THE PEOPLE IN THIS BOOMING GULF
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PROGRAMS THEY WANT IN THE OLD,
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ACTIONS
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OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

JUNE
Decisions

. . .
JULY 1
KRBA. Lufkin, Tex. — License issued on
regular basis to Red Lands Broadcasting Co.
KGFL Brownsville, Tex. — TemporaiT license extended 7-1-41 until licensee complys
with order of 4-2-41.
NEW, Muzak Corp., New York— Granted
CP new developmental FM station 117.65
mt 1,000 w unl.
KARM, Fresno. Cal. — Granted CP chan?e
to 1430 kc, 5 kw unl. directional, new
equipment, move transmitter.
WIGM. aiedford. Wis.— Granted modification of CP change to 1490 kc, 250 w unl.,
new transmitter,
change studio and transmitter site.
WAKR, Akron, O. — Granted CP increase
to
N. 5 kw unl., new transmitter, directional
WEAU, Eau Claire, Wis.— Granted CP
change to 790 kc unl., new transmitter.
WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.— Granted
consent to assignment of license from Tom
M. Bryan to Ralph A. Horton, assignee
having divested himself of all newspaper
association.
WTMBL Chicago — Granted modification
license 1110 kc 5 kw (ltd. to WBT. KFAB)
upon completion WCBD CP.
WIOD, Miami, Fla. — Granted withdrawal
of action against grant CP to WAYS.
KQW, San Jose, Cal. — Ordered issuance
temporary 5 kw unl. license to detei-mination
tional.of application for 50 kw with direcWFBR, Baltimore — Granted application
change directional, increase to 5 kw unl.
with agreement to protect WOOD-WASH.
Adopted Order No. 79-A, setting up proship. cedure for hearings on newspaper ownerDESIGNATED FOR HEARING— NEW,
Hennessy Broadcasting Co., Butte, Mont.,
CP new station 1490 kc 250 w unl. ; NEW,
Barclay Craighead, Butte, Mont., CP new
station 1490 kc 250 w unl. ; NEW, Southern
California Broadcasting Co., Pasadena,
Cal., CP new station 1430 kc 1 kw D ; NEW,
Jefferson Broadcasting Corp., Birmingham,
Ala.. CP new station 1340 kc 250 w unl.,
facilities of WSGN : NEW, Wilkes-Barro
Broadcasting Corp., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., CP
new station 1240 kc 250 w unl., facilities
of WBAX ; NEW, Frequency Broadcasting
Corp., Borough of Brooklyn, N. Y. — CP
new station 620 kc 500 w D ; WJPR, Greenville, Miss., CP change to 1600 kc, increase
to 1 kw unl. : KGKO, Fort Worth, Tex.,
modification of license to maintain two
main studios, in Dallas and Fort Worth.
JULY 3
MISCELLANEOUS — WBAX, WilkesBarre, Pa., temporarj' license extended to
9-1-41 ;WAYS, Inter-City Adv. Co., Charlotte, N. C, dismissed rehearing petition
filed by WIOD ; WABY, Albany, granted
dismissal without prejudice application
modify license to 1210 kc 250 w unl. : NEW,
King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp.,
granted dismissal without prejudiceDetroit,
application 1010 kc 250 w unl.; KWTO, Springfield,
Mo.,
granted
continuance
hearing
to
9-5-41.
Applications . . .
JUNE 30
NEW, Imes-Weaver Broadcasting Co.,
Columbia, Tenn. — CP new station 1340 kc
250
6-11-41w 1. unl. (original applic. submitted
NEW, Imes-Weaver Broadcasting Co.,
Cleveland, Tenn. — CP new station 1450 kc
250
-w unl. I original applic. submitted
6-17-41).
JULY 1
NEW. NBC, Washington — CP commercial
tele\nsion station Channel No. 2 FM (formerly W3XNBI.
NEW, Key Broadcasters Inc., WilkesBarre,ties ofPa.—
CP 1240 kc 250 w unl., faciliWBAX.
WWVA, Wheeling — Special service authorization to operate on 1170 kc, 5 kw
unl. until 2-1-42.
NEW, Philco Radio & Television Corp.,
Philadelphia — CP new commercial television station to operate on Channel No. 3
FM emission (formerly W3XE).
WJOB, Hammond, Ind. — CP change
transmitter
and studio location, install new
antenna.
WCAZ,
Carthage,
ment, increase
to 250III.—
w. CP change equipNEW, Hugh Francis McKee, Portland,
Ore. — Amend CP new station to omit request for 6-7 time sharing with KBPS.
Page 48
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28 TO JULY 3, INCLUSIVE
JULY 3
NEW, Portland Broadcasting System,
Falmouth,
miles 256.466Me.—pop.CP 47.1 mc FM 5,050 sq.
NEW, General Electric Co., New ScotY. — CP new
commercial
stationland, N.formerly
W2XB
Channeltelevision
No. 3
and special emission FM.
NEW, Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
Hull, Mass.—
emissions,
ltd.CPto 9570
WBOS.kc 700 w AO and Al
Springfield,
Mass.— CP directional
change to
910WMAS,
kc 1 kw,
new transmitter
N & D, change site.
WOL,tional Washington
— CP change direcantenna.
NEW, Northern Ohio Broadcasting Co.,
Elyria, C— CP 640 kc 1 kw ltd. (S-KFI),
contingent WHKC grant, amended to omit
request share time with KFI, asks WCLE
facilities.
WCKY, Cincinnati— CP change to 640 kc, CLERGY HELPED at the National
change antenna, transmitter site to New
Burlington. O.. contingent WCLE change Eucharistic Congi-ess in St. Paul as
to 600 kc. WHKC change to 610 kc.
radio gave extensive coverage.
Youngstown
Modification CP Here Father Mark Farrell, of St,
newWKBN,
transmitter
etc.. re — transmitter.
WLW, Cincinnati — CP increase from 50 Paul, dons earphones to give cues
to 650 kw. change W8X0 transmitter for to Al Ash (left), of KSTP. Ken
use bv WLW, directional N.
KFJZ. Fort Worth— Modification CP as Fry, NBC central division special
modified for new transmitter, increase to events director, is at right. Ash
5 kw. directional, move transmitter, asking blended pickups from four microchange to 1270 kc.
NEW, Bob Jones College Inc. Cleveland,
Tenn.— CP 550 kc 1 kw D.
rection. phones under Father Farrell's diKFXM, San Bernardino, Cal.— Voluntary
.
assignment license to Tri-City Broadcast^'^^ ^°
Red and Blue Discounts

Tentative

Calendar

. . .

AUGUST 7
kwWBT,
unl.. Charlotte,
directional N.N. C— CP 1110 kc 50
KFAB,
Lincoln,N.Neb.— CP 1110 kc 50 kw
unl..
directional
WBBM, Chicacro — Modification license
change 770 kc 50 kw unl.
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb.— CP change 770
kc 1 kw D.
AUGUST 14
(Consolidated Hearing)
NEW, The Gazette Co., Cedar Rapids, la.
— CP new station 1550 kc 5 kw unl., directional N.
NEW, Brainerd-Bemidji Broadcasting
Co.,
Brainerd,
kc 1 kw unl. Minn. — CP new station 1550
AUGUST 20
(Consolidated Hearing)
Seranton, Pa. — License to cover
CPWARM,
new station.
NEW, Anthracite Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
w^Seranton,
unl. Pa.. — CP new station 1400 kc 250
NEW, George Grant Brooks Jr., Seranton, Pa. — CP new station 1400 kc 250 w
unl.
SEPTEMBER 8
NEW, Herald Publishing Co., Klamath
w^Falls,
unl. Ore. — CP new station 1400 kc 250
NEW, Dorman Schaeffer, Klamath Falls.
Ore. — CP new station 1400 kc 250 w unl.
SEPTEMBER 11
KFXM, San Bernardino, Cal.— CP change
1420 kc, increase 1 kw unl.
OCTOBER 1
(Consolidated Hearing)
NEW, High Point Broadcasting Co,, High
Point, N. C. — CP new station 1370 kc 100 w
unl.
NEW, Ralph L. Lewis, Greensboro, N. C.
— CP new station 1370 kc 100 w unl.
WOW Improvements
WOW, Omaha, has started remodeling operations which will expand
its executive office and studio space
by about 1,000 square feet. Space
used by secretaries, stenographers
and clerical divisions is to be
doubled, along with addition of an
artists' lounge and a recreation
room for feminine employes. The
expansion calls for a new transcription and recording room, engineering workshop.

Are

Separated

by NBC

Blue
Red and
of NBC's
BILLINGS will
Networks
no longer
be combined for discount purposes after
Aug. 1, NBC has announced, stating that at the time the two networks' sales departments were organized as separate and distinct
operations, the program called for
eventually dividing all operating
procedure.
Each network, under the plan,
will earn its own discount, with all
current contracts renewing without
lapse to receive full protection for
one year up to and including Aug.
1, 1942, The division of the Red and
Blue, NBC states, will involve onljr
seven advertisers whose total annual billings will be increased approximately byonly 2%GE Shortwave News
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, which sponsors the institutional program News of the
Week in Industry on NBC-Blue,
recently started to shortwave the
weekly quarter-hour program in
six languages to Latin America,
Europe, and Asia. Program will be
carried regularly bv three G-E
shortwave stations, WGEO-WGEA,
Schenectady; and KGEI, San Francisco, according to R. S, Peare,
G-E manager of broadcasting.
BUCHANAN-THOMAS ADV. Co.,
Omaha, has stipulated with the Federal Trade Commission to stop certain advertising representations for
Butter-Nut Coffee on behalf of its
client, Paxton & Gallagher Co., Omaha, accordingnouncement.
to a Montgomery
June Ward
29 FTC& Co.,
anChicago, also has stipulated with the
FTC to properly label its coal tar
hair dye preparations, lueeto and
Clairol.
NEW YORK chapter of AFRA has
nominated WiUiam P. Adams, Alan
Bunee, Ben Grauer, Alex McKee,
Anne Seymour, Del Sharbutt and Ned
Wever as candidates to represent this
local on the national board of the
BROADCASTING

All time E DSTunlessiKccovnh'
otherwise indicated.
Network
New Business
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Walter Baker chocolate), or
June 30 started The liecond Mrs.
Burton on 6 CBS Pacific stations,]
Mon. thru Fri.. .3-3:1.5 p.m. (PST),
Agency : Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (Rinso. Spry), on .July 12|
starts Vaudeville Theatre on 12 NBCi
Red stations. Sat.. 11:30-12 a.m.,
Agency: Ruthrauffi & Ryan, N. Y.
LEVER BROS. Co.. Cambridge
Mass. (Rinso), on -July 8 starts
Bringing
Up Father
on p.m.
48 NBC-Blue
stations, Tues..
9-9 :30
Agency :
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
GULF
OIL Corp., Pittsburgh, on ,
Sept. 28 resumes Screen Guild Theatre
on 79 CBS stations. Sun., 7 :30-8 p.m.
Agency : Yoimg & Rubieam, N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
MENNEN Co., New York (shaving
cream ) , on July 14 renews Boli
Garred Reporting on 5 CBS Pacific
stations. Mon.. Wed., Fri., 7:30-7:45
a.m. (PST).
Agency:N. Y.
H. M. Kiesewetter
Adv. Agency,
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago, on.
July 24Hall
renews
52 weeksstations,!
Kraft'
Mu'sic
on 88forNBC-Red
Thurs., 9-10 p.m. Agency : J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
Network Changes
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, on
.July 8 discontinued Uncle Jim's Queson p.m.
47 NBC-Blue
stations,'
Tues.. tion8 Bee:30-9
Agency : RuthraufE& Ryan, N. Y.
PROCTER
& GAMBLE
of Canada Ltd., Toronto
( NaphthaCo.Soap
and
Chipso ) , on June 30 switched Pepper
Young's Family and Road of Life, the
former now Mon. thru Fri., 2 :15-2 :30
p.m..
EDST,
18 Canadian
ec sting
Corp.on stations,
and Broadlatter
Mon. thru Fri., 3:45-4 p.m., EDST,'
on
CBCInc.,
stations.
: Comptou 25Adv.
N. Y. Agencies
(Naphtha)
and
Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y. (Chipso),
LEVER BROTHERS Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (Rinso), on July 8 shifts Grand
Central Station on 48 NBC-Blue stations Tuesdays, 9-9:30, to 75 CBS^
stations,
Wednesdays,
8-8 :30
Agency : Ruthrauff
& Ryan,
N. Y.p.m.^
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,.
N. J. soups), on July 7 replaces for
July Fletcher Wiley with You're The
Expert
on 37 CBSp.m.
stations,
Mon. War*
thru'
Fri., 2:30-2:45
Agency:
Wheelock Co., PhUadelphia.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Prince Albert
tobacco), on July 5 shifted Grand Ole
Opry on 45 NBC-Red stations. Sat.,
10-10:30 p.m. to 87 NBC-Red stations. Sat., 10:30-11 p.m. Agency :■
Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
LADY ESTHER Ltd., Chicago (cosmetics, toilet preparations), on Aug. i
replaces
Guy His
T^ombardo
withforFreddy
Martin and
Orchestra
Lad!f
Esther Serenade on CBS, Mon., 1010:30 p.m. (EDST). Agency: Pedlar
& Ryan, N. Y.
WCHV to Join MBS
WCHV, Charlottesville, Va., on Sept.
1 win join MBS as the networkV
180th affiliate. Station operates on
1450 kc, 250 watts
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, has compiled
a complete engineering and amateuiguidebook on transmitting tubes to he
distributed for 25 cents through HCA
tube and equipment distributor;
throughout the country. It contain!
data on mitter
transmitting
tubes and trans designs.
• Broadcast
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I
RYSTALS

by

. le Hipower Crystal Compomy, one of
[merica's oldest and largest manuiac|;rers of precision crystal units, is able
1 offer the broadcaster and manufacI rer attractive prices because of their
fi:rge production and the exclusive
Jiipower grinding process. Whatever
J-Dur crystal need may be, Hipower
supply it. Write today for full
■tin
.formation.
IllPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
lilies Division — 205 W. Wacker Drivt, Chicago
factory— 2035 Charltston Strut, Chicago, III.
r
memL, pioneer
RANDAL
fjiURICE
of the WGY
Players,
a dramatic
jltup organized in 1922, died recently
Ihis homo in Troy. He was the first
lor to perform in a television radio
ima. The performance was J. HartManners' "The Queen's Mesiger,"
Sept. for
11, 1928.
1 alsoonserved
many Mr.
yearsRan-as
t official Santa Glaus on all of
jrY's Christmas broadcasts.
\RLOW WILCOX, announcer on
! CBS Hollyicood Premiere proim, plays a smalltown banker in the
sv RKO movie, "Look Who's
lughing".

REL Names Coast Rep
A. GUNTHER, vice-president of
Padio Engineering Laboratories
Inc., Long Island City, N. Y., has
announced Norman B. Neely Enterprises has been appointed the
REL Pacific Coast representative
in the sale of FM broadcast equipment. The Neely offices are at 5334
Hollyw^ood Blvd., Hollywood, and
420 Market St., San Francisco.
Salem Chemical Spots
SA.LEM CHEMICAL & SUPPLY
Co., Salem, Mass., has placed five
one-minute spot announcements a
week — two for Silver Label germacide and three for Creol disinfectant—on WBZ-WBZA, Boston,
Springfield; WTIC, Hartford;
WCSH, Portland, with an outlet in
Providence to be added. Agency is
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
EASTERN members of the Radio
Writers' Guild have approved the
"statement of fair practices" covering
commercial radio writers as submitted by RWG and the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies. Final ratification awaits RWG approval in Chicago and Los Angeles.

Smith Bros. Breaks
SMITH BROS., Foughkeepsie.
N. Y. (cough drops and syrup), is
planning a 17-week schedule of
chainbreak announcements on stations affiliated with NBC-Red and
CBS, starting about Nov. 15. J. D.
Tarcher, New York, the agency,
is now signing up stations.
CHRC, Quebec, will go on the air in
mid-July with a new 1,000-watt transmitter on 800 kc, according to the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. CHLT,
SLerbrooke, Que., is now on the air
with 250 watts.

Get the facts from WOL- WASHINGTON. 0. C.
Affiliated with MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives:
INTERNATIONAL RADIO SALES

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
CLvt^$§IFIED

Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted
^Iperienced Radio Time Salesman — On
"Heading
station inin athelarge
industrial Give
and
' ull
amilyparticulars
market
Middlewest.
and references.
Address
3ox 663, BROADCASTING.
'tiwscaster — Experienced, sober, capable.
* 3ood job for right man. Voice recording
; equested. Box 655, BROADCASTING.
lesman — For 250 watt station Middle
West. City 50,000. Send qualifications,
i'eferences,
status, starting salary
CO Box 662, draft
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted

orts Announcer — Of outstanding ability
ivho has been doing sport reviews, and
play-by-play in major league baseball,
'.lockey,
etc., for the
- past ten wresting,
years in a football,
city of approximately
vjne million people. Agreeable to start
.,with a reasonable salary, but must have
'jiuick
offer.change.
UnusualExcellent
local situation
ne^V;essitates
references.
i!i3ox 652, BROADCASTING.
Intinuity And Dramatic Writer — Girl
with ideas, 28, single. Mike. Employed in
south — homesick for north. Excellent
references. Box 656, BROADCASTING.
tention toStation
willing
pay $50 Managers!
weekly to —a Iffineyou're
commercial announcer, now employed, contact at once Box 660, BROADCASTING.
ntinuity Writer
— Women's
editor, can
experienced, now empoyed,
21, single,
operate board. Will go any place. Refterences, and samples of work sent. Box
;659, BROADCASTING.

'lIEF
— Regional
station
Broad engineermake Rchange.
wishes toENGINEE
ing background, business experience, and
executive ability. Interested only in a
position of permanent nature. Box 661,
BROADCA
STING.

'With
offressive.
Alert
creative
ideasAnnouncer-Producer
and proven ability,—
I now with network affiliate, desires association with progressive California staition. Can double equally well as singer,
lactor,
writer.
Box 651, BROADCASTING.

ROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Program Director — Canadian, young, thoroughly experienced, wants tough job,
good pay. Has been chief announcer three
stations. Excellent copy, special events
man.
Disk or interview. Box 653, BROADCASTING.
Young Man — With First Phone Second
Telegraph desires position. What have
you ? Prefer Northwest, will work anywhere. Experience on both licenses. Dodge
Graduate. Toivo E. Pekonen, 218 Third
Street South, Virginia, Minnesota.
ENGINEER—Available Sept. Thoroughly
experienced. Complete station construction, chief engineer, maintenance, controls etc.
: One to ten kilowatt. University
credits. MARRIED-FAMILY. Prefer chief
engineer'serences.job.
ConsiderWrite
other.to Best
refState salary.
Box 657,
BROADCASTING.
News Analyst And Commentator — Twenty
years combined newspaper and radio
experience. Best of analyses on war and
international situation from one who is
World War veteran and has been foreign correspondent. Sponsored solidly
for eight years, all national accounts, and
can give finest of agency and local references. Take complete charge of newsroom. Seek affiliation with station or
regional network desiring outstanding
news prestige. Now employed but looking for greater outlet for proven comING. mercial medium. Box 658, BROADCAST
Wanted To Buy
Pacific Coast — Station wishes to contact
anyone having good 5 kilowatt transING. mitter for sale. Box 654, BROADCASTWant To Buy — Small Radio station in
South. Advise giving gross income, actual
expense, price. RADIO 331 Baiter Building, New Orleans.
For Sale
For Sale: — 2000 feet five-eighths inch used
copper coaxial line. WIND, Gary, Indiana.
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GLENN D. GILLETT
ConsulHng Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair

(N. J.) 2-7859

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey

Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroadt of
Main Office:
the WorldGal.
7134
Main
St.
hloilywood,
Kansas City, Mo.

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. « WASH., □. C. « Dl. 7417

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

Advertise

in
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Defense
Will

Tax

Aflfect

Bill

Sunnyvale Spots
SUNNYVALE PACKING Co., San
Francisco (Rancho Soups), recently started a campaign on eight stations on the Pacific Coast, using
one-minute transcribed announcements, five times weekly. Agency is
Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
The station list: KFRC KSFO
KFI KNX KARM KSL KIDO
KSEL
Dr. Lyon's News
R. L. WATKINS Co., New York
(Dr. Lyons Toothpaste) has started six ten-minute newscasts by
Bob Andersen, weekly on KSFO,
San Francisco. The firm on June 30
started a five-weekly quarter-hoar
disc. Your Neighbor, on KNX,
Hollywood, for 52 weeks. Agency is
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, New
York.
Mary McBride's Sponsor
MART MARGARET McBRIDE,
who on July 4 concluded a series
sponsored by the Florida Citrus Commission, on .July 7 begins a five-time
weekly schedule partly on a sponsorship and partly on a sustaining basis.
On Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
she will be heard sustaining on CBS,
while on Tuesday and Thursday she
will be sponsored locally on WABC,
New York, by the Bohack Stores
(chain). Time for all programs is
3-3:15 p.m. Agency for Bohack is E.
M. Freystadt Assoc., N. Y.
• July 7, 1941
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Upheld on Appea
U. S Court Affirms Decisic
On Method of Payment
HOLDING that the time rad
and newspaper editors and new
gatherers, as well as other rad
and newspaper employes, mu;
work is "very variable and u
predictable", the Fifth U. S. Ci
cuit Court of Appeals in Ne
Orleans on June 27 affirmed
lower Federal court decision
a wage-hour case originally decide
in favor of A. H. Belo Corp., owi
ing WFAA, Dallas, and a hal
interest in KGKO, Fort Worth, an
publishing the Dallas Mornii
Neivs.
Coming upon appeal by t\

Radio

Excise Levy on Sets, Parts
Is Increased to 10%
ALTHOUGH no franchise tax on
radio broadcast facilities will be
proposed, the House Ways & Means
Committee has included in the new
defense tax bill several increases
which will affect the broadcasting
industry. Following extended hearings by the committee, the bill is
expected to appear on the floor of
the House about mid-July.
Among the increases affecting
radio is a boost in the excise levy
on radio sets and parts and a revision of the base for taxation, expected to yield $9,400,000 a year.
As now written the tax on radios
and parts will be 10%, instead of
the present 51/2%. The 10% levy
is in line with Treasury recommendations.
The committee voted to tax telephone, cable and radio leased wires.
The new tax, expected to bring
$27,600,000 in revenue, will be imposed on any leased wire or talking
circuit, and includes those not nowtaxed, such as teletype service, it
is understood.
During its consideration of proposals advocated to supply new tax
revenues, the committee voted down
the plan of Rep. Sauthoff (Prog.Wis.) for a franchise tax on radio
stations. Such a tax had been urged
strongly by John B. Haggerty,
president of National Allied Printing Trades Assn., early in the
Ways & Means hearings, and the
proposal had several Congressional
advocates. One of these, Rep. Connery (D-Mass.), now has pending
in the House a bill along similar
lines.
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
'Ah, and Here's a Happy Young Couple! I Want You Folks to Tell Us
Why You're Here Today!"
Seeking Superpower
(Continued from page 7)
test the maximum feasible output
in excess of 500,000 watts that could
be generated by the transmitter,
and at the same time test reception
over its service area.
The WLW application for 650,000 watts regular authorization
brought out that during the last
year an extensive survey of the
static level in rural areas had been
made throughout the country. As
a result of these studies, it was
ascertained that an average signal
of 175 times the intensity of the
average static level 90% of the
time is essential to provide a serviceable signal in rural areas.
It was added that WLW, with
650,000 watts and based on these
technical studies of meteorological
conditions in rural areas, could
provide satisfactory service in an
area embracing the States of
Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia,
Tennessee and Arkansas. While it
would have a signal beyond this
area, it nevertheless would not be
equal to the 90% ratio regarded as
essential. The term "isoservice line"
was coined to cover this degree of
signal intensity.
Would Amend Rules
The WLW application was filed
by James D. Shouse, vice-president
and general manager of Crosley
broadcast operations, and was
based on engineering studies by G.
F. Lydorf and W. S. Alberts, of
the station staff, with Ring &
Clark, Washington engineers, as
consultants.
The WSM application and petition, filed by Attorneys Louis G.
Caldwell and Reed T. Rollo, specified that it was designed to bring
the old pending application up-todate, in conformity with existing
FCC requirements. The supplemental petition requested that paragraph 3.22 (a) of the regulations
be amended to eliminate the 50,000watt peak limitation for I-A channels and that the revised rules

Raids on Radio
THE CANADIAN Army
took control of Toronto radio
stations on June 26 in a surprise mock raid on information that theoretical Quislings
takeTheoverArmy,
Torontowere
that to
day.
which came about 75 miles
from training quarters at
Camp Borden stationed
guards with tommy guns
and revolvers at all radio
stations, newspapers and rail
and highway
terminals.
dios of CBL, CBY,
CFRB Stuand
CKCL were guarded, the latter in addition to sidearms
with a Bren gun, and all
those entering and leaving
the studios had to show their
national registration cards.
specify power of not less than
50,000 watts. Limitations on Class
I-B stations would remain not less
than 10,000 watts, nor more than
50,000 watts, under this proposal.
The KSL petition was executed
by J. Reuben Clark Jr., president
of the Radio Service Corp. of Utah,
and Charles W. Wayland, Washington attorney for the station.
Specifically, it requested that the
FCC reconsider the application
pending since 1936 and grant KSL
500,000 watts.
According to FCC records, applications for 500,000-watt output
pending since 1936 and still on file,
are those of KFI, Los Angeles;
WOR, New York; WGN, Chicago;
WSB, Atlanta; WJR, Detroit;
WJZ, New York, WGY, Schenectady; WHAS, Louisville; WHO,
Des Moines; WOAI, San Antonio.
In addition, WSM, WLW and KSL
had applications pending, which
now have been revived.
FOURTH GRANT of the Alfred P.
Sloan Foundation to Chicago U for
the continuation of experiments in
educationalnouncedbroadcasting
been anby President has
Robert
M.
Hutchins. The grant of $48,505 will
permit further extension of activities
of The University of Chicago Round
Talle on NBC-Red.
BROADCASTING

Wage & Hour Division of tlr
Labor Department, the circu
court action affirmed the Feb. 4 d
cision of Federal Judge William 1
Atwell, of Dallas, who held ch;
firms paying wages or salarii
equaling or exceeding minimun
required under the Fair Lab
Standards Act in pursuance
genuine contracts are complyir
with the Act, regardless of metho
of payment.
Commenting on the decision
Broadcasting, Joseph L. Milk
NAB
labor
relations directc
sounded a note of warning
broadcasters :
"Of course the Wage & Hoi
Division will appeal the circv
court decision to the Suprei
Court. A final decision cannot
expected before next fall. Mea
time any radio station which uses
'guaranteed overtime' plan such
the New Orleans court approv
runs the risk of having to pay ba
pay to the employes covered by t
Since General Philip B. Flemin
in announcing the appeal from t
initial decision, stated that the c
cision, ifdestroy
allowed Section
to stand,
largely
7 ofwou't
Act, providing
mum
workweek, the
it is40-hour
expectedma:t
Wage & Hour Division will car
its appeal to the Supreine Cou
It isplan."
understood the Division fii
will take up the matter of app(;j
with Solicitor-General Fram
Biddle, who would handle the cs
before the Supreme Court.
Pointing to the practical di
culty in making a fair worki
agreement based on ?.curs work
by newspapermen, the circuit coi
stated: "When things are quiet
few hours a day may suffice,
times of news activity, a 12-ho
day may
be required."
was
co;icurred
in by allThe
threedecisi
me
bers of the court — Judges S.
Sibley, Joseph Hutchinson a
Rufus Foster.
WSTV, Steubenville. C, has appoi
ed
ately.International Radio Sales as
tional representative, effective imm'
ASSOCIATED TRANSCRIPTIO
of
Hollj formerly
wood, West
techni .
service,
headedCoast
by Harry
Walstrum, has discontinued operatli
• Broadcast
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Myron, 17, lakes over the duties of his older brother Fred, now
a Sergeant in the U. S. Army Air Corp.

"MEH

THE

PAUL

The Paul Gearhart's are progressive,
practical farm people who live in Ross
County, R. R. No. 1, near Chillicothe,
Ohio. Here is another family who,
living one hundred miles from WLW's
towers, in the rich, fertile lands of the
Midwest rely constantly on WLW for
complete Weather and Market Reports,
News and evening entertainment.
Mr. Gearhart is, at present, cultivating
250 acres. Approximately one-third of
this area is devoted to wheat, the remainder to corn and soy beans.
Myron and his Bald Face Hereford Bull.
Myron, a soil tester for AAA, he listens to WLW's Soil Conservation
feature — "Fortune's Washed Away."

Mr. Gearhart is a straight-forward individual, who is a firm believer in "such

modernism" as is deemed practicable
for the farmers of the Midwest. As a
staunch member of the AAA Committee, he heartily endorses the Government's policy in this vast farm
There
are three children in the Gearhart
prog ran.
Family, Fred, 19, Myron 17, and Paul
Wendell, the youngest, 14. Mrs. Gearhart says, "Believe it or not, when we
get up we turn on the radio at 6:00
A. M. and it stays on WLW till 10
at night." The whole family agrees
that WLW ranks as their favorite station
both collectively and individually.

Paul Wendell—
youngest
helps
Dad at son
harvest
lime. Paul likes
Fibber McGee and
Molly. Henry Aidrich, too.

REPRESENTATIVES: New York — Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp.

Chicago — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Avenue.

THE

San Francisco — International Radio Soles.

NATION^S

ST/tTiaiU

Among the ?tiany ideas of the famous Florentine artist a)id scientist, Leonardo Da Vinci,
were: a flying machine, parachute, air-conditioning ventilator, sea-diving apparatus,
printing press, mechanically driven car, rtiachme-gun, breech-loading cannon, shrapnel,
aerial bombs. Ictis grinder and polisher, napraisinv machine.

WHAT

MAN

CAN

IMAGINE

National Broadcasting
Company, Inc.
/i BOUT the time Columbus discovered America, many of the wonders of
our Mechanical Age lived as ideas in the mind of Leonardo Da ^^inci.
When he died, he left behind him some 7,000 sheets of drawings and notes
depicting scores of "inventions." But Da Vinci's imagination wasn't enough
to give life to his shadowy visions. That's whv, could he return to earth
today, he would be gratified to learn that what man can imagine, research
now can achieve.
Radiomarine Corporation
of America

Thanks to research, RCA has created a dependable, world-wide radio
communications service operating across the hemispheres to 47 countries. As
a result, the United States is now the communications center of the world.
Thanks to research, RCA provides millions with radios, vacuum tubes
and RCA Victrolas; builds transmitters and other broadcast equipment for
radio stations from coast to coast. In modern design, efficiency and usefulness, these products are second to none.
Thanks to research, scores of ships go to sea equipped with RCA marine
radio apparatus, which guards life and property on the waterways of the
world. Afioat as ashore, the slogan "RCA All the Way" is a guarantee that
messages will be delivered with speed and accuracy.
Thanks to research, RCA makes possible, through the National Broadcasting Company, the best in entertainment, in up-to-the-minute news, and
in education, giving America and Americans the finest and most worthwhile
radio programs in the world.
Thanks to research, RCA is a mark of progress and service in the public
interest. And in RCA Laboratories, research today is testing for the future
— so that in years to come more miUions may enjoy a richer, fuller, more
satisfying life.

RCA
LABORATORIES
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
RADIO CITY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Other RCA Services: RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. • Radiomarine Corporation of America
National Broadcasting Co., Inc. • R. C. A. Communications, Inc. • RCA Institutes, Inc.
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they

say

our

^ot

comment's always the same— "Say, Larry— looks like Acme's got
an 'in' at WOR." The remark usually follows the rumor that
another Acme radio client is crossing the finish line laps ahead
of competitors whose dust he at one time paced.
We're sorry, but Acme's* got no 'in' at our place. We'll give you
a spy's glance though at one very good reason for the remark. It's
simply that Acme — and a lot of other smart timebuyers — are
keenly aware of the fact that the WOR markets are as specialized
selection. Here is a market group

and a people as diflFerent from any other as Hollywood is from
Holyoke. Ergo, you get listening tastes and habits as different as
H is from H.
So Acme calls constantly on WOR's long-and-very-speciallyaccumulated knowledge of WOR listeners' listening and other
ways of Hfe. And, in doing so. Acme gets that very valuable edge
that people blithely call an 'in'.
Actually, it's just a matter of thrifty business.

that

poMDer^full

station

WOR

*This isn't the agency's name. But you know it.

an

place

MAYBE you've heard it said at the Ad Club. Or at Stouffer's on a
Wednesday noon. Sometimes perhaps at the Hapsburg. But the

a timebuy as fancy diamond
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TELL

the

Mummy

story after story proving

that WLS gets Results. And here's
another one to put in the record!
At an inquiry cost of only 6.9^^ a household item received 13,752 letters from
18 one-minute announcements between
11 :55 and 12 noon — and this in their first
three weeks on the air! They offered a

Couldn't

Keep

Mum!

24-page canning recipe booklet. The account was Kerr Glass Company, placed
by Raymond R. Morgan Company.
WLS Gets Results, in summer as well
as winter . . . and WLS Gets Results
from the very first broadcast! We have
lots of stories like this. Just write and
ask us ... or ask any John Blair man.

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

PRAIRIE

Management Affiliated With
KOY, Phoenix and
The Arizona Network
KOY, Phoenix
KTUC, Tucson
ksun, bisbee-douglas.
Represented by John Blair

FARMER
STATION
BuRRiDGE D. Butler
President
Glenn Snyder
Manager

WTIC
Hartford
WEAN
Providence
WTAG
Worcester
WICC
Bridgeport
New Haven
j A NY
^

\

product or service appealing to families wi+h children will find a responsive
market in New

England, where

there are 705,000 families with children under

Bn, and 1,147,716 families with children under 21.*
With the 19 hometown

stations of The Yankee
acceptance

Network, you get the friendly family
that consistently builds good will and

sales, because

<i HOR>NKH

much

a definite part of the community

neighborhood
And C.'GumbiGi^e'^'
^Siityeteat
to
Lawrence
^ ^ oP^°^^!t
|
our
about
^Tapptec^atf

ces^ can't m^^^
servion,
our
erati
storye
cc
su
e
e
Yank

-traVERS

each one of these stations is as

Coverage
complete

as the

Network

stations is as

as it is effective, reaching all key mar-

kets in New

England, where

per capita retail

sales are 23.2% higher than the national average.
* Printers' Ink, "Families and How They Live."

HE

WLLH
Lowell
Lawrence
WSAR
Fall River
WLBZ
Bangor
WFEA
Manchester
WNBH
New Bedford
WBRK
Pittsfield
WNLC
New London

store.
by Yankee

WCSH
Portland

Yankee
Network,
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
EDWARD RETRY & CO., Exclusive National Sales Representatives

inc

WLNH
Laconia
WRDO
Augusta
WCOU
Lewiston
Auburn
WHAI
Greenfield
WSYB
Rutland
WELI
New Haven
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The Zinsmaster Baking Company's
provides another of those success stories that WCCO
radio's unparalleled power to move

^

'

J, ions'-'

experience with WCCO

likes. It is a further proof of

minds and merchandise . . . and of WCCO's

5fi

ability to put radio's power to work.

WCCO

50,000

WATTS

WHERE

IT COUNTS

THE MOST
Minneapolis-St.Paul,830 Kilocycles. Owned and operated by CBS. Represented by Radio Sales VlfeV

I

# City slickers, we've always
heard, are the original genuine
Grade A fall guys of the world.

to dig more

Maybe that's wrong. Bnt when it
comes to planning farm advertising promotions, we do know that
most time salesmen are city men

several of our fifteen fellows operate their own farms, and ([uite

— hence do have a pretty tough
time trying to visualize the typical
kind of farm prospect. Without
real farm experience, even a conscientious salesman may unwittingly mislead both himself and
his customer.
As representatives for a number
of stations with very large farm
followings, it has behooved F&P

FREE

merchandising than you'd normally expect. . . . More than that,

a few have worked

in agricultural

jobs, or have sold farm products.
Best of all, we have actually helped
build a lot of successful farm campaigns.
So if you want some radio help on
any kind of farm

or small-town

product, give us a ring. You won't
have to explain that a battery
lady!
chicken

&

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WSR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
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KOMA .....
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
...PACIFIC COAST...
KECA
.LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW. OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEAHLE

isrt't a live-wire young

PETERS,

inc.

Since
May, 1932
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Representatives
C»M/**?
1f\^'>
^
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Enters

Wide-Open
Press
Batt\
fine
its
inquiry
to the question^^
parent that the inquiry is underlesentmeiit Aroused as FCC's Probers
taken for the purpose of disquali- newspaper ownership, but that \
fying anyone engaged in the news- proposed to go far beyond this ano,^
Raid Newspaper and Radio Files
invade press association^
paper publishing business from en- actually
activities, purported coloring of
gaging
in
radio
broadcast
business.
I WIDE OPEN fight, with no holds barred, against the FCC's
An order to this effect would news by radio sponsors, and the
jtation-newspaper divorcement proceedings was presaged last clearly be discriminatory and il- competitive effect of joint owner^eek with the revelation that the American Newspaper Publegal.
stations.ship upon independently -owned
"The views of this association
shers' Assn. will intervene in the inquiry now scheduled to
This reaction was buttressed
egin July 23. ANPA is entering the case out of conviction
will be presented through counsel.
lat the issue transcends mere fact-finding and is really aimed
Every effort will be made to pro- when the corps of FCC investigatect all engaged in our business
tors descended upon stations, net!|t the nation's press.
works and press associations to
Simultaneously, there developed deep resentment among
from
such
discriminatory
action."
The ANPA action came after comb through their files.
ewspaper stations over the latest foray of the FCC in rumUntil a week or so ago, reports
distribution by the FCC of its 14laging through the files of stations to procure grist for the page
questionnaire to all stations, had been received of sporadic "inquiry. In a dozen quarters, widely
eliciting information on newspapervestigations" bythe FCC investiparated geographically, Commisnal, announced last Wednesday the station practices by going far begations" by the FCC investigation
on investigators have in effect board had instructed its general
yond the scope of station operation unit, created by FCC Chairman
ashed their badges and demanded
counsel, Elisha Hanson, of Washper se [Broadcasting, July 7]. Fly about a year ago. But the
e right to examine all files reington, to appear in the investiga- The questionnaire, together with a "dragnet" type of field investiganting to any aspect of joint operation. Mr. Hanson will file an ap- supplemental order (79-A) outlintion apparently did not develop
pn of newspapers and stations.
pearance on behalf of the powerful
ing issues to be met at the hearing, until late June when Chief Invesnewspaper group by July 18, the were released by the Commission
!
Raiders of Files
tigator Lloyd sent forth his men
10 days ago.
due date.
as well as a number of attorneys
(Press associations serving radio,
Immediate reaction was that the and accountants borrowed from
"This action has been taken," Mr.
jid even the major networks, have Dear announced, "because it is ap- Commission did not propose to con- other divisions. This came, presumj|:en called on during the last fortably, when Chairman Fly decided
;^ht, it was reported, under into proceed with the July 23 date
iruction of the FCC investigating
for opening of the inquiry.
Three
Major
Networks
Confer
Gestapo?
■kit, headed by David Lloyd, who
'I turn received orders from FCC
(lairman Fly.
One of the recent reports, only
To
Avert
Monopoly
Action
i!Branded as an out-and-out "fishwhispered about in the industry,
Wheeler-Inspired Sessions Take Up Main Issues;
was the sudden appearance June
ig expedition", these intramupl investigations evidently have
17 of two FCC investigators at
Prospects of Postponement Thought Bright
fught only data that would reflect WITH LESS than a month remainNBC headquarters in Washington.
Present at the session last Thurskfavorably upon dual radio-newsing before the Aug. 2 effective date
day were Niles Trammell, presi- This was the day NBC President
kper operation, according to re- of the far-reaching network modent, and Frank Mullen, vice-presi- Niles Trammell was to testify be)rts received by Broadcasting. In
dent and general manager, of
fore the Senate Interstate Comnopoly rules, directing heads of
Weral instances the investigators the three major networks have been NBC; Edward Klauber, executive
merce Committee on the White
Bre asked to specify the precise holding periodic meetings in the vice-president, and Paul Kesten,
Resolution designed to stop the
.crrespondence or contractual data hope of narrowing differences on vice-president of CBS; and Fred
FCC's anti-monopoly regulations
ijey desired. NBC and CBS, it is the rules and paving the way for Weber, general manager, and Louis and provide a full-scale investigaliderstood, declined to throw open action calculated to result in a G. Caldwell, general counsel, of
tion of the FCC, with a view
ieir files unless specific data were
MBS. With Wm. S. Paley, CBS
toward new legislation.
postponement.
|!]umerated.
The investigators, according to
Following sessions held in both president, substituted for Mr.
jLast Friday Commissioner Ray Washington and New York during Kesten, they also were the partici- the report, asked for local corWakefield admitted he had the week of June 30, heads of NBC,
respondence files. Upon advice of
pants in the meeting the preceding
Thursday in New York, as well counsel, however, the data was not
^ned "several subpoenas" but in- CBS and MBS met in New York
pated that they had not yet been last Thursday in a third conference, as at the June 30 session in Washturned over, with the suggestion
tt-ved. The FCC had authorized
that specific requests be made.
ington, attended also by Senator
upon suggestion of Senator WheelNo official comment came from
Dmmissioner Wakefield to sign
er (D-Mont.), chairman of the Wheeler and Ed Craney, general
ibpoenas. MBS as well as the Senate Interstate Commerce Com- manager CASTING,
NBC
or its attorneys, but those
of July
KGIR,
Butte
[BROAD7].
who had heard of the incident
■her networks was called on by
mittee, that they endeavor to settle
Mr. Trammell, it is understood,
branded it a "Gestapo" type of
'CC investigators, and indicated it their own disputes by compromise.
conferred
informally with Chairoperation and probably designed to
'buld "cooperate". It is understood
Further
Sessions
iat among the subpoenas already
unnerve the NBC president before
man Ply last Tuesday in Washinghis committee appearance.
tned are those covering NBC and
ton. Mr. Paley also was in WashIf and when that is accomplished
ington but did not visit the FCC.
8S. In one quarter it was stated it is presumed Senator Wheeler
While it had been freely stated
le subpoenas were more in the na- will be notified and possibly a ses- Both network heads, however, con- until a few days ago that the July
ferred separately Wednesday with 23 starting date would not hold,
ire of "indictments".
sion arranged with FCC Chairman
since neither the FCC nor the
(Acting upon instruction of the James Lawrence Fly, spearhead of Chairman Wheeler.
To effectuate the Aug. 2 post- Newspaper-Radio Committee conthe Government drive to regulate
HPA board of directors, Walter
ponement, the quid pro quo may be
ceivably could be ready, there is no
(. Dear, president of ANPA and relations between affiliates and net{Continued on page Page
48)
{Continued on jmge 50)
Iblisher of the Jersey (City) Jour- works.
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Ij. Scale

of

Fees

Offered

by ASCAP
j,fC Networks
y Counters With Its Own Blanket Proposal;
.e Damage Suit Still Discussed
estimated annual revenue of more
j a rejection of NBC's
A lor return of its reper- than $3,000,000.
p-he Red and Blue, ASCAP
Triple-Damage Suit
titered with another blanket
h proposal, with both groups
Meanwhile, ASCAP persists in
ng the figures in the hope keeping alive its threatened tripledamage suit against the industry,
aching an accord,
jllowing a meeting of the specifying NBC, CBS, NAB and
BMI and their officers, on grounds
CAP board July 3, during which
ch the NBC and CBS contract of allegedly conspiring to put the
Society out of business and bar
loposals were discussed, E. Claude
.vlills, chairman of the ASCAP ad- its music from the air. More than
ministrative committee, and John a month has elapsed since ASCAP
made its original threat declaring
G. Paine, ASCAP general manager, conferred last Monday with that its lawyers were preparing
Niles Trammell,
president, and the suit seeking to reimburse the
Mark Woods, vice-president and Society for losses allegedly sustained as a result of the banning
treasurer of NBC.
of ASCAP music from the major
Rising Rate
networks and the bulk of the stations since Jan. 1.
The tentative counter-proposiIn
industry quarters, it was
tion, it is understood, provided for
a blanket commercial network con- thought there was little substance
threat and that, as a mattract calling for 2%9<' of net re- to the
ter of fact, the industry might find
ceipts from the sale of time for
the initial two years 3% for the itself in a position of turning
second two years and 3V2% for the tables on ASCAP, since it was subjected to payment of arbitrary roybalance of the proposed nine-year
alties over a period of years and
period. This was as against NBC's
proposition of a flat 2V2% for the since ASCAP, in Supreme Court
in effect was adjudged
duration of the contract [Broad- litigation,
an illegal combination only a few
casting, June 30].
months ago.
On both sides it was indicated
the discussions are entirely harmonious and an amicable solution
appears in the offing. Any proposi- Bucky Harris Is Named
tion agreed to as between NBC and Grant Production Head
ASCAP negotiators, however, preL. G. (Bucky) HARRIS, formerly
sumably will be subject to approval
assistant production manager of
of their respective boards.
NBC central division, Chicago, on
Apparently, serious negotiations
July 9 joined Grant Adv., Chicago
with CBS on its proposal have not
as radio
produc-of
been undertaken, pending the outtion manager
come of the NBC conversations.
offices agency's
in Chicago,
ASCAP heretofore has insisted
the
that it would stand on the MBS
New las,
York,
DalMexico City,
contract, which, under blanket liand Monterey,
cense provisions, called for a 3%
Mexico. He joined
royalty on network programs for
NBC in 1933 and
four years and for 3%% therehas
produced such
after until 1950. The CBS proshows tional
as FarmNa-&
posal to pay ASCAP 2% of network net receipts after deduction
Mr. Harris
Home Hour, Pot
of line costs and expenses, with
o' Gold and other network shows.
His successor has not yet been
a graduated scale based on in- named.
come, had been branded "ridicuMr. Harris' first duties will be
lous" by ASCAP.
ASCAP's revenue from the to organize the new subsidiary.
S. A., and to superMBS-type contract, if applied hor- GiantviseAdv.,
production of Palillo, a weekly
izontally to the industry, would
half-hour variety program sponbring an estimated yield of about
sored by El Aguila, Mexico City, in
$4,200,000 per year, as against the interest of Embaj adores cigar.$5,100,000 paid by the industry in
ettes. This show will be broadcast
1940. This latter figure, however,
on a 10-station Mexican network,
is bracketed against the $8,000,000 emanating from XEV/, Mexico City.
to $9,000,000 which the industry
would have been forced to pay
ASCAP if the contract originally
Railroad's Spots
proffered by the Society had been
NEW YORK, ONTARIO, & WESTaccepted.
ERN RAILROAD, New York, is
ASCAP contends that the CBS
running a schedule of 36 spot
through July on
proposal, if applied to the indus- announcements
WHN and WBNX, New York, 26
try, would yield only about $2,- on the latter and 10 on the for500,000 from radio, while the NBC
mer. The Caples Co., New York is
proposal would give ASCAP an the agency.
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NEW SLANT at baseball greets
Dizzy Dean (right), former big
league pitcher, as he watches St.
Louis games from a seat behind the
KWK mike. Dean was signed as
baseball play-by-play commentator
for Falstaff Brewing Corp., St.
Louis, by Harvey Beffa (left), Falstaff vice-president in charge of advertising, at suggestion of the
agency, Sherman K. Ellis & Co.
Dean secured his release from the
Chicago Cubs and went to work
during the All-Star game in
Detroit. Dean is to receive $5,000
for the remainder of this season
and yeai's.
$10,000 for each of the next
two
Second Station Granted
In Palm Beach Region
A SECOND station in the Palm
Beach area was granted July 9 by
the FCC when a construction permit for a local outlet in Lake
Worth, Fla., immediately adjacent
to Palm Beach, was issued to Lake
Worth Broadcasting Co. to operate
on
time.1340 kc. with 250 watts fullOwnership in the new station is
held
seven of civic
the and
community's
leadingby business,
political
figures headed by Charles E. Davis,
recently elected city commisioner,
who is president and 48 9^ stockholder. Others are Robert S.
Erskine, realtor and banker, 20% ;
Ralph C. Roberts, furniture dealer,
vice-president, 167f ; Jerrold F.
Jacob, attorney and recently elected
city judge as well as president of
the Chamber of Commerce, secretary, 4% ; Roy E. Garnett, banker,
treasurer, 49'f ; Tom G. Smith,
mortician, 4^/ ; R. E. Branch, banker, 49r.
New Net in Mexico
FIRST Mexican coast-to-coast network has been started by Emilio
Azcarraga, owner of XEW, Mexico
City, with
variety aprogram
for Embaj adores
cigarettes.
Account is handled
by Grant Adv. S.
A., with XEW
feeding 10 stations each Mon*- ' p.m. The
proday, 9:15-9:45
in the Bucareli
S^'^m originates
Mr. Azcarraga
theatre,
Mexico City. Stations besides XEW are XETB, Torreon,
Coah.; XEKS, Saltillo, Coah.;
XEDQ, Guadalajara, Jal.; XEHR,
Puebla, Pue.; XECC, S. Luis Potosi; XES, Tampico, Tams.;
XECW, Cordoba, V. C; XEPP,
Orizaba, V. C; XEUW, Vera
Cruz; XET, Monterrey.
BROADCASTING

BOB BURISS SIGNED
BY CAMPBELL SOLI
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camder
(soups), through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, about Sept. 1!
starts sponsoring on CBS a weel
ly half-hour variety type of pro
gram built around Bob Burncomedian. Although details wen
not available at press time, thi
Hollywood originating show wil
have both comedy and dramatize(
incidents for Burns, who will por
tray
his Ai'kansas
role.ha:
Burns
since Jan."Traveler
2, 1936
been featured with Bing Crosby oi
the NBC Kraft Music Hall, spon
sored by Kraft Cheese Co., an(
was released from that contrac
following his July 10 broadcast
Contract had six months more ti
go. Jerry Lester has replacei
Burns on the Kraft program
Under his new sponsor it is re
ported that Burns will receiv'
$5,000
per week.Bayles and Harr;
S. Heagan
Omerle, executives of Ruthrauf'
& Ryan and William Morri
Agency, respectively, after severa
days in Hollywood completing con'
tract returned
arrangements
have
to New with
York. Burns'
Ring Defers Leave
BING CROSBY, m.c. for the Kraf
Music Hall, sponsored by the Kraf
Cheese Co., Chicago, Thursdays 9
10 p.m. on NBC-Red, who was ti
leave July 10 for a 13-week vaca
tion, will stay through July 31
delaying the appearance of Doi.
Ameche
as to
m.c.haveuntil
Aug.Jul;1Ameche was
started
17.
leaveBobwill
be short
ened Crosby's
to 11 weeks.
Burns,
come
dian on the Kraft show, went of
the air July 10 and will retur:
in the fall as the star of a ne^
Campbell soup program on CBS
Cal Kuhl, formerly producer o
the Chase & Sanborn Hour and
few years ago producer of the Bin:
Crosby show, has returned as prC]
ducer of the Kraft Music Hal
Bob Brewster who was producin
that show, will probably be i
charge of a new Old Gold show thi
fall, with Kuhl in an advisory cs
pacity. J. Walter Thompson Co
New York, handles the account.
Serial for Campbell
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camdei
N. J. on July 21 will begin sponsoi
ship of The Man I Married, Moi
day thru Fridays 11:15-11:30 a.ii
with a repeat 3-3:15 p.m. on
CBS stations, replacing Marth
Webster now heard on that spo
which is due to go off the air Jul
18. The Man I Married was foi
merly
ProcterAgency
& Gan
ble forsponsored
Oxydol onby NBC.
Ward Wheelock Co., New York.
Peter Paul's Fall Plans
PETER PAUL Inc., Naugatucl
Conn, (candy bars), about Sept.
will resume its full spot schedu
of from 50 to 60 stations. Durin
the summer from 30 to 40 outle'
are being used. Agency is Plat
Forbes, New York.
FRED DODGE, since last March he;
of the Philadelphia radio departme
(if the Ward Wheelock agency, a
nouneed his resignation last Fridn
Me was formerly assistant to Ro?
Clipp. manager of WFIL, Phihid.
• Broadcast Advertisin
phia.

Oaualier
Flv

Criticizes

Siigoestioii

WKRC

of

\ews
Censorship
Chairman Requested Newsmen

Not to Say 'Stalin Line*
CXPRESSIXG complete amazement at the action, Senator
Oanaher (R-Conn.) last week sarlastically criticized FCC Chairman
fames Lawrence Fly's "Stalin Line
bonference" in which the chairman
^lUggested to Washington newstaper and radio representatives
■jhat they eliminate reference to the
Stalin Line" as such.
[ Senator Danaher's remarks came
^i.fter the story of the supposed
;ihighly confidential" meeting had
leached Capitol Hill an hour after
"■he conference ended. The Connecticut Republican said :
-. "Now we have come to the point
i'irhere newspaper and radiomen
.liust get approval of news, not
vrom a cabinet official, but from
'he head of an administrative
igency. The news the American
people read and hear is being
olored at the source.

The 'Record' Next
"Things have come to a pretty
Ijass when a nation not at war has
j.;s newspaper and radio reporters
j!-the latter servants of companies
operating with licenses from the
.' Jovemment — told how they should
^iresent the news to which the
'"..merican
are entitled
ut coloring.people
Probably
the next withstep
■ill be to censor the Congressional
'ecord."
i The conference, which was a
hief topic of Washington newsaper gossip last week as well as
a lain topic of conversation prior
"0 President Roosevelt's Friday
•ress conference, was called sud'enly
afternoon.
, NewsThursday
commentators
H. R. Bauk-

'^age of NBC, Fulton Lewis Jr. of
IjIBS and Albert Warner of CBS,
£ whom only the latter directs a
letwork news bureau, were among
jiose summoned to the chairman's
liffice. Others asked to attend infeuded
representatives
of the
'■'nited Press, International News
•ervice and Associated Press as
, ell as the Xeiv York Times.
j It is understood the meeting was
|illed as a part of the activities
,: the Defense Communication
ioard of which Mr. Fly is chairj.an.
■ Substance of the now famous
• mference was that Chairman Fly
iggested to the radio and newspaper representatives that they re,:ain from use of the phrase
Stalin Line" in their broadcasts
iili' dispatches. He pointed out that
was merely a suggestion, not a
I'.iest or an order, and that if they
da't agree with the idea not to
I ay any attention to it.
One of those attending asked if
lere was any such thing as a
Stalin Line" and to determine that
)int a call was placed to the War
epartment. There it was said no
:curate information was available
ROADCASTING

Gets

Injunction

From
Discontinuing
FOLLOWING a week of hectic
activity, the WKRC-AFRA-MBS
strike situation took an unforeseen
turn Friday, eve of the strike deadline, when the station obtained an
injunction in the Cincinnati Common Pleas Court restraining the
AT&T and the Cincinnati & Suburban Telephone Co. from discontinuing MBS network service. The
temporary injunction was granted
by Common Pleas Judge Dudley
Outcalt.
The petition alleged that MBS
already had asked AT&T to eliminate WKRC from the MBS network on the July 12 deadline. The
petition at the same time asked
for a permanent injunction against
discontinuance of the service.
Inasmuch as there is an Ohio
law which makes such an injuncbut it was thought that what is
generally referred to as the "Stalin
Line" is merely a series of individual fortifications, nothing comparable to the Maginot Line of
France.
Mr. Fly explained his "suggestion", saying he thought that if the
Germans pierced the line it would
have a bad effect upon the morale
of the American people. He also is
quoted as saying that he checked
his suggestion with Acting Secretary of State Sumner Welles, who
agreed that it was "a good idea".
At one point during the conference it is reported someone asked
what could be done about use of
the term by such people as Walter
Winchell, H. V. Kaltenborn, and
Elmer Davis who operate out of
New York. No provision had evidently been made for them to be
included in the "suggestion."
As Broadcasting went to press
no news agency had deleted the
term from its dispatches.

to Prevent

MBS

Service in Strike
tion returnable in three weeks and
because of the MBS mechanical
setup, the network is faced with
the possibility of being unable to
feed cial
anyshowsagency-produced
commerto its entire station
list.
Affects Agency Shows
AFRA and MBS attorneys, as
Broadcasting went to press, were
endeavoring to take legal action to
avert this. Previously, it had been
agreed at a special MBS board
meeting in Chicago attended by
AFRA negotiators including Miss
Emily Holt, executive secretary of
the union, that ]\IBS could send its
agency produced shows — using
AFRA talent exclusively — to all its
affiliates except WKRC.
Hulbert Taft Jr., manager of
the station, had attended the meeting in Chicago but was said to have
left before the agreement was
reached between MBS and AFRA.
Conferences between Miss Holt and
Mr. Taft were resumed in Cincinnati Thursday and Friday but
reached a stalemate over employment of three staff members, alleged by the union to be "strikebreakers", and a demand by Miss
Holt for a letter of apology from
Radio Artists Assn., an independent union at the station. The station management also charged that
the union wanted included in any
AFRA agreement persons not previously mentioned in discussions.
As Broadcasting went to press,
station officials had decided to take
no action until after Sunday night,
pointing out that only one commercial, agency - produced show
would be affected by the AFRA
ban scheduled for July 12.
Despite the apparent breakdown
of negotiations on several fronts,
there still appeared to be a basis
for resumption late Friday. At

DOTTED LINER is Chick Meehan, noted sports figure (seated left) and
Edgar Kobak. NBC vice-pi'esident, signing contracts granting XBC-Blue
exclusive
broadcast
rights
to Meehan's
Brooklyn
Boxing
Assn.
from Ebbets
Field this
summer.
Interested
onlookers
are (1
to r)fights
Bill
Stern, NBC director of sports; G. I. Gross, I\Ieehan's attorney; Keith
Kiggins. sales manager of the NBC-Blue network; Leon Goldberg, advertising manager of Adam Hat Stores, New York, series sponsor.
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Advertising

mC
MAY

ARTIST BIREAV
GO TO STROTZ

WITH Sidney X. Strotz, NBC vicepresident in charge of programs,
emerging as a possible purchaser
of the NBC Artists Service, when
and if it is sold, NBC during the
last week continued conversations
with another prospective purchaser. Music Corp. of America, which
recently
completed a deal for CBS
Ai'tists Bureau.
Conferences with William Morris
Agency, another principal prospect,
are scheduled for the week of July
14. However, conversations have
not yet elicited any definite offer,
NBC indicated Friday.
Mark Woods, NBC vice-president
and
last "Thursday
with treasurer,
executives met
of MCA,
and it is
thought a concrete offer may soon
come from either or both MCA and
the Morris Agency. It is also understood that W. (Biggie) Levin, independent talent agent of Chicago,
has shown interest in acquiring the
NBC talent agency. He was in New
York last Tuesday getting an outline of the organization from NBC
officials, and is now studying the
proposition in Chicago.
Mr. Strotz has been rumored for
some time to be slated to take over
management of the talent organization if NBC sells it. in compliance with the FCC monopoly order
forcingcastliquidation
of extra-broadnetwork activities.
Although
he admitted interest in acquiring
the artists service himself, rather
than managing it for someone else,
Mr. Strotz had nothing to say about
identity of his backers and declared
that he has not vet made any offer
to NBC.
that time the Radio Artists Assn.,
which AFRA charges is a company
union, was meeting to discuss the
AFRA proposition for wages and
hours. If the independent union accepts the terms, it was considered
possible that Mr. Taft and Miss
Holt would resume discussions.
Late Friday when word of the
developments reached New York,
MBS General Manager Fred WebMBS attorney
Emanuel Henry
Dannett er,and
AFRA Attorney
Jaffee flew to Cincinnati to discuss
a possible truce.
Started in June
The first strike in AFRA history
started June 20, when four AFRA
members of the 17-man WKRC announcing staff failed to report to
work and started picketing the
WKRC studios, assigned by other
local union members [Broadcasting, June 23, 30]. The station
meantime has continued operating
on full schedule, with the majority
of the staff staying on the job.
They are members of the recentlyorganized Radio Artists Assn., an
independent union considered by
AFRA to be an "administrationdominated
organization".
Prior to the
June 20 strike RAA
had been sure enougli of its position to petition the National Labor
Relations Board for an election to
determine which union should act
as collective bargaining agent for
WKRC talent, with AFRA opposing the move.
July 14, 1941
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Material Shortage
Serious Threat to
Tube,

Set

Makers

Shutdown by October Feared;
Repair Allotment Seen
TAKING official cognizance for the
first time of shortages in material
causing a reduction in the production of receiving sets [BROADCASTING, May 5, June 2] and possibly
transmitting equipment, FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly
warned last week that there would
be a curtailment in receiving sets
by October.
The chairman pointed out that
if a radio manufacturer couldn't
get aluminum in July he would not
be manufacturnig in October. Mr.
Fly said he was anxious to avoid
a drastic curtailment of operations
not only because of the unemployment that would result but also because he feels radios and maintenance of radio communication are
important to civilian morale.
Mr. Fly was definite in his prediction of a cut in receiving sets.
Difficulty of obtaining steel has already postponed work on the new
NBC building in San Francisco,
and has delayed numerous station
antenna installations.
A step to alleviate the material
shortage as far as transmitting
equipment is concerned was taken
last week [BROADCASTING, July 7]
when the Office of Price Administration & Civilian Supply announced apriority status for materials necessary to keep commercial broadcast and communications
equipment, as Avell as equipment in
other specified industries, in good
working order.
It is understood that allotments
under this announcement would go
principally for transmitters and
transmitter equipment. The Office
of Production Management also is
considering grant of a small aluminum allotment to the radio industry to avoid a practical stoppage
in set production. This would offer
only temporary relief, however.
Announcement of a decision on the
aluminum allocation for set manufacture will be made in about two
weeks, it is understood.
Replacement Sets
Officials of the Radio Manufacturers Assn. say their figures show
that 1,000,000 sets become obsolete in a year and they feel provision should be made at least for
replacement during the coming season. However, the attitude of officials in Washington has been that
sets presently in homes can provide good listening and that the industry could give more of its production facilities directly to defense output.
Chairman Fly pointed out, however, that only a small part of the
industry's capacity is ei. gaged in
supplying defense items. This, he
(Continued on Page Jt7)
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Independent

Publishers

Form

Group

To Safeguard Rights in BMI
Dealings
ACTING voluntarily to prevent
BMI EXPLOITATION
recurrence of an unfortunate episode in their relations with BroadSubsidiary Is Organized to
cast Music Inc., more than 59 small
Promote Numbers
music publishers have formed Independent Music Publishers Assn.,
ASSERTEDLY to provide an indesigned
operate members
as a "buffer"
creasing variety of popular music
between to
publisher
and
under the BMI banner, Broadcast
BMI.
Music Inc. has organized Radio
Meanwhile, BMI announced last Tunes
Inc as its first subsidiary,
Wednesday that contracts had been to publish and exploit popular
completed with six new publishing music. Chief executives have not
firms to license their music for use
been selected, although Sydney M.
by BMI subscribers — Fountain MuKaye, BMI executive vice-presisic Co.; Harmony Music Publishers;
dent, Merritt E. Tompkins, vicepresident
and general manager,
Melo-Dee Music Co.; Modern
and
Robert
J. Burton were named
Standard Music Co.; Merrell
as directors.
Schwartz Music Co.; Meredith WillRadio Tunes will establish a proson, musical director of the Maxfessional department and other diivell House Program.
visions essential to a music comThe group, formed July 3, met in
pany of its kind. "In establishing
New York last Tuesday and has a subsidiary,
BMI is profiting from
scheduled a general meeting for
the
experience
of other
publishers who have
found music
additional
July 21, at which members will
ratify a formal constitution and
companies useful in the promotion
by-laws now being formulated by of their music," BMI declared.
Legal aspects were handled by
an organizational committee.
Rosenberg, Goldmark & Colin.
Bookkeeping Error
IMPA came into being following
commission of an admitted bookkeeping error on the part of BMI,
as a result of which many small
publishers received from BMI what
were regarded as minuscule performing rights payments for the
first quarter of 1941 [BROADCASTING, July 7].
Making prompt amends by putting its accounting staff on a 24hour basis refiguring payments and
rushing supplementary payments
into the inails, BMI voiced apology
and explained that the small payments resulted because payments
for network performances had not
been included in the calculations.
At the initial IMPA meeting
July 3 Sydney M. Kaye, BMI executive vice-president, and M. E.
Tompkins, vice-president and general manager, explained the embarrassing situation and volunteered to adjust any matter pertaining to individual publisher
payments. A vote of confidence in
the management and policies of
THEY

WERE

BMI was oflTered by attending publishers.
At this meeting a committee of
publishers also was appointed to
cooperate with BMI in obtaining
the highest degree of accuracy possible in its system of performance
payments. The committee also was
authorized to formulate a formal
constitution and by-laws for subsequent ratification by the entire
membership.
Following a second meeting last
Tuesday, this committee indicated
that a standard contract form
would be developed for use by publisher members, and that IMPA
would ask for a periodic audit of
BMI accounts, in the interest of
working out an accounting method
equitable to all concerned. Although committee members felt
confident current differences would
be adjusted satisfactorily, it was
evident that several publishers still
were dissatisfied after even their
corrected royalty payments.
Members of the IMPA organiza-

IN THE MARINE
One of a Series

CORPS

THEN

OVERSEAS SERVICE, and plenty of it, was seen by this group of radio
and agency executives. For identifications and service records, see page 47.
BROADCASTING

tional committee include Petei
Doraine, Doraine Music Publishinji
Co., chairman; Andrew D. Weinberger, counsel; Harold Oxley, New
Era Music Corp.; Bill Lackenbauer,
Encore Music Co.; Berkley Graham, London Music Co.; Ben Sabia,
Mutual Music Co.
The organizational meeting July
3 was attended by 49 publishers,
with 10 other out-of-town publishers indicating their cooperation
through letters. IMPA leaders believe the membership will include
eventually all the publisher members of BMI.
Battle of Releases
Meantime, the bookkeeping incident has lent new fury to the acrimonious exchange of press releases
between BMI and ASCAP and associated organizations. Among the
first to seize upon the incident was
Irving Caesar, president of Song
Writers' Protective Assn., who declared last Wednesday that the
situation "marked the broadcasters'
music publishing house as a sweat"BMI (the implement and creation of CBS and NBC) has never
shop".
found it consistent with its business interest that the wi'iter and
publisher should participate in a
disposition of mechanical rights,
transcription rights and performing rights
their mutual
vantage.toBMI evidently
thinks ad-it
silly to yield to writers the basic
elemental rights that SPA has
achieved for writers in its minimum
basic agreement," Mr. Caesar said.
"It is all too evident that BMI
was organized by the broadcasters
for the sole purpose of destroying
the rights vested in writers and
putting songwriters in the category of sweat-shop workers. The
creative artist, whether he be a
Victor Herbert or a John Philip
Sousa, should, according to these
broadcasters, be grateful for whatcrumbs areanswer
thrown tohisASCAP
way."
In ever
a typical
blasts, BMI declared:
"ASCAP, by the circulation of
a number of misstatements, is attempting tofoment discord between
BMI and its affiliated music publishers. This comes with singularly
bad grace from ASCAP, as the
music publishers to which it refers
are the very persons it has for
years excluded from membership
and prevented from gaining a foothold in the music field.
"It may be noted that BMI affiliated publishers will do better during subsequent quarters than they
did during the first quarter of
1941. This is by reason of the fact
that the vast majority of BMI
affiliates were publishers who came
into being after the existence of
BMI which, for the first time, afforded them an open market for
music. It is of interest to note that
half of the numbers on the current
Hit Parade are the publications of
firms which had not been in business prior to the formation of BMI
and had not been able to obtain exploitation of their works."
• Broadcast
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More

Than

a

Krafty

Foot

in

Right in the House;
|Radio Salesman
Kraft Sales Climh and Climh
H. PLATT
JOHN
By
g,
Kraft Cheese Co., Chicago
Director of Advertisin
brands combined! There were, of
in
ht
RM July nig
ON 193A3, WA
course, many factors entering into
radio merchandising
history was made when
the phenomenal and immediate success of Miracle Whip. The product
Kraft Cheese Co. launched
j
la, revolutionary new radio pro- itself was right, new, designed to
gram. It was a two-hour show meet a special American taste.
One at a Time
Under the baton of Paul Whiteman,
starring a brand new Kraft prodResearch to perfect the product
act, Miracle Whip Salad Dressing.
had been far-reaching. The product
had been carefully, and without
Radio itself, as a great commer:ial selling medium, was young promotion of any kind, tested in
scattered markets. Kraft salesmen
snough then so that such a program
and the retail trade were ready for
Dased on the soundest merchandis, ng principles we knew, to sell a the introduction. The radio show
prepared; all comJ|product whose "rightness" for the was thoughtfully
mercials, all copy keyed to one
liiarket had been pre-tested in every
MR. PLATT
Vay, represented a real adventure hard-hitting central idea.
The story of Miracle Whip, in
'■n the — for us — uncharted seas of
which the radio program played so petes for circulation, he's competg.
ing with everything else on the air.
'o sellin
radi
I
dramatic a part, is mentioned spe- But if he has his customer tuned
History Is Made
cifically because it perfectly illus- to his show, he has that customer
The program had been carefully
trates the working philosophy
anned to introduce in the eastern which Kraft Cheese Co. has used in exclusively. The salesman has more
.'pl
liection of the United States this its advertising and merchandising than a foot in the door. He's inside
Sewest product of the Kraft line. since the concern began national the house selling his wares. We
think the customer likes to get the
in 1919.
■|rhe trade had been fully and dra- advertising
message straight from the shoulder.
Part
of
that
philosophy,
simply
y
ll
ow
'inatica
primed fort.the new shul
We think he, or principally she,
rf
uc
d
stated, is this: Sell one idea at a likes
■ftn the new prod
A powe
the message short and snappy.
r
,
pe
gn
ng
pa
•iiews
campai
carryi
a time; sell it hard; sell it straight We believe that more than one idea
and sell it fast. We have followed
''double your money back" guaranat a time, an attempt to sell more
jtee was ready to go.
this simple rule consistently on the than
one product at a time, in any
ur
1; That first two-ho
show on an Kraft Music Hall for eight years —
one commercial, or on any one
lastern group of NBC network sta- selling one product at a time, sell- show, is confusing.
ing it straight and fast.
■lions was in itself a gigantic preFour Out of Sixty
th
e
During
the major portion of
est, before going national wi
th
g.
in
is
nd
t
ha
uc
)rod
and the merc
The selling time on any given rathese years the show, on the entertainment side, has sparkled with
dio period is too short. In the case
What happened the day followthe amiable talents of Bing Crosby, of Kraft Music Hall, that selling
first two-hour
ind ingonthatsubsequent
days,program,
too, in Bob Burns and their guests. In the time is four minutes out of 60.
procery stores throughout the East, Kraft Music Hall's history on the Those four minutes have to pay. In
Lnd shortly thereafter all over the air, the commercials have sold our experience the best way to
ountry, made merchandising his- many Kraft products. Virtually make those four minutes pay is to
every major product in the whole use them for a straight selling job.
>ory. Success of that radio show
Vhich introduced Miracle Whip
Ken Carpenter does that job for
line of cheeses and salad products
5alad Dressing and continued, na- has received its full share of the us. He does it admirably, as any
ionally, on an hour program, to spotlight. But we have never tried grocer can testify Friday morning
ell it and many other Kraft prod- to sell them simultaneously. Al- after Friday morning when the groways one at a time, always hard,
icts, is outstanding even for radio
cery orders for the week-end begin
coming in. For the real test of the
!i'hich has scores of notable mer- always straight!
We have followed this simple and Kraft Music Hall performance is
handising stories to tell.
direct method of selling on the air to be found in the Friday and SatNow sponsored on 89 NBC-Red
urday sales records of the grocery
ittations, plus many Canadian out- for several equally simple reasons.
?ts, the formula of the present In the first place, fortunately or store.
Sometimes we are asked why,
ne-hour Kraft Micsic Hall, star- unfortunately, a radio listener can
ing Bing Crosby and Bob Burns, hear only one program at a time, with such engaging talent as Crosby
one message at a time.
/as arrived at Jan. 2, 1936. We
and Burns, we don't use them in
When a radio advertiser compublication advertising and in the
ave kept the formula for certain
iefinite reasons. We believe, on the
lasis of performance, that they are
■ood reasons for us, and for the THEY don't want any birdshot around Kraft headquarters
roducts we have to sell. The uni- when the "Music Hall" is on the air. For Kraft shoots one
crm selling performance of the thing at a time, and shoots hard and straight. Others may scatter
weekly show over this period is no
latter of peaks of success here and their shot, but Kraft has found that that three snappy Thursday
here. We know what the program
as done, can do, and is doing, con- night plugs for one product will bring countless thousands into
Jstently, week in and week out, 52 grocery stores Friday and Saturday. They come to buy a Kraft
/eeks a year.
I Within a few weeks after its in- product — the one featured on the NBC-Red program. The
iroduction on the air. Miracle Whip
Kraft story is one of the interesting success tales of radio. Noalad Dressing became the leader
body knows the details better than John H. Piatt, advertising
mong all salad dressings on the
larket. Within little more than a
ear, it was outselling the next 20 director, because it's his baby. Now let him do the talking!
5R0ADCASTING
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radio commercials. In spite of the
natural temptation which such a
suggestion offers, we have always
used radio talent exclusively as
talent.
Crosby and Burns are artists,
valuable in the field for which they
are famous, valuable as entertainers-. If they stepped out of character to become commercial salesmen,
we think the listening audience
might resent it, and with som.e
justification.
It may be that Bing Crosby could
go out on a cheese truck and sell
cheese as it has never been sold
before, but he's doing all right for
Kraft just being Bing Crosby. We
have, in the last eight years, always given the 56 minutes of the
show devoted to entertainment the
full limit of that value, merely as
entertainment. Four minutes each
Thursday night we devote to
straight selling.
Kraft has continued through
eight years, 52 weeks a year, to
maintain a full-hour show. We have
done so for several reasons important to us, and to the kind of
selling job the show must do.
For one thing, analysis of listening audiences has shown that the
average audiences for all hour
shows are two times as great as
those for half-hour shows, with
average talent costs only 1% times
as great, and average time costs
just 1.6 as great.
The advertising impact of the
hour show is more than double that
of the half-hour, many radio advertising authorities agree, because of
the fact that in the hour show the
advertiser has the opportunity of
talking to his particular audience
more times about his subjects, driving home his selling message.
An Hour Preferred
On the Kraft Husic Hall, each
hour's program contains three hardselling commercials. In the course
of a year, the program sells many
products, but never simultaneously. For some products, a single
product associated with a single
name, the half-hour, or quarterhour show has proved eminently
successful.
For selling a series of products
successfully, we believe that only a
big full-hour show does the big fulltime job of selling required.
The hour program makes it possible not only to implant the name
Kraft, but to apply intense sales
pressure for a few weeks on particular items of the Kraft line without ever losing sight of the fact
that the whole operation is that of
the Kraft Company. The weight of
a full-hour show holds the Kraft
identity over the entire series of
intensive selling programs.
A vital reason for the success of
the Kraft Music Hall program is
that it offers, and must offer, significant entertainment. And enter{Continiicd on page 34)
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Sunday

to Saturday — Winter

Summer — Any Time is Good
NBC RED!

tracts aquick once-over, then run along to your

and

Time

on

Come heat, humidity or plain high water ...now
is the time for all good advertising men to come
to the aid of their Summer, Fall and Winter sales
curves — with a liberal dose of advertising strategy a la NBC RED! Here's why:
The NBC RED All-County Census proves that,
nightly, 41.7% more radio families "listen most"
to NBC RED than to any other network. By day,
36.9% more famihes "listen most" to NBC RED
than to any other network. Listener loyalty like
that helps a lot to push most any campaign
over the goal line!
So-o...if you're lucky enough to be on NBC
RED right now, you need only give your con-

golfing, your swimming or your butterfly-netting.
If you're not now on "the network most people
listen to most," cheer up! It's no trick at all to
enter the charmed circle. Just reach for your
phone and relax in the breeze of your fan while
we tell you about the tested sales-producing
opportunities we have in stock.
From all indications, NBC

RED is well on its

way to its i^th consecutive year of network
leadership, with a grand parade of programs. Hop
on the band-wagon today, and take it easy the
rest of the summer. For, now as ever, the password to worry-free advertising is:
"ANY

TIME

NATIONAL

IS GOOD

TIME

ON NBC RED!"

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

A Radio Corporation of America Service

Tax
Auto

Cut

Likely

Spot May Be an Early
Victim ; Big Debut
Business Seen
WITH further curtailment of auto
production a certainty, Broadcasting last week contacted leading
agencies handling automotive accounts in New York and Chicago as
well as industry sources in Detroit
in an effort to determine the effect
on radio advertising.
The overall feeling among agency
and industry sources sums up as
follows :
1 — All media will suffer.
2 — There is disag-reement as to
what media will feel the cut first.
Agencies are of the opinion network radio will be last to feel the
pinch, with the big companies continuing network shows such as
Major Boives Amateur Hour while
slashing spot mercilessly.
3 — Detroit reports an outlook for
a fairly good volume of "kickoff"
advertising to introduce the new
models this fall. This would apply
to all media. From present indications the volume of radio advertising may approach the time-buying
at the start of the 1940 model season last autumn.
Shortage of Material
This last prediction is the bright
spot in an otherwise pessimistic
picture.
Originally the 0PM decreed a
20% reduction for 1942 model cars,
to provide savings in strategic materials needed in the defense program. Late in June leading auto
manufacturers were called to
Washington for a meeting with
0PM officials. The meeting was private but it is known the manufacturers were told a further cut in
production was inevitable due to
skyrocketing defense demands for
such necessary material as aluminum, chromium, zinc, nickel and
steel. For example, after Army and
Navy defense requirements are
filled the ratio of apparent civilian
demands to the remaining supply
of aluminum is 1.5 to 1, and this
includes all industries.
Armament Needs First
Now the word has gone out that
there will be no more flat reductions in percentage terms but that
production will depend on the materials available after armament
needs are met. After the first cut,
the Office of Price Administration
is expected to enter the picture and
allocate the residual materials
among competing civilian demands.
Depending on OPA's decision, the
auto industry's output for civilian
consumption may be further reduced to release goods for other
non-defense lines.
Although no one in Washington
would hazard a guess as to the
amount of reduction, Detroit
sources are estimating up to 50%
for the entire model year — or about
2,000,000 cars and trucks. This
Page 14 • July 14, 1941
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would be about on a par with production in the 1938 calendar year
which was considered exceedingly
dull from an advertising standpoint.
The 1942 Problem
In Detroit it is expected the bulk
of the curtailment will come after
Jan. 1, 1942. Up to that time, it is
felt, there will be sufficient materials and manpower to keep assembly lines moving in good volume.
After that, however, defense production in automobile areas will be
moving in high gear and the diversion of materials will be substantial.
Some sources feel that as many
as 1,500,000 cars and trucks will
be produced by next January, in
the first four or five months of the
model year, but hardly more than
a million from January to next
summer. When it is considered that
more than 5,000.000 cars and
trucks were produced this year, the
impact of the reduction is easily
seen.
On the brighter side of the picture, as far as radio goes, the
sharply curtailed new car output
will naturally mean greater interest in the used market. With huge
lots seemingly filled with used cars,
it would seem there are plenty to
take care of needs. But, industry
authorities point out, the used car
has its own distinctive market. In
times of normal production many
sections report used-car sales averaging better than two for every
one new car sold. If the used-car
market becomes as highly competitive as this reasoning would indicate, local dealers, always consistent radio users, may concentrate on

All

Media

radio campaigns to call attention
to their product.
Another bright side of the otherwise generally gloomy picture has
been the urging by manufacturers
for dealers to give greater attention to profits to be gained in
wider promotion of retail service
departments. In many cities this
would take the form of intensive
radio campaigns to promote service
features.
Demand vs. Supply
New York agencies contend that
with reduced new-car production
the market will grow increasingly
competitive and radio, as well as
other media, will be used considerably. This is discounted in other
places, where it is contended the
demand will so far outstrip the
supply that advertising budgets
will be held to a minimum.
In Chicago, agencies handling automobile business were of the
opinion that spot radio would be
the first to go when an advertising cut is instituted. This is borne
out in New York where it was
pointed out that spot is designed
for a direct selling job in pointof-sale merchandising campaigns.
The overall picture appears hazy
but definite portents are taking
shape. They all seem to indicate
that automobile advertising nationally, reduced though it may be, will
take on a more institutional flavor
— for which radio is ideally suited;
there will be a good run of usedcar business on a local basis as long
as the supply holds out and probably agood increase, locally, in promotion of service features such as
repairs and accessories.

Said

on

Cosmetics

to

Prejudice

Advertising

Funds

Proposed Levy Would Remove
Present Exemption Plan
by
an excise advertising
tax proposalis adopted;
COSMETIC
affected'
by the House Ways & Means Com
mittee in the new $3,500,000,000;
national defense tax bill. The com-'
mittee voted to base the 11 "/r cos-'
metic excise tax on the wholesale
price or value of the cosmetic item.
This tax would be computed on
a basis which includes the advertising and selling co.sts, recommended*
by the Treasury, which estimated'
the change would increase the annual yield by $5,000,000 withoul
changing the 11% rate set by tht
first national defense tax bil
passed in 1940. For the year ended
June 30, 1940, the industry paic
$7,700,000 in excise taxes.
Ended Litigation
A 10% cosmetic excise tax was
first imposed
the 1933
taxes.
From in1933
until "nuisance'
1939, th(
tax basis included advertising anc
selling costs, but in June, 1939 th(
industry got Congress to pass ai
am.endment which, in effect elimi
nated advertising and selling costs
This amendment ended litigatior
between the industry and the Gov
ernment over the tax.
When the Treasury proposed J
change in the basis of payment a1
the Ways & Means Committee hear
ings, industry leaders suggestec
the 11% rate be increased to secure
the $5,000,000 additional revenue
but that the basis of paying the ta5
be kept intact.
Private brands of cosmetics an
given an unfair competitive ad
vantage over advertised brand;
industry leaders say, under th'
Ways & Means proposal.
An unbranded, non-advertisec
item selling for $1 might carry
tax of 3 cents, whereas the sani'
item, branded and advertised, sell
might can"
ing at the same price,
a levy of 6 cents. In some quarter
believed the Treasury de'
it wasto get
sires
at advertising expendi
tures for tax purposes.
Coca Cola on 113
COCA COLA Co., Atlanta, in add
ing six new outlets to its schedul
on CBS, June 25 now has a tota
of 113 stations, the largest on tl\,
network's schedule of sponsore
programs.
The onprogram.
That Refreshed
the Air Poms
hear

GOOD FELLOWS staged a farewell dinner for Joseph R. Stauffer in
Hollywood prior to his departure for New York where he took over as
radio director of Kenyon & Eckhardt July 14. With Joe the center of
attention, and representing radio and advertising agencies, they included (1 to r) : Alec Robb, NBC Hollywood program and talent sales
manager; Wayne Griffin, BBDO producer; Lew Frost, assistant to Don E.
Oilman, NBC western division v-p.; John Swallow, NBC West Coast
program director; Danny Danker, v-p. of J. Walter Thompson Co. Stauffer
was formerly Hollywood manager of Young & Rubicam.
BROADCASTING

Sundays'
8-8:30Kostelanetz
p.m. (EDST)
tures
Andre
and fe£
hi
orchestra, Albert Spalding an
guest soloists. It recently shifte
to the Sunday evening time but o
Sept. 28 will return to a Sunda
afternoon spot and expand to t
least three-quarters of an hou
WABI
KDAL WLA'^
WMF^
Stations WKWK
added include:
WHLB.York.
Agency is D'Arcy Adv. C
New
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BLOCK

new

COVER

COMPANY

DEPARTMENT

lull-time

GOES

INDIANA

WITH

LARGEST

AFTER

CLOTHING
AUDIENCE

As they expressed it— "We found WIBC to
be the 'hottest' bet in Indiana radio, with more
listener loyalty and a clear channel that reached
out covering the state. We were interested in

department store, wanted a responsive audience. They chose the new full-time facilities of
WIBC because it gave them the audience they
wanted from one end of the state to the other.

their Mutual affiliation, too."
If you want to sell Indiana folks — a tremendous big bunch of them— in
one convenient package —
investigate what WIBC
ofifers.

It takes that kind of a group to keep the largest
men's clothing department in the state — and,
incidentally, one of the largest in the country —
full of Hoosiers* buying clothes . . . Block's
are smart merchandisers. They rank among the
first ten in department store advertising space
in the nation. They checked pretty carefully.
Sndiana

MEN'S

STATE-WIDE

• The Wm. H. Block Company, Indianapolis

• WIBC's Buri Wilson,
Hoosier state's ace sports announcer, leads the field in Indiana. He has the following.

WIBC

*Most of 'em bring their wives.

J UtienMtf Station

**★*★*★

*

★

*

cd^iliated with tke M-utual Stoadcadting. StfJtent

I
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Copy

With

a Hook

Urged by Morgan
Tells PACA Much Copy Now
Is Cluttered With Words
IT TAKES more than just another
radio show to sell merchandise,
Raymond R. Morgan, head of the
Hollywood agency bearing his
name, told the radio departmental
session of the Pacific Advertising
Clubs Assn. convention at Santa
tarbara, Cal., July 1 [Broadcasting, June 30].
Criticizing the type of commercial copy used on many current programs, he said that to make radio
do the job expected, agency men
must create an idea and then get
the right twist to make that idea
sell. He said much copy today is
insipid, pointless and cluttered up
with meaningless adjectives.
An Idea First
"Get the right an^'le, apply it
correctly and radio will sell your
client's merchandise," he continued.
"If you haven't an idea, don't start
on radio. Also please don't blame
the poor downtrodden copywriter
for bad commercials. Nine times
out of ten it isn't his fault if the
selling message is weak. It is probably your own, or that of the sponsor.
"In building a radio campaign,
the importance of the commercial
is unfortunately relegated to the
background, with the copywriter
being brought in at the last minute
to perform his important chore.
Build your radio around your selling message."
Mr.
Morgan pointed out that
many sponsors unfortunately want
commercial copy to their own tastes.
"They like highly technical stuff
or wordy copy that is over the head
of the average radio listener," he
said. He advised sponsors to use
a hook, a premium of some sort,
and gave several case histories to
show its success. By such a procedure, according to Mr. Morgan,
the sponsor, too, will get a more
accurate check on just how completely his radio sales message is
getting over. The answer lies in
sales.
Mr. Morgan said big time shows
with Hollywood name talent are
fine to listen to, but "don't necessarily sell the sponsor's product.
The thing that sells merchandise is
Page 16 • July 14, 1941
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not the radio program. It is the
commercial copy. A simple, inexpensive program, properly directed,
with good copy and the right kind
of hook will do the job."
To obtain sure-fire copy, Mr.
Morgan pleaded that greater recognition and financial consideration
be given the commercial copywriter, who, he pointed out, is an
integral factor in the success of
commercial radio.
A question and answer roundtable, covering a variety of subjects on Pacific Coast radio advertising and coverage followed
Mr. Morgan's talk. Donald W.
Thornburgh, CBS Pacific Coast
vice-president, presided as chairman, with participants including
William B. Ryan, sales manager,
KPO-KGO, San Francisco; George
Moskovics, CBS Pacific Coast sales
promotion director; R. L. Philippi,
advertising director of Union Oil
Co.; Lewis Allen Weiss, vicepresident and general manager of
Don Lee Broadcasting System; and
Charles Storke, manager, KTMS,
Santa Barbara, Cal.
Don Belding Reelected
Don Belding, Los Angeles vicepresident of Lord & Thomas, was
re-elected PACA president for a
second term, with Larry Lane, San
Francisco, publisher of Sunset
Magazine, senior vice-president.
Other vice-presidents elected were:
I. N. Shun, of Adv. Counselors
Inc., Phoenix; Howard Willoughby,
executive of Poster & Kleiser, San
Francisco; Claire Drew Forbes,
Seattle department store advertising manager.
The five-day convention, which
ended July 3, was attended by approximately 500 radio and agency
executives from the 11 western
.states.

ij

MORE NEWSPAPER
GRANTS HELD VP
HAVING granted a license renewal to KTBC, Austin, Tex., in
connection with the recent Texas
revocation proceedings, the FCC
has dismissed the application of
J. M. West, J. Marion West, T. H.
Monroe and P. M. Stevenson for
a new station using the facilities
of that station, 1,000 watts specified hours on 1120 kc.
It has also placed in the pending
files, pursuant
Order No. inquiry
79 pertaining to theto projected
into newspaper ownership, the application of the same group for
authority to purchase the station
for $50,000 from its present owners. J. M.financiers
West is and
one of
leading
ownsTexas'
the
Austin Tribune and Dallas Dispatch Journal. J. Marion West is
his son, Mr. Monroe is a Houston
businessman and Mr. Stevenson is
an Austin attorney.
Also placed in the pending files
under Order 79 was the application of Chattahoochee Broadcasting
Co. for a new 250-watt station on
1450 kc. in Columbus, Ga., and
that of Fairfield Broadcasting
Corp. for a new 1,000-watt daytime
outlet on 880 kc. in Fairfield, O.
The Georgia application involves
local newspaper interests, and the
Ohio company is headed by Charles
Sawyer, Democratic
Committeeman from OhioNational
who controls
WING, Dayton, and WIZE, Springfield, and owns the Lancaster (O.)
Eagle-Gazette.
Jewel Tea Spots
JEWEL TEA Co., Barrington, 111.,
on July 7 started an institutional
campaign for Jewel Food Stores
with spot announcements varying
in length, from 3 to 10 times weekly
on the following Chicago stations:
WBBM WMAQ WENR WGN
WCFL. Contracts are for 12 weeks.
Agency is McJunkin
Adv. Co.,
BROADCASTING

COAST CONFEREES mulled ra
dio advertising problems during the,
recent PACA session at Santc
Barbara. Heads together (top left)
over a toy boat are those of (1 tc
r) to R. G. Kenyon, Southern Cal
Edison Co., Los Angeles; Tracj
Moore, NBC western division Blue
sales manager; Mrs. Jordan, anc
her husband Fred Jordan
Buchanan & Co. Los Angeles v-p
Robert Mc Andrews (top center
at left) NBC western division sale
promotion manager, holds the Bor
roughs direct mail award which h
won for the second consecutiv
year; Don E. Oilman NBC Pacific
Coast v-p, congratulates him.
Among shop talkers were (top
right) William Pickering, president
of Heintz, Pickering & Co., Los Angeles; Mrs. Scott, and her husbaml
Clyde Scott, commercial manager
of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles; standing, Robert M. Hixson, secretary
and account executive of HixsonO'Donnell Adv., Los Angeles.
The roun Itable discussion covering radio (bottom) was directed by
Donald W. Thornburgh (standing),
CBS Pacific Coast vice-president.
Others participating were William
B. Ryan, sales manager of KPOKGO, San Francisco; George Moskovics, CBS Pacific Coast sales promotion manager, Hollywood; R. L.
Philippi, Union Oil Co. advertising
director; Lewis Allen Weiss, v-p
and general manager, Don Lee;
Charles Storke, manager of KTMS,
Santa Barbara.
WBAL

Goes to 50 kw.

WBAL, Baltimore, v/ent on the
air fulltime with 50,000 watts July
10, operating linquishing
on its1090
kc. and resynchronization
with WJZ, New York, after 9 p.m.
on 770 kc. Formerly licensed for
10,000 watts, WBAL had to reduce to 2,500 during the synchronizing period. Harold Burke, manager, reports excellent results in
extended coverage are already perceptible.
Ship STEAMSHIP
Line's Series
EASTERN
LINES,
New York, on June 23 started a 26week spot campaign in the Boston
and New York markets for its
overnight run between those two
cities. A total of 34 announcement^
weekly will be used on three New
York
and
WQXR'stations,
and sixWMCA,
weekly WHN
on WEEI,
Boston. If the campaign proves
successful it may be extended.
York.
Agency is N. W. Ayer & Son, New
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THREE

ASKING

CPs

FOR WILKES-ByiRRE
THREE MORE groups, Central
Broadcasting C c, Northeastern
Pennsylvania Broadcasters Inc.
and Key Broadcasters Inc., have
filed applications with the FCC for
a new local station in Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., seeking the facilities vacated
by WBAX, 250 watts on 1240 kc.
Holding 33 1-3 each in the
Central Broadcasting Co. are Edward Morris, a jeweler, president;
Richard H. Bailey Jr., employe in
the Washington office of Sen. Guffey (D-Pa.), vice-president; Dr.
Leo C. Mundy, member of the
Pennsylvania Senate, treasurer.
James J. Jennings, director of public relations for the State Treasury,
is secretary.
Northeastern Pennsylv ania
Broadcasters Inc. is composed of
eight local businessmen each holding 200 shares of common and preferred stock. They are Robert
Doran, attorney, president; Joseph
S. Bittenbender, owner of J. S. Bittenbender Co., vice-president; H.
Melvin Vivian, lumberman, treasurer; W. Earl Tremayne, engineer,
secretary; Samuel Hirshowitz,
clothier; R. H. Levy, baker; William J. Rooney, restaurant owner;
Charles Weissman, auto accessory
dealer.
Stock in Key Broadcasters Inc.
is held by Joseph Elicker, owner of
a restaurant in Dallas, Pa., vicepresident and treasurer, 800
shares; Fred M. Kiefer, columnist
of the Dallas (Pa.) Post, president, 450 shares; Joseph W. Murphy, dentist, secretary, 300 shares.

WISCONSIN LEAGUE of Radio Stations, meeting
as guests of WSAU in Wausau recently, honored its
retiring president. Father James A. Wagner, head
of St. Norbert College's two stations — WTAQ, Green
Bay, and WHBY, Appleton — by presenting him with
a portmanteau in appreciation of his ten years in
that office. New officers are James Kyler, WCLO,
Janesville, president; Ed Cuniff, WKBH, LaCrosse,
secretary; H. H. Born, WHBL, Sheboygan, treasurer.
In group photo are (upper row, 1 to r): B. F. Hovel,
WSAU, Wausau; Charles LaForce, WEMP, Milwau-

Talent
GENERAL

MILLS

WBIC
CPEENy^BORO, N.C.
CEO.P.HOLLINCBERr - CO., MAT. REP.
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Air Brings Rapid Turnover of Products
TWO-REEL motion picture, "Turnover", convincing argument in
favor of radio as an advertising
medium, is being shown throughout
the country by General Mills. It
depicts to the grocer for the first
time aadvertising
visual story program,
of Generalshowing
Mills'
radio
how advertising on the air and merchandising can be synchronized perfectly.

Grimm's Daughter, Valia7it Lady,
Hymns of All Churches, Stories by
Kathleen NoriHs, Jack Armstrong,
Billy &BeatBetty,
Carolyn's
Golden
Store,
the Band
and baseball.

^ EDNEY
DIRECTOR
f^fi* RIDGE

SELLS

Movie Shown to Grocers Explains How Use of

The General Mills programs mentioned in the film include Betty
Crocker,workradio's
daytime
netcommercialoldest
feature;
Arnold

5,000
ricJily laden watts, night
and day, serving the
MaeicandCircle,
riclie.st
most the
populous
area in all the southeast !
Columbia Broadcastinf'
Syntem affiliate.

kee; George Frechette, WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids;
Father Wagner; Ed Hagen, WSAU; Don Burt, WSAU;
Mr. Cuniff; J. W. Killeen, WSAU; Mr. Born;
G. R. Bridges, WEAU, Eau Claire; Harold Newcomb,
WRJN, Racine. Bottom row: R. D. Sanche, WSAU;
Walter C. Bridges, WEBC, Duluth-Superior; William
Huffman, WFHR; Wayne Cribb, WHBL; Haydn
Evans, WTAQ; Mr. Kyler; Ed Allen, WIBA, Madison;
J. J. McGenty, WJMC, Rice Lake; Ken Schmidt,
WIBA; Charles Lanphier, WEMP. All paid tribute to
Fr. Wagner for his achievements.

Quick Turnover
All these programs get results
that mean turnover of product on
the
grocers'
shelvestheapproximately
15 times
a year,
film brought
out. Because the housewife buys
90% of the food, the majority of
General Mills radio programs are
designed to appeal to her. General
Mills claims that Jack Armstrong
and its baseball broadcasts have
made Wheaties the best selling cereal on the market, also that one
out of every three youngsters in the
United States has a Jack Ax'mstrong plane.
The company studied some 6,000
premiums before selecting the airplane and other giveaways used in
connection with its programs.
H. G. Gieseke of the Sperry
Flour Co., General Mills subsidiary,
stated at a showing before the San
Francisco Advertising Club that
the movie has brought home its
point to grocers and that General
Mills has been able to get additional cooperation in the way of
displays after retailers have seen
the film.
In its house organ, Modern Millwheel, General Mills has this to say
about its film and its radio:
"Whenever a General Mills salesman makes a sale to a grocer, he
sells fine cereal products, of course,
but he also sells the grocer some-

thing
more important
turnover.evenTurnover,
or resale — value,
means profits to the grocer. The
average over"
grocer'scompletely
stock of Wheaties
"turns
every 25
days. The other General Mills products enjoy equally outstanding rates
of turnover.
"What great force keeps this
river of distribution in motion? The
new sound motion picture, "Turnover", produced by the merchandising department of GMI, under the
direction of Charles H. Bell, answers: 'The power of daytime radio
advertising keeps General Mills
products moving. The end result of
all this forceful advertising is
"Rapidly
and convincingly, with
speedy
turnover.'
narrator, music, and fine photography, the film tells the story of the
big selling job General Mills daytime shows do for the grocer. Individually the programs are reviewed. The careful tailoring of the
programs to the needs and desires
of Mrs. Housewife and her family is
stressed, together with the careful
testing,
producing, and analyzing
for results.
The Backbone

Sale

Plans

Disclosed by CBS
DETAILS of the deals whereby
CBS is disposing of its talent services are disclosed in a call for a
special meeting of CBS stockholders to be held Aug. 11 in New York.
The notice to stockholders by President William S. Paley points out
that the company in recent years
"has from time to time been criticized for acting, directly or
through its subsidiaries, in a dual
capacity by both managing artists
and buying their services for broadcasting on behalf of the corporation itself or of the sponsors of
its"Although
commercialan programs".
order of the FCC,
dated May 2, 1941, adopting certain
regulations asvestigation
a result
such in-,
[network of
monopoly]
does not refer to the management
of artists by the said subsidiaries of
CBS", says the proxy statement,
"questions have been raised in a report accompanying the order as to
the propriety of CBS continuing
to have an interest in the management companies. The board of directors of CBS believes there has
been and is no impropriety in its
having such interests, but in view
of the questions and the fact that
the continuance of the management
business is no longer necessary to
insure to CBS a supply of radio
talent,lieves its
board that
of directors
beitdesirable
the interests

"Daytime radio has become the of CBS in such subsidiaries be disbackbone of General Mills advertising. There are twice as many raThe posed
61 of at
shares
preferred stock
this oftime".
dios as telephones in American
homes. And the chances are that will be sold for $61,000 and the
9,684 shares of common of Columthe
average
is located
bia Concerts Corp. will be sold for
in the
very grocer's
center ofstore
a community
$150,000, subject to approval of
of regular General Mills listeners.
If he were to call them up on the two-thirds of the stockholders, to
telephone personally, he could not Arthur Judson, F. C. Coppicus,
do half so powerful a selling job. Frederick C. Schang Jr., Lawrence
Jack Salter, Ward French,
"Fourteen years ago the first Evans,
Calvin M. Franklin and Horace J.
General Mills national program was
Parmelee, all executives of that
heard over the air: Betty Crocker
— once a week, 52 times a year.
company but none an officer or director of CBS.
This year, in 1941, listeners will
The 100 shares of Columbia
hear 9,000 individual General Mills
Artists Inc. (all) and as much of
programs !
Columbia Management of Califor"Each grocery products branch
nia Inc. as CBS shall own at time
office has been supplied with a copy
of the film, together with a projec- of sale (but not less than 519!-)
tor and sound equipment. General
would be sold for $176,190 to MuMills is all set to tell the story of
sic Corp. of America, also subject
'Turnover' to grocers and trade as- stockholders.
to ratification by two-thirds of the
sociations al over America!"
BROADCASTING
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[coupon]
Mail

Today
"SHOWS

for more

news

on

OF TOMORROW"

For complete information — presentation, rates, availability, and audition recordings — check the programs
below that interest you . . . then mail this coupon, pinned
to yoixr letterhead, to NBC Radio-Recording Division.
CHECK
[]

Betty and Bob

[]

The Face of The War — as seen by Sam Cuff.
A brand new approach to the news behind the headlines today.

[]

Getting the ]Most Out of Life Today with Dr.
WilHam L. Stidger. Forceful, do-Roi-to-earth philosophy every man and woman can understand and
enjoy.

[]

Time Out — with Ted Steele and Grace Albert.
Boy-and-girl songs and banter with interludes featuring "Nellie the Novachord."

[1

Five-Minute Mysteries. Unique series of thrilhng,
dramatized mysteries— complete in each 5-minute
episode.

[]

Touchdown Tips with Sam Hayes. A coming attraction for 1941 football season featuring a sportscaster whose pre-game predictions are amazingly
accurate.
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ill continue

^Betty and Bob^

. . . writes Nick Keesely of N. W. Ayer & Son
right through the summer^^
Here's evidence of the productive soap-selling job "Betty
and Bob" is doing in the New York market. In 29 other
markets, large and small, this five-a-week, quarter-hour
show moves crackers, bread, milk, laundry service, starch,
foods, blankets, refrigerators! . . .
The recorded "Betty and Bob" is cut to the same audiencewinning program pattern that made it a headhner for eight
years when sponsored by General Mills on the network . . .
plus new plot sequences and an all-star cast !
You'd spend thousands of dollars producing "Betty and
Bob" on your own. Thanks to NBC Radio-Recording, it's
yours at amazingly low cost. Recording NBC Orthacoustic*
gives it the "Hve-talent" quality that modern audiences
demand. Many good markets are still available.
•Registered trademark

dio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporafion of America Service
Radio City, New York * Merchandise Mart, Chicago
Trans-Lux Building, Washington, D. C. * Sunset and Vine, Hollywood
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WMBD Post to Caley
CHARLES C. CALEY, for the
last seven years commercial manager of WMBD, Peoria, last week
was appointed assistant manager
by Edgar L. Bill,
president. He will
continue as commercial manager.
Simul taneously,
Mr. Bill announced promotion of Hugh
Boice as national
sales manager
and Russell Ehr- ]yj^_ Caley
esman as manager of merchandising and promotion.
Mr. Caley is a member of the national sales managers committee of
the NAB and is general chairman
of Peoria's 1941-42 communty fund.

U.

S.

Cultural

Group

to

Buy

commercial shortwave stations. No
other purchase of time is contemplated, committee officials stated.
Also included in the appropriation bill was an item for $325,000
which has not yet been earmarked.
Whether any of this sum might
be used for sponsorship of other
Government programs could not be
learned at the committee. Committee officials denied reports, however,
that the money would be paid NBC
and CBS to pay line charges on
point-to-point broadcasts rebroadcast over South American stations.
In this connection the committee
is endeavoring to have American
manufacturers purchase time on local Latin American stations for
presentations of news furnished by
American wire services. This would
be in addition to time purchased
on United States short wave stations.
The committee also received $75,000 which will probably be used in
pui-chasing space in Latin American newspapers to advex'tise American programs and airmailing
American schedules in Spanish and
Portuguese. No decision has been
made on these plans but it is expected that they will be put into

$200,000
Time
on World-Wide
Deficiency Bill Carries Funds and Signing of
Contract Is Expected to Come Shortly
EXPENDITURE of $200,000 for committee, $7,000,000 of which is
for the fiscal year beginning July
the purchase of time on WRUL
and WRUW, Boston shortwave sta- 1. The other $3,000,000 is for contract authorizations during this
tions operated by the World Wide
fiscal year.
Broadcasting Corp., by the Committee for the Coordination of CulSoon to Be Signed
tural & Commercial Relations BeWhile a contract has not actually
tween the American Republics appeared assured last week as Pres- been signed with World Wide, it
ident Roosevelt signed the second is understood from sources close to
the Rockefeller Committee and the
deficiency appropriation bill.
The bill carried approximately
State Department that the arrangement would be closed shortly.
$10,000,000 for the work of the
Officials of the Rockefeller committee emphasized that the money
would be spent for the purchase
of time only, the committee acting
in the role of sponsor. No control
over the station will be exercised,
according to committee officials. So
far as could be leai'ned no actual
program format has been drawn
up although it is expected that news
will take up considerable time.
It was said the committee seIeffect shortly.
lected WRUL for the United States'
first Government-sponsored proMore Carnation Discs
gram experiment because it was a CARNATION Co., Milv/aukee, on
non-commercial station and the
LITTLE^
committee did not wish to be placed July 22 will launch a 13-week test
campaign on KYW, Philadelphia,
in the position of competing with
and WSYR, Syracuse, for its
canned milk. Show, featuring Peter
Donald rn.c; Bill Grant, tenor and
the Five Marshalls, quintet, is a 15''GRAVY"
minute transcription titled Carnation Bouquet. The discs will be
heard Tuesdays and Thursdays on
each station 12-12:15 on KYW and
11 :30-ll :45 on WSYR, both EDST.
In addition, Carnation Co. on July
2 renewed for another 13 weeks
Arthur Godfrey discs on some 35
^ ^
ower in direct
local outlets throughout the country. Agency is Erwin, Y/asey & Co.,
Ky.)^
(
New York.
T
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WFCI, Pawtucket, Yankee and Colonial affiliate, has appointed HeadleyHf'(>d Co., with offices in New York,
• 'hieago, Atlanta and Detroit, its national representative, effective immediately. WCFI, a Yankee and Colonial
network affiliate, operates on 1420 kc,
100 watts power.
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Advertising

Nation
In

improvement in radio facilities, the
value of this service has multiplied
in importance and scope. Thousands
of letters and telegrams incessantly
convey that fact with stirring impact. International broadcasting as
conducted by the democracies has
become a powerful instrument
which has earned the respect and

Dominates

Shortwave

War

IrCA Finds Argentina First in
Number of Receivers
'AMERICA is achieving a dominant
'position in international broadcasting, largely through development
by United States technicians of de'.dees making possible country-to■ country broadcasts "with efficiency
'andreamed of during World War
'[", according to a statement last
Monday by RCA
reviewing the
Western Hemisphere operations of
'NBC's two international shortwave
stations, WRCA and WNBI, Bound
•Brook, N. J.
J Terming the advance of Amercan shoi'twave broadcasting "one
'if the miracle stories of the current
Var period", the RCA statement
?ave the bulk of the credit to refinenent of the vacuum tube and development of steerable "search' ight" antennas.
Describing the efficiency of these
lewly-perfected antennas, RCA exDlained the 50,000-watt beamed sigjial is the equivalent of a 1,200,000'vatt signal broadcast to the four
Lvinds. When both of the NBC 50,)00-watt shortwave stations are
synchronized on the same frequency
';o beam on adjoining language
countries in Latin America, the ef|:ective power is 1,700,000 watts,
,RCA stated.
'. They Listen Aiiyliow
' "Since the European war broke
j)ut, America's horizon of steel towjprs
mastsof has
wid,snedandin tall
the wooden
interests
national
Jliefense and international commu|iiications," the RCA statement com'luented. "Despite the fact that
ijieavy penalties are meted out in
i|)ppressed countries on the con■;inent of Europe to those caught
^listening to foreign broadcasts,
cnail reaching the United States
^rom foreign shores furnishes
••iDroof that the American shortwave
loroadcasts of unbiased news are
,)verspreading the hemispheres and
nnding ears that are long-distant
';argets for truth."
Tabulating the number of radio
ets in the countries of South Amer|ica the RCA Review for July lists
lArgentina first, with 1,050,000 sets;
Brazil, 500,000; Mexico, 300,000;
:hile, 160,000; Uruguay and Cuba,
Venez
"150,
I
00; uela,
0,
mbia,each;
68,0000;
Peru, 138,0
100,0
Colo000
^nd all other Latin American countries below that number. North
ft.merican broadcasters consider
Hio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires
;he centers of the most important
anguage areas of South America,
It was stated.
Commenting on NBC's developnent of international broadcastng in the Revieiv, Raymond F.
juy, NBC radio facilities engineer
stated :
"For many
years NBC
has conHucted
an effective
international

confidence of foreign listeners
through the truthfulness of its reporting and the character of its
RALPH
of
the NICHOLSON,
Tampa Times,co-publishor
operating
programs."
WDAE, has severed his connection
with that newspaper and has purchased the New Orleans Item, which
he will actively head.

VISIBILITY
FLIGHT

REPORT:

KARM Names F & P
FREE & PETERS has been appointed exclusive national representatives of KARM, Fresno, Cal.
The station was recently granted
a FCC construction permit for an
increase in power from 250 watts
to 5,000 watts, and the new transmitter is expected to be in operation by Oct. 1.

UNLIMITED

Spotted 60 towns of 10,000 or more population in Pittsburgh

sector, where over a billion dollars is being spent on defense orders KDKA

came

in strong as plane passed each of the 60 towns in this concentrated industrial area.
SUMMARY: KDKA, Pittsburgh's only 50,000 watt station, is a sound buy for the
advertiser. He gets complete Pittsburgh coverage, plus 60 industrial communities
of over 10,000 residents, plus hundreds of smaller
towns. "Visibility Unlimited" is the air term that
aptly describes KDKA's coverage horizon.
Call or write your nearest NBC Spot Sales office
for a detailed study of this tremendous
WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

market.

STATIONS

Inc

PITTSBURGH
50,000 WATTS

n'oadcasting service. With the outttjreak and spread of the present
ivorld conflict and the continuous
BROADCASTING
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LOWER

COST

NEW GUYED
VERTICAL
RADIATOR
WmcKairger antannas load th« fieM wUh
outstanding
porformancoand
lowfor cost.
Unicross socHan
—anddesigned
100broadmile
wind castformvolocity.
Used
endorsed
by
stations
throughout
the
United
SUies
for aingU radiators and directional arraya.
WincKarger
complete
erectionon
Bervioe. Writenowtoroffers
complete
quotation
towerfl.
lighting
equipment,
anchors,
base,
and eracUon costs.
APPROXIMATE COSTS
'725.00
hljb mongth g-jyi.guf m^ularoi
'1720.00
ZOO FT. TOWER
'2160.00
240 FT. TOWER
'417S.00
300 FT. TOWER
400 FT. TOWER
WINCHABGER CORPORATION
SIOUX CITY

Memo:

to

Watches

The

EUROPE SHORTWAVE
EXPANDED
BY NBC
EQUALING its shortwave service
to South
tionalAmerica,
Division has NBC's
started Internaregular

the

OWNER

STATION

who

Expenditures

NEW

TURNER

CARDIOID
Licks

Microphone

FEEDBACK

Out-Performs Many Mikes Costing Twice as Much!
Here's the way to hold down your costs without sacrificing quality of
performance. The new Turner Cardioid Broadcast Model 101C gives
you positive performance without feedback. Compare its results with
microphones costing 2 and 3 times as much! Notice how extremely
sensitive it is to sounds originating in front — how absolutely dead
to sounds in the rear. Deals a death-blow to feedback problems. The
2-element generator offers true Cardioid characteristics, bringing you
the best features of both the velocity and the dynamic, in the most
efficient microphone yet produced by modern precision engineering.
The attractive styling is finished in a rich brushed chrome.
Tell voiir ('.hift KnsinfiT to find out about this new microphon.'-.
MoiUlS70.Turnir CarcHoiil No. lOlC, range
.JO- 10,000Hroailoust
. vclfs, List
the
Page 22
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Joe DuMond to Manage
New KBUR, Burlington
JOE DuMOND, creator and principal in the NBC Josh Higgins of
Finchville series out of Chicago,
has assumed the
duties of manager
commer-of
cialand manager
the new KBUR,
Burlington, la.,
which on July 15
starts operating
with 250 watts on
1490 kc. Mr. Duformer ra-of
dioMond,
director
Henri, Hurst &
Mr. Dumond
McDonald and
original manager of WMT, Waterloo, la., under the late Harry Shaw,
relinquished his NBC duties May
17 after six years of handling his
daily program. The Josh Higgins
feature has the distinction of having a 1,000-acre State park in Iowa
named after it.
Formal dedication of the station
is scheduled for July 31, with VicePresident Wallace expected to attend and with a salute from NBC
scheduled. The station's executive
staff, according to Mr. DuMond, has
been completed, with Clark Kuney
as program director and Willis
Wilson as chief engineer. Mr.
Kuney, formerly with various
Maine stations, recently was guest
conductor with the Pasadena Playhouse, and Mr. Wilson formerly
was chief engineer of KGFI,
Brownsville, Tex. RCA equipment
and a 246-foot Harrell tower have
been installed.

920 17th St. N.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

program service to European countries, quadrupling the signal
strength of its WNBI and WRCA
to a combined power of 100,000
watts.
According to 0. B. Hanson, NBC
vice-president in charge of engineering, WNBI has been reconstructed and its power increased
from 25,000 to 50,000 watts. A
new directional beam antenna was
built for the new transmitter to
operate on 11.89 mc , teaming with
WRCA which continues on 17.78
mc.
The rear lobe or tail of the new
directional antenna picks up European programs and carries them to
New Zealand and Australia with
much better reception.
The beam antenna required 16
additional acres at its location at
Bound Brook, N. J., where 70 acres
are now occupied by 11 directional
beam antennas, nine of which are
in operation serving Europe and
Latin America.
Orson Wells to Return
LADY

ESTHER, Chicago (cosmetics, toilet preparations) beginning early in September will star
Orson Wells in a new dramatic
series on CBS replacing the Lady
Esther Serenade which until Aug. 4
features Guy Lombardo. After that
date the Freddy Martin orchestra
will replace Lombardo until the new
show gets under way. Pedlar &
Ryan, New York, is the agency.
BROADCASTING

Muzak
Arouses

FM

Grant

Interest

FCC Not Fully in Accord
Over Memorandum Opinion
MORE THAN casual concern is
being evinced in Washington radio
circles over the July 1 action of the
FCC in granting to Muzak Corp..
New York, a construction permit
for a developmental FM broadcast
station which would provide a subscriber-type program service
teners [Broadcasting,
July 7].to lisThe FCC itself, it is understood,
was not fully in accord in the issuance of a memorandum opinion,
which appeared to reflect Commission support of the projected
new method whereby listeners
would pay a monthly rental for
program service, with no commercial sponsorship of the programs.
Moreover, the fact that the FCC
departed from its regulations,
which specify that no developmental station may make a direct
or indirect charge for program
transmission, waiving this requirement with respect to the Muzak
grant, was viewed with concern.
FCC Quotes Muzak
The FCC prior to publication of
its memorandum opinion, issued a
three-page press release July 1,
publicizing the grant as providing
a "new type of subscriber broadcast service". It pointed out that
the service would enable the public
to obtain selected programs by direct payment, rather than indirect
payment through purchasing products advertised on the air, and then
quoted :the Muzak application as
follows
"There is no reason why the public should pay directly for moving
pictures and indirectly for radio.
It is merely a matter of circumstance that radio in the United
States is available to the public
only in connection with advertising announcements which frequently are highly disturbing or irritating. The American people have
never decided or been given the
opportunity to decide that radio
should not be sold in the usual
manner by direct payment for the
Headed by Catchings
Muzak, which for several years
service."
has provided hotels, restaurants
and some home subscribers with
program service via wire, is a subsidiary of Associated Music Publishers, which, among other things,
provides a commercial transcription service for broadcast stations.
Waddill Catchings, head of both
AMP and Muzak, is also a director
and chairman of the Finance Committee of Warner Bros. Muzak is
an off-shoot of Wired Radio Inc.,
originally set up by the North
American Co., public utility operators, with a view toward providing
a service competitive to radio by
power or telephone lines into homes.
• Broadcast Advertising
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New

Is Awaited
Tax

Bill

tiouse Group Nearing End of
its Revenue Hearings
lAVING weathered the first phase
iif House Ways & Means Commitee consideration of new tax legislation without a franchise tax on
'iroadcasting, the radio industry is
.waiting emergence of the House
neasure prior to the end of the
nonth, to ascertain how much of a
lent the new war levies will make.
! It is known that a number of
Items in the measure, as it went
to the House drafting conference,
vould affect the radio industry,
■articularly in connection with inireased taxes on i-eceiving sets and
larts. A proposal [Broadcasting,
july 7] to place a franchise tax
n broadcasting facilities per se
/as dropped.
Leased Wire Levy
! It also has been learned that
(here will be no special taxes on
lAres or tickers used by press assojjiations or broadcasting stations
for "the gathering of news". Other
jeased wire services for the dissem|aation of news to private subscrib'rs, however, will carry a 5% tax,
J.nder the committee draft.
!: It is expected the Ways & Means
I'ommittee will begin consideration
if the final draft in executive ses'iion within 10 days. Items other
jhan those already incorporated in
ilhe measure can be inserted, it was
|ointed out, but those of major
ignificance already rejected, which
iiiight have far-reaching effect
lipon any industry, probably will
lot be revived in the committee,
phat may develop on the floor, howKver, when the measure is given
ifnal House consideration, probably
liuring latter July or early August.
In the Senate, acting Chairman
ieorge (D-Ga.) of the Finance
;j!ommittee, asserted 10 days or two
'eeks of hearings would be held,
'nth the hope of procuring Senate
onsideration the latter part of
i.ugust or early September.
Revival of proposals to impose
,pecial taxes upon advertising genjrally and also upon broadcasting,
r some variation of a franchise
ax basis, is possible on either the
!j[ouse floor or in the Senate committee hearings, it was pointed out.
ast efforts of this nature, howver, have fallen because of conpntions of unfair discrimination.
\
Camera Spots
rrANDARD DISTRIBUTING Co.,
jhicago (cameras) has started a
sries of one and two-minute spot
nnouncements daily on KDTH,
•ubuque, la., KGGF, Coffeyville,
ilan., and XEG, Monterey, Mexico;
Ind a series of thrice-weekly
uarter-hour station programs on
;i^WVA WMT KSO KQW WNAX
MA KWTO WSOY KWFT. Agenif is Lane, Benson & McClure, Chikgo.
5ROADCASTING

Good

News

The

30

New

Radio

Gates

Today

Series

— 51 Stations

Studio

Travels
Speech

Already

Enjoy

Console,

Fast!
is the Big ISews

a ISJew High

in

in Performance

to provide harmonizing appearance with
modern studio surroundings.
Your Logical Choice, andtenuators usedhere^s
why!
throughout for
mixing.
■ More preamplifiers — five in all —
more than are provided in any other
■ One-piece chassis — eliminates cabconsole.
ling; simplifies maintenance.
■ Beautiful appearance — cabinet of
B
All
input, output and low level intermatched walnut and selected South
stage wiring fully shielded to eliminate
American Rakuda woods.
crosstalk and distortion.
■ Three color combinations available
■ Eight mixing positions — daven atFREE

FACTS:

■ — and important, too, is the fact that
the Gates 30 Series Console is an entirely new engineered product. It is not
a rebuild of a former model. Priced
within the budget of the smallest station— its quality and performance is
today.
superior to any console on the market

The impressive facts and figures that give the detailed ad vantages of the 30 Series
Console are ready for you to see. if' rite at once, ivithout obligation^ of course*
''The Proven

Line''

RHDIOSSUPPLVCO.
CHTE5
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T

TODAY
is the time to
get up to the minute
INFORMATION
on this
MAJOR

MARKET

Of the 50 New England Cities and Towns
in the WLAW Primary
Market ... 41 have
no Daily Newspaper.

LIKE SHIP'S CABIN is this unusual two story broadcasting studio
built around a four-manual organ at Hyperion Blvd. & Ti'acy St., Los
Angeles. It is used to broadcast the four-weekly half-hour religious
program, Haven of Rest, sponsored by Crew of the Good Ship Grace
Inc., on Mutual-Don Lee stations. Structure is designed to resemble a
cabin of the good ship Grace, anchored in the Haven of Rest in keeping
with
philosophical
theme.
desking
and (center,
railing
carry the
out program's
the idea. Building
is 40x20
feet.Portholes,
Here is Paul
Myers,
lower deck), known as First Mate Bob, with members of his "crew"

WLAW
5000 WATTS

COLUMBIA

•

680 KC.

AFFILIATE

National Representatives
THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.
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A LOCAL'S
$50,000 HOUSE
Project Enlists Cooperation of Construction

Correction
f 'Record*
Denied by oLambertson
In WFIL, WCAU Charge
REPRESENTATIVE Lambertson
(D-Kan.) has no intention of correcting in the Congressional Record
a charge he made May 27 that
WFIL and WCAU, Philadelphia,
had denied time for a speech by
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh. The
Congressman told Broadcasting
last Wednesday that he is "fighting
the war mongers" and that he has
"evidence that Rosenbaum (Samuel
R. Rosenbaum, president of WFIL)
is trying to get us into this war".
Rep. Lambertson said he could
see no reason for correcting his
statements, despite evidence by two
other Congressmen that they were
incorrect. His May 27 remarks, he
said, were based on articles in
Philadelphia newspapers and he
added thatrections he
hadn't
seen any corin these
newspapers.
He
said he was not interested in checking with the FCC to see if the
newspaper statements or his remarks had accurately presented the
facts.
Rep. McGranery (D-Pa.), in a
speech before the House July 3,
corrected
Lambertson's
remarks and Rep.
introduced
an exchange
of correspondence between the
Kansan and Mr. Rosenbaum. Rep.
McGranery stated he was introducing the correspondence "in the interest of justice and fair play".
He was joined by Rep. Eberharter
(D-Pa.), who said:
"It seems to me the remarks of
the gentleman from Kansas at that|
time were intended to promote disunity at a time when we should
have every effort made to promote
unity and not stir up emotions
which are perhaps engendered by

Industry and Everybody Is Happy
A 250-WATT local station in Beck- booklets were sold for 10 cents. Mr.
ley, W. Va., WJLS, has completed Armentrout transcribed a 15-mina $.50,000 model home project un- ute description of the home. By
der direction of Joe L. Smith Jr., means of an oscillator, this transcription was sent to each room
owner and general manager, and
Charles R. Armentrout, assistant of the house and picked up on ramanager.
dios. This obviated need of a p. a.
Feelers were sent to national
system and constant presence of an
manufacturers when the idea was
attendant.
conceived, and response was good.
Participation even included a
Local building supply dealers and landscape artist. All firms taking
sub-contractors participated on a part expressed satisfaction with
half-cash, half-time basis. From the project and many claim to have
the day stone was first hewn from obtained new business.
racial feelings."
a nearby mountain, the WJLS relay unit was on the job. Workmen
on the site were questioned, listenTo Manage New KSKY
Magazine's
Testpublished
ers invited to watch the project, PARADE
MAGAZINE,
and spectators buttonholed.
A. L. CHILTON, chief ovmer of
by
the
newspaper
PM,
on
July
9
A daily Construction Clinic was
KLRA and KGHI, Little Rock, willl
broadcast from the studios, with started a one-week campaign on himself
manage the new KSKYJ
in the Pittsburgh, Milbuilders and other participating ten stations
Dallas, when that station goes or
waukee, Kansas City and Scranton
groups cooperating. Two days bo- markets. Four to eight one-minute
the air in the early autumn. Th^
fore the opening, every station
FCC last March authorized Chiltor
announcements or chain breaks are
break mentioned the opening hour
used in the early morning or Radio Corp. to erect the new sta-l
and a newspaper spread was used. being
Station list includes:
tion as a 1,000-watt daytime outlet!
Some 3,000 persons viewed the evening.KDKA,
on 660 kc. Mr. Chilton reports thatj
WJAS, and KQV,
home on opening day, which in- Vv^CAE,
Pittsburgh; KMBC, WDAF and RCA transmitter equipment and a
cluded ahalf -hour remote. Souvenir
WHB, Kansas City; WTMJ and 300-foot Wincharger tower havej
been ordered and ^^dll shortly be
WISN, Milwaukee, and WGBI,
delivered, but personnel has not ye^
Scranton. Agency is Erwin, Wasey
been
selected.
& Co., New York.
Iowa Gratis' Jobs
A BANNER crop of radio
NBC
students from U of Iowa
joining commercial radio orKIDO
ganizations during June was
announced
by
the
university's
station, WSUI, Sioux City,
la. They included Marjorie
Lester and Georgia Bowman,
to WLW, Cincinnati; Ray
Abel, NBC, Chicago; Lois
Ann Russell, NBC New
York ; Frederick Keller,
WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Claire Henerlider, WMT, Cedar Rapids,
BOISE, home of KIDO's trans
la.; Marold Glaspey, KFNF,
Shenandoah, la.; George
mitter, is Idaho's top metropoli
Moon, KHMO, Hannibal,
tan
city. It is also the center o
Mo.; Hugh Harper, KSCJ,
Sioux City : Marianne Prugh,
the southwest dairy area which
George Weber Adv. Service,
Des Moines; and Beverly
does over 15% of the dairyBarnes who received a WLW
OOHN BLAIR aCO.
business
for the entire state. \
scholarship award.
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'^Ko^

son^

we

ain^t

sailing

today

"JFe're loading today. See them hoists and booms. Look at them
roustabouts wheeling the stuff aboard. No loafing today. We sail

tomorrow.^^
The same principle applies to time-selling this summer.

It's the

extra-hard impact of your sales story in July and August that
brings extra-nice business to your station in September
tober. Sales Management's
that the three summer

survey of AAAA

months

and Oc-

agencies revealed

are the second most important

quarter of the year for the preparation of advertising campaign

plans.
Extra-hard impact, that's what BROADCASTING
livers this summer. Write for rates.

BROAQ^STINC
The Weekly^^^Newsmagailne
Jcast Advertisingof Radio

promotion

de-

Mrs*
Bloom^s
Boom
Zooms
Sears^
Sales
an experienced showman as well
ABOUT seven months ago, in November, my interoffice telephone
as an interior decorator, horticulColiimhia Shopperess Tells What
She
turist and designer of note. Her
rang.
Sees and In Come
the Customers
programs offer sound, practical ad"Skipper Leo Downs of WIS to
vice on decorating, color schemes,
see you, Mr. Aylward."
By
p.
J . AYLWARD
furniture arrangement and the like.
"Oh, yes", I said. "Probably
At the store, her services (free to
Manager, Sears, Roebuck & Co., Columbia, S. C.
thinking about Christmas spots alall Sears' customers) are constantly
ready. 0. K. Send him in!"
Salesman Downs came in, but it
not only the rug . . . but chairs and being sought by an ever-increasing
draperies to go with it. And she number of people. And mail is comwasn't spot announcements, our
usual seasonal radio diet, that
ing in from every corner of the
also gave us an order for reupholstering the rest of her furniture!
State. Mrs. Bloom, personally, an"Skipper" had on his mind.
It
was
a
sale
that
ran
to
more
than
swers each letter, and out-of-town
"Got something new in the way
customers are on the increase.
of a radio program for Sear's,
We've conducted several tests
Then, there are the programs
Jerry," said Leo. "Want to hear
that conclusively prove the sales themselves. They're friendly, helpit?"
"What's it like?"
ful programs, not high-pressure
$200. of Sears' Woman's Hour.
power
Around Christmas, Mrs. Bloom be- selling jobs. Each has a definite
Meet Mrs. Bloom!
gan to feature table decorations.
We needed to move some silver- theme. Sample titles are "Thanks"It's like nothing you ever knew
giving Decorations", "What to Give
ware .. . and used no other medium
before. A woman's hour that's realat Christmas", "Occupation, Houseof
advertising
to
help.
When
the
ly different. You'll have to hear it
wife", and "Friday, the 13th". And
to believe it."
WomaM's Hour began to paint pic- the programs have variety, too. The
tures of lovely holiday tables set Christmas show was transcribed,
"0. K., Skipper. We're always
looking for a better way to adverwith gleaming silver from Sears' each department head wishing his
. . . the sets began to move. We sold friends and customers a happy holitise Sear's. When do I listen?"
more than 100 sets of silverware
day in a different, original way.
"Ten o'clock in the morning," said
during the holidays. (This feature
Mr. Downs, "if that suits you. And
Earlier, wives were invited to write
was dropped from the air for a in what they wished to receive from
you won't be disappointed."
Next morning, I settled down in
while . . . and we've only sold two their husbands at Christmas. Then
sets since. The buyer has asked
selected letters with initials were
the WIS client's room and the announcer introduced Winefred Bradthat we give his silver a boost
read
on the Woman's Hour on a
on
WIS
again.)
ford Bloom with a program titled
holiday, when the women could see
MR. AYLWARD
it that their husbands were
"The Missus Goes Shopping". It
Then, there were the "Lone to
home listening!
was my first meeting with Mrs. ating, gifts and the like. The press Ranger"
watches. The department
Bloom . . . and a memorable occaof store work became so great that head told Mrs. Bloom his quite large
Into the Store
sion it was.
we felt it best to cut down on the stock wasn't moving. She said she'd
Showmanship
counts in selling
She greeted us in a warm and air-time.
buy two for her own grandsons
via
the
airwaves,
and Mrs. Bloom
friendly voice . . . then started out
.
.
.
just
to
get
the
ball
rolling.
Some Achievements
on a descriptive word tour of a
But first, she mentioned the watches
ayi's Hour!
Here are some of the things the on her program. A couple of days puts
plenty of it into Sears' Womlarge Columbia department store.
Mrs. Bloom said it was a rainy day, program has done :
Everything mentioned on the
later,
Mrs.
Bloom
went
by
to
pick
We had a customer who . . . after up the watches . . . and found that program, of course, can be obtained
and she wanted to do all her shopping in one place. Interested in a listening to several shows . . . came
they had been completely sold out! at Sears'. Since a prime purpose of
the show is to get customers into
new home, she went into the paint into the store and asked Mrs.
Large Unit Sales
department. Floor covering caught Bloom's advice on changes in the
Like most Sears-Roebuck retail the retail store, the catalogue isn't
her eye . . . then furniture. The bathroom of his home. Mrs. Bloom
mentioned on the air. But we're
went with him to the house . . . and stores in cities the size of Columbia
program was chatty, informal.
doing an increasing amount of cataMinutes slipped away . . . and then, suggested a whole new bathroom
(85,000), we maintain rather comlogue-order business for customers
.
.
.
linoleum
floors,
new
walls
and
plete
departments
in
many
lines
just at the end of the show, Mrs.
brought into the store by the probathroom
fixtures.
She
also
looked
.
.
.
furniture,
for
instance.
Until
Bloom said she had done all her
over the kitchen and sold him the Sears' Woman's Hour came along
Rarely does Mrs. Bloom mention
shopping at Sear's. It was hard for idea of re-doing that . . . floor, we
concentrated more or less on sell- prices in her portion of the Womme to believe . . . because I'd heard
walls, sink, steel cabinets and a
ing individual pieces — a chair, rug, gram. an's Hour. This is handled by the
things described that I didn't know
table, bed or lamp.
range. Mrs. Bloom also suggested
announcer who has a special of
were in the store myself.
Now . . . we sell a whole room,
over an unused porch into
one of two items, with prices, in the
"How'd you like it?", said Skip- making
a storage closet and using an old, thanks to Mrs. Bloom and Sears'
short commercial near the end of
per Downs.
unusued
pantry
for
a
powder
room.
the
show.
Woman's
Hour.
She
talks
about
a
"I don't quite know," said I, im- Result: A possible $100 sale was
chair in relation to the rest of the
pressed but wanting confirmation
Yes,
my meeting with Winefred
boosted to nearly $1,000.
room — harmonizing draperies,
Bradford Bloom was a memorable
of my opinion from some of my own
One
day,
rugs
were
discussed
on
lamps, tables, rugs and fixtures.
staff. "Could you do it over? I'd
And Hour
the success
The result: Unit sales, and large one.
Woman's
bids fairofto Sears'
be a
like some of the department heads Sears' Woman's Hour. That after- ones.
noon a customer came into the store
memorable
chapter
in the history
to listen."
There are many reasons for the of our advertising efforts for the
"We brought in some of the store for one of the rugs mentioned on
Columbia store.
executives, and they agreed with the broadcast. The salesman called success of Sears' Woman's Hour
. . . and not the least of these is
in Mrs. Bloom . . . and before we
me. It was a good program. We
With the Woman's Hour over
knew it, the woman had ordered
Winefred Bradford Bloom. She's WIS we're not selling just the
didn't know exactly how good but
we were willing to give it a whirl.
sizzle . . . we're selling the whole
ham! And, believe me, larger sinSears' Woman's Hour . . . with
Winefred Bradford Bloom . . .went BUSINESS was good — well, good enough — at the Sears store
gle sales mean a much merrier
ring on the cash register!
on the air over WIS, 5,000-watt in Columbia. And then came Mrs. Bloom! Since which time
NBC - Red station covering the
whole State of South Carolina from
Sackett Buying KVAN Control
Mrs. Bloom has started a boom. And Mrs. Bloom's boom has
CONTROL of KVAN, Vancouver,
the capital, Columbia, for the first
Wash., opposite Portland, Ore., wiU
time Nov. 18, 1940. It was on the zoomed the sales curve so nicely that the store's manager, Jerry be
acquired by Sheldon F. Sackett,
Aylward, decided to write a piece about it. When a customer
air six times a week until January.
now owning 50%, if the FCC approves an application for transfer of
Then, we dropped to three-a-week.
comes in to buy a rug, Mrs. Bloom sells a room — chairs, drapes
five shares from D. Elwood Caples.
Mrs. Bloom came to the 'itore sevMr. Sackett is publisher of the Coos
eral hours each day after the pro- and all that goes with it. Which is the point of this story, be- Bay Times, Marshfield. Ore., and owngram to meet customers and advise
er of KOOS. He purchased his 50%
cause the individual sales are being built into large unit sales.
from Walter L. Read in 1940.
them about buying, interior decorPage 26
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WKY

IS

IN

OKLAHOMA!

• WKY's home address is Oklahoma City but
all Oklahoma is its backyard. From one end of
this domain to the other, WKY's microphones
are in action broadcasting informative, entertaining programs of special interest to listeners
everywhere in Oklahoma. Going places, doing

WKY
limely,
vrini

iocs everywhere in Oklahoma lor
air-worthy, community interest programs. Dots indicate points of originiftiort
rvccnt months.

things, being everywhere . . . these have established WKY as an integral part of the Oklahoma scene, and WKY-listening as a statewide
habit. WKY's pre-eminent effectiveness as a
selling medium has been the natural result.

WKY
OKLAHOMA
NBC-Red

CITY

Affiliate

'Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
The Oklahoman and Times -♦t The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs -K KLZ, Denver (Afll. Mgmt.)
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.
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Prudent Hedging
so FAR, the impact of production cuts forced
by defense priorities has hardly been felt by
retailers of such durable consumer commodities, as automobiles, radios, tires, household
appliances and the like. Substantial inventories
and fairly regular deliveries up to now are
cushioning the effects, and advertising of such
lines has yet suffered little curtailments. But
there can be no doubt that the cuts will be felt
later this year, and through next year.
These are all-important items in many a
station's sponsorship budget, and the loss of
local dealer advertising, will be felt keenly
unless it is replaced by something else. It is
time, therefore, for station managers to begin thinking now how to hedge against the
inevitable.
To take up the slack, the best suggestion
we have heard — and the prudent sales manager
will act at once — is that used car sales will be
stepped up; that old radios will be repaired;
that tire-rebuilding will take on new importance; that household appliances will be fixed
when they cannot be replaced.
In a word, service and repair, hitherto sideline or small-time functions, will become major
activities of many sponsors now using radio
advei'tising primarily to move new and replacement goods. This will be especially true
locally. And radio can repeat in the servicing
field the selling records it has created in other
lines.
Life and Taxes
UNCLE SAM, in his quest for funds to finance
the colossal national defense program, can be
expected to tap every conceivable revenue
source. Already it is evident that general corporate and income taxes will be more than
doubled in the average brackets. Special levies,
such as those on amusements, automobiles,
radio sets and other so-called luxury items,
which can be lopped off easily once the emergency is over, already are provided in the
revenue measure being drafted by the House
Ways & Means Committee in collaboration
with the Treasury Department.
Every true American, though he doesn't
relish the outlook, is willing to pull in his
belt a few notches in the interest of the national welfare. The brradcasting industry, and
advertising generally, are prepared to bear
their portion of the tax burden.
But now there is disconcerting talk in inner
Page 30 • July 14, 1941

circles of special imposts, superimposed over
all general taxes, upon broadcasting income
and upon advertising generally. Pressure
groups long have advocated a sort of "franchise tax" for broadcasting, but in the past it
has never been seriously considered because
of the palpable discrimination. The same has
been true of certain consumer groups with
regard to advertising as a whole.
Advertising is a business, and broadcasting
is just one branch of it, albeit different because
of the distinctive character of the public service
it renders. To impose a discriminatory tax upon
advertising, or any of its offshoots, in the
long run would be only another re-enactment
of the "killing the goose" fable. Advertising
creates consumer demand, which in turn
creates profits for industry or service, which
in turn produce the bulk of the revenues filtering into the Treasury from American business.
Boring In
SCANT NOTICE was given in the trade to the
July 1 ruling of the FCC granting Muzak Corp.
of New York a construction permit for a developmental FM station for subscriber-type broadcast service. Yet it may have deep significance,
for it appears to be another in the series of regulatory moves calculated to undermine broadcasting by the American Plan.
Muzak for several years has been providing
by wire what amounts to central-station jukebox service to hotels, taverns and other public
places. It grew out of the Wired Radio project
of a decade back under which a service competitive to space radio would have been created
by supplying programs to the public via power
or telephone lines with the subscriber paying
a monthly rental on the receiver. There would
have been no advertising sponsorship. Via FM,
Muzak, successor to Wired Radio, proposes to
revive the subscriber method of payment,
stressing its advertising-free character.
There can be no quarrel with Muzak's ambitions to expand its commercial efforts, though
an anomaly appears in the fact that Associated
Music Publishers Inc., which sells transcriptions to broadcast stations for commercial
sponsorship, is the parent of Muzak. Waddill
Catchings, prominent industrialist and chairman of the finance committee of Warner Bros.,
which long has aspired to nationwide radio
operations, is head of both Muzak and AMP.
The danger, as we see it, is expressed in
the FCC's memorandum opinion granting the

RADIO

BOOK

SHELF

JAMES F. WATERS, originator of the Court
of Missing Heirs program, is writing a book to
be published Aug. 11, with the same title as his
radio program. The volume will contain the
stories of more than 80 heirs who have been
discovered by the Court. It also will list 3,000
other estates whose heirs have not yet been
discovered,
complete with all available clues to
their
identity.
AVAILABLE for royalty-free non-commercial
use by stations, schools and radio workshops
and clubs, 100 Non-Royalty Radio Plays,
compiled by William Kozlenko [Greenberg:
Publisher, N. Y., $4.25], offers 100 tested
quarter and half-hour dramatic scripts in a
single volume, with an introduction by Sherman H. Dryer, U of Chicago radio director.
A DOZEN short plays, four of them written
for radio production, are included in the volume, American Scenes, edited by William Kozlenko [John Day Co., New York, $2.50]. The
four radio plays are "Fire and Cloud", by
Richard Wright, dealing with a southern
Negro bread riot; "Ask Anybody in the Neighborhood", a city slum drama by Benjamin
Appel; "The Doorway to Limbo", a fantasy by
Oscar Saul and Lew Lantz; "Freedom Is a
Trumpet", a verse drama by William Merrick.
Muzak application. Keep in mind that in recent
months this same Commission decreed its
"death sentence" regulations on network broadceedings. casting and its newspaper-divorcement proNow, in sanctioning the Muzak experiment,
the FCC blandly changes its existing rules providing that a developmental station shall not
make any charge, directly or indirectly, for
the transmission of programs. It does this on
the ground that the method of charging the
subscriber for program service is "worthy of
investigation".
The whole tenor of the FCC's opinion exudes
an anti-commercial broadcasting viewpoint.
For example, it points out that the practice of
public support of broadcast service in this
country is not through any "direct change, but
through the purchase of articles and services
advertised by radio". Then it adds, "This is not
true in all countries of the world".
Perhaps the FCC, in its wisdom, regards
European radio as superior to ours. Perhaps
it considers the Government-operated systems
of the Nazis, the Fascists and the Communists
fairer and freer than our own.
The whole trend of FCC thinking certainly
should give broadcasters pause. Hitting only
the high spots of its recent course, we find it
proposing to regulate station-network contractual relations in its network regulations;
thinking about forcing newspapers to divest
themselves of broadcast interests, however remote the publishing interest may be; and now
apparently toying with the idea of espousing
the ultimate breakdown of American radio
through an adaptation of the European system
of no advertising.
All of this adds up to the crying need for s
redefinition by Congress of the 14-year-olc
radio law.
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NOTES
WALTER BROWX, owner of WSPA
and WORD. Spartansburg, S. C, and
the former Miss Ruth Taylor of Spartanburg, were married .July .3. Among
those attending the wedding were
Associate Supreme Court Justice and
Mrs. James Bj rnes.
JIM SEILER, promotion manager of
WRC-WMAL, Washington, an ensign
in the Naval Reserve, has been stationed at Balboa. Canal Zone in the
public relations office.
BOYD RIPPEY has joined KFRC.
San Francisco, as head of the sales
staff replacing Gary Kreidt, who resigned to enter the printing and publishing business in Manila.
EUGENE S. THOMAS, sales manager of WOR, New York, and Mrs.
Thomas are the iiarents of an 8 lb.
G oz. sun. Bruce Maxwell, born July 3
in the Methodist Episcopal Hospital,
Brooklyn.
JOSEPH

R. STAUFFER

cinIF YOU are looking for the
ema version of an advertising
agency executive, complete with
distressed secretaries scurrying
around to interpret his every brainstorm, don't go to Joseph E. Stauffer, newly appointed radio director
of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
For he refuses to become upset, no
matter what complexities. Asked if
he "blew up" under tension, he
quietly smiled, "I never get under
tension."
Completely unassuming, yet instantlj' tractable is Joe Stauffer.
Perhaps much of his demeanor of
quiet assurance springs from early
military training. After being graduated in June, 1916 from high
school in his home town, Scottdale,
Pa., he attended prep school at
Washington for one year, entering
West Point in 1917. He emerged
in 1920 as second lieutenant. In
September that year he was assigned to the Cavalry, attending the
Army Cavalry School at Fort Riley,
Kansas, for a year, doubling in
theatricals.
After resigning from the Army
in June, 1921, he returned to Scottdale and became assistant sales
manager of a family-owned manufacturing concern engaged in a water purifj-ing process. During his
five years with this firm, a Philadelphia branch was opened, which
he managed for 18 months.
But the call of show business
would not be stilled. He devoted
his leisure time to Little Theatre
work, the various groups playing
"the sticks". Profits were donated
to playgrounds and similar worthy
projects. In October, 1926 he resigned from the family corporation,
and the succeeding three years were
spent with the New Jersey Public
Service Transportation Department.
September of 1929 found him
headquartered in New York as associate editor of the Electric Railway Journal, a McGraw-Hill pubrBROADCASTING

lication. Then in January, 1931 he
was transferred to Chicago as western editor of that magazine.
Through the years the desire to
produce radio shows persisted, and
he haunted the broadcasting stations regularly. The radio idea took
on actual form in 1934 when he
joined the New York radio department of Young & Rubicam.
Among his assignments were
daji;ime service shows for General
Foods Corp., Borden Co., and Fels
Co. Nighttime and major productions included a variety show for
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., two
seasons of the NBC Packard Hour,
starring Lawrence Tibbett; Helen
Hayes' first radio series under
sponsorship of General Foods, and
others.
Then on June 1, 1936 he was
transferred to Hollywood, continuing in a production capacity. His
assignment was the new NBC Packard Shou-, starring Fred Astaire.
Approximately a year later, in September, 1937, he stepped out of the
production assignment to take over
talent buying and supervisory work
for the agency on the West Coast.
At this time International Silver
Co. started its CBS Silver Theatre
with guest-star policy. The Young
& Rubicam 1938 Christmas gift to
Joe Staufl^er was management of
the
branchagency's
office. Southern California
As far as his personal history is
concerned, here are on-the-record
facts. Joseph R. Stauffer was born
in Scottdale, Pa., Oct. 27, 1897, and
attended primary as well as high
school in that city. He emphatically
swears that the "R" in his name
serves only one purpose; it stands
for absolutely nothing. His late
grandfather adopted that initial in
his youth. Young Joe followed suit.
He recalls the unhappiness caused
him in school days by continuously
explaining
awaymarried
the "R".
Joe Stauffer
the former
Eleanor Stevenson of Scottdale on
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R. M. LAMBE Jr., formerly of Chataham Adv. Agency, and Robert W.
Yates, new to radio, have joined the
sales
N. C. staff of WSJS. Winston-Salem.
.JACK FIELD. Jr.. sales manager of
WPTF. Raleigh, suffered slight injuries in an auto accident June 29.
O. H. CALDWELL, editor of Radio
Today and former Federal radio commissioner, and Mrs. Caldwell have announced Sept. .3 as the date of the
marriage of their daughter. Mary Jane,
tu Robert Edward Nickerson, graduate
of Columbia U who is now attending
the Yale Law School.
JAMES HOWE, manager of WBTM,
Danville, Ya.. has been elected president of the local .Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
LEIGH WHITE. CBS correspondent
in the Balkans who was injured by
Nazi bombers while fleeing from Yugoslavia, has been recuperating in an
Athens hospital and is expected to
leave Greece with the America Legation group .July l.j, CBS reports.
DAYID ROSENBLUM, onetime vicepresident and treasurer of NBC who
since February, 19^0, has been general
managersignedoffrom that
the A'eic
York .July
Post, 1 renewspaper
to
return to the marketing and management counsel lield. He formerly was
head of Trade-Ways Inc.
FRANKLIN M. DOOLITTLE. chief
owner and general manager of WDRC.
Hartford, has been named a member
of the Intercommunications Committee of the Connecticut State Defense
Council.
EYELYN FEELY has resigned as
manager of CKPC. Brantford. Out.,
after eight years with the station.
She became manager a year ago when
Lieut. .1. Don Buchanan, owner and
manager, joined his regiment on active
service. Mrs. Buchanan is new manager.
Sept. 25, 1923. They weren't childhood sweethearts; in fact, he didn't
meet her until after being graduated from West Point. They have
one child, Joseph Richard, 16. An
accomplished pianist, with an extensive background of musical
knowledge, he is definite about not
having hobbies. He doesn't like golf,
but does enjoy horseback riding
and tennis.

AVELBOURX KELLEY. NBC scripc
writer, has been appointed chief of
the radio script division of the Navy
in Washington, yir. Kelley will conImue writing scripts for the NBCBlueLower
program
C'harnher
of
Basin
Street,Music
alongSociety
with
scripts for the NBC Hummer Symphony and other programs. He was
previously with Associated Press and
in the NBC press department in New
York.
ARTHUR DURAM. former salesman
and sports
announcer onof the
WOC.salesDavenport, and previously
staff
of WCBS. Springfield. 111., has joined
the sales staff of WlIX. New York.
SYDNEY GAYNOR. KHJ, Hollywood, commercial manager, is the
father of a boy born .July 2.
DR. PAUL FISHER, chemist and
farm exi)ert on the faculty of Riverdale (Cal.) College for several years,
has resigned to become farm program
director of KPRO, Riverside.
MARK KINSEY of the WHO. Des
INIoines, news bureau, has been named
publicity chairman for the Iowa diWars. vision of the ^'eterans of Foreign
BOB CANNON. CBo Hollywood producer, has b?eu appointed official representative of the Newport-Balboa
flotilla of the newly organized Coa.st
Guard auxiliary.
EDMUND A. CHESTER. CBS director of broadcasting to foreign counon .June 26 became the father of
a babytries,girl.
BURL lYES.
one of folk
the music,
leading acts
exponents of American
as the singing master of ceremonies on
Burl Ives Coffee Clulj which started
.July o on CBS. The program, heard
Saturdays
:30 a.m.. features different types10-10
of music.
Norman

Lewis Is Named

WJMA
Sales Director
COMPLETED personnel of WJMA,
Covington, Va., which went on the
air 'May 26 after being constructed
in record-breaking time — 34 days —
has been announced by Boyd Lawlor, station manager, formerly production
of WTCM,
verse
City,manager
Mich.
Station 'Trawas
granted
April
22
to
John
and
Marcia Arrington. onetime operators
of WCHV, Charlottesville, Va., and
uses 250 watts on 1340 kc.
Norman Lewis, formerly of
WGMA, Moultrie, Ga., assistant
to Mr. Arrington, has been named
commercial manager. Others are
Don Ross, from WKBH, LaCrosse,
Wis., program director; Margie
Garrison, in charge of commercial
copy; Billy Mac, formerly of
WHFC, chief announcer; Dick
Eyrich, from KFJB, Marshalltown,
la., and Jimmie Armstrong, from
WJJD, Chicago, announcers ;
Chuck Gill, formerly of WTAD,
Quincy, 111., chief engineer; Jimmie
Garber and Warren Brown, transmitter engineers. Mrs. Arrington
serves as secretary-treasurer of the
station.
WJ'NIA uses Western Electric
equipmentscribes to United
throughout
sub- Press and
and NBC
Transcription service.
New Post for Dempsey
JOHN J. DE:MPSEY. of New Mexico,
former member of Congress who was
largely responsible for recognition of
radio through provision of radio gallery facilities in Congress, on July 7
was sworn in as Undersecretary of
the Interior. After retiring from Congress earlier this year, he became a
member of the ^laritime Commission.
He is the father of William J. Dempse.v, former FCC general counsel, now
a Washington attorney.
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WEBB TILTON, a member of the
NBC guide staff and baritone, has
been signed by the Yankee Network
to
two programs
Yankee
station in we-kly
Boston. for WNAC,
HAROLD ALGYER, co-director of
the Studio Players, dramatic group
heard on WWRL, Woodside, L. I.,
recently, started military training
under selective service at Fort Jackson, S. C.
MARK GOODSON, staff announcer
of KFRC, San Francisco, has resigned and is to leave shortly for New
York. Goodson has written several
shows which he hopes to sell.
HELEN STEVENS FISHER, known
as '"The
Little Farm
Lady of& theHome
House"
on
the
National
Hour,
NBC-Blue, is the author of a new
book titled .1 Good Time at Your
Party published by M. S. Hill Co.,
New York.
ROBERT
BENSON,
in radio in California,
has formerly
joined WDxVS,
Philadelphia, as news editor.
MARVIN YOUNG, NBC Hollywood
writer-producer, and a major in the
reserves, has reported for active army
duty and been assigned to the Morale
division, Washington, D. C.
FREDERIC MacKAYE, Hollywood
announcer-actor, has adopted a 2%
year-old girl.
WENDELL NOBLE, new to radio,
recently
nouncer. joined KOY, Phoenix, as anRAYMOND A. SCHULTZ, in charge
of NBC Hollywood ticket distribution,
and Gretta Jane Lockwood, Los Angeles debutante, have announced their
engagement. Wedding is scheduled for
Aug. 2.
PAUL CHASTAIN, formerly of
KBIX, Muskogee, Okla., has joined
the announcing stafiE of KRIC, Beaumont, Tex.

ND

BEHI

ROSS WRIGHT, formerly chief announcer at CFCO, Chatham, Ont.. is
now
overseas
a Leading
Aii'craftsman witli theas Royal
Canadian
Air
Force.
JOHN FLOYD WILLIAMS, announcer of WCAX, Burlington. Vt.,
is the father of a boy, .Jon BlaUe.
hprn June 20.
DON C. SMITH, formerly of AVLPM.
Suffolk. Va., has joined WKRC, Cincinnati. Ted Austin takes his place.
MILDRED E. WILLIAMS, formerly
of WTAL, Tallahassee, Fla., has
joined WJHO, OpeUka, Ala.
LTLE FLANAGAN, continuity director of WHO, Des Moines, has been
made adjutant of the sixth district
of the American Legion in Iowa.
HERALD GOODMAN. character
comedian of WHO, Des Moines, is in
Hollywood to participate in the Range
Busters' next Monogram picture,
"Saddle Mountain Roundup".
JOHN HURLEY, announcer of WRCWMAL, Washington, has been called
to active duty with the Navy as a
lieutenant and will .serve in the public
relation's branch at Bulboa, Canal
Zone.
MARTHA HARRISON, former conductor of several
women'sN. programs
on WWRL,
Woodside.
Y.. has
joined the news staff of the British
Press Service.

Say . . . who said "Summer Slump?" It's ''SPURT" in
my language! Why, just one typical summer week means
292 sponsored quarter hours work for me — while a winter
week had only 198 quarter hours. That's a 47.4% SPURT
. . . something to think about with over 8,000,000 auto
radios and millions of portable sets being used. Summer
listening never goes on vacation and neither do sales for
WSAI-Advertisers.
NBC RED AND

BLUE — 5,000 WATTS

NIGHT

AND

DAY

CINCINNATrS
OWN
WSAI
REPKESENTED
BY INTERNATIONAL
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STATION
RADIO SALES

ANN GINN
SEVENTEEN YEARS experience
rest lightly on the shoulders of Ann
Ginn,
director
of women's Only
activities
of WTGN,
Minneapolis.
10 of
the 17 years have been spent in
radio, but the other seven years
were a perfect training period. Five
years as merchandiser for one of
the world's largest hosiery manufacturers gave Ann Ginn an underof the advertiser's
lems. Twostandingyears
on the stage probas a
dramatic actress taught her the
value of selling personality. She
uses both her merchandising experience and her personality daily on
the Around the Town with Ann
Ginn. The program has been used
by local and national accounts for
seven years and now over 3,000
Northwest housewives have volunteered to assist Ann in the selection, approval, and merchandising
of her accounts. These homemakers form the Northwest Homemaker's Testing Bureau.
HUGH BADER, formerly of the CBS
junior staff in Hollywood, Charles
Ludke, relief announcer, and George
Livesey, junior announcer, have been
added to the announcing staflE of
KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
LEONARD MEAKIN, announcer of
AVINX, Washington, has been ordered
to immediate duty with the Fourth
Armored Division at Fort Beuniug,
Ga. He holds a reserve second lieutenant's commission.
WAYNE TYLER, formerly of WTNJ,
Trenton, N. J., has joined WLVA,
Lynchburg, Va.
TED BROWN and Jimmy Johnston
have been added to the announcing
staff of WSLS, Roanoke, Va.
RUSSELL WILEY has joined the
announcing staff of WSIX, Nashville.
JAY BREEN of the news department
of WOW,
Omaha, on
June 30 married Ruth Kunuth,
of Omaha.
BERT BUZZINI, newscaster of
KQW, San Jose, Cal. recently graduated from the San Francisco College of Law and was valedictorian for
his class.

NEAL HOPKINS, former freelance
writer, has joined the NBC script
division to handle the Hpin & Win
u-\th Jimmy Flynn program, together
with workmentaryonshows.special events and docuJACK SWIFT, formerly of WTSP,
St. Petersburg, Fla.. has joined the
announcing staff of WSB, Atlanta.
ROY ROWAN, announcer of WKZO,
Kalamazoo, has announced his engagement to Mae Irene Blum, of Flint,
Mich.
GLENN AVILLIAMS, news editor of
WAGE, Syracuse, has been placed
in charge
of the station's
merchandising department.
Dee Finch,
WAGE
.sportscaster, was married June 28
in Binghamton, N. Y.
P.OB HEIDLER, news writer of
WKRC, Cincinnati, is the father of a
boy born June 24.
FRANK SCHRODER, known on the
air as Nelson King and formerly productionDonnell.
manager of ofWGRC.
ville;Jack
WGRC;Louisand
Dale Groom of WRTD. Richmond,
have joined the announcing staff of
WKRC, Cincinnati.
EDWIN BROWNE,
in charge
of edu-of
cational and religious
broadcasts
KMBC, Kansas City, has been named
director
features. of special events and public
CHARLES ANDERSON, Hollywood
free
lance duty.
announcer, has been called
to Army
LEITHsical director
STEVENS,
Hollywood
muof the CBS
Big Town
program, sponsored by Lever Bros.
(Rinso), has been signed by RKO
Radio Pictures for a film.
JOEL MALONE, CBS Hollywood
continuity writer, sold movie rights
of his original story, "Changed Identity",
and has Studios
also com-of
pletedto MGM,
sale to Republic
another script, "Raiders of El DoRICHARD PERRY, formerly of
Grant Adv. Inc., Dallas, has rejoined
WFAA-KGKO,
Dallas, in charge of
rado".
early morning news.
HOWARD FISHER, recent addition
to the announcing staff of KPAC,
Port Arthur, Tex., has been awarded
aat scholarship
to the
Northwestern
U. School of Speech
CARL CLARK, formerly of WEMP,
Milwaukee, and WTAQ, Green Bay,
Wis., has been added to the announcing staff of WINN, Louisville. ■
GENE
TWOMBLY,
junior soundeftects man
of KNX, Hollywood,
on
July 6 directed a CBS dramatizationof
his in
original
story,of "The
Return,"byi
second
the series
productions
non-professional
employes
of ^ the
Ideas.
studios under the program title Young,

ERNEST JARVIS of OBS Hollywood production department, and a
Naval
active reserve
duty. ofRcer, has reported for
JACK TEMPLE, recently joined
KDB, Santa Barbara, Cal., as production manager. He formerly engaged in Hollywood film production
work andstructorfor
a time U.was drama inat Stanford
BROADCASTING
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RICHARD AIKEN, a 1941 graduate
of Carnegie Tech Drama School, has
joined the announcing staff of KDKA,
Pittsburgh.
ARTHUR PERLES, who has been
handling publicity on CBS news department activities and special features, has been assigned to publicity
for all CBS shortwave activities including the Latin American network
which begins
operations
early Edmund
in September. He will
work under
A. Chester, CBS directo ■ of shortwave
broadcasting and Latin American relations. Robin Kinkead, formerly of
the magazine division of the CBS publicity department, will take over Mr.
Perles" duties.
EARL HOTALIXG has left the announcing staff of WLVA, Lynchburg,
Va., to join WBTM, DanvUle, Va.
RICHARD GOGGIX. producer and
director of WABC, Xew York, is on a
two-week
"busman's
holiday"
at Woodstock,
N. Y.,
wherevacation
he is
teaching radio acting and production
to students at the Woodstock Playhouse.
LEW WALKER Jr., formerly of
KYW, Philadelphia, has joined the
announcing staff of WBYN, Brooklyn.
DAVID consinROSS
Jr., ofsophomore
at WisU and son
CBS announcer
David Ross, has joined WBBM, Chifor the summer. His nom d'air
is Rosscago, Davidson.

They Wear Badges
SPECIAL events crews from
WTAG, Worcester, will have
no difficulty from now on
bucking police lines at fires
and other emergencies. The
Worcester police department
has issued shiny regulation
police shields to Announcers
Holly Wright, Gil Hodges
and Del Camp as well as Promotion Manager Phil Jasen.
AROUND THE TOP in the New
Orleans city bowling loop is the
team of WWL, now looking for a
match with another station. Squad
members are (top, 1 to r) Sid
Larguier, Rene Robichaux and Bill
Friess; botton, Lester Birchmeyer
and Al Godwin.
Signs Farm Series
TRANSIT GRAIN & COMMISSION
Co.. Fort Worth, has signed for fiveminute Farm Flashes by Charlie
Tabor on KGKO, Fort Worth. Contract for 13 times was handled by
Southern Adv. Agency, same city.

WCBD Becomes WAIT
THE NEW call letters WAIT were
issued by the FCC July 9 to WCBD,
Chicago, close on the heels of its
recent grant to that station of
5,000 watts on 820 kc. in lieu of
its former assignment with that
power on 1110 kc. WAIT was authorized to operate on the channel
until sunset at Fort Worth, where
WBAP-WFAA occupy it exclusively at night. The station is operated by Gene T. Dyer.

Felix Muniz Is Named
As Director of WIAC
APPOINTING Felix Muniz,
Puerto Rican advertising agency
executive, to the managership of
WIAC, under construction in San
Juan, P. R., Enrique Abarca Sanfeliz, permitee of the new outlet,
has set the starting date for October. Station was granted April
25 to Senor Sanfeliz, a manufacturer of sugar refining equipment,
to operate with 5,000 watts dav
and 1,000 night on 580 kc. Coniplete personnel is to be chosen soon.
Technical construction of the station is being planned by Page &
Davis, Washington consulting engineers. Complete studio and transmitter equipment,
including
transmitter,
has been
orderda 5-DX
from
RCA and a 310-foot self supporting
tower purchased from Blaw-Knox.
CHLP, Montreal, has appointed James
L. Alexander, Toronto, as exclusive
representative in Ontario, and Joseph
Hershey McGiUvra
as exclusive
resentative inthe United
States. rep-

CATHERINE KING and Janie Simmet, both new to radio, have joined
the program department of KYW,
IPhiladelphia.
JAMES PARKS, head of the Chicago
talent and production organization of
the same name, on June 22 married
Janet Findeisen in St. Louis.
BETTY TODD, continuity head of
WBT, Charlotte, is in New York for
the New York U Summer Radio Workshop.
CLAY DANIEL, announcer, and Jack
Day, traffic manager, of WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, are fathers of baby
boys born on consecutive days.
EZREL WAGES has joined the
music library staff of WSB. Atlanta.
MAJ. JIMMIE STEVENSON, newscaster of WJR, Detroit, has returned
after a four-week tour in the Judge
Advocate General's office at the headquarters of the Sixth Area in Chicago.
He expects to be called to active duty
shortly.
JAMES ROMINE. assistant director
of the WAPI. Birmingham, farm department, recently married Marguerite
Turham, of Birmingham.
LLOYD DENNIS, program director
of WJSV, Washington, is the father
of a baby boy, his first child.
RUTH HOWARD, daughter of radio
comedian Tom Howard and fnrmerlv
of WBIX. Utica. and WOKO. Albany, has joined the staff of W.I.JD.
Chicago, and v.ill conduct the daily
Linten Ladies program.
IMES-WEAVER Broadcasting Co..
headed by Robin Weaver, editor of
the Xeslwba Democrat, a weekly of
Philadelphia. Tenn.. with Birney Imes,
publisher of the Coliimhus. (Miss.)
Commercial-Dispaich and operator of
WCBI, Columbus, has applied for
local stations in Murphreesboro, Columbia and Cleveland, all Tennessee
communities. Mr. Imes also has a
pending application for a local in
Tupelo. Miss.
P.VRTNERSHIP of R. M. Wallace,
chief engineer of WOLS. Florence,
S. C. and G. E. Sehnibben, theatre
man from Florence, has applied to the
FCC for a new local in Norfolk. Va.,
250 watts on 1490 kc. contingent on
WBOC going to 1230 kc.
BROADCASTING
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Maca Yeast Series
NORTHWESTERN YEAST Co.,
Chicago (Maca) on June 30
lai'nched its summer campaign
with the sponsorship of Songs of a
Dreamer, thrice-weekly quarterhour show on 32 stations for 13
weeks. Already in its second year,
the program features Gene Baker,
baritone, and Doris Moore, home
economics specialist. According to
H. B. Taylor, advertising manager
of the sponsoring company, broadcasts are carried on IG stations of
the Texas Network as well as 16
new stations which includes WSYR
WMBD WTAD WDAF KWTO
KFAB KMMJ KGNF WNAX KLZ
WKY KQW KHQ WIBA WRVA
WDBJ. Agency is Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago.

How

Kraft

tainment can only be significant
when the program is hand-tailored
to fit its stars. Kraft Music Hall,
with its varied entertainment, the
special nature of its stars and guest
talent, fits better into the hour pattern than into any other. The stars
of Kraft Music Hall are on the air
almost constantly during the full
hour.
The fact that they are both on
almost all the time and are likely
to sing or talk at almost any moment, commands constant listener
attention for 60 solid minutes. The
full hour program give Crosby and
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KBUR
offers you the most dominant vehicle with which
to garner your share of these NEW DOLLARS.
KBUR is one of the FINEST local stations in America.
FINEST because of PROGRAMMING and SUPERIOR
MERCHANDISING service.
To get your share of the NEW

DOLLARS in the NEW

BURLINGTON market, you'll need to use IOWA'S NEWEST radio station . . .

Burns the time required to provide
the sort of entertainment listeners
tune into week after week, and
year after year.
We know that the Kraft Music
Hall audience has increased many
times since introduction of the program on the NBC-Red network.
One reason for this tremendously
increased circulation is the greater
number of radio sets in American
homes. Today there are something
in the neighborhood of 46 million
radios in the United States. When
we first went on the air with Kraft
Music Hall, there were around 18
million.
It is difficult of coarse to analyze
radio circulation exactly, even with
most accurate checking services, coincidentals, and private surveys of
many kinds. They do give us accurate bases for judgment, however,
and on these bases, listening attention and numbers of our audiences
have held a very high rate over
eight years of performances.
At Point of Sale
The individual stars of the show
have many times taken top honors
in various popularity polls. Year
after year, Bing Crosby has been
voted most popular male singer in
America. Ken Carpenter has been
well out in front among popular
announcers. Bob Burns, too, has
been voted one of the leading comedians in popular favor.
Not to be forgotten of course is
Connie Boswell, another top number in popularity polls. Then there
is Don Ameche, newly added to the
weekly show.
These are all signs, and gratifying signs, of the kind of listening
audiences
Kraft Music Hall possesses.
Most gratifying of all, however,
from the standpoint of any advertiser, is the response at the point
of sale. In our case, this response
comes at the grocery stores of
America. That response is consistent, immediately reflected in sales
all over the country. Whichever
Kraft product receives the weight
of the selling on a Thursday night
broadcast is spot-lighted the following morning in increased sales of
that commodity.
We merchandise the show to
dealers. We keep them aware of the
job the program is doing. We do
it by direct mail, and by announcement to the trade. Also through enthusiastic "selling" on the pai-t of
our salesmen. As a matter of fact,
the grocers themselves frequently,
and eloquently, tell us what the

Radio, Phonograph Sales
Of Seven Firms Found
To Be 75% of the Total
CONSOLIDATED SALES of seven
of the leading radio and phonograph manufacturing corporations
for 1939 aggregated $208,263,235
or 75% '/f of the total national output of such products, according to
a survey recently completed by the
FTC. Almost 9'/( of the business
reported for that year consisted
of export and foreign sales and
services.
Of their total receipts from net
sales and services $190,208,270 or
91.39<: represented domestic sales
and services and $18,054,965 or
8.7% represented export and foreign sales and services.
The total operating outgo of that
year (including raw materials,
wages, taxes, depreciation etc.)
amounted to $193,273,037 or 76.3
cents of every dollar of sales.
The combined net income (before
deduction of interest on long-term
borrowings and income taxes) on
the average total capital employed
by the seven corporations represented a rate of return of 13.9%.
The net income on the average corporate net worth investment, of
stockholders'
equity
provisions for income
taxesbefore
was 14.7%
of Cash
the stockholders'
dividends paidinvestment.
during 1939
represented a return of approximately 7.4% to the stockholders on
the average ledger value (not market value) of their equity of
$101,610,262.
CBS Drops Schedules
BECAUSE in the majority of eases
individual CBS stations provide their
own local program schedules to radio
editors, the network as of .July 13
discontinued its comprehensive schedule of CBS broadcasts, heretofore issued each weelc. Accordins to Louis
Ruppel. CBS director of publicity.
WABC, New York, for in:;tance. will
provide its own program schedule folio
together with a summary of other
network features.
AMERICAN JUNIOR RED CROSS
next fall will become a collaborator in
the CBS School of the Air of the
Americas p r o g r a m s, recommending
regular listening for its student members and related societies in Latin
America and Canada.
STANDARD RADIO. Chicago, has
annoimced the following new and renewal subscriliers to its program
library service: WCKY KROC
KBWD WKST KYOO WOMI KBUR
KTOK WLAP WERC KXO WLBC
KVEC WMMX.
weekly broadcast is doing for them.
They're enthusiastic about it, not
only as Crosby and Burns fans, but
because of what the show does to
the jingle of their cash registers.
In the last analysis, sales at the
corner grocery store and in the big
city markets, week in and week out,
52 times a year, constitute the real
"success story" of Kraft Music
Hall.
The L. B. Wilson

KBUR
BURLINGTON
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CO.

JOE DU MOND, Gen. Mgr.

WCKY

Station

CINCINNATI
• 50,000 watts
• CBS
.
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
\p FREE G- PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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PROGRAMS
fi^
All the Army News
ns on
tio
iza
NEWS dramat
SPOT
WPEN, Philadelphia, utilize
PACIFIC COAST Army Camp
three quarter-hour periods
Neivs is the title of a new weekly
each week for It Happened
quarter-hour program launched on
NBC Pacific Blue stations. Hank
Today. Three of the most impoi'tant
news stories of the day are dramaMcCune, commentator, is assisted
tized. The production is directed by by Victor Perrin, announcer, in reGene Kerns, staff producer, with
lating what goes on in the army
scripts by Bob Bloomfield, head of camps as told by draftees in their
the continuity department.
letters, as reported in the camp
newspapers or by the public relaMental Magic
tions offices. Series is being written
HYPNOTISM is the subject of a and produced by Ned Tollinger.
I series of programs on KGVO, MisSome of Both
■ soula, Mont. Dr. A. S. McPhee and
Dean E. A. Atkiason of Montana
SINCE public surveys seem to show
State U demonstrate and discuss
some listeners like "hot" music
the phenomenon. The series is part that
and others like it "sweet," Joe
of KGVO's Friendly Forum, conRines, musical director of WMCA,
New York, has arranged a weekly
ducted by Chief Anncuuncer Paul
1IAurandt.
program Sweet & Hot which offers
samples of music in its various
styles and announces for listeners
At Your Service
jj
other musical shows on WMCA
1'TO SOLVE the problem of giving
during the week.
free time to service and welfare organizations, Milton Kaye, program
director of WPAT, Paterson, N. J.,
INSTRUCTION AT WSB
has started a quarter-hour five
times weekly WPAT at Your ServCollege Students Are Given
I ice program of courtesy announce1 ments for the groups.
Practical Training
ACCEPTING outstanding Georgia
Transcribed News
college students as fledgling radio
men, WSB, Atlanta, has set up a
UNUSUAL news program heard
systematic program of apprentice
thrice-weekly on WHN, New York,
instruction. Under the plan, inis The Headlines Speak quarterstruction is given in announcing,
hour broadcast of news recorded
production, writing, dramatics,
"on the
spot" Ober
by Robert
Vincent
sports and special events, newsand
Norman
v/ith portable
transcription equipment and then casting and commercial radio. In
previous years WSB brought in apedited for use on the air.
prentices to learn radio, but no
definite system of instruction was
employed.
Negro Quiz
j
Two students already have
NEGRO contestants exclusively
take part in the new half -hour quiz started their six-week course of
instruction — Mark Waits, of the U
show which started on WOR, New
of Georgia, and Robert Finklestein.
York, July 6.
Cab Calloivay's
of Georgia Tech. Classes are held
Quizzical,
theTitled
program
features
the famous Negro band leader as each morning for one hour, with a
different subject studied each day.
m.c.
Outside assignments are given. Attendance at certain programs is
Bus Banter
compulsory.
HUMAN interest stories of bus
Staff members acting as instructravel are gleaned at the Kalamators are Bob Pollock, announcing
zoo bus station by Bob Latting, who
and production; Elmo Ellis, writconducts Banter Bettveen Busses
ing; Madelinn Chace, dramatics:
on WKZO, Kalamazoo.
Marcus Bartlett, sports and special
events; Walter Paschall, news editing and presentation; John Outler,
commercial radio.
Radio Aquas
DOCUMENTS certifying
that the recipients were captains of the Aquatennial celebration held in Minneapolis
this year have been sent on
the suggestion of Earl
H. Gammons, manager of
WCCO, to William S. Paley,
Niles Trammell, Neville Miller, H. V. Kaltenborn, Elmer
Davis, Paul Sullivan, Eric
Sevareid, Kate Smith, Stephen Early, Paul White, Fred
Allen. Bob Hawk, Jack
Benny, Bob Hope, Edgar BerLouis Ruppel and Haroldgen,Hough.
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WE

LOVED

IT!

Ed East's ''Breakfast in Bedlam'*
pulled 29,473 responses in one week!
Are people wide awake enough at 7 A. M. to respond to a
radio offer? But . . . definitely!
Ed East's "Breakfast in Bedlam" has long been a favorite
with the "earlv birds" who live in the World's Richest Market.
But even we were surprised when 29,473 people wrote in for
a four-page newspaper about the program. We had to print
three editions to take care of the demand! And we had to
hire five extra people to get them out. This response is still
another amazing indication of "Breakfast in Bedlam s" audience size and responsiveness.
It's concrete evidence that Ed East's "Breakfast in Bedlam"
has "what it takes." He can sell your product as he has sold
dozens of others. May we show vou how ?
You may biix 15-rniiiiite units. SO- or JOO-ivord lite announcements, or 1-minute transcribed announiements in " lirrakfast
in Rcdiam'' (7 to 7:55 A.M.. Monday ibrough Saturday >.
Represented Nationally by NBC SPOT Sales Offiees
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO BOSTON CLEVELAND
DENVER HOLLYWOOD WASHINGTON
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Sidewalk News — Theatre Tieup — Promoting FM —
Forecasting 'Forecast' — Midnight Million

ating with General Mills this
ercoopatmot,ingis Whe
son
Des
sea
in Moi
prones
O,
KS
ies by working with C. C.
Taft Co., local grocery and fruit
wholesaler. The Taft Co. is holding
a contest among grocers, running
simultaneously with the plugging
of the Wheaties banana sale on
KSO and WNAX by Gene Shumate
and Don O'Brien, in which prizes
are given for the best floor or window displays of the product.

In most cities it's estimated that 10% of the people are away during
each of the summer months.
But, with the steadily mounting flood of newcomers, due to the tremendously expanding government defense program, and parallel rising business
activity, WASHINGTON actually will have MORE
people here during this summer than were here during the past winter season which hit an all-time high.
So really, there's no vacation period in Washington this summer. And that's another good reason
for you to switch now to WRC — the station thoroughly covering the 1,000,000 people, with 2,000,000
Pocketbook Power% in the Washington Trading
Area.
Remember, these thousands of newcomers, from
all over the country, are furnishing new homes,
getting new clothes, laying in new supplies, forming
new buying habits. You ought to begin now to tell
them about YOUR PRODUCTS through

Caricatures for WOR
CONTINUING its policy of using
well-known caricatures for promotion, WOR, New York, has released
700 new car ads bearing the figure
of the lantern-jawed man with the
ear trumpet, made familiar by Cartoonist George Price in the Nexv
Yorker. Cards show the ear trumpet
turned to WOR.
News to the Sidewalk
ON-THE-HOUR news flashes for
passerbys have been started by
WCAU, Philadelphia. Discarding
the news bulletin board in front of
the station building because it has
been obstructing traffic, a loudspeaker has been hung from the
newsroom. Each hour, on the hour,
a three-minute news summary is
carried over the loudspeaker into
the street. The periods are not
broadcast.
A Bond a Day
AS A PATRIOTIC promotion,
CKNX, Wingham, Ont., is giving
away a $5 War Saving Certificate
daily on the station's Noonday
Newscast.
News Charts
COMPLETE CHART of newscasts on
stations in the New York area is offered lioieners to the nightly newscast
of KCA- Victor on WEAF, New York.
Thousands of requests have been received for the cards, which also list
the time and station of 18 of the top
commentators.
Reserve
1941

m
980 Kc. 5000 Watts

NBC— Red Network

Trans-Lux Buildin;?, Washington, D. C.
Represented nationally by
COMPANY
NATIONAL BROADCASTING
Spot Sales Offices in
Washington, New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
Boston, Cleveland, Denver and Hollywood
Gov't
statistics
Washingtonians
per capita
incomeshowof that
residents
of any other have
city. DOUBLE the

Your Copy of

Iowa

Audience

Radio
Survey

NOW
Conducted by Dr. H. B. Summers of
Kansas State College, the 1941
Iowa Radio Audience Survey is an
authoritative study . . tells virtually
everything you need to know about
Iowa and Middlewest radio listeners' habits . . furnishes a means
by which you can scientifically
check almost all your advertising
plans in this section.
Write for it. No cost or obligation.
Address Dept. B
STATION
WHO
DES MOINES, IOWA
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Ottumwa Tieup
OWNER of all four theatres in Ottumwa, la., as well as other
theatres in the State, has made a
tieup with KBIZ to cut in station
promotion on newsreels. In addition,
the theatres furnish passes for the
station's man-on-the-street programs and for quiz show based on
the movies.
The Art of Worry
DOOR KNOB CARDS with the
warning — "Worry Period, please do
not disturb!"
are being
distributed by —WBIG,
Greensboro,
N. C. On the reverse side is a
humorous discourse on how to get
the most of and how to get rich
without worry by using WBIG.
FM in Milwaukee
WINDOW posters with spectacular
photos of forked lightning crashing over downtown Milwaukee and
the invitation, "Enjoy FM on
nights like
are being
distributed tothis!",
radio dealers
in Milwaukee.Journal
and vicinity
by oftheW55M,
Milwaukee
on behalf
FM adjunct of WTMJ. Copy on
the cards also gives the story of
staticless FM and the weekly schedule of the station.
ij:
At * the* Parks
PATRONS of amusement parks
and beaches around New York can
hear the 5:30-7:30 p.m. broadcasts
of the Make Believe Ballroom programs on WNEW, New York, over
loudspeaker facilities set up by the
station as a promotional stunt.
* * *
Forecast of Forecast
TO PROMOTE the first broadcast
of the CBS second annual Forecast
series, starting July 14, CBS has
issued a 20-page brochure "Seventh f]
Son — Monday Nights at Nine", describing the 12 programs scheduled
in the group and their availability
to potential sponsors.
All Night
ILLUSTRATED with a night view
of New York, 1,000 booklets titled
"The Midnight Million" are being
issued by WBNX, New York, calling attention to the All Through
the Night programs heard nightly
except Sundays after 12 midnight.

N.B'C BLUE

Summertime is a busy time for Jacksonville. Get your share of this business. Make WJHP a must.
CHIUEO DETROIT
JACKSONVILLE
• Broadcast

Advertising

BROCHURES
NORTHERN BROADCASTING Co.
— Folder with coverage maps based on
the CBS coverage method on stations
C.JKL. Kirkland Lake. Ont. ; CKGB,
Timmins. Ont.; CFCH. North Bav.
Ont.: CKRN, Rouvn. Que.; CKYD.
Val D"Or, Que.
NBC-Red — Buff-colored booklet, "A
Bit of Sunshine'', telling in words and
pictures the story of the Refugee Children's Hour.
KOY. Phoenix — Two-color, 20-page,
promotional booklet, inserted in colored file folder, headed "KOY. Phoenix,
I Key Station, Arizona Network."
CBS-Pacific Network — Four-page piece
j pointing to the value of program testi ing.
'i NBC. Hollywood — Pocket-size cartoon
j and photograph illustrated booklet relating advantages of participation in
Art
Baker's
Xotelook on NBC-Pacific
} Blue,
KFYR.booklet
Bismarck,
N. D. —of New
24|i';page
with pictures
the staI' equipment.
tion's staff. NBC stars and the station
UNITED PRESS— Folder on UP
' coverages of Latin America.
I WSYR. Syracuse — Survey on how
,{ 123 products sell in the Syracuse area.
Ben Polin a Hero
BEN POLIN, CBS Hollywood photographer, was the hero in a dramatic
rescue on July 6 when he swam
across rip-tide at Manhattan Beach,
Cal. to the aid of a drowning man,
bringing him safely ashore.

GIANT GRAB BAG, 14-foot replica of the sponsor's six-bottle package,
stands on the stage of Baltimore's Hippodrome for the Monday night
Arroiv Grab Bag Quiz sponsored on WEAL by Globe Brewing Co., Baltimore (Arrow beer). Quizees win prizes such as electric toasters, radios,
clocks, etc. and get them by pulling strings on the big bag. When a contestant fails to answer Bill Harson's questions, cash is dropped into a
jackpot which eventually goes to any Marylander whose automobile numheT is drawn from the big beer keg at left during the program.
Precise Sounds
BEFORE CUTTING a new
series of vacation travel spot
announcements, released on
a number of California stations. Southern Pacific Co.
commissioned Photo & Sound,
San Francisco transcription
firm, to take a portable recorder along their right of
way tic
andsoundtranscribe
autheneffects. Western
railroaders and fans had
complained that the stock
sound effects featured only
eastern type locomotives.

Fox Furs Drive
I. J. FOX Inc., New York (furs)
on July 20 will begin the largest
spot announcement schedule in its
history to advertise its two annual
fall sales — the August fur sale and
the yearly anniversary sale. There
will be a total of 600 spots weekly
on 12 stations in New York and
the surrounding areas during the
24-week campaign. Tentative station list includes: WMCA WNEW
WHN WHOM WOR WINS WAAT
WOV WCAP WFAS WGBB and
WBRB. Account was placed direct
through Lew Kashuk, advertising
director for the firm.

More Breweries Adopt
Brisacher
Disc Series
A GROUP of new advertisers, cooperatively sponsoring the Barrel
of Fun, transcribed program, has
been announced by Emil Brisacher,
president of Brisacher, Davis &
Staff, San Francisco, owners of the
show. Peter Hand Brewery Co. on
July 11 began sponsorship of the
program on WBBM, Chicago,
through Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.;
Brewing Corp. of America, through
Hubbell Adv. Agency, Cleveland,
has added WIBX, Utica; WJTN,
Jamestown, N. Y.; WMRN, Marian, 0.; WMAN, Mansfield, 0.;
WLEU, Erie, Pa.
Fort Pitt Brewing Co., through
BBDO, Pittsburgh, has added
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.;
Vv^ B L K , Clarksburg, W W V A,
Wheeling. Southern Brewing Co.,
through Peninsular Adv. Agency,
Tampa, Fla., has added WSPB,
Sarasota, and WBDO, Orlando,
Fla. Acme Breweries, San Francisco, through Brisacher, Davis &
Staff, has added three Alaskan stations, KFQD, Anchorage; KFAR,
Fairbanks and KGBU, Ketchikan,
as well as KHSL, Chico, Cal. and
KXO, El Centro, Cal.
DEFENSE handbook written by H.
Y. Kaltenborn, NBC-Red news analyst, and issued by his sponsor the
Pure Oil Co., will be used by the
U. S. Marine Corps as material for
its series
reei-uiting
pamphlet.
is first
in
of three
to beBookissued
by
Pure Oil, subsequent ones to deal with
the Army and the Air Corps.

-07'?^°"^°'' utwv.oo\d have done
^^'^ C

torrents of ro>ndren

. .

we cf/d have 6,700 paid admissions, anyKMBC

way—and this was by far the biggest paid lecture
crowd in Kansas
disappointed.

City history. So we

weren't foo

OF

KANSAS

Free & Peters, Inc. ir
"HkHl

CROWDS?
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WGY, Schenectady
Canada Dry Ginger Ale, New York (Spur)
6 sa or ta weekly, thru J. M. Mathes
Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol), 5 t weekly, thru Blackett-SampleHummert, N. Y.
Oyster Shell Products Co., New Rochelle,
N. Y. (poultry feed), weekly sa, thru
Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
Sweets Co. of America, Nev/ York (Tootsie
Roll), 3 ta weekly, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
McGowen-Educator
Food Co., Lowell,
Mass. (Crax), 3 sa weekly, thru John
W. Queen, Boston.
Gulf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh (Gulf spray),
2 t weekly, thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
E. L. Knowles Inc., Springfield, Mass.
(Rubine), 3 sa weekly, thru Chas. W.
Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Ball Brothers, Munice, Ind. (glass jars),
3 sa weekly, thru Appelgate Adv.
Agency, Munice.
Lumbermen's
Mutual6 taCasualty
cago (insurance),
weekly, Co.,
thru ChiLeo
Burnett Co., Chicago.
M & M Ltd., Newark (candy), 2 sa
weekly, thru Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
Spaulding Bakeries, Binghamton, N. Y.,
3 sp weekly, direct.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Duz),
sa, series, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich. (Pep), ta
series, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart), 3sp weekly, thru Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Peter Paul Inc.. Naugatuck. Conn, (candy,
gum),
N.
Y. t, sp series, thru Platt-Forbes,
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(Tek toothbrush), 5 sa weekly, thru
Ferry-Hanly, N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Dentyne). t, sp, thru Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Warner Bros. Theatres, Hollywood (motion pictures), 30 sa thru Stodel Adv.
Co., Los Angeles.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New
York (Pall Mall cigarettes), 24 ta
weekly, thru RuthraufE & Ryan, N. Y.
MacFadden Publications, New York (Liberty magazine) , sp weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
California Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Los Angeles (investments), 5 ta weekly,
thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv. Agency.
Metropolitan Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., Los Angeles (investments), 5 sp
weekly, thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
Lawrdon Chemical Co., Los Angeles (wax
products), 5 sp weekly, thru Allied Adv.
Agencies, Los Angeles.
WBOC, Salisbury, Md.
Read Drug & Chemical Co., Baltimore, 150
ea, direct.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Jewel), 156 sa,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Philadelphia Dairy Products Co., Philadelphia, 2 ep daily, sp weekly, thru
Scheck Adv. Agency, Newark.
Frey-Weaver Co., Lancaster, Pa. (coffee),
3 sp weekly, direct.
WTMJ, Milwaukee
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
6 sp weekly, thru Badger, Browning &
Hersey, N. Y.
Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, 414 sa,
thru H. C. Mulberger Inc., Milwaukee.
Corn Products Refining Co., New York,
6 sp weekly, thru C. L. Miller Co., N. Y.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn., 3 sji
weekly, thru Platt-Forbes, N. Y.
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WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
Wilson & Co., Chicago (Ideal dog food),
3 sa weekly, thru U. S. Adv. Corp.,
Chicago.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart), 5 sa weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Krueger Brewing Co., Newark, 65 sa,
thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Ex-Lax Inc., New York (proprietary),
115 sa, thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Dr. Swett Root Beer, Boston, 130 ta,
thru C. L. Miller Co.. Boston.
Canada Dry Ginger Ale. New York (Spur),
260 ta, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Clicquot Club Co., Millis, Mass., 170 ta,
thru N. W. Ayer & Son. N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co.. New York (Swan), 10 ta
weekly, thru RuthraufE & Ryan, N. Y.
Church & D wight. New York (Cow brand
soda), 156 sa, thru Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance, N. Y.
BC Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (proprietary), 364 ta, thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Durham.
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia (White
Flash gasoline). 3 sa weekly, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Penick & Ford, New York (My-T-Fine
pudding),
5 ta weekly, thru BBDO,
N.
Y.
Continental Baking Co., New York, 9 ta,
thru Benton & Bowles. N. Y.
P. Ballantine & Sons, New York, 15 to
weekly,
N. Y. thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Hud son Motor Car Co., Detroit, 84 sa,
thru Brenallen Co., N. Y.
Chr. Hansen Labs., Little Falls, N. Y.
(Junket), 3 sa weekly, thru MitchellFaust Adv. Agency, Chicago.
KECA, Los Angeles
Metropolitan Federal Savings & Loan
Assn.. Los Angeles (investments), 7 ta
weekly, thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
California Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Los Angeles (investments), 18 ta
weekly, thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
Pennant Oil & Grease Co., Los Angeles
(motor oil), 2 ta weekly, thru Brisacher,
Davis & Staff, Los Angeles.
Western Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Los Angeles (investments), 3 sa weekly,
thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles.
WRC-WMAL, Washington
Charles E. Hires Co., Phila. (root beer),
39 sa,
N.
Y. thru O'Dea, Sheldon & Canaday,
Tru-Aide Inc., Los Angeles, 50 sa, thru
Beaumont & Hohman, Los Angeles.
Macfadden Publications, New York, 22 so,
thru Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
Starr Pen Co., Chicago, 4 t weekly, thru
United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
KFI, Los Angeles
Sunnyvale Packing Co., San Francisco
(Rancho soup), 5 ta weekly, thru Lord
& Thomas, San Francisco.
Smart & Final Co., Wilmington, Cal.,
(canned goods), 3 sp weekly, thru
Heintz Pickering & Co., Los Angeles.
CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask.
White Labs., Chicago (Feenamint), 52 sa,
thru Baker Adv. Agency, Toronto.

WFIL, Philadelphia
steel Pier Corp., Atlantic City (amusement pier) , 6 sa weekly, placed direct.
Philadelphia Dairy Products, Philadelphia
( ice cream ) , 5 sp weekly, thru Scheck
Adv., Newark, N. J.
Clicquot Club Co., Millis, Mass. (Clicquot
Club), 10 ta weekly, thru N. W. Ayer,
N. Y. Credit Corp., Philadelphia (small
A.B.C.
loans), 6 so weekly, thru Solis S. Cantor, Philadelphia.
Lydia S. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass. lets),(Pinkham's
and Wasev
Tab10 ta weekly, Compound
thru Erwin,
& Co., N. Y.
Doyle Packing Co., Inc. of New Jersey,
Newark (Strongheart Dog Food), 6 sa
weekly, thru H. M. Alexander, N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (Vick products ,) 6tional,spN. Y. weekly, thru Morse InternaOtto Ex-langer Brewing Co., Philadelphia
(lieer), 6 sp weekly, thru J. M. Korn,
Philadelphia.
West End Furniture Co., Philadelphia
(household furnishings), 18 so weekly,
thru Cox & Tanz, Philadelphia.
WET, Charlotte
California Fruit Growers Exchange, Los
Angeles (oranges, lemons), 5 so weekly,
5 sa weekly, thru Lord & Thomas, Los
Angeles.
Kerr Glass Mfg. Co., Los Angeles (fruit
jars), 5 sa weekly, thru Raymond B.
Morgan& Co.,
Hollywood.
Procter
Gamble
Co., Cincinnati (Duz),
5 t weekly, 5 t weekly, 3 sa weekly,
thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Jewel shortening),
6 ta weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago.
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles (loans),
7 sp weekly, 14 so weekly, thru Smith
6 Bull, Los Angeles.
Standard Distributing Co., Chicago, (color
camera), 3 sp weekly, thru Lane, Benson, McClure, Chicago.
Bernayly, thru
Perfume
3 sp weekUnited Co.,
Adv.Chicago,
Cos., Chicago.
Golden
State
Co.,
San
Francisco
(GoldenV Vitamin milk) , 10 ta weekly,
thru
RuthraufI & Ryan, San Francisco.
State-Line Country Club, Lake Tahoe,
Nev. (resort) 6 so weekly, direct.
KOA, Denver
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan., 10 sa
weekly,
thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, (Dash),
5 ta weekly, thru Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
E. B. Millar Coffee Co., Denver (coffee),
7 sa weekly, thru Robertson Adv. Co.,
Denver.
KPO, San Francisco
Cook Products Corp., San Francisco
(Girard's salad dressing), weekly t,
thru
cisco. Rufus Rhoades & Co., San FranSouthern Pacific Co., San Francisco, 23 so,
thru Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
WNAC, Boston
Sudbury
Labs.,
So. Sudbury,
Mass. L.(Chaperone), sa series,
thru Mason
Ham
Adv. Agency, Boston.
Stera-Kleen Inc., Jersey City, 26 sp, thru
Redfield-Johnstone, N. Y.

Z NET, A SINGLE POLICY AT A SINGLE RATE

CAT^ADIAN LICENSES
REACH ISEW RECORD
A NEW RECORD for licensed radio receivers was set in Canada for
the fiscal year ended March 31,
1941, when 1,454,717 licenses were
recorded, against 1,345,157 in the
previous fiscal year, according to a
report released by the Radio
Branch, Department of Transport,
Ottawa.
Unlike last year's figures, which
represented every licensed radio receiver in use, this year one license
only was necessary for one dwelling, no matter how many radios
were in use. Separate licenses are
necessary for auto radios. Annual
license fee is $2.50. Final figures
for the fiscal year 1940-41 by provinces show most licenses issued in
Ontario with 558,780; Quebec, 346,328; British Columbia, 125,714;
Saskatchewan, 109,713; Alberta,
108,649; Manitoba, 94,357; Nova
Scotia, 62,496; New Brunswick, 41,758; Prince Edward Island, 6,337;
Yukon and Northwest Territories,
585.
Free licenses issued to blind persons, hospitals, schools and the
Army amounted to 6,562. There
were 236 crystal sets licensed free.
Based on the official estimated population of 11,315,000 in 1939, there
is now a radio receiver for every
7.7 persons in Canada.
Sales

Meeting

Is Held

By
Officials of WLW
SEMI-ANNUAL sales meeting of
WLW, Cincinnati, bringing together members of the eastern and
midwestern sales staff was held
July 11-12 in Cincinnati under the
direction of Robert E. Dunville,
general sales manager for the
broadcasting division of Crosley
Corp. Discussed was the meaning
of the monopoly hearings to sales,
the development of new programs
for sales, merchandising activities
and plans, and trade relations in
the drug and grocery fields.
Station personnel attending were
James
vice-president
in
charge Dof Shouse,
broadcasting;
George C.
Biggar, program director; Harry
M. Smith, sales manager; Warren
Jennings, manager, and Frank
Fenton and George Comtois, of the
New York office; Walter Callahan,
manager, and Richard Garner and
George Clark, of the Chicago office;
Beulah Strawway, director of mercliandising and research department and Joseph Bai.ev, assistant
director; Robert Savago, production director, and Ed Feinthel, assistant director; Chick Allison, director, and Richard Ruppert, assistant director of the promotion
department; John Rudolph, drug
field director, and V/illiam Oldham,
grocery tension
director,
department.of the trade exTriple Discs to Avoid Subs
TO INSURE its receipt in England,
CBS has sent three transcriptions via
sei^arate shijDs of Highioays for
Americans, a special defense program
carried on the network July 13.
Written and directed by Bernard
Schoeufekl and Earle McGill. respectively, the program was produced in
cooperation with the Office for Emergency Management
with for
Paulit Muni
as narrator.
BBC asked
as a
"semi-documentary program representative of America"
a special
ver^liou was
transcribedandunder
the direction of Guy della-Cioppa.
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11. C. ■\VI1.L1A.MS & Co.. New York,
luis signed to siioii:;oi- .John B. Kennedy,
n e w s analyst, thrice - weekly on
AVNEW, New
commentaries now York.
are soldKennedy's
all five weekdays. Williams si)onsors Monday,
Wednesday, Friday for Royal Scarlet
ii 'olfee, 7 :30-7 :4.j p.m., through Alley
jiV Richards Co., New York. Seidenberg
l<'i>;'ar Co. sponsors Kennedy on Thursdays, and starting Aug. 5, L. O. Koven
,|& Brother, Jersey City, will sponsor
(he broadcasts for oil burners, through
Spooner & Kreigel, New York.
jSIOUX
STEELSteel
CO.,grain
Sioux
Falls,
S. 1). (Sioux
bins)
on
Juno
30' started
participation
the Farm
JonrnnJ,daily
conducted
by xVus-in
}tin Fenger, on KSFO, San Francisco.
Vgency is Brewer-Weeks
Co., San
'^rancisco.
(JOOK PRODUCTS Corp., San Francisco (Girard's salad dressing) on
July 3 renewed for 13 weeks its weekly five-minute transcribed program,
Holli/wood Headlines, on KPO, San
I'^rancisco.
is Rufus Rhoades
IV: Co., San Agency
Francisco.
ijuNIVERSAL MILLS, Fort Worth,
|lis presenting Ernest Tubb, cowboy
feinger, in i. series of 2G0 programs
ipn KGKO, Fort Worth, on behalf of
lOold Chain flour. Agency is Ray K.
jkilenn Agency, Fort Worth.
iREAL CREAM Inc., San Francisco
l(xVvoset), is sponsoring a new series
pf musical jingle spots prepared by
I'hoto & Sound Inc., San Francisco,
Sor release on KGU and KGMB,
lonolulu.
;k0ITTHEASTERN MICHIGAN
fOURIST Assn., after a four-week
''est, has renewed Wings Over Michi|»fl» for another four weeks on CKLW,
'|iVindsor-Detroit. Aired as part of
'KLW's Dawn Patrol, the program
runs six half-hours weekly and is designed to attract visitors to Michigan
'rom neighboring states by describing
'■he beauties of resort spots through a
ipythical plane flight.
KORTHERN FRUIT JOBBERS
,]Vssn., Duluth-Superior, has contracted
Jo sponsor for 52 we?ks Do You
'(.now?, kitchen hints and recorded
anisic program on WDSM, Superior.
itHE Lithuanian Hour on WHIP,
hicago, has added City Furniture
o. as a participating sponsor for
reeks,
and on
.July 2.'5 renews
13.
Sachs
(clothiers)
for 52 Morris
more
iveeks of half-hour participations,
i^altimeras Radio Advertisers, Chicago,
-landles the accounts.
3!
I
^^THE

CATE-McLAURIN Inc. ( Sieborling
tire distributor in South Carolina)
has begun sponsorship of the thriceweekly, morning program Jlillhiilies
by Byron Parker on WIS. ("(dumliia.
VITAGRANE FOODS, Toronto,
(cereals) on .July
startedweekly
spot announcements three1 times
on
seven Ontario stations. Account was
placed
ronto. by F. H. Hayhurst Co., To-

NORWICH PHARMACAL Co. returns to the air over four Yankee
Network stations (WNAC WEAN
WTAG WTIC) to promote its
Pepto-Bisrnol, and on the first program in the WNAC studios is John
Alden, comp.iny's v-p, with Frances
Scott, mistress of ceremonies. Program is titled What Burns You
Up? and has to do with pet peeves
and embarrassing moments. It is
placed by the Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency, New York.
BECKMAN FUR Co., Los Angeles,
has started sponsoring a weekly
(juai-ter-hour live musical program,
t^iDidai/ Serenade, on KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for 13 weeks, having started July 6. Firm also uses
spot announcements on local stations.
Agency is Gla.sser-Gailey & Co., Los
Angeles.
MORRIS PLAN BANK, Philadellihia (personal loans), started a new
broadcast series on WFII>, Philadelphia, on July 1. Scheduled six lughts
a week, 10:30-1(1:45 p.m., the program introduces .John Corcoran for inside and off-the-record news comments
on the European situation. Mr. Corcorjiu for 13 years was representative
in London. Paris and P>erlin for PiCtorial Review. Agency is Philip Klein,
Philadelphia.
UNITED AIRCRxVFT INSTITUTE,
Dallas, has started Behind the Battlefronts, weekly (juarter-hour war news
analysis by Norton Mc(iriffin. newspaperman and author, on KGKO, Fort
Worth. Contract is for 26 weeks,
handled direct.
DOUGLAS MILLER, recently with
the Clet^eland Press, has joined Seiberling Rubber Co., Akron, as advertising assistant in charge of public relations, under N. E. Malone, advertising manager. He will work on sales
promotion
and publicity
in collaboration with ^Meldrum
& Fewsmith
Inc.,
the Seiberling agency.
PFEIFFER BREWING Co., Detroit,
has started a series of 10 weekly halfhours on WJR. Detroit, with George
01sen"s band. Bob Rice. Jean Blair,
Jerry Mitchell and Bob Holland
handle the vocals. Agency is Maxon
Inc., Detroit.

ENEMY
WITHW^
(EXPOSE OF NAZI ESPIONAGE)

ENGLAND
EXPECTS
(EXPLOITS OF THE ENGLISH NAVY)
GREAT

TOPICAL

A. B. DAVIDSON & Co., Toronto
(investment brokers) has started
twice-daily dramatized spot announcements five times weekly on Ontario
stations. R. C. Smith & Son, Toronto,
placed the account.
ARIZONA BREWING Co., Phoenix
(beverage), placing direct, i.s currently
sponsoring a daily five minute Spanisli
language nev/scast on KOY, that city.
Finnell's
Cash aLumber
Co., Phoenix,
also
sponsors
daily early
morning
five minute newscast on that station.

When

AAAA Market Data
AMERICAN ASSN. of Advertising Agencies has released volume
X-a of Market & Newspaper Statistics, dealing with the G4 cities
over 100,000 populations in the
U. S. and Canada in which newspapers were audited to Sept. 30
a.^d Dec. 31, 1940. Included in the
volume are latest figures on popula'!"ion, number of occupied dwelling units, income tax returns,
audited newspaper circulation, linage, retail rates, general rates, the
differential between retail and general rates, and an analysis of those
sections of ABC. Audit Reports
w^hich deal with circulation inducements.

you think of
SPOTS...

think of lohn Blair!

o

JOHN
&- COMPANY
NATIONAL STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

WKST, New Castle. Pa., has appointed International Radio Sales as
exclusive national representative.

FOR

FOOD

FOR

THOUGHT

$25,120,000
WMBG— the Red Network Outlet in Richmond
— s^i;'ves an area whose yearly food bill is
$25,120,000. When you can talk over WMBG to
an audience — and the Red Network assures you

LEADER^^
ERIAL
^^MP
(THE STORY OF WINSTON CHURCHILL)

THREE

o

RADIO

. . .
FEATURES

For information please write or wire
Kasper-Gordon, Inc., 140 Boylston St., Boston
Howard C. Brown Co., 6418 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

this audience — that buys 25 million dollars'
worth of food a year — and do it at a fair rate
it is food for thought and dollars for food.
WMBG

offers you the Red Network audience —

5000 watts daytime —

1000 watts night and

equal density of coverage at lower rates. Before
you buy — get the WMBG

story.

National Representative — John Blair Company
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AGEICY
yn'i^jxrifitmefth
INTERNATIONAL
SALT Co., Scranton,
Pa., to J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
C. O. & W. D. SETHNESS Co., Chicago
(Twang rootbeer), to Martin A. Pokrass
Adv., Chicago.
ALBERS BROS. MILLING Co., Seattle, to
Lord & Thomas. San Francisco.
ALTORFER BROS. Co., E. Peoria, 111.,
to Cramer Krasselt, Milwaukee.
GIMBEL BROS.. New York (department
store), to Victor van der Linde Inc.. New
York, for radio advertising. Will use six
half-hours weekly on WMCA. New York,
starting Aug. 4, with details not yet
definite.
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS & Loan
Assn. of Beverly Hills, Cal.. to Robert F.
Dennis Inc., Los Angeles. Firm contemplates using fall radio.
BENJAMIN SHANDER Inc.. Philadelphia
(shirts), to Lester Harrison Associates Inc.,
Philadelphia.
JOHNSON PRODUCTS Co., Westport.
Conn. (Athletin remedy). to RedfieldJohnstone, N. Y. Said to use radio.
PAN AMERICAN COFFEE BUREAU,
New York, to Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
Wood to Critclifield
MORRISON WOOD, former radio
director of the Chicago oifice of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., has joined
Critchfield & Co., Chicago, as radio
director succeeding M. E. Blackburne, resigned. Mr. Wood in addition to other duties will supervise the Musical Steelmakers sponsored on NBC-Blue by WheelingSteel Corp.
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Tom Lewis in Charge
TOM LEWIS, in addition to his
duties as manager of the Young &
Rubicam radio department in New
York, has been placed in charge of
all radio production for Y&R shows
on the West Coast. The move is in
line with an increase in the number of Hollywood originations
planned for this fall, according to
an announcement by T. F. Harrington, Y&R vice-president in charge
of radio. Mr. Lewis will divide his
time between New York and Hollywood.
Join B-S-H Chicago
RECENT ADDITIONS to Blackett-Sample-Hummert staff in Chicago include: Charles A. Wolcott,
for ten years in charge of sales
and service for Daniel Starch, New
York, with general supervision over
the media, research, merchandising,
marketing and copy testing activities of the agency; Carl S. Brown,
for two years president of Son De
Regger & Brown, Des Moines, in an
executive capacity; Thomas J.
Grant, for five years a copywriter
of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, in
the same capacity. Son De Regger
& Brown will operate under direction of Regger.
Mr. Brown's partner L. S.
Son De
CARROLL CASE, former freelance
writer, lias joined Air Features Inc.,
New York, radio productiou subsidiary
of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, to handleder script
editorial ofwork
formerly
unthe direction
^Mildred
Fenton,
will! recently joined Ted Bates Inc.,
New York, in charge of daytime programs.
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FLY:

"In my opinion foreign language broadcasts
are of considerable value . . . These programs
have an important place in the lives of
foreign-born citizens and residents ... In
particular, I wish to concur in your opinion
that these broadcasts can play an important
role in the Americanization process." (Excerpt of statement taken from N. A. B. report
by James Lawrence Fly, chairman F. C. C,
Washington, D. C. )

TO.M REVERE. Benton & Bowles.
New York vice-president in charge of
radio, is in Hollywood to check on
summer programs originating from
the West Coast and to plan fall production of network shows. Bert I'rager.
agene.v New York ])roducer. is being
transferred to Holl.vwood for seven
weeks to take over the assignment of
Mann Hcliner wh ie cn vacation.
ROBERT .lEXXIXGS. Chicago radio
director of II. W. Kastor & Sons, was
in Hollywood last week for conferences
with Gordon Hughes, agency producer.
DR. ALBERT B. BLANKENSHIP,
formerly of the Psychological Corp.,
New York, chandising
has joined
department oftheN.plans-merW. Ayer
& Son, Philadelphia, to handle research.
C.
E. STAUDIXGER.
vice-president
of Sherman
K. Ellis & Co.,
New York,
has t)een elected an executive vicejiresident of the agency.
TRAVERS WELLS, formerly associated with Steve Hannagan and Lord
& Thomas, Xew Yoi-k. on July 28
joined Ted Bates Inc.. Xew York, as
supervisor and director of the Guy
Ijomhardo show to go on for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Aug. 4.
RAXDALL M. DUBOIS, radio and
general media buyer for Mor.se InterX'ew York,
been incalled
to active national.
service
as anhasensigji
the
X'aval merly
Reserve.
Lynn
Barnard,
fortime l)uyer for Pedlar & Ryan,
Xew York, succeeded Mr. Duliois
.Inly 7.
FRED H. AXDERSOX. head of the
media and plans dept. of Ivey & Ellington. Philadelphia, has resigned to
enter the flying service. Clarence R.
Palmer of the agency replaces him as
head of media.
B. BALFOUR HAAS, formerly ad
vertising manager of William .lameson
& Co.. Xew York, has been appointed
an executive in the media department
of Lenneu & Mitchell. X>w York, to
handle the Calvert Distillers Corp. account among others.
.TAX' KIX^G, onetime manager of
KPAB, Laredo, Tex., and formerly
connected with B. F. Goodrich Co..
Akron, in sales promotion, has formed
.Tan King & Associates, new advertising agency in the 1411 Fourth Ave.
Bldg.. Seattle. He will also represent
stations. Associated with him is
Frances Searle, formerly space buyer
for Comet Adv. Agency.
IIAXXAH T. KICHAYEX. well
known in theatricals and radio, has
established a talent agency under her
own name at 7904 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollvwood. Telephone is Hollywood
3G77.
CARROLL TORXROTH, formerly
of X^BC Hollywood artists service, has
joined Nat Goldstone Agene.v, Beverly Hills.
Cal.. handling both radio
and film
talent.
JULES BUXDGUS. Hollywood publicity director of Benton & Bowles,
and X'ancy
Gottfried,
publicXewrelations
director
of Ted
Bates Inc..
York,
have announced their engagement.
Wedding is scheduled Sept. 7.
LILLIAX"^ LOWAXS. formerly of
McKee & Albright, has joined the
copy staff of Franklin Bruek Adv.
Corp.. Xew York.

TO SUCH HIGH IDEALS OF DEMOCRACY
WE HEARTILY SUBSCRIBE
WHOM
1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION
29 WEST

57TH ST., NEW YORK
Telephone
►gPlaza ^-4204
AMERICA'S
LEADING
FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
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PAULIXE VIERS. after an ab.sence
of a .vear. has rejoined Buchanan &
Co., Los Angeles, as account executive.
Rand.v Smith, formerly copy writer of
Elwood .1. Robinson Adv. Co.. that t
city, has joined Buchanan & Co.
HILDA LUfY. timebu.ver for Kenyon & Eckh.irdt. Xew York, is encity. gaged to marry John Cartwright Harley. of Remington Rand Inc., that

Open Chicago Ofi&ce
CALKINS & HOLDEN, N. Y., has
opened a Chicago office at 333 N.
Michigan Ave. Hilmer V. Swenson,
merchandising consultant, has been
named manager, and Wallace
Swanson, who has been associated
with Mr. Swenson for a number of
years will handle production. Ray
A. Washburn, formerly account
executive of Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago, will serve in the same capacity. Telephone: Randolph 3831.
Ferguson Renominated
NEARLY three months in advance
of expiration of his term, Garland
S. Ferguson, veteran member of
the Federal Trade Commission, last
month was renominated by Presi-^
dent Roosevelt to serve anothei
seven-year term from Sept. 25
1941. Commissioner Ferguson, a
native of North Carolina, has
served on the Trade Commissior
since 1927 and has been its chair
man three times.
1. ,
J-W-T Shifts Producers
J. WALTER THOMPSOX Co haj
shifted
producerHollywood
assignments
on twv',
of its major
originating
network shows. Under the revise*
setuj). Cal Kuhl has taken over prq
duction of the weekly XBC Eraf
Music
Hall, sponsored
by Kra^
Cheese Co. Bob Brewster has bee
assigned
producer
of thebyX'BC
Tomm
Ifiggs SJtow.
sponsored
P. Lorillar^l
Co. (Old Gold cigarettes). He als '
produces sponsored
the weeklyby XBC
One Brand
Man'
Famihi,
Standard
(Tenderleaf tea). Bradford Brown
producing the CBS Melody RancI
sponsored
by Wm.
Wrigley C
(Doublemint gum).
New Trial Ordered
APPELLATE division of Xew Yoi
Supreme Court recently unaii
mously reversed a decision of the S
preme Court and. ordering a new tria
ruled that the basic idea of a rad
script had been plagiarized in count
tion with the $2.5.000 suit brought I
Alonzo Cole, writer and radio dire
tor, against Phillips H. Lord Inc., r
dio production firm.
Basic Mutual Network Outlet
FULL TIME laiK C
i
THE 5000 WATT

r
STATION

BRUfE MILLAR, for seven .vears
assistant to the director of ptdilic and
St' ckliolder relations of General Foods
Corp.. has joined Benton & Bowles
wliere helationswill
specialize
in publicto rework and
will continue
be
associated
with
the
General
Foods
account.
L. CARL BLAXKE. formerly of the
Chicago office of Popular Science
Monthh/. has joined Burton Browne
Inc., Chicago agency. During 1940,
Mr. Blanke was appointed president
of the Chicago .lunior Advertising
Club and this year became secretary
clubs.
of the Xational Junior Advertising

UJHfif
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California
Prefer

I NINE YEARS with CKLW, WindI sor-Detroit, were celebrated recently by "Happy"
Joe Gentile
i Early
(left) ,Morning
conductor
of
the
Frolic, with station's
leaders
j of Detroit's
sports
and
entertainment fields attending a special
breakfast at the Statler. Here he is
. being congratulated by Jack Pick1 ering, Detroit Free Press columnist,
as his brother Larry Gentile looks
on; Larry conducts the Daivn
. Patrol on CKLW.
Heat Stuff
DURING the recent heat
wave, the special features division of WOR, New York,
tried to cheer up New Yorkers with announcements like
the following, tending to
demonstrate that it wasn't so
hot after all, relatively
speaking: "The temperature
in New York City is now 92
degrees. The temperature in
Springfield, 111., is 98. In Salt
Lake City it's 100. And in
Death Valley, it's 110! .. .
Aren't you glad you live in
New York?"
j North

Central

PTA

Group

Finds

Children

Programs

Directed
to Adults
Benny,
I
Love
a Mystery, Fibber
BY AND
children don't
like
juvenileLARGE,
radio programs.
But McGee & Molly, Bob Hope, Superthey do like Jack Benny, Fibber
man, Aldrich Family, Jack ArmMcGee & Molly and Bob Hope.
strong, Lux Radio Theatre, Big
These facts were revealed recently
Town, Gang Busters and Orphan
when the 10th District, California
Annie. It was noted that in this
list no musical nor educational
Congress of Parents & Teachers,
under the direction of Mrs. J. Sher- programs appear.
wood Hewitson, radio chairman, reReasons for Choices
leased an exhaustive survey made
In asking 500 children why they
among children from the fourth
grade through high school to de- liked their radio programs it was
termine the reaction of radio pro- learned that .300 said because of
mystery, excitement and advengrams.
Of 15 ranking shows favored by
ture; 123 for comedy; 20 for
students in the fourth to sixth music; 29 for education or patriotism; seven for drama. Of 512
grade group, only five could be classified as children's shows. Of 1,299 youngsters, 299 said that nothing
queried, 138 favored quiz shows, on the radio made them afraid and
six operas. The top 15 ranking
92 said they were frightened at
shows in order of preference were:
times. Suggestions for future proLo7ie Ranger, Capt. Midnight,
grams were stories and plays about
Blondie, Shaffer Parker, Jack
the lives of famous explorers, peo-

SOME

FOLKS

IN

VACATIONS
BUT

MORE

SPEND

IN

THEIR^^

ROCHESTER

WHAM

LAND

ple and adventures, favorite stories
made into plays, adventures of a
boy and girl on a trip around the
history.and stories about events in
world
By the time the child has reached
junior high school the juvenile program is "out" and drama and
music have come into prominence.
Jack Benny and Bob Hope, in this
classification, move up to first and
second place, respectively, but Fibber McGee & Molly drop back one
place to eighth position.
Of 3,285 junior high school students questioned, 1,412 listed Jack
Benny as their favorite comedian,
while only 371 preferred Fred Allen. It was found that in this age
group, the favorite listening period
was between dinner and bedtime.
Of 4,584 elementary and junior
high school students in the survey,
only 1% had no radio.
In the high school classification,
the variety show type of program
continued to lead.

^^^^

^
Ah

Network

^ Names
McGillvra Rep
I APPOINTMENT of Joseph Herr shey McGillvra as national representative of the North Central
Broadcasting System Inc., St. Paul,
has been announced by Mr. McGillvra. Headquarters of the netij work are in the Commodore Hotel
\ in St. Paul and network stations, all
MBS outlets, are: KLPM KDLR
, KRMC
KGCU
KABR KVOX
; KGDE
WLOL
KWLM KATE
I WEAU WDSM KWNO.
] AJICH
OBOLER,
Hollywood
writer,
I,
will write
and direct
the dramatic
portions of the weekly CBS Millions
for Defense program.
\

THE

HOT

SPOT

1)

740
between
NBC's Red and Blue

i

KQW
San Jose, Calif.

I
•'

|jj San Francisco Studios

Rochester is a busy city the year around, in summer
as in winter. But when the hot days come, Rochesterians join countless others from all parts of the
country in enjoying the cool shores of Lake Ontario,
the pine woods and lakes of the Adirondacks and

WHAM
Rochester,

N.

Y.

the blue Finger Lakes stretching southward through
the hills.
That's why, for co^nplete summertime coverage of
this prosperous area, you need WHAM. WHAM,
with its fifty thousand watts and clear channel, reaches
the best-able-to-buy Rochesterians wherever they are.
WHAM's 43 county primary area gives you Rochester, Monroe County and 42 other counties — 18 trading centers for the price of one.
National Reps.: George P. Hollingbery Co.
50,000 Watts . . . Clear Channel . . .
Full time . . . NBC Blue and Red Networks

T| 1470 Pine Street
rat
ij Reps.: Reynolds-Fitzgerald, Inc.
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511,
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COVERAGE

AVCLE, Cleveland, was linked .July 4
to the ("leveland I'olice Radio system
for a iri-iiiiiiuti' I l affie control program
from tlii-ei' pniiils in the downtown
area. S<'eking to alleviate congested
lioliday traffic microphones were ijlaced
at the liase of the flagpole atop the TerLake-at
sideminal
Ave.Tower;
and inE.a mobile
Ninth unit
St. ;atand
a rooftop
observation
point
on
Cleveland Stadium and announcers, guided
liy the instructions of the police dejiartment, directed motorists in the
crowded
radios. sections through their auto

§

I CJOR's 1000 Watts on |
^ 600 K.C. are doing a ^
§ "real job" for our scores ^
§ of leading national ac- §

^ counts.

§

I

I

CJOR

I Vancouver, B, C,
National Representatives
J. H. McGillvra (U. S.)
I
?
H. N. Stovin (In Canada)
^

f
^
V
§
§

You get not only spot news
with INS, but every one of
the features necessary for a
well - rounded, balanced
news broadcast.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

Now

You

Tell

One!

Advertisers by the score are telling their story over WAIR.
NOW YOU TELL ONE.
When you check results, you're
mighty likely to say "It ain't
so!"
WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
International Radio Sales
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EDWARD PETIOr & CO.
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ULTRA-MODERN FACADE of the newly-occupied home of KSCJ, in
downtown Sioux City, la., was largely the design of Miss Elizabeth Sammons, daughter of the publisher of the Sioux City Journal, operator of
the station. Its dedication June 28 drew more than 6,000 visitors.
Mahogany porcelain tile with buff trim on the first floor, topped with
matching brick and white motar on the upper portion, are the color
motifs. Windows are trimmed with chromium and have mahogany awnings. Signs are neon. The building contains three air-conditioned studios,
offices
and and
spectators'
room onon first
rehearsal
lounge rooms
the floor,
second.and audition, news, continuity,

COWLES GROUP executives July 1
held their annual sales meeting in
Dcs Moines to map init plans for the
cHsuir.g year. Attending were Sumner
Quarton'and
W. B. Quarton, ;WMT,
Cedar
Phil
Hoffman Rapids-Waterloo,
and Arden Swisher.la.WNAX,
Yankton. S. D. ; Luther Hill. Craig
Lawrence. Ted Enns and Wayne
Welch, KSO-KRNT, Des Moines.
AVCBI, Columbus, Miss., is planning
lu'iiadcasts from the campus studios of
^lississippi State College in Columbus,
wliich has engaged Dr. Frederick O.
Craudall, formerly of the U of Michigan, to handle its broadcast activities
and has installed two completely
equipped studios and control room.
WCBI also plans to establish a
studio of its own at Mississippi State,
2.3 miles distant.
WLIOM,
City,station
in a good-will
gesture toJersey
a sister
in that
citv July 4, joined in the dedicatory
exercises of the new W^VAT 1.000watt transmitter on Belleville Turnpike, Kearny, N. J.
WHN. New York, is sending two
traveling "reporters", Robert Vincent
and Norman
to "cover"
the pick
city
with
portableOber,
equipment
; they
up on-the-spot news in the form of interviews and descriptions of the events
which are recorded, brought back to
the office for editing and then released
on a delayed broadcast. Program began .July 8 and is called The HeadUuers kpealc, being aired Tuesday
Thursday and Saturday, 8-8:15 p.m.
FRANKLIN TOOKE, program director of WOWO-WGL. Fort Wayne,
lias issued a production manual for
the iirogram deiiartment. It contains
helpful hints for announcers, such as
where and how to nse transcriptions
and copy, and hand signals for use
liy announcers and production men
in local shows. It also includes NAB
rules and FCC regulations ajiplicable
to the program department.

Fencing Challenge
CALLING themselves the
fencing champs of radio, the
team of WIBG, Glenside, Pa.,
challenges
other claimants in theanybusiness.
Two
announcers comprise the
WIBG squad— Roy Neal, former U of Pennsylvania
swordsman, who holds 13
State titles, and Bill Manns,
who fenced at Temple U and
is co-holder of the Eastern
Inter-Club title.
WHO, Des Moines, will hold Sept. 20
its third annual Corn Belt plowing
match on a farm six miles south of
Albia. la. That city and WHO will
co-sponsor the event, which is exto attract 12,000.
A professional classpectedrestricted
to winners
of past
contests will be featured in addition
to the regular plowing match for which
WHO donates the .$.500 first prize.
APPROXIMATELY two score San
Francisco
Bay station
managers,areart-to
ists, announcers
and producers
leave San Francisco July IS for the
annual Radio Day at the Salinas
Rodeo in Salinas, Cal. They will travel
in a bus to the rodeo city where Gene
Autry will be guest of honor.
POSTAL SAYINGS PLAN book containing %\ worth of stamps, and accompanied by a letter from C. Merwin Doliyns. owner and general manager of KGER. Ijong Beach. Cal., was
given to each employe of that station
on .lulj' 4.
WMT. Cedar Rapids, la., has ara daily
quarter-hour
in whichrangedthe
effect
of national program
defense
on Iowa is interprated by members of
.service organizations and others invited to participate in the broadcasts.
WMBS. Lhiiontown, Pa. has opened
studios in the nearby town of Charleroi. A one-hour dedicatory program
markeddios .July
the2. opening of the new stuBROADCASTING

THE MUMMERS, dramatic group of
WJR. Detroit, was chosen by CBS to
represent drama in radio at the New
E(hication Fellowship, an international conference of the Progressive
Education Assn. at Ann Arbor .Tuly
0-12. The association sponsors new
methods of teaching and is interested
in radio in the schoolroom.
WFAA and KGKO. Dallas, reported a
registration of 4.000 visitors from 21
States, the District of Columbia and
^Mexico, during the first week after
the formal opening of the new poithouse studios. In addition to the distribution of free souvenir folders and
a 2(3-page sjiecial edition of the Dallas
Moniinij Yeics, a quiz show with the
visitors as contestants is offered daily
from one of the new studios.
W.TR. Detroit, as part of its Selectees
All program has dispatched Larry
I'ayne and Jeri-y Pettit along with
several W.JR engineers to Louisiana
where they will record interviews
with Michigan men stationed in that
area. Payne and Pettit have already
visited Fort Custer. Fort Sheridaii
and Fort Leonard Wood.
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., is presenting a new forum type of broadcast in
wliich leading speakers offer differing
views on current problems facing the
nation. A major portion of the prois devoted to answering listeners'gramquestions.
Kraft Wins Contest
REYNOLD R. KRAFT of the NBCRed sales staff, topped all members of
Red sales in a contest to guess the
numl)er of replies to an offer made on
six broadcasts by Chas. H. Phillips
Chemical
Milkwasof made
Magnesia Co.,
tablets. for
Thefree
offer
once on Waltz Time (NBC-Red) and
five times on Lorenzo Jones (NBCRed ) . All members of the Red sales
force, from Vice-President Roy C.
Witmer on down, entered the contest.
Kraft received a framed original of
one
of the
drawings
as a"Alice
prize. in Sponsorland"
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischmann's Yeast), will resume / Love a- Mystery on NBC-Blue
at the lieginning of October. Kenyon
& Eckhardt, N. Y., is the agency.

NEW

ORLEANS

5O9OOO WATTS
The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.
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GE

TO CONTimE
VIDEO PROGRAMS
BROADCASTING of original television programs over W2XB, General Electric station at Schenectady, is to be resumed with greatly
increased transmitting power upon
completion of the new studio building and changes in the transmitter
to incorporate the new standards
with a few weeks, according to
Robert S. Peare, GE manager of
broadcasting.
Power at the transmitting station in the Helderberg mountains,
12 miles south of Schenectadv, will
be increased from 0,000 to 20,000
watts for sound and eventually
from 10,000 to 40,000 watts for
scene transmission. Locally originated programs, discontinued last
December after 18 months of experimentation, wil be both live and
film.
Since December GE telecasting
has been confined to the relaying
of NBC programs originating in
New York by means of the relay
and transmitting stations in the
Helderbergs. These rebroadcasts
were discontinued temporarily as of
June 30 to permit changing the
transmitting equipment to conform to the new picture and sound
standards established by the FCC.
W2XB had been telecasting under
an experimental license in Channel
3 and expects to apply for a commercial license in this channel.
With completion of the changes,
GE is planning to enter the commercial telecasting field with a
minimum schedule of 15 hours
weekly. GE receiving sets in the
Albany, Troy and Schenectady area
served by W2XB and in metropolitan areas served by other television
stations will be adapted to the new
standards.
New Stamford Outlet
SLOCUM CHAPIN, recently with
World Broadcasting System and
formerly with WOC, Davenport,
and WKBN, Youngstov/n, has been
selected manager of the new
WSRR, Stamford, Conn., according
to Stephen R. Rintoul, who obtained the construction permit for
the 250-watt station on 1400 kc.
last F ebruary. ]\Ir. Rintoul, an account executive with The Katz
Agency, New York, reports he
hopes to have the station on the
air by early September. RCA transmitter equipment. General Radio
frequency monitor and a Lehigh
toM'er have been ordered.

Television

Time

NEWEST in time signals is this
televised version sponsored on July
1 when commercial video got under
way on WNBT, New York, NBC
station. The camera is focused on a
large clock with a moving second
hand. These signals will be shown
six times a week for 13 weeks,
under sponsorship of Bulova
Watch Co., New York.
Jurisdiction

Issue

Facing
Television
Unions at Standstill Pending
Settlement of Problems
ALTHOUGH moves to unionize talent and the production end of visual broadcasting have stalled,
pending determination of a jurisdictional problem between the
American Federation of Radio Artists, Actors' Equity and Screen Actors' Guild, technical staffs now
are substantially in the union fold.
lATSE Agreement
CBS on July 3 worked out an
agreement with Associated Broadcast Technicians Unit, of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, which in effect appliesvision
to technicians
of CBS'
telestation, WCBW,
the same
agreement covering CBS broadcast
technicians since 1937. The CBSABTU agreement, retroactive to
July 1, is identical with the earlier
broadcast agreement except for addition of a new employe classification—
television
— it was stated. technicians' helper

ment with International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes, covering property men, carpenters and
lighting technicians employed in
television
operations.
nical video
employes NBC's
have techbeen
covered for several years through
their own union, National Assn. of
Broadcasting Engineers & Technicians.
No meetings or other definite action have been scheduled to iron
out the problem of representation
for talent and production employes,
although this is a matter sure to
develop before long, with television
at last operating on a commercial
scale. The initial move to cover
these employes was dropped about
a year ago at the time the FCC rescinded its order authorizing "lim-

ited
commercial" operation of television.
Both Equity and SAG at the
moment are inclined to await participation by AFRA before trying
to untangle the jurisdictional snarl
that developed early during the
initial negotiations. It is believed
the three will get together as soon
as
possible,
the WKRC-MBSAFRA
strikewhen
situation
eases up, to
adjust their differences and resume
conversations wth video operators.
IBEW NEGOTIATES
NORTHWEST
PACTS
BROADCAST division of International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers in the West announces it
has established a broadcast unit in
Medford, Ore., which has all of
Oregon outside of Portland in its
jurisdiction. A drive is now under
way to sign stations.
Five agreements came up for
their first renewals in Washington.
In Seattle $210 per inonth has been
established as a minimum wage for
technicians and $240 per month for
chiefs. Tentative agreements have
been reached with KVOS, KXRO
and KPQ establishing a scale of
$190 per month for stations of less
than 1 kw. outside the metropolitan
areas.
In San Francisco KSFO is operating under a new agreement with
IBEW. The new contract provides
$50 per week for six months and
$52.50 per week for the balance
of the contract, which became effective Julv 1.

Both NBC and CBS recently announced amid-June working agree-

W F B L
SYRACUSE,
N. Y.
'Member Basic Network
Columbia Broadcasting System

HHRTFORD
nmerica's
Test
General 0££ices:
54 Pratt[ity
St., Hartford, Conn.
BROADCASTING

Inside Television
INSIGHT into television
problems was supplied by
CBS last Tuesday on a
special half-hour visual program. The Boys in the Backroom, on WCBW, CBS television station in New York.
From its new television
studios in the Grand Central
Bldg. CBS presented appearances by Gilbert Seldes, CBS
director of television programs, along with members
of the production and engineering staffs, all with a word
on their special functions and
problems. The Backroom
telecast may be repeated soon,
according to CBS.
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The Broadcasting Engineer
CR E I Training
Increases
Technical

Efficiency

Alert Chief Engineers are
encouraging CREI training
for their employees — for it
means:
• Step-up of individual efficiency
• Increased personal worth to station
• Additional technical ability
Yes, men who devote their own
money and spare-time toward improving their technical ability
through CREI training are an asset
to any station.
In our entire 14 years the CREI
home study courses have been written and planned exclusively for the
professional radioman to enable him
to improve his technical ability and
to be in a position to assume added
technical duties.
The remarkable achievements
made by CREI men throughout the
broadcasting field are convincing testimony that our efforts, properly
confined to this one important course
in Practical Radio Engineering, have
been of real value to radio in training better engineers. The faa that
radiomen in more than 400 broadcasting stations enrolled for CREI
training to increase their ability
proves the point.
Chief engineers fully recognize
the need in radio for men with
modern technical training, and many
welcome regular reports concerning
students' progress. (Reports of student'semployers
enrollment andonlyprogress
are
made to
upon the
direct request of the student.)
a Chief
'Engineer
of For
one example,
of the large
broadcasting
chains writes: "We are happy to
know that AW. Ellis has taken steps
to improve his technical knowledge."
Another engineer writes: "1 shall
be glad to have you keep us in
touch with his progress as he seems
to be very much interested and it is
a very worthivhile undertaking."
We, at CREI are proud to add
our contribution to broadcasting by training men who are
equipped to fulfill your demands. Perhaps a recommendation of our home study
courses to your associates might
be as appreciated by them as
it would be by us. May we
send you our booklet and
complete details?
"Serving the Radio Industry since 1927"
CAPITOL

RADIO

Engineering Institute
E. H. RIETZKE, President
Dept. B-7
3224 SIXTEENTH STREET, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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CONTROL
ROOM
SAM NORIN, formerly chief engineer of KELA, Centralia, Wash.,
has .ioined the technical staff of KIRO,
Seattle.
HERBERT BIGELOW, engineer of
KIDO. Boise, has taken a leave of
absence and is in Califoniia as au
assistant radio inspector for the War
Department.
D. D. KAHLE. technician, formerly
of KLZ. Denver, has joined KOA for
vacation relief.
ROBERT (Don) SMITH, technician,
formerly of KSRO, Santa Rosa. Cal.,
is doing vacation relief at KSAN,
San Francisco.
•JOHN STEVENS, technician of
KLX, Oakland. Cal., and Louise Paulson were married recently.
ROLAND CARPENTER of North
Abington, Mass., has been added to
the control room staff of WEEI,
Boston.
FRED SPIELBERGER, ffDB, Santa
Barbara, Cal., technician, is now attached to the 14th Field Artillery at
Fort Bonning, Ky.
ART PECK, engineer of WCCO, Minneapolis, recently composed a song.
There'sits No
made
radioFuture
debut for
June Me,
26 onwhich
the
Saturdai/ Morning Open House.
JOE ROTH, of Plainwell, Mich., has
.ioined the transmitter staff of WKZO,
Kalamazoo.
G. A. FREDRICKS, formerlv of the
engineering staff of KSO-KRNT, Des
iloines, has joined WGN, Chicago.
WALTER CLEARY, formerly of
AVEW. St. Louis, has joined the engineering staff of KMOX, St. Louis.
ERWIN JENNINGS has ioined the
technical staff of WSB, Atlanta.
CBS Names Fubini
EUGENE FUBINI. CBS engineer in
the field and FM departments, has
been made acting engineer in charge of
the CBS shortwave division, replacing
William H. Moffat, who has been
called to active duty in the Naval Reserve. Mr. Fubini came to the United
States from Italy in March, 1939,
after years of radio research and development abroad. He joined CBS
soon after that date, having met E. K.
Cohan, CBS director of engineering
on
one of the latter's engineering trips
to Europe.

Board Names Clark
RALPH L. CLARK, member of the
V/ashington consulting engineering
firm of Ring & Clark, last week was
designated technical advisor for
National Independent Broadcasters
in matters relating to the work of
the Domestic Broadcasting Committee of the Defense Communications Board. The notification was
sent by Harold A. Lafount, NIB
president and member of the DCB
committee to DCB-FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly. Mr. Clark is
former senior engineer of the FCC.
PROVISION
FOR
FM
GRANTED
AMATEURS
FOSTERING a move to encourage
activity among amateur radio operators in developing FM equipment
as well as to obtain data respecting
characteristics of the amateur band
for FM use and to accommodate
the increasing number of amateur
radiotelephone stations, the FCC
June 9 amended its rules governing
amateur radio service at the request of the American Radio Relay
League.
Under Section 12.117 an allocation of 50 kc. for utilization of FM
was made while Section 12.115 was
changed to make an additional 400
kc. available for voice communication, As a result the amateur band
now extends from 28,100 to 30,000
kc. instead of 28,500 to 30,000 kc.
as heretofore, and the frequencies
29,250 to 30,000 kc. have been assigned for FM transmission.
At the same time the Commission
amended Section 12.63, on its own
motion, to clarify operation of
amateur station by remote control.
This move will tend to eliminate
misunderstandings about the requirements of the FCC that an
amateur desiring to operate by remote control must submit information on location of control point,
his right to use of the premises,
means by which remote control is
effected, and the equipment used to
monitor the transmissions from the
control point.

W.

H.

Beltz, of RCA,

(Bill)Naval Duty
Reports for
WILLIS H. (Bill) BELTZ, since
1933 in charge of transmitter sales
for RCA in the Western district,
headquartering in Hollywood, on
July
15 duty
reportsin
for active
the Navy

Department, as a
lieutenant - commander. A reserve officer,
Comdr. Beltz will
of Ships.
reportreau to
the BuComdr. Beltz
was a radio operator chant
in theMarine
Mer-during Mr.theBeltz
World
War and was at sea when war was
declared in 1917. He was assigned
to the field artillery officers training camp in 1918 and commissioned
a second lieutenant. Following the
war, Mr. Beltz attended U of Kansas and was graduated in 1921 with
a degree in electrical engineering.
He was with General Electric in
Schenectady during 1921 and 1922
and with RCA since 1922. His RCA
assignments included engineer in
charge in Hawaii, 1923-27; assistant operating engineer, New York,
1927-30; assistant chief engineer,
RCA Communications, 1930; assistant service manager, RCA
Photophone, New York, 1931;
transmission equipment sales, RCA,
New York, 1932, and since 1933 in
charge of the Western district in
transmitter sales.
FIRST commercial FM application in
over a month was received recently
by the FCC from Portland Broadcastingland,System,
licenseeinofFalmouth,
WGAN, Portfor facilities
Me.,
on 47.1 mc. covering 5,050 sq. mi. and
a 256,466 population.
W65H,
pioneer
Hartford
FM station,
has issued
its first
commercial
rate
card, according to Commercial Manager
F, Malo,
The basic
time William
hourly rate
is quoted
at $50,nightthe
daytime rate at $25,

REQUESTING the 640 kc. facilities
of AVCLE, Cleveland, when that station shifts frequency, the Northern
Ohio Broadcasting Co. has filed au
application with the FCC for a 1,000watt. limited-time station in Elyria,
O. Principals are Lynton H. Rogers,
banker of Lorain, O., president, 1
share with 300 shares subscribed ; William H. Thomas, lawyer of Lakewood,
O.. vice-president and secretary, 1
share ; L. H. Stone, of Cleveland, 1
share.
FIRST Canadian user of FM is the
pulilicly-owned Toronto Transportation Ojmmission, operating streetcars
and Inises in Greater Toronto area.
The FM station is to be opened this
autumn, with a 10-mile radius from
the main car repair .shop. It will
direct the work of emergency cars and
trucks to cut down trattic delays and
speed up service.
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jWCAU Farm Programs
jSupplant Commercials
[CHARLES SHOFFNER, recently
appointed rural program director
|of WCAU, Philadelphia, has infstituted two daily farm service programs for rural listeners. The time
for both periods has been taken off
the commercial availability schedIjule.
The station has taken 15 minutes
lout of the 5-7 a.m. daily program
sponsored by Consolidated Drug
|Co., Chicago, and turned it over to
■Mr. ShofFner for a farm service
jprogram giving market reports,
farm aids and sundry information.
IAlso withdrawn from sale is the
;4:15-4:30 p.m. period each afterjnoon during which Mr. ShofFner
[Conducts the For Your Information
jprogram, affording a public exchange of ideas on topics of general
interest. Mr. ShofFner continues his
Saturday Farm Journal.

VOICE OF COLORADO
Editorials Form Basis of
New KLZ Program
COORDINATING the world's two
greatest news and public opinion
digest media, KLZ, Denver, is producing a 30-minute weekly program, Colorado Speaks, in which
outstanding editorials of the week
in Colorado newspapers are presented by the news staff of the station. Approximately 260 newspapers, daily and weekly, submit
material to KLZ and a close balance in using editorials for and
against major issues is attempted.
To break the serious vein of today's grimmer editorial aspects,
witty paragraphs of various editors are inserted into the broadcasts. Each week via transcription
a guest appearance is made by a
different editor who presents his
editorial of the week personally.

CL4^SSiriED

Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All oltier classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted
I
First Class Operator — Draft deferred exempt; N. Y. State; State qualificatiops
,j fully. Box 684, BROADCASTING.
piI 1 Wanted
a good— Network
all aroundaffiliated
announcerstation
with needs
operator's
license.
Send
details
and
transcription to WINC. Winchester. Virginia.
: $5,700 In Last Five Weeks Of Selling At
I KPOW! — We want an experienced, capI able, salesman to take advantage of this
i,|
territory!
Send full
I virgin
experiences,
and picture
firstparticulai-s,
letter to
KPOW, Powell, Wyoming.
Situation Wanted
! Combination Announcer - Operator — Now
employed. Considering change. State salary. Box 677. BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Desires change, married,
reliable and up-to-date. Prefer South.
^ Address Box 686, BROADCASTING.
— Fiveand years
1,.|,Newscaster
newscasting
editing, specializing
seeking oppor-in
tunity on progressive station exploiting
news. Box 688. BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Seven years major network
|(i stations. Now freelancing in New York,
l]
want 689.
staffBROADCASTING.
position with opportunity.
1 Box
Sing —sports
Can't as well
Act — asCananyone.
Sell —Draft
And
,Can't
broadcast
exempt. Available August 1. Box 685,
BROADCASTING.
Production - Program Manager — Also anfourteen— employed
years' experience— willnouncer,gowriter —anywhere
but
wants to make a change. Box 679,
BROADCASTING.
Program - Director — Young, married, six
years announcing and production experience on network stations. Desires Program-Directorship of regional station.
Box 687, BROADCASTING.
Announcer - Writer — College journalism
graduate. Two years with university station, announcing, writing, sports. Good
voice, write clever commercials. ExCASTING.cellent references. Box 680, BROADContinuity - Production - Traffic — Man with
12 years' position.
experience.
Good present
reasons emfor
changing
Reference
ployer. Qualified as Program or Copy
Director. Box 682, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

RCA's New Movies
RCA MFG. Co. has added sound motion pictures to its sales promotion
campaign in Latin America, using two
films. "Unseen Worlds" and "Good
Neighbors" to supplement the company's 29 broadcasts a week in Spanish wave
and Portugese
on NBC's
shortstations, WRCA
and WNBI.
The first picture deals with the electron microscope developed in RCA
laboratories ; the second shows RCA's
plants turesthroughout
America,
Picwill be shownLatin
in movie
theatres.
RCA MFG. Co., N. J., is distributing
a booklet describing its new Type I K,
1,000-watt broadcast transmitter.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
A n Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdtr., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair

(N. J.) 2-7859

Situations Wanted (Continued)
12 Years' Radio Experience — Including network management.
production, announcing
and good
station
Will consider
permanent connection with radio agency
or station. Inquiries kept confidential.
Address Box 692, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Can write spots and shows and
sell
too ! in
Bredadvertising.
on newspapering.
Eight'emyears
Am 32 .and. .
mv wife prefers the Southeast. Box 683,
BROADCASTING.
Progressive,
AlertideasAnnouncer-Producer
With creative
and proven ability,—
now with network afliliate, desires aswith progressive
California
station. Cansociation
double
equally well
as singer,
actor,
writer.
Box
676,
BROADCASTING.
Widely
Radioexecutive
Man —
Now Experienced
employed asAgency
account
seeks position with agency, station or
representative. Writes, directs, produces.
Bonus background of newspaper, department store experience. Selling, copywriting, layout and merchandising.
Young. Draft exempt. Box 690, BROADCASTING.
Do You Have Genuine Opportunity — For
experienced salesman now in blind alley?
Seven years'four
radioyears
experience
; one year
continuity,
sales major
network
station,
two
years
commercial
ager small network affiliate. Ageman30,
married, finest references. Want isales job
large station or commercial manager
small station. Prefer West, can come for
interview. Box 681, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Require
Complete
Equipment —onForall Ikw
ctation. Open
for quotations
modern
used
equipment.
Box
691,
BROADCASTING.
Pacific Coast — Station wishes to contact
anyone having good 5 kilowatt transING. mitter for sale. Box 678, BROADCASTWant To Buy — Small Radio station in
South. Advise giving gross income, actual
expense, price. RADIO 331 Baiter Building, New Orleans.
Wanted — One 250 watt transmitter in good
condition. Please state make. age. condition of transmitter and price. Write Box
693, BROADCASTING.
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JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

Consultlns Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State BIdg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroadt of
MainlHaIn
Ofllec
7134
the World
Kansas
City, St.
Ma.
Hollywood, Cal.

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen BIdg. « WASH., D. C. « Dl. 7417

PAGE

& DAVIS

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR^ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

Advertise

in
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THE statements by NBC President
Niles Trammell and CBS President
AVilliam S. Palej' before tlie Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee considering the Wliite Resolution have
been
worlis. issued as boolilets by the uet-

Shepard

Is Named

to Serve

as Chairman

Of NAB
National Radio Defense Group
APPOINTMENT of a National Ra- Rouge;
Raleigh. A. J. Fletcher, WRAL,
dio Defense Committee of the NAB,
to collaborate with Governmental
NBC and CBS have not yet fordefense agencies in future planning,
mally named their representatives
was announced last Friday by NAB
but they are expected to be F. M.
President Neville Miller. The comRussell, NBC Washington vicemittee was appointed pursuant to a pi'esident, and Harry C. Butcher,
resolution adopted at the NAB conCBS Washington vice-president.
vention in St. Louis May 12-15.
District Liaisons
John Shepard 3d, Yankee NetIn
addition,
Mr. Miller has asked
work, was named chairman of the
committee, which is scheduled to the 17 district directors to designate a broadcaster in each district
hold its first meeting in Washington Tuesday and Wednesday of this to serve as field liaison representative for the committee. District
week. Other basic committee memmembers,
however, will not attend
bers are Ben Ludy, WIBW, Topeka;
ularly.Washington conferences regLeo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit; H. the
Vernon Anderson, WJBO, Baton
At the initial sessions, it is expected the committee will meet with
public relations and radio officials
of the Army and Navy as well as
other Governmental agencies identified with defense.
With the increased defense
tempo, the NAB convention, based
on recommendation of its board of
directors, had decided upon appointment of such a committee. Ed
Kirby, public relations director of
the NAB now on leave as radio
STATION
NBC
chief of the War Department public relations branch, originally had
urged creation of such an industry
committee.
SUMMER

WTCN
Offering

2

MARKET

For

file Price

ST.

PAUL

of

One

AND

MINNEAPOLIS
With Population
OVER

800,000

Write for Details of Programs
and Time Available, Rates,
Market Data, and Information
on Merchandizing Service

FREE

& PETERS,

IK., Exclusive National Representatives

New York Chicago Detroit Los Angeles Son Francisco Atlanta
I
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SCHEDULE

ARRANGED
BY FCC
ALTHOUGH no definite plans
have been announced, it is indicated
the FCC during the summer months
will go into quasi-recess, with no
schedule of meetings and employing the same less-than-quorum procedure followed in previous years.
Chairman Fly at a recent press
conference said the FCC will hold
"frequent, if not regular meetings."
No regular schedvile for meetings
is likely, and meetings may be held
and actions taken without presence
of a quorum. All sections, however,
are subject to ratification by the
full FCC.
The principal proceeding is the
newspaper ownership hearing, set
for July 23. The Commission would
sit en banc on this matter. It is
believed this proceeding may be
postponed again, however, probably
until Sept. 15.
Few of the six commissioners
have formulated any definite plans
for their summer activities. Commissioner Case was expected to return to his office about July 8 after
a short time at his summer home
on Narragansett Bay. Commissioner Wakefield, scheduled to preside at a telephone hearing in
Hoquiam, Wash., on Aug. 18, may
leave early in August for a brief
visit on the West Coast, it is understood. He will return to Washington via St. Paul, where he plans
to attend the meeting of the National Assn. of Railroad & Utility
Commissioners on Aug. 26. Commissioner Craven is vacationing in
New Jersey for the next few weeks,
but plans to return to Washington
for any important proceedings.
BROADCASTING

FAT MAN'S MIKE used in NBC
Chicago studios. Because NBC
engineers claimed the network's
biggest wordmen couldn't get close
enough to the mike to do their selling jobs properly, they rigged this
stand up for Announcers Michael
Roy (white coat) and Ed Wilson.
Lorillard Switch
P. LORILLARD Co., New York,
sponsoring
Persorml
on 7
CBS
Pacific Don't
Coast Be
stations,
Sunday,
8:30-9 p.m. (PST), for Sensation
cigai-ettes, on July 6 switched the
product to Beechnut cigarettes. A
contest for men in military trainoffersthe$15week
for relating
prize-winning
lettering of
camp
incidents. Agency is Lennen &
Mitchell, Hollywood.
RUDY VALLEE PRESENTS Inc.,
new Hollywood talent agency, has filed
articles of incorporation with the California Secretary of State. Concern
plans to issue 100 shares of no par
value stock. Listed as directors are
Ted Lesser, Mannie Lowy, Claire Lesser and Rudy Vallee, star of the NBC
test
) . Vallee Show sponsored by Naliiidi/
tional Dairy Products Corp., (SealCKCR. Kitchener, Ont., has appointed sStovin & Wright, Toronto, as exclusive representative for Canada as
of July l,^.

WLAC
NASHVMLLE
goes

soon

to

50,000
WATTS
— will give you blanket
coverage of the rich
Tennessee Valley area.
Make your reservations
now!
•
^' National
PAUL H. Representatives
RAYMER CO.
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Free

Speech

Acts

Of FCC
Approved
Civil Liberties
Union Likes
Network Monopoly Report
SUPPORT of the FCC's attitude
on free speech, as reflected both in
the Network Monopoly Report and
in an opinion involving WAAB,
Boston, was voiced by the Amerij can Civil Liberties Union in its review of the year, issued last week.
In a chapter devoted to censorship, the Union cited that radio,
as the single greatest instrument
: of free speech, has been strength! ened not only by the two-year-old
! code of the NAB, but was reinforced by an order of the Commission directed to WAAB, whose
license "was challenged on the
ground of favoritism" in the dis1cussion of public issues,
'lreport,
"The "held
Commission,"
contended
the
that a station
is operating in the public interest only if
j it affords equal facilities to all
ijsides of controversial questions.
Political Rights
"Even more important from the
point of view of long-range effect
on free speech was the Commis* sion's monumental report on the
^'monopoly
practices of national
networks. Diversity in ownership
and control is an obvious requirement for greater freedom on the
air; and the Commission directed
its order to restore a greater degree of freedom and competition.
The Commission also insisted, during the political campaign, that
candidates for national office must
be afforded equal facilities even in
States where their parties were
il not on the ballot."
" In what it described as a "Balance Sheet of Civil Liberties", the
Union commended the FCC decision in the WAAB case, the monopoly report and the FCC action
II in
"insisting
the rights
of can-to
didates
in theonnational
election
[ equal facilities on the radio, even
j in States where national candidates
I were not on the local ballot".
C. L. MEXSER, NBC Xew York production manager, is currently in Hollywood for discussions on added summer
i; replacement shows.

jBROAD

CASTIN

G

NOW

THEY LOOK LIKE
See }Mge 10

THIS
TOLEDO

Available
NOW!
our daily

PHOTOGRAPHS ON PAGE 10 in same (1 to r) order show: 1. Wilbur
Eickelberg, general sales manager of Don Lee Broadcasting System,
who enlisted in the Marines in April, 1917 and was sent to Paris Island
and Quantico for training; in September he was in France, seeing action
for two years, on the Chateau Thierry, Meuse-Argonne, Chalons, St.
Mihiel and other fronts and being mustered out in August, 1919 as a
second lieutenant. 2. Homer Fickett, New York BBDO producer of
DuPont's Cavalcade of America, who was stationed during the war
with the Marine Aviation Corps at Ponte Delgada, Azores. 3. Owen F.
Uridge, assistant general manager of WJR, Detroit, who joined up in
April, 1917, went overseas the following December and for 23 months
was brigaded with the British during the Ypres and Somme offensives;
he was mustered out a first lieutenant.
Shortages
{Continued from page 10)
said, is particularly true of small
manufacturers.
A rise in the price of sets, caused
by the shortage in material and rising costs, is also predicted. Some
estimates place the increase at 10%
but this is regarded as high by
RMA officials.
A curtailment of 25% already is
contemplated under the 12,000,000
sets produced last year by the
major manufacturers. It is felt
the curtailment will go much higher
because of material shortage.
Set Industry Worried
If radio set manufacturers are
unable to obtain aluminum within
a short time, the entire industry
will be at a standstill by October,
according to Paul V. Galvin, vicepresident of the Radio Mfrs. Assn.,
and chairman of the Governmental
relations and priorities committees
of the RMA.
Mr. Galvin, who is president of
the Galvin Mfg. Corp., Chicago
(Motorola), stated that "FCC Commissioner Fly, concerned over the
shortages, has a sympathetic understanding of both the problems of
the OPM and in the industry, and
is cooperating with James S.
Knowlson, president of the RMA,
in an effort to ease the situation."
(Mr. Knowlson is president of
Stewart- Warner Corp., Chicago.)
The industry has substituted
various metals for aluminum", Mr.
Galvin said, "including the use of
alnico, an alloy of steel, scrap
aluminum, and nickel, which is now
being used for magnets in the
permanent magnet speakers. Last
year, the industry used 4,000,000
pounds of aluminum, but this year,
through the use of substitutes, the
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industry will use only 10% of that,
or about 400,000 pounds. However,
the metal is badly needed for the
electrolytic condensers, and no substitute has been found that has the
electro-chemical qualities of aluminum essential in the condensers."
"'But far more serious to the
broadcasting industry," Mr. Galvin
said, "is the inability of tube manufacturers— of which there is only a
half-dozen in the United States —
to obtain nickel and tungsten. The
tube manufacturers are rapidly
depleting their inventories, and will
have to shut down in the fall if unable to obtain the metals."
In the meantime, the set manufacturers are tapering production
while waiting for word from OPM,
and the greatest backlog of orders
in the history of radio manufacturing is steadily piling up.

SPORTS
SPOTLIGHT
featurmg

Bob

Evans

6:15 P.M. Daily
Saturday
Monday
thru

A

proven
audience starring

northwestern Ohio's most
authoritative radio Sports re-

Wire

your

porter—
reservation.

Video in New York
SEEKING listener opinion on proV/NBT, NBC's
televisiona
station grams,
in New
York, mailed
folder postcard with attached busireply card listing
station's
entireness schedule
for thetheweek.
On
the reverse of the reply card is a
ballot listing each program with
the request to classify as either excellent, good, fair or poor.
PACIFIC COAST Broadcasting Co..
proposing to apply for a 10,000-watt
station at Pasadena, has filed articles
of incorporation with the California
Secretary of State in Sacramento. Directors of the company, which was
authorized to issue two classes of stock
with an aggregate par value of $75,000.
are .1. Frank Burke, president of
KFVD. Los Angeles: Fay J. Smalley
■Jr. and Wayne D. Moon, commercial
manager
and auditor, respectively of
that
station.

5,000
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ANPA

WFMJ

Youngstown's
Favorite
Station
A Hooper- Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
than any other station heard
in the Youngstown district.

SEARS and
AVER, Rep.
^.
larg
chunk
oriLLIN
Test
campaignsandin industrial.
a dual market
BOTH your
agricultural
WSOY—
gi ves you coverag l' of such a market.
2B0 WATTS -la^O-FULLTlME

Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

KFH
WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry Office
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about program listings in newspapers, or other matters regarded
as extraneous to the main issue.
The four-phase questionnaire covered station ownership and history,
including profits and losses for
each year and physical investment;
commercial policy, covering joint
sale of newspaper space and station time or combination rates;
news broadcasting, covering news
services subscribed to; news probreakdowns, both
commer-of
cialgram
and sustaining;
handling

Enters Press Battle
{Continued from page 7)

present indication of a postponement request from the newspaper
group, created last April to combat the regulations.
Harold V. Hough, Chairman of
the Committee, and Sydney M.
Kaye, associate counsel for the
group, were in Washington last
Wednesday and Thursday with C.
H. Sundberg, secretary of the committee, to complete arrangements
for the inquiry, presumably to be
conducted before the FCC sitting
en banc.
It has been an open secret that
Chairman Fly did not propose to
postpone the hearings unless the
burden was squarely upon the
newspaper committee, and even
then, because of the most recent
developments, some doubt was expressed as to his action.
Chairman Fly has insisted that
the hearings should be started
promptly because of the hue and
cry from the industry about the
holding up of applications for both
standard and FM facilities where
newspaper-ownership is involved,
however indirectly. Since promulgation of the inquiry order (No.
79) last March, the FCC has shunted to the pending file all applications for new facilities involving
newspapers, save in a few instances
which have been branded as discriminatory, but has authorized improved facilities in some cases with
the proviso that they are subject to
whatever policy action the FCC
might take pursuant to the inquiry.
On behalf of the NewspaperRadio Committee, it was indicated
it will state it is not ready to make
an affirmative presentation on behalf of newspaper-owned stations
on July 23, but intends to appear
in the proceedings.
In Midst of Summer
The newspaper committee originally had requested a postponement of the proceedings from July
25 until Sept. 15. The Commission,
however, granted an adjournment
only until July 23. It was then presumed that, upon proper petition,
it would grant another postponement since several members of the
Commission have no intention of
sitting through such proceedings
day in and day out during the heat
of a Washington summer.
Aside from calling upon all of
the press associations, FCC investigators have visited such operations
as Hearst Radio in New York; the
Cowles stations headquarters in
Des Moines; WDAF, Kansas City,
owned by the Star; WSPA-WORD,
Spartanburg, S. C, non-newspaper
owned; WTMA, Charleston, S. C,
owned by the News & Courier and
Post, WCBA, Allentown, owned by
the Call, among others.
In one instance, more than a
week was spent examining files,
including personal memoranda,
contracts, news continuities, newspaper program listings and, in fact,
everything having any bearing, direct or indirect, upon newspaper
station operation.

Questions often ran to ridiculous
extremes, it was reported. The investigators wanted to know who
dictated the news broadcasts,
whether advertisers had any degree of control over news content,
relationships with press associations, complaints against stations
or newspapers, whether the stations had an "editorial policy" and
a myriad other inquiries. Files as
far back as six years, including
those stored away in attic or basement, were carefully perused.
But, according to one broadcaster, only such data that might
be employed to show partiality,
wrongdoing, unfair competition or
public complaint proved of interest. In this particular case, the organization took the position it had
nothing to hide and threw open
everything.

news and commentators; and general policy of stations, relating to
NAB code adherence on controversial issues, religious services, complaints, public service programs
and the like.
In its preface, the committee
said the survey was intended to
portray a faithful picture of the
effects of newspaper relationship
on radio stations. "No matter how
slight or tenuous the relationship,"
the stations were told, "it is imperative that these questions be
answered fully. Whether your station is directly licensed to a newspaper, directly controlled by a
newspaper through a broadcast n
corporation, or even if only as little
as lO'/c of the stock is owned by
any persons connected with any
newspaper anywhere, your station

Preparing the Data
The Newspaper-Radio Committee, it is understood, has a staff of
nearly 40 preparing data for the
hearings, based largely upon the
results of a confidential questionnaire dispatched June 27, a day before the FCC questionnaire went
out. The committee, with well over
$100,000 already committed by
newspaper-owned stations toward
a budget of some $200,000, proposes an exhaustive presentation.
Questionnaires were not due until
July 10, and it was thought it
would be physically impossible to
prepare all of the data in time
for presentation to the FCC
July 23.
Thomas D. Thacher, former Solicitor General of the United
States, is chief counsel for the
committee, with Mr. Kaye and Abe
Herman, of Fort Worth, as his
associates.
Unlike the FCC questionnaire,
the committee asked no questions

n
is concerned."
Bosco Adds
ii 35i
BOSCO Co., New York (milk
amplifier) , on July 7 started Bosco
Bandstand, a program of transcribed music, 8:30-8:45 a.m.
(EDST), six times weekly, on
KYW, Philadelphia. Also on that
date the company shifted a program of the same name on KNX,
Los Angeles, from 7:45-8 a.m.,
(PST), Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, to 12:30-12:40 p.m., Monday thru Friday. Agency is Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska, was authorized b.v the FCC last Wednesday to
increase its iiower from 1,000 to 5.000
watts fulltime. subject to approval of
transmitter and antenna site.
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NOT
ALUMINUM
for Uncle
Sam of
but KWK,
a radio St.
"Moving
When ANClaire
Harrison, HUNT
continuity
director
Louis, Party."
moved
to a new apartment, she improvised the party as a freight-saving venture. Each guest had to call at the old abode, pick up a box or bundle
and trundle it to the new clifF-dwelling. Here (1 to r) are Ray Dady,
KWK manager, about to swallow the canary; Dan Seyforth, production
director, coddling the kettle; Salesman Jack Henderson, exploring the
cooker, and Master-Mind Harrison. At the right, moved by the spirit
of the occasion, Hoyt Andres, announcer, and John Tinnea, program
director,
a stop atfortheembellishment.
KWK "graveyard" and picked up a few
odds
and made
ends treasures
Mutual

Compares

Network Payments
Cisler Compilation Basis of
Relative Monthly Issue
CLAIMING a net monthly return
over 3509c greater than the net resulting to the station if it were
affiliated with NBC-Blue, MBS last
Monday released a "balance sheet"
compiled by S. A. Cisler, general
manager of WGRC, New AlbanyLouisville, in which he compared
figurative results "of what WGRC
could expect to receive from MBS
against NBC-Blue" figured on a
-$120 per hour rate, with 20 hours
of time sold per month. The Cisler
analysis showed a possible net revenue of $350.70 per month from
MBS, compared with $96 from
NBC-Blue.
I The office of William S. Hedges,
-NBC vice-president in charge of
station relations, declined to com, ment on the MBS comparison until
I an opportunity is afforded to study
the analj^sis made by Mr. Cisler.
Deals Compared
I According to the comparative
Vbreakdowns, based on a gross rev<enue for 20 hours of $2,400, the
station would pay $600 for line
charges, with no time given to the
network, under the "Mutual deal";
Iwhile under the "NBC-Blue deal"
(it would pay no line charges but
Iwould give 16 hours free time to
the network.
. On the MBS side, after allow' ing a maximum volume discount of
, 509f, net revenue for the 20 hours
iwould be $1,200, from which would
'be deducted $180 for 15'^"^ commissions, the $600 in line charges, $21
representing 3%<;<: for MBS on the
■8600 figure, another $48.30 representing 111/2 '■/f for MBS of the
8420 remaining after agency commissions were deducted from the
81,200 net revenue — leaving a net
return to the station of $350.70.
On the NBC-Blue
side, NBC
would take the first 16 hours free,
Mr. Cisler explained, paying $24,
or 207r of the $120 hourly rate,
jifor each of the next four hours —
BROADCASTING

leaving a net return to the station
of $96. Commenting further, Mr.
Cisler declared it would take approximately 31 hours of NBC-Blue
to equal the revenue from MBS
on 20 hours, on this basis. When
MBS sells 31 hours, the revenue
rises to $847.18, which he said
amounted "to more than twice
what NBC-Blue pays out for the
same amount of time".
English Joins NBC
MAURICE ENGLISH, until recently foreign correspondent in
France and Spain for the Chicago
Tribune, national
has division
joined
NBC's
to check
newsinterand
comment for factual and objective
content so that its uniformity will
be assured when broadcast in six
languages
on NBC's of
shortwave
stations. A graduate
Holy Cross
and Harvard U, Mr. English
worked several years with Time
magazine and the Chicago Tribune
before going abroad as a war correspondent.
DEFENSE production soug written
by Walter Craif?, program director of
WMCA. New York, has been submitted to the Office of Production Management at Wa.shington as a suggested
theme song for American industry. Mr.
Craig's
lyricsAlong
are sung
to theRobbins
music
of
Marching
Together,
Mtisic Corp. song, and are used on
WMCA's series Democracy at Work.

MBS Co-op Drama
FOLLOWING its successful 26week sponsorship last spring on
MBS of the Adventures of Bulldog
Drumrnond, Howard Clothes, New
York, on Sept. 28 will resume the
half-hour
8Sunday
Mutualnight
stations,
WORseries
WFILon
WAAB WGN WCAE WEAN
WAGE and WTAG. It will be
available for cooperative sponsorship on other MBS outlets. Norman Livingston, producer for the
agency, Redfield-Johnstone, New
York, is on a three-month tour to
line up local sponsors. Cast for the
Sunday 6:30-7 p.m. show will be
the same
last
spring. as for the test period
Brewery Spot Test
HAFFENREFFER BREWING
Co., Boston (Pickwick Ale) on
June 23 started a test series of
one-minute live spot announcements six times weekly for nine
weeks on WFEA, Manchester;
WKNE, Keene; WLNH, Laconia;
WDEV, Waterbury; WWSR, St.
Albans, Vt.; WCAX, Burlington,
and WSYB, Rutland. If the test
proves successful, the schedule
will be expanded and transcribed
announcements used in the fall,
according to the agency, Albert
Frank-Guenther Law, Boston.
Phila. Fight on Blue
FIRST of the bouts scheduled for
NBC-Blue from Shibe Park. Philadelphia, under sponsorship of Adam
Hat Stores. New York, will take
place July 21 when Sam Taub and
Bill Stern
cover
the 1.5-rouud
lightweight battle
between
Sammy Angott
and Ray Robinson.

Freedom
Wheeler

Winchell
From Z-Bar
AN ATTACK upon Senator
Wheeler (-Mont.), isolationist
leader, for allegedly having used
his influence to prevent broadcasts
of Walter Winchell's Sunday night
program
the Z-Bar
Network
stations inover
Montana
was made
last
week by F. H. Peter Cusick, executive secretary of Fight for Freedom
Inc., New York.
The Winchell broadcasts, plus
those of other commensators, have
not been caried for several weeks
on KGIR, Butte; KPFA, Helena,
and KRBM, Bozeman, all operated
by Ed Craney. V/hile Mr. Craney
has made no formal announcement,
it is understood he based his action
on the ground that the commentators did not present both sides of
the war issue.
Mr. Cusick said Senator Wheeler
"must certainly be defended in his
right to speak in Atlanta, or anywhere else, but we think it should
be pointed out that Wheeler does
not believe the same rights apply to
his opponents". He quoted reports
from Montana which he said indicated that the Senator had used
his influence to ban Winchell's
broadcasts, declaring that listeners
in that State now must tune to
KSL or KOA for the commentator.
Mr. Cusick also quoted the Great
Falls (Mont.) News, which stated
July not4 forever
that Senator
"can-of
shut off Wheeler
the people
Montana from hearing Winchell if
they choose to".
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COAST WITHOUT
THETWm!

Trying to sell the Texas Gulf Coast without
KXYZ-KRIS is like trying to type without a
typewriter. The amazing growth and business
activity of this section have made it the bright
spot on business maps for the past decade.
The TWIN stations are the only combination
to blanket the heart of this rich market. Write
NOW for data.
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Networks

Confer on Monopoly
{Continued from page 7)

the filing of an appropriate
tion with the FCC setting
reasons, preparatory to the
ing of discussions with the
mission.

"I can ride back in one o' dent
autos dey make in WFDF's coverage, ifdey'll jes deliver me at
Flint, Mich."

^^^^^
It is not the amount of noise
you make that counts in radio.
It's what you say and how well
you put it over that matters.
There are more powerful stations than CHNS in Canada
but none with better equipment.
For Rates: Apply Station Director
CHNS • Lord Nelson Hotel
Halifax, Nova Scotia
or
Joe Weed, New York City

The All-Important
Fact /s . . .
MOST

EL PASO

PEOPLE

Listen to
)( J § [^1
MOST OF THE TIME
KTSM, NBC Outlet, El Paso, Texas
Geo. P. Hollingberry Co., Nat'l Rep.
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Won't Surrender Rights
In the conversations, the matter
of new legislation, to supplant the
existing law, has not been overlooked. The major networks are
proceeding on the premise that
they should not surrender any of
their legal rights in the joint effort
to narrow existing differences. It is
recognized that new legislation can
not be procured overnight, and it
is felt that the FCC, Congress and
the industry all are interested in
procuring
the statute.
proper sort of redefinition of the
One solution, looked upon as entirely possible, is suspension of the
existing rules, promulgation of
modified rules by the FCC and
then voluntary action by the FCC
in suspending the effective date of
the rules until there can be a court
adjudication
of the FCC's authority
to
invoke them.
Meanwhile, there was doubt as
to whether the hearings on the
White Resolution calling for a fullscale investigation of radio regulation, which would stay the effective
date of the FCC regulations, would
be reopened at all.
When the hearings were recessed
June 20, at the call of Chairman
Wheeler, it was understood that
Mr. Fly would be recalled for rebuttal testimony. Chairman Fly
himself has indicated that he did
not expect to reappear, but the
Commission has made no move to
defer the effective date of the regulations, obviously awaiting overtures from the industry or possibly from Senator Wheeler.
There appears to be little doubt
that a postponement will be forthcoming, in one way or another.
Should the preliminary conversations break off, both NBC and CBS
are prepared to start litigation
challenging
But such a the
moveFCC's
wouldjurisdiction.
be in the
nature of a last resort.
It is assumed that counter-proposals will be broached by NBC
and CBS, looking toward revision
of the proposed regulations. With
the "forced sale" aspect of NBC's
disposition of the Blue Network
no longer involved, by virtue of
voluntary action by the FCC, the
most important phases of the eight
regulations commanding attention
of the older networks are those
relating to exclusivity and time
option bans and the divestment of
owned or managed stations in markets other than New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles-San Francisco.
Bone of Contention
The primary bone of contention
in the inti'a-network discussions, it
is understood, has been in connection with the exclusivity and time
option phases. The conversations,
it is understood, have returned to
an earlier suggestion that there be

Double

Birdie

IT HAPPENED, say three
unusually honest and respectable golfers, on the
Omaha Field Club course on
the second tee. Tom Dailey,
WOW's sports editor let fly
with a terrific drive. The ball
caught — not one, but — TWO
sparrows
in flightand
killed them both,
stone —dead!
Two days later a Bob Ripley
story.
agent wired for photo and

the committee for new legislation
to supplant munications
the law, 14-year-old
but there iscomnot
a great deal of enthusiasm apparent for the White Resolution because of its all-inclusive nature.
Most committee members, it is
thought, favor the course outlined
by Chairman Wheeler toward compromise of the regulations, with
new legislation to be introduced as
earlythat
as an
possible.
generallyfelt
entire Itnewis law
could
not be pressed through Congress
in the immediate future, with the
war
situationactivity.
dominating all Govvernmental

Permanent
exclusive contracts and fulltime
options in markets in which at
least four fulltime outlets are available, thus caring for each of the
four existing networks. However,
in markets having less than four
stations, the discussion is surrounding some means of an option
formula basis, whereby each of the
four networks would be accorded
outlets.
In any event, it was regarded as
likely that at some point prior to
the Aug. 2 deadline the network
executives would sit down with
Chairman Fly and an adequate
basis for postponement would be
reached. There is the possibility
that each rule would be appraised
individually in a series of conferences with the FCC and invoked
piecemeal, if litigation were
averted.
Meanwhile, it was stated at the
office of Senator Tobey (R-N.H.)
that he desired to call more witnesses on the White Resolution.
Absent when Mr. Trammell appeared for NBC and during a portion of Mr. Paley's testimony he
had indicated he desired to crossexamine these witnesses, as well
as to delve into the circumstances
surrounding the sale of WMCA,
New York, by Donald Flamm to
Edward J. Noble, chairman of the
Life Saver Corp. and former Undersecretary ofCommerce. Senator
Tobey had inquired into this transaction when Commissioner T. A.
M. Craven was on the stand during
the White Resolution Hearings and
said at that time he hoped to pursue this matter with other witFear an Inquisition
If the hearings are reopened for
Chairman Fly's rebuttal testimony,
Senator Tobey has indicated he desires to call other members of the
FCC to ascertain their views, not
only on the network monopoly regulations but on the WMCA case.
A number of committee members
■— possibly a majority — appear disposed not to favor reopening of
the hearings, lest it become a fishing expedition along the lines of
the Tobey-directed inquisition during hearings on the confirmation
on the late Thad H. Brown last

N. Y. Office

Planned by World Wide
ALTHOUGH WRUL, Boston
shortwave station, has not definitely signed a contract for offices
and studios in New York City,
Walter Lemmon, director of World
Wide operations, told Broadcasting the station would locate in
New York in September and is
temporarily using studios furnished by WMCA, New York. It
has been reported that WRUL was
planning to establish headquarters
in Radio City, but this was not
confirmed by IVIr. Lemmon.
World Wide Broadcasting Corp.,
which recently received a $40,000
loan from the Reconstruction Finance Corp. [Broadcasting, June
30], has indicated it plans to increase operating power of its two
Boston international shortwave
outlets, WRUL and WRUW, from
50,000 to 100,000 watts.
Hobart Montee, until several
weeks ago actively associated with
WRUL, is in California recuperating from a recent heart attack,
according to Mr. Lemmon. During
Mr. Montee's indefinite leave of absence, Douglas Schneider, his assistant, will be in charge of European shortwave programs.
STUDENTS of Dartmouth will
study bi'oadcastiiis operations of
WXEW, New York, tliis summer,
preparatory
running
campus
station of theirto own
next a fall.
Studios
for DBS (Dartmoutli Broadcasting
System) are now under construction
in Hanover, N. H., to be operated by
the students under the direction of the
Dartmouth College Radio Council.
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Considerable sentiment exists on
year.
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^'AB
MORRIS
PLAN'S SPELLING BEE
Third Season Completed by Sponsor on WGL as

'(ladies DAY at WCKY, Cincinnati, and KLZ, Denver, is being observed in impromptu fashion here.
At the top L. B. Wilson, owner of
WCKY, strikes a W. C. Fieldsian
pose as he watches Ann LaHay sign
her new contract as women's pro, gram director, after several years
in a similar capacity' at KLZ. Below is Maida Severn, who succeeds
Miss LaHay at the Denver station.
For several years she was under
ijicontract to NBC Artists Bureau as
j. a singer, and handled publicity
■ for "Gardens on Parade" at New
York World's Fair. More recently
she has been in the script-writing
and publicity departments at CBS,
New York. Helen Eees, woman's
I program director at WCKY, has
I been assigned to special promotion
!, work by Mr. Wilson, to work under
■ his personal direction.
ABTU Signs More
^SIGNING of agreements with more
' stationsciated
is announced
by the AssoBroadcast Technicians
Unit
of the International Brotherhood
I of Electrical
Workers. Signed
'July
8,
retroactive
to Mayand1, KSO,
is an
agreement with KRNT
Des jMoines. Also signed were
agreements with WCFL, Chicago,
iand WGRC,
New Albany, Ind.
i"jpay,
All agreements
higher
vacations andcalled
other for
benefits.
IircH M. CURTLER. former genfral manager of WCHV. Charlottesville, Va.. and later with the .Joseph
■ Katz Agency. Baltimore, on July 9
t was appointed comm-i'rcial manager of
IWBAB, Atlantic City.

Schools Compete for Honors
RAPIDLY assuming the proporWayne, gathers the words for the
contest and acts as the spelling
tions of a tradition is the radioinstituted and radio-promoted Al- master, and a group of judges from
len County Spelling Bee, which has public. Catholic and Lutheran
just concluded its tenth annual se- schools sits in on each broadcast
ries on WGL, Fort Wayne.
to clear up any questions on such
points as words with two different
The program consists of approximately six weeks of broadcast
spellings, etc.
Both Morris Plan and the school
spelling matches among boys and
systems are well pleased with the
girls of the fifth, sixth, seventh and
eighth grades of all schools in the series, and the school children and
county. Through elimination, the teachers are known to prime themselves for the event weeks ahead.
best speller's in each grade are determined, then the champions of
the city schools and county schools
KFXM Sale Deal
and then these two are pitted
of KFXM, San Bernaragainst each other to determine the THE SALE
dino, Cal., to a family corporation
grand champion. In effect, the con- consisting of a mother and her
test amounts to the official spelling
is proposed in an applimatch of the area, sanctioned by two sons
cation filed with the FCC for voleducators.
untary transfer from Lee Bros.
Broadcasting Co. Mrs. Florence L.
Morris Plan Sponsors
Cressman and her sons, Albert L.
The Spelling Bee was inaugu- and Harry G., the latter a minor,
rated in 1931 and has continued
propose to buy the station for
annually ever since. For the past $110,000. The money was provided
three years it has been sponsored by Harry E. Cressman, husband
by the Fort Wajme Morris Plan. and father, who is a Ford and
Cooperation with the schools is in- Lincoln distributor formerly residing in England. Although Ameritensive and embraces not only pubcan-born, the senior Cressman is
lic but Catholic and Lutheran
a British subject who returned to
schools, assuring 100 interest this country at the outbreak of the
throughout the county.
war. Because of his foreign citizenship he is not eligible to acquire
The station and sponsor cooperate in presenting a traveling an American station. The station
plaque each year to the school rep- operates with 250 watts on 1240 kc.
resented bythe winner. This plaque
hangs in the school for one year,
and has space for the names of
winners until 1964. The traditional
value of the plaque is expected in
time to match proportionately such
AMAZING
trophies as the Indiana-Purdue
TIME
FOR
"Old Oaken Bucket".
In addition, individual awards in
the form of medals are given to
each grand champion and each
grade winner.
Morris Plan's advertising manager, James Studer, acts as announcer on the show, using three
carefully-worded individual an5000
nouncements during the 45-minute
period. R. Nelson Snider, principal
of South Side High School of Fort

MEMBERSHIP

NOW
TOTALS 539
OVER-ALL memberships of the
NAB stands at 539 as against 547
last May at the time of the NAB
convention, despite the resignation
of 15 stations because they were
out of sjTnpathy with the position
taken by the trade association in
connection with industry issues.
In addition, seven stations were
dropped last month for nonpayment of dues.resignations from
Most recent
NAB include WHK, Cleveland, and
WHKC, Columbus, identified with
the Cleveland Plain Dealer, which,
it is reported, has resigned from
virtually all industry trade association activities, whatever their
nature;
Winston-Salem;
KWK, St. WAIR,
Louis; WSKB,
McComb,
Miss., and KSLM, Salem, Ore.
Other resignations, previously
announced, were WOR, New York;
WGN, Chicago; WOL, Washington; KHJ, Los Angeles; WFBR,
Baltimore, all MBS affiliates;
KGIR, Butte; WTMJ, Milwaukee;
KSTP, St. Paul; KFPY, Spokane.
Turner Co. Appoints
IRVIX I. AAROX & Associates. Milwaukee, has rbeen
appointed Wisconsin
sales repesentatives in Minnesota.
and portions of North Dakota and
Illinois for the. Turner Co.. Cedar
Rapids. phones,
la., microphone
manufacturers
microeqtiipmeutof and
the
new Turner push-pull vibrator.
THE FOREMAX Co. has been apIiointedtives ofexclusive
nationalForks.
representaKFJM. Grand
X. D.

VALUE
BUYERS

watts

Iceland Scoop
FIRSTcast on "on-the-spot"
the arrival of broadU. S.
Marines at Reykjavik, Iceland, was heard July 8 on
NBC-Blue when an unidentified British officer described
the landing of the American
force. The broadcast was
shortwaved via RCA to New
York and presented 9:459:55 p.m.
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

COMMUNICATIONS
■JULY

Decisioiis
JULY 9
NEW, Lake Worth Broadcasting Corp.,
Lake tionWorth,
Fla.-w unl.
Granted CP new sta1340 kc 250
KINY. Juneau, Alaska— Granted CP
equipment changes increase to 5 kw unl.
WSYB, Rutland, Vt.— Granted CP install new transmitter and directional night,
change to 1380 kc. increase to 1 kw. unl.
W59C, Chicago — Granted temp, authority
operate with 1 kw, to determination of
Order 79.
WCNC, toElizabeth
City, N.to C—
Granted
petition
assign license
Albermarle
Broadcasting Co.
WCBD, Chicago— Change call letters to
WAIT.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— WIBG,
Glenside, Pa., application to change hours
to ltd.-sunset Knoxville : NEW, Park Cities
Broadcasting
Dallas,
CP new
station 710 kc 5Corp.,
kw unl.
: NEW,
Midstate
Broadcasting Corp., Utica, N. Y., CP new
station 1450 kc 250 w unl.. joint hearing
with applic. of Utica Broadcasting Co. and
Utica Observer-Dispatch;
KGGM,
Albu-to
querque, CP move transmitter
change
590 kc, increase to 5 kw unl., joint hearing
with KVOA and KVSF.
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Chattahoochee Broadcasting Co., Columbus, Ga., CP
new station placed in pending file under
Order 79 ; NEW, Fairfield Broadcasting
Corp., Lancaster, O., placed in pending file
under Order 79 ; KTBC, Austin, Tex.,
Application for transfer license placed
in pending file under Order 79.
JULY 11
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Mid-American Broadcasting Corp., Louisville, dismissed without prejudice petition amend
CP
and
FCC's; WTIC,
own motion
hearing toon7-30-41
Hartford,continued
passed
until next week action on petition intervene Mid-American and WGRC applications. Louisville-New Albany, Ind. ; KFEQ,
St. Joseph, Mo., granted motion remove
from docket application CP 680 kc 5 kw
unl. directional (new application to be
submitted), and KWK petition to intervene
withdrawn ; WIBG, Glenside, Pa., granted
continuance hearing on renewal to 8-27-41 ;
WGRC, New Albany, Ind., dismissed without prejudice petition amend application CP
change to 1080 kc 5 kw unl. directional and
on
FCC's
own motion
hearingCal.,to
7-3-41
; KFXM,
San continued
Bernardino,
granted cationdismissal
without
prejudice
CP change to 1420 kc 1 kw appliunl. ;
WLW, Cincinnati, granted request retire
to closed files application 500 kw on 700 kc ;
NBC, granted
postponement
newal KGO. KOA,
WMAL, hearing
60 days re-to
9-19-41 : KORN. Fremont, Neb., granted
petition continue renewal and transfer
hearing to 8-15-41 ; KONB, Omaha, granted
continuance hearing on CP etc. 1500 kc
250 w unl. to 8-12-41.
Applications . . .
JULY 9
WMAL,
Washington
ment license
from NBC— Voluntary
to M. A. assignLeese
Radio Corp.
WKBW, Buffalo-Modification CP new
transmitter change to 1520 kc.
KNET, Palestine, Tex. — Voluntary assignment license to Palestine Broadcasting
Corp.
WRUF, Gainesville, Fla.— CP increase to
unl. hours, install night directional.
WFTM, Fort Myers, Fla. CP install
new transmitter and move with studio.
to WIBA,
change Madison,
to 1310 kc.Wis.— Modification CP
KDON, Monterey, Cal.— CP install new
transmitter, increase to 250 w.
Tentative Calendar . . .
JULY 15
KIDW, Lamar, Col. — License renewal.
JULY 16
(Consolidated Hearing)
NEW, Mid-America
Broadcasting
Louisville
CP new station
1080 kc 1 Corp,,
kw N
5 kw D.
WGRC, New Albany, Ind. CP 1080 kc
5 kw unl.
SEPTEMBER 5
KWTO,
Springfield,
Mo.— CP 560 1 kw
N 5 kw D.
Page 52 • iuly 14, 1941

FCC
Appointment
Remains
in Doubt

THE
COMMISSION

5 TO

JULY 11, INCLUSIVESEPTEMBER 9
WENY,
Elmira,
N. Y.— CP 590 kc 1 kw Ship Operators Rules
unl.
SEPTEMBER 10
Are Suspended by FCC
WAPI, Birmingham, Ala.— CP 1070 kc SUSPENSION for six months of
50 kw unl., directional N.
the requirement that commercial
SEPTEMBER 15
radio operators possess at least a
KPAC,
Port
Arthur,
Tex.—
Modification
license 1220 kc 1 kw unl.
half-year's previous ship service to
(Consolidated Hearing)
be eligible for employment as the
NEW, Scrlpps-Howard Radio Inc., Hous- radio operator on a cargo ship was
ton—CP new station 1230 kc 250 w unl.
NEW, Texas Star Broadcasting Co., announced last Friday by the FCC
Houston— CP new station 1230 kc 250 w to help meet the demand for radio
unl.
NEW, Greater Houston Broadcasting Co, telegraph operators in the expanding merchant marine.
Inc., Houston — CP new station 1230 kc
250 w unl.
Action was taken pursuant to an
amendment to the Communications
Act approved July 8 as an emerand wasof inCongress,
accordancegency
with measure
the intent
Matinee Video Program
the Commission said. The suspen[s Inaugurated by NBC
sion was placed in effect immediINSTITUTIONAL telecast to act
ately to meet a shortage of operafor television as the Farm & Home
tors, which has resulted in delayed
Hour does for longwave broadcast- sailings of cargo ships. Under the
Commission's order, graduates of
ing will start
JulyWNBT,
17 on NBC's
television
station
under the
Maritime Commission's radio
the i;ame of Radio City Matinee.
schools who have secured FCC liHostess on the first program will
censes will be eligible for employment on cargo ships.
be Vyvyenne Donner, fashion expert, and guests will include the
Triolets, girl's trio, and the Four
Dudes, male chorus.
Material Bureau
Subsequent programs will be RMA
devoted to such feminine interests
Substitute Metal
as beauty, fashions, child welfare, Seeks
and decorating. The hour telecasts, FIRST meeting of the new Radio
Thursdays at 2:30 p.m., will be Manufacturers Assn. Materiel Buwritten and produced by Ernest
reau was held in New York July 1
Colling, who handles television pub- and a number of committees were
licity for NBC.
appointed to study substitutes for
essential materials needed by industry but now unavailable because of defense requirements.
IX HONOR of NBC's two networks.
L. C. F. Horle, consulting engiWSJS. WiiLstoii-Salem, N. C, has
neer of RMA, is acting director of
christened two miuiature lakes on the the new
bureau. The group also will
roof of its new studio building "Lake undertake to save material through
K<>(1'' and "Lake Blue." Part of the mechanical design, circuit design
eoolins system, the lakes are stocked
with fiohllish and run into each other and standardization, both electrical
from different levels.
and mechanical.

CHIEF
from

30

RIVES

to 15,000

frequency

RANGE

cycles,

with

uniform

response

"And Western Electric 23 C gives big
build-up, too," says Chief Engineer.
"Total gain 96 db. Complete audio
system, factory-wired and tested.
"Here is Speech Input plenty simple to install, operate,maintain.
Rush scout to get full story from

Operating With

Only Four Present
THE FCC limped along last week
with only four of its six members
present and with no indication from
the White House as to the appointment of a successor to Frederick I,
Thompson, whose term expired
June 30. Commissioners T. A, M.
Craven and George H, Payne were
vacationing.
At his press conference last Friday, President Roosevelt said he
had not decided on the FCC appointment. Asked about the possibility of naming Edward Roddan,
assistant publicity director of the
Democratic National Committee
and a former Washington newspaperman, to the Thompson vacancy,
the Chief Executive said he had no
information.
Favored by Fly
In some Administration quarters
it was thought the President might
take his time filling the Thompson
vacancy. While it is still possible
the Alabaman will be renamed, the
chances are believed remote. The
President has made several recent
appointments to other agencies
weeks prior to expiration of the
terms of the incumbents. It was
thought that if he had any intention of renaming Mr. Thompson,
whose two-year tenure had aroused
considerable opposition, he would
have done so some time back.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, according to reports, has been
urging the Thompson reappointment, primarily because the Commissioner has voted with the majority on controversial issues and
was in the forefront of both the
chain monopoly regulations and the
ings.
newspaper
- divorcement proceedOther possible appointees have
been rumored in Washington. Possible promotion of T. J. Slowie, FCC :
secretary and Iowa Democrat, to
the Commissionership is the latest
report. Other names previously
mentioned are those of G. W. Johnstone, former radio director of the
Democratic National Committee and
pioneer network public relations
officer; Fulton J. Redman, Portland,
Me., attorney, and Thomas E.
(Buster) Lawson Jr., Attorney
General of Alabama,
Frost Named by RCA
WITH W, H. Beltz, manager of the
Hollywood branch of RCA Mfg. Co.,
called to active duty in the Navy
E. (Jack) Frost), in charge of San
Francisco operations, has taken
over West Coast activities, according to announcement last Friday
by I. R. Baker, manager of RCA
broadcast transmitter sales. Mr.
Beltz. a lieutenant commander in
the Reserve, has been called to
Washington for active duty as of
July 15 [see story on page 44] .

Graybar Electric"

Western

Commission

Electric
BROADCASTING

CALL LETTERS a.ssisned for recent
new
station111.;
grants
are WLDS.
.Tacksonville.
WSON.
Henderson.
Ky. ; KTRN, Tacoma, Wash.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Network JKccounh
\\\ time EDSTunless otherwise indicated.
New Business
^'NION
Co. ofNelson
Cal., LosPringle
Angeles,
July OIL
7 started
on
hree CBS-California stations (KNX,
vSFO and KARM), Men. thru Fri.
•:45-S
PST. Agency: Lord &
Thomas, a.m.
Los Angeles.
Renewal Accounts
5ENERAL CIGAR Co., New York
White Owls), on June 27 renewed
\'aymond
Stving
on 38 Networks,
MBS staions, Don Gram
Lee and
Colonial
\lon. and Fri., 10-10 :15 p.m. Agency :
r. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
B A Y U K CIGARS, Philadelphia
Phillies), on July 1 renewed The Inide of Sports on 30 MBS stations,
\lon., Wed., Fri., 7 :30-7 :45 p.m. and
rues., Thurs.,
Sat., 7 :45-8 p.m.
Vgency
)hia. : Ivey & Ellington, PhiladelR.. B. SEMLER, New Canaan, Conn.
;Kreml hair tonic), on July 5 re"lewed Gabriel Heatter on 15 MBS
!|!tations,
Fri.,& 9-9Co.:15N.p.m.
ency : Mon.,
Erwin,Wed.,
Wasey
Y.
ILLAMOOK COUNTY CREAMCRY ASSN., Portland, Ore. (cheese),
im
July 4 Kitchen
renewed on
Benny
Walker's
Tillamook
6 NBC-Red
.^acific stations, Fri., 9-9:15 p.m.
PST). Agency: Botsford, Constanine & Gardner, Portland.
I ARROW'S INC., Los Angeles
Mar-O-Oil shampoo), on Sept. 28
t-news for 52 weeks Hollyioood Whiscrs on 80 MBS stations. Sun., 2:45p.m. (EST). Agency: Hays Mac^J^arland & Co., Chicago.
.ItlENNEN Co., Newark (shave
[rream) on July 13 renews for 52
liveeks, Boh Garred Reporting, on 5
'<ARM
'I!S Pacific
KSFO Coast
KOIN stations
KIRO), (KNX
Mon.,
V(mI., Fri., 7:30-7:45 a.m. (PST).
: i^cucy : H. M. Kiesewetter Adv., N. Y.
Network Changes
IjpOCA-COLA
Atlanta,
June
Its added 6 CBS Co.,
stations
to Theon Pause
^I'hat Refreshes on the Air, making a
fotal of 113 CBS stations, Sun. 8-8 :30
3|i.m.
lARS Inc.. Chicago (canly bars), on
uly 13 shifts Dr. I. Q. and Dr. I. Q.
r. to Minneapolis. Dr. I. Q. is heard
n 89 NBC-Red stations, Mon., 9-9 :30
i.m., and Dr. I. Q. Jr. on 26 Red stallions, Sun., 6 :30-7 p.m.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
ri. J. on July 21 replaces Martha
Vehster with The Man I Married on
»6 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
il :15-11 :30 a.m.

I
}
)f

Crystal Specialists Since 1925
ATTENTION
BROADCASTERS SUBJECT TO
FREQUENCY RE-ALLOCATION
We are at your service to —
1. REGRIND your present
crystal to higher new
frequency .... $17.50
2. NEW CRYSTAL (less
holder) .... $22.50
3. NEW CRYSTAL
fully mounted . $30.00
.r ■ LOW DRIFT - APPROVED BY FCC

124 Jackson Ave.
University Pork, Md.

8R0ADCASTING

Block News Test
BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City, is
conducting a 13-week test campaign for Stera-Kleen (false tooth
cleanser) using Fred Lang Reviews the News twice weekly 7:15
a.m. on WNAC, Boston, and
WEAN, Providence. If the test
proves successful, more stations
will be added, according to Redfield-Johnstone, New York, the
agency.
Tightened Censorship
In Berlin Is Observed
As Lanius
Is Cut Off
FUFTHER indications of the
tightening German policy on
American broadcasters in Berlin
was evidenced last week as Charles
Lanius, NBC correspondent in the
Nazi capital, was cut off the air
by censor for 40 seconds during his
regular morning broadcast last
Thursday.
This came as the status of Harry
Flannery, CBS correspondent in
Berlin, was still in doubt after he
had been refused radio facilities by
the German government in reprisal for statements made on a
domestic CBS network by Elmer
Davis, CBS news commentator, regarding the air debut of P. G.
Wodehouse,
"incarcerated" English
author.
It had been rumored that Flannery's broadcasting privileges
would be restored but as Broadcasting went to press Friday this
report could not be confirmed.
Lanius was cut off the air during a description of a German
newsreel depicting the activities of
Nazi troops in the war against
Russia. The NBC reporter likened
the reactions of German troops
under fire to a well-drilled American football team which seemed to
know exactly what to do next. In
some quarters it was thought he
was cut off the air because the German censor thought he was trying
to convey to his listeners the idea
that
pictureswas
werecut,
"faked".
WhentheLanius
NBC
switched the program to Washington so that when he returned to
the air he was not heard by American listeners.
Joint Antenna in Houston
DESPITE a difference in corporate ownership, KXYZ and KPRC,
Houston, were authorized by the
FCC last Wednesday to make joint
use of the same antenna for day
and night operation. KXYZ operates on 1470 kc. with 1,000 watts,
and KPRC is assigned to 950 kc.
with 5,000 watts local sunset and
1,000 night. The latter station,
however, is slated for operation on
1320 kc. with 5,000 watts fulltime
when KTRH, present occupant of
that frequency, shifts to 740 kc.
with 50,000 watts, probably later
this year. KXYZ is owned by Tilford Jones, nephew of Secretary of
Commerce Jesse Jones, and KPRC
is controlled by the Houston Post.
WHIS, Blnefield, W. Va., has joined
NBC as a basic supplementary outlet
to both Red and Blue networks,
instead of joining the Blue Southeastern Grouii, as previously announced.
The station operates on 1440 kc, 1.000
local sunset and 500 watts night
power. Evening hour rate is $80, and
charges for cut-in announcements are
if.! night, !i;4 Jay, and $5 Sunday afternoons.

• Broadcast
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Florida Citrus to B-S-H
FLORIDA Citrus Commission,
Lakeland, Fla., on July 11 announced the appointment of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New York,
as its agency. A five-man committee headed by Thomas B. Swann,
chairman of the Commission, had
been in New York for over a week
conferring with the various agencies bidding for the account. The
new agency will handle both fresh
and canned fruit advertising for
the Commission. Arthur Kudner
formerly had the account.
COLOMBIA

OUTLET

JOINS CBS HOOKUP
CBS has increased its "Network of
the Americas" to 62 stations with
the addition July 10 of Radio Nutibara,
bia. HJDT, in Medellin, ColomIn building its Latin American
chain, Columbia also is negotiating
with other Latin American stations, according to Edmund A.
Chester, CBS director of shortwave
broadcasting and Latin American
relations. CBS aims to provide programs for every one of more than
4,000,000 radio sets below the
United States border.
CBS engineers are rushing work
on the two 50,000 watt transmitters
for WCBX and WCRC, Brentwood,
L. I., thewhich
network's
international
stations
originate
programs
for all points in the world. These
two stations will devote eight directional antennas exclusively for
transmissions to the south.
Though capable of 19 different
broadcasting combinations, five
other antennas, with 13 more
broadcasting combinations, have
been assigned to blanket coverage
of Mexico, with provisions for
shifting to shortwave toward
Europe. These transmitters are to
begin operation in September.

BLILEY

Approval of President
Awaited on 0PM Plan
To Start Daylight Time
WHILE an expression of approval
from President Roosevelt is expected shortly on the Office of Production Management's request for
universal daylight time, as Broadcasting went to press the recommendation was still on Mr. Roosevelt's desk.
The 0PM recommendations, asking the President to request legislation to institute daylight time on
a year-round basis, have been at
the White House for 10 days or
more but the press of other business, it is thought, has kept the
President from acting on them.
When action comes it will probably in the form of a letter to Congressional leaders.
Last week Sen. Guffey (D-Pa.)
introduced a bill in the Senate
which would reenact the law of
March between
19, 1918theto last
provide
"fast"in
time
Sunday
March and the last Sunday in October each year.
Donovan Heads News
APPOINTMENT of William J.
(Wild Bill) Donovan, former
Army colonel and attorney, as coordinator of information on national security, was announced last
Friday by resident Roosevelt. As
a civilian official. Col. Donovan
"will collect and assemble information and data bearing on national
security" from Government agencies and analyze and collate it for
the President, it was announced.
Previously, it had been reported
Col. Donovan would be named chief
of military intelligence with a marank.activities
His new ofwork
will jor
notgeneral's
duplicate
the
Army General staff, the regular intelligence services or the FBI.

ELECTRIC

UNION STATION BUILDING

COMPANY
ERIE, PA.
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U.

S. to Cooperate

In Draft Coverage
Names of Those Drawn to Be
Made Available Locally
BROADCAST stations will have
the cooperation of the Selective
Service System in connection with
the second registration to be held
at 7 p.m. (EST) July 17 in Washington, according to Maj. Ernest
M. Culligan, Public Relations
Officer.
Replying to a letter from Arthur Stringer, of the NAB, who
had written about past difficulty
experienced by stations in getting
draft information from local
boards, Maj. Culligan wrote:
"It instructions
is my pleasure
assureissued
you
that
haveto been
to all members of the Selective
Service System to make information regarding Selective Service
readily available to the press and
radio news agencies. During the
past several months we have corrected many situations where local
boards were reluctant to release
information and I am sure that
radio stations will not encounter
any difficulty in this connection.
Promises to Help
"Should any situation come to
your attention that requires corrected action, please advise me and
I assure you the matter will be
straightened out."
A number of stations complained
during the first registration that
they were unable to obtain lists
of names from local boards at the
same time they were released to
the press. Mr. Stringer said that
Maj. Culligan's statement indicates
this difficulty should not be encountered during the second registration. He urged stations to reestablish contacts immediately with local
sources of names. Stations were
advised to notify NAB headquarters if any difficulty is met.
The drawing of the 750 numbers in the second registration
is expected to take about two
hours. After the drawing, the news
will originate in various centers
throughout the country.

m /»
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Covie On! Didn't the Chief Tells Us to Broadcast ALL the Army
^AB SALES GROUP
John W. Savage
JOHN W. SAVAGE, 49, assistantGames'." HEADED
BY CARR
to the president of General ElecAPPOINTMENT
of
a seven-man
tric Co., New York, on July 10
executive committee for the sales
died in Harkness Pavilion, New
York. Joining G-E in 1921, Mr. managers division of the NAB,
headed by Eugene Carr, assistant
Savage was a specialist in the commercial research department of manager of
the company, later becoming manWGAR, Cleveager of that division. He then ben o u n cland,
e dwas laanst
came assistant to Charles E. WilThursday
by
son, executive vice-preisdent, re- NAB President
taining that post when Mr. Wilson
Neville Miller.
became president in 1940. SurvivThe committee,
ing are his wife and mother.
pursuant
to a
board of directors
Seriitan News
ruling,
comprises
SERUTAN Co., Jersey City, for
Chairman Carr,
selected at large;
Serutan and associated products
on July 10 will start sponsorship
one member each representing
of Beyond the News With Jay Sims
small, medium and large stations,
on WOR, New York, Thursdays
and one representing each of the
networks.
10-10:15 p.m. During the first week
in October the program will be exJohn M. Outler Jr., commercial
panded to a limited MBS network
manager of WSB, Atlanta, is the
and changed to a Sunday morning
large station representative, with
quarter-hour spot on WGN WXYZ
E. Y. Flanigan, commercial manWGR WAAB WFIL WHK. Rayager of WSPD, Toledo, for medium
mond Spector Co., New York, is stations, and Robert MacKenzie,
agency.
manager of WCMI, Ashland, Ky.,
for small stations. Mr. Flanigan
Sign UP Service
was chairman last year.
KGHL. Billings. ^Mont., has signed a
Network representatives are
long-term contract for United Press Arthur
Garfield Hayes, CBS Radio
Xews Service, as has KBWD. Brownwood Tex. Stations renewing long-time Sales, New York; George H. Frey,
iil> contracts are KOMA. Oklahoma
sales service manager, NBC eastCity. KTUL, Tulsa, and WROK.
ern division. New York, and Linus
Roekford, 111.
Travers, vice-president of the
Yankee Network and WAAB, Boston, which is MBS-affiliated.
Chairman Carr conferred in
Washington last weekend with
Frank E. Pellegrin, director of the
NAB department of broadcast Advertising, preparatory to calling
the first meeting of the new executive committee later this summer.

THIS GOOD EARTH will soon sprout three new 374-foot towers, permitting WCOP, Boston, to inaugurate fulltime operation. Mayor Maurice
J. Tobin is breaking ground for the construction of the three-element
directional array, Look.ng on (1 to r), William O'Donnell; John K.
Gowen third, director of public relations; Arthur Leary, sales staff;
Ashley L. Robison, auditor; Roland C. Hale, chief engineer, and A. N.
Armstrong Jr., general manager.
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Horswell Buying KNET
BERT HORSWELL, onetime Chicago station representative and
later manager of KRIC, Beaumont,
Tex., has applied to the FCC for
authority to purchase KNET, Palestine, Tex., a 100-watt daytime
station on 1450 kc. He proposes
to pay Boner Frizzell, the present
owner, $5,000 for the property.
Now well
employed
would holdat 34KNET,
Vf of Mr.
the Horsstock
in the new company he has formed
to operate the station, with his
wife owning 33% and his motherin-law, Pauline M. Gordon, of
Beaumont, the remaining 33%.
BROADCASTING

11 STATIONS CARRY
OHIO LEGAL SERIES
ELEVEN Ohio stations are broadcasting Liberty Under Law under
the auspices of local bar associations and the public relations committee of the Ohio State Bar Assn.
These programs which are presented weekly by transcription,
containing 15-minute dramatic
sketches portraying incidents involving legal questions and the activities of lawyers, showing their
relationship to the public and describing their work in upholding
and defining the rights of citizens.
The programs are heard on
WLOK, Lima; WFMJ, Youngstown; WING, Dayton; WMRN,
Marion; WSTV, Steubenville;
WPAY, Portsmouth; WIZE,
Springfield; WADC, Akron; WICA,
Ashtabula; WBNS, Columbus;
WSPD, Toledo.
The series was created by Irwin
Johnson, director of developmental
programs of WBNS, Columbus,
and was first broadcast over that
station under auspices of the Columbus lawyers in March, 1940.
Since that time, the Columbus Bar
has presented weekly broadcasts
in the series.
A few of the topics covered are:
"Mr. Fixit," telling how erroneous
advice about tax returns may lead
otherwise honest citizens into serious trouble; "Right of Assembly," based
citypublic
ordinance
hibiting theonusea of
parks profor
the purposes of assembly and
"soap-box oratory"; "Freedom of
the
story of
an editor
whosePress,"
over-zealous
writings
put
him behind bars for contempt of
court; "Justice for the Soldier,"
telling of the use of the Soldiers' !
and Sailors' Relief Act to protect
conscriptees while they are away
in training camps; "Law Is Illea report
of the
first had
known
case ingal," Ohio
where
a judge
the
courage to declare an act of
the Legislature unconstitutional;
"Wanted: Americans Only," showing some of the problems which
arise in manufacturing plants
where employers insist that all
workers be American citizens or
take out citizenship papers.
These programs are produced
from original scripts and are written and presented by lawyers under Mr. Johnson's supervision. The
programs originate in the studios
of WBNS and Lowell Riley, of that
station's staff, is musical director
and supervisor of sound effects. On
June 21 the State Bar announced
a prize contest open to all lawyers
who are members for the best radio scriptssentationtoon thebe air
written
prein thisforseries.
Scripts entered in the contest are
to be judged on the basis of public
interest,
radio
matic effect
and adaptability,
originality. draWGN's FM Nearly Ready
HAVING received FCC permission
to proceed with construction of
W.inC. FM adjunct of WGX. Chicago.
Carl .J. ^Meyers. WGX. chief engineer
has announced (hat the station will go
on the air within two weeks as the
second FM outlet iu the area.
Temporary transmitter is located atop
the Tribune Tower and will operate
with l.OOO watts power. The station
expects to be using 50.000 watts by
December. There are an estimated
4.000 FM receivers iu Chicago, it was
stated.
• Broadcast Advertising
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REVIVAL-of
TWO
I

and one-half years ago when

522

CHURCHES

the matter was first

' investigated, over 5,000 churches had been abandoned
high on rock-ribbed mountairis, deep in pebbled gulches
throughout the hilly regions of WLW's coverage area in
Kentucky, West Virginia, Tennessee, and other states. This
had come about because the tiny pastorates could not
support individual pastors.
Today, 522 of these rural churches are again open every
Sunday. 30,000 men, women, and children in the 522
churches alone gather in groups ranging from 25 to 400
each, to hear the sermon over WLW by Reverend E.
Howard Cadle.
It was

PREVIOUSLY ABANDONED. THIS ATHOL, KY. CHURCH
now provides comfort for Its mountainside area.

Rev. Cadle's inspiration to re-open these churches. And

it

was WLW's privilege to assist him in every possible way. Radios
were installed in these remote spots, stimulating attendance . . .
And so, already, through WLW's cooperation, a sizeable number
of the idle churches are again alive and helpful.
These are the people who
an even

greater degree

need this type of service, probably

to

than their city cousins.

The many who are sensitive to an inborn urge for religious expression are aided through other WLW

programs,

also. There is the

"Church

By the Side of the

Road",

a

hymns

of

by the Crosley Em-

ployees Choir, with a sermonette by pastors of different faiths from all parts

REVEREND E. HOWARD CADLE
His WLW program, originating
from Indianapolis is heard in
522 churches, by 30.000 people

of WLW-land.
Together,
are more
many

these programs
reasons why so

rural people consider

WLW a part of their lives
... it is stations like WLW

ABANDONED, ALSO, HAD
BEEN THIS CROWD of
rural church goers who are
now provided with weekly
sermons — through WLW.
REPRESENTATIVES: New York — Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp.

presentation

who can and do provide this
type of service.
Chicago — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Avenue. San Francisco — International Radio Sales.

THE

NATION^S

STATION

^

Lateral and Vertical Reproduction from Same Head

^

Polished Diamond Stylus — One-Ounce Pressure

^

6-Position Frequency-Characteristic Switch

^

Pickup Response: ±2 db., 50-10,000 cycles

^

Provision for Instantaneous Recording Attachment

Vertical or lateral recordings... professional transcriptions
or commercial pressings for home use . . . Orthacoustic or
conventional records . . . now every type of disc can be reproduced to the full limit of its inherent quality with a single
pickup head!
This new RCA development adds important advantages to
the already famous RCA Series 70 line of transcription turntables, ofwhich more than 2,000 are now in use.Type 70-Cl
embodies the new RCA MI-4875 pickup, which tracks both
lateral and vertical grooves with a frequency-response flat
within 2 db. from 50 to 10,000 cycles. Six-position switch,
in conjunction with a special filter unit, selects the ideal type
of playback characteristic for the particular type of recording
— two vertical positions and four lateral positions. A dia-

mond stylus, ground and polished to microscopic accuracy,
eliminates needle changing.
Like the famous 70-C, the new Type 70-Cl combines accurate timing and excellent speed regulation with extremely
low noise level. Turntable rotation is precise within 0.6 percent at 33/^ r. p. m., and within 0.4 percent at 78 r. p.m.
Cabinet is attractively finished in black or umber grey, with
chromium trim. An RCA Type 72-C Instantaneous Recording Attachment can be added easily and quickly. Ruggedly
constructed, the RCA 70-Cl will stand years of hard use —
write for data on this ideal studio investment today.

Use RCA Radio Tubes in Your Station for Finer Performance

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J. • A Service of Radio Corporation oi America • In Canada, RCA Victor Co., Ltd., Montreal
.\«» Vork: 411 Fiflh Ave.

Chi<:a((<.: .IB') J:. Illinois Si.

Atlanta; .S30 Cilizene & Southern Bank Bldg.

Dallas: Santa Fe Bldg.

San Francisco: 1 70 Ninth St.

Hollywood: 1016 N. Sycamore A>

BROAD^TI

The

Weekly,

Newsmagazine

Broadcast
i 15c the Copy • $5.00 the Year
I Canadian & Foreign $6.00 the Year
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'The fine cooperation of
KLZ and its staff will never
be forgotten."
Bob Hawk for Eversharp

'That we are pleased with
the cooperation you are extending isputting it mildly."
Bowels, Inc.

"The splendid promotional
help KLZ has put behind the
program has contributed to
the success of the Doran
Coffee

program."
Betts-KoerbeT, Inc.

"Congratulations

on an out-

standing job."
Ward-Wheelock Co., Inc.
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Press

Hearing
Looms
authorize filing of briefs and postpone the hearing date until after
Where and When
fToken' Start Seen; FCC's
Authority
it has reconsidered the jurisdictional question.
Challenged; Delay Doubtful
THE FCC's inquiry into
Meanwhile, a substantial segnewspaper-ownership of stations, pursuant to Orders 79
ment of the nation's press, as well
lN an atmosphere of undisguised ill-feeling, the FCC's
and 79A, will be held beginas newspaper-owned stations,
Inquiry into the propriety of newspaper ownership of broadning Wednesday, July 23, in
reached a new crescendo in indigest stations is scheduled to get under way this Wednesday on
the auditorium of the Nationnation over the Commission's invesal Archives Bldg., Pennsylli "token" basis, but with a pending motion to quash the
tigatory tactics. The Inquiry Divivania Ave. and Seventh St
)roceedings to be cleared prior to the opening gavel.
N.W. The FCC announced
sion still had some 12 or 15 "investigators" inthe field, swooping
the hearings will be held at
Principal participants already have challenged the FCC's
down on newspaper-owned stations,
10 a. m. and close at 4:30
Jurisdiction to "discriminate" against newspapers as station
networks and press associations to
p. m. Chairman Fly estimates
>wners, and the American Newspaper Publishers Assn., in
obtain evidence for the inquiry.
the hearings may run a week,
and then be adjourned to give
Subpoenas Ready
behalf of the nation's press, has petitioned the Commission to
the FCC time to digest the
Postpone the proceedings until the
It
was
ascertained [Broadcastuestion of jurisdiction is settled. on a token basis and that the actual
preliminary records. Precasting, July 14] that subpoenas
sumably the hearings would
Other primary participants, in- inquiry would not get under way
had been sworn by the Commission,
be resumed in September.
luding the Newspaper-Radio Com- until fall, to avoid the hot Washbut as Broadcasting went to press
mittee and FM Broadcasters Inc.,
ington summer and also to give the
no confirmation of service had been
ji-kewise strongly oppose any action Commission additional time.
22)
and
might
dispose
of
the
mohat would forestall newspaper
the Commission's
betion then. Or it might decide to received.
There was also the possibility of
half it wasOn stated
that there was
ownership either of standard or litigation to forestall the taking of await the convening of the inquiry little likelihood of service, since the
fM stations. The Newspaper-Radio
testimony. It was considered likely Wednesday morning in the NationCommission did not wish to disommittee did not file an appearal Archives Bldg. before making
that before the proceedings actually
commode station operations, but
tnce as such, and it reserved its get under way, the motions on known its ruling.
that it was determined to procure
igal rights on jurisdiction in its jurisdiction will be pressed.
There are several possible ways
the necessary data. So far as
etition. Only others filing appearof disposing of it. The Commission
known, this marks the first time the
Several
Possibilities
[nces up to Friday night were
might ignore it entirely because of Commission has ever used this
VGN of the Chicago Tribune and
As things stood last Friday, howthe unorthodox nature of the pro- method to gather preliminary data.
vLAW of the Lawrence (Mass.)
ever, the Commission had not acted
ceedings, or it might rule that it
It was evident also that the FCC
igle and Tribune.
on the strongly-worded motion of had already decided the question itself was split on procedure in
ANPA to stay the proceedings and of jurisdiction in its own favor the newspaper inquiry. In what
Remote Chance of Delay
amounted to a test vote on holding
There is the possibility, though hear arguments on the jurisdiction- when it instituted the proceedings
al question. The Commission holds March 20. Then, there is the pos- of the hearings as scheduled July
emote, that the Commission will
sibility that it will hear arguments.
ostpone the opening date, on the its regular meeting Tuesday (July
23, it was reported, the CommisNPA motion filed by Elisha Hansion split three to three, with Chairman Fly and Commissioners
on, the association's general counWalker and Payne voting for the
sel. This was doubted, however,
;;ince the Commission held at the
hearing as scheduled and Commistime it issued its investigation orsioners Craven, Case and Wakefield registering against. Because
j er last March that it was endowed
of the tie vote (the seventh post is
j/ith the power to conduct the legisvacant since the expiration of the
j|ative proceedings. Two members —
term of Commissioner Frederick I.
^Commissioners
Craven and Case —
Thompson June 30), the hearing
] issented.
date stood, according to this report.
I It had been more or less inferred
A battle of legal lights is exphat neither side — the FCC nor the
pected to launch the proceedings.
"adustry
—
is
prepared
for
the
fuUChairman Fly, a lawyer in his own
.ress investigation encompassed in
right, is expected to take control
Drder 79 and the more recently iswith the opening gavel, as he has
fued 79-A. Because the Newspaperat other proceedings during his
iadio Committee formally did not
two-year tenure.
•ress for another postponement,
Mr. Hanson pointed out in his
ione was granted up to last Friday.
On the other hand, FCC Chairappearance that he had filed simultaneously his motion to have the
man James Lawrence Fly indicated
Commission vacate its order, on
t his press conference Monday,
behalf of ANPA, which he said
mly 14, that he expected the hearngs to run a week or so and then
represented more than 425 publishers whose periodicals represent
>e adjourned to give the Commisjion time to "read the record" and
in
excess
of the total daily
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix and Sundayof SO'^;'c
frame further questions. This was
circulation of newspapers published in the United States.
interpreted as meaning that the It's a Commission Investigator. He Thinks There's a Secret Panel Into a
Many of the members ofPage
ANPA,
earings simply would be opened
Newspaper Building Next Door!"
BROADCASTING
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he said, now hold broadcast licenses
and some of them hold FM licenses,
while others are applicants.
Vital to Publishers
Asserting that the purpose of
the hearing, as announced in the
two orders and as evidenced by the
14-page searching questionnaire
dated June 28, presents an issue
vital to all newspaper publishers,
Mr. Hanson declared this was so
whether or not they are radio licensees or applicants.
"It is the contention of ANPA,"
Mr. Hanson stated, "that the FCC
is without power under the Constitution of the United States to lay
down a policy, the purpose of
which is to bar persons, firms or
corporations engaged in the newspaper publishing business from engaging in the radio broadcast business."
ANPA contends, he added, that
by reason of the precise terms of
the Communications Act, under
which the Commission functions, it
is prohibited from laying down
such a policy. He said ANPA is
"prepared
support
its directed
contentions and totothat
end has
this notice of special appearance
for that purpose."
In the • petition filed by the
Newspaper-Radio Committee, Mr.
Hough said the group represents
approximately 100 entities and was
formed by persons interested in
both newspaper and broadcast operation, for the purpose of presenting to the Commission general contentions. He said it did not represent any specific license, applicant
or prospective applicant.
Mr. Hanson, for ANPA, proposes
to argue his motion before the formal taking of testimony is begun.
The Newspaper-Radio Committee,
in the petition filed last Friday
by Harold V. Hough, chairman,
set out that its counsel would not
be in a position to make an affirmative presentatin of evidence on July
23, but that it woud be prepared
to argue the statutory authority of
the Commission against imposition
of any "administrative discrimination" between the treatment accorded stations affiliated.
Might Delay FM
At the counsel table for the
Hough committee will be Judge
Thomas D. Thacher, formerly Solicitor General of the United
States; Sydney M. Kaye, vice-president and general counsel of Broadcast Music Inc., and Abe Herman,
Fort Worth attorney for the StarTelegram.
In behalf of FMBI, John Shepard 3d, president, said that any
discrimination against newspapers
as licensees of FM stations would
deter advancement in the new field
of FM, Philip G. Loucks, former
NAB managing director and general counsel for FMBI, will appear
for that organization. Notice also
has been served on Mr. Loucks by
the FCC that he migh' be asked to
testify as an expert witness, presumably in view of his background
as former NAB managing director.
Page 8 • July 21, 1941

Press-Radio

Committee

Petition

Filed

Following' is the full text of the
petition for the newspaper-divorcement hearing filed with the FCC July
IS bymit e : the Newspaper-Radio ComThe petition of Harold Hough, as
chairman of and on behalf of, the
Newspaper-Radio Committee, respectfully shows :
1. In accordance with the provisions
of the "procedure for hearings under
Order No. 79," dated July 1. 1941,
the Newspaper-Radio Committee hereby makes written request for the right
to be heard at the investigation under
Order No. 79.
2. The Newspaper-Radio Committee,
as set in its petition, verified June l.S,
1941, was formed by a group of persons
interested in both newspaper and radio
broadcasting operation for the purpose
of presenting to the Commission the
general contentions of this group and
is not authorized to represent any
specific licensee, applicant for a license
or prospective applicant for a broadcast;ing license upon any question not
affecting the interests of the group as
a whole.
Approximately
100 such with
persons have
affiliated themselves
and areCommittee.
supporting the NewspaperRadio
3. The Newspaper-Radio Committee
desires to present to the Commission,
at the opening of the hearings, a statement by its counsel regarding the
statutory authority of the Commission
and the limitations of such authority
with respect to matters referred to in
Order No. 79 and specifically setting
forth argument to establish
A — That the FCC had not been authorized by the Congress to apply
to ai)iilicants for licenses who are connected with newspaper publication any
rules or regulations which are different
than those generally promulgated by
the FCC with respect to the right to
ai)ply for. hold and obtain, renewals
and transfei.s of licenses in the various

fields of broadcasting by any other
Ijersons. Violates Constitution
B — That the imposition of any special regulations and restrictions in the
field of radio broadcasting applicable
only to newspaper publishers or those
interested in the publication of newspapers would constitute an abridgment
of the freedom of the press and a
deprivation of liberty and of property
without due process of law, contrary
to limitations imposed upon Congress
by the Constitution of the United
States.
4. tee,The
as .set Newspaper-Radio
forth in its petitionCommitto the
Commission, verified .Tune 13, 1941,
will not on July 23, 1941, the date set
for the commencement of hearings,
be in a position to make an affirmative
presentation of any evidence, and the
Newspaper-Radio Committee is not in
a position on the date of this petition
to specify what evidence or information it may desire to produce, the pertinency and relevancy of such evidence
or information, the names of its witnesses, or the volume and character of
its documentary evidence.
Any evidence presented by the Newspaper-Radio Committee, however, will
be presented by competent persons
engaged in the field of broadcasting
or in the field of newspaper publication or by recognized exjierts in such
fields,nentand
evidence
will in
be Order
pertito the such
matters
set forth
No. 79 and will not be cumulative
or repetitious. The Newspaper-Radio
Committee is engaged in gathering
pertinent information and has engaged
experts to make studies with respect
to the matters referred to in Order
No. 79.
Additional Evidence
V). The Newspaper-Radio Committee
desires the right, as evidence becomes
available to it and to the extent that

Mr. Hanson filed both his motion
to vacate the inquiry order and his
appearance with the Commission on
July 15. The Commission met that
day, but its Law Department had
not had opportunity to appraise
his motion and it was indicated the
matter would not be considered until this week.
After stating the committee was
prepared to argue the question of
the Commission's jurisdiction, the

appearance set forth that the committee would not be in a position
to make an affirmative presentation
of "any evidence" at the opening
of the hearing and that it would
not be in a position to specify what
evidence or information it might
desire to produce.
The committee contended that
the evidence which will be gathered
by it will tend to prove that the
operation of stations by newspaper
interests has fully met the statutory test and that there is no legal
basis for "any administrative discrimination".
Finally, it reserved all legal
rights with respect to the power of
the Commission and said that its
petition should not be deemed "an
appearance or submission to jurisdiction on behalf of any member
or supporter of the NewspaperRadio Committee".
Text of Hanson Motion
FOLLOWING is the full text of the
motion filed July 2 with the FCC
by Elisha Hanson, general counsel
of American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. asking the FCC to vacate its
newspaper divorcement order and
terminate the proceedings:
Comes now the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn., by Elisha Hanson,
its general counsel, and moves that
the Commission vacate its Orders No.
79 and No. 79-A and terminate the
proceeding instituted thereunder.
In support
of said points
motion,outsaid: association respectfully
1. The Commission is without authority under the statute governing

Counsel

for ANPA

ELISHA HANSON

BROADCASTING

With

FCC

the introduction of such evidence will
in its opinion, contribute to the jiur
pcses of the hearings under Order Xo
79, upon written notice to the Com
mission, to present evidence and inf(jr
mation by oral testimony, by opinioi
testimony of experts and by document
ary and other evidence.
6. It is the belief of the Newspaper
Radio Committee that the evidenc<
gathered by it will tend to prove that
the operation of radio broadcastin;:
stations owned by persons interested ii.
newspaper publication has fully met
the statutory test of public interest,
convenience and necessity in at least
as great a measure as the operation
of radio broadcasting stations owned
by per-sons not interested in newspa
pers has met that test and that there
is no basis in fact or in law for any
administrative discrimination between
the treatment accorded to stations
affiliated with newspapers and those
that are not so affiliated.
7. The Newspaper-Radio Committee
submits this petition in compliance,
to the extent now possible, with Paragraph 1 of the "Procedure for Hearings Under
No. 79,"reserves
dated July
1, 1941,
andOrder
respectfully
the
right to avail itself, from time to timehereafter, of the privilege of requesting special leave to present evidence
and to be heard in accordance with thi'
provisions of Paragraph 4 of said
"Procedure for Hearings Under Order
8. The Newspaper-Radio Committee
respectfully reserves, in making this
petition, any and all legal rights with
respect
to the power of the Commission
No.
79."Order
under
No. 79 and under the
investigation proposed thereunder, and
the Newspaper-Radio Committee states
that this petition shall not be deemed
an appearance
or submission
to juris-or
diction on behalf
of any member
supporter
of
the
Newspaper-Radio
Committee.
its operations to conduct such an inquiry as it has embarked on pursuant
to Order No. 79, or to take testimony
or other evidence in < onnection there79-A. with as provided for in its Order No.
2. The Commission is without au
thority under the statute governing:
its operations to enter any order oi
adopt ance
anyin the
policy
or rules for ofits appli
guidcon.sideration
cations now pending, applications thai
may be filed in the future, or renewal
applications the purpose and effect ol
which would be to extend the limita
tion on the holding and transfer ol
licenses as that limitation is set fortl
in Sec. 310 (a) and (b) of the Com
munications Act of 1934, as amended
3. The Commission is without an
thority under the statute governin;
its operations to enter any order o
adopt
policy or rules
for its guid
ance inanyconsideration
of matters
aris
ing under Sec. 311 of the Communica
tions Act of 1934. as amended, thu
purpose and effect of which would b^
to extend the provisions of that sec
tion to persons other than those spe
cifically referred to therein.
Policy Powers
4. The Commission is without au
thority through statements of polic;*
the adoption of such policy or policie;
or through the adoption of rules an
regulations to legislate on the questio
of who shall or shall not be entitle
to receive approval of applications fi
radio broadcast licenses, of whatev«
kind or description, or approval of aj
plications for renewal or transfer <,
such licenses.
5. The Commission is without ai
thority to adopt either a policy or rul<
providing for the classification of pe
(Continued on page 51)
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Nets

Gloomy

ipittle Progress
i In Conferences

Gained
With

I
Chairman Fly
jiNYTHING but optimism preIailed among the major networks
tbst Friday after their top execu"fives had conferred three successive
,;jays with FCC Chairman James
liawrence Fly on modification of
'[le radical netwoi'k monopoly
'iules, still scheduled to become efi^ctive Aug. 2.
When the secret informal conf er*|nces recessed Friday forenoon, to
.'|e convened again Monday (July
only one topic — time options — •
riiad been discussed, and no solution
*'as in sight even on that issue.
Possible Solution
^
111 Though Chairman Fly steadfastly has declined to recede from

fjjie
in the
tfight"principles"
rules, severalenunciated
of which are
no
iimger in controversy, it neverthe■'iss was expected that before the
|l.ug. 2 deadline something would
iie worked out. Chairman Wheeler
0-Mont.), of the Senate Interate Commerce Committee, who
stigated the conference method,
II^s not participated in the sessions
i«t is sitting on the sidelines,
'ipeping posted on every development.
I NBC and CBS representatives
(ppeared pessimistic because of
'le slow progress, while MBS con|!rees, apparently supporting the
ales in toto, were represented as
pst as well satisfied to see them go
|lito effect as written.
i Chairman Fly himself has preded over the sessions, which were
!;gun Wednesday afternoon at a
iree-hour session; continued
hursday afternoon for a 4% -hour
«ssion, and then resumed at 9:30
im. Friday for two hours.
( At the initial meeting his Comission collaborator was General
|,ounsel Telford Taylor. Because of
,46 latter's absence from the city
hursday and Friday, Thomas E.
ilniarris, senior assistant general
tfiunsel, sat in.
'I'Participants for NBC throughout
|lie sessions were Niles Trammell,
fll'-esident; Frank E. Mullen, viced-esident and general manager,
'nid F. M. Russell, Washington vice'firesident. The CBS committee conjisted of William S. Paley, presimt; Edward Klauber, executive
tee-president; Harry C. Butcher,
ashington vice-president. For
BS, the representatives were Fred
f^feber, general manager, and Louis
Caldwell, general counsel — the
ttfialy outside attorney to participate.
J With the clock ticking on, resjVeness in the industry over the
iilure to procure a postponement
e; reach an accord was becoming
icreasingly evident. It is underlood that a substantial number of
ffiliates already have notified NBC
id CBS that existing contracts
ill be cancelled as of midnight
lUg. 1, pursuant to the rules as
i,;ROADCASTING

but
Rules
Delay
Is Seen
now written, and that operation committed the Commission to postthereafter must be on a catch-asponement of the forced sale of the
catch-can basis, within the limita- Blue Network, as well as of mantions of the regulations.
aged and operated stations, but he
On the other hand, it was clear wants this accomplished now on
that many affiliates — perhaps the formal petition.
Unquestionably, that will be
majority of them — would seek to
work with their networks on a done, one way or the other, before
"gentleman's agreement" basis, Aug. 2, relieving those stations now
clearing time as usual until the on NBC from the necessity of diswhole subject of the regulations is
continuing service altogether because of the dual network operation
clarified, either by Commission
ban
in
the
same
market.
edict, court decree or legislative
No
participant
in the sessions
action. •
would discuss the precise ground
Still Hope for Relief
covered, evidently because of the
Few stations propose to "pull the understanding that the conferences
plug" on the networks, it is indi- should be regarded as executive.
cated. But the consensus appears
But it was clear chat they were not
to be that something should be done sanguine over the ultimate outin advance of Aug. 2, one way or come.
the other, so that stations which
If, with the resumption of sessions July 21, little progress is
find it necessary to discontinue netmade, there is likelihood that both
work service, particularly NBC
operation, will be in a position to of the networks, and possibly cerfill in.
tain of the affiliates, will seek to
Despite the seeming unwilling- enjoin the FCC from making its
ness of Chairman Fly to recede rules effective in proceedings
from his stand, implying White brought either in New York or
House support, it was felt that Washington, or perhaps some resome sort of relief would come bemote diction
place. would
ThebeCommission's
challenged, jurisalong
fore the Aug. 2 deadline. For exwith
the
claim
that
invoking of the
ample, Chairman Fly, in his testirules would result in irreparable
mony before the Senate Committee,

House

Group

Drops

Proposals

To Tax
Radio
and
Advertising
The new measure now is before
ELEVENTH-HOUR efforts to inthe legislative drafting service,
clude in the new $3,500,000,000
with the bill probably to be rerevenue bill taxes on gross incomes
ported to the House by July 22.
of broadcasting stations and netFinal action in the House is exworks, as well as on all advertising
pected by July 28, when the bill
expenditures, were knocked out by
will go to the Senate.
the House Ways & Means CommitWhether the projects for special
tee last week, according to reliable
taxes
on advertising — apparently
reports.
With some Treasury backing, it endorsed by consumer groups — and
on radio will crop up before the
was reported, a preliminary pro- Senate Finance Committee is probposal to tax gross billings of broadlematical. Senator George (D-Ga.),
casting stations, with a view toof the Senate Comward raising 10 to 15 million acting chairman
mittee, is understood to favor,
dollars, had been proposed as an al- along general lines, the measure as
ternative for a franchise tax,
drafted by the House.
previously knocked out. Also proIt also was considered likely that
jected had been an over-all excise the President's move to have
on expenditures for advertising, to
be taxed either at the source or on placed in the bill the Treasury Department's proposal for the excess
the basis of agency billings. This, it
profits method of computation, on
was reported, might return somethe basis of invested capital, would
thing like $60,000,000 in additional
fail. The biggest single controversy
income to the Treasury.
now before the House Committee, it
Discriminatory
it reported, is that dealing with
mandatory joint husband-wife reBoth proposals, after cursory
consideration, were dropped, ac- , turns, as against filing of separate
now permitted.
cording tocommittee members. Pre- returns,
With additional billions being
sumably, they were regarded as
discriminatory and too much in spent for defense purposes, it is
recognized in Washington that
the sphere of special levies.
every conceivable revenue source
Under the broadcasting industry
proposal, networks might have been
will be tapped in next year's
revenue measure, if not in a suptaxed substantially, over and above
plementary bil later this session. It
regular schedules, which will be
doubled in some instances under the is conceivable, it was pointed out,
that in the quest for new revenues,
projected revenue law. Clearchannel outlets and the more thriv- special excises will be imposed and
ing regionals likewise would have that the advertising-broadcasting
been hard-hit, it was pointed out. industry plans may be revived.

• Broadcast

Advertising

injury not only to themselves, but
to the listening public.
While thei'e are eight rules to be
covered in the conferences, all of
the time thus far has been devoted
to the time option issue. The MBS
position was represented as being
in favor of full time options in those
cities having four outlets or more,
but of wide-open competition for
outlets in cities with less than four
fulltime outlets. Cities in point are
Salt Lake City, Spokane, Cleveland,
Houston and Birmingham which, it
is understood, have been cited by
MBS as markets where they are
now frozen out of a full-schedule
basis.
Apparently, Chairman Fly is not
in accord with such a proposal,
because of his contention before
the Senate Committee hearings on
the White Resolution that five or
possibly six nationwide networks
could be accommodated. Engineering studies by the FCC, it is understood, undertaken at Chairman
Fly's behest, have failed to yield
the possibility, within the framework of the domestic broadcasting
band, of setting up more than four
comprehensive national networks.
The question of postponement of
the regulations evidently has not
yet been covered. Presumably
Chairman Fly wants to clear the
more important issues in connection with the rules before touching upon it, meanwhile keeping
the entire industry in a state of
aggravated jitters.
Promises Plenty of Time
At his press conference last Monday [July 14], which preceded the
Wheeler-inspired conferences by
two days. Chairman Fly said he had
heard nothing further from the
Senate Committee about reopening
of the hearings which were recessed
June 20 subject to the call of the
chair. But he said he was "making
progress" on conversations with the
network presidents, having conferred previously with Mr. Trammell and Mr. Paley on separate
occasions.
When he was asked about FCC
consideration of postponing sale of
the Blue, he said he had heard of
no formal move to reconsider the
Commission's order, but that the
matter had been mentioned by NBC
in its conversations. He said he had
repeatedly stated that ample time
would be provided so that an orderly disposition would result and
that it had never been assumed
that the network should be disposed of under pressure. As longas there
faith", he said,
time
wouldis be"good
allowed.
Indicating that the FCC did not
propose to move except on formal
pleading, he said there had been
no application for postponement
and that the Commission would not
postpone any of the rules on its
own motion. He reiterated that he
expected compliance in principle
with the regulations and that there
might be some modifications in the
rules but no change in principle.
Meanwhile, no word whatever
was forthcoming from the White
(Co)ifi)iiied 0)1 Page Page
49)
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Change in Union Rules Among
Measures Recommended
WITH AN IMPENDING shortage
of radio technicians foreseen because of national defense requirements, steps are being taken by the
recently created National Defense
Committee of the NAB to assist in
development of an adequate reservoir of technicians for both Government and industry.
This disclosure was made last
Wednesday following a two-day
meeting of the committee, headed
by John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network president. The effect of enlistments, draft and call to active
duty of broadcast technicians already has been felt in the industry
and is likely to become even more
severe, it was learned. The Army
Signal Corps, for example, now has
only about 10,000 radio technicians
in training, with its estimated requirements about 42,000.
Women Next?
In a conference last Tuesday
with Maj. Gen. Joseph 0. Mauborgne. Chief Signal Officer, the
committee offered to cooperate in
every manner possible in training
and enrolling new technicians for
the war emergency, as well as to
assure the industry of sufficient
manpower.
Among other things, it was decided to confer with representatives of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, parent
AFL union, and possibly other
unions, about revisions of union requirements, which would make possible use of apprentice operators
and engineers for stations. Also discussed was the possibility of developing women as broadcast
operators.
At its two-day meeting the committee, created earlier this month
by NAB President Neville Miller
under authorization from the NAB
convention in St. Louis last May,
reaffirmed the industry's pledge to
give priority to Government programs dealing with the essentials
of national defense. A "priorities"
resolution was adopted for guidance of the industry.
The committee brought out that
Government agencies have made
so many requests for time on the
air that many stations were finding
it impossible to accede to all and
at the same time preserve a balanced program service. It was
pointed out that balanced service is
essential if large listening audiences are to be attracted, without
which Government programs and
announcements would be ineffective.
The committee recommended that
all stations give priority to Governmental programs in this order:
(1) Enlistment of manpower for
both the armed services and national defense industrier; (2) defense financing, such as the sale
of defense bonds; (3) morale
building; (4) activities of GovernPage 10 • July 21, 1941

NAB

DEFENSE

GROUP

RESOLUTION

FOLLOWING is the text of the resolution adopted by the NAB National
Defense Committee at its sessions in Washington July 15-16:
Whereas, in accordance with its traditional policy of public service, the radio
broadcasting industry is assisting the national defense program of our country ;
andWhereas a large number of Governmental agencies are increasingly requesting
time on the stations of the nation to broadcast programs und announcements ;
and
Whereas so many requests in fact have been made that many stations are
finding it impossible to grant all of said requests and at the same time maintain
balanced program service to the listening public ; and
Whereas the NAB National Defense Committee recognizes that each station
desires to carry as many programs and announcements from Governmental
agencies as possible, consistent with the imperative obligation of each station
to maintain well balanced program service that will continue to attract and
hold large listening audiences, without which governmental programs and
announcements would lose much of their listener attention and effect ;
Therefore it appears to be desirable to recommend to the stations a general
classification indicating which Government programs and announcements should
be given priority ;
Now therefore be it resolved, that the NAB National Defense (Committee
recommends to the various stations throughout the country that programs submitted by Governmental agencies be given priority substantially in the following order, to wit :
A — Man power: (1) enlistment in armed forces — Army, Navy, Marine
Corps; (2) civilian employment in national defense agencies; (3) civilian
training for national defense jobs in private industry; (4) employment or enlistment in Government agencies such as Mai-itime Service.
B — Defense Financing. C — Morale. D — Activities of government agencies
not primarily connected with national defense.
It is recognized that broadcast discussions of public questions are essential
to the proper functioning of the democratic process.
Nothing in this recommendation should be construed as modifying in any
manner the industry policy as set out in the Code of the NAB to fairly present
both sides of controversial subject.
Resolved further, that this resolution be brought to the attention of all
and that the
Governmental agencies which publicize Governmental activities Governmental
NAB National Defense Committee cooperate with the various
;
agencies to accomplish the most effective use of radio for national defense
Resolved further, that this committee recognizes that authority to accept or
license and that good judgre^iect programs is properly vested in each station
ment will be exercised in the interest of the broadest and most effective cooperation for the public welfare.
ment agencies not primarily connected with national defense.
The committee approved the resolution adopted Monday by the NAB
Executive Committee, reaffirming
the "industry's desire to continue
its present practice of making its
facilities available at no cost to
Government agencies engaged in
promoting the national defense proThe NAB pointed out that radio
isgram".
playing one of the major roles
in national defense, giving unsparingly of its time to arm the nation.
It stressed the leading part that
had been taken in recruiting soldiers and sailors and making selective service successful.
Members of the committee, which
held its organization meeting in
Washington last week, in addition
to Chairman Shepard, are H. Vernon Anderson, WJBO, Baton
Rouge; Leo J. Fitzpatrick, WJR,
Detroit; A. J. Fletcher, WRAL,
Raleigh; Ben Ludy, WIBW, Topeka; F. M. Russell, NBC, and
Harry C. Butcher, CBS. All were
present but Mr. Fitzpatrick, detained in Detroit because of the
death of a friend.
Peace Attends
WHEN President Roosevelt
administered the oath of office
as associate justice of the Supreme Court to Senator
James F. Byrnes of South
Carolina at ceremonies in the
White House, recently, one of
the South Carolinians present
was Roger C. Peace, publisher of the Greenville NewsPiedmont, and owner of
WFBC.

STELLAR TRIO of diamond heroes
met in Detroit at the WZYZ mike
the day Dizzy Dean (center) was
signed by FalstafT Brewing Corp.,
St. Louis, as baseball commentator.
Here he is interviewed by Harry
Heilmann (left), former American
League slugger now broadcasting
on \YXYZ and Michigan Network.
Dean and Ted Williams, Red Sox
hitter, were interviewed on Heilmann's Fmi on the Street, WXYZ
and Michigan Network quarterhour. Williams had just won the
All Star game with a ninth-inning
home run. The program is sponsored by Altes beer and produced
by Neff Radio Productions.
Commentator's Offer
DOROTHY THOMPSON, columist and radio commentator, has offered her services to NBC for a
series of broadcasts from London,
where she is visiting for four to
six weeks. NBC is considering the
offer, but had not decided definitely
to carry CASTING
thewent to
series
press.when BROADROBERTO STIGLICH, MBS South
American representative who has been
in this country since February, has
returned to Lima, Peru, to establish
Mutual
that city.offices at Santa Teresa, 587,
BROADCASTING
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OPACS Not to Call Meeting
Of the Entire Industry
OFFICE of Price Administration
and Civilian Supply has decided it
is unnecessary to call a conference
for the entire radio industry, similar to the recent automobile, refrigerator, and household equipment industry conferences [see
page 22], the Radio Manufacturers Assn.nouncedpriorities
last week. committee anOPACS officials have assured
the RMA that radio is considered
an "essential" industry and that
there will be preference allocation
to maintain supplies of radio repair and maintenance parts to
keep in operation receiving sets
now in the hands of the public
[Broadcasting July 14].
Ample Data on Hand
Reason for the OPACS decision
not to hold a radio industry conference, according to RMA, is that
the trade group through its priorities committee, has already submitted extensive briefs, memoranda
and statistics on radio requirements for civilian use. RMA has
also held conferences with many
OPACS officials in presenting the
industry's problems growing out
of the scarcity of material because
of the defense program.
OPACS conferences with other
industries, it was said by RMA,
have for one of their principal aims
the appointment
similar to one namedof committees
several months
ago by RMA. It was said that RMA
is regarded as well in advance of
other industries in making known
its civilian needs to OPACS. In
addition, further conferences have
been arranged by Chairman Paul
V. Galvin, of the RMA priorities
committee, with OPACS officials
and additional radio industry data
will be submitted by the RMA materiel bureau.
Writers, AAAA
Adopt
Statement of Practices
FOLLOWING a series of conferences between representatives of
advertising agencies and radio
writers,
a "statement
of practices"
was
finally
approved last
week by
the Radio Writers Guild and the
American Assn of Advertising
Agencies. The statement is not
binding in that support of it by
agencies and writers i3 purely volxintary and is "dictated solely by a
mutual desire on the part of both
groups to be fair and to fulfill their
The statement emphasizes chiefly
responsibilities."
that
agreements between writers
and agencies should be in written
form and should be specific to eliminate mistakes and controversies.
It involves no restrictions which
the two groups "should not volunadopt," andrelations
is aimed between
"at pi-omotingtarilysound
agencies and freelance radio writers without sacrificing their freedom to negotiate according to individual needs."
• Broadcast
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to-most", and only 32.0% of his time to the several
stations named as "heard regularly".
In other words, every dollar spent with Iowa's
I^THIS

SURVEY

IS

UNIQUE!"

"favorite" station is more than twice as effective
as a dollar spent with the "also-heard" stations.

The new 1941 Iowa Radio Audience Survey,*

This is only one of the many valuable revelations

just off the press, gives promotion-minded people

in the 1941 Survey. It gives you the whole picture

9

an entirely new "measuring stick" for the evaluation of competitive radio stations — a new measurement which we believe will become recognized as
an outstanding contribution to the art of time-

of radio in Iowa — identifies stations in order of the
audience's preference — tells all, conceals nothing.
If you haven't already written for your copy, do it
now. No obligation, of course.

buying.
By H. B. Summers of Kansas State College and F. L. Whan
of the University of Wichita.

Very briefly, the Survey proves the comparative
listening-time that is given to "favorite" stations,
and to "heard-regularly" stations. It proves that
the average Iowa radio listener gives 61.3% of his
listening time to the one station named as "listened-

WHO

+

! +
PLUS
fir IOWA
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
J. O. MALAND,
FREE 8C PETERS, INC
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This advertisement first appeared
the pages of ^'Broadcasting" approximately 16months ago. We
still feel that it most accurately
mirrors WOR's uniqueness as a
station and a place for people with
products hard to sell. For these
reasons we have run it again.
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1931: Ten year? ago 5 KW transmitters used three 222A high
vacuum, water cooled Rectifier
tubes ... at a cost of $220 each —
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1931: Six 237A high vacuum,
water cooled Rectifiers did the
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for
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Today's 50
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237A's had an average life of
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vapor Rectifiers' life of etbout a
year and a half.

Yes, Rectifiers have changed1941! A
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near
using 255B's
— it's$3500...
about today
$500. — That's
a cut
in tube-hour cost of over 80%.

IN only 10 years Rectifier tube-hour costs have been cut as
much as 90% . . . and Western Electric has been a leader all
the way.
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Independent
Urges
NAB
Abolition ;
Claims Domination
By Networks
A MOVEMENT for abolition of the
NAB and for the creation of a new
trade association of independent
station owners, with no network
or network-owned station entitled
to membership, was launched last
week by Ed Craney, operator of
KGIR, Butte, and the Z-Bar Network. He coupled with it a slashing
attack upon the NAB because "it
can't represent us as independent
broadcasters at the White House,
in the Capitol, before the FCC, or
with the Department of Justice".
In a letter prepared for circulation to independently-owned stations, the Montanan, a recognized
leader among the independents, attacked what he described as "industry boon-doggling"
and ascribed
to the networks
domination
of the
NAB. In parallel columns he gave
his version of industry activities —
one devoted to copyright and the
other to regulatory problems under
the NAB dating back to the "good
old days before 1932".
Others Interested
Mr. Craney's outburst followed
his own resignation from the NAB
several weeks ago, largely as a result of the St. Louis NAB convention episode, which has seen the
resignation of nearly a score of
stations from the trade group.
MBS, which has broken orT with
NAB and its president, Neville
Miller, is understood to be fostering a reorganization, and a halfdozen of its most important stations are among those that have
resigned. In addition at least two
other station owners are reported
to be promoting what amount to
blanket resignations [Broadcasting, July 7-14].
After reviewing the early history of both the copyright fight and
NAB, Mr. Craney recited that in
1938 the NAB was reorganized, at
which time Mr. Miller was retained
"to do a trouble shooting job and
keep us out of hot water down
Washington way". He pointed out
that he was a member of the reorganization committee and was
one of the "misguided souls", but
he said he n^ver agreed that the
networks should belong to the NAB
and had repeatedly tried to get
them out. Now, he observed "they
appoint their own directors to its
board".
"If the networks didn't dominate
NAB and if someone who knew his
way around Washington had been
put in to head NAB, the results
might have been different," he declared. "However, iu does not appear possible to insulate a man
against being 'taken over' by the
nets."
Taking up the 1939-40 era, Mr.
Craney referred to the work of
Senator Wheeler (D-Mont.) in
prodding the Department of Justice
Page 16 . July 21, 1941

Group
Started
by Craney
to keep alive the Government suit
against ASCAP. The new NAB, he
Anti-Noise Drive
observed did not ask, as it was
ANTI-NOISE
ORDINANCE
instructed, for a "use method of
passed
in
Camden,
N. J.,
payment from ASCAP" but sought
July
10,
restricts
the
use of
a "lump sum". He charged that
radio receiving sets during
Edward Klauber, executive vicethe late evening hours. Sponpresident of CBS, "was running
sored by Commissioner E.
NAB" during the copyright conGeorge, mouslyand
unaniversations, both as to BMI and
on finalpassed
reading,
the
ASCAP.
ordinance provides a fine of
Adverting to BMI in 1941, he
$25 or 10 days in jail for
operation of a radio, musical
said that today BMI "is being
instrument
or phonograph
viewed in not too complimentary a
louder
than
is
necessary, for
manner by the Department of
personal
or
voluntary
listenJustice". He said that perhaps the
ers' hearing, and from 11
broadcasters would be "better off
p.m. to 7 a.m., should not be
heard at a distance of not
to sell (or even give) BMI to E. B.
more than 100 feet.
Marks and then secure a license
from Marks on those works — if
BMI was created to fill the permanent need of a separate source of or even if no music is used." He inquired what "they will want you
music". He said he had his doubts
to do about BMI SESAC and
about the latter.
others". He observed the Dept. of
Why a Blanket Fee?
Justice might have something to
If BMI was created as a separate
say about this procedure, and
source of music to compete with
added that he would not pay NBC,
with which his station is affiliated,
"ASCAP, the monopoly", Mr.
Craney asked why MBS had ac- "a percentage of gross for any
cepted ablanket contract, and why
CBS and NBC had offered to take purpose". NBC, he said, could renegotiate its agreement "and they
blanket contracts. All these conas much
(it can't
be
tracts or proposals provide for may
much not
less pay
though)
as they
do now,
payment on gross income, he de- but we won't do business on a perclared, and if that holds he asked
centage of gross basis. Now, then,
"what is the incentive to keep an- make up your own mind — where is
other source of music alive?" He
BMI, and what about your investcharged that BMI had been created
ment? Who is sitting in the driver's
by the networks "as a trading in- seat and runiang the show."
strument only". They are now "up
Mr. Craney and 1941
to the point where they were in
On the other side of the ledger,
1935 when they walked out on you
and made their own deal. The nets
in dealing with NAB's operations,
put up only a small amount of the Mr. Cra.iey recounted his version
of the 1941 events and the NAB
money they have already saved.
convention episodes. He pointed out
You have and will pay the bill."
After insisting that it is en- the FCC had just brought out its
tirely feasible to keep records of new rules. By the time of the conmusical performances, Mr. Craney
vention he declared
broadcasters
had even"very
read few
the
said that to add "insult to injury",
the networks "want you to help pay
rules", and many of them had been
their ASCAP copyright bill with a "exposed to a barrage of propaspecified percentage of your income
againstre-read
them". the
Asserting
he
from the sale of gross network time, had readgandaand
rules and
regardless of what music is used
argued and reargued them, Mr.

FIRST-HAND FACTS about the Cleveland market were acquired by
members of the Paul H. Raymer Company staff, who spent two days in
the city following appointment of the Raymer firm as rep for WHK.
Standing behind WHK-WCLE Sales Manager K. K. Hackathorn are
(1 to r) Charles A. Stevens, Paul Tiemer, W. Word Dorrell, Fred C.
Brokaw, Paul H. Raymer, Walter I. Tenney.
BROADCASTING

Craney commented that not all are
good, but that "certainly not all of
them are bad". If broadcr.sters had
the "right to write such rules, some
of them would probably be stiffer
Nothing!
and others added".
"What did the NAB do about it?"
Mr. Craney inquired. Supplying his
own answer, he said, "Outside of
giving only the network story, insulting the chairman of the FCC
and climbing way out on a limb —
nothing. But perhaps, fellow
broadcasters, our troubles have
been of our own making, or our
own slovenliness, of our own selfishness, laziness and ability to sit back
and let others do our thinking.
Where are we today?
"NAB can't represent us as independent broadcasters at the
V/hite House, in the Capitol, before
the FCC, or with the Department
of Justice.
"When we want to be represented we have to go to Washington
ourselves and perhaps that is as it
should be. We should either be in
this public service business of
broadcasting or we should be out
of it.
"We can hire the brains in
Washington to inform us when this
or that needs our attention, but we
can't hire brains and personality
to do that job for us. What we
need today is an organization of independent station owners who can
think
independently
can't
be
forced by fear or favorandto do
every
little 'chore' the networks may
want done. No network or networkowned station can be a member of
such a group. This cannot well be
the reorganization of any existant
organization."
O'Daniels, Pat and Mike,
Seek Station in Dallas
SENATOR-ELECT W. Lee O'Daniel's sons, Pat and Mike, are disclosed as stockholders in Park
Cities Broadcasting Corp., whose
application
for kc.
a new
5,000-watt
station on 710
ii; Dallas
has
been designated for hearing by
the FCC. Pat is president and
Mike is vice-president of the W.
Lee 0 'Daniel Flour Co., of Fort
Worth. The 710 kc. frequency is
now occupied by the 50,000-watt
WOR, New York, and KIRO, Seattle, and the 5,000-watt KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal.
Officers of the company are
E. B. Germany, president, chairman of the board of the Highland
Park State Bank, Dallas; Thomas
A. Carpenter,
vice-president,
chairman of the board
of City National
Life Insurance Co., Dallas; Guy
L. Mann, vice-president, general
counsel of the Highland Park State
Bank; Andrew V. Allison, secretary-treasurer, secretary of the
City National Life Insurance Co.
Other stockholders are James M.
Collins, vice-president of Vent-AHood Mfg. Co., Dallas, and Karl
B. Smith, president of the Fidelity
Union Life Insurance Co., Dallas,
and also of the Mart National
Bank, Mart, Tex.
PAUL r. GODLEY, the consulting
engineer, has applied to the FCC for a
new 250-watt station on 1230 kc. in
Newark. N. J.
• Broadcast
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Outlook

Reviews Monopoly Situation, 'Rump Movement',
Decides All Defense Time Should Be Free
THE RATHER bleak outlook for
radio from the regulatory standpoint was canvassed by the NAB
Executive Committee at a special
meeting in Washington last Monday, with no definite action taken
on policy matters in view of generally unsettled conditions.
The status of the chain-monopoly
rules, slated to become effective
Aug. 2, was outlined to the committee by netwoi'k representatives. Because there has been no final conclusion of conferences between network executives and FCC Chairman Fly, and because no action
had yet been taken on the White
Resolution for a full-dress investigation of the FCC [Broadcasting,
July 14], this phase of the committee's discussion resulted only in
a general appraisal of current conditions.
If the regulations are not postponed by the FCC, it was made
clear, many stations affiliated with
networks may "pull the plug" unless their network contracts are revised in accordance with the requirements of the eight punitive
rules.
'Rump Movement'
NAB President Neville Miller
brought to the committee's attention reports [Broadcasting, July
7] that a movement is under way
to reorganize the NAB because of
the plight in which the industry
finds itself over the monopoly regulations. The strained relations between the NAB and Chairman Fly,
among other things, had been ascribed as the reason for the reorganization movement.
The committee did not issue any
statement in connection with these
reports, apparently deciding it did
not choose to dignify the "rump
movement", which would indicate
lack of industry unity. The situation, however, is being watched
with a view toward action if any
concerted campaign is undertaken
toward wholesale defections from
the NAB.
Criticism by members of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee during White Resolution hearings last month of exorbitant telephone line charges was taken up
by the committee. It was decided
this matter should be pursued, both
in Congress and possibly in conversations with the AT&T and associated Bell companies. Members
of the committee, led by Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.), cited the
high cost of lines to remote areas,
and urged that the FCC and the
industry should inquire into this
problem, with the objective of reducing costs to those ^mall stations least able to foot the bill.
The move of the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies to procure
Page 18 • July 21, 1941

fiom the broadcasting industry,
horizontally, recognition of the 2%
cash discount on agency billings,
was discussed by the executive
committee. The NAB was authorized to pursue consideration of the
matter and Frederic R. Gamble,
executive secretary of AAAA, will
be invited to confer with the executive committee at its next meeting.
The committee also discussed the
national defense outlook and its
relationship to the industry, copyright, and the status of the NAB
budget.
Defense Publicity
The committee said that in view
of the current trade publicity
[Broadcasting, June 30-July 7]
being given to the proposed advertising campaign on behalf of the
Navy, to be placed through one of
the large advertising agencies
(BBDO), it felt that the purchase
of
by defense
agencies
"might
tendtime
to restrict
rather
than enhance
the most effective utilization of
broadcasting during the present
emergency".
The committee added that it
wished to "reaffirm the industry's
desire to continue its present practice of making its facilities available at no cost to Government
agencies engaged in promoting the
national defense program.
"To inform the public of the industry's position, it is suggested
that an announcement that all Government defense programs are
being carried without charge be
used once each day by all cooperating stations".
Present
at the meeting, in addition to President Miller, were
James D. Shouse, WLW-WSAI,
Cincinnati, and Paul W. Morency,
WTIC, Hartford, for big stations;
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha,
and Don S. Elias, WWNC, Asheville, for medium stations; and
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore,
and William H. West Jr., WTMV,
E. St. Louis, 111., for small stations. Network representatives present were F. M. Russell, NBC
Washington vice-president, and
Harry C. Butcher, CBS Washington vice-president, representing
Edward Klauber, CBS executive
vice-president.
Grove Vitamin
GROVE LABS., St. Louis, will
market a vitamin concentrate
product this fall. Although details
about the product were not divulged, itis known that Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago, will handle the
account, and that radio will be
used. The company is also preparing through the same agency, a fall
schedule of spot announcements for
Videx, a new headache remedy for
which tests are now being made in
a few selected markets.

Census

TWO OF THESE TOWERS served
as control points for KOA, Denver, in feeding coverage of the
PGA golf tournament to NBC,
which had exclusive rights. Starr
Yelland, announcer, and Don Martin, news editor, handled the coverage. The
KOAone pack
ti'ansmitter
was the
only
permitted
on the
course during play, says KOA. KLZ
had a broadcast booth, with awning
top, and sent a regular schedule
of broadcasts from the course, with
Jack Fitzpatrick announcing.
LAS VEGAS, HELENA
GRANTED
STATIONS
NEW local stations in Las Vegas,
N.M. and Helena, Ark. were authorized for construction by the
FCC July 16.
Southwest Broadcasters Inc. was
authorized to build a 250-watt station on 1230 kc. in Las Vegas, the
principals in this company being
the same as those of the now extinct Las Vegas Broadcasting Co.
Inc. which had secured a construction permit for a new outlet in Las
Vegas, Nev. but surrendered it voluntarily after a second local had
been granted in the same community [Broadcasting, Jan. 13].
The "swap" from the Nevada
Las Vegas to the New Mexico Las
Vegas was granted to Ernest
Thwaites, retired railroad man now
living in LaJolla, Cal., and his son
Ernest N. Thwaites, formerly connected with KVSF, Santa Fe, N.M.
The
16.6%.father will own 82%, the son
The grant in Helena, Ark., covers 250 watts on 1490 kc, and went
to a partnership of J. Q. Floyd,
engaged in the motor transport
business; Thomas Franklin, ice,
coal and furniture dealer; Sam
Wesley
tendent. Anderson, school superinMarlin Adding
MARLIN FIREARMS Co., New
Haven, Conn. (Marlin razor
blades), has been steadily adding
to its list of stations for one minute
transcribed announcements, the total now standing at 40 with more
than 50 expected by the end of the
year. Contracts in the different
markets are of varying length. The
discs feature a jingle, the "Marlin
Shaving Song". The company is
also using participations in the
Arthur Godfrey programs on
WABC, New York, and WJSV,
Washington. Craven & Hedrick,
New York, handles the account.
BROADCASTING

Data

Delayed

Reports Are Slated to Come
From Bureau in September
DELAYS in the U. S. Census Bureau's schedules have again held up
the issuance of the 1940 radio census by States and counties which
were originally scheduled for issuance, one by one, during the
early summer. Inquiry by Broadcasting has elicited that the radio
reports will start in September,
one State at a time, but no order
of issuance has been decided upon
nor is it expected that all of the
48 State releases will be ready until
early in 1942.
The radio reports will show the f
number of radio homes for each is
State for urban and rural areas, f
for counties and for urban places
having a population of 2,500 or
more as well as for metropolitan
districts. They will parallel the
housing
figures,
showingdwellings,
number '
of
occupied
and vacant
already issued by States and now
available without charge from the
Census Bureau
in one booklet i
known as Series H-2: Number of
Housing Units for States.
After the State by State radio
reports have been issued as press
releases, they will be incorporated
in a final report titled Second Series: General Characteristics, but
this report will not be available
until early in 1942.
In this report will be included,
besides the radio figures, data on
all dwelling units, exterior, material, year built, number of rooms,
lighting equipment, state of repair
and plumbing equipment, value and
monthly rent; for all occupied
dwelling units, size of household,
persons per room, refrigeration
equipment, cooking fuel, heating
equipment and heating fuel; mortgage status for owner-occupied nonfarm units; and for tenant-occupied nonfarm units, gros; monthly
rent, etc.
The population figures by States
with rural and urban breakdowns,
have all been issued and arc available upon request from the Census
Bureau, Washington.
New Emerson Series
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore
(Bromo-Seltzer) , on Aug. 4 will
start a new Vox Pop series with
Parks Johnson and Wally Butterworth. The program will be heard
each Monday 8-8:30 p.m., starting
on 54 CBS stations. On Sept. 29
it will be extended to the Far
West on a total of 67 stations and
on Nov. 17 adds the entire Florida Group for a network of 73
outlets. "The new contract provides for remote pick-ups from
many States and for the informal
"man-in-the-street" format. Program was sponsored last year by
Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. (Kentucky Club). Ruthrauff
&count.
Ryan, New York, has the acWEED tional
& Co.. has beenof named
WSUN,as naSt.
Petersburg:, reiu-csentative
Fhi.
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CIRCUIT

Continuity of Service
Automatic reclosing overload protection
Instant access to every tube (no shielding to remove)
Complete accessibility without disassembly
Only 2 tubes to produce direct FM
Only 4 tubes in stabilizing circuit
Single crystal control
Frequency Control
Instant-acting electronic (no moving parts; no overshot)•
Stabilization at output frequency
Temperature control of crystal only
±1000 cycles stability
Voltage regulated powrer supply
New G-31 crystal unit
Temperature compensated oscillator and discriminator circuits

1 OR CONTINUITY OF SERVICE, G-E design provides a small tube complement, conservatively operated, plus automatic reclosing overload
protection and quick accessibility to every part and tube.
The frequency stability of G-E transmitters is maintained at within
± 1000 cycles by instani-ading electronic control so sensitive that even
abnormal line-voltage fluctuations or sudden detuning of the oscillator
tank, can have no effect on center frequency.
The dependability is equal to that of the finest AM broadcast transmitters. FM could asl^ no more. G-E design centralizes frequency modulation and stabilization in one tube (the modulator), without
impeding modulation capabilities or linearity. This fact is proved by
performance measurements. No temperature control is necessary or
used except within the crystal unit itself.

High Fidelity
Frequency response within ±1 db of RMA standard,
30 to 16000 cycles
Full dynamic range — noise level down 70 db
Linearity within 0.25% up to ±150 kc carrier swing
Harmonic distortion less than 1^% (30 to 7500 cycles)
up to ±75 kc carrier swing; less than 2% up to ±100
kc swing
Cathode-ray modulation indicator
Square-wave testing of every transmitter
Economy

For true high fidelity — frequency response, linearity, freedom from
distortion over wide carrier excursions — G-E transmitters are outstanding. These characteristics — inherent in the G-E simplified
circuit — are assured by thorough factory adjustment and testing of
every unit.
For economy, G-E simplicity assures low tube cost, ease of maintenance,
and small operating expense. Small size and unit construction make
installation easy and hold floor space to the minimum.

Based on G-E lOOO-watt Transmitter, Type GF-101-B
Tube cost — only $287
Floor space — only 9.3 square feet
Ventilation — natural draft (no blower; quiet operation)
Power consumption only 3.75 kw

GENERAL

DESIGN

G-E simplified circuit design offers an unbeatable combination of advantages.
Investigate them thoroughly. Your nearby G-E man has the story. Call him
in without delay. General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.
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alarm clocks to zithers, the high

[ cost of distribution is affecting every manufacturer inevery industry. Sales may expand, but with rising labor and raw material

1 You'll be Market-Wise. The Blue covers
the places where you can sell in greatest
volume at a profit. The Blue concentrates
its coverage in Money Markets, where the

means you have more left to spend for
your program.

:osts, and retail price ceilings, profit margins are in danger of extinction.

nation's buying power is heaviest.

4 You'll be Program -Wise. First, because
the Blue's editorial policy stresses the
finest schedule of news, sports and public

The answer to this "production-pricef)rofit" problem is not higher prices to the
:onsumer, as many manufacturers have
earned . . .
The answer is lower distribution costs.

2 You'll be Power-Wise. The Blue is thrifty
with power. Where some other networks
offer a larger number of SO kw stations,
the Blue concentrates its high -power stations in the areas where power is most
needed — conserves it elsewhere.

service programs on the air. Second, because Blue commercials (as proved by their
evening CAB average of 10) have built an
audience as loyal as it is large, and cost
their sponsors 44% less per quarter hour
than their major network competition.

Radio has proved the most economical
Ivay to move goods from producer to conjumer, and the Blue Network is the natual choice for a manufacturer who wishes
o lower his cost of distribution right now.
Why pick the Blue, you ask? For four
Very good reasons.

3

You'll be Budget-Wise. The Blue's con-

centrated coverage and its famous ' 'Blue
Plate" discount plan combine to give you
national coverage at the lowest cost of any
medium entering the home. You can now

THUS,

in a nutshell (or two) : On the

' Blue you get effective coverage of productive markets 3.t profitably low cost. Buv Blue
and you take that first major step toward
lower distribution costs — and more "sales

thru the air with the greatest of ease."
"go national" on a modest budget, which
National Broadcasting Company • A Radio Corporation of America Service
THE SHOW "BUY" OF THE MONTH— "SPIN AND WIN WITH JIMMY FLYNN". . . A fast -moving; quiz program in a
carnival atmosphere . . . Fun, music, prizes, everything; hut the popcorn . . . Now touring the army
camps, this popular show is heard via the BLUE NETWORK Saturday 9:00-9:30 P. M. (NYT)

\NErWQRK

S^es

thru the0^l^_^^

Z^Z5'(?

Action
Parts

to

Provide

for

Service

Is Taken
by OPA
Maintenance
Business Seen
As Aid to Local Business
IN AN EFFORT to assure adequate supplies of repair and maintenance parts for automobiles,
trucks, tractors, household refrigerators, stoves, ranges and water
heaters, the Civilian Supply Allocation Division of the Office of
Price Administration and Civilian
Supply has announced an allocation program giving such material
a preference over other civilian
needs.
The program, administered by
the Office of Production Management, is expected to reduce to a
minimum the inconvenience to the
public caused by the diversion of
raw materials to defense needs
with the resulting curtailment of
consumer durable goods production. Through this program, it is
thought, that such goods now in
existence can be kept in operation.
Repair Business
It is pointed out that increasingrequirements of the defense program will, in the near future, make
it difficult to expand or even keep
constant the supply of new consumer durable goods.
In radio and advertising circles
the announcement was interpreted
as adding impetus to a growingstress on repair and maintenance
activities of many accounts selling
durable consumer goods now on the
air.
These same circles point out that
while the continuation of this trend
might adversely affect network radio it would certainly result in increased local business by dealers
handling durable consumer goods,
promoting their repair and maintenance services.
Other defense news which affected radio and advertising last
week included a report of the committee of the National Academy
of Sciences to the 0PM, and a series of meetings of eight consumer
durable goods industries with the
Civilian Supply Allocation Division of OPACS.
The Academy of Science Committee told the OPM that silver
may be substituted extensively for
tin in solder to conserve tin and
hasten accumulation of adequate
resources of the latter. Tin is used
in manufacture of radio sets and
transmitters especially as shields
for tubes as well as other uses.
Representatives of such durable
goods industries as automobiles, air
conditioning equipment, heating
equipment and miscellaneous household equipment met with officials
to furnish information regarding
raw material needs. The information will be used in working out
allocations of scarce materials
among civilian users.
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KDAL IS AWARDED
REGIONAL STATUS
KDAL, Duluth, was jumped in
status from a local to a regional
by the FCC in a decision announced
last Wednesday. The station was
shifted from 1490 to 610 kc, with
an increase in power from 2.50
watts to 1,000 watts, with a directional antenna for day and night
use.
SEASONED

METHODS

OD
is certainly NE
one Dof theFOconWELL-SEASOtribut
ory factors toward
the spice of living.
Such reasoning provided the
working basis for Restaurants del
Paseo, Santa Barbara, Cal., known
for its dishes of distinctive flavor.
It began six years ago when, under
direction of Russell D. Smith, host,
strange feats were performed with
blends of herbs and spices. Letters
were received from all parts of the
country and such voluntary interest could not be disregarded. So in
1935 Seasonettes were born, cradled
in an attractive shaker tin.
A Budget Is Adopted
With no particular advertising
effort behind it, Seasonettes for
three years continued to "go
places". Then John S. Patten, of
the sales staff, saw possibilities of
making the public more Seasonettes-conscious than ever. As an
initial step in girding for action.
Patten became owner of Seasonettes Distributing Agency in October, 1940.
Eugene F. Rouse Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles, saw the sales possibilities and entered upon an allout plan of action to insure firm
groundwork. Field surveys were
made; other seasonings tested;
food brokers consulted; radio executives interviewed ; magazines and
newspapers checked for merchandising as well as advertising potentialities; cooking school activities

THE McCANNS have arrived and
have the Pure Food Hour well in
hand. Patsy Ann McCann, threeyear-old daughter of Alfred McCann Jr.,participating
conductor show,
of WOR's
ular
made popher
air debut on the 16th anniversary
of the program. Mr. McCann took
over the program nine years ago
after the death of his father, the
founder of the Pure Food Hour.

FOR SEASONETTES
investigated; direct and store sampling reviewed. No phase of successful advertising, merchandising
and selling was overlooked for activities that lay ahead — keeping in
mind that sales ambitions must not
run away with the budget.
Naturally an important spearhead of the Seasonettes campaign
has been radio. Stations first
chosen to carry its twice-weekly
messages were; KHJ, Los Angeles;
KFOX, Long Beach; KIEV, Glendale; KOIN, Portland. Then since
the first of the year Chef Milani
on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., has
brought to the Seasonettes story a
practical, authoritative tang three
times per week. Recent additions
to the list are the five-weekly, halfhour program, Homemakers Club,
on KHJ, and Art Kirkham's Newspaper of the Air on KOIN. In addition, an announcement campaign
has been started on KECA, Los
Angeles.
Dramatic Methods
Advertisements also were
planned and written for magazines
and newspapers. Space was not
large, but copy was planned for
quick eye attention and dramatic
telling. Plus the radio campaign,
some 5 million messages were delivered within the first month.
This program was repeated in the
following two months. But before
any advertising was actually released, it was completely prepared
for advance presentation to dealers.
Copy, including radio scripts,
was reproduced in thousands of
striking broadsides for use of Seasonettes' salesmen in their calls on
grocers throughout the territory.
Before a penny was spent, dealers knew what was coming by
means of a prepared advertising
campaign they could actually see.
Then action was shifted from
the simmering- stage to the boilingpoint. The cooks stood by and
waited for results. They got them.
In March, 1941, sales to the trade
increased 400% over the previous
month. As evidence that women in
turn were buying Seasonettes, the
400% gain was repeated the next
month and again the next. No
magic. No sleight-of-hand. Just
plain common sense well applied,
with a constant eye on the decimal
point, and with no part of the job
too small for complete effort.
Not "how much to spend", but
"how well to spend it", is the hub
of that all-complex wheel — an advertising campaign that delivers
the goods. Seasonettes with the
help of radio has done the job.
BROADCASTING

KLRA, Little Rock, was authorized to shift from 1420 to 1010 kc,
with
III-A 5,000
outlet.watts fulltime as a Class
KHSL, Chico, Cal., was granted
a construction permit to increase
power from 500 watts night, 1,000
day, to tional
1,000antenna
fulltime
withanda direcfor day
night
use, on 1290 kc. The station is one
of the McClung group. The grant,
however, was with the condition
that it was without prejudice to any
action
ership. the Commission might take
regarding duplicate station ownKFIO, Spokane, was granted a
construction permit for a new
transmitter and vertical radiator,
with an increase in power from 100
watts daytime only, to 250 watts
fulltime, plus a shift in frequency
from 1150 kc. to 1230 kc.
Seeks WSAU Control
CONTROL of WSAU, Wausau,
Wis., will be acquired by W. E.
Walker if the FCC authorizes the
transfer of five shares held by M. F.
Chapin, who has been gradually
disposing
his interest
tion. Mr. of
Walker
would in
holdthe85staof
the 160 issued shares, the remainin -i- being held by Donald R. Burt.
Mr. Chapin proposes to devote all
of his time to the operation of
WMAM, Marinette, Wis., of which
he is one of the owners. Mr.
Walker also has an interest in
WMAM but devotes all of his time
to the management of WSAU.
Florida Citrus Spots
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION, Lakeland, on July 7 began
a campaign of transcribed spot
announcements and participations
on 41 stations throughout the country for its canned fruits, to run
through July to the middle of August. Account was handled by Arthvir Kudner Inc., New York. Blackett-Sample-Hummert, that city, is
due tocounttake
Sept. 1. over the Citrus acNew Kraft Series
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago,
early in September will start a
half-hour program on NBC-Blue,
which will be in addition to Kraft
Music Hall, which will continue on
the Thursday 9-10 p.m. period on
78 Red stations. Format has not
yet been decided. It will be heard
Sundays 7 :30-8 p.m. Agency is
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Spots for Seasoning
HEALTH BRAND PRODUCTS,
New York, has appointed the
Brenallen Co., that city, to handle
all advertising. Agency is preparing transcriptions in English and
foreign languages to promote Tip
and Roberts, garlic extracts used
in seasoning.
been
selected. No stations have yet
• Broadcast
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Hearings

Likely

to

Start

Soon

Measures
Saving
Daylight
President Asks Right to Impose Fast Time as
Need Arises in Various Parts of Country
HEARINGS before the House In- show that possible reductions of
electricity vary from region to reterstate &Foreign Commerce comgion and would depend upon the
mittee on legislation which would
authorize President Roosevelt to proportion and nature of industrial,
order daylight saving time either residential and commercial loads
on a national or regional basis as and to some extent upon the habits
of the consuming public.
he sees fit are expected to begin
this week. The legislation is of
The President pointed out in his
far-reaching importance to the letter that some utilities with small
broadcasting industry because of industrial loads, particularly muits relationship to both network
nicipally-owned systems, reported
and spot programming, a subject that daylight time saving time
agitated since DST has been ob- might seriously cut their revenues
served in various areas.
and jeopardize the interest and
Congressional leaders said after amortization payments on their
the President had sent a letter to bonded indebtedness. Thus, the
President told Congress, while it
Speaker Sam Rayburn and Vice
President Henry Wallace [BROADis important that additional elecCASTING, July 7] that they felt Mr.
tricity for national defense be made
Roosevelt's proposal would be available through daylight time, it
speedily approved by Congress be- is also important that such a program have sufficient flexibility to
cause of its national defense asmeet varying regional conditions.
pects.
Needed in Southeast
No 'Double' Time
In his letter the President told
This
prompted
Mr. Roosevelt to
Congress he has been advised by
the Department of Interior, Office ask that imposition of daylight time
of Production Management and the be left discretionary with him.
Federal Power Commission there
At his press conference Tuesis a need for immediate extension
day the President set at rest fears
that his request to proclaim dayof daylight time to the Southeastlight time throughout the country
ern States and that these agencies
felt there is a need for year-round
would result in "double daylight
"fast" time for parts, if not all of time" in those localities in the West
and Midwest already observing
the country.
Mr. Roosevelt also sent a letter "fast" time. Reporters pointed out
to the Governors of Alabama, Vir- that adding another hour of daylight time would impose hardships
ginia, Tennessee, South Carolina,
but the President indicated he had
North Carolina, Georgia, Missisno intention of adding another hour
sippi, and Florida asking them,
to localities now operating under
if legally possible, to order daydaylight time.
light time for their States immediately. Gov. Dixon of Alabama
Although there seemed to be no
was the first to take action after
question that the measure as outlined by the President would be
receiving the President's request,
passed, several Congressmen from
proclaiming daylight time beginning Sunday July 20 at midnight.
farming districts announced their
The FPC conducted a survey to opposition to the proposal. Chairdetermine the savings in power
man Fulmer (D-S. C.) of the House
which would accrue from daylight Agriculture Committee termed the
time and a digest of its findings
idea a "joke." He said farmers
would pay no attention to it and
was incorporated in the President's
letter to Congress. The findings
scouted the idea that any appreOn

READY

FOR BOMBER^ is Boston, with an air raid siren already installed at police headquarters. Testing of the new screamer was broadcast
exclusively by WNAC, the station says. Here Announcer Leo Eagen (left)
interviews Police Commissioner Joseph F. Timulty on the occasion.
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GET THE MIKE IN!
Photo Slogan Draws a Horse
Laugh From KSTP
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
You've seen the microphone in
that picture when the studio boss
screwed on his license plates down
in the street.
You've seen it in the sales office
— where no self-respecting mike
ought to be — when the sales chief
signed a new contract with Dooper's Droopy Drawers.
You've seen it practically in bed
with the leading lady of the daily
script show.
if you're
disgusted
with
thisWell,
practice
of dragging
the mike
into pictures by the heels, please
have a look!
Joe Meyers,
KSTP, St. Paul.

"And the Villain Still Pursued
Her — With a Traveling Mike", is
the way Publicity Director Meyers
labels this photo to end photos
where a microphone is dragged in.
The models for the mellerdrammer
were obtained from the Showboat
Dixie Queen which played the Twin
Cities during the Aquatennial.
ciable amount of electricity would
be saved through the plan.
At present there are several daylight savings bills pending in both
the House and Senate but none of
them give the President the power
he requests and consequently are
expected to die in committee.
Radio officials were generally
pleased at the President's action,
seeing in it a possible solution to
the confusion which yearly greets
the industry when the networks go
on daylight time, with complete
dislocation of programs. However,
it was pointed out that application
of regional daylight time would
work hardships in communities
where it was not observed. In this
regard, it was generally agreed
the program confusion would be
confined to fewer areas than heretofore if fast time is imposed in
some regions and not in others.
Doviglas Oil Test
DOUGLAS OIL & REFINING
Co., Los Angeles, new subsidiary
of Douglas Aircraft Co., in a tenweek Southern California test
campaign which started July 14,
is using 12 spot announcements per
week on KNX KFI KMPC KFAC
KFXM KXO. Firm plans to expand schedule to include other
Pacific Coast stations in accordance
with progress
of product's
distribution. Placement
is through
H.
W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
BROADCASTING

Radio

Subsidiary

Formed

in Canada

Press News Ltd. To Sell News
With Sponsorship Allowed
FOLLOWING in the footsteps of
the Associated Press, the Canadian
Press (Canadian equivalent of AP)
has formed a subsidiary company.
Press News Ltd., with offices in
the Metropolitan Bldg., Toronto,
to sell teletype news for sponsorship to Canadian broadcasting
stations.
President of Press News and
Canadian Press is Rupert Davies,
Kingston (Ont.) Whig-Standard
and CFRC, Kingston. Arthur Ford
of CFPL, London, Ont. and the
London Free Press, is vice-president. Directors are Roy Thomson,
Northern Broadcasting iz Publishing Ltd., Timmins, Ont.; W. B.
Preston, Brantford (Ont.) Expositor; H. M. Hueston, Canadian Observer, Sarnia, Ont,; Wesley McCurdy, Winnipeg Tribune; Emile
Jean, CHLN, Three Rivers, Que.,
and Le Nouvelliste. General manager is S. G. Ross, former Pacific
Coast superintendent of Canadian
Press. Other members of the staff
have not yet been permanently appointed. Also Supplies CBC
While the Canadian Press will
continue to supply the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. News Bureau
with frequent daily bulletins free
of charge, as both British United
Press, and which the CBC distributes on its networks, there is
nothing in the Canadian Press
contract with CBC to hinder its
selling news to private stations for
sponsorship, even though the stations are receiving the CBC nonsponsored news service.
Press News is entirely separate
as a corporate entity from Canadian Press and capitalized at
$50,000 with 10,000 shares at S5
information is available on
parNovalue.
the number of stations already
using or contracted to use PN
service. PN representatives attended theofconvention
of the
'Western
Assn.
Broadcasters
at Harrison
Hot Springs, B. C, held July 14-16.
PN announces that its teletype
equipment handles 60 words a minute, the fastest teletype service
in Canada, and that service is
given 19 hours daily, except Sunday, when 16 hours service is
provided.
Carey Salt Spots
CAREY SALT Co., Hutchinson,
Kan., has started one-minute spot
announcements 6 to 12 times weekly
on the following 18 stations : KOA
KLZ KGNC KWK KMA KFAB
KOIL KMMJ KFEQ KTOK KOME
KCRC KBIX KGFF KADA WDAF
WNAX WIBW. Announcements
will run through the summer.
Agency
is McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
THE CBS news commentator.s Maj.
(ii'drno Fielding Eliot and Linton
W(>lls and the MBS Common I a tor
Wythe Williams participate with
Ralph Ins'ersoll. editor of PM. in a
movie fornm Will England Be Invaded? roler.sed this month by Columbia Pictures.
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CTiCUT
ENDU

N6

GRANDTE

FOUNDATION

FOR

LIBERTY

The Connecticut granite selected as an enduring foundation for the Statue of Liberty is typical of the
strength and dependability which we have come to
expect of Southern New England and its people.
These Yankee qualities perhaps explain why Connecticut and the rest of Southern New England have been
entrusted with such huge defense orders — the building
of vital products to be used in protecting that heritage
that the Statue of Liberty symbolizes.
Defense orders which mean more jobs and a greater
source of spendable income come to us naturally because of our inherited skill; but industry built on a
solid foundation and not subject to the fluctuation of
any one type of business is always uppermost when we
invite you to use WTIC. Backed by its 50,000 Watts
and more than 16 years as Southern New England's
foremost and favorite radio station, WTIC will produce
sales and good will that will last long after the present
emergency is over.

**★*★★

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S NO. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member of NBC Red Network and Yankee Network
Representafives: WEED & COMPANY, New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
SO.
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Maj.

Got Their Recipes
BETTER late than never!
Last year when a recipe booklet offer was made over
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., three
listeners who had requested
the booklet, enclosing in their
letters 10 cents, failed to receive their copies when the
letters fell into the hands of
a mail thief. Recently the
discarded letters were found
in a box car down South and
forwarded to WNAX which
immediately made arrangements to send out the recipe
books.

A TREE

TO
OF

REACH THE BUYING POWER
THE RED RIVER VALLtY?
FIND

THE

WDAY
AFFILIATED
FRE£ & PETERS,
Page 26

Warns

65fi00

Dealers

Of Danger From Inferior FM Receivers
tioned in the Armstrong letter, it
ACTING to insure high-quality
FM reception living up to public was evident the blast was leveled
at manufacturers producing FM
claims of its high-fidelity, noisefree characteristics, Major Edwin
receivers without an Armstrong license and employing circuits of
H. Armstrong, inventor of the
their
own
design for the low-price
Armstrong wide-swing FM system,
field.
has blanketed 65,000 radio dealers
of the country with letters calling
Facts for Dealers
attention to the ultimate damage
to public confidence resulting from
Outlining "some facts about FM
which every dealer in this country
sale of low-priced "inferior" FM
receivers not capable of first-class
ought
declaredto: know", Maj. Armstrong
program
reception and reproduction.
"I have had a part in a number
Although no names were menof revolutions in radio in the past
and I know from long experience
what happens when a fundamental
idea takes hold and a large public
demand is about to occur. It is at
that time that the imitators and
high pressure sellers who have
done nothing to further the advances in the art then present
themselves to the public as the exponents of new ideas and new
'fundam.ental' systems.
"These ideas and systems seldom
have anything new about them except the advertising slogans which
are invented for them, and their
exponents are more often than not
people who are attempting to take
advantage of pioneer work by selling to the public cheap imitations
of what the public really wants.
"This is about to happen, apparently, with FM. I want to do
what I can to prevent it from happening, and the only way in which
that can be done is with the help
of well-informed dealers who will
tell the public the facts and prevent
a waste of the public's money on
inferior apparatus. The sale of sets
which do not give full FM performance that measures up to what
has been repeatedly demonstrated
and what the public has been led
to understand FM will do, will not
only have a bad effect on the industry generally, but it will reflect on those pioneer manufacturers who have honestly tried to
give the public its money's worth
and to open up a new market for
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Maj. Armstrong
theConcluding,
dealer."
listed companies licensed to build
FM receivers under Armstrong
patents, including Ansley Radio
Corp., Espey Mfg. Co., Fada Radio
& Electric Co., Freed Radio Corp.,
General Electric Co., Howard Radio Co., Magnavox Co., Meissner
Mfg. Co., Philharmonic Radio Co.,
Pilot Radio Corp., E. H. Scott Radio Laboratories, Stewart-Warner
Corp., Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., Zenith Radio
Corp., Hallicrafters Inc., Hammarlund Mfg. Co., National Co., Radio
Engineering Laboratories, Western Electric Co.
EDWIN A. KRAFT, owner of KINY,
.Juneau,
Ahiska,
headSeattle,
of Northwest Radio
Adv. and
Corp.,
lias
aiiplied
f.i
the
FCC
for
a
new
2.50Avatt
Alaska.station on 1230 kc. in Kodiak,
BROADCASTING

Bingham to Capital
For Liaison Work
WHAS Owner to Serve Naval
Newspaper, Radio Groups
TRANSFER of Lieut. Barry Bingham, president and publisher of
the Courier Journal and Times and
owner of V/HAS,
Louisville, now on
leave of absence,
from the Great
Lakes Naval
Training Station
to Navy Department headquarters in Washington,nouncedwas
anlast week
Lt. Bingham
ment.the Departat
Lt. Bingham for the last two
months has been at the Great Lakes
station as assistant public relations officer of the 9th Naval District. His new temporary assignment in Washington is in the public relations office, radio branch,
now being reorganized under the
direction of Frank E. Mason, vicepresident of NBC, who holds the
status of civilian chief and special assistant to Secretary of the
Navy Knox.
Liaison Function
Because of his experience both
in the newspaper and radio fields,
Lt. Bingham is expected to function in a liaison capacity between
the two branches of the public
relations department.
Lt. Bingham has been on leave
of absence from the newspaperradio properties in Louisville since
his call to active duty several
months ago. Mai-k Ethridge, vicepresident and general manager of
the newspapers and station, is actively in charge of the operation
during Lt. Bingham's indefinite
leave.
M & M Candy to Add
M & M CANDY Co., Newark,
periodically adding stations for its
26-week schedule of station break
announcements, now has the following list: WMBG WCAO WDRC
WJSV WEEI KYW WGY WARM
WBAX WTAM KDKA WHIS
WRAK WDBJ. Others will be
added later. Agency is Lord &
Thomas, New York.
'dJT m
m
MRS. CHARLOTTE
NELSON, 82
mother of AI Nelson, general manager of KGO-KPO. San Francisco,
died .July 11 at her home in Chicago
ARIZONA'S FIRST STATION
First on the dial
First
in results
for '
Firstadvertisers
with
listeners
CBS
PHOENIX
Mail response means sales response— and KOY pulled over
90,000 letters in 1940!
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

]
AFFILIATE STATION WLS CHICAGO
• Broadcast
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ADAM
HAT FIRST
FIGHT TELEVISOR
BECOMING the first sponsor of
televised sports contests, Adam
Hat Stores, New York, last Monday signed a contract with NBC
to sponsor television broadcasts of
boxing- matches held at Ebbets
Field under promotion of the
Brooklyn Boxing Assn., headed by
Chick Meehan, former football
coach.
The first televised fight under
the new Adam
Hat contract is
scheduled for July 22, the Red
Burman-Melio Bettina heavyweight
match, and will be carried on
WNBT, New York NBC television
\ station, at 9:30 p.m. (EDST).
I The July 22 fight also will be
sponsored for regular broadcast
,j on NBC-Blue
by the company,
I which in addition will sponsor a
i series of 10 other bouts on NBCjj Blue, from Shibe Park and the
i'l Philadelphia
Auditorium under
promotion of Herman Taylor, Philadelphia fight impresario.
Jack Eraser has been assigned
to handle the commentary for the
televised version of the BurmanBettina fight, with Sam Taub and
Bill Stern, NBC fight announcing
team, presiding over the Blue
broadcast. NBC holds exclusive
broadcast and television rights to
all bouts at Ebbets Field, home of
the Brooklyn Dodgers, as well as
exclusive broadcast rights for Taylor's Philadelphia fights.
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KNX

IRVINE B. KITTINGER, 66, president of the Kittiuger Furniture Corp.
and one of the organizers of the Buffalo
Broadcasting Corp. (WGR-WKBW),
died July 12 in Buffalo.
BROADCASTING
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says.. Druggist

WGAA, Cedartown, Ga.,
Slated to Begin Aug. 1
ALTHOUGH uncertain of the
starting date due to delays in receiving equipment, the new WGAA,
Cedartown, Ga., is scheduled to go
into operation Aug. 1, according
to R. W. Rounsaville, vice-president and general manager of the
station. Construction permit was
authorized May 6 to Northwest
Georgia Broadcasting Co. [Broadcasting, May 12] of which 0. C.
Lam, Rome theater operator and
farm owner, is president-treasurer
and 82.5 7f stockholder. Mr. Rounsaville, adancing school owner, holds
16.7 Vc with Joe W. Lam having
a qualifying share. Station will
operate on 1340 kc. with 250 watts.
Program director will be Tom
Phillips, and chief engineer, Dencil Pulley with other personnel to
be chosen. Studios and transmitter
will be equipped with a GatesAmerican transmitter. Gates console and Presto turntables and a
Wincharger tower is being erected.
More for Lydia
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE Co., Lynn, Mass. (proprietary), on August 1 will add 21 stations to its schedule of one-minute
transcribed announcements, making a total of 85 stations now used.
Contracts are for one month. List
includes: KGU WOKO WWNC
WBTM KMJ KXYZ WJAC KHJ
WLVA WMAZ WSFA KOIL
WPRO WEEU WSAY KTOC
WGBI KGA WSPD KVOA WRAK.
Agency is Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New York.
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Kelley

C. S. Kelley, druggist in Santa
watched

a lot of things happen

Ana, California, has
to the retail drug busi-

ness. He has served Santa Ana
years. He

has seen many

and go — and knows

for 52 (yes, fifty-two)

branded

the power

drug products come
of KNX

to keep the

leaders out in front today.
"When

things are advertised on KNX,"

says Mr.

Kelley, "Folks start asking for them . . . and I have to

stock them."
Retailers who ring up the dollars Southern California
KNX

spends for drug items know the demand that KNX builds.
That's why they point to KNX as radio's most potent
force in the West's richest market.
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Bennett

Urges

Broadcasters

To

GOLF COURSE MODEL pack
transmitter is this outfit used by
WTCN, Minneapolis. It is mounted
on rubber tires, with handle at top.
Operating is Roger Parker, engineer, with Pete Lyman announcing. The mitts at the top belong
to a caddy.
IX A SERIES of six Sunday broadeasts. NBC-Red is pvesentiug concerts by the Chautauqua (X. T.)
Symphony
Orchestra
tion of Albert
Stoesselunder
from the
the direc68th
annual summer festival lield at
Chauta u(iua.

Continue
Copyright
Drive
Warns
That Inertia Will Dissipate Benefits of
Recent Legal Actions; Belittles Suit Threats
A WARNING to broadcasters that he said, is that every music user
they reappraise the current copy- whose continued existence depended
right situation lest they become vic- upon the obtaining of a license
timized by the same kind of in- from ASCAP prior to December,
ertia that culminated in the crises 1940 "has a valid and enforceable
of 1932 and 1936, after deals had suit for treble damages against
been made with ASCAP, was
ASCAP and all of its members".
sounded last Tuesday by Andrew
He contended that "the shoe really
W. Bennett, general counsel of Na- is on the other foot".
tional Independent Broadcasters
Not Yet Solved
and former special assistant to
the Attorney General, in charge
Asserting that the true ASCAP
of copyright litigation.
situation has been "clouded by ruIn a thorough analysis of the
mors, threats and self-serving
statements to such an extent that
current copyright situation, embodied in a letter to Harold A. many stations have become more
Lafount, president of NIB, Mr.
confused than ever", Mr. Bennett
declared a serious condition preBennett debunked ASCAP's threat
of $20,000,000 treble damage suits
vails in radio despite the advances
against the industry as simply during the last year toward solution of the copyright problem.
another "fear complex".
The truth about treble damages.
Because of the improved condi-

WGN enjoys a distinct advantage in having its
studio building located on Michigan Avenue.
This building is tangible testimony to Chicagoans
that WGN is rooted in their community.
The people in metropolitan Chicago feel that
WGN is an integral part of their city. That's one
reason why they named WGN their "outstanding radio station." That's why WGN led all
other Chicago stations on the basis of familiarity
and prestige.
That is another reason, and proof, why your
program on WGN will have more listeners. May
we show you?
A
Eastern Sales Office
220 E. 42nd St.
New York, N. Y.
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Paul H. Raymer Co.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Francisco, CaL
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tion, he said, many broadcasters
believe either that the problem has
been solved or that it will be solved
for them by others. This, the attorney asserted, is "the same type
of inertia which commenced in
January, 1936 when ASCAP's fiveyear extension of then existing contracts was forced upon all stations
by ASCAP after the networks set
the pace in June of 1935 by entering into such licenses. The direct
result of that inertia created by the
'five-year breathing spell' was the
condition which developed last year
and history is in danger of repeatIn ing
addition itself."
to the advances made I
through the formation of BMI,
which he said had performed a
"stupendous task" and has given
an opportunity to new composers,
authors and publishers in a field
heretofore closed to them, Mr. Bennett cited two legal advances. He
enumerated these as follows :
Supreme Court Ruling
"We now have (1) the limited
benefits
obtained
from last
ASCAP's
consent decree
entered
March

in the Government's suit brought in
the U. S. District Court at New
York, and (2) the unanimous
opinion of the U. S. Supreme Court
in the so-called Florida-ASCAP
case upholding the constitutional
rig'ht of State legislatures to enact |
both prohibitive and regulatory ]
legislation against monopolies and
restraints by combinations of copyright owners (Watson, Atty. Gen.
Florida v. Buck, Pres. ASCAP).
Only two provisions oi the consent
decree afford material benefits:
"(a) ASCAP must clear at the
source all network programs (both
commercial and sustaining). No
provision of the decree authorizes a
network to pass on this charge to
the affiliates. Nor is there any provision which prohibits it. In Florida
and Nebraska the State laws now
on the statute books prohibit such
charge back.
"(b) ASCAP must make available to all stations, including networks, a license whereby payment
of license fees is based on use.
This license, at ASCAP's option,
may be either on a 'per-program'
a 'per-piece'
or onI mean
payment
basis.
By basis
'per-piece'
a payment for each individual ASCAP
number performed. By 'perprogram' is meant a payment on
each program in which one or more
ASCAP numbers are performed.
"A station, at its option, may re- ■
quest and accept a blanket license
similar to ASCAP's past demands, :
but in this event the decrees re- :
quires that the license fees of the
blanket payment license and the
per-use payment license shall bear
'a relationship * * * justifiable by
applicable business factors'. Thisi
'per-use'in
means that
license
must thenotcost
be of
so the
excessive
relation to the blanket payment
basis as economically to force stations to take the blanket license."
Unless these advances are car-j
• Broadcast
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ried forward so that a monopolistic
combination of copyright owners
may not "again close the door to
open competition" in the sale and
purchase of performing rights, Mr.
Bennett said there is "extreme
danger of a repetition of 1932, 1935
and 1940".
"In my view," he continued, "the
unanimous opinion of the Supreme
Court in the Florida-ASCAP case
furnishes the means of forever
setting the broadcasting industry
and other users of copyright music
free from the domination of price
fixing monopolies. That task of acquiring freedom should be carried
on to completion and not be lost
through inertia. It is the task of
some representative organization
of the industry which should function for the benefit of the entire industry and not be subjected to the
selfish motives of a few. Unless this
is done, it is my belief that we will
be faced with an assortment of
State statutes which lack uniformity, will lead to endless litigation
and which may be more confusing
than beneficial.
"Even at the present moment,
there seems to be little effort made
by the industry to take advantage
of the gains made to date. For nine
years the industry repeatedly has
called for a method of licensing by
ASCAP which would require payment only on the ASCAP music
actually performed. Under the Government's consent decree, ASCAP
not only must clear network programs at the source but must make
available to all stations, including
networks, a license on a 'per-use'
basis which must bear 'a relationship * * * justifiable by applicable
business factors.'
ASCAP Intent
"Up to the present time, it is my
opinion that nothing has taken
place indicating an intention on
the part of ASCAP to license according to the intent of the consent
decree or on the basis of normal
competitive business methods. On
the contrary, the atmosphere is
cluttered with threats, self-serving
declarations and similar propaganda all tending toward the re-establishment of the ASCAP blanket license with payment to ASCAP of a
per cent of gross receipt.
"ASCAP is the seller seeking to
establish a market for the product
of its members. As the seller, it is
up to ASCAP, if it wishes to dispose of its product, to submit to
each station individually a proper
offer. Then it is up to each station
to determine whether the price and
terms of the offer are economically
desirable to it and whether it wishes
to buy. ASCAP material no longer
is indispensable to the operation
of the station, and ASCAP now
must compete with other copyright
owners on quality and on price. It
is not legally necessary for a station or a network to approach
ASCAP with offers to buy.
"Let me suggest that there appears to be much loose thinking
regarding the copyright problem,
and this is stimulated by the propaganda directed toward a return to
BROADCASTING

Can't Be Cancelled
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co.,
New York, has signed a 52week non-cancellable contract
with WABC, New York, for
a news program on WABC,
New York, to start Aug. 4,
Mondays through Saturdays,
10:45-11 p.m. News commentator has not yet been set.
Agency is J. Stirling Getchell,
New York.
the old licensing method with payment to ASCAP based upon gross
receipts. Fifth column activities
are not limited to dictator nations.
"We have had the argument
dinned into our ears so long by
combinations that the blanket license with a blanket fee is the only
workable and practicable method
of buying performing rights that
many fail to recognize such licens-

CAUSE:

ing method as the chief tool for
regaining and maintaining domination in the combination. Though we
are the dispensers of advertising,
we forget the first principle of advertising— that repetition breeds
belief.
Or Else!
"The trend toward an ASCAP
license with a payment of a percentage of the station's
gross in-a
come is accelerated
by developing
'fear complex'. This has been one
of ASCAP's basic weapons in the
past, the 'pay what you're told or
else bemandsued
for infringement'
dewith which
music users became so familiar — the prevention of
competitive selling or buying in a
free and open market and the enforcement of the blanket license
under a claim that the Federal
copyright laws granted copyright
owners a special immunity from the
provisions of anti-trust laws.

"Now that this claim has been
destroyed by the U. S. Supreme
Court through its unanimous decisions in the Florida and NebraskaASCAP cases, and now that
ASCAP has been substantially 'off
the air' for six months, the lyric
has been changed slightly, but the
melody lingers on. The effort to instill the same
old 'fearcompetitive
complex',
the effort
to destroy
selling and buying in an open
market by the blanket license
method is in full swing. But this
time the threat is not the threat of
infringement suits.
"ASCAP's new lyric to recreate
the 'fear complex' is the threat of
treble damage suits — treble damage
suits under the Sherman AntiTrust Laws for alleged damages of
20 million dollars. Treble damages
under the very laws for violation
of which ASCAP and its members
were prosecuted both civilly and
(Continued on page i6)

500% increase in nighttime power (still on our enviable frequency of 580 kilocycles).
EFFECT:
(1) In round numbers, OUR FAMILY has been increased by over two
and a half million listeners.* (2) Mail response is daily shattering all
previous records. (3) Advertisers report sales and distribution increasing
beyond all expectations.
CONCLUSION: When so many new listeners are stirred to such IMMEDIATE ACTION by WIBW's friendly, personalized selling methods . . . OUR
FAMILY offers a market that calls for investigation . . . RIGHT NOW.
* In WIBW's 0.5 tnv area alone.
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Gestapo Tactics
NEVER in American history has national
unity been more essential. President Roosevelt
has implored the nation to work together in
the interest of security. Party lines and pure
political differences have been dropped. Along
broad lines Mr. Roosevelt's plea has been
heeded.
But is the Administration itself hev^fing to
the national unity theme — insofar as radio is
concerned? Broadcasting, it is true, is an infinitesimal part of the nation's fabric, but it
is an important fraction. If ever an industry
cringed in a virtual state of terror, it is broadcasting today under the lash of the FCC.
We now behold radio's Gestapo, begot by
the FCC! It is after the nation's press, via the
radio route. Certainly there can be no help
to the cause of national unity if both the press
and radio are besieged as they are by a creature of government.
With youthful ineptness, minions of the
FCC's recently created investigation unit are
virtually swooping down upon broadcast stations, networks and press associations and
figuratively flipping their lapels to reveal shiny
badges, then ransacking files, personal and
otherwise, to sift out the "dirt." All this in
preparation for a "trial" before the same FCC.
This isn't censorship. It's something worse
— intimidation. Stations are licensees of the
FCC. Their refusal to give open sesame to
these "investigators" might figure later in reprisals on application renewals. This may
sound ludicrous, but it has happened. Even
subpoenas have been signed, but thus far not
served. It is doubted whether they will be.
It seems to be part of the intimidation process.
The FCC Inquiry Section says it is only
seeking data upon which to pursue the inquiry
into the question of newspaper-ownership
policy, scheduled to start July 23. Yet these
investigators, according to reports we have
received, in most cases have sought only to
ferret out that which might prove of value
in building a case against newspaper ownership. It is difficult to reconcile the FCC's press
release of last March, stating that a full and
free hearing would be afforded and that the
issue had not been prejudged, with the tactics
of the FCC's investigators.
There is a hopeful sign now. The newspapers
realize that the issue transcends the mere newspaper ownership of stations. The American
Newspaper Publishers Assn. has interceded
and is already engaged in a preliminary skirmPage 30
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ish with the FCC, challenging its jurisdiction.
For if the evident FCC thesis of disqualifying
newspapers from station ownership holds, it
would mean that a publisher would be classed
with a criminal or an alien who, under the
statute, cannot qualify as a licensee.
Realistic thinking is needed. The FCC, if it
isn't acting under orders from higher up,
nevertheless is not being deterred by the Administration.
The chain-monopoly regulations, the newspaper-divorcement inquiry, the attack upon
multiple ownership, and the blithe though lefthanded attempt to crack commercial broadcasting in sanctioning the Muzak "subscriber
type"
service
by calling
"broadcasting"
—
all reflect a trend
towardit destruction
of the
present system of American broadcasting. But
what the more ardent New Dealers of the
radical fringe (including some of the FCC
staff) really want is to dismember not only
radio but forcibly to develop a servile press.
Appeasement doesn't work. One of the failings of businessmen is to forsake principle
when dollars can be salvaged through compromise. The tendency is to ride the trend.
It should be crystal clear now that the promise of a fair trial before the FCC on the newspaper issue is little short of mockery. One
has only to review the chain-monopoly proceedings which began in 1938 and ran through
last May, when the FCC issued its final report, for the answer. The weight of the evidence was ignored. Only isolated instances of
abuse were cited.
If existing FCC processes are followed we
feel we can almost predict the conclusions of
the FCC's majority. With its indicated preconceived notions, and totally oblivious of the
Constitution, the Communications Act and the
courts, all of which guarantee the right of an
American citizen to engage in any legitimate
enterprise, the FCC will probably find that
the "public interest" is not being served
through joint newspaper-station ownership.
How? A reading of the FCC's questionnaire
to all stations on the newspaper issue provides
the clues. They point to a desire to prove unfair competition; coloring of news in favor of
sponsors; failure to provide equal time to all
sides of controversial issues; denial of program listings and space to competitive nonnewspaper stations; combination rates; press
association restrictions; making too much
money. Just a sentence here and a clause there
in some ten-year old contract or letter — that
would be ample to justify its conclusions.

There are huddles and conferences on the
FCC's hydra-headed assault on the industry
to compromise and appease and narrow issues. But the FCC majority's goal clearly is
unchanged — destruction of commercial broadcasting because it is deemed too powerful;
with the jackpot ultimate control of the press
through its radio properties.
If it's to be survival of the fittest, it's about
time for both press and radio to wake up and
think along similar wrecking-crew lines.
First Things First
BROADCASTERS know what it is to be blitzkrieged. They are being strafed by the FCC,
encircled by ASCAP, sniped at by the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, divebombed by the income tax folks, and conferred
with on a negotiated peace in the monopoly
regulations. That does not take into account
the newspaper-divorcement battle coming up,
or the industry dissension being provoked from
other quarters.
It is impossible to bring order overnight out
of this sort of chaos. And all of these diverse
and confused movements can't be handled simultaneously. Itseems to us that first things
should come first. The most pressing problem,
of course, is the Aug. 2 deadline on the chainmonopoly regulations.
With so many things happening on so many
fronts, it seems to us a bad time to force decisions on purely industry issues as against
the more pressing regulatory-legislative problems. Copyright falls in that category. So does
the AAAA demand for recognition of the 2%
cash discount. In this issue we publish two
separate appraisals, from the viewpoint of the
independent broadcaster, on the ASCAP-network negotiations. There are serious legal
problems involved, in the light of the Department of Justice consent decree requirements
both asisthey
to ASCAP
and BMI.
And
there
an pertain
even more
fundamental
question
of principle involved in the proposal that affiliates pay to the networks a percentage of
their income to help defray the network bill.
Many stations feel they can get along without ASCAP. It has been perfectly obvious
since Jan. 1, 1941 that ASCAP music is not
indispensable, even though it may be desirable.
Stations must do their own thinking on this
issue. Food for thought, on one side, is provided in the articles in this issue quoting Ed
Craney, who needs no introduction, and A. W.
Bennett, NIB counsel, who fought the ASCAP
war for Uncle Sam in its earlier stages.
In every industry crisis there is a scapegoat.
In this case the NAB is under fire. We do not
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gainsay that some of the criticism may be '
justified. But we feel that any full-scale move-,
ment for disintegration of the trade association is ill-timed, and would play into the hands
of radio's all-too-nunierous enemies, Govern-;
mental and otherwise. There is no united front,?
but the NAB is the closest thing to it. Keep ; E
it going until there can be calm, cool consideration of a revised or reorganized structure, ifthat is deemed necessary! Let's do it the
democratic way^ — by convention ballot!
Broadcasting, if it is to make the most out
of the existing situation, must maintain its
basic stability. Dissension now could only mean. ^
a slide back that might take years to mend, jj
Let's take these things in their stride and not
try to solve everything today.
i
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NOTES
EDWIN E. DOWELL, assistant manager of British United Press in Canada, has resigned to rejoin the United
Press at Portland, Ore. He has been
with BUP since September, 1938,
coming from the Seattle Bureau of
UP, and has been located at the
Toronto bureau since June, 1940.
IRA AVERY, WOR, New York, announcer, has been named night manager replacing
Knight,
who returned to theFrank
regular
announcing
staff.

ARTHUR

FRANK

ago Frank KatzFOUR
wasrs sitting in the patio
entine yea
of his Miami Beach home
minding his own business, listening to the radio and reading a
newspaper.
Noted as a man of versatile talents, he found this combination too
much for him because the music
was blaring and frequently interrupted.
Following custom, he decided he
ought to do something about it. He
did!
Five months later WKAT took
the air in Miami with 100 watts
power. And, of course, a nightly
program of "music to read by".
Now he is manager of a 1,000
watt NBC outlet for the Greater
Miami area and is doubling the
capacity of the station's studio and
transmitter plant located on the
Miami Beach edge of Biscayne Bay.
Frank spends most of the day in
his law office, but he takes time off
at least once a day to discuss programming and sales with his staff.
Not being 100% immersed in radio
he sometimes comes out with ideas
far from the normal industry routine.
Take the famous mystery of the
Blue Cats!
That happened more than a year
ago, and they're still talking about
it in New York and Chicago advertising circles.
All Frank did was roundup some
litters of white kittens, dip them
in blue vegetable dye and ship them
\ where they would do the most good.
( Each feline carried a tag with a
,s reminder that "KAT Goes Blue",
j:and messenger boys carried the
pussies to their agency destinations.
Frank Katzentine was born Jan.
' 16, 1902, in Talladega, Ala. Avail, able records fail to list any startling episodes in his youth until
j he entered Vanderbilt University.
! There he played varsity end on the
football team representing that
famed member of the gridiron elite.
BROADCASTING

KATZENTINE
In 1924 he was graduated with
an LL.B. degree. Again the records
are silent, but only for a couple of
years. For the Katzentine saga is
marked by a striking achievement
for a youth of 25 — a judgeship.
That was in 1928, quite a year in
the Katzentine career.
Besides being appointed to the
municipal bench in 1928, he was
admitted to the bar earlier in the
year and on June 11 married Ucola
Collier, of Greenwich, Conn. He is
a member of the law firm of A.
Frank Katzentine & W. Sanders
Gramling.
Later he became acting district
attorney and in 1932 was elected
mayor of Miami Beach. During his
term of mayor he was responsible
for tracking down and capturing
Harry Sidmore, nationally notorious and spectacular jewel thief. An
amateur criminologist, he put his
talents to effective use in this epic
of Florida law enforcement. In
1935 he was awarded a medal for
outstanding community service by
the U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce. Among other honorary appointments are colonelcies on the
staffs of the governors of Florida
and Kentucky.
Besides his studies in criminology, Frank is an authority on
politics and trade relationships in
the Caribbean and at one time represented the Republic of Cuba as
trade advisor and counsellor.
One of his many radio campaigns
was the one he waged last May at
the NAB convention in St. Louis.
There he waged a one-man campaign to induce stations and networks to substitute defense stamps
and bonds for cash awards on quiz
programs. He started the ball rolling, and the patriotic awards are
now commonplace in the industry.
Frank is a member of Miami
Beach's famed Committee of 100
and the Rod & Reel Club. He is an
active Democrat and Baptist.
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DICK DORRANCE,
director of Inc.,
promotion for FM Broadcasters
New York, has been named general
manager of the organization.
RICHARD REDMOND. formerly
sales promotion manager of William E.
Rudge'sously Sons,
New York,
previof the CBS
sales and
promotion
staff, has been named assistant to
Robert A. Sehmid, MBS director of
advertising and promotion.
GEORGE
SUTTON,
Washington
radio attorney
and a noted
big game
angler, has been spending the last
few weeks on his yacht Happy Days
fishing off Cape Hatteras. The famous
guide. Bill Hatch, is accompanying
him.

writer and story editor for Walt Disney I'roductions, has joined CBS as
assistant director of script, according
to William Spier, director of the
CBS script dept. Also added to the
script-writing staff aie Sylvia Berger
of
promotion
; .Jean Isaacs,
Hollowf.y,CBSradiosales
writer,
and Harold
freelance writer.
RICHARD 0. PATTERSON Jr.,
former vice-president, of NBC, has
been appointed chairman of the DeYork. fense Savings Committee for New
ROGER W. CLIPP. general manager
of WEIL, Phila<lelpliia. was appointed to the boaril of directors of
the Atlantic City Miss America
Beauty Pageant.
ED DUTY, chief engineer of KHUB.
Watsonville, CaL, has been named
assistant manager in charge of station operations.
JOHN VAN CRONKHITE, recently
with NBC in Washington, has joined
the sales staff of WIJTX, Washington.
JAMES LEBARON, for two years
eastern advertising manager of Child
Life, has joined the New York sales
staff of Joseph Hershey McGillvra,
station representatives.
BILL SLOCUM Jr., CBS director of
especial events, suffered an arm
sprain while
carrying
a pack landing
transmitter July 13
at Marine
operations at Quantico, Va.

H. HARRISON FLINT, program director of WOCB, W. Yarmouth.
Mass., has been appointed head of
public relations the state committee of
public safety,
a civilian defense
ganization for Barnstable
County. or-

Grant Pollock Appointed
To Direct WING Sales
NAMING Grant Pollock, formerly
of NBC,mercial
San
commanagerFrancisco,
of the new asWINC,
Winchester, Va., Richard Field
Lewis Jr., general manager and
licensee of the station, has announced completion of the WINC
personnel. Mr. Lewis, who also is
owner of WFVA, Fredericksburg,
Va., and at one time was chief engineer of KFXM, San Bernardino,
CaL, was authorized last Feb. 4 by
the FCC to construct the Winchester station which operates with
250 watts on 1400 kc. Formal dedication of the station, attended by
Gov. Price and Senator Byrd, was
held July 13 although the station
has been on the air since June 26.
Other staff appointments are
June Stoll, program director, and
Jim Riser and Ogden Driggs, announcers. A Western Electric 451A transmitter is being used with
RCA speech equipment while the
tower was obtained from BlawKnox Co. WINC operates as a
bonus outlet of NBC-Blue.

Paul B. Klugh
PAUL B. KLUGH, who in 1923
was one of the prime movers in
founding the NAB, died July 14
while on a trailer trip in Yellowstone National Park. He was 66
and had retired from active business about five years ago. Mr.
Klugh was executive head of Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, when it operated the old WJAZ, and Comdr.
Eugene F. McDonald, founder of
the company, was made NAB
president at its inception. Both
were also active in the formation
of Radio Manufacturers Assn. Surviving, besides the widow, are two
daughters, Mrs. Irvin C. Garverick Jr., of Chatham, N. J., and
Mrs. Gordon P. Stearns, of Rehoboth, Mass.

William Dowdell Named
WLW-WSAI
News Head
WILLIAM DOWDELL, a member
of the news staff of V/LW-WSAI,
Cincinnati, since June 8, has been
named news editor of the two stations according to James D. Shouse,
vice-president of the Crosley Corp.
in charge of bi'oadca sting.
Prior to his affiliatior with
WLW-WSAI, Mr. Dowdell was city
editor of the Cincinnati Post. His
20 years of newspaper work include
experience with the Yoiingstown
Telegram, Cleveland Press and several New York papers. In his new
position Mr. Dowdell will supervise
the content of news broadcasts
handled by a staff of more than 20
writers and newscasters.

FREDERICK L. TURNBULL, formerly commercial manager of KMLB,
Monroe, La., has been named business
manager and promotional director of
KPOW, Powell, Wyo.
CAL FARLEY, sportseaster of
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex., took office July
1 as a district governor of Rotary International, having been unanimously
elected at the recent international
convention in Denver.
E. E. HILL, manager of WTAG,
Worcester, Mass., has been named as
representative for district No. 1 on
the
tee. National Radio Defense CommitMERLE H. TUCKER, manager of
KROD, El Paso, left July 12 for a
three-week
business trip in the Midwest and East.
HENRY B. WEAVER Jr., formerly
of the firm of Sherley, Wilson &
Weaver, is now associated with
George F. Shea, Washington attorney.
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Not the biggest...
nor the "best"...
-But a GOOD moderate size market
where automotive,
food and general
merchandise sales
are far above the
national average I

You reap your share
of the bountiful
business when using
this station'.

KI:M KIM:MELL, program director
and merchandisiug manager of KFDA,
transferred
Amarillo, Tex., hasHebeen
is replaced as
to the sales force.
merchandisiug manager by Jerry
Brooliman. Bill Dickson has joined the
announcing staff.
STERLING TRACY, CBS Hollywood
injuries
recovered from
producer, has he
fell from a horse.
received when
has joined the anRAY LESLIE
nouncing staff of WPID, Petersburg,
Va., for the vacation season.
CHARLES F. BEARDSLEY, 1941
State U, has beenof
graduate of Ohio ising
manager
named merchand
W:\1RN, Marion, O.
ROBERT BROWN, formerly with
WCAR, Pontiac, Mich., has joined the
announcing staff of WMAZ, Macon.
WMAZ also announces the addition
to its staff of Dorothy Muir, to handle
women's features, and Val Sheridan,
to handle a Sunday morning comic
.strip.
CLYDE CLEM, formerly of WISE,
Asheville, N. C, and WORD, Sparthe anjoinedCharlotte,
tanburg,
WSOC,
staff ofhas
nouncingS. C,
N. C.

EARLE McGILL, CBS producer and
will produce shows
casting director,
at the Ann Arbor Dramatic Festival
at the U of Michigan Aug. 9-11.
AM NELSON, son of TimeWILLI
buver Edward Nelson of Wade Adv.
Agency. Chicago, has joined the program 'department of WLS, Chicago.

AND

COfflPflNY
NEUI YORK
DETROIT
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formerly producKEITH McLEOD,
tion manager of Henry Souvaine Inc.,
has joined NBC as a memNew York,
ber of the production staff under
n diNBCwasproductio
Roberts
Wilfred rector.
Mr. McLeod
with WJZ,
New York, in its early days.
DOROTHY KILG ALLEN, radio and
the
newspaper columnist, who conducts
CBS Vocie of Broadioay program for
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick,
N. J., on July 11 became the mother
Tompkins
of an 8-pound son, Richard
Kollmar. Miss K.lgallen. in private
Kollmar,
Richard
of
wife
the
is
life,
actor currently on the CBS Claudia &
David series for General Foods Corp.,
New York.
BOB KIEVE, who has been working
events departin the special
summers
Jersey City, has been
ment of WAAT,
of Interpublicity director
appointed collegiate
Broadcasting System, comand coly
radiorepresenting
legepany
stations. universit
DORIS LEEDS, formerly of a New
York public relations firm, has joined
the publicity department of KMBC,
Kansas City, replacing Sally Deane
who resigned to go to Wichita.
JACK BUSTER, graduate of the U
of Texas and a newcomer to radio, has
joined the announcing staff of KFRO,
Longview, Tex.
BUD BLANCHETTE and Charles
ers of KGVO, MisLuedke,soula,announc
Mont., have joined the Army.
formerl
BOB ANTHO
C.
urg, yS. anSpartanb
nouncer ofWSPA,NY.
on manager ot
and previously producti
WORD,
WOLF, Syracuse, has joined burg,
as
NBC-Blue outlet in Spartan
program director.
WILLIAM JENKINS, from WGY,
ady, has joined the announcSchenect
ing staff of WINX, Washington.
EDWARD J. TAIT has been promoted
KFRO,
to acting program director ofJesse
G.
Longview. Tex., replacing
to join KRRV, Sherleft
Turnerman, who
Tex.
BLAIR,
EL
MICHA
lphia,
PhiladeproducWFIL.former
tion chief of
of WIP, Philadelphia,ot
joins the staff the
all-night chores
to take over
while Mort
Patrol
Dawn
Boys
Pep
the
program pilot,
original
the
e,
Lawrenc
vacations in Maine.
LEE VINES, announcer of WIP,
the
on July 10 became
Philadelphia, boy
born at St. Luke s
father of a
Hospital.
LOU HERMAN, freelance script
writer, Chicago, is the father of a
baby girl born July 12.
radio
WENDELL NOBLE, new tostaff
of
has joined the announcing
KOY, Phoenix.
FREDERICK POLLOCK, formerl.v
of WTEL, Philadelphia, has joined
the announcing staff of WHAT, Philadelphia.
Alof WFBG.
, formerly the
ED ALLEN
announcing
toona Pa., has joined
Pa.
e,
Glensid
staff of WIBG,
ity
FR INGES J. KENNEDY, continu
is
chief of WHBF, Rock Island, 111.,
the father of a boy, born recently.
formerly a
CHUCK McDANIELS,
a, has
pianist with an Omaha orchestr
joined WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
graduate of the
JOSEPH,
RUTH
Ohio State U School of Journalism,ot
service d.department
has joined
CLE,the Clevelan
WHiv-W

JANE PORTER

A VETERAN of 2,700 broadcasts
energeticJanethePorter,
KMOX,
on
KMOX Magir
or of
conduct
seven
for
Kitchen Cooking School
her recto ship
h\
proudly
sponsor
ous point
years,ord ofcan
continu
turmanufac
Louis food
various
ers sinceSt.1934. During this period
Jane has given away more than a
half-million samples, cook books
recipes, cakes and baskets to guests
attending her programs.
Three years ago Jane struck upoi
little mor.
the idea of doing just asts
and as
than her usual broadca
a result has spoken before more
than 600 religious, educational am
near-,
Louis Inand
in St.
groups and
civicMissouri
by
Illinois.
additior ^
she now makes personal appear- iances daily at grocery stores wit?
Kitchen Trailer" foi
her "Magic
food
demonstrations.
Aside from contacting 87,00C
persons outside of her broadcasts
own asma- £
writes her and
last year,
terial Jane
and commercials
sideline does a newspaper column

comment
Y YOUNG,
MURRA
d, isa-to
Clevelan
CLE, news
tor of WHK-W
marry Louise Roberts soon.
AHAN, bookPATRICIA KIT.BRESN
Yakima, Wash., was
keeper of
married July 5 to Frank Coleman,
Tacoma.

CAROLYN MONTGOMERY, pianist
and vocalist and formerly arranger for
orchestra, has joined
George Olson's
the
the staff of WJJD, Chicago, doing
thrice-weekly series Carolyn Sings.
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ROBERT MONK, recipient of ano
WLW radio scholarship in 1940
more recently farm program assistau,
and announcer of WDZ, Tuscola, 111.,
has been appointed program directo,
, Mo.
of the new KHMO. Hannibal
scheduled to go on the air Aug. 1.
CARLTON WARREN, assistant pro;
York, oi
gram director of WOR, New
June 28 married Edith Van Buskirl
of Bridgeport, Conn.
DANE, WOR boran,
MARSHALLthe father
of a girl,
nouncer, is
June 19.
BILL TAYLOR, formerly of WPAlai;
Portsmouth. O., has joined the
nouncing staff of W71NY, New Yorl
FM adjunct of WOR.
ARTHUR TURNROSE, formerb
chief engineer at KWJB, Globe. Ariz
has joined the announcing staff c
KSRO, Santa Rosa.
EUGENE EUBANTiS. former Holl^
r^ and moi
wood actor and directo
recently producer of NBC, Chica?
ion fan
has joined the radio product
of Covert Co., Chicago, as produce
BILL GEIMAN. formerly of KAT-^
San Francisco, has joined IvHllan
le. Cal., as announcer
Watsonvil
news editor.
LUTHER BRAND. formerly
Wis. has lom.
Marinette.
, cing
WMAM
staff of 0\\ O-W L,
the announ
Wayne.
Fort
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,!riILBY JACKSON, announcer of
WIND, Gary, on Aug. 2, will marry
jMars'aret Reeser of Clinton, 111.
MARCELLA
O'CONNOR,
the
|iroduction department
of KROW,of San
Francisco, has joined Photo & Sound
Inc.
|l)ON THOMPSON, NBC western
division special events director, a
lieutenant in the reserves, has reported
for active Navy duty.
iROBERT RILEY CRUTCHER, Hollywood freelance radio writer, has been
■ligned by 20th Century-Fox Studios
to work on the film, Between You and
Me.
kvERNER JANS SEN, completing a
South America professional tour, has
)een signed starting July 31, for six
kveeks to conduct the weekly Standard
tijjmphony Hour, sponsored by Standard Oil Co. on Don Lee Pacific Coast
jjstations.
k'HIL BROOKS, formerly of KROC,
fiochester, has joined KRKD, Los AnLeles, as summer relief announcer.
j'JWEN
BABBE has
been promoted
to chief announcer
of KMPC,
Beverly
Hills, Cal., succeeding Jack Stafford
ijivho is devoting his time to sports
i:i,'vents. Dick Carey, announcer, has
,1-esigned to join the Navy Air Corps
Jind is stationed at Long Beach, Cal.
JlOUIS DEARBORN has joined the
]mnouncing staff of WOCB. West
(Yarmouth, Mass., replacing Richard C.
■jfvilbourne. drafted ; Majorie Gates
JUley, of Providence, has joined WOCB
,i;rams
o handle
women's
and children
; Frank
L. Miller,
formerlypro-of
rlie advertising department of S. C.
!?.ird & Sons, Boston, has been named
jhief continuity writer of the station.
;!

WHAT

THEY

ENJOY

tj CBS 'Forecast' Experiment
j
Subject of Book
L^^IGHT invitations, spaced week
,''|)y week, are being sent out by
jitV. B. Lewis, CBS vice-president
asts, for the
broadc
e of ast
charg
||!n
l Forec
\nnua
Series starting
fuly 14. In advance of the in'fitations the network sent a book
'!elling about the series,
'i The book is titled Seventh Son
i—On Monday Nights at Nine. Decl»rated in symbolic art with a sort
pf modern Egyptian motif, the
([jDook discusses what listeners enI'oy and how CBS is using the
'}■forecast as a means of developing
I'lew
progr
s : am ideas. The network
uggest
i "Listen as America will listen.
I'
the programs,
as all America
! 'udge
vill judge
them. America
will be
f valuating the Forecast series
li'rom the view of whether, as lisifleners, they will want these pro"jtrams continued. So will you, but
'ou will enjoy a unique dual role
f . . that of potential listener and
llhat of potential sponsor."

ii
Fights on Shortwave
frULIO GARZON, Spanish language
'■liortscaster of WGEO, General Elec],jric shortwave station in Schenectady,
^:jfas been assigned to handle broadcasts
, ,jn Spanish of all boxing bouts to be
Jjtaged during the coming year by
i»Iike Jacobs and the Twentieth Cen!ury Sporting Club, New York. The
\,jii'xt fight, a championship bout beween Fritzie Zivic and Freddy Cochu'l^une,
take place
July are
28. broadThese
I'ipanishwilllanguage
programs
-ast
WGEO
arrangenent bywith
MBS through
which an
carries
the
i-;hts under the sponsoi-ship of the
; j,Sillette Safety Razor Co., Boston,
'ver the longwave in this country.
BROADCASTING
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FURNITURE

Three-Fourths of Sponsors Get Satisfactory
Results, According to Survey
ABOUT three-quarters of the U. S. stations used radio advertising, and
furniture retailers using radio re- that radio-advertised establishport satisfactory results from their
ments did a greater volume of busibroadcast advertising, with half stores. ness
per capita than non-radio
this
sults. number reporting "good" reLength of Program
This was indicated in a survey
conducted among 2,000 furniture
The study also indicated that
retailers throughout the country by
length of the store's program was
the National Retail Furniture
an important factor in successful
Assn., National Furniture Review
results from broadcast advertising,
and Radio Showmanship. Results with that quarter-hour program
of the study indicated that 37% of rated the most productive time unit
the retailers participating reported and the five-minute program the
good returns on their radio expendi- least productive.
ture, with another 37% reporting
Consistency of the advertising
fair returns.
program also established itself as a
The survey, which covered retail major factor in the pulling power
furniture outlets all over the counof the radio campaign to sell furtry with annual volumes ranging
niture, itwas shown. Of the retailfrom $14,000 to $2,000,000, indiers reporting highly productive recated that 77% of the participating
sults, 82% were on the air for 52
stores located in cities with radio consecutive weeks. Of this same

contract

year

group, 37% used radio every day
in the week.
Although the time of day when
the broadcast is carried was shown
to be important, the survey indicated that individual days are not
vital
factors ininthis
insuring
radio's
effectiveness
field. According to the study, 61% of the retailers reporting satisfactory results
broadcast between 9-11 a.m., 1-5
p.m. and 7-10 p.m.
As between institutional and selling copy, 68% of the merchants reporting
good and
fair copy,
resultswhile
emphasized
institutional
among those reporting poor results
only 85% used institutional copy,
with the remaining 65% relying on
price selling copy.
PERSONNEL changes have just been
announced
b.y KPO-KGO,
San Francisco, as follows
: Niel Shaver
and
Jack LTlrich from guest relations to
sound effects ; Don Monett to the
Army ; Bill Emery as supervisor of
guest relations, succeeding tJlrich ;
Leonard Gross and Frank Olsson
to guest relations ; Milton Frank and
George Croke are new additions to the
messenger mail department.

WRNL!

on

Early this year the Dr. Pepper Bottling Co. (who is goin' to town!) started a threetimes-a-week show on WRNL for 13 weeks. Then they increased it to five-timesa-week for 52 weeks. ^ Then two weeks after this contract started, they wanted
to sign a FIVE YEAR contract! ^ This client knows what WRNL is doing in the
rich Richmond

radius for advertisers who know what they are doing . . . and

our renewals prove that lots of 'em do! Yes, WRNL

rings the bell on cash registers

in Virginia's No. 1 market. Ask Edward Retry & Company

• Broadcast

for all the facts!

RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
Advertising
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7 o'clock, then the usual WJR
broadcast until 8. After that,
another half -hour concert just for
AGENCY
them.
The broadcasts from these outstate centers were a tremendous
success. Each house was taxed, not
yn'f?i>ointinentf
DORSET FOODS
Inc., New York (canned
only
as to seating capacity but for
chicken products and soups), to W. I.
standing room. In one, it was necTracy, New York. May use radio.
essary to place a loudspeaker outARMAND Co., Des Moines, to Ivan Hill
side of the building to take care of
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
an overflow of about a thousand.
MAY OIL BURNER Corp., Baltimore, to
Mr. Haenschen, Miss Daum and
S. A. Levyne Co., Baltimore.
Mr. Thomas regularly fly from
CHRISTOPHER CANDY Co., Los Angeles
New York each Monday night, as
(wholesalers), to Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
Agency, that city.
they did for the series of out-state
broadcasts. On the tour, Mr. ZimCAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, N. J.,
mer joined them in flying to the
to Ruthraurt & Ryan, N. Y., for Campbell
toups.
point of the
performance, next
which wasevening's
put on after
ROBERT H. GRAUPNER Inc., Harrisfull rehearsal lasting from noon
burg, Pa., to John P. Weidenhamer &
Assoc., Harrisburg.
until 5 o'clock.
Members of the orchestra travJOHN MIDDLETON Inc., Philadelphia
elled in a huge highway bus, which
(tobacco), to John Falkner Arndt & Co.,
Pniladelphia.
carried on both sides, banners advertising the event. The musical
TEA GARDEN PRODUCTS Co., San BOYS AND GIRLS OF WJR, Detroit, wear broad smiles as the judges
Francisco, to Erwin, Wasey & Co., San announce victory over staff of WGAR, Cleveland, in Noxzema's Quiz of props, including two Steinway
Francisco.
Two Cities. Left to right: Bob Clark, WJR organist; Alice Bellamy, re- grand pianos, stage platforms,
ceptionist; Dave Baylor, m.c. from WGAR; Ruth Franklin Crane, di- xylophones, chimes, tympana etc.,
LIME COLA Co., of Cal., Los Angeles
were carried by chartered truck.
(concentrate), to Cesana Associates, Holrector of women's activities; Jack Laffer, announcer.
lywood.
Extra Facilities
NORTHWEST MFG. Co., Mitchell, S. D.
(oil burners), to Barrons Adv. Co., KanTwo radio engineers, the proBEHIND THE STROH
CURTAIN
sas City
duction manager and the announcer usually traveled in their own
Brewery Sponsors Quality Musical Program and
NEW SUBSCRIBERS to the NBC
cars with their equipment. Three
Thesaurus Library as of July 1, anspecial telephone wires were leased
Merchandises It With Vigor
nouuced recently by the Radio Refrom each broadcast point to WJR,
cording Division, include : WAGE,
By ARDEN YINKEY
a musical program, and to insure so that reserve facilities would be
Syracuse; WERC, Erie; WWDC,
Zimmer-Keller,
Detroit
high character and quality we se- ample in case of need.
Washington ; KABR, Aberdeen. S. D. ;
IN MAY 1940 we launched Stroh
The Stroh distributor in each
WEAU. Eau Claire, V/is. ; KFBB,
cured the services of W. G. HaenGreat Falls, Mont.; WSBT, South
Brewery Co. of Detroit, upon a schen of New York. Drawing upon
point
was the focus of the local
Bend, Ind. ; WJMA, Covington, Va. ; campaign of radio advertising, in the Detroit Symphony, Mr. Haenactivity directed toward getting
CKRN, Rouyn, Que. ; WMRE, Lewisaudiences
into the halls. He was
addition
to
the
large
volume
of
schen organized a 36-piece allton, Pa. ; woe, Davenport, la. ;
supplied
with
advertising placards
string
orchestra,
composed
of
topWOPI, Bristol, Tenn. : KSRO, Santa newspaper, outdoor and other forms
musicians.
and with tickets. The cards were
Rosa. Cal.; WLPM, Suffolk, Va. and of advertising which we place for notch
Then
we
went
to
New
York,
and
this client. The company preferred
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash.
and supplies of tickets were
with Mr. Haenschen auditioned a posted
placed in all retail outlets, to be
number of singers. These we knew
given away free as the placards
only by number, and we made our attracted attention, and as custochoice without seeing the singers.
mers asked for them. In addition,
For our soprano we chose Margaret
downtown stores and hotels were
Daum, and Thomas L. Thomas for supplied with posters and tickets,
our baritone.
also central and neighborhood groYou
Don't Need
Box
On the Road
Tops
cery, drug and music stores.
Personnel managers and the
Offer!
For This FREE
To cover adequately, the Stroh
heads of union locals in the indusdistributing territory in Michigan,
trial plants were contacted, both
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Indiana,
by the distributor and the agency.
Advance
letters from the agency
we chose WJR, Detroit, for a Tuesday evening half-hour, 7:30 to 8, notified the local luncheon and serworking from the Masonic Temple
vice clubs, women's and war veterauditorium which seats 1,800. Tickan's organizations, musical clubs
ets to the broadcast are distri- and other cultural organizations.
buted
free
and
each
week
a
sizable
DOUBLE coverage for NOTEFor five or six days prior to the
audience has filled the hall.
ING EXTRA in the Heart of
broadcast,
the banners
Stroh distributor's
Recently, Mr. Zimmer, president trucks carried
advertising
the rich Piedmont section of
of our agency, conceived the idea the program.
Radio announcements were also
of taking the show to some of
North Carolina . . . 1,042,000
made from Detroit preceding the
Michigan's
important
industrial
centers. We found that Flint, start of the tour and successively
Grand Rapids, Saginaw, Lansing
from the out-state cities, directed
and Jackson have auditoriums with
specifically to listeners in the next
audience capacity from 2,500 up to point to be played. Advertisements
6,200. Mr. Zimmer believed the peo- were placed in the local newspaple in these smaller centers — with
pers. The result of all these approaches was a full house on each
no
opportunity
of seeing
a big-time
broadcast as done
in New
York, of the five Tuesday evenings on
Chicago, Hollywood, and this great the road, which concluded with the
show in Detroit — would want to performance in Jackson, July 15.
see, hear and meet these artists.
They did — to the extent of filling WALKER Co. has been named national representatives for WCBD.
our halls. We gave them a "peek
Cliicago. Call letters of the station will
behind
the
curtain"
with
the
final
dress rehearsal and tuning up at be changed shortly to WAIT.
Valley
for the Red River
WDAY

WSJS
NORTH
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FARGO, N. D. • 5000 watts • NBC
.
Ask your Agency (o ask the Colonel!
p'FREE O- PETERS, Inc., National Representotives
BROADCASTING
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ELTOX JOHNSON, vice-president
of Clark Locke. Toronto ageiic.v. since
its inception in 11)23 lias been elected
aitsraemlier
t'.ie lirni.
which& Co.
chanu'es
name toofLocke.
Johnson
Mr.
Johnson is past president of the International Afliliatiiin of Sales & _ Advertisiiij;- Clubs, and an e.x-president
i-f the .Vdvertising Sales Club of
Toronto.
SHP]LI)OX R. COONS, former executive vice-president of Lord & Thomas,
has established his own oflice as general business counsel at 113 W. 57th
St., New York.
jCLIFFORD L. FITZGERALD, formerly vice-president of Sherman K.
Ellis & Co.. and manager of the
( 'hicago office, has joined BlackettSample-Hummert,
Chicago, as vicei president.
ISAMUEL LANHAM, formerly of
1 Donahue & Co., and previously copy
'!director of Wendell P. Colton Co.,
Iboth in New York, has joined the copy
Istaff of J. M. Mathes Inc., that city.
LILLIAN LOWANS, formerly with
McKee & Albright and before that
with Young & Rubicam and N. W.
Ayer, New York, has been appointed
to the copy staff of Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., that city.
AUGUST J. BRUHN. Los Angeles comanager of McCann-Erickson. is currently in Chicago and various eastern
cities.
SHIRELY SCHOENBERG, copy director of W. C. Jeffries Co., Los An.i;eles, recently resigned that post to
! marry.
IImORGAN & DAVIS ADV., Los Angeles, has discontinued business.
JOHN P. REESE has joined Ivey &
tEllington. in Philadelphia as merchan<lising director. He formerly was with
H. .J. Heinz Co. in its sales, advertis;!ing and merchandising departments.
JAMES CLARK, formerly of the art
staif of Lennen & Mitchell, New York,
'has been appointed associate art direc,|tor of Brown & Thomas Adv. Corp.,
IIjNew York.
'IVAN HILL, account executive with
[Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, recently
'Kipened his own agency in the Palm-ilive Bldg.. that city. Mr. Hill will
direct advertising of the Armand Co.,
1 >es Moines (cosmetics), the account
which he serviced for the Seeds Co.
Telephone is Delaware 1853.
ilUSTY PIERCE, head of radio publicity of N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York, and his wife, .Jane, dialogue
Hvriter for Orphnns of Divorce, re<entlv became the parents of a daughter, Pricilla .Jane Pierce.

On

the

Air

in
Winchester,

Va.

WING
affiliated with
National Broadcasting Co.

BROADCASTING

HERE'S
ONEthe ofmanthose
unsung
men
behind
behind
the
mike. He's Carlo De Angelo, one
of radio's busiest producers, whose
shows are heard by millions each
week but of whom listeners know
little, if anything. Associated with
the production offices of both Ed
Wolf and Henry Souvaine, De Angelo directs Bringmg Up Father,
Mandrake the Magician, Ellen
Randolph, The O'Neills, and Your
Happy Birthday.

ES

EMDORS

«

Raid School
ASSIGNED to attend a special air raid warden's school
at New Haven, Chief Announcer Ray Barrett of
WDRC capitalized on the occasion by broadcasting a
special ten-minute program
each evening on what he had
seen and learned during the
daj^-long classes.
PAUL HOLLISTER, vice-president
of .1. Stirling Getchell, New York, and
Carol Irwin, manager of daytime radio programs in the Hollywood office
of Young & Rubicam. New York, were
married recently in Nevada. Miss
Irwin will continue at the agency.
FRED ALLEN, formerly of KFBI,
Wichita, Kan., has joined Raymond
R. Morgan Co., Hollywood, as account executive. Anthony Schilling has
been added to the copy department.
MORTIMER W. MEARS Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has discontinued
operation.
RICHARD PEARSON has severed
association with Davis & Pearson Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles, and joined
Cesana count
& Assoc.,
as acexecutive.Hollywood,
Former agency,
headed by Don L. Davis, has moved
to 306 N. Vermont Ave., and will
shortly announce its new firm name.
PACIFIC MARKET BUILDERS,
Los Angeles, having been dissolved,
Jack B. Kiefer, vice-president, has established an advertising agency under
his own name at ()72 S. Lafayette Park
I'lace, that city. Telephone is Exposition 4180. Fred G. Swartz, president
of the former agency, is devoting his
full time as general manager of the
California Olive Growers & Packers
Corp., Los Angeles.
W. C. HOUSE, formerly advertising
manager of the Houbigant Sales Corp.,
New York, has joined Lennen & Mitchell, New York, to work on the
Andrew Jergens Co. account.
SjMITH, HOFFMAN & SMITH.
I'ittsburgh. has changed its name to
Smith, Taylor & Jenkins Inc.
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Kirk to Stack-Goble
MYRON P. KIRK, formerly vicepresident in charge of radio for
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, and
more recently with Sherman K.
Ellis, that city, in charge of radio
and new business, has joined the
New York office of Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency as a vice-president.
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CBS Education Board
Plans
Oct.
6 Meeting
ANNUAL meeting of the CBS
Adult Education Board has been
scheduled for Oct. 6 in New York,
according to William S. Paley, CBS
president. Invitations to participate in the session have been sent
to
13
of the
education
and country's
public life leaders
who makein

ALTO!
That
means

STOP
down
on

here

the

BORDER
and

KH^OD
MEANS"
You can STOP reaching
just a PART of the El Paso
Southwest market. By
telling your story over
KROD — Columbia's Outlet to the El Paso Southwest— you reach an area
with a 200 mile radius,
much of which has been
radio isolated. The bonus
market which KROD
alone can give you, includes 13,953 radio
homes. KROD's aggressive policy and high
quality of programs have
built up a large and appreciative audience. The
station staff is trained
and ready to give you
efficient merchandising
service. You can advertise your product effectively in the El Paso
Southwest over

KII^€ID
EL PASO,
CBS

AFFILIATE

Covers
El

TEXAS

Paso

ALL

the

Southwest
o

600

KILOCYCLES

1000 WATTS
(Day)
500 WATTS
(Night)
Dorrance D. Roderick. Owner
Merle H. Tucker, Manager
Howard H. Wilson Co.
National Representatives
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FORMER RADIO MEN are keeping up with their profession at Camp
Wheeler, Ga., where they are aiding in planning, producing, writing and
acting in some 12 shows being fed from the camp each week as part of
a large scale public relations program. Director is Lt. Edwin P. Curtin,
former director of radio publicity for BBDO, New York. Assisting him
are Pvt. Harmon Hyde, former announcer at WPRO, Providence; Frank
McCarthy, formerly of WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.; Art Buckley, former
copywriter for Newell-Emmet Co., New York, and John Anspacher,
formerly with the radio division of United Press. In addition, the camp
supplies its own radio engineers : Pvt. Arthur Schoenfuss, formerly with
CBS, New York, and Thomas Hanlon, formerly of WBRY, Waterbury,
Conn. In photo (1 to r) are Hyde, Hanlon, Schoenfuss, Bert Struby of the
Macon News & Telegraqih and Austin Kimble, of WBML, Macon, Ga.

up Agenda
the board's
personnel.discussions
will include
on proposals for new projects and
further extension of present programs.
Fisher,and
CBSradio
director of Sterling
education
talks, will make his annual report.
Members of the Adult Education
Board are : Lyman Bryson, Teachers
College, Columbia U, chairman ; Dr.
Stringfellow Barr, president. St.
Johns College, Annapolis ; William
Benton, vice-president, U of Chicago ;
Dr. Harry Woodburn Chase, chancellor. New York U ; Rev. Robert I.
Gannon, S.J., president, Fordham U ;
Alvin S. Johnson, director, New
School for Social Research, New
York ; Henry R. Luce, chairman of
the board of directors, Time Inc. ;
Spencer Miller Jr., director. Workers
Educational Bureau of America : Ruth
Bryan Rohde, former U. S. Minister
to Denmark; T. V. Smith. U of Chicago ;William Allen White, publisher
of the Emporia (Kan.) Gaz.etfe; Dr.
Lyman Wilbur, president, Stanford U ;
Dr. Joseph H. Willits, Rockefeller
Foundation.
NBC Defense Series

AUTO

LOAN

BUSINESS

UP

150%

PROMOTING
the Treasury's
de
fense savings drive,
NBC will start
July 22 a new series of half-hour
broadcasts, Tuesdays, 8:30 p.m.
(EDST), featuring the music of
Dr. Frank Black and a 44-piece orchestra and chorus with a guest
concert star each week. Entitled
For America We Sing, programs
are produced by Frank Hummert
in collaboration with Dr. Black,
NBC musical director, and will consist of purely American music, composers and artists. Charles J. Gilchrest is in charge of arrangements
for the Treasury. Initial broadcast
will offer Dorothy Maynor and
Frank Munn, with Helen Jepson,
Frank Parker, Rose Bampton, Robert Weede, Lanny Ross and Gladys
Swarthout among others to appear
later in the series.

Charleston, S. C, Bank Likes Radio Results and
-Plans Extension to Branches
tition, characteristic of radio, of
WITHIN two years a radio camthe spot announcement message
paign
of
the
local
Citizen
&
Southshowed that the bank seriously
ern Bank on WCSC, Charleston,
meant it when it said it wished to
S. C., hasmobileincreased
the
bank's
autoloan business 150% in a finance their loan requirements.
After this satisfactory start, the
steady upward climb. With this rise bank
decided to expand its radio
continuing, the bank now is contemplating extension of its radio program. In March it started sponsoring the transcribed series, The
activities for its Columbia and
Face of the War by Sam Cuff,
Spartanburg, S. C, branches.
Claiming no spectacular success twice-weekly on Monday and Thursday at 7:45 p.m. on WCSC. The
for its broadcast efforts. Citizen
& Southern Bank has discovered, transcribed series was chosen because of current interest in war dehowever, that radio brings results.
velopments, and because it tied in
The bank did its first automobile
loan business about six years ago, well with the bank's service angle.
recognizing that loan income from
small secured loans in connection
with car purchases offered a means
of
employing
the bank'sgrew
funds
a profit.
This business
underat
direction of Hugh C. Lane, vicepresident of the bank.
When the new venture had established itself, the board of directors
decided to go into automobile financing and the personal loan business
in a determined way. Direct mail
was used to advise the bank's customers of the service. Later promotion extended to paid newspaper
space. About two years ago Citizen
& Southern Bank tried radio for
BHX
MII
the first time,
using
spot
announcements onWCSC.
Desiring to reach the maximum
audience on the advice of the station the bank used floating announcements inthe early morning,
at mid-day and at night. It soon
found that the bank's own customers, who previously had arranged their personal loans and
automobile financing through other
sources, turned to the bank, commenting that they were surprised
the bank would use radio. The cusOVER
METROPOLITAN
tomers indicated that they were impressed with the fact that the repeBROADCASTING
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WPEIS SIGNS PACT
oyal Leaves on Latin-American
Tour
FOR ASCAP MUSIC
To Promote NBC Activities to the South
WPEN, Philadelphia, became the
first station in that city to sign
I6CHEDULED to confer with
trip is undertaken in a spirit of
with ASCAP since the start of
mutual desire for the most effecxecutives of NBC's Pan American
music differences. Arthur Simon,
tive and efficient cooperation in any
ilNTetwork regarding NBC's plans
emergency.
general manager of WPEN, stated
that a separate agreement had
il'or furthering
livities
of the mutual
Americas,defense
John acF.
"Throughout Central and South
been reached with ASCAP, effeckoyal, NBC vice-president in America he will study the developtive immediately. The station has
ments
of
plans
put
in
operation
parge of international relations
an
existing
agreement with BMI.
since his visit last year. He will
l^nd new developments, left Miami
The Mutual outlet, WIP, will
•John
Royal
(r)
&
Secretary
Welles
arrangements whereby
be the first network station to sign
ijast Monday for a 20,00t)-mile air complete
NBC in the United States will ex- to talk about 'good relations', but with ASCAP, it is believed. It is
|iour of Latin America.
tend and enlarge the programs of it
According to Niles Trammell,
a philosophy that must work understood an agreement exists
bothis ways.
news, information and entertaintiBG president, Mr. Royal underbetween WPEN and WIP that
shortwave transmission to
"We have discovered an eager in- neither station would sign unless
'jook the "important business mis- the Panment forAmerican
all over
terest in the radio listening audi- the other one does.
lion" in response to urgent re- Central and South Network
America.
(uests from station executives and
ence for more Latin American proIn signing with ASCAP, WPEN
lirectors of the Pan American net"While we shall continue and engrams of the type of Good Neigh- becomes the fourth independent
large this kind of service to the
bors, and we believe Mr. Royal, station in the Philadelphia area to
Ivork.
stations of the Pan American net- with his extensive experience in
Meets With Welles
use the Society's music. Before the
work, we are eager to encourage
and planning shows, Jan.
1 deadline, ASCAP had made
Before leaving for Miami to fly the dev. lopment by them of origi- producing
can be of inestimable value to our separate agreements with WDAS,
o Puerto Rico, first stop in the 21nal material and talent for re- Pan American affiliates in the de- WIBG, Glenside, Pa., and WCAM,
Camden, N. J.
'ountry tour, Mr. Royal met briefly broadcast here. It is all very well
velopment of radio showmanship."
jn Washington with Sumner Welles,
iJndersecretary of State, to whom
le reported unofficially. Later he is
0 be joined in South America by
-idward Tomlinson, writer and commentator, scheduled to leave New
itfork Aug. 1 for a six-week trip
io Argentine, Brazil and Uruguay.
1 In a series of conferences with
Latin American radio executives,
kr. Royal will outline NBC's efforts to keep open two-way broadcast facilities between the Ameri^s. He also will report on reponse to programs now on NBC
letworks using Latin American
lalent and material, among them
Mood Neighbors and Hemisphere
tevue, and develop plans for shorthaving other Latin American pro'•rams for rebroadcast to United
jjtates audiences on NBC-Red and
l?lue.
" From Puerto Rico Mr. Royal goes
,k) Caracas, Venezuela, then to
Shucks^
Stranger^
there
AinHNo
i|!olombia, Brazil, Uruguay, Para39
guay, Argentine, Chile, Bolivia,
Mavericks
in Texas
Nowadays
i^eru, Ecuador, Panama, Costa
'lica, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Cuba,
No, sir! The days of free-roaming, unbranded longhorns in Texas are gone fortaiti, Dominican Republic.
ever. Today, instead, the ownership of registered breeds of choice beef cattle
"In all the Latin American
ountries there is natural concern
is definitely established on the prosperous ranches of the Lone Star state. A
ver the world situation," Mr.
"maverick" is a thing of the past.
rammell commented, "and there
B equal need for personal discusion of methods to extend and deJust so are the radio listeners "branded", in this rich market. Not since 1922 —
velop inter-American broadcasting
w^hen WOAI first went on the air — has the big and ever-increasing radio audijiully and quickly to maximum servce and efficiency. Mr. Royal has
ence in South Texas strayed from its fold — or even wanted to!
jaaintained dose relations with
ihe member stations of NBC's Pan
American Network since it was
And a public that has literally "corralled" itself to WOAI is mighty responsive
to your advertising message over its favorite station.
bunded 10 years ago. His present
R
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50,000
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50,000

ners,
forgerCBSliste(SunNila
at youn
D Mack
AIME
days, 1:30-2 p.m., EDST) is
producing a new defense
show titled Yott Decide. Each episode opens with a dramatization of
a crucial decision faced by some
prominent American early in life.
At the point when he was forced to
make his choice, the dramatization
breaks off and a panel of four New
York high school children discusses
the course he should have taken.
Then the celebrity himself comes
on and tells what he actually did
and why. Children are chosen each
w^eek by Youthbuilders Inc., collaborating with CBS on the program.
At the end of the program a question relating to the subject of the
broadcast is put up to the listening
audience, with prizes offered for
the best solutions sent in.

WATTS

CHICAGO

.

CBS

.

Rod and Gun
FISHING and hunting news is presented each Friday afternoon on
the quarter-hour For Angler &
Hunter by KGKO, Fort Worth in
cooperation with the Texas Game,
Fish & Oyster Commission. Featured are KGKO Sports Director
Hal Thompson with Allie V. Lewis,
State game warden, and Bill McClanahan, of the Dallas Morning
News. Later in the day, Thompson
gives a five-minute summary of
fishing conditions on WFAA,
Dallas.
Buys and Vitamins
BEST BUYS in Twin City fruit
and vegetable markets, particularly
Minnesota-grown products, are
broadcast by seven stations as a
daily reporter scans the market at
5 a.m. The news is supplied by the
State extension service and is in
charge of Harriet Elliott. Daily
five-minute program by Madge
Brown, of WLB, Minnesota U station, gives suggestions for "vitamizing" the family with fruits and
vegetables.
Untried Talent
YOUNG PEOPLE bent on a radio
career are given the chance to produce and arrange programs featuring other new and untried talent,
on Story Shop which started recently on WEVD, New York. Guest
stars also appear on the program.
The producers are an NBC page,
a BMI clerk and an office secretarv.

PROGRAMS
Homey
A NEW PROGRAM aimed at the
Sunday househunter in the rapidly
expanding Detroit area has been
purchased for a 13-week trial by
the Currier Lumber Co., of Detroit, and has started on CKLW,
Windsor-Detroit. The show, which
bears the romantic title Dream
House, is a quarter -hour musical
in which the song titles all relate
to home. Commercials highlight exceptional Currier values in new
homes, remodeling plans, etc. Program is aired at 1 p.m., a time designed to catch motorists who are
looking for homes. CKLW plans
to expand show with additional 15minute periods as other real estate
sponsors come on. Frank Burke,
CKLW production chief, is m.c.
* * *
Thumbs Up for Britain
A NARRATIVE COMMENTARY
of England at war, featuring dramatic episodes and guests who have
been close to the scenes of fighting
and the work behind the lines both
here and abroad, is presented on
WINS, New York. Titled Britain
Can Take It, the weekly show has
authentic sound effects as recorded
at the actual scene of events, used
through the courtesy of BBC.
The FBI at Work
ACTIVITIES of the Federal Bureau of Investigation feature a
new^ weekly broadcast of WCBS,
Springfield, 111. The local FBI
agent and a station announcer
handle the program and tell of the
methods of the FBI in ridding the
country of all types of crime.
Bankers' Forum
DISCUSSION on the position of
the investor in national defense
was participated in July 14 on
WELI, New Haven, Conn., by five
of the nation's outstanding investment bankers. Sylvia Porter, financial editor of the New York Post,
acted as moderator.
Lucky Ladies
WITH six participating sponsors
contributing a prize each day,
WCBI, Columbus, Miss., conducts
aGift
half-hour
The Woman's
Kluh inprogram
which Announcer
Joe
Byars attempts to reach six local
women by phone during the program to give away the awards.
Health W^arnings
A DISCUSSION of poison ivy,
goldenrod and ragweed in the weeks
that these growths do the most
damage has been made a part of
the Nature in New England series
on wildlife and plant life on WTAG,
Worcester.

LONG
NY tor
JOHNrec
ords
LANG-WORTH
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Among the Comics
AS A BRIEF respite from war
news, WIND, Gary, has incorporated into the daily quarter-hour
Current News program a two-minute resume of the day's activities
of
ters.the leading comic strip characBROADCASTING

FROM
AN IRON
LUNG Mrs
Dorothy Crimm made her radio
debut in a Toledo hospital, with hei
brother, Walter Patterson of
WSPD, handling the pickup. Mrs.
Crimm heard a transcribed playthe broadcast
when her'
brotherback of brought
a portable
re-!
corder to the hospital. She has
been in the lung eight months.
Golf Widows
UNITED by a common complaint,
50 ladies met in the studios of
WGAR, Cleveland, last Saturday
as the guests of Manager John
Patt for the Golf Widows program.
The broadcast-party was origi-j
nated to console those ladies whose
husbands dedicate the entire week
end to golf, leaving them to their
own devices. John Paar was m.c
for the broadcast, w^hich included
Walberg Brown's orchestra, bari
tone Jack Barker, drama director
Wayne Mack and players who desorry lifeCondon
of the short"goli
widow".picted theMaurice
waved the comments of the golfing
husbands from Ridgewood Country Club during the show.
Bennett's Dodger Rhapsody
RUSSELL BENNETT, conductor
of
Russell
Notebook anor,
WOR,
New Bennett's
York, has composed
other symphonic piece about tht
Brooklyn baseball team, Si.v Para
graphs From Sodom By The Sec
with a premier performance sched
uled for Monday, July 21, at 9:3(
on his program. The composition is
a series of tone poems suggestec
by the new book Sodom by the Sea
An Affectionate History of Conei
Island by Jo Ranson, radio edito]
of the Brooklyn Eagle, and Olive]
Pilat, New York Post reporter.
Road to Health
COOPERATING with the Jacksof
County Medical Society, KMBC
Kansas City, is presenting a dra
matic series Of Health & Happi
ness to acquaint the public witl
the available local health facilities
Based on case histories of doctor;
scripts are prepared by KMBC
special features and dramatic staff
What's in a Poll
AN INTERPRETATION of the re j
suits of polls taken by various reij
search organizations is featured oil
The People Say on WBYN, Brookl
lyn. Program is sponsored by Thi
Brooklyn
Chapter of the Americ;!
First Committee.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Shepard Pays Premiiims
YANKEE Network employes who
are servingwillin the
nation'sto military
services
continue
receive
I . HX. Xew York, preparatory to goJus to Rate
"lO.OOOCard
watts.To.this
autumn, Oct.
has
^t^sued
9, effective
fixing: a basic Class A (weekdays
p.m. to 11 p.m. and Sundays 1 p.m.
Hi 11 II. m. ) rate of .SToO an hour and
lass B (all other time) rate of
\7o an hour.
jVMAZ. Maeou, moves this week into
Ijts new home in the newly-built Bank(irs Insurance Ci. Bldg., occupying the
lifth floor with three studios, control
loom, newsroom and sev>Mi offices. Euiirel.v new equipment has been iut ailed throughout.
. COMPLETE refrigerated air-conitioning system has been installed in
Jie new studios and office annex of
HOY. Phoenix, On the day of initallation the outside temperature
bligingly climbed to 106 degrees.
t)ETAILED weather reports on agrilultural and news programs will be
E liirried by WLS, Chicago, with the
it'Ormanent addition of Meteorologist
arry F. Geise, of Oak Park, 111., to
!Le staff.
"■KLW, Windsor, Ont., has added a
econd station wagon to its equipment. One mobile unit is stationed in
Detroit, the other in Windsor.
CBX'X, X'ew York, to make sure its
taff members are "fully conversant"
ith broadcasts,
the station's
nd
has program
compiled policies
a comQete "case-history"' of WBXX covertee
of "Ithroughout
Am An American
iiserved
the nation Day'',
May
s.
» yjR, Detroit, through its recording
'epartmcnt,
arranged
Dr. Luisof
anchez Ponton,
Mexicanfor minister
ublic education, to report to Mexican
steners on the international convention of the Progressive Education
-ssn. The records was rushed by air
"cpress to Mexico City where they
'ere played on XEK and XEW,
THB, Kansas City, July 12 eelerated the tenth anniversary of its
fiisical Clock by bringing back the
•iginator of the program, Halloween
[artin, via transcription. Miss Martin,
Dw at WBBM, Chicago, conducted
tie entire show giving time signals
ery five minutes and closed the show
"-all by record,
GXC, Amarillo, has fallen in line
ith the current trend by awarding
£ i?fense savings stamps on its street
'] liiz
sponsored
by program
White's
uto program
Stores. Feature
of the
an
optional
double
or
nothing
final
ie.stion.
ROW, Oakland. Cal., was granted
iclusive broadcasting rights at the
'cent Alameda County Fair at
lea.santon, Cal„ scheduling lo remote
line during
le•oadcasts
ten daysoverof athe3.5-mile
fair. Special
emaasis was laid on programs of the
uture Farmers and the 4-H Clubs.
|ilie daily afternoon horse races were
j'-oadcast
by Hal
Parkes ofassisted
by
am Whiting,
president
the fair.

Winner of the "George Foster Peabody
Award"
for Distinguislied
and Meriterioiis Public
Service Programs
in tlie
local channel group dumg 1940.
1400 KC.

★ 250 Watts
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protection of the company's group
insurance policy, it has been announced by John Shepard 3d, president of the network. Arrangements
have been completed whereby the
network pays the monthly premium
of the employe during his military
service. The payment will be made
with the understanding that the
employe return to his job with the
network on expiration of military
duty. There will be no obligation
to repay the sum advanced for the
premiums.
APPOIXTMEXT of a radio committee in the St. Louis area to support
the scrap aluminum collection drive
has Ijeen announced to include Merle
S. .lones. KMOX : Edward .1. Hamlin.
KSD; Clarence Cosby. KXOK ; Robert Convey. KWK ; Bart Slatterv,
WIL: H. D. Wolff. WTMV: E.
Knoernschild. KFUO ; X'ick Pagliara.
WEW.
WTAG. Worcester. JIass., cooperating
with the police department and the
local traffic safet.v committee recently
inaugurated Playground Week with
the first of a series of traffic safety
programs. Broadcasts originate at city
parks and playgrounds with Announcer Gil Hodges and guest officials
instructing children in safet.v and instructing them in how to meet traffic
and playground emergencies. Loudspeakers carry the programs to all
sections of the parks.
WROL. Knoxville, Tenn.. on .Tuly 20
moved into new, studios located on the
third
the Hamilton
X'ational
Bank floor
Bldg.of Acoustical
installations
were by .Johns Manville Co. and the
control i-oom has been equipped with
RCA speech input system and Presto
recording equipment.
WMOB. Mobil-. Ala., originated .Tuly
the first of a series of broadcasts designed to acquaint the public with the
activities of the !MARS girls (Mobile
Army Recreation Service ) . a local organization to provide entertainment
for servicemen. Band music and interviews made up the program which was
also fed to WXOE. Xew Orleans.
SAFETY tips for holiday spenders
were given over the Fourth by KGLO,
Mason City. la., with reminders broadcast at frequent intervals. Xo fatalities
or serious injuries were reported in
the area.
WCKY. Cincinnati, will actively support the move of the Cincinnati Red
Cross Chapter to organize an emergency volunteer service. On .July 21.
Helen Rees will stage an audience
broadcast from the Hotel Gibson for
business girls and women whose services are wanted by the Red Cross and
several other appeal broadcasts will
lie made on succeesding days iucluding
a program from the WCKY-Red Cross
work room.
New WFBC Quarters
NEW QUARTERS, located in the
local Poinsett Hotel and designed
by H. B, Clarke, NBC engineer,
have been occupied by WFBC,
Greenville, S. C, The new setup
encompasses two large audience
studios and two smaller ones as
well as complete executive offices.
Control room, planned with thought
toward future use of FM, has been
equipped with new RCA equipment. Station manager is B. T.
Whitmire and W, H, Clev/s is commercial manager.
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Cash Response Decides
Success of ICS Series
THE

SudinadA

OF

BROADCASTING

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— t ran script ion s
sa — spot announcements
ta — trayiscription announcements
WLW, Cincinnati
Block Drug Co., Jersey City, 6 sp weekly,
52 weeks, thru Raymond Specter Inc.,
N. Y.
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md., 3
sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Aitken-Kynett
Co., Phila.
Smith Brothers, Poughkeepsie. N. Y., 3 sp
weeklv. 26 weeks, thru J. D. Tarcher &
Co.. N. Y.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City, 3 ta weekly.
52
N. Y.weeks, thru Raymond Spector Inc.,
Healthaids Inc., Jersey City, sp weekly, 52
weeks, thru Raymond Spector Inc., N. Y.
Look Magazine Inc., Des Moines, 6 sa
weekly,
thru Raymond Spector
Inc.. 52N. weeks,
Y.
Armour & Co.. Chicago, 3 sa weekly, 52
weeks, thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Dr.Ind..
B. 4W.sa Hair's
Richmond,
weekly,Successors,
5 weeks, thru
Ryan
& Thrasher. Cincinnati.
American Television Institute, Chicago, 3
sp weekly,
thru Newby, Peren & Flitcratt,
Chicago.
North American Accident Insurance Co.,
Newark, sp for 13 weeks, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Smith Mother Nature Brooder, St. Louis,
sa for 13 weeks, thru ShafEer-BrennanMargulis, St. Louis.
Allied Mills, Fort Wayne. 6 sa weekly 39
weeks, thru Louis E. Wade Inc., Fort
Wavne.
Roman Cleanser Co., Detroit, sa for 28
weeks,
troit. thru Gleason Adv. Agency, DeMonarch Mfg. Co., Chicago, 7 sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru H. J. Handleman Inc.,
Chicago.
WAPI, Birmingham
Swift & Co., Chicago (Jewel shortening),
weekly sp, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
California Fruit Growers Exchange, Los
Angeles, 5 sa weekly, thru Lord &
Thomas, Los Angeles.
DeSoto Chemical Co., Arcadia, Fla. (Gator
roach hives), 10 sa weekly, direct.
Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co.. Lynn, Mass.,
5 ta weekly, thru Edwin, Wasey & Co.,
N. Y.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex), 2 t
weekly thru Barton A. Stebbins, Los
Angeles.
WHOM, Jersey City
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago (gum),
48 sa weekly, thru Vanderbie & Rubens,
Chicago.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City,
3 sp weekly, 5 sa weekly, thru New
Markets Inc., N. Y.
I. J. Fox Inc., New York, 42 sa weekly,
direct.
National Toilet Co., Paris, Tenn. (Nadinola cream), 6 sp weekly, thru Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Garfield Tea Co., New York, 3 so. weekly,
thru Jasper, Lynch & Fishell, N. Y.
KGNF, North Platte, Neb.
Miles Labs., Elkhart. Ind., 4 t weekly,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago, 3 t
weekly, thru Hays MacFarland & Co.,
Chicago.
Standard Oil Co. of Neb., weekly t, thru
McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
WABC, New York
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Dentyne, Chiclets), fi «a weekly, thru
Badger. Browning & Hersey. N. Y.
Che.sebrough Mfg. Co., New York (Vaseline hair tonic), 6 «a weekly, thru McCan -Erickson, N. Y.
WEAF, N.Y.
S. B. Thomas Inc., Lf)ng Island City, N. Y.
(Protein Bread and English Muffins). 3
HP weekly. 13 weeks, thru Merrill Anderson Co., N. Y.
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WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
Wholesalers & Manufacturers Assn., Dallas,
26 sp, thru Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency,
Dallas.
Continental Oil Co.. Ponca City, Okla.,
26 t, thru Tracy-Locke-Dawson. Dallas.
State of Colorado. Denver (tourist trade),
13 t, thru Goldberg Adv. Agency, Denver.
Armstrong Packing Co., Dallas (shortening). 26 sa, thru Couchman Adv. Agency,
Dallas.
P. Lorillard Co., New York (tobacco), 78
sn, thru Lennen & Mitchell, N. f .
Dallas-Fort Worth Brewing Co., DallasFort Worth, 156 sa, 312 sp, thru TracyLocke-Dawson, Dallas.
Rit Products Corp., Chicago (dyes), 104 t,
thru Earle Ludgin Inc., Chicago.
Groves Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis (chill
tonic), 126 so, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv.. Co.. Chicago.
American
direct. Paper Stock Co., Dallas, 13 sa
South Texas Cotton Oil Co., Houston
(shortening), 52 sp, thru Segall &
Weedin, Houston.
Barbasol Co., Indianapolis (toilet goods),
65 f, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
E. I. DuPont deNemours & Co., Dallas
(Jacquer), 13 sa direct.
Swift & Co.. Chicago (shortening), 156
t, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
KYW, Philadelphia
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New York
(Pall Mall), 24 ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N. Y.
Shaler Co.. Chicago (Rislone oil), 7 so
weekly, thru Kirkgasser-Drew, Chicago.
American Chicle Co., Long Island, N. Y.
(Chiclets), 6 sa weekly, thru Badger &
Browning, Boston.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Harrisburg (highway safety), 4 sa weekly, thru
Benjamin Eshleman Co., Philadelphia.
Gulf Refining Corp., Pittsburgh (Tourguide Bureau), 5 sa weekly, thru Young
& Rubicam. N. Y.
Charles E. Hires Co., Philadelphia (root
beer),
Canaday,53N.sa,Y. thru O'Dea, Sheldon &
Abbotts Dairies, Philadelphia, 8 ta weekly,
thru Richard A. Foley, Philadelphia.
WHO, Des Moines
Chamberlain Labs., Des Moines (cosDes Moines.metics), 130 sa, thru Cary-Ainsworth,
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(gum), 78 t, 72 ta, thru Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Florida Citrus Commission. Lakeland, Fla.
(citrus
ner
Inc.,fruit).
N. Y. 65 ta, thru Arthur KudPhiladelphia Von Co., Philadelphia (tablets), 6 sa. thru Harry P. Bridge Co.,
Philadelphia.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Pabst Brewing Co., Milwaukee (beer), 10
sa weekly, thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Todd's
Co.. Los
(retail
chain),Clothing
5 sp weekly,
thru Angeles
N. J. Newman
Adv., Los Angeles.
WJZ, New York
Secman Bros. Inc.. New York (White Rose
Tea), 5 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru J. D.
Tarcher Co., N. Y.
A NETWORK

WOR, New York
Blue Moon Foods, Thorp, Wis. (Cheese
spreads ) , 2 sp weekly, thru H. B. LeQuatte, N. Y.
Strauss Stores
Corp., Maspeth.
L. I. (automobile accessories),
6 sa weekly,
thru
Thos. F. Harkins & Co., Philadelphia.
Joseph Martinson & Co., New York
("o'^'ce), 3 sp weeiilv, thru NelT-Rogow.
N. Y. & Horrman Brewing Co., Staten
Rubsam
Island, N. Y. (R & H beer), 5 sp weekly,
tnru Samuel C. Croot Co., N. Y.
Serutan Co., New York (proprietary),
weekly
N. Y. sp, thru Raymond Spector Co.,
I. J. Fox, New York (furriers), 5 sa
weekly, thru Lew Kashuk, N. Y.
Hecker Products Corp., New York (Force,
H-O,
5 t weekly, thru
Maxon Cream
Inc., N.Farina),
Y.
Lea & Perrins, New York (sauce), 5 sa
weekly, thru George Bijur, N. Y.
Sudbury Laboratory, S. Sudbury, Mass
(liquid L.chaperone),
4 sa weekly, thru
Mason
Ham, Boston.
L. N. Renault & Sons, Egg Harbor, N. J.
(wines), 3 sp weekly, thru Gray &
Rogers, Philadelphia.
Sussex County Boosters Conference, Newton, 3N. J.sa (county's
facilities
prodweekly, thru
UnitedandService
Adv..ucts ,) Newark.
Look Inc., New York (magazine), 3 sp
weekly, thru Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
Crowell Publishing Co., New York
(Woman^s Home Companion) , weekly sp,
thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville (Avalon), sa series, thru Russel
M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Jewel shortening),
ta series, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
Bulova Watch Co.. New York, sa series,
thru Biow Co., N. Y.
KROW, Oakland, Cal.
American Cigar & Cigarette Co., New York
(Pall Mall), 5 sa weekly, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N. Y.
Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven (razor
blades).
3 saY. nightly, thru Craven &
Hedrick, N.
WQXR, New York
Eastern Steamship Lines, Boston, 21 sa
weekly, 26 weeks, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son. N. Y.
Browning
King
Co., New York (men's
clothes),Freund,
3 sp & weekly,
Morton
N. Y. 13 weeks, thru
KOA, Denver
Bay Petroleum Cojrp., Denver, 7 sa
weekly, thru Raymond Keane Adv.
Agency, Denver.
CFRB, Toronto
Fred J. Whitlow & Co., Toronto, (ShuMilk), 2 sp weekly, thru F. H. Hayhurst Co., Toronto.
CJCA, Edmonton, Alb.
General Dry Batteries of Can., Toronto,
78 sa, thru A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.

AT THE PRICE OF A SINGLE STATION

Tested in Philadelphia
CASH RESPONSE from inquiries
and enrolments ^ather tl-,an size of
audience will govern International
Coirespondencs Schools, Scranton,
in
ting a on
newWCAU,
half-hour
show
thisteautumn
Philadelphia.
Featuring Dale Carnegie, author
of a book on self-improvement, the
program is scheduled for 13 weekly
broadcasts Thursdays, 7-7:30 p.m.,
beginning
first week
October.
It will be the
recorded
and inbroadcast
as a transcription to facilitate extension to other cities, providing
the Philadelphia test is successful.
Describing the series, George W.
Wilson, vice-president of ICS, said:
'We c.re not so much interested in
ti- ; size of the audience as we are
ir. the degree of interest among
those who are listening, as reflected
in the number of inquiries the program draws and the extent to
which those inquiries can be converted into enrolments. This method
of testing should give us a good
yardstick to measure the pulling
power of radio as it applies to our
advertising
needs." the account is
Agency handling
N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
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Charged

In Engineering Courses
MISREPRESENTATION
in the
sale of correspondence courses in
air conditioning, electric refrigeration, welding and auto repairs is
charged by Federal Trade Commission in a complaint filed July 15
against Utilities Engineering Institute, Chicago. The firm's name,
the FTC says, implies that it is
an organization of engineers. It
alleges that in its advertising, including radio, the firm claims opportunities are unlimited in the air
conditioning and refrigeration field;
that students can qualify as expert
welders; that leading manufactur- ^
ers employ large numbers of gradu- ^ .
as ': ^
endorse
and using
ates
train emthemtheto courses
well as

The complaint charges that a I
ployes.
manufacturers
representative number
of leading
and dealers
do not ,' /
endorse the courses and opportunities for employment are misrepre- . >
sented.
Blue Ribbon Hatcheries Corp., ,r
also trading as Brockenstette's Blue
Ribbon Farms, Sabetha, Kan., is "
chargeds with
misrepresenting its '
breeder
and the
performance of . J
hens grown from its chicks. I
NBC Women Honored
BOARD OF TRUSTEES of the
American Merchant Marine Librarv
Assn., as a result of the NBC programs conducted on it.s behalf, has
passed resolutions honoring the three
members
the stafiE ofMargaret
NBC's women's
activitiesof division:
Cuthbert, director ; June Jynd, her as.sistant. and Alma Kitchell, conductor
of women's programs.
P. LORILLARD
Co., New York
(Friends tobacco) has renewed its 15minute sports program on KYW.
Philadelphia, for at least 13 weeks.
Kerby Cushing handles the show.
Agency
is Lennen «& Mitchell, New
York.
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Decatur Deals

ileCAULEY BOTTLING WORKS,
>'»s Angeles (beverages), to exploit a
n-w soft drink product. Bali, on July
starts a weekly quarter-hour show
"he
Lamplighter
KH.J.Series,
that city,
r^ntract
is for o2"onweeks.
convicted by Ted Terxa and written by
Arthur Ross, features after-dark entrtaiument notes, with passes to
arious night spots awarded ou a quiz
lasis to telephoning listeners. Firm
las also contracted for 1.3 week participation, five times weekly in the
alf-hour program. Breal-fast at
'nrdi's.
KFWB.
Cesana
b Assoc.,on that
city, Hollywood.
has the account.
.AJilOXT. CORLISS & Co.. New
'ork, ( Xestle's semi-sweet chocolate),
ji a 13-week campaign ending Sept.
(7, through Cecil & Presbrey, that
ity. is currently sponsoring daily
jarticipation
the combinedProtective
Stnirise
inlute and inHoiiseicires
.eaguf programs ou KXX. Hollywood,
ohu Morrell & Co.. Ottumwa. la.
iRed Heart Dog Food), starting Aug.
tt^ for 1.3 weeks, will also use daily
liirticipation in those combined proIrams with placement through Henri,
'lurst & McDonald, Chicago.
! ASADEXA IXDEPEXDEXT. Pasaena, Cal. (newspaper), new to radio
iid placing direct, is sijousoring a
i eekly quarter-hour pul)lic service proIram titled Pasadena Reporting, on
-H.J. Los Angeles. David Young is
)mmentator. featuring civic news.
I'outract
for Beverly
1.3 weeks,
arted Julyis 10.
Hills having
(Cal.)
itizen. in a sis-month campaign endg Dec. 31, on a scattered schedule,
currently using a series of spot an^uncements on that station.
AUFMAX FURS, Los Angeles (reil). on July 14 revised its schedule
.■r 30 days to include participation in
B,rtBaker's yotehook. Mirandi/s Garpfi Patch
ia
Kitchenand onAgnes
KFI White's
: Tom CaliforStodd■•d's Bridge Cluh on KFWB ; Sorma
filing's rightHappii
Eddie kly
Alon KH.J.Homes
with and
thrice-wee
;irticipation in Knox Manning ^eics
'r»*-nts
KXX.
In addition,
are being
used on spot
KFACaunounceKIEV
' FI. Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles,
3' the agencv.
. .IRTIXELLI'S
Gold has
Medal
Applea
der. San Francisco,
started
w quarter-hour weeklv show DialIWord on KSFO. that city. Piloted
Jack Gregson, program is a radio
me iDlayed by trying to find the cor-<rrers
t answer
use of thedial.
numbers
and
on thebytelephone
Brisacher.
nvis & Staff, San Francisco, has the
count.

ONE of the largest single accounts of V/MSL, Decatur,
Ala., was signed recently
when Sterchi Bros., a large
furniture dealer in the South,
contracted for six-weekly
half -hour programs ; three
additional half-hours on the
Daicn Patrol and two spot
announcements daily, six
times v.-eekly. All contracts
are for one year to expire
July 1, 1942. Not content
with putting over that deal,
Vic Vickrey of WMSL came
back with a 12-month contract wat?i State National
Bank, a chain of 18 banks in
Tennessee, doubling the time
heretofore used by the bank
chain.

Heads Thos. Leeming
JOHN McSHANE, since 1926
vice-president and advertising manager of Thos. Leeming & Co., New
York (Ben-Gay, Calmitol and
Amend's Solution), extensive user
of spot radio, has been elected
president, succeeding the late
Dwight E. Austin. Mr. McShane,
also president of Pacquin Inc.,
New York, continues in that post.

SPOT
BROADCASTING

Cigar Series Extended
SPOT BUDGETING
CONSOLIDATED CIGAR Corp.,
permits
New York, during the next few
w'eeks will add one new program
to fit each
and renew three others, each for a
period of 13 weeks, for its products. El Sidelo and Harvester cigmarket's .Volume
ars. On July 21 the Ala^i Scott
News program for Harvester, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Sunday, 9-9:15 p.m., on WGN, Chicago, will be renewed as will the
More money lof
schedule of 50-word transcribed
the HOT SPOTS
announcements for the same product on KIRO, Seattle, Aug. 15.
THE SHALER Co., Waupum, Wis. Similar
announcements for El Si(Risloue, motor tune-up), on July 18
delo will be renewed Aug. 4 on
Notiiing wasted on
started six participations on the
the DEAD SPOTS
Spokane. The new program,
Arthur Godfrey program 6 :35-7 a.m. KHQ,
Allen
Franklin
&
the
Neivs
is
to
on WABC. New York, to run until
.July 24. The company previously ran start July 25 for Harvester on
a one-week campaign in May. Kirk- WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis. Agency
gasser-Drew Adv. Agency, Chicago, is Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
Speci>) attention
PROBLEM
SPOTSfor
handles the account.
BEATRICE
CREA:\IERY
Co.,
ChiHAAS-BARUCH & Co.. Los_ Angeles
cago, promoting a new product, Chox,
(Iris coffee, tea), under a 52 weeks
contract which started in early .July will sponsor the quarter-hour series
Sliopping With the Missus, three
is using S-j time signal announcements
JOHN
times a week on WBBM, Chicago, adweekly on KXX. Hollywood. Firm
vertising Beatrice Salad Dressing the
also sponsors 10 spot announcements
first
30
days
of
contract
which
starts
per week on KHJ, Los Angeles. Robert
on Aug. 4. Agency is Lord & Thomas.
Smith Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has Chicago.
.John Morrell Co.. Ottumwa.
the account.
& COMPANY
la. (Red Heart dog food), in August
MUTUAL CITRUS PRODUCTS Co.. also will start sponsorship of the
NATIONAL STATION
Anaheim. Cal. (powdered lemon juice ) , same program thrice weeklv on
REPRESENTATIVES
in a 30-day campaign ending Aug. 1, WBBM for .52 weeks, thru Henri,
is sponsoring thrice-weekly participa- Hurst & ^McDonald. Chicago.
tion in the quarter-hour program. Sally
Work, on WBEX. Buffalo. Schedule
is supplemented by magazines and
newspapers. Agency is Charles H.
Mayue Co.. Los Angeles.
THERE
IS BUT
ONE
PERVADING
PAR SOAP Co., Oakland, is sponsoring a thrice-weekly quarter-hour quiz
"ISM" BUT IT IS EXPRESSED
For Housetcives Only on KGB, San
Diego, Cal. With a telephone question
IN MANY
TONGUES
and answer format, free groceries are
awarded as prizes. Agency is
*
Tomaschke-Elliott, San Francisco.
WILLIAM PETER BREWIXG
In every one of the half score or so foreign
Corp., Union City, X. .J. is conducting
a test campaign of transcribed spot
languages spoken regularly over WHOM,
announcements. 24 times weekly on
WIXS, Xew York. Agency is J. W.
Pepper Inc., Xew York.
there exists a potent "ism". It is the "ism"
of Americanism. Deep-rooted is their loyalty
WALGREEX Co.. Chicago (drug
chain ) Sept. 29 starts sponsorship of
to this, their own American Government.
12-weeklv five-minute news periods
Overwhelming is their fervent will and desire
WEXR.' Agency
Chicago.Schwimmer
Contract is& for
26
weeks.
Scott,
to
forever defend American Freedom, AmeriChicago.
can Ideals. Such high principles makes these
peoples truly good citizens.
*
THIS IS A LOYAL AUDIENCE OF 5,000,000 PEOPLE
THEY ARE ALSO INTERESTED IN BUYING
AMERICA'S PRODUCTS

America

s Largest
and

Farm

Bureau
WHOM

WJBC
Bloomington, Illinois
;LOOMINGTON— IS THE FARM CAPITOL
McLean
first inof corn
lirin
. . . county
^ccnnii in ranks
production
cerealproduccrops
•F THE MIDDLE WEST. Situated ill almo.st
le exact center of tlie Corn Belt section of the
in the dence
Tiiiled
Stales
. . . Theseof facts
are eviof
the
pro^ressiveness
its
farmers.
lissi.^sippi Valley, McLean County is the 3rd
THESE
FARMERS
ARE
LOYAL
LISTENERS
iehest county in the United States.
TO W.7BC.
This Great Farm Audience Listens Daily to WJBC
Represenlatii es
International Radio Sales
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1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION
29 WEST

57TH ST., NEW YORK
Telephone Plaza 3-4204
JOSEPH LANG, Manager
►a
AMERICA'S LEADING FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION
Page
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Defense Operation
Of FCC
Includes

CBS, MGM
Giver
FM
Station
CPs

Personnel

Plan Stations in Los Angeles
U of Illinois Gets Grant

of

515

Sterling Heads Vast System
Of Monitoring Stations
A STAFF of 515, mostly technicians, has been mustered by the
field division of the FCC's National
Defense Operations Section headed
by George E. Sterling to man the
91 monitoring stations that have
been established throughout the
United States and its territories.
Of the staff, 99 are designated as
monitoring officers, 126 assistant
monitoring officers and 255 as operators.
There are 11 supervisors at as
many primary monitoring stations,
eight of them with assistants. The
monitoring officers, their assistants
and most of the operators are located at the secondary stations.
The primary stations are equipped
with long-range, high frequency
direction finders, long-distance intercept apparatus and machines
for recording propaganda programs from abroad as well as foreign-language programs on United
States stations.
Collaboration Plans
The secondary stations are
equipped to cover local areas, using
monitoring apparatus and mobile
direction finders. They are designated to collaborate with the FBI
and the military intelligence services.
The list of supervisors and assistants at the primary stations
and officers in charge at the secondary stations follows:
PRIMARY

UNITS

Fairbanks, Alaska — Stacy W. Norman,
supervisor.
Santa Ana. Cal. — William E. Downing,
superv'isor; James Homsy, assistant.

WIRELESS VETS held a reunion in Chicago the other day, and Eonie of
the notables attending were (1 to r) Jack Binns, whose first CQD made
history 33 years ago; George Sterling, chief of the FCC National Defense
Operations Section; W. J. Halligan, president of the Hallicrafters Co.
and chairman of the western division. Veteran Wireless Operators
Assn.; Charles Ellert, supervisor of the FCC primary monitoring station
at Laurel, Md.; T. R. McElroy, world speed champion code operator.
Marietta,
Ga. — Frank
Kratokvil.
visor ;Adolph
Anderson,
assistant. superHonolulu,
Hawaii
—
Lee
R.
Dawson,
supervisor.
Laurel, Md. — Charles A. Ellert, supervisor;
George Rollins, assistant.
Millis. Mass. — Charles Manning, supervisor;
Roger Phelps, assitant.
Allegan,
Mich.supervisor;
(Great Lakes
area)Newcomb,
— Irving
L. Weston,
LaMar
Grand
Neb. (Central
GeorgeIsland,
L. Jensen,
supervisorStates)
; Victor—
Rowe, assistant.
Portland,visor:Ore.Robert— Landsburg,
George V. assistant.
Wiltse, superKingsville,
Tenn.
(Gulf
States)
— Joe McKinney,
assistant. supervisor ; George Llewellyn,
Santurce,
Puerto Rico — Roland Archibald,
acting supervisor.
SECONDARY UNITS
(With Monitoring Officers in Charge)
Alabama (Montgomery) — Herbert Sigman
Alaska (Anchorage) — Carl Hoffman.
Alaska (Juneau) — Vergne L. Hoke.
Arizona (Tucson) — Floyd Wickenkamp.
Arizona (Yuma) — Harold W. Robbins.
Arkansas (Little Rock) — Carl M. Wilson
California (Areata) — Arthur A. Johnston
California (Fresno) — George McLeod.
California (Larkspur) — Frank L. Kellogg.
California (Los Angeles) — T. M. Stevens
California (San Diego) — Harry A. Kline.
Colorado (Denver) — O. D. Mitchell.
Connecticut (Portland) — Charles O. Cressy.
Delaware
(Wilmington) — Wm. P. Schroeder.
Florida (Miami) — Lee F. Franklin.
Florida (Pensaeola) — L. A. Delson.
Florida (St. Augustine) — F. Banks Duncan.

i

Florida (Tampa) — M. K. Lock.
Georgia (Atlanta) — Paul Rosenkrans.
Hawaii (Hanapepe, T. H.)— T. H. Tate.
Hawaii (Honolulu, T. H.) — Tom Wagner.
Hawaii (Kilauea Crater, T. H.) — R. J.
Stratton.
Idaho (Boise) — M. E. Apple.
Illinois (Chicago) — Paul A. Girard.
Indiana (Indianapolis) — F. C. Cottinghara.
Iowa (Des Moines) — M. W. Yoder Jr.
Kansas (Junction City) — Clyde O. Taylor.
Kentucky (Lexington) — Ernest D. Herider.
Louisiana
(New Orleans) — W. M. Hammond.
Maine
braith. (Boothbay Harbor) — Thomas GalMaryland
(Baltimore)
Massachusetts
(Boston)— —Lewis
GeorgeMeriwether.
Voigt.
Michigan (Detroit) — Samuel Lichtman.
Michigan
Hunter. (Sault Ste. Marie) — H. A.
Minnesota (Duluth) — E. H. Marshall.
Minnesota (St. Paul) — Robert A. Phillips.
Mississippi (Jackson) — John L. Cole.
Missouri (Kansas City) — A. C. Lawrence.
Missouri (St. Louis) — Harold W. Bourell.
Montana (Great Falls) — Alfred H. Brodie.
Nebraska (Omaha) — Paul F. Skewes.
Nevada (Reno) — R. E. Sutton.
New
Hampshire (Pembroke) ■— ■ Richard
Sherman.
New Jersey (Atlantic City) — H. R. WoodNewFleur.Jersey (Fort Lee) — L. E. De La
yard.
New Jersey (Gloucester) — E. W. Sanders.
New York (Bayshore, L. I.) — Julius Ross.
New
— George B. Bairey.
New York
York — (Buffalo)
Arnold Shostak.
New York (Rensselaer) — Jesse W. Holland.
North Carolina (Raleigh) — Joseph W.
Stephenson.
stone. Dakota (Fargo) — Carl E. AtherNorth
Ohio (Cleveland) — Wayne Miller.
Ohio (Columbus) — Lewis J. Bowker.
Oklahoma
Ikelman. (Oklahoma City) — George J.
Oregon (Portland) — Charles R. Weeks.
Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh) — J. F. Manship.
Puerto Rico (San Juan) — Neal McNaughten. Island (Scituate) — Thomas Cave.
Rhode
South
Carolina (Charleston) — Clarence
Hudson.
South Daktota (Sturgis)— Donald Mitchell.
Tennesee (Memphis) — Earl A. Merryman.
Texas (Austin) — Robert D. Linx.
Texas (Brownsville) — W. M. Vogt.
Texas (Dallas)— W. S. McCallum.
Texas (El Paso)— Glen W. Earnhart.
Texas (Galveston) — F. B. Peterson.
Texas (Laredo)— T. E. Daniels.
Texas (Marfa) — Eric D. Coburn.
Utah (Salt Lake City)— Alvin Holmes.
Vermont (Burlington) — L. J. Peiffer.
Virginia (Falls Church) — Henry Dunphey.
Virginia (Norfolk) — James E. Moffatt.
Washington (Seattle) — Robert L. Stark.
Washington
(Spokane) — Eugene Brewer.
Bradley.
West
Virginia (Huntington) — Wm. F.
Murray. (Port Washington) — Donald A.
Wisconsin
Wyoming (Cheyenne) — J. L. Turre.
KTNM are the call lettere of the new
local in Tucumcari, N. M., granted
reeentlj' tocasting,
Krasin
June 30].& Krutzner [Broad-
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WIN
WINX

CBS, HOLLYWOOD, and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc. were
recipients of construction permits
for commercial FM stations when
the FCC July 16 authorized the
grants, at the same time issuing a
construction permit for a non-commercial FM station to the U of —
Illinois.
The CBS grant for a Class C^
outlet proposes to render extended
urban and rural service in the)
Hollywood area. An antenna atop*
Mount Wilson, Pasadena, subject
to certain engineering and legal
requirements, is planned. Frequency for this purpose will be,
43.1 mc.
;
Movie Firm's Plans
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
to locate its station in theproposes"
Santa.
Monica Mountains to cover the Los'
Angeles metropolitan district and'
adjacent basic trading areas of LosAngeles, Orange and Ventura
counties, as well as the western
portion of Riverside County. Pending approval of the antenna site
by the Civil Aeronautics Administration the permitee has been
granted the 46.1 mc. frequency tc
cover a 7,000 square mile area and
a 2,500,000 population.
The non-commercial grant to th ;
U of Illinois for an FM station in
South Champaign was for 42.9 mc.
using 250 watts. Antenna of the
university's standard broadcasting
station, WILL, will be used.
A non-profit organization, the
university will utilize FM to provide supervisory and administrative instruction as well as supplementary education programs for'
Champaign
Urbana inschools;'
supplement and
teachings
rural
schools in Urbana County; and"
augment the education services of
the University High School in the
College of Education. Programswill be determined by the Dean oC
the College of Education cooper-;
ating with the supervising head of
the unit within the school to which
the particular program is directed.

Canada Set Sales Up Mee
SALES OF radio receiving sets ii, T
Canada during the first quarter of
1941 totaled 77,121 sets valued af ~'
$4,450,692 at factory list prices, af ^
against 71,503 sets sold during th(^
same period last year. There were
9,777 sets imported during tht^
first three months of 1941. Great
est sales increase was made it
Ontario, with decreases on last
year's
in Quebec,
Manitoba
Alberta sales
and British
Columbia.

Own Station
Washington's
WASHINGTON WITH WINX
wa.<;hin,
BUILDING

BROADCASTING

• WASHINGTON,
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AST

Tower Romance

^ONTROL^
ROOM

JARL QUIRK, transmitter engineer
f WTRT. X. Y.. has been inducted
Jito the Army and stationed at Camp
Ipton. Added to the WTRT eugineerstaff are Waldo Whitman, forlierly of WHYX. Holyoke. Mass.. and
rewart Herrick, formerly of WEXY.
ilmira. X. Y.
ijAMES J. JOHXSOX. from Richiond. has joined the technical staff
f WBTM. Danville. Va., replacing
ve Foster now with the merchant
atiiarine
•S.,(3X FLETCHER, transmitter techIjieian of CKLW Windsor-Detroit.
.1 assume a similar position at CBL,
^Oronto.
?S f . WAYXE RHIXE and A. Bernard
V lapper. formerly of the engineeriuii
•*afe
of WDWS.
111:.
Live joined
WPAT. Champaign.
Patersou.
:. ARTHUR GILBERT, formerly of
"HX. X'ewsound
York,effects
whereandhe did
handled
roduction.
some
^feiging and acting, has joined WAAT,
J i^rsey City, as an engineer.
^ <iasing
'UY MAKEX'
has Radio
been named
puragent of
Wire Teleion. Xew York, replacing Ben Miller
\ho resigned to join Meissuer Mfg. Co.
iJ:XE BRAUTIGAM.
formerlv of
^STP and WTCX. has joined WLOL.
inneapolis. as chief of the engineerg staff and supervisor of station
lintenanee.
EORGE STEPHEX. from Trenton.
J., and Robert Ingle Jr. have joined
•e engineering staff of WMAZ,
ijttcon.
H. LIXGLE. engineer of the WGY.
'3 •heuectady. transmitter, is the father
a baby girl born June 15.
3XALD PARKER and Elmo Reed.
WROK, Rockford. 111., have been
into the Army. Robert E.
Iilucted
rpenter. of Rockford. has joined
:e station as studio and remote engi5:)X 8AUXDERS. engineer of
,JSV. Washington, has been called
. Xaval Reserve duty as of July 26.
CA

Continues

Tests

: Jf Moscow Radiophotos
- ^)LLOWIXG
the radiophoto
successfulfrom
rebtion of the first
')SCow, RCA Communications Inc.
i'oorted it is continuing tests lookhr to the establishment of a regucommercial radiophoto service
and from Russia. ^Moscow became
■; fifth addition to the radiophoto
cuits, the others being London,
rlin, Buenos Aires and Tokyo.
Because Berlin was sending over
! ny war pictures while none came
:;m the Soviets, the latter last
;!ek decided to open a 4,615-mile
i_cuit
X'ew York.
Russian
Ttures,to flashed
over the
headswarof

J. WAIDE MOORHEAD,
construction engineer of the
Bass Co., Cleveland, came to
Albany, Ga., to erect twin
towers for WALB. He met
the native Mary Aileen Brim
and on July 9 married her in
an all-radio wedding, broadcast from the big V/ALB audience studio where an altar
had been erected.
Commercial

FM

Outlet

Opened in Schenectady
W47A, Schenectady, N. Y., claimed
as the first commercial FM station
having no connection with previous
broadcast or radio manufacturing
operations, last Thursday inaugurated regular FM broadcast service in a Schenectady-Albany area
of some 6,500 square miles. The
new FM outlet is licensed to Capitol Broadcasting Co., headed by
Leonard Asch, and operates on 44.7
mc.
According to reports from the
station management, W47A
promises to operate in the black
from its opening day, since 36
commercial accounts, exclusive of
spot announcements, had been
signed as the station went on the
air. The station operates on a IGVohour daily schedule, with 18^2
hours of programs on Saturday. A
special dedicatory dinner, attended
by well-known figures in the broadcast industry, was held the evening
of July 17, sponsored by the Schenectady Chamber of Commerce.
GE
Granted Facilities
For Commercial Video
COMMERCIAL television facilities
were granted July 16 by the FCC
to General Electric Co., Schenectady, to replace its W2XB, experimental video station of GE silent
since June 30. GE at present is
remodeling its present experimental transmitter in the Helderberg
Hills. Xew Scotland, X. Y. [Broadcasting, July 7], and proposes to
be ready for its commercial debut
by Sept. 1. Incidental experimentation with color television is contemplated by GE.
Grant authorized use of television channel Xo. 3 (66,000-72,000
kc.) and will serve 3,320 square
miles in the Albany-SchenectadyTroy area with some 572,000 residents.

'. X^azis
battle onzones,
fnt
sent toacross
Radio theCentral
Rivlead. Long Island, thence reI ed to RCAC radiophoto manes at Broad Street headquart, and then made available to the
iierican press. Despite magnetic
turbances the pictures were eximely clear.

RCA Trial Date Set
TRIAL in Xew York Supreme Court
of the remaining causes of action in
the suit brought against RCA b.v n
group
of the
company's
has been
set for
Aug. 6.stockholders
All major
causes of action in the suit were dismissed June 24 by .Justice Aaron .1.
Levy, the court overruling at that
time the contentions of the plaintiffs
that RCA directors has settled previous stockholder actions to conceal certain acts which would become void
through the statute of limitations.

A Laboratories has issued an il!:rated booklet titled Info Unseen
rids; RCA EJecironic Microscope.
ingofthethestory
of the development and
device.

RCA MFG. Co., Camden, announces
sale of 1-K transmitters to WTMA.
Charleston, S. C, and KBWD. Brownwood. Tex., and a 250-K transmitter to
WMDF, Greenwood, S. C.
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The strength of Blaw-Knox towers shows
'up under severe conditions. It is revealed inlow maintenance cost, and —
■ultimately — in much longer life. And
what the structural engineer has done
to make these towers sound and strong,
the electrical engineer has done to give
them the extra efficiency that means
widef radio coverage. Add pleasing
appearance due to correct designing —
and you have the three extra values of
Blaw-Knox towers. We'll gladly discuss
your antenna problem with you. Write
or wire.

BLAW-KNOX
DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
FARMERS BANK BLDG.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Offices in Principal Cities
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THE INFORMATION of
FOR
the sponsor, the agency and
the district representative,
just isKROD, El Paso, has res
for
sued a number of brochu
General Mills on behalf of Hymns
of All Churches and Betty Crocker.
Books contain samples of merchandising letters, courtesy announce
ments, photographs of Tel-Pic signs
used as promotional material, tearsheets of publicity and advertisements, pictures of dealers' party
and advertising streamers distributed throughout KROD's territory.
^ ^ ^

A Sponsor a Week
TWO-COLOR signs on the backs
of all taxis in the Publix cab fleet
are being used by KLZ, Denver, to
promote sponsored programs. Each
client is giving one week of advertising in this manner. Big posters
in mass displays have been placed
in 142 Safewav Stores throughout
Colorado by KLZ, on behalf of Wilson & Co. Ideal Dog Food. Three
actual labels from Ideal, part of a
requirement of a give-away offer,
and a schedule of the broadcasts
on KLZ appear.
Food News
KSFO, San Francisco, is cooperating with retail grocers of Northern
California and food manufacturers and processors using time on
the station by furnishing a 10page detailed listing of all grocery
store products. The quarterly report lists the name of manufacturer, the product, name of the
program, and uays and times when
the program runs.

HAVE
TRIED

El Paso Books — About Edibles — Midwest Maize —
Interior Comfort — Pack of Tees
Tall Corn Again
FIFTH annual National Tall Corn
Sweepstakes under the auspices of
WHO, Des Moines, and the Iowa
State Fair will be held Aug. 20-21
on the Fair Grounds. Cash prizes
for the tallest corn in the contest
will total $250. In r.ddition Oliver
Farm Equipment Co. will award a
tractor and Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp. will give cans of oil as
prizes. Winner will receive $100
and the Col. B. J. Palmer gold
trophy.
What Power Means
PRELIMINARY effort to determine the extent of its increased
coverage resulting fr-,m a recent
boost to 50,000 watts was made by
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, when a contest was held among listeners for
the best answer to the query,
"What has WPTF's increased
50,000-watt
meant
Three prizespower
of $25,
$15 toandme?"
$5
were offered.
^
^ ^
Fins for Ideas
TO STIMULATE the flow of ideas
from the WGAR staff. Manager
John F. Patt has set up an idea
competition, with a $5 prize for
each accepted suggestion. First to
garner a bill was Bill Stewart, office boy, who suggested a weekly
program of yachting news.

YOU

THE

NEW

PRESTO
GLASS

' Q" DISC

A heavy plate glass base coated with the famous
Presto "Q" compound . . . smoother . . . flatter . . .
more uniform in thickness than any metal base
recording blank.
Made heavier (3/32") for added durability. Handle it like any transcription.
Has 2 standard holes for the turntable shaft and
the drive pin that prevents slippage of the disc or
cutting mechanism.
Made in the new Presto $2 50,000 disc plant.
Now ready for you in the 12" and 16" sizes. Immediate shipment, any quantity.
Phone your radio distributor for new net prices
to radio stations and studios.
In Other Clliai, Phone . . . ATLANTA, la<k. 4372 • BOSTON, Bel. 4510
CHICAGO, Hor. 4240 > CLEVELAND, Me. 1565 • DALLAS, 37093 « OmVER,
PRESTO
Ch.4277 . DETROIT, Uniy. 1-0180 • HOLLYWOOD, HH. 91 33 • KANSAS
CITY,
Vic. 4631 • MINNEAPOLIS, Atlantic 4216 • MONTREAL, Wel. 421 8
RECORDING CORP. PHILADELPHIA,
Penny. 0342 . ROCHESTER, Cul. 5548 • SAN FRANCISCO, Yu.0231 • SEATTLE, Sen. 2560 • WASHINGTON, D. C, Shep. 4003
242 WEST55lhST.N.y.
Wortd't Largtil Manufacturert ol Intlantanmout Sound Recording Equipment and Dhc$
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Plug for Article
TO PUBLICIZE the article "Inside Germany Today," by W>i;he
Williams, MBS news analyst, appearing in the July 19 issue of
Liberty Magazine, WOR, New
York, issued 25,000 window cards
to news agencies throughout the
country. A special circular advertising the article and crediting
MBS went to over 70,000 delivery
boys tionfor
house-to-house distribuas well.
* * *
WFBM Promotes
WFBM, Indianapolis, has made arrangements with five local movie
houses to run truilars promoting
its local and CBS programs. Other
promotion tieups of th^ station include display advertising in the
Indianapolis Times; poster advertising on 300 taxicabs; folders,
published twice n.onthly, distributed to all local Red cab drivers;
displays in the H. P. Y/asson Dept.
Store.
It's Cool Inside
DUR.NG HOT weather KFDM,
Beaumont, Tex., announces several
times dail> the exact thermometer
reading with the suggestion, "and
its always 76 degrees at the Jefferson Theatre." The theatre reciprocates by running a trailer giving
the KFDM call letters, dial location and calling attention to its
NBC-Blue affiliation.
* * *
Mike Cutouts
FIRST ISSUE of WOR News, directed to WOR, New York, listencall letters prominently displayed,
and a 2 X 4-inch blank space at the
base ing
fordistributed
sponsor'sby program
are beWJJD, Chicago
and WIND, Gary, to station advertisersdisplay.
who give them away to dealers for
il^ ❖ *
News of WOR
FIRST ISSUE of WOR News, directed to V/OR, New York, listeners was published July 1 by the
station's promotion department. Issued semi-weekly and edited by Bill
Crawford of the WOR promotion
staff, the publication specializes in
information for studic audiences.

An '8 Hat
^
Wins a '2 Prize!
Yes sir! One of the more than 500
entries in a sponsored 5-minute
jingle contest over WCBM was a
hat retailing at $8! The winner?
Sure! Just like the station that
"pulled" it!
PENNY FOR PENNY
COVERAGE BETTER THAN ANY!

Baltimore's Mutual Affiliate
Beginning Oct. 1— NBC BLUE
BROADCASTING

LIKE PRUNES! Well, yes, afte
giving Miss Prune herself the one
over. Henrietta Horak, 29, Czecl
born advertising manager of tli
California Prune Growers Assn., j
touring the country on behalf c)
her 11,000 bosses, who raise prune
in California. She is making
nationwide goodwill tour on bt
half of her favorite fruit. Hei
she talks on WAAB, Boston, wit^
J. J. Hayes, northeastern repri
sentative of the cooperative.
Atlanta Displays
CARDBOARD mailing pieces, sui;
able for window or counter dit
plays, are being distributed t
grocers by WSB, Atlanta, to pul(
licize the noon newscast of Planter ■
Peanuts. Printed on the cards ai
cuts of a WSB mike with Waltt
Paschall, station news editor, whie
are done in red, white and bkr|^
carrying out the patriotic motif.
Kansas Gold
A FAN-SHAPED airay of re;
wheat adorns the cover of a promi
tion piece sent to the trade t
WIBW, Topeka. "Yellow gold j
Kansas Inready
you spread
to mine,"is
says.
the for
center
wheat field panorama, with insi
of a harvester at work. A prepai
post card is inserted in a picture c
a row of frsight cars.
Tee in Montana
ENCLOSING a packet of golf tec
to stress the theme, "Summer tin
is time to tee off with advertisiii ^
in
Montana
ers—Montana",
KGIR, Butte;
KPFA,Broadcas~~
Helen;
KRBM, Bozeman
— is mailing
licitation
to advertisers
callinga asr^
tention to the 25 9i increase in po]
ulation in the State due to summrtravel.
BROCHURES
WTMJ. Milwaukee — Booklet prom^
iiig new Nancy Grey program aim(
at men as well as women.
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C— Fol.l
calling attention to the increased si
iial resulting from frequency shift.
Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

KFH
WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry Office
• Broadcast

Advertism

Kellogg Renews on 35
kELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
iMich. (Pep), on July 7 renewed
ts schedule of 10 a-week oneninute transcribed announcements
)n 35 stations in various markets
to extend through August. Agency
s Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.

Adam Fight in Brooklyn
FIRST FIGHT to be broadcast exehisjivel.v on NBC-Blue in the series
managed by the Brooklyn
Assn. from Ebbets Field, willBoxing
take
place July 22 between Red Burman
and Melio Bettina, with Sam Taub
and Bill Stern handling the description. Sponsor is Adam Hat Stores
Xew York.

CL4^S$IFIED
Help wanted and Situations Wan
ficatlons, 12c per word. Bold face
triple. Minimum charge $1.00.
words for box address. Forms
Help Wanted
rirst Class Operator — Draft deferred exi empt; N. Y. State: State qualifications
fully. Box 702, BROADCASTING.
J'wo Licensed Operators — At 250 watt NBC
I affiliate station in Southeast. Write Box
[I705, BROADCASTING.
I^ommercial Manager — For Regional Net3, work Station. State complete experience,
education, salary desired, position iri
draft, references and submit recent fuU1 length photograph. Box 706, BROAD' CASTING.

iperator-Transradio Man — Must be experi\ enced and capable of transmitte
r main;, tenance. Arkansas station. Salary, $25.00
weekly. Send references. Permanent position for right man. Box 721, BROADCASTING.

'ontinuity — Prominent midwestern clear1 channel station, network affiliate, requires personal copy writer, experienced
on all types commercial and sustaining
continuity. Experience in building script
I Women
shows not required but advantageous.
or draft-free men. Please send
full details including photo and salary
•jexpected. Box 723.
BROADCASTING
\
■
adio or Electrical Engineer in His Twenties— Degree in R.E. or E.E. preferred
land should have
an active government
operator's
license Aor flare
several
teur experience.
simple amafor years'
understandable written expression would be
an advantage. Write freely and fully in
'strict confidence discussing your qualifications and requirements including salSary.
D. C.Address P. 0. Box 3046, Washington,
Situations Wanted
^nager-Commereial
Manager
— 12 years'
experience.
32, married.
Excellent
referpnces. Box 707, BROADCASTING.
inng _ Man— Single, draft exempt, seven
years'script.
experience
Orient,
newspaper, ra;dio,
Box 720,
BROADCASTING.
perienced Woman — Wants staff position.
Proven program.References. Qualified for
nany broadcasting, continuity, reception' t. Box 712, BROADCASTING.
inouncer-Program Director — Eight years'
experience. Now employed chain staiion large eastern city, desires change.
Best
ING. references. Box 709, BROADCASTief Engineer — Now employed in 5 KW
Rocky Mountain district station, desires
Hthange to more progressive station. 12
'ears'
experience. Box 718, BROAD:;asting.
Ioadcast
Opentorcontrol,
— 6 years'
n transmitter,
remote experience
and netvork assignments; Al references; IKW
ob now. Box 711, BROADCASTING.
mmer or Permanent — Announcer, 18, inelligent, ambitious, rich voice; limited
■xperience. E. T. Superb background,
!■References.
ennsylvania.P. O. Box 338, Clarks Summit,
nouncer-Engineer — Now program direciOr, network afBliate, considering change,
'.hree years' experience announcing, sellng, copy-writing, and operating. Marled, draft-deferred, good voice, reliable,
'refer
8ROADCAWest,
STING.make offer. Box 710.

ROADCASTING

ted, 7c per word. All other classilistings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
Payable in advance. Count three
close one week preceding issue.

Situations AVanted (Continued)
Production Man-Director — Training and experience include writing, production, acting, sales, publicity and office management, college graduate. 28, draft exempt.
Locate anywhere. Box 708,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Production Man — 4 years' experience, network stations, desire immediate change.
BROADCAST
ING.Draft exempt. Box 724,
Owners Of Radio Station, Attention If
your general manager is bluffing you, I
can prove my ability to make money for
you in five minutes. Box 725, BROADCASTING.

Sportscaster — Six years' experience local
and networks — sports play-by-play; special events, program directing, script,
continuity. Draft exempt.
Employed at
present
butTING.
available at once. Box 717,
BROADCAS

Classroom Liked
CLASSROOM programs
proved the most popular feature of the U of Illinois station at Urbana, WILL, which
reports that 2,300 letters
were received fiom listeners
during the last year requesting more information on the
programs with but 12 complaints, though the broadissues. casts dealt with controversial

PA Has 193 Stations
PRESS ASSN., subsidiary of Associated Press to handle news for radio,
now has a total of 103 stations subscribing to its service, in addition
to the stations already served by AP
prior to the organization of PA, according to William J. McCambrirlge.
AP general manager. The addition of
these 103 stations brings the total
number of stations receiving AP news
to more than 300.

AN EDICT that all neon signs, lobby
lights, electric fans, etc. at WCBi,
Columbus, Miss., be cut out except
when absolutely necessary was issued
by the station management in keeping
with the power conservation movement.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. BaIEey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg., Wash., D. C.

There Is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
DI. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

12 Years' workRadio
Experience
— Including
production,
announcing
and netstation management. Will consider good
permanent connection with radio agency
or station. Inquiries l-ept confidential.
Address Box 703, BROADCASTING.
Station Manager Now Employed -Thirteen
years'
all phases,
married,experience
draft exempt.
Accept licensed,
salary,
commission or profit sharing basis. South
only.
Write
fully.
Box
714,
BROADCASTING.

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Traffic Director — Girl experienced in traffic, programming, general radio office
work, seeks position in Texas station. 24.
Now employed. Excellent references. Box
722, BROADCASTING.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Pork Village
Dallas, Texas

Chief Engineer — Network station desires
change. Young, draft exempt; college;
experienced; design; operation; construction. Executive ability. Prefer southwest. Consider anything permanent. Box
715, BROADCASTING.
Attention Station Managers — Young man,
21. not in draft, desires position with
progressive station. College graduate with
first degree in radio. Have complete general background of industry — Announcing, engineering, writing, advertising,
producing, managing etc. Salary secondary to position. Will travel. If you
need a competent, conscientious beginner,
IING.
am your man. Box 713, BROADCASTSomewhere in United States There Is a
Station which can use an aggressive
Program Man or Assistant Manager —
who rose step by step from actor to announcer to production to Program Management— who has a successful reiurd
of modern program building at a profit.
Capable of inspiring co-workers to cooperate happily for more business.
Competent and harmonious worker —
knowstionfrom
staproblems nine
and years'
solutions.experience
Presentation
on request. Box 716, BROADCASTING
Wanted to Buy
Pacific Coast — Station wishes to contact
anyone having good 5 kilowatt transmitter^ for sale. Box 701, BROADCAST.
Wanted
— One 250 watt transmitter in good
condition.
Please state make,
condition of transmitter and price. age,
Write Box
704, BROADCASTING.
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CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bide.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Radio Engineering Consultants
Freqiency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
IHaln Offlea:
Crossroadt of
7134 Main
ttie World
Kansas
City, St.
M*.
Hollywood, Gal.

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen BIdg. « WASH., D. C. , Dl. 7417

Frequency
Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR-ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

Advertise

in
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360 N.MICHIGAN AVE,CHICAGO

WFMJ

Youngstown's
Favorite
Station
A Hooper- Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
than any other station heard
in the Youngstown district.

'""'*""

POWER--

USTENERS«."-;f
LOW COST!
CET
THE FACTS FROM IIIEDR
GET„||„t
IIMv Si ■■ 1 1
PONTIAC • MICH.
r THE fOUMAM CO., NAriONJIl UPS.
CHICAGO > NEW YORK

(U.P.)
THE
OF
AND

MARK

ACCURACY,

SPEED

INDEPENDENCE

WORLD

WIDE

IN

NEWS

COVERAGE
UNITED
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Bennett
(Continued from page 29)
criminally by the Department of
Justice.
"In the civil case, the consent decree was entered. In the criminal
case, fines were assessed totaling
some $35,000. For several weeks
the trade papers have been full of
ASCAP's proposed suit. ASCAP
is reported to claim treble damage
because they assert they are being
kept off the air through boycott.
Yet have they approached stations
and attempted to sell their product
on a competitive business basis?
"You will recall the efforts made
by you in behalf of NIB to discuss
with and obtain from ASCAP a
license which would require payment for the material used. You
did this both before the expiration
of licenses last year and again
when Gene Buck made his plea over
the air in the first ASCAP on
Parade program. Your effort
merely resulted in disclosing a lack
of sincerity on ASCAP's part to
discuss anything but a continuation of the old blanket license with
its destructive payment of a per
cent on gross business.
Treble Damages
"The truth about 'treble damages' is that every music user
whose continued existence depended
upon the obtaining of a license
from ASCAP prior to December,
1940, has a valid and enforcable
suit for treble damages against
ASCAP and all its members.
The shoe really is on the other foot.
"ASCAP and each of its members is liable threefold for all sums
wrongfully extracted. ASCAP no
longer can deny the facts stated in
the unanimous opinion of the U. S.
Supreme Court. The opinion states
that ASCAP 'is a combination
which controls the performance
rights of a major part of the available supply of copyrighted popular
music' and that 'ASCAP comes
squarely within the definition of
the combinations prohibited by Section 1 of the 1937 Act'. This section of the Florida statute is no
more extensive than the Federal
Sherman Anti-Trust Act under
which treble damages are awarded.
Yet ASCAP threatens treble suits
against broadcasters.
"For years this combination by
mutual agreement pooled in
ASCAP 'a major part of the available supply of copyrighted popular
music,' thereby creating in ASCAP
'the power of life and death over
every business * * •■■ dependent upon
copyrighted musical compositions
for existence' (Mr. Justice Black).
It actually wielded this power by
enforcing its demands for a per
cent of broadcasters' gross income,
by discriminating contracts such as
the newspaper formula and in other
less obvious ways. Are broadcasters
again to acquiesce and pay on
gross income?
Open Competition
"Clear thinking at this point
is doubly essential. In looking for
the immediate dollar saving, we f or-

CODE CLASSES FOR DEFENSE are taught by KDKA, Pittsburgh, anchei-e are two of the instructors during a recent classroom session. The\
are (1 to r) T. C. Kenney, studio supervisor, and Jim Rock, KDKA gen
eral manager. Dwight Myer, chief engineer, is director of the classe; j
but was away on a vacation at the time this photo was taken.
Hole in One
ON THE FIRST DAY of
his vacation Kolin Hager,
manager of WGY, Schenectady, scored a hole in one
on the 185-yard second hole
at the Mohawk Country
Club, Schenectady. Hager,
who is a portsider, used a
brassie against a stiff wind
to ace a tricky par-three
hole. Ed Letson, announcer
of KDYL, Salt Lake City,
recently
a similar feat accomplished
on a local course.

States, including Kansas and Nor+l
Dakota, they must comply witl
laws placing restrictions on mo
nopolistic operations. If there mus
be 48 different laws in order to cur(
permanently monopolistic domina
tion in the copyright licensing field
then let us have 48 laws. But aiearnest effort should be made tt
keep those laws uniform.
'"Instead of a Munich pact
broadcasters and other users o
copyrighted music should asser
their legal rights and maintaii
them. They must not be influencec
by fear and self-serving propa
ganda. They must not let inerti
again destroy their freedom to buj

get that the only protection against
future exhorbitant demands lies
in open competition and that this in a competitive market."
open competition can be established
Building in Clarksville, Tenn.
BOB
THOMPSON, former assistan
only by maintaining
the
'dollar'
incentive. Blanket licenses with paychief engineer of AVGOV, Valdosta
ment of a per cent of gross income
Ga.. is now chief engineer of the ne\i
entered into with a combination
WJZM. Clarksville, Tenn., nov
under
construction with RCA equiii
controlling a dominating portion of
the available material, destroys the ment and a Wiuc-harger 175-ft. towei
'dollar' incentive. It then becomes
He
only member
stat'
thus isfartheengaged,
though ofthethestatioi
expects to be on the air early
economically desirable to restrict
Operating with 250 watts oi
the material used to the product of August.
1400 kc. the station was authorizei
the dominating combination.
by the FCC last Februar.v and i
owned by William D. Hudson, mayo
"The door to protective competiof
and his wife. Mr. Hud
tion is closed against those who are son Clarksville,
is also a member of the Tennes
not members of the combination
see Railroad & Public Utilities Com
just as effectively as though they mission.
did not exist. No one wants a repetition of December, 1940, but if it PHIL BAKER, off the air nearly tw
years, has l)een auditioned by XBC
is to be avoided, a competitive
market must be maintained. The
with his
old comedy
cast in a ne^'
show.
BroKustone
House.
door to competition must be kept
open to new and unknown composers and authors, to new music
publishers, to AMP, to SESAC, to
50,000 WAHS
- CBS
BMI and others. Unless these non42 5,683 Listening Families*
ASCAP creators are able to market
the product of their labor in a free
market, their chance of earning a
livelihood vanishes and their incentive to produce is destroyed.
"It is my firm conviction, based nmii
on seven years of intensive work
with the copyright problem, that if
SHREVEPORT
broadcasters again pay ASCAP a
per cent of their gross income for
LOUISIANA
blanket licenses, the time will come
when the gains of today are hopeDominant Coverage in
lessly lost. Unless we help ourthe Central Southwest
selves now, we soon will be past
helping. In Florida, Nebraska,
Branham Co. - Representatives!
Washington and Alaska, ASCAP is
*CBS Audit of Nighttime Coverage :
barred from doing business as a
combination.
In several other
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WHOM
Offers All Aid
To Americanize Aliens

Plant

Pedicated by KOB
|\ew Type of Transmitter Put
In Operation by Station
pOMPLETELY equipped with what
Is claimed to be the first RCA HiLevel modulated transmitter, KOB,
'\.lbuquerque, N. M., formally
Itepped up its power to 50,000 watts
jfuly 9 with special dedicatory fesjivities.
|! Transmitter is housed in a new
building of Pueblo construction on
'Ihe banks of the Rio Grande, nine
Iniles north of Albuquerque. The
•new 450-foot vertical antenna is
if uniform cross section construc'iion, erected on 80,000 square feet
if ground space over a wateroaked sub-strata that is only four
"eet below the surface.
Notables Attend
r|l The formal dedication broadcast
l>p:om the stage of the local Kimo
neater was attended by Gov. John
f. Miles, Mayor Clyde Tingley of
jLlbuquerque and Dr. Hugh Milton,
Jiresident of New Mexico State
IjSollege, who spoke during the pro.ram. Other special guests present
.j^ere Don Oilman, NBC vice-presijjient; I. R. Baker, RCA Mfg. Co.,
Jamden; Don Wilson, NBC an^louncer who acted as m.c; Martha
ij''ilton, NBCincluded
artist. a The
hour-long
|,p:oadcast
salute
by the

jjiBC-Blue network from Hollyl-hood.
f Increase culminates the climb of

PERCEPTIBLY PLEASED with details of their new contract with Union
Oil Co. are these CBS Pacific network executives surrounding James
Fonda, radio supervisor of Lord & Thomas, Hollywood. They are (1 to r),
Hal Hudson, CBS Pacific Coast program service manager; N. G. Pringle,
head of the network's West Coast news bureau, who acts as commentator
on the five-weekly quarter-hour program, sponsored by the petroleum
concern; Fonda; Harry W. Witt, CBS Southern California sales manager;
A. Ernest Bagge, network account executive. Union Oil on July 7 started
for 52 weeks sponsoring the news analyst on 3 CBS California stations.
KOB, one of the nation's pioneer
stations, from its inception in 1920
as a 50-watt outlet to its present
50,000 watt status as one of the
country's most powerful stations.
AN INCREASE in pay of 10% for
all employes of WTRY, Troy, N. Y.,
has been announced by Commercial
Manager William A. Ripple. Effective
July 1, the raise is the second in six
months.
JAMES M e F A D D E N, McKeeAlbright New York vice-president in
charge of radio, is currently in Hollywood conferring on plans to switch
origination of the weekly NBC Rudy
Vallee SJioiv, sponsored by National
Dairy Products Corp. (Sealtest), from
that city to New York, in later
August.

Al HoUender

Promoted

AL HOLLENDER, for seven years
director of public relations of
WJJD, Chicago-WIND, Gary, has
been appointed assistant to President Ralph L. Atlass. Other personnel changes announced by Mr.
Atlass include the naming of H.
P. Sherman to the post of national sales manager of WJJD and
the appointment of Dave Bennett,
formerly of Dave Bennett Associates, Chicago, as local sales manager. Les Paul, formerly guitarist
with Fred
orchestra,
ceeds BenWaring's
Kanter as
musical sucdirector. Mr. Hollender will act as
coordinator of several departments
of both stations as well as continuing as public relations director.

AN OFFER
of its
complete facilities to the U.
S. Government
to
aid in the vast expansion of the
Americanization program facilitating naturalization of 5,000,000
aliens has been made by WHOM,
Jersey City, through its manager,
Joseph
Lang. InWPAa letter
to Howard O. Hunter,
administrator
and director of the drive, Mr. Lang
said :
"We offer the complete facilities
of WHOM in cooperating with your
department to further this work.
WHOM broadcasts a greater variety of foreign language programs
than, we think, any other station in
the U. S. It is our belief that whatever we can do with you, together
with what we are already doing
through our own WHOM free
naturalization school, will render a
good public service to our listeners." President Roosevelt has allocated $14,000,000 of WPA funds
for the Government's Americanization instruction program, which will
be sponsored by the Department
of Justice and co-sponsored by
state departments of education.
Bond Bread Spots
GENERAL BAKING Co., New
York (Bond Bread) on June 30
started sponsorship of Gene & Glen,
a live talent show 12-12:15 p.m.
Monday thru Friday on WNAC,
Boston; WTIC, Hartford and
WTAG, Worcester, the show originating in Hartford. Newell-Emmett
Co., New York is agency.

ANOTHER
PERSONALITY

DIZZY

ST.

"The
The

DEAN

LOUIS

Station

FIRST

on

KWK

with

Personalities"
X

Johnny O'Hara
Ray Dady •
Carol Gay
Lon Saxon
Al Sarii •

• Johnny Neblett
Myron S. Bennett
Helen Adams
•
Martin Bowin
•
Rolla Coughlln
America's

Represented by Raymer
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KWK—
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THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI'

"TOMATOPOLIS"
OF
THE WORLD!
Another of those we serve —
Crystal Springs, Miss., World's
greatest tomato shipping center.
Population — 2855
Sales Establishments — 92
Total Sales — $2,706,000
Distance from Jackson — 25 miles
Invest your advertising dollars
with WJDX — Dominant Radio
Station in Mississippi's growing
market.
Member of Southcentral
Quality Network
\SJDX - WMf: - WSMB - KARK
KWKH - KTSB
Owned ond Operated By
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
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Plan
Commercial Operation
To Start in August
WITH CBS transmitting its first
full-scale television program in full
color last Thursday evening and
DuMont as well as CBS expecting
to be ready for commercial operation about Aug. 1, the television
picture in New York broadens day
by day. The only operator to start
commercial video on the July 1
opening date, NBC continues its
regular 15-hour weekly visual program schedule, which includes several sponsored programs, on
WNBT.
Using special apparatus developed in its own laboratories by Dr.
Peter Goldmark, CBS chief television engineer, CBS wheeled in
color cameras and televised a repeat performance at 9:30 p.m. of
its Country Dance program, transmitted in black-and-white from
8:30-9:30 p.m. The full production
was televised in color, although
only a few of the special color
receivers were available for spectators.
DuMont Testing
DuMont's new transmitter and
studios, located at 515 Madison
Ave., New York, are going through
final stages of field testing, according to Mortimer Loewi, head of the
DuMont television operations, and
a commercial license is expected
around Aug. 1. Although DuMont
expects to begin commercial operations as early as possible, no definite word on commercial arrangements, such as sponsors and rates,
has been announced by Mr. Loewi.
The new "electronic view-finder"
will be used on television cameras
at the new studios, Mr. Loewi
stated, commenting that the novel
apparatus should lower the cost
of visual pickup equipment. The
new view-finder consists of a 5inch cathode tube in a shadow-box
attached to the side of the camera.
By looking through the eye aperture the operator sees the televised scene on the screen of the
tube, just as it is picked up by receivers. In addition to automatic
compensating features and the advantage to the operator of seeing
the actual transmitted result, the
relatively economical apparatus replaces expensive sets of glass lenses, Mr. Loewi explained.
Mrs. FDR Time Sought
PAN-AMERICAN COFFEE BUREAU, through its agency, Buchanan & Co., New York, is still
seeking the best available time for
its new network show featuring
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, to start
sometime in September. The program will stress the Good Neighbor
Policy and further cultural relations between the Americas. The
bureau is composed of representatives of seven South American
countries and is reported to have
an operating budget of over
.$750,000.

ONE OF THE FIRST places captured during a fictional blitzkrieg ai
Anderson, S. C, was WAIM. The "defenseless" city was seized without
warning by a Fifth Column army composed of ROTC cadets at Clemson
College. The event was broadcast by a hookup of 28 stations.
t/. S. Court

Upholds

Ruling

Alloiving

Non-Royalty Records of Literary Works
AFFECTING authors of copydialogue and a perceptible plot". I1
further added that, "undoubtedly ii
righted poems, stories and works
could be arranged and dramatizec
of that nature is the ruling handed
down in early July by the U. S. in the form of the animated car
Circuit Court of Appeals at Los toon so familiar to those who fre
Angeles. The decree unanimously
quent motion picture houses. Mos
upheld a decision of the district novels and stories and even som 1
news articles may be dramatized
court that recordings can be made
of any literary works and sold for but nobody thinks of them as dra
matic works. The various forms o:
commercial purposes without
royalty payment as long as such literary composition all have cer
works are not dramatized.
tain features in common, but if th(
Decision was rendered in the similarities are pushed too far al
attempt at classification break;
suit of Austin Corcoran against
down and the copyright law is rel
Montgomery Ward & Co., in which
duced to chaos."
f
the plaintiff charged the defendant
with recording and selling his origiThe plaintiff also charged tha'
nal copjrrighted poem, "Plain Bull," the defendant had "vended" th(
copyrighted work, and that in anj
thereby committing an infringeevent his work constituted th(
ment of copyright. His suit was
dismissed by Judge Harry A. Holl- lyrics of a musical composition
zer. The circuit court, in an opinion
The court rejected the first con
by Justice William Healy, affirmed
tention on the authority of White.
this action. Justices Denman and
Mathews concurred.
Smith Publishing Co. agains*Apollo Co., decided by the U. S
Promptly following the ruling,
Supreme Court in 1908, stating the
reports were current on the Coast
poem as recorded was subject onb
that a number of famous poems
acoustical perception. Finally^
were being set to music and that to
the court held that the poem, ii
the writers or their assigns appeared to be helpless, legally. It the form written, did not constitute
was said there might develop a a musical composition
race to grab words from various
Such legal interpretation rend
popular songs and set them to new
ers
it possible to set a best-sellin
music, by virtue of the ruling.
novel to music and reproduce th
Although the court conceded
product on records and sell sue
there might appear to be justice in records to the public without pay
Corcoran's claim, it upheld its posi- ment of royalty.
tion by pointing out that in the
1909 revision of the Copyright Act,
composers were given the exclusive
right of recording their musical
compositions and the same right
was granted to authors of copyrighted dramatic works. However,
Congress did not give like protection to copyrighted poems, stories
and similar literary material.
The court further denied Corcoran's accusation that setting the
verse to music constituted both a
dramatized and another version of WriONAl RIPRESEN1ATIVES
EDWARD PETRy & CO.
it, by describing the poem as dogON THE NBC RED NETWORh
"lacking work,
certainnotably
qualitiesgerelof averse,dramatic
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Drive
Appeal'
I^Ear Now
IRadio
Fundamental for
[Advertisers, Carr Says
A CALL FOR "common sense selljing" of broadcasting as the theme
Ifor the sales managers' division of
|the NAB this year was made last
[Wednesday by Eugene Carr, as;sistant manager of WGAR, CleveQand, and new chairman of the sales
imanagers' executive committee, foll.lowing an organization meeting in
IWashington.
i Mr. Carr said it is just as fundaimental for an advertiser today to
'Teach out to his customers and
prospective customers with an appeal to the ear as to approach them
with an appeal to the eye. He said
that the division would seek to do
.3 "hard-hitting common sense selling of the fundamentals of radio"
jbs an advertising medium.
^
Influence Plus
"Radio has built up a tremendous
jjcirculation'
by the
use magazines,
of exactly
,;he same factors
as the
'.newspapers and other media use —
'pews,
sports, the
entertainment,
dramato
—precisely
same appeal
, auman nature," Mr. Carr asserted.
'/Add to this circulation the human
' jualities of the medium itself — the
luman voice appeal, human emotions in the flesh, the timeliness,

'^he flexibility, the quality of personalizing a message
— and
..xave advertising
influence
withyoua
!;.ius.
"And don't let anyone tell you
hat some of our good competition
^mjoy a certain select group of
''ubscribers who buy and read just
*or the ads. If that's the case, why
'ij'ire the boys down the street out
li'hese days selling a bonus circula[ttton due to the interest in war news.
L'i "So, it's common sense selling —
yaaking the calls, hammering
;|3Undamentals, following through,
ijnd leaving something tangible on
Lijne prospect's desk for him to

^CGA, Spokane, operating on 1510 kc.
cyiOOO watts, on July 15 joined Don
iti).ee-MBS as an affiliate, replacing
:PQ. Wenatchee, and KYOS, BellW i^gham.

Kelleher Joins WBS
THOMAS M. KELLEHER, for
three years with Noee, Rothenberg
& Jann, New York, newspaper
representative, has joined the sales
department of
World Broadcasting System to
work from the
New York studios. Previously,
Mr. Kelleher
traveled through
the East for International News
Service, served
nine years with Mr. Kelleher
the Worcester
Telegram & Gazette, and for two
years was national advertising director of the Record Newspapers
in Troy, New York.
New

Wisconsin

Network

A NEW six-station regional network has been incorporated in Wisconsin under the name Wisconsin
Network Inc., linking WHBY, Appleton; KFIZ, Fond du Lac;
WCLO, Janesville; WHBL, Sheboygan; WSAU, Wausau; WFHR,
Wisconsin Rapids. President of the
company is Hiram H. Born,
WHBL; vice-president, James F.
Kyler,
Father 'WCLO;
James A.secretary-treasurer.
Wagner, St. Norbert's College, operating both
WHBY and WTAQ, Green Bay.
The network is mutually ovsTied.
Nets Gloomy
(Continued from Page 9)
House regarding either the network
rules or the newspaper-divorcement
proceedings. In some quarters this
was interpreted to mean that the
President, preoccupied with the war
situation, had given no attention
to either issue. Chairman Fly, however, apparently has the backing
of others at the White House.
As long as the conferences are
in progress, it is felt, there can be
a radical change at any time. Once
some sort of an agreement is
reached on time options, which
would come only on a compromise
basis, the other seven points might
be adjusted very quickly, with the
Commission agreeing to an over-all
postponement.. Then it is presumed
each issue could be considered individually, with rules adopted pur-

suant to any accord that might be
reached.
There would still be the possibility of litigation, however, to test
the Commission's jurisdiction, since
NBC and CBS throughout the conversations have maintained they
should not surrender any of their
legal rights. The question of legislation also is involved, since a number of members of the Senate Committee, as well as the network
spokesmen, urged a reappraisal of
the statute.
White to Maine
Senator White (R-Me.), before
his departure last Thursday for his
home, said he had not yet definitely
determined whether or when he
would introduce proposed revisions
to the Communications Act dealing
with broadcast regulation. He said
he had drafted the amendments
two months ago.
Although the Senator planned to
stay in Maine several weeks, he
said he might decide to introduce
the bill in the near future, particularly if an impasse was reached
on revised regulations. The more
likely course, he indicated, would
be to introduce the measure upon
his return. He intimated that introduction of the amendments depended on developments in the
whole controversy and on the views
of some Committee members with
whom he had discussed the measure in recent conferences

New P & G Serial
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (Duz), has purchased the
rights to The Bartons a sustaining
serial originating in Chicago for
NBC-Blue, and will begin sponsorship sometime in the fall. Harlan
Ware writes and Frank Papp directs the show, which is owned by
NBC. Compton Adv., New York,
handles the Duz account.

Test for PUBLICATIONS,
'Liberty'
MACFADDEN
New York, on July 16 started a
one-week test for Liberty magazine,
participating
on the p.m.
YankeeEDST,
Network Netvs 6-6:10
Wednesday and Friday, and conducting spots on WBBM, Chicago.
Agency is Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New York.
Citation for Morton
ALFRED H. MORTON, vice-president in charge of television for
NBC, was given the first citation
ever made by the U. S. Treasury
Department as the result of a television broadcast. Presented July 16
by Secretary of Treasury Morganthau, the
citation reads:and"Inpatriotic
recognition of distinguished
services to our country rendered in
behalf of national defense on a nationwide broadcast on the date of
May coast-to-coast
1, 1941, televised."
Thisusherwas
the
broadcast
ing in the sale of defense bonds. It
was televised simultaneously with
the network broadcast.

NBC

1

"

BOISE, home of KIDO's transmitter, isIdaho's top metropolitan city. It is also the center of
the southwest dairy area which
does over 51% of the dairy
business for the entire state.
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Dispute

of

Preliminary

Contract

Signed, Winding

AFRA

Up

Disagreement
MEDIATION of wages and hours
of AFRA employes of WKRC, Cincinnati, began this week following
the arrival of Mrs. Lillian L. Poses,
representing William H. Davis,
chairman of the Defense Mediation
board. Mrs. Poses arrived in Cincinnati last Thursday and is to
hold joint meetings with representatives of the station and the
union who have already signed a
preliminary contract recognizing
AFRA as the sole bargaining agent
for program employes.
Mrs. Poses, who has practiced
law in New York City since 1931,
has held responsible posts in various Government social and labor
organizations and has functioned
as m.ediator in several labor disputes. At present she is regional
attorney for the Social Security
Board for New York.
MBS an AFRA announced signing of agrements last Monday,
ending the strike and establishing
a pattern for arbitration designed
to prevent recurrence of similar
situations.
Under the agreement, as explained by AFRA and MBS, strikes
against programs transmitted by
the network to a station involved in

Using 100 as the U. S. average, St.
Petersburg's average business wage is
115, highest in the State.
St. Petersburg
1 15
Miami
113
Jacksonville
83
Tampa
78
U. S.
100
This is just another reason why St.
Petersburg is one of the South's best
markets. St. Petersburg is only part of
the Tampa Bay Area — the Class "A"
Market — covered completely and economically by WTSP.
Added to this bargain — your advertising
is absolutely free every day the sun fails
to shine on. . . .
WTSP
St. Petersburg TIMES AfBIiate
A REGIONAL STATION
R. S. Stratton, Manager
St. Petersburg Fla.
Represented by
Radio Advertising Corp.
New York • Cleveland • Chicago
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and

WKRC
Mediated
ferences with AFRA as i^rovided in
the next two paragraphs, AFRA will
$80 to Check
not
(because
affiliate's
failure
to enter
into ofa said
collective
bargaining
TO VERIFY that no ASCAP
agreement with AFRA) in view of
arrangements would be
such differences
affiliate's agreement
to arbitrate
its
with AFRA,
strike
played
London
against, picket
or
boycott
any comorchestrabyonGeraldo's
the July 13
twomercial
or
sustaining
programs
by
way British War Relief
whomever produced, whether originatbroadcast on NBC-Red, the
ing at the studios of such affiliate or
network spent $80 in shortat the studios of any other Mutual
wave toll charges that mornaffiliate, or prevent any sustaining or
ing only to find no ASCAP
commercial
by whomeverto iirotunes were scheduled.
duced from program
being transmitted
any
affiliate. AFRA and its members shall
While talking to Fred
be free from their obligations under
Bate, NBC's
spondent, London
before his 8correa.m.
this ate
paragraph
the event
such affilirefuses to insubmit
to arbitration
broadcast, NBC had heard
or refusesditions oftotheobey
the terms award.
and conarbitration
the
to London's
Lanecut-in
Theatre
from Drury
New
(h) Theshall
affiliate's
willingness
to
York would occur while
arbitrate
be evidenced
by filing
with AFRA, at its main office at 2
Geraldo's orchestra was playWest 45th St., New York City, a
ing "The
SkateT's
Waltz."
of which
there
is an ASCAP
signed copy of this agreement, within
five days after notice by AFRA to
arrangement. Hence the hursuch affiliate that in its opinion, neried shortwave call only to
gotiations have broken down, and such
find Geraldo was planning to
signed copy shall have the force and
play his own arrangement of
effect of a submission agreement. The
the waltz.
arbitration shall be conducted under
the rules set forth in the Code, incorporated herein by reference.
(c) The arbitration shall determine
a labor dispute with AFRA would
all matters in dispute including wages,
be prevented, providing the outlet working conditions, whether AFRA is
agrees to arbitration of its local the exclusive collective bargaining
agency, and all other controversies,
negotiations.
and the arbitrators shall not award
The new pact, combined with
an AFRA closed shop unless the arearlier agrements between MBS
bitrators find that AFRA is the exclusive collective bargaining agency for
originating stations and the union,
a
majority
of the employes.
frees the network from involveCan Pick Employes
ment in labor-talent disputes of
affiliated stations where arbitraa joint statement Mrs. Holt
tion is accepted, with AFRA free andIn Hulbert
Taft Jr., manager of
to strike in cases where arbitra- the station said the settlement intion is refused, according to MBS.
volved an "AFRA shop" for singSigned July 9 by W. E. Macfarers, actors and announcers. "Spelane, MBS president, and Mrs.
cialty talent", including newscastEmily Holt, AFRA national executive secretary, and George Heller,
ers, sportscasters,
commentators, masters women's
of ceremonies,
associate secretary and treasurer
of AFRA, the agreement was hailed and man-in-the-street announcers,
by both the network and the union were exempted from the "AFRA
as an important forward step in shop" provisions.
network-labor relations.
Under an "AFRA shop" the station may pick its own employes
With the WKRC strike officially
ended at 5 p.m. last Monday, and but they are required to join the
union upon being hired. Under orpicket lines called off, Fred Weber,
dinary "closed shop" procetdure
MBS general manager, in New
York announced that network ser- the union certifies to the employer
the
hired.names of persons who can be
vice to all MBS affiliates continues
without interruption.
With the signing of the agreeNon-Strike Clause
ment, the four striking members
The new agrement, which re- of the staff went back to work and
mains in effect until AFRA's code all non-striking members of the
of fair practice expires Nov. 1, station's staff were declared eligi1943, provides:
ble for admission and reinstatement
(a) In the event AFRA is unable into AFRA without penalty or disto consummate a collective bargaincrimination. Radio Artists Assn.,
ing agreement with any Mutual affiliate after a reasonable period of nego- an independent union at the statiations, and provided that such affilition, was disbanded and its petiate shai: agree to arbitrate its diftion to the National Labor Relations Board asking to be declared
the sole bargaining agent for the
station was withdrawn.
The RAA members had agreed to
join or rejoin AFRA depending on
whether its members had previously been in good standing with
AFRA. On its part, AFRA consented to reinstate all members
who had stayed in the station during the strike, simply upon application.
Get the facts from WOL- WASHINGTON, D. C.
Two members of the station staff,
Affiliated with MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Jimmy Scribner, author and sole
National Representatives:
actor of The Johnson Family, and
INTERNATIONAL RADIO SALES
Dick Nesbett, sports announcer,
'
iVo
BROADCASTING

AWARD FOR PATRIOTISM was
recently bestowed on WNEW, New
York, with Richard O'Dea, vice
president of the station (right) , accepting an American Legion plaque
from Victor 0. Perls, radio chairman of the New York County division of the veterans' organization.
Inscription read, "In recognition of
its continued and outstanding services in furthering the ideals of
Americanism, awarded to WNEW
by the New York County Organization American Legion, 1941."
had been suspended from AFRA
early in the strike.
Monday's settlement solved what
might have been a perplexing problem for MBS after the station management had obtained a temporary
injunction to prevent the network
from discontinuing its service to
the station. Under the AFRAMBS-agency accord, agency-produced commercial shows would have
been yanked from WKRC beginning
July 12 [Broadcasting July 14].
Because Ohio law provides that a
temporary injunction is returnable
in three weeks and because of the
MBS mechanical setup, the network
was faced with the possibility of
being unable to feed any agency
produced commercial to its entire
station list.
The strike, first in AFRA history, started June 20 when four
AFRA members of the 17-man announcing staff failed to report for
work and started picketing the
WKRC studios assisted by other
Cincinnati AFRA members. Up until last week negotiations dragged,
finally resulting in a special meeting of the MBS board in Chicago
out of which came the MBS-AFRA
agreement. After the legal pyrotechnics July 11 MBS General
Manager Fred Weber, MBS Attorney Emmanuel Dannett and AFRA
Attorney George Heller flew to
Cincinnati for conferences with station and AFRA officials, paving the
way for peace.
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Siilova's

Stations

Oil Companies
Utilize Radio Programs
To Promote
Program
for Conservation
URGING consumers to make more
15 on its MBS program Confidentially Yours, carries helpful hints
efficient use of dwindling oil supto
motorists on how to conserve
plies along the East Coast, petrofuel and has published a booklet,
leum companies and marketers
serving the seaboard are revamp"14 Ways to Save Gasoline", to be
distributed through local dealers up
ing their commercial radio continuand
down the Atlantic Coast.
ity in cooperation with conservation efforts of Federal Petroleum
No changes have been announced
Coordinator Harold L. Ickes. The
by several of the large national oil
move stax'ted several weeks ago, companies. Gulf Oil Corp. will resume its Screen Guild Shojv on
but has gathered speed as the
shortage has become increasingly
CBS Sept. 28, and apparently will
acute.
not change the selling style of the
commercial continuity. Neither has
For some time plans have been
afoot to eliminate straight selling it switched from selling copy on
copy in favor of institutional con- the CBS A^ews Roundup it sponsors
tinuity designed to dramatize the each Sunday on the regular Screen
Guild spot during the summer.
petroleum
industry's
national defense.
However,rolethisin idea
Texas Co., which has turned over
has been dropped to a large extent
its 9-10 p. in. spot to the Treasury
and oil companies, particularly
Department this summer, also has
those whose sales areas are re- no policy change in mind, it was
stricted to the Eastern Seabord and
indicated. Shell Oil Co., which has
virtually nationwide distribution, is
contiguous territory, are substit u t i n g non-selling conservation
continuing its national transcribed
copy. To date no accounts have
spot campaign without change.
curtailed radio expenditures.
Esse Advice
Press Hearings
Esso
Marketers,
sponsoring the
i
Confer in Capital
(Continued from page 8)
Esso Reporter newscasts and the sons, citizens of the United States, for
*vTop officials of NBC and CBS
to preach conservathe purpose of disqualifying any perIsre in Washington virtually dur- first company
tion, is using commercial time on
sons belonging to a particular class
fjg the entire week, in connection
because of their belonging to that ehiss
the programs to advise drivers on
from
holding radio broadcast licenses
how to care for their cars to re[ith conferences on the FCC's
approv;,! of their appliduce gas consumption, as well as or receiving
('ain-monopoly report and therecations for such licenses or receiving
*Te were not in a position per- recommending doubling up in use
approval
of applications
foi* the
trans-to
fer of such
licenses from
others
of cars for pleasure driving and
["nally
to carry on negotiations
p;th
ASCAP.
them.
domestic errands. Socony-Vacuum
6. The Commission, being without
Oil Co. for about a month also has
iJlAnother exchange between BMI
authority to adopt a policy or rules
included
similar
copy.
d ASCAP over the former's royconcerning the matters specified in its
Richfield Oil Co., starting July Order No. 79. as elaborated in its
y payments to composers develed during the week. After John
Order No. 79-A, it is without authority to conduct any inquiry into the
Paine, ASCAP general manager,
found that "without exception the subject to determine what statement
d echoed "sweatshop" charges
of policy or rules, if any, should be isainst BMI and quoted figures figures are inaccurate".
sued concerning applications for highMr.
Paine's
July
14
statement,
rportedly showing that its writ- among other things, alleged that of frequency broadcast stations (FM)
were being paid miserly approximately .$4,000,000 invested
with which are associated pei-sons also
associated with the publication of one
iounts, BMI rejoined that ASCAP
or more newspapers or to determine
in BMI by radio (industry figures
made several "vicious and show only a total of $1,500,000 paid what statement of policy or rules, if
ally uncalled for attacks on
any, should be issued concerning fuin) "not more than $35,100 has
ture acquisition of standard broadcast
^11" and had pi-esented a list of been paid to composers and authors
stations by newspapers.
estions for it to answer. It
Argument Asked
anded these questions as the up Alluding
to this todate".
the $4,000,000 figure.
7. The Commission is without aup,ve you stopped beating your
Mr. Paine asked how much of
thority to conduct a general inquiry
fe?" variety and said it had no "those millions were spent and still into the newspaper publishing business
ention of answering them. The
pursuant to its Order No. 79, as elabare being spent on propaganda
orated in its Order No. 79-A. and as
5CAP release of July 14, BMI
aimed to destroy the rights of propelled
in its questionnaire dated
ted, quoted the figures in regard
June 28, 1941, sent out to stations
creators?" He inquired further
BMI's financial life and it was
by the Commission.
"how much money was spent and licensed
is further moved that this motion
is still being spent on legal fees be Itcalendared
for argument at the
in litigation aimed to rob the writCommission's
earliest
convenience, arers of the rights vested in them by
gument heard thereon and consideration be given to a brief to be filed in
theAscopyright
support
and. mo^ed that the
the coup laws?"
de grace, Mr. Paine
It is thereof
still further
referred to the "dead mackerel in proceeding instituted by Order No. 79
be stayed until the Commission shall
the moonlight" observation of FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly have considered and passed upon the
raised in this motion and.
during the NAB convention in St. points
It is still further moved that the moLouis.
tion be granted, that Orders No. 70
and 79-A be vacated and the proceeding instituted thereunder terminated.
The ASCAP board Friday announced election of 33 new memKBKR Sold for $12,000
bers, including 26 writers and
seven publishers, bringing the THE SALE for $12,000 of KBKR.
Ore., a 250-watt outlet on 1500 kc.
Society's total to 1,192 writer
was authorized by the FCC July Iti.
members and 146 publisher memPurchaser from Louis P. Thornton,
bers. New publisher members in- who established the station in Decemclude Brown & Henderson Inc.,
ber, 1939, is the Baker Broadcasting
Co.. in which Paul V. MeElwain, auto
Coslow Music Co., Dash, Connelly
dealer
of Marshfield, Ore., witli his
Inc., Edition Musicus New York,
wife own 65V2 shares of stock ; Glenn
Ensemble Music Press, Charles E. E. McCormick, Eugene. Ore.. 10
shares ; Lulu C. McCormick, 1 share.
King, Pan-American Music Co.

signed by ASCAP
rCAE, KOAM and KSAN Are
►ther New Signatories
IGNING of the Bulova group of
ve stations, plus three others,
nee July 1 was announced last
eek by ASCAP, as the battle of
ords continued between the Soety and Broadcast Music Inc.
ASCAP announced that WOV,
ew York; WORL and WCOP,
oston; WPEN, Philadelphia, and
''ELI, New Haven, all identified
lith the Bulova-Lafount interests,
ad negotiated contracts. Other
aticns signed since July 1, it was
ated, are WCAE, Pittsburgh;
0AM, Pittsburg, Kan., and
jSAN, San Francisco.
]No further word was forthcomig either from ASCAP or NBC
['■ CBS regarding negotiations
oking toward return of ASCAP
usic to these networks, to ter|,inate the break that has existed
i|hce Jan. 1, during which time
j) ASCAP music has been perJrmed.
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

Experimental Rub
Discarded by FC(

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

■JULY 12 TO JULY 18, INCLUSIVENEW, Dimple Broadcasting Co., CoDecisions . . .
Shell Oil Returns
lumbia, Tenn. — CP new station 1240 kc
250
w unl.. facilities of WSIX.
JULY 16
NEW, Coastal Broadcasting Co., New SHELL OIL Co., San Francisco,
NEW, Southwest Broadcasters Inc., Las Bern, N. C— CP new station 1450 kp 250 out of network radio since 1936,
w unl.
Vegas,
N.
M.
—
Granted
CP
new
station
1230 kc 250 w unl.
NEW, Louisiana Communications Inc., through J. Walter Thompson Co.,
that city, on Aug. 7 starts sponsorNEW, Helena Broadcasting Co., Helena, Baton
kc 250 wRouge,
unl. La. — CP new station 1400
ing a weekly half-hour program
Ark.
—
Granted
CP
new
station
1490
kc
250 w unl.
WSAU.control
Wasau,
Wis.—
Authority
to Shell Goes to a Party, on 7 CBS
transfer
to
W.
E.
Walker
from
NEW, General Electric Co., Schenectady M. F. Chapin by purchase of 5 shares of Pacific Coast stations (KNX KSFO
—station
Granted
CP new
television
KARM KROY KIRO KOIN
Channel
No. commercial
3.
KVNU,
Logan,
Utah—
CP
change
6G0
kc
NEW, U of Illinois, Urbana, HI. Granted
Thursday, 9:15-9:45 p.m.
install and move new transmitter, new KFPY),
CP new non-commercial FM station 42.9 antenna.
(PST). Contract is for 13 weeks in
mc. 250 w unl.
a
West
Coast
test preliminary to
NEW. Edwin A. Kraft, Kodiak, Alaska
NEW, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Los An- — CP new station 1230 kc 250 w unl.
going
transcontinental
in late fall.
geles— Granted CP new FM station 46.1
Paul1230
Forman
mc. 7,000 sq. mi.
newNEW,
station
kc 250Godley,
w unl.Newark— CP Art Linkletter is to m.c. the weekly
NEW, CBS Hollywood— Granted CP new
program, tentatively planned to
JULY 18
Class C FM station 43.1 mc.
originate
from the homes and parKDAL, Duluth, Minn.— Granted CP
NEW, News Syndicate Co. Inc., New
ties of Hollywood celebrities. Paul
change 610 kc increase 1 kw unl., direc- York — Amend CP new FM station to 47.9 Rickenbacker,
assistant to Daniel
tional N, move transmitter.
mc.
NEW, New Haven Broadcasters, New Danker, Southern California viceKLRA, Little Rock, Ark.— Granted CP
move and install new transmitter, change Havenited—time.CP new station 1200 kc 1 kw lim- president of the agency, is to proto 1010 kc.
duce.
Kalamazoo, Mich. — Modification
KFIO, Spokane — Granted CP new trans- CPWKZO,
change tvpe transmitter.
mitter and antenna increase 250 w unl.
WKEU, Griffin, Ga.— CP increase 250 w
change 1230 kc.
move transmitter, change antenna.
KHSL, Chico, Cal.— Granted CP increase unl.,
Vick Plans Test
WSIX, 5Nashville,
Tenn.— new
Modification
CP
1 kw unl. directional, subject to duplicate increase
kw unl.. install
transmitter,
ownership issue.
NEW, Don Lee Broadcasting System, VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York,
KBKR, Baker, Ore.— Granted consent to Hollywood — CP new commercial television
voluntarily assign license to Baker Broad- station (formerly W6XA0) on Channel on July 28 will start a 13-week test
No. 1.
casting Co. for .fl2,000.
of News for Women with Andre
MISCELLANEOUS — WIBU, Poynette,
Baruch, Monday, Wednesday and
Wis., granted petition cancel hearing and Tentative Calendar . . .
renew license ; WCBS, Springfield, 111.,
Fridays, 3-3:15 p.m., on 14 CBS
adopted order denying petition to interInvestigation to determine policy of news- stations. The program will include
vene in grant new station Jacksonville. 111.
paper ownership in radio under Order 79
at auditorium. National Archives Bldg., weekly pickups from Europe and
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— NEW,
George Johnston Jr., Birmingham, CP new Seventh & Pennsylvania Ave., Washington interviews with prominent women.
station 1340 kc 250 w unl.. jointly with (July 23).
Morse International, New York, is
WABY, Albany, N. Y., modification li- agency.
applications new stations of WBAM Inc.
cense 1210 kc 250 w (July 23).
and Jefferson Broadcasting Corp., seeking
NEW, Mid-America Broadcasting Corp.,
like facilities ; WCAP, Asbury Park, N. J., Louisville,
Kv., CP new station 1080 kc
modification license to share time with
1 kw N 5 kw D directional ; NEW, NorthWCAM ; WCAM, Camden, N. J., modifica- side
Mazola to Expand
Broadcasting Co., Louisville. Ky., CP
tion license to share time with WCAP ;
station 1080 kc 5 kw unl. directional
NEW, Roy St. Lewis, Norfolk, Va., CP new
CORN
PRODUCTS Co., New York
hearing. July 23).
new station 1230 kc 250 w unl., jointly (consolidated
NEW. West Allis Broadcasting Co., West
with like application of Colonial Broad- Allis,
(Mazola),
is sponsoring 20 chainWis., CP new station 1480 kc 250 w
casting Corp. ; WBRY, Waterbury, Conn.,
break announcements weekly on
(July 23).
modification license change 560 kc deci-ease D WTEL,
Philadelphia, CP 1500 kc 250 w WPRO, Providence, and is planto 1 kw unl., move transmitter.
unl. (July 24).
ning to expand the campaign into
WCAM, Camden, N. J., license renewal
JULY 18
and modification license ; WCAP, Asbury New York State later this month,
Park, N. J., license renewal and modifica- according to C. L. Miller Co., New
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Mid-Amertion license; WTNJ, Trenton, N. J., liican Broadcasting Corp., Louisville, granted
cense I'enewal and CP 1230 kc 1 kw unl York, agency in charge.
leave amend petition ; WGRC, New Albany, directional
Philadelphia, CP 1260
Ind., same ; WTIC, Hartford, withdrew kc 1 kw N ;5 WDAS,
kw D directional N (July 25).
petition intervene in above two cases ;
KONB, Omaha, CP new station 1500 kc
KORN, Fremont, Neb., license renewal ;
NEW, James F. Hopkins Inc.. Ann Har- 250 w unl.; modification under CP (consol- transfer
idated hearing, Aug. 12).
bor, Mich., granted dismissal without prejuAug.
15). of control (consolidated hearing,
dice application 1600 kc 1 kw unl. ; WTEL,
KWK, St. Louis, CP 680 kc 50 kw unl. diWIBG, Glenside, Pa., license renewal
rectional (Aug. 14).
Philadelphia, hearing continued to 9-12-41 ;
27).
NEW, The Gazette Co., Cedar Rapids, la., (Aug.
WTNJ, Trenton, application CP 1230 kc 1
KGO,
San Francisco, license renewal
kw unl. directional dismissed without preju- CP new station 1600 kc 5 kw unl., directional N; NEW; Brainerd-Bemidji Broad(Sept.
19).
dice :WD AS. Philadelphia, granted motion
KOA,
Denver,
license renewal (Sept. 19).
casting Co., Brainerd, Minn., CP new stasever dockets and hearing involving WCAM,
WMAL, Washington, license renewal
14). tion 1 kw unl. (consolidated hearing, Aug.
WCAP, WTNJ continued to 8-22-41 ; KFRO,
(Sept. 19).
Longview, Te.x., granted continuance hearing to 9-17-41.
Applications . . .
JULY 12
WOKO, Albany, N. Y.— CP new transchange 640 kc,
increase mitter
5 kwand directional,
unl.
Wide Broadcasting
Corp. all
—
CPNEW,
new World
international
station share
frequencies with WRUL, WRUW.
NEW, Pulitzer Publishing Co., St. Louis
— Amend applic. new FM station to 45.5
mc, 11,301 sq. mi., 1,797,700 pop.
KFXJ. 500
Grand
increase
w NJunction,
1 kw D. Col.— CP 1280 kc
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash.— CP new
transmitter
change 790 kc,(KIRO's
increase old
1 kw. transmitter),
KTRN, Tacoma, Wash.— Modification CP
new station 1430 kc 1 kw unl. directional.
JULY 16
NEW, Allen B. DuMont Labs., New
York —tion CP
new commercial
television staon Channel
No. 6.
KTHS, Hotlicense
Springs,
Ark.— Voluntary
assignment
to Southland
Radio
Corp.
KTHS, Hot Sprinirs, Ark.— CP increase
50 kw with 250 w amplifier share time
KRLD install and move new transmitter.
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BROAaCmSTING
The Weekly^J^^^Newsmagaiine of Radio
^roadcast Advertisingr
The preferred advertising choice of more

radio

stations than all other trade publications combined
. . . proved the preferred reading medium

of time

buyers coast-to-coast in every survey. *
^ Ask about these five surveys: Transcription Firm
Survey, West Coast Station Survey, Station Representative
Survey, Midwest Station Survey, Eastern Stations Survey.
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Special
Authorizations Nov
Placed on Revised Status
ADOPTING a new procedure t.
eliminate special experimental au
thorizations, which were banne<
under the new broadcast rules ii
force during the last two years, thi
FCC last Wednesday approved is
suance of "special service author
izations" to a half-dozen station:
heretofore holding the experimen.
tal grants on a month-to-montl
basis.
The Commission said the nev
type of authorizations would ex
pire simultaneously with the regui
lar license of the stations affectef
"subject to the express conditioi
that it may be terminated by th(
Commission at any time withou
advance notice of hearing, if in it;
discretion the need for such actioi
Date Deferred
The Commission directed tha;
issuance of the new au
upon
arises."theions
thorizat
the outstanding spe
cial experimental authorization;
should be cancelled. Whereas spe
cial experimental had been bannec
since the new rules became eff ectiv(
on Aug. 1, 1939, the FCC from timt
to time has deferred the effective
date to take care of the outstanding,
Stations
givents
the new
gr
an
. "specia '
service authorizations", to accommodate their operation with full
time until such time as regulai
authorizations are forthcoming, in
elude KVOO, Tulsa; KFAB, Lincoln; WAPI, Birmingham; WBAL
Baltimore; WBBM, Chicago, anc
KTHS, Hot Springs.
CBS

FINDS RECORD
IN 1940 BILLINGS
CLAIMING its sixth straight yeai;
of attracting a greater share of the
nation's 100 leading advertisers
than any other network, CBS last
Thursday announced that 56 of the"
100 had used time on CBS during'
record nggross'
in with
1940. Tied for
tc
1940,CBSamounti
billings
$41,025,549, this makes 1940 th(
network's best year from several
angles, according to CBS.
The CBS breakdown showed thai
56 of the 100 leading advertisersi used CBS, 41 used NBC-Red, 32
NBC-Blue and 14 MBS. CBS alsc
achieved a decisive margin among'
advertisers
using with
only 18oneusing
network'
it was indicated,
onlj.
CBS, eight using NBC-Red, six us-'
ing NBC-Blue
MBS. Ac-'
cording
to the and
1941three
Broadcasting
Yearbook Number NBC-Red gross
billings for 1940 amounted to $39,955,322; NBC-Blue $10,707,678;
MBS, $4,767,054.
I
Among advertisers using morer
than one network in 1940, 38 usecl
CBS, 33 used NBC-Red, 26 usee
NBC-Blue and 11 used MBS, the
CBS figures indicated. For 193t
comparable figures were 39 foi
CBS,
33 for10 NBC-Red,
Blue and
for MBS. 25 for NBC• Broadcast

Advertising

Gen,
Network (Kccovnts
All lime EDSTunless olherwise indicaled.

New Business
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore
( Bromo-Seltzer) on Aug. 4 starts
Voj' Pop ou 54 CBS stations to be extiMuled by Nov. 17 to 73 stations,
Jlonday 8-S :30 p.m. Agency : Rutbr.iuft" & Ryan, N. Y.
HOWARD CLOTHES, New York, on
Sept. 28 starts The Adventures of
lluUilog Drummond on 8 MBS stations, Sun.. 6:30-7 p.m. (EST).
Agency : Redfield-Johnstone, N. Y.
I
Renewal Accounts
KPERRY FLOUR Co.. San Francisco
[(flour, cereals), on Aug. 11 renews
)r 52 weeks Sain Hayes, newscaster,
u G NBC-Pacific Red stations. (KFl
KFO KGW KOMO KHQ KM,J),
Mon. tbru Sat.. 8-8:15 a.m. (PST).
\gency
isco. : Westco Adv. Co., San Fran-

LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis
fTums), on July 11 renewed Treasure
:'hest on 69 NBC-Red stations. Tues.,
\ :30-9 p.m.. Agency : Stack-Goble Adv.
^.gency, Chicago.
l!>riLES LABS.. Elkhart, Ind. (Alka
^Seltzer, One-A-Day Vitamins), on Aug.
'|:."> renews
for five West
weeks Coast
Lum &stations.
Ahner
i|n
six NBC-Red
Mon., Tues.. Thurs., Fri.. 7:1.5-7:30
If.m. (PST). Agency: Wade Adv.
"Agency,
Chicago.
11
MARS Inc.. Chicago (candy bars), on
(ulv 29 renews for 152 weeks Dr. I. 0.
"n
NBC-RedGrant
stations,
9-9:30
li.m.89Agency:
Adv., Mon.,
Chicago.
j-ROCTER
& GAMBLE
'Canada.
Toronto
(Oxydol) on Co.
July of1
j^newed
il/o Perl-ins
2.5 CanaJian
Broadcasting
Corj^. on
stations,
Mon.
u-u Fri. 3:15-3:30 p.m. Agency:
jSlackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
IrOCTFR & GAMBLE Co. of
anada Ltd.. Toronto (Camay), on
tidy 1 renewed Giiidinfj Light on 25
madian Broadcasting Corp. stations,
[on. thru Fri. 3 :.30-3 :45 p.m.
''gency : Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
ROCTER & GAMBLE Co. of
bmada, Toronto, on J\ily 1 renewed
|T 25 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
ations. Marn ]\[arlin for Ivory Snow,
[on. thru Fri. 2-2:15 p.m., and
(laiiist the Fttorm for Ivory Bar
jTiap, Mon. thru Fri. 3-3 ;15 p.m.
*jgency : Compton Adv., N. Y.
Procter & gamble Co. of
finada, Toronto, has renewed 5
rench programs on CBF. Montreal ;
I'.J,
Que.for; CBV,
ity — Chicoutimi,
Vie de FamiJie
Chipso.Quebec
Mon.
ru Fri. 10-10:15 a.m.; Courier
onfidant for Camay. Mon. thru Fri.
Iihl5-10:30 a.m.; Quelles Nouvelles
Barsalou, Mon. thru Fri. 12:30li :45 p.m.; La Rue Principale for
kvdol. Mon. thru Fri. 2:1.5-2:30
ijm. ; La Pension VeJder for Ivory and
Xydol. Mon. thru Fri. 7-7:15 p.m.
Kencies : Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y. ;
umpton
Adv., N. Y. ; Blackettimple-Hummert, N. Y.
PERLING products, Windsor,
)t. (Bayer Aspirin) on July 20 rewed Album of Familiar Music on
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stans. Sun. 9 :30-10 p.m. Agency :
iickett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.

UIH6F
AFFILIATE OF ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS ARCUS^
OADCASTING

Richardson^

Public

Relations

Head^

Named
to Command
7th Army
Corps
IN A MOVE designed to bring
younger and more vigorous officers
to major posts in the rapidly expanding Army, the War Department last Wednesday announced
that Maj. Gen. Robert C. Richardson Jr., director of the Bureau of
Public Relations, had been named
to command the Seventh Army
Corps, Birmingham.
Gen. Richardson, who came to
Washington last March from Fort
Bliss, Tex., where he was commandant, was directly responsible
for an awakened interest in radio I SURRENDER!, exclaimed Jack
on the part of the War Department
Rathbun, program director of
and the Army. He directed the
WJHP, Jacksonville, Fla., after
expansion of the radio branch of trying to explain why Blitch's copy
the bureau of public relations
for 12 noon wasn't ready until
which he made a separate entity
12:15; what happened to the four
in the public relations setup.
sound effects on Finkelstein's chain
break; where were the 25 availabilAchieves Cooperation
ities for Jan. 2, 1958. Pointers of
Radio previously had been
accusing fingers are (1 to r) Ira
grouped with motion pictures. Roger, sales manager; Fred Rabell,
Since Gen. Richardson's arrival, Royce R. Powell, salesmen.
the War Department has constantly turned to radio both in proWRIGLEY STARTS
moting recruiting drives and portraying the work of the Army to
DEALER CAMPAIGN
the public.
WILLIAM
WRIGLEY JR. Co.,
Gen. Richardson, along with
Chicago (Spearmint gum), in a
Gen. George Marshall, chief of nationwide
dealer promotion,
staff, believes in complete frank- is placing a local
total of 13 transcribed
ness with radio and press. Workquarter-hour programs on about
ing together they have established
600 stations. The programs, to be
what many Washington observers heard
over a period of three weeks
call the best War Department
on each station starting July 30,
"press and radio" in modern times. will dramatize, through the characWhile his departure will be
ter of Scattergood Baines, the serkeenly felt in radio circles, it is
vice that the local retailers render
assumed his successor, vet tn be the community. The programs will
named, will continue the riolicies
to coincide with the aphe laid down as the War Da^jart- be timed pearance
of the RKO Scattergood
ment's
lations. first director of public re- Baines movie at local theatres.
"We are localizing Scattergood
rOfficials of the radio branch
Baines,"
explained Wrigley's adsaid that J. N. (Bill) Bailev. forvertising manager, Henry L. Webmer news editor of WLW-WSAI,
ster,
staCincinnati, will probably .join the
tions as"and
wellwe towant
have the
an smaller
opportunity
War Department as soon as his to get the business and localize
status is cleared with the Civil
the program." Stations must agree,
Service Commission.]
however, to use merchandising aids
furnished them and to broadcast
10 one-minute spot announcements
Serial Cast Intact
CBS DRAMATIC serial Woman of promoting the program. Arthur
Couraae. heard five times weeklv. Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago, is
:)0:4.5-11 a.m.. on .July 21 starts its agency.
third year on the air with the oricinal
cnst intact. Program is sponsored bv
Wetzel Succeeds Harris
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., .Tersev
r'itv. for Octagon nrodncts thronch
MAURICE
WETZEL has been apT'pd Bates. New York, and for Crystnl
pointed assistant production manTV^bite.
through
Sherman
&
Marquette.
Chicasro.
ager of the NBC Central Division,
succeeding L. G.
(Bucky) Harris
Network Changes
who recently rerJALT,ENKAMP St"fPs Co.. San signed to join
FT-anciseo (shoes) . on .Tulv 11 switcli"'! Grant Adv., ChiHero's the CUie on 3 CBS Cnlifr.rr.ia
cago. Mr. Wetzel
stations (KNX KSFO KAT?M\
has been in the
from Thurs.. 6:4.5-6:.'50 t. ni. fPST^.
industry since
to Fri.. 8:4.5-9 p.m. ^PST). Asency : 19
2 1 when h e
L'tug Adv. Service. San Francisco.
started a station
in Grand Rapids,
HENERAL FOODS. Toronto (GramN'lt Fla' es. Balcei-'s Cocoa) on .Tulv Mich. He was lat?4 for four weeks replaces Henni
Mr. Wetzel
er connected with
A Idrich with Funtime With WoodWCFL and KYW
house & Hawldns on 25 Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. stations, Thurs. in Chicago, leaving KYW in 1932
8 :.30-0 r..m. Agency : Baker Adv. to join the production staff of NBC
^Agency, Toronto.
Chicago as assistant to C. L. Menser, production chief. Formerly
manager of the NBC Central DiviBasic Mutual Network Outlet
sion electrical transcription divi-JEMATIMEUTOKC
sion for several years, and a pioTHE 5000 WATT
neer in the development and
promotion of the NBC Thesaurus,
Mr. Wetzel rejoined the NBC Chi\i0iu 4nu
hi cms
cago production staff in October,
1940.
ROCK ISLAND • DAVENPORT • MOLINE
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"Dad die, who are the diplomatic
relations WFDF Flint Michigan
talks boy,
about?"
"My
there are no such peo-

Every broadcast
moment
ple."
may be the moment for a
news broadcast EXTRA. If
it's right you'll get it firsJ
from INS.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

C H
N
S
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is your first choice for broadcast results in Halifax and the
Maritimes. Ask your local
dealers.
or
WEED
350 JOE
Madison
Ave.
New York

IN THE 7th RETAIL MARKET
KSTP
MINNEAPOLIS
•
SAINT PAUL
NIGHTTIME SIGNAL FROM MINNEAPOLIS TO THE WEST EQUIVALENT TO
133,500 WATTS
NBC BASIC RED NETWORK
Page
50,000 WaMi.
July 21, 1941
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lgate

Large
Advertisers
Favor Networks in

20 LARGEST

~~~T0~9~,
956
RADIO

ADVERTISERS

Rank Advertiser
2 Procter & Gamble
6 General Foods
8 Sterling Products
12 Campbell Soup
13 Standard Brands
General Mills
914
15 American Home Products
16 Brown & WiUiamson
21 National Dairy Products
25 Philip Morris
27 Andrew Jergens
28 Quaker Oats
35 Miles Laboratories
36 Wm. Wrigley, Jr.
41 Pepsodent
44 Prudential Insurance
49 Lady Esther
50 George A. Hormel
Total

FAVORING NETWORK
IN 1940
NBC
'"
64
37917"
"i,~6~5~4~327
NBC-Blue
Three Media Network
Radio
MB:
Total NBC-Red
$15,634,634 ?10,999,416 S 8,759,452 $ 8,127,805
2,239,964
401,920
CBS
1,794,830 1,392,910 8 631,647
8,915,426 5,887,349
5,001,680 3,566,212
4,092,519
874,146
7,355,317 5,974,999
1,435,468
965,516 729,636
3,368,706
235,880
5,625,016 4.044,389
4,044,389
4,113,340 1,504,199
2,495,735
2,495,735
3,901,694 3,139,6.52
1,504,199
80,964
1,909,117"'1^423,235
254,790
912,622
3,404,964 2,821,739
1,814,033 1,553,777
3,365,685 2,972,755
26
0,
25
1,3-39,299
1,339,299
6
1,
158,34
2,947,686 1,497,639
7202
48,]
704,868 594,912
2,413,319
1,608,211
855,148
6.2,200,238
801,077
1,033,807
515,100
5
1,033,807
1
8
,
7
0
7
4,334,955,756
955,756
"""6
222
24,910 955,756
2,016,767
^546,286
1,393,-382
853,566
1,574,984 1,393,382
'6~7~6'',7i2 ' II11V_
11V
539^816
_
1,525,600 1,368,224
1,275,720 624,910
1,368,224
1,225,377 724,655
78,624
517,795
37,104 37,104
1,116,100 554,899
305,640
260,880 260,880
1,113,522 566,520
676,~7T2 $21,264,787
877.741,107 S52,683,435 831,271,280 824,647,003 S 6,624,277
$147,3

Budgets for Year
Medium Enjoys a Lead Over
Newspapers, Magazines
AMERICA'S 50 leading advertisers, all spending more than $1,000,000 during 1940 in various
media, spent $71,257,820 for network radio, or 37.4% of the $190,553,685 total spent in the three
principal media, network radio,
newspapers and magazines, according to an analysis issued last
Tuesday by the NBC research division.
Of this total, $63,316,721, or
33.29c, was for newspapers, and
$55,979,144, or 29.4%, for magazines, giving network radio a
Cancel Rome
Programs;
12.5% lead over newspapers, and45 S CBS and NBC
un
27.3% lead over magazines.
Harry Flannery Reinstated by Berlin
Other Breakdowns
BOTH
CBS and NBC have canceled
fairs. Meantime, Max Jordan, head
Of the 50 advertisers, 40 used
all scheduled broadcasts from Rome
of
the
continental news staff,
all three media, spending 27.3%
1,21 was to NBC
leave New York by clipper
4,64
more for network time than for following action of the Italian Gov1
newspaper space and 51.9% more
late 67last
6,712 week for Basle, following
ernment in establishing a far-reacha vacation of several months in this
for network time than for magacountry.
ing
rule
imposing
new
and
increaszine space. Total expenditures in
ingly rigid censorship restrictions.
the three media for the 40 adverDefinite cancellation of the broadAccording to a cable to Mr.
tisers amounted to $174,143,342,
casts came July 12, after the net- White from Mr. Barbe, the new
of which radio received $71,257,Italian regulations provide:
works' Rome correspondents had
820, or 40.9%, newspapers $55,notified New York headquarters of
978,202, or 32.2%, and magazines
1. An increase of German censorthe Italian move.
$46,907,320, or 26.9%.
ship of all news, including specal
Further breaking down the exdaily instructions to Rome Radio
David
Anderson,
NBC
corrependitures of the leading adverspondent in Rome, is scheduled for from Berlin covering forbidden and
tisers, 50% of the 40 who used
permitted items; the permitted
transfer either to Stockholm, where
the networks, or 20 advertisers,
were found to spend more for net- he formerly was stationed, or Mos- items may not now be released from
Rome until after their appearance
work time than for space in either
cow, according to A. A. Schechter,
newspapers or magazines, or a NBC director of news and special in the DNB Agency reports.
2. Use of live news from Italy
total of $52,683,435 on NBC-Red
events.
and Blue, CBS and MBS, the four
before
its appearance in daily newsJordan to Return
major networks. The analysis
papers is not permitted; exclusive
shows both NBC networks receivAthough the CBS Rome corre- material is completely deleted.
ing $31,271,280, or 59.4%, of this
3. Blanket restrictions on all respondent, Charles M. Barbe, probatotal; CBS .$21,264,787, or 40.3%,
bly will leave Rome for Bern,
Mutual $147,368 or .3%.
ports of anti-American activities
Both newspaper and magazine
Switzerland, no indication of his and heckling incidents.
figures for this analysis were taken
future location was given by Paul
4. Discussion of scripts with cenfrom reports of the American
sors is prohibited, and scripts must
White, CBS director of public afNewspaper Publishers Assn.
National

Anthem

Order

Handed Down by Petrillo
UNDER a modified order sent out
last Tuesday to the entire AFM
membership by James C. Petrillo,
president of the American Federation of Musicians, bands and orchestras, including those appearing
on broadcasts, must play the National Anthem before and after
each performance. The Tuesday
notification, which authorized local
union discretion in enforcing the
order, follov/ed the original order
sent to AFM locals July 10 flatly
requiring the playing of "The Star
Spangled Banner".
Indicating that orchestra members in some cases may have to
play the anthein on their own time,
and that they should do so if they
have a listening audience, Mr.
Petrillo made it clear that the
sponsor of commercial programs
still had the right to determine
what music is played on his broadcasts. He commented that it was
not his intention to insist that the
anthem be included on every program, althought in cases where
there was a studio audience, the
musicians should play the anthem
before the program goes on the air
and after it is signed off.
Page 54 • July 21, 1941

FRENCH FROM BOSTON made its debut June 30 as WBOS, 50,000watt shortwave adjunct of Westinghouse radio stations took the air
with its first beamed French broadcast to Europe, while WBZ-WBZA
and WBOS officials looked on. Standing (1 to r) F. M. Sloan, WBZWBZA plant manager; C. S. Young, acting general manager, WBZWBZA-WBOS; F. P. Nelson, Westinghouse director of international
broadcasting, and John F. McNamara, program director WBZ-WBZA.
Seated, Streeter Stuart, Spanish and French announcer, WBOS, and
Nicolas DeVyner, French announcer of the international station.
BROADCASTING

: submitted several hours in &<
mce of broadcast periods.
5. All modifying and explanatoi
I Lssages are stricken from loc;
news, thus forcing the broadca;
of propaganda, a script short i
length or cancellation of the ei
tire program.
6. No "tying up" of Italian wg
communiques is permitted (this we
taken to mean that the correspoi
dent was not allowed to contra;
these communiques with those (..
previous
days or with those froi
other
nations).
Flannery Reinstated
The Rome incident occurred i
almost the same time the Germa
Government reinstated Han'
Flannery, CBS Berlin correspor
dent, and allowed CBS to resum
pickups from the Reich capita
CBS on July 12 carried its fir;
Berlin pickup since June 28, whe
Berlin authorities ruled CBS o
the air because of remarks made b
CBS Commentator Elmer Dav:
after an interview between Flar
nery and P. G. Wodehouse, Britis
author now held in Berlin.
CBS' immediate response to th
German action had been to advls
Mr. Flannery that under no circuir
stances was he to compromise th
integrity of his reporting to kee
the Berlin post on the air.
Reich authorities later offere
to allow a resumption of CBS sen
ice if accompanying commentarie
were
kept free
from Germany.
"tendentious
statements
against
CB
answered that its program polic
bars such comment anyway, de
caring that if it returned Berli
to the air, CBS must be free to ac
minister its program policy itsel
without dictation from any foi
eign Government
On July 10 the German official
offered to reinstate CBS pickups o
condition that opening and closin
announcements of the pickups b
handled in Berlin. CBS accepte
the offer since it involved no chang
from established practice, whet
correspondents introduce their
selves at the beginning and sig
off at the end of their appearance;
A third CBS European coite,
spondent, Betty Wason, formerl
stationed at Athens, is understoo
to be in Lisbon awaiting passag
to the United States.
• Broadcast
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"MEET

THE

M. M. TYREES"
The M. M. Tyree's are typical
American farm people who
live on their well-kept farm
of 1 00 acres at Cox Landing,
near Huntington, West Virginia. Mr. Tyree raises all his
own feed for a fine herd of
33 Jersey cows of which he is
justly proud.
The Tyree family speaks for
thousands of other farm families in the same locality,
when they say: "WLW is
vital to our interest. Dairying.
Every morning, we turn the
radio on at 6:30, without fail,

ABOVE:
Seated on their spacious
porch,
the Tyrees,
are
left to right:
Mr. Tyree,
Bill, Helen, Mrs. Tyree,
Thelma, Dennis and
Jack. Mr. Tyree praises
WLW's "Everybody's
Farm Hour" and the
Cadle Tabernacle pro-

to hear the Nation's Station
Market Summaries, agricultural programs, and of
course, the News."
Four of the six children live at
home. Every member has
completed his 4-H Club
Training except Bill, who is
engaged in 4-H Club work at
Marshall College. Mrs. Tyree,
a progressive farm woman,
takes a great interest in
WLW's "Consumer's Founda-

gram.
LEFT:
hand"Dadman
. . "right. son
Meet
Tyree's
Dennis. His hobby, dogs.
His listening habits, farm
programs that appeal to
Dairying.
his special interest,

tion."

CIRCLE:
Bill and his Jersey pal, "Buttercup
Daisy," a 4-H Club project. Likes the
hilarious excitement and fun of WLW's
"Boone County Jamboree."

REPRESENTATIVES: New York — Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp. Chicago — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Avenue. San Francisco — International Radio Sales.

THE

NATION^S

ST/ITIOM

• Flat within 1.5 db., 30-10,000
• cycles
High-efficiency Class B
Modulation
• Distortion less than 3%,
50-7,500 cycles

*t
•I*

• Carrier frequency exact within
±20 cycles
• Less than 5% Carrier Shift

• ■«
• «•

SIMPLICITY and accessibility. . .
extended frequency -response
and low distortion . . . with extremely low overall operating costs
...make the RCA Type 1-K Transmitter your logical choice when
go to 1,000 watts!
youExcited
by the famous RCA
250-K transmitter unit, the 1-K
oflfers unusual flexibility, operating
atl,OOOwatts, 500 watts, 500/1000
watts, 250/1,000 watts, and
250/500 watts. Stations already
equipped with the 250-K can increase their power to a maximum
of 1,000 watts simply by the addition of the amplifier unit (RCA

The RCA Model 1-K consists basically of the Model
250-K transmitter plus a matching amplifier unit.
250'tvatt stations with Model 250-K can increase

Type MI-7185), and power unit.
Write for complete story, yours

power to 1,000 watts easily and at very low cost.

on request.

Use RCA Radio Tubes in your station for finer performance

New York: 411 Fifth Ave.

Chicago: 589 E. Illinois St.

Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bank Bldg.

Dallas: Santa Fe BIdg.

j^^'^ti^^^^^^^^^!^^^

San Francisco: 170 Ninth St.

Hollywood: 1016 N. Sycamore Ave.
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1440

Ii

The

tale of a WOR

success

that opened a sponsor's eyes
and left his competitors . . . well^ breathless ^
We took him to our bank of success stories and leafed them
rather proudly.
"Very interesting," he said. "But, look here— I've not only got
their problems, but another one besides. I've got to reduce my
newspaper and magazine costs. I'm dropping them entirely.
Putting the load on WOR. Let's see what you can do."
"Well," we said hesitantly . . .

There was nothing unusual about the WOR show. Just a cowboy, really; with a Texas drawl and a hot guitar. The time?
Morning. Early. Between 8 and 9 o'clock.
In a little less than 6 months the story bulged to be released.
Had this ingenious citizen reduced his previous magazine and
newspaper cost 30-maybe 40%? He had, dear Edgar, but the
figure was 10% greater than he had hoped. 50%, to be exact.

Had he upped sales? He had, by 10%— in the face of a business
recession, and in a field where competition was stronger than
the whiff of a Lahayian cigar.
This man broke our bank of proud successes. But in doing so
he may have set a precedent that will be cracked by WOR's
handling of your particular problem. May we try?
Our address is 1440 Broadway, in New York.

States

Farmers

wrote,

^^We

ONE of many farm service features on WLS
is "Bulletin Board," broadcast daily at
6:30 A.M. It includes weather information,
livestock estimates, crop news and items of
value and importance to farm listeners.
Many listeners wrote WLS

they had radios

in their barns and listened to "Bulletin Board,"
for its helpful information, as they did their

listen

while

we

work^^

see, Ohio, Colorado, California, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Texas, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin — using WLS as
a part of their business.
The American farmer, particularly, has
learned to depend on radio for its business

chores. So the WLS "Radio in the Barn Club"
was founded, with certificates of membership
offered to those using WLS in this way.

value. Farm people over a wide area — far beyond the Mid-West alone — have learned especially to depend upon WLS, Chicago. They
have confidence in WLS ... in what we tell
them to do and in what we tell them to buy.

Almost 2,000 farmers in 14 states responded
— 2,000 farm listeners in Pennsylvania, Tennes-

They've proved this time after time. Write and
ask us ... or ask any John Blair man.

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE
■4-

A-

Management Affiliated With
KOY, Phoenix and
The Arizona Network
KOY, Phoenix
KTUC, Tucson
KSUN, Bisbee-Douglas.
Represented by John Blair

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STAT I O N
BuRRiDCE D. Butler
President
Glenn Snyder
Manager

nvest

HOMETOWN

WLLH
Lowell
Lawrence
WSAR
Fall River
WSPR

HOMEfOV^N
IPEEFERREI):
jj "on

Springfield
WLBZ
Bangor

time"'

WFEA
Manchester
HE

Colonial

Network,

with

19

T

regular, substantial

dividends

over

a

local "branches" has stock you
ban buy that returns profitable interest

long period of years.
The business it finances is located in

|»n your investment.

New

This stock has high goodwill

value

jecause it is "preferred" — has a
riendly as well as financial interest, a
bund

background

luction

and

of prosperous

a payment

record

INCREASE

IN

-1 BROOKLINE

AVENUE

one of America's

and responsive markets
where

and buying

employment,

power

—

a

income

are at high peaks.

— 13, 26 or 52 time payments
VACATIONISTS

points throughout New England
the customary 3,000,000 visitors
touch with these buyers of your
through The Colonial Network.

Colonial
BOSTON

most

WTHT
Hartford
Waterbury
WATR
WBRK
Pittsfield
WNLC
New London
WLNH
Laconia
WRDO

Stock is priced to fit thrifty budgets

SUMMER

Mid-season reports from various
show substantial increases over
from all over America. Keep in
products, and make new friends

The

populous
market

proof

England,

WNBH
New Bedford

EDWARD

arranged.

wcou
Augusta
Lewiston
Auburn
WHAI
Greenfield
WSYB
Rutland
WELI
New Haven

Network
PETRY

& CO., INC., National Sales Representative
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Yes, one station is the
stand'Out choice when
''farm hands'' in Nebraska
reach for the radio dial.
KFAB

is specifically programmed for rural listeners.

Everything

these

can

and

her neigh-

bors. That's why KFAB
give you the biggest

helping

hand,

when

you

point your efforts toward
this prosperous
rural market!
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listeners

h'kc.they get, on KFAB!
That's why KFAB is the
most powerful selling influence you can use, for
Nebraska

House Group Revises Radio Tax
Radio Slumbers — An Editorial
Newspaper Inquiry Off to Wobbly Start
Hanson and Fly in Word Battle
ANPA Jurisdiction Plea Refused
New York Net Keys Sign New AFM Contract
Hope for ASCAP Pact Seen
NBC Listening Post Dedicated
Ted Church Quits GOP
Stations Identified by FCC with Newspapers
FCC Newspaper Data Hit
Network Monopoly Rules Postponed
RFC Loans Prevents Sale of British Holdings
It's Radio for Miller's Mills
CBC Forms Second Network
President Records Message

REP'R.

The

Detroit

News

and

IDIilJ

In response to a regtiesl from the Editor of Editor and Publisher for a statement of the position of The Detroit News with
respect to the proposed Federal C otn mtinications Commission
investigation of netvspaper otvnership of broadcasting stations,
we submit the following:

It seems to The Detroit News

that the Federal

Communications

Commission

has an

obligation to the public to see that radio stations are operated in the public interest,
and that naturally entails its seeking assurance

of the responsibility of those seeking

licenses to operate. As the founder of the first commercial

broadcasting station WWJ

which we have operated daily since Augtist twentieth, nineteen twenty, we ask for
nothing more than a dispassionate examination
years including our pioneer efforts toward

of our record of service for twenty-one

the development

of broadcasting

high frequency, and more recently in the frequency modulation

in ultra

fields. The traditions

of ethical journalism are wholly harmonious with the commission's purpose to see
that radio operates in the public interest, convenience and necessity. We could ask no
better v/itness than the competitive stations in our own

area and the public we have

sought so diligently to serve. The original intent of The Detroit News
radio field was to further reliable methods
advancement

of communication

in entering the

as a natural step in the

of journalism, and increase our service to the public. To this end we

operated our station for five years without accepting any revenue of any kind from
any source. It is now, as always, our aim to maintain those standards of integrity in
advertising which characterize not only good
put the public welfare and interest ahead
fundamentally

stations but good newspapers,

and to

of profit at all times. It would seem to us

unjust to judge any application for a new license or the continuance

an old one on any other basis than the good

of

character, fitness and responsibility of

the individual applicant.

The

BROADCASTING
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Detroit
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Licensee Stations WWJ and W JSD
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Having
radio

stations? What

been in this business of
station representation

a dozen other factors that influ-

as

ence radio results?

long as the idea itself, we of F&P
know

that it takes a lot of digging

If you're in doubt about any of

to build a successful radio cam-

these factors in any of your terri-

paign.
Where

is the situation in

tories. Free & Peters can probably
help you. We believe we do more

are the best potential marare

digging for right ansivers than any

the listening habits, the program

other single group in the radio
business.

kets for your products? What

preferences, the favorite stations
within those markets? What sort

So- — if you want facts that lead to

of merchandising assistance can
be obtained from the available

wise decisions, give us a call. Our
spadework

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CtNCINNATI
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . .IOWA. . .
WHO
DES MOINES
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . .SOUTHEAST. . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. .SOUTHWEST. . .
KGK0
. . . . . .FT.OKLAHOMA
WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA
KTUL
CITY
TULSA
. . .PACIFIC COAST. . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW
. OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE

J
M

costs you nothing!
!i

FREE

Se

Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131

PETERS,

inc.

Radio

Station Representatives
SAN FRANCISCO:
-*■iii Sutter LOS ANGELES: 650 S. Grand
DETROIT: New Ctnttr Since
Bldg. May,
193
Sutter2 4353
Trinity 2-8444
Vandike 0569

ATLANTA : 322 Patmt
Main 5667
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IHope Is Voiced for Dropping of Plan in
EXPECTED to nick the radio
tions, is designed to bring in an
broadcasting industry for perhaps additional $3,500,000,000 in taxes
as much as $10,000,000 in addi- for the defense program.
tional Federal income taxes, the
A Heavy Burden
House Ways & Means Committee
Although
there was some dislast Friday reported out and introagreement between Treasury and
duced to the House the $3,500,000,industry estimates on the amount
000 defense tax bill.
Despite previous indications that of revenue that would result from
levy on radio's net time sales,
ino specific levy on broadcast in- the
there was little doubt the tax would
Icomes would be included in the make a substantial dent in the
[new measure, the committee at the economic returns of virtually all
'eleventh hour w^rote into the bill the larger stations, as well as naa provision calling for taxes rangtional and regional networks. Ac[ing from 5 to 157o on net annual
cording to Treasury and committee
Itime sales of $100,000 and over.
estimates, the ascending tax scale
I Debate on the measure, the prod- would yield between $4,500,000 and
juct of three months of work by $5,000,000 additional from the inithe committee, is scheduled to start
dustry, but independent estimates,
({Tuesday. House passage is expected
based on FCC income figures for
Iby next Friday, Aug. 1, and the the industry, indicated the yield
ISenate Finance Committee prob- might reach $10,000,000.
jably will start public hearings
Since the exact language of the
bill was not available Friday, there
'within a week of House approval.
The Senate hearings will last about was uncertainty over the actual
Itwo weeks, it was indicated,
amount of the tax increase for the
ij The bill, premised largely on industry. Apparently the Treasury
fiTreasury Department recommenda- estimates were predicated on the
Income

ngr

Net

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Million
Time

Sales;

the Senate
deduction of the net time sales tax
from the taxable income for corporate surtax and excess profits
tax
which
in eff'ect
meanpurposes,
an actual
increase
of would
about
$5,000,000. However, in view of the
uncertainty, industry observers
cautioned that present consideration should look to a possible $10,000,000 increase.
As the full import of the "surin theofficials
bill struck,
station prise"
and provision
network
made
plans to fight the levy, charging it
was discrimininatory against radio. Since it was indicated the bill
probably would go to the House
under a rule barring amendments
from the fioor except by committee
members, small hope was seen for
successfully opposing the provision
in the House. However, some indications were seen for a successful
fight against the levy in the Senate, particularly in view of its
"discriminatory" characteristics.
NAB President Neville Miller
last Thursday, in letters to Chairman Doughton and all members of

Stations Whose Time Sales
(As reported by the licensees to the FCC)

Exceeded

Time Sales Group
Item
1
2
1 :
5
i

Particulars
Number of stations each with time sales within the amounts
Income —
Deduct: Commissions and outpayments (none payable

7
8
9

Expenses
—
Total broadcast
expenses, including all items of direct
and indirect expense but not including Federal Income

$250,000 to
$500,000
69

Tax
Levy
the Ways & Means Committee,
charged that the proposed tax was
discriminatory and asked for reconsideration by the committee. Declaring that "the broadcasting industry does not and will not seek
to evade its just and proportionate
share of the tax burdens which of
necessity must be increased because
of the present emergency", Mr.
Miller called the levy an "unwarranted penalty" on broadcasting.
Doughton May Delete
Possibility of voluntary action by
the House committee to knock out
the radio tax provision was foreseen Friday following a conference
of broadcasters with Chairman
Doughton, of the Ways & Means
Committee. NAB President Miller,
F. M. Russell, NBC Washington
vice - president, and Harry C.
Butcher, CBS Washington vicepresident, conferred with the legislator and left with him Mr. Miller's
letter of protest.
The FCC last Saturday released
a special tabulation grouping stations with net time sales aggregating $100,000 annually and over
[see below]. The tabulation did
not cover networks, which roughly

$100,000

42
$500,000 to
$1,000,000

$100,000 to
$150,000
49

$150,000 to
$200,000
45

$200
, 000 to
$250,000

$814,103
5,420,733
$6,234,836
419,185

$1,660,957
6,271,740
$7,932,697
762,747

25
$1,688,187
4,019,056

$7,624,029
16,402,036

$5,707,243
600,780

$5,815,651
231,256

422.700
$7,169,950

384,314
$5,106,463

$24,026,065
2,562,133
$21,463,932
1,419,446

$10,014,000
20,302,075
$30,316,075
3,664,599
$26,651,476
2,644,643

$6,046,907

$7,592,650

$5,490,777

$22,883,378

$4,795,378

$6,375,048

$4,319,409

$16,914,938

in 1940

Total

$1,000,000
or more

238
8

8,639.140
$5,207,125
$13,846,265
1,544,799

61.054,780
$27,008,401
$88,063,181
9,554,243
$786.668.276
. 508 . 938

$29,296,119

$12,301,466
1.565.917
$13,867,383

$19,959,416

$9,279,585

$61,643,774

$85,177,214

Broadcast Service Income —

$23 . 533 . 440
$5,968,440 i
$1,251,529 1
$9,336,703
$1,217,602 2
$4,587,798
$1,171,368 3
1 Includes 1 station whose reported broadcast expenses exceeded reported broadcast revenues by the aggregate amount of $9,100.
2 Includes 8 stations whose reported broadcast expenses exceeded reported broadcast revenues by the aggregate amount of $344,852.
3 Includes 2 stations whose reported broadcast expenses exceeded reported broadcast revenues by the aggregate amount of $127,610.
4 Includes 2 stations whose reported broadcast expenses exceeded reported broadcast revenues by the aggregate amount of $40,882.
Editor's
Note would
— The fall188instations
four columns
5% intaxthebracket
under proposed
Defense inTax
lin the sixth
column
the 15% covered
bracket.in first
Network
earnings, would
also tofall
be intaxed
15% bracket,
are not covered
this Bill;
table.the 42 in the fifth column would fall in the 10% bracket; the !
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The FCC lined up in this fashion when the press-radio hearings operied (I to r) : Commissioners Wakefield, Walker, Fly, Case, Craven, Paym

Radio
Slumbers:
Presto!
$10,000,000
Snper-TajLe^—^An
Editorial
Official comment has not emanated eithe;
Just two weeks ago [Broadcasting, July
so RADIO, again victimized by the lobbyists,
from the House Committee or the Treasury oi
is going to be taken for another little buggy14], we heard that the move to revive a special impost upon radio advertising, superimride to the tune of about $10,000,000 in superthe new tax proposal. But, we are told, "pro
income taxes on net time sales of more than
posed over general taxes, had been made beponents" of the tax felt the added cost couh
fore the House Ways & Means Committee.
$100,000.
be passed on to advertisers; that even with th<
Coupled with this was a reported Treasury
super-tax, broadcasters still would enjoy t
The House Ways & Means Committee, withhigh return (it would cut net earnings in half)
move to impose special taxes on all advertising
out even as much as a word of industry testiand they should be willing to pay a high taj
at the source, possibly based on agency billings.
mony on the provision, has saddled the new
But something happened. There is no special
for a "valuable franchise".
graduated tax on broadcasting. It isn't a franThis proves simply that the pressure boy^
tax on the income of other major media —
chise tax — that was killed during the hearings.
have been getting in their licks while th(
newspapers, magazines, farm papers or direct
But it is a discriminatory tax against radio adbroadcasters were on the sidelines, wrestling
mail. Only radio and the billboards were tapped
vertising, spirited into the committee draft at
with the FCC, the unions and ASCAP. H
the eleventh hour, after the confectionery, cutwhen revenue was needed quickly. Was it bemeans that the broadcasters have never tolc
cause these two media had not made themselves
lery, metal-sign and other folk had been sucarticulate?
their story of the hazards of broadcast opera
cessful in rescinding about $35,000,000, which
No advertising medium should be subjected
apparently had to be made up in some way.
tion;
substantia"
profits ofandthe redslimink;margin
and ofbetween
the extraordinary
Radio evidently has proved itself an easy
to special taxation. If one is singled out,
mark in the eyes of both the legislative and
unbudgetable expenses that cannot be apporespecially one that devotes so much of its subtioned, occasioned by the handling of special
the regulatory establishments in Washington.
stance (time) free to Government although
events and national defense or in time of crisis
There had been ample warning that radio was
some newspapers and magazines are now acor disaster. The only story they have heard is
being singled out for special treatment. Early
cepting paid advertisement for a Navy recruitthis year, the Allied Printing Trades Assn.,
that radio literally rolls in wealth.
ing drive, it is rank discrimination, giving
The defense tax bill is not yet law. After it
representing unions identified with the printed
other media an undue advantage. The plain
page, announced a colossal lobby to shackle
passes the House it must go to the Senate Fi
truth is that radio again has been caught
nance Committee for hearing, prior to Senate
radio with a special franchise tax, designed to
napping. It hasn't told its story to the House
yield about $12,000,000 and thus (heaven only
action. The industry must make its stand there
Committee, either in public hearing or otherRadio, in time of national stress, is prepared
knows how) to help the printing industry.
wise. But it's a reasonable guess that the Allied
After a preliminary foray from the industry,
to bear its portion of the taxes. But it cannot
Printing Trades Assn. and its well-known
survive under the American Plan if it is to be
through the NAB, little was heard of this
lobbyists have imparted their story in cloakmove. But the under-cover work went on.
room and private office.
stripped to the bones by discriminatory imposts.
are calculated to contribute between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000 of
the aggregate supertax. The FCC
table listed 238 stations with time
sales of $100,000 or over, although
it was explained that 13 of these
reported expenses exceeding broadcast revenues, leaving 22 stations
clearly subject to the proposed tax.
Network spokesmen were quick
to deny any reported acceptance of
the drastic levy without a murmur.
They declared the tax proposal
would not be accepted calmly, and
that the networks would stand on
Mr. Miller's statement.
Mr. Miller also announced that
the NAB has retained Ellsworth C.
Alvord, Washington tax counsel, to
represent it at the hearings before
the Senate Finance Committee.
Outlining industry opposition,
Mr. Miller said the "special penalty
on radio advertising" would drive
advertisers to newspapers, magazines and other media. He declared
that although the tax appears to be
in the nature of an excise, it really
is a tax on gross income of radio
Page 8 • July 28, 1941

stations. The broadcasting industry, under general corporate levies,
is paying its share of Federal taxes
and will continue to do so, but the
new levy would reduce net income
of many stations by as much as
50%, he commented. Alluding to
early proposals for a punitive tax
on broadcasting, Mr. Miller stated
that the American Federation of
Labor had advised him that "it
does not favor a special tax on
broadcasting which would have the
effect of penalizing certain of their
members for the dubious advantage
of other members employed by competing industries".
Study Aided by FCC
If opposition forces were unable
to remove the provision from the
bill, it was believed a move would
be made to lighten the burden on
broadcasters by extending the levy
to cover newspapers and magazines. The "discriminatory" nature
of the levy was borne out further,
in the minds of some industry observers, by the fact that the bill

also includes a tax on billboard
renters, ranging from $5 for billboards up to 200 square feet in
area, to $8 from 300 to 600 square
feet, and $11 over 600 square feet.
Inclusion of the levy in the new
bill climaxed efforts along this line
by the Treasury and others. Representatives of the Treasury and
the Ways & Means Committee have
conferred on several occasions during the last several months with
the FCC Accounting Department
in an effort to determine the possible effects of such a tax. However, the FCC has indicated its
activities in the matter have been
of a completely objective nature, in
response to requests from the department and the committee.
Indications of the possibility of
a radio tax came early during committee hearings, with John B. Haggerty, president of the International Allied Printing Trades
Assn., strongly advocating a Federal franchise tax on the gross
receipts of radio stations.
Under the Haggerty proposal, a
BROADCASTING

10% levy would have been placed
on gross sales between $25,000 and
$100,000, 15% between $100,000.
and $500,000, 20% above $500,000.:
The same day Mr. Haggerty ap-:
peared before the committee. May"
19, Rep.duced abill
Connery
introcalling (D-Mass.)
for a graduated
gross income tax on station earnings, ranging from 10% to 20% on
annual earnings of $150,000 and
above. The Connery bill is stillpending in the House. Early in July 5
Rep. Sauthoff (Prog. -Wis.) also ap-,.
peared
committeetaxin for^
an ■
effort tobefore
have the
a franchise
radio facilities included in the bill,
but the committee failed to accept,
his proposal [Broadcasting, Feb.
24, March 24, May 26, June 2, June:
9, July 7].
,
Set Tax Raised
Although no official draft of the |.
new bill was available Friday, it.^
was understood the measure pro- [
vided for a graduated tax on net
time sales, as follows: No tax on
{Continued on pa^^e 58)
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Inquiry

Newspaper
Inaccurate
Stifling

Data,

Vuhierable

of Counsel

Off

Testimony,

Mark

Probe

OBVIOUSLY unprepared and working- under forced draft,
the FCC's widely publicized inquiry into newspaper ownership
Df broadcast stations got off to a shaky start for two days last
week and then quit until Wednesday of this week.
Though every effort apparently is being made by Chairman
James Lawrence Fly to keep the inquiry running through the
balance of the summer, all signs pointed to an adjournment
this week, or possibly next, until mid-September. Several other
embers of the Commisison, in'[((||l|m
fcluding the Craven-Case minority Judge Thomas D. Thacher, of New
Iwhich has opposed the inquiry from
eiftei; the start, are not disposed to sit York, chief counsel for the Newspaper-Radio Committee, that the
"flthrough the summer. And the Com- jurisdictional question be argued
J mission's legal staff, cuffed around in advance of the taking of testi[during the first hours of the hearmony. But he treated the former
ting by commissioners because of Solicitor General of the United
the inadequacy of exhibits and tes- States with extreme courtesy in
lltimony, probably is yearning for contrast to the sharp tongue-lashtime.
ing given Mr. Hanson.
Hanson Stifled
Despite the lean-over-backward
stance taken by Chairman Fly in
A half-dozen witnesses, four of his opening statement [see page
e m Ithem subpoenaed by the Commis52] which expressed an open mind
sion as experts, and two members of by the FCC on the question of
P. l|[the FCC staff, were heard during
his interror told [the Wednesday and Thursday ses- newspaper-ownership,
gation of witnesses indicated he was
ipera- jsions last week. They appeared as seeking to build a case against the
aiitiai 'Commission witnesses, presumably
propriety of joint newspaper-ownership and operation of broadcast
liiiary f,o lay the foundation for the case
divorcement of stations. The whole trend of quesjustify
might
jthat
ippor- '[newspapers from station ownership,
by Commission counsel was
pecia|i|either through regulation or rec- in that tioningdirection.
aisis[l|ommended legislation to Congress.
The preponderant view was that
ard Bij That Chairman Fly, with or with- thus
far the expert witnesses called
but consent of his colleagues, proby the FCC had boomeranged. Direct testimony that appeared to
to have the Commission take
'teritiijposed
le Fi- testimony before the question of support the contention of undejurisdiction is determined, was
sirability of joint operation (which
there, 'made clear before the hearing was was scant) promptly was exploded
five minutes old. He announced dein questions largely from CommisInial of the petition of the American
sioner T. A. M. Craven, or from
aimotltijj^g^gp^pgj. Publishers Assn., chal- Judge Thacher or Louis G. Caldto be?
well, counsel for WGN, owned by
lenging the FCC's jurisdiction, and
cut short its counsel, Elisha Han- the Chicago Tribune.
son, when he attempted to argue
In the audience were some 50 or
the issue.
60
publishers or executives of newsMr. Hanson then revealed he had
paper-owned stations, rallied largeSuggested to four witnesses subly by the Newspaper-Radio Com(ipoenaed by the FCC that they remittee, representing 120 stations,
ijfuse to appear in what he de- headed by Harold V. Hough, of
scribed as "illegal proceedings". He WBAP-KGKO, and the Fort Worth
'identified them as James G. Stahl- Star-Telegram.
The dominant view
Tian, former president of the ANPA
(and publisher of the Nashville Banmer, now on active duty as a lieuItenant commander in the Navy;

J'Edwin
manlager of S.
the Friendly,
New Yorkbusiness
Sun; Arthur
teobb, editor of Editor & Publisher,
Sand William A. Thompson, director
of the ANPA Bureau of Advertising.
I Whether the FCC will attempt to
appearance of these witnesses
Feb. 'force
by court action was the hot ques^ttion. Though Chairman Fly, who
fepark-plugged the proceedings as
|he has in the past, said the matter
twould
"taken up in due course",
e
of th 'extremebe doubt
was expressed that
y,
fthe
Commission
would allow the
la *
Ijjurisdietional question to go off on
|a subpoena tangent.
Chairman Fly likewise refused to
entertain a motion from former
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Table of stations identified
by FCC wth newspaper ownership and story analyzing
FCC exhibits at NewspaperRadio hearings will be found
on pages 16-17.
was that the FCC, or at least Chairman Fly, had already made up its
mind that something should be
done to force divorcement of newspapers from stations, and that, on
the long haul, the Administration,
or at least the radical New Deal
fringe, is shooting at the press.
The view also was freely expressed on the sidelines that the
expert testimony of witnesses, subpoenaed by the FCC at government expense, is not of paramount
importance but that the "betweenthe - lines" interpretations will
count. In this regard, greatest importance thus far has been attached
to the presentation of a batch of
exhibits
prepared
by theshowing
FCC's
Accounting
Department
the economic position of newspaperaffiliated stations as compared to
non-newspaper stations and the 31
stations owned or managed by the
networks.
Sutton Supplies Data
DeQuincy V. Sutton, head broadcast accountant of the FCC, had
just begun his explanation of these
documents when the inquiry was
recessed until Wednesday. He was
the Commission's key witness during the chain-monopoly inquiry of
1938, which resulted in the eight
punitive regulations now being
renovated after reverberations that
ran from the White House to the
Capitol. In the newspaper-divorcement case he probably will assay
to show by figures that there is a
concentration of earnings in such
jointly-owned ventures, and that
competitive advantages result.
The star witness, called by the
FCC as an expert, proved to be
72-year-old Marco Morrow, veteran of the Capper Publications in
Topeka and board chairman of
WIBW. He described radio as "in-

THIS LEGAL BATTERY, opposing the FCC's inquiry, lined up in the
first row of the Archives Bldg. auditorium. Examining the copious exhibits introduced by the FCC are (1 to r) Louis G. Caldwell, who filed
an appearance for WGN, Chicago; Sydney M. Kaye, associate counsel,
Thomas D. Thacher, chief counsel, Abe Herman, associate counsel, and
George Hourwich, all for the Newspaper-Radio Committee; Elisha Hanson, chief counsel for American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
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Start

herently
part of journalism"
favored anewspaper
ownership andof
stations without qualification. He
favored, too, ownership of the only
station in a community by the only
newspaper, contending that this
does not increase the danger of
monopoly but would make for better public service.
Examination of witnesses for the
FCC was handled by Thomas E.
Harris, senior assistant general
counsel, and David Lloyd, chief of
the Inquiry Division, who is supervising the FCC's
"fieldwith
work"
in the newspajper
inquiry,
investigators rummaging through
station, press association and network files for ammunition. This activity, indulged in for the first time
by the FCC, has won the recently
created investigation unit, a Fly
innovation, the soubriquet "SuperHough Disappointed
Swoopers".
Mr. Hough, following the first
day's proceedings, expressed "keen
disappointment" over the Commission's denial of "fair hearing" on
an issue which he said should have
commanded immediate and impartial attention. Alluding to Chairman Fly's refusal to hear Judge
Thacher on his plea that the Commission had no power to make any
classification of newspaper stations
as against non-newspaper stations,
Mr. Hough said this "departed from
normal and customary procedure"
and "just does not seem on the
Pointing out that the Commission
squareis to
me". to act on pending
now
refusing
applications for licenses by newspapermen "contrary to the duties imposed upon it by the statute under
which it operates", Mr. Hough said
that regardless of any conclusions
on the merits, "we were here with
counsel after having petitioned for
the right to be heard and after having been granted an opportunity to
present the legal considerations inNo Conclusions Formed,
Fly Says at Opening
volved."
Fireworks developed at the hearing almost with the opening gong.
Chairman Fly first read into the
record his opening statement, in
which he contended the joint control over newspapers and stations
has been a topic of interest, "both
in After
Congress
and stressed
elsewhere".
he had
the Commission's purpose as a "fact-finding" mission, he said no conclusions
had been formulated and the facts
developed
hearingsthat
"may
lead
us to at
the the
conclusion
no
rules or policies whatever need to
be developed". Other alternatives,
he said, were that the FCC might
conclude recommendations should
be made to Congress, or that it
should lay down certain rules and
policies within the jurisdiction already given it by Congress [see
text of statement on page 52].
Even before opposing counsel
July 28, 1941
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got to their feet, Mr. Fly settled
the question of jurisdiction, asserting the Commission believed it
would be premature to enter a discussion now. The Commission will
afford "ample opportunity" for expression of views on the jurisdictional question "if and when it contemplates the issuance of any
rules", he explained.
Chairman Fly said the Commission "is determined to be informed", and believes its jurisdiction to make a study of the problem is clear, as stated in the opinion denying the motion to quash
filed by ANPA [see next column].
The first phase of the hearings.
Chairman Fly said, would be devoted to calling witnesses from the
FCC staff and to their presentation of exhibits and documentary
evidence. He announced formally
that all the hearings will not be
held consecutively. After the Commission puts in its basic testimony,
he said, others whose appearances
have been allowed will be permitted to call witnesses. Then there
will be an adjournment "for a
period to be determined" — probably until mid-September.
CIO Asks Chance
To Appear at Hearing
Chairman Fly said finally that
since the hearings are concerned
with the relationship between stations and newspapers, some understanding of the latter industries is
necessary. But he observed that
the Commission does not contemplate any action with respect to
the newspaper industry apart from
its relationship to broadcasting.
In addition to the appearances
and petitions filed covered in Chairman Fly's statement [see page 52]
it v.-as learned that the CIO,
through its general counsel, Lee
Pressman, also had asked for opportunity to be heard. In a letter
to the Commission dated July 18,
Mr. Pressman
is "vitally
interested
in thesaid
use CIO
of radio
as an
important means of communication
both because the CIO and its affiliated organizations have frequent
occasion to use broadcasting facilities, and because its interests are
the subject of discussion by others
who may control or make use of
broadcasting stations and facilities." He asked for "a few hours of
time".
Other appearances filed were on
behalf of the Forward Wheeling
Radio Corp., an applicant for a
new standard broadcast station in
Wheeling, and the Parkersburg
(W. Va.) Sentinel Co., seeking a
local in Parkersburg, both filed by
James S. McCluer, Parkersburg attorney. The applications have been
placed in the pending files because
of the newspaper inquiry.
Immediately following reading of
the opening statement, ANPA
Counsel Hanson asked why his appearance had not been noted, and
FCC Assistant General Counsel
Tom Harris observed that the Commission had settled the ANPA motion that morning in denying the
motions to quash the proceedings.
Page 10 • July 28, 1941

Hanson,

Fly

in

Controversy

As ANPA's
Plea
Is Refused
CLEAR-CUT indication by the of those orders," said the opinion.
FCC that it intends to pursue its "It seems inconceivable to us that
an argument could be seriously adinquiry into the propriety of newsvanced against the inherent power
paper ownership of broadcast stations, unless tripped by court ac- of any administrative agency, endowed by statute with power to
tion, was given last Wednesday
before the actual taking of testi- hold hearings, issue subpoenas,
etc., to conduct general hearings of
mony at the hearing.
The Commission announced its
the
type involved
After
reciting here."
what it condecision and order denying the mostrued
as
the Congressional intent,
tion of American Newspaper Pubas
reflected
in
the
Communications
lishers Assn. that the proceedings
be vacated [Broadcasting, July Act, the Commission pointed out
21], and then Chairman Fly re- that with the advent of FM, the
fused to permit Elisha Hanson, question of newspaper ovraership
took on increased importance. It
general counsel of ANPA, to argue
his motion.
pointed out that of 116 applications for FM licenses, 45 filed by
Mr. Hanson, in a rough-andnewspaper
interests confronted the
tumble colloquy with the chairman,
Commission with the necessity of
finally served notice that he in- determining
whether granting of
tended to litigate the issue if, as
and when the Commission sought FM licenses to such interests
would serve the public interest,
to subpoena any of his clients. He convenience
and necessity.
told the Commission his clients
Can
Study
Anything
would refuse the subpoena, indicating that in that manner the
The Commission held that its
question would be brought before authority under the Act to instia properly constituted tribunal.
tute the proceedings on newspaper
Later On, Perhaps
ownership is not limited, but that
Chairman Fly likewise refused an inquiry may be authorized as
to hear argument from Judge to "any matter" concerning which
Thomas D. Thacher, chief counsel "any question" may arise under
"any of the provisions of this Act".
for the Newspaper-Radio Committee, on the whole question of the Even if the questions arising under
Orders 79 and 79-A were not clearpropriety of the proceedings, Judge
ly matters arising under Section
Thacher having laid his foundation
309, the opinion stated, the Comon the contention that the Commission could conduct "such a
mission was powerless to do anygeneral inquiry preliminary to dething about newspaper ownership
termining whether to make recof stations under the existing law.
ommendations to Congress for
The position taken by Chairman
additional
legislation".
Fly, presumably after consultation
In denying the petition, the
with the Commission before the Commission
concluded:
hearings got under way, was that
"The instant petition appears to
there would be ample time to be less concerned with Order No.
argue the whole jurisdictional
79 and Order No. 79-A than with
question if, as and when the Comsome possible regulations, the premission decided to issue regulacise nature of which petitioner does
tions.
not state, which it fears the ComFinding it necessary to dispose
mission may promulgate at some
of the Hanson motion before the future date. It would certainly not
procedings actually were open, the be conducive to the proper dispatch
Commission issued a 2% -page de- of business to permit petitioner at
cision just before the proceedings
this time to argue the validity of
started. It pointed out that the purely suppositious regulations
ANPA petition was filed July 15 which may or may not be promul— eight days before the hearing —
gated after the hearings are closed.
and requested the Commission to
"If at the close of the hearings
vacate its Orders 79 and 79-A, on we do determine that the public
the ground that it lacked authority
interest makes regulation necesto conduct such proceedings.
sary or advisable, our procedure
allows ample opportunity to argue
"Our jurisdiction to issue Order
the validity or invalidity of such
79 and 79-A was carefully considered prior to the promulgation
regulations at that time."
Hanson Draws Wrath
Of Chairman Fly
Following a sharp interchange.
Chairman Fly refused to permit
Mr. Hanson to continue his preliminary argument, insisting he would
have ample time later. Refusing to
be silenced, Mr. Hanson said that
witnesses of ANPA already subpoenaed by the Commission would
refuse to appear, and Chairman
Fly snapped back that their failure

to answer the subpoenas "will be
taken
in duewascourse".
Whileup there
no clarification,
attorneys assumed the Chairman
meant that the individuals might
be cited in Federal court. But it
was thought in other quarters the
FCC would not let the question of
its right to conduct the proceedings undergo court test on the issue
of its right to subpoena witnesses.
When Mr. Hanson persisted in
his effort to challenge the CommisBROADCASTING

sion's jurisdiction, Chairman Fl
sternly cracked back that he woul
not condone further interruptioji
and that the hearing would pr
ceed. Mr. Hanson then placed :
the record the argument he hk
prepared on the jurisdictional que
tion.
After Mr. Hanson had stalkt
out of the room he told newspape:
men that ANPA witnesses who he
been advised not to appear in ai
swer to subpoenas were James C
Stahlman, former ANPA presiden
and publisher of the Nashville Ban
ner, now on active duty as a Lieut
Commander in the Navy; Edwin £
Friendly, business manager of th
New York Sun, an ANAPA execu
tive; Arthur Robb, editor of Edt
tor & Publisher, and William A
Thomson, director of the ANP^
Bureau of Advertising. He said th
FCC itproceeding
was "illegal"
that
had no power
to force ani
ap
pearance of witnesses by subpoena
Thacher Also Denied
Right of Argument
Judge Thacher appeared to im
press the Commission
with hi
arguments, but Chairman Fly nev
ertheless, in the light of the ruling
on the Hanson motion, denied hin
the privilege of presenting his de
tailed statement.
Mr. Thachei
argued that the Commission, in j
legislative proceeding, cannot un
der law hold up applications fron'j
newspapers,
now
in its files !
whether standard or FM, since its
conclusions must be in the nature
of legislative recommendations tc
Congress.
Unless the present law is amended, Judge Thacher argued, the
Commission cannot make a distinction between newspaper and
non-newspaper applicants. He conceded the FCC's right to make the
study, but said that whatever may
be deduced it is still true that the
Commision lacks authority to act
unless there is a change in statute.
When Judge Thacher suggested
that the FCC first obtain from its
counsel a formal opinion as tO:.
whether it has the legal right to
distinguish between different
classes of applicants or licensees,
General Counsel Taylor interposed
that he would not venture to render such an opinion "until the
facts are in the record" and added
he knew of no reason why the
Commission should not postpone its
ruling on jurisdiction.
Exhibits Introduced
By FCC's Witnesses
Only two witnesses were heard
on the first day — Allen W. Sayler,
supervising investigator of the
FCC, who identified and explained
a series of exhibits prepared under his direction and Elmo Roper,
survey expert, whose public opinion studies appear in Fortune.
Prof. Roper was subpoenaed by
the FCC as one of its expert witnesses, and analyzed the results of
studies bearing on both radio and
newspaper
ducted sincepublic
1938. opinion, conInterrogated by David Lloyd,
chief of the FCC Inquiry Division,
• Broadcast

Advertising

^ who directed the field investiga^Hion work that precipitated an inT dustry furore, Mr. Sayler identiV led and placed in the record a
series of exhibits dealing with
^ * lewspaper ownership of broadcast
y stations, relationship of set ownership to newspaper circulation, and
)ther comparisons bearing on the
;wo media.
He was frequently interrupted
)y members of the Commission,
who questioned the manner in
vhich certain of the exhibits were
jrepared and what they tended to
If! )rove.
Because of inaccuracies
i!
vhich were detected, permission
tea ivas given the Commission staff to
."(Correct the exhibits and to change
V.'ritles, headings and footnotes [See
p"^iktory on page 17].
'.^ij
initial
exhibit
embodied
jjjiistThe
of 298
stations
which
the FCCa
jjJtontended were associated with
Competent observers
jjgiewspapers.
leclared it was full of errors, and

Although described as being reasonaMy correct as of June 30, it failed
to take into account a substantial
J^rljiumber of changes authorized by
"^"'^he FCC itself prior to that date.
jiitVhairman Fly
TaApritical of Exhibits
Chairman Fly led most of the
'^-Questioning and frequently took to
*;ask FCC counsel because of the
^'"'lack of clarity" of the exhibits.
^ One of the exhibits introduced
^'^'lisclosed that the total newspaper
'•^■drculation in the United States in■-'-•-reased from approximately 29,•'^■000,000
more* than
tl.000,000 in in1922
1940,to though
the
- lumber of daily newspapers deTeased from 2,033 to 1,877 during
'■'he same period. The number of
- -adio stations during this period
■■ ■ ncreased from an estimated 30 to
^22, \%ath the number of receiving
ets jumping from 400,000 to 50,00,000.
y Judge Thacher questioned the
liccuracy of the sets-in-use figure,
raointing out that it probably was
"■■^iumulative and that no accounting
Sad been made of replacements.
1 The next witness was to have
i
■[•'been
L. D.
H. Weld, director and
of
Research
of McCann-Erickson,
research economist for Printers'
Mr. Weld was absent due to
f'llness, so the Commission re■"jeived an identified exhibit tend; ng to show estimated advertising
expenditures in the five major
media from 1928 through 1940,
orepared by Mr. Weld.
kloper Describes
Habits of Public
The data, published in past is^ ''sues of Printers' Ink, showed that
n 1940, of total advertising exoenditures of $970,000,000, newsDapers received $545,000,000; ralio, $200,000,000; magazines, $160,'300,000; outdoor, $50,000,000; farm
■oapers, $15,000,000. This compared
.0 $760,000,000 returned to newsaapers in 1928 out of a total of
^51,115,000,000 expended. In that
v'ear radio was credited with
526,000,000.
■ Prof. Roper, subpoenaed by the
pommission as its third expert
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witness, described in detail the results of several surveys made for
Fortune, covering "the press and
the people". He explained these
surveys were conducted by the
personal interview method. Analyzing the results of these surveys
[previously published in Broadcasting], Prof. Roper said they
indicated that people in the prosperous class devote more attention
to newspapers than to radio, but
those in the middle and poor classes
listen more and more for their
news.
He said he did not think there
was any documentary proof that
radio is faster as a new disseminating medium than newspapers, but
that the public "feels it is faster".
Responding to Judge Thacher,
Prof. Roper agreed that the general tempo of war events since the
Munich crisis has increased both
the volume of newscasts and of
radio listening. Things are happening more quickly, he said.
In answer to Commissioner Craven, Prof. Roper said he did not
believe the results of his surveys
indicated any lack of confidence
by the public in newspapers, but
indicated that radio as a source of
news has increased in importance
with the acceleration of world
events. While this increase has
taken place, he said newspapers
had not retrogressed, accounting
for the increase in newspaper circulation.
He said that to compare radio
with the press is to compare an infant industry with an old established medium. The press has
entered what he described as probably the "consolidation stage,
while radio is still in the mushroom
growth era".
Prof. Charnley Tells
Of Script Problems
Prof. Roper said his latest survey, made for a private client,
showed that the tendency in the
lower income level groups is to listen to the radio for news to an
even greater extent, whereas for
the prosperous group the newspaper remains the primary news
source.
When the second Jay's session
opened Thursday, Gov. Case was

OPPOSING COUNSEL as the hearing opened were David Lloyd, chief
of the FCC Inquiry Section (left)
who examined Commission witnesses, and former Judge Thomas
D. Thacher, chief counsel for the
Newspaper-Radio Committe.
absent, due to illness. The Commission called as its first witness
Mitchell V. Charnley, journalism
professor at the U of Minnesota.
In addition to teaching journalism,
he has also specialized in radio
script writing and explained that
he was generally conversant with
processing of news for radio, as
well as newspaper handling.
Examined by Assistant General
Counsel Harris, who alternated
with FCC Attorney Lloyd, he said
there is a substantial difference in
writing for the two media, since
radio
requires
the "ear"is
appealtechnique
while the
newspaper
geared toward eye appeal. Moreover, he explained the radio audience is likely to be a group, whereas the newspaper is prepared for
reading by one person at a time.
Defining other variations in
writing for the two media, Prof.
Charnley said that the long story
on the radio is very much different
from the long story published in
the newspaper, since radio offers
news in capsule form. He cited a
number of taboos on the air, which
are used in newspapers regularly.
Among these were the words
"rape", "blood" and even "snake".
Prof. Charnley agreed that if
two persons handled the processing
of news for radio, their judgments

SOME 200 broadcasters, newspaper publishers, engineers, attorneys and FCC employees made up the
audience in the Archives Bldg. when the opening
gavel sounded for the newspaper-radio hearing. In
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would be different, primarily on
the smaller items, but that surveys have revealed that selection
of important news is relatively
uniform.
Finds Similarity
In News Selection
It would be desirable in the case
of joint newspaper-radio owTiership to have separate staffs select
the news, he said, but in either
event the selection would be relatively the same. Whereas the newspaper story uses a "hard lead", he
said, in sirable,
radio
a "softsentences
lead" is and
dewith shorter
"anecdotal style".
Chairman Fly pursued the examination to ascertain how much
of a news budget coming from the
press association or associations
into a station actually gets on the
air. Prof. Charnley said this would
vary with the number of news services taken by the station and the
amount of time devoted to newscasts, but would be only a fraction
of that actually transmitted.
He agreed with Chairman Fly
that people listen to important
speeches on the air, whereas they
probably do not read entirely
through the same speeches when
published in full text in the newsChairman Fly said his effort was
to
ascertain who controlled the sepapers.
lection of news broadcast.
Cross-examined by Judge Thacher, Prof. Charnley said he had no
information on the number of
newspapers
radio news
stations which operating
used the same
staff. He declared his previous
testimony was based on his own
observations, but he had made no
research on his own. As far as he
was aware, he said, there was no
basic difference between the news
service provided stations and that
supplied newspapers.
He said he was not in a position
to express an opinion on comparative merits of newspaper affiliated
stations and unaffiliated stations.
Questioned by WGN Counsel
Caldwell, Prof. Charnley said the
chances were vei'y great that any
story heard on a newscast would
{Continued on page 52)

the foreground (standing at the left) is Telford
Taylor, FCC general counsel. Arguing the question of FCC jurisdiction, is Thomas D. Thacher (extreme right), Pi-ess-Radio chief counsel.
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additional 10 days in which to mo'
for dismissal of the suit and 2i
days after that in which to file
answer if dismissal is not requester!
which in effect postpones the dea'
And
AFM
Sign New
Contract
line a month.
Three- Year Arrangement Provides Two Sets of
Nominating committees '
ASCAP last week presented to tl
Wage Increass, Adjustment to Living Costs
board of directors their list of cai
didates for the 12 vacancies in tl
Per diem rates for instrumentalCONCLUDING six months of conboard and ballots are now bein.
ferences between network and
ists have been boosted from $32.50
mailed to ASCAP members. Ri
to $33.75 and next year go up to
union officials, contracts were
suits will be announced at the get
signed last week by NBC, CBS and $35. Straight overtime charges
eral membership meeting in Ai
WOR, New York MBS key station, have been increased from $1.25 a
gust. Three board members are t
and the New York local (802) of quarter-hour to $1.30 and go to
be elected from each class of cai
$1.40 next February. There have
the American Federation of Mudidates, as follows:
also been minor changes in piece
sicians, covering musical network
rates.
broadcasts until Feb. 1, 1944.
Standard Writers — Deems Tay ,
Contracts are retroactive to Jan.
Arrangers working on sustaining
lor and Oley Speaks (incumbents) 1
programs were raised from $110 to
Philip James, Clara Edwards, Hor
20, 1941, when the broadcasters
$115 a week for this year and next POLLY TELLS THE ARMY every ace Johnson, Geoffrey O'Hara
and union exchanged letters agreemorning on KDON, Monterey, Cal., John Tasker Howard and Harvej;
February go to $120 for the re- about social events, athletics and
ing to continue the previous conmaining two years covered by the military news. Her participating Enders. Popular Writers — Edgai
tracts except for certain provisions
to be worked out in conference.
contract. Commercial scale for ar- program, called Private Polly, is Leslie, John Marcer and Otto Har
rangers remains at $160. Scale for built around talent from nearby bach (incumbents), L. Wolfe Gil
Wage Increases
arrangers woi'king a 20-hour week
Army posts, including radio folk. bert, George Whiting, Stanley
Chief changes from the previous on a mixture of sustaining and comHere she is with Howard Nelson, Adams, Lee David, Dorothy Field:
agreement include two sets of wage
mercial programs remains at $125 formerly of WHN, JTew York and Richard Rodgers. Standard
increases, one covering the year a week until Feb. 1, 1942, when it (left) and Paul Jones, formerly of Publishers — Walter Fischer anc
from Jan. 20, 1941 to Feb. 1, 1942, becomes $130.
NBC, Hollywood. The station has Gustave Schirmer (incumbents)
and the other covering the ensuing
posted letin1,500
on every
bul- John Drain, Carl T. Fischer, A
Boost for Conductors
board atplacards
the posts.
Program
Walter Kramer and W. Dean(
two years of the contracts ; guaranCopyists will continue at $70 is heard 6-7 a.m. Private Polly is Preston Jr. Popular Publishers—
tees of minimum employment, and
provision for adjustment of the weekly until February, after which
Polly Connell.
soldiers'
re- J. J. Bregman, J. J. Robbins anc
quests are honoredOnly
on the
program.
Will Von Tilzer (incumbents), Ed
salary scales if the cost of living their minimum increases to $75.
Directors of music libraries remain
win
H. Morris, R. F. Murray anc
should increase radically.
costs shows an increase of 10% or Lester Santly.
at $150 a week and their assistants
The three contracts are identical
over the previous year, the
except for the minimum employ- at $75. Conductors will also get in- more
union may ask for an adjustment
creases for sustaining program
ment requirements, under which
Bayuk Expanding
of rates, to be negotiated. If negoCBS agrees to maintain a mini- work, their commercial program
tiations fail to produce an agree- BAYUK CIGARS Inc., Philadel
mum of 65 musicians, WOR 40 and scale remaining at $262.50 a week.
ment between union and employers,
The cost of living clause in the
NBC, for both WEAF and WJZ,
phia, on Aug. 4 is expanding it;
130 for nine months of the year new contracts provides that if at the contract further provides for MBS schedule for Phillies with ;
arbitration
under
the
auspices
of
new
the
end
of
any
calendar
year
the
twice-weekly program titlec
and 115 for the remaining three
the American Arbitration Assn.
Cal Tinney Sizing Up the News
months. NBC's contract also con- Bureau of Labor index for living
Monday and Wednesday, 8-8:1!
tains the proviso that should either
p.m. on 74 stations with a Wes
of its New York stations be disCoast repeat at 7:15 p.m. (PST)
posed of, its minimum would be reduced to that of CBS, or 65.
On Aug.program
5 Sam will
Baiter's
Hope
for ASCAP
Pact Is Seen
Sports
shift Inside
from 3(0,
New contracts also cover in full
to 74 MBS stations, Tuesday
detail the matter of "delayed broadThursday, Saturday, 7:45-8 p.m
Futility
of Meeting
casts" for individvial stations un- Despite
vdth a repeat for the West Coas
able to carry network programs at
Networks Tied Up by More Vital Problems But at 7:15 p.m. (PST). In New Eng
the time of the network broadcasts
land Inside of Sports will shif
Talk of Compromise Already Is Heard
from Yankee Network, Monday
and for regional groups which cannot advantageously carry the pro- DESPITE the rejection by the which they said they might be able Wednesday, Friday, to Colonia
Network, Tuesday, Thursday, Sat
grams at the time of the network ASCAP board of NBC's counter
to persuade the ASCA board to ac- urday, effective Aug. 4. The Tin
broadcasts.
cept.
proposal for return of ASCAP
ney program will originate fron
music to its networks, conversaLimit on Delay
ASCAP also suggested, it is un- WIP, Philadelphia, and Baiter;
tions between the two organizations
derstood, that the discussions be show from WFIL, Philadelphia
No extra charge is made by the have been resumed and it is ex- confined to network contracts only,
instead of the West Coast, as here
musicians for these delayed broadpected that in due time an agree- leaving consideration of individual tofore. Agency is Ivey & Ellingcasts, provided the regional rement will be reached.
ton, Philadelphia.
station licenses for NBC's M&O
corded broadcast is made within 12
The more pressing problems of stations to a later time, when they
hours of the original program and
the broadcasting industry, which
could be included in a general inthe single station delayed broad- have kept Niles Trammell, NBC
dustry discussion. It would not be
cast made within 24 hours if the
Spots forBROS.,
'Sergeant
York'has
desirable, it was pointed out, for WARNER
New York,
program is recorded in New York president, and other key executives
NBC and ASCAP together to set appropriated $500,000 for the coun
or 48 hours if it is recorded else- almost continuously in Washington, have tended to interrupt dis- up a pattern for the entire indus- try-wide promotion of the picture
where.
"Sergeant York", which includes
cussions and the vacation season
try, as part of a network contract.
For instrumentalists employed a has produced further interruptions,
spot announcements on stations ii
Prosecution
of
ASCAP's
suit
cities where the picture is to be
full 25-hour five-day week on com- so that no contract is expected be- against NBC, CBS, NAB, BMI
shown. Details, being worked ou1
mercial programs the weekly wage
fore fall. It is generally believed, and their officers is largely dependof .$150 continues unchanged. Those however, that if ASCAP and NBC
by Warners and Blaine-Thompson
ent upon the outcome of the NBCNew York, the agency, will be anemployed for a 25-hour week on come to terms, CBS will accept a ASCAP
negotiations, it is learned,
nounced early this week.
sustaining programs have been similar ASCAP contract.
with little likelihood of the suit
raised from $110 to $115 for this
No official statements of progress
being filed unless and until a comyear and for the two years beginMacMillan Oil Spots
plete breakdown occurs.
have
been forthcoming, but it is unning Feb. 1, 1942, will receive $120
derstood
that
when
ASCAP
turned
MacMILLAN
PETROLEUM Corp.
Meanwhile,
ASCAP
has
secured
weekly.
down NBC's proffered 21/2% of further extensions from the July Los Angeles (MacMillan Ring-Free
Instrumentalists employed for a net
thne sales for a blanket license, 28 deadline for its answer to the Motor Oil), on Oct. 25 will start
20-hour week on either sustaining
and
when NBC in turn refused to BMI-Marks suit on the question
participations on two early mornor sustaining and commercial shows
prgorams. Good Morning, sis
of whether performance rights are timesing weekly
were raised this year from $115 to consider the 3% basis of the MBS
on WGN, Chicago,
contract, ASCAP officials sounded lisher.
owned by the composer or the pub- and Newsreel Theatre of the Air.
$120 weekly and next February
out
Mr.
Trammell
on
splitting
the
will receive another $5 increase for
daily on WHN, New York. Agency
The court has given ASCAP an
difference and settling on 2%%
the duration of the contract.
is Roy S. Durstine Inc., New York,
New

York
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effectively-and quickly
. . . says Mr. Russell Z. Eller for Sunkist

In the fast moving produce business, local problems frequently
arise — seasonal, competitive or market-wise— which "national"
advertising is too inflexible, too slow acting to deal with. That is
why Sunkist and many another large network advertiser turns to
Spot Radio for local action where and when the action is
needed. It's a way to bring advertising and sales management a
long step closer together. . .to the boundless benefit of both!
# Spot Broadcasting assures maximum eflfectiveness because you have
unrestricted choice of stations and of spots with known audience.
Ask a John Blair man.
ROADCASTING
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New
To

NBC

Station

Pickup

Foreign

Programs
Opened
Network Listening Post Now
Ready for Another Crisis
NBC's new listening post located
at Bellmore, Long Island, 40 miles
from the interfering influences of
Manhattan's steel buildings and
electrical circuits, was formally
dedicated last Wednesday in the
presence of some 150 newspaper
and radio men.
Participating in the brief ceremony, which was broadcast on
NBC's Blue Network, were Joseph
V. Connolly, president of International News Service; Harry Flory,
foreign news editor of United
Press ; Byron Price, executive
news editor of Associated Press;
Niles Trammell, NBC president;
Jules Van Item, chief of the listening post; George Tobler, staff
member at the post, and H. V.
Kaltenborn, news commentator.
Moscow Like a Local
The program also included pickups of shortwave broadcasts from
Rome, Moscow, Berlin and London
as received at the new location,
former site of the transmitter of
WEAF, New York key station of
the Red Network.
At this location, described by
Mr. Van Item as one of the most
favorable along the Atlantic
Coast, NBC has installed a battery
of eight of the most sensitive
shortwave receivers which bring
in stations as far away as Moscow
with the clarity of local stations,
he said. A crew of 24, 12 engineers
and 12 monitors, operate the post.
Minimum qualifications for the position of monitor, Mr. Van Item
explained, include familiarity with
at least four languages in addition
to English. Altogether the staff
can understand and translate 22
different foreign languages, he
added.
The post is linked to NBC's
newsroom at Radio City by teletypewrite circuits, private telephone lines, a microphone circuit
and a program transmission line.
Foreign broadcasts monitored at
the post are simultaneously recorded for playback and translation and once translated the address, communique or news report
is immediately relayed to Radio
City.
Raymond F. Guy, radio facilities
engineer, said a series of rhombic
receiving antennas will be installed
at the post within the next ten
days, diamond in shape and mounted on poles 60 feet high, the new
antennas will be 250 feet long and
pointed in the direction of the
overseas statiosn to be covered.
One antenna will be directed towards Europe, another towards
the Orient and a third for listening to a single station, the Free
French transmitter at Brazzaville,
French Equatorial Africa. Antennas for monitoring Latin
Page 14 • July 28, 1941

EARS ARE TUNED to the voices of the world at NBC's listening post
at Bellmore, Long Island, where engineers and monitors pick up, record
and translate broadcasts from Europe and Asia and relay what they
hear to the network's newsroom in the haert of New York, some 40 miles
away. The ping-pong-like objects along the walls are loudspeakers, the
handles being volume controls. At right A. A. Schechter, NBC director
of news and special events, and Jules Van Item, head of the listening
post wide
(top),
kibitzing
on thein post's
they abroad.
follow their worldbroadcasting
schedule
search engineers
of hot newsas from
American stations will be added
after completion of the first three,
Mr. Guy said.
Preparing for another period of
crisis, such as those at the time of
the Nazi occupation of Czechoslovakia, the Munich days and the
time immediately preceding the
beginning of hostilities in 1939,
NBC has equipped the post with
sleeping quarters so the post's
staff may be available at any moment.
Radio Is Ready
Explaining the importance of
the post's operations, Mr. Trammell stated: "Radio waves, unless
they are harnessed, as in our democracy, for the entertainment
and public service of its people,
can be as deadly to morale as
bullets are to bodies. Britain, in
the early days of the war, watched
as her friends and allies weakened,
became confused and were split by
the barrage of radio propaganda
from Berlin. We can profit by
those mistakes.
"American radio is ready and
trained for this barrage, if it
should ever be directed at us.
Careful planning, long study, has
taught us to differentiate between
news and propaganda, between
fact and fancy. In many languages— French, German, Spanish,
Norwegian, Italian, Dutch and
English
NBC's monitors
to these —broadcasts.
Broadcastslisten
are
translated, summarized, evaluated
and then broadcast and given to
our free press. They are available
to all in order that we in a democracy can hear all sides, and with
our free and undictated minds, decide what we believe to be the
truth."
Kellogg Anticide Series
KELLOGG ANT PASTE Co., Los
Angeles, on July 23 started a 13week Pacific Coast campaign, employing heavy use of spot announcements and participation schedules.
Stations include KFI KMPC KIEV
KFOX KFXM KGB KERN KHJ
KQW KFRC KEX KOMO. W. C.
Jeffries Co., that city, has the account.

Ted

Church

Quits

GOP's
Radio
Post
Cites Inactivity and Lack of
Funds for Resignation
WELLS (Ted) CHURCH, for three
years director of radio for the Republican National Committee, has
announced his resignation from
that tivepost
Aug. 1. effecLack
of committee
funds and inactivity, Mr. Church
said, brought
■K
sion. He said he
lift J^^H sbout the deci^
^^^^
te plans
definiwere
sill
tt^^H they
future,
^
-^^
l
l^^
^
^^^
.
naure
a confi
^f over
Church took
Mr. Church
the denia
radiol
activites of the GOP in July, 1938,
handling the 1938 bi-election campaign, the 1940 convention and
the 1940 election. He estimates
that when he took over the Republican speakers were in a 3-to-l
minority on the air, subsequently
swinging this situation on to an
even keel.
Mr. Church paid high tribute to
the fairness of the radio industry
as to politics.
"I was given every assistance,"
he told Broadcasting, "the pleasant incidents far outweighing the
regretful ones. My only regret is
that thei'e are still a few station
managers in the nation who fail
to see that a black ledger is inextricably linked with public service operation.
"For a simple case in point, but
last week a GOP member of Congress received a letter from a station executive refusing to carry
monthly 15-minute talks by the
Congressman on the ground that
'the broadcasting of your programs
would place us in the vulnerable
position of having to grant equal
time on the air for the opposition
to any point of your discussion,
and, frankly, this we cannot afford
to do.' As long as such faulty
thinking exists in high places, the
radio industry will have trouble."

BROADCASTING

Biggest Spot Campaigi
Is Projected for Vicks
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York|
on Sept. 29 will inaugurate tht
most extensive spot campaign in it>
history, according to Morse Inter tl
national. New York, agency in j
charge. More than $400,000 ha^
been appropriated and over 20l
stations will be under contract dur^
ing the 26-week period.
All Vick products will be pro-]
moted — Vaporub, Vatronol, Vid<
Cough Drops, Vick Inhaler and
Vick AQ Nose Drops, with the firsll
two emphasized during the entir^
campaign while the others are to
be plugged for shorter periods oi
13-16 weeks. The schedules willl
vary in different markets.
Mrs. Roosevelt Program
Is Booked for 32 Weeks
PAN AMERICAN COFFEE BUREAU, New York, on Oct. 5 wil
start a quarter-hour period of news
comment by Mrs. Franklin D
Roosevelt, Sundays 6:45-7 p.m., or
111 NBC-Blue stations with possibly more stations to be added.
The program will stress the gooc
neighbor policy and further cultural relations between the Americas while plugging greater consumption of coffee with the theme
"Get more out of life with coffeethe
Americas'
favorite
The
contract
is to run
for 32 drink".
weeks with
options, while spot radio tests maj
be made later. The bureau is composed of representatives of sever
South American countries. Agencj
is Buchanan & Co., New York.
AU-Night for WAAT
ANOTHER station in the metropolitan New York area goes on a
round-the-clock schedule w h e n|
WATT,
Jersey
City,except
begins Sunday,
24-hour
operation
daily
starting at midnight July 28. L. E.
Gross, known on the air as Bob
Elliot, recently with WITH, Baltimore, will m.c. the midnight-to-7
a.m. show.
• Broadcast
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TELEPHONE COINCIDENTAL SURVETDate: Oct|
Made by:
Where: Oltlahoma City
Period: Bntire morning and afternoon
Retult:
Second aution
16%
Third sUtion
14%
Fourth station . _
11%
WKYSlfo
TEliTHONE COINCIDENTAL SURVET
Where: Oklahoma C
Periodi: One.agency
mornii
advertising
Second sUtion
Third sUtion
Fourth sUtion

*.....Tl79&
6%
4%

TELEPHONE COINCIDENTAL
Made by: SURVET
Period: One
WKY57%

Second sUtion
station
Third
Fourth station

■ 1 BCt
"...18%
17%
4%

MAIL QUESTIONMRE TO FARMERS
S39 Quettio
Where: Statewide Date:
WO
Oklahoma City station do y
Recognized farm statistical oi
AAnother
Tulsa Oklahoma
sUtion
City sUtion* . -H%
13%
WKY48% An Enid station 6%
TELEPHONE COINCIDENTAL SURVHDate: Octobf
Made by: Local advertising ;
Second sUtion
19%
Third atatioR
9%
Fourth
station
6%
WKY66%
Date: Spriq
SURVET IT PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
' most frequently?!
Where: Oklahoma City
Question: *'\Vhat station do you listen
Made by: Nationally knownSecond
organizatic
sUtion
Third sUtion
9%
Fourth
sUtion
3%
WKY71%
SURVET IT TELEGRAPHIC QUESTtONAIRE
Where: Statewide Date: October 193? Queitioi
druggists. "Over what station In the majority of your Ic
the World Series broadcast?"
Made by: L^eading i
AA TuIm
Dallas SUtion
sUtion f. ...13%
11%
Another
Oklahoma
City sUtion 8%
WKY54%
SURVn IT MAIL QUESTIONAIRE
Where: Statewide Date: February 1936
dealers.
station isdistributor
most popular inResult:
your
Made by:"What
EJlectricradioappliance
Second sUtiott
WKY55% ,0 Third
Fourth sUtion
SUtion

13?|
7%
1%

SURVET ir MAIL QUESTIONAIRE
Where: City and State Date: May 1936
charge
account customers.
your favoritestoreOkiahoJ
radio station?"
Made by:"What
L^rgeIs department
WKY

m

,<?, r><ease<l.
Fifures for other sUtions %at

TELEPHONE COINCIDENTU SURVET
Whtrc:
19 Oklahoma towna
Oatt:storeJcMfri
May l^fi ^ #«
Ptriod: Daytime
Mad, by: Prominent department

far back as radio goes, as far back
e first attempts at radio surveys go,
Y has enjoyed a decisive leadership in
)lclahoma among listeners, among dealer";
nong advertisers.
This leadership has been matntfliiieii
itinuously, year after year under p«*r

NT

OKLAHOMA

>. Onaum mr Tmk Oklahoma
CpLOBAVO Spkm(»
KLZ. Dsn

CITY

will
Oltlahama City aUUoB 7%
il>^ Another
llfl/U
If It I ~U
A^
TuUa SUtion I J%
7%
manent. unwavering r>olicies of sound management, skillful programming and endless
exploitation. WKY's record of past leadership accurately mirrors its future.
More complete details of the surveys empauled
Hi the ri^ht are available upon request.
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1111/1/
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AAnother
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Citr naUticMi 2%
i sUtio
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Stations

Identified
FCC

A-I:

Licensee — Newspaper

More than 50% stock of licensee
owned by newspaper.

KAST, Astoria, Ore.
KAVE, Carlsbad, N. M.
KCKN, Kansas City, Kan.
KCMC, Texarkana, Tex.
KERN, Bakersfield, Cal.
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.
KFBC, Cheyenne, Wyo.
KFBK, Sacramento, Cal.
KFOR, Lincoln, Neb.
KFRU, Columbia, Mo.
KGFF, Shawnee, Okla.
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex.
KIUN, Pecos, Tex.
KMJ, Fresno, Cal.
KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.
KOH, Reno, Nev.
KOIL, Omaha, Neb.
KRLD, Dallas, Tex.
KRNT, Dea Moines, la.
KSO, Des Moines, la.
KTAR, Phoenix, Ariz.
KTBS, Shreveport, La.
KTRH, Houston, Tex.
KWG, Stockton, Cal.
KWKH, Shreveport, La.
KYA, San Francisco, Cal.
WBEN, Buffalo, N. Y.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.

the

FCC

With

Hearing Exhibit II Purporting to Show
(As 0/ June 30, 19^.1)

WDAP, Kansas City, Mo.
KBIX, Muskogee, Okla.
KBND, Bend, Ore.
WDAN, Danville, 111.
WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.
KDTH, Dubuque, la.
WDWS, Champaign, III.
KEX, Portland, Ore.
WELL, Battle Creek, Mich.
KFAM, St. Cloud, Minn.
WENY, Elmira, N. Y.
KFIZ, Fond du Lac, Wis.
WFAA, Dallas, Tex.
KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan.
KGLO, Mason City, la.
WFBC, Greenville, S. C.
KGW, Portland, Ore.
WFLA, Tampa, Fla.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky.
KHMO, Hannibal, Mo.
KHUB, Watsonville, Cal.
WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.
KOWH, Omaha, Neb.
WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va.
KPDN, Pampa, Tex.
WHLD, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
KPRC, Houston, Tex.
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb.
KRJF, Miles City, Mont.
WJMC, Rice Lake, Wis.
KRNR, Roseburg, Ore.
WKAT, Miami Beach, Fla.
WKRC, Cincinnati, Ohio
KSCJ, Sioux City, la.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo.
WMC, Memphis, Tenn.
KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal. WMJM, Cordele, Ga.
KVSO, Ardmore, Okla.
WNBH, New Bedford, Mass.
KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo. WQAN, Seranton, Pa.
WSB, Atlanta, Ga.
KXOK, St. Louis, Mo.
WSBT, South Bend, Ind.
WAAF, Chicago, 111.
WAIM, Anderson, S. C.
WSGN, Birmingham, Ala.
WALB, Albany, Ga.
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C.
WTAG, Worchester, Mass.
WAOV, Vincennes, Ind.
WBAB, Atlantic City, N. J. WTHT, Hartford, Conn.
WTJS, Jackson, Tenn.
WBAP, Fort Worth, Tex.
WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis.
WBRY, Waterbury, Conn.
WCAX, Burlington, Vt.
WTRC, Elkhart, Ind.
WCBI, Columbus, Miss.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich.
WWNC, Asheville, N. C.
WCLO, Janesville, Wis.
WDAE, Tampa, Fla.
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y.
A-II:

by

WGH, Newport News, Va.
WGN, Chicago, 111.
WHAT, Philadelphia, Pa.
WHBC, Canton, O.
WHDL, Clean, N. Y.
WHEC, Rochester, N. Y.
WHIG, Dayton, O.
WHK, Cleveland, O.
WHKC, Columbus, O.
WHP, Harrisburg, Pa.
WIBA, Madison, Wis.
WIBW, Topeka, Kan.
WINS, New York City, N. Y.
WIOD, Miami, Fla.
WIRE, Indianapolis, Ind.
WISN, Milwaukee, Wis.
WJAC, Johnstown, Pa.
WKY, Oklahoma City, Okla.
WLS, Chicago, 111.
WMBH, Joplin, Mo.
WMBO, Auburn, N. Y.
WMPS, Memphis, Tenn.
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.
WOMI, Owensboro, Ky.
WPID, Petersburg, Va.
WRAK, Williamsport, Pa.
WROK, Rockford, 111.
WSAN, AUentown, Pa.
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WCBA,
WCLE,
WCOA,
WDLP,
WDMJ,
WDNC,
WEBR,

AUentown, Pa.
Cleveland, O.
Pensacola, Fla.
Panama City, Fla.
Marquette, Mich.
Durham, N. C.
Buffalo, N. WGAN,
Y.

Newspaper

'Degree of Ownership'

WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va.
WSOY, Decatur, 111.
WTAR, Norfolk, Va.
WTCN, Minneapolis, Minn.
WTMA, Charleston, S. C.
WTMC, Ocala, Fla.
WWSW, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Me.

A-III: More than 50% of stock of
licensee held by a combination of the
interests of the newspaper and of executives, stockholders, or employees of the
same newspaper.
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.
KGKOi, Fort Worth, Tex.
KMYC, Marysville, Cal.
KTKC, Visalia, Cal.
WEAU, Eau Claire, Wis.

WEBC,
WHBF,
WHLB,
WMFG,
WTAL,

Ownership

Duluth, Minn.
Rock Island, 111.
Virginia, Minn.
Hibbing, Minn.
Tallahassee, Fla.

1 50%interests
owned inbyanother
newspaper
having
paper.and 50% owned by persons

A-V: More than 50% of stock of licensee
held by executives, stockholders, or employe s of a newspaper.
WBNS, Columbus, O.
KARK, Little Rock, Ark.
WCED, Du Bois, Pa.
KBST, Big Spring, Tex.
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.
KCRC, Enid, Okla.
WCMI, Ashland, Ky.
KDON, Monterey, Cal.
WCOC, Meridan, Miss.
KELD, El Dorado, Ark.
WCOU, Lewiston, Me.
KFDA, Amarillo, Tex.
WCPO, Cincinnati, O.
KFH, Wichita, Kan.
WDEL, Wilmington, Del.
KFKA, Greeley, Colo.
WEST, Easton, Pa.
KFYO, Lubbock, Tex.
WEVD, New York City, N. Y.
KGKL, San Angelo, Tex.
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.
KGNO, Dodge City, Kan.
WFBM, Indianapolis, Ind.
KHAS, Hastings, Neb.
WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids,Wis.
KHSL, Chico, Cal.
WFMJ, Youngstown, O.
KLBM, La Grande, Ore.
WGAC, Augusta, Ga.
KLO, Ogden, Utah
WGAL, Lancaster, Pa.
KLX, Oakland, Cal.
WGNY, Newburgh, N. Y.
KLZ, Denver, Colo.
WHMA, Anniston, Ala.
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M.
WICA, Ashtabula, O.
KOME, Tulsa, Okla.
WILM, Wilmington, Del.
KOOS, Marshfield, Ore.
WING, Dayton, O.
KOY, Phoenix, Ariz.
WISE, Asheville, N. C.
KRBC, Abilene, Tex.
WIZE, Springfield, O.
KRGV, Weslaco, Tex.
WJBO, Baton Rouge, La.
KRIC, Beaumont, Tex.
WJHP, Jacksonville, Fla.
KROD, El Paso, Tex.
WJLB, Detroit, Mich.
KSAL, Salina, Kan.
WJLS, Beckley, W. Va.
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal.
WKBO, Harrisburg, Pa.
KTEM, Temple, Tex.
KTOK, Oklahoma City, Okla. WKIP, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
WKOK, Sunbury, Pa.
KTSA, San Antonio, Tex.
WKWK, Wheeling, W. Va.
KVCV, Redding, Cal.
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.
KVOA, Tucson, Ariz.
KVOR, Colorado Springs, Colo, . WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.
WLOG, Logan, W. Va.
KWIL, Albany, Ore.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
KWLK, Longview, Wash.
WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn.
KWNO, Winona, Minn.
WORK, York, Pa.
KYOS, Merced, Cal.
WAJR, Morgantown, W. Va. WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va,
WQBC, Vicksburg, Miss.
WAYX, Waycross, Ga.
WRJN, Racine, Wis.
WAZL, Hazleton, Pa.
WRNL^ Richmond, Va.
WBAL, Baltimore, Md.
WBLK, Clarksburg, W. Va. WTSP, St. Petersburg, Fla.

A-IV:

Exactly 50% of stock of licensee
held by newspaper.

KTUI, Sioux City, la. WPAY, Portsmouth, O.
KVOL, Lafayette, La.

A- VI: Exactly 50% of stock of licensee
held by person or persons having newspaper
interest
KNOW,
KUIN,
KVAN,
KXOX,

Austin, Tex.
WCAR, Pontiac, Mich.
Grants Pass, Ore.
WCBS, Springfield, 111.
Vancouver, Wash.
WMVA, Martinsville, Va.
Sweetwater, Tex.
WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.
WACO, Waco, Tex.

B-I:
KALE,
KFBB,
KFDM
KGBX,
KGHI,
KIEM,
KLRA,
KOIN,

Less than 50% of stock of licensee
owned by newspaper.

Portland, Ore.
Great Falls, Mont.
, Beaumont, Tex.
Springfield, Mo.
Little Rock, Ark.
Eureka, Cal.
Little Rock, Ark.
Portland, Ore.

KSL, Salt Lake City, Utah
KWTO, Springfield, Mo.
WABY, Albany, N. Y.
WGGA, Gainesville, Ga.
WKBH, La Crosse, Wis.
WKBN, Youngstown, O.
WMRF, Lewistown, Pa.
WOKO, Albany, N. Y.

B-II: Less than 50% of stock of licensee
held by executives, stockholders or employees of a newspaper. (This excludes
those stations where though less than 50% of
stock in licensee is held by executives, stockholders, oremployees of a newspaper, combination ofsuch interests with that owned by
a newspaper places the station in A-IIL)
WGIL, Galesburg, 111.
KATE, Albert Lea, Minn.
WHDF, Calumet, Mich.
KBWD, Brownwood, Tex.
WHKY, Hickory, N. C.
KCMO, Kansas City, Mo.
WHO, Des Moines, la.
KCRJ, Jerome, Ariz.
WHYN, Holyoke, Mass.
KFNF, Shenandoah, la.
WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y.
KPLC, Lake Charles, La.
WKPT, Kingsport, Tenn.
KPLT, Paris, Tex.
WLAG, La Grange, Ga.
KRIS, Corpus Christi, Tex.
WLW, Cincinnati, O.
KRRV, Sherman, Tex.
WMUR, Manchester, N. H.
KTUC, Tucson, Ariz.
WNEW, New York City
KVWC, Vernon, Tex.
WPIC, Sharon, Pa.
KWOC, Poplar Bluff, Mo.
WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
KYCA, Prescott, Ariz.
WSFA, Montgomery, Ala.
KYUM, Yuma, Ariz.
WSLI, Jackson, Miss.
WAGE, Dothan, Ala.
WSLB, Ogdensburg, N. Y.
WBTA, Batavia, N. Y.
WSLS, Roanoke, Va.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
WSOO, Sault Ste.Marie, Mich
WDBC, Escanaba, Mich.
WSTP, Salisbury, N. C.
WGAU, Athens, Ga.
WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C.
Source— Records of FCC, Docket No. 6051, July, 1941.
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Newspaper
Data
Draw
Criticism
Editor
&
Publisher
Year-book,
the
i^reless Tabulations in 1939 Ayer's Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals and 1940 cenExhibits Lead to
sus data. In connection with these
and other tables, he also said the
Laughter
and Radio Daily
VERITABLE
hodge-podge of Broadcasting
Yearbooks were used.
;)ulations and statistics, the aciracy and pertinence of which
Glaring Mistakes
re frequently challenged and
Among the glaring errors in the
master list (Exhibit I), purporting
_ticized by members of the FCC
elf, was introduced at the open- to set forth "standard broadcast
r session of the newspaper-radio
stations affiliated with newspapers
jjring last Wednesday as the interests as at June 30, 1941", a
taimission placed its first v/itness preliminary perusal disclosed the
'the stand. He was Allen W. Say- following :
L supervising investigator of
1. The three California stations
L' staff headed by David Lloyd, — KHSL, Chico; KYOS, Merced;
|o handled the questioning of Mr. KVCV, Redding — are listed despite
[yler and who identified the ex- the fact that the McClung family,
former publishers of the Merced
fits for the record.
Sun-Star and still the owners of
Indicating that the tables were
those stations, sold the newspaper
t acceptable even to the Commisjn in their present form, was the in latter March [Broadcasting,
j.ing by Chairman Fly that they April 7] and are no longer identified with the publishing business
simply marked for identification
in any way.
bject to revisions and corrections
2. The three West Virginia stathe errors are called to atten,|n. Chairman Fly also requested
tions—WCHS, Charleston; WBLK,
Clarksburg; WPAR, Parkersburg
various times that table headFIRST WITNESS at the newspars be changed and, as he put it — are identified with the Clarksper hearings, destined to run for
burg Telegram and Exponent, de- months (with anticipated recesses),
one juncture, made "more lucid
was
Allen W. Sayler, supervising
spite the fact that John A. Kend self-explanatory". Even the
■ntification marks labelled by Mr.
nedy, owner of the stations, sold investigator of the Commission's
Section, who identified a
yler were changed by order of his family interest in the newspa- Inquiry
series
of exhibits prepared under
8 chairman.
supervision.
pers some months ago, and is now his
engaged solely in operating radio
I The Audience Laughed
stations.
erly identified with the Philadel3. The radio stations WCBA and
phia Record and the Camden
b'requent chuckles were heard in
WSAN, in Allentown, Pa., are Courier-Post, but also listed as
ij! audience as counsel for and
incipals in some of the stations
listed as separate stations despite connected with it is the New York
the fact that early this year they Post which was sold last year by
jintified as to their newspaper
lliations perused the mass of were combined into one under the the David Stern interests to other
pieographed releases and noted
call letters WSAN by the FCC it- interests and is not now in any
they were identified and how
self.
way identified with radio.
|; statistical tables were ar4. WHAT, Philadelphia, is prop5. WKIP, Poughkeepsie, is listnged.
(The first table purported to list
FCC EXHIBIT IX
\ standard broadcast stations
|ntified with newspaper interests
No. of Broadcast Stations and Receiving Sets Compared With
of June 30, 1941. Exactly 298
No. of Newspapers and Their Circulation: 1922-41
tions were listed, of which 243
ire classified by Mr. Sayler and
Number of
Total Radio
Number of
Total Circulation
the releases as being 50% or
'
400
,00
0
Daily Newspapers of Daily Newspapers
re controlled by newspaper in- Year
Broadcast Stations ^ Sets in Use ~
30
1922
ests which, he said, hence may
29,680,328
2,033
556
31,453,683
said to "control their policies",
1,500,000
530
32,999,437
lese were labelled as "Class A",
2,036
3,000,000
33,739,369
e other 55 were under 50% and
2,005
1923*
4,000,000
571
528
36,001,803
2,008
*
5,000,000
24
19
ire labeled "Class B".
733
37,966,766
*
6,500,000
25
19
Mr. Sayler explained that in677
2,001
37,972,592
1,949
8,500,000
1926*
618
ded among these were 12 sta39,425,615
1,939
10,500,000
1927*
612
39,589,172
ins identified with weekly news1,944
13,000,000
*
28
19
1,942
612
38,761,187
pers, four with trade or class
15,000,000
1929*
36,407,297
1,923
18,000,000
1932
blications, two with foreign-lan608
1930*
35,175,238
22,000,000
1,913
iage dailies and one with a fort- 1933
610
1931*
36,709,010
1934
1,911
28,000,000
jhtly publication. He described
591
1,929
1935
38,155,540
30,500,000
605
of the 298 as linked "by ties of 1936
40,292,266
1,950
33,000,000
632
mership with newspapers or Avith 1937
41,418,730
685
1,989
37,600,000
39,571,839
rsons associated with newspa1938
1,983
40,800,000
721
1,936
39,670,682
1939
rs", although the tables them45,200,000
764
1,888
41,009,258
ves did not always indicate the 1940
50,100,000
814
1,877
■act tieup.
1941
882
[The first table. Exhibit I, listed
' For the years 1922 and 1932 through 1941, the number of broadcast
LI letters, power, time, State, city, stations is shown as of Jan. 1 of each year. For the years 1923 through
1931, a date other than Jan. 1 is used.[See page 11, 1941 Broadcasting
Ipulation, licensee, name of news!per, circulation and publisher, Yearbook}.
figures include auto sets in use, portable sets and additional
1^ the listings were first by call sets 'inThese
use in homes. The number of auto sets in use advanced from
■jiters alphabetically and then by
in 1931 to 3,500,000 in 1936 to 8,000,000 in 1940.
100,000
Dups of owners or affiliations.
Sources: Number of Broadcast Stations, Records of FCC. Total
Sources of the information were
Radio Sets in Use, Estimates by O. H. Caldwell, editor of Radio Today.
id by Mr. Sayler to be not only Number of Daily Newspapers and Total Circulation of Daily Newspapers,
S FCC records but the 1941 Editor & Publisher Yearbooks.
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ed as identified with the Poughkeepsie Star & Enterprise, Eagle
News & Sun Courier, although
these newspapers were sold to the
Speidel chain some months ago,
and the station is independently
owned by Richard E. Coon, former
editor of the newspapers.
6. WLW and WSAI, Cincinnati,
are identified along with WING,
Dayton, and WIZE, Springfield,
as having newspapers interests
identified with them, apparently
by mere reason of the fact that
Charles Sawyer, counsel for the
Crosley Corp. and director of that
company, operating WLW and
WSAI, owns the Lancaster (0.)
Eagle Gazette in addition to WING
and WIZE.
7. The Minneapolis Star-Joui~nal
and Columbus Citizen are identified with WTSP, St. Petersburg,
along with the St. Petersburg
Times, although there is no interlocking interest whatever among
these newspapers. WTSP is personally owned by Nelson P. Poynter, a member of the NewspaperRadio Committee's steering committee, who is editor of the St.
Petersburg Times and who once
was employed by the Minneapolis
Star-Journal and Columbus Citizen.
8. fiedKOB,
is identinot onlyAlbuquerque,
with the Albuquerque
Journal, of which T. I.I. Pepperday
is publisher, but it is also identified
with the Scripps-Howard group of
stations, apparently because Mr.
Pepperday in an independent capacityDivision
represents of
the that
Rocky chain;
Mountain
Scripps-Howard has no interest
whatsoever in KOB.
9. The list omits entirely the
four stations in Hawaii — EGMB,
Honolulu; KGU, Honolulu; KHBC,
Hilo; KTOH, Lihue— which have
definite newspaper affiliations, and
the one in Alaska — KFAR, Fairbanks. This omission is inexplicable
in view of the fact that these
territorial stations are licensed by
the FCC and in practically all respects are treated like continental
United States stations, operating
under exactly the same regulations.
Breakdown of Ownership
Exhibit II broke down the Exhibit Itable to list 66 stations in
which newspapers were directly the
licensees; 71 in which more than
50% of the stock of the licensee
company is owned by newspaper
interests; 10 in which more than
50% of the stock is held by a combination of interests of the newspaper and of executives, stockholders or employes of the same newspaper; 3in which exactly 50% of
the stock is held by newspaper interests; 84 in which more than 50%
of the stock is held by executives,
stockholders or employes of a newspaper; 9in which exactly 50% of
the stock is held by a person or
persons
having
inter-of
ests; 16 in
which newspaper
less than 50%
the stock is owned by newspapers;
39 in which less than 50% of the
stock is held by executives, stockholders or employes of a newspaper. [See tables opposite page.] The
{Continued on pagePage
50) 17
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Relents,
Giving
Nets
Breathing
Spel
"orderly disposition" of the proj
the agreement on the petition en- which the various problems that con- ties.
front the Commission and the netsued. What transpired over the
works are being explored.
NBC and CBS have maintai
'Orderly
Sale' of weekend was not clear, though it
"The officials of the networks are throughout they do not want
was thought there had been inter- hopeful that the additional time will
Property Basis
permit of a satisfactory solution of the weaken their position in possil
cession from other quarters.
court action. As a matter of fti.
Of Delay
various
problems
involved."
Wheeler Informed
Chairman
Fly agreed
with the net- once the rules finally are agri:
works to present the motion to the
A BREATHING SPELL until
Commission at its meeting tomorrow upon and promulgated, it is (
Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.)
Sept. 16 on the network-monopoly
of the Senate Interstate Commerce
morning (July
22)cooperative
and expressed
ap- pected a friendly suit will be
rules was authorized last Tuesday
preciation for the
attitude
stituted in the hope of clearing
who originally sug- of the network
officials and for their the jurisdictional question.
by the FCC following a series of Committee,
gested
the
conference
method,
was
willingness
to
devote
themselves
conconferences of top network officials in town. Whether he interceded
Possible Legislation
tinuously to a discussion of the problems.
with FCC Chairman James Law- was not known, though it has been
On the legislative end, steps
rence Fly.
Time
Options
Indicating a sudden change of apparent he has kept abreast of
taken toward introduction
At the Tuesday session Mr. Tay- being
all aspects of the converlegislation which would radica
attitude, Chairman Fly last Mon- virtually sations.
He had previously urged
lor
and
Seymour
Krieger,
FCC
atrevise the Communications Act \
day (July 21) announced that NBC
torney identified with the monopoly
time be given to comand CBS, without opposition from that ample
1934 and clearly define and delirij
promise differences, and Chairman
proceedings, met with Messrs.
the
FCC's functions. In this i
MBS, had petitioned the CommisTrammell
and
William
S.
Hedges,
Fly, during his testimony before
sion for postponement of the rules, the
committee last month on the the last-named NBC vice-president spect, it was reported that Senat
scheduled to become effective Aug. White Resolution, had committed
Barkley (D-Ky.), majority lead
2 (the FCC mentioned the effective himself to an effort to work out the in charge of station operations, for was canvassing this matter a
NBC;
Paley
and
Klauber
for
CBS,
date as July 30) until Sept. 16.
might confer with Chairm
rules in amicable fashion.
and Weber and Caldwell for MBS.
Wheeler about such a legislati
Primary
attention
still
is
being
Following
the
Monday
session,
at
'Orderly' Sale
move.
Senator White (R-Me.) .
which time it was agreed that con- devoted to the question of time op- ready has drafted a proposed 1
The following day the Commisferences should be continued with
tions,
with
several
alternative
[Broadcasting, July 21] and tl
sion announced approval of the
petition, with the further proviso General Counsel Taylor toward re- plans suggested. Difficulty is en- may be the measure that ultimate
countered,
apparently,
only
in
cities
vision of the rules, the Commisthat those rules which would force
is introduced.
sion issued a joint statement on having fewer than four fulltime
At the Monday morning sessic
sale by NBC of its Blue Network,
Fly and repre- stations. It is generally felt that the NBC and CBS delegations ^
as well as sale by both NBC and behalf of Chairman
sentatives
of
the
three
networks.
regular
affiliation
arrangements
CBS of stations owned in other
the first time were accompanied
Conferees at the all-day session, can be maintained in those markets. their head counsel — former Jud
than key markets, would be ex- in
addition to Chairman Fly and
Some thought has been given to John J. Burns for CBS, and form
tended from time to time to permit
General Counsel Taylor, included
a plan whereby two hours out of District Attorney John T. Cahill
"orderly disposition of properties."
Niles Trammell, Frank E. Mullen
each five-hour bracket of the day New York, for NBC. They we
Under the agreement, all networks will maintain the status quo and F. M. Russell for NBC; Wil- would be optioned to a particular prepared, it was understood,
liam S. Paley, Edward Klauber and network, with the right to option tell Chairman Fly they would li
in their relationship with affiliates
Harry C. Butcher for CBS; and additional time as sold, based on
and in their over-all operations
immediately, since there a
past network sales experience on gate
until the rules are changed and Fred Weber and Louis G. Caldwell
peared no hope of working out ;
the
stations.
It
is
likely
that
several
for
MBS.
They
had
been
the
concontracts are revised accordingly.
amicable agreement in time a;
ferees during the preceding week.
alternative propositions will be since affiliated stations were 1
In effect, the networks have a 45argued before a formula is devised. coming extremely restive with a
Text of Statement
day extension.
The Blue Network appears to be proach of the deadline. Thereupc
At the time of the postponement,
The text of this announcement
the most vulnerable aspect of the the
which Chairman Fly previously follows :
agreement on postponeme
entire proceedings. NBC, if it must was worked out and a break w
had indicated would not be authorAt the close of a couference today dispose
of the group, wants to have averted.
ized on all of the rules, it was dis- between James Lawrence Fly, chairman of the FCC, and representatives it operating on a going basis, with
closed that Telford Taylor, FCC
Considerable question arose ov
of NBC, CBS and MBS, the following sufficient contracted time to make
the language of network contrac
general counsel, would carry for- joint
statement
was
issued
by
the
it
a
desirable
venture.
On
the
other
ward intensive conversations with
and of licenses, now restricted
three networks :
hand, the quest of MBS for time in one year, though the law permi
the network executives toward re"On
petition
from
National
and
vision of the regulations. These got Columbia, without opposition by Mu- major markets strikes most directly three-year licenses. Chairman F
tual, the Commission is being request- at the Blue. It appears to be con- indicated that a two-year licen
under way promptly last Tuesday
to postpone the effective date of
ceded that the Blue eventually will might be acceptable, but nothii
and were continued Thursday and its edOrder
of May 2, 1941 from July
Friday.
30 to Sept. 16, 1941. This postpone- go, though under the order as concrete was settled.
ment is being requested by National adopted by the Commission ample
The objective, it was understood,
Both NBC and CBS are oppose
and Columbia in order to permit more time
is to procure an agreement on re- time
will be given NBC to permit to the rule requiring disposition
for the discussions that have been
vised rules at least 30 days in ad- going on during the past ten days in what the Commission describes as stations in markets other than Nt
vance of the new effective date,
York, Chicago and San Francisc
to give the networks ample time
Los Angeles, or a maximum
three stations each. NBC own
to revise affiliate contracts in accordance with the rules as agreed
leases or manages 10 stations, CE
upon. Meanwhile, the matter of
8. Chairman Fly indicated each •
these matters could be handled (
possiVjle court test of the Commistheir
individual merits since
sion's jurisdiction to issue the regulations, as well as the question of
regular procedure is prescribed fi
hearing and appeal.
new legislation, have not been overlo ked, itwas reported.
Difficult to Change
Chairman Fly's conciliatory attiUnder
the procedure agret
tude developed over the weekend
after the major networks had all
upon, every effort will be mac
but despaired of hope.
during the ensuing weeks to come v
Last Monday when the NBC and
an agreement on the rules, so thi
at least a month will be availab
CBS contingents entered the conference with Chairman Fly, accomduring which the network can r
vise contracts. The Commission
panied by their chief counsel, they
action eliminated the necessity (
were prepared to announce they
contract cancellation or revision J
immediately would litigate the
of the Aug. 2 effective date, f<
whole question, since there appeared no likelihood of obtaining
which many affiliated stations ha^
changes in the rules. Mr. Fly, howbeen clamoring. Since it is not no
ever, reopened the question of postknown precisely what the requin
(Continued on page i2)
ponement of the regulations and
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Give

your

new

summer ^to

radio

program

score

a

An

a WORK-OUT

l(nocl(-out

economical

13-week

next

summer

tliis

fall!

test on the

Columbia Pacific Network gets your program in
trim for next fall's competitive sales battle ... lets
you check copy appeals— offers— dealer tie-ups.
Only on the Pacific Coast are all these
important program -testing conditions
available in one package . . .
Regular C. E. Hooper "Pacific" ratings to
measure relative popularity and exact
month-by-month audiences.
Nielsen and Facts Consolidated Reports to
check your Pacific Coast sales increases
in regular test cities.
Seven "basic" CBS stations — broadcasting
full CBS schedules, perfectly duplicating coast-to-coast network schedules
and competition.
low cost. A 13-week summer campaign
on the Columbia Pacific Network at a
time-cost as low as 21 cents per town

by night— 14 cents by day !— is ample to
test your own program, or to satisfy
yourself of the sales impact of one of
our Columbia-perfected shows.
Hollywood production. Then, when all the
"bugs" are out of your program — your
perfected show with the identical cast,
technicians, and producers, can go coastto-coast from Hollywood, West Coast
production headquarters for CBS !
New programs now ready! The new
Columbia-perfected programs are now
ready for your audition. They will save
you weeks of worry, lost time, and costlv
experimentation. To hear them — and to
get complete details and the surprisingly low costs— call your nearest Radio
Sales office for information.

Columbia
Pacific
Netwotii
A DIVISION OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Palace Hotel, San Francisco— Columbia Square, Los Angeles. Represented nationally
by Radio Sales with offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Charlotte.
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Grants

RFC
For

425

United

Loan

Millions

to

Kinojdom

WiU Obviate Need of Selling
Holdings in This Country
TO PROVIDE Great Britain dollar exchange without forcing sale
of its securities and investments in
this country, the Reconstruction
Finance Corp. has authorized a
$425,000,000 loan to the United
Kingdom, Federal Loan Administrator Jesse Jones announced last
Tuesday. Bearing the approval of
President Roosevelt, the loan to all
appearances will make unnecessary
the liquidation of British financial
holdings in this country, as advocated by Secretary of the Treasury
Morgenthau [BROADCASTING, June
30].
Specfic Authority
The huge loan was made under
specific authority granted the FCC
by Congress, and the proceeds will
be used by Great Britain to pay for
war supplies in this country contracted for before enactment of the
Lend-Lease Bill, the RFC explained.
Collateral advanced by Great
Britain includes about $205,000,000
in securities of U. S. corporations
listed on the New York Stock Exchange, $115,000,000 in unlisted securities and $180,000,000 in capital
stock of 41 British-owned U. S.
insurance companies, the RFC
stated. In addition, the earnings of
the U. S. branches of 41 British
insurance companies not incorporated in this country, whose U. S.
branches have net assets of about
$200,000,000, will be assigned to
the RFC.
Interest and dividends on this
collateral, together with earnings of
the insurance company branches,
have averaged some $36,000,000 annually for the last five years, RFC
commented. All of this return will
be applied to pay interest and principal of the loan, which bears interest at the rate of 3% annually.
It was estimated the available income would amortize the loan in
approximately 15 years, on the basis
of the last five years.
Jones-Morgenthau
Authorization of the loan was interpreted in some circles as a victory for the British Purchasing
Commission and American proponents of the loan plan, chief among
whom was said to be Mr. Jones,
who contended that forced sale of
British holdings in this country
would effect our own economy adversely. Secretary Morgenthau, as
late as June 26, said publicly that
he felt the British investments ultimately should be sold, although
the sales should be postponed until
a more favorable time for putting
the investments on the market.
Companies affected by Secretary
Morgenthau's position would include Brown & William jon Tobacco
Co., heavy user of radio time, and
possibly Shell Oil Co., Lever Bros.
Page 20
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CBS School of the Ail
Plans Latin Conferencj

Packers Plan Radio
WHILE THERE has been no decision as to how or when radio will
be used in the 1942 $2,000,000 educational advertising meat campaign
to be conducted by the American
Meat Institute, Chicago, Institute
officials stated that "radio is definitely in the picture?" "The meat
packers individually are large users
of radio time, and are among the
most successful users of the medium. The Institute has done considerable research on the possible
use of radio in the forthcoming
campaign," it was stated. Leo Burcount. nett Co., Chicago, handles the ac-

In Mexico Aug.
14- 1(
FIRST Latin American Conferenc
of the "School of the Air of tL
Americas", conducted by CBS, wil
be held Aug. 14-16 in Mexico Citl
at invitation of the Mexican gov
ernment. Educators, govemmen,
officials and broadcasters from a
American nations are invited, wit
Sterling Fisher, CBS director o
charge.
education and radio talks, i

KNAC, in San Antonio,
Gets 1240 kc. Fulltime
FULLTIME was granted KNAC,
San Antonio, by the FCC July 22,
the station being relieved from
time-sharing with KONO in the
same community by assignment to
1240 kc. with 250 watts. Previouslv
it operated with 250 watts on 1400
kc.
KCLN, Blytheville, Ark., purchased in 1939 by Fred 0. Grimwood, former consulting engineer of
Evansville, Ind., was granted a construction permit authorizing an increase in its power from 100 watts
davtime to 1,000 watts daytime on
1230 kc.
Four rival applications for the
same facilities in the Baton Rouge,
La., area, 250 watts on 1400 kc,
were ordered set for joint hearing.
They are Air-Waves Inc., Henry
Norman Saurage, Louisiana Communications Inc., and Capitol
Broadcasting Co., the latter seeking
the local at Port Allen, across the
Mississippi from Baton Rouge.
Drive for Peaches
ATLANTIC COMMISSION Co.,
New York, the fresh fruits and
vegetable buying affiliate of the
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., on July
starts a three-week spot campaign
on approximately 50 stations to
help growers dispose of the current
neach crop, said to be one of the
largest in recent years. A total of
20 live, one-minute announcements
are to be used on each station. The
campaign was originally scheduled
to get under way July 23 but was
moved up to the 30th when natural
conditions delayed the harvest.
Paris & Peart, New York, is
agency.

Co. and its subsidiary, Thomas J.
Lipton Inc. [Broadcasting, March
31, April 21, June 30].
Among American companies in
which British holdings were posted
as collateral were AT&T, American
Tobacco Co., Chrysler Corp., Continental Baking Co., General
Motors Corp., Gillette Safety Razor
Co., Loew's Inc., P. Lorillard Co.,
Monsanto Chemical Co., National
Biscuit Co., RCA, Sears, Roebuck
& Co., Shell Union Oil Corp., Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Standard
Brands Inc., Standard Oil Co. (Indiana), Sterling Products Inc.,
Vick Chemical Co., Wheeling Steel
Corp., Joseph Tetley & Co., Dunlop Tire & Rubber Corp.

MICHIGAN'S All-Ameriean Tom
Harmon realized his ambition — to
become a radio announcer — when
he signed last week as sports director of WJR, Detroit. Here he
signs a contract with G. A. (Dick)
Richards, WJR president, at the
latter's
Beverly
Hills home.making
Harmon is now
in Hollywood
the
"Harmon heof will
Michigan".
Afterpicture
its completion
play in
the All-Star game in Chicago Aug.
28, after which he will report to
WJR where his first assignment
will be to handle all Michigan
games this fall.
GAGS BY PATRICK
Alabama Congressman Assists
'Barn Dance' Comic
REP. LUTHER PATRICK, Congressman from Alabama, not only
writes legislation. He also helps
author radio gags, it was revealed
recently by Pat Buttram, comedian
on the Alka-Seltzer National Barn
Dance of NBC-Red. According to
Comedian Buttram, Rep. Patrick,
one-time announcer and commentator on WBRC, Birmingham, has
doctored jokes for the radio show
for the last seven years.
Buttram met the Congressman
some years ago when both were in
Birmingham radio. Rep. Patrick,
then something of a broadcasting
veteran, coached Buttram in his
comedysionspresentation.
Between Rep.
sesof legislative activity.
Patrick still helps figure out new
gags and comic poetry, according
to Buttram. One of his briefest
works, quoted frequently, is
"Measles" — "Adam: had 'em"!
KDAL Signs With F & P
FOLLOWING the granting of a
construction permit to KDAL, Duluth, to operate with 1,000 watts
fulltime on 610 kc. [Broadcasting,
July 21], Odin Ramsland, newly
appointed commercial manager of
the station, announced it has signed
with Free & Peters as exclusive
national representatives. The station will shift from its present 250
watts on 1490 kc. as soon as the
new transmitter is completed in
early fall.
BROADCASTING

Mexico is providing the Nations^
Palace of Fine Arts as a meetin;
place and contributing
^
the Mexican National services
Symphon
Orchestra. Nelson Rockefeller, Co
ordinator of Commercial and Cul
tural Relations Between the Ameri
can Republics for the National De,
fense Council, vnll be represente
and is providing funds to send th
Golden Gate Quartet and Alan Lo
max, Library of Congress.
Conference chairman will be Di
Luis Sanchez Ponton, Mexican Sec
retary of Education, now in Ne\
York negotiating for radio sets fo
10,000 Mexican schools so they carr
use the air schools programs. Di:]
CarletonforSprague
Smith, music
di '
rector
the Rockfeller
commit!
tee, will arrange music demonstraJ
tions. The conference will launcmi
in Mexico the first national musifl
and literature contests, designed ti
provide original material for th(
CBS air school. Similar contest:
are planned in all other Latiii
American nations.
Seek Newark Regional
WITH Arthur T. Vanderbilt, attor
ney of Short Hills, N. J., as chie:
stockholder, Newark Broadcastin;
Corp., newly-formed, has applied t(
the FCC for a new 5,000-watt sta
tion on 620 kc. in that city. Mr
Vanderbilt
holds 30%
of th<
stock, while Earl H. Rodney, o:
New Rochelle, N. Y., executive
chairman
Committee ofon Mayor
AthleticLaGuardia';
Activities
holds 25%, and Lewis B. Ballan
tyne, insurance man of Newark
5%. None holds any office in th(
corporation, the officers and theii
stockholders being Arthur T. Egl
ner, attorney, of Orange, N. J.[
president, 10%; Lena D. Griffith!
Orange, N. J., vice-president, 5%f
Stuart Hedden, attorney, of Nev
Milford, Conn., treasurer, 25*701
This is the second application withJ
in a week for a new Newark staJ
kc.
tion, the other having been filed
by Paul F. Godley, consulting engineer, seeking 250 watts on 123(
Bisceglia Jingles
BISCEGLIA BROS., Philadelphia
(Greystone wines), has started its
biggest radio campaign for it|
"Wine Coller", a summer drink. A
transcribed jingle announcement
series, with recordings cut by the
World Broadcasting System, New
York, is being used on 15 stations
throughout Pennsylvania. The camJuly and
14, awill
tinuepaign,
for 13started
weeks
totalcon-of
1,200 announcements will be heard,
station schedules varying from one,
two and three a day. Agency is J.
M. Korn & Co., Philadelphia.
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23C
Speech
Input
Equipment
is engineered by Bell Labs to proxade a complete audio system in
one factory-^^Tred and tested unit. It offers uniform frequency
response from 30 to 15.000 cycles — a total gain of 96 db — and bigli
quality that makes it ideal for FM as well as AM.
Like earlier models of the Western Electric 23 T^^e equipment,
the 23C is compact — neat in appearance — simple to install, operate
and maintain. For full details on this popular studio Speech Input,
get in touch with Graybar.

J
ISTRIBUTORS: In U. S. A.: Graybar Electric Co., Graybar Bldg..
ewYork, N. Y. In Canada and y'eicfoundland: Norlhem Electric Co..
4. Jn other countries: International Standard Electric Corp.
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A
Buck
for
a
Box—The
Miller
Method
The product. Miller's Muffin Mix,
"IT SOUNDS like darn-fool philwas placed at the mercy of the
anthropy .. . but it works" !
TSlovel Program
Secures Immediate
Money
Show promotion that has
That's the comment of every
broker, every jobber, every retail
just been suggested to us by our
Distribution, Sales of Cereal
agency, Allen & Reynolds, Omaha.
grocer handling Miller's Corn
On the suggestion of Harold Roll,
Flakes, once they see our current
agency
executive who handles our
radio promotion in operation. BeER
By J. J. WERN
account, the Money Show was given
cause it does sound strange, yet
Sales and Advertising Director, Miller Cereal Mills Co., Omaha
the sales figures in black and
the complete task of putting over
Miller's Muffin Mix. No other form
white prove the sanity of our acts.
LUCRE ALURE and lots of it, provides hook for the radio
of advertising was used — no merYou see, we're buying back empty
chandising other than the usual
Miller'seach!
Corn Flakes boxes — for a campaign of Miller Cereal Mills, Omaha. The way they work
dollar
broker placement.
We could
not saythan
"oursomeone
muffin
Moreover, we're extending the it is an interesting story of distribution. Starting from scratch, mixture
is better
same offer to Miller's Wheat BranMiller has introduced a muffin mix by radio. Better still, it has else's". With a fairly high retail
dies and other Miller's cereals. And
for all, sales and distribution fig- even made a successful effort to sell corn flakes in January.
price,
Muffin weMixcould
will not
savesayyou"Miller's
money
ures have jumped like a cat with its
That was the acid test of radio, as far as Miller was contail on fire.
when you use it to make muffins".
One 15-minute radio program a
cerned. All this is done by the simple means of phoning
We could only hope that the unusualness of our Money Show
day in each of our markets is doing
the job. Which, although we pre- some people during a radio program, and offering them ^1 would create the demand.
And that it did!
viously had been skeptical of radio for each Miller corn flakes box in the kitchen. So — the housefor our purpose, leads us to believe
Miller's Muffin Mix began to
that radio, entirely unsupported
wives keep some Miller's boxes around just in case, and the move, and in a hurry. Jobbers who
by other media, can sell for us —
hadn't yet attempted to sell the
stores have to stock the item to keep their customers supplied.
product to grocers were phoned,
when it's handled right.
even wired, "Where can we get
Something for Nothing
duced
results
as
quickly
as
this
At each home where Miller's
Miller's Muffin Mix?" And the deCorn
Flakes
are
found,
a
natural
program.
In
a
short
space
of
time
mand that was thus created by that
Here's how we handle it.
we
have
secured
distribution
in
phone
conversation
is
struck
up
by
Now coming out of its testing
first test last October, in first one
every Class A and B store in the
the announcer. Thus, he is enabled
stage, and being introduced in marmarket, then several, still conkets as rapidly as possible is the to bring out the housewife's re- city, and every wholesale distrib- tinues.
action to the product . . . learn why
Miller Money Program. With only
With such results from our test,
utor is carrying the item".
In this type of promotion, dis- should we expand operations withthe usual radio merchandising to she prefers Miller's to other
tribution secured is not merely that
out limit? Now we are cautious at
give it sufficient impetus, our pro- brands. Repeating her own words
back to her — naturally conversagram is placed in markets where
the
Miller
Cereal Mills. Maybe this
of
placing
the
item
on
the
grocers'
we want more distribution and
tional— the woman's testimonial is shelves. The entire program is was a "fluke", we considered. Perbased
on
consumer
demand.
The
thus
aired,
complete
with
her
name
sales. Using transcribed music to
haps the popularity came not from
distribution secured is a guarantee
fill in the blank spaces, our an- and address and entirely without
the
program,
but from the unusualthat
the
product
will
move
off
the
the
incredulity
that
so
often
acness of the product.
nouncer places phone calls throughshelves,
because
it
gets
on
the
companies printed testimonial adout the program to as many houseSo we gave the radio show the
vertising. Listeners know the testi- shelves only because the consumer
wives as the 15-minute period alacid
test — that of selling corn
monial is genuine, because they had demanded it be put there.
lows. To each, he makes the same
flakes in January, an unheard of
know the housewife is telling her
offer :
Here's an example of that. One time for cold cereal promotion. Not
story right that very minute.
small grocer wrote: "As you know,
only did the test prove that the
"This is Joe Doakes calling from
I operate a suburban grocery store, Money
All commercial copy in the prothe Miller Money Program on staShow could sell, but its popgram is of a "natural" tone — spe- and it has always been my policy
ularity grew so rapidly, its effection PDQ . . we're on the air right
cifically written to sound as if it to stock only those items which
this minute. I've been authorized
tiveness in any market demonis ad lib comment by the announcer.
my customers demand. Previously,
strated so definitely, that now
by the makers of Miller's Corn
I
did
not
find
it
necessary
to
handle
Thus,
with
the
same
type
of
comFlakes to buy back any empty
there's no limit! We copyrighted
ment being made by housewives
Miller's products, but after the the show, and went at things in
Miller's Corn Flakes boxes you called on our program, our selling third
day of your broadcast, the earnest.
have . . . and I'll pay a dollar for story is put across in a human, unNebraska came first. Next came
repeated demands for Miller's Corn
each".
derstandable manner.
Flakes made it necessary for me the South — Texas, Oklahoma. It
Where one box, or any number,
to stock them. That was only a worked there. Currently running
Effective Sampling
is found, the cash is sent out imfew weeks ago, and since then I
mediately by Western Union mesThe present form of the Miller have sold several cases of Miller's on 29 stations, the list is being exsenger service.
panded rapidly.
program
affords an opportunity for Corn Flakes, and Miller's Wheat
So, what would ayiy housewife
Under our usual practice, time
full-size
sampling
at
each
home
Brandies.
At
the
present
time
I
{Continued on page i8)
listening to the program do? You
where the product is not found by have 31 different types of breakbet, she buys Miller's Corn Flakes, the phone call.
fast food in stock, and I am glad
several boxes, and waits for her
Where the housewife has no
to report that Miller's outsells all
phone to ring. Her grocer must
Miller's Corn Flakes, no empty
have Miller's Corn Flakes — if not boxes
to sell, she is informed that
How It Began
in stock today, he gets them. His
a messenger boy will deliver two the rest"!
The Miller Money Program had
customers demand Miller's, and full-sized boxes of the product to
the most difficult initial test it is
he's in business to satisfy them.
her home, immediately. It's not a possible to contrive for any form
It's the "something for nothing"
sample
.
.
.
it's
a
gift
from
the
instinct with the rough edges taken
Miller Cereal Mills. And thus the of promotion. Its first job was to
off. That's what helps make the value is maintained, indeed set put over a new item. Not a new
first sale — quality brings the repeat even higher in her mind by the in- brand of an old item, but an enorders.
dividual messenger boy delivery
tirely new item, one for which deTrue Testimonals
mand was expected to be extremely
right to her door.
limited.
Has the Money Show proved its
Lest it appear that our efforts in
Sometime during last fall, our
the Miller Money Program, are worth? Listen to the comment of
research department turned out a
constrained strictly to this box- those who know best — independent
THERE WASN'T any problem disbuying plan, let me point out the jobbers and brokers.
ready-to-mix preparation for makmarvelous opportunity presented in
11,000 pamphlets
describHere's the comment of one large
ing cornmeal muffins. It was nating posing
the ofMiller
Money Program,
urally a luxury item, a prepared
this type of program for securing brokerage house: "I do not believe
when
these
charmers
graced
the
mixture that needed only eggs and
testimonials while they are fresh we could have used any other form
WIBC
booth
at
the
recent
Indiamilk
added
for
muffins
or
waffles.
and believable! !
of promotion, that would have pronapolis Home Show.
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the rich Arizona market more

completely with Arizona's largest
radio network ABC's seven stations
guarantee local reception throughout the
state. Join the increasing number of
national and local advertisers who are
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CBC
In

Forms
Canada

Second
for

Network

Commercials

Grove to Resume
GROVE LABS., St. Louis (Bromo
Quinine), through Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago, on Oct. 5 resumes
for 52 weeks Sherlock Holmes on
67 NBC-Red stations, Sunday,
10:30-11 p.m. (EST). Basil Rathbone will again play the title role
with Nigel Bruce cast as Dr. Watson. Edith Meiser will adapt the
Conan Doyle classics to radio. Tom
McKnight continues as producer.

Growing Demand for Evening Time Brings Move;
Gillette Boxing Series Is First Sponsored
TO MEET GROWING demands
work will be CJOR, Vancouver;
for network evening time occa- CHWK, Chilliwack, B. C; CFCN,
Calgary, Alta.; CFRN, Edmonton;
sioned largely by the circumstances of war, the Canadian
CBK, Watrous, Sask.; CJRM, ReBroadcasting Corp. has set up a gina, Sask.; CJGX, Yorkton, Sask.;
Perfection Stove Spots
second network for commercial
CJRC, Winnipeg; CKCA, Kenora,
STOVE Co., Clevesponsorship. First user of the net- Ont.; CJIC, Sault Ste Marie, Ont.; PERFECTION
land (Superfex Heaters), on Aug.
work, still in an experimental
CBY, Toronto; CKOC, Hamilton,
stage, is the Gillette Safety Razor Ont.; CKTB, St. Catherines, Ont.; 18 starts a series of 26 thrice-weekly, five-minute transcribed proCo., with MBS originating boxing CFPL, London, Ont.; CFCO, Chatgrams on WMAQ, Chicago. Agency
events for 26 Canadian stations
ham, Ont.; CKLW, Windsor, Ont.;
is McCann-Erickson, Cleveland.
through the CBC plus the MBS
CKCR, Kitchener, Ont.; CKCO, Ottawa; CFCF or CHLP, Montreal;
outlet CKLW, Windsor. The secKDYL. Salt Lake City, went on the
ond commercial network consists CHLT, Sherbrooke, Que.; CKNB,
air July 20 with its new 5,000-watt
of 23 Canadian stations, with al- Campbellton, N. B.; CBA, Sackfulltime operation, including its new
ternative stations in Montreal to
ville, N. B.; CJLS, Yarmouth, N. S. $15,000 tower and directional setup.
meet local conditions.
The alternative network, it is
Broadcasters Criticize
pointed out by CBC executives, is Western Canada
purely for commercial sponsorship
at present and will be operated
Dominion
for Delay in Poiver Increases
only as and when required. It does
by various factions at Ottawa and
By
JAMES
MONTAGUES
not as a network entity receive
told the convention to be on guard
network sustaining shows, though
AN ATTACK on Ottawa "red against future drives directed
most of the individual stations are tape" and slow granting of new
their interests.
affiliated with the CBC to take its channel and power allocations to against
Glen Bannermann, president and
Canadian
stations,
and
discussion
regular national program service.
manager of the national
It is available only after 6 p.m.
of news and advertising rate struc- general
organization, the Canadian Assn.
(EDST).
tures, highlighted the two-day session of the Western Assn. of of Broadcasters, discussed news
Inquiries Received
Broadcasters at Harrison Hot and advertising rate structures.
Representatives of British United
At present, it is understood there
Springs, B. C, July 14-15.
Press
the recently-formed Press
have been some inquiries for use of
In his presidential address, News, and
Canadian Press subsidiary,
the network in the coming season,
George Chandler, CJOR, Vancou- were on hand.
but aside from the Gillette prover, criticised the delays of Ottawa
At the opening session the main
gram, no other advertiser is using
in granting new allocations to speaker was Squadron Leader
the alternative network.
Canadian stations competing for Shell of the Royal New Zealand
Inhere has been considerable agi- air advantage with American sta- Air Force, who was introduced by
tation for a second network during
tions under Havana Treaty regula- C. P. MacGregor of Los Angeles,
the last year, with private stations
tions. Mr. Chandler urged "this
spoke on "Broadcasting in the
anxious to have such a network
matter of granting technical facili- and
Antipodes". At the banquet on
outside CBC control. Under the Caties be smoked out in the public July
15 Dr. Robert E. Barton Allen,
nadian Radio Act the CBC has full
interest." He cited the comparative director of radio of the U of Incontrol over all networks, even
speed with which grants were
diana, told Canadian broadcasters
where only two stations are in- made following applications in the that Hitler had won mastery over
United States.
volved. A fulltime second network,
the radio air in South America and
with full day and night programs,
Mr. Chandler touched on the war he feared the United States was
however, is not considered feasible
effort and called on WAB members
"doing too little too late" to counor economically possible or necester German propaganda assaults.
to meet increased taxes and obligasary at present. The CBC estitions. He warned against lobbying
About 30 broadcasting station
mates that such a network would
cost another millon dollars annually to operate.
The second or alternative network lined up by the CBC for commercial use has by surveys taken
before March 29, 1941 a primary
coverage just under the number
on the CBC national network. As
with the national network, stations
on the alternative network receive
50% of their card rate for the time
at which the station is used. The
two CBC 50,000-watt stations,
CBK, Watrous, Sask., and CBA,
Sackville, N. B., both of which are
on the alternative network, are EMPIRE BROADCASTERS met at Harrison Hot Springs, B. C, at the
sold with a clause that the CBC
annual convention of the Western Assn. of Broadcasters. Guest speaker
may use them in case of news or a was Squadron Leader B. T. Shell (center), in civil life general manager
program of national importance
of the government-owned New Zealand National Commercial Broadcastcoming during the time of the
ing Service. He is shown with George C. Chandler, CJOR, Vancouver
sponsored program. These two
(left), re-elected president of the WAB, and Glen Bannerman, Toronto,
stations are the most powerful in president and general manager of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
their area and commercial use is Mr. Shell spoke on broadcasting in the Antipodes and expressed himself
as astounded that in Canada commercial broadcasting is not allowed to
secondary to public ser-'ice since mention prices. In New Zealand, he said, price mention is considered of
they are publicly-owned.
primary importance. He is a guest of C. P. MacGregor, of Los Angeles,
Comprising the alternative net- and will shortly return to New Zealand.
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executives and an equal number of
station representatives, equipment
manufacturers, news service executives and transcription companies
attended the convention. An international color was given the gathering with the attendance of a
number of Americans and one
United States operatox', H. J. Quilliam,
Seattle.general manager of KIRO,
George Chandler, CJOR, Vancouver was re-elected president
and a representative to the CAB.
Directors elected were Frank
Elphicke, CJRC, Winnipeg;
Lloyd Moffat, CKBI, Prince Albert,
Sask.; G. R. A. Rice, CFRN, Edmonton. Representatives to the
CAB elected were A. A. Murphy,
CFQC, Saskatoon, and Harold Carson, CFAC, Calgary.
Convention Attendance
Attending the convention were:
Robert E. Barton Allen, Indiana U ;
B. Arundel, CKMO, Vancouver; William
Backhouse, CKY, Winnipeg; J. W. B.
Browne Sr., CKOV, Kelowna, B. C. ; J.
Browne Jr., CKOV, Kelowna, B. C. ;
J. Baldwin, All-Canada Radio Facilities, (
Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. Glen Bannerman, Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
Toronto; Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Chandler,
CJOR, Vancouver ; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Chandler, CJOR, Vancouver; Ken Chisholm,
RCA Victor Co., Winnipeg; Mr. and Mrs.
T. C. Clarke, Northern Electric Co., Vancouver; Spence Caldwell, Canadian Marconi, Vancouver ; M. T. Duggan, Press
News
Ltd.,
Vancouver. Vancouver; Ira Dilworth, CBC,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dowell, British United
Press, Montreal; F. H. Elphicke, CJRC,
Winnipeg; Vic Fouracre, Northern Electric Co., Vancouver; Les Hawkins, Canadian Marconi, Vancouver ; Doug Homersham, CFJC, Kamloops, B. C; R. W.
Keyserlingk, British United Press, Montreal ; D. E. Laws, CJOR, Vancouver;
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Lynch, British United
Press, Vancouver ; H. G. Love, CFCN,
Calgary ; C. P. Mason, United Radio Adv.,
Toronto; A. A. Murphy, CFQC, Saskatoon; C. P. McGregor, C. P. McGregor
Inc., Los Angeles; Duke McLeod, CFAR,
Flin Flon, Man. ; James A. MacLean,
British United Press, Winnipeg; Joseph H.
McGillvra, New York.
V. F. Nielsen and Mrs. Nielsen, CFAC,
Calgary; A. H. NichoU, CJAT, Trail,
B. C; P. Peverley, Walter P. Downs, Vancouver; H. J. Quilliam, KIRO, Seattle;
G. R. A. Rice, CFRN, Edmonton; Sam
Ross, Press News Ltd., Vancouver; Jack
Radford,
CBC, Toronto;
M. Squires,
CKWX, Vancouver;
F. V. P.Scanlon,
CJRM, j:
Regina, Sask.; Jack Slatter, Toronto; H. N. 1
Stovin, Stovin & Wright, Toronto ; R. J. |
Sprott,
CKMO, Vancouver
Vancouver;; John
H. B.Tregale,
Sea- I
brook, CJOR,
All-Canada
Radio Facilities, Toronto ;
Ralph E. Whyte, CFJC, Kamloops, B. C;
Roy Wright, CKMO, Vancouver.
Advertising of Vitamins
Is Restricted in Canada
CANADIAN BROADCASTING
Corp. regulations pertaining to
food and drug advertisers in connection with vitamin content advertising, which v/ere to have gone
into effect last Jan. 1, were recently
placed in operation after numerous
minor differences had been settled
between the advertisers, the CBC
and the Department of Pensions &
National Health at Ottawa.
Under the new amendments to
the Food & Drug Act, claims for
vitamin content are allowed within
strict limitations; testimonials regarding the action of vitamins may
not be used; no assurances may be
made regarding results obtained by
vitamin medication. All vitamin
advertising copy must be submitted
to the Department of Pensions &
National Health, either direct or
through the CBC.
• Broadcast
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FULL-TIME
SPECIAL
# WIBC

WIBC-MUTUAL

PROCLAMATION

is grateful that the State of Indiana

through its Governor, Henry F. Schricker, dedicated aWIBC- Mutual Day in recognition of
this station.
The proclamation in part reads: "Meritorious
public educational and entertainment service
which has become a vital civic asset to our City
and State and an important part of the daily lives
Sndiana

*★***★
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FROM
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GOVERNOR

of our citizens." Aside from all the whereases it's
just another way of showing the loyalty of
Hoosierland for the radio station that it likes
the best.
If you want to reach the folks in the
State of Indiana, in one convenient
package, you can't do better than the
full-time, clear channel of WIBC.
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President

Records

Congress Message
Breaks Precedent in Asking
For Extension of Service
BREAKING a long-established
precedent, President Roosevelt's
message to Congress on retention
of National Guardsmen, reserve
otRcers and selectees in the Army
for more than a year, was recorded
by the President and played back
on NBC, CBS and MBS at varying
times July 21.
Usually when the President airs
a special message to Congress it is
done while he is reading it to a
joint session of the House and Senate. One explanation advanced for
the innovation was that the President considered the message of such
vital importance that he felt he
should read it to the radio audience rather than have it done by
the reading clerks of the House,
regular announcers or commentators. Through the recording the
Chief Executive was able to carry
out most of his busy Monday program without the interruption of a
two-hour trip to Capitol Hill for
the joint session.
Late for First Time
Technically the recording was
made in the same manner as an
actual broadcast, equipment being
set up in the regular White House
broadc." sting room — actually the
Diplomatic Reception Room. From
there the President's voice was carried by line to the studios of NBC,
CBS and WOL-MBS and recorded.
NBC broadcast the speech at
12:15 p.m. (EST), shortly after
the reading started in the Capitol;
CBS carried it at 2:30 while MBS
carried the message twice, at 1 and
10 p.m.
Reason for the varying times was
that the White House requested
the networks to carry the message
at the time most convenient for
themselves. The recording was
available for broadcast by independent stations on the same basis
as all Presidential broadcasts,
merely putting lines into the nearest network point.
Only difference from a regular
broadcast was the fact that the
President was a half -hour late for
his recording appearance, something that has never happened on
a "live" broadcast.
Horlick Test
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK
Corp., Racine, Wis., on July 29 will
test a weekly half -hour adaptation
of the comic strip Harold Teen on
WGN, Chicago. Contract is for 26
weeks and Blair Wallister will produce the program which will advertise Boost, a chocolate flavored
malted milk powder. Preliminary
plans include the addition of WLW,
Cincinnati, in about a month. Company is currently sponsoring Superman, aMonday through Friday
quarter-hour transcribed serial on
WENR, Chicago, and WLW, Cincinnati, which will be diocontinued
in late August. Agency is Erwin,
Wasey & Co., Chicago.
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SOUND
New

PERSPECTIVE

IN MIKE

RCA Pickup Device Said to Function in
Manner Resembling the Human

Ear

IT'S 10 FEET LONG, this latest "sound perspective" long-shot microphone designed in the RCA Laboratories. Because it is so sensitive and
directional,
it is usedis "out
and both
approximates
the location
the
audience. Realism
thus front"
enhanced,
in broadcasts,
moviesof and
television. Field tests are being conducted on Hollywood lots.
DESIGNED to give a much higher center or standing on a relatively
standard of realism in sound re- distant platform. The smack of
production byintroducing the ele- football players crashing together
ment of "sound perspective", this on the field would be within reach,
or the music of a symphony orchesnew, strange-looking device known
tra could be picked up from a disas a "line microphone", a product
tance of 100 feet or more, accordof over 10 years development of
ing to the engineers.
RCA Laboratories, is being fieldMounted on a rolling tripod, the
tested on the movie lots of Hollywood by RCA engineers.
new mike is 10 feet long, a few
inches in diameter and is encased
Because it is highly directional
and capable of efficient operation at in a thin perforated metal sleeve.
substantial distance, the line mike
Inside the sleeve is an assembly of
functions in a manner akin to the quarter-inch pipes of varying length
human ear. Instead of being placed and open at one end.
immediately in front of, just above,
The openings serve as pickup
or at the side of the sound source
points
sound waves, which are
as the conventional mikes would be, relayed for
through
the pipes to a ribthe new device can be positioned
bon transducer, the element which
out in front, in a spot more nearly changes the waves into electrical
approximating that of the audi- impulses.
ence.
Important uses for the device
Vivid Effects
will be found not only in broadSuch a device could be set up at
casting and television, but in the
and in motion pictures as
the edge of a large crowd to pick theatre
well.
up the voice of a speaker in the
Herbert Rosen Arrives,
To Continue Work Here
HERBERT ROSEN, editor of
Broadcasting Program Service, formerly of Paris and Marseilles, has
arrived from Europe and established an office at 45 W. 45th St.,
where he intends to continue both
his Radio Press Service and his
representation of transcription
firms.
A veteran German broadcaster,
now a refugee, Mr. Rosen first in
Berlin and then in France distributed American transcriptions,
sound efi'ect records, scripts and
programs to stations in Europe,
Africa, South America, Asia and
Australia, and in turn exported
their program products to the
United States. When the war broke
out, he was interned in France
but later released upon the intercession of American friends. He
left with his wife and nine-monthold son from Lisbon on the French
liner Winnipeg, bound for Martinique, but the ship was captured by
the British and taken to Trinidad.
The usual one-week voyage to this
country took more than two months.

Lombardo to Colgate
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., Jersey City (Colgate Dental
Cream), on Aug. 2 will replace
Colgate Spotlight, featuring Ed
East and variety entertainment,
Saturdays 8-8:30 p.m. (EDST),
with Guy Lombardo & His Orchestra at the same time on the same
69 CBS stations. In addition, there
will be a rebroadcast at 11 p.m. and
the program will be picked up
aci'oss the Pacific and heard in
Honolulu and Hilo. At present
Lombardo is featured on Lady
Esther Serenade, Mondays 1010:30 on CBS, but terminates that
contract July 28. Format of the
new show will follow typical Lombardo style with old favorites and
"hits of tomorrow" featured. Ted
Bates Inc., New York, handles the
account.
BOB JONES Collese Inc., headed by
Bob .Jones as president with Bob Jones
.Tr. as secretary-treasurer, has applied
to the FCC for a daytime regional in
Cleveland, Tenn., on 550 kc. with 1,000
watts.
BROADCASTING

KHMO, Hannibal, Mo.,
To Take Air in August
THE NEW KHMO, Hannibal, Mo.,
owned by the Courier Post Publishing Co., has completed organization of its staff and expects to
begin operation
the first week in
August, it was
announced last
week by George
Losey, general
manager. The
station,
authorized by the
FCC
Feb. 5, 1941, will
Mr. Losey
operate
on 1340
k c . with
250
watts fulltime.
Mr. Losey was formerly with
WLS, Chicago; WDZ, Tuscola, 111.,
and WIZE, Springfield, 0. Staff
members include Earl Dougherty,
formerly of WMBH, Joplin, commercial manager; Bob Williams,
formerly of WDZ and WLW, Cincinnati, program director; Ben
Parrish, formerly of KWOC, Poplar Bluffs, Mo., chief engineer;
Stanley Cross, formerly of KMYR,
Denver, and Janey-Lou Johnson,
formerly of KTSW, Emporia, Kan.,
continuity and traffic director.
Announcers include George
Moon, formerly of WSUI, Iowa
City; Tuckerman Stadler, late of
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., and Harry
Becker, who was formerly with
KVAK, Atchison, Kan. Turley
Perry, of Hannibal, is staff musician, and Ruth Stout, also of
Hannibal, secretary and receptionist.
WLOL

Names

Husted

As Shurick's Successor
K. WALLACE HUSTED, formerly
with WCCO and WLW and recently with the Minneapolis office
of BBDO, has been named general
manager of WLOL, Minneapolis,
succeeding
E dward
P. Shurick
Sr. Mr. Shurick
with the station
since its inception
in
1939, by
has Judge
been
detailed

former chief juse-ShN|^H tic
theatMi
e nnSu
soetaof St
o
preme Court, wh
Deevane
rolsP. th
coJonthn
stay,
Mr.*^
Husted
t
^
S
t
tion, to work on
national defense matters in connection with Judge Devaney's recent
ent
esesidotenat deRofeosnse-e
appoveltinastm
Prnn
onersof. thbye Mi
to
na
coordi
He will continue as
consultant for WLOL.
Mr. Husted assumed his new duties July 21. At one time he was
assistant general manager and sales
director of WCCO, where he
started in 1927 as an announcer.
Later he resigned to join WLW,
but returned to Minneapolis to join
the agency's branch staff.
Insurer's Series
PILGRIM NATIONAL LIFE Insurance Co., Chicago, is testing a
live musical quarter-hour. The
Hayden Family, six times a week
on KWTO, Springfield, 111., and via
transcription thrice - weekly on
KDTH, Dubuque, and KMA, Shenla. Agency is J. L. Stewart Inc.,andoah,
Chicago.
• Broadcast
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LUBBOCK

Are

on

Panhandle

the

South

Plains

the

Here's
Arnny
School
steady

what the recent establishment of a U. S.
Air Corps Twin-Engine Advanced Training
at Lubbock means to this already rich and
market:

— A 41/2 Million Dollar Building Project!
— hiuge Payrolls To An Army Of Workmen
A 4-Month Construction Period!

During

—The Addition Of 4,000 Army Men To The City's
Population!
— Added Industrial Activity — Building Boom — Skyrocketing Sales — Increased Prosperity!
Add nual
this
huge bonus
to Lubbock's
an40 Millions
in retail
sales and you
have a picture of the advertising returns you can expect from this market
which is open to you through the area's
dominating station-

Get The Attractive Combination

£

nC

Rate On These Four Close-knit Stations:

loemii KTSH

mm

KF

VO

CENTRAL

SALES

OFFICE — 805-6

Telephone
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Riverside 5663
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Petroleum

Ken L. Sibson. General

Advertising

KRGV

BIdg., Dallas. Texas

Sales Mgr.

TWX

DIs 297
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Who's Elmer?

ng a "sales
of doi
THE
g" Ajob
ing
theyedsumin
dur
loadinIDE
hs,
mer mont as portra
the hoxise ad in the July 14
Broadcasting, was like "a check
from home" to Commercial Manager Charlie Balthrope, of KTSA,
San Antonio, v/ho reports that
s meetings during the
KTSA's saleand
last month- -a-half have featured short illustrated talks on
famous military battles, driving
home the fact that most sales battles, as well, are won or lost in the
planning room. Besides meaning
more business for the salesmen,
well-planned campaigns mean more
result.s from radio, and more renewals
Reversing the usual summer
slump, KTSA's sales department,
he reports, has upped its quota of
weekly
a "planning"
drive forcontacts
fall and inwinter
business.
An interesting by-product has been
a definite increase in summer business, shown by a 38.6% rise in
local and regional business over
June and July, 1940.
El Paso Books
FOR
THE
INFORMATION of
the sponsor, the agency and the
district representative, KROD, El
Paso, has just issued a number of
brochures for General Mills on behalf of Hymns of All Churches
and Betty Crocker. Books contain
samples of merchandising letters,
courtesy announcements, photographs of Tel-Pic signs used as
promotional material, tear-sheets
of publicity and advertisements,
pictures of vertising
dealers'
partydistributed
and adstreamers
throughout KROD's territory.

Atctckand[i5in^ &
J^tomoiion
Sales in Summer — Angler's Bulletin — Name for
Pooch — Plane at Fairs — For Ruralites
Drug Stimulus
TO STIMULATE interest in drug
products, KMOX, St. Louis, has
started a new weekly promotion
program as a test for the retail
druggists of St. Louis. Each program invites consumers to visit his
neighborhood drug store and look
over special offers on related groups
of d r u g articles. Groups are
changed weekly to fit the continuity.
More than 900 druggists are participating in the promotion, building displays of KMOX advertised
products in return for the time.
The stores also keep an inventory
of sales to give KMOX drug advertisers an index on the sale of products in particular markets. The deal
was engineered by J. Soulard Johnson, KMOX sales promotion director, through the Retail Druggists
Assn. of St. Louis.
Available
FOR THE benefit of advertising
agencies located in Chicago,
WMCA, New York, is preparing a
recorded album of all its sustaining
features available for sponsorship,
including news and sports commentaries, musical and variety
shows and a quiz series. The album
will
be where
kept atspecial
WMCA's
Chicago
studios
facilities
will
be maintained for audition of the
discs.

N
WHY
DOES CKLW'S 800 KC.
MAKE TH!S STATION THE STANDOUT BUY IN THE DETROIT AREA?

/■
BECAUSE
COVERAGE

\

CKLW'S INCREASED
NOW REACHES

OVER 8 MILLION PEOPLE— 35%
MORE RADIO FAMILIES THAN
LAST YEAR. ALL THIS, AT NO
RATE INCREASE!

r

5,000 WATTS DAY and NIGHT • CLEAR CHANNEL
Representative: Joseph Hershey McGillvra
MUTUAL
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SYSTEM

Vv^PEN Philadelphia, has started
a teaser contest among listeners,
seeking a new name for a pup
picked up by the office girls during
the recent rains. Announcers on
all shows made aside remarks to
an "Elmer" in the studio, giving no
indication
as to be.
who or what the
"Elmer" might
Last week, "Elmer" was introduced to the listeners through advertisements in the local newspapers, with which the station has
time-for-space swap deals. A picture revealing
"Elmer"
as a dog,a
listeners
are invited
to suggest
new appropriate name for the pup.
Three pairs of Nylon stockings will
be awarded to the one sending in
the name selected, with a pair each
for the next 12 runners-up.

TO INSURE rapid distribution of
membership cards for Par Soap
Co.'s For Housewives Only Club,
KDYL, Salt Lake City, sent several
comely misses, like the one at right,
to visit personally every major grocery store in Salt Lake City, Ogden
and Provo. Listeners join the club
by mailing
to the
bership cardin like
the station
one herea membeing
handed the shopping housewife.
The thrice-weekly For Housewives
Only is conducted by Emerson
Smith, KDYL program director,
who selects at random phone numbers of club members, calls them,
asks the member a true-or-false
question. Correct answers win a
"Par Double Treat", a $2 merchandise order and a large box of Par
Soap. The personal contact method
has more than doubled club membership, KDYL reports.
Fish
AS MERCHANDISING service for
the client, Fred D. Fleming, KLZ,
Denver news editor and fishing
enthusiast, gets out a weekly
sportsman's bulletin, "Fishing in
Colorado", for the Dave Cook Sporting Goods Co., sponsor of an early
morning quarter-hour newscast on
the station six days weekly. It gives
a picture of fishing conditions
throughout the State, runs from
seven to ten pages weekly and is
now being printed by the hundreds
to answer the demand of sportsmen
who
it free 'cA,
the sponsor's
store.obtain
The station
provides
a special bulletin board in the store,
where daily bulletins, wired in by
wardens of the State Game & Fish
Department, are posted.

WBAL Plugs for .50
TO CELEBRATE its shift to 50,000 watts and affiliation with NBCRed, WBAL, Baltimore, is distributing guest cards to radio editors and
agency executives entitling them
to "WBAL-50,000 watt" cocktails.
Idea is the brainchild of Harold C.
Burke, WBAL, general manager,
and the cocktails can be found at
Longcharnps restaurants and the
Warwick Hotel, New York; the
Wrigley restaurant, Chicago, and
the Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia.
Round of the Fairs
THE BIG Studio Plane of WCKY,
Cincinnati,
annual roundisofmaking
fairs its
andsecond
festivals
within 100 miles of Cincinnati.
Last year more than 500,000 inspected the de luxe mobile unit.
Don Dean, WCKY farm field reporter, conducts interviews which
are recorded and broadcast the following day. Voice recordings are
made and played back every day
for fair
visitors.
Listener-promotion material
is distributed.
KXOK in Communities
AROUND Missouri, Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky, KXOX is placing display ads in 82 rural newspapers, to be followed by a Salute
to Cities program. Bob Seat, KXOK
promotion manager and creator of
the animal series of ads used by the
station,dition is
tour. Initems
adto themaking
salute the
program,
from the papers are read on the
After Lunch Club.
BROCHUUES

Grocery List
COOPERATING with retail grocers of Northern California and
food manufacturers and processors
using time on the station, KSFO,
San Francisco, has published a 10page listing of all grocery products
promoted on KSFO programs. The
listing breaks down the advertisers'
lists, showing those using programs, announcements and contests
and special offers.
Food for Families
COOPERATING with the Rock
Island (111.) Argus, WHBF, Rock
Island, entertained the 17 farm
families entered iu the contest of
the Illinois State Fair to select a
typical Illinois family, at a special
banquet tendered at the local Hotel
Fort Armstrong.
BROADCASTING

Z-BAR NET. Butte, Mont.— Pictorial
booklet on Montana's natural attractions, incorporating a full-color illusreprint of bythe.Johnny
poem. Ritch
"Shorty's
Saloon",tratedwritten
and
illustrated by Charles M. Russell, famous cowboy artist.
WOR,
— 14-pageby booklet
"Needle New
Work",Yorkillustrated
Roger
Duvoisin.
and
containmg
a
description of the services and facilities of
WOR's Recording Division, headed by
Ray Lyon.
DUNKEL SPORTS RESEARCH
SERVICE. Mountain Lakes, N. J.—
Folder-booklet promoting the 11-week
Dunkel football prediction service.
KMMJ. Grand Island, Neb.— Booklet
givingka's best
thebuvstory
KMMJ,
per ofdollar
spent"."NebrasWDRC.
Hartford,
Conn.
— Die-out
"Faxology" brochure in Food
for
Thought series.
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wow
5000 Watts
Day and Night
590
Kilocycles

WOWS-A-GRAM

OMAHA -GREAT PLAINS MARKET BULLETIN

ol. 1 — No. 5

PRIZE

WINNING

BUILDS

RADIO
NEW

WOW

(HOLDS!)

Ideal

NEWS TOWER
1.., f»« S^^ 5.««» WCW

FEATURES

FLOCK

NEWS

Medium

For

Tower
Plus

Wise time buyers select WOW because it
is the predominant station in a rich, balanced
(half-agricultural, half -industrial) market. The
News Tower supplements the WOW time
purchase as merchandising cooperation.
Other WOW "extras" include quality of
local programming, consistent listener promotion, special events, news service, and expertly
planned sales merchandising for each individual advertiser's especial needs.

For

Paper"
The WOW"Outstanding
Radio News Tower Radio
was awarded
a gold
laque, presented by St. Louis University, at the recent
BAB convention. It was adjudged the best publication
• its type in the nation.
Tower
New

Features
Summer

Shows

i Photos and special articles on summer replacement
[lows, program format changes, new stars and renewed
[counts, will get the big headlines in the July issue
the WOW Radio News Tower Magazine.
wow

Wins Peabody Citation

The George Foster Peabody citation, for "outstandmeritorious
public forservice"
during the
year 1940,
was ing
given
to WOW
its enterprise
in originating
the President's Birthday Ball broadcast of 1940, carried by more than 450 radio stations throughout the
world.
It is such enterprise, combined with ample power
and good wave-length, that makes WOW the dominating station in the Omaha-Great Plains Market area.
BROADCASTING
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MAGAZINE

LOYALTY

Client

Publicity

Eight thousand WOW families pay 50c a year for WOW's unique "point-of-sale
piece" — the Radio News Tower Magazine, through which every WOW program
is interestingly publicized to a "cream-of-the-crop" group of listeners in the large
Omaha-Great
Plains market. The News Tower is a "must" item by the loudspeakers
of these listeners.

TO WOW

Is Just One WOW

told Plaque Awarded

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

LISTENERS

The Radio News

iuly News

WOW
Covers on area of
185,288 square miles,
containing more than
700,000 radio homes.

Every day, every night, the News Tower reminds folks to set their dials exclusively to 590 kilocycles — and to keep
them there to hear all the red network,
the best national spot programs, and the
popular WOW local features.
Why WOW

Folks Pay
To Read Client Publicity
The Radio News Tower (June issue) included 34 photos of radio stars ... 36 feature
articles ... 6 newsy (or breezy) Columns by
staff celebrities ... 72 snappy radio news
bulletins or "brighteners" ... a fuU page
(11x14) United Press war map ... a full
(back ) page accurate WOW program schedule.
Every month pictures and features are new
and different. (The better to give good publicity to every WOW client! ) Recent standout features included a full-page feature on
radio stars' salaries with list and photos of top
ten ... a complete list of new wavelengths of
all U. S. stations after reallocation . . . doubletruck (with 12 photos!) on eleven shows
currently on WOW for one major client . . .
Haynes Radio Log in chart form . . . series of
six full-page United Press war maps.
Almost every item and every cutline included the name of a WOW program, its sponsor,
or its product.

The Radio News Tower Adds to
Subscribers' Enjoyment of WOW Shows
Time

Buyers, Ad Men,

Clients, Enjoy It Too!
wow sends the News Tower (gratis) to
nearly 5,000 clients, agency men, educational,
civic, and radio industry leaders every month.
In 1940 nearly 100 in the above group
wrote voluntary "thunder" letters praising this
news magazine. Many offered thanks for pubfor. licity cooperation which they hadn't even asked
A request on your letterhead will bring you
a sample copy of the July Radio News Tower.
Advertising

OMAHA,

NEBRASKA

On the RED Network
590 KC. . 5000 WATTS DAY <S- NIGHT
JOHN J. GILLIN, JR., MGR.Page
John Blair Cf Co.., Representatives _,,
29
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PRO(iPAMS
Pine Camp Programs
ad- WITH the entire personnel of the
ch paren
only
whi
as
wom
the
mits
bee
Z
QUI
RTS
SPO
A
ticipants has been produced
Fourth Armored Division particiby WGAR, Cleveland, and
pating in one way or another,
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y., last
named Ladies' Dayr at the Mike.
IN FIVE
YEARS the
The quiz, a half-hou in length, and
Wednesday started the first of a TWICE
heard on Tuesday evenings at 8:30, series of special programs broadLone Ranger program, produced at
is presided over by Bob Kelly,
cast from the outdoor amphitheatre
WXYZ, Detroit, for a coast-toof Pine Camp. The first program
y'sts,ques
or. ofKell
coast MBS network as well as tranWGAR tionsspor
cover ts
andspor
fields
all edit
scription, has won the annual award
was written and produced by Prithere are cash prizes and baseball
vates George Greaves and Jay Wil- of the C. I. T. Safety Foundation
tickets for the winners. The ladies
liams both of whom have had pro- as the radio program contributing
are teamed in pairs for the quiz,
the most to traffic safety during the
fessional theatrical experience.
on
es
iti
inat
all
elim
and the compet
preceding year. The Lone Ranger
Inside the Army
but two teams who battle for the
series won the award first in 1937.
top honors and the cash prizes, with A COMPLETE INSIGHT into Here the Lone Ranger himself
the baseball tickets awarded as
(Brace Beemer) accepts the latest
consolation prizes to the losing workings of the new Army, from
team.
soup kitchens to schools for fly- award, made July 14, from John
*
* *
Darr (left), representing the Coming cadets, will be given on Your
mercial Investment Trust of New
Army,
new
MBS
series.
The
proIn the Service
York City. Both engraved plaques
grams will feature interviews with
NAVY NIGHTS will be inaugu- representatives of each phase of have been framed and are displayed
rated by WFIL, Philadelphia, Aug.
in the business offices of King-Trenincluding the com5. Originating at the Auditorium of Army personnel
manding officers, lieutenants in dle Broadcasting Corp., in the Stroh
Bldg., Detroit, along with other
the Philadelphia Navy Yard, a va- the Army nursing service, host- awards
bestowed on the program.
riety show using Navy personnel
esses,
commandant
of
the
bakers'
exclusively will be introduced, to and cooks' school
Farm News
and
others.
*
be known as Navy Night. Uniformed men and workers stationed
LOCAL farm news in addition to
Outstanding Georgians
at the Navy Yard will bo selected TRIBUTES to three Georgians who the regular coverage of national
each week for the program's talent, have accomplished notable deeds farm reports is now included on
music to be provided by a band of during the week are paid on WSB, Columbia's Country Journal proa battleship. A similar program, to Atlanta, as a feature of the Home
gram heard Saturdays on CBS at
noon. Plans have already been
be known as We're in the Navy
Folks
program.
Aimed
at
a
stateworked
out for 29 CBS stations to
Now, as a sequel to its Army show
wide audience, an editorial forum
cut
in
at
12:25 p.m. and insert their
fromthe Indiantown
We're is also incorporated in the broadin
Army Now, Gap,
was Pa.,
announced
own local news by station farm edicast,
presenting
outstanding
tors who round up news for the
last month by WCAU, Philadelphia.
Georgia newspa})er
* * editorials.
❖
reports of Charles Stookey, CBS
farm editor.
Famous Heels
Biblical Group
NEW five-v/eekly quarter-hour seMan in the Pool
NORMAN CORWIN, CBS writerries, titled Heels of History, has
producer-director who is currently
SOMETHING
new in the way of
been inaugurated on NBC-Pacific
presenting 26 By Corwin Sunday
question programs is claimed by
stations by Richc'.rd Brooks,
nights on CBS, is preparing a Blue
commentator. Upholding those who
WDWS, Champaign, 111. Hank
trilogy of Old Testament stories
Miller of the station announcing
have been dubbed "heels" by their
for presentation Aug. 10, 17 and
staff, does a 15-minute "man in the
fellowmen,
he'reveals
24. For the last of the three prothat
the accused
is nothistoric
alwaysproof
the pool"
broadcast from the Urbana
grams.
Deems
Taylor,
commentaPark
villain
implied.
tor for the New York Philharmonic
* * *
week. sv/imming pool seven days a
broadcasts, is writing special music,
* ❖
Club Quizzes
and Charles Laughton will play the
Knows the News
TRANSCRIPTIONS are made by
title role of "Job".
KANS, Wichita, of quiz contests AMARILLO National Bank is
sponsoring a series of programs
conducted
by the station at meetLaws That Are Strange
ings and luncheons of civic groups
featuring questions on current
as part of the Quiz Business pro- news, phoned while the program
UNUSUAL laws in various Ameriis in progress by listeners and
can communities will be revealed on
gram. The discs are then rebroadcast
by Wes Izzard, KGNC
KANS. the following evening by answered
the five-minute series It's A Latv,
newscaster.
starting July 29 on WMCA, New
York. Series will be based on the
feature appearing in the American
NBC
Magazine written by Dick Hyman
and illustrated by Otto Soglow.
:|! * *
KIDO
Military News
WLW, Cincinnati, began a series of
weekly broadcasts July 15, bringing officers of the Army, Navy and
Marine Corps to the microphone.
Scheduled each Thursday, the programs aim to tell, through interviews, what is news in military
circles.
*
* *
Telephones reflect business advance. Telephones in Boise have
Voice of Youth
increased 6.84% over last year.
USING students of the U of Toledo speech department, WTOL
The number of telephones in
presents a weekly forum devoted to
Boise has shown an increase
views of young folks on national
topics. After the participants have
every month during the past
presented their views, members of JOHN BLAIR aCO.
five years.
the audience participate, asking
questions of the speakers.
f>^

tL

★

'*

in^ 600
Xu:.
In the rich, productive Baltir^ore area
WCAO consistently reaches and influences
the cream of your sales potentials.
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Listening
Groups
Foimd
Successful
Survey Shows 8,363 Having
Membership of 200,000
NEW and highly successful educational technique has been found
in radio listening groups organized throughout the country, according to a pioneer study conducted by Frank Ernest Hill of the
American Assn. for Adult Education and published by the Columbia U Press.
Mr. Hill reports that his "unfinished census" reveals there are
8,363 known radio listening groups
in this country, numbering around
200,000 persons. He estimates that
on the basis of the figures he has
on hand and the possibilities for
getting information, it is reasonable to assume there are actually
15,000 organized groups meeting
Itogether to hear radio programs
-and their activities touch 300,000 to
500,000 persons.
They Do Things
The groups, Mr. Hill reports, as
a whole include both men and women but with women predominating.
They show a great range of income, the report says, but the majority are from families receiving
from |1,000 to $3,000 a year.
The census was taken through
questionnaires to radio stations,
colleges, libraries, CCC camps,
NYA state directors, labor coun>
cils and directors of radio programs.
In discussing the radio listening
groups, Mr. Hill said, "They already do things on a greater scale,
in proportion to the effort expanded, than any nonradio agency can
hope to rival."
Butler Group Controls KTUC
THE GROUP of stockholders headed
by Bui-ridge
Butler,Phoenix,
owner ofassumes
WLS,
Chicago,
and D.KOY,
control of KTUC, Tucson, Ariz., under transfers of stock approved July
22 by the FCC. John Merino, owner
of 100 shares, sells 41) shares to Ralph
A. Bilby, Tucson attorney, and one
share to Mr. Butler. The stockholding
lineup now is Mr. Butler, 69 shares ;
Mr. Bilby. 50; Glenn Snyder, WLS,
(Chicago, .50; George R. Cook, WLS,
50 ; Mr. Merino. 50 ; Louis F. Long,
,30; Frank Z. Howe, 1. Mr. Butler
:paid $1,333 cash for the Morris shares
and assumed $2,000 in obligations
of Mr. Morris. Mr. Butler and Mr.
Bilby together assume $7,000 stock
subscription obligations of Morris and
Merino.

Station C

Distribution of audience listening to St. Louis Stations 5:30-7:45 a.m.

In every single quarter hour between 5:30 and 9:00 a.m., KMOX
has more listeners than any other
St. Louis station. In every single
quarter hour but one, KMOX has
more listeners than all other St.
Louis stations combined. And even
in that one quarter hour, KMOX
has better than twice the audience
of the second place station.
That's the beautiful picture of
KMOX's popularity provided by
the latest Gill survey in St. Louis.*
But to be absolutely fair to the
other St. Louis stations, consider
the period before the big CBS network shows come on the air— the
KMOX

THE VOICE

period before 7:45 a.m. when
local show competes with local
show for the audience. (A period,
incidentally, with still a good
choice of broadcasting times for
advertisers. )
What's the result? kmox has
59% of all radio homes listening
to St. Louis stations between 5:30
and 7:45 a.m.
That, sir, is popularity !
*This survey, covering the period 5:30-9:00 a.m.,
•was conducted by Samuel E. Gill and consists of
2354 personal interviews with radio families in
St. Louis and 16 "outside" counties in Missouri
and Illinois, including all counties with a city of
10,000 or more population within the day and
night Primary
area of KMOX.
"outside"
cross
section
is representative
of anThearea
comprising
65.4%maryofarea.the
total
radio
families
in
KMOX's
PriComplete details available on request.

OF ST. LOUIS
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Owned and operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System. Represented nationally by Radio Sales with offices in New
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Same
Old Story
IT DIDN'T take long to learn which way
the regulatory wind blew in the newspaperownership proceedings which got under way
last Wednesday before the FCC sitting en
banc. Only a matter of minutes after
the hearing opened, FCC Chairman Fly, in
characteristic fashion, shut off any preliminary argument on the question of the FCC's
jurisdiction to "legislate" on the ownership
of stations by newspapers, and "reserved" that
discussion probably until the end of the inquiry, which is expected to be months hence.
The opening gun in the proceedings was
strangely reminiscent of what had transpired
in the television fiasco of a year ago, and in
the oral arguments incident to the chainmonopoly regulations last December. Elisha
Hanson, counsel for American Newspaper Publishers Assn., was stopped in his tracks by
the chairman when he attempted to argue the
Commission's authority to conduct the proce dings, or to subpoena witnesses. And former
Judge Thomas D. Thacher, distinguished chief
counsel for the Newspaper-Radio Committee,
while treated with deference, nevertheless was
not permitted to argue his contention that the
Commission, without a change in statute, could
not distinguish between newspaper and nonnewspaper ownership of stations.
It is another example of the FCC sitting as
prosecutor, judge and jury, with the parties
in interest utterly helpless until the same
Commission at its own strategic convenience
permits them to raise the jurisdictional question. It is a modern version of star-chamber
proceedings, streamlined and air-conditioned.
Thus far, the Commission apparently is attempting to build its foundation with expert
testimony and with slanted (and often ridiculously inaccurate) exhibits, some comparing the
relative effectiveness of newspapers vs. radio
and, presumably, their competitive results. It
is too early yet to glean what the "prosecution" proposes to prove. That apparently
doesn't matter if the Commission is to be
judged on its past performances.
Newspapers should profit by the experience
of those who have recently run the gauntlet
of FCC "legislative" proceedings. Their only
salvation, it should be clear, is to get the question in the courts or before Congress before
the Commission's majori*^y attempts to do its
own legislating, probably to the tune of a
funeral dirge.
Page 34
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Advertising Under Fire
MANIFESTING their cooperation with the
Government's defense oil conservation program
and their good faith toward their customers,
some of the leading oil marketers, particularly
along the Eastern Seaboard, are revising their
advertising copy to the conservation theme.
They are telling motorists how to handle their
cars to reduce gas consumption, and are even
urging a reduction in pleasure driving.
That certainly does not look like venality on
their part. Accepting the nation's requirements
as basic, they nevertheless regard advertising
as a business necessity not only to continue
moving their goods but to keep brand names
before a public which one day inevitably will
again be free buyers.
Yet earlier this month the Dept. of Justice,
in an apparent crackdown drive via the intimidation route, virtually takes the oil companies' advertising to task by requiring all of
them to fill out questionnaires giving in minute
detail their total advertising expenditures in
all media, samples of copy used, including radio
scripts, names of all media used, names of
agencies and amounts spent in each category.
The advertising fraternity has good reason
to fear that this is another step by the New
Deal's fast boys toward scrutiny of advertising
as a whole. Witness the final paragraph of the
questionnaire: "A statement outlining the necessity and desirability of advertising the
branded products of your company, together
with the available statistics showing cost of
advertising per dollar of sales, cost of advertising per unit of commodity sold (gallon of
gasoline, quart of lubricating oil etc.) and the
extent to which competitive forces have compelled the adoption of advertising methods and
policies of the company."
No question is asked about truth in advertising or possible violation of law; rather the
inquiry is into its "necessity" and "desirability." When oil companies, or any other companies, are probed along these lines, the obvious inference is that the bureaucratic mind
thinks it, rather than management, should pass
upon purely internal business practices. We
echo the sentiment of the St. Louis Star-Times,
always a staunch New Deal supporter: "There
is a time for all things — and this is not the
time for a witch-hunt against advertising as
an institution, operated by the praetorian guard
of the Administration's most radical left wing."

in a series of academic and professional guides to develop use of aural instruction in schools, School Recording Technique,
written by Prof. Karl S. Van Dyke, Wesleyan
U, has been published by the Committee on
Scientific Aids to Learning, New York. Prof.
Van Dyke also is author of Sound Recording
Equipment for Schools, published by the Committee in 1940. Text of the manual presents
usable information for educators on the technique of recording for educational purposes,
and the 52-page volume incorporates a foreword by Irvin Stewart, director of the Committee and former FCC member, along with a
factual review of the recording program at
Wesleyan U, directed by Prof. Van Dyke. Other
publications in the series are Broadcast Receivers &Phonographs for Classroom Use and
Central Sound Systems for Schools.

LATEST of a series issued by the Federal
Radio Education Committee, The School RadioSound System by R. R. Lowdermilk of The
Evaluation of School Broadcasts project at
Ohio State U, deals with application of radio
in schools from administrative and technical
angles. Supplementary data was contributed
from the radio industry through the NAB.
Copies can be obtained at 25c each from FREC,
U. S. Office of Education, Washington.
Via Transcription
IN THESE DAYS of world turmoil, when the
conquests of Caesar and Napoleon are eclipsed
almost weekly, the making of history in our
own restricted bailiwick may be overlooked.
President Roosevelt, it should be noted, did it
again last Monday. He resorted to transcriptions in going to the public with his message
to Congress on legislation to extend beyond
one year the military service of selectees, National Guardsmen and Army reserves.
No reason was assigned for the President's
unprecedented move. But it is easy to fathom.
To have delivered the message in person before the combined houses of Congress would
have meant a noon presentation, which would
have been picked up by the networks. A peak
audience is not available then. The issue, striking at virtually every home in America, was
all-important. The Chief Executive wanted the
body politic to hear in his own words his exposition ofa vital national problem. The answer
was via recording.
Thus America could listen at home, and
while at leisure. All stations and networks
could broadcast and rebroadcast the message
(which they did). There was flexibility of time
not possible if the message had been picked up
"live". There were all of the voice inflections,
the highs and the lows, which have made
Roosevelt radio's leading personality. No one
thought of it as a "canned" speech. Transcriptions have outgrown that catch-phrase stigma.
And the networks, which even now shy at transcriptions, carried it without complaint or criticism, by invitation of the President.
There will be more of this "pre-planned"
broadcasting on important events in the future.
By his action of last week the President has
given transcriptions the highest recognition

possible.
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NOTES
JOHN HUTCHEXS. formerly in the
drama department of the jVeu: York
Times,
has newspaper.
been appointed
editor of the
T. E. radio
Kennedy,
Jr., who has been acting radio editor
since Orrin Dunlap joined RCA last
year, will handle technical and feature
material sistants
in are the
radio department.
Sid Lehman
and Rudy AsW.
Stewart.

EUGENE

COLLINS PULLIAM

LISTENERS, like
RADI
newOspaper readers, want
and deserve the best in
ional fealocal,This state and nat
tures. is the success thesis
of Eugene Collins Pulliam, who in
30 years has bloomed from a cub
reporter on the Kansas City Stayto a top-flight broadcast and publishing executive, heading WIRE,
Indianapolis, WAOV, Vincennes,
newspaper properand substantial
ties in Indiana and Oklahoma.
Gene Pulliam's present status as
an executive in large-scale business
operations represents the culmination of but one of the choices of
success open to the ambitious youth
of 1910 or so. Back in those days,
when the automobile began to hold
more appeal for gay young blades
than the bicycle, Gene was a crack
police reporter and feature writer
on the Star, working under the
paper'sliamlate
famed
publisher,
WilRockhill
Nelson.
As things
turned out, he decided to go into
the publishing business on his own,
first in the Southwest and later
expanding eastward. But if he had
continued as a reporter, he doubt\ less today would be reading his by( line in magazines and newspapers
rather than his signature on business letters.
Born May 3, 1889, in a semi-dugout on the wind-swept prairies of
Grant County, in Western Kansas,
Gene was the son of a pioneering
Methodist minister. After graduating in 1906 from Baker U's prep
school in Baldwin, Kan., he attended DePauw U, in Greencastle,
Ind., graduating in 1910. At DePauw he was a founder of Sigma
Delta Chi, national journalism fraternity.
After college he went to Kansas
City, worked on the Star for two
years and on Feb. 23, 1912, married
MjTta Smith. That same year he
went to Atchison, Kan., as editor
of the local paper, the Champion.
Three years later he became editor
and subsequently owner of the
Franklin
(Ind.) 'Star,
in 1923
also
becoming publisher
of the
Lebanon
(Ind.) Reporter and 10 other Midwest dailies. In 1929 he formed Oklahoma Newspapers Inc. Right now
his newspaper
interests include
BROADCASTING

Central Newspapers Inc., Indiana
Newspapers Inc., Oklahoma Newspapers Inc., Lebanon Newspapers
Inc., Huntington (Ind.) Newspapers Inc., Vincennes Newspapers
Inc., all of which he heads.
In radio circles he is well known,
not only as a successful individual
operator but as a leader in the reorganization ofthe NAB and as a
good solid industry promoter. As
president and executive head of
Indianapolis Broadcasting Inc. and
Central Newspapers Inc., he is top
man at WIRE and WAOV.
To many of his friends, lanky,
pompadoured Gene Pulliam still is
essentially the newspaperman. Although he proved a genius at bringing large-scale financing into the
accumulation of relatively small
publishing properties, he nonetheless likes to sit down at a news desk
and bat out stories and editorials
with the rest of the boys. One of
his cardinal principles of operation
has been his enthusiasm for local
autonomy in the properties he owns.
Always he has required that individual publishers of his newspapers
hold an interest in the business and
actively participate in formulating
policy. This precept is reflected in
the bitter editorial squabbles that
frequently have gone on between
the papers. Attesting his business
acumen, Oklahoma Newspapers
Inc., formed in 1929, went through
one of the worst droughts in the
history of the Southwest and a national depression — without loss of a
nickel
to bondholders or stockholders.
Gene numbers among his intimate friends all sorts — left-wingers, conservatives, reactionaries. A
broad political tolerance is a valuable personal attribute. Key associates in his various business enterprises always have maintained a
genuine devotion for him as an
individual.
Apart from his business activities, he is a trustee of DePauw U,
a member of the executive council
of Sigma Delta Chi, and a member
of Delta Kappa Epsilon scholastic
fraternity. Also he is a Mason, Elk
and Methodist. His clubs include
the Rotary and Ulen Country Club
in Lebanon; Columbia, Indianapolis
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MRS. C. M. .TAXSKY Jr.. wife of the
Washington consulting engineer, was
elected grand president of Alpha Gamma Delta
vention insorority
Asheville.at N.its C.recent
She conwas
formerly first vice-president.
LEONARD F. ERIKSON. CBS
Western sales manager, with headquarters in Chicago, has been given
direct supervision over sales operations in the CBS Detroit office, according to William C. Gittinger, CBS vicepresident in charge of sales. Western
sales manager since 1930 for CBS, Mr.
Erikson was previously in the agency,
magazine and newspaper fields.
B. F. McCLANCY. NBC traffic manager, on Aug. 15 is leaving NBC to
accept an executive position with
Eaton cessor
Mfg.
has yetCo..
beenCleveland.
named. No sucJANE KILBOURXE. formerly secretary to John McMillan, head of the
radio department of Compton Adv.,
Xew York,
been appointed
assistant to Tomhas Coleman,
of the Xew
York sales staff of John Blair & Company, station representative.
COMMISSIOXER Paul A. Walker of
the FCC is author of an article on the
progress of television, appearing in
the current issue of the Sooner, publication of the U of Oklahoma alumni.
WILLIAM B. WAY, vice-president
and general manager of KVOO, Tulsa,
has
appointed
secretary-manager
of thebeenTulsa
State Fair.
JOE BIER, announcer of WOR, Xew
York, for over a decade, has been
named farm director of the station.
Farmer's
WOR's years
He hasforannounced
Digest
the last several
and
in addition has handled the Man on
the Farm feature.

Athletic Club in Indianapolis; National Press Club in Washington.
Under his chairmanship the Ulen
Country Club's annual Beefsteak
Dinner has become nationally famous.
His family includes Eugene
Smith Pulliam Jr., son of his first
wife who died in 1917; Martha Ott
Pulliam, whom he married in 1919,
and their two daughters, Martha
Corinne and Helen Susan. Gene Jr.
is now news editor of WIRE.
Gene plays low handicap golf and
spends his vacation each year fishing for muskies in Northern Wisconsin and Canada. Some day ere
long he hopes to find time to write
some short stories. As he sees it, his
greatest individual achievement
came when he beat Gene Jr. in a
golf tournament. Young Mr. Pulliam, it will be remembered, is a
topflight Midwest golfer and at
the 1937 NAB convention in Chicago was co-winner of the Broadcasting trophy, with Harry C.
Butcher, CBS Washington vicepresident. Gene Sr. did not happen
to participate in that tournament.

KATE SMITH, who conducts her own
program on CBS for General Foods
Corp.. Xew York, on .July 23 received
a citation on behalf of the Treasury
Dept. awarded to her by Secretary
of the Treasury Henry C. Morgenthau. Jr., "for distinguished patriotic
services rendered for national defense."
CHARLES FOLL. formerly of
KFRC. San Francisco, has been appointed KMO. Taeoma, program director,
succeeding aDick
Ross, position.
who resigned to accept
Chicago
Billie Barnes, formerly in dramatic
work, has joined the station as
women's
director,haswhile
Ericksen. program
new to radio,
been Raoul
made
summer relief announcer.
ARTHUR SATHERLEY, Xew York
e.xecutive of Columbia Recording
Corp., is in Hollywood to supervise
cutting of a recording series featuring noted artists.
HEXRY JACKSOX. western manager of CBS Radio Sales, Chicago, on
.July 19 married Mary Brooks, of Xew
York.
BRIAX G. SHELLOX. manager of
C.JKL. Kirkland Lake. Out., a lieutenant, has joined his regiment on active
service. He has managed CJKL for
seven 5'ears.
HAL HUDSOX, CBS Pacific Coast
commercial program manager, has sold
an original film story. "That Certain
Woman", to Republic Productions.
HAAX J. TYLER, sales manager of
KSFO. San Francisco, left July 18
for a trip to radio agencies in Xew
York and Chicago. He spent the July
20 week in the latter city, and was
to headquarter at the Edward Petry
& Co. offices in Xew York the week
of July 27. returning Aug. 5.
WAYXE STEFFXER, salesman of
KSFO. San Francisco, on Aug. 1 is
to join the sales staff of CBS in
San Francisco. Before joining KSFO
18 months ago. Steffner was time and
space
buyer for McCann-Erickson in
San Francisco.
ED DUTY, formerlv chief engineer of
KHUB, Watsonville. Cal.. has been
promoted to assistant manager, in
chargenicalofoperation.
both production and techSTUART STAXDISH. new to radio,
has joined the sales staff of WSOC.
Charlotte. X. C replacing Vera McCorquodale, resigned.
FDR
Selects Ethridge
To Head Racial Probe
MARK ETHRIDGE. former president of the NAB and at present
vice-president and general manager
of the Louisville Courier-Journal
and Times, operating V/HAS, has
been veltappointed
Roose-to
as chairmanby ofPresident
a committee
investigate complaints of discrimination against Negroes seeking
work in defense industries and with
the Government. David Sarnoff,
RCA president, is a member of the
committee, which also includes William Green, AFL president; Philip
Murray, CIO president; Milton P.
Webster, vice-president of the
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, and Earl B. Dickerson, an attorney. The latter two are Negroes.
Serving without pay, the committee will investigate complaints
growing ov.t crimination
of allegations
of diswhich led President
Roosevelt to issue an Executive
Order last month reaffirming the
policy of the Government against
discrimination against any workers
in defense or Government because
of race, creed, color or national
origin.
July 28, 1941
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ELMER H. DRESSMAX. director of
publicity and continuity at WCKT,
Cincinnati, lias been appointed cbairman of the Public Information Committee, Disaster Service, Kenton
County (Ky.) Chapter. American
Red Cross. He has also been named
a member of the publicity committee
of the local Surplus Foods Committee.
BOB FLEMIXG. announcer of
WELL New Haven, has enlisted in
the Army Tank Corps for a three-vear
period. Philip L. Buxbaum Jr.. WELI
sports editor, and Charlotte Beckley.
of .Jacksonville. Fla.. have announced
their engagement.

DOX HOPKIXS. formerly farm manager of WSOY. Decatur, 111., huJoined the announcing staff of WKMO.
Kokomo. Ind., replacing Warren Williamson.
NEIL SEARLES. former announcei
in Detroit,
has joined
the announcing'
staff
of WLW,
Cincinnati,
replacing
Bill Frost, now at Camp Lee, Va.
GANUS SCARBOROUGH, formerlv
of WSAV, Savannah, and WJHP.
Jacksonville, has returned to WSAV
as program director.
GEORGElations staffHINDS,
the guest
reof KOA, ofDenver,
recently
married Helen Donavan. He will move
to Delta, post.
Col., in September to fill a
teaching

K.VRL LIARPER. sportseaster of
WAAT. Jersey City, on July 2.5 received the Sporting Xeics award as
the most popular announcer in the
International League.
PAUL XORRIS. traffic manager of
WSOC. Charlotte. N. C. and president of the Camfra Club of Charlotte, has been signed by B & H
I'hoto Co.. of Charlotte, to write and
produce a weekly program on jihotographie technique.
CLIFF CARPENTER, actor on the
CBS Woman of Courage program,
sponsored by Colgat^-Palmolive-Peet
Co., Jersey
Pauline
Masterman
of theCity,
CBSandsales
department,
were married July 26.
WALTER ARNOLD, formerly of
KFOX. Long Beach. Cal.. has joined
KMPC,
nimneer. Beverly Llills, Cal., as anMAX BICE. KMO. Taeoma. announcer, and Margaret Jane Burrus,
of
Olympia. Wash., were married recently.
MARJORIE COONEY
STARTING her radio career at
WSM, Nashville, eight years ago
with a piano-patter-singing act,
Marjorie Cooney is kno^\^l to her
audience as "Ann Ford" and her
featured program is A Woman
Looks at the Neics, a five-day-aweek newscast that has been sponsored for the three years that Marjorie has been at the hehn. She
holds a card in the local musicians
union and is featured with the
stalf bands on several shows. At
one time she held the distinction
of being a full-fledged announcer
for a whole year over W4XA,
WSM's ultra high-frequency experimental station. This diversifield 5 ft. 5V2 in. of red-headed
vim, vigor and vitality, in addition, holds regular talent auditions,
has written commercial continuity,
has conducted surveys, delves into
research for WSM's educational
programs, and at one time conducted a woman-on-the-street pro-
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JA:\IES McCULLA, announcer of
WHO. Des Moines, is convalescing
after
an emergency appendectomy in
niid-.Tuly.

BOB DWANS. producer of KGOKl'O. San Francisco, is the father
of a bal)y girl born July 15.
RUPE ager WERLING.
promotion
of WIBG, Glenside.
Pa., manhas
been appointed to the Cheltenham
Township Defense Council.
PAUL H. GIROUX, music director
f>f KTAR. Phoenix, and Miss Mary
Evans. wUl be married Aug. 9 in
Phoenix.
RALPH
NIMMONS.
program
tor of WFAA
and KGKO.
Dallas,direchas
been promoted to first lieutenant in
Co. B. 29th Battalion, of the Texas
Defense Guard.
DAVE ferred
RUSSELL
has beenstaff
trans-of
from the announcing
WFAA-KGKO. Dallas, to head a new
department for the development of
program ideas.
GEORGE COPPEDGE. formerlv of
WMFR.
Point.York,
N. C.have
and joined
Mervin
Piatt,High
of New
the announcing
ton-Salem, X. C.staff of WAIR, WinsWESLEY HAIXES. cowboy singer
..f WHBF. Rock Island. 111., is the
father of a baby girl, born recently.
HERB LATEAU has been promoted
to chief announcer of KVOO. Tulsa.
Okla.. succeeding Lou Kemper who
has become vocalist and announcer
with Bob Wills and his Texas Playl)oys. The Playboys are in Hollywood
for the filming of "Go West, Young
Lady" by Republic Studios.
MAR.TORIE MILLS, newscaster of
WXAC. Boston, and the YankeeColonial
network,
was recently
ered a silver
anniversar.v
party attendthe
Hotel Statler. commemorating 25 years
of newspaper and radio work.
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USING THE AIR to sell fishing equipment, Wright & McGill, Denver,
largest manufacturers of fish hooks and flies in the nation, sign for continuance of its Fishing Dope broadcast over KLZ, Denver. S. N. Wright
of the firm signs the contract while his business associate. Drew McGill,
looks on. Standing- in the rear (left) is John Flautt of the MacGruder
Agency,
handling the account, and KLZ sales representative Jim
McEldowney.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising

GENE HAMILTON, NBC announcer
ED ALLEN, announcer of WFBG,
BILLY ARTZT, Hollywood musical
Altoona, Pa., has joined the announcdirector of the weekly CBS Blondie
for Adam Hat Stores, and "Dr. Gino
ing staff of VriBG, Glenside, Pa.
Hamilton"
on
the
NBC-Blue
Chamhcr
program, sponsored by R. J. Rey2Iitsic Societj/ of Lower Basin Sireet
nolds Tolwcco Co., (Camel cigarettes),
JOHN A. GUINAN, announcer of has been
prosrams, has been shifted to the NBC
contracted for a similar asWCAU. Philadelphia, disclosed this
signment on the CBS Boh Burns
production
under "Wilfred
erts. XBCstaff
production
director.S. RobJack week that he had married Jean CarShou\
starting
September. Sponsor
roll in Scranton, Pa., last .Jan. 9, is Campbell Soupin Co.
^McCarthy will be m.c.-announcer on
an
announcer
of
WGBI
in
that
the Basin Street show. Also promoted while
city.
on the announcing stalf is Dick DudBILL HAMPTON and George Dunley, now a senior NBC announcer as
ing. Hollywood lyric v/riter and music
well as assistant producer of the GENE KERN, production director of arranger,
respectively, on the NBC
Whose Blue! program, now off the WPEN, Philadelphia, takes leave of
air until this fall.
absence, starting Aug. 1 to join a Kay
Kyser's
College
of Musical Tobacco
Knoicledj/e,
sponsored
by American
summer theatre company at Newport,
Co.,
have
formed
their
own
i^ublishing
R.
I.
JIM HARKINS, right-hand man to
the radio comedian. Fred Allen, and
firm, Beverly Music Co., headat 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
of CBS Hol- Their first quartered
known as '"Uncle Jim" on Allen's pro- EARL WENNERGREN
number. The Old Lookinu
lywood pul)licity department, has been
grams, is serving on the CBS televiGlass, is being released through Bill.
sion program staff as special assistant hospitalized with influenza.
to Ruth Norman. CBS television castWARREN CHAMPLIN, at one time
MYRON DUTTON and Michael
ing director. Well-known in vaudeville
with KXOK, St. Louis, and recently at
and radio, Mr. Harkins will check Raffetto, NBC Hollywood, are handling
WKRC, Cincinnati, has returned to
actors and actresses for the suitability summer production of One Man's
on television programs and act as m.c. Famthj, sponsored by Standard
KXOK as announcer. Harry K. Renat television auditions.
Brands, during absence of Carlton E. fro has been named KXOK news editor and publicity director. Bob Seat
Morse,
author
of
the
series.
RALPH BURGIN. announcer of
has been named promotional manager.
WPTF. Raleigh, N. C, has been ap- DEE McCULLOUGH, formerly a rapointed by Gov. J. M. Broughton as
dio instructor at the University of DORIS GILBERT, Hollywood writer,
a committee member of the campaign
Utah. Salt Lake City, has joined left for New York where she will
work on a radio version of Gone With
organization of Old North State Fund,
KTFI,
Twin Falls, Id., as operatorannouncer.
the Wind for fall sponsorship.
a licensed chapter of British-American
Ambulance Corps.
JERRY LANSING. formerly of
WTRT, Troy. N. Y.. has become program director of WMAS, Springfield,
Mass.
CHARLES BALTIN, naturalization
director and announcer of WHOM.
Jersey City on Aug. 10 is to marry
Evelyn G. Hoffman of New Brunswick, N. J.
Won't
be long
PETE De LIMA, formerly radio manager of Everett N. Crosby Ltd., Hollywood talent agency, has joined KFInow...
KECA, Los Angeles, as writer.
DANIEL SUTTER, former Chicago
ij radio actor,
has joinedAlso
NBCnewas ona producer and director.
the
before
NBC production staff is Ed King, Yale
graduate.
JACK NEGLEY, announcer of
WINS. New York, has been assigned
the lead role in a motion picture to be
made by Nash Motors to show salesmen and dealers how to sell service on
KFYR
goes
Nash cars.
PAUL PHILLIPS, formerly a scriptwriter for CBS, has joined the NBC
script staff and is working on programs for fall production.
IRVING REIS. former Hollywood
radio producer-writer, under his new
RKO Radio Pictures director contract,
has been assigned to direct ''A Date
With the Falcon".
PHIL FRANKENBERGEB, assistant in the publicity department, has
been named publicity head of WPEN,
Philadelphia, replacing Ira Walsh, who
becomes special events director.

5000

watts

day and

GROVER COBB Jr., formerly ot
KSAL, Salina, Kans., has joined the
announcing
staff of WLVA, Lynchl)urg. Va.
DOUG EDWARDS, newscaster of
WSB. Atlanta, is the father of a baby
girl born July IG.
LEE McARTHUR. formerly of
WSGN. Birmingham, recentlv added
to
of KIEV.
Glenda'le,
Cal..
has the
beenstaff
elevated
to xerogram
director.
He succeeds Wallace McLain. resigned.
Gene Holee, formerl.v of KELA. Centralia. Wash., has been added to KIEV
as announcer, with Fred Gwyn returning to the station after several
months absence.
NATHAN FLEISCHER, foreignliinguage news analyst of WDAS,
I'hiladelphia, recuperating from a
serious illness, will continue his
nightly broadcasts, starting .July 28,
from the Breakers Hotel, Atlantic
City. Frank Unterberger, WDAS
eliief engineer, locates in Atlantic
City at the same lime to handle the
remote broadcasts.
EARL A. EBL director of NBC Chicago, has resigned to return to motion
IDictures as a free lance actor.

night

Just another step
in our continued
efforts to serve
our
clients better.

HDUERTISER
^/CRACKERS
More than ever
The regional station with the clear channel coverage
Reports from
salesmen indicate our announcements not
only create demand but also
bring the housewife back for
repeat purchases."
50,000 WATTS
NBC
RED NETWORK
DENVER

BROADCASTING

NBC
Affiliate

KFYR

550
Kilocycles

Meyer Broadcasting Company
Bismarck,

N. Dakota

Ask any John Blair man
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TODAY
is the time to

COMMERCIAL SOLVENTS Corp.. Philadelphia (anti-freeze) , to Gray & Rogers,
Philadelphia, for its anti-freeze division.
NORTH BROS. MFG. Co., Philadelphia
(Yankee household tools), to Gray &
Rogers, Philadelphia.
SIX ocaO'CLOCK
Pa., (tapi-S.
and ginger Co.,
breadNorristown.
mix), to Norman
S. MacAfee, Philadelphia.
BROWNING KING & Co.. Philadelphia
(men's clothing), to I. A. Goldman & Co.,
Balti more. H.office,
N. Goldberg,
Philadelphia
is handlingof the
the agency's
account.
Media to be used in the Philadelphia area
include radio, newspapers and direct mail.
VITAMIN Co. of America, Los Angeles
(vitamins), to Faraon Jay Moss Adv,
Agency,
Hollywood. Contemplates use of
radio in fall.

get up to the minute
INFORMATION
on this
MAJOR

MARKET

Of the 50 New England Cities and Towns
in the WLAW Primary
Market ... 41 have

MacMILLAN PETROLEUM Corp., Los
Angeles
Durstine (Ring-Free
Inc., N. Y, motor oil), to Roy S.
BRAU BREWING Corp., Fort Wayne, to
Suedhoff & Co., Fort Wayne.
STOMAR PRODUCTS, Kansas City, to I.
B. Wasson Adv. Agency, Kansas City.
CONSUMER'S
SUPPLY Co.,to Des
Moines
(auto supply
distributors),
Cary-Ainsworth.
Des Moines.
RUM & MAPLE TOBACCO Corp., New
York, to Raymond Spector Co., that city.
Radio being considered.

no Daily Newspaper.

WLAW
5000 WATTS

COLUMBIA\||^

•

680 KC.

Malto-Meal Returning
CAMPBELL CEREAL Co., Minneapolis (Malto-Meal), is preparing a schedule of announcements
varying in length to be placed on
about 50 stations starting in October. Agency is H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago.

AFFILIATE

National Representatives
THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

INSPIRATION
A

COMES

LANGUAGE

THE

NOT

. . . BUT

THOUGHT

FROM

FROM

EXPRESSED

The right to speak and to hear your own sacred
native language in this, the land of freedom and
democracy is the hallowed privilege of the mighty
army of foreign peoples who have bravely made
America their home.
The languages differ but the song in their hearts
is the same. They stand strongly united behind

THE COLUMBIA CLAN over-ran KIRO, CBS affiliate in Seattle, when
the station recently entered the 50,000-watt class. Surrounding H. J.
(Tubby) Quilliam, KIRO manager (front, center) are Herbert V. Akerberg (left, front), CBS station relations vice-president, and Donald W.
Thornburgh (right, front). Pacific Coast vice-president. In back row are
Fox Case, CBS Pacific special events director; W. B. Lodge, CBS chief
audio engineer; J. G. Gude, station relations manager.
Liberal Benny
JACK BENNY, radio comedian now on vacation from
his NBC
for York,
General Foodsprogram
Corp., New
may kid himself on his programs about being tight with
his money,
you can't
convince Clay but
Morgan,
assistant
to the president of NBC, that
Benny really is "Scotch". Mr.
Morgan just received
diamond-studded watcha from
Benny as thanks for his work
in arranging the party last
May given for Benny in honor of his ten years in radio.
Souvaine Expanding
HARRY
HOFF,
formerly
of Transamerican and
General
Amusement,
has
been named a.ssociate producer of
Henry Souvaine Inc., New York, coincident with that program producfirm's contemplated
expansion.
He
will tion
concentrate
on daytime
dramatic
shows. Associated with Mr. Hoff will
be John M. Young, author of among
others The Second Mrs. Burton, and
Irving Vendig. author of the Folger
CofEee program, Judy & Jane.
Souvaine is planning several new
shows for the coming fall. Among those
now produced are Bringing Up Father,
Listen America and Mandrake the Magician, as well as the fall broadcasts
of the sored
Metropolitan
bv the Texas Opera
Co. series spon-

this country's symbolic flag in reverent defense of
American Freedom and American IdealsWDRC
THESE 5,000,000 PEOPLE ARE WELL WORTHY
THEY BUY THE ECONOMICAL PRODUCTS OF AMERICA

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

.uu Foil
WHOM
1480 KILOCYCLES
FVhh TIME OPERATION
29 WEST

57TH ST., NEW YORK
Telephone Plaza ^-4204
JOSEPH LANG, Manager
3
AMERICA'S LEAJING FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION
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Court Upholds FTC
DECISIONS
two orders
Federal Trade affirming
Commission
have been handed down by the
U. S. Circuit Court of Apeals,
Philadelphia. One ruling upholds
an order which had been appealed
by Pep Boys — Manny, Moe & Jack
Inc., Philadelphia. The firm had
been ordered to cease use of the
word "Remington" on radio apparatus. The FTC has ordered
Howard S. Weaver, trading as
Weaver Real Estate Appraisal
Training Service, Kansas City, to
cease certain claims about home
study courses in real estate appraisal. Another order directs Hyphen Corp., Matoaka, W. Va., successor to Bradley's Laboratory Inc.,
to cease
certain claims for Hyphen remedy.
Mabel Flanley to AFA
MABEL
G. FLANLEY, eastern;
director of Consumer Relations,,
Borden Co., New York, has beenn
elected a vice-president of the Advertising of
Federation
America'
and chairman
its of
Council
on,
Women's Advertising Clubs, following her resignation as Federa- 1
tion secretary. Miss Flanley is succeeded by Clara H. Zillessen, adverof PhiladelphiaElectric tising
Co.,manager
Philadelphia.
Maxon Agency's Building
MAXON Inc. has virtually doubled
its physical capacity in Detroit, with
the opening of a separate new buildingtion two
doorsEasteastJefferson
of its present
locaat 2761
Ave., which
will continue to be its headquarters.
The new building will provide for expansion of the Maxon research and
merchandising division. Tlie enlarged
research facilities will serve not only
the Detroit office, but the branches in
Chicago, New York and Bridgeport,
force.
Conn., as well as the Maxou field
RICHARD ENSON,and
STEVhusbandBARBARA
and wife writing
team, have .ioined the J. Walter
Thompson Co, Hollywood staff to work,
on scripts of the weekly CBS Melody ;
Ranch, sponsored by Wm. Wrigley Jr.
Co.. (chewing gum). They are working
under direction of Brad Browne, f
producer,
Mrs, Stevenson
for-'|merly ofassistant
Fran was
Stryker,
author
The Loneto Hanger.
• Broadcast

Advertising

WALTER GORMAN, formerly of the
production department of WEAN,
Providence, has joined Compton Adv.,
Xew York, as program supervisor. He
succeeds George Brengle. who resigned
to attend cetirses
t' in
preparation
for callat toColumbia
active service
in the Navy, in which he is a reserve
officer.
I EILEEX THORNE, formerly of the
j copy department of BBDO. New York,
; has'
been transferred to the publicity
department.
WAYNE TISS. Minneapolis radio director of BBDO. is in Hollywood conferring with agency executives on fall
radio plans.
THOMAS DAVID LUCKENBILL.
account representative of J. Walter
Thomi^son. New York, and former head
talent buyer of that office, on July 13
became the father of a daughter, Mary
Louise.
WILLIAM SCHNEIDER, of Donahue & Coe, New York, is currently in
Hollywood lining up advertising campaigns for the Walter Wanger film,
■"Sundown", as well as "The Little
Foxes",
Goldwyn. being produced by Samuel
FRANK HEALEY. radio manager of
Frank Stempel Agency. Hollywood
talent service, has reported for Army
Air Cori)s duty at Moffett Field, as
first lieutenant.
11 jj
HENRY K. WAMPOLE & Co. Ltd..
Perth. Out. (proprietary) starts this
autumn a series of dramatized spot
announcements on 32 Canadian
stations. Account is placed by J. J.
Gibbons Ltd., Montreal.
T. L. STROMBERGER. formerly assistant director of public relations and
advertising of Union Oil Co.. Los
Angeles, was recently appointed advertising manager. Robert L. Philippi,
continues as director of public relations and advertising.
PHILLIP B. HINERFELD. advertising manager of Postal Telegraph,
while retaining his position with that
firm, has joined the Blow Co., New
York, as an account executive to
handle various transportation accounts. He will divide his time between the two positions.
SMITH & BULL Adv.. Los Angeles,
has moved to new quarters at 43.54 W.
Third St. Telephone is Stanley 71613.
Staff includes Dick Smith and Frank
Bull, co-partners ; John Cohan. George
Irwin, Archie Hall, Peter Potter, account executives and special announcers ; .Jeanette Roach, office manager,
Jack Lawson, publicity director.
J

McAvity Resigns
THOMAS A. McAVITY, vice-president in charge of radio for Lord &
Thomas, New York, has resigned,
effective July 18.
Mr. McAvity
joined Lord &
Thomas October
1932 and for many
yearstor ofwas
radiodirecfor
the
Yorkagency's
office.NewIn
1937 he opened a
Hollywood office
for Lord & Thomas and managed
Mr. McAvity
it until January
of this year. He was elected vicepresident in October 1940 and for
the past six months has headquartered inNew York. He is leaving shortly on a several-week vacation after which he will announce
future plans. Carl Stanton, in
charge of the Lucky Strike account
for Lord & Thomas, is in temporary charge of the department.
WILLIAM B. S:\IITH, formerly of
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, and
previously of Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati, has joined Brown &
Thomas, New York, as an account
executive.
BENSON INGE, formerly radio publicity director of Benton & Bowles,
New York, has been appointed head
of radio publicity of Ted Bates Inc.,
that city.
M. ST. JOHN-BRBNON, formerly
of Maxon Inc. and Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, has joined Roy S. Durstine
Inc., New York, as a creative executive. Also joining the agency recently
is Warburton C. Webb, formerly of
The Sportsman and Palmer & Co.,
New York.
EDWARD R. HALPERIN, formerly
of BBDO, Chicago, recently joined
Essig Co., Los Angeles, as account
executive. He will head the radio deIjartment.
RALPH C. CAPLES, president of
Caples Co., New York, on his annual
visit to branch offices, was in Los
Angeles during mid-July for conferences with A. M. Caron and Leo Meehan, jiroduction and radio manager,
respectively.
JOSEPH A. SILL of Brisacher, Davis
& Staff, Los Angeles, has been called
to Army dut.v as first lieutenant in the
Field Artillery.
MILTON STARK of Ward Wheelock
Co.. New York, production staff, after
more than 18 months absence, has returned to Hollywood with plans to reestablish himself in West Coast radio.
AN IDEA FILE has been issued by
Dickson & Ford, Toronto advertising
agency and program producers, listing
a number of program ideas.
Announcer

with

CIRCUIT
GENERAL

DESIGN
® ELECTRIC
160-17

BROADCASTING

Wanted

Announcer wanted by Eastern network sfaton in large city. Must
be between 26-36 not subject to
draft. Must be a college graduate
with not less than three years' experience with an NBC or CBS outlet. Send complete information
concerning training and experience
including photograph also transcription of your voice and referances of former employers. Earning possibilities excellent but man
selected must meet above qualificatlons. Box 741, BROADCASTING.
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FAMILY

That's the lowest quotation per family in the Cleveland Market.
WTAM, with its Primary Coverage Area of over a million and a quarter
families, not only reaches more families but costs less per family.
Compare WTAM on this basis: Divide the 15 minute Daytime Rate of
each Cleveland Station by the number of families each claims in
its Primary Area. WTAM has the minimum cost. But don't stop there.
Go a step farther.
Take a Survey . . any Survey and look at the number of actual listeners each station has, all day, all night, all week. WTAM leads again.
More
More regular listeners. The "lowest-cost-per-ear"
station listeners.
in Cleveland.
That's why WTAM is the first choice of smart network, spot and
local time buyers . . . coast to coast.
CLEVE

50,000 WATTS
NBC RED NETWORK
OWNED AND OPERATED BY NBC

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

clh

spot sales offices
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Leon Henderson Urges
Bakers to Cut Costs by
THE

SudlnCdi.

OF

BROADCASTING

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WHO, Des Moines
Washington Apricots, Seattle, 6 sa weekly,
thru Pacific National Adv. Agency,
Seattle.
Garden City Publishing Co., New York
(business books), 50 t, thru Huber Hoge
& Sons, N. Y.
Compagnie Parisenne, San Antonio (perfume) , 6 ta weekly, thru Northwest
Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Armand Co., Des Moines (shaving cream),
100 ta. thru Ivan Hill Adv., Chicago.
PfaflE Baking Co., Fort Dodge, la., 39 sp,
thru Wallace Adv. Agency, Des Moines.
Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven (razor
blades), 6 sa thru Craven & Hedrick,
N. Y.
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis (4-Way tablets),
60 sp, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Iowa Ford Dealers Adv. Fund, Des
Moines, weekly sp (football), thru
McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
Van Camp Food Products Co., Indianapolis
(food), 104 ta, thru Calkins & Holden,
N. Y.
Funk Brothers Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.,
18 sp, thru E. H. Brown Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
WOR, New York
Washburn Wilson Seed Co., Moscow, Id.
(peas),N. weekly
sp, thru H. B. LeQuatte
Inc..
Y.
Penick & Ford, New York (My-T-Fine
desserts), sp, 2 sa weekly, thru BBDO,
N. Y.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Ful-O-Pep
feeds), weekly sp, thru Sherman & Marquette. Chicago.
Duffy-Mott Co.. New York (apple juice),
weekly sp, thru Al Paul Lefton, Philadelphia.
Joseph Martinson & Co., New York
(coffee) 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
NefT-Rogow. N. Y.
Zonite Products Corp., New York toothpaste), 2 sp weekly, thru Erwin, Wasev
& Co., N. Y.
Duflfy-Mott Co., New York (apple juice),
weekly sp, thru Al Paul Lefton, Philadelphia.
Alfred W. McCann Labs., New York (food
products), 5 sp weekly, direct.
KNX, Hollywood
Beekman Fur Stores, Los Angeles (retail), weekly S2), thru Glasser-Gailey
& Co., Los Angeles.
Haas Baruch & Co., Los Angeles (Iris coffee, tea), 35 sa weekly, thru Robert
Smith Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Lamont,
Corliss6 &spCo.,weekly,
New York
chocolate),
thru (Nestle's
Cecil &
Presbrey, N. Y.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red
Heart dog food), 6 sp weekly, thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New
York (Pall Mall cigarettes), 30 ta
weekly, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Sunnyvale Packing Co., San Francisco
(Rancho soup), 7 sp weekly, thru
Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
\\ NEW, New York
U. S. Rubber Co., New York, weekly sp,
26
ark. weeks, thru Scheer Adv. Corp., NewPrudence Foods Inc., Boston (Corned Beef
Hash), 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Chambers & Wiswell, Boston.
WBLK, Clarksburg, W. Va.
Gunther Brewing Co., Baltimore, 13 ta
weekly, thru RuthraufT & Ryan, N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Dentyne), 6 ta weekly, thru Badger,
Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
KFSD, San Diego, Cal.
Kay Jewelry Co., Long Beach, Cal. (chain
store) , 36 aa weekly, thru Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
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KWKH, Shreveport
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
sa series, thru Badger, Browning &
Hersey, N. Y.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Eveninq Post), sa series, 13 weeks,
thru BBDO, N. Y.
Continental Baking Co., New York, ta
series, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Faultless Starch Co., Kansas City, ta series,
thru Ferry-Hanly Co.. Kansas City.
General Mills, Minneapolis, t series, thru
Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, sa
series, thru N. W. Ayers & Son, N. Y.
Knox Gelatine Co., Johnstown, N. Y., 2
sa, thru Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn, (candy),
sp series, thru Piatt- Forbes, N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Duz),
5 t weekly, sa series, thru Compton Adv.,
N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, sp series,
thru
Chicago.Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha, sa series, thru
Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas City.
KFRC, San Francisco
Standard Beverages, San Francisco (soft
drinks). 3 sa weekly, thru Emil Reinhardt, Oakland, Cal.
Langendorf
Francisco, 4 sa United
weekly, Bakeries,
thru Leo San
Livingston,
San Francisco.
Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco
(transportation), 10 ta weekly, thru
Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
E. Raymond Shane, Sacramento, Cal.,
(chiropractor), 3 partic. weekly, thru
Ewing C. Kelly, San Francisco.
Pacific Brewing & Malting Co., San Franweekly, thru Brewer-Weeks
Co., Sancisco, 2 sa
Francisco.
Sunnyvale Packing Co., San Francisco
( Rancho soups ) , 2 so. weekly, thru Lord
6 Thomas, San Francisco.
KTBS, Shreveport
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post), sa series, thru
BBDO, N. Y.
Continental Oil Co., Ponca City, Okla.
(Conoco), 52 ta, thru Ted Bates Inc.,
N. Y.
Gulf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh (Gulfspray),
2 t weekly, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 7
sa, thru N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago (KC baking
powder), sa series, direct.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Duz),
ta series, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Plough Inc., Memphis
(Mexican Heat
Powder), sa series, thru Lake-SpiroShurman, Memphis.
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
Bosco Co., New York (milk amplifier) 3
sa weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore
(Rem, Rel), 260 ta, thru Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York, 3 sp
weekly,
N. Y. thru Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.,
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello. 111.
(proprietary), 3 sa weekly, thru Sherman & Marquette. Chicago.
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., daily t, thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.

Plugs With Sparks
WLW, Cincinnati, points
with pride as it tells this one.
Western Auto Supply, Kansas City, two weeks ago decided to conduct a test of
WLW's selling power. Starting July 12 and continuing
for four straight Saturdays,
Western Auto was to highlight spark plugs on the
weekly boree.
Boone
Second County
SaturdayJam-of
the test, Ralph McGrew,
Western Auto District manager at Cincinnati, called
William Robinson, WLW
sales representative, and told
him to cancel the spark plug
copy
— Western's
in the
station's
area had stores
sold out
of
spark plugs.
WEEI, Boston
Ward Baking Co., New York (bread), 20
so, thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co., N. Y.
Pet«r Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn, (confections), 3sp weekly, thru Platt-Forbes,
N. Y.
Mass. Dept. of Agriculture, Boston (proBoston.duce) ,sa series, thru Badger & Browning,
Webster Thomas Co., Boston (Matchless
canned food), sa series, thru Chambers
& Wiswell, Boston.
John E. Cain Co., Cambridge (condiments),
sa series, thru Chambers & Wiswell,
Boston.
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 15 sa weekly,
thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
Dr. J. C. Campbell, San Francisco (chain
dental system), 14 sa weekly, thru Monroe Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
General Electric Co., Santa Rosa, Cal.
(refrigerators) 5 sa weekly, direct.
Pittsburgh Paint Co., Santa Rosa, Cal.
(paint), 7 so. weekly, direct.
Petri Cigar Co., San Francisco, 6 sa
weekly, direct.
WBBM, Chicago
Burlington Trailways, Chicago (bus travel),
3 sp weekly, thru Reincke, Ellis, Younggreen & Finn, Chicago.
John Morrell Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red
Heart dog food ) , 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Beatrice Creamery Co., Chicago (Chox and
Beatrice Salad Dressing), 3 sp weekly,
thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
KFI, Los Angeles
Douglas Oil & Refining Co., Los Angeles
(gasoline, oil), 6 ta weekly, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago.
Adohr Milk Farms, Los Angeles (dairy
products), 3 sp weekly, thru Lord &
Thomas, Los Angeles.

Curtailing Advertising
LEON HENDERSON, administrator of the Office of Price Administration & Civilian Supply, recommended last week that bakers
offset higher ingredient costs and
avoid a possible price increase of
bread by reducing operating costs,
including advertising.
In a letter to the bakers, Mr.
Henderson said that because of
higher costs his organization understood the need for some ad.iustment in the price of bread. "However, it is our feeling," Mr. Henderson wrote, "that for the most
part these adjustments should not
take the form of price increases.
The national emergency requires
first that every effort be made to
reduce operating costs. Conferences with members of the industry, for example, have indicated
that savings could be made by
reducing the percentage of stale
returns, by using less expensive
wrappers, and by cutting adverMr. tising
Henderson
expenses." said OPACS had
learned that ingredient costs in
the baking industry had increased
about a half-cent per pound loaf,
as a rough estimate, for the nation. There have also been increased labor costs in some areas.
DATA

ON

RECORDS

SUBMITTED BY NAB
STATISTICS showing that 30.9%
of all broadcast time is devoted to
records and transcriptions have
been released by the Recording &
Reproducing Standards Committee,
a group organized by the NAB to
establish uniform recording standards for transcription and transcription equipment firms.
Figures were a result of 182
answers to the questionnaire sent
out recently to radio stations
to gather information on various
problems arising at stations due to
lack of uniformity in recording
standards. Further findings were
that 57.8% of the recordings are
by lateral transcription; 21.3%
by vertical transcription; and
20.9% by phonograph records.
Asked their preference in recordings, 76 of the 182 stations favored
vertical while 67 preferred lateral
recording with 16 noncommital.
Further work on the standardization will be undertaken by a subcommittee appointed by the representatives of14 recording firms atlast month's
conference
Detroit. tending
They
are: Howard
Chinn,in
CBS; C. Luada Jr., World Broadcasting System; Robert Morris,
NBC, chairman; E. T. Mottram,
Bell Telephone Labs; I. P. Rodman, Columbia Recording Corp. It
was decided to hold the next meeting of the main committee coinciding with the fall meeting of the
Acoustical Society of America in
New York, Oct. 24-25.
Win WOR Prizes
JUNE winners among staff members
of WOR, New York, who received
checks as prizes for suggestions on
improving the station, were Robert
I. Garner of the sales departmeent,
Margaret Morris of the engineering
department, and Roy Collins, page boy.
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WASHBURN WILSON SEED Co.,
Moscow,
Ida. and
(Washburn's
Cooking Peas)
Penick & Quick
Ford,
New York, (My-T-Fine desserts) have
bought participating time on Dear
Imogene,
woman Tuesdays,
commentator's
program broadcast
Thursdays,
and Saturdays on WOR, 9 a.m. Placed
through H. B. LeQuatte Inc., the
Washburn contract is for 52 weeks,
beginning Aug. 5. Penick & Ford
signed for 13 weeks, beginning Sept.
S, placed through BBDO. The two
contracts now give Dear Imogene 10
participating sponsors. The others are
California Fruits, Megowen Educator
Biscuits, Gorton-Pew Fisheries, Blue
Moon Cheese, Pure Food Factory, Ronzoni Macaroni, P. Duff & Sons, Duffy-Mott.
EVANS FUR Co., Chicago (fur retailers), has signed a 26-week contract
for 4% hours a week on WGN, Chicago. Schedule includes Academy
Awards Theatre, Sunday half-hour
trau: cribed dramatic program featuring Hollywood stars ; Don McGibney
quarter-hour news commentary six
days a week ; and two daily quarterhour musical programs — Voice of Roance and Twilight Serenade. Critchfield & Co., Chicago, is agency.
ICAPITAL Co., Los Angeles, subsij-diary
Bank of
America,
radio, ofto the
promote
Green
ValleynewLaketo
subdivision, in a brief test campaign
is currently sponsoring a five weekly
iquarter hour early morning program.
Adventures in Living, on KMPC,
iBeverly Hills, Cal. Featured is Leo
Cleary in homey philosophy with
music. Holden Associates, Hollywood,
has the account.
OTTO ERLANGER BREWING Co.,
Philadelphia, has started on WFIL,
Philadelphia, a six-weekly 15-miuute
sports periods, at 7 :45 p.m. Contract
is for 52 weeks. Program, handled
by Al Stevens, is known as The Erianger Sportscaster. Agency is J. M.
Korn & Co., Philadelphia.
SUPREME BAKERY Co.. Los Aneles (Town Talk bread), in a fourweek campaign ending Aug. 18, is
as sponsoring a five-weekly quarterlliour newscast on KECA, that city.
tfSidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, has the account.
INTERNATIONAL SHOE Corp., St.
;!Louis (Conformal shoes), in a local
dealer tie-in, is using 24 transcribed
announcements weekly on KRKD, Los
Angeles. Contract is for eight weeks,
•ending Aug. 21, Agency is Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.

SERVICE

WHEELING STEELMAKERS program, which goes on NBC-Blue Oct. 5,
was discussed at a luncheon recently given by E. R. Borroff, sales manager of the NBC-Bue Central Division. Present were (1 to r) Jules
Herbuveaux, NBC Central Division program manager; E. K. Hartenbower, NBC salesman on the account; J. L. Grimes, general advertising
manager of the Wheeling Steel Corp., Wheeling; Mr. Boroff; Roy
Scrymiger, account executive of Critchfield & Co., Chicago; Harry C.
Kopf, general manager of the NBC Central Division; James L. Stirton,
manager of Central Division program and talent sales.
JOSEPH TETLEY & Co.. New York
(tea), recently renewed for another
13-week period its Mystery Chef on
KDKA, Pittsburgh; WEAF, New
York, and KYW, Philadelphia. The
program has already comjjleted a 26week run. Agency is Maxon Inc., New
York,

NETWORK

to

Lead

in

"Firsts
Star-Program
Despite seasonal vacation changes,
KSD holds its leadership in St.
Louis in listener preference programs. In the C. E. Hoover, Inc.,
monthly popularity ratings, KSD
carried "FIRSTS"
as follows:

5

SL

FIRST

7

(Month of JUNE)
Were

on

MILLIONS

for

KSD

DEFENSE

Are stimulating all retail lines in
the
rich, responsive
KSD area.
KSD

for

Listener

Preference

J
in St

tBROADCASTING

RED

Continues

1^ CJOR' 8 constant service ^
§ to the community pays §
if useful dividends in listen- §

Vancouver — Canada
1000 Watts
600 KC
National Representatives
J. H. McGillvra (U, S.)
H. N. Stovin (In Canada)

Williams Anniversary
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury,
Conn., first client of WLWO, Crosley
shortwave
adjunct ofitsWLW,
Cincinnati, will celebrate
first year
on
the air in August. The program it sponsors. El Noticiero de Buena Vecindad,
is broadcast Monday through Friday at
8:15 p.m. (CDST) and features news
of interest to the Americas. The comI)any becomes the oldest continuous
shortwave advertiser on any of the
North American International stations,
according of WLWO. The program is
written by Oscar H. Romaguera and
announced by George Mayoral,

ADOHR MILK FARMS, Los Angeles (dairy products), on July 16
started for 13 weeks, thrice weekly
participation in Art Baker's Notebook
on KFI,
Los Angeles.
Firm alsoGolden
sponsors aweekly
musical program.
Hour, on KHJ, Hollywood. Lord &
Thomas, Los Angeles, has the account.

NBC

STATION!

1^ er loyalty.

INTERNAI'IONAL Ladies Garment
Workers, AFL, Los Angeles, placing
direct, in a two-week educational campaign ending .luly 31. is sponsoring
daily quarter-hour talks on KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal.
RAMIREZ FERAUD CHILE Co.,
Ventura, Cal. (Las Palmas Chile prodnew todaily
radio,
placing direct, isucts),
using
spot and
announcements
on KRKD, Los Angeles,
FRY PACKING Co,, Seattle, is sponsoring a weekly sports commentary
with Bud Foster on KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska,

/out
A 's
Distinguished

Broadcasting
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Station KSD POST.DISPATCH
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St Louis
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Sale of Artists' Bureau
Announced
by WCCO
SALE
of
WCCO
Artists'
Bureau
Inc. to John Williams
and Urbane
Bowdin, formerly associated with
the firm was announced last Monday by Earl H. Gammons, president of the bureau and manager of
WCCO, Minneapolis. The new
owTiers, to operate under the corporate name, The Artists' Bureau,
will take over Aug. 1, Mr. Gammons stated.
Al Sheehan, for seven years
manager
of the Artists'
and his assistant,
Mildred Bureau,
Simons,
both will remain with WCCO. Mr.
Sheehan has been named operations director of the station.
The new company will be located
at 510 WCCO Bldg., 625 Second
Ave., South. Jack Kilmartin has
been retained as stage director,
along with Ann Fairbanks, in
charge of wardrobe. .Additions to
the staff are to be announced shortly, it was stated.
Duz Station Breaks
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Duz), during the week of
July 14 started a series of station
breaks for that product on the following stations: KYW WTAM
WGY WOWO WGL WRC. Agency
is Compton Adv., New York.
BECAUSE a two-thirds vote is required to enable it to dispose of its
artist bureau ijroperties [BkoadcastI^-G, July 14], the CBS board is urging aU stockholders to mail their proxies before the special meeting of
stockholders in Xew York Aug. 11.

Network

Rules Postponed to Sept. 16
{Continued from page 18)
ments of the revised rules will be, under any particular rule, such
it was pointed out, it would be im- as affiliation contracts and disposition of the Blue. On the question of
pos ible to amend such contracts.
In event the discussions again language of contracts, he said the
reach a stalemate, it is expected the matter of a two-year license had
networks will go to court promptly been studied and it was thought
on the unsettled jurisdictional ques- this might be a stabilizing factor.
tion. Litigation is likely in any The Commission will consider this
event, it is thought, even if the when the time comes, he declared.
rules are revised in livable fashion,
Confirming reports that time options had been the main topic, the
to settle the question of jurisdiction.
Chairman said he did not know
Following the conferences dur- whether the conference would aring the week of July 14, Chairman
rive at any figure that might be
Fly on Saturday, July 19, suddenly submitted to the Commission. He
called a press conference to dis- said that in cities having four or
course on the conversations, de- more stations, the Commission
claring that he wanted to impart could be more liberal than in those
the true story, since "rumors might where there are a limited number
of stations, not enough to go around
leak
out".
Explaining
that he had held three for the existing networks. Unused
conferences during the week with option time is a problem, he said,
network officials, he said the gen- and the amount of time options
eral spirit was good and that the should be related in some way to
conferences were of a constructive the time used. The rule, when
nature and that everyone "is in finally evolved, will apply to all
splendid mood". At that time, in networks in terms of actual result,
advance of the Monday sessions, he said, with no complete blanketNBC and CBS oflScials were in any- ed-in day provided.
thing but a favorable mood.
He said there had been no exMr. Fly said no decision had been
tensive discussion of the Blue, exreached in a definitive sense, but
or rate control on local
that they were trying to lay a basis business. clusivity
(The latter already has
for such modifications of the regu- been knocked out by NBC, the only
lations as would be workable.
which contractually had
Discussing major points covered. network
provided for it.) Moreover, the
Chairman Fly said he would recomquestion of stations owned by the
mend anv amount of time needed
nets could be handled individually,
he said.
Tells Stations 'Sit Tight'
Asked by Broadcasting about
the dilemma of individual stations.
Chairman Fly said he was telling
them to "sit tight three or four
days more", indicating a probable
adjournment. Action came the following Monday when the agreement was reached on the Sept. 16
postponement, approved the following day by the Commission.
Following is the text of the FCC
order, adopted July 22, postponing
the network-monopoly rules until
Sept. 16:
At a meeting of the FCC held at
its offices in Washington. D. C. on the
22d day of July. 1941, the Commission
having under consideration the petitions of the National Broadcasting Co.

. . . a sweet song that rings in WSAI

Advertisers' ears.

'Cause the WSAI Winged Plug (that's me) is a maestro
at playing the Song of Sales. Take a look at my record:
292 sponsored quarter hours in a summer week and

PERCHED ON THE 500,000 bottle
caps that deluged WRBL when the
Columbus, Ga., station held an auction of 12 autographed baseballs
in which children under 14 were
advised the Coca-Cola tops would
be used for bidding, Sportscaster
Jack Gibney who handled the local
Redbirds' games for Coca-Cola,
frantically pounds on an adding
machine. Eventually his tabulations
showed that one youth had brought
in 49,701 caps, which won him a $25
defense saving bond.
and of the Columbia Broadcasting
System
requesting
that thedateCommis^
sion
postpone
the effective
of its
order entered in Docket No. 5060 promulgating regulations applicable to
casting :
radio stations
engaged in chain broadIt is ordei-ed. that the last paragraph of the said order of May 2. 1941.
entered
in Docket No. 5060". be, and
the
same
as follows is: hereby, amended to read
"It is further ordered, that these
regulations shall become effective immediately:Provided, That, with respect to existing contracts, arrangements, or understandings, or network
organization station licenses, or the
maintenance of more than one networ);
by a single network organization, the
effective date shall be deferred until
Sept. 16. 1941 : Provided further. That
the effective date of Regulation 3.106
with respect to any station and of
Regulation 3.107 may be extended
from time to time in order to permit
the orderly disposition of properties."

77.7% of them on renewals. You've got to pay-off with
sales at low cost to do that, Mister, so why not let me
try it for you, too.
NBC RED AND

BLUE — 5,000 WATTS

NIGHT

AND

DAY

CINCINNATI'S
STATION
OWN
WSAI
REPRESENTED
BY INTERNATIONAL
RADIO SALES
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* FALL

GUY:

the radio station executive

who says, "Let's start our promotion in the

eter's at a new high, the schedule makers and
media selectors are putting in their best licks.

fall, when business is up." He forgets that

That's when they eat, sleep and dream fall

appropriations are made, schedules set, sta-

and winter schedules. That's when your station
is really on the spot.

tions selected in the heat of the summer.
*

*

*
Sales Management's survey of AAAA
agencies revealed that the three summer

golf, fishmber spell ains
Septein
and nights
T cool
^^^^UGUS
to a
the mount
ing and

months are the second most important quarter

lot of fellows. But to the boys on Boul Mich

of the year for the preparation of advertising

and Park Avenue (the advertising fraternity,

campaigns.

we mean) they're just double doses of hard
work. It's no secret that when the thermom-

It goes without saying, now's the time to get
in your best licks. T

t How? Tell your story through BROADCASTING

. . . the 100% -radio magazine. BROADCASTING'S

9500 circulation blankets national and regional radio advertisers and their advertising agencies.
BROADCASTING

is the dominant 1st with advertisers and agencies (write for 5 surveys).

BROA[l€lSTING
The Weekl^^^p^ Newsmagazine of Radio
Brd^cast Advertisingr

Outside Studio
WGN, Chicago, has erected
amplifiers in the Nathan
Hale Court outside the main
studio building. Several hundred benches and chairs will
be set up for persons who
wish to listen to WGN programs outdoors.

THE TWO 400-foot Blaw-Knox towers of the uew 50 kw. plaut of WHN.
New York, are already up. and the
copper ground system practically completed, according to Bertram Lebhar.
sales tiondirector,
reports and
construcwell ahead who
of schedule
states
that WHN will definitely be on the
air from its new plant in October.
The 14-room transmitter building,
which will house the Western Electric
transmitter, is also in its latter stages
of construction.
WCAU. Philadelphia, has issued Rate
Card No. 21, effective Spet. 1. which
carries no increases in the basic rates
for time or in the rebate structure
but which details the Orth Bell and
Laura May Stuart participation programs, announcement participation
periods and news service availabilities.
Also included is a section devoted to
engineering facilities, describing the
station's new transmitter and other
technical equipment.

ONE OF THE nation's foremost cowboy bands, Al Clauser and His Oklahoma Outlaws, has been signed by
WHBF, Rock Island, and will be heard
twice daily over that station, as well
as originate two programs a week to
MBS.

BESIDE THE PLANE that carried
him to London is Raymond Gram
Swing (center). Greeting him are
Messrs. Eckersley (left) and Sinclair of the BBC. Swing made the
round trip by plane.

KMO. jLaeoma, on Aug. 24 marks its
loth anniversary with a staff yacht
cruise and picnic. Two days later station will inaugurate operation of its
5,000-watt transmitter.
KFBI. Wichita, has started a new
series of station breaks. The new tag
line goes. "KFI, Wichita, the Air
Capital of the Nation. Keep 'em Fly-

KANS, Wichita, carried a relay broadcast from the squadron leader of the
127th Observation Squadron as the
tlight soared over the city with Lt. Col.
Jasper K. McDutfey and Maj. Paul
N. Flannery describing through the
ship's
to the the
KANS
ground points
crew
on
the radio
field below
vulnerable
in the city's defense against air raids.
WJSV. Washington, carried the Labor
News Review for its 365th consecutive
weekly broadcast .Tuly 26. The program, now in its eighth year without
missing a regular weekly broadcast,
is conducted by Albert N. Dennis and
is devoted to an impartial reporting
of labor news in and around Washington.

NBC Signs MagidofE
ROBERT MAGIDOFF, American
newsman in Russia, has been appointed Moscow correspondent of
NBC. Mr. Magidolf has had six
years of newsgathering experience
in the Soviet Union. He will be
heard on the NBC-Red News of
the World and other NBC overseas
programs, succeeding Herman
Habicht, who is returning to
America.

Steinway at Last!
WHEN Steinway & Son, New
York, on Sept. 9 begins sponsorship of Symphojiy Hall on
WQXR, that city, it will be
the first time in the near-century history of the firm they
will have used radio to advertise their famous pianos. Contract is for 13 weeks. N. W.
Ayer dles&the Son,
New York, hanaccount.
GEORGE HENRY, staff musician
of WBIG. Greensboro, N. C, recently
was awarded one of the first prizes
by the National Federation of Music
Clubs in its biennial contest for compositions of American composers. Mr.
Henry's "Partita", for piano and two
violins, was the prize-winning composition.
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2,108 telephone calls made in Indianapolis over a 7-day period
between 12:15 and 12:30 P.M.
showed that
WFBM
had more listeners than
the other two local stations combined.

WFBM

had more than double
the listeners of any other
station!
In Indiana WFBM consistently has the
largest audiences, together with a merchandising and promotional service that
makes it the state's outstanding outlet.

Soviet Embassy Has
Own
Listening Post
FOLLOWING consultations with
the State Department, the Soviet
Government has installed a powerful shortwave receiving post in
Washington to keep abreast of
news and other broadcasts out of
Russia. Although the receiving
station incorporates an elaborate
rhombic antenna array, Soviet
Embassy officials indicated that
no transmission activities were
planned, and that the regular channels of commercial radio communication would be relied upon for
official business.
The installation was made to enable Soviet embassy officials in
Washington to keep in constant
touch with news reports and other
broadcasts from Russia. For several years the American Embassy
in Moscow has operated a similar
shortwave receiving station, capable of receiving the regular news
bulletins prepared by the State Department and broadcasts by a Navy
Department transmitter, it was
stated. The British Embassy also
operates a shortwave receiving
post in Washington.
GIRL'S BODY FOUND
Newscast on WESX Leads to
Discovery of Corpse
A MOTHER'S appeal for the return of her missing daughter, carried in a regular newscast of
WESX, Salem, Mass., last week led
to the discovery of the body of
Miss Frances Cochrane, 19, of
Lynn, Mass., who had disappeared
two days before.
Announcer Joe Tobin read the
appealcast.inA half-hour
his regular
1 p.m.
later
Tobinnewsreceived atelephone call from a man
who gave the exact location of the
body. News Editor Walter Mackie
of the station notified police who
found the body near Swampscott,
Mass.
For MBS in Russia
HENRY SHAPIRO, United Press
correspondent in Moscow, has been appointed MBS representative in the
Soviet Union and on July 27 started
regular broadcasts on MBS Sundays,
11 :40-ll :50 a.m. with a repeat at
6 :40 p.m. WOR, MBS New York outlet, records the programs from the Mutual line, presenting them at 9:10 p.m.
Sunday evening.

E UP—
YOU'R
BEFOR
BE!
CAN
YOUR ESALES
While you're still deep in slumber,
deep South farmers dial WWL to
hear Dixie's Early Edition. Pull?
167,980 letters first year! Available on participating basis. Plant
your product in this all-farm, allstar BUY!
(5 to 7 A.M. Daily)

5,000 Watts Day and Night
THE HOOSIEB STATION
• INDIANA
National Reprettntativ: THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

ONLY

BASIC

CBS

OUTLET

IN INDIANA

NEW

ORLEANS

50.000
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Transradio's

Deal

Related by Moore
Says Service Not Connected
With Transocean Group
TRANSRADIO PRESS Service
has had no connection whatever
with Transocean News Service beyond ordinary contractual agreements available to any qualified
news agency, Herbert S. Moore,
Transradio president, testified July
18 before the U. S. District Court
for the District of Columbia.
Mr. Moore appeared briefly in
the Government's case against
Transocean, in which the Government charges that the German-controlled news service did not register as a foreign propaganda agency,
as required by law.
Tracing Transradio's dealings
with Transocean, Mr. Moore explained that any person interested
in subscribing to Transradio service may do so, with certain restrictions on the geographical redistribution of the news.
Subscriber Agreement
He stated that in November,
1938, Dr. Manfred Zapp, Transocean chief, who along with Gunther Tonn recently was expelled
from the United States with several hundred other Nazi agents,
discussed the possibility of subscribing to Transradio's domestic
news service, shortly reaching a
subscriber agreement "patterned

5,000
richly laden
watts, night
and day, serving the
Magicest andCircle,
richmost the
populous
area in all the southColumbia Broadcasting
System affiliate.

^ EDNEY
«^^fP>
RIDGE
i" DIRECTOR

The Busy Utleys
CLIFTON UTLEY, news
analyst and director of Chicago Council on Foreign Relations, and his wife, Frayn
Utley, are establishing some
sort of acommentating
record as Chicago's
busiest
couple.
Mr. Utley, whose day starts
at 4:30 a.m., does the daily
quarter-hour early morning
newscast for Skelly Oil Corp.
on NBC-Red; a quarter-hour
commentary six nights a
week for Studebaker Corp.,
and a Tuesday evening quarter-hour news program for
Chas. A. Stevens department
store on WGN. Mrs. Utley,
aside from her household
duties, conducts a weekly
quarter-hour commentary on
WJJD, the weekly Women in
Defense program and the
daily quarter-hour Frayn
Utley — A World of Interest
on WBBM.
after other agreements in force
between other American press services and other foreign services".
Under a supplementary agreement between Transocean and Radio News Assn. Inc., a Transradio
affiliate, RNA agreed to subcontract with Press Wireless Inc. to
provide outbound transmission facilities for Transocean reports to
South A merica, Mr. Moore explanied. He described RNA, which
has no transmitting facilities of
its own, as "a news distributing
organization concentrating on wireless". He declared that direct teletype connection was maintained between Transocean and Press Wireless and that Transocean reports
did not pass through Transradio's
hands. He stated also that Transradio had no contact with Transocean news material or its news
staff.
The press services' business connections were "progressively cancelled" by exercising cancellation
provisions in the contract, Mr.
Moore explained, commenting on
the breaking off of business relations between the two. When suspicions of Transocean's pro-Nazi
activities grew conclusive, RNA
withdrew from its supplementary
agreement, and Transocean then
engaged the same facilities directly
with Press Wireless, Mr. Moore
indicated.
Transradio continued to supply
its general American ticker news
service to Transocean, under the
subscriber agreement, until early
June, when the U. S. Government
set the date for the complete withdrawal of Transocean from the
American scene, he stated. At that
time Transradio took up its right
to terminate the agreement completely, he said.

The Other Fellow's
VIEWPOINT
Mexican Network
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
We have read thi article in the
July 14 issue of your magazine
concerning a new network in Mexico [Page 8]. We wish to state
that a slight error has been made
as to the call letters of various stations broadcasting the Embaiadores program. The complete list
of stations is as follows:
XEBJ, C. Victoria, Tamaulipas;
XECW, Cordoba, Veracruz; XEDK,
Guadalaiara, Jalisco; XEFB, Monterrey, N. L.; XEMR, Monterrey,
N. L. ; XEPP, Orizaba, Veracruz;
XECZ, San Luis Potosi, S. L. P.;
XES, Tampico, Tamaulipas;
XEBQ, Torreon, Coahuila; XEHV,
Veracruz, Ver.
This list, however, does not include affiliated
the complete
roster and
of does
stations
with XEW
not include the stations that form
the network headed by XEQ of
Mexico City. There are two networks in Mexico at present, one
XEQ.
headed bv XEW and the other by
We control radio stations in 19
key cities in Me:!:ieo under contract.
The network programs are sent bv
telephone line to the majority of
the cities but where no telephone
line is available we record the program and send it to the stations
that have no direct wire to Mexico
City. We have at present the best
RCA recording equipment in Mexico, using the Orthacoustic system.
The cities having radio stations
under contract to us are: Guadalajara, Jalisco; Monterrey. Nuevo
Leon; Tampico, Tamps.; Veracruz,
Ver.; Mazatlan, Sin.; Aguascalientes, Ags. ; Iranuato, Gtc: San
Luis Potosi, S. L. P.; El Parral,
Chih.; Chihuahua, Chih.; Piedras
Negras, Coah.; Cordoba, Ver.; C.
Victoria, Tamaulipas; Los Mochis,
Sin.; Merida, Yucatan; Culiacan,
Sin.; Tepic, Navarit; Mexicali,
B. C; Torreon, Coah.
Radio Programs de Mexico, S. A.
Clemente Serna Martinez,
Manager.
July 21
Mexico City.
Drama
AN

ALL-DRAMATIC transcription library, described as the only
one of its kind, is set for an Aug.
15 debut by Charles Michelson, New
York transcription firm. It will fill
a function in the dramatic field
similar to that of the musical libraries. Mr. Michelson has handled
such transcribed series as Chandu
the Magician and The Shadow.
HELEN HIETT. NBCs girl war
c'Drrespondent and comentator. on .July
20 made an invitation appearance oii
the CBC Tre Have Been There program, during which she described her
experiences during 1940 in France,
Spain and Gibraltar.

KMBC
WBIC
CPEENySORO,
N.C.
CEO.P. HOLLINCBERY ■ CO., NAT. REP.
BROADCASTING
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Disc Library

of Kansas

DRAMA

THE BLUE

BOOK

• Orphans of Divorce (Dr.
• Lyons)
Just Plain Bill (Anacin)
• Mother O' Mine (Clapp's
Baby Food)
• Drama Behind the News
(American Chicle Co.)
• Easy Aces (Anacin)
• I Love a Mystery (Fleisch• Inner
mann's) Sanctum
Medicine)

(Carter

You're in Good Company
on the Blue Ribbon
Station

<7h« 3^1?lW>oa

Station

City

5000 watts • CBS • Arthur B. Church, President
L
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
%P FREE €y PETERS. Inc., Nationol Representatives
Advertising

ATLANTA

WAOA
ATLANTA,
July 28, 1941
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Amateur

Band

Is Shifted

To Plane Pilot Training
FCC last week moved to provide
adequate radio communication facilities for military pilots undergoing training when it notified
amateur operators that 300 kilocycles from 3650-3950 normally
allocated to amateur use will be
assigned for pilot use. The frequencies will not be withdrawn immediately but will be transferred
by degrees between September and
March.
The Commission said it intended
to rearrange the amateur allocations to make additional frequencies within the remaining amateur
bands available for amateur radiotelephone. Itwas said the frequencies would be used for military
aviation for the duration of the
emergency.
Kenneth B. Warner, managing
secretary of the American Radio
Relay League, national organization of radio amateurs, endorsed
the FCC action. Mr. Warner said,
"The action taken by the FCC was
with the prior knowledge of the
American Radio Relay League and
its details were worked out with
our active collaboration. We are
proud to make the sacrifice on behalf of a project of such awe-inspiring dimensions and of such importance to every American Citizen."
French in Quebec
AS THE RESULT of a survey
made by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. among French-speaking
Canadians in Quebec province, it
was found that 95 to 98% of
French-Canadians listen faithfully
to stations and broadcasts in their
own language. Newscasts came
first in popularity, with quiz shows,
serials, drama, French chansonnettes, variety and comedy programs in that order. Only six of
the 72 programs named in the
survey received unfavorable mentions.

FM Interest Noted
INCREASED interest in frequency
modulation is considered by Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,
Rochester, as a principal reason for
the rise in employment at its radio
and telephone equipment plant, already past the 1940 hiring peak, although the top production of 194142 radio receivers will not be
reached for the next few months.
According to McCann-Erickson,
New York, the Stromberg-Carlson
agency,
the company's
production
of
FM radios
during the
coming
year will account for 80% of its
volume in radios and radio-phonograph combinations.
'Mousetrap' Revised
A REVISED edition of the booklet
that inspired
much favorable
comment when distributed
to the trade
last year, "Broadcasting's Better
Mousetrap", by Dick Dorrance,
general manager of FM Broadcasters Inc., has been issued by that
organization. The new edition, reduced in size to 4 x 6 inches and
brought up to date, tells the story
of FM in the language of the layman explaining the ABC of radio's
new marvel.

CHECKING and double-checking
on the newly-arrived $20,000 G-E
FM transmitter are Chief Engineer
Carl J. Meyers of WGN, Chicago,
(right) and his assistant, Clyde
White. W59C, adjunct of WGN, will
shortly take to the air with 1,000
watts, bringing 10 hours of programming daily to the 4,000 FM receivers in Chicago. Antenna will be
located atop Tribune Tower with
transmitter on 29th floor. The
station expects to be operating with
50,000 watts by December.

STORES
DOUBLE
RADIO
TIME
San Francisco Shift to the Air Medium Noted
With Department
DEPARTMENT STORES, speshops and among
large men's
cloth-to
ingcialty
companies,
the last
recognize radio in San Francisco,
have climbed aboard the bandwagon
in the past year and are spending
approximately 200% more on the
medium than a year ago.
The majority
of the
largest
department
stores
are city's
on the
air,
some with programs, others with
spot announcements. The same is
true of specialty shops, exclusive

1

Stores in Lead
furniture companies.
houses and large men's
clothing
KFRC, Mutual-Don Lee affiliate,
currently has the White House,
which
sponsors Let's
Go from
Shopping
five mornings
weekly
its
store, featuring interviews by Mary
Roeder and Mel Venter with the
store's sales staff; Hastings Clothing Co., which sponsors Brain Battle, a weekly quiz show and cooperatively sponsors Fulton Lewis
jr.; Roos Bros., which presents
Whodunit, a murder mystery audience participating
O'Connor,
Moffatt
Co., whichgame;
presents
Last
Minute Netvs with Phil Stearns
Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.;
weekly.
Bond Clothing Co., nine newscasts
KSFO, CBS affiliate, has Hale
Bros, department store on a paron Housewives
Protective League,ticipationand
the following
who
use spot announcements : I. Magnin
Co., Weinstein's, Carolyn Kelsey,
Milen's, and Foreman & Clarke.
KPO, NBC Red network affiliate,
has Moores Inc., announcements;
Sprouse-Reitz Co., participation.
KGO, NBC Blue network affiliate,
has M. L. Pressler, newscasts; City
of Paris, Milady's Music Box five
times
The Old
Cabinetweekly;
Maker Bruener's
weekly program;
W. & J. Sloane Co., participation;
Foreman & Clarke, six newscasts
weekly.
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NEW FM STATION
GRANTED LANSING
A NEW FM station in Lansing,
Mich., was authorized by the FCC
July 22. Recipient of the construction permit was WJIM Inc., licensee also of the standard broadcast station WJIM. The grant
covers 47.7 mc, stipulating an area
of 3,800 square miles and a 250,000
population. The antenna will be
located in the Olds Tower.
In connection with the grant to
CBS July 16 of an FM Class C
station in Hollywood, covering 43.1
mc. and a service area of .38,000
square miles embracing San Diego
and Bakersfield [Broadcasting,
July lated
21],
the Commission
stiputhat prior
to the issuance
of
the construction permit approval
must be obtained of the exact coverage pattern. Also required was
that "the applicant's lease agreement of Dec. 3, 1940, with Mt. Wilson Hotel Co. is modified to eliminate the provisions therein pertaining to exclusivity of use for
broadcasting purposes of property
on Mt. Wilson controlled by the
Marine Bill Voted
GROWING out of hearings during
the
last several months on sublessor."
versive activities in the merchant
marine, the House last Tuesday
passed a bill (HR-5074) amending
the Communications Act to allow
the FCC to deny licenses to subversive radio operators. The bill is
now pending in the Senate. During the hearings it was developed
that present law does not give the
FCC the right to make inquiry
into anything but technical qualifications of radio operators. The
bill amends the Act to enable the
FCC to inquire into personal character and background of applicants
for operators' licenses.
Crosley Defense Head
TO REPRESENT the Crosley
Corp. in its dealings with governmental agencies in national defense
matters, Howard A. Holmes, Detroit, has been appointed manager
of the Crosley defense products
division, according to a July 16
announcement. Headquarters in
Cincinnati, Mr. Holmes also will
supervise the Crosley Washington
office in the Munsey Bldg., which
will continue to be operated by
Quinton Adams. Until recently Mr.
Holmes was in charge of the Crosley Detroit sociations
office,
after previous
aswith National
Steel Co.,
tors
Corp.
Inland Steel Co. and Chrysler MoMilwaukee FM Exhibit
DEMONSTRATION of FM interference-free quality was shown at this
year's Milwaukee Midsummer Festival
FM
station.theA Miltcaiikee
man-made Journal's
lightning
by W55M,
device in the form of a 20.000-ToIt
spark tiongap
was AMset receiver.
up near aThecombinaFM and
homemade lightning smothered the AM probother gramsFMin a blanket
reception.of noise, but didn't

Station
Own
Washington's
WIN WASHINGTON WITH WINK
W/iV WASHIN
WINX BUILDING • WASHINGTON, D. C.
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CONTROl^
ROOM
J. W. MOORHEAD. manager of the
antenna division of Bass Construction
Co.. Cleveland, on July 9 in the
studios of WALB, Albany, Ga., married Miss Aleen Brim, of Albany.
They met while he was in Albany to
supervise the construction of the antenna and ground system of WALB.
GEORGE HAXXA engineer of
■VTHBF,
111., has
been
drafted. Rock
He isIsland.
stationed
at Fort
Welters. Tex.
ROBERT L. AjNIES. formerly of the
engineering staff of WTRT, Troy,
N. Y.. has joined the British Acmy as
a technician in the radiolocator system.
ROT SMITH, control engineer of
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, has resigned
to become an inspector of defense material. Waldo Hood replaces him.
EDWARD K. GATES, a member of
the engineering
of WEN'S,
York,
has been staff
elected
chairmanNewof
the executive board of the Associated
Broadcast Technicians Union ( A.F.L. ).
Mr. Gates joined ABTU in 1937 and
has been on the executive board since
1940.
HUBERT ABFALTER, studio engineer of XBC Chicago, will marry
Frances Morton, secretary in the engineering department, on Aug. 16.
Violet CoUiander. secretary in the general Division,
manager'sonoffice
NBCbe marCentral
Aug.of 16thewill
ried to Robert K. McElroy, Purdue U
engineering student, in Chicago.
PETER J. PRINZ, formerly chief engineer of WKIP. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
has joined the NBC technical staff at
Radio City.
JOHN BOYKIN. control engineer of
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, is the father
of a boy born July 13.
MAJ. ALFRED MARCY, chief engineer of WFBL, Syracuse, is now
on active duty with the Army at
Anniston, Ala.
■\TERNON
of WOAI, L.
San ilALLORY,
Antonio, hasformerly
joined
the studio technical staff of WFAAKGKO, Dailas.
BEARD SLEY GRAHAM and Wesley Turner, NBC Hollywood field engineers, have been transferred to the
network's New York television department. J.A. Thornburg, NBC, Chicago, and W. H. Williams, KOA, Denver, replace them on the West Coast.
AL LEARNED, formerly employed
at the Syracuse Police Dept. shortwave transmitter, has joined the engineering staff of WSYR, Syracuse,
as transmitter engineer.
MAYNARD B. DAVIS, formerly
transmitter engineer of WWNY,
Watertown, N. Y., has been named
chief engineer of that station. He replaces Paul Lee, who is leaving for
San Juan, P. R., to accept a civilian
radio engineering position with the
Navy.

Got His Tools
STYMIED for more than six
months in an attempt to obtain a new rotary shear to
cut discs of stainless steel
for defense orders, H. L.
Grapp, executive of the Despatch Oven Co., Minneapolis,
happened to tune into Minnesota to the Defense on WCCO,
Minneapolis. Hearing of the
OPM's remarkable success in
obtaining certain materials
and acting on the suggestion
of the announcer, Mr. Grapp
contacted the 0PM office with
his problem. Within 24 hours
the much-needed machine tool
was located in Albany, N. Y.
and dispatched to Minneapolis.

. . . for PEAK
. . . for LOW

MAINTENANCE

. . . for INSURED

COST

STABILITY

I In planning your modernization program, be
sure to investigate the exclusive and Important
features of ttie Lingo Vertical Tubular Steel Radiator. Aggressive stations, large and small,
throughout the country ore enjoying results that
far exceeded their expectations. Lingo Radiators
provide you with profitable coverage and assure
you of continuous trouble-free performance at
minimum maintenance cost.

'Dr. I. Q.' Protected
GRANT ADV., of Texas, has
enjoined Lew Valentine from appearin or advertising himself as
"Dr. I. Q.", or any variation of
same, in the United States, Mexico
or Canada. Injunction was granted
after a suit was entered by the
agency in a Salt Lake City District Court against Mr. Valentine,
Larry Kurtze, Intermountain Theaters and Saltmount Theaters.
Mr. Valentine was at one time
the m.c, and portrayed the part
of Dr. I. Q. on the Dr. I. Q. program on NBC-Red.

VERTICAL
RADIATORS

Bass Construction Jobs
BASS CONSTRUCTION Co., Cleveland, is installing
directional antennathe
andthree-tower
transmission
system of the new 50-kw. WLAC.
Nashville. One of the towers will be
350 feet high, the other two 165. Bass
is also installing four 300-ft. towers
for the new WAYS. Charlotte ; one
350-ft. tower for WCHV, Charlottesville. Va. ; two 200-ft. towers for
WORK.
Pa. ; one for
four-section
turnstile York,
FM antenna
Graybar
Electric Co. atop the Graybar Bldg.,
New York.
Technicians Exempt
AMERICAN citizens enrolling for
service abroad with the British Civilian Technical Corps [BroadcastIXG, June 23] are exempt from drafting in the United States Army, according to a memorandum sent to all
draft boards by the national headquarters of the Selective Service System.
Radio technicians of draft age registering for the Corps will be placed in
Class II-B.

PERFORMANCE

• Our engineering staff will
he pleased to supply you with
technical data as it applies to
your oicn station f for either
AM or FM installations. Write
today,power
and please
state loca^of
tion,
and frequency
station.

■
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RADIATORS
TURNSTILE

^

m The proven, accepted antenna for this new
field! The Lingo Turnstile FM Antenna embodies
new, patented features that are the result of
years of research and development. They are now
available for installation. Quotations will be
gladly offered and include essential steel mounting pole, turnstile elements, coupling equipment,
transmission lines feeding the elements, etc.
Climbing steps, lighting equipment and sleet
melting units are also available as optional
equipment.

N«B*C BLUE
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, Inc.
Let WJHP be your bridge to greater
opportunities in Jacksonville.
Florida's first market.
H.
C
WQU.
JU
IVnsBML MOUJL
nOBdr M{1. JOHNCnrHH. POtlTHmprUSOCIilXI
VM.CWCifiO
DETtOrT ITUVTl pKiuaarKLi
JACKSONVILLE
BROADCASTING

CAMDEN, N. J.
Dept. B-7
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SCAMMOJS INCIDEIST
DRAWS
BELUS IRE
CHARGING that Richard M.
Scammon had been forced to resign
as research secretary of the U of
Chicago radio department the day
after he challenged Gen. Robert
E. Wood, chairman of the America
First Committee, to a debate on
the occupation of Iceland, Ulric
Bell, chairman of the executive
committee of Fight For Freedom
Inc., declared last Tuesday that
"one of the four freedoms has been
scuttled on the U of Chicago
campus".
Mr. Bell declared that Mr. Scammon was told by his superiors that
William Benton, vice-president of
the university and former president of Benton & Bowles advertising agency, would fire him if he
made any speeches for Fight for PHOTOGRAPHS ON PAGE 18 in the same order (1 to r) shows: 1. I. E.
Freedom. He charged that Mr. Ben(Chick) Showerman, NBC-Red sales manager, when he was a corporal
ton, whom he called a "rabid isola- with
the 15th Field Artillery of the AEF; wounded in action three times,
tionist", had said that Scammon's
he won the Silver Star Citation and the Order of the Purple Heart.
challenge
"may cause theif University some embarrassment
we ever 2. Clair H. Shadwell, program director of WSAI, Cincinnati, who enlisted
in April, 1918 and a month later went overseas, seeing action on six major
want to get something from Gen. fronts
with the 146th Infantry, Ohio National Guard. 3. Harold A. Safford,
Wood".
program director of WLS, Chicago, who enlisted at 19, was assigned to
According to the Fight for Free- recruiting service, then transferred to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., becoming
dom statement, Mr. Scammon, who
a sergeant of infantry before being assigned to direct orchestras and
had enlisted in the Army about a shows at the recreation center.
month before, on July 11, had submitted his resignation to Sherman
with the school. Mr. Scammon had
Dryer, director of the U of Chicago
Buck for Box
radio department, after being told been at Chicago U for two years,
{Continued from page 22)
he would receive three weeks' sev- following an academic career at
erance pay if he resigned, but Minnesota and Michigan U and the is being bought by personal contact.
nothing "if he waited to be fired". London School of Economics.
Where the show is needed by our
University officials denied the
PAUL
SPECHT,
pioneer
radio
ordistributors,
I make the calls mystory and explained that Mr. Scamchestrii leader, has written a book
self, direct survey work and premon had received the regular three- titlcil How Theij Become Name-Bands,
pare for the program to come.
recently i)ublished by the Fine Arts
week "terminal vacation" granted
all employes severing connections Publications.
Following this, Harold Roll, vicepresident of Allen & Reynolds and
manager of our account at that
agency, follows through on the
placement side of the matter, securing proper cooperation of the
radio stations in merchandising the
show, and making sure the program
is presented exactly as directed.
We have found that this cooperative work, with personal control
in the market, leaves nothing to
chance. Thus, the promotion is sure
to click.
e
\!cv
And thus, is radio working for
us. With the orders coming in
greater numbers every day, we
know that radio works — when handled right. We're glad to give our
agency credit for knowing how to
handle it.

■tVveV *

of WNYC
Mayor's
Use
in
Council
Is Criticized
USE OF WNYC, New York City
municipal station, by Mayor LaGuardia to announce his candidacy
for a third term as chief executive
of the metropolis was criticized last
week by Vice-Chairman Joseph
Sharkey, of the City Council. Mr.
Sharkey, leader of the Democratic
majority in the Council, said the
station was airing "nothing but
Fusion medicine shows" at a cost
of $125,000 a year. The Mayor is
running on a Fusion ticket.
Threatening action to curtail the
activities of the station, Mr. Sharkey said, "The larger stations have
to explain to their stockholders how
they apportion
their— time.
It's different with WNYC
its mikes
are
at the beck and call of the Mayor
on a 24-hour schedule and woe
betide
yes-men
a mike
is
not WNYC's
at hand and
time ifavailable
whenever the Mayor wants to
back-slap his administration."
Independent Publishers
Draw
Up Constitution
FORMAL constitution and bylaws were drawn up at the July 21
meeting of Independent Music
Publishers Assn., group of some 50
small music publishers formed
early in July
to act members
as a "buffer"
between
publisher
and
BMI [Broadcasting, July 14]. According to Peter Doraine, Doraine
Music Publishing Co., chairman of
the IMPA, another meeting will be
held Aug. 4, at which time final
organization details will be completed
full elected.
executive committee andand the
officers
Present active executive committee includes William Lackenbauer, Encore Music Co.; Harold
Oxley, New Era Music Corp.; Berkley Graham, London Music Co., and
Arthur Shilkret, Majestic Music
Co., who is also secretary of the
group.
BMI Band Catalog
BROADCAST MUSIC Inc. has
published a new band and orchestra catalog listing music and arrangements ofapproximately 2,500
compositions copyrighted since formation of BMI more than a year
ago. The
catalog isband,
divided into 48-page
sections covering
orchestra
and
string
orchestra
music.
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nmerica'i
Test
General Offices;
54 PrattCity
St., Hartford, Conn.
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Members

Enrolled

By BMI Since AprU 1
THIRTY-SEVEN new BMI member stations have been signed since
April 1, start of the publishing
company's second year, according
to an announcement on July 24 by
Broadcast Music Inc. Membership
now totals 668, exclusive of noncommercial stations, it was stated.
New stations listed by BMI include: KVSO, Ardmore, Okla.;
KLUF, Galveston, Tex.; KBIZ,
Ottumwa, la.; WHOP, Hopkinsville, Ky.; WPAT, Paterson, N. J.;
WWDC, Washington; WKWK,
Wheeling; WSMB, New Orleans;
WRLC, Toccoa, Ga.; WMUR, Manchester, N. H.; WJMA, Covington,
Va.; WHIP, Hammond, Ind.;
WABI, Bangor, Me.; KGBS, Harlingen, Tex.; WEDC, Chicago, 111.;
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.; KVNU,
Logan, U.; WAGE, Syracuse;
WPAD, Paducah, Ky.; WMVA,
Martinsville, Va.; WLAG, LaGrange, Ga.; KSWO, La<,wton,
Okla.; WHLN, Harlan, Ky.;
WMRF, Lewiston Pa.; WERC,
Erie, Pa.; WJAG, Norfolk, Neb.;
WNEW, New York; WMIS,
Natchez, Miss.; WHI3, Bluefield,
W. Va.; KBUR, Burlington, la.;
WTNJ, Trenton, N. J., and five
FM stations.

'Chats' on Stage
INSPIRED by the favorable
comment of patrons on the
stopping of screen performances by Raleigh, N. C.,
theatres to present the President's talk through the facilities of WPTF, the movie
men have decided to present
all future talks from the
stage with WPTF courtesy
announcements as the solution to the problem of empty
houses on "Fireside Chat"
nights.

Gen. Foods Income Up
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, extensive user of radio, reports net earnings for the first six
months of 1941 to be $7,181,578,
after provision of $337,500 for preferred dividend, or $1,367 a share
on 5,251,440 common shares. This
compares with $7,014,628 a year
ago, also after provision of $337,500 for dividends on 150,000 shares
of $4.50 preferred stock, or $1,335
a share on the common. In the second quarter of 1941 net earnings
on common stock were $2,847,400
or 54.2 cents per share, compared
with $2,704,581 or 51.5 cents a
share a year ago.

CLASSIFIED

Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum ctiarge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted

Situations Wanted (Continued)

Salesman — Experienced, Capable, hard
worker. N. Y. State. Wonderful opportunity. State draft status. Box 736,
BROADCASTING.
Combination Operator-Announcer — With
first class radiotelephone license wanted
at modern station. We also have an opening immediately for experienced copywriter. Box 728, BROADCASTING.
Combination Operator-Announcer — Intermountain West. Must be capable of maintaining one kilowatt composite transmitter and studio equipment. Must be
good announcer. Send transcription,
photo, technical
qualifications,
salarystatus
expected. State draft
and union
and whether can copy transradio. Box
733, BROADCASTING.

Production - Program Manager — Also announcer,gowriter —anywhere
fourteen— employed
years' experience— will
but
wants
to make
a change. Box 740,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale — Brilliant creative radio script
and copywriting-exceptional talent-exp.
young writer, married, draft def., coll.
grad. Now with adv. agency. Seeks better
position in copywriting or script. Box
737, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Specialty Man — Now holding a
good position with large station handling
Breakfast Club, news, M.C. shows, etc.
Previously
with want
CBS change
and NBC.to For
personal reasons
another
station in similar capacity. Details on
request. Box 734, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted

Available — As station or commercial manager at Eastern regional or local station.
Nine years of smart showmanship . . .
clever ideas . . . and complete merchandising experience. Thorough background
of announcing, production and continuity.
past recordAvailable
. . . dependable Excellent
and conscientious.
about
September
1.
Box
727,
BROADCASTING.

Engineer — Exceptional qualifications, draft
deferred. Desires change. Best references.
Box 731, BROADCASTING.
Assistant Production Manager — Employed
regional station, desires opportunity for
advancement. Familiar with detail.
Young, married, energetic. Box 732,
BROADCASTING.
Combination Announcer-Operator — Now
employed. Considering change. State salary. Box 726, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experience, 6% years. Now
employed, regional net station. Production, programming ability. Specialty,
news. Draft exempt for year or more.
Transcription available. Box 735,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced Sports Announcer — Now em1 ployed, seeks change. Qualified straight
announcer, news, commentation, and
special events. Excellent references. Prefer Eastern State. Box 729, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Commercial Manager or General Manager,
in
chargedueof to
sales.possible
Now employed
— desire
change
new ownership.
If you need an experienced, aggressive,
go-getting man in your station, that can
and will produce, if given a free hand,
submit your proposition. 32 years of age.
11 years radio and advertising. UniversityAug.Education.
Can be available
1. Box Married.
730, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
General Radio Frequency Monitor 581-B —
Complete with oscillator 575-E. Crystals
ground for 1240 KC. Best cash offer
F.O.B. Anderson, Indiana takes it.
WHBU.
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O' Sullivan to Return
O'SULLIVAN RUBBER Co., Winchester, Va. ( O'Sullivan's
heels) sometime
in Septemberrubber
will
launch its first extensive advertising campaign in ten years with
spot announcements in key markets
and schedules in some national
weeklies. A new trade character
for O'Sullivan's heels will be featured, with display material used
in conjunction with the campaign
which is to last through the remainder of the year. Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce, New York, is
the agency.

WANTED
USED

5KW.

TRANSMITTER
Not over 2 years old
Must be in good shape
QuoteBROADCASTING
price
738
MAGAZINE

BOX

PROFESSIOIVAL
DIRECTORY

&. Bail
Anky
Organization
of ey
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAI.L
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads of
Main Ottice :
7134 Main
ttie WorldGal.
Kansas
City. St.Mo.
Hollywood.

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. • WASH.. D. C. • Dl. 7417

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y,

RING

& CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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records. was given as the FCC's
Exhibit III purported to show
the "trend in number of all broadcast stations and newspaper-associated broadcast stations, 1931-41."
The sources of these figures were
given as Editor & Publisher, 193140; Broadcasting, 1935-40; Radio
Daily, 1937-40. This table, whose
1931-34 figures were challenged, indicated a drop in the number of
newspaper-associated stations between 1931 and 1934, which led
Commissioner Craven to inquire as
to their accuracy.
Mr. Sayler replied that the figures for those years were derived
from the Editor & Publisher Yearbook. Mr. Craven thereupon asked
how these figures could be accurate
inasmuch as the FCC and its predecessor Federal Radio Commission
did not keep records itself of minority interests in broadcast stations until a few years ago.
[Editor's
Noteits: Bkoadcasting
began publishing
Yearbook in 1935,
including a listing of the then known
newspaper radio stations, and has
kept its tabulations up through the
1941 Yearbook, which shows 293 stations in the United States, Hawaii
and Alaska identified with newspaper
interests as of Jan. 1, 1941. There
have been numerous changes since the
1941 Yearbook, due to new license
grants, sales and purchases of stations,
deletions etc. While Mr. Sayler stated
that the source of the Editor & PubUsher figures were
that publication's
questionnaires,
Broadcasting
recalls
that the former publicity man of the
FCC and the old FRC frequently
asked it for its newspaper tabulation,
to be made available to comply with
requests. It was apparent until recently that neither the FCC nor its
predecessor FRC ever kept any record
of its own of newspaper ownership.]
Trends Shown
The (Exhibit
FCC's III)
purported
table
follows: "trend"
No.
%
Newspaper- Newspaper
No. of Associated Associated
Stations Stations ^ Stations
Year
1931
612
85
13.9
1932
16.0
608
97
1933
610
58
9.5
1934
591
55
9.3
1935
605
111
18.3
1936
632
154
24.4
1937
685
196
28.6
721
232
32.2
1938
1939
764
251
32.9
814
275
33.8
1940
882
32.5
1941
33.2
298
1941 (June 30) 897
287
^ Includes weekly, trade and class publications.
Exhibit IV was a chart based on
the foregoing table.
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FCC's Newspaper
(Continued from page 17)

Data

Exhibit V purported to show FM
applications by newspaper interests on hand as of last June 30,
totaling 99 applicants seeking 116
stations, of which 77 already were
standard broadcast licensees. These
latter filed 93 applications, the table
showed.
FM Licensees
Exhibit VI showed that there
were 42 newspaper licensees of 48
FM stations, of whom 34 already
were in the standard broadcast field
as licensees of 40 stations.
Exhibit VII compared all corporate, commercial and newspaperassociated broadcast stations by
type of corporation and by type of
business organization. It showed
780 licensees of commercial stations
as of June 30, of which 45 were
licensed to partnerships, 116 to individuals and 619 to corporations.
Newspaper interests were identified with 33.2% of these stations
as a whole; with 19.69'(? of the
partnerships; with 117c of the licenses to individuals, and with
37.9% of the corporations.
Exhibit VIII consisted of a series
of tables, which Mr. Sayler identified as having been compiled by
the Oflfice of Radio Research, Columbia University, at the request
of the FCC and at the expense of
the Newspaper-Radio Committee.
These tables purported to show the
affiliation of newspapers with radio
stations by circulation of newspapers; by size of town in which
newspaper is located; by geographical area in which newspaper is located; by size of town; by powers
of stations (also broken down by
geographical areas) ; by network
affiliations.
It was indicated by these tables
that 44.2 % of the so-called newspaper stations were located in areas
of newspapers with 100,000-250,000

circulation; 42.6%, 50,000-100,000;
38.2%, 25,000-50,000; 25.9%, 15,000-25,000; 19.4%, 10,000-15,000.
Forty percent of the newspaper
radio stations were said to be in
towns of 250,000-1,000,000; 39.87c,
in towns of 50,000-100,000; 28.17c,
in towns of 100,000-250,000; 24.7%,
in towns of 25,000-50,000. Another
table of Exhibit VIII purported to
show that 20.87c of the newspaper
stations were in the West South
Central area, 22% in the South
Atlantic area and 16.57c in the
East South Central area.
Craven at Odds
When a table was introduced
showing that 42.87c of the stations
of 10,000 watts power were newspaper-affiliated. Commissioner Craven pointed out that only seven
such stations were listed, and inquired why the actual number of
newspaper stations by power was
not given. The total number for
the country was broken down by
powers, but the newspaper stations
were handled percentage-wise. This
table also purported to show that
newspaper interests were identified
with all but 797c of the 100-watt
stations; 64.87c of the 250 watt;
70.97c of the 500 watt; 61.2% of
the 1,000 watt; 757c of the 2,500
watt; 577c of the 5,000 watt;
42.87c of the 10,000 watt; 757c
of the 50,000 watt.
The Commission's exhibits were
concluded with Exhibit IX [see
table on page 16] setting forth the
number of broadcast stations and
receiving sets compared with the
number of newspapers and their
circulation for the years 1922-1941,
with Exhibit X a graph based on
the table. The broadcast station
figures were taken from FCC records and the other figures from
industry sources.
FOR THE many Americans now iu
Loudon, the BBC has arranged a
series of American Night transatlantic
programs to be heard in this country
on MBS, starting
July 22, Tuesdays,
9:15-9:30
p.m.
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Craney
Deplores
Unbalanced
News
Says Wheeler Not Involved
In Dropping Commentators
CATEGORICALLY denying accusations implicating Senator
Wheeler (D-Mont.), isolationist
leader, in the action of Z-Bar Network stations in discontinuing network commentators' programs, Ed
Craney, operator of KGIR, Butte;
KPFA, Helena, and KRBM, Bozeman, in a July 17 letter to Quincy
Howe, of the National Council on
Freedom From Censorship, charged
that national networks make no
.leflfort to achieve "balance" in presenting commentators who mirror
both pros and cons of controversial matters.
He urged that networks use their
•Jown option time on the stations to
Ipresent controversial comments,
Irather than station option time.
I Mr. Craney declared in the let;[ter that Z-Bar Network, which al]jready has refused to carry three
NBC commentators — Walter Winj,chell [Broadcasting,
July 14],
jBaukhage and H. V. Kaltenborn —
jiwill not resume such commentaries
until this balance is provided by
the networks.
Described as Unfair
Commenting that the FCC has
iplaced the responsibility for the
^broadcasting of all network shows
"squarely in the lap" of individual
■affiliated stations, Mr. Craney deijclared the stations have deleted the
iicommentator programs "as a protest to a very unfair system of
:|presentation that is not conducive
:,of free speech and therefore is unair to the American people".
"Under the present system the
networks have no way of even callling to the attention of listeners,
-lat conclusion of one speaker's talk,
' the time a speaker of differing
rjviews will be heard from that netIwork. The listener has no way of
ijhearing both sides and radio does
;a disservice to the American peoj[ple, ' Mr. Craney declared,
jall"The
networks issues
should on
schedule
controversial
their
option time for commercial pro'grams so they can assure equal
facilities to all sides of controversial issues to which they give
any time. This should be done even
though the individual affiliate stations have to give more option time.
The networks are the only ones
Kvho are in a position to give equaliity of time on national issues, and
they can do this only by scheduling
such programs in option time."
Anti-ASCAP Bill Dies
PENNSYLVANIA'S
Anti-ASCAP
bill,
introduced Feb. 24 by
State Senator
Dent, was dropped with adjournment
of the Legislature July 19. Since the
day it was introduced, the measure
was buried in committee.
IHOMER OWEN GRIFFITH, Hollywood, has been appointed Pacific
Coast representative of KPHO, Phoeinix; KHUB, Watsonville, Cal. ;
IKBKR, Baker, Ore.; KELA, Cenitralia, Wash.
BROADCASTING

AFTER TWO YEARS of radio in Kansas City, using KCMO, Crown Drug
Co. has signed a contract with KOME, Tulsa, for a show that will
follow format of the 8 O'Clock Edition of KCMO. Here are (1 to r) Harry
Schwartz, KOME president; Frank Dray, Tulsa supervisor for Crown;
Jack Whitney, KOME manager; H. P. Bickley, Crown sales manager.
McSWAIN AT HIS BEST
Describes, From Empty Stands
Game 5 Miles Away
WITHOUT a fan in the stands or
player on the field, Pat McSwain,
manager of WGNC, Gastonia, N.
C, broadcast the recent GastoniaRutherford junior ball game at
Forest City.
Meanwhile the actual game went
on at a field five miles away, having been switched to another field
at the last minute. Nobody had
bothered to tell W^GNC about the
change in fields and when Pat arrived for his broadcast it was too
late to rig a setup at the actual
site.
Undaunted, Pat had Vernon Upton Jr. jot down a play-by-play account. Bob Armstrong relayed the
jottings via auto to Pat in the
empty stands five miles away, and
the WGNC manager gave what listeners said was his finest play-byplay broadcast.

AIRPORT GROUND SCHOOLS,
Hollywood (flying cadet training),
new to radio, in a test campaign is
currently sponsoring a daily quarter-hour recorded musical program
on KIEV, Glendale, Cal., and a
similar 30-minute weekly broadcast
on KRKD, Los Angeles, with eight
and six spot announcements per
day on KFOX and KGER, Long
Beach, Cal., respectively. In addition quarter-hour recorded programs and spot announcements are
being sponsored alternatively on
KOMA KFBI WMC. Other stations
will be added to the list. Ideas Associated, Glendale, Cal., is the
agency. John B. Panushka is account executive.
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and "NELLIE THE NOVACHORD"
Time and Again
INTERESTED in finding
out how much time an average station contributes to
Federal Government activities, WENY, Elmira, N. Y.,
recently went back to its logbooks for a comprehensive
18-month survey of this type
of broadcast service. The survey showed that the station,
an MBS 250-watt outlet, from
December, 1939, to May, 1941,
had carried a total of 40
hours and 30 minutes of network programs and 62 hours
of local programs for Government agencies of one kind
or another, in addition to 643
local announcements. Biggest
user of time was the Army,
with 27 hours, 10 minutes,
and 355 announcements, followed by the Navy, with 19
hours, 30 minutes, Works
Progress Administration, 12
hours, 15 minutes. Farm
Credit Administration, 11
hours, 15 minutes. Selective
Service Board, 9 hours, 15
minutes.
BLOCK & SULLY, well known in
radio and motion pictures as comedians, are the stars of the new series starting July 28 on WMCA. New
York featuring serializations of Damon
Runyon"s characters 'Moe and Ethel
Turp". Series will be heard Mondays
Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 8-8 :15 p.m.

• Broadcast

Ted Steele— Blue Network Star and radio's acknowledged master of the Novaehord — is aided and
, abetted by lovely Grace Albert in this NBC Recorded
Series of boy-and-girl, song-and-banter programs.
TIME OUT has an irresistible charm for every
member of the family — sparkling dialogue, romantic
duets, and instrumental interludes when Ted gives
out on "Nellie the Novaehord."
Take "time out" to find out about this gaily new,
pleasantly different series. It has all the earmarks of
a live show* because provision is made for three commercial announcements with Ted and Grace setting
the stage for each message. 26 fifteen-minute programs available . . . and it's definitely the best bet
in its field !
"Recorded XBC Orthacoustic, of course
Write today for details regardhig rates and
availability. Or, your local radio station can
arrange an audition.

adio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
Page
RCA BIdg., Radio City, N.Y. • Merchandlst Mart. Chicago • Trans-Lux Bldg., Washington, D. C. • Sunset ( Vine, Hollywood

Advertising
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Commission

Study

Into Radio - Press
Ownership
Starts
(Contmued from page 11)
be found in the average newspaper.
When Chairman Fly said what
he wanted to ascertain was "who
decides what
goes Counsel
on the air",
Assistant General
Harris
said that an analytical study of
this very point would be available
with the collating of the questionnaire data procured by the FCC in
connection with the hearing.

.

Chairman

, o

Fly's Statement

IN OPENING these hearings pursuant to Order No. 79, I should like
to
comment briefly on two or three
matters.
The general question of joint control over newspapers and broadcasting stations has been a topic of interest, both in Congress and elsewhere,
for a long time. When the Radio Act
of 1927 was being debated, for example, Senator Dill, the Senate sponsor
of the l)ill, pointed out the need for
deciding such questions as whether
one newspaper in a city should have a
radio station when other newspapers
do not, and urged that such questions
indicated the need for a Federal comMorrow Cites Rise
mission to regulate broadcasting (67
Cong. Rec. 12353, June 30, 1926).
In Newspaper Costs
There was discussion of newspaper
ownership of broadcasting stations
Subpoenaed by the Commission
before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce in .January, 1930, at
as an expert witness, Marco Morwhich
time Senators Wheeler, Dill,
row, member of the board of Capand
Brookhart
indicated an awareness
per Publications, former executive
the problem (hearing before the
director of the operations and at of
Seiuite Committee on Interstate Commerce on S. 6, 71st Cong., 2nd sess.,
present the "titular head" of
pp. 1643, 1718, 1744, 2077). Senator
WIBW, Topeka, drew on his backNeely jectexpressed
the subground of nearly two generations
in January,opinions
1935, on
during
the
in publishing and unequivocally
Hearings on the Confirmation of the
favored newspaper association
Members of the FCC (74th Cong., 1st
with radio.
sess., p. 195). Rep. Monaghan expressed outspoken opposition to newsThe 72-year-old elder stateman
ownership 1935
of broadcasting
staof journalism recalled how many
tionspaper
in August,
(79 Cong. Rec.
14310-14316). On Jan. 28. 1937, Rep.
newspapers started on shoestrings
Wearin introduced HR 3892, entitled
before the turn of the century.
"A bill to amend the Communications
Now, he said, it takes "a good deal Act of 1934 by adding thereto provisions designed to prohibit unified
of nerve, money and lack of sense"
to launch such an enterprise.
and monopolistic control of broadcasting
facilities
and printed publications,
Asked by Mr. Harris about the
and
for
other
purposes."
"gradual diminution" in the numFM Emphasizes Importance
ber of newspapers, Mr. Morrow
attributed thisl argely to increased
On March 15, 1937, Senator White
costs rather than lack of available
commented at some length on newsownership of radio stations,
press association service or radio l^aper
in the course of which he suggested
competition.
that the Commission ought to forWhen Commissioner Craven
mulate views on the subject. He said
asked whether national advertising
in
part
: "If the
sensesas
the situation,
and Commission
if it has views
in small newspapers had decreased
to
what
our
policy
should
be,
it
has
since the advent of radio, he said
skillfully
concealed
the
fact
from
Conthere was no agreement but ungress" (81 Cong. Rec. 2334-2335).
The importance which has thus
questionably radio is taking a part
been
continuously
attached to the
of the advertising dollar not only
problem and the further fact that the
from small newspapers but from
Commission is now faced with a group
all other media. He added, howof newspaper applications for FM
ever, that he believed in the philos- facilities, have caused us to conclude
a general inquiry is advisable.
ophy that "advertising of all sorts that
Out of 99 applicants for FM licenses
helps all advertising" and that as of June 30, 43 are newspaper inwhen a competitive medium gets
terests. These newspaper applications
business, it opens up new vistas of raise the common question of the extent
to
which and the circumstances
revenue for other media.
in which grants to newspapers will
serve the public interest. We could,
Going into the question of newsof course, have considered the question
paper competition, Mr. Morrow
separately as to each of the 43 applicants. The proper dispatch of business,
cited the Kansas City Star as "one
of the outstanding newspapers of however, as well as the need to achieve
that
degree
consistency,
America". Other newspapers had and informedof uniformity,
judgment
properly
exbeen published in the city, he said,
pected of administrative bodies, clearly
the
advisability
of
these
genbut it succeeded because of bright- indicate
eral hearings.
ness and alertness while competiI
would like particularly to emtors fell by the wayside as methods
phasize that the purpose of these hearings
is to inform the Commission. No
of journalism changed over the
conclusions
or opinions have been foryears.
mulated by the Commission. The facts
He said there might be a tem- and circumstances which will be deporary danger if a newspaperradio monopoly existed in a par- Heavy Responsibilities of
ticular market, but that if the publisher is "decent", he would give Newspaper Publisher
er holds a "franThe newspap
the minority side, which would
chise" to serve the public with
serve the public interest. If that is news, Mr. Morrow said. He declared he regards radio as a news
not done, he said, it always demedium and thought it should be
velops, irrespective of the economic
situation, that a competitive pub- allied with the press. Newspapers
must keep abreast of developments,
lication crops up.
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veloped in these hearings may lead us
lishing Co., licensee of KGW auo
to the conclusion that no rules or KEX. Portland,
Ore. ; FM Broadcast
ers
Inc.
Hildreth & Rogers Co., li
policies veloped.
whatsoever
de- censee of; WLAW,
Lawrence, Mass. :
Or they may need
lead tous be
to the
conclusion that recommendations to The American Network Inc. ( FM ) .
In
addition.
Station
WGN, Chicago,
Congress should be made, and the
problem handled by way of legislation. and KOOS, Marshfield, Ore., and the
Newspaper-Radio Committee have
Or we may conclude that certain poli- given
notice that they desire to be
cies or regulations can and should
be developed within the jurisdiction heard. They have been informed that
already committed to us by Congress. their appearances will be allowed
upon the filing of statements showing:
Jurisdiction Question Premature
the nature and relevance of the eviwhich they propose to present,
The Commission believes that dis- and indencethe
case of the Newspapercussion of its jurisdiction under existing law to take action with respect Radio Committee, upon the furnishing also of a statement of the persons
to joint control of newspapers and
radio stations would be premature at who are represented by that committhis time. The jurisdictional question
tee. As contemplated in the Commission's public notice of .July 1, 1941,
itself must be determined partly in the
light of the facts and circumstances
setting forth the "Procedure for Hearwhich the
hearings
develop,on andconcrete
argu- to appear
ings Undermay
Orderbe No.
requests
ment should
be based
filed 79",
at any
time
rather than supposititious ijroposals. during the cour.se of the hearings, and,
if
in
the
i^roper
form,
will
be
allowed,
t
The Commission will afford ample opportunity for the expression of views
FCC AVitnesses First
on the jurisdictional question if and
when it contemplates the issuance of to the calling of witnesses by the staff,
The present sessions will be devoted '
ariy rules.
I have emphasized the fact that the of the Commission and to its i^resenexhibits whose
and documentary'
sole
of these hearings
evidence.of Persons
appearances?
informpui-pose
the Commission.
I want to isadd,to tation
have been allowed will be permitted,
with equal
emphasis,
that
the
Commisin
the
discretion
of
the
Commission.,
sion is determined to be informed.
Our jurisdiction to formulate rules to cross-examine witnesses with rewill be determined subsequently ; our which spectthey
to phasesthemselves
of the inquiry
to^
proposeas to
jurisdiction to make a study of the adduce evidence.
Those
persons
who,
problem we think clear, as stated in
our decision released today on the have appeared or who hereafter ap-^
pear will be given notice at some later
petition filed by the American Newsdate as to when they will be afforded
paper Publishers Assn. Government
commissions have a duty to inform an opportunity to introduce evidence.;
It is not contemplated that all the
themselves of problems pertinent to
the field in which they function. The hearings will be held consecutively.
public and the Congress would rightly Following the calling of certain witcriticize us for passing over without
nesses by the Commission, an opportunity will be given for those other
consideration problems basic to the
welfare of the radio industry and the witnesses who wish to testify at that,
lip
time. Thereafter we will adjourn for
ljublic which it serves.
i^eriod to be then determined and
It is for just such reasons that athen
determined and then reconvene
Congress
has hearings
empoweredconcerning
this Commission to hold
any for the taking of additional testimony.
question which may arise under the
Not a Newspaper Probe
Act which we administer, and to refinal matter : Since the hearings
quire the attendance and testimony areOneconcerned
with the relationship
of witnesses and the production of
relevant documents and to pay the between broadcast stations and newspapers, some understanding
of the
attendant expenses of such proceed- latter industries
necessary. Inquiry
ings. Furthermore, it is wholly in will be made intois the
operations
and
accord with the traditions and in- functions of each. The Commission
stitutions of our form of government
does
not,
of
course,
contemplate
any
that we should carry on such a study,
and it has been familiar practice at action with respect to the newspapeij
least since the establishment of the industry apart from its relationshi
Interstate Commerce Commission half to broadcasting. Evidence as to the
Dei
a century ago.
internal workings of the newspapei)
inquiry will be adduced therefore only
Expert Witnesses
insofar as it throws light upon the'
relationship which has existed oi
In the interest of comprehensiveshould
exist between the broadcast"
ness the Commission has itself con- and newspaper
industries.
ducted field investigations in sample
We are confident that on the basis
localities, and will call witnesses com- of evidence to be submitted by representatives ofthe broadcasting industrj
petent
various local
tions.to describe
Let me emphasize
that situasuch
local matters will be entered into and the newspaper publishing Indus
try, by scholarly authorities, and bj
wholly for the light they cast upon persons
cognizant of loca.
the general issues. This is not an situationsespecially
in communities of various
inquiry
into
the
activities
of
particular licensees but into a nation wide sizes andwhich
kinds,willa record
de-'
aid us will
in thebe per
situation. Also the Commission will veloped
formance of our duties hereafter, anc
will
enable
us
to
reach
a
soundei
call some expert witnesses — scholars
ba
ba
of recognized authority who will pre- solution of the problem than would lia
sent evidence based on their independpossible
if
we
proceeded
without
thia
ent studies.
general inquiry to the determinatioij
The following appearances have of
particular cases. It is in this spirt
been filed in the present hearing and of fact-finding that the Commissior
desires
to proceed.
have been allowed : Oregonian Pubhe said. For example, he said that
when a better press is devised
which will permit the newspaper to
get on the street earlier, it must be
acquired if the newspaper is to
remain progressive.
He called radio a "new mechanical development that could help
the newspaper to do its job" and
BROADCASTING

repeated that he regarded radio as
inherently a part of journalism.
Answering a question as t(
whether it is desirable to hav
one newspaper and one radio station jointly owned in the sanit
community, Mr. Morrow said iheri
is a possibility of abuse but thai?
• Broadcast

Advertisim

Press, which he found equally
good and in some instances better
for his publications.

SENATOR
ARTHUR CAPPER,
publisher-owner of WIBW, Topeka,
md KCKN, Kansas City, marked
lis 75th birthday July 14 with a
picnic for folks from all over East3rn Kansas. This is the 34th consecutive year the Senator has given
lis birthday picnic in a Topeka
Dark. Senator Capper is extending
iiis greetings in this picture over
WIBW to those who couldn't attend. With him is Hilton Hodges,
mnouncer.
;he same danger is there if the
lewspaper is published alone withlut a radio station. The station,
■ven under the same ownership,
provides the opportunity for a better service to the public, he said,
i'^urthermore, he added that the
liewspaper publisher has greater
locial responsibilities than the delartment store, the grocer, butcher
|r baker. While it is a commercial
Interprise, the newspaper, he said,
j3 on a higher plane than most
juch enterprises.
FCC Attorney Lloyd took up the
jiuestioning of Mr. Morrow on the
difficulty of procuring adequate
iiiress association service for the inuguration of a new newspaper.
iMr. Morrow said there is no one
omplete service that is absolutely
"issential. He said he had been
black-balled" by one press association, but that he took the United

POWER!
—WHERE POWER
COUNTS MOST

TEN

ALLEY

WLAC
NASHVILLE, TENN.
soon going to
0,000

WATTS

REPRESENTED BY
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
J. T. WARD, Owner
F. C. SOWELL, Manager
Broadcasting

Can't Have Publication
For Every Cause
Asked by Commissioner Craven
whether from the standpoint of
service to the public he knew of
any reason why a newspaper
should not own a radio station, Mr.
Morrow said he could not think of
any reason for it, adding that he
would dislike to have the assignment of writing the reasons if his
job depended on it.
When Chairman Fly asked what
outlets minority groups would have
if one organization controlled the
media in one community, Mr. Morrow said it would be ideal if there
could be as many such outlets as
there are minorities. He said he
felt publishers by and large afforded ample opportunity for this
purpose, irrespective of the amount
of competition, and added there
always would be complaints even
if there were 10 newspapers in a
community. Multiplying the number of newspapers wouldn't help
this situation, he declared. He insisted there could not be a publication for every cause.
Returning to the stand after the
morning recess, Mr. Morrow, replying to Attorney Harris, said he
thought it was desirable both as
a business and a profession to have
newspapers and stations operated
jointly. He said that if a community could support two or three
avenues of intelligence, that would
be desirable, but he thought it was
a great deal better to have one operation performing a good job.
He cited a situation where four
churches only slightly different in
denomination were maintained in
a community, whereas one good
church could provide a far better
"public service".
When Mr. Harris cited the example of class appeal newspapers,
such as PM and the Netv York Su n,
which he said went to totally different readers, Mr. Morrow asserted that to attempt to have a separate publication for every school
of thought in a community of about
100,000 would cause as much trouble as "PM is having".
Prof. Lee Sees Change
In Advertising Technique
Alfred McClung Lee, associate
professor of marketing at New
York U and author of several
books dealing with newspaper publishing trends, before presenting a
series of exhibits he had prepared,
discussed the purport of the Printers hik exhibits prepared by Mr.
Weld. He said these curves showed
that since 1929 much more scientific use of advertising expenditures is indicated. The tendency in
the case of display advertising, he
said, is toward making smaller ads
just as attractive as larger ones,
as against the old theory that the
bigger the ad, the bigger the
smash and the better the result.
The decline in newspaper advertising return, Prof. Lee said, may
be attributed to the over-all trend,
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MONOTUBE
VERTICAL
RADIATORS
Piws F-M High Gain Amxys
(4 Section Turnstile with Approved Power
gain of 2.14)
OFFER
YOU
THESE
ADVANTAGES:
LONGER LIFE V UNIFORM REACTANCE V
SIMPLE TO DISMANTLE AND MOVE V
GREATER STRENGTH WITH LESS WEIGHT
V 65 TO 100 FEET BETWEEN GUY LEVELS V
FAST DELIVERY AND ERECTION V LOW
MAINTENANCE COSTS V THE IDEAL
UNIFORM CROSS SECTION V
V
★ ★ ★
0 All Monotube Radiators are constructed of
a series of guyed double-tapered hollow steel
tubes designed and guaranteed to withstand
pressures developed during a HURRICANE
with wind velocities of 100 mph., a one-half
inch ice load, and a temperature change of
plus and minus 50 degrees Fahrenheit. To this
is added a safety factor of 3.6 on the steel
and 5.0 on the guy assemblies.
The articulated joint used between the sections prevents the transference of bending
moments (introduced by wind) from section to
section, thus placing the point of maximum
stress in the center of each isolated section;
the stress curve falling off to each end.
The taper used in the MONOTUBE sections
follows this stress curve, placing the greatest
diameter and most material in the center at
the point of maximum stress and lessening the
diameter and amount of material at the ends
at the points of minimum stress.
Each MONOTUBE RADIATOR is individually
engineered against power and frequency to
properly sectionalize the guy cable assemblies
against the eighth harmonic thus eliminating
absorption, reflection, and directivity in the
cables which would otherwise introduce serious
distortion in the theoretical field pattern. Insulation in all cases is designed to maintain nonresonance in the guy cables during adverse
weather conditions.
Our attention to these details in the guycable design makes the MONOTUBE RADIATORS the ideal units for Directional Antenna
Systems.
Write for quotation on your antenna system
completely erected, painted, and lighted. Enclose frequency, power, and height.

■* MM
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of

Neivspaper

- Radio

History

Explains Problems
in Hearing at FCC
AS BACKGROUND for the hear- munity are not being singled out
ings which started before the FCC
for special investigation. Newspapers alone are being cited.
July 23, the Newspaper-Radio Com"This discrimination becomes vitmittee last week sent to all daily
ally important not merely because
newspapers in the country, to members of the Federal Communications
newspaper ownership is under investigation, but because it is obviBar Assn., to Washington newsous either that this investigation is
paper correspondents and others
a 23-page brochure prepared by a fishing expedition without point,
Carlton K. Matson, of the New
or that something decisive is intended. In the latter case, only two
York public relations firm of Martin
orders could result and either one
Dodge & Carlton K. Matson.
Titled The Neivspaper-Radio Is- would be vitally damaging to newspapers and newspaper interests.
sue Before the FCC, the booklet
"One of these would be a denial
carries a foreword by Grove Patterson, editor of the Toledo Blade
outright to newspapers, or to certain categories of newspapers, of
and past president of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors,
the right to own radio facilities.
which asserts: "This statement of The other would impose special conthe case alfecting newspapers now
ditions, different from conditions
before the FCC should be required
imposed upon persons in other lines
reading for every editor and edi- of economic enterprise, as a preretorial writer, in fact, for every
quisite to the holding of a radio
working newspaperman in the news- license.
"Either rule would institute the
rooms of America." An outline of
the newspaper-radio issue is car- kind of indirect control over newsried in the fore part, followed by
papers which would become a real
the text of the FCC's Order No. 79 threat to the independence of the
press. By curbing and limiting the
and 79A, and the text of the FCC's
questionnaire to stations in pre- outside economic activities of newsparation for the hearing.
papers the way would be opened
for domination of the publishing
Called Discriminatory
The statement refers to Order 79
industry
itself." goes on to call
The statement
as "an ominous and discriminatory
attention
to the FCC's questionmove serts
against
asthat the newspapers"
whole status and
of the
naire, whose questions are reviewed
operation of newspapers is affected. with the conclusion that "the indications are that the stage is being
"By this order," it says, "for the
set for a sweeping inquiry into
first time in the history of our country, it is suggested that newspapers
newspaper operation, press service
and newspapermen should be classi- operation and all the ramifications
fied in a separate category as per- of publishing activity." The jurissons who may be given lesser prividiction of the FCC's probe is challenged, with the conclusion that
lege under the law than other citizens of the United States. Bankers,
"the FCC appears to have undertaken a fishing expedition into the
lawyers, merchants, any other busioperation of the whole press of the
ness group or any other combination of business groups in the comtaking into account the "political
and economic views of newspapers". Advertisers, he said, have
tended to buy less space, not only
because of the change in advertising technique but also because
there are fewer newspapers, resulting in less of an over-all appropriation.
Prof. Lee introduced an exhibit
showing that the total number of
towns having a daily newspaper
increased from 1,338 in 1926 to
1,429 in 1941. As against this tabulation, he described an exhibit
showing that the number of cities
with
"allegedly
competing
decreased
from 288
in 1930 dailies"
to 181
in 1940. Cities with admitted or
known local monopolies have increased from 1,114 in 1930 to 1,245
in 1940. What he described as "onedaily-newspaper cities" increased
from 1,002 in 1930 to 1,092 in 1940.
The number of daily newspaper
cities increased from 1,402 in 1930
to 1,426 in 1940.
Thucher Contests
Value of Testimony
Prof. Lee returned to the stand
for the afternoon session and had
hardly gotten under way with an

country."
explanation
of his statistics when
his testimony was attacked by
Judge Thacher. The latter contended the witness had no firsthand knowledge of the material he
was discussing, having obtained it
from trade publications such as
Editor & Publisher, Standard Rate
and Data and the Ayer Directory
of Newspapers & Periodicals. Prof.
Lee admitted his figures were based
on information from these sources
but contended he had made a long
study of the press in this country
and had supplemented this material with news stories from Editor & Publisher.
Judge Thacher, addressing
Chairman
Fly, said could
he didn't
see
how the Commission
take the
testimony of an expert who knows
nothing about the facts except what
he has read. Chairman Fly didn't
answer
directly
Judge Thacher's
request that
the testimony
be left
out of the record, merely suggesting that Prof. Lee might modify
the title of his exhibit.
The Newspaper-Radio Committee counsel principally attacked
the use of the words "allegedly
competitive" and "monopoly" deBROADCASTING

scribing the daily newspaper situ
ation in various cities in Proi
Lee's exhibit. Judge Thacher con
tended the witness had no actua
knowledge of conditions in th
cities mentioned except what h
had read.
Commissioner Craven sought to
clarify what Prof. Lee meant by
monopoly, pointing out that one of
the tables submitted by the witness
showed single newspapers holding
a monopoly in Long Beach and
Hollywood,
Cal. The
comraissioneicontended that,
whereas
there is

j

'
.
I
>

:
only one paper in these cities, ■
dailies from Los Angeles are in
competition. The witness admitted i
his definition
of monopoly
in this
connection
meant
there is only
one '

paper published in a particular
city and did not take into consideration papers printed in nearby ;
areas which might serve as com- '
petitors.
Sensationalism, Comics
'
Called Competition Basis
In response to Mr. Lloyd, Prof, i
Lee said the number of daily i
newspapers had been declining
since 1909 and a decline had been
the long-term tendency in the
daily newspaper field to the present, due to a multiplicity of factors.
He said there are fewer daily
newspapers but they are spread in
more cities. At this point Prof.,
Lee read from one of two preparedj
statements he introduced whicbij
were intended to show that the
press suffered from economic re-i
striction due to several factors
Among them he listed "news gath-;
ering combines which tended tc
promote monopoly, unionization of.
various employe groups, and increased production costs". Thest
and others he said made newspaper publishing a "rich man'sl
After paying tribute to th(
American press. Prof. Lee quoted
an interview with William Ran'
dolph
which appeared
ai'
Editor Hearst
& Publisher,
in whichin thr
game".
newspaper
magnate of
saidthehepresr
be'
lieved
the influence
was declining because of its ownership by large
corporations
an('
predatory
interests
with selfisl
aims. Prof. Lee closed his direc
testimony by asserting that only u

Test
campaigns in industrial.
a dual market —
BOTH your
gives
youagricultural
coverage of and
such a market. WSO y
2 50 WATTS • 13-^0- FU LL TI M E
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arge cities are daily newspapers
lompeting on the politico-economic
jront. In other places they are
lompeting, he said, on sensational:jsm and comics.
Thacher and Caldwell
Question Material
Prof. Lee's testimony was deiicribed as a "historical essay" by
,"udge ThacherHisin request
taking upthatcrossi;xamination.
the
ijxhibits Mr. Lee had prepared be
?'marked for identification" and
ijiot admitted as evidence was aulihorized by Chairman Fly.
Judge Thacher questioned the
aieliability of the statistics produced by Dr. Lee, pointing out that
:!hey were based on data gleaned
toom Standard Rate & Data and
.ijrom Editor & Publisher. Under
ixamination Dr. Lee said he had
Iso obtained some of the informaion from stories published in the
ews columns of Editor & PubIsher.
Dr. Lee was asked to submit to
le Commission the material he
sed as the basis for his compilaons, after Judge Thacher had
jbserved that a "mere glance at
nese tables shows very serious inccuracies." He said it appeared
luch of the data was predicated
pen "hearsay sources" and coninded the data should not be adlitted until the sources had been
lecked.
WGN Counsel Caldwell, in
ross-examining Dr. Lee, quesoned the historical background to
rhich he had referred on freedom
Vt the press. The witness agreed
^tiat freedom of speech was a nec5sary corollary of freedom of the
ress, and that all modes of pubcations were included in this
institutional guarantee.

compared the revenues of 282 newspaper affiliated stations against
network-managed and operated stations and against all other stations.
Mr. Sutton explained that the disparity between the figure of 298
newspaper-affiliated stations used
by the Commission at the outset of
the hearings and his figure of 282
stations could be ascribed to sta-

tions actually in operation rather
than those holding construction
permits, accounted for in the
higher figure.
While the purport of the exhibits
was not explained at the outset, it
was evident the Commission would
essay to show that newspaper ownership of stations is conducive to
higher earnings and more lucrative

network affiliations.
The exhibits were not admitted
as such, upon suggestion of Judge
Thacher, pending cross-examination, but were simply marked for
identification.
The second exhibit identified by
Mr. Sutton covered 765 standard
broadcast stations and showed the
combined statement of time sales,

\\utton Introduces
*ata on Earnings
, Introduced as the Commission's
inal witness prior to adjournment
:om July 24 until July 31, De,uincy V. Sutton, head broadcast
jcountant, identified a series of
J^atistical exhibits dealing with
lewspaper revenues as contrasted
jii those of all other stations. All of
le data, he pointed out, were
ised on returns received by the
. CC in response to its annual finanal questionnaire for the calendar
ted
1940. He had not comple
I
ISeartestimony when the recess was
died and presumably will return
the stand upon resumption of
aarings Wednesday.
d ed
fiebin
ibid t the
by
identi
exh
TheSutinit
~ r.
ere
tonialcov
com
•oadcast service income statement
the three major network commies, five regional networks and
i5 standard broadcast stations,
hich revealed total broadcast rev.ues for the calendar year 1940
$134,000,000 with broadcast
• rvice revenue, representing the
I loess of revenue over expenses, of
I |3,300,000.
• This table had been released by
e FCC last May. Subsequent exbits identified and explained by
e witness were new, in that they
ROADCASTING

I
IN ANY GIRUS LIFE a bid from the U. S. Navy Is something! But for
Mildred W. Carlson, director of the WBZ - WBZA

Home Forum, there was reserved the

uncommon privilege of visiting one of Uncle Sam's fighting ships ... for breakfast !
Aboard, Miss Carlson straightway was escorted to the galley. There she took a hand in the
preparation of WOO cups of coffee, 8000 flapjacks and 3000 savory sausages. The gobs
insisted. It was a command performance ! • Scores of spot adve^^
tisers also are insisting that Mildred Carlson take a hand in helping
them. Getting branded foods and other home products on New
England shopping lists, through her daily broadcasts, is an assignment
she's been successfully fulfilling for the past II years.
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WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO STATIONS Inc • KDKA KYW WBZ WBZA
WOWO WGL WBOS . REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES
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Reserve
1941

Your Copy of

Iowa

Radio

Audience Survey
NOW
Conducted by Dr. H. B. Summers of
Kansas State College, the 1941
Iowa Radio Audience Survey is an
authoritative study . . tells virtually
everything you need to know about
Iowa and Middlewest radio listeners' habits . . furziishes a means
by which you can scientifically
check almost all your advertising
plans in this section.
Write foz it. No cost or obligation.
Address Dept. B
STATION
WHO
DES MOINES, IOWA

WFMJ

Youngstown's
Favorite
Station
A Hooper- Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
than any other station heard
in the Youngstown district.

5000
WATTS
at 570

kc.

COMBINATION

^^^^

The Northwest's Best
j Broadcasting
Buy I

WTCN
AN
NBC STATION
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL
I Owned and Operated by
st. paul dispatch pioneer press, minneapolis
|daily times.
FREE & PETERS, INC. — Natl. Rep.
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revenues, expenses and broadcast
service income of 282 newspaperaffiliated stations, 31 stations managed and operated by networks,
and 452 other stations for 1940.
Tlie 282 newspaper-affiliated stations had total broadcast revenues
of $38,268,696 and expenses of
$29,514,453 with broadcast service
income (excess of revenue over expense) of $8,754,243. This constituted 35.59f of the aggregate total
broadcast revenue.
The 31 network managed and
operated stations had total revenues
of $16,948,398 and expenses of
$11,287,359, or a broadcast service
income of $5,661,039. This represented 22.9% of the total.
The 452 "other stations" had
total broadcast revenues of approximately $52,400,000, expenses
of $42,000,000 and broadcast service income of $10,400,000, or
41.8 9<- of the aggregate.
After Mr. Sutton had explained
this table. Commissioner Craven developed that the 282 newspaperaffiliated stations constituted 38%
of the aggregate of 165 stations
covered in the tabulations, whereas
they represented only 35.3% of the
aggregate income.
A second table eliminated the 31
network-managed and owned stations. Utilizing the same figures,
this revealed that the 282 newspaper-owned stations still had the
35.3% ratio to the total and that
the balance of the 483 stations
had 64.7%.
A third table excluded the 31
network-managed and operated stations and covered the 282 newspaper-af iliated and 452 "other stations". This revealed that the newspaper-affiliated station business
amounted to a 45.8% ratio, while
the "other station" business constituted 54.2%.
Income from Network
Sale of Time Shoivn
In the final table of this compilation, covering time sale ratio,
the Commission revealed that the
282 newspaper-affiliated stations
realized 45% of their income from
network sale of time and the 452
non-newspaper stations 55%. Nonnetwork sales of time constitute
41.1% for newspaper-affiliated stations and 58.89c for non-newspaper
stations.
In another tabulation, Mr. Sutton set forth time sales of newspaper-affiliated stations by classification. This showed, for example,
that 92 regional stations with fulltime did a total of $18,820,284 during 1940, constituting 47.9% of the
aggregate of $39,274,724. Eight
clear-channel stations with 50,000watt fulltime had total revenues of
approximately $8,000,000, constituting 20 %i of the total.
Ranking third were 136 local
channel fulltime stations with
$5,800,000, constituting 14.8%. Six
other classifications, covering parttime clears, part-time regionals
and part-time locals accounted for
the balance.
This table revealed that network
business of the 282 newspaperaffiliated stations aggregated $9,-

Gum Gunner
BECAUSE CHARLIE MCCARTHY, who conducts the
Early Bird programs on
WHN, New York, finds he is
always
streets picking
on the gum
soles ofi"
of the
his
shoes and even sitting on it
in chairs, he has organized
the A.P.D.C.U. campaign.
WHN listeners writing the
station now find in their mail
special "Early Bird Chewing
Gum Dispensers"
McCarthy preaches his and
morning
sermon on behalf of the "antipromiscuous
distribution of
tials).
used chewing gum" (see ini966,742, or 25.4% of the total, and
non-network $29,306,982, or 76.4%
of the total.
In this compilation there was a
second table showing revenues of
stations licensed to newspapers and
newspaper-affiliated stations owned
50% or more by persons interested in newspapers; and a second
table covering the same ground for
newspaper-affiliated stations owned
less than 50% by newspapers or
persons.
Newspaper Station
Income Compared
Another breakdown was devoted
to the 31 stations managed and
operated
networks,network
analyzingtime sales by
as between
and
non-network fields, which showed a
31.7% ratio of network business
as against 62.3% non-network.
The final tables in this exhibit
covered time sales as between network and non-network business
for the 452 "other stations" and one
covering all 765 standard broadcast
stations. In the first table, network
business represented 22.5% of the
total and non-network time sales
77.5%. The over-all tables showed
network business representing
25.9% and nonnetwork 73.1%.
In another exhibit, constituting
an analysis of broadcast revenues,
expenses and broadcast service income of the 282 newspaper stations, it was divulged that of the
aggregate broadcast service income of $8,754,243, some 58% of
the amount was earned by 30 stations.
Of the earnings of $2,511,334 of
the eight clear-channel 50,000-watt
unlimited time newspaper stations,
47% was earned by two stations.
In the regional classification covering 92 unlimited time stations,
which had broadcast service revenue of $4,588,818, about 58% was
earned by 16 stations.
In the regional limited-time and
daytime classification, covering 18
stations which showed a loss of
$25,492, nine stations had aggregate income of approximately
$100,000 and nine stations had aggregate losses of approximately
$125,000.
Similar detailed breakdowns for
the Class A newspaper-affiliated
stations owned 50% or more by
newspaper interests, and Class B
stations owned less than 50% by
BROADCASTING

newspaper interests, for the 3i
managed and operated stations
for the 452 "other stations" arx
for the aggregate of 765 standar(
broadcast stations also were placed
in the record.
Analysis of Stations
Operating at Loss
Also presented to the Commission but not covered in his testimony were three additional exhibits, which Mr. Sutton is expected to analyze upon his return
to the stand Wedensday. One of
these covered standard broadcast
stations operating at a loss for
1940. This revealed a total of 187
stations, of which 119 were nonnewspaper and 68 newspaper. The
total losses were $1,551,812, of
which the non-newspaper stations
lost $829,275 and the newspaper
stations $722,537.
The average loss per station was
given as $8,298, with the average
for the newspaper stations $10,626
and for the non-newspaper stations
Five of the stations were clearchannel outlets with 5,000 to 25,00C
$6,969.
watts on major networks; 2i
regional fulltime stations on majoi
networks; 7 were regional limitec
and daytime stations on major net;
works; 3 regional part-time staon major local
networks,
and 4('
were tions
fulltime
stations
or
major networks. Thus, of the ag-l
gregate of 187 stations, 85 wert
major network outlets.
A combined statement of tangi
ble
propertyto owned
and devotee'
exclusively
broadcast
services
of the 765 stations, broken dowi^
into newspaper affiliates, networl
managed and operated, and "othe:
stations", was covered in the fina
exhibit,breakdown
supplemented
by the
tailed
as between
classede'
of stations in all categories.
In this tabulation, the 282 news
paper-affiliated stations had de
predated cost of tangible propert;
of approximately $12,000,000, o'
37.5% offortheallaggregate
of $32,'^
000,000
765 stations.
Th
depreciated cost of the 31 networkmanaged and operated stations waapproximately
tuting 12.5% of $4,000,000,
the aggregate,constian
that of the 452 other stations ap
proximately $16,000,000, or 50% c
the aggregate.
Additional tables in this exhibi
covered
newspape'ir
stations comparisons
against other ofstations,
outlets.
table and
excluded
th
eluding Athethird
managed
operate'
managed and operated stations.
When the hearings were recesse?
no announcement was made whei
they would be resumed. The pr(
ceedings during the two days hav
been held in the Archives Bldg., bi
it was understood the auditoriui
would not be available when th
hearings resume on Wednesday.
BATTLE CREEK DRUGS Inc.. r i
Consolidated Royal Chemical Cori
doing l)usiness as Consolidated Di i
Trade Products and as BonKora < '
are charged by the Federal Tra
Commission with false claims in .i
vertisiug BonKora, a reducing ag<i
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ifter Nearly Two
iFRA
and WKRC

Years of Negotiations
Dissolve Differences

V INDIXG UP nearly two years of
pnversations, negotiations and
pen conflict in a whirlwind finish,
fficials of WKRC, Cincinnati, and
he American Federation of Raio Artists affixed their signatures
3 a contract July 20, after a fourjay session under the guidance of
illian L. Poses, representative of
William H. Davis, chairman of the
efense Mediation Board, w'ho had
een asked by the parties to medite their dispute.
Mrs. Poses flew to Cincinnati
Ibly 17 and after individual conersations with representatives of
^''KRC and of the national and
pcal AFRA boards got the staon and union to resume negotialons, resulting in the contract
hich was signed at 10 p.m. Sunjay after an all-day session. The
ji-eliminary
agreement between
'KRC
and AFRA
which had
fided the strike on the previous
iLonday [Broadcasting, July 21]
live the mediator authority to act
B an arbitrator and to impose a
3cision, Mrs. Poses said, but she
-cplained that this was not necesmy as she found both sides willig to negotiate their differences.
A True Contract
She expressed approval of this
:titude and also of the terms of
le preliminary contrct which, she
lid, sets up a pattern w'hich is
is^orkable for the employer and
tceptable to the employe" for the
■lution of disputes without resort,g to strikes. Final contract, she
'.id,
not an but
ordera signed
by
?r aswasmediator
true conjact arrived at by bargaining of
>e two parties and signed by
em, a condition much more likely
, result in harmonious relations
om now on than if she had been
,Tced to impose a solution as an
bitrator.
Final WKRC-AFRA contract
-as described by Emily Holt, namal executive secretary of the
Jiion, as a standard AFRA contact, calling for an AFRA shop,
I five-day, 40-hour week, minimum
ages, etc. Contract was dated
ck to July 14, date of the preninary agreement, and runs until
)v. 1, 1943, common expiration
jte of nearly all AFRA contracts.
Minimum wages for staff anfiuncers were set at $42.50 a week,
. increase of $7.50 over the preous minimum, with another injease to $45 to be given at the
of six months. For actors and
on sustaining
igers employed
twork programs, pay was set at
for a quarter-hour and a series
increases provided for which
|111 raise this to $13.50 prior to
|3 expiration of the contract.

Scale for network commercial programs will be the regular national
scale as provided in the AFRA
code of fair practice.
All staff actors, singers and announcers employed at WKRC have
joined AFRA, Mrs. Holt said, including womens' commentators,
news and sportscasters. Provision
is made in the contract, she explained, that such specialists engaged at WKRC in the future will
become AFRA members if they deliver commercials or mention the
products or services of their sponsors during their broadcasts.
The agreement between AFRA
and MBS prohibiting strikes
against network programs as a result of a breakdo\\'n in negotiations
between AFRA and any MBS affiliate station if the station agrees
to submit the differences to arbitration [Broadcasting, July 21],
may be followed by similar agreements between the union and the
other networks, Mrs. Holt said, but
AFRA has not yet approached
them.
Queried about possible action on
talent employed for television programs, Mrs. Holt said the triangular committee set up about two
years ago by AFRA, Actors Equity
and the Screen Actors Guild to
handle this matter would probably
get together after the AFRA convention next month. An earlier
meeting would be impossible, she
said, as she will be too occupied
with convention business to embark into a new series of negotiations before that time.
Wesson Test
WESSON OIL & Snowdrift Sales
Co., New Orleans, on July 28 will
begin a schedule of chain-break announcements, three a day, five days
a week on KYW, Philadelphia, for
Wesson oil. This is the first time
the company has used announcements and the 26-week contract is
in the nature of a test, with possible extensions later. Company has
participated in home economics
programs in the East, wdiile on
the Coast the firm is sponsoring
Hawihorne House on six NBC-Red
Pacific Coast stations. Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York, handles the
account in the East and Fitzgerald
Adv., New Orleans, handles the
West.
Peter Paul Adds
PETER PAUL Inc., Naugatuck,
Conn. (Mound candy bars), has
recently added KDKA, Pittsburgh,
and WTAM, Cleveland, to its list
of stations carrying transcribed
announcements. Others are being
added. Platt-Forbes, New York,
handles the account.
Basic Mutual Network Outlet
. ^.BliLLjriilli UW.!LC.._. . .^.^
THE 5000 WATT

Syracuse U Conference
Studies Radio Problems
MORE than 150 persons registered
for the first annual radio conference of Syracuse U held July 17
on
the university campus under the
shop.
direction of Kenneth G. Bartlett,
director of the school's radio work-

Watch Sutton
WHEN the FCC hearings on
the newspaper-ownership
issue recessed last Thursday,
to be reconvened this Wednesday, the witness on the
stand was deQuincy V. Sutton, head broadcast accountant. He had just introduced
a series of some 10 exhibits
comparing economics of newspaper-owned stations with
those of non-newspaper outlets. It was recalled that Mr.
Sutton's statistical exhibits
introduced during the chainmonopoly investigation of
1938-40 proved the basis for
most of the regulations
adopted by the Commission,
now undergoing revision. So
seasoned FCC obsei-vers are
advising: "Watch Sutton!"
Foster-Milburn Spots
FOSTER-MILBURN Co., Buffalo
(Doan's Pills), the week of July 14
started transcribed spot announcements on KYW, Philadelphia,
WBZ - WBZA Boston - Springfield
and KDKA, Pittsburgh. Contracts
are for 52 weeks. Street & Finney,
New York, handles the account.
George Case Joins WCFL
GEORGE T. CASE lias been appointed program director of WCFL,
Chicago, coming from WTMV, East
St. Louis. 111. Formerly he was with
WCKY aud WCPO, Cincinnati ; WIS,
Columbia.
S. C.Raleigh
; WD^■C.
Durham,
N. C. ; WRAL,
; WIXG,
Dayton.

IT

WAS
IDEA

they

Those ference,
participating
in theheldcon-in
the first of its kind
central New York, included Dr. I.
Keith Tyler, director of evaluation
of school broadcasts, Ohio State U;
Thomas Rishworth, assistant director of public service programs,
NBC; Capt. Harold Kent, radio
branch. War Department; Max
Bildersee, associate supervisor of
radio education, NYU; Marcus
Bartlett, production manager,
WSB, Atlanta; Michael Hanna,
manager, WHCU, Ithaca; Fred J.
Parrott, director radio woikship,
St. Lawrence U; Paul Reed, director of radio and visual education,
Rochester public schools.
Ginibel Back on Air
GIMBEL
BROS.,
one of New
York's biggest department stores
which in 1925 operated the old
WGBS, returns to the air Aug. 4
for the first time since it gave up
that
sponsoring
New atstation,
9, Monday
through What's
Saturday variety show, 9-9:30 a.m. on
WMCA,
New York.with
Program's
m.c.
is
Ted Campbell,
Bob Harris
handling news. Recordings will be
supplemented
selection
letter
vote ofby atheband
leaderfromor
vocalist for entry in the "Gimbel
Hall of Fame".

A

SWELL

....

asked

until

us

Just recently an agency had a swell idea. Just
to be sure . . . they checked with us. Then it was
"out". We happened to know that the local Richmond conditions made it inadvisable.
WMBG— the Red Network Outlet— covers the
Richmond trading area — at a fair rate and
without waste. But WMBG offers more than
radio time — it offers a close, intimate knowledge of Richmond outlets and merchandise situations. If you want to get the dope on Richmond— food, drug or other situations, ask
WMBG.
WMBG offers you the Red Network audience —
5000 watts daytime — 1000 watts night and
equal density of coverage at lower rates. Before
you buy — get the WMBG story.
National Representative — John Blair Company

UJflBF
AFFIlltTE OF ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS ARGOS^
ROADCASTING

IfdUe 4 ike. Ui'Cmes
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House
^^^^^

^^^^^

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
Halifax, Nova Scotia to tell
the time.
— •—
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions,
MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get
CHNS

Does — Try It.

FOR NEWS ACCORDING
TO SURVEY
A recent survey* showed that
more listeners tuned KHJ
for news than any other Los
Angeles station.
^Survey shown on reqiiest
MUTUAL
DON LEE

KHJ
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

IMMNAL REPRESENnriVES =^
BIWARD PETRy <i CO. •
ON THE NBC RED NETWORh
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Proposes Radio Tax
{Continued from page 8)

$100,000 and less, 5% between
$100,000 and $500,000, 10% between $500,000 and $1,000,000, 15%
over $1,000,000.
In addition, excise rates on radio
receiver and parts sales were
boosted from 5%% to 10%, and a
new tax on telephone, cable and
radio leased wires was included in
the bill. These levies were estimated
to yield annual revenues of $9,400^000 and $27,600,000, respectively [Broadcasting, July 7].
Although the proposition of levying a heavy tax on broadcast income has been in the public and
official eye for some time, the action of the Ways & Means Committee came as a surprise to industry circles, since only a week before
it appeared definite that the Committee had decided against such a
move [Broadcasting, July 21].
Takes Third of Profits
However, at the last minute the
committee rescinded proposed taxes
on candy and chewing gum, cutlery
and metal signs, presumably after
representatives of these interests
made known their opposition. Faced
with the necessity of recouping
more than $35,000,000 cut from the
defense revenue schedule, the committee then decided on the taxes
on time sales and billboards, along
with a graduated use tax, ranging
from $5 to $200, on yachts, and
a rise in estate and gift taxes.
In general, it was believed the
new tax would eat up almost a
third of the total profits of
$33,000,000 reported by the industry last year. In addition to the
national networks, and big regional
networks, the levy also would be
made against at least 225 stations
with net sales aggregating more
than $100,000, FCC figures indicated. This group would include all
50 kw. stations and virtually all
clear channel outlets, along with
the more prosperous regional stations. Only a few — perhaps one or
two — local stations in exceptionally
good markets would be hit, it was
thought.
Taxes in 1940
As between the 225 profitable stations, 175 in the $100,000 to $500,000 class would pay approximately
$1,825,000 in new taxes under the
plan, it was estimated. The 42 stations in the $500,000 to $1,000,000
class would pay an estimated
$2,700,000, and the eight stations
in the $l,000,000-plus class would
pay
$2,000,000.
tax about
probably
would The
makenetworks'
up the
difference between this total and
$10,000,000, it was thought.
Based on FCC figures for 1940,
networks paid about $4,500,000 in
Federal taxes on a $14,200,000 net
income, including M & O stations,
and 734 independent stations paid
an estimated $5,000,000 Federal
tax on $19,100,000. With the industry showing a $33,000,000 profit
for that year, without deducting

What

Levy

Are Net Sales?

WHAT constitutes "net time
sales" under the proposed 515% Federal tax on radio
time sales? No official definition had been voiced by Friday byment,
thethe Treasury
Ways & DepartMeans
Committee or the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation. However, the measurement found to be the experience of the industry,
based on figures as published
by the FCC, may be arrived
at by deducting from the
gross time sales figure of any
operation 29% for frequency
and volume discounts, and
then deducting from the remainder another 11%, repreagency, commissions
representative and senting
broker
and outpayments, i.e., on a
million dollar gross, deducting $290,000
(29%)
for discounts and 11%
of $710,000
($78,100) for commissions, a
net time sales total of $631,900 would result.

McCann Erickson, B-S-}]i
To
Place Axton-Fishej ,
AXTON-FISHER TOBACCO Co
Louisville, has appointed Blacketti
Sample-Hummert, Chicago, to di
rect advertising of Spud an^
Zephyr
son, Newcigarettes.
York, itMcCann-Erick
has been re
ported, account
will receive
TwentGrand
which the
it formerl
handled. The present Axton-Fishe ;
agency is Weiss & Geller, Ne\ ,
York.
While no official announcemen
was made by the agencies or th
company,
it is understood
will be made
about Sept.the1. shif
Th ■
company is currently sponsoriii
on NBC-Blue Twenty Grand So
lutes Your Happy
B ir thda
(Twenty Grand), which will b.
discontinued Aug. 8; Imperic
Time with Mary Small (Spud)
and Danger
Is My Busines
(Zephyr) on MBS. Contract fo
the
latter
two programs
run '
through
December.
The company underwent an ac
ministrative change last May whe
a large share of holdings were ac
quired by the Transamerican Corp
investment bank of San Francisci
and C. B. Robbins resigned as pre;
ident of Commodity Credit Corp
Washington, to become preside:^
of Axton-Fisher.
'Vox Pop' Plans

taxes, this $9,500,000 in Federal
taxes and an additional estimated
$3,500,000 in State taxes would
leave a profit of about $20,000,000.
According to Treasury estimates,
the new tax will bring in a total
of about $12,500,000. However,
since this amount presumably
would be deducted from taxable
income for excess profits and corporate surtaxes, it was estimated
that the tax would yield only some
$4,800,000 over the present return
from the broadcast industry. Industry estimates run to about twice
this figure.
One interpretation of the possible eflFect of the tax program was
that it might tend to equalize profits
per station, on a proportionate
basis, since the bill really would
be paid by 225 stations and the
networks, and the remaining 540
commercial stations would be unaffected.
Although no official comment
from the Treasury was made public, it is understood proponents of
the radio tax based their action on
the belief that the cost increase
eventually can be passed on to advertisers, that even after paying a
high tax broadcasters still will enjoy a high return on their investments, and that they should be
willing to pay a high tax for a
valuable franchise. All of these
points have been consistently denied by broadcasters.
Botany Buys Video
BOTANY WORSTED MILLS, Passaic, N. J., will soon become the third
advertiser on WNBT, NBC television
station in New York, sponsoring a
daily televised weather forecast followed by a visual presentation of one
of
the the
sponsor's
products.
for
which
starting
date hasSeries,
not yet
been determined, will be placed through
Alfred J. Silberstein Inc., New York.

EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimoi
(Bromo-Seltzer) , will sponsor Vo
Pop, starring Parks Johnson an.
Wally Butterworth on both CB
and NBC-Blue. The show on CB
is new, starting Aug. 4 [Broai
the
Blue Aug.
replaces
CASTING,
July 821],
while Ben
thatBe:c"
nie's Army Game on the same t
stations, Friday, 9-9:30 p.m. Eac
broadcast will have a differei
originating point, with the fin
broadcast
on NBC
fro:'
International
House scheduled
in New Yoi
and on CBS from the U. S. Mil
tary Academy at West Point. Agei
cy is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New Yor
Durkee on 26
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS, Ch
cago (Durkee's Margarine), is u
ing a total of 26 one-minute tra:
scribed announcements thrice-wee
ly on WHDF, Calumet, Mich., ai
WMAM, Marinette, Wis., and
total of 39 announcements fi*
times a week on WSOO, Sault St
Marie, Mich. Agency is C. Wend
Muench & Co., Chicago.

"Effery day I leesten to ze /<"■
programs on WFDF. Zat way
get ze vegetables at ze beautif
prices, delivered at Flee

BROADCASTING Meechegan."
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IIIBS Seeks
a Baseball

Unity
Pacts

filiates Given Suggestions
It! Play-by-Play Problem
' AN ATTEMPT to establish
uniform practice on the part of
BS member and affiliate stations
regard to baseball broadcasting,
^(■ed Weber, Mutual general manlier, has sent out a memorandum
}■ all Mutual stations, following
j^cussion of the subject at a
'pent meeting of the MBS board
T directors and operating board.
|The memorandum
brings up
|ree principal problems faced by
iatual in signing 52-week conflicts with advertisers with sugfetions for local stations wishing
j broadcast baseball games. In
pnection with daytime schedules,
ijitual suggests that stations
igree to terminate play-by-play
■oadcasting of games at 5:30 Icoal
fljie, until possibly the first week
IJuly," thus accommodating most
|e afternoon network commerj'ls.
,|[n view of night games, MBS
;Ji?ertisers will not wish eliminan or delayed transcribed broadts of regular commercials, the
imo states. To avoid this, it
ommends that stations contract
bh baseball sponsors to permit
erruption of games or delay in
eduling until 10:15 p.m. local
jie or 10 : 30 p.m. when all nettrk commercials are definitely
pr for the evening. For the Suny afternoon problem, Mutual
tgests that stations arrange to
atminate the baseball programs at
p.m. (New York time) until
] least the first Sunday in July,
Ills safeguarding regular broadt of network commercials begin,g early fall for 39 week periods.
Che memo requests suggestions
the policy from Mutual affili|s with outlines of present methused by the stations to avoid
ise problems.

AFTER 12 DAYS in a lifeboat in
mid-ocean, four Red Cross nurses
provided dramatic program material last week as they rested in
the Norfolk Naval Hospital. Irvin
G. Abeloff, of WRVA, went from
nearby Virginia Beach to Norfolk
to arrange a pickup for the station.
Warde Adams and Donald McKay,
participated, with Meryle Harrison,
engineer, and Harold Lincas, manager of the WRVA Norfolk studio.
Here Adams interviews one of the
nurses, Lillian M. Pessnieak, of
Albany, N. Y. Helen Hiett, NBC
commentator, conducted a halfhour interview on the Blue network from New York. WTAR, Norfolk, provided the hospital pickup.
Chow Mein Spots
GREAT CHINA FOODS Co., Chicago, during the first part of September will start a 13-week schedule of one-minute spot announcements on an undetermined number
of stations in the Chicago and Milwaukee markets to promote a new
packaged product, China Beauty
Chow Mein Dinner. Agency is Martin A. Pokrass, Chicago.

New Kraft Program
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago, on
Aug. 31 will start on about 40
NBC-Red stations The Great Gildersleeve, half-hour comedy sketch
built around the character of
Throckmorton P. Gildersleeve
which was created on the NBC-Red
Fibber McGee & Molly program.
The new series vdl Ibe heard Sundays at 6:30 in the interests of
Parkway Margarine. It will feature Harold Peary in the title role,
be produced by Cecil Underwood,
written by Len Levinson and with
music under the direction of William Randolph. Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago, is agency.
New Royal Pudding
STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
will use its program What's My
Name, Sundays, 8-8:30 p. m. on
NBC-Red to introduce and plug
a new prepared dessert called
Royal Orange Coconut Tapioca
Pudding. All five broadcasts in
August will feature the new product. No other radio will be used
but there will be extensive newspaper advertising. Agency is Sherman K. Ellis & Co., New York.
New Mars Product
MARS Inc., Chicago (candy bars),
on Aug. 24 discontinues Dr. I. Q.
Jr. on 28 NBC-Red stations 6:30-7
p.m. Agency is Grant Adv., Chicago. Mars is to bring out a new
candy bar named Dr. I. Q. Commercials on the Dr. I. Q. program
on NBC-Red will feature the new
bar starting Sept. 1.

Pierce's Fall Plans
P I E R C E' S PROPRIETARIES
Buffalo, will place through H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago, one-minute spot announcements on approximately 35 stations for Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription, and on approximately 45 stations for Golden
Medical Discovery. Contracts are
effective after resumption of standard time around Oct. 1.

Bulova

Turns

$500,000

In Signals to Defense
BULOVA WATCH Co., New York,
largest buyer of radio time signals,
has turned over about $500,000
worth of station-break time on 200
stations from coast-to-coast during
the next year to the Treasury Department's Defense Bond campaign.
The time signals were donated to
the Treasury Department by John
H. Ballard, Bulova president.
Milton H. Biow, head of Biow
Co., Bulova agency, is handling the
campaign, which started in midJuly. All Bulova commercials are
deleted from the spots and Defense
Bond and Stamps copy substituted.
The arrangement will continue for
two weeks in August and one week
of each month thereafter for a year.
Lever Suspends Serial
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge
(Lifebuoy Soap), will discontinue
broadcasts of Meet Mr. Meek for a
period of six weeks from Aug. 20
to Oct. 8. When it returns, the
comedy series will retain its present time, Wednesdays 7:30-8, and
will be on the same 60 CBS stations. The program, which started
on CBS July 10, 1940, is produced
by Richard Marvin and directed
by Don Bernard. William Esty &
Co., New York, is the agency.
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J., has
entered into a supplemental stipulation with the Federal Trade Commission, agreeing to discontinue certain
advertising
for Cocomalt, milk representations
amplifier, according
to a
.July 2fi FTC announcement.

«TH£

VOICE

OF

THE

OREGON
COUNTRY"
He's a big, lusty fellow, this KEX,
punching out 5,000 watts day and
night to carry your broadcasting
sales message to the farthest reaches
of The Oregon Country.
Ever alert to serve the needs of
this area, KEX is always "on-thejob" when anything "broadcastable"
happens . . . sports . . . public events
. . . special features of all kinds . . .
in addition to a complete schedule of
N.B.C. BLUE network programs.
4Let
uKEX "speak for" your product.
The .
people of The Oregon Country
are ready to listen, and able to buy.

KEX

...THE VOICE OF THE OREGON COUNTRY
1190 K.C. — 5,000 Watts Continuous— N.B.C. Blue

National Representatives — EDWARD
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS
JULY 19 TO JULY

Decisions

. . .
JULY 22
NBC, CBS — Commission ordered postponement of effective date in Docket No. 5060,
l-egulating chain broadcasting, to 9-16-41.
NEW, WJIM Inc., Lansing, Mich.—
Granted CP FM 47.7 mc 3,800 square
miles.
KMAC, San Antonio — Granted modification license to 1240 kc unl.. 250 w.
KLCN, Blytheville, Ark.— Granted CP
new transmitter, antenna, increase to 1
kw D 1320 kc.
KTUC, Tucson, Ariz.- Granted ti-ansfer
of control from John Merino and Carleton
W. Morris to Glenn Snyder, George R.
Cook, Burridge D. Butler and Ralph W.
Bilty ; Carleton Morris to sell entire holdings (30 shares or 107o) to Butler for
$1,333 and assumption by Butler of Morris' obligation
$2,000share
to theto corporation
Merino
to sellof one
Butler and ;
49 shares to Bilty, Butler and Bilty to
assume stock subscription obligations of
Morris & Merino to licensee corp. aggregating $7,000.
MISCELLANEOUS— New, E. Anthony
& Sons, New Bedford, Mass., placed in
pending files under Order 79 application
FM station ; WFMD, Frederick, Md., dismissed without prejudice petition for
WBEN rehearing and order granting
WSAZ application, also denied rehearing
granting CP modification to WSAZ.
SET FOR HEARING— WOWO, Fort
Wayne, CP directional increase hours to
unl. 50 kw ; NEW, Air- Waves Inc., Henry
Norman Saurage and Louisiana Communications, each seeking new stations in
Baton Rouge 1400 kc 250 w N & D and
Capitol Broadcasting Co. seeking same
facilities in Port Allen, La., joint hearing ;
NEW, South Fla. Broadcasting, Miami.
Fla., and Pan American Broadcasting SysFla., each asking 1450
kc 250tem,w Hollywood,
unl.
TEMPORARY EXTENSIONS — KCMO
KGB KTBS KTUL WBCM WBNS WBNX
WCBA WCSC WFBC WFBL WGAR WHEC
WHK WHP WING WKAT WPAB WSAI
WTSP WROK WSMB WTAQ KFRO KID
KLPM.
JULY 24
WCAM, Camden; WCAP, Asburv Park;
WTNJ,
N. J.— Continued ' hearing
until dateTrenton,
to be fixed.
WING, Dayton, O. — Granted temp. auth.
point-to-point
service during aluminum
drive.
MISCELLANEOUS— WBNX, New York,
granted change FM petition to 48.3 mc.
denied request to remove from hearing
docket : NEW, Worcester Telegram Pub.
Co., Worcester, Mass, granted amendment
FM application to 461 mc 10.000 sq. miles,
application removed from hearing docket;
WRDO, Augusta, Me., motion for 60-day
postponement of renewal hearing granted
for 30 days ; KMA, Shenandoah, la., same ;
WGST, Atlanta, heai'ing on renewal continued to 9-3-41 : NEW, So. Cal. Broadcasting Co., Pasadena, granted amendment
CP application re transmitter site, etc.,
nd removed from hearing docket ; NEW,
Symons Broadcasting Co., Ellcnsburg,
Wash., petition to dismiss without prejudice application ne wstation 1140 kc 1 kw
unl. granted ; NEW, Brainerd-Bemidji
Broadcasting Co., Barinerl, Minn., granted
amendment application new station to
1400 kc 250 w unl, application removed
from hearing docket and severed from
that of Gazette Co., Cedar Rapids, la. ;
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., granted petition
intervene application KWK for 680 kc 50
kw unl. ; WMIS, Natches, Miss., granted
license new station 1490 kc 250 w unl..
WERC, Erie, Pa., granted license new station 1490 kc 100-250 w unl. ; WINC, Winchester, Va., granted license new station
1400 kc 250 w unl.

COMMISSION

25, INCLUSIVE

transmitter, directional N. increase to 1-5
kw, change frequency, asking 5 kw N & D,
new transmitter.
WNOX, Knoxville — Modification CP for
directional N, increase to 10 kw, new
transmitter, asking changes in transmitter
and approval of antenna.
KTEM, Temple, Tex.— CP change equip.
WMDF, Greenwood, S. C. — Modification
CP new station for new transmitter,
change
antenna, move studio, 1450 kc
under treaty.
WGES, Chicago — Modification license to
unl.
KOA, Denver — CP change equipment.
KPO, San Francisco — CP change equipment.
NEW, Independent Broadcasting Co.,
Springfield, Mo.— CP 1400 kc 250 w unl.
( inadvertently omitted by FCC from press
release of 4-15-41).
JULY 24
WHKC,
Columbus—
change
transmitter
site. CP new antenna,
NEW, Peter J. Nyce, Alexandria, Va.—
CP 740 kc 1 kw D, amended to 1600 kc 1
kw unl., 250 w N & D for booster.
WLAP, Lexington, Ky. — CP increase to
1 kw directional N, new transmitter,
change to 610 kc.
KONG, San Antonio — Modification license to unl.. asking KMAC facilities when
it goes to new frequency.
WMAQ, Chicago — CP change transmitter.
JULY 25
WLAN, Endicott, N. Y.— Modification
CP new station re transmitter, booster
amplifier.
WHIG,
Dayton
fied increase
to 5—kwCP Nto & i-einstate
D etc. as modiTentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Hawaiian Broadcasting System,
Honolulu— CP 1340 kc 250 w unl. (July 28).
Newspaper-Radio hearing pursuant to
Orders 79, 79-A to resume in Hearing
Room A. Interstate Commerce Commission
BldT. (Julv 30).
WDAS, Philadelphia— CP change to 1260
kc 1-5 kw unl.. directional N, (Aug. 22).
WIBG, Glenside, Pa. — License renewal
(Aug. 27).
WRDG, Augusta, Me. — License Renewal
(Aug. 27).
NEW, West Allis Broadcasting Co., West
AIMs, Wis. -CP 1480 kc 250 w D (Aug. 28).
KMA, Shenandcah, la. — License renewal
(Aur.
NEW,281.West Allis Broadcasting Co., West
Allis, Wis.— CP 1420 kc 250 w D (Aug. 28).
3).WGST. Atlanta— License renewal (Sept.

The FCC's newspaper-ownership inquiry will convene
Wednesday at 10 a.m., in
Hearing Room A, Interstate
Commerce Commission Bldg.,
at Constitution Ave. and 12th
St. N.W. The initial sessions,
which recessed last WednesBldg. day, were in the auditorium
of the National Archives
Philadelphia—
CP 1500 kc 250
w WTEL,
unl. (Sept.
12).
KFRO,
Longview,
Tex.—
Modification
CP
to 1370 kc 5 kw unl. directional
N.
1060WMBR,
kc 10 Jacksonville,
kw unl. (Sept.Fla.—
18) CP change to
Hawley Freelancing
MARK HAWLEY, newscaster of
WOR, New York, on Aug. 4 is resigning to freelance with his first assignment as newscaster on the SoconyVaeimm Oil Co. six times weekly news
program on WABC, New York. At
WOR. Prescott Robinson will take
over Hawley's
continuing
his 8owna.m.sixdaily
timesprogram,
weekly
11 a.m. program for Manhattan Soap
Co. and B. T. Babbitt Inc., and his
sustaining 2 :30 p.m. newscast. Alois
Havrilla
of WOR
will add
Hawley's
12
:30 p.m.
six times
weekly
news
period
for
Boseo
Co.
and
BristolMyers Co. to his schedule, continuing
his 6 :30 a.m. newscasts and his commercial program 7-7 :15 p.m. for
.Joseph Martinson Coffee Co. and Peter
Paul Inc.
Point-to-Point Grant
A SPECIAL temporary dispensaiion
was accorded WING, Dayton, by vbe
FCC July 24 when it granted authority for i)oint-to-point
broadcasts
connection
with thy local
aluminumin
drive. Mayor
Brennan t>andusehisWING
committee were authorized
to send out instructions to the Girl
and Boy
Scouts
equipped
with port-in
able radios
as they
participated
aluminum collection.
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pendent broadcasters". He adde ■
the article "merely pointed ou'
some
Mr. boondoggling".
Craney stated that he ha ;I
received many communications asV ;
ing to be "let in on the groun
floor", or stating "we are with yo
100% ;Must
whereHave
can Authority
we meet?"
Mr. Craney added that evidentl
many
broadcasters
seen tl'
same errors
he had have
observed.
H
said that independent non-netwoi
broadcasters have the NIB to loc
out for their interests. He explaint
the organization he had in min
would not meet with the approv;
of those who attend NAB convei
tions and "would not, in fact, mei
with the approval of some who ha'*
"Suchme".
an organization," M
written
Craney
said,
be one
tive station "would
executives
who of owaenough interest in the station th(
represent to speak with authorii
for that station. Such a grot
probably would be fairly small ar
would meet two or three times yea
ly to discuss and formulate tha
policy of broadcasting for the be
torment of service to the publ:i
the best guarantee we have for t);
continuance of the present Amei'
can system of broadcasting." '
Army Games in Spanis
Scheduled
by WL\^
WLWO, Crosley Corp. shortw;i
outlet, will describe the comii
Army maneuvers in Louisiana
Spanish for Latin American liste
ers, it was announced last week
James D. Shouse, vice-president
charge of broadcasting for Ci(
ley.
war miles
gamesandwillwill
cover
000 The
square
be 2't
largest ever undertaken
in t
United States.
This will be in addition to cc
erage
planned
in ofEnglish
over WLW.
A crew
five and o\t
station's largest mobile unit will
sent into the field with the tron
Recordings will be made of 1
highlight action of each day of t
maneuvers and will be sent by :
express to Cincinnati. Pres(
plans call for two 15-minute
cordings daily, one in Spanish n
the other in English.
The WLW-WLWO crew will
composed
of Joseph
nator of special
events;Ries,
Jorgeco-or
M;

Applications . . .
JULY 21
WTNJ, Trenton, N. J.— Modification
license to unl., asking WCAM and WCAP
facilities.
NEW, Newark Broadcasting Corp.,
Newark,
N. J.— CP 620 kc 5 kw direction
N & D unl.
WBNX,
New WAWZ
York- -Modification
to unl-. asking
facilities. license
WBYN, Brooklyn— CP increase to 500 w
1 kw D, new ti*ansmittor. move studio.
WJZ, New York — CP change equijimcnt.
WSIX, Nashville — Modification CP new
Page 60

Craney's Criticism
Of NAB
Endorsed
DISCLAIMING any intention o
launching a new organization o:
independent broadcasters to sup
plant the NAB, Ed Craney, opera
tor of KGIR, Butte, and the Z-Ba:
Network, advised Broadcastini
last Thursday he had receivei
much reaction from broadcaster
supporting the views he had ex
pressed
a letter to broadcaster,
ten days inago.
Referring to the article pub
lished in Broadcasting July 21 o:
his project, Mr. Craney said th
headline on the article was "misi
leading, as I have no ambition t|
start an organization of indel

oral, Spanish language announci
Dave Conlon, engineer; Cecil C,
michael, assistant to Mr. Shousc.
BROADCASTING
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Welwork JKccomh
1 lime EDSTunless olherwise indicated.
New Business
V^YUK CIGARS Inc., Philadelphia
Phillies), on Aug. 4 starts Cal Tin■y Sizing Up the News on 74 MBS
rttious, Mon., Wed. 8-8:15 p.m., and
ifts Inside of Sports from .SO to 74
BS stations, Tues., Thurs., Sat.,
4.J-8 p.m. Agency : Ivey & Ellington,
liladelphia.
DLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
orouto (Palmolive soap, shave
^ijeam), on Sept. 1 starts The Happy
iiiig on 33 Canadian Broadcasting
'\n-p. stations, Mon. thru Fri., 1-1 :30
,pQ. (EDT). Agency: Lord & Thomas
'•}.I Canada, Toronto.
jeOVE LABS., St. Louis (propriejry), on Oct. 5 resumes for 52 weeks
f\icrIock Holmes, on 67 NBC-Red sta.ns. Sun. 10:30-11 p.m. (EST),
ency : Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Renewal Accounts
LORILLARD Co.. New York
beechnut cigarettes), on Aug. 9 will
new for 13 weeks Soldiers Quiz on
Colonial Stations, Sat., 8-8:30
aa. xVgency : Lennen & Mitchell,
Y.
']WIS-HOWE MEDICINE Co., St.
luis (Tums), on Sept. 23 renews for
1 weeks Horace Heidfs Treasure
est on 69 NBC-Red stations, Tues.,
3()-9 p.m. (EST). Agency: Staek)lile Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Network Changes
i)LGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
rsey City (Colgate Dental Cream),
Aug. 2 replaces Colgate Spotlight
th Gui/ Lombardo & His Orchestra
U9 CBS stations. Saturdays 8-8 :30
n. Agency : Ted Bates Inc., N. T.
B. SEMLER, New Canaan, Conn.
Creml Rair Tonic), on .July 28 adds
I' MBS stations to Gahriel Heatter,
iking a total of 20 MBS stations,
Hon., Wed.. Fri., 9-9:15 p.m. (KEEL.
SO, KXYZ, WGRC, WLOL), and
Aug. 25 adds WTHT. Agency:
T\-in, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Shell Oil Grid Shows
EELL OIL Co., St. Louis, has
ain purchased sponsorship of a
-minute preview and 45-minute
view and variety show before and
iter all U of Minnesota football
mes on KSTP, according to Ray
Jenkins, sales manager. Under
g Ten rules no sponsorship of the
tual game is permitted. KSTP
11 key the programs to Minneca Network stations KFAM, St.
3ud; KYSM, Mankato; KROC,
fchester; WEBC, Duluth.

W!nni

ng

Number
WAIR listeners listen, believe
and buy. WAIR's spot on the
dial is worth a fortune to the
wise time buyer who signs on
the dotted line.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
International Radio Sales
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Hearings
In

Don

Continued

Lee,

Rogan

by
Jones

Court

Network Seeks Cancellation of KVOS-KPQ Pact
When Stations Refuse to Accept Some Shows
INJUNCTION proceedings in Su- him without objecting, and conperior Court in Tacoma, Wash.,
struing such action as a breach of
growing out of cancellation by the the existing contract. Pacific then
MBS-Don Lee-Pacific network of notified Jones that the network
its contract with the Rogan Jones affiliation contract would be canstations — KVOS, Bellingham, and canelled effective July 12, and telephone lines furnished by Pacific
KPQ, Wenatchee — were continued
until July 31 by the court last would be withdrawn.
Thursday afternoon. The action
"As an alternative and for
followed nearly a week of hearings
Jones' accommodation. Pacific offered to continue network service
on the Jones' appeal for permanent
injunction to replace the temporary conditioned upon Jones paying the
order granted by the court to re- line charge from the nearest Mutual outlet, and Pacific would pay
ice. quire continuance of network servhim for all commercials on a spot
Based on FCC Rules
rate basis where his stations were
addition to regular netMr. Jones, interpreting the pro- sold in
work affiliates.
jected FCC network regulations on
"This alternative was accepted
time options, had cancelled certain
Mutual programs in favor of local- by Jones July 11, and Pacific withdrew the cancellation of telephone
ly originated shows, leading to the
break earlier this month with Pa- lines to his stations. Without any
notice, Jones on July 12 filed action
cific Broadcasting Co., Northwest
segment of the MES-Don Lee Net- in Superior Court asking for a
work. The stations, upon issuance permanent injunction restraining
of the temporary injunction, con- Pacific from cancelling the original
tinued to receive network service, affiliate contract on grounds that
but the network on July 13 added the termination of the network
KGA, Spokane, as a regular outlet. service would cause his stations
The hearing was continued last irreparable damage.
Affected Five Accounts
week upon a statement by counsel
for all parties that a settlement
"Jones' refusal to accept netwas in process of negotiation. Pawork commercials affected five accific announced that its original
involving 25 quarter-hour
offer, a part of the original cancel- periods counts
per week and 21 of these
lation notice, still stands upon condition that the Jones stations dis- were news programs by wellmiss their suit and dissolve the in- known commentators and sponsored by national advertisers, injunction and, it was reported, Mr.
cluding Los Angeles Soap Co.,
Jones has indicated complete acGeneral
Foods, Langendorf Bakceptance of Pacific's proposition.
ery, Alka-Seltzer and American
The case was being heard before
Judge Joseph A. Mallery, with Heme Products. These programs
John C. Kendall and Leo Teats rep- had been regularly released by Mutual affiliates, including the Jones
resenting Pacific and Andrew D.
stations, without objection.
Haley, Washington attorney, representing Jones.
"Reliably informed that Jones
has substituted for such refused
Based on New Rules
commercials local originated musical transcriptions and records on
According to Carl E. Haymond,
president and general manager of 17 of the quarter-hours and local
Pacific, Mr. Jones on behalf of news on the balance, none of which
KVOS and KPQ "without notice Pacific contends constitute local
or warning notified Pacific of his programs of major public interrefusal to take Mutual-Don Lee
est, the case was carried to Superior Court in Tacoma.
sustaining programs consisting of
"Pacific concedes that a licensee
all news programs, both commercial and sustaining, before 9 p.m. is entitled to exercise complete
control of program content, and is
any day and all network commercials during the noon hour every entitled to substitute local originations for network commercials
day except Sunday, e.Tective immediately.
when the same are of major public
"Justification for his refusal," interest and importance, but contends that the affiliate licensee
Mr. Haymond advised Broadcasting, "was his interpretation of the must exercise discretion reasonably
FCC's new network regulation if he expects to continue as a net3.105 which he claimed was effecwork outlet. Jones' contention if
tive Aug. 2, and also a provision sustained
carried to its logical
in his affiliate contract whereby his conclusionandwill
utterly destroy
station was entitled to substitute
a locally originated program of broadcasting network service.
Jones by his action indicates his
major public interest for a net- desire for continuation of present
work program.
network service while reserving
"Upon such refusal to continue
arbitrary right to reject any or all
to broadcast commercial network
programs formerly broadcast by commercial programs."
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Case

DEL COURTNEY
records for
LANG-WORTH

THE

HOT

SPOT

740
between
NBC's Red and Blue

KQW
San
Jose, Calif.
San Francisco Studios
1470

Pine

Street

Reps.: Reynolds-Fitzgerald, Inc.

Accuracy is the first law of
INS. Speed comes next.
Sparkle, human interest, a
good show is a close third.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

KFH
WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry Office
July 28, 1941
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Arnold
Any

Disclaims

Intention

to

Hurt
Advertising
Says Justice Dept. Oil Probe Is
Merely Fact Finding
ACCOMPANIED by explanations
that the move is merely a fact-finding survey, the Justice Department
Anti-Trust Division, headed by Assistant Attorney General Thurman
W. Arnold, has called upon the
country's major oil companies to
furnish data on their advertising
activities through a comprehensive
questionnaire.
First returns on the questionnaire were due last Monday, but
time extensions were granted to
companies unable to meet the early
deadline.
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
He Favors Advertising
"Young Lady, Are You Connected With a Newspaper?"
Justice Department officials indicated the questionnaires were issued for a two-fold purpose: To^
obtain information for discussions
Control
of Foreign
Broadcasts
regarding the consent decree the
department expects will terminate
Col. Donovan
Under
its anti-trust action against the May Come
Defense
Coordinator
of
Information Studying
367 companies covered in the American Petroleum Institute, and to
Subject; Robert E. Sherwood Is Assistant
gather data for possible rationing
of Current Information, headed by
or other control of petroleum prod- POSSIBILITY that Col. William
ucts on the Eastern Seaboard.
J. (Wild Bill) Donovan, recently Michael J. McDermott. Assigned to
the State Departmnt end, however,
Denying any intent to "ruin" ad- appointed coordinator of informa- has been Robert T. Pell, assistant
tion by President Roosevelt, will
vertising, Mr. Arnold declared last
Wednesday that the questionnaire take over supervision of interna- chief of the European Division and
tional broadcast operations from former secretary of the American
survey is part of "an inquiry to the national
defense standpoint, Embassy in Paris. Likewise an exsee how far advertising is used to
compel gasoline filling stations to was foreseen in Washington last foreign correspondent, Mr. Pell has
week.
collaborated with Mr. Richardson
deal in only one line of products —
Named July 11 by President in the development of program mawhich I think is a monopolistic
terial, particularly pertaining to
Roosevelt to the new national depractice intended to crush compenews of interest to Latin America.
fense post, Col. Donovan has estabtition".
lished offices in the State DepartWhat bearing Col. Donovan's
The exhaustive questionnaire
ment. He has retained as his chief proposed operation will have upon
asked for the total amount spent
the present organization is not inand to whom paid for advertising assistant Robert E. Sherwood,
dicated. It is presumed, however,
on radio stations and networks, playwright, and is understood to
he
making
an
exploratory
study
of
that
Col.
Donovan's office may abnewspapers, periodicals, billboards,
sorb the current operations.
direct promotion and other adver- the international broadcast operaIn announcing the appointment
tions preparatory to formulating
tising classifications. Names of
of Col. Donovan earlier this month,
media and advertising agencies, concrete plans.
the White House said he would
For several months international
copies of advertising displays and
"collect and assemble information
broadcast
operations
carried
on
by
radio scripts also were requested.
and data bearing on national sethe
half-dozen
companies
in
the
Some observers noted a parallel field have been coordinated, from
curity" from Government agencies
between Justice Department ideas
and analyze and collate it for the
program-news standpoint,
on oil advertising and the Big Four the
Stanley P. Richardson,
President.
cigarette indictment of last year. through
Simultaneously, it became known
In that case it was maintained that former foreign correspondent, with
in New York. An in- that Congress may be called upon
cigarette companies, through their headquarters
dustry budget was established for next week to sanction the inauguintensive and large-scale advertis- this purpose.
ration of censorship of all United
ing, made their product appear so
Mr.
Richardson
has
been
coordiStates
outgoing and incoming inattractive to consumers that merternational cable and radio comnating his activity with the State
chants were forced to stock the ad- Department
through the Division
munications. Whether this w^ould
vertised brands as a customer conembrace international broadcast
venience, although their profit was
product, but also a full line of operations also was not indicated,
smaller than on other lines.
corollary products such as lubri- though it was thought this developcating oil, batteries and tires, and
Holding that he favored stimument would not come during the
lating rather than restricting ad- agrees to handle no other line, Mr. first phases of operation. Internavertising, Mr. Arnold commented
Arnold commented on such "full
tional broadcasting, as an "exterthat the more advertising there
nal" communications operation,
line"I forcing":
think every filling station falls under the jurisdiction of the
was, the better, from the anti-trust
standpoint. Contending that big ought to be allowed to carry and Navy in time of war.
oil companies make their product sell any or all brands of gasoline,
It was reported that while Presso attractive through advertising just like the soft drink stands that
ident Roosevelt has approved the
that filling station operators feel sell the various cola drinks. There
constrained to handle a much-adare Coca-Cola, Pepsi-Cola and censorship move. Congressional
will be sought. It was convertised petroleum product as a Royal Crown Cola — all extensively sanction sidered
likely that censorship would
practical matter, and imally agree advertised by the manufacturers.
be imposed at the outset only on
to grant a marketing franchise un- But I have not heard of any ex- outgoing communications.
clusive franchise arrangement in
der which the operator not only
Indications on the Washington
handles the principally advertised
this field."
BROADCASTING
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NBC

Talent

Sale

Near
Completion
MCA Expected to Complete
Negotiations This Week
NEGOTIATIONS between NBC
and Music Corp. of America for the
latter's
acquisition
of thefinal
NBCstage,
art-'
ists Service
are in their
with the signing of contracts expected early this week. The management of all talent now handled
by NBC will be transferred to
MCA under the term.s of the agreement, except that the network has
withdrawn from the deal all of its
own package shows, which it will
continue to handle directly.
Included in this category are
such programs as Vic & Sade, One
Man's Family and others which are
built and produced by NBC and sold
by the network to sponsors for a
sum which covers the entire cost
of scripts, production, talent, etc.
Strotz Rumors Denied
Price which MCA is paying foi
the artist service has not been disclosed, but it was learned that the
contract
will provide
deductions'
to
be made
if nameforartists
now
handled by the service do not approve of the change in management and appoint other agents.
MCA's recent acquisition of Columbia artists also provided for such-'
defalcations. Mark Woods, vicepresident and treasurer of NBC
and J. C. Stein, president of MCA
are conducting the negotiations.
Reports that Sidney N. Strotz
NBC vice-president in charge oi
programs, was planning to leave
this post to head a new company
being formed for the purpose oi
taking over and managing the artist service were vehemently denied
to broadcasting by Mr. Strotz, whc
declared that such rumors had nc
basis of fact.
Emanating chiefly from Chicago
where Mr. Strotz was formerlj
vice-president
of NBC's
central division inandcharge
previously
hac
headed Chicago Stadium Corp.
these reports had linked his namt
with that of W. Biggie Levin, whc
has his own talent agency in Chicago, in the formation of the nev,
company.
JOE KELLY, m.e. of Quiz Kids oi
NBC-Blue, and Ireene Wicker, whosi
musical stories for children are hear(
on NBC-Blue, will serve as judges ii
the
Tenth Annual
Photograph
Contest,Children's
Aug. 2 Nationa
to Sept
19. sponsored by the National Assn
of Dept. Store Studios, New York.
scene are that the proposal fo]
legislation to authorize the com
munications censorship would b(
drafted in the near future and thai
immediately following enactment
ment, an initial fund of approxi
mately $800,000 for the censorship
machinery will be appropriated bj
Congress. In Administration quar
ters it was stated that the censor
ship plan was purely a precaution
ary measure of the Army and Navj
to become eff'ective if and wher
certain eventualities take place.
• Broadcast
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reach this area effectively —
economically — and that is
through the basic advertising
medium of the Central Atlantic
States.

Map shows the estimated effective
daytime coverage of the New WBAl.
It includes all of Maryland and Delaware, Southern Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, and parts of Virginia and West
Virginia.
In this area live more than six million
people who will spend in excess of
two billion dollars in retail stores this
year.

ON
THE

OCTOBER
NEW

Diversified industry plus one
of the richest diversified farm
areas in the nation make all
towns "boom" towns in the
area served by the New WBAL.
There is but one way to

Use supplementaries, of
course, in those parts of the
area where you wish additional
coverage. But let the New
WBAL do the basic job for you.

1

WBAL

will become a basic member
of
NBC

one or nntERicas CREnr radio STATions
RED
National Representation

•

INTERNATIONAL

RADIO

SALES

BUT

it would have taken a plane traveling 21,300 miles

an hour to match radio's speed of delivery!
It takes only 13 minutes for a complete picture to flash
across the 4,615 -mile curve that has made an invisible picture
chute of the Great Circle Route between Russia and New
York. It bends over the spinning world across Finland, Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Labrador and on to the United States.
As a result, American newspaper readers have been looking at war photographs soon after they were snapped on the
eastern battle fronts. The newspaper credit lines have read,
"RCA test transmission radiophoto." The pictures dated
July 8 were the first America ever saw from Moscow by radio.
During the first World War there were weeks of delay
before Americans saw pictures from the Russian sector. The
radiophoto was but a dream of scientists. But they became
master of the dream and in 1941, when Russia was ready to
put pictures in the air, American apparatus developed by RCA Laboratories was ready on this side of
the sea to receive them.
The Russian pictures enter the United States at the
antennas of R.C.A. Communications, Inc., at "Radio

RCA

Central," Riverhead, Long Island. Automatically the impulses are relayed to the radiophoto machines at R.C.A.
Communications' headquarters, 66 Broad Street, New York.
That is the terminal of the 4,615-mile chute through space.
How is it done? In Russia the picture is wapped on a
cylinder, which as it revolves enables a pinpoint of light to
release the lights and shadows of the picture to actuate a
short-wave radio transmitter. The radio impulses, therefore,
correspond to the shadings of the picture. In New York a
similar cylinder is turning, and around it is wrapped a sensitized paper or "negative." It revolves in step with the
Russian cylinder and as it does another needle of light, controlled bythe incoming picture-carrying impulses, acts as
a pen. It reconstructs or "paints" the picture line bv line.
New York is the world-center of radiophoto reception,
with the picture circuits now extending to London, Berlin,
Tokyo, Buenos Aires and Moscow. It is RCA Laboratories apparatus at the headquarters of R.C.A. Communications, Inc., on the tip of Manhattan Island,
that puts the pictures back on paper after they are
etched electrically in space between the hemispheres.

LABORATORIES
A Serv/ce oi the Radio Corporation of America

The Services of RCA: RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. • Radiomarine Corporation of America • National Broadcasting Co., Inc. • R.C.A. Communications, Inc. • RCA Institutes, Inc.
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Certainly WSPD's a must in the time-buyer's book. He knows
that only with this pioneer station can he tap the rich industrial and agricultural area of Northwestern Ohio and Southern Michigan. He knows that WSPD's friendly voice is heard
daily by over 2,000,000 people in 2Z Ohio, Michigan and
Indiana counties. Best of all, he knows he's dealing with the
station that dominates one of the 33 major industrial markets
in the United States recognized by the U. S. Census. No
wonder he marks this NBC Basic Red outlet "Must".

TOLEDO
OHIO

THEY

SURE

50,000

LIKE

1

WATTS
IN

THE

CENTRAL
1
ATLANTIC
STATES

WBAL promised listeners
that its new 50,000 watt
transmitter would deliver
an entirely new and glorious strength of signal
and quality of tone.
We're the "show me"
typetic in
StatesthebutCentral
when Atlanshown
we respond, and how!
Here are some mail figures for the first two
weeks of WBAL 50,000
watt operation as compared with the same
weeks in 1940.
Week ending
7/19/41
7/26/41
1291 %
Total Mail up
813 %
1430%
Baltimore City 1118%
Maryland (except
Baltimore) 571 %
896 %
2150%
Pennsylvania 680%
1833%
975 %
Virginia
600%
Washington, D. C -1 850 %
533%
West Virginia 500 %
2300%
Delaware
567%
1
300 % +
New Jersey and
other states
800 % +

Map shows the estimated effective
daytime coverage of the New WBAL.
It includes all of Maryland and Delaware, Southern Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, and parts of Virginia and West
Virginia.
In this area live more than six million
people who will spend in excess of
two billion dollars in retail stores this
year.

ON
THE

OCTOBER
NEW

1

WBAL

will become a basic member
of
NBC

RED

one OF (iniERiCfls great radio STATIOnS
National Representation

I
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Shakespeare
Said

It . .

. . . and we don't feel one bit
like revising Shakespeare this
morning. It was something
about a rose by any other
name . . . and to prove Mr.
we other
offer
aShakespeare's
Rose, which point,
by any
name, would sound as sweet!
To be exact, our August 1st
[release brought to Standard
station-subscribers and their
audiences, the first group of
(selections by Dave Rose and
'his Orchestra. And we'd like
ito say just this about them:
they're 'way out ahead of anything inyou'vetheir
heard
in recent
^ears ...
smooth,
silky
|style,
their
super-sophisticated
•arrangements, and their sheer
onusicianship !
■A ▲ ▲
We'll go right down the line
son Dave Rose, and say that
listeners will be clamoring for
imore and more of him in a
(matter of days. He's got what
it takes to catch on instantly,
land win and hold top-spot preference with radio audiences.
•w ^ ^
As far as we know, Shakespeare
didn't mention Abe Lyman in
|any of his opuses, but plenty
■oi other folks mention him
frequently as one of the outstanding band leaders of the
day. Abe and his great organization are stand-outs in our
ugust
releases,
pever been
better. and they've
JL. ^ ^
Also sweetening our latest
•group of discs are selections
by the Music of Walt Schumann, the vocalizing of Eddie
Dean and the grand harmonizing of the Charioteers. All in
ill, we're accepting -w slaps on
:he back and vigorous handshakes on what we consider to
be one of our finest releases.

^>.-r\nU

Chicago ,

*en yo-

lis"

^K^rSe V

feral

. . and if you'd like some of
:he same from your audiences,
write us today for the full story
i)f Standard Tailored Transcription Service, Standard
gpot-Ads
and Standard Super
oound Effects!

WELCOME

TO:

KPQ— Wenatchee, Wash.
WTOC— Savannah, Ga.
KBUR — Burlington,
Iowa.

^^--^'^

IN
OUR
DA/LV MAIL
PROOF
OF LEADERSHIP
SUBSCRIBERS to the Standard Program Library Service enjoy this unqualified assurance:
the Standard Basic Library, as well as Standard's monthly releases, will give them at all
times "complete coverage of the entertainment field". What is more. Standard always offers
such an amazingly rich variety wiihin every musical classification, that programs can always
be fresh, sparkling, original. And that, perhaps, is why Standard programs so often demonstrate atremendous listener-appeal . . . that is why, perhaps, the largest list of active subscribers
answers "Yes" to the question:
"Are Your Transcriptions

Up to Standard?"

KTBI — Tacoma, Wash.

largest List of
Active Subscribersl

Simda/id Radio
HOLLYWOOD

CHICAGO

broadMsting
The Weekly.
When

> on

tltink

Newsmagazine
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NEW

ORLEANS
customer

50,000
The greatest selling POWER

CBS Affiliate

d spots

WATTS

on

KOIL.

in the South's greatest city

mi

Nat*.'. Itcpresentative —The Katz Agency, Iiic

OMAHA,
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Advertisig

were put In Grocery Siorei!

^ 895

Cases

of Post's Bran Flakes were Sold

n
^DislrWio

m

coverage
from 80yo
II

w oH-ti-e
to a ne

• All from a
merchandising campaign we built for
General Foods to announce
the opening of their new
show, "Portia Faces Life."
This is only one of a continuous series of merchandising successes which identifies WSYR as the station
that does more for you.

ARMY'

OF

THE

Bring 40,000

extra new

lous State like South

GEM

THE

COLUMBIA^

spenders

Carolina,

even
and

to a popuyou

have

a

definite increase in sales potentials. Bring 40,000
new spenders to any city in the State, and you have
a real show !

With Fort Jackson
bia is now

less than five miles away, Colum-

one of the most

America — and

accelerated

Station WIS

is reaping

markets

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-V/KBW
BUFFALO
V/CKY . _
CINCINNATI
KDAL
_
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WI5H
INDIANAPOLIS
KMBC
.
WAVE
,
KANSAS CITY
WMBD
LOUISVILLE
WTCN .
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
_
PEORIA
KSD .
WFBL
ST. LOUIS
WHO ...
. . . IOWA . . .
SYRACUSE
woe DES MOINES
DAVENPORT
KMA ....
SHENANDOAH
.
.
.
SOUTHEAST
.
.
.
WCSC
WIS
CHAPLESTON
WPTF
__
COLUMBIA
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KGKO
FT. WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
_
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
_...LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
_
PORTLAND
KROW OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
<IRO
_
_....SEATTLE

in

this local

harvest into the laps of its joyful advertisers

. . .

But even this is not your best reason for using WIS.
From

the exact center of the state, its 5000

on 560
more

KC.

creates a primary

of South

Carolina

than

contour

watts

including

all other

stations

combined.

In other words, Columbia

is also "the gem of South

Carolina radio!" For full details, ask your Agency
to ask the Colonel !

WIS
Columbia,
NBC-Red

a

S. C.

(Since 1931)

w

FREE

Pioneer

&

V-;- .-iW^E.

1
\ 1

PETERS

Radio

\

Vi

Station

Representatives
Since May, 15)32
;i ^
CHICAGO: ,80 Michigan
: Franklin 6373

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza S-4131

DETROIT: Ntw CenUr Bldg.
Trmity 2-8444

SAN FRANCISCO: J7J Sulttr
Suttet 4353

LOS ANGELES:
650 5. Grand
Vandike 0569

11
m

ATLANTA:Mainjjj5667
Palmer, Bldg.
il

cuixL
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Agreement

Stations

2y4%

In

With
ASCAP
have
been
dilatory for the last few
over its previous offer, also represent a decrease for ASCAP, which
weeks. Once all the national nethad been standing pat on the terms
works are again using ASCAP
of its MBS contract, 3% from both music, it is probable that the manetwork and stations for four years
jority of individual stations will
and 31/2% after that until 1950.
also sign with the Society, thus
explaining ASCAP's willingness to
ASCAP's Prospective Take
accept the compromise fees.
It is estimated that the new
This acceptance did not come
terms, if acceptable to the entire
a struggle, however. Acbroadcasting industry, will give without cording
to reports, Irving Caesar
ASCAP an annual revenue from
radio of between $3,000,000 and had waged a bitter fight against
any monetary concession
$3,500,000, as compared with the making
to NBC and CBS, and later in the
$4,200,000 the MBS terms would
have produced. ASCAP is bound by week he led the opposition to the
acceptancetheofsituation
NBC's arising
method out
of
a favored nation clause in its agreehandling
ment with MBS and with the Muof the State anti-ASCAP legislatual affiliate stations to offer them
tion in Florida and Nebraska. With
the NBC terms or better terms of- all other problems settled earlier in
fered to any other broadcaster.
the week, the ASCAP board spent
CBS also is expected to accept all day Thursday considering the
the NBC deal for its own network
State law situaton, with Mark
and M&O stations, although negoWoods, NBC vice-president and
tiations betwen ASCAP and CBS
{Continued 07i page 38B)

Deal; Affiliates' Approval Required
THE BOARD of Directors of ASCAP last Friday announced
that it had approved the terms of the proposed contract with
NBC, ending a week of almost constant negotiations. Attorneys
for the Society and NBC immediately got together to draw up
the official document.
NBC will ask its affiliates for their approval, and the actual
signing was expected to take place forthwith, following which
ASCAP music will again be heard on the NBC networks
ifter an absence of more than
5even months.
ceipts of the station from local
Terms agreed on by ASCAP and
business exceed $150,000, twelve
NBC earlier in the week are much
times the station's half -hour rate;
I'phe same as those outlined in if between $50,000 and $150,000,
,NBC's
proposal,June
made30],
June
27 12 times the quarter-hour rate. A
[Broadcasting,
whose
nominal sustaining license fee of
general outline is followed by the $12 a year would be applied to any
lew agreement. Chief alteration
stations earning less than $50,000
s an increase in the network blan- per year.
ket commercial license fee from
The new blanket commercial fees,
l ^ 2 % to 2 % % of net time sales, representing an increase for NBC
iiid in the station blanket comnercial license fee from 2% to
2^/4% of net time sales.
j Recapture from Affiliates
White
Offers
Bill
to
Revamp
FCC
if Since NBC is asking its affiliates Commission
fully autonomous division within
7.
Broaden
provisions
on use of
Powers
:o refund as their share of the
the FCC, having its own chairman,
facilities by candidates for public
Curbed in New
IA.SCAP fees on network programs
as a Division of Public Communioffice, and require identification of
2%% of what they get from NBC
cations to handle all broadcast, tele- speakers on controversial issues,
Measure
for these programs, the contract is
vision, FM and related matters.
with equal time for all sides.
isubject to the approval of the CALLING for a full-range revi8. Authorize the issuance of stay
2.
Create
a
parallel
statutory
diaffiliates, but after discussing with
sion of the existing law governing
vision of Private Communications
orders
against Commission deciii number of these stations, NBC
broadcasting, the long-incubated
to handle public-utility common
sions
by the courts, and allow resaid it expects no difficulty in se- ripper bill to remould the FCC was
cai'rier pursuits.
views on the facts, as well as the
curing this approval.
dropped into the legislature hopper
3. Make the chairman the execu- law, with additional time in which
Contract, like the MBS-ASCAP
last Thursday by Senator Wallace
tive officer and coordinator, but to seek rehearings or appeal.
ontract, runs until Dec. 31, 1949.
H. White, Jr. (R-Me.), with the with no regular functions on either
It is recognized that any bill not
ontracts will then be automati- heat on for speedy enactment.
division, except as a pinchhitter
directly concerned with national
ally extended for a period not to
In the form of a series of amenda sick commissioner or in case
defense has a difficult row to hoe
ments to the Communications Act for
fexceed nine years, with the underof a vacancy.
legislatively. Despite this, the cryof 1934, which has been under
istanding that if ASCAP demands
4. Clearly define broadcasting as
ian increase which NBC is unwilling needs evidenced during the resharp attack as antiquated and
cent hearings on the White Resoing to pay, the question is to be shot-through with loopholes which not subject to common carrier concepts, and prevent the Commission
lution before the Interstate Comhave allowed the FCC to run wild,
[determined by arbitration.
merce Committee for new legislaUnlike the Mutual deal, however, the White Bill (S-1806), promptly from usurping authority over busiaspects, programs, rates, or
tion is expected to arouse supwas referred to the Senate Inter- other ness
NBC's covers FM and shortwave
fields upon which it recently
broadcasting as well as standard
port for expeditious consideration.
state Commerce Committee for ac- has impinged.
Whether there will be hearings
tion. For several months Senator
domestic programs. Television is
5.
Block
repetition
of
the
current
act covered, inasmuch as ASCAP
White has been working on the
promptly, before the full commitdoes not control the television per- measure, and it already has implied newspaper-divorcement proceedings
tee or a subcommittee, must await
by preventing the Commission from
conferences between Senator White
support
of
a
number
of
Committee
I'Eorming
rights
of
its
members,
acthrowing
any
class
of
applicant
! iording to statements made by members who have deplored cur- into the suspense files, as it has and Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.)
! ASCAP executives at the time the
rent conditions in radio regulation.
done with new newspaper applica- of the Committee.
MBS contract was negotiated. For
tions.
Early Hearings
Eight
Points
|:he right to use ASCAP music on
6. Clearly delineate the CommisThe measure, as introduced by
letwork sustaining shows, NBC
After introduction of the bill.
sion's functions as to hearings,
vill pay ASCAP an annual fee of the Maine statesman, recognized as
Senator White told Broadcasting
the best informed man in Congress transfers of licensees and appellate he hoped to have early hearings.
1 1200 for each regular affiliate.
He explained that the measure did
I NBC's M&O stations will pay on radio law, and co-author of the procedure by eliminating loopholes
and making mandatory full hearlASCAP the following fees on local existing act, would:
ings.
(Continued on page 18A)
1. Set up a separate three-man.
jsustaining programs: if the net reBROADCASTING
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Radio,

Printer-Lobbyists

IF A VOTE were taken today on whether
broadcasters regard their business as hexed,
bewitched or hoodooed, the "ayes" would win
by a landslide. The House Ways & Means Committee action in voting a super-income tax
upon broadcast advertising revenue is the last
straw.
The provision isn't law yet. It may even be
licked in the House, though prospects are all
but nil there. If it isn't stopped in the Senate,
then all broadcasters had better hold their hats!
Even an apprentice psychiatrist would advise
that they begin looking for saner pursuits.
The very fact that a committee of 25 legislators, strong and true, could be taken in by
the crew of labor lobbyists who plumped for
the discriminatory tax against radio is stupefying. The language used by the Ways &
Means Committee in its report might have
just as well been plucked from the propaganda
broadsides unleashed a few months ago by
John B. Haggerty, president of Allied Printing Trades Assn. Printers, typographers, engravers and stereotypers, he contended, were
losing jobs because of radio advertising.
Why this happened at all properly should
be shelved for future reference. Right now the
job of every broadcaster, and in fact every
man identified with advertising, whatever its
nature, is to kill what we might call the Haggerty-Flynn amendment. Enough has been said
since the provision popped into the last draft
of the bill to establish it as perhaps the most
glaring instance of tax discrimination since
the Boston Tea Party. In a $3,500,000,000 reveATLANTIC
COVERAGE

FOOTBALL
BEING SET

FOR the sixth consecutive season,
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia,
will sponsor broadcasts of football
games played this fall by major
Eastern colleges, outstanding highschools and some teams of the National Professional League. Although the schedule of games and
the total number of stations have
not yet been decided, N. W. Ayer
& Son, Philadelphia, agency in
charge, reports the broadcasts will
start the last week in September on
stations in Atlantic Refining's marketing area, which extends along
the Eastern seacoast from Maine
to Florida and as far West as Ohio.
As in the past, N. W. Ayer plans
to hold a pre-season coaching session to standardize for its announcers the methods of delivering the
play-by-play descriptions and commercial announcements. This session is held annually so that listeners will hear the same announcing technique in switching the dial
from one game to another. To select the announcers and commentators for this season's broadcasts
Atlantic Refining also will hold its
usual announcers' conference date
for which has not been set. According to Ayer
details will
for be
thisreleased
year's
football
broadcasts
early the week of Aug. 4.
T. WELLES, formerly of BBDO and
Lord & Thoma.s, New York, has been
named by Ted Bates Inc., that city, to
direct the new Ouy Lomhardo show,
to go on the air Aug. 2 for ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City.
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nue-raising project for defense purposes, eight
or ten millions which would be euchred out of
broadcasting is a bagatelle. But it's enough to
amount to confiscation for many radio operations. Beyond that, it again labels radio as a
business living only by sufferance of a government franchise, and therefore one that should
pay extraordinary tribute, penalizing it as an
advertising medium and correspondingly benefitting its competitors.
We have seen enough during the last week
to prove that the industry at long last is at
work. If the efforts in the House fail, the last
stand must be made in the Senate. Eminent
tax counsel has been retained by the NAB in
Mr. Ellsworth Alvord, of Washington. Broadcasters are working for their own salvation.
The NIB has gone out to its members, most of
whom would not be affected immediately because of the $100,000 gross income exemption.
That is all to the good. No broadcaster,
however small, should delude himself into believing that since the tax will not touch him
now, it will sock his competitors, and therefore should not be of concern. The history of
tax legislation is toward the lowering of exemptions until they are eliminated altogether. And
this a gross tax, not a tax on net income or
profits.
In passing, we cannot help but wonder where
the American Federation of Labor, parent of
Allied Printing Trades, fits in this picture.
AFL and its president, William Green, also
have under their protective wing such unions
as American Federation of Radio Artists,

Franchise

Levy

by

FCC

Party—

Editorial

American Federation of Musicians, and the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Radio Division, who are dependent upon
radio for their livelihoods. Does AFM condone
the tearing down of one medium, which would
seriously endanger the jobs of thousands of
announcers, program people, musicians, technicians and artists, so that another segment
of its membership might somehow benefit? We
think Mr. Green, Mr. Petrillo and the AFL
executive council might well look into this.
What interest, if any, certain individuals
on the FCC might have had in spurring House
Committee action on the discriminatory tax,
also would prove enlightening. The Committee, we feel confident, did not think up for itself that master stroke of irony written into
its report, whimsically pointing out that regulation of broadcasting is "provided at public
expense, with great benefit to the industry but
without any special costs to that industry".
We venture there is a hatchet-man or two
around the FCC who inspired this delectable
morsel, perhaps over a beer with the minions
of the labor lobby.
If radio is to survive as a business, the super-tax cannot. For that reason (plus the
righteous resentment now manifest in the industry) we feel it will be knocked out before
the Revenue Act becomes law. Even if it is,
there should be no letdown by broadcasters.
The FCC right now has a cute little trump it
proposes to play on franchise taxes, if Congress doesn't [please look below].

Likely

If

Congress
Kills
Radio
Tax
Alternative Propositions, Under Study, Would
Provide Funds for FCC Broadcast Operations
For news of tax hill, see page lO
Several alternative propositions
are understood to be before the
IF THE special excise tax upon
broadcast advertising is killed at Commission and have been considthis session of Congress, then look
ered in the past without final acfor something in the nature of a
tion. These are understood to infranchise levy invoked by the FCC,
clude fees applicable to all branches
of communication subject to FCC
to defray its operating overhead.
Just about the time the House
regulation. For example, there
Ways & Means Committee erupted would be annual fees for telephone
with the 5 to 15% net sales tax and telegraph companies, as well as
[Broadcasting, July 28] the FCC
for the some 50,000 amateurs holdhad before it several alternative
ing Government licenses and comproposals to procure revenue from
mercial radio operators. These inlicensees to pay its own overhead.
dividuals might be assessed a nomiIt is expected these will be held in out. nal fee of $1 a year, it was pointed
abeyance until Congress makes up
its mind.
The alternative plans for broadIf Congress does impose a heavy
casting roughly might be classified
tax, it is assumed the proposed
as follows:
franchise scale will die. On the
(1) What would be regarded as
other hand, if Congress knocks out
a more or less minor tax on station
the tax or spreads it over all adgross, to be assessed annually,
vertising media on a more nominal
basis, the special Commission for- probably to raise $1,250,000 of the
mula may be revived.
FCC's approximate $5,000,000 budFCC Chairman James Lawrence
get, to defray broadcasting costs.
Fly, at his press conference last
(2) A filing fee assessment, with
Monday, pointed out the Commisa fixed minimum of $500 for consion for several years has looked
struction permit applications for
into the matter of a special fran- 250-watt stations and an added stichise tax and that there is some
pend for applications seeking power
Commission sentiment in favor of
taxing broadcasting for the cost of in excess of 250 watts; possibly a
$100 filing fee for modifications of
regulation.
BROADCASTING

licenses, $10
izations, etc. fee for special author(3) A wattage tax, starting at
a fixed minimum of $250 for 250watt (local) stations, and graduating
with the power1,000,000
brackets.upward
With approximately
watts of power allocated for broadcasting, such an impost presumably would raise what is regarded
as the requisite $1,250,000.
Band-Aid Adds
JOHNSON & JOHNSON, New
Brunswick, N. J. (Band- Aid), on
Aug. 19 will add a second weekly
period to The Voice of Broadway,
with Dorothy Kilgallen, presently
heard Saturdays, 11:30-11:45 a.m.
on 59 CBS stations. Additional
weekly broadcasts will be given
Tuesdays, 6:15-6:30 p.m. on 64
CBS stations. Young & Rubicam,
New York, handles the account.
Prudential's Show on CBS
PRUDENTIAL LIFE Insurance Co.
of America, Newark, on Aug. 31 starts
a new musical show, Prudential Family Hour, Sundays, 5-5 :45 p.m.. on
57 CBS stations. The program is of
the variety type, featuring everything
from classical to popular tunes played
and sung politan
by Gladys
MetroOpera star.Swarthout.
Ross Graham,
Baritone, " Skeeter" Russell, comedian,
a chorus of 14 mixed voices and Al
Goodman's orchestra. Deems Taylor
will be regular commentator. Each
week a drama telling the story of
some piece of music of some great
composer will be woven into the program. Agency is Benton & Bowles,
New York.
• Broadcast
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ewspaperair of Witnesses

Hearing
Quits
that the Commission's exhibits
in
Additional tabulations
were simply "marked for identification" and not admitted in the
rors and far-fetched ties
WiU Be Cited
record.
of be
the FCC's purported will
paper-ownership list newsFM Needs Press Capital
1
To Court
found on page 18.
Radio's newst service — FM —
fTER SITTING five days over a
went to bat 100% against the Order
erweek period, during vi^hich
st of its subpoenaed expert wit- and by industry attorneys, seek- No. 79 which is the springboard for
ing to prove that it had to do with the inquiry to ascertain what regses and practically all of its
ulations, ifany, or what legislative
ibits boomeranged, the FCC last literal "pirating" of news.
recommendations, if any, should be
iday called quits on its newsAnti-Trust Buildup
made to Congress to prevent news[jmer-divorcement inquiry for the
papers from owning or in the least
Whether the FCC was seeking
being associated with standard
j'^ance
of the
summer. barring
The Comjssion will
reconvene,
un- to lay a foundation for ultimate wise
FM broadcast stations. Both FM
ireseen developments, on Sept- 17. anti-trust proceedings against the or
Broadcasters Inc. and American
press
association
cropped
up
in
ifThe final day's session was en- more than one mind.
Network Inc., the projected cooper'fened by orders from Chairman
ative 40-major-market FM operaThrown
into
the
record
were
ex|![y to his Law Department to intions, told the Commission FM dectute court proceedings against
tensive minutes, memoranda and
velopment would be retarded and
imes G. Stahlman, publisher of committee reports dealing with raje Nashville Banner, and former
dio activities of ANPA dating back probably scuttled if newspapers
are not permitted to get in on the
Jesident of the American Newspa- to 1932, when the press-radio war
Jr Publishers Assn., and Alfred S. was on in earnest and radio pro- ground floor.
John Shepard 3rd, president of
gram listings were banned in many
j-iendly, business manager of the
FM Broadcasters Inc., told the
'few York Sun, also an ANPA offi- papers on other than a paid ad- Commission frankly and simply in
vertising basis. Then, with James
]al, for their failure to answer
pC subpoenaes. At the opening W. Barrett, editor-manager of the just 12 minutes of testimony last
,r|jssion July 23, Elisha Hanson, now inactive Press Radio Inc., on Thursday that newspapers are an
part of FM development —
|unsel for ANPA, had challenged the stand, minutes of the meetings integral
operation from its forma- this despite the fact that he has no
jc FCC's jurisdiction and an- of that
tion in 1934 until its demise as a newspaper affiliation in his Yankee
jiunced that witnesses subpoenaed
Duld not appear, on his advice.
functioning service in about 1937 or Colonial network and station
were examined.
operations. Urging a prompt deciContempt Proceedings
sion on the newspaper-ownership
Important
Figures
Appear
Chairman
Fly instructed the
issue, he said that the development
Parading before the Commission
of FM has "without question been
^w Department, after the names
the subpoenaed witnesses had during the Friday meeting were
retarded by the issuance of Order
ipen called and failed to respond, big names in radio and journalism.
^■o proceed forthwith to enforce A surprise witness was M. H.
In the same groove, John R.
Latham, executive vice-president of
ij|s subpoenaes". Mr. Hanson said Aylesworth, first president of NBC
and, according to his own descrip- American Network Inc., told the
'p stood on his original statements
Commission that in his judgment
'lallenging jurisdiction but would
tion, now engaged in "specialized 79".
3t elaborate as to how he would practice
of law and Government
the
whole project will flounder un)mbat the proceedings, presumless newspapers are participants.
activity". He told of his efforts to
get news on the air as a public The 40-station network project, he
Dly looking toward contempt.
IIt was indicated the FCC attor- service and said that his prophecies said, stands to lose money for two
pys would proceed this week in "had come true". Others who testi- years anyway, but it can't get
ke U. S. District Court for the
fied in quick succession were Paul started until newspapers are perfistrict of Columbia, to enforce White, director of public affairs of
mitted to partcipate because they
|ie subpoenas. Likelihood of long- CBS; J. V. Connolly, president of are the only applicants in several
tawn-out litigation on the validity
King Features, and of its sub- basis markets.
the subpoenaes, plus the quessidiary INS, and Lloyd Stratton,
Statistics Challenged
on of the FCC's jurisdiction to assistant general manager of AP.
K;e newspapers, press associations
In adjourning the sessions until
Another FCC bubble was exany phase of the press for hear- Sept. 17, Chairman Fly expressed
ploded when the higher-mathemati\ig under the Communications Act
cal calculations of the FCC's Acthe hope that counsel would "conquestionably will be raised.
counting Department, handled by
operate" in the preparation of data
and not waste time. He suggested
Press Association Probe
DeQuincy V. Sutton, head broadcast accountant, were challenged.
parties that when the inThe Commission ran through the to all quiry
reconvenes it should be able That was because of the fallacious
(ress association phase of its case
base on which they were computed,
to a conclusion".
riday. While having no direct to "proceed
since the very first exhibit offered
No Evidence Produced
kearing on the question of newspaby the Commission was a table
per ownership, the nature of the
Despite the forays of its recently showing 298 stations affiliated with
nterrogation caused some wonder,
organized investigating force into newspapers. These included, for exmphasis was placed upon forma- newspaper-station, press associaample, such stations as WLW and
tion and network files to gather WHO, which are not newspaperion of the Press Radio Bureau,
fodder for the inquiry, the sum
inanced by the major networks
controlled in any sense. Because of
n 1934 to supply sustaining news
total of the evidence thus far ad- their higher bracket incomes, the
n capsule form.
duced failed to produce any evi- computations both as to gross time
Witnesses also were asked about
dence that newspaper ownership
sales and network earnings of soninutes at Press Radio meetings, results in monopoly in public opin- called newspaper stations, opposing
ion
or
in
unfair
competition.
And
luoting high officials in the press
counsel contended, were thrown out
service field to the effect that so- the voluminous exhibits prepared by of kilter. And Chairman Fly, as
alled "outlaw" competitors should the FCC's staff, designed to show well as his colleagues, apparently
that newspapers in combination
56 "squashed" to prevent them
thought enough of this contention
Lrom serving radio in such fashion with stations get all the business to
prevent the exhibits from going
as to become competitors of the breaks and deter their competitors
in as actual testimony.
existing press associations. A big ^"rom making money, failed to make
What apparently was to have
play was made on the term "out- the grade because of the obvious
errors in them. The upshot was
been the high spot of the Commislaw", both in the direct examination
BROADCASTING
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Until
Fall
sion's case- — the so-called Charleston situation — amounted to nothing better than a dew. There tht
only two newspapers — the News &
Courier and the Post — own one of
the two stations, WTMA. The newspapers consistently had refused to
carry the
station's
gram opposition
schedules, and
John proM.
Rivers, president of WCSC, has
been a vociferous complainant
about this monopoly.
Didn't Hurt Business
While Mr. Rivers himself said he
had found that this condition was
"unique" in radio, in that most
newspapers owning stations carry
programs of competitors, he nevertheless developed under cross-examination that his business is better than ever before and that the
"unfair competition" really hasn't
hurt him economically. For example, under cross-examination by
former Judge Thomas D. Thacher,
chief counsel for the NewspaperRadio Committee, he admitted that
the gross income from 1939 to 1940
had increased 22% and his net
profit no less than 858% — from
$1,303 to $12,492.
Harris Asks Questions
There were questions by Commission Assistant General Counsel
Thomas E. Harris, contrived to
show that the press associations
dealing with radio indulged in
price-cutting and that newspapers,
by exclusive contract, attempted to
block press association service to
competitive stations. But it didn't
seem to jell that way under crossexamination of the NewspaperRadio Committee of Louis G. Caldwell, counsel for the Chicago Tribune's WGN, and of Ben S. Fisher,
attorneyleston
fornewspapers.
WTMA and the CharTables Challenged
For Errors in List
The Commission held only a
morning session Wednesday, July
30. Sitting were Chairman Fly and
Commissioners Craven, Walker and
Wakefield.
Before Mr. Sutton resumed his
explanation of exhibits introduced
at the final session July 24 [Broadcasting, July 28], Sydney M. Kaye,
associate counsel for the Newspaper-Radio Committee, challenged
^11 of the tables, on the ground that
they were based on the initial exhibit introduced by the Commission, showing 298 newspaper-owned
stations. A cursory examination of
this initial table, he said, revealed
many errors. He pointed out there
were some 17 stations listed as
newspaper-affiliated in which it had
been ascertained newspapers had
sold their interest.
Moreover, Mr. Kaye contended,
there were listed two 50,000-watt
stations (WLW and WHO) which
{Continued 07i page -4-4)
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Hope
Of

for

Defeat

Sales Levy
In Senate

WITH House passage of the
1941 Revenue Bill, incorporating a 5-15% tax on str.tions'
and networks' net time sales
of $100,000 annually an over,
scheduled for Aug. 4, the radio industry and other opposition forces are making plans
for an all-out fight against the
levy in the Senate, with considerable hope seen for success.
The Senate Finance Committee intends to start public
hearings on the tax measure
within a few days after House
passage, certainly not later
than the following week, according to the Committee's new
chairman. Senator George (D-Ga.)
Despite apparently growing
Ways & Means Committee support
for deleting the radio tax during
the last week, it appeared Friday
that there was little chance that
the committee would rescind its
last-minute recommendation for
the levy and allow the House to
vote it out of the general tax bill.
It is understood that a committee
vote on deleting the radio tax last
Monday stood 7 for and 10 against.
With support of 13 of the 25 Ways
& Means members necessary to
knock out the provision, other votes
later in the week indicated that
support had risen to 10 members,
and finally to 11, at last report.
Majority Lacking
However, on Friday, with no further committee meetings definitely
scheduled, the necessary majority
still was lacking. Since the measure stood on the House floor under
a rule allowing only committee-approved amendments, the door appeared to be locked on any change
in the bill beyond three minor
amendments reported out by the
committee and possibly a change in
requirement aff'ectthe
ing joint-return
individual income levies.
Under tentative schedule, the
Senate Finance Committee on Aug.
6 will start executive sessions to
develop an explanation of the complicated tax bill. If these sessions
can be concluded in two days, as is
expected. Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau would be the first
witness in the public hearings tentatively set for Friday, Aug. 8.
Following Secretary Morgenthau
and other Treasury officials, among
them presumably John L. Sullivan,
Assistant Secretary, other parties
are to be heard starting Monday,
Aug. 11. The committee indicated
that this tentative schedule would
be pu.shed back accordingly if executive sessions lasted longer than
the expected two days.
Observers in radio circles drew
Page 10 • August 4, 1941

Tax
Likely
cording to President H. A. Lafount
who called for cooperation of aL
=
How the Proposed Time Sales Tax Might5%
broadcasters, big and small, ir
fighting the levy. Broadcasters also
Have Affected 1940 Income
have
been contacting their Con(As prepared by Paul F. Peter, NAB director 5%
of 'research)
1
gressmen and Senators, emphasiz15% of 5%
Rate
ly V, uj
ing the discriminatory nature of
10%
Net Time Sales
Tax
the proposed tax and calling for acRetained
Time Sales Group
tion in eliminating it, or at least
Stations
making
tax increases applicable to
8
1,000,000 or more
of Tax
$12,301,466
newspapers and other advertising
. 42
500,000 to 1,000,000
26,651,476
$1,845,220
.188
2,665,148 media than radio and billboards.
100,000 to 500,000
39,555,996
1,977,800
Evidence that active opposition
238
Total
has developed for the proposed tax
78,508,938
6,488,168 on billboards, also provided in the
3 National Networks
33,275,943
4,991,391 bill, was seen in Ways & Means
5 Regional Networks
771,883
38,592 action in approving an amendment
Total
spreading out the tax by modifying
-765
$112,556,714
$11,518,151 taxable size limits of signs. HowIndustry Total
$133,964,769
ever, the committee did not agree
1 Assumes all 3 national networks have retained time sales over S]
- Assumes all 5 regional networks have retfined time sales of over ,000.000.
to
eliminate
the proposed sign$100,000 but less
than $500,000.
board levy, apparently disregarding pleas of discrimination entirely.
Editor'sof Note
— Projecting
expected
increase in$13,250,000.
time sales Ifduring
the
amount
the proposed
tax an
would
reach 15%
approximately
a 5% 1941,
increase
is projected for 1942. the tax would amount to about $13,900,000.
Opponents and Proponents
Although there has been no revconsiderable satisfaction from the Chairman Doughton, of the Ways
elation of all the supporters of radio's case on the Ways & Means
decision of Senator George to as- & Means Committee, is included in
Committee, it is known that one of
sume the chairmanship of the Sen- the sizable committee group opposing the radio tax, and it was
the chief
ate Finance Committee, surrendercast tax in opponents
committee of
has the
beenbroadRep.
ing his top spot in the Senate For- thought his opinion would weigh
Gearhart
(R-Cal.).
A
leading
proeign Relations Committee to do so. heavily on the House side of the
ponent of the tax is understood to
conference.
It was remarked that Senator
be Rep. McKeough (D-Ill.), who
George is known to mirror the tax
NAB Board to Meet
had
pushed the proposal in comphilosophy of the late Chairman
mittee for some time, and who is
The NAB, which has retained
Pat Harrison, who regularly reunderstood
to favor taxing newswrote House tax bills in their en- Ellsworth C. Alvord, Washington
papers
as
well
radio. tax has
Although the asproposed
tirety when they reached the Sen- tax attorney, to handle the broadcasters' case at the Senate hear- the backing of the International Alate. Looking to this possibility, oblied Printing Trades Assn., whose
servers averred that this probably
ings, has scheduled a board of di- president,
John B. Haggerty, early
rectors meeting for Wednesday and
increased the chance that the radio
during
the
House hearings advocatThursday, Aug. 6 and 7, to review
tax provision would be deleted from
ed a broadcasters' franchise tax
the situation and develop plans for
the bill in the Senate.
[Broadcasting, Feb. 24, March 24,
Also it was felt that if the Sen- carrying the fight against the tax. May 26, June 2, June 9, July 7],
In
addition
to
the
NAB,
National
ate wrote the provision out of the
the NAB indicated that the Amerbill, it likely would be kept out in Independent Broadcasters will be
ican Federation of Labor has noticonference. It was understood that represented at the proceeding, acContinued on page 38A
Text

of

House

of

Radio

Report

Folloiving is the full text of
that portion of the report of
the majority of the House
Ways & Means Committee,
made public July 26, relating
to the special excise tax on
broadcast stations and networks :
Your committee have imposed a tax
for calendar years beginning after
Dec. 31, 1941. upon every person who
during the year operates a radio
broadcasting
station or engages in network broadcasting.
The desirability of a special tax on
radio broadcasting (distinct from a
tax on advertising, one medium for
which is radio) is indicated by several considerations.
'Valuable Free Privilege'
1. Radio broadcasters are the possessors of a valuable privilege awarded to them free of charge, on the condition that they operate in the public
interest. Because of the technical limitations of the broadcasting band, the
number of commercial broadcasters at
any one time is for all practical purposes limited. In consequence, the
right to operate a broadcasting station
in particular areas carries with it a
measure of monopolistic privilege and
the opportunity for an extremely profitable investment. Through the exer-

Favoring

Radio

cise of that privilege and the exploitation of that opportunity, many broadcasters make substantial profits and
virtually all broadcasters derive less
tangil)le benefits in the form of publicity and goodwill.
2. The principal operators in commercial broadcasting earn high rates
of retui-n on relatively small investments. They possess iniusual taxpaying ability which, in view of the Govpresent revenue
require-to
ments, canernment's
properly
be subjected
special taxation.
3. Radio broadcasting requires public regulation. Such regulation is provided at public expense, with great
benefit to the industry but without any
special costs to that industry.
Up to 15% of Gross
The tax imposed is to be equal to
a given percentage of net time sales
made during the year. A net time sale
is in effect defined as the gross amount
received or accrued from the sale of
radio time, not including the amount
of any commission (not to exceed
15% of the gross amount) paid to or
deducted by an advertising agency,
and minus any amount paid by the
taxpayer, pursuant to the sale by him,
for broadcasting time to other persons
operating radio stations or engaged in
network broadcasting.
Taxpayers are divided into three
classes,
lows : with rates prescribed as folBROADCASTING

Sales

Tax

. . .

(1)cess ofIf$100,000.
the net time
salesin are
in ex-of
but not
excess
$500,000, 5%.
(2)cess ofIf$500,000.
the net time
salesin are
in ex-of
but not
excess
$1,000,000. 10%.
(3)cess ofIf$1,000,000.
the net time
15%.sales are in exHow Tax is Applied
The rate prescribed with respect to
each class of taxpayer is applicable
to the entire amount of the net time
sales for the taxable year. The act provides, however, that the liability of a
taxi^ayer in one classification cannot
exceed the maximum liability under the
next lower classification, plus the
amount
the oftaxpayer's
net time
sales in of
excess
the maximum
net
time
sales
taxable
under
the
lower
classification.
For example, the tax in the case of
a taxpayer with net time sales of
$500,000 would be at the rate of 5%
of the net time sales, or $25,000. Except for the above notch provision, if
the net time sales were $500,001, the
rate would be 10% of the net time
sales, or $50,001.10. By reason of the
notch provision, the tax in the latter
ease would be .$25,000 plus the net
time sales in excess of $500,000, or
$1. making the tax in the latter case
If the net time sales do not exceed
$25,001.
$100,000 no tax is imposed.
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Fly

NIB

Convention
has broken off all relations with
lExtraordinary Meeting
the group as such.
Tempers were lost and discretion
Called Sept. 22-23
was thrown to the winds at the St.
In Chicago
Louis sessions and a number of
broadcasters, including key station
WITH FCC Chairman James
members of MBS, have resigned
Lawrence Fly as the keynoter,
from
the NAB in protest over the
an extraordinary convention
affair, alleging, among other things,
3f National Independent
Broadcasters will be held in that Chairman Fly had been "inMBS Pickups
sulted".
Chicago Sept. 22-23 to canvass
:he whole regulatory and busiIt is understood that MBS has
ness outlook for independent
agreed to pick up from the NIB
stations in the light of the war
convention a portion of the banemergency.
quet entertainment. It is probable,
also, that a portion of Chairman
I Called by NIB President
Fly's network.
address will be broadcast over
^Barold A. Lafount, former
that
Radio Commissioner and exIn some quarters it was thought
i3cutive of the Bulova group
that the convention might evolve
of stations, the convention will into an industry-wide movement to
be open to all independentlyreorganize it as an all-inclusive
trade association. Networks or neti'bwned
stations,
whether or
jnot they aro network-affiliwork-owned and operated stations
iiited, it was learned. All told, are not entitled to membership in
it is expected invitations will go the organization — one of the major
J;;o some 450 stations. Nearly half complaints from those espousing a
-\if the NIB membership is now full-scale reorganization of NAB.
During the last year NIB has
'made up of network outlets.
maintained
headquarters in the
I Tentatively, it is planned to hold Edmonds Bldg.,
Washington. Mr.
Jlhe convention at the Palmer
Lafount has been president for
' -Jouse. Edwin M. Spence, secre- the
last three years. Edward A.
ary-treasurer of WWDC, WashAllen, WLVA, Ljmchburg, is first
ngton, who functions also as NIB
nanaging director, is handling pre- vice-president and Lloyd C.
Thomas, KGFW, Kearney, Neb.,
iminary plans, with Mr. Lafount
ind Andrew W. Bennett, NIB gen- secretary-treasurer.
eral counsel.
B & A for Swan
I
National Defense Aspect
\ While the agenda for the two- ALTHOUGH Lever Bros., Cambridge (Swan soap), has signed
^iiay meeting has not been finally
forked out, Chairman Fly definite- George Burns and Gracie Allen,
ly is scheduled as the principal with Paul Whiteman's orchestra,
for a fall series, network and startjlspeaker on September 22. Because
ing date have not been decided.
)f the importance of radio in naYoung & Rubicam, agency servictional defense, the FCC chairman,
ing the account, is reported as
;|vho also is chaii-man of the De- shopping around for the best available network night time, with both
fense Communications Board, is
I'xpected to arrange for addresses
NBC and CBS bidding for the sej)y Army and Navy spokesmen.
ries. Weekly variety show will also
Another key speaker is expected include a male singer and guest
with a new working formula
o be Ed Craney, militant head of talent,
for Burns and Allen.
KGIR, Butte, and the Z-Bar Netfvork. He is an advocate of aboli- FIRST course in radio at Harvard is
ion of the NAB and creation of a
being directed during the present summer session by Charles A. Siepmann,
aew trade association of indepenformer director of program planning of
Jent station owners [Broadcastthe British Broadcasting Corp.
NG, July 21-28].
; Aside from national defense, the
ligenda is expected to cover the
projected new network monopoly
■ules and the bearing they will have
ipon independent stations; the
pver-all tax situation; copyright,
pd prospective new legislation to
upplant the Communications Act
rf 1934.
Because
Chairman
Fly'satcomplete breakofwith
the NAB
the
ilnnual convention in St. Louis last
,^Iay, unusual significance attaches
|o his scheduled presence at the
'filB sessions. Both publicly and
irivately, Chairman Fly has conlemned the NAB as a "so-called
'rade association"; flayed its president, Neville Miller, and his imjnediate predecessor, Mark EthI'idge of WHAS, Louisville, as the
"Louisville twins", and in effect
BROADCASTING

Keynoter

IT'S been coming through the
air in dots and dashes, and
now it's an organ. KROD,
EI Paso,
at frequent
vals throughout
the dayinterhas
its studio organ sing out the
International and Morse code
for V. This is followed by
the opening measures of
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony,
the notes of which have the
same beat as the code symbols. At other times the word
"victory" is spelled out in
code.

ANPA Issues Brochure
On Advertising, Buying
OFFICIAL statistics which show
"surprisingly little variation from
month to month" in salaries and
wages in retail sales generally and
in purchases of foods, drugs, cigarettes, gasoline and railroad tickets are cited by the Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper
Publishers Assn., in a new promoing.
tion piece, They Don't Stop BuyBound in board covers which are
topped by outer covers of transparent plastic and attractively
illustrated w^ith drawings, photographs and charts, the volume
drives home the point that "Folks
don't stop buying. They buy things
consistently, the year round. Consumption is steady, month after
month. The business is there 12
months of the year. So why stop
advertising for your share? Why
advertise spasmodically when conbuy steadily!"
Book
includessumers
a number
of stories
of national advertisers who have achieved
sales success from consistent advertising in newspapers, but the moral
holds just as well for radio.
Alcorn Injured
W. C. ALCORN, general manager
of WBNX, New York, was injured
in a freak train accident last week,
and although back at work, is
limping on a badly bruised leg. A
stone was knocked into the open
doer of the car in which he was
riding, striking him in the ankle.

WISH Begins Operation
As NBC -Blue Affiliate
WITH Col. Roscoe Turner, famed
air pilot, as master of ceremonies,
the new WISH, Indianapolis, formally went into operation last
Saturday with a special salute
from the NBC-Blue, with which it
is affiliated. Open house was held
for the public all day long at the
new studios on the second floor of
the Board of Trade Bldg.
Manager of the new station is
William H. Behrman, who for nine
years prior to his affiliation with
WISH was vice-president and general manager of WBOW, Terre
Haute. Owners of WISH are C.
Bruce McConnell, sales manager of
a tobacco and candy distributing
firm, president, 33% stockholder;
Alvin R. Jones, auto distributor,
vice-president, 14% ; Edward W.
Harris, president of the candy and
cigar distributing firm, treasurer,
33% ; and four other business men
5%. WISH operates
holding
each1310
on
kc. with 5,000 watts day
and 1,000 night.
Shoe Stores Expanding
NATIONAL SHOE STORES, New
York (chain), on Sept. 1, due to
the success of its spring campaign
on WNEW and WOV, New York,
and WAAT, Jersey City, is exstaon thoseseason
its schedules
tions forpandingthe
forthcoming
and adding WOfe, New York, to the
list. The company has signed a
contract for once-a-week participation on the WOR Uncle Don
program, using Friday 6-6:30 p.m.
children's
shoes.
Agencytheis sale
EmilofMogul
Co.,
to promote
New York.
Oneida

Local Discs

ONEIDA Ltd., Oneida, N. Y. (Community Plate silverware) , thru its
agency, BBDO, New York, has cut
ten 50-second transcriptions for distribution throughout the country
to jewelers handling its product.
The discs, tying in Community
Plate with a short love scene, are
for use on local stations to be selected at the discretion of the jewelers
themselves. The 10 seconds remaining are for local tie-ins. Columbia
Recording Corp. cut the discs.
HUGH FRANCIS MeKEE, operator
of the Clinton Theater in Portland,
Ore., has ai^plied for a local station
in that city, 250 watts on 1450 kc,
the facilities vacated by KXL.

DRINKING (THE SPONSOR'S PRODUCT) to the success of the newest addition to WSM's Grand Ole
Opry, now in its 16th year on the Nashville station. The new sponsor is Nehi Corp., advertising Royal
Crown Cola, and in this photo (1 to r) are Winston Dustin, WSM salesman; George Bliss, BBDO account
executive; Pee Wee King, Ford Rush, Smilin Eddie, San Antonio Rose, Fiddlin' Red, Cowboy Joe, Uncle Dave
Macon, Dorris Macon, Louie Buck and the Solemn Ole Judge, George Hay.
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Fall Milk Campaign
Net-Monopoly
Fly

Talks

Conversations

To

Hit

Snag;

Resume

NEW

YORK STATE MILK PUBLICITY BUREAU, Albany, will
start its fall campaign about Sept.
29, using three to five participations weekly on home economic
programs on about 18 stations in
New York state. Campaign will
stress the theme that milk "satisfies thirst — fortifies health." Agency is J. M. Mathes, New York.

Time Option Understanding Appeared Forming,
But NBC Fails to Agree with CBS and MBS
INFORMAL conversations between
Thursday and Friday, July 24-25,
executives of the major networks
resumed Tuesday, July 29, and conand FCC General Counsel Telford
tinued through Wednesday, July 30.
Options would be availTaylor, looking towai'd revision of Practically all the time was de- quirements.
able more than a year hence, based
voted to consideration of various
the far-reaching network monopoly
on time used during current peak
regulations on an amicable basis, formulas in connection with time
periods. In the case of the Blue
hit the rocks again last Wednesday.
and MBS, these networks would
Conversations will be resumed with options. Blocked Time Units
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
be permitted to option time based
The proposal on which there
Fly Monday (Aug. 4), with no
on present usage on outlets availseemed to be the closest approach to able.
predictions hazarded as to the outunanimity was one based largely
come.
The net result, under such a formula, would be that MBS arid the
on what is described as "per use".
Since the FCC July 21 authorit, four out of each five- Blue in effect would acquire opized a postponement of the effec- Under
hour block would be available for
tions on the third outlets in each
tive date of the controversial reguoption in all cities having
mairket, based on the commercial
lations from Aug. 2 until Sept. 16, network
the network executives have car- four or more fulltime stations. But time they currently have placed in
in cities having less than four sta- those mai'kets.
ried on their conversations with
tions, this formula would result
Evidently the NBC position is
General Counsel Taylor and his asthat this would not result in an
in rigorous competition between
sistants. Several times it appeared
NBC-Blue and MBS.
equitable situation for the Blue,
that an understanding had been
CBS and NBC-Red would not be because of the relatively small
reached on the beleaguered time
amount of business now sold on it.
option issue — practically the only materially affected, it was indiThey would control future time
cated, since their present commerone thus far discussed in detail —
cial time commitments would be options under this formula.
but conferees practically gave up
sufficient to accommodate their reWhile there has been little dison it Wednesday night after an
almost continuous two-day session
and decided to confront Chairman
New Plant of CBS Key Station WABC
Fly again.
NBC in Opposition
A formula on time options tacitly
agreed to by CBS and MBS but
opposed by NBC, because of the
effect it might have on the Blue,
slated ultimately to be sold under
the rules, proved the stumblingblock that sent the conferees back
to Chairman Fly.
While there is still a race against
time involved in revising the regulations, it was thought there is
a better than even chance that an
agreement will be reached shortly,
possibly during this week. Chairman Fly is under virtual mandate
from Senator Wheeler (D-Mont.),
Chairman of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, to get something feasible worked out and to
give the industry ample time.
White Resolution Pends
The White Resolution, which
would have the effect of holding
up all of the eight allegedly punitive rules, still is pending before
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee and the hearings are
still in recess, subject to call of
the chair. If no agreement is
reached, it is assumed Senator
Wheeler would be disposed to crack
the whip and attempt to accomplish something in Congress.
The conferees have been Niles
Trammell, president, and William
S. Hedges, stations vice-president,
for NBC; William S. Paley, president, and Edward Klauber, executive vice-president, for CBS; Fred
A MILE OFF New Rochelle, N. Y., on tiny Pea Island in Long Island
Weber, general manager, and Louis
Sound, the new transmitter of WABC, New York, has been completed,
G. Caldwell, general counsel, for
and will be used for broadcasts early this fall. The 300-foot tower rests
MBS; and Mr. Taylor avA Thomas
on a concrete platform constructed by WABC engineers as the island
E. Harris or Seymour Krieger, for itself was nothing more than a group of jagged rocks barely projecting
the FCC. Sessions were held on
out of the Sound at high tide.
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cussion of the other I'ules, no serious complications are expected immediately. The outlook is for twoyear affiliation contracts, which
would run concurrently with a projected new two-year station license
tenure.
offing. Chairman Fly has hinted
that a two-year license is in the
As for the disposition of the Blue
network by NBC, Chairman Fly,
under the spur of Senator Wheeler
and other members of the Interstate Commerce Committee, has
stated that ample time will be
given to permit "orderly disposition of properties". The same holds
for possible disposal by the networks of stations which they own
or lease in markets other than
New York, Chicago or Los Angeles-San Francisco. As a matter
of fact, the latter situations presumably will be handled on their
individual merits after litigation
essary.
and hearing, if that is deemed necCOURT

DISMISSES

ROGAJS JONES SUT
ROGAN
JONES' Broadcasting
injunction action
against Pacific
Co.,
Northwest segment of the MBSDon Lee network [Broadcasting,
July 28], was dismissed by Judge
Joseph A. Mallery in Tacoma Superior Court last Thursday. The
judge's order dismissed the case
with prejudice and without cost to
the defendant. The two Jones stations — KVOS, Bellingham, and
KPQ, Wenatchee — will continue for
the present on the network "as
strictly
outlets,"president
according andto
Carl E. spot
Haymond,
general manager of Pacific.
Interpreting the projected FCC
network regulations on time options, Jones cancelled certain Mutual programs in favor of locally
originated shows and his contract
with the network was thereupon
cancelled. Upon issuance of a
teinporary injunction, service was
resumed pending the hearing on a
permanent injunction.
Jensen to Grant
JOHN C. JENSEN, formerly radio research assistant of BlackettSample-Hu.nmert, Chicago, and
more recently in charge of Latin
American operations for H. N.
Elterich Export Adv. Agency, New
York, ident
hasand assistant
been appointed
vice-presto David
Echols
of Grant Adv. S. A., Mexico City.
Mr. Jensen will divide his time between the Grant offices in Mexico
City and Monterrey and will serve
as account executive for the agency's clients throughout Mexico.
Skelly Signs Utley
SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City,
Mo., has signed Clifton Utley to
conduct the Skelly early morning
news commentary, heard Monday
through Friday on 18 NBC-Red
Midwest stations. Mr. Utley succeeds the late Capt. E. D. C. Herne.
Decision was made after Mr. Utley
had a three-week trial period handling the newscast. Contract will
run through Dec. 16, with a fiveyear
Agency
is Henri,
Hurst option.
& McDonald,
Chicago.
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station even a slight edge in its territory,
rans don't have much trouble fighting

In Iowa, for instance, 59.5% of the State's nighttime listeners "listen most" to WHO — while all
other Iowa commercial stations get only 11.7%!

«yoy'RE

BEST

BY

These figures are from the new 1941 Iowa Radio
Audience Survey — based on personal interviews

1/5™

OF

A

SECOND'"

# Yes, Clementine — your admiration is absolutely typical: Lots of guys do a hundred yards in

with 9,246 representative Iowa families. ...

If

you'll spend about thirty minutes with this authoritative Survey, we think you'll get some new

9-4/5 seconds. But nobody cares — we're all too

and valuable ideas about ; how to make your Iowa

busy screaming for the one fellow who does it in

advertising money really bring home

9-3/5!

A copy is waiting for you, right here.

the bacon.

And it's the same way with radio stations. Give

WHO

^fir
IOWA
PLUS
! +
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
J. O. MALAND,
FREE ac PETERS, INC
BROADCASTING
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Power
Seek

10,000

PetitionAinendingPower
Rule Will Be Filed
ByWIBW, WCHS
A MOVE toward the reclassification of power ratings of regional
stations, to permit use of 10,000
watts daytime, as against the present 5,000-watt maximum, already
has gotten under way, with first
applications to be filed within the
next fortnight.
Designed to permit horizontal increases in daytime power on regional channels to 10,000 watts, the
preliminary petition also will seek
amendment of the existing rules,
limiting power on Class III-A channels to 5,000 watts day and night,
and on Class III-B channels to
5,000 watts day and 1,000 night. A
skeleton petition, to be filed in the
interests of all regional stations,
will propose amendment of the existing rules as a means of broadening rural and semi-rural coverage
during daytime by regional outlets.
WIBW, WCHS File
In the forefront of the new move
are WIBW, Topeka, and WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va., which operate
on 580 kc. Karl A. Smith, counsel
for WIBW, and Ben S. Fisher and
Charles will
"V. Wayland,
counsel for
WCHS,
file the applications.
General engineering data is being
compiled by Andrew D. Ring, former assistant chief engineer of the
FCC, now senior member of Ring
& Clark, consulting engineers.
Under the revised FCC rules of
just two years ago, regional stations were permitted, where engineeringly feasible, to use 5,000
watts fulltinie as Class III-A outlets. Approximately 125 stations
already have been licensed or hold
construction permits for this output. Simultaneously, local stations,
as of Aug. 1, 1939, in conformity
with the provisions of the Havana
Treaty, were permitted to go to
250 watts where engineeringly
feasible.
40% Better Coverage
It is estimated that with the increase to 10,000 watts daytime, coverage will be improved approximately 40%, primarily in rural or
semi-rural areas. Very few questions of interference are involved,
except as to adjacent channels, and
existing antennas can be used in
virtually all cases, it was stated.
To increase a 5,000-watt modern
transmitter to 10,000-watt output
would require remodeling of amplifier and rectifier stages at costs
ranging from $5,000 to $15,000, according to engineering opinion.
John A. Kennedy, general manager of WCHS, and Ben Ludy, directing head of WIBW, have been
in Washington during the last two
weeks to complete preliminary
plans for the applications and petition. It is expected that the petition, setting forth engiieering applicable not only to these two stations but to the entire regional
Page 14 • August 4, 1941

Watts
Day
for
Regionals
classification, will be filed jointly is dependent upon clear channel
by the two stations. Whether the stations. A number of applications
FCC would hold a hearing on the now are pending for increases in
advisability of amending the rules power on I-A clear channels from
the present maximum of 50,000 to
and also of eff'ecting an exchange
of notes with the nations signatory
500,000 watts or more. WLW, for
to the Havana Treaty, to permit example, is seeking 650,000 watts
[Broadcasting, July 7].
the increase, is a discretionary
matter.
Treaty No Obstacle
WITHYCOMB
MAKES
Since the Havana Treaty allocaLATllS RADIO STUDY
tions, which became effective last
March 29, do not preclude advanceDONALD WITHYCOMB, assistant to M. H. Aylesworth, chairman
ments in the technique of broadcasting, itis presumed there would
of the Radio Division of the Rockefeller Committee, left last Friday
be no serious difficulty involved in
procuring ratification, possibly by for South America to make an exploratory study of radio conditions
exchange of notes, of the increase
there in connection with activities
of daytime regional power.
of the committee.
It is understood the proposal has
Mr. Vv'^ithycomb, former general
been checked with the FCC Engimanager of WFIL, was accomneering Department and with
panied by Edward Tomlinson,
Chairman James Lawrence Fly and
noted author and NBC advisor on
Comiriissioner T. A. M. Craven, the
Inter-American affairs, who is exlatter chairman of the American
pected to broadcast from several
South American points on general
delegation which devised the Haconditions.
vana Treaty, who is a practical enDuring his trip, Mr. Tomlinson
gineer. Both are understood to be
inclined to favor the project.
will continue his regularly scheduled NBC-Blue Network commenBecause of the national emertaries by shortwave pickup Saturgency, the Government naturally is
days and Sundays, 6:45-7 p.m.
interested in widest possible coverEDST. A veteran of nearly two
age, particularly in the underserved
decades in broadcasting, Mr.
rural areas. While the daytime
Withycomb joined the Rockefeller
power increases for regionals would
Committee last April as assistant
not help nighttime coverage, it to Mr. Ayleswoith. Mr. Tomlinson
nevertheless would be of advanduring the trip expects to join
tage, it is pointed out. Daytime lis- John F. Royal, NBC vice-president
in charge of international relations
tening, according to recent surveys,
has increased substantially and ad- and new developments, who is now
vertisers are more conscious of the on a 20,000-mile air tour of Latin
America [Broadcasting, July 21].
value of daytime programs than
ever before.
Spots for Fruit Crops
BRITISH COLUMBIA Fruit Board.
Expanded Trading Areas
Vancouver, B.nouncements onC,
is using
spot ana number
of Canadian
Moreover, trading areas contigustations
for
the
rapid
marketing
of
ous to cities in which many regional stations are located have
this
year's
apple,
plum,
apricot,
and
cherry crops, the spots being used as
been expanded and the daytime
the various crops ripen. Account is
power boost, it is contended, would
placed by Canadian Adv. Agency Ltd.,
Kelowna, B. C.
deliver a usable signal to a substantial portion of this adjacent
PAUL SCHUBERT. MBS military
area and correct what is regarded
and naval authority, is writing a book.
as an obvious deficiency.
The New Sea Power, for fall publicaRural coverage at night largely
tion by Coward-MeCann, New York.

Increases

For Five Stations
Two Others Get Added Time;
WAGA Jumped to 5,000
AN INCREASE in status for
V/AGA, Atlanta Blue IJetwork outlet, was authorized last Tuesday
by the FCC. The station was given
a construction permit to change
frequency from 1480 to 590 kc,
increase power from 500 watts
night, 1,000 watts day, to 5,000
watts fulltime and install new
equipment
with a directional
antenna for nighttime
use.
KVOD, Denver, was granted a
construction permit to install a
new transmitter and increase its
power from 1,000 watts to 5,000
watts, with changes in its directional antenna for day and night
use. It operates on 630 kc.
KUTA, Salt Lake City, was
granted an increase in day power
to 5,000 watts, as against its present limited
assignment
of kc.
250 watts untime on 570
KMYR, Denver, was granted a
modification of license to increase
its night power from 100 watts to
250 watts fulltime.
WGES, Chicago, was granted a
modification to increase time of
operation to unlimited on 1390 kc,
with 500 watts night and 1,000
watts local sunset. The station
holds a construction permit for
5,000 watts fulltime.
KTKC, Visalia, Cal., was granted a construction permit to shift
from 920 to 940 kc. and increase
power from 1,000 to 5,000 watts
day and night, with changes in
its directional for day and night
use. The application was granted
upon condition that the station
would take care of all "blanketing"
complaints.
WHIP, Hammond, Ind., was
granted renewal of license and a
construction permit, subject to
certain engineering requirements,
to change hours of operation from
specified to unlimited and install a
directional antenna for day and
night use on 1520 kc.
KGFI License Granted
KGFI, BROWNSVILLE, Tex., last
Tuesday was granted a regular renewal of license by the FCC for
the period ending Dec. 1, 1941, in
lieu of the temporary license under
which it has been operating because
of the revocation proceedings instituted last year against it and
five other Texas stations which had
been cited because of purported
concealed ownership by Rev. James
G. Ulmer. The Commission said
the station had now furnished it
with evidence of the fact that Rev.
Ulmer "has been completely eliminated
fromthe
anystation
connection
soever with
and willwhatno
in the future be associated or con

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET executives ioined in a "mock war" party
staged by Selena Royle July 18 to celebrate the second anniversary of her
CBS Woman of Courage program and at the same time raise money for
the USO fund. Pictured (1 to r) are: Hugh McKay, C-P-P director of
advertising; Mrs. Savington Crampton and Savington Crampton, C-P-P
advertising manager handling Colgate toothpaste and shaving cream
and
Super-Suds;
director
of radio. Hostess Selena Royle; Edward Longstreth, C-P-P
BROADCASTING

nected therewith".
KEN DOLAN has bought out his part
ner, Jim Doane, in the Hollywood ra
dio talent agency of Dolan & Doan
Inc.. for a reported $10,000. Dolai
will continue for the time being t
operate under the present firm name,
with headquarters at 8905 Sunsel
Blvd. Doane is to announce his ne
affiliation shortly.
• Broadcast
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Here is what you get . . .
I. Two, full time, 5,000 Watt

stations on

two different frequencies —
WRR— 1310 KC, KFJZ— 1270 K C.
2. Each with a powerful signal throughout
the entire Fort Worth-Dallas market.
3. Both stations connected by permanent
lines for broadcasting simultaneously or
at different times — but at only one
talent cost.

HERE'S important news about Texas'
biggest market! Station WRR, Dallas
and Station KFJZ, Fort Worth have each
increased their power to 5,000 Watts, day
and night;

4. Both stations affiliated with the Texas
State Network and the Mutual Broadcasting System.

and

The best way to get comp/efe coverage
in this highly selective market is to use
both WRR. Dallas and KFJZ, Fort Worth.

these

two

new

power

stations

may now be bought in combination
for what you would expect to pay for
one 5,000 Watt station in this market.

NATIONAL

WEED
NEW
jBROADCASTING

YORK
• Broadcast

Two important, all-time stations for you at
one price and one talent cost.

REPRESENTATIVES

and
CHICAGO

Advertising
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RCA'S ALERT RECEIVER gets its first public tryout
in New York last Monday, turning on automatically
as it receives a special inaudible signal from WJZ and
shutting off when the all-clear is flashed. Left photo
shows Mayor LaGuardia (right) participating as National Director of Civilian Defense while David
Proposes Setting Up Pan
American Radio Union
Similar to Europe's IBU
SUGGESTION that a link between the Americas be formed under the title Pan-American Broadcaster's Union (PABU) was made
July 24 by John F. Royal, NBC
vice-president in charge of international relations, during his acceptance speech as an honorary
member of the Brazilian Broadcaster's Assn. in Rio de Janeiro.
Modeled along the lines of the
International Broadcasting Union,
successful in Geneva until the present European war, the PABU
would be non-commercial in character, serving to centralize the
study of all questions concerning
the development and operation of
long and shortwave broadcasting
in the Western Hemisphere, according to Mr. Royal.
Exchange programs between the
Brazilian Government and NBC
also have been arranged by Mr.
Royal with Lourival Fontes and
Julio Barata, general director and
director respectively of "Imprensa
e Propaganda."
Mr. the
RoyalAmerican
gave a
talk
in Rio before
Chamber of Commerce on "Shortwave Broadcasting and Its Responsibility in the Building of International Goodwill."
Loew's Includes Radio
LOEW'S Inc., New York, on July
29 announced an advertising budget of $2,500,000 for 1941-42. Radio, as in the past, will get its
share through spot announcements
placed on local stations for the promotion of particular pictures.
Howard Dietz, executive in charge
of promotion, was unable to say
just what percentage of the budget
might go into radio though he indicated that for the greater part,
the money would be spent for
newspaper space and advertising
in national magazines.
O'Cedar Spots
O'CEDAR Corp., Chicago (polish),
through H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, is preparing a schedule of
one-minute spot annour cements on
approximately .30 stations to start
in October.
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SarnofF, RCA president, explains the operations of the
set. In right photo Capt. John J. Martin (seated), of
the New York Police, assumes the role of civilian
defense warden as he pushes a button in Radio City
to turn on the Alert Receiver at LaGuardia Airport.
With him is Arthur Feldman, NBC special events man.

Demonstrates

New

'Alert

Receiver^ ^

Designed as Automatic
Raid Warning
ing sets, located in the homes of
THE RCA "alert receiver," a radio hundreds
of thousands of such
Paul Revere that rings a bell to
summon its owner, gives him in- workers, to go into operation and
structions broadcast by his Civil to broadcast his warning and inDefense Chief and then shuts itself
structions. To call the worker's
off, was demonstrated to the radio immediate attention, at any hour
of the day or night, an alarm bell
public July 28 in a broadcast which
in the receiver begins automatidramatically
showed
the
set's
operation under conditions of war.
cally to ring the instant the set is
Receiving a message from turned on by remote control. The
Mitchel Field, Army airport on bell continues to ring until it is
turned off either by the listener
Long Island, that "enemy" planes
in the home or by the broadcasting
were heading for New York, Mayor
LaGuardia, participating as Nastation itself."
tional Director of Civilian Defense,
Cheap Cost, Operation
relayed the warning to a CD officer
Explaining
that the set can be
in an NBC studio. He pressed a
button that started a radio signal operated on batteries if the city
which a few seconds later turned
power supply should be cut off, Mr.
SarnofF said it is simple to make
on the set in the Mayor's office, and to operate, stating that it can
first ringing the receiver's bell and be manufactured to retail at from
then carrying the officer's instruc$10 to $15 and that it takes almost
tions: "All wardens, fire-fighters
and roof-spotters take their posts no power for operation, so it can
immediately and remain on duty run 24 hours a day for a long period at very light cost. All RCA
until the all-clear is sounded.
licensees, including most radio
That is all."
manufacturers, have been licensed
Three-Tube Receiver
to make these "alert receivers",
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
and RCA is making complete specifications available to radio manupresent in the Mayor's office, explained to the listening audience
facturers and broadcasting stations.
that the "alert receiver" is really
The new receiver was developed
a three-tube receiver looking and
weighing about the same as an by Arthur F. Van Dyck, Stuart
ordinary portable radio. Designed
W. Seeley and Harmon B. Deal,
for home use, he said, the instru- RCA engineers. At the transmitting end the apparatus is even
ment is a "simple, yet radical departure from any kind of radio simpler than at the receiver, conreceiver ever before made — it is
sisting merely of a vacuum tube
capable of being turned on and off oscillator which generates two subaudible frequencies, one to turn the
by "This
remotemeans
radio that
action."
set on and the other to turn it off.
the receiver
in the home can be started and The signal generating unit is connected to the broadcast transmitter
stopped from the broadcasting studio, or from any other desired
like a microphone and the control
point. It was invented and de- room operator plugs it into the
microphone circuit. Pressing the
veloped by engineers of the RCA
Laboratories as a vital new servant
button
releases
the the
"On"receivers
signal
to Civilian Defense in America.
and turns
on all
Here is an instrument by means
equipped for this service. These
of which the Civilian Defense head
receivers may be installed in regular home sets, if desired, as well
in any town or city in America
can communicate instantly with
as operated independently.
his local defense workers.
Describing the instrument's ap"Simply by pressing a button,
plication to Civilian Defense communication, RCA points out that it
he can cause th(!se unique receivBROADCASTING

provides a local, regional or national instantaneous radio call system without expensive new equipment. "Automatically as flexible as
the highly developed transcontinental broadcast network systems . . .
it does not require even one additional frequency allocation for its
full use. The instrument is so designed that it can be installed at a
broadcasting station without disturbing asingle wire used for norbroadcasting service."
In mal
a trans-Atlantic
conversation
between Mayor LaGuardia and Mr.
Sarnoff in New York and Major
F. W. Jackson, chief of the London
Fire Brigade, and W. B. Brett,
chief officer of the London Civilian \
Defense, in London, which was also
broadcast on NBC-Blue July 28,
Maj. Jackson asked whether this
"alert receiver" would supersede
"wailing Winnie, the siren." Mayor
LaGuardia accurate
replied that
"it really
is so
uncannily
that we
believe we will be able to do away
entirely with every other signal or
alarm or alert and depend entirely
upon the notice being given through
this device."
Electricians'
Strike Ties
Up
Work STRIKE
on NBCof Studio
GENERAL
electrical
workers called last week in New
York tied up work on the construction of NBC's two new studios on
the sixth floor of Radio City. The
move,cal industry
biggest since
strike1907,
in the
was electricalled
to compel the Consolidated Edison
Co. to employ 600 members of
Local 3 on electrical installation
jobs atin the
Waterside
plant,
placecompany's
of members
of the
Brotherhood of Consolidated Edison Employes, characterized by the
strikers as a company union.
The NBC studios, each to be
audience-type with a seating capacity of 600-700 persons, were to
be completed by Oct. 1, according
to 0. dentB.and Hanson,
NBC vice-presichief engineer,
when he
announced plans for them last June
[Broadcasting, June 2]. Work
will be tied up until the strike is,
settled
with the walkout of 10 elecstudios.
tricians hired by the contractor for
the jobs of laying cables in the
Burke Seeks Regional
J. FRANK BURKE, operator of
KFVD, Los Angeles, holding 87.5%
of the common stock issued, is the
principal stockholder in Pacific
Broadcasting Co., applicant for a
new regional outlet in Pasadena,
Cal., 10,000 watts fulltime on 1110
kc. In addition to Mr. Burke's holdings, which represents the entire
block of common stock issued thus
far, Melvyn Douglas, Hollywood
movie actor, has 13.33% of preferred stock; Mrs. Eleanor Lloyd
Smith, director of a retail grocery
chain and vice-president of the
Ventura Land & Water Co., 13.33%
preferred; A. J. McFadden, rancher of Santa Ana, Cal., 4.67% prefer ed John
;
Anson Ford, member
of the board of supervisors of Los
Angeles county, 2.66% preferred.
TO PUT the "V" for victory signal to
work in earnest, WWL, New Orleans,
in place of the usual chimes to mark
station breaks, has substituted the
three dots and a dash that chime the
music of democratic freedom. The signal is used for all program breaks.
• Broadcast
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More

Errors

and

Far-Fetched

Flex-O-Glass on 24
FLEX-O-GLASS MFG. Co., Chicago (glass screen), in October
starts a split schedule of one and
two-minute announcements, fiveminute and quarter-hour programs,
varying in frequency on 24 stations and extending over a period
of 13 weeks. Business was placed
through Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago, on the following stations:
KMOX KMMJ KDKA K S 0 0
KWTO KFAB KMBC KMA KHQ
KGHL KIDO V/LS WHO WIBW
WHAM WEEI WJR V/CCO WOR
WDAY WDZ WGY WLW XEAW.

Ties
in Newspaper-Radio
List
Non-Existent Affiliations, Trivial Stockholdings
And Outright Errors Throw Tables Off Base
THAT THE BASE for many of
pany and also 90 shares of Hearst
the statistical exhibits introduced
Consolidated stock; Eva McComuck, who owns 3 shares in WHO
in the opening newspaper-radio
hearings is erroneous in many more
and also happens to possess 13
shares in Capper Publications Inc.
respects than shown in the preliminary analysis published in the July The WHO management is particu28 Broadcasting, is evidenced by
larly resentful at being classified
further disclosures of far-fetched
as a newspaper station since it has
and careless identifications of pur- long been at bitter odds with the stockholder, but Mr. Nunn holds no
dominant newspaper interests of
ported "newspaper stations."
the State, namely, the Des Moines stock in that newspaper company.
Nine glaring errors in the mas3. KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.,
ter list (Exhibit I), which was in- Register & Tribune, and since the
troduced to show that 298 standard
foregoing stockholders could not is listed as an "A" station by reason of former common ownership
broadcast stations were identified
possibly influence the policy of the
with the Clay Center (Neb.) Sun,
with newspapers or newspaper in- station.
terests as of last June 30, were
2. WLAP, Lexington, Ky., and a weekly, which KMMJ Inc. sold
KFDA, Amarillo, Tex., are listed lasi; Jan. 18. There is no connection
pointed out in the July 28 Broadcasting. Upon this base list some
as "A" newspaper stations, pre- now between KMMJ and any newsof the statistical tables were drawn,
sumably because J. Lindsay Nunn,
and this list included WLW and chief stockholder in those stations,
Non-Existent Newspaper
paper.
WHO, two of the largest dollar- once was publisher of the Lexing4.
KPLC,
Lake Charles, La., is
volume stations in the country,
ton Herald (which he sold several
which alone would necessarily swell years ago) and formerly held stock listed as a "B" newspaper station,
in the El Paso Times (which he no though the records do not disclose
the table purporting to show comparative earnings of newspaper
longer holds). Mr. Nunn reported any of the stockholders interested
last April that he no longer has in any way with any newspaper.
and non-newspaper stations.
any connection whatever with any
5. WISE, Asheville, N. C. (listed
Weekly newspapers, trade papers
and throwaway sheets in which sta- newspaper. WCMI, Ashland, Ky., as "A") is identified with the
tion stockholders might be inter- which he also controls, has the Asheville Daily News, a newspaper
ested were sufficient to identify a Ashlaiid Independent as a 21%
station as belonging to what the
Commission's compilers labelled
President Delays Naming FCC Member;
"Class A" (stations 50% or more
controlled by publication interests)
or "Class B" (stations in which
Three - to - Three Policy Split Is Seen
publication interests held less than ALTHOUGH
no formal word has
ample, apparently is not whole50% ownership) newspaper sta- been forthcoming from the White
heartedly in favor of the Fly-ditions.
rected onslaught against newspaHouse, it is generally believed in
In the case of WLW and its comofficial circles that the President
per ownership of broadcast stapanion station WSAI, those sta- does not plan to fill the vacancy on tions.
tions were classified as newspaper
While technically there still is
the FCC created by the expiration
stations because Charles Saviryer, of the term of Commissioner Fred- the possibility that Commissioner
counsel for the licensee Crosley
erick I. Thompson until he has Thompson, who has returned to his
Corp., sits on the board of direc- made a thorough canvass of the home in Alabama, can be reaptors and happens to own a small- field. The Commission since June
pointed, that move is regarded as
town Ohio newspaper, the Lan30 has functioned with only six decidedly unlikely. The new term
caster Eagle-Gazzette. Mr. Saw- members.
would be for seven years from June
While a number of candidates
30. Chairman Fly was understood
yer's stockholdings in the Crosley
Corp. amount to approximately
are being mentioned, there has to have favored the reappointment
one-half of 1% of the issued stock. been no indication that the Presi- of the Alabaman largely because of
The same reasoning was applied
dent has even seriously considered
the bearing it might have on the
to the classification of WHO, Des making an appointment at this policy considerations and particuMoines [see tabulation herewith]. time. So much controversy has been
larly since Mr. Thompson normally
engendered by recent actions of the voted with him.
More Errors Listed
Reports currently are being
To the nine obvious errors cited FCC, growing out of the chain-moheard of the candidacy of T. J.
nopoly
situation,
newspaper
ownin Broadcasting July 28, the folership hearings and other forays, Slowie, FCC secretary since April
lowing may be additionally listed that the White House apparently
28, 1937 for the Thompson post. A
as a result of further study of Ex- regards the new appointment as pe- Democrat from Clinton, la., Mr.
hibit I:
culiarly important.
Slowie could procure strong politi1. WHO, Des Moines, is listed as
cal endorsement, it is thought. He
Wakefield Wavers
a "B" station affiliated with the
At this time, the FCC definitely has not actively announced his own
Davenport (la.) Democrat and is aligned factionally. Chairman
candidacy, but friends are understood to be acting in his behalf.
Leader-Times. Only 12 of the 2,228 James Lawrence Fly, moving spirit
shares in Central Broadcasting Co., of the "crackdown" group, is being
Other names still understood to
licensee, or less than one-half of
be under consideration are those of
in most policy consider1%, is owned by persons owning supported
ations by Commissioners Paul A. G. W. Johnstone, former radio distock in newspapers. The shares Walker and George H. Payne. Comrector of the Democratic National
are identified as being held by Burmissioners T. A. M. Craven and Committee, and before that public
dick Richardson (5 shares), Leland Norman S. Case consistently have relations officer of NBC and of
Turnbull (2 shares) and George been aligned as a minority, and WOR-MBS; Edward Roddan, asS. Dempsey (1 share), all being Commissioner Ray C. Wakefield,
sistant publicity director of the
associated with the Davenport newest member, has voted with Democratic National Committee
newspapers and the Lee Syndi- them on several recent occasions
and a former Washington newspacate of newspapers; Paul H. Krue- but is still regarded as something
ney. per correspondent; and Fulton J.
ger, of Illinois City, 111., vvho owns
of an unknown quantity.
Redman, a Portland (Me.) attorCommissioner Wakefield, for exone share in WHO's parent comPage 18 • August 4, 1941
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formerly published by Harold H.
Thorns, owner of WISE, which he
discontinued publishing at least
two years ago.
6. WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y.,
listed as having a "B" association
with the Jamestown Morning Post,
is not even remotely connected with
that or any other newspaper; Jay
E. Mason, president and chief
stockholder, states "there is no such
thing as newspaper ownership so
far as WJTN is concerned."
7. WNEW, New York, is listed
as having a "B" association with
the Paterson Morning Call, apparently because Richard O'Dea, a
stockholder in the station, was recorded as a director of that newspaper. Mr. O'Dea states he owns
only 54 out of 2600 shares in the
newspaper company.
8. WSLB, Ogdensburg, N. Y., is
listed as having a "B" connection
with the Ogdensburg AdvanceNews. Joseph R. Brandy Jr., half
owner of the station, sold his interest in that newspaper in early
1940 shortly after WSLB went on
the
and neither
the FCC's
showair,that
he own
nor records
any of
the other stockholders is at present
ness.
identified with the newspaper busi9. WSLI, Jackson, Miss., is listed
as a "B" station, though none of
its stockholders has any interest
whatever in any newspaper. L. M.
Sepaugh, a 46% stockholder, once
owned stock in two stations which
were affiliated with newspapers
but held no newspaper stock; he
disposed of his stock in the newspaper stations several months ago
and so notified the FCC. The other
54% of WSLI is owned by Standard Life Insurance Co. of the
South.
10. WCAR, Pontiac, Mich., is
listed as having an "A" connection
with the Farmington (Mich.) Enterprise, aweekly, although H. Y.
Levinson, 50% stockholder in the
station, disposed of that newspaper several months ago.
11. KLBM, LaGrande, Ore., is
listed as an "A" station but, according to Charles Bowes, manager
of the LaGrande Observer, there is
now no ownership or managerial
connection whatever between the
newspaper and the radio station,
which is licensed to Harold M.
Finlay, formerly one of the newspaper's owners.and KFOR, Lincoln,
12. KFAB
Neb., are
as "A"of stations
which
50%listed
or more
the stock (in
is
newspaper-owned) but the records
show that the Lincoln Nebraska
State Jommal owns 25% and the
Lincoln Star 24% of the stock in
these stations, thus properly placing them in the "B" category.
13. KVAN, Vancouver, Wash., is
listed as affiliated with the Salem
(Ore.) Statesman as well as the
Marshfield (Ore.) Coos Bay Times.
The Salem newspaper is not connected with the station, but Sheldon F. Sackett, publisher of the
Coos Bay Times, does control it.
14. KOME, Tulsa, is listed as an
(Continued on page 39)
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Sen.

White
Offers
Bill
to
Revamp
FCC
for public reception is vested in trary actions by the Commission
questions, the right of reply must
Commission
Power
and assure full hearings, as well as be given any one designated by the
the Division of Public Communicato eliminate hit-and-miss methods
accredited representatives of the
tions", Senator White said. And
Curbed In New
common carrier matters would be in considering transfer applicaopposition political party or parties.
in the hands of the Division of Pritions on sales of facilities, is proAnother new section clarifies the
Measure
vate Communications.
posed in another series of amendduties
of the station when its facilSenator White pointed out that
ments. In transfer cases the trans{Continued from 'page 7)
ities are used by political candiferee would be considered on the
this plan not only recognizes the
dates, public officials or others for
not essay to rewrite the entire act, basic differences between the two same footing as an existing licendiscussion of public issues. It
but was designed to amend it in types of communications but it also
see, remedying what Senator White
specifies that while no licensee shall
such fashion as to rectify glaring provides a method for obtaining described as an existing deficiency.
have power to censor, alter or in
shortcomings. The bill, for ex- proper consideration of those cases
Wholesale revision of provisions
affect or control the politiample, does not touch upon the net"who will be able to de- relating to allottments of time for any calway
or partisan trend of any mai work-monopoly considerations cov- by persons
vote their time and attention to the political broadcasts, for discussing
terial broadcast, he shall not be re' ered in the hearings on his resolu- questions committed to them with- of controversial questions, and for
quired to broadcast any material
tion held in June, but he said he
out undue interruption or interfer- clarification of the responsibilities
which advocates the overthrow of
hoped that amendments would be
ence occasioned by demands of of the station in permitting use of
government by force or violence or
1 offered in committee, since techni- basically different problems".
its facilities by candidates is proany material that is slanderous or
cally that matter now is under conprosed
in
several
amendments.
Neglect Common Carriers
libelous. He can demand the script
sideration.
These have proved to hold particuin
advance for examination and deI In a detailed statement accomHe emphasized the tendency
lar interest for members of Conpanying the bill [see full text on upon the present seven-man comletion, and the Commission is ingress, who at every opportunity,
structed to make rules and regulamission structure to "confuse the berate stations or networks for
'page 18B] Senator White explained
tions to carry this provision into
the motivating reasons for intro- two and to apply the same concepts failure to accord equal time.
effect.
duction of the measure at this and philosophies in the regulation
Right of Reply
time. He said it was essential that of the two". Moreover, he declared
Limitations on FCC
A new section would require the
that because of the glamour and
the power delegated to administraTo define clearly the limitation
itive tribunals must be limited by publicity-getting value of broadidentification of the speaker on
of the FCC's functions on business
the enabling act. Such an agency
casting, and the lack of news value
public or political questions, in anaspects of broadcasting, Section 11
is not authorized to set itself up as in common carriers, the Commisnouncements atthe beginning and
provides
that Section 326 of Title
end
of
each
broadcast,
and
in
whose
sion
and
its
personnel
have
spent
"a general legislative body making
III of the existing act be amended
its own rules of conduct and deci- their time almost exclusively on
behalf the broadcast is made. Pubby inserting this new proviso at the
sion wholly apart from and beyond broadcasting and related problems,
lic officers, whether local, state or
beginning:
and
have
neglected
common
carnational,
or
whether
elective
or
apthe language of the statute", he de- riers.
"Nothing in this Act shall be
clared. The tendency to do this has
pointive, would be relieved of
understood or construed to give the
been prevalent among virtually all
Each division of three members,
compliance, but the station must
Commission the power to regulate
iladministrative tribunals, he said, under a Democratic administraannounce, at the beginning and end
the business of the licensee of any
of each broadcast, full particulars,
tion, would probably include two
but "has recently become very agradio broadcast station and no
plus a statement whether the officer
jgravated at the Commission". He Democrats and one Republican.
ijconcluded that in his opinion, this Whereas the President would desigis "elective or appointive", and by regulation, condition or requirement shall be promulgated, fixed or
nate the chairman of the full Comwhat political unit or public officer
"must be arrested by the enactliment of specific legislation along
mission, each division would select the power of election or appointimposed by the Commission, the
ment is exercised.
its own, along with subordinate
effect, or result of which shall be
ijthe lines here suggested".
Where public officers other than
to confer upon the Commission
Source of Bill
personnel.
the President use station facilities
Amendment of procedural secsupervisory control of station proSenator White explained his bill
for discussion of public or political
tions of the act, to prevent arbigrams or program material, control
;had as its source the measure inof the business management of the
troduced last session by Chairman
station or control of the policies of
jWheeler proposing a three-man
the station or of the station liANNOUNCERS
MAY
BE PRISONERS
'icommission, with one man for each
censee. Nothing in this Act shall
1[division and the chairman as execbe understood or construed to give
If They Are Captured During Coming Maneuvers
jutive officer; his own 11-man counthe Commission the power of center-measure, setting up separate
Of Army to Be Held in Louisiana
divisions; recommendations made
over the transmitted
radio communications orsorship
signals
by any
Tjy the Federal Communications
WHEN "war" correspondents, ra- correspondent is accredited to only
radio
station,
and
no
regulation
or
Bar Assn. along the general lines
dio men and cameramen enter the one Army, it may be arranged for
of the new bill; court decisions
theatre of operations of the Sep- him to change sides at some par- condition shall be promulgated or
tember Army games in Louisiana,
ticular stage in the maneuvers, and fixed by the Commission which shall
limiting the FCC's authority and
interfere with the right of free
recommendations made by the At- largest peace-time maneuvers in all commands have been instructed
to
aid
in
news
coverage
in
any
history,
they
will
be
subject
to
cap'ttorney General's Committee on adspeech by means of radio communiministrative procedure.
practical way.
ture as prisoners of war, the Army
cation. No person within the jurisIn proposing statutory divisions,
announced last Monday.
diction of the United States shall
Correspondents also are urged
[the measure would restore the FCC
Working news and radio men
by the War Department to wear a utter any obscene, indecent, or proto the form of organization, along will be the "citizen" of one of two uniform in the maneuver area.
fane language by means of radio
jbroad lines, which prevailed prior belligerents, and must choose sides Uniforms are not compulsory, but
R.
Frank
and become a part of one or the ar^ recommended, both for practo 1938, when Chairman
I
communication."
Codifies Court Edict
jMcNinch abolished the division set- other of the two opposing Armies —
ticality to the wearer and as an
up. Then there were three divisions
one belonging to the Blue Force
added means of identification to
In
explanation.
Senator White
— broadcast, telephone and tele- who wanders into Red Force lines facilitate free movement during
said
this
would
codify
an interpregraph— with two members on each, will be arrested as an "enemy
tation placed upon the Act by the
operations.
and with the chairman sitting exalien" and may be detained for as
In general, correspondents will Supreme Court in the Sanders Case
ofRcio on each. Under the White
long as 24 hours to prevent dis- enjoy privileges of Army officers, in
March, 1940, in which the court
Bill, there would be two statutory
closure of vital operating secrets.
and plans are being made to pro- said the Act does not essay to reg.divisions, and the Commission itCan Change Sides
ulate the business of the licensee,
vide adequate quarters and faciliself would sit as a whole only on
ties to enable them to carry out
Detention of correspondents is
matters of general application and
and
that
the Commission "is given
an innovation made necessary by their assignments. Credentials will
on rules and regulations pertaining
no
supervisory
control of the probe
issued
by
the
War
Department
:o procedure.
the new "free maneuver" war
grams, of busness management or
Bureau of Public Relations in
games
that
have
been
prescribed
(inine
"Jurisdiction
hear and
all cases toarising
underdeterthe by GHQ, since opposing forces will Washington. Stations, networks
Declaring that notwithstanding
and news agencies intending to
act or regulations, relating to follow no preconceived scenario
of policy".
by the highest
;Droadcast, television, facsimile and
plan of operation that will yield a cover the maneuvers must apply this pronouncement
{Continued on page 53)
■cindred communications intended
preconceived result. Although a for credentials no later than Aug. 4.
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Senator
THE BILL introduced by Senator
White, he explains, has its source
in S — 12G8, a bill introduced by Senator Wheeler in the last Congress ; in
S — 1520 introduced in the last Congress by Senator White ; in recommendations recently made to the
Federal Communications Bar Association by a committee thereof ; in court
decisions ; and in recommendations
found in the Report of the Attorney
General's
Committee
on Administrative Procedure.
This measure
should
not be regarded as a general revision
of our Communications Act of 1934,
but the changes in the organization
of the Federal Communications Commis ion, in procedure, in the sections
of present law with respect to appeals to the courts, in the efforts
made to assure equality of right and
opportunity among those who utilize
radio for public discussion and finally
the attempt to further provide against
censorship, make this bill of supreme
importance and justify, indeed demand, its study and approval in substantial y its present form by the present Congress.
There follows an explanation of the
Sections of the bill.
Sec. 1: Definitions
This section defines the terms "license," "station license" or "radio
station
appearing throughout
the Act, license,"
as that instrument
of authorization required by the Act or the
Commission's Rules and Regulations
for the use or operation of radio apparatus. This definition is made necessary because of a recent tendency upon
the part of the Commission to treat
what are in fact licenses as instruments of a different character thereby making possible avoidance of compliance with procedural and appellate
provisions of the Act intended as
safeguards against arbitrary administrative action, provisions necessary to
be respected if orderly procedure is
to be had. This broad definition of the
term license tends to insure that
result.
Sec. 2 and 3: Divisions
Sections 2 and 3 basically change
the administrative setup and functions
of the Commission. They can be summarized as the separation of the Commission of seven members into two
statutory divisions of three members
each and a clarification of the status
and functions of the chairman or seventh man of the Commission.
Under this plan, the whole Commission would have power and authority
to adopt and promulgate any rule or
regulation of general application required or authorized by the Act, including procedural rules and regulations for the Commission and each
division. The whole Commission would
have plenary authority over amateur
services, emergency services, the qualification and licensing of operators, the
selection and control of personnel, the
assignment of bands of frequencies to
the various radio services and many
other subjects and services as at present. But the present judicial and
quasi-judicial functions of the Commission would be vested in the proposed divisions insofar as those functions relate to the most important and
controversial
within the jurisdiction of the subjects
Commission.
Jurisdiction to hear and determine
all cases arising under the Act or regulations, relating to broadcast, television, facsimile and kindred communications intended for public reception is vested in the Division of
Public Communications. Similar jurisdiction with respect to common carriers and communications intended for
a designated addressee is vested in the
Division of Private Communications.
This plan not only recognizes the
basic and fundamental difference bePage 18B
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tween the two types of communications involved and the nature of the
questions presented by e. ch but it
also provides a method for obtaining
proper consideration of those cases by
per.sons who will be able to devote
their time and attention to the questions committed to them without
undue interruption or interference
occasioned by the demands of basically
different problems.
Under the plan proposed, the status
of the chairman would be that of an
executive officer and coordinator participating fully in all matters within
the jurisdiction of the Commission
except the determination and decision
of contested matters which are made
the exchisive business of the divisions.
Experience has amply demonstrated
that the Chairman can not be expected to devote the time and attention
necessary to the proper handling and
disposition of these matters and aLso
efficiently to discharge the many other
duties which are unavoidably his
under
the attempt
Act. As
duties, an
has toalsothese
been ' other
made
to clarify the status of the Chairman
and to make him and him only, the
official spokesman and representative
of the Commission in certain important
respects.
When the present Act was before
the Congress in 1931, the bill passed
by the Senate provided for a mandatory separation of the Commission
into divisions as is now proposed but
this plan was later abandoned and
the present Commission has been operating under a law which permitted
but did not require it to organize
itself into divisions. For the last two
or three years the division plan has
been entirely abandoned and it seems
certain that such abandonment has
operated to the detriment of orderly
procedure. We believe students of our
legislation are thoroughly convinced
of the wisdom of the mandatory division plan for at least two important
reasons. They recognize that there are
fundamental differences in the two
classes of communications above refer ed to ; that rate making and public
utility concepts are the very essence
of private communications but have
little, if any, application to communications with the public directly ; that
there lias been a tendency upon the
part of the Commission to confuse the
two and to apply the same concepts
and philosophies in the regulation of
the two. This must be avoided. In the
second place, it is apparent that the
subject of iiublic or mass communications and the problem incident to the
regulation thereof are so interesting
and attractive that they draw public
attention ; that on the other hand,
there is very little of news value or
opportunity for publicity in the regulation of common carriers and that
this has had the result of centering
the attention of the Commission and
its personnel almost exclusively on
broadcasting and related problems and
of preventing the giving of sufficient
attention to equally important probtions. lems relating to private communicaThe changes proposed in these two
sections would bring about a much
needed and desired separation of the
judicial and legislative functions of
the Commission ; would contribute to
a sounder knowledge on the part of
the Commissioners of the communication problems committed to them ;
would make for orderly procedure and
harmony of decision ; and would speed
up the disposition of cases before the
Commission and the divisions thereof.
Sec. 4 and 5: Procedure
These sections propose certain
amendments to the procedural sections
of the present Act (Sections 308 and
309). These amendments are made
necessary by the restrictive character
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of the language now employed and by
the disposition of the Commission to
give that language an extremely literal
rather than a broad interpretation.
The result has been to deprive applicants for certain types of licenses
of the right to be heard before their
application is denied and to deprive
persons who are adversely affected by
the action of the Commission in granting the application of others, of an
opportunity to be heard before the
Commission.
The amendment to Section 308 will
make it clear that all instruments of
authorization granted by the Commission entitling the holders to construct
or operate radio apparatus should be
the subject of a written application.
The amendments to Section 309 make
it clear that any person filing an application described in Section 309 is
entitled as a matter of right to have
his application handled in a definite
procedural way.
The procedure to be followed in the
handling of applications is that which
was successfully followed by the Commission for a considerable period of
time pursuant to rules and regulations
enacted by it but which method was
recently abandoned aijparently upon
the theory that the Commission was
according to applicants and others in
interest greater rights than those
which the Act guaranteed to them.
Since the right to notice and hearing
is of the very essence of orderly procedure, amendments to the Act which
leave no doubt that such right is
secured are absolutely imperative.
The sure
amendments
this result. proposed would asSec. 6: Transfers
This section proposes a redraft of
the transfer section of the present Act
(Section 310 (b)). As now drafted,
this section in terms relates only to
station licenses and does not apply to
construction permits or other instruments of authorization which the Commission may issue under its rules and
regulations. The redraft would remedy
this deficiency. The present transfer
section is also silent concerning the
procedure to be employed by the Commission in passing upon such applications and the proposed amendment
would remedy this defect by providing
that transfer applications be handled
in the same manner and in accordance
with the same procedure employed in
the handling
of applications
for original instruments
of authorization.
Aside from these questions of procedure, the decisions of the Commission relating to transfer applications
have given rise to the theory that the
proposed transferee of a station license may be subjected to conditions
BROADCASTING
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not required of an application for an
original license. This is believed to be
unsound and has been due, at least
in part, to the fact that the statutory
standard employed in the present
transfer section differs slightly in
phraseology from that used elsewhere
in the Act. By providing for the use
of the same statutory standard in the
proposed amendment and by the use
of other clarifying language, it is believed that this cause for controversy
will be eliminated.
Sec. 7: Censorship
This section proposes amendments
to Section 315 of the present Act relating to the use of broadcast facilities
by candidates for public office. The
amendments proposed are the deletion
of the proviso clause now appearing in
that section which provides that the
licensee shall hjve no power of censorship over the material broadcast under
the provisions of this section and the
substitution therefor of clearer language to the same purpo.se found in a
proposed new Section 332. This present proviso has been the source of
much uncertainty and controversy. I
believe the change urged clarifies and
enforces the Congressional intent.
Sec. 8: Political Uses
This section of the bill proposes the
addition of an entirely new section to
the Act (Sec. 330) which will require
the identification of the speaker in the
case of broadcasts dealing with public
or political questions either local.
State or national in their scope and
application. Ever since the enactment
of the Radio Act of 1927, the law
has carried a provision requiring that
in the case of the commercial use of
a station the person or organization
sponssoring
such broadcast
be identified in connection
with the broadcast.
Such a provision is found in Section
317 of the present Act. The proposed
new Section would merely carry the
principle of identification further and
make it obligatory in the discussion of
political or public questions to make
clear not only who the speaker is but
whose views he expresses. It is unfortunately afact that most propaganda by radio is found in sustaining
programs or programs which have no
commercial sponsor. The adoption of
this new section would carry the
salutory principle of identification into
a field where is is much needed.
Sec. 9: Right of Reply
Section 9 of the bill proposes the
inclusion of a new section, (Sec. 331)
the effect of which would be to require
the licensee of any station to afford
a right of reply where public officers,
other than the President of the United
States, use his station for the discussion of public or political questions.
This right of reply is to be exercised
by the accredited representatives of
the opposition political party or parties, and is to be afforded upon the
same terms and conditions as the
initial discussion. This substantially
enlarges the scope of Section 315 of
the 1934 Act. The subject matter of
this proi^osed section merits immediate
consideration.
Sec. 10: Duties of Licensee
Section 10 of the bill proposes the
addition of another new section ( Sec.
332),
whichresponsibilities
would be to '
clarify thetheeffect
dutiesof and
of a licensee where his station was
used by a candidate for public office
or by public officers or others for the
discussion of public or political quesThe "no
Sectiontions.315
of censorship"
the present clause
Act doesof
not adequately define the duties of a
licensee under such circumstances. The
proposed section (Section 332) affords
the licensee an opportunity to examine
the material to be broadcast before its
intended use and to delete therefrom
any material which is slanderous or
• Broadcast
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libelous or which the licensee may
haye reason to believe would subject
him or his station to any action for
<lauiages or to a penalty or forfeiture
under any local. State or Federal law
or rej;ulation. This section specifically
provides
that shall
no licensee
of any
broad-to
cast station
have the
power
censor, alter, or in any way affect or
control the political or partisan trend
of any material submitted by a candidate
public office
or by public
public officers foror others
discussing
and
political questions. With the exception
of material which might subject the
licensee to damages or penalties or
material which is submitted for broadeast by or upon behalf of any person
or organization which advocates the
overthrow of government by force or
violence, the licensee has no discretion.
Sec. 11: Business Control
Section 11 of the bill proposes a
new sentence as an amendment to Section 326 of the present Act which
codifies an interpretation placed upon
the Act by the Supreme Court of the
United States in the case of the Fedral Communications Commission versus Sanders Brothers Radio Station
decided March 25, 1910. In this case
the Supreme Court said :
"But the Act does not essay to
regulate the business of the licenses. The Commission is given
no supervisory control of the programs, of business management
or of policy. In short the broadcasting field is open to anyone,
provided there be an available
frequency over which he can
broadcast without interference to
others, if he shows his competency, the adequacy of his equipment, and financial ability to
make good use of the assigned
channel."
Notwithstanding this pronouncel|jnent of the Supreme Court, notwithstanding the fact that no language
kan be found in the Act which confers
ny right upon the Commisison to conicern itself with the business phases
of the operation of radio broadcast
istations and notwithstanding the
further fact that Section 3 (h) of the
Act provides that a person engaged in
radio broadcasting should not be rearded as a common carrier, the ComIjmission has nevertheless concerned
latself more and more with such mat'ters. The charge is made that the ComItnission is attempting to control both
|the character and source of program
imaterial and the contractual or other
arrangements made by the licensee for
i)the acquisition of such material.
The amendment proposed spells out
in black and white what it is believed
j^Vas not only the original intention of
[congress but is its present intention,
^vith respect to this subject, in the
hope that confusion and controversy
can be eliminated. The amendment preserves the prohibition now contained in
the Act against intereference with the
right of free speech and that against
_lhe utterance of obscene, indecent or
[profane language by means of radio
'pommunication.
Sec. 12: Appeals
Section 12 is designed to clarify
provisions of existing law relative to
iroceedings to enforce or set aside
trders of the Commission and in apeals from decisions of the CommisBion. The present law upon this subject is now found in Section 402 of the
Act.
Paragraph (a) of Section 402 deals
R'ith actions to enforce or set aside
prders of the Commission except those
appealable under jyaragraph (b) of
hat section. More specifically, paragraph (a) of this section relates to
' ho.se
of theinvolving
Commission
enered orders
in matters
common
.carriers and certain other orders relating to radio broadcast stations not
now appealable to the United States
iCourt of Appeals for the Disti-ict of
T'olumbia under paragraph (b) of
■section 402. Under the proposed
imendment, all orders entered by the
^'omniission in the performance of its
icensing functions would be appeal-
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able under paragraph (b) and would
not be brought before a statutory
tiiree-judge district court. Moreover,
suits brought before a statutory threejudge court to enjoin the enforcement
of an order of the Commission could be
brought in the District of Columbia as
well as in other judicial districts.
The principal changes proposed in
paragraph (b) of Section 402 can be
summarized as follows :
1. Persons desiring to appeal from
orders of the Commission entered in
cases where the Commission exercises
its licensing functions would be permitted to appeal either to the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, as at present, or
to the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals for the district in which they
reside or have their principal place of
business.
2. Language is adopted which will
remove doubt as to which eases are appealable and which will extend the
right of appeal to persons which
should have such right but which have
been excluded due to imperfections in
the in-esent Act.
3. The time in which an appeal must
be taken is made thirty rather than
twenty days, as at present, and the
tontents of the Notice of Appeal are
specified with certain particularly
along the lines now provided by the
rules of the United States Court of
appeals for the District of Columbia.
4. Jurisdiction is expressly conferred upon the Court to which an
appeal is taken to grant temporary
relief either affirmative or negative in
character.
5. The Court is given authority to
specify by rule what the record upon
appeal shall contain.
(). The questions which can be
raised upon ajipeal and which the
Court must consider in determining
an appeal are specifically enumerated.
7. The Commission will be required
to comply with the mandate or decision
of the Court upon the basis of the
record upon which an appeal is taken
unless the Court upon petition shall
otherwise determine.
Other provisions of the present Act
relating to the right of persons to
intervene in an appeal and the right
to review by writ of certiorari the
judgment rendered by the courts upon
much appeal are retained.
All of these changes are, in my
opinion, not only desirable but necessary if adequate judicial review of the
Commission's exercise of its licensing
function is to be made effective. Present language of Section 402 and particularly paragraph (b) thereof is so
vague as to result in great doubt concerning the proper court in which to
seek judicial review in many cases.
Moreover, recent decisions of the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia and of the Supreme Court of
the United States are such as to cast
further doubt upon the meaning and
application of these provisions. An
illustration of this is afforded by a
recent decision of the United States

sion, order or requirement made in any
case which is the suljject of petition
for rehearing until after final decision
upon such petition. An attempt has
also been made to eliminate doubt now
prevalent
concerning
hisbefore
peti$1,000 Fine, $15,000 Costs
tion for rehearing
must when
be filed
MAXIMUM fine of $1,000 and
the the
Commission's
order can review
be had. ofUnder
provisions
$15,000 costs was imposed July 25 judicial
on Transocean News Agency by of the amendment jiroposed, the petition for rehearing will not be a condiJudge T. Whitfield Davidson after
tion precedent to judicial review exa Washington, D. C, district court
cept
party toseeking
such rejury found the news agency guilty
view waswherenotthea party
the proceeding
of failing to register with the State before the Commission resulting in
many.
order or where the party .seeking
Department as an agent of Ger- such
such review relies upon questions of
whichno the
CommisTransocean was tried alone, al- law or
sion hasfact
beenupon
afforded
opportunity
though previously the same charges
to pass.
has
been made
againstZapp,
the agency's
Sec. 14: Quorum
manager,
Manfred
and his
assistant, Gunther Tonn. However,
Section 14 of the bill proposes an
these two had been allowed to re- amendment to paragraph (a) of Section 409 of the present Act which deals
turn to Germany the week before
with the cases heard by less than a
in a State Department exchange
quorum of the Commisison or either
men.
for interned American newspaper
division thereof. The procedure em])loyed by the Commission in cases of
this character has lead to a great deal
Testimony by Federal Prose- of
controversy and there has been a
cutor George A. McNulty showed
decided
lack of uniformity both in the
that Transocean had been conductof such matters and the charing a propaganda war against the handling
acter of reports submitted by the hearbetter interests of the United States
ing
officer.
The proposed amendment
and had been guilty of dispatching
requires not only the submission of a
news to South America that was
uniform type of report setting out in
detail and with particularity all basic
derogatory to the U. S.
or evidently facts developed as a result
of the evidence taken but also conclusions of fact and law upon each issue
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia which finds that court to be submitted for hearing. It further makes
without jurisdiction to grant interim
mandatory the hearing of oral arguor temporary relief to any licensee
ment by the Commission or the diviwhere an order of the Commission is
sion having jurisdiction of any case
appealed from notwithstanding the upon request of any party before the
entry of a final order. The Commission
fact that it has been the uniform
practice of that court to grant such
or division is also required to accomrelief in meritorious cases since the
panymentanyin writing
final orderof with
a fullrelevant
stateall the
first appeal taken to that court under
facts as well as conclusions of law
the Radio Act of 1927.
upon those facts.
Generally siderations
speaking,
the same
Here again an attempt has been
which controlled
the conAtconform to the recommendatorneyistrative
General'sProcedure
Committer
Admin-of made to
in the on
making
tions of the report of the Attorney
its recommendations concerning
General's Committee on Administrative Procedure, and these provisions,
judicial review of the decisions and
orders of other administrative tri- if enacted, would be wholly consistent
with those recommendations or any
bunals have402
pi-ompted
the amendments
to Section
here proposed.
But I legislation which may result therefrom.
have gone further in certain respects
Sec. 15: Discrimination
than teethe
Attorney
General's
Commitand have
attempted
to adapt
the
Section
15 of the bill proposes the
theory of that report to the peculiar
problems incident to the licensing of addition of an entirely new section.
This section is designed to curb an alradio stations and the review of decileged tendency upon the part of the
sions and orders of the Commission in
Commission to discriminate in a manlicensing such stations.
ner not autiiorized by the statute beSec. 13: Rehearings
tween applicants for broadcast and
other
radio facilities and to require as
Section 13 of the bill provides for a condition
to grants made the doing of
such changes in Section 405 of the
certain acts which the Commission has
present law relating to the subject of no
authority under the statute to rerehearings as are necessary to conform to the changes in the administraWhen the Congress enacts a law
tive organization of the Commission
creating an administrative tribunal
proposed in sections 2 and 3 of the
quire.
lain. Further provision is made for and defines its powers, duties and functions, we consider it as fundamental
delaying the effective date of any decithat the delegation of authority thus
made must be limited by the enabling
Act. Such a tribunal has and must
exercise those powers which are specifically enumerated. In addition, it must
exercise those powers which are necessarily incident to the exercise by it of
case powers expressly enumerated. It
is not, however, authorized, or permitted to set itself up as a general
legislative body making its own rules
of conduct and decision whoUy apart
from and beyond the language of the
statute. The tendency to do this, prevalent among virtually all administrative
tribunals, has recently become very
aggrevated at the Commission. This,
is my opinion, must be arrested by the
enactment of specific legislation along
the lines here suggested.
TRANSOCEAN FINED
J
German News Agency Guilty,

LEFTY GROVE'S SOOTH victory the last Sunday in July won for him
the Yankee-Colonial network plaque presented by John Shepard 3rd, one
of radio's most ardent baseball fans. At the mike during the presentation,
broadcast to the fans as well as the radio audience, were (1 to r) Mr.
Shepard, his daughter Nancy, Lefty Grove and Announcer Jim Britt.
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JOHN CROWDER, collector and
wholesaler of country produce, has applied to the FCC under the name of
the Dimple Broadcasting Co. for a new
local in Columbia, Tenn., to operate
on 1240cilitieskc.
with when
250 watts,
of WSIX
vacated.the fa-
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Monopoly

Subject of Series
'Dallas News' Runs Both FCC
And Industry Arguments
A SERIES of seven articles on the
plight of the broadcasting industry, growing out of the FCC's regulatory onslaught, was published
in the Dallas Morning News during
the week of July 17. Written by
Felix R. IVlcKnight, staff correspondent, the articles covered the
chain-monopoly regulations and
their effect upon broadcast service
to the public. Also covered was the
issue of newspaper ownership of
broadcast stations.
The FCC's Position
Mr. McKnight set forth his interpretation ofthe FCC's "accusations"
and
the
industry's defense as
follows :
1. Three major iietworks, NBC-Red
and Blue and CBS, operate a monopstations.oly that dominates bro>'>dcasting
2. Restraints on competition among
networks discourage improvement of
programs.
3. Eighty-six percent of the nighttime broadcasting power, in wattage,
is controlled by two corporations,
National Broadcasting Company and
Cohnnbia Broadcasting System.
4. Networks are limiting individual
broadcasting stations as to their right
to decide what they shall, or shall
not broadcast ; further, their rights to
reject network programs which they
do not
the public interest"
are
not deem
easily "in
asserted.
5. Local broadcasting stations do
not have the opportunity fully to perform obligations to their communities
because of the claims of networks on
optional time.
6. Important programs often fail to
reach an area because of exculsivity
clauses in contracts with networks
which prevent local stations from
broadcasting any chain programs except those of the network with wliicli
they are affiliated.
Radio's Answer
Radio stoutly answers:
1. Free, open competition now exists among networks.
2. Network restrictions placed on
affiliated stations are not intended to
be monopolistic but are necessary to
maintain coverage for advertisers and
thus maintain quality of programs.
The right to reject networlj programs
not in the public interest is ample
protection for the broadcast stations.
3. Great cultural and civic sustaining xerograms would die without the
above mentioned arrangements.
4. Local broadcasting stations have
ample time and freedom to serve their
own communities with local programs.
5. Government dictatorship will be
the answer to new regulations of the
FCC
; theand
public
radio's only
censor,
theyshould
are besatisfied.
The
present system is working with a high
degree of public satisfaction.
6. If the new changes ordered by
the FCC are not rescinded, anarchy
and chaos will break out in the industry and fly-by-night time brokers will
reijlace responsible, existing networks.
Fight Employment Bill
HOLLYWOOD talent agents and
guilds, alarmed over pending legislation in Congress which would regulate employment agencies, are forming a bloc to fight the bill. Working in conjunction with New York talent agencies and unions, the Hollywood group is seeking an amendment
that will leave them outside the jurisdiction of the proposed law, which,
they declare, would work liardsliips on
them.
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Under Donovan; LaGuardia^s New Role
SUPERVISORY direction of the Messrs. Donovan, Sherwood and
operations of international broad- Richardson, were William S. Paley,
cast stations under Col. William J. president and Edmund Chester, director of international broadcast(Wild Bill) Donovan, recently
named coordinator of information
ing for CBS; Niles Trammell,
by President Roosevelt, was fore- president, and John W. Elwood, international station director, for
seen last week following a conference with the famous attorney- NBC; James D. Shouse, for Crossoldier in Washington. No change ley; Walter C. Evans, for Westin the existing overall operation of inghouse, and Robert S. Peare, for
the international stations by exist- General Electric.
Col. Donovan told Broadcasting
ing licensees is in view, however.
Col. Donovan conferred with the that he now is in the process of orheads of the companies operating
ganizing his new operation, and
the international broadcast sta- that the very nature of the work
tions last Wednesday, and the ses- in collecting and assembling inforsion was described as amicable.
mation bearing on the national security would not warrant publicity.
Whereas reports had been heralded
that the Government might find it It is presumed the organization will
encompass liaison with the Army,
expedient to supervise programming operations more rigidly, it de- Navy, FBI and other governmenveloped that the new information
tal intelligence operations, such as
official had in mind only a more the FCC's recently established farefficient private operation to insure
national defense "listenmaximum programming service to reaching
ing post" operations.
the Latin Americans and to Eu- broadcasting
will fallInternational
within his
rope.
purview, from the standpoint of information in the foreign field.
Robert E. Sherwood, noted playwright who recently joined Col.
Domestically, Mayor F. H. LaDonovan's organization, is expected Guardia, as director of Civilian
to coordinate the shortwave infor- Defense, eventually is expected to
mation structure through the pres- assume certain functions pertainent industry organization headed
ing to broadcasting and its relation to national morale. This may
by Stanley P. Richardson, designated several months ago as indus- involve clearance of programs over
try coordinator. Liaison with the all standard broadcast stations, as
State Department, it is expected, the emergency tempo increases. As
will be continued through the Di- yet there has been no clearly devision of Current Information,
fined plan evolved, but Mr. LaGuardia has conferred with FCC
headed by Michael J. McDermott,
and Robert T. Pell, assistant chief Chairman James Lawrence Fly as
of the European Division, specially chairman of DCB and steps already
assigned to this work.
have been taken toward mobilizaAmong those present at the evetion of non-broadcasting communications in the national emergency.
ning conference, in addition to
BROTHER OFFICERS
Weiss and Tincher Discover
'
Bond in 4th Cavalry
TWO prominent radio executives
have a new bond of friendship as a
result of the rapid expansion of the
Army. Over 25 years ago Lewis
Allen Weiss, vice-president and
general manager of the Don Lee
Broadcasting System, joined the
Fourth Cavalry serving along the
Mexican border, finally commanding Troop B.
Recently Mr. Weiss read in
Broadcasting that Robert Tincher,
manager of WNAX, Yankton, S. D.,
who holds a reserve first lieutenant's commission, had been called
to active duty with the Fourth.
Writing Lieut. Tincher, Mr. Weiss
said in part:
"Somewhere in the archives of the
old regiment you may run across
some order or regimentary report
in which my name appears, and if
you do, it will remind you that a
former officer of your regiment is
hoping that you get the thrill and
the pride as an officer of the Fourth
Cavalry that I experienced so many
years
ago."II. PRICE has been named
BTTGENE
commercial manager of Mackay Radio
& Postal Teh'graph Co. in New York.
He was formerly commercial manager
in San Francisco.
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Clapper - Hillman Series
Get New Sponsor on Blue
TRIMOUNT CLOTHING Co., Boston, extensive user of spot radio
for its Clipper-Craft Clothes, on
Sept. 25 is entering network radio
with the sponsorship of the NBCBlue program Neivs Here and
Abi'oad with Raymond Clapper,
Washington newspaperman, and
William Hillman, reporter and foreign editor of Colliers Magazine.
The program, currently heard Mondays Tuesdays Wednesdays and
Thursdays 9:30-9:45 p.m. (EDST),
will be sponsored on Thursdays
only bytions,
Trimount
on 63 shifted
Blue stawith the time
to
9:15-9:30 p.m. (EST). This shift
is necessary as the NBC-Blue
America' s Toivn Meeting of the Air
is scheduled for 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Agency handling the account is
Emil Mogul Co., New York.
Book Publisher Buying
DOUBLEDAY, DORAN & Co., New
York (book publishers), early in
September will begin a campaign on
classics
behalf tionsofof popular
Triangle novels
Books, and
39-cent'
edito be marketed exclusively through
the F. W. Woolworth stores. Spot
annotmcements and participations
will lie used on WJSV, Washington ;
WJR. Detroit; WHO, Des Moines;
KFEL, tracts
Denver
Atlanta.Huber
Conrun five ; toWSB,
13 weeks.
Hoge & Sons, New Yoi-k, is the agency.
BROADCASTING

FREE RECORDINGS
BY ISEW COMPANY
FREE RECORDINGS, orchestrations and professional copies of all
new tunes
published
been the
offered stations
agreeinghaveto play
tunes a certain number of times
each month by Radio Music Inc.,
New York, a new company in the
recording field which expects to
get under way about Aug. 15. Under contracts said to be already
signed with more than 320 stations,
no performing rights will be
charged and tunes can be played
indefinitely, according to Robert
Green,
manager.vice-president and general
Specifically, stations will receive
without cost from six to eight records each month, plus two orchestrations and four professional
copies of each tune, in return for
broadcasting these tunes a minimum of twice a day for the first
30 days and once daily for the
next 30. The agreement is to run
for one year, and Radio Music is
accepting all copyright infringement liability, Mr. Green asserted.
Tunes will be composed by freelance writers and semi-name bands
will record them. The discs, to be
pressed by the Scranton Record
Co., will be marketed under the
name "Radio Records".
The company expects to get its
revenue from the sale of the recordings made popular on the air
through retail outlets and from
music machine operators as well
as from the sale of sheet music.
Instrument

Sales

Rise,

Fear Material Shortages
THE OLD CRY that radio has reduced interest in musical instrument playing was again discounted
at the annual Music Industries
Convention and Trade Show in
New York last week. R. C. Rolfing,
president of the National Piano
Manufacturers Assn., reported that
shipments of pianos for the first
six months of this year were up
26.28 7<-. Piano manufacturers, it
was stated, were refusing distant
orders and were guaranteeing
prices only until Oct. 1, after which
orders will
be subject to then prevailing prices.
A shortage of raw materials this
autumn was anticipated by instrument makers, but because of the
importance of music to morale hope
was expressed that the industry
might get a priority rating. Prices
were reported up already from 5
to 1Q% on quality merhcandise and
15% on low-end goods.
Mrs. Hobby

to Army

MRS. WILLIAM P. HOBBY, vicepresident of the Houston Post and
supervisor of its broadcasting station, KPRC, on July 30 joined the
War Department Bureau of Public
Relations as woman's editor. Mrs.
Hobby is a director of the Southern
Assn.
and
aNewspaper
member of Publishers'
the American
Society
of Newspaper
Editors,
and
in
recent months has been active in the
work of the press-radio committee
representing newspaper-radio stathe current hearings beforetionsthein FCC.
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Grant
Regional
Made
To Trenton
New Locals Also Authorized
In Lafayette and Oshkosli
A NEW regional station in Trenton, N. J., and new locals in Lafayette, Ind., and Oshkosh, Wis.,
were authorized for construction by
the FCC in decisions announced
July 30. These bring to 32 the number of new station grants made by
the Commission so far this year.
The Trenton grant went to Trent
Broadcast Corp., and covers 1,000
watts fulltime with directional antenna on 920 kc. Officers and stockholders, each listed as owning
9.09% of the stock, are: Charles
Quinn, Trenton attorney, president ;
A. Harry Zoog, one of the owners
and manager of WFPG, Atlantic
City, executive vice-president;
Richard Endicott, general manager
of the Atlantic City Steel Pier and
hotel operator, treasurer; John F.
Trainer, official court reporter,
Trenton; R. E. Carroll, manufacturers' agent; Rep. Elma H.
Wene, Democratic Congressman
from Vineland, N. J.; George A.
Hamid, owner of the Atlantic City
Million Dollar Pier; James A. J.
Ross, road machinery manufacturer; Louis St. John, assistant
pier manager; Allen Blankfield,
part owner of WFPG; Bennett
Tousley, radio and electrical appliance merchant, Atlantic City.
Lafayette and Oshkosh
The Lafayette grant v/as to
WFAM Inc., which proposes to use
the old call letters of the South
Bend Tribune's former WFAM and
its former facilities of 100 watts on
1230 kc. The newspaper recently
relinquished the station upon securing improved facilities for its
WSBT. WFAM Inc. has as its officers and stockholders the same
group that owns WJOB, Hammond,
Ind., namely, 0. E. Richardson,
president, 33 1/3%; Fred C. Adair,
vice-president, 16 1/6%; Robert L.
Adair, treasurer 16 1/6%; J. Gibbs
Springs, secretary, 33 1/3% .
Robert L. Adair, son of Fred C,
is now in the Army as a first lieutenant.
Howard H. Wilson, station representative with headquarters in
Chicago, secured the construction
permit for the new Oshkosh station.
The permit covers 250 watts on
1490 kc.
The Commission designated for
hearing the application of WTNJ,
Trenton, seeking fulltime in lieu of
its present time-sharing with
WCAM, Camden, and WCAP, Asbury Park. Also designated for
hearings were the new station applications of Cuyahoga Valley
•Broadcasting Co., seeking 1,000
watts daytime on 1300 kc. in Cleveland, and Seaboard Broadcasting
Corp., seeking 1,000 watts fulltime
on 1590 kc. in Tampa. Others set for
hearing were the rival applications
for new stations with 250 watts on
1490 kc. in Norfolk filed by Norfolk County Broadcasting Co.
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The

Press

Must

BY RAYMOND

Be

Free

CLAPPER

Raijmond Clapper, authoi- of this column, is a ScrippsHoward syndicate writer ivhose daily columns appear in
more than 100 newspapers. Highly regarded even in New
Deal circles for his objectivity, his comments in his July 28
column on the perceptible threats to freedom of the press
and radio, as evidenced by the current moves of the FCC,
are jmrticularly pertinent.
RECENTLY the chairman of the Federal Communications Commission,
James L. Fly, called newspaper and radio men to his office and asked
them to cease mention of the Stalin Line in connection with the RussoGerman fi-^hting. He said if the newspapers and radio built up a legend
about a strong Stalin Line, such as was built up about the Maginot
Line, then when the Germans broke thru the effect upon the American
public would be all the inore depressing.
Nobody paid much attention to this, partly because the idea seemed
silly and partly because it wasn't Mr. Fly's business to tell newspapermen and radio men how to write their copy. A general twitter went
around among Government officials at the incident and it contributed
to the growing impression that Mr. Fly, altho a bright young protege
of ex-Tommy Corcoran, is inclined to be erratic in his judgment.
Division exists within the Government as to whether more aggressive
propaganda activities should be undertaken thru the press and radio.
Thus far those opposing it have had the upper hand.
Lowell Mellett, one of the presidential advisers and a former ScrippsHoward editor, has led the fight against any attempt to impose a formal
propaganda domanation over the press and radio. His position has been
that the press on the whole has given intelligent and co-operative support to the Administration foreign policy and that the Administration
is receiving as much help from the press now as it should expect without
exercising arbitrary control.
The co-operation is voluntary. It grows out of the fact that practically
all newspapermen and radio commentators have a desire as citizens to
protect the interests of the country. On the whole they have exercised
care to avoid damage to the interests of the nation. They have been
more guarded in what they have said about military movements than
some senators.
In the midst of this situation, the Federal Communications Commission
has begun an investigation of press and radio. The announced purpose
is to consider whether newspapers should be forbidden to own radio
stations. Questionnaires in connection with the investigation dig into
every phase of how individual newspapers treat radio, covering the
furnishing of news, the publication of radio programs, and advertising
practices. It is the most extensive look into the insides of newspaper
offices that the Government has ever undertaken.
Newspapers and radio broadcasters are exceedingly nervous over what
may grow out of this investigation, considering the general situation in
Washington, the agitation among some for more Government propaganda
intervention, and the unpredictable whims of Chairman Fly, who is
directing the present investigation.
Questions of deep importance to a democratic nation are involved. As
radio channels are limited, there is a mechanical necessity for Government control over the traffic. No such mechanical reason is applicable
to newspapers.
Under present conditions more and more Government control is necessary over the activities of the nation. This but increases the need of
preserving newspapers and radio as a safety valve, as an uncontrolled
and free source of information for the growth of intelligent public
opinion. It will be in the interest of the public to see that nothing grows
out of Chairman Fly's investigation that would destroy this strategic
fortress of democracy — the fortress of free discussion.
(R. M. V/allace and G. E. Schnibben) and by Tidewater Broadcasting Co. The application of Portsmouth Radio Corp. for the same
facilities in nearby Portsmouth,
Va. was ordered to hearing together
with the two Norfolk applications.
Gunther-Shirer for Witichell
JOHX GUNTHER and Willi.-xm
Shirer. radio commentators and ;uithors. will alternate as substitutes for
Walter Wincholl im the Sunday evening Jergens Journal broadcasts on
NBC-Blue& Mitchell,
durinn' hisNew
August
Leunen
York,vacation.
age]ioy
for Andi'ew .Jorgens Co., Cincinnati,
the sponsor, states the program will
definitely continue on the Blue Network despite rumors to the contrary.

New GE Antenna
A NEW and unique antenna, encased completely in a large wooden
box which can be heated electrically, has been built atop a 128foot tower in Schenectady as part
of the expanding General Electric
Co. television facilities. The antenna will relay the picture portion
of television
GE's
new
television programs
studios tofrom
the main
transmitter in the Helderberg
Mountains, 12 miles south of the
city. FM sound will be relayed
from a separate antenna atop the
box. The new setup is GE's engineers' answer to problems created
by weather changes.
BROADCASTING

Army
Radio Posts
To
Joy, Bailey
New Program Department Is
Organized Under Kirby
WITH RETENTION of Jack Joy,
well-known West Coast musical director and producer, as program
director, and of Bill Bailey, formerly of WLW, as news editor, the
radio branch of the Public Relations Section of the Army has completed its top personnel organization and will expand its program
and news production operations.
Under the direction of Ed Kirby,
chief of the radio branch, a staff
of 18 specialists has been assembled at Army headquarters in
Washingtcn and is supervising all
radio activities of the War Department. Mr. Kirby, on leave of
absence as public relations director
of the NAB, has been vsdth the
Army February.
as a dollar-a-year man since
last
How extensively the Army will
go into actual program production,
with its acquisition of Mr. Joy as
program director, is not indicated.
It is understood, however, that
transcription equipment is being
procured but that it will be used
primarily for morale work at the
various Army encampments.
Portables for Remotes
Portable transcription equipment
procured for the special events department, headed by Jack Harris,
on leave from WSM, Nashville,
will be used for remote programming for stations or networks
where regular pickups cannot be
procured because of Army regulations. Interviews or descriptive narratives will be handled for individual networks or stations upon
request, it was learned.
Mr. Joy, musical director of the
San Francisco Exposition of 1940
and in freelance production work
since its close, will head the new
program department. Mr. Bailey,
former news editor of WLW, will
function as news editor and coordinate his activities with the
press section of the Public Relations Department for news commentators and for the radio wires.
Mr. Bailey will serve under
Mr. Harris as special events director. Plans already have been completed for a special Sunday service
for commentators and the radio
wires. Regular service will involve
picking up of broadcastable items
from the daily budget of War Department and Army post press releases.
Another addition to the branch is
Tom Stone, former script writer
with WMCA, New York, and
WFIL, Philadelphia. He will function under Jerry Ross, head scriptwriter. The administrative officer is
Robert C. Coleson, former director
of radio and public address of the
San Francisco Exposition.
BECAUSE of the success of the first
two issues of WOR News, edited by
the promotion department of WOR,
New York, for studio visitors, the station is sending
copies semi-monthly
executives
in advertising
agencies. to
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WBT

has

2JSS,iS0

program

directors

Run a finger down the list of local WBT

programs

punching hardest for their sponsors and you'll find that
the WBT audience, itself, has had a big hand in building them. Talent for talent and feature for feature, these
sales producers are what the audience has asked for —
and listens to.
Farm Editor Grady Cole . . . Sports Editor Russ Hodges
. . . and many another WBT

star can turn a neat sales

trick for an advertiser simply because they are the
people's choice. Simply because WBT's listeners have
accepted them and built them into the personalities —
and salesmen — that they are today.
There's a file of success stories here to prove what
kind of selling stuff these WBT-Audience-RequestedPrograms are made of Which is one good reason why
WBT

clients take WBT

program department recom-

mendations soseriously.
Your nearest Radio Sales representative has an interesting list of WBT talent and program availabilities, with
testimonials and case histories that are xvorth your reading.
WBT

50,000

WATTS
AN

• CHARLOTTE

"THE

STATION

AUDIENCE

BUILT"

Owned

and operated by the Columbia Broadcasting

System. Represented by Radio Sales: New York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Los Angeles, San Francisco
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'Emotion^
Mills Deplores the
Lack

of Logic

In Dealings
Editor's Note: Reactions aplenty
followed publication in the July 21
issue of Broadcasting of articles
on copyriglit, quoting Ed Craney,
head of KGIR, Butte, and the
Z-Bar Network and Andrew W.
Bennett, general counsel of National Independent Broadcasters.
In the following article, E. Claude
Mills, chairman of ASCAP's Administrative Committee, gives his
reactions to the still-simmering
copyright issue, plus other observations anent trade association
operations.
By E. CLAUDE MILLS
Chairman, Administrative Committee
American Society of Authors, Composers &
Publishers
THE BROADCASTING industry
and the music publishing industry
do seem to have, as industries, and
as to a very large number of individuals in both camps, one characteristic in common, and that is a
disposition to think emotionally
rather than logically, and to express themselves in terms much
more vigorous and often scathing
than are likely to result in calm
consideration of differences by the
other side. This trait carries on
into the internal dissension in both
groups.
United Front
No one would deny the right of
dissenters to disagree or of minorities to express themselves. Yet, in
matters comparatively as trivial as
those v^fhich confront these two
groups in their relationship to each
other and their respective membership in relation to internal problems, it seems reasonable to just
point out that it is the single, undivided, united front that best protects the interests and rights of
individuals within the group, so
long as these purposes, policies and
operations are within the law. Of
course, no trade group or association may convert itself into or
operate as a trade conspiracy or
in restraint of trade.
Mr. Craney thinks, and has always thought, and I have generally
agreed with him, that the NAB
was dominated by the networks.
Many others have shared this
thought, and it may be perfectly
true.
Many broadcasters have believed, and the NAB has not hesitated to express the conviction,
that ASCAP was dominated by a
small group of the leading publishers and composers.
In both groups the so-called "independent" operators of the smaller
enterprises greatly outnumber the
larger operators. This is so in every
similar group or organization. The
predominance of majority interests
Page 22
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In tiat
the vernacular ions
of the day, both
and by few
the
ASCAP
Nego
represented
in numbers
the broadcasters and ASCAP beover minor interests represented by
many in numbers is prevalent in
entirely too "cocky".
The cameapplication
of light rather
all corporations, trade associations,
than heat to the problems presented
educational and even political
would be very helpful to both sides.
groups.
This is true as to the internal probIt always has been so, and aplems of each group, just as it is with
parently it always will be so, but
respect of dealings with each other.
it must be borne in mind that there
is a vast difference between wise,
I note that Mr. Bennett "urges
broadcasters to continue the copyconstructive leadership, and selfish
or oppressive domination.
right drive". He "warns" them to
"reappraise the current copyright
The Smaller Unit
situation lest they become victims
Radio, as modern entertainment,
of their own inertia". I think he
has been brought to its present
need have no fear of the broadcaststate of high perfection because of
ers suffering from such a weakthe initiative, energy and investness. Lawyers live on controversies.
ment of the majors in research, deThat goes for our own lawyers and
all others that I know anything
velopment and promotion for broadcasting.
abovit. This remark is not intended
The major and most valuable
to belittle either the profession or
IT'S THE TRUTH, avers Joe Wor- the tremendous service attorneys
catalogs of musical woi-ks have
thy, announcer of WWNC, Ashe- are constantly rendering their
been brought into being, developed,
ville, shown here with his two pups clients.
promoted, and their circulation
But the fact remains.
has named
"ASCAP"Boston
and
made possible by the initiative, which
If I correctly understand the gist
"BMI."he The
screw-tailed
skill, energy and investment of the
he suggests by inBull, being the younger and small- of his remarks,
leading composers and publishers.
direction that there should be a
er,
is
called
"BMI"
and
Worthy
In both fields there are a number
says he's growing fast and "put- continuance of the NAB's previous
of smaller units and interests, havting up a real scrap." The terrier campaign to bring about the enacting a perfectly proper place in the is "ASCAP."
ment of Anti-ASCAP State laws.
picture and deserving to be prosAnd Radio Next?
HILLBILLIES REBEL
perous, according to their respecI
think
he and the industry
tive ability to meet competition and
Form Own Society in Answer
should bear in mind that it is but a
establish a "place in the sun" for
step from that precedent to the
themselves.
-To ASCAP Blackballenactment of Ant\-Radio State
There have been discussions
MORE opposition for ASCAP was
No constructive solution of
about "breaking up ASCAP" and I foreseen last week as an indignant laws.*
the difficulties involved is to be
observe that there is now a "movegathering of the nation's hillbilly found via this route. It will just
ment for abolition of the NAB". It and cowboy musicians met in
would be inconceivably stupid of Frankton, Ind., to form their own
lead directly to increased confuthe broadcasters as an industry and performing rights society.
sion, cost, and a field day for attorThe Associated Press reported
as individuals to "abolish" their that the group met at the invitaneysmust
who thrive
on the
litic,'ation
inevitably
result.
trade organization, and so it would
tion of Justice of the Peace Lee which
I
should
think
it
would
somewhat
be for either them or our own memTrissell of Frankton, a ventriloquist, described as the author of answer Mr. Craney's complaint
bers to "break up" ASCAP.
Assuming NAB to have all the the idea. Mr. Trissell said that the about the NAB to point out that
faults, and more, of which Mr. new organization, to be known as there are already two other organizations of broadcasters, the IRNA
Craney complains, I, who might the American Composers, Entertainers & Songwriters, would fos- and the NIB. Are these two organinormally be expected to be the last
American
folksongs".
just as chargeable as is
person in the world to say anyMr.ter "real
Trissell,
ventriloquist
chough the NABzations notwith
not having done a
thing favorable about it, still think
he is, used no double talk to de- very good job?
that it can perform an extremely
scribe his feelings about the older
Personally, I doubt very much
effective service for the broadcastsociety. "ASCAP" he said, "says
ers and the industry. I think some
membership is not available to "if someone who knew his way
of its policies, just as some of mere aspirants and sets itself up around Washington had been put
as a sole judge of who is a 'quali- in to head the NAB", as Mr.
ASCAP's, have been shortsighted,
fied' composer, author, artist or Craney suggests, the results, as far
and I believe it knows that and
the successful
world's greatest
will profit from these errors of publisher.
music and Yet
most
songs as the FCC regulations are conjudgment, just as I feel that
cerned, would have been any difare
the
products
of
'aspirants'
".
ASCAP has learned a lesson from
ACES, according to Mr. Trissell,
ferent.
In the old days men "who
its errors.
would take care of "the little knew their way around Washingfeller". Quoth he:
ton" could get somewhere. But in
There's Been a Change
"We'll take in the real Americana, the hillbilly musicians, the these days they don't do so well,
The NAB, the networks and
ASCAP have, in my opinion, all authors of the real American folk- particularly when they represent
songs, the entertainers who pre- "big business" in its endeavor to
been equally shortsighted in not
sent
them.
see to it that their entrench itself against any assault
recognizing that the theory and songs are We'll
published and dissemi- upon its claimed privileges.
policy of Government, as expressed
nated. ASCAP can go hang, till
Nor are the courts very helpful.
under the present Administration,
What
would be helpful to all parhas definitely changed the charac- they hang themselves."
ties concerned would be for them to
ter and complexion which prevailed nize the changed conditions and
frankly recognize the new order
adjust themselves accordingly.
prior to the present Administration.
The result of this failure to fore- that confronts all business and adThis Administration is one that
see and adjust to these changes is,
Bennett
just to it. seems to worry as to
the people of the United States, by so far as ASCAP is concerned, a
♦Editor's Note: This is an inaccurate
an overwhelming majority, seem to "consent decree" plus some very
because State legislatures do not
want. Fundamentally, the error in bothersome State laws, and the re- inference,
have the right to legislate as to interstate
That power is reserved exthe thinking of organizations and
sults, as far as broadcasting is con- commerce.clusively to the
Government
(Fishcerned, are the regulations which
er's Blend StationFederal
v. State
of Washington.
powerful individuals, is their inU.
S.
Supreme
Court,
297
U.
S.
650,
80 L.
the FCC proposes to put into effect. Ed. fl56, and others).
ability or unwillingness to recogBROADCASTING
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whether ASCAP, in its offers made
to stations of alternative licensing
formulae, will comply with the
terms of the consent decree.
He need not worry. Every formula offered will be submitted to
the Department of Justice for approval, and if the Department declines to approve or comment,
ASCAP will undoubtedly ask for
the ruling- of a Federal court, as to
whether or not the formula is in
actual and legal compliance with
the terms of the consent decree.
A Friendly Understanding
ASCAP does not hesitate to seek
grounds and a basis for a clear and
friendly understanding with the radio broadcasters, collectively and
individually. We want to be paid
a fair price for the use of a product which, notwithstanding some
emotional statements, is a vital necessity to good showmanship in radio and to the rendition of a true
public service under the terms of
the franchise granted by the Government.
We know, and most broadcasters realize, that as the greatest
central clearing house of music license rights the industry has ever
known, and with the finest repertoire of music that exists today
anywhere in the world, ASCAP is
an invaluable service agency, and
that broadcasters are cheating
themselves and the public in the attempt to foist upon it an ersatz
product.
At the moment, when the public
mind is so deeply engaged with
thoughts connected with National
Defense, and the welfare of more
than a million of our boys in the
; camps, it is relatively indifferent
to the music matter. But any
sound showman, and any intelligent broadcaster who will think
unemotionally, will realize that a
maintenance of the status quo cannot but be harmful to radio networks, and individual stations
alike.
Eliminate emotion, and substitute sound, quiet thinking intelligence, and the gravity of problems
on both sides, individually and organizational y, w^il be halved.
Peach Crop Spot List
ATLANTIC COMMISSION Co.,
New York, the fresh fruits and
vegetable buying affiliate of the
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., which
started a three-week spot announcement campaign on July 30
to push the year's peach crop
[Broadcasting, July 28] is using
the following 45 stations: WOKO
WBZ-WBZA WCSH WJAR WOR
KYW WGBI WBAL WJSV WDEL
WMBG WDBJ WSB WBRC
WJAX WMAZ WRDW WBT
'rWWL KPRC WCSC WIS WMC
•XDKA
KFBG
WKBW WHK
WFBL
WBNS
WOLF
WKBN
WXYZ WOOD - WASH WMAQ
WFBM
WCKY WHAS
WSPD
WHO
KMOX
WTMJ
WDAF
WDGY.

WE

FAIREST

OF

ALL

PRODUCT:

TESTS

Turns (Stack-Goble Agency)

PROGRAM: New York Pot O' Gold
TIME:
Wednesday, 8:30-9:00 p.m.
STATIONS : WMCA and two other
independents
RESEARCH: C. E. Hooper Report,
May and June, 1941

10.5%

5.2%

oftuned
all listeners
in to
WMCA

oftuned
all listeners
in to
Station B

1.3%
oftuned
all listeners
in to
Station C

TRY
to figure out a fairer test of station effectiveness than this : Turns
airs the identical program over three New York stations at the same
time. There are no variables except the difference between

stations. What

station has the greatest listener loyahy — what station do New Yorkers
prefer to tune in? The result of this scientifically accurate test is shown
above. Far more listeners were tuned in to WMCA
than the other two
stations combined.

Twice as many

eight times as many

were listening to WMCA

as to Station B,

as to Station C. It proves once again that the habit

of tuning in to WMCA is most deeply ingrained— that an advertiser can
reach a larger and more loyal audience through WMCA.

FIRST

ON

AMERICA'S

NEW

YORK'S

LEADING

DIAL. ..570 KC.>
INDEPENDENT STATION

WMCA

NEW YORK: WMCA Building, 1657 Broadway • CHICAGO: Virgil Reiter & Co., 360 N. Michigan Ave.
'KNOX MANNING,
Hollywood an; nouncer-commentator, has been cast
' in the Warner Bros, film short, "The
I Old Doll's House", now in production.
1
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The

FREQUENCY

Yankee

Network

MODULATION

BROADCASTS

HUNDREDS OF FM listeners in the New England States as well as New
York, New Jersey and even Illinois have received engrossed parchment
certificates like the one above announcing their appointment by the Yankee
Network as "charter listeners to its frequency modulation broadcasts."
It is planned to use the charter listeners organization to obtain suggestions for improving FM programs.
The new 1942 Skyrider 32 is a
moderately priced communications receiver that will deliver
high quality performance. Covers
everything on the air from 500
kc. to 40 mc. Thirteen tubes, six
bands. Two stages preselection.
Calibrated bandspread inertia controlled. Micrometer scale tuning
inertia controlled.
Tone and AC on-off. Beat frequency oscillator. AF gain — RF
gain. Crystal phasing. Adjustable
noise limiter. Send-receive switch
— AVC-BFO switch 80/40/20/10
meter amateur bands calibrated.
Wide angle "S" meter. Push-pull
high fidelity, audio output. 6-step
wide range variable selectivity.
Engineered by Hallicrafters, the
Skyrider 32 will produce superior
communications performance at a
moderate price.

LllicraFl
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Requirements
Governing Combination
FM and Standard Antennas Elucidated
TO CLARIFY its requirements
the high
antennasetin forth
accord-in
ance withfrequency
the principles
governing the location of antennas
the rules and standards for high frefor FM stations on tower radiators
quency broadcast stations independof standard broadcast stations, the
ently of the operating and economic
FCC on July 30 issued a statement
advantages
which
obtainstations.
throughIfcommon location
of two
the
covering application form require- site and antenna system comply with
ments and elucidating its policy.
Common antennas, it was stated, the Commission's
tional requirementsrules,
mustcertain
be metaddi-in
order
to
insure
that
the
operation
of
will be considered "independently
the standard broadcast station is not
of the operating and economic ad- adversely affected.
vantages which obtain through
In the instance where the standard
common location of two stations" broadcast station involved employs a
non-directional antenna, the licensee
but certain additional requirements
must be met to insure against ad- will be required to file FCC Form No.
306 giving
newinstallation
resistanceandmeasureverse effects upon the standard
ments after the
testing
broadcast station.
of the higli frequency broadcast antenna.
During
the
installation
of the
At the same time the Commission
and until the new resistance
addressed a letter to FM receiver antenna
determination is approved, the licensee
manufacturers and others inter- should apply for authority to operate
ested in FM, asking them to fur- the station by the indirect method of
nish test data on FM receivers power determination ( informal application). Applications for license for
now being produced on the plea the associated
highnotfrequency
broadcast station will
be considered
that "the proper administration
until
Form
306
is
filed
for
the
standard
of this problem [location of high broadcast station.
frequency broadcast stations] init is proposed to install a
dicates the desirability of coordi- highWhen
frequency antenna on one element
of
a
standard
broadcast directional annating the Commission's
concerning
the locationstandards
of FM
tenna, it will be necessary to file aptransmitters with the characterisplication for modification of construction permit for the standard broadcast
tics of receivers which will be used
by the general public." A six-page
memo on blanketing effects with relation to areas, population density,
, field intensities, receiver terminal
voltages, etc. is included with the
request.
Common Towers
The statement on common FM
and standard broadcast station
tower radiators follows:
The purpose of the following is to
clarify the Commission's requirements
icfj.irdingfor
the high
commonfrequency
location of
anrwmas
(FM)
broadcast stations with those of standard broadcast stations. (See Section
3.45 (e) of the Rules Ooverning
Standard
and High
Frequency19 Broadcast Stations
and Section
of the
Standards of Good Engineering Practice )Concerning Standard Broadcast
Sta tions.
The Commission will consider an
application for authority to install

^^^^^
HALIFAX,
NOVA SCOTIA
Where more radio sets are
located than any other
centre of the Maritimes.
Halifax is served by the key
station of the Maritimes
CHNS
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatiyes
BROADCASTING

station. The granting of the modification for the standard station will, of
course, be contingent upon the granting of the construction permit for the
high frequency broadcast station. FCC
Form No. 304 should include a complete engineering study setting forth
fully the effect of the high frequencj
antenna upon the operation of the
standard broadcast antenna system.
Depending on the individual case, the
Commission may require certain field
measurements on the standard broadcast station following the installation
of the high frequency (FM) antenna
system. The application for license to
cover the construction permit for tlie
FM station will not be considered until the licensee has made a satisfactory
showing with Form 302 that the instal ation of the FM antenna has not
adversely affected the operation of the
standard broadcast station.
The installation of the high frequency antennas on towers of standard
broadcast stations may require certain additioLal lighting. The applicant
should supply complete information
showing the mechanical details thereof
so that the additional hazard of air
navigation may be evaluated together
with the additional lighting which may
be required.
Non-Commercial FM Is
Given City of Chicago
PROPOSING to render an educational service to the elementary,
high school, junior college and adult
educational classes of the Chicago
public school system, the Chicago
Board of Education on July 29 received aconstruction permit for a
new non-commercial educational
FM station, the seventh such station authorized by the FCC. The
42.5 mc. channel will be utilized for
the FM emission with 1,000 watts
The Board, according to the FCC,
has
made a $10,750 appropriation
power.
for the new undertaking and proposes to locate its transmitter at
228 North LaSalle St. Currently the
Board is broadcasting approximately 25 programs weekly over
local standard stations and with its
new facilities will transmit scholastic programs during the school
hours and perhaps for one hour in
the evening five times weekly. Subjects will embrace music, art, science, literature, news, social
studies, safety, national defense
and Pan Americanism.
New

FMBI

Bulletin

TO KEEP the advertising fraternity abreast of developments in the
field of frequency modulation, FM
Broadcasters Inc., has started a
mimeographed bulletin which will
be sent regularly to advertisers
and advertising agencies. First
number, dated July 28, lists the 12
commercial FM stations now in
operation, with details of service
areas, mentions the 41 additional
stations approved by the FCC and
now being
constructed
and discusses the matter
of coverage
by
FM, with all stations in any city
supplying identical signal coverage
regardless of power.
THE IMPORTANCE of American
shortwave programs in bringing the
French people messages of hope and
confidence has been publicized in the
collection
of letters
received
by NBC'sin
international
division
and printed
the book They Speak for a Nation, by
Eve Curie, Philippe Barres and RaouJ
de Roussy de Sales, published July 25
by Doubleday, Doran & Co.
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Since the beginning of FM, industry leaders have chosen REL FM equipment . . . outstanding broadcasters such as FM inventor Major E. H. Armstrong, John Shepard, Paul DeMars, Bill Scripps, Walter Damm, Clarence
Wheeler, Roger Clipp, John Hogan, Dr. Manson. To protect your investment
in FM, be sure to investigate REL's complete new line of DL transmitters
before you buy.
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TOM HEDIGER, NBC Hollywood
writei-producer, has been granted n
33-\veek leave of absence to join J.
Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood, in
a similar capacity. He is writing for
the NBC Kraft Music Hall, sponsored
by Kraft Cheese Co., and will also
produce the weekly CBS Shell Goes to
a Party, which starts Aus;. 7 under
sponsorship of Shell Oil Co.

NO
SALES
E

SIZZL

IN
FRY

H. R. COCKFIBLD, managing director of Cockfield, Brown & Co., Montreal
has beenproduction
aijpointed and
directoragency,
of aluminum
distribution of the Department of
Munitions & Supply, serving without
pay. He has been acting in a similar
capacity in Canada for the British
^linistry of Aircraft Production,
whose purchases are now being transferred to the Munitions & Supply Department. He will be stationed in
Montreal.
NORMA GIBB, space and timebuyer
at .J. Walter Thompson Co. Ltd..
Toronto, has been made a lance-corBrigade.poral in the St. John's Ambulance
CLARA PETERSON, formerly with
the San Francisco ofSces of McCannErickson and Beaumont & Hohman,
has been made production manager
of Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.
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EDWARD G. LANSDALE, account
executive formerly of Theodore H.
Segall Adv. Agency, San Franciscrt
recently joined the Leon Livingston
Agency in the same capacity.
WILLIAM C. HODAPP. for the past
six months radio director of Grant
Adv., Chicago, has resigned to do free
lance writing and directing. No successor has been chosen as yet.

'--''"■"^'""*\^7r H B. C. Basic Red
'••««™„'""„BS..MC.
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DOZEN
A

TONGUES

SINGLE
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THOUGHT
*

The principles of democracy, the ideals of
freedom are not the individual possession of
one people or of one language. Rather it is
the deep heart-felt expression of many people
speaking many different languages.
Thus it has been given to WHOM to
broadcast in many different tongues this loyal
defense for American ideals of Democracy.

THESE 5,000,000 PEOPLE ARE WELL WORTHY
OF CULTIVATION
YOUR PRODUCTS YOUR SERVICES FALL UPON
RECEPTIVE EARS

WHOM
1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION
29 WEST

57TH ST., NEW
Telephone Plaza ^-4204
JOSEPH LANG, Manager

AMERICA'S
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STATION

CHARLES M. ROBB^RTSON .Jr., radio director of the Ralph H. Jones Co.,
C ncinnati, is awarded an admiralty of the American Airlines flagship
fleet by J. R. Merrill, district manager of the airlines. The award was
made "in recogniticn of Robertson's consistent and meritorious service
which contributed materially to the increased public use of air transportation." Mayer Stewart of Cincinnati presented Robertson with an
Admiral's hat and sword. Left to right are Mr. Robertson; Max Schulman,
manager of the Netherland Plaza; Mayor Stewart; Ralph H. Jones, president of the Ralph H. Jones Company; Mr. Merrill; Charles M. Robertson Sr., vice-president of the Kroger Grocery & Baking Company; Miss
Jackson, American Airlines stewardess; and James D. Shouse, vicepresident and general inanager of WLW-WSAI.
L. A. Agents Licensed
LOS ANGELES Board of Supervisors' decision to impose an annual license fee of $100 on all talent
agents who do business within the
city limits, regardless of where
their offices might be, threatens to
disrupt operation of many. The
agents, most of whom are headquartered either on the Los Angeles county strip, or in Beverly
Hills, Cal., are bitterly protesting
the move since they are already
paying State and county licenses.
Additional tax, it was pointed out,
will amount to about $15,000 per
year, coming from approximately
150 talent agents. Artists Managers Guild is expected to take
up the fight in protest, with legal
action to follow. Agents fear that
such a precedent set by Los Angeles will spread to such adjoining
incorporated communities as Burbank, Beverly Hills, Culver City
and Universal.
AP LISTEISING POST
SET VP IN NEW YORK
THE Associated Press is establishing its own
"listening post"
for
checking
communiques
broadcast
from all parts of the world at
Northcastle, Westchester County,
N. Y., about 25 airline miles from
Manhattan. Operations will begin
immediately under direction of
Stanley
Wolff, whostaff
formerly
ed the shortwave
of the headNew
York Herald Tribune, although
construction of a rhombic antenna
array and installation of highspeed recording apparatus will
take several months to complete.
staff,
which
willdays
be
on The
duty post's
24 hours
a day
seven
a week, will concentrate on communiques broadcast in International Code rather than voice messages, Mr. Wolff said, explaining
that the code messages, which are
broadcast chiefly for the benefit of
newspapers and news agencies
throughout the world, usually precede the voice transmission. When
completed, the post will be the most
complete in the country and probably in the world, Mr. Wolff said.
JAMES L. SAPHIER, Hollywood radio tidt'iit agent, continuing to operate
his own office.s in that city and New
York, has taken over the raido department mmagement of Sam .Taffe
Inc.. West Coast talent service.
BROADCASTING

AGENCY

BLENHEIM
HOSIERY
Co., &Blackwood. N. J. SILK
(hosiery),
to Wettlin
Co.,
Camden. N. J.
WESTINGHOUSE Electric & Mfg. Co.,
New York, to Young & Rubicam, New
York, for general advertising. Merchandise,
lamps tinueandto beapparatus
by Fuller
Westinghouse
handled by
& Smithcon-&
Ross, New York.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, to The
Biow Co.,
York, Sept.
for Lava
fectiveNew
approximately
1. soap, efGIMBEL BROS.. New York (department
stores), to Arthur Kudner, New York, to
handle a special advertising campaign during 1942 on the 100th anniversary of the
stores' founding. Plans not yet formulated.
CALIFORNIA MISSION PAK, Los Angeles (glazed fruits, candies), to Allied
Adv. Agencies.
Angeles. Extensive
two
week
California Lostranscribed
announcement
campaign planned to start about Dec. 1.
GOODALL WORSTED Co.. Sanford, Me.,
and Goodall Co., Cincinnati, to Ruthrauff
& Ryan, for Palm Beach suits and Goodall
fabrics.
ALBERS MILLING Co., Seattle, to Lord
& Thomas, San Francisco, effective Oct. 1.
U. S. A. PUBLISHERS, Chicago (Our
Country magazine) to First United Broadcasters, Chicago, Radio to be used in the
fall.
CROWELL-COLLIER
PUBLISHING Co.,
New York {American magazine). to
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
ENGELS & KRUDWIG WINE Co.. Sandusky. O., (E&K wines and vermouth) to
Sterling Beeson Inc., Toledo. Using radio.
NEWELL-GUTRADT Co., San Francisco
(soap tinoand
cleansers)
Botsford, Constan& Gardner,
San toFrancisco.
King-Prince Starts Service
KING-PRINCE PRODUCTIONS,
new WestductionCoast
unit and transcription-prodramatic library
service, has been established at
6110 Pacific Blvd., Huntington
Park, Cal., with Hilton Boyd as
president and business manager.
Hal Morrow is in charge of production. Composite custom built
recordingstalledequipment
inunder directionhasofbeen
Robert
Steele, chief engineer. Besides
building live and transcribed shows
to agency and sponsor order, and
onerating its library service, the
firm also conducts a script service
headed by Al King as story editor.
Allen Hall, formerly head of E.
Allen Hall & Co. Inc., Muskogee
advertising agency, is sales manager and public relations director.
• Broadcast
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Silly But Serious
SOMEWHERE, very probably, there is a
newspaper publisher or stockholder, or an
employe of a newspaper or farm paper or trade
journal, who happens to own a share of stock
in RCA, CBS, General Electric, Westinghouse,
Travelers Insurance Co., or some other big
organization having direct or subsidiary holdings in broadcast licenses. Ergo, shouldn't
such licensee stations be classified as "newspaper stations" under the broad and vague
method of counting up the 298 stations said
to be identified with publication interests, as
disclosed in the FCC's hopelessly jumbled list?
We found a score or more silly errors in
the Commission's master list (Exhibit I) as
introduced at the opening press-radio hearings,
and many more doubtless will be pointed out.
Yet the Commission's list of 298, including
some radio-newspaper affiliations long since
abandoned and some alleged affiliations with
non-existent or unidentified newspapers, is
used as the base for earnings statistics, percentages etc. that many will regard as official
simply because they bear a Government imprimatur.
The Commission itself never kept records
•of minority stockholdings in licensee companies until a few years ago, yet undertakes
' to present a table (from unofl[icial sources)
\ of trends in newspaper ownership. Relying on
\ trade sources, it apparently did not bother
T^
.er to look up its own present records,
.''v'^y^ich
currently
complete
eacharestation,
or tosupposed
undertaketo tobe determine
y .'idct newspaper connections of stockholders in
f tts otherwise exhaustive questionnaires.
The score or more errors we point out in
: this issue and last, plus others that doubtless
will be brought forth, would be ludicrous if
the whole newspaper-radio probe and all its
implications of attempting to reach the press
via its radio holdings were not so serious.
Reporters covering the hearings got many a
chuckle out of the elementary stuff, the high
school questions propounded by counsel, that
marked its outset.
It would seem that a definition of what con' stitutes a newspaper station, and hence what
constitutes "newspaper influence," would be the
first order of inquiry if there must be an inquiry. But, no, imposing sheafs of mimeograph
matter, including the purported affiliation list
and the statistics based on it, came first — their
readily avoidable errors and their far-fetched
30
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identifications of stations with publications
appearing more than often ridiculous. If
WLW, WHO and WNEW are "newspaper stations" simply because some one member of their
board is connected with a newspaper or happens to hold a share or two of stock in a newspaper company, we confess our despair at ever
arriving at a definition. If the five stations
with definite newspaper connections in Hawaii
and Alaska are not to be included in the Commission's exhibit (and they weren't), then we
must admit that Hawaii and Alaska are foreign
countries.
The Commission will, of course, correct its
list and revise its tables as the boners are
brought to its attention. But the carelessness
and inaccuracies of the initial exhibits, not to
mention the original slanted questionnaires and
the trend of the questioning at the hearings,
should provide food for thought to everyone
engaged in the radio and newspaper businesses, whether related to one another or not.
Coordinator

LaGuartlia?

IT DOESN'T TAKE a sage to deduce that the
"business as usual" slogan belongs to another
era. The whole American economy is undergoing fundamental change, and it bodes no
good for business. Radio is no exception.
In the preparation for our participation in
a shooting war, many things already have
happened affecting broadcasting. Others are
on the way but the courses they will take will
depend upon the degree of hysteria provoked
and the ability of the industry to keep its head.
International broadcasting, at the moment,
is most vulnerable. There is a possibility, we
think, that Uncle Sam will intercede, because
of the inherent importance of foreign propaganda in modern war technique. Col. William
J. (Wild Bill) Donovan, a fighting man and an
attorney, as the President's Coordinator of
Information is the new key figure in this field.
He is currently devising means of coordinating
international broadcasting in the best interests
of the hemisphere.
Of itself, international broadcasting is not
a major function of the broadcasting industry,
operated under the American Plan. But because it is an adjunct of broadcasting, anything that may happen to it is of basic importance to the whole industry. If the proper
sort of coordination, from the propaganda
standpoint, is not possible under existing management, then perhaps the programming should

be directed and paid for out of public funds
"for the duration". The Government, through
the Rockefeller Committee, is about to purchase $200,000 in time, which would be tantamount to block-time buying, from WRUL, in
Boston. I't could do the same with the Westinghouse, NBC, CBS and GE outlets.
In the domestic sphere, defense propaganda
falls under the aegis, it appears, of the Office
of Civilian Defense, headed by New York City's
dynamic Mayor LaGuardia. He is responsible
for civilian morale and for coordination of
domestic communications under emergency
conditions. It is logically deduced, therefore,
that Mr. LaGuardia will eventually absorb the
function of coordinator of morale. This may
carry with it the function to clear time nationally over the entire roster of stations for
maintenance of morale and as a means of
keeping the populace informed.
Mayor LaGuardia, as head of the municipally-owned WNYC, New York, hasn't been
any too complimentary to commercial broadcasting in his quest for fulltime through a
clear channel breakdown. While a member of
Congress years ago, he was a stout defender
of ASCAP, and didn't pull his punches in
criticizing broadcasting. But despite all that,
one cannot question his sincerity and patriotism. IfLaGuardia becomes the coordinator,
the industry will work with him.
Yet in abnormal times the ordinary checks
and balances are non-existent. Delegation of
power to perform a specific function may be
abused. The controls may get out of hand, as
has been the case with the FCC. Then, in a
war emergency, the pace toward full-governmental control might be so swift that nothing
could stop it.
Broadcasters know the best job for the nation can be and is being done under the existing
structure. The industry must exercise extreme
diligence daily, in fact hourly, to avoid any
fanatical rush that might spell the end of a
"free radio" overnight.

Toward

10 Kw.

Day

THE CURRENT move toward lifting the
power ceiling of regional broadcast stations
from 5,000 to 10,000 watts daytime, should be
welcomed by public, industry and government at
alike. Entirely feasible technically, according
to engineers, it would permit stations to increase daytime coverage by about 40% in the
areas that need it most — rural and semi-rural
areas contiguous to markets.
People now listen daytime more than ever
before. Advertisers are aware of the desirability of daytime hours and are buying more
and more of them. With increased coverage
providing primary service to areas which now
are not receiving adequate signals from regional stations, daytime hours will become
correspondingly more important, and will warrant better rates.
Adding it all up, there would be nothing
to lose (save for the investment in building up
5,000-watt transmitters to the higher output)
and everything to gain. Any move that tends
to improve signal strength without causing in-'
terf erence certainly should receive prompt and
wholehearted approval of the FCC, the public
and the advertisers., — '
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^ NOTES
WAYNE STEFFNER, account executive, formerly of KSFO, San Francisco, on Aug. 1 became San Francisco
representative for Radio Sales Inc..
CBS sales organization. He succeeded
Gordon Owen, wlio resigned to take
a commentator's position on KSFO.
NORMAN y. CARLSON, business
manager of tlie transcription department of Photo & Sound. San Francisco, recently was called to active
service in the Army and ordered to
report to Washington, D. C. He holds
a reserve commission as captain.
HAL HUDSON. CBS-Pacific Coa.st
Network commercial program manager, has sold his fourth film play.
Inc.
"Sled Train", to Paramount Pictures

WILFRED

STRICKLAND

HEN
THE
NEWS got
around, late in 1938, that
Informatioji Please had a
sponsor, there was a cerji jtain amount of chagrin in several
J |ijquarters. Other sponsors, it seems,
[\vere just about ready to sign a
^ jicontract for this series which had
^ Iproved so popular during the six
2 ' months it had been on the NBCBlue Network as u sustaining feature.
I Wilfred Strickland (Bill) King,
(idirector of the radio department of
J. M. Mathes Inc., had got there
tfirst for Canada Dry. And for the
iCjtwo years the series was under his
y 1 supervision it kept gaining in popa ularity, despite the fact that many
I fingers were kept crossed when Injfonnation Please was put to work
to sell as well as entertain.
II There is a certain brashness
kbout Bill King. Once convinced an
idea has merit he is perfectly will; ing to stick out his neck to proie{3note it. More recently, since Inforii]{mation Please, he was instrumen,j||tal in placing Duffy's Tavern under
jjljbhe sponsorship of the Schick Injjoector Razor Co. Here was a show
".that had been tried out only piece^' jmeal.
Now off the air for the summer,
was acclaimed by radio editors
jas one of the most promising new
^somedy shows to hit the air in several years. Predictions are risky in
radio, but King will give you odds
n a growing Crossley when Duffy's
'Tavern reopens in September.
Bill King has been around New
iYork longer than most advertising
;nen, having been born in the mevropolis Nov. 3, 1905. Even his collegiate career didn't take him away
Trom the city, since he selected Co• umbia U as his alma mater. From
fchere he went to the North British
(fe Mercantile Insurance Co., where
jQe was assistant advertising manager.
His first connection was made in
jl925 when he joined the trade paoer copy division of the George BatBROADCASTING

KING

ten Co. of New York, which was
later to merge with Barton, Durstine & Osborn. Later he became
radio director of H. W. Kastor &
Sons. In 1933 he joined the radio
department of J. M. Mathes Inc.
Radio, however, is only part of
Bill's job. In the last few years
there has been a growing use of
motion pictures by clients of the
Mathes agency, and the official
name of King's division is Radio &
Motion Picture Department. As a
result, he commutes between New
York and California, and probably
spends as much time on motion picture sets as he does in radio studios.
This contact with the movies has
infected him with the picture virus
as a hobby. Important among his
traveling effects are a still camera
and a movie camera, and he collects
lenses. His associates point out a
strange coincidence about his pictures— the best ones are made when
he is on the Coast. It is their conviction that he persuades the movie
companies to assign a professional
cameraman to film his best personal productions.
In a field where temperament
often commands a premium. King
employs no act to denote his position. Around the studios he remains
in the background, wearing a worried look and letting others wave
their arms and raise their voices.
However, while he does nothing to
impress the studio audience, everyone else present is aware of his
contributions to the particular
show being broadcast.
George E. Cullman
GEORGE E. CULLINAN, who retired last December as senior vicepresident of Graybar Ulectric Co.,
died July 25 after a heart attack.
Mr. Cullinan, 62, joined Western
Electric Co. in 1901, becoming
general sales manager of that company in 1923. In 1926 he became
vice-president in charge of sales
of the Graybar Co.
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SYDNEY GOLD, general manager of
Associated News Service, affiliate of
Elliott Service Co.. New York, now
celebrating its .30th anniversary, is
planning a trip to the West Coast
visiting stations throughout the country on the way. Mr. Gold will present
an advertising
i^romotion
to stations in connection
with idea
the current
defense program.
A. A. SCHBCHTER, NBC director
of news and special events, on July 26
left for the West Coast on a month's
business trip to line up NBC newsmen,
reference to broadcastswith
from special
the Orient.
SAMUEL R. ROSENBAUM, president of WFIL. Philadelphia, resigned
last Monday (28) as president of the
Robin Hood Dell, outdoor summer
symphony concert series in Philadelphia, stating that his action was beof the pressure of other businesscauseinterests.
SIDNEY ROBBINS. formerly of the
commercial department of WALA.
Birmingham, and WINS. New York,
has joined the sales staff of WWRL,
AVoodside, N. Y.
LELAND POWER has resigned as
coordinator of research of the Federal
Radio Education Committee and as
editor of the FREC Service Bulletin,
his duties being taken over bv William
Dow Boutwell. chief of the U. S. Office
of Education
Division of Radio, Publications &Exhibits.
MILLER C. ROBERTSON, for six
months in charge of local sales at
KMBC, Kansas City, has been named
assistant sales manager.
SAM H. BENNETT, sales director of
KMBC. Kansas City, has been named
representative of the 10th District
sales managers division of the NAB.
R. G. BUCKINGHAM, for the last
two years
merchandising
production director
of CKNX, andWingham,
Ont., resigned Aug. 1 to succeed A. C.
Rogersdine.Ir.,
of the into
KincarXeus, publisher
recently called
the
Royal Air Force.
JACK CAMPBELL, sales promotion
manager of KPO-KGO. San Francisco
for the last four months, has resigned
and no successor has been named as
yet. Before joining NBC. Campbell
was advertising manager of the Langdorf Bakeries and then sales promotion director of a large whiskey firm.
HARRY MAIZLISH, manager of
KFWB. Hollywood, and Ruth Morse
of New York, were married July 1 in
Hollywood, it was revealed recently.
JOHN E. THAYER, commercial manager of WWNC. Asheville, N. C, has
been appointed chairman of the Civil
Service Board of Asheville.

BERT GEORGES has been appointed by R. G. LeTourneau, owner of
WRLC, Toceoa. Ga., and WHEB,
Portsmouth. N. H.. as director of both
stations, and is currently dividing his
time between the two. Mr. LeTourneau
is the millionaire philanthropist and
head of the LeTourneau Co.. manufacturers of heavy grading machinery
with plants in Toccoa and Peoria, 111.
MARSHALL SHANTZ Jr., program
director of WJTN. .Jamestown. N. Y.
has been appointed a flying cadet in
the Army Air Corps.
CHUCK
OSTLER,
of the Chicago,
transcrip-is
tion department
of WLS,
the father of a boy, Patrick James,
born recently.
ALBERT
N. WILLIAMS. NBC
producer-director,
on Aug.of 1the
resigned
become radio director
Councilto
For Democracy, New York.
MILES MacDONALD of Chicago has
been added to the sales staff of
WCKY. Cincinnati.
ALBERT C. PARLIN, formerly of
the commercial department of WIXX,
Washington, has joined WLOG, Logan,
W. Va.
Palmer

to WCKY

FRED PALMER, former vicepresident and general manager of
KOY, Phoenix, Ariz., has been
named sales manager of WCKY,
Cincinnati, by L. B. Wilson, president and general manager of the
station. Palmer will assume his
new post Aug 1. Before going to
Phoenix, where he was president
of the Advei'tising Club and vicepresident of the Arizona Network,
Mr. Palmer was president and general manager of WBNS, Columbus,
0. and was founder and first presicasters.dent of the Ohio Assn. of BroadW. A. Wolff
W. A. WOLFF, 58, information
manager of Western Electric Co.
and Electrical Research Products
Inc., died July 24 during a vacation
trip to Maine. He had been ill for
several months at his home in
Woodmere, L. I. Mr. Wolff was advertising manager
of Western
tric and ERPI
from
1929 untilEleche
became information manager in
1940. Born in New York in 1883, he
was graduated from the Columbia
U engineering school in 1905 with
an electrical engineering degree, entering the Western Electric student
training course the same year. He
is survived by his wife. Dr. Harriette Hart Wolff, and three children, John, Catherine and Dorothy.
James G. Gies
SIX staff members of WNAX,
Yankten, S. D., acted as pall bearers for James G. Gies, merchandising manager of the station, who
died July 20 from complications
following an appendectomy. Mr.
Gies had been a member of the
WNAX staff since 1938 and had
recently been put in charge of the
merchandising department. The
funeral was in Bloomfield, Neb.,
his home.
Calvin M. Franklin
CALYIX M. FRAXKLIX. .50. secretary of Columbia Concerts Corp.. and
vice-president of the Arthur .Tudson
concert service. Xew York, died .Tuly
23 at Logan. I'a.. following a heart
attack. Survi\ iu^ is his widow, Kathryn Meisle, Jletropolitan opera contralto.
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RICHARD LINKROUM, for the last
three years operations supervisor in
the CI5S production department, has
joined the CBS program service department to serve in a general capacity and also as CBS contact on the
Maj. Bowes Amateur Hour.
DAVID ROSE, musical director of
the Don Lee Network, and Judy Garland, movie star, were married July
28 in Las Vegas, Nev.
RAY MORGAN, formerly of WCOP,
Boston, has joined the announcing
staff of WINX, Washington.

RAY NOBLE has been signed as musical director of the weekly NBC
Chase & Sanljorn Shoiv, sponsored by
Standard Brands Inc. (coffee), when
the program
in faU.with
He the
replaces Roberti-esumes
Armbruster,
deal vocalists
calling forandNoble's
girl
a maleorchestra,
chorus. twin
BOB POLLOCK, assistant production manager of WSB, Atlanta, has
been called to active duty with the
Army. Holding
a second
commission.
Pollock
will belieutenant's
stationed
at Atlanta, serving in the Morale
Branch.
IRENE KUHN, former New York
newspaperwoman who has been in the
NBC press department, has been transferred to the NBC promotion department under Ken R. Dyke, NBC director of promotion.
LEE BLAND, program director of
WFMJ, Youngstown. O., is convalescing after an appendectomy.

STILL TIME TO MAKE IT!
The day isn't far off when
WHN goes 50,000 Watts. With
maximum power, clear channel
coverage, guaranteed fime
availabilities, and improved
programming in the nation's
number one market, WHN will
be the outstanding spot broadcasting buy.
Increased rates will take
effect in the fall— but there's still
time to buy 50,000-Watt coverage at a saving if you check the
matter of rate protection now.
Call Bryant 9-7800 in New
York City or Randolph 5254 in
Chicago.

WATTS
00
50,0
UNOE«
CONSTBUCriON
NEW
CHI CAGO OFFICE:
360 NORTH MICHIGAN WHN
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'Henry' Is Drafted
INDUCTION of Ezra Stoi)e,
radio's Henry Aldrich, into
the Army at Camp Upton,
Long Island, July 23, will not
disrupt the plans of General
Foods for continuing The
Aldrich Family on NBC-Red
in its regular Thursday evening spot, according to Young
& Rubicam, the agency. Program is currently taking a
summer layoff, but will return to the air Aug. 21, probably with a substitute
"Henry," although there is a
possibility that arrangements
may be made for Stone to
continue in the role, with the
broadcasts originating from
Camp Upton.
CLAUDE SWEETEN, musical director of KFI-KECA. Los Angeles and
Jack Owens, vocalist on the stations,
collaborated in writing the song,
"When Love Is New"', which will be
featured in the new Dr. Christian film
to be released through RKO.
KEN NILES and Tom Hanlon. CBS
Hollywood announcers, as well as Sam
Baiter, KHJ. Los Angeles, sports
commentator, have been signed by Columbia Pictures Corp. to play themselves in the film, "Harmon of Michigan", now in production.
JOY STORM, NBC Hollywood announcer, has been appointed Western
division special events director, succeeding Don Thompson, now in the
Navy. Storm has been with NBC
since 19.37. and before that was program director of KQW, San Jose,
Cal.
BOB STEPHENSON has taken over
the NBC Hollywood production assignment vacated by Ted Hediger, who
joined J. Walter 'Thompson Co.. that
city, as writer-producer, under a
leave-of-absence from the network.
ED CANEPA, formerly announcer of
KWSC. Pullman, Wash., recently
joined KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal.
ELINOR CANNON, secretary to
Arthur J. Kemp, Pacific Coast CBS
sales manager, recently announced
her engagement
to Joseph W. Robinson of San Francisco.
CHARLES GARLAND, formerly in
newspaper promotional work, has
joined KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., as
publicity director.
BILL HENRY, CBS commentator,
and Los Angeles Times columnist, will
narrate opening sequences of the film,
"Harmon of Michigan." being produced by Columbia Pictures Corp.
ALICE McAULEY, of CBS Hollywood script department, has been promoted to studio ticket department director, replacing Anita Harryman, who
has been transferred to a secretarial
ALFRED COHN, staff musical arranger of WTIC, Hartford, has had
post.
two string transcriptions published by
BMI.

BERNIE SMITH, for the last four
years publicity director of KFIKECA, Los Angeles, has been appointed agriculture director of the
stations. Virginia West is temporarily
holding down the post of publicity director until Smith's successor is apBARCLAY ALLEN, staff artist of
pointed.
KLZ. Denver has just written a new
song. "Let's Keep Those Stars in the
Blue". Allen has had several songs
published by BMI.
DERBY SPROUL, production manager of KLZ, Denver, has been named
radio director of the publicity committee of the
Citizens' anSafety
Program. Denver
KLZ is carrying
extensive
campaignments in of
programs
and
announceconnection with the traffic
safety drive.
TED BAUGHN, formerly of KVI,
Tacoma. and Kani Evans, formerly
of KGU, Honolulu, have joined the
NBC announcing staff.
DAVID NOWINSON. writer of KFIKECA. Los Angeles, is the father of
an 8V2 lb. girl born July 24.
JOY STORM.
NBG Hollywood
announcer, is the father
of a bov born
July 23.
TOM HANLON, CBS Hollywood
commentator, plays the role of a fight
announcer in the MGM film, "Ringside Maisie", to be released soon.
NEIL McIiVTYRE, announcer, formerly of KSRO. Santa Rosa, Cal. has
joined placed
K.IBS.
San Francisco.
reMerle Peterson
who left He
to join
NBC.
JACK KIRKWOOD.
of ceremonies of the Breakfastmaster
Chtlj released
on the Don-Lee-MBS network, was
painfully injured in an automobile
accident .July 26 in San Francisco.
He suffered a broken rib and smashed
left hand. Mrs. Kirkwood likewise was
hurt.

it's a swell habitl
Asheville is again
classed as a Preferred
City by Sales Management
Expected increase in the
sales-income status for
September is 29% above
that for the same month
last
Asheville
is in year
16th ...
place
among
all cities in increase.
Using
W'TJC is ofto sales.
cinch
an abundance
Try it ... for RESULTS!

DONNASUE LOHMEYER. "June
Martin" of KMBC, Kansas City, was
married to John Boe July 19. Members
of the KMBC staff furnished the vocal
selections at the ceremony and entertainment at the reception which followed.
BILL WELLS, formerly of WMPS,
Memphis, nouncing
Tenn.,
joinedCincinnati.
the anstaff of has
WCKY,
RUSSELL E. OFFHAUS, known as
"Farmer Russ" on WCOP, Boston, is
the father of a 7 lb. 12 oz. son, Russell
Reid, born July 13.
WOODY HATTIC, director of agriculture of WWL, New Orleans, returned last week from Mexico, which
he toured as special representative of
the
Louisiana Department of Agriculture.
BROADCASTING
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BOB MOOX. CBS Hollywood annoimcer. is recovering from a broken
foot bone, an infected finger and a
bruised head. The running board of
his car is responsible for the first, the
second remains a mystery, while the
garage door contributed to the last
named accident.
BETTY SHAY, assistant to Joseph
Bell. NBC assistant director of production, left July 24 for five weeks at
the Monomoy Theatre. Chatham,
ilass.. where she is producing plays.
Miss Shav handles all auditions at
XBC.
THERESA HOBRECHT. formerly
with stations in Sacramento. Cal., has
been added to .he announcing staff of
KLS, Oakland, Cal.
JACK BEXXETT. announcer, formerly of KPO-KGO. San Francisco,
has joined KGEI, General Electric
shortwave station, San Francisco.
GEORGE T. CASE, new program director and production manager of
WCFL, Chicago, is the father of a
boy born July 19.
LESTER A. SCOTT, formerly of
KXOW. Austin. Tex., has joined the
announcing staff of KTEM, Temple,
Tex.
JOE C. BURGER, formerly an independent producer of Dallas, has joined
KTEM. Temple, Tex., as program director.
CAL FARLEY. sportscaster of
KGXC, Amarillo, Tex., has been
named district governor for Rotary
International.
BEX^ ALEXAXDER,
XBCElizabeth
Hollywood commentator, and
Robb, of J.
"Walter Thompson
Co.
production
department,
that city, were
married July 23.

FULTOX LEWIS jr., MBS Washington news analyst, on Aug. 4 will gD
on a three-week vacation, but will
continue his Tuesday Your Defense
Reporter
on MBS.
Fi-ank
Blair, of ijrograms
WOL, MBS
Washington
aflSliate,
will handle
Mondayon
through Friday
7 p.m.Lewis"
programs
Mutual.
KEXXETH CURTO. early morning
announcer of WPRO. Providence, is
the father of a baby girl, Wendy Ann.
BILL RATIGAX, formerly of KOA.
Denver, has been transferred to XBC
Hollywood as associate news editor,
succeeding Albert Orrick. Stan Brown
replaces him at KOA.
DAX SHEA has been added to the
announcing staff of KFRC. San Francisco, to replace Art Van Horn, who
plans
to
August. leave for X'ew York early in
CALDWELL CLIXE, formerlv of
WBT, Charlotte, and WLS, Columbia.
S. C. has joined the announcing staff
of WWXC, Asheville, X. C.
JOSEPH CORR. formerly of WBAB.
Atlantic City, has joined the announcing staff of WDAS, Philadelphia.
HARRY WOOD, formerly of KYW,
Philadelphia, and Frank Kent, from
WHOM, Jersey City, have been added
to the announcing staff of WPEX,
Philadelphia.
BERXARD HERRMAXX. CBS conductor and composer, and Mrs. Herrman. the former Lucille Fletcher, previously awriter in the CBS publicity
department, are the parents of a daughter, born July 27.
DOX CARTER has joined the announcing staff of KWBW, Hutchinson,
Kan. In addition to his announcing
duties he will also write, produce and
present
The Woman's
a new KWBW
feature.CIuJ) of the Air,

MYRON
THE

PARTICIPATING

J.
PROGRAM

Resuming Martha Deane
Woman's Series, Aug. 4
WOR, N^ew York, on Aug. 4 will
bring back to the air Martha
Deane, successful participating
program, which went off the air
early in January. Marion Young,
for
years woman's
editortheoflast
NEAsix Service,
former
foreign correspondent and expert
on beauty, fashions and decoration,
will fill the role of Martha, diswomen. cussing subjects of interest to

IADIE&

The program was started in
1934 under direction of Mary Margaret McBride. She was replaced
in September, 1940, by Bessie
Beatty, who became such a personality on her own that the name of
the show was changed to Bessie
Beatty early in January. Now the
Martha Deane name is to be
brought back as a new 2-2:30 p.m.
participating show, Monday
through Friday. One sponsor has
already been signed, with others
expected shortly.

VERE KNEELAND
LOOKING not unlike Myrna Loy,
the lady who conducts Listen Ladies
on KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore., is
Miss dle
Vere
Kneeland,
who can about
hancurrent
news stories
women, advice on child training or
household chatter with equal facility. Miss Kneeland not only
writes her own scripts but can immediately step before the mike and
read them. Department stores are
her chief sponsors, interviews with
visiting celebrities her forte.
EVERETT HOWARD has assumed
the duties of music director of WFVA,
Fredericksburg, Va.

JOXAS WEILAXD. owner of WFTC.
Kinston. X. C, and 50% owner of
WMVA. Martinsville, Va., the latter
which he proposes to dispose of. is
2.5% stockholder in the Coastal Broadcasting Co. Inc., applicant for a new
station, 250 watts on 1450 kc, in Xew
Bern, X. C. Other principals are Louis
X. Howard, local clothing merchant,
president, 28% ; Ellis H. Howard,
manager
his father's clothing
ness,ofsecretary-treasurer,
28% ; D.busiL.
Ward, attorney. 2% ; Ray Henderson,
cigar and candy distributor, first vicepresident,
1% ; J.
.Jones, insurance
and real estate
man.H. 1%.

BENNETT
BUY

IN

ST.

LOUIS

I 24.3% of the St. Louis audience was tuned to Bennett
during a recent *Ros5 Federal
audience checl<. Another station had 29.2% while others
trailed with 23.5%, 10.7%
etc.
This audience division unquestionably makes Bennett
one of the best dollar buys in
St. Louis and partially explains its unusual success with
sponsors.
'792 coincidental telephone calls
1:45-2:45 p.m., Tuesday July 29
ST.

LOUIS

KWK
Represented by Raymer
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Video Fight Sponsor — Macquarie Catalog — KLZ's
Del Monte Survey — Yankee Party
, ofspon
castfirst
fightE tele
thesored
the
MOT
TO BetPRO
tina-Burman heavyweight
match on July 22, NBC sent
window and mirror posters to the
owners of more than 800 bars,
restaurants and taverns equipped
with video receivers in the New
York metropolitan area, advertising the fact that the fight could
be seen on their sets. Adam Hat
Stores, sponsors of the telecast
as well as of the blow-by-blow
broadcast of the fight on the Blue
Network and, in Spanish, shortwaved to Latin American listeners
via NBC's shortwave stations
WRCA and WNBI, added another
innovation to the event by stationing Eli Canel, who handled the
at the ringSpanish butbroadcast, not
side at a television receiver,
describing the bout as he witnessed
it.

WAS

OVER

KIROID
OF
COURSE
^ He lives quite a ways out on
the ranges ... or in the mountains ... or the valleys of the
El
Southwest.
He's any
one
of Paso
thousands
of radio
listeners
who, until KROD came along
with 1000 watts power, never
turned on his radio in the day
time.*
There wasn't. . any
He
was radio-isolated
. justuse.plain
too far away from anywhere to
get good reception in the day
time. Now he keeps up with news
of world events . . . music, information, good programs, simply by setting his dial at 600.
KROD broke up his radio-isolation . . . and you can get to
him now with your story by
using KROD^— a bonus market,
over and abi»ve the regular Kl
Paso Market, reached only by
KROD.
* KROD^s
coverage alonesecondary
reaches 13,953
radio homes, that otherwise
are radio isolated.

KIRCE)
EL

PASO,

CBS

TEXAS

AFFILIATE

Covers
El Paso

ALL

the

Southwest
o

600

KILOCYCLES

Macquarie's Catalog
MACQUARIE BROADCASTING
NETWORK, Sydney, Australia,
has issued the second edition of its
100-page, 11 by 16 inch general
catalog. Bound in fabrikoid and
completely indexed, the book is
sub-titled "a manual for radio
agencies
forev/ord by and
H. sponsors",
G. Horner,withgeneral
manager. Besides individual station
and network statistical data, maps,
diagrams and illustrations, the catalog contains general information
on Australian radio of interest to
agencies and sponsors. Compilation
is by Norman Johnson, promotion
manager.
For Power Boost
FOLLOWUP to a recent increase
to 5 kw. by WHBF, Rock Island,
111., is being made with the distribution to the trade of 1,000 reprints of
a two-page newspaper spread with
another mailing scheduled for one
week later. Station promotion also
features placement of car ads in
100 local buses.
Bags
ORDINARY to paper
bags byareWPEN,
beingdistributed
the trade
Philadelphia, to call attention to
the station's new dramatized news
program, It Happened Today. "It's
in the Bag" states an imprint on
the bag, with a promotional piece
on the program on the inside.
* *
Welcome Soldiers
ARMY CAMPS in the area covered by WOR, New York, are receiving posters inviting soldiers to
see broadcasts at the WOR-Mutual
Playhouse, New York. Drawn up
by the ment,station's
departthe posters promotion
bear cartoons
by
Otto Sogow.

1000 WATTS
(Day)
500 WATTS
(Night)
Dorrance D. Roderick. Owner
Merle H. Tucker, Manager
Howard H. Wilson Co.
National Representatives
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Newspaper Deal
WDAS, Philadelphia, has closed a
time-for-space deal with the Evening Bulletm, making it four out of
five of the local newspapers. Cooperative deals are in effect with
the Daily News, Evening Ledger
and Philadelphia Record. Negotiations have been entered for a swap
deal with the Philadelphia Inquirer. The Bulletin, most conservative of the local nev/spapers and
the last to recognize radio, now
has arrangements with WFIL,
KYW and WPEN.
Yankee's Party
YANKEE - COLONIAL networks
and J. D. Tarcher Inc., agency,
acted as hosts to McKesson & Robbins Co. salesmen at a dinner at
the Kenmore Hotel, Boston, July 25.
Vice-President Arthur Benson and
Assistant Vice-President Joseph
Murphy headed the McKesson &
Robbins group. Speakers included
Carleton McVarish. director of research for the networks, and Jim
Britt, Yankee sportscaster. A business meeting followed the dinner.
On the Air
HUNDREDS of cardboard microphone cutouts, carrying the WTOC
call letters and a caption, "We're
on the Air", have been placed in
show windows of all local advertisers on the station by WTOC,
Savannah, Ga. The station also
operates a sign printing department which supplies special program signs to advertisers.

PLAQUE AWARD for futhering
the interests of aviatirn through
his broadcasts on WLAC was made
recently to Tim Sanders, special
events announcer of the station, on
the fifth anniversary
of Nashville'sof
municipal
airport. Conductor
Air Traveler Airs His Views, Sanders is credited with making the
city air-conscious and being instrumental in making Nashville one of
the outstanding air-terminals of
the nation.
Wheaties Offer
FOLLOWUP to the recent Wheaties and banana sales, WSAI, Cincinnati, under the signature of
Roger tion
Baker
and Dick
Bray, sta-is
baseball
announcers,
distributing a humorous mailing
piece
telling theandsad his
fate helper
of "Grocer
Goochbaum"
who
were trampled by hordes of angry
females when his stock ran out
during a recent giveaway offer of
General Mills.
BROCHURES
WNEW, New York— Booklet citing
Martinroom asBlock's
Believein BallpreferredMoke
listening
New
York, with accompanying surveys as
WGY, Schenectady — Folder in book
form, "Something New On the Air",
proof.
promoting the weekly prograi- Speaking of Books.
WXAX.and Yankton,
S. D.— coverage
Six-page
folder
insert on WNAX
in Midwest farm community.
WKRC.
Cincinnatii—
lUustrated
folder on WKRC
Cincinnati
Pure Food
Show and fair coverage.

Radio Avenues
UNIQUE promotional stunt concocted by Hal Rorke, CBS Hollywood publicity director, is used to
perpetuate names and titles of network programs. He recently convinced county officials to name
streets of a new housing development near Long Beach after CBS
radio personalities.

CLAUDE
THORNHILL
records for
LANG-WORTH

Basic Mutual Network Outlet
.
^ FUIX TIME 1270 KC. _
_
THE SOOO WATT
^^OFFILIATE OF ROCK ISLAWP, ILIIIIOIS
«»SPS^
F
fUJHfl
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KLZ Aids Del Monte
KLZ, Denver, as part of a recent
merchandising program for Del
Monte Pineapple Juice, called 225
grocers in Denver and advised them
of Del M o n t e' s announcement
schedule on the station. The grocers
were urged to order complete stocks
to be able to fill all requests
prompted by the air campaign. At
the same time, the station found
out exactly what size cans the
gi-ocer carried and learned if he
was interested in ordering additional stock. Of the 225 called,
20% of those grocers not already
carrying the product said they
would order it as a result of the
KLZ campaign.

IfoUeoftia TM Cities
ROCK ISLAND • DAVENPORT • MOLINE
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Two That Failed

PROGRAMS
f>^
Forms for Requests
SINGING call letters at station
on
vati
breaks —S,that's the inno
at KJB
San Francisco. A WDRC, Hartford, has begun a special promotion to assist its listentranscribed singing spot tells
ers in submitting requests. More
the audience it is listening to
than
20,000 postcards have been
KJBS. About 20 different versions
have been transcribed and are used printed with the station's address
throughout the day. Ralph R. Brun- and special blanks for requests.
ton, station owner, figured that if These are sent to all persons writing to WDRC. In addition, WDRC
similar singing announcements sell
has prepared a complete list of all
refrigerators, furs and gasolines, contests
offers on the station.
they should sell the station to the This list and
is given wide publicity by
listeners.
Announcer Harvey Olson, whose
"Sleepy Slim" character has made
On To Hollyv/ood
a hit on the early morning S/iopPOSSESSION of an unusual per- pers' Special program.
sonality which warrants film attention isbasis of the newly inaugurated monthly contest on T ayton's Tattler, sponsored by Tayton
Co. (cosmetics) on 7 CBS Pacific
Coast stations. V/omen between 16
and 60 years old are invited to send
in, accompanied by a label or card
from one of the firm's products, a
detailed personality description and
their photographs. Winners, judged
by Jimmie Fidler, Hollywood columnist and program commentator;
Earl Carroll, impresario; and studio casting directors, are awarded
a free trip to Hollywood.

WITH a record of only two
broadcasts marred by atmospheric conditions out of the
180 delivered in the last five
years from New York to
London, Raymond Gram
Swing, MBS news anayst,
was more unlucky during his
recent three-week stay in
London. Out of eight scheduled talks to the United
States, two, the first and the
last, were unintelligible because of atmospheric conditalk from
London tions.
wasSwing's
cut last
off after
four
minutes of frantic efforts by
engineers to get the speech
through clearly.

Cincinnati Defenders
TELLING the story of a different
local defense industry each week,
WCKY, Cincinnati, on Aug. 1
started a new Friday evening
quarter-hour series, Industry on
the March. The series was arranged by Helen Rees, who is doing
special promotion work under direction of L. B. Wilson, president
and general manager. Heads of the
various reviewed industries appear
on each program.
Defense in Dixie
A NEW defense program, Reveille
In Dixie, has started on WSB, Atlanta. Programs include band
music, brief notes on defense work
in the South and feature a presentation of actual Army life at Fort
Benning.
For Folks Back Home
AS A service to those the draftees
leave behind, Jack Sherman of
WMBD, Peoria, 111., broadcasts
twice-weekly news about the local
boys in various Army camps, such
as promotions, activities and notices of leaves.

Hollywood Sustainer
NEW weekly half-hour. The Best
of the Week, has been inaugurated
on NBC-Blue stations, with Clinton (Buddy) Twiss as m.c. and
commentator. Sustainer features
the best Hollywood news story, oddity, song and draftee experience
of the week. Gloria Blondell, radio
and film actress, is to review the
motion picture of the week in addition to being starred in the program's dramatic spot.
Skipper Jim Freebies
KLZ, Denver, is offering youngsters membership cards and pins
on its Skipper Jim broadcasts,
presentation of the cards and pins
nets a free admission to Lakeside,
a Denver amusement park.

/

After 10 weeks on the air, the Superman Radio Show
broke all Crossley rating records for quarter-hour
juvenile shows. Every one of 40 regional sponsors
reports increased business!
TREMENDOUS 5-POINT BACKING!
-< Superman magazine circulation over 2,200,000!
< Superman syndication in 385 papers - over 20,000,000!
< Superman in 24 monthly technicolor screen shorts
by Paramount!
■< Superman promotion in key city department stores!
Superman's promotion staff building publicity!
"... Supeiman campaign going great
. . . 53.04%
sales gunz
gain
in 4th week of cam— Noimand Brothers,
paign ..."
Manchester,
N. H.
"... Superman showso satisfactory . . . decided (o replace newspaper Packing
campaign ..."
-Rosefield
Co.,
San Francisco, Calif.

in Cindnnoti— One Week— 6:00 P.m. to 6:15
{after only 12 weeks on the air}
of oil rodto listeners heard
"... radio program.
Superman, doing a
splendid
for our
cJients . . job
. Dairyland
— Evans and LeMay
Adv. Agency,
Products Co."
Forth Worth, Tex.

"... whoJeheartediy
endorse Superman program and fully recom—White
mend its use."Belt Dairy;
Miami, Fla.
"... it has built up trie
Jargest ;uveniie Jistening audience tJiis station—Station
has ever Jcnown."
KVOD,
Denver, Colorado

7.4%

was next highest individwol progrom listenership

COMPARATIVE CINC}MNATI IISTIHERSHIP
Juvenile Progrom A . . 28.9%, B . . 18.7%, C . . 18.6%

195 Recorded Episodes Available
To Local and Regional Sponsors
Write! Wire! Phone! for detailed information
480 Lexington Avenue

• New

York City

PLaza 3-0740
360 N.MICHIGAN AVE.,CHICAGO
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RADIO

HELPS

COLLECT

ALUMINUM

Broadcasters Do Their Part in National Drive

... IN THE

SAME

OLD
LOCATION
THE PEOPLE IN THIS BOOMING GULF
COAST INDUSTRIAL AREA STILL FIND THE
PROGRAMS THEY WANT IN THE OLD,
FAMILIAR LOCATION . . .
FULL TIME

Represented
HOWARD

560 KG
NBC BLUE
NOOO
B ' WATTS

H WILSON COMPANY

S^ow NEED coverage in this
rich West and Central Florida
market. ..why not get it?
WSUN'ssignaUlear, strong,
free from interference, has
been the established listening
habit since 1927 on 620 kc,
Louis J. Link, Gen. Mgr.
WEED

Represented by
AND COM

PA NY

NEW YORK • OtTROIT ■ CHICAGO • S/* FRANCISCO
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To Collect Pots and Pans for Defense
STANDING OUT again in a na- dedicate musical numbers to donors
a special program. Sent the WCKY
tion-wide public service drive, the on
Studio Plane on residential tour with
radio industry cooperated wholeBoy Scouts to make door-to-door
heartedly with the national defense
aluminum collections, picking up intercampaign to collect scrap aluminum
views with housewives meanwhile.
during National Aluminum RoundWFEA, Manchester, N. H. — Carried
up Week, July 21-29. Stations in special programs, leading off with donations of used discs.
every area promoted the drive with
special programs for several days WWRL, Woodside, L. I. — Presented
before actual collection started, and
announcements in English and five
followed through with studio inter- foreign languages urging participation CHICAGO REUNION brought toin
drive and furnished bins for pots
views and remote pickups to stir
gether Jules Herbuveaux (right),
and pans in 44 different areas.
additional interest in the cammanager
of the NBC
CenWHN, New York — Admittance to program
tral Division,
and Benny
Goodman,
The aluminum collection drive, Consumers Prize Quiz obtained by the orchestra
paign.
leader, to talk over
presenting
an
aluminum
pot
or
pan.
in addition to promotion by indi- KSD, KWK, KXOK, WIL, WEW,
old times when Herbuveaux 15
vidual stations, was actively proyears ago had his own orchestra
KFUO,
KMOX,
St.
Louismoted by the NAB and was ac- WTMV,
Contributed acts among the 30 which
and gave one of his first jobs to the
corded attention on the networks
took part in the Aluminum Radio Re- then unknown clarinetist. They
through special programs and anview, pots and pans benefit held in met at a party given by Ruthrauff
nouncements on regular commerAuditorium. Stations pro- & Ryan and NBC for the cast of
cial features and drew the active Municipal
moted show through spots, news, in- the
Holland Furnace Co. Houseterviews, sustaining and commercial
support of the manufacturing and
warming
on NBC-Red.
programs.
Each
person
attending
was
operating end of the industry. Rato present a piece of alumidio Manufacturers Assn. urged full required
num
for
admittance.
cooperation of member companies
WFBR, Baltimore — Presented a series
and their distributors and manuof special events urging participation
Cough Syrup on 7
facturers like RCA Mfg. Co. an- in the aluminum drive. Bob Hurleigh, WAIT-CAHILL
Co., Decatur, 111.
nounced production innovations de- news editor of the station, was radio
(Green Mountain Cough Syrup), in
chairman of the Baltimore drive.
signed to substitute other materials for aluminum.
KLZ, Denver — Station was designated the middle of October starts a series of three to six weekly quarteras a collecting depot. .Jack Maszoras.
Individual Station Activity
station newsman, was a member of hour programs on the following
seven stations: KXOK, St. Louis;
the committee handling the drive.
Some of the individual activities
reported to BROADCASTING by sta- WWNY, Watertown, N. Y. — A spe- KM A, Shenandoah, la.; KWTO,
cial broadcast presented by the sta- Springfield, Mo.; WDZ, Tuscola,
tions follow:
tion was claimed the opening gun in 111.; WIBC, Indianapolis; WSOY,
the
Northern
New York drive.
KTAR, Phoenix, Ariz. — Lone Ranger
Decatur, 111.; WPAD, Paducah, Ky.
Safety Club collectel 500 pounds of WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield —
ahiminum in first few days of drive Carried special program from Navy More stations will be added. Contracts are for five months and
in corral in front of studio building.
bombing planes touring six New Eng- account was placed direct.
KOCY. Oklahoma City — Station talland
capitals
calling
attention
to
reent and Flatfoot Four, famous police
quest for aluminum.
(luartet, furnished entertainment at WRAL, Raleigh — Presented series of
local ball game, with aluminum as ad- programs for a week preceding drive, WELI, New Haven, Conn. — Conducted eight man-on-street broadcasts
mission price and $25 defense bond winding up with sjjecial broadcast
fi-om bin in front of city hall, giving
called Aluminum Maneuvers.
given
num. to person donating most alumi- KMO, Tacoma — Carried daily local theatre tickets. Defense Savings
broadcasts during drive and originated Stamps and radios to interviewees.
WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla.— Carried
two
state-wide programs to Pacific WFMJ, Youngstown, O. — Commonheavy schedule of special announcements and used mobile unit in house- Broadcast Co.
wealth Oil Co. and Fleetwing dealers,
to-house collection campaign.
KSTP, St. Paul— Originated show sponsors of WFM.J's Man on the
launching
Northwest
drive.
WAAP>, Boston — Broadcast opening
Street, turned over the program comof independent aluminum collection KNX, Hollywood — Established completely to thethelocaldrive,
collection
commit-14
tee during
collecting
munity reception center in Columbia
drive at the Sears, Roebuck plant in
Boston.
Square. Spot announcements, news tons of aluminum in the bin erected
by the station. The oil firm gave each
KOY, Phoenix, Ariz. — Opened local broadcasts and other programs used to donor
a prize.
collection campaign with broadcast of promote drive.
presentation of used alumiuum-base
transcription discs.
WTAD,
Quincy,cami^aign,
111. — Broadcast
opening of local
interviewing
Mayor and tossing in used discs.
KOIL, Omaha — On opening day of
local drive sent mobile unit along
m
pickup route for special quarter-hour
on-the-spjt program.
WNOX, Knoxville — Accepted aluminum articles as admission to Midday
Merry-go-Round, daily variety show,
in lieu of regular dime admission, givingence repeat
performance to total audiof 1,235.
KOMO-K.JR, Seattle — Special predrive promotion climaxing with onehour kick-off program July 20, along
with subsequent pickups from main
local collection center, including a
pot-by-pot description of donors tossT1MAT|
ing their offerings at an aluminum
MOST 1H
E
H
T
plaque of Hitler used as a target in
the middle of the collection bin.
KFVS,
Capeas Girardeau,
Mo. —carried
Using
mobile unit
well as studio,
broadcasts from collection bins and
interviews with community leaders.
KROD, El Paso, Tex. — Carried special broadcasts, sponsored by Hilton
5000
WATTS
Hotel, interviewing local civic officials
MARKET.
connected with drive.
LARGEST
WCKY, Cincinnati — Tied in aluminum drive with local programs, urging
OVER
METROPOLITAN
NEW
YORK
listeners to advise station of their
willingness to donate and offering to
BROADCASTING
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AP

Levies

Do

Not Affect Radio
INCREASED assessments which
the Associated Press has levied
against its membership, in the
AP's regular decennial revision of
its apportionment of costs in accordance with the U. S. census figures, will not affect the rates paid
by broadcasters for the use of AP
news on the air. At the headquarters of Press Association Inc., AP
subsidiary handling the sale of
news for radio, it was stated that
the PA contract for news broadcasts contains no war or emergency clauses for additional assessments, but covers the sale of news
at a stated fee, which holds for the
duration of the contract.
Notice of the increase to AP
member publishers, sent out by
Robert McLean, AP president, following the action of the board, explains that it has been the policy
to "reapportion the expenses on
the basis of literate population as
shown by the decennial Federal
census."
Ten years
he pointsto
out,
economies
were ago,
instituted
meet the needs of the membership
during depression years, resulting
in an annual reduction of $1,200,000 in assessments.
Concluding
thatreductions
"restoration
of
part
of the 1932
can no
longer be postponed if the interests of the service and of the members is to be served," the board instructed the management to include
in this decennial revision "approximately one-half of the amount of
the letter
1932 reduction
the
stated. of assessments,"

Movie

Producers

Tie

in

Radio

Talent

To Projected Films; Pearce Is Signed
REPUBLIC PRODUCTIONS Inc., zel. Miss Fanchon and Mike Marco
Hollywood, has signed the cast of are to be associate producers of the
the weekly half-hour CBS Al film. Associated with them will be
Pearce & His Gang, sponsored by Bob Cannom, Hollywood producer
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel
of Wm. Esty & Co., agency servicing the account.
cigarettes), to star in a major
To evolve network exploitation
comedy-musical tentatively titled
"Marines on Parade". Picture, for a proposed motion picture,
which he will produce independentbudgeted at more than a half-million dollars, will be the costliest
ly for major release, Tay Garnett,
yet made by that company.
Hollywood producer, has built a
M. J. Siegel, president and execuradio series from his story, "Three
tive producer of Republic closed
Sheets to the Wind". Divided into
the deal in late July with Harry C. 13 quarter-hour programs, the
Arthur, executive of Fanchon & series is being considered by CBS
as a weekly sustaining feature.
Marco, representatives of Pearce.
First episode was auditioned July
Besides the comedian, others from
27 before a studio audience, with
his variety program to be featured
in the film will be William Comstock
Brian Donlevy, star of the proposed
in his Tizzie Lish characterization,
motion picture, cast in a similar
Arlene (Chatterbox) Harris and role in the radio version. Others in
Arty Auerbach, who portrays Kit- the audition cast included Mary

Anderson, Knox Manning, Helga
Moray, Frank Worlock, Fred
Shields, Joe Kerns, Charles Lung
and Howard MacNear. Jon Slott
wrote the radio version from Ken
Englund's screenplay of Garnett's
story. Edward Ward is musical director.
Raymond Gram Swing, MBS
commentator, is featured in "Broken Treaties", first of a series of
historical shorts produced by Cartoon Films Ltd., and now being i-eleased through Columbia Pictures
Corp. Dale Evans, vocalist of
WBBM, Chicago, has been screentested by Paramount Pictures Corp.
for a role in a major picture.
MEREDITH WILL30N, Hollywood
musical director of the weekly NBC
Maxioell House Coffee Time, sponsored by General Foods Corp., has just
completed scoring music for the
Samuel Goldwyn Clm version of "The
Little Foxes".

jMusicians Union Clamps
Lid on Phila. Amateurs
i}BROADCAST of non-professional
! musicians again strained the rela^ tions between radio and the mull sicians union when WCAU, Phila• delphia, on July 23 was advised by
, Philadelphia Musicians' Local 77
:jnot to carry the music of the Philadelphia
Policewith
& Fireman's
Band.of
i In
connection
a convention
* police chiefs in the city, WCAU
jhad arranged to broadcast from
I Independence Hall, at which event
I the police and firemen's band sup'Iplied
A. the
Rex music.
Riccardi, secretary of
the local union, advised WCAU
that the police and firemen's band
has been on the union's unfair list
for two years because it had been
playing professional engagements,
in effect taking jobs away from
professional musicians. As a result, WCAU had to make a transcription of the event and cut out
the background music for the
broadcast.
nized by Chicagoans as a familiar
Chicago landmark.
This is another reason why WGN
WfN
is the first station in Chicago and
l
the first Chicago station in the
Middle West.

Big city or small town — people feel
most at ease in familiar surroundings. That's why WGN's studio
building on Michigan Avenue is so
important to an advertiser. Because

WSGN
Soon

Will

Co

WGN

as a radio station is recogA

BROADCASTING

CHANNEL

50,000 Watts

610
Early in September
Birmingham, Ala

CLEAR

Eastern Sales Office
220 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
• Broadcast

Advertising

MUTUAL

•

STATION

720 Kilocycles

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

Paul H. Raymer Co.
Page Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal., San Francisco,
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Canadian

Govt.

Buying

Spots to Urge Gas Cuts
CANADIAN Government, through
the Office of the Oil Controller,
started on July 28 for 24 days a
twice-daily transcribed spot announcement campaign for gasoline
conservation on 80 Canadian stations. Canadians are being asked
to cut their gasoline consumption
by 50% and to cut pleasure driving to a minimum, and they are reminded that gasoline stations are
now closed from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m.
daily and all day Sunday. The account, at regular card rates, was
placed by the wartime committee
of the Advertising Agencies of
Canada.

Spot

and

Holding

H, V.

5000 WATTS-NBC
AFFILIATED WITH THE FARGO

FORUM

QUEENS OF DOLLDOM are held
by Announcers Earl McCarron
(left) and Clair Chambers of
CKCW, Moncton, N. C. The dolls,
France and Marianne, were presented to Princess Elizabeth and
Princess Margaret Rose, daughters
of King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth, by the children of France
when the two nations were allies.
The dolls were on show at the
Royal Doll Exhibition at Moncton.

FREE & PETERS, INC.
NAi REPRESENTATr
L

~

WIN
WINX
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Up

Reports that Canadian Broadcasting Corp. networks are taking
inuch of the spot business because
of cut rates are not borne out by
the facts, which show that some
sponsors who changed from all
spots to network have since added
more spots.
U. S. representatives of Canadian stations report that the placement of business by them has decreased somewhat, but that this
does not mean Canadian spot as a
whole has decreased. On the contrary, one of them stated, it has
increased. Some U. S. agencies have
expanded their Canadian offices so
that their radio is now being placed
by Canadian branches. A recent
example is D'Arcy Advertising,
which formerly placed business for
Coca Cola through its New York
office and is now buying time
through its Toronto branch.
Some American companies manufacturing heavy goods have curtailed their spot both in this country and Canada, an example being International Harvester Co.

DOLLARS'LL DO
ON THE ONLY
STATION COVERING
THE WHOLE RED
RIVER VALLEY!

FARGO,

Business

In
Canada
Despite
Wartime
Limits
programs than ever before, with
REPRESENTATIVES of Canadian stations in Toronto report the number originating in the
little change in the amount of spot United States unchanged, and an
business which has been placed on increase being shown by the number of commercial network proCanadian stations through repregrams originating in Canada.
sentatives inthe United States, despite reports that there has been a
There has been only a slight falling off in spots placed in the United
50% drop in Canadian spot business originating in the United
States on Canadian stations, estiStates. Canadian stations are
mated by various representatives
booked more solidly at present than as 10% at most. This is more than
at any time in their history, despite made up for by local spot announcements, and a growing number of
some restrictions in consumer purchases due to war industry output. paid Government spot announcements for various purposes, the
Similarly Canadian stations are receiving more commercial network
latest of which is to emphasize the
curtailment of pleasure driving and
the saving of gasoline, a spot announcement campaign having been
started on every Canadian station
on July 28.
U. S. Spot Down Slightly

THIS ROPE TRICK
AIN'T SAP-BUT
IT'S NOTHING
TO WHAT A FEW

WDAY

Other

Limited

Aluminum

Allotted
OPM
Allocates
Pounds
ly 1 10,000
Supp
For Parts and New Sets
MOVING to maintain radio service, deemed essential to the defense
effort, and to keep the radio manufacturing system in operation until new defense orders begin taking
up production slack, E. R. Stettinius Jr., OPM director of priorities, announced last Tuesday a program which will make available a
limited quantity of aluminum for
the manufacture and maintenance
of radio sets for civilian use. For
July OPM has allocated a total of 5
110,000 pounds of aluminum for radio purposes, including 70,000
pounds of aluminum scrap.
Although the new program will
provide enough of the metal to supply maintenance and repair parts
for existing radios, a sharp reduction in set manufactures is certain, ^
according to OPM. which indicated
that aluminum allocations in coming months will be made on a decreasing scale. Manufacturers already have instituted broad use of
aluminum substitutes in radio construction, but OPM indicated that
develop.
increasing use of substitutes must
According to OPM figures, the
radio manufacturing industry in
1940 used 4,000,000 pounds of virgin aluminum. The July allocation
of virgin aluminum, 40,000 pounds,
amounts to only 1% of the amount
used last year.
Repair Parts Needed
In making the announcement, Mr.
Stettinius explained that the industry is required to give priority to
production of maintenance and repair parts, assuring an adequate
supply of repair parts for existing
sets. Manufacturers, parts jobbers,
and service men will secure supplies of the metal through regular
trade channels, which operate under OPM priorities, it was exThe OPM allocation came after
plained.
negotiations
for several
between the OPM
Prioritiesmonths
Division
and the Priorities Committee of
Radio Manufacturers Assn., headed
by Paul V. Galvin. Agreeing with
the OPM statement that the extent
of the reduced production of new
radio sets cannot be estimated at
the moment, RMA officials indicated that the tentative aluminum
program for radio, reduced gradually, is expected to carry along
the industry during the coming season until radio defense contracts
are available more extensively.
WHKY. Hickorv. N. C. has applied
to the FCC for a dianse from 250
watts on 1400 kc. to 1.000 watts uight
and 5,000 day ou 1290 kc.

Own
Station
Washington's
WASHINGTON
WITH WINX
WASHINi
BUILDING
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House
Acceptance
Of New Radio Tax
Now

Looks

Certain

(Continued from page 10)
fied both the House and Senate
committees that it opposed the levy,
regardless of support by small affiliated unions.
The proposed bill provides a 5%
levy on annual net time sales above
$100,000 and up to $500,000; 1Q%
on $500,000 to $1,000,000; 157© over
$1,000,000. In addition, excise rates
on radio receiver and parts sales
were boosted from 5%% to 10%,
and a new tax on telephone, cable
and radio leased wires was in, eluded.
; In addition to an amendment of
I the billboard tax, spreading out the
I levy on a graduated billboard-size
basis, and another providing a floor
stock tax on matches, the Ways &
Means Committee has approved a
5% levy on telephone bills, exclu1 sive of other taxes on leased wires
' and similar facilities.
According to the language of the
bill, the net time sales tax would
be levied on sales for the calendar
, year 1942, starting Jan. 1, 1942.
'iTax returns would be filed by March
/I, 1943, on 1942 business, and
I chronologically thereafter.
! Estimates on the size of the ex"ipected tax yield from the 5-15%
; levy have varied. Treasury Department estimates indicate a gross
take of about $12,500,000, against
a loss of approximately $7,700,000
in excess profits and corporate sur; taxes otherwise collectable, leaving
,1a net increase of about ^4,800,000.
'iIndependent
industry estimates
jhave been considerably higher, establishing an additional $5,000,000
ijin Federal taxes as a probable
' minimum, and a maximum which
' might reach as high as $10,000,000.
NAB Committee Meets
J . A special NAB committee on
!taxation, called together by Presi' July
dent 26Miller,
Washingtonto
to mapmetout ina campaign
jfight the pending proposal. The
jspecial committee included Nelson
Kidd, representing Col. Harry C.
. Wilder, WSYR, Syracuse, of the
NAB accounting committee; Harry
C. Butcher, CBS Washington vicepresident; Frank M. Russell, NBC
'Washington vice-president; Mark
Woods, NBC
vice-president and
, treasurer; Frank K. White, CBS
"l
treasurer; Paul
A. Porter,
(Washington
attorney;
PaulCBSF.
IPeter, NAB director of research.
5 Compiled by Mr. Peter in coninection with the committee's conjversations, and using FCC figures
'on net time sales [BROADCASTING,
(July 28], a table released by NAB
[see page 10] indicated that the
graduated levies would yield a total
Federal income tax, exclusive of
excess profits and corporation surtaxes, of $11,518,151 on 1940 net
time sales of $112,556,714, covering
238 individual stations in the $100,llOO-plus bracket, the national networks and five regional networks.
On the basis of the 1940 figures,
'according to the NAB table, the
238 effected stations constitute
«31% of the total of 765 stations reporting, and account for $78,508,BROADCASTING

Text

of

Radio

Tax

Provision

in

Text of the radio tax provision
of the Revenue Act, as reported by
the Ways & Means Committee,
reads :
Sec. 601. TAX ON RADIO
BROADCASTING STATIONS AND
NETWORKS. Subtitle B of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by
inserting after chapter G the following
new chapter :
Chapter 6A
See. 1220. TAX ON RADIO
BROADCASTING STATIONS AND
NF/rWORKS.
( a ) Rate — For each calendar year
beginning after Dee. 31, 1941, there
shall be imposed upon every iierson
with respect to operating a radio
liroadeasting station or engaging in
network broadcasting for any part of
such year, an excise tax computed as
follows :
( 1 ) If the net time sales exceed
$100,000 and do not exceed .$500,000,
an amount equal to 5% of the net
time sales, or an amount equal to the
net time sales in excess of $100,000,
whichever is the lesser.
(2) If the net time sales exceed
$500,000 and do not exceed $1,000,000.
an amount equal to 10% of the net
time sales, or an amount equal to
.$2.5,000 plus the amount of the net
time sales
excess of $.500,000. whichever is the inlesser.

( 3 ) If the net time sales exceed
$1,000,000,000, an amount equal to
15%, of the net time sales, or an
amount equal to $100,000 plus the
amount of the net time sales in excess
of $1,000,000, whichever is the lesser.
( b ) Definitions — For the iJurpose of
this(1)section
—
"Netv.'ork
broadcasting" means
the making of arrangements with persons
radio broadcasting
stations operating
for the simultaneous
broadcast
of an identical program by two or
more connected stations and the distribution of programs by wire or radio
to such persons.
(2) "Time
means the
amount
receivedsales"
or accrued
fromgross
the
sale of broadcast time. Where the sale
is for a consideration other than
money, the gross amount considered to
be received or accrued shall be the
published card rate for broadcast time.
Where the sale is for a consideration,
less a commission to an advertising
agency (whether such sale is made
to such agency or its principal) the
amount of such commission (not in excess of 15% of such consideration)
shall be excluded in determining the
gross amount received or accrued
with respect to such sale.
(3) "Net time sales" means time
sales minus
the amountstimepaidto orother
incurred for broadcast
persons operating radio stations or
engaged in network broadcasting.

938, or 79%, of the retained time
sales of $99,916,993 reported for
the 765 stations. The 238 stations'
aggregate tax figure, $6,488,168 on
the basis of 1940 figures, represents
28% of their net income of
$23,533,440.
Losers Are Taxed
For the ei^ht stations in the
15% tax bracket, the tax of
$1,845,220 equals 40% of their
$4,587,798 net income; for 42 stations in the 10% bracket, the
$2,665,148 tax amounts to 29% of
the $9,336,703 net income; for 188
in the 5% bracket the $1,977,800
tax amounts to 21% of the $9,608,939 net income. Included in the
188-station group were 13 which
reported operating deficits aggregating $522,444, but which nontheless would be taxed, it was explained.
Lumping retained time sales of
NBC, CBS and MBS, taxable net
time sales would amount to $33,275,943, and a 15% tax would reach
$4,991,391, representing 60% of
the net income of $8,342,450 reported by the three networks.
Lumping the net take of five regional networks likewise, a 5% tax
on the combined time sales of
$771,883 would amount to $38,592,
or 23% of the $169,610 net income.
A recapitulation on a full-industry basis indicated that retained
time sales of $112,556,714, or 84%
of the total of $133,964,769, would
be subject to the tax if it were
levied against 1940 income. The
total tax of $11,518,151 would represent 35% of the net income of
$33,296,708 before Federal income
taxes, it was shown.
Projecting an expected 15% increase in time sales for 1941, it
was estimated by Mr. Peter the
tax would aggregate about $13,250,000 and, projecting an addi-

tional 5% increase for 1942, would
raise the tax yield to about $13,800,000, according to the proposed
rates.
Lafount Hits Levy

• Broadcast

Advertising

Calling upon member stations for
cooperation in a "strenuous effort"
to eliminate the "discriminatory"
tax, NIB President Lafount emphasized that although tha proposed
levy hit only plus-$100,000 stations,
it represented "a precendent most
dangerous to' even those broadcasters in the lowest income bracket".
"The next step, as in all other
taxing legislation, would be the
lowering of the exemption until it
is
finallymembers.
wiped out," Mr. Lafount
warned
In a July 29 letter to Senator
George
(D-Ga.),
new Committee,
chaii'man
of the Senate
Finance
in which he requested the opportunity for an NIB appearance at the
comingfountSenate
declared: hearings, Mr. La"There is no intention of broadcasters to seek to evade their just
and proportionate share of tax increases necessitated by the present
emergency. On the contrary, broadcasters have given and are continuing to give every assistance to the
Federal Government and its various branches in defense matters for
whicli no charge has been made or
asked. The requests for additional
time by the various Federal defense
agencies are multiplying rapidly,
all of which not only deprives stations of time whicli might be sold
for advertising purposes but adds
to the operating cost. This is a service which radio is rendering gladly,
though I am informed the other advertising media receive their regular rates for Government announcements appearing in the foi'm of
advertisements.
"We respectfully call to your attention the fact that the American
system of broadcasting is made
possible solely by the revenue which

Revenue

Act

Sec. 1221. RETURNS.
(a)forRequirement
— Ever.v
liable
tax under Section
1220person
shall
make a return under oath. Such return
shall contain such information and be
made in such manner as the Commissioner with tlie approval of the Secretary may by regulations prescribe.
(b) Time for Filing—
(1)be General
Ruletwo
— Such
shall
made within
months return
after
the close of the year with respect to
which such tax is imposed.
(2) Extension
of Timethe
— The
missioner may extend
timeComfor
making the returns, luider such rules
and regulations as he may prescribe
with the approval of the Secretary,
l)ut no such extension shall be for
more than 60 days.
(c)bePlace
Filing
— The for
return
shall
made for
to the
collector
the
district in which is located the principal place of business of the taxpayer,
or, if it has no principal place of business in the United States, then to the
collector at Baltimore, Md.
Sec. 1222. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.
All provisions of law (including
penalties) applicalile in respect of the
taxes imp(jsed liy Chapter 6 shall, insofar as not inconsistent with this
chapter, be applicable in respect of the
tax imposed by this chapter.
a station is able to derive from its
advertising. When broadcasters are
subjected to taxation which is not
imposed upon other advertising
media, they are placed in a position
which may result in driving many
radio advertisers to newspapers,
magazines and other forms of advertising. This loss in revenue cannot but seriously affect the service
which is rendered to the public and
may result in destroying many of
the stations which are collaboratthe Government in this
time ingofwithneed.
"The last available tabulations
complied by the FCC show that over
250 of the broadcast stations in
the United States operated at a
loss. In this connection, we would
like to point out that the tax contemplated by the V/ays & Means
Committee's new revenue bill is not
based on profits, but is based on
gross income — it is in addition to
all other taxes.
"It is obvious that broadcasting
stations have a most important
function to perform during the
present crisis. Like all American industries owned by Americans,
broadcasters are willing to make
whatever sacrifices may be necessary. But we do ask equality of
treatment. We are sure that upon
reflection you will agree the broadcasting industry is entitled to no
less. The total amount which might
be collected as a result of the discriminatory tax on the gross sales
of radio time is so small that it can
have little, if any, effect on the
Government's fiscal program. We
understand the Treasury estimates
show that less than $5,000,000 will
be collected from this source. Yet
the harm that will be done to the
broadcasting industry by placing a
penalty on radio advertising cannot

be estimated."
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NBC
Network

Reaches
Rate Is 2%%,

Stations Pay 2%%
Under Deal
(Continued from page 7)
treasurer, appearing before them
for more than an hour to explain
NBC's position. When the board
adjourned Thursday evening without talcing final action, Niles Trammell, NBC president, sent a wire
to all NBC affiliates, advising them
of the situation up to that time.
Reach Agreement Early
A virtual agreement on all major
issues was reached last Tuesday
morning and announcement of a
completed deal had been expected
momentarily for the rest of the
week. Only one snag remained to
be overcome, but on that snag negotiations stuck and refused to
move either way. The one remaining controversial issue concerned
the method of clearing network
programs to be broadcast over stations in States with "anti-ASCAP"
laws prohibiting any combination
of copyright owners from collecting music license and royalty fees
within their borders. Florida and
Nebraska already have such statutes on their books and similar
laws are under consideration in
several other States.
There is no economic consideration to this issue, it was stated.
NBC, for example, collects $100
from an advertiser for the inclusion of a Florida station in the network program sponsored by that
advertiser, and pays the station
$33. NBC then has agreed to pay
to ASCAP 2%% of the $67 it retains for the privilege of using
ASCAP music. But, in exchange
for this clearance-at-the-source
payment, NBC is insisting that
ASCAP guarantee that its members will not use the ASCAP music
broadcast on this Florida station as
part of that NBC network program
to sue the station and especially,
the advertiser for copyright violation through unauthorized use of
the music.
The State Situation
ASCAP has declined to give such
guarantee, arguing that to do so
would be to enable stations in the
States with anti-ASCAP laws to
get their ASCAP music from the
networks without payment of
ASCAP fees or fear of legal action. Such a condition, ASCAP
argues, would be to encourage
broadcasters in other States to
work for the passage of similar
laws with the eventual result that
ASCAP would find itself legislated
out of business. NBC believes this
to be an unwarranted stand, as it
is requesting the no-suit guarantee
only on network programs and not
on programs originating at the individual stations, for which the stations would still be liable to the
ASCAP writers and publishers if
any of ASCAP music were used.
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Agreement
TRAMMELL

With
AWAITS

IN A STATEMENT issued Friday,
Niles Trammell, NBC President,
expressed hope that the contract
would soon be ready for signature,
but added that NBC will not sigh
it until the network's affiliates have
agreed to refund to NBC 2%%
of the stations' compensation on
network business, except in those
States where such refunds are forbidden by law"Wires have been sent to all
NBC stations and we hope to have
telegraphic approvals from them
so as to enable us shortly to sign
the contracts which are now being
prepared," Mr. Trammell said.
"When these contracts are signed,
arrangements will be made to return ASCAP music to our networks
for both commercial and sustainprograms".
Ininghis
wire Mr. Trammell emphasized that the terms applied to

I
RADIO SLEUTH
I KQW's
Buzzini
Down
■
Missouri
4-H Tracks
Member
WHEN Bert Buzzini, farm reporter of KQW, San Jose, Cal., broadcast a UP news dispatch about
the 4-H activity of a certain 18year old Missouri farm girl, he
brought a man-sized sleuthing job
down on his own shoulders. For a
California farmer sent a letter to
Buzzini to be forwarded to the
Midwest farmerette 2,000 miles
away.
Temporarily stumped because
the UP dispatch only identified her
as Mary Jean Lentz, somewhere
in Jackson County, Mo., the undaunted Buzzini contacted Phil
Evans, dix'ector of farm service of
KMBC, Kansas City, and explained his predicament. Evans in
turn enlisted the aid of the county
agent and within a few days succeeded in delivering the letter to
the young lady.
Russell Colgate
RUSSELL COLGATE, 68, a director and former chairman of the
board of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co., Jersey City, on July 31 died of
a heart attack while playing tennis
at his home in Llewellyn Park, N.
J. A grandson of William Colgate,
who founded the soap company in
1806, Mr. Colgate joined the firm
soon after his graduation from
Yale U in 1896, becoming chairman
of the board in 1933. Surviving are
his wife and daughter.
W. FRANKLIN MOORE, with
BBDO, New York, for the last 25
years, has been elected a vice-president
of that agency. During the last 19
years, Mr. Moore has been associated
with " Armstrong Cork Co. account.
LISTENERS in the Duluth-Superior
area arc now hearing Fulton Lewis
jr., MBS commentator, thrice weekly
on WDSM, Superior, under sponsorship of the E. J. Rrach Candy Co.
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ASCAP
AFFILIATES

the network licenses on the Red
and Blue networks and the M&O
stations of NBC and that the NBC
affiliates were entirely free to make
their own contracts with ASCAP
for local broadcasting. It is understood that ASCAP is making the
same per-program and blanket proposals for settlement to all individual stations that it made to
NBC, covering local programs on
the network's
ated stations. managed and operComment by McCosker
Commenting on the terms of the
ASCAP-NBC agreement, Alfred J.
McCosker, MBS board chairman
said "the expected effectiveness of
NBC's tremendous dollar volume
in negotiating a deal has been demonstrated. Mutual, of course, will
take advantage of its most-favorednation clause to secure the same
CBS Video Tests
terms."
CBS, which
permission fromhas
the just
FCC received
to continue
the experimental television broadcasts of WCBW, New York, for
another 30 days, following the expiration of the first such permit
July 30, has announced that to assist service men who are converting television receivers previously
purchased from the old to the new
standards. WCBW has added a
daily hour to its broadcast of test
patterns, from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Other test patterns continue for
the half-hour preceding each television program, afternoon and evening. Network is also transmitting
aexperimentally
day.
in color for an hour
Choc-So Test
ROCKWOOD & Co., Brooklyn, for
the past several weeks has been
conducting a test campaign for
Choc-So, a new fortified chocolate
mixer on WSYR, Syracuse;
WTAR, Norfolk, and WFBR, Syracuse. Federal Adv. Agency, New
York, handles the account.
Chicago School Extends
AMERICAN SCHOOL, Chicigo (correspondence courses), due to the success of a spot campaign for its home
study high-school course on WOV,
New York, has added WAAF. Chicago WCAR,
;
Pontiac ; WERC, Erie ;
WPIC, Sharon, P.i. Announcements
are five-minute transcriptions six
times weekly. Agency is Huber Hoge
& Sons, New York.
Camel Latin Shift
XAVIER CUGAT's Orchestra on the
NBC-Red Camel Hour for R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, is
now heard in Latin America simultaneously with the domestic broadcast
Thursdays at 10-10 :30 p.m., instead
of via recording later that evening as
heretofore. Program is broadcast on
NBC's international stations WRCA
and WNBI, with Announcer Ken
Smith giving comments in Spanish for
Latin American audiences while program with English comments goes over
NBC-Red. Agency is Wm. Esty &
Co., New York.
BROADCASTING

ONE OF THE PARTY attending
the dedication of NBC's new shortwave listening post at Bellmore, L.
I., was Mathilde Baier (right), secretary to Max Jordan, NBC European news manager. When she entered the monitoring room it was
only natural that she looked to see
who was listening in on Berlin. Immagine her surprise to see that it
was Frederick Sartorius (left) her
former next door neighbor in Arlesheim, Switzerland, a suburb of
Basle. She did not know that he
was even in the United States.
Miss Baier, who arrived in this
country only two weeks ago from
Basle, in her own right has helped
make international radio history.
It was she who kept three telephone
lines open for four days at Munich for Mr. Jordan, which allowed
him to scoop the world by an hour
on the signing of the Munich Pact.
In center is Jules Van Item, in
charge of the listening post.
EDUCATION
OFFICE
MAKES RADIO PLANS
PREPARING to re-expand operations of its radio division, following appropriation of $16,400 by
Congress for these activities during fiscal year 1942, the Office of
Education plans to add specialists
in radio research and radio information to its staff, it was indicated to Broadcasting last Tuesday. The funds, first ever appropriated by Congress for the radio
division, also will be used to expand clerical functions in the
radio division. They were included
in the Federal Security Agency
appropriation.
Appropriation of the funds,
which include $1,000 for materials
and supplies and $15,400 for wages
and salaries, came just a year after
Congress had flatly refused to make
available any money to continue
the work of the Office of Education's radio division, which since
its start in 1935 had subsisted on
relief funds. Last year Congress
set a limit of $100,000 on the
amount of relief money that could
be spent for Government radio activities, after charges were made
that the radio activities amounted
to New Deal propaganda. Since
the Works Progress Administration
alone used this sum for its broadcast activities, none was left for
the Office of Education, whose radio
division and particularly its Radio
Script and Transcription Exchange, managed to keep operating only through financial assist
ance from the Federal Radio Edu
cation Committee.
BRITISH BROADCASTING Corp.
variety program titled Music Hall,
formerly heard on MBS, will be resumed Aug. 12 on that network, to
be heard Tuesday, 2 :15-3 p.m.
• Broadcast
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AGMA
RESURRECTION of an inactive
statute by the Chicago Park department almost prevented NBC from presenting any programs with studio
audience from Chicago. During the remodeling of large Studio A in Merchandise Mart, NBC leased the Goodman Theater in Grant Park from the
Chicago Art Institute, but when it
was discovered that the theatre, being
on public grounds, could not be leased
to a "company
operating
for Whereprofit",
NBC
was ordered
to vacate.
upon NBC secured an injunction July
24 in the Illinois Circuit Court enjoining the Art Institute and the Park
Department from breaching the contract until late August when Studio A
can again be used for studio-audience
programs.
V FOR VICTORY in Morse has been
adopted by the Philip Klein Agency,
Philadelphia, for the Morris Plan
Bank nightly news periods on WFIL.
Philadelphia. At the opening and
closing of each broadcast, the oscillator taps out three dots and a dash,
the announcer indicating what it
stands for, followed by additional
oscillator sounds explained by the announcer as standing for the sponsoring Morris Plan Bank.
WIP, Philadelphia, will cover the activities of troops from Indiantown
Gap, Pa., during maneuvers starting
Aug. 2.3 and continuing for three
weeks. A sound truck will follow each
movement of the troops, recording the
highlights of the particular day. The
transcription will be rushed back by
air mail or special delivery for immediate broadcast by the station.
j KMA, Shenandoah, la., is claiming
1 some cent
sortcoverage
of speed
for its
reof a record
fire which
broke
j out in a warehouse only 200 yards
j from
studios.outFive
after the
the KMA
blaze broke
the minutes
station
! had a microphone manned by Program
' Director Mott Johnson and Announcer
Jack tionKelly
on the onair.the spot and a descripWJPR, Greenville, Miss., has started
a new transcription series. Sable Espanol (Do you speak Spanish?) a
15-minute lesson in Spanish. The
transcription is programmed by WMC,
Memphis and is played on WJPR the
: following
day. lessons
The "students"
from written
printed inwork
the
jlMemphis Commercial Appeal.
1 WOR. New York, from Jan. 1 to July
1 4, 1941, carried 160 programs devoted
i) to defense, according to a tabulation
made by the WOR special features
and news division. The programs
ranged from five-minute talks to halfhour variety shows and documentary
cross-country broadcasts from plane
factories, tank plants and arsenals. Of
this total, 48 dealt with the Army,
nine with the Navy, three publicized
defense savings bonds, 11 for serviceorganizations,
and 57defense
were
], men's
talks and
forums on various
problems.
KROD, El Paso, on July 29 carried a
half-hour account of a "command
; flight"
Squadronbyof the
the 120th
United Observation
States Air
Force. Ted Gates, studio director, and
\ Morrison Qualtrough, announcer, one
I on the ground and the other in a plane,
described a simulated dive bombing
;i attack. The broadcast was made
through cooperation of officers at Fort
^ BHss and Biggs Field.
j WTOC, Savannah, Ga., is carrying a
' new .0 :45-6 :45 a.m. series, Reveille,
designed particularly for boys in the
military services. Recorded popular
'jmusic requested by service men in the
|i
area is staff
presented
the program.
Ii WTOC
memberson recently
visited
il four camps in the area to find out
;! first-hand the type of music the
, trainees liked best.
BROADCASTING

Taking

Injunction

Plea

Against

AFM
to N, Y. Supreme Court in October
AMERICAN Guild of Musical
would not be allowed to perform
Artists will take its suit to restrain with instrumental musicians who
James C. Petrillo, president of the were not members of AFM. A number of AGMA members, headed by
American Federation of Musicians,
from seizing jurisdictional control Albert Spaulding, resigned and
joined AFM at this time. But
over AGMA's instrumentalist members into the New York Supreme
AGMA announced that the "overCourt at its opening session in
whelming majority of solo instrumentalists have remained loyal to
October, following authorization
received last week from the New
York Court of Appeals. In a 5-2
Justice Department Plans
AGMA".
decision that court granted
AGMA's plea for the right to try
its suit for an injunction and damages in the Supreme Court, reversing a prior ruling of the
Appellate Division.
The fight between AGMA and
AFM began Aug. 5, 1940, when
Mr. Petrillo wrote a letter to Lawrence Tibbett, AGMA president,
demanding that "all instrumentalists belonging to your organization
. . . resign and become mmbers
of AFM where they rightfully belong". The letter set Labor Day
as the deadline, after which
Petrillo said he would order AFM
members not to perform with members of AGMA, which would be
tantamount to banning the AGMA
instrumentalists, chiefly virtuosos
appearing as soloists with orchestras, from working on the concert
stage, on the air or in the movies.
AGMA Goes to Court
Securing a stay order to maintain the status quo pending trial,
AGMA went to the New York
Supreme Court with a motion for
a temporary injunction against
Mr. Petrillo pending trial for a permanent injunction. The motion for
a temporary injunction was dismissed, and at the same time the
court denied Mr. Petrillo's crossmotion to dismiss the suit. AGMA
then appealed to the Appellate
Division of the Court, which not
only upheld the denial for a temporary injunction, but dismissed
the entire action.
Meanwhile, by agreement of
counsel, the status quo had been
maintained, but after the Appellate Division's decision [Broadcasting, Feb. 3], Mr. Petrillo presented another ultimatum to
AGMA with a March 1 deadline,
notifying broadcasters, concert bureaus and recording companies
that after that date AFM members
WCCO. Minneapolis, will set up a
miniature studio in its regiilar booth
at the Minnesota State Fair, Aug. 28
to Sept. 1. Here, with defense as the
main theme, the regular Sunday dramatic program, Minnesota to the Defense, will be presented thrice daily
for the benefit of the public, in addition to other WCCO programs. The
station expects these unaired presentations to increase the attendance at
the WCCO booth above the 400,000
record mark of 1940.
WTAG, Worcester, by way of variety
in musical entertainment, currently is
liresenting weekly Kaleidoscope Moods
in Music with Onell Smith, talented
with the piano, organ and novachord,
presenting
the selections
ous instruments
according onto the
the varitype
of song.
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On Feb. 28 the Justice Department announced plans for a grand
jury investigation of the AFM and
other organizations dealing with
musical artists, the announcement
emphasizing the position of Mr.
Petrillo, whose power was termed
"absolute and subject to no control". The Department, it was
learned in Washington, is withholding action on the Petrillo proceedings pending determination of
its course in connection with monopoly charges made by the FCC
against the networks.
In recent months there has been
little action on the AFM-AGMA
front and none is expected until
after the New York Supreme Court
trial this fall. Full text of the
Court of Appeals decision was not
available as Broadcasting went to
press, but Henry Jaffe, AGMA attorney, said that in essence it
means that AGMA's pleadings
showed a good cause for an injunction and damages and that the
Court of Appeals therefore gave
AGMA the right to establish its
case in trial.
AFM Counsel Henry A. Fruedman explained that the Appellate
Division has said, in effect, that
AGMA's complaint, if true, was
not sufficient to warrant a trial,
but that the Court of Appeals,
which does not pass on merits,
had found the complaint to contain
enough material to justify a trial.
Mrs. Blanche Witherspoon, executive secretary of AGMA, stated
that "the board of AGMA was delighted that the court had vindicated our claims", but declined to
comment further until the text of
the decision had been received and
studied. Mr. Petrillo could not be
reached for comment, the AFM
headquarters reporting him to be
out of town.
WROK, Rockford, 111., has expanded
its newscast schedule and now carries
a news broadcast every hour on the
half-hour. News Editor Bill Traum
has set aside one quarter-hour program
daily
omitted.in which war news is entirely
THE new song of Dick Aurandt. musical director of KSFO. San Francisco. "There Shall Be No Blackout
for
campaign
theme
song
for Democracy",
the Pacific Coast
Division
of USO
has been adopted by the Coast Artillery Replacement Training Center.
Camp Callan, San Diego, as its theme
for radio broadcasts.
BONUS checks amounting to a halfweek's pay were distributed during
July by WHBF, Rock Island, 111., to
more than 40 of the station's personnel.

Daylight

Saving

Hearings
Start
House Committee to Consider
Several Pending Proposals
PRESAGING Congressional approval of legislation authorizing
the President to prescribe daylight
saving time areas in the country,
as requested by President Roosevelt
[Broadcasting, July 21], the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last Friday announced that public hearings on
pending DST pioposals would
start Tuesday, Aug. 5. The opening
session, at 10 a.m., will convene in
the committee room in the New
House Office Bldg.
Although primary attention probably will center on the bill introduced by Rep. Lea (D-Cal.), chairman of the committee, it is understood all of the five or six pending
DST bills will be considered by
the committee. The Lea bill, bearing
White House endorsement, would
authorize the President to order
daylight saving time either on a
national or regional basis, as he
sees fit. Other proposals variously
propose six-month and seven-month
DST seasons, in the manner of the
DST law in effect during World
War I.
The approaching legislative
move is considered of far-reaching
importance to the broadcasting industry because of its relationship
to botli network and spot programming. Due to hit-or-miss observance
of DST over the country, program
schedules perennially have gone
through twice-yearly scrambles.
NAB and other surveys have indicated that virtually all broadcasters favor a universal time basis,
either DST or standard time, as
observed by railroad systems, with
a majority favoring DST outright.
Another Video Sponsor
FRANK H. LEE Co., Danbury,
Conn,television
(men's sponsor
hats), becomes
the
fifth
Aug. 7 when
it starts a half-hour series on
WNBT, NBC's television station in
New York. Series, titled Sports Interviews and The Lee Hat Parade,
will feature Stanley Woodward,
sports editor of discussing
the New sports
Yo7-k
Herald-Tribune,
and interviewing sports stars.
Highlights of the sports events of
the preceding week, edited from
Pathe Newsreels, will be shown
and the commercial part of the program will also consist of movie
shots made at the Lee factory showing how men's hats are made. Series, telecast Thursdays, 9-9:30
p.m., is placed through Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, New
York.
Mennen Plans Show
MENNEN Co., Newark, through
its newly appointed agency, Russel
M. Seeds Co., New York, is planning a fall network show to promote its shaving preparations. It
is rumored the show may be titled
What Price Glory, but no details
on network, time or type of program have yet been released.
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ARTISTS BUREAU
BIDS CONSIDERED
SALE of the NBC Artists Bureau,
expected to be consummated early
last week, is still hanging fire.
Mark Woods, NBC vice-president
and treasurer, in charge of negotiations for the sale of this division
of NBC, explained Friday that he
had been so tied up with ASCAP
negotiations during the week that
he had been unable to consider the
talent bureau sale for the time being.
Music Corp. of America and William Morris Agency have both submitted bids to NBC and discussions
between the network and both of
these talent management companies have been under way for the
last month. The deal proposed by
MCA, which is also acquiring the
CBS talent services, is generally
believed to be more acceptable to
NBC, but the Morris offer has not
been finally rejected.
A CBS stockholders' meeting has
been called for Aug. 11 to ratify
the transfer to MCA of the netsubsidiaries,
Artists works'
Inc.two and
Columbia Columbia
Concerts
Corp. Sale is expected to be approved without opposition, CBS
counsel reporting that a good many
proxies have been received already
with no protests against the sale.
New

SESAC

Guide

NEW

list of 1,500 phonograph records of SESAC music was mailed
last week to program directors of
stations throughout the country,
while the new SESAC Music Guide
will be released within the next two
weeks. The Guide contains a complete list of the types of music
available from the 125 SESAC publishers, a brief sketch of each
SESAC affiliate and congratulatory
letters from broadcasters to the organization inobservance of its 10th
anniversary. SESAC now has longterm licenses with over 750 commercial radio stations, it reports.
Cranston Manages CKOC
W. T. CRANSTON, sales manager
of CKOC, Hamilton, Ont., has been
named manager of the station, succeeding M. V. Chesnut, who has
taken a position with All-Canada
Radio Facilities Ltd., at its main
office in Toronto. W. M. Guild of
the sales staff becomes sales manager, while W. A. Speers, now assistant manager of CKCK, Regina,
moves East to take a similar position with CKOC. All changes are
effective Aug. 1.
Higgins Resigns From WOR
HAROLD HIGGINS, manager of
the Chicago sales office of WOR,
New York, on Sept. 1 is resigning
to join a station as salesman. No
successor has yet been named, and
it is understood that John Shelton
and Robert Wood, both of the Chicago office, will continue in their
present positions as salesmen.
MARTIN GOSCH and Howard Harris have returned to New York after
several months in Hollywood where
they wrote the Paramount screenplay
of their original, "Hula Honeymoon."
They will audition "Mr. and Mrs.
North" for fall radio spon 'orship before secluding themselves in Connecticut to write a play.
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The Other Fellow's
VIEWPOINT
Mr. Cisler Expounds
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Your issue this week [July 21]
was certainly packed with the
stuff.
First, the Craney letter on NAB
and ASCAP deserves some corhments. NAB has done a lot of good
work since Neville Miller went in.
We agree with Craney that there
shouldtionbewithout
a broadcasters'
organizavettvork membership.
Leaving NBC-CBS-MBS outside,
there will still be plenty of "inside
influence" from some of the big
boys affiliated with the various
chains. But at least the networks
will not be the guiding lights, as
more and more of us feel is the
case at present. But it seems to me
that this is something that can be
done with the present NAB by a
simple but thorough reorganization,
rather than setting up a new group.
Ed has hit the nail on the head
with respect to this ASCAP matter. Despite the wonderful work
of BMI, more and more weakwilled broadcasters are edging toward the evils of an ASCAP blanket percentage fee with the only
variation being the degree of fee.
Next, some of our "leading indusfigures"
brought
to pushto
the try
NBC
andareCBS
proposals
pass part of the ASCAP network
fee back on the affiliate. Not a
single network or "industry leader"
has sought or placed on public record a plan for a fixed fee basis per
number, per program, or per month.
No one has ever given me an anto ivhy
buy
ASCAPswer asmusic
like we
we can't
buy news
or transcriptions, on so much money
per month, come Hell or high
water?
Andrew Bennett's letter as you
printed it should encourage many
Ijroadcasters to fight on for a better ASCAP deal. But your issue
also contains the news that the
Bulova group (managed by the
same Mr. Lafount to whom the
Bennett letter was addressed, and
head of the NIB) signed the present ASCAP system of licenses. No
doubt Mr. Lafount was ordered to
by Bulova, who, being a New
Yorker, is constantly exposed and
impressed by the bushwah and
propaganda and pressure handed
out by the ASCAP people in his
home town.
As I see it, the fight against
ASCAP is going to be pushed and
won
by the and
Southerners
and Midwesterners
Far Westerners
(exclusive
of Hollywood)
don't
meet
Mr. Buck
on TimeswhoSquare,
who don't invite Irving Caesar in
for cocktails, and who only figure
in
plainweAmerican
English
should
pay ASCAP
3% : on"Why
our
gross for music when we buy Associated Press news for $60 or $75
trouble with the radio indusperThetryweek?"
is that too much business and
too many decisions are made by
New Yorkers with a viewpoint limited by the Hudson River and the
Atlantic Ocean. Some of our worthy
"industry leaders" can't imagine
how any 250-watter could object to
paying ,37r to ASCAP instead of
the old 5%.
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GET-TOGETHER of WMBG, Richmond, announcers and former announcers the other day brought into
the studio Lieut. Felix Boswell,
formerly with the station and now
with the Canadian Royal Air Force.
He was on a short furlough, and
broadcast his impressions of flying
vs. announcing.

Locked

Jaw

HERE'S the latest in the
modernization of the Army.
Bob Wear, who does a quarter-hour daily show on
KGKO, Fort Worth, with
telegraphed news from Texas
Army camps and Fort Sill,
Okla., was a little bit abashed
when he received this release
from
Barkeley:
"Third
Army Camp
notified
45th Division
headquarters
ti-tank'today
injectionsthat
for 'anall
soldiers
had
been
postponed".
After recovering from his
surprise, Wear checked with
public relations officers at
Camp eredBarkeley
and discovthat the release
should
have read "anti-tetanus injections".
Now
MBS comes along and
agrees with AFRA to cut off any
affiliate that will not agree to
arbitrate its labor differences with
the specific provision that an AFRA
closed shop will be demanded if a
majority is proved by AFRA. Both
MBS and AFRA forget that there
are still a few free men in some
sections of the country who have
a mind of their own, and who will
do their own bargaining and not
under duress.
The same applies to ASCAP, to
the FCC monopoly report, the newspaper situation, etc. that use fifth
column and dust cloud tactics to
obscure the truth.
But over all the disputes, overshadowing the provincialisms and
the radical outlaws on all questions,
is the great mass of apathetic station owners and managers who
don't know what is going on; regard everything from a distant
vantage of their own immediate
revenue; and go on their way "letBROADCASTING

ting Georgethem
do it"anduntil
has "done"
it is"George"
too late
for repairs.
I could undoubtedly be making;
more sales of time if I paid mort
attention to running WGRC and
less time yapping about the
troubles of the industry or the independent station, but I read your
magazine each week and get a good
picture of what is transpiring and
it all results in a state of lather
over possible future effects on my
own station or my competition.
Despite my personal feeling that
many of your articles are written
with a network (especially NBC)
bias, and that all the advantages
and disadvantages aren't weighed
exactly, I still think you do a grand
job of covering what is going on. J,
If more station owners and managers would read your magazine
from cover to cover, at night, in
the comfort of their homes, and
then analyze what the effect is on
their own stations, and then do
something, this whole business
would be run a lot different.
STEVE CISLER,
WGRC, New Albany, Ind.
July 22.
Home Products Shortwave
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Corp., Jersey City, has signed a
39-week renewal contract with
NBC's International Division for i
Wednesdays, 7:15-7:30 p.m., on
WNBI and WRCA. Replacing the
musical programs formerly broadcast to Latin America, the new
series, El Desfile Pan Americano,
is dramatic, a Spanish version of
America the Free, currently on the
Red network for the same sponsor.
Shortwave program, advertising
Kolynos, is placed through John F.
Murray Adv. Agency, New York;
domestic program, for Anacin,
through Blackett - Sample - Hummert, New York.
Liberty on Coast
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS,'
New York (Liberty magazine), on ■
Aug. 13 will begin sponsorship of
Bob Garred Ne2vs on five CBS Pa- '
cific
stations
(KNX Monday,KSFO "
KIROCoast
KARM
KOIN),
Wednesday and Friday, 7:30-7:45'
a.m. (PDST). Contract is for 13
weeks. Erwin, Wasey & Co., New ^
York, handles the account.
Digest Discs

;

READERS
DIGEST,
Pleasant- ■
ville, N. Y., will start one-minute
transcriptions thrice weekly on ■
WGY, and
Schenectady,
WMAQ, with
Chi- '
cago,
WTAM, Cleveland,
possibly more stations to be added
Aug. 26 to run through Oct. 23
BBDO New York, is the agency.
MBS Adds in Florida
WJHP, Jacksonville, and WTSP,
St. Petersburg, join MBS Aug. 4,
the network's first Florida affiliates. They bring the total Mutual
list to 174.
Mar-O-Oil Returning
MARROWS Inc., Chicago, which
sponsored George Fisher, HoUyivood
Reporter, last Spring in a 26-week
campaign
Shampoo,
will resumefortheMar-O-Oil
program on
MBS
Sept. 28, using about 80 stations,
Sundays, 1:15-1:30 p.m. (EST).
Agency
Chicago. is Hays MacFarland & Co.,
• Broadcast
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EVERYONE SEEMED to be having a jolly time at the dedicatory broadcast the other day honoring the 50,000 watts acquired by KOB, Albuquerque. NBC Announcer Don Wilson and Martha Tilton, featured
vocalist with Gordon Jenkins' orchestra were co-starred. In the picture
(1 to r) are Van Haaften, KOB program director; Wilson; Miss Tilton;
Mary McConnel Hickox, head of the continuity department; Frank
Quinn, manager of KOB ; and George Johnson, chief engineer.
Radio Equipment Delays
Lead to Gates Warning
DIFFICULTIES met in securing
materials for the construction of
transmitters have caused Gates
Radio & Supply Co., Quincy, 111., to
issue a warning to stations planning expansions and to new licensees to get their contracts in early,
either for early shipment or for
reserve in order to assure equipment for scheduled openings.
Gates states the necessity is indicated by the fact that a little over
a month ago four 250-watt transiTnitters were available for 30-day
delivery. Today these have all been
jreserved, and future orders are being accepted for delivery not earlier
ithan October. The situation does
not show any promise of improvement, it was stated, because raw
jmaterials are becoming increasing|ly hard to obtain,
ij Among contracts received by
'[Gates and
assured oflists
prompt
livery, the company
those deof
^WMVA, Martinsville, Va.; WMIS,
JNatchez, Miss.; KGIW, Alamosa,
Col.; WSON, Henderson, Ky.;
WGAA, Cedartown, Ga.; WLDS,
y acksonville. 111.
' The last-named was authorized
for construction last May to the
firm of Stephenson, Edge & Korsejmeyer, a partnership. Hobart
. Stephenson is the prime mover in
(this project, and is an instructor
lat the Illinois State School for the
i Blind. He is himself blind, but has
Sia thorough knowledge of the technical side of radio.
Iowa Grid Plans
NEGOTIATIONS for the broadj.icasting of the Iowa-Minnesota and
Indiana-Iowa football games this
,lfall have been completed by WHBF,
jRock Island, 111. Van Patrick, sports
^director of WHBF, will be at the
j||mike for both games. Mr. Patrick
fas also making arrangements for
(broadcasts of U of Illinois games.

SIONAl REPRESENIATIViS
MWRD PETRT A Ca^
ON THE NBC RED NETWORK
BROADCASTING

Errors

in List

{Continued from page 18)
"A" station, although the manager
of that station reports that Dexter
Moss, publisher of the Tulsa Daily
Legal News, which carries no news
or editorials but merely lists legal
notices, owns only 20% of the
stock of Oil Capitol Sales Corp.,
licensee of the station, and has
nothing whatever to do with operation or policy.
Object to Being Listed
It is understood that objections
have been raised to the inclusion
of WLS, Chicago, WKAT, Miami
Beach, and KATE, Albert Lea,
Minn., in the newspaper list by the
principals in those stations. WLS
is under the same ownership as the
Prairie Farmer, bi-weekly farm
paper published in Chicago, the
principal being Burridge D. Butler.
Mr. Butler also owns the ArizoTut
Farmer, a monthly, controls KOY,
Phoenix, and has a minority interest in KTUC, Tucson.
WKAT is controlled by A. Frank
Katzentine, attorney and onetime
mayor of Miami Beach, who reports he owns less than 30% of
the stock of the Miami Beach Society Pictorial, which is merely a
weekly social magazine, and he
states that he does not consider this
as placing him in the newspaper
category. His station is classified

VALUE

of MANUFACTURED

NORTH,

PRODUCTS

CAROLfNA
AVERAGE
OF
NINE OTHER
SOUTHERN STATES

^5363

Source: — Census of
Manufactures, 1939

as KATE
"A". is 49%, owned by E. L.
Hayek, who also is interested in
the Trades Publishing Co., publishing the Northwestern Jeweler, a
monthly trade paper. Mr. Hayek
reports that he does not regard this
as a "newspaper interest."
The original master list, further
evidencing the carelessness of its
compilation, has incorrect call letters for three stations: KGBX is
listed as KGEX; WKBH as
WKBK; WTHT as WTRT.
School Buying Time
NATIONAL SCHOOLS, Los Angeles, on behalf of its courses in
aircraft, Diesel and television engineering, has started participations
and recorded music shows varying
from two to 52 weeks on the following stations: WKLB WGRC
WNEW WOWO WDZ. Agency is
Huber Hoge & Sons, New York.

• Broadcast

Advertising

FREE &

PETERS,
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KDKA, Pittsburgh
American Chicle Co., Long Island, N. Y.
(Chiclets), 6 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Badger & Browning, Boston.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., N. Y.
(Pall Mall Cigarettes), 12 t weekly, 13
weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
American Fruit Growers, Chicago, 52 sa,
thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Foster
Pills), Milburn
104 t, thru Co.,
Street Buffalo
& Finney,(Doan's
N. Y.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich. (Pep),
45 t, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
John Morrell Co., Ottumwa. la. (E-Z Cut
Ham), 290 sp (participation), thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md.
(soups), 65 sa thru Aitkin Kynett Co.,
Philadelphia.
Ball Bros., Munice, Ind. (Mason jars), 39
sp, thru Applegate Adv. Agency, Muncie.
Campbell- Woods Co., Pittsburgh (Breakfast Cheer Coffee), 26 t, thru J. Grant
Co., Pittsburgh.
Household Finance Corp., Pittsburgh. 5 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru BBDO. N. Y.
Hurley Machine Co., Chicago (Thor washing Machine), 39 sp, thru E. H. Brown
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Kerr Glass Mfg. Corp., Los Angeles, 40 sa,
thru Raymond R. Morgan Co.. Hollywood.
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co., WilkesBarre, Pa., 312 sp. thru Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood.
WRC, Washington
Borden Co., N. Y. (cheese), aa 13 weeks,
renewal, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
McCall Corp., N. Y. (Redbook magazine),
18 sa, thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (soap),
so. 13 weeks, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Radbill Oil Co., Philadelphia (Renuzit), sa
18 weeks, thru Harry Feigenbaum Adv.
Agency, Philadelphia.
Studebaker Sales Corp., South Bend, Ind.
(cars), 13 sp, thru Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Swift & Co., Chicago (shortening), 156 sa,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
MacFadden Publications, N. Y. (magaN. Y. zines), 21 sa, thru Arthur Kudner Inc.,
CJRC, Winnipeg
Massey-Harris Co. Ltd., Toronto, (farm
machinery) 6 sp weekly, thru Cockfield
Brown & Co. Ltd., Winnipeg.
WNEW, New York
Erie Railroad Co.. Cleveland (vacation
trips), 6 sa weekly, thru Griswold- Eshleman Co., Cleveland.
Salz Bros., New York (pen and pencil
sets), 5 sp and sa weekly, 18 weeks, thru
S. R. Leon, N. Y.
Koven Oil Burner Co., New York, weekly
sp thru Lucerna Co.. N. Y.
WQXR, New York
J. B. Williams Co., Glastonbury, Conn.
(Aqua-Velva shaving lotion), 14 sa
weekly,
son Co.,13N. weeks,
Y. thru J. Walter Thomp-

WAPI, Birmingham
Florida Citrus Commission, Lakeland, Fla.,
5 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Arthur
Kudner Inc., N. Y.
Postal Telegraph-Cable Co., New York, sa
weekly, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
Silver Mirror Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru First United Broadcasters,
Chicago.
KGO-KPO, San Francisco
standard Beverages, Oakland, Cal. (soft
drinks), sa series, thru Emil Reinhardt,
Oakland.
Marvelous Marin Inc., San Rafael, Cal.
(Chamber of Commerce) ta series, thru
Theodore H. Segall, San Francisco.
Washington Co-Op Egg & Poultry Assn.,
Seattle, 2 sa weekly, thru Pacific National Adv. Agency, Seattle.
Bekins Van & Storage Co., Los Angeles,
2 sa weekly, thru Brooks Agency, Los
Angeles.
Standard Beverages, Oaklt.nd, Cal. (soft
drinks),
Oakland. so series, thru Emil Reinhardt,
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (Pep), 5 sa
weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Marvelous Marin Inc., San Rafael, Cal.
(Chamber of Commerce), ta series thru
Theodore H. Segall, San Francisco.
White Labs., Newark (Chooz), 5 sa
weekly
Chicago. thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,
WINS, New York
K. Arakelian Inc., New York (Mission
Bell wines), 60 so weekly, 16 weeks,
thru Firestone Adv. Service, N. Y.
Commerce Insurance Agency, 28 sp weekN. Y.ly, 13 weeks, thru Klinger Adv. Corp.,
I. J. Fox Inc., New York (furriers), 70
sa
6 weeks, thru Lew Kashuk,
N. weekly,
Y.
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., 6 sp weekly, 2 weeks, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co.. Seattle.
P.gum),
K. Wrigley
Co., Chicago
(chewing'
36 so weekly,
52 weeks,
thru
Vanderbie & Rubens, Chicago.
WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
Corn Products Refining Co., New York
( Linit) , 3 sp weekly, thru C. L. Miller
Co., N. Y.
Macfadden Publications, New York (True
Story),
N.
Y. 17 ta, thru Arthur Kudner Inc.,
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo (Doans), 104
ta. thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
California Fruit Growers Exchange, Los
Angeles (Sunkist), 100 so, thru Lord &
Thomas. Los Angeles.
Reader's
RigestBBDO,
Assn.. N.Pleasantville,
N. Y.,
10 ta. thru
Y.
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia (White
Flash),
N.
y. 5 so, thru N. W. Ayer & Son,
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta.
General Dry Batteries of Canada Ltd., ToToronto. ronto, 78 so, thru A. McKim Ltd.,
Ogilvie Flour Mills Ltd., Montreal, 78 sp,
thru J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto.

KFI-KECA, Los Angeles
Hauser Food Products Co., Los Angeles
(Hauser Brand Sauce), weekly sp, thru
McElroy Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Kellogg Ant Paste Co., Los Angeles (anticide) . 5 sp weekly, thru W. C. Jeffries
Co., Los Angeles.
Bullock's Inc., Los Angeles (retail), 3 sp
weekly, thru Dana Jones Co., Los AnLoma
Linda Food Co., Arlington, Cal.
geles.
(breakfast cereal), weekly sp, thru
Gerth-KnoUin Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Yellow Cab Co., Los Angeles (transportation), 2ta weekly, thru Rufus Rhoades &
Co., San Francisco.
Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven (razor
blades), 3 ta weekly, thru Craven &
Hedrick, N. Y.
Supreme Bakery Co., Los Angeles (bread) ,
5 sp, 5 t weekly, thru Sidney Garfinkel
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Southern
California
Fund, Los
Angeles, Ford
6 sp Dealers'
weekly, Adv.
thru
McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles.
WPAT, Paterson, N. J.
S. varin
A. Schonbrunn
New thru
YorkM. (SaCoffee) , 60 &taCo.,
weekly,
H.
Hackett, N. Y.
Vim Electric Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. (Philco
radio distributors), 30 so weekly, thru
Samuel Singer Agency, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Flormann'serson, N.Radio
& Electric
Service, PatJ. (Philco
radio distributors),
15 so weekly, thru Sternfield, Godley, Inc.,
N. Y.
Jimso Dale
clothing),
24
weekly,Stores,
thru Inc.
Reiss(men's
Advertising,
N. Y.
WBBM, Chicago
McFadden Publications, New York, 2 sa
weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
soap flakes) 2 so weekly, thru Compton
Adv., N. Y.
WMAQ, Chicago
Perfection Stove Co., Cleveland (Superfex
Heaters), 26 sp, thru McCann-Erickson,
Cleveland.
Atlantic Commission
Co., New York
(peaches in A & P Stores), 21 sa weekly,
thru Paris & Peart, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York, 5 sp
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
WGN, Chicago
Bosco Co., New York (chocolate syrup), 3
sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.
Macmillan Petroleum Corp., Los Angeles
(Ring Free Oil), 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Roy S. Durstine Inc., N. Y.
Independent Milwaukee Brewery, Milwaukee (Braumeister beer), 5 so, thru Allen
Rieselbach, Milwaukee.
Bosco Co., New York (Milk Amplifier), 2
sp
N. Y.weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt,
WAAT, Jersey City
Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Royal Crown
Cola), 7 sp weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.

Benclub),
Marden's
Riviera,13New
10 sa weekly,
weeks,York
thru (night
J. R.
Kupsick Adv. Agency, N. Y.
KGKO, Fort Worth-Dallas
United Aircraft Institute, Dallas (aircraft school), 260 t, direct.
Long Horn Cavern, Burnet, Tex., (tourist
trade), 42 t, thru Rogers & Smith Adv.
Agency, Dallas.
American Academy of Accountancy, Chicago (training), sp series, thru First
United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Monarch Mfg. Co., Chicago cameras), sp
series,
Chicago. thru Henry J. Handelsman Jr.,
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50% AUTO SLASH IS\
REGARDED
CERTAIN
WITH an eventual cut of as much
as 507c in automobile production
Office of Production
Management
definitely
expected, and
both the'
and the Office of Price AdministraSupply size
in of
agree-'
ment tionon& Civilian
the ultimate
the':
reduction, it now appears that the
only difference of opinion on the ]
matter lies in how swiftly the cut j
should be imposed.
Just what difference the outcome
of this argument
have on budauto'
companies'
radio may
advertising
gets, as they turn increasingly
from non-defense to defense manu-'
facturers, was not clear in broadcasting circles, although it was'
generally agreed the drastic reduc-tion would have its effect on all ad-'
vertising
media [Broadcasting,] [
July
14],
Culminating an open conflict between 0PM and OPACS, William
S. Knudsen,
Director
Gen-'
eral,
and Leon 0PM
Henderson,
OPACS
administrator, last Tuesday were
hosts at a luncheon for passengerl
car manufacturers, at which pro-,
duction problems were discussed inj
the light of national defense needsj
for materials used in motor carmanufacture. According to present'
indications, production cuts will,
start early in August and continue;
month by month until auto manu- 1
factures reach about 50% of the'
Previously 0PM has supported
rate.
a1940
gradual
evolution of the auto 'j
plants' productive facilities from;
non-defense to defense needs, withOPACS Administrator Henderson'
plumping for a far-reaching immediate cut designed to stop automotive manufacturers from "chewing up"terials
large
which,supplies
if turnedof raw
over ma-to
other types of consumer manufacture, could be used more practically, both from the consumers' and
the employes' point of view.
Sisson, Welles Confer
On Lady Esther Series
IN HOLLYWOOD to supervise replacement of Guy Lombardo with
Freddy Martin's orchestra, under
sponsorship of Lady Esther Co.,
Evanston, 111., which took place
Aug. dio4,executive
Ted Sisson,
New York
raof Pedlar
& Ryan,
is also ironing out details with
Orson Welles for a new varietydramatic series, expected to start
on 63 CBS stations Sept. 15, Monday, 10-10:30 p.m. (EDST), for
the cosmetic concern.
Welles, whose last sponsor, more
than a year ago, was Campbell
Soup Co., is said to have an entirely new idea in radio entertainment, and will star in the series
originating from the West Coast.
Jack Moss has severed association with Walter Wanger Productions to become partner in Mercury
Productions Inc., holding company
for Welles' film, theatre, radio and
publishing activities.
A NEW transcribed comedy show.
Standing Room Only, starring Hugh
Herbert, movie comedian, is being
offered on a half-hour weekly basis by
Brisacher Davis & Staff, San Franagency, with
Herbert's
screento
tieup, cisco
Universal
Studios,
agreeing
aters.
arrange promotion with local the-

BROADCASTING
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800%

HAUSER FOOD PRODUCTS Co.,
Santa Monica, Cal. (Hauser Brand
sauce), in a 13-week campaign ending
Oct. 15 is sponsoring weekly participation in Agnes White's California Home
on KFI, Los Angeles. Firm also contracted on July 14 for twiee-a-week
participation in Chef Milani on
KMPC, Beverly Hills, and in addition
has a weekly quarter-hour Boulevard
Quiz on KNX, Hollywood. McElroy
Adv.
count. Agency, Los Angeles, has the acWDRC, Hartford, has signed three
leading Connecticut fur concerns,
bringing to four the number of furrier
sponsors. They are : Harry Glotzer
Furriers, five-weekly 50-word sports,
July 20-Feb. 1; New England Furriers, three-weekly one-minute spots,
52 weeks from July 14 ; Freed Fur
Shop, seven-weekly 50-word and oneminute spots, starting July 22 — all
handled by the Wilbur Randall
Agency, Hartford. Also signed recently
was Robart s Furriers for daily 10minute program in the morning
Shoppers'
Special Ad-Liner.
and one-minute spots
in the afternoon
NESBITT FRUIT PRODUCTS, Los
Angeles (beverages), having completed
a 13-week Western campaign, on July
28 started sponsoring for one month
the transcribed quarter-hour. Passing
Parade, featuring John Nesbitt, commentator, thrice weekly on WJR, Detroit, KSTP, St. Paul, KMBC, Kansas
City, KECA, Los Angeles. Firm also
contracted for 25 transcribed announcements per week on WROL,
Knoxville. Agency is Walter K. Neill
Inc., Los Angeles.

i'i

O

•

o

When

you think

of

SPOTS...
think of lohn Blair!

Wis
FANS
BY THE HUNDREDS
signed a scroll presented to Lowell
MacMillan (right), Gulf Oil sports
commentator of WHEC, Rochester,
by Mayor Samuel B. Dicker, in
honor of his tenth year in Rochester radio. Among those on the testimonial committee were Frank E.
Gannett, publisher; Oliver B.
French, president of the local ball
team; John E. Keenan, chairman
of the Board of Education athletic
committee.
WOR, New York, has announced the
signing of Allstate Insurance Co., Chicago, for thrice-weekly AP newscasts
by Alois Havrilla, to start Aug. 5,
thru E. H. Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago ; Maryland Pharmaceutical Co.,
Baltimore, six-weekly five-minute Professor Snisz, starting Sept. 28, thru
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore ; Hartz
Mountain Products, New York (bird
food). Singing Canaries, weekly quarter-hour, starting Oct. 5, thru George
H. Hartman Co., Chicago ; Consolidated Drug Trade Products, Chicago
(Peruna, Yeast-foam Tablets, Zymole
Trokeys, Kolor-Bak ) , six-weekly late
afternoon 45-minute feature, to start
Oct. 6, thru Benson & Dall, Chicago.
KERB GLASS MFG. Co., Los Angeles (Mason jars), has extended its
five-weekly spot announcement campaignfective
with July
an 28,
eight-week
on WLS,renewal,
Chicagoef-;
WIBW, Topeka ; KFNF, Shenandoah,
la. Agency is Raymond B. Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
CFCF, Montreal, has signed two of
Canada's
big Montreal,
departmentstarting
stores —Aug.
the
T.
Eaton Co.,
18, sponsoring Christopher Ellis in
six weekly newscasts, 8-8 :10 a.m. ;
Henry Morgan & Son Ltd., starting
Adventures of Pinnochio five days
weekly starting in October.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES Inc., New
York, to promote its recent release,
"Shepherd of the Hills", has been running a two-week schedule of spot announcements on WNEW and WINS,
New York. Agency is Buchanan &
Co., New York.
GLOBE LABS., Fort Worth (biological chemicals), has renewed a 260time contract for daily announcements
on KGKO, Fort Worth. Same sponsor
also presents a Sunday morning newseast. Ray K. Glenn, Fort Worth, is
agency.

•
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Winner of fhe "Ceorge Foster Peabody
Award" for Distinguished and Meritorious Public Service Programs in tl>e
local cliannel group durng 1940.

1400 KC.
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INCREASE

Crispy Nut Roll Skyrockets
After Six Months on KIROAN 800% increase in sales of
Crispy Nut Roll, a candy bar
made by the Imperial Candy Co.,
Seattle, is attributed to a sixmonth-old quiz program carried
on KIRO, Seattle.
Authority for the statement, according to the station, is both the
sponsor and the Tom Parry Jones
Agency, which handles the account.
The program, known as Candy
Questionnaire, is transcribed in, or
outside of various stores selling
the candy. Maury Rider and Bob
Spence ask questions of passersby,
with correct answers receiving
samples
sponsor's
product.
Questions ofarethesupplied
by listeners
who must send in a wrapper from
the bar.
The program was started in
February, 1941, and since that
time the market area for the product has been enlarged several
times. No other media have been
used.
WBOS,tion in Boston,
Westinghouse
shortwave
staon July
21 started
broadcasting an hour of news and
music to Europe, beginning at 3 p.m.
(EST),
hours daily
to
nine. bringing
An hour itsin total
Portuguese
was
started July 28, a second hour in
French added Aug. 4, and another
English hour Aug. 11.

Barton

Seeks to Acquire

KTHS, Move It Nearer
Little Rock With 50 kw.
SOUTHLAND Radio Corp., formed
by Col. Tom H. Barton, Arkansas
oil magnate and owner of KARK,
Little Rock, and KELD, El Dorado, has submitted a new application to the FCC for fulltime with
50,000 watts for KTHS, Hot
Springs, coincident with the filing
of an application by the Hot
Springs Chamber of Commerce for
transfer of ownership of the station to the Barton interests. Southland proposes to relieve KTHS
from timesharing with KRLD,
Dallas, and to locate the new 50
kw. transmitter near Wrightsville,
Ark., about 50 miles closer to Little Rock, thus serving both cities
as well as the contiguous areas.
Mr. Barton is president and 98%
stockholder in Southland, with C.
N. Barton and T. K. Barton as
vice-president and 1% stockholders
each. G. E. Zimmerman, manager
of KARK, is also a vice-president
and director. The purchase deal between the Barton interests and the
Hot Springs Chamber of Commerce
culminates litigation during which
Mr. Barton was given first refusal
rights to the station in the event
it was put up for sale.
LAUREN H. ASHE, for the last 17
years chief of the professional service
department of E. R. Squibb & Sons,
New York, has been named advertising manager of the company.

You have only to look at HooperHolmes Field Survey to prove how
thoroughly Central New England retailers are "sold on" WTAG's complete
coverage. They name WTAG, three to
one, over any other station. And they
give the very reasons you want to
know — that WTAG is the "most popular station," that "WTAG" has "better
service, better coverage." Complete
New England radio coverage includes
the important central area. And only
one radio station — WTAG — has ever
qualified with the retailers for merchandising this Central New England area.

WTAG
WORCESTER

NBC BASIC RED AND YANKEE
NETWORKS
EDWARD PETRY <S CO.. INC.— NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
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CRYSTALS

by

mmwm
The Hipower Crystal Company, one of
America's
oldest and
largest
turers of precision
crystal
units,manufacis able
to offer the broadcaster and manufacturer attractive prices because of their
large production and the exclusive
Hipower grinding process. Whatever
your crystal need may be, Hipower
can supply it. Write today for full
information.
HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
Sales Division— 205 W. Wackcr Drivt, Chicago
Factory— 2035 Charleston Street, Chicago, III.

WIGM About Ready
WITH construction now fully under way after having been delayed
by poor building conditions earlier
in the year, Waldemer C. Porsow,
manager of the new WIGM, Medford, Wis., has announced that the
station will go on the air in August or early September. Studios
and transmitter are located on
Highway 13, north of the city limits, and are RCA-equipped throughout, with a Wincharger antenna.
WIGM is to operate with 250 watts
on 1490 kc.

PROFESSIO.^AL

KWAL Deal Approved
DR. .J. R. BINYON, 50% owner of
the new KEVE, under construction in
Everett, Wash., became 25% stockholder of KWAL, Wallace, Ida., as
did H. C. Nichols, when the FCC July
29 granted consent to assignment of
license from Chester Howarth and
Clarence Berger to the Silver Broadcasting Co. Under the new setup Clarence Berger continues as president and
50% owner of KWAL. paying $5,000
for his interest, while Dr. Binyon and
Mr. Nichols assumed the balance for
$2,500 each. Originally, when the station was constructed two years ago,
Mr. Howarth was supposed to have
supplied the capital of $10,000 for the
station for .50% ownership, while Mr.
Berger undertook the actual construction. Mr. Howarth, however, failed to
supply the capital, and as a result
relinquished his holdings to Dr. Binyon
and Mr. Nichols.

Neckstretching
SEEKING to satisfy the curiosity of that famed group
of "sidewalk foremen" who
congregate on the railings
bordering every construction
project, WEOA-WGBF,
Evansville, Ind., has established headquarters at a location adjacent to where
work is being completed on
the tower of the station's FM
adjunct,
W45V, toand
has the
invited passersby
observe
workers 330 feet above
through a telescope. Certificates of membership in the
Sidewalk
Club are
distributedForeman's
to observers.

DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

€L4^$$IFIED
Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtionol 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consultlns Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAI.L
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads of
Main Office:
. 7134 Main St.
tile World
Hollywood, Gal.
Kansas City, Mo.

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Dl. 7417
Bowen Bldg. • WASH., D. C.
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Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

Advertise

in

Help Wanted

Situations Wanted (Continued)

Salesman — Experienced, capable, hard
worker. N. Y. State. Wonderful opportunity. State draft status. Box 753,
BROADCASTING

Announcer — Experience, 6% years. Now
employed, regional net station. Production, programming ability. Specialty,
news. Draft exempt for year or more.
Transcription
BROADCASTING.available. Box 752,

Salesman — For network affiliated station in
competitive 100,000 Eastern metropolitan
market. Send full particulars first letter
to Box 766, BROADCASTING.
Engineers Wanted — For regional station to
start $1350 per year with progressive increases to follow. Give full particulars in
first letter. Box 768, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Southern station now 250 watts,
applying for 5.000. Announcing not essential but advantageous. Give age, qualifications, picture and salary expected. Box
769, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Progressive, level-headed busines -get er for regional CBS station in
southeast. Excellent opportunity for hard
worker. Give physical qualifications,
schooling, last four employers. Box 757,
BROADCASTING.
Office Manager — Southeastern station needs
man who can handle people. Radio station
experience, fundamental knowledge of
bookkeeping. Typing and shorthand helpful. State physical and educational qualifications, last four places employed, salary expected. Box 755, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Must be versatile and write
good copy. Prefer personality man who
can do tested morning ad-lib show. Good
startingman.salary
opportunity
for allround
Send and
us details,
transcription.
Photograph will help. WGAC, Augusta,
Georgia.
Salesman — Well established MBS affiliate.
Southeast, offers excellent opportunity to
producer.mission.Drawing
plus comWill consideraccount
only experienced,
aggressive, sober salesman who wants to
get ahead. Write full details concerning
yourself to Box 758, BROADCASTING.
Sports Announcer — Who knows basketball
and football and can do a good job of
broadcasting these events. Applicant must
appear for personal interview. This is a
permanent position and great care will
be taken to employ the best man available. Box 761, BROADCASTING.
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for Results!

staff Announcer — Newscaster ; four years
network
affiliates.
No. 209-514
South Union
Drive, Wilson,
Los Angeles.
BROADCASTING

Summer Or Permanent — Operator 1st class,
3% years tenance,
withstudio,5 remote,
KW ; installation,
mainand transmitter
experience. Agemunications,23,
BS
degree
radie
comBROADCASTING.wil go anywhere. Box 762,
Nationally Known Network Personality —
Age
with ten year's
experience, adverseeks
radio 37,directorship
with progressive
tising agency. Can deliver superlative
programming
coordination. Write Box and
756, dependable
BROADCASTING.
Continnity Writer- Announcer !— Experience
on metropolitan and rural area stations.
Now employed, but desire change to
larger station and bettei; salary. "Selling"
Special events,
markets,copy.
etc. College
graduate.news,
Married.
Disk. State your proposition. Box 759,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced Sports Announcer — Wants job
in large market
this fall.
professional experience.
Have4 years'
announced
over 400 baseball games. Class D, C,
doubleball,A90 basketball,
and Major75 Leagues,
footgolf, 80 36boxing,
20 bowling and other events. 22 years
old, sober, draft exempt. Box 763,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer — 28, married, hancommercials,also
symphonic
dramaticdlednarrations,
2 yearsandeducation
radio, many years professional stage
experience. Easily adaptable. Reliable,
willing worker. Good references. Box 764,
BROADCASTING.
Station Promotion, Public Relations, Or
Agency Position — Desired by young
woman with programming, production,
and successful radio sales experience,
also newspaper and department store
advertising. Broad cultural and educabackground.
Now September
employed networktional
affiliate.
Available
15.
Box 767, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
WANTED — Engineer desires interest in
small station. Has cash, transmitter,
Hammond Organ, etc. to apply. Box 765,
BROADCASTING.
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ROOM
RUDY MUCKELDORF. of Blue
Rapids.mitterKan.,
has joined
the transstaff of KFRO.
Longview,
Tex.
GERALD HILTZ, formerly of
WCBA, Allentown. Pa., lias joined
the engineering staff of WPBN, Philadelphia.
MORRIS M. MING, chief engineer of
KFRO. Longview, Tex., has resigned
to accept a similar position with
KSKY, recently granted a construction permit in Dallas.
PAUL HORTON, formerly an instructor in radio at the Marshall,
Tex. NYA school, has been added to
the engineering staff of KFRO, Longview, Tex.
FRED visor ofH.
superradioBRILL,
of the formerly
National Youth
Administration in Connecticut, has
joined WDRC, Hartford, as a control
operator.
CHARLES E. BURCH, formerly
with WHLB, Watsonville, Cal., is
now an operator with WSIX, Nashville.
WALTER KNOOP, a graduate of
Renssaler Polytechnic Institute and
formerly with Detroit Edison in the
sales department, has joined Allen B.
DuMont Laboratories, Passaic, N. J.,
as sales engineer and will assist Len
Cramer, in charge of instrument and
television transmitter sales.
CARL
LINDBERG,
formerly of
WKBN, Youngstown, O., has joined
{ington.
the engineering staff of WJSV, Wash-

01JBLY

HAXDY

Opening through its own passageway directly into Grand
Central Terminal, the Hotel
Roosevelt offers you perfect convenience on your arrival in New
York . . . And because of its location at the heart of Manhattan's great mid-town section, it
affords the same kind of convenience for all outside activities . . . Doubly handy and doubly enjoyable . . . Large outside
rooms with tub and shower,
from $4.50.
T
EL
V
E
L
E
S
T
OO HO
R BERNAM G. HINES, Managing Dire<:lor
MADISON AVE. AT 45fh ST., NEW YORK
Direct Entrance to Grand Central Terminal
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Electron Microscope Is
Made More Penetrating
OPERATION of the RCA electron
microscope at approximately five
times the previous voltage, making

NO ENGINEERS AT ALL
But WBTH Stays on the Air
With Aid of WHAS
MARY GAUNT WEST, radio editor of the Louisville Courier Journal, tells this one. A frantic telephone call to WHAS chief engineer
W. O. Towner revealed that
WBTH, Williamson, W. Va., 250watt outlet, would go off the air at
6 a.m. the following day unless a
licensed engineer could be begged,
borrowed or kidnaped.
Mr. Towner dispatched W. S.
Blanton to West Virginia and the
station continued to serve the public. Sudden illness and the draft
were the cause of the dearth of
engineering talent at WBTH.

"
e
UtHt
CONTROI

it possible
the electronic
to
penetratefor objects
two or "eye"
three
times as thick as heretofore, is reported by RCA as a part of its
continuing program of research on
the instrument. Magnification of
the electron microscope, roughly 50
times greater than is possible with
optical instruments, is unchanged
by the increased voltage. But the
experimental use of potentials as
high as 300,000 volts causes the
electrons to travel with two or
three times the velocity of the commercial instrument, giving a proportionate increase in penetration.

THIS YOUNG LADY is holding a
tube and radiator specially designed for FM and television by
General Electric engineers. She is
pointing at another installed in the
3,000-watt FM transmitter, which
requires two of these tubes, each
capable of an 1,800-watt output for
FM service and cooled by air blown
through its copper radiator.
IBEW SIGISS MORE
ALABAMA
OUTLETS
ANNOUNCEMENT of the signing of an agreement between
WCOV, Montgomery, Ala., with
Local No. 443, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, covering technicians and engineers
employed by the station, has terminated a long controversy between
the station and the IBEW. Proceedings before the National Labor
Relations Board were instituted
against WCOV by the union following dismissal of certain employes allegedly because of union
activities. Several months ago the
NLRB issued a decision ordering
WCOV to reinstate the discharged
employes. The agreement is said to
have ended any further action by
the Labor Board.
IBEW also announced that negotiations with WSFA, Montgomery, Ala., for a renewal of its
agreement covering technicians had
been completed. Technicians employed at WALA and WMOB, Mobile, who are members of Radio
Broadcast Technicians' Local No.
1264, affiliated with the ABT Unit
of IBEW, recently concluded negotiations for agreements. Clifford T.
Lee, international representative of
the union, was in charge of negotiations with the Montgomery and
Mobile stations. All agreements
are of the standard IBEW-Radio
Broadcasting Industry form, and
carry provisions covering wages,
vacations, union membership and
other conditions of employment.
FOURTH
for area,
a newallstation in the application
I3aton Rouge
of
which have been set for a consolidated
hearing by the FCC, has been received
from Louisiana Communications Inc.
for facilities on 1400 kc. to use 2.W
watts. Principals are Robert A. Hart,
II, in the motion picture and amusement business, president and general
manager, 47%% stockholder; A. Higginbotham, also in the same business,
secretary-treasurer, 47%%; John F.
Hart, suburban water distributor and
realtor, vice-president, 5%
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Newspaper Hearings
(Continued from page 9)

The

Sun

TVAw

It's really shining its brightest ! One hundred and ten
million dollars going for three TVA dams and power
plants ! . . . Textile mills and other industries on 24-hour
day! . . . Aluminum Company doubling capacity of
plant! Full details of these teeming activities . . . and
how they affect your market . . . free, of course, on request . . . Ask the Branham Company.

Scrippe-Howard Radio, Inc.
CBS . . . 990 Kc.
5,000 W. Day, 500 W. Night
C. P. GRANTED
10.000 Watts Full Time

KIMC3X

VILLE

fall in the higher income brackets.
In the case of WLW, he cited that
the general counsel of the company
(Charles W. Sawyer) was a qualifying stockholder of the Crosley
Corp. and because he owned a small
Ohio newspaper, WLW was listed
as a newspaper station. In the case
of WHO, he declared three individuals who owned 1/3 of 1% of
the station's stock happened to own
less than 39f in newspaper stock,
thus resulting in the classification
of that station as a newspaper outlet.
After Mr. Kaye observed that
until these discrepancies were
cleared up, the whole body of information based on the newspaperownership exhibits would be fallacious, FCC Attorney David Lloyd
argued that the information largely was taken from data supplied
the Commission by the stations
themselves in license reports and
that the errors therefore could not
be laid upon the Commission's staff.
Licensees, he declared, should be
forced to make proper reports, asking the Commission to mark the
exhibits for identification for the
purpose of testimony.
Chairman Fly ruled that the
Commission could not refuse to accept the exhibits and that they
could be marked for identification.
He pointed out that they have not
been admitted as testimony, with
the ruling probably to come later.
Alleged Earnings

KIRO
TO

SEATTLE STEPS

50,000

WATTS!

COVERS

OF

UP

84%

WASHINGTON'S
POPULATION!

LARGEST
OF

ANY

AUDIENCE
PACIFIC

NORTHWEST

STATION!

From KIRO's two super-power directional antennae —
112,000 watts across salt water to every Pacific Northwest
population center, including principal Alaskan cities! That's
what KIRO's increase to 50,000 watts means to you!
Here's a point: KIRO's rates
are based on United States coverage alone ! KIRO's strong
signal in five major Canadian
cities costs you exactly
nothing! In the Northwest, KIRO
everybody's turning to K I R O !
50,000 WATTS •SEATTLE
NEW TOKK
CHICAGO
tIPKISINTEO NATIONALLY BT
New DETROIT
Center BIdg,
247 Park
Ave.
N Michigon
LOS
ANGELES
SAN180 FIANCISCO
322 ATLANTA
Ptilmer BIdq
FREE & PETERS Jnc.
I 1 1 Sutler
450 S- Grond
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Of ^ISeivspaper Stations^
When Mr. Sutton began his explanation of the exhibit dealing
with vital statistics of newspaper
and non-newspaper stations in the
various categories, purporting to
show that newspaper stations as a
group eamed greater "broadcast
service income" than non-newspaper stations in similar classifications. Commissioner Craven took
up the questioning.
Mr. Sutton had pointed out that
each of the eight fuUtime 50,000watt stations listed as affiliated
with newspapers had average time
sales of approximately $1,000,000
in 1940, and broadcast service income of approximately $324,000.
He identified these stations, under
questioning by Commissioner
Craven, as KSL, KWKH, KRLD,
WON, WHAS, WHO, WSB and
WLW. Of these, he said that WGN,
KWKH, WHAS, KRLD and WSB
were so-called Class A newspaper
stations, in that 50% or more of
the stock was owned by newspapers or persons interested in newspapers, or by combinations of holdings of newspapers. Classified as
Class B stations, with less than
50% newspaper ownership, were
WLW, WHO and KSL.
Mr. Sutton admitted that if certain of the larger stations, plus
others not properly elassified as
newspaper-ovc^ed, were removed
from his computations, the average
earnings and income would drop
BROADCASTING

materially. By the same token, he
said, in responding to Commissioner Craven, if these stations
were placed in the non-newspaper
group, their averages would correspondingly increase.
Analyzing another exhibit, dealing with tangible property owned
and devoted exclusively to broadcast stations — covering newspaperaffiliated stations as against network-managed and operated stations
and
"all
other
stations"
— Mr.
Sutton said that the
equipment
costs of all groups generally appeared to be uniform, but that depreciation figures were not uniform.
He pointed out that 282 alleged
newspaper-affiliated stations had
investments of approximately $20,250,000 in tangible property devoted to broadcast service, and a
depreciated cost of $12,000,000, or
a ratio of 59.2%. This compared to
costs of approximately $10,000,000
in 31 network-managed and operated stations, with depreciated
costs of $4,000,000, or about 40.57c.
The cost of 452 "other stations"
was given as $27,750,000, with the
depreciated cost as approximately
$16,000,000, or 57.6%.
Caldwell Challenges
Value of Exhibits
Louis G. Caldwell, counsel for
WGN, ovvTied by the Chicago Tribune, cross-examined Mr. Sutton in
detail and in effect challenged the
value of the exhibits not only because of the inclusion of stations of
questionable newspaper status, but
also because he contended certain
other fundamental factors were not
taken into account.
He estimated that if WLW,
WHO and KSL, the three so-called
Class B newspaper stations in the
50,000-watt category, were taken
out of the compilations, it would
result in a drop of one-fifth of the
broadcast service income of the entire list of stations. Mr. Sutton did
not think it would be "quite that
much"
stantial.but agreed it would be subMr. Sutton did not concur in the
WGN counsel's observation that the
FCC, in these exhibits, was trying
to show that newspaper ownership
of stations has the effect of increasing time sales and income of

with

CIRCUIT
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ble property investment and depreciation, Mr Caldwell asked why
the network-managed and operated
stations took greater depreciation
than others, and asked if this in
effect did not mean that they are
making more money than shovni.
Mr. Sutton agreed that it would
have a bearing on the financial
showing of these stations.
Other Classes of Station
Ownership Ignored

!lT TOOK A TRACTOR-TUAILER to carry the mobile recording unit of
[WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids, up to the summit of an ahnost inaccessible
Band dune on Lake Michigan for a broadcast from the summer camp
<pi the Western Michigan Campfire Girls. William Eardly, Community
fchest director, manned the trailer, while Richard Groeneveld, station
iengineer, held tight to his precious equipment.
btations. The FCC accountant said
that the exhibits were prepared on
|the basis of the newspaper list supplied for the hearing and that they
jwere all comparable.

jpomparisons With
ations
r&OectSitng
some of the network
Inj
avor into the
'monopol,y proceeding fl
inquiry Mr.ioCnaldwell asked whlyy
listed separate
Jthe Commiss
fthe managed and operated stations
conbf dtehde major networks. He io
that out of the 31 stat ns
ben
BO classified 23 were NBC and CBS
putlets and accounted for nearly
all the profit.
. Mr. Sutton was asked whether
he had any reason to believe that
'if these stations had not been network-operated their time sales
iwould not have been as large, and
he replied that unquestionably
jmarket is an important factor but
that it is not the most important
from the standpoint of time sales.
Management and operation of the
stations from central headquarters
'in New York has a bearing on time
jsales, he said.
I Asked by Mr. Caldwell what pro'portion
sales was
credited ofto network
the M&Otimestations
for
|;he purpose of the compilations,
Mr. Sutton said that it ram between
'209c and 35 9f , though in one or
':wo cases the ratio might be as
ligh as 40%. He agreed with Mr.
jC^aldwell that the average was not
as high as that paid some of the
laffiliated non-owned stations,
j Mr. Caldwell sought to ascertain
ll^hat, if there were any faults in the
liigures relating to M&O stations,
I t was actually that these stations

Asked by Mr. Caldwell whether
the Commission had made any
studies of station operation by department stores, automobile distributors, insurance companies and
other lines of business, to ascertain
the effect upon revenues of the sta-

Fan My Brow!
A TOP feature of the recent
big Ahoninum Radio Review,
presented cooperatively by
eight St. Louis stations, was
distribution of some 1,000
merchandise items to the
crowd. Next morning the City
Auditorium management and
station officials were amazed
to learn that during the confusion of the prize-giving,
three 16-inch fans, for which
the Auditorium had been
waiting for three months, had
been grouped into the mound
of prizes and given away.
The management now is offering an additional award
to the prize-winners if they
will return the fans.
are shown to make less return than
they really do and that they "underestimate".
W hat About Markets,
Power, Management?
After a series of questions regarding market, desirability of assignment, signal and other factors,
Mr. Caldwell asked if it were not
a fact that newspaper ownership
constitutes only one element and
that the Commission should have
taken into account size of market,
frequency, power, degree of competition and other factors in relation to station earnings. He insisted
that newspaper ownership was not
the controlling factor in time sales.
Moreover, he said, no weight had
been given the factor of efficient
management.
Mr. Sutton said that these other
factors unquestionably have some
bearing on the over-all picture, but
that he did not feel it was necessary to have all of them weighted to
evaluate the question of reasonableness.
Questioning also the power
categories in which stations were
placed, Mr. Caldwell recalled that
in testimony at other hearings Mr.
Sutton had pointed out that many
regional stations in good markets
have higher income than clear
channel stations in less desirable
markets.
Alluding to the analysis of tangi-
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tions, Mr. Sutton replied affirmatively, but said there were no welldefined groups and they were relatively small in number in each category. Generally, he said, these other
business had no direct bearing
on time sales, but Chairman Fly
said he did not "quite savvy" this
since radio set manufacturers, for
example, could derive benefits not
only in sale of time but in receivers.
Mr. Caldwell argued that there
was nothing in the exhibits to show
that newspaper stations have not
spent as much money in developing
the medium, and that, based on the
tables, it could not be ascertained
whether they have sold less time
or incurred more program expense.
Commissioner Craven questioned
the overall value of the tables in

Attraction!

Louie the lifeguard hasn't a thing on WDB J ! Since
we took some nmsele-biiilding exercises and upped
our night power

to 5,000 watts, WDB

than ever the main attraction among

J is more

radio Hsten-

ers in the rich, responsive Roanoke-Southwest
Virginia market. That's doubly important to you
who have something to sell in this neck of the
woods — because

our rates haven't been

upped

one penny! And listen — the people who live in
our primary area alone account for 25.7% of all
retail sales in the entire state of Virginia ! Are you
getting your share?

ROANOKE,
VIRGINIA
FliEE&
PETERS.
Exi/usiit ^^ihnal

Owned

RcpmeuUlh-es
and Operated by the TIMES-WORLD CORP.
CBS Affiliate — 5000 Watts Full Time — 960 Kc.
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the light of these other questions.
He questioned the Commission's
ability to arrive at definite conclusions, based on testimony of that
character.
Attorney Lloyd, however, interposed that the exhibits tend to show
how newspaper stations share in
the general business of the industry. It is designed to give an overall picture and constitute a matter
for the Commission's study, he
said.

Today, as since the earliest
days of radio, the name
CLARK on processed recordings is a symbol of
sterling workmanship and
quality materials. And today practically every important transcription producer is a CLARK client.
So, today, we suggest that
if you are interested in
quality transcription
processing you investigate
CLARK.

L. D. H. Weld Discusses
Five Major Media
L. D. H. Weld, director of research of McCannErickson for the
last 15 years, who compiles the
Printers Ink advertising index of
the five major media, testified in
connection with exhibits introduced
the preceding week. He was unable
to appear at that time because of
illness.
He said he has prepared indexes
on newspaper, magazine, radio, outdoor and farm paper advertising,
bvit that he has discontinued the
radio advertising index because the
major networks have discontinued
making available their figures on a
monthly basis. He testified primarily in connection with an exhibit
showing estimated advertising expenditures inthese five media from
1928 through 1940. These showed
newspapers in first place in 1940,
with $545,000,000; radio second,
with $200,000,000; magazines third,
with $160,000,000; outdoor fourth,
with $50,000,000; and farm papers
with $15,000,000— an aggregate of
$970,000,000.
Explaining that he used his own
method of estimating these expenditures, he said, in reply to FCC
Counsel Lloyd, that the figures on
radio were based on those produced
by Broadcasting Magazine. He asserted these checked very closely
with the FCC financial statistics
Discussing current advertising
trends. Dr. Weld said that newspapers have suffered almost as
much as national magazines in advertising losses since the 1929 depression, but that magazines have
been hardest hit. This is particularly true of the monthlies, though
weeklies are increasing.
Totnl Advertising Down
But Radio Goes Up

REACTIONS of an Army Air Corps cadet as he takes advanced flying,
instructions were described by Announcer Jack Mitchell for KTSA, San'
Antonio, listeners. Mitchell, climbing into plane, told how cadets at
Randolph Field are put through their paces, describing his own reactions'
to power diving and looping. Captain Robenett of Kelly Field, Tex.,i
was at the controls during the flight, which was made in a formation ofAi
six other advanced training planes. It was part of the KTSA series rf
What Goes On in Your Army.
1929 the total advertising expenditure for the five major media was
$1,195,000,000, of which newspapers
procured ^800,000,000; magazines
$240,000,000, and radio only $40,000,000. In 1940, total expenditures
were $970,000,000, of which newspapers acquired 5545,000,000;
magazines $160,000,000, radio
$200,000,000.
The failure of advertising to recover completely from the last
major depression has resulted in
keener competition. Dr. Weld said.
Advertising expenditures have
dropped from $18 per capita to $12
per capita, he declared.
Chairman Fly interposed that
with national advertisers the question is whether or not the money
can be spared, observing that advertising might be viewed as "in the
luxury class". Dr. Weld, however,
said that advertising appears to
string along almost simultaneously
with business trends.
Effect
of the War
On Advertising
Replying to a question by Chairman Fly on the ettect of war conditions on advertising. Dr. Weld said
that curtailment of production vdll
have a depressing effect on the one
hand, but that the "much higher
buying power" will result in in-
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The experience during the last
war, with the upsurge of excess'
profits taxes, Dr. V/eld recalled, resulted in advertising going into "a.
rapidly.
rampage"
and increasing very'
Newspaper - Radio Committee
counsel, Mr. Kaye, questioned Dr.
Weld on sources of his revenue
figures Dr. Weld said that in all
cases save the radio figures, taken
from Broadcasting, because they
"checked closely" with those of the
FCC, he used his own indices plus
data procured from what he described as such responsible sources
as Publishers' Information Bureau,
Assn. of Outdoor Advertisers and
farm paper sources. He explained;
that he had projected most of the
figures "backward" from official
census figures.
Mr. Kaye observed that the
figures then should be accepted
subject to the error "that is in
herent in projecting figures backward". Mr. Caldwell asked Dr

Advertising volume generally
has not increased over the years,
but radio has shown meteoric development. Dr. Weld declared. In

WFBG

Phonograph Record Co^

creased appropriations. Moreover,j (
he said that with the new excess,
profits taxes he can't help but feel
that it will have a "subconscious,
effect and that people will spend,
more
in advertising".
The^
forces money
thus work
in both directions
on advertising, he said, declaring
that at present there is a small in- crease. I

;w I s.
BROADCASTING
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[Weld if he had any reason to think
hat the figures would be about the
ame if newspapers owned no radio
tations and all other things were
qual. The expert said, however, he
ad no information whatever in
hat regard.
b Data on Joint
t^ewspaper-Radio Rates
When Commisioner Craven inl^uired
whether
advertising agenties asked
for combination
rates
jfrom newspapers and radio stations
(jointly operated, Dr. Weld said
that he had no evidence of this and
kiad never made any investigation
of it. In an effort to straighten out
f^^e record. Chairman Fly asked if
j-fthat were the fact whether it would
i-f ''influence" agencies to use newsU. paper stations Dr. Weld again comc'pmented that he had no information
fi^ivhatever on this.
! Obviously piqued over the posi""cion taken by the Newspaper-Radio
'I'Committee counsel, in asking that
■'testimony and exhibits be not ad' nitted until the sources could be
- qualified, Mr. Lloyd asked why the
'f committee did not pursue its ex'^mination so that exhibits could
'■'pe
entered.
The point was dropped
here,
however.
l,harleston Situation
f)raivs Opposition Fire
The second day of the second
s-eek's hearing was devoted almost
mtirely to the situation obtaining
,ji Charleston, S. C, where the two
jointly-o^vned newspapers own one
'>f the two stations. John M. Rivers,
* jjresident of WCSC, the independ^•'fnt station affiliated with CBS, had
igorously protested the refusal of
ihe Charleston News & Courier
.nd the Post, which own WTMA,
pposition NBC-Red outlet, to pub'ish WCSC programs or news. He
.•as the principal witness.
Preceding Mr. Rivers' appearnce, State Senator Cotesworth T.
leans, under cross-examination by
assistant General Counsel Thomas
. Harris, identified and read into
he record a resolution he had inroduced last May and which had
een adopted by the South Carolina
enate, attacking the purported
ewspaper-radio monopoly in the
ity.
The resolution asked the Attorey General for an opinion as to
ne applicability of the present
aws of the State prohibiting
trusts, monopolies and unfair
bmpetition" to combinations of
■ewspapers, news services and raio stations "which, in fact, tend
D lessen full and free competition
the dissemination of news to
le public". The resolution reluested the Attorney General to
Ecommend as to the necessity of
aore specific legislation "to attack
lis evil".
llJ Senator Means explained that he
introduced the resolution without
ny knowledge of the FCC's news'aper-divorcement proceedings, because he wanted to "rectify the
ewspaper situation in Charleston
■y legislation". He said the AttoriSROADCASTING

Druggists' Radios
OUT OF 609 retail druggists
queried, 607 or 99.8% reported radios in their homes,
according to a survey by
Drug Topics, which has allowed publication of the figures by E. P. H. James,
NBC-Blue sales promotion
manager. Asked if they had
radios in their stores, 498 out
of the 609 druggists interviewed (81%) said that they
had.
ney General had not yet rendered
his formal opinion but probably
would do so shortly.
Charges
All ISews Papers
Services'Control'
Declaring he thought the antitrust laws should be applicable to
a product "so precious as freedom
of speech and of the press". Senator Means said that if the Attorney General holds there is jurisdiction, then he contemplated introduction of legislation.
Senator Means charged that the
News & Courier and Post, since
their amalgamation 10 years ago
and since their acquisition of
WTMA two years ago, "control all
the news services" in Charleston.
He pointed to the "inherent danger" in such a situation.
He revealed that he had run radio station WCSC, the competitor,
for a brief period while the owner
was away and that his son is now
assistant program director of that
station.
Under cross-examination by
Newspaper-Radio Committee Chief
Counsel Thomas D. Thacher, Senator Means said that while he was
not in sympathy with the editorial
policy of the News & Courier, the
Post, despite the same ownership,
took a more favorable editorial
position, in his judgment. He
agreed that a news story published
in the News & Courier on a speech
he had delivered in the Senate,
relating to his attack on the newspaper-radio "monopoly" was a
"fair account" of what he had said.
He agreed, also, that under any
doctrine of freedom of the press,
the paper showed a punctilious
regard for these principles.
Senator Means admitted that
75% of his opposition to the
Charleston situation was because of
the editorial policy of the News &
Courier. He described the paper as
anti-Administration and anti-New
Deal.
Nothing Personal;
Fears Cancelation
Ben S. Fisher, counsel for
WTMA and the newspapers, exacted from the witness the statement that there was nothing "personal" in his attitude toward the
News & Courier. He said he had
never seen any of the editorial
policies of that newspaper reflected on the radio station.
Assistant General Counsel Harris asked if it were not a fact that
he feared the concentration of control as contrary to the public in-
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terest, and Senator Means replied
affirmatively. But Judge Thacher
pointed out that the cross-examination had revealed that he was opposed to the combination of newspapers, rather than to any radio
aspect.
Mr. Rivers, former banker, explained he had been with the station
since 1938 and now has pending before the Commission an application for transfer of ownership from
Liberty Life Insurance Co. to himself. He related how the newspapers
consistently had refused to publish the WCSC program logs or
program news on an exchange basis
and that when his programs were
published in the newspapers, it was
on the basis of regular card rates.
Mr. Rivers had pointed out that
he had made a survey of some 50
radio stations to learn of their
relations vdth local newspapers
and found that his situation was a
"unique one" in that mention of
the station was virtually banned
up until about six months ago. The
newspapers still do not publish
WCSC programs as a news feature, he related.
W TMA Gets Full Pages,
WCSC Is Ignored
A dozen exhibits were placed in
the record by Mr. Harris with
Mr. Rivers on the stand, all tending to show the manner in which
the newspapers played up WTMA
in full-page spreads and totally
ignored WCSC.
As early as 1939, J. C. Saumenig,
then WCSC manager, had written
Robert S. Manigault, president of
the newspapers, suggesting that
the newspaper exchange program
listing space for tie-in announcements on the station following each
of its four UP news periods, it
developed. Mr. Manigault, however, according to these exhibits,
said he would like to cooperate but
that he had always been opposed
to exchange advertising and would
not care to .vary that policy.
On April 3, 1941, Mr. Rivers
wrote Mark Ethridge, vice-president and general manager of the
Courier Journal & Times, who then
headed the Newspaper-Radio Committee in its formative stages. He
protested the refusal of the
Charleston newspapers to carry his
programs as news, but declared he
did not expect display advertising
space to be given him — that he was
ready to pay for that. Mr. Rivers
wrote Mr. Ethridge that he expected to appear at the hearing in
Washington
and that things
it is "one
the most disagreeable
I haveof
had to contemplate because I do not
believe a business man should use
Government
at each
He added at tothegetsame
time other".
he did
not believe that private interests,
"possessing a monopoly, should be
allowed to exploit that monopoly
without interference, pai'ticularly
when the public interest is not
served
the exploitation."
Mr. by
Rivers
added that he expected to testify that in his opinion newspaper ownership of stations is not in itself bad, but that
"narrow-minded newspaper owner-

"No, boss, we don't dare fire her.
When I asked her for the folder
on WFDF Flint Michigan, she
instantly pulled it out of 'S'."
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ship is definitely against the public
intei'est." He urged Mr. Ethridge
to prevail upon stations with less
vision that an internal cleanup
might stop vi^hat might turn out
to be a difficult thing. He contended
that the combination in Charleston
as now operated "is a threat to
the continuance of my business,"
adding that publication of the news
would remove that threat or at
least make conditions nothing more
than a normal business risk. He
ventured that most independent
operators "feel the same way".
Ethridge Thinks Papers
''Do Selves Injustice''
Mr. Ethridge replied April 9 that
he did not know the Charleston
situation well enough to have a detailed discussion about it, but that
from what Mr. Rivers said he
thought the newspapers "do themselves an injustice". He explained
that in Louisville his newspaper
published news about radio as if it
had no connection with a radio
station. He concluded "I find nothing in your letter to which I do not
or have not subscribed".
Other exchanges of correspondence, citing the Charleston situation, were introduced and explained
by Mr. Rivers. Under cross-examiination, there was also placed in
the record an article published in
the News & Courier quoting a
speech by Mr. Rivers, in which he
cited the radio regulatory situation
and
criticized the FCC's regulatory
forays.
Mr. Rivers said that the policy of
the newspapers before they acquired WTMA was to ignore radio
entirely. When they acquired the
station in October, 1939, they began playing up WTMA but virtually ignored WCSC. During the
last six months, he said, the station
had changed its attitude and had
given it somewhat more publicity.
Mr. Rivers explained that he
had been approached by the newspapers to purchase V/CSC, but that
these negotiations broke down on
the basis of price and resulted in
the decision of Liberty Life to sell
the station to himself.
Questioned by Commissioner
Craven, Mr. Rivers said that prior
to the acquisition of WTMA by the
newspaper he considered them competitors.
WCSC Shows Profit,
Fairly Constant Net
Mr. Rivers identified an exchange
of telegrams with E. C. Woolley,
of NBC's station relations department, in which the network representative asked for tear sheets of
publicity in local newspapers on a
particular program. Mr. Rivers
had wired back that the only thing
the newspapers would publish
about WCSC "would be my obituary". Afterward, under cross-examination, Mr. Rivers said that if he
had known the telegram would have
been introduced in evidence, he
never would have written it.
Mr. Rivers admitted that WCSC
is operating at a profit, declaring
that the net of the station has

Yachter's Video
NOT just wishful thinking
but entirely practical is television afloat on small pleasure boats as demonstrated
by Allen B. DuMont, pioneer
television engineer and manufacturer, who has installed
a receiver in the main cabin
of his 33-foot cruiser, Hurricane II. Using a dipole antenna onevision
the stations
ship'shave
mast, been
telpicked up at a distance of
50 miles.
been fairly constant. He admitted,
too, that the newspaper's activity
in radio had made the community
more radio-conscious and had
helped the overall picture.
Disclaiming any a n i m o s it y
against the newspapers, Mr. Rivers, under cross-examination by
Judge Thacher, said that he had
tried simply to find a solution for
what he regarded as an inequitable
situation and that he really was
testifying unwillingly Officials of
the newspapers were among his
best friends, he said.
He did not attack WTMA, declaring that he regarded it as a
"good operation". Mr. Rivers
agreed with Judge Thacher that
the situation boiled down to one
that he regarded as unfair competition. He admitted, under further questioning, that radio in
Charleston has vastly improved
since the newspapers took over
WTMA and that it had contributed
to listener interest, just as certain
promotional activities of WCSC
ing. aided WTMA audience buildhad
Sales Up 22% in Year,
Net Profit Rises 858%
Mr. Rivers did not agree that
his net income had greatly increased since the newspapers acquired WTMA. Judge Thacher
produced for the record financial
statements of WCSC from the
Commission's files, showing that
in 1939 it had sales of $67,153.34,
with a net income of $1,303.66. In
1940 the figures were gross sales
of $81,681.43, with net income of
$12,492.79. He said these figures
showed a 22% increase in sales
during the one-year period and an
858% increase in net profit.
"Whether this competition was
unfair or not, it actually was not
destructive, was it?", asked Judge
Thacher. The witness concurred.
Taking up the cross-examination
of Mr. Rivers, Mr. Fisher asked
first about the availability of news
services. While WCSC subscribes
only to UP, Mr. Rivers agreed that
three other press associations were
available, although he had not had
occasion to negotiate for them.
When Mr. Fisher sought to discuss the question of publication of
WCSC programs in the newspapers, Chairman Fly interposed to
ask whether newspapers usually
charge for program listings. Mr.
Rivers said it was his understanding that they dd not.
BROADCASTING

Mr. Rivers estimated he had
spent approximately $11,000 a
year for station promotion in the
community, of which $2,000 was
cash and the balance in exchange
advertising. He said he had sought
to have Condon's Department Store
purchase space in the newspapers
for publication of his programs,
but that this had not worked out. ;
Price Proposed
For Newspaper Purchase
Mr. Fisher inquired whether the
station had gone to the newspapers, or vice versa, in connection
with conversations looking toward ■
sale of WCSC.thatIt was
Rivers'
recollection
the Mr.
newspapers,
had gone to him and that there,
had been several alternative plans, ,
one of which contemplated a $100,
000 purchase price, with $60,000 to ^
be paid by the newspapers and
$40,000 by Mr. Rivers for the
minority interest. When these conversations terminated, Mr Rivers
said he had arranged for acquisition of the station himself.
He admitted that he had told
the
newspapers
that (WCSC)
if they ac-'i
quired
the regional
as
against the
(WTMA), com-'
petition
wouldlocal
be practically
non-'
existent
insofar
as
business is concerned. national spot'
Two officials of the newspapers
and WTMA occupied the stand
after David Dibeler, Commission
attorney, identified the ownership'
setup
of the station as shown inFCC records.
Letter Refers to Station
As Dept. of Newspaper
Commission Counsel Harris
asked H. T. McGee, treasurer and
director of the Atlantic Coast
Broadcasting Co., licensee of the
station as well as business man
ager of the Post and News-Courier
to identify a letter written by Wil
liam D. Workman Jr., former man
ager of the station. The letter
posted on a bulletin board, saic
in part:
"WTMA is another departmen
of the newspapers, it is not a sepa
rate business, and as such will b
conducted in accordance with poli
cies of the papers. Everything
other than routine should be dis
cussed with all who might hav
some knowledge of the subjec
before action. Questions pertain
ing to advertising, especially na
tional spot advertising, must b
submitted to the advertising de
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J partnient of the newspapers before
f i 1 definite answer is given. All sugestions for special broadcasts must
36 carefully discussed before being
urned down. All news comes under
:he direction of the city editors of
he newspaper."
1 Mr. McGee, said that he had
jpever seen the letter and knew
jnothing about it being written until
k Commission
investigator had
Ifehown it to him. The investigator,
SRaymond Lewis, had obtained the
"letter in Charleston and identified
'|t from the stand before Mr. McGee
[^as called. Asked to comment on
the letter, Mr. McGee said it would

■■ 'ps hard for him to comment on it
'put he would say the first statement
* ^jfvas incorrect.
^ insists Station
Separately Operated

n- "Mr. Workman", he said, "had
li jB right to his own opinion even
jif incorrect." Mr. McGee said that
the station is a separate entity and
jjis operated as such, pointing out
j.|that the studios and transmitter
^Lare three miles from Charleston
j..L^lthough a small news studio is
jAjpiaintained in the newspaper offices
•■Lfor special broadcasts because of
[f.ts accessibility and for news proIjgrams.
jiljl Mr. Harris introduced a number
,of exhibits, including letters and
photostatic copies of the newspaj^jjpers, to show, he said, that the
policies of the station and the newspapers were controlled by the same
bfficers. The Commission counsel
stated that the exhibits proved
;that the ownership of the station
Tcy the newspaper gave the station an advantage through free
'jbublicity.
citedbyvarious
adverTtiseme
nts He
placed
the station,
claiming 25,000 lines of publicity
„itli.a month.
^WCC Counsel Clashes
^'m With Witness
The witness and Mr. Harris
clashed on this point when the
t^oung Commission attorney atitempted to get Mr. McGee to say
that a number of large advertisements "plugging" various aspects
^.|3f the station were typical of the
.2' amount of space the station received. Mr. McGee said that he
.wouldn't say they were average;
yn fact, he said, it would be difficult
; f-M determine what is average,
j I'What you have done, Mr. Harris,"
^plr.
said,isemen
"is to take one
I?roupMcGee
of advert
ts and say
phat they were run regularly.
[That's unfair."
"Would you say they were typihal?" Harris asked.
"What do you mean by typical?",
Mr. McGee queried.

"You know perfectly well what

THREE DOZEN EGGS are arranged by (1 to r) A. B. Ulrich, director
of NBC-Blue National Farm & Home Hour; Everett Mitchell, program
announcer; and Walter Blaufuss, musical director, to indicate that the
Farm & Hovie Hour broadcasts its 4,000th program July 28. On that
special program, "down to earth" interviews were broadcast from
a garden on a Georgia farm, a Colorado ranch, a poultry farm in California, aPennsylvania dairy farm, a North Dakota wheat field, and the
Indiana farm of Claude R. Wickard, Secretary of Agriculture.
I mean", Mr. Harris said angrily.
"All I can do is answer the question to the best of my ability, if
you'll let me", Mr. McGee retorted.
Following this exchange, Ben
Fisher, attorney for the station,
and Judge Thacher both objected
to the method of questioning employed by Mr. Harris. Mr. Fisher
pointing out that the station had
submitted complete files and a fair
average could be derived by a reading of the file. Here Chairman Fly
interspersed that no one is seeking a specific average. Mr. Harris
said, "We are trying to get a true
picture" — and, turning to Judge
Thacher, added, "And if you think
you have it, you submit it".
Space Traded
For Time on Air
At this point Judge Thacher
complained that the NewspaperRadio counsel table was not getting
copies of the exhibits and Mr. Harris shot back, "I'd like to see a
copy of each of your exhibits, too."
"As I told you this morning".
Judge Thacher replied, "you'll have
a copy
of eachFlyone".
Chairman
evinced interest
in the method of trading space in
the newspapers for time on the
station. He asked if the station
paid for it, and Mr. McGee explained that it was on a purely
exchange basis, the station getting
free space and the newspaper free
mentions on the air as well as some
special programs. In answering the
chairman, Mr. McGee
said the
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newspapers get "a pretty fair
amount
of time".
Mr. Harris
introduced a station
telegram from George P. Hollingbery Co., representative of
WTMA, to Robert E. Bradham,
now acting manager, which said
that Postal Telegraph was contemplating buying time on several
stations which placed most of their
telegraphic business with Postal.
In addition, the telegram said
that the station would be credited
with any firms that it could swing
to Postal from Western Union. In
reply, Mr. Bradham wrote that
"there are several business men
which will certainly switch some
of their business to Postal at our
request. I don't think these firms
would like you to use their names,
so all I can tell you in that connection is to assure the Postal
people that the station will do
everything possible to have as much
business switched as they can."
The letter added that the newspapers and radio station would
switch their business to Postal
wherever possible, but pointed out
that this would be impossible in
many instances v/ith the newspaper
because of a lack of Postal offices
in small towns.

when it first went on the air but
later switched to AP. Several letters between Mr. McGee and Reid
Monfort, Associated Press manager at Charlotte, were introduced,
showing the progress of negotiations between the press association
and the station.
One statement in the letters
evoked several questions. It stated
that INS had offered the station
a lower rate because it was newspaper-owned. In response to questions, Mr. McGee said that he had
never received nor requested a
lower rate from the AP on the same
basis.
After finishing his testimony, Mr.
McGee was asked by Commissioner
Walker the reason why the newspapers had not given WCSC publicity nor published its program
listings. Mr. McGee then traced
the history of the relations between
WCSC and the newspapers, saying that after several years it was
felt that radio was a competing
medium and that it should buy
space. For the same reason, he
said, the newspapers had turned
tion.
down any trade deal with the staA short time ago, Mr. McGee
said, this policy was reconsidered
and it was decided to accept radio
as news. This policy was about to
go into effect when Senator Means
began his attack on the newspapers
and WTMA.
"And as brought out this morning", he concluded, "the attitude
of WCSC was wrong. You know
people don't like to be forced into
Merchandising Advantages
things."
Stations
Newspaper
Of
Second
official of the Charleston
newspapers and WTMA to be subpoenaed by the Commission was
Robert E. Bradham, advertising
director and stockholder in the operations. He was cross-examined
by Mr. Harris primarily on the
merchandising advantages that accrue to stations having newspaper
affiliations, both from the standpoint of network operation and in
the local field. He introduced a
number of exhibits dealing with

Letters on Negotiations
With Wire Services
Mr. Harris remarked that "this
shows an additional advantage to
a station of your type". Mr. McGee
disagreed, saying that it was impossible for the newspapers to shift
any of their business because Postal had no offices in the many small
towns where the newspapers had
correspondents.
The questioning here shifted to
the wire services subscribed to by
WTMA. Mr. McGee said that because of the competitive situation,
the station bought the INS wire
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merchandising and sales aspects,
which were identified and explained.
Chairman Fly asked particularly
about accounting methods employed
in connection with "exchange" advertising in the newspapers and
on the station. The witness explained that no established rates
were taken into account and that
no checks as such were exchanged,
but that the books reflected the
time used as against space.
Alluding to mention previously
made by Mr. Rivers, that the
Charleston newspapers carried
nothing whatever on a model house
promotion directed by WCSC, but
that it devoted substantial space
to a similar promtion by WTMA,
Mr. Harris asked whether this
meant that the editors of the paper
viewed it as news in one instance
and not in the other. Chairman
Fly, however, cut short this line
of inquiry, pointing out that the
exhibits were sufficient evidence.
Shepard Testifies
Order Retards FM
FM entered the hearings for the
first time, with John Shepard 3d,
president of FM Broadcasters Inc.,
taking the stand. After Philip G.
Loucks, general counsel of FM
Broadcasters Inc., had introduced
a series of exhibits setting forth the
history of the organization and its
purposes, Mr. Shepard read a statedeprecating the
order ment
as retarding
the Commission's
development
of FM.
Mr. Shepard explained that FM
Broadcasters comprises 51 memberships held by 44 different persons
or organizations. He said a resolution was adopted at a meeting April
2, authorizing his appearance at
the newspaper hearings to state the
organization's position.
Among the 44 FMBI members
are 14 having newspaper affiliations, he said. Of the approximately
110 applications for commercial operation in FM, 38 appear to be
newspaper-connected or affiliated.
'Qualified' Applicants
Should Have Chance
Pointing to the necessity for
rapid development of FM, also
espoused by the Commission, Mr.
Shepard said that every entrant
into the FM field today contributes
to its development and is a pioneer
in the sense that immediate profits
cannot be looked for. Every source
of capital is needed to help this development, he asserted. withheld
"Every
source of nourishment
from a new industry is as bad as
spending that much capital to halt
its growth," Mr. Shepard said. "In
addition, the withholding of any
capital fails to encourage other
capital to enter the field."
"Idle frequencies cannot render
a service to the public, nor can they
help a new industry to develop.
There will be fewer idle frequencies if all people who are qualified
under the Communications Act and
who are willing to develop these
frequencies are allowed to do so.

By the term 'qualified' we mean
American citizens with the technical and financial ability to develop these frequencies and render
a real service to the potential listening public. I say 'potential listening
public' because it is only in those
areas where service is being rendered that people are buying FM
sets to any great extent, and many
of these sets are being bought on
the faith of the purchaser that
there will be adequate service. So
long as a listener gets good service,
I do not believe he cares whether
the licensee has other industrial
or business connections as long as
he is legally, financially and technically qualified under the law and
is giving a good program service."
Latham Asks FM
Elimination from Order
An urgent plea that the FCC
eliminate reference to FM stations
from its newspaper order (No. 79)
and make a definite announcement
that it will not attempt to issue
rules or regulations which will prohibit newspaper interests from owning FM stations was made by John
R. Latham, executive vice-president of American Network Inc., in
his testimony.
Through Paul D. P. Spearman,
chief counsel for American Network, exhibits were placed in the
record setting forth the some 30
individuals or corporations who
participated in the incorporation
of the FM network project, and a
chart showing the present status
of FM applicants, licensees and
permitees in markets deemed essential to establishment of a national
FM network.
Mr. Latham explained that 40
markets are covered in the proposed cooperative venture, with the
network itself to seek authority to
construct and operate the key station in New York.
After tracing the history of
American Netwoi'k Inc., which was
incorporated last April, Mr. Latham explained that on the basis of
the report he had developed, the
organization had decided on the
stations themselves becoming owners of Class A voting stock in equal
amounts and would acquire Class
B or dividend-paying stock in ratio
of the value of the particular market to the value of all markets included in the plan.
40 Cities To Be
Served by American
It had been decided, he said, that
the corporation should properly
own and operate the key station
carrying its programs and serving
the New York City market, thus
making a total of 40 cities which
the network hopes to have affiliated
with it as early as possible.
Of the 23 companies which defrayed the cost of making the original market study and survey, 11
were identified with newspapers,
the witness stated. He said the experience has been that newspaper
publishers are more interested in
supporting an FM network than
BROADCASTING

any other class. Everyone connected with the corporation realize'
that any worthwhile FM network
project would necessarily be operated at a substantial loss for som<;
time, and he estimated it would be
not less than two years.
Because newspapers spend great
sums for promotion and building of
institutional goodwill, they are interested in FM development as agroup, he said. Newspapers canik
justify
heavywill
investments
the lossesthewhich
be entailedand'
ina ?

FM pioneering where other busi-( (
nesses would not do so, he said.

FCC Policy Will
Delay
■
Development
of FM
Because of the reticence of others; i
to enter FM, Mr. Latham said, iti
is the judgment of his group that
if the Commission should refuse
to permit FM stations to be oper-<
ated by individuals or corporationswho may be interested in the pub-};
lishing
newspapers
"such a poll-'
cy
will ofdelay
the development
of
FM as a broadcasting system for
years, and will probably make im-J ■
possible the operation of the FM'
network proposed by our corpora-i
tion, or the operation of any worth-^
while network service and provide
programs
to FM said
stations".
Mr. Latham
that several'
newspapers among the 11 interest-^
ed in the network project have not
yet applied
for authority
struct
FM stations
because toof con-"]!'
the
uncertainty
as to what
the Commission
will disposition'
make in
the newspaper-divorcement case.
Several of the cities have no other- '
parties than newspaper interests
who are interested in going into
FM, he said.
"In short, if newspaper inter- or
ests are forbidden to own or operate FM stations, it appears clear
that
of these
citiescould
wouldbe have'
no FMsomestations
which
used
as an outlet of the American Network, and the public which a station in such city would otherwise
serve would be completely without
c :x
FM
service."
I\ewspapers Are Hesitant,
Along With Others
Mr. Latham said that in Atlanta Si
no applicant has requested an FM
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ation, but the Atlanta Constitu\ion has evidenced its interest in
joing so. It has not filed for a conIruction permit because of Order
6), he said.
Mr. Latham summarized that the
Commission's order not only had
used newspapers to become hesint in applying for FM, but that
any who are not interested in the
ubiishing business are just as
!sitant in making substantial instments because they do not bejeve the network can or will suci[ted unless newspapers are permitted to operate in several of the
Bsential markets.
i For some time the American
network has been doing everything
lossible to set up and start operatjjig its network, but so long as the
Jlommission's order stands, it is
Questionable whether enough inrested parties will make the nec:bsary investment and agree to un||erwrite its operating losses, Mr.
ciatham declared. "We believe that
ijM broadcasting in general will be
jreatly retarded unless network
tograms are made available for
|i-oadcasting by individual FM staons."
He concluded: "The American
[etwork Inc. believes that if the
,,,ommission would eliminate refrence to FM stations from its
|rder No. 79 and make a definite
jtnnouncement that it will not atempt to make rules and regulaons which would have the effect
if preventing newspapers or newsaper interests from owning and
perating FM stations, it would be
iossible to go ahead immediately
Jjnd complete the organization and
jj;jinancing of the company, and in
jnort order make high quality prorams available to the FM stations
fiiliated with the network. Otherise, the future successful development of FM broadcasting in genral and of FM network service in
articular is questionable, and all,
jti our judgment, to the great detrilent of the public."
ubpoenas Ordered
'or Friendly, Stahlman
The final day's sesion Friday
pened with fireworks aplenty.
Vhen the name of James G. StahlIfian, publisher of the Nashville
fi "anner and former president of
,i.NPA, was called, having been
abpoened to testify, Elisha Han,Dn, ANPA general counsel, rejponded by saying he had advised
is client not to appear, questioniig the FCC's jurisdiction on all
Dunts. Chairman Fly asked
I'hether the intention was to attack
He subpoena or to question jurisiction. Mr. Hanson said he did not
ropose to go into detail, beyond
le reasons cited in his original
letition and motion filed at the outpt of the hearing.
Thereupon Chairman Fly difected the Commission's law deii^rtment to "proceed forthwith to
pforce its subpoenas". The sub[joena, together with purported
oof of service, then was placed in
e record.
tROADCASTING

Sees Radio News

HILLBILLIES, a quarter-hour of them daily are all that Terry Carpenter
Oil Co. has used since opening its first service in Denver two years ago.
To the KLZ program Terry traces a 2,500,000-gallon sales record last
year. Terry Carpenter (center) opened his second station last week and
at the same time signed a renewal for his third year on KLZ. Roy Koerber
(left) of Betts-Koerber Agency, hands the signed contract to James
McEldowney, KLZ sales representative.
The same procedure was followed
when the name of Alfred S.
Friendly, business manager of the
New York Sun and also an exANPA official, was called. Mr.
Hanson entered a general objection
against the entire procedure.
Two others — Arthur Robb, editor
of Editor & Publisher, and William
A. Thompson, director of the
ANPA Bureau of Advertising —
had not been subpoened to appear
but had been asked to testify or
produce records. Because no formal
subpoenas had been served, the
proceedings entered in the cases of
the two other Hanson clients were
were not followed.
Inquiry Turns to AISPA
Radio Records
A searching inquiry into the
background of ANPA radio committee activities, which started
originally with steadfast opposition
to radio as a news medium, was
launched by FCC Counsel David
Lloyd. He explained that if
Messrs. Stahlman and Friendly had
appeared, he would have called
upon them to identify certain exhibits, but that their presence was
not essential in this regard.
The purport of the extensive
minutes, memoranda and committee reports, dealing with ANPA
radio activities dating back to 1932,
was in the direction initially of
banning radio program listings as
editorial material and requiring
stations and networks to buy the
space. Then it threatened through
the formation of the Press Radio
Bureau in 1934, whereby networks
and stations were given a skeleton
combined press association report
processed in New York for only two
broadcasts daily, which were designed not to interfere with the
freshness of news published in
newspapers.
Before the introduction of this
data, Mr. Hanson reiterated his
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contention that the Commission is
without power to investigate the
newspaper publishing industry
under the Communications Act.
Chairman Fly, however, ruled that
the data would be admitted in evidence, subject to motions to strike
if its validity were properly contested. Throughout this exchange,
Mr. Hanson entered his exceptions.
Ayleworth Discusses
Advent of Radio News
A surprise witness was M. H.
Aylesworth, first president of NBC,
who described his present occupation as "specialized practice of law
and
Government
activity".
He of
is
chairman
of the radio
division
the Rockefeller Committee, working
on a dollar-a-year basis.
Making his first appearance before the FCC in many years, Mr.
Aylesworth was asked to testify in
connection with the formation of
the Press Radio Bureau and the
advent of news on the air.
Recognized as an expert witness, Mr. Alyesworth spent what
appeared to be a pleasant hour on
the stand, and delved deeply into
his broad radio-news background,
which officially terminated in 1936,
when
dent. he resigned as NBC presiMr. Aylesworth said he had always been a believer in news as a
public service that had a proper
place on the air. Because of the
situation in the newspaper industry, however, with newspapers
owning stations happy but those
not owning stations very fearful of
radio competition, he said the
process of necessity was gradual.
Personally, he said, he never believed that newspapers and radio
were in direct competition for advertising, but that the advertising
volume has increased overall, with
both permitted to live.

Aiding Circulation
He said he not only felt that
news had a place on the air but
that use of radio would increase
newspaper circulation. He alluded
to his now famous debate at Princeton in 1931, in which he described
radio as journalism and the function of a network as not unlike
that of a press association.
Originally, the thought was that
news would never be sold to radio,
but he recalled that finally UP and
INS decided to sell news and the
field became more active. AP, he
said, took longer to enter the field
because it was a mutual organization. Now, he pointed out, all of the
press associations sell news for
sponsorship.
Asked to identify a series of exhibits having to do with actions of
ANPA, all during the bitter radiopress fight, Mr. Aylesworth said his
memory was pretty good but that
he was not certain he had ever seen
certain of the documents. RespondMr. Aylesing to Judge Thacher, his
propheworth said that he felt
cies on radio news broadcasting
had "come true."
Barrett Traces
Press Radio Bureau
The whole history of the Press
Radio Bureau origin was traced by
Commission Counsel Lloyd, with
James W. Barrett, first editor- manager of the bureau, on the stand.
The ex-city editor of the New York
World described himself simply as
a "journalist". Mr. Barrett recounted the trials and tribulatons of
Press Radio Bureau, which finally
was dissolved when the networks
began to set up their own news
services. Threaded throughout the
minutes, memoranda, and other
Press Radio data, however, were
statements about the necessity for
units, which "outlaw"
cropped raup
so-called
squelchingdio-press
unthe
of
because
here and there
availability ofregular press association service.
Some of the biggest names in
sm, such as William Ranjournali
dolph Hearst; Joseph V. Connolly,
head of INS; Roy W. Howard, head
of Scripps-Howard; Gardner
Cowles Jr. and John Cowles, of the
Des Moines Register & Tribune;
and Hugh Bailey, president of
United Press, cropped into the
memos, selected from press association, newspaper station and other
files by FCC investigators.
Mr. Barrett testified there were
about so-called
repeated discussions
"outlaw"
organizations which developed, and the constant urging
they be "squashed" or knocked
that
out, lest they become competitors.
He identified exhibits showing thai
the Press Radio Bureau was financed at the outset by NBC and
CBS, but with service sold to other
stations on what amounted to a
traffic-cost basis.
Mr. Lloyd read excerpts from
minutes of the meeting, apparently
{Coyitinued on page 54)
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

. . .
JULY 30

NEW, CPWFAM
Inc., LaFayettc,
Granted
new station
1230 kc 100 Ind.
w unl.—
to use old WFAM call letters.
NEW, Howard H. Wilson, Oshkosh, Wis.
—unl.Granted CP new station 1490 kc 250 w
NEW, Trent Broadcasting Corp., Trenton, N. J. — Granted CP new station, conditioned on interference precautions, 920 kc
1 kw directional unl.
NEW, Board of Education, City of Chicago, Chicago
Granted
CP new42.5noncommercial— educational
FM station
mc
1 kw unl.
MISCELLANEOUS— KUTA, Salt Lake
City, Utah, granted modific. CP increase
to 5 kw D change equipment and move
transmitter ; WAGA, Atlanta, granted CP
change 590 kc increase to 5 kw unl. directional, install new equipment move transmit er ;KVOD, Denver, granted CP increase to 5 kw ; KMYR, Denver, granted
modific. license to 250 w unl. ; WGES, Chicago, granted modific. license to unl. 1390
kc 500 w N 1 kw local sunset (Sundavs)
CP 5 kw unl. ; KTKC, Visalia, Cal., granted
CP change to 940 kc increase to 5 kw unl.,
install new transmitter, grant if applicant remedies blanketing complaints ;
KWAL, Wallace, Ida., granted assignment
of license to Silver Broadcasting Co. ;
KGFI, Brownsville, Tex., granted renewal
regular license to 12-1-41.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— NEW,
Cuyahoga Valley Broadcasting Co., Cleveland, CP new station 1300 kc 1 kw D ;
NEW, Tidewater Broadcasting Co., Norfolk, Va., CP new station 1490 kc 250 w
unl. ; NEW, Norfolk County Broadcasting
Co., Norfolk, Va., CP new station 1490 kc
250 unl. ; NEW, Portsmouth Radio Corp.,
Portsmouth, Va., CP new station 1490 kc
250 w unl. (application to be heard jointly
with preceding two applications) ; NEW.
Seaboard Broadcasting Corp., Tampa. Fla.,
CP new station 1590 kc 1 kw unl. ; WTNJ.
Trenton. N. J., modification of license for
unl. time (consolidated with applications
of WDAS, WCAM and WCAP).
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Burlington
Broadcasting Co.. Burlington. N. C. CP
new station placed in pending file under
Order 79 : WDAS. Philadelphia, Pa., denied petition to reconsider and grant CP
for 1260 kc increase to 5 kw D 1 kw N •
WENY, Elmira, N. Y.. denied petition to
reconsider and grant CP 590 kc 1 kw unl
AUGUST 1
WFTM. Fort Myers, Fla.— Granted CP
move transmitters, install new equipment.
WJOB. Hammond, Ind. — Granted CP
move
antenna.transmitter and studios, install new
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW. Triple-Cities
Broadcastins Co. Inc., Binghamton. N. Y.,
granted petition withdraw application new
station ; KGLU, SafFord, Ariz., granted
motion continue hearings to 9-5-41 ; NEW,
Edward E. Reeder, Seattle, granted motion
amend application 1560 kc. ; WMAQ, Chicago, granted netition intervene KWK hearing ;WAPI, Birmingham, granted petition
amend application 1070 kc. 50 kw.. unl. ;
WBT, Charlotte: WBBM. Chicago; KFAB,
Lincoln; WJAG,
Norfolk,
ponement hearing to
10-7-41 granted postApplications . . .
JULY 30
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex. — Amend CP to
request 5 kw N 10 kw D, install new 10
kw transmitter, move transmitter.
WHKY, Hickory, N. C— CP new transN 5 kw mitter,
D. change to 1290 kc. increase to 1 kw
NEW, Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago— CP
new commercial television station (formerly W9XZV) on Channel No. 1.
NEW, The Journal Co., Milwaukee— CP
new commercial television station (formerly W9XMJ) on Channel No. 3.
NEW, Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co.,
Pasadena,
Cal.. — CPunl. new station 1110 kc
10 kw directional

AUGUST

Syndicated

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

JULY 26 TO
Decisions

OF

COMMISSION

1, INCLUSIVE

Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Hawaiian Broadcasting System
Ltd., Honolulu, CP new station 1340 kc
250 w unl. (Aug. 4).
KFNF, Shenandoah, la., license renewal ;
NEW, Triple-Cities Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
Binghamton, N. Y., CP new station 1420
kc 250 w unl. (Aug. 5).
NEW, West AUis Broadcasting Co., West
Allis, Wis.— CP 1480 kc 250 w D (Aug.
28WJPR.
[erroneously
I'sted Miss.,
in last CP
issue].1600 kc
Greenville,
1 kw unl. (Sept. 22).
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, CP 1110 kc 50
kw unl. directional N ; KFAB, Lincoln,
Neb., cense
same
WBBM,
770 kc; 50
kw unl.Chicago,
; WJAG,modific.
Norfork,liNeb., CP 770 kc 1 kw D (Oct. 7)
VIDEO ANNIVERSARY
CBS Holds Ceremony for Its
Pickup 10 Years Ago
COMMEMORATING the tenth anniversary ofthe inauguration of its
first daily television broadcasting
service, CBS on July 21 included
a brief anniversary ceremony in
its regular Monday evening Men at
Work telecast on WCBW, New
York.
Gilbert Seldes, director of CBS
television programs, described the
initial telecast of July 21, 1931,
when James J. Walker, then Mayor
of New York, Ted Husing, George
Gershwin, Kate Smith and other
artists crowded into a small, dark
room to do their stuff on a floor
space only two feet square before
a battery of photoelectric cells surrounding the small opening through
which their faces were televised.
E. K. Cohan, CBS director of engineering, and William Schudt, head
of the transcription division of Columbia Recording Corp., CBS subsidiary, were introduced by Mr.
Seldes as engineer and program

''WORW

ITS

Champ Fitzpatrick
LEO J. FITZPATRICK,
vice-president and general
manager of WJR, Detroit, on
July 24 was named Champion
Radio Executive of Michigan
at a Detroit Board of Commerce luncheon. At the same
function Jimmie Stevenson,
WJR newscaster, received the
title of Champion Commentator. Both were awarded
tiny gold
boxing
glovechains.
replicas for their
watch
The awards are made by the
board to executives who have
done exceptional work in
their business fields.
director of the first CBS television
Contrasting television then and
program.
now, Mr. Seldes pointed out that
actors no longer need weird makeup, that television studios today
are large, light and air-conditioned
and that the images on the receiver
are now well defined, but added
that this progress there are still
many problems to be solved in the
broadcasting of sight-and-sound
programs.
BBB Starts FM Survey
THE National Better Business Bureau is circularizing consumers with
a letter asking them to answer the
questionwhat
: "Ifreception
you were qualities
to buy anwould
FM
radio,
you expect to obtain from Frequency
Modulation broadcasting different
from what you have been accustomed
to
from regular
broadcasting?"
If the
recipient
of the letter
already owns
an
FM receiver, he is asked to state what
qualities
FM broadcasting
influenced him of
to purchase
the set.

Library
Planned^
WITH THE ADVENT of commer-'i'
cial television. Photo & Sound Inc., ;
San Francisco transcription firm,
is laying plans for a syndicated
television library service for video- stations. Test video programs are
now being produced in three-minute units, which can be used by^ •
television stations in much the-j :i
same way as transcription librarye t

A questionnaire was formulated^ ' ■ ]
subjects are used.
by Melvin Jacobus and sent to all^i)
video operators. Regarding Photo '
& Sound's video library plans, Mr,
Jacobus said:
i
"There appear to be two practi-jcal ways at present in which tele-r
vision stations could handle a \i-\>
brary service. Both of these involve
two 16 mm. projector units for uninterrupted programs. The first
method would be to use the subjects
in their original three-minute units
to form a complete program, fading from one projector and camera
to another. The second and less
practical method, to our thinking,
is to first combine the short subjects on an editor to make a full
fifteen-minute reel.
"Commercial announcements
would be made by the studio announcer after the film sound track
has been faded out. All in all, I
look
for aif television
'stampede'
late
this fall
the war does
not curtail

operations. We are already plan-J,
ning one television show for a •;
prominent Western advertiser." [n
According to present plans, the' C
first specially made subjects from Photo & Sound will feature undated special events and musical

In order to meet all re-' '<;
groups.
will
be used.
quirements,
only non-ASCAP music ^

& Associates, New York advertis-'
ing agency handling accounts chief-^ ^
ly in the style merchandise field — , .
fabrics, garments and accessories ...
vision,
the series
will show
the '
Titled Fashion
Discoveries
in Teleproducts of various Waters clients
Special tags will identify at point
of sale all merchandise featured or
the program and blow-ups and disj
play
cards will
be furnished for
to par-'
ticipating
distributmanufacturers
ion to their retail outlets.

IN WAMPUM"
says Chief Engineer

''The Synchronizer — exclusive Western Electric feature — makes heap big
contribution to FM," says the Chief.
"Never lets carrier freqriency stray
from narrow trail. With Synchronizer
on lookout, no need for all-the-time
checking of transmitter circuits or
readjusting of frequency controlling
elements. Better send scout to Graybar's wigwam for whole story."
Graybar Electric Company, Graybar
Building, New York, N. Y.
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NBC Video Fashions
''
TELEVISION'S
first onsponsored;-^
fashion
shows will start
WNBT, :
New York, Sept. 4 for a 13-week
series of telecasts,
Thursdays, :■;
5-5:30NBC
p.m.byContract
signed ^',
with
Norman was
D. Waters,

WEIGHT

Western

Video

Sherman Joins WAIT
HERBERT P. SHERMAN, formerly sales manager of WJJD, Chicago, has been appointed business
manager of WAIT. Chicago (for
merly WCBD). Ralph L. Atlass is,
acting sales manager of WJJD

Etectric
BROADCASTING

pending the appointment of Mr.'j
Sherman's successor. A veteran oi'
13 years
sales, Mr. Sherman hasin station
been associated
with
WJJD for eight years. Previously;
he was with WBBM, Chicago. ,
• Broadcast
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^
sTZ
7 tS
^^11
Would
Revamp
FCC
18A )
from page
{continued
/\ CCOUn
etWOrk 7"A
i ;N
tribunal, and notwithstanding the the Commission. In minute
kll Ume EDSTunless olherwise indicated.
minuti detail,
Senator White defines the manner
fact that no language can be found
New Business
in the act which confers any right in which appeals may be taken, stay
upon the Commission to concern
orders procured, time allowed for
a:RIMOUNT CLOTHING Co., Boston (Clipper-Craft clotlies), on Sept. itself with the business phases of rehearing and interventions, and
25 starts Xews Here and Airoad on broadcasting, and notwithstanding
broadening of the litigation base
53 XBC-Bluu stations, Thurs., 9:15the further fact that the law speci- so that appeals can be taken into
;P:30 p.m. (EST). Agency: Emil
fies that broadcastng should not be either the Court of Appeals for the
plosul Co., X. Y.
regarded as a common carrier, "the District of Columba or to any cir%IARROWS Inc.. Chicago (Mar-o-oil
cuit court of appeals in which the
Commission nevertheless concei'ned
itself more and more with these aggrieved party resides. He said
'Bhampoo). on Sept. 28 starts George
'Fisher, Hollywood reporter, on 80 matters. He said the charge is made
doubt is removed as to which cases
MBS stations. Sun., 1 :15-1 :30 p.m. that the Commission is attempting
EST). Agency : Hays MacFarland &
are appealable, and 30 days instead
to control both the character and of 20 are allowed for appeal.
^ iCo., Chicago.
source of program material and the
Of significance is the new re^.PRUDENTIAL LIFE INSURANCE
quirement that the Commission
po. of America. Newark, on Aug. 31 contractual or other arrangements
Starts Prudential Family Hour, Sun.
made by stations for the acquisi- would be compelled to comply with
tion of such material.
the mandate or decision of the court
:ti|i5-5
:45 :p.m.,
CBS N. stations.
Agency
Bentonon& 57
Bowles,
Y.
upon the basis of the record upon
"The amendment proposed", Senwhich an appeal is taken unless the
ipAN AJMERICAN COFFEE BUator
White
continued,
"spells
out
in
REAU, New York, on Oct. 5 starts black and white what it is believed court decides otherwise. In recent
news comments by Mrs. Roosevelt on of Congress, but is its present in- years, the courts have only been
.111 NBC-Blue stations. Sundays, was not only the original intention
able to remand, and in many cases
'G■New
:45-7York.
p.m. Agency : Buchanan & Co., tention with respect to this subject, the Commission has reopened the
in the hope that confusion and con- record for new testimony and deKRAFT CHEESE Co.. Chicago (Parcided the cases finally in the same
troversy can besections
eliminated."
kay Margarine), on Aug. 31 starts
Remaining
of the bill way as it did prior to appeal. The
The Great Mr. Gildersleeve, on about
result was that the litigant lost
'40 NBC-Red and Blue stations. Sun., would amend drastically the appel- net
out anyway.
36:30-7 p.m. (EDST). Agency: Needlate procedure, relating to enforce3.M
ment and setting aside of orders of
" lham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
Meets Newspaper Situation
Renewal Accounts
A final new section of the bill
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co., Cleve- JOHNSON i& JOHNSON, New
:3aud (paints), on Oct. 19 resumes for Brunswick, N. J. (Band- Aid), on Aug.
was said by Senator White to be
>;3 weeks Metropolitan Auditions of 19 starts Voice of Broadicay with
"designed to curb an alleged tendDorothy Kilgallen, on 64 CBS sta:the Air. Sun. 5-5 :30 p.m. on .59 NBCtions, Tues., 6 :15-30 p.m. in addition
ency" by the FCC "to discriminate
"iRed
stations.
Agency
:
Warwick
&
to present series, which continues on
in a manner not authorized by the
Legler, New York.
1
.59 CBS .stations. Sat.. 11:30-11:45
statute
between applicants for
;,STANDARD OIL Co. of California,
a.m. Agency : Young & Rubicam, New
broadcast or other radio facilities
York.
'San Francisco
products),
^recently
renewed(petroleum
for 52 weeks
the LADY ESTHER Ltd.. Evanston, HI., and to require as a condition to
Standard Symphony Hour and Stand( cosmetics ) . on Aug. 4 replaces Guy grants made the doing of certain
nrd School Broadcast over 31 Don
acts which the Commission has no
Lee-Mutual stations in the Western
Lombardochestrawith
Freddystations,
Martin'sMon.,
oron 63 CBS
authority under the statute to re'•States.
Agency is McCann-Erickson,
10-10:30 p.m. (EDST), and shifts
iSan
Francisco.
origination from New York to Holly1
wood for four weeks or more. Agency :
This provision strikes at the
Network Changes
Pedlar & Ryan Inc., New York.
newspaper ownership situation, in
(GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
light of the FCC action under
GREYHOUND, San Fran- the
.'(Gold Medal Flour), on Aug. 4 for PACIFIC
quire".79 calling for an inquiry for
cisco (bus transportation), on Aug. 3 Order
'two
weeks
shifts
Hymns
of
All
switched
origination
of
its
Romance
of
Churches on 35 CBS stations from
policy-making purposes, which has
Mon., Tues., Thurs., to Mon. thru Fri., the Highways on 30 Don Lee-Mutual resulted
in placing all new newsstations in the West. Sundays, 10 :15t» :4.5-10 a.m. Agency : Blackett-Sample30 a.m. (PST) from San Francisco to
paper applications in the pending
Hummert, Chicago.
Hollywood. Agency : Beaumont & files while others have been grant,MARS Inc.. Chicago (candy bars). Hohman, San Francisco.
ed conditionally, notably in the FM
2will shift origination point of Dr. I. Q. CONTINENTAL BAKING Co.. New field. Similar conditions have been
I on 89 NBC-Red stations, Mon., York (Wonder Bread), on Aug. 14
-eI-9:30 p.m.) from Minneapolis to San replaces Your Marriage Cluh with placed on grants to stations havlUrancisco for six weeks starting Aug. Maudie's Diary, on 48 CBS stations,
ing multiple-ownership complica;|1 . Agency : Grant Adv., Chicago.
tions, where duplicating service is
7:30-8 p. m. (rebroadcast same time
involved.
PST). Agency: Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
jEVERSHARP Inc.. Chicago (pens.
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore
.Iiencils), on Sept. 28 adds six CBS
This new provision specifies:
(Bromo-Seltzer) . on Aug. 8 replaces "Penalties, denials, prohibitions and
U-^'lorida stations to Take It or Leave
Ben
Bernie's
Army
Game
with
Vox
'Jt, making a total of 66 CBS stations.
:Sun..
p.m. Agency: Blow
Pop on 68 NBC-Blue stations. 9-9:30 conditions other than those exCo., N.10-10:30
Y.
p.m. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
pressly authorized by statute shall
not be exacted, enforced or demandi
ed by the Commission in the exercise of its licensing function or
otherwise and no sanctions not authorized by statute shall be imposed by the Commission upon any
i
person.
"Rights, privileges, benefits or
licenses authorized by law shall not
be denied or withheld in whole or
in part where adequate right or entitlement thereto is shown. The effective date of the imposition of
sanctions or withdi-awal of benefits
or licenses shall, so far as deemed
practicable, be deferred for such
reasonable time as will permit the
person affected to adjust their affairs to accord with such action or
to seek administrative reconsideration or judicial review."
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ing centers. Since that time, he i
said, the listener demand has been i
such that extensive service has
been maintained.
CBS now maintains an extensive
European and domestic staff, he
said, and makes available to the
press, at no charge, reports from
its own staff or listening centers.

Press-Radio Hearings
{Continued from page 51 )
all geared to show that the press
association effort was toward suppression of competition.
Press Radio Bureau
Minutes Reviewed
Mr. Barrett explained, under examination by FCC Counsel Lloyd,
that Press Radio Bureau went into
a decline when UP and INS, in
1935, began delivering news to
broadcast stations for sponsorship.
This was premised upon supression of "outlaw competition", he
said, since these other services had
been selling direct to radio. He
identified Transradio as one of the
news services which UP and INS
were to "kill off".
Minutes of the Press Radio Bureau meetings also showed that
consideration was given to applying "pressure" upon Reuters, British press association, to discontinue serving Transradio. Mr.
Connolly, as head of INS, was
quoted as having said that he would
stop Reuters service. The minutes,
all said to have been prepared by
Mr. Barrett, reported that "somebody" said that if Transradio did
not have Reuters, it would have a
difficult time in procuring foreign
news.
Financial support of the networks was withdrawn from Press
Radio Bureau on Jan. 7, 1939, Mr.
Barrett testified, on direct examinatioh. Asked about its status
today and whether it was a "sort
of
zombie"saidby itChairman
Fly, asMr.a
Barrett
still exists
corporation.
Barrett Says He Paid
^About a Dollar''
Under cross - examination by
Judge Thacher, Mr. Barrett explained that he personally had incorporated Press Radio Bureau and
that he holds virtually all of its
stock. He did not recall how much
he had paid for it, but thought it
was "about a dollar". He could not
state flatly whether he had put any
money into it. Pursued on the financing of the operation, Mr. Barrett said he believed he had put
"one dollar and other valuable considerations" init, but that he did
not have the records with him.
Commission Counsel Lloyd inquired as to the relevancy of the
examinatioh, but Chairman Fly
permitted it to continue.
Pressed by Judge Thacher as to
how he happened to acquire the
stock in the organization if it was
financed by other people, Mr. Barrett declared he had to carry on
the operation and he "took the
bull by the horns" and incorporated it in order to continue paying
bills and employes.
Press Radio service continued on
the networks until Dec. 27, 1938
and to other stations until Oct.,
1940, Mr. Barrett recalled.
He said that limitations placed
on broadcast of news had to be
relaxed from time to time because
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CBS Gets 500,000-Word
ISews Budget Daily
Asked by Judge Thacher as to
the volume of news processed in
CBS headquarters, as compared,
for example, to that handled by
the New York Times, Mr. White
estimated that a budget of some
500,000 words per day, equal to
about 500 newspaper columns, constitutes the intake from all sources.
He estimated this was as much
news
as is received by any newsDrawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
paper organization anywhere in
the world.
"It's a Man From the Commission. He Asked Us Not to Mention the War
Mr.
White
said he thought that
in Our News Broadcasts!"
the "dark ages" of radio news have
gone forever, that the experience in
of these "outlaw" operations. He
agreed with Judge Thacher that
the early days proved invaluable
press association and newspaper
the to
public
not tolerManpower Announcements Cei I and
ate athat
return
the would
old system
now.
people felt that some of these soI
S
R
nt
E
Lloyd
Stratton,
assistant
general
me
V
tsDIfr
I
rn
L
ve
om
E
Plaudi
'
called "outlaw" operations actually
—
Go
D
O
I RA for continuing coopera- manager of AP, identified an exwere "pirating" their news.
CALLING
Mr. Barrett said he had incorhibit, embodying minutes of AP
tion in securing another 500,000
porated Press Radio Bureau on
workers for national defense indus- meetings dating back to 1922, dealing with radio. These successively
trial operations, Lucille Foster
Feb. 5 or 6, 1935, and that the
final meeting of the board of di- McMillin, acting president of the showed that AP membership was
rectors was not called until May 7, U. S. Civil Service Commission, in opposed to using its news on the
a July 21 letter to the NAB praised air initially, gradually relaxed the
1935. He declared that WON, Chithe radio industry for its assistance rules, and finally, as of April of
cago, withdrew in October, 1940,
in securing 500,000 skilled and
year, began selling its news
technical workers for the defense this
and that his "clientele had vanfor sponsorship to stations, through
effort in tlu last year.
a subsidiary. Press Association Inc.
ished".
Commenting that the Civil ServHe agreed that the term "outlaw"
Mr. Stratton said he was wholly
was a "literal" use and that it was
Commission
a year toagothe"turned
withicefull
confidence
radio unacquainted with the organization
sort of "trade jargon".
of PA and the manner in which it
industry" to round up the needed functioned.
Paul W. White, director of public affairs of CBS, called also as a thousands of laborers, she declared
Before Mr. Connolly took the
that "radio has not failed that
Commission witness, explained that
confidence". During the year more stand for INS, Thomas Brennan,
he had started with CBS in 1933
than 500,000 placements have been
as publicity director. He said he made in the War and Navy Depart- of New York, his attorney, prefaced his appearance with the statebecame vice-president and general
ments, with hundreds in each of
ment that his company did not
manager of the CBS news service,
many other departments, she
which was formed to supply news
stated, and 10,000 placements still concede the authority of the Commission to conduct the investigafor the network. It was set up be- are baing made each week.
tion into press services and that it
"From little towns in Kansas, reserved
cause it had become impossible to
all rights with respect to
from the rolling hills of Tennessee,
procure news from the existing
jurisdiction of any rules that may
from
the
broad
plains
of
Texas,
news services, he declared, in remen who had in their financial eventually be adopted.
sponse to Mr. Lloyd.
Mr. Connolly explained he was
stringency gone back to kinfolks,
started small groceries, sold insur- president of King Features, of
White Disclaims
ance, and even apples, were given which INS is a subsidiary. Asked
^Outlaw^ Appellation
a chance through radio to learn about certain of the minutes of
that they might return to the meetings of Press Radio Bureau,
Disclaiming the "outlaw" appeltrades for which they had special under examination by Mr. Lloyd,
lation, Mr. White said he thought
the news service, during its six
skills,"
declared. the Civil Service official Mr. Connolly said that he had never
months of existence, was conducted
until they were intro"I need not further assure you, seen them
duced in the hearing and that he
with accuracy and integrity. Buas
has
been
done
several
times,
of
reaus were established in New
the appreciation of the U. S. Civil had not examined them carefully,
York, Washington, Chicago and
Service Commission, and through He said INS began selling its service to radio in 1935.
it, the Federal Government for the
Los
Angeles,
with
"string
men"
retained for actual coverage in help that radio has given. The
Judge
Thacher on asked
if hisRadio
failure to comment
the Press
every city of 20,000 or over. During
radio industry in its splendid cooperation can feel that it has made minutes could be construed to mean
its six months of existence, he
said, there never had been any
a very real and concrete contribu- that he was present at all meetings
tion to the development of the na- and was unfamiliar with the concharge of piracy of news of which
tional defense program. That it
he was aware.
tents. Mr. Connolly said he did not
did
it
as
a matter of course, and
Mr. White admitted that bad rebecause it desired to help is but a want it understood that way.
In recessing the hearings until
action had resulted from newspareal assurance of its attitude as a
per publishers over the formation
Sept. 17, Chairman Fly expressed
of the news service and that in part of the American Way."
the hope that counsel would "cocertain cities newspapers dropped
INS, originally for local station
in the preparation
data"
and
not operate"'waste
time". He ofsaid
he
CBS programs, while carrying
broadcast but later for the netwoi'k.
those of competitors. He said that
thought he ought to suggest that
Beginning with the Anschluss
and through Munich, CBS began
the news so gathered was not
all parties be prepared upon reregular foreign pickups, and also
sponsored.
convening to "proceed to a concluIn 1935 CBS acquired UP and
set up elaborate shortwave listenBROADCASTING
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G. G. SMITH

The gold of the midwest
pours from this combine.
Mr. Smith finds added interest in "Everybody's
Farm Hour" since the
broadcast has moved to
"Everybody's
Mason,
Ohio. Farm" near

FAMILY"

Here are the G. G. Smiths, another of the up-to-theminute farm families who live in the rich, productive midwest and rely daily on the services of WLW.
Their 375 acre farm is located on Route No. 3 in Tipton County, just nine miles northwest of Tipton, Indiana.
Mr. Smith, employing modern

farm methods, rotates

375 acres of wheat, clover, corn and soy beans. His
ninety acre permanent pasture homes an enviable herd
of Aberdeen-Angus prize cattle. Mr. Smith won the
1940 Champion Calf award at the Indiana State Fair,

entry.
netting over one thousand dollars for his prize

This friendly, progressive farm family is in full accord with WLW's extensive farm programs. In fact,
it is their firm belief that The Nation's Station
offers MOST to the midwestern farmer. They verify
this belief by referring to their WLW

favorites

"Top O The Morning", Paul Allison, News, Markets, and Ed Mason, WLW Farm Program Director,
and other entertainment and service features. To
the Smiths, WLW is a prize-winning station. Liking
the best . . . they listen to WLW most.
Mrs. Smith and Phyllis are expert gardeners. Mrs.
Smith listens regularly to the "Boone County
Jamboree"
and the weather reports of Jimmy
Fidler.

Phyllis, a 4 H Club Member, with
prize-winning Aberdeen Angus.
She
"Everybody's
Hour" enjoys
and the
songs of Farm
Paul
Arnold.

KENTUCKY
REPRESENTATIVES: New York — Transamericon Broadcasting & Television Corp. Chicago — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Avenue. San Francisco — International Radio Sales.
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MULTIPLIER
PHOTOTUBE
PHOTOTUBE
Price

42.00

In its ability to provide in a single tube a sensitivity of almost 2Vi million
microamperes per lumen, the new RCA-93 1 Multiplier Phototube heralds engineering developments almost staggering to the imagination. Unquestionably
one of the most outstanding developments in phototube history, it holds truly
amazing possibilities in a wide variety of applications ranging from use with
light-operated relays, sound production in films and facsimile transmission, to
astronomical observations and scientific research involving extremely low
levels of light.
The RCA-93 1 is a high-vacuum tube capable of multiplying the feeble currents
produced by weak illumination on its photo cathode as much as 230,000 times!
It has a low noise level, low dark-current characteristic, and is remarkably
free from distortion. The tube can be coupled to any practical load impedance.
The S-4 photosurface employed is unusually sensitive to blue-rich light. Its
sensitivity to incandescent light at a temperature of approximately 2600° K is
comparable to that obtained with the well-known S-1 photosurface, but increases
rapidly for light sources at higher temperatures.
The RCA-931 is available through RCA Tube and Equipment distributors.
Technical bulletin on request to RCA Commercial Engineering Section, Harrison, N. J.
*For RCA-931 at maximum voltage, and average value, for incandescent
light source at 2S70° K.
RCA's Newest and Finest Transmitting Tube Guide
Don't
the new
"RCA details
Guide onforallTransmitting
Tubes"!
50% bigger than miss
last year.
Includes
RCA Air-Cooled
Transmitting
Tubes plus typical circuits and much important new construction data.
Net price 25c, from your RCA Tube and Equipment Distributor or RCA
Commercial Engineering Section, Harrison, N. J.

.^INCIDENT
LIGHT
100 - :PHOTOCATHODE
ANODE
1 - 9 - DYNODE S

9-Stage Electrically-Focused Construction
As illustrated in this cross-section drawing, the RCA931 contains nine dynodes, or secondary emitters. Electrons from the photo cathode are directed by fixed
electrostatic fields along curved paths to the first dynode
where
they produce many other electrons at the moment
of
impact.
These secondary electrons are then directed to the
second dynode and, in turn, free new electrons.
This multiplying process is repeated successively in
each stage with an ever-increasing electron stream. Electrons emitted from the ninth dynode are collected by the
anode and constitute the current utilized in the output
circuit — a useful multiplication of the initial photo-cathode
current of about 230,000 times !

/

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., Inc., Camden, N. J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
For Canadian prices write to RCA Victor Company Limited, Montreal
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feature

has long been conceded the
dominant station on the
WLS
farms of the Middle-West.
And just across the road from these farms lie the
cities— 70 cities over 10,000 population in theWLS
primary area— 70 cities effectively served by WLS.
Last year, for instance, WLS received a letter
— definite evidence of listening — from one of
every 3.4 families in these cities: one of every
four families in Metropolitan Chicago; half the
families in Bloomington and Danville, Illinois;
Michigan City, Indiana, and Janesville, Wiscon-

sin; and two out of three families in Niles, Michigan. Other cities, large and small, in the W LS
Major Coverage Area, responded in like manner.
And from the farm, just one example: poultry
raisers in 41 states and Canada— 11,297 of them
—wrote to W^LS asking for information on chick
brooders, following six evening and three daytime programs on WLS.
In the city or on the farm— people listen to
WLS. They listen and they respond. These listeners have confidence in WLS . . . and confidence
in any product associated with the W^LS name.
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single station, or small connbination of stations, can reach and sell
this prosperous

six states area because

it is definitely divided into

pecific buying centers, each a salient sales unit in itself.

successes

community

of foresighted

residents respond to it and repeated

advertisers prove that this "ail out" attack is
essential for maximum

results.
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cepted, locally acted upon advertising.
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Worcester
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Portland
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Every one of these key sectors merits intensive promotion. Community
imerchants expect it —
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# Indiana happens to be an ideal test market
— and the facilities of new full-time WIBC

are an

can housewives have had confidence for 80 years is a

— covers Hoosierland

sales job because WI

puts

out a "quality product" too, or it wouldn't have been
chosen for this important test.

Then
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we follow that with sound cooperation —

and the result is — RESULTS.
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touch with WIBC.
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9 Maybe you haven't noticed it
so much, but right now there are
Soj,
dozens of radio-station changes of
facilities coming

through

which

may seriously upset a lot of wellplanned "lists". So no matter how
fine you're feeling about your list,
now's a good time to have a checkup from ole Doc F&P!
With

15 good men

spending all

their time on radio — with a complete data library in every office- —
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On

Multiple
Ownership
in
Same
Area
tions. There is a proviso, however,
volved, the precise limitations on
Order of FCC Hits
that with respect to persons or en- duplicating service will not be station owned by the same intertities now directly or indirectly known until the FCC hears oral
ests operates in an adjacent market with less power, is not so clearDual Control,
controlling a standard station fall- argument en banc on Oct. 6, folcut and is subject to further intering within the scope of the ban,
lowing which a final order presumOverlaps
the effective date would not be unably will be drafted. Briefs may be
Presumably this matter, plus
til six months after the final rule filed with the Commission up to pretation.
TAKING UP another phase has been adopted. There is the fur- two weeks prior to the argument.
the variables involved in what constitutes actual control or operation,
t)f its self-appointed crusade
ther provision that the Commission
It is understood that a prelimi- would remain discretionary with
can
extend
the
effective
date
from
igainst purported monopolisnary Commission survey revealed
unless clearly de;ic tendencies in radio, the time to time "in order to permit some 40-odd cases where a particu- the Commission
fined in the order as finally adopted.
lar
licensee
or
interest
owned
two
the
orderly
disposition
of
properF'CC last Tuesday adopted a
Asked by Broadcasting whether
ties", aphrase borrowed from the outlets in the same general area.
a list of situations falling within
jDroposed order banning mulrevised
chain-monopoly
rules.
Presumably,
these
are
regarded
as
hple ownership of broadcast
the indicated scope of the ban
Of significance is the fact that situations which would fall squarewould be made available, so that
stations in the same area and
the Commission interpreted the
ly within the purview of the prostations would be on notice, the
Iket oral arguments for next
word "control" as not being limitposed new rule.
FCC Law Department stated no
ed to majority stock ovraership but
pet. 6 after which a final orcomplete list is available, but that
Overlap
Situation
Uncertain
ler will be considered.
to include "actual working control
In other cases, however, the copies of the order had been sent
in whatever manner exercised".
Likely to affect a minimum
This would cover situations in question of degree of overlap, such to every station in the country
)f 40 ownership situations, de- which less than 50% ownership is as
might occur where one station
placing them on notice. It is "up
involved.
interultimate
operates in one market with sub- to the Commission" to decide how
Dretation pending
of upon
what
constitutes
the order shall be interpreted, acBecause there are variables instantial power, whereas a second
cording to the Law Department.
t substantial overlap in servThe Law Department feels that
ice or what constitutes conpartiestions which
regardshould
their appear
situa';rol, the order was adopted by
as borderline
Girds
For
All-Out
'jhe Commission with less than a Industry
Oct. 6 and state their cases, per[uorum of its membership present,
rt was stated, however, that the
haps asking for clarification. The
Commission would be in the posiilrder (No. 84) was drafted upon
Proposal
Tax
Against
Fight
nstructions by a quorum of the
tion of "prejudging" if it attempted
Advertising Groups and Unions Unite To Defeat
to make a list of the situations inpommission at its meeting the preattorney. volved available, said one FCC
leding week.
Radio and Billboard Levies In the Senate
Duplications of Services
First reactions from the industry
Despite failure to secure sufficient
PRIMED for an all-out battle
Notice that an order of this
were
that the order and procedure
support
to
delete
the
radio
tax
prothe proposed 5-15% Fedliature was in the making had against
vision in the House, considerable
eral tax on annual net time sales
were confusing in the extreme.
feen given two months ago, when
of $100,000 and over included in hope is seen for a successful fight With no yardstick by which to
She FCC inaugurated the practice
the Revenue Bill passed by the against the proposal in the Senate.
gauge the effect of the order, said
f issuing conditional grants to House last Monday, industry forces
a number of broadcasters and their
Tentatively scheduled for apttations which might be involved
counsel, there is not available any
pearances at the Aug. 18 Senate
have laid the groundwork for arguFinance Committee hearings are
ments before the Senate Finance
n the "problem of multiple ownerbasis for determining what situathe
NAB, whose presentation will
tions will be encompassed in the
Ihip". The order as drafted covers
Committee,
tentatively
set
to
beInly situations where substantial
be handled by Ellsworth C. Al- order.
gin Aug. 18.
iuplication of service might be inThe Senate committee last Fri- vord, Washington tax attorney;
Possibility that a group of stalolved by virtue of community
NIB, represented by President H.
tions apparently falling within
day
started
public
hearings,
ex.Ownership in the same area, and
to last from two to three A. Lafount; Chicago Federation of the purview of the order will or|)oes not affect a large number of weeks, pected
Labor,
operator
of
WCFL,
Chicago,
after the House, under a
ganize and retain counsel cooperlituations under which the same
by Maurice Lynch, CFL financial
strict rule against amendment,
atively, was foreseen. As soon as
tidividuals or corporate entities
secretary;
A
AAA,
by
President
the
order
was released, contacts
had approved the $3,500,000,000
twn stations in non-competitive
John Benson; Assn. of National
to
this
end
were made by several
tax
bill,
virtually
as
recommended
ireas.
Advertisers, by G. S. McMillan.
broadcasters. A meeting may be
by
the
House
Ways
&
Means
ComThe order sets forth a new rule,
Although not definitely scheduled
called of such stations — possibly
mittee, by a thumping 369-33 mairhich would become Section 3.35
for appearances as Broadcasting
in Chicago as the most accessible
jority.
if the rules governing standard
went to press Friday, some statepoint — within a fortnight.
Advertising Forces Muster
iroadcast stations. The new rule
ment in opposition to the tax or
Notice that the FCC was inquiripecifies that no person should diappearance also had been indicated
Apart from intensive preparaing into the question of multiple
rectly or indirectly own, operate
tions for making known an in- by IRNA, Advertising Federation
ownership was given by the Com!ir control a standard broadcast
of
America,
American
Jlewspaper
mission in its sensational network
dustry-wide opposition to the ratation that would serve a substandio tax proposal, led by the NAB,
Publishers Assn., American Feder- monopoly report issued last May.
ial portion of the area served by NIB, IRNA and radio labor oration of Radio Artists and Inter- At that time it said that such matmother standard broadcast station
national Brotherhood of Electrical
ters were being handled in day to
ganizations, advertising groups as
iM^ned, operated or controlled by a whole have directed opposition
Workers (Associated Broadcast
day
actions of the Commission.
Technicians Unit).
both against the radio levy and
Last June, the Commission, in aujiach person.
The NAB board spent two days
; The rule would take effect im- the tax on billboards, also prothorizing improved facilities for
{Continued on Page 50)
stations WCOP,
Boston; KGA,
vided in the House-approved bill.
aediately as to all new applicaBROADCASTING
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Spokane, and KROW, Oakland,
appended notations that the grants
were subject to any future action
the Commission might take on multiple ownership.
In decisions announced last Tuesday, coincident with the adoption
of the order, the Commission appended somewhat similar notations
in the cases of WMC, Memphis,
and WWVA, Wheeling. In the former case, WMC, Scripps-Howard
owned, was granted a construction
permit to increase its night power
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts, "subject to such rules as may be adopted by the Commission as might affect licensee's ownership of said
station". This was couched in general terms to cover not only the
Commission's inquiry into newspaper ownership of stations, but also
a purported relationship with
WMPS, Memphis.
In the case of WWVA, granted a
construction permit to increase
power from 5,000 to 50,000 watts,
the Commission made the grant
"subject to such rules or action as
the Commission may hereafter
adopt or take with regard to multiple ownership". Corporately affiliated with the Fort Industry Co.,
headed by George B. Storer,
WWVA does nPt have a sister statiOh in Wheeling. WMMN, Pairtaont, W. Va., however, is owned
by the Storer interests and, according to the FCC, overlapping coverage now exists to some extent
and would be vastly increased with
50,000-watt operation on 1170 kc.
by WWVA.
"May" Serve Public Interest
Other factors presumably to be
taken into account, on overlapping
service would include day and night
variations, availability of other
station service, and similar related
factors.
In a press release accompanying
its order, the Commission said it
was of the opinion that the public
interest, convenience and necessity
"may be served" by prohibiting
multiple ownership of the character covered.
It was pointed out that the rule
nas a basis in certain restrictions
now applicable to multiple operation of FM and television stations.
It differs from these, however, in
that it imposes no limitation on the
total number of standard broadcast
stations which may be owned or
controlled by the same person, so
long as they serve different areas.
A maximum of six under the same
ownership, serving different areas,
is specified with respect to the high
frequency services.
Florida Citrus List
FLORIDA Citrus Commission,
Lakeland, which has been conducting an extensive campaign for canned fruits through July to run to
Oct. 3 [Broadcasting, July 21], is
using participating programs on
WABC WLS WON WCAU WLW
WJSV WNAC WEAN WTIC
WTAG WICC WCSH WLBZ. The
Commission also is using transcribed spot announcements Mondays
through Fridays on 28 additional
stations. Agency is Arthur Kudner,
N. Y.
Page 8 • August
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TEXT

OF

DUAL

OWNERSHIP

TEXT of the order (No. 84) as
adopted by the Commission follows :
Whereas, The Commission is of the
opinion that public interest, convenience and necessity may be served by
adoption
of the following proposed
rule :
Section 3.35 — Multiple ownership,
(a) No person (including all persons
under common control 9a shall, directly or indirectly, own. operate or control
a standard broadcast station that would
serve a substantial portion of the area
served by another standard broadcast
station owned, operated or controllled
by such person.
(b) This rule is to tal^e effect immediately. Provided, however, that
with respect to persons (including all
persons under common control 9a who
now atedirectly
operor controlor aindirectly
standardown.
broadcast
station serving a substantial portion
of the area served by another standard
broadcast station owned, operated, or
controlled by such persons, the effective
date of this rule shall be six months
from date ; provided, further, that with
respect to such persons the Commission may extend the effective date of
this rule from time to time in order to
permit
erties. the orderly disposition of prop-

ORDER

Rockefeller

Names

Tracy

Whereas, the Commission is of the
opinion that it will best conduce the
proper dispatch of business and to the
ends of justice that all interested persons be given an opportunity to file
briefs and to appear before the Commission and argue orally why the
above proposal should not be adopted
or why it should not be adopted in the
form proposed by this order.
Now. Therefore, It Is Herehy OrThat oral argument
be held
beforedered,
the Commission
en banc
on Oct.
6, 1941, at 10 a.m., at which time all
interested persons will be given an
opportunity to appear and present
argument as to why the above proposed
rule should not be adopted or why it
should not be adopted in the form
proposed by this Order, and that briefs
ma.y be filed at any time up to two
weeks prior to such argument.

Assistant
to Francisco
SHELLEY E. TRACY, founder
and former president of TracyLocke-Dawson Inc., New York
agency, last Wednesday was named
assistant director of the communications division of t?ie Office of the
Coordinator of Inter - American
Affairs by Coordinator Nelson
Rockefeller. Mr. Tracy will work
with Don Francisco, director of the
communications division, headquartering
in New
York.
During iiis
active
advertising
career Mr. Tracy was a vice-president of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies and director of
the operating committee of the National Outdoor Advertising Bureau.
In 1918-19 he served as a lieutenant
with the U. S. Air Corps.

9a — "The word 'control' as used herein is not limited to majority stock ownership but includes actual working control in whatever manner exercised.
See Rul." 8.108 for the definition of
'control' in regulations pertaining to
chain broadcasting."

AN INCREASE to 10,000 watts in
the day and night power of KGA.
Spokane, now 5,000 watts on 1.510
kc, is sought in an application filed
with the FCC by Louis Wasmer,
owner.

_
\

Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. Brennan controls both WJAS j
andH. KQV.
Common

Ownership

of Stations

In Same Community
(Some of the groups likely to he affected by FCC Order No. 8i)
Albany, N. Y.
Interlocking stock ownership ( H. E.
Smith, R. M. Curtis and Albany
Knickerhocker News) control WABY
and WOKO.
Bay City-Saginaw, Mich.
Harley D. Feet controls WBCM,
Bay City, and owns a minority of
WSAM, Saginaw, across the bay.
Beaumont, Tex.
KRIC is controlled by officers and
stockholders of Beaumont Enterprise
and Journal; KFDM is about 25%
owned by same interests.
Boston, Mass.
The John Shepard interests control
both WNAC and WAAB.
Arde Bulova, watch manufacturer,
owns control of WCOP. and Harold
A. Lafount and Sanford Cohen, associated with Mr. Bulova, own 40% and
20% interest, respectively, in WORL.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo
Broadcasting
Corp. is licensee of both WGR and WKBW.
The Buffalo Evening News controls
both WBEN and WEBR. '
Chicago, 111.
National Broadcasting Co. is liWENR. censee of WMAQ and the half-time
Gene T. Dyer is controlling stockholder in WSBC, and minority stockholder ii. WGES and WAIT, which
he directs.
Ralph L. Atlass and family control
both WJJD, Chicago, and WIND,
Gary, contiguous communities. P. K.
Wrigley is minority stockholder in
each.
Cincinnati, O.
Crosley Corp. owns both WLW and
WSAL
Dallas-Fort Worth, Tex.
A. H. Belo Corp., publisher of Dallas Neivs, owns th ■ half-time WF A A,
Dallas, and half-interest in the fulltime KGKO, Fort Worth. Carter
Publications Inc. (Fort Worth StarTelegram) owns the half-time WBAP,
Fort Worth, and one-half interest in
KGK'O, Fort Worth.

Cleveland, 0>
United Broadcasting Co. (Cleveland
Plain Dealer) controls both WHK and
WCLE.
Evansville, Ind.
Evansville on the Air Inc. is licensee of both WGBF and WEOA.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
is licensee of WOWO and WGL.
Houston, Tex.
KPRC, controlled by Houston Post,
and KTRH, owned by Houston
Chronicle; both newspapers said to be
controlled through interlocking stockholdings by Jesse Joi.es, Secretary of
Commerce. HXYZ owned by M. Tilford Jones, nephew of Jesse Jones.
Lincoln, Neb.
KFAB and KFOR both controlled
by The Sidles Co. (approximately
51%) with minority stockholdings by
Lincoln Star and Nebraska State
Journal.
Little Rock, Ark.
KLRA and KGHI are both licensed
to Arkansas Broadcasting Co., controlled by A. L. Chilton.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Earle C. Anthony Inc, is licensee
of both KFI and KECA,
Reed E. Callister is controlling
stockholder of KMTR, Los Angeles,
and owns minority stock in KIEV,
munity.
Glendale, Cal., a contiguous comMemphis, Tenn.
The Scripps-Howard
interests control both newspaper
WMC and
WMPS.
Hoyt B. Wooten controls WREC
and Hoyt B. and S. D. Wooten Jr. own
25% each in WHBQ.
Des Moines
Iowa Broadcasting Co. (Des Moines
Register
d Tribune) owns both KSO
and KRNT,
New York City
National
Broadcasting
censee of WEAF
and WJZ. Co. is liArde Bulova, watch manufacturer,
is sole
owner of WOV and half-owner
of
WNEW.
BROADCASTING

Portland, Ore.
Oregon Publishing Co., publisher of
the Portland Oregonian, is licensee
of both KG W and KEX.
KOIN and KALE controlled by
same
C. R, interests
Hunt). (Charles W. Myers and
Roanoke, Va.
Junius P, Fishburn and J. B. Fishburn, publishers of the Roanoke Times
and World-Neivs, own WDB.I and
Junius
in WSLS.P. Fishburn holds 40% stock ^
Reading, Pa.
WEEU and WRAW are owned by C.
M. Chafey. R. A, Gaul and H. O.
Landis, each holding one-third.
San Francisco, Cal.
KPO tional
and KGO
are Co.
licensed
to Na-is
Broadcasting
; KGO
owned by General Electric Co., but
operated
Weslev by I.NBC.
Dumm
controls both.
KSFO,
Francisco,
Oakland, San
across
tlie bay. and KROW ^
Seattle, Wash.
Fisher's
Blend
Inc. is li-. .
censee of both
KOMOStation
and KJR.
Shreveport, La.
John D. Ewing, publisher ofi
Shreveport Times, controls both
KWKH and KTBS.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Sioux Falls Broadcast Assn. Inc
(.Joseph Henkin) is licensee of both
KSOO and ^ELO.
Spokane, Wash.
both
KYA Wasmer
and KHQ.
Louis
Inc. is licensee of'
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg
Advertising
Co. is licensee of both WSPA
and WORD.
Springfield, Mo.
KGBX
and KWTObutlicensed
to separate corporations
controlled
by
same
interests
(Lester
E.
Cox,
H. S.
et
al).
Jewell, R. D. Foster, the Bixby family,
Washington, D. C.
National Broadcasting Co. is licen
see of both WRC and WMAL, al
though it leases WMAL from the
Washington Star, whose applicatior
for license transfer is being held ur
by the newspaper-radio proceedings.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Approval
Third

of Replies

Oppose Terms
of Deal

jPOSSIBILITY that the agreepient for the return of ASC AP
tausic to NBC's networks and
'iM&O stations may be stymied
"^f not upset before the con•.jtracts
are signed,
due to from
failMre to secure
ratification
.ja sufficient number of affiliiated stations, was foreseen
last weekend in New York.
It was reported that up un;|til last Friday evening about
ne-third of all stations affilited with NBC had responded
0 the telegram sent them a
Hveek
previously
by Niles
irranlmell, NBC president, which
kotified them cf the major terms
j)of the agreement rep.ched with
ASCAP's board of directors and
.pion asked for their immediate rati(i^cation [Broadcasting, Aug. 4].
Confident of Acceptance
jjI However, in Washington, where
ftlr. Trammell and other top ranking NBC officials were conferring
^ i>n the FCC monopoly regulations
^,>vith FCC Chairman Fly, confilence was expressed that, when
:'ully explained, the NBC-ASCAP
leal would be ratified by a majorty of affiliates. This confidence apSoarently was an outgrowth of sen"iment expressed by NBC affiliates
ittending the meetings of the NAB
txecutive board and the IRNA ex■■cutive board.
If Mr. Trammell and Mark Woods,
>yBC vice-president and treasurer,
:iet with NBC affiliate representaives who are members of the two
oards at a luncheon Thursday, and
jhile there were numerous inquir^V^s as to how individual stations
TOuld be affected, there appeared to
e no concerted opposition. The con-ensus of these meetings seemed
o be that the contract was a "good
iollars and cents deal."
Some Refuse Approval
it
On the other side of the picture,
(f the more than 75 replies which
jfBC had received, about one-third
^ jave refused to give their approval
Id the proposed agreement. Reasons
lor these refusals fall into three
eneral classes, it was said. Some
tations stated their intention to
isist on a per-program arrangeaent (which is available for non-i ;etwork programs ) and declared
'hat they will not lend their apToval to another blanket license
rrangement with ASCAP.
Others expressed satisfaction
,'ith the success of BMI in buildig and maintaining a supply of
lusic for the broadcasting indus-•y, and stated that they see no
aason for making an additional
iSROADCASTING
i

Deal
NBC-ASCAP
of
payment to ASCAP for music
well be that all the broadcasters
which is no longer essential to the in the NBC affiliate list who disindustry's operations.
approve of the present terms of
The remainder of those who re- the network's settlement with
fused to ratify the agreement flatly ASCAP have hurried to present
said that they would not deal with their views to NBC before a conASCAP under any conditions.
tract could be signed, and that the
remaining two-thirds who are yet
Deny Scuttling of BMI
to be heard from will swing the
Another question which seemed
balance so heavily in favor of ratito bother some affiliates was
fication that the contract will be
whether the ASCAP contract
signed without further delay.
might eventually lead to a scuttling
Undoubtedly, a large number of
of BMI by NBC. This was denied broadcasters are waiting until they
flatly by NBC officials, who said have received copies of the conthere never has been any intentracts, and these have been studied
by their attorneys, before making
tion on NBC's part to withdraw
support from BMI. Mr. Woods
any expression of opinion.
told the NAB board Thursday that
Even if the result of the poll,
NBC was prepared immediatey to when all NBC affiliates have rerenew its BMI license for the same
sponded, remains at the present
nine-year period the proposed
2-to-l ratio, it is unlikely that netASCAP deal would run.
work executives would let the matOne affiliate attending the NAB
ter rest and call off the agreement
board meeting told NBC officials without further discussion with the
that he liked the new contract, in- affiliates.
asmuch as he could now get both
See No Better Deal
BMI and ASCAP for approximateThe financial terms of the deal,
ly 2.9 Of whereas previously he was
forced to pay a flat 5 Of for ASCAP
representing a substantial reducalone.
tion from prior radio payments to
It is too early, of course, to make
ASCAP, are generally conceded to
constitute a decisive victory for
any predictions on the eventual
the broadcasters, and it was said
outcome of this situation. It may

INAB

Rejects

2</o Cash

A AAA

Discount

Sales Managers

Executive

to

Plea

For

Agencies

Group

To

Consider

Standard Contract In New York Aug. 25-26
A PLEA of the American Assn. of
In response to a question as to
how the 2% cost could be absorbed,
Advertising Agencies that radio
Mr. Gamble suggested an increase
recognize a 2% cash discount was
tabled by the NAB board of direc- in rates. This promptly was retors at a meeting in Washington
jected by the Board, on the ground
that it would not only throw the
last Thursday, following presentation of arguments by Frederic R. radio rate structure out of adjustment with other media, but also
Gamble, managing director. Tabling of the motion in effect killis it. would present serious problems
otherwise.
After Mr. Gamble had presented
his plea, and had been questioned
by the board, the motion to table
was made and approved unaniMennen Takes 'Glory'
MENNEN Co., Newark, this fall
mously. The sales managers executive committee of the NAB, how- will sponsor What Price Glory,
Edmund Lowe and Vicever, meets in New York Aug. 25- starring
tor McLaglen as the unforgettable
26 to consider a standard form
of contract for radio time and will Captain Flagg and Sergeant Quirt
[Broadcasting, Aug. 4], on NBCtake up the matter both with
Blue, with exact time and number
of stations still undecided. Use of
AAAA and non-AAAA agencies.
There is the possibility the ques- the Quirt and Flagg character was
tion of the cash discount again will secured by Mennen through payment of royalties to co-authors,
arise at these sessions and a
further recommendation made to Lawrence Stallings and Maxwell
Anderson. Agency is Russel M.
the board.
Seeds, New York.
Mr. Gamble read to the board a
letter sent last Tuesday to Neville
Miller. In it he pointed out that
ScotTowels to Start
media have allowed the cash discount since the early days of ad- SCOTT PAPER Co., Chester, Pa.,
the latter part of September will
vertising, the primary purpose
an extensive campaign for
being to allow the agency to collect launch
Scot Towels, with participations in
from the advertiser and secondarily
programs throughout the
to enable the medium to collect women's
country. Agency is J. Walter
from the agency.
Thompson, New York.
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Uncertain
it is extremely unlikely that any
better ones can be obtained.
If this agreement is not accepted
by the broadcasters, the rejection
will probably result in the immediate filingspiracybysuit against
ASCAP NBC,
of its CBS,
conBMI, the NAB and their officers,
which will mean a long and costly
legal
come. battle, regardless of its outMeanwhile, the drafting of the
contract in legal language has not
yet been completed, although Robof NBC's
legal staff
andert P. Myers
Herman
Finkelstein
of
Schv/artz & Frohlich, ASCAP general counsel, have been engaged in
that task since the moment the
ASCAP board announced its approval of the deal worked out by
the ASCAP Radio Committee and
NBC.
No CBS Parleys
Although it is generally believed
that when and if NBC signs a contract with ASCAP, CBS will
shortly tions
follow
suit, held
no conversahave been
between
ASCAP and CBS during the last
week. The present outlook is that
neither side will move to reopen
negotiations until the ASCAP-NBC
contract has been officially signed
and put into effect, following which
ASCAP is expected to offer the
same terms to CBS.
The method of handling the situation in States with laws prohibiting ASCAP from operating within
their borders, final point of issue
between ASCAP and NBC which
came near to upsetting the agreement, is said to have been settled
on the basis of payment by NBC
to ASCAP of the 2% 7c fee on
network programs only on that
part of the advertiser's expenditure for time for a network instations in such States retainedcluding
by NBC.
That is, if out of $100 collected
by NBC from an advertiser for a
network program including an outlet in Florida or Nebraska (which
are the only states presently forbidding payments to ASCAP) NBC
pays the station $33 and retains
$67, NBC's
to ASCAP
would
be 2%%payment
of the $67
and not
of the $100 as it would be for stations in other States, which in turn
are expected to rebate to NBC
2%' ( of the network's payment to
them for network commercial programs.'No Monetary Victory'
Declaring that "there is no
monetary victory for ASCAP in
the new arrangement," the Society
in a statement last week concernthe board's
approval
the deal
with ingNBC
stressed
the factof that
the
agreement embodies "the basic
principles for which ASCAP has
stood since the beginning . , . payment by the networks for music
used on
network programs
{Continued
ov. page 48)and di-
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FCC
Fly

Hands

Demands
Time
Option Change;

Appeal Seen
A VIRTUAL ultimatum that they
accept and petition for a modified
version of the time-option rule
drafted by its staff, and simultaneously agree not to challenge its
jurisdiction, or else submit to the
onerous network-monopoly rules as
originally drafted, was handed the
major networks by the FCC last
Thursday, climaxing six weeks of
conferences.
No date was set for a further
meeting following the three-hour
session, at which FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly submitted
what amounted to the take-it-orleave-it proposition. Even MBS,
which heretofore has been largely
favorable to the FCC's position, is
reported to have found itself at
odds with the new proposal.
In the Commission's behalf, however, optimism was expressed that
an amicable compromise would be
obtained, and that further meetings would be held this week. Chairman Fly has expressed his determination to have the matter settled
by mid-August so that networks
would have at least a month prior
to the new Sept. 16 effective date
during which to adjust contracts
with affiliates.
Nobody Happy
Despite this, reaction from network participants was that Chairman Fly's proposal was unsatisfactory and arbitrary. He kicked
out an accord tentatively reached
the proceeding week by the network officials with General Counsel Telford Taylor providing for
time-options on what amounted to
a current time-use basis, though
NBC had been adamant because of
the effect of even this formula upon
the going-concern value of the Blue,
slated for ultimate sale under another of the rules [BROADCASTING,
Aug. 4].
At the Thursday session, at which
Chairman Fly was flanked by Commissioner Paul A. Walker, an
ardent supporter of rigorous network-affiliate regulation, as well as
members of the legal staff. Chairman Fly is understood to have insi ted :
1. That the networks immediately petition for his proposed timeoption rule, or face the prospect of
the original rules which would ban
option time and make all stations
free agents effective Sept. 16.
2. That if they petition in that
fashion, they agree (presumably
not in writing) not to go to court
to challenge the FCC's jurisdiction
to issue the regulations — a right
NBC and CBS have reserved since
the conversations began last June
through the good offices of Chairman Wheeler of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
3. That if a petition is not filed,
and no commitment is jiven on the
request that they refrain from a
Page 10 • August

Ultimatum
legal attack, then the rules will become effective as drafted on
Sept. 16.
Demands Acquiescence
There was little indication that
any of these demands would be
complied with promptly. The outlook, unless Chairman Fly himself
calls another meeting, is for litigation either in New York or in
Washington to enjoin the Commission from making its rules effective pending a test of its power to
regulate contractual relations between networks and affiliates, in
the light of the language used by
the Supreme Court in the Sanders
Case last year.
Chairman Fly suggested that the
modified version of the time-option
rule be made operative and that it
could be reappraised in actual practice from time to time. His view
was that should it prove onerous,
it could be revised to rectify shortcomings that appear.

DCB

Report

to

Networks

The precise language of the Fly
proposal was not revealed. It is understood, however, that it provided
for time options based on present
usage, but scaled down in relation
to the number of outlets in each
city. In cities having four or more
fulltime outlets, networks would be
enabled to option time for one year
from the date of current sponsor
expirations, to a total not exceeding four out of each five-hour block
of time. The station, however, in
its discretion, could agree to provide additional time, though the
network could not option it.
Blocks Time Plan
In cities with a lesser number of
outlets, the amount of time available for option a year ahead on this
basis, would scale down to three,
two and one hour in each five-hour
block, the lowest option to be available in one station cities. This presumably would mean that each of
four networks would get a crack at

Lends

Impetus

Power
Over
Speculation
Defense Emergency Studies May Pave the Way
For Superpower and Regional Boosts
500,000 [Broadcasting, July 7].
A FURTHER basis for speculation
They are among the 13 who in 1936
over possible FCC grants of superpower to clear channel stations, in asked for 500,000 watts, but they
order to improve rural area cover- have brought their applications up
to date. The others then filing were
age as a national defense measure,
was provided last Friday when the WOR and WJZ, New York; WON,
Defense Communications Board, in Chicago; KFI, Los Angeles; WSB,
a progress report, announced that Atlanta; WJR, Detroit; WHAS,
"various plans for providing relia- Louisville; WGY, Schenectady;
WHO, Des Moines; WOAI, San
ble broadcast service" to such areas
Antonio. Presumably all of these
are now under consideration.
It was learned that not only su- stations could be "ordered" to
perpower on clears but increased higher powers than the 50,000 they
power to regionals, the licensing of now use, assuming that the necesmore local and regional stations
sary equipment is obtainable.
and the imposition of more rigid
There was speculation also that
requirements of technical perfection the DCB announcement could be interpreted as possibly applying to
are being studied for the DCB,
which of course will coordinate its the movement to permit the use of
efforts along that line with the 10,000 watts daji:ime by regional
FCC whose engineers are making
stations now limited to 5,000. Apthe studies.
plications for such powers are alIn the report made public by
ready being prepared for WIBW,
James Lawrence Fly, chairman of Topeka, and WCHS, Charleston,
both FCC and DCB, it was stated W. Va. [Broadcasting, Aug. 4]. It
that the studies by the defense is estimated that such horizontal
group indicate that, even with boosts would increase coverage of
every station in the country tied up those stations approximately 40%,
for emergency broadcasts, certain primarily in rural and semi-rural
rural sections would still be with- areas.
out reliable reception.
Private Operation
The DCB statement observed
In a press release outlining the
that all urban areas are adequately
covered for emergency defense com- work of DCB, Chairman Fly emmunications, but that a few towns
phasized that broadcasting would
with populations of more than remain in private hands and that
25,000 are without local broadcast all facilities wall be on a cooperaoutlets.
tive basis "except for areas of actual combat". In the latter case, of
Superpower Applicants
course, all civilian activities would
Three clear channel stations have come under the military commander of the area. At outlined in
already filed new applications vdth
the FCC for superpower. They are the release, broadcasting would be
WLW, Cincinnati, seeking 650,000 used in case of military emergency
watts, and KSL, Salt Lake City, as it has been in England, namely,
(Continued on page i7)
and WSM, Nashville, asking for
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option-time of one hour in eac)five-hour block in such cities.
Another proposal shot in at th'
last conference would specify Ir
effect that no new business sold oi
the Blue could supplant existing
business on the same station
placed by MBS. This would pui
another crimp in the efforts of
NBC, it was observed, to dispose
of the Blue at a worthwhile figure,
as mandated under the regulations.
Feeling was engendered by the
Fly demand that NBC and CBS
agree to refrain from a legal test
as a condition precedent to adjustment of the mooted time-option proviso. It was regarded in effect as
a demand that the networks trade
away their legal rights as citizens
in order to "work out a deal".
This proposal first was advanced,
by Chairman Fly last Monday'
(Aug. 4) when conferences were
resumed with him, and when Commissioner Walker participated for
the first time. Substantial progress
had been made theretofore in conferences with General Counsel Taylor, but a sudden change in attitude occurred and the negotiations
landed
backandin MBS
Chairman
office. CBS
appearedFly's
to
have gotten together for the first
time in the Taylor- directed conversations.
Tv/o-Year Licenses
Tacit agreement already has
been reached on two-year licenses
for stations, in lieu of the existing
one-year tenures, along with concurrent two-year affiliation arrangements between networks and
stations. Disposition of the Blue hy
NBC is not now a pressing issue
since Chairman Fly has promisee
sufficient time for orderly transac
tion to avoid a forced sale.
Similarly, the question of dispos
ing of stations owned by the net
works, under the requirement thai
networks may not own stations ir
cities other than New York, Chicago or San Francisco-Los Ange
les, is not an imm.ediate one. Chair
man Fly has stated that these car
be handled individually and an adequate remedy at law is availabl(
should the networks decide to contest these orders as they develop
Present at both the Monday anc
Thursday sessions last week wer(
Chairman Fly, Commissionei
Walker, General Counsel Taylor
Assistant General Counsel Thomai
E. Harris and Attorney Seymoui
Krieger, for the FCC. Niles Tram
mell, president, and William S
Hedges, vice-president, appearec
for NBC; William S. Paley anc
Edward Klauber for CBS; Louii
G. Caldwell, general counsel, anc
Fred Weber, for MBS.
The FCC asked the networks t(
supply data on the cities falling ii
the four-station, three-station, two
station and one-outlet categories
presumably to be used as the basi
in computing the amount of option
time in each five-hour block tha
w'ould be authorized. This data wa:
requested as expeditiously as pos
sible and, from Chairman Fly':
standpoint, apparently would bi
workedmeeting.
into the agreement at thi
next
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Sonovox

Gives

Adapted
to Mike,
Any Sound Can
Form Words
RADIO WILL shortly witness an
entirely new development in sound
technique through the various
broadcasting applications of Sonovox, an invention through which
any sound can be made to speak in
its own voice. Originally developed
in Hollywood, and used in a number of motion pictures, it shortly
will be available for broadcasting.
James L. Free and H. Preston
Peters, of Free & Peters, station
representatives, have formed a new
separate corporation, WrightSonovox Inc., for the purpose of
developing the various radio aspects of the invention and licensing
performance rights of Sonovox for
specific radio uses. The company
has an exclusive contract with Gilbert M. Wright, inventor and the
owner of the basic patents. Neil C.
Conklin, formerly head of the Chicago office of CBS Artists Bureau,
is general manager of the new company, with headquarters in Chicago
and a newly opened New York
office.
Through the use of Sonovox, the
drone of an airplane, the sound of a
steamboat whistle, trains, chimes,
bells and animals — any sound effect
that can be transmitted over a
microphone — can be articulated
into words. Because unique sound
effects that have been identified on
the air with their products for
years can now be made to speak —
actually to say the name of the
product or the slogan identified
with it — Sonovox has immediate
important applications to existing
programs, network and transcribed,
and to transcribed announcements.
Demonstrations are now being
made daily in Chicago and New
York to advertising agencies, several of which are actively experimenting with Sonovox and discovering new aspects for themselves.
The Ghost Talks
The Sonovox is unlike anything
that has ever been used before in
radio. The sound which is to be
articulated into words is amplified
and transmitted through the Sonovox units, two small cylindrical objects, the outward appearance of
which might be likened to oldfashioned earphones. The person
who operates the Sonovox, called
the Articulator, places the units in
contact with his throat. If the Articulator merely opens his mouth,
the sound in its natural form comes
out his mouth. For example, if the
sound is a steamboat whistle, that
sound will come out of his mouth.
If he then silently shapes words
with lips, tongue, teeth, the voice
of the steamboat whistle speaks
those words.
Fundamentally, the Sonovox
makes use of the simple voice principle. The human v^ice box or
larynx produces sound by the vibraPage 12 • August

Human

Voice

to

Sounds

THE SONOVOX is demonstrated by its inventor, Gilbert Wright (left),
holding a sound effects bell. The sound of the bell goes into the Sonovox
units held against the throat by Mrs. Wright. When she articulates
words, the ringing bell speaks out the words in its own voice as if coming
out of Mrs. Wright's mouth. Neil C. Conklin, general manager of
Wright-Sonovox, holds the script.
tion of air through the vocal chords.
The sound can be varied in pitch
and volume, but the organs of articulation— the tongue and lips —
form that sound into words. In the
Sonovox, however, the human voice
is not used — the sound is transmitted through the throat of the
Articulator, who transforms it into
words. (Sonovox also has a therapeutic use, in that a person who has
lost his voice can again speak by
using the instrument). Because the
voice is not used, the Articulator
can be either a man or a woman. A
woman Articulator, using Sonovox,
can articulate a recording of Tito
Schipa singing in Italian — a.nd Tito
Schipa's tenor voice will come -out
of her mouth singing in English.
Basso to Soprano
The human voice range varies
from 80 cycles fundamental (deep
basso profundo) to about 1,200
cycles (high soprano). According to
Mr. Wright, through the use of the
Sonovox, it is possible to articulate
words in a sound range of from approximately 20to 6,000 cycles. This
means that unusual and sometimes
eerie effects can be produced with
the instrument, if desired, because
it is possible to articulate into
words sound that is completely out
of the voice range. A sound fantasy
in words can be produced because
of the wide and flexible tonal range.
The buzz of a mosquito, the howling
of wind, can be transformed into
words.
Mr. Free stated that he became
interested in Sonovox and its radio
application mainly because of the
possibilities it presented for new
and unique spot campaigns. However, it will also be available for
network shows. Together with Mr.
Peters, a contract was negotiated
with Mr. Wright, and a separate
company, Wright-Sonovox Inc., was
formed. The company is controlled
by Free & Peters, and is under the
active management of Mr. Conklin.
At present, performance rights are
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being licensed for specific radio
uses. Ultimately the company hopes
to have enough equipment available
so that some plan for licensing individual stations can be worked out.
Defense priorities, however, are expected temporarily to retard immediate development in the station
licensing field.
Sonovox is opening a new field
for radio talent, according to Mr.
Conklin. The American Federation
of Radio Artists has classified Sonovox Articulators in the same
category as radio actors. Articulators must be trained — they must
have a sense of timing and rhythm,
and an ability to take cues. "It
has been found so far," Mr. Conklin
explained, "that people with a
musical background usually make
the best Articulators." Miss Sally
Franklin, former radio actress, now
chief Sonovox Articulator, is at
present in New York, training
Articulators for active work there.
Disney and Kyser Uses
Sonovox has been successfully
used in motion pictures. The Walt
Disney production, the Reluctant
Dragon, recently released through
RKO, contained an amusing sequence with Robert Benchley act-

BROADCASTING

ing as a Sonovox Articulator anfl
showing how it makes a tr-ain
speak. The plot of Kay Kyser';
You'll Find Out, released last fall.
was built entirely around Sonovox.
The only radio appearance of Sonovox has been on two network programs— on Strange As It Seems,
and We The People. On one program, Sonovox was demonstrated
by a mute who talked and sang
using the instrument; and on another the inventor's wife, Mrs.
Margaret Wright, articulated an
organ rendition into words. Over
5,000 letters were received by Mr.
Wright as a result of the broadin.
casts
and letters are still coming-

i
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An interesting possibility of Sonovox is the translation of speech
from one language to another in the
original voice of the speaker. While!
working in pictures in Hollywood,
Mr. Wright experimented with the
translation of motion picture sound
track from its English dialogue
into foreign language. A great deal
more experimental work will probably be necessary on this applica- ,
tion, according to Mr. Wright.
Son of Harold Bell Wright
The invention is fully covered
both as to method and design of
equipment by basic patents taken
out by Mr. Wright, who has had ar
interesting and varied career. At;
one time he was a physics instructor. As a motion picture playwright
and short story author, Mr. Wright
continued his studies in sound, and
it was in connection with a pictur^
on which he was working that hal
first attempted to develop Sonovoxl
The name Sonovox was suggested
by his father, Harold Bell Wright
the well-known author.
A large part in the development
of the Sonovox is credited to Mrs

Wright, athetrained
former
Margare''
Royster,
musician
ancj |
actress who has worked with heB
husband from the beginning ill
laboratory
has actuallyexperiments
performed and
with v/hf
the '
Sonovox in motion pictures.
Most agency men and broad
casters who have seen the Sonovo:
demonstrations, according to Mr
Conklin, believe it constitutes on-;
of the biggest steps in sound en
tertainment since the first talking
motion picture.
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^\00d strategists are picking the Hartford Mar■
ket as a primary objective this Fall. According to Sales Management's estimate of current effective buying income, Connecticut is
leading the country in its increase over the same
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to permit a con-

sistent, productive schedule.
You
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for

you desire.

period lastyear. Such figures outdate all previous
estimates of your sales possibilities here.
Using WDRC
is good strategy too! WDRC's
Primary Area includes the richest slice of the state
— Connecticut's Major Market. WDRC
is the
only Basic Columbia Station in the state. And
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ONLY
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PRESTO

GIVES

A

Glass

YOU

Base

With

THIS

Recording

Two

Disc

Holes

... A center hole protected by a brass eyelet to insure a
snug, concentric fit on the turntable shaft and to prevent
chipping when the disc is removed from the table. Unprotected center holes start cracks, cause "wows".
... A second hole for the drive pin that is vitally necessary to drive your cutting mechanism without slippage.
Lack of a positive drive causes imperfect grooving,
ruined recordings.
These exclusive features together with the extra thickness of the base make the Presto Glass Disc as safe to
handle as an ordinary transcription.
Recording Engineers tell us that Presto glass discs
give a better quality of reproduction, less surface noise
because of their extra smoothness and rigidity. They are
worth trying at your station. Ask your distributor for a
sample shipment today.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: If you are using Presto recoated aluminum discs as well as glass discs, ask your
distributor for our new thin rubber turntable mat. The
thin mat compensates exactly for the difference in thickness of the discs, keeps the adjustment of your cutting
mechanism and needle angle correct for both types.
You will receive a thin mat without charge with your
first order for Presto Glass Discs.

PRESIO
RECORDING CORP.
242WEST.55th ST.H.Y.
Wortd't Largest Manulactur

•In Olhcr Ciliei, Phone . . . ATLANTA, Jack. 4372 • BOSTON. Bel. 4510
CHICAGO, Har. 4240 ' CLEVELAND, Me. \ S65 • DALLAS, 370V3 • DENVER,
Ch,4277 . DETROIT, Univ. 1-0180 • HOLLYWOOD, HM. 91 33 . KANSAS
CITY, Vic. 4631 • MINNEAPOLIS, Atlantic 4216 • MONTREAL, Wei. 421 8
PHILADELPHIA. Penny. 0542 • ROCHESTER, Cul. 5548 • SAN FRANCISCO. Yu 0231 ■ SEATTLE, Sen. 2560 • WASHINGTON, D. C, Shep. 4003
Sound Recording Equipment and Di%
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Cut

Commercials

Football
Fall
Sponsoring
Despite Eastern Oil Shortages, 77 Stations Signed

For Sixth Season of College and Other Games
CONTINUING the sponsorship of
Eastern football despite Federal
restrictions on gas and oil consumption, Atlantic Refining Co.,
CINCINNATI
Jumpin' radio
Jive police
had a double feature last
announcing that
it has selected 77
week. The master set for restations to carry
ceiving WKDU, the police
shortwave station, got tired
its 1941 gridiron
of
26 callto your
schedule, dicated
hasthat inand"Car
decided
mix station"
a little
all
swing with the business of
policing. Consequently, the
product commercials may
cops heard something like
inatedbeandelimthat
this — "Car 813, investigate
institutional adabrand
— Hey,newDaddy,
I want a
car, champagne,
vertising and eduMr. Rollins
caviar"
—
the
latter
in best
cational information alone may be used.
jive style. After officers at
the Central station had enPlay-by-play will be carried on
joyed their calls mixed with
stations in the company's marketmusic
from
Wells and
his Bill
WCKY"Pappy"
11:15
ing area, ranging from New England to Florida along the Atlantic
Club for awhile, police engiseaboard and West through Ohio.
neers found that a bad adGames of leading colleges, pro
justment was causing the
teams and some high school teams
master
receiver
Central station to pickatuptheWCKY
will be carried, including Princeas well as WKDU.
ton games for the first time. The
1941 schedule will be the sixth undertaken by Atlantic through its
uniform style to enable listeners to
agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila- tune
from one game to another
delphia.
without missing any of the details
While the exact list of games
has not yet been announced, and of play. Ayer plans again to conduct an announcers'
stations in Watertown, N. Y. and the direction
of Les school
Quailey,under
but
Reading, Pa., not yet selected, the the list of selected announcers and
Ayer agency reports that the
schedule to be sponsored will be the the place and time of the school
have not yet been chosen.
largest to date.
May Eliminate Commercials
Games to Be Covered
In announcing approval of the
The Atlantic schedule will involve
1941 football schedule, Joseph R.
more than 1,650 station hours of
time, covering games of 27 colleges, Rollins, Atlantic advertising manager, pointed out that the company
two teams of the National Professional League and four high was undertaking this advertising
program in spite of gasoline and
schools. The college list includes
furnace oil shortages which have
Princeton, Yale, Pennsylvania,
already required the closing of all
Brown, Boston, Holy Cross, Col- filling
in the East from 7
gate, Syracuse, Cornell, Villanova, p.m. to stations
7 a.m. daily.
Temple, Penn State, Carnegie
"It is quite possible," Mr. RoUinsj
Tech, Duquesne, Ohio State, Virsaid, "that it vnW be necessary to;
ginia, Wake Forest, North Carolina
eliminate all product commercials i
State, Duke, Georgia Tech, Flori- from
these broadcasts, because of>
da, Muhlenberg, Lafayette, Franklin & Marshall, Dickinson, Dela- our inability to supply new cus-f
ware and Gettysburg.
tomers needs
or meetof more
than customers.
the mini-'
present
Professional games will include mum
In
that
event
we
plan
to
use part
those of the Philadelphia Eagles
of the time that would otherwise
and the Pittsburgh Steelers.
have been devoted to commercials
The high school games will be those for educational messages to the
of Hazleton, Wilkes-Barre and Aladvising them how to con
lentown, in Pennsylvania, and public,
serve gasoline and furnace oil as
Watertown, N. Y.
a patriotic duty in the present
emergency. It is possible that the
Announcers' School
of the commercial time?
Most of the schedule will fall remainder
would be used for recruiting ap
during the seven-week period from peals for the Army, Navy and Ma
Oct. 4 to Nov. 22 although games
have been scheduled before and rine Corps, and for other Government appeals, as well as for other
after those dates. Some of the
games will be carried on special purposes of a patriotic nature, such
hookups including as many as 25 as the United Service Organizations etc.
stations.
"The educational phase would be
As in previous
the announcers selected years,
to handle
the a continuation of the type of informative advertising we have been
games will be given a period of
schooling to familiarize themselves
doing in newspapers this summer.
with the new rules and develop a When the possibility of a gasoline
BROADCASTING
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find oil shortage became imminent
as a result of the Government's
transfer of tankers to Great BritJain, the danger of misunderstanding was evident, vinless the facts of
the situation were clearly presented
to the public. In order to obtain
the full cooperation of our custom.iers, we have been using advertisiing to explain the reasons for the
shortage, and to urge various efficiencies in car and furnace operation which would reduce the needs
and thus help to offset the reductions in shipments of petroleum
supplies to the Atlantic states."
List of Stations
The list of stations to carry the
Atlantic schedule follows:
WNAC, Boston; WEBI, Boston;
AVICC, Bridgeport; WSAR. Fall
iRiver; WHAI, Greenfield; WTIC,
'iHartford
WDRC, Lawrence
Hartford ;; WLNH,
iLaeonia ; ;WLAW,
WLLH,
iLowell; WFEA, Manchester; WNBH,
INew Bedford; WELI, New Haven ;
rWXLC, New London ; WBRK. PittsItield; WEAN. Providence; WPRO,
I'rovidence ; WJAR, Providence;
iAVSYB. Rutland; WSPR, Springjtield; WMAS, Springfield; WATR,
AVaterbury" WBRY, Waterbury ;
WTAG,
Worcester; WORC, WorCGSt6r.
WFBL, Syracuse; WHCU. Ithaca;
AVNBF,
Binghamton;
WGR, Buffalo ;WIBX, Utica ; WHEC, Rochester; WAGE. Syracuse; WGY, Sehetnectady ; WOR, New York,
n WSAN. Allentown ; WEST, Easton ;
WGAL, Lancaster; WKBO, Harris,l>arg; WHP.
Harrisburg ; WORK,
IYork; WDEL, Wilmington; WGBL
iKcranton; WKOK, Sunbury ; WBOC,
nSalisbury ; WAZL, Hazelton.
!ii WCAU, Philadelphia; WFIL. Phil^Jadelphia ; WIP, Philadelphia ; WBAB,
Atlantic
City; WTN.T, Trenton;
WFBG.
Altoona;
WLEU, Erie;
WWSW. Pittsburgh; KDKA, Pitts:jl)urg; WCAE.
Pittsburgh; WBNS,
polumbus; WTAM. Cleveland.
: WFBR, Baltimore ; W.JE.J, Hagers,.iown; WTBO. Cumberland; WRVA.
If Richmond ; WCHV, Charlottesville ;
;1WLVA, Lynchburg ; WSVA, Harrisonburg;WBTM. Danville; WDB.T,
Roanoke; WPTF. Raleigh^ WBT.
tharlotte; WMAZ, Macon; WRDW,
SAugusta; WSAV, Savannah; WFBC,
bjCxreenville ; WJAX, Jacksonville ;
;KVDBO, Orlando, and WBIG, GreensSjoro.

MADE UP of 200 staff members of all three Wichita stations— KANS,
KFBI, KFH — the newly-formed Mikerobes organization on July 24
sponsored a National Defense Dance at which a ton of aluminum pots
and pans was collected in admission tokens. The executive committee of
Mikerobes includes (1 to r) Bob Kent and Leroy Stokely, KFBI; Grenville
Darling, Justin Bradshaw, executive secretary, Kathleen Hite, KANS;
Monte Tjaden, KFBI; John Speer, Vernon Reed, Eddy McKean, KFH.
Entertainment at the dance was furnished by talent from the three stations, with music by Vern Nydegger's orchestra.

19th

Cliquot Adding
CLIQUOT CLUB Co., Millis, Mass.
'(Cliquot Club ginger ales and
sparkling water) , which began a
transcribed one-minute spot an•;nouncement campaign in New Engjland April 28, has been adding
Isstations periodically, with 52 stations now being used throughout
he country. Spots, titled Cliquot
l^^^Iidget Minstrels, are aired 5-10
imes weekly. Entire list includes:
IWEEI
WICC
WNLC WLBZ
WGAN WBZ
WBZA
!^VCSH
WPRO
I^VORC WTAG WJAR
Ifcax WSYB WLAW WREN
KGCU
WMIN KFAM
pKBBWTMS KWG KRSC KVAN
■iLZ
WDMJ
WHDF
WDBC WPPG
^OKO
WKNY
WSAY WHP
WFIL WRC WOL WRVA WDAN
WMBD WCBS WGL WFBM KSO
SSCJ KOWH WIBA KOH KSLM
t|;£MO WSOO WJMS KSRO. Agenlipy is N. W. Ayer & Son, New York.
Locals seeking regional status with
higher power, filing applications with
I he FCC last week, are WJW, Akron,
;8 (Proposing to go from 250 watts on
1240 kc. to 5,000 on 850 kc, and
'KRMC,
Jamestown,
seeking
lit ithange from
250 wattsN. onD.,1400
kc. toa
lli.OOO night and 10,000 day on 1540 kc.
BROADCASTING

RCA Gross and Net Up
In First Half of 1941
GROSS INCOME of RCA from all
operations amounted to $72,136,.304 during the first six months of
1941, representing a net profit after provision for taxes of $5,306,494. This compares with gross income for the same 1940 period of
$56,559,704 and profit after taxes
of $3,185,222. Gross increased by
$15,729,477 and net profit by $2,121,272.
What the NBC networks contribvited to the gross and net was not
disclosed since the quarterly renot broken down by submerly. ports are sidiaries.
Moreover, NBC no longer issues time sales figures as forThe board of directors ordered
quarterly dividends of 87% cents
per share on first preferred stock,
$1.25
share onof "B"
preferred.in
After per
payment
$1,609,779
preferred dividends, earnings applicable to common stock were
equivalent to 26.6 cents per share,
compared with 11.3 cents in the
first half of 1940.
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Radio

Listening
is Top
scientifically distributed by age,
Roper Survey Puts Radio
sex, economic level, geographic divisions and size of city — the ForAbove Newspapers
tune technique — enabling compariOther Pursuits
sons with answers to the same
LISTENING to the radio is the questions on previous Fortune surveys to measure changes in public
favorite recreation of the average
American citizen, who spends three opinion about radio.
hours and eight minutes daily at
Radio for News
his receiving set and who prefers
Six questions were asked. The
radio to newspapers as a source of
information, according to a nation- first: "From which source do you
wide survey conducted last Febru- get most of the daily news — the
newspapers or radio news broadary for NBC, CBS and the NAB
by Elmo Roper, director of the
casts?," evoked answers showing
that radio is 26 9o more popular
Fortune Magazine surveys.
In his study of public opinion than the press, with 39% of the
regarding radio. Dr. Roper made a people getting their information
total of 5,208 personal interviews. from radio and 31% from news-
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the people interviewed, 47% more
than going to movies, which was
mentioned by 19%, while 14%
mentioned reading magazines and
books.
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Recreation
papers, while 26% are evenly divided between the two. A similar
poll taken in August 1939 found
64% mentioning newspapers and
only 25% radio, indicating a gain
of 56% for radio and a loss of 52%
for newspapers in the intervening
year and a half.
Women depend upon radio for
news slightly more than men and
younger more than older age
groups. Even in cities of over
1,000,000 population, with their
metropolitan dailies, radio is preferred by 34%, while 31% prefer
to read their news; in towns of under 2,500 radio is the news choice
of 447( to 27% for newspapers. In
the top economic level, newspapers
are more popular than radio — 36%
to 30% — but the preference is tied
at 33% in the B level and for the
C and D and Negro groups radio
is greatly preferred.
"Which of these recreations do
you enjoy most?" was the second
question, followed by a list of nine
recreations: going to movies, listening to radio, reading newspapers, reading books and magazines,
playing cards and indoor games,
playing outdoor games, watching
sporting events, hunting or fishing,
legitimate theatre. The answers
prove
radio mentioned
to be America's
No. of1
recreation,
by 28%

„^

comedians more than older people j
but news and classical music hav !
the same appeal tf all age group>
News is the most popular type o
program
with all income group
lar.
and classical music the least popu
Queried as to whether they wer<
listening more or less since Jan. 1
1941 (the survey was made in Feb
ruary of this year), people re
ported increased listening to aL
types of program except popula)
music,
for which 62% reported uning.
changed listening, 10% increased
listening and 16% decreased listen-

It is interesting to note that the
teen-age group reported 26% more,
56% the same and 16% less listening to popular music between New
Year's Day and February, a moreto-less ratio of two-to-one. This
seemingly contradicts a general industry impression that the lack of
ASCAP music on the air had been
felt most keenly by the youngsters
and that they had deserted radio
for juke-boxes for their swing sessions, while their elders had increased their listening to popular
music on the air with the return
of so many favorites.
Based on his own estimate, the
average American listens to the
radio three hours and eight minutes a day. Women listen more
than men (3:39 to 2:43) and listening decreases slightly with age
—3:31 for the 15-19 group, 3:11
for the 20-29 group and 2 :56 for the
40 and over group. (The NABNBC-CBS survey of urban radio
listening shows the daily family
average listening as 4 hours and 17
minutes, not to be confused with
the individual listening figures in ■ ■
•
Roper study.)
the Listening
and Income Level
,.

Youngsters Like Movies
The youngest age group (15-19)
included in the survey ranked
movie attendance first, with 33%
of the mentions; playing outdoor
The time devoted to listening in-i n
games was second, with 15%, and
radio listening third, with 14% . All creases as the income level de- ;
other age groups placed radio lis- creases: A group average is 2-A2;i:,
tening first, as did all income levels B group, 2:54; C group, 3:14; D
group, 3:25, with the Negro group
except the A group, of which 22%
matching
the overall average of
mentioned radio while 23% men3:08.
tioned reading magazines and
books. Radio is the favorite sport
Listening to popular music accounts for more than one-third of
in all localities except cities of over
1,000,000, where the movies got the total listening time of 55% of
25% of the mentions against 22%
the people, with the 15-19 age
for radio.
group percentage more than twice
A converse question, asking _ that of the 40-and-over group. The
which form of recreation was least lower income groups devote more :
desirable, produced only 2% of the of their time to popular music K
mentions for radio, the largest pro- than the upper brackets, but there! in
portion mentioning playing cards is little variation among city size; k
■^
and indoor games. These two ques- groups.
tions were asked in a Fortune survey in October, 1937, when radio
was first choice amusement with
t Finalan- ' ^
previously
Riverside itsGran
19% (contracted to the 28% in MODIFYING
of fact. ,
findings
proposed
nounced
1941) and was mentioned as least and conclusions of last May
21^
desirable by 4% as against 2%
this year.
[Broadcasting, May 26] the FCC. •
adopted its order'
last Tuesday
Dividing programs into five granting
a construction permit for a
types, the survey found that 98%
a new 1,000-watt station in River- 3
of radio listeners listen to news,
side, Cal., to the Broadcasting z
Corp. of America. Construction:
89% to popular music, 89% to co- permit
was amended to assign the j,
medians, 85% to quiz shows and
frequency 1440 kc. instead of the
69% to classical music. Quiz shows
originally proposed 1420 kc. Siand classical music are somewhat
multaneously the Commission finally
denied the rival application
more popular with women than
with men. The younger group likes of the Riverside Broadcasting ~
popular music, quiz programs and
Corp. for like facilities in River- *
side.
BROADCASTING
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iMost

Listening

Sunday Nights
pn
CAB Report Shows Thursday
Is Best Among Weekdays
SUNDAY evening was the peak
listening time last Winter, according to an analysis of the use of
radio sets between October, 1940,
and April, 1941, just issued by the
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. Report is based on more
than 405,000 completed interviews
Kvith set-owners in the 35 cities
regularly surveyed by the CAB,
covering 390,000 half-hours of
listening time which the study
analyzes by hour, day, geographical
[location and income class.
Sunday is High
During the hours between 7 and
ill p.m., when most of the major
{network programs are broadcast,
Sunday had the most listening,
Saturday the least and Thursday
iiiost among the weekdays, as shown
^y the following table:
Avo-age halfliour % of sets
in use between
Day
7 and 11 p.m.
Monday
34.3%
Tuesday
33.9
Wednesday
33.2
Thursday
35.8
Friday
30.8
Saturday ......... 28.0
Sunday
39.0

While variation in evening listenang may be presumed to follow
somewhat closely the spotting of
the most popular programs, this
does not hold ti'ue for the daytime
\jhours, the interval between 9:30
g^.m. and 5 :30 p.m. when most of the
^serial programs are broadcast, generally on a Monday-through-Friday
''across the board" basis. The
[variations shown in the following
citable must therefore "be ascribed
lefito reasons other than differences
5n programs," CAB points out.
Average halfhour % of sets
in use 9:30 a.m.
Day
to 5:30 j:>.m.
Monday
17.8%
Tuesday
19.4
Wednesday
19.0
Thursday
18.5
Friday
18.7
Saturday morning listening
(trails that of the weekdays, but
J -from 2 to 5:30 in the afternoon,
ii iSaturday leads the others. Sunday
jlistening likewise lags until 5 p.m.,
'after v/hich it shoots far ahead of
the rest of the week.
Geographical Breakdown
The geographical breakdown
shows that during the weekdays
the Southern average listening is
.higher than the other sections from
,j7 a.m. until 5 p.m. From 5 to 7 p.m.
jlistening is highest in the Pacific
;zone; the Midwest tal:es the lead
from 7 to 9 p.m. and the Pacific
Slisteners regain it from 9 p.m. to
fRiidnight. On Sundays the Pacific
region takes the lead in listening at
3 p.m. and holds it straight through
jtmtil midnight. The breakdown by
jncome groups shows the third
'level, Class C, consistently listening
BROADCASTING

READERS

VS.

LISTENERS

Chicago Survey Compares News-Assimilating
Habits Via Radio and Newspapers
THE typical radio news listener age, educational and occupational
and the typical newspaper reader
in conducting his exare defined in capsule fashion by background
tensive study. In all, he asked 45
James Douglas Johnson, public requestions.
lations department, U. S. Naval
typical radio news listener
Training Station, Great Lakes, 111., andThenewspaper
reader is described
as part of a master's thesis in as between 20 and 50 years old,
journalism, M e d i 1 1 School of with an average education being of
Journalism, Northwestern U.
a grade school level.
Mr. Johnson made an extensive
Average Listener
study of newspaper reading and
radio news listening in the Chicago
The Chicago radio news listener,
area. He classified listeners by sex,
the
thesis says,
"is listening.
both regular
and occasional
in his
One
or two radios supply his home with
more than either the upper A and
30 minutes of broadcasts. He lisB groups or the lowest, D, group.
tens with two other people from 6
Since all data were derived from
to 9 in the morning and 6 to 12 in
reports made by listeners in the the evenings on Weekdays, 6 to 12
cities covered by the CAB surveys,
at night on Saturday, and 3 in the
they are essentially urban and do
afternoon to 12 at night on Sunday.
not necessarily hold for rural
"Stations WMAQ and WGN are
listeners.
his first preferences, with WBBM

WHAT
A

MAKES

LETTER

A

LIKE

following closely as the radio news
sources most frequently tuned. He
hears international, national,
Washington, and sports news the
most; he sometimes tunes out
market, household, sports, and international orstate news. Commentators are his first choice as a
method of presentation, and he
gives thetention.news
his complete
atThere is some
propaganda
on the air, he believes, but it is
not comparatively great. H. V.
Kaltenborn, Raymond Gram Swing,
Boake Carter, and Elmer Davis are
his favorite news broadcasters."
The newspaper reader, the thesis
finds, "reads two daily newspapers
regularly in his home. Most of his
reading is done from 6 to 9 in the
morning and evening, both Weekdays and Saturday; Sunday he
reads from 9 in the morning to 3
in the afternoon. His favorite papers are the Chicago Tribune and
the Daily News in which he reads
international, national, local, and
sports news in that order. He sometimes skips market, household,
sports, and state news.

PERSON
THIS

WRITE

. . . ?

941
June 12^ I

.

ADVERT/SING department'
Rochester, I,.
Dear Mr. Wilg..
We want to

Station ^f' "^•E*'"

-'T top ^Ir^lTu tr™„,eVrth'
our rmET prolr:^;
^^"""^ ''-adc::,*;;^'

Sponsors themselves write WHEC fan
mail because the ordinary human, —

Cordweiall
remy ain
'^"h --ry best wisheso.
, .e re ■yours
"«ss of our Rochester
p u
factor
in CO
thMPAN^^-fective^^^eHent'
Y
advertlsi^
A;aipn
CH;
CLAIR HEYER

like the a-usty admiral, — gets a kick out
of a genuine opportunity to run up the
"well done" signal. Judging by our
files, WHEC'S "most action per dollar
performance" inspires sponsors, timebuyers and account executives with that
real enthusiasm which prompts them to
take pen in hand [some even telegraph).
Is WHEC on your list for Fall?
Representatives: Paul H. Raymer Co.
New York CKicago
Detroit San Francisco
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WHEC
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Quaker on NBC-Red
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, on
Sept. 8 will start a weekly halfhour comic-dramatic program on 51
NBC-Red stations. Program, which
will originate from Chicago, will be
heard Mondays at 9:30-10 p.m.
Contract is for 26 weeks. Title of
the show and cast has not been set,
according to the agency, Ruthrauff
& Ryan, Chicago.
Local

and

Two

Regionals
Set
Greensboro, Findlay, Warren
Are Awarded New Facilities

n

5000

WATTS

NIGHT
&

NEW

DAY

DIRECTIONAL

^

^ ANTENNA

"

A 500 7o increase in nighl time
power, combined with a new
directional antenna! It meanmore listeners . . . more re
sponse to the always alert
showmanship of KDYL.

.JOHN BMIR'/^*^
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GRANTING of new daytime regional outlets in Greensboro, N. C,
and Findlay, 0., as well as a new
local in Warren, O., was announced
by the FCC last Tuesday.
The Greensboro construction permit, granted subject to such rules
or action as the Commission might
hereafter adopt or take with regard
to multiple ownership, was issued
to the Greensboro Broadcasting Co.
Inc., to operate with 1,000 watts
daytime on 980 kc. Principals are
Ralph E. Lambeth, engaged in the
furniture business in Thomasville,
40% stockholder; Helen M. Lambeth, 24% owner of WMFR, High
Point, N. C, 40%; James E. Lambeth, furniture dealer and 75%
owner of WMFR, 20%. The latter
two are parents of Ralph E. Lambeth. The conditional multiple ownership clause was due to the fact
that WMFR serves practically the
same area as the new regional, according to the FCC.
Principals in the Findlay grant
to the Findlay Radio Co. for a
1,000 watt daytime station on 1330
kc. are Fred R. Hover, retail druggist, 59.2% stockholder; Grace L.
Ingledue, former radio instructor
at Louisiana State U, 33.2%; Herbert Lee Blye, attorney and one
time owner of WBLY, now WLOK,
Lima, O., 1.3%; Clyce W. Oxley,
1.3%; Wilmer Bayer, 1.3%; and
eight other individuals holding the
remaining stock.
The local in Warren was authorized to the partnership of Perry
H. Stevens, an Akron lawyer, and
Frank T. Nied, merchant, under
the name of Nied & Stevens. Station will operate on 1400 kc. with
250 watts fulltime.
Dames Intensifies
COLONIAL DAMES Corp., Los
Angeles (cosmetics), during an intensive six-week campaign ending
in early September, is currently
using from one to five spot announcements daily on eight West
Coast stations— KNX KMPC KIEV
KFVD KSFO KOIN KRSC KIRO.
Firm also sponsors a weekly fiveminute narrative program. Find
the Woma72, on 7 CBS Pacific Coast
stations — KNX KARM KSFO
KROY KOIN KIRO KVI. In addition, thrice-weekly participation,
every other week, is used on Knox
Manning's 11 P.M. News on KNX.
Agency is Glasser-Gailey & Co.,
Los Angeles.
BROADCASTING

Plans

For

ACA

Awards

Are

Made

Canadian
Agencies Solicited
To Aid Selecting Nominees
THE AWARDS Jury of the Assn.
of Canadian Advertisers has invited the assistance of every advertising organization in the Dominion
in nominating persons for the first
ACA advertising awards, according to an announcement made last
week by Althol McQuarrie, secretary-manager ofACA.
Decision to make the awards was
made last November at the annual
ACA meeting. The Association went
on record as believing that Canadian men and women who have
made noteworthy contributions to
the industrial and commercial development of the Dominion should
receive some tangible recognition.
Accordingly, a series of four
awards was established providing
a gold medal for the most outstanding contribution to Canadian advertising made by an advertising
manager, advertising agency executive, artist, publisher or other
media representative; a silver
medal for an outstanding contribution by an advertising manager or
member of an advertising department; a silver medal for an outstanding contribution to Canadian
advertising by an agency executive
and a silver medal for an outstanding contribution by a media executive.

f

i
^
|

In his announcement, Mr. McQuarrie stressed that the plan does
not call for entries in an advertising contest, rather, the awards are
to be made to individuals on the
basis of providing recognition to a
job well done. Nominations should
be addressed to Mr. McQuarrie,
1024 Federal Building, Toronto.
The presentations will be made at
the annual dinner of the ACA to be
II
held in Toronto, Oct. 31.
The awards jury, which will
make the selections, consists of:
H. H. Rimmer, advertising manager. Canadian General Electric ; R.
E. .Jones, advertising manager. GenLtd. ; J.Ltd.;
W. J.
Thain,
directoreral
of A.FoodsMcKim
M. Lecky,
secretary,
Adv. Assn.
of Canada ;AubreyPoster
Burrows,
vice president,
Canadian Transportation, vice president, director, Canadian National
Newspapers and Periodicals Assn. ;
W. J. Motz, managing director, The
Kitchener Record, president, Canadian Daily Newspapers Assn.;
Harry Sedgwick, president of CFRB,
Toronto, representing Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters ; G. V. Cliarters. managing director, Canadian Weekly
Newspapers
Assn. T.: Ivor
pub-;
licity supervisor,
EatonLewis,
Co. Ltd.
R. W. r. Capel, art director. Rapid
Grip & Batten Ltd.
QuizKIDS
Kids'on Movies
THE QUIZ
Ang. 16 will go
to New York for the filming of the
second of a series of six movie shorts
bv Paramount Pictures at the Astoria.
L. I. studios. On Aug. 20, the Quis
Kids program, sponsored by Miles
Labs., Elkhart,
NBC-Blue,
emanate
from Newon York
for the will
one
broadcast only. The ijremiere of the
first Quiz Kids movie short will be
held in Chicago Sept. 3 at the Chicago Theater, and the broadcast that
evening will be direct from the stage
of the theater.
• Broadcast
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WVA,

KVOO

Given

GRANTS
WATT
^0,000
OPERATION
with m a x i m u m
)ower of 50,000 watts for WWVA,
IVheeling, and KVOO, Tulsa, on
1170 kc, vising directional antenhas, was authorized by the FCC
last Tuesday, clearing up a comblication existing since the Ha'anna Treaty reallocation last
llarch.
KVOO was granted a construcion permit to increase its power
from 25,000 to 50,000 watts day
knd night, with an increase in
mours of operation from simultaneous day, sharing night with
4VAPI, Birmingham, to fulltime,
mth a directional antenna for
jjiight use on 1170 kc.
il WWVA was granted an increase
n power from 5,000 to 50,000 watts
'ulltime, in lieu of simultaneous
(Say, sharing night, with WOWO,
\Tort Wayne, along with a direc.ional antenna for day and night
ise. This grant, however, was made
|;ubject to such rules or action as
Ifhe Commission might adopt or
ake with regard to multiple own■Tship of stations, in view of purlorted duplicating service with
A'MMN, Fairmont, W. Va., also
nvned by the George B. Storer in.[i-erests.
SENATOR Arthur Capper's Topeka
^ •'iipittil
and Oscar
idie Journal
have Stauft'er's
combined Topeka
plants
iider a joint operating company known
jj.s ToiieUa Newspaper Printing Co., of
Ihich Senator Capper is president.
!)peratiou of WIBW, Capper-owned
[tation
;|lie
deal. in Topeka, is not affected by

UNITED

PRESS

LISTENS

Press Service Maintcims 12-Man

IN

Monitoring Post,

Started on Small Scale in 1933

CORNER of the United Press listening post at Valhalla, N. Y., showing
the radio instrument panel and a high-speed teletypewriter linking the
post with New York headquarters of the wire service. Chief Operator
R. F. Mead is shown at the control panel.
UNITED PRESS revealed last
week a hitherto rather well-kept
trade secret, that for the last eight
years it has maintained a wireless
receiving station and shortwave listening post in Valhalla, Westchester County, New York.
The post, claimed to be one of
the biggest non-commercial, wire-

MK0£
W W ^
twice
work

less receiving stations in the United
States, is manned 24 hours daily,
seven days weekly, by 12 operators
and monitors. It is equipped with
nine selective receivers and various
types of recording equipment.
The station has been built up
gradually, starting with one operator, one receiving set and one

small aerial in 1933. However, bedaily. fore the war started in 1939 the
post was staffed twenty-four hours
In 1933 the only duty of the
first United Press operator in Valhalla was to copy
special, fixedtime United
Pressonebroadcast
from
Paris in international code, and
one fixed-time United Press voice
broadcast from Madrid. Now the
post receives scores of special
United Press broadcasts daily from
six European capitals, besides
monitoring
of daily
shortwave voice dozens
and code
propaganda
broadcasts from 15 to 20 capitals
scattered around the world.
A hieh-speed
printer
connects the listening
post circuit
with New
York UP headquarters. On days of
heavy European news this circuit
has carried as much as 40,000
words of copy from Valhalla to
New York. There cable editors prepare a small fraction of the total
wordage for distribution to regular
clients, supplementing the basic
United Press foreign report, which
reaches New York through the normal, commercial communications
channels.
United Press Valhalla headquarters are in a farm house. The surrounding acres are dotted with all
types of receiving antennae.
Fleisclimaiin Spots
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischmann's Yeast), on
August 18 will start a spot campaign of 10 one-minute
transcribed
dramatized
announcements
weekly
on 29 stations. Contracts run until
September 26. Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, handles the account.

The spending jean got so bad
when the 210,000 government emin Washington were paid their $17,500,000
a nmonth, that the goverrmient finally had to
out a plan to pay FOUR TIMES A MONTH.

In addition there are 200,000 private employees
in Washington who get up to counters day in and
day out to spend their $23,000,000 a month or
$5,300,000 a week.
Yes, Washington is crowded these days —
thousands of new federal employees and, as a
consequence, thousands of new private employees.
Office space and homes are at a premium, and
spending is hitting new highs day after day.
The "Ghost Can Walk" for YOU, too, if you
act now to reach these spenders through

980 KC.
5.000 WATTS
NBC
RED NETWORK
TRANS-LUX

ftTSt

BROADCASTINGre'
T
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WRC

BUILDING

• WASHINGTON.

D. C.

Represented Nationally by NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.
Spot Sales Offices in Washington, New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Boston, Cleveland, Denver and Hollywood.
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Dallas Ad League Award
Presented to TQN Show
WINNER of the Dallas Advertising League quarterly award as the
best radio program has been named
as The Music Parade, sponsored
Sundays on WFAA, Dallas, and the
Texas Quality Network by Employers Casualty Co., Dallas. Now
in its seventh year, it is the oldest
consecutive program on TQN.
On moving the locale of the program into the new auditorium studio of WFAA last June 22, The
Music Parade was increased from
a quarter-hour to a half-hour in
length. Agency is Ira E. DeJernett
Adv. Agency, Dallas.
WLAP, Lexington, Ky., has applied
to the FCC for a shift from 2.50 watts
on 1450 kc. to 1,000 on 610 kc.

AFA

and

AAAA

STATION

WTCN
MINNEAPOLIS

ST. PAUL

please
programs
all lisfeners!

QUIZ
• FARM
NEWS
CH

CHUR

•
•

MUSIC

RAMS
REN'S
OG
PR
ES
CHILD
S
I
R
P
• CIVIC ENTER L
NA
ATIO
• EDUC
MUSIC
» DANCE
Y
T
• VARIE
S

SPORT

•
•

OLD

TIME

MUSIC

It's ibe Norfhwest's Most Popular
Radio Station . . . a Good Place
to Invest Your Advertising Dollars
FREE

& PETERS,

IM., Exclusive National Representatives

New York Chicago Detroit Los Angeles Son Francisco Atlanta
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Proposed

Tax

On
Radio
and Billboard Advertising
BOTH the American Assn. of Ad- deplore about the proposed tax is
vertising Agencies and the Adver- the burden it imposes upon advertising itself, and hence upon the
tising Federation of America have
addressed letters of protest against cost of distribution of consumer
the proposed taxes on billboards goods. Advertising is but one of
and radio time sales provided in several forms of selling and is often
the House version of the 1941 Reve- used to facilitate personal sales
nue Act, designed to produce over effort. A manufacturer uses advertising when he thinks it is cheaper
three billion dollars to help defray
than any other form of selling or
expenses of the defense program.
John Benson, president of the wants to economize the time and
AAAA, wrote Chairman Robert L. effort of his salesmen."
Mr. Benson declared that the
Doughton of the House Ways and
Means committee, which wrote the argument that the tax is not imposed on advertising itself is falbill : "We hold no brief for the ralacious. "The radio tax," he said,
dio or the outdoor medium as such,
"will be imposed on the commerin making this protest. What we
cial or advertising portion of the
broadcasting, and not upon the noncommercial entertainment of sus-

NBC

•

Assail

11, 1941

taining programs."
Mr. Benson's
letter was placed
in the Congressional Record on
Minn.).
Aug. 4 by Rep. Youngdahl (RCharles E. Murphy, AFA general counsel, wrote Mr. Doughton
that his organization considered
the tax "harmful to the economy
of our nation and detrimental to
our well-established system of distributing consumer goods."
"Business uses advertising", Mr.
Murphy wrote, "to maintain and
increase its outlets for goods. Unless such outlets are maintained
and increased during the coming
years, the expanded income on
which taxes are based will not be
forthcoming. Nothing should be
done, therefore, to cripple the merchandising machine that produces
income, and a tax on advertising
will bring that very result".

WMC Gets 5 kw. Night;
KWOS Shifts Frequency
WMC, MEMPHIS, was granted an
increase in night power from 1,000
to 5,000 watts, with a directional
antenna for night use, in a decision announced last Tuesday by
the FCC. The station, operating on
790 kc, was given the grant subject to "such rules as may be adopted by the Commission as might affect licensee's ownership of said
station". These related both to the
FCC's inquiry into the propriety
of newspaper ownership of stations, WMC being operated in conjunction with the Commercial Appeal, as well as the question of
multiple ownership involved with
WMPS, in that city.
KWOS, Jefferson City, was
granted a modification of license to
change frequency from 1340 to
1240 kc, with 250 watts fulltime.
Caught in Contest
JAMES SIRMONS, chief announcer of WFMJ, Youn"-stown, recently married Virgina Gorgas, whom he met
when she entered the television contest staged during
the RCA television show in
Youngstown last April. Miss
Gorgas, however, failed to
win a contest prize.

BROADCASTING

CURE FOR MIKE FRIGHT is suggested by members of the NBC
Chicago engineering department
who tried it out on Announcer
Charles Lyon, author of an article
on "How To Become An Announcer". When Lyon reported for a
scheduled newscast, he found that
the engineers had encaged him with
14 mikes and piece of iron pipe to
be used in emergency.
PRO GUIDE
Army Issues Radio Primer
— To Help Cut Red Tape —
A NEW radio guide for Army
public relations officers has been
issued through the office of Edward
M. Kirby, civilian radio advisor to
the Bureau of Public Relations of
the War Department. The "primer", supplying factual tips in
proper procedure and application
of radio in Army activities, is designed to aid in cutting some of
the red tape incidental in the past
to broadcast-military operations.
The 48-page manual urges all
public relations officers to immediately establish radio staffs to utilize the "limitless potentialities of
radio
broadcasting".
on the organization
of aInstructions
radio staff,
as well as the formulation of a 1 J
radio policy, are included. Along
this line, the War Department
policy on radio is clarified with a
statement originally released by
the department April 26. In addition, the guide prescribes the form
for commercially sponsored programs emanating from camps, suggestions for Army features and
other program tips.
Waring Salutes WWJ
DURING the week of August 18,
when let,
WWJ,
NBC-Red
outcelebrates
its 21stDetroit
birthday,
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New
York, is sending its NBC-Red programchestrafeaturing
Fred Waring's
orfor Chesterfields
to Detroit
to originate from the Masonic
Temple Auditorium there. Waring
made his own radio debut over
WWJ,cialand
broadcaston spesalutesplans
to theto station
his
programs.
JAMES F. HOPKINS, operator of
WJBK. ceived
Detroit,
and re-to
permission has
fromasked
the FCC
dismiss
his
application
for
a
new
1.000watt station on 1600 kc. in Ann Arbor,
Mich., home of the U of Michigan.
• Broadcast
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Subpoena
Will
Be

Power
Tested

FCC Jurisdictional Question
iTo Be Argued Aug. 11
^'V TEST of the FCC's jurisdiction
;o subpoena witnesses in an inquiry
looking toward issuance of new
regulations, such as that involved
n the newspaper-divorcement pro:eedings, will be inaugurated Monday, Aug. 11, before Judge James
W. Morris, of the Federal District
Tourt in Washington, under proEeedings initiated by the FCC at
he close of the first phase of its
lewspaper inquiry July 25.
After James G. Stahlman, publisher of the Nashville Banner and
former president of American
Newspaper Publishers Assn., failed
0 appear as subpoenaed July 25,
he Commission instructed its law
epartment to take appropriate
egal steps to enforce its subpoena.
Similar instructions were given in
onnection with the non-appearance of Edwin S. Friendly, busiijness manager of the New York
pun, but thus far no court suit has
been instituted.
FCC Gets Order
On July 26, the FCC procured
from Judge Morris an order to
appear in court Aug. 11 to show
cause why he did not heed the
subpoena. Oral arguments will be
heard by the Judge, it is underIstood, with Telford Taylor, general
ijcounsel, and Thomas E. Harris, assistant general counsel, appearing
or the FCC. Elisha Hanson, general counsel for ANPA and Lieut.
IComdr. Stahlman's attorney, will
jargue against the order, on the
ground that the FCC is without
jpurisdiction to proceed, plus poslisibly certain technical shortcomings in the subpoena procedure.
The case, it is understood, is
:^ti-egarded as a test on both sides.
It is expected an appeal to the
^'Supreme
Court
ultimately
will be
sought either
by the
Government
or

RADIO'S
PLACE
FOR THE BLIND
Established When Sightless Floyd Quails
Took Over KBIX Continuity
CONVINCED that radio had a "Lottie", daily visiting the offices
made-to-order place for those un- of advertisers. His routine is infortunates who live in a world of
teresting. While discussing probperpetual darkness, Floyd Quails,
lems with the advertisers, Quails
blind since an accident at the age makes notes in Braille. Upon his
return to the station he writes out
of 14, approached O. C. Benjamin,
manager, and Bill Selah, program
the complete ad in Braille and
director, of KBIX, Muskogee, Okla.,
copies for the anlast April and explained his con- types out regular
nouncers, affixing a Braille sumvictions.
mary
to
facilitate
identification for
It was his belief that the blind, himself.
since they wpr« largely dependent
on the radio for information and
Style Clicks
recreation, were more sensitive to
His formula has proved a success with all. Advertisers are
the needs of radio copy-writing
than others. So impressive was his pleased with the sparkle and punch
reasoning that on April 14 he was
of their ads, and the staff announcadded to the continuity department
ers all agree that his copy reads
of KBIX.
as easily and naturally as any they
ever
have encountered.
Quails wasted no time in proving
his beliefs. Today it is a common
Manager
Benjamin summed it up
this
way:
sight to see the tireless Quails,
now head of the continuity depart"Our experiment has proved conment, with his Seeing-Eye dog.
clusively that individuals handi-

m

capped as Floyd Quails is have a
definite
in radio.
our
hope that place
his work
here willIt's
enable
others to obtain positions in a
similar capacity with stations
throughout the country. As far as
I know, we are the first station to
attempt anything of this nature,
but we are not taking any undue
credit for a noble experiment.
Rather, we feel that other stations,
as well as KBIX, should berate
themselves for not investigating
this opportunity for public service
Mail at Ail-Time High
AUDIENCE MAIL received by NBC
during
first six months of 1941
sooner."the
reached
an all-time high of 4,862,681
pieces, according to figures released by
Ken tor.
R. Audience
Dyke, yearly
NBC promotion
mail has direconly
twice exceeded this six-month total —
in 1934 and 1936, when the response
for 12 months was .5,186,186 and
5,560,671 respectively. From January
to June this year the total mail for
sponsored programs was 4,027,261,
for sustaining 835,420, as compared
to last of
year's
figures sponsored
for the same
period
2,094,136
and
837,872 sustaining.

INDIANA

,in Lieut. Comdr. Stahlman's behalf.
Either way, the lower court decides, Lieut. Comdr Stahlman is
(on active duty in the public rela■tions branch of the Navy.
Whether the Commission also will
proceed against Mr. Friendly in
the New York jurisdiction has not
Ijeen disclosed. It is entirely posisible, it was thought, that the
Commission will await disposition
of the Stahlman proceeding before
undertaking litigation in the Nev/
York jurisdiction.
The newspaper hearings were
recessed until Sept. 17, after five
<lays of hearings held over a twoweek period.
5-1000

I Mrs. FDR Starts Sept. 28
iiPAN-AMERICAN COFFEE BUREAU, New York, will start sponsoring commentaries by Mrs.
T'ranklin D. Roosevelt on Sept. 28,
instead of Oct. 5, as previously announced. Program will be heard on
il22 NBC-Blue stations, Sundays,
,<i:45-7 p.m. Agency is Buchanan &
Co., New York.
BROADCASTING
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KFH

to Start 5 Kw. With

New Transmitter, Studio
CULMINATING nearly a year of
reconstruction, which included expansion and remodeling of studios
in the York Rite Bldg. and installation of a new 5,000-watt Western
Electric transmitter, KFH, Wichita, Kan., has announced that it will
begin its new 5,000 watt fulltime
operation within a few weeks.
Commemorating the occasion, the
Wichita Eagle, which operates the
station, published a special 10-page
supplement to its regular Sunday
morning edition of July 27, given
over to pictures and stories of the
entire KFH staff, along with artist's sketches of the new studio
layout. KFH operates as a CBS
outlet.

MacFadden Starts Garred
MacFADDEN PUBLICATIONS,
New York (Liberty Magazine),
through Erwin, Wasey & Co., that
city, on Aug. 13 starts sponsoring
Bob Garred Reporting on 5 CBS
Pacific Coast stations (KNX
KARM KSFO KOIN KIRO), Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 7:30-7:45 a.m. (PST).
Contract is for 52 weeks. Bathasweet Corp., New York (Bathasweet), currently sponsors the program on the same list of stations,
Tuesday and Thursday, utilizing
similar network time. H. M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, New York,
has the account. Soil-Off Mfg. Co.,
Glendale, Cal., (paint cleaner), in
addition to those stations, also
sponsors Bob Garred Reporting on
KSL and KLZ, Saturday, 7:30-7:45
a.m. Placement is through HillmanShane Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.

Clapper Clippering
RAYMOND CLAPPER,
columnist for the ScrippsHoward newspapers and
Washington commentator for
NBC-Blue, left for London
by Clipper last Thursday.
Clapper,withwhoWilliam
is heardHillman,
weeknights

Movie

and

Radio

Study
Is Urged
Senate Proposal Provides For
Committee Investigation
CHARGING that radio broadcasts
and the movies are being used to
spread pro-war propaganda. SenaEuropean director of Coltor Bennett Champ Clark (D-Mo.)
lier's, will broadcast from
and Senator Nye (R-N. D.) on Aug.
the British capital beginning
1 introduced in the Senate a resoAug. 25. It is expected that
lution (SRes-152) calling for an
he will do his regular series
for one week beginning on
investigation by the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee of the
that date. He plans to leave
radio and motion picture industries
London Sept. 10. While he is
to determine the extent of such acaway, NBC plans to use
tivities.
prominent Washington correspondents with a view toward
Presaging swift action on the
discovering new talent among
proposal.
Chairman Wheeler, of
the newspapermen.
the Interstate Commerce Committee, last Tuesday named Senator
Worth Clarkto"^(D-Ida.)
to resohead
aD.subcommittee
consider the
lution. The subcommittee met informally last Thursday to set a
date for the start of public hearings, but no announcement of a
tentative hearing schedule had been
made Friday beyond indication chat
hearings would not start until September, probably after Labor Day.
Senator Bennett Clark indicated
that he would press for early action
on the proposal.
Text of the resolution follows:
Whereas the motion-picture screen
and the radio
are the most potent
instruments of communication
of ideas;
and
Whereas numerous charges have
been made that the motion picture
and the radio have been extensively
used for propaganda purposes designed to influence the public mind in
the direction of participation in the
European war ; and
Whereas all of this propaganda has
been directed to one side of the important debate now being held, not
only in Congress, but throughout the
country ; and
Whereas this propaganda reaches
weekly the eyes and ears of one hundred million people and is in the hands
of groups interested in involving the
United States in war : Therefore be it
Resolved, That the Committee on Interstate Commerce, or any duly authorized subcommittee thereof, is authorized and directed to make, and to
report to the Senate the results of,
a thorough and complete iiivcsrigation
of any propaganda disseminated by
motion pictures and radio or any other
activity of the motion-picture industry to" influence
public sentiment
the direction
of participation
by thein
United States in the present European
war.
The Committee on Interstate Commerce, or committee
any thereof,
dulyis authorized
authorized .suband
Grapes
are
Ripening
in
WHAM
land
directed to obtain such facts as other
Government
agencies
may
have,
and
All summer long the sun has been shining upon the
Only with "WHAM can you reach all of this profit- to secure the assistance of other Govable territory and all of the eighteen trading centers
ernment agencies in the investigation
rolling, vineyard clad slopes of "WHAM land, storing
hereby authorized.
up in the purpling grapes a rich harvest for the vinein which these prosperous folks spend their money.
For the purposes of this resolution
yardists. There will be a banner crop of the famous
the committee, or any duly authorized
"WHAM gives you, not just Rochester, not just subcommittee
thereof, is authorized to
"Western New York Tangy "SX^ines and vitamin rich
such hearings, to sit and act at
Monroe County, but 43 prosperous counties of "West- hold
grape juices to pour purchasing power into the
times and places, either in the
ern New York and Pennsylvania — all at approxi- such
pockets of vintner, vineyardist and laborer alike.
District of Columbia or elsewhere,
mately one-third the cost of localized coverage of the during the sessions, recesses, and adjourned periods of the Senate in the
same area. For better coverage, "WHAM with its Seventy-seventh and subsequent Congresses, to employ such experts, and
50,000 "Watts and Clear Channel, is a better buy.
clerical, stenographic,
other asWHAM
sistants, to require byandsubpoena
or
National Reps.: George P. Hollingbery Co.
(itherwise the attendance of such witnesses and the production and im50,000 Warn . . . Clear Channel . . .
jiounding of such books, papers, and
documents, to administer such oaths,
Full time . . . NBC Blue and Red Networks
Rochester,
N.
Y.
and to take such testimony and to
make such expenditures as it deems
advisable. The cost of stenographic
services to report such hearings shall
not bedred inwords.excess of 25 cents per hunPage 22
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Clipper
Trimount

Craft

Clothing

Building

on

Radio
FAIRMONT

Co.

Implements Spot
With Network
WITH the ^ signing of a contract
;last week for a series of NBC-Blue
news commentaries by Eaymond
Clapper and William Hillman, Trimount Clothing Co., Boston, can
add its radio success story to the
annals of broadcasting — a tale of
small, pioneer beginnings on the
air, quick acceptance, expansion by
leaps and bounds to its schedule
this fall of a network program and
spot announcements on more than
125 stations.
Bj- 1938 Trimount had been established for 25 years as one of
America's well-known manufacturers of moderate priced men's
clothes, progressing satisfactorily
\^vith. no advertising or promotional
activities. In that year, Morris
Shapiro, president of the company,
! first conceived the idea of the Clip' per Craft Plan whereby individual
clothing stores could meet the competition they faced from manufacturing-retail clothing chains.
Clipper Craft Idea
In essence, the plan aimed to
; group together in a voluntary organization alarge number of individual stores, and to extend to
them the many economies and promotional advantages available to
the larger chains. By cooperating
, v.ath Trimount, the aifJiate stores
permitted the company to anticipate its fabric requirements for an
entire season, and thus to buy at
great savings when the market
conditions were most favorable.
The manufacturing schedule could
be planned on an annual basis,
avoiding "the sudden spurts of
activity followed bj^ dead lulls
Avhich are the bane of most manu(facturers' existence". Employment
i stayed on a steadier basis, work.manship was less hurried, and the
(best designing talent could be hired.
The plan was an immediate success with stores and consumers
'alike, and by 1941 617 stores from
coast to coast were affiliated with

WFMJ

Youngstown's
Favorite
Station
A Hooper- Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
than any other station heard
in the Youngstown district.

BROADCASTING
i

TIPS

to

Time -Buyers
Put this list of
WMMN

merits beneath your desk
glass when you

CLIPPER CRAFT goes network but continues the spots which have been
so successful in building up its business. Here Morris Shapiro, president
of Trimount Clothing Co. (center) signs the NBC-Blue contract which
will bring the Commentators William Hillman (left) and Raymond
Clapper on 63 network outlets under Trimount sponsorship for the Thursday night edition of their News Here & Abroad, starting Sept. 25.
the scheme, unanimously declaring
that "their most harassing problem had been solved" — that of offering moderate-priced suits comparable with those of the largest
chain stores.
Radio Enters the Scene
Mr. Shapiro had been thinking
about radio for some time as a
means of doing more for stores
selling the Trimount merchandise,
but was faced with the fact that,
according to the working of the
plan, sothesmall
manufacturer's
markup
was
that no leeway
was
allowed for any promotional activities, aside from the basic cooperative newspaper advertising schedules. With a slight change in this
arrangement, however, a method
was v/orked out whereby a sufficient
fund could be appropriated for the
launching of a modest test campaign in the fall of 1940.
This modification was put into
effect with the assent the stores,
and Clipper Craft's first f:pot announcement campaign started on
five Eastern stations — WJZ, New
York ; W B Z - W B Z A, BostonSpringfield; WGY, Schenectady;
WHAM, Rochester; Y/ T A M ,
Cleveland.
The announcements consisted of
a brief theme song in a nautical
vein characteristic of the clipper
ship idea, followed by a short
straight commercial giving the essence of the plan and mentioning
a seasonable item in the Clipper
Craft line. In order to tie in the
announcements more directly with
the local dealers, the length of each
recorded spot was limited to 50
seconds, and a 10-second live tag
giving dress
thewas appended
dealer's name
and spot
adto each
to complete the minute. This latter
device also permitted a definite
check on the campaign.
Response from the stores covered
by these initial radio Sj.jots was so
enthusiastic that Trimount undertook a considerably expanded campaign for the spring of 1941, using
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Advertising

a total of 50 stations in all parts
of the country for spot announcements, news programs and participations on musical programs. Emil
Mogul Co., New York, is agency.
In the spots, a new character was
introduced — "Clipper Tim", a
yarn-spinning tar, who related his
incredible adventures in song at
the beginning of each announcement and tied in the commercial in
the last verse.
Clipper Craft stores began buying transcriptions of the spots for
use under their own sponsorship on
local stations, and this fall will
be using more than 50 stations.
Results Surpassed Hopes
A post-season survey of the effectivenes of the broadcasts, by
means of a questionnaire to stores,
revealed results far surpassing
anj^hing Trimount had hoped for.
Of the stores answering the questionnaires, 869c reported increased
sales definitely and directly traced
and attributed to the broadcasts.
With all doubts removed as to the
advisability of using radio for
Clipper Craft clothes, Trimount
went ahead with plans for its most
ambitious campaign — sponsorship
of News Here & Abroad, the NBCBlue program featuring Raymond
Clapper, Washington columnist and
correspondent, and William Hillman, European Director of Colliers.
Starting Sept. 25, the program will
be heard Thursdays, immediately
preceding the Tovjn Hall Meeting
of the Air, on 63 stations. Trimount also will sponsor spots on
15 stations.
According to the Mogul agency,
the radio promotion "has dovetailed
perfectly with all other aspects of
the Clipper Craft Plan, and has
provided the final necessary means
of making it the outstanding success it has become. Of course, the
plan was contingent on a sufficient
volume of business, the necessary
consumer acceptance and increase
in demand having been provided by
the radio advertising".

make up the budget book.

1 'A
WMM
s.
million N
listenerserves
WMMN

is one

of

America's greatest mailpull stations.
WMMN
affiliate.

is a CBS

WMMN
ha s 1 u s t
been authorized to
operate on 5000 watts
nighttime (now 5 kw
day, 1 kw night)
WMMN
progra ms
are slanted for those
constant radio listeners
of northern West

Vir-

ginia, southwestern
Pennsylvania, western
Maryland and part of
eastern Ohio.
JOHN

BLAIR

represents
us

5,000 WATTS DAY
I.OOO WATTS NIGHT

M
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yn'ppojfitntefCh
LIGHTOLIER Co., of New Jersey (lighting fixtures
and lamps),
Al PaulwillLef-be
ton Co.,
Philadelphia.
The toaccount
serviced by the agency's New York office.
W. G. B. OIL CLAEIFIER Inc., Kingston,
N. Y., to Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.
DE METS Inc., Chicago (candy), to Weiss
& Geller, Chicago.
ILLINOIS
TRAVELING
MEN'Sto HEALTH
Assn., Chicago
(insurance),
Goodkind,
Joice & Morgan. Chicago. Radio plans have
not beep, formulated.
CALAVO GROWERS of California, Los
Angeles (avocadoes), to J. Walter ThompCo., Los Angeles, starting with 1941-42
fall sonseason.
GILBERT APPLE PRODUCTS Co., Webster, N. Y., packers of apple and tomato
juice, canned vegetables, etc., to Smith &
Sweeney
Inc., manufacturers
representatives, as brokers
for the metropolitan
New
York area. Erwin Wasey Co., is the
agency.

Johnson to MPRF
WALTER JOHNSON, West Coast
radio department manager of Music
Corp. of America, Beverly Hills,
Cal., has resigned, effective Sept.
1, to become representative of the
Motion Picture Relief Fund on the
CBS Screen Guild Theatre, which
resumes under sponsorship of Gulf
Oil Corp. Sept. 28, Sunday, 7:30-8
p.m. (EST). Johnson will act as
liaison between MPRF, Gulf Oil
Corp., and Young & Rubicam Inc.,
agency servicing the account. He
takes over duties formerly handled'
by Conrad Nagel. Johnson aided
Screen Actors Guild in organizing
the radio series three seasons ago.
MPRF has established radio division offices in the Corrine Griffith
Bldg., Beverly Hills, Cal., where
Johnson will be headquartered. Associated with him will be Huntley
Gordon and Jane Thompson.
TOM HARMON, currently winding
up a starring assignment in the Columbia picture. "Harmon of Michigan," has been booked for a week's
personal appearance at Chicago Theatre, Chicago, before taking over his
new duties as sports director of WJR,
Detroit, in early September.

RICHARD BROOKS, NBC writernarrator, is author of a book of short
stories. Splinters, some of which he
has broadcast on NBC-Blue, which
went on sale Aug. 1.

a

rate
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for afternoon hours (2 to 5):
5-f ifteen
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Write for details or see
the Petry representative
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JOHN BERTRAM CRANDALL
HAD John Crandall, now New
York timebuyer for Arthur Kudner
Inc.,might
followed
career,to
he
well his
be father's
on the road
newspaper fame at this time. His
late father, Joseph Crandall, was
the well known New York journalist who at one time was managing
editor of the Neiv York Sun, later
assistant managing editor of the
New York Herald Tribune.
John did take a year's fling at
newspaper work in 1934, handling
a reporter's
assignment
Neiv
York Herald
Tribune, for
but the
he
eventually decided to enter the
agency field, joining Benton &
Bowles, New York, in 1935. While
affiliated with this agency for the
next five years, Crandall did practically everything but run the elevators. He worked two years in
the marketing and media research
department, later transferring to
the outdoor buying field. From
there to space buying and finally
the radio department where he
acted as assistant timebuyer on
network and spot under the radio
veterans Jack Latham and Bill
Fagin.
In January, 1941, he joined
Kudner as timebuyer, handling all
radio accounts: U. S. Tobacco Co.,
MacFadden Publications, Buick,
General Motors, Schick Electric
Razor, Goodyear, Florida Citrus
Commission.
Crandall has lived in Greater
New York all his life, beginning
in Montclair, N. J. in 1914, later
traveling across the Hudson River
to Jackson Heights, N. Y., where
he now resides. Taking a mathematics and geology major at Colgate, John extra-curriculated with
the Delta Upsilon boys, the college
newspaper and college dramatics.
His hobbies are tennis, bridge, golf,
hunting and fishing with a dash of
amateur dramatics on the side.
NEW YORK State Division of Commerce, Albany, newly created, has
named Kelly. Nason Inc.. New York,
for 1941-42 to handle both tourist and
industrial promotion. Plans will be
announced shortly.
HOMER OWEN GRIFFITH. Hollywood, has been appointed Pacific
Coast representative of KFQD, Anchorage, Alaska, and KFMB, San
Diego.
BROADCASTING

FCC

Amends

Rule

On

Studio

Sites

TO PROHIBIT any possible misconstruction ofits rules respecting
the location of main studios of stations, the FCC last Tuesday announced adoption of amendments
to its rules (Section 3.30 (b) and
3.31), specifying that the transmitter of a standard broadcast station shall be located so that the
primary service is delivered to the
"borough" or city in which its
main studio is located and that the
main studio may not be moved outside theinborders
"borough"
or area
which itof isthelocated
without first making written application to the Commission.
The revised language, it is understood, was adopted to prevent
any technical construction of the
language which might permit a
station to move within a large metropolitan area. Such a situation, it
is understood, arose in connection
with the new WBYN, Brooklyn,
constituting the consolidation of
the four Brooklyn stations, which
sought to move its transmitter to
New York proper. Under the
amended language, the main studio and transmitter must remain
in the borough of Brooklyn.
The full
text amendment
of the Commission's
notice
on the
follows:
The Chairman having determined
the absence of a quorum of the Commission, placed into effect Administra
five Order No. 3. for the day of Aug.
5. 1941. only, under which the following action was taken by a board consisting of Commissioners Fly, Chairman, Case and Walker :
Amended Sections 3.30(b) and 3.31.
Rules Governing Standard & High
Frequency Broadcast stations so that
(1) the transmitter
of each
broadcast
station shall
be sostandard
located
that primary service is delivered to
the horough or city in which the main
studio is located, in accordance with
the Standards of Good Engineering
Practice, prescribed b.v the Commission, and (2) the licensee of a standard
broadcast station shall not move its
main studio outside the borders of the
horough or city. State, district. Terri- ^
tory, orcatedpossession
which itwritten
is lowithout firstin making
application
the Commission
au- '
thority to soto move,
and securingforwritten permission for such removal. The
licensee shall
notify the
mission
of anypromptly
other change
in Comloca '.
tion of the main studio.
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KINY has better than
90 % neau,
coverage
of JuDouglas, Skagway,
Haines, Petersburg,
Wrangell, and Sitka.
And about 50 % coverage of Sev/ard, Cordova,
Kodiak, and Valdez.
Executive Offices
Am. Bldg., Seattle. Wash.
1000 WATTS • 5000 WATTS c^ons"
Juneau -Alaska
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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MAEGAEET McARDLE. formerly
lof Blackett-Sample-Hummert. Chileago, has joined the timebuying dejiartment of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago, as secretary to Margaret
Wylie, timebuyer.
[GAIL AXDERSOX. of the radio trafdepartment on
of Aug.
H. "W.
Sons.fic Chicago,
10 Kastor
was mar-&
jried to Bert Verner Sandstrom at New
York Mills, Minn.
XEEDHAM, LOUIS & BRORBY,
Chicago, expanding their office faciliTies, has moved from 360 North Michigan Avenue to the Field Bldg., 135
South LaSalle Street, where they have
taken over the entire 38th floor. Telephone is State 5151.
DICK HETRICK, formerly on the
radio production staff of Allied Advertising Agencies, San Francisco, resigned recently to go to Houston,
'Texas. Ray Lewis, free-lance producer, is filling the parttime post.
iDON BASSETT. radio account executive of James Fisher Co. Ltd., Toronto
agency, has resigned. No successor has
ibeen appointed.
LOGAN & ROUSE Inc.. Los Angeles
f^igency, has changed its firm name to
Logan & Arnold, with Dudley L.
iLogan as president and Jerry C.
Arnold executive vice-president.
Headquarters are at 621 S. Hope St.
Duncan Jennings has resigned as
radio director of the agency to join
f^unset Magazine, San Francisco, in
an executive capacity.
TED
DAHLbeen Adv.
Agency. Los Aneles. has
discontinued.
RALPH R. LEDDER, formerly account executive of Raymond R. Morgan Co.. Hollywood, recently joined
Barnes Chase Co., Los Angeles, in a
similar capacity.
PETE BARNU]M. radio production
executive of Ruthrauff & Ryan, has
.Ireturned to his New York headquarjters after Hollywood conferences on
the weekly half-hour CBS Boi Burns
Shoio, scheduled to start about Sept.
19 under sponsorship of Campbell
Soup Co.
nON BELDING, Los Angeles vice■iresident-manager
of Lordpresident,
& Thomas,
\nd Pacific Adv. Assoc.
has
been elected to the local Chamber of
Commerce directorate.
RUBEY COWAN. NBC New York
program and talent sales department
executive, is in Hollywood for confer^-nces with Alex Robb. West Coast
"manager of that division.
HENRY STANTON, Chicago vicenresident and manager of J. Walter
Thompson Co.. is in Hollywood for
conferences with Danny Danker, the
igency's in
Southern
jresident
charge California
of radio. viceBAKER Advertising Agency, Toronto,
s moving to new and enlarged quarters at 522 University Ave.
L. A. Agency Merger
jMERGER of the Southern California office of Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
f=^gency, San Francisco, with Hilljnan-Shane Adv. Agency Inc., Los
Angeles, has been announced by
pavid Hillman, president of the
atter firm. Donald Breyer, formery manager of the Sidney Garfinkel
Los Angeles office, has joined Hilloian-Shane as vice-president. Personnel is being augmented, with
|:he firm taking larger quarters at
?46 S. Broadway to service its 34
ocal and national accounts. Under
|;he affiliation, Sidney Garfinkel
Adv. Agency of San Francisco and
3illman-Shane Adv. Agency retain
' .;heir respective present names and
corporate setups.
BROADCASTING

Schwab to Biow
LAURENCE SCHWAB, famed
Broadway and Hollywood producer,
has been named creative director
of the Biow Co. radio department
by Milton Biow,
president of the
agency. For the
last year, at Mr.
Bio w's suggestion, Mr. Schwab
has been making
a survey of radio
with a view toward correlating
stage, screen and
radio. Mr. Schwab
Mr. Schwab
assumes his new
duties Aug. 15. Among the productions he has been associated with
are, the Broadway hits, "Desert
Song", "The New Moon", "Good
News" and "'Follow Through". In
addition, he produced operettas for
the St. Louis Municipal Opera for
two seasons and produced three
movies for 20th Centurv-Fox.

DiiMahaiit Forms Agency
L. JEROME DuMAHAUT, for the
last eight years commercial manager of CKLW, Windsor, Ont., has
resigned to form his own agency in
Detroit. Prior to
his entrance into
radio, Mr. DuMahaut spent more
than nine years
in the advertising
departments o f
the Detroit
Times, Free Press
and Mirror. The
new agency
nounces thatan-it Mr. DuMahaut

THE

LANGUAGES

DIFFERENT
THOUGHTS

. . , BUT
ARE

THE

ARE
THE
SAME

Whether the language be Polish, Hebrew, Italian,
Spanish, Greek, or any of the nine languages which
are regularly spoken over this station they all implant but one single thought in the receptive
minds of these fervent listening audiences.
They have come to know how precious is freedom, how deeply important are the ideals of this
mighty democracy. They are indeed proud to be
Americans. Their helping shoulder is bent to the
wheel.
A LISTENING AUDIENCE OF 5,000,000 PEOPLE
THEY WELCOME NEW IDEAS, SATISFACTORY SERVICES

WHOM
1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION
29 WEST

57TH ST., NEW
Telephone Plaza ^-4204
3JOSEPH LANG, Manager
AMERICA'S LEADING

FOREIGN

YORK

LANGUAGE

S
STATION

will offer a general service with a special radio
department. Robert H. Powell, formerly of the Cleveland office of
McCann-Erickson Inc., will be in
charge of radio continuity. Offices
have been opened in the David
Stott Bldg. Telephone number is
Randolph 9480.
Eckart Picture Records
CHARLES ECKART, who formerly
operated his own West Coast agency,
has established headquarters at 250 N.
Juanita St., Los Angeles, and is manufacturing a new type illustrated recording for radio premium and advertising purposes. On a cardboard base,
with plastic coating, recordings are
made in 5, 6%, 8 and 10-inch size.
Each carries a photograph or drawing
across the full face. Plastic transparent
coating placed over the photograph is
not the usual acetate as used on instantaneous recordings, says Eckart.

Producer . Director . Writer
FRITZ
currently producing
"HOLLAND HOUSEWARMING"
with Benny Goodman, Merle
Oberon, Joan Bennett, Adolph
Menjou, Don McNeill, etc.
(for Ruthrauff & Ryan)
"TREASLRE I LAND"
(for Unusual
Blackett-Sample-Hummert)
Several
New Shows Available

BLOCKI
913 BUENA AVE., CHICAGO
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Congress
White,

Sanders

Support
Bill

May Get Hearings
Tliis Session
WITH RIPPER bills to rewrite the
Communications Act pending in
both houses, as Congressional sentiment to check the rampages of the
FCC reached a new high, possibility of enactment of a new Communications Law at this session of
Congress was foreseen in official
Washington.
On the heels of the introduction
of the White Bill (S-1806) on July
31, Rep. Jared Y. Sanders Jr.
(D-La.) last Tuesday dropped into
the House hopper a bill (HR-5497)
generally following the theme of
the White measure as to organization of the Commission, but proposing a series of studies looking toward suppression of FCC activities
in fields not assigned it by statute.
The House bill was referred to
the Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, where the matter of
hearings proposed by Mr. Sanders,
a newcomer in the field of radio
legislation, will be considered probably within the next fortnight.
Hearings Seen Soon
Senator White's bill [Broadcasting, Aug. 4], which won
prompt and spontaneous support
throughout the industry, now is
pending before the committee. Following routine procedure, the bill
was sent to the FCC for study, analysis and recommendation, with a
reply expected within a week.
Thereafter, the question of hearings and appointment of a subcommittee will be considered.
Because of increased interest of
Congress, particularly on the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, in radio regulation, aroused by
the charges levelled against the
FCC during the June hearings on
the White Resolution, it is thought
that hearings will be authorized.
The chances for this are increased
also since every indication is in
the direction of a continuous session of Congress. Presumably, a
subcommittee of five, comprising
three Democrats and two Republicans, would be named.
Because of the interest of Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.) in radio,
it is entirely possible, it was
pointed out, that he would assuiTie
the subcommittee chairmanship.
Other Democrats regarded as likely
appointees, in view of their active
participation in the White Resolution hearings, might include Senators Hill of Alabama, Clark of
Idaho, Bone of Washington, or Tunnell of Delaware. The two Republican members, it is thought, unquestionably would be Senator
White, as author of the bill, and
Senator Gurney, of South Dakota,
himself a former practical broadcaster, who operate 1 WNAX,
Yankton.
Page 26 • August
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No indication yet has been given
as to disposition of the Sanders bill
in the House. Before introducing
the measure, based largely on
recommendations for new legislation made by the Federal Communications Bar Assn., Mr. Sanders
is understood to have checked with
both majority and minority lead-,
ers in the House. Because the consensus appeared to favor a reappraisal of the existing statute,
particularly in the light of recent
actions of the FCC, he decided to
introduce the measure. Mr. Sanders is a member of the Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee.
FCC Expected Opposition
It is not expected that the FCC,
in making its report to the Congressional committees, will favor
any legislation along the lines advocated. As a matter of fact, the
Commission has made every effort
to block a Congressional inquiry
into its activities, this having been
made abundantly clear by FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly
during his appearance before the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee on the White Resolution.
This resolution, still pending, would
have ordered a far-reaching inquiry looking toward writing of a
new statute and would have stayed
the effective date of the FCC's allegedly punitive rules against networks, now scheduled to become
effective Sept. 16, but still the subject of conferences between network officials and the FCC.
Not only the network monopoly
inquiry and the newspaper-divorcement issue, but the latest move of
the FCC in banning multiple ownership where overlapping service is
involved, has tended to arouse Con-
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for

New

gressional sentiment in favor of
new legislation. The multiple ownership order broke on the same day
that Mr. Sanders introduced his
new bill to amend the existing act.
If hearings are ordered on both
measures, it is hardly expected that
they will be held simultaneously because they are in essence companion
bills. It is presumed that hearings
logically would get under way first
in the Senate, which already has
had a taste of the issue during the
June 2-20 hearings on the White
Resolution. The 626-page record adduced in those proceednigs could be
incorporated in hearings on the
White bill.
Sanders Urges Action
In introducing his measure, Mr.
Sanders, who served his first terms
in Congress fi'om 1934 to 1936,
and was reelected in 1940, declared
he had no axe to grind with the
FCC, but that he had observed that
events of the last few years in radio, particularly in the light of the
Senate and FCC proceedings,
"might necessitate some changes in
the Communications Act". He said
in his judgment Congress should
look into such matters as newspaper ownership and network monopoly itself to decide, as a matter
of policy, whether it should legislate or leave action up to the FCC.
Calling the present law old and
outmoded, Mr. Sanders said he did
not know whether the changes in
the bill were desirable, but that he
did think "Congress should hold
hearings to determine whether such
legislation
is desirable".
"The question
of newspaperowned stations is very fundamental", Rep. Sanders said. "It raises
the question of whether a man in

ON THE DOTTED LINE goes the signature of A. E. Taylor (seated,
right), advertising manager of the Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City, Mo., to
the contract making Clifton Utley (seated, left), commentator for the
Skelly Oil Monday through Friday early morning news program on NBCRed. Looking on are (1 to r, standing) : Frank Ferrin, vice-president,
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, agency handling the account; George Diefenderfer, salesman for NBC-Red; Paul McCluer, NBC-Red sales manager
of the Central Division.
BROADCASTING
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one line of business may go into
another. The policy involves more
than newspapers. It even involves
the question of lawyers, ministers
and others going into the radio
In a statement accompanying his
bill, Mr. Sanders said it provides
business".
in general for a reorganization of
the FCC into two autonomous divisions, with the chairman as the
executive officer ; changes procedure
before the Commission to assure
full and adequate hearings; provides clearer definitions of interests
and rights of licensees and applicants, including rights of appeal,
and specifies that reports and recom endations on various matters
be made by the Commission to Congress at specified dates.
Seven sections of the 10-section
bill, Mr. Sanders explained, constitute recommendations made by the
executive committee of the Federal
Communications Bar Assn. and in
a general way correspond with
those made by Senator White in
his bill introduced July 31 [Broadcasting, Aug. 4]. In other respects,
he said, the bill seeks to accomplish ^
different purposes. Whereas the
White Bill, in its Sections 7 to 11,
relates to equalities of rights and
opportunities in the use of radio for
public discussion and to censorship.
Rep. Sanders said his measure in
Section 7 provides that the FCC
shall make studies and reports to
Congress upon certain specified
proposals.
FCC Studies Ordered
He enumerated these provisions
as follows :
" 'The Commissiou shall study the
foUowiiig proposals and shall report
to CoDgress not later than July 1,
1942, its recommendations thereon together with the reasons for the same ;
'1. Whether and upon what terms
and conditions Congress shall by statute confer upon the Commissiou the
power to regulate the contractual or
other relations between the licensees of
radio broadcast stations and networks
or other organizations which supply
program material to such licensees,
'2, Whether and upon what terms
and conditions the Congress shall provide by statute for the licensing of
networks.
'3. Whether and in what terms the
.Congress shall by statute redefine and
fix the qualificatious of the licensee of
to
communicate
the
any and
radiodoes
station
which is with
intended'
'4. Whether and upon what terms
and conditions the Congress shall by
public.
statute limit the number of services
which may be conducted by any network organization and the number of
stations of any class which may be
licensed to any network organization.!
To Report by Jan. 1
" 'The Commission shall report tol
the Congress not later than January l.f
1942. the standards and principlesB
adopted
by it to
date
contained
in effectuate
Section 307the(b)man-l
ofj
the Communications Act of 1934. asB
amended,to which
requires
the a Com-f
mission
make and
maintain
fair,!!
efficient and equitable distribution ofi
radio facilities among the severalu
states and communities together with[j
its
recommendations,
if any, for further']
legislation
on this subject,
" 'The Commission shall report to |
{Continued on page 86)
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• Every one of these letters carries a
warm "Thank you!" Thej^re just a
sample of many letters WKY receives
in the course of a year for services
which it has been privileged to render
persons and organizations of all kinds.
These letters, in a way, mark a trail
of public service which WKY has blazed
through the years in Oklahoma. By
serving the individual interests of
groups, large and small, WKY serves
Oklahoma abundantly.
This is one of many reasons why WKY
is the station uppermost in the minds of
Oklahoma listeners . . . why WKY
is first choice of advertisers.
W K Y • OKLAHOMA CITY
Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma
Publishing Co. The Oklahoman and Times
The Farmer-Stockman KVOR. Colorado
Springs KLZ, Denver (AUir. Mgmt.) Represented Nationally by Tnt Katz Agency, Inc.
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NIGHT
STAR-TIMES

PROGI^AMS
e
d zon conthe
being helqui
testsHomare
LY
WEEK
gram, tranlders pro
Bui
scribed in the studios of
WTOL, Toledo, and presented each
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday. Cash is awarded for
correct answers to each question,
with the money going into a jackpot when the question is incorrectly answered. The winners of
's contest are invited back
each day
for competition in a special Friday
night final contest for the jackpot.

IB

50,000

WAHS

Civic Jobs
ASPECTS of civil service applications and examinations for positions in city government serve as
the basis for a new series of programs on KYW, Philadelphia, conducted by Major Harry K. Butcher,
secretary of the Committee of
Seventy, a civic reform group.
The weekly programs include interviews with Commission
members of the
Civil Service
and city's
with
public office holders relating how
they attained their present responsible positions through civil
service.

LOUISVILLE

CBS

I

Others' Ideas
COVERING every type of subject
but war and politics. Other People's
Business, five-weekly quarter-hour
series on WQXR, New York,
through August features Wilbert
Newgold and Alma Dettinger discussing the masculine and feminine
viewpoints on the arts, beauty,
fashions, hobbies et cetera.
^ :jc ^
Sketch Book
WSB, Atlanta, is presenting a new
night time program built around
an original play written each week
by Elmo Ellis, head of it continuity
department. A narrator opens a
mythical sketchbook to various
chapters and weaves in the play
witii a background of music.

Sales
I

power

in the

"opportu

nity

market"

Democratic Poets
LIVES and works of 18th century
poets who were influential in building democracy are dramatized on
the quarter-hour Sunday series.
Poets of Democracy, heard on
WINS, New York, under the direction of Lewis Morton.

Sic!
WNEW, New York, one of
the first stations to start
musical station break jingles
about two years ago, has
dropped the idea and is working on some other unusual
way of announcing its call
letters to listeners.
'Reported Missing'
NAMES of relatives living in
Europe who have unsuccessfully
sought to locate kinfolk in this
country, are broadcast by Robert
Dillon during his weekly half-hour.
Reported Missing, on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Upon request, he
also sends a 25-word telegram, free
of charge, to relatives in any foreign country, from whom no word
has been received. Program is sanctioned by the American Red Cross
as well as other national and local
agencies.
Life of an RAF Pilot
THE STORY of an RAF pilot from
a student at Oxford to a fiery
plunge from the skies are told
by an unidentified RAF flight lieutenant in a series of four broadcasts on NBC-Red, July 26-Aug.
16. Each broadcast will be separately titled: From Oxford Pacifism to
Fighter Pilot, First Combat, RAF
Pilots Agrouyid and Shot Down.
Songs for USO
RAISING funds for USO work is
the purpose of the Saturday Night
Service Men's Party of WTHT,
Hartford, in which requests of listeners for recordings are filled
from 11:15 p.m. until 1 p.m., the
only stipulation being that the requester pledge at least ten cents to
the USO.

Life of a Selectee
THE Private Life of Private Price
is WLW's contribution to Army
programs, a 15-minute transcribed
show made in army Camps Livingston, Claiborne, Polk and Beauregard. The transcriptions have followed the mythical Private Price
from his life just previous to his
being drafted, through the routine
of his first days in camp, to his induction in the Army. Private Price
(WWL Production Manager Ed
Hoerner) will review every phase
of army life to give radio listeners
an idea of what is going on in the
selectees' world.
*
* *
Navy "Y" Programs
TO AID morale-building among
the service men, WTAR, Norfolk,
is cooperating with the Navy
YMCA in a weekly half-hour Navy
"Y" Program, picked up from the
lobby of the YMCA. The program
consists of community sings by the
sailors, Navy nouncements
special
anand a quizevents
for tars
chosen to participate. These awards
are
given for correct answers, the
money.
city and the "Y" furnishing the
* * *
Women in Defense
A RADIO FORUM, Women in Defense for America, recently was
started on KYA, San Francisco.
Discussions are lead by Mrs. Ambrose N. Diehl, chairman of the
Pacific
Division,
National Coast
Assn., Women's
of Manufacturers.
The series covers women's activities
and is serving as an information
bureau to help coordinate and
create an understanding of the
multiple activities now being undertaken by women's
organizations
:^
^ program. in
the national
defense
Antique Furniture
ANTIQUES furnish the subject
matter of The Story Behind Antiques, conducted weekly on WICC,
Bridgeport, Conn., by Freda Rappaport. Program consists of tales
about old furniture, historical background, new uses, etc. The audience is solicited for questions, and
Miss Rappaport tells all about
Chippendale, Sheraton, Hepplewhite,
others. Duncan Phyfe and the

of the

Turn

the

Tables!
nation

Give lagging sales a healthy
dose of WAIR and watch volume shoot skyward. We've GOT
SOMETHING and what we've
got you need!

Ask any Edw. Petry ofiBce
for more information about
WHAS, one of the seventeen
CBS 50,000 watt stations.
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WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
International Radio Sales
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Atctckandli6in^ &
J^tomotion
Defense Trailers — South Dakota Outpost — Home
Builders — UP Displays
WatKHUB,
year,s has
two, Cal.
FOR
used film
sonville
lers
l
trai
in two loca theatres
to promote KHUB programs.
Recently the station started devoting the trailer to the sale of National Defense Savings Bonds with
a message like: "KHUB says:
Buy National Defense Bonds. Defend America and you defend your
home. Listen to Hollj'wood stars
asking your cooperation several
times dailj' over KHUB, the voice
of the Monterey Bay Area".

Get yotix tickets for
sMlic

IB

Broadcasts

DRmSTORE

KYA and Telenews
KYA, San Francisco, has made a
cooperative deal with the Telenews
Theater in San Francisco under
which two programs are broadcast
daily from the newsreel showliouse.
The point of origination is mentioned on the air. The theater in
turn calls attention to the KYA
broadcasts — News in Review and
a man on the street program —
hourly throughout the day on the
screen.

WGN OUTPOST NO. 1 is the Wall
Drug Store at Wall. S. D. Meaning
of the term is simply: Tourists going East can get free tickets for
WGN's public broadcasts 9-35 miles
west of Chicago. Bruce Dennis,
head of the WGN press department,
is responsible for the idea. He
noticed, on a recent trip, that the
store, with Sioux Indian girls as
clerks, had everjiihing from tractor
tires to toothpaste but did not have
tickets to WGN. So he remedied
the situation.

Home Builders
COMPLETE story on the building
of a home from the buying of the
lot to final completion is described
in the new thrice-weekly quarter
hour show of KTSA, San Antonio.
Picturing the construction in dramatic form and using a typical
family as characters, program is
designed for sponsorship by various
firms
engaged in phases o:*" home
building.

No Furlough for Sealtest
TO POINT OUT that the Sealtest
Inc. program featuring Rudy Vallee is remaining on NBC-Red
throughout the summer, David O.
Alber Associates, New York press
representatives for the program,
is sending quasi-tickets to radio
editors. The tickets look just like
studio passes to the broadcasts,
and announce on the reverse side:
"While other major comedy shows
have gone on summer vacation, we
are not even taking a furlough.
Sealtest ice cream and milk are
continuing their job of providing
refreshment and pleasure this summer, and we're going to keep plugging too — for their entertainment.
You are cordially invited to listen
. . . Rudy Vallee." McKee & Albright, Philadelphia, is agency.

Shopping News Promotion
KROW, Oakland, Cal. recently entered into a cooperative promotion
deal with the Oakland Shopping
News, on the paper's 11th anniversary. The station broadcast special programs during the anniversary week, participated in by
Shopping Neivs personalities. In
return KROW was given considerable space in the radio section.
With the Bands
AS FURTHER promotion for its
weekly recorded ISand of the Week
program, WWRL, Woodside, N. Y.,
is releasing to newspapers in its
area a weekly illustrated column
■^vith
a biography
the notes
bandleader
interviewed
as wellof as
of the
music world. Walter K a n e r,
WWRL publicity director, writes
the column and conducts the programs.
UP's Displays
TO MEET numerous station requests for appropriate lobby or
window displays and for use by
broadcasters in connection with
current state and county fairs,
United Press is distributing to all
its radio clients 30 x 40 inch fourcolor posters carrying the call letters of each station and stressing
( its news coverage facilities.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York,
has entered into an amended and substitute stipulation with the Federal
Trade Commission, agreeing to cease
certain representations for Minit-Eub.
according to a July 29 FTC announcement.
jBROADCASTING

Drug Paper
TO STIMULATE radio interest
among druggists in the tri-state
area, WE OA, WGBF and W45V,
Evansville, Ind., have issued the
first copy of a new publication,
"Radio
RX",on inthewhich
the products
advertised
stations
and sold
in the drug stores are promoted as
well as presenting current drug
news.
NAB's Jeweler Promotion
THE NAB Bureau of Radio has
released Volume 2, No. 5 of its
series of brochures stressing ravalue various
as an advertising
iumdio's
to the
industries. medThis
latest issue is directed to jewelers
throughout the country and cites
actual instances of successful jewelry advertising bj^ radio.
All Lit Up
KLZ, Denver, maintains illuminated displajr windows four feet
high, one foot deep and eight feet
long in the Shirley Savoy Hotel
lobby where an estimated 20,000
persons a week see them. Currently
the displays feature Avalon Cigarettes, Ideal Dog Food and
Clicquot Club Ginger Ale.

Broadcast

Advertising

Display Contest
GROCERS of four cities in the area
served by WHBF, Rock Island, 111.,
are competing in a contest of the
station's merchandising department for the best Kix-Lone Ranger
window displays. Winners will receive as prizes a $65 wrist watch,
a $45 watch and a new radio.

Sunskine OverUorida's
Cargest Richest Market

Bright Paint
PACKAGES containing small paint
brushes are being sent to advertisers and agencies by WPEN,
Philadelphia. Tease.- copy suggests
use
"if you
want ofto station
paint a facilitiec
rosy picture
for
your business".
KLZ Trailers
PROMOTING the Saturday morning CBS program. Stars Over Hollywood, KLZ, Denver, is featuring
some of the guest stars of the
broadcast in a 55-foot sound movie
trailer
at the local Orpheum theatre.

\^oy\ NEED coverage in this
rich West and Central Florida
market. ..why not get it?

BROCHURES

WSUN's signal, clear, strong,

NBC-Red— Folder "High Man on a
Totem Pole," giving facts on the netprograms and listening
audience work's
with Indian-motif
decorations.
WCAU, Philadelphia — Booklet on
Orth Bell, conductor of a new participating show on the station.
KLZ, Denver — Mailing piece introducing Maida Stevens, now in charge
of women's programs.
WBNX, New York — ^Folder, illustrated with pencil drawings, announcing Nancy Neale's weekly program
Xanci/'s
Diary,everyday
informalhappenings.
quarter-hour
of talk about

free from intierference, has

(jCANt COV^U'^M)

been the established listening
habit since 1927 on 620 kc.
Louis J. Link, Gen. Mgr.
Repretenfed by
WEED AND COMPANY
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO

fNO-AND YOU CAN'T
GUi^Twms!
COAST WITHOUT

Trying to cover the Texas Gulf Coast without
KXYZ-KRIS is like trying to cover a long bed
with a short blanket. Things are booming down
here — money's flowing. Somebody's going to
sell Texans the things they're itching to buy —
some smart chap who uses the only combination to blanket the heart of this section. Will it
be your competitor — or you?
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

SAVE
TWO

WAYS

# through our
COMBINATION
RATES
#
... and
BONUS POINT
ADVERTISING

KXYZ-KRIS
HOUSTON
7
CORPUS CHRISTI
NBC* iS^e
/
NBC' Red
Rlue.
Boilt StaUons, MUTUAL W
LONE STAR CHAIN x^fdicUed,
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Sound Talk
RADIO TECHNIQUE in on the threshold of
a new^ cycle. Don't be amazed when a schedule
of transcription spots comes through with the
commercials woven into tinkling bells, trainwhistles, roaring lions or droning airplanes.
Such sounds actually will talk!
This innovation in sound entertainment
comes in the Sonovox, an invention through
which any sound can be made to speak in its
own voice. It is another offshoot of the electronics art which itself owes its development to
radio and the vacuum tube of two decades back.
James L. Free and H. Preston Peters, principals of Free & Peters, pioneer station representatives, foresaw the adaptability of this
almost fantastic technique for commercial
broadcasting, after its experimental use in
motion pictures. As related elsewhere in this
issue, it is being made available for commercial
broadcasting through a new separate corporation.
Application of Sonovox to radio is readily apparent— not merely as a novelty or passing fad,
but one that is destined for permanence. Unique
sound effects that have been identified with
products, through the use of this invention, can
be made to articulate — slogans, commercials
and all, interwoven. The Sonovox should prove
a boon to radio programming.

Whittling Away
A NICK AT a time . . . keep 'em off balance,
guessing and in a dither . . . never tell why.
That's the strategy of the FCC's blitz against
broadcasting — a campaign that seems to be
studiously calculated to stultify, intimidate and
ultimately impoverish the industry so that
eventual government ownership will be easy.
The order banning multiple ownership where
duplicating service is involved is another phase
of the whittling process. The order may be
sound, though we doubt it. But why not tell the
very people affected what and who constitute
objectionable types of ownership? They have
the public service of their stations to protect,
not to mention their investments. The Commission says simply that it feels such an order
"may serve public interest, convenience and
necessity". It sets oral argument for Oct. 6,
but doesn't say who shall appear or what issues
are to be met.
We have shouted ourselves hoarse in these
columns because of the FCC's disdain of the
Page 32
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law and its assumption of power over the
business aspects of radio. The trend started
some three years ago when the Commission began collecting, on an annual basis, the financial
and operating statements of stations and networks. It never had that authority and doesn't
today. Then came the license renewal form,
broadened and streamlined, going into program matters as well as financial breakdowns,
clearly outside the Commission's scope as reflected in the statute and in court opinions.
Under the new regime that entered upon
the scene two years ago, the pace quickened.
There were the television fiasco, the chainmonopoly explosion, the newspaper-divorcement inquiry and order (with an espionage
system to do the undercover work), the aiding and abetting from within on the discriminatory 5-15% net time sales tax, and now the
multiple ownership ban. These are only the
highspots.
Is all this conducive to a free American
radio, guaranteed under democratic precepts
and so often expounded by President Roosevelt?
Or is it a drive toward government ownership,
abetted by a clique of power-hungry men who
resent radio's success as a private operation
and whose inclinations and sympathies are
opposed to what might still be called the
capitalistic system? On this latter score there
may be revelations soon that will make newspaper headlines.
There are now pending in each house of
Congress bills to amend the Communications
Act of 1934. Both are aimed at hearings so
that the statute can be reappraised, the intent
of Congress clearly defined and the functions
of the FCC, reconstituted and redefined, set
forth in simple, understandable fashion. They
would take the guesswork out of regulation.
Neither the White Bill nor the Sanders
measure may be perfect. But both are aimed at
the same objective — to let Congress do the
legislating. Congressional interest is aroused
to a greater degree than ever before because
of the FCC's antics. Congress is busy with
other matters of greater immediate importance.
Yet the FCC's crusades strike at certain
fundamental liberties, apart from the purely
economic aspects of broadcasting.
Whether there should be a single Commission
for broadcast regulation or a separate division
on the FCC, completely autonomous, as proposed in both measures, is academic. But there
is no doubt there should be hearings and there
should be a concerted drive at this session of

The
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BOOK
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FEDERAL Radio Education Committee has
issued Classification of Educational Radio Research by H. M. Beville Jr., NBC research manager, and Cuthbert Daniel of the Office of
Radio Research, Columbia U. The pamphlet
classifies and analyzes the various types of
listener research and the value of each to
broadcasters, teachers and civic and administrative groups and also offers brief summaries
of recent or current research in the different
fieldsi Publication is one of a series issued by
FREC and may be obtained from the U. S.
Office of Education, Washington at 50c a copy.
ACADEMIC DISCUSSION and reviews of
pertinent literature on the subject are included in Studies in Philosophy & Social Sience,
published by the Institute of Social Research,
New York, as a special number on the sociology
of communications [single issue, $1]. The
paper-bound volume was edited in collaboration with the Columbia U Office of Radio
Research. The reprinted papers, written by
recognized leaders in the field of academic
radio, do not contain figures, but stress general
observations, detailed case studies and actual
broadcasting experience.
ADVERTISING Federation of America has
issued its 1941 bibliography of Books for the
Advertising Man, a cumulative supplement for
1935-40 inclusive [25 cents]. The classified
bibliography on advertising, marketing and
related subjects was prepared under the direction of Alfred T. Falk, director of the AFA
Bureau of Research and Education. Copies of
the supplement and the main bibliography [50
cents] may be obtained from the AFA, 330 W.
42nd St., New York.
THE THIRD edition of Keith Henney's Radio
Engineering Handbook, 945 pages of basic
reference material for designers and engineers
engaged in all phases of radio, has just been
published by McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York.
Bringing all data up-to-date, it includes new
data on crystal control circuits, ultra-high
frequency apparatus, modulation systems, etc.,
and has completely rewritten sections on aircraft radio, television, facsimile and other
subjects.
Congress for new legislation.
Broadcasters cannot afford to wait any
longer. The whittling process continues. Now
it's newspapers and monopoly; next, perhaps,
insurance companies and department stores
and Republicans will be banned from station
ownership. Then there will be a ban on programs of particular types that some FCC
minions feel "appeal to the gambling instincts
of the public". The tide will nft be stemmed
until Congress does it by affirmative action.
Every broadcaster had better make up his
mind now to do something about new legislation. It shouldn't be confined to an attack on
this or that edict of the FCC. A full-scale
offensive is essential.
It's a question of doing it now or eventually
turning over radio to the Government. Maybe
the whole business should offer to hand itself
over now, when something can be salvaged
through a President and Congress who certainly do not want government ownership,
rather than have it taken over a chunk at a
time.
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NOTES
LIEUT. W. WRIGHT ESCH, j.g.,
owner of WMFJ, Daytona Beach, has
beeu transferred to the Navy Yard,
Washington, munications
D. C,
as assistant
officer. He
was calledcom-to
active duty last April and assigned to
the Navy Radio School at Norton,
Conn. Hetrician in served
a chief radio electhe lastas war.
HARRY W. WITT, CBS Southern
California sales manager, is currently
in New York for conferences with
agency tising
executives
campaigns. on fall radio adver-

ROGER CRAFT PEACE
ON. ROGER CRAFT
the swearing in of Senator Byrnes
PEACE, newly appointed as a Justice on the Supreme Court.
H junior Senator from South At the time, nothing was further
Carolina, is the broadcast- from his mind than the possibility
a few weeks later he would be
ing and publishing industries' new- that
the Senator from South Carolina.
est
champion
in
Congress'
upper
house. President of the Greenville
A native of Greenville, Senator
News-Piedmont Co., publishers of Peace was born there May 19,
the Greenville News and Piedmont,
1899, the eldest son of Bony Hampton and Laura Chandler Peace. He
and owner and operator of WFBC,
Greenville, S. C, Senator Peace began his newspaper career in student days at Furman U, working
was named last Tuesday by Governor Burnet R. Maybank to suc- part time as a reporter for the
ceed the late Senator Alva M. Greenville News. His faith in the
Lumpkin, who only a fortnight be- newspaper's possibilities attracted
fore had taken over by appoint- the interest of his father, head of
ment the Senate post vacated by a large commercial printing estabthe elevation of Justice James F.
lishment, and in 1917 the elder Mr.
Bjrrnes to the U. S. Supreme
Peace
acquired
the Neivs. In partCourt.
nership with his son, he developed
Although Senator Peace only the publication to a high-ranking
last Wednesday was sworn in and position in Southern journalism
assumed the Senatorial toga, it is circles. Subsequently the Peaces
thought he will find plenty of op- also acquired the Greenville Piedmont, an afternoon daily.
portunity to voice some practical
In 1933 Senator Peace estabviews in an official capacity on radio and newspaper problems before
lished WFBC, now a regional stahis successor is elected and takes
tion with 5,000-watt fulltime operation on 1330 kc. authorized. Since
office about Oct. 15. He joins Senator Arthur Capper (R-Kan.)
WFBC's founding, the radio station
has drawn active attention from
as the only active newspaperman
and broadcaster in the upper
Publisher Peace, who also has par-house, although Senator Chan
ticipated extensively in industry
matters.
Gurney (R-S. D.), former owner
.and operator of WNAX, Yankton,
As a newspaperman's publisher,
probably will toe the mark with young
Mr. Peace has a background
them where industry matters are of down-to-earth press experience.
concerned.
After serving as a reporter from
Since he has on occasion engaged the time he was 15 until 1919 —
1|in somfi snappy exchanges with with time out for an ROTC hitch
with the Army at Plattsburg and
I'FCC
James Lawrence
|Ply onChairman
such considerations
as the Camp Perry during 1918-19 — he
oiewspaper-ownership issues and served as sports editor for about
multiple ownership, possibility is two years, then as editor of the
seen that he may avail himself of Neivs from 1920-24, business manan opportunity to bring a practiager froiTi 1924-34, and finally became publisher in 1934.
cal operator's philosophy to the
A
Bachelor
of Arts graduate of
iSenate floor. This possibility apFurman U, Senator Peace now is
pears not unlikely as it is remembered that he has been active in a trustee of the school and its
finance committee chairman. In his
the work of the Newspaper-Radio
home community he has led many
Committee, headed by Harold
civic and charitable enterprises and
.Hough, of Fort Worth,
j The picture above was taken as has headed both the Chamber of
Commerce and the Community
Mr. Peace paused on the White
Chest. He is a former president of
House steps just after witnessing
BROADCASTING
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RAY JONES, formerly of WOLF,
Syracuse, and Arnold Bowden, of a
Binghamton agency, have joined the
sales and service departments of
WAGE, Syracuse, N. Y.
TED MATTHEWS,
formerly Grand
commercial manager of KMMJ,
Island. Neb., and previously associated
with KTSA, San Antonio, in a similarwoodcapacity,
joined
Hollystaff of has
Homer
Owenthe Griffith,
station representatives, as salesman.
J. LINDSEY ALLEY, manager of
WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va., and Mrs.
Alley, the former Norma Lee Davis,
who er was
and announcof thewomen's
station,editor
are parents
of a
boy born July 31.
RICHARD
C. O'HARB,
attorney of the
FCC, has formerly
joined the
firm of Dempsey & Koplovitz, Washington radio lawyers.
FRANCIS W. TULLY, jr.. Washingtonworkcorrespondent
the married
Yankee July
Netnews service,ofwas
12 to Miss Laura Alice Thorpe of
Boston. The wedding took place in
Mt. Vernon Church, Boston.
FRITZ MUELLER, of KLZ, Denver,
sales staff, is father of a baby boy,
born July 28.
STANLEY HUBBARD, president of
KSTP,ton asSt.
Paul, hasofbeen
Washingchairman
thein Minnesota
Aeronautics Commission where he will
attempt to raise funds for a northwest
glider school,
E. A. DORAIS. advertising salesman,
formerly with newspapers throughout
the West, recently joined KYA, San
Francisco, as account executive.
the South Carolina Press Assn, and
a former director of the Southern
Newspaper
Publishers'
and
is
now a member
of the Assn.,
Associated
Press nominating committee. He
belongs to the Baptist Church and
is a Democrat by heritage and conviction.
Senator Peace's hobbies center on
golf and a dahlia garden at his
summer home at Cedar Mountain,
N. C, Although he has never sought
elective office, and friends say he
has no interest in this regard, he
has a reputation as a keen student
of Government affairs, and his appointment drew acclaim from political leaders in Washington as
well as in South Carolina.
His clubs constitute quite an array— Rotary, Elks, National Press,
Biltmore Forest, Greenville Counti-y, and Poinsett.
In 1920 Mr. Peace married Etca
Tindal Walker. They are the parents of a son and a daughter,
Roger Jr. and Dorothy Ann.

WILLIAM T. KNIGHT III, son of
William T. Knight Jr., president of
WTOC, Savannah, is in Washington
doing temporary work for National
Independent Broadcasters Inc.
JONES P. TALLBY Jr., of WJHO,
Opelika, Ala., and a member of the
Naval Reserve, has been called to active duty and assigned to the Norfolk
Naval Training Center, Norfolk, Va.
J. T. CAUSEY,
of the commercial staff of formerly
WBIG, Greensboro,
N. O,,
has
resigned
to
accept
position with the American Tobacco a Co.
CHARLES VAN LOAN, for the last
12 years an accountant of WOR,
New York, has been named assistant
treasurer of the station.
NAT M. ABRAMSON. manager of
the WOR-MBS Artist Bureau, acted
as m.c. of a special Red Cross benefit
at Tannersville. N. Y., broadcast Aug.
8 on WKNY, Kingston, N. Y.
ROLAND PETERSON has been promoted to manager of the merchandising department of WNAX, Yankton,
S.
D.,
Gies. succeeding the late James G.
FORD BILLINGS has resigned as
commercial manager of WCKY, Cincinnati, his place having been taken
by Fred Palmer, former manager of
KOY, Phoenix.
JOHN W. POTTER, co-publisher of
the Rock Island (111.) Argus, operating
WHBF, is
the born
fatherJuly
of a16,daughter, Patricia
Ann,
IRA HERBERT, assistant sales director of WHN, New York, recently
pulled in the largest tuna of the year
off Orr's
Me., while
vacation. TheIsland,
tuna weighed
756 onpounds,
was
caught
on
a
32-thread
line
and
took three hours to land.
WILLIAM L. WALLACE, national
sales manager of KFBB, Great Falls,
Mont., resigned Aug, 1, He has not
announced future plans but will stay
in radio following a vacation.
DON O'BRIEN, formerly with the
China Relief Society and Time Inc.,
and John Doherty. formerly in the
New York office of Carl Byoir & Associates, have joined the NBC press
department to handle matters concerning NBC executive officers.
HERBERT HENDLER, editor of
several RCA-Victor house publications, and Florence Shore, dramatic
actress, are to marrv Aug, 17,
Merino

Reappointed

JOHN

MERINO has been reappointed by the newly elected board
of KTUC, Tucson, Ariz,, to continue
as general manager of that station.
Following the FCC grant of authority to transfer stock control
[Broadcasting, Aug, 4], new officers and directors of Tucson Broadcasting Co, were elected July 29, as
follows: Burridge D, Butler, Chicago, chairman; Ralph W. Bilby,
Tucson attorney, president; John
Merino, vice-president; Frank Z.
Howe, Tucson, secretary-treasurer;
Glenn Snyder, WLS, Chicago, director. The board also authorized
application to the FCC for a new
site, new transmitter, antenna and
speech input equipment, which are
expected to cost $30,000.
Cecil Brown to Singapore
CECIL porter,
BROWN.
rehas arrivedCBSin foreign
Singapore,
where he will report developments in
that FartenersEastern
hot spot
to CBS
lisin the United
States.
Brown
was expelled from Italy by the Italian
government, went to Belgrade before
the Jugoslavian campaign, and then
went to Cairo. Later he covered the
British capture of Syria, from where
he went to the British Far Eastern
base.
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BILL WAGNER, of WHO, Des
Moines, is the father of a boy born
July 26.
DON WAYNE, formerly of WISH,
Indianapolis, and Gene Lattimer, formerly of WTEL, Philadelphia, have
joined the announcing staff of WKMO,
Kokomo, Ind.
ARTHUR GODFREY, singing humorist of WJSV. Washington, has presented 500 records of the familiar
doBghboy tune "You're In The Army
Now"', transcribed by him, to the
Army's
Division.
records
will be Morale
sent Army
camps The
throughout
the country.
HERBERT FOOTE. well known Chicago organist, has joined the musical
staff of WBBM, Chicago.
HARRY CREIGHTON, announcer
of WAAF, Chicago, is recuperating
from three broken ribs received in an
accident during a Softball game.
CHARLES BARNHART, continuity
editor of KXOK, St. Louis, has been
selected to play one of the featured
roles in the St. Louis Civic Theatre
presentation,
"Twejitieth
Century",
starring Ian Keith,
Hollywood
and
Broadway star.

DON WALKER, announcer of
WCBS, Springfield, 111., on Aug. 26
will marry Jean Kirkton, of Springfield.
PHILIP STAHL, announcer of
WQXR, New York, and Helen Bartlett. of New York, were married the
week of Aug. 4 in Stockbridge, Mass.
WINSTON ROSS, brother of Launy
Ross, star singer on the CBS program
for Campbell Soup Co., Camden, is
m.c. and singer on the variety show
Britislt Brevities, heard weekly on
WWRL, Woodside, N. Y. Ross uses
the air-name John Swinburne.
MAURICE C. DREICER, news commentator of WINS, New York, has
been appointed secretary of the radio
committee of the National Morale
Committee.

JOHN FELL, after being confined to
bed for two months as a result of being assaulted and robbed, has returned
to his announcing post at KYW,
Philadelphia.
BETTY WELLS (BRIGGS), for
four
yearj Ames,
directorla.,of onwomen's
of WOI,
Aug. 20affairs
will
join KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, in a
similar capacity.
GEORGE P. WILSON, Jr., a graduate of the U of North Carolina, has
joined the announcing staff of WBIG,
Greensboro. N. C.

RALPH LOCKE, who plavs the role
of
David"' program,
on the CBS
Life
Can "Papa
Be Beautiful
sponsored
by Procter & Gamble Co.. has received
his sixth medal for distinguished lifesaving services at his summer home
at City Island, New York.
BILL HENRY, former CBS foreign
correspondent, and currently heard on
CBS Pacific Coast stations in a series
sponsoi-ed by American Chicle Co.,
Long Island City, is substituting for
Hedda Hopper on her CBS program
for the California Fruit Growers Exchange. Henry is handling the program from Aug. 8 to Sept. 3 while
Miss Hopper vacations in Hawaii.
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RHONA LLOYD
YOUNG and fresh looking as a
college sional
senior,
although30 her
profescareer started
years
ago
at the age of 7, is Rhona Angela
Trevelyann Lloyd. Abandoning a
stage singing career in 1933, after
scoring on Broadway in Countess
Mcn-itza, she stai'ted in radio on
CBS and NBC with a vocal trio
called The Canadians. The trio disbanded, but Miss Lloyd remained
as a soloist. An advertiser admired
the quality of her speaking voice,
and thus she became a commentator
on a program called the Home
Forum Shoiv. In 1939 WFIL, Philadelphia, engaged her to go to
Washington for a color description
of Queen Elizabeth's garden party.
This Philadelphia
led to a daily Dairy
show onProducts
"WFIL
for
Co. which attracted the attention
of Fels Naptha Soap Co., and soon
Golden Bars of Melody was born
on WFIL and the Quaker Network.
Two sponsored across-the-board
shows, one 30 minutes and the other
15, is enough to keep anybody busy.
But Rhona Lloyd takes it in stride.
ELSIE DICK, formerly publicity director of the and
President's
Birthday staffs
Ball
Celebration
on the editorial
of House Beautiful and Harpers
Basaar, has joined the continuity staff
of WOR. New York, handling religious
and educational programs.
FRED DAIGER. formerly program
director of WSUN, St. Petersburg.
Fla.. has joined the production staff
of KYA, San Francisco.
SAM BALTER. Hollywood sports
commentator, portrays himself in the
Republic film, "The Pittsburgh Kid."
BILL MARSHALL, of NBC Hollywood music rights department, is to
lie
transferred
back to staff,
the network's
New York production
following
a three-week vacation.
BILL GRIFFIN, new to radio, has
joined the announcing staff of KVEC,
San Luis Obispo, Cal.
BILL JACKSON, sports announcer of
WBIG. Greensboro. N. C. has enlisted
in the Navy and has been assigned to
publicity work.
PVT. LOUIS E. MAHLA. formerly
news editor of WilRN. Marion. O.,
has been made associate editor of the
Camp Lee (Ya.) Traveler.
AL SAVAGE. CFRB, Toronto, m.c.
on Wrig'ley's Treasure Trail and British American
Oil Co.'s
B-A moving
Bandivayon,
will appear
in the
picture,
"Captains
of the Airport,
Clouds"
being produced
at Uplands
Ottawa.
BROADCASTING

CLINTON JONES, for the last tin. .
years associate editor, has been mail'
CBS Hollywood news editor. He su'
ceeds Nelson Pringle. now eommeni;
tor on the five-weekly quarter-hou
news program sponsored by Union 01
Co. on 3 CBS California stations.
Added to the network news staff are ^
John Reddy, formerly UP Spokane ^
manager,
Pat radio
O'Reilly
of the UP
Sacramento,and Cal.,
department.
HAL FIMBERG, Hollywood radiofilm writer, has been signed for the
weekly CBS Al Peurce Shoiv, which
resumes under sponsor.ship of R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes) in October.
HOWARD CULVER, announcer oi
KFRC, San Francisco, is the father
of a girl born recently.
BILL BROOK, formerly of WIBU.
Poynette, staff
Wis.,of has
joinedSheboygan.
the an^
uouncing
WHBL,
ADD PENFIELD, sports editor of
WPTF, rector Raleigh,
has beenatnamed
of sports publicity
Duke diU.
LEE STUART, of PhUadelphia, has
joined WFPG, Atlantic City, as continuity director.
ALLYN BROOK and Bob Carlyhhave joined the announcing staff of
WFPG. Atlantic City. Brook formerly
was with WSFA, Montgomery, Ala.
Carlyle is from Williamsport, Pa.
DON PRICE, newshaseditor
of WKBN.,'
Y'oungstown.
volunteered
service in the O..
Army. Will
Douglas, forof
the WKBN production staff, has been
drafted and will report Aug. 13 for
Army training.
JOHN LINDSEY, from WCSC.
Charleston, S. C, has been named program director of WGAC, Augusta.
Ga., succeeding John Watkins, resigned.
VICTOR
KGMB. to Honolulu, newsECKLAND,
editor, in addition
those
duties, has been appointed KMPC.
Beverly Hills,
respondent in Cal..
Hawaii.special staff corBILL ]MILLER, magazine editor of
the NBC press division. New York,
is back at his desk after a six-week
illness.
BAYLISS CORBETT has joined the
news staff of KXOK, St. Louis, replacing Tom Wolff, who has joined
the
bureau.St. Louis convention publicity
ABNER GEORGE, announcer of
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., has joined
the Army and is stationed at Fort
Snelling, Minn.
CLINT BUEHLMAN, WGR. Buffalo, was guest m.c. at CFRB, To-i
ronto.can Oilrecently
the British Ameri- ,
Co. JB-Aon Bandicagon.
JOHN RANDALL has joined the
news staff of WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
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en. Surles Named

Head

rmy Public Relations
RIG. GEN. Alexander D. Surles,
ow with the Armored Force at
ort Knox. Ky., last Tuesday was
ppointed by Secretary of War
jStimson as director of the Bureau
pf Public Relations of the War Department. He will fill the vacancy
created Aug. 1 by the transfer of
RIaj. Gen. Robert C. Richardson
ur., to Birmingham, Ala., to comtnand the Seventh Army Corps,
pen. Surles is expected to take over
Sis new assignment in Washington
londay, Aug. 11.
General Surles, who several
1,'ears ago served as chief of the
press branch of the War Departrnent, was born in Wisconsin on
Aug. ate14,
1886, Point,
and is being
a 1911'commisgraduof West
sioned a second lieutenant of cavalry. He was graduated from the
Cavalry School Advanced Course
:n 1924, from the Command & General Staff School. Fort Leavencvorth, Kan., in 1925, and from the
Army War College in 1935. He
F^'as named a temporary brigadier
"eneral Julv 10, 1941.
Donahoe Back at WSUN
iOWARD A. DOXAHOE received
:i royal welcome when he returned
lio WSUN, Petersburg, Fla., as
•rogram director after an absence
isf three years.
fMr. Donahoe has
J e e n associated
'vith the Fort In1 u s t r y stations
'or the last 10
."ears, serving as
orogram and proluction e X e c uive of WWVA,
f\' h e e 1 i n g, W.
■'a. ; WMMN,
Donahoe
'i' a i r m o n t, W.
i^a.; WLOK, Lima, 0.; WAGA.
'itlanta. ilr. Donahoe originated
md produced the WWVA Midnight
Hnnboree, which is now rounding
'lit
ninth year.
new first
proramits director
of The
WSUN
srved at that station in 19-37 while
n leave of absence from WLOK.
CCOUNTS of historic fires are
Jaatured in the weekly quarter"our, Great Fires of History, on
'-FI, Los Angeles, presented under
.uspices of the local fire departJient. John B. Fisher, currently a
];arvard student, writes and nara t e s the summer educational

The

Cliche

Takes

-By MAURICE

the

Air

CONDON-

Editor's Note — John Patt, manager of WGAR, Cleveland,
has issued a list of cliches ivhich occur so frequently in the
broadcast speech of announcers, as a guide to his staff men
of what is best avoided on the air. Following the example of
the humorist, Frank Sullivan, whose cliche dialogues have
appeared in the 'Neiv Yorker' we have expanded Mr. Patt's
list into a testimony between advance band announcers and
a mythical cliche expert, Mr. K. W. Amplistat.
Q. You, sir, announce dance band programs?
A. Yes, Mr. Amplistat.
Q. Do you find this a tedious occupation?
A. No, it is with the greatest of pleasure that I again present Herb
Haddock and his Merry Melodists.
Q. Is Mr. Haddock a congenial associate?
A. He is a genial young band leader, who is playing for happy dancers
nightly.
Q. I understand his current engagement is with the Whacko Club?
A. The gay, colorful and smartly appointed Whacko Club.
Q. Is the Whacko Club accessible?
A. It is just a five-minute drive from to\\Ti.
Q. What is the nature of Mr. Haddock's music?
A
He both
playsold the
favorites — Tin Pan Alley's latest hits —
melodies
and current
new.
Q. Are they performed in an ordinary fashion?
A. Certainly not. They are played in Herb Haddock's distinctive style.
Q. His arrangements are —
A. Smart.
music
is — manner.
AQ. His
In the
modern
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

His girl vocalist is —
Petite and charming.
male singer
—
AHisromantic
baritone.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

His rhythms are —
Toe-tickling.
His medlies are —
New arrangements of old favorites. Delightful potpourris.
His
ballads pleas.
are —
Romantic

NBC

MARKET?
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Rapp's
Ace tradiCONTRARY
to golfing
tions Manager Cy Rapp, of
KM A, Shenandoah, la., had
12 "^Aatnesses when he recently scored a hole-in-one on
the 171-yard second hole of
the local South Moreland
Country Club. And you
guessed it, the ball, now goldplated, reposes on the desk of
the proud Mr. Rapp.
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Q. If there is a sharp transition in the moods of succeeding compositions, you describe it as —
A. Going from the sublime to the ridiculous.
Q. At the conclusion of the broadcast you assure the public —
A. That it has been a pleasure to have presented Herb Haddock and
his Merry Melodists from the gay, colorful and smartly appointed
Whacko Club, just a five-minute drive from town.
Q. Thank you.
A. Oh, and Mr. Amplistat, there is never a cover charge at anj^ time.
New BMI Availabilities
BROADCAST MUSIC Inc. has secured the performance broadcasting
and television rights to the music of
L. H. Bulkier. .Jim Cornelius. Hollywood Hit Publishers. Musico and
Charles Rinker ^Music Co.. which is
immediately available to all BMI subscribers.
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Boise, Idaho's lorgest city and
home of KIDO's transmitter,
showed largest retail sales gain
of any Idaho city for first six
months of 1941. Gain of 14%
over 1940.
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Q; On what day of the week
are listening audiences
largest?
Q: On what day must listeners depend upon radio
alone for news?
On what day have most
big stories of World War
II broken?
Q: On what day is public
desire for news greatest?
Q: What's
of the
BEST
days foronenews
sponsorship?

JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE
Popular KMBC Neifsman
KMBC offers John Cameron
Swayze with six bang-up newscasts each Sunday — covering
every audience strata from 7:15
AM to 9:30 PM. Six audiencepulling shows at one low cost!
Ask Free & Peters, or KMBC, for
a complete presetitation on this
siveet-selling package. The survey figures ivill amaze you!

KMBC
or KANSAS
CITY
Free & Peters, Inc. CBS Bai&ic Network
Page 36
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BEST WISHES TO WISH, new Indianapolis regional
outlet on 1300 kc, which made its bow July 26 as an
NBC-Blue outlet, occupying ultra-modern studios covering the second floor of the Board of Trade Bldg.
This photo was taken in the main auditorium, which
seats 250, just prior to the grand opening and shows
(1 to r) : William W. Behrman, general manager; E. R.

Borroff, general sales manager, NBC western division;
Col. Roscoe Turner, famed aviator who conducts a
flying school in Indianapolis; Robert E. Bausman, commercial manager; C. Bruce McConnell, president of the
licensee corporation; A. R. Jones, vice-president; Miles
Reed, program director. At the piano is Mrs. Borroff.
The plant is RCA equipped throughout.

Support Grows for New Law
{Continued from page 26)
Congress not later than January 1, and, based upon this, determine what
1942, the steps taken and the policies future policies should be.
"In this connection it must be borne
adiipted by it to effectuate the purin mind that virtually all of the subposes of Section 303 (g) of the Comstantive provisions of the present law
munications Act of 1934, as amended,
are 14 years old. They were first
insofar as those purposes have applica- written
in the Radio Act of 1927, at
tion to the larger and more effective
use of radio by stations which are in- which time the radio industry was an
tended to and do communicate with infant industry and the knowledge of
the Congress was necessarily limited.
1934, when the present law was
the"In
public'
my judgment the Congress In
she mid review the facts and problems enacted, it did little more than to
iiii-ident to each of the foregoing sub- adopt then existing provisions of the
jects after the Commission has stated Radio Act of 1927. Many new probthem to us in their simplest terms.
lems have arisen and many old probThe bill which I have introduced relems have been given greater importance since any comprehensive at(luests the Commission to study and
tempt at legislation has been made in
report with recommendations on each
of these subjects. By this method I this field. I have attempted to direct
lielieve that the Congress can best the attention of the Congress to some
utilize the knowledge and experience of the most pressing and imnortant
problems in a manner in which I think
of the Commission and its personnel,
they can be most speedily and effectively dealt with."
Sanders Bill Analysis
Defense Work Brings
Business Boom to
A paragraph-by-paragraph analysis of the bill discloses that it
Wichita, Kansas
would set up a separate Division
of Public Communications of three
America's
"biggest
—
national
defense
— hasbusiness"
sent ecomembers, which would select its
nomic and physical Wichita sky- own chairman, to handle all matrocketing to new heights unparters pertaining to broadcasting.
alleled in the history of Kansas'
Then there would be a Division of
"Air tanCapital."
Wichita's
metropoliarea population now officially Private Communications, similarly
estimated at 140.000, is expected to
reach 160 to 200 thousand by 1942 if constituted, to handle common carrier activities. In this connection
present trends prevail.
the bill is identical with the White
That's
why
we
say
that
the
Wichita market is a must on the schedule measure. The chairman would be
of every national advertiser.
appointed by the President, and
And KFBI, the "pioneer voice of serve as executive officer.
Kansas,"
a good way to reach
The entire Commission would
the marketoffers
effectively.
have jurisdiction over adoption and

KFBI • WICHITA
5000 WATTS DAY • 1000 WATTS NITE
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promulgation of rules and regulations of general application, including procedural rules, assignment
of bands of frequencies for various
radio services, qualification and licensing of radio operators, selection and appointment of all officers
and employes, and generally over
all other matters with respect to
which authority is not otherwise
conferred by the other provisions
of the act.
The chairman of the Commission
would not serve as a member of
either division, except in case of a
vacancy or because of enforced
absence, when he temporarily
would serve on a division, with full
powers of a regular member for
that interim.
Section 4 of the Sanders bill;
would amend paragraph (a) of
Section 308, dealing with issuance
of licenses. Section 5 would amend
Section 309 of the existing act by
setting up an entire new procedure,
on interests of hearing, appeal and,
Section 6 would amend para
protest. (b) of Section 310, dealing
graph
with transfers, and specifies that no
license shall be transferred, as
signed or disposed of, voluntarily
or involutarily, except upon appli
cation to the Commission and upon
a finding it.by the Commission au
thorizing
The provisos in Section 7, com
prising an entire new section, would
require the Commission to make
specific studies and report to Con-/
gross. The first of these relates to
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PFREE O- PETERS, Inc., National Representaiives
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tlie power of the Commission to
ii-egulate contractual or other relaions between licensees of stations
nd networks or other organizaions, and strikes directly at the
etwork monopoly regulations,
hich precipitated such a furore
nd still are under negotiation.
Related to this also would be
ijrecommendations
the Comtnission on whetherfrom
or under
what
conditions Congress should provide
[for the licensing of networks. Such
ia move had been proposed by Presjident William S. Paley of CBS belifore the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, but was not subicribed to by the heads of other
networks.
Striking directly at the issue of
newspaper ownership, now under
nquiry by the Commission, the bill
isks the FCC to report by the July
t, 1942 date whether and on what
;erms Congress by statute should
redefine and fix the qualifications
Df station licensees. Contentions
lave been made repeatedly that the
ommission is without jurisdicion to discriminate between various classes of licensees.
Also bearing upon network ownrship of stations and operation of
ubsidiary companies, such as taint bureaus and transcription aduncts, is the fourth study on
vhich a report would be filed by
he July 1, 1942 date. This inquires
vhether and upon what conditions
Congress by statute should limit
he number of services which may
)e conducted by any network and
;he number of stations of any class
rvhich may be licensed to any netvork.
Then the Commission is asked to
eport not later than Jan. 1, 1942
he standards and principles adoptd by it relating to a fair and
tquitable distribution of facilities
imong the states and communities,
ogether with recommendations for
UTther legislation, if any. This
foes directly to the question of
lear channels and rural coverage,
tnother
of the FCC's many hot
ssues.
Television and FCC Aspects
Also due on Jan. 1, 1942 would
•e a report on what the commision has done to provide the "larger
.nd more effective use of radio by
tations". This relates to its reguation of television, FM and other

LALLY'S SUCCESS
Des Moines Baseball Series
-Brings Auto BusinessWITH automobile production to be
curtailed 50%, the fields of the
used car and auto repair-maintenance businesses will assume
greater importance as prospective
radio advertisers, it is believed.
Here is how one auto repair concern in Des Moines already is utilizing radio with smashing results.
At the beginning of the current
baseball season, Lally's Service
Inc. began a Behind Home Plate
series on KSO, Des Moines, conducted by Gene Shumate immediately after his play-by-play broadcasts of the baseball games each
afternoon. Program content is a
resume of all the day's ball scores,
ing. highlights of the day's playwith
Commercials on the program
stress Lally's complete auto service, pointing out the various specialized departments. As a special
giveaway offer, certain license numbers are chosen each day and the
owners of the cars possessing the
tags are given free services. Lally's in this way has succeeded in
bringing Des Moines motorists, as
well as those from the surrounding
towns of Ottumwa, Newton, Carroll, and others, to the garage, and
has greatly increased its business
through radio, KSO reports.
offshoots of broadcasting, likewise
under sharp criticism in recent
months.
Section 8 of the Sanders Bill
would amend the appellate provisions of the existing act and provide clear-cut procedure on litigation. It specifies to which courts
certain types of appeals may be
carried and spells out the precise
parties which can sue for judicial
relief, broadening the existing provision immeasurably by opening
appeals up to any person aggrieved
or whose interests are adversely
affected by any order of the Commission.
Contrary to recent actions of the
FCC, parties in interest would be
permitted to intervene upon proper
showing. Where the court reverses
the Commission not only on matters of law but on unsapported
fact or arbitrary or capricious action, the court's judgment would be
final, subject to Supreme Court re-

view. The Commission would be required to give effect to the court's
judgment upon the basis of proceedings already had and upon the
original record. This is in contrast
to current FCC procedure under
which it reopens the record for
taking of additional testimony and
in the final judgment usually decides cases the same way.
Section 9 of the Sanders Bill
covers rehearing and liberalizes
existing procedure. Section 10
specifies
"full and
fair hearing"
and
the amanner
in which
reports
shall be issued. Any final decision
order or requirement, it is stated,
must be accompanied by a "full
statement in writing of all the relevant facts, as well as conclusions
of law upon those facts".
UP Programs to Library
AT THE request of the New York
City Public library, a complete set
of the series of 20 transcribed radio
programs produced by United Press to
dramatize the coverage of news has
been included
in the
library's
scription files. The
discs,
suppliedtranby
UP to 370 stations, feature impressions by UP correspondents of major
developments in the war, together with
behind-the-scenes stories of bow news
is gathered
and transmitted
under wartime conditions.
UP also reports
that
its radio wire feature. Time Out,
which deals with human interest topics
rather than war news, is used regularly by 37% of its client stations,
with 20% reporting sponsorship of the
show.
WWNY, Watertown, N. T., 500-watt
daytime outlet on 1300 kc. has apthe FCC
time onplied to 790
kc. for 1,000 watts full-

Wadhams

Making

Plans

For WTMJ Sports Series
COMPLETED arrangements for
the broadcasting of sport events
this fall and winter on WTMJ,
Milwaukee, under the sponsorship
of Wadhams Oil Co., has been announced by the station v/hich claims
it to be the most extensive schedule
of sportscasts in its history.
Starting
continuing throughAug.
Nov. 2316,and
descriptions
of the entire 12-game schedule of
the Green Bay Packer professional football games will be carried.
Beginning Oct. 4 and continuing
for the following eight Saturdays
grid games of the U of Wisconsin will be broadcast by Wadhams. When basketball season
opens 11consingames
the U of
Wis-6
will be ofcarried,
Dec.
through March 7, as well as one
game of Marquette U on Dec. 31.
WLS Shows at Fairs
ANNUAL TOUR of the National
Bam Dance, heard on WLS, Chicago, Saturday nights, 7:30-12:00
p.m. (CDST), started Saturday,
Aug. 9, when the full cast appeared
at the Illinois State Fair in Springfield. The Barn Dance will appear
Aug. 16 at the Wisconsin State
Fair, Milwaukee, and on Aug. 30
at the Indiana State Fair in Indianapolis. The complete four and
a half hour show will be presented
at the three Fairs. The Dinnerbell
program, heard Monday through
Friday, 12:45-1:15 p.m., featuring
Arthur C. Page, associate editor of
Prairie Farmer, will be presented
from
booth atthethe Prairie
Fairs. Farmer-WLS

No Whales
in Tennessee...

It IS a whale of a story m T^A plows into a
$110,000,000 dam-building program . . . the nearby Aluminum Company doubles its plant size and personnel . . . and
defense industries work three shifts a day.
It's a whale of -a story . . . and a whale of a market, this TVArea.
And WNOX is your best harpoon!

Ralston Pui 'Day
Pep3i-Cola

CBS • 990 KC

\
C
)
A Scripps-Howard Radio Station Affiliated
With The Knoxville-News-Sentinel
KNOXYILLE - TENNESSEE

'nHHRTFORD
Rmericn's
Test
General Offices:
54 PrattCity
St., Hartford, Conn.
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KFRC
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BROADCASTING
WJJD, Chicago
Dave Miner Co., Chicago (music lessons),
5 t weekly, direct.
Travelers Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago,
3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
Parr Vitamin Co., Chicago, 7 sp, thru
United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
American Aircraft Institute, Chicago, 3
sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru M. A. Ring &
Co., Chicago.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York, 5 sp
weekly. 13 weeks, thru Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Fred J. Walsh Co., Chicago (real estate),
1 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Burton
Browne Inc., Chicago.
Star Pen Co., Chicago (Waltham Pens), 7
sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru United Adv.
Co., Chicago.

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
Dr. Swetts Root Beer Co.. New York (root
beer), 130 f, thru C. I. Miller Co., N. Y.
Megowen Educator Food Co., Lowell, Mass.
( crackers ) . 39 sa, thru J. W. Queen
Agency. Boston.
Foster-Milburn
Co., Broadcasting,
Buffalo (Doan'sN. pills),
104 t. thru Spot
Y.
Church
&
D
wight,
New
(Cow Smith,
Brand
Soda). 156 so., thruYoi-k
Brooke,
French & Dorrance. N. Y.
Cliquot Club Co.. Millis, Mass. (ginger
ale). 170 t, thru N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Carter tleProducts,
(Carter's
Liver Pills),New260York
t, thru
StreetLit-&
Finney, N. Y.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (laxative),
115 f, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Canada Dry Co.. New York (Spur), 260
t, thru J. M. Mathes, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart Soap ) , 52 f , thru Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp.. N. Y.
McFadden Publications. New York (True
Story magazine), 15 t, thru Arthur
Kudner Inc., N. Y.
KYW, Philadelphia
National Bakers' Service, Philadelphia
(Freihofer's
6 so.
weekly,
thru Hollywood
Richard A. Bread),
Foley, Philadelphia.
Iowa Soap Co., Burlington, N. J. (Miracle
soap), 6 sa weekly, thru James G. Lamb,
Philadelphia.
Mildine Corp., Philadelphia (All-Purpose
face cream), 6 sa weekly, direct.
Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo.
N. Y.& (Doan's
Pills), 3 t weekly,
thru Street
Finney,
N. Y.
Carnation Milk Co., Milwaukee (canned
milk), 4 t weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey,
N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Duz),
8 sa weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Wesson Oil Co.. New Orleans (cooking
oil), 6 sa weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
WFIL, Philadelphia
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Duz),
3 sa weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Chamberlain Aircraft Training Division.
Philadelphia (instruction), 8 sa weekly,
thru Stewart-Jordon Co., Philadelphia.
Morris Plan Bank, Philadelphia (personal
loans). 6 sp weekly, thru Philip Klein
Adv.. Philadelphia.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass. (proprietary), 10 ta weekly, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Biseeglia Bros., Philadelphia (Greystone
wines). 1? ta weekly, thru J. M. Korn
Adv., Philadelphia.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex), 2 t
weekly, thru Barton A. Stebbins Adv.,
Los Angeles.
CFRB, Toronto
Bromo Seltzer Ltd., Toronto, weekly sp,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
CFCF, Montreal
T. Eaton Co. Ltd., Montreal (chain depai'tment
direct.(deHenry
Morganstore)& ,Son5 spLtd.,weekly,
Montreal
partment store), 5 t weekly, direct.
KIDO, Boise, Ida.
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Angeles (White
King soap), 5 sp weekly, thru Raymond
R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
KOA, Denver
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Dash),
3 sa weekly, thru Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
N. Y., 4 sp weekly, thru Badger & Browning, Boston.
Kellogg Co., Battle C- sk (Pep), 10 sa
weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
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WGN, Chicago
Blue Moon Foods Inc., Thorp, Wis. (Bavarian cheese spreads), 6 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru H. B. LeQuatte Inc., N. Y.
Lever
Co., six
Cambridge
(SwanYoung
Soap),&
3 sa"Bros.
weekly,
weeks, thru
Rubicam, N. Y.
WROK, Rockford, 111.
Friendship Studios, Chicago, 13 sa, thru
Phil Gordon Agency, Chicago.
William Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, 13 t,
thru Arthur Meyerhoff Co., Chicago.
State of Wisconsin, Dept. of Agriculture,
Madison, 20 sa, direct.
Black Kow Bottling Co.. Chicago (Black
Kow). 17 sp. thru Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen-Finn. Chicago.
WEEI, Boston
J. L. Prescott Co., Passaic. N. J. (Dazzle
Bleach, etc.), sa series, thru Monroe F.
Dreher Inc., N. Y.
Shaler Co., Waupun, Wis. (Rislone motor
tuneup),
Chicago. sa series, thru Kirkgasser-Drew,
Eastern Steamship Lines, Boston, sa series,
thru N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, sa
series, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Howard Johnson Restaurants. Wollaston,
Mass.. 3 sa weekly, thru H. M. Frost
Co., Boston.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Soap), sa, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
WNAC, Boston
Manhattan Seap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 3 sp weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Forty Fathom Fisheries, Boston (packed
fish), 39 sa, thru Alley & Richards Co.,
Boston.
WIBG, Glenside, Pa.
Philco Dealers of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia (refrigerators), 750 sa, thru Julian
G. Pollock, Philadelphia.
Crawford Inc., Philadelphia (furriers), 39
sa, direct.
Liberty Title & Trust Co., Philadelphia
(savings), 120 sp, direct.
Biseeglia Bros., Philadelphia (Greystone
wines), 18 to weekly, for 13 weeks, thru
J. M. Korn Adv., Philadelphia.

11, 1941

WOR, New York
National Shoe Stores. New York, 6 so, sp
weekly, thru Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
Rockwood & Co., New York (chocolate
bits), 5 sp weekly, thru Federal Adv.
Agency,Co.,N. Burlington,
Y.
Maltex
Vt. (cereals). 6
so,
sp
weekly,
thru S. C. Croot Co.,
N. Y.
Quaker Oats Co. Chicago (dairy feeds),
weekly
Chicago. t, thru Sherman & Marquette,
Chatham Mfg. Co., New York (blankets),
5 sp weekly, thru M. H. Hackett, N. Y.
Bond Stores, New York (men's clothing),
7 sp weekly, thru NefE-Rogow, N. Y.
WQXR, New York
Botany Worsted Mills, Passaic (Botany
products), 2 sp, 3 sa weekly, thru A. J.
Silverstein, N. Y.
H. W. Hall, New York (furriers), 6 sp
weekly, thru Lester Harrison Associates,
N. Y.
Brett, Wyckoff, Potter & Hamilton, New
York (real estate), 5 sp weekly, thru
Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
WNEW, New York
p. Lorillard Co., New York (Old Gold),
6Mitchell,
s]) weekly,
N. Y.52 weeks, thru Lennen &
Salz Bros. Inc., New York (pens), 5 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru S. R. Leon Inc.,
N. Y.
WJZ, New York
Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Co.. Detroit (transportation), 8 sp, thru Ralph
L. Wolf & Assoc., Detroit.
WEAF,
Delehanty Institute,
ice trade school),
thru Devine Adv.

New York
New York (civil serv3 sp weekly, 39 weeks,
Agency, N. Y.

WABC, New York
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Chiclets-De^tyne) , 6 sn weekly, thru
Badger & Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Book House for Children. Chicago. 2 sa
weekly,
Chicago. thru Presba, Fellers & Presba,
WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Sterling Insiu'ance Co., Chicago, 6 sp
weekly, direct.
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp., Tulsa, 6
sp weekly
sas City. thru R. J. Potts & Co., KanRolls Camera Co., Chicago, 6 so weekly,
thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
WCBI, Columbus, Miss.
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis (feeds), 3
sp weekly, direct.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.
(tires), 30 sa, thru Sweeney & James
Co., Cleveland.
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta.
John H. Woodbury Co.. Cincinnati (soap),
26 .5a, thru Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne. Ind. (Pinex cold
remedy) , 220 sa, thru Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.

Takes

Over

Housewives'
Show
Protective League Program
Switches From KSFO
AFTER MORE than a jear on
KSFO, CBS affiliate in San Francisco, the Northern California edition of the Housewive's Protective
League has shifted to KFRC, San
Francisco, taking along with it
most of its participating sponsors.
The Housewives Protective
League program idea belongs to
Fletcher Wiley, who presents it
daily on KNX, Hollywood. Galen
Drake has been handling the San
Francisco edition.
Drake went over to KFRC to get
the show organized, then departed
for Hollywood, where he is to conduct the KNX edition for Wiley.
The latter, recently signed for exclusive sponsorship by Campbell
Soup Co., brought Drake to Hollywood. Succeeding Drake at San
Francisco is Paul Gibson.
The Housewives Protective
League is now heard as a participating feature Monday through
Friday on KFRC, 6:30-7 a.m.;
12:15-1:45 p.m., and 3:30-4 p.m.,
and
Saturdays,
8-8:30on a.m.
PST. 6:30-7 a.m. and
Testing Bureau
Unique feature of Housewives
Protective League is that all products seeking sponsorship must first
be passed by a testing bureau of
400 housewives. Samples of each
product are sent to a carefully selected group of 50 of those best
suited to pass judgment on the
particular article. They are asked
to use the product and express an
opinion as to whether or not it is
a good value for the price. If 80%
of the replies praise the item, the
advertising is accepted.
Among the major participating
sponsors are Standard Beverages
(Par-T-Pak), Par Soap Co., Southern Pacific Railway, Hale Bros. Department Stores, New Process
Laundry & Dry Cleaners.
To supplant the Housewives
Protective League, KSFO started a
similar program with feminine appeal, conducted by Gordon Owen.
Owen used to conduct a like program on KSL, Salt Lake City, and
more recently has been San Francisco representative for Radio Sales
Inc. The program, released several
times daily, likewise is sold on a
participating basis.
Welles Starts Sept. 15
LADY ESTHER, Chicago (cosmetics, toilet preparations), which
will star Orson Welles in a new
series of variety-drama programs
on 63 CBS stations Ilonday 1010:30 p.m. [Broadcasting, July
14], has announced the starting
date as Sept. 15. The show will
originate in Hollywood and will
have drama, comedy and music as
principal ingredients. It marks
Welles' return to radio after a year
in Hollywood producing motion,
pictures. Agency is Pedlar & Ryan.
New York.
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WOR
Shows Increased
Autumn Retail Business

4 Out of 5 Banks

HUBS AM & HORRMANN Brewing
k"o.,
H beer), onis
iusing New
threeYork
types(R of& programs
WOR. New York, to promote its beer.
The company has been sponsoring
Barrel of Fun, Thursdays 8:30-9 p.m.,
and I'ecently added participations in
Happy Jim Parsons, Tues., Weds, and
Thiirs., at 10.30
a.m. andd the
spotTune
announcements on Ramona
Twisters, Tues. and Thurs., 10:45
p.m. Agency is Samuel C. Croot Co.,
New York.
TRU-ADE Inc., Los Angeles (bever;ige). with local bottler tie-up, in a
two-mouth campaign which started
Aug. 4, is using daily participation
in
Xeivs While
It's InXews,
on WMAS,
Springfield,
Mass.
a similar
deal,
the tirm also is sponsoring daily participation in Happy Johnny on
WBAL, Baltimore. In addition, daily
transcribed announcements are being
used on WMAL-WRC, Washington,
1). C, with two per day on WSAV,
Savannah, Ga. Agency is Beaumont
jtS:
Hohman Inc.,
Los Angeles.
Schmeltzer
is account
executive.Robert
\pR. P. PHILLIPS CANNING Co.,
Prlaudo, Fla. (canned fruit juices),
on July 29 started Dr. Phillips Minstrel Man, five-minute live show featuring Will Aubrey, Tues., Thurs., Sat.,
pn KPO, San Francisco. Company has
been participating in Kay Cook's
Women's 9:30
Testing
and
Thurs.,
a.m. Bureau.
on KJR,Tues.
Seattle.
Agency is C. L. Miller Co.. New York.
FUHRMAN'S
Los isAngeles,
I late summer FURS.
campaign
currentlyin
ising daily spot announcements oil
;vFVD and KRKD. Los Angeles.
,'harles
Davis Adv., Los Angeles, has
he account.
3|;R0CERS packing Co., Los Aneles (packaged vegetables, dried
ruits), new to radio, on Aug. 4 startled 52-week daily participation in
^preali-fast
KFWB,
jfTollywood. at
FirmSardi's
is alsoonsponsoring
"iiwice-weekly participation in Homepiaker's
Club onJulyKH.J,
Los 13Angeles,
laving started
29 for
weeks.
The Mayers Co., Los Angeles, has the
recount.
_IUDSON'S BAY Co., Winnipeg (de"partment
store), has started
>f spot announcements
threea series
times
tally on CJRC, Winnipeg. Account
vas placed direct.
'VE
STERN
CANADIAN
Greyhound
jines,
Calgary,
Alta., has
started
wice-daily spot announcements on
light prairie province stations. Acwunt was placed by Stewart-Mclnosh Ltd., Calgary.
p Reserve

Your Copy of

|1941 Iowa

Radio

IHudience Survey
NOW
I Conducted by Dr. H. B. Summers of
I Kansas State College, the 1941
Iowa Radio Audience Survey is an
authoritative study . . tells virtually
everything you need to know about
Iowa and Middlewest radio listeners' habits . . furnishes a means
by which you can scientifically
check almost all your advertising
plans in this section.
Write for it. No cost or obligation.
Address Dept. B
SSTATION
WHO
i
DES MOINES, IOWA
8ROADCASTING

J. B. FUQUA, manager of
WGAG, Augusta, Ga., claims
a record for one hot July day
when he and his salesmen
sold schedules to four out of
five of the city's banlts. One
uses six five-minute newscasts and a 15-minute program weekly; another the
twice weekly Eyiemy Within
transcriptions; the third 52
fifteen-miinute musicals, and
the fourth a series of spots.
The total billings will run
$3,600.
FOX HEAD WAUKESHA Corp.,
Waukesha, Wis. (beer & ale), expects
to expandwaukeeits
distribution
into the
Miland other
midwestern
markets
in the near future. Company recently
renewed 13-week contracts in Chicago
for one-minute transcribed announcements six times a week on WJJD and
four times a week on WCFL. Agency
is Van Auken-Ragland, Chicago.
NOXZEMA CHEMICAL Co., Baltimore, which sponsored Battle of the
Boroughs on WABC. New York, until Aug. 2, is suspending the program
for five weeks, resuming it on WABC
Sept. 13. Programs will continue in
the fall. Saturdays, 9:45-10:15 p.m..
with the same format of matching
teams fromAgency
two isofRuthrauif
New York's
iive
boroughs.
& Ryan,
New York.
STATE OF COLORADO Dept. of
Revenue, Denver, in its tax-collecting
program, used five announcements the
week of July 24 on KOA, Denver,
placed through Max Goldberg Adv.
Agency,
Denver.
Intermountain
Travelers Assn..
to promote
its convention,
also bought spots that week on the
same station.
CATELLI FOOD PRODUCTS Ltd..
Montreal (macaroni), on Aug. 5
started a series of spot announcements
four times weekly on CFCN, Calgary ;
CJCA. Edmonton; CKY, Winnipeg;
CKCK. Regina; CFQC, Saskatoon,
Sask. Account was placed bv E. W.
Reynolds & Co. Ltd., Toronto.
ELSTER HARDWARE & REFRIGERATION Co., Los Angeles (ice
boxes), new to radio, in a 13-week
Southern California campaign starting .July
usingKFWB
4S spot
ments26weeklvis on
; 12announceeach on
KRKD, KIEV and 7 on KMPC.
Agency is Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
SCHOENFELDS'.
furniture
store,
for its KIROSeattle
program
has
signed wood
Bobentertainer,
Mayberry,
former
Hollyfor three mornings
a week of his A Word to The Wives.
The 15-minute program combines
songs, piano selections, and household
shortcuts.

NBC-BLUE program. Best of the
Week, which features the best tune,
best Hollywood news, best experience,
best enceoddity
and best
of the week,
is nowdraftee
heard experion the
Monday evening English Hour, shortwaved to Latin
on NBC's internationalAmerica
station, WRCA.

MORE THAN doubling its previous autumn record for retail business, WOR, New York, last week
reached a new high retail mark
with two new contracts and four
renewals. New contracts were from
the National Shoe Stores for participation onEmil
WOR's
Uncle
show, through
Mogul
Co., Don
and
from the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
for spots on the Happy Jim Parsons program to promote peaches,
through Paris & Peart.
Bond Stores renewed for three
programs, participations on John
Gambling's early morning Musical
Clock, Frank Singiser's news,
12:45-1 p.m. on Sundays, and
Arthur Hale's Confidentially Yo2irs,
thrice-weekly at 7:15 p.m. Both
I. J. Fox and the Pep Boys, auto
accessories chain, renewed for announcements on the WOR all-night
show, Moonlight Saving Time.
Stevens Replaces Baiter
JACK STEVENS replaced Sam
Baiter in handling the Inside of
Sports program for Bayuk Cigars
Inc., Philadelphia, on Aug. 5, when
the program shifted its origination
from the West Coast to WFIL,
Philadelphia, over an expanded
MBS network. It is understood that
Baiter and Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia agency handling the account, were at differences over the
origination point for the broadcast.
Stevens had been handling the
show for the cigar concern on the
Yankee Network in New England.
White Tailors Now On WFIL
P. B. WHITE & Co., Philadelphia
tailoring firm which has a suit pending against WIP, Philadelphia, over
alleged breach of contract in cancelling
its radio contract, will return to local
radio Sept. 1 on WFIL. Until several
months ago, when it terminated its
For Men Only series on WIP after
five years, radio has been the only
medium used by the sponsor. Handled
through Harry Feigenbaum Agency.
Philadelphia, the White firm contracted
for a year
for toonebe hour
of popular
recorded music
sponsored
nightly.
Monday through Saturdays, at 11
p.m., on WFIL. WIP cancelled its
contract with the tailoring concern
shortly after linking with Mutual network. While its contract with the station was cancellable, the sponsor alleges that the cancellation notice was
not issued in conformity with terms of
the agreement.
Brazil Salute Recordings
NBC has formation
supplied
InBureau intheNewBrazilian
York with
10
recordings
of the
network's
salute
to Brazil
on one
of the
Good Neighbors broadcasts, heard on NBC-Red
each Thursday evening. Bureau Chief
Silva sent one record to President
Vargas,
one toto Radio
ForeignDirector
MinisterBarata,
Arauha and one
retaining seven discs as a circulating
library to be loaned to schools, clubs
and other organizations
formation about Brazil. asking for in-
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Of the 50 New England Cities and Towns
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no Daily Newspaper.
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ILLINOIS?
For a big chunk
of it, use the
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50,000 WATTS - CBS
425,683 Listening Families*

SH

REVEPORT

LOUISIANA
Dominant Coverage in
the Central Southwest
Branham Co. - Representatives
*CBS Audit of .Nighttime Coverage

I
J
J
J

Serving
Canada's
Rich
Pacific Coast Area, with
Bonus Coverage of Northern U. S. Points. See any
I J. H. McGillvra office, or,
I in Canada, H. N. Stovin.
I

CJOR

^ Vancouver— Canada
^ 1000 Watts 600 KC
^
National Representatives
f
J. H. McGillvra (U. S.)
I H. N. Stovin (In Canada)

You Can Dominate the
0.maha_Great

PROF. ABBOT'S GRADS
Michigan Radio Classes
Are Well Represented
PROF. WALDO ABBOT, who installed and directs the radio classes
at the U of Michigan and who is
author of the standard text Handbook of Broadcasting, taking notice
of the crop of U of Iowa students
going into radio [BROADCASTING,
July 14], challenges any other institution toproduce a bigger list of
graduates than those of the Ann
Arbor institution who are now with
broadcasting stations.
Michigan graduates now professionally employed at stations
are :
Peter Antonelli, WJLS. Beckley, W. Va.
Howard
staff. Bressler Barnes, CBS production
Rowland Barbour, KVSF, Santa Fe, N. M.
James Britt, Yankee Network director of
sports.
Charles
Mich. Bowen. WSOO, Sault Ste. Marie,
Dorothy Caughey. WOKO, Albany. N Y
Merle Clarke. WSAM, Saginaw, Mich.
Don Chown, WJR. Detroit,
Mich.
W. Mich.
Fritz DeFries, WHLS, Port Huron,
Geraldin
director.e Elliott, WJR. Detroit, program
Steve Filipiak, WIBM. Jackson, Mich.
Frank
Mich. Firnschild, WSOO, Sault St. Marie
Jack Gelder, WJLS, Beckley, W Va
Sylvia Goldstein, WKST, New Castle, Pa
Ted Grace, WJR. Detroit.
Joe Graham, WENY. Elmira, N Y
Robert Hite, KWK. St. Louis.
Mort Jampel, WSOO, Sault St. Marie. Mich
Hazel Johnson. WNBF, Binghamt
on, N. Y
City. Landwehr Landers, WAAT,
Ruth
Jersev
Bob Lewis, WTRY, Troy. N. Y.
Charles Livingston. WXYZ, Detroit
Dorothy Lull, WAPI, Birmingham.
Ted Mattson, WTOL, Toledo.
Morris Mazer, WOOD, Grand Rapids
Jack McCarthy, WXYZ, Detroit
Carl Nelson, WTOL, Toledo.
Esther Nelson, WRUL. Boston
Ward Quail. WGN, Chicago.
Caroline Rayburn. WJR, Detroit.
William
Army) . Rice, WJLB, Detroit (now in
Jean Ruth, WHAT, Philadelphia.
Jerry
Mich.Schlafander, WSOO, Sault St. Marie
Fred Shaffmaster. WSAM. Saginaw, Mich
§ Stewart Sheill, WSAM, Saginaw, Mich
Slade, W45D (FM), Detroit
§ Richard
Harman
Stevens, WHLS, Port Huron
Mich.
§
Sidney Tremble, KSAL, Salina, Kan
Myron Wallace, WXYZ, Detroit.
§ Theo
N. C.Holloman Whitted, WDNC, Durham
§
Maryland Wilson. WFBC. Greenville, S, C
David Zimmerman, WWJ, Detroit.
§ Jack Zuideveld, WKZO, Kalamazoo
, Mich.
In addition, former Michigan radio
speech students now in various positions
I where they use their microphone training
include: Elizabeth Adams, teacher. Bob
Jones College: Stuart Churchill, Fred
Orchestra;
Walter
| Waring's
Thompson Co., New Doris
York: Ferry,
DonaldJ. Hargis.
| U of Oregon; Charles Harrell, Library of
: Ernie Jones, McManus, John &
^ Congress Detroit;
E. A. Mcfail. U of De§ Adams, troit;
Sylvan Simon, director, MGM,
Hollywood;
Margaret
Soenksen, McCann
§ Erickson, Detroit ; Cadwell
Swanson, J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York; Jerome
Weisner, Library of Congress; Alton
Williams. U of Richmond.
AXTICIPATIXG the juvenile market
for Christmas, Kasper-Gordon Inc.,
Boston, is now releasing three juvenile
serials for department and other stores
— Santa's venturMagic
Christmas
Tree, and
Ades in Christmas
Tree Grove
Around the World With Santa Claus.

To Conserve Gas
REMOTE crews of WPID,
Petersbui-g, Va., will travel
to and from pickup points in
one vehicle to conserve gasoline, according to Lee Chadwick, manager of the station.
In the past, the engineer, announcer and production man
often have used three separate vehicles where only one
was actually required. If the
current gasoline shortage
continues into the Fall, remote football crews will
travel by train instead of
auto, Chadwick said. Last
year WPID football crews
covered
more than 1,000
miles.

Dr. Dunn

Named

Civilian

Aide to Gen. Mauborgne
DR. LAWRENCE J. DUNN, of
Brooklyn, has been named civilian
representative to aid Major General J. O. Mauborgne, chief signal
officer of the Army, in coordinating
the work of 2,400 Army amateur
radio operators affiliated with the
Signal Corps.
At present amateurs are transmitting many messages for the
Army as training for the voluntary Civilian Defense work they
may perform during emergencies.
Dr. Dunn will be adviser to the
chief signal officer on all matters
affecting these amateurs and will
work with corps area radio aides
in promoting interest by civilian
amateurs as well as assist the amateur liaison officer of the Signal
Corps, Major David Talley. Dr.
Dunn will retain his civilian status
and will receive no compensation.
Dr. Dunn has long been interestea
in amateur radio and served as a
major in the Signal Corps in
World War I.
More Signed By ABTU,
Technicians Available
RUSS RENNAKER, manager of
the Associated Broadcast Technicians Unit of IBEW, reports the
signing of five agreements on a
Midwest trip— KSO and KRNT,
Des Moines; WMT, Cedar Rapids;
WHBF, Rock Island; WAAF, Chicago. Negotiations are still in progress with KSTP, St. Paul, and
WEBC, Duluth. Agreements also
have been signed with WRUL,
Boston, and WINS, New York.
President Charles Warriner of
Local 1220, Chicago, reports that
in spite of recent reports that a
shortage of technicians exist, his
union is able to supply qualified
men to stations.
NLRB petitions for representation at WPAT, Paterson, N. J.,
and WBYN, New York, are reported to have been withdrawn by
the American Communications
Assn. (CIO) and negotiations are
in progress at both stations with
representatives of the ABTU.

CONTRO
ROOM
LOUIS McCOMAS YOUNG, chieengineer of KMOX, St. Louis, w&
ordered Aug. 6 to active duty as :
major in the Air Corps stationed a
Wright Field, Dayton, O.
CHARLES GIBBS, formerly chic
engineer of WGTC. Greenville, N. C.
has joined WSAZ, Huntington, W
Va., supervising construction of ne\
transmitter HACKBARTH,
and towers.
HAROLD
transmit '
ter engineer of WHBL, Sheboygan
recently.
Wis., is the father of a girl, bon
KENNETH OLSON, formerlv chi<
engineer of KORX. Fremont. Neb,
has joined the engineering staff <<
KMA, Shenandoah. la.
THOMAS PRICE, recent graduate
the National Television Institute
Kansas City, has joined the engineei
ing staff of WKBN. Youngstown. (\
D. D. KAHLE. studi > engineer o
KOA. Denver, and Mrs. Kahle af
parents of a daughter, born in July.
WILLIAM KUMPFER has been pr..
moted to studio engineer of KOA
Denver, succeeding Bill Williams, as
signed to NBC Hollywood.
LEO SHEPARD, KNX, Hollywoodmaintenance
the fathe'-'j
of a 7 lb. boy engineer,
born July is
29.
JACK JOPLIN has been named chie
engineer of WGAC, Augusta, Ga., suc'
ceeding Merrill Prince, who has bee
drafted and assigned to the engineer
ing corps at Fort Belvoir, Va.
WRDW

Staff Institute*

Group Defense Savings
GROUP savings to encourage thi
purchase of U. S. Defense Saving:
bonds has become a 100% reality
ing WRDW,
to W. R. Augusta,
Ringson, manager.
at
Ga., accord"
The whole 14 of WRDW's em
ployes, Mr. Ringson said, havi
voluntarily agreed to have the sta
tion deduct a certain amount eacl; :
week from their paychecks. Whei
an amount sufficient to purchase i
bond
has been
accumulated
by ai,'
individual,
the station
purchases
i
in the name of the employe. Mr
Ringson also declared that the sun!
involved is left entirely up to thtindividual and that the movemem
was
outgrowth
of the speaker^jj^:
station'n
close ancontact
with public
who had made WRDW more con
scious of the necessity for cooper
atin,:^ in national defense.

^^^^^

When you see the
Above Coat of Arms
You Think of Nova Scotia
When You Think of
Nova Scotia
You Must Think of
CHNS

590 KC.

Oo the n£D Network
5000 WATTS DAY 6r NIGHT

L ^

WIN
WINX
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Own
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Washington's
WASHING
WASHINGTON WITH WINX
BUILDING

• WASHINGTON,

D. C.
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i

The Key Station of the
Maritimes at Halifax
Kep: WEED
• Broadcast

& CO.

Advertising y

Muzak

Forecasts

FM
'Subscribers'
Sees 10% of N. Y. Population
Paying $2.50 Per Month
MUZAK Corp., New York, expects
10% of that city's population to
apply for its non-commercial FM
program service when it starts
early next year at a maximum rate
of $2.50 per month, according to a
statement by Waddill Catchings,
Muzak president. Company, for
some years engaged in supplying
advertisingless musical programs
by wire to hotels, restaurants,
apartment buildings etc., was recently granted a permit to construct an FM station (117.65 mc.)
in New York by the FCC. Although
the programs will be broadcast,
Muzak plans to restrict reception
to subscribers by sending a disHcordant noise along with the proijgram which can be tuned out only
[with the special Muzak receiver
i[BROADCASTING, July 7].
'j Citing a statement of the NAB
jjthat advertising on the air is justified because of the high quality of
pntertainment it allows the broad[^jtasting industry, Mr. Catchings
[declared :
i, "Muzak, which is now furnishing programs to hotels, restau[irants and defense industries, can
^ive just as high quality entertainpient to its home subscribers.
|( cj Everything But Commercials
"We expect 109c of the popula'pion of New York City to apply for
^bur FM
service," he declared,
'whether or not they are radio set
owners. Our programs
can be
;tandby programs, supplementing
j:he big commercial programs on
:he air. Enough subscribers paying
he nominal fee we plan to charge
J.vill enable us to supply music,
s 3(iews broadcasts, dramatic programs (including live talent
kvherever desirable) — everything,
in short, that radio provides, ex^ ^3ept commercials."
•J Muzak patents will also be availible to others desiring to operate a
:ompeting service. "We have agreed
vith the Commission to make our
latent available", Mr. Catchings
iaid. "Purpose of the patent is to
nake sure that only those who sub-

'Ar-r-k! better spot WFDF Flint
Michigan! ar-r-k! so the old buzard will get results!"
i»l8ROADCASTING

scribe to the service receive it.
Thus we avoid 'bootlegging.' This is
a technical aspect of transmission
and does not concern a subscriber
to Success
the service."
or failure of the Muzak
experiment will depend on the public's willingness to pay the fee that
would warrant furnishing such a
service. "Purpose of the experiment," according to a statement
issued by the company in applying
to the FCC for permission to construct the FM station, "is to determine whether the public or a sufficiently large portion of the public would prefer to obtain radio
programs by direct payment for
the service."
Navy

Will

Expand

Radio Department
WITH naval communications traffic
increasing rapidly. Secretary of
the Navy Frank Knox recently
announced expansion of facilities
to meet the increased load. Secretary Knox also indicated that plans
are under way to increase materially the size of the Naval Communication Reserve and to train
reserve officers and enlised radiomen and signalmen in increasing
numbers.
According to Navy figures,
nearly 300% increase in traffic has
been handled in the last 2% years.
Total average daily messages increased from 1,534 during the early
part of 1939 to 4,518 on July 1,
1941 — with a corresponding wordage increase from 98,402 to 156,864,
it was stated. To relieve the growing load on official naval radio facilities, much of this traffic has
been diverted to wire lines and the
telephone and telegraph services,
the Navy Department commented.
Since 1939 radio personnel of the
Navy has more than doubled, it
was indicated, with 1,350 officers
performing communication duty
now, as against 700 in 1939; 9,200
radiomen against 4,600 and 3,150
signalmen against 1,400. Of the
903 officers on the rolls of the Naval
Communication Reserve, 653 are on
active duty, along with 5,277 of the
7,000 enlised men. It is anticipated
that 1,700 reserve communication
officers will be required, and a procurement program is in progress to
provide this number, with still
further increases foreseen.
The Navy Department also
lauded the work of the Defense
Communications Board, headed by
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, declaring that DCB's "vast
effort" would be justified, if only
for its development of prospective
plans for using Governmental and
commercial communication facilities to supplement the purely military communication services and
for the alternate routing of traffic
to meet essential commercial requirements should normal routes
fail to function.
Kornheiser Heads Radio Tunes
PHIL KORNHEISER, for 20 years
general manager of Leo Feist Inc..
and more recently serving as a consultant to Merritt Tompkins, vicepresident and general manager of
Broadcast Music Inc., has been named
general manager of Radio Tunes Inc..
BMI subsidiary organized to publish
and promote
music [Broadcasting, Julypopular
14].
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BOND

Advertising

CONTRACT for 111 hours of time
on KGKO, Fort Worth-Dallas, is
signed by Wright Titus (seated),
president of the City National Life
Insurance Co. of Dallas. Offering
the pen is Ed Bryant, KGKO sales
representative, while looking on is
Alex Keese, manager of WFAAKGKO. The contract for 260 quarter-hour programs and 52 halfhour programs on KGKO marks
the first use of radio by the insurance company. Couchman Adv.
Agency, Dallas, is agency.
NBC

Video and FM

ON Sept.in 10,
NBC's
station
NewW2XWG,
York, will
drop FM
its
summer schedule of experimental
broadcasts from 3 to 11 p.m., Monday through Friday, and revert to
its original broadcasting schedule
of Wednesday through Saturday.
It is expected that the operating
schedule
WNBT,willthesimilarly
network'sbe
television ofstation,
altered at the same date, inaugurating weekend telecasts with the end
of the summer season. NBC has
regularly coordinated its FM and
television program services to
avoid unnecessary duplication of
technical personnel.

RADIO

BURGEONS

Drops Radio 'Til Stocks
Can Be Replenished —
BOND CLOTHING Co., Philadelphia,
clothing
recently men's
cancelled
its radiochain,
contract
with KYW, Philadelphia, under
unusual
It results
wasn't
that radio circumstances.
failed to produce
t\ r the sponsor. Rather, according
to A. L. Petrie, manager of the
local Bond store, it was because radio was too fruitful.
Attributing the results entirely
to radio, Mr. Petrie explained that
the store has sold out practically
its entire stock and it would be
necessary to go olT the air in order
to reduce the traffic of customers
whose needs the concern is unable
to meet at the moment.
"There is no sense in advertising," said Mr. Petrie, "when we
have
nothing
to sell."
Petrieto
said that
the store
would Mr.
return
the radio in the Fall, with stock replenished. Bond Clothes participated in the KYW Musical Clock
each morning for a quarter-hour.
MBS

Includes FM

CURRENT issue of the MBS program folio lists FM stations carrying Mutual network programs
along with regular Mutual affiliates, marking the first time a major
network has tied in FM outlets
with its
listings.owned
FM stationsaffiliate
include W71NY,
by
WOR, Mutual New York affiliate;
W43B, Boston, W39B, Boston, and
W47A, Albany.
Network Lists FM
FREQUENCY modulation stations
carrying MBS network programs are
listed along with regular Mutual affiliates in the current issue of the netThe new
marks work's
the progiam
first folio.
time that
any listing
major
network has tied in FM outlets with
regular affiliated listings. First FM
stations to be so included are the
WOR-owned W71NY, New York;
W43B. Boston; W.39B, Boston;
W47A, Albany.

ENGINEERING
LABS.,
Ot^W
Long Island C i t y , N . Y.
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Larger
WDSU
NEW

5000

Park

WATTS

Day and Night
WEED AND COMPANY
National Representatives
New York • Detroit • Chicago
San Francisco

5000
WATTS
at 570

kc.

COMBINATION''.

BUY LOS ANGELES' FIRST;
CHOICE TO SELL THE
NATION'S THIRD MARKET i
Los Angeles is the nation's
third largest market. To sell
this market buy KHJ, the
radio station that leads all
other Los Angeles network
stations in sales by more than
two to one.
MUTUAL
DON LEE
KHJ
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

nnn

H'B'C BLUE
Your greatest opportur>ities are open
in Jacksonville over WJHP. Try and
be convinced.
K C WUU. It, COBni MM>tti
VH. L DOMUL Hp. M '
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Lake

Gains

JBy JULIAN NORTON
General Manager,
Lake Compounce, Bristol, Conn.
A FEW WEEKS ago our amusement park renewed a contract for
the 1941 season with WDRC, Hartford, which called for the heaviest
radio appropriation in our advertising history.
Ours is almost wholly a spring,
summer and early fall business.
That's when peoplf go to an
amusement park to dance, to ride
the roller coaster, the speed-boats,
the scooters, the play automobiles,
and to swim, bowl, have picnics,
and frequent the shooting galleries.
That's when they come to be
amused, to have dinner parties, to
eat ice cream, and other refreshments. We appeal to the great middle class, and those under and over
— in other words, almost everybody.
It Worked in 1940
How could we bring to this great
middle class population what we
have to offer? How could we tell
them that Lake Compounce, in the
heart of Connecticut, was just what
they ordered if they wanted to have
fun?
The answer, of course, was radio.
We tried it hard in 1940, exclusively over WDRC. It worked. We
had the second best year in our
96-year history. It worked so well
we're back on WDRC again this
year with our greatest radio appropriation. And we're on our way
to a banner year, probably our
best.
The crowds are bigger than
we've ever had before, and they're
spending more money. The response
from our radio advertising has been
excellent, and we feel radio is doing
us a lot of good. Naturally, we're
more than pleased with our results,
and our experience with WDRC has
been over a period of 11 years.
We have a planned schedule over
WDRC. One of the programs we
sponsor is a street interview broadcast, which we believe has a tremendous audience — a type of program which the whole family listens to. That's what we want, whole
families. And they come out here
to picnic and to play.
Then we sponsor the popular Saturday Strictly Swing Club show,
which has more than 13,000 members. Here our appeal is to the music lovers, the swingsters, the dancers. Each week we have a name
band at Lake Compounce, and attendance isalways high after sharp
plugging on the radio.
On two other days we have special spots on WDRC calling attention to the attractions at the park,
and inviting all comers. The spots
and programs begin on Wednesday,
and from then on through Sunday

11, 1941

Compounce
getting people from
newspaper advertising
Our advertising on
been well repaid. Radio

Radio Is Responsible
For Amusement

ORLEANS

soon will be

Crowds

places oui
never hits.
WDRC ha;
advertisini

is really
a niceOur
asset
for us — lim
it':
good
business.
particular
of business works in very well wit^^
radio, which reaches just the typi
of person we desire to attract.
An average Sunday will fin^
more than 10,000 persons at th<
lake, and a good Sunday will se<
more than 15,000. On holidays, lik(
July they
4, we'll
25,000back,
to 30,000
And
keep get
coming
bring
ing new faces with them all th(
time.
SIGNING A REVIEW for the 1941
season is Julian Norton, general
manager of Lake Compounce, Bristol, Conn., with officials of WDRC,
Hartford. Left to right are WDRC
Salesman J. Erie Williams, Mr.
Norton, and WDRC Commercial
Manager William F. Malo.
Show Won't Go On
WWL, New Orleans, made
special arrangements to carry
a broadcast by the winner of
the band contest held as part
of the International Lions
Convention late in July.
Everything was set. The
Parkersburg, W. Va., High
School Band was present,
special lines strung, special
engineer on hand. But as
broadcast time approached,
the
hadn'tpleading
shown.
And bandleader
despite frantic
and cajoling all 105 members
of the band refused to play
a note without their leader —
he didn't appear, and the
show had to be cancelled.
there is mention of Lake Compounce every day in some manner.
Our biggest crowds, of course, come
on week ends and our radio advertising is arranged to keep the name
of the park out in front during
that period.
They Hear About It
We feel that young people, especially working people, listen to radio a great deal, and pay more attention to the advertising than they
would if they read it in the newspapers. They don't read the papers
very
carefully.
don't notice
the ads,
unless They
they want
to go
some place and then they go looking for it.
But when they're listening to a
favorite program on the radio, they
also listen to the announcer — and
that's where Lake Compounce
comes in.
Radio definitely impresses Lake
Compounce on their memories. They
hear about it, again and again.
And then when they think of some
place to go. Lake Compounce jumps
to their minds.
We've been getting some huge
crowds this year. Business is better, and the people are spending
more. We know radio is responsible
for this attendance, because we're
BROADCASTING

Our WDRC set-up is extremelj
satisfying to us, or we wouldn'l
be doing it. We're grateful for th(
cooperation of the station's program department, and to Commer
cial Manager Bill Malo and Sales
man Eric Williams, who handles
our account for the station.
All in all, we're tickled about th(
way radio is working for us. Whc
wouldn't
roll in! be ; watching those crowds
Student Exchange Series
To Be Started Aug. 15
FIRST student
exchange
between
North and
South progranAmerica
has been arranged by the Par
American department of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System
New York, for shortwave Aug. 11
at 7:30tionalp.m.
NBC's
stations, on
WRCA
and internaWNBI
The quarter-hour program in Portuguese will salute the U of Sac
Paulo, Brazil, as the first Soutt
American member of IBS. At the
completion of the United States
program,
the University will answer in English.
At intervals of two weeks during
August and September, the series
will continue, the second program
scheduled for Aug. 29, when IBS
salutes the National University oi
Bogota, Columbia, for its progress
in technical and scientific education.
Each program is a cooperative
venture between the students ot
the two nations and is prepared
with university authorities in
South America. Besides the series
of exchange programs, the IBS
Pan-American Department is producing a series of America Folk
Music programs with the Library
of Congress for broadcast on
WRUL, Boston station of the World
Wide Broadcast Foundation.
McBride on WEAF
MARY MARGARET McBRIDE,
who for seven years as Martha
Deane,
conducted
one of radio's
most
successful
participating
shows
for women on WOR, New York,
starting Sept. 2 will bring the same
type of program back to the air on
WEAF, 1:45 p.m. EDST, Monday
thru Friday. Since leaving WOR,
Miss McBride has conducted a Column of the Air on CBS for the
Florida Citrus Commission, on a'
sustaining basis and under sponYork.
sorship of Bohack Stores, New
• Broadcast

Advertising

Here's what you buy when
space in broadcasting.
. . . because

^ You huy the all-radio medium

broadcasting

radio. |f You

you say "yes" to advertising

is 100%

radio, nothing

buy prestige . . . because

prestige medium.
85%

of broadcasting's

blanket

coverage
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you're using a

]\ You buy tested advertising power

because

cHents renew.

of clients and

Completely

blankets

but

prospects

. . .

|[ You buy

. . . because

national

radio adver-

tisers and their advertising agencies. ^ You buy economical advertising . . . because
increased
20%.

400%

broadcasting's

circulation has

in 10 years, but its advertising rates only

j| You buy the No. 1 Advertising Choice . . . because
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is first in the trade paper reading

ences of advertising

agency

executives

and

prefernational

radio advertisers. ^ Isn't that 50,000 watts of advertising
space for your money?
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Defense

Shows

Use 226

Hours of NBC, CBS Time
NBC AND CBS have announced
the total number of broadcasts
they had devoted to national defense during the first six months
of 1941. NBC-Blue and Red, from
Jan. 1 to July 12, totalled 124
hours and 38 minutes devoted to
defense programs, with an additional 49 hours and 6 minutes devoted to controversial programs
dealing directly with that subject,
the latter including roundtables,
debates and speeches. These totals
do not include spot announcements
for Treasury Bonds, USO and similar projects.
CBS reported that it carried 271
broadcasts dealing with national
defense, or a total of 101 hours
and 38 minutes. As in the case of
NBC, the CBS figures do not include spot announcements for various defense service organizations.
Accused
A
in
to
0.

WOMAN'S SCREAM, not
the script, was heard coast
coast on a recent Famous
Henry Jury Trials broadcast, on NBC-Blue. The
scroam pierced the air when
a feminine member of the
studio audience became so excited for fear the murderer
would not be convicted, that
she shrieked lustily, "He's the
one! That's the man who did
the murder!"

5,000
richly laden
watts, night
and day, serving the
Magicest andCircle,
richmost the
populous
area in all the southeast!
^ EDNEY
^fi»> RIDGE
Columbia Broadcasting
^.
56- DIRECTOR
System affiliate.

FCC
'REVERBERATION

WBIC
CREENy-BORO, M.C.
CEO.P.HOLLINCBERr
■ •O., NAT. RE R
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SYNTHESIZER'

Dr. Goldsmith's System Creates Illusion of Small Room
Or Giant Auditorium By Mixing Sounds
AN INVENTION which may save Goldsmith. "Radio stations can
broadcasters the expense of studio have most urograms eminating
duplication or auditorium rental from the same studio. Natural conditions can be more easily and
has been under experiment for some
time in New expeditiously simulated. Suppose a
York. Able to character in a radio drama walks
s i m u 1 a t e any from a crowded room to the cellar
form of accousti- of the house. The full sounds of the
cal surroundings room to the hollow sound of the
by the control of empty basement is a matter of a
reverberatwist
of the switch."
In addition.
Dr. Goldsmith looks
tions, edthesystem
perfectcan to the day when all receiving sets
give the illusion in the home will have a "synthetic
of a crowded
reverberator". In that way each
small room or the listener could suit the surroundDr. Goldsmith
ings of a program to his taste. He
empty hollowness
of a tremendous cathedral. It adds might want to feel that certain
a "third dimension" to broadcast- organ music is coming from a treing or receiving, according to its
mendous chapel or a musical program from a symphony hall. With
inventor. Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith,
attachment, the transforNew Yoi'k consulting engineer and the new mation
would be easy. Examples
onetime chief engineer of RCA.
Working on the principle that could be increased a hundredfold,
reverberation puts the accoustical not forgetting the comic effects
that might be obtained by such a
surroundings into all sounds — a
small room sounds like a small procedure as making echoes come
the sound, and the like.
room because there are more rever- before
Not only radio, but phonograph
berations than in a large hall — Dr. recording and reproductions as
Goldsmith states he has perfected
motion picture rea system for controlling the rever- well as sound
cording and reproduction could
berations by capturing the sound
as it is made and creating, elec- make benefi.cial use of the "reverberator" along these same lines,
trically, echoes of those sounds.
These echoes are then treated as according to Dr. Goldsmith.
synthetic reverberations, which can
be controlled by a switch. If a large Jap Raids Fail to Halt
concei't hall were to be simulated
the switch would be made to turn Chungking Shortwaving
on fewer vibrations; if one wanted DESPITE frequent air raids and
the illusion of a small, crowded claims of the Japanese that the
room, the switch might be turned Chinese shortwave stations, XGOX
to throw on as many vibrations as and XGOY, have been destroyed,
possible (because of the closeness the two stations are still operating
of the walls in a small room there on a 16-hour schedule from China's
are naturally more vibrations war capital, Chungking, according
bouncing off them).
to Chinese reports.
XGOX is directed toward North
Mixes the Sounds
America, while XGOY is beamed
The system now in use is both toward Europe and the Far East.
uneconomical and inflexible, ac- The Chungking studio is housed in
cording to the inventor. In order a building constructed of huge
to simulate a certain large concert blocks of granite four feet thick,
hall, a replica studio having the while transmission apparatus has
same acoustical arrangements has been set up in dugouts blasted in
to be found or built. For different side of the hill on which Chungking
sound effects different studios, sits. Broadcasts are piped from the
auditoriums, or "reveberation studio to the transmitter by telephone. Programs are in nine difchambers" have to be used. All this,
ferent languages and six Chinese
he says, can be eliminated by the
dialects.
XGOX operates on 15.2
new system known as the "rever- mc. and XGOY
on 11.9 mc.
beration synthesizer". With a concert being played from a broadcasting studio, the push of a button will
New Pillsbiiry Show
bring the illusion of a Carnegie
Hall, a Constitution Hall or a WALTER PATTERSON, anCentral Park Mall.
nouncer of WSPD, Toledo, and former producer of The Musical SteelDr. Goldsmith calls his echomakers has been signed to a 26makers "recording heads". Actual- week contract by Pillsbury Flour
ly they transform the sound wave Mills to star in a new NBC-Blue
into magnetic waves to produce a
sound record. When the normal show ingtoand feature
Patterson's
Also
part ofsingthe
sounds are mixed with the con- program, patter.
which
will
be
broadcast
trolled reverberations, the desired Thursday through Sunday
from
effect is obtained.
Chicago starting Sept. 11, will be
"The implications of the inven- the King's Jesters. Agency is Mction are far-reaching," says Dr. Cann-Erickson.
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Clarifies

Nebraska
Cases
KONB Is Issued CP, KORN
Given Authority to Transfer
ISSUING a construction permit to
KONB, Omaha, Neb., and granting
consent to transfer control of 52%
of KORN, Fremont, Neb., the FCC
Aug. 5 finally cleared up a situation
that previously had moved the Commission to withhold a construction
permit from KONB and to order
a hearing to determine whether the
license of KORN should be renewed
[Broadcasting, June 23].
KONB's construction permit, although first granted June 25, 1940,
had become endangered when the
90% owners of the station — C. J.
Malmsten, cattle rancher and Texas
fruit grower; John K. Morrison
and Arthur Baldwin, both in the
insurance business, attempted to '
sell out to the Glassman brothers,
of Ogden, Utah, even though the
station had not yet gone on the air.
As the FCC frowned upon this, the'
would-be assignors sought to withdraw the application, a move
granted with prejudice by the Commission, which in turn cited KONB.
for hearing to investigate the matter.
The transfer of control at '
KORN, which was granted simultaneously with the FCC renewing"
its
license,
allowed Clark
ford, 52% stockholder
of StandiKORN '
to transfer his holdings to Mr.
Malmsten, A. C. Sidner, S. S. Sid-,;
ner, E. J. Lee and H. A. Gunderson. Difficulty in this case arose
when the assignee group tried to
re-transfer their holdings to a third j
party, consisting of KORN Station!
Manager John F. Palmquist andj
Paul Boyer, merchandising direc-i
tor, despite the fact that the original transfer had not yet been ,
approved. As in the other case,
sensing FCC disapproval, the sec-'
ond application was withdrawn,
but not before the FCC ordered the t
matter set for hearing.
H. GEORGE SHEFLER, of PhoenLx,j
Ariz., has been named sales representa-|
tive
Co.. Cedar
la.. for
HuetheofTurner
microphones
and Rapids,'
mieroMexico
and
El
Paso,
Tex.
Ijhone equipment in Arizona, Xew~|

with
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Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted

Situations Wanted (Continued)

Transmitter Operator — No experience required only license. Send qualifications,
expected salary to KHMO, Hannibal,
Mo.

Experienced
Announcer
— Single,
draft exempt.
Can handle
newsyoung,
and
write copy. Box 794, BROADCASTING.

Announcer — Personality voice, experienced,
for new station, send transcription, exI pected salary to KHMO, Hannibal. Mo.

Announcer
— Nine mail
years*pulling,
commercial,
special events,
direct news,
selling, farm shows, street broadcasts, adlib
emeee. Draft deferred. Now employed.
Excellent
CASTING. references. Box 795, BROAD-

jjDpening Up September 1 — Can use one
more combination operator-announcer.
Give experience, references, first letter,
fij KRJF, Miles City, Montana.
^Salesman
— For 100.000
networkEastern
affiliatedmetropolitan
station in
competitive
market. Send full particulars first letter
!;l to Box 777, BROADCASTING.

ENGINEER
— Twenty
years'station
experience.
Draft exempt.
Complete
maintenance, studio, recording, code, controls,
supervisory experience. MARRIEDFAMILY. Prefer Pacific northwest. Permanent only. Please state salary. Box
786, BROADCASTING.

Combination Operator- Announcer — Texas.
State first letter, ags, draft status, previll ous experience and salary expected. Good
|, opportunity for right man. Box 791,
I BROADCASTING.

Chief Engineer — 32, married, now employed
in network affiliate, desires position where
technical and executive ability combined
with resourcefulness and lovalty will be
of value. Box 785, BROADCASTING.

n Announcer And A Salesman — Wanted
for a Regional station now expanding.
Good future for right men. Send all experience and personal data to Box 790,
tl BROADCASTING.

Nineteen Year Old Man — With Radio-Telephone FirstEmployed
seeks control-room
position.
now butoperator's
desires
change. Prefer South-west or Gulf-coast
city. Box 784, BROADCASTING.

(Announcer-Writer — Midwestern regional
. ; network station. Commercial copy and
\ newscasting are important. Advise age,
j!; education,
enclose copy availsampies, and experience,
advise if transcription
Ii able. Box 793, BROADCASTING.

Writer-Producer — University graduate, 28,
single.
8 years'
radio station
and
advertising
agencymajor
experience,
continuity,
production, and announcing desires station or agency connection. Free to travel.
References. Box 789, BROADCASTING.

ipxperience — Sports announcer wanted by
.j Midwest Regional Station in good mar: ket. Must be A-1 in basketball and foot1 ball. Send transcription, detailed information. and sa'ary expected. Box 788
'l BROADCASTING.

Competent perience
Radiostudio Engineer
— 6% years'mainexcontrol, recording,
tenance, design, operation, RCA. W.E.
and composite 1-50KW transmitters. 29
years, married, draft exempt. College
training. Now employed Net Key 50KW.
Minimum
salary, $75.00 week. Box 781,
BROADCASTING.

)Balesman— Well established MBS affiliate,
J, Southeast, offers excellent opportunity to
- producer. Drawing account plus com! mission. Will consider only experience
|. aggressive, sober salesman who wants d,to
_ : get ahead. Write full details concerning
V yourself to Box 778, BROADCASTING.
hief Engineer Wanted— Northwestern col, lege town of 25,000— excellent climate
I and living conditions wants college man
( with
hour experience as well as 3 years'
experience
as chief of 5 kw station, good
I references reauired. Station 5 kw Modified Western Electric CBS affiliate wages
SI. 15 per hour. Box 787, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted

Assistant Manager — Program Director —
Wishes change.
Ten years'
thorough
experience : program,
production,
writeractor. 5 years Network Key-Station affiliation. Has proven sales results through
original productions, and executive ability. Personable, cooperative, efficient,
progressive.
CASTING. Age thirty. Box 782, BROAD-

Wanted— RCA 76B-1 Speech Consolette or
similar audio facilities WE 300A Reproducer panels. Box 792, BROADCASTING.
For Sale

Combination Announcer - Operator — Now
employed. Considering change. State salary. Box 776, BROADCASTING.

RCA1609Special
Purpose
40% Off—
1603
1620 1622
845 Tubes
new original
cartons
shipped C.O.D. Russell Davis, 1755 34th
Ave., San Francisco, California.

■fews Reporter — University graduate ; six
years newspaper background. $50 minimum. Immediately. Box 783, BROADCASTING.

Miscellaneous
Photo Reproductions — From your photos.
Hi-gloss — always pleasing. 5x7 — 50,
$2.50; 100, $3.95. 8 x 10 — 50. $3.25; 100.
$5.50.
Postwith
Cardsorder,
— 500,balance
$8.50; C.O.D.
1,000,
$15. 50%
Photo
Copies
Company,
Hutchinson.
Kansas.

I
They're readying fall and winter schedules. So
talk to them now — through BROADCASTING!

BROADCASTING

COVERT
360 N. MICHIGAN AVE,,CHICAGO

PROFESSIOrVAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montcloir

(N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

Consultins Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consultins Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

PAGE
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Wanted to Buy

Dperator-Transradio Man — Married ; seeks
permanent connection. Available immediately. Box 780, BROADCASTING.

Sports And Studio Announcer — Football
boxing,
basketball,
baseball. Employed
Five years'at
experience,
draft exempt.
\,; BROADCASTING.
present, but desire change. Box 796,

Pabst's All-Stars
EXCLUSIVE broadcast rights for
the All-Star football game Sept.
3 have been given to WHN, New
York, which will carry a play-byplay description of the event under
sponsorship of Pabst Sales Co.,
Chicago, for Pabst Blue Ribbon
Beer.
The contest
in New by
York's
Polo Grounds
is arranged
the
New Yo7-k Herald-Tribune annually and will be between the New
York Giants Professional team,
coached by Steve Owen, and the
collegiate stars of the country,
coached by Jim Crowley. Agency is
Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
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CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads
Main Oftice:
the World of
7134 Main
Hollywood. Cal.
Kansas
Crty, St.Mo.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New Yorlt, N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg.

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. • WASH.. D. C. • Dl. 7417

• Republic 2347

Advertise
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TRENT BROADCASTING Corp.,
Trenton. N. J., recently licensed by
the FCC to construct a new station
in that city [Broadcasting, Aug. 4],
contemplates aU-night 24-hours-a-day
operation, according to Charles Quinn,
president of the new radio company.
Mr. Quinn added that plans for the
beginning of operations and location
of quarters for the new station would
have to be worked out at a meeting
early this month of stockholders and
officers. The radio towers and transmitter will be located in Yardley, Pa.,
nearby, but the broadcasting studio
will be somewhere in the city proper,
Mr. Quinn said.
AVDRC. Hartford, has started a summertime promotion campaign to call
attention to the Shoppers Special,
heard from 7 to 9 each morning. Harvey Olson, who portrays the character of "Sleepy Slim", is asking for advice on how to run the period, listeners are asked to compo.se songs about
"Sleepy",
and and
the troubles
life willto
be explored
listenersofasked
suggest antidotes.
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., featured
as a guest artist on a recent heis Join
The Army at Gamp Langdon program
the well-known poet-humorist, Ogden
Nash, who was summering at nearby
Little Boars Head. The program was
one of a series produced and written
by the boys at Camp Langdon.
A SERIES of public service transcriptions for use by stations of Indiana was cut Aug. 2 at WOWO, Fort
Wayne, plugging crop insurance.
Charles Gregory, state crop insurance
supervisor, and Jim Conway, farm
program director of the station, are
featured on the transcriptions.

14/ktf THE ONLY
COLUMBIA STATION
IN

UK

15

IJout £e6t
BECAUSE:

£uif/

QVER $150,000,000 in new
^-'defense orders are being
spent in addition to the regular $200,000,000 plus retail
sales. Approximately 1000
new homes are now under
construction.
For MAXIMUM SALES in
Little Rock and Arkansas
write —

WHOM, Jersey City, during the period May through July contributed to
the Treasury Dept. a total of 1,445
announcements promoting the sale of
Defense bonds and stamps, representing $7,225
in time
Announcements, in eight
foreignsales.
languages
and
English, averaged 15 a day weekdays
and 20 on Sundays, with a total of
485 in May and in July, and 475 in
June.
TO ASSIST the campaign for cutting
down gas consumption, Al Hodges,
automobile reporter for WMCA, New
York, is making a series of maximum
mileage tests under various conditions
and broadcasting the results on WMCA
Sundays at 10 :30 a.m. Listeners are
also asked to cooperate in making
their own experiments and furnishing
Hodges with their data for a complete report this fall to the American
Automobile Assn.
KXOK, St. Louis, has extended time
of broadcasting from 12 midnight to
1 a.m. The station now goes on the
air at 5 :30 a.m. during the week and
on Sunday operates from 7 until
12:30 p.m.
WLW, Cincinnati, reversing the usual
procedure of having radio entertainers
stage shows for Army camps, on July
31 presented Patterson Field Entertains, in which an all-soldier orchestra
under the direction of Private Al
Cassidy entertained.
WDNC, Durham, N. C, after a special
broadcast in which Mrs. J. Frank
Jarman,
of the station's
general
manager, wife
interviewed
several members
of the recruiting unit of the Army,
received two phone calls. Both times
they were from interested mothers who
were moved so much by the broadcast
that they wanted their sons to join
the service, which they did.
IMPROVEMENTS made possible by
frequency modulation are demonstrated on the weekly Welcome to FM
program on W55M, Milwaukee Journal station. Oscillators are rigged to
demonstrate various frequencies. Tone
beats, heterodyne squeals and musical
notes are produced to show the range
and fidelity of FM.
WITH FCC permission to remain on
the air beyond its regular 10 p.m.
signoff time, WNYC, New York municipal station, on Fridays and Sundays
throughout the summer is presenting
in full the New York Philharmonic
concerts from Lewisohn Stadium, New
York. WNYC also broadcasts the 8 :3010 p.m. out-of-door concerts by the
Goldman Band Mondays and Saturdays.
WBAP. Fort Worth, on Aug. 2 took
its mobile unit 126 miles to Camp
Bowie, Brownwood, Tex., for a special program by the 36th Division,
before unit was to leave for the war
games in Louisiana. Announcer Tee
Caspar and Engineer Bruce Howard
handled the broadcast which included
speeches by Maj. General Birkhead
and Mayor Mayes of Brownwood.
MACQUARIE BROADCASTING
SERVICES. Sydney, Australia, wUl
start operating from its new modernistic five-story building at 138 Phillip
St., Sydney, on Sept. 10, according
to H. G. Horner, general manager.
Structure will house 2GB, key station
of Macquarie Network, its executive
offices as well as Artransa Pty. Ltd.,
transcription subsidiary. Besides the
various departments, the building will
house four studios and an auditorium
seating 400 persons.

^THERE'S

WFAS. White Plains, N. Y., has
turned over three five-minute periods
weekly for use of the Westchestei
County Defense Council. The periods
will be used to pre.sent a resume of th<day
to day communities
progress in civilian
in various
of the defens<
county
with each community preparing its
own report.
TALENT from KPO-KGO, San Francisco, entertained more than 1.000
guests Aug. 6 at the Western Radio
& Appliance Trade Dinner. Part of the
program was carried by KGO. Charles
A. Dostal. Pacific Coast district manager of Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., was chairman of the meeting.

CURRENTLY appearing at a
neighboring summer theatre, Fifi
D'Orsay, vivacious French screen
and stage star, lays the glom on
a certain well-known trade publication as she bides a few moments
in the reception room of WTAG,
Worcester, just before an interview on WTAG's Radio Theatre
Matinee.
At Ease, Men
"SOLDIER! Have a Ride"
invites the tiny sticker on
the windshields of Richmond, Va., motorists who are
cooperating with W M B G,
Richmond,
local junior chamberandof the
commerce
in
a move to relieve the overworked dogsthree
of the
men. Within
hoursserviceafter
announcement of the campaign, 2014 calls swamped
WMBG from kind-hearted
motorists requesting the
stickers. Inquiries from other
organizations throughout the
country indicates a national
campaign to give soldiers a
lift has been instigated by
WMBG.
WIBG, Glenside. Pa., has installed a
"fluff sheet" in each studio. Announcers mark any fluffs made during the
course of a program on the sheet and
are fined five cents for each error. The
man making the fewest fluffs in a
month takes the entire amount collected. The system was installed voluntarily by the mikemen.
KFVS, Cape Girardeau. Mo., is sponsoring its fourth annual model airplane contest in cooperation with the
Junior Chamber of Commerce.

MORE
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KFAC, Los Angeles, independent station, having signed a program license
basis contract, went back on the air
Aug. 1 with ASCAP music. Station
claims to be the first on the West Coast
to sign such an agreement with
ASCAP. Cal Smith is general manager of KFAC.
WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y.. used a triple
relay system to brings its listeners a
description of the New York State
Amateur golf championship. A pack
transmitter followed the play and was
picked up at Troy by WTRY which
relayed the broadcasts to WSYR.
WPTF, Raleigh, is presenting 90
minutes of symphonic recordings Sunday nights.
Program
notes are
spersed among
the numbers,
and intermail
requests are complied with, when
possible.

Free Chubbies

DELEON'S FUR SHOP celebrated the opening of its new Dallas store
with a novel quiz program on
KGKO, Fort
Worth.as Genuine
fur '
chubbies
were given
grand prizes
to winning contestants. During the
30-minute show seven chubbies :
were
Unsuccessful constamps.awarded.
testants were given defense savings
U. S. Defense
THE United States is progressing in its defense program
is the subject of new weekly series
shortwaved to England Sundays
at 10 a.m. on NBC's international %
stations, WRCA and WNBI, Maur
ice English, former European cor
respondent, handles the scripts.
HOW

POWER!
—WHERE
POWER
COUNTS

TEN

MOST

V/A L L E Y

WLAC
NASHVILLE, TENN;
soon going to
50,000

WATTS

REPRESENTED BY
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
J. T. WARD, Owner
F. C. SOWELL, Manager
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Mauborgne

[letires
Sept. 30
xpected to Leave DCB Post,
Jen. Olmstead Acting Head
MAJ. GEN. Joseph 0. Mauborgne,
iChief Signal Officer of the Army,
liiember of the Defense Communilations Board and a recognized autiority on communications, wil
etire from the
jirmy Sept. 30
.pen completion
f his four-year
our as Chief
> i g n a 1 Officer,
imultaneously it
? expected he
all resign his Qen. Mauborgne
est on DCB.
Gen. Mauborgne left Washington
|ast Thursday on an extended inpection tour of all Signal Corps
Ictivities of the four Armies in
ield maneuvers, which he will conlude about the end of August. He
viW then take a month's leave prior
o retirement Sept. 30.
Brig. Gen. Dawson Olmstead,
ommandant of the Signal Corps
ipchool at Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
kas been designated Acting Chief
3ignal Officer during the absence
fti Gen. Mauborgne and until furher notice. Brig. Gen. George L.
K'an Deusen, commandant of the
i^'ort Monmouth Signal Corps Relacement Center, will become commandant of that post during Gen.
vlmstead's service in Washington.
Lt. Col. William S. Rumbough,
^f the Signal Corps War Plans Section, will act as Gen. Mauborgne's
tlternate on DCB until further no'ice. Gen. Mauborgne also has
Lsked to be relieved of his post as
jtlie Army's representative on the
National Inventors' Council.
It was believed that Gen. Maukorgne, after his retirement as an
-ctive Army officer, presumably
vith the rank of major general,
vill be called upon by defense auhorities to participate in an im•ortant role in the communications
•reparedness for national defense.
KGBS, Harlingen, Starts
4ug. 15, Staff Is Named
3WNED by McHeiiry Tichenor, a
"etired newspaper publisher, the
jiew KGBS, Harlingen, Tex., is
scheduled to go on the air Aug. 15,
l?,ccording to Ingham S. Roberts,
general manager who formerly was
ivith KPRC, Houston; KTSA, San
l|\ntonio, and KRGV, Weslaco. The
station is Western Electric
jquipped throughout and utilizes a
Slaw-Knox tower.
Mr. Ingham announced the folowing staff : Thomas B. Moseley,
)f KGKO, Fort Worth, chief engineer; Charles Craig, KMAC, San
Antonio, program director; Howard Holbrook, KTEM, Temple,
■"ex.,
Don Phillips,
!VACO,operator;
Waco, announcer;
Roy
Rogers, new to radio, announcer;
Sathryn Porter, KVIC, Victoria,
Tex., continuity; Eleanor Shafer,
Texas State Network, traffic; Lee
latchett, auditor.
BROADCASTING

DCB Report
(Continued from page 10)
for air raid warnings, messages,
communiques and announcements
of national or regional importance.
The DCB said that its surveys
reveal that broadcasting is well
adapted to air raid warnings and
similar uses but observes that "certain remediable shortcomings are
still to be overcome". These are
taken to mean the need for reaching
rural areas and the insurance that
an adequate power supply can be
maintained in case the regular
power supply is interrupted.
Possible Supernetwork
In conjunction with the Office of
Civilian Defense, headed by Mayor
LaGuardia, the DCB is working on
plans to link stations to local civilian defense centers for instantaneous receipt of local and regional
warnings and announcements and
a potential nationwide supernetwork to be available for transmission of messages national in scope.
Studies by the DCB show that of
the approximately 880 stations in
operation, nearly 500 are already
connected to the potential supernetwork by telephone lines. This apparently refers to a linking of the
three major chains through a central point, as is already done in the
case of some national broadcasts
which all three are carrying.
DCB says that an additional 132
stations have studios in cities now
served by the "supernetwork", in
which cases only a local wire connection is needed to tie them in.
Only 12 stations in the entire country, according to these studies, are
located away from regular program
lines and these can be tied in
through use of ordinary telephone
lines for special announcements
and warnings. The remaining 240
stations are located along lines of
the supernetwork and could be connected with little trouble.
Thus every station in the country
can promptly be utilized for military or civilian defense messages.
In addition, this network would be
available for warnings to a particular station that its signal is in
danger of becoming a direction
finder for enemy planes.
Program Interruptions
Speaking of program interruption, the DCB report states :
"Successful use of broadcasting
for military or civilian defense under private ownership and operation, depends upon the reliability
of transmission and its freedom
from accidental or deliberate interruptions. Preliminary reports to
the Board indicate that reliability
varies from station to station, but
that a high degree of freedom from
program interruptions can be attained. Thus 20 selected stations
were found to be losing an average
of less than a minute-and-a-half
per week from program interruptions of all kinds. Reliability of
these stations was calculated at
99.982%.
"Electric power failure, it was
found, is the most frequent cause
of interruptions, accounting for
about 50% of all program breaks.
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Since continuous operation of
broadcast stations during power
failures is essential, the Board has
in progress means of continuing
service while public power is cut
off. At present an estimated 10%
of all broadcast stations are
equipped with emergency gasoline
or steam-driven power generators
which will enable them to continue
operations under any conditions except actual demolition of the transmitters. A few other stations are
served by two or more independent
sources of public power. Studios
are now under way to decrease the
likelihood of broadcast failures
from power shut-offs.
"In addition to steps designed to
protect particular stations which

may be designated for special defense functions, the DCB has instituted reliability studies of the potential supernetwork which welds
the stations into a nation-wide unit.
Reports to the Board indicate that
the 45,000 miles of program transmission circuits now in existence
provide alternate routes to all but
two of the 310 cities now served.
Thus in the event that all network
stations were mobilized for a nation-wide defense broadcast, any
particular circuit interruption could
be compensated by recruiting over
alternate transmission lines. Alternative power supplies for these program transmissions are provided by
adequate storage battery reserves
in 4,000 relay centers."
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Program

TOUCHDOWN
TIPS

by SAM
IN ITS FIRST
as a skyrocketed
"major contender,"SEASON
Touchdown Tips
to outstanding heights of popularity.
Again this Fall, this peak-popular program is already headed for top honors.
It's the year's best bet in timely shows
— recorded by NBC, rushed to you each
week by Air Express — and at a cost that
will surprise you.
Gifted with rare showmanship, Sam
Hayes packs each of these weekly quarter-hours with accurate predictions, competent analyses of 30 major college football games in all sections . . . spiced with
football-facts and "Gridiron Grins" that
are every football fan's meat.
First of the thirteen programs scheduled for broadcasting Friday, September
12, will be shipped from Hollywood Monday, Septembers. Warning :"7'owc^doi/;?i
Tips" is subject to prior sale and availability*— and there isn't much time left.

HAYES

Better wire today for details from your
nearest
office. NBC Radio-Recording Division
*Not available in States of California. Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah (except Salt Lake
City) and Arizona.
Scores with Stations and Sponsors!
FROM scribed
AKRON:
". .this
. theFallbest. . tranquarter-lioiir
. put
usFROM
down BUFFALO:
again next year."
. .Very pleased
. . .want to have the first opportunity
series.)
if a similar series will be available next
year." (Same sponsor has bought 1941
FROMful in selling
BALTIMORE
:"Very successmen's topcoats
to the
retail
trade
..."
FROM . . NASHVILLE:
"Highly
pleased
. glad to report that
(our
sponsors) feel the same way about it. . ."

Jio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA BIdg., Radio City, New York > Merchandise Mart, Chicago
Trans-Lux BIdg., Washington, D. C. • Sunset and Vine, Hollywood
August
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Nothing Barred
VOICE of the bleachers
reached down behind the bars
when Guy Savage, on his before-the-ballgame interviews
on WGN, Chicago, quizzed a
rabid Cub fan who knew all
the answers. Before moving
on to the next interviewer,
Guy was asked by the fan if
he could say hello to his pals,
who were probably listening.
Doubtful, Guy asked where
the pals were. The bleacherite
replied,
"Stateville
down
in Joliet
. . .Prison,
Hiya,

THE VINSONHALERS of KLRA, Little Rock, Ark., enjoy their summer
vacation, the sunshine and sea air at Miami Beach. On the sand, from
left to right, are Jancy, three years old, Mrs. S. C. Vinsonhaler, Keith,
age nine, and S. C. Vinsonhaler, genex-al manager of KLRA.

Deal Uncertain
of ASCAP
{Continued from page 9)
minished charges to independent board was the resignation of Edgar Leslie as a board member. Mr.
broadcasting stations".
Leslie, who is reported to have
The statement explains that "our voiced vehement objections to what
society is founded upon good music
and that is our main concern . . . he believed to be a subservient
for American music to continue to attitude on the part of ASCAP
express the hopes and ideals of towards the networks, tendered his
free men and women" and con- resignation to Louis Bernstein, acting president of ASCAP. It will be
tinues :"The urgent need of this
music in the cause of national unity presented to the board for action
and national defense was no small at the next board meeting, which
factor in spurring our efforts to will be called whenever the NBC
restore music to the national net- contract is ready for ASCAP's signature. ASCAP's president, Gene
works."
Buck, is away on vacation.
'The American Way'
The plaint
young
chiefsystem,
comagainst writer's
the ASCAP
After expressing ASCAP's belief
that "this cooperative society rep- according to BMI, is that he gets
resents the American way of safe- no pay for the radio performance
guarding composers and authors
of his best work, frequently profrom cultural and financial starvaduced when he is young and his
tion" and that it offers commercial
songs have a fresh note that makes
users of music a "vital" service them popular favorites. "The pubat "nominal costs", the statement
lishers," says BMI, "are liberally
concludes:
compensated for them, but the writers do not receive a penny from
"By insuring the economic and
cultural freedom of composers and performances until they have beauthors we obtain for the public
established perfoi-mers and
the benefits of the creative efforts assure come
ASCAP that they can proof these men and women of genius.
duce hits year after year. This is
Conscious of this responsibility, we
one reason the legend of the 'starvrededicate this society as an
ing songwriter' has persisted. We
will probably hear less of it from
American institution."
now on as BMI has demonstrated
A doubt that ASCAP "represents the American way" of pro- that anyone with talent can eai'n
substantial sums from air performtecting songwriters was expressed
last week by BMI, which pointed
ance regardless of age."
out that talent songwriters can get
"ready cash from BMI, which pays
Craney Rejects Deal
on a performance basis, regardless
of seniority, and leaves its writers
Ed Craney, operator of KGIR,
completely free to do anything they Butte, and the Z-Bar Network, who
wish to do with their own inter- has been in the forefront of the
ests", whereas "ASCAP, which ties copyright issue for nearly a decade,
flatly rejected the proposition for
its writers to 10-year contracts
calling for ther entire output, bases refunding to NBC the 2%% blanket license fee on commercial netits payments to writers on contribution to the Society as well as on
work programs, but offered to negotiate his afliliation contract with
seniority and promises a pension
based on a continuous flow of cre- the network.
ative genius."
Roger W. Clipp, vice-president
First effect of the approval of and general manager of WEIL,
the deal with NBC by the ASCAP
Philadelphia, taking a somewhat
Approval
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different
fellas!"position, agreed to the
refund but upon the condition that
independently-owned stations will
have the same options available at
the same rate for the purchase of
ASCAP music as the deals set
forth with NBC for its managed
and operated stations.
Station Views Vary
A number of other stations also
have advised NBC of their refusal
to accede to the refund. In still
other cases, affiliates agreed to the
refund but stated flatly they would
not accept a blanket license fee
from ASCAP, but insist upon a
per-program or per-use basis, also
provided for as an alternative
means of payment under the
ASCAP-BMI consent decrees negotiated with the Department of
Justice. The factor of a guaranteed minimum, however, is proving a complication in working out
the per-use method.
Mr. Craney, in his telegram to
Mr. Trammell, said:
"Your message concerning
ASCAP received. If NBC desires a
blanket ASCAP license, that is
your business. Personally, I believe
you are selling your stockholders
short. NBC use of ASCAP music
can have no more effect on our contractual relations than NBC use
of SESAC music. We cannot consider refunding a portion of what
NBC pays us for the payments of
any charge made to NBC, whether
it be for music or something else.
If NBC finds it necessary to renegotiate our contractual relations at
any time, we are perfectly willing
to go into the matter with you."
WFIL Seeks New Deal
Mr. Clipp, in his telegram Aug.
2, expressed gratification that
ASCAP at long last is ready to
accept the offer made by NBC on
behalf of its stations and its affiliates and that WFIL wanted the
improvement of service even though
the ASCAP music will be an extra
expense. "We therefore agree to
the request of NBC to refund to it
2%9f of station compensation received by us on network commercial
business in order to make possible
and encourage NBC use of the
ASCAP catalogue on network programs, subject only to the following points," Mr. Clipp wired.
"First, that independently owned
stations will have the same options
available at the same rates for the
BROADCASTING

purchase of ASCAP music as tha
deal sets forth with NBC for itl
managed
and operated station? I
Second, that measures will be takeij
to eliminate the discrimination iil
favor of stations in states whei l
such refunds are prohibited 1
state anti-ASCAP laws and wl
apparently will receive ASCA
music from the network witho;
charge. Third, that the netwoj
will reaffirm its pledge to the affil
ates to maintain BMI. Fourth, tht: .
oppoi'tunity will be afforded fc:
stations which take blanket license,
to obtain the same deduction fo:.
sales costs as granted the network'
Fifth, that
opportunitybetween
will be st;;
af'
forded
for discussion
tions and the network for passins
on to the stations part of the sav
ings to the network in the deduc .
tions for sales and wire costs,
Sixth, that steps be taken to satisfy i
the stations that this deal can bn
fully explained and is basically sat
isfactory and that they are nc i
being rushed into a telegraphic re
ply without opportunity to see details of the contract."
CBS HOLLYWOOD
AISL
AFM
TO ARBITRATE
AS A with
resultJames
of negotiations
Chi-' :
cago
C. Petrillo, inpresident of the American Federation;
of Musicians, backing up contractj ; :
adjustment demands, a tentative]
agreement has been reached on a, ^
formula for a new deal bstween|. .
CBS Hollywood and musicians. Al- .
though no contract was signed last
Wallace.' -'
(Spike) musiciansweek whenof J.LosK. Angeles
president
Local 47, conferred with Petrillo- ■
Ben Paley, CBS West Coast di- :
rector of operations, and LesliefAtlass,
network vice-president
further deliberations that will settle all differences are reportedly i.wood.
scheduled to start Aug. 11 in Holly- '
Several Contract
adjustments
are demanded.
changes extended;
to and accepted by NBC Hollywood
are substantially the same as those ■
CBS, init process
was said.
It includes withpay\^-'
now
of negotiation
rates
$85 per
week each
an' ■
18-manof staff
orchestra
on a for
three-i
hour day, six days weekly, witte
guaranteed 52 weeks employment; commercials.
and no regional or transcontinental y.

Don Lee Network has already adtractjustedwithits aKHJ,
staff Hollywood,
orchestra ofcon-18;
men on a straight sustaining basis.
Scale has been increased from $48^
to $60
weekly per man on a 15- , ;
hour
week.

Nominated
HARRY Burleigh
T. BURLEIGH,
uoted!'

for
the composer,
ASCAP board
of directors,
as: :.
nominated"
has been
Negro
one of the eight candidates named for
the thi-ee vacancies to be filled by
standard composers. Stm active as
baritone
solosit at
St. George's
tant
Episcopal
Church
in NewProte^-'
York ;■:
although 74 years old, Mr. Burleigh ;
was a pioneer in correlating folk music
and art music. His best known origi-,
nal
composition
is "Littlethe Mother
of: '"
Mine",
sung throughout
world by
John
McCormaek.
If
elected,
he
will
become
the first Negro board member i"
of
ASCAP.
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Ends

Daylight

Saving

Hearings^

the NAB board of dii ictors as
well as a majority of broadcasters
participating in a DST survey conducted by the NAB early this year.
Mr. Myers observed that since
there is a growing extension of
daylight saving time, universal
DST appears to be the best answer
to the broadcasters' problems

rather than a reversion
versal standard time.

to uni-

Regional Flan Seems on Inside Track
CALL LETTERS of KGFI, BrownsONGRESS has started the ball all need for daylight saving time.
ville, Tex., have been changed ta
Robert Myers, NAB assistant diKEED. FCC also approved use of
)llmg toward legislation to estabrector of research, told the Comthe call letters, KFUN, for the new
3h daylight saving on a more exmittee that the daylight saving
station granted to the Southwestnsive scale than at present. The
Broadcasters in Las Vegas, N. M.
proposition bore the endorsement of
cuse Interstate & Foreign Comierce Committee last Thursday
included three days of public hear4ijigs on pending DST proposals,
liief among which was a White
i louse-endorsed bill introduced by
Ihairman Lea, of the Committee,
{while it appeared that DST legJlation definitely would be enacted,
;;!nd within a short time, also it was
ip-ident that strongest support
Tobably would go to a proposal
vflch as the Lea bill, authorizing
iiie President to order daylight savr t)tg time either on a national or a
regional basis, as he sees fit. In
ilii/ent the DST law takes that form,
is not thought likely universal
ST observance would result, since
4.1 is held DST would do more harm
|ian good in some areas — the FedCommission, for inpal Power
Eance,
has held that imposition of
[liast time" in some areas would
ork a prohibitive hardship on
unicipally operated power plans.
No Programming Remedy
Without universal DST observtice, little can be done to remedy
le plight of broadcasters in their
mi-annual programming headche resulting from the prevailing
t-or-miss daylight saving basis
.'er the country. It was thought in
3me industry quarters that extenon of DST areas, short of a naonal scale, probably would still
arther complicate programming
oubles for radio.
Appearing briefly at the hearigs. Rep. Keogh (D-N.Y.), author
C one of the DST bills introduced
arly this sesion, urged universal
Dservance of daylight saving, if
is to be observed at all, rather
aan any regional plan. Chairman
MONSYAHEAOr
eland Olds, of the Federal Power
ommission, speaking in support of
PC's regional recommendations,
;timated that nationwide observAUQUIPPA, TURTLE CREEK, CUYAHOGA . . . follow any major route oo^
'nce of year-round DST would reJalt in a reduction of 741,000 kw.,
about 2%, of the peak power
of Pittsburgh at night and count the lighted factories. You're discovering 4,000,000 busy^
ad.
people within the Pittsburgh industrial sector — who yet live far from Pittsburgh proper. TheirMcLean's Three Zones
effective buying income is double Pittsburgh's. Their retail purchases are double. They're a
: Appearing for 0PM were W. L.
separate, wealthy market. • Is your present Pittsburgh schedule reaching them? Have you
■'nd
att, J.deputy
director
of production,
A. Krug,
chairman
of the
eat, light and power section of
KDKA's coverage? KDKA's primary area centers about
PM, both of whom went down the
me for daylight saving time as an
Pittsburgh, and extends over 60 outlying towns of 10,000
istrument for aiding national deBnse.
to 100,000, and over 200 towns of less than 10,000. With
Rep. McLean (R-N. J.), author
r the first DST bill of this session,
PITTSBURGH
one appropriation — for one medium — you cover the enso appeared before the Committee
50,000 WATTS
tire Pittsburgh industrial sector of 5,000,000 people.
..st Thursday to broach his plan
3r establishing three time zones
w the country, to replace the prosit four zones. Rep. McLean exlained that establishment of the
iree zones, in each of which time
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc • kdka kyw wbz wbza
ould be adjusted to Mean GreenWOWO WGL WBOS • REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY NBC SPOT SALES
ich Time in order to afford the
reatest amount of daylight to all
esidents, would in effect eliminate
5ROADCASTING
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Radio Tax Fight
{Continued from page 7)
discussing the tax situation last
Wednesday and Thursday. Although no formal resolution was
adopted, board members laid a
ground plan for industry opposition to the discriminatory tax, all
agreeing on an all-out fight against
the provision. Mr. Alvord participated in the board meeting Wednesday, outlining the proposed
method of attack.
Unfair and Unjustified
The board is understood to have
taken the position that the proposed tax is unfair, that it represents a departure from every
theory of taxation heretofore practiced by the Federal Government,
and that it is not justified even
in the light of the present emergency. Aimed at the discriminatory
characteristics of the proposal,
the board held that if there is to
be an "industry tax", it should
be applied uniformly rather than
picking an industry here and there
and applying the levy to it.
During the board's discussions
cases were cited where stations
that showed a "reasonable" net return would be thrown into the red
if the tax provisions were enforced.
Board members pointed out that
such a tax would be certain to cause
a withdrawal of some commercial
business from radio, which, apart
from actually reducing revenue,
also brought added cost to the operator in supplying sustaining progi'ams to fill the vacated spots. In
general, the situation boils down
to a proposition of increasing operating cost as business decreases, it
was stated.
Board members also cited the
definite possibility of a falling-off
of business because of the defense
effort. It was pointed out that reduced production or distribution
difficulties already are indicated or
are in effect in lines such as automotive and radio receiver manufactures, rubber and gasoline, and that
this situation was certain to have
some effect on radio. One result, it
was stated, would be added cost
of operation on the sustaining side
as commercial business fell off.
OPACS and Radio

LAKE SUPERIOR
RADIO GROUP
(not □ w!re network)
WHDF • WJMS • WATW
Houghron, Mich.
od, Mich. • Ashland, Wise.
Group controcts save 25% on the
three stations and 15% on any two
stations
•
National Representatives:
BOGNER
and MARTIN
295 Mad.Ave.,N.Y. • 540 t4. Mich. Ave. .Chicago

T

NEW

ORLEANS

5O9OOO

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat'l Rep. - The Kotz Agency Inc.

tut woWl

6t

O«ER«
BEST l

WRVA

COVERS

RICHMOND
P

NORFOLK

M
P

INVIRGINIA!
50,000
DAC ANO WATTS
HIOHT
COlUMilA AND MUrUAL NE^ORKS
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In similar vein, it developed during the last week that radio's commercial broadcasting rates conceivably might come under scrutiny of
the Office of Price Administration
& Civilian Supply, with an eye on
freezing rate levels. In testimony
before the House Banking & Currency Committee, considering new
emergency price control legislation,
OPACS administrator Leon Henderson stated that communications
operating companies — telephone,
telegraph and radio — probably
would be free from any OPACS
price control regulation, since their
rates are regulated by the FCC,
but indicated that broadcast time
rates might come within the purview of OPACS because they are

11, 1941

WHEN RICHARD MARVIN, radio director of Wm. Esty & Co., New
York, and Hildegrade Dixon, also of Esty, went to Nashville last weel!
to complete arrangements for a tour of army camps by the R. J,
Reynolds Tobacco Co. Grand Ole Opry on NBC-Red, they were met a
the plane by Harry Stone, general manager of WSM, Nashville, the
Golden West Cowboys and Minnie Pearl of the program. First show onthe tour was Aug. 1 at Camp Forrest, Tullahoma, Tenn.
not regulated by the FCC. However, because these rates constitute
merely a part of advertising costs
of products any OPACS regulatory
move in that direction appears unlikely, itwas believed, since it has
the more important tasks of fixing
prices of commodities of vital and
general significance to the public.
At any rate, industry observers
noted this development as further
evidence that there would be little
chance of absorbing any substanrates.tial tax increase through increased
Other Media Join
The surge of activity apparent
in advei-tising circles in opposition
to both the radio and billboard taxes
indicated that the advertising fraternity looks askance at any proposal to tax advertising, regardless
of its extension only to certain
media, since it doubtless presages
a general widening of the tax program to hit all media. Similarly,
small-income stations all over the
country, below the $100,000 class,
have been warned to recognize the
proposed radio tax as the first step
leading toward a reduction of exemptions until all commercial stations would be taxed.
In recent letters to Chairman
Doughton, of the House Ways &
Means Committee, both AAAA
President John Benson and Charles
E. Murphy, general counsel of
AFA, stoutly opposed the radio and
billboard taxes. Labor organizations such as AFRA and IBEW
(ABTU) are actively working with
the industry in fighting the discriminatory radio tax, holding that
imposition of the levy will adversely effect employment of their members.
The only House change made in
the Revenue Act, as recommended
by the Ways & Means Committee,
was elimination of the provision requiring joint income tax returns
for husband and wife, rather than
separate returns. Elimination of
this requirement is estimated to cut
the tax yield by some $300,000,000.
In some quarters it was felt that
if the Senate felt constrained to
make up this difference in some
BROADCASTING

manner, it would work against thi
possibility of cutting the radio tai,
out of the bill, since the Senat<
committee would be looking fov
something to add rather than sub
tract. However, sentiment novf
seems to be growing in favor oj
President Roosevelt's suggestion t(j j
cut individual exemptions substan
tially, which would restore a grea
share of this "loss" and perhaps|ii(
even outstrip it.
Some observers also took hear
when Senator George (D-Ga.) rec p
cently gave up his chairmanship o;
mittee
to succeed
late Senatoi
the
Senate
Foreign theRelations
Com'
Harrison as chairman of the Sen
ate Finance Committee. It was!
brought out that Senator Georgij!mirrors much of the tax philosophy
of his predecessor, who as a matter of course rewrote House taj;
bills when they came to the Senate
Hope was seen that in this rewrit
ing process, if it did come about
the radio and billboard taxes wouk
be eliminated.
t

Applies First in 1942
The Revenue Act, as passed bj'
the House, provides a 5% levy of
annual net time sales from $100,00(
to $500,000; 10% on $500,000 t(
$1,000,000; 15% over $1,000,00(<
[Broadcasting, Aug. 4]. In addr
tion, excise rates on radio receive]
and parts sales were boosted from ■
5V^% to 10%, and a new tax oi [
telephone, cable and radio leasee
wires was included.
Estimates have varied on the siz'
of the expected tax yield from th^
5-15% levy, which would apply ti
sales for the calendar year 1942
Treasury Department estimates in
dicated a gross take of abou
$12,500,000, against a loss of ap
proximately $7,700,000 in exces
profits and corporate surtaxer
otherwise collectable, leaving a ne
increase for the industry of abou
$4,800,000.
Independent
industi-:;
estimates have
been considerablj
higher, establishing an additiona^
$5,000,000 in Federal taxes as ;
probable minimum, and a maxi
mum which might reach as high ai
$10,000,000.
Speaking during House debat
• Broadcast Advertising

last Monday, Rep. Gearhart (RiCal.), a member of the Ways &
■jleans
Committee
and opponent
of
jihe
radio
levy, pointed
out that
■newspapers and national maga;!ines, with which radio competes
)ior advertising revenue with which
)p maintain its service to the pubc, get off scot-free". Rep. Gearart also pointed out that the Inijernational Allied Printing Trades
Jouncil early this session agitated
or a special punitive tax on broadjasters.
"To show that all labor unions
o not share the ideas of the printrs, it is only fair to point out that
iiree large AFL unions, IBEW,
|k.FM and AFRA, have registered
heir opposition to this discriminalory tax," he declared.
Speaking as a one-time broadkster, Rep. Luther Patrick (DLla.), formerly a commentator on
.^yBRC, Birmingham, declared he
|/as "sure the inequality and conlequences will give the radio staions a harder job than they ought
jo have to undertake to overcome
ind absorb.
' "There is not in the United
ftates an organization or a band
f people who has come forward
«th more full-hearted support of
Ihe nation and who has given more
ime than the radio stations," Rep.
Patrick stated. "Radio is a fine art
bat as a matter of public good
Ijhould be encouraged and supported."
! Pacific Greyhound Shift
>ACIFIC GREYHOUND LINES,
,?an Francisco (bus transportajion), on Aug. 3 shifted the weekly
juarter-hour Romance of the Highways, on 21 Don Lee West Coast
fcations, from San Francisco to
lollywood, Sunday, 10:15-10:30
.m. (PST). Commander A. W.
Scotty) Scott and Bill Davidson
t.re featured in the dramatic travlogue. With Art Van Horn reigning to go to New York, Norlan Nesbitt has taken over the announcing assignment. Richard Holaan, San Francisco producer of
|5eaumont & Hohman Inc., agency
jervicing the account, continues in
!hat capacity.
.OUIS J. F. MOORE has sold his
nterest in Radio Adv. Corp., New
Lork, and on Aug. 6 joined the New
!ork offices of Burn-Smith Co., staion representative.
ANNLaHAY
THE NEW AND
OUTSTANDING RADIO
PERSONALITY FOR
CINCINNATI. IN
INTERESTING AND
1 INFORMAL PROGRAMS
FOR WOMEN."*"^*'

I WCKY
50,000 WATTS
i CBS PROGRAMS
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RCA
For

Breaks Ground
Princeton Labs.

CONSTRUCTION of the world's
largest radio research laboratories
at Princeton, N. J., to be known as
"RCA Laboratories", will begin
this week following the groundbreaking ceremony conducted by
Radio Corp. of America Aug. 8 on
the selected site of more than 250
acres. The first spadeful of earth
was turned by Otto S. Schairer,
RCA vice-president in charge of
the laboratories, who stated in his
dedicatory requirement
speech that of"the
immediate
the most
new
laboratories will be to increase the
usefulness to radio to national deThe ceremony was attended by a
fense." of 40 RCA directors and
group
executives, including General
James G. Harbord, chairman of the
RCA board of directors, and David
Sarnoff, RCA president, who announced the plans for the laboratories last March [Broadcasting,
March 10]. Designer and builder of
the project is the H. K. Ferguson
Co. of New York and Cleveland. It
is expected that the main building
will be completed and occupied by
the RCA research organization
early next spring.
Dairy Association Plans
Radio And Other Media
AMERICAN DAIRY ASSN., Chicago, has been assured an advertising appropriation of at least $400,000 for the coming year to be expended on radio, newspapers, and
posters. The appropriation may be
expanded as additional States join
the cooperative campaign to promote greater consumption of dairy
products, it was stated by ADA
general
manager, Owen M. Richards.
States at present cooperating in
the drive are North and South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin,
Indiana, Montana, Washington and
Kansas. Spot announcements to be
placed through Lord & Thomas,
Chicago, will start in September
on unselected stations in the following markets: Chicago, Detroit,
Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Pittsburgh, Des Moines, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Bismarck, Great Falls, Seattle.
O-Cedar Campaign
0-CEDAR Corp., Chicago (polish,
mops, wax) , has placed a quarterhour program, five times a week,
on WSB, Atlanta, one-minute spot
announcements 11 times a week on
KIRO, Seattle, 10 times a week on
WMAQ, Chicago, and three to six
time weekly on the following stations: WBAL WBRC WBZA WEEI
WLW WFAA KOA WHO WJR
KTRH WDAF WAVE KNX
WTMJ WSM WOR WKY KYW
KDKA WPTF WHAM KMOX
KPO WJSV WRC. H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co., Chicago, is the
agency.
Streed Quits WHBF
WHBF, Rock Island announces the
resignation of Ivan Streed, program
director for the last seven years. Mr.
Streed. who will devote his time to
business interests in Rock Island, will
be retained on the WHBF payroll on
leave of absence until Sept. 1, at which
time his resignation becomes effective.
For the present duties of program
manager are being handled by Woodrow Magnusson, production manager.
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'True Story' Using Spots
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS
Inc., New York {True Story Magazine), is conducting an intensive
10-day campaign on 31 stations
ending
Aug. 15. Spots
are one-minute transcriptions
and chain
breaks.
Agency is Arthur Kudner, New
York.
Grove in Canada
GROVE LABS., St. Louis, is placing one-minute spot announcements
and five-minute programs for Bromo-Quinine on stations in major
Canadian markets. Company is expanding its list of stations and
greatly increasing its advertising
appropriation in Canada for the
coming year, following a marked
increase in Canadian business the
last year. Contracts are being
placed through Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
David F. Dickson
DAVID F. DICKSON, auditor of
KDKA, Pittsburgh, died Aug. 6
after a brief illness following an
operation. Mr. Dickson had been
with KDKA since 1929, having previously joined the Westinghouse
company's East Pittsburgh plant in
1924. He is survived by his widow,
three
dren. children and three grandchilCAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
N. J. (Franco-American Spaghetti and
Macaroni), on Aug. 11, through its
agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
signed a long-term contract with
Lanny Ross for the continuation of his
five times per week 7 :15-7 :30 p.m.
program of songs on CBS.
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GE, Westinghouse Seek to End
Stockhoklers' Proceedings
AN OFFER to pay $1,000,000 for
full settlement of the several pending suits brought by RCA stockholders against RCA, General Electric Co., and officers and directors of
those companies, was presented
Aug. 6 to Justice Aaron J. Levy in
New York Supreme Court by General Electric and Westinghouse.
Justice Levy referred the matter
to Abraham J. Halprin as referee
to ascertain the fairness and adequacy of the oflfer, and the trial was
adjourned for further hearing in
October.
Major portion of the suits filed
by the stockholders was settled last
year by Supreme Court Justice
Bernard L. Shientag, who dismissed several of the alleged causes
of action because of the statute of
limitations. The remaining action
for $250,000,000 covered alleged
illegal transfer of stock for the use
of certain patents and investment
losses in connection with RKO and
RCA Victor.
GE and Westinghouse, in making
the offer, do not admit the charges
to be correct, but state that final
adjudication would require long
and expensive litigation, seriously
interrupting the work of executives
and other personnel and impeding
the production of equipment vital
to the national defense program.
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

Small

THE

Seen

COMMUNICATIONS
AUGUST

Decisions

. . .
AUGUST 5
NEW, Greensboro Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
Greensboro, N. C. — Granted CP new station 980 kc 1 kw D. subject to any future
ruling of the Commission on multiple ownership
NEW, CP
Findlay
Granted
new Radio
station Co.,
1330 Findlay,
kc 1 kwO.—D.
NEW.
Nied
&
Stevens,
Warren,
Granted CP new station 1400 kc 250 w O.—
unl.
WMC, Memphis, Tenn. — Granted increase
to 5 kw N with directional, grant subject
to future action of Commission.
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.— Granted CP
50 kw D & N. inrease unl.. move and install
new transmitter, directional, grant subject
to future Commission action on multiple
ownership.
KVOO, Tulsa, Okla.— Granted CP increase
50 kw D & N. increase unl., install new
transmitter, directional N.
KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo. — Granted
modification license change 1240 kc.
WRDO, Augusta, Me. — Granted consent
to transfer control to Adeline B. Rines.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— NEW,
Hugh McClung. Fresno. Cal., CP new station 1590 kc 5 kw unl.
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW. Glen Falls
Broadcasting Corp., Glcn Falls, N. Y., CP
new station placed in pending file under
Order 79 : NEW, Homer Rodeheaver, Winona Lake, Ind., denied petition and repetition to grant CP new station without hearing ; KONB, Omaha, granted petition CP
new station ; KORN. Fremont, Neb., granted petition license renewal and authority
transfer control from Clark Standiford to
C. J. Malmsten. A. C. Sidener. S. S. Sidener
and Arthur Baldwin ; NEW, Las Vegas
Broadcasters, Las Vegas. N. M., granted
petition call letters KFUN ; KGFI, Brownsville, Tex., granted authority change call
letters KEEW ; NEW, Broadcasting Corp.
of America, Riverside, Cal., adopted and
modified proposed findings of facts and
conclusion
1440 kc. changing CP new station to
AUGUST 6
KFJZ, Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted modifiation CP 5 kw to change 1270 kc.
NEW, Nashville, Radio Corp. — Denied petition for continuance of hearing consolidated hearing CP new station.
Applications . . .
AUGUST 2
WSAR,
Fall
River, Mass.— CP change
1470 kc.
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y.— CP install
directional
N, change 790 kc, increase 1
kw
unl.
WAKR,
— Special
erate 5 kw Akron
for six
months. authorization opWQXR, New York — Special authorization
operate 10 kw unl 1560 kc until 2-1-42
WFEA, Manchester, N. H.— Authority
transfer control from Adeline B. Rines.
executrix,
to Adeline B. Rines 1,000 shares
common stock.
WJW, Akron — CP install new transmit5 kw.ter, directional N, change 850 kc increase
NEW, General Broadcasting Inc., Miami,
Fla.
1140 — kc.Amend CP new station to request
KRMC, Jamestown, N. D. CP install
new transmitter, antenna, change 1540 kc
increase 5 kwsites.N 10 kw D, change studio,
transmitter

2 TO

AUGUST

COMMISSION

IRON COILS SEEN AS
NEW RECEIVER MOVE

IF YOU PLEASE
Jarman Delivers the Goods
To Quito's HCJB
THE Good Ni-ighbor policy reached
a nev; high via shortwave not long
ago, according to the story told by
J. Frank Jarman, manager of
WDNC, Durham, who says it all
happened as he paused to listen
to a program from HCJB, Quito,
Ecuador, the other nipht while
fiddling
with his shortwave receiver.
When the program ended, Clarence W. Jones, co-director of the
station, announced in English that
if anyone engaged in the U. S.
broadcasting industry' v/ere listening, would he please send HCJB
copies cf Broadcasting and Radio
Daily. Jarrnan collected a bunch,
sent them down, and with a letter
of thanks HCJB asked WDNC to
record a piogram of its talent and
ship it to HCJB for use in Ecuador.

USE of high-frequency iron as a
substitute for aluminum in the
manufacture of radio receivers not
only provides an essential replacement at this time of lowered aluminum quotas, but effects a performance gain which will permanently
affect the future trend of receiver
design, according to Henry L.
Crowley, West Orange, N. J., producer of high-frequency iron cores.
"Aluminum shields can be and
are being dispensed with through
the use of high-frequency iron
coils," he stated. "The heavy aluminum requirements for variable condenser plates are being greatly reduced as this tuning means is replaced with permeability tuning.
If anything, greater efficiency is
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WIBA,
Madison,
1.000 wa:ts
nightWis.,
aud operating
5,000 day■with
on
1280 kc, has applied to the FCC for
5,000 watts fulltime on 1310 kc, proposing accordingly.
to change its directional antenna
obtained, and certainly a more compact assembly.
"There is no telling yet to what
extent the aluminum consumption
of the radio industry may be cut
down in the face of the national defense situation, but whatever the
curtailment may be, the use of ironcore coils and permeability tuners
is certain to offset in large measure
the aluminum shortage and to leave
a permanent impression on radio
set design."

''ENGINEER
VANCES
says

the

AuclienccI
For

Videc

Material
Shortages Indicat(
Production Difficulties

8, INCLUSIVE

Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Nashville Radio Corp., Nashville.
CP 1410 kc 1 kw unl., directional ; NEW,
A. M. Burton, Nashville, CP 1410 kc 1 kw
unl., directional (consolidated hearing,
Aug. 11).
KWK, St. Louis, CP 680 kc 50 kw unl..
directional (Aug. 14).
KWTO. Springfield. Mo., CP 860 kc 1 kw
D directional N : KFNF, Shenandoah, la.,
license renewal (Sept. 5).
KGLU, Safford, Ariz., license renewal
(Sept.
KFRO.16). Longview, Tex., modification CP
1370 kc 5 kw unl., directional N (Sept. 17).
WTMV, E. St. Louis, IlL, CP 1540 kc
500 w N 1 kw D (Sept. 23).
NEW, Hawaiian Broadcasting System
Ltd.. Honolulu, CP 1340 kc 250 w unl.
(Sept.
NEW,29). Frequency Broadcasting Corp.,
Brooklyn, CP 620 kc 500 w D (Oct. 3).
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, CP 1110 kc 50 kw
unl. directional N ; KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.,
same ;censeWBBM,
Chicago,
modification
770 kc 50 kw
unl. : WJAG,
Norfolk,liNeb., CP 770 kc 1 kw D (Oct. 7).
KIDW, Lamar, Col., license renewal
(Oct. 8).

AUGUST 4
WSFA, Montgomery, Ala. — CP new transmitter, increase 5 kw unl. directional N,
move transmitter.
NEW, S. Brad Hunt, Alton, III.— CP new
station 1030 kc 1 kw D.
AUGUST 5
KGLO, Mason City, la.— Install new
transmitter increase to 5 kw.
NEW, Earle C. Anthony Inc., Los Angeles— Amend CP new FM station to 43.5
mc. 21,071 sq. mi. 3,311.399 pop.
AUGUST 8
NEW, Lake Shore Broadcasting Corp.,
Cleveland — CP new station 1300 kc 5 kw
unl., directional.
KSAM, Huntsville, Tex.. — Voluntary assignment license from Sam Houston Broadcasting Assn. to W. J. Harpole & J. C.
Rothwell.
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TRIBE

FOR

vision
in the
pur-'
chasers sets
in the
Newhomes
York ofmetropolitan area. These receivers were|
built
for reception
underbeing
the conold'i
standards
and are now
verted as rapidly as possible to the
new ones, a task expected to becompleted in about a month. In addition, DuMont has some 500 setsat the factory which are likewise
being changed to the new standards and will then be placed on
sale. RCA has about the same number. When these are gone, however,
there is little hope of any more
being manufactured until the de-,
fense program is finished and ma-,
terials are again available for such
luxuries as television sets.
This means that for some time
to come the New York television
audience will not exceed 4,000, or
at the most 5,000 receivers. Count-ing those in bars and grills, which
have a large audience for special'
events such as a championship
audience
perhaps
to,
prize
fight,of this
would 40,000
mean an';
50,000 for such a telecast, and muchi
smaller audiences for other tele-_
casts.

JOY

Chief

Largely a "Class" Audience

"And why not? Braves at Bell Labs
have developed most complete
Studio Control Speech Input you
could ask," says the Chief Engineer.
"Compact? Ugh! Flexible? Ugh-Ugh! Can be
arranged to meet exact
needs of your station —
FMorAM. Quality? High
as For
flightdetails:
of eagle!"
Graybar
Electric Co., Graybar
Building, New York.

Western

DESPITE television's official statu;'
as
commercial
medium,of the
sign''
inga of
five sponsors
WNBT
New York, in its first month oi
commercial operation and the facf
that in New York owners of television receivers now have a choice
of programs from competing stations, sight and sound broadcasting is likely to remain in the stag(
of experimental rather than commercial advertising for some tim6
to come.
1
Reason is the scarcity of material available to the manufactur-'
ers of radio receivers, who, with
not enough aluminum and othei
materials to make enough sound
receivers to meet the demand, are
not planning to start production on,
television sets, for which the de-|
mand is less certain.
I
3,000 Sets in New York j
There are now about 3,000 tele- 1

Electric

BROADCASTING

much
largely aof "class"'
withis incomes
audience
True, , this
more than average. True also that
television's novelty still gives the
advertiser more attention than even
the combination of sight and sound
and motion will do later on.
But while the advertiser who gets
into television now certainly gets
his money's worth at the present
rates for the medium, the main result he will achieve from his sightand-sound commercials is experience in the techniques of this new
medium, which will put him out in
front of his inexperienced competitors when the television audience
begins to develop into its ultimate
proportions, with set owners counted by the hundreds of thousands
instead of by the hundreds.
• Broadcast
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Roger Peace
New
Carolina
Senator

\etwork iKccounts
I lime EDSTutiless olherwise indicated.
New Business
RMSTROXG CORK Co., Lancaster,
. (Quaker rugs aud floor coverings),
Oct. 4 starts a dramatic show on
ijer
100 CBS: BBDO,
stations.NewSat.York.
12-12 :30
31. Agency
I'AKER OATS Co., Chicago (Quakand
Mothor dramatic
Oats), on Sept.
star_ts
unnamed
show 8 on
51
BC-Red stations. Mon.. 9 :30-10 p.m.
keucy : Ruthrauif & Ryan, Chicago.
SNERAI- FOODS Corp., New York
■Sanka Coffee), on Oct. 5 starts Wilan L. Shirer analyzing the news on
3S. Sun., 5 :45-6 p.m. Agency :
lung & Rubicam, New York.
Renewal Accounts
TANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
>rk
( Fleischmann's
resumes
/ Love A Yeast),
Mystery ononOct.
65
C-Blue stations, Mon. 8-8 :30 ( re?adcast for West Coast 11:30-12).
encT : KenTon & Eckhardt, New
rk.
iLMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden
<iups), on Aug. 4 resumed for 39
eks Fletcher Wiley, commentator,
41 CBS stations. Mon. thru Fri.,
.K0-2:4o p.m. (EDST). Agency:
ard Wheelock Co.. Philadelphia.
-:XERAL ELECTRIC Co., Sehectady ( Mazda lamps ) . on Sept. 14
lews for 52 weeks Hour of Charm
71 NBC-Red stations. Sun., 10:30 p.m. Agencies: Foster & Davies.
■veland, and BBDO, New York.
Network Changes
■lDY ESTHER, Chicago (cosmetics,
let preparations ) , on Sept. 15 reices Freddie Marfin d His Orcheswith Orson Welles, on 68 CBS
tions. Mon. 10-10 :30 p.m. Agency :
liar & Ryan. N. Y.
)CA COLA Co.. Atlanta, on Sept.
shifts Pause That Refreshes on the
; on 113 CBS stations, from Sun.
! :30 to its original period. Sun.
30-5.
■w
York.Agency : D'Arcy Adv. Co.,
CVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
iss. (Risco), on Aug. 25 .shifts Big
iter on 73 CBS stations. Mon. thru
■i., 11:30-11:45 a.m. ( rebroadcast 215 p.m. I, to 12:1.5-12:30 p.m. with
rebroadcast. Agencv : Ruthrauff &
an. N. Y.
.CIFIC GREYHOUND LINES,
n Francisco (bus transportation),
Aug. 3 shifts Romance of the Highus on 21 Don Lee Pacific Coast stans. Sunday,
10:15-10:30 a.m.
'ST
) from
San Francisco
Holly- :
od on
a permanent
basis. toAgency
jaumont & Hohman, San Francisco.
I
A Shoe
Retnilev

SArS: "Yesterday we sold
seven out-of-town customers... directly traceable to
KOA broadcasts . . . Our
local sales are also on the
increase, and we attrifcute
these fine results to being on
the strongestDenverStation
with the largest audience."
50,000 WATTS
NBC RED
NETWORK
DENVER
SPOT SUES OFFICES
ROADCASTING
I

THREE OF WTAG str.fF take time
out to play in the Worcester station's golf tournament. Left to
right, George Jaspert, WTAG commercial manager; Ed Scannell,
sports the
expertSide
for program;
the station'sHerb
Reiire
Krueger, staff statistician. The
tournament is an annual event.
Dr. Hess Discs
DR. HESS & CLARK Inc., Ashland, 0. (stock and poultry remedies), the week of Sept. 29 will
start a country-wide campaign of
transcribed and live spot announcements. The transcriptions featuring Sam Guard's
are
five-minute
discs Farm
to beTalks
carried
thrice-weekly on KFH WNAX
WKY KFAB KFEQ WLS KSTP
WIBW WHO WJR KMOX WLW.
Live announcements will be made
five times weekly on KPRC and
KGKO and three times weekly on
KLZ KFBK KSRO KEX. All contracts are for 20 weeks. Agency is
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co.. Loui-sville (Raleigh Cigarettes), on Sept. 30 adds 56 stations
to its NBC-Red hookup, which will
then total 110 for College Humor.
Tues.. 10 :30-ll p.m. Recordings of
Walter's
Z'ncle will
and of
this program
Doghouse
(Raleigh
Tobacco)
also
be "broadcast
KGU. Agency : Russel
M. Seeds,onChicago.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville, Ky. (Raleigh cigarettes), on Sept. 30 will add
56 stations to College Humor, making
a total of 110 NBC-Red stations,
Tues., 10 :30-10 :55 p.m. Agency : Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville, Ky. (Sir Walter
Raleigh pipe tobacco), on Sept. 30
will add 56 stations to Private Linn
Borden Reports, making a total of
110 NBC-Red stations, Tues., 10:5511 :00 p.m. Agency : Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON. Racine.
Wis., (floor wax), on Aug. 19 shifts
Hap Hazard, on 99 NBC-Red stations,
Tues., 9:30-10 p.m. (EDST), from
Chicago to Hollywood. Agency : Needham. Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
(Sal Hepatica, Ipana), on Sept. 3 replaces Quizzer Baseball with Eddie
Cantor on 67 NBC-Red stations.
Wed., 9-9:30 p.m. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, New York.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
(Titalis), on Sept, 3 adds 19 stations
for Mr. District Attorney on NBCRed, Wed. 9:30-10, making a total of
86. Agency: Pedlar & Ryan, New
York.
STANDARD OIL Co., San Francisco
(petroleum products), on July 31
shifted Standard Symphony Hour,
with Werner Janssen director, on 31
Pacific Coast Don Lee stations,
Thursday, to8-9Hollywood
p.m. (PST).
fromweeks
San
Francisco
for six
or more. Agency : MeCann-Erickson,
San Francisco.

• Broadcast
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ROGER C. PEACE, 42-year-old
publisher of the Greenville (S. C.)
News-Piedmont, owner and operator of WFBC in Greenville, last
Wednesday was sworn in as the
new junior Senator from South
Carolina. Senator Peace will serve
until Oct. 15, when an elected successor v/ill take over to serve until
1943.
It is thought certain that even
during his brief term Senator
Peace v/ill take the opportunity to
bring to the floor of the Senate,
particularly in such matters as the
pending White Bill to provide a reorganized and reconstituted FCC,
the philosophy of a practical radio
and nev/spaper operator. Because
of unusual attention to the broadcasting situation in Congress at
this time, Senator Peace's appointment was regarded with intense interest by industry members.
The South Carolina broadcasterpublisher was named last Tuesday
by Gov. Burnet R. Maybank to
succeed the late Alva M. Lumpkin,
who died after only 10 days in
office following his appointment to
fill the vacancy existing after the
elevation of Senator James F.
Byrnes to the U. S. Supreme Court.
A successor to the remainder of
Justice Byrnes' term, ending in
1943, is to be named at a special
State election Sept. 2.
Gov. Maybank is one of three
candidates
former seat. for
The Justice
others Byrnes'
are former
Gov. Olin D. Johnston, of Spartanburg, and Rep. Joe Bryson or
Greenville.
Clipp Signs NBC Bouts
WITH Roger W. Clipp, general
manager of WFIL, Philadelphia,
acting as the intermediary, NBC
for Adam Hats Inc. closed another
contract last week with Promoter
Ray C. Alvis for all boxing contests out of Washington for the
next year. First of the fights takes
place Sept. 11 when Joey Archibald, bantamweight champion, will
defend his title against Chalky
Wright, Negro fighter. Following
the Archibald-Wright go, Alvis expects to bring, together Billy Conn,
formerly lightweight champion,
and Tommy Farr, now with the
British Air Force, who is expected
to arrive by Clipper within the next
two weeks. Sam Taub and Bill
Stern will handle the capital bouts,
which will be carried on more than
150 NBC-Blue outlets. NBC and
Adam Hats have now tied up prizefights in Brooklyn and Philadelphia
as well as Washington.
Transfers Ruled Out
TRANSFERS by clients from
NBC-Blue to the Red network or
from one group of stations to another in the same coverage area,
irrespective of cancellation dates,
will no longer be possible, according to orders issued Aug. 6 by Roy
C. Witmer and Edgar Kobak, vicepresidents in charge of sales for the
Red and Blue, respectively. Such
switches cannot be done except at
the conclusion of definite portions
of contracts, and then only if 30
days or more notice is given.

THE

HOT

SPOT

740
Itetween
NBC's Red and Blue

KQW
San
Jose, Calif.
San Francisco Studios
1470

Pine

Street

Reps.: Reynolds-Fitzgerald, Inc.

John Shepard III signed the
first INS radio contract on
May 4, 1935. His Yankee
Network has depended on
INS exclusively for world
news coverage ever since.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

KFH
WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry Office
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NAB

Executive

Group

Considers

Plan
Copyright
Board Authorizes Committee
To Counsel Stations
WITH NBC on the verge of closing contractual arrangements for
the return of ASCAP music to its
networks, thereby probably setting
a pattern for the industry, the
NAB board of directors at an extraordinary session in Washington
last Wednesday and Thursday
adopted a motion authorizing its
executive committee to counsel with
any broadcasters negotiating with
ASCAP for contract renewals.
The motion authorized the executive committee of seven, within
its discretion, "to meet with negotiators on music contracts and to
cooperate with them in devising
terms for the use of music, which
will be as widely acceptable as possible".
Following detailed discussion of
the NBC-ASCAP form of contract,
agreed to in principle but awaiting
ratification of affiliates, the board
decided that every aid should be
given stations to insure maximum
protection. Such matters as clearance at the source of transcriptions,
special arrangements, pending
suits, and other collateral considerations of fundamental interest
to affiliates and independents were
covered in this discussion.
Members of Committee
Members of the executive committee available for these consultations are NAB President Neville
Miller, chairman; James D. Shouse,
WLW, Cincinnati, and Joseph 0.
Maland, WHO, Des Moines, for
large stations; Don S. Elias,
WWNC, Asheville, and John Gillin
Jr., WOW, Omaha, for medium
power stations; John Elmer,
WCBM, Baltimore, and William H.
West, WTMV, East St. Louis, 111.,
for low power stations.
Primary attention of the board
at the two-day session was devoted
to the proposed net time sales tax.
With the NAB tentatviely scheduled to appear before the Senate
Finance Committee Aug. 18, details of the presentation were covered with Ellsworth C. Alvord, special tax attorney, retained by the
industry [See page 7].
Reject 2% Discount
The board also rejected a plea of
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies for recognition of the 2%
cash discount, after hearing a presentation by Frederic R. Gamble,
managing director of the AAAA.
The rejection came in the form of
tabling of a proposal to that end,
although the issue may later be revived. A suggestion that the cash
discount be absorbed through an
increase in station rates was
promptly vetoed. It was pointed out
that such a move would throw
broadcast rates out of adjustment
with other media, as well as raise
other serious complications.
The network monopc'y regulation
situation was discussed at length,
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". . . and Now WBRP

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
Brings You Local News Straight From Head-

quarters!"
NAB Convention in Cleveland Next May
The 1942 NAB convention will be held in Cleveland, May 11-14.
Headquarters hotel will be the Statler — scene of the eighth annual
convention in November, 1930. Ratification of Cleveland's selection
and fixing of the dates were announced by the NAB board of
directors at its meeting in Washington last Wednesday and Thursday. Cleveland was selected as the first choice for the convention
by the NAB membership at the annual meeting in St. Louis last
May. Cleveland broadcasters have been notified of the selection
and shortly will set up their own local convention committee and
designate their chairman. Studios of WGAR are in the Statler.
but no action was taken, in view
of the pendency of negotiations
with the FCC on revision of the
rules.
Also presented to the board was
the question of telephone line availabilities from Army camps for national defense pickups, raised by
the Radio Branch of the War Department Bureau of Public Relations, headed by Ed Kirby, NAB
public relations director now on
leave of absence. This matter, however, was referred to the recently
appointed National Defense Committee, headed by John Shepard
3d, president of the Yankee Network, Boston.
Board Members Present
All members of the board were
present for the session save John
J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha, and
Edwin W. Craig, WSM, Nashville.
Members of the board attending
were Edward Klauber, CBS executive vice-president; James D.
Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati; J. 0.
Maland, WHO, Des Moines; C.W.
Myers, KOIN-KALE, Portland;
Don S. Elias, WWNC, Asheville;
James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL,
Columbus, Ga. ; John Elmer,
WCBM, Baltimore; Paul W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford; Clarence
Wheeler, WHEC, Rochester; Isaac
D. Levy, WCAU, Philadelphia;
John A. Kennedy, WCHS, Cahrleston; Frank King, WMBR, Jacksonville; J. Harold Ryan, WSPD, Toledo; John E. Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo; William H. West Jr.,
WTMV, East St. Louis, 111.; Earl
H. Gammons, WCCO, Minneapolis;
Herb Hollister, KANS, Wichita; 0.
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L. Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo; Gene
O'Fallon, KFEL, Denver; Howard
Lane, KFBK, Sacramento; Harrison Holliway, KFI-KECA, Los Angeles; F. M. Russell, NBC vicepresident, Washington ; Harry
Spence, KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash.
WOOLWORTH

USES

WIBX, UTICA, SHOWS
FOLLOWING the successful use
of radio last year in connection
with the opening of a branch store
in Utica, F. W. Woolworth Co.,
five-and-1:en cent chain, last week
again sponsored an extensive campaign on WIBX, Utica, to promote
the
store's
first anniversary celebration.
In addition to daily spot announcements, WIBX arranged store
broadcasts with Woolworth shippers and a special quarter-hour
show using only Woolworth employes and featuring a singing
group trained by George Davis,
one of the WIBX choi'al directors
and pianists. Utica's Mayor Vincent R. Corru spoke, as did execuWoolworth's
and theagency
Lynn
Bakertives ofCo.,
New York,
handling the account. Merchandising tieups with the radio campaign
were conducted by N. W. Cook,
WIBX merchandising manager.
ICS Using Carnegie
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Scranton, Pa., on Sept. 18 will begin a
13-week test series of half-hour
transcriptions witli Dale Carnegie,
Thursday, 7:30-8, on WCAU, Philadelphia. Iftest is successful, other
stations will be added. Agency is
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York.
BROADCASTING

CBS GROSS GAI^S,
TAXES CUT PROFll
ALTHOUGH the gross income CBS for the first 26 weeks of 19
totaled $29,134,776, a gain of 16.8
above the gross of $24,952,294 f
the same period of 1940, the n'
work's profit for the period w:
down 3% from last year, amouni
ing to $2,418,087 this year a
against $2,493,719 last, accordinj
to a consolidated profit and los
statement issued by Frank K
White, CBS treasurer.
Explanation for the difference ii
profit, which resulted in earning
per sharo of $1.41 in the first hal
of 1941, as compared with $1.4.
for the first half of 1940, lies in th.
increase in the provision for Fed
eral taxes, which rose from $1,299,
954 in 1940 to $2,053,463 this year
Profit before taxes was $4,471,55 1
this year, up 17.9% over th
$3,793,65 for the same period o
1940.
At a directors' meeting Aug. 6
the CBS board declared a cash divi
dend of 45 cents per share of th
present Class A and Class B stocl
of $2.50 par value, payable Sept
5 to stockholders of record Aug. S
Bristol-Myers

Renewing

Eddie Cantor's Contrac
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
in renewing
tract
for the Eddie
comingCantor's
season, con
ha
dropped the CAB clause whic)
made it possible for the comediai
to earn bonuses up to $2000 pe
broadcast, and has substituted ;
raise in base pay, which last yea
was reported to be about $10,00
per broadcast. Cantor is now of
the air for the summer but resume
his Wednesday evening 9-9:30 pro
gram on NBC-Red for Sal Hepatic:
and Ipana Sept. 3.
lastreceive
year's acontract
Can
torUnder
was to
$200 weekl;
bonus for every point his CAB rai
ing rose above 20, with a maximur
set at 30. This arrangement mad
it possible for the comedian to ear]
a total of $78,000 in bonuses fo
his 39-week period on the air. It i
understood that he did not collec
any par: of it, since his averag
over the season was 18.8, at n
time going above the stipulate
figure. It was thought the competi
tion of Fred Allen on the sam
Wednesday evening hour kept dow:
the Cantor rating, Allen average
slightly under 21 for the sam
period. Program is placed throug
Young & Rubicam, New York.
Chatham

Campaign

USING radio for the first time
Chatham Mfg. Co., New York, wil
start a campaign for its blanket
during the week of Oct. 12 on 3
stations throughout the ccuntrj
Coinciding with the fall and winte
buying season, the campaign wi!
consist of two to five times weekl
participations on such programs a
Bessie Beatty on WCR, New York
Laura May Stuart on WCAU, Phil
adelphia; June Baker on WGIS
Chicago, and Agnes White o
KECA, Los Angeles. Local mei
chandising by department and spec
ialty stores will support the nation
al campaign, according to M. B
charge.
Hackett, New York, agency i
• Broadcast
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"MEET

E.

L.

WARE

AND

FAMItY"

Meet this progressive farm family, the E, L. Wares, who live on
R. F. D. No. 2, near Waverly, Ohio. Mr. Ware, who cultivates
128 acres on a 3-year rotation plan, heartily endorses the
sound, agricultural policies of the Nation's Station. He particularly stresses the untold value of WLW's reliable market summaries and friendly, informal weather reports.
Mr. Ware takes an active interest in the farm activities of
Pike County. Not only is he a member of the Farm Bureau,
oldest member of the AAA (in point of service), but also is
Treasurer of the Pike County Fair Board.
There are four children in the Ware family, three daughters
and one son. All of them, the youngest to the oldest, find great
enjoyment in the varied, daily programs of WLW. Since 1925,
radio programs eminating from the Nation's Station have been
their chief source of entertainment. The entire family listens to
WLW from early morning 'til late at night. Satisfactory proof,
isn't it, that WLW is covering the midwest in a BIG WAY!

(Below): Putting all eggt in three baskets. Mrs. Ware has plenty of praise for
the WLW serial programs. Daughter
prefers news and late evening features,
such as WLW's "Squeakin' Deeon."

40 acres of timber land keeps Dad and son busy.
Mr. Ware says: "WLW market summaries ond newscasts are the best. In fact, I know that the Nation's
Station reports control the egg prices throughout
REPRESENTATIVES: New York — Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp.

Chicago — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Avenue.

THE

Pike County."
San Francisco — International Radio Sales.
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RCA

COSTS
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TRANSMIHER

50-E
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HIGH-FIDELITY quality output, that
pleases advertisers and audiences
alike, can be combined with impressive
savings in a 50 kw. transmitter! Here's
howadvancedRCAengineeringdoesit:
HIGH-LEVEL CLASS ' B'' MODULATION
in the 50-E gives you the double economy of low power-consumption and
extremely long tube life. At average
modulation, the transmitter draws approximately 115 kw. from your power
line — less than S2.50 an hour at New
York City current rates. And high-level
modulation means better audio quality,
too . . . the 50-E is virtually free from
cross-modulation distortion; flat within + 1 db. from 30 to 10,000 cycles.
AIR-COOLED TUBES THROUGHOUT cut
down both installation and operating
costs. No water-pumps. No watercoolers. No water-problems, pipes or

tanks! Ane/ no monthly water-bills . . .
BUILT-IN WIRE-DUCT still further reduces your installation costs by eliminating floor-trenches between units. UNIFIED FRONT PANEL construction
presents a more pleasing appearance
combined with cleaner mechanical
design and mounting of equipment.
VERTICAL CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION, without horizontal shelves,
makes all parts easily accessible.
Only 281 square feet of floor space is
ample for the 50-E (less external blower
and transformer equipment). Complicated and cumbersome mechanical
controls are eliminated by the use of
electrical tuning on the RF power amplifier and exciter stages — adjustments
are made by push-buttons on the front
panel . . . Ask your nearest district office
sales representative to tell you the complete story.

Use RCA Radio Tubes in your station for finer performance

Microph^es
I Associated
E^uipmant |I
Spetch Input^yslftRif
Transmitttrs

York: 411 Fifth Ave.

Chicago: 589 E. Illinois St.

Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bank BIdg.

Dallas: Santa Fe BIdg.

San Francisco: 170 Ninth St.

Hollywood: 1016 N. Sycamore Ave
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15c the Copy • $5.00 the Year
AUGUST 18, 1941
jCanadian & Foreign
$6.00 the Year
Published every Monday, SSrd issue (Yearbook Number) Published in February

Religious Programs

335

Agricultural Programs
Market Broadcasts

378

Educational
thi

SCORE!

Vol. 21 • No. 7
WASHINGTON,
D. C.

National

1,352
133

Broadcasts

Defense

Programs

^^^^

115
80

Public Service Programs
Total Service Programs

mmm
2,393

This is the WLS
record of service to
listeners for the first
six months of 1941.
All this on a halftime station — and we
still have time to do
a good job for comsponsors.
Becausemercial
listeners
depend
on WLS for sustaining service features,
WLS Gets Results!

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

The
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
Management Affiliated With
KOY, Phoenix and
The Arizona Network
KOY, Phoenix
KTUC, Tucson
KSUN, Bisbee-Douglas.
Represented by John Blair

'ziSm

Imimited

AIR/

Oime

!

After 15 years of ceaseless effort to get astride the clock for full-time operation and
ride it to complete supremacy of the air, we have finally achieved success, through
special grant of the Federal Communications Commission.
At the crack of dawn

W W V A now mounts the clock, to sweep through the air far

into the moon-lit hours past midnight. It's a daily, non-stop flight through those very
same heavens in Eastern Ohio, Western Pennsylvania and Northern West Virginia
that are seething with the flames from belching steel furnaces and smoke from humming
factory chimneys. And our accurate bomb sights are set squarely on 2,085,666 radio
dials.
Get aboard for supremacy of the air in the thriving steel and coal belt of the Nation.
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)uring the recent war games in the Mid-South,
Dur members of the WSM staff, with complete
lobile equipment, estabHshed Kving quarters in
private railroad car which was moved as the
laneuver heart shifted. From this "on the spot"

/Sei'S
ocation WSM produced more than 20 broadasts. two of which were fed to the NBC Netork. These broadcasts included a Chapel Service
1 the open, the unloading of an armored unit, an
ctual battle with interviews on both sides and
ne referee's decision, results of the first test of
-le new anti-tank sight, the blackout and dense of Shelbyville. Tenn., results of the official
ritique, and statements from the commanding
enerals.
hese, together with other feature programs of
itense appeal to listeners, represented a pioneer
tep in this type of broadcast by WSM. As a
;sult of this experiment, WSM's mobilit^^ tranzription facilities, and findings have been recmmended by the War Department for use
uring the "all out" defense maneuvers to be
eld in Louisiana this September. And WSM will
e there with an ''all out" coverage.
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WSM's recent coverage of defense maneuvers in the Mid-South
is just another of the numerous reasons for the listener popularity
that
this50,000
station's
outthein job.
front.But,
It
takes continually
much more keeps
than its
wattsadvertisers
power to do
combine this wattage, the
greatest power now available
to commercial broadcasting
stations, with one of the lozuest available frequencies, 650
kilocycles, plus a clear channel, and the result is coverage.
Add to this WSM's great variety and versatility of talent
It's
get the listeners'.
and you
easy
to understand
why WSM
offers the best buy for your
advertising dollar.
HARRY L. STONE. Gen l. Mar,
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The charts above and below show how rapidly United Press Radio News Wire Features
are stepping up in usage and sponsorship. Gains indicated are for the six months'
period ended July 31, as revealed in a recent nation-wide survey.*
Convincing testimony of the adaptability of these features to the needs of broadcasters isprovided by the fact that up to 83 per cent of United Press clients use them
regularly. Proof of their saleability is found in reports of broadcasters showing sponsorship as high as 51 per cent.
The United Press offers more than claims for Its radio features. It presents facts of
performance proving their ability consistenily to step up audience interest and
station profits.
*IComplele reports on survey available on request to Walter
Rundle. United Press, 220 £. 42nd Street. New York City.)
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As everybody
is covered
southern

knows,

the northern

thoroughly

productive

stations. The

by Louisville stations.

But the central area of Indiana

that can be secured

part of Indiana

by Chicago

part is dominated

tremendously

WISH

is the best part of this

State — and

ONLY

through

is THE

part

a good

Indi-

anapolis station.
On July 26, a good Indianapolis
air-Station WISH.
features, WISH
news,

station went on the

In addition to NBC

Blue Network

brings its listeners the best-planned

sports and local programming

ana air. Best of all, WISH
Indianapolis

is oimed

people who

on the Indi-

and operated by

are already an important

factor in sales and merchandising
State. WISH

EXCtUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
_
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
KMBC ._
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work

all over the

is therefore a merchandising

station —

a result station — of the very first magnitude.
If you are doing business in Indiana, you owe it to
yourself to get all the facts about

this newest

and

surest way to do a job in the State. Ask your Agency
to ask the Colonel.
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^Advertising
Groups
Assail
Tax
NIB; Mrs. Emily Holt, executive whatever in favor of the tax on
secretary of AFRA; and Maurice
outdoor advertising," Mr. McMillan
^ledia, Agency and
Lynch, financial secretary of the commented. "We have seen no arChicago Federation of Labor, which
gument in favor of the tax on radio
Sponsor Views
owns and operates WCFL, Chicago.
advertising
except one which proRelated
Speaking for the viewpoint of
posed such a tax principally as a
the 300 advertiser members of the punitive matter designed to correct
■ECLARIXG
that the
coved tax on radio
time House-apsales and Assn. of National Advertisers, G. alleged unfair competition — from
Ilboard space, included in the S. McMillan, ANA secretary, de- the Allied Printing Trades union.
clared to the committee last ThursIf there has been unfair competievenue Act now being considered
day that although ANA has no
tion— which we do not admit —
V the Senate Finance Committee,
ould "kill the goose that laid the particular interest in any one medi- there are adequate laws dealing
um, it is vitally concerned "with with that subject and existing Govolden egg", agency, media and the preservation
of the American
ernment agencies whom Congress
ivertiser groups last Thursday
has designated to administer them.
ok the first step in their all-out advertising system and in the maintenance of free and open competi%ht against the discriminatory
Not an Amusement Tax
tion between media". He termed
vies at Senate committee hear"We do not believe a revenue
the proposed radio and billboard
:gS.
Without exception, all four wit- levies "unsound, unfair and dis- measure should be used to confer
police power. Further, we believe
criminatory" andRevenue
urged their
•^sses appearing
Thursday not
nation from the
Act.elimi- it is significant that there has been,
ly castigated the proposed taxes
to our knowledge, no proposal of
discriminatory against radio and
"We have seen no argument
board operators, but also opsed the general idea of taxing
m/i •
•
"f~i /v*
1 • O
vertising, recognizing the pro
Mllli
mUm
EfleCt
Oil
KHCIIO
^€€11
sal as an entering wedge to the
ole field.
Result
of Defense
Priorities
Others to Appear
The battle was scheduled to conGroups
Using Largest Share of Network Time
lue Monday, Aug. 18, as witExpected to Increase Their Advertising
■sses for the NAB, NIB, AFRA
id the Chicago Federation of
NATIONAL
proSimilarly, Business Week for
abor were to take the stand to THE
easing onsdefense
er
c um liinngcome
gram, incr
Aug.
9 stated: "In durable contify directly on the far-reaching
i
a
e
e
t
sumer goods, the war economy will
the
and at the sam tim cur
ects of the proposed Z-lo'^c tax amount of raw mateerials available
bring
about advertising curtailr
u
radio net time sales of $100,000
t
y
ufac
ments roughly in proportion to
nually and over. It was thought foerfetnhsee marnoducts, sof xmpaenctednon o
NAB presentation would be di- dbring aboput many ichaneges in thte - production decreases necessitated
g
ro
of materials for nated along lines demonstrating
ertisin picture this fall andp by the saving
tional defense. In staple lines,
t the tax, expected to add a 5 waidnvter.
such as foods and drugs, unaffect10 million dollar Federal tax
The Netv York Times on Aug. 7
ed by war shortages, rising conrden for the broadcasting indussumer income will pep up adver, not only would increase oper- pointed out that of the 100 largest
ing costs but also result in dimin- advertisers in newspapers, radio,
For radio this is good news.
and farm journals "24
:ied revenue and drive many "rea- magazines
are in industries which are encounReference
to industrial breakdo'wn
mably
profitable" stations to the
of network advertising during
all.
tering production problems due to tising."
1940 shows that of a total of appriorities and shortages of mateEllsworth C. Alvord, Washingproximately $95,000,000, exclusive
n tax attornej' retained by the rials"' including "automotive, gasof political advertising, drugs,
oline, rubber and electrical equipAB, was to handle the NAB presment companies who will be forced foods and tobacco accounted for
tation. It was expected he would
flanked by several association to curtail advertising . . . The nearly $67,000,000, while autoicers and broadcasting executives, large majoritj' of the remaining
motive, petroleum and house furniture and furnishings contributed
■ssibly including Don S. Elias, 76 companies comprises cigarette,
less than $9,000,000 to the total.
food, liquor and drug houses,
WNC, Asheville, N. C, a member
In other words, the largest netthe NAB board; Leo J. Fitz- which face no serious production
work advertisers are those who
.irick, WJR, Detroit; John Shep- problem.
may
be
expected to increase their
d 3d, Yankee Network president;
Staple Lines Escape
advertising expenditures, while
;illiam S. Paley, CBS president;
those advertisers who will problies Trammell, NBC president;
"The 24 companies mentioned,"
ably curtail their advertising are,
rank K. White, CBS treasurer;
the Times continued, "will not
eliminate their advertising en- by and large, not very extensive
prk Woods, NBC vice-president
tirely, of course. But whether the users of radio.
id treasurer; and Neville Miller,
Furthermore, even in this latter
sAB president.
reductions they make will be enclass,
radio appears to be facing
tirely
offset
by
increased
budgets
!'Other industry witnesses schedmoderate
losses. Chrysler
d for a Monday appearance in- for the remaining 76 is a ques- only (Continued
on page 56)
ade H. A. Lafount, president of
IROADCASTING

tion."
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Measure
such taxes on outdoor and radio
advertising by publishers of magazines or newspapers nor any testimony favoring the taxes from them.
"It has been argued that the
proposed tax on radio advertising
is an amusement tax. This hardly
seems plausible. Amusement taxes
in the United States are imposed
upon and paid by those enjoying
the amusement. Taxes on admissions to theatres, athletic games
and the like are paid by those who
purchase tickets, not by the motion
companies or the promoters
picture
of
the amusement. Such is not the
case with the proposed tax on radio
advertising. Again, the tax would
be imposed on radio time sales.
That means on sponsored programs
only, in other words on advertising. No tax is proposed on sustaining programs, on the broadcasting
of special events, speeches etc.,
which are just as surely entertainment as is sponsored material.
"No tax is proposed on magazines— and magazines are designed
as and purchased for entertainment. No tax is proposed on newspapers— and yet sponsored news
broadcasts are to be taxed.
"In view of this, we cannot view
the proposed levies on outdoor and
radio in any other light than as a
direct tax on advertising. Further,
as practical businessmen, we know
that tax will be passed on to
the
manufacturers, the buyer of advertising.
"We believe it is unwise and unsound to tax advertising. We in
this country are engaged in mass
production. In order to have mass
have mass disproduction,tribution,weand inmust
order to have mass
distribution, we must have advertising. It is a vital part of selling
and by far the most economical
way to move the goods made by
the men in our factories.
Not a Product
"Advertising is not a finished
product. It is a business process —
just as important and essential a
business process as is engineering
or production. It is a function, not
a product. Taxing one function of
business, isolating that function
and imposing a tax upon it, is to
ourAnswering
mind unsound."
comments by Senators Barkley (D-Ky.) and Connally (D-Tex.) emphasizing the
large "take" of advertisers, agencies and media from advertising
efltorts, Mr. Mc]\Iillan stated that
August
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advertising's share of the national
income actually has decreased sub- Oil Firms Continuing Air Campaigns
stantially in the last 15 years —
3.75% of the national income in
1926, against only 2.31% of the Despite 'Curfew^ On Eastern Seaboard
NOT ONLY Atlantic Refining Co.
1940 national income.
[Broadcasting, Aug. 11], but all
"A tax on advertising would not other firms engaged in the distribuonly seriously cripple one of the
tion of gas and oil along the Eastmost vital tools of business, but
ern Seaboard are planning to conit would also cripple the media
duct their usual radio advertising
concerned, all of which are sub- campaigns this fall, despite the
stantial taxpayers and employers
"curfew" on gasoline and
of labor," Mr. McMillan empha- present
the proposed rationing plan. A telesized. "Incidentally, we see no way
phone survey, conducted by the
in which the proposed taxes could
York offices of Broadcasting,
possibly benefit labor. The effect New
of gas and oil advertising placed
would be quite to the contrary."
in that city failed to reveal a single
SMILE FLUSH recorded here was
case of program cancellation or curBenson's Argument
tailment because of the shortage of caused by the Richfield Oil Co. reJohn Benson, AAAA president,
newal Aug. 11 for 52 weeks, of its
deplored the imposition of any tax gasoline.
six-weekly quarter-hour Richfield
As reported last month [BROADburden on advertising per se, but
CASTING, July 21], a number of oil Reporter on 6 NBC-Pacific Red
stressed the willingness of everyone
companies are devoting a part of stations, starting the series on its
concerned to bear their just re- their commercials to advocating
tenth year. Pleased trio are Sydsponsibility on a fair and equitable
ney Dixon, NBC-Pacific Red sales
gasoline conservation and to edu- manager;
basis.
G. K. Breitenstein, prescating
motorists
in
ways
that
this
He declared that a tax on adverident of Hixson-O'Donnell Adv.
may
be
effected.
Esso
Marketers,
Inc.,
Los
Angeles,
and Ed Barker,
tising, with the radio and billboard
Red network account executive.
which
pioneered
in
preaching
conlevies as the opening wedge, eventuservation, and Socony- Vacuum Oil
ally would slow down civilian proCo., which has been doing so for York, where its Friday night
duction; reduce business volume
weeks, are both continuing
broadcasts originate. Other comand net profit, making for a pre- some
the practice. Richfield Oil Co. is
panies with national distribution,
carious business existence in many
also continuing to promote on the such as Gulf Oil Corp. and Texas
cases; reduce the margin between
the cost of manufacture and the air its booklet, "14 Ways to Save
Co., will follow their normal programs of network broadcasting,
selling price of an article, with conCities
Service
Co.
also
has
begun
Gasoline".
making
nomercialsspecial
in comsequent effects on such considerfor the changes
East. Shell
Oil
conservation on its netations as wage increases or im- to preach
work programs and with its Aug.
Co. has no plans for radio adverprovements toproduct ; advance the 1 broadcast
distributing
tising following the expiration of
spiral of rising prices, with its folders on this began
subject to members
its present national spot campaign
trend toward inflation. He declared
of its studio audiences in New
this month.
that placing a tax on advertising
would be like "eating the seed corn
viously unfair, discriminatory and
instead of planting it".
AFL Hits Tax
indefensible"
and he was "ready to
Opposed by Murphy
take it out of the bill today".
VOICING
strong
sentiment
"We believe that advertising
Expressing a similar thesis,
against the proposed Federal
Charles E. Murphy, general counsel
plants, whether radio, newspaper
time sales tax, the Executive
of AFA, declared in a prepared
or magazines, buildings and equipCouncil of the American Fedstatement :
eration of Labor, meeting in
ment, or outdoor advertising structures, are legitimately subject to a
Chicago last week, adopted a
"We consider any tax on advernormal personal property tax by
tising, regardless of the media afresolution
declaring:
"While
labor is firm in its l elief that
the States, and the members of
fected, as harmful to the economy
this association already pay such
the U. S. Government should
of our nation and detrimental to
levy extra taxes on the people
taxes, as well as income tax and
our well-established system of disto pay for defense work, we
all other taxes which are uniformly
tributing consumer goods. The
do not believe in punitive or
power of advertising as the selling
levied
upon this and other busidiscriminatory taxes such as
force of industry and as the stimunesses," Mr. Stewart declared. "But
that
levied
on
advertising
in
a tax levied upon the column inches
lator and stabilizer of commodity
radio. Broadcast employes,
distribution must be protected. This
appearing in a publication, the
men and women, when out of
number of square feet of surface
is necessary in supporting the base
work, cannot fit themselves
of an outdoor advertising structure,
for emergency taxes, for any iminto defense work."
the time sales of radio stations, or
pairment in the use of advertising
the sales price of neon-tube and
by taxation will in turn affect disposition to the levy, covering such electric signs, is clearly a tax upon
tribution, and the revenues derived
therefrom. In our opinion, a tax on considerations as taxing the maadvertising itself, and is mistaken
chinery producing the profits rather
advertising will defeat its own purthan the profits themselves, dis- in Inprinciple."
similar vein, William C. Warcrimination between media as well
ren, representing Transit Adv. Inc.,
pose."
Speaking for the American Highway Sign Assn. and International
as within media, the possible con- Chicago Car Adv. Co., and Transfiscation ofall net income or profits
Alliance of Billposters as well as
portation Displays Inc., all of which
his own organization, J. V. Stewart,
of many operators, the reduction in operate sign systems along elevated
collectable income tax, the crippling train rights of way and similar
secretary-treasurer of the Outdoor
Advertising Assn. of America, de- of outdoor advertising facilities to sites, told the committee the tax
undoubtedly would force all three
clared the billboard levy actually aid in the national defense program
would net the Federal Government
and the failure of the plan to pro- of the companies out of business.
The Revenue Act, as passed Aug.
nothing, due to high administrative
duce sufficient tax revenue to jus4 by the House, provides a 5% levy
tify its adoption.
costs necessary to make the tax colon annual net time sales from
lectable. He estimated the tax would
Vandenberg Opposed
yield $1,191,000, although it would
$100,000 to $500,000; 10% on $500,cost the Government a greater sum
000 to $1,000,000; 15% over $1,000,In the midst of Mr. Stewart's
than that to collect it.
testimony, during a discussion of 000 [BROADCASTING, Aug. 4, 11]. In
Pointing out that both the bill- the discriminatory characteristics
addition, excise rates on radio reboard and radio taxes had been of the proposed advertising levy.
ceiver and parts sales were boosted
inserted in the revenue bill "in the Senator Vandenberg (R-Mich.), from hV2% to 10%, and a new tax
last hour of the last day", Mr. himself a former newspaper pub- on telephone, cable and radio leased
wires was included.
Stewart listed seven points of oplisher, exclaimed the tax was "obPage 8 • August
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Not
Cut

&

Gamble

Planning
Any
in
Advertisin
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Biggest Sponsor Points Out
Raw Material Problem
BY FAR the biggest user of radio
advertising, having been billed
nearly $11,000,000 by NBC and
CBS alone during 1940, Procter &
Gamble Co., Cincinnati, though
deeply engaged in defense activities, advertising.
has no present plans to curtail
Queried by Broadcasting, the
company's public relations department replied that "at the moment
there is nothing taking place here
which would point toward a curtailment of our
effort."to
Attention
was advertising
called, however,
the annual report for the first half
of 1941 released the first week in
August by President Richard R.
Deupree, which showed a consolidated net profit for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1941, amounting to
$27,581,522 after deducting all
charges for depreciation, losses,
taxes, advertising and special introductory work. This was 7.25%
more than the preceding year.
Shipping and Materials
In his report Mr. Deupree remarks that "the second year of the
war has developed a shortage in
shipping which is affecting our
supply of raw materials.
"This is not serious as yet, but
we see no likelihood of improvement in the near future, and obviously the situation could get
worse.
"We are helped at present by the
crop outlook in our own country,
which is favorable. There are indications of a large cottonseed and
soya bean production, as well as an
increased production of lard. The
reason we emphasize the matter of
supplies is that our experience in
both England and Canada has
shown us that it is in this direction, in times such as these, that
we may expect difficulties.
"This country produces a sufficient quantity of edible fats to meet
the requirements of its people, but
in so far as its soap fats are concerned it produces only approximately three-fourths of its needs.
One-fourth of our soap fats must
be imported, and it is a most important fourth, because it is largely
made up of coconut oil, which not
only is not produced in this country, but for which there is no
known substitute, particularly as
it is used in our business."
The report also pointed out that
the Government last fall asked
P&G to erect and operate a shellloading plant at Milan, Tenn.,
which was built and separately incorporated for $1,000,000 as "The
Procter & Gamble Defense Corp."
AMERICAN POP CORN Co., Sioux
City, la. (Jolly Time pop corn) has
announced its fall and winter advertising campaign will be the largest in
ten years, and will include radio spots.
Agency is Buchanan-Thomas Adv. Co.,
Omaha.
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yre Gunning For Advertising as an Institution
^SSAGE of the Revenue Bill of tion which in turn permits cuts in assumed that Treasury representatives who sat with the Committee
41 by the House, with its tax the cost of production, still valid?
billboards and radio time sales,
during the final drafting of the bill
The Picture
did not protest too strenuously
^ s brought into focus a concerted,
This line of reasoning, of course, against the taxes. Had they pronot co-ordinated, attack on all
tested, itmust be assumed that the
pes of advertising by several ties in with many government offibill would not have contained the
anches of the government, it is
cials'
belief
that
government
could
undertake to cut the cost to the
ivealed in a survey of current offi- consumer. Also there is the view two levies because the Committee
leaned heavily on the Treasury for
-|il activity.
proper labeling by governadvice in regard to excise taxation.
jjrhough not confined to radio, the that ment
mandate would eliminate the
Thus, even if the immediate
ilosophy indicates action by sev- need for expensive advertising
1 government agencies, denot- campaigns to attract the public to threat of taxation on these two
a definite trend strilcing at ad- certain brands. This, of course, is forms of advertising is withdrawn,
k-tising itself. There seems to be nothing more than a carrying-out the fact remains that the taxes
were proposed by a responsible
I question but that control of to the Nth degree of government
House committee and approved by
Ivertising claims by Government
! here to stay, but the present in business, supposedly to aid the the House — a fact which should be
significant
in indicating thinking
pnd goes even further than that, public.
ing.
This a basic tenet of many New
which bodes no good for advertisncerning itself not so much M^ith
)at is said in advertising as with Dealers, which, while soft-pedalled
during these days of cooperation
^ basic aims of the industry.
Proposed Excise on Cosmetics
business and government,
}lt is felt, however, that as long between
Before the House committee pro1 advertising remains an integral has not been tossed into the disposed these two taxes, the Treasury
card.
j|rt of the U. S. economic system,
indicated how it stood on advertisTo
get
the
picture
of
what
steps
iere will always be a way to boost
ing by its position on a highly[product, no matter how strict the have been taken and their relation technical
and little-known manu(itrol of claims might be. On the to the general picture, take a look
facturers' excise tax on cosmetics.
^ler hand, it is those steps in the at various agencies' moves which
Prior
to
1939
this tax was comerection of impeding or cutting affect advertising — the potentialiputed on a base tliat included adties of these moves is enlightening !
ivn advertising as an institution
vertising and selling, as well as
i^t should cause the most concern
other costs. In 1939, Congress
TREASURY DEPARTMENT:
ithose industries which depend on
eliminated advertising and selling
jtional advertising as a means of Although the tax on billboards and costs from the basis. Throughout
radio
advertising
was
not
recomss distribution of their products.
mended by Treasury experts, who the tax hearings this year, AssistTrial Balloon
ant Secretary of the Treasury Sulappeared at open hearings before
livan insisted that advertising and
the
House
Ways
&
Means
Commitgiven before the present national
selling costs must be restored as
tee,
and
although
the
two
taxes
ergency, certain government
slipped into the bill by the the basis on which this tax is to
arters had thrown up trial bai- were
Committee
at the last minute with- be computed, despite the fact that
ns, obviously with the purpose
out previous hearings, it must be this woiked to the competitive adtesting how far they might go
an attempt to curb advertising,
me of these plans have been
elved in the rush of defense work
probably will be trotted out
en the propitious moment arises,
other instances more immediate
eats have grown out of the
ense effort.
t is almost impossible to point
ifinger at any one government
ency and charge it vdth taking
to itself the crusade to curb adtising. However, when one looks
lind some actions of governTit agencies, it is simple to uner the motives.
More often than not actions
ten by government agencies afting advertising adversely are
ten explained away in a condemding "tut tut" manner, pointy aimed at getting the idea
ll'oss that there are too many imtant things to be done by goviment to interfere with a pros;j?ing business.
|3owever, a hard-boiled analysis
iithese actions, taken collectively,
jngs home the conclusion that a
tnd is taking shape. Nub of this TURNING THE FIRST SPADE for the new Princeton Laboratories of
RCA, a three-story structure with a one-story wing on a 25-acre tract,
iiid is the frequently discussed
are high officials of the company, who dedicated the building to the appli(3stion among that group roughcation of radio and electronics to national defense. First spadeful was
Itreferred to as the New Dealers :
turned
by Otto S. Schairer (right), vice-president in charge of the RCA
advertising worth what it costs
Laboratories. At left is Maj. Gen. James G. Harbord, chairman of the
consumer; is the old idea that
RCA board, and in center is David Sarnoff, RCA president. Forty company directors auu
and e-tect
executives were present for the ceremony.
fertising
i-isiiig permits
peiimus mass distribuuiSLiiuupaiiy uirectuxs
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Widening
vantage of the non-advertised
brand.
Regardless of what happens to
the radio and billboard tax, sooner
or later the Treasury is going to
make a grab at taxing advertising,
perhaps by the roundabout method
of limiting the amount of advertising expenditures that can be
vn-itten off as business expense for
tax return purposes.
Defense Activity
0PM and OPACS: Of these two
new defense agencies, 0PM presents the lesser danger to advertising because it is staffed largely
with men drawn from business who
are sympathetic to the need for advex'tising. OPAGS, on the other
hand, is staffed largely by economists, professors, and lawyers of
"New Deal" stripe, and their views
on advertising might be open to
question. However, in any increased
national emergency advertising
might suffer to some extent — just
as all normal business practices
would suffer. The question is
whether the interference with advertising isdone on a purely temporary
basis, or iswhether
defense emergency
used as the
a guise
to put into effect some pet reform
theories of those opposed to advertising as an institution. If and
when magazine paper and newsprint supplies become tight, and as
defense begins to take up more and
more radio time, these factors may
automatically serve to limit the
amount
emergency.of advertising during an
The activities of OPACS are a
more direct threat. With its function to ration the civilian supply
of critical defense materials, this
agency can be expected to ask, at
some time or when
other,the"why
commodities
raw advertise
material
and labor going into that commodity might well be used on defense work?" In line with its pricefixing activities, this agency already has indicated that it will
expect cuts in advertising and
promotion costs before it will permit rises in prices of essential
commodities. This will hit the food
industry harder than all others —
under the pending price-fixing bill,
farm prices cannot be fixed by
OPACS; thus, when food prices
begin to rise and consumers begin
to howl, OPACS will have to
squeeze
processor
(it can't
hit
the raw thematerial
or farm
costs)
and insist that he cut advertising
costs before raising prices. In permitting the bread industry to raise
prices by one cent, OPACS informed the bakers that they must
make every effort to cut advertising and selling costs. Here again
is found the theory that advertising is a non-essential in the cost of
distribution.
Arnold's Position
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT, Antitrust Division: Despite denials that
he is (Contiuued
"opposed toon advertising"
or
page 62)
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Court

Upholds
FCC
in
Newspaper
Inquiry
named
only
Mr.
Stahlman
as
repapers from holding broadcast li- competing applications, consideraRules Commission
spondent, it was believed the detion may properly be given to the
censes, declaring the newspapercision in the matter, when finally
ownership inquiry was an illegal advantageous situation which one
drawn up, would apply to other
applicant may have by reason of
May Subpoena
proceeding and therefore subsubpoenaed witnesses not appearpoenas issued in connection with it his ability to more easily and acWitnesses
ing at the inquiry.
became nullities in the eyes of the
curately gather news and broadcast
In
oral
argument
FCC
Counsel
the
same
by reason of association
law
and
could
be
disregarded.
He
UPHOLDING the FCC position
Harris averred that under Sections
charged that the FCC was using with news gathering agencies of
that it has the power to subpoena
403 and 309(a) of the CommunicaMorris comwitnesses and conduct general
a group of licensees as "stool the press,"
mented in his Justice
Friday memorandum.
tions Act the FCC unquestionably
pigeons"
to
delve
deeply
into
the
hearing's along lines of the newshad power to hold either individual
business of newspaper operation, a
"If that be so, and it is not quespaper-ownership inquiry, now set or general hearings, along with
field in which it had no statutory
tioned by the respondent here, it is
to reopen Sept. 17, Justice James
difficult to understand why the
complete authority to subpoena witright of inspection.
W. Morris, of the U. S. District
nesses in proceedings such as the
Commission cannot by the instant
In his memorandum, and in comCourt for the District of Columbia,
newspaper-ownership inquiry.
in a memorandum opinion last Friments during oral argument, Jus- investigation undertake to fully
Power Disputed
tice Morris appeared to take the and accurately inform itself conday indicated he would sign an
cerning all of the advantages and
position that newspaper interests
order requiring the appearance at
He argued there was no provision
disadvantages, if any, of such joint
probably
would
have
more
to
gain
the inquiry of James G. Stahlman,
requiring the FCC to enumerate in
association, and thus be equipped
publisher of the Nashville Banner.
than to lose in the newspaper-ownorders starting an investigation,
to
more intelligently determine the
ership
inquiry,
since
it
apparently
Mr. Stahlman is on active duty in the possible outcome of such inthe Public Relations Office of the
question of public interest and conwas entirely possible that newsvestigation, commenting that the
Navy as a lieutenant commander.
venience presented when such facpapers would be shown to be an
Commission may make recommeneven more desirable type of licensee
tors are present.
Despite the prompt treatment of
dations to Congress, may issue
than is presently recognized. He
the question by Justice Morris,
rules or a statement of policy on
Adequate Facts Needed
who heard oral arguments earlier
followed this reasoning in addresthe question of newspaper owner"The
Act authorizes the Commisin the week, doubt still existed that
sing several questions to Mr. Hanship of radio stations, or may simsion to make recommendations for
son, who held to the ground that
Mr. Stahlman would in fact be on
ply use the information it gathers
the proceedings were illegal.
proposed legislation germane to the
tap when the hearings reopen Sept.
as Mr.
"purely
educational"
17. Elisha Hanson, ANPA counHanson
countered material.
that the
"It is hardly to be questioned field which the Act gives it the
sel handling the Stahlman test
FCC has no authority to initiate that, in the case of any particular power to regulate. Certainly such
(Continued on page 59)
case, indicated Friday, upon anpolicy or rules that would bar newsapplication, especially if there are
nouncement of Justice Morris'
opinion, that notice of appeal to the
D. C. Court of Appeals would be
filed immediately after an order
NBC-ASCAP
Pact
Near
for appearance is signed. Justice
Completion
Morris was expected to sign the
order before leaving on vacation
and ASCAP through a rejection of emphasize, however, that no commitment has been made to bind
Aug. 16. It was thought possible Only Details at Issue;
the conditions by a large propora decision on the appeal would not
IRNA
members,
that no repreNBC Says Stations
tion of NBC's affiliate stations apsentations ofauthority to bind them
come before the hearings reopened.
peared slimmer last weekend than
Mostly Approve
has been made and that stations
they had the week before, when
Advised to Refuse
are still free agents.
one-third of the station responses
COMPLETION of the ASCAPOn the other hand, Ed Craney,
The Stahlman case, regarded as
NBC contract is expected early this were reported to have been unfaa far-reaching test of the subpoena
vorable
to
the
deal.
Last
Friday
it
KGIR,
Butte, independent leader
week, according to Robert P. Myers,
powers of an administrative agency
was
unofficially
reported
that
NBC
in
the
copyright
fight, bitterly asNBC's legal staff, and Herman
such as the FCC, as well as the of
sailed the deal as a departure from
had received replies from 75 staFinkelstein, of Schwartz & Frohprinciple [see page 66].
whole newspaper-ownership issue,
tions, of which 57 were favorable
lich, ASCAP general counsel, who
came to court after Mr. Hanson on
While there have been no official
and only 18 against. Furthermore,
for the last two weeks have been
the opening day of the hearings,
it was said that of these 18 replies
expressions on the matter, the
continuously engaged in drafting
July 23, had revealed to FCC
from broadcasters who did not give
general feeling at both NBC and
in legal language the agreement
Chairman James Lawrence Fly he negotiated by representatives of approval to the contract, only 11 ASCAP headquarters appears to
had suggested to four witnesses
were flat rejections while seven
be one of confidence that, once the
the network and the Society and
subpoenaed by the FCC that they
were borderline.
contracts are dravra up and staapproved by the ASCAP board
refuse to appear in what he de- Aug. 1.
tion managements and their attorIRNA
Leaders'
Support
neys have studied them in detail,
scribed as "illegal proceedings".
Late last week these attorneys told
In addition to Mr. Stahlman, they Broadcasting they had reached
they will be approved by an overStrong
support
for
the
NBCASCAP deal was manifested last
included Edwin S. Friendly, busian agreement on every major point,
whelming majority of NBC affiliness manager of the New York
Friday when it was learned that
ates and will be put into effect
and that only minor technicalities
without further delay.
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL,
Sun; Arthur Robb, editor of Ediremained to be ironed out. Asked
tor & Publisher, and William A. why the act of drafting a contract
Philadelphia, and Paul W. Morency,
MBS Asks Deal
Thompson, director of the ANPA
WTIC, Hartford, chairman and
whose terms had already been
Meanwhile, Mutual advised
Bureau of Advertising [Broadvice-chaiiman respectively of Indeagreed upon by both sides should
casting, July 28].
pendent Radio Network Affiliates, ASCAP that if and when it conconsume so much time, they excludes a contract with NBC and,
As the proceeding v/as recessed
plained that in drawing up this net- acting in their capacities as memunder the most-favored-nation
until Sept. 17, Chairman Fly on
bers of the IRNA negotiating comwork license, which will probably
Aug. 1 had instructed the FCC Law
mittee of NBC affiliates, were pre- clause in the MBS-ASCAP conbecome a pattern for all network
tract makes those same terms
Department, after the names of the licenses, they wanted to be sure
paring a comprehensive memorandum to all affiliates analyzing the available to Mutual, then the new
subpoenaed witnesses had been
that every point is covered and
deal and setting forth what they terms be made retroactive to May
called and failed to respond, "to every possible objection overcome
proceed forthwith to enforce its before they turn the form over to regard as its advantages and dis- 19, date the original MBS-ASCAP
advantages.
contract went into effect.
their principals for signing.
subpoenas" [Broadcasting, Aug.
While the memorandum was still
4j. Flanked by several other memMutual's argument is that otherMore Favorable Responses
bers of the Law Department,
being formulated as BROADCASTING
wise it would be penalized for beThomas E. Harris, senior assistant
ing the first network to sign with
Both lawyers emphasized that went to press, and was not likely
general counsel, who had handled
there was no disagreement over the to go into the mails until some
ASCAP. ASCAP's answer is that
examination of witnesses for the contracts terms and that the delay time this week, it is understood to its interpretation of the clause is
take the over-all view that the deal that the original terms of the MBS
FCC at the hearings, participated
was due entirely to legal cautiousness.
with Mr. Hanson in oral arguments
is a favorable one and acceptable contract are to hold until the effecto at least these members of the
before Justice Morris last Monday.
tive date of any more favorable
Chances of an upset in the comIRNA committee. The letter will
Although the District Court case
pletion of the deal between NBC
(Continued on page 66)
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watters — which get a combined total vote of 8.9%
among the nighttime stations "listened-to-most" by
Iowa people. Whereas WHO

gets 59.5%!*

Power, equipment, frequency —

these things are

nice to talk about (and we could certainly do our
share of talking about them, too!). But they don't
mean too much in Iowa — or anywhere else ....
Iowa people listen to WHO

"WHAT'S

SHE

GOT

because WHO

gives

them something that can't be picked up from the
network, or booked at a talent agency, or granted

f HAVEN'T

THAT
#

Good

COT?"

equipment is certainly an advantage,

Lucinda, but make no mistake — "it" is principally

You figure it out for yourself — we've got some
mail to answer!

a matter of personality!

For instance — WHO

by the F.C.C.

From, the 1941 Iowa Radio Audience Survey — 9,246 personal interviews with representative Iowa famihes, conducted
by H. B. Summers of Kansas State College and F. L. Whan
of the University of Wichita. Your copy will be gladly sent
to you on request.

is the only 50,000-watter in

Iowa, and you might therefore judge power as the
only reasan for our dominance. But on the other
hand, Iowa is ringed around by other 50,000-

WHO
+

PLUS!
fir IOWA
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
J. O. MALAND,
FREE & PETERS, INC

jBROAD

CAS

TING
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CBS

Stockholders

Vote

Talent

Sale

Approve Disposition of Stock;
NBC Sale Is in Offing
MAJORITY approval of the sale
by Columbia Broadcasting System
of its interest in Columbia Concerts
Corp., Columbia Artists Inc., and
Columbia Manag-ement of California Inc., was voted by CBS
stockholders at the special meetingAug. 11, with 1,325,000 shares voting in favor of the sale. Only 1,144,184 shares or two-thirds approved were needed.
The approval permits CBS to dispose of its 61 shares of preferred
stock and 9,684 shares of common
stock of Columbia Concerts Corp.
to other stockholders on Concerts
following the provisions of the
agreement. The sale provides for
the payment of $61,000 on the preferred, $30,000 of which is payable on the date of execution of the
contract, and $30,000 payable on or
before Dec. 27, 1941.
Payment Plan
For the common, $150,000 must
be paid Concerts in five installments of $20,000 each on May 15
of the years 1942 to 1946, inclusive, and the remaining $50,000
payable in installments equal to
half the profits over $60,000 for the
first two years and over $50,000
thereafter.
Net earnings of Concerts for the
year ending June 4, 1938, were
$94,320; $64,070; 1939; $37,382, in
1940, and $74,759 for 47 weeks ending April 26, 1941.
In the sale of Columbia Artists
and CMCI to Music Corp. of America, the agreement provides for
payment _ of $176,190 in $5,000
monthly installments, commencing
the month after the deal is completed. MCA also is required to furnish funds to Artists to allow the
subsidiary to pay to CBS the balance of its indebtedness to CBS or
$100,000.
Net earnings for Artists for 1938
were $86,940; 1939, $140,906; 1940,
$93,343, and for the 17 weeks ending April 26, 1941, $27,351. CMCI
showed a deficit of $17,662.89 for
1938; earnings of $9,903 in 1939,
and deficits of $26,409 in 1940, and
$9,817 for the 17 weeks ending
April 26, 1941.
Tuthill Meets NBC Offers
Negotiations for the sale of
NBC's talent management division
have progressed slowly the last few
weeks, during which the network's
top executives have been occupied
with more pressing industry problems, but it was stated last Friday
that conversations with the several
bidders for this service were reaching their final stages and that a
deal will probably be concluded
within the next week or ten days.
Daniel S. Tuthill, assistant manager of the Program and Talent
Sales Division of NBC's Program
Depai'tment, in charge of contracts
and management, was revealed
last week as a prospective purchaser who has met the competitive bids of Music Corp. if America
and William Morris Agency. ForPage 12 • August
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THEY CAN DO BETTER than park on a dime at WLW-WSAI, Crosley stations in Cincinnati. Here is proof that four Crosley midget cars
can park in the space reserved for one five-cent parking meter. Dewey
Long, manager of WSAL, used this trick as a promotion stunt, with
four featured personalities each having well-labeled yellow cars donated
by the stations. The whole city was upset when the frantic policeman on the beat consulted the lieuten?.nt who went to the chief who
figured the Supreme Court would have to decide if four cars can park
as cheaply as one. Standing beside their cars are (front to back) Roy
Shannon, Dick Bray, Roger Baker and Red Thornburg.
All-Night

Listeners

Revealed

Typical

Of Daytime Audience in Neiv Analysis
ALL-NIGHT radio listeners consti- tween 31 and 40, 20% over 40.
Asked how their earnings today
tute "a typical daytime audience",
compare with a year ago, 66% inand they really combine two mardicated substantial increases in
kets in one — regular all-night listeners and a rapidly enlarging their salaries, making what WOR
group of defense workers — accord- termed a "prosperous" market
ing to a survey conducted recently among all-night listeners.
Personal interviews also showed
by WOR, New York, after the first
six weeks of its new 2-5:30 a.m. that 43% of the listeners to allMoonlight Saving Time conducted
night programs do their listening
by Jerry Lawrence, which started
at home after returning from their
June 17.
jobs, 36% on their way to and from
work in their own or other workResults of the survey, drawn
ers' automobiles, 14% during rest
from personal interviews with typical listeners in Bridgeport Conn.; periods while at work, 8% in restaurants. In New York it was found
Dover, N. J.; Bethlehem, Pa., and
that 89% of all industrial and nonNew York, are revealed in a spiral- industrial
workers interviewed are
bound brochure, A Tale of h Cities,
available to listen at some time beprepared by Joseph Creamer, WOR
tween 2 and 6 a.m., with a similar
promotion director.
situation indicated for the other
Survey of Workers
three cities.
Restaurant or diner workers,
The survey, based on 477 personal conversations with both indus- night watchmen. Army men, bakers,
trial and non-industrial workers by photoengravers, taxi drivers and
independent investigators for WOR
hotel workers followed night workin the four cities, indicated that
men and service station or garage
37% of all workers in the four attendants as typical all-night liscities are under 25 years of age,
teners, the survey indicated, with
18% between 26 and 30, 25% be- insomnia victims rated higher than
night nurses and doctors on duty.
An analysis of mail response to
mer assistant manager of the Art- the Moonlight Saving Time from
ists Bureau, Mr. Tuthill assumed
June 17 to July 25 showed that the
his present position last December
typical listeners lived in New York,
when the bureau was made a divi- although some were as far distant
sion of the NBC Program Departas Texas, Florida, Missouri and
ment in a general department re- Canada, with a total of 25 states
15].
organization [Broadcasting, Dec. reported. A check of 840 autos used
by all-night workers in the fourWhile no details of the negotia- city area showed that 55% of the
cars were radio-equipped, the brotions have been officially divulged,
chure stated, with three to five ocit is reliably reported that when
cupants credited to each car.
NBC decided to sell this part of its
business, Tuthill secured first reA. A. SCHECHTER. NBC New York
fusal from the network and has
director of special events, while in
since matched the offers of Morris
Hollyn'ood during a tonr of network
owned picture
and operated
and MCA, the latest bid reported
with
studio stations,
executivesconferi-ed
on the
to be approximately $150,000.
fihninfT of his book. / Live On Air.
BROADCASTING

LOOMS

AS AN FCC PROSPECT
WITH the vacancy on the FCC
created by the expiration last June
30 of the term of former Commissioner Frederick I. Thompson still
unfilled, the possibility looms that
Maj. Gen. Joseph 0. Mauborgne,
who retires Sept. 30 as Chief Signal Officer of the Army upon completion of his four-year tour, might
be chosen for the post. Precedent
for such a non-political appointment was the selection by President
Hoover of Maj. Gen. Charles Saltzman as chairman of the old Federal Radio Commission after he
had also retired as chief of the
Army Signal Corps.
Gen. Mauborgne is one of the
pioneers of American radio, having
first joined the Army in 1903 and
serving from 1917 to 1921 as chief
of engineering and research of the
Signal Corps - nder Gen. Squier, the
inventor of wired wireless. During
that time he served in Paris with
the American delegation to the International Radio Conference. Subsequently he was commanding officer of the Signal Corps Laboratory at the Bureau of Standards,
director of the Aircraft Radio
Laboratory at Wright Field, 0.,
and radio expert with the War
Claims Commission. He holds 21
patents of his own.
If not chosen for the FCC vacancy, he may be asked to lend his
talents to the National Defense
Research Committee or the National Inventors Council, or may be
given a special communications
post with the Army. Gen. Mauborgne also sits as Army member
of the Defense Communications
Board of which FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly is chairman.
United Biscuit Spots
UNITED BISCUIT CO. of Amer
ica, Chicago, on Sept. 1 is starting
a schedule of 30-second and one
minute transcribed spot announce
ments, 6 to 12 times weekly on th^
following stations: WOW WIBW
WTAM WSBT WEMP WEAU
WSAU WRJN WMAM WTAQ
WIBA WHBL WKBH WEBO
WDAY WNAX WTCN WBBM
WLS WAAF WIND WCFL WMT
WMBD woe WFBM KPYR
KFBB KSOO KSO KMA, and live
participating announcements on
CKLW, mentsWindsor,
Ont. Announcewill be sponsored
in each
region by company divisions in
Omaha, Toledo, Fargo, Sioux
Falls, and Chicago. Contracts are
for 13 weeks. Agency is George
H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
Grove Prepares for Fall
GROVE LABORATORIES, St.
Louis, is preparing a fall schedule
of one-minute spot announcements
for
4-Waynumber
Cold of
Tablets
on anH. unselected
stations.
W.
Kastor
is
agency.& Sons Adv. Co., Chicago,
Vapo-Cresolene

Spots

VAPO-CRESOLENE
CO.,
York (cold relief remedy),
vnll Newuse
both national magazines and spot
announcements for its fall and winter campaign to be announced in a
few weeks.
Agency
mir & Co., New
York.is Irwin Vladi• Broadcast
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DISTRIBUTION!

^Buy'B^^lxiYXi
Sales Thru the Air
at the Lowest Cost of Any Medium
Entering

Lo, pitv the poor manufacturer of today.
He is caught in the middle of a squeeze that
pinches him where it hurts — in the wallet.
On the one hand, increased taxes, rising
labor costs and higher prices of raw materials combine to increase his cost of production enormously.
On the other hand, price ceilings and
increased consumer taxation shout an em"NO" cost
to theon idea
of passing
muchin
of this phatic
extra
to the
consumer
the form of higher prices.
Thus it is of extreme importance today to
see what can be done to reduce the cost of
distribution by studying its most controllable
factor, advertising — to see that you are reaching the greatest possible number of consumers for every advertising dollar you spend.
NATIONAL

the Home!

If you're not using radio you really ought
to look into it— especially into the Blue
Network of NBC — because it is the most
economical way to increase the flow of goods
from your factory to your customers. If you 're
already on the air, we suggest you compare
your current radio picture with these wellknown advantages of the Blue Network:
ECONOMICAL COVERAGE— The Blue concentrates its coverage in the Money Markets,
where the nation's buying power is heaviest and
where you do your most profitable selling.
ECONOMICAL POWER— Power is always expensive, but not always efFective. The Blue concentrates itshigh power stations in areas where
power is needed, conserves it elsewhere. You pay
where you need it— and save where you don't.
ECONOMICAL COSTS — Concentrated cover-

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

plus the
famous "Blue
Discounts"
give ageBlue
advertisers
nationalPlate
coverage
at the
lowest cost of any medium entering the home.
By going national" on a modest budget, you
have more to spend on your program.
ECONOMICAL

PROGRAMS— Blue advertisers

not only get more listeners for every "time
dollar" they spend; they also get the most out
of every "talent dollar." A recent study shows
that
Blue than
programs
less for
every ' 'point' '
of rating
shows cost
on 22%
the other
majornetworks.
Bolstered by the finest schedule of news, sports
and public service programs on the air, they've
built audiences as loyal as they are large — their
average evening CAB rating of 10 proves that!
Why not call in your Blue Network salesman to see how you can lower your cost of
distribution by reaching more ears per dollar
—a vital advantage in today's selling picture.

• A Radio Corporation of America Service

THE SHOW "BUY" OF THE MONTH— "THE CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY OF LOWER
BASIN STREET"— The show that made the "Three B's" (Barrelhouse, Boog-ie-Woogie, Blues)
famous! This clever combination of jazz and humor has built an enthusiastic (almost fanatical)
audience Monday nights at 9:00 P. M. (ET) via the BLUE

\NETWORK

£oles
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Radio

Still

Holds

Timebuyer Forecasts
Bright 1942 for
The Medium
By BLAYNE R. BUTCHER
Lennen & Mitchell Inc.
NEWS has
TRADE
RADIO
been on the doleful side of
late. It may be difficult for
many station and network
operators, agencies and advertisers
jto glean a ray of optimism from
! the massed evidence that a lot of
j knives are being sharpened to carve
I juicy financial morsels from the radio goose. But even so, here's a
statement that goes right out on
the limb: Under the present American System of Broadcasting, radio
should offer far more to an adver. tiser in 1942 than ever before in
j its history.
■j That may not appear to be a particularly brilliant conclusion, in
j view of the fact that there is an
upward curve in buying power,
!! which means more set sales, plus
i the fact that these turbulent times
ij bring people to their receiving sets
I more
radio's
flash
news often
value. because
Those oftwo
standard

BROADCASTING

of

the

Trumps!

FOURTEEN

YEARS in radio make Blayne R. Butcher one of
the real old-timers of the game. At present he is one of Lennen
8C Mitchell's radio directors, taking a hand not only in creating
and producing programs but also in spot and network timebuying and budget planning. His most consistent responsibility for
the last five of his seven years with the agency has been the conduct of the Walter Winchell program for Jergens. Starting in
1928 with WTAR, Norfolk, Mr. Butcher before going into the
agency game served such stations as WLW, WCAU and WBAP.

j reasons are perfectly apparent.
I Now let's add some more good reasons, and see if the logical sequence
li of events isn't going to provide raj dio with an impetus that will make
I it stand head and shoulders above
i many other forms of advertising
jjmedia.
1
Consider the Reasons!
I First, consider the tax burden
I that the people of this nation will
i! shoulder next year, as well as the
Ij higher cost of some necessary comii modities. The majority of average
' people will attempt to maintain
jjtheir present living level in spite
: of this additional expense. There
'[ will be little inclination to alter
living conditions or give up basic
necessities. On the other hand, nonessential spending will probably be
h, pared to a minimum.
Secondly, there is in the offing
possible gasoline rationing in the
^ East, the most populous area of
: these United States.
And thirdly, there is a massed
concentration of men in training
camps throughout the nation.
Echo answers, "So what?"
What conclusion can be drawn
from these unrelated factors that
specifically have to do with radio?
Just this.
Stay Home and Listen
In 1942 there probably will be a
very pronounced swing to amusement in the home as a means of
keeping down expenses. It is likely
that curtailed attendance will be
the order of the day at sports
events, movies, theatres, night
clubs, or any other ventures that
would add to the onslaught against
the family pocketbook.
Joe and Jane Doakes are going
to think more than once before
spending unnecessarily, when they
are faced with the indicated addi-
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MR. BUTCHER
tional living costs. They are going
to want to continue their present
mode of living if it is at all possible, and maintain their present
homes with as many conveniences.
They are going to want to eat,
drink and smoke just as in the past,
and certainly it is hardly likely
that they will want to lower their
clothing standards. Visits to the
dentist and doctor, premiums for
insurance, the costs of schooling,
and all the other things that make
up the average way of life would be
the last to feel the retrenchment,
and items that might reasonably be
termed non-essentials will bear the
brunt of the effort to meet increased
taxes and rising living costs. But
all work and no play might make
Joe and Jane dull — so comes the
radio !
Even Less Auto Driving
Radio will bear the burden of being the principal medium for the
dissemination of information and
entertainment. No matter the economic bracket — from high to low
and back again — the motivating
economy force will apply pressure
to bring more and more people
more often into the radio fold. Even
automobile driving, a faix'ly economical method of pleasure if one
already has the car, will probably
be forcibly curtailed in eastern
states, and there again is a reason
for staying home and listening to
the radio.
Now for the concentration of a
million or so of our citizens in mili-
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tary camps. While it is true that
this does not represent as much
buying power as it might if the
same men were in civilian life, still
the fact that there are limited recreational facilities except on weekends may literally drive many of
these men to the radio during the
early evening hours.
Fashion to Economize
There are two other psychological factors. One is that it will no
longer be unfashionable for the
Doakes to admit that they are making every effort to economize, and
therefore staying home many evenings. Another : in small talk among
people there is always the tendency
to talk about the latest entertainment features that have engaged
one's attention. Radio and radio
talent are going to be talked about
more than ever before — gags repeated— music praised — commentators quoted.
This all adds up to the fact that
radio in 1942 will deliver the
largest mass audience in history.
Even radio's severest critics will
have to admit that the most elementary fundamental in advertising is
the principle of placing the merits
of a product before a maximum
audience at a reasonable cost.
Where in these United States can
one leasonably look for a larger potential audience than in the home?
No one in the trade can deny that
there may be inroads upon radio's
net earnings by reason of possible
discriminatory legislation, or by
virtue of loss of some accounts due
to material priorities, which naturally limits the potential retail
sales of these commodities. However, the saturation point of possible revenue from radio is nowhere
in sight, and under the necessity of
obtaining new replacement advertising, radio is young enough and
virile enough to bridge the gap with
many hitherto undeveloped potential radio advertising possibilities.
The chief point to broadcasting
and the advertiser is that despite
bureaucracy and the attempted
raids of predatory interests, radio
has more to offer in 1942 than ever
before. The listeners will be there.
They will be attentive. They will be
discriminating. They will be loyal
to those advertisers who do not
misuse guest admissions into listeners' homes. A few tricks may be
lost, but radio still holds most of
the trumps.

STATIOIS m TACOMA
READY FOR OPENING
FIRST of the two new broadcast
stations authorized for construction in Tacoma, Wash., last May —
KTBI, licensed to Tacoma Broadcasters Inc. — will go on the air the
week of Aug. 24, according to Edward J. Jensen, manager, who was
onetime manager of KVI, Tacoma,
and who later went with KGU,
Honolulu, and KOL, Seattle. Mr.
Jensen during the last year has
been on the sales staff of KSFO,
San Francisco.
The new station will operate
with 250 watts on 1490 kc, and is
Western Electric equipped throughout with a 154-foot Blaw-Knox
tower. The other Tacoma station
(KTRN), authorized the same day
and granted either 500 or 1,000
watts on 1430 kc, will be operated
by Michael J. Mingo, former newspaper editor, but is not yet ready
to go on the air.
Mr. Jensen reports the following
staff selections: E. S. Robinson,
from KVI, commercial manager;
Fred Pelger, from KBKR, Baker,
Ore., program director; Kenneth
Grinde, from KXRO, Aberdeen,
Wash., chief engineer; Tom Morris, from KOMO-KJR, Seattle, announcer-engine rLeonard
;
Duba,
from KXRO, announcer-engineer;
John Pox-ter, announcer-engineer ;
Paul Terry, formerly with South
California Orange Growers Assn.,
special events and continuity;
George Johnson, musical director;
Ruth Reisner, continuity and women's editor; Mrs. Stewart Clarke,
garden and home expert; Esther
Fox, office manager.
The station is owned by a group
of local businessmen, headed by G.
C. Cavanaugh,
Tacoma
and Bremerton lumberman,
as president
and
controlling stockholder.
Reverie Campaign
REVERIE Inc., New York (Reverie Lanolin Lotion), will use spot
announcements for the first time
on an undisclosed number of stations in a campaign along the Eastern Seaboard, to be launched during September. Company is now
sponsoring Fifth Ave. Troubadour,
with Dick Gilbert, on WOV, New
York. Craven & Hedrick, New
York handles the account.
Omar Discs
OMAR Inc., Omaha (fiour) on
Aug. 17 started quarter-hour tranSunday pi-ogram
titled
Musical scribed
Meditations
on WLS,
WISN, KMA, WHO, WMT, KRNT,
WNAX, WOW, KOA, KGKY,
WJAG, KVRS. Contracts are for
13 weeks. Transcriptions were
made by the Columbia Recording
Corp., Chicago. Hays Macfarland
& Co., Chicago, is agency.
Oakite Fall Plans
OAKITE PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Cleanser), the week of
Sept. 15 will begin a campaign of
participations
in women's
pro-:
grams on the following
stations
WCAU, WNAC, WEAN, WCSH,
WTAG, WTIC, WLBZ. WICC,
WFBR, WBZ-WBZA WFEA. Contracts are for 13 weeks. Agencv is
Calkins & Holden, New York.
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Networks

Ponder

Court

Plea

Aid Federal Unit
EDWARD LASKER, vice-president and radio director of Lord &
Thomas, New York, and Gregory
Williamson, radio director of Pedlar & Ryan, New York, are both on
temporary leaves of absence from
their positions to work in the public relations division of the Bureau of Ships, newly-organized
Government unit under the supervision of Secretary of the Navy
Frank Knox.

Rules
FCC's
From
Relief
For
Latest Time Option Plan Divides Day into Three
5-Hour Units; Mutual Proposes Compromise
NBC, faced with the requirement
DESPITE optimistic statements
from FCC sources that "progress that it divest itself of the Blue
network, would doubtless also make
is being made" and that "contacts
a separate issue of that in the
are being maintained", the FCC
and the networks apparently are courts.
still far from agreement on the
days call. In each network-affiliate
MBS Suggests Compromise
contract provision would be made
controvex-ted time-option rule in the
Late last Thursday a petition
proposed network-monopoly regu- was filed with the FCC on behalf for annual revision of option-time,
effective Aug. 1 of each year, the
lations now scheduled to go into ef- of Mutual by Fred Weber, general
revision to be filed with the Comfect Sept. 16.
manager, and Louis G. Caldwell,
mission not later than the precedAs another week ended, with counsel, with the object of comproing July 1.
parleying between network repremising the divergent views.
Within
the three segments, not
sentatives and FCC Chairman Fly
The Mutual petition, suggesting
more
than
3% (or 4) hours in any
and his lawyer-aides practically at amendments to regulations 3.104
a standstill, it was an even bet that and 3.103, proposes the division of segment may be placed under option to networks, according to the
CBS and probably NBC would go the day into the same three fiveMutual
petition. Outside the segto the courts rather than accept hour segments which it is underments, no time within the period
stood
that
all
parties,
including
the chairman's latest proposal.
from 11 p.m. to 8 a.m. would be
Chairman Fly, were previously subThree 5-Hour Segments
stantially agreed upon — namely, 8 optionable.
That proposal, it is understood,
Limitations on Options
a.m.
to
1
1 p.m. to 6 p.m.;
would divide the broadcast day into 6 p.m. to 11p.m.;
p.m., to be determined
"No station," reads the rule sugthree five-hour segments and would for each station in terms of its
provide for exclusive time options local time.
gested by Mutual, "may option time
in any segment exclusively to a
within each segment limited on any
The Mutual proposal would re- network in excess of the time acsingle affiliate to 3% hours per segtually utilized by the network for
quire that option-time be for hours
ment in a five-station city, 3 hours definitely
network commercial programs in
specified in the networkin a four-station city, 2% hours in affiliate contract,
and that no option
a three-station city, 2 hours in a may be exercisable on less than 42 that segment for at least 26 weeks
during the 10-month period from
two-station city, 1 % hours in a onestation city — with further limitations fixed on the basis of actual
time used during the preceding
NIB Convention in Chicago's Palmer House,
year, plus one-half hour, and with
a "floor" of one-hour per segment.
Sept. 22-23
No option, exclusive or non-exH. A. LAFOUNT, president of National Independent Broadcastclusive, would be permitted above
ers, announced last Thursday that the extraordinary NIB conventhose limits.
tion, which will have FCC and DCB Chairman James Lawrence
Fly as keynoter, definitely has been set for Sept. 22-23 at the
This is understood to be the prevPalmer House, Chicago [Broadcasting, Aug. 4]. Mr. Lafount
iously undisclosed formula preindicated that both Mayor Kelly of Chicago and the Chamber of
sented by Mr. Fly at the conferCommerce have issued invitations to NIB. Incidating that national
ences week before last [Broadcastdefense probably will be one topic, President Lafount said the
ing, Aug. 11] and found to be unsatisfactory toall of the networks,
agenda will be prepared on the basis of suggestions of NIB members and other broadcasters as to which are the most important
including Mutual. Mr. Fly is said
to have insisted that the networks
topics for discussion, and asked that NIB members and other
operators forward suggestions to NIB headquarters in Washington.
petition for his proposed option
rule, or else face the original rules
which ban option-time altogether.
Trammell Sees Fly
Although NBC President Niles
Trammell had a session with Mr.
Fly last Tuesday, no other conferences were held with netwtork executives during the last week. Mr.
Trammell would not divulge the
nature of his discussion with Mr.
Fly, but it is believed he made it
clear the proposed option limitations were untenable so far as NBC
was concerned, particularly in the
light of their possible impact upon
the Red.
Mr. Fly's reported demand that
as a condition precedent to adjustment of the time-option scale he
advanced, the networks refrain
from going to court to test the
validity of the rules, was regarded
as utterly unacceptable to NBC
and CBS. If they go to court, it
is presumed they will not only challenge the Commission's jurisdiction
to impose the rules at all but will
argue the unreasonablenes.= of the
regulations.
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POSITIVELY NOT A PUBLICITY GAG is this symbolic bouquet presented to F. E. Fitzsimonds, manager of KFYR, Bismarck, N. D., as he
recuperated from an appendectomy. Actually, it's a display of affection
presented
staff his
members
were impressed
patient's
humorous cracksbyabout
illness.whoAmong
the posies byarethesuch
specimens
as
corn, vegetables, hot dogs, cigarettes — and even some flowers. Mr. Fitzsimonds liked the bouquet so well he summoned a photographer.
BROADCASTING

Aug. 1 to June 1 in the preceding
year, provided (a) the exclusive
option-time must be limited to the
particular hours thus utilized during the preceding year, and may
not extend to other hours; (b)
where there is a change of affiliates
in a given community, the measure
of maximum exclusive option-time
for the new affiliate shall be that
which would have been permissible
for the former affiliate."
With respect to time not covered
by exclusive option, "any station
may option time in any segment
to any one or more networks on a
non-exclusive basis, that is, on a
basis which does not prevent or
hinder the station from optioning
the same time, in whole or in part,
to another network on equally favorable terms, the first network to
sell the time to have the advantage
of the
option." 3-Year Licenses
Preferably
The Mutual petition also proposes that Regulation 3.103 be
amended "to provide for a maximum contract period of two (or
three) years; and to provide for a
period of not less than three
months, and preferable six months
prior to the commencement of the
contract, for entering into such a
contract or renewal thereof.
"This proposal," it was added,
"was made on the assumption that
Rule 3.104 governing option time,
if amended so as to permit option
time, is amended as suggested in
Simultaneous with adoption of
this longer
petition."
the
contract period. Mutual
suggests thorize
the broadcast
Commission
aulicensesshould
for not
less than two, and preferably three
years. At several junctures in its
memorandum accompanying the
petition. Mutual suggests there
should be further relaxation of the
option-time rule to meet the peculiar needs of regional networks,
particularly with respect to the
period after 11 p.m. and before
8 a.m.
Sawyer Denies Rumors
Of
Blue Negotiations
PUBLISHED reports that Charles
Sawyer, Cincinnati attorney and
Democratic National Committeeman from Ohio, is negotiating for
the purchase
of the NBC-Blue
work, were unequivocally
deniedNetby
Mr. Sawyer last Thursday.
The Cincinnatian, who controls
WING, Dayton, and WIZE, Springfield, and who is on the board of
the Crosley Corp., operating WLW
and WSAI, was disclosed in an
FCC application last week as principal in the Lake Shore Broadcasting Corp., seeking a new 5,000 watt
fulltime station on 1300 kc. in
Cleveland. He is president of the
company, with Ronald B. Woodyard, WING manager, vice-president;Edward
Gertrude
secretary;
W. Ansel,
Merkel, his
manager
of WIZE, treasurer.
STANLEY, H. MANSON, southwestern sales manager of Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co., stationed in Kansas
City, has been named sales promotion
manager quarters
of in Rochester
the company
head-a
and to
spend
large portion of his time in the field.
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Long Illness Fata]
To Edwin
J. Kiesl
KRLD
Owner Wills Statior
And Paper to Employes
EDWIN J. KIEST, publisher oi
the Dallas Times-Herald and ownei
of KRLD, who would have been 8(
years old next Sept. 24, died last
Monday in Dallas after a long illness. His illness did not deter him.
in
defiance
doctor's
visiting his ofoffice
nearlyorders,
every from
day.
A widower since 1893, Mr. Kiest
FRONTIER DAYS FIESTA in Cheyenne last month during one of the seven-day pickups were (1 to r) : is survived by a brother, Frank G.
was sponsored over KFBC by Frontier Refining Co., Billee Wheelock, KFBC women's program director; Kiest, of Des Moines; a sister, Mrs.
and coverage included Don Vest, special events an- H. A. Armitage, official of the sponsor company; Bud
nouncer, mounted on horseback with a portable short- Robineaux, president of the company; Bob Betts, Ellen M. Schaller, of Oak Park.
wave unit, going into the arena for the roedo events. Betts-Koerber Adv. Agency, Denver; William C. 111.; a niece, Mrs. Ruth DeVarney,
Announcer Miles Cooper also took the unit for a ride Grove, KFBC manager. Wearing dark glasses (be- of Oak Park; a grandniece, Mrs.
Genevieve Pruitt of Oak Park; a
in one of the Army's new tanks. At the control box low) is Larry Bloom, station salesman.
great-grandnephew. John Edwin
Pruitt, of Oak Park.
FCC GRANTS OUTLET
Executives to Operate
Definition
of Powers
Sought
IN PENDLETON, ORE,
According to the will filed Aug.
WESTERN RADIO Corp., licensee
13, control and management of the
of KODL, The Dalles, Ore., was
Court
District
by
In Appeal
newspaper and station will reside
granted a second station when the with Tom C. Gooch, editor-inSupreme Court Asked to Determine Authority of FCC Aug. 12 authorized construc- chief and general manager of the
tion of a new local in Pendleton,
Lower Tribunal in Issuing Stay Orders
Ore., to operate on 1240 kc. with newspaper; John W. Runyon, advertising manager of the newspaing appeal, have power to stay the 250 watts fulltime. Pendleton, a
SEEKING a definition of its powper who also holds the title of mancommunity of 7,000, is located apers, the U. S. Court of Appeals for
execution of the Commission's
ager of KRLD, and Albert Swinsky
proximately 110 miles east of The
the District of Columbia on Aug. 8 order from which the appeal was
certified to the Supreme Court a taken, pending the determination of Dalles. Western Radio Corp. is Jr., advertising director of the
50% owned by V. B. Kenworthy,
statement of facts in the case of
newspaper. They were among eight
salesman of KSLM, Sa- members of the staff closely assotheInappeal?"
WCPO, Cincinnati, and requested
its Aug. 8 certification of one-time
lem, Ore., as president, with Eva
ciated with Mr. Kiest for many
instruction as to its authority to facts the Court of Appeals indi0. Hicks, vice-president and 25%
issue stay orders from FCC decated that the court was divided, 3 stockholder,
years
who
received 42% of the
and T. M. Hicks, prescisions.
to 3, on the question. If a deident of the Salem Abstract Co., stock, the others being Clyde A.
cision were handed down on this
In case its Feb. 3 opinion is upsecretary-treasurer and 25% stock- Taber, foreman of the pressroom;
holder.
held in the coming decision, the
basis, the previous judgment, holdB. C. Jefferson, editorial writer;
ing that the tribunal is without auCourt of Appeals would hold itself
Allen Merriam, managing editor;
The
Commission
designated
for
without power to issue stay orders.
thority, would prevail. Because of hearing the application of H. C. E. K. Meade, executive news editor,
This would drastically affect the
the novel question, chance for Su- Cockburn, Houston oil and real essecretary-treaspreme Court review was considered
power of appeal from FCC detate man, under the name of the D. A. urer.Greenwell,
The remainder of the stock
cisions, since although appeal actuSan Jacinto Broadcasting Co.,
good.
given to Messrs. Gooch, Runally could be made, the CommisIn any case, it was thought, even
seeking a 1,000-watt fulltime sta- was yon
and Swinsky as trustees, with
if the court reversed its former action on 1470 kc, contingent on that
sion's orders meantime would go
the provision that half the income
into effect and conceivably could action, which in effect had reversed
channel being vacated by KXYZ,
complish the damage feared before
Houston. The application will be be paid to Mr. Kiest's brother,
previous practice, the FCC would
remedy is secured.
Frank G. Kiest, of Des Moines, and
heard jointly with those of KRBC,
seek a Supreme Court reviev;.
The Supreme Court certification
Abilene, Tex., seeking to shift to half to his sister, Mrs. Ellen M.
Genesis of the Case
that frequency and increase to Shaller of Oak Park, 111. After
came after the entire six-judge
1,000 watts, and WQBC, Vicksburg, four years the trustee shares will
court on April 7 had heard rearguWCPO had appealed from an
Miss., asking to change to 1470 kc. be sold employes named in the will.
FCC decision authorizing WCOL,
ment of the issue, involving an appeal by Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.,
Columbus, to operate on 1200 kc. with 500 watts night and 1,000 day.
Mr. Kiest was born in Illinois in
operating WCPO, Cincinnati, from
The FCC denied the petition of
with 250 watts, which the Cincin1861
and began his newspaper caan FCC decision granting identical
nati station contended would
West Allis Broadcasting Co. to rereer as a galley boy for the Westconsider and grant its application
facilities to WCOL, Columbus, al- sharply curtail its audience on that
ern Newspaper Union. Later he belegedly without hearing [BROADfrequency. WCPO also argued the for a new daytime station in West
Allis, Wis., on 1480 kc. with 250
CASTING, April 14].
came aTimes
compositor
the Chiaction was taken without notice and watts.
cago
and otherwith
newspapers,
hearing. In requesting rearguSix Judges at Rehearing
and in 1890 he went to Texas to
ment, Mr. Segal contended that the
represent the WNU. He bought the
Although the court up to then
three-judge court's divided opinion
Rodeo's 2,000 Spots
had regularly issued stay orders in terminated
newspaper when it was in financial
uniform practice on
THE SECOND Annual Rodeo & difiiculties, and it became practicalissuance of stay orders which had
similar situations, a split threejudge opinion Feb. 3 declared that
Thrill Circus, held Aug 31-Sept.
been followed for 14 years and
ly his sole hobby. In 1930 he estab1 at Soldiers Field in Chicago
the Court of Appeals did not have
lished a new $1,000,000 plant, one
that the question involved a basic
the power to issue stay orders and consideration in administrative law.
of
the finest newspaper plants in
Aug. 17, started a two-week camMr. Rauh contended the law was
upheld the FCC position in this repaign to promote attendance, us- Texas.
gard. The rehearing on appeal
ing
a
total of
2,000 one-minute
clear that stays could not propA charter mem.ber of the Associtranscribed
announcements
on
from this decision was presented
erly be issued [Broadcasting,
ated Press since 1899, Mr. Kiest
before all six members of the court
WAAF, WJJD, WCFL, WGN,
April 14].
was always active in Texas affairs.
WCRW,
WSBC,
WGES,
WCBD,
by Joseph L. Rauh, then FCC asThe Feb. 3 decision was by a WEDC, WLS, Chicago; and in the He was a member of the board of
sistant general counsel, and Paul
divided court, with Associate
the Scottish Rite Hospital for Cripsurrounding area on WIND, Gary;
M. Segal, counsel for ScrippsJustin Miller and Wiley Rutledge
WJOB and WHIP. Hammond,;
Howard Radio, on behalf of WCPO.
pled Children, and until 1937 was
sustaining the FCC view, and Assoon the board of the Dean Memorial
WHFC, Cicero, WCLS, Joliet;
In its latest move, designed to
ciate Justice Harold M. Stephens
WMRO, Aurora. Agency is Home for Children. He was a direcbreak the stalemate resulting after
strongly
Schwinimer & Scott, Chicago,
tor of Texas A. & M. College which
Feb. 10].dissenting [Broadcasting,
the Feb. 3 decision and subsequent
had conferred a doctor of laws dereargument, the Court of Appeals
It is believed the Court of Apasked the Supreme Court:
L. SHIRER, former CBS
gree on him, an honor also conpeals, in this latest move, not only WILLIAM
ferred by Southern Methodist U. A
correspondent
in Berlin, and author
"Where, pursuant to the prois
seeking
instruction
on
the
specific
of
Berlin
Diary,
has
been
engaged
to
33d
degree
Mason, he also held life
visions of Sec. 402(b) of the Compoint authority to issue stay orders,
prepare special material based on his membership in the Boy Scouts, the
munications Act of 1934, an appeal has been taken to the U. S. but also a clarification and expanwar experiences for RKO's forthcom- Red Cross and the Elks. He was
Court of Appeals, from an order
recently made a member of Sigma
ing fihn "Passage from Bordeaux".
sion of the philosophy of such SuMr. Shirer will fly to and from Holly- ternity.
preme Court decisions as that in taries.
of the FCC, does the court, in order
Delta
Chi, national journalism frawood,
continuing
bis
CBS
commenthe Sanders Bros. case.
to preserve the status quo pendPage 18 • August
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Sponsors
AGO I retired
S ts
Two
of trade to
theARmar
from YE
pursue what is laughingly
called the leisure life of
motherhood.
My friends had a lucrative and
pleasant little racket all planned
for me.
"You can enter contests," they
said. "Anyone with a little time and
a few soap wrappers should be able
to pick up a thousand dollars without much trouble. And at least one
Buick or Packard, complete with a
thousand gallons of gas."
With this encouragement, I became amember of the new order of
American writers, the Box Top
Literati.
Looking at it impersonally, it did
seem as though T had all the necessary qualifications. I was a wife, a
mother, and did all the family
housework and purchasing. Before
my retirement, I had earned my
coffee and cakes by doing consumer
research for department stores. My
days were spent encouraging women to tell me just why they liked
certain products. Now I would do
a turnabout and hand out the answers instead of the questions.
Diaper Dirge
I went into my contesting with
faith and determination. I composed soap slogans while sudding
diapers. I listened for my bridge

club's remarks on the cake made
with the new shortening. I encouraged my husband to praise the
breakfast cereal in 25 words or less.
I was no hack pounding out
schmaltzy tributes in a hotel bedroom; I was the Great American
Consumer baring my housewifely
soul.
Last night I took inventory of
my two-year career in the contest
circuit. So far, I have won a baked
ham, a set of tires, a three-dollar
wrist watch, three books, four
phonograph records, a chair slipcover, two cool<; books, a bonbon
dish, a radio appearance, and $23
in cash. And all but one item of
this loot came from local contests.
On the debit side must be listed
at least $.5 worth of stamps contributed byan ever-loving husband,
the wear and tear on a year-old
baby, and the afternoons I slaved
over a hot Underwood instead of
trying out that new i.ut-bread
Page 20

the

Boxtop

recipe. I confess that under the
pressure of thinking up new cleanser catch-words I once put the baby
fully-dressed into the bathinette,
and on another occasion started to
wax the floor with olive oil. These
minor accidents were offset by the
comfort of having my mind diverted for a time from the Battle
of Britain and the baby's influenza.
Naturally, my dabbling in this
amateur advertising has given me
new standards for household goods
and has, I hope, made me a more
conscientious shopper. It has also
given me definite opinions on contests, both big and small.
First, let me state frankly that
I have found the gigantic national

contests to be the most discouraging and least profitable to the nonprofessional contestant. After 30odd attempts to snag a fortune, I
am leaving this field and concentrating on the greener pastures of
local contests. I am doing this not
only because I have found the odds
too great in the big contests but
also because in only two instances
have my entries even been acknowledged.
Where They Failed
On 30 occasions I purchased specific products, thought about them,
wrote about them, and invested
time, paper, and stamps in the enterprise. Then, after having been
invited by radio, newspaper, billboard, and handbill to join the contest, Idid not receive even the minimum courtesy of a penny postcard
acknowledgment. At the very point
tvhere they could have cashed in on
my enthusiasm for their product,
the companies left me fiat.
One manufacturer acknowledged
my entry with a postcard that emphasized the thousands of entries
received daily. This depressed,
rather than impressed me. The
other company, God rest its soul,
sent me a gay personalized note
thanking me for my interest and
promising careful reading of my
effort. The generous samples of
associated products that accompanied the note won me over completely.
What And Who Won?
Then, too, the vagueness surrounding judges and prize winners
in national frays bothers me. Some
companies announce judging methods (and I do not mean the stereotyped "on the basis of originality
and sincerity" line) and name winners, but even this is an incomplete
satisfaction. The question is al-
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Rehellionl

ways, what was the prize entry?
Prize-winning paintings, sculptures, ads, photographs, handiwork,
all in amateur classifications, are
displayed at the end of the contests.
Why, then, this mystery surrounding prize slogans?
Most sponsors do not announce
the names of even the top winners,
and there is no way for the public
to know if the prizes ever are distributed. This has its echoes in
the grumble of the housewife,
"Who ever wins those prizes, anyway?", when confronted by a contest blank in her favorite supermarket. All this could be cleared by
the prompt announcement of winners, plus a feature on one of the
winners to prove she is more than
an unfamiliar name.
And while I have my chin out,
I'll venture another complaint. I
have been careful to weigh all my
entries on a postal meter and in
one instance I found that the required wrappers, plus a full sheet
of paper and envelope, exceeded
the three-cent minimum — a fact not
announced in the contest.
Because! Because!
I hesitate to admit how tired I
am of still another rendition of "I
like Cornies because — ", for I am
certain that this phrase possesses a
mystic quality. Somewhere, sometime, all members of the advertising fraternity have met together,
studied ports,graphs,
I.Q.'s, gem
and the
reand voted polls,
this little
only legitimate salutation for a
commercial mash note. I have faith
that the men who lure me to their
products with such ingenious prose
could think up a substitute for this
bromide, were it not a hallowed
formula.
Personally, I favor such a refreshing innovation as, "I would
like Cornies even better if — ".

This was announced as the first
line of a poem, to be finished with a
rhyming line. Any seventh grader
who ever scanned Evangeline can
realize that not even Ogden Nash
could find a match for such limping
metre. It just isn't verse, and I'm
notLest
sure there
that be
it's aEnglish.
flavor of sour
grapes about this dissertation, let
me say that I have been fairly successful in my local baked-ham-anddollar-bill contests and my heart
glows with good will toward my
benefactors. All the small contests
I entered were judged promptly,
the names of the judges announced
in many instances, and the winners
publicly notified. In over half the
contests, the winning entries were
published or broadcast. All entries
were acknowledged and I even received consulation prizes, samples,
and pleasant invitations to visit
the sponsor's store or plant.
Yes, I still have occasional day
dreams about the blue Buick with
white wall tires or my statement
to the press on how it feels to have
a steady income for life. Then I
come down to earth and remember
that I have to get my entry into
the mail if I want a chance at that
streamline iron offered over WCAE.
I'm settling down to make my
fortune in the two-cent stamp zone,
boys I Anyone know a good word to
rhyme with Sternberger's?
Guy Hutcheson Studies
CBS Latin Reception
GUY HUTCHESON, veteran of
Admiral's Byrd's second expedition to the Antarctic and now on
the general engineering staff of
CBS, has embarked on a six-month
trip through Latin America to
survey reception conditions and
facilities
of very
station network.
in CBS'
new
Latin
Americai.
The trip, to cover 20,000 miles
and take him through 20 different republics, will enable him to
consult
stations. engineers of the network's
Already CBS has already signed
67 affiliates to this new Latin
American chain, to be known as
Cadena de las Americas, and proposes to provide blanket coverage
over every population center
south of the Rio Grande to the
southernmost portions of Argentine.
Horn

Then, if the moguls are really serious in wanting to improve their
product, they would have an invaluable poll of opinion.
The danger in weaning the promoter away from the because angle
lies in the fact that he may take to
using jingles, or even limericks.
And being a lover of light verse,
I am indignant over the sins that
have been committed in these
names. Even while I was typing
the first draft of this article, a radio announcer was giving the
latest, and I quote:
"Chew activated charcoal gum,
it is great."
BROADCASTING

Confers

in Mexico,

Starting Tour for NBC
TO CONFER with Central American broadcasters on further exof NBC's
Central pansion
andand development
South American
Network, Charles W. Horn, NBC assistant vice-president, is in Mexico
on the first leg of the tour of seven
republics.
Mr. Horn will expl.'.in the various programs now on NBC netwill conferon with
Americanworks, andexecutives
plansPanfor
shortwave programs originating in
their countries for rebroadcast in
the
States onHeNBC's
and United
Blue networks.
also Red
will
discuss NBC cooperation with mutual defense plans in the Americas,
television development and other
technical topics.
• Broadcast
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IN

AMERICA'S
NO.
1
MARKET
This fall, Connecticut and the rest of the Southern New England market
will experience its biggest season in many years. More people than ever are
at work, pay rolls are larger, and the per family income is 52%

above the

national average.*
Wide awake national advertisers will depend upon WTIC

to reach the

friendly people of this rich, industrial area. For more than 16 years, WTIC
has had their attention and respect. WTIC's

power and authority can do a

real selling job for you if you'll merely give us the word.
We're ready for action! Are you?
*Sales Management, May 1, 1941.

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S NO. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporafion
Member of NBC Red Network and Yankee Network
Represeniafives: WEED & COMPANY, New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
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War

Games

Un-Planned

Maneuvers

To Test Versatility of
Broadcast Crews
Editor's Note: Because the coming Army maneuvers, apart from
their record-breaking physical proportions, are to he conducted along
lines entailing distinct departures
from established broadcast techniques, 'Broadcasting' asked the
War Department to draw on its experience in earlier and less extensive maneuvers to paint a picture
of what might be expected of radio
stations and netwoi'ks covering the
September war games. Jack Harris,
formerly news and special events
director of WSM, Nashville, last
April joined the Radio Branch of
the Bureau of Public Relations of
the War Department in a similar
capacity.
By JACK HARRIS
WITH the biggest peacetime maneuvers in all history — involving
the U. S. Second and Third Armies
— scheduled in Louisiana Sept.
15-30, broadcasters face a tough
problem in the task of covering this
vital event for the American public. Paradoxically, the maneuvers
are so big — some 500,000 troops are
involved — they are a "must" assignment, and yet, because they are
so extensive they almost exclude
any medium from proper coverage.
However, broadcasters working
closely with the Radio Branch of
the War Department Bureau of
Public Relations are developing
plans which promise really effective radio coverage. To be effective, radio must bring the general
public the overall picture of what
these maneuvers mean, the day-today story unfolding when our Army
engages in its most rigorous tests
of all peacetime history, and at
the same time provide a particular
story of how individual units are
managing through the difficulties
of maneuvers.
General and Local
For while the general public has
an interest in the Army as a whole,
millions of others think in terms of
the particular camp where men
from their area or hometown are
stationed.
Radio will bring that sort of
story to the public through a teamwork plan now being worked out
in cooperation with the Radio
Branch. The networks are concentrating on the overall general story
of an army of half-a-million men
on vitally important military maneuvers. The individual station will
concentrate on those units of particular interest in its own area,
those troops in which its own audience vnW have a special concern.
In that way its audience will get
the general story on maneuvers,
and at the same time receive the
special story of what goes on in
the spot of the maneuvers in which
their closest interest lies.
In many in.stances it will be posPage 22
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Bring
Radio
Problems
sible for the individual station to ence will be caused large towns,
broadcast the same programs they businesses and people. However,
have been producing in the camps.
these thinly populated areas have
For the station's crew will be as- not had need for metropolitan telephone facilities, and when the time
signed not only to a particular
Army, but also to a particular di- comes an army of half-million men
vision in which they have special will be swarming over this 20,000interest. The radio crew will head- square mile area — where one can
quarter with that division, vfiW go for miles without seeing a sinmove when those headquarters are
gle telephone line.
The Army, of necessity, will
moved, and may even move behind
the lines during actions in which command the services of most telthose units engage. In bivouac, or
ephone facilities, leaving broadcasters in a serious situation as far
rest periods, it will be possible for
a station to stage programs much
as obtaining lines for live broadcasts. The fact that the individual
like those it has been carrying distations are using transcriptions
rectly from the training camps.
If a station desires to follow more
will go a long way toward alleviatthan one division, its crews could
ing that situation.
be assigned to one division for a
Working on Lines
time and then return to Army headThe Radio Branch has been in
quarters and be assigned to anothconstant communication with teler division. However, broadcasters
must bear in mind that their crews
ephone company officials with a
can be assigned only to one of the view toward working out plans for
two Armies participating. It will live broadcasts from the maneuver
area. The telephone company plans
not be possible for the same crews
to cover both Armies. Radio crews, to have their representatives lo-

THE ARMY matches civilian corps talent in the production of American Attention, half-hour variety show written and produced for WWL,
New Orleans, by selectees at Camp Polk, Leesville, La. The show
features everything from a polished comedy script to hillbilly music.
Left to right: Private George Perrin, ex-CBS announcer; WWL Announcer Al Godwin; Private John Hess, ex-WGN production man;
WWL Production Manger Ed Hoerner.
as well as newspaper correspondents and movie camera crews, will
be subject to capture if they expose
themselves to enemy forces. However, when captured they are merely detained 24 hours and then returned to their proper Army, probably in an exchange of prisoners.
During their period of detention by
the "enemy", crews will not be allowed to broadcast or send messages out of the area.
Remote Section
Inasmuch as all individual stations are planning to use mobile
recording units to cover the maneuvers, it will be surprising if
some radio crews do not actually
have themselves captured in order
to broadcast the process, via recordings. However, once captured,
they are immobilized for a 24-hour
period.
The very reasons that impel the
Army to select an area for maneuvers make the site bad from the
broadcasters'
of held
view. inThea
maneuvers arepoint
to be
thinly-populated section of Louisiana, where minimum inconveni-
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cated at the two Army headquarters and GHQ in order to facilitate
arrangements for radio lines.
While none of the networks have
yet made definite plans for the type
of programs they will broadcast
from the maneuver area, one thing
seems certain: There will be a
minimum of spectacular shooting
scenes via radio. The network
program will be a reasonably accurate facsimile of the type of radio broadcasts one might expect in
the event of actual involvement.
The job of broadcasting will be
just as difficult as in actual war,
ous
although it will not be as dangerMust Be Uniformed
But the broadcasters will be
faced, as will the troops, with conditions as close to actual shooting
war as is possible with the use of
blank ammunition instead of bullets.
In the Army vs. Army phase of
the mianeuvers, the two giant forces
will be pitted against each other
in what are called free maneuvers.
This means they are not controlled
BROADCASTING

by GHQ.
Each Army
Commanding
eral and each
is given Genonly
the assignment of beating the enemy. The maneuver will not stop
or pause, day or night, until that
assignment is completed, or until
the maneuver ends Sept. 30. However, it is entirely possible that
one Army might win a decisive victory in much less time than that.
As a consequence of this free
maneuver technique, radio crews
must be mobile, must be ready to
move on a moment's notice to avoid
capture or encirclement. In the case
of those staying at Army headquarters, chances are their headquarters will not be moved frequently,
alt?iough they are certain to move
if the tide of battle moves swiftly
in one direction. On the other hand,
those crews moving with special
units in the field probably will have
a different headquarters almost
every night.
All radio broadcasters are urged
to comply with the request of the
Army
uniforms,andjustdon
as correspondents'
they would in
actual war. The correspondents'
uniformform,iswithout
the chevrons
regular officers'
unior insignia.
The radio correspondent will wear
a green arm brassard for identification, in addition to the Army
identification to which he is accredited. These uniforms, along
with an extra shirt or so and a
polo helmet (recommended over
the regulation overseas cap), may
be secured at any Army store for
nominal cost.
Radiomen on Their Own
Radio correspondents on the field
will have to depend largely upon
their own initiative. The announcer will have to be a good reporter.
However, for the first time, each
Army will have large radio staffs,
with officers in charge and an adequate staff knowing both radio and
the Army. These soldiers on the
radio staff will help the radio correspondents with suggestions and
clearances and coordination of efters. forts in the field and at headquarIn addition, there will be civilian
representatives of the Radio
Branch of the Bureau of Public
Relations, whose object will be to
help
casts. arrange interesting broadOne can only guess as to the
types of programs which will emanate from the Louisiana maneuvers. However, there is little likelihood that certain types will be
heard — the programs laymen might
expect when two Armies meet on
the battlefield, with infantry, artillery' aviation, cavalry and all the
rest in a glorious melee until one
force prevails and the other retreats. The best chance for such
broadcasts will be by the individual
station covering a particular unit
involved in a lively action.
But the chances of a live broadcast of such action are negligible.
No one, not even the commanding
Generals of the two Armies, could
tell a broadcaster in advance that
there would be action at a certain
time at(Continued
a certain onplace.
a "free
pageIn4.8)
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How

to

4^in

be

alone

652,000

Imagine a huge amphitheatre

ligfeners

seating 652,000 people all listening

to a single program. That's not hard to imagine when
sider the case of WGBI.
The Pocono

Mountains

I

you con-

and a couple of other natural obstacles do

funny things to outside station signals trying to come into the WGBI
area (and 17th largest in the United States). They don't get far. As
a result, WGBI is the only station heard throughout this market . . .
the only regional or clear channel station serving an industrial
population of 652.000.
It's even a happier picture for advertisers looking for complete and
economical coverage of the 17th Market when you consider the
findings of a Dr. Starch and Staff survey. This revealed that 98%
of the daytime
Scranton's home

A CBS Affiliate
|910 kc • 1000 WATTS DAY
\
500 WATTS NIGHT

listeners and 96°° of the nighttime listeners in
county are regular WGBI

tuner-inners.

SCRANTON BROADCASTEBS, Inc.
^ao/hJ:

,yife^aA^c>e^ Pres.

JOHN

BLAIR

a COMPANY \
Notionol Bepresentatives

AAA
To

A

to

Obtain

Continue
2%

Cash

Its

Drive

Discount

Gamble Says Plan Is Essential to Advertising,
Commenting on Tabling of Proposal by NAB
THAT the American Assn. of Ad- But when the NAB Sales Managers Executive Committee meets in
vertising Agencies intends to continue its campaign for recognition
New York Aug. 25-26, primarily to
of the 2% cash discount by radio consider standard form of contract
as well as by other media, was in- for radio time, it may be brought
dicated last week by Frederic R.
Gamble, AAAA managing director, up again.
A Collection Stimulus
in commenting on the action of the
NAB board of directors the week
"We realize that the broadcasting industry is too preoccupied with
before in tabling the proposition.
Both NBC and CBS will shortly an- other more instantly vital problems to give our suggestion the full
nounce adoption of the discount,
Mr. Gamble said, and MBS has consideration it deserves," said
agreed to give it sympathetic conMr. Gamble, "but we plan to carry
on our educational work on the
sideration.
The action of the NAB board in function the cash discount performs for all media and all advereffect kills the proposal so far as
tising. We feel it is an essential
recommending its application to
individual stations is concerned.
in a non-reclaimable, custom-made

Discs
QUAKER Quaker
OATS Co.,
Chicago, has
placed on WOR, New York, halfhour transcribed Saturday program Man On the Farm and quarter-hour transcribed Our City Cousins for Full-O-Pep poultry and
livestock feeds. Company will also
sponsor starting in the fall quarter-hour transcriptions of Little
Orphan Annie Monday through Friday for Sparkles. Sherman & Marquette, Chicago, handles Full-0Pep account; Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago, is agency for Sparkies.
commodity like advertising. Of
course, losses have been nil so far,
but if money gets tight and advertising feels the pinch, the collection stimulus of the cash discount
will be fully appreciated.
"The agencies don't want 2%
more commission, and advertisers
aren't seeking any rate cut," said
Mr. Gamble, whose letter outlining
the 2% proposal, as read by him
to the NAB board, was made public
last week as follows:

news strips, sports and other features were sold —
in fact 122 local commercial
the board ...rw/s

/s what

quarter hours are on
is meant

by

The text of Mr. Gamble's lettei
as presented to the Board follows:
"This is the letter containing
some of the facts about cash discount, which you suggested that I
send you for consideration by youi
board of directors.
"Since the early days of advertising in this country, the media
have allowed cash discount — in recent years almost always 2%. The
purpose of the cash discount was
originally and still is primarily
to enable the agency to collect from
the advertiser and secondarily to
enable
the medium to collect from
the
agency.
Induces Prompt Payments
"The newspapers and magazines
recognized that agencies needed to
be able to offer an inducement to !
the advertiser for prompt payment ,
but agencies had no means themselves of offering such an inducement. To take it out of their com- ,
missions
onlyeatwould
be rebating, but not
would
up far
more '!
than their average net profit. j
"It seemed desirable that men
of talent should be attracted to the i
agency business and enabled to
operate in it without large amounts
of capital. The agency structure of
15% commission and 2% cash dis- '
count was set up to attract the i
highest type of advertising man 1
so that the volume of adverising
might grow and media as well as
advertisers might flourish as a result. It was thought desirable that
compensation, in proportion to use
made of the creative work, should
be certain — hence 15% commission. ■
It was felt that the agency man (
should be primarily a creative ad- j
vertising man and as little as pos- ii
sible a financial man or banking ,
type operator. Hence custom was
established that the agency collects j
from the advertiser before it pays
the medium. In order to accomplish
this, the medium allows a cash discount which the agency in turn
allows to the advertiser, in exact
amount as received by the agency
when the advertiser pays the
agency
due
date.on or before the agency's
Some Stations Acceded
"Thus, there are two collection
operations in national advertising
— from advertiser to agency and
from agency to medium — accomplished in an unusually short time.
Magazines and newspapers needed
their money quickly to pay paper,
editorial and other bills. It also
seemed wise to collect quickly because advertising is an intangible
service which, when once delivered,
cannot be reclaimed. A printed or
broadcast advertisement is of no
value to anyone except the advertiser; it cannot be replevind and
sold to somebody else. It has no
value whatever to anyone else.
Once published or broadcast, it is
gone beyond recall.
"The radio industry, in its early |
days, geared on to the advertising
structure with agency commissions.
(Continued on page 28)
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y campaign
V-for-Vi
THE
thectorimpetus for
provided
CKLW, Detroit, Windsor, to
begin a new program this
h is attracting favormonth whic
able interest. Production Chief
Frank Burke and Staff Announcer Bruck Chick launched V
for Victory on a 15-minute schedule
six times weekly. The program features band music, interv/oven with
war effort announcements, both
American and Canadian. The Canadian farm service, RCAF recruiting, war savings drives, the U. S.
aluminum drive and other such
campaigns are plugged on the show.
The mixed American - Canadian
audience has commented favorably.

r^M4
PROGRAMS
Grid Prophet
Telling the Home Folks
WBBM and WLAC, Chicago and PRIOR to the opening of the footNashville, are keeping boys at
ball season, United Press has issued to clients taking its regular
Camp Forrest in touch with their
home folks. Every Wednesday night radio wire service a brochure deand Sunday afternoon, Maj. Gen.
cribing agridron feature "Your
Samuel T. Lawton calls dozens of Football sProphet"
for use as sales
presentation
in selling the feature.
privates and non-commissioned offiQuarter-hour scripts written by
cers to the stations' joint Camp
Forrest microphones in order that UP Radio Sports Editor Ralph
their parents and friends can hear Palmer will be supplied weekly
their reaction to military life and for use on Thursday or Friday to
training.
call the turn on 50 or more of the
week's games. U radio wires also
will carry scores of games, quarTop and Buck
terly summaries of the more outTHE TOUGH sergeant makes
standing games, special stories, and
friends with an untutored rookie in
of nationwide rea new comedy half-hour with an two roundups
sults
each
weekend.
Army twist on Sundavs 7 p.m., on
WOR, New York. Titled Rookies,
Video Operas
the program features Jay C. FlipCONDENSED VERSIONS of
pen,
"Hellzapoppin",
as thecurrently
sergeant,in and
Joey Faye, great operas will be presented by
well-known vaudeville performer, noted Metropolitan opera stars on
as the rookie. Show also features
The Opera Workshop, new weekly
WOR orchestra and a vocalist add- telecast series starting Aug. 21
on NBC's television station,
ing background and variety.
WNBT, according to Thomas H.
Hutchinson, WNBT production director. Also new on WNBT is the
Your Opinion, Please!
Guess Your Age Wednesday night
AN OPPORTUNITY for listeners
of WDNC, Durham, N. C, to series, featuring Maurice Dreicer,
news commentator of WINS, New
praise or disapprove of the sta- York, as m. c. and Dr. Ernest
tion's programs is given on the
noted Viennese psycholoFor Better or Worse program. Let- Dichter,
gist, who stands behind a screen
ters are read verbatim on the air
and gueses the ages of various
with cash prizes for the most conmembers of the studio audiences by
structive criticism.
their voices.

Creating FM Interest
TO FURTHER interest in the
benefits of FM broadcasting,
W55M, FM station of the Milwaukee Journal and WTMJ, is conducting a weekly recital by some young
local musicians and his or her music
teachers. When the family of the
youngster does not have an FM receiver, the station installs one for
the broadcast. Thus a new listening
audience of neighbors, relatives and
friends is attracted to hear FM
programs.
Balloons
A NEW twist to the quiz show is
Balloon Busting, a daily feature on
KLS, Oakland, Cal. Mary Dorr and
Theresa Hobrecht broadcast from
various street locations in Alameda.
Interviewees are invited to break
a balloon, inside of which is a question. Prizes are awarded for correct answers, and one balloon during each broadcast provides a grand
prize.

THE

LANGUAGES

DIFFERENT
THOUGHTS

. . . BUT
ARE

THE

ARE
THE
SAME

Whether the language be Polish, Hebrew, Italian,
Spanish, Greek, or any of the nine languages which
are regularly spoken over this station they all implant but one single thought in the receptive
minds of these fervent listening audiences.
They have come to know how precious is freedom, how deeply important are the ideals of this
mighty democracy'. They are indeed proud to be
Americans. Their helping shoulder is bent to the
wheel.
*
A LISTENING AUDIENCE OF 5,000,000 PEOPLE
THEY WELCOME NEW IDEAS, SATISFACTORY SERVICES

WHOM
1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION
29 WEST

57TH ST., NEW YORK
Telephone Plaza ^-4204
JOSEPH LANG, Manager
3
B
AMERICA'S LEADING FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION
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Fall Co-Ed Styles
JEAN ABBEY, the Woman's Home
Companion shopper, brought five
Cincinnati co-eds to the WCKY
microphone Aug. 14, wearing latest
fall styles, for a discussion of the
college slant on fashion trends.
Mabley & Carew, Cincinnati department store, plugged the broadcast with newspaper ads carrying
pictures of the girls. Miss Alibey
(Natalie Giddings Haburton)
broadcasts five times a month, each
broadcast being sponsored by one
of five Cincinnati department
stores.
New Station Breaks
IN ADDITION to presenting an
extensive schedule of announcements for national defense and
Americanization, and devoting 25</c
of its air time to public service programs, WWRL, New York, has
adopted a new station break, which
includes the call letters, frequency,
station location, and a plea to purchase Defense Bonds. Walter Hoving, president of the USO campaign, has congratulated WWRL
on its "generous and spontaneous
cooperation."
Vacation Trips
LISTENERS Tour
to Hal
Transcontinental
seriesAyres'
on WWRL,
New York, can win vacation trips
by writing letters to the program
describing their most interesting
trips or vacations. Heard Sundays
at 8:45 p. m., the program awards
vacations to the winners to Hawaii,
Alaska, Cuba, Mercico, Central
America and Panama, as well as
famous tourist centers in this
country.
BROADCASTING

THE OLD SWIMMIN' HOLE was
site for a recent Mamma's Matinee
of KOIL,
t?ie thermometer roseOmaha,
to 100 when
degrees.
Harvey
Twyman donned trunks to take his
mike into one of the city's biggest
pools. Al Bates, engineer, set up
waterproof mike.
FUN WITH

PUNS

KMBC Program Based on Old
Tea Kettle Game
CONCEIVED
by Janet Huckins,
contract writer with KMBC, Kansas City, who is author of Arnold
Grimm's Daughter on NBC-Red, a
new idea in audience-participation
programs is being tested locally by
KMBC. It is titled Pun & Punishment, a variation of the old game
of "Tea Kettle" which goes under
the name "Yak" for radio purposes.
Listeners are invited to submit
words of more than one spelling
and meaning but with a single pro-

•

I
|
'

viz.: "blue" andreceives
blew.''
A board ofnunciation,"yaksperts"
each prize words to use in sentences, always substituting the i
word 'yak" for the contest word. |
Studio contestants are given 90
seconds to guess the word, with
high scores awarded those who
supplyest. the
answers
quickPrizes correct
for studio
contestants
and listeners submitting acceptable
"yak-words" are National Defense
Savings Stamps.
The proo-ram made its bow July
29 before an audience of local agency men, and prominent local personare engaged Swayze,
as "yaksperts".
John alities
Cameron
former
newspaperman now with the
KMBC news department, is m.c.
of the
program and is Felix
called Adams
"Master of Pundemonium".
is producer and Gordon Haywood
is announcer. The feature is now
being carried sustaining on KMBC
Tuesdays, 7:30-8 p. m.
Broadway Interviews
BI-WEEKLY ad lib interview
series titled Broadivay Observation
Ward is heard on WMCA, New
York, with Hy Gardner, syndicated
columnist, interviewing Broadway
personalities from the lobby of the
Hotel Astor.
Meet The Bowlers
INTERVIEWS with bowlers in the
local bowling center in Sheboygan,
Wis., are transcribed each week by
WHBL
to introduce summer bowl
ning.
ing to the listeners. The discs are
then broadcast the follo%ving eveFreedom Flyers
LIFE of airmen training in Canada
is reviewed in a new Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. program They
Fly for Freedom. The program >
is developed in conjunction with
the
Plan Commonwealth Air Training
• Broadcast
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wow
5000 Watts
Day and Night
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Kilocycles
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Your

WOW
Covers an area of
1 85,288 square miles,
containing more than
700,000 radio homes.

Dealers

Urge

New

Survey

You

Proves

Is Strictly 'Dealers

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

To

Buy

WOW!

WOW

Choice'

I F YOU have any doubt that WOW does the
most effective advertising job in the OmahaGreat Plains Market — ask your dealers what
they think. We did, through the Fact Finders
Institute, Omaha Associates, in a survey made
July 15, 1941.
A majority of the dealers (grocers and druggists) questioned said:
"Radio is the best buy for an advertiser. . . and WOW is the best radio buy
in the Omaha market."
"Customers mention WOW most
frequently in making purchases of radio
advertised
"WOW products."
is our favorite station, because of better programs, best music,
best reception, best sports coverage and
We think
news."all time-buyers already know that
WOWbest is the dominant station in the OmahaGreat Plains market . . . and that WOW can

Harry Kulakofsky, president of Omaha's great Central
Market food store, is typical of Omaha grocers ivho
are WOW boosters.
DEALERS

SURVEY- FACT

FINDERS

"do the job alone." This recent survey comes as
one more bit of proof, to justify the inclusion
of WOW in any sales program involving the
Omaha market.
The chart below shows a part of the results of
the survey — the percentage answers to the 3
most important questions.
INSTITUTE,

OMAHA

John O'Brien, leading Omaha druggist, is one of the
6-out-of-lO who believe WOW is the best buy in the
Omaha market.
Write For WOW
And Coverage

ASSOCIATES

Surveys
Maps

Get the "low-down" on what your dealers think of
how your products should be advertised. Write for a
completeandcopy
of the ifsurvey.
We them.
will give
dealers'
names
addresses
you want
Ask,youwhen
you

/ WHICH RADIO STATIOnT
C DO yOUR CUSTOMERS ^
C MENTION MOST FREQUENTLY?

write, for the complete story of WOW's coverage.
You Can Dominate the
Omaha Great Plains Market
WITH

ai !
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BBC Urges Hollywood
To Send Transcriptions
As Press Cuts Publicity
BRITISH BROADCASTING Co.
has £isked Paramount Pictures for
additional voice recordings of its
featured and star talent. With
newspaper space cut to the bone,
British fans have been relying on
a transcribed radio program titled
Picture Reporter to learn about
Hollywood film talent, it was said.
The film
studio's sent
foreign
ment has already
sound departtracks
of Bing Crosby and Bob Hope, and
is making one of Dorothy Lamour.
Fred Rosen, assistant manager
and special events director of shortwave station WRUL, Boston, is
currently in Hollywood for conferences with Don Lee Broadcasting
System executives on plans to originate international programs from
the latter city. A widespread potential schedule is visualized for
shortwave beaming from Hollywood, with KHJ sourcing the programs for WRUL, according to
Van C. Newkirk, Don Lee network
program director.
With NBC having correspondents
staked out in all strategic cities of
the Orient, the network contemplates establishing a shortwave
listening post in Hollywood, it was
indicated by A. A. Schechter, head
of the special events division.
CECIL BROWN, CBS foreign correspondent, now in Singapore, is author
of an article "The Germans Are Coming" in the Aug. 23 Saturday Evening
Post. Mr. Brown recently was stationed in Rome, but was asked by the
Fascists to leave, then went to Yugoslavia, after which he was assigned to
Singapore.

BUY

WATER

EVERYWHERE, the most in 15 years, inundated the transmitter site of KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla., throwing the station off the air
45 hours. Water was 2% -feet deep in the transmitter house at left and
the tuning house was completely submerged.

2% Cash Discount
(Continued from page 2i)
Something over half the independent stations also established 2%
cash discount, but the radio networks never did so. They had attempted to handle the credit problem in a different way from other
media by requiring payment immediately after broadcast. Soon,
however, they found it more practicable to conform to the established
practice in the advertising business
of allowing monthly credit to most
of their customers. Although in
their rate cards they still reserved
the right to demand payment immediately after broadcast, in prac-

5000
1
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W
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H
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Cover

"One of the factors leading
toward this elimination of casli
discount by individual broadcasters
has been said by some of them to
have been the Sales Managers Committee of NAB, which is reported
to have advised against it. At one
time, a few years ago, there was
quite an impetus toward eliminamay have been due to
tion,
this cause.which

F

now

INCREASE
RATES!

a Booming
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B

WATTS
!
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Rock Island • Moline

Defense

Center

. .

I- CITIES
(III.) • Davenport

(la.)

Urban Area Population — 175,000
Daytime 1/2 MV population near two million — and climbing! Like a
fast-growing youngster, this market calls for more food, more clothing,
more produas of every nature. It LISTENS to a voice with PRIMARY
coverage . . . WHBF, and its 5000 watt coverage for 1000 watt rates.
One of the first 75 of the nation's markets, the Tri-Cities merit
PRIMARY COVERAGE consideration by advertisers who expea
to do a good job. Write us for proof of WHBF primary efleaiveness!
GROW with WHBF and MUTUAL!
Basic Mutual Network Outlet
FULL TIME 1270 K C
THE 5000 WATT
UlflfiF
AFflLIATE OF ROCK ISLAND, ILLIKJIS ARGOS^
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How to Get Sponsors
WHEN KHSL, Chico, Cal.,
invited five California businessmen to conduct a series
of forum broadcasts on civic
problems, the gentlemen
were quite surprised by the
considerable reaction to the
first program. As a result
they decided to buy the time
for their own businesses and
now eachmercialgives
his own comon the forum.
tice they rarely did so, dealing as
they did with customers of unusually high credit.
"Bills for broadcasting came to
be paid in the month following
service like bills for magazine,
newspaper and other advertising.
But because there was no cash discount date, and because the networks recognized that agencies
should not be called upon to pay
in advance of their receipt of payment from their clients, varying
leeways as to dates of payment
were granted to different agencies.
Agencies which were paying
promptly learned that others were
not doing so and naturally felt that
they should have the same privilege of payment — as late as any.
As a result there was no standard
practice.
"In the case of doubtful credit,
of course, the networks had the
recourse of demanding payment
immediately after broadcast, being
thus safeguarded against any sizable loss. In other media fields publishers protect themselves by requiring cash with order, i.e. before
delivery of service; there being
nothing in the cash discount system to prevent earlier collection
if
credit
conditions make it advisable.
20% Now Allow It
"The individual broadcasters, in
the meantime, seeing that the networks allowed no cash discount,
and realizing that the elimination
of cash discounts, if they had them,
would increase their revenue, provided they could maintain their volume; gradually, one by one, cut
them out until only about 20% of
stations still allow the discount.

"A number of individual broadcasters have said to us that they
would follow the industry's leadership, which they considered to be
the networks, and the recommendations of the Sales Managers Committee; that they individually
would be glad to allow cash discount whenever it was the practice
of the industry.
"This situation might have gone
on more or less indefinitely had not
one of the large magazine publishers taken action. In his announcement he gave as one of his
reasons that other important media
were not similarly supporting the
advertising credit and financial
structure. He said privately to us
that his action would depend on
whether other media recogized their
responsibility in maintaining the
structure.
NBC and CBS Accept
"Within recent weeks, as you
know, both the NBC and CBS have
accepted the principle of cash discount on their network billings. We
understand that as a result of
this action the Curtis Publishing
Co. is on the point of reviewing
its recent decision to eliminate cash
discount.
"In the newspaper field 1,598 of
of the 1,704 separately published
newspapers allow 2% cash discount; 106 newspapers do not. Of
these, about 60 are papers of large
circulations. In our recent contacts
with them, they have frequenly
pointed to the radio industry as not
allowing cash discount and have
given this as a justification, if not
as a reason, for their failure to
support the industry financial
structure.
"In the light of the networks'
action, we expect soon to reopen
this question with the leading news"In view of the foregoing, it
would
papers. be most constructive on the
part of the NAB if it could take
an official position favoring the
principle of cash discount for the
benefit of a sound financial structure in the advertising business,
from which all would benefit — medium, agency and advertiser. There
would be no legal objection to such
action, in the opinion of our attorneys. If any legal question
should become an important factor affecting your decision, we
should
be glad to examine it further
with you.

"You know, I believe, that the
Association of National Advertisers has recently taken an official
position favoring cash discount, as
a protective and stabilizing influence for all concerned."
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

ON

KOA-NBC

COAST-TO-COAST

Direct from Cherry Hills, KOA

fed an NBC

NETWORK
nation-wide

network a series of play-by-play accounts of the most
interesting features of the recent PGA Tournament.
Listeners everywhere were able to follow every development of this great golf classic.

Another
is just around

the corner and KOA

football season

microphones

will

bring play-by-play accounts of the top games of the University of Denver and University of Colorado. Following is the
broadcast schedule, another KOA exclusive:
1941
FOOTBALL

KOA
SCHEDULE

September 29 . . . Colorado-Texas
October 4 .... Colorado-Missouri
October 11 . . Colorado-Utah State
October 18. Colorado-Colo. Aggies
October 25
Denver-Utah
November 1
Colorado-Utah
November 8 . . Denver-Utah State
Nocember 15 .... Denver-Hawaii
November 27 , . Denver-Colorado

"Winter
Sports &coverage
includedI Ithe Gr
1941 KOA
ISational
Downhill
Slalom
Championships at Aspen, Colorado, and the annual Ad-A-Man Pike's Peak New Years Eve Climb.
TENNIS Notable among tennis activities
covered exclusively by KOA, was the recent Colorado Open Tournament from the courts of the
Denver Country Club.

Highlighting the Spring Sports
^ A 0
special events schedule were the National Junior
College Track and Field Championships and the
Big 7 Conference Meet— both KOA exclusives!
COMPLETE SPORTS NEWS-AP,UP,& INS
The wires of the 3 Great Press Associations supply
a constant flow of the very latest sports news around
the calendar. Frequent interviews with visiting sports
celebrities gives KOA Sports coverage unsurpassed.
KOA is the ONLY station in the Rocky Mountain
Region with the full leased wires of AP, UP, & INS.

RE PRESENTED
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

NATIONALLY
Advertising
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in Past Year
Rapid Expansion of AFRA
Is Outlined at Convention
in Detroit
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
taining agreement led to mediation
under the direction of William H.
Artists has grown from 10,500
Davis, then chairman of the New
to 12,000 enrolled members during
York State Mediation Committee,
the past year; has established
new locals in such widely sepfrom
which "AFRA
18 contracts.
These emerged
included with
the
arated cities as Portland, Ore.,
Dallas and Washington, and in renewal of the basic network suscontrast to the 37 contracts AFRA
taining agreement on vastly improved terms and conditions, the
had a year ago, it now has conrenewal of the Code of Fair Practracts "affecting 92 broadcasting
tice for network commercial broadstations, 270 advertising agencies
casting, the acceptance of Rule 12
and an equal number of producers
franchising
agents and artists repof transcribed programs," and has
resentatives,contract
a
for Chicago
issued "franchises to 256 agents
who represent our members in the local commercial scales, and contracts for staff announcers at the
field of radio," Mrs. Emily Holt,
national executive secretary of the several major stations in Chicago
as well as renewals in New York.
union,
the delegates
to AFRA's
fourth told
annual
convention
which
The Pacific Coast enjoyed a renewal of its regional commercial
started Aug. 14 at the the Bookcode and the establishment of its
Cadillac Hotel in Detroit and was
scheduled to continue to Aug. 17. local commercial code."
Out of the mediation also came
Bargaining Activity
"that very significant factor", a
Reviewing results of collective
common expiration date for
bargaining since the Augst, 1940,
AFRA's major contracts, which all
convention in Denver, Mrs. Holt
terminate on Nov. 1, 1943, Mrs.
Holt continued.
reported that a breakdown in negotiations with the networks for a
Then came the transcription
renewal of the basic network suscode, which she described as "one

ARE

IN

THE

BAG

wm
LISTENERS
YOUR

ARE

MARKET

WDZ presents your sales message
to a potential audience oF 1,189,890 prosperous listeners.
THIS flourishing marl<et inciudes
504,447 urban and 685,443 rural
listeners — 278,970 responsive
radio families.

BARGER HEATING
& APPLIANCE CO.
says;
, . am suresales
we
have ".increased
500%. We have sold
more refrigerators in the
few weeks advertising
ov%r WDZ than all last

220,113 pieces of mail during
1940 (an increase of 31.5% over

year ..." •
AMERICAN

1939) conclusively prove WDZ's
pulling power.

COOPERATIVE EXCHANGE, 665 Lake
Shore Drive, Chicago
".
. . the recent
undertook
for job
us you
was
beyond fondest expectation. $37.50 brought
us nearly 600 requests."

WDZ serves a rich triple market!
Retail sales from farm, industrial
and oil incomes total $353,799,000.00 a year!

NEW YORK
HOWARD H KANSAS
'wiLSON CITY
CO.
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
★ WDZ
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KWTO Gets Fulltime
INCREASE to fulltime with a directional for night use was authorized to KWTO, Springfield, Mo., in
an Aug. 12 decision of the FCC.
Heretofore KWTO has operated
with 5,000 watts daytime only on
560 kc. The grant was subject to
such rules and policies as the FCC
may hereafter adopt with respect
to multiple ownership, KWTO being of the same ownership as
KGBX, Springfield.
of the most comprehensive and
complete collective bargaining
agreements which any labor union
enjoys. It which
was the
first of AFRA's
contracts
recognized
that the
unit of bargaining is a national
unit, the code applying "throughout the jurisdiction of AFRA and
to all recordings made anywhere
in the United States."
In addition to the national agreements, Mrs. Holt stated, AFRA
negotiated new contracts with
WJJD, WIND, WAAF, Chicago;
KGFJ, KMTR, KFAC, Los Angeles; KXOK, KWK, St. Louis;
WWJ, Detroit; KEX-KGW, Portland, Ore.; KYA, San Francisco;
KRLD, Dallas; WOOD-WASH,
Grand Rapids; WTAM, WHKWCLE, Cleveland; WHN, WEVD,
WNEW, WQXR, New York, and
renewals with WCFL, Chicago;
KMOX, KSD, St. Louis; WXYZ,
Detroit; WRJN, Racine; WINS,
New York; WLW, Cincinnati.
AFRA also got special contracts
covering sound effects men at the
NBC, CBS and MBS Chicago stations and for staff announcers and
sound effects men at NBC in New
York.
The First Strike
A new contract at WIOD, Miami,
was signed after AFRA had instituted Labor Board proceedings
against the station for the dismissal of two announcers allegedly
for union activities, one of whom
WIOD reinstated with the other
given 37 V2 weeks salary plus commercial fees he would have earned
during that period.
AFRA also secured a contract
at WKRC, Cincinnati, following
a strike, the union's first, which
Mrs. Holt reviewed at some length.
The agreement with MBS, guaranteeing that in future labor difficulties with MBS affiliates AFRA
would either achieve collective bargaining agreements, arbitrate
points of difference or have the
right to strike concurrently on
local and network programs, was
described by Mrs. Holt as the most
important outcome of the strike,
with Mutual's agreement during
the strike to stop network service
to WKRC as the "second consequence of direct importance".
Enforcing AFRA's collective
bargaining agreements during the
first seven months of 1941, AFRA
locals have collected $58,990 for
their members, Mrs. Holt reported,
chiefly in New York.
A number of proposed amendments to the AFRA constitution
were scheduled to be voted on by
the delegates at the Saturday sesBROADCASTING

FIRST LONG-TERM contract on
the first West Coast FM commercial station was signed last week
by R. H. Alber (left), head of R.
H. Alber Co., Los Angeles agency, which started Aug. 17 for 52
weeks the Old-Fashioned Revival
Hour under sponsorship of Gospel
Broadcasting Assn. on K45LA. Observing contract(center,
signing standing),
are Wilbur Eickelberg
sales manager of Don Lee Broadcasting System, operator of
K45LA, and Lewis Allen Weiss,
Don Lee general manager. Station,
operating on 44.5 mc. went on the
air Aug. 11 within more than a dozsponsors. The tower
300-foot,
1,000watten transmitter
is located
on top of 1,700-foot Mt. Lee overlooking Hollywood.
sions. Chiefly concerned with the
manner of electing board members, the proposals included increasing the number of board
members from 50 to 60, the minimum remaining at 45; replacements of board members due to
deaths or resignations to be made
by the locals they represented instead of by the board as at present;
giving the smaller locals more
representation on the board, and
altering the mechanics of nominating and electing the members.
Other proposed amendments would
deprive the board of the right to
take any action contrary to that
voted by two-thirds of the National
Convention and would provide for
financial administration by the
national board of any locals which
are not financially self-sustaining.
The new AFRA board for 194142 is as follows : William P. Adams,
Ben Alexander, Edward Arnold,
Norman Barry, Jack Benny, Theodore Bliss, True Boardman, Nellie
Booth, William Brandt, John
Brown, Alan Bunce, Eddie Cantor,
Ken Carpenter, Lon Clark, Clayton
Collyer, William T. Days Jr., Ted
De Corsia, Eric Dressier, Philip
Thomas Freebairn-Smith,
Duey,Grauer,
Ben
George Heller, Jean
Hersholt, Fred Howard, John 6.
Hughes, Raymond Jones, Carlton
KaDell, Philip Lord, Ted Maxwell,
Alex McKee, James Melton, Virginia Payne, Vincent Pelletier,
Walter Preston, Alan Reed, Kenneth Roberts, Anne Seymour, Del
Sharbutt, Wayne Short, Mark
Smith, Sam Thompson, Lawrence
Tibbett, Lucille Wall, Lewis Wareham, Ned Wever, Tudor Williams.
LAFRIB YORK ERSKINB, noted
for his Renjrew of the Mounted, on
AuR 18
will make his debut
on NBCBhie
as author-narrator
of a five
times
weekly series titled Adventure Stories.
• Broadcast
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TRANSMITTERS

FEATURING
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NEW

ANNOUNCES
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SHIFT
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NEW
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VERSION

MODULATOR

This new modulator
is built directly into
the 250 and 1000
watt basic transmitters so that either of
these units can be
used as a driver for
amplifiers of higher

I

power.

t

which bv J

'yPe 558 A

cob-.net 9.v.n9
,uned circuitsSince the beginning of FM, industry leaders have chosen REL FM equipment . . . outstanding broadcasters such as FM inventor Major E. H. Armstrong, John Shepard, Paul DeMars, Bill Scripps, Walter Damm, Clarence
Wheeler, Roger Clipp, John Hogan, Dr. Manson. To protect your investment
in FM, be sure to investigate REL's complete new line of DL transmitters
before you buy.

RADIO

ENGINEERING

LABORATORIES,

Long Island City, N. Y.

35-54 36th Street
Phone,
mOADCASTING

INC.
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Recess

by

replacing the present four zones.
The first zone would extend
roughly from the Atlantic seaboard
to the Mississippi River, the second from there to the Rocky Mountains, and the third would roughly
be equivalent to the present Pacific Standard Time Zone. In each
of the proposed zones, time would
be adjusted to Mean Greenwich
Time in order to afford the greatest amount of daylight to all residents, and would in effect eliminate
all need for daylight saving time.
Aid to Broadcasters

House

Delays Time Shift
Douht Expressed That Action
Will Be Taken This Year
WITH the House planning to observe a "vacation recess" from
Aug. 18 to Sept. 15, it was indicated
last week by Chairman Lea
D-Cal.), of the House Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee,
that the committee will make no
report on the pending daylight
saving time legislative proposals
until some time after Labor Day.
The House will take regular
three-day recesses during the period, meeting briefly on Mondays
and Thursdays only to vote further
recess, and the Committee indicated
it would hold no meetings during
that time.
Congress Action in Doubt
Some doubt has grown up that
Congress will take any action on
DST at this session, since "fast
time" now is being observed in
most of the areas where it assertedly is needed as an aid to the defense eff"ort, particularly in conservation of electrical power. It
is thought in some quai'ters that
since the ordinary DST season
will be all but ended by the time
Congress gets around to act on
pending proposals, it will be
passed over until next year.
On the other hand, it is believed
that President Roosevelt's specific

THE NOSTALGIC DAYS when father was a boy, when handlebar
mustaches and bicycles-built-for-two were the vogue, are revived in
Those Were the Days, sponsored on KMOX, St. Louis, by Griesedieck
Bros. Brewery. In this family-group tintype of the turn of the century,
BBDO agency officials join with the cast after the initial broadcast.
Standing (1 to r) : Bonnie King as "Cindy Martin," soubrette; Lee Williams, BBDO, Chicago; Roy Shannon, Griesedieck advertising manager;
Jim Douglass, KMOX producer; James Cominos, BBDO; Patsy Woodward, comedienne. Seated: Bert Granville, tenor; Harry (Pappy)
Cheshire, m.c. ; Bill Rader, comedian.
request for statutory authorization
to establish daylight saving time
when and where it is needed assures positive action early in the
fall. In light of the recent DST
hearings conducted by the House
[Broadcasting, Aug. 11], it appears that chances for establishing
a universal DST system for the
country appear slim. Despite considerable opposition to any plan for
regional or "discretionary" DST
observance, such as that proposed

in the White House-sponsored bill
introduced by Chairman Lea, it is
thought such an Administrationbacked proposal would prevail over
several others, some of which were
introduced by Republican members.
McLean's Zone Proposal
Meanwhile, Rep. McLean (RN. J.) has indicated that he intends
to introduce within the next fortnight a proposal to establish three
time zones for the United States,

From the broadcasters' point of
view such a three-zone plan, operating on a standard rather than
daylight saving time basis, probably would afford a remedy for the
semi-annual programming headaches resulting from the present
hodge-podge system of DST, it was
thought, while regional observance
of DST, or anything short of universal observance, probably would
do more to aggravate than to alleviate the programming problem for
radio.
Broadcasters have supported the
move toward DST on the ground
that since there is a growing extension of DST, universal DST
appears to be the best answer to
their problems. However, the industry also has indicated that basically
it will support any system of uni-l
versal time, whether daylight saving or standard, since the universal basis will solve their programming difficulties.

UNCLE JOHN'S FROM
DALLAS, HE WONT
LISTEN

TO

WORTH

FORT

programs/

7T

y. IT'S A SERIOUS PROBLEM IN DALLAS AND
FORT WORTH.
Here are two impor+an+ communities, within a few
miles of each other, fanatically loyal to their own
market, jealous of their individual supremacy and
absolutely secular in their buying habits.
In order io sell BOTH these imporfanf Texas
markets you must reach BOTH areas locally.
2. THE SOLUTION TO THIS UNUSUAL SITUATION!
The unique hook-up between station WRR, Dallas and
KFJZ, Fort Worth enables advertisers to cover both
markets, completely, individually and reasonably.
WRR and KFJZ are now full-time, day ond night
stations of 5,000 watts each. On different frequencies (WRR, 1310 K.C.— KFJZ, 1270 K.C.) with a
powerful
in theirblanket
own and
each trading
other's
areo, theysignal
definitely
both ingreat
centers. Both stations are affiliated with the Texas
State Network and the Mutual Broadcasting System.

And both stations may now be bought at a price
you would expect to pay for one station of equal
power in o similar locality.
3. TWO BIG MARKETS — ONE PRICE.
Permanent lines connect WRR, Dallas and KFJZ,
Fort Worth. Advertisers may use both stations simultoneously or at different times — at one talent cost.
Think of it— two full-time 5,000 watt stations for
the price of one — and either together or at different
times — and only one talent cost. An outstanding
advertising value which no advertiser con afford
to overlook.
AfATIO/VAL REPReSEKTATItfES

nno compAnv
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POWER IISCREASES,
SHIFTS IN CANADA
POWER increasos and some frequency changes have been authorized recently for Canadian broadcasting stations, according to
Walter A. Rush, Controller of
Radio, Department of Transport,
Ottawa. Increases to 1,000 watts
have been granted to CFCH,
North Bay, Ont., along with a
change in frequency to 600 kc. ;
CKUA, Edmonton, Alta.,, 580 kc;
CKTB, St. Catherines, Ont., 1550
kc; CKNX, Wingham, Ont., 920
kc; CKCO, Ottawa, 1310 kc;
CHRC, Quebec, 800 kc.
Increases to 250 watts have been
granted to CJIC, Sault Ste. Marie,
Ont.; CHLP, Montreal; CHGB,
Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere, Que.;
CHLT, Sherbroohe, Que.; CFOS,
Owen Sound, Ont.
There have been no changes in
call letters of existing stations
and no licenses for new stations
have been issued for the current
fiscal year. Some applications
for new licenses and further
power increases upwards of 1,000
watts await the decision of the next
meeting of the board of governors
of Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

72

Intimate? Yes, but a customary greeting on many
letters to WBBM— this time from the farmer at
the left and the druggist below. In this intimacy
is a sometimes forgotten sales point. Brief but
basic. More important today than ever.
For over a generation WBBM has been a trustworthy companion entertaining over two million
midwestern families. It has earned their con-

Plans for New WISR
PLANNING to begin operation
early in September, James L. Cox,
general manager of the new WISR,
Butler, Pa., has announced the station personnel thus far selected.
Mr. Cox comes to WISR from the
West Virginia Network where he
was assistant program director.
Program director is Everett H.
Neill, onetime program director of
KQV, Pittsburgh. Kiernan Balfe,
formerly of WWSW, Pittsburgh,
and WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.,
has been named production manager and announcer. Lillian
Schoen, graduate of U of Chicago
with experience vath several Pittsburgh stations, is continuity editor.
Chief engineer is Clifford Gorsuch,
formerly of WCED, DuBois, Pa.
Studio and transmitter equipment
has been purchased from RCA and
a 300-foot Blaw-Knox tower has
been erected.

fidence bycarrying no questionable advertising.
Converted showmanship into friendship. Forged
mass friendships for companies which few other
business gestures could have made.
For neatly a generation WBBM

has been Chi-

cago's leading station commercially. That's
because WBBM delivers more to advertisers.
The net result of a generation of keeping faith.
Basically that is why— year after year since 1925
—most advertisers seeking America's second
market have chosen this single station . . •

PETER Q. NYCE, Washington attorney who had applied for a new 1,000watt daytime station on 740 kc. in
Alexandria, Va., across the Potomac
from Washington, has amended his
FCC application to ask for 250 watts
fulltime on 1600 kc. with a booster
amplifier.

WBBM, Chicago's most effective radio station.

Ihe popularfomedian

50,000 WATTS m

CHICAGO

Owned and operated by Columbia
Broadcasting System. Represented by
Radio Sales: NewYork, Detroit, St. Louis,
Charlotte, Los Angeles, San Francisco.
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That

would

to take,

be

a fine

wouldn't

it?

attitude

for a national

He might as well not mention

advertiser

the name

of his

product as try to sell the nation without including each one of these forty important states. Yet there is a market

on the Pacific Coast (not including the Los

Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and Seattle areas regularly covered by surveys*)
that contains more

radio families than any one of these important states ... in

fact, more than most any two of them combined.
. . . Retail sales last year were $1,558,484,(M)0.

And do these people have money?
In order to determine

the exact

listening habits of these 921,690 families, C. E. Hooper, Inc., in conjunction with
a prominent

Eastern advertising agency, conducted

a survey. Ten representative

cities were chosen from the three Pacific Coast states. 30,000 calls were made

^ A recent Hooper Svrvey shows th<it in the tour major markets
regularly covered by surveys, Los Angeles, San rrantts<o,
Seattle, and Portland, Don Lee tied for first p/ace among (fie
fop 14 Patifit Coast evening shows with 6 out ot 14 firsts.

1

during two 5-day weeks, employing

the regular coincidental methods

uniformly

and continuously. The following facts were established:
• In one-third
h'steners were
• In one-half
listeners were

of the cities surveyed,

tuned

to Don

to Don

nearly

at least 65%

of the

Lee.

• In the ten cities, the total program
were

of the

Lee.

of the cities surveyed,
tuned

at least 94%

twice that of all other

ratings

networks

on Don

Lee

combined.

In choosing your radio, be sure that your appropriation covers this market,
and bear in mind that it is a qualified fact that in this market people listen to their
own local station, within their own trading area. This is the kind of coverage that
pays dividends and it's the kind of coverage you get only on Don Lee, for Don Lee
alone completely covers this 1,558,484,000

dollar market.
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They Let Her Down
WHEN A HOUSEWIFE goes to the trouble
to buy a package, cut off the boxtop, write a
letter, put on a stamp and mail it, the average
sponsor can safely feel that one more consumer
has at least a financial interest in his product.
At that point he can achieve good-will by
politely, perhaps entertainingly, acknowledging
receipt of the contest entry. Even a losing contestant is likely to harbor a certain amount
of gratitude after receiving a pleasant form
note or card bearing a suitable message.
Unfortunately, many national sponsors make
the serious error of letting contest entrants go
to the trouble and expense of following the contest rules without even sending them a note
of acknowledgement. At the point where the
consumer is full of hope, the sponsor lets him
down without even a penny postcard.
If you've ever been on the listener's end of
a contest, you'll know how millions feel when
they are victims of this sort of promotional
oversight. On another page, a "reformed" consumer researcher tells how she feels since
abandoning the marts for homemaking. Her
unhappy experience in entering contests offers
several lessons to those who promote them.
Power to Destroy
IT IS ONE THING to tax profits— that is a
basic concept of tax law — and higher taxes
on corporate and individual earnings are to
be expected in the light of our gigantic defense
needs. But it is quite another thing to tax the
sales and merchandising efforts that move
goods and make profits possible.
Recognizing the inherent dangers in the
proposed tax on radio time sales as well as
outdoor advertising, practically all media are
united in their determination to persuade the
Senate to strike from the House-approved Revenue Act the provision levying imposts at the
source. Instead of chortling over the discomfiture of their competitors, newspaper and
magazine interests — in fact, the advertising
fraternity as a whole — are as strongly opposed
to the tax as the media directly affected, and
they are joining in a solid front with radio industry groups to fight it.
The simple fact of the matter is that a
movement has been afoot among certain governmental agencies, including the Treasury,
to tax advertising expenditures as such, and already there has been talk of limiting managerial discretion in the amount of cost to be
allocated to advertising. This tax may be the
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opening wedge; certainly it is discriminatory
as between media, and certainly it would only
be a short time before the taxable brackets are
lowered, rates upped and other media included.
Recalling the genesis of the radio tax proposal with the Allied Printing Trades lobby,
there is some comfort for radio also in the
fact that labor unions, from the top down,
have indicated their active opposition. Their
printer cohorts obviously did their work all
too well, disregarding the effects upon their
brethren of AFM, AFRA, IBEW and the other unions supplying labor to radio. If this
sticks, if radio is forced to cut comers, labor
will be the first to feel its inevitable effects
upon employment.

Volcano's Edge
RISING PRICE levels, threats of inflation, priorities for defense, new curbs on installment
buying, dislocations of local industries and employment, proposed rationing of gas and oil,
increases in all forms of taxation — all these
will have their inevitable impact upon broadcasting as a business and upon radio as an
advertising medium. Exactly how, it is impossible to predict at the moment. Sufficient to be
aware that the broadcasting business, local
and national, now enjoying a prosperity which
everyone prays is not merely ephemeral, is inextricably interwoven into the economic and
social fabric of the community and nation.
Add to these general domestic problems the
prospect of more direct involvement in the war,
with radio and its sponsors enthusiastically
lending everything in their means to the promotion of the nation's dynamic defense effort,
and the artificial restraints and untimely
threats against present methods of broadcasting seem ironical if not downright subversive.
Consider the sequence of recent major onslaughts by the FCC majority: The networkmonopoly report, the Senate hearings growing
out of it and the current confabs looking to possible amelioration of some of its provisions;
the newspaper-radio ownership "investigation,"
at present in a state of suspended animation
until Sept. 17; and now the multiple ownership
order, with its implications of forced sales and
management upheavals iiot only if one "'control" interests operates more than one station
in the same community but also if common
interests own stations in different communities
with possible "overlapping" coverage.
Then add the sales tax burden imposed on
upper-bracket stations by the House, and small

THE FCC and the Defense Communications Board are "Guarding the Nerve Centers" of America, namely, its radio and wire
communications facilities, is discussed in a
chapter by that title in the book America Prepares for Tomorroiv : The Story of Our Total
Defense Effort [Harper & Bros., 612 p., $3.50].
Six observers close to the Washington scene
contributed to the book, which details the national defense program. The contributors include William Dow Boutwell, radio chief of the
U. S. Office of Education, and Pauline Frederick,
assistant
to NBC's Washington commentator, H. R.
Baukhage.
FOURTH annual Spanish edition of the American Radio
Relay League's
Radio Conn,
Amateur
Handbook
[A.R.R.L.,
West Hartford,
$1]
has just been issued. The 530-page Spanish
version of the standard manual of amateur
radio is produced by the editors of the magazine Revista Telegrafica of Buenos Aires under
an agreement with the League. The A.R.R.L.
is the headquarters society of the International
Amateur Radio Union which in the last year
has affiliated
"ham" groups in Argentina,
Brazil
and Uruguay.
wonder that few broadcast executives are taking vacations this summer. With their eyes on
Washington, most of them are spending more
time with their lawyers these days than at
their business desks.
On the economic side, the brightest ray of
hope for sustained good business seems to be
the assurance from economists that foods and
drugs will probably be affected clightly if at all
by the rationing of supplies for civilian-goods
industries — and they happen to be the two top
clas.>5ifications of radio sponsorship. Too, the
oil companies, major sponsors, indicate no intention of letting up in their advertising plans,
and we have direct word from Procter &
Gamble, largest radio user, that it has no intention of curtailing advertising despite the
problem of transportation.
On the regulatory side, there seems to be no
staying the hand of the FCC unless it is done
by Congress, where friends of radio are cropping up more and more to raise hope that the
White and Sanders bills [Broadcasting, Aug.
4, 11] to reconstitute FCC and redefine its
powers will get due and proper consideration.
Congressional action is slow and tortuous,
however, and it may not come at all unless the
Administration and members of Congress are
made fully aware of the disruption and demoralization that will beset broadcasting if the
crackdown element gets its way on all fronts.
These are days when first attention of broadcasters and regulators alike should be focused
on defense requirements, on the maintenance
of business stability so far as possible and on
the continuation of employment. The broadcasters are v/illing, able and ready — and certainly they have demonstrated their remarkable ability to carry their load so far as morale-building and business-serving is concerned.
They know that certain operating practices
need remedying, but they know also that this
isn't the time for radical and revolutionary
and all-embracing reforms instituted suddenly and without regard to the larger public
interest that radio serves.
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HARRY A. WOODMAN, formerly in
the XBC station relations department, on Aug. 1.5 became XBC traffic
manager, replacing B. F. McClancy,
who has resigned to take an executive
position with the Eaton Mfg. Co..
Cleveland. Mr. Woodman will report to William S. Hedges, NBC vicepresident in charge of stations.
MRS. FRED WEBER, wife of Fred
Weber, MBS general manager, has
returned home after a week in the
New York Medical Center where she
had a tooth removed which was threatening her eyesight.

HAROLD

MENTON

for the piano, a
A TAL
ous break and a capacity
curiENT
for perseverance account for
the rise in radio of Harold
Menton Wheelahan, manager of
WSMB, New Orleans.
Today, a veteran at 45, genial
Harold Wheelahan is credited vs^ith
the complete transformation of
WSMB from an obscure 500-watter
to its present status as one of the
South's leading 5,000-watt outlets.
From a station with only four employes and a five-hour schedule
daily, WSMB under Wheelahan has
expanded to an 18-hour schedule
with a fulltime staff of 23.
Born Jan. 26, 1896 in this same
New Orleans, Harold's business career began at 15 when the death
of his father forced his withdrawal
from high school to become a
breadwinner for the large Wheelahan family. His first job was as
office boy and porter in a wholesale
grain house at $4 per week, and he
attended night school to study stenography. Ten months of this qualified him for a $9 a week position
with a sheet metal firm. Within
a year his proficiency and diligence graduated him to a $20 job
with the Saenger Amusement Co.,
now the Paramount-Richards Co.,
motion picture theatre operators in
New Orleans.
All the time he improved his
spare time by attending night
school at Tulane U. Here he won
degrees in accountancy, economics,
commercial law and business administration.
The Saenger Co. quickly promoted him to bookkeeper, statistician and assistant film buyer. By
1925 he was assistant to the treasurer of the company.
In 1925 the Saenger Co. decided
to expand its operations and enter
the radio field. With the Maison
Blanche Store, it started WSMB in
the attic of the store building under
an agreement whereby the amusement company was to operate the
station and appoint the manager.
The dedication of WSMB on April

BROADCASTING

WHEELAHAN
25, 1925 is well remembered by
Harold Wheelahan, for he leaped
into an emei'gency that really
started him on his radio career.
With just seconds until WSMB was
to go on the air for the first time,
the announcer asked the gathered
high officials of Saenger's, among
whom was Harold, to open the program. The executives, to whom
radio was still an unknown mystery, were speechless. But Harold
Wheelahan rushed to the piano and
V/SMB went on the air to the slambanging
of Chopin's Military Polonaise.
After this first experience with
radio, Harold returned to his
ledgers and forgot about broadcasting. However, Saenger's executives didn't, for when they decided
to reorganize and delve deeper into
radio by enlarging WSMB, the
managerial post was offered to the
aggressive assistant treasurer.
Though at first he wanted to decline the position in favor of his
picture work, he felt his destiny
was cut out for him in New Orleans rather than in New York,
where the company's reorganizahim. tion eventually would have placed
The year that followed vindicated his judgment. In that period
Harold claims he put in the hardest work of his life. He reorganized
the entire personnel of the station
and rebuilt from the ground up.
By the time a new studio was
built atop the Maison Blanche and
a new remote control transmitter
installed, he had acquired a broad
knowledge of radio.
It was the not-to-be-denied Wheelahan, after having his proposition
of broadcasting the annual New
Orleans Sugar Bowl football classic
turned down by network officials,
who went to New York and in
three weeks dug up a sponsor and
organized a network of 28 stations
for the broadcast. NBC has carried the New Year Day games ever
since.
Harold Wheelahan in 1919 mar-
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RICHARD
GREGORY,
comptroller of WesternH. Electric
Co.. New
York,
for more than 30 years and a director
for over 20, on Aug. 31 is retiring
from the company, and will be succeeded by S. Wallace Murkland. WE
assistant comptroller since 1927. as
announced following a meeting of the
board of directors Aug. 12. Stanley
Bracken, engineer of manufacture of
the company and president of the
Teletype Corp.. a subsidiary, was also
elected a director at the meeting.
NELSON POYNTER, owner of
WTSP. St. Petersburg, and editor of
the »>>f. Peferslxirfi Times, has resisned as director of the press section
of the Communications Division of the
Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs in New York.
EARL H. STRANDBERG. formerly
assistant manager of KOB. Albuquerque. has joined KMYR. Denver, as
traffic manager and copy editor and
will work on production and publieitv
with
Clever. Iirother
of the station's
owner.Al William
Meyer. Fletcher
Trunk
has joined the KMYR sales staff, coming from the Raymond Keene Adv.
Agency.
HCB .TACKSON. assistant manager
of KTHS. Hot Springs. Ark., formerly
with the Texas State Network, who assumed his duties May 14. is on a tour
of agencies in New York. Detroit. Chicago. Kansas City, St. Louis and
]Memphis.
DONALD CHRISTIAN CRONIN.
formerly account executive of Sidney
Garfinkel Adv. Agency. San Francisco,
has joined the sales staff of Photo &
Sound, San Francisco.
SOCS YRATIS, formeerly of KUTA.
Salt Lake Citv. has joined the sales
staff of KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
DON STALEY. account executive,
formerly of KLX, Oakland, resigned
to join KFRC. San Francisco. He was
succeeded at KLX by Carl Cronin.
formerly of the advertising department of the Oakland Tribune.
Tied Ruth Bostick, a graduate of
Newcomb College. They have five
children, ranging from five to 20
years, to whom he refers as his
"avocation."
Though he claims to have little
time for reci-eation, Harold goes in
for swimming and boxing when the
occasion permits, and believes
sports are a "must" of any radio
station's schedule. Music also shares
a place in his heart. Having mastered the piano at an early age,
he has retained that talent by constant practice.
Harold is an active member of
the local Rotary Club and the New
Orleans Athletic Club, and is connected with several Mardi Gras organizations.

TED R. WOODARD. formerly identified
the ownership
management ofwithWMSL,
Decatur,andAla.,
and
recently with WOLS, Florence, S, C,
has l)een mercial
appointed
manager
commanager of
WDAK.and West
Point. Ga., which on Aug. 8 celebrated
its first anniversary. L. J. Duncan,
chief owner, operates a chain of theatres and will devote most of his time
to his other business enterprises.
ALFRED .7. McCOSKER, president
of WOR, and chairman of the board
of MBS, have sailed on the S. S.
Kinif/shohn with Mrs. McCosker and
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Van Volen.
their daughter and son-in-law, for a
12-day cruise to Central America.
Upon their return, they will spend
some time at Murray Bay, Quebec.
MORRIS MILLER, formerly special
assistant to the director of defense
housing of the Federal Works Agency
and former assistant general counsel
of the U. S. Housing Authority, has
joined the Washington law firm of
Dempsey & Koplovitz.
.TACK CAMPBELL, who recently resigned as sales promotion manager of
KPO-KGO, San Francisco, has joined
KFRC, San Francisco, as national
sales representative,
IRA AVERY, night operations manager of WOR, Xew York, whose hobby
is pipes and their history, is author
of an authoritative history of smoking
pipes to be published this fall by .lohn
Heyward.
E. C. BUDDY, head of Television
Productions. Los Angeles, has returned to the Coast after a threeweek trip to Xew York and Chicago
where he conferred with television
producers and engineers. Klaus Landlierg. engineer of the Allen B. DuMont
Labs., has joined Television Produclicensee of W6XYZ, Los AnI'icture tions,
Corp.
geles,
and subsidiary of Paramount
.TOE L. WALLACE, formerly with
the advertising department of the Pine
lihiff Daily Commercial, has resigned
to join the sales staff of KOTX, Pine
Bluff. Ark.
LLOYD E. YODER. manager of
KOA. man has
appointed
radioCouncil.
chairof the been
Colorado
Defense
W. A. (Burt) PATTERSOX, formerly publisher of Good Packaging.
western trade paper, has joined the
staff of Photo & Sound. San Francisco
transcription
firm, as account executive.
PRESTOX ALLEX. general manager
of KLX, Oaklan-l. Cal., has been
called to active service mission as
lieutenantHecommander
in the at
N'aval
Reserve,
is headquartered
the
Twelfth N^aval District, San Francisco.
THEODORE GRAXIK. conductor
of the iMBS American Forum of the
Air is father of a baby boy, born
Aug. 8 in Washington.
GEORGE MOSKOVICS. CBS Pacific
network sales promotion manager, was
chairman of the Aug. 12 meeting of
the Advertising Club of Los Angeles
at which he presented Edwin Hartrich. CBS foreign correspondent,
recently returned from Berlin.
CLAUDE BARRERE, salesman of
the XT3C International Division, has
been transferred to the sales staff of
XBC's radio-recording department.
SAMUEL BICKXELL resigned Aug.
S from the promotion department of
W(r)R. Xew York, to join the sales
staff of Francis H. Leggett Co.. Xew
York. He has been succeeded by
Jack Mohler. 1941 Princeton graduate.
PTTTv WEXDLIXG, account executive of KVOE, Santa Ana, Cal„ and
Helen Weinert, of that city, were
married July 19,
FRAXK DAXIELS, night manager
WBYX.
aof boy
born I'.rooklyu,
recently. is the father of
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WPAT Staff Additions
NEW ADDITIONS to the staff of
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., include W.
Wallace Wilmott, formerly of WAAT,
Jersey City, and Harold Kosut, formerly of WWRL, New York, as announcers ; Richard Granville, formerly of WHBI, Newark, as salesman ;Alys Kramer, former office manager of WRAK. Williamsport, Pa., as
secretary to Edward Codel, WPAT
general manager.
Mrs. Lewis Wins Medal
MRS. DOROTHY LEWIS, traveling
representative for the NAB and the
Radio Council
on Children's
grams, has received
the MedalPro-of
Honcir from the National Society of
New England
Womenworkfor during
her "distinctive and pioneer
the
past year in making a survey of children's radio programs as a public
service." As radio chairman of the
Society. Mrs. Lewis had "ably representedcordingandto the
brought
prestige to it," accitation.

Every national advertiser
wanting results in the
Maritime Provinces
OF Canada
should make sure that his
schedule includes
C H
N
S
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED &: CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives

HIND
BE
ALAN
M. FISHBURN, formerly
editor of continuity of Broadcast
Music Inc., has joined the NBC Central Division production staff in
Chicago, replacing Maurice Wetzel,
recently promoted to assistant production manager of that division. Before joining BMI in 1940, Mr. Fishburn did radio production work in
New York, including among others
the show Your Family and Mine.
MIKE FLANNERY, sports announcer of KOIL, Omaha, has enlisted in the Signal Corps of the
Army Air Corps and is stationed at
Jefferson Barracks, Mo. Kurt Sick,
senior newsman of KOIL, has been
drafted into the Army.
JOE WALTERS, announcer of
KSFO, San Francisco, for the last six
years, rectorhas
diof thebeen
new named
KFMB, program
San Diego,
scheduled to begin operation Aug. 14.
DICK HOOPER, of the RCA television promotion department in
Camden, has been named a judge of
the Miss America Beauty Pageant in
Atlantic City next month.
JOHNNY nouncer KOLBMANN,
sports an-is
of WHAT, Philadelphia,
the father of a recently born boy, his
fourth child.
HECTOR CHEVIGNY, Hollywood
radio writer, has sold an original
story, "The Naturalization of Joe
Mendoza," to Liberty Magazine.
THURSTON
HOLMES,
director of WHOM.
Jersey program
City, is the
father of a girl, Margo Lee, born Aug.
7. The mother, Peggy Walker Holmes,
former radio actress, is director of the
Bergenatre group.
County Players, a Little TheCLARK GEORGE has joined the CBS
Hollywood publicity staff, having been
promoted from mail clerk.
BRUCE BARRINGTON, formerly
editor and director of publicity of
KXOK, St. Louis, is now stationed
as executive officer in the office of the
Adjutant General in Philadelphia.
JOHN CARNEY, who has been eonducting the Friday night Safety ParadelistedoninWFMJ,
the Army.Youngstown, has en-

RALPH KNOW, announcer of
WOWO, Fort Wayne, has joined the
announcing .staff of AVIRE, Indianapolis.
]\Iargo Fargo,
formerly
radiojoined
studio director
at Indiana
U, has
the program department of WIRE,
and Lowell Trout and Harold Page
have joined the technical staff.
BILL WALKER,
special Forks.
events director of KFJM. Grand
N.
D., on Aug. 17 married Inez Barholz
of Grand Forks.
THOMAS NELSON, formerly of
KSLM. Salem.
Ore.,KHSL,
has joined
announcing staff of
Vhico.the Cal.
Bill Fisher, formerly of KYOS,
Merced, Cal., has joined KHSL as
continuity editor.
MARTIN BLOCK, conductor of the
Make Believe Ballroom program on
WNEW, New York, recently became
the father of a boy, Martin Jr.
ED CAMPBELL, announcer of
WSUN. St. Petersburg. Fla., is recuperating from an operation at his
home in Auburn, N. Y., and expects
to return to St. Petersburg next
month.
JIMMIE STEVENS, newsman of
W.IR .Detroit, as a major in the Reserve, has been assigned to Military
Intelligence in the Judge Advocate
General's
office and will report Aug.
20 in Chicago.
BOB CAFFBY, formerly of WLOF,
Orlando, Fla., has joined the program
Fla.
department of WJHP, Jacksonville,
LARRY KEATING, anmuncer of
KPO-KGO, San Francisco, on Sept.
1.5 joins the Hollywood announcing
staff of NBC. He will retain his m.c.
post on the Professor Puzzlewit program sponsored by GaUenkamp Shoe
Stores, San Francisco.
DICK Mcknight, gag writer who
assists in the preparation of the NBCRed Hap Hazard program, on Aug. 12
married Anne Marie Wylie in Chicago.
ASHMEAD SCOTT, Hollywood
writer, will collaborate with Duke
Atterbury in writing material for the
weekly CBS Boh Burns Show, which
starts about Sept. 19 under sponsorship of Campbell Soup Co.
ROBERT TURNER, U of Georgia
student, and Ray McKay, student at
Georgia Evening College, have joined
the staff of WSB, Atlanta, as apprentices under
station's plan of developing newthat
personnel.
RUSS WYLEY
has joined
the announcing staff of WLAC,
Nashville.
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DAVID NAUGLE of Fort Worth.
Tex., has joined the announcing staff
of KRGV, Weslaco, Te.x., replacing
Frank Dent who has gone into the
cattle ranching business in New Mexico. Lorraine SchaefEer, secretary to
the Mercedes, Tex., chamber of commerce, has joined the continuity department of KRGV.
LOWELL WHITEMAN and Beecher
Frank, guides of CBS, Hollywood, have
been signed as announcers of KFMB,
San Diego, scheduled to start operating Aug. 15.
HOMER GANFIELD has resigned
from the Hollywood staff of Tom Fizdale Inc. to join Warner Bros. FirstNational Studios, handling unit exploitation.
JAMES ELLISON, CBS Hollywood
director of guest relations, is currently
in Mexico conferring with government
oflBcials and gathering information for
student use in the Los Angeles County
school system.
TERRY COWLING, formerly of
WOV, New York, and WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., has joined the announcing
staff of WCOP, Boston.
C. M. CARNES, formerly of KFEL,
Denver, has joined the announcing
staff of KFRO, Longview, Tex., replacing Merril Ash, who has gone to
KPAC, Port Arthur, Tex.
TONY RANDALL, announcer of
WTAG, Worchester, has been granted
leave of absence to appear as "Marchbanks"' in .Jane Cowl's play, "CanMass. dida", to open Aug. 18 in Marblehead.
RALPH WILLIAMS, formerly of the
Columhu.9 (Ga.) Ledger-Enquirer, has
joined the publicity department of
WSB, Atlanta.
ALVIN MATHERS has joined the
music department of WSB, Atlanta,
as librarian.
CHARLES LUEDKE, former KGVO,
< Missoula, Mont., announcer, is now in
I the Ai-my stationed at Camp Roberts,
j Cal.
! GARY EVANS, i.unouncer. formerly
j of KTAR, Phoenix, recently joined
j KJBS, San Francisco.
JACK PATTEN, program director of
KSAN, San Francisco, recently became the father of a baby boy.
J. NEWTON YATES. KFAC. Los
Angeles, staff organist, is the father of
a
lb. boy, born Aug. 6.
Ezra to Reappear
EZRA v/ho
STONE,
rich,
was radio's
draftedHenry
into Aidthe
Army July 23 [Broadcasting, Aug.
4], will definitely be back as star of
the program when it resumes
Aug. 21, according to Young &
Rubicam, New York, agency
handling the show. Though the
agency has not been informed exactly how it is to be worked out,
they have been assured by Stone's
agents that a plan permitting him
to continue in the show has been
worked out with otRcials at Camp
Upton, Long Island, where Stone is
stationed.

ii

AUBREY WISBERG, former New
York radio writer, with Ned Dandy,
will do the treatment and screenplay
"Theproduced
Boogie byManCtlumbia
Will Get
You."
i!, of
to be
I ictures.
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ONE of Milwaukee's busiest radio
women is Mary Ann LeMay, continuity writer, dramatic actress,
and woman commentator of WISN,
Milwaukee CBS outlet. She conducts two women's programs each
day — Mary Ann Presents, on which
outstanding guests of civic, educational and women's club activities
are interviewed,
and Ann
Scrapbook,
on which
she Leslie's
carries
the pseudonym Ann Leslie, a participating commercial quarter-hour
of information of interest to the
homemaker. Miss LeMay also conducts the Organ Treasures program, a quarter-hour of organ
music plus interviews with Milwaukee housewives on the merits
of the
sponsor'sfor products,
cal accessories
the home. electriMary
Ann's initial appearance on the air
was made at the age of 12, when
she participated in a weekly dramatic series over a local station.
Continuing her radio work through
high school and nurturing her dramatic ability through a dramatic
school course, she was well equipped
to join the WISN Players in 1931.
Two years later, she officially
joined the stalf as continuity writer
and woman commentator.

NORTH

INCOME and GOV'T PAYMENTS
— Department of Agriculture, I940
CAROifNA
AVERAGE OF
NINE OTHER
SOUTHERN STATES

«2(,768,000^

$f33.256,000^

Read Gets Commission
A. LOUIS READ, national sales
manager of WWL, New Orleans,
has been commissioned a lieutenant
in the Naval Reserve, assigned to
public relations. He received notice of his commission while in
New York on station business and
flew back to New Orleans to be
sworn in Aug. 9. He will assist
in directing- the Reserve's radio
publicity and relations for the
Eighth Naval District.
EVERETT MITCHELL, m.c. of the
NBC-Blue National Farm & Home
Hour, is the interlocutor of a Dept.
of Agriculture motion picture "Food
For Defense",
filmed recently
Washington, to be shown
at farm i"meetings
throughout the country.

WMBD^"^
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Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
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CHESTER Mccracken, formerly
scriptwriter of Benton & Bowles, New
York, where he handled the Maxwell
House coffee Kate Hopkins serial,
and
at one office,
time managed
the the
agency's
Hollywood
has joined
radio
department of Pedlar & Ryan, New
York, in a supervisory capacity.
LARRY HOLCOMB, radio director
of Sherman K. Ellis & Co. Inc., has
resigned, effective of Sept. 1, to devote his time to free lance radio directing and editing a magazine.
CLARE OLMSTEAD, onetime Hollywood radio executive of Young &
Rubicam Inc.. has joined the Orson
Welles tions
organization.
Mercury ProducInc., to be associated
in the
production
of
the
latter's
new
CBS
program which starts Sept. 15 under
sponsorship of Lady Esther Co. 01mstead will also be identified with
Welles' RKO film activities.
JAMES G. COMINOS, radio director of BBDO, Chicago, married Nancy
Jane Watts on Aug. 9.
ERWIN, WASEY & Co.. San Francisco, announces appointment of Joseph Jacobs Jewish Market Organization as merchandising and advertising counsel in the Jewish field for
its Pacific Coast accounts.
WYNN

ROCAMORA, NBC Hollywood program ai.d talent sales department executive, resigns that post
the end of August to join A. & S.
Lyons Inc., Beverly Hills, Cal.. in
a similar capacity.

L. A. Agency

E. J. POST Co., new Los Angeles
advertising agency and radio production unit, has been established
at 403 W. 8th St., with A. C.
Norell as general manager. E. J.
Post, for more than 16 years active
in Southern California advertising
and radio, is in charge of organization details. Ernest Bader, formerly Los Angeles manager of the
Caples Co., and prior to that head
of his own Omaha agency, is production manager. The firm is specializing in merchandising and
business building campaigns.
ED RICE formerly of the production
staff of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Toronto, has been assigned to do the
script of the new P. Ballantine & Sons
show, starring Milton Berle and
Charles Laughton, due to start on
MBS Sept. 12 from Hollywood
[Broadcasting. .June 30]. Phil Mygatt of the New York office, who replaces Rice in Toronto, will take
charge of The Family Man and Dr.
Susan, both originating in Toronto,
and formerly handled by Rice.
JOHN DEL CARDAYRE. since 1928
conywriter of the Leon Livingston
Adv. Agency. San Francisco, was given a farewell dinner at the St. Francis Yacht Club by the agency. He resigned to go East.
MARK
president New
of O'Dea,
Sheldon O'DEA.
and Canaday,
York
agency, has been named director of
information of the U. S. Maritime
Commission.

TOM HARRINGTON, Young & Rub
ieam Inc. New York vice-president 11
charge of radio ; Gordon Cates. agency
account executive, and Henry Stevens.
Swan soap advertising manager ot
Lever Bros., have returned to their reHollywood
ences on spective
the postsnewafter
Burns
& Allen conferShove.
planned to originate from the West
Coast in early fall.
W. B. RICHARD PEARSON, formerly of Davis & Pearsoi^, has joined
Cesana & Associates, San Francisco,
as account executive
DOROTHY ROBERTS, formerly of
Lord & Thomas. Chicago, has joined
.1. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, as
assistant to Margaret Wylie, timebuyer.
RUTH FARQUHAR, copywriter of
Benton & Bowles, New York, for the
last
years,Adv.
has Co.,
joinedChicago,
H. W. Kastor &six Sons
in a
similar
capacity.
Princeton

Yields

ATLANTIC
REFINING
Co.'s exclusive contract
with the Princeton
Athletic Assn. for coverage of its
1941 football games marks the first
time that institution has permitted
sponsorship of broadcasts of its
games. Campus publications since
1938 have urged commercial sponas a solution
to the
school's
decliningsorship sports
income,
which
last
season showed a deficit of $125,000. 1
N. W. Ayer & Son obtained the |
contract, among others for the
schedule of gridiron broadcasts it
will
for AtlanticAug.
on 11].
77 sta- ]
tions handle
[Broadcasting,
Pro Grid Sponsor
PFEIFFER BREWING CO., Detroit, has signed to sponsor broadcasts of all games this fall of the
Detroit Lions of the National Professional Football League. The
games will be broadcast over
WXYZ and the Michigan Radio
Network. Harry Wismer, who has
broadcast the games in past seasons
for WJR, will handle play-by-play.
In addition to regular season
games, Pfeiffer will sponsor at least
five broadcasts from the Lions'
training camp and all exhibition

power;

last

England

FAA Meets in Cleveland
ALTHOUGH no formal speeches on
radio are scheduled, the use of radio
advertising
by banks
other finan-at
cial institutions
will and
be discussed
the 26th annual convention of the
Financial Advertisers Assn. scheduled
Sept. 8-11
the Hotel Statler,
Cleveland.
.lamesat McHannan.
chairman
of j
the board of Central National Bank,
Cleveland, heads the Cleveland committee staging the convention.

WTAG

JOHN E. PEARSON, station representative, has moved into permanent
Chicago offices at 360 N. Michigan
Ave. Telephone is Franklin 2360.

in
WTAG

for

All

cost
of

per
listener

Ask any Radio Sales
for more information about
KMOX, one of the seventeen
CBS 50,000 watt stations.
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Central

New

Central New England's retail merchants,
749'r of them, named WTAG, when
Hooper-Holmes asked, "What radio stawould you
use toindependent
advertise?" and
The
field tion
survey
included
chain grocers and druggists, filling station and cigar store operators, general
merchandise and department store
owners and automobile dealers. These
retailers are the first to profit from
WTAG's complete coverage. They know
that the largest audience response in
Centrol New England springs from one
station — WTAG.

WORCESTER

mM

NBC BASIC RED AND YANKEE
NETWORKS
EDWARD PETRY & CO.. INC.— NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
BROADCASTING

/I THAT wins'

POPULAR
Sa/l late Cay
Nalional Repreientative:
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
• Broadcast

Advertising

HARMOI^ SPONSORED
BY FORD DEALERS
FIRST SPONSOR of Tom Harmon, the U of Michigan All-America football star who has been appointed sports director of WJR,
Detroit, will be Ford Dealers of
Michigan who have bought all
eight games of the U of Michigan
schedule. Having completed work
on the Columbia Pictures "Harmon
of Michigan" in Holljrw'ood, Harmon is making a personal appearance at the Chicago Theatre before
assuming his duties at WJR in
early September.
In handling the Michigan games
he will be assisted by Harry Wismer, former WJR sportscaster. The
schedule begins Sept. 27 at Ann
Arbor, with the Michigan State
game, and the Ford dealers will
sponsor both at home and abroad
games: Oct. 4, Iowa at Ann Arbor;
Oct. 11, Pittsburgh at Ann Arbor;
Oct. 18, Northwestern at Evanston; Oct. 25, Minnesota at Ann
Arbor; Nov. 1, Illinois at Champaign; Nov. 15, Columbia at New
York; Nov. 22, Ohio State at Ann
Arbor.

JOHN

DAVID

HYMES

ONE OF THOSE rare personalities who was reared in New York,
who married his childhood sweetheart, Johnny Hymes, veteran time|i buyer for the New York office of
Lord & Thomas entered the radio
picture back in his Haverford
(Pa.) College days, managing one
of the first amateur college stations, WABQ. Amidst his radio
duties, Johnny found time to hold
down a regular berth on the varsity football and basketball teams.
Graduating in 1930, Timebuyer
HjTiies first worked for AT&T,
later for the Hearn and Macy department stores in New York City.
In 1932 he took over the management duties of the CBS Artist Bureau's talent and band divisions.
As manager and advance drumbeater for Paul Tremaine's Orchestra, he toured the 48 states in
1933. Bequeathing his one-night
stand experiences to others, Hymes
joined Lord & Thomas in 1934, has
held forth there ever since.
Besides buying network and spot
time, Hymes has written continuity, produced the Cities Service
network show (1937-39), the
Sophie Tucker Roi Tan Cigar show
(1939). In 1940 he bought over
§3,000,000 of radio time for Lord
& Thomas clients: American Tobacco Co., Radio Corp. of America,
Cities Service Co., Frigidaire, J.
A. Folger & Co., M & M candy,
Commercial Investment Trust,
Bourjois Inc., RKO Theatres.
When asked about the fall radio

Spots Promote Baseball
CHICAGO National League Baseball Club is continuing placement
of one-minute transcribed dramatizations on Chicago stations
throughout the baseball season,
promoting attendance at home
games of the Cubs. Announcements
are heard 5 to 14 times a day on
WGN, WCFL, WJJD and WIND,
Gary, when the team is at home.
Columbia Recording Corp., Chicago, cut the transcriptions. Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago, is the
agency.
Xerminlx Test
TERMINEX Co., Los Angeles (insecticide), in a brief test campaign which
started in late July, is using a weekly
five-minute sales talk on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Gal., offering free home
inspection. Firm plans extension of
radio coverage to include other West
Coast stations if test proves successful. Agency is Chas. H. Mayne Co.,
Los Angeles.
outlook, Hymes advanced a highly
optimistic appraisal for spot advertising with network activity remaining more or less constant.
John is married (Elizabeth
Keith), has one daughter, Elizabeth, 13 months old. Hobbies are
photography, tennis, golf. He is
the 1941-42 president of the Radio
Executives Club of New York.

RINGS

OUR

BOOM

IS

DIFFERENT

This old Southern
gentleman — Charleston, S. C— has
shaved off his goatee, put aside his
julep, rolled up his sleeves and . . . things are humming !
Sure, it's a defense boom but it's different. Our shipyards
are jammed with orders; our ordnance plants are working
night and day; our industrial scene has broadened and
expanded beyond all previous concepts. A vast hydro-electric
development is bringing new industries and still more families to Charleston in ever increasing nvunbers. The result:
forgetting all about soldiers and sailors and marines, thousands of new families have moved into Charleston Count)'
since the first of the year alone. 4000 new homes have been
built here in the last year . . . permanent residents — living
here, making money here and spending it here . . . for everj^thing that families buy !
Sales Management lists Charleston as a "national highspot". . . reporting 36% greater sales potential for this September than for 1940, which was a big year for Charleston
merchants. That's one reason why America's leading advertisers have increasingly turned to WCSC— Charleston's oldest,
most popular radio station. In network business alone 119%
more quarter hours are sponsored on WCSC today than even

WRNL
ALWAYS

Excuse us for shouting but . . .

as recently as January of this year. And that's not counting
Fall business not yet in...
including yours !

THE

WCSC

BELL
IN RICHMOND,
NBC

BLUE

CHARLESTON,

VIRGINIA

THE CBS STATION FOR THE COASTAL

• 1000 WATTS

BROADCASTING
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S. C.
CAROLINAS

Represented nationally by Free & Peters, Incorporated
Advertising
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GN to attract deA CAMPAI
ars for refense payroll doll
tail grocery sales was
launched recently at a meeting of the secretaries of the State
Food Associations of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and West Virginia,
at WLW, Cincinnati. Known officially as the WLW Plan for Plus
Food Sales, the campaign aims to
induce the consumer to supplement
his regular grocery purchases with
luxury items. As pointed out by
Will H. Oldham, director of grocer
relations at WLW, research of his
department indicates that the bulk
of the increased spending being
done by consumers is going into luxury fields.
*
❖ *
Ten Pin Chatter
WEEKLY resume of bowling activity in the San Francisco bay
area has started on KROW, Oakland, conducted by Lloyd Maddock
of the Oakland Post-Enquirer.
Scores, league standings, intex-views and personal items comprise
the programs.

A(etckandi5in^
&
J^tomotlon
Dollar Lure — In the Bag — Women to Meet — Armour
Session — Chick's Achievement
Farm Market Talks
OUTDOOR farmers market is the
origination point for a new series
on WKBN, Youngstown. Wayne
Johnson interviews the concessionaires regarding their produce,
housewives are interviewed about
their favorite recipe and then given
a large basket of groceries and
fresh meat for participating.
V For Victory
PUBLIC relations department of
KLZ, Denver, is distributing bronze
and black metal paper weights in
the form of a "V" with the Morse
for V and station call letters on
the square base.

Auto Plates
NAME plates for automobile tags
with the call letters of WNAX,
Yankton, S. D., are being distributed by the local Chamber of
Commerce calling attention to the
927-foot towers of the station now
under construction.
In The Bag
GROCERS in San Antonio were
recipients of a mailing piece from
KTSA consisting of a miniature
flour bag with a blotter inserted
in the opening of the sack with
the
"It's in the
To
read words,
the remainder
of bag".
the message the blotter has to be removed
from the bag which shows the
sponsor's
program, time and station call letters.

Two WOE Women
CASE HISTORIES of the two outstanding women commentators on
WOR, New York, have ben issued
as promotion
booklets Deane
by the station— Meet Martha
and
Here's Bessie Beatty. Tying in
with the appearance this month
of a new personality, Marian
Young, behind the Martha Deanc
name, the book gives a history of
the program, its sponsors, and its
success since 1934. Letters from
sponsors of Bessie Beatty's program are reprinted in the second
presentation, with a summary of
her activities and accomplishments
during her first year on WOR.
WCKY

at Food Show

TWO daily broadcasts will be madeby WCKY during the Cincinnati
Retail Food
Grocers
and MeatExposition,
Dealers'
Pure
& Health
Aug. 19-Sept. 1, from the exposition grounds. Ann La Hay, woman's commentator, will present her
daily News About Women show
from the WCKY booth at the food
show. Miss La Hay and Al Bland,
pilot of the Morn Patrol, each
afternoon will conduct interviews
with women. On Aug. 28 and 29.
the WCKY Studio Plane will be on
exhibition.
Cards for Commentators
CONTINUING close cooperation
with CBS, the Los Angeles Times
placarded Southern California with
more than 2,000 automatic newsboy announcements calling attention to its special feature as well
as the five-weekly quarter-hour
Bill Henry commentary on Pacific
Coast stations of that network.
Henry is sponsored twice-weekly on
six CBS stations by American
Chicle Co. (Dentyne) with the program sustaining for the balance of
the week.

Pieh'iit ^s:
Easy
Although more than one-fourth of the nation's cotton is
grown in Texas, the millions of spendable income it
provides are only a small contribution to the enormous
agricultural v/ealth of the state. With approximately
one-twelfth of the United States within her borders, Texas
produces everything from winter wheat to tropical fruits.
And the richest part of this vast storehouse of nature is
the Central and South Texas area — a great "horn of
plenty" — with WOAI its most powerful advertising influence.
Yes, it's "easy pickin's" down here for advertisers who
use WOAI to do a bang-up harvesting job.
AFFILIATE NBC
MEMBER
TQN
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD RETRY CO
WOAI

San

Antonio

50,000
WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
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Lucky's Decennial
MAMMOUTH celebration in the
Oakland Civic Auditorium before
an audience of 15,000 was recently
conducted by KPO-KGO, San Francisco, in honor of the tenth anniversary of the founding of Lucky
Stores Inc., owners of 22 markets
in Northern California. Admission
to the festivities, which were broadcast, was by ticket, obtainable from
the Lucky Stores, and the event
was promoted by special announcements, displays and six special editions of the Oakland Post-Inquirer.
Tie-in With Rotos
WHEN the Minneapolis and St.
Paul Sunday ore
papers
featured
Duluth-Superior
shipping
in their
colored roto sections, KDAL, Duluth, capitalized on them for a mailing piece. Captions on one of the
layouts
"Shipping
King",
and KDALwasheaded
its own iswrapper
"More Power to the King!" by way '
of plugging its increase in power
to 1,000 watts on a new frequency, i
610 kc. The two roto sections from
the paper,
the piece.
wrapper, constituted thewith
mailing
Building Up Farm Sources
ASKING farm listeners of WOWO,
Fort Wayne, to write him about
farm conditions in their particular ;
locality and offering a copy of the
Farmer's Guide, Jim Conway, conductor of the Jim Conway Office
programis gathering
of the Indiana
Guide,
a more Farmer's
thorough I
knowledge
of various
farming con-'
ditions to use
on his program.

BROADCASTING
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Armour Dealers Confab
WHEN Armour & Co. began promoting its products on WGL, Fort
Wayne, recently, a sales meetingwas held in the WOWO-WGL studios, at which the purpose of the
whole new Armour campaign was
explained to some 40 Armour dealers by J. J. Jenkinson, district
manager. Frank Webb, sales manager of WOWO-WGL, told the
story of the radio campaign, punctuating his talk with playing Armour disc announcements, after
which refreshments were served by
Sue Gibson, conductor of Site Gibsow's
Notebook
on WGL,
Jane
Weston,
conductor
of theandModem
Home Forum on WOWO. Dealers
attended the meeting from towns
as far as 50 miles.
An Elaborate Job
THE WORK of M. C. (Chick)
Allison, promotion manager, one
of the most elaborate and complete
station presentations ever issued
has just come off the press as The
Story of WLW. Profusely illustrated, ittells the story of WLW's
technical setup, market, programs,
staffmen and stars, news coverage.
Consumers Foundation, Homemakers' Revue, rural program service, merchandising etc. Folded-in
surveys and maps are also contained.
❖
❖ ❖
Spotless Richmond
BACKING the movement to make
Richmond a spotless city, WMBG
has distributed 5,000 window-cards
through policemen and firemen calling attention to the program. It's
Your City, a dramatic show designed to make citizens more conscious of their duty in beautifying
the city.

WBIG

New Patriotic Series
Heard on 450 Stations
INSTITUTE of Oral & Visual
Education, Washington, through its
executive director, Thomas A.
Sheridan, has announced release of
a new series of recorded programs
titled Leststitution,
Wefourth Forget
Our being
Conin the —series

Night

NIGHT

baseball was sponsored Aug. 13 by WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C., which
distributed through local
merchants special coupons
entitling recipients to admission to the night game between the Greensboro Red
Sox and the Richmond Colts
in the World War Memorial
Stadium in Greensboro for
only 20 cents.

BROCHURES
KSFO, San Francisco — Description of
the new K8F0 Home-Service Council
program with Gordon Owen as director.
WING. Dayton, O. — Pictorial booklet
describing the station personnel, talent and coverage.
WOV, New York — New coverage map
with outstanding programs.

H

WPEN Brushes
HAIR brushes with an invitation to paint a peaceful picture
are being sent to the trade by
WPEN, Philadelphia. Message further admonishes that to paint a
picture of clients, uncomplaining
and satisfied with new high sales,
the recipient should use WPEN as
the brush.

ave

THANKS, ARTHUR, says Brig.
Gen. James A. Ulio (right), chief
of the Army Morale Division, for
the contribution of 750 records.
Arthur Godfrey, commentatorhumorist-vocalist of WJSV, Washington, made Now
recordings
You're
■in the Army
and anof original
composition.
Grandma's
for Army camps,
taking careMinuet,
of all
expense. Godfrey is a lieutenant in
the Naval Reserve and an honorary
buck private in the Army, a rank
bestowed recently at Fort Riley,
Kan. This dual military role is declared by Army and Navy authorities to be unusual, except in case
of the presidency.

you

broadcast
by more
stations. At least
1,000 than
school 450
systems
are using the Lest We Forget recordings either on their own equipment or by arrangements with local
radio stations, the Institute states.
The new series is composed of 26
quarter-hour transcriptions telling
in dramatic form the background
of the Constitution, the compromises necessary before adoption
was possible, the Bill of Rights and
other amendments, and some typical Supreme Court cases involving
the Constitution.
MARGARET HADLEY STATON,
former women's director of WEED,
Rocky Mount. N. C, is author of an
inspirational
volume.
Let's Talk House,
Alout
You.', published
by Harbinger
New York.

lived

ever

a

little

CAMEL

If you live on a Midwestern farm, in a
rural community or any place where all
trains but the "two-a-day" local go right

FISHING IS BETTER /
WHERE THERE ARE MORE FISH.'

on thru, then- "This is WGN- A CLEAR
CHANNEL STATION" — is your best
contact with the world at large.

WHERE THERE ARE MORE ^

To many it means their only radio contact with major league baseball.
It means musical programs of unexcelled merit — the Chicago and Philadelphia Symphonies — The Operettas.
It means frequent news bulletins and
concise news analyses by outstanding
commentators — Raymond Gram Swing,
Gabriel Heatter, Wythe WiUiams, Alan
Scott.
UJfBC
5000 WATTS
GRttNVILLt
POPULATION. RETAIL i.
NBC RED FlR.iT IN ~SALES.
INOmTRlAL KCismnme
i BUSINETWORK WHOLESALE
NES PAY mis i AiiWiioBiu
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
WEED i COMPANY
BROADCASTING

A
Eastern Sales Office
220 E. 42nd St.
New York, N. Y.
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Clear
50,000 Watts

MUTUAL

Cha
.

"This is WGN-A

CLEAR

CHANNEL

STATION" — means the only satisfactory
and adequate radio reception to many
rural areas in the vast Middle West.

nnel
.

Station
720 Kilocycles

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
August

Paul H. Raymer Co.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WGAR, Cleveland
M. Werk Co., St. Bernard, O. (soap), 12
sa
weekly, thru Frederic W. Ziv, Cincinnati.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory),
3 ta weekly, 10 ta weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Macfadden Publications, New York (True
Story), 15 sa weekly, thru Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
Hux-ley eMachine
Co..thru
Chicago
rs), 5sa weekly,
E. H. (Thor
Brown washAdv.
Agency. Chicago.
Florida Citrus Commission, New York, 5
ta
N. Y.weekly, thru Arthur Kudner Inc.,
Studebaker Corp., South Bend (autos), 3
sp weekly, thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Custex), 2 sp
weekly, thru Barton A. Stebbins, Los
Angeles.
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, 10
sa weekly, 6 sp weekly, thru Cockfield,
Brown & Co., Toronto.
CFCO, Chatham, Ont.
Imperial Tobacco Co., Montreal (Winchester cigarettes) 6 sa daily, thru Whitehall Broadcasting, Montreal.
St. Lawrence Starch Co., Port Credit, 24
sp, thru McConnell-Eastman, Toronto.
Tip Top Tailors, Toronto (clothing), 26 sa
thru McConnell-Eastman, Toronto.
Swift Canadian Co., Toronto (feeds, concentrates), 159 sa, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., Toronto.
Dr. A. W. Chase Medicine Co., 284 sa thru
Ardiel Adv. Agency, Oakville, Ont.
Federal Government of Canada, Ottawa,
(Oil conservation), 2 so daily, thru Adv.
Agencies of Canada.
Eastern Steel Products, Toronto (farm
equipment) , 5 sa weekly, thru Cockfield,
Brown & Co., Toronto.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Toronto
(Batteries) 5 t weekly, thru Locke,
Johnston & Co., Toronto.
National Feeds & Fertilizers, 3 t weekly,
25 weeks,
ville, Ont. thru Ardiel Adv. Agency, OakKMOX, St. Louis
standard Brands Inc., New York (Fleischmann's
Thompson Yeast)
Co., , N.60 Y.t, thru J. Walter
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
soap),
N. Y. 2 £ weekly, thru Compton Adv.,
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 3 sp weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv., N. Y.
Griesedieck Bros. Brewing Co., St. Louis,
52 sp, thru BBDO, Chicago.
WINS, New York
America On Wheels Inc., New York
(roller skating rinks), weekly sp, thru
Klinger Adv. Corp., New York.
Columbian Protective Assn., New York
( insurance) , 24 sp weekly, thru Klinger
Adv. Corp., New York.
KPO, San Francisco
Bosco Co., New York (milk amplifier), 3
sa
N. Y.weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Standard Beverages, Oakland, (soft
drinks), 3 sa weekly, thru Emil Reinhardt, Oakland.
WOV, New York
Samuel Schlossman Co., New York (furniture) , 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Klinger Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Bridge Apparel Shop, New York (furrier),
6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Klinger
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
WENR, Chicago
The Pen Man, Chicago (fountain pens),
HP weekly, 8 weeks, thru United Adv.
Cos., Chicago.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 9 sa, tnru Presba,
Fellers & Pr«sba, Chicago.
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KFRC, San Francisco
standard Oil Company of California, San
Francisco (petroleum products), 2 sp
weekly
son, San (renewal),
Francisco. thru McCann-ErickStandard Beverages, Oakland, Cal. (ParT-Pak), 6 sp partie. weekly, thru Emil.
Reinhardt. Oakland, Cal.
Par Soap Co.. Oakland, Cal. (soap), 6 sp
partic.Oakland,
weekly, Cal.thru Tomasehke-Elliott
Inc.,
Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco (rail
transportation ) , 6 sp partic. weekly,
thru Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
Beneficial Casualty Co., Los Angeles (inLos Angeles.surance), weekly t, thru Stodel Adv.,
Kellogg
Angelesweekly,
(Kellogg's
Paste) ,Co.,5 spLospartie.
thru W. AntC.
Jeffries Co., Los Angeles.
Incelo Company. Chicago (Univex Moving
Picture Camera), 12 sj) partic, thru
United Adv. Companies, Chicago.
Pacific Brewing and Malting Co., San
Francisco
(Wieland's
Beer), 26 sa, thru
Brewer- Weeks,
San Francisco.
Mcllhenny Co., Avery Island, La. (Tobasco
Sauce), 24 t, thru Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace, Chicago.
KSFO, San Francisco
Florida Citrus Commission. Tampa (fruit)
5 ta weekly, thru Arthur Kudner, New
York.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New
York (Pall Mall) 389 ta, thru RuthraufE
6 Ryan, N. Y.
Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco (rail
transportation) 33 sa, thru Lord &
Thomas, San Francisco.
Sioux Steel Grain Bins Co.. (grain bins)
6 sp participating weekly, thru BrewerWeeks, San Francisco.
Homestead Baking Co., San Francisco
(Hollywood Bread), 4 sa weekly, thru
Leon
Livingston Adv. Agency. San
Francisco.
S. Martinelli & Co., San Francisco (Gold
Medal Cider) sp, thru Brisacher, Davis
& Staff, San Francisco.
H. C. Capwell Co., Oakland, Cal. (department store) sa series, thru Jewell Adv.
Agency, Berkeley, Cal.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Los Angeles Daily Neivs, weekly sp, direct.
McCauley Bottling Works, Los Angeles
(soft drink), weekly sp, thru Cesana &
Assoc., Los Angeles.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles (retail),
30 sa, thru The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
Pabst Brewing Co., Chicago, 5 sa weekly,
thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Schwabacher-Frey Co., Los Angeles (retail), 7sa weekly, thru W. Austin Campbell Co., Los Angeles.
Vita-Pep Products Inc., Los Angeles (dog
food), 3 sp weekly, thru Cesana &
Assoc., Hollywood.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Douglas Oil & Refining Co., Los Angeles
(oil, gasoline), 12 t weekly, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
WEAF, New York
Campbell Soup Co., Camden, 6 sp weekly,
20 weeks, thru Ward Wheellock Co.,
Philadelphia.
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WGY, Schenectady
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (Minit-Rub),
12 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Florida Citrus Commission, Lakeland
( fruits ) , 5 sa weekly, thru Arthur Kudner, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 3 sp weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich. (Pep),
10 sa
N.
Y. weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (ivory
soap ) . 4 sa weekly, thru Compton Adv.
N. Y.
I. J. Grass Noodle Co., Chicago (noodle
soup), 3 sp weekly, thru Charles Silver
& Co., Chicago.
WHO, Des Moines
Perfection Stove Co., Cleveland, 3 sa
weekly, thru McCann-Erickson, Cleveland.
Great A & P Tea Co., New York, 16 sa
thru Paris & Peart, N. Y.
Readers Digest Assn., Pleasantville, N. Y.,
26 ta, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Histex Corp., Chicago (Histine), 3 sp,
thru United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, 111.
(Syrup of Pepsin), 312 sp, thru Sherman
& Marquette, Chicago.
Michael Leonard Seed Co., Sioux City, la.,
13 sa, thru Allen & Reynolds, Omaha.
Mantle Lamp Co. of America, Chicago,
weekly
Chicago.sp, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba,
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Tri Pak Gun Kit Inc., San Francisco (hunting supplies), weekly sp, direct.
Foster
Co., thru
New Spot
YorkBroadcast(Doan's
Pills), Milburn
2 ta weekly,
Y. Francisco (mouthwash),
Dentholing Inc.,
Co.,N. San
18 sa weekly, thru Ad Service Co., San
Francisco.
Thompson & Holmes Ltd., San Francisco
(Philco distributors), 72 ta, direct.
Shasta Water Co., San Francisco (Shasta
sparkling water), 65 sa. thru BrewerWeeks Co., San Francisco.
Sprouse-Reitz Stores, Oakland, Cal. (chain),
sp and series of sa, thru Western Radio
Productions, Oakland, Cal.
WMAQ, Chicago
Reader's
Digest,
Pleasantville,
N. Y., 26 ta,
thru BBD&O, N.
Y.
O-Cedar Corp., Chicago (polish, wax), 130
ta,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Ag.,
Chicago.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 6 sa, thru Presba,
Fellers & Presba. Chicago.
The Pen Man, Chicago, (fountain pens),
3 sp weekly, 8 weeks, thru United Adv.
Cos., Chicago.
KARM, Fresno, Cal.
J. A. Folger & Co., San Francisco (coffee),
5 sp weekly, thru Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
WEEI, Boston
Reader's
Digest
Pleasantville,
(magazines), 26Assn.,
t, thru
BBDO, N. N.Y. Y.

Hired market-finders in search of the promised land. The advertiser is desperate and
the advertising agency cracks its whip, but, to date ... no luck! Tsk . . TskI!
BROADCASTING

FULTON LEWIS NOW
HAS 21 SPONSORS
WITH recent additions, 21 sponsors on as many stations are now
buying the Fulton Lewis jr. Washington nev/s commentariss carried
five times weekly on MBS as a sustainer available for local sponsorship, according to William B.
Dolph, manager of WOL, Washington, who is also Mr. Lewis' manager. The list of stations and sponsors follows :
KABC, San Antonio, WolfE & Marx
Dept. Store.
KALE.
Portland, Ore., Pendleton
Woolen jNIills.
KDON.lar Store.
Monterey, Cal., National DolKFEL. Denver, American National
Bank.
KF.JZ. Fort Worth, Mercer Distributing Co.
KFRC, San Francisco, Hastings
Clothing Store.
KOL, Seattle, William O. McKay
( Ford dealer) .
KSAL. Salina, Kan., Studebaker Corp.
WMBL. ture Co.Macon, Ga., Sterchi FurniWBRK, elry Co.Pittsfield, Mass., Rogers JewWCOU, elry Lewistou,
Me., Rogers JewCo.
WRDO, Augusta, Me., Rogers Jewelry Co.
WDSM,
& Sons Superior.
Candy Co.Wis., E. J. Brach
WGH,
Newport News, Va., The Wildder Theatres.
WGRC,
Louisville, Ky., Kentucky
Home Mutual Life Insurance Co.
WHBF,
Island, III., Modern
WoodmenRook
of America.
WJEJ,
Md., BohmanWarne Hagerstown,
Co.
WLAP,
Lexington,
Ky.,
L. R. Cooke
Chevrolet Co.
WMPS, Memphis, Tennessee Brewing Co.
WMT,
IntyreCedar
& Co.Rauids, la., Scott McLaundry.
WOL,
Washington, Arcade Sunshine
Orson Welles Program
Surrounded by Mystery
LADY ESTHER Co., Evanston,
111. (cosmetics), replacing the current Lady Esther Serenade on 63
CBS stations with a new varietydramatic series featuring Orson
Welles, Sept. 15, Mondays, 10-10:30
p.m. (EDST),
no advance publicity isto permitting
filter through
on
the secret nature of the show. Both
Welles and Pedlar & Ryan, New
York agency servicing the account,
are noncommittal, other than that
format and merchandising will be
a radical departure.
Welles will participate as star,
writer, director and producer. It is
understood his 52-week contract
calls for blanket freedom to do anything he desires in the way of entertainment. For publicity purposes, Ernest Bachrach, and Ted
Allen, RKO-Radio Pictures and
CBS Hollywood photographers respectively, "shot" Welles in 278
different
poses during a solid fourhour
sitting.
BATTLE CREEK DRUGS Inc., Battle Creek, Mich., and Consolidated
Royal Chemical Co., in answers to a
complaint issued by the Federal Trade
Commission, denied charges of false
advertising and misarepresentation for
BonKora, represented as a reducing
agent and treatment for obesity, according to an FTC announcement last
Monday. The FTC last Friday ordered
G. Kruger Brewing Co., Newark, to
cease certain representations in the
sale of Ambassador Beer.
• Broadcast

Advertising

TODD'SgelesCLOTHES
Los An(retail stores),SHOP,
on Aug.
IS
starts a five-weekly quarter-hour late
evening newscast on KMPC. Beverly
Hills, Cal. Contract is for 52 weeks.
In addition, the firm sponsors twiceweekly the quarter-hour hefs Talk
Over the Neivs, on KMPC, and utOizes a 15-minute early evening newscast, five times per week, on that station. Other Southern California radio
is also being used with placement
through N. J. Newman Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles.
BARNEY'S
Inc.,in New
York,
extensiveCLOTHES
user of radio
the
metropolitan area, has recently renewed its contracts on WAAT, Jersey
City, and WHN, New York, the former for two years and the latter for
61 weeks. Company sponsors several
types of programs on each station
daily through the week. It also has
contracts running on WNEW, WOV
and WINS, New York. Agency is
Emil Mogul Co., New York.
OLD COUNTRY TROTTING Assn.,
Mineola, L. I. (race track), on Aug.
11 started a schedule of two spot announcements and four participations
daOy on racing programs, Monday
through Friday, on WHN and WINS,
New York. Harry Dube, New York,
handles the account.
EAGLE VINEYARD PRODUCTS
Co., San Francisco (Eagle and Baronet Wines) has obtained exclusive
territorial rights to the Famous
Fathers series, and on Aug. 18 starts
it weekly on KYA, San Francisco,
through Theodore H. Segal Adv.
Agency, that city.

Overcoats in August
SCHWARTZ & GORDIN,
Oakland men's clothier, is
launching an overcoat sale in
mid-August, using KROW,
Oakland. Transcribed announcements carry winter
sound effects such as blizzard winds, sleigh bells etc.
Account is handled by the
Theodore H. Segall Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
SUPREME BAKERY CO., Los Angeles (Town Talk bread), on Aug. 19
starts for 52 weeks, thrice-weekly
the transcribed dramatic serial. Dearest Mother, on KECA, that city. Firm
on Aug. 24 resumes for 52 weeks the
transcribed Superman, five times per
week on KECA, with the serial going
tlirice-weekly on KGB, San Diego.
Hillman-Shane Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the uceounr.
EASTERN STEEL PRODUCTS,
Preston, Ont., (farm equipment) on
Aug. 18 started transcribed spot announcements on CFRC, Kingston,
Ont.; CFCO, Chatham, Ont.; CKPC,
Brantford, Ont.; CFPL, London,
Ont.; CKTB, St. Catherines, Ont.;
CKNX, Wingham, Ont., and twice
weeklj' market service on CFRB,
Toronto. Account was placed by
Cockfield Brown & Co. Ltd., Toronto.
FORD DEALERS of Minnesota have
extended sponsorship of the six weekly
Noontime Neios conducted on WCCO,
Minneapolis, by Cedric Adams, to the
Northwest Network, including KDAL,
Duluth; WMFG, Hibbing ; WHLB,
Virginia.
Adams'
Purity
news broadcast,
also Evening
six times weekly,
has been piped by WCCO to the
Northwest Network since last April.

MARNEY FOOD Co., Huntington
Park, Cal. (Marco dog food), on Aug.
1.5 started weekly announcements on
K45LA, Hollywood. Contract is for
52 weeks. Firm, in addition, sponsors
a thrice-weekly quarter-hour program,
Dave Lane, on KNX, that city, as
well as daily participation in The
Breakfast Club, on KFAC, Los Angeles.city.
Agency is Ivar F. Wallin &
Staff, that
GENERAL BREWING CORP., San
Francisco (Lucky Lager beer) on Aug.
1 started for 52 weeks Lucky Lager
Dance Time, two-hour recorded series
seven nights weekly on KFAC, Los
Angeles. Sponsor also is using spot
announcements on 16 California stations [Broadcasting, June 16] and
has added KYOS, Merced, Cal. Agency
is McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati, Aug. 31 is renewing through Jan.
3, 1942, its contract for seven nights
weekly sponsorship of Just Music on
WQXR, New York, 11 p. m. to 12
midnight. The company also has
signed for 52-week sponsorship of the
transcribed musical program from Jan.
4, 1942 to Jan. 2, 1943. Agency is
Lenneu & Mitchell, New York.
UNIVERSAL ENTERPRISES, Los
Angeles (Standard Brands paint), on
Aug. 17 started sponsoring a weekly
45-minute program of recorded music,
followed by a quarter-hour newscast
on KMPC,
Contract is for 52Beverly
weeks. Hills,
Other Cal.
Southern
California radio is planned. Affiliated
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the
account.
HARLBY HOLT FURNITURE Co..
Nashville, takes over sponsorship of
Sammy Smith, known as the "Wanderin 52a weeks.
twice weekly
seriesingonTunesmith",
WLAC for
Morris
Department Store, with stores in
Nashville and Old Hickory, Tenn., has
contracted for a Western type proWLAC. gram six mornings per week over
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When

you think of
SPOTS...

think of lohn Blair!

CHICACO ■ Ntw

&> COMPANY
NATIONAL -STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

AVAILABLE

on the ''First in Sports^^ Station
St. Louis KWK, first in Sports
World's Series exclusive, Mike
Jacobs Fights exclusive and the
in its Market, again offers
incomparable Dizzy Dean,
Johnny Neblett and Johnny
O'Hara and Neblett dominating
O'Hara broadcasting the footthe baseball audience fit the
ball games which St. Louisans
follow. The schedule includes
KWK Football Sponsor into a
Missouri and Illinois U as well
fifty-two week leadership in
Sports.
as Washington and St. Louis U.

SO

ST.

EASILY

LOUIS

KWK
Reresented by Raymer

BROADCASTING

MERCHANDISED
Football Broadcasts lend themselves
to merchandising more readily than
the average program. General Publicity to the Trade has above average
Reader Interest and Distributor,
Dealer and Sales Personnel are part
of the actual station audience. Car
cards and Newspaper tie-ins are particularly effective.
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XESBITT FRUIT PRODUCTS. Los
Angeles ( beverages ) , as part of its
national campaign in selected markets,
on Aug. 11 started sponsoring for eight
weeks, the transcribed quarter-hour
Passinff Parade with John Xesbitt.
commentator, thrice weekly on WBAP.
Fort Worth, and WFAA. Dallas.
Agency is Walter K. Xeil Inc., Los
Angeles.
NESTLES MILK PRODUCTS. New
York (Nescafe coffee), on Sept. 15
starts a 12-week test with three quai-ter-hour participations weekly on the
Brealiast Clul on KFRC, San Francisco. Agency is Leon Livingston, San
Francisco.
LOMA LINDA FOOD Co., Riverside,
Cal. (Ruskets), recently started twiceweekly participation in the Some
Forum on KGO, San Francisco.
Agency
is Gerth-Knollin, San Francisco.

THERE

IS NO

in

Sales

NORFOLK

Opportunity

^oes HIGHER
★

MONTGOMERY WARD & Co., Oakland, Cal. (national mail order house),
which closed down its plant for .several months due to a strike, started a
heavy campaign of spot announcements on KSFO, San Francisco, following settlement of the labor dispute
and the reopening of its Oakland headquai-ters. Business was placed direct.
NUFIT LABORATORIES, Los Angeles (dental plate reline), out of radio for some time, has started sponsoring a twice-weekly quarter-hour dramatic program. Confessions of a Corsair, on KH.J. Los Angeles. Contract
is for 52 weeks. Featured are the
Celeste Rush Players. Agency is Stodel
Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
SWERL PRODUCTS, Oakland, Cal.
(laundry soap) recently started a
series of announcements on KPO.
San Francisco. Agency is Lord &
Thomas. San Francisco.

DAILY

NORFOLK IS /\/(Ult LARGEST CITY in Virginia — in
population and buying power, as of July 1! 50%
GAIN in past 12 months. Quarter Million expeaed in 1942.
NORFOLK IS /\f(Ua LARGEST MARKET on the Atlantic Coast south of Baltimore. Population of
Norfolk
sharply. Area now 532,400 — and still climbing
NORFOLK /\/out LEADS IN SALES. Norfolk NEW
CAR SALES up 76%! DEPARTMENT STORE
SALES up 44%! First 5 months of 1941 over same
period last year. Norfolk leads entire Fifth Federal
Reserve District in Department Store Sales — next
closest city trailing by 10%.

Ail-Night Sponsor
LE ROY'S JEWELERS, Los
Angeles, has started sponsoring the six-hour, midnight
to 6 a. m. recorded program
seven times weekly on KFAG,
that city. Firm also uses an
average of 63 time-signal announcements per week on
KFI. A. Louis Paul Agency,
Los Angeles, has the account.
MARLIN FIREARMS Corp., New
Haven. Conn, (razor blades), on Aug.
11 started for 13 weeks sponsoring
daily participation in the combined
Sunrise Salute and Houseivives Protective League programs on KNX,
Hollywood. Agency is Craven & Hedrick Inc., New York.
GENERAL BREWING Corp.. San
Francisco (Lucky Lager beer),
through McCann-Erickson Inc., that
city, in a 52-week campaign which
started Aug. 1, is sponsoring a nightly two-hour program of recorded
semi-classical music on KFAC, Los
Angeles.
PACKARD DEALERS OF BROOKLYN are sponsoring a spot campaign
of live announcements on WWRL,
Woodside, L. I., WCNW, Brooklyn,
and WOV, New York. Contracts run
8-10 weeks. Winston Adv. Agency,
New York, handles the account.
P. LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
Gold cigarettes), an Aug. 12 renewed
Clem McCarthy Sports Shows, Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday, three
times daily on WHN. New York. J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
handles the account.
TIP TOP TAILORS Ltd.. Toronto
(chain) on Sept. 9 starts dramatized
spot announcement campaign thrice
weekly on 30 Canadian stations. Account was placed by McConnell Eastman Co. Ltd., Toronto.
PACIFIC BREWING & Malting Co.,
San Francisco
Beer), camhas
renewed
its spot(Wieland's
announcement
paign currently on eight stations on
the Pacific Coast. Agency is BrewerWeeks Co., San Francisco.
FORT WORTH TRANSIT GRAIN
& COMMISSION Co. has renewed its
tri-weeklv five minute Farm Flashes
for 13 times on KGKO, Fort Worth.
Agency is Southern Adv. Agency. Fort
Worth.
HAPPY FEED MILLS, Memphis,
and its local dealers are sponsoring
the Noondau
on WCBI,
Columbus, ]Miss.. withJ^'eivs
Houston
Cox handling
the AP bulletins. WCBI also reports
signing a schedule with Gulf Mobile
& Ohio Railroad.

WING
DAYTON, OHIO
5,800 WATTS Day and Night

HAPPY BEGINNING for Gordon
Owen's debut on KSFO, San Francisco, isreflected in the faces above.
The smiles are occasioned by the
signing of a contract to sponsor
Owen by the First Federal Savings
& Loan Assn. of Oakland. Owen replaces Galen Drake on the station,
Mr. Drake going to Southern California. Left to right are Eric F.
Dandy, general manager of Pacific
Advertising Staff, Oakland agency
handling the account; William A.
Davis, president of First Federal,
and Haan J. Tylver, KSFO sales
manager.
MARGARET BURNHAM CANDY
Co., Oakland (chain), has also started
weekly participation in the Home
Forum through Brisacher, Davis &
Staff, San Francisco.
PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp.. Philadelphia, has signed with
WLW,
Cincinnati,
for six
announcements
a week
for one-minute
13 weeks,
starting Aug. 11.
LOS ANGELES Pacific Macaroni Co.,
Los Angeles, has been sold to Golden
Age Corp.,
Libertyville,
a subsidiary of Groce-y
Store111.,Products
Corp.. New York.

WITH WCCO
SAMPLERevives
transcriptions
"Tena" in the
hands of Radio Sales, Chicago and
New York. WCCO, Minneapolis, is reviving the Tena and Tim series and
offering
the drama
five and
ute strips.
In thein new
show.lo-minLife
With Tena, Peg Beckmark, author and
title actress, will again have the leading role, and Florence Murphy, Minneapolis freelance, will resume her original '"Mrs. Hutchinson" role. New
characters will be introduced from
time to time. The story resolves
about "Tena." the Scandinavian
maid and the trouble she encounters
with her employer.
WRVA

wize
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

RICHMOND
AND

COMPLETE NBC
RED and BLUE SERVICE
Owne<l and Operated by Norfolk Newspaper, Inc. National Representatives: Edward Retry & Co.
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TWO
BIG MARKETS
AT THE PRICE OF ONE
NBC Red • and Blue
National Representative
PAUL RAYMER CO.
BROADCASTING

COVERS

NORFOLK

IN VIRGINIA!
OAT AHD WATTS.
NIGHT
50,000
COLUMIIA AND MUTUAL NETWORKS
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Praises Industry for Role in
Promoting Treasury Drive
PRAISE for the important role
that radio is playing in promoting
the sale of U. S. Defense Bonds
and Stamps was accorded last week
to the entire industry when every
radio station in the country was
recipient of a letter from Secretary
of Treasury Henry Morgenthau Jr.,
on the occasion of the bond drive
attaining the billion dollar mark,
thanking them for their excellent
cooperation since May 1 in promoting the sale of U. S. Defense Bonds
and Stamps. Secretary Morgenthau's letter reads:
"We of the Treasury Department
are gratified to announce that the
sale of United States Defense Bonds
has passed the billion-dollar mark.
"To the broadcasting stations of
the nation belongs a generous share
of credit for this accomplishment.
Their hearty cooperation has been
of single importance in advancing
the defense savings program.
Willing Cooperation
"The willing assistance of your
station has enabled us to localize
our activities in the area which you
serve, and the defense savings message has reached the listeners
through the familiar, friendly
voices of your station staff with
strongly convincing appeal. We are
fortunate in having the benefit of
this effective neighborly approach.
"The appreciation of the Treasury Department is extended to you
for the time and effort devoted to
the promotion of the defense savings program. You have the thanks
of the Government for your patriotic interest in this enterprise so
vital to national defense."
From April 28 to July 31 over a
quarter-million announcements
about Defense Bonds and Stamps
were used by the more than 800
radio stations of the United States.
In addition to this, thousands of
special event programs have been
presented by individual stations
and networks during the first three
months of the drive.

WMBG Sets Time
WITH Gov. James H. Price
officiating, the master clocic
was advanced one hour at
midnight Aug. 10' during the
program Timed for Defense,
thereby putting the official
stamp of approval on Virginia's acceptance of Daylight Saving Time. Also appearing on the show were
representatives of the Army,
Navy, American Legion, Red
Cross, State Chamber of
Commerce and Junior Board
of Trade.
SHASTA WATER Co., San Francisco (sparkling water) new to radio,
has started an announcement campaign
on three Northern California stations
— KQW, San Jose ; KMJ, Fresno, and
KPO, San Francisco, using five spots
weekly on KQW and one weekly on
the others. Agency is Brewer-Weeks
Co., San Francisco.

Plans

to Start

In Stamford Sept. 10
STEPHEN R. RINTOUL, account
executive with the Katz Agency,
New York, reports that the 183foot Lehigh tower of his new
WSRR,
Conn., 250-watt
outlet on Stamford,
1400 kc. authorized
by the
FCC last February, is being comstation10. is to be dedicatedpleted.
aboutTheSept.
Having named Slocum Chapin,
recently with World Broadcasting
System and formerly with WOC,
Davenport, and WKBN, Youngstown, as manager, Mr. Rintoul last
week announced the appointment
of George Backus, from KOY,
Phoenix, as commercial manager;
Bill Voss, from WOC, as program
director; John Riley, from WELI,
New Haven, as chief engineer.
ALBERT MORGAN, director of The
Studio Players, dramatic group on
WWRL, Woodside, N. Y., is writing
ato boofc,
So You're
be released
in theGoing
fall. to Audition,

BOOKS"

Featuring the author of a national best-seller,
and three outstanding literary critics, each week,
"Speaking of Books" has already been host to
such authors as Perry Burgess {Who Walk
Alone), Alice Duer Miller {The White Cliffs),
Viscount Gontran de Poncins {Kablooria), and
Andre Maurois {Tragedy of France), to name only
a few.
With the many book clubs, libraries, and
bookstores in WGY's widespread market, the
merchandising tie-ins for the program are almost unlimited. And yet "Speaking of Books"
is a "natural" for almost any type of advertiser
for the simple reason that it appeals to both
book readers and nonreaders. Write today for
details of this unusual radio buy. Contact WGY
or any NBC Spot Sales Office.
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales Offices
Chicago
New York Washington
Cleveland
San Francisco
Denver
Boston
Hollywood
WGY-18B

610!

GENERAL

Birmingham
Moves

OF

Rilitoul

IISTENERS in 15 states and Canada have
J written expressing their approval of WGY's
new^ program, "Speaking of Books." They
approve because "Speaking of Books" is something different in radio shows. It's timely,
entertaining, and educational — an opportunity
for an advertiser looking for a program with
unusual appeal.

WSCN
September

Mennen Series Set
MENNEN CO., Newark, will start
on approximately 90 NBC-Blue station, Capt. Flagg & Sgt. Quirt, a
dramatic series adapted from the
stage and screen play What Price
Glory by Laurence Stallings and
Maxwell Anderson. The weekly
half-hour comic dramatic sketch,
written for radio by John P. Medbury, will be presented Sundays at
7:30-8 p. m., and will advertise
Mennen shaving products. Victor
McLaglen and Edmund Lowe will
portray the title roles. Agency is
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.

"SPERKinC

'Don Winslow' in Movies
SCREEN RIGHTS of Don, Winsloic
of the Navy, cartoon strip by Frank
Martinek, which has been adapted as
a radio serial, have been sold to UniversalductionPictures,
which Winslow
will startmovie
proof a Don
serial in the fall.

lOON

Toronto Exhibition Buys
CANADIAN National Exhibition,
Toronto, on Aug. 13 started for
two weeks spot announcements,
studio programs and chain breaks
three times daily or more on
KDKA, WGAR, WGR, WJR,
WHAM, WBEN and a number of
Canadian stations. Account was
placed by Cockfield Brown & Co.,
Toronto.

to
50,000 WAHS

610 kilocycles

& ELECTRIC

WGY
SCHENECTADY, N

The News Age-Herald Station
BROADCASTING
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To Serve Well

•

The Broadcasting Engineer

CREI
I
TECHNICAL
TRAINING

PAYS
DIVIDENDS
to employees and employers

In more than 450 U. S. broadcasting stations you will find
men who have been or who are
now preparing to be better radio engineers with the aid of
CREI systematic instruction.
CREI spare-time training has proven
its worth over a period of fourteen
years, by enabhng students to increase
their technical abihty to the point
where they are more valuable to
themselves and to their employers.
By training men to become better
radio engineers, CREI provides a
definite, important contribution to
broadcast engineering. CREI students and graduates are men of high
calibre to whom you may assign
added, important technical duties.
Today, there are more than 5000 professional radiomen preparing to be
better radiomen by devoting their
own time and money to CREI advanced technical training. Many of
these men enrolled upon the advice
and recommendation of their associates, their chief engineers and station managers.
Your recommendation of the CREI
home-study courses to your associates
will pay dividends to you and your
technical employees.
We will be glad to send our booklet
and complete details to you, er to
any man whom you think would be
interested.
"Serving the Radio Industry since 1927"
CAPITOL

RADIO

Engineering Institute
E. H. RIETZKE, President
Dept. B-8
3224 SIXTEENTH STREET, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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in The War Games
(Continued from page 22)

maneuver" no one can know that.
Also it must be remembered that
in this type of maneuvers there
vfiW not be reserve units the broadcaster can call upon for specially
enacted "drills", as has been the
case previously. All units in reserve will be subject to call for
action on a moment's notice and
might be pulled into the front lines
to stem an advance at the very time
the broadcast was about to go on
the air. Consequently, spectacular
broadcasts from the maneuvers
are likely to be of the recorded
variety, while live broadcasts seem
destined to continue to originate
from permanent camp sites where
troops have no worry about "enemy" forces.
But while spectacular shooting
action appears likely to be limited,
there are many interesting broadcasts which are certain to originate
from the maneuvers, in addition to
the straight news reports.
There are innumerable broadcastable features to be found and
aired when 500,000 American
troops gather for war games,
move, eat, sleep and fight in
sparsely settled areas, sufficient
unto themselves in all these phases.
The matter of eating is a story to
be had from the Quartermaster
corps, which does no fighting, but
has a tremendous job on maneuvers operations. The problem of
purified water for the troops is a
fascinating subject, and proved an
excellent broadcast during the recent byplace Tennessee maneuvers.
Past Experience
In the Tennessee maneuvers,
part of which were free and uncontrolled, broadcasters and the
Army learned much of what could
be done successfully in broadcasts.
There were programs of the troops
at work and at play, in bivouac
after military operations; broadcasts of chapel services in the field;
programs built around the effect of
the war games upon the sometimes
bewildered, sometimes disinterested natives; broadcasts from convoys as they moved in blackouts;
interviews with troops, selecting
interesting soldiers and officers at
maneuvers; quiz games conducted
with the troops in bivouac; news
broadcasts from correspondents
stationed at various points in the
field and at G-2 headquarters.
The broadcasts at the Tennessee
maneuvers, however, were staged
by only a few stations and over a
limited period. But they proved to
both WSM, which originated a majority of the programs, to WLAC
and to WLW that maneuvers can
be broadcast successfully.
Indeed, two of these stations,
WSM and WLW, were among the
first to be certified for coverage of
the Louisiana maneuvers and each
plans to send much larger staffs.
Others requesting certification are
WWL, KWKH, KTSB, WOAI,
WHAS, WJDX.
There will also

18, 1941

be representation among the international shortwave stations, with
special programs aimed at South
America. One station is working
out plans with one of the armies,
which must remain secret, but
which will prove highly interesting
to both radio and the Army.
There will be ace news reporters,
special events crews, news commentators, regular announcers and
women commentators to tell the
maneuver story via radio. Just
how they will tell their story cannot be fully predicted now. For
just as maneuvers, are a testing
ground for the Army in actual war
conditions, so with radio. At the
maneuvers, radio will learn some
of the things it can best do in the
way of serving its public under
war conditions.
DOCUMENT
AVAILABLE

RECORDS
IN FALL

DOCUMENTARY recordings representing the first attempt in this
country to show a co..iprehensive
picture of various sections of
America will be available to radio
stations about the middle of October, according to Philip H. Cohen,
director of the Radio Research
Project of the Librajv of Congress,
Washington
andOffice
former
New Yoi-k
director of the
of Education,
Radio Division. America — Summer
of 19il, will be distributed on a
cost basis, each station paying
about $1.25 for each record of
either
length. quarter-hour or half-hour
The Radio Project, established
the beginning of this year, has been
working on a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation and additional
funds from the Carnegie Foundation and additional funds from
Carnegie Foundation, and to date
has produced the NBC-Blue series
Hidden History, and two recorded
programs, Books in the News and
Hidden Ballads.
Eight recording crews with complete sound outfits are touring the
sections of America selected for
the series, including recreation
projects, defense centers, the TVA
area and "Okie" camps. In chai'ge
of the group covering the TVA district in Alan Lomax, well knovsm
as director of folk music for the
CBS School of the Air programs.
In making the recordings, of
which there will be at least 10,
Mr. Cohen stated that every attempt is being made to retain the
original flavor of sectional dialects,
customs and viewpoints, integrating them into relationship with the
rest of the country through association with issues of current national
importance.

YACHTSMAN'S SPECIAL is the
new Skipper Reports program of
WGAR, Cleveland, presented each
week by Ted Hanna (left), assistant news editor. Each week the
show originates at a yacht club or
pier. Clubs have appointed correspondents to report to Hanna.
KIDDIES IN CHARGE
GM Juniors Provide Cast
For WJIM Show
•
BACKED by the success of its first
juvenile choir, WJIM, Lansing
Mich., will introduce a series of
broadcasts this fall featuring a
200-piece ensemble composed solely
of children of local General Motors
employes. The half-hour program
will start Oct. 5 for 26 weeks,
sponsored by the Olds Motor orks
and Fisher Body units, under dition of Howard Finch, WJIM production manager.
The "kid show" to be known as
G. M. Juniors will be composed
of children between 10 and 16.
They will handle the entire show,
even to the announcing. Performers will include a large chorus,
boys'
quartet,
girls'
and
soloists.
All shows
willquartet
be remoted
from the Olds Engineering Bldg.
Hecht Lackey Is Named
As Manager of WSON
HECHT LACKEY, now manager
of WHOP, Hopkinsville, Ky., will
become manager of the new WSON,
Henderson, Ky., when that station
goes on the air about Oct. 15 under
the FCC grant of 250 watts daytime on 860 kc. last May to Paducah Broadcasting Co., licensee of
WPAD, Paducah, as well as the
other two stations. The company is
controlled by Pierce E. Lackey,
WPAD manager.
Ernest Lackey, like Hecht
Lackey, a brother of Pierce, will
assume the WHOP managership
and Ernie Pell, now an operator at
WPAD, will become chief engineer.
A Gates transmitter and speech input with a 300-foot Wincharger
tower have been ordered.

Jewelry Test
DIAMOND JIM Co., Chicago, is
testing five-minute recorded program five days a week on WAPO,
Chattanooga, and WGAC, Augusta.
Programs promote direct sale of
Diamond Jim jewelry. Robert Kahn
& Associates, Chicago, is agency.
BROADCASTING
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W47NV, operated by the National Life
Company of Nashville, went on the air as
station March 1, and in June was granted
the FCC. Read Mr. DeWitt's comments .

and Accident Insurance
the first commercial FM
full commercial status by
..

"We are operating at 20-kw output on a 10-hour-a-day schedule,"
he writes. "We have found the GL-889's to have excellent stability;
they are easy to drive and to neutralize.
"We have tested both the regular and spare sets of tubes under
operation conditions, and we find that the balance obtained with
either pair is unusually good. All of the tubes have uniform characteristics, which, of course, is very important at FM frequencies.
"We have every reason to expect highly dependable service from

Twenty kilowatts of
FM from these GL889's at W47NV

General Electric has transmitting tubes and a complete line of FM
equipment
to meet your needs. Get both through the nearest of the
them."
80 G-E offices. General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

GENERAL

A

ELECTRIC

Press Barrier Opposed
By P e n n a. Publishers
PENNSYLVANIA Newspaper
Publishers'
actinghasthrough
its
executive Assn,,
committee,
issued
a resolution "that the Federal Government should not set up any barrier of any kind to prevent ownership, operation or use of radio, or
any other great facility in the field
of communication, bj' newspapers."
"On the contrary," reads the
resolution, "every
such
encouragement
should aid
be and
offered
equally to all citizens regardless of
whether they own newspapers or
any other form of legitimate and
useful enterprise." There are 17
broadcasting stations in Pennsylvania identified with newspaper
ownership.

WE

Congress Inaction Postpones Measures
For Revision of Communications
Law
DESPITE a temporary procedural
lull, some possibility is still seen for
enactment of a new communications
law at this session of Congress.
Although nothing will be done on
the Senate side until the FCC proffers its comments and recommendations on the White Bill, and although House committee consideration of the Sanders Bill, in many
respects paralleling the White proposal, will be delayed at least a
month because of a "vacation recess" until Sept. 15, action of some
sort appears likely before the end
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Midair

NEVER-ENDING search of
special events divisions for
novel broadcasts is mirrored
in an Aug. 5 decision of the
FCC to WCKY, Cincinnati,
granting special authority to
operate relay station WBAF
with a one-half watt transmitter for a broadcast from
a parachute jumper while in
descent on Aug. 10.
of the first session of the 77th ConWith the FCC report expected
gress. a matter of days, following
within
routine reference of the new White
Bill to the Commission for official
study, analysis and recommendations. Chairman Wheeler (DMont. ) , of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, made no
further move during the last week
toward appointing a subcommittee
to conduct hearings on the measure.
Senator Wallace H. White Jr. (RMe.), author of the measure designed to reconstitute and reorganize the FCC, has been at his home
in Maine, and it is probable Chairman Wheeler will make no move
until his return.
Sanders Bill Pending
It appears also there will be no
immediate action by the House Interstate &Foreign Commerce Committee on the second FCC "ripper"
bill now pending in Congress, introduced Aug. 5 by Rep. Jared Y.
Sanders Jr. (D-La.). With the
House observing a "vacation recess" from Aug. 18 to Sept. 15,
Chairman Lea (D-Cal.) has indicated that his committee will not
meet during the period. He has
given no indication when the matter of House hearings on the Sanders Bill might be taken up after
the committee reconvenes. It is expected that House and Senate hearings on the bills will not be held
concurrently, since they are closely
parallel, and it is believed the
Senate proceedings will start first.
Hearings will be authorized on
Senator White's bill (S-1806) it is

Baseball

School

Begun

By
MOREKXOK
than 700Commentatoryoungsters under
17 turned out for the initial session of the baseball school being
conducted
by "Gabby"
former manager
of the Street,
St. Louis
Cardinals and Brovras and now
baseball commentator of KXOK,
St. Louis.
School is being cooperatively
sponsored
by the
University Citj'
Board of Park
Commissioners
and
the WPA. Boys register free for
the training and are taught the
fundamentals of the game. During
the last two weeks in August they
will participate in league play.
Street has arranged for several
major league stars to assist him in
conducting
the sessions at Heman
Park.
Recording Co. Campaign
COLUMBIA RECORDING Corp..
Bridgeport, Conn., anticipating increased activity in the use of transpot coming
radio announcements scriptions
duringand the
fall and
winter, has launched an advertising
and sales promotion campaign stressing the availability of ultramodern
transcription recording equipment in
its studios in New York, Chicago and
Hollywood. The campaign, using trade
papers and direct mail addressed to;
key advertising agencies throughout
the country, will highlight agencies and
clientele now utilizing CRC's facilities forcordingelectrical
transcriptions, reand manufacturing.
DENTING a motion for indefinite :
postponement,
FCC
Commissioner .
Walker has set for Sept. 29 the rivalapplications
Scripps
Howard Radio and Texasof Star
Broadcasting
Go.
for new stations in Houston.

for

complete

WSOC.

From

thought, since Congress, partic
ularly the Senate Interstate Com- 1
merce Committee, has shown an increased interest in radio regulation,
aroused by the charges levelled
against the FCC during the June
hearings on the White Resolution,
still pending before the committee.
Presumably a subcommittee of five,
including three Democrats and two
Republicans, would be named by
Senator Wheeler, perhaps with
himself as chairman [Broadcasting, Aug. 4].
The Sanders Bill (HR-5497),
which gene^-ally follows the theme
of the White measure as to organization of the Commission, is based
largely on recommendations made
by the Federal Communications
Bar Assn. The bill also proposes a
series of studies looking toward
suppression of FCC activities in
fields not assigned it by statute
[Broadcasting, Aug. 11].
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of "New

Station
A Hooper- Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
t4ian any other station heard
In the Youngstown district.

MTIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD PETRT & CO.
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AGEJCY
MORNING MILK Co., Salt Lake City
(dairy products), to Jean Scott Frickelton Agency, San Francisco. Firm, which
has plants in Stockton, Cal. and Sunnyside,
Wash., plans to use radio in the Pacific
Northwest and later on various stations
in the Western States.
U. S. GLASS Co., Tiffin, O., to Miller
Agency Co., Toledo.
STOMAR PRODUCTS, Kansas City (corn
remover), to I. B. Wasson Adv. Co., Kansas City. Said to use radio.
UNION FOOD PRODUCTS, Brooklyn
(Susan Baker soup concentrates), to W.
I. Tracy Inc., N. Y.
EGAN, FICKETT Co., New York (citrus
fruit), to W. I. Tracy Inc., N. Y. Said to
use radio.
CARNATION-ALBERS Co., Seattle (fresh
milk and ice cream), to Lord & Thomas,
San Francisco.
FRUIT FREEZE Co., Oakland, Cal. (fruit
freeze) to Ad Service Co., San Francisco.
This is a new product and an extensive
radio
cisco. campaign is planned in San FranWEST COAST CONSTRUCTION Co.,
Beverly Hills, Cal., (home builders, reImodelers), to T. Tyler Smith Adv. &
Merchandising. Hollywood. Will use Southli ern California radio.
CANADIAN
INDUSTRIES
Ltd., Montreal (paint and varnish division), to
' Konalds Adv. Agency Ltd., Toronto.
NYLON Inc., Los Angeles (powdered
cleanser for Nylon fabrics), to Chas. H.
Mayne Co., that city. Plans extensive fall
campaign. Currently testing on KFI,
Los Angeles, with twice weekly participation in Art Baker^s Notebook.
LEIGH COSMETICS Inc., New York, to
' Eedfieldradio. Johnstone, N. Y. May use spot
WDSV, WAYS NAME
WEED FIRM AS REP
WEED & Co. has been appointed to
represent WDSU, New Orleans, in
the national field, according to announcement Aug. 13 by P. K. Ew! ing, general manager. The Weed
Idfirm has also been chosen to reprel|lsent the projected new WAYS,
j iCharlotte, which will operate with
J. 1,000 watts on 610 kc. and which is
scheduled to begin operation about
Oct. 1.
According to B. T. Whitmire,
manager of WFBC, Greenville, S.
Co., and part-owner of the new
; AVAYS, no personnel plans have yet
;been made. WAYS was authorized
last April by the FCC to InterCity Adv. Co., in which equal
stockholdings are held by Mr. Whitmire; George W. Dowdy, merchant
and president of the North Carolina Merchants Assn., and Horton
Doughton, merchant and son of
'iRep. Robert Doughton (D-N. C),
'Chairman of the House Ways &
I^Ieans Committee. Harold Thoms,
jwner cf WISE, Asheville, will also
!>o taken into the corporation as a
25% stockholder.
Pillsbury on Blue
t>ILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS Co.,
pVIinneapolis, has decided The Musi•al Millwheel as the title for the
uarter-hour program which will
e broadcast Thursday through
unday 9-9:15 a.m. on 44 NBClue stations starting Sept. 11. The
rogram, which will promote Pillsiury's Best Flour and Pillsbury's
'arina, will feature Walter PatterjSon and a trio of the King's Jesters
0 be identified as the Pillsbury
|3esters. Contract is for 26 weeks.
Agency is McCann-Erickson, Chii'ago.
BROADCASTING

JUMBO DOUGHNUT (bottom)
and birthday cake containing grass
and wax worm greeted Irwin Johnson (left) and Russell Canter as
they celebrated the first anniversary of the Early Worin program
on WBNS, Columbus.
Denthol Series
DENTHOL Co., San Francisco
(New Miracle mouthwash), using
radio for the first time, recently
started a five-week test campaign
using four spot announcements
daily on KHUB, Watsonville, Cal.,
and three spots daily on KQW, San
Jose, to advertise its new product.
Two or three San Francisco stations will be added to the list when
the current test is concluded. Ad
Service Co., San Francisco agency
handling the account, reports that
as result of the test to date there
has been an 85% placement in
stores in the areas served by the
two stations.
WDZ Staff Changes
RECENT CHANGES announced
at WDZ, Tuscola, 111., are: William
Shaw Knapp, formerly of the Pontiac Ledger, Pontiac, 111., has been
added to the sales staff of WDZ
succeeding Robert B. Harrington,
who has joined WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. Mr. Harrington recently
married Margaret Ann Love, formerly continuity director of WDZ.
Wip Robinson, announcer, who has
joined WMMN, Fairmont, Va., has
been succeeded by Doc Conover,
Blocmington, 111., veterinarian, new
to radio. Bernie Neher, engineer,
has i>inpd KRNT, Des Moines.

. , . the attention and goodwill of thousands of listeners to the eleven Chicago
Bears football games to be broadcast
over Station WENR Sunday afternoons,
September 28th, through December

7th,

iiTO team in either of the two professional football
11 leagues has matched the high-powered, high-scoring
CHICAGO BEARS— the most colorful team in football, the
1940 Champions.
The Chicago Bears drew 25% of the paid attendance
of the entire league— an outstanding testimonial to their
popularity with grid fans. For every person who saw
one of the games, thousands of others heard them.
A play-by-play account of the Chicago Bears football
games over Station WENR— the 50,000-watt Chicago key
station of the famous NBC Blue Network— will crack the
listeners' defensive sales resistance and score many profitable points for you. Solve your problem of a fall sales
campaign by calling for this popular, sure-scoring, playby-play sponsorship.
Give us the signal, and we will forward further details.

"What! You didn't know WFDF
Flint, Michigan is 1000 watts on
910 with NBC Blue and Michigan
Networks!"
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NEW YORK
DENVER

SUPERIOR 8300
Or NBC Spot Sales Offices in
BOSTON WASHINGTON CLEVELAND
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TO MARK the opening last week of
the new studios of WMAZ, CBS affiliate in Macon. Ga., a salute-program
was produced by the radio staif of the
Camp Wheeler public relations office
under the direction of First Lieut. Edwin P. Curtiu. former publicity director of BBDO, New York. Trainees on
the staff write, direct and act on some
19 weekly programs on WMAZ and
WBML. Macon, and on the quarterhour salute show sent greetings to the
WMAZ staff in their new studios.
HOWARD L. EMICH, sports announcer and program manager of
WMAM, Marinette. Wis., is believed
by his colleagues
to bedescribing
the only polo
announcer in the country
matches on
regularall summer-long
schedule.
He ahandles
matches of
the Marinette-Menominee entrant in
the Midwest Polo league.
WSUN,sent the St.
Petersburg,
Little
Theatre Fla.,
Groupwillof preSt.
Petersburg this fall in a series of
weekly dramas. Since July 1 the group
has been studying radio production under the dii'ection of Howard Donahoe,
program director of WSUN.
A VARIETY show. Fort Bragg
Salutes, staged by the men on duty
at the post, made its debut as a regular CBS feature Thursdays 6-6:30
p. m. The program, presented through
the facilities of WRAL. Raleigh, from
the posfs Community Center Theatre,
features the Ninth Division Band, the
178th Field Artillery dance orchestra,
interviews and vocal and instrumental
solos by enlisted men.
J. B. CLARK, WDNC, Durham, N.
C. program director, is producing a
series of features titled Your City and
3Iine, in which the various heads of
Durham's City Government are interweekly, relative to their functionsviewed
and services.

SYRACUSE

WIP Flyers
SIX MEMBERS of the staff
of WIP, Philadelphia, who
take to the air figuratively
and literalljr by seeking their
"v/ings" on off hours at the
Northeastern Airport, have
organized the WIP Flying
Club. The group includes
James Tisdale, LeRoy Wolfe,
Herbert Eckstein, engineers;
Program Director Murray
Arnold; Announcer Bill
Carty. Eckstein has four
hours of air credit vs^hile the
others are comparative novices, having only been up
for 30 minutes. Hovv^ever, Arnold, with no actual flying
hours, holds three parachute
jumps to his credit.

Agricultural Division
Is Organized by KVOO
ORGANIZATION of a complete
radio farm department, one of the
few in the Southwest, has been announced by William B. Way, vicepresident and general manager of
KVOO, Tulsa. It is planned that by

ILLINOIS State Fair in Springfield.
Aug. 9-15, was covered by several
Midwest stations. Throughout the
week, WCBS, Springfield, broadcast
its full 18-hour schedule from specially
built studios on the grounds. WLS,
Chicago, broadcast the Dinnerhell program every day from the Fair, as
well as the 4%-hour National Barn
Dance on Aug. 9. part of which was
carried on NBC-Red. National Market & Hog Pork Products Show was
featured on the NBC-Blue National
Farm & Home Hour Aug. 14. WBBM,
Chicago, in conjunction with KMOX.
St. Louis, erected a display tent and
presentedgroup.
Pappy Cheshire and his
hillbilly
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D., entered
a car in the recent Grand Forks "Tin
Lizzy
off July
the
Fair Derby"
Grounds.runThe
KFJM27 atentry,
driven by George Chance of the commercial department and Jimmy Shelton. press news operator, ran for just
75 laps of the 400 lap race, and then
gave up when the carburetor caught
fire. The car was brightly painted with
call letters and slogans.
KGBX, Springfield. Mo., will broadcast play-by-play descriptions of all
St. Louis Cardinal baseball games,
both at home and on the road, until
the end of the season. Sept. 28. Beginning Aug. 11. KGBX follows the
Cardinals in their pennant race by
direct-wire broadcasts sponsored by
a St. Louis beer company. Returning
to Springfield to handle the sports feais LeeKGBX
George,in who
dioturewith
1932. started in raWITH several additional clients already signed for early fall programs
and renewal contracts from 76% of
current advertisers. WABC, New York,
expects the busiest fall and winter season in its history, according to a statement by Arthur Hull Hayes, WABC
general manager.
IN RECOGNITION of his work as a
baseball announcer and his support of
the Moline Plows of the Three-Eye
League, Van Patrick. WHBF, Rock
Island, sports director, was awarded a
Bulova wrist watch at a recent night
game
"Vanwitnessed
Patrick
night" inandMoline.
a crowdIt was
of 8,500
the presentation.
CKX. Brandon,
started close
construction ofa newMan.,
studiohasbuilding
to the City Hall and the downtown
business district. The building is to
be ready sometime this autumn.
IN KEEPING with the Latin-American trend, KYA, San Francisco, in
collaboration with the San Francisco
Examiner, recently started a daily series of Spanish lessons on the air.
Manuel F. Sanchez of the Colombia
Consulate in San Francisco is instructor, and Eric Boden, KYA producer,
is the student. Materir . ^ed is from
the lessons printed Vily in the Examiner.
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Mr. Schneider

Mr. Dennis

Sept. 1, KVOO will air 10 to 12
hours of farm broadcasts per week.
Personnel of the new department
has been augmented by addition of
Sam Schneider, former assistant
extension editor in charge of radio
at Oklahoma A. & M. College, who
arranged for the contacts and setups of the farm division, and Walt
Dennis, formerly of the Tulsa
Tribune, handling continuities. The
new department will cooperate with
the U. S. Farm Service through
Oklahoma A. & M. to bring Oklahoma farmers the latest news on
markets, special meetings, and all
broadcasts pertinent to farming
and agriculture.
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, is sending
the WBIG Ensemble, salon group conducted by Margaret Banks, to the
seventh annual National Tobacco Festival, South Boston, Va., to furnish
the dinner music at the Distinguished
Guests Banquet to be held Sept. 4 in
connection with the two-day festival.
Guests at the banquet include Wendell Willkie, Gov. Price of Virginia,
and Julian Price, president of the
Jefferson Standard Life Insurance
Co., Greensboro.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, contributec
five of its personnel for police duty durwave ina killer,
that citj'
In aning a recent
effort tocrime
apprehend
th(
police issued a call for all regulai
officers and special police to work ex
tra shifts from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. nex;
day. The order affected Emerson Smith
Craig Smith. George Provol. Ed Let
son and Charlie Buck, all deputies whc
spent two nights on cruiser duty.
EARLY morning program, Grouc)
Clul). formerly sponsored on the Wes
Coast by General Mills, Minneapolis
will start Aug. 11 on WHN, Ne^i
York, as a sustaining feature daily a
7 a.m., with Jack Lescoulie handling
HUNGRY

fOn B US I NEST

COMEANDGET/T.
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Speaking

"We HAVE frequently said that the
telephone service provided by the Bell
System is nation-wide in scope.
It is nation-wide. There are Bell Companies in every state. But all telephone
companies are not Bell Companies by
any means.
As a matter of fact, there are more
than 6400 telephone companies in the
United States today, serving usefully and
capably, that are not Bell Companies.
And there are more than 6€,000 rural
or farmer lines.
We

do not compete with these companies. We connect with them. Their
lines are joined to ours to carry long distance messages. Thus, if you are served

ROADCASTING
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of

team-worl

by a company not a part of the Bell
System, you can still be connected with
practically any other telephone either
Bell System or not Bell System in the
United States.
Day by day, team-work between telephone companies enables practically any
one, anywhere in this country, to pick
up a telephone and talk to any one, anywhere else, clearly and quickly. A fact
that is of great importance in the interest
•
•
•
of unity."
• This is a quotation from The Telephone Hour
— a regular network program heard each Mondaynight at 8 o^clock, E.D.S.T. The telephone facilities
tvhich carry network programs are being constantly
studied and improved in the laboratories of the Bell
Telephone System.
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as

easy

thiSi

as

At New York's Grand Central
Terminal just toss your bag to
a porter and say "Hotel Roosevelt" . . . He'll escort you
through our private passageway, direct to the Roosevelt lobby .. . Time-saving convenience
and complete comfort . . . Satisfying meals . . . Attractive rooms
with tub and shower, from $4.50.
_

HOTEL

Roosevelt
BERNAM G. HINES, Managing Director
MADISON AVENUE AT 45fh ST., NEW YORK

...IN

THE

SAME

OLD
LOCATION
THE PEOPLE IN THIS BOOMING GULF
COAST INDUSTRIAL AREA STILL FIND THE
PROGRAMS THEY WANT IN THE OLD,
FAMILIAR LOCATION . . .
FULL TIME

tea by
HOWARD

560 KG
NBC BLUE
lOOO WATTS

H. WILSON COMPANY
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FM
Outlets Given
Seven Non-Commercial Grants
60 Applications Pending
FIFTY-THREE commercial frequency modulation (FM) stations
have thus far been authorized by
the FCC, according to the records
as of Aug. 15 when approximately
60 more applications were pending
action. For the most part, the FM
stations authorized so far are affiliated with existing standard
broadcast stations.
To only one station — W47NV,
Nashville, affiliated with WSM—
has a full commercial license as yet
been granted. To 11 others special
authorizations permitting them to
go on the air and operate commercially have been issued, and in
three cases special permits authorizing program tests are in force.
All of the others are still in the
construction permit stage.
In addition, the Commission has
granted mercial
CP'seducational
for seven
non-comFM stations
on
the special frequencies reserved for
them.
The Non-Commercials
The seven non-commercial FM
stations are: KALW, Board of Education of the San Francisco Unified School District, 42.1 mc,
1,000 watts, now on the air; KSDS,
San Diego Unified School District,
42.3 nic, 1,000 watts, construction
permit; WICU, U of Illinois, Urbana, 42.9 ni.c, 250 watts, construction permit; WBKY, U of Kentucky, Beattyville, Ky., 42.9 mc,
100 watts, construction permit;
WNYE, Board of Education, City
of New York, Brooklyn, 41.1 mc.
(CP for 42.1), 500 watts (CP
1,000), now on the air; WBOE,
Cleveland City Board of Education,
42.5 mc, 1,000 watts, now on the
air; Board of Education, City of
Chicago, 42.5 mc, 1,000 watts, construction permit.
[Note: Though the FCC does
not indicate powers, but rather
coverage areas in square miles for
commercial FM stations, powers
are given for non-commercials.]
The complete log of FM commercial stations, showing their locations, licensee, standard broadcast
station affiliation if any, frequency
assigned and coverage areas designated follows; asterisk (*) indicates full license, dagger (f) indicates special commercial authorization, double dagger (f) program
tests authorized :
CALIFORNIA
Hollywood — . . . Columbia Broadcasting
System Inc. (KNX). 43.1 mc.
Los Angeles — tK45LA, Don Lee Broadcasting System (KHJ), 44.5 mc, 7,000
sq.
mi.
Los Angeles
— K53LA, 45.3Standard
Broadcasting Co. (KFVD),
mc. 7,000
sq. mi.
LosInc.,
Angeles
—
K61LA,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
46.1 mc, 7.000 sq. mi.
CONNECTICUT
Hartford — W53H. The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corp. (WTIC), 45.3 mc,
6,100 sq. mi.
Hartford— tW65H, WDRC Inc (WDRC) ,
46.5 mc, 6,100 sq. mi.
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ILLINOIS
Chicago— W47C, WJJD
Inc. (WJJD),
44.7 mc, 10,800 sq. mi.
Chicago — tW51C, Zenith Radio Corp., 45.1
mc, 10,800 sq. mi.
Chicago— tW59C, WGN Inc (WGN), 45.9
mc, 10,800 sq. mi.
Chicago — W63C, National Broadcasting Co.
Inc (WMAQ-WENR), 46.3 mc, 10,800
sq. mi.
Chicago — W67C, Columbia Broadcasting
System Inc (WBBM), 46.7 mc, 10,800
sq. mi.— W75C, Moody Bible Institute of
Chicago
Chicago
(WMBI), 47.5 mc, 10,800 sq.
mi.
Rockford — W71RF, Rockford Broadcasters
Inc (WROK), 47.1 mc, 3,900 sq. mi.
INDIANA
Evansville — IW45V, Evansville On the Air
Inc (WEOA-WGBF), 44.5 mc, 8,400
sq. Wayne
mi. — W49FW, Westinghouse RaFort
dio Stations Inc (WOWO-WGL), 44.9
mc, 6.100 sq. mi.
South Bend— W71SB, South Bend Tribune
(WSBT), 47.1 mc, 4.300 sq. mi.
KENTUCKY
Lexington — W51SL. American Broadcasting
Corp. of Ky. (WLAP), 45.1 mc, 6,298
sq. mi.
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge — tW45BR, Baton Rouge
Broadcasting Co. Inc. (WJBO). 44.5
mc, 8,100 sq. mi.
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston — t'W39B, Yankee Network Inc
(WNAC), 43.9 mc. 31,000 sq. mi.
Boston — W67B. Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc (WBZ), 46.7 mc, 6,700 sq. mi.
Paxton
44.3 —mctW43B, Yankee Network Inc.,
Springfield
W81SP,
Westinghouse
Stations —Inc
(WBZA),
48.1 mc, Radio
2,500
sq. mi.
MICHIGAN
Detroit — tW45D, The Evening News Assn.
(WWJ), 44.5 mc, 6,800 sq. mi.
Detroit — tW49D,
John
Lord Booth
(WJLB), 44.9 mc, 6,800 sq. mi.
Grand Rapids — W77XL,
WJIM Inc
(WJIM), 47.7 mc, 3,800 sq. mi.
MISSOURI
St. Louis — K51L, St. Louis University
(WEW) 45.1 mc, 13,000 sq. mi.
NEW YORK
Binghamton— W49BN, Wylie B. Jones Adv.
Agency (WNBF), 44.9 mc, 6 500 sq. mi.
Brooklyn — W99NY. Frequency
BroadcastCorp.,
49.9 mc. Edwin H. Armstrong
Newing York
— W31NY,
43.1 mc, 15,610 sq. mi.
York,
New York— W35NY, City of New
Municipal Broadcasting Co. (WNYC),
43.5 mc, 3,900 sq. mi.
New York — W47NY, Muzak Corp., 44.7
mc, 8,500 sq. mi.

New York — W51NY, National Broadcastin;.
Co. Inc (WEAF-WJZ), 45.1 mc, 8,50
mi. — W55NY, William G. H. Fincli
Newsq. York
45.5 mc, 8,500 sq. mi.
New York — ^W59NY, Interstate Broadcast
ing Co. (WQXR), 45.9 mc, 8,500 sq. mi
New York — W63NY, Marcus Loew Book
ing Agency (WHN), 46.3 mc, 8.5i
sq. York
mi. — W67NY, Columbia Broadca
New
ing System Inc (WABC), 46.7 msq. —mi.tW71NY, Bamberger
New8,500York
Broa
casting
Service Inc., 47.1 mc, 8,500
mi.
New York— W75NY, Metropolitan Tel
vision Inc., 47.5 mc, 8.500 sq. mi.
Rochester — tW51R, Stromberg
- Carlsi
Tel. sq.
Mfg. mi. Co. (WHAM), 45.1 m.
3.200
Schenectady
Capitolsq. Broadcastii
Co. Inc.. —44.7tW47A.
mc, 6.600
mi.
Schenectady — W57A, General Electric C
(WGY), 45.7 mc, 6,600 sq. mi.
Syracuse
W63SY, 46.3Central
N. Y.
casting— Corp.,
mc, 6,800
sq. Broa.l
mi.
NORTH CAROLINA
Winston-Salem — W41MM, Gordon Gra;.
44.1 mc, 69.400 sq. mi.
OHIO
Columbus— W45CM, WBNS Inc. (WBNSi
44.5 mc, 12,400 sq. mi.
PENNSYLVANIA
Pittsburgh— W47P, Walker & Downing R;
die Corp. (WWSW), 44.7 mc, 8,400 si
mi.
Pittsburgh — W75P, Westinghouse Radi
Stations Inc (KDKA), 47.5 mc, 8,40
sq. mi. — W49PH, Pennsylvania Broa<
Philadelphia
casting Co. (WIP), 44.9 mc, 9,300 m
Philadelphia
— W53PH, WFIL Broadcastin
mi.
Co. (WFIL), 45.3 mc, 9,300 sq. mi.
Philadelphia — W57PH, Westinghouse Rad:
Stations Inc (KYW), 45.7 mc, 9,3(
sq.
mi. ia— W69PH, WCAU Broadcas
Philadelph
ing Co. (WCAU), 46.9 mc, 9,300 sq. ni
TENNESSEE
Nashville — *W47NV, National Life & Acc
dent Insurance Co. (WSM), 44.7 mc
16,000 sq. mi.
UTAH
City — K47SL, Radio Servi
Salt
Corp.Lakeof Utah (KSL), 44.7 mc.
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee — tW55M, The Journal
(WTMJ), 45.5 mc. 8,500 sq. mi.
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass., has wit
drawn its petition to intervene again
the
application
for 50,000
watts ofon KWK.
680 kc. St. Loui
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ON

ROOM
OHN R. QT IXX. formerly assistant
giueer of KPHO. Phoenix, has been
amed chief engineer of KYCA. Presk)ft. Ariz., succeeding: Xorman Dewes.
Who has gone to Riverside. Cal.. to inttall the new local authorized there.
RALPH
WARREN.
formerly of
ItDEV. Waterbury. Vt.. WIXH. La' i*nia. X. H.. and WORL. Boston, has
ned the engineering staff of "WCOP.
istou.
pus W. HEXKE. engineer of
T.YXEW. Xew York, is back at the
Itation aftermate
a month's
chief
^latswain
in theservice
U. S.as Coast
jjuard Reserve.
liERT A. ALLIS has left WEXY.
Elmira. X. Y.. to join WXBF. Bing,(iamton, X'. Y.
'.
WHITilORTH.
1934
hiefK.engineer
of KOTX. since
Pine Bluff,
jlrk.. resigned Aug. 15 to accept an
^tppointment as associate radio inspec■for, assigned to the Laboratory of In■ iustrial Department. Puget Sound
;lvavy Yard. Bremerton, Wash.
has engineerbeen ap;^lYILLIAM
Hiinted to theKUMPFER
KOA. Denver,
ing staff replacing Bill Williams, reeutly transferred to XBC Hollywood.
' D. KAHLE. engineer of KOA.
itiiver. recently became the father
|f a girl.
33r ALTER MORRISEY. control sulervisor
Denver,
recov-in
red
fromof a KOA.
fall down
somehasstairs
•is home.
+ LEXX LEROY .JAMES, of LaJunta.
'ol.. has joined the engineering staff
if KMYR. Denver.

, ,ACK
KRAL'SE.
transmitter
engineer
Tif
WHBL.
Sheboygan.
Wis., was
mar' ed Aug. 2.
TAM MARSTOX. formerly of CBS.
lollywood. has joined the technical
epartment of KFMB. San Diego,
hich started operating Aug. lo.
lOHX (Bud) RAY. clerk in the
i«ailiug department of XBC. Chicago.
; lias been appointed a junior sound
ogineer.
lAURICE DOXXELLY. engineer of
»'LS.
the 4.father of a boy.
tennis Chicago,
M.. born isAug.
:0B SMITH, e:.gineer of WCBS.
[pringficld. 111., is the father of a boy.
orn Aug. 5.
lUDSOX
Hollywood
igiueer. is LYOX'.
the fatherKH.L
of a 7%
lb. girl,
arn Aug. 11. Mrs. Lyon was formrly station s staff organist, known
irofessionally as Xell Larson.

I. E. DICKIXSOX. chief engineer of
KM.J Fresno. Cal.. has been called to
active
duty commanding
with the X'aval
and is now
officer Reserve
of Section 3. X'aval Commuuications Reserve, in charge of training communication personnel in Central California.
ROBERT W. STOLZEXBACH.
formerly of WLOK, Lima. O.. has
joined the engineering staff of WLOG.
Logan, W. Va.
LEO SHEPARD, maintenance engineer of KXX. Hollywood, is the
father of a baby boy, born July 29.
DEL
GOODIX"".
technician,
of KRE,
Berkeley,
Cal.. hasformerly
joined
KSRO. Santa Rosa. Cal. Replacing
Goodin at KRE is Robert Garner.
BRUCE DEXXIS. engineer of KFRO.
Longviev.-.
Tex.,Rock.
has resigned to join
KARK. Little
GORDOX FRAXCE. operator of
KGIR. Butte. Mont., is the father of
a recently born baby boy.
BILL XAXCE has joined the control
room staff of KTSA. San Antonio.
CREI Grads at Stations
CAPITOL RADIO Engineering Institute. Washington, reports the following graduates now employed at
broadcasting
: X'orman
F.
Rugen. WAAF.stations
Chicago;
Frank R.
Krulce. WSTV. Steubenville. O. ; William B. Havercamp, WGAL, Lancaster. Pa. ; Eugene E. Lovejoy.
KGW-KEX. Portland, Ore ; Oliver G.
Coburn, chief engineer. KRKO, Everett. Wash. ; Fred S. MendenhaU.
WDAY. Fargo: Xelson Folev. W.JR.
Detroit; J. A. Ilderton, .Jr., WJBY,
Gadsden. Ala. ; Alden M. Doughty,
WLAW. Lawrence. Mass. ; Luther O.
Piersol. WILM-WDEL. Wilmington.
Del. ; Maurice F. Logan. WXYZ, Detriot; .J. C. Burns. Jr.. WSJS. Winston-SalemFred
;
Peterson, and Lawrence LeFevre. WIX^X. Washington ;
Clyde McCylmonds. WHIZ. Zanesville.
O. ; Rov Kaplan. WOL. Washington :
Ralph Ward, WFIL. Philadelphia;
Sherwood M. Glotfelty, chief engineer.
WMBS. Uniontown. Pa. ; Thomas W.
York. WBRY. Waterburv. Conn. ;
Vernon Stahl. WCED. DuBois, Pa;
Frank J. EUiott. KFEL. Denver;
Thomas C. Reid, WFVA, Fredericksburg, Va.
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stations from coast to coas us
s
Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiator be
tcause they give better broadcas
ing results. And these better
nt in the strucresults are inheicre
tural and electr al advantages of
Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators . . .
the natural benefits of an experience that covers virtually the
entire history of radio. Whatever

your antenna problem, we'll
gladly discuss it with you.

BLAW-KNOX
VERTICAL
RADIATORS
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION of Blaw-Knox Comp
Fanners Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. any
Offices in principal cities

ACA at KW
AMERICAN
COMMUNICATIONS Assn. has been certified
as the sole collective bargaining
agency selected by a majority of
technicians at KYW, Philadelphia, according to an announcement Aug. 8 by the National
Labor Relations Board. The union
petitioned for certification in April,
and the certification was issued on
the basis of company and union
records, without necessity of a vote
by employes.
GEORGE E. SMITH, vice-president
of the Crosley Corp., has been appointed by Brig.
Dawson
stead. acting
ChiefGen.
Signal
OfficerOlm-of
the Army, as civilian consultant advisor on improvement and reorganization of the Signal Corps statistical
services.
Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

John Shepard III signed the
first INS radio contract on
May 4, 1935. His Yankee
Network has depended on
INS exclusively for world
news coverage ever since.
I
K International news service
iSROADCASTING

KFH
G ELECTRIC
r a y COMPANY
b a R
WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry Office
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Purity Bakeries Adding;
New Program Is Tested
PURITY BAKERIES Corp.,
Chicago (Taystee bread & Grennan cakes) on Aug. 18 adds four
Texas stations, KFDM, Beaumont;
KLUF, Galveston; KPAC, Port Arthur and KPRC, Houston, to the
seven now carrying the 15-minute
transcribed program. Mandrake the
Magician, for Taystee bread. Other
stations are WOR, WLAC, KWK,
KMBC, KDRO, KGBX, KLRD.
At the same time the company is
testing a nev^' show, You Take the
Cake, on KSD, St. Louis and
KMBC, Kansas City, for Grennan
cakes. It is of the vox pop variety
with announcers making the rounds
of grocery stores carrying the product and offering prizes of Grennan
cakes for those appearing on the
program, which is recorded and
played over the air the following
day. Agency is Campbell-Ewald
of New York.
IX CONNECTION with the constructiL-n of a giant 504-room hotel at
Thermopolis, Wye, noted for its mineral springs, Capt. E. L. Smith, identified with the develo])ment, has announced that he intends asking the
FCC for authority to erect a 50,000watt broadcasting station atop Wyoming's Owl Creek Mountains.

of Priorities on Radio
{Continued from page 7)
Corp. and Ford Motor Co., the only Wheeling Steel, which is coming
automobile manufacturers to make
back after its summer layoff' although shifting from MBS to
any extensive use of network radio, are both continuing their NBC-Blue, and Holland Furnace
weekly hours on CBS And, as Co., which in addition to its annual
both of these programs are largely sponsorship of a broadcast of the
Holland (Mich.) Tulip Festival has
institutional from an advertising
viewpoint, they are likely to be just started a regular series on
NBC-Red.
continued as long as either comIn the house furniture and furpany has any desire to keep its
nishings class. General Electric
name before the public. Firestone
Co. and Westinghouse Electric &
Tire & Rubber Co., sole network
tire advertiser, is likewise contin- Mfg. Co. were the two major network advertisers last year, spenduing its weekly program on NBC.
ing more than $500,000 each. GE
Oil Time Normal
has renewed its program for anThe petroleum industry might
other 52 weeks, Westinghouse went
be expected to cut down its radio off the air in January for reasons
indirectly if at all connected with
advertising, but with the exception
of a couple of smaller network ad- national defense. Libby-OwensFord Glass Co. is not resuming its
vertisers whose plans are uncertain and one company which has institutional campaign on CBS
cut its news program from five this fall, but Sherwin-Williams Co.
times to three times a week, all will again sponsor the Metropolitan Auditions on NBC.
others are entering the fall with
normal network schedules.
Radio's two largest institutional
The two network advertisers in advertisers. Bell Telephone System and E. I. Du Pont de Nemours
the building industry, another
fore.
&
Co.,
are both continuing as beprobable curtailer, last year were

LEVER

Effect

BROTHERS

Co.

In 1936, for the first
time, LEVER BROTHERS CO. specified
WMBD as an additional outlet for ONE
Network program.
TODAY, in addition
to Basic CBS Network
coverage, they specify
WMBD as a VITAL
advertising outlet for
FIVE Network programs . . .
Aunt Jenny's Stories for Spry
Big Sister for Rinso
Big Town
for Rinso
Lux Radio Theatre for Lux Flakes & Soap
Meet Mr. Meek
for Lifebuoy Soap
Why

Network radio, in short, is suffering no serious losses from defense curtailments, and the slight
losses are much more than offset
by increased advertising in other
fields. Less information is available, as always, about spot advertising, but national spot appears
to be on the upgrade, especially
the advertising of food products,
confections and proprietaries, particularly cold remedies.
Installment Curb
If radio is to be hit at all by the
defense program, local radio advertising will apparently be the
victim, although it is not at all
certain that even this form of radio will suffer greatly. But what
advertising radio gets for vacuum
cleaners, washing machines, refrigerators, stoves and similar
home appliances is chiefly local,
placed through dealers, and if advertising for these products, is cut,
as appears likely, local radio will
suffer accordingly.
Another potential blow to local

Here^i
"Peoriarea's" 610,011 people RESPOND to WMBD— their own
station. They listen MOST to WMBD because it gives them
the MOST service. They spend a DAILY average of $471,000
in the 7,649 flourishing retail stores in
this area. It pays to specify WMBD on
YOUR national list. The ONLY complete
coverage of "Peori-

radio is the recently announcs
plan for curbing installment sel
ing. Credit clothiers, jewele]
and furniture dealers, automobi
finance companies and loan con
panics whose activities may als
be curtailed, constitute a maj<
source of advertising revenue fc
many stations in industrial citie
But it is not possible to make ar
sound predictions as to the effec;
of this latest governmental actic
until the details of the curbir
plan have been worked out.
Baume Bengue Plans
THOS. LEEMING & Co., Ne
York (Baume Bengue analgesic
on Oct. 13 will start a cai
paign
of transcribed
live tinn
sp'
announcements,
five and
to 10
weekly in about 60 market
Agency is Wm. Esty & Co., Ne

"Hey Fellows!"
KINY is the only station
that has pulled mail
From ALL 1 5 major Alaska cities.
Executive
OfficesWash
Am. BIdg.,
Seattle.
CONST.

Inneau

0 \
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lance of aThe
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egg look
did get
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CINCINNATI was conceded to t
the hottest city in the United State
for several days recently and Rut
Lyons and Dick Nesbitt who coi
duct WKRC's Open House, trie
out that old chestnut of attemptin
to fry an egg on the sidewal
Their studio audience moved out i
front of the station with them ar
watched the proceedings as thf
were broadcast to the listenir

JOSEPH

HERSHEY McGILLVRA
NATIONAL REPBESENTATIVES
BROADCASTING

Winner of the "George Foster Peabody
Award"riousfor
and MeritoPublic Distinguished
Service Programs
in the
local channel group durng I9'40.
1400 KC. ★ 250 Waff!
• Broadcast Advertisin

•

^Training Is Begun
For Radiolocation
Group of 31 Starts Course
vAt Ft. Monmouth School
{VANGUARD of some 500 volunjteers called by the Army from the
jradio engineering and electronics
jtields to learn to operate air raid
!warning devices and to man detector posts, 31 newly-commisjsioned lieutenants in the Signal
■I Corps Reserve last week began the
jjlirst
course
insti'uction
in radiolocation
of ofaircraft
at the
Army
Signal Corps School at Fort Monmouth, N. J.
The first class will spend three
Ijweeks getting preliminary instruction in the operation and construction of the detector devices, which
will be on defense duty 24 hours a
day all along the American coastline and at overseas bases. The
Iradiolocaters are a military secret
jclosely guarded by the American
iand British authorities.
Similar to British
Signal Corps officers say the
e:;;uipment operates on the same
ibasic principle used by the British
lin their defense against bomber
raids. It spots invading aircraft
itiiany miles distant, determining
altitude, direction and distance.
Using this information, interceptor planes can rise to attack.
i] Officers in the first class were
selected from applicants who
sought commissions since the Army
announced the program several
(months ago. They are all graduate
electrical engineers with radio experience, some including broadcasting, or with experience as electronic
physicists. They are between 21
and 36 years of age, unmarried
and without dependents. They have
agreed to serve if necessary outside the continental United States.
Those eligible for commissions injClude technically qualified men, regardless of their present military
istatus. Trainees already inducted
Jinto the Army and officers in other
ibranches of the Reserve Corps, as
[well as civilians, may apply. After
acceptance, the candidates are comjjmissioned in the Signal Corps Reserve and ordered to immediate ac^itive duty. The War Department
l^tates that those wishing to apply
tfor commissions are requested to
icommunicate with the Chief Signal
IOfficer at Washington.
Members of the Class
Members of the first class, now
taking the three-week course and
thereafter to be assigned to other
stations, are:
First Lieutenants — ^Peter Wyckoff,
jlPittsburgh ; R. M. Matheson, Ithaca,
IN. T. ; Reardon S. Cotton Jr.. PhilaHelphia ; W. H. Freeman, Richmond,
jUnd.
Second Lieutenants — T. L. Hult, Co[fnmbus ; Roy L. Shipp, Boulder City,
Kev. ; William S. Burwell. Newport
News, Va. ; Albert H. Lasday. PittsTiurgh ; Flies Elvove, Washington ;
[N. A. Terhune, Westwood, N. J. ; W.
K. Yost Jr.. Cb-jvy Chase, Md. ; Louis
Goetz, Wilkinsburg, Pa ; Robert L.
irosch. Mesquite, Tex. ; T. S. Schrieber,
Baltimore; Edgar T. Martin, MontBROADCASTING

Gulden Fall Plans
CHARLES GULDEN Inc., New
York (Gulden's mustard) is planning a fall campaign of 15-minute
recorded musical programs and
spot announcements on a number
of stations. Those already signed
include V/JZ and WOV, New York,
and WGY, Schenectady. Charles
W. Hoyt Co., New York, handles
the account.
CLOTHIER PLANNING
RECORD
N. Y. PACT
SIGNING one of the largest contracts for local time, Crawford
Clothes, New York, the week of
Sept. 7. will start 12 hours and 45
minutes of time weekly for 26
weeks on WMCA, New York, a 13week quarter-hour weekly show on
WEAF, New York, and eight hours
weekly on WINS, New York.
Heading the personalities in the
block of time on WMCA is Jimmy
Powers, sports editor of the Neiv
York Daily News and WMCA
sports commentator, heard six
times weekly at 6.30 p. m. Others
are Bob Carter's five-weekly
rhythm styles;
Art Green'sBeach
daily;
recordings
from Manhattan
Sam Brown Sundays at 11 p. m.,
and Bob Bach and his Platterhrain
series Fridays at 10 p. m. In addition, the WMCA schedule includes
4% hours of time on Saturdays devoted to football scores and musical
recordings, and the 1 p. m. and
7.15 p. m. news bulletins six times
weekly.
On WEAF, Crawford will sponsor Scmi Hayes Touchdown Tips
Fridays 6:30-6:45 p. m., starting
Sept. 12. The WINS schedule starts
Sept. 3 on a 13-week basis and includes four five-minute musical
strips, three quarter-hour news
strips, and a quarter-hour sports
strip featuring Don Dunphy, all to
be heard Monday through Saturday. Agency handling the account
is Al Paul Lefton Co., New York.
gomery, Ala. ; Otto F. A. Arnold, Fairhaven, Mass. ; E. H. Smith, Johnston,
S. C. ; Wm. M. Copley Jr., N. Matewan, W. Va. ; Walter W. Debenham,
Auburn, N. Y. ; Jack Avins, Staten
Island, N. Y. ; Edward Balogh, Johnstown, Pa ; G. D. Fogle, Chicago ;
George H. Schmitt, New Orleans ;
Richard F. Koch, Jedarhurst, N. Y. ;
Herbert D. Roistaeher, New York ;
Robert F. Sugnet, Buffalo; Clifford
K. Poarch, Washington ; Harold W.
Kelley, Washington ; Levi H. Robinson, Minard, 111. ; John W. Post, New
Castle, Pa ; Arthur Hall Jr., Morgantown, W. Va.

From groceries to replica diamonds . . . from automobiles to a
zoo . . . the WNOX sponsor list spans the alphabet to spell out phenomenal results.
A man comes 150 miles to buy a WNGX-advertised car; a
drug product reports a record sales increase; a furniture company's
in its fifth year of daily newscasts: — little stories of big results,
in the rich TV Area!
Use the A-Z treatments: ,^dd "^ip to sales with WNOX!

CBS ESTIMATED
LISTENING

1
1
by the
LAKE SUPERIOR
RADIO GROUP
(not a wire network)
WHDF • WJMS • WATW
od, Mich. • Ashland, Wii
Houghton, Mich. •
Group contracts sove 25% on the
three stations and 1 5 Vo on any two
National Representatives:
BOGNER
and MARTIN
295 iyiad.Ave.,N.Y. • 540 N.Mich. Ave., Chicago
Advertising

0.1 MV/M

WHEN
Served

• Broadcast

PRIMARY

AREA FOR KROD

It Serves This Radio -Isolated Marltet!
Surveys show that KROD's .1 MV/M signal is important
in two counties of KROD's primary listening area. It also
is important in the secondary area, because the long
distances from other large cities make this a radioisolated territory, that is covered satisfactorily only by
KROD. Copies of KROD listening area maps as prepared by CBS will be sent upon request.
600 Kilocycles
EL PASO
1000 Watts (Day)
TEXAS
500 Watts (Night)
KI^OID

Dorrance D. Roderick, Owner
Merle H. Tucker, Manager

August

Howard H. Wilson Co.
National Representatives
18, 1941
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Custom-Duilt radio productions
One minute or one hour —
live or transcribed
COVERT
360 N.MICHIGAN AVE,CHICAGO

Shell's Coast Party
SHELL OIL Co., San Francisco,
on Aug. 7 began sponsorship of
Shell Comes to the Party on seven
CBS Pacific Coast stations and
two CBS stations in Arizona,
Thursday 9:15-9:45 p. m. (PST).
The program originates in various
remote pickups by KNX, Hollywood. Other stations on the hookup are: KARM, Fresno; KOIN,
Portland; KSFO, San Francisco;
KFPY, Spokane; KIRO, Seattle;
KROY, Sacramento; KOY, Phoenix; KTUC, Tucson. J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco, handles the account.

Big Bond Show
DEPENDING not alone on
the material sent out by the
Treasury Dept. to promote
the sale of Defense
Bonds
and Stamps,
WHO, Desis
Moines,
staging
Fridaynighta
half - hour
show titled
Dress
h e a r s Rea I,
specially written
duced by
and proDick Anderson, staff announcer. Plugs are devoted
entirely to the defense issues. Cast of the variety
program includes a full
orchestra. The Songfellows,
the Sunset Corners Choir
and staff and guest artists.
Anderson

PROFESSIO.^AL
DIRECTORY

Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

Granik Opens Law Office
THEODORE GRANIX, who has
conducted the American Forum of
the Air on WOR since 1928 and on
MBS since 19.37, has resigned as
special counsel of the U. S. Housing Authority to establish his owri
law offices at 1627 K St., Washington. He will also operate in the
field of public relations. Mr.
Granik founded the Forum while
he was assistant district attorney
of New York County, conducting
it without pay as a labor of love.
When he went to Washington, he
continued the feature on Mutual,
maintaining it on an impartial and
non-political level and through his
work as arranger and moderator
becoming one of the best known
figures on the Washington scene.
He will continue the Forum on
MBS Sunday nights.

CLASSIFIED

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consultins Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAIhfT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Main Office;
Crossroads of
the World
7134 Main St.
Hollywood, Gal.
Kansas Crty, Mo.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND
AA. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
WASH., D. C.
Bowen Bldg.
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BROADCASTING
for Results!

Help wonted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted
Licensed tion.Operator
— For localandVirginia
staState qualifications
acceptable
ING.
starting
salary. Box 813. BROADCASTWanted — Good all around announcer, Virginia station. Must be able to do sports.
State qualifications. Box 808, BROADCASTING.
Immediate Opening — For young announcercopywriter
withpreferred.
two years'
Ad-lib ability
Sendexperience.
complete
work record, picture, continuity sample
and salary. KLO, Ogden, Utah.
Announcer-Writer — Midwestern regional
network station. Commercial copy and
newscasting are important. Advise age,
education, experience, enclose copy samples, and advise if transcription available. Box 804. BROADCASTING.
Wanted — A good announcer with at least
3 years'
Sendexpected
completedraft
details experience.
including salary,
status and a transcription of your voice.
Box 812, BROADCASTING.
Experience — Sports announcer wanted by
Midwest Regional Station in good market. Must be A-1 in basketball and football. Send
detailed
mation, transcription,
and salary expected.
Box infor803,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Thoroughly experienced time
salesman will have exceptional opportunity with new local in very rich agricultural district in midwest. Drawing account plus commission. Give complete
details
first
letter. Box 811, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer Wanted — Northwestern college town of 25,000 — excellent climate
and living conditions wants college man
with
hour
as 3 years'
experience experience
as chief of as5 kwwellstation,
good
references
required.
Station
.5
kw wages
Modified Western Electric CBS affiliate
SI. 15 per hour. Box 802, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
NATIONALLY KNOWN NETWORK PERSONALITY—AGE 37. WITH TEN
YEARS' EXPERIENCE, SEEKS RADIOSIVE
DIRECTORSHIP
PROGRESADVERTISING WITH
AGENCY.
CAN
DELIVER SUPERLATIVE PROGRAMMING AND DEPENDABLE COORDINATION. WRITE BOX 818, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued)
News Reporter — University graduate ; six
years newspaper background. $50 minimum. Immediately. Box 801, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Control, transmitter, now
kilowatt, directional, married. Thoroughly competent, present salary 832.50. Bo-x
807, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
with 1
network— Three
station years'
desires experience
change. Aggressive, able. Age 29. Draft exempt. Box
817, BROADCASTING.
Sports-Special Events Announcer — Expert
play byence.play
all September
sports. Six 15th.
years'BoxexperiAvailable
806, •
BROADCASTING.
Radio Executive Available — Dependable,,
experienced, married man. Tops on
sports, news, programs, sales. Now Man-"
ager Network
but BROADCASTwants changeJ'
South
preferred.Station
Box 815,
ING.
Excellent Announcer — 4 years' experience
news, sports,
general
employed 5000 watts.
Major,work.
minorNow
network
experience. References. transcription,
possible interview. Prefer general West.
Box 816, BROADCASTING.
My Componentgredients Of—Parts
Are Made
LTp OfOrson
InArthur
Godfrey,
Welles. Arch Obler and Earl McGill. I
want only the chance to prove it. Box
814, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Desires change to Western station, permanent,
7 years studio,
with 5 network,
kw: in-r
stallation.
maintenance,
and transmitter experience, 1st class liAge 36. available 2 wks. notice.'
Box 809,cense.BROADCASTING.
Station
Or Director's
Assistant
— 1941 Production
Vassar graduate
with experience
scriptwriting or secretarial with New
York U Summer Radio Workshop, Vassar ExperimentalWGNY,
Theatre.Poughkeepsie.
Two years"
acting-directing
Box 805, BROADCASTING.
Who Needs An Excellent Salesman Oi
Commercial Manager? — Available midSeptember. Outstanding sales record past
7 years in poor market. Married. Draft
exempt. Thoroughly experienced local anc
national
Best Box)ot.'
references.sales,
Givemerchandising.
full particulars.
810, BROADCASTING.
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Disclaims

"Newspaper Tieup
i>ms Only 10 Out of 2,500
ilhares in Publications
itORE far-fetched inclusions in the
-'CC's alleged "newspaper ownerpip" tabulations introduced at the
|)ening
of the recent
newspaperftdio hearings
[Broadcasting,
|jly 28, Aug. 4], are divulged with
7|ie disclosure that Joe L. Smith
2?., son of the Democratic Reprebntative in Congress from Beckby, W. Va., owns only 10 out of
,1500 shares of stock in Beckley
Yewspapers Inc., publisher of the
Heckley Post-Herald and Raleigh
legister. The Beckley newspapers,
bcidentally, last month also pur^liased the Suffolk (Va.) Newslerald.
]eckley,
Young Mr.
controls
"WJLS,
and Smith
WKWK,
Wheeling,
jth listed by the FCC as "A" staions, which purports to indicate
kat more than SOCc of the stations'
lock is held by newspaper interns.
'

Far From the Truth
"I cannot readily understand,"
tys Mr. Smith, "why the FCC insts upon listing WJLS and
''KWK as newspaper affiliated,
ctually, nothing could be further
om the truth, for here in Beckley
it ere has been a minor feud be.'een the radio station and the
ewspaper ever since we first went
4^1 the air. While there is no real
ad blood' between the publisher
the newspaper and myself, at the
me time I know that he would
?ver consult me in regard to any
his newspaper policies, and I
rtainly have no intentions of ever
iscussing any of the radio staon's policies with him."
WKWK, recently licensed as a
?w local in Wheeling, has 180
sued shares, of which 98 are held
^ Mr. Smith, 80 by John Reynolds,
rmer assistant secretary of the
CC who resigned to become its
anager, one by Mr. Smith's
•other, Hulett C. Smith, and one
7 Mary E. Meadows. Hulett C.
iiith also owns 10 shares in Beck^y Newspapers Inc., but has no
:tive interest either in the newsciper or radio businesses.
Aetna to Use Radio
ETNA CASUALTY & SURETY
0., Hartford (insurance) early
I the fall ■wall start a campaign
' transcribed announcements
Monday thru Saturday on 15 staons in New York State, to
:amatize the liabilities involved
. the new State automobile acdent laws going into effect Jan.
; 1942. Agency is Marschalk &
ratt. New York.

Saved by Clipping
ONE of the most unusual requests ever received by the
New York office ■ of Broadcasting came last Thursday
from Al Taranto, timebuyer
of Ted Bates Inc., New York.
Mr. Tai-anto had been called
by his local draft board. He
had married in December and
the board was skeptical. Draft
evader? Could he prove he
had intended to marry before
the numbers were drawn?
And Mr. Taranto remembered. On Oct. 1 Broadcasting had learned of Mr. Taranto's
impending
and carried
an itemmarriage
to that
effect. Proof enough. Mr. Taranto wanted the clipping.
Broadcasting obliged and
somewhere, someplace in New
York a young wife rejoices,
because her husband has been
deferred !

Court Upholds FCC
{Continued from page 10)
recommendations should not be
made without diligently undertaking to secure relevant data and the
informed thought of those likely to
be affected. The surest safeguard
against uninformed and arbitrary
action is to be found in securing
information from those best qualified to know the results of any governmental action.
"Certainly, until such action, if
any, be taken, its constitutionality
cannot be weighed and determined
by a court, and, indeed, no presumption is to be indulged in that any
action will be taken that is unconstitutionalnor
;
is it to be presumed
that the respondent will be required
to give testimony of an irrelevant
or privileged nature. The inquiry
should be conducted fairly and reasonably, and it must be presumed
that it will be. The authority of the
Commission under the Act here involved is broader than the provisions which were challenged in the
Harriman case, and so I do not believe that the question here is controlled by that case."
Authority at Issue
BRIEFLY reviewing the conflicting stands of the FCC and Mr.
Stahlman at oral arguments before Judge Morris last Monday,
Mr. Harris and Mr. Hanson reduced the issue to whether the FCC
in fact had the power to institute
such a broad inquiry as the newspaper-ownership proceeding under
the statutory authority of the
Communications Act.
Mr. Harris argued that the
power unquestionably lay with the
FCC, either for individual or gen-
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eral hearings, under Sections 403
and 309(a) of the Act, with Mr.
Hanson averring that the Commission has no authority "to adopt
or apply any policy or promulgate
rules, the purpose and effect of
which would be to bar persons,
firms or corporations engaged in
the newspaper publishing business
from engaging in the radio broadbusiness", inquiry
much lessinto
to conduct a casting
sweeping
the
conduct of the newspaper business.
He declared the FCC, through
its newspaper-ownership questiontionnaire, had forced "a group of
licensees" to become "stool pigeons"
to report on the business activities and practices of newspapers
and publishers in their respective
areas.
Battle of Briefs
According to the FCC brief, the
Commission on March 20 issued its
Order No. 79, directing an investigation to determine what statement of policy or rules, if any,
should be made concerning applications for FM stations along with
future acquisition of standard
broadcast stations, by persons also
associated with newspaper publishing. Issued July 1, the supplementary Order No. 79A set forth
the issues upon which testimony
would be taken. On July 15 American Newspaper Publishers Assn.,
through Mr. Hanson, filed a petition requesting the FCC to vacate
the two orders on the ground that
the Commission lacked authority
to conduct the proceedings. On
July 23 the FCC issued its written opinion and order denying the
petition.
Continuing, the FCC in its brief
explained that on July 29 Commissioner Ray C. Wakefield had directed a subpoena to Mr. Stahlman, requiring him to appear for
testimony Aug. 1. Mr. Stahlman
failed to appear on the designated
date, on advice of his counsel, Mr.
Hanson, who declared the subpoena amission
nullity
because
Comis without
power"the
to make
the inquiry indicated by its Order
No. 79 and its Order No. 79A."
On Aug. 2 the FCC filed application for an order to show cause
and an order requiring Mr. Stahlman's appearance pursuant to the
subpoena. Judge Morris signed
the order to show cause the same
day, and set last Monday for oral
arguments and presentation of
briefs.
Claims Jurisdiction
that contested
the respondent
no Noting
time has
either "at
the
validity of or the propriety of the
subpoena
per apparently
se", the FCC
stated that
the brief
only
issue was whether the Commission
had jurisdiction to conduct a hearing of the type contemplated by
Orders 79 and 79 A. Citing the
FCC rules and regulations and
their application to newspaper applicants, the Commission brief declared :
"In recent months this problem
has confronted the Commission
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000,000 in defense orders are
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THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON GETS HUGE
DEFENSE INDUSTRY
Latest National Defense project
awarded this area is ammunition
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at Flora —
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more and more frequently due to
the recent commercial debut of FM
broadcasting. As of the date when
hearings began on Order No. 79
(July 23), 45 applications out of
a total of 116 applications for FM
licenses were by newspaper interests. The Commission's duty to act
upon these applications carries with
it the duty to determine the qualifications ofthe applicants. Section
4(j) enjoins the Commission to
'conduct asitswillproceedings
manner
best conducein tosuch
the
proper dispatch of business and to
the ends of justice'. Under Section
309, each of these applications
would hiave to be set for hearing if
the Commission could not determine
from the examination thereof that
public interest, convenience, or necessity would be served by a grant.
Requires Expertness
"To deny the Commission the
power to institute a general inquiry
into the same matter under Section
403, as apparently urged by respondent, would deprive Sections 4(j)
and 403 of all meaning would lead
to the unreasonable result that the
Coinmission is empowered to hold
scores of particular hearings in
order to arrive at a determination
of policy, but is not empowered to
hold one general inquiry for the
same purpose. The broad powers
conferred by these sections can
hardly be construed as intended to
be confined within such a procedural straight- jacket.
"Consideration of the basic
theory underlying the creation of
administrative agencies reinforces

it's a swell habit 1
Asheville is again
classed as a Preferred
City by Sales Management
Expected increase in the
sales-income status for
September is 29% above
that for the same month
last year .,. Asheville
is in 16th place among
all cities in increase.
Using
W'T^C is ofto sales.
cinch
an abundance
Try it ... for RE-SOLTS:

STRATEGY AND KIBITZING were discussed in the pre-game huddle
of the Radio All-Stars of WGN, Chicago, before they played against Bob
Elson's Retrievers, regular WGN team of the Chicago Editorial League.
Left to right, front row: Attilio Baggiore (with bat), producer Paul
Fogarty, Bud Vandover, Bill Anson, Guy Savage (who later sprained his
right ankle), Marlin Hurt (with white hat), Jess Kirkpatrick (with
cigarette). Second row, left to right: George Dietrich, WGN engineer.
Comedian Gordon Vandover, Actor Willard Waterman, Jack Brockhouse,
Andy Frain, Charles Flynn. The Retrievers won, 13 to 9, and the game
netted over $1,000 for Chicago charities.
the conclusion reached from the
clear wording of the statute. One
of the principal reasons for the establishment ofadministrative agencies is to be found in the expectation that such agencies will develop expertness in the administration of difficult specialized matters.
"If the problems in the regulation
of an industry are complex enough
to warrant the establishment of an
administrative agency to deal with
them, it would seem unlikely that
Congress would limit its usefulness
by withholding from it the power to
conduct general hearings for the
purpose of better acquainting itself
with the industry which it must
regulate. Such an intention is not
to be imputed to Congress unless
the basic law creating the agency
explicitly so provides. No color of
such provision is to be found in the
Communications Act.
May Need Legislation
"Moreover, the Commission's authority under Section 403 to institute the proceedings under Orders
79 and 79A is not limited to matters arising under Section 309. An
inquiry is authorized into 'any matter. . . concerning which any question may arise under any of the
provisions' of the Act. Section
4(k) directs the Commission to
make an annual report to Congress
and to include in it 'such recommendations as to additional legislation. ... as the Commission may
deem necessary'. Questions arising
under Section 4(k) are also included within the contemplation of
Section 403.
"It will be seen that the issues to
be examined pursuant to Order No.
79 are broad enough to include subjects concerning which the Commission may wish to consider recommending additional legislation to
the Congress. It should be noted
that the question of common ownership of newspapers and radio stations has been discussed and debated in the halls of Congress on
many
Mr. occasions."
Hanson contended during
oral argument, in support of his
brief, that the FCC not only had
no authority to conduct the news-
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paper-ownership hearings, but also
that that it had slipped in the idea
of making a report to Congress,
based on evidence adduced at the
hearings, only as an afterthought
when Order 79 had been challenged. He asked, "Just what did
the FCC have in mind with Order
"The chief question is whether
the Commission has the power to
make a classification of newspaper
publishers either for the purpose of
granting or denying radio licenses
simply because they are identified
with Commission
newspapers,"hashe that
declared.
79?"
the
power,"IfI
grant that it has the power to call
such a hearing. If it does not have
that power, then certainly such an
inquiry
is illegal."
The FCC
questionnaire sent out
to licensees revealed a "sweeping
inquiry" into the newspaper publishing business, Mr. Hanson declared. He said "a group of licensees" were used by the FCC as
"stool pigeons" to bring in information on newspaper policies
over the country.
A Fishing Expedition
Reviewing explicit provisions of
the Communications Act that
broadcasting stations were not
common carriers and that certain
types of persons were disqualified
from holding broadcast licenses,
Mr. Hanson cited a series of court
decisions, among them the Tri-State
Broadcasting, Sanders Bros, and
Colorado Radio Co. cases, all of
which, he said, indicated that there
was nothing to prevent a newspaper from owning a radio station,
and that apart from individuals
specifically disqualified in the Act,
anyone satisfying the basic requirements concerning equipment, competent service, financial ability and
interference
would be a passible licensee.

preme Court bans on "fishing expeditions", which he charged the
FCC proceeding constituted.
Declaring the FCC inquiry was
pure and simple an expedition into
the newspaper field, over v/hich the
Commission certainly had no jurisdiction under the Act, Mr. Hanson
declared the FCC had no legal
power to make such an investigation, and the subpoena issued
against Mr. Stahlman in connection
with the proceedings amounted to
a violation of due process.
In a colloquy with Mr. Hanson,
Judge Morris commented that it is
not to be taken for granted that the
FCC inquiry would abridge the constitutional rights of the press, since
conceivably it could improve the
position of the press in regard to
station ownership. Mr. Hanson
granted this point, but reemphasized that Order 79 made no mention of any "report to Congress",
commenting that "a legislative inquiry must have a legislative purLater Judge Morris engaged in
an exchange with Mr. Hanson, asking why, if the FCC can go into individual situations on specific inquiry, it cannot on general inquiry
"explore all the advantages of
pose".
newspaper
Hanson replied ownership".
that this wouldMr.amount
to an "encroachment" on other individuals, pointing to the impossibility of establishing any general
classification of newspapers as being "good" or "bad" or "better"
or "worse".
Smith Bros. News
SMITH BROS., Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. (cough drops, syrup) about
Nov. 13 will begin sponsorship of
Knox Manning & the News on an
un-named number of CBS-Pacific
Network stations, four nights
weekly. Times have not yet been
set. Contract is for 17 weeks.
J. D. Tarcher & Co., New York,
handles the account.
Cort Cigarette Test
RIGGIO TOBACCO Corp., Brook-'
lyn, has signed for a 13-week test
on WINS, New York, for Cort:
Cigarettes, marking the first timet
radio
beenof used
for the
prod-'
uct. Ahastotal
455 live
half-minute announcements, at the rate of
35 weekly, will be used. Agency is
M. H. Hackett Inc., New York.

Emphasizing that the FCC had
mentioned no "report to Congress"
in Order 79, Mr. Hanson declared
that Mr. Stahlman had been asked
to testify on "some ancient history"
in the newspaper field, and not on
any matter directly concerning
him. He also called to mind SuBROADCASTING
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]LLIED IS AWARDED
FEDERAL CONTRACT
tEGARDED as the largest recordg contract yet signed by the Gov■nment, the Procurement Division
' the Treasury Department last
riday awarded to Allied Record
fg. Co., Hollywood, the contract
jT all Government recording durg the next year. The contract,
■eviously held by Allied for 15
onths before it was awarded to
BC for the last two years, covers
cording, processing, pressing and
•ogram
production for all Govnment features.
The company has established a
ashington office and will use
adios of WOL for recording. The
tual recording will be done by
. S. Recording Co., Washington.
is expected the contract will
present a minimum volume of
50,000 annually. Transactions
th the Procurement Division in
ashington were handled for Al;d by Irving Fogel.

Blue Moon Spots
BLUE MOON FOODS Inc., Thorp,
Wis. (cheese spreads) recently
started participations on Saturday
Morning Open House, on WCCO,
Minneapolis, for a period of 13
weeks. The company is also participating on Dear Imogene, on
WOR, New York, and on June
Baker, on WGN, Chicago. H. B.
LeQuatte Inc. is the agency.

Kirkman Spots
DLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
., Jersey City (Kirkman soaps),
Aug. 18 will launch a 13-week
mpaign of participations and one
nute transcribed announcements
to 19 times weekly on WBEN
EBR WHAM WFBL WSYR
IBX WGY WOKO WNBF
3ENY WERC WLEU WJTN.
j?ency is N. W. Ayer & Son, New
prk.

New Sweetheart Drive
MANHATTAN SOAP CO., New
York (Sweetheart soap flakes) beginning the first week in September, will launch an extensive campaign of transcribed announcements and chain breaks on 40 Midwest stations. Contracts are for
12 weeks. Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., New York, handles the account.

^^^^^^

I Fitzpatrick Extends
[tZPATRICK BROS., Chicago
fitchen Klenzer) , is adding marjts and expects to attain national
iktribution by the first of the year.
'j:ir fall, the company plans to use
]|rticipating programs and onejnute dramatized announcements
stations in new markets, deiinding upon availabilities and lo1 marketing conditions. Agency
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.

/

Beechnut Campaign
BEECHNUT PACKING Co., Canojoharie, New York, is planning its
fall spot campaign for Beechnut
gum on a large list of stations, as
yet not completely settled. Schedule
will be similar to last year's campaign, York,
according to
Newell-Emmett
Co., New
agency
in charge,
which will announce details later
this month.

^ e^etiil

O'Sullivan Jingles
SULLIVAN RUBBER Co., Winlester, Va. (rubber soles) on Sept.
'Jwill begin a campaign of onei^inute transcribed jingles, played
;o 26 times weekly on the follows k stations: WBAL WNAC WORL
i liCFL WAAF KFI KHJ WABC
INS WOV WFIL WPEN KALE
mFO KFRC KIRO WRC. Confacts are for 13 weeks. Bermingm, Castleman
& Pierce, New
•rk, handles the account.
Sheaffer to Start
. A. SHEAFFER PEN Co., Fort
ftdison, la., on Sept. 1 will start
schedule of evening chain break
bouncements, varying from one
three times per week on 80 stains. Contract will run through
ristmas. Agency is Russel M.
leds Co., Chicago.
Quaker Net Comedy
iJAKER
Chicago,
has
pided on OATS
the titleCo.,That
Brewster
\y for the weekly half -hour comic^matic program, which will start
i Sept. 8 on 51 NBC-Red stations,
jb
Quaker
Mother's
Pro|iam
will and
emanate
fromOats.
Chicago
l':Mondays, &9:30-10
Agency
jiRuthrauff
Ryan, p.m.
Chicago.
IROADCASTING
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'Alert' Exhibited
MEMBERS of the Defense
Communications Board last
Thursday witnessed a special
demonstration of the RCA
"alert receiver", newly-perfected device which rings a
bell to summon its owner,
gives him instructions broadcast by his Civil Defense
Chief and then shuts itself off
automatically. The Washington demonstration, super\ased
by Arthur Van Dyck, in
charge of the RCA License
Laboratories where the device was perfected [Broadcasting, Aug. 4], was presented at the request of FCC
and DCB Chairman James
Lawrence Fly. Members of
the FCC staff and the press
observed its operation at a
second demonstration later in
the day.
Brewery Discs
GALVESTON-HOUSTON BREWERIES, Galveston, Tex. (Southern
Select beer), on Sept. 5 will start
a series of quarter-hour transcribed
programs, five times a week, on
KGKO, Fort Worth, and a series
of six-weekly quarter-hour programs on WACO WFAA WOAI
KPRC KLUF KWFT KRGV
KFJZ KGXC KTSM XEJ. Sponsor will also advertise its product
on one-minute transcribed announcements, from one to three
times weeklv, on KXYZ KRIC
KTBC KPLT KRIS KNOW KTEM
KFDM KRMD. Contracts vary
from a month to 52 weeks. Agency
is Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
Big Ballantine Series
P. BALLANTINE & SONS, Newark, on Sept. 12 will start a variety
program on 75 Mutual stations,
featuring Charles Laughton, Milton Berle, Shirley Ross and Bob
Crosby's orchestra. Programs will
be heard Fridays at 9:30 p.m. in
the interests of Ballantine's beer
and ale. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., Los Angeles.
Maltex Making Up List
MALTEX Co., Burlington, Vt.
(Maltex cereals), starting the middle of September is planning a
campaign of participations on
Woman of Tomorrow, WJZ, New
York; Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network; Uncle Don, WOR, New York
and Home Forum, KDKA, Pittsburgh. Other markets will be added. Agency is Samuel C. Croot Co.,
New York.
Lane Bryant Series
LANE BRYANT Inc., New York
(mail order house), on Aug. 18 is
to launch a campaign of participations and live announcements plugthe company's
catalogue
WHO gingKMA
WNAX WDZ
WWVAon
WSM KXOK KWFT WLS WLW
WIBW. Agency is Huber Hoge &
Sons, New York.
WALTER LURIE, free-lance producer, has incorporated his own radio
production company, RaoiO Showmanship, Inc., with offices at 341 Madison
Ave., New York.
Page 62
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Anti-Ad Front Widening
(Continued from page 9)
level off the situation to prevent
that he has a "desire to control it"
the successful national advertiser
Assistant Attorney General Thurfrom getting too far ahead of his
man Arnold's current enforcement
less successful competitor.
activities in the food, drug, tobacco,
Several weeks ago, Mr. Arnold
gasoline and other industries include several sidelight attacks on topped this off by sending a questionnaire to the leading gasoline
advertising. In his June, 1940, inand oil companies, asking them
against the Mr.
"big Arnold
four'* how and why they advertised their
cigarette dictment
companies,
charged defendants with the use products. Mr. Arnold indicated that
of "extensive and continuous na- these companies advertise their
gasoline, create an insistent detionwide advertising" to maintain
mand for their product, and then
"such a public demand and ac- use this
demand as a means of
ceptance for their
brands"
that defendants
weremajor
able to
force forcing the retail gasoline station
retailers and others to handle their to buy their whole line of products.
Here, again, Mr. Arnold apparently
products on arbitrary and unreaindicates that he would place a
sonable prices and terms. Mr. Ar- limit
on the success of a national
nold not only attacked the allegedly
advertising campaign.
illegal terms and prices, but blamed
their existence on successful adNew York Milk Case
vertising— in short, not only did
In
a
May, 1941, indictment
Mr. Arnold attack alleged monopolagainst the large milk distributors
istic practices, per se, but also went
in the metropolitan New York area,
out of his way to ring in advertisMr. Arnold charged that a two-cent
ing which dees not constitute an
differential
between branded "Grade
offense against the anti-trust act.
A" milk, highly advertised as
Letter to Oil Companies
superior to other brands, and
Since it must be assumed that "Grade B" milk, sold by independents and defendants but not supall advertising is designed to create a demand for a commodity,
ported by large amounts of advertising, is unjustified because there
Mr. Arnold's apparent position is is no substantial
difference between
this — advertising in general is althe two grades. Aside from the
right, but when it is so successful
that it creates an insistent demand
of whether "Grade A"
for a commodity or brand, then the question
and "Grade B" are identical, Mr.
Antitrust Division can step in and
Arnold apparently is hitting at the
heart of advertising — brand names
— by contending that a company
cannot charge more for branded
articles backed by advertising.
In June, 1941, the Antitrust
Division secured an indictment
against the evaporated milk industry in which virtually the same
principle was involved — a charge
that the industry set a differential between the prices of their
primary advertised brands and
their secondary brands.
Andries finally,
Mr. Arnold's
and legislative
proposalstheoin
regard to changing the patent and
trade mark laws are regarded by
lawyers in those fields as having
a bearing on the future of adverSERIOUS MOMENT for this group
charge
that Mr.
noldtising.
wouldTheylike
to limit
the Arlife
of executives occurred when Nathan
Elliot (seated), president of West and effectiveness of patents and
Coast Construction Co., Beverly trade marks, which they claim is
Hills, Cal., one of the largest Pa- the heart of national advertising.
cific Coast home builders and re- Without exclusive protection for
modelers, signed a 52-week contract a product or a name, advertising
to sponsor the weekly quarter-hour
Hollyivood on Parade and 12 spot would only serve to help the competitor as well as the advertiser.
announcements per week on KMPC,
While not of major interest to
that city. Bending over Mr. Elliot
is Walter B. Davison, KMPC sales national edvertisers, Mr. Arnold
manager, as Walter Shanks, ac- also is looking into the field of
count executive of T. Tyler Smith cooperative advertising, such as is
Adv. & Merchandising, Hollywood generally
practiced by voluntary
agency servicing the account, looks
on. Firm, new to radio, will devote groups of independent food and
more than 90 9<: of its advertising drug stores as a means of meeting chain store competition. Mr.
appropriation to the medium. Following the first 13 weeks, Holly- Arnold wants to know whether this
wood on Parade is to be sponsored form of advertising is a means of
twice weekly.
fixing prices. Likewise, he has expressed opposition to State fair
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., had its an- trade laws, a device by which the
tenna struck by lightning July 31. Due distributors of nationally adverto fast work by Cecil Scuitt, engineer
tised products prevent the sale of
at the 10,000-watt transmitter, the sta- these products below certain stated
tion was back on the air exactly 11
minutes after the accident.
prices, and to State unfair trade
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laws which prevent the sale oij
such products below cost as a mean^
of drawing customers to a store.
Meat Packing Cases

Mr. Arnold's latest effort to tie ir
advertising to his anti-trust pro
gram came on Aug. 13 when th.
Antitrust Division secured an indictment against 81 meat packing
companies, including the nation'?
leading advertised-brand distributors, and the American Meat Institute, trade association for the packers. The indictment charged thai
the packers conspired to raisf
prices of hams during the perio'
immediately pi-eceding Easter b;,
withholding the sale of hams foi
use on Easter Sunday until ont
month prior to Easter. According
to the indictment, the net effect oi
this practice was to increase prices
during peak demand.
The indictment pointed out thai
the meat industry stimulated a demand for hams by pushing it ir
nationwide advertising campaigns
in an effort to make ham the traditional Easter Sunday dish the
same way turkey is the Thanksgiving dish. Again the point car
be raised as to why Mr. Arnold insisted on including a reference tc
successful national advertising campaigns in an incident in which i1
must be assumed that the allegec
pricing violations are covered bj
the Sherman act, per se, and have
nothing to do with the success oi
failure of a national advertising
campaign.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISy se- '
SION: Early
in 1940
udFTC
Stthe
FTC
cured funds from Congress to pro-'
mote an inquiry into the "cost oi
distribution". In justifying the inquiry for the House Appropriations
Committee, FTC said it would trj
to find out whether advertising
served an economic purpose anc
performed a service to consumers
When leaders of the advertising industry protested vigorously, FTC
issued a formal statement saying
that it did not intend to investigate
advertising as such.
According to FTC sources, the
advertising angle was slipped intc
the investigation by the Economici
Division without the Commissioi
itself realizing the full import oJ
the situation. However, the FTC
denial does not wipe out the essen
tial fact that there must be som(
people in high places on the Com^
mission's staff who question th(
economic
ing in thejustification
distributionof ofadvertis'
goods
Even if the final report, which ha*
been delayed due to defense ac
tivities — so say FTC sources — is
not antagonistic to advertising, tW
question arises as to what was th(
need of investigating advertising
in the first place if its place ii
distribution is not under fire.
Sherwin-Williams Case [
In December, 1939, FTC issuei
a Robinson-Patman Act complain
against
the Sherwin-Williani;
Paint Co. and
subsidiaries tha
• Broadcast
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(gives the hint that this law might
jsome day be used as a weapon
to eliminate price differentials between advertised brands and nondvertised, o r lesser-advertised,
omparable commodities put out by
he same company. This act is defeigned to force a seller to offer
pis commodities on similar terms
jand at similar prices to all buyers.
In the Sherwin-Williams case,
IfTC apparently questions the practice of selling paint under one ad|vertised trade name at one price,
jwhile a subsidiary is selling comE'arable paint under another trade
ame at a different price. The implied theory is — any price differential between the respective cornarable products of an affiliated
roup would constitute a price disprimination, if those comparable
^products were of like grade, even
though they might be sold under
[different nationally advertised
[jbrand names. In fact, the theory is
^omewhat similar to that used by
ipir. Arnold
in the milk
and evaporated milk cases,
but FTC
would
jse the Robinson-Patman Act as
■fs means of operation, while the
LiAntitrust Division would use the
iSherman Act.
This theory would strike at the
heart of many advertised brands
loecause it would mean the levelingpff of prices for advertised brands
5and similar items sold under prii/ate, or non-advertised brands. It
iiivould mean that the distributor
Jtvould not be able to pass on anj'
ti)f the costs of advertising, and the
advertised brand would be at a
competitive disadvantage with the
non-advertised brand. In general,
?iowever, it must be noted that
?TC is less radical in its approach
..o advertising as an institution
-han other government agencies.
-Essentially a middle-of-the-road
^agency, FTC's main business is
"■•'egulating advertising claims and
"Irastic reduction in advertising
;;enerally might cut do-wn the numjer of FTC
"customers" and
-leave it without much to do.
Congressional Ideas
2i
rjj CONGRESS: Although the reoort, monographs, and activities of
iCNEC have been almost forgotten
, -jn the rush of the defense emer-
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DAYTIME

ARGUMENTS

NBC-Blue Catechism Offers Potent Reasons
For Guidance of Salesmen
WHILE there is no special news in variations most of these serials deal
the list of reasons why daji;ime
with just about the same human elementsdesires.
and appeal to the same emobroadcasting pays which the NBCtional
Blue Network recently distributed
7.
Daytime
advertising being prito its salesmen, it includes some
m
a
r
i
l
y
a
woman's
advertising
medium,
fundamental arguments for radio
it has attracted scores
of advertisers
salesmen, network or spot, to re- whose products are of special interest
view occasionally. Here they are:
to women. Their commercial announcements have a real following of
1. The daytime radio audience consists of the largest group of women
their own. resembling that of dewho can be reached by an advertising
partment store advertisements in newsmessage through a single medium.
papers, which are of more interest to
women
than
the news and editorial
2. Radio is the women's sole comcontents are.
panion in the majority of homes when
the husband has gone to work and the
8. Because of this interest, adverchildren are away at school.
tisers have customarily given more de3. Daytime radio jDrograms have
tails about their products, more exbeen designed particularly to fit a
plicit commercials. Women not only
woman's needs, desires and likes, accept more sales talk — they apparwhereas evening programs have to be
ently expect it — and women are the
broader — and therefore less direct purchasing
agents of the family.
—of appeal.
9. For years daytime advertisers
4. For the above reason, women pay
made attractive premium offers
more attention to ichat is said in day- have
of all kinds which have produced much
time radio programs — the programs
higher responses than most evening
and their personalities are definitely
offers.
part of their lives.
Women from
expectexperience
these offers
Strong Habits
have10. learned
that— they
tbey
are well worthwhile — and they will go
5. Most daytime programs are heard
five times a week (and most of the out and purchase products in order to
return boxtops for the items offered.
remainder at least three times a week)
11. Approached during daytime
which means that habits of listening are stronger and more firmly en- hours when her problems are before
her, a woman registers in her mind
trenched than for onee-a-week eventhe suggestions made and puts them
ing shows.
into practical use in her marketing.
6. Far from interfering with each
12. Rates for daytime hours are
other, the numerous daytime serials
actually help each other. For all their only one-half of evening rates.
gency, there is a strong possibility
that one of the first post-war problems to face industry will be Congressional legislation based on the
work of this investigating committee. While the final report was
not particularly hostile to advertising, many of the TNEC activities leading up to the final report
were.
The Committee published a
monograph by Isadore Lubin. then
Commissioner of Labor Statistics,
which was unfavorable to nationally advertised brands of drug
goods — the report pointing out how
non-advertised drug items of similar nature could be obtained at
lower prices. The Committee also
heard testimony and received a
monograph from Donald Montgomery and his aides at the Consumer
Counsel's office of the Agriculture
Department, the major theme of
which was the necessity for establishing government standards and
grades for consumer goods, thus
obviating the necessitj' of using
brand names as guides to quality
and grades of goods. In addition,
TNEC endorsed most of Mr. Arnold's theories in regard to antitrust, patent, trade mark, and fair
trade legislation.
No one is paying serious attention to the activities of a Senate
Committee to Study Problems of
Small Business, and yet this committee has announced plans to
study the effect of large scale advertising on the small businessman.
Behind the scenes of this committee
are some men who are known for
their decidedly hostile views toward
big business, particularly the
chains, and if anjd;hing comes of
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'Hap Hazard' Stays
S. C. JOHNSON & Son, Racine,
Wis. (polish), -will continue Hap
Hazard, summer fill-in for Fibber
McGee & Molly, as a permanent
network show effective Oct. 1. Currently Hap Hazard is heard on 99
NBC-Red stations, Tues., 9:30-10
p.m. (EDST), but will shift to
Wednesday 7:30-8 (EST) on an
unnamed number of NBC-Red stations, when Fibber returns. The
Hap Hazard series features Ransom Sherman in the title role, supported by Edna
O'Dell andLouis
Billy&
Mills. Agency
is Needham,
Brorby, Chicago.

then forgotten. And yet, seven
months after this bill was forgotten, the House Ways & Means
ing.
Committee adopted the idea of taxing radio and billboards advertisGRADE LABELING: This is one
activity that cannot be catalogued
as belonging to any one particular
government agency, although its
progress centers around the Agricultural Marketing Service of the
Agriculture Department. It also is
an activity that, for the present,
is confined to the canned fruit and
vegetable segment of the food industry. But there is no telling when
the principle might be broadened
to other industries, if it is once
forced on the food industry. The
idea is being pushed by government reformers and militant consumer groups.
It embodies the establishment of
government standards and grades
for canned fruits and vegetables,
and the marking on the labels of
grade letters A, B, C, D, etc. This
strikes at advertised brands because it implies that the consumer
need not pay attention to advertised brands and can, instead, rely
on the government grade. Grade
labeling has been making some
headway in recent months in the
form of voluntary programs initiated by the Agricultural Marketing Service and the National Retailer-Consumer Council.
Hecker

Flour on MBS

HECKER PRODUCTS Corp.,
Chicago, On Sept. 8 is starting a
new series of daytime programs
titled At Your Service in the interests of Ceresota and Aristos
flour on six MBS stations, details to
be announced later. WGR. Buffalo;
WGN, Chicago; KWK, St. Louis,
and WHB, Kansas City, will air
the programs Monday, Wednesday
and
12: 15-12and:'30WIP,
p.m., Philawhile
WOR,Friday,
New York,
delphia, will record the show for
later broadcast at 1 p. m. On Oct.
6, the latter two stations will take
the program live at 12:15 p. m.
Agency is Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.

Fay for Lewis-Howe
LEWIS -HOWE Co., St. Louis
(Tums), on Oct. 16 or 23 will start
sponsorshin of a new variety show
featuring Frank Fay on an undisclosed number of NBC-Red stations Saturday 10:30-11 p.m.
(EST).
Othersvocalist,
in" the cast
Bob
Hannon,
Harryinclude
Salter's orchestra, George Haggerty
and Keenan WjTin. Company is also
sponsoring
ure Chest onHorace
69 Red Heidt's
stations TreasTuesday 8:30-9. Agency for both accounts is Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.

COMPLETE 1941 schedule of the
Chicago Bears, of the National
Professional Football League, will
be broadcast exclusively by WENR,
Chicago. Games will be broadcast
every Sunday afternoon from Sept.
28 through Dec. 7, seven of which
will emanate from Chicago, and
four from other cities in the circuit.
Fort Pearson, sports announcer of
NBC,dle theChicago,
is scheduled
professional
games. to han-

their study it can be assumed that
it Avill embody an attack on advertising as one of the means which
hamper the activity of small businessmen. It must be recalled that
Rep. Voorhis (R-Cal.) introduced
a bill to tax advertising and billboards last December in the closing days of the last session of Congress. Everyone knew that the bill
could not be passed, and it was
generally regarded as one of the
thousands of bills introduced and

Rockwood Placing
ROCKWOOD & Co., Brooklyn
(chocolate), on Sept. 15 starts participations onFeature Foods, WLS,
Chicago; Bessie Beatty, WOR, New
York and The Norma Young Program, KHJ, Los Angeles. The
Homemakers Club on the latter station also be used starting in
October. Other markets will be announced inthe near future. Federal
Adv. Agency, New York, handles
the account.

Bears Games

August
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Decisions . . .
AUGUST 9
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, ScrippsHoward Radio Inc., Houston, denied motion
postponement consolidated hearing CP new
station ; WLAW, Lawrence, Mass,, withdrew petition intervene application KWK
CP 680 kc unl. directional ; NEW, George
Grant Brooks, Scranton, Pa., granted in
part continuance consolidated hearing to
9-16-41.
AUGUST 12
NEW, Western Radio Corp., Pendleton,
— Granted CP new station 1240 kc 250
wOre.unl.
NEW, Don Lee Broadcasting System,
Hollywood — Granted CP new commercial
television station Channel No. 1 emission
A5 and special for FM, unl.
NEW, Zenith Radio Corp., ChicagoGranted CP new commercial television station Channel
for FM,
unl. No. 1 emission A5 and special
W3XE, W3XP, Philadelphia— Granted
consent transfer control from stockholders
of Philco Radio & Television Corp. to
Philco
Corp.and (transferoi-s
all issued
outstanding agree
stock toofexchange
licensee
for
equal
number
common
voting stock of
transferee).
WKNF, Keene, N. H.— Granted consent
assignment license to WKNE Corp.
SET FOR HEARING— KRBC, Abilene,
Tex., CP change 1470 kc, increase 1 kw
unl., install, move transmitter ; WQBC,
Vicksburg, Miss., modification license to
w N 1 kw D : NEW, San Jacinto Broad1470 kc, change hours to unl. with 500
casting Co., Houston, CP new station 1470
kc 1 kw unl. contingent on KXYZ vacating
channel ; all three applications to be heard
jointly.
MISCELLANEOUS— KFQD, Anchorage,
Alaska, application to transfer control to
Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co. placed in
pending file under Order 79 ; NEW, West
Allis Broadcasting Co., West Allis, Wis.,
denied petition reconsider and grant CP
new station ; WWRL. Woodside, L. I..
N. Y., denied petition to amend findings,
conclusions and order issued in Brooklyn
cases or reconsieration and oral argument
thereon ; KWTO, Springfield, Mo., granted
CP install directional increase to unl.
hours, grant subject to any future ruling
of Commission on multiple ownership.
AUGUST 15
MISCELLANEOUS — KFUO, Clayton,
Mo., granted modification CP new transmitter, increase to 850 kc ; KFJI, Klamath Falls, Ore., denied intervention
Herald Pub. Co, Klamath Falls, and D.
SchaefTer denied intervention as well as
petition for investigation and to strike
KFJI's
; WFMJ,,
Youngstown
granted petition
intervention
Washington
Broadcasting Co, Washington. Pa. ; WPRP,
Ponce, P. R, granted continuance hearing to 11-3-41 ; WEEU, Reading, Pa„
granted amendment CP to 5 kw unl., directnooail, motion to remove from docket
without prejudice to filing another petition to remove was dismissed.
Applications . . .
AUGUST 12
NEW, Worcester Telegram Publishing
Co. Inc., Worcester, Mass. — Amend CP new
station to 46.1 me 10,000 sq. mi. 2,703,202
population.
NEW, WBNX Broadcasting Co. Inc..
New mc.
York — Amend CP new FM station to
48.3
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y.— CP change
790 kc, increase
1 kw and hours to unl, directional N.
NEW, WKAL Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich
CP new station 1080 kc 1 kw D.
NEW, James F. Hopkins Inc., Ann ArD. bor, Mich. — CP new station 1050 kc 1 kw
NEW, Etowsah Broadcasting Co., Gadsunl. den, Ala. — CP new station 860 kc 250 w
NEW, Roy Branham Albaugh, Waco,
Tex. — CP new station 250 w unl.
WGRC, New Albany, Ind.— Amend CP
change frequency to 790 kc, decrease prorectionalposed power to 1 kw ; 5 kw D, install diKMYC,
Cal.— Modification license 250 Marysville,
w.
AUGUST U
WSAR,
Fall
River, Mass.— CP change
1470 kc.
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NEW, Eastern Broadcasting Co.,
Patchogue, N. Y. — CP new station 550 kc
1 kw unl.
NEW, Kennebec Broadcasting Co., Augusta, Me. — CP new station 1400 kc 250 w
requesting facilities WRDO.
WHAT,
time hours.Philadelphia— Amend CP to dayWIBG, toGlenside,
— Authority
control
Paul F. Pa.Harron,
Josephtransfer
Lang,
John B. Kelly and Anthony J. Drexel
Biddle Jr. transferring 100 shares common,
issuing 100 new shares.
B. S. Sadler,
CPNEW,
new station
1340 kcNew
250 Bern,
w unl. N. C—
WMIN, Minneapolis — Amend CP to resite. duce N power to 1 kw, change transmitter
NEW, The Continental Broadcasting Co.,
Salt Lake City, Utah — CP new station
610 kc 1 kw directional unl.

Burnet, Cook Are Named
RCA
Vice - Presidents
MEADE BURNET and Jay D.
Cook have
been Mfg.
electedCo.,
vice-presidents of RCA
by the
board of directors, it was announced Friday by George K.
Throckmorton, president. Mr. Burnet, whose service with RCA and
predecessor companies dates from
1919, will continue his present duties as manager of the engineering
products ernment
division,
including
Govbusiness. Mr.
Cook, whose

Tentative Calendar . . .
WPAY, Portsmouth, 0.. license renewal,
transfer
to Brush-Moore Newspapers Inc.control
(Aug. 18).
KGLU, Safford, Ariz., license renewal
(Sept. 16).
WARM, Scranton, Pa., license cover CP ;
NEW, Anthracite Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
Scranton, CP new station 1400 kc 250 w
unl. ; NEW, George Grant Brooks Jr.,
Scranton, same (consolidated hearing,
Sept. 16).
NEW, Hawaiian Broadcasting System
Ltd., Honolulu, CP new station 1340 kc
250 w unl. (Sept. 29).
NEW, Scripps-Howard Radio Inc., Houston, CP new station 1230 kc 250 w unl. ;
NEW, Texas Star Broadcasting Co., Houston, same ; NEW, Greater Houston Broadcasting Co. Inc. Houston, same (consolidated hearing, Sept. 29).
WSAM, Saginaw, Mich., modification license 1400 kc 250 w unl. (Oct. 10).
WJAX, Jacksonville, Fla., CP 930 kc 5
kw unl. directional N (Oct. 13).
KALB, Alexandria, La., CP 580 kc 1 kw
unl. directional N (Oct. 15).
WAAF, Chicago, CP 950 kc 1 kw unl.
directional N (Oct. 17).
WIBG, Glenside, Pa.— Modification license to 990 kc. ltd. Knoxville (Oct. 20).
WBRY. Waterbury, Conn.— Modification
CP to 560 kc unl. directional (Oct. 22).

"WANT

GET

BIG

14 years with RCA and a predecessor company began in the cost
accounting department, will continue in charge of the international division, which handles export
business and directs the activities
of
ies. its foreign subsidiary companNBC Shortwave Post
SHORTWAVE listening post for
Far East pickups has been established by NBC at North Hollywood,
Cal,, with Mort Smith, network engineer, as supervisor. A. A. Schechter, NBC New York director of
news and special events. Was in
Hollywood to complete the set-up
and arrange for a staff. The post is
similar to that at Bellmore, Long
Island.
HENRY F. SCARR of the specialty
product division of Western Electric
Co., New York, on Aug. 16, flew to
Seattle to speak at the Pacific Coast
convention of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, Aug. 20-23. Subject of his
talk will be "Practical Speech Input
Systems and System Objectives for
Broadcast Service."

BUILD-UP?

INPUT"
"Small
SPE
have plenty
ECH
22Cstations
savvy when
they put wampum on Western Electric
23C," says Chief Engineer. "It gives total
gain of 96 db — provides uniform frequency response from 30 to 15,000 cycles
— is OK for FM. So simple papoose
can operate. For whole story, send
runner to Graybar Electric, Graybar
Building, New York."

Western

Electric
BROADCASTING
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CONSTRUCTION permits for t
new commercial television statio
one in Chicago and the other
Hollywood, were granted Aug.
by the FCC.
The Chicago grant was to Zen
Radio Corp. and authorizes fi
time use of Channel No. 1 (50,0,;
56,000 kc), using special emiss i
for FM. Zenith proposes to
the facilities of its present exp(
mental television station, W9X/
for commercial operation.
Don Lee Broadcasting Syst(
recipient of the Hollywood c
struction permit, will also t
Channel No. 1 with special en
sion for FM and contemplates i
lizing the equipment of its exist:
experimental
television stati
W6XA0.
The FCC last Tuesday gran
consent to transfer control of
perimental
television static
W3XE and W3XP from stockhc
ers of Philco Radio & Televis
Corp. to Philco Corp. The tra
ferors agree to exchange all
issued and outstanding capi
stock of the licensee, which is ]
826 shares, common, with a i
value of $100 per share, for
equal number of shares of
common voting stock of the tra
feree which also has a par value
$100 per share.
GE Shortwave Studio
On Coast Are Dedicat
GENERAL ELECTRICS inter
tional broadcasting stc^tion, KG
officially dedicated Aug. 6 its n
studios in the Fairmont Hotel, 1"
Hill, San Francisco. The power
KGEI, which for 2% years 1
been located on Treasure Island
San Francisco Bay, recently
increased from 20 to 50 kv. Its n
transmitter house recently
completed at Belmont, on prope
adjoining the KPO transmitter.
Manager E. T. (Buck) Hai
announced
appointment
of t
staff members to care for the
creased volume of work. Merrill
Phillips, who spent two years w
GE's broadcasting activities
Schenectady, has been added
the San Francisco staff, as has J;
Bennett, chief English-speak
announcer. Bennett formerly v
music director of KQ Y, mana;
of KIIUB and more recently on
announcing
KPO-KGO. and j.rtist staff
KGEI operates on 9,760 kc, fr
4 to 9:1c a. m. and from 9:30 p.
to 1 a.m. (PST). Its freque:
from 4 to 9 p. m. (PST) is
330 kc.
More Money for Motoring
TO BE USED in speeding up its m
itoring, translating and analy
functions, and increase the oppo
nity for their practical applicatio
defense problems, the Foreign Br
cast Monitoring Service of the
last Friday received from Cong
an additional appropriation of $2
000 for fiscal year 1942. Added to
regular $600,000 appropriation
1942, provided recently by Congr
FBMS will have a total operating
propriation
of $800,000
[Broadcasting,
June 2, for
16]. the
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All kime EDSTunless olherwise indicated.

New Business
P. BALLAXTIXE & SONS. Newark
(beer), on Sept. 12 starts Three Ring
Time on 75 MBS stations. Fri.,
9:30-10 p. m. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Los Angeles.
ipELAWARE. LACKAWANNA &
iWESTERN EAILROAD Co., New
IYork (Blue Coal), on Sept. 28 reIsumes The Shadoir on MBS, Sun.,
15:30-6 p.m. (EST) Agency: Ruthllrauff & Ryan, N. X.
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
: (Wheaties), on Sept. 29 starts
Jack Aj-msirong on MBS. Mon.
-'thru Fri.. 5:30-5:45 p.m. (EST)
Agency : Knox-Reeves, Minneapolis.
WANDER Co.. Chicago (Ovaltine).
ijifon Sept. 29 starts Captain Miduighi
fon MBS, Mon. thru Fri. 5 :45-6 p. m.
I(EST) Agency: Blackett-Sample/Hummert, Chicago.
jAMERICAN BIRD PRODUCTS,
^'iChicago
. on Oct.on199 starts
American \])irdseed)
Radio Warblers
MBS
rfjistation. Sun.. 1-1:15 p. m. (EST).
Agency : Weston-Burnett, Chicago.
.PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, (Drene shampoo), resumes
{Knickei-hocker Playhouse on approxi■mately 45 NBC-Red stations. Sat., 8S :30 p. m.. with repeat 11 :30-12 p. m.
Agency : H. W. Kaster & Sons Adv.
to., Chicago.
MENNEN Co.. Newark (lotion, etc.).
Ion Sept. 28 starts What Price Glory
on 80 NBC-Blue stations. Sun. 7 :30-8
p. m., for 52 weeks. Ageucv : Russel
M. Seeds Co., N. T.

WER

MAGAZINE REPEATING RAZOR
Co.. New York i Schick raz'^rs blades),
on
resumesandDuffy's
on
55 Sept.
CBS 18
stations
shifts Tavern
from Sat.
8:30-8:55 p.m. to Thurs. 8:30-8:55
p.m. Agency : J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
LEWIS HOWE Co., St. Louis
I Tums), on Oct. 16 or 23 starts Frank
Fay Variety Show on an unnamed
number of NBC-Red stations. Sat.
10 :30-ll p. m. (EST) . Agency : StackGoble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
THOMAS J. LIPTON Inc., Hobokeu.
N.
J. (Lipton's
tea), on onOct.97 5CBS
resumes
Helen
Hayes Theatre,
stations Sun.. 8-8:30 p.m. (EST). Rebroadcast undetermined. Agency :
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
LE^'ER
BROS.on Co.,
Mass.
( Swan soap)
Aug. Cambridge,
25 starts Bright
Horizon or The Story of Michael West.
on 34 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
11 :30-ll :45 a. m. with a repeat
2-2 :15 tions,
p.m.now onBigatSister
73 CBS
that ontime,
shiftssta-to
12 :15-12 :30 p. m. cancelling 2-2 :15 repeat. Agency for Bright Horizon is
Young & Rubicam. N. Y. ; for Big
Sister. Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Swan Soap), on Oct. 7 starts Burns
d Allen-Paul Whiteman, on approximately 80 NBC-Red stations, Tues.
7:30-8 pm. (EST), with a repeat 99 :30 p.m. Agency : Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
LUTHERAN LAYMEN'S LEAGUE,
St. Louis
resumes (religious),
Lutheran Hour onon Oct.
105 19MBS
stations. Sun., 1:30-2 p.m. (EST).
Agency : Kelly, Stuhlman & Zahrndt,
St. Louis.
PILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS Co.,
Minneapolis, on Sept. 11 starts The
Musical MiUicheel on 44 NBC-Blue
stations, Thurs. thru Sun., 9-9:15 a.m.
Agency : McCann-Erickson, Chicago.

COST

NEW GUYED
VERTIG1.L
RADUITOR
.Wincharger antennas lead the.field
with cost.
outstandings
and
low
Uniform performance
cress section...
designed for lOO mile wind velocity. Used and eivdorsed by broadcast stafions throughout tiieUnited States for singie radiators and
directional arrays, Wincharger now
offers complete erection service.
Write for quotations on lighting
equipment
and complete tower
erection costs.
.
APPROXIMATEtU .) COSTS
'725.00
'1220.00
200 FT. TOWEB
240 FT. TOWER
'2160.00
'4175.00
3O0 FT. TOWER
400 FT. TOWEB
WINCHARGER CORPORATION
SIOUX CITY
IOWA

Improvement in Outlets
And Accounts Signed by
Blue Outlined by Kobak
IN VIEW of regulations governing
radio station operation ordered by
the FCC 14 weeks ago, Edgar Kobak, NBC vice-president in charge
of NBC-Blue sales, has issued a
letter to advertisers and agencies
listing outstanding developments of
the Blue since May 2.
New contracts signed in that
period total 15, of which 10 are
new advertisers and five have previously been on the Blue in 1941.
The sponsors are: General Electric
Co., Wheeling Steel Corp., Mennen
Co., Pan-American Coffee Co.,
Pillsbury Flour Co., Trimount
Clothes, Standard Oil of Indiana,
Neighbors of Woodcraft, W. F.
Young Inc., Ralston-Purina Co.,
Standard Brands, J. B. Williams,
Xeivs2veek, Texas Co., and Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Co.
The letter states there are 58
stations waiting for Blue affiliation, while four new stations have
been added since May — WWVA,
Wheeling; WISH, Indianapolis;
WHMA, Anniston, Ala.; WINC,
Winchester, Va. In October, KQV,
Pittsburgh, and WCBM, Baltimore, become Blue affiliates. Also
in the last 13 weeks, nine Blue stations have completed major improvements, while more power and
better frequencies have been authorized and are under construction
for 27 Blue stations.
SHELL OIL Co., San Francisco, on
Aug. 7 started Shell Conies to the
Party on 7 CBS Pacific Coast and 2
Arizona stations. (KNX KARM
KOIN KSFO KFPY KIRO KROY
KOY KTUC), Thurs. 9:15-9:45
p. m. (PST). Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., Chicago (flour and cereal division), on
Sept. 8 starts At Your Service on 6
MBS stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
12 :15-12
p. m. Agency : Leo Burnett Co., :30
Chicago.
Renewal Accounts
MODERN FOOD PROCESS Co.,
Philadelphia (Thrive dog food), on
Sept. 11 renews for 52 weeks on 28
NBC-Blue stations The Moylan Sisters, Sun.. 5-5 :15 p.m.. and Olivio Santoro (PhDadelphia Scrapple), Sun.,
5 :15-5 :30 p. m. Agency : The Clements Co., Philadelphia.
Network Changes
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis.
(polishes), on Oct. 1 shifts Hap
Hazard on 99 NBC-Red stations, Tues.
9:30-10 (EST) to an unnamed number
of Red stations. Wed. 7:30-8 p.m.
Agency
Chicago. : Needham, Louis & Brorby,
FORD MOTOR Co., Dearborn, Mich..
on Sept. 28 replaces Ford Summer
Hour with Ford Sunday Evening
Hour for 36 weeks on 56 CBS stations, Sun. 9-10 p. m. Agency : McCan -Erickson, N.Y.
BROWN

& WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville (Avalon). on
Aug. 19 scribed
replaces
for 52 Twilight
veeks theTrails,
tranmusical series,
on 32 Don Lee Pacific Coast stations,
Tues., Thurs., Sat, 6:15-6:30 p.m.
(PST), with John B. Hughes, News.
Agency : Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
WILLIAM R. MOORE. West Coast
manager of Wm. Esty & Co., Hollywood, was in New York during midAugusttives onconferring
with agency execunetwork programs.
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ASCAP'S NEW TAKE
ESTIMATED
BY NAB
BASED on 1940 business, the NAB
research department estimates the
NBC-ASCAP payment plan, as applied to the whole industry, would
have brought ASCAP $3,139,065.
The estimates are broken down
thus: Pajniients by all stations on
spot and local time sales, $1,425,709; pajonents on network payments to affiliates and M&O stations, $760,084; payments by networks on retained time sales less
wire lines and sales commissions,
$486,072; sustaining fees paid by
networks (§200 per affiliate), $107,200; sustaining fees paid by all
stations (approximate), $360,000.
NBC's own estimates, also based
on 1940 and supplying only to its
own operations, sho\v that the network fee (at 2 % % ) would amount
to $6r2,603, but it would recapture
$281,188 from affiliates, making a
total net pajmient of $351,415. The
network sustaining license at $200
per station per year for 234 stations would run $46,800; M&O commercial licenses,
licenses at 2''A%,
$57,511;
sustaining
$39,768.
The
total cost of ASCAP to NBC is
therefore figured at $495,494.
Second Quarter Checks
Being
Mailed
by BMI
CHECKS covering sheet music and
mechanical royalties only for the
second quarter were being mailed
last week by Broadcast Music Inc.,
which announced checks for air performances would be issued later
this month. Each BMI composer is
paid even though his song may only
have sold one copy. Biggest hits
for the quarter were: My Sister and
7, Walking By the River, Wise Old
Owl, High on a Windy Hill, It All
.Comes Back to Me Now, You Walk
By, G'Bye Now, Friendly Tavern
Polka, So You're the One, Because
of You, and / Give You My Word.
Since BMI's last announcement
July 21, 15 new stations have
signed with the company bringing
the total membership, excluding
non-commercial stations, to 678.
New subscribers are : WTN J
KBUR KFJB W43B W39B WISH
KAVE WISE KHMO KWBW
W71NY W45V KFPY KBWD and
K45LA.
Douglas Oil Extends
DOUGLAS OIL & REFINING Co.,
Los Angeles, in mid-August contracted, on an eight-week basis, for
5 to 12 spot announcements weekly on 7 Washington stations. List
includes KIRO KJR KMO KELA
KIT KVOS KPQ. This supplements
its Southern California heavy spot
announcement schedule on KNX
KFI KMPC KFAC KFXM KXO
KTKC. H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, has the account.
More for Tek
JOHNSON & JOHNSON, New
Brunswick (Tek toothbrushes), on
Aug. 18 is to add 15 new markets
to its schedule of chain-break announcements, making a total of 50
stations now plugging Tek. New
contracts, calling for 10 announcements weekly, run through Nov. 30.
Ferry-Hanly, Nev/ York, handles
the account.
Page 66
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centage-of-gross basis, then iJ
them do so. Let them sell the!
stockholders short. Let them pgj
ASCAP for music they don't use d
their news, sports, BMI etc. pr ■
grams, but be sure they are spenij
ing their own money when tht
make such deals. Don't let the
take the independent broadcaster,
along with them. If they do, tha
your fight since 1932 has been i
vain. You have lost both a finai^
cial and a moral victory.
"Don't ever let anyone tell y-i
that you don't have to keep trac
of the music you play when y:,
have a blanket license. You wii
possibly play 200 numbers a d£
and infringement is worth $250. H
afford
to doandso. infringe if you cs'
go
ahead
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'It's Some Survey Outfit. They Want to Know 'To What Station Am I
Listening r "
NBC-ASCAP
Pact Being
{Continued from page 10)
contract with any other network,
and that only after that date will
MBS be entitled to the new terms.
The fact that a dispute, albeit a
minor one, over the interpretation
of the contract between ASCAP
and MBS has arisen before the
contract has been operative three
months, is cited as sufficient reason for the delay in completion of
the NBC-ASCAP contract, as this
time both sides want all possible
points of issue to be ironed out
before rather than after the contract has been signed. Such care
was admittedly not taken in the
drafting of the Mutual contract,
which was rushed through in an
effort to get the deal approved and
into effect before the NAB convention.
ASCAP-BMI Suit
ASCAP took its first action on
the suit of BMI and Edward B.
Marks Music Corp. to determine
the ownership of performing rights
in music written by ASCAP members and published by Marks last
week, when it filed two motions
with the New York Supreme Court.
First ASCAP motion asked that
BMI be eliminated from the suit as
"not a asked
properforplaintiff",
and the
other
the dismissal
of
the second cause of action, involving both ASCAP and non-ASCAP
members, which ASCAP claims
does not name the proper defendants.
Hearing on the motions will be
Aug. was:
18. BMI's official comment on
them
"They are the usual ones made
in cases of this kind and in this
instance we feel they are totally
without merit." General opinion
is that ASCAP is doing whatever
it can to stall the suit as long as
possible, in the hope that it may
be dropped before trial, as defending its writer members will force
ASCAP to oppose the interests of
its publisher members, placing the

Drawn

Society in an embarrassing position.
Craney Lashes Deal
ANOTHER vigorously outspoken
onslaught against the NBC-ASCAP
deal was launched Aug. 13 by Ed
Craney, operator of KGIR, Butte,
who insists the deal is a violation
of the principle laid down against
percentage-of -gross payments.
Replying to comments published
in the Aug. 11 Broadcasting, in
which ASCAP was quoted as stating "there is no monetary victory
for ASCAP in the new arrangement" and NBC officials were
represented as maintaining that
"the financial terms of the deal,
representing
substantial
reduc-to
tion from priora radio
payments
ASCAP, are generally conceded to
constitute a decisive victory for the
broadcasters" and that "it is extremely unlikely that any better
one can be obtained", Mr. Craney
telegraphed Broadcasting :
Principle Not Dollars
"If broadcasters have been fighting only for a dollars-and-cents
deal, they lost the battle when it
was begun nine years ago. Unless
the principle of payment of percentage-of-gross is abolished, the
howl that the nets have made
through BMI to give opportunity
to the unknown composer is dead.
"Does the mere saving of 2.1% of
gross, the difference between 5%
and 2.9%, lull the broadcaster of
1932? The principle has not
changed. What is there to stop
ASCAP from upping the price nine
years from now? It is doubtful if
the Dept. of Justice will step in
when they find the 1941 fiasco was
only a money deal and not to
change the principle. Civil action
probably
be countenanced.
Criminal wouldn't
action might,
or possibly
it is time to worry about Government ownership.
"If the networks want to contract for music on a blanket perBROADCASTING

Pay for Use
"Have you been fighting to gi
your music for less money? If yc
have, you have been licked from tl
start. If you don't want to pay f c
music, then play public doma:|
music ; it costs you nothing.
"If you have been fighting f(,
the right to pay for inusic when yc
use
fighting
have it,
money
so you for
can the
pay right
for Sa ■
Brown's music when you play h
music, fighting for the right to hai
a free and open music market yc
can buy from, then stick to it ar
don't get another 1932 deal hur
around your neck just because
means
a few dollars less for tl
time being.
"Say and mean it when you ss
you have no objection to paying ft
the use of music. The rate or prii
means nothing to you.
"If a copyright owner places tl
rate too high,_you don't have to u;
his music. If he places it too lo'^
you will use his music and he won
make anything out of the deal.
Free Music Market
"Some place a happy medium
to be found; some place he and yc
will both be satisfied and both liv
"It is the broadcasters' duty
the American public to insure
free music market so he can broa
cast music of not a single group h\
of many groups of copyright ow3
ers. Read the ASCAP and BM
consent decrees. You have yoi
chair pulled up and your feet undi
the table. Don't let the other it
low do all the dealing and cuttir
for you. If you are going to s
in this game and bet you money (
it, then exercise the rights you a:
entitled
New to."KTOK Manager
TED McCORKHILL, for the la
two years district manager of A
thur H. Haag & Associates, newpaper representatives who al
represent a group of Oklahoma st
tions, has been appointed manag
of KTOK, Oklahoma City, by Ha
old V. Hough, president of the st
tion. He succeeds Kenyon ]
Douglas.
1
EDITH MEISER, New York rac
writer and actress, plays second fen
nine
lead inBoy".
the Paramount
••Glamour
She also pictu:
has
major role in the Columbia film. "<
West. Young Lady", featuring Pen
Singleton.
• Broadcast
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Richard Steele, a modern
young agricultural
farmer, finds
the
WLW
programs
a real help in making the
Steele farm more profitable.

"MEET

J. EARL

STEELE

AND

FAMILY

Two hundred miles from Cincinnati,
near Millersburg, Ohio, lives the J.
Earl Steeles.
To students of sociological trends, their
family career offers characteristic
events; one son, a graduate of Carnegie Tech., tired of the farm; became
a banker. But one son loved the farm;
came home from college with practical
ideas that worked; that cut down labor;
increased production. Now the Steele
farm aids the nation by producing
grain, or eggs, or fruit, or poultry all
year long.
To those who are interested in which
stations influence Ohio farmers and
why they carry influence, the Steele

family's
habits Mr.
offer Steele,
crosssectional listening
characteristics.
believer in crop rotation, keeps an ear
tuned to WLW for the market reports.
Mrs. Steele daily enjoys the entire
"Everybody's Farm Hour". Their son,
Richard, a graduate agricultural engineer from Ohio State University, pays
particular attention to tree and plant
spraying information. And all enjoy
WLW.
the "high grade entertainment" on

Earl Steele, center, shows
County Agent S. M. Mcintosh a sample of the
oats just threshed. Mr.
Steele is an ardent early
morning WLW fan.

REPRESENTATIVES: New York — Transomerlcon Broadcasting & Television Corp.

Chicago — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Avenue.

THE

San Francisco — International Radio Sales.
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TRANSMITTER

250-K
MODEL
These American Stations

^U,lobeo[set"C ring
rr<n.*-t,Veco.ect

a constant anu eqnipn'"^"
sign ana b"' would

voA

250-WATT

Chosen

the 250-K

KANA

KBIX

KBUR

KFBC

KFMB

KFPW

KFXM

KHAS

KLUF

KRJF

KVFD

KVOE

KWIL

KYAN

KYCA

WAJR

WARM

WATN

WBIR

WBTA

WCED

WBML

WBOC

WDAS

WDEF

WCBI

WDAK

WHKY

WFIG

WGTC

WHBQ

WGOV

WJHP

WHUB

WFPG

TRAVEL where you like throughout
the length and breadth of America

Performance alone can make that kind
of record possible . . . and performance

WINX

WIZE

WHYN

WGAC

WLBJ

. . . you're seldom far from the service
area of someone's 250-¥i transmitter! For
the RCA 2 50-K has won an acceptance
never before accorded to ^zwj transmitter
by any manufacturer!
American stations, built or building,
have purchased 60 of these high-efficiency, high-fidelity, 2 50-watters. Foreign purchasers account for nine more.

is precisely what the 2 50-K offers!
Flat within IV2 db. from 30 to 10,000

WHIP

WKMO

WKWK

WKPA

WLAV

cycles up to 95% modulation, with
extremely low inherent distortion and
noise-level, the 2 50-K puts out the
quality that pleases audiences and advertisers alike.

WLOK

WMJM

WMRN

WMOB

WMOG

WGGA

WORD

WSAV

WSOO

WSLB

WTHT

WSOO

WTJS

Learn the advantages of the 2 5 0-K for
yourself — write for the complete story.

Never has ANY broadcast transmitter seen such
universal acceptance... IN A LITTLE OVER A YEAR!

Use RCA Radio Tubes in your station for finer performance

perfor/ma);;^

ervice of Radio Corporation of America • In Canada, RCA Victor Co., Lt
New York: J270 Sixth Ave. Chicago: 589 E. niinois St. Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bank Bldg. Dallas: Santa Fe Bldg. San Francisco: 170 Ninth St. Hollywood: 1016 N. Sycamore Ave.
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Fate took us (it must have been Fate ) a short

Vol. 21 • No. 8
WASHINGTON, D. C.

time ago to the office of a banker who buys

their booklets, later crossed that banker's
palm with silver. This incident is not told to

WOR

stir you to crash into WOR

air to make people come into his bank.

But we never saw that banker. Couldn't. The
only thing we saw the rainy day we dropped in,
were 1,100 people packed into that banker's
nice white marble lobby between the hours
of 9:00 and 12:00 AM

G

with booklet of-

work. We don't
Mostly,
know.fers.
But
if they
WOR mightn't
can sell bank accounts
fast, it will sell anything good, booklet or no
booklet. It will even sell fowl. Has, too.

dripping raindrops and

shouting, "Gimme! Gimme!". It was all because this banker said over WOR that if his
listeners came down

to his bank the next

morning they could have a booklet each. And
a lot of those people who came to pick up

WOR
m

• « • and

She

Couldn*t

Keep

it Secret!

tive field. The programs, broadcast at 8:30
A.M. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
offered a 7-day sample of the product.

It's bea story
either.
it secret,
WE wecan't
havekeep
to tell
.... that
must
told
. . . . another story to prove the truth of our
oft repeated statement: WLS Gets Results.
A vitamin product received 20,990 letters

WLS

Gets Results .... vv^ith a locally-produced program featuring WLS talent. We
have a lot of stories like this. Just write and
ask us .... or ask any John Blair man.

from 13 quarter-hour programs — and this
for a brand-new^ product in a highly competi-
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50,000 WATTS
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The Arizona Network
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"David Harum," sponsored by the B. T. Babbitt Co.,
has been a top-ranking morning show for many years.
It's been promoted well and often, seemingly from every
possible angle.
But our promotional staff began to dig for a new idea —
and came up with a natural. They scoured the David
Harum countryside for old timers who knew him when
he lived. They unearthed fascinating true tales of him.
And they wove all this into a dramatic half hour show.
How good was it? So good the Red Network adapted
it to a half-hour evening program — one of the few times
in radio history that a promotion on a morning serial
has been broadcast coast-to-coast as an evening feature.
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Enthusiasm is fine, and certainly neither you nor we can
sell our goods without it. But
judgement and good planning

as to any prospective

ing an accurate and honest picture of the markets and the
stations we serve.

with everything else, it's best
to "look before you leap".
of the ways

advertis-

er's real opportunity in radio.
. . . Another way is by furnish-

are also pretty important — and
we of F&P are completely sold
on the idea that, with radio as

One

8.0372

Yes, you're right — this is more
than a matter of honesty. It's a
matter of good business. Because if your radio efforts are
successful, it is a cinch that

we help new

advertisers to "look" before
they leap is by furnishing exact
and accurate data as to mar-

your radio expenditures will
keep on growing. And that,
after all, is the easiest way for
us to keep on growing, too.

kets, sales potentials, competitive advertisers and the likealso by giving our best opinion
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Case
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Opponents
.FOLLOWING presentation last
jMonday of the industry's case
'against the proposed 5-15 9o Federal tax on radio's net time sales
\yt $100,000 and more annually,
ijiefinite signs were seen that the
House-approved provision in the
IRevenue Act might be stricken out
Jin the tax bill to be written during
ibhe next week by the Senate Finance Committee.
j! Apart from generally sympa|;hetic acceptance of the advertis, l.ng fraternity's logic against both
j phe radio tax and the proposed levy
(pn billboards, it appears increasingly certain that in its quest for
pigger game the Senate committee
Is disposed to ignore Guch "small
ijpotatoes" in favor of bigger takes
ii'rom gasoline, beer, to'^acco and
'ji lowering of the personal income
I tax exemptions. It is estimated the
jjproposed net time sales tax would
jVick the broadcasting industry a
I [ninimum of $5,000,000, with some
Iindependent industry estimates
.running as high as $10,000,000.
Brisk Opposition
I Appearing before the committee
IjMonday, industry
and labor
representatives and FCC
Chairman
Tames Lawrence Fly followed up
,;he attack against the radio and
millboard imposts started Aug. 14
ijoy agency, media and advertiser
jigroups [Broadcasting, Aug. 18].
|p>pecific deleterious effects of the
jproposed tax on radio operations
' kere developed in the Monday tes!|timony of Chairman
Fly; NIB
President H. A. Lafount; Ells.vorth C. Alvord, Washington tax
I attorney retained by the NAB;
iMrs. Emily Holt, AFRA executive
Ssecretary; Lawson Wimberley, of
jjlBEW; and Maurice Lynch, financial secretary of the Chicago Federation of Labor.
Providing a highlight in the
hearings on the advertising tax
proposals, Chairman Fly revealed
during his testimony that although
he regarded the House-approved
radio levy as a "dubious tax", the
pec definitely is interested in establishing some form of "cost of
regulation" impost or franchise tax
CO apply to the broadcast industry
[see story on this page]. Although
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he gave little elaboration on the
idea, even under intensive questioning by committee members.
Chairman Fly clearly indicated the
FCC had given serious thought to
the proposition.
Haggerty Claims
A momentary stir arose last
Thursday as John B. Haggerty,
chairman of the board of governors
of International Allied Printing
Trades Assn., and a prime mover
for the radio tax, was scheduled to
appear before the committee. Upon
failure of Mr. Haggerty to appear,
a lengthy printed statement was
offered and inserted in the record
by John Leary, his press relations
associate.
Also noticed at the hearings, in
constant attendance during the ad-
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Foreseen

vertising tax discussions, were
Michael J. Flynn, Washington labor
operative who has been identified
with several past legislative crusades, against radio, and E. O.Keller,
self-styled Washington real estate
broker, for some years identified
with movements to secure a broad
investigation of the radio industry
and the FCC, who broke into the
news in August, 1940, during the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee hearings on the reappointment of late Commissioner Thad
H. Brown, during which he was included among a group of Washington real estate men who allegedlycasting,
"shookAug.down"
RCA [Broad15, 1940].

that the impost not only should be
retained, but should be doubled by
the Senate. He declared there not
only was no discriminatory feature
in the tax, but that the radio industry was eminently capable of
paying what he called "a slight

Making a final stand for the proposed levy against radio, Mr. Haggerty in his statement recommended

President Lafount emphahowNIByou
sized thefeel."
effect imposition of the
radio tax would have on the public

In the face of Mr. Haggerty's
drastic proposal, NAB President
Neville Miller on Friday called for
redoubled efforts to lick the tax.
tax".
"The battle is far from won," Mr.
Miller declared. "The bill has a long
way to go. Until Congress sends it
to the President without the time
sales tax included, no one can be
sure it's beaten. Let Congress know

FCC

Considers
Radio
Franchise
Tax
which the administrative costs
Rules Committee Drafts
000,000, taxes of $360,000 would
could be recovered. Under the plan,
be drawn. And from approximately
Plea to Cover Its
the broadcasting industry would be 400 local stations, with gross recalled upon to contribute approxiOverhead
of $17,000,000, the tax yield
mately half of the overhead, or in would ceipts
be in the neighborhood of
the
neighborhood
of
$1,000,000,
A COMPREHENSIVE legislative
with telephone and telegraph and
proposal under which an excise tax
$110,000.
This plan, according to best availcompanies contributing the
based on gross receipts would be cable
able information, has been conother
half.
imposed upon all branches of the
sidered several times by the ComInsofar as broadcasting is concommunications industry, including
mission and has provoked considcerned, however, the tax would be
broadcasting, to defray the cost of
erable discussion. Apparently sevin
the
nature
of
a
gross
levy,
with
eral members of the Commission
administering the Communications
only a $25,000 deduction, striking
Act, has been drafted by the FCC
feel
a
different basis should be deall stations with revenues in exrules committee and is awaiting
veloped. A number of plans have
cess of that minimum whether they
action of the Commission itself.
been suggested, including a fee sysearn
profits
or
not.
FCC
figures
Designed to raise approxmately
tem for filing of applications,
reveal that some 300 stations are
$2,150,000 to cover the Commispleadings, issuance of licenses and
in the red.
the like; an annual license fee syssion's overhead, the proposal has
Roughly, the rules committee,
been considered by the Commission
tem based on authorized power and
with
the
aid
of
the
FCC
accounting
several times during the last three
hours of operation, and the gross
departnient, has concluded that the
months but final action has been
operating receipts tax, which the
figure of approximately $1,000,000
Rules Committee now proposes.
held up, presumably because of the
to
be
procured
from
broadcasting
Some sentiment on the Commission
pendency before Congress of the
would represent only a fractional
favors a levy based on the ability
new tax bill proposing a net sales
of stations to pay, which might be
tax on broadcasting designed to percentage of the industry's gross
These figures, in a genregarded as an assessment on net
yield between $5,000,000 and $8,- receipts.
eral way, revealed that some 765
000,000. FCC Chairman James
commercial
broadcast
stations
had
Lawrence Fly, in testimony before
Power Commission Plan
the Senate Finance Committee last gross receipts of approximately
profits.
$155,000,000 during the last fiscal
In any event, it is expected that
Monday, opposed the net sales tax
Of this amount, the networks
should
the 5-10-15
provision
as "dubious" but said the FCC is year.
in the Revenue
Act <~fbe tax
killed
by the
had receipts of about $45,000,000
considering something,' in the naand would be called upon to pay a
Senate, having been approved by
ture of a franchise levy.
tax of some $300,000.
the House, the FCC before the year
Half by Broadcasting
ends will come forth with its own
The 60-odd clear channel staplan to tax all industries regulated
tions, with gross receipts of about
Drafted by the rules committee
$40,000,000, would be called upon
by it. Because there is no authoriof the FCC, made up of major de- to
zation in the existing law for this
contribute $275,000 in taxes.
partment heads, the proposal would
Fx'om
the
some
300
regional
stapurpose,
whatever onaction
embrace a recommendation to Con(Confinued
page the
52) Comtions with gross receipts of $53,gress setting forth the formula by
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service burden of the broadcaster,
charging that the legislation "clearly ignores the sound principle of
taxation in accord with capacity to
pay." He warned that the ultimate
effect of the tax might fall on radio
listeners in the form of lower quality programs, along with an accompanying impairment of public
service.
Mrs. Holt and Mr. Wimberley
told committee members the proposed tax constituted a definite
threat to labor, with tightening of
employment a corollary development in the face of rising costs of
operation for radio. Mr. Lynch contended that no provision was made
to exempt non-profit operations of
radio stations by labor groups and
similar organizations.
Other Taxes Studied
Presenting the industry case on
behalf of NAB, with a dozen station and network executives in the
audience, Mr. Alvord in extemporaneous remarks and in a 33-page
memorandum inserted in the hearing record argued against any arbitrary, discriminatory tax on the
radio industry, whether blanketed
in a general revenue bill or developed through separate legislation
to establish a franchise or "cost
of regulation" tax.
It has been pointed out that if
the Senate decides to recoup the
more than $300,000,000 knocked out
of the original $3,500,000,000 measure when the House voted down the
House Ways & Means Committee
proposal for joint personal income
tax returns for husband and wife,
it will have to draw this additional
revenue from fields more lucrative
and less restricted than radio.
The Senate committee is knovsm
to be looking into several sources
of excise revenue passed over by the
House, such as Treasury Department proposals for higher tobacco,
gasoline and beer taxes, which together might raise about $485,000,000.
Also it is giving considerable
attention to the proposition of cutting personal income tax exemptions from $2,000 to $1,500 for married couples and from $800 to $750
for single persons. Although it is
expected the Senate, in such a case,
would readjust income tax rates
downward, it is estimated the yield
from the lowered exemptions would
reach about $200,000,000.

Remarking that the public service of the radio industry is "an
important offsetting argument"
against the proposed tax. Chairman Fly went into some detail
regarding the industry's role in
presenting not only national defense and Government programs,
but also educational features, public forums and debates. He declared
that broadcasting is not a big industry "in a money sense", despite
opinion to the contrary.
With broadcasters supplying increasingly valuable public service,
particularly along such lines as
news broadcasts from all over the
world, which he said were "not
only highly technical and difficult,
but also highly expensive", Chairman Fly declared these functions
could not be regarded as merely
routine to radio operation. Demands for such public service
would not decrease as time went
on, particularly in the present
emergency, he declared, and in all
likelihood operators would have to
shoulder additional burdens in the
way of equipment and operating
expenses, such as air raid alarms,
all representing additional costs.
These demands of "pretty vital
character" are becoming steadily
more significant, more useful, and
certainly more burdensome, he said.
Must Maintain Service
Speaking of the economic aspects
of the broadcasting business. Chairman Fly pointed out that certain
fixed costs and a certain type of
service must continue despite a decreasing income. He pointed out
that the percentage of net return
on gross revenue for broadcasters
in reality is "not awfully high",
and with a continuing base of actual costs the industry, or at least

Dubious, Says Fly
FCC Chairman Fly termed the
proposed radio levy a "dubious
tax", in view of its discriminatory
characteristics. Under questioning
by committee members, led by Senator Vandenberg (R-Mich.), Chairman Fly developed the thesis of
letting the regulated pay the cost
of regulation, stating that it probably would be well to consider the
broadcasters along with other members of the communications industry rather than singling them out
in a general tax plan. He estimated that a levy of not more than
% of 1% of gross revenue would
be sufficient to handle this item.
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75S POUNDS of fighting fury is
represented in this giant tuna,
caught the other day by Ira Herbert, assistant sales manager of
WHN, New York, fishing off Bailey
Island, Maine. The prize catch wbs
10 feet, 4 inches long, its girth
measuring 6 feet, 4 inches. It took
Herbert three hours to bring the
big fish to gaff.

AFM Opposes Tax
EXTENDING still further
the front of labor's opposition
to the proposed 5-15% Federal tax on radio's net time
sales, James C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of Musicians, last
Thursday sent the following
wire protesting the tax to
Chairman George (D-Ga.) :
"The AFM has gone on record by a unanimous vote of
its international executive
board protesting a 15% tax
on the gross radio receipts on
the grounds that the more tax
paid by radio stations, the
more unemployment of all
crafts will be the ultimate
outcome of the entire matter."
a good part of it, can be run into
a net loss.
He noted the position that the
proposed tax on radio advertising
not only constituted a burden on
free distribution of goods, as held
by the industry, but added that
it represents further discrimination between radio and other media,
i.e., the granting of a Federal
"subsidy" to newspapers through
second-class mailing privileges
"which certainly redounds to their
very
greatbybenefit."
Asked
Senator Johnson (DCol.) whether the networks would
not pass on the amount of their
tax to their affiliates in some way.
Chairman Fly responded that there
was no conclusive answer as to
how it might be worked out eventually, but the fact remained that
the immediate impact would be on
both the network and the affiliate.
He cautioned that with the tax estimated to touch NBC and CBS
to the tune of about $2,000,000 a
year each, based on 1940 figures,
this would account for a "very
heavy
proportion
of theirthis
income".
He added
that while
alone
might not constitute a mortal blow,
the future should be viewed with
concern. He pointed out that regional networks, such as Don Lee,
might be particularly hard hit by
the tax and its possible effect on
affiliated stations.
Favors Regulation Levy
Commenting on Chairman Fly's
proposal
a "cost
of regulation"
levy on ofthe
industry.
Senator
Bailey (D-N. C), presiding at the
hearing in the absence of Chairman George (D-Ga.), averred that
a man enjoying a valuable franchise ought to be willing to pay
for it. Chairman Fly agreed that
this was probably so, at least to
the extent of "cost of regulation".
He said he thought a more logical
base for a franchise tax than
power alone conceivably would be
coverage, although that would be
"none too easy".
To Senator
Vandenberg's
observation that networks
as well
as
stations probably would be "ready
to pay something for a firmer type
of franchise" than is represented
in the present one-year licenses,
Chairman Fly laughed and said
BROADCASTING

they probably would be willing to
make a "very substantial payment".
Senator Bennett Clark (D-Mo.)
precipitated a brisk exchange, just
before Chairman Fly left the
stand, when he inquired into the
sale of WMCA, New York, to Edward J. Noble. He said there was
gossip that Mr. Noble had bought
the station "at a price less than
the owmer thought right". Chairman Flyright
answered
thatthe"gossip"
was the
term for
report.
Opposed by Lynch
Maurice Lynch, financial secretary of the Chicago Federation of
Labor, which owns and operates
WCFL, Chicago, stated that the
CFL opposed the proposed radio
levy because of its discriminatory
characteristics and because it represented a departure from past
policy
of exempting
for unions.
profit"
organizations
and "not
labor
Pointing to financial problems and
responsibilities in connection with
operation of WCFL in the past
and in the future, Mr. Lynch declared the "the
proposed
burden of"
would cause
abandonment
many "good intentions" and future
plans of the station.
Lafount Cites Objections
Appearing as president of NIB,
Mr. Lafount, a Federal Radio Commissioner from 1927-34, told the
committee the independent stations
do not oppose enactment of heavier
taxes per se, so long as the burden
of financing the defense program
and other Government expense is
equitably distributed. He charged
that the proposed levy discriminates against the broadcasting industry, taxing its only source of
revenue even in the case of broadcasters operating at an actual loss.
He estimated that 300 stations operate in the red, and declared that
if the tax is to apply to them as
well as to profitable operations, the
legislation "clearly ignores the
sound principle of taxation in accord with capacity to pay".
"I appreciate the fact that the
lower-income stations are exempted
from this proposed tax," Mr. La-'
fount commented. "It would never
theless cut into the operating funds
of independent stations whose in
comes are in excess of $100,000,;
but whose profits are little or
nothing. It is the plight of these
stations which I ask you carefully
to consider.
"You can readily see that a
broadcaster who is operating at a
loss acquires no special capacity
to pay an extraordinary tax
merely because his gross income
may exceed $100,000. I find it difficult to believe that Congress vdll
lay dovvm a policy of exacting a,
special contribution from those
broadcasters who are unable to
make both ends meet and at the
same time maintain a high standard of public service.
Rising Costs
"Obviously, if the broadcaster is
to serve the public well, he musi
sell enough time to meet all his
legitimate expenses. Radio broad• Broadcast
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lasting is still a comparatively new
;.rt, and therefore its continued dei elopment necessitates frequent
tihanges in the rules and regulations laid down by the FCC. New
lules often mean that our equipnent must be adjusted, modernized,
■applemented, or replaced. In adt; ition we must meet the costs of
Attending hearings and hiring legal
.;tnd engineering talent. These
ixtra costs may be regarded as a
ipecial burden already imposed on
ihe broadcasting industry.
"To these expenses must be added
■ees for authors, composers, per-orming artists and guilds, as well
'is salaries for musicians, with the
^late of pay and the number of musicians to be hired dictated by the
''nion. Then, of course, we have
Bgular overhead expenses such as
'■ent,
salaries,
ews power,
services light,
and heat,
so forth.
The
'ifficulty of meeting these expenses
as increased, moreover, because
ipe larger number of stations now
'^crating
intensifies
tion we must
meet. the competiWould Impair Service
' "If you increase our costs of opration still further, you will comjel us to sell more of our limited
jp-oadcasting time and thus impair,
p that extent, the service we can
'Jender to the public. In other
lords, this proposed tax would,
k many cases, fall upon radio
isteners in the form of lower
'luality programs. Some of the
fjixes in this bill are apparently
fiesigned to cut down consumer
;|uying of materials that are
'jeeded for defense. But surely
jtiere would be no point in curtail.ilig the flow of good entertainment
Ver the air. On the contrary, the
'tresent emergency has intensified
ijtie need for high quality broad'iasting.
J "The principal thought I would
[jke to leave with you is that the
. roadcasting industry is already
liaking an enormous contribution
,D the cause of national defense,
[f the independent stations were to
]le paid for the programs and announcements broadcast for the
i; -overnment, they would be very
:,Tofitable, and in that case should
Ijfi taxed accordingly. But please
;:o not require us to pay the disIriminatory tax proposed in this
iill— plus corporation taxes and
liiersonal income taxes — while we
Ire giving so much free time to
jliie Government and paying for the
.intertainment necessary to hold
ur listeners.
"
Unions Opposed
; "That levy would impose an unair burden upon an industry alileady making a heavy sacrifice to
i'lie cause of national unity and
trength in this emergency. More
tiportant still, it would tend to
: mpair the quality of radio pro: |rams and thus weaken a great
iystem of public communication at
1, time when it should be strengthj|ned."
- Labor unions' opposition to the
■adio tax was expressed by Mrs.
8ROADCASTING
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Propose

Change

In

Law
to Cover
Newspapers
Legislative Course Rather Than Amendment of
Rules Now Indicated in Official Circles
REPORTS are current in official
In this connection, there came
radio circles that the FCC has al- into speculative play the likelihood
that the Commission desires to
tered its course in its newspaper
divorcement proceedings, to be re- ascertain the effect of such situasumed next month. The objective
tions as the Chicago Tribune's partwill be legislative recommendations
ownership of MBS. The Cleveland
to Congress, it is stated, rather Plain Dealer, operating WHK and
than to invoke regulations under WCLE, also is a participating member of MBS.
the present radio law.
Presumably the Commission, in
While no policy has yet been
adopted, it is understood that reac- this phase of its inquiry, would
seek to determine the bearing of one
tion from high places, particularly
in Congress, has been such that medium upon the other. Recent communications from the special staff
Commission members feel that
handling the newspaper divorcewould be the expedient course.
ment inquiry has indicated this
At least one important Congressional spokesman is understood to new phase might be opened.
have advised the Commission
Meanwhile, the Newspaper-Radio Committee, headed by Harold
through Chairman James Lawrence
Fly that Congress would prefer to V. Hough, Fort Worth broadcaster,
see no attempt made to enforce is continuing preparation of its
regulations designed to deprive case for resumption of the hearings Sept. 17. The proceedings renewspapers of station ownership
cessed Aug. 1 until Sept. 17, after
until the appropriate committees in
Congress have had an opportunity five sessions during which testimony
to examine the whole matter in was taken [Broadcasting, Aug. 4].
To make an analysis of the Comformal legislative proceedings.
mission's exhibits on newspaper
And Vice Versa
ownership and revenue factors,
Meanwhile, there have been in- which were under sharp attack
dications that the Commission pro- during the sessions, the Newspaper
poses to extend the scope of its Radio Committee has retained Drs.
inquiry to ascertain not only the Richard Mead, assistant professor
elf ect of newspaper ownership upon
of marketing, and J. Parker Bursk,
broadcast stations but also the re- associate professor of statistics of
verse situation. In other words, it the Wharton School of Finance &
is learned from inquiries made by Commerce, U of Pennsylvania.
the Commission's legal staff that it They will work under Dr. Herhas in mind ascertaining the effect
man S. Hettinger, associate professor of marketing at the Wharton
of station ownership or network
School, in making these analyses.
ownership upon newspapers.
Emily Holt, executive secretary of
AFRA, and Lawson Wimberley,
of IBEW. Pointing out that the
ups and downs of radio business
are related directly to AFRA members' employment, Mrs. Holt observed that 85% AFRA members
earned not more than $5,000 a year,
with most members making only
$2,000 a year and less, and only
10 or 15% enjoying incomes above
that figure. Any dislocation of radio
revenues would be bound to have a
paralleling effect on employment of
station personnel and talent, she
averred.
Mrs. Holt cited two definite possibilities, both deleterious in their
effect on AFRA members, that
would result if the tax were carried through — the tax might be
passed on to sponsors in the form
of increased rates or charges,
which would force some sort of
curtailment in employment in connection with the sponsor's shows,
or if the burden were absorbed by
radio management, it would be difficult or impossible to maintain
AFRA's minimum scale employment contracts.
Before leaving the stand Mrs.
Holt read to the committee the text
of a resolution adopted in mid-
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August at the Detroit AFRA convention :
AFRA vigo'-ously protests against
the special tax levied against the radio
mdustry, adopted by the House of Representatives in Section 601 of Title
VI of the Revenue Act of 1941 and
now
underCommitte
congidera
Finance
e.ti-,n by the Senate
This proposal is discriminatory legislation against the radio industry and
therefore concerns the welfare of every
radio performer, who will in the last
analysis pay part of this tax in the
form of wage adjustments.
Radio performers now pay their
income and emergency taxes to meet
the national crisis just aj do all other
loyal Americans.
There is no justice or equity in imposing this special tax upon the industry in which we are working, and our
national executive secretary is instructed to place our organization on
record
the radiobefore
tax. Cong^'ess as opposed to
IBEW Opposed
Mr. Wimberley said IBEW opposed the proposed tax on the basis
of its singling out radio. Reviewing the origination of the radio
tax idea, he commented that an
"amusement tax" on radio had
been urged by the Allied Printing
Trades Assn., headed by John B.
Haggerty, and that this idea had
been advanced further by Rep.
Connery (D-Mass.) in a bill to establish such a tax.

Observing that he could see no
possible benefit accruing to the
printing trades unions from such an
impost, he declared the very proposal of such a punitive measure
discredited its proponents. Emphasizing that inthechampioning
printers' union
stands alone
a tax
on radio, Mr. Wimberley called attention to the AFL executive council resolution opposing the radio
tax [Broadcasting, Aug. 18].
Alvord's Plea
Inserting into the hearing record a 33-page memorandum, which
he said "certainly answers every
conceivable basis for the tax", E.
C. Alvord, Washington tax attorney retained by the NAB, made a
strong plea for deletion of the radio tax from the Revenue Act. He
declared the NAB's and the industry's objections to the tax were
based on three distinct considerations: (1) The proposed tax on
radio is the first tax to be levied
on gross receipts; (2) it discriminates against radio; (3) it is not
justified in view of the impressive
public service outlay being made
by the radio industry.
Mr. Alvord's extemporaneous remarks during his brief appearance
on the stand were directed chiefly
to the "cost of regulation" proposition, which drew considerable
attention from committee members.
Although a non - discriminatory
franchise tax for radio facilities
might be acceptable, the broadcasting industry should not be
singled out as the pioneer industry to be covered in the franchise
tax experiment, he declared, pointing out that other pursuits such as
transportation, banks, communications logically should be included,
with radio one of the last to be
touched.
He emphasized the point that
with virtually every industry in the
country regulated in some way by
the Government, a franchise tax
scheme necessarily would have to
spread and spread if it were to be
completely non-discriminatory as
between industries.
Broadcasters' Share
Senator Bailey expressed agreement with these facts, but countered that "radio enjoys a license
of monopolistic character", and
although "I don't like this tax at
all", he thought the necessary
$2,000,000 for FCC operation
might be secured under some sort
of franchise plan. Mr. Alvord explained that a radio license is not
in itself any symbol of monopoly,
since stations must compete between themselves and with other
media. He estimated that the cost
of radio regulation amounted to
only 1/5 or 1/6 of the cost of
operating the FCC, and that broadcasters certainly should be called
upon for no more than this share.
Emphasizing the far-reaching results accompanying any tax on advertising, with its probable effects
on distribution and sales, Mr. Alvord stated that with the contemplated excise tax rates estimated
(Continued on page 48)
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Durr
As

Is Mentioned
Candidate

AN

PA

Traces

Hanson
Recent

Growth

for

Vacancy
on FCC
Alabaman Now RFC Official;
West Also Mentioned
A NEW formidable candidate for
the vacancy on the FCC created by
the retirement last June of Commissioner Frederick I. Thompson
developed last week with widespread reports that Clifford Durr,
ace New Deal attorney of Montgomery, Ala., would be offered the
post.
While confirmation was not forthcoming from the White House, reports were current both in Washington and in Alabama that Mr.
Durr, now assistant general counsel of the Reconstruction Finance
Corp. and general counsel of its
subsidiary Defense Plant Corp.,
was a leading prospect for the post.
If nominated, he would have the
wholehearted support of Senators
Bankhead and Hill of Alabama, it
is understood, though the latter
legislator is committed to the endorsement ofCommissioner Thompson for reappointment. It is thought,
however, that there is little chance
of Mr. Thompson being renamed,
since the President permitted his
term to expire June 30 without
comment.
West Mentioned
Along with the name of Mr. Durr
was the report that former Rep.
Charles West of Ohio, an erstwhile
anonymous assistant to President
Roosevelt handling Congressional
contacts, had been offered the Commission post but had rejected it.
There was no confirmation however. Mr. West, well-known in New
Deal circles, is now in private practice in Washington. He had been
nominated for a railroad inquiry
position some months ago but the
President withdrew his name after
complaint about geographical representation, itis understood.
Meanwhile, there has been no
clear-cut indication that the President intends filling the Commission
vacancy any time soon, despite campaigns on behalf of a number of
candidates. The President has been
preoccupied with war and defense
matters almost to the exclusion of
all other activity, it was pointed
out. Moreover, it was thought in
some circles that the President desired to take his time in making a
selection because of the hot water
in which the FCC has been navigating.
With legislation pending for reorganization of the FCC in both
Senate and House, and with the
President on record as of two years
ago in favor of sweeping revision
of the Commission organization, it
was thought entirely possible that
he might revive his support for a
new law, particularly if the controversy persists.
Mr. Durr is 42 and received his
A.B. degree from Alabama U and
his law degree from Oxford in 1922
as a Rhodes scholar. Upon his re-

In

Federal
Advertising
Control
Issues Bulletin Showing How Government Offices
Have Attacked the Advertising Industry
TAKING UP the cudgels against engaged in preparing, paying for
increasing Government encroach- and printing advertising."
"During the past 10 years there
ment in the advertising field, American Newspaper Publishers Assn. has been increasing evidence of
last Wednesday issued a bulletin antagonism to advertising with a
tracing the evolution of Federal
desire by various agencies and officials of government to control, or
controls over advertising since 1933.
Among the consistent attackers of regulate or prohibit advertising,"
advertising, in some form or an- the bulletin declared. The trend
toward regulation and prohibition
other, in the Federal organization
seems to be increasing rather than
the bulletin lists the Department
decreasing and takes many forms,
of Agriculture; Assistant Attorney
General Thurman Arnold, in such as attacks on the accuracy and
charge of the Antitrust Division;
truth of advertising; taxes on advertising; attacks on the ground
Federal Alcohol Administration,
that
advertising
economic
and "to a limited degree" certain waste; eliminationisofanadvertising
elements in the Federal Trade Commission.
by groups which are under the
Prefacing and concluding an control of some agencies; efforts
eliminate harmless "puffery" in
agency-by-agency review of anti- to
advertising language; the building
advertising activities somewhat
similar to the compendium pub- up of consumer distrust of advertising; and legislation to prohibit
lished in Broadcasting, Aug. 11,
the bulletin warned of the con- certain forms of advertising or advertising by certain groups and
tinuing advance of this movement
professions.
and called for "more interest by
"First of all, publishers wish to
people other than those directly
make it plain that there is no objection to efforts to eliminate false
turn to the United States, he
advertising. Pubworked for a year with a Mont- and misleading
lishers themselves have voluntarily
gomery law firm, then for a yearmuch in that direcand-a-half with a Milwaukee firm, accomplished
tion, and have done so with the
and for the following eight years
cooperation of advertising agencies
with a Birmingham firm. He came
and advertisers, all of whom have
to Washington in 1933 as a memrecognized
the necessity of truth in
ber of the RFC legal department,
Practically all newswas named assistant general coun- advertising.
papers have their own individual
sel in 1937, and since last August
covering advercopy.
has been general counsel also of rules oftisingcensorship
Defense Plant Corp.
Entire Structure Attacked
Mr. Durr was a member of the
Advisory Committee of Lawyers
"The practices of agencies in the
which studied and made recomGovernment, however, of using the
mendations for Civil Service em- term 'false advertising' as a mask
ployment of lawyers in the Govern- with which to cloak a very evident
ment organization and also is a desire to restrict or prohibit all
member of the Board of Legal Ex- advertising or to subject it to Government control have been and will
aminers created last June by Presidential order to deal with the continue to be protested by those
problems of lawyers in Civil Ser- sincerely interested in advertising.
vice. Mrs. Durr is a sister of
"It is plain that more interest
Supreme Court Associate Justice should be taken in what is happenHugo Black.
ing tc advertising by people other
Among others mentioned as pos- than those directly engaged in presible appointees to the FCC vacancy
paring, paying for and printing
are Maj. Gen. Joseph O. Mauborgne
advertising. Our entire economic
who retires Sept. 30 as Chief Sig- structure is under attack, and a
nal Officer of the Army [Broad- great strain is being placed on our
casting, Aug. 18] ; FCC Secretary economy by the national defense
T. J. Slowie, an Iowa Democrat
program and war developments
whose candidacy has been espoused throughout the world.
by friends high in Administration
"Has there been any recognition
circles; G. W. Johnstone, former in Washington and in the 48 State
radio director of the Democratic
capitals of the nation that the progress made in the United States
National Committee and now radio director of the Committee for by concerns using successful advertising isdirectly related to the
the Celebration of the President's
Birthday; Edward Roddan, assist- place that the United States holds
ant publicity director of the Demoas the outstanding and most efficratic National Committee and a
cient producing country in the
former Washington newspaper cor- world with the highest standard
respondent, who is said to have of living? This good fortune has
the endorsement of Edward J. come to the American people
Flynn, chairman of the National through their own efforts, perseverDemocratic Committee; Fulton J.
ance and toil, and not as a gift from
Redman, Portland, Me., attorney Government. What is to be done
and industrialist.
about this proposition now?"
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to Appeal

Subpoena Decision
Circuit Court to Be Asked
For Review of Ruling
TAKING exception to an Aug. 151
opinion of Justice James W. Morris, of the U. S. District Court for
the District of Columbia, upholding the FCC position that it has
the power to subpoena witnesses
and conduct general hearings alon,^ ;
lines of the newspaper-ownership i
inquiry, Elisha Hanson, ANPA ;
counsel, last Thursday filed a notice of appeal with the District i
Court, preparatory to taking the
case to the U. S. Court of Appeal;
for the District of Columbia.
Under Justice Morris' memoj
randum
opinion
Aug. 18] and
through[Broadcasting
an order sub '
sequently signed by him, James G
Stahlman,
publisher
of the ANPj^
Nashville Banner
and former
president, would be required to an
swer a subpoena to testify at the
newspaper-ownership investigationnow scheduled to reopen Sept. 17.
Other Witnesses
With the Stahlman proceedinj
regarded as a far-reaching test o
the
FCC's
to subpoena
wit'
nesses
and powers
hold hearings,
it is pre
sumed the outcome of the case wil
determine the action of other wit
nesses called at the newspaper
ownership inquiry under subpoens
Following arguments similar t
those developed at oral argumen
before Justice Morris, Aug. 11, i
opposition
the FCC's
Mi
Hanson into his
notice claims,
of appee
maintained the FCC has no powe
under the Communications Act t
adopt or apply any policy or prt
mulgate rules which would ba
newspapers or individuals ident
fied with newspaper publishin
from holding a broadcast license
that the FCC has no jurisdictio
over Mr. Stahlman to compel hii
to testify in connection with Ordei
No. 79 and 79A; that the FCC he
no power to conduct an inquii
such as the newspaper-ownershi
proceeding. During oral argumei
Mr. Hanson had argued that sir<
the inquiry was illegal, the su
poena issued against Mr. Stall i
man, who is now on active duty : I
the Public Relations Office of tl
Navy as a lieutenant command"
is The
a nullity
in thecaseeyescame
of the
la'
Stahlman
to con
after Mr. Hanson on the openi
day of the newspaper-ownersl
proceedings, July 23, indicated
FCC Chairman James Lawreii
Fly he subpoened
had suggested
four th
w"
nesses
by theto FCC
they refuse to appear in what
described as "illegal proceeding;
In his memorandum opinion, u ,
holding the FCC argument presei I
ed by Thomas E. Harris, FCC
sistant general counsel, Justi i
Morris appeared to take the po;
tion that newspaper interests co
ceivably had more to gain than
lose in the FCC proceeding, a
that possibly newspapers would
shown to be an even more desiral
type of licensee than now concedt
• Broadcast

Advertisu

NBC,

CBS

Believed

Planning

Network
2,000-Mile Baton
VACATION did not stop
Andre Kostelanetz from participating in his program.
The Pause That Refreshes,
on CBS as the maestro, employing a two-way hookup
between WABC, New York,
and XEQ, Mexico City, not
only rendered a piano solo
but also gave a 2,000-mile
downbeat to start his orchestra in New York.

Rules
on Net
to Court
Appeal
Negotiations Cease as Labor Day Approaches But
Action Is Expected to Resume in September
Washington of a majority of the
A HIATUS in the major networkCommission, NBC President Niles
FCC conversations looking toward
Trammell, who has sat through1 compromise of the chain-monopout the protracted sessions which
jly regulations until after Labor
Day appeared inevitable last week,
began in July, is on vacation — probably until Labor Day. William S.
kith all signs pointing to a court
;attack by NBC and CBS prior to Paley, CBS president, who with
programs is concerned until the
the Sept. 16 effective date.
his chief lieutenant, Edward Klauwhole issue is adjudicated.
Not a wheel was turned last week
ber, executive vice-president, likeWhen the conversations hit the
wise has participated in all of the
||.n the negotiations between FCC
rocks again in early August, there
FCC conversations, is in New York
Chairman Fly and the network
had been virtual agreement among
and presumably would be availa^■leads, each side apparently waiting
the FCC law department, CBS and
ble for any conference called.
jtor an overture from the other.
MBS on the time option provision
jiNo session has been held, in fact,
Chairman Fly, at the final sesadvanced by MBS. NBC, however,
sion, insisted there would be no
( jjiince Aug. 7 when Chairman Fly
was adamant because of the effect
further postponement of the Sept.
j ^handed the networks a virtual ultiof this proposed formula upon the
16
effective
date.
Originally
the
Imatum that they accept and petiBlue Network, ultimately slated for
rules were to have become effecjCion for a modified version of the
sale under one of the eight rules
tive on Aug. 2, but the Commission,
jpime option rule or submit to the
adopted by the Commission. Chairitfules as originally drafted [Broad- July 21, authorized the postponeman Fly then kicked out the entire
casting, Aug. 11, 18].
ment upon petition of NBC and
proposal
and offered his own
CBS, with MBS not opposing.
Expect Court Action
[Broadcasting, Aus. 18], which
When the postponement was auproved unsatisfactory to all three
L The only development since the
thorized, itwas tacitly understood
network organizations.
ijrupture in conversations was the that every effort would be made
Effects of Plan
^iBling by MBS on A.ug. 14 of its to reach a compromise, notably on
J.jjpetition for amendments to permit
the time option clause, as expediIt was following this conference
.jpetwork optioned time and longer
tiously as possible, in order to that Chairman Fly delivered the
- contract periods [Broadcasting,
allow the networks at least 30 days
'"take-it-or-leave-it" ultimatum as
. Aug. 18]. Neither NBC nor CBS
to revise affiliation contracts to a result of which MBS filed its pejjaas made any moves toward sub- meet the new requirements. That
tition restating its own proposal.
• tmitting similar petitions, as reprocedure now is out of the quesGenerally, it is felt the plan pro,. i,|^uested by Chairman Fly, on the
tion, since there is little chance
posed by MBS through its counsel,
.ground that the demands made by of any agreement before the Labor
Louis G. Caldwell, and General
\jjphe FCC are untenable.
Day holiday. If conversations are
Manager Fred Weber, would in efreopened and litigation is averted,
^ ;j As a result of all this, it is exfect protect CBS and the NBC Red,
,. ^pected these networks will go to it is assumed a postponement of as well as MBS, but place the Blue
• court between Sept. 2-10, probably the Sept. 16 date will be authorized.
in out-and-out competition for afr).n New York, to enjoin the Commisfilates with MBS.
Unless there is a postponement
t-jpion from making any of its rules or unless an injunction is granted
While it appeared anybody's
,- ^effective. That is regarded as the by the courts, many affiliated sta- guess
as to what might happen, it
-,|bnly course open, unless Chairman
was thought in informed circles
tions, notably those on the NBC
; jFly on his own motion reopens the networks, will find themselves in a that before a final break and be^. ijponversations or orders an informal
fore litigation actually is attemptquandary. Existing contracts, unrjhearing or argument on the MBS
ed, some device will be used to
der the rules as now written, would
v^betition. Action presumably must be violate the new rules and stations
reopen the conversations. The MBS
:aken on the MBS pleading prior to would face punitive action by the petition provides a basis on which
:he Sept. 16 deadline.
FCC. On the other hand it is the Commission conceivably could
Little chance of any activity bethought
most affiliates would be in- set informal arguments or perhaps
tween now and Sept. 1 is seen, since
schedule another hearing. Chairclined to enter into a '"gentlemen's
the Commission does not plan to
man Fly appeared to be in the poagreement"
with
their
respective
: : hold regular sessions and since
sition of waiting for NBC and CBS
networks to retain the status quo
Chairman Fly and Commissioner
to
make
the next move.
insofar as clearance of network
Paul A. Walker, who participated
in the final phases of the conversation with NBC and CBS, left last
jjfctweek to attend the annual convenition of the National Assn. of Railroad &, Utility Commissioners in
i ;St. Paul, Aug. 26-29.
i Both NBC and CBS, it is made
t [abundantly clear, are poised for the
r litigation, with parallel suits probtilably to be brought in the Federal
t iDistrict Court in New York or
f probably a three- judge statutory
: ncourt of appeals in New York.
S ^|In either event, the suits will be
enjoin the Commission from
S imaking any of its regulations efj; qfective. If the suit is brought bet; 3|fore the statutory three - judge
PREVIEWERS of Maude's Diary, new serial sponsored on CBS Thurs•J :|court, it probably will be under
days, 7:30 p.m., were these sponsor and agency folk. The serial made
Section 402A of the Communicaits debut Aug. 14. At the preview performance v/ere: (1 to r) Mrs.
tions Act and will seek to annul,
Cedric Seaman; Cedric Seaman, sales manager of Continental Baking
set aside or enjoin the Commission.
Co., the sponsor; Walker Everett, of Ted Bates Inc.; Mrs. Ted Bates;
In addition to the absence from
Mr. Bates; Lee Mack Marshall, Continental advertising manager.
91(broadcasting
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in Mexico

Ties Up With NBC
Azcarraga
Group
Affiliates ;
Will Relay Programs
AS A MAJOR step in the development of its intercontinental broadcasting service, NBC on Aug. 21
announced that Mexico's network
of 21 stations, Cadena Radio-Difusora Mexicana, S. A., is now affiliated with the NBC Pan-American
network. The announcement was
made by Frank E. Mullen, NBC
vice-president and general manager, following
radiophone
conversation witha John
F. Royal,
NBC's vice-president in charge of
international relations, now on tour
in Latin and South America.
The Mexican network was organized not long ago by Don Emilio
Azcarraga, president of XEW, Mexico City, key station of the group.
XEW 'now operates on 100,000
watts with a CP for 200,000, making it the most powerful radio station in the Western Hemisphere.
In addition to entertainment and
public service programs regularly
broadcast
in this
country a onseries
NBC'sof
Red and Blue
networks,
exchange programs are included in
the program plans now under way
between the two networks.
The longwave Mexican stations
making
Cadena Radio-Difusora
Mexicanaup include:
XEW, Mexico
City; XEDK, Guadalajara; XERJ,
Mazatlan; XECF, Los Mochis;
XECZ, San Luis Potosi; XES, Tampico; XEFI, Chihuahua; XEBI,
Agua Caliente; XEBO, Irapuato;
XECW, Cordoba; XEME, Merida;
XEFB, Monterrey; XEHV, Vera
Cruz; XEMU, Piedras Negras;
XEBH, Hermosillo; XEJR, Parral;
XESA, Culiacan; XEBQ, Torreon;
XEBJ, Victoria; XERK, Tepic, and
XECH, Mexicala.
PROPAGANDA
PROBE
WILL START SEPT. 3
TO LOOK into charges that radio
broadcasts and motion pictures are
being used to spread pro-war propaganda, asubcommittee of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee on Sept. 3 will start public
hearings to determine the merits of
a resolution calling for a far-reaching committee investigation in these
fields, introduced Aug. 1 by Senator Bennett Clark (D-Mo.) and
Senator casting,
NyeAug. 11].
(R-N.D.) [BroadThe five-man subcommittee, headed by Senator D. Worth Clark CDIda.), includes Senators Bone CDWash.)
N.H.). , McFarland (D-Ariz.),
Brooks (R-Ill.), and Tobev (RAccording to Chairman Clark,
the subcommittee hearings likely
will last through September. About
15 representatives of mo\ie proand companies
have Sept.
been in-3,
vitedducersto appear
starting
and after testimony is taken regarding the motion picture situation, the radio field will be studied.
It is expected radio industry %\itnesses will appear during the last
half of September.
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ASCAP-by-Labor-Day
Rumor
Blasted
NAB Executive Committee. MoreNAB
Executive Group
Text of the letter from IRNA
over, itwas thouglit ASCAP might
executives to NBC affiliates,
offer counter-measures. All this
To Study Draft of
analyzing the ASCAP deal
would tend to hold up mailing copNBC Contract
and endorsing it, will be found
ies of the contract to the neton page 22 et seq.
REPORTS that ASCAP music
works' affiliates in the hope of
avoiding
the
necessity
of
sending
would be back on NBC by
out corrections and explanations
forded in the written terms of the
Labor Day and on CBS shortly
which might create confusion
compact.
thereafter were exploded late
The NAB board, at a meeting
among the stations.
last week when it developed
in Washington Aug. 6-7, authorized
NBC said response from affilithat copies of the preliminary
its executive committee to counsel
ates has been "satisfactory" to date
draft of the NBC-ASCAP conwith any broadcasters negotiating
but it declined to divulge the acwith ASCAP for contract renewals.
tract had not been concluded
tual count. On the other hand, reA motion adopted by the board speports from individual stations, paron Friday, with little likelicifically instructed the committee
ticularly those which have fought
hood of completion of the
the copyright battle over the years,
"to meet with negotiators on music
paper work prior to Wednescontracts and to cooperate with
indicated no great haste in aligning
day, Aug. 27.
them in devising terms for the use
with ASCAP until safeguards are
Copies of the preliminary
of music, which will be as widely
applied. A week ago NBC said
draft, still subject to change,
it had a total of 75 responses, with
acceptable
as possible."
were to be laid before the
In question
are such matters as
57 favorable, 11 unfavorable and
clearance
at
the source of transeven
borderline.
NAB Executive Committee,
scriptions, handling of special armeeting in New York on that
Miller Calls Meeting
rangements, disposition of pending
day, for comment and critiNAB President Neville Miller
infringement
suits, and other colcism but not for approval.
lateral considerations regarded as
called the Executive Committee
Presumably stations affiliated with
of fundamental interest to affiliates
meeting first for Monday and then
the Red and Blue Networks will
and
independents.
for
Wednesday
when
it
appeared
not be sent the form until these
Members
of the executive comevident
that
the
NBC-ASCAP
draft
deliberations are concluded.
mittee to attend the Wednesday
contract would be available. Because of the position taken by meeting and make themselves
Many Objectors
available for these consultations
IRNA
[see page 22] that it acDespite optimism exuded by both
cepted in principle the form of are, in addition to President
NBC and ASCAP that the conNeville Miller who sits as chairman,
contract only if specified conditract form shortly would be intions were met, it was thought the
James D. Shouse, WLW, Cincinvoked, there was little to substannati; Joseph O. Maland, WHO, Des
executive committee would be distiate this view in reactions from
inclined to virge overall acceptance
Moines, representating large staindividual stations. Many broadtions; Don S. Elias, WWNC, Asheof the formula unless adequate procasters, notably in the West and
tections all down the line were af- ville, and John J. Gillin, Jr., WOW,
Southwest, reported they had refused to accept the agreement on
Rexall Discs
Dr Levy Called Up
its present terms. Most of the stations appeared to be awaiting the
DR. LEON LEVY, president of UNITED DRUG Co., Boston (Rexformal language of the proposed
WCAU, Philadelphia, was called to
all products), for its semi-annual
contract before making a final de- active dutv on Aug. 18 in the Naval
fall one-cent sale in October, will
utilize
a series of four transcribed
cision.
Reserve, Temporarily stationed at quarter-hour programs, Rexall PaCopies of the preliminary draft
the Philadelphia
rade of Stars, on more than 100
were to be sent to members of the
Navy Yard, he stations nationally. NBC HollyIRNA Executive Committee, as a
will serve for the
wood Radio-Recording Division is
formality, since the committee alduration as lieu- slated to cut the series Sept. 6, with
ready had notified NBC outlets of
tenant command- talent including Ken Murray, coer in the Naval
its approval "in principle" of the
median; Kenny Baker, tenor; Meredeal, assuming it carries changes
dith Willson's orchestra; and HarIntelligence
Radio Division.
low Wilcox, announcer. Walter
suggested by the group [see text
of IRNA statement on page 22].
Operation of the Craig, program director of WMCA,
New York, under special arrangestation will conMeanwhile, the ASCAP Radio
Dr. Lew
tinue under the
ment, is to be in charge of producCommittee had begun its perusal
direction
of
Isaac
D.
Levy,
WCAU
tion for Street & Finney, New York
of what was to be the final draft,
agency servicing the account.
over which Herman Finkelstein, of secretary-treasurer.
Schwartz & Froelich, ASCAP genBulova Using 260
eral counsel, and Robert P. Meyers,
Carpet Firm's
ALEXANDER
SMITH Plans
& SONS
BULOVA WATCH Co., New York,
of NBC's legal department, had
Carpet
Co.,
Yonkers,
which
earlier
labored for nearly three weeks,
on Sept. 21 will increase its curputting into legal language the conrent campaign of time signals 7 this year ran a campaign for its
ditions previously agreed upon by to 70 times weekly by adding about
rugs and in New
carpets
on women's
proEngland,
is planning
NBC and ASCAP executives.
60 stations to its present list of a fall gramscampaign
in
New
England
200. The campaign to run until
similar to the first. No details will
No hitch is expected at the
Christmas and probably throughASCAP end, where the Radio
be
released till September, accordout the winter is the largest used
ing to Anderson, Davis & Platte,
Coinmittee will, if all goes well,
bv
Bulova
since
it
started
radio
adNew York, agency in charge.
send the contract to the ASCAP
vertising some 15 years ago.
board of directors with recommenAgency is Blow Co., New York.
dations that it be approved. The
Insurer's Spots
h)oard, which three weeks ago ratiALL-STATE INSURANCE Co.,
GEORGE FLEMING, aviator son
of Howard Flemins, owner of CFOS,
fied the informal document, is exChicago (auto insurance), has
Owen Sound, Ont., and the Oioen
pected to put its O.K. on the conplaced
participations
Sound
Sun
Times,
is
reported
missing
three toquarter-hour
six times a week
on WOR,
tract without delay.
following air operation on Aug. 15, New York; WCFL, Chicago;
according
to
word
received
by
his
parMay Be Changed
WBAL, Baltimore; WJR. Detroit;
ents from the Britisii Air Ministry.
WFBL, Syracuse; WHEC, RochesHe was a member of the first CanaStrong possibility was seen that
ter; WHP, Harrisburg. Agency is
dian bomber squadron of the Royal
changes in the present wording will
Air Force, and participated in raids on
E. H. Brown Adv. Agency, Chievolve after consultation with the
Berlin a few nights earlier.
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Omaha, for medium stations, anc
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore;
William H. West, WTMV, E. St
Louis, for small stations.
The Position of CBS
Although there has been no resumption of negotiations between
CBS and ASCAP and although
CBS executives have declined tc
comment on the NBC contract, the
attitude was prevalent, particularly in ASCAP circles, that once
deal is consummated with NBCl
CBS would be disposed to accepa
similar terms.
The fact that NBC has sought
NAB Executive Committee com]
ments, as distinguished from ap-l
proval of its contract indicate;
that terms of the deal to return
ing ASCAP music both te the net
works and their affiliated stations
are a matter of concern to the en
tire broadcasting industry and no
only to NBC and its affiliates
Once there is a unanimity of vie^
on the contract terms it is ex
pected they will be used withou
substantial change by all network;
and stations wishing to resumi
ASCAP music.
Mutual Reply to IRNA
Meanwhile, the IRNA lette
evoked an immediate response f ron
MBS, whose general manager, Fre(
Weber,
on Aug.
IRNA'
Chairman,
Samuel20 R.wrote
Rosenbaum
to point out that the more advan
tageous
the have
NBC-ASCAl
contract terms
could ofnot
been se
cured without the groundwork don
by MBS in its prior negotiation
with ASCAP. The letter reads:
"Today we received the six cop
ies of the IRNA affiliates' memc
randum to NBC affiliates, indieat
ing your direct renewed participa
tion in IRNA since the completio
of the Senate hearings on the FO
monopoly report.
"Since your memorandum of th
19th of August was addressed
NBC affiliates over the signatur
of the IRNA committee, we shoul
not have considered Mutual ir
volved had you not felt an oblig£
tion to refer to the alleged advai
tages between the NBC-ASCA:
agreement and that of Mutua
Don't you think your memorandui
exerts itself to stress what a]
pears to be only two points
variation between the two arrange
ments? For some obvious inten
— Thethat:
most favored pos
you"One
neglect
tion exists for radio stations bi
cause the Mutual network insiste
upon it before completing its coi
tract arrangements.
"Two — There can be little doul
that the present percentage is tl:
result of Mutal's earlier negotii
tions to obtain the fee effecti^
the
vast bargaining
power of wit'^
tl
19, 1941, combined
on May
other
networks.
"Three — The network copyriglij
formula maintained in the NBCj
ASCAP agreement was developa
to protect the interests of statioi
concerned with the Mutual nej
work because of its type of operj
tion in which the stations enj4j
{Continued on page 53)
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Lever

Bros.

Mellett

Plans

Swan
Soap Drive
Several Millions Budgeted in
Campaign for New Soap
LEVER BROS., Cambridge (Swan
soap), through Young & Rubicam,
New York, on Oct. 7 starts sponsoring the weekly half -hour Burns
& Allen Sho7v on more than 60
NBC-Red stations, Tuesday, 7:308 p.m. (EST), with West Coast
repeat, 6-6:30 p.m. (PST). Besides Gracie Allen and George
Burns in a new comedy formula,
the show is to include Paul Whiteman's orchestra, a male singer,
guest talent and others. Sam Perrin and Artie Phillips have been
signed as writers, with two more
to be added before the series gets
under way.
Tying in with its radio, and
spending several million dollars, the
firm is launching an intensive merchandising and promotion campaign for the new product. Besides
extensive use of transcribed announcements featuring Gracie Allen on local stations, it is understood the schedule will include
splash ads in 860 newspapers as
well as leading magazines and 24
stands nationally. Spot radio campaign, it was said, will be one of
the most extensive ever scheduled
by a sponsor.
Personnel Changes
Glenhall Taylor who has produced the CBS Slver Theatre for
three seasons, becomes agency producer of the Buryis & Allen Show,
with Al Scapone assisting. Ted
Sherdeman, NBC Hollywood writer-director, resigned that post to
join Young & Rubicam and takes
over Taylor's former assignment
as producer of SHver Theatre
which resumes Oct. 5 under sponsorship of International Silver Co.,
on 57 CBS stations, Sunday, 6-6:30
p.m. (EST), with Mickey Rooney
as first guest star. Filling the NBC
vacancy created by resignation of
Sherdeman is Dave Elton who has
taken over production of the weekly sustaining Latitude Zero. Archie
Scott, of NBC Chicago, has been
transferred to Hollywood for writer-producer assignments.

REUNION OF WWJ VETERANS at 21st birthday party of the Detroit
News station Aug. 20. Left to right: Ty Tyson, chief sports announcer
who has been with the pioneer station practically since its inception;
Fred Waring, bandman who first played over WWJ in 1921; William J.
Scripps,
the newspaper's
publisher, who as a youngster founded
what
was sonto of
become
WWJ.

Celebrities

and

Pioneer

21st
Join in WWTs
CELEBRATING its 21st anniversary last Wednesday, WWJ, of
the Detroit News, brought celebrities and pioneer broadcasters to its
microphones and keyed a special
program to NBC-Red to tell the
world that it was the first station
still in existence to broadcast regularly scheduled programs of entertainment. Itwas on Aug. 20, 1921,
that WWJ began operation and it
has been on the air continuously
ever since.
Fred Waring, who did his first
broadcast over WWJ in 1921, was
on hand with his Pennsylvanians
for a one-hour broadcast, half of
which was carried on NBC-Red.
The entire evening's program was
also carried by W45D, the FM adjunct of WWJ, and by WRUL, Boston shortwave station which sent
Jose Godoy, Spanish-speaking announcer, to interpret for the Latin
American audience.
Service to Public
Earlierdirector,
in the evening
WWJ's
musical
Mischa Kottler,
and the WWJ Symphony, with
Greta Keller, Viennese singer, presented a program featuring The
Sophisto-Cats and other WWJ artists. WWJ's manager, William J.
Scripps, who as a young amateur
started the station, gave a brief
talk in which he outlined the aims
More Salt Spots
INTERNATIONAL SALT Co., of WWJ since its inception.
He read a message from ChairScranton, Pa., on Sept. 23, after a
man James Lawrence Fly, conrecess of 13 weeks, will resume participations in the Marjorie Mills gratuating WWJ and calling it a
domestic science programs on the "veritable Methuselah of radio". A
Yankee Network and similar pro- transcribed message of praise and
grams on WCKY WJZ WRC
congratulations to W. E. Scripps
KDKA WGY WKBW WFBR
W. J. Scripps, who "were true
WSYR WHAM WCAU WWL, con- and
tracts running 6 to 13 weeks. Other pioneers who dared to take a chance
radio plans for fall are under con- and throw off the shackles of convention and establish WWJ, the
sideration but not yet completed, aconly station in America which can
cording to the agency, J. M. Mathes
Inc., New York.
claim to be first," was read from
Dr.
DeForest, A who
built also
WWJ's
A STAGE, Screen and Radio Division first Lee
transmitter.
tribute
was
has been formed by Fight for Free- read from Niles Trammell, NBC
dom Inc. in its anti-Nazi campaign,
with several broadcasts planned in the president.
During the Waring program, Ty
near future. Among backers of the
movement are Lowell Thomas and Wil- Tyson, who in 1921 invited Fred
liam L. Shirer. commr ntators. Co- Waring to broadcast, engaged in
chairmen are Burgess Meredith and
brief repartee and reminiscence
Helen Hayes.
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Anniversary Fete
with his old friend. Hundreds of
telegrams of congratulations
poured into the station during the
day and many of the station's
friends dropped by to pay their respects. Mr. Fly Comments
In the light of the newspaperradio ownership probe, Chairman
Fly's message to WWJ, referring
to it as a "veritable Methuselah
among radio stations," contained a
rather significant sentence. "Let me
congratulate WWJ," his message
concluded, "on this occasion and express ahope that its next 21 years
of service will be as outstanding as
its first 21 have been."
"Since WWJ was first founded,"
Mr.
Fly also from
stated,a hobby
"radio for
has a been
transformed
few
technically-minded youngsters to
an integral part of our social structure, and in that growth this station has played a significant role.
Its three call letters instead of four
mark it as a pioneer among stations, and its present status shows
it has not been surpassed by later
arrivals."

Praises

Radio

For Alert Judgment in
Resisting Propaganda
RADIO has been an industry "wise
beyond its years" in understanding
popular
feeling,
according toaide
Low-to i
ell Mellett,
administrative
President Roosevelt, writing in the
September Atlantic Monthly. The
industry has been second only to
the movies in resisting use of its
facilities for propaganda, he said,
but newspapers have been laggard.
Writing on "Government Propaganda", he said American radio
and the press associations can continue to render a great service to
this nation only if "we do nothing
to destroy the confidence they have
created". The press associations
and American radio, he went on,
"have set a standard of truthful
reporting that has caused their reports to be believed, particularly by
the nations of South and Central
America. "Nothing save a sudden
switch to dishonesty on our part
can
take this advantage from us"
he said.
In discussing acceptance of peacetime conscription, he said: "No
propaganda had been required to
bring the people to this state of
preparedness, and so far as the
Government is concerned no propaganda wasrefrained
attempted.
Government
from The
propaganda
despite very great pressure.
"This is the Amercian way, the
right way, the wise way. It would
be wrong for the President to use
funds voted by Congress to set up
an agency designed to whip Congress into line with his thinking
And the President has not done so.'
Soft Drink Test
WELCH FRUIT PRODUCTS Co..
Chicago, through its newly-appointed& agency,
Younggreen
Finn, Reincke-Ellis
is testing £
daily five-minute program or
WROK, Rockford, for Black Coav
soft drink. Program features £i
daily cash givaway
of $10 td
listener, who, when
called or;
the
telephone,
has
one
empty
ancone full bottle of the soft drink
Prize is delivered by two messen
gers dressed in black uniform;
wearing
a largemidwestern
cow's head.market
Aboui
15 additional
will be added, according to H. C
Vogel, radio director of the agency'
Longines Resumes
LONGINES - WITTNAUEE
WATCH Co., New York, durins
the week of Sept. 22 will resumf
its series of half-hour transcribec
symphony
programs the
on over
stations throughout
country5(
Series features symphonies bj
leading orchestras and will b(
heard Sunday afternoons at variei
times. Agency is Arthur Rosenberg
Co., New York.

ORIGINAL transmitter of WWJ is
now a museum piece. It was designed and installed by Dr. Lee
DeForest. Looking it over is Mrs.
Lansing Pittman.

BROADCASTING

Oyster Shell Renews
OYSTER SHELL PRODUCTS
New Rochelle, N. Y., through Aug
ust and early September is renew
ing for 52 weeks its campaign
spot announcements on 30 station
throughout the country. Spots varfl
from three to five times weekly o
the stations. Agency is Cecil
Presbrey, New York.
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This sensational achievement is but one of many

"The result of the one week's
effort on radio turned in a better than

successful campaigns

147% gain.

WORL'S

"In all my merchandising experience I have never believed such instantaneous returns could be accomplished
in this New England market knowing so well the slow
absorption qualities of the immediate buying public.

MILES

HOTEL

your adver-

Buy n Participation In Tiie 92D Club iloiui
Announcements

and 15 minute programs

are

open! Write for availabilities and 15 big success
stories today!

Sf^lian/e^ K}4n4letA<m
Doughnut Corporation
of America

STANDISH

famous 920 Club. Make

through

tising work fast — get hard hitting cooperation
from WORL.

"I feel your cooperation plus the general pulling power
of the 920 Club accounted for this wonderful return."
(SIGNED)

merchandised

•

BOSTON,

/oooh/drto'
MASSACHUSETTS

Schulze & Berch Adds
SCHULZE & BERCH Co., Chicago, has appointed Reincke-EllisYounggreen & Finn, Chicago, to
direct the account, and is planning
to augment its present radio campaign for saltine crackers. Company at present is using three station break announcements daily
on WON and WCFL, Chicago;
WROK. Rockford; WCBS, Spring-

field; WGBF, Evansville; WHO,
Des Moines. Announcements promote a $1,000 contest in which
entry blanks are filled out at the
local
grocercrackers
estimating'
of saltine
that the
can number
be held
bv a large carton. The grocer uses
the large carton as part of a merchandising display of company
products. Over a million entry
blanks are ready for distribution
and markets to be added include
Milwaukee, Racine, and St. Louis.

Wisconsin Net Gets Games
ENTIRE football schedule of U of
Wiscousiu will be broadcast this season by the recently formed Wisconsin
Network, comprising WHBY. Appleton ; KFIZ, Fond du Lac; WCLO,
Janesville : WHBL, Sheboygan ;
WSAU. Wausau ; WFHR, Wisconsin
Rapids ; AVEMP, Milwaukee ; WRJN,
Racine; WIBU, Poynette. The scheduL', as yet unsponsored. will include
five games at Madison and three outof state games.

. a campaign lu a

^..^^gan area . • •
_
st
te
c
si
a ba
Uon
indxana- ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^
consistently
2,300.000 consumersSuccessful au
^
.^^■•
e
«ful advertisers us ^^'SB

l

ona
testing nati
,rban-rural

-

response.

"Hemiiig, we've called you in to answer a very important question. ]Vbat qualities
does your wife most appreciate in a hair rinse — and why?"
Courtcsv of THE NEW ^ ORKER
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WIBG

Given

10 kw.

For
Philadelphia
New
Stations
for Pasadena
And Washington, Pa.
AT A SPECIAL meeting last Friday to clean up its calendar prior to
a recess over Labor Day, the FCC
authorized two new standard broadcast stations and granted a new
FM broadcasting station in Philadelphia as well as improved facilities for a half-dozen stations.
Headlining the list was a threepoint grant to WIBG, Glenside, Pa.,
in effect making the station a fullfledged Philadelphia outlet with
10,000 watts unlimited time on 990
kc, in lieu of its present 1,000
watt daytime assignment. Simultaneously, the Commission authorized transfer of control from its
eight present owners to Paul F.
Harron and Joseph Lang, who now
own WHOM, Jersey City, and John
G. Kelly, former Democratic leader
of Philadelphia, and Anthony J.
Drexel Biddle Jr., now minister to
Poland, and several smaller European countries, headquartering in
London. The latter two acquire
49% interest for $75,000 with Harron and Lang holding the 51%.
In granting the WIBG transfer
the Commission reconsidered
previous order for a hearing. I
cancelled the hearing and in addi
tion to authorizing transfer of con
trol also authorized removal of the!
station from Glenside to Philadelphia. The Commission also approved an application of Seaboard
Radio Broadcasting Corp., WIBG
licensee for a new FM station tc
operate on 48.1 m.s. on a regulai
commercial basis. The area specifier
is 9,300 square miles.
A new standard broadcast sta-.l^j
tion in Pasadena, Cal. to operate
on 1430 kc. with 1,000 watts day
time only, was authorized to South
ern California Broadcast Co. Prin
cipals are Marshall S. Neal, store
owner, 44% ; Lee A. Ragan, sales
man of KIEV, Glendale, 5%, an
H. H. Cooper, KIEV salesman, 5%
There are 11 other stockholders.
On petition for reconsideratio:
and grant without hearing, th
Commission authorized a new sta
tion at Washington, Pa., to th
Washington Broadcasting Co., t
operate on 1450 kc. with 250 watt
fulltime. The licensee company i
made up of 46 stockholders, wit
approximately 38%% of the stoc
held by individuals interested i
the ownership of WSTV, Steuben
ville, 0. William S. Yard is presi
dent, with approximately 6%% o
the stock; Louis Berkman, vic«
president and head of WSTV, hold
10.6% ; Sherman H. Siegel, treas
surer, 10.6%.
WRNL, Richmond, was grante
an increase from 1,000 to 5,00
watts fulltime on 910 kc. with
directional antenna. Other gran1
included: KONO, San Antonio, ii
crease from time-sharing to ful
time on 1400 kc. with 250 wat1
fulltime; KPQ, Wenatchee, Wasl:
increase 500 watts night and 1,0C|
watts day on 560 kc, in lieu of 2l\
watts on 1490 kc.
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i

^1 HIS fact alone is enough to explain the
ever- increasing popularity of ABC
Stations in Arizona. The best in radio
is the listeners natural choice, so wise is
the advertiser who makes the most of
its good company. ABC's seven stations
insure complete coverage of the rich
Arizona market.

AO

KEY STATION OF THE
Cbd^Oneu BROADCASTING

QO,Jml.

Reprejented Nilionill/ liy
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY

-^

New York Chicago Cleveland Detroit San Francisco Los Angeles

AFFILIATED
i^ROADCASTING
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Receivers

Submit

Transcontinental
Report
to
Court
Distribution of Assets Noted;
Adams Denied Payment
TRANSCONTINENTAL Broadcasting System, Elliott Roosevelt's
ill-fated venture which almost but
not quite became a fifth nationwide
network, furnishing the industry
with a New Year's Eve sensation
when, on Dec. 30, 1939, its promoters announced that they would be
unable to meet the scheduled Jan.
1 starting date, made a much less
sensational appearance in the news
last week, when its receivers filed
their report in the Court of Chancery at Wilmington, Del.
Daniel F. Wolcott and Harry H.
Stehman, appointed by the court
last November to dissolve the network corporation, reported total assets of $94,874, consisting of
$94,444 in cash in the bank and a
refund of $430 secured from the
telephone company. Of this, $5,763
had been paid to Breed, Abbott &
Morgan, law firm which conducted
negotiations for TBS with Blackett-Sample-Hummert, whose clients
were expected to be the first TBS
sponsors, and $771 had been paid
for other claims. Claim of John T.
Adams, one-time chairman of the
board of TBS, for $6,528 was denied by the court.
Paid to Stockholders
Pro-rata distribution of $63,715
to TBS stockholders leaves a balance of $24,528, of which the receivers ask the court to approve their
bill of $850 and attorney's fees of
$3,500. If this approval is forthcoming, the remainder will then be distributed tothe stockholders and the
career of TBS officially closed.
Elliott Roosevelt, as largest
stockholder of TBS, holding 4,000
of the corporation's 10,000 shares,
has received $25,486 in the distribution to date. H. J. Brennen, owner of KQV and WJAS, Pittsburgh,
and WHJB, Greensburg, Pa., who
attempted to reorganize the network following Mr. Roosevelt's
resignation as president, received
$9,557 on his 1,500 shares. H. K.
Brennen, Sarah A. Brennen and
Margaret M. Brennen, each holding
286 shares, received $1,822 apiece.
Robert M. Thompson, KQVWJAS, received $8,920 for his
1,400 shares, only other individual
listed with more than 1,000 shares.
Noxzema Enlarges
NOXZEMA CHEMICAL Co., Baltimore, has placed its Quiz of Ttvo
Cities program on WAPI, Birmingham, and WSB, Atlanta, making a
total of 20 cities now carrying the
weekly half-hour show either as a
single unit or in cooperation with
another city. According to Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, agency
in charge, combinations are under
consideration for the show to be
heard in Kansas City and St. Louis,
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, and
Albany-Troy-Schenectady.

CONTRAST BETWEEN PAST and present glories was furnished Albany citizens during the annual Soap Box Derby when this ancient Sears
model, circa 1900, snorted along before 35,000 spectators. At the "steering i-od" at right is Harold E. Smith, owner of the car and general
manager of WOKO, Albany, accompanied by Sports Announcer Sherb
Herrick, who holds wondering Harold E. Smith II on his lap. WOKO
carried heat-by-heat accounts of the local race, won by Donald Mathews,
who was sent to the Akron Derby by Socony Vacuum Oil Co.
WIBW,

WCHS

Seek

FCC

Rule

Change

To Allow 10 kw. Daytime for Regionals
ing the necessary alterations in
FORMAL petitions for a change in
FCC rules governing power limita- equipment.
In the WIBW petition, filed by
tions on regional stations to authorize use of 10,000 watts during John W. Guider, Carl A. Smith
daytime hours in lieu of the present and Lester Cohen, counsel, it was
5,000 watts peak, were filed with brought out that one of the primary
the FCC last week by WIBW,
deficiencies in the present allocation system is the lack of primary
Topeka, and WCHS, Charleston.
The stations operate on the same
daytime service in rural and semirural areas. It seems apparent,
frequency of 680 kc.
First of the requests to be made
said the petition, that clear-channel
for a change in the rules, the ap- service alone cannot be the answer
plications were filed in conjunction to the problem. A great number of
with nearly identical petitions seek- Class III stations now render day
ing amendment of Rule 3.22(c) to service to rural areas surrounding
lift the power maximum for Class the communities in which they are
III-A regionals. Engineering data located, it is added, and any extension of their daytime coverage
filed in conjunction with the WIBW
application were prepared by An- will for the most part be over rural
drew D. Ring and Ralph L. Clark, districts and small towns which are
consulting engineers, with similar unable economically to support any
data utilized by WCHS.
type of facility which otherwise
might be usable there.
Others May File
It was pointed out that a large
It is estimated [Broadcasting,
percentage of such regional stations can use 10,000 watts daytime
Aug. 4] that the increases to 10,000
watts daytime will result in an without causing substantial interference. The WIBW application,
approximate 40% improvement in
coverage, primarily in rural or said the petition, if granted, would
semi-rural areas. Because few ques- result in a reduction in daytime
tions of interference are involved, service of the station in areas
except as to adjacent channels, ex- around Kansas City, Omaha, Des
isting antennas can be used in vir- Moines and other metropolitan sectually all cases, it was stated. The
tions already supplied with adeaverage remodeling expense to inquate service and substitute a sizcrease the transmitter output from
able rural audience in Western Kansas and Southwestern Oklahoma,
5,000 to 10,000 watts would be bewhich has a dearth of radio service.
tween $5,000 and $15,000.
In addition to the two stations
Technical Advances
which already have filed, it is understood that WRDO, Orlando, Fla.,
WCHS, in its petition filed by
Ben S. Fisher, Charles V. Wayalso assigned to 580 kc, contemplates a similar application in the land and Charles F. Duvall, contended the existing rule limiting
near future. A change in the rule
by the FCC would open the way
daytime power to 5,000 watts is
for virtually all regionals operat- obsolete and not in accordance with
ing with 5,000 watts full time to the best engineering practices and
double their daytime power by mak- the present state of the art. It cited
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technical advances made in directional antennas and highly-developed transmitters which would
make it possible to use effectively
power of not less than 10,000 watts
daytime.
Contending that the entire listening public throughout the country would be benefited by such a
change, the WCHS petition cited
that many listeners, both rural and
urban, are now unable to receive
any daytime signal of sufficient
value to be usable. This condition,
however, largely would be rectified
with the proposed power boost.
Advancing arguments similar to
those contained in the WIBW petition, WCHS pointed out also that
with this increase in power made
possible for at least 100 regional
stations, a greater uniformity of
coverage and a wider variety of
programs would immediately become available to many millions
of listeners. The increased daytime
coverage of WCHS alone would be
412,000 persons, it stated.
Arguing that the limit of 5,000
watts is an inefficient use of facilities, WCHS contended a change in
the rule would not interfere with
or curtail the service of any existing station and that the granting
of the applications would conform
strictly to present engineering
standards. By granting the petitions, WCHS said, the Commission
"will provide more adequate and
eflacient distribution of radio facilities throughout the entire United

Purvis Leaves Paper;
States."
Would Acquire WOLS
HAVING recently sold his inter
est in the Florence (S. C.) Star,
Melvin Purvis, onetime ace FBI
agent who retired as a G-man several years ago to become publisher
of the daily, is reported to have
made a deal to purchase WOLS,
Florence, from 0. Lee Stone. The
station operates with 250 watts on
1230 kc. His partner in the projected deal is M. Schnibben, a
brother of G. E. Schnibben who is
principal in Norfolk County Broadcasting Co., applicant for a new
station in Norfolk. The Schnibben
brothers operate theatres in and
around Florence.
Paper Buys CFCT
CFCT, Victoria, B. C, has been
purchased by the Victoria Colonist
morning daily, from George W
Deaville, for an undisclosed sum
according to H. R. Carson, president of All-Canada Radio Facilities, Calgary, who will represent
the station nationally. The only station in Victoria, capital of the
Province of British Columbia anc
home of many retired British civil
servants, it will be operated by a
staff recruited from various stations in Western Canada with
which All-Canada is affiliated
Manager will be Cecil Berry oi
CFGP, Grand Prairie, Alta. Al
Smith, CKCK, Regina, Sask., wil
be sales manager. Sale of the sta
tion to the Colonist makes 27 news
paper-owned
stations
in thebroad
Do
minion
of a total
of 86 active
cast outlets.
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WIBC+Merchandising=

• A sales and merchandising record in the highly competitive field of razor blades — is a record.

account." W I B C has a good clear signal that reaches
all over Hoosierland and edges into surrounding states.

W I B C is pretty proud of the fact that its full-time
state-wide coverage of Hoosierland, plus merchandising

WIBC's first concern is a large, loyal and responsive
listening audience. We keep it because we make sure

cooperation due to W I B C's influence on dealers, has
been producing sample inquiries at the extremely low
cost of 3c per inquiry.

we give 'em what they want to hear.
*
*
*

As a matter of fact, Marlin had used up all of its advertising budget for Indianapolis, but renewed as they
put it, "because of the splendid job WI BC did for the

That makes W I B C a good bet for
any advertiser who wants to get his
sales story over Hoosierland — in one
convenient package.

.Indiana J 3riendly- Station Setve3 J^ooJ let land

★

★****★

*

★

*

VYISC
c4lliUated ivitk tke M^utual Sioadcadting. S^dtent
Represented by
HOWARD H. WtLSON CO.
New York, Chicago, Kansas City
OFFICES
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We

have been selected for essential work in

connection

with national defense

commercial

stations asKDKA,

KYW,

and WBZ.

for the

Out of this experience came the distinctive

same reason that our 50-HG equipment has
been selected by key broadcasting stations

improvements found in our 50-HG transmitter— greater economy, operating simplic-

entering the 50, 000- watt group since January,

ity, and fidehty in radio transmission — the
kind of developments which are a result of a

1940. We know what the job requires — and
how to do it. That is because we have been
at it for a long time.
Since the earHest days of the industry we
have been

engaged

continuously in broad-

casting operations through such well-known

OPERATING
OF

WESTINGHOUSE

first-hand operating experience.
The research and development

supporting

our current defense work will ultimately result in still further improvements in our
regular commercial

transmitters.

ADVANTAGES
50-HG

TRANSMITTER

Air-cooled tubes in all stages
Extremely low operating costs
Metal rectifiers throughout, except main high voltage rectifier
Inductive neutralization of the power amplifier
Equalized feedback
Compressed gas condensers
Complete eHmination of fuses
Spare rectifier tube at operating temperature
Ease of adjustment
Unit construction throughout
Full automatic control
Relatively low plate voltages
Conservative operation of all tubes

BROADCAST

EQUiPMENT
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!
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IRNA
Chieftains'
Letter
on Proposed
NBC-ASCAP
Deal
a chance to examine not only the final
that ASCAP music can go back on
standing of affiliates which TramSTRONG SUPPORT for the NBCNBC-ASCAP
contract
but also the
mell, as president, has brought into
ASCAP deal came last week from
the air." Text of the letter follows:
the direction of NBC.
single station blanket contract, the
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL,
single station per program contract,
In recent months the broadcasting
The NBC-ASCAP Formula
and the contract for clearance at the
Philadelphia, and Paul W. Moindustry has had a crisis every mornrency, WTIC, Hartford, chairman
source of commercial transcriptions.
On many occasions in the past few
ing before breakfast. Broadcasters
have faced so many emergencies they
and vice-chairman, respectively of years we have all complained about
However, it is our considered judgare shell-shocked.
ment that this is a very fair deal and
Independent Radio Network Affili- the short-sightedness, the buU-headedness
and
the
narrow-mindedness
of
Many of you have not followed the that now is the time to settle copyates, who, acting in their capacinetwork
executives
from
our
point
of
details
of
the
copyright
situation.
The
right
differences between networks and
ties as members of the IRNA ne- view, in failing to comply with requests
afBliates so that ASCAP music can go
you got from Trammell was
gotiating committee of NBC affili- from IRNA which we believed to be telegram
too .short and needs to be amplified.
back on the air and so that other maates, addressed a letter to all NBC
for the good of the industry. We be- We therefore believe it is in order to
jor problems which confront the indusaffiliates analyzing the deal and
lieve much of the present mess the review and explain the proposed new
try can have our undivided attention.
setting forth what they regard as networks are in could have been
formula and state our views. The deBenefits Noted
averted.
its advantages and disadvantages.
cision is up to you. You are free to
act.
We
have
obtained
a
proposition
Emphasizing that stations still
This makes it all the more imperaFirst of all, let us spot the hightive that we should speak up when
are free agents, that no commitwhen it is satisfactorily emof what we shaU call the
we have obtained from a network a which, bodied
in contract form, is an offer ASCAP lightsFormula
ment has been made to bind them
of Aug. 1, 1941 (the
deal
for
affiliates
which
we
regard
as
to
you.
We
have
made
no
commitof the Big Wind). This is how
and that they have made no repments for you. We have made no rep- year
a major accomplishment. The advanresentations of authority to bind
we
see
them
as
affiliates.
resentations that we have authority
tages obtained for affiliates in the
1. No affiliate is compelled to take
them, the letter declares that "it is copyright deal tentatively arrived at or power to bind you.
our considered judgment that this between NBC and ASCAP are a vica local ASCAP license. Even if you
It is, of course, not possible to make
final recommendations on the copyright
is a very fair deal and now is the
tory for affihates. They are the direct
don't take one, you will get the bendeal tentatively set up between NBC
time to settle copyright differences
result of demands made by IRNA.
efit of ASCAP music on network serand ASCAP until affiliates have had
vice and the network will pay the cost
between networks and affiliates so They also reflect the better underof sustaining programs. On commercial programs you will be asked to
reimburse to the network only the
same amount which the network pays
ASCAP on the net dollars you get
from the network.
You used to pay ASCAP 5% on
these dollars. You are now asked to
pay 2%%.
2. Any affiliate who wants ASCAP
music locally can get it on a perprogram basis or a blanket basis. An
affiliate must also be able to get the
music
cleared on
at thecommerci-1
source, and transcriptions
this contract
IISTENER
PREFERENCE
must be satisfactorily negotiated. On
either the per program or blanket license basis, you are allowed to deduct,
as before, advertising agency commissions, quantity discounts, and income
from political broadcasts. However, in
addition, IRNA has obtained for you
another flat discount of 15% on top
of all that, representing cost of sales
to the station itself, and not contingent
upon anything.
On the final balance you pay
ASCAP 2%% if you take a blanket
license, which is obviously comparable
with 1.91% on the previous basis by
reason of this new 15% deduction we
have obtained for you.
Add to that your local sustaining
fee. Instead of an arbitrary figure as
before, this will be, for a blanket sustaining license, 12 times $1, if your
annual gross is under $50,009 ; 12
times your highest % hour rate if you
gross $50,000 to $150,000; and 12
times your highest % hour rate if you
gross over $150,000.
Blanket Licenses
Business
Rising Rapidly
in KSD
Area
On blanket licenses, adding your
commercial and sustaining fees, your
Help Wanted Adver+isements are a recognized barometer of
total cost of ASCAP will average well
under 3%, as compared with a total
business. St. Louis newspapers printed 57% more Help Wantof betweeu 6% and 7% for both comed Advertisements during the first 6 months of 1941 than in
fore 1941.mercial and sustaining licenses bethe same period last year.
This basic differential in favor of
affiliates, that is, 2%% as against the
Place Orders for Your Fall Schedule Now
network 2%%,
also ofantheIRNA
tribution tothe isterms
deal. conIf you want to try a per-program
commercial plan you stiU get the benMore
Than 30.000 New
Jobs Within a Year
efit of the extra 15% deduction we
have obtained for you, so that the 8%
Will be created by primary defense contracts, with more than 150 firms in metropolitan St. Louis paron full programs of ASCAP music
ticipating and with wage increases from 2S% fo 50%. Estimates by St. Louis Chamber of Commerce
and 2% on incidental use of ASCAP
music such as bridge, background,
theme or signature, are really 6.8%
and son1.7%
respectively
for compariA Distinguished Broadcasting Station
with previous
experience.
You can even take a per-program
sustaining license if you wish and pay
1%
the card
valuemusic.
of local sustainersof using
ASCAP
Station KSD—
The BUILDING.
St. Louis
Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS.PostMO,
If you wish, you can start with a
FREE St PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
program license and switch from program to blanket if you think it will
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
be cheaper, or vice versa. Or you can
combine a per-program commercial
Page 22
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Use NBC ORTHACOUSTlC^—
recording so lifelike it wins
acclaim of musical experts
Recording the Longines Symphonette was a real
challenge, in that the quality of the recorded
programs had to match the exceptionally high
standards of the artists themselves.
How well the finished records met the challenge
is explained in the letter from Mr. Cartoun — and
in a letter from the conductor, Macklin Marrow:
"Having examined the first series of recordings
I recently made with the Longines Symphonette Ishould like to express my appreciation
for the truly amazing fidelity to tone and
nuance in all registers, and for the warmth
and richness of the string quality which is unequalled inmy experience."
Whether you're preparing one minute spots or
a quarter-hour musical or dramatic program,
khe live quality of NBC Orthacoustic* is equally
effective. Whatever your recording problem, take

Vice

it to "Broadcasting Headquarters" — for here
you will find the finest recording facilities as well
as a complete production service — from script
to finished pressings. 'Regietered trademark

adio-Recording
Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING
COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
^RCA Building, Radio City, N.Y. • Merchandise Mart, Chicago • Trans-Lux Building, Washington, D.C. • Sunset and Vine, Hollywood
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license
"sritli a blanket sustaining, (ir
vice versa.
3. There is no minimum guarautre
if you take a per-program license so
as to make yourself eligible to play
ASCAP numbers for any local advertisers ■who wish it. There is a fixed
obligation, however, to log all of your
numbers for ASCAP, and this will be
onerous.
Renewal Clause
4. Tou can refrain at present from
taking any kind of ASCAP license and
change your mind any time you like
and take one, and you will get the
benefit of this deal for the full length
of the term without being penalized
because you want to wait and see.
5. This deal is for a full nine
years with provision for renewal for
nine more years if ASCAP gets rights
from its members. The terms for the
second nine years will be unchanged
unless ASCAP demands an increase
which we refuse, in which event the
question of an increase would be determined by arbitration.
G. The terms for every affiliate are
identical with the terms for every
other one, including network M & O
stations. The stations previously
signed up, including the Mutual affiliates, share in these improved terms.
The previous discriminations in favor
of certain stations, such as the newspaper contract, are abolished.
7. The deal, when made, will provide for releases up to the date of
signing for the network, the stations
that sign BMI and XAB, from the
various threats for anti-trust and infringement violations that have been
in the air. The local station deal
should include a complete release for
the stations signing it from all claims,
at least up to the date that NBC
signs the network deal, including not
only infringement violations and antitrust claims, but also claims for past
years.
BMI to Continue
8. Although it is not, of course, part
of the deal with ASCAP. NBC has
given assurance that it intends to do
its part to maintain BMI and to contmue to support BMI and encourage
It to grow, and we fcl that BMI will
be maintained by the broadcasters.
9. The aggregate cost of both BMI
and ASCAP music on blanket licenses
will be less than 4% for most affiliates
as compared with between 6% and
7% on the old basis before 1941 (when
you add your sustaining fees).
10. In the event of a reduction in
the ASCAP catalogue so material as
to justify a remedy, we wOl have a
right to cancel. If it is impractical to
take ASCAP music o£E the air after
having restored it, we always have
the remedy of switching to a per program method of payment.
11. The deal imposes a considerable
added financial cost on NBC which
pays ASCAP on its network revenue
which, as you know, was previously
exempt. If the new formula were applied to 1940 business the annual sum
payable by NBC to ASCAP on network program, commercial and sustaining, would be in round figures
$680,000. Against this, the network
asks the affiliates to reimburse, in
round figures, .$280,000. This leaves a
network net cost of .$400,000. In addition. NBC would have paid for its
M & O stations, commercial and sustaining fees on blanket licenses,
round figures, $100,000. This makes ina
total cost for ASCAP music to NBC
$500,000 if the new formula were applied to 1940 business. In addition,
NBC payments to BMI for the same
period, on the reduced rate plan, are
$160,000. Therefore, cost to NBC for
ASCAP and BMI together, on the new
plan on 1940 business would be in
round figures, $660,000 as compared
with actual payment to ASCAP for
that year, $410,000.
In other words, NBC is taking on
an additional cost, in round figures,
of $250,000 per annum based on 1940
business (and this will increase with
growing volume and with clearance at
Page 24

PROMOTION

DRIVE

Use of Radio Time Urged
Consumer Coal
TO PREVENT a threatened snarl
in defense production and distribution by spreading out the delivery
of coal through early fuel purchases, the NAB, in cooperation
with the 0PM Bituminous Coal
Consumers' Counsel, last week
launched a promotion drive in
which coal producers and dealers
would use radio time to urge customers to "buy coal now while you
can get it, and be warm this winter." It was estimated that the
resultant paid advertising campaign probably would run to six
figures, in radio and other media,
with an estimated 50,000 coal dealers participating.
Prefacing a 4-page folder sent to
all stations, prepared by Arthur
Stringer, of the NAB Washington
headquarters staff, an Aug. 14 message from Luther Harr, of the
Bituminous Coal Consumers' Counsel, to wholesale and retail fuel
groups indicated that an acute distribution problem had developed for
coal,
withfacilities
a growing
shoi'tage
of
railroad
available
for coal
shipments.
Suggested Continuities
"Coal must be moved now — or
the defense effort v/ill be snarled,"
Mr. Harr declared. "Of the whole-
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FOR

COAL

in Campaign to Induce
Purchases Now
sale and retail bituminous coal associations and dealers I ask that
they give generously to the buy-now
campaign. I ask that they utilize
every means of stimulating the
buying and storing of coal now, by
means of radio time, newspaper advertising and all other available
means, and at their own expense. I
see this as a patriotic duty. Of the
producers and district boards I
ask the same. Of consumer, large
and small, I ask that they buy and
store now. If they do, the railroads
are going to be cleared for defense.
And coal will be in storage places
when it is most needed."
In addition to a full-page of
sample spot announcements, included in the folder, Mr. Stringer
suggested several other types of
promotion for the "buy coal now"
drive, i.e., a coal parade with pictures, speeches and a broadcast
from the city hall; participation by
insulation companies ; sponsoring
of a storm window campaign by
building supply firms; advertising
of coal dealers' budget buying
plans; advertising by banks or loan
companies of plans to borrow money
to buy winter coal during summer
months; participation by railroad
companies with heavy coal traffic.

the source on BMI music when it besible. gins) in order to make this deal posCombined Cost Is Less
Most affiliates, on the other hand,
will find, as above explained, that combined cost of ASCAP and BMI will
run under 4% as compared with between 6% and 7% before 1941. This
should effectively dispose of any hangover of resentment against the network from past dealings where people felt the network had made a better deal for itself at the expense of
affiliates.
12. Proof that ASCAP is taking
with good grace the licking it has
received is self-evident when you
figure that if all networks and
stations take blanket licenses under
the new formula, ASCAP stands to
receive approximately $3,200,000 per
annum based on 1940 business, as
compared with over $5,000,000 it actually received on 1940 business under the old formula. As further evidence of ASCAP's willingness to bury
the past and live in friendship with
us, ASCAP has further agreed that
if any special Federal broadcast tax
is imposed, it will be deductible before applying the percentages.
13. At the present time all we are
asked to do is to inform NBC of our
agreement to reimburse the network
to the extent of 2%% of our compensation from it, subject to approval
by us of the final detailed form of
all the contracts which are to be submitted as soon as the ASCAP and
NBC regiment of lawyers have agreed
upon them, namely, the network contract, and the single station contracts,
both blanket
and for
per clearance
program. Inataddition the deal
the
source of commercial transcription
programs must be completed.
The Objections
Now we intend to review the objections which have been expressed by
some affiliates and our comments on
them. The time has come for bringing this matter to a conclusion. Full
and free debate is healthy and democratic, but let's not be just a debating society that paralyzes action.

FRESH FROM BARNYARD came
this authentic bit of rural atmosphere to get the goat of Bernie
Smith, new agricultural director of
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles. Headed
by Manager Plarrison Holliway,
the staff greeted Bernie, who in
turn greeted his new mascot.
Underlying all criticism of the deal
and the formula are these fundamental
and basic questions in the minds of
many affiliates :
Why should we make any deal with
ASCAP at aU? Who says we need
any ASCAP music whatever? We have
made out satisfactorily for eight
months without ASCAP music, so
why bring it back? Admitting the deal
is good enough in dollars, why add this
expenditure to what we are already
spending
BMI not
if we
need
it?
Is thisformoney
justdon't
an extra
luxury for something the network
may need
but ASCAP
we don't? music,
If the why
network wants
doesn'tus the
network pay for it and
leave
alone?
Let us first dispose of this subject :
We all know what a voracious appetite for mu&ie radio has and it is up
to us, as a matter of public service,
to supply our program builders with
every bit of material available, proBROADCASTING

viding only that we can obtain that
material at an equitable price. We had
not only the right, but the duty to refuse to pay ASCAP the exhorbitant
demands made on the industry last
year. able
ButASCAP
no was
matter
withhowus unreasonwe must
not overlook our public obligation and
be unreasonable with them. We must
continuou.sly improve our programs
and the ASCAP repertoire will be a
help in doing that.
Sponsor Reaction
Some
the cooperated
large national
ers who ofhave
withadvertisus for
the past eight months because they
knew that any great increase in copyright fees would result in increased
rates, are now becoming restless. They
are saying to the network executives :
"We have cooperated with you when
the demands upon you were unreasonable but now that you can make a
fair deal we expect you to make it and
not hold out simply because you seem
to be getting along fairly well with the
music now available. We want to use
everything
ten and we that
expecthasyoueverto been
obtainwritthe
right
do so." on BMI. BMI,
Thisforis usno toreflection
in the few months of its existence,
has done a wonderful job. The fact
that it has enabled us to keep music
on the air at all is L. itself a miracle
of accomplishment. It is not reasonable to expect that in one year of
experience, half of which was taken
up with mulate
preparation,
BMI could
accufor us a catalogue
sufficient
to supplant entirely the ASCAP
library accumulated over more than
50 years.
It may be that many stations are
not fully aware of the difficulties that
have faced program builders. Many
stations depend mostly on phonograph
records or transcriptions for most of
their musical output, and BMI has
done able
a lists
wonderful
job infreemaking
availof numbers
of ASCAP
obligations.
The networks have developed whatever position they have, because in
the last analysis they have furnished
the public with programs of such high
qualitycatedthat
audiences
eduto expect
nothinghave
but been
the best.
They cannot
affordafford
to loseto this
hallmark. We cannot
let them
lose it.
More ASCAP Records
However, stati< as which take the
view that it is up to the networks
and not a matter of interest to the
stations,
only trying
to hitch-hike
a free ridearewithout
realizing
the facts.
With ASCAP music on the networks,
many stations will eventually find that
listener interest will require them to
add ASCAP music to their local program service. Furthermore, the problem of avoiding ASCAP-controlled
phonograph records wiU increase trebecause ther'!
will tunes
be a
tremendous mendously
increase
in ASCAP
recorded.
Another consideration that should
be present
in the
minds of by
all closing
broadcasters is the
opportunity
with ASCAP at this time to avoid
the damage that would be caused by
any other course to our public and
governmental relations at a time when
we are being attacked from several
quarters.
Any broadcaster who thinks that
the object
had in view ASCAP
was to de-is
stroy andwedisintegrate
equally mistaken. We all recognize
the established fact that composers
and publishers of individual songs or
numbers own the copyrights and have
awe right
to masic
be paidsomeone
for their
use the
has use.
a rightIf
to
be paid.
we don't
pay through
ASCAP
as aIfcentral
collecting
agent,
if ASCAP is completely disintegrated,
the probable result might be that these
composers and publishers would deal
with us for themselves or would form
smaller groups in larger numbers and
we would then be faced with the problem of dealing not v.ith one single col• Broadcast
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source, that is, by the transcription
lectins agency but with many. The
is obviconfusion, correspondence, bookkeepadvertise
companie
now
must rs.be Itmade
ous thats theor deal
ing and detail involved in dealing with
THEY WERE IN THE NAVY THEN
before stations commit themselves to
ah these people separately, and the
flood of infringement charges and suits
carrving and paying for the music oij
One of a series
that might descend upon us would far
network programs. The cost of clear
would
tions at tothethesource
counter-balance any sentimental satising transcrip
companies
to be rebated
have
faction that last-ditch fighters would
staenjoy in the dissolution of ASCAP.
which make the payment by the
so that
As far as emotion is concerned, such
tions which get the business,
cost
the
in
increase
no
be
can
there
broadcasters should derive all the coms
of transcriptions to the advertiser
which they need from the obfort
vious fact that
on the revised basis
This is necessary so that there wil
oi
use
the
toward
tendency
no
be
of the consent decree and the formula.
ASCAP will have to make plenty of
spot transcriptionagainst
as
network
due to any increase in cost.
changes and cut out most of the abuses
which we broadcasters objected to.
The Rest of the Industry
Program or Blanket Basis
Another view expressed has beeii
that it is a breach of faith for NBC
The next general set of questions
and the NBC affiliates to make a deal
come under the head of program and
with ASCAP before there is assur
blanket :
ance that the rest of the industry
As long as two successive convenUnder the
is willing to do likewise.
tions of the industry went on record
decree every other network
consent
in favor of a program license or plan
entitled t"
and every affiliate will bedeal
of measured use. why are we now
can be
the beneiSt of whatever
called upon to reimburse to the netand its affiliates, and
NBC
by
made
there can be no higher charge under
work on a blanket basis, or to consider blanket licenses for local use?
to non-affiliated
the consent
stations
than todecree
affiliates. We have sat
In the first place, you will note that
the percentages in the program plan
serving
War,
NBC execuWorld
the
first
with
the
in as tivesadvisers
THEY KNEW THEIR "SPARKS" during ship.
at a number of the discussions
offered to NBC by ASCAP are conAll now hold important
forces ashore and on
sea
Sam's
Uncle
in
siderably reduced below the percentagWe are prepared to exexecutive posts in radio; for identifications and brief sketches of their with ASCAP.
es offered by ASCAP to Mutual. Thi;se
on ourdealowncanresponsibilviewbetter
careers, see page 42.
be made
reductions are directly due to demands
ity press
thatthe no
by IRNA that the percentage should
strong likeliaASCAP.
without
ASCAP
with
This
hood of breaking up
he reduced, and ASCAP has reduced
in our having to deal
result
might
them as described earlier in this let- $8 000,000 of network revenue from
AIR BASE ROUNDUP
with scattering groups of composers
ter, to a point where they amount
the ASCAP tax, oj at 2%% approxto 6.8% on full program and 1.7%
imately $220,000. These stations argue
and publishers.
to be
The last question of which we havf
on incidental use. NBC has figured
Spokane Stations Coordinate
that part of this savings ought
knowledge is the problem of what tc
credited to the station against the
ay
that on the program basis its possible
News
Each
Frid
on
sation
do about States where local legislation
cost for network music would be, in amounts of station compen
forbids dealing with ASCAP. This it
to reimround figures, $1,000,000 as compared
s arek asked
station
which the
atASSUMING the role of coordin
those states anc
local beproblem
burse to the networ 2%%. This
with .$680,000 on the blanket basis,
treated innationally.
ion with the acannot
ing all news in connect
argument is based upon the view that
and that the amount of reimburseS.
U.
the
of
Force
Air
Second
ment it would seek from its aiSliates,
network sales cost and cost
part of the
Our Recommendations
Spoof wire lines is already borne by the
headquarters atFriday
if computed on a program basis, would
Army which and
The above observations are made ]>:
each
KGA
KHQ
kane,
comstation
for
a
be in round figures ,$460,000 instead
formul
in
s
station
us in our capacity as members of th
of, as stated earlier in this letter,
pensation set forth in the affiliation
present a half -hour roundup
contracts, so that these costs, to a night
of all the outlaying bases of the negotiating
NBC affiliati'
$280,000 on a blanket basis.
constituted committee
by IRNA. of Morency
is ii
In other words, on the program basis large extent, already .come out of the
Second Air Force. Orders from
in Phila
Rosenbaum
and
Hartford
stations
the
of
pockets
affiliates would be asked to reimburse
delphia.
This
accident
of
geograph;
comHarmon's
Millard
the network $180,000 per annum more
Maj. Gen.
Worth the Cost?
Wright,
Fort George
mand post at
is solely responsible for the fact tha
than on the blanket basis, and even
to such
go
,
Spokane
of
outside
just
we were frequently called in, where*
inconcertain
a
i:hen the net cost to the network would
bases as Salt Lake City, Boise,
there is
However,
the other three members of our com
sistency in this particular complaint.
§140.000 more than on the blanket
mittee are at some distance, Craig i:
Pendleton, Portland, McChrod
agreed, for instance,k
Suppose it will bepaid
Mm oil network business alone,
Nashville, Norton in Louisville, an
Field near Tacoma, Paine Field
by the networ
money
an actual net loss to the industry iu that the lines
in Dallas. We are awar,
Campbell
g
,
range
bombin
the
Everett
near
of
money
the
really
is
that
some of them may have view,
favor of ASCAP of $320,000 if the for wire
of
plan
the
e
a,
suppos
Geiger
nearby
and
Ephrat
near
and
s,
the station
which differ from ours on some (
in force instead
program basis were
Field, west of Spokane.
that theto netd so money
of the blanket license. From the paymenwork
amende
t is
the
these points, but we take the respoi
Each
field
is
contacted
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more
es
distribut
sibilitv for expressing our views to yo
its affiliNBCit is andobvious
of
viewpoint
conthen
that
ns
shortwave
radiophone
from
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ates, therefore,
because of the contact we have ha
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servnetwork
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ambasis
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the
a program
and
Wright
pany and pay the cost of the wire
ice is uneconomic. Whether it will be
We have not endeavored to cov(
to KHQ for broadpiped
plified
and
lines In such event the stations would
economic for stations will depend on
cast.
Material
used
on
the
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an exthe cost of logging the programs and
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merely
should
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cost
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; satisfactory definitioii
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time sales ; and there are others
enforce this educational officers.
of the smaller stations, be- should band together
the case
affiliate w
KGA
turns
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facilities
over
to
importance.
equal to study andEvery
cause of the cost of maintaining logs. particular demand against the network.
analyze the co
have
reasoning
you kno
as
Is there any flaw in this ion
because
itself,
In any event, this is a matter on
for
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tracts
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for wire
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for a
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with which
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no
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with

Oklahoma

City

Listeners

• A station which can achieve and maintain year after year
the decisively standout position of WKY in its community . . .
which is the 3 to 1 choice of dajrtime listeners* . . . which is, in
fact, Ustened to by more persons in Oklahoma City from morning till night than listen to all other stations combined* ... a
station which can do that must HAVE something!
Is it programming? show management? commimity service? alertness? friendliness? facilities? exploitation?
It is ALL of these and more, which, added together make
WKY the decisive choice of listeners and the logical choice of
advertisers in Oklahoma City.
*R0Sults of week-long telephone coincidental survey by Ross Federal
Research Corporation.

WKY
• OKLAHOMA
CITY
Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Pubushing Co. 4C The Oklahoman.
The Times •>( The Farmer-Stockman KVOR, Colorado Springs -t( KLZ, Denver
(Under Affiliated Manaiement)
Represented by the Katz Agency, Inc.

Lorillard Changes
P. LORILLARD Co., New York, on
Sept. 22 discontinues Union Leader
News, for Union Leader tobacco on
13 North Central Broadcasting
System stations, Monday through
Friday 12-12:10 p.m., but renews
the same program for 13 weeks on
KMA, Shenandoah, and KFH,
Wichita. On Sept. 30 the company
will start a news period for Friends
tobacco on KSD, St. Louis, 12:3012:45 p.m. At the same time the
Rhythm Four on WSGN, Birmingham, and WSFA, Montgomery, for
Ripple tobacco has been renewed
for 13 weeks, as has Ripple Ranch
Hands on KPRC, Houston, for the
same product.
Band,
also for Adolph
Ripple, Hefner's
will be
dropped from KTSA, San Antonio,
Sept. 12 and from KRGV, Weslaco,
Sept. 19. Agency is Lennen &
Mitchell, New York.

Continuing

Study

of

Listening

Habits

In New York Area Is Started by WOR
each will be based on 12,000 comIN AN EFFORT to secure more
pleted interviews, covering two
complete information about the
listening habits of its potential au- months. The first report, for June
dience, WOR, New York, has and July, will be completed about
first of September.
started a "continuing study of ra- theEach
interview will cover the
dio listening" in the city's metrotwo
hours
preceding the time of
politan area, based on 6,000 personal interviews a month, collected the interview, in the daytime, or
the hour-and-a-half preceding in
by the staff of Crossley Inc.
the evening, so that an accurate
The personal interview method
was selected, according to Joseph report on listening by quarterCreamer, WOR promotion direc- hours may be secured from each
tor, to provide a check on the lis- person interviewed. In additiontening habits of non-telephone as the interviewer will ask "What
well as telephone homes, as well program are you listening to
as to enable the collection of more
now?" as a coincidental check. If
information than can be secured by the person interviewed has been
a telephone survey. To insure listening, but cannot recall the
statistical accuracy in the reports- programs heard, he will be given

"With ■'dollar wheat" guaranteed by Uncle Sam . . . with steadily climbing prices
for livestock and all other farm products . . . OUR FAMILY'S surplus wealth is burning
holes in their pockets.
Witness the results obtained by Kerr Mason Jar. Leading the entire U. S. in loivcost returns is WIBWf Competing with far more powerful stations in more densely
populated areas, WIBW stands first in total inquiries produced.
When other advertisers tell similar stories of results obtained by WIBW's friendly, neighborly programs and personalities . . . isn't it pretty obvious that WIBW deserves aplace on your list?

WW

A

NEW YORK;
Page 28

WW
^^^^ G... Mgr.
COLUMBIA OUTLET FOR KANSAS
^
BEN
LUDY,
REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
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a randomized
list of programs, ,
with
no
stations
shown, as an aid
to memory.
The interviewer will check on
the number of listeners in each
home and on the ownership of telephone, auto, etc., to indicate the
financial status and provide a
means of comparing listening habits in telephone and non-telephone
homes. He will note on each report the weather and temperature,
as
these
have a decided influence)
on listening.
Extra Question
Answers will be analyzed by sex
and age of those interviewed
Each monthly interview will include one extra question, such as
"Do you prefer to listen to dra
matic or musical programs in th(
morning?", to give WOR an op
portunity to get information help
ful in solving current problems.
All program.s heard in Nev
York, both sponsored and sustain
ing, will be covered by the study
which will also supply a check oi
Saturday morning listening wit)
an evening-size sample, furnishing
information not readily availabL
from the national program sur
veys which cover only commercia
network programs and hence hav
to a large degree concentrated ii
the daytime on the Monday]
through-Friday period when th4
dramatic serials that constitute
large part of daytime network
broadcasting are on the air.
Each month's interviews will b
made during a single week, usuall
in the middle of the month, bu
always a week without holidays o
other factors which would mak
for abnormal listening.
The WOR "continuing studies'
Mr. Ci'eamer explained, are aime
at supplying detailed informatio
about listening at any time of da
or evening, information which wi.
be of real value to timebuyers
and to WOR salesmen — in selecl
ing the best times and program
for their clients, rather than th
vague "we have most of the lister
ers
the week"
sorthonest]
of if
suitsduring
that even
if they
show the general superiority of
station do not give a prospecti\
buyer any assistance in placing h
single program or program serie
Air School Broadened
SCOPE of New Horizons, Wedne
day series of the CBS School of tl
Air of the Americas, is to be broa^
ened for the 1941-42 school year
include an historical survey of £
the Americas. Under the tit
Lands of New World Neighbor
the programs, starting Oct. 8, w
dramatize the exploration, natur
history, geography and history
the entire Western Hemisphei
Jointly sponsored by the Nation
Education Assn., and the Amei
can Museum of Natural Histoi
the series will offer students a su
plementary textbook.
CALL LETTERS issued to rece
new station grants are KWR
Pendleton. Ore. ; WRRN, Warren. C
Findlay,
WGBG, O.
Greensboro, N. C; WFI
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to wait for your Western Electric 443A-1

— the 1 KW that's been labeled "tops" by stations
from coast to coast!
Designed by Bell Telephone Laboratories, it is complete in one unit 44" wide, 39" deep, 78" high — requires about one-half the floor space of former 1 KWs.
It employs the famous Doherty Circuit for increased
stability and efficiency — plus grid bias modulation.
It has overload protection through magnetic circuit
breakers and stabilized feedback.
You can get delivery as soon as you want it. Better
ask Graybar for details.

Western
Ask
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Electric

your
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DISTRIBUTORS:
In U.S.A. : Graybar Electric Co., New York,
N. Y. Ixi Canada and Newfoundland:
Northern Electric Co., Ltd. In other coujiiries: International Standazd Electric Coip.
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David
As

Joins

Donovan's

Staff

Bands
Foreign
Widens
FCC
More Frequencies for Domestic Licensees Giving
International Service Will Be Available

RESIGNATION of Nathan H.
David, chief of the litigation section of the FCC's law department,
to join the staff of Col. William J.
Donovan, U. S. Coordinator of Information, was announced last
Monday by the FCC. Mr. David
will serve as liaison officer on legal
matters between the Donovan organization and the FCC, it was reported.
A Harvard Law School graduate,
Mr. David joined the FCC in 1939
as assistant to Chairman James
Lawrence Fly. Subsequently he
transferred to the legal staff and
recently was named chief of the
Litigation Section. He is 28, and before joining the FCC was in the
law office of former Judge John J.
Burns of Boston.
Coordinating Work
While no formal announcement
has been made by the Donovan office as to the extent of its coordinating operations in the radio field,
it is understood a working arrangement already has been established
with the FCC's Foreign Broadcast
Monitoring Service. The Donovan
office will coordinate all national

defense information for the President.
In addition to the work of the
monitoring service, which recently
procured an additional appropriation of $209,000 for the fiscal year
1942 [Broadcasting, Aug. 18], the
Donovan committee is also coordinating in a general way the service
of international broadcast stations.
Col. Donovan has held several conferences with representatives of
these stations with a view toward
improvement of overall service in
the
interests of hemispheric solidarity.
In the latter connection, the FCC
announced last Tuesday modification of its rules governing international broadcast stations to permit
greater flexibility in the choice of
operating frequencies. This, the
Commission said, would bring about
more efficient use of the limited
number of frequencies available for
this service. The Commission said
that existing world conditions demonstrate the necessity of the United
States being well represented in
the international broadcast band
and of maintaining an adequate
service to the people of foreign nations.
More Interference
Expansion of international broadcast facilities in other countries has
.resulted in considerable increased
interference to the transmissions
of stations in this country engaged
in international broadcasting, it
added.
The changes made in the international broadcast rule (4.44) will
make it possible to assign more
than one frequency in the international broadcast band to a single
domestic licensee. This will enable
the licensee, should interference be
experienced on one frequency, to
shift to another frequency not subject to the same degree of interference. In addition, due to the time
differential in foreign lands served
by international broadcast stations
in this country, it is possible to assign the same frequency to two or
more stations broadcasting to different portions of the world, without conflict.
The Commission pointed out that
there are now a dozen international broadcast stations in operation or under construction in this
country. A minimum power of 50
kw. is specified for these stations.

WBIC
CREENySORO,
N.C.
CEO.P.HOLLINCBERr ■ CO.. NAT. REP.
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New Shortwave Programs
NEW programs now shortwaved to
England
international
tionsonWRCANBC's
and WNBI
include staRegistance in Europe, details on the
currently conquered countries and oc■ Nesbitt,
cupied territories
Frank
chief of as
therelated
Englishby section
of NBC's international division, and
Comments on Currents Events by Arthur Garry, with facts prepared by
Maurice English, former war correspondent now with the division.
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Text of Order on
SHORTWAVE
BANDS
The Chairman having determined
the absence of a quorum of the Commission placed into effect Administrative Order No 3, for the day of
Aug 18, 1941 only, under which the
following action was taken by a board
consisting of Commissioners Fly,
Chairman
Revised Rule 4.44, subsections (a)
(b) and (e)
regarding frequency
assignments to International
Broadcast
Stations.
The revision of Rule 4.44(a) brings
the frequencies listed in this subsection up to date with current assignments and notifications to the Bureau
of the International Telecommunications Union. Included therein are the
so-called "Pan American" frequencies
which have been in the past authorized
for use subject to a number of restrictions.
Revision of present subsections (b)
and (c) pi-ovides for a greater flexibility in the choice of operating fre-

Additional

Fund

of

For FCC's Foreign
TO BE USED in speeding up its
monitoring, translating and analyzing functions and increase the
opportunity for their practical application to defense problems, the
Foreign Broadcast Monitoring
Service of the FCC has been voted
an additional appropriation of
$209,000 for the fiscal year 1942
[Broadcasting, Aug. 18].
The additional funds, included in
the First Supplemental National
Defense Appropriation Bill, 1942,
were authorized by the Senate
Appropriations Committee, accepted by the House and Senate
conferees after approval by the
Senate, and finally approved by
the House in the conference report.
They were not in the bill as originally passed by the House.
Speedup Plan
The $209,000 appropriation, added to the regular $60,000 appropriation for fiscal 1942 provided
some time ago in the Second Deficiency Bill, gives FBMS a total
operating appropriation of $809,000 for the year [Broadcasting,
June 2, 16]. The additional funds,
requested by Lloyd A. Free, FBMS
director, and E. K. Jett, FCC chief
engineer, in an appearance before
the Senate Appropriations Committee on July 29, became needed
under a reorganization plan for
FBMS designed to speed up the
monitoring agency's operation.
Under the plan outlined to the
committe by Mr. Free, FBMS
would decentralize the work of
translating, transcribing and reporting foreign broadcasts by
establishing complete staffs at
each of its four listening posts —
Portland, Ore., Kingsville, Tex.,
Guilford, Md., and Puerto Rico — so
that translation and analysis of
the foreign shortwave broadcasts
could begin immediately upon reception. The plan also provides
for linking the listening posts to
Washington headquarters by a
system of fast wire communication
BROADCASTING

quencies, permitting more efficient use
of the limited number of frequencies
available, making it possible to assign
more than one frequency in any band
to a single licensee, and should interference be experienced, that licensee
may shift operations to another frequency not subject to the same degree
of interference. In addition, due to the
time differential of various foreign
countries served by our international
broadcast stations, it is possible to assign the same frequency to two or more
stations without conflict or interference.
The following subsections were added:
Rule 4.44
"(d)willAn notinternational
broadcast
station
be authorize! to use more than one frecpiency
listed in any group listed in subsection (a) without a showing of techni"(e)
Not more than one frequency
shallcalbenecessity."
used simultaneously under the
same authorization and call letter desKFUO, thClayton,
has tobeen
orized to change Mo.,
from 8.30
8.50 aukc.
ignation."
and
increase
power
from
1,000
to
5,000
watts.

$209,000

Provided

Monitori
ng onService
rather than relying
air express
and motor vehicles to deliver
transcriptions of the broadcasts.
Part of the funds will be used to
establish teletype connections with
the listening posts, so complete
translations of foreign broadcasts
would be in Washington a few
hours after they were received rather than several hours to several
days later.
Quick Action
Mr. Free indicated the plan had
been developed in cooperation with
and the approval of the State, War
and Navy Departments, DCB and
Col. William J. Donovan, Coordinator of Information. He stated
that FBMS' work must be speeded
up "very, very materially if we are
going to perform the function we
should". "The original plan was
satisfactory for what amounted to
long-range analysis of propaganda," he declared, "but we have
reached the point where the Government should be in a position to
act immediately on these campaigns as they start from abroad."
Another innovation made possible under the appropriation,
termed "an extremely important
one" by Mr. Free, is the stationing
of an American editor in London,
with access to the British Broadcasting Corp.'s monitoring service,
which covers all of Europe, particularly in the long-wave field
which cannot be received in America, and some other points not receivable in this country. He would
prepare a daily report on these
broadcasts for FBMS, probably
telephoned to Washington headquarters. It was indicated these
reports in many instances would
be of military intelligence value.
Although the great bulk of the
new funds will go for moving personnel, maintaining larger quarters, paying for extensive use of
wire lines and telephone service,
part will be used for additional
personnel, Mr. Free indicated.
• Broadcast
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Advertising Under Fire
RATHER SUDDENLY it has dawned upon
the advertising realm that Uncle Sam is doing
a job of sniping at their business, which now
looms as a coordinated eifort dictated from
inner New Deal councils. How Government
people, crowded to the eyebrws with war and
defense activity, can justify this revived and
revitalized job founded on the phoney premise
of "consumer protection," probably will remain
another of those inscrutable New Deal mysteries.
The underlying philsophy of the anti-advertising snipers appears to be that Government
grading of everything from toothpicks to 10ton trucks would eliminate the necessity of
promoting name brands, and save the consumer
the advertising differential. But such intent
is denied by these very same people, whether
high officials like Assistant Attorney General
Thurman Arnold or some lesser functionary
in an administrative agency.
One thing, however, is evident. The attack
is coming from all imaginable sources, with a
trial balloon here and an incidental statement
there. It's a job of shooting at a moving target.
There's no legislation to attack. Advertisingis being discouraged by suasion and innuendo.
In the Aug. 18 Broadcasting was published
the results of a survey indicating the widening
anti-advei'tising front. Now the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn. has circularized
its membership, pointing to the increasing
evidence of "antagonism to advertising" in
Government actions and activities and citing
the need for action.
Radio, along with other media, is becoming
increasingly aware of the trend. Unlike newspaper and magazines, it has no editorial page
or policy. But radio, while giving freely of
its time and facilities to causes of national welfare, education or religion, certainly can contribute amodicum in its own interest as well
as that of every advertiser, agent or medium.
The public should know the truth about advertising. That story can be told over the air.
Service and Repair
LOOK NEXT to the public utilities as sponsors of programs promoting servicing and repair of electrical and gas appliances. National
defense requirements will perforce reduce
their ability to deliver new refrigerators, washing machines, gas ranges, vacuum cleaners and
the like, and they are already casting about
for new avenues of trade to recapture the
Page 34
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income loss. Biggest of the utilities, New
York's Consolidated Edison, has launched a
project to set up certified service and repair
stations under supervised operation and with
standard prices and terms, providing also for
plans to finance the repairs. Appliance manufacturers, large and small, and their other
distributors may be expected to follow suit —
and radio looms as undoubtedly the most effective promotional medium at hand.

Frying Pan Into Fire
IN THESE turbulent times it's risky to predict the outcome of revenue-raising legislation.
But enough has transpired to venture a guess
that the discriminatory 5-15% net time sales
impost, approved by the House, will be knocked
out by the Senate Finance Committee in its
draft of the Revenue Act.
The controverted provision could not withstand the logic of the opposition expressed in
hearings before the committee last week. Several members of the committee freely admitted
they considered the tax undesirable, ill-advised
and unfair. And for the first time in many
moons all elements in the industry — independents, affiliates, networks and even the
labor unions identified with radio — were united
in their opposition.
But there immediately develops a fryingpan-into-the-fire aspect. FCC Chairman Fly
magnanimously opposed the tax as dicriminatory and advanced cogent reasons to support
his argument. Yet, under cross-examination,
he revealed that the FCC has its own plan for
a franchise tax to defray at least the cost of
regulation, though he did not outline the precise formula.
Elsewhere in this issue we recount a recommendation pending before the Commission proposing a gross-receipts tax, designed to raise
from all communications operations regulated
by the FCC approximately $2,200,000 annually
to cover normal overhead. While the amount is
far less than would be raised under the House
provision in the new Revenue Act, it nevertheless does not differ in principle from the obnoxious so-called Haggerty-Flynn proposal.
The FCC proposal would impose a gross receipts tax on stations and networks whether
or not they earn profits. It would strike at the
ill-fed, ill-clothed one-third, ignoring the cardinal precept that taxes should be paid in ratio
to earning capacity. Moreover, the very arguments advanced by Chairman Fly in opposing
the House provision apply with equal force to

A SUGGESTION TO AGENCIES
A. E. JOSCELYN
GeneralBy Manager,
WBT, Charlotte

to have
stationprofit
a radio
might be forpleasa
able itsit
nt and
HOWEVE
le so full that it is necessary to
scheduR
use the proverbial shoehorn to squeeze
in another announcement or two, it certainly
brings a batch of unrelenting headaches —
among which is vainly attempting to frame
"no availabilities" letters so that asking-agencies will understand that schedules are really
crowded, and that a station is just not being
temperamental and independent because it hapness. pens to have had quite a stretch of good busiWhile difficulties in providing availabilities
come in many forms, there are two tough ones
that drop into a station's lap much too frequently. The first is the most common and the
hardest to handle — trying to provide satisfactory availabilities for 100-word announcements
or for one-minute transcribed announcements.
I am sure there are many stations such as
WBT which have a daily program schedule so
tight that man or science would have a tussle
indeed to accommodate announcements of such
length.
WBT is not a Columbia basic, yet between
network, national spot and our local shows, we
have filled up the schedule to a point where
from 5 in the morning until 10:45 at night, we
have one program following right after another. As there is but 30 seconds for station
identification, only the shorter station-break
announcements can be accommodated between
these programs.
You just cannot squeeze a transcribed minute or a hundred words, which usually takes
close to a minute when given orally, into 30
seconds. The result on WBT is that with the
exception of Saturdays and Sundays, there are
seldom any spots during the day where a hundred-word or minute transcribed announcement can be run with the exception of three
10-minute periods that we hold open for announcements immediately following our 5(Continued on page i2)

the pending FCC proposal. In fairness, it
should be observed that the proposal not only
has not been approved by the FCC, but must
procure Congi'essional sanction as an amendment to the Communications Act before it can
become law.
To us it seems a more equitable franchise
tax method — if one indeed is justified at all —
would be a levy on station facilities computed
in conjunction with ability to pay. Or perhaps
something akin to a court fee system might be
devised, under which stations would pay a
nominal license fee and applicants would pay
an amount sufficient to cover costs, inspections
and the like. The latter plan in fact might
prove beneficial in that it would discourage
irresponsible or "nuisance" applications and
apply costs in proportion to the burden imWith government costs mounting daily, every
conceivable source of revenue is going to be
posed.
tapped, if not this year, next. Radio is contributing more and more of its substance in
time without complaint and in the teeth of
what at best is an uncertain outlook. It willingly shares its added burden, but asks only
that it be treated equitably.
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KENNETH

MALCOLMB

D WAR I was at its
WORL
height when Kenneth Malcolmb Hance, now vicepresident and treasurer of
KSTP, St. Paul, lai.ded in the
Texas town of McAUen in 1917.
Secret German radio naessages
somehow were filtering through the
Mexican air to Berlin, messages
that caused no end of consternation
to the U. S. Intelligence Division.
It was Ken's duty, as an Army
Signal Corps intelligent agent, to
locate the German transmitter
operating in Mexico. Day in, week
out, Hance and his staff vainly
checked the air for secret code
messages. Then one night it happened. A tremendous steam-escaping-like noise penetrated the static,
a signal that finally was interpreted
as a series of five code groups. Detailed technical analyses were
rushed to headquarters, and within
a short period a German transmitter of 150,000 watts was discovered in the heart of Mexico, and
taken over.
Mr. Hance was well fitted for
his Army-radio sleuthing job for he
had started finding out the secrets
of radio as a youngster out in
Fargo, N. D., where he was born
Dec. 18, 1894. His career in radio
began in 1910 when he constructed
and operated his own amateur radio station while gaining his higher
education at North Dakota State
College. Four years later he left
North Dakota State to join the
American Marconi Co. as a wireless
operator where he was assigned to
the Great Lakes and Atlantic
"beats". During his three-year
service with that company . . .
the predecessor of the RCA . . .
Hance traveled the waters on such
vessels as the El Cid, Siamese
Prince, North Stai- and Sarnia.
After his discharge in 1919,
Hance returned to Detroit Lakes,
Minn., with radio still the foremost
thought in his mind. Casting about
for something in that field, he went

BROADCASTING

HANCE

back to Fargo in 1920 where he
established the Radio Equipment
Corp., a jobbing house dealing in
radio sets and parts. T no years
later, with Earl Reineke, he became
one of the founders of WDAY in
Fargo.
A few years later, in 1928, a new
voice was being established in
Minneapolis and St. Paul and, selling his interests in WDAY, Ken
joined KSTP, the new station, as
chief announcer. He remained in
that capacity only a short time,
quickly moving into the executive
end of the station. In 193C, after
eight years with KSTP, he was
elevated vice-president and treasurer of the station, now NBC's Red
network station operating with
50,000 watts.
Mr. Hance is widely known
throughout the midwest for the
exceptional number of good announcers he has developed. More
than a half-dozen trained by Hance,
have secured employment with the
networks, including Pierre Andre,
John Wald, Abbott Tessman,
George Putnam, George Watson,
Jack Costello and, more recently,
Thomas D. Rishworth, now assistant public service director for
NBC's eastern division.
Mr. Hance is married, lives at
1491 Edgcumbe Road in St. Paul
and is the father of one son,
Richard. Though his first hobby is
naturally radio with 31 years of
experience behind him, Ken finds
time to tinker with photography.
Son Dick, like his father, also is a
student of photography, and leaving the U of Minnesota this year
he secured the job of photographer
with the Great Northern Railroad.
Mr. Hance is president of the
Kiwanis club in St. Paul and member of the St. Paul Athletic Club.
MAJ. EDWARD BOWES, having
recovered from a recent operation, returns Sept. 4 with his Original Amateur Hour to CBS afte:- an 11-week
layoff.
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JESSE S. BUTCHER, director of
radio activities of the United Service
Organization during its recent fund
raising campaign, has been named
USO director of public relations. Mr.
Butcher, formerly manager of the
Neiv York Times feature news syndicate, was previously public relations
director of CBS and an executive in
the NBC station relations department.
LIEUT. BARRY BINGHAM, president and publisher of the Louisville
Courier-Journal and Times and
WHAS, Louisville, formerly laison
between the radio section and other
divisions of the Navy Department
Public Relations Office, on Aug. 18
was transferred to become liason officer between the Navy Department and
the Office of Civilian Defense, headed
by Major LaGuardia of New York.
THEODORE C. STREIBERT. vicepresident of WOR and MBS, and Mrs.
Streibert, on Aug. 16 became the parents 01 a son, Theodore Paul, born at
the Brooklyn Hospital.
ALLEN W. SAYLER, supervising intigator-at orney ofthe FCC's
Inquiry Section, and vesFrances
Wheeler,
daughter of Senator and Mrs. Burton
K. Wheeler, of Montana, were married
Aug. 22, and left immediately on a
honeymoon.
TREVOR ADAMS, former partner of
Adams & Adams, station representative, and previously director of sales
of the Texas Network, has joined
the sales staff of WINS, New York.
GORDON SHAW, who joined WJR,
Detroit, last September, has been
named to succeed Maj. James
Stevenson, who has been a W.IR
newscaster Line years. Stevenson will
be attached to the Judge Advocate
General's office in the Chicago area,
assigned to intelligence.
MERRILL M. ASH. announcer of
KPAC, Beaumont, Tex., has been
promoted to program director.
J. SOULARD JOHNSON, director of
sales promotion of KMOX, St. Louis,
has been named chairman of the entertainment committee for the Missouri
Retad Grocers Assn. Convention in St.
Louis the week of Oct. 19.
CLIFFORD H. DOWLING, veteran
Canadian newspaperman, has been appointed assistant general manager of
British United Press, headquartering
at Toronto, according to General Manager R. W. Keyserling.
KEN CHURCH, sales manager of
KMOX, St. Louis, has been commissioned a captain in the First Missouri Infr,ntry, reserve military force.
J. E. KOPF, brother of Harry Kopf,
manager ( f NBC central division, has
joined the sales staff of KTSM, El
Paso, Tex.
JOHN L. McCLAY, former general
manager of WBAB, Atlantic City, has
volunteered and leaves late this month
for active duty.
BOB BARBLEY, sales manager of
National Recording Supply Co., Hollywood, resigned Aug. IS to enter the
Naval Reserve as a chief petty officer.
He was assigned as chief photographer
of the new sound-ijhotographic unit.
HERBERT SIMON, former radio director of United States Adv. Co..
Toledo, has joined the sales staff of
WJJD, Chicago,
ROBERT E. PUSEY, of Westinghonse in Detroit, has been named
auditor of KDKA, Pittsburgh, replacing the late David F. Dickson.

WILLIAM S. RAINEY, for 12 years
NBC manager of production in New
York, has been added to the radio section of the Treasury Dept. Defense
Spvings Staff, working out of the New
York Office. Among other duties he
will produce
the which
new America
Pre-6
ferred broadcasts
begin Sept.
over MBS.
M. R. TENNERSTEDT, formerly
western manager of McCandlish Lithograph Corp., Chicago, has joined the
Chicago sales staff of William G. Rambeau Co., station representatives,
DONALD C. BEELAR, Washington
attorney in the office of Kirkland,
Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, and
Mrs. Beelar, on Aug. 7 became the
parents of a 7 lb. 4 oz. daughter, their
first child.
ARTHUR WEILL, assistant comptrol er of WHN, New York, and Ruth
Gail Philip of Brooklyn are to be married in September.
LEON RACUSIN, formerly salesman
of WJJD, Chicago, has joined the
sales staff of WCFL, Chicago..
H. K. CARPENTER, vice-president
in charge of operations of WHK and
WCLE, Cleveland, and WHKC, Columbus, O., has been named to a comnational.mittee position with Rotary InterWILLIAM LOFBACK, formerly of
WHLB, Virginia, Minn., has been appointed commercial manager of
WDLP, Panama City, Fla.
ARTHUR COOPER, formerly of
V/ELI, New Haven, has joined the
sales staff of AVNAB, Bridgeport,
Conn.
A. A. McDERMOTT of the Toronto
office of Stovin & Wright, radio representatives, onAug. 23 married Betty
Bourget, in Regina, Sask.
Becker Transferred
I. S. BECKER, vice-president of
Columbia Artists Inc., on Aug. 25
joins the CBS operating department as general assistant to Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS vice-president in chai-ge of operations. Among
other duties, Mr. Becker will be in
charge of negotiating and preparing contracts for all talent, including writers, used by CBS. Before
joining Columbia Artists in 1934 as
business manager and assistant director, Mr. Becker was with Orchestra Corp. of America and Consolidated Radio Artists Inc.
Bancroft Gherardi
BANCROFT GHERARDI, of Short
Hills, N. J., former vice-president
of AT&T, died Aug. 14 at Sudbury,
Ont., from a heart attack while on
vacation. He was 68. Mr. Gherardi
was a trustee of Cornell University.
He started as a cable tester in
1895, rapidly rising to chief engineer of AT&T in 1918 and vicepresident in 1920. He retired in
1938. In 1932 he received the Edison Medal "for contributions to the
art of telephone engineering and
development of electrical communiJames Clayton Randall
cation".
JAMES CLAYTON RANDALL,
plant manager of WTIC, Hartford,
and technical radio engineer for
the Hartford police department,
was found dead Aug. 19 in his
home. Death was due to natural
causes. A native of Whitehall, N.
Y., Mr. Randall joined the Army in
1911, sexwing as wireless operator
during the World War. He had been
with WTIC since the station was
founded in 1924.
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Fidler
On

Don

Resumes

Series

Lee After

CBS
More

Disagrees
on Criticism
BECAUSE of asserted differences
of opinion between CBS Hollywood
executives and Jimmy Fidler, commentator on the weekly quarterhour
T
ay
ton's
sponsored
by Tayton Co. Tattler,
(cosmetics),
as to
what constitutes "legitimate motion picture criticism," the latter
obtained a cancellaton of his contract with the network on Aug. 15.
Hollywood gossip series was subsequently shifted to 8 Don Lee stations, Fri., 6:15-6:30 p.m. (PST),
effective Aug. 22. Original 52 week
contract which started July 11
called for release of program on 6
CBS Pacific Coast network stations, Fridav, 8:30-8:45 p.m.
(PST).
Eelations between CBS and Fidler had been strained for some
weeks. They reached a climax when
the commentator recently released
a statement to the press titled
"Eadio Censorship Unbearable" in
which he allegedly accused the network of clamping down on his gossip items as well as motion picture ratings. Fidler charged that
he was not permitted to review a
filmfound
as "downright
bad," even if
he
it so.
Final severance occurred when
CBS reportedly insisted upon deletion of some editorial advice to
Laraine Day, MGM film player,
as well as the reading of an open
letter to George Brent, Warner
Bros. star. Comment of CBS officials concerning the situation was,
"Columbia has often differed with
Mr. Fidler as to what is legitimate
motion picture criticism. If he has
found a network which will accept
his views on the subject we are
pleased."
'Farm and Home Hour'
Is Praised By Wickard
"A THOUSAND thanks" was expressed by Secretary of Agriculture Claude R. Wickard, speaking
on the 4,000th broadcast of the
NBC-Blue National Farm <& Home
Hour, "to the broadcasters who
have opened up 4,000 times this
channel of communication between
the public and the public's servants
in the Dept. of Agriculture".
"Whenever we have some facts
that need to go nationwide", the
Secretary said, "we always turn
to Farm & Home Hour. It's one of
the 'old reliables' in our business
of taking information to the American peonle. I know we'd be lost
without it, and I think that millions
of farm and city homes would,
too".
The 4,000th broadcast of the
Farm & Home Hour was marked
on July 28 by special interviews
from farms in various parts of the
country,
Mr. Wickard's
farm
in including
Indiana. Throughout
the
week special pickups were made on
the program, including interviews
with 4-H Club members, executives
of manufacturers' associations and
with officials of farm organizations.

Here are some more cliches, these based on broadcasts of prizefights. Follotving the example of Frayik Sullivan's pieces in the
'New Yorker,' Mr. Condon, of WGAR, Cleveland, relates this
dialogue between a sportscaster and a mythical cliche expert,
Mr. K. W. Amplistat. Mr. Condon's previous contribution, an
imagined dialogue between a dance band announcer and Mr.
Amplistat, appeared in the Aug. 11 issue.
Q. You are a radio sports reporter?
A. I am an ace sportscaster, Mr.
Amplistat.
Q. You describe sporting activities?
A. I am on the scene at the
major sporting events.
Q. Fights, for example?
A. I give a rapid-fire blow-byblow account of slugfests.
Q. What it your physical description of the participants?
A. You mean, how do they shape
up?
Q. Yes, how do they shape up?
A. They're not all the same, by
any manner or means. A fighter
may be in the pink. He may be
strong as a bull, or an ox. A battler
may be trained to a razor edge, and
still be fit as a fiddle. He may be as
hard as nails, as tough as a pig's
nose, or fresh as a daisy.
Q. How about physical dimensions?
A. Oh, your slugger may be big
as a house, or he may be small and
shifty, no bigger'n a minute.
Q. Are these pugilists intelligent?
A. If a slugger is cagy, then he's
smartHe as
a whip
slippier'n
eel.
is cool
as a and
cucumber
in thea
clinches. If he's been on the receiving end of too much leather, then
he's slap-happy, punchy, whacky or
just plain punch-drunk.
Q. You take into account the
referee as you describe the bout?
A. I give a plug to the third man
in the ring.
Q. Is he a competent referee?
A. He is a ring-wise, grizzled
veteran of many campaigns. He is
also battle-scarred.

APPLYING for a limited time station
in New Haven, Conn., on 1200 kc.
using 1,000 watts is the New Haven
Broadcaster.s. a partnership of H. Ross
Perkins, yacht yard operator, and J.
Erie Williams, radio salesman.
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of Mr.
Amplistat
BY MAURICE CONDON
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Q. How does this contest commence?
A. With the sound of the gong.
Q. Does this encourage the men
to leave their corners?
A. They've been waiting, tense as
tigers for the kill.
Q. able
They
approach with considervelocity?
A. They leap like lightning from
their respective corners.
Q. Is there an impact?
A. Too early. They feel each
other
out . . . they take each other's
measure.
Q. tion
When
begin? does the punitive acA. When the Champ hangs one
on the challenger's chin?
Q. Oh, the Champ gets in the
first
A. blow?
A solid left . . . the Champ's
quicker'n greased lightning.
Q. Is the Challenger able to
v.nthstand this punishmerit?
A. No, the Champ has hit him
where he lives.
Q. Does the Champ follow up this
advantage?
A. He follows through vdth the
old one-two.
Q. What does this comprise?
A. The Champ lets him have it
in the bread-box.
Q. Does the Challenger react by
falling?
Certainly not, Mr. Amplistat.
He A.slumps.
Q. To the floor?
A. Never. To the rosin.
Q. Does he fall heavily?
A. Like a ton of bricks.
Q. Is he insensible?
A. You mean, is he laid among
the daisies?

BEARING DOWN on a nifty quartet arrangement are these revelers
at the annual picnic for members of the Binyon Optical Co., Pacific
Coast optometrists and radio advertisers. Poised around the accordion
accompanist (center) are (1 to r) Dr. J. R. Binyon, in chef's cap and
apron, part-owner of KEVE, Everett, Wash., and KWAL, V/allace, Ida.;
Francis G. Mullins, Seattle manager of Ruthrauff & Ryan; R. E. Goebel,
R&R account executive; Dr. H. C. Nickelson, Binyon Co. manager.
BROADCASTING

Q. Unconscious, I mean.
A. No ... he waits out the count,
trying to brush the cobwebs from
his dazed brain, and then bounces
to his feet.
Q. Wouldn't he be wiser to eonserveing ? his energy by gradually risA. Mr. Amplistat, I assure you
he bounces to his feet.
Q. I see. What is the Challenger's strategy now?
A. He falls into a clinch.
Q. How is this action received
generally?
A. The ref separates them. He
stens between them.
Q. Is the audience interested
thus far?
A. The crowd is on its feet, yelling for the kill.
Q. And I believe you express a
hope at such a time?
A. I do. I hope that the vast radin. dio audience can hear me above the
Q. Returning
the contest —
what
is the Champto doing?
A. He is hitting the Challenger
with everything but the kitchen
sink, the rafters, or the referee.
Q. What would you call the scarlet liquid issuing from the Challenger's nose?
A. Gore.
Q. Is the Challenger apprehensive?
A. He's in trouble; he's stalling
for the chime. He looks anxiously
toward his corner . . .
Q. Does he retreat?
A. Never, Mr. Amplistat. He biQ. And does the Champ regard
cycles.
this with favor?
A. He does not. He's got his
right cocked for the kayo, and he
wants to stand toe-to-toe, in a slugQ.
by?
A.
Q.
A.

ging
match. is the Challenger saved
What
There's the bell ending . . .
The first round?
The first stanza, Mr. Amplistat, the first stanza.

KEVE, IN EVERETT,
TO
START
SEPT. 2
SETTING Sept. 2 as the starting
date for the new KEVE, Everett,
Wash., Cliff Hanson, recently appointed operations manager of the
station, has announced personnel
selected so far.
Jack McClinstock, formerly in
radio and with several advertising
agencies in Seattle, is to be continuity chief; Fred Moore, former
newspaper and publicity man, news
editor; Cliff Hansen, formerly of
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont., and
KGNF, North Platte, Neb., chief
engineer. Equipment is Western
Electric throughout, with a 200foot vertical Wincharger radiator
erected by the Tower Construction
Co., Portland.
KEVE will operate on 1460 kc.
with 250 watts. It was granted May
6 to the Cascade Broadcasting Co.
Inc., ofof which
R. Binyon,
owner
KWAL, J. Wallace,
Ida., 259'r
and
owner of a chain of optical stores
in Washington, is president and
50% stockholder. L. W. Wallgren,
a telephone engineer, as vice-president and treasurer, holds 49. 2 '/r.
with C. A. Hampton, a radio dealer,
holding a qualifying share.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Cowles Stations farm programs are geared to the
interests of the farmers in the individual areas
served

by four stations. When

Stations,

you

buy

you buy the Cowles

a vast $2,000,000,000

"primary

farm income" area. You buy a group of stations
individually tuned to the likes of a million and a
half radio families. You buy active localized loyalties. You buy regular audience built by localized,
individualized station operation.
Yes, and you get broad, productive coverage —
created through the intensive impact of localized
station performance.
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JACK TOWERS, formerly radio
specialist with KFDY, of South
Dakota State College, Brookings,
S. D., on Aug. 1 joined the radio section of the Agriculture Marketing Service of the Department of Agriculture.
His work will deal principally with
crop and livestock reports and market
news in the radio section, headed by
E. J. Rowell.
GENE TRACE, lately of WTMBD,
Peoria. 111., has joined WKBN,
Youngstown, as program director. Joe
Edison has returned to WKBN after
a year at WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
RUSS JOHNS, formerly of WNTC,
New York, and the radio department
of
the New York World's Fair, has
joined
CBS. the shortwave department of

The

PAUL GIROUX, musical director of
KTAR, Phoenix, has married the
former Mary Evans.
RICHARD CARLSON, summer relief announcer, has joined the regular
announcing staff of WELI, New
Haven, succeeding Jerry Lewis, resigned.
KEN McCLURE, formerly with
WOAI, San Antonio, and for three
years president of the Assn. of Radio
News Editors and Writers, has joined
the news staff of WBAP-KGKO, Fort
Worth.
BERNICE LONG, of the program department of WJSV, Washington, was
married Aug. 24 to Corp. William
Blythe of the Army Air Corps, stationed at Boiling Field, D. C.
LLOYD DENNIS, program director
of WJSV, Washington, has been appointed regional educational director
of CBS for the Southern States by
SterlingcationFisher,
and talks. CBS director of eduJACK R. WAGNER, formerly production manager of KHUB, Watsonville. Cal., and more recently of
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal., is now
handling summer relief at KQW, San
Jose, Cal.
J. B. LAKE, announcer of KVOO,
Tulsa, is the father of a boy born recently. Glenn Ransom, former
Chicago freelancer, has joined the
KVOO announcing staff.
JIMMY DOOLEY, announcer of
WSTV. SteubenviUe, O., is the father
of a boy, born Aug. 8.
HUGH IVEY, announcer of WSB,
Atlanta, is the father of a girl, born
Aug. 12.
SAM HAYES, NBC Hollywood news
commentator, is recovering from a
tonsil operation.
SAM PERRIN and Artie Phillips,
Hollywood writers, have been signed
to work on the Burns d Allen, radio
program, to be launched in the fall
under sponsorship of Lever Bros.
( Swan soap ) .
AL GROBE, continuity director of
WINS. New York, on Aug 11 became the father of a baby girl.
STEWART GARNER, KHJ, Hollywood, mimeograph department manager, has been transferred to the transcription division. Don Chapman of
guest relations
former
duties. takes over Garner's

l/cnice^

*

*

600>(:c.
In the rich, productive Baltimore area
WCAO consistently reaches and influences
the cream of your sales potentials.
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DAVE ROSE, Hollywood musical director of Don Lee Broadcasting System, in collaboration with his wife,
Judy Garland, the film actress, has
written lyrics to his theme song of the
weekly half-hour MBS California
Melodies. Composition, titled "One
Love," has been published by Western
Music Publishing Co., Hollywood.

• August 25, 1941

GE Names Bennett
JACK BENNETT, former assistant
manager of KRE, Berkeley, Cal.;
manager of WHUB, Watsonville,
Cal., and connected with the radio
division of the
Golden Gate International Exposition as well as a
member of the
NBC cisco
San announcing
Franstaff, has been appointed chief
English - speaking announcer of
KGEI, General
Mr. Bennett
Electric's shortwave station in San Francisco, according to E. T. B. Harris, KGEI
manager. Bennett will broadcast
four daily newscasts, five times
weekly, to Asia, Africa and the
Antipodes. He will also conduct
such programs as Missionary Mailbag and the weekly We Read Time.
THOMAS CALHOUN, Jr., program
managersion, hasofresigned
the CBS toshortwave
enlist in divithe
Naval Reserve. He has been assigned
as yeoman
the York.
Naval Communications Office,toNew
PAUL CONLON, Hollywood writerproducerCarnival,
of thesponsored
weekly byhalf-hour
Signal
Signal
Oil Co., on NBC Pacific-Red stations,
has resigned.
KEN ELLINGTON, of the special
events department of WBBM, Chicago,
has joined
the ofstaff
of the Aeronautical Chamber
Commerce,
handling
radio and public relations. He will
make his headquarters in New York,
but will make a tour of California
aviation centers before going east.

iT^s

ROBERT MORARD. of the special
events department of CBS, Chicago,
has joined the public relations division
of the Navy, with headquarters in
Chicago.sioned anHe
was recently commisensign.
BOB EMERICK, formerly of KFIKECA and KNX, Los Angeles, has
joined the announcing and production
staff of KROW, Oakland, replacing
Bert Winn, leaving for KSFO, San
Francisco.
JOHNNIE NEBLETT, sportscaster
of KWK, St. Louis, recently joined
the staff of the St. Louis publication.
Tips On The Town.
DON LEWIS has been placed in
charge of all news broadcasts of
WWL, New Orleans, and will handle
the Esso Reporter broadcasts.
J0H:;NIE O'HARA, sportscaster
of KWK. St. Louis, recently married
Kathryn Stapleton of Miami Beach.
ALICE HAfiTf has been named traffic manager oI'WRAL, Raleigh, N. C.
CHARLIE WORCESTER. farm
service director of WNAX, Yankton,
is covering an 8,000-mile circuit during
the fair season, visiting major events
in four states with the WNAX mobile
unit.
EDMUND LINEHAM, program director ;Harriet Ristvedt, continuity
writer, and Andy Woolfries, farm expert of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, will
be on the faculty of the Drake radio
school during the school year.
JACK THOMAS, announcer of KSOKRNT,ried Des
on Kansas
Aug. 13 City.
marMiriam Moines,
Ryan, in
They will make their home in Dallas.
FRANK NEWTON, continuity writer
of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, was
given a farewell party Aug. 17 by the
staff prior to his departure for Chicago
where he is joining Lord & Thomas.

Mail

Oh!
Want*

You

*WE

GET

IT

(1 -announcement brought
583-mail replies.)

Primary 8C Secondary
Population 2,950,849
(Ground Radials in Salt Water)

e new
th

WHEB
PORTSMOUTH,

N. H.

A Clear Channel Station
750 Kilocycles — 1000 Watts
BERT GEORGES — Managing Director
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In these days of priorities and shortages we're happy to fell you that
the Gates 30 Series Console . . . the fastest growing infant of the
Gates line of equipment . . . hasn't been forced to make a single change
(even to its diapers) . . . and that we're well prepared to guarantee
the same components, the same AM and FM quality performance, the
same choice of color combinations, the same fast delivery and the same
low price that have made it the performance and sales sensation of the
industry. From a labor and material standpoint we're well fortified to
take care of all present orders and a large number of near-future committments.
GET

GATES

FOR

THE

BROADCASTING

"The Proven

ENGINEERS
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IT

WAS

PRICE,
INTRODUCED

Play safe . . . get your order in now while delivery schedules can still
be maintained. Mail the coupon below and we'll send complete information.

SUPPLY

MANUFACTURING

WHEN

LOW

Check these reasons why GATES MODEL 30 is the logical speech
equipment for you:
• Five (not 4) pre-amplifiers
• Twelve (not 6) remote line positions
• Three (not 1 ) front panel color selections
• Five position V.U. range switch accurate to .05% with the largest make
V.U. meter available
• Only console built into genuine steam fitted WALNUT and Rakuda
WOOD cabinet
• Flat frequency response from 25 to 16,000 cycles without consequential
distortion at any frequency
• wire
No cross-talk — each console has over 400 ft. of individually shielded

ULTIMATE

QU I n CYlLUnOISUSA

SAME

SINCE

IN

BROADCAST

CO?
Line"
1922

EQUIPMENT

GATES RADIO AND SUPPLY CO.
OUINCY, ILLINOIS
Please send me immediately a copy of you new Bulletin
B-12, describing the exceptional features of the new Gates
30 Series Speech Input Console.
I ndividual
Company
Street
City
August 25, 1941
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GEORGE THOMAS, announcer of
WCAU. Philadelphia, has been drafted
for military service and leaves this
week for Fort Meade, Md.
GIL NEWSOME, from WFMJ,
Youngstown, O., has joined the announcing staff of WCAU, Philadelphia. He replaces John Franklin, who
was drafted.
TOLIVER CLEMENT, formerly of
WBT, Charlotte, has joined the continuity staff of KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore.
DALTON nouncing
HILLE
has joinedFairmont,
the anstaff of WMMN,

EDWARD KING, junior producer in
the NBC production department in
New York, has been promoted to full
status of producer and transferred to
production
staff of NBC's midwest division in Chicago.

national Hduertisers
FOR THE
Best Buy off the Vear

WILLIAM KIR-STIMON, formerly
engaged in freelance publicity, has
joined the publicity staff of CBS, Chi-

IADIE&

BOB GADBERRY, program director
of KOAM. Pittsburg, Kan., and Grace
Hood.
recently.Columbus, Kan., were married
BOB SUTTON, formerly of WCCO,
Minneapolis, has joined the production department of WLOL, Minneapolis.
ROD O'CONNOR, portrayer of the
humorous character, "Homer Honeysuckle," has been
added program
to the Sun-of
risers, early
morning
WCCO, Minneapolis.
BOB GRAY, formerly of the guest
relations staff of KPO-KGO, San
Francisco, now in the Army, recently
was promoted to staff sergeant in
charge of his company's radio division.
DOUGLAS GOURLAY, announcer,
formerly of KDYL, Salt Lake City,
has joined KPO-KGO. San Francisco,
replacing Larry Keating, transferred
to Hollywood NBC studios.
JOHN K. CHAPEL, news editor of
KROW, Oakland, Cal., is on a leave
of absence and is making a lecture
tour to Mexico, Central America and
the Southwestern States.
JACK HARTLEY, formerly of NBC
and now supervisor of the special
events division of the radio section of
the OflSce of Public Relations of the
Navy Department, on Aug. 9 married
Maxine Cook.
CHARLES H. PARK, formerly of
WFDF, Flint, Mich., has joined the
announcing staff of WJR, Detroit.

inHHRTFORD
RmericB's

Test City

5000

UlRTTS
DAY
1000 WATTS
NIGHT

LDUl RATES
General Offices
54 Pratt St., Hartford, Comu
NATIONAI. HEI>RESENTATmS
HEADLEY REED COMPANY

MORE
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D
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Coast industrial area

POWER

too:

W. Va.
HARRY L. GRIMES, formerly of
WGAU, WJHO, WMJM and WGOV,
has joined WJMA, Covington, Va.
Elmer

MARGARET

Peterson

Named

As WCCO
Newscaster
ELMER W. PETERSON, onetime
Minneapolis newspaperman who
has just returned from Europe
after ten
years'
for signed
Associated Press
there,service
has been

BANKS

SAPPHIRE - EYED Margaret
Banks, musical director of WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C, pianist, organist, and composer, has earned a
name for herself in the musical
world as director of the WBIG Ensemble, adistinguished salon group
which has already earned a national
reputation. Discoverer and developer of talent, both vocal and instrumental, a natural musician
with a born sense of leadership,
Margaret has planned and produced music for the most select radio programs, social and public
events. She handled one of WBIG's
stars a few weeks ago who won
honors in Miami, Fla., for distinguished musical talent, and was invited as special guest of the Cuban
Government for a week in Havana.
The WBIG Ensemble, under her direction, has been chosen to play at
the distinguished guests banquet of
the world-famed National Tobacco
Festival, in South Boston, Va.,
early in September, with Wendell
Willkie, Gov. Price of Virginia,
Madeline Carroll and a galaxy of
other
ance. distinguished folk in attend-

by WCCO, Minneapolis, as news
analyst. Peterson is to join the station at the termination of a fourweek period in New York where
participate
World
programs.in the CBS'
willToday
he
Special topromotion
introduceis
Peterson
Northwest tolisteners
being undertaken by WCCO with
the making of transcriptions in
New York as well as news photos
of Peterson with Paul White, Elmer
Davis and other CBS news personalities to be distributed to newspapers in area. WCCO plans
eventually mentatortoon a carry
the new
comNorthwest
network
assignPeterson's
of CBS mentsstations.
with AP included
the Spanish Civil War; invasions of Poland,
Denmark, Norway and the Balkans; and the Russo-Finish war
of 1940.
Barlow Honored
HOWARD BARLOW, conductor of
the Columbia Broadcasting symphony orchestra, has been awarded
a scroll "in recognition of his contributions tothe field of symphonic
music for the last 13 years" by Sigprofesnational
ma sional
AlphamusicIota,
for women.
fraternity

JLVI LEWIS, of the CBS Hollywood
guest relations staff, on Aug. 22 retenant. ported for Army duty as second lieuCLETE ROBERTS, program director
of KMPC, Beverly Hills, has been
granted his private pilot's license.
JOHN nouncer
KOLBMAN.>r,
sports an-is
of WHAT, Philadelphia,
the father of a boy born this month.
JACK O'REILLEY, formerly of
WJLS, Beckley, W. Va., has joined
the announcing stalf of WPEN,
Philadelphia.
EDNA WHITTINGTON, head of the
continuity department of WIP, Philadelphia,editorial
has been board
appointed
to the advisory
of Glamorous,
a new women's magazine.

Blue Aviation Devotees
MARY COYNE, secretary to E. P.
H. James, sales promotion director of
NBC-Blue, spent her vacation building
up her number of solo flying hours to
the required number, and this month
made her official cross-country flight,
flving folk
from
Roosevelt
FieldMiss
to theCoyne
SufAirport
and back.
now needs only to pass tEe written
examination of the Civil Aeronautics
Authority
pilot'scompleted
license.
Mr. Jamesto secure
himselfher has
groundschool instruction, but has not
begun his air training.
WPEN, Philadelphia, was silenced for
25 minutes Aug. 19 when an auto hit
an electric pole, shutting off service
in the area.
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country. A formula well studies
and worked out for Illinois, Indiana, Iowawork
or Wisconsin
nec
essarily
in North won't
Carolina

"Tell me, Mr. Research Man, do
other men's wives spend all their
time listening to WFDF Flint
Michigan?"

50,000 WATTS - CBS
42 5,683 Listening Families*

PHOTOGRAPHS ON PAGE 26 in the same (1 to r) order show: 1. Orrin
E. Dunlap Jr., manager of the RCA Dept. of Information, who joined the
Navy in 1918 as a radio electrician first class, then served at the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station, at the Navy Radio School at Harvard
and at the wartime NBD, Bar Harbor, Maine. 2. W. Walter Tison, manager of WFLA, Tampa, who attended the Harvard Radio School and
then was sent to sea as a third class radioman; while on President
Wilson'sments. escort
vessel he chief
heard engineer
the first ofradio
music
inter-ship
3. Jack Poppele,
WOR,
Newin York,
who experiserved
in the U. S. Transport Service aboard the U. S. S. Marica during the
war, one of the first ships to be equipped with vacuum tube receivers.

SHREVEPORT
L O

U I S I A

N

Dominant Coverage in
the Central Southwest
Branham Co. - Representatives
^CBS Audit of Nighttime Coverage

reF MARK OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN
WORLD WIDE NEWS COVERAGE

UNITED

PRESS

N-8-C BLUE
Your greatest opportunities are open
in Jacksonville over WJHP. Try and
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(Continued fi-om page 3U)
minute news programs. These will
only hold three announcements each
and many timebuyers shy at announcement periods.
On a very irregular basis, we do
have a few quarter-hour daytime
periods where the longer variety of
announcements can be scheduled.
These, however, are periods that
are open because of contract expiration or network switches, and of
course are immediately placed on
the sales block. The announcements
placed in these periods naturally
have to be placed subject to removal if the period is sold.
Another Headache
Second biggest headache of the
station with a tight schedule is trying to keep happy those timebuyers
who, using sliderule buying methods, insist they must have station
breaks next to network shows that
carry a rating of 10 or better.
These we have been fortunate in
having sold many months ago.
Often there are even more desirable availabilities adjacent to popular local shows unblessed with a
blue or gold star by Mr. Crossley
or Mr. Hooper, only because Mr.
Crossley or Mr. Hooper haven't
gotten around to making surveys
of local shows in some markets. No
matter — we most always get a quick
turndown. No 23.7% rating to rub
shoulders wdth — then no stationbreak schedule and all activities
in the market are skipped, to the
expense of sales and the possible
loss of dealer (and often the consumer) goodwill.
There must be many radio stations throughout the country in the
same predicament as we are in —
trying to iron out the one-minutetranscription-fitting problem and
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Screwball
THIS actually happened to
Larry Bair of WWL, New
Orleans. He called on a local
fur shop manager and explained that he was subbing
for his vacationing associate,
Paul Beville. "Bah," the fur
manager said, "Beville is just
dodging me. I want to get on
Dawn Busters, and he can't
clear the time." "Oh, no, he
isn't," Baird protested, and to
prove it, drew out the memo
on which Beville had listed
the calls he was to make. To
Baird's confusion, the memo
read, "See that screwball
manager of the Regal Fur
the problem of trying to make
Salon." respect and accept statimebuyers
tion recommendations.
It is possible there are still some
stations throughout the country
which are so anxious for the almighty dollar that they would forward recommendations to agencies
that could not be completely relied
upon; but for the most part stations today think too much of their
standing in the league and their
future business to take a chance
on giving a bum steer.
Certainly the day-to-day handling of the various local accounts
which include everything from
single-order announcements selling
peaches, thru the quarter-hour
strips to move electrical appliances,
to the half-hour baseball re-enactments, should give station managers an insight into the habits of
their listeners — far more so than a
timebuyer sitting at a desk in New
York or Chicago or elsewhere.
We know definitely that conditions and situations differ as you
move to different sections of the
BROADCASTING

South Carolina or Georgia. For example :A Midwest agency handlinjj
a product sold to farmers was par
ticularly successful vnth. announce
ments during the noon hour or
stations in the Midwest. The agen
cy tried the same formula on WBT
but against our better judgment
and, only after the schedule hat
been allowed to run a short time
with unsatisfactory results, were
we permitted to change to the spot?
we originally recommended. Immediately the returns flowed in
Result: A jump from 20 sample re
quests per announcement to 1,16:
requests per announcement!
And how much better it wouL
be for agencies to check availabili
ties in the markets they expect twork and make sure there are spots
which will do justice to their creations, before going to the extremes
that some agencies do nowadays ir
building minute transcriptions or
which name talent, costly copy
etc. are used — only to find there's
no place
to puta them.
That'shouse
like
first
building
very fine
then stropping all over town trying
to
find the right kind of lot to sei
it on.
We feel sure that time and mone3
for both the station and the agencj
would be saved if each would con
sider the problems of the othei
fellow before laying definite plans
Hecker Serial Extended
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., Ne\^
York, for Force and H-0 is planning a campaign in seven markets
of five times weekly sponsorshif
of the serial Judy & Jane, hearc
previously on the West Coast. Th(
program started, via transcription
Aug. 19 on WOR, Nev/ York, anc
will go on six other stations, no1
yet selected, on Sept. 29. Agencj
is Maxon Inc., New York.

POWER!
—WHERE
POWER
COUNTS

MOST

TEN
V/A L L E Y

WLAC
NASHVILLE, TENN:
soon going to
50,000

WATTS

REPRESENTED BY
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
J. T. WARD, Owner
F. C. SOWELL, Manager
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PEN, Philadelphia, breaks
up its recorded shows into
15-minute stages, each featuring a name band, with
-2 he particular band leader introWiilucing his own stage on the air
T[iy means of special recordings.
J Jsing specially prepared copy, each
' ' 'ecording band leader records a set
if four or five personal introduclions as well as a closing piece,
a little. The recordHi ;ach varying
:^gs are made by Raymond Rosen
Philadelphia,
distributors of
j1iL_.,
,
iHiVictor and Bluebird records, and
;f ,i)y Columbia Recording Corp., New
recording artists.
for their
fork,
^ j:n
addition,
some records will be
Inade in the WPEN studios when
'krtists come to the city.

UTHENTICITY was the keynote
4sWDRC, Hartford, Conn., brought
:n a real expert on railroad affairs
|;o shout "All aboar-r-r-d" on the
jarly morning Shopper's Special
"ecorded program. James J. Mc. 3abe, Hartford railroader who has
iust
44 years'
service
.vith retired
the NewafterHaven
Railroad
as
conductor, was asked to the WDRC
I studios to have his voice recorded,
and give laryngeal instruction to
j^nnouncer Havey
Olson (left) .
Conductor
McCabe's transcribed
=?all is now used daily on the
^Shopper's Special.
Whodunit and Spelling
!A. mystery in three parts—
guarter-hours at 9, 10 and 11 SatIjurday evening — is presented by
|WKY, Oklahoma City. Only by
staying with the three parts can
the listener find the solution. Title
\s New
Callingtwist
Detective
to theO'Leary.
spelling bee
thes first half of a new WKY
Ijfind
program devoted to the old-fashioned spell-dovm, with the second
fialf called Spell and Tell. In this
half the contestant must spell words
and explain their meaning.
I
^ ^ ^
Under the Big Top
DONE UP in big top style, the new
weekly Circus Days half-hour on
WGY, Schenectady, provides a
tentful of entertainment for the
studio audience, which gets paper
hats, balloons and all the other
paraphernalia. Producer Vic Campfeell leads the audience through a
'sideshow.
Wild West
land other features,
with exhibition,
a barber

PROGRAMS
fi^
Homelike
Tonight in Town
A LINEUP of things to do and
ORIGINATING in the home of
what to see in Montreal and vicinity Rose Ireland, who conducts the
is the basis of What's Happening
show, the new morning feature,
Tonight, a five-minute program
For
the Ladies, of WREN, Lawheard six days weekly at the everence, Kan., presents all sorts of
ning hour on CFCF, Montreal, for
National Breweries Ltd. Ronald
feminine gossip, with local women
Adv. Agency handles the account
dropping in at the house for rawith production by Metropolitan
dio chats with
Rose.wrinkle
''VRENon also
Broadcasting Service, Montreal.
introduced
a new
its
musical clock Timekeeper program
Army Auction
by concentrating on waltzes, tangos, light classical and secular
AN AUCTION, wherein soldiers of
recordings rather than popular or
Fort Bliss, Tex., bid on cameras,
knives, belts, cigarettes, etc., has dance music.
been incorporated into the Called
To The Colors program of KTSM,
El Paso, Tex., originating at the
Army post. Articles are usually
sold for about twenty-five cents and
attendance prizes are offered prior
to the program.
Camp Talent
DRAWING UPON drafted talent
stationed at Lowry Field, Denver,
KOA, that city, broadcasts a weekly half-hour Lowry Field Theatre
of the Air, featuring original dramatic sketches. Hal Kanter, draftee, and formerly NBC Hollywood
and New York writer, directs and
scripts the series. George Wright
handles publicity.
*
* *
Durham Greeting
INTERVIEWS with new arrivals
in Durham, N. C, are broadcast by
WDNC on its Welcome Neighbor
program. Taxi service to the studio
is provided by WDNC to the participants as well as free theatre
tickets and souvenir gifts from
business concerns.
^ ^ ^
Jive Jargon
SWING MUSIC announced in
"jive" talk onis played
by John
orchestra
the United
We Ryan's
Swing
show, weekly half-hour series on
WMCA, New York. The program
also offers English translations to
the swing lingo for the benefit of
the uninitiated.

TfSeR:
ADlffR
"Many thanks,
indeed, for.. the
screen frailer.
We sinterely

'shop
Otis orchestra.
& Eleanor Howand
Gordiequartet,
Randall's
ard Tupper functions as barker.
^
^
appreciate
Hams for Shoppers
your efforts
, THRICE - WEEKLY transcribed
in our behalf."
[interviews of shoppers direct from
their own grocery or butcher shop
50,000 WATTS
are presented on KDKA, Pittsjburgh, by John Morreil & Co., OtItumwa, la. Correct answers to NBC
RED NETWORK
questions entitles shopper to certain choice items on shelves with a DENVER
Morreil ham awarded to person
SPOT SALES OFFICES
making best guess as to weight of
the ham.
'
ham.
'tne
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — tran scription a n n ou n cem ents
WHBF, Rock Island
Western Grocers Co., Des Moines (Jack
Spratt foods), 6 sp weekly, thru Coolidge Adv. Agency, Des Moines.
Chicago Motor Club, Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
thru Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
Haskins Bros. Soap Co., Omaha 8 sa
weekly, thru Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
International Milling Co., Minneapolis
(Robin Hood flour), 6 sa weekly thru
Campbell & Mithum Inc., Minneapolis.
Jewel Tea Co., Barrington, 111., 14 ta
weekly, thru Schwab & Beatty, N. Y.
Jacques Mfg. Co., Chicago (KC Baking
Powder), sa series, direct.
Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven (razor
blades) , 5 ta weekly, thru Craven &
Hedrick, N. Y.
Old Ben Coal Corp., Chicago, 5 t weekly,
thru J. R. Hamilton Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. 15 sa weekly,
thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago (Spearmint
gum),Chicago.
13 t series, thru Ai-thur Meyerhoff
Co.,
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
Peter Paul Inc., New York (Mounds),
65 sp, thru Platt-Forbes, N. Y.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, III.
(Senna), ta series, 52 weeks, thru
Sherman & Marquette, N. Y.
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., New York
(peaches), 20 sa, thru Paris & Peart,
\ N. Y.
t., L. Little Inc., Detroit (drugs), 5 ta
weekly,
Detroit. thru Lee Anderson Adv. Co.,
M. Werk Co., Cincinnati (soap), ta series,
thru Frederic W. Ziv, Adv., Cincinnati.
Comer Products Co., Cleveland (Wave-toSta.),
26 sa, thru Hubbell Adv. Agency,
Cleveland.
WQXR, New York
Marcus & Co., New York (jewelers),
weekly
N. Y. sp, 13 weeks, thru Wesley Assoc.
Crosse & Black well, Baltimore (food products), 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Van
Sant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Chicago, 5 sa
weekly, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canojoharie, N. Y.
(gum), 5 sa weekly, 15 weeks, thru
Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Federal Outfitting Co., San Jose, Cal.
(clothing chain), 6 sp weekly, thru Allied Advertising Agencies, San Francisco.
Progressive Optical System, Fresno, Cal.
(chain), 5 sp weekly, thru W. L. Gleason Adv., Riverside, Ca\.
Beneficial Casualty Co., Los Angeles (insurance) 15
, sp weekly, thru Stodel Adv.
Co., Los Angeles.
WOR, New York
Allied Mills, Chicago (Wayne feeds), 3 sa
weekly,
Wayne. thru Louis E. Wade Inc., Fort
Perfection Stove Co., Cleveland (Superfex
heaters), 3 sp weekly, thru McCannErickson, Cleveland.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp., New York
(Taystee Bread), 3 t weekly, thru Campbell-Ewald Co. of N. Y.
WEAF, New York
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Chiclets), 3 sp weekly, thru Badger
& Browning, N. Y.
CJRC, Winnipeg, Man.
Dr. Chase Medicine Co., Tconto. 6 ta
weekly, thru Ardiel Adv. Agency, Oakville, Ont.
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WNEW, New York
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
snow), 3 sp weekly, 39 weeks, thru
Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Pinex Co., Chicago (proprietary), 3 sp
weekly, 22 weeks, thru Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
Augenblick
& Bros., Newark, 6 sa weekly,
direct.
Howard Stores, Newark, weekly sp., 13
weeks, thru Williams Scheer Adv.
Agency, Newark.
Salz Bros., New York (pens) weekly sp,
18 weeks, thru S. R. Leon, N. Y.
Paramount Pictures Corp., New York
("KissBuchanan
the Boys &Goodbye"),
thru
Co., N. Y. 6 sa weekly,
Lester Piano Mfg. Co., Philadelphia
(pianos), 6 sp weekly, 20 weeks, thru
J. Falkner Arndt & Co., Philadelphia.
WFIL, Philadelphia
John Middleton Inc., Philadelphia (tobacco), tweekly, thru Carter-Thomson Co.,
Philadelphia.
L. Nachman & Sons, Philadelphia (instruction), 18 so weekly, thru Philip Klein,
Philadelphia.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn, (candy),
5 sa weekly, thru Platt-Forbes, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart Soap), 3 sp weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck, N. Y.
Bell Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 8sa weekly, direct.
WIP, Philadelphia
Mrs. Schlorer's
Inc., Philadelphia
(mayonnaise) ,5 sa weekly,
8 weeks, thru
May
Adv., Philadelphia.
Bell Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 8sa weekly, placed direct.
Seven-Up Bottling Co., Philadelphia (soft
drink), 17 sa weekly, for 3 weeks, thru
Philip Klein. Philadelphia.
Institute of Practical Drafting, Newark,
(instruction), 3 sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Herman Adv., Newark.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne
Armour & Co.. Chicago, 130 ta, thru Lord
6 Thomas, Chicago
W. K. Sterline Co., Sidney, O. (Hay
fever compound), 13 sa, thru MumraHomer-Robbins & Pearson, Columbus.
Potter Drug & Chemical Corp. ( Cuticura) ,
Maiden, Mass., 624 ta thru Atherton &
Currier, N. Y.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago (Spearmint
Gum) 13 t, thru Arthur Meyerhoff &
Co., Chicago.
WNAC, Boston
Corn Products Refining Co., New York, sa
series, thru C. L. Miller Co., N. Y.
Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, Wis., sa
series, thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Penick & Ford, New York (My-T-Fine),
ta series, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Grove Labs.. St. Louis (Bromo Quinine),
sa series, thru, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
WMAS, Springfield, Mass.
Tru-Ade Inc., Los Angeles, 6 ta weekly,
thru Beaumont & Hohman, Los Angeles.
Magazine Repeating Razor Co., New York
(Schick), daily sp, thru J. M. Mathes,
Inc., N. Y.
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K45LA, Hollywood (FM station)
Gospel Broadcasting Assn., Los Angeles
(religious), weekly sp, thru R. H.
Alber Co., Los Angeles.
Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago (hams),
weekly sa, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
Chicago.
Coast Federal Savings Assn., Los Angeles
(investments), 7 sa weekly, thru Robert
F. Dennis Inc.. Los Angeles.
Seven-Up
Bottling Co., Los Angeles
(beverage), weekly sa, thru GlasserGailey & Co., Los Angeles.
Adohr Milk Farms, Los Angeles (dairy
products ) , 5 sa weekly, thru Lord &
Thomas, Hollywood.
Marney Food Co., Huntington Park, Cal.,
(Marco dog food), weekly sa. thru Ivar F.
Wallin & Staff, Los Angeles.
Nufit Labs., Los Angeles (dental plate reline)
5 sa weekly, thru Stodel Adv. Co.,
that ,city.
Schalk Chemical Co., Los Angeles (HydroPura. water softener) , 100 sa, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Los Angeles.
KSFO, San Francisco
Florida Citrus Commission, Tampa (fruit),
65 t, thru Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., N. Y.
(Pall Mall), 389 so, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco (railroad), 33 sa, thru Lord & Thomas, San
Francisco.
Shaler Co., Waupun, Wis. (Rislone motor
oil),
7 sa, thru Kirkgasser-Drew Agency,
Chicago.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
N. Y. (Black Jack gum), 6 so weekly,
thru Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
KECA, Los Angeles
Nesbitt Fruit Products. Los Angeles (beverages,) 3 t weekly, thru Walter K.
Neill Inc., Los Angeles.
Western Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Los Angeles (investments), 6 so weekly,
thru
Elwood J. Robinson Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles.
Supreme Bakery Co., Los Angeles (Town
Talk bread), 3 t weekly, thru HillraanShane Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
KFDM, Beaumont, Tex.
Purity Bakeries, Chicago (Taystee Bread),
3Ewald
* weekly,
13 weeks, thru CampbellCo., Chicago.
American Brewing Co., New Orleans
(Regal beer). 6 sp weekly, direct.
WJJD, Chicago
Michael-Leonard Seed Co., Chicago, 5 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Allen & Reynolds,
Omaha.
Great Western Laundry, Chicago, 5 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Salem N. Baskih
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WIND, Gary, Ind.
Lake County Agricultural Society, Crown
Point, Ind., 4 sp, 12 sa, direct.
Standard Distributing Co., Chicago (Majectic cameras), 3 sp, 52 weeks, thru
Lane, Benson, McClure, Chicago.
KHJ, Hollywood
Vita-Pep Products Co., Los Angeles (dog
food), 3 sp weekly, thru Cesana & Assoc.,
Los Angeles.

(Adv.)
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Disc Program of OEM
Will Explain Threat of
Nazis
to Democracies
TRANSCRIBED series, explaining
the threat of Nazi propaganda anrj
the Nazi economic threat to democracy is scheduled for release by the
radio section of the Office for Emergency Management, according to
an announcement by that agency.
Originally set up to supervise the
radio activities of the Office of Production Management, the section
now coordinates all radio for the
OEM, 0PM, Office of Civilian Defense, Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply and Cition. vilian Defense Housing CoordinaBernard Schoenfield, chief of the
section, heads a staff of ten which
includes William McMorrow, chief
script writer; Arthur Kurlan, production director; Frank K. Telford,
script writer; LaVerne Shedlove,
assistant to the chief; and Tams
Bixby, regional radio officer. Since
its inception six months ago the
radio section of the OEM reports
it has produced over 30,000 broadcasts of 150 different programs.
The section plans a full-hour
broadcast on NBC Labor Day which
will feature
appearances
President Roosevelt,
Phillip ofMurray,
William Green, Sidney Hillman,
Melvyn Douglas, Edward Arnold,
Bing Crosby and the Golden Gate
Quartet. Another half -hour variety
series combining some of the foremost entertainment names as well
as high-ranking defense officials is
scheduled to begin in the fall. Live
shows already placed by the radio
section include the regular network
features. Defense in Action, The
Challenge, Highways for Americans, coast-to-coast aluminum
broadcasts, and talks by William
Knudsen, Sidney Hillman, Leon
Henderson and other defense officials.
Bank's Special Events
BANK OF AMERICA, National
Trust and Savings Association, San
Francisco, which recently adopted
a policy
of sponsoring
various special events
and civic celebrations,
has arranged a heavy schedule for
the fall season, according to the i
Charles R. Stuart Adv. Agency, :
which handles the account.
On h
Aug.
24, it the
sponsored
on KFBK,
Sacramento,
Placerville
Wheel- 1'
barrow Derby. From Aug. 29 to '
7, inclusive,
will present
aSept.
15-minute
daily it program
on
KFBK from the California State
Fair at Sacramento.
The bank
will originate a broadcast from the
Lodi Grape and Wine Festival Sept.
12-15. Stations have not yet been
picked. sented aOn
Aug. 6from
the bank
prebroadcast
the Santa
Barbara Fiesta on KERN, KTMS
and KMJ.
In addition. Bank of
America is using spot announce
ments on 10 California stations.
CBC to Sell Booklet
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. will
shortlyBeen
publish
booklet.
We
Have
There, a a new
collection
of CBC
talks by prominent British, United
States and Canadian public figures,
newspapermen
and in
radio
commentators who have been
Great
Britain
since the war started. This booklet is
one of a number published by the CBC
this year and sold at cost, 25 cents,
through announcements on CBC stations.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Joint Quiz Feature
type of audience quiz program, Air Cadets of America, has
started on the Arizona Broadcasting System (KTAR KYUM KVOA
KGLU), Saturdays, 2-2:30 p.m.,
under joint sponsorship of Ben Hur
Products Co., Los Angeles (coffee,
tea, spices) ; Central Beverage Co.,
Phoenix (beverages) ; Nature's
Products Co., Los Angeles (NuGlo) ; Family Kitchen Products,
Phoenix (biscuit and pie crust
mix) ; Victor's Food Products, Los
Angeles (French dressing, sauce).
Contracts are for 26 weeks, having
started July 11. Copyrighted by E.
J. Post Co., Los Angeles program
builders, the weekly half-hour, directed to children, originates from
KTAR, and is merchandised
through club memberships, gold
plated wing pins, model airplane
ing. plane building, field meets for
kits,
competition and scholarships in flyNEW

CARNATION Co., Milwaukee, for the
fifth consecutive year, on Sept. 2 is
renewing sponsorship of The Jewish
Philosopher on WEVD, New York,
Monday through Friday, 2 :15 p.m.
Agency is Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York. Also on Sept. 2, Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati, will start Tuesday
through Saturday sponsorship of the
program for Camay soap at 8 :15 p.m.
Agency is Pedlar & Ryan, New York.
STBELE-WEDELES Co., Chicago
(Savoy coffee) has renewed on WGN,
Chicago, Quin Ryan's Marriage License Romances, quarter-hour interviews at marriage license bureau three
times a week. Erwin, Wasy & Co.,
Chicago, is agency. American Chicle
Co. (Adams Clove gum) has also renewed on WGN, Music with a Flavor,
weekday quarter-hour early morning
recorded program, through Badger,
Browning & Hersey, New York.
JOHN MIDDLETON Inc., Philadelphia (tobacco manufacturer), starts a
test campaign Sept. 5 on WFIL, Philadelphia, for a new brand of popularpriced cigarettes. The quarter-hour
disc, Touchdotcn Tips, will be used on
Fridays, continuing until December.
Agency is Carter- Thomson, Philadelphia.
LaSALLE HAT Co., Philadelphia,
will start a test campaign on KYW,
Philadelphia, starting Sept. 8, for its
Champ Hats for men. Ten minutes of
sports news. Parade of Champions,
handled by Kerby Cushing, staff sports
commentator, will be sponsored thriceweekly. Each program will feature a
sports quiz, with hats for prizes. A
sports booklet will be distributed to
stores. Agency is Al Paul Lefton Co.,
Philadelphia, with R. F. Farnum the
account executive and M. H. Zimmerman, of the KYW sales department,
1^! the station contact.
SWANFELDT AV/NING & ROOF
Co., Los Angeles, in a brief summer
test campaign, is sponsoring a weekly
quarter-hour newscast on KFWB, Hollywood. Firm plans an extensive fall
radio campaign in Southern California.
Agency is W. C. Jeffries Co., Los
Angeles.
?!
JOHN T. TROLL Co., Los Angeles
(Vitamin B-1 Candy Mints), new to
radio, on Aug. 16 started using six
time signal announcements daily, seven
times per week, on FM station K45LA,
Hollywood. Contract is for 52 weeks.
As markets are established firm will
expand use of radio to include other
Pacific Coast centers. Agency is Lockwood-Shackleford Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles.
THE

HOT

SPOT

740
between
NBC's Red and Blue

KQW
San Jose, Calif.
San Francisco Studios
1470

Pine

Street

Reps.: Reynolds-Fitzgerald, Inc.
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TRAIN PARTY just before takeoflf
was given Ransom Sherman, Chicago comedian, who now is heard
from Hollywood on his Hap Hazard
fillin for Fibber- McGee & Molly on
NBC-Red. The program becomes a
featured broadcast all its own
when Fibber returns. Feting the
comedian as he left Chicago were
(seated 1 to r) Jack Louis, vicepresident of Needham, Louis &
Brorby, the agency ; Sherman ; Melvin Brorby, agency vice-president;
leaning over is John Gordon,
agency radio director.
Radio-Minded
WHEN WFMJ, Youngstown,
went into operation in September 1939, the local Hume's
Furniture Store began a radio campaign with daily
spot announcem.ents. Today
Hume's has renewed for the
third consecutive year on
WFMJ with a schedule that
reflects the place that radio
has since assumed in the
store's advertising appropriation— 18 newscasts weekly;
a quarter-hour weekly for
Philco products; a quarterhour weekly for Servel Electrolux and a schedule of spot
announcements.
HAUSER FOOD PRODUCTS, Santa Monica, Cal. (sauce), in a 13-week
campaign ending Nov. 4, is sponsoring
thi weekly Ringside Olympic Fights
on KMTR,
Hollywood.
Firm's also
Southern California
radio schedule
includes Kitchen
participation onin KFI
Agnes and
White's
California
Chef
Milani, on KMPC, once and twiceweekly respectively, as well as a
weekly quarter-hour man-on-the-street
Boulevard Interviewer on KNX. McElroy Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has
the account.
FOREST LAWN Memorial Park
Assn., Glendale, Cal. (cemetery, mausoleum), on Aug. 15 started for 39
weeks,
thrice-weekly
fiveminute sponsoring
transcribed a program.
Miracles
of Faith, on KH.J, Hollywood. Association also sponsors the weekly quarter-hour Your Singing Neighbor with
Harry Stanton, and a weekly 15-minute program, Rhyme d Reason, on
KNX, that city. In addition, twiceweekly participation is used in Art
Baker's Notehook on KFI, Los Angeles. Agency is Dan B. Miner Co.,
that city.
PAUL F. BEICH Co., Bloomington,
111. (candy), on Aug. 18 started sixweekly 15-second
transcribed
nouncements on WBBM,
Chicago, anfor
13 weeks. Ferry-Hanly Co.. Chicago,
placed the account.
FALLS CITY BREWING Co.,
Louisville, has recorded its fourth
series of announcements to be used
on WHAS, Louisville, and 10 stations
in the South. Bill Bryan and Ernie
Rea, of WHAS, did the announcing.
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Swift Places
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, has placed
one-minute spot announcements for
Jewel shortening through J. Walter
Thompson
Announcements willCo.,
be Chicago.
heard three
to six
times a week on the following stations: WBT WSJS WBIG WPTF
WWNC WCSC WRVA WDBJ
WFAA KTSM WALA WCOA
WDSU KWKH WJDX WJBO
KTBC KFDM KRIS KTRH WOAI
WJAX
WFLA
WTOC WDBO
WGST
WSFA
WAPI
WMAZ
WOOD
WRBL
WFBC
WJAC
WBOC
WTAR
WNOX
WRC
KVSO
KVOO
KADA
KOMA
KTOK KCRC KBIX KGFF KTCK.
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GET:

— not only INCREASED coverage of the vast
Detroit area proper, but a PLUS percentage of
brand new listeners outside of this area. Thousands of new sales impacts for your product AT
NO INCREASE IN RATES!
5.000 WATTS DAY and NIGHT • CLEAR CHANNEL
Representative: Joseph Hershey McGillvro
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5000
WATTS

GRANVILLE RUTLEDGE, now
with Young- & Rubicam, New York,
is slated to take over the advertising
managership of the Florida Citrus
Commission about Sept. 15, following
resignation of L. W. Marvin, effective
in October. Mr. Marvin, who became
director of sales promotion of the Commission when it was organized in
1935, has been advertising manager for
the last five years. During his tenure,
mcfre than $5,000,000 was expended
for advertising Florida citrus fruits
under the first State-sponsored type of
industry program, which currently is
again including radio.
RICHARD M. OUDERSLUYS.
prominent in the market research field
of Michigan for the last 10 years, has
been elected president of Commercial
Services Inc., 2011 Park Ave,, Detroit,
a Michigan corporation specializing in
market surveys and advertising studies. He was formerly with the HooperHolmes Bureau, and previous to that
with Ross Federal Corp.
FRANT?: NEWTON, continuity writer
of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, la., and
previously with Blackett-Sample-Hummet, has resigned to accept a similar
position with Lord & Thomas, Chicago.

Added night - time
power, plus new
directional antenna
for greater efficiency
day and night,
brings new thousands of intermountain listeners within
your reach over
KDYL.

OSCAR LIEFFERS, formerly of Associated Adv. Agency, Los Angeles,
has joined
BBDO, that city, as account executive.
DOUGLAS MARSHALL. Toronto
newscaster and producer, has joined
Stanfield & Blaikie, Ltd., Toronto, as
director of the radio division.
PHILIP J. MYGATT, formerly with
J. Walter Thompson Co. in Hollywood
and Sydney, Australia, has been apoffice. pointed radio director of the Toronto
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This is only a partial picture of the
Charlotte Market's prosperity. See
Headley-Reed or call WSOC for details.

ARTHUR W. (Tiny) STOWE, formerly in Eastern radio and more recently program director of KSFO, San
Francisco, has joined Stodel Adv. Co.,
Los Angeles, as production manager.
MRS. RICHARD W. GAMBRILL
Jr., formerly
radio director
of Chicago Junior League,
had joined
the
radio department of Reinecke-EllisYounggreen & Finn, Chicago, as script
writer and production assistant.
JEFF WADE, executive of Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago, was in Hollywood during mid-August to discuss
fall expansion plans for the thriceweekly hour NBC Lum & Ainer series, sponsored by Miles Labs.
JERRY HERDAN, formerly of Everett N. Crosby Ltd., Hollywood talent
service, has established the Gerald S.
that city.Agency at 9127 Sunset Blvd.,
Herdan

Ayer Names Ricketts
WILLIAM B. RICKETTS, of
Princeton, N. J., has been appointed head of the F. Wayland Ayer
Foundation, according to A. H.
Batten, president
of N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia.
Mr. Ricketts has
been prominent
for many years
in the field of
marketing and
advertising research in this
country, Canada
and South AmerMr. Ricketts
ica and has written on these subjects in the book,
Careers in Advertising . A graduate
of Washington & Jefferson and the
Harvard School of Business Administration and formerly of the
faculty of Dartmouth, Mr. Ricketts
is a member of the American Marketing Assn., past president of the
New York Market Research Council
and
a
past
director of the Taylor
Society.

NEEDHAM, LOUIS & BRORBY has
moved its Chicago office to 135 S. LaSaUe St.
R.
WEBSTERLos Angeles,
hasW.moved
to 527 W.ADV.,
Seventh
St.
Aleshire to Ellis
EDWARD ALESHIRE, formerly
vice-president of Benton & Bowles,
Chicago, and previously manager
of the radio departments of Lord
& Thomas and
Blackett - S a mple - Hummert,
Chicago, on Sept.
1K. joins
EllisSherman
& Co.,
New York, as
manager of the
radio department.
Mr. Aleshire reHolcomb, places
whoLawrence
has
Mr. Aleshire
resigned to take
an executive position with a new
directing. and do freelance radio
magazine

LAWTON CAMPBELL, New York
vice-president in charge of radio for
Ruthrauff & Ryan, was La Hollywood
during mid-August for agency conferences on the CBS Arkansas Traveler, featuring Bob Burns, which starts
Sept.bell16Soup under
Co. sponsorship of CampJACK RICHARDSON Jr.. executive
of Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, in
charge of the Meuien account, is in
Washington
conferring
relations oflicials
of the with
U. S.public
Marine
Corps in connection with NBC-Blue
Capt. Flagg d Sergeant Quirt program
which goes on the air Sept. 28.
ALBERT EICHLER. copywriter of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, and
author of several successful books, has
written a new novel titled Big Bruiser,
to be published in early September by
Phoenix Press, New York.
KELLY, Stuhlman & Zahrndt, St.
Louis, has moved to new quarters in
the Cotton Belt Bldg., Ill N. Fourth
St.. and has changed its name to Kelly,
Zahrdnt & Kelly Inc.
WILLIAM J. McKBNNA, formerly
on the copy staffs of Young & Rubicam. and McCann-Erickson, New
York, has joined the copy department
of Sherman K. Ellis & Co., New York.
JOHN R. WHELAN, assistant production manager of Lord & Thomas.
New York, has resigned to join New
York Gravure Corp., as production
manager.
TOM WRIGHT, of Young & Rubicam's New York publicity staff, is
in Hollywood.
WICK rector
CRIDER.
publicity Co..
diof J. WalterradioThompson
New York, on Aug. 20 left for his
annual tour of radio editors.
DAVID L. MILLARD, formerly art
director of Munroe F. Dreher Inc.,
New York, has been placed in charge
of the agency's media and research
department.
TOM
formerly
Beaumon &,TORRISON.
Hohman, has
joinedof Sidney
Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisco, as account executive and new
business manager. Clara Peterson, also
formerly of Beaumont & Hohman, has
been named production manager of
Garfinkel.

L&T

Names

Long

FREDERICK A. (Ted) LONG,
veteran program producer, has
been appointed radio production, director of the Chicago 'office of Lord
& Thomas. Mr. Long was assistant
director of radio of the Republican
National Committee during the
1940 presidential campaign. At one
time program director of CBS in
Washington, and director of broadcasting of Long
the New
World's
Fair, Mr.
cameYork
to Chicago
from the New York office of Lord
& Thomas where he was a program
producer. His new production
duties will include the direction of
the thrice - weekly quarter - hour
Treat Time program sponsored on
CBS by Armour & Co., Chicago,
and the half-hour weekly CBS
Wayne King and His Orchestra
program for Luxor Ltd., Chicago.
JOHN ORR YOUNG, co-founder of
Young & Rubicam, who has been in
retirement for several years, has
opened consulting offices at 610 Fifth
Ave., New York, and plans to offer
advisory services in advertising and
public relations.
RAINBO RECORD Co., 6400 Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles, is marketing a new blank recording disc. It is
said to be one of the first to use the
cold pressing process.
Basic Mutual Network Outlet
FULL TIME. 1270 KC
THE SOOO WATT

CHAMLOTTE.
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Joy in Portland
ROMANCE and family life
played a large part in activities of staffmen of KGWKEX, Portland, Ore., in recent weeks. First, Announcer
Bob Thomlinson married Lucille Lamb. Then Hank Norton, continuity man, announced an heir, Henry Jr.
Followed Don Green with the
announcement of the advent
of Don Jr., and within a few
days Newsman Bob Thomas
was blessed with twins. To
cap it all, Jack Eichenberger,
of the public relations staff,
a few days ago married Vera
West, daughter of R. D.
West, Pacific Coast manager
of Mantle Lamp Co.
Howard

TOM CARSON
IF YOU are interested in finding
out something about (1) Spode
China, or (2) Pedlar and Ryan radio accounts, Tom Carson probably
can give you most of the answers.
For Tom was once (1932-35) with
the Spode China Importing Line,
reputedly the largest English
China concern in the business.
Leaving dish and dinnerware importing in 1935, he joined Erwin
Wasey & Co.'s New York office,
holding down jobs in production,
publicity and timebuying during a
four-year stand with that agency.
In 1939 he became affiliated with
the New York office of Pedlar &
Ryan as a timebuyer. Currently,
he is handling network and spot
buying for the following Pedlar &
Ryan accounts : Procter & Gamble's
Camay, Chipso and Dash products,
Bristol-Myer's
Vitalis,
Lady Esther
and
J. C. Penney
& Co.
Since his advent in the timebuying field, Carson estimates he
has bought over $5,000,000 worth
of network and spot for his agencies' clients. As far as the forthcoming fall season is concerned,
Tom predicted no radical changes
in network or spot activity, though
in all probability there will be a
larger annual billing than last
year's mark of some three million.
Tom gained his higher education
at the U of Virginia, graduating in
1932 with a BA degree. Born in
Kenosha, Wis., in 1912, Tom is
single, six feet tall, soft-spoken and
highly regarded in New York radio circle«

H. Wilson

Plans

Flat Fee Payment For
Station Representation
A FLAT FEE plan of station representation has been announced by
Howard H. Wilson of the Howard
H. Wilson Co. station representatives. Under the plan outlined by
Mr. Wilson, the station will pay a
flat fee for representation based
on gross national billing, with a
sliding scale providing fee increases
in proportion to amount of national
business. Besides the flat fee, the
station pays on all national billing
a 1% commission which goes directly to the Howard H. Wilson
salesmen who book the business.
Mr. Wilson intends to operate
his representative firm entirely on
the straight fee basis by Sept. 1,
transferring his present stations
from commission basis. The ability
to render complete service to a
selective list of stations and to cooperate closely with the individual
station's local salesmen in developing local and regional business are
among the advantages claimed for
the plan by Mr. Wilson.
MGM Buys Radio Sketch
JERRY SCHWARTZ, of the CBS
Hollywood continuity staif, has sold
his original radio sketch, Now We Are
Twenty-One, to MGM. Sketch was
recently used on the CBS Young Ideas
series. It will be turned over to MGM
younger writers and directors for filming. Studio plans to have each writer
and director do a sequence in the picture, with younger film players slated
for various roles.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

FAMILY

^.000073

WTAM, with its Primary Coverage Area of over a million and a
quarter families, not only reaches more families but costs less
per family.
Compare WTAM on this basis: Divide the 15 minute Daytime
Rate of each Cleveland Station by the number of families each
claims in its Primary Area. But don't stop there. Go a step farther.
Take a Survey . . any Survey and look at the number of actual
listeners each station has, all day, all night, all week. WTAM
leads. More listeners. More regular listeners. The "lowest-costper-ear" station in Cleveland.
That's why WTAM is the first choice of smart network, spot
and local time buyers . . . coast to coast.
CLEVE
50,000 WATTS
NBC RED NETWORK
OWNED AND OPERATED BY NBC

WlMUL UPRESEimTIVES
COWARD PETRy 4t CO.
ON THE NBC

REPRESENTED

RED NETWORh
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Time Sales Tax
(Continued from page 9)
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CJOR's leadership in the
Canadian
Pacific Coast
area is based on the solid
foundation of service that

K has made CJOR the "fav? orite" of most regular
? listeners.

CJOR
I
^ Vancouver
1000 Watts
600 KC
National Representatives
§
J. H. McGiUvra (U. S.)
H. N. Stovin (In Canada)

^

Served
by the
LAKE SUPERIOR
RADIO GROUP
(no) a wire network)

WHDF • WJMS • WATW
Houghton, Mich.
od, Mich. • Ashland, Wis.
Group contracts save 25% on the
three stations and 15% on any two
stations
•
!
National Representatives:
BOGNER
and MARTIN
295 Mad.Avc.N.Y. • 540 N.Mich. Ave., Chicago

Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

KFH
WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Pet: y Office
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to yield between four and five billion dollars, "you wouldn't have
to reduce sales volume by more
than V2 of 1% to actually cost the
Treasury more than the gross of
the radio tax".
Mr. Alvord's memorandum, in
a point-by-point analysis of the
House Ways & Means Committee
report, flatly denied that broadcasters possess "a valuable monopolistic privilege", that "the
principal operators in commercial
broadcasting earn high rates of
return on relatively small investments" and thus "possess unusual
taxpaying ability", and declared
that radio should not be singled
out "as the sole object" of a
changed Federal policy under
which public regulation should be
paid for through special rather
than general taxation.
§
Plenty of Competition
^
^
Speaking of the "monopolistic
?
privilege"
question, the brief
stated
:
|
y
"In the first place, a license to
§ operate a radio station confers no
iTionopoly on the licensee. Monopoly,
of course, involves a lack of competition, and there is no lack of
t competition in the radio broadcasting industry today. Virtually no
locality in the country lacks com^
petitive broadcasting. No licensee
^ has a monopoly of the listening
§ public. Every licensee faces vigor§
ous competition from other licensees, and some must compete with
a score or more.
"Secondly, license renewal is
more than a mere formality. It
must be obtained on the merits.
"Third, improvements in the art
are constantly making more frequencies available, and such developments as FM promise even
wider opportunities in the future.
"In the fourth place, the broadcasting industry's only substantial
source of income is from advertising, and radio certainly has no monopoly of advertising media. Radio
commands less than one-eighth of
the advertiser's dollar, and it must
fight every inch of the way for
that share."
Years of Losses
Speaking of the alleged "high
rate
of return declared
on investment",
the
memorandum
:
"It is true: that the initial investment, required to provide the
physical equipment of a radio station is relatively moderate, but it
is by no means insubstantial. However, while in some businesses the
original outlay for physical equipment will suffice for many years,
the radio broadcaster is in a field
in which technical improvements
may render his equipment obsolete
almost overnight. As those improvements come along, he must
put them into effect, even though
a complete duplication of his physical facilities may be required. The
new technique of FM, for example.
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DEEP INTO THE EARTH went the microphone of WKY, of Oklahoma
City, to originate a special broadcast of a 100-voice choir brought there
by R. G. Miller, editorial columnist of the Oklahoma City Times (holding
panama). Occasion was a program describing the activities of the 4,000
tourists who visited Northwestern Oklahoma's alabaster caverns on a
pilgrimage conducted by Mr. Miller. Here in the natural caverns 150
feet below the surface Mr. Miller and John Prosser, progi-am director
of WKY (at right of microphone) interviewed the visitors.
already has forced extensive and
costly additions to equipment.
"Obviously, no station can be
expected to be profitable from its
inception. In almost every case substantial operating deficits will be
incurred for several years; and in
a large number of instances these
losses will continue for many years.
The necessity for a very substantial investment over and above
the cost of physical equipment is
expressly recognized by the FCC —
one of the more important requirements prescribed is that the licensee establish its financial responsibility.
"The rate of return earned on
capital invested is not a fair single
test of taxpaying ability. Capital
is only one income-producing factor. Far more important than capital are the intangible factors, such
as energy, imagination, initiative,
managerial ability and above all,
just plain hard work. A successful
radio station is peculiarly the
creature of these other factors."
On the public regulation question the brief said:
"The Federal Government regulates many industries, not radio
broadcasting alone. Among them
are the railroads, buses and trucks,
commercial aviation, shipping, the
electi'ic power industry, the telephone industry and the telegraph
industry. It has not been thought
that the necessity for public regulation of these industries justifies
a special tax upon them. The functions of the Federal Government,
in so far as they represent regulation of business for the benefit
of the public, have been consistently financed through general
rather than special taxation. There
is no valid reason for an exception
in the case of the radio broadcasting industry.
Defense Problems
"The radio broadcasting industry will readily concede that if the
long-standing policy of the Government is to be changed, and businesses regulated for the benefit of
the public are to bear the cost of
their own regulation, then the radio
BROADCASTING

broadcasting industry should bear
its fair share. It insists, however,
that it should not be singled out
as the sole object of such a change
in policy. And in no event can the
propriety of a charge to cover the
costs of regulation be offered as a
justification for the tax proposed
by Inthediscussing
pending bill."
objections to the
tax, Mr. Alvord in the memorandum emphasized that even without
the burden of a tax of the proportions of the one proposed the industry faces a difficult and uncertain period, since the defense program necessarily involves dislocations and disruptions of normal
business activities. He pointed out
that with declines in revenue actually possible and perhaps probable,
depending on the effect on advertisers of priorities, bans on installment buying, and other factors, the
prospect becomes more certain day
by day
operating coststhat
are broadcasters'
going to continually
rise, even if volume decreases.
An 'Amusement'
Recommending a 100% increase
in the radio tax, Mr. Haggerty in
his printed statement of last Friday declared that "those who secure yearly net profits in excess
of 100%, after payment of present
Federal income taxes, should not
complain of the so-called burden
of taxation." He commented also
that such a tax would be neither
excessively burdensome nor discriminatory, citing FCC income figures and comparing them with investment figures to attempt to show
how well the industry could afford
to Analyzing
pay the "proposed
low taxes."
the financial
return
statistics, from networks down to
regional stations, he noted that
althoughclined, netthe
relative
retui'nradio
deprofit
from these
operations was "'many times the
liberal rate of 8% or 10%" which
is considered a high return on investments.
Mr. Haggerty also recommended
the tax on an amusement levy basis, declaring that amusement and
not advertising is the avowed function of radio broadcasting. Commenting that radio operators re• Broadcast

Advertising

ceive an outright gift of monopolistic license from the Federal Government, he declared, "The opponents of this tax have enjoyed these
valuable privileges so long, through
the generosity of the Congress, that
they apparently find it disagreeable to be called upon to pay their
fair share of the costs of Government and of national defense."
Discussing the effects of the tax
on networks, he charged that "network broadcasters and many of
the larger radio stations can and
do pay rebates and discounts, as
well as agency commissions, rangfrom 36% and
upward."
Estimating
thating rebates
discounts,
other
than agency commissions, divert
about $20,000,000 of yearly income
otherwise coming to broadcasters,
he observed that the proposed tax
allows a deduction of no more than
15% for commissions.
On this basis, he claimed, by
eliminating rebates and discounts
networks and stations would save
an estimated total greater than the
estimated $12,500,000 gross of the
tax. He declared a principal reason
for advertising agencies' opposition
to the tax lies in this possibility of
a reduction or elimination of discounts and rebates.
Concluding, Mr. Haggerty came
out for a substantial increase in the
tax "because of the diversion of
advertising from printed publications to radio broadcasting, with
its resultant loss of thousands of
job opportunities to printing trade
workers."
Would Buy KSAM
J. C. ROTHWELL, manager of
KSAM, Huntsville, Tex., and W. J.
Harpole, commercial nianager of
KVIC, Victoria, Tex., will purchase
KSAM for $3,500 if the FCC approves the pending application of
H. G. Webster, C. N. Shaver and
W. Bryan Shaver, owners of the
licensee Sam Houston Broadcasting Assn., to transfer the station
voluntarily to the new partners
under the name of Radio Station
KSAM. Both Harpole and Rothwell were at onetime part owners
of the Seminole Reporter of Brady,
Tex. KSAM operates on 1490 kc.
with 250 watts daytime.
Stone Seeks KLBM
iBEN E. STONE, general manager of KOOS, Marshfield, Ore.,
and secretary-treasurer of KVAN,
Vancouver, Wash., would acquire
KLBM, LaGrande. Ore., for an
undisclosed amount if the FCC approves the application of Harold L.
Findlay, licensee of the station, to
assign KLBM voluntarily to Mr.
1 Stone. Mr. Findlay who has managed the station since its inception
in 1938 is former publisher of the
LaGrande Observer.

Federal

Radio

Tax

Protested by AFR A
Lawrence Tibbett Re-elected
As President of Union
LAWRENCE TIBBETT was reelected president of the American
Federation of Radio Actors for
another year in the closing session
of the union's fourth annual convention, held in Detroit, Aug. 1417. With no major problems on
the agenda, the four-day session
passed without excitement, its
main achievement being the adoption of constitutional amendments
altering the procedure of election
of board members.
Virginia Paine, president of
AFRA's Chicago local, was elected
first vice-president of the national
organization. Other vice-presidents
elected were : Ken Carpenter, president of the Hollywood local; William Adams, president of the New
York local; Ben Grauer and Gene
Hersholt. George Heller was reelected treasurer and Alex McKee
was re-elected recording secretary.
Emily Holt continues as national
executive secretary.
Radio Tax Opposed
Hollywood was selected as the
location of the 1942 convention,
to be held in August with the exact
date to be determined by the board.
Convention adopted a resolution
protesting the proposed tax on radio time sales as detrimental to the
interest of radio employes as well
as station owners.
Television was discussed in a general way to bring the members upto-date on the situation in those
cities in which video stations are
already in operation, but no action
was taken by the delegates. Plans
for expanding AFRA's membership throughout the country and
for organizing individual station
staffs were also discussed at some
length, but all action was referred
to the board for execution when,
where and as they see fit.
As amended, the constitution now
provides that each local will nominate and elect its own board members, the nomination to be done by
petition and the election by a mail
referendum to obviate the need for
special membership meetings of the
locals. Formerly the local nominated members for the board, but
the election was left to the delegates at the convention. Members
at large, representing locals too
small to have individual representatives on the board, were increased
from two to three seats on the
board. They will be elected at the
convention each year.

Shafer

A RECORD OF CLEARS
Book Reviews Achievements of
CCBS Stations
DESIGNED to provide representative listening groups with a concrete case record of clear-channel
broadcasting's history, accomplishments and problems, Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service headquarters
in Washington has published a 130page presentation
be circulated by the 16 which
memberwillstations
of the organization. The large
easel-bound presentation, with 19 x
28 inch pages, was prepared from
questionnaire data and supplementary studies by Victor M. Sholis, director, and Allan
B. Miller, assistant director
of CCBS.
Based on estimates drawn from
dita supplied by the 16 CCBS member stations, the new presentation,
which combines pictorial and graphic illustrations with two-color
page illumination, indicates that 25
clear-channel stations in the United
States are on the air a total of
470 hours every day and 3,238
hours every week.
Estimates also showed that 7,245
hours annually are devoted by the
25 clear-channel stations to their
own farm service programs, 3,750
hours to religious programs, 8,665
hours to educational programs,
31,650 hours to local programs by
staff artists, 8,825 hours to serious
music programs, and 1,906 hours
to civic and public discussion provice. grams— excluding pro?:i5^.ms provided through regular network ser-

Seeks

Inquiry

On Military Censorship
LOOKING into the threat of press
and radio censorship, Rep. Shafer
(R-Mich.) last Thursday introduced in the House a pair of resolutions calling upon the Secretaries
of War and Navy to inform the
House if any plan has been definitely formed to provide compulsory
censorship of press and radio or
whether censorship is being considered by the Departments or the
Joint Army-Navy Board.
Earlier in the week Press Secretary Stephen T. Early, in one of
the strongest denials coming recently from the White House, tore
apart a press association report
that President Roosevelt had approved an Army-Navy recommendation for prompt enactment of legislation imposing wartime censorship on all forms of communications, broadcasting, press and motion pictures. He declared the President had disapproved the plan.
Oil Firm Spots
NATIONAL REFINING Co.,
Cleveland, from Aug. 25 to Oct. 25
is conducting a campaign of oneminute transcriptions 12 times
weekly on a list of 15 midwestern
stations for its gas and oil products. Agency is Sherman K. Ellis
& Co., New York.
THE newspaper Diario Nuevo of El
Salvador has opened a new broadcasting station dedicated to the defense
of the democracies, and will not accept
advertising by totalitarian firms.
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TESTING?
Reach a big chunk of
Illinois ... do your
testi ng thru the
WSOY
DECATUR station,
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WSCN
The News Age-Herald Station
Birmingliam

, KIR
tle,
O,theSeatstat
audience
ion'ins
IZ
AS
EMPHcon
n Gwith its 50,000tioIN
nec
watt operation, has sent to
the trade a four-page black, white
and yellow broadside gntracing desince it
tails of the campai
went to 50 kw. June 29. Replicas
of power boost announcements and
space, billfollowup newspaper
boards and highway bulletins, taxi
ps,
per
io
promotions,
rad
stri
bum
direct mail, and special publicity
features, including a spread in the
radio section of the Seattle PostIntelligencer for June 29 are included, along with a large map of
the nighttime primary area.

Bridge of Signs

WFMJ

Youngstown's
Favorite
Station
A Hooper- Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
than any ether station heard
in th3 Youngstown D istrict.

Reserve
1941

Your Copy of

Iowa

Radio

Audience Survey
NOW
Conducted by Dr. H. B. Summers of
Kansas State College, the 1941
Iowa Radio Audience Survey is an
authoritative study . . tells virtually
everything you need to know about
Iowa and Middlewest radio listeners' habits . . furnishes a means
by which you can scientifically
check almost all your advertising
plans in this section.
Wzite for it. No cost or obligation.
Address Dept. B
STATION
WHO
DES MOINES, IOWA

THEPortfamed
to Nowhere"
of
Arthur,"Bridge
Tex., built
10 years
ago at a cost of $260,000, will become one of the nation's largest
sign boards under arrangements
recently made by Glenn Hewitt,
manager of KPAC, Port Arthur, to
make a station promotion sign of
each 101-foot bridge arm.
*
* *
Baseball Premiums
PONTIAC DEALERS of Southern
California, Los Angeles, sponsoring a five weekly baseball broadcast on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
are offering a baseball mitt, bat
and ball to the writer of the best
letter on "Who Will Win the
World's Series and Why."
Magazine Tieup
NEWSTANDS in the listening
area of WHN, New York, are displaying large red cardboard posters
to
promote
the station's
weekly
mystery drama
The Avenger,
through a tieup by WHN with
Street & Smith, publishers of the
magazine The Avenger.
Chopsticks
CLAIMING the distinction of having the only Chinese announeerm.s-newscaster in American radio,
WWRL, New York, sent out a special news release with a pair of
chopsticks attached to announce
that C. Gus Chan had joined the
station.
BETTER
Woman

Al^tcliandi5ln^ &
J^tomoiion
Plugs for 50 — Ghost Bridge — Sticks for Chan —
News Schedules — Pennies in Glass
Covering the Food Show
WSAI, Cincinnati, again provides coverage of the 27th annual
Cincinnati Food Show at the Cincinnati Zoo, Aug. 19-Sept. 1. A
special WSAI booth was erected
on the grounds and as much of the
station's programs as possible will
be released there, including descriptions of the Cincinnati Reds
out-of-tovra baseball games. A mobile unit is to be used on the grounds
for special pickups. Dewey Long,
WSAI general manager, handled
the
station's participation in the
exhibit.
❖
* *
List of Accounts
WBBM, Chicago, is sending all
grocery wholesalers, drug wholesalers and drug chain headquarters
in its primary area a monthly list
of the WBBM programs that plug
grocery store and drug products.
Included on the list are the advertiser and product, time and day of
program, sales results and type of
program. Shown in a different color
on the bulletins are the various
offers
running.or contests advertisers are
News Schedules
CAPITALIZING on the interest in
newscasts, CFRN, Edmonton, Alta.,
has distributed to 19,000 urban and
11,000 rural homes in the Edmonton area CFRN Netvs Directory
Cards, listing every daily and Sunday newscast heard on the station.
Each listing carries with it time
and name of sponsor.
Tinkling Jar
TWO PENNIES, real ones, too,
jingle daintily in a fruit jar sent
to the trade by WIBW, Topeka.
Jars are by Kerr, which is said to
have received many thousand inquiries at 2 cents each in a campaign on WIBW.

NUTRITION

FOR

DEFENSE

Food Experts, Guests of WLW,

Indicate

Food Industry Is Making Diet Plans
PLEDGING the American food in- included Rose Marie Kiefer, execudustry to full cooperation in the
tive secretary, National Assn. of
national defense program, a group
Retail Grocers; home economics diof 10 leading women in the food
rectors, including Marjorie Childe
field, meeting in Chicago recently
Husted (Betty Crocker), General
Mills, Jeanette Kelley, Lever Bros.,
under sponsorship of WLW, Cincinnati, indicated the industry is or- Doris Tisdale, Standard Brands,
ganizing to afford better balanced
Jean Allen, Kroger Grocery & Bakmenus and make food information
ing Co., Eleanor Ahearn, Procter &
available to home makers. The food Gamble, Mary Dahnke, Kraft
Cheese Co., Marie Sellers, General
experts, guests at a WLW luncheon
at the Drake Hotel, participated in Foods Co., and Marie Gifford, Armour & Co. Jane Sheridan, WLW
a forum discussion later broadcast via transcription on Jane
home director, was in charge of
Sheridan's H omemakers' Review on the program, which also presented
WLW.
Robert E. Dunville, general sales
manager of the broadcast division
Taking its cue from the National
Nutrition Conference for Defense,
of Crosley Corp., and Walter Callahan, WLW Chicago sales manager.
held in Washington May 26-28 at
Interviewed by Miss Sheridan,
the request of President Roosevelt,
the Chicago meeting brought the the guest experts explained how
experts together to correlate for their companies are intensifying efWLW listeners their best thoughts
forts to closely ally themselves with
on the growing importance of nutri- the task of educating consumers in
tion in the national defense scheme.
the
meals.job of planning nutritious
Members of the discussion group
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ABOUT 500 of these bronze medals
will be awarded this fall by
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., to outstanding 4-H Club members in
South Dakota, Nebraska and parts
of Iowa, Minnesota and North Dakota. The awards were instituted
last year by Charlie Worcester,
WNAX farm service director.
Apart from general cooperation
with the 4-H movement in its area,
highlighted by undertakings such
as these annual awards, WNAX
also pays the expenses of four prizewinning club members to the National 4-Hyear.
Club Camp in Washington each
BROCHURES
WMAZ. Macon — Booklet giving facts
and figures on WMAZ's listening area.
WROL. Kuoxville — Offset printed
bookleterage with
maps. studio views and covWEEI. Boston — Booklet Let It Begin
Here describing
role in originating civilian WEEI's
defense programs
in
Massachusetts.
MBS — Third in series of brochures.
The Move Is to Mutual, showing
Blackett-Sample-Hummert clients ustions.ing 21 quarter-hours on 76 MBS staWWNC, Asheville — Brochure entitled
"Poor Paperhanger — One Appendage
Thives"tenerinreaction
whichtotheWWNC
coverageis and
lisshown
with figures and coverage maps.

1000 WATTS -5000 WATTS c"o'
Juneau* Alaska
JOSEPH
HERSHEY McGIIjIjVRA
NATIONAL BEPBESENTATIVES
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Merchandising

Setup

in Latin

Nations

Included in Crosley Rebroadcast
Net
of WLWO enables it to lay down a
THE Crosley Latin-American netstrong, clear signal throughout
I work, Cadena Radio Inter-AmerLatin America. The chief quali1 icana, began operation in mid-June
fication was that the stations have
', with
longwave
andthe
15 border
shortwave 13stations
below
live progressive management,
^villing to give CRIA advertisers
) picking up and rebroadcasting proI grams in Spanish originated at the same type of merchandising
which has been successfully used
WLWO, Crosley 75,000-watt shortin this country by WLW.
wave station in Cincinnati.
A month later, July 15, the netMerchandising Service
work got its first commercial pro"We offer advertisers not merely
gram, El Noticeiro Mimdial, a
a rebroadcast service," he stated,
quarter-hour news summary broadcast seven days a week under the "but a complete merchandising
plan like that of WLW, which has
sponsorship of Bristol-Myers Co.
already aroused considerable interfor Ipana, Sal Hepatica and Viest among export advertisers." He
talis. Currently the series is heard
declined to release the network's
; on several stations, but if the 26- rates
for publication, but said three
week test proves successful, more
quarter-hour
programs a week on
, will be added. Program was placed
the complete network could be purby Boclaro Adv. Agency, New
chased for less than $700 weekly.
I York.
WLWO
program service, all in
Longwave affiliates are:: XEB,
Spanish
and
all available for reMexico City; TGW, Guatemala
broadcasting by all affiiates, inI City; HRN, Tegucigalpa, Honcludes many special events, both
political and sporting. Regular
' duras; TIP; San Jose, Costa Rica;
I HP5C, Panama Cit/; 0AX4I,
features include a daily summary
v Lima; CMCK, Havana; YV5RB,
of editorials from the Latin Ameri1 Caracas, and YVIRF, Maracaibo,
can press and the Sunday operas
I Vene-uela ; H J D K, Medellin,
given
at the Cincinnati Zoo. Co; HJCB, Bogota, and HJEL, Call,
ordinator ofthe network, in charge
.'Colombia; HC2AJ, Guayaquil,
of its station relations, is A. Rojas
\ Ecuador. Shortwave stations are:
Villalba, former manager of the
f XEBT, Mexico City; TGWA,
overseas department of Gotham
! TGWB, TWGC, Guatemala City;
Adv. Co., New York.
'i two shortwave stations affiliated
Ijwith HRN, Tegucigalpa; YSDN,
J San Salvador, El Salvador; HP5B,
Parker's Latin Series
\ Panama
City;
0AX4J, Lima;
PARKER PEN Co., Janesville,
COCO, Havana; YV5RM, Caracas;
Wis., recently started a j;eries
I YVIRX, Maracaibo; HJDE, Medelof 26 weekly half-hour broadcasts
; lin; HJCD, Bogota; EC2AK, Ecuin Cpanish and Portuguese on
I ador.
NBC's international stations,
WRCA and WNBI. Titled Ritmo v.
ij
Others to Join
Danza, the broadcasts will feature
recorded popular American music,
ij WIAC, San Juan, Puerto Rico,
Mondays at 8:15 p.m. in Spanish
will join the network when it beand at 6:30 p.m. in Portuguese.
; gins operations in late September,
Agency is Blacket-Sample-Hum'! and negotiations are under way
mert, Chicago.
for an affiliate in Buenos Aires, ac||cording to Bernard Musnik, New
'America Thinks'
I'
representative
i York
and CRIA.
Mr. MusnikforwasWLWO
formTO IXTERPRET to the people of
al erly associated with Radio Cite in Latin America present public oijinions
" Paris.
in
the United station,
States, WRCA,
NBC's
international
is broadcasting
' Present network covers only the a daily quarter-hour series America
Thinks, the material being supplied by
territory knovvoi as the "quarterMaurice English of the International
1 sphere", he explained, including all Division, with Mario Silveira and F. J.
Central America, the Caribbean
Lara of the Spanish section alternat. islands, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru
ing as Spanish commentators. Also
heard regularly on WRCA and WNBI
and Venezuela. Decision to coneach
week is a half-hour program of
1 fine CRIA to this area, he said,
music
by Vincentannouncements
Lopez' Orchestra,
( was based on the fact that 507o
with Portuguese
by M.
Cardoso of the international staff.
i,''of all Latin American business
i comes from the quarter-sphere and
jlbecause of governmental restric\ tions in other countries which make
it difficult for North American
firms to do business. In addition,
i Brazil was excluded because of the
Slanguage situation, its population
Portugese,
whereas all
,' speaking
other countries
use Spanish.
1 Two main considerations were
Ijgiven to the selection of affiliates,
Ihe stated.
First, they must be
technically equipped to pick-up and
i:
rebroadcast the WLWO programs
•without loss of quality. This did
jinot present much of a difficulty, he
560 N.MICHIGAN AVE.,CHICAGO
explained, because the super-power
ifiROADCASTING
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New Swan Serial
LEVER BROS. Co. (Swan soap),
on Aug 25 started a new serial.
Bright Horizon or The Story of
Michael West on 34 CBS stations,
Monday through Friday 11:3011:45 a.m. with repeat at 2-2:15.
"Michael West" is the name of a
character in the Big Sister serial
now heard for Rinso at the same
time. It is understood Young &
Rubicam, agency handling the new
show, purchased the right to the
character and title from Ruthrauff
& Ryan, agency handling Big Sister, which will be shifted to 12:1512:30 p.m., cancelling its repeat
broadcast as of Aug. 25.
Senate Approves Plan
For Census of Defense
IN A MOVE to expedite the supplementary survey activities of the
Census Bureau, and at the same
time clear the decks for a comprehensive census study of defense industry, the Serate has approved
a bill (S-1627), introduced by
Senator Bailey (D-N. C), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, providing for a quinquennial census of industry and business, starting in 1943.
The five-year census studies in
the manufacturing and business
fields would be conducted at the
same time rather than at two and
five-year periods, respectively, as
provided under present law. The
measure was strongly backed by
the Census Bureau, and has been
referred to the House Committee
on the Census. Favorable House action on the measure is expected
shortly after the House reconvenes
Sept. 15 for regular sessions.

If you have a swell spot announcement ... or transcription ... or program
IT STILL MUST BE HEARD TO
BE EFFECTIVE. WSUN, since
1927 on 620 kc, SERVES
THE TAMPA BAY AREA . . .
PLUS more than half of
Florida's population . . .
with a clear, strong, interference-free signal . . . the
ESTABLISHED listening habit
for this market.
Louis J. Link, Director
Reprcsent-ed by
WEED AND COMPANY
NEW YORK ■ DETROIT ■ CHICAGO • SAN fRANCISCO

PORTLAND, OREGON
620 KC-5,000 Watts Days; 1,000 Watts Nights
National Broadcasting Co. RED Network
National Representatives- EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.
August 25, 1941
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WTSP
(St. Petersburg)

Joins
MUTUAL
On August 4th Radio Station
WTSP, serving St. Petersburg and
the Tampa Bay Area of Florida,
joined the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM. Now WTSP is bringing the splendid programs of
Mutual to this rich market, attracting even more listeners than before
and paying bigger dividends to
advertisers using this station.
WTSP
St. Petersburg TIMES Affiliate
A REGIONAL STATION
R. S. Stratton, Manager
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Represented by
Theis & Simpson Co., Inc.
New York
• Chicago
• Detroit
Atlanta

Is the Only
Columbia
Outlet
in
ARKANSAS

Q VER 1000 new homes
are now under construction in this defense
area where over ^150,000,000 in defense orders
are being spent.

Franchise Tax
{Continued from page 7)
mission takes will be in the nature
of recommendations to Congress
for amendment of the Communications Act of 1934.
The rules committee feels there
is precedent for such a tax both in
Federal and State laws. The Federal Power Commission, for example, it is understood, fixes annual
charges on the basis of maximum
horse-power authorized by license,
and for the last 20 years has made
collections approximately equal to
the cost of regulating power companies.
The proposed amendments drafted by the Rules Committee would
levy an excise tax on gross receipts in excess of $25,000 on all
persons engaged in broadcasting as
well as on the gross receipts of
common carriers. The definition of
gross receipts would be extremely
broad, embracing money received
from the sale of time or programs,
including commissions paid, whatever their nature. Networks would
calculate their gross receipts on the
same basis except that money paid
as compensation to affiliates would
be deducted, but included in the
gross receipts of station licensees.
The $25,000 exemption for broadcast stations apparently was decided upon as constituting the average demarcation between profitable and non-profitable operation.
The rules committee plan presumably would be designed to raise
sufficient money in each fiscal year
to offset the amount appropriated
by Congress and spent by the Commission for the prior fiscal year.
Amateur and safety of life services
would be excluded. The proposed
statute recommended by the rules
committee would specify the precise percentage of Commission
overhead to be borne by each
branch of communications. The
funds collected would be paid into
the Treasury.
Defense Costs Excluded
National defense expenditures,
for the far-flung monitoring and
foreign propaganda service estabStation

in New

Mexico

Plans September Debut
DESPITE difficulties in obtaining
materials necessary for the construction of the new KTNM, Tucumcari, N. M., Lester Q. Krasin,
general manager and half -owner of
the new local, announces that operation is expected to begin in latter
September. Construction permit
was granted June 24 to the partnership of Mr. Krasin, a radio technician, and Otto A. Krutzner, owner of an auto body reconstruction
business in Las Vegas, N. M., to
operate on 1400 kc. with 250 watts.
Mr. Krasin will be chief engineer, with Stu Morrison, of Tucumcari, commercial manager. Balance
of staff has not yet been selected. A
Gates transmitter has been purchased and speech equipment will
be composite. Antenna, to be constructed locally, will be a tubular
steel-guyed tower.
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Carnation Extends
CARNATION Co., Milwaukee, on
Sept. 1 is increasing its sponsorship of the Carnation Bouquet variety program on KYW, Philadelphia, and WSYR, Syracuse, from
two to three times weekly. The
company also sponsors Arthur Godfrey via transcriptions twice-weekly in 35 cities, and on Sept. 1 will
shift three of those stations, WGN,
KH J and WWJ, to the quarter-hour
Bouquet program for thrice-weekly
presentation. Agency is Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New York.
lished during the last two years,
would be excluded from the funds
recovered. The Commission estimates that approximately $2,150,000 would be involved in the excise
tax plan with common carriers contributing approximately 51% and
49%. broadcasting industry about
the
The proposed statute itself would
set out that all industries affected
would pay to the United States an
annual excise tax based on the percentage of engaging in communications. Itwould set forth that the
broadcasting industry should contribute 49% of the total amount;
telephone industry, 25%; wire line
telegraph, 8%; cable, 4%, and radio teleph&ne-telegraph, 14%. Collections would be made by the Bureau of Internal Revenue for the
District in which the company
maintained operations with quarter
annual installments optional. In the
event of default, a 5% penalty
would be imposed for the first
month and 3% for succeeding
months.

6

00

AGENCY

MEYER BROS. DRUG Co., St. Louis
(Sherton wine tonic), to Jimm Daugherty
Inc., St. Louis. Radio and newspapers to
be used.
KEVO PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles
(health food drink), to Eugene F. Rouse
&fallCo.,
city. Currently formulating
radiothat
plans.
AFTA SOLVENTS Corp., New York, to
Gelles Adv. Agency. Said to use radio.
ENGELS & KRUDWIG Wine Co., Sandusky, O. (E & K wines), to Sterling
Beeron Inc., Toledo. Said to use radio.
HUNTER PRESSED STEEL Co.. Lansdale,
(steelPhiladelphia.
springs), to John Falkner
Arndt Pa.
& Co.,
40 FATHOM FISH Inc., Boston, to Smith
& Sweeney. New York, to handle entire
line of canned seafood.
DURHAM DUPLEX RAZOR Co., Mystic,
Conn., to Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York,
for all products, including razors, Enders
Speed shaver and blades, Marathon single
and double-edge blades, Wade & Butcher
cutlery, and
No advertisingDuplex
plans made Dogas Dressers.
yet.

Insurers Spots
>
TRAVELERS CASUALTY Insur-! \
ance Co., Chicago, is sponsoring ;
quarter-hour program
six times
weekly on WDZ, Tuscola; WROK,
Rockford; WTAX, Springfield, and i
quarter-hour Musical Clock thriceweekly on WBBM, Chicago. Affili-J p,
ate company, Michigan Casualty • ;,
Insurance Co., Detroit, is using ; •,
six quarter-hour
participations '
weekly on Mrs. Page's Program, /,
WJR, Detroit, and five quarter- -]1
hour
participations weekly
on' i
Happy Joe, CKLW, Windsor. More i ;
stations will be added in Illinois i and Michigan.
First
casters,
Chicago,
is United
agency. Broad- rongi

1^600

St

They're singing in the TV Area.
Recently, a Sunday morning sponsor invited listeners to an oldfashioned singing bee in the WNOX 600-seat studio. It was jammed by
6:00 a. m., with crowds turned away.
Yes, they're singing in the WNOX-TVArea, and they start early.
They
they're
happy: Valley
happy arebecause
normally
goodbecause
times
in
the sing
rich because
and fertile
Tennessee
now better.
Better
TVA's vast dam-building program, stepped-up
luminum production, overtime working of mills and
lories, all industry at peak capacity. Work is plen4I; payrolls are big-.
And as happy WNOX listeners sing,
your sales message will sing, too. when aired
this popular station of the TVArea.
SCRIPPS-HOWARD RADIO STATION

WNOX
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE
NATIONAL REPS.:
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Plants

Denied in Anti-Spy Move
A WARTIME move barring access
to the premises of wire or radio
communication companies, including manufacturing, of representatives of any foreign government,
persons, associations or corporations, was announced last Friday
by the Defense Communications
Board, of which FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly is head. A
resolution adopted by DCB served
notice to all such companies that
on account of the "importance to
national defense of the plants and
facilities of the communications industry," it appeared
desirable to
restrict free
access.

' Companies were requested to
' take all measures necessary to inJj sure that access to premises containing communications equipment
, or facilities other than those nec1 essarily open to the general pub? lie, be restricted to employes, fed^ eral, state or local Government
] officers acting in their official capacity and other persons considered
j necessary by the management in
I the conduct of its business. Spejlcific mention was made of exclu1 sion of representatives of foreign
I, governments or companies. BroadI casting operations are not covered
3 in the order.
I
Occident Flour Spots
I RUSSELL-MILLER
Milling Co.,
• Minneapolis, on Sept. 1 starts a
^1 fall campaign for Occident Flour,
■il using an average of 10 announcements weekly on the following stafitions: WMAS
WDEV WKNE
' WTAG
WBEN
WSYR
WSLB
1 WKOK
WERE
WGBI WHBC
« WJAC
WCED
WHO WNAX
1i WDAY
WTAQ
KSTP WJMS
liWHDF
WDMJ
KFIZ WMAM
■1 WKBH CJIC KFBB KGCX KGVO
KGHL
KFYR
and KFJM. On
j|WEBC, WMFG and WHLB, OcciI dent Flour also will be promoted on
I six weekly quarter-hour newscasts
,1in Finnish; on WPHR, once weeki! ly on the Man-on-the-Street program; on WLS, thrice-weekly par; ticipations on the Homemakers
\\ Program; on KSTP, weekly participation in the Household Forum;
j on WDAY, the Z-Bar Network,
KGHL and KFYR, with quarterhour weekly transcriptions of the
Frank & Julia series, used by the
company for last year's campaign.
Agency is N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York.

Libby Tests Serial
!j
lIlLIBBY, McNeill & LIBBY, ChiI cago (canned fruit juices) , will test
1 a quarter-hour transcribed serial,
Teri'y & the Pirates, adapted from
the newspaper
comic strip, on
WGN, Chicago, and KMBC, Kan! sas City, starting Sept. 29. Agency
is J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
\
Milligan Changes Post
'|lAWRENCB milligan, account
jiexecutive o f Blaekett-Sample-Hum1 mert, Chicago, has resigned to join
•jSherman & Marquette, Chicago, in an
Ijexeeutive capacity. He had been with
|iB-S-H eight years, haTidling the Proc'Iter & Gamble account.

By enabling the Florida citizens
who wish to use ASCAP music to
deal directly with the individual
copyright owners as well as
through ASCAP, the society will
be conforming with the terms both
of the State law and of the Federal consent decree, it was explained.
Meanwhile, BMI has announced
that as of Sept. 1 it will stop the
use of its music via transcriptions
by stations which are not BMI
subscribers. Previously, BMI had
made no effort to curb this practice, partly because it gave additional performances of BMI tunes
but chiefly so as not to interfere
with the placement of commercial
musical programs making use of
BMI music. In the case of these
latter programs after Sept. 1 BMI
states that it will set a per-program fee which can be paid eitheiby the station or the sponsor if the
stations he schedules do not want
to take out blanket BMI contracts.

ASCAP Situation
{Continued from page 12)
full network profits. Only initial
negotiations by Mutual would have
established a permanent formula
adaptable to its operations, rather
than a network formula which
would have been prohibitive and
disastrous to the stations involved
in a Mutual operation.
"Four — The establishment of the
now accepted principle that networks and stations have to negotiate separately and individually
for the return of ASCAP music to
the air, so that listeners would not
continue to be deprived of this catalogue.
"Five — Up to this date, all functioning industry organizations were
exerting their influence against a
policy of negotiating a basis for
the return of ASCAP music to the
networks and stations."
Court Delay
Hearing on the ASCAP motion to
have BMI eliminated from the suit
filed jointly by BMI and Edward
B. Marks Music Corp. against
ASCAP in the New York Supreme
Court has been postponed until
Sept. 15 from the originally scheduled date of Aug. 18. The proposed ASCAP suit against BMI,
NAB, CBS and their officers will
of course be dropped unless some
hitch should develop to prevent the
consummation of the NBC contract.
ASCAP has taken no action toward working out a method of
permitting the use of ASCAP
music by broadcasters, restaurants,
taverns, etc., in Florida, where the
anti-ASCAP law, recently upheld
by the United States Supreme
Court, prohibits the users of music
from being required to deal with a
combination such as ASCAP. It is
reported, however, that conversations between ASCAP officials and
the attorney general of Florida
have resulted in a plan whereby
ASCAP music will be made available to users on a dual basis, either
through the society as formerly or
by individual arrangements with
the publishers and v/riters holding the copyrights on the music desired by the user.
BMI Disc Policy
When the network negotiations
are concluded, ASCAP's attorneys,
it is understood, will write a letter to the Attorney General describing this proposed plan of operation and showing how it falls within the law, to which the Attorney
General will reply, with a letter
of approval of the proposed operations.

WKBN

Goes Fulltime

Two

Decades

of Service

To

Northwestern

Ohio

on the eve of its 15th anniversary, which is Sept. 26,
WKBN, Youngstown, was scheduled on Aug. 25 to go to fulltime
operation on 570 kc, terminating
its former time-sharing with
WOSU, Ohio State U station at Columbus, which has been granted
5,000 watts limited time on 820 kc.
Dignitaries, including Gov. Bricker
of Ohio and Gov. James of Pennsylvania, along with William S.
Paley, CBS president, were scheduled to extend greetings via transcriptions. WKBN will operate with
its present
powertransmitter
pending installation of a new
which
will enable it to operate with its
assigned 5,000 watts.

and

ALMOST

Tips' in as
MOREBuying
THAN'Touchdown
20 advertisers
many cities have already contracted
for fall sponsorship of the second annualcorded
editionfootball
of Touchdown
Tips, reseries syndicated
by
NBC Radio-Recording Division in 13
quarter-hour programs, to start Sept.
12 with the opening of the football
season. Sam Hayes, West Coast sportscaster, predicts scores of 30 leading
college games each week and points
out general trends. The transcriptions
are produced
NBC's
Hollywood
dios and sentin air
express
to the stustations taking the series, which are
WEAF WFIL WWDC WEBR
WRAW WDBJ KVOD WPID
WTBC WPIC WAKR WLOF A?MC
WMBR WLAC WGAL KLRA
WCOA KDYL WERE KGHL WMBS
and WSJS.
Huffington to WPID
APPOINTMENT of Walter Huffington as general manager of WPID,
Petersburg. Va., and Bill Steadman as
program director, has been announced
by R. B. Pluber, president. Huffington,
for three years traffic manager of
WPTF. merlyRaleigh,
and Steadman,
forchief announcer
and publicity
director of WGTM. Wilson, N. C,
succeed Lee Chadwick and Ben Miller,
respectively, resigned.

Southern
Michigan!

PROOF

OF

PERFORMANCE

Represented
KATZ

5.000

by

AGENCY

WATTS

-The Post-Dispatch
KSD

Station

'TRANSCRIPTIONS
for the quarterStiour
weekly Musical Mediations
proteram sponsored on 12 stations by
Omar Flour Co.. Omaha, are being cut
hj NBC Radio-Recording, Chicago.
jHays
Idles theMacFarhmd
account. & Co., Chicago, han-

k
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
%P FREE 6- PETERS. Inc., National Representatives
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TOLEDO

Si. LOUIS

• 550 KC • NBC Red

W5PD
TOLEDO,
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New Crosley Processes
Aid Air Corps Material
WITH announcement last week of
an award by the U. S. Air Corps
of two additional contracts for certain aviation equipment to the
Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, it was
revealed that manufacturing processes developed in the Crosley
laboratories will make it possible
to substitute ordinary steel, in making this equipment, for aluminum
and special alloy steel, at no sacrifice in weight, and will result in
saving many tons of aluminum.
The two additional contracts, totaling about $1,200,000, will bring to
five the jobs that have been recently awarded to Crosley by the
Air Corps, according to R. C. Cosgrove, Crosley vice-president and
general manager.
Instead of aluminum die castings and chrome molybdenum forgings formerly required in making
this aviation equipment, Crosley research engineers have shown it to
be possible to substitute steel
drawings and steel punchings, processed by hydrogen brazing, resulting in a slight saving in weight as
compared with the material formerly used.
Glass Disc Advantages
Are Claimed by Presto
PRESTO RECORDING Corp. reports its new glass base disc during
the last month has been shipped to
14 foreign countries, including the
tropics, and that neither high temperatures nor humidity had affected
their recording characteristics or
playback life. Because of this advantage, Presto states the cellulosecoated master discs have almost
completely replaced wax masters
formerly used by some foreign record manufacturers. Besides orders
from the larger Central and South
American countries. Presto reports
shipments to the Philippines, India,
Dutch East Indies, Portugal, Malaya, Scuth Africa and Egypt.

IDENTIFICATION CARDS, designed by Chief Engineer Frank Falknor
of WBBM Chicago, have been issued to the station's engineering staff.
The cards, which must be carried by WBBM's 40 engineers at all times,
are used in lieu of badges to prove identification when working on remotes. All have been fingerprinted with the FBI providing equipment.

FM

in Pittsburgh

FM WILL BE heard regularly for the first time in the
city of Pittsburgh as well as
the State of Pennsylvania
when W47P, FM adjunct of
WWSW, Pittsburgh, goes on
the air Aug. 28 from the Allegheny County Fair in South
Park, Pittsburgh.
Video Guild to Hear See
HAROLD P. SEE, in charge of
NBC's mobile television unit, will
.speak on the art and practice of out.side pickups at the August meeting of
the Television Guild, to be held Aug.
28 at the Aberdeen Hotel, New York.
WOSH are the call letters assigned to
the new local in Oshkosh, Wis., authorized to Howard H. Wilson. Chicago station representative [Broadcasting, Aug. 4].

BBC USING WOMEN
Technicians Being Trained to
Take Radio Posts
AS A WARTIME experiment,
British Bradcasting Corp. has
started a six-week training program for women between 21 and
35 to become technicians in control
rooms, recording centers and transmitters. BBC has set up its owTi
training school for candidates, who
go through two special courses of
instruction before being placed on
the job. Although the presently contemplated posts are more or less
routine, BBC has indicated that
trainees may become eligible for
more advanced jobs, such as program engineers.
The first part of the six-week
course covers both theoretical and
practical work, with emphasis on
lectures covering the organization
of the BBC engineering division,
the wartime system of wireless
transmission, studio equipment,
microphone control desks and panels, and outside pickups.
Following
didates workthis
four "A"
weekscourse,
under canan
expert instructor in control or recording rooms, watching the actual handling of programs and
gradually taking over some of the
work. Upon completing the sixweek instruction period successful
candidates to working posts.
WOV Hearing Set
NATIONAL LABOR Relations
Board office in New York has set
Sept. 18 to hear the charges of
American Communications Assn.,
CIO union, against WOV, New
York. Union filed its charges of unfair labor practices last winter, following abreakdown in negotiations
which culminated in a strike of
technicians, announcers and office
workers at WOV on Nov. 3 [Broadcasting, Nov. 15, 1940], at which
time the station management accused the strikers of sabotage.
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WCBX, WCRC GET
MORE FREQUENCIES
ADDITIONAL frequencies were
authorized Aug. 19 to WCBX and
WCRC, international shortwave
stations of CBS at Brentwood,
Long Island, N. Y., when the FCC
granted modification of their construction permits to add the 6060
and 21520 kc. channels to both stations as well as the 6120, 6170 and
21570 kc. channels which are to be
shared by WCBX, WCRC and
WCAB, Philadelphia. WCBX, under construction, had originally
been granted its construction permit to share on 17830 kc. with
WCRC; .share on 9650, 11830,
15270 kc. with WCAB and WCRC;
and operate unlimited on 6120, 6170
and 21570 kc. WCRC, also being
built, had been authorized to share
on 6060, 21520 with WCAB; share
with WCBX on 17830 kc; and
share 9650, 11830 and 1.5270 kc
with WCAB and WCBX.
The Commission granted special
authorization to Philco Radio &
Television Corp. to operate its present experimental television station
W3XE for a period of 60 days
from Sept. 1 on channel No. 3
(66,000-72,000 kc.) pending furnishing of additional engineering
data required by the FCC to pass
on Philco's pending application for
a commercial television station. Action was to enable the Philadelphia
area to have scheduled television
program broadcasts as soon as
possible.
St. Louis FM for CBS
CBS was awarded its fourth commercial FM station when the FCC
last Tuesday authorized a construction permit for a new outlet in
St. Louis, to operate on 45.9 mc.
and serve a 13,000 square mile
area. The proposed transmitter site
is in the Mart Bldg., 12th and
Spruce Sts., also home of KMOX,
CBS owned station in St. Louis.
Other CBS construction permits
for FM stations are held in Hollywood, Chicago and New York.
Grant brings the total FM grants
by the FCC to 54.
Memorial to Fessenden
ROANOKE Island, N. C. not far
from Kitty Hawk, where the Wright
brothers carried out their first flight
experiments, is the site of a $100,000
memorial that has been dedicated to
the dio
lateinventor.
Reginald
raIt wasA. onFessenden,
Roanoke the
Island
that Dr. Fessenden established twoway
with Hatteras radio
about communications
40 year^ ago.
FM Receiver Plans
FM RADIOS will account for 80%
of the volume of business during 1942
of Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.,
Rochester, according to Dr. Ray H.
Manson, vice-president and general
manager, who stated that its 1942 line
would be introduced shortly. Two FM
engineering corporated
developments
be inin the radios,willincluding
automatic range shifting and a simplipush-button
control for both FM
and fied
standard
broadcasting.

Washington'
^^iA^^tllV
J^^^l^ ^
WIN
WASHINGTON
WIN
Static
Own WITH
mXllllA.
^WINX
BUILDING • WASHINGTON, D. G.
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CONTROl^
ROOM
T. E. La CROIX, KFAC. Los Angeles, engineer, on Sept. 1, joins NBC
iSoUywood in a similar caijaeity. He
succeeds Don ocheuch, who resigned
to return to U. of California.
HENRY T. BAILEY, of Gadsden.
' Ala., has joined the engineering staff
I of TVLAG. LaGrange. Ga.
ANDY ANDERSON, chief technician
of KTAR, Phoenix, and a licensed
i pilot, has been commissioned a deputy
the aMaricopa
County unit,
Sheriff's air
Ij in
squad,
civilian defense
I VINCENT CHANDLER, chief enI ginecr of AYMUR, Manchester, N, H.,
is the father of a baby boy, born Aug,
13.
TED KALIN and Fred Brill have
joined the engineering staff of WELI,
New Haven, replacing .John Reilly, recently appointed chief engineer of the
new WSRR, Stamford, Conn, and
.Joseph Austen, who has joined WEIM,
Fitchburg, Mass.
DENZIL PULLEY, formerlv of
WSIX. Nashville, and WHUB, Cookeville, Tenn,, has joined the new
WGAA, Cedartown, Ga,, as chief engineer,
^1LEONARD DOESE, chief engineer of
WIBU, Poyuette, Wis,, is the father
of a boy born Aug, 12,
.JOHN AUSTEN, formerly of WELI,
New Haven, Conn., has joined the
technical
staff of WEIM, Fitchburg,
Mass,
; GENE GOLDRUP, chief engineer of
j KGMB, Honolulu, and KHBC, Hilo,
j recently resigned and plans to settle
,ji on the mainland,
jHARRY A, TURNER has been ap■j pointed production supervisor of Universal Microphone Co,, Inglewood, Cal.
^1named
ROBERT
been
acting CONNOLLY
chief engineer ofhas
WHAT,
'i Philadelphia, succeeding Lieut. Chet
•i'
Geise, now stationed in the Canal
,1 Zone.
Killed in Plane Crash
W. K. (Bill) MARKS, radio operator
on the trans- Atlantic bomber ferry
service, was killed in a plane crash in
England while returning to Canada,
He was formerly with CKPC, Brantford, Ont.. and CJKL, Kirkland Lake,
Ont. He started as a radio amateur
in Brantford and then was a radio
operator with Traus-Canada Air Lines.
A brother, Delmar Marks, is transmitter oi^erator at CKGB, Timmins, Ont.,
and another brother, Ernest Marks, is
flying bombers to Britain,

SELL

ACA Signs Two
AMERICAN
Communications
Assn,, CIO union, reports it has
signed contracts with WBAX,
Wilkes-Barre, and WWDC, Washington, Agreement at WBAX covers 17 employes in all departments,
the union states, providing for
closed shop, no firing without ACA
permission, salary increases up to
$4 a week, vacations, sick leave and
other standard clauses such as holidays, overtime, etc. The WWDC
contract covers 12 engineers employed in the control room, the
booster and at the transmitter. It
provides for a general increase of
8% to 119c, with total benefits
from increased overtime, vacations,
holidays, etc. averaging about $300
per man per year. Agreement also
calls for a preferential union shop
and arbitration, according to ACA.
IBEW

Gets

VERTICAL

RADIATORS

For 44 years LINGO Vertical Tubular Steel
Radiators have enjoyed on unequalled record
of stability. Constructed of full-weight copper-bearing seamless steel tubing. Lingo
"Tube" Radiators ore not to be confused
with other light-weight tubular or structural
steel towers. This extra assurance of stability
is only one of the many plus advantages that
include a new peak of efFiclency . . . and if
you're "budget minded", that is only another
reason why you should know just what Lingo
can do to increase your performance standard.

Contracts

In Michigan, Kansas City
NEGOTIATIONS have been concluded with KCKN, Kansas City,
for an agreement
'covering
the technicians and engineers
employed
by
the station, the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
announced last week through Lawson Wimberly, international representative. The agreement, which is
the first to be negotiated by the
IBEW in the Kansas City area, was
signed by Ellis Atteberry, vicepresident and general manager of
KCKN, and ¥/alter L. Reed, international representative for the
union, on behalf of Radio Broadcast Technicians Local Union No.
1259. The local, which has organized technicians in several other
stations in Kansas City, is affiliated
with the ABT Unit of IBEW.
IBEW announced that Local No.
1218 of Detroit, affiliated with the
ABT Unit of IBEW, had concluded
agreements with WOOD - WASH,
Grand Rapids, and WKZO, Kalamazoo.
Charles Travis
CHARLES TRAVIS, 58, radio engineer consultant for the Philco
Corp., Philadelphia, on Aug. 15
died of a heart ailment in Germantown Hospital, Pa. An inventor of
numerous radio devices, Mr. Travis
also served at various times as consultant to Atwater Kent Mfg.
Co., RCA Mfg. Co., and the Tacony
Steel Co.

CENTRAL

ILLINOIS

An Above Average Market
* BLOOMINGTON — heart of the corn belt, has the
third highest per capita income in Illinois.
* McCLEAN COUNTY — ranks first in corn production
in the United States, is one of the three richest
agricultural counties in the country.

TURNSTILE

RADIATORS

Lingo has set a new pace in the FM field!
This new patented Turnstile Antenna is a distinct, new improvement over all previous designs. It is now offered with a background
of experience and not experiment ... it is
the result of a basically sound process of
development and its excellent performance
has already been proven. This FM Antenna
can be provided on your building roof or
supporting tower.

JOHN E. LINGO & SON
INC.
Established 1897

WJBC
BLOOMINGTON
Represented

—

NORMAL

by International
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Shoot

America, started as a goodwill
gesture with the broadcast of the
Louis-Godoy fight, has lately resulted in the development of an international business. Even the
switch of the fights promoted by
Mike Jacobs, which Adam had for
several years sponsored on the
Blue, to MBS for Gillette Safety
Razor Co., did not alter the Adam
advertising, as the company has
gone along with NBC in lining up
casting.promoters' matches for broadother

the

Works!
TESTED AND APPROVED
by wise advertisers all over,
WAIR is a sure bet for any
advertiser with a worthy product—like YOURS.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
International Radio Sales

UTILIZING THE FULL SCOPE of television in presenting commercials
on its telecasts of boxing bouts from Ebbetts Field on WNBT, New York,
Adam Hat Stores has erected in NBC's television studios a full-size
store front, complete with merchandise and window-shoppers. Opening
with a long shot showing a man stopping to inspect the window, comparing the hats shown there with his own and then turning into the store,
the camera dollies up to the window for a closeup of the featured models,
which are mounted on revolving stands to give an all-around view.

Adam

WJR, Detroit, and WFIL,
Philadelphia, depend exclusively on INS for world
news coverage.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

NEW

ORLEANS

50,000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.

You Can Dominate the
Omaha Great Plains Market

OMAHA, NEBRASKA,^
On the RED Network
590 KC. • 5000 WATTS DAY O- NISHT
JOHN J. eiLLIN, JR., MGR.
John Blair Cf Co. Repreientttivei
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Hat

Shows

Its Faith

in Television

SALARY imREASES
FOR FCC LAWYERS
SALARY increases for members of
the FCC's inquiry section as well
as for other attorneys were approved last week by the FCC subject to ratification by the Civil
Service Commission.
Allen W. Sayler, supervising investigator of the inquiry section,
was raised from $3,800 'to $4,600
per
He was
the newspaper
Commission's
first year.
witness
in the
divorcement inquiry which began last
month.

Seymore Krieger, special counSports Events
By Signing for All NBC
sel, who participated actively in the
television
have
unequestionably
drafting of the network-monopoly
A CONTRACT that may well make
rules, was increased from $3,800
Adam Hats as synonymous with proved our contention that this new
modern medium will excel all to $4,600 but because of his temtelevised sporting events as Bulova
porary status, Civil Service apWatches are with time signals in others.
proval is not required. Hugh B.
"We would like you to make every
sound broadcasting was signed last
Hutchison, attorney on the regular
week by Adam Hat Stores and effort," he continued, "to arrange
legal staff, was recommended for a
that
we
can
pick
up
our
Adam
NBC, calling for sponsorship by the
boost from $3,800 to $4,600.
hat company of all sporting events Hats Sports Parade from all points
Charles E. Clift, field investiin
the
country.
For
instance,
we
televised by NBC.
gator, was recommended for an inhave
contracted
for
broadcasts
in
crease from $3,200 to $3,800 and
In addition to the boxing bouts
Philadelphia,
Washington,
Chicago,
Raymond
Lewis, also an attorney
staged by Chick Meehan at Ebbets
etc., and we would like to, when
was recommended for
Field, Brooklyn, which Adam is al- technically possible, bring them into investigator,
increase from $2,600 to $3,200.
ready sponsoring on WNBT, New
the New York market for our
York, the new contract gives the
Kleenex on CBS
sponsor exclusive rights to track WNBT audience."
Growth
of
Adam
meets, tennis matches, baseball and
INTERNATIONAL CELECUTAdam has gvovm from a single TON PRODUCTS Co., Chicago,
football games and any other sports
store in New York to a national
for which NBC is able to secure
has purchased a five-minute weekly
chain of hat stores, due largely to period on 51 CBS stations starting
television rights.
Sept. 19. Program will advertise
The agreement covers sports tele- its advertising program, which has Kleenex
and will be heard on Fribeen
built
around
sports
broadcastcasts from NBC's video station in
days at 9:55-10 p.m., immediately
ing,
first
on
individual
stations
in
Washington, now under construcNew York and since 1937 on the following the First Nighter spontion and scheduled to being operasored byLord
Campana
SalesChicago,
Co., Chi-is
tions Jan. 1, 1942, and from the Blue Network.
cago.
& Thomas,
Shortwave
broadcasting
to
Latin
agency.
network's television station in Philadelphia, expected to be ready for
telecasting by July 1, 1942.
Contract is in effect a testimonial
to the advertising effectiveness of
television, which Adam Hats entered following the beginning of
commercial operation on July 1,
sponsoring telecasts in New York
of the local fights the company was
also sponsoring via sound broadcasting on the Blue Network.
Bouts promoted by Herman Taylor in Philadelphia and by Ray C.
Alvis in Washington, to which NBC
has exclusive television rights, as
well as the exclusive rights for
both longwave and shortwave
broadcasting, are already broadcast
under Adam sponsorship on the
Blue and will be televised for this
advertiser as soon as NBC is able
to provide coverage for sight as
well as sound.
In a letter to NBC requesting to
be "the first to go on record to give
you an order for television facilities covering all the sports events
on contract," Leon S. Goldberg,
advertising manager of Adam Hat
Stores, declared that "our preliminary experiments with commercial
FREE a PETERS Inc., National Representatives
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JOHN DAVID CHAIN
TO SPONSOR VIDEO
JOHN DAVID Inc., New York,
chain of men's wear stores, will
sponsor
Wear Highlights
TelevisionMen's
on WNBT,
New York,of
[9-9:30 p.m. each Wednesday, beginping Sept. 24. Contract, which covlers the first men's style show series
jof commercial television, calls for a
13-week series, with renewal opItions.
I Programs will be variety shows
jproduced by Reginald Hammerstein, who has left NBC's television
■staff to become television producer
M Norman D. Waters & Assoc.,
iNew York, agency handling the
jseries. The same agency recently
contracted for a feminine style sejries. Fashion Discoveries in Television, which will start on WNBT
Kept. 4 for a 13-week test series,
Thursdays, 5-5:30 p.m. Both series
iwill be merchandised with point-of-sale displays identifying merchanIdise as that shown in the telecasts,
j The Fashion Discoveries series
Vill be sponsored jointly by BloomSngdale Bros., New York, and
Abraham & Strauss, Brooklyn, as-sociated department stores which
are also joint owners of Metropolijjfcan Television Co., granted a construction permit to erect a televi-Bion station in New York. Difficulty
lin obtaining material is holding up
Construction, Broadcasting was informed, and Metropolitan execuij:ives said they were unable to preIdict when they might be ready to
■begin operation.
'
Schlitz Tes
ilOSEPH SCHLITZ tsBREWING
Co., Mihyaukee, is testing Monday
through Friday five-minute news
^bommentary on WMAQ, Chicago
for Old Milwaukee beer. Company
is also placing five-minute news
programs and one-minute anlouncements on a number of
selected stations. Commercials are
ranscribed in jingle form. Mcfunkin Adv. Co. is agency.

,'IENRT
MORGAN, program
who conducts
his
wn participating
of patter
nd music on WOR, New York, is now
vailable for local cooperative sponorship on MBS stations, Monday
ihrough Saturday, 7 :15-7 :30 p.m., Muaial has announced. Besides the reguar quarter-hour time rate, the talent
lost for Morgan on a six-weekly basis
ifill be the local one-time quarter-hour
ational rate, and on a thrice-weekly
asis, the minimum requirement, for
of that rate.

Sc/RCUfT
IGENERAL

DESIGN
® ELECTRIC
160-17

Broadcasting

CBS

HIGH IN THE ROCKIES, in fact
13,000 feet high, was the origination point for a program during the
annual trek of the Boulder (Col.)
Chamber of Commerce. KOA, Denver, got its outfit up to this point
on the Continental Divide by packhorse. A relay point was set up
2% miles below, with the regular
lines another five miles down the
mountain. Here Don Martin (left)
and Engineer Verne Andrews operate the equipment.
Lilly Painters
81,000 STRONG, the Lilly
Clan, resolved Aug. 20 in annual reunion assembled that
WLW, their "favorite station", should be granted 650,000 watts on its clear-channel
frequency. Head of the clan is
Cousin Abe Lilly, former
West Virginia attorney general, who drew "thunderous
applause" as he exhorted on
behalf of the power boost.
Ed Mason, WLW farm director, and Phil Underwood, engineer and a Lilly on his own
right, cut a transcription for
the
Hour.WLW Everybody's Farm
Wrigley Auditions
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago
(chewing gum), as supplement to
its weekly CBS Melody Ranch featuring Gene Autry, is considering
a new hillbilly quarter-hour program featuring the Canovas (Judy,
Annie and Zeke), for fall release
on that network. Audition program
was produced and piped through in
mid-August from Hollywood to
Chicago executives of that firm by
J. Walter Thompson Co., agency
servicing the account.
Grove Morning Series
GROVE LABS., St. Louis, on Oct.
6 will start a thrice-weekly early
morning quarter-hour program of
western and "home-folk songs on
65 NBC-Red stations in the interest of Bromo-Quinine. Louise Massey and the Westerners will be featured, and the program will be
heard Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays from Chicago at 7:45
(EST), Avith two rebroadcasts so
it will reach central and mountain
time zones at 7:45. It is believed
the first regular network sponsored
program presented that early in
the morning. For stations unable to
clear time, the program will be
transcribed. Agency is Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.

Air

School

Given

Praise by Latin Nations
EXTENSION of the CBS School
of the Air of the Americas to the
entire Western Hemisphere may
result in all American nations becoming bilingual, according to Dr.
Luis Sanchez Ponton, Mexican minister of education. Dr. Ponton's
prophesy was given Sterling Fisher, CBS director of education.
Returning from the First International Conference in Mexico City
of the CBS air school, Mr. Fisher
announced Mexico had officially included the air study in its curriculum for all schools and plans to
have all 10,000 classrooms radio
equipped.
teachers'
manuals forScripts
the air and
program
will
be sent to Mexico well in advance
for adaptation. They will be forwarded to other Latin nations. Mr.
Fisher reported the air school has
been accepted "intellectually and
emotionally" by the Latin countries.

TODAY
is the time to
get up to the minute
INFORMATION
on this
MAJOR

Of the 50 New England Cities and Towns
in the WLAW Primary
Market ... 41 have
no Daily Newspaper.

Clothing Chain Spots
FOREMAN & CLARK, Los Angeles (chain clothiers), in a twomonth campaign starting Sept. 1,
along with other media will extensivelyin useselected
transcribed
announcements
markets
of the
Western States. Station list is now
being made up. Milton Weinberg
Adv.
count. Co., Los Angeles, has the acPATRICIA LOCHRIDGE, assistant in the CBS news dpartment, has
written an article on Bermuda during
wartime which will appear in the September Woman's Home Companion.

WHAT

WANT

ABOUT

MARKET

WLAW
5000 WATTS

COLUMBIA

•

680 KC.

AFFILIATE

National Representatives
THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

DO

TO

YOU

KNOW

RICHMOND?

Richmond is at the fingertips of WMBG's sales and
merchandising staff. You can get the dope instantly
from AVMBG— the Red Network Outlet in Richmond
— on a food, drug or any other situation. As proof,
WMBG received the Armour Merchandising Award.
WMBG offers you the Red Network audience — 5000
watts daytime — 1000 watts night and equal density of
coverage at lower rates. Before you buy — get the
WMBG story.

IT WAS incorrectly stated in the
story on Noxema Chemical Co.
titled "They Had to Do Something
—of And
Quick," in that
the July
Broadcasting
the 21
Quizissueof
Two Cities is heard on WHAM,
Rochester. The proeram is heard in
Rochester on WHEC.
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The Northw«tt'( B«tl ^^^^
I Broadcasting
Buy I

WTCN
AN
NBC STATION
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL
by
Oper
CHed PIOATat
ST.Owne
PAdUL andDISP
I
NEER PRESS, MINNEAPOLIS
DAILY TIMES.
FIEE « PETERS, INC. — Nail. Up.

^^^^^

CHN
HALIFAX, N. S.
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
One-third of all radio sets in
Nova Scotia are within twentyfive miles of our antenna, twothirds are within our primary
coverage area. No advertiser can
afford to overlook this field.
Representatives
JOS. WEED 86 CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York

YOU

DEPEND

THE
for

ON

AIRLINES
speed

r
and the airlines

\

depend on
Postal Telegraph

Phone*

# Speed plus dependable service!
That's why — "It Pays
To
" And
for
theseFly!
same
reasons,
all major airlines —
like many of Amerfirms ica's
— greatest
havebusiness
found
— it pays to use
Postal Telegraph.
You too can enjoy
this same speedy, deI>endable telegraph
service — at low cost
— at any Postal Telegraph oflSce. Or —

Postal
Telegraph
*Charg«f appear on your phone bill '
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WTAG,
installation of anWorcester,
Associated following
Press news
wire,
in mid-August transferred its news
staff from offices in the adjoining
TForcester Telegram & Gazette to the
station's new newsroom. Directed by
James G. Little, formerly of the NBC
publicity
and Kenneth buieau
Mr.cMullen,in ofChicago,
the Providence
Journal, the WTAG news division will
broadcast
riods daily.seven quarter-hour news pePHOTO & 30UND Inc., San Francisco transcription firm, has written all
Northern California radio stations and
advertising agencies, offering to buy
all old high-grade 16-inch pressings at
10 cents each. By high grade the company means materials classified as
vinylite. the regular transcription
pressing.
WCOP. Boston, marks its sixth birthday Aug. 26 when appropriate festivities to commemorate the anniversary
are planned.
THE engineering department of KLZ.
Denver, is acknowledging D-X letters
with r. new D-X card, printed in blue
and red on buff. It features two photoone of tower
the station's
transmitter
building graphs,and
and one
showing
the KLZ mobile unit high on a mountain highway during a shortwave
broadcast.
KTAR. Phoenix, broadcast recent
graduation maneuvers from Luke
Field, near Phoenix, with Andy Anderson, KTAR announcer, taking a
microphone aloft in the rear cockpit
of
the lead climaxed
ship of ana series
18-plane
flight.
Broadcast
in which
KTAR had followed the progress of
the
ation.flying cadets up to the first graduWMSL, Decatur, ^'la., has been carrying a commercial community sing from
its auditorium each Thursday night
that was so successful that a dozen
merchants of Athens, Ala., 1.5 miles
distant, recently petitioned WMSL to
put remote facilities in Athens for a
similar broadcast. Stumped through
lack of a building large enough for the
large studio audience, a solution arrived when permission to use the
County courthouse was obtained.
WITH the start of the faU season on
Broadway, Howard Barnes, motion
picture critic of the New York Herald
Tribune, on Sept. 2 is resuming his
series on WOR. New York, titled
Howard Barnes Revieivs. Heard five
times weekly at 12 midnight, the program covers the entire entertainment
front with special reports on the opening nights of Broadway plays.
A BROADCASTING BOOTH has
been installed in the auditorium of the
Royal Canadian Air Force Manning
Depot, at Toronto, and weekly broadcasts are now made from there by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp, Seven
thousand airmen make up the audience for the weekly CBC musical program Playtime and join in the singing.
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal., Aug, 15
dedicated its new 1,000-watt transmitter, directional antenna and new remote studios at Vallejo, Cal,, with a
series of special programs. The Vallejo
studios are 44 miles from Santa Rosa
and provide KSRO with facilities near
the Mare Island Navy Yard. Wilt
Gunzendorfer. general manager of the
station, presided over the ceremonies
which featured the appearances of
various dignitaries and radio artists.
W.JR, Detroit, is presenting each Sunday transcribed shows featuring Michigan selectees at various camps throughout the country. Discs were made by
Larry Payne and Jerry Pettit, announcers, and Pinky MacClellan and
Fran .Jennings, engineers, who have
already traveled 5,000 miles through
seven
tions. states to make the transcrip-
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HANG ON, TOOTS screams
Wayne Ackley (upper left) to Beverij^ Eerry, as she hurtles around
the merry - go - round astride a
bounding steed at the second annual picnic of KRNT-KSO, Des
Moines, Behind her is another revolving equestrian, Gene Loffler, as
Dale Morgan daringly rides backward. Some 22,700 lowans jammed
the Riverview park in Des Moines
for the
ment wasSunday
free. frolic. EntertainWOR, New York, will exchange programs of contemporary music once a
month with a network of Brazilian
stations. Series will begin Aug. 28
with Brazil ijresenting the first program. Dr. Julio Barata. director of
the radio division of the Departmento
De Impreusa E. Propaganda of
Brazil, and Adolph Opfinger, program
manager of MBS, completed the arrangements,
WPEN, Philadelphia in line with its
policy to curb foreign-language programs, on Aug. 18 droi^ped the last
of its evening foreign language shows.
All remaining foregn language shows
are scheduled for the early morning
hours and it is planned that the entire
program schedule will eventually be
English-speaking programs only.
WIP. Philadelphia, replaced its electronic time signal note each hour with
a Y for Victory signal. The signal
will be given 24 hours a day for the
duration of the war.

WITH ANNOUNCERS and commentators at five points on the giant Shasta Dam, CB.S on Aug. 17 started a
series of half-hour West Coast special
event broadcasts from the .$264,000.000
Central Valley
Project, and
now supply
undi-r
construction
to control
water for that California area. Under
-supervision of Fo.x Case, CBS Western
special events director, programs arcfed through special lines to Redding.
Cal.. and into KSFO, San Francisco,
for release
to Project
the network's
West
Coast
stations.
is the second
largest masonry structure ever made
b.y man.
KHSL, Chico, Cal., has completed
plans for the construction of a new
transmitter building to house the
directional equipment to be installed
for its recently authorized 1,000-watt
fulltime operation. Work, to start immediately, will beM.under
the supervision of Manager
F. Woodling,
KLZ, Denver, Aug. 10 held its sixth
annual free picnic at the local Lakeside amusement park. Outing was attended by 10,000 and the only advance publicity givjn the affair were
plugs by station artists and the districlients. bution of the free tickets through KLZ
SIX-PAGE house organ written by
studio employes, was recently instigated by KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal,
Titled KMPC News, cartoon illustrated sheet is edited by Paul Masterson, staff announcer.
MOBILE unit of WWL, New Orleans, traveled 560 miles last week to
cover anniversary ceremonies at Florence, Ala., honoring Ed A. O'Neil,
president
of the Woody
American
FarmWWL
Bureau Federation.
Hattic,
agricultural director, was invited to
attend the ceremonies and took with
him the mobile unit. Mr. O'Neil, who
was interviewed,
was givenspeech
a transcription of his anniversary
by
the station.
JOEL STOVALL, musical arranger
of KMOX, St. Louis, recently made a
band arrangement of the selection,
"Let's Go" for Maj. Gen. C. S. Ridley,
commanding officer at Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo. The Sixth Division liked
the arrangement so well that it was
adopted as the division song, and recordings are being made of it for the
various bivouacs during the coming
maneuvers.
WHO, Des Moines, is originating most
of its local studio programs in Crystal
Studio at the Iowa State fairgrounds
for an eight-day period.
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Admiration Adding
NATIONAL OIL PRODUCTS Co.,
Harrison, N. J. ("Admiration"
shampoo), the latter part of September will add five stations to its
campaign of one minute transcribed
announcements now heard Monday thru Friday on WTAR, Norfolk, and WRNL, Richmond. Spots
run 5 to 10 times weekly and contracts are for 20 weeks. Agency
is Chas. Dallas Reach Co., Newark.

Aetna Names Kudner
AETNA LIFE INSURANCE Co.
and its affiliated companies, the
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., the
Automobile Insurance Co. and the
Standard Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, have named Arthur Kudner,
New York, as agency. Company is
currently surveying markets and
will probably use radio in the near
future.

St. John on WEAF
WITH Vv^ORLD news becoming
more important daily, WEAF, New
York, has rearranged its program
schedule to assure listeners at least
two news periods a day, and has
added Robert St. John, former Associated Press correspondent in
Greece, to its new staff. St. John
will take over the 6:15-6:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday, spot now
occupied by Don Goddard, with
Goddard switched to 12:4.5 p.m.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, until
Sept. 30, and thereafter 12 noon
five
times weekly and 12:45 p.m.
Saturdays.

Winner of Ihe "George Foster Peabody
Award"riousfor
and MeritoPuhlie Distinguished
Service Programs
in tlie
local channel group dumg 1940.

★ 250 Watfs

1400 KC.

PROFESSIONAL
Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other c'assifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted

Situations Wanted (Continued)

Immediate Opening — For operator with first
class license ab!e to copy transradio.
Telegraph. Box 849, BROADCASTING.
Licensed Operator — For local Virginia station. State qualifications and acceptable
starting salry. Box 829, BROADCASTING.

Radio Technician
— Experienced
on operations and maintenance.
Hard worker
with
reliable record. Want position in East or
South. Box 836, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — 6 years experience. Draft exempt. 29 years of age. Now employed.
Desires position as Commercial Manager
or Salesman. Box 835, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Producer — College training in
production and advertising plus announcing experience with New York station.
Will go anywhere. References. Transcription. Box 830. BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer — General, newscaster, special events, M. C. Five years
regionals. Knows sales, production, continuity. Employed. Reliability guaranteed.
Large, small station. Photo, disc, references. Box 838, BROADCASTING.
Radiotelephone First — 25, employed 250
watter, experience kilowatt, university
and technical school graduate, adaptable
pleasant personality, interested locating
permanently 100-200 mile radius New
York City. Box 843, BROADCASTING.
Continuity Writer — Now employed, desires
change. Experience includes four southern network stations. Complete recommendations from present employer. Mike.
Boston-educated. Girl, 27. Single. No
preference
CASTING. for location. Box 840, BROADWho Needs An Excellent Salesman Or
Commercial Manager? — Available midSeptember. Outstanding sales record past
7 years in poor market. Married. Draft
exempt. Thoroughly experienced local and
national sales, merchandising. Best of
references. Give full particulars. Box
828, BROADCASTING.
Keep
'em expert
Listening
— News Now
and steadily
Special
Events
available.
employed, but wish change because of
personal reasons. Over seven years experience with every phase of radio announcing, production, news and special
events. 3A draft classification. Box 842,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Now permanently employed at
50
station.of Desires
job KW
at station
1 KW orchief
more.engineer's
Experience includes — Chief engineer 5 KW, complete station construction, maintenance
and controls. Best of references. Age 33.
Married—
family. Box 841, BROADCASTING.

Radio Operator — Wanted for expanding regional station. Send qualifications, service, salary expected to Box 844, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Salesman familiar with the
Southwest territory. Application by letter
only, giving references. KTHS, Hot
Springs, Arkansas.
Good Announcer — Able to write copy and
e.xperienced in general studio routine for
northern local station. Box 846, BROADCASTING.
Licensed Radio Engineer — Technician for
long established high-powered A. M. and
F. M. station in metropolitan area. State
qualifications and acceptable salary. Box
830, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer Wanted — Northwestern college town of 25.000 — excellent climate
and living conditions wants college man
with
hour as
experienc
wellstation,
as 3 years'
experience
chief of as5 kw
good
references required. Station 5 kw Modified Western Electric CBS affiliate. Wages
$1.15
ING. per hour. Box 827, BROADCASTSituations Wanted
Program Director — Ten years experience.
Married. References. Box 839, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
operator's
license,
desires
permanent— With
connection.
Report
within
fifteen days. Box 845, BROADCASTING.
News Reporter — University graduate; six
years newspaper background. $50 minimum. Immediately. Box 826, BROADCASTING.
Exoerienced Announcer — Production Man —
Copy Writer — Excellent sports and news.
Draft
ING. deferred. Box 834, BROADCASTEngineer — Experienced remote, studio,
transmitter maintenance. Satisfactory
references. Prefer South Atlantic States.
Box 837, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — 6 years in broadcasting. Chief
engineer experience. Want Eastern location ;consider others. Box 832, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer — Engineer — Ad-lib ;
write copy — handle sports. Young, draft
deferred. Prefer Eastern and Middle Atlantic States. Box 833, BROADCASTING.
News Director — Twenty years' newspaper
experience. Two years assisting in nationwide newscast. Now employed metropolitan newspaper. Improve content and
presentation of dailv news schedule. Box
831. BROADCASTING.

^Ji BROADCASTING

Program Director — Versatile organist,
(Hammond and Pipe) — announcer (except sports) — good foreign pronunciation
— cultui-al background — thorough knowledge World and Lang-Worth services —
college education — 31 years old — married
— Christian — 9% years' experience — now
with Independent
Y. area.BoxReferences. State salary inandN. details.
848,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
RCA ET4230 100/250 Watt Transmitter —
Excellent shape. $1000. Box 847, BROADCASTING.
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DIRECTORY

An Organization
of
Jansky
&. Bailey
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

Tliere is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & D AVIS
Consulting Radio
Munsey Bldg.
Engineers
District 8456
Washington,
D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
EUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREIMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads of
Main Office :
ttle World
7134
Main
St.
Hollywood.
Cal.
Kansas City. Mo.

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. • WASH.. D. C. o DI.74I7

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg.

• Republic 2347
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

■

OF

PHILCO TELEVISION
TO START SEPT. 1

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

AUGUST

Decisions . . .
AUGUST 19
NEW, Columbia Broadcasting System
Inc., St. Louis — Granted CP new FM station 45.9 mc. 13,000 sq mi.
NEW, Westinghouse Radio Station Inc.,
Hull, Mass. — Granted CP new developmental station on 9570 kc 700 w to fui-nish
signal for Bureau of Standards, Washington, in connection with radio wave propagation studies.
MISCELLANEOUS— WWVA, Wheeling,
W. Va., granted special service authorization for 1170 kc 5 kw unl. to 2-1-42 ;
WHIO, Dayton, O., granted reinstatement
CP new transmitter move transmitter, install directional N, increase 5 kw N ;
WTOC, Savannah, Ga., granted modification CP to 5 kw N directional ; WCBX,
Brentwood, L. I., N. Y., granted modification CP add frequencies 6060 and
21520 kc. sharing with WCRC and WCAB ;
6120, 6170 and 21570 kc. sharing with
WCRC; WCRC, Brentwood, L. I., N. Y.,
granted modification CP add frequencies
6120, 6170 and 21570 kc. sharing with
WCBX; 6060 and 21520 kc sharing with
WCBX and WCAB ; W3XE, Philadelphia,
granted special authority to operate commercial y on channel No. 3 for 60 days.
MISCELLANEOUS — Robert V. Lee,
Bradenton, Fla., denied petition reconsider
and grant new station 1490 kc 250 w
unl. ; KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark., granted
petition reconsider and grant without hearing license renewal ; WRDW, Augusta,
Ga., granted petition reconsider and grant
without hearing CP change 1480 kc increase power install new transmitter subject to filing application modifying CP
to 5 kw unl. directional N ; NEW, Utica
Broadcasting Co. Inc., Utica, N. Y., denied petition reonsideration and grant CP
new station 1450 kc 250 w unl.
AUGUST 22
NEW, Southern Cal. Broadcasting Co.,
Pasadena,
Cal.— Granted CP 1430 kc 1 kw
D
NEW, Washington Broadcasting Co.,
Washington, Pa. — Granted without hearing
CP 1450 kc 250 w unl., hearing cancelled.
NEW, Seaboard Radio Broadcasting
Corp., Philadelphia— Granted CP FM 48.1
me
000 commei-cial,
population. 9,300 square miles, 3,900,MISCELLANEOUS — KONG, San Antonio, grante modification license to unl.,
facilities KMAC when that station goes
on new frequency (KONO now shares 1400
kc 250 w N & D with KMAC) ; KPQ,
Wcnatchee, Wash., granted CP new transmitter and antenna, increase to 500 w 1
kw D, change to 560 kc : WRNL, Richmond, Va., granted CP new transmitter,
change directional N, increase to 5 kw ;
WIBG, Glenside, Pa., granted CP new
transmitter directional N & D, increase
to 10 kw unl., move transmitter, studio ;
KEVR, Seattle, granted special service
auth. 1090 kc 250 w unl. ; WIBG, Glenside,
Pa., granted without hearing renewal application and application transfer control
to Paul F Harron, Joseph Lang, John B.
Kelly, Anthony J. Drexel Biddel Jr. ;
WNOX, Knoxville, granted modification CP
change to 1050 kc, change antenna ;
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, granted extension
of termination date of temporary license
to 11-1-41 ; NEW, Peter Q. Nyce, Alexandria, Va., dismissed rehearing petition,
against grant 6-24-41 without hearing application WWRL increase to 5 kw 1600
kc; KOTN, Pine Bluff, Ark., denied rehearing in grant 7-16-41 of CP to Helena
Broadcasting Co., Helena, Ark., CP new
station 1490 kc 250 w unl. ; KFJM, Grand
Forks, N. D., and Dalton LeMasurier,
Grand Forks, granted petition to reconsider
and grant without hearing application of
KFJM for license renewal and modification license to 2 hours a day, together
with application of LeMasurier for CP to
operate station all but the two hours used
by U of North Dakota ; NEW, Western
Mass. Broadcasting Co., Pittsfield, Mass.,
adopted order removing application new
station from hearing docket and placing
file under Order 79; NEW, WFAM Inc.,
Lafayette,
letter
WFAM.Ind., denied assignment call
SET FOR HEARING— NEW, Northeastern Penna Broadcasters, Wilkes-Barre, CP
1240 kc 250 w unl., asks WBAX facilities ;
NEW, Key Broadcasters, Wii: cs-Barre, CP
1240 kc 250 w unl., asks WBAX facilities ;

COMMISSION

16 TO AUGUST

22 INCLUSIVE
NEW, Central Broadcasting Co., WilkesBarre, CP 1240 kc 250 w unl., all three Tentative Calendar . . .
to be heard jointly
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D., license renewal, modification license 1440 kc 500
w
N 1 kw D specified hours 3-5 p.m. ;
Applications . . .
NEW, Dalton LeMasurier, Grand Forks,
AUGUST 18
N. D.. CP new station 1440 kc 500 w N
1 kw ing.D Aug.
specified
WTBO, Cumberland, Md.— CP new trans25). hours (consolidated hearmitter, directional N, change 940 kc, inKDRO,
Sedalia,
Mo., CP 800 kc 1 kw D
crease 250 w N 1 kw D, hours to unl.
(Aug. 25).
KLBM, LaGrande, Ore. — Voluntary asWIBG,
Glenside,
Pa., license renewal
signment license to Ben E. Stone.
(Aug. 27).
NEW, Earle C. Anthony Inc., Los AnNEW,
West
Allis
Broadcasting
Co., West
geles— CP new commercial television sta- Allis, Wis., CP 1480 kc 250 w D (Aug.
28).
tion on channel No. 6, A5 and special
NEW, KNOE Inc., Monroe, La., CP 1420
emission for FM, 2,215 sq. mi., 2,645,521
kc 250 w unl. (Aug. 29).
NEW, Park Cities Broadcasting Corp.,
population.
Dallas,
AUGUST 20
N (Sept.CP 24).710 kc 5 kw unl. directional
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich. — CP increase
KGKO, Fort Worth, modification license
5 kw N directional changes.
570 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D directional N
NEW, Hoosier Broadcasting Co., Indianapolis— CP new station 810 kc 250 w D. (Sept.
NEW,26).Hawaiian Broadcasting System
NEW, Brainerd-Bemidji Broadcasting
Ltd,
Honolulu,
CP 1340
Co.,
Brainerd,
— Amend
ther hearing, Sept.
29). kc 250 w unl. (furCP new
station Minn.
to 1400
kc 250 application
w.
KWK,
St.
Louis,
680 kc 50 kw unl.
KYCA, Prescott, Ariz. — Transfer con- dii-ectional (further CP
hearing, Sept. 29).
trol to KTAR Broadcasting Co. through
NEW,
Scripps-Howard
purchase 65 shares common stock from
ton, CP new
station 1230Radio
kc 250Inc.,w Housunl. ;
Albert Stetson.
NEW, Texas Star Broadcasting Co., HousKTUC, Tucson, Ariz.— CP new transmitton,
same
;
NEW,
Greater
Houston
Broadter and antenna, move studio and transmitter.
casting
Inc.,Sept.
Houston,
solidatedCo., hearing,
29). same (conKTRB, Modesto, Cal.— Modification CP
KFVD,
Fort
Dodge,
la.,
new transmitter, direction N 1 kw unl.
cense 1400 kc 250 w unl. ; modification
KFGQ, Boone,lila.,
AUGUST 22
Oct. license
14). renewal (consolidated hearing,
NEW, Portland Broadcasting System,
NEW, Hennessey Broadcasting Co.,
Portland, Me.— CP 47.1 mc 5,050 sq. miles Butte,
CP new station 1490 kc 250
256,466 population, amended to 3,980 sq. w unl. Mont.,
(Oct. 16).
miles.
NEW,
Barclay
Craighead, Butte, Mont.,
16).
NEW, Charles P. Blackley, Staunton,
CP new station 1490 kc 250 w unl. (Oct.
Va.— CP 1240 kc 250 w unl.
WCHS, Charleston,
Va. 10— kwCP D.new
NEW, Jefferson
transmitter,
increase toW.5 kw
Ala., CP"Broadcasting
new station,Corp.,
1340Birkc
W8X0, Mason, O.— CP increase to 100 250 w unl.mingham,
facilities of WSGN when vaand 750 kw.
27). cated ; NEW, George Johnston Jr., BirWJHP, Jacksonville, Fla. — CP change
mingham, samesame ;(consolidated
NEW, WBAMhearing,
Inc., Birto 640 kc 50 kw, new transmitter, direcmingham,
Oct.
tional N & D, move transmitter to Marietta, Fla.
— Modification
CPKLCN,
new Blytheville,
transmitter,Ark.antenna,
increase
power, change to 950 kc.
THE
Administrative
rather FCC's
than the
Commission Board,
itself,
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.— CP reinstatementcreaseCPtoas5 kw
modified
for
directional
N,
inwill
administer
Orderd
No. 72 and 73,
N & D.
dispensation to amaNEW, Globe-Democrat Pub. Co., St. dealingteurs towith
operate with foreign counLouis— CP 44.7 mc 15,850 sq. miles 1,858,tries and with using long-distance
665 population, amended to 13,083 sq. miles,
transmitters, under an administrative
1,766,569 population.
NEW,
J. E.w Rodman,
Fresno, Cal.— CP
order
mission.approved Aug. 18 by the Com1340
kc 250
unl.
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While
prospective sponsors were
pany plant.
not disclosed, it was stated the program schedule will include playlets,
variety shows and newsreels from
the W3XE studios. In addition,
there will be telecasts of athletic
events, parades and public meetings, relayed to the transmitter by
a mobile television unit.
As a result of the commercial license, Philco engineers are stepping up power from 3,000 to 10,000
watts, operating on Channel 3 (6672 mc). Since opening W3XE as
an experiment television station in
1932, Philco has had approximately
6,000 hours of experimental telecasts, including the transmission of
football games, wrestling matches
and political conventions. Philco
engineers estimate there are 300 to
400 television receivers in the Philadelphia ara.
ELECTION of Larry E. Gubb, former executive vice-president, to the
office of chairman of the board of
Philco Corp. was announced Aug.
21 by that company. In addition,
John Ballantyne, formerly treasurer, was elected vice-president in
charge of operations; Thomas A.
Kennally, formerly general sales
manager,
named W.
vice-president
in charge was
of sales;
R. Wilson,
controller, was chosen to succeed
Mr. Ballantyne as treasurer and
James H. Carmine, former assistant sales manager, will become
sales manager.
Mr. Gubb, a 1916 graduate of
Cornell, has been vdth Philco since
1920. He was elected president of
Philco Radio & Television Corp. in
July, tion
1934,
when that ofcorporabecameand
a subsidiary
Philco
Corp. in 1940, Mr. Gubb was named
its executive vice-president.
Mr. Ballantyne, after graduating
from Pennsylvania in 1921, became
a partner in the accounting firm of
Mathieson, Aitken & Co., Philadelphia. He vvdthdrew in 1934 and
shortly thereafter was elected
treasurer of Philco Radio & Television Corp. In 1940 he became
treasurer of Philco Corp.
Craven in Charge

More than 20 years of service records
prove that the Lapp curved-side
compression cone of electrical porcelain meets every operating requirement. It affords double the strength
of an ordinary straight-side cone,
assuring the maximum in security and permanence. Finally,
each insulator, before shipment, is tested by loading to 50%
more than maximum design load. Most radio engineers know
they've covered the insulator question adequately when they
say toInsulator
their tower
manufacturer,
Lapp Insulators."
Lapp
Co., Inc.,
LeRoy, N. "Use
Y.
FOR SECURITY IN

PHILADELPHIA'S
first commercial television broadcasts
will start
Sept. 1, it was announced Aug. 20
by Philco Radio & Television Corp.
Granted a 60-day commercial license by the FCC for its W3XE,
Philco announced it will be on the
air 15 hours a week, transmitting
over 25-mile radius from its 230foot telecasting tower at the com-

M

ANTENNA STRUCTURE INSULATORS

BROADCASTING

FOR THE
Commissioner T. A.next
M. fortnight
Craven will
serve
virtually as a one-man FCC, due
to the absence of other members
from the city. Chairman James
Lawrence Fly and Commissioners
Paul A. Walker and Ray C. Wakefield are attending the annual convention of the National Assn. of
Railroad and Utilities Commissioners in St. Paul Aug. 26-29, with
the chairman scheduled to address
the session. Commissioner Norman
S. Case is at his home in Rhode
Island, recuperating from a recent
illness. Commissioner George H.
Payne has
absent
from Washington for been
several
weeks.
• Broadcast
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Network iKccovnts
Ml lime EDSTunless olherwise indicated.
New Business
ifeROYE LABS.. St. Louis, on Oct. 6
Idll start the TFesten ners on 65 NBCled stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7 :45-8
m. (EST), with rebroadcast at
:45-S a.m. (GST) and at 7:45-8 a.m.
MST). Agency : Russel M. Seeds Co.,
iJhicago.
ElALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis
(cereal) on Sept. 29 resumes Tom
Mix Ralston Straight Shooters on 65
VBC-Blue stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
45 p.m., rebroadcast to the Midvest at 5:45 (CST). and broadcast
'i.i transcription on Pacific Coast staions at 5:45 (PST). Agency: Gardler Adv. Co., St. Louis.
:.EWIS-HOWE MEDICINE Co., St.
jouis (Turns), on Oct. 23 starts
ank Fay Variety Show on 76 NBCied stations, Thurs., 10:30-1 p.m.
EST). Agency: Stack-Goble Adv.
(Ilgency, Chicago.
:.EVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
Lifebuoy), on Oct. 8 resumes Meet
ilr. Meek on 60 CBS stations. Wed.,
'ation.
:30-8 p.m.,
a six-week
Agencyfollowing
: Wm. Esty
& Co. vaCo., Lux
Cambridge
: '.EVER
Lux), on BROS.
Sept. 8 resumes
Radio
"heatre on 66 CBS stations. Mon.,
>-10 p.m. Agency: J. Walter ThompMii Co., N. T.
[J ALL BROS., Kansas City (greetii;^ cards), on Oct. 5 resumes Tony
Wons Scrap Book on split network
.1 38 NBC-Red stations. Sun., 3:15;;30 p.m. (CST), Tues. & Thurs.,
II':
15-12Hurst
:.30 p.m.
(CST). Agency:
Icuri.
& MacDonald,
Chicago.
li
Renewal Accounts
■|OIERICAN
HOME PRODUCTS,
"fersey
City (Kolynos,
Bisodol), on
•(Sept. 28 renews for 52 weeks The
^Romance of Helen Trent on 37 CBS
ijitations, Mon. thru Fri., 12:30-12:45
jo.m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hum^inert, N. T.
niPEPSODENT Co., Chicago (toothcbaste), on Sept. 23 renews for 52
[Veeks half-hour period on 67 NBCiSed stations, 10-10 :30 p.m. Date With
,Vndy currently occupies the period,
al5o6 Hope wOl be resumed on Sept.
i3. Agency : Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
:AMPANA sales Co., Chicago (loion) on Sept. 2 renews for 52 weeks
if irst Nighter on 51 CBS stations, and
nn Sept. 19 shifts the program from
\es., 8:30-8:55 p.m. to Fri., 9:30:55 p.m. Agency: Aubrey, Moore &
fVallace, Chicago.
^NACIN Co., Jersey City (headache
lills), on Aug. 25 renews Otir Gal
Sunday on 50 CBS stations, Mon. thru
"ri., 12 :45-l p.m. N.Agency
Snmple-Hummert,
Y. : BlackettlekllD - CONTINENT PETROLEUM
jorp., Tulsa, after a successful 13veek test, has renewed for 52 weeks
ts six-weekly early morning quarteriliour newscast on KDTH, Dubuque.
Agency is R. .J. Potts Co., Kansas
pity.

WRVA

COVERS

RICHMOND
AND

FviUtime MBS Outlets
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., now an
NBC-Blue and Mutual affiliate, as
well as a member of the regional
Yankee and Colonial networks, on
June 15, 1942, will become a fulltime MBS outlet, discontinuing its
connection with the Blue Network.
WNAC, Boston, and WEAN, Providence, both NBC affiliates, also
switch to fulltime Mutual on that
date. Joining Mutual on Oct. 1 are
WCAE, Pittsburgh; WFBR, Buffalo, and WGR, Buffalo.

S

NHD

MONOTUBE
Network Changes

VERTICAL

GRIFFIN MFG. Co., Brooklyn (AllWhite Shoe Cleaner), on Aug. 29 discontinues Who Knows on 4 MBS stations, Fri., 10:15-10:30 p.m. Agency:
Bermingharri,
Castleman & Pierce,
N.
Y.

RADIATORS
Pitts F-M High Gain Arrays
(4 Section Turnstile with Approved Power

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE Co. of
America,placesNew
Aug. 31
When a Yoi'k,
Girl on
Marries
on re50
CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 12:1512 :30 p.m. with The Family Hour on
59 CBS stations, Sun., 5-5:45 p.m.
Agency : Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
R. B. SEMLER Inc., New York
(Kreml), on Aug. 18 added 7 MBS
stations to Galriel Heatter, making a
total of 22 MBS stations, Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 9-9:15 p.m. Agency: Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
TAYTON Co., Hollywood (cosmetics),
on Aug.
22 shifted
Tattler
from
6 CBS
West Tayton's
Coast stations,
Fri., 8:30-8:45 p.m. (PST), to 8 Don
Lee Pacific Coast stations, Fri., 6 :156:30 p.m. (PST). Agency: BBDO,
Hollywood.
EVERSHARP Inc., Chicago (pens,
pencils), on Sept. 28 adds 11 CBS
stations to Take It or Leave It, making a total of 71 CBS stations. Sun.,
10-10:30 p.m. (EST). Agency: Blow
Co., N. Y.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuoy soap), on Sept. 19 switches
Hollyivood Premiere on 70 CBS stations from Fri., 9 :.30-10 p.m. (EDST)
to Fri.. 10-10 :.30 p.m. (EDST).
Agency : Wm. Esty & Co., N.Y.
JOHNSON & JOHNSON, New
Brunswick. N. J. (Band- Aid), on Aug.
19 added 4 CBS stations to Voice of
Broadtvay making a total of 68 CBS
stations, Tues.. 6 :15-6 :30 p.m. Agency : Young & Rubicam, N. Y.

gain of 2.14)
OFFER
YOU
THESE
ADVANTAGES:
LONGER LIFE V UNIFORM REACTANCE V
SIMPLE TO DISMANTLE AND MOVE V
GREATER STRENGTH WITH LESS WEIGHT
V 65 TO 100 FEET BETWEEN GUY LEVELS V
FAST DELIVERY AND ERECTION V LOW
MAINTENANCE COSTS V THE IDEAL
UNIFORM CROSS SECTION V
V
★
★ ★
9 All Monotube Radiators are constructed of
a series of guyed double-tqpered hollow steel
tubes designed and guaranteed to withstand
pressures developed during a HURRICANE
with wind velocities of 100 mph., a one-half
inch ice load, and a temperature change of
plus and minus 50 degrees Fahrenheit. To this
is added a safety factor of 3.6 on the steel
and 5.0 on the guy assemblies.
The articulated joint used between the sections prevents the transference of bending
moments (introduced by wind) from section to
section, thus placing the point of maximum
stress in the center of each isolated section;
the stress curve falling off to each end.
The taper used in the MONOTUBE sections
follows this stress curve, placing the greatest
diameter and most material in the center at
the point of maximum stress and lessening the
diameter and amount of material at the ends
at the points of minimum stress.
Each MONOTUBE RADIATOR is individually
engineered against power and frequency to
properly sectionalize the guy cable assemblies
against the eighth harmonic thus eliminating
absorption, reflection, and directivity in the
cables which would otherwise introduce serious
distortion in the theoretical field pattern. Insulation in all cases is designed to maintain nonresonance in the guy cables during adverse
weather conditions.
Our attention to these details in the guycable design makes the MONOTUBE RADIATORS the ideal units for Directional Antenna

Wichita Airplane
Orders to Reach
500 MiUion
Sounds like Chamber of Comfigures, doesn't
it? Yet
Wichita merce
is already
well along
the
way toward that figure. And new
orders continue to pile in.
Looks like this would be a swell
time for people with things to sell
to start telling the folks in Wichita
and in Kansas all about it.
KFBI is ready — with snappy programs— aggressive announcers and
responsive listeners. Are YOU?
Let's go!

Write for quotation on your antenna system
Systems.
completely erected, painted, and lighted. En-rlose frequency, power, and height.

NORFOLK

IN VIRGINIA!
KFBI • WICHITA
5000 WATTS DAY • 1000 WATTS NITE
BROADCASTING
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Beiidix

Treasury Program
Show Now Paid for by Texaco
To Shift in October
BENDIX AVIATION Corp., South
Bend, Ind., will sponsoi' The Treasunj Hour for 13 weeks on 100
NBC-Blue stations, Tuesdays 8-9
p.m. (EST), starting on Sept. 30
when Fred Allen returns to the
CBS spot, Wednesdays 9-10 p.m.
(EST), for the Texas Co.
The Treasury Department announced last Tuesday that Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau Jr. had accepted an offer
by E. R. Palmer, Bendix vice-president and treasurer, to continue the
Treasury show through December.
The summertime show, featuring
guest appearances by stage, screen
and radio stars to promote the sale
of Defense Bonds and Stamps, was
donated by Texas Co. The Fred
Allen show resumes for Texas on
85 CBS stations on Aug. 1.
Publicity Contract
The Treasury Department radio
section, headed by Vincent F. Callahan, also has announced that Radio Feature Service Inc., headed by
Earle Ferris, will service radio editors with news releases about
Treasury programs, which currently include The Treasury Hour on
CBS, For America We Sing on
NBC-Blue, and the new America
Preferred, to start Sept. 6 on MBS.
According to figures released
Aug. 15 by C. E. Hooper Inc., The
Treasury Hour held top ranking in
radio audience for the first week in
August. Led by the Treasury show
with a 9.9 ranking achieved in
seven weeks of broadcasting, other
favored programs were Bing Crosby, 9.7, Walter Winchell, 9.7, and
Rudy Vallee, 9.6.
Fulltime

Grant

Given

For WWVA,
Wheeling
APPARENTLY an outgrowth of
the recent FCC order banning multiple ownership where duplicating
service is involved, WWVA, Wheeling, was authorized by the FCC
last Tuesday to operate with 5,000
watts fulltime until Feb. 1, 1942,
while holding a construction permit for an increase in power to
50,000 watts.
While the FCC has not made
public a list of stations which
would be embraced in its multiple
ownership-overlapping service ban,
it is understood WWVA, with
50,000 watts, definitely would fall
into that category by virtue of the
operation of a sister station,
WMMN, at Fairmont, W. Va. The
Commission granted WWVA special service authorization to operate on 1170 kc. with 5,000 watts
fulltime in lieu of its present assignment on 1170 kc. with 5,000
watts operating simultaneously dav
with WOWO, Fort Wayne, while
sharing at night with that station.
The construction permit for 50,000
watts with unlimited time remains
intact.
THOMAS M. KERESEY, for the last
11 year.s vice-president Oi. Lord &
Thomas, has resigned, effective immediately.
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BETTER FACILITIES
GRAISTED STATIONS
POWER increases to 5,000 watts
fulltime were granted three regionals by the FCC at its special
meeting last Monday. Action was
taken by Commissioners Fly,
Craven and Walker, under the

to Sponsor

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"So That Stingy Klunk Thinks He Can Take 2% Off My Alimony Check!"
Army

and

Networks

To Prepare Coverage
PLANS for network coverage of
the "war" between the U. S. Second and Third Armies, to be held in
Louisiana in the latter half of September, were discussed in New
York Aug. 20 by members of the
Radio Branch of the War Department's Bureau of Public Relations
and network special events executives at a meeting at the Roosevelt Hotel in New York.
Difficulties of obtaining live onthe-scene broadcasts during "free
maneuvers", which follow no set
schedule and occur in a sparsely
settled region with a minimum of
telephone facilities, were pointed
out by the War Department delegation, which told the network men
that local stations, whose representatives will accompany single Army
units with recording equipment to
pick up the best action available
for delayed broadcasts, will have
all the best of it. [For a detailed
description of the radio problems,
see Broadcasting, Aug. 18.]
Radio Aides
Networks will have men attached
to both Armies, to insure complete
coverage of both sides. It is expected the network crews will include radio reporters who have had
experience in broadcasting the
European war and who can contrast the real thing with the simulated battles of the maneuvers,
which will employ tanks, planes,
artillery and all the equipment of
warfare at the Armies' command.
To aid broadcasters, the Bureau
will assign a radio man to each
Army. Brooks Watson will be attached to the Second Army, with
headquarters at Jonesboro, La., or
Winfield, Ark.; Ross Worthington
to the Third Army headquarters at
Lake Charles, La.; and Jack Harris at general headquarters for the
observation of the maneuvers at
Leesville, La. To aid in arranging
live broadcasts, a telephone company man will also be stationed at
each of these headquarter points.
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Hold

Conferences

of War Maneuvers
Each Army also will have its own
radio staff, as well as press staff,
for the first time in the history of
war games.
Since the glass discs now in common use for transcriptions are not
designed to stand up under the conditions of transport that will prevail during the maneuvers, the Bureau has requested 0PM for priorities and has ordered 400 aluminum
discs from Presto, contingent on
the 0PM permission. These discs
will be distributed among the station crews covering the war games
when and as needed.
These maneuvers, largest peacetime war games ever held, involving some 500,000 officers and men,
have evoked such interest in Central and South America, as well as
in the United States, that extensive coverage by both shortwave
and domestic broadcasting is
planned. Already NBC and WLWO,
Crosley shortwave station, have arranged for maneuver broadcasts,
and other shortwave operators are
expected to follow suit.
Conference was attended by Edward M. Kirby, on leave from his
position as public relations director of the NAB to serve with the
War Department as chief of the
Radio Branch, and Messrs. Harris,
Watson and Worthington of the
Bureau's Radio Branch; Ken Frey
and Art Feldman, NBC; Paul
White, Bill Slocum and Brewster
Morgan, CBS, and Tom Slater,
MBS.
News Service Plans
On the previous day the Washington delegation conferred with
the radio executives of the news
services supplying news to broadcasting stations, UP, PA, INS and
Transradio, laying plans for expediting the movement of War Department news to the broadcasters.
This assignment will be supervised
by Bill Bailey, formerly news editor of WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati.
The Radio Branch has volunteered
BROADCASTING

temporary "no quorum" rule.
WHIO, Dayton, was granted reinstatement of a construction permit to install a new transmitter
and a directional antenna for night
use and increase its night power
to 5,000 watts. The station has held
a construction permit, which had
expired, to use 1290 kc. with 5,000
watts day and 1,000 watts night.
WTOC, Savannah, was granted
modification of a construction permit to increase its night power to
5,000 watts and make changes in
its directional antenna. The station now has a construction permit for 1290 kc. with 1,000 watts
night and 5,000 watts day.
Augusta, Ga. on petiWRDW,
tion to reconsider and grant without hearing its application for
Class III-A facilities, received favorable action from the FCC. In
the Commisthe petition,
granting
to shift
the station
sion authorized
frequency from 1490 to 1480 kc.
and increase its power from 250
watts to 5,000 watts fulltime.
KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark., received favorable action on its petition to reconsider and grant without hearing its application for renewal of license. A hearing heretofore scheduled was cancelled. The
station operates on 1000 kc. with
250 watts.
Camille Spots
CAMILLE Inc., Morristown, N. J.,
in September will run two eightweek local campaigns, one for RunR-Stop on WHK, Cleveland, and
the other for a new mascara cream
on WJBK, Detroit. Run-R-Stop is
a preparation to stop runs in silk
stockings and will be promoted by
twice-weekly five-minute spots. On
WJBK, the cream will be promoted
on evening spot announcements
placed before or after musical programs. Agency is Hudson Adv.
Agency, New York.
Iodine Spots
IODINE EDUCATIONAL Bureau,
New York, to promote the use of
iodine, is
using
one-minute
transcribed
announcements
three times
a week on WLW WLS WHO WKY
KFAB WIBW KFEQ KWTO
WHP WSAN WHEC WJTN
WNBF KSTP KROC KYSM KCRC
KFPW KOTN. Agency is Sinionds
& Simonds, Chicago.
to act as leg man for the news services on all War Department matters and believes it can handle inquiries in minutes instead of the
hours it would take a news service
reportervidualtoand get
to the
indisecure
his proper
information
in person.
The Branch is also developing
feature broadcast material concerning Army activities, it was said,
with the recent appointment of
Mrs. William Hobby, vice-president of KPRC, Houston, as coordinator of women's news cited as an
example.
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"Meet

the

FRALEYS

CASSITYS"
and
Deep in Kentucky, three miles from Morehead,
atmosphere

in an

aromatic with tradition, tobacco, and

waving tasselled corn, sets the Glennis Fraley Farm.
The operation of this farm is somewhat

Mr. Fraley also owns a large "serve yourself" grocery
in Morehead, to which he daily commutes. So the

Mrs. Fraley finds WLW
afternoon serial stories
a constant source of entertainment. The newscasts of Peter Grant and
are also on the "must-listen-to"
"Earthborn"
list.

of Fraley. Under their combined

uncommon.

Cassitys, tenant farmers, operate the rural business

efforts — and with

due respect to the soil's fertility — bumper crops of
tobacco and corn are being produced this year.
Both the Fraleys and the Cassitys talk much of WLW
as a friendly, constant companion. They speak of
the stimulating power of ideas expressed in "Everybody's Farm Hour". They nod emphatic agreement
to the usefulness of WLW's complete market reports.
When surprise was expressed at their intimate knowledge of WLW's

programs, they said, "WLW

i.

is prac-

tically the only station we listen to."

REPRESENTATIVES: New York — Transamerican Braadcastlng & Television Corp.

J

Tenant Matt Cassity and his
family live just across the road
from the Fraley farm home.
They find pleasant listening in
WLW's "Boone County Jam-

^ ,
boree."
Glennis Fraley sponsors Cassity boys in FFA movement. Ed
Mason and Mert Emmert, popular WLW Agricultural Staff
Members are radio favorites of this genial farmer.

Chicago — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Avenue.

THE

San Francisco — International Radio Soles,

NATION'S

STATION

Modem

A

Paul

Kilocycle

Revere

Rider!

Xeiiest development of RCA
Laboratories, the RCA Alert
Receiver is about the size of a
portable radio set and as easy
to carry. It operates from an
ordinary light socket, either AC
or DC. and can be snitched to
batteries in the event of damage
to poiver lines.

New
RCA

Alert

RCA

Receiver
Turned

on

Laboratories

a notable
and

off by

An emergency warning signal is flashed through space
by a radio station. Instantly and automatically, the new
RCA

Alert Receiver in the home leaps into action, ringing a bell or sounding a siren.
Sleepers are aroused. Listeners are summoned. And
then, through its loudspeaker, this modern Paul Revere
brings them air-raid instructions or other important
messages with the speed of light.
Amazingly simple in design and construction, the RCA
Alert Receiver can be produced at a cost approximating that of the average low-priced table model
radio. Requiring very little power for operation, it

RCA

development...

contribution

to civilian

broadcasting

defense.

station!

can be used with surprising economy, 24 hours a day
over a long period of time.
Even more simple is transmitting apparatus, which
consists of a vacuum tube oscillator generating two subaudible frequencies. One turns the receiver on, the other
turns it off. Installation requires no change in normal
broadcast station wiring.
The RCA Alert Receiver is important to National
Defense because it makes possible a local, regional or
nation-wide instantaneous radio call service. With
this new development, the public service of radio
is once more expanded — thanks to RCA

LABORATORIES

A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Other RCA Services: RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. • Radiomarine Corporation of America
R.C.A. Communications, Inc. • National Broadcasting Co., Inc. • RCA Institutes, Inc.

research.
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For example, we (and dozens of our advertisers)
know that WHO

has greater appeal than any other

radio station out here. But until now, we've never
been able to prove it. The effect that now proves
it has just been revealed by the 1941 Iowa Radio
Audience Survey!

The Iowa listeners who name WHO

as 'listened-

to-most" spend 71,2% of their listening time with
WHO. Whereas the listeners who name any
OTHER

Iowa commercial station as "listened-

to-most" give from only 54.2% on down to
29.8% of their listening time to their favorite
stations. . . .
This amazing but conclusive fact is given on page
12 of the 1941 Survey — with actual names and
figures. If you haven't studied this new Survey,

«BUT

WHY

APPEAL

TO

DO

I

you're missing some really valuable information.
Shall we send you your copy?

you?"

% Well, now, Victoria — we don't know all about
your "appeal", but we'll bet it's easier to evaluate
than oursl Because with radio stations even more
than with people, "appeal" is sometimes so intangible that it defies analysis, and is only made
tangible by its ejects.

WHO
-f- far IOWA
PLUS ! +
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
J. O. MALAND,
FREE & PETERS, INC.

MANAGER

. . . National Representatives

?^adlo

Scheduled

On October 1, the New
the NBC-Red

WBAL

will become

a basic member

/

of

Network.

In addition, the New WBAL

will broadcast such popular programs

as Lowell Thomas, Cavalcade

of America, Xavier Cugat, Grand

Central Station, the General Mills Hour, Burns and Allen, Hap Hazard, and others. In other cities some of these "purple" programs are
on the Red Station, some on the Blue. In Baltimore, they are all concentrated on WBAL.
WBAL "GOING TO TOWN"
ON NEW SCHEDULE
with
Billboards

The New

WBAL

will also continue its own feature programs in-

cluding "Gittin' Up Time," "Around

the Breakfast Table," "Radio

Roundup," "Mary Landis," "The Grab Bag Quiz," "Stories Behind

•
Newspapers

the Headlines," "The Prince and Princess of Song" and such stars
as Katherine Dierken, Bill Herson, Happy Johnny, Walter Linthicum,

Retail Publications

Bailey Goss, Galen Fromme, Norman

Young, Alexander Gilford, and

others.
Trade Publications
With its new, full-time 50,000 watt transmitter delivering an ex-

Direct Mail
•

cellent signal to an estimated effective coverage area containing
more than six million people, this program schedule will make the

Special Programs
and
Announcements

New

WBAL

more than ever "One

of America's Great Radio Sta-

tions" and the basic advertising medium in this rich area for the
great names in local and national advertising.

OnE

OF

flmERICAS

National Representation

GREAT
•

RnOlO

INTERNATIONAL

STATIOnS
RADIO SALES

Circles

Are

Round

.

. . . not a very sage observation, you say; but be patient,
we're leading up to something.
Standard Program Library discs
are circles — perfect ones. (We're
creeping up to our point now —
be there any paragraph.) And
what makes our discs go "circling" 'round on turntables in
well over 300 stations, is the
fact that the Standard Program
Library "en-circles" the musical requirements of radio stations . . . completely. (Got
there, didn't we?)
F'rinstance, take the way in
which we've been meeting the
dance band requirements of
our station subscribers. Wasn't
it just last month that we added
Dave Rose and his Orchestra,
as well as Abe Lyman and Will
Osborne to our already great
circle of name bands? And we
circle right back to give more
of the same this month.

^^^^

A SO ^^arvy £^^;3^ice, ^^^^^o

. r of

What's more,
keepbyright
on
adding
new we
tunes
dance
bands after our first releases,
so's our stations will have
enough selections by each orchestra to do a "name" program series. It's pretty important, that follow-through.

. -.dcXasP

,

'V^e

cor

, cD

In case you'd like to tie-in with
the current "V for Victory"
campaign, you will be interested to know that our Super
Sound Effects disc No. 57 contains a series of Vs in Morse
code — three dots and a dash.
Maybe — and mind you we're
just suggesting this — maybe
you'd like to join our circle of
subscribers? If so, just write
us today for the full story of
Standard Tailored Transcription Service, Standard SpotAds and Standard Super Sound
Effects!

1! WELCOME

TO:

KROS — Clinton, Iowa
WCRS— Greenwood, So.
Carolina
WLBJ — Bowling Green,
Kentucky
KFMB— San Diego, Cal.
WMBI— Chicago
WBBB — Burlington, No.
Carolina
KROC— Rochester, Min.

PROOF
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LEADERSHIP

...

IN

OUR

DAILV

MAIL

THE TRANSCRIPTIONS you offer your listeners merely taken for granted'
A RE they
so vital, so commanding in scope and musical quality that they draw expressions of
appreciation from sponsors and listeners alike? . . . Standard subscribers often receive favorable comments from their audiences . . . indicating that listeners appreciate the difference
between superb musical entertainment and "just music" . . . The Standard Program Library
has what it takes to win and hold audiences . . . showmanship, variety, musical excellence
. . . explaining why the largest list of active subscribers say "Yes" when asked:
"Are Your Transcriptions

HOLLYWOOD

Up to Standard? "

CHICAGO

BROADASTINC
Newsmagazine

The Weekly.
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NEW

ORLEANS

WATTS
50,000
(CLEAR
CHANNEL)
The greatest selling POWER
CBS Affiliate

in the South's greatest city

Nat'L Representative —The Katz Agency, Inc.

LINCOLN,
\

NEBR

Their
identical,

YOU

CANT

A

but

BOOK

STATION

BY

Power is only one consideration in radio. Important,
but much more so when its supplemented with a low
frequency. Take 50,000 watt WSM for instance. Here's
power, to be sure, but this power is enhanced and strengthened by an unusually
low frequency. A clear channel on 650
kilocycles thrusts your message farther,
deeper into wide areas — this means

greater

coverage for your dollar. Then, too, there's
a talent versatility and popularity that gets
and holds audiences.

You

!
THE

can't measure
HARRY L. STONE, Gen'l. Mgr.

NATIONAL

LIFE
NATIONAL

covers
onli/

BY

one

ITS

ITS

are

alike,
is

a

COVER

tliei/ loolc

best

OP

seller

A

RADIO

POWER

that in terms of watts. Consider, and compare WSM
with any radio station. You'll find WSM
for you.
«
WSM

«

»

a best seller

»

thrusts your message into the heart

of America's fastest growing market — the
South. 70% of America's rayon; 67% of
the nation's crude oil; 100% of the bauxite —
all are produced in this great market — where
agriculture alone is a 3500,000,000 industry.
NASHVILLE, TENN.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
AND
flCCIDENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY,
REPRESENTATIVES,
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

INC.

NO.

Few

CAROLINA'S

NORTH

MEET

1

SALESMAN!

people seem

to know

it, but North

Carolina

is

the South's No. 1 State — leads the nine other southern states by wide

margins

in both

industry and

agriculture. . . .
Until very recently, radio advertisers
this highly important

market

could

cover

only by using a num-

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN .... MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . .lOW/A. . .
WHO
DES MOINES
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . .SOUTHEAST. . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON |
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH '
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . .SOUTHW/EST. . .
KGKO
FT. OKLAHOMA
WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . .PACIFIC COAST. . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . . . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE

ber of radio stations, each too small to do a job
over the entire area. But
Raleigh, broadcasts
— gives you

most

now

on 50,000
of North

Station

WPTF,

watts, at 680

Carolina,

at

K.C.

at one

sur-

which

you

judge any radio station (or salesman).

The

prisingly low cost!
Low
must

cost is only one of the angles from

other is the sales volume

it (or he) can produce

for you. By both tests. Station WPTF
lina's No. 1 Salesman.
Colonel !

is North

Ask your Agency

Caro-

to ask the

WPTF
RALEIGH,
50,000 Watts

FREE

Pioneer

N. C.

. . 680 K. C. . . N.B.C. Red

&

PETERS

Radio

Station

Representatives
Since May, i()}2

CHICAGO: r8o N. Michigan
~ Franklin 6373

NEW YORK: 347 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131

DETROIT: New Center BUg.
Trinity 2-8444

SAN FRANCISCO: XJI Sutter
Sutter 4353

LOS ANGELES:
6;o 5. Grand
Vandike 0569

ATLANTA: 332 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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Net
Action

WASHINGTON,

Rules
Taken After

Network

Threat

To Litigate
TACITLY ADMITTING a breakdown in its protracted negotiations
with the major networks toward
a compromise on the far-reaching
chain-monopoly regulations, the
FCC last Thursday averted another
broadcasting crisis by indefinitely
postponing the Sept. 16 effective
date of the regulations and authorizing wide-open oral arguments
Sept. 12 on their reasonableness.
After the FCC law department
had been advised of the intention
of NBC and CBS to file suits challenging the FCC's jurisdiction over
contractual relationship between
networks and affiliates and to enjoin enforcement of the regulations,
Acting Chairman T. A. M. Craven
announced the sudden action.
Chairman James Lawrence Fly, in
St. Paul attending the annual convention of the National Assn. of
Railroad & Utilities Commissioners, approved the action.
No Effective Date
While the Commission did not
specify a new effective date, it
stated that the twice-postponed
regulations "will not be placed in
effect with respect to existing affiliation contracts, or network organization station licenses, or the
maintenance of more than one network by a single organization" until disposition of the oral arguments.
Assurances that the FCC will
not summarily invoke modified regulations following the oral ai'guments were given the industry by
Acting Chairman Craven late
Thursdaj-, after several inquiries.
Comdr. Craven discussed the
matter with Chairman Fly by telephone, after which he issued a
statement that broadcast licensees
"will be afforded opportunity to adjust their operations to accord with
rules with respect to chain broadcastingollo^^^ng
,f
the Commission's
scheduled Sept. 12 oral arguments
on the petition of MBS to amend
the same". He added that "reasonable time will elapse after disposal
of this and any other petition offered on that occasion before making such rules effective".
While there was no explanation
BROADCASTING

Advertising
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1, 1941

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Halted;
Argument
Set
Sept.
12
of what would constitute reasonAll three networks opposed this
hearings on the White Resolution
arbitrary provision.
able time, it was thought this would
curb the FCC's activities, were
be a minimum of two weeks, or posBecause of the magnitude of the to
William S. Paley and Edward
sibly a month.
issue, it is likely that requests for Klauber, for CBS; Niles Trammell
Action was taken on the basis postponement of the Sept. 12 oral and Frank E. Mullen or William
of the petition of MBS, filed Aug. argument date will be sought.
S. Hedges, for NBC; Louis G.
14 after the rupture in conversaMany of the principals would just Caldwell, counsel, and Fred Weber,
tions between Chairman Fly and be returning from their vacations
top officials of NBC. CBS and MBS
and would not have sufficient time general manager, for MBS.
Acting thorized
Chairman
Craven
auhad developed Aug. 7. MBS did to prepare advance briefs or deissuance of the
following
not request oral argument but
tailed arguments, it was thought. public notice sent to all stations
simply sought amendment of the
and networks:
Craven Issues Order
option time provisions, most conOn Aug. 14, 1941, MBS filed with
Comdr.
Craven
was
the
only
troverted of the eight regulations.
the Commission a petitiou requesting
it to amend its regulations dealing
Chairman Fly previously had re- commissioner in Washington when
jected this proposal, after which the action was taken. He issued the with network option time and the term
of affiliation contracts. This petition
he had delivered to the networks
public notice on the oral arguments
been set for oral argument before
a virtual take-it-or-leave-it ulti- after consultation with acting Gen- has
the Commission en bane on Friday,
eral Counsel Thomas E. Harris,
matum. He had proposed a timeSept. 12. 1941 at 10 a.m. at a place
option formula in substance setting who had participated in the net- hereafter to be announced.
work-FCC
conferences
as
alternate
At that time the Commission wiU
up three five-hour segments for
each broadcast day, with two hours
for General Counsel Telford Tay- hear oral argument by MBS, and by
lor.
in each bracket to be exclusively
any other licensees
and to
network
organizations who desire
be heard
Participants in the conferences,
optioned to a particular network,
with
respect
to
the
chain
broadcasting
with the balance free station time.
which began last June following regulations as promulgated, the Mutual

Radio
Senate

Tax

Committee

Out, Franchise
May

Support Substitute
Industry Levy
DESPITE announcement last Wednesday by Chairman George (DGa.) that the Senate Finance Committee had voted to delete from the
1941 Revenue Act, the House-approved 5-15%over
tax on
radio's the
net
time sales
$100,000,
shadow of some sort of franchise
tax for radio and communications
facilities appears increasingly evident.
In announcing
the committee's
action.
Senator George
revealed
that the finance group had not given up the idea of taxing broadcast
facilities and had instructed the
Treasury Department and the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue to
study the possibility of a franchise
tax.
Delay for Research
It was indicated that the committee not only had agreed to look
into the franchise tax proposition
in an exploratory way, but also that
the consensus was in favor of such
an impost, laid out along "cost of
regulation" lines recommended by
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly at an Aug. 18 appearance at
the Senate hearings [Broadcast-
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ing, Aug. 25]. Although Chairman
George indicated the idea definitely
would be considered, he indicated
also that there was little chance of
considering it with the pending bill.
Chairman George also has appointed aspecial two-man subcommittee to look into the radio franchise tax proposition — Senators
Prentiss Bro%vn (D - Mich.) and
Danaher (R-Conn.). It is understood Senators Bro^vn and Danaher
are considering a plan, calculated
to raise about $1,000,000 annually,
based on the quarter-hour rate of
individual stations rather than on
wattage or other considerations.
This would be a franchise rather
than an income tax.
It is thought the Treasury Department would not be able to complete such a study for at least a
month, probably until October at
the earliest, although conceivably
a survey could be rushed through
in time for consideration of a franchise tax by the upper house before
debate on the Revenue Act has
ended in the Senate. Chairman
George indicated the question
likely would be considered in connection with a later revenue measure.
Besides deleting the proposed radio tax, the Senate committee also
eliminated the House - approved
billboard space tax, which along

Idea
Studied
with the radio levy drew heavy fire
from agency, media and advertiser
groups during Senate hearings. Industry and advertising were quick
to caution, however, against any
let-up in opposition, since even with
the Senate knocking out the controverted levies, they still must be
threshed out in House-Senate conferences after the Senate completes
its action on the bill.
Labor Opposition
In view of Chairman
George's
announcement
that the franchise
tax proposition was being studied,
it was thought that chances of
securing approval of the radio and
billboard tax deletion in conference have improved. Assurance
that some sort of tax is being contemplated for radio ^^ill mollify
enough radio-tax proponents to allow complete deletion of the prothought.posal from the finished bill, it is
Regarded by observers as the
clincher in the case against the
radio tax was the testimony of W.
C. Hushing, chairman of the legislative committee of the American
Federation of Labor, during the
final hours of the Senate hearings
on Aug. 23. Pre\iously a united
front of agency, media and advertiser organizations had voiced un(Coutinued on page 50)
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petition, or amy other modification of
any of the chain broadcasting regulations which those appearing desire to
propose. All persons wishing to be
heard are requested to file appearances with the Secretary of the Commission on or before Sept. 10. Written briefs may be filed on or before
Sept. 12.
The chain broadcasting regulations
will not be placed in effect with respect to existing aflSliation contracts,
or network organization station licenses, or the maintenance of more
than one network by a single network
organization, until after the disposition
of the Mutual petition and of any other
which may be filed.
Whether NBC and CBS, in the
light of the postponement, immediately will file suits challenging the
FCC's jurisdiction was conjectural.
It was thought such a move might
be ill-advised, since they will not
have exhausted their legal remedies
before the FCC prior to setting of
an actual effective date for the
regulations. On the other hand,
there was possibility that following
the oral arguments, the Commission might be disposed to postpone
indefinitely the effective date of the
regulations, pending an adjudication of the question of its jurisdiction, based on the contemplated
suits.
Long Newspaper Hearing
Commissioner Craven said he had
designated the Sept. 12 date for
oral arguments because it appeared
to be the only convenient time allowing due notice to parties in interest. The newspaper-divorcement
hearings will reopen Sept. 17, he
pointed out, and may run several
weeks.
The Commission's action alleviates immediate tension in industry
circles. The networks had been
notified by numerous affiliates that
they would not be in a position to
continue existing affiliation contracts if the rules remained as
drafted, to become effective Sept.
16. In many cases, however, affiliates had advised the networks that
they would be disposed to continue
their relationship without contract
but under a "gentleman's agreement", to remain in force until
there is a final adjudication.
Similarly, pressure upon NBC to
dispose of the Blue Network under
the regulation banning dual network service, likewise is temporarily ameliorated. In fact, all of the
eight rules are suspended indefinitely.
While the Commission did not
state that oral arguments would
go to the question of the reasonablenes ofthe regulations, it made
the hearing order sufficiently broad
to warrant such a deduction. Not
only MBS, which filed the only petition before it, but any other licensee or network organization can
appear to cover the chain-broadcasting regulations as promulgated,
as well as any other modification
which they may propose relating to
the network-contract field.
The law department also was
authorized to confer with John J.
Bums, chief counsel for CBS, and
John T. Cahill, head counsel for
NBC, in connection with the projected litigation, so that iirocedure
could be agreed upon. MBS,
Page 8 • September

Arguments
Filed
In ANPA's
Appeal
Hangon Submits 21 Points in
Contesting FCC Subpoena
CARRYING ON procedural details
in connection with the appeal of
an Aug. 15 opinion of Justice James
W. Morris, of the U. S. District
Court for the District of Columbia,
Elisha Hanson, ANPA counsel, last
Tuesday filed with the district
court a statement of 21 points to
be relied upon in appealing Justice
Morris' action in upholding the
FCC position that it has the power
to subpoena witnesses in connection
with general hearings along lines
of the newspaper-ownership in-

FINAL DETAILS of a novel program get a last-minute checkup by
NBC and Wade Advertising Agency staffs aboard the 92-foot power
cruiser, Marlyn, on the Chicago lakefront. Claimed as the first commercial broadcast from a privately-owned boat, the Aug. 17 Morris B. Sachs
Amateur Hour was shortwaved from the boat, with Owner L. T. Roundtree playing host. Left to right are Byron Speirs, NBC engineer; James
Campbell, NBC announcer; Morris B. Sachs, sponsor; Charles Lyon,
m.c. of the Amateur Hour; Bill Jones, of the Wade agency, which produces the show; Marian Nelson, of the agency; A. D. Scott, NBC director; Larry Davidson, of the agency; and Mel Stitzel, orchestra conductor (standing). All seem to be enjoying the stunt.
through Mr. Caldwell, has not indicated any intention of filing suit.
It is understood the postponement
followed a conversation between
Judge Burns and Mr. Harris, at
which time the CBS chief counsel
notified him of his intention of filing suit promptly.
New Effective Date?
It is presumed the Commission
will consider the matter of a new
effective date after disposition of
the oral argument, because the
decision of the networks on the
timing of the jurisdictional suits
unquestionably will have a bearing
on this ultimate action.
NBC and CBS originally had
planned to file their suits — probably in the New York Federal
courts — between Sept. 2 and 10 because of the court rules requiring
at least five days' notice [Broadcasting, Aug. 18-25].
The postponement action obviates the necessity of intercession by
Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.) in
the proceedings. He originally had
used his good offices in bringing
Chairman Fly and the network executives together for the conferences. Senator Wheeler left Washington last week-end for a series of
speeches in the West. It was stated
in his office that he probably would
not return to Washington until
latter September, but that he could
be contacted by telephone in the
event another "crisis" developed.
More Candy Spots
ROCKWOOD & Co., Brooklyn
( Choc-so-candy) , in September and
October is adding WGAR, KDKA
and WSBT to the three stations already signed to carry thrice weekly
participations on homemaking programs. Those three are WOR,
KHJ and WLS. Agency is Federal Adv. Agency, New York.
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WmCHELL
LEADING
SECTIONAL SURVEY
WALTER WINCHELL'S Sunday
evening
Journal
of news Jergen's
and gossip
was broadcast
the most
popular program with southern and
western listeners during May, June
and July; The Aldrick Family was
tops
eastern
and
Bob 'with
Hope was
first audiences
in the North
Central region during that period,
according to the Hooper Sectional
Ratings Report.
The service shows quartely ratings for Red, Blue, CBS and MBS
programs in the four geographic
areas, under four headings, "Setsin-Use," "Network Ratings,"
"Available Audience" or the percentage "at home and awake," and
"Recruiting Efficiency" or the proportion of the available audience
which is actually listening.
The Winchell program on the Pacific Coast at 8-8:15 p.m. Sundays
had top network rating with 29.4%,
and that time on the Coast also had
the largest percentage of set-in-use,
39.7%, for the quarter. Highest
available audience was found in the
North Central area between 7 and
7 :30 Monday evenings, when 86.09c
were at home and awake. Highest
recruiting efficiency was found in
the East on Thursdays between 9
and 9:30 p.m., when Major Bowes
and Bing Crosby were both on.
Parkay Net Series
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago
(Parkay Margarine), through
Needham, Louis & Brorby, that
city, on Aug. 31 started for 39
weeks. The Gi-eat Gilder sleeve, on
28 NBC-Red stations, Sunday,
6:30-7 p.m. (EDST). Series stars
Harold Peary, supported by Walter
Tetley and Lurene Tuttle. Leonard
Levinson writes the serial. Musical
background is provided by William
Randolph's orchestra. Cecil Underwood is agency producer. Jim Bannon announces, with Wilson Edwards doing cut-in commercials.
BROADCASTING

Under the Aug. 15 opinion and
quiry.
through an order subsequently
signed by Justice Morris, James G.
Stahlman,
publisher
of the ANPA
Nashville Banner
and former
president, would be required to answer a subpoena to testify at the
newspaper-ownership investigation,
now scheduled to reopen Sept. 17
[Broadcasting, Aug. 18]. Mr.
Hanson, acting as counsel for Mr.
Stahlman, on Aug. 21 filed notice
with the court that he would carry
the case to the U. S. Court of Appeals [Broadcasting, Aug. 25].
Long Delay Seen
Under established procedure Mr.
Hanson has 40 days from the time
of filing the notice of appeal with
the district court to file a complete
record of the case with the court of
appeals. tensionAnalso may
additional
50-day
exbe granted
by the
lower court. In view of this, it is
not thought the court of appeals
will hear the case before November.
In his statement of points for appeal Mr. Hanson followed the line
of his argument before Justice
Morris, maintaining that the FCC
did not have the power to conduct
the newspaper-ownership inquiry,
and since this was illegal, it had no
power to subpoena Mr. Stahlman,
who is now on active duty in the
Public Relations Office of the Navy
as a lieutenant commander, to appear at the proceeding. The case is
regarded as a far-reaching test of
the investigatory and subpoena
powers of an administrative agency
such as the FCC.
Disc Repeat for Benny
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Jell-0), resuming the weekly NBC Jack Benny Sho7v on Oct. 5
will release the West Coast repeat
via transcriptions on a group of
Pacific Blue stations, Sunday, 8:309 p.m. (PST), with the early live
broadcast being heard transcontinentally on Red stations, 7-7:30
p.m. (EST). Live broadcast will
simultaneously be heard on the
West Coast with its eastern release. Benny has long sought to get
away from his West Coast repeat,
and reportedly
has it
made
manypast.
efforts to eliminate
in the
Just how many Blue stations will
take the transcribed programs was
not known at this writing. Agency
is Young & Rubicam, New York.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Pact
in ASCAP
Safeguards
Seeks
|NAB
day in drafting the new language.
sympathy
with
the
NBC
terms, it
NBC
Deal
Progresses ;
These revisions, it is understood, will become the pattern for the inwill make it clear that networks
Action Possible by
dustry as a whole. Those networks
or stations can shift from blanket
and stations which already have
End of Week
license to per-use, or vice versa, signed with ASCAP have been
anj^ime during the nine-year life
A.DDITIOXAL protective clauses
"most favored nation" clause
of the contract. It also was agreed givan
m the proposed contract forms
protection, and contracts automatically will be readjusted to conform
R-hich would result in return of that the proposal would be available to stations for the entire nine- with the NBC formula, admittedly
iASCAP music to the NBC netkvorks for the first time since last year period, without change in the best thus far under consideration since the rupture with ASCAP
tian. 1 still must be provided before rate. Adequate provision likewise
|the NAB executive committee will is being made for clearance of last year.
at the source, just
The NAB committee, which met
1-ecommend to the industry that the transcriptions
as network programs will be at the Hotel Roosevelt, had six of
(formula for a truce in the copyright
cleared.
the seven executive committee
twar appears satisfactory.
members present, along with
Five Forms Drafted
I Following a two-day session in
several other industry observers.
^ew York last Wednesday and
Some five different forms of con- In addition to NAB President
[Thursday, the committee suggested
tract, covering networks and single
{a series of changes in the proposed
Mr. Morency, the comstations, under either blanket or Miller and
mittee members were John Elmer,
icontract, designed to provide greatper-use formulas, have been draft- WCBM, Baltimore; Don S. Elias,
jest possible protection for the ined. The ASCAP Board on Aug. 1 WWNC, A s h e V i 1 1 e ; James D.
dustry and still conform with the announced
it had approved terms
Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati, and
ji'equirements of the copyright con- of the proposed contract with NBC,
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha.
,jsent decrees.
a week of almost con- William H. West Jr., WTMV, East
:i NAB President Neville Miller following
stant negotiations. Since that time,
iand possibly other members of the
111., was the only memconversations have been going for- St. Louis,
ber absent. Also sitting in were
ijseven-man executive committee are
ward between NBC and its affili- Messrs. Klauber and Brauner of
H,o return to New York Sept. 2 to
ates, as well as NAB, in connection
CBS; NBC vice-president Woods,
treview the revised contracts and, with precise terms.
Frank M. Russell and Sidney N.
iafter telephonic contact with other
Strotz, and NBC attorney Myers
CBS was represented at the execTnembers of the committee, plan
utive committee sessions by Ed- and C. E. Arney Jr., assistant to
to issue a statement recommending
ward Klauber, executive vice-pres- the president of the NAB.
the agreement, if the additional
ident, and Julius Brauner, of its
The fact that the contract must
ipafeguards
are adequately pro- law department. It is understood
rvided.
now be ratified by a new ASCAP
the network is not planning to take board presents another possibility
May Sign Within Week
the initiative in reopening negotia- for an upset. The old board, which
tions with ASCAP, taking the po- had ratified the agreement reached
J With officials of both NBC and
sition that it had already made
iASCAP expressing confidence
by negotiations between the
'there will be no further hitches, it ASCAP an offer which as yet has ASCAP radio com.mittee and NBC
not evoked a reply nor a counternvas predicted that NBC President
executives, held its last meeting
offer.
'Niles Trammell and ASCAP PresiAwait NAB Action
Aug.
25, ofsince
whenmembers
ASCAP'sby first
election
board
the
ident Gene Buck probably would
'sign the network form of contract
Although there has been unfavorSociety's general membership has
able reaction from a substantial
been completed.
I ;prior to the end of the week. In
Twelve of the 24 seats on the
number of broadcasters to the
!||substance, it will provide a blanket
board were declared vacant for the
scommercial license fee of 2%^1- of ASCAP form of contract, it nevertheless was felt that once the NAB
jjnet time sales for the network and
election, which resulted in the reelection of seven incumbents and
Ijspecify of net time sales for Executive Committee signifies its
listations. The alternative station
r|per-use contract will specify 8'^:'c
ll'Of net time sales, with payments
' music.
only on programs using ASCAP
It is estimated the new terms, if
[applied to the entire industry,
would give ASCAP an annual revejnue from radio of about $3,000,000,
as compared with the §4.200,000
.estimated figure under the terms
agreed to last May by ilBS and as
j.against approximately $5,100,000
fpaid to ASCAP by the industry in
jl940 under the old b'^/c contract.
», Changes in the form of basic
'■contract suggested by committee
'members immediately were taken
up with ASCAP Thursday by Mark
Woods, NBC
vice-president and
treasurer;
Paul
W. Morency,
WTIC, Hartford, as a member of
the executive committee, and President Miller, who was present at
ASCAP's
marking with
the
first time invitation,
he had counselled
ASCAP representatives since the
breach of last year.
It was stated that some progress
had been made and that Robert P.
Myers, NBC copyright attorney,
and Herman Finklestein, ASCAP
counsel, worked until the small
hours Thursdav and again on Fri-

WHEN A TORNADO wrecked two towers of KMBC, Kansas City,
Aug. 25, one of the towers, 544 feet high, fell on this house, 250
feet from the tower base. The antenna broke in the center before
falling. Occupants of the house Jiarrowly avoided injury [see story
on page 42].

March of Time?
ALTHOUGH Lever Bros.
Co., Cambridge,
has not will
announced what program
fill the Friday 7:30-8 p.m.
period
on NBC-Red
which
has bought
for Swan
Soapit
starting Oct. 3, it is understood the company is interested in reviving the March
of Time,
last broadcast
ing the spring
of 1939duron
NBC under sponsorship of
Time tion
magazine.
No confirmacould be obtained
from
NBC nor from the agency.
Young & Rubicam, New York,
as Broadcasting went to

thepress.
replacement of five former
board members by new persons. Of
the six writer-members elected,
Deems Taylor and Otto A. Harbach were reinstated for threeyear terms, and Oley Speaks, for
two years; new writer board members are Richard Rodgers and L.
Wolfe Gilbert for three-year terms
and Goeffrey O'Hara for one year.
The six publisher members elected
include newcomers, R. F. Murray
for three years and A. Walter
Kramer for one year, while Walter
S. Fisher, J. J. Robbins and J. J.
Bregman were re-elected for three
years and Gustave Schirmer for
two years.
New ASCAP Board
The temper of the new members
is still a matter for conjecture, but
it is no secret that the approval of
the agreement with NBC by the
old board was by no means unanimous and that if the five new members should side with the opposition faction their combined weight
might be enough to change the former result and bring about a decision to stop attempting to make a
deal with the broadcasters but to
go ahead with the projected damage suit against NBC, CBS, NAB
and BMI.
Failure of the NAB thus far to
follow IRNA's example in approving the NBC-ASCAP deal has added to the conviction of one faction
of ASCAP members that the broadcasters are making motions to
stave off this suit but that they intend to find ways of keeping
ASCAP music oflt the air as long
as possible, probably until the end
of the year and certainly until the
end of the third quarter. The NBC
negotiations are designed, this faction believes, to impress both
ASCAP and the advertisers with
the idea that progress is being
made, thus keeping the sponsors
from insisting for the immediate
return of ASCAP music as well as
blocking legal action from ASCAP.
Big Piukliam Drive
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE
Co.,ed the
Lynn,
Mass.,
Sept. 1 startlargest
spot oncampaign
in its
history for its vegetable compound
using one-minute electrical transcriptions 5to 18 times weekly on
184 stations throughout the country. Agency is Erwin, Wasey &
Co., New York.
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Higher

Phone

Tax

To Affect Industry
Long-Distance Levy Doubled
By Senate Committee
DOUBLING of the excise tax on
use of long-distance telephone circuits in the 1941 Revenue Act by
the Senate Finance Committee will
add an appreciable item to the
operating expense of broadcasters,
large users of telephone facilities.
In addition to approving House
schedules on excise imposts on radio receiver and parts sales, raised
from the former bVzVo to 10%, the
Senate committee raised the tax on
the use of telephone facilities, such
as the long-distance lines used in
broadcast service, from 5% to
10%.
With many stations paying from
several hundred to more than a
thousand dollars monthly in telephone and line charges, the 10%
levy would amount to a sizable sum
for individual operators. It is estimated the annual telephone bill of
stations and networks reaches from
$8,000,000 to $10,000,000. Action on
the bill is yet to be taken by the
Senate and by House and Senate
conferees.
Local Service Tax
Although the Senate committee
voted to exempt leased wires, general ticker circuits and burglar
alarm systems from the tax on
communications, it approved a flat
10% levy on long-distance telephone calls, telegrams, radiograms
and cables. It doubled the House
tax of 5% on local telephone bills,
and voted a 10% tax on leased wire
talking circuits. The House bill
provided a 5-cent tax on messages
and conversations costing between
24 and 50 cents, and an additional
5-cent charge per 50 cents above
the initial half-dollar toll.
Tuthill Reported Buyer
Of NBC Artist Service
DANIEL S. TUTHILL, assistant
manager of NBC's program and
talent sales division, is reliably reported to have completed negotiations with the network for the acquisition of its talent management
operations, but as Broadcasting
went to press no confirmation
could be obtained from either Mr.
Tuthill or NBC.
Deal includes both the popular
talent division, covering work in
radio, movies and personal appearances in theatres, night clubs, etc.,
and the concert service, covering
appearances in concert and opera.
NBC will continue, however, to
handle its own package shows, such
as Information Please, Vic & Sade,
Fibber McGee & Molly, etc., which
the network has written, cast and
produced itself for sale to sponsors
as complete programs.
Freed Names Fertig
FREED RADIO Corp., New York,
manufacturer of Freed-Eisemann
FM radio phonograph combination
sets, has appointed Lawrence Fertig & Co., New York, to handle its
advertising. The companv has used
radio to promote its FM sets, but
future plans have not been made.
Page 10 • September
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ut alsmaadll
aboion
vertiser bothernat
uld aage
WHYforeigsho
n -la
ngu
markets?
Their message reaches
every possible potential buyer
ular advertising chanthrough reg
nels. Small markets and special
campaigns are more trouble than
they are worth.
These were the arguments set
forth by a national advertiser in
1932 when approached by the
Joseph Jacobs Jewish Market Organization. True, they had spent
some money for advertising in the
Jewish press, but a special radio
program for the Jewish market
would be superfluous. The general
message served for all groups.
A Distinct Group
But Joseph Jacobs, head of the
New York firm bearing his name,
had some figures and arguments to
counter. New York City, he pointed
out, has over 2^/4 million Jews who
spend $l,000,000-plus daily on various products. And the Jewish
market was a separate and distinct
if not unique class in the foreign
language group.
Many of them still lived by
dietary laws which had been functioning for thousands of years.
Their concern was whether certain
foodstuffs were "kosher" — meaning
conforming to certain age-old laws.
Here was a spending potential of
$1,000,000 which had to be given a
specialized attention.
Take any product as an example
— Maxwell House Cofi^ee, he argued.
The general advertising message
might stress freshness, packaging.
Though this is important to the
Jewish market, it would hold little
selling value. But describe that
samePassover
product and
as it
"kosher"
uses
on
could beforturned
to a best-seller on the Jewish storeshelves overnight.
The recordOver
speaks
for Jacobs'
arguments.
400,000
pounds
of Maxwell House coffee are now
sold during the seven-day Passover
period. The list can be multiplied
manyfold with cleanser, salt, shortening, salad oil, etc.
And Then Success
The Joseph Jacobs Organization
had been functioning in this market
for more than 20 years. During
that period it had served as the advertising department for all the
Jewish dailies in New York City.
It decided to enter the radio field in
1932.
For years it went along with
moderate success, advancing these
same arguments gaining a sponsor
here and there but still convinced
the market had a far greater value
than national advertisers recognized.
Then something happe, ed. Radio
men began to sit up and take notice.
One after another national advertisers appeared in the Jewish field,
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all placed through
theand
Jacobs'
organization. WEVD
WMCA
were carrying several Jev/ish programs daily for national sponsors.
After many dormant years,
Joseph Jacobs came direct to the
advertising agencies handling national accounts. He proposed to
operate with and through them as
an advisor and counsel for the
Jewish market in New York. Part
of the
sponsor's
would
be turned
over appropriation
by the agency
handling the account to the Jacobs
Organization to be used for the
Jewish field. The firm acted as the
intermediate functionary between
the manufacturer and the Jewish
trade and public.
Success was immediate. In a
single announcement, the Joseph
Tetley Tea Co., one of the first
sponsors under the new setup, drew
more than 7,000 replies. Others
took notice. B. T. Babbit Inc., New
York, manufacturers of cleanser,
became a sponsor of a Jewish progiam, as did Kemp Bros. Packing
Co., Frankfort, Ind., for its Sun
Rayed Tomato Juice; Best Foods
Inc.; New York, for Hellmann's
Mayonnaise; R. B. Davis, Hoboken, for Cocomalt, baking powder,
and others.
Aii programming, production and
presentation, for the Jewish field
is handled by the Jacobs agency
without direct supervision fiom the
agency in charge of the account.
Indeed, the success of sponsors in
the Jewish field has been due to the
type of program and advertising
message used. They appealed to the
simple life of the devout, still
clinging to the customs of their
forefathers. They consist of songs
of the synagogue or light humorous
ditties; homespun philosophies
with a religious touch, hints to
women around the house emphasizing the uses of products
as they
\.„^
tend to fit into the pattern of everyday ritual life.

How cifferent the Jewish market
can be is demonstrated in the campaign about to be undertaken for
Kotex. Ordinarily a taboo product
on the radio, it will be shown to be
practically the same type of product
used 2,000 years ago and recommended in the Jewish book of customs and laws. To the religious,
such an appeal is tremendous. Only
a thorough knowledge of the people and the field would lead the
Jacobs
Organization to attempt
such a campaign.
"The Jewish field is probably
more complicated than any other
foreign language group and certainly the most unique," Mr. Jacobs
points out. "In addition to knowing
the peculiarities of the people —
and they are many and varied —
one must be something of a sociologist. To a large measure the key to
success in the Jewish field is knowing the trends of the new and older
generatio
ns. learned that as the
"We have
foreign-born become more Americanized, they get away from reading the Jewisl- press. Yet that same
group never loses a taste for Yiddish programs. The potential Jewish listening audience therefore is
much greater than the Jewish reading audience, in the same class.
Returns from announcements show
75 and more written in English
though the announcement was made
in Yiddish.
"The Jewish market is one of the
most important fields in the New
York City area. Certainly it is the
largest and therefore spends the
most money of any of the foreign
language groups. Our job is to aid
national advertisers to tap this
great reservoir through special appeal of their products."
Burma- Vita Test
BURMA-VITA Co., Minneapolis,
on Sept. 29 will start a test campaign in Detroit and Cincinnati
for Burma-Shave. A varied schedule of one-minute transcribed announcements featuring the Romeos, NBC trio, will be placed on
practically all stations in both markets. Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago, is agency.
STAFF members of KLZ. Denver,
have and
organized
"Dime-a-Month"
club,
from thea mouey
paid in as
duesialcomes
giftsto onill specoccasionsfinancing
or flowersforsent
staff
members.

STANDARD GOES TO SEA as Skipper Milt Blink (r) co-owner of
Standard Radio, transcription library producers, Chicago, transfers his
office to the bounding main of Lake Michigan, entertaining Howard
Chernoff (at the helm), managing director of West Virginia Network, and
Kay Pyle, manager of KFBI, Wichita.
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Evening
Drama,
2. The increase of evening dramatic shows in both numbers and
News, Commentary
time-on-the-air,
which did not afSeries Also
fect the average rating as some of
the newcomers rated high and some
low.
Popular
3. A similar increase in evening
THE 1940-41 winter radio seaaudience participation programs
(Eon may be described as the cul- with the same dispersion in ratings
•tmination of several incipient ten- to keep the average steady.
•jdencies, but — on the other hand —
4. A continuation among eve■las devoid of any distinct new
ning news and news commentary
^trends. It was withal a period of
programs of the trend away from
'jripening. Logically, perhaps, new
stage-screen gossip towards war
i'blossoming could not be expected news.
5. The continuing complete dom'jat such a time, and no new blosination of daji;ime radio by dradid come."
jjEoming
.j That summation is quoted from
matic serials, occupying almost
.|"Radio Program Audiences — Oc- 81% of all time-on-the-air during
Itober 1940 to April 1941", semiJannual comprehensive report of the their part of the day.
News More Popular
.'Cooperative Analysis of BroadcastIn its analysis of special events
ing which, by aggregating the stabroadcasts, the report shows that
tistics of the CAB semi-monthly
reports, gives an over-all picture the 1940 World Series broadcasts
■ of trends and developments of net- on MBS had an average rating of
iwork commercial programs,
25.2; the football broadcasts averaged 30.1 for the season, and the
i! From the 405,000 completed tele;jphone interviews in 33 major cit- four major prize-fights averaged
19.2. On the political front. Presi' ies
last winter, the CAB
notesduring
as significant:
dent Roosevelt's last four cam1. The continued decrease in the
paign broadcasts averaged 37.3, as
number of evening variety pro- compared to a 21.7 rating for Willgrams, which, however, continued kie's four final broadcasts.
News broadcasts between 5 and
J to command the highest average
; audience of any type of program
7 p.m. were more popular than in
: while dropping from first to third either the 7-9 p.m. or 9-midnight
periods, the report states, pointing
place in total time-on-the-air.
EVENING

COMMERCIAL
PROGRAM
October, 1940— April, 1941

TYPES

Audience
HIGHEST

RATLNGS

Individually, the 10 evening programs with the highest average
ratings during the October-April
period were:
1. Jack Benny (39.9)
2. Chase & Sanborn (36.9)
3. Fibber McGee & Molly (32.6)
4. Lux Radio Theatre (32.3)
5. Bob Hope (29.6)
6. Aldrich Family (28.2)
7. Kate Smith (25.8)
8. Major Bowes (25.5)
9. One Man's Family (22.5)
10. Fitch Bandwagon (22.3)
During the daytime, the following five programs had the highest
individual averages:
1. Ma Perkins (10.2)
2.
3. Pepper
Vic and Young's
Sade (9.3)Family (9.5)
4. Life Can Be Beautiful (9.2)
5. Woman in White (9.1)
The Metropolitan Opera broadcasts on Saturday afternoons had
an average rating of 11.5 for the
season.
out, however,
"the lack
of lis-9
tening to newsthatbetween
7 and
may well be due to fewer offerings
during
that period."
The report
also gives extensive
DAYTIME

Programs
data regarding individual program
ratings, with breakdowns by geographical areas and by income
groups as well as for all listeners.
Regarding the income pattern of
the 1940-41 winter evening audience, the report points out that
"the radio audience is not homogeneous" and that "programs present a wide range of economic,
social and intellectual as well as
emotional appeals." Analyzing the
audiences to Information Please
and the Good Will Hour, programs
with obviously "different" appeals,
the study shows:
Season
Income Groups
Average
Upper
Middle Lower
Information
22.5 17.0 9.8
Please 14.3
Good WiU
12.2
8.5 12.0 1.3.7
AllHour
Evening
Programs ___12.4
12.1 13.8 11.9
A change in the CAB method
during the last year, whereby the
elapsed interval between interviewperiods was shortened, makes detailed comparison between last
winter and the 1939-40 season impossible. "And yet," the CAB
states, "while comparative reckoning is a statistical sin and on the
whole could not be recommended
as fruitful of anything but error,
it does seem evident to the practiced eye of those who compile
(Continued on joage i6)

COMMERCIAL
PROGRAM
October, 1940— April, 1941

TYPES

FAMILIAR MUSIC
I— MAUDIENCE PARTICIPATION 0.5
HYMNS^-^""^
0.8—1 ^|—
POPULAR
NEWS 0.5MUSIC 0.5

AMILIAR MUSIC 4.9

NOTE — Each program type has been allotted the number of hours which all programs minute programs broadcast five times a week have been considered as 1^4. hours per week
in that type represent. The chart is based on the table of program types. Fifteenfor the number of weeks investigated. 15-minute programs three times a week =}4 hour, etc.
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Ownership

Inspires
Dozen
Swaps
Blue outlet, but leases it from the ing the last fortnight. For obvious
reasons, however, it was thought
Washington Star.
Drastic Decision Brings Negotiations
Because it is expected that the inadvisable to reveal the identity
Blue ultimately will be sold, with of the stations engaged in such
For Exchanges Among
Cities
WJZ as the key, and possibly with conversations, particularly since
A SIEGE of station "swaps" involving possibly a dozen outlets WENR, no serious problem on the there is no conclusive ruling that
in primary markets, as well as a score of others in secondary
multiple ownership overlap situa- the Commission can make the proposed regulation stick. The basic
tion is contemplated in either New
areas, appears in the offing as the upshot of the FCC's proposed
thought is that if the Commission
York or Chicago. In Washington
ban on multiple ownership of stations where substantial overcan enforce its chain-monopoly
it is assumed the Star ultimately
lap of service results.
regulations, slated for final oral
Since announcement of the tentative rule last Aug. 5, activity will procure full operating status
argument on Sept. 12, then it will
for
WMAL,
alleviating
that
situahas been brisk among station owners who feel they might fall
tion. An application to that end have a relatively easy task enforcwithin the purview of the drastic restriction. No deals actually already is pending. Thus, it aping the overlapping service ban.
The Commission has made clear
have been consummated, but steps
pears, the San Francisco situation
that it does not intend to publish
are being taken for quick action Station proprietors obviously af- is the only problem that would
should there develop reasonable as- fected because of ownership of seriously affect NBC on the long a list of stations which, in its judgsurance that the Commission can two or more stations in the same
ment, fall within the scope of the
haul, under the new rule.
make the far-reaching order stick, market have been burning up the
duplicating service rule. FCC atCoast Project
long-distance lines in attempting to
torneys, however, unofficially have
Perhaps a Fight
stated that a minimum of 40 such
devise tentative exchange transacWhile NBC, following the course
tions. A station in a major market,
situations, involving posThe contemplated rule [Broadit already hah undertaken in re- ownership
sibly 100 stations, appear to exist.
casting, Aug. 11] is slated for oral for example, has scoured the roster
serving the right to challenge the
to find a station of possibly equivaargument before the Commission
FCC's jurisdiction on the entire set The Commission simply notified all
lent status in a parallel market
en banc Oct. 6, under the very
of chain monopoly regulations, is stations of the rule and the Oct.
with which to swap. No less than
6 oral arguments, and is leaving it
general language used in the order
expected to resist the new regua dozen instances of this nature are
to the judgment of the proprietors
lation, there is already preliminary
(No. 84). Parties in interest, howas to whether they should appear
known to be in the preliminary
ever, are authorized to submit
talk of a swap on the Coast.
to
present arguments against the
briefs at least two weeks prior to negotiating stage.
In Los Angeles, KECA, 5,000rule and otherwise argue the questhe argument, or by Sept. 22. It
NBC's Problem
watt regional, is owned by Earle
is known that several of the parties
tion of what they think the ComC. Anthony Inc. and operates as
NBC, by virtue of four existing
mission shoii.ld regard as constitutaffected will resist the Commisthe NBC-Blue outlet. The big Anmultiple ownership (or operation)
ing objectionable overlap.
sion's move and challenge its juris- overlapping service situations, orthony station, KFI, is the 50,000Likewise, the Commission has
diction to force elimination of muldinarily would be most vitally af- watt NBC-Red outlet. KECA and
tiple ownership under the existing
KGO,
both
being
Blue
outlets,
not interpreted the word "control"
fected. But since it is already unlaw.
that it is not limder virtual mandate, to which it might readily be exchanged, to beyondited to saying
majority stock ownership
has not acceded legally, to dispose bring about compliance with the
Despite this, several broadcasters already have conferred with of the Blue Network, the new ban Commission's overlapping service but includes "actual working control in whatever manner exerFCC Chairman James Lawrence
ban, it was pointed out.
is really a secondary consideration.
cised". It stated that because of
On the other hand, the chain
NBC owns WEAF and WJZ,
Fly, prime mover of the proposed
the variables involved, it will not
new rule as he has been of other 50,000-watt key stations, in New
monopoly regulations, still in dis- attempt to establish the exact limYork. In Chicago it has WMAQ,
pute, specify that a network may
radical moves affecting broadcastitations on duplicating service unfulltime 50,000-watt Red outlet, not operate more than one station
ing, regarding the Commission's
til it hears oral argument and rereaction to station exchanges as a and WENR, halftime 50 kilowatin New York, Chicago and Los Anvises the proposed order.
means of compliance. While the ter. In San Francisco it has KPO,
geles or San Francisco. There have
The order, as now drafted in
Chairman has not been available which it owns as a Red key, and been indications that this order
for direct quotation, it is learned KGO, 7,500-watt outlet, which is would be relaxed to encompass both tentative form, would result in
Los Angeles and San Francisco, promulgation of a new section of
qualified for 50,000 watts, licensed
reliably that he indicated the Commission would be disposed to act to it but actually owned by the as well as Washington. But, as the Commission's regulations (Section 3.35) dealing vdth multiple
things stand now, no change has
favorably upon such applications,
General Electric Co. In Washingownership. This would prescribe
ton NBC owns the Red outlet, been made.
probably to the extent of approvthat no person shall directly or ining them without hearing.
WRC, with 5,000 watts, and holds
A number of other "swap deals"
directly own, operate or control a
To questions as to whether the the license for WMAL, 5,000-watt
are known to have progressed dui-- standard broadcast station "that
Commission would be inclined to
would serve a substantial portion
approve removal of second outlets
of the area served by another
from existing markets as a means
standard broadcast station owned,
THEY
WERE
IN
THE
ARMY
THEN
of compliance, the chairman is unoperated
or controlled by such perderstood to have said the CommisOne of a Series
sion would be receptive, provided
Technical Problems
such moves could be achieved technically and the needed service
The rule specifies that it would
would be provided. In this connecbecome
effective immediately for
tion, however, few physical moves
son". stations. A proviso, however,
new
appeared likely, because of the genwould give existing entities affected
erally crowded spectrum in major
six months from the effective date
markets and the competitive aspect.
in which to comply, with the
Virtually all of the owners conadded
the Commistacted by Broadcasting appeared
sion provison
could extend that
the effective
date
inclined toward station exchanges
from
time
to
time
"in
order
to
peras the best means of salvaging
mit the orderly disposition of proptheir interests and complying with
the forthcoming ban. The most obA number of broadcasters revious move — sale of the second outported they were somewhat beerties". wildered by the Commission's aclet— it was pointed out, generally
would prove undesirable because it
tion, because of the failure to provide sufficient data upon which to
would become a buyer's market
appraise the manner in which the
and, despite the six-month leeway
regulation would affect the operallowed by the FCC for "orderly
ADVERTISING AGENCY, network and station representative are repations. The Commission's only andisposition of properties", such
resented in this panel of World War I soldiers, now prominent in the
swer to this, it is reported, has
transactions nevertheless would
radio field. Their identities and brief sketches of their service records
{Continued on page 25)
will be found on page 25.
take on a forced sale aspect.
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Higgins
Moves
Boats
Over
the
WHEN WE THINK of motor
boats we think of an article well
World^s
Largest Motor
Boat
Firm
up in the luxury class; and motor
boat advertising is usually confined
Notu a Heavy
Buyer of Time
to the national yachting journals
or the exclusive magazines such as
By GEORGE
W. RAPPLEYEA
Spur and Fortune.
Assistant
to
President,
Higgins
Industries Inc., New Orleans
Three years ago we sold a motor
boast cruiser to Joseph Uhalt, head
providing the listener was a bona
ganized for the purpose of stimuof WDSU. A short time afterlating interest in the Spanish lan- fide motor boat owner and sent in
wards, when the station's salesman
guage and incorporating a better with his request, not only his name
called upon us, we showed our ap- understanding between this counand address but the name of his
preciation by purchasing a small
try and Latin America. On the
boat, its length, and the make and
amount of time in the way of spot program, consuls of the Latin
horsepower of its engine. From this
announcements.
single announcement 48 bona fide
American Republics and Central
and South American professors of requests were received. How many
Spots That Paid
local universities are frequent
people on the street would you have
The spot announcements were fol- guests on the broadcast.
to stop to find one motor boat
lowed by an increase in the sale
owner? There are less than 300,000
On
Aug.
24
the
new
City
Park
of outboard motors and marine supmotor boat owners in all the United
Plant
of
Higgins
Industries
Inc.
plies and the contract for the spot
announcements was extended over was dedicated as the largest boat States.
building plant in the world under
Higgins Industries capitalizes
a year.
Andrew J. Higgins, president of one roof, devoted exclusively to the their radio programs by featuring
Higgins Industries, recognized the building of commercial and naval the day, hour, and radio stations
of the broadcast in local advertispossibilities of radio advertising. If motor boats.
ing such as newspapers, magazines,
When Higgins Industries began
spot announcements could bring
recognized results a sponsored pro- to use radio advertising they em- and yacht club programs. A fourgram should contribute towards the
ployed 150 men. Today, three years page stuffer is inserted in the envelopes of all out-going mail. This
healthy growi;h of the organization. later, Higgins Industries employs
circular describes the radio proMr. Higgins suggested the Ship- 2,000. Of course most of these men
grams, the stations, and the day
Ahoy program; devoted to sea are building naval combat motor
and hour on which the programs
stories, tales of the Navy, Coast boats.
Guard, and merchant marine,
It would be ridiculous to say
In the Evening
yachting stories and Mississippi that the Higgins radio programs
appear.
River yarns.
on WDSU and WNOE were enBecause it is necessary to reach
The program was on at 7 p.m.
tirely responsible for the phenom- the businessman the programs are
enal growth of the company, any always spotted in the evenings bethree nights a week, dedicated to
tween 6 and 8 p.m. Mimeographed
the United States Power Squad- more than it would be fair to say
rons, an organization of several that the Signal Corp. of the U. S. copies are made of the most interthousand men interested in yacht- Army won the first World War.
esting programs and these are
ing affairs, the Navy, Coast Guard,
But the Signal Corp did its part mailed to all persons whom the
and merchant marine.
to help win that war and radio company believes would be interested in the program. For example :
Mr. Higgins took an unusual in- programs have contributed to the
Mimeographed copies of the scripts
terest in the conduct of the pro- success of Higgins Industries.
of the Pan American programs
The scripts of the Pan American
gram. He arranged to secure as
guest speakers interesting personradio programs and other trav- are mailed to all the company's
alities, including Coast Guard and
elogue broadcasts have been based sales agents in Central and South
America.
Naval officers ranging in rank from
upon material furnished by Samuel
enlisted men to admirals. At the end Coff of the American Express
When a high ranking U. S. enof three months the sales in maTravel Service.
gineer officer is a guest, mimeorine supplies, outboard motors, magraphed copies of the program are
Persistence
Pays
rine engines, and motor boats
mailed to all the different district
showed an increase of 20% over the
It was found that persistence in engineer offices in the country.
same three months of the preceding
radio advertising pays good divi- When the admiral of the Coast
year.
dends. Prospective customers of Guard spoke on the Ship-Ahoy proMr. Higgins was convinced of the
Higgins
Industries, who are owngram, mimeographed copies were
possibility of radio advertising. At
ers
or
operators
of
motor
boats,
mailed
to all yachting clubs and
the end of a year the Ship-Ahoy have become steady listeners of the
Coast Guard district headquarters.
program was reduced from three
This is an institutional type of
broadcasts a week to two, simply Higgins radio programs. It has
because business had grown to such been stated by advertising authori- advertising that reaches far beties that every written request is
a point that it was not possible for
yond the range of the radio staequal to a thousand listeners.
the office force to arrange more
tions. The range of five hundred
than two broadcasts each week.
On one broadcast Higgins Indus- watt radio stations may be limited
For the year 1941 the Ship-Ahoy
tries announced they would give a to a definite number of miles but
program was reduced to one broad- booklet on motor boat operation,
the mimeographed copies of the racast a week but another program
was added, known as the Pa?i
America program on WNOE at
MOTOR BOATS are decidedly luxury items. But the world's
7:15 p.m. Tuesday evenings.
largest
builder of motor boats is a confirmed radio user now
Largest Plant in World
that
two
programs have confirmed the sales possibilities of radio
This program is devoted to Pan
American relations and travelogues
as discovered in a brief spot series. This spot schedule, curiously
on Central and South American
was
a sort of courtesy gesture to WDSU, New Orleans, after
countries. At the present time the
radio listeners are being conducted
on a radio cruise to all of the other Joseph Uhalt, the manager, had bought a motor boat from
Higgins. Pleased with its two current programs, Higgins is com20 American republics.
It is dedicated to the Club La
pleting plans for a third series to start during the autumn.
America, a local organization orPage 14 • September
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MR. HIGGINS
dio scripts can reach half way
around the world.
Andrew J. Higgins, executive
head of Higgins Industries, evidently gives credit to radio advertising
for he has just signed a contract
with WWL for a third series of
programs to be started this fall.
Durante

May

Be Named

To Replace Fanny Brice
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Maxwell House coffee), for
the fourth consecutive season, on
Sept. 4 brings back Coffee Time
on 97 NBC-Red stations, Thursday, 8-8:30 p.m. (EDST), with
West Coast repeat, 8:30-9 p.m. Although it was not known at this
writing if Hanley Stafford in his
Daddy role returns to the program,
Fanny Brice with her Baby Snooks
skit is to again be featured as well
as Frank Morgan. Meredith Willson is musical director. John Conte
has been re-signed as m.c. and
vocalist. Guest talent, as foils to
Morgan's
is toweeks.
be included for thecomedy
first four
Phil
Rapp is writer of the program.
Mann Holiner continues as Benton
& Bowles producer of the series,
with Dave Elton representing the
network.
In an effort to cut production
costs, firm has been negotiating
with Jimmy Durante to take over
Miss Brice's spot on the show for
the first four broadcasts, with the
possibility offeature.
him remaining
as a
permanent
Under those
conditions, it is said. Miss Brice
may bow out entirely, thereby creating an entirely new format for
the series. Miss Brice is reported
receiving $5,000 per week for her
part in the show and offered to cut
that to $4,000. Although Benton &
Bowles announce she was returning to the program, it is understood
there may be a last-minute change.
Coca Cola Grid in South
EDLT ROGERS, field representative
of Press Assn., radio news subsidiary
of Associated Press, and sports announcer,this
will start
consecutive season
fall his
as sixth
announcer
for
the ten Louisiana State U football
games,
be broadcast
on Southern
.'Jtations tounder
sponsorship
of Coca
Cola Bottling Co., Atlanta.
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KGIR,
On

Butte,

WEAF

Requests

660

Clear

50

kw.

Channel

Craney Asks FCC to Amend Rules to Permit Grant ;
Urges Directional for WEAF as Protection
ANOTHER significant move to- Craney and 50% by T. W. Symons
ward breakdown of clear channels
Jr., operator of KFPY, Spokane.
developed last Wednesday with the Messrs. Craney and Symons also
own KXL, Portland, which on Sept.
filing of an application by KGIR,
NBC outlet in Butte, Mont., for a 8 is slated to begin operation with
50,000-watt station on the 660 kc. 10,000 watts fulltime on 750 kc,
clear channel now occupied by in lieu of present local facilities.
BOSTON TEA-PARTY with
Mr. Craney also is 40% owner
WEAF, New York, key station of
George Lasker (left), general manof
KPFA,
Helena,
and
50%
owner
ager of WORL, Boston, toasting
NBC's Red network.
of
KRBM,
Bozeman.
He
sets
out
Accompanying the application
Gus Stephens, general manager of
in his application, however, that the Boston Royal Crown Cola plant
filed by Ed Craney, leader without
he will dispose of his interest in whose regional business increased
portfolio of independent stations,
was a petition asking the FCC to the latter two stations if the 660 1007c over 1940. Radio on WORL
played a foremost role in upping
request is authorized.
amend, waive or make an exception
his sales, claims Mr. Stephens.
to its exisiting rules covering Class
Serving an Isolated Area
I-A or unduplicated clear-channel
stations to permit assignment of
The petition cites that the "re- of its application, KGIR contends
KGIR as the dominant station on
lief" requested by KGIR is an that Class I-A facilities are more
the frequency. The petition and amendment to, a waiver of, or an properly designed to serve rural,
application were filed through the exception to Section 3.25 of the isolated areas than metropolitan
areas and there is much more such
law ofiices of Paul D. P. Spearman,
Commission's rules and regulations
Frank Roberson and Frank U. "or any other action by the Comarea around Butte than around
mission which would permit the New York City. A much greater
Fletcher.
operation requested in the accomportion of the rural area of the
Urges WEAF Directional
panying application with the de- country can be served over Class
sired
protection
from
station
I-A facilities from Butte than can
The application seeks KGIR's assignment on the channel as the WEAF". One method by which this be obtained by such a facility lodominant station, but would leave could be accomplished, it is pointed
cated on the Atlantic Seaboard,
to the Commission's discretion the out, would be to amend Section 3.25 the petition cited.
precise manner in which this would
(a), specifying 25 Class I-A chanPersons who will no longer be
nels, by eliminating the 660 kc.
be accomplished. KGIR asks to be
shifted from 1370 to 660 kc. and channel. Another would be to able to receive service from WEAF
amend Section 3.25 (b), setting "when it amends its antenna so as
to increase its operating power
from 5,000 watts to 50,000 watts, forth Class I-B or duplicated to protect" KGIR, the petition
without a directional antenna. It clears, by adding the 660 frequency.
stated, "will be able to receive the
In specifying reasons in support
same program service from other
asks that WEAF be required to install a directional which will protect the 500 microvolt 50% skyBattle Over 1190 kc, Channel
Is Seen
wave contour of KGIR when operating on the frequency. In effect,
this would reduce WEAF to Class
As WIRE
Applies for WOWO
Facilities
I-B or Class II status, with KGIR
as the main station on the fre- PORTENTS of a battle over the inghouse successfully resisted ap1190 kc. channel for use by a
quency.
plications of nearly a dozen apWhile applications have been
plicants for the 1020 kc. channel
50,000-watt station were seen last
then used by KYW in Chicago but
filed in the past for facilities of week with the filing by WIRE,
Indianapolis, for the facilities now
key stations of the major networks,
which subsequently was transthey have not been regarded seri- used by WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.
ferred to Philadelphia under Westously for the most part. Because
Long a half-time station operating inghouse ownership, where it now
of the current attitude of the FCC
with 10,000 watts, WOWO, owned
operates as the Red outlet. Frederagainst clear channels, as reflected
ick H. Wood, well-knovra New York
by Westinghouse under the realin its recent action awarding
location of last March, was ac- trial lawyer, represented Westinghouse in these proceedings.
corded 50,000 watts fulltime.
WHDH, Boston, fulltime on the
In a letter to Westinghouse prior
830 kc. clear channel occupied by
In the application filed with the
to
the filing of the application, Mr.
FCC
by
E.
C.
Pulliam,
president
KOA, Denver, plus Mr. Craney's
Pulliam advised the company the
prominence in industry affairs, un- of WIRE, the proposal was made
usual significance attaches to the that the existing facilities of that station was making application for
the frequency because of urgent
request. Mr. Craney is regarded as station — 5,000 watts on 1430 kc —
and wide demand from its listeners
the chief radio advisor to Senator
be assigned to WOWO. Moreover,
and various state institutions for
Wheeler (D-Mont.), chairman of it was suggested that the Commisthe Senate Interstate Commerce
sion find a new assignment for statewide coverage by the Indianapolis station. A study of the broadCommittee, and is a close per- WGL, local sister station of
sonal friend.
cast spectrum, he stated, failed to
WOWO, operating on 1450 kc, beIt is expected that NBC will
cause of lack of essential frequency yield a single available frequency
resist the KGIR application to the clearance if the major shift be- to accomplish this result and that
he therefore had concluded 1190
came effective.
utmost, carrying it through the
kc. presented the most meritorious
highest court if necessary. The apWestinghouse to Fight
plication sets out that approxiproposal possible.
mately $95,000 would be expended
Mr. Pulliam pointed out that inWalter C. Evans, vice-president
asmuch as WOWO now uses 10,000
of Westinghouse Radio Stations,
for a 50,000-watt transmitter and
a vertical radiator. A Western
promptly served notice on Mr. Pul- watts it was likely that a portion
liam, after he had been advised of of its present plant would be renElectric transmitter is specified,
dered useless by the reduction in
and, it is understood, already has
the application,
will resist to the utmostthat
any"we
attempt
by power to 5,000 watts as proposed
been purchased. The present KGIR
site cn the outskirts of Butte would
WIRE, or you, or your associates, and that certain changes in antenna would be required before
be used, with a new 670-foot Le- to appropriate the radio facilities
high vertical radiator installed.
1430 kc. could be used by the staof It WOWO."
tion. He said it was not his desire
was recalled that in 1932 WestKGIR Inc. is owned 50% by Mr.
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stations which they could previreceive from
WEAF."
The ously
petition
set forth
that there
are four clear-channel stations in
New York with 50,000 watts, two
others authorized to increase to
50,000 watts and an additional station which could, under the rules,
be permitted to operate with 50,000
watts. Montana has no clear-channel station and none authorized to
operate with more than 5,000
watts.
FCC Asked to Move
It was claimed that the net increase in the potential primary
service area of station KGIR
within the normal protected contour will embrace approximately
400,000 persons, through operation
as proposed. Moreover, it was held
KGIR will add a secondary signal
to 1,420,000 square miles and 7,980,000 persons not now capable
of receiving such service from
KGIR.
In summary, KGIR asked the
Commission to enter appropriate
orders which would grant KGIR
the right to operate with 50,000
watts on 660 kc. and to direct
WEAF to take "whatever steps
may be necessary in the redesign
or relocation of its antenna, or
both, so as to protect the 500 uv/m
50% skywave contour of KGIR
operating as proposed". And, concludes the petition, "if the relief
herein prayed for be inappropriate,
then for such other and further
relief as may be proper".
to cause losses to WOWO from obsolescence of plant or other costs.
"We are willing therefore to reimburse WOWO for such reasonable losses as you may fairly experience as a result of the proposal of WIRE, all providing
WIRE succeeds in obtaining the
assignment it requests and WOWO
does not seek unnecessarily to increase the costs to WIRE of accomplishing its present proposal.
"As we view our situation, our
duty to the public interest demands
that we exhaust all effort to obtain an assignment for the capital
city of Indiana that will permit
mass communications with all Indiana residents. Inasmuch as our
proposal may injure your purely
private interests, we wish to make
all reasonable effoi't to mitigate
that private injury to you."
Recalling the 1932 fight over the
KYW facilities, observers thought
that Westinghouse might itself
seek to move WOWO to Indianapolis, if a need for that additional
service appeared to exist. Moreover, there came into play the
FCC's recent announced intention
of banning multiple ownership,
where overlap service is involved —
a situation that confronts Westinghouse by virtue of its operation
of WOWO and WGL in Fort
Wayne. By proposing to remove one
of the stations from Fort Wayne,
it could meet the intent of this
proposed order, it was pointed out.
• Broadcast
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The

Perfect

In

Three

Success

Parts

and

Part

I

{About

An

Story

Epilogue

Audience )

The value of a radio station to an advertiser lies solely in the listeners it
offers. And comprehensive surveys, based on 48,000 completed telephone
calls per week, clearly show that . . .
KMBC HAS MORE
STATION

MOST

KANSAS

CITY LISTENERS THAN ANY OTHER

OF THE TIME-MORE

HOUR PERIODS, MORNING,
THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS

FIRST-PLACE QUARTER-

AFTERNOON
COMBINED!

AND

Part

EVENING,

II

(speaking of Sponsors )
Most advertisers unerringly gravitate to the station with the greater
number of listeners. So, this fact also is important . . .
KMBC CARRIES MORE

NATIONAL

SPOT BUSINESS THAN ANY

OTHER KANSAS CITY STATION-MORE
AND MORE BUSINESS IN DOLLARS!

Part
(Regarding

BUSINESS BY HOURS

III
Results )

The ultimate test of a station's effectiveness is how long advertisers
continue to use that station— in other words, how impressive the results
obtained. Which leads to this . . •
ONLY

ONE

OUT OF EVERY FOUR KMBC ACCOUNTS

TO THE STATION-THREE

OUT

OF FOUR

IS NEW

ARE RENEWALS!

Epilogue
KMBC, by attracting more listeners, has attracted more advertisers.
By delivering greater results, KMBC has /cepf those advertisers.
To us, that is the highest of all recommendations for KMBC . . . The Perfect Success Story!

KMBC

of

Kansas

Free and Peters, Inc.

City

CBS Basic Network

Salesmen

Confer

Radio in Cells
AS PART of a rehabilitation
program instituted by Warden Clinton T. Duffy, prisoners at San Quentin prison,
Cal., can now listen to the
radio four hours a night,
seven nights a week. Workmen, paid out of the prisoners library fund, have completed installation of earphones in each cell, a microphone in the warden's home
for inter-prison communication, and three loudspeakers
in condemned row, currently
housing 16 men.
If the State parole board
okays the project, the prisoners will start a regular
broadcast of their own over
a nationwide network.

With Timebuyers
Common Problems Discussed
At NAB Group's Meeting
THE COMMON problems of the
buyers and sellers of radio time
were discussed at an informal meeting of the Sales Managers Executive Committee of the NAB with a
group of station representatives
and agency timebuyers, held Aug.
27 at the Hotel Roosevelt, New
York.
With the general goal of arriving at a better understanding of
each other's problems and needs,
they went into such topics as coverage maps, rate cards, station surveys, merchandising practices, sales
presentations, and related topics.
Coverage Data
The time buyers present were
asked to sound out others on the
matter of information desired on
coverage maps and surveys, for
example. The broadcasters stated
that when they prepared such studies, often at considerable expense,
they frequently got a reaction of
the "I can't use this type of thing"
sort from time buyers.
Yet, one of the broadcasters said
that when he attempted to find out
in advance what the time-buyers
wanted by writing to 30 leading
agencies, he received 27 replies
which differed widely in both the
type of data and the manner of
presentation requested.
Similarly, with other items discussed, the station men explained
what they are up against and the
agency men, in turn, gave their
side of the picture. While no definite decisions were arrived at, the
session was reported to have been
successful in ironing out some of
the bumps in the path between
client, agency, representative and
station, to the mutual benefit of all
concerned. Further meetings, at
which more definite plans may be
worked out, are to be held, but no
date has been set.
Full membership of the Sales
Managers Executive Committee
was present at the meeting, as follows: Gene Carr, WGAR, Cleveland, chairman; Robert MacKenzie,
WCMI, Ashland, Ky.; E. Y. Flanigan, WSPD, Toledo; John M. Cutler Jr., WSB, Atlanta; Arthur Hull
Hayes, WABC, New York; Linus
Travers, WAAB, Boston; George
H. Frey, NBC. John Hymes, of
Lord & Thomas, and William Maillefert, of Compton Adv. Inc., represented the time buyers.
Station representatives included
members of the organizations
which hold associate memberships
in the NAB; Edward Petry of
Edward Petry & Co.; Jerry Lyons
of Weed & Co.; George Boiling of
John Blair & Co.; Russell Woodward of Free & Peters. Also present were C. E. Amey, assistant to
the president of NAB, and Frank
Pellegrin, director of the NAB department of broadcast advertising.
On the day before the joint
meeting, the committee held an
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Looal Business Survey
Is Conducted by Haring
A WEEKLY index service of local
business conditions in various areas
has been instituted by Chester Haring, director of the market research division of the HooperHolmes Bureau Inc. and is being
offered to sales departments, newspapers and others.
The Haring index is broken into
three categories. One will be available for general use and consists
of reports on business conditions
for the preceding week as well as
for the corresponding week of the
preceding year and will include
analyses by Federal Reserve District, geographic section, city sizes,
etc. This release will list 273 cities
geographically. The second release,
primarily intended for sales departments, will be similar to the
first but will be arranged by sales
districts. The third service will be
exclusive to only one newspaper in
each city with brief discussion of
general conditions with analyses by
geographic sections and city sizes
as well as the actual Haring index
for a minimum of ten cities and a
maximum of 50 cities.
BMI Research Plans
BMI has signed a o:"c-year contract with the Bureau of Radio
Research, directed by Dr. John G.
Peatman of the psychology department of the College of the City
of New York, to continue the daily
radio log and program analysis of
popular music it has been issuing
since mid-June. In addition, the
Bureau plans to prepare graphs
of trends of music broadcast, showing the proportions of popular and
classical music on the air during
the day and evening, trends of
popularity of particular numbers
and other studies of musical preferences. Five stations became BMI
subscribers last week, bringing the
total of commercial BMI members
to 683. Newcomers are: KPRO,
Riverside, Cal.; WALB, Albany,
Ga.; KGFJ, Los Angeles; WCBD,
Chicago; WCRS, Greenwood, S. C.
all-day private session to discuss
what they and the department of
broadcast advertising, which is
under their jurisdiction, can do to
aid all broadcasters in making
their facilities more effective for
the advertiser and easier to sell.
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EDGAR A. FELLERS, vice-president of Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago agency, and one of the
Midwest's pioneers in radio advertising, died last Tuesday following
a heart attack.
One of the best-known figures in
the agency-radio field, Mr. Fellers
participated in the establishment
of Presba, Fellers & Presba in
1935, becoming vice-president in
charge of radio. He severed an 11year connection with the Mantle
Lamp Co., one of the first commercials to be used on Midwest stations, to establish the agency.
Mr. Fellers was 47. He is survived by his wife and an 18-year-old
daughter, Joan. Intermicnt was on
Thursday at Memorial Park Cemetery, Chicago. Pallbearers were
Howard H. Wilson and William G.
Rambeau, station representatives;
Oliver Morton, NBC; Marquis
Smith, of the Fellers Agency;
Charles Barnes and Bud Cochrane,
of Chicago.
Edgar Albert Fellers was born
in Dayton, 0., in 1894, attended the
U of Michigan and was within four
months of receiving a medical degree when illness put an abrupt
end to his medical ambitions. After
working for the Scholl Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, he joined Mantle Lamp as
assistant to the vice-president. Bert
H. Presba, with whom he later
founded the agency.
As early as 1926 Mr. Fellers
wrote and produced the first programs advertising Aladdin Lamps.
Over the years, he had accumulated
a valuable fund of information on
rural radio markets and had visited
practically every farm station.
Widely known in broadcast circles both by station executives and
talent, friends recall that many a
hillbilly group that turned up broke
foundfice their
way were
to Edtided
Fellers'
and always
over. ofHousehold Finance on 30
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE Corp.,
Chicago, has started a quarter-hour
news broadcast five times a week,
weekly quarter-hour live programs
and a schedule of one-minute spot
announcements three to six times
weekly, on a list of 30 stations.
Agency is BBDO, Chicago.
BROADCASTING

Tayton Plans to Extend
Jimmy Fidler Eastward
Since Moving
to MBS
REPORTS of Hollywood film studio
pressure on Mutual-Don Lee Broadcasting System to keep Jimmy Fidler, gossip commentator, off the air,
have been emphatically denied by
Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-president
and general manager of the latter
network. Mr. Weiss declared the
network
had nostated
"beefs"
Fidler, andhasfurther
that onif
he had, it would make no difference. He explained that MutualDon Lee network has restrictions
of its own and anticipated no difficulty with the film industry.
Fidler, as commentator on the
weekly Tayton's Tattler, sponsored
by Tayton Co., Los Angeles (cosmetics), on 6 CBS Pacific Coast
stations,
recently
his 52week contract
with broke
that network
because of policy differences
[Broadcasting, Aug. 25]. Sponsor
switched the series to 14 MutualDon Lee stations, Fri., 6:15-6:30
p.m(.
(PST),
13-week
effective
Aug. on22.a Mr.
Weisscontract
stated
that Tayton Co. anticipates increasing coverage to include the Eastern
Seaboard, revising the contract for
continuous broadcasts at least 52
weeks. BBDO, Hollywood, is
agency.
Placed in Record
In an Aug. 18 statement, titled
"Radio Censorship Unbearable"
and published in the Congressional
Record last Monday at the request
of Senator Nye (R-N.D.), Mr.
Fidler announced his switch from
CBS to MBS, declaring:
"During the six weeks of my
current series over CBS their censorship policy has hampered and
worried me to the point that I have
felt and feel that I have been denied the right of free speech. I
consider the fetters that have been
imposed by Columbia officials as
resulting in my carrying on a program so 'old ladyish' as to constitute a slap in the face of this
right of free speech so long recognized as the inalienable privilege
of a citizen of this country.
"I am sending a copy of this
statement to the FCC. It seems to
me members of that Commission
will be interested in Columbia's
attitude concerning the rights of
fair comment and free speech.
Broadcasting systems are not a
public utility, but they certainly
must owe their piiblie a reasonable
responsibility."
Allied Mills Spots
ALLIED MILLS, Chicago (Wayne
Feeds), are sponsoring a 52-week
schedule of one-minute transcribed
spot announcements, heard three
times a week on the following 12
stations: WLS WHO WSM WSB
WEW WNAX WHCU WJR WOR
WOWO KDKA KFAB. Sponsor
has also contracted for five-weekly
spot announcements and a quarterhour program heard once a week
on Everybody's Farm Hour on
WLW, Cincinnati. Agency is Louis
E. Wade Inc., Fort Wayne.
• Broadcast
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'ne of the nation's greatest airplane factories is
the $9,000,000 Vultee Aircraft Corporation im
Nashville, Tennessee, where more than 7,000
craftsmen are busily engaged in constructing
wings for defense.
This is but one of scores of gigantic industries
located in the great Tennessee Valley . . . industries that have become permanently located
here, attracted by the cheap T. V. A. power
supplied by S250,000,000 worth of dams.
WLAC is matching this power for industries
with a great radio power . . . covering the heart
of the industrial South with a clear-cut signal of
* 50,000 watts.
COVERED

FULLY

I. T. WARD,

PAUL H. RAYMER

AND

OWNER

COMPANY,

INTELLIGENTLY

F. C. SOWELL,

NATIONAL

BY
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Chicago

Army Plans Series
Of Radio Meetings
Public Relations Officers to
Confer on Their Problems
FOLLOWING a successful test
conference for public relations
officers of the First Corps Area in
Boston in mid-August, the radio
section of the War Department
Bureau of Public Relations has indicated that it plans to hold similar conferences, probably restricted
to radio, in all of the nine corps
areas by mid-December.
The Boston conference, held Aug.
13, was attended by public relations officers of the First Corps
Area and representatives of broadcasters and newspaper and magazine publishers. E. M. Kirby, director of the Army radio section,
was speaker.
After the Maneuvers

Is Indicated
Convention

Fly and Craney Among Speakers on the Schedule;
Defense and Sales Problem to Be Considered
ADVANCE INDICATION of a
registration of 150 to 200 independent broadcasters for the extraordinary convention of National Independent Broadcasters in Chicago
Sept. 22-23 was reported last week
by Edwin M. Spence, managing director of the trade group, and manager of WWDC, Washington.
Intense interest in the sessions
is being exhibited by broadcasters
throughout the country, whether or
not network affiliated, Mr. Spence
and NIB President Harold A. Lafount reiDorted. Highlight of the
convention will be an address by
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, who v.'holeheartedly supported
the convention call. He has been
at odds with the NAB since the last
NAB convention in St. Louis, at
which time he labelled the NAB
a "dead mackerel" that "both shines
and stinks".
Ed Craney, head of the Z-Bar
Network and leader among independent stations, tentatively is
scheduled to address the NIB convention at a closed session, Mr.
Lafount announced last Wednesday. It is presumed his subject will
be copyright, since he is one of the
foremost advocates of a per-use
basis of payment for music, rather
than a blanket license plan, already
accepted by MBS and under negotiation by NBC and presumably
CBS.
Defense Problems
National defense and its bearing
upon broadcast operations is expected to be the salient topic.
Mr. Fly not only will address the
independent broadcasters on this
subject but will arrange for a
speaker from the military establishment to discuss intimately the relationship of broadcasting to the
armed forces. The identity of this
speaker has not yet been made
public.
Mr. Lafount announced the call
for the special convention, to headquarter at the Palmer House,
early last month after conferences
with a number of broadcasters. Invitations went out not only to
independent network stations but
a total of some 450 stations, covering network affiliates which are independently owned. Only non-commercial stations and those operated,
managed or leased by the networks
were excluded, he said.
Mr. Lafount has announced his
Rock Island Spots
CHICAGO, Rock Island & Pacific
Railway Co., Fort Worth, has contracted for 26 one-minute transcribed announcements on KGKO,
Fort Worth. Announcements which
advertise Rocket travel are introduced by a long Rocket whistle
blast used at intersection, \ccount
was handled direct.
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intention of retiring from the NIB
presidency at the Chicago convention. After a three-year tenure, he
expressed the view that the presidency should rotate. Among those
prominently mentioned as his successor are Mr. Craney and Ralph
L. Atlass, president of WJJDWIND, Chicago. Mr. Craney, in
Washington last week, said he "is
not a candidate for that or any
other industry post."
In addition to the Government
speakers and Mr. Craney, a general commercial session will be held,
to be addressed by representatives
of advertisers and advertising
agencies, according to Mr. Spence.
Activities on the Washington front,
including the network monopoly
regulations, the tax situation and
the legislative outlook will be covered by Andrew D. Bennett, NIB
general counsel and Washington
attorney.
Fear

of Senate

Is Cited

In Cancelling Hollywood
Democracy
Broadcast
A WORLD -WIDE democracy
shortwave broadcast in which leading Hollywood film industry personalities were to have participated, has been cancelled. The pending
senatorial investigation of the film
and radio industries for "disseminating war propaganda" is given
as reason for calling off the broadcast.
Fred Rosen, executive of shortwave station WRUL, Boston, was
in Hollywood for several weeks
this past month arranging details
for a 60-minute program to originate Aug. 27 from Don Lee Broadcasting System studios. Chai-lie
Chaplin, it was understood, was to
m.c. the broadcast. Had the program gone through as scheduled,
it would have been the gi'eatest
mass gathering of film industry
personalities ever to appear on one
broadcast, it was said. With the
first half in English and balance in
as many languages as would have
been available, the program would
have reached out to every corner
of the world, including Nazi occupied territory.
Although details are shrouded in
secrecy, it is understood participants were to give personal expressions and viewpoints on the
war and democratic principles as
already expressed by the United
States and British governments.
Although cancelled, the program
idea, it was said in Hollywood, has
not been entirely abandoned.
TWO BOOKS by NBC commentators
have been placed on the reserve list
for a November dual selection by the
Book-of-the-Month Club, John Gunther's Inside Latin America, a Harper
publication,
and T. published
R. Ybarra'sbyYoung
Man
of Caracas,
Ives
Washburn.
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THEY'LL LOOK LIKE THIS when
they cover the Louisiana war maneuvers in September for WGAR,
Cleveland. Here Dave Baylor wears
his field outfit, consisting of two
field uniforms (trousers and shirt) ;
extra shirt; short rubber field
boots ; tie ; drill shoes ; waterproof
officer's jacket; overseas cap; sun
helmet; haversack; hip boots; one
37th Division insignia. The outfit,
except hip boots, was purchased at
an Army store in Cleveland for
$28.86. WGAR will send a crew of
four to the maneuvers, with Baylor in charge. Larry Shipley, assistant chief engineer, will handle
technical arrangements.
Esso Marketers Start
News in South America
ESSO MARKETERS, through its
South American outlets and in cooperation with the staff of United
Press in that country, is releasing
its five -minute Esso Reporter
broadcast to 14 stations in Chile,
Argentine, Uruguay and Brazil, effective Sept. 1. UP news dispatches, translated into Spanish
and Portuguese, are presented four
times daily at varying times on the
South American stations in the
same manner in which Esso programs are presented on 18 eastern
stations in the United States. Agency in charge of foreign advei'tising
for Esso is McCann-Ei'ickson, New
York.
South American stations from
which Esso Marketers have purchased time include Radio Nacional, Rio de Janeiro; Radio Record,
Sao Paulo; Radio Espectador, Montevideo; Radio Agricultura, Santiago; Radio Belgrano, Buenos Aires;
and the following Argentine stations of the Belgrano chain: Radio
Literal of Rosario, Radio Cordoba
of Cordoba, Radio Cuyo of Mendoza. Radio Aconquija of Tucaman,
Radio del Norte of Santiago del
Estero, Radio General San Martin
of Bahia Blanca, Radio Graffinga
of San Juan, Radio Provincia of
Corrientes and Radio San Rafael of
Mendoza.
BROADCASTING

Under tentative plans being developed by the radio section, Mr.
Kirby or Bob Coleson, administrative executive of the radio section,
will attend the various conferences.
Although the first of the series may
be held in September, it was indicated they probably would await
completion of the September maneuvers in Louisiana. Some consideration also is being given to the
idea of holding the conferences on
a geographic basis of areas
roughly equivalent to the NAB
districts rather than corps areas,
with the thought that may result
in greater efficiency.
In addition to Mr. Kirby, who
is on leave from his post as public
relations director of the NAB, radio representatives at the Boston
conference included Gene Stafford,
WBZ, Boston; C. S. Young, WBZ
general manager; Stephen J. Burke,
WMUR,
Manchester,
N. H.;
Walcott Wyllie,
WHYN,
Holyoke,
Mass.; Henry Lundquist, WEEI,
Boston; H. Harrison Flint, WOCB,
Cape Cod; H. William Koster,
WPRO, Providence,
R. I. The conference, arranged independently
by
First Corps Area headquarters,
was directed by Lieut. Col. W. G.
Walker, assistant chief of staff,
G-2, of the First Corps Area.
Sullivan Dropped
BROWN

& WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville, on Sept.
18 will discontinue its two-year
sponsorship
of Paul
Sullivan
Reviews the News
four times
weekly
on CBS for Raleigh cigarettes.
Program has been heard from
WHAS, Louisville, and is now on
32 CBS stations, Monday through
Thursday, 6:30-6:45 p.m. According to BBDO, New York, agency in
charge, the company has not yet
made riesplans
to replace
the news sewith another
program.
ROT BRANHAM ALBAUGH, partner in the Dr. Pepper Bottling Companies of Texarkana, Tex., and Little
Rock, Ark., and with bakery and storage businesses in Waco, Tex., has applied to250thewatts
FCC on for1230a new
station,
kc, local
in Waco.
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Ford

to

Sponsor

Michigan Football
Present Plans Cover WXYZ,
Michigan Net and WJR
WHILE final details have not yet
been worked out, Ford Dealers of
Michigan will sponsor the U of
Michigan football games over both
WXYZ and its affiliated Michigan
Radio Network, and WJR, Detroit.
With Tom Harmon, former
Michigan all-American star, as
sports editor and play-by-play commentator for WJR, and Harry Wismer, veteran gridiron broadcaster
under exclusive contract to WXYZ
and MRN, details remain to be
worked out as to whether the
sportcasters will work as a team
or alternate in the handling of the
games over the dual station-network setup. McCann - Erickson,
handling the account, and has not
yet divulged final plans.
Pro Sponsor
H. Allen Campbell, general manager of King-Trendle Broadcasting
Corp., operating WXYZ and MRN,
has announced they will carry all
of the U of Michigan games, at
home and away, as well as all of
the games of the professional Detroit Lions, of the National Football League. Pfeiffer Brewing Co.,
Detroit, will sponsor the professional games.
Wismer will handle play-by-play
for WXYZ and MRN and also may
be heard on WJR, depending upon
the determination made by the
agency. Both WJR and KingTrendle, it is understood, are
agreeable to working the announcers in tandem or for alternate
games. WJR had announced
[Broadcasting, Aug. 18] that both
Harmon and Wismer would handle
the Michigan games.
Wismer came into popularity as
a football broadcaster several years
ago when he handled the Michigan
U college games for MRN. For
the past four seasons he has broadcast all of the U of Michigan
games, as well as the Detroit Lion
games over WJR.
This year's schedule calls for
eight Michigan games, five at home
and three away. The Lions' schedule calls for 13 games, 7 at home
and 6 abroad. These, according to
WXYZ, will be broadcast exclusively over that station and MRN.
Preceding the formal opening of
the Lions season Sept. 12, when
they meet the Packers at Green
Bay, Wismer on Aug. 18 started a
tri-weekly series of 15-minute
broadcasts over MRN from the
Lions' training camp at Cranbrook
School, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
WKZO Names F & P
FREE & PETERS has been appointed
exclusive national representatives for
WKZO, Kalamazoo, effective Sept. 1.
On the same date the station, operating on 5,000 watts daytime and
1,000 watts at night on 590 kc, will
open supplemental studios in Grand
Rapids. A pending FGO application
requests increase to 5,000 \v'atts night
time power.
Page 22
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McGill Beaned
PLANS of Byron McGill,
sales promotion manager of
KDKA, Pittsburgh, to take
pictures of a recent baseball
game in Washington, Pa.,
were unexpectedly stymied
when the second baseman uncorked awild heave into the
stands thr.t kayoed McGill.
Awaking in a Washington
hospital to find Lloyd Chapman, news editc:- of KDKA,
peering anxiously at him, McGill told Chapman to save
the evening from being a total loss by filming pictures
of himself in the operating
room being treated for a forehead cut and a badly bruised
eye.
Joe Brown's Program
JOE L. BROWN, son of the movie
star, Joe E. Brown, is heard thriceweekly on WMT, Waterloo, as guest
sportscaster. He has been an executive with minor league baseball
clubs since an acjgfcfe cident to his arm
jflPHHIlli ended his playing
^p"
days three years
f ago.
livesAtin present
WaterI
loo
and
is
dent of presithe
Waterloo baseball
club. He still goes
^Jl^
out to the park to
pitch in batting
Mr. Brown
practice or shag
flies. Last year he
was business manager
for the
Lubbock, Tex., team.
My-T-Fine Spots
PENICK & FORD, New York, on
Sept. 2 will start its fall campaign
for My-T-Fine desserts using oneminute transcribed announcements
five times weekly on the average
on 33 stations. Campaign will run
14-17 weeks, according to BBDO,
New York,
agency in
charge.WHN
Stations are WMCA
WNEW
WOR WFBR WCKY WBNS WFAA
WRAP KOMA WCAU WNAC
WICC WTIC WLAW WCSH WGY
WGBY WTAG and eight Yankee
Network stations.
A

BOOM

Seven Southern Stations
Record Gridiron Series
FOR THE THIRD year WSM,
Nashville, cooperating with six
other stations, will present The
Pigskin Review, a series of 12
quarter-hour recordings made on
the practice fields of colleges in the
Southeastern Conference. Cooperating stations are WS3, Atlanta;
WREC, Memphis; WLAP, Lexington, Ky.; WRBL, Columbus, Ga.;
WSGN,
Orleans. Birmingham; WWL, New
Players, coaches and sports
writers are interviewed about their
prospects for the season. Among
sports announcers assisting are
Louie Buck, Marcus Bartlett, Bill
Terry, Ted Grizzard and Henry
Dupre. Each station will receive a
full set of 12 recordings, to be made
Sept. 1 and 2 as practice begins.
Lux Returns
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lux) , after an eight-week summer
layoff, on Sept. 8 resumes for the
eighth consecutive season Lux Radio Theatre on 65 CBS and 30 CBC
stations, Monday, 9-10 p.m.
(EDST). Cecil B. DeMille continues as director and will also
handle commentary, with Sanford
H. Barnett as J. Walter Thompson
Co. Hollywood producer of the
series. George Wells and Harry
Kerr are to do radio adaptations of
current film plays and also write
commercials for the weekly program. Louis Silver has been retained as musical director and Mel
Ruick announcer, with Charles Forsyth in charge of sound effects.
Opening program will have Ginger
Rogea-s, George Murphy, Burgess
Meredith and Alan Marshall headHarry.ing the cast of Tom, Dick and
P & G Resumes Drama
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on Sept. 6 vdll resume the
half-hour dramatic program Knickerbocker Playhouse on approximately 45 NBC-Red stations, in the
interest of Drene shampoo. Program will be heard on Saturdays,
8-8 :30 p.m., with a repeat broadcast
11:30-12 p.m. Contract is for 39
weeks. Agency is H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago.

IN AUTO

REPAIRING

Michigan Firm Finds Program an Effective Means
Of Increasing Service Business
WINNINGHAM CHEVROLET Co., posters and handbills and one naof Birmingham, Mich., reports
tional magazine, plus an additional
labor sales on automotive repairs five-minute program on the air.
up 57% in the first two months on Agency owner C. C. Winningham
the air with a five-minute news
said :
program over WCAR, Pontiac. On
"Customer labor sales in our
April 17 the auto agency started service department for the first
a new program, following a brief three months of 1941 showed an
test period, called Win Cash With increase of 31% compared with
Winningham. A cumulative unlim- the same period of 1940. We started
ited cash award of $10 daily draws the new program April 17. The
listeners.
months of April and May showed
At the start the announcer re- an increase in customer labor sales
of 57% over the like 1940 period.
cited a so-called "money sentence".
During the program random tele- This gain in labor sales since the
phone calls are made. The first program started gave us a 42%
person called who can repeat the increase
in this department through
"money sentence" gets the award. the first five months of 1941."
If no winners turn up, the fund is
Commercials remind car owners
added
the next
day's $10. has
To of service requirements they are
date theto highest
accumulation
been $140.
apt to forget,
and of
stress
cilities for repair
all full
cars faas
Backing up the program, the
agency has used newspaper space. well as Chevrolet.
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BERNARD

J. PROCKTER

A VETERAN in broadcasting circles but comparatively new to the
agency field is Bernard (Bernie)
Prockter, now head of the stations
relations department of The Blow
Co. Inc., New York. Bernie spent
11 years with CBS in New York,
starting in 1929 as assistant program director. In 1933 he became
supervisor of the CBS M&O stations, in 1935 being placed in
charge of the Sales Service Department. He resigned in 1941 to take
the Blow post, being succeeded by
Ned Midgeley, former BBD&O
tiniebuyer and radio business manHandling the Bulova Watch account is a full size job in itself
ager.
but Bernie Prockter also finds time
to supervise the timebuying of such
other Biow accounts as Phillip
Morris, Eversharp, Postal TeleTootsie inRolls.
Born graph
in andChicago
1908, Bernie
Prockter attended Wisconsin and
Chicago University from 1925 to
1929, majoring in business. He
played freshman basketball in collegemuralandtennis
wasplaver.
a champion
intraHis fraternity
is Phi Sigma Delta.
Previous to his radio jobs, while
still in college, Bernie hung out his
advertising shingle in 1928-29,
operating
his own direct
business. He married
Ruth mail
Rosenthal
in 1934 and has one son, Jules, 5.
His only hobby is golf, and he
shoots in the middle eighties. He
is a first cousin of William S.
Paley, CBS president.
Wheatena

Placing

WHEATENA Corp., Rahway, N. J.
(cereal), on Sept. 29 will resume
its transcribed series of quarterhour dramatizations titled The
Wheatena Playhouse, which last
year ran five times weekly on 17
stations in selected markets. First
program will be a dramatization
of the noval "The Rains Came",
by Louis Bromfield, but the station list is not yet settled, according to the agency, Compton Adv.,
New York.
• Broadcast
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Quaker Oats Resumes
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, on
Sept. 27 resumes sponsorship of
the weekly half -hour Man on the
Farm program on WLS, Chicago,
in the interests of Ful-O-Pep Poultry Feeds. Program will emanate
from the Quaker experimental farm
at Libei'tyville, 111., and will be
transcribed and presented the following Saturday on approximately
27 unselected stations. On the same
date company will also start on
WLS for Ful-O-Pep Dairy Feeds,
Our City Cousins, a farm quiz program with city persons asc ontestants. Show will be transcribed
and broadcast the following week
on WOR, New York. Agency is
Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
Arvey Spot Series
ARVEYscreening)
Corp., "Chicago
(R-V1 Lite
glass
, on Oct.
will
start one-minute spot announcements three to six times a week on
WLS KWTO KFAB Y/DGY WGR
WMMN KWFT KSFO KMA. More
stations will be added. First United
Broadcasters, Chicago, is agency.

The

TO COVER the dance floor when
the KFH Radio Barn Dance moves
in on the midway of the Kansas
State Fair at Hutchinson, Sept.
14-19, KFH, Wichita, is building
a novel Big Red Barn (along the
lines of this "architect's drawing") .
Nearly 4,000 square feet of floor
space will be provided. This is the
second year KFH has covered the
fair, carrying several broadcasts
daily from studios erected at the
fairgrounds, about 60 miles from
Wichita.

Other Fellow's
VIEWPOINT

Re: Box Top Rebellion
Editor, Broadcasting:
The lady— she is right! 100%.
And it is good that feeling in the
back country should receive notice
in national trade publication.
Only in local or regional contests
have advertisers seemingly given
publicity to the outcome correwith original announcement of thespondingscheme.
Seriously, there must be widespread dissatisfaction with contests
as they have been run, if not actual
disbelief in them. You can ascribe
ness. to advertisers' unimaginativethis
Contesters being people, and often
very discerning and talented people, they can be articulate as anticonsumers in their home communities where it counts most.
A few months ago there was a
radio program advertising for pro-

gram ideas. It didn't last. But there
are persons whom you couldn't hire
to buy the sponsor's product again,
so sorely piqued were they at the
agency's failure to mail a simple
acknowledgment of receipt of their
prepared
ideas. it is among the naConceivably
tion's contesters, nettled by advertiser's failure to do what afterward
would seem the friendly thing, that
support, at least in principle, is
given
ment. to the anti-advertising moveIf contest promoters have been
dismissing the factor of possible
dissatisfaction by saying that
Americans are good sports, which
they are, they should carry the
argument to its logical conclusion
and ask themselves: Are we, too,
being good sports?
When they refuse to set up adequate machinery to acknowledge all
entries, give prompt notice as to
who and what won, the answer is.
No. Until then, contesters are going
to feel that they, as individuals,
were treated as merely so many
pieces of mail.Harold Gingrich,
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
Aug. 24

SCORES

DOWN

Atlantic

IN

White

Flash

AGAIN!

RICHMOND.

VA.

"KPRC, controlled by Houston
Post,
and KTRH, both
ownednewspapers
by Houston Chronicle;
said to be controlled through interlocking stockholdings by Jesse
Jones, Secretary of Commerce,
KXYZ owned by M. Tilford Jones,
nephew
Jesse Jones."
With of
reference
to KPRC, it is
owned by the Houston Printing
Corp. One of its stockholders is the
Houston Post Co. None of the officers or directors of either of the
above companies are stockholders
of any companies in any way interested in any of the other radio
stations in Houston.
May we request that you be kind
enough to publish this letter, or
make a statement in your magazine to this effect.
E. 0. Sykes,
Printing Corp.,
Attorney,
for Houston
Washington.

Gasoline

has placed 10 outstanding Southern football games on WRNL

Houston's Stations
Editor, Broadcasting:
The issue of Broadcasting of
Aug. 11 containing a list of stations which may be under common
ownership or control has the folTexas : lowing to say about Houston,

Aug. 27.

because they know

the outstanding radio buy in the rich
Richmond

Radius! WRNL

the Sport Sta-

tion here? Yes . . . ask Adam
"Sports Parade"

Hat

. . . Gillette "Caval-

cade of Sports" . . . Atlantic White Flash
"Baseball Games"

...

TTS
00and WA
5,0
Day
Night
NBC RED & BLUE

or sponsors of

our year 'round daily sports broadcasts.
Or ask

EDWARD
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LEMASURIER

Ownership Swaps
(Continued from page 12)

NOW

been that any doubt should be resolved in favor of the Commission
and that such interests should
make an appearance at the Oct.
6 arguments.
Unfavorable reaction to suggestions of removal of second stations
from existing markets has resulted
largely from the view that technical clearance would be extremely
difficult in desirable markets. Moreover, it was reported that a station attempting to move from one
primary area to another would collide with heavy competition, lack
of available network outlets and
almost certain loss of money for
an indefinite period.
Whether any attempt will be
made prior to the Oct. 6 hearing
to enjoin the Commission from proceeding, on the ground that no authority exists under the statute,
appeared to be in doubt. Several
attorneys indicated such a move
"was possible but presumably no
definite plans had been completed.
Barnard to BBDO
LYNN BARNARD, formerly time
buyer of Morse International, New
York, and assistant to Richard
Nicliolls. Morse radio director, in
bujing the Vick Chemical Co. radio campaign for this fall, on Sept.
1 joined BBDO as assistant to Carroll Newton, business manager of
the radio department. Mr. Bai-nard
replaces Joseph Hornsby who has
joined the U. S. Na\^".

W

ON

THEY

LOOK LIKE
See page 12

THIS

PHOTOGRAPHS ON PAGE 12 in same (1 to r) order shows: 1. Royal
Alderman, McCann-Erickson v. p. in charge of its Cleveland branch, now
on leave of absence and back in active duty with the Army; a captain,
he is at present with the War Dept. Bureau of Public Relations. During
the last war he served two years with the 37th Division, Ohio National
Guard, one year in France and Belgium where he took part in the
Meuse-Argonne and Ypres-Lyes offensives. 2. Emmons C. Carlson, advertising and sales promotion manager of the NBC Central Division,
who served overseas as a second lieutenant with the Ordnance Dept..
A.E.F., mostly at Chaumont. France. 3. Peiree L. Romaine, of the New
York staff of Paul H. Raymer Co., who attended Officers Training School
at Camp Devens and Camp Zachary Taylor in 1918. got his lieutenancy
just as the Armistice was signed.
Two Years of War
RADIO'S PART in coveriug the
European war as well as defense activities in this country wiU be demoustiated on a special hour program on
XBC-Blue Sept. 3. date of the second anniversary of the outbreak of
the war.

JANUARY

EXCLUSIVELY

1, 1941

MUTUAL.-

PABST SALES Co., Chicago
(beer) will sponsor broadcasts of
all games this fall of the New York
Giants professional football team
on WHN, New York. Dick Fishell
will handle the play-by-play and
Bert Lee will give the color commentary. Agency is Lord & Thomas.
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REGIONAL OUTLET
A DUAL GRANT, unique in
broadcast annals, was authorized
by the FCC Aug. 22. with the
award of a new regional station in
Grand Forks, N. D. to Dalton LeMasurier, who is also operator of
KDAL, Duluth. The new station
will operate all but two hours a day
on 1440 kc. with 500 watts night
and 1,000 watts local sunset, with
the present KFJM, operated by U
of North Dakota, relinquishing all
but the two hours daily.
The decision came following filing last February of a mutual
agreement between the University
and Mr. LeMasurier, who has been
general manager of the college station, a commercially operated outlet. KFJM simultaneously filed for
modification of license to change
its hours of operation from unlimited to specified, using similar facilities.
School Relinquishes Time
The FCC granted the joint petition to reconsider and grant without hearing the application of
KFJM for renewal of license and
for modification of license to change
operating time from unlimited to
two hours a day. from 3 to 5 p.m.
Simultaneously, it granted the application of Mr. LeMasurier to operate the station all but the two
hours used by the university. Mr.
LeMasurier will sever all connections with KFJM and the new station will in no way be connected
with the university. Paul M. Segal,
Washington attorney, represented
both the university and Mr. LeMasurier in the transaction.

WENT
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Drastic

Drop

in Radio

Set

Production

Is Seen Despite Lifting of Plastic Ban
DESPITE action of the Office of allocations for succeeding months
indefinite.
Production Management last
Wednesday in removing a blanket
On the transmitter manufacturing side the picture of the future
ban on the use of plastic cases for
radio receivers, the priorities situ- is much like that for receivers.
ation continues to point more and While 0PM and OPACS have
more certainly toward drastically given a "communications preferreduced radio manufacture during
ence rating"
repair
and maintenance for
materials
to insure
the
the coming year, with a cut of as
continued operation of existing
much as 70% looked for in some
equipment, the materials situation
quarters.
is tight and growing tighter for
Although efforts are being made
by both 0 PM and the Office of new construction. Steel for radio
Price Administration & Civilian towers, for instance, has been hard
to get, and manufacturers avoid
Supply, headed by Leon Henderguaranteeing delivery by a specison, to clear the way to enough
fied time. A similar situation has
manufacturing materials to at least
developed
for the other metals
supply radio parts for maintenance and repair of existing equip- used in construction of the transmitter itself — nickel, copper, alument, it is admitted by both agenminum and others.
cies that actually securing these
Indicative
of the problem faced
supplies is going to be an increasby all manufacturers of goods for
ingly difficult matter.
civilian consumption was a series
Monthly Quotas
of broad rules and regulations isFollowing conferences between
sued last Thursday by E. R. Stet0PM and Radio Manufacturers
tinius Jr., Director of the 0PM
Priorities Division. The most imAssn. representatives last Tuesday, 0PM the following day anportant provision of the new basic
nounced that radio receivers had document — Priorities Regulation
been removed from the list of No. 1 — requires all manufacturers
manufactures completely banned
and producers to accept defense
from the use of plastic materials.
orders, with a few specific limitaIt is understood 0PM has approved
tions, even if acceptance of these
a plan under which manufacturers
orders will prevent or delay delivwould be allowed to supply 75%
eries on non-defense orders or deof the orders for plastic radio
fense orders with lower prefercabinets during September, with
ence ratings. The requirement applies to all manufactux'ers, producers, distributors and dealers, in
whatever category, Mr. Stettinius
explained.
Further Curtailment
Under this general framework
AHOY,
for priorities compliance, it is
thought likely the production of
non-defense radio equipment may
be further curtailed. Apart from
NIATESCAN
a shortage of skilled labor, reportYOU
ed by many manufacturers, the

RADIO SET SHORTAGE
Dun & Bradstreet Forecasts
Further Difficulty
WITH radio advertising showing
a faster rate of growth than any
other major media, and a newshungry public growing more and
more eager to follow latest war
development, sales of radio receivers during the first half of 1941
have soared to new highs, according to a survey conducted by Dun
& Bradstreet, New York. Retail
sales of radio receivers, after setting an all-time record for unit
volume in 1940, were running
about 20% ahead of last year during the first six months of 1941, the
survey indicated.
The expanding demand has outpaced production, and dealers have
been finding it increasingly difficulty to secure merchandise, with
manufacturers forced to allot supplies to distributors on the basis of
past orders, it was obsei'ved. Delivery dates have been pushed further and further ahead, the report
stated, and backlogs of unfilled
orders have piled up at factories.
Retail sales of receivers in 1940
totaled 11,750,000 sets, 12% above
the 1939 peak of 10,538,000, reported by Radio Today. Dollar volume, reflecting lower unit prices,
did not reach 1937 level, although
it exceeded both 1938 and 1939.
new 0PM regulations further emphasize that defense production
will be stepped up, regardless of
effect on civilian production, and
that all available labor that can
do a defense production job will
be used in that type of work.
However, it is observed, the specific effect of the regulation will
not be felt so sharply in radio
with the present tight supply of
manufacturing materials as it
would be were there a greater
available supply of aluminum,
nickel,
terials. steel and other critical maAlthough OPACS on Aug. 22
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H, B.C. Basic Red

• September

ALL FORMS of advertising media are symbolized by the photographic
murals in the newly-decorated offices of John C. Dowd Inc., Boston advertising agency. C. H. Masse, sales representative of WBZ-WBZA,
Boston-Springfield (left), confers here with Agency President John C.
Dowd virtually in the shadow of a blown-up portrait of the 50 kw. WBZ
antenna tower at Hull, Mass.

1, 1941
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moved to keep the nation's 50,000,000 receivers in operation, by recommending that the highest civilian priorities rating — - B-1 — be
given to critical metals used in
manufacturing radio tubes and
electrolytic capacitators for replacement purposes, it was uncertain that the recommendation
would have any practical effect. It
was pointed out that great confusion exists between OPACS,
which recommends certain treatment for civilian needs, and 0PM,
which actually authorizes the treatment. 0PM takes the position that
if materials needed to comply with
the OPACS's recommendation are
not available beyond defense needs,
they just are not there, and no
0PM order to make them available
would do so without interfering
with the all-out defense program.
On July 29 Mr. Stettinius announced a program to make available a limited supply of aluminum
for the manufacture and maintenance of radio sets for civilian use
[Broadcasting, Aug. 4]. However,
the OPACS's recommendation on
radio tubes is the only one of its
kind, covering materials of all sorts
for "maintenance and repair". No
such recommendation on a "maintenance and repair" basis has been
made for radio sets as a whole,
and conceivably a situation could
occur in which replacement tubes
would be available but no replacement condensers or other integral
apparatus. In fact, radio sets have
been specifically excepted from
"maintenance and repair" recommendations.
Better Marketing
Another defense production development, Government control over
installment buying, which went into
effect Sept. 1, probably will have
a beneficial rather than detrimental effect for radio retailers in that
it may eliminate
a lot ofimprove
"gyp"
competition
and generally
the condition of their accounts.
The communications manufacturing industry also is engaging in a
program of subcontracting on
Army and Navy and lend-lease defense radio equipment, under which
the five major radio manufacturing
companies — Bendix, General Electric, Westinghouse, Western Electric and RCA Mfg. Co. — are not
only subcontracting parts but also
are transferring production of complete assemblies to scores of
smaller concerns in the field. The
"big five" will act under this program as "prime contractors", being
responsible for results.
Western Electric Co., New
York, currently producing radio
and telephone equipment for the
armed forces, has farmed out more
than $16,000,000,
of its purchase orders from orthe40%Government,
which total $37,000,000 to date. Of
that total the largest single contract is for $17,000,000 worth of
I'adio equipment, of which WE has
sublet contracts in excess of $10,000,000, consisting of some 1,400
purchase orders on 250 different
suppliers in 14 different States.
• Broadcast
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. . . and

so do Saturday

Morning

Programs — on ISBC RED, Here's
how Shinola proved it and profited, li
Remember

the old tune that went: "NOBODY

hstens to the radio on Saturday mornings"?
Hecker Products Corporation heard it
back in March, 1940 — and didn't beheve it!
They knew that people bought more food
and groceries on Saturdays than on any other
day of the week . . . and decided they'd like
to talk to them Just before they bought!
So Hecker started to advertise Shinola
Shoe Dressings on Saturday mornings onNBC
RED — the network most people listen to
most. They chose a half-hour dramatized
program, a program of evening calibre,
"Lincoln Highway."

tg i

Here's what

happened

. . .

* ; C. A. B. RATING DOUBLED AND REDOUBLED!
i I In little more than six months, "Lincoln Highway's"
audience had doubled. Nine months later, that
'Y j record had doubled!

— and

here's WHY

it happened

I

X. Over 80% of U. S. radio families are "reachable" by radio during any Saturday morning
half-hour. You get "evening type" audiences
at daytime rates!

SALES INCREASE 20 to 25%. ". . . For the past
several months," writes J. B. Forsyth, General Man-

2. On Saturdays people have more cash to
spend than any other day in the week.

" I ager of Hecker's Shoe Polish Division, "our different
d ' types of polish under the Shinola name have regis!r litared consistent gains of 20 to 25 per cent ahead of
e I last year. In large part, we attribute this to the sales

3. More than 40% of all groceries are bought

'!

response to 'Lincoln Highway'."

W j CONTRACT RENEWED. At the end of a full year,
C Ijcontract was signed for another full year on NBC RED.

" I ...AND 14 NEW STATIONS ADDED. With the
^ IIaddition of 14 new stations to the network last May,
■I I Shinola's "Lincoln Highway" is now heard over 75
1 stations of NBC RED

on Saturdays . . . and 69% of all Saturday's
grocery sales are made after noon!
This particular story happens to cover Saturday mornings. But the same thing is equally
true on Sunday. . .or Thursday. . . or any other
day or night in the week — namely, any time
is good time on NBC RED!
NATIONAL
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A Radio Corporation of America Service

NBC
WHAT

HOOPER FOUNDIN 29 CITIES

1747 homes, in 29 cities, were phoned
by Hooper investigators, the week of
February 23, 1941. From the responj
312 verified listeners, and
non-listeners. Hooper found
use of Shinola amona "Lincoln
Highway audience -^^Tarcrease clearly
traceable to o#i^^one. Question was:
'WhatJ^a^of Shoe Polish is used in
:?" Tally: SHINOLA was menid by 62% of the listeners... and by
ily 37% of the non-listeners!

NETWORK
THE NETWORK MOST PEOPLE
LISTEN TO MOST

NBC

Adds

In Central

14 More
America

Total of 35 Affiliates Will
Join 21-Station Mexican Net
ADDITION of 14 stations, six
longwave and eight shortwave, located in six Central American rePan last
American
network publics
wasto NBC's
announced
week
by Frank E. Mullen, vice-president
and general manager of NBC. Following the earlier announcement of
the affiliation of a 21-station Mexican network [Broadcasting, Aug.
25], this new extension gives a
total of 35 affiliates, assuring complete shortwave coverage of all
Central American countries by
NBC's International Division, the
network announcement states.
New Pan American stations are:
Longwave, TIPG, San Jose, Costa
Rica; HOK, Colon, Panama; YSS,
San Salvador, El Salvador;
YNPH, Managua, Nicaragua;
TOW, Guatemala City; HRN,
Tegucigaloa, Honduras. Shortwave, YSM, YSD, HUB, San Salvador; YNRS, Managua; TGWB,
TGWC, Guatemala City; and unidentified shortwave stations in
San Jose and Colon.
Arranged by Royal
These affiliations were arranged
by John F. Royal, NBC vice-president in charge of international relations, who is currently on a
20,000-niile air tour of all Latin
American countries. He phoned the
news to Mr. Mullen from Mexico
City, where he had flown to rejoin
Charles W. Horn, assistant vicepresident of the denartment, who
had represented NBC in signing
contracts for the Mexican network.
John W. Elwood. general managersion,
of NBC's
Dividescribed International
the affiliation
of
these Latin American stations as
meaning "that a vast radio audience of 28,000,000 people in Mexico and Central America, through
their own stations, today can be
served with the best programs of
both our Red and Blue networks,
including programs specifically
built for this audience by our Internationalthe
Division."new contracts
He said that
enable the Latin American affiliates
to pick up and rebroadcast susprograms without any
7i charge to taining
them
and that they also
advertising
make it possible for American
firms doing business in Latin America to have definite outlets for the
rebroadcasting of their programs.
medium
Norwich Sales Up
NORWICH PHARMACAL Co.,
Norwich, N. Y., which has been
sponsoring for 13 weeks the What
Burns ^You _Up program with
Frances Scott on the Yankee Network, on Sept. 6 is renewing the
program in view of increased sales
of its products Unguentine and
Pepto-Bismol. Basch Radio Productions, New York, produces the Saturday 6:30-7 p.m.. program, and
the agency is Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency, New York.
Page 30
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EXCITEMENT APLENTY for Canadian Broadcasting Corp. office
and equipment in Great Britain is
evidenced by tales and pictures like
these brought back recently by
members of the CBC Overseas
Unit. At top is a British Broadcasting Corp. mobile recording unit
after a London raid early this summer. At left are two members of
the CBC Overseas Unit, now back
in Canada, as they appeared with
a CBC mobile unit over there —
(1 to r) Bob Bowman, CBC special
events chief, and Art Holmes, now
an engineer at CBY, Toronto.

Frantic Preparation Needed
in
For Broadcasts
to the United
ALTHOUGH American listeners
realize pretty well the censorship
difficulties encountered in Europe
by correspondents of the major networks when they wish to put
through a broadcast to America,
little attention has been paid to the
Orient and the terrific confusion
broadcasting representatives have
to combat over there.
Melville J. Jacoby, NBC representative in Chungking, China, in
two letters to A. A. Schechter,
NBC's director of news and special
events, seems to have told the story
pretty clearly.
That's Chungking
"Getting a broadcast off" from
here is really a story," Jacoby
writes, taking "this morning's 4%minute affair" for an example.
"You ride for hours in rickshaws,
ferry boats, etc. and there are no
telephones. Getting out to another
studio (the main one is out of commission) is a matter of wangling
a car, then five gallons of gasoline,
getting a sleeping soldier out of the
car and the driver out of bed.
"Then you get to the studio out
in the country and find all the engineers arguing about what GMT
means to Chungking. Finally you
are ready to start talking and you
find some coolie has swept your
papers off the desk and you have to
dash out a minute before program
time to find them. During the
broadcast, the coolie holding the
lamp over your head so you can
read starts mumbling. That's
Chungking.
. . ." of the air raids,
In speaking
BROADCASTING

Orient
States

Jacoby writes "telegraph lines are
usually down for hours. That means
no delivery — unless we are lucky
to have cables routed from Manila
to Chungking direct. Also during
alarms (sometimes lasting 8 hours) ,
no receiving station will accept
messages. Besides this there is the
usual after-bombing confusion."
48 Hours Effort
Describing an attempted broadcast, which failed to materialize,
Jacoby tells of working 48 hours,
running across the city and back
between raiding planes, and with a
completed story, dashing to the
Chengtu station via rickshaw at
4 a.m. "We were scheduled to meet
Chungking (XGOY) at 6 a.m. and
stand by for the program which
was to out at 6:45 a.m. our time.
At 6 a coolie appeared at the station, at 6:10 someone else. I ranted
and raved about contacting Chungking to no avail. No one seemed to
know about the program. Finally
I aroused the station director and
he said it was too early to broadcast to America and just yawned.
Then
arrived
and hethesaidgovernor's
he came aide
late because
he knew
couldn't get through to
the
U. S. Ianyway.
"All this after I had carefully
explained in detail just what was
happening and we had staged a
dress rehearsal the day before —
even to checking clocks which is an
unusual practice in this fair land.
In the meantime Chungking and I
presume, RCA had been standing
by. The Chungking announcer calling us got so mad, he spluttered."
• Broadcast
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Three City Outlets
Had Profit in 1940
Study of Municipal Stations
Covers Operating Data
THREE of the five municipallyowned and operated radio stations
in the United States reported a
profit for 1940, according to a survey made by the International City
Managers Assn. under the direction
of David Rowlands, research assistant.
The report, which appeared in
the July issue of Public Management, lists WRR, Dallas; WJAX,
Jacksonville, and WSUN, St. Petersburg, as operating at profit.
WCAM, Camden, did not submit a
financial statement, while WNYC,
New York, does not sell time for
commercial use.
Profit in Dallas
Gross income of WRR, Dallas,
which devotes half of its time to
sponsored programs, was approximately $141,441 as compared with
operating expenses of $97,692, it
was shown. After deduction of
commissions, net profit amounted
to $20,000, which was used for improvement of facilities and installation of two-way radio communication systems in fire and police
departments.
WJAX reported operating expenses of $77,336 against a gross
income of $106,039. The surplus
used to improve the station's
fwas
scilitics
Gross income of WSUN, St. Petersburg, exceeded operating expenses of $56,888 by $20,078. The
station devotes one-third of its
time to commercial programs and
the profit was credited to the general city fund.
WNYC, the only municipally
operated station in the country
which does not sell time, reported
an operating expense of $110,000
which was paid out of the city
treasury.
The report points out there has
not been a city-owned and operated
AM radio station established since
1927. Of the eight cities which established stations between 1921
and 1927, three have discontinued
operation — in Atlantic City, Pensacola and Fort Morgan, Col.
Macy-WBNX Swap
COOPERATING with the R. H.
Macy & Co. department store,
WBNX, New York, has inaugurated All Through the Night, a 12-2
a. m. recorded show, in which Macy
supplies all the records in return
for plugs of the store's record department. Program is a request
show handled by Art Ford.
SOUTH

AMOS 'N' ANDY LEAD
Sponsor Association 86.2%
Survey Discloses
radio'swere
old correctly
favorites, associated
Amos 'n'
Andy,
with their sponsor — the Campbell
Soup Co. — by a larger percentage
of women listeners than were able
to identify 12 other programs, according to a survey conducted by
Dr. Harry Deane Wolfe, director
of the bureau of business research
at Kent State U, Kent, O.
Over 2,400 middle income urban
and rural housewives in Northeastern Ohio were interviewed in
the survey. Of this number, 2,078
—Andy
86.2%correctly.
— associated
Amos 'n'
Other findings
of
the survey indicate that more
wonien were influenced by radio
advertising than by any other advertising medium in their purchases of gelatin dessert, canned
soup, dry cereals, cooking cereal,
toothpaste, toothpowder, all-purpose shortening, toilet soap, flake
washing machine soap, granulated
washing soap, all-purpose cake
soap and fine laundry flakes. Recommendation of friends weighed more
heavily in the purchase of coifee
and cleaning soap than advertising
media.
Other programs studied and the
percentages of correct identification with sponsors follows :
Jack Benny
85.0%
Charlie McCarthy
74.6
Jack Armstrong
61.1
Ma Perkins
56.6
Fanny Brice
56.0
Bob Hope
49.9
Eddie Cantor
37.3
Aldrich Family
25.9
Hill Top House
21.5
Grand Central Station
12.1
Meet Mr. Meek
10.8
Young Dr. Malone
6.8
Kentucky Project
SECOND annual radio training institute of the Kentucky WPA recreation project will be held in conjunction with U of Kentucky Sept.
2-6, on the university campus. In
charge will be Ben Russak, state
radio specialist, and Mrs. Lolo Robinson, U of Kentucky. In addition
to the training staff a dozen recreation leaders and a number of
university students, selected by E.
G. Sulzer, Kentucky U radio director, will be present. A limited number of other students will participate. Mr. Russak's
staff
will consist
of Mr.consulting
Sulzer; Mrs.
Robinson, and William Yount, chief
engineer.
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It is this wholesale sale volume that makes the Mem\^
phis Market real news . . . interesting news for any
\\ ^V'^dvertiser.
For the wholesale sales in Memphis and
the Mid-South total over one billion
dollars!
With cotton selling higher than it has
in a score of years, this world's largest
cotton market will have plenty of people with plenty of money this fall.
And they all listen to WMC, the pioneer radio station of Memphis and
the Mid South.
Want to hear more?
NBC
5,000 Watts
NETWORK
,000 Watts WMC
Night
MEMPHIS. TENN.

RED

MARKET
DayRepresented Nationally by THE BRflNHflM CO.
*
Owned and Operated by

"Hey Fellows!"
A recent survey
shows that nine
out of fifteen of the
major Alaska cities say
KINY is received best.
Executive Offices
Am. BIdg., Seattle. Wash.

5;o'o|o
UJfBC-GRtfNVILLt
OF m FAMOUS mDUSTRIAL
NBC
RED HEARTPIEDMONT
SECTION
NETWORK
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE -,WEED i. CO.

ranks twentieth out of ninety eight cities.

THE

CAROLINAS

F/RST IN-~
• Tbtil Populaiion-Whitc Population
• Whol«sJiI« & Reia^il Sh\es
• IndustriJil i Business Pay Rolli
• Automobile Regislratiorv
DOMINATED BY

oday, Memphis is the thirtieth (30th) largest city in
the United States, with a wholesale trade volume that

1000 WATTS • 5000 WATTS

THE
COMMERCIAL

c^ons't"

Juneau* Alaska
JOSEPH
HERSHEY McGILLVRA
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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APPEAL

MEMBER OF SOUTH CENTRAL QUALITY NETWORK
WMC— MEMPHIS
WJDX— JACKSON,. MISS.
KARK— LITTLE ROCK
KWKH-KTBS— SHREVEPORT
WSMB— NEW ORLEANS
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Vacations Do Things!
LAST WEEK was epoch-making for radio:
Nary a crisis arose!
Of course a couple of dozen hang-overs remain, such as chain-monopoly regulations
multiple-ownership-overlapping service ban,
war, copyright, discriminatory taxes, newspaper divorcement, wash-board dramas, and sundry other trifling matters, any one of which,
if invoked as originally contrived, would cut
the heart and liver out of commercial broad•"asting.
There wasn't a new crisis because the FCC
was in recess. Only Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven was in Washington, and he isn't obsessed with giant-killer instincts, being a practical sort of gentleman who is old-fashioned
enough to believe private enterprise has a
place in public service.
Action resumes, however, this week. The
siesta will be over, and things will happen.
But they can happen on the credit side of the
ledger for a change.
Vacations do things for people. They provide the opportunity to relax and commune
with their Maker. They let them reflect on
the past, and perhaps do a job of clearer
thinking ahead. Five of the FCC's six members
have had that opportunity during the past
few weeks.
Let's dissect the most pressing of the several white-hot issues which mvist be appraised
by the FCC when it reconvenes. The chainmonopoly rules had been right up against the
buzzsaw of a Sept. 16 effective date, until
Comdr. Craven last Thursday scheduled oral
arguments on Sept. 12, automatically bringing
about a postponement. This followed a rupture
early last month in negotiations between
Chairman Fly and the heads of the three major
networks. Until the postponement developed,
a really ugly situation had existed. The
Commission up to that point had stubbornly
insisted that the networks knuckle down and
accept the regulations, or else.
But members of the Commission have had
time to reflect. They m.ust have appreciated the
seriousness of those rules when important
men like CBS President William S. Paley and
NBC President Niles Trammell, as well as
MBS representatives, day after day during
Washington's sweltering heat, conferred and
counselled in an effort to work out an acceptable
compromise. That after they had religiously
attended and participated in protracted hearings before the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee on the White Resolution designed
Page 32
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to prevent the FCC from running riot. The
FCC must have realized that if the rules as
written were permitted to stand and any substantial number of affiliates pulled the plug on
the networks, the public would have done
something more than a disservice. For the first
time Mr. John Q. Citizen would have been
brought into the picture. And the wrath of millions of listeners would have descended upon
the FCC.
There is still too much heat in this situation,
to mention only one of the several crusades
unleashed by the FCC. And there is too much
at stake. It's risky to gamble with so vital
a public service, particularly in these grim
days. We'd like to see a moratorium on crises
in radio at least until those now on the fire
are out of the way.
Strictly a Luxury
so RADIO CAN'T sell luxuries!
If you're still an addict to that favorite
chant of competing media, there's one quick
cure and it can be found on page 14.
It's a story that needs repeating now and
then, this power of radio to sell items strictly
in the luxury class. And nobody will dispute
the claim that motor boats are a luxury. At
Higgins Industries Inc., New Orleans, the
world's lai'gest builders of commercial motor
boats, they base all their promotion on the
thesis that the product belongs in the luxury
class.
That's why Higgins uses Fortune and Spur
along with yachting journals when it advertises
its boats. Moreover, that's the very reason
Higgins uses radio. For the firm discovered
accidentally that radio could sell its luxury
product. Since that happy day Higgins has
been using two well-programmed campaigns,
and will soon launch a third.
It's boats may be a luxury for the public,
but
radio is no luxury for Higgins. It's a
necessity.
In 1950 What?
AT THIS writing it looks as though NBC will
make its peace with ASCAP. With that accomplished, itwon't be long until CBS, due to competitive effect, will find it expedient to follow
suit. MBS already is in line, having consummated its deal last May. And, of course, it will
be up to affiliates and independents not yet
signed to decide for themselves whether they
will accept the ASCAP proposition.
Without ai'guing the merits of the NBCASCAP proposal, admittedly better than that

The

RADIO

BOOK

SHELF

BASIC information about advertising is reviewed in Effective Advertising, by Harry
V/alker Hepner, Associate Professor of Psychology, College of Business Administration,
Syracuse University [McGraw-Hill, New York,
$4]. It is designed for use as a basic text for
the first year course in advertising. Elaborately
illustrated, the book contains sections covering
the advertising industry; the consumer; the
product; the media; the advertisement; testing and coordinating advertising. The 18-page
chapter devoted to radio briefly sketches some
of the advantages and disadvantages of the
medium, quoting from some of the current
literature on the subject. Teacher's manual and
student's workbook are available.
DESIGNED as an aid in the production of
radio plays and the organization of radio dramatic clubs, a manual titled Radio Production
for Recreation has been produced for the Kentucky Recreation Project at Louisville by Ben
Russak. The manual contains suggestions for
organizing radio clubs, for maintaining station
relationships and for adequate radio training.
It includes an introduction by Elmer G. Sulzer,
U of Kentucky radio director. Copies are available on a loan basis from the Script and Transcription Exchange, U. S. Office of Education,
Washington.
REPRINTING a chapter from the Journal of
Consulting Psychology, Dr. Frank Stanton,
Ph.D., CBS director of research, has issued a
booklet entitled Problems of Sampling in Market Research in which the subject of proper
sampling in market research is discussed with
an explanation of the methods used by the
various research organizations.
procured by MBS, we believe a glance at
copyright history, as well as a peer into the
future, might prove edifying. The contract
offered networks and stations is for nine years.
These questions logically arise:
Will BMI, which made the present ASCAP
deal possible and which introduced competition
in
in the
1950?music performance field, be in existence
Will ASCAP again be omnipotent in 1950
so that it can dictate the price to be paid,
just as it did in 1932 and 1935?
Will broadcasters, in accepting the proposal
currently offered, be sacrificing the principle
of free competition for immediate dollars?
Will the independent composer from Podunk,
who is responsible for most of the hit tunes of
today (nearly all BMI) be on the air?
Will network and transcription programs be
cleared at the source nine years hence?
Will broadcasters go for the blanket license
theory because it's cheaper now and forget
all about the per use formula, which entails
the maintenance of music libraries and indexes?
The station owner who for the last decade
has fought the copyright battle best knows
the answers. We pose these queries because
we can't forget the oft-repeated statement of
Gene Buck, venerated ASCAP president, at the
outset of the contract renewal battle that the
broadcasters will in the long run pay every
penny of the costs to ASCAP, with interest.
If the industry doesn't watch its step now,
Mr. Buck may make good that boast in 1950!
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NOTES
MAJ. LENOX R. LOHR, former
president
NBC and Museum
now presi-of
dent of of
thetheAmerican
Science & Industry, Chicago, visited
KOA.
enroute to a fishingspot in Denver,
the Rockies.
HAROLD ESSEX, sales manager of
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C. has been
named chairman of the publicity committee for the C of C tobacco market
campaign.
LIEUT. BIRNEY IMES Jr., owner
of WCBI. Columbus. Miss., has been
assigned to Brooks Field, San Antonio,
as
an artillery observer in the Air
Corps.
BEN McGLASHAN and Calvin
Smith, general managers of KGFJ
and KFAC, Los Angeles, respectively,
recently piloted civilian open cockpit
training
planes from Chicago to the
West
Coast.

the all-consuming
Oer is
RADI
of Jack DeWitt, just
care
turned 35.
Born John Hibbett DeWitt Jr. on Feb. 20, 1906, the son
of a judge of the Tennessee Court
of Appeals, Jack became a wireless
addict while still in short pants,
even before he entered Duncan
Preparatory School in Nashville.
His higher education included attendance at the engineering school
of both Vanderbilt and the U of
Tennessee. But he seems never to
have allowed formal schooling to
interfere with his interest in radio.
His first venture into the commercial realm of the industry came
in 1922, when as a lad of 16
he built and installed Ward-Belmont's station, WDAA, Nashville's
first broadcast facility. Although
engrossed in these efforts, he managed to carry on prep school work
and even enter college in 1924.
But a still more absorbing project
presented itself in 1925 when the
National Life & Accident Insurance Co. installed its 1,000-watt
transmitter for WSM, Nashville.
Jack was made inspector of materials during construction. When
the first program took the air, he
manned the controls.
Now chief engineer for WSM, it
would be logical to assume that
Jack just grew into the job from
this beginning. However, after a
year with WSM, he went back to
school, this time to Tennessee U.
I But once again electrical engineering, or the academic pursuit
II of it, lost out, for in 1929 Jack
> left school for good to take an
' assignment in the radio development department of Bell Laboratories. In 1931 he was loaned to
National Life to testify in the "high
power" hearings of that day, and
I the next year he left Bell Labs to
\ become chief engineer of the new
50 kw. WSM.

BROADCASTING

A list of Jack DeWitt's technical
accomplishments is a bewildering
array for a young fellow. While at
Bell Labs he developed the first
crystal-controlled oscillator meeting the revised requirements of the
FCC. The principle is still used.
Also he took part in the development of synchronizing motors as
applied to synchronized broadcasting, a principle recently adapted
to FM.
As advisor in the installation of
WSM's 50 kw. plant, Jack was
chief advocate of the then new
vertical radiator — WSM constructed the 878-foot Goliath that
is claimed
today asAndAmerica's
tallest radio tower.
the vertical
radiator appears to be here to stay.
In his job as chief engineer of
WSM, Jack didn't relax his natural
inquisitiveness into what makes
radio tick. Among his works is a
patented feed-back system that allows transmitters to use AC current in their filament supply — a
method used in many of the large
transmitters now on the air. He
also worked out a system of static
measurement which has proved of
great value in computing the coverage of a radio transmitter during any given season. And one of
his most recent achievements is an
electro-mechanical calculator which
can be used in solving the high
involved equations of directional
antennas, employing any number
of elements.
Jack's friends throughout the industry are many, and his face is
familiar wherever radio men
gather. He is past chairman of
the engineering committee of NAB,
and is now chairman of the clear
channel engineering committee. In
1935 he was coordinator for the
FCC allocation survey for the
Southern District. He was in Havana in 1937, representing WSM
during preparation of the famed
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JAMES F. COYLE has been appointed assistant commercial manager of
WCAU. Philadelphia.
JOSEPH H. SIERER. continuitv diresignedrectortoof WTAR,
accept a Norfolk.
commissionVa.."in has
the
Navy. He will be attached to the public relations office of the Fifth Naval
District.
GEORGE E. SMITH, vice-president
of the Crosley Corp.. has been retained by the U. S. Signal Corps as
civilian advisor to expedite delivery
of materials.
JAMES McELDOWNEY, salesman,
of KLZ. Denver, has been called to
active duty as a first lieutenant in
the Air Corps. He is to report Aug.
31 at Lowry Field, Denver, and is the
fourth member of KLZ to be called
to the colors.
KEITH KIGGINS. sales manager of
NBC-Blue, on Aug. 25 left for California to attend a meeting of Blue
Network affiliates in Hollywood, called
by Don Oilman, NBC vice-president,
to discuss fall plans for the Pacific
Blue Network.
Havana Treaty, which brought
about broadcasting's recent reallocation. He is widely known also as
a consulting engineer, handling
field work for the recently organized firm of Ring & Clark.
Jack DeWitt built and installed
one of the nation's first ultra-high
frequency AM transmitters, which
was operated experimentally by
WSM until recently, when it gave
way to W47NV, WSM's FM adjunct,mercial
called America's
first comFM transmitter.
This
"first" was made possible because
Jack and the engineers working
under him actually made parts
which could not have been delivered by manufacturers for months.
The antenna system for W47NV
is another DeWitt innovation — it
consists of folded elements, actually buckled around the top of the
WSM vertical radiator. The antenna and the feed system are so
constructed that both WSM and
W47NV can operate noi-mally without interfering with each other.
The generating system first used

MICHAEL R. HANNA, general manager of WHCU,
and field rep-of
resentative for theIthaca,
CBS department
education, has been selected to direct
and supervise a new course in radio
instruction at Ithaca College this fall.
JOSEPH K. MASON, formerly in the
advertising and sales promotion department of NBC, has rejoined the
company in the continuity acceptance
department.
A. .J. MOSBY. owner and general managercently
of KGVO.
Mont., reunderwentINIissoula,
a tonsilectomy.
SPENCER W. CALDWELL formerly
sales manager in British Columbia
for Canadian Marconi, has been named
commercial
manager of CKWX, Vancouver.
DORIS HILLMAN.
tant in the New York
casting, on Sept. 13
Ky.
to .Joseph H. Lawton,

editorial assisoffice of BroadWill be married
of Hopkinsville,

BILL CARPENTER and his brother
Lee. both of WDNC, Durham, N.
have been drafted.
FRANCIS KEARNEY, sales manager of WRUF, Gainesville, Fla.. has
been granted a leave of absence to
join the Army Air Force. .John H,
Sheely ager's
will
duties assume
Sept. 1. the sales manJames M. West
JAMES M. WEST, 70, Texas lumber and oil millionaire and president of the Dallas Journal and Austin Tribune publishing companies,
died Aug. 24 in Kansas City after
a heart attack. Born at Waynesboro, Miss., in 1871, Mr. West
moved to Texas as a child. He was
a resident of Houston. He entered
the newspaper field in December,
1939, when he purchased the Dallas
Dispatch- J ourjial and later bought
the Austin Tribune. Mr. West also
was an applicant, along with two
sons, J. Marion and Wesley W.
West, and P. M. Stevenson for a
new station in Houston, to operate
with 1,000 watts on 610 kc, and
also to receive transferred control
of KTBC, Austin. He is survived
by Mrs. West, two sons and a
daughter.
in W47NV has been adapted for
use in many new FM transmitters.
In April, 1929, Jack married Ann
Elise Martin. They have one son,
John H. Ill, born in 1934. Jack is
a member of Phi Delta Theta fraternity and the Institute of RadiO'
Engineers.
Maybe it's hard to believe that
a man who works so intensively
at radio has an outside hobby, but
Jack has been something of an
astronomer since he was 26, when
he and his brother built an observatory which stands today as one
of the best in Nashville. And when
he isn't tearing apart a radio
station to put it back together
again, or discussing the stars with
a visiting astronomer, he and Mrs.
DeWitt usually can be found with,
a group of friends in the livingroom of their hilltop home, listening to Wagner or Brahms pouringout of a tremendous loudspeaker
around which the house was built.
Radio is the only business with
Jack De Witt. He hasn't found
time for anything else — yet!
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HOWARD WILEY, member of the
pi-oduction staff of NBC New York
for nine years, has been transferred
to NBC-Chicago, replacing A. D.
(Archie) Scott, transferred to HollyWbod.
TED MacMURRAY, of the NBC Chicago production staff, has resigned
effective Sept. 15 to devote his time
to freelance directing. He will direct
the NBC-Blue Tom Mix Straight
Shooters and NBC-Red Lone Journey
programs.

MARSHA menWHEELER,
woman's is
com-to
tator of WLW, Cincinnati,
leave Sept. 6 along with members of
the WLW war games staff to handle
woman's angle programs during the
month from the Army maneuvers in
Louisiana. She will make special transci'iptions to be broadcast as part of
her
ture. daily Consumer's Foundation feaJAY r R O H M A N, formerly of
WDWS, Champaign, 111., has joined
the announcing staff of WSOY, Decatur, 111. He replaced Marty Mueller,
who has enlisted in the Army.
MARVIN YOUNG, formerly NBC
Hollywood producer and now a ma.ior
in the U. S. Army, attached to the
chief of morale branch, has been placed
in charge of all professional and amateur talent for Army camp shows.

yOUCHTA
SEE THE WAY
SALES ARE LEAPING FOR
ADVERTISERS USING
AT FARGO, SPENDING

WOAYi^S
CENTER

*

FOR
A MliLION-AND
PROSPEROUS
PEOPLE'A-HAtF*^v^

Godwin

Benediction

FOR years Earl Godwin,
NBC Washington commentator, has been signing oif his
progran> with the phrase,
"God bless every one of you".
Numbered among his audience are high Government
officials, members of Congress, and thousands of Government workers. Recently
he discovered he had loyal
fans 3,000 miles away. Godwin received a post card
showing aminster
picture
of WestAbbey, postmarked
London, July 20, from Capt.
Bernard Brookes, who ferries bombers across the Atlantic. The card read: "This
one of God's houses still
stands. It surely is His will
that right will conquer. The
AEF boys here — American
Eagle Force^ — all listen to
your 'God bless every one of
MAURICE STEINBERG, formerly
staff arranger
for has
Earl joined
Carroll'sWBAPVanities, Hollywood,
KGKO, Fort Worth, as staff music
arranger.
CHARLES W. LEWIS of the U of
Pennsylvania
you'." has been awarded a oneyear fellowship by WLW, Cincinnati,
according to Robert E. DunviUe, general sales manager.
MEL VENTER, production manager
of KFRC. San Francisco, fractured
an arm when he fell off a step while
participating in a recent Red Cross
benefit show in San Mateo, Cal.

Asheville's average
citizen buys I \2%
MORE General Merchandise than the average
American.
- - And WWNC's Promotion

ERNIE HARWELL, sportscaster of
WSB, Atlanta, and Lulu Tankersly
recently announced their engagement.
TOM THOMAS, formerly of WHBL,
Sheboygan, Wis., has been inducted
into the Army and is now in training
at Camp Wheeler, Ga.
JACK HUBBARD, continuity editor
and special events announcer of KFBB,
Great Falls, Mont., has resigned to
join
KROS, Clinton, la., as program
director.
ROBERT McDonald, associate
news director of KMOX, St. Louis,
has
joined athecombination
Amarillo News-Glohe
to handle
radio and
newspaper job on KGNC. Richard
Everett, St. Louis bureau manager for
Transradio News, has joined the
KMOX
news staff, replacing McDonald.
ELMER BAUGHMAN, announcer of
WFAA-KGKO, Dallas, and Norval
Schneringer,
publicityConstance
director, recently married Mary
HoUen
tively.
and Johnnie Lucile Hefner, respecFRANK MAHON, sportscaster of
WEW, St. Louis, and a graduate of
the St. Louis U School of Law, recently passed his bar examination.
DON BRICE, formerly of KSAL,
Salina, Kan., and WKBN. Youngstown, O., has temporarily rejoined the
KSAL announcing staff. Mary Jeanette Bachtold,
KSAL woman's
mentator, is convalescing
fromcoman
operation. Glenna Bradshaw, formerly
stituting.
of KGNO, Dodge City, Kan., is subFRANCIS KALNEY, Hungarian
translator for WWRL, New York, is
the editor of The Netc American, published by Greenberg Publishers, New
York, as a handbook for aliens, refugees and new citizens.
LARRY ELLIOTT, CBS announcer
on such programs as The News of the
World and The Treasury Hour, will
continue this fall to announce various
CBS
lance. programs, but will also freeBILL GOODWIN,
HoUywood
nouncer, has been assigned
to anthe
weekly half-hour NBC Burns & Allen
Shoiv, starting Oct. 7 under sponsorship of Lever Bros.
KNOX MANNING, NBC Hollywood
commentator,
has been
narrate the Warner
Bros,signed
shortsto film,
"Perils of the Jungle".
MAURICE JOACHIM, known for his
program Your Unseen Friend, on Sept.
3 returns to the air on WHN, New
York, with a new program titled
Wearver of Thoughts, to be heard
Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 1 p.m.
LYDIA PERERA, CBS television
actress who has been working on the
Children's Story test programs, and
Wil Marcus, who handles television
publicity for CBS, were married Aug.
19 in New York.
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PBISCILLA LAjMBETH. formerly of
RAY BUFFUM, New York and Hol- PAUL KNIGHT, announcer of
WMFR, High Point, N. C, has joined
Philadelphia, has joined
lywood script writer, was seriously in- WPEN,
Philco television station in
WSJS,
jured
Aug.three22miles
when
his ofauto
over- W3XE,
McCosker's Lyrics
Philadelphia.
director. Winston-Salem, as women's
turned
north
Tonopah,
TOPPING ALL SONGS
Nev.
THOMAS SNOWDEN, program diARCH FARMER, night news editor
played on MBS the other
rector of WEED, Rocky Mount, N. C,
week was the Mills number
has been
apPATRICK MAITLAND, MBS for- of WBBM,
on Aug. 17 married Martha High, of
pointed news Chicago,
editor. William
CosteUo,
"Give Me Your Answer",
eign
correspondent
who
covered
WarRocky Mount.
director
of
farm
service,
in
addition
to
saw and the Balkan countries before
with
lyrics
Alfred entitles
J. Mcregular duties, will assist in the
Cosker.
Itsbysuccess
JOE SCHAFER. Pittsburgh musician,
they fell under German rule, arrived his
and special events department
has joined WCAE, that city, as music
in this country recently by clipper news
the president of WOR, New
with writing and editing.
arranger.
York MBS outlet, to be a
from Lisbon. Besides doing some
writing member of ASCAP
broadcasting, Mr. Maitland plans to HAL BOHM, announcer of WGN,
TRUMAN BRADLEY, formerly Holas an active songwriter if he
Chicago, is to marry Lucille Charles
lywood announcer recently in Chicago,
write ler's
a Nine
book
tentatively
"Hit- of Chicago on Sept. 6.
has returned to 20th Century Fox for
30 desires.
Pins",
and sometitled
magazine
a second lead in the '"Lone Star Rangarticles,
describing his war experi- RICHARD BUZZERD, formerly of
ences.
er" film.
WENY, Elmira, N. Y., has joined the
JAMES C. BUCHANAN, associate
TRUE BOARDMAN, HoUywood
announcing staff of WLVA, Lynchnews editor of KMOX, St. Louis, is JOHANNES STEEL, news commenwriter-producer,
has
returned
after
burg, Va.
New York conferences with Joan the father of a boy born in late August.
tator of WMCA, New York, is doing
a series of newscasts in Spanish to EDWIN M. CLOUGH, formerly of
Blaine, radio actress, on a new night- AL BLAND, who conducts the Morn
time sponsored series.
Patrol on WCKY, Cincinnati, has been South America on WRUL, Boston Chicago, has joined KOY, Phoenix,
production manager, succeeding shortwave station, Fridays at 8 :45 and is currently conducting a daily
JERRY MANN, Hollywood writer- named
actor, is doing special writing on the Bev Dean who resigned to engage in
quarter-hour news commentary on 3
weekly NBC Rudy Vallee Show, spon- other radio work.
Arizona network stations (KOY
JOHN COMNAS, formerly of KSUN
sored by National Dairy Products
KTUC).
ANN
women's
Plattsburgh, N. Y., and
p.m.
Corp.
KGVO, WESTON,
San Francisco,
has editor
left theof WMFF,
WCAX, Burlington, Vt., has joined
to return to her home in Duluth,
NORMAN A. ROSE, formerly in the staff
BREWSTER, KFVD, Los AnMinn.
the announcing staff of WORD, Spar- CARL geles,
copy department of Raymond R. Morannouncer-producer, has resigned
gan Co., Hollywood, has joined the BOB EMERICK, formerly announcer
tanburg, S. C, to handle the "Red, to join the Army as first lieutenant
CBS continuity staff in that city.
of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, and White and Blue Network" program and is stationed at Camp Haan, Riverformerly of KLS, Oak- prepared and presented for the trainside, Cal., as radio relations oflBcer.
NILES WELCH, CBS New York an- Bert Symmes,
land, Cal., have been added to the
ees at Camp Croft located just out- Phil Brooks, announcer, has taken
nouncer on the American School of production
side
the
city
limits.
staff
of
KROW,
Oakland.
over Brewster's former duties.
the Air, is currently in Hollywood.
ED FAREY, formerly of CFAR, Flin
Flon, Man., and CFCT, Victoria, B.
T9th
YEAR
OF
LISTENER
PREFERENCE
C, has joined the announcing staff of
CJRC, Winnipeg.
JACK WELLS, formerly of CFQC,
Saskatoon, has joined CJRC, Winnipeg, as sports announcer. He replaced
Stewart MacPherson who has returned
to the British Broadcasting Corp. after
11 months with CJRC.
JOHN COLLINGWOOD READE,
newscaster at CFRB, Toronto, was
flown to Great Britain in a bomber to
obtain first hand impressions of the
war and to accompany Prime Minister
King of Canada on his visits to Canadian troops stationed in Great Britain.
WENDELL NILES, Hollywood announcer, isnarrating a series of U. S.
Army instruction film shorts being produced by Warner Bros. He also has
a role in the Columbia picture, "Harmon of Michigan", now being released.
JOHN LAING, KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, announcer, and Katrina Knafeltz, secretary to Ernest Felix, auditor and oflSce manager of the stations, were married Aug. 21.
DON McDIARMID, music director of
KGU and KGMB, Honolulu, soon will
have published his song "South Sea
Sadie". Recently he had another song,
NBC
Red
Network
- • . In St. Louis
"Little
Brown Girl", published by
Irving Berlin.
GEORGE SAYLES, formerly Chicago assistant bureau manager of
Transradio Press Service, has been appointed KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
associate news editor.
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In the Eighth Federal Reserve District (St. Louis Area) for the four
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DUNCAN MacLEOD. assistant news
editor of KOIN-KALE, Portlaud, Ore.,
will leave Sept. 15 to join the Army
Air Force. MacLeod is a member of
the 123d Observation Squadron, the
last Oregon National Guard unit to
be called to active service. Robert
Harris has been named to succeed
MacLeod.
BILL KLLMER. announcer and staff
organist of WSGN, Birmingham, has
been named musical director.
ROBERT DWYER, formerly music
arranger for Frankie Masters orchestras, has joined the music staff of
TVAAF. Chicago.
OTT DEYINE. dean of announcers
of WSM, Nashville, and Mrs. Devine.
on Aug. 25 became the parents of an
8 lb.. 2 oz. daughter. Virginia Rush,
born at Vanderbilt University Hospital.

A

MUST

for

Old Gold Series
BERT WHEELER and Hank
Ladd, Hollywood film comics, have
been signed as regular features of
the weekly half-hour Tommy Riggs
& Betty Lou program, sponsored
by P. Lorillard Co., (Old Gold
cigarettes), on 6 NBC-Pacific Red
stations, Thursday, 8:30-9 p.m.
(PST). Cast also Include Tommy
Riggs and Dick Wheeler. Victor
Young is musical director, with
Ben Gage announcer. Sam Moore
writes the series. Robert Brewster
is producer for J. Walter Thompson Co., the agency. Myron Button
represents the network.

TERRILL

WBL.J, Dalton. Ga.. operating on
1230 kc, 250 watts unlimited, on Sept.
1 became an affiliate of MBS.

fall schedul

es

THE

CHARLOTTE

MARKET

JOAN CANNON
DEFTLY, Joan Cannon lends a
woman's guiding touch to a leading
CBS radio program. Holding a responsible position with McCannErickson Inc., Los Angeles, this attractive, slim young woman has
been producer of the weekly Dr.
Christian series sponsored by
Chesebrough Mfg. Co. Canadian
born, Joan moved to Spokane,
where she lived until 1936 when she
decided upon Hollywood as her
goal. Almost immediately she made
her current agency connection.
Educated at both the U of Southern California and Washington
State College, Joan Cannon represents a pleasing picture of a typically modern girl. Blond, hazeleyes, brown haired, she stands 5
ft., 6 inches, and weighs 118
pounds.

w

CHARLOTTE,
NATIONAL

s

o

N.C.

George Fischer
GEORGE FISCHER, president of
J. Fischer & Brother, music publishers, and a board member of
ASCAP, died Aug. 23 at his summer home on Fire Island, New
York. He would have been 71 years
old on Sept. 13. Although the firm
publishes popular m u s i c, Mr.
Fischer was interested primarily
in classical and religious music,
sponsoring Deems Taylor and other
American composers and building
up for his company the largest
stock of Catholic Church music in
the country.

c

•

NBC

REPRESENTATIVES

HEADLEY-REED

RED

Wilmer Walter
WILMER WALTER, 57, who
played the lead in the daily radio
serial David Harum sponsored by
the B. T. Babbitt Co. heard on
NBC-Red Monday through Friday,
died Aug. 23 at Mount Sinai HosNew York,Before
after entering
a twoweeks pital,
illness.
radio, Mr. Walter was a leading
man with various stock companies.
He had enacted the role of David
Harum on the air more than 1,500
times in the last bVz years.

IS

NAMED

KSKY, DALLAS, HEAD
APPOINTMENT of R. J. Terrill,
for the last six years manager of
KGHI, Little Rock, as manager
of the new KSKY, Dallas, was announced last week by A. L. Chilton,
well-known Southwestern broadcaster and licensee of the new
outlet. The station, to operate with
1,000 watts local sunset on 660
kc, is expected to take the air
by mid-September, according to
Mr. Chilton.
Mr. Terrill, a native of Dallas,
started in radio on KRLD, of which
Mr. Chilton was manager for several years. Chief engineer is Morris M. Ming, who left a similar post
at KFRO, Longview.
Miss Dorothy M. Smith, for two
years traffic manager for the Texas
State Network in Fort Worth, will
become office manager of KSKY.
She was formerly Mr. Chilton's
secretary.
and ofgeneral
offices
are onStudios
the roof
the Hotel
Stoneleigh.

Floyd J. Neale
FLOYD J. NEALE, 54, since 1938
music commentator for MBS, was
found dead in his New York apart25, apparently
the victimment
of aAug. cerebral
hemmorrhage.
In addition to his MBS affiliation
Mr. Neale had been associated with
WOR for 12 years, serving first as
an announcer. At one time he was
program director for the old
WGBS, New York and was credited with having suggested the
award for diction which the Academy of Arts & Letters once made
to radio announcers. During the
first World War he was in the
Naval Intelligence Service, assigned to the newsreel and censorship division. Mr. Neale is survived
by two sisters, Mrs. Charlotte
Thwing of Pine Orchard, Conn.,
and
Mrs. 0.
Thomas D. Knowles of
Massilon,

CO.

Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
FREE €r PETERS. Inc., National Representatives
• September
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R. G. Binyon Is Named
As Manager of KWAL
R. G. BINYON, formerly of KGB,
San eral
Diego,
genmanagerhasof been
KWAL,named
Wallace,
Ida., succeeding Clarence Berger.
who has severed his connection with
the station. The change came following approval by the FCC of the
transfer of license from a partnership consisting of Mr. Berger and f
Chester Howarth to the Silver i
Broadcasting Co. Inc. The owners |
of the latter company are Drs. J.
R. Binyon and H. C. Nickelsen who
also hold controlling interest in
KEVE, Everett, Wash., soon to
take the air.
William M. Bruner, station manager and chief engineer under the
partnership, has been retained in
these duties. However, other staff
changes and additions are to be
announced shortly.

KGKO
CTA
KIDr<
J/\J IVUi CP 5000
5000 WATTS
WATTS DAY
NIGHT
fMDV<
FORT WORTH and DALLAS
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ISCUSSING his new contract for a series on CBS starting Oct. 5 for
General Foods Corp., New York, William L. Shirer, CBS news correspondent and former Berlin correspondent, lunches with agency and CBS
[executives. Left to right are Bruce Powell, Columbia Artists; George
iBryson, Young & Rubicam, agency in charge; Mr. Shirer; Louis N.
Brockway, Y&R vice-president.

Tnppointmentf

Standard Radio Opens
New York Export Ofl&ce
STANDARD RADIO has established an Export Division with
headquarters at 45 W. 45th St.,
New York. M. M. Blink, co-owner
of Standard Radio, announced that
Herbert Rosen, formerly European
representative of the Standard
Library, who had previously maintained an office in Paris, has been
named manager and that the new
department will specialize in servicing Latin American stations.
Distribution to Canadian and
Mexican stations, however, will
continue to be handled by the regular company offices in Chicago and
Hollywood. The New York office
will carry a complete stock of recorded sound effects as a service to
seaboard stations. The company has
opened permanent southern branch
in Dallas with offices in the Wilson
Bldg., under direction of Herbert
Denny, southern representative.

! JOHN K. BRATER & Co., New York
j (asthma remedy), to Charles A. Weeks
j Co. Inc., New York.
{CONNECTICUT REFINING Co., W.
'Haven, Conn. (Benzoline, Unolene), to
^Hammer Adv. Agency, Hartford, Conn.
IbLIND-RITE Co.. San Francisco, to ErisPjacher, Davis & Staff, San Francisco.
CALAVO GROWERS of California, Los
'jAngeles
to J. Walter Thompi'lson
Co.. (avocados),
San Francisco.
■ADAMS
CLOTHES,
store chain),
effectivePhiladelphia
Sept. 1, to(clothing
Harry
Ditman Adv., Philadelphia. Radio will continue to figure prominently in its advertising schedule.
■.j ;I.'PACIFIC
CHEMICALto Chas.
Co., H. Los
Angeles
(Pronto cleaner),
Mayne
Co.,
I 'that city. Currently using newspapers
^ i [only, with future radio planned.
IisOOTH BOTTLING Co., Philadelphia
'■ -(ginger ale), to Aitken-Kynett, Philadel0 1 jphia. Expected to resume use of radio.
Quaker

'■jbUAKER
STATE
OIL REFINJ ING Co., Oil City, Pa., on Sept. 15
j-RWill start a campaign of thrice" ' (weekly
transcribed
announcements
for its motor
oils and
greases on
KMOX,
St. Louis, and WMAQ,
Chicago. On Oct. 1, three more
piarkets will be added, although
liptations
are not yet
icv is Kenvon
& selected.
Eckhart, AgenNew
[York.

Baton

KC

Rouge

is furnishing the MAJOR NBC-NETWORK
SERVICE to THOUSANDS of SOLDIERS
in the southern Louisiana maneuver
The
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RICHMOND?

Richmond is at the fingertips of WMBG's sales and
merchandising staff. You can get the dope instantly
from WMBG — the Red Network Outlet in Richmond
— on a food, drug or any other situation. As proof,
WMBG received the Armour Merchandising Award.
AVMBG offers you the Red Network audience — 5000
watts daytime — 1000 watts night and equal density of
coverage at lower rates. Before you buy — get the
AVMBG story.

IE ;f
X

BH

)N

WJBO

WATTS

Wreck Cuts Circuits
RADIO, press and telephone circuits
between San Francisco and Los Angeles were "dead" for more than a
half-hour Aug. 22 as the main line
cable was short-circuited at Livermore. Cal., when two autos crashed,
injuring seven persons. The cars caromed into one of the main line telephone and telegraph poles near Livermore at 1 :1.5 i).m. Communications between Los Angeles and San Francisco
and intermediate points was not reestablished until 1 :4S p.m.
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WINS, New York
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., 6 sp weekly,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.

Department
Stores
Cited by the NAB
Pellegrin Points to Need ol
Promoting This Business
FACING the possibility that th<
defense program may bring about
a curtailment of advertising budgets in some advertiser fields, th<NAB last week directed a message
to station sales executives to focus
attention on the local department
store field.
In a letter prefacing a 30-page
"summary table" of department
store advertising during January,
Frank E. Pellegrin, director of the
NAB department of broadcast advertising, pointed out that stations
can refute the argument that radio is not effective in this field "by
continually stressing those cases
where department stores are using
radio successfully".
EfiFect of Priorities
The summary table, covering the
month of January, 1941, was compiled from the NAB Broadcast Advertisiyig Record, monthly analysis
conducted by Paul Peter, NAB
research director, and is based on;
reports from 225 stations submitting reports.
Also dealing with broadcasters'
problems growing out of the priorities situation and diversion of
consumer goods to national defense
needs, the NAB department of
broadcast advertising supplemented the department store compilation with a 14-page mimeographed
booklet. The Effect of Priorities on
Radio Advertising, containing comments by advertising and radio
authority on what may be expected
of tke prevailing situation.
Describing the idea, Mr. Pellegrin commented in his letter:
"The Sales Managers Committee
believes that this table can be used
constructively to sell department
store advertising in several ways
by (1) showing it to department
store executives as proof of the
extensive use that is being made
of radio by many firms; (2) showing the various types of radio ser-.
vice used; (3) listing stores by
name for personal check-ups if
desired; (4) inspiring your radio
salesmen
'go and that
do likewise'.
"It is to
suggested
in using

(Adv.)

sent if you want one."
RADIO LISTENING in the New
York market, measured by personal
interview and by the "roster" technique, is available to "those who buy
and sell time, spots and shows"
through
the "100%
Yardstick''
survey
method offered
by Sidney
Roslow,
diof The Pulse of New York, re.search rector
orgauizatiou.

Sudina6.i.

OF

BROADCASTING
WLW, Cincinnati
Permco Products Corp., Chicago, 3 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Burton, Browne,
N. Y.
United Buying Service, Chicago, 6 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru United Adv.
Co.'s, Chicago.
Johnson
& Johnson, New Brunswick, N.
J., 5 sa weekly, 23 weeks, thru FerryHanly Co., N. Y.
C. A. Briggs Co., Cambridge, Mass., 3 sa
weekly, 16 weeks, thru Horton-Noyes
Co., Providence. R. I.
Swift & Co., Chicago, 24 so, thru StackGoble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Smith Brothers, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 8 sa
weekly, 15 weeks, thru J. D. Tarcher &
Co., N. Y.
Roman Cleanser Co., Detroit, 6 ta weekly,
52 weeks, thru Gleason Adv. Agency, Detroit.
North American Accident Insurance Co.,
Newark, 3 t, weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Johnson & Johnson. New Brunswick, N.
J., 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru FerryHanly Co.. N. Y.
Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
10 ta weekly. 4 weeks, thru Erwin
Wasey & Co.. N. Y.
Florida Citrus Commission, Chicago. 3 sa
weekly. 13 weeks, thru Arthur Kudner
Inc., N. Y.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.,
7 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru NewellEmmett Co., N. Y.
Murphy Products Co., Burlington, Wis., 5
sa, weekly, 52 weeks, thru Critchfield &
Co., Chicago.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, 111.
5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Sherman
6 Marquette, Chicago.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City, 3 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru Raymond Spector
Inc., N. Y.
Benrus
Watch
Y., 18 Inc.,
so weekly,
52 weeks,
thruCo.,
J. D.'N. Tarcher
N. Y.
Marlin Firearms Co.. New York. 3 sa
weekly.
52
weeks,
thru
Craven
&
Hedrick. N. Y.
American Chicle Co.. New York, 6 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Badger & Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md., 3 so,
weekly,
Phila. 52 weeks, thru Aitken-Kynet Co.,
Flexo Glass Mfg. Co., Chicago, 3 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru Presba, Fellers &
Presba, Chicago.
Potter Drug & Chemical Corp., Maiden,
Mass., 12 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Atherton & Currier, N. Y.
Mantle Lamp Co. of America, Inc., Chicago. 13 so, thru Presba, Fellers &
Presba. Chicago.
New Era Milling Co., Arkansas City,
Kan., 3 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru FerryHanly Co., Kansas City.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
13 weeks, Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Pierce's
Inc., H.Buffalo,
6 so&
weekly. Medicines
31 weeks, thru
W. Kastor
Sons, Chicago.
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co.. Ft. Madison, la.,
92 so, thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, 28 t, thru
Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
Father Flanagan Boys Home, Boystown,
Neb., 13 sp, thru Bozel! & Jacobs, Omaha.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn., 10 sa
weekly,
N. Y. 52 weeks, thru Platt-Forbes,
B. C. Remedy Co.. Durham. N. C, 5 so
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass., 7 so
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Readers Digest Assn., Inc., Pleasantville,
N. Y., 3 so weekly, 8% weeks, thru
BBDO, N. Y.
McCall Corp., N. Y., 11 ta, thru Joseph
Katz Co., N. Y.
Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
9 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru Erwin Wasev
& Co., N. Y.
ExLax Inc., Brooklyn, 5 ta weekly, 52
weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Church & Dwight Co., N. Y., 3 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru Brooke, Smith, French
& Dorrance, N. Y.
Nehi Corp., Cincinnati. 25 ta weekly, 52
weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Murphy Products Co., Burlington, Wis.,
3 ap weekly, 68 weeks, thru Critchfield
& Co., Chicago.
Page 38
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WSAV, Savannah
Bulova ries,Watch
13 weeks, Co.,
thru New
Blow York,
Co., N. soY. seManhattan Soap Co., New York, daily sp,
13 weeks, thru Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp.,ColaN. Bottling
Y.
Coca
Co., Savannah, 5 sp
weekly, direct.
Tru-Ade Inc., Los Angeles, 104 ta, thru
Beaumont & Hohman, Los Angeles.
BC Remedy Co., Durham, N. C, 365 to,
thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Durham.
Roosevelt Hotel, New York, 15 so, thru
Kelly-Nason, N. Y.
Peter Paul Inc.. Naugatuck, Conn., 78 sp,
thru Platt-Forbes, N. Y.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.,
105 sa, thru Newell-Emmett, N. Y.
Atlantic Greyhound Lines, 25 so, thru
Beaumont & Hohman, Cleveland.
WOR, New York
S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., New York (Savarin coffee) , 6 sp weekly, thru M. H.
Hackett Inc., N. Y.
Old County Trotting Assn., Westbury, L.
I. (race track), 3 sp weekly, thru M.
H. Hackett Inc.. N. Y.
Carter Products, New York (proprietary),
3 so weekl.v, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia (gas,
oil), weekly football games, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
Grove Labs., St. Louis (Bromo Quinine),
5 sp weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
Piel Bros., Brooklyn (beer), weekly sp,
thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co., N. Y.
Hecker Products Co., New York (Force,
H-O, Cream Farina), 3 sp weekly, thru
Maxon Inc., N. Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (soap),
3 sp weekly, thru Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., N. Y.
Nylon Co. of California, Los Angeles (Nylon wash), 2 sp weekly, thru Beaumont
6 Hohman, Los Angeles.
American Chicle Co., Long Island, N. Y.
( chewing gum ) , 6 so weekly, thru
Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
WEEI, Boston
O'Cedar
Chicago& (polish),
sa series,
thru H.Corp.,
W. Kastor
Sons, Chicago.
Ward Baking Co., New York (bread), so
series,
N.
Y. thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co.,
Marlin Firearms Co., l ew Haven (razor
blades),
N. Y. so series, thru Craven & Hedrick,
WPTF, Raleigh
Perfection Stove Co.. Cleveland, 26 t,
thru McCann-Erickson, Cleveland.
O'Cedar
Kastor Corp.,
& Sons.Chicago,
Chicago.65 ta, thru H. W.
Reader's
Digest
Assn.,
N. Y.,
26 to, thru BBDO, N.Pleasantville,
Y.
WPAT, Paterson, N.J.
John F. Trommer Inc., Brooklyn (malt
beer), 10 to weekly, thru Federal Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
Royal Crown Bottling Co., Newark (Royal
CJrown Cola), 6 sp weekly, direct.

1, 1941

WFIL, Philadelphia
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, weekly
football games, thru N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia.
Stephano Bros., Philadelphia (Marvel cigaret es), 2so weekly, thru Aitkin-Kynett,
Philadelphia.
Carter Products, New York (proprietary),
6 so weekly, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Admiracion Labs., Harrison, N. J. (shampoo), 11 to weekly, thru Charles Dallas
Reach, Newark.
Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
(tablets), 10 to weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey && Gamble
Co., N. Co.,
Y. Cincinnati (soap),
Procter
3 so weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Edgar A. Murray Co., Detroit (insectides) ,
6 so weekly, thru L. J. DuManaut Adv.,
Detroit.
Seven-Up Bottling Co., Philadelphia (soft
drink), 50 so weekly, thru Philip Klein,
Philadelphia.
WHO, Des Moines
Clarence Erickson, Chicago (tabernacle),
6 f, weekly, direct.
O'Cedar
Chicago& Sons.
(polish),
65 to,
thru H. Corp.,
W. Kastor
Chicago.
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co., Wichita
(ranges),Brands.
26 ta direct.
Standard
New York (yeast), 40
to, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Gamble Stores, Minneapolis (auto supplies,
etc.), 309 so, thru BBDO. Minneapolis.
Miles Labs., Chicago (Alka-Seltzer) , 30
so, thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Honeymead Products Co., Cedar Rapids,
la. (feed), 100 so, direct.
Lane Bryant, New York (clothing), 9 so,
thru Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
Omar Inc.. Omaha (flour), 13 t, thru
Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
Dr. Hess te Clark, Ashland, O. (stock
remedies), 90 f, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y.
WTMJ, Milwaukee
Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee. 414 sp,
thru H. C. Mulberger Inc., Milwaukee.
O'Cedar
Kastor Corp.,
& Sons,Chicago,
Chicago.65 so, thru H. W.
O. R. Pieper Co., Milwaukee (Gargoyle)
Milwaukee.
coffee) , 13 sp, thru H. C. Mulberger Inc.,
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, 90 so, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Readers Digest Assn., Pleasantville, N. Y.,
26 to, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Simoniz Co., Chicago, 13 so, thru George
H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York, 39 sp,
thru Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Marlin Firearms Co.. New Haven, 39 to,
thru Craven & Hedrick. N. Y.
KYW, Philadelphia
The Pen Man, Chicago (fountain pen
sets),
3 sp weekly, thru United Adv.
Cos., Chicago.
LaSalle Hat Co., Philadelphia (Champ
men's
3 sp weekly, thru Al Paul
Lefton,hats),
Philadelphia.
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this, you stress that the list is
partial, and meant only to be indicative. If you want some typical
success stories to use in this connection (or in other lines of business as well), they will be sent
free upon request, and if you have
some success stories of your own
to contribute, they will be most
welcome. A sample of the case history form we use will gladly be
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HAROLD J. RUDOLPH, formerly
eopy research director of J. Stirling
GetcheU. New York, and previously of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City, has joined Standard Brands,
Xew
search.York, as director of market reJULES BUXDGUS, West Coast publicity director of Benton & Bowles, and
Xancy tionsGottfried,
formerly
director of Ted
Bates public
Inc., relaNew
York, will be married in Glendale,
Cal.. on Sept. 5.
ALICE SLIXGLUFF, formerly of
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, has
joined Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago, as assistant to radio director
Evelyn Stark.
lEMA LOMBERG, formerly assistant
to the advertising manager of the
American Machine & Foundry Co.,
has been named traffic manager of
Seidel Adv. Inc., Washington.
IS A. F. LARSOX has returned to Associated Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, as
account executive.
SAXDY SPILLMA^v, announcer of
KSFO, San Francisco, has resigned
to return to the U of California.
E. S. PRATT, media director of
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., New York,
has been elected a vice-president of
the agency.
A. B. MUELLER, formerly advertising manager of The Paraffine Companies and more recently with Facts
Consolidated, has been named director of market development for Pineapple Producers Cooperative Assn.,
San Francisco.
EDWARD S. LANNING, of MacDonald-Cook Co., South Bend, has
been named copy chief.

b

O

When

you think of
SPOTS...

think of John Blair!

Young Opens Office
JOHN ORE YOUNG, co-founder
of Young & Rubicam, New York,
who retired from the agency when
its annual volume reached $13,000,000, has entered the consultant field
with offices at 610 Fifth Ave., New
York. Mr. Young will render advisory service in advertising and
public relations with particular emphasis on post-war problems as a
supplement to the client's agency.
JOHN F. WAGENER, with Fuller
& Smith & Ross, New York, for 22
years, in various positions including
account executive and assistant treasurer, has been appointed space buyer
of the agency, succeeding C. T. Williams, who is resigning Sept. 15.
PAUL E. BROWN, formerly radio
director of William A. Schautz Inc.,
New York, and before that a principal
in the Brown-Alexander Adv. Agency,
Baltimore, has joined Stewart-Jordan
Adv. Co., Philadelphia and Baltimore,
specializing in radio and the food field.
GEORGE BOLAS, assistant sales
promotion manager of NBC-Chicago,
wiU join the radio department of
Blackett-Sample-Hummert. Chicago on
Sept. 8.tionalHecapacity.
will continue in a promoPAUL E. BROWX^ former radio director of William A. Schautz Inc.,
New York, has joined Stewart-Jordan
Adv. Co., Philadelphia, as an account
executive.
NANCY ANDREWS, receptionist at
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood,
recently sold an original song "I've
Fallen
in Love
Publishing
Co. Again" to Syndicate
DANNY DANKER, Southern California vice-president of J. Walter
Thompson Co., has returned to Hollywood
Chicago
conferred onfrom
format
of awhere
networkhe show
featuring Judy Canova for sponsorship by Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
MRS. LOUISE BARRETT has joined
the radio department of BlackettSample-Hummert. Chicago, as program assistant. Mrs. Barrett is the
widow of the late R. J. Barrett, formerly timebuyer of B-S-H and later
in charge of the Chicago sales office
of WOR, New York.
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Ballantine Ready
WITH TIME cleared and cast set,
P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark
(beer), through J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, on Sept. 12
starts Three Ring Time on 75 MBS
stations, Friday, 9 :30-10 p.m.
(EDST). Besides Milton Berle as
m.c, cast will include Charles
Laughton, film star, with Shirley
Ross,
vocalist
and (Buddy)
Bob Crosby's
orchestra.
Clinton
Twist,
NBC Hollywood chief announcer,
has been given the announcing assignment. Ed Rice, recently transferred from the agency's Toronto
staff to the West Coast, is to collaborate with Sam Moore in writing the weekly show.
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MAX FACTOR & Co., Hollywood
(cosmetics), directing its campaign to
the Latin-American trade, is currentl.T using one-minute announcements in
Spanish twice-daily on shortwave station WLWO. Mason. O.. having renewed for the third consecutive time.
Ted H. Factor Agency, Los Angeles,
has the account.
FORD DEALERS ADV. FUND, Los
Angeles (autos). on a 52-week contract effective Aug. 17, renewed its
twice-weekly quarter-hour program,
Bol) Garred Reporting, on KNX,
Hollywood. Firm also sponsors a sixweekly quarter-hour newscast on
KECA. Los Angeles. Agency is McCann-Erickson. Los Angeles.'
OTvEEFE & MERRITT Co.. Los Angeles (gas stoves), for the fifth consecutive year, has renewed under a
52-week contract its thrice-weekly
ouarter-hour program. News hy Faf
Bishop, on KFI. that city. Firm also
uses seven spot announcements per
week on KH.J, Hollywood. Richard B.
Atchison Adv. Agency. Los Angeles,
has the account.
AS ADDED promotion to listeners
of its Maxwell House Coffee, General
Food.s Corp.. New York, on Sept. 1
started six times weekly Dinner Concerts on WQNR. New York, with the
same theme song by Meredith Willson — "You and I" — used on the company's NBC-RedSept.
program
Coffeeprogram
Time.
which resumes
4. The
features salon-type concert music with
special commercials. Agency is Benton & Bowles, New York.

„ J,^
MANHATTAN * '•''■'■hf .

4WICHITA
criOEPECiDEUCe .
ARKANSAS CITY COFfE¥V;LLE *
PONCA CITf « babtlesville
EMO •

ENTERTAINMENT at the annual sales convention of Meyer Bros. Drug
Co., St. Louis, held in St. Louis recently, was supplied by Hillbilly Minstrels which the company sponsors on KWTO, Springfield, Mo. The drug
firm, founded over 7.5 years ago but new to radio, is testing a daily
quarter-hour to promote Sherton, a Vitamin Bi tonic. "Results of the program have exceeded cur fondest expectations," says Vice-President Carl
F. G. Meyer Jr., "and we are considering expansion into other markets."
Standing are (center row, 1 to r) : Mr. Meyer; Jimm Daughtery, of Jimm
Daughtery Inc., St. Louis agency handling the account; Hugh Aspinwall,
program director of KWTO ; T. F. McTigue Jr., M-B general sales manager; Clyde (Slim) Wilson, KWTO; McVeigh Gocdson, M-B advertising
manager; Leslie Kennon, national accounts manager of KWTO. Minstrels are (back rov/) : Mike Dosch, Lowell Tennis, Dale Lohman, Cliff
Miles. Below are Bill Bailey and George Earle.
FOREMAN & CLARK, Los Angeles
(chain clothiers), in a 30-day fall
campaign which starts Sept. 2, will
use a total of 318 transcribed oneminute announcements on eight San
Francisco ai-ea stations. KFRC KGO
KSFO KJBS KYA KQW KROW.

For some time the average family in
Wicliita
more income
spend
than thehasav had
rage $268
American
family. toDefense
contracts have been swelling that income
faster than we can
track ofin 'em.
35
thousand
245keep
million
contracts, families
mostly —for
Wichita
labor defense
PLUS
regular
income
from
wheat,
cattle
and
oil
all
combined make Wichita one of the best
markets in the U. S. A. And when you tell
the families in this booming market over their
pet station about the goods you have to sell —
YOU GET ACTION! Yes sir, it don't take no
book
figuretheouthighest
that KFH
is yourlearnin'
best betto for
yield Wichita
on your
advertising dollars. Get time availabilities on
That Selling Station for Kansas

KFH
\ O K L AJi O M A
WICHITA
Glenu U. Ouietl t leid citrengtii Survey- Line
The Only Full Time CBS Outlet in Kansas
Map ShowB Coverage to the .1 MV/M
CBS
5000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT — CALL ANY EDWARD RETRY OFFICE
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BENEFICIAL CASUALTY Co.. Los
Angeles (life insurance ) , recently
started a weekly quarter-hour transcribed program Captain Quiz on
KQW. San Jose. Cal. in addition to
four-weekly five-minute ti-anseribed
programs. Inside Stories. Agency is
Stodel Adv., Los Angeles. ?
WEST COAST SOAP Co., Oakland,
Cal. ( Powow cleanser), Chlorine Products Co., (Hy-Pro bleach), and Kern
Food Products Co. (chili sauce, tomato
juice, ketchup), Los Angeles, respectively, on Aug. 23 started participation in the weekly half-hour morning
program.Hollywood.
Tip 0' Contracts
the Morning,
on
KNX,
are for
13 weeks. Other current participants
are John B. Morrell Co., Ottumwa
( E-Z serve loaves ) ; Barbara Ann
Baking Co.. Los Angeles (bread) ;
Red & White Stores, Wilmington,
Cal. (chain grocery). Featured are
Bernice Chandler and Maurie Webster in tips on food buys with menu
discussion. Series is produced by program department of Heintz Pickering
& Co.. Los Angeles agency. Fred
Becker is account executive.
TEA GARDEN PRODUCTS, San
Francisco (syrup), recently started a
weekly quarter-liour participation in
The Breakfast CluJi Thursdays on
California-Don Lee network. Agency
is
Erwin, Wasey & Co.. San Francisco.

1, 1941

NELSON BROS. FURNITURE Co
Chicago, on Aug. 25 contracted for a
schedule ofChicago.
17 programs
per week
on '
WBBM.
Programs
consist
of a half-hour Sunday musical program, a quarter-hour ucw^ broadcast
five times ter-houra of transcribed
week, a five-weekljquar-a
music, and
five-weekly
quarter-hour
3Ian
on
the
Street broadcast. Agency is George
H. Hartman Co.. Chicago.
SHIRRIF'S
lades), startedLtd..
Fun Toronto
Parade on(marmaSept. 2
on CFRB. Toronto, recording the halfhour show for use the following week
on CFCF. Montreal ; CKCO. Ottawa ;
CFPL. London. Ont. The recorded program maythroughout
be extended
other sta-is
tions
Canada.to Account
ronto. by Cockfield Brown & Co., Toplaced
PERFECT CIRCLE Co.. Toronto
( piston scribed
rings
) . started Sept.six1 times
transpot announcements
weekly on 12 Canadian stations. Acplaced by McConnell Eastmancount
Co..wasToronto.
NOVA-KELP Ltd.. Toronto (health
food ) . on Sept. 2 started 12 weekly
live si)ot announcements on CTCR.
Winnipeg ; CFRN. Edmonton. Alta.,
and will extend to other stations during September. Account placed by
Stanfield & Blaikie. Toronto.
MACDONALD TOBACCO Co.. :\Iintreal (British Consols cigarettes), on
Aug. 25 started newscasts six times w
weekly on C.TGX. Yorkton. Sask. Acwas placed
Richardsou-Macdonald count
Adv.
Service.by Toronto.
BAYWOOD PARK ESTATES, Morro Bay, Cal. ( subdivision ) , new to
radio, in a 13-week test campaign
which started Aug. 19 is sponsoring
a dailycordedquarter-hour
of remusic on KRKD.program
Los Angeles.
Adv. Arts Agency. Los Angeles, has
the account.
E. F. HUTTON & Co.. Los Angeles
(brokerage firm), new to radio, on
Aug. 25 started sponsoring an early
morning five-minute stock market report five times per week on KMPC.
Beverly Hills, Cal. Contract is for 13
weeks. Reviews, broadcast a half-hour
afterClete
market's
Ijy
Roberts,opening,
station are
news handled
editor.
Firm, said to be the first of its kind
to use Southern California radio as a
direct form of advertising, is supplementing its schedule with a newspaper appropriation covering Pacific
Coast community publications from
Santa Barbara to San Diego. To further bring this new service to customers' attention. 50.000 mailing
pieces are being released. Barton A. i
Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles, handles
the account.
L. B. LABORATORIES. Hollywood
(hair started
oil), onAug.
a 26-week
contract
which
17 is sponsoring
the weekly
half-hour
transcribed
program, American
Challenge,
on WJJD.
Chicago. Series was produced by
Brisacher, Davis & Staff. Los Angeles.
T. W. BURLESON & Sou. Waxahachie. scribed
Tex., Superman
has series
startedontheKGKO,
tranFort Worth. Juvenile clubs and contests are conducted to promote the
thrice-weekly broadcasts. Rogers &
Smith Adv. Agency, Dallas, placed the
52-week contract.

:r
"He leaves his radio turned on all
night, so WFDF Flint Michigan
will rouse him in the morning."
BROADCASTING
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lIXDUSTRIAL SHIPBUILDING &
Lngiueering Co., Los Angeles, (weldi ig school ) . new to radio, in a 13\ eek campaign ending Nov. 14, is
-lionsoriug thriee-weekly participation
i ; the Holl.vwood.
quarter-hourFirmRisealso'n contracted
Shine on
IvH.J.
r transcribed announcements to be
-ed on a staggered 52-week schedule
^ u KMPC. Beverly Hills. Cal. PlaceI lent is thr<.iugh Chas. H. Mayue Co.,
I. OS Angeles.
LOS ANGELES BREWING Co., Los
Angeles ( Eastside beer), in a fourveek campaign ending Aug. 29 is spou>oring casta onfive-weekly
quarter-hour
KDB. Santa
Barbara, newsand
KPMC. Bakersfield. Lockwood-Shackelford Adv. Agency. Los Angeles, has
the account.

Auto Firm Adds
WHILE many auto firms in
the San Francisco bay area
are curtailing radio advertising due to shortage of cars,
Transport Motors Co.
(Willys distributor), has increased its radio budget and
recently added several stations to its list. A 15-minute
newscast is being sponsored
thrice weekly on KWG,
Stockton; daily spot announcements used on KFBK,
Sacramento, and KGDM,
Stockton; and two 30-minute
programs. Speak Up Americans, originating at the Telenews Theater, San Francisco,
are presented on KSAN, San
Francisco. KFRC, San Francisco, is used for announcements. Agency is StackGoble Advertising Agency,
San Francisco.

KILPATRICK's
BAKERY.
Oakland.
Cal..
recently renewed
for 157
times
The Lone Ranger, three times weekly
on KFRC. San Francisco, and KDON.
Monterey.
Agency is Emil Rein.1 hardt
Adv..Cal.
Oakland.
'housewo d cosmetics
Holly( of HOLLYWOOD.
) . new to radio,
on
Aug. 20 started twice-weekly the quariter-hour program. Council of Beauty.
jon KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal, Agency
J is Chas, H, Mayne Co.. Los Angeles.

Ayer Utility Project
HALF-HOUR program Mr. & Mrs.
No)-th, adapted for radio from the
book and Broadway play by Martin Gosch and Howard Harris, has
been purchased by N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York, which is understood to be working on a cooperative network campaign for the program involving local electric power
and light companies throughout
the country. No details are yet
available on the project from the
agency or from A. & S. Lyons,
booking agent for the program.
CH^IL. Hamilton. Out., began operating with
mitter on its
Aug.new
27. RCA 1 kw. trans-

WHY

Gulf a 'Grab-Bag'
INCLUDING
Ch-ah-Bag program to
rotatelets among
the 77 major
outin the Cincinnati
area,Gulf
WSAI,
Cincinnati, has sold a combination
package to Gulf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh.
Starting Aug. 20. the oil company is
.sponsoring three 15-minute news progiams weekly, two spots seven nights
weekly and the Grah-Bag six nights
weekly. Conducted by Red Thornburgh, the Grah-Bag is a man-on
the-street affair, i-i which passersby
are asked to guess the contents of
'"grab-bags" which may include anything from a half-dollar to a package
of cigarettes. Contestants may feel,
smell or shake the bags — but must not
look inside — before making a guess.
The article in the bag is a prize, plus
a pair of tickets to a local theatre.

BE
MM

Coast Blue Executives
Discuss
Autumn Plans
OPERATION problems and business aspects as well as plans for
newly-sponsored network programs
to start on the West Coast in fall,
were among topics disctissed by
XBC Pacific Blue station managers meeting in Hollywood on August 28 and 29 inclusive, when
Don E. Gilman, NBC Western division vice-president presided.
Those attending were: Harrison
Holliway, KECA, Los Angeles;
Charles A. Storke, KTMS, Santa
Barbara; Tom Sharpe, KFSD, San
Diego; Al Nelson, KGO, San Francisco ;Lewis Wasmer, KGA, Spokane; Arden Pangborn, KEX, Portland; Birt Fischer. KJR. Seattle;
Howard Lane, McClatchy Network;
Keith Kiggins, NBC Blue, NewYork sales manager. NBC Hollyw'as represented
Frost, wood
executive
assistant byto Lew
Mr.
Gilman; Tracy Moore, Pacific Blue
sales manager; Robert Mc Andrews,
division sales promotion manager;
Hal Bock, Western division director of press relations; John Swallow, Western division program director.

Shell Cancels Program
After Two
Broadcasts
SHELL OIL Co., New York, after
only two broadcasts abruptly cancelled the weekly half-hour program. Shell Comes to a Party with
Art Linkletter, on 9 CBS West
Coast stations, Thursday, 9:15-9:45
p.m. (PST).
Although
'the network
firm is
reported
to have
paid for
time and talent for the Aug. 21
program, no nouncement
Shellwas broadcast.
commercial CBS
ancarried the program as a sustaining feature for that one time. Sponsor, according to reports, did not
approve the series, feeling that it
would not do a selling job.
Though no comment came from
J, Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood agency servicing the account,
nor from CBS, it is understood
Shell executives expressed no dissatisfaction with production qualities of the program. Shell Oil Co.
had been out of West Coast network
radio for some years. With signing
of the CBS contract, on a 13-week
basis, there were reports that the
series, which started Aug. 7, would
be tested first on the West Coast
for transcontinental coverage in
late fall should the program prove
successful.

NATIONAL RADIO CHECKING
Service, St, Louis, announces it has
410 checkers in 305 markets to check
any radio program.

AMERICAN Communications Assn.
reports signing closed shop contracts
with WBAX. Wilkes-Barre. Pa., and
WWDC, Washington.
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NORFOLK

NORFOLK IS fiS^ LARGEST CITY in Virginia with a population of 214,532 as of July 1,
a gain in 12 months of 50%.

*

NORFOLK IS fiS^ LARGEST MARKET on the
Atlantic Coast south of Baltimore with population as of July 1 of 532,400.
NORFOLK
LEADS IN SALES of new cars
with an increase of 76% for first five months of
1941 over same period in 1940. Department store
sales have also increased 44%.

*

Advertise over Central America's
most modern stations

TRUT
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WTAR fi$Mi CONTACTS MORE LISTENERS.
WTAR, NOW, and always h as, contacts more
listeners in the Norfolk Area than all other stations combined.

NOW 5000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT

/go^ooo
AMSRICAMS
or THE CANAL ZONE
BUr
AMERICAN
Rep.: Melchor Guzman Co. Inc.
9 Rockefeller Plara, New York City
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Tornado

Today, as since the earliest
days of radio, the name
CLARK on processed recordings is a symbol of
sterling workmanship and
quality materials. And today practically every im< portant transcription producer is a CLARK client.
So, today, we suggest that
if you are interested in
quality transcription
processing you investigate
CLARK.

Phonograph

KMBC's
Antennas
Twister
Hits
Directionals ;
KCKN Also Loses Tower
WINDS of tornadic force last Monday night destroyed two antenna
towers of KMBC, Kansas City, and
another tower of KCKN, Kansas
City, Kan., during a freak storm
which ripped through Kansas and
Missouri, causing an estimated million-dollar property damage.
KMBC was off the air only a little more than eight hours, during
the night.
The taller of the two KMBC
structures, a 544-foot vertical radiator, buckled at the center during the 75-mile-per-hour gale,
crashing through the roof of a twostory frame house located 250 feet
from the base of the tower. The
wife of the home-owner and two
children had fled to a basement recreation room during the storm and
were taken unharmed from the
house through a basement window
after the crash. The steel rigging
of the tower crashed through upstairs rooms and came to rest below the ground floor ceilings.
The second and older KMBC
tower, a 275-foot structure used
as a directional unit for nighttime
operation, was located on the roof
of the KMBC transmitter building.
It was twisted and bent by the
wind, finally breaking off about 20
feet above the roof of the building
and falling upon open ground.
Quick Repairs Made
The storm struck shortly before
9 p.m., and the station went off
the air at 9:06 p.m. The entire
KMBC technical staff was summoned to the transmitter within an
hour of the crash, and by 11 p.m.
engineers were preparing the
transmitter for emergency operation. Using the 20-foot stub of the
smaller tower as an anchor point
and a 75-foot wooden pole as the
other terminal, the technical staff
strung up a 300-foot flat-top antenna. After tests during the night,
the station went back on the air
the next morning at 5:35 a.m. with
5,000 watts power.
At the time of the accident Arthur B. Church, KMBC president
and general manager, was vacationing on a Pacific cruise with
C. W. (Chuck) Myers, owner of
KOIN,
Portland. San Francisco
IN

CONTROI
ROOM
DON DRENNER. operator of KGGF,
Colfeyville, Kan., has joined a British
coast defense radio group and sailed
last week from Canada.
SARTO JAMINET, chief engineer
of KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan., is the
father of a baby girl, born recently.
FORREST PINKERTON, formerly
of WLPM, Suffolk, Va., has joined the
technical staff of WORD, Spartanburg, S. C.
CLIFF MILLER, formerly of the
Phoenixsion, has
police
radio divijoineddepartment
KOY, Phoenix,
as
transmitter engineer.
RUDY PETERS, control operator at
CJRC, Winnipeg, recently married
Kay Ough, of Winnipeg.
KEN CAMERON, flight lieutenant,
formerly chief engineer at CJRC, Winnipeg, and Val Johannesson, CJRC
traffic director, are to be married
Sept. 6. M c C O N N E L L, former
KEITH
CJRC, Winnipeg, engineer, now an
officer with the Royal Canadian Corps
of Signals, and Judy Osborne of CJRC
traffic department, have announced
their engagement.
stations carried news flashes trying to locate him on the cruise.
For six minutes the higher
tower — regarded as the tallest
structure in Kansas or Missouri —
danced wildly, according to Roy
Barron, plant manager on duty, before it crashed to the ground. Also
on duty at the transmitter plant
was H. H. Moler, KMBC engineer,
who lives with his family in an
apartment in the transmitter
building. Mrs. Moler, their 9month-old daughter and Mrs. Moler's mother were in the apartment
at the time of the crash.
As soon as satisfactory telephone communication was established with the studio, an on-thescene report of repair activities was
piped to KMBC studios and transcribed for rebroadcast when the
station returned to the air. The
first quarter-hour description was
carried at 8:45 a.m. Tuesday, vnth
others used during the day.
On June 6, 1938, another windstorm had snapped the smaller
KMBC tower, breaking it off 150
feet from its base. It was repaired,
and since construction of the taller
tower has been used only at night
as a directional radiator.

WALLACE PHILLIPS, engineer
WGN, Chicago, on Aug. 28 receivei'
his
master.s
an '
finance
from degree
Chicagoin U.economics
Mr. Phillip
wrote his thesis on the Financial Hi
tory of Broadcasting.
CHESS McGHEE Jr.. master contr.
operator of WLVA. Lynchburg, Vsj
has joined the merchant marine as
radio
operator.
succeeded
him. Clarence Casebier h;i
WARREN CHASE, formerly trans
mitter engineer of WSPA, Spartaii
burg, 3. C, has joined the faculty o:
Capitol Radio Engineering Instituttr
Washington.
ROY BOND, formerly of KFJZ, For
Worth, has joined the engineerinj
staff of WBAP-KGKO, Fort Worth
replacing Gus Rountree, who joine'
the FCC in New Orleans as a radii;
inspector.
ROBERT BARKEY, 1939 winner o
the Veteran Wireless Operators Assn
Marconi award, joined the engineering
staff of WOR, New York, Aug. 26.
J. R. POPPELE, chief engineer o
WOR, New York, has been named t(
membership in the Society of MotioE
Picture Engineers.
CARL MILNER, formerly of WSPR
Springfield, Mass., has joined WDRC
Hartford, replacing Fred BriU, whc
has gone to New Haven.
MERLE B. PETERSON, for tw.
years cisco
withstudios,
KJBS-KQW,
San Franhas joined NBC,
Sat
Francisco.
ARCHIE SICHEL, engineer oi
WIBG,
the Army.Glenside, Pa., has enlisted ir
JOHN BRUBAKER, formerly oi
WIBW,
Topeka,
has joined
th^
engineering
staff Kan.,
of KSAL,
Salina
Kan.
JACK McNALLY, engineer of WINS
New York, on Aug. 23 became the
father of a six-pound baby girl.
Coe in Air Corps
ROBERT L. COE, veteran chief
engineer of KSD, St. Louis, on
Aug. 23 was granted a leave of
absence to accept an appointment
in the Army Air Corps. During]
his absence, C. R. Yarger, assistant
chief engineer, will be acting technical head of the NBC-Red outlet.
WCAU Tower Razed
'THE 50,000-WATT. 500-foot trans^
mitting tower of WCAU, Philadel-:'
phia, at
Newton
a land-so
mark since
1932, Square,
has beenPa, razed
its 35 tons of steel can be used for defense. The transmitter became obso-l
lete only a week previous when
WCAU's transmitter location was
shifted to Moorestown, N. J., and an
entire new transmitter, including a
440-foot tower, was placed in operation.

,

Record Co.

216 High St. Humboldt 2-0880;
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and spy acFIFTH COL
es unearthed by Leon
tivitiUMN
Turrou, former G-man and active operative in the LindDergh case, will be revealed on
Enemies Within, weekly program
starting Sept. 3 on WHN, New
pTork, with Mr. Turrou himself telling the stories, interviewing "case
" impe
by raspies
nistodioryactors
essesated
as
as well
actrrson
and
actual secret agents.

Honor for Workers
EACH WEEK a typical "Worker
ifials
theand
Day"personnel
will be of
selected
by oiSa Cincinnati
T lefense firm and honored on WSAL
The feature will be part of a decense program sponsored by John
Shillito Co., department store. A
itation will be awarded the worker
md the firm for which he works
vill provide program background.

American Questions
opfFROM CAMP LEE, Virginia, will
tome the opening program Sept. 7
p,;-bf the Questions for Americans
:f,|jj;eries, to be heard on a nationwide
liicjMBS hookup. The series will be
lipuilt around a recent publication of
- !;he same name by Dorothy Thomp;on, who will take part in the program. A glee club and chorus will
38 featured, along with a camp
f tring ensemble.
^ ^
War Salutes
3JRC, Winnipeg, has started a
lalf-hour Saturday program in
vhich Manitoba provincial towns
ire saluted for their contributions
'■10 Canada's war effort. Three towns
'are selected each week. Program
|;vas developed by Lieut. Hugh
|(Rusty) Young, former CJRC spepial
nowthe PressSadio events
Liaisondirector,
Officer for
mili, iary district.
'^I^
* Sketch
* *
Ad
.^ilN CONNECTION with the Palijnific Advertising Assn. consumer
«t ijrelations campaign, KROW, Oakand, Cal., presented a half-hour
:sketch on advertising. Program,
simulating a real radio show, was
(produced in the studios of KROW
and piped through loudspeakers to
rithe club's hotel luncheon. Keith
iKirby produced the sketch.
^ ^ ^
Anything
APPROPRIATELY titled Anything Goes is a new half-hour
thrice-weekly participating program on WCBD, Chicago, of unusual and rare recordings with
humorous continuity. The program
ipt & Talent, Chiby Scr
ed spo
produc
f
o, is
nsored locally by Midicag
land Underwriters (insurance) and
Ben Zenoff (used cars). Agency is
Harold I. Collen, Chicago.

PROGRAMS
Personal Touch
WPEN, Philadelphia, breaks up its
recorded shows into 15-minute
stages, each featuring a name
band, with the particular band
leader introducing his own stage
on the air by means of special recordings. Using specially prepared
copy, each recording band leader
records a set of four or five personal introductions as well as a
closing piece, each varying a little.
The recordings are made by Raymond Rosen Co., Philadelphia, distributoi's of Victor and Bluebird
records, and by Columbia Recording Corp., New York, for their recording artists. In addition, some
records will be made in the WPEN
studios when artists come to the
city.
* * *
Music for Camps
IN COOPERATION with United
Service Organizations, NBC-Blue
on Aug. 30 started a series of Saturday night 5-6 p.m. programs
titled Glenn Miller's Sunset Serenade, especially arranged and dedicated to selective service men and
their Army camps. Each week five
different camps are saluted on the
program, the men being asked to
vote for their favorite songs for
Miller to play. Each camp receives
50 popular records for its USO
recreation building, and the camp
choosing the same song selected by
a radio audience vote also receives
an RCA-Vctor radio and Victrola.
* * *
Early Patriots
INCIDENTS of importance in the
lives of early American patriots
will be dramatized on Heirs of Liberty, weekly series started Aug. 28
on NBC-Red, presented in cooperation with the Dept. of Justice and
the Patriot's Committee of American Revolutionary Societies.
* * *
Music by Repertoire
SERIES of musical programs
planned to include the entire repertoire of a string orchestra in a
manner similar to that of a subscription concert series will be presented nightly through September
on WQXR, New York, 9:30-9:55
p.m.

Go On and Do It!
LISTENERS get a chance to realize secret ambitions like driving
a fire engine, riding in a railroad
locomotive or operating a steam
shovel, on the new Here's Your
Chance on KSFO, San Francisco.
Program is presented weekly by the
special events department, handled by Harlan Dunning. One of
the recent programs was produced
from atop one of the Golden Gate
Bridge towers,
Francisco
Bay. 746 feet above San

5000

Chase & Sanborn Resumed
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
(coffee), through J. Walter Thompson Co., that city, after a nine-week
summer layoff, on Sept. 7 resumes
for the 13th consecutive season,
the weekly half-hour Chase & Sanborn Show on 75 NBC-Red and 6
CBC stations, Sunday, 8-8:30 p.m.
(EDST). Edgar Bergen with his
Charlie McCarthy, along with Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello, will continue to bereplaces
featured.
orchestra
thatRayof Noble's
Robert
Armbruster. Deanna Durbin, for
the second consecutive year, will
be guest vocalist on the opening
program. Clinton (Buddy) Twist
will announce. Maurice Holland is
agency producer with Joe Bigelow
heading the writing staff.

PAYS

OFF!

No — we don't mean the pinball game. That takes
about 60,000 for one free play. We do mean the
5000 watts you now get on WDBJ- — at our old
1000-watt rates. Which is the same as getting
4000 watts free! And that means a payoff of
many extra thousands of radio families in the
richer-than-ever Roanoke-Southwest Virginia market (defense spending in our primary area tops
$100,000,000!) ! Add the fact that WDBJ is the
only CBS outlet within listening range of the
whole territory and yoiive got a buy I So, gosh,
mister — what're you waitin' for?

ROANOKE,
We

cash

clothes

VIRGINIA

Crawford Clothes makes
men's suits and coats— aggressively
advertises them on WMCA, New
YotV. (12^4 hours per week every
week)— and turns them into cash
quickly. If you want to turn your
merchandise into cash, don't call for
a magician, just call for a WMCA
representative (OK, salesman).
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"ETERS, Ik.
Excttisiiv Natioual

Owned

Advertising

Repirsai fa tilt's
and Operated by the TIMES-WORLD CORP.
CBS Affiliate— 5000 Watts FuU Time— 960 Kc.
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Coniiiiuiiications
Rereiver
\

IILUE!

SIMPLIFIED COVERAGE of golf tournaments is
claimed by engineers of WGY, Schenectady, directed
by Willard J. Purcell. After pack-to-mobile unit technique had been tried at the Mohawk Golf Club tournament, the engineers found they got a far better signal of consistently high volume without the mobile
link, the pack transmitter contacting a receiver in the

1>('OLLAR for dollar Ave believe
the 1941 SKY CHAMPION
represents the best value ever
offered in the communications field.
This 9 tube, 4 band receiver tunes
from 545 kc. to 44 mc. Band one
545 kc. to 1J20 kc. Band two 1,760
mc. to 5.2 kc. Band three 5.3 mc. to
15.6 mc. Band four 15.3 mc. to
44 mc.
The 1941 SKY CHAMPION

has all

the essentials for good reception;
automatic noise limiter, AVC switch,
standby switch, inertia bandspread
tuning, separate electrical bandspread, beat frequency oscillator,
battery - vibrapack, D
socket.

C operation

See the Sky Champion at
Your Hallicrafters Distributor.

aiiicraTTers co.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
USED BY 33 GOVERNMENTS
SOLD IN 89 COUNTRIES
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CBS RESTRICTS ALL
TELEVISION RIGHTS
IN ITS daily telecasts, WCBW,
CBS video station in New York,
has been including the following
announcement: "The programs of
this station are intended primarily
for home reception, and other use
may not be made of them without
theSince
permission
of CBS."a policy at
this indicates
variance with that of NBC, which
has permitted Adam Hat Stores to
distribute to the 800 bars and grills
with television sets in the New
York area posters advertising the
fight telecasts sponsored by Adam
Hats on WNBT, NBC television
station, Broadcasting asked CBS
for an explanation, receiving the
following statement from the CBS
television department :
"We feel that during the formative years of television we must reserve all rights in our programs to
protect the future o2 television
against detrimental precedents. As
requests are made for permission
to use our programs for other than
home reception we shall consider
each case individually."
New Video Movie Firm
MOTION PICTURE TELEVISION
Corp., an organization to produce motion pictures for advertisers especially
interested in television, has been
formed in New York with temporary
offices at 10 Rockefeller Plaza. President is Norman C. Nicholson, attorney
with the firm of Clark & Nicholson.
More definite
on thein company's
plans
will be details
announced
the near
future.
Army Pickups
WLW, Cincinnati, which is
sending a special events crew
of six into the field to cover
the Army maneuvers in Louisiana, has offered pickup
privileges on broadcasts of
the war games to all non-network stations in Ohio, West
Virginia,diana. Kentucky,
and offer
InThe rebroadcast
to the stations was made
through James D. Shouse,
vice-president in charge of
broadcasting, for the Crosley
Corp.

1, 1941

club house, using a highly directive receiving antenna.
Participating were (1 to r), caddie with pack transmitter; J. M. Lang, commentator; W. T. Meenam
special events; G. P. Tiffany, golfer; James Thompson, golf pro; Bob Hanna, commentator; Al Knapp.
engineer; radio caddie; Roy Stigberg, engineer; Ken
Powell, commentator. Willard Cody, engineer, in rear.

KPRO
to Make Debut
In Riverside on Oct. 1
THE NEW KPRO, Riverside, Cal.,
will begin operation about Oct. 1
as a 1,000-watt fulltime outlet on
1440 kc:, according to its president
and manager, W. L. Gleeson. The
station has installed a 1,000-watt
Collins transmitter and a 366-foot
Truscon self-supporting tower. It
will be located IV2 miles north of
downtown Riverside.
Mr: Gleeson has announced that
Harry D. Black will be assistant
sales manager, with L. A. Gifford,
formerly of WROK, Rockford, 111.,
as a member of the sales staff.
Norman Dewes, formerly chief engineer of KYCA, Prescott, Ariz.,
has been named chief engineer and
is supervising installation of the
new equipment. The station has
signed for World Transcription
Service, INS news, and has procured BMI and SESAC music performing licenses.

KMOX FM Plans
MERLE S. JONES, general manager of KMOX, St. Louis, on Aug.
24 announced that KMOX will
spend about $100,000 on its new
FM adjunct, recently authorized by
the FCC. The contemplated installation will include a 150-foot
tower atop the Mai't Bldg. in St.
Louis, and the station %vill serve
an
area of 13,000
squareof miles
and '
a population
in excess
1,800,000,
operating on 45.9 mc. No sched lie
for actual construction or operation of the FM adjunct has been
announced, but a decision is to be
made
during September, Mr. Jones
indicated.
WKBN Names Raymer
WKBN, Youngstown, O., has appointed Paul H. Raymer Co. as its
national representative. On Aug. 25
the station officially inaugurated fulltime operation and will shortly operate on its newly-authorized 5,000
watts. Completely new transmitter
equipment is being installed.
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Power Boost by Jan. 1
Now Planned by WIBG
PAUL HARRON, president of
WIBG, Glenside, Pa., announced he
expects the station to be on the
air by Jan. 1 with its new power
boost to 10,000 watts, fuUtime
[Broadcasting, Aug. 25]. Construction of a new transmitter and
selection of new studios in Philadelphia proper will begin shortly.
John B. Kelly, director of the
national defense civilian physical
training program, explained his
IDurchase of an interest in WIBG
as a "hobby". "I think there is a
future in radio," said Mr. Kelly.
"It is a hobby of mine and I am
very much interested in it." He
did not explain the interest in radio of Anthony J. Drexel Biddle,
Jr., now Minister to Poland and
several other European countries,
with whom he jointly holds a 49%
interest in WIBG.

Radio Schedules Read
AN ANALYSIS of the Houston
Chronicle for May 22, just published by the Advertising Research
Foundation as a part of its Continuing Study of Newspaper Reading,
shows humor
that "outside
the
comics and
features, ofwhich
are habitually high, highest readership by both men and women was
given to Local Radio Programs
(men reports.
52%, women 61%)," the
ARF
WAYS Opens Oct. 1
WAYS, new fulltime 1,000 watt
station operating on 610 kc. at
Charlotte, N. C, is expected to be
on the air Oct. 1, according to
Weed & Co. which has been named
national representative for the new
outlet. The station is owned by the
Intercity Adv. Co., of which George
Dowdy, department store executive
and lina
president
the isNorth
Merchants of
Assn.
head. Caro-

CL^IfSSIFIED

FTC Stipulation
SUNSHINE BROADCASTING Co.,
operating KTSA, San Antonio, has
entered into a stipulation with the
Federal Trade Commission under
which it agrees to stop using the
selling slogan : "KTSA, San Antonio,
Texas, .5.000 watts. Doing a 50,000Watt Job." the FTC announced last
Monday. The FTC also announced a
stipulation by Fanny Farmer Candy
Shops Inc.. Rochester, N.Y., to stop
certain advertising representation for
its line of candies, Kiid by Supreme
Publications, Chicago, to discontinue
certain representations for the book.
Complete Authorised Radio Servicing
Course.

CRYSTALS

by

mmwm
The Hipower Crystal Company, one of
America's
oldest and
largest
turers of precision
crystal
units,manufacis able
to offer the broadcaster and manufacturer attractive prices because of their
large production and the exclusive
Hipower grinding process. Whatever
your crystal need may be, Hipower
can
supply it. Write today for full
information.
HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
Sales Division — 205 W. Waclier Drive, Chicago
Factory — 2035 Charleston Street, Chicago, III.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

II
Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face Mstings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted
SALES MANAGER— For Virginia Station.
Good salary and commission. Box 862,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Salesman familiar with the
11 Southwest territory. Application by letter
only, giving references. KTHS, Hot
Springs, Arkansas.
Jlmmediate Opening For Operator — With
I First Class License. Midwest station.
I Moderate pay. State starting salary. Box
Ji 865, BROADCASTING.
.,|Announcer — Some experience, young,
f draft exempt. Midwest station. Moderate
l| Box
pay. State
starting salary and experience.
866, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — For studio work in Midwest
station. News experience needed. Send
qualifications with transcription and
draft number to Box 867, BROADCASTING.
Southern CBS Outlet — Small city. Openings
for three combination announcer-operators. News, sports, experience desirable,
commercials necessary. Pleasant working
conditions, economical living, permanent.
No drifters wanted. Send transcription,
draft status, I'eferences and minimum
salary
requirements. Box 864, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced and capable radio
time salesman by a NBC Red basic station, in a profitable western market.
Must be between 30 and 40. have a proven
record, and possess a good front. Opportunity for top income for a top man.
Box 861, BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — One who is young, aggi'essive, well versed in radio and can sell.
Good salary and part ownership for performance. Ideal opening for man who
wants opportunity to settle down permanently. 250-watt station in middle
western state. All replies treated confidential y. Box 857, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Announcer
operator's
license,
desires
peimanent— With
connection.
Report
within
fifteen days. Box 852, BROADCASTING.
IModern Gag Writer — Wishes connection
with sponsor. Sample gags sent for examination. Box 859, BROADCASTING.
lEngineer-Experienced — First class phone
license. Draft exempt. Desires change.
Will go anywhere if salary reasonable.
Box 856, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Engineer — Licensed 1st class. Formerly
with 5KW network station. Go anywhere.
State salary. Box 845, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Program Director — 29 years old.
Nine years experience. Family man. Now
employed. Available immediately. TranCASTING. scription available. Box 860, BROADChief
Engineer
— 10 yearsdesires
experience,
deferred,
references,
change,draft
go
anywhere on contract not less than five
years.
Address
Box
858,
BROADCASTING.
Radio Executive Available — Dependable,
experienced, married man. Tops on sports,
news, programs, sales. Now Manager
Network Station but wants change.
South
ING. preferred. Box 851, BROADCAST-

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 Notional Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast oncJ
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtionol 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

Graduate Engineer — 25, fixed station and
government engineering experience,
wants broadcast work ; prefer start short
night shift San Francisco Bay station.
Chandler Stewart, 161 Bay View, Vallejo,
Calif.
TransmittermanentOperator
— Available
perposition after
Septemberfor third.
Single. Age 22. First Class Telephone
License. Six months experience at 100
watt NBC outlet. References. Paul
Graves, State Hotel, Augusta, Maine.
Need
Live-wire,
Man? —
At A21 Young,
am college
grad Versatile
and a Program
Director. Experienced programming, continuity,
news commentaries,announcing,
plays, etc. publicity,
Draft exempt.
Now
employed. Box 855, BROADCASTING.
Versatile
Young inWoman
position
with future
radio— Desires
or advertising
agency. Three years experience as traffic
manager, continuity writer, program
production, secretarial work. Now employed 5,000 watt station. Excellent
recommendations.
Box 853, BROADCASTING.

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads
Main Office:
the World of
7134 Main
Hollywood. Gal.
Kansas
Crty, St.Mo.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Station Executive Available — In the past
eleven yeais — regional salesman ; local
station manager ; network salesman and
producer
; at watt
present
ager of 5000
basiccommercial
regional. Imanfeel
that I am especially well equipped for
sales,
pi'ogramming
and
general
ogei'ational supervision. I could serve an
Agency Radio Department profitably. If
you have need for a sound, aggressive
man with initiative — I'd like to talk with
you. Age 35 — Methodist Episcopal — married 6 years
draftBROADCASTING.
exempt — excellent
references.
Box— 863,

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. • WASH.. D. C. • Dl. 7417

• Broadcast
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Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

Advertise
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More Drama
(Continued from page 11 )
WSCN
Soon

AtctckdLndi5in^ &
J^tomoiion
Baltimore Ball — Civic Awards — Egg Guessing —
Air and Iodine — Sneak Preview

610!

Low Story

he News Age-Herald Station
Birmingliam
Headley- Reed - Company
National Representativfis

the
ed ball
nd fina
uty
end
000andattbea
12,ls
ME
SOgra
held by WITH, Baltimore, in
a Miss Maryland contest. The
one-month promotion drive included
tie-in with the American Legion
convention and trolley banners all
over the main streets. Sectional
semi-finals were held in 10 theatres,
parks and swimming pools. Movie
trailers, car cards, neighborhood
papers, taxi signs, posters, many
other media were utilized.

KPO-KGO Letters
SALES promotion department of
KPO-KGO, San Francisco, has
mailed out 5,000 twelve-page letters giving complete detailed description of the new million-dollar
NBC building in San Francisco,
together with architects' drawings
of floor plans for each of the four
floors and penthouse, and a reproduction of a scale model of the
new building. The mailing piece is
headed off with a personal letter
from General Manager Al Nelson.
Letters were mailed to agencies,
prospects and nearly 300 radio station managers.

WFBG
ALTOONA,
PA.
• NBC RED
• 250 WATTS
• FULL TIME OPERATION
• RAILROAD SHOPS ON
FULL TIME SCHEDULE
WFBG provides the only full coverage of the Altoona trading area.

Cleveland Awards
A TROPHY designated the "United
Broadcasting Company Achievement Trophy" has been started by
H. K. Carpenter, general manager
of WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, to encourage "individual initiative and
enterprise, attainment of special
skills and promotion of noteworthy
civic
honoredandwassocial
to beobjectives."
a volunteer First
flyer
credited with outstanding performance at the Cleveland Air Circus.
A board of judges makes awards.
Schools, churches, clubs and other
groups are eligible for the awards.

production S.o«

PONTIAC . MICH.
•> THC fOUMAN CO.. NATJONyll tCrS.
CHICAGO . NEW YOIK

^^^^^

CHN
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Is Located in the Center of the
Radio Audience of the Province.
You Cannot Miss If You Use
This Station As Its Audience
Has Learned to Rely on It Over
a Period of Fifteen Years of
Uninterrupted Service.
Representatives
WEED & COMPANY
350 Madison Ave., N. Y.

Hatching Guesses
DIRECTED to farm listeners,
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., during
its five-weekly half-hour Farm
Joumal, is conducting an egg
hatching contest. Bill Henry, director of the series, every three
weeks turns over two dozen eggs
to Red Wing Hatchery, Los Angeles. First farm listener guessing
correct
whenof they'll
be
hatched, date
gets ofa set
Firestone
tractor tires. Second prize is a
Firestone radio.
Springfield Paper
A MONTHLY paper. The Dial, has
been started by KWTO-KGBX,
Springfield, Mo., to be sent to a
paid subscriber list. Free copies of
the first issue were given to some
9,000 Ozark families who requested
them, according to Carl Ward, promotion manager.

L
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WINX
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EXCERPTS from the story of his
capture, trial and banishment from
Syria as shortwaved by Robert
Low, Liberty Magazine correspondent in the Near East, have been
recorded by NBC Radio-Recording
Division, for the magazine to use
as a promotion piece. Suitable for
playback on home or office equipment, 500 copies were sent out last
week by Liberty to advertisers and
agencies
to tie
in with which
Low's aparticle on his
experiences
peared in the Aug. 30 issue. Accompanying script told of his capture and escape and how he dictated his story from Ankara, Turkey, to Radio City, New York, by
shortwave.
Video at Fair
WJR, Detroit, has erected two
large tents at the Michigan State
Fair, which opened Aug. 27 and
runs forvision
10 demonstrations
days, in which
teleand news
flash service are off'ered visitors.
Television pickup equipment, along
with a stage for performers, is
housed in one tent and video receivers in the other. INS teletypes
also are kept in operation on the
spot. Tent walls are covered with
photos of WJR staff members and
CBS headliners. The exhibit is supervised by Mark Haas, new memment.ber of the WJR publicity depart*
* *
Iodine List
IODINE EDUCATIONAL BUREAU, New York, has mailed
broadsides — headed "Iodine Takes
to the Air" — to feed manufacturers, indicating what the bureau
is doing in radio to promote the
sale of livestock and poultry feeds
fortified with iodine. Mailing piece
contains list of 20 stations on
which spot announcements are currently running, sample copy of
announcement, etc. Simonds & Simonds, Chicago, handles the account.
Sneak Preview
TAKING a page from the motion
picture industry on presentation
technique, KIRO, Seattle, presented
a "sneak preview" of a new radio
program for representatives of all
Seattle advertising agencies. The
show was given in a local theatre
with the KIRO sales staff as hosts
to the agency executives.
Cards in Beauty Shops
IN BEAUTY SHOPS around Fort
Worth, Isbell Method Shops have
placed display cards promoting
their addition of three quarterhours weekly to their KGKO schedule. Wood-Kane Adv. Agency, Fort
Worth, has the account.
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these data that the 1940-41 season ranked favorably with its predeces or in terms of audiences and,
indirectly, program quality."
In the following tables of comparative ratings for different types
of programs it is interesting to
note that there is no particular
correlation between the popularity
of a type of program and the number of network programs of that
type. It is also noteworthy that the
average rating for any program
type may bear little relation to
the rating of any particular program in that class, variety programs, for example, averaging 17.1
but ranging individually from a
rating of 2.2 to one of 39.9.
Comparative Ratings of Program
Range of
TypesEVENING
:
PROGRAMS
Average Ratings
No. of
Ratings Low High Programs
Variety
Drama
& Serial 17.1 2.2 39.9 24
Drama 11.7 2.3 32.3 40
Audience Partic- ipation 11.4 3.8 25.5 28
Classical and
Semi - Classi- cal 10.5 6.5 13.8 3
Popular
Familiar Music„10.0
Music. 9.8 4.1
7.0 22.3
12.6 137
Commentators,
News and
Talks
6.5 2.1 20.5 14
DAYTIME PROGRAMS
Classical
gramsP r o- 7.0 4.3 11.5 3
Drama & Serial
Drama
5.9 1.6 10.2 59
Children's
P
r
ograms
5.1 3.5 6.8 2
Audience Partic- ipation 4.7 — —
1
Variety Pro- grams 4.0 1.5 8.3 5
Talks
3.9 1.8 8.3 9
Hymns
3.9 2.4 5.4 2
Popular
MusicFamiliar Music- 3.6
3.5 3.4
1.1 3.8
7.4 23
News Programs- 1.4 1.3 1.5 2
After the Game
CAPITALIZING on
Minnesota's
football-mindedness,
WCCO,
Minneapolis, is setting up a Grandstand
Quarterbacks feature on which Twin
City businessmen, fans and former
players
a free-for-all
discussionareof guests
gridironin topics.
Heard
Sundays. 11-11 :30 a.m., the program
is conducted by Rollie Johnson.
WCCO sports announcer. On the
morning
after, fire to eight guests wUl
country.
talk
about games played all over the

jNEED ADVERTISER &i
•Here's
a promotion
man who canj
'listener
promotion?'
'squeeze
most out budgets,
of each penny'
kof
limitedthe promotion
using ^
I brains instead of dollars.
Need Program-Production Ideas?
I Here's a production man who dou-l
bles promoting
in brass; conceiving,
building'
^and
salable programs.
Need Experience & Background?
L Here's a man with eight years exIperience at three good stations I
ranging from 500 to 50,000 watts as'
^publicity director, continuity and ^
Inews editor, announcer, actor, production-program director and proemotion manager.
Need Reliability?
kHere's Best
a man,
29, married,
chil- \
rdren.
of references
fromtwoformer
.employers. Honor hi-school grad|3
yearsreporter
night — and
college
'while
radioartseditorcourse
ioT\i
■ metropolitan paper. Thrives on hard
Write Box 868, BROADCASTING
I work.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Patrick Back
REP. LUTHER PATRICK
(D-Ala.) before his election
to Congress a commentator
on WAPI and WBRC, Birmingham, isback on the air in
his old role on WWDC,
Washington. Early in August
Rep, Patrick started a sixweekly quarter-hour commentary on the news on
WWDC, under sponsorship of
the local Howard Cleaners,
Four years ago he conducted
another sponsored program,
Apple Creek Xews, on WJSV,
Washington. He is introduced
as plain
Patrick" on
the
WWDC"Luther
program.

Wet work iKccovnts
All lime EDSTunless otherwise indicated.
Nov Business
tEVER BROS. Co.. Cambridge
'(Riuso). ou Oct. S resumes Big Town
1 53 CBS stations. Wed.. S-8 :30 p.m.
_v,^ency : Ruthrauff & Ryan, X. T.
-ftVM. WRIGLEY JR. Co., Chicago
'(chewing gum), on Sept. 1 starts Ben
'}i>ernie's Orchestra on 76 CBS sta;Eions, Mon. thru Fri.. 5 :4:5-6 p.m.
([Ageucy : Arthur Meyerhoft & Co., Chicago.
(DD. L. CLARK Co.. Pittsburgh ( candy
pars ) , on Oct. 2 starts Ben Grauer
'iand
in Service stations,
With a
•iS»M7eGarv
on Moore
43 XBC-Blue
jrhurs., S-8 :30 p.m. Agency : A. P. Hill
i|Co., Chicago. publications, New
Weekly
JYork (Xeicsiceek)
Sept. 11
sumes Ahead of the, on
Headlines
on re28
NBC-Blue
stations. Thurs.. 10:3010 :45 p.m. Agency : Tracy-Loeke-Dawson, N. Y.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge (Lux),
iion Sept. 8 resumes Ltix Radio Theatre
ion 6.5 CBS and 30 CBC stations, Mon.,
9-10 p.m. (EDST). Agency: J. Waljter Thompson Co., N. Y.
'standard
brands,
Yorktfi
(coffee), ou Sept.
7 resumesNewChase
i^anborn Show on 75 NBC-Red and 6
IcBC stations. Sun.. 8-8:30 p.m.
'ison
(EDST).
J. Walter ThompCo., N.Agency:
Y.
iQUAKER
OATS
Co., Chicago
11 (breakfast cereal), on Sept. 29 rej sumes for 26 weeks the transcribed
!series Orphan Annie on 32 Don Lee
.stations. Mon. thru Fri.. 4.45-5 p.m.
(PST). Agency: Ruthrauff & Evan.
|N. Y.
WM. WRIGLEY JR. Co.. Toronto
' ( Sweet Laurel gum ) , on Sept. 4
Istarted The Diary of Sweet Sixteen on
• CFRB. Toronto, and CKCO, Ottawa,
Thursdays 8-8:30 ( EDST I . as a network test program to be extended
'later.
Toronto.Agency: Tandy Adv. Agency,
1;INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co. of
'Canada. Hamilton, Ont.. on Oct. 5
started I nternational Silver Theatre
on 33 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
stations. Sun. 6-6 :.30 (EST). Agency:
' Young i& Rubieam. Toronto.
t LAMONT. CORLISS & Co., Toronto
I Pond's cream), ou Sept. 16 starts
John <{■ Judi/ on 30 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations. Tues. 9-9 :30
p.m. Agency : J. Walter Thompson
Co.. Toronto.
J STANDARD BRANDS. Montreal
I Chase & Sanborn coffee ), ou Sept. 7
ilstarts Edgar Bergen d- Charlie J/cCarthij on 31 Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. stations. Sun., S-S :30 p.m.
Agency : .T. Walter Thompson Co..
' Toronto.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON. Brautford,
Ont. (wax), on Sept. 30 starts Fibber
McGee d Molly on 30 Canadian Broadeasting Corp. stations. Tues., 9 :30-10
p.m. Placed direct.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON. Brantford,
Ont. (wax), on Sept. 15 starts Voulez
Vous Savoir, Madame on CFB, Montreal ;CBJ. Chicoutimi. Que. ; CBV.
Quebec
City Placed
; Mon., direct.
Wed., Fri,, 10 :3010
:45 a.m.
TEA GARDEN PRODUCTS. San
Francisco ( syrup ) . recently started a
quarter-hour weekly participation on
The Breakfast Club on 15 CaliforniaDon Lee network stations. Thurs.
8-8:15 a.m. (PST) Agency: Erwin,
Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
LEVER BROS., Toronto (Rinso), on
Sept. 1 starts Grande Soeur on CHNC,
New Carlisle. Que. ; CJBR. Rimouski,
Que. ; CBJ. Chicoutimi. Que. : CBV,
Quebec City; CBF and CKAC, Montreal, Mon. thru Fri. 11-11 :15 a.m.
Agency : Ruthrauf & Ryan, N. Y.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co.. Camden
( soups ) . on Sept. 16 starts Bol;
Burns in The Arkansas Traveler on
65
stations.
Tues.. 8& :30Rvan.
8 :.".."i
p.m.CBS
Agency
: Ruthrauff
N. Y.
GENERAL PETR0LEU:M Corp..
Los Angeles ( Mobiloil, Mobilgas), on
Sept. 17 starts for 13 weeks Spurrs
Broadcast with Sam Hayes on 8 CBS
West Coa.«t stations. Wed.. 6 :1.5-G :30
p.m. (PST). Agency: Smith & Drum
Inc.. Los Angeles.
LAMONT, CORLISS & Co., New
York (Alpine coffee), on Sept. 13
starts for .52 weeks William Winter.
Xews Analyst, on 5 CBS Pacific Coast
stations ( KXX KARM KSFO KOIN
KFPY). Sat.. 7:45-8 a.m. (PST). On
Sept. 30 starts for 52 weeks Bob
Garred Reporting on same list, Tues.,
5:45-5:55 p.m. (PST). Agency: Leon
Livingston Adv., San Francisco.
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ATLANTIC REFINING Co.. Philadelphia, on Oct. 4 starts 8 football
games. tions.
Saturdays,
Yankee
staAgency : N. onW. 17Ayer
& Son,
Philadelphia.
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., Wesrfield. N. Y.. on Sept. 14 renews Dear
■John with Irene Rich on 34 NBCBlue stations. Sun., 9 :30-9 :45 p.m.
Agency:
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co.. Chicago
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACcii Corp.. Louisville (Bugler Tobacco), un Sept. 24 renews Plantation
Party on 83 NBC-Red stations. Wed.,
8.30-9
p.m. Agency : Russel M, Seeds
Co.. Chicago.

CDNING
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville (Wings King
Size cigarettes), on Oct. 3 renews
Wings of
NBC-Red
sta-:
tions,Destiny
Fri., 10-10 on:3082 p.m.
Agency
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
UP/
PACIFIC GREYHOUND BUS
LINES. San Francisco, on Aug. 31
renewed for 52 weeks Romance of the
Highways on 21 Pacific Coast Don Lee
and 3 Arizona stations. Sun.. 10 :1510:30 a.m. (PST). Agency: Beaumont
& Hohman, San Francisco.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem (Camels), on Sept. 29
renews Blondie on 77 CBS stations,
Mon., 7:30-8 p.m. (EST). Agency:
Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem (Camels), on Oct. 9 11
renews
Xavier
Cugat's
RhumbaThurs.,
Revue on 78
NBC-Red
stations.
7:30-8 p.m. (rebroadcast, Pacific
Coast. 10-10:30 p.m. (EST). Agency:
Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem (Prince Albert Tobacco), on Oct. 11 renews Grand Ole
Opry on 44 NBC-Red stations. Sat.,
10-10:30 p.m. (EST). Agency: Wm.
Esty & Co., N. Y.
WHITE LABS., New York (FeenaCombiningf one of the
mint), on Sept 28 renews Double or
yothing on SO MBS stations and Don
Nation's most effective
Lee Network, Fri.. 8-8 :30 p.m. ( EST) .
Agency : Wm. Esty & Co., N, Y,
personalized station
R. L. WATKINS Co., New York (Dr.
operations POWER
ivith^
Lyons news Toothpaste),
on Sept. Wife
22 reMAXIMUM
for 52 weeks Backstage
on
.54 NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
•
4-4:15
p.m. N.Agency;
Blackett-SampleHummert,
Y.
CHARLES H. PHILLIPS CHEMICAL Co., New York (Milk of Magnesia,) on Sept. 22 renews for 52
weeks Stella Dallas and Lorenzo Jones
on .52 NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 4 :15-4 :45 p.m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert. N. Y.
BAYER Co., New York (Aspirin),
on Sept. 22 for 52 weeks renews Young
Widde*- Brown ou 52 NBC-Red stations. Mou. thru Fri., 4 :45-5 p.m.
Agency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert,

Radio Sales . Representatives
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SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co., New
York, on
renews
Yankee
Network Sept.
Xews on30 19
Yankee
stations
seven days weekly 8 a.m. and 11 p.m.
XARRAGAXSET BREWIXG Co.,
Cransten, R. L, on Sept. 2 renews participations on 19 Yankee stations,
thrice-weekly.
Agency: Arthur
N. Y."
Braitsch & Assoc., Providence.
Network Changes
P. LORILLARD Co.. Xew York
( Beechnut cigarettes), on Oct. 3 shifts
Don t Be Personal, from 7 CBS West
Coast stations, Sunday, 8 :30-9 p.m.
(PST). to 6 XBC-Pacific Red. Friday,
8:30-9
p.m. X.(PST).
Agency: Lenuen
& :\Iitchell.
Y.

COLUMBIA

International

WHEELING

Renewal Accounts

SAMUEL DALSIMER, formerly vicepresident of Brown & Williamson,
Xew York, on Sept. 1 joined Cecil
>Jc Presbrey, Xew York, as an account
executive.

5.000
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WWVA
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Served
by the
LAKE SUPERIOR
RADIO GROUP
(not a wire network)
WHDF • WJMS • WATW
Houghlon, Mich. . In od, Mich. • Aihland, Wise.
Group contracts save 25% on the
three stations and 15% on any two
stations
•
National Representatives:
BOGNER
and MARTIN
29S Mad.Ave..N.Y. • 540 N.Mich. Ave.. Chicago

CHARM, Canadian style, is represented in this still life of office lovelies
of CJCA, Edmonton, Alta. Ranging from left to right are Hazel Hartley,
secretary, Eileen Ferrier, receptionist, Esther Nairn, traffic, Catherine
Terwillegar, publicity, Alta Magoon, accountant (she is a survivor of the
ill-fated Athenia) , and Gladys MacLean, continuity.

WFMJ

WCAU STAFF RAIDED
Armed Forces Leave Holes in

Youngstown's
Favorite
Station
A Hooper- Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
than any ether station heard
in ths Youngstown District,

KLZ, Denver, and WGAR,
Cleveland, depend exclusively on INS for world
news coverage.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

IN THE 7th RETAIL MARKET

• September

prizes.

Musterole Spots
MUSTEROLE Co., Cleveland (Cold
remedy), on Oct. 15 will start its
annual fall campaign using announcements 5to 10 times weekly
on 84 stations, except in New York,
Chicago, San Francisco and Norfolk where the company uses news
programs and announcements.
Agency is Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New York.
Mello Spots Planned
HEYMAN PROCESS Corp., New
York, chemists controlling the patents for Mello fruit drinks, to
Weiss & Geller, New York. Spot
radio will be used for Mello later
this year.

Whiting Joins WDGY
programs".
LEE
WHITING, for the last four
years sales manager of WTCN,
Minneapolis, and previously account executive of WTSP, St. Paul,
on Sept. 1 will
C
■
•J

f*«

I.

join WDGY, Minneapolis, as commercial manager
and
Geoassistant
rge W.to

I
i^ - -4
-~
S'
„i,„ ^^Mh.
'.^^^
Mr. AVhiting

Young,andWDGY
owner
gene r a 1 manager.
old, his radio exThirty-six years
perience has been
supplemented
by
three years v/ith the advertising
department of the Minneapolis
Tribune, and he was at one time
manager of the rotogravure department of the Minneapolis Journal and the St. Paul Daily News.
McConnon Appoints
McCONNON & Co.. Winona, Minn.,
for 50 years manufacturing food,
farm and household necessities, has
named Cramer-Krasselt Co.. Milwaukee,count
as agency.
executive. C. W. Lawrie is ac-

WUen^

Bid

UlSVR
SYRACUSE

KSTP
MINNEAPOLIS
•
SAINT PAUL
NlfiHTTIME SIGNAL FROM MIKIIEAPOLfS TO THE WEST EQUIVALENT TO
133,500 WATTS
NBC BASIC RED NETWORK
50,000 WaiU
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Station Personnel
NATIONAL DEFENSE continues
to leave gaping holes in the staff
of WCAU, Philadelphia. On Aug.
25, John G. Leitch, chief engineer,
was called by the Navy for the
duration. A reserve officer, he becomes lieutenant commander in
charge of communications, stationed at the naval base at Cape
May, N. J. The week previous. Dr.
Leon Levy, president of the station, was also called up by the Navy
to become lieutenant-in-charge of
the radio division of the Fourth
Naval District, stationed in Philadelphia [Broadcasting, Aug. 25].
George Lewis has been named acting chief engineer.
The announcing staff at the
same time lost three men to the
Army. John Franklin was ordered
to active service as a lieutenant at
Fort Eustis, Va.; George Thomas
left for Camp Croft, S. C; and
Jack Guinan awaits induction.
Program Director Stan Lee Broza
has secured two replacements to
date in Gil Newsome, who comes
in from WFMS, Youngsto^\^, 0.,
and Joe Bolton, a Philadelphian,
who started his radio career with
WCAU eight years ago.
Eddie Peyton, of the maintenance staff, was drafted this week
and leaves for Camp Pine, St.
Lawrence, N. Y. Earlier in the
year, WCAU lost Announcer Lew
Fisher, now an ensign stationed at
the submarine base at New London, Conn., and Engineer Allen
Muncy, a lieutenant in Hawaii.

Corn Stalk Over 23 Feet
Takes Contest of WHO
AN ALL-TIME high for its tall
corn contest was registered at the
fifth annual WHO-Iowa State Fair
sweepstakes Aug. 27, the winning
stalk measuring 23 feet 2^2 inches
bringing cash awards and a trophy
to Lawrence N. Flander, of Harper,
la. All 44 entrants received prizes.
The winning award consisted of a
gold trophy donated by Col. B. J.
Palmer, president of Central
Broadcasting Co.
J. 0. Maland, Central vice-president and WHO manager, made the
awards at the fairgrounds and the
event was broadcast. Among firms
donating prizes were Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp., and Oliver
Farm Equipment Sales Co. In all,
WHO and the Fair donated $250 in

WSJS E^GmEERS
SEEKING mW
PACT
NEGOTIATIONS between officials
of WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C,
and representatives of the Associated Broadcast Technicians of the
IBEW, were suspended last week
pending an investigation by the National Labor Relations Board of a
charge of unfair labor practice
made by the union against the station, according to an announcement by the union's headquarters
in Washington.
Engineers at the station walked
out last Monday evening when negotiations for a new wage scale,
two weeks sick leave with pay, two
weeks vacation and time-and-a-half
for holidays broke down. The station was forced off the air but
opened again Tuesday morning
when the engineers returned to
work.
The union charges that negotiations broke down when the station
management declined to put into
writing any clause pertaining to
sick leave and refused to agree to
overtime for holidays. The union
said the reason the engineers returned to work was in "order not
to deprive listeners of their favorite

/C
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f ro GET EQUIPMENT
i I 'ROCEDURE to expedite author> , eation to procure broadcast equip^ ■ nent in the face of the shortage
s I esulting from the defense emeri ^ :ency was outlined last Friday by
- he NAB. According to the NAB
: - itatement, a broadcaster needing
naterial and equipment to satisfy
1 1 construction permit should apph^
^^'or a "project rating" to Ward
^- i<"reeman,
Section,
Priorities Project
Division, Rating
Office of
Pro'i iluction Management, 462 Indiana
^ -ftve., Washington, D. C.
1 .1 Broadcasters were instructed to
■5 (indicate the owner or owners of the
- iitation ; principal office of the sta'■• ■'ion; plant site; justification of the
description
of the
■I2 '.project;
ioroject; general
types and
quantities
of
tkiaterial and equipment required ;
late of completion; cost; per cent
time of application.
: -fompleted
V If the atapplicant
has physical
:o cDossession of part of the equip:inent, he was ad\'ised to use Form
PD-1, attaching photostat copies
1 id supporting data which would
^ -lerve to indicate the necessity for
:'■;iihe
sought, including
opy material
of the construction
permit anda
I'ther data demonstrating the need
^OT station construction or improvements.
If priorities forms are not avail<|ible locally to broadcasters, the
V ,NAB indicated they could be se;. .iured by writing NAB headquarL .iers in Washington or the Informa■ .;)PM,
;ion Division,
of Priorities,
4th & Division
Independence
Ave.,
.I^'ashington, D. C.
Herring Campaign
•'iLLIS
ON-BEDF
Co., Chicago
. food products)
has started
a test
, OSD
.ampaign of one-minute spot an.louncements, six times a week, on
VGN, Chicago, and twice-weeklv
,-n WBBM, Chicago, for Silver Sea
Appetite Herring Tid-Bits in Wine
.5auce. Contracts are for 52 weeks.
;Da\ad Goldman Co., Chicago, has
.he account.

TRONGLY BACKED was Ralph
"allert (center), announcer of
\'CAE,
Pittsburgh
after
hree years
of talkingwhen
he finally
ealized a life-long ambition to
ing on the air. XvCAE's Aunt
'aroline (right), singing star of a
lopular morning program, invited
.nnouncer Fallert to appear as a
uest vocalist on her program. And
■1st to make sure Fallert didn't
iiack down at the last minute Dave
'•Ison (left), WCAE production
(hief , stood behind him with a shotim, revolver and two hunting
nives.
BROADCASTING

Visitors Barred
GENERAL MANAGER
Franklin M. Doolittle announced last week that the
engineering and communications departments of WDRC,
Hartford, and FM Station
W65H henceforth will be
closed to the public. Regular
broadcasting studios, however, will remain open to
visitors. Mr. Doolittle issued
the ban on visitors to the
technical departments follo^^^ng receipt
a communication from ofthe
Defense
Communications Board. The
message included the text of
a resolution approved by the
board, requesting the industry to protect radio and wire
facilities considered vital to
national defense.
KFMB Takes the Air
OWNED and managed by Warren
B. Worcester, formerly aircraft designer-engine r, the new 250-watt
station, KFMB, San Diego, Cal.,
operating on 1450 kc, went on the
air Aug. 19. Studios and executive
offices are located at 1375 Pacific
Blvd. Program director is Joe Waters, formerly announcer-producer
of KSFO, San Francisco. Fred A.
Heitfeld, formerly of KFSD, San
Diego, is sales manager and Les
Hewitt, one time of KFWB, Hollywood technical staff, is chief engineer. Chosen from the CBS Hollywood junior staff, are announcers
Beecher Frank and Lowell Whiteman, with Stan Marston a member
of the technical department. Studios and transmitter equipment
were purchased from RCA. Homer
Owen Griffith, Holljnvood, is national sales representative for the
station.
Hecker Plans Complete
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., Chicago, has completed final details
for This Is Life, thrice-weekly quarter-hour program to start Sept. 8
on 6 MBS stations, and originally
titled At Your Service [Broadcasting, April 18]. Program, to
be heard Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays at 12:15, is based on
the dramatizations of real life stories of unusual persons who need
assistance of one kind or another.
To the station that most actively
merchandises the program during
the month starting Sept. 27, the
company will award a large inscribed silver cup. Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, is agency.
Tobacco Sports
RUM & MAPLE TOBACCO Corp.,
New York, on Sept. 12 starts sponsorship of Stan Lomax's Friday
evening sports program on WOR,
New York, and is planning to add
news or sports programs on stations in Los Angeles, Philadelphia
and Chicago later in September.
Programs will promote the company'scordingpipesto Raymond
and pipe mixtures,
acSpector Co.,
New York, agency in charge.
STANDARD RADIO. Chicago, has
announced the following new and
renewal subscribers to its program
library service : KSTP KFMB KTBI
KROS KPQ WMBI WFMJ WSAR
WTOC WDAE WCRS WDBC
WMBO WBBB WLBJ CKLN.
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Record

Standard

Group

Plans Sept. 3 Meeting
MEMBERS of the executive committee of the Recording &
Reproducing Standards Committee,
formed under auspices of the NAB,
■will meet in New York Sept. 3 to
carry on development of a questionnaire to be sent to recording
and transcription manufacturers,
with an eye on setting up recording and reproducing standards.
The committee is to report its recom endations tothe full committee
in New York Oct. 23.
The executive committee met in
New York Aug. 20, studying answers to the NAB recording questionnaire sent to stations in May.
The group will make recommendations on items for standardization
at present and designate other
items as needing further study. The
important function of the committee is emphasized by the finding,
from the NAB questionnaire, that
30.9 9'f of all broadcast programs
originate from records and transcriptions, according to the NAB.
The full committee includes 58
members, with representatives from
all leaders in the transcription and
record manufacturing field.
Pabst Pro Grid
PABST SALES Co., Chicago, which
on Sept. 3 is sponsoring broadcast of the all-star football game
on WHN, New York, has signed a
contract with WHN for exclusive
coverage of all home and away
games of the New York Giants
professional football team, starting
Sept. 13. No play-by-play announcer has been chosen but Bert Lee
will handle color and commercials.
Lord & Thomas, Chicago, is the
agency. Last year WHN carried all
home and away Giant contests under sponsorship of Schick Injector
Razor, and the previous season
broadcast of both Giant and Dodgers grid games under sponsorship
of General Mills, Minneapolis, for
Wheaties.

NEW OUTFITS, like this one
sported by Del Camp as he rehearses for a broadcast, are worn
by the entire announcing staff of
WTAG, Worcester, Mass. The
coats are cream-colored and
trimmed with navy blue. Stars to
denote years of service with
WTAG are affixed to the sleeve.
Joins Pedlar & Ryan
D. E. ROBINSON, general manager of Federal Adv. Agency, New
York, on Sept. 29 will join Pedlar
& Ryan, New York, as director of
research, succeeding Frank R. Coutant, who plans to do private research and marketing. Mr. Robinson is chairman of the New York
council of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, a member of
the technical advisory committee of
the Advertising Foundation and
lecturer on advertising research at
Columbia U.
Leonard Elected V.-P.
LEONARD M. LEONARD, copy director of Raymond Spector Co., New
York, and former MBS copy acceptance editor, has been elected vicepresident of the Spector agency.

A BANK'S
QUIZ SUCCESSFUL
Akron Institution Gets Good Results From
Program With Its
PYSCHOLOGY by radio applied
by that current favorite type of
program, the quiz, has been the
successful formula of the Firestone
Park Trust & Savings Bank of
Akron writes Fred J. Botzum,
manager of the customs relations
department of that institution, in
the current issue of the Bulletin,
official publication of the Financial
Advertisers Assn.
The program on WAKR titled
Was I Right?, Mr. Botzum relates,
tests the pyschological response of
a group of six prominent local citizens invited to participate in the
broadcast. The contestants, representing two civic organizations, are
divided into two teams, one composed of men and the other of
women, who answer questions on
their reaction to certain predicalisteners.ments and problems submitted by
After hearing reactions from
each team and the actual reaction
of the person who submitted the
problem, the judge, who is head of
the pyschological department of

Personal Contacts
Akron U, analyzes and grades the
answers on the basis of what
the correct
tion should be.average human reacDate at Eight
Mr. Botzum describes how the
bank plays up the program with the
general theme, "Date at Eight \x\t\\
the Firestone Bank", with stuffers
in mailing
checking
account pieces
statements,andlobby
displays
and extensive newspaper promotion. Definite results from radio
are evidenced, especially in the personal loan and mortgage loan departmentsand, as aeffective
result ofmethod
the personalized
of
using radio and also from the way
the various civic organization participating on the programs are
brought into personal contact with
the bank, Mr. Botzum says.
He sums it all up with the statement, "We are certain of one thing
in connection with results, and that
is
that has
ourdone
radio
Right?,
a fineshow,
job inTT'as
build-/
ing prestige for our bank throughout the entire Greater Akron area."
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Senate

Committee
Kills Radio Tax
{Continued from page 7)
Gquivocal opposition to both the ra- force when the oil lamp came into
dio and billboard levies on the general ground that any tax on adverAnother final-day witness, Cathtising would have a deleterious ef- rine Curtis, national director of
fect on business and hence on tax Women Investors in America Inc.,
collections, and on specific grounds
a non-profit educational organization with headquarters in New
that the proposals were discrimiYorkuse."
and Washington, charged that
natory and punitive [Broadcasting, Aug. 25]. AFL unions in the the proposed radio tax was an atradio field, led by AFRA and
JOHN
tempt to use the Government taxBLAIR & COMPANY
IBEW, also took a strong position
ing
powermercial
toradio"plow
under" com-to
entertainment
of opposition.
Affiliate Station WLS Chicago
provide more free time for war
Emphasizing the stand of AFRA
and IBEW, and countering the and Government propaganda.
She declared also that the prologic of John B. Haggerty, president of the International Allied
posed tax runs counter to the maxiPrinting Trades Assn. (AFL) and
mum revenue principle found
a prime mover for the radio tax, throughout the bill in that the lump
sum rates set up in the measure
Mr. Hushing in his Aug. 23 appearance declared unreservedly that the permit broadcasters to obtain lower
parent organization opposed such i-ates than those specified by holdlegislation despite its espousal by
ing their time sales down to certain levels, she pointed out that
the member printing trades unions.
His testimony was regarded as a this feature was not mentioned in
complete disavowal of the practi- the House Ways & Means Committee report on the bill.
cality of the stand of Mr. Haggerty, who the day before in a
"Why did the committee hold out
lengthy printed statement filed this premium for restricting time
with the committee had not only sales on the air?" she asked. "Did
reiterated his support for the radio the committee deliberately forego
tax but also had recommended that the opportunity of collecting the
full rate of taxation specified in
it be doubled.
REX DAVIS
Declaring that a tax that would the bill in order to accomplish the
plowing under of radio time and
THREE TIMES DAILY
hit the workers' pay enveopes
station and network facilities? We
would hurt earning power and "is have become accustomed to plowthe wrong way to finance the deing under pigs, plowing under corn,
fense program",to Mr.
Hushing
plowing under cotton, plowing uncalled attention
a resolution
der profits — even plowing under
adopted by the AFL executive
reputations — but will the public
council opposing such "punitive or
discriminatory taxation as a spec- peacefully accept the plowing unial levy on radio advertising broadder of radio time?"
WDSU
casts" [Broadcasting, Aug. 18].
To Continue Fight
Pointing out that four AFL unions
are directly concerned in the raNEW ORLEANS
Following Chairman George's
dio picture, he said none of the announcement,
Mr. Haggerty deorganizations favoring the tax
clared that the printing trades
soon will be
have workers employed in the ra- unions "will continue the fight to
dio industry.
have the Senate levy a tax on the
5000 WATTS
exhorbitant profits of the radio
Recalls Buggy Days
networks and large commercial raDay and Night
"This is not a new question to
us by any means," Mr. Hushing
WEED AND COMPANY
"Itdio stations."
is difficult to understand,"
commented. "In the middle 1890's
National Representatives
the memthere was another new industry said Mr.
bers of theHaggerty,
Finance "how
Committee
can
coming into existence, and in one
New York • Detroit • Chicago
justify
levying
taxes
on
millions
of the Central Labor Unions on of wage workers earning less than
San Francisco
the West Coast, which was located $1,000 yearly, those least able to
in the largest West Coast city, pay, and exempt from excise taxes
there was an organization which the
privileged few who operate racame in with a proposal that no
dio networks and who are yearly
THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI
member of the organization, or- deriving millions in profits which
ganized labor, ride in an auto- represent more than 200% and
mobile, even to a funeral, and the 300 9f per cent yearly on their
motion was adopted.
investment.
"This proposal here is on all
every reason to believe
fours with and is made for the that"Wethehave
Treasury Department and
same reason that that motion was
committee experts, as well as the
passed through that central body subcommittee appointed by Senaover 45 years ago. And in the
tor George will find that the radio
future you will probably look back networks after payment of rebates
and discounts in addition to agency
on this proposal in the same mancommissions have deprived 25,000
ner that you do on the one which
printing trades workers of their
I have just mentioned.
jobs and have received net profits
"This proposal in this bill could
Owned and Operated By
$40,000,000 in the period 1931well have been made against elec- of
1940 inclusive, while the profits
LAMAR
tric lights, because they put the for the 1931-1935 period were less
LIFE INSURANCE
manufacturers of oil lamps out of than $20,000,000. The printing
COMPANY
business, or could have been made
trades are right and righteousness
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
by the candlemakers with the same
will prevail".
BROADCASTING
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LEAVING
FOR
THE ARMY.
Louis McComas Young (right),
formerly chief engineer of KMOX.
St. Louis, was presented with a
valuable wrist watch by Manager
Merle S. Jones. Young becomes a
major in the Air Corps, assigned
to Wright Field, Dayton.
In a supplementary statement
filed with the Senate committee,
IBEW pointed to the growth in
newspaper and magazine circulation and in printers' union membership in the last 15 years, commenting that printing industry workers,
in attempting to have Congress enact a punitive tax on radio advertising, "have selfishly disregarded
these
obvious
Answering facts".
the Aug. 22 Haggerty statement, in a letter to
Chairman George, Ellsworth C. Alvord, Washington tax attorney retained by the NAB, pointed out
"certain erroneous statements
which
require
correction".argument
Taking
issue with
the Haggerty
that the present need for revenue
justifies the imposition of a special
tax on radio broadcasting, at double
the rates proposed by the House,
Mr. Alvord declared that "the revenue needs can never be great
enough to excuse an unjust, disMr. Alvord
criminatory tax".declared that Mr.
Haggerty's
argunient"
that
the tax"specious
is justified
because
broadcasters earn large profits on
the investment in or value of physical property "completely neglects
the need for operating capital, the
certainty of early losses, the constant hazards of the business, and
the necessity for plowing back

with

CIRCUIT
GENERAL

DESIGN
^icy
160-17
# ELECTRIC
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|barning-s in order to maintain effiIcient service".
I Charging
that Mr. Haggerty
■ n'er-eniphasized the entertainment
Aspects of radio, he declared that
ilthough broadcasting is the prin;;pal source of entertainment in
America today, it comes to the pubic "whether or not it can afford to
ay for it, the cost being borne by
he advertiser". Apart from the
ntertainment aspect, broadcasting
so is the principal source of information inAmerica today, he declared.
I Mr. Alvord also took issue with
he position that radio licensees are
;iven a monopolistic privilege by
;he Government, pointing out that
'no broadcaster has a monopoly of
'bhe listening public, and radio has
'jno monopoly of advertising media",
ountering Mr. Haggerty's charge
l^.Jchat agencies are interested in
Knocking out the radio levy princi-J.pally because it would have an efjjfect on the rebate and discount
[Structure, Mr. Alvord pointed out
chat the agency receives only its
ilS^c commission, while the frejiquency and volume discounts, simiar to those granted by printed
jk|media, revert to the benefit of the
jjadvertiser, and not the agency.
iKTAR

Seeks

Control

Of KYCA, in Prescott
CONTROL of KYCA, Prescott,
jAriz., will pass into the hands of
'.the KTAR
Broadcasting
licen-a
Isee
of KTAR,
Phoenix, Co.,
under
deal pending FCC approval to permit Albert Stetson, general manager and iG'^'c stockholder of
KYCA, to relinquish 65 of the 115
rshares of stock he holds at present.
KTAR Broadcasting Co., now
ASA'^'c
with 121
shares,
un^der theowner
agreement
would
acquire
.the 65 shares and become 74.49c
'stockholder, with Mr. Stetson's
iholdings then representing 207c.
,KTAR has agreed to pay $6,500 for
■the additional 65 shares.
'■• KTAR, 77.3 9'<r owned by the AriJzona Publishing Co., publishers of
4ithe Phoenix Arizona Republic and
'(Prescott Courier, is of the same
^ownership as KVOA, Tucson, Ariz.,
Iiand has a 45'^^ interest in KYUM,
Yuma, Ariz. KYCA operates on
|1490 kc. with 250 watts.

OUBLY
THE FINGER POINTS and Karloff recoils. It's a gag resulting at a
recent meeting of Louis Ruppel, CBS publicity director (right), and the
notorious portrayer of horror. The picture was snapped just outside CBS
shortwave studios after Boris had heard a message from his brother in
London, picked up by CBS and recorded for Mr. Karloff's benefit.
WAGE-HOUR
RULING
CLARIFIES BOmS
THE test of a bonus which does
not atfect overtime payments is
that the payment and amount are
solely in the discretion of the employer, according to a definition announced last Saturday by General
Philip B. Fleming, administrator of
the Wage & Hour Division of the
Labor Department. The employe
must have no contract rights, expressed or implied, to any amount,
or the amount of the bonus must be
figured into the rate of pay, according to General Fleming.
"At the time the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938 went into
effect the Wage & Hour Division
took the position that production
bonuses were part of an employe's
pay and should be included in the
computation of overtime," he
stated.Division.
"That isThe
still Division
the positionlater
of
the
said that unless it could be conclusively demonstrated that any
payment was a gift or a gratuity,
such a payment must be added to
the 'regular rate of pay' on which
the time-and-a-half overtime is
A statement issued by the Wage
computed."
& Hour Division along with General Fleming's announcement indicated that employers need have no
fear of bonuses per se, so far as
wage-hour regulations apply, as
long as they satisfy the employers'
discretion requirement. The statement also warned against "weird
'bonus' schemes for the evasion of
overtime payments".
MRS. JOHN G. PAINE, wife of the
general manager of ASCAP, had eight
paintings included in the Silvennine
(Conn.) largely
Guild's annual art exhibit,
devoted
necticut artists. to the work of Con-

"Our sincere appreciation
and thanks for your hearty
cooperation . . . one of the
best tie-ups we have ever
seen ... result in a tremendous amount of good will ;
we sincerely appreciate
this kind of cooperation."
50,000 WATTS
NBC RED
NETWORK
DENVER

ROADCASTING

A Long Year
ALTHOUGH CLEARED for
radio broadcast, the song
Goodbye Dear, Fll Be Back
in a Year has been placed on
the restricted list by WIP,
Philadelphia.
Sincewillit bedoesn't
look
like the boys
back
in a year, station executives
feel that since the coverage
area of the station takes in
many Army encampments in
the territory, the reaction to
continued playing of the song
might
be bad for the draftees
at camp.
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BERNAM G. NINES, Managing Director
MADISON AVE. AT 45th ST., NEW YORK

R

HOT

8 SALESMEN

When you buy time on North Central Broadcasting System you also get the services of eight full time
competent salesmen. These men make possible our
guarantee of distributing and displaying your merchandise in a minimum of 2500 retail stores in the
North Central States.
Many national advertisers are taking advantage
of our facilities — the most complete merchandising
service ever offered in the history of radio. In addition to displays we will feature your product on more
than a half million handbills monthly.
Write North Central Broadcasting System, Commodore Hotel, St. Paul,
Minn., for the complete
story.
lORTH
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Opening through its own passageway directly into Grand
Central Terminal, the Hotel
Roosevelt offers you perfect convenience on your arrival in New
York . . . And because of its location at the heart of Manhattan's great mid-town section, it
affords the same kind of convenience for all outside activities . . . Doubly handy and doubly enjoyable . . . Large outside
rooms with tub and shower^
from $4.50.

EL

rENTRAL

Get the facts from WOL- WASHINGTON, D. 0.
Affiliated with MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives:
INTERNATIONAL RADIO SALES
.

HANDY

SYSTEM

12 Mutual Stations located in.
key market areas supported by
loyal local listeners.
Blanket coverage of more
than 4% million people with a
$2,000,000,000 annual pocket
book.
Cooperative retail outlets
with an annual sales volume of

$1,246,416,000.
Hotel, St. Paul. .1/;;/;;.
Page
Commodore
Executive offices.
National Representative Joseph McGillvra.
September
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS
AUGUST

Decisions ...
AUGUST 23
MISCELLANEOUS— W8XAD, Rochester,
granted extension temp. auth. 42.6 mc 1
kw FM to 10-28-41; WGST. Atlanta, renewal rehearing moved to Washington 93-41
and ordered
re-examination
of issue ;
WOWO,
Fort Wayne,
granted extension
temp. auth. to 9-21-41 ; KFJM, Grand
Forks. N. D., and Dalton LeiVIasurier,
Grand Forks, hearing continued to 9-8-41
on renewal application and modification,
with LeMasurier application to operate
KFJM; WIBG, Glenside, Pa., granted continuance hearing on renewal to 9-26-41 ;
WAPI, Birmingham, granted continuance
hearing to 10-9-41 ; NEW, Herald Pub. Co.,
and NEW, Dorman Schaeffer, Klamath
Falls, Ore., continued hearing to 9-15-41 ;
NEW, American Legion Dept. of Hawaii,
Honolulu, denied change location of hearing ; WJPR Greenville. Miss., granted
amendment to 1420 kc 1-5 kw, application
removed from hearing docket ; KDRO,
Sedalia, Mo., granted motion dismiss without prejudice application new station 800
kc
1 kw D to; WEEU,
continued
10-3-41. Reading, Pa., hearing
AUGUST 25
MISCELLANEOUS — W41MM, Gordon
Gray, Winston-Salem, N. C, granted
temporary authority FM commercially 44.1
mc
3,000 watts
11-15-41 to 12-14-41 pending
completion
construction.
AUGUST 28
MISCELLANEOUS — WGST. Atlanta,
granted continuance renewal hearing ;
W53H, Hartford, granted modification CP
FM station to 1.036.400 population, 45.3
mc 6,100 sq. miles ; W47C, Chicago, granted
modification CP FM re transmitter, antenna.
AUGUST 29
MISCELLANEOUS — WENY, Elmira,
N. Y., granted withdrawal without prejudice application 590 kc 1 kw unl. directional ;KFNF, Shenandoah, la., granted
postponement renewal hearing to 10-7-41 ;
NEW, Greater Houston Broadcasting Co.!
Huston, hearing continued to 10-13-41 ;
WHB, Kansas City, granted leave interhearing onapplication.
Park Cities Broadcasting
Corp., veneDallas,
Applications . . .
AUGUST 26
WIBW, Topeka— CP change transmitter,
increase to 5 kw 10 kw D directional N & D.
NEW, Fred C. Morgan, Harrison Eiteljorg, Roger A. Beane d/b Hoosier Broadw D. casting Co., Indianapolis— CP 810 kc 250
AUGUST 27
WCNW, Brooklyn — CP new transmitter
etc., amended to 1 kw 1190 kc ltd.
WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y. — CP new
transmitter, directional N, increase to 5
kw,
kc. change to 1200 kc, amended to 1290
WALB, Albany, Ga.— Modification CP
change antenna asking change to 1530 kc
10 kw directional N, new transmitter,
contingent WCKY change to 640 kc.
WIRE, Indianapolis— CP change to 1190
kc 50 kw, new transmitter, change directional (asks WOWO facilities).
NEW, Oak Park Realty & Amusement
Co.,
Chicago—
10,800 sa. miles.CP 47.9 mc 5,030,510 pop
KTRB, Modesto. Cal.— Modification CP
860 kc 1 kw D or unl. if directional is apN 1 kw proved,
unl. asking new transmitter, directional
KOKO,
Junta, Col.— CP increase to
250 w, newLa transmitter.
Tentative Calendar . . .
3).WGST, Atlanta — License renewal (Sept.
KFNF,5). Shenandoah, la. — License renewal
(Sept.
KPAC, Port Arthur, Tex.— Modification
license to 1120 kc 1 kw unl. directional N
(Sept. 15).
NEW, Herald Publishing Co., Klamath
Falls, Ore.; NEW, Dorman Shaeffer, Klamath Falls — CPs 1400 kc 250 w unl. (Sept.
15, consolidated).
NEW, Frequency Broadcasting Corp.,
Brooklyn— CP 620 kc 500 w D (Oct. 3).
WEEU, Reading, Pa.— CP 850 kc 1 kw
unl. directional N (Oct. 3).
WAPI, Birmingham— CP 1070 kc 50 kw
unl directional (Oct. 9).
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WGNY Using 1 kw.
V/GNY, Newburg, N. Y., last Monday started operation with power
increased from 250 to 1,000' watts
on 1220 kc. Along with increased
power, the station was authorized
by the FCC to sv/itch back to
its former 1220 kc. assignment.
WGNY maintains studios in Newburgh and Poughkeepsie, with remote facilities in MiddletoAvn.
Harold W. Cassill, executive manager of WGNY, announces appointment of Headley-Reed Co. as exclusive national representatives of
the station.
New GE Plant
PLANS for the erection of an additional building on the site of its
present Schenectady factory have
been announced by General Electric Co. for the manufacture of industrial and radio tubes. A single
story section will provide 120,000
square feet of manufacturing space
while an adjoining two story section will have 15,000 square feet
for office work.
ACA-WORC Contract
AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS
ASSN. has signed a one-year contract
with WORC, Worcester, covering the
station's seven technicians and calling for a 7% wage increase with
further increases provided for should
rising costs of living make tliem necessary, the union reports.
Oral argument to be heard on petitions
to amend chain broadcasting rules (Sept.
12, 10 a.m.).
KVOA, Tucson, Ariz., seeking CP 590
kc 1 kw unl. directional : KGGM, Albuquerque, N. M., seeking CP 590 kc 5 kw
unl., directional N; KVSF, Santa Fe, seeking CP 1260
solidated kc
hearing).1 kw unl. (Oct. 21, con-

CHIEF
from

30

W47P Makes Debut
W47P, first FM station in Pittsburgh, took the air Aug. 29 with a
special broadcast from the Allegheny County Fair. The broadcast
was heard simultaneously on the
affiliated WWSW. The station is
licensed to use the 44.7 mc. frequency with power up to 3,000
watts, covering a listening area of
8,400 square miles. It duplicates
most programs heard on WWSW
and originates two hours of exclusive shows daily.
DISCS FOR JUNGLEERS
NBC Supplies Artillerymen
With Entertainment
TO MEET the entertainment needs
of 30,000 soldiers stationed at 200
anti-aircraft positions in the Panama Canal, Lloyd C. Egner, NBC
vice-president and manager of the
radio recording division, has sent
some 2,000 records and transcriptions for the canal military stations. Packed in smash-proof cases,
the records have been shipped via
Army cast transport
will bepride
broad-of
by PCAN andandPCAC,
theSome
"Jarman
200 Jungleers".
receivers have been
sent to the jungle posts, according
to Sergeant Clay Doster. The
Jungleers have named Mr. Egner
a Jungle-Mudder, First Class. Similar award was given Gertrude
Lawrence, who made a series of
records especially for the Jungleers.
NBC will stage a two-way broadcast with Panama Sept. 11, 8:30-9
p.m., on the Blue, with Sergeant
Doster, NBC President Niles Trammell, Mr. Egner, Miss Lawrence
and others participating.
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"And Western Electric 2 3 C gives big
build-up, too," says Chief Engineer.
"Total gain 96 db. Complete audio
system, factory-wired and tested.
"Here is Speech Input plenty simple to install, operate, maintain.
Rush scout to get full story from

1, 1941

D. H. Carpenter Named
To Head WHEB
Sales
WITH appointment of David H.
Carpenter, formerly of WCMI,
Ashland, Ky., as commercial manager, WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.,
has completed a staff reorganization. Lana Robertson, new to radio and formerly in New England
newspaper work, has been named
Dover representative of WHEB.
The staff, as announced by General Manager Bert Georges, who
also manages WRLC, Toccoa,
Ga., includes Gordon Kinney, formerly of WJLS, Beckley, W. Va.,
program
director;
MartinWilliam
Gunther, business
manager;
Robinson, chief engineer; Bill
Bradley, continuity and publicity;
Katherhine Hussey, bookkeeper;
Winslow Bettinson, news editor;
Bill Waters, talent director; Ruby
MacQuatters,
director
women's
programs;
Keith
Boss, of
announcer;
Antonio Vaccaro, engineer; James
Wicks, studio custodian; Elizabeth
Jones, stenographer.

Graybar Electric."

Western

THREE AIRMEN lost in a plane
on the night of Aug. 24 were saved
from possible death when they got
off the course in a Douglas A-20
bomber during a storm. Enroute
from Madison, Wis., to Louisville, they sighted the WEBQ tower
atop
National
Bank. the
It isHarrisbui'g
204 feet high
and
lighted the entire way with a red
neon tube. Harrisburg residents
lighted
safely. the airport with their auto
headlights and the plane landed

Electric
BROADCASTING

Markey Heads WNBH
APPOINTMENT of Raymond D.
Markey as commercial manager of
WNBH, NewlastBedford,
was
announced
Tuesday Mass.,
by Hugh
R. Norman, general manager of
the station. Mr. Mai-key entered
radio in 1932 at WNBH, and later
was on the commercial staff of
WTHT, Hartford, Conn.
• Broadcast

Advertising

ONE
yBIG. Greensboro, X. C, lias started
new Defense Roundtahle series,
beard every Wednesday night, 8-8 :30
i.m., with Otis N. Brown, past nafional commander of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, as director. Groups of
jusiness. professional and working
jien discuss defense questions on the
program.
i\'65H.
FM adjunct
of WDRC,
wrd. Conn.,
has installed
six redHartbea'i>n warnings on its transmitter tower
itop Meriden Mountain. The W65H
ransmitter is located at an elevation
if 1.000 feet, and the tower adds about
.00 additional feet in height. Meriden
tlountain
the second highest mounain in theis State.
DESIGNEDformation ofspecifically
to give
defense efforts
to inall
"orces
a series hasof
lefense fighting
programs Naziism,
in six languages
)een started on WRCA and WNBI,
^»BG's international stations, under
he direction of Maurice English, forQer war-correspondent who recently
oined NBC's international division.
Frank Nesbitt, chief of the English
pection, assisted by Carl Watson and
(Arthur Gary, announce the series,
Ivhich includes discussions on six subects Tuesdays through Sundays.
»TLW, Cincinnati, as part of its covjirage of the National Air Olympics at
Dayton, O., Aug. 31-Sept. 1, broadast the presentation of the "torch
jMit freedom" ceremonies at the Municijijal Airport. The torch, symbolic of
■Jreedom,
was placedflight
on a to
bomber
for
1 trans-Atlantic
London
'^here
a
special
reception
has
been
Jlfljirranged.
VJBK, Detroit, has provided hoslitalizaticii service for its entire staff
rith James F. Hopkins, president and
aanager, announcing that all of the
£t-odd employes are entitled to this
jbenefit free, all payments being made
Ify the station.
iMOX, St. Louis, and WBBM, Chilago, collaborated in maintaining a
iirge tent studio at the Illinois State
"air
used by both
sta-ons into Springfield,
originate programs.
125.000
liersons visited the exhibit and studios.
fBBM Commentator Ken Ellington
nade recordings of interviews with
tirominent visitors for WBBM broadist. The exhibit was under direction
f Jerry Hoekstra, KMOX director of
lublic alfairs, and Mrs. Lavinia
^chwartz, WBBM educational director.
W'CCO. Minneapolis, is carrying its
i'linnesota
to the Defense
dramain from
lecially constructed
studios
the
gricultural Bldg. at the Minnesota
[jtate Fair. The drama is presented
;>r persons attending the Fair three
[:mes a day. WCCO personalities and
[linouncers present short sketches at
ither times.

^

STAFF TOURNAMENT at WHO, Des Moines, brought 21 golfers to
the links, with Stan Widney winning with a gross of 83. Bill Austin,
pianist, had low net of 72 with 17 handicap. Tied for second were Hale
Bondurant, sales manager; Paul Loyet, technical director, and Don
Hovey, musical director. Competitors were: Standing (1 to r), Kenneth
Black, Maurice McMurray, Buddy Webster, Keith Booth, Max Robinson,
Robert Harter, caddy, Harold Fulton, Orville Meyers, Harris White.
In center row are Stan Widney, Hale Bondurant, Glen Hogan, Harold
Fair, Don Hovey. Front row, Paul Loyet, Stuart Steelman, Dick
Anderson, Edward Lucas.
WHEN MILTON BACON, '-goodwill
ambassador" of WCKY, Cincinnati,
goes on vacation in September, pinchhitters on his weekly Cities Worth
While and Folks Worth Knowing will
include
MayorB..James
Garfieldeditorial
Stewart ; Clark
Firestone,
writer of the Cincinnati Times-Star ;
Alfred Segal, conductor of the Cincinnati Post "Cincinnatus" column.
WSOY, Decatur. 111., cooperating with
the local retail merchants recently
gave a special kick-off program for
Decatur Dollar Day. The program
originated from a stage in downtown
Central Park, with talent including
musicians and vocalists and Announcer
Hugh which
Muncyis as
"Mr. Dollar".
The
show,
scheduled
as an annual
affair, was written by Easter Straker,
of the WSOY continuity staff, and
conducted by Berne Enterline, chief
announcer, as m.c.
WCAU, Philadelphia, recently dispatched two members of the staff,
scriptcialwriter
.Toe Gottlieb
and speevents director
Joe Connolly,
to the Xaval air base at .Jacksonville.
Fla.. to obtain material on cadet life
for continuance of the dramatic series.
Flying Cadets of the ^^avy, which is
being produced by WCAU for use on
radio stations throughout the Fourth
Xaval District.
3BA. Ballarat, Australia, has joined
Macquarie Network as the 24th station in the national chain.

M/Ae
WHLB
Sd/es Bulls-eye
W THE RICH AKROtVHBAV
fteam
WEBC
^'/f'^^^ Superior
}W 1 S .

IS

HEREPLENTY
Columbians listening
area surveys
for KROD show the primary listening area does not stop with
the
MV includes
/M several
contour,counties
but defi-in
only .5bynitely
the .1 MV/M area. Write for
facts about the rich market served
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MOVIE

KIR€D
1000 Watts (day) • 500 Watts (night)
600 kc
Columbia's Outlet to the El Paso
Southwest
Dorrance D. Roderick, Owner
Merle H. Tucker, Manager
Howard H. Wilson Co., Natl. Reps.

PLUGS

Answers WMRF to Operators
Seeking Free Time'
MAINTAINING a "we want to be
alone" policy, the new WMRF, Lewistown. Pa., when it went on the
air recently surprised several
local theatre operators who had
made well-laid plans for elaborate
exchange tieups with WMRF, by
announcing that they were only
interested in the theatre programs
when cialpaid
rates. for at regular commerRegarding these theatres who
attempted to get free time or exchange time the station officials
stated that since newspapers and
outdoor advertising concerns do not
accept movie passes as pay for advertising, there was no reason why
radio
should
be mademedium.
the "goat"
as a free advertising
Saying that if radio were to use the
theatres in any way, radio was
ready to pay for it, WMRF officials
further stated that they expected
theatres to deal with radio accordingly, not to seek $30 of commercial
radio time in return for $5 in movie
The somewhat abashed Lewispasses.
town
movie operators said they
could
not
"hostile"
attitude ofunderstand
WMRF andthethreatened
to retaliate by increasing their
newspaper advertising and cutting
off radio. Unimpressed the WMRF
heads answered if the theatres want
to expand newspaper advertising,
it was their own business. Moreover, they explained, theatres never
had any intention of spending radio money, depending entirely on
free time.
WNBC Transmitter
THE new 5,000-watt transmitter
of WNBC, New Britain-Hartford,
located at Newington, has been
placed in operation. It was built by
Westinghouse and is located in a
new fire-proof building. Richard
W. Davis, manager, announces a
number of new programs will be
placed on the air. WNBC is now
a basic NBC-Blue station.
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Industry

Supports

Propaganda
Probe
Lists
Films
Firsi

Fair
Employment
Radio Lends Active Support
To New York Movement
STATION owners, managers, program directors and commentators
are lining up behind New York
Gov. Herbert Lehman's Committee
on Discrimination in Employment,
according to Frieda S. Miller, Industrial Commissioner and chairman of the committee.
Replying to a letter sent by Commissioner Miller, prominent members of the industry, representing
all sections of the State, declared
they will cooperate in the campaign
against undemocratic employment
practices, which has as its objective equal opportunity for all, regardles of race, color, creed or national extraction.
A few weeks ago Gov. Lehman
appointed the committee, of which
David Sarnoff is an active member,
to deal with the problem, pointing
out that discriminatory hiring
practices deprive the defense effort
of needed workers, in addition to
contradicting the democratic way
of life. The committee is set up under the State Council of National
Defense.
Many Endorsements
Announcing receipt of a substantial number of replies for station
executives and commentators, the
committee said a large number of
prominent persons in radio have
given their unqualified endorsement
to the objectives of the campaign.
Excerpts were quoted from written
comments of such figures as H. V.
Kaltenborn, CBS commentator; M.
S. Novik, director of WNYC, New
York; Raymond Gram Swing, MBS
commentator; John Franklin Carter (Jay Franklin), columnist and
commentator; John V. L. Hogan,
president, WQXR, New York; W.
C. Alcorn, general manager,
WBNX, New York; Harry C.
Wilder, president, WSYR, Syracuse; Frank Singiser, WOR, New
York, commentator, and Harry
Greenfield, manager, WEVD, New
York.
Others who pledged their support were C. Robert Thompson, director, WEBR, Buffalo; George F.
Bissell, WMFF, Plattsburg; Cecil
D. Mastin, general manager,
WNBF, Binghamton; Michael R.
Hanna, ¥/HCU, Ithaca; Frederick
L. Kiesel, general manager, WMBO,
Auburn; Dale L. Taylor, manager,
WENY, Elmira.
Film Spots on FM
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX,
Hollywood, is sponsoring a series of
transcriptions promoting songs
from its new picture "Sun Valley
Serenade," on K45LA, Los Angeles
FM station. Transcriptions prepared by Columbia Recording
Corp., Hollywood, are the first to
be commercially sponsored on an
FM station, according to Paul
Crowley, manager of the CRC
Hollywood office.
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"/ Guess That's Big Enough to Handle FCC Questionnaires !"
Federal

Monitoring

of ShorUvaves

Gave

Tip of German
Plan to Attack Russia
TIP-OFF that Germany was about
rope; Guilford, Md., covering the
to attack Russia and that Japan
rest of Europe and all of Africa
and the Near East.
intended to occupy Indo-China was
Much news and intelligence not
received by Federal officials
available
from other sources are
through the Government's newest
intelligence adjunct, the Foreign
broadcast via shortwave in propaBroadcast Monitoring Service, the
ganda campaigns focused on terriFCC revealed lasc Tuesday.
tories such as Latin America, it
is held. A principal function of
The newly-established propaganda monitoring agency, operat- FBMS is to get analyses to the
proper Government officials so
ing on a 24-hour, week-in-week-out
basis, is now translating, tran- counter measures can be started
scribing, analyzing and reporting before a propaganda drive has
taken effect. According to the FCC,
on from 000,000 to 900,000 words
transmitted daily by stations all experience of the listening posts
over the world, the FCC stated.
indicates that almost every politEmphasizing the importance of
ical, diplomatic or military move
in the present era has been
the new propaganda - analyzing
agency, set up by the FCC in con- launched only after an intensive
junction with the Defense Compropaganda campaign, and through
munications Board, the FCC ex- a study of propaganda trends it is
plained that "the altered tone of often
moves. possible to predict such
certain
broadcasts"
the firstforeign
indication
that the gave
two
recent territorial invasions were to
Bernie for Wrigley
take place.
WM. WRIGLEY JR. Co., Chicago
Listening Posts Valuable
(chewing gum), on Sept. 1 is filling
in the CBS five-weekly period from
It was pointed out that since
5:45-6
p.m., last year occupied by
foreign propaganda almost invari- Scattergood
Baines, with a variety
ably followed the example set in
program starring Ben Bernie, Proshortwave broadcasts, a valuable
gram, produced by Bob Brown and
directed by Walter Preston, will
objective
analysis
of theto "news"
and
philosophy
broadcast
people feature song and nielody with
both within and without the origi- Bernie as m.c. and Eddie Dunn annating country can be developed by
nouncing. Agency is Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
monitoring shortwave emissions.
FBMS, which received an appropriation of $600,000 for fiscal
Rem-Rel Selecting
year 1942, in mid-August received
a supplemenetary appropriation of MARYLAND PHARMACEUTICAL Co., Baltimore, on Sept. 30
$209,000 to speed up its monitoring
starts its fall campaign for Rem
operations and make its analyses
and Rel cold remedies consisting of
more quickly available to Governone- to five-minute announcements
ment officials. The speed-up would
thrice-weekly on a large list of
be achieved through a plan of de- stations throughout the country.
centralization under which comCampaign runs through March,
plete on-the-spot translating and
1942, but station list is not yet setanalysis staffs would be maintained
tled. Agency is Joseph Katz Co.,
at each of the four FBMS listening Baltimore.
posts — located at Portland, Ore.,
covering broadcasts from the Ori- PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
ent; Kingsville, Tex., covering will again broadcast 26 Friday afternoon concerts exclusively on MBS durLatin America; Santurce, San
ing the 1941-42 season, starting Oct.
Juan, P. R., covering Eastern Eu- 3, 2 :30 p.m.
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Senate Group Not Likely l'
Reach Radio for a While
ALTHOUGH Senate subcommittc
hearings to look into the alleged us
of radio and movies to spread pre
war propaganda are scheduled t
start Sept. 3, it is thought n
broadcasting witnesses will b
called to testify before late September, or possibly November.
This was indicated last Tuesday by Senator D. V/orth Clark
(D-Ida.), chairman of the subcommittee of the Senate Interstati;
Commerce Committee considering a
resolution, introduced Aug. 1 by
Senators Bennett Clark (D-Mo.i
and Gerald P. Nye (R-N.D.), calling for a far-reaching committee
investigation
in 11,
these
casting, Aug.
25].fields [BroadMovies First
According to Chairman Clark
the subcommittee will hear all motion picture witnesses and conclude
testimony on this phase of the proceeding before taking up the radio
question. The movie contingent, tc
be headed by Will Hays, czar of th
motion picture industry, probablj
will include actors, directors an(
probably even Hollywood column
ists, in addition
to theinvited
group toof ap1'
producers
originally
pear, it was indicated. Although
radio witnesses v/ere expected tc
start testifying about mid-Septem
ber, it now appears probable that
the entire month will be consumed
on the movie phase.
Another possible developmentj
hinted by members of the committee was recess of the hearings
during most of October, after con
elusion of the movie-makers' testi
mony. This would shove radic
witnesses' appearances back to No
vember. Although no invitation
have been sent to broadcasting
representatives by the committee
it was indicated the group would
include officials of the three na
tional networks, probably NAB
President Neville Miller and several radio commentators.

More for Lewis
STARTING Sept. 1, Fulton Lewi:
jr., Washington news commenta
tor of MBS, will be heard in th(
New York area on WHN. Spon
sored locally on 21 MBS station:
[Broadcasting, Aug. 18], and car
ried on the network as a sustain
ing feature available for loca
commentarie;
sponsorship,
will
be heardLewis'
on WHN,
Monday
through Friday, 7 : 45-8 p.m
(EDST), on a sustaining basis
Commentator Lewis, who up to si?
months ago was carried on WOI
for the New York area, under th<
new arrangement will make hi;
five-weekly MBS broadcast fron
6-6:15 p.m. (EST), follow it imme
diately with a duplicate broadcas
for his Washington sponsor, Ar
cade-Sunshine Laundry, from 6:15
6:30 p.m., and then close with ;
rebroadcast
second(EST)
p.m.
for WHN.from 6:45-'
• Broadcast
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Eleven Halkers
whcleheartedly
endorse suchasWLWthe
favorites
"Boone C o u n t y
Jamboree",
newscasts ofandH. theR.
Gross.

twenty-seven years the Halker
FOR
family has tilled the rich, fertile land
in northwest Ohio. Their modern farm
home is located on R.F.D. No. 1, Columbus Grove, Ohio . . . and they're loyal
listeners to The Nation's Station.

t'/z pound
potatoes are raided
on the H'lk r
Farm.by They're
shown
one of
the
H a Ik e r's
youngest.

The Halkers, who number eleven, are
prominent Putnam County residents.
They produce corn, wheat, potatoes,
beets, cattle, hogs, and chickens . . .
which net them a prosperous livelihood.
Inevitably they find the WLW market
summaries are profitable, practical
guides. To use Leo Halker's own words
"WLW market reports let us know when
and where to ship our products." Eldest

son, Gene, reinforces Dad's words. As
buyer for the Putnam County Livestick
Association, Gene, too, finds WLW markets accurate, helpful.
The Halker family bespeaks thousands
of farm families like themselves, exemplify the two big reasons for the loyalty
to WLW that spreads across the midwest
like the summer sun . . . WLW entertains
them, serves them, gives substantial help
in making their farming operation more
profitable.

Roland and his Belgian
colt, pion' Dynamite",
of 4-H Club chamShow.

Four sons, Ray, Jim, Harold, and
Edward — proud owners of rrgis- gKBSk
tered
Armstrong Cheviot
is iheirSheep.
WLW Jack
lavorite.
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DAVE SWANSON
Head tiveof commission
largest company
cooperain U. S.
His
weekly
stock report on VVLS livefor
five years.

JIM POOLE
Dean of livestock experts.
Considered
Mid-West'son
outstanding authority
livestock markets. A WLS
veteran for 15 years.

TIMELY.
RADIO

ART PAGE
WLS Farm Program Diof Mid-on
West farmrector. Friend
listeners
WLS for 11 years.

MIDWEST

JULIAN BENTLEY
WLS news editor and analyst for eight years. Bom
on farm. His experience
includes newspaper and
press association work.

DEPENDABLE
FEATURES
FARM

for

HOMES

Radio, we believe, has perhaps meant more to people in the farm
home and in smaller communities than any other modern invention. It
has brought even to the most remote home the identical news, entertainment, religious and educational features available to city people.
Radio, too, has brought economic advantages. Today, farm listeners
are not dependent on last week's market figures ; because of radio they
know what the markets are paying TODAY. Farm market experts broadcasting direct from livestock and other farm market exchanges, give current prices, and interpret future trends in all the markets.

F. C. BISSON
U. S. Government grain
expert. Heard daily on
WLS for 14 years.

BILL MOBRISSEY
Stockyards veteran of 22
years' Jim
experience.
with
Poole on Heard
WLS
for 15 years.

In news, too, radio furnishes a complete service — cables and teletypes
bring latest happenings from all parts of the globe, to be broadcast immediately, and available to every home wherever there is a radio.
But, to be of value, the personnel handling these broadcasts must
know their subject, must speak with authority. The men pictured here
are such, and broadcast these features on WLS dependably, accurately,
promptly. We know they — and others heard regularly on WLS — are welcome and respected visitors in Mid-West farm homes. Mid-West farm
listeners have confidence in them — and in WLS ... a confidence that extends to all programs — and to all products that are advertised on WLS.

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
Management Affiliated With
KOY, Phoenix and
The Arizona Network
KOY, Phoenix
KTUC, Tucson
ksun, bisbee-douglas.
Represented by John Blair

BuRRiDce D. Butler
President
Glenn Snyder
Manager
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on

you

a

Yankee

will be sincerely welcomed

Network

Introduction

. . . you will receive courteous and friendly atten-

tion . . . your sales talks will be listened to by people who are ready, willing and
able to buy your product or service, it you culti^'ote this friendship — regularly!
With the 19 local stations of The Yankee Network, you have the persuasive contact
approximating personal calls on 7,321,786 potential prospects, the largest radio audience in New
England ... a market no single station or small
group of stations can possibly cover, adequately.
If you're already established in this market.
The Yankee Network will keep your sales at key
consistency.

WNAC
Boston

WFEA
Manchester

WTIC
Hartford
WEAN
Providence
WTAG
Worcester
WICC
Bridgeport
New Haven

NewWNBH
Bedford
WBRK
Pittsfield
WNLC
New London
WLNH
Laconic
WRDO

WCSH
Portland
WLLH
Lowell
Lawrence

If you're a newcomer, the long established
acceptance of these 19 stations gives you essen-

WSAR
Fall River

tial, effective, two-fold dealer-consumer sales
influence. Consider these factors before you

WLBZ
Bangor

Augusta
WCOU
Lewiston
Auburn
WHAI
Greenfield
WSYB
Rutland
WELI
New Haven

complete your fall and winter radio campaigns.
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excellent, and we certainly
appreciate every bit of it. ^ ^
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that

the.

All over America democracy is on the air. Twirl your

The kids in the one-room radio-equipped schoolhouse

dial. Pick your own station.

are taught geography by a high school teacher at the

Do your tastes turn to news? Listen closely. Tokyo
reporting. Official communiques from London, Berlin, Moscow, Rome, Ankara. Buenos Aires has something to say. Washington on the air. You hear the

county seat. You go to church, you learn things, you
enjoy life on the farm today. You enjoy it by radio.
That's democracy!
Maybe. you're a housewife. Listen to this recipe for

views; you sort the facts.

devil's food cake, that better way to mend a stocking.

That's democracy!

Five minutes of advice on domestic problems. Take

Interested in music? Possibly you prefer Wagner to

it or leave it. Quite likely you're interested in a talk on

Sibelius or Gershwin to Greig. Hear the rhythm of

"preparing for the baby." But if you're not, well . . .
That's democracy!

that rhumba. Now it's a plaintive old mountain tune,
an oriental chant, the swing of Benny Goodman.

In the evening you hear comedy, music, stories, com-

Music in America knows no national or racial bound-

mentaries. You listen to the best minds in the world

aries. It's as free as the air, as varied as the weather.

on a world of subjects. You accept or reject with a
twist of the wrist. Every segment of political thought

That's democracy!
You live on a farm. Your tractor radio picks up the
butter and egg markets, the hog report. Or maybe
you listen to Ma Perkins while you churn butter.

gets its hour. Not one dictates. Everyone is equal to
his neighbor in the eyes of radio.
American radio is democracy!
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% Every day that passes, we of F&P

do we feel that we've gotten some-

are more and more impressed with

where by "establishing a contact". . . .
Our job is to SAVE your time by

this fact: The more time an Agency
buys, the less it has to waste!

(1) giving you concise, dependable
information, on anything you may

"Waste of time", we know, means different things to different men. What

want to know about the stations we
serve; and (2) by relieving you of as

is one man's waste is another man's
gain. Sometimes

we may

many radio worries and details as you

misjudge

will let us handle for you.

your ideas on the subject — but if we
This, we know, is a slightly different

do, we hope you'll tell us so.
Because our job is NOT

attitude than you ordinarily find in

to "drop in

and pass the time of day". We're

this wicked world. But that's the way
we try to work, in this group of

NOT

pioneer radio-station representatives.

"messengers of good-will", nor

FREti

&

NEW YORK: 347 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131

ih.
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Station
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DETROIT: New Center BUg. SAN FRANCISCO:
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Suiter 4353 i,, Suiter LOS ANGELES:
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CHICAGO: jHo ;V. Michigan
Franklin 6373

Peters,
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Broadcasters

pared elaborate plans for the broadcasting industry's participation in
any "military
— confirming its status asemergency"
a vital industry.
Defense Requirements

program of substitute materials,
cases the latter mabut in many
terials have been placed on the
critical lists and hence are no
longer available under existing

THE SECOND anniversary of Europe's war finds America's
broadcasting industry practically on a war footing, with cerResponding to BROADCASTING'S
tain dislocations in prospect unless corrective steps are taken.
communicainquiry about the production outA. J. Eaves, general
manager of Graybar Electric
tionses."
look, I. R. Baker, chief of transEven though the "business as usual" concept was tossed
procedur
mitter equipment sales for RCA
overboard months ago, recent developments confront the inCo., distributor for Western Elecdustry with uncertainties in nearly all phases of its operations.
Mfg. Co., reported that in view of
tric, said his company's stock of
The most critical outlook, however, is maintenance of physical the increasing requirements of ra- broadcasting equipment is "critidio communications equipment unplant and equipment, with manufacturers openly predicting
"Completion of production of adder the defense program, RCA is
that many stations maj^ be forced
ation of the equipment bottleneck reaching the point where facilities
cally low".ditional apparatus is dependent
off the air unless parts, tubes and
was
taken
last
Thursday
by
the
of certain reare
being
used
to
maximum
caavailability
the
upon
replacements for transmitters are
stricted
raw materials. We are
pacity for defense work.
made available by way of prefer- Defense Communications Board,
after it had been apprised of the
se"Therefore," he reported, "we
ence ratings for broadcasting.
hopeful that priorities can be procured to enable us to continue
seriousness of the situation. It au- are unable to take care of replaceEconomic Angles
ment and renewal parts and tubes
thorized appointment of a Prioriduction to meet our customers' reBroadcasters, of course, are conties Liaison Committee, to be for broadcast stations. In addition
cerned about the economic outlook,
quirements," hesaid.
G. W. Kenyan,
sales manager of
No. XIII, per- to this, the lack of preference ratbut so far their business has been known assonnelCommittee
for which will be drawn
Electric Co., reported teleings
for
other
than
defense
work
General
relatively good. Yet they likewise
nine other industry commit- has made it impossible to obtain
graphically that his company curare facing an increasingly vex- from tees
functioning under DCB in critical materials. Under such conposition to make faira
in
rently
is
atious problem grooving out of
ditions, it is apparent that many
purely
advisory
capacities.
FM broadsteadily mounting requirements of
shipmentof of
ly cast
prompt
ratstandard
transmitters
It will be at least two weeks be- stations will be forced off the air
Government defense agencies for
most
of
and
kw.
10
unless
a
nominal
inventory
of
critiings
through
fore
this
committee
can
be
organtime, which have not yet reached
tubes.
and functions assigned to it.
cal material is allocated to manuof transmitting
types
the critical stage. These will be DCB izeditself
"Auxiliaries,
such as antennas,
facturers of radio communication
began
functioning
just
taken in their stride, though saner
transmission lines. STL relay units,
heads already are devising plans a year ago, and already has pre- equipment. We have undertaken a
power generating equipment and
for replacement business, particuhe retransmitters,"
higher power
larly in the local fields, if any subported, "will probably
require pristantial shift of national business
ority." Mr. Kenyan added that GE
Networks
Prepare
for Hearing
develops because of the war tempo.
has the plant facilities to manuA transmitter and tube bottle- As
facture FM commercial requireFCC
Order
Lifts
Tension
neck of appalling proportions alments, as they constitute a very
ready has developed as a result of
Participants Delay the Filing of Appearances As small part of their total, but he
the low priorities rating given the
will "probhis company
added ablythat
Time for Sept. 12 Oral Argument Nears
radio industry and the drift of
need fairly
high priority to
secure
necessary
critical
materials
trained personnel and plant faciliRELIEVED of the immediate need
tive rules last May, immediately
ties to other defense pursuits. Even
was relieved with the action Aug. to meet 1942 requirements."
of
revising
contracts
with
affiliates
today many types of power tubes
28 indefinitely postponing the
because of indefinite postponement
Priority Problems
cannot be delivered, and shortages
regulations and calling for the oral
of
the
chain-monopoly
rules,
the
from microphones to transmitter
P.
S.
Gates, president of Gates
arguments. This developed after
major networks are whipping into
are in immediate prospect. The
American
Corp., Quincy, 111., refinal shape their plans to present
the collapse of conversations be1942 outlook may be for something
ported that the position regarding
tween
network
officials
and
FCC
oral arguments Friday before the
less than a rationing of replaceChairman James Lawrence Fly delivery of raw materials "appears
FCC sitting en banc.
ments and parts for transmitters,
to be growing worse unless blanket
[Broadcasting, Sept. 1].
While there was some thought
unless the Government takes steps
priority for radio broadcasting as
As Broadcasting went to press, a national defense mandatory methe Sept. 12 oral argument
to break the priorities log- jam and that
date might be postponed, there
no hearing room had been desigdefinitely pegs broadcasting as an
dium is recent
recognized
0PM."could
Ke
was no indication from the three
nated for the arguments, to begin said the
steel by
priority
essential defense pursuit.
at
10
a.m.
Friday,
unless
there
is
a
major
participants
—
NBC,
CBS
A telegraph survey made last
easily create a "critical condition
sudden postponement.
in broadcast maintenance and reThursday by Broadcasting — its and MBS — that they would seek an
second within six months — disclosed
adjournment of the oral arguMeanwhile, the acting general
ments. Last weekend not a single
counsel, Thomas E. Harris, had
that major equipment manufacturReporting that his present deers are alarmed over the outlook.
appearance had been filed for the
called a conference of attorneys
livery condition is still good beplacements".
Inventories have all but vanished
oral arguments, but it was pointed
cause of foresightedness of his purrepresenting the major networks
out that the Commission's public
except for lower pov.'er transmitchasing department, Mr. Gates addfor Sept. 10, presumably to discuss
ters and tubes. With no raw manotice did not require their subed that the replacement of diin detail any plans that NBC, CBS
minishing stock does not equal the
mission
until
Sept.
10,
with
briefs
terials or even acceptable substior MBS may have in connection
outflow "which cannot help but
tutes being allocated except for to be filed on or before arguments
with a court test of the FCC's jur- catch up with us and all manufacoccur Sept. 12.
purely defense operations, equipisdiction toissue regulations relatturers of broadcast equipment
Tension that had been apparrent
ment production schedules are drying
to
contractual
relations be- until a fair priority is placed on
ing up.
throughout the industry since the
(Continued on page 50)
broadcast equipment, which,
in our
Page
FCC announced its proposed puniA preliminary step toward allevi-
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opinion, is as important a defense
medium as any phase of our vast
defense policy.
"After all, what is more important than citizen morale which
largely will be controlled by broadcasting during this emergency,"
Mr. Gates observed. "Recent FCC
regulations place all broadcasting
stations on an emergency basis
upon demand. This alone is Government recognition of broadcasting's importance in national defense and certainly a just reason
for a high priority for broadcast
equipment."
Substitute Items
E. T. Morris, general sales manager of Westinghouse Radio Division, reported that the allocation of
strategic materials to defense production "has reduced the availability of certain items and entirely
shut off other basic materials
normally required for production
of broadcast apparatus".
He added that although this condition is now more serious than it
was six months ago and as a consequence is delaying production,
Westinghouse nevertheless is continuing to quote broadcast transmitters and accessory antenna
items. Production is being accomplished by use of substitute materials for unavailable controlled
items, he said, but deliveries are
not current because even these materials are delayed in reaching the
plant.
"The granting of priorities for
limited quantities of supplies now
unobtainable would permit more
efficient use of the restricted engineering and production facilities
we can still make available for the
manufacture of essential broadcast
equipment," Mr. Morris said. "We
are not producing either speech input equipment or microphones at
this time."
Charles M. Srebroff, president of
Radio Engineering Laboratories
Inc., specializing in FM equipment,
reported that a serious situation
exists because importance has not
been attached to radio communication for home defense use. REL, he
pointed out, for the last four years
has been developing FM equipment
for all services and is producing
approximately 307c for national
defense. The balance is for such
vital services as police, fire, emergency and broadcast stations.
Contending that broadcast FM
service "may be the only practical
means of disseminating news in
case of war," Mr. Srebroff said
that for the last six months he has
found it increasingly difficult to
secure raw materials and parts because of low priority ratings given
to these services. He stated:
"I estimate that within a short
time it will be impossible to
promise any definite delivery dates.
Furthermore, it may become necessary to refuse orders. In my
opinion, the radio industry should
take prompt action to see that an
understanding of radio's vital service is presented to the proper authorities in order that the manufacture, repair and maintenance of
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OPERATION PROBLEMS and business aspects as
well as plans for new sponsored shows starting in fall
were among topics discussed by NBC-Pacific Blue station executives meeting with those of the network in
Hollywood Aug. 28-29. Pictured are (1 to r, standing)
Harold Bock, NBC Western division publicity director;
John Swallow, the network's West Coast program director; Clyde Scott, sales manager of KECA, Los
Angeles; Louis Wasmer, president, KGA, Spokane;
Birt Fisher, manager, KJR, Seattle; Lew Frost, executive assistant to Don E. Gilman, NBC Western diessential equipment for use by
broadcasters, public utility, police,
fire and emergency services will
not be deterred."
Tube Crisis
Aside from these quotable observations, several manufacturers
admitted they either are not now
or soon will not be in a position to
supply power tubes in the 5 to 50
kw. classes, due to lack of materials, as well as a serious shortage of skilled labor. Glass blowers, for example, are tied up largely on Government work, as is the
bulk of machinery used for this
production.
The average life of a power tube,
the heart of the broadcast transmitter operation, is from 6,000 to
8,000 hours. A fulltime station normally operates 6,500 hours a year.
In the current rush of tube manufacture, the average life has
dropped due to lack of production
time as well as materials. Thus
more tubes must be produced to do
less work — a striking example of
diminishing return.
Spare parts, antenna steel,
transformers, condensers, resistors
and meters — all are affected. Microphones are just about off the production line in several plants, because there is no nickel steel available, practically the entire supply
being used for armor plate. Manufacturers are thinking about redesigning microphones, returning
to principles of a decade back.
Moreover, it was pointed out, demand for all transmitting parts has
increased by virtue of the FCC's
policy, motivated by defense requirements, of granting improved
facilities and higher powers to extend maximum coverage during
the emergency. New stations likewise are being licensed at a swift
How effective the new Priorities
pace.
Liaison Committee of DCB will be,
is speculative. It marks an innovation in defense procedure. After its
membership of nine is drawn from
the nine industry subcommittees
of DCB [see 1942 Broadcasting
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vision vice-president; Tracy Moore, Pacific Blue network sales manager; Howard Lane, manager, McClatchy Network, Sacramento, Cal.; Arden Pangbom,
manager, KEX, Portland; Robert McAndrews, NBC
West Coast sales promotion manager. (Seated, 1 to r),
Charles Storke, manager, KTMS, Santa Barabara,
Cal.; Tom Sharp, president, KFSD, San Diego, Cal.;
Mr. Gilman; Harrison Holliway, manager, KECA;
Keith Kiggins, NBC Blue network sales manager;
Al Nelson, manager, KGO, San Francisco. A busy
autumn season was indicated by the executives.

Secret's Out
KEITH KIGGINS, sales
manager of NBC-Blue Network, made a guest appearance on Behind the Mike,
Blue sustaining program,
last Sundav, to explain how
network time is sold to
clients.
Yearbook], the unit will select its
own chairman.
Like other DCB subordinate
units, the new committee will be
limited in its scope to studies for
DCB itself and will function
through the main coordinating
committee headed by Lieut. E. K.
Jett, FCC chief engineer, a strong
advocate of prompt remedial action. When organized about a fortnight hence, the new committee
probably will be asked to plan,
study and report on particular situations involving priorities so that
0PM and the new SPAB — super
defense steering agency headed by
Vice-President Wallace — can be
advised through OCB of minimum
requirements.
Preference Ratings
Membership of the committee is
being drawn, one each, from the
following DCB subcommittees: Domestic broadcasting, international
broadcasting, amateur, aviation,
cable, radio communication, state
and municipal facilities, telegraph
and telephone. Excluded will be the
three
mittees.purely government subcomThrough the individual members
representing industrial groups, the
Priorities Committee would be enabled to advise DCB of manufacturers' requirements and of replacement needs. The immediate effort, of course, will be to secure
preference ratings in emergent situations, such as broadcasting, and
to insure so far as possible that
adequate materials will be given
essential defense activities.
In an announcement last Friday
DCB said it has already planned
BROADCASTING

for utilization of existing communication facilities in the coordinated
interest of military, industry, and
civilian activities. The need of materials for extension, interconnections, and alternate circuits constitutes an important related problem, it added.
"The board has been greatly concerned about the availability of
such equipment. While it is gratified to know that a priority status
has been assigned to repair and
maintenance materials, it feels that
it is equally, and in many cases
more, important to provide a high
order of priority for new materials and equipment. This is particularly true of new and supplementary facilities directly or indirectly related to national defense
expansion."
More for Marlin
MARLIN FIREARMS Co., New
Haven (Marlin razor blades), during the month of September is adding eight stations to its schedule of
participations and live and transcribed announcements making a
total of 50 stations now being used.
Contracts run for 13 weeks. Additions include: WJZ KNX WBT
WTIC WEEI WCAR WOW KIRO.
Agency
is Craven & Hedrick, New
York.
Pall Mall on 47
AMERICAN
CIGAR
& CIGARETTE Co., New York (Pall Mall
cigaretes), has recently added 22
stations to its schedule of transcribed "modern design" announcements making a total of 47 stations
now being used in 13 cities. Ruthrauffaccount.
& Ryan, New York, handles
the

■
'
:i

Refining Series
NATIONAL REFINING Co., ^
Cleveland (White Rose gas, En- i
Arco motor oils ) , since mid-August has added a total of 40 stations
to its spot schedule. Announcements
are transcribed. Contracts run 9
to 10 weeks. Sherman K. Ellis Co.,
New York, handles the account.
• Broadcast
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Conferees
Bill
to Tax
Up
Levy
Radio
*'
^
franchise
tax plans were denied would be completed by this week.
Effect of New Impost
last Wednesday by Senator DanaIn view of the direct Senate acOn Leased Wires
her, who explained to Broadcasttion, it became increasingly probing that he had no knowledge of
able that House conferees would
Considered
such reports and that certainly no agree to the Senate action in deWITH THE Senate-House confer- satisfactory franchise tax scheme
leting the radio and billboard tax
ence committee the sole hurdle re- could be evolved immediately.
and
would
not press for their inmaining before final deletion of
At the moment the franchise tax
clusion in the general tax measure.
idea has been shunted aside in Conthe controverted 5-15 "^r Federal
The prospect of a future levy on
tax on radio's net time sales in the gi-ess, pending final action on the broadcasters and communications
1941 Revenue Act, the prospect of Revenue Bill. Members of the Sen- companies was regarded as a mola franchise tax on radio and comate Finance Committee, as well as
lifying influence on the proponents
munications facilities continues a the House Ways & Means Commitof the radio tax in the House.
major topic in radio regulatory
tee, have indicated interest in the
At his Tuesday press conference
circles.
proposition but seem to be content
Chairman Fly declared the FCC
to
turn
the
matter
over
to
TreasJust when studies of the franhad no plans for a franchise tax
ury Department officials and the in concrete form, adding that he
chise tax proposition, presumably
on Internal Reveon a "cost of regulation" basis, Joint nueCommittee
thought something like a cost-offor study.
may actually get rolling is probregulation levy will be worked out.
Inclusion of a franchise tax prolematical. It is not thought ConHe said he did not anticipate any
posal in subsequent tax legislation
gress is disposed to take up recomgreat difficulty in arriving at a
mendations during the present ses- is possible. Chairman George in- formula satisfactory to the indussion.
dicated, but whether it will be made
try, but admitted it would take
a
part
of
the coming bill effecting some study. Although a franchise
Although the Senate last Wedchanges in the Revnesday accepted the Senate Fi- administrative
enue Code is uncertain. Because of tax would apply to telephone, telenance Committee recommendation
graph, radio communications and
that the discriminatory radio and the intensive work on the 1941
broadcasting, it would not be comRevenue
Act,
it
is
not
expected
to
billboard tax provisions be stricken
parable to the proposed tax in the
in Congress before October
revenue bill, he claimed.
from the Senate's version of the appear
or
possibly
November.
Revenue Act, other developments
Senate Committee Report
House Approval Seen
emphasized that the radio industry's
tax
troubles
are
far
from
In its report on the bill as it was
Treasury officials have indicatover.
ed they prcbably will work with the brought to the Senate floor, the
Leased Wire Tax
FCC on the franchise tax plan, if Senate Finance Committee, announcing its recommendation for
The Senate version of the tax and when they undertake to predeleting the radio tax, commented:
bill contained one section of interpare one. It is known that Treas"The reasons in consideration of
ury and Joint Committee repreest to broadcasters — a new 10%
sentatives worked closely with the which the Ways & Means Committax on the amount paid for leased
tee recommended and the House
wire, teletypewriter, or talking cir- FCC accounting department in deadopted the tax on broadcasting
veloping statistics for the proposed
cuit special service — on which conflicting interpretations were given time sales tax, and presumably
stations and networks are recogFCC figures would form the basis
nized as having considerable force,
to Broadcasting by Treasury,
but it is believed that the peculiar
Joint Committee, FCC and Inter- for most of the franchise tax comnal Revenue officials. The concencharacteristics of this possible
putations.
As Broadcasting went to press
source of revenue require careful
sus was that long-line facilities
were exempt from the tax, "so long Friday, a Senate vote within a few study before either the proper
as the facilities are necessary to days on the Revenue Act, minus the basis or rate of tax can be satisfactorily determined. It is the opinthe operation of the business" of a radio tax provision, was considered
ion of the committee also that the
common carrier, telephone or tele- likely. If this schedule held, it was
graph company, or a radio broad- thought the measure would go to tax imposed by the House bill
casting station or network. This conference early the week of Sept. would operate with some unjustified discrimination against this parexemption is specifically provid- 8 and that final action by both
ed in the bill, although some ob- houses on the conference reports
ticular form of advertising."
servers interpreted the provision
to mean exemption only for such
facilities as monitoring or cue lines,
with broadcast lines subject to the
tax. With stations and networks
paying an estimated $8,000,000 annually for wireline facilities, the
10% tax would add an appreciable
item of operating expense.
Demonstrating his intention to
follow through on his suggestion
to the Senate committee for a "cost
of regulation" tax of some kind on
radio and communications facilities, FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly at his press conference
last Tuesday indicated he may call
industry representatives to participate in an informal roundtable discussion of the franchise tax proposition. He did not say when this
meeting might be held, but indicated there was "no rush".
ARCHITECT'S
scalethe model
of the
much-heralded
NBCdollars
building
Rumors that the special two-man
Francisco showing
building
costing
over a million
whichin San
will
Senate subcommittee appointed by house
studios
and
technical
equipment
for
KGO
and
KPO.
Five
stories
Finance Committee Chairman
high, it is constructed of reinforced concrete, trimmed with bands of
George (D-Ga.) — Senators Danatranslucent glass brick. There are no windows, the structure being air
her (R-Conn.) and Brown (D- conditioned throughout. The building will provide 52,800 square feet of
Mich.) — was considering definite floor space, more than double the present quarters.
BROADCASTING
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English
Their
Advertising
Protecting Brand Names and
Good-Will, Says Fergusson
PRACTICALLY all clients of
Lord & Thomas Ltd., London, are
advertising not to sell their goods
now but to preserve the good-will
of their brand names, according to
W. B. B. Fergusson, managing director, in aoffice.
letter to the agency's
New York
However, Mr. Fergusson states,
there is a much more important
reason why advertising should coning. tinue. Advertising, he contends, is
a symbol of the economic freedom
for which Great Britain is fight"It is generally admitted," he
says, "that the capitulation of
France was largely due to the collapse of French inorale. If we no
longer believed we had a cause to
fight for and lost our determination to fight to the bitter end, then
our fate would be that of France —
and America might just as well
keep for her owti use all armaments and other supplies she is so
freely sending us. As it is, the nation is unanimous to a degree never
before reached in its belief that we
are fighting for our lives and the
political and economic freedom
which makes our lives worth livPress Freedom
Turning to the British Government's attitude toward advertising
in wartime, Mr. Fergusson believes
that British officialdom subscribes
to his theory and thinks that newspapers must continue to function
throughout
the war. But, he points
ing."
out, if advertising ceased, the newspapers would have to cease, too, or
else be subsidized by the Government which would, of course, mean
a press entirely subservient to the
Government.
"Very wisely," Mr. Fergusson
says, "the authorities are permitting advertising to continue in
moderation. The money for this
may, in many instances, come out
of excess profits. Nevertheless, it
is making possible for the press to
keep in being. In other words, the
press is being indirectly subsidized
by the Government, but in a manner which does not impair its freeVick's Big Plans
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York,
on Oct. 5 will inaugurate a new
dramatic show on a coast-to-coast
dom." Network, Sundays 5:30-6
NBC-Red
p.m. (EST). Details as to name of
the show,
format,
number of stations
werestars
not and
available
as Broadcasting went to press.
The network show will be in addition to the extensive nationwide
spot campaign which Vick is to
launch during the last week in
September. Company is also sponsoring News fo) Women with
Andre Baruch, Monday. Wednesday and Friday 3-3:15 p.m. on 15
CBS stations Morse International,
New York, handles the account.
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NBC, ASCAP Accept Ideas; Formula May Serve
As Pattern for Industry; Quick Action Seen
ADVISED that its suggestions for
revision have been adopted by
ASCAP and NBC, the NAB Executive Committee meets in New
York, again Monday, Sept. 8, for
its its second special session in a
fortnight, to decide whether it can
recommend acceptance of contracts
covering i-eturn of ASCAP music
to the NBC networks and its M & 0
stations as a pattern for the entire
industry.
At a two-day meeting Aug. 2728 the seven-man executive committee, headed by NAB President
Neville Miller, advanced suggestions of changes in the contract
form to pi'ovide additional safeguards for broadcasters. Since then,
it was reported, the contracts have
been redrafted and last Thursday,
after two days in New York studying the revisions along with ASCAP
and NBC officials, Mr. Miller requested the committee to reconvene the first of this week.
Double Sanction
If the committee agrees that the
contracts by agreeing to rebate to
NBC 2%% of the payment they
receive from handling network
commercial programs and so enable NBC to sign with ASCAP and
restore that music to the Red and
Blue Networks.
Armed with the double sanction
of the NAB and IRNA committees
(IRNA having sent letters to NBC
affiliates in latter August), NBC
then will solicit affiliates which
have not already I'atified the eontract in an effort to get 100% affiliate approval as rapidly as possible.
NBC officials last weekend expressed an optimistic view of the
situation and stated they expected
to obtain unanimous consent of
their affiliates without undue delay.
Despite this, there persisted opposition from affiliates and independent stations on the ground that
there was no need for great haste
and also that the deal is not the best
obtainable. Whether this reaction
is sufficiently strong to block approval, however, was doubtful.
S. A. Cisler, general manager of
WGRC, Louisville, last Tuesday
wrote NAB President Miller, IRNA
Chairman Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
and John Elmer, president of
WCBM, Baltimore, and NAB Executive Committee member, protesting NAB's implied approval and
urging that the trade association
survey its membership "to ascertain the true feeling of the association toward a settlement with
ASCAP".
Mr. Cisler said he thought the
NAB and IRNA owed apologies to
MBS for the remarks made at St.
Louis about the MBS-ASCAP deal,
declaring that the NAB "had been
strangely silent about the demerits
of the NBC proposal". He said the
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NBC deal is only % of IVr better
on the blanket basis than MBS' and
that it perpetuates the "evils of a
percentage deal on both blanket
and individual station licenses".
Agencies Seek Speed
No official deadline has been set,
but NBC executives are making
every effort to get the conti'acts
signed and ASCAP music back on
the air by the end of daylight saving time. This date, which marks
a resumption of the normal winter
broadcasting schedules with practically all major commercial programs back on the air after summer lay-offs or substitutions, would
be a good time to have the radiomusic problem settled as well.
Not much has been printed about
this angle, but it is said to be an
open industry secret that advertisers and agencies have for some
time been spurring the broadcasters to "hurry up and get the music
situation settled, so we can get our
programs settled." The sponsors
and their agencies take the view
that they went along with radio
in its battle against a music moMR.

MEINECKE

NEW

ORLEANS was invaded recently and WWL was on hand
to cover the proceedings, marked
by a mock attack on the shores of
Lake Ponchartrain with boats
made by Higgins Industries. Lieut.
A. Louis Read (left), former
WWL commercial manager,
watches Gov. Sam H. Jones speak
into mike held by Henry Dupre,
WWL special events director.
nopoly, but that nov/ the war is
won and over with there should
not be any further delay about
signing a treaty of peace.
Asked why it has taken until
now to get into final shape contracts whose basic terms were
agreed on by NBC and ASCAP
and ratified by the ASCAP board
on Aug. 1, one of those most intimately concerned with the task
explained that the essential cause
for delay has been the magnitude
of the contracts themselves, rather
than any major points of issue.
Changes in the original agreement, such as those suggested by
GETS

PERSONAL

And the Folks in Lubbock Like It Since He
Started Transcribing Own Messages
dise arrivals, the probability of
By CHARLES N. TUNNELL
low stocks in certain lines because
RADIO SPOT announcements have
of the defense program, or some
been used by A. S. Meinecke, manis especially timely — inager of Meinecke Bros., a retail item that
viting friends and neighbors to
hardware firm of Lubbock, Tex. for visit our attractive store that is
many months quite successfully.
But now Dealer Meinecke has in- more than a hardware store."
Do They Listen?
jected alittle personal element into
his spot announcements that has
Once recently to test the response
stepped up sales to a noticeable
to these little personal chats from
extent.
owner of this retail store, this
Like most small city retailers, the
merchant started off with his usual
Meinecke had depended upon the introduction, then started talking
local station announcers to read off about some new items in the store
his song and dance about hardware
— colorful sea-island grass woven
specials, service features, or make
other announcements. Any devia- rugs at attractive prices. He then
wait are
a minute
—
tion consisted of some transcrip- interrupted,
just to see if"But
women
actually
tion furnished by the manufacturer
listening
to
my
daily
little
chats
of some appliance or major article about our new merchandise, I am
of merchandise.
going to give one of these new rugs
Their Own Discs
absolutely free to the first 10
women who telephone in to say they
"We decided to get in that 'Hello
have
heardsixthis
program."
Neighbor' angle," says Meinecke,
Within
minutes,
10 calls had
"so we started making our own
come in for the rugs— within 10
transcriptions . . . and now every- minutes
31 calls had been received
where Igo, friends and customers
— and other listeners called in for
will be asking, 'Say, wasn't that fully an hour after the broadcast
you I heard over the radio the was over.
other
In making these transcriptions,
"We day?'
now have three spots daily
for six days a week — 9:45 a.m., Meinecke writes out his script to
fit the featured items in stock ; then
3:45 and 6:00 p.m. We open each
broadcast with a musical note and he brushes up the script, reads it
this announcement, or one very aloud until he has what he wants,
and makes the recording. By giving
similar: 'How do you do ladies and
gentlemen. This is A. S. Meinecke
just a little more of his personal
time to his radio advertising and
bringing you another transcription
from the showrooms of the Meinby putting a little personal touch
to the broadcasts, he has realized
ecke Bros. Hardware Store.' We
then plunge into our new merchangreater returns.
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the NAB committee, he said, wer<d
readily approved by both parties,
but when it came to altering the
language of the contract accordingly, the trouble began.
"In effect we are drafting a contract for the entire industry," he
stated, "and not one contract, but
several, covering networks and irj
dividual stations, covering blanke
licenses and per program arrange
ments, covering commercial pro
grams and sustaining shows. /
clause or a word changed in an;
part of the whole has to be checkec
through all the other parts to makt
sure that in closing one hole w(
have not opened a number oJ
others. It's been a complicated jo)
and complicated jobs take time."
Industry Pattern
Although technically the con
tracts under discussion have applied only to the NBC networkand M&O stations, the consideration of the deal by the NAB cominittee and the presence of Mr
Miller at recent conferences between NBC and ASCAP at the latter's invitation lend strong support
to the belief that when completec
these contracts will be the basis
for a resumption of ASCAP music
by the entire industry.
Attendance of CBS officials at
the NAB executive committee sessions further strengthens thi^
opinion and, while officially there
has been no resumption of negotiations between CBS and ASCAP, it
was learned that ASCAP has approached CBS with a suggestion
that they get together as soon as
the NBC contracts are ratified. In
going to
CBS, ASCAP
has which
eliminated a potential
impasse
might tualhave
been tocaused
mureluctance
make bythea first
move and there is a growing belief that affairs may be so arranged
that ASCAP music may be returned simultaneously to NBC and
CBS.
College Catalog
The network contracts with
ASCAP, while dependent on the
agreement of their affiliates to rebate a percentage of payment for
network commercial programs to
the networks, are independent of
any action the affiliates may take
regarding signing individual
ASCAP contracts for the use of
the society's music on local programs. For that reason it might be
expected that the closing of station
contracts might string out for some
time, since the networks can obviously put no pressure on their
affiliates regarding their local
broadcasting practices.
The advertisers who are planning to sponsor broadcasts of football games this fall, however, are
finding the music situation a major
headache. In an attempt to alleviate the situation, BMI has just
signed a contract with Allen Collegiate Music for exclusive performance rights to its catalog of
college songs, said to be the most
complete in the country and comprising more than 90 songs.
Mr. Allen also agreed to supply
25 additional collegiate numbers
(Continued on page 51)
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• Farmers in Oklahoma, as elsewhere, are normal everyday people. In their dress-up clothes you probably
couldn't tell them" from urbanites.
But, because farmers as a group make up the largest single segment of WKY's audience, they are entitled to, and GET, special attention and service in this
station's program structure. For two decades, in fact,
WKY has been the station to which farmers throughout
Oklahoma have become accustomed to look for pro-

TELL

^EM

AND

SELL

^EM

grams and services serving their special interests. To
this add the fact that WKY carried 15 out of a possible
16 daytime programs ranking topmost with rural listeners in the recent C. A. B. urban-rural study, and 13
out of a possible 18 top-ranking night programs.
Reasons enough why WKY is the 3-to-l choice of
rural listeners! Reasons enough why WKY is the most
effective means of telling and selling farmers in
Oklahoma!

OVER

Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Co.: The Oklahoman & Times ^ The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs -K KLZ, Denver (Alliliated Management) -K Represented by the Katz Agency, Inc.

OKLAHDMA

CITY

Atlantic

Football

Professional, College
And High School
Games Listed
ATLANTIC REFINING Co.,
which again will sponsor a comprehensive series of football broadcasts this season despite Federal
restrictions on gas and oil consumption in most of its distribution territory [Broadcasting, Aug.
11], has announced its complete
1941 schedule through its agency,
N. W. Ayer & Son.
Six stations have been added to
the originally announced total,
bringing to 83 the number of stations carrying the 144 collegiate,
the 22 pro and the various high
school games for which Atlantic
has contracted. Games of 27 colleges, including for the first time
Princeton, have been signed,
along with all games of the professional Philadelphia Eagles (on
WFIL) and the Pittsburgh Steelers (on WWSW).
The high school schedule includes
all games of the Hazleton, Williamsport and Wilkes-Barre (Pa.),
and Watertown (N. Y.) high
schools, which will be carried over
WAZL, WRAK, WERE and
WWNY, respectively. Five Allentown high school games will be
broadcast on WSAN.
The College Schedule
The collegiate schedule and stations to carry the games follows
[asterisks indicate night games] :
SEPT. 26
Syracuse vs. Temple. WAGE.
Temple vs. Kansas, WIP.
SEPT. 27
Tulane vs. Boston College, WOR WEEI
WDRC WMAS WORC
Brown vs. Weileyan, WPRO
Lehigh vs. Dickinson, WKBO
Delaware vs. Juniata, WDEL
Muhlenberg vs. Albright, WSAN WEEU
Franklin & Marshall vs. Providence, WGAL
Virginia vs. Lafayette, WEST
Carnegie Tech vs. Westminster. WWSW
Ohio State vs. Missouri. WTAM WENS
Mississippi State vs. Florida, WJAX
WDBO
Duke vs. Wake Forest, WPTF WBIG WBT
WDNC
OCT. 3
*TempIe vs. V. M. I., WIP
'Delaware vs. P. M. C, WDEL
♦Albright vs Carnegie, WRAW WWSW
OCT. 10
*Temple vs. Georgetown, WIP
♦Florida vs. Villanova, WJAX WDBO
*Albright vs. West Chester Tea., WRAW
OCT. 11
Yale vs. Pennsylvania. WNAC WICC
WSAR WHAI WTIC WLNH WLLH
WFEA WNBH WELI WNLC WBRK
WEAN WSYE WSPR WATR WTAG
WAGE WCAU WFPG WHP WGBI
WFBG
Holy Cross vs. Syracuse, WORC WFBL
WNBF
WGR WIBX WHEC WDRC
WLAW WENY WMAS
Boston College vs, Clemson, WEEI
Erown vs. Rhode Island, WPRO
Princeton vs. Columbia. WFIL WGY WOR
WBOC WFBR WJEJ WTBO
Dickinson vs. W. & J., WKBO
Ursinus vs. Delaware, WDEL
F. & M. vs. Hampden-Sydney, WGAL
Gettysburg vs. Muhlenberg, WSAN WORK
Navy vs, Lafayette, WEST
Penn State vs. Bucknell. WWSW WEEU
WKOK WLEU WJAC WPIC WKST
WCED WMBS
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Covers

William & Mary vs. V. P. I., WRNL
WLVA WSVA WETM WDBJ
So. Carolina vs. Wake Forest. WFBC
Georgia Tech vs. Notre Dame, KDKA
WTAM
WBNS
WPTF
WBIG WBT
WMAZ WRDW WSAV
OCT. 17
*Villanova vs. Baylor. WFIL
♦Moravian vs. F. & M., WGAL
OCT. 18
Yale vs. Army. WNAC WICC WSAR
WHAI WTIC WLNH WLLH WFEA
WNBH WELI WNLC WBRK WEAN
WSYB WSPR WATR WTAG WOR
Holy Cross vs. Univ. of Mississippi, WDRC
WLAW WMAS WORC
Boston College vs. Manhattan, WEEI
Brown vs. Tufts. WPRO
N. Y. U. vs. Syracuse. WAGE WGY
Duke vs. Colgate, WPTF WBIG WBT
WFBC WFBL WNBF WGR WIBX
WHEC WDNC WENY
Temple vs. Penn State. WIP WMBS
WLEU WWSW WJAC WPIC WKST
WCED
Princeton vs. Pennsylvania, WCAU WFPG
WHP
WGBI
WKOK
WBOC WFER
WJEJ WTBO WFBG
Lebanon Vallev vs. Albright, WEEU
Delaware vs. Dickinson, WDEL. WKBO
Gettysburg vs. Western Maryland, WORK
Lafayette vs. Muhlenberg, WEST WSAN
Carnegie
Noti-e WTAM
Dame. KDKA
Ohio StateTech
vs. vs.
Purdue,
WBNS
Richmond
vs. Wash, & Lee, WRNL
WLVA WSVA WBTM WDBJ
Vanderbilt vs. Georgia Tech. WMAZ
WRDW WSAV WJAX WDBO
OCT. 23
South Carolina vs. Clemson, WFBC WSPA
OCT. 24
Temple vs. Bucknell, WIP WRAW WKOK
OCT. 25
Yale vs. Dartmouth, WNAC WICC WSAR
WHAI WTIC WLNH
WLLH WFEA
WNEH WELI WNLC WBRK WEAN
WSYB WSPR WATR WTAG WOR
Holy Cross vs. N. Y. U.. WLAW WORC
Boston College vs. Georgetown. WEEI
WDRC WMAS
Lafayette vs. Brown. WEST WPRO
Syracuse
WENY vs. Rutgers, WAGE WGY
Cornell vs. Colgate WHCU WFBL WNBF
WGR WIEX WHEC KDKA
Vanderbilt vs. Princeton, WFIL WHP
WGBI WKOK WFBG
Pennsylvania vs. Maryland, WCAU WFPG
WBOC WFBR WJEJ WTBO
Albright vs. Moravian. WEEU
Muhlenberg vs. Dickinson, WSAN WKBO
F. & M. vs. Gettysburg, WGAL WORK
Penn State vs. Lehigh, WWSW WPIC
WCED WMBS WJAC WKST WLEU
Ohio State vs. Northwestern, WTAM
WBNS
Richmond vs. V. M. I.. WRNL WLVA
WSVA WBTM WDBJ
Georgia Tech vs. Auburn, WMAZ WRDW
WSAV WJAX WDBO
Wake Forest vs. North Carolina, WPTF
WBIG WBT
OCT. 31
N. Y. U. vs. Penn State. WWSW
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NOV. 1
Yale vs. Brown, WNAC WICC WSAR
WHAI WTIC WLNH WLLH WFEA
WNBH WELI WNLC WBRK WEAN
WSYB WSPR WATR WTAG
Colgate vs. Holy Cross. WFBL WNBF
WGR WIBX WHEC WORC WENY
Boston College vs. Temple. WIP WLAW
Wisconsin vs. Syracuse. WAGE WGY
Princeton vs. Harvard, WENS WCED
WKST WEEI WDRC WTAM WPRO
WMAS KDKA WJAC WLEU WPIC
WOR
Duquesne vs. Villanova, WWSW WFIL
Pennsylvania vs. Navy. WCAU WFPG
WHP WGBI WKOK
WEOC WFBR
WJEJ WTBO WFBG
F. & M. vs. Albright, WGAL WEEU
Ursinus vs, Muhlenberg, WSAN
Dickinson vs, Drexel, WKBO
Delaware vs. Mt. St. Marys, WDEL
Gettysburg vs. Lafayette, WORK WEST
Georgia Tech vs. Duke. WSPA WDEJ
WBTM WSVA WJAX WDBO WRNL
WLVA WMAZ WRDW WSAV WPTF
WBIG WBT
NOV. 8
Cornell vs. Yale, WHCU WFEL WNBF
WGR WIBX WHEC WOR WNAC
WICC WSAR WHAI WTIC WLNH
WLLH WFEA WNBF WELT WNLC
WBRK WEAN WSYB WSPR WATR
WTAG
Erown vs. Holv Cross, WDRC WLAW
WPRO WMAS WORC
Boston College vs. Wake Forest. WEEI
Penn State vs. Syracuse, WAGE WGY
KDKA WENY
Temple vs. Villanova, WIP
Princeton vs. Dartmouth. WFIL WBOC
WFBR WJEJ WTBO
Pennsylvania
vs. Columbia, WCAU
WFPG WHP WGBI WKOK WWSW
WFBG WJAC WMBS WCED WKST
WLEU WPIC
Albright vs. P. M. C, WEEU
Lehigh vs. Muhlenberg, WSAN
Western Maryland vs. Dickinson. WKBO
Swarthmore vs. Delaware, WDEL
F. & M. vs. Lebanon Valley. WGAL
Bucknell vs. Gettysburg, WORK
Richmond vs. No. Carolina, WRNL WLV.A
WSVA WDBJ
Lafayette vs. Rutgers. WEST ,
Ohio State vs. Wisconsin. WTAM WBNS
Davidson
WDNC vs. Duke, WPTF WBIG WBT
Furman vs. Geo. Washington. WFBC
Florida vs. Georgia, WJAX, WDBO
Georgia Tech vs. Kentucky, WMAZ
WRDW WSAV
NOV. 15
Yale vs. Princeton. WNAC WICC WSAR
WHAI WTIC WLNH WLLH WFE.A
WNBH WELI WNLC WBRK WEAN
WSYB WSPR WATR WTAG WOR
WFIL WBOC WFBR WJEJ WTBO
Holy Cross vs. Manhattan. WLAW
Boston College vs. Tennessee, WEEI
WDRC WPRO WMAS WORC
Syracuse
WENY vs. Colgate, WAGE WGY WGR
Cornell vs. Dartmouth. WHCU WFBL
WNBF WIBX WHEC
Michigan State vs. Temple, WIP
Pennsylvania vs. Army, WCAU WFPG
WEEU WHP WGBI WKOK WFBG
Drexel vs. Delaware. WDEL
Muhlenberg vs. F. & M., WSAN WGAL
Dickinson vs. Susquehanna, WKBO
Gettysburg vs. Ursinus, WORK

STRICTLY A LEMON is this jalopy as a racing car, but KFJM, Grand
Forks, N. D., says it was good promotion in the local Model T Derby.
Painted all colors, it served as a studio remote car and to promote the
station as well as advertisers.
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NBC Feeding Fees
PUBLIC service programs
and talks by such dignitaries
as Winston Churchill cr the
Pope which NBC has been
feeding to any independent
station wishing to carry the
broadcast, will now cost the
stations $50 an hour in addition totofore
thethe only
line expense.
charges, NBC,
herein announcing the fee last
week as effective immediately, stated the only exception
would be talks and Fireside
velt.
Chats by President RooseLafayette vs. Western Maryland, WEST
Duquesne vs. Miss. State, WWSW WJAC
WLEU WPIC WKST WCED WMBS
Penn State vs. West Virginia, KDKA
Ohio State vs. Illinois. WTAM WBNS
Duke vs. No. Carolina, WPTF WBIG WBT
WSPA WLVA WSVA WBTM WDBJ
WRNL WDNC
Clernson vs. Wake Forest. WFEC
Alabama vs. Georgia Tech. WMAZ WRDW
WSAV WJAX WDBO
NOV. 16
Villanova vs. Detroit, WIP
NOV. 20
F. & M. vs. Ursinus, WGAL
Albright vs. Bucknell, WEEU WORK
Richmond vs. William & Mary, WRNL
WLVA WSVA WBTM WDBJ
NOV. 22
Holy Cross vs. Temple. WIP WDRC
WLAW WMAS WORC
Boston
vs. Boston
PrincetonCollege
vs. Navv.
WOR Univ.,
WBOCWEEI
KDKA
WFBR WJEJ WTBO
Pennsylvania vs. Cornell, WCAU WFPG
WHP WGBI WEEU WKOK WHCU
WLEU WFBC WNAC WICC WSAR
WHAI WTIC WLNH WLLH WFEA
WNBH WELI WNLC WBRK WEAN
WSYE WSPR WATR WTAG WWSW
WJAC WPIC WIBX WGR WNBF
WFBL WKST WCED WMBS WHEC
Villanova
WFIL
WGY vs.vs.Auburn,
Muhlenberg
Upsala, WSAN
Dickinson vs. Gettysburg. WKBO WORK
Delaware vs. Washington, WDEL
Lehigh vs, Lafayette, WEST
Michigan vs. Ohio State. WTAM. WBNS
N. C. State vs. Duke. WPTF WBIG WBT
WDNC
Furman vs. Clemson, WFBC WSPA
Florida vs. Georgia Tech. WMAZ WRDW
WSAV WJAX WDBO
NOV. 27
Brown vs. Rutgers, WPRO.
NOV. 29
Boston College vs. Holy Cross. WEEI
WDRC WLAW WPRO WMAS WORC
So. Carolina vs. Penn State, WLEU WFBC
WWSW WJAC WPIC WKST WCED
WMBS
Georgia Tech vs. Georgia, WMAZ WRDW
WSAV WJAX WDBO
Richmond vs. V. P. L, WRNL WLVA
WSVA WTBM WDBJ
DEC. 20
Florida vs. U. C. L. A.. WJAX, WDBO
Kleenex CBS Series
INTERNATIONAL Cellucotton
Products Co., Chicago (Kleenex),
through Lord & Thomas, that city,
on Sept. 19 starts sponsoring
Ginny Simms,
orchestra on CBS vocalist,
stations,with
Friday.
9:55-10 p.m. (EDST). Miss Simms.
vocalist
with Kay
band, on
Oct. 1 makes
her Kyser's
final appearance
on his weekly NBC College of
Musical Knowledge, sponsored by
American Tobacco Co. Under a
three-year picture contract to RKO
she is leaving Kyser and his program because current commitments
are too strenuous. Kyser, currently
in Hollywood, goes on tour in October.
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Good sales management requires that Sheaffer Pen advertising should

NEW YORK
DETROIT
ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

deliver a special advertising impact directed at
every gift occasion. That's why Spot Broadcasting
is so important in Sheaflfer plans. Its flexibility
;lassures effectiveness in every market and precise
■jtiming to reach biggest audiences on selected stai'tions. . . ^vith budgets always adjustable to local
conditions and sales potentials.
• Have you considered how flexible Spot Radio can solve
your seasonal and sectional problems? Ask a John Blair man.
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WIBW
Prepares
for
Any
Emergency
IN ORDER that a radio station can
be assured of giving continuous
Everything
in Duplicate
so Station
service under all conditions it must
have complete auxiliary equipment.
Will Not Be Thrown
Off Air
Equipment failures can generally
be included in two groups.
By BEN LUDY
1. Failure of equipment beyond
General Manager, WIBW, Topeka
the control of the station engineer.
a. Source of power supply NO MATTER what happens, WIBW, in Topeka, will stay on
to studio and transmitter.
the air. For everything at the station is in duplicate — power
b. Telephone lines between
studio and transmitter.
plants, studio equipment and transmitter equipment. The idea
2. Failure of equipment under
the control of the station en- conforms to a recent suggestion by the Defense Communications Board that stations have alternate equipment to use in
gineer.
a. Studio equipment.
case regular equipment fails. Under the technical guidance of
b. Transmitter equipment.
The first of these will be dis- Karl Troeglen, WIBW chief engineer, the station has taken
cussed in greater detail at this every conceivable step to keep operating if trouble occurs. The
time. Primary power failure is by
far the most important to a radio experience of WIBW should prove helpful to other stations.
station, so it was given first consideration byWIBW. The source of normal value, the transfer switch
power equipment was built by the
power to the transmitter plant was
is again energized and the load is Universal Motor Co., Oshkosh,
located 12 miles from this station
restored to normal supply. At the Wis., according to certain specifisame time that load is restored
cations by the WIBW engineering
and had to pass through .39 fuses.
MR. LUDY
Possibility of failure was considerto normal, the machine is also auto- department. The machine consists
able.
of a Mai'ble-Card alternator and a
matically stopped. The switchback
is so fast that no interruption is Waukesha Motors Co. motor. This tion. Firestone machine mounts are
The power to the studio, while
available, however, and could be
motor is equipped with mechanical
less apt to fail, was also vitally
important. Studio amplifier equip- apparent.
The machine can be kept in ser- governor. A Burlington voltage used as well. A 12 volt ignition
system assures easier starting.
ment can be operated on batteries,
vice after normal power is re- regulator is used. The automatic
The machine is so connected
transfer switch is built by the
stored if desired for any reason.
but such items as news printers
Automatic Switch Co., New York. that in case of failure of normal
and transcription turn tables
A small battery charger is necwould be rendered useless when the
essary to keep the starting battery
The plant is in a 20x10 room on supply, the entire building load,
power failed. Studio and office charged.
the end of the building. A 250- including tower lights, is immediately transferred to the auxiliary
Gasoline consumption is about gallon gas tank is buried outside
lighting is also important for proof this room.
plant. The transfer to the machine
per operation over a long period
1 gallon per hour under load. When
of time. In view of this auxiliary the mechanical governor and volThe machine is designed to de- from a dead start takes 5 seconds
liver 30 kw. at 80% power factor, to full power. The transfer back
power equipment was installed at
tage regulator are properly adjustboth the studio and transmitter
being rated at 37.5 kva. Its speed is is instantaneous if desired.
ed, the frequency of the output
In the event of failure of any
plant.
voltage is sufficiently constant un- also 1200 rpm. The output is threeder average load variation to be phase 220 volts, 60 cycles AC.
one of the three phases of the norStudio Auxiliary Power
It will be noted that these mamal supply (drop to 70% or less)
undetectable while playing electriThis studio auxiliary power
cal transcriptions.
chines both operate at 1200 rpm. a relay drops out which causes
equipment supply consists of a
MaintetKince Routine: Checking
This reduced speed is desirable the auxiliary machine to be started.
standard Universal Motor Co. oil, water and gasoline levels. Keep- even though a somewhat larger As soon as this machine has come
6000M plant which is capable of battery charged and machine clean. machine is needed, since in case of up to proper speed and voltage
delivering 5,000 watts of power.
Machine is put into operation at prolonged service, the machine will another relay is operated which
It is a 120 volt 60 cycle AC plant. weekly intervals so as to be sure
function better and noise and vi- in turn transfers the load to the
The machine is equipped with a it will function when needed.
bration are considerably reduced. auxiliary power supply. When the
mechanical governor as well as a
Total installation cost was $850.
This machine is mounted on single ncrmal supplv again reaches 90%
Burlington voltage regulator. It
This transmitter plant auxiliary strips of Keldur to dampen vibra- or more of normal value a time dehas a 6-volt ignition system and
lay relay is energized. After a
fixed delav this relay closes and
has mounted on its frame a 10-gallon gasoline tank. The machine
the load is again switched to the
operates at 1200 rpm. The entire
normal supply. The time delay reunit is mounted on four Firestone
lay is used so as to avoid rapid
machine mounts. The location of
switching from auxiliary to normal
the machine is in the basement of
and back to auxiliary in the event
our studio building. Power from
the normal power should be rethis machine is supplied to the constored abrief period and then drop
out again.
trol room, two studios, lobby, and
awinouncers' and newsroom.
Special switches are also provided so that the machine can be
Operation of Machine: Upon the
failure of the main source of supstalled and put into sei'vice manuply; that is, a drop of 70% of norally, should the operator so desire.
mal voltage or less, the transfer
Under such a switch, the transfer
relay drops out causing the machine
is so fast that no break is noticed on the air. The machine can
to start and supply power to its
connected load. Interruption under
also be kept in service after normal is back if desired. A feature
these conditions is only four seconds. Should a failure be anticiworth mentioning is that the coil
pated (supply is erratic over a
of the transfer switch is not enperiod of time) the machine can
ergized except for a few seconds
be started without load and switchwhile a transfer is being made.
ed manually with no interruption
Over a period of time some saving
in service.
THIS TRANSMITTER AUXILIARY power plant at WIBW will go into in power is thus affected.
When the normal supply again
operation in case the regular power supply fails. Another plant serves
After proper adjustment of the
is restored to 90% or more of its the studios in case of emergency.
{Continued on page 27)
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Output

Uncertain,
Auto
Buying
Drops
being changed from day to day. for the automotive outlook despite
Spot Adaptability May
Aside from a few insertions in car curtailment orders from Washington. At least two companies
magazines whose forms close sevBring Improvement
eral weeks before publication, com- have been talking with network
During Season
mitments for space and time are representatives inquiring into costs
exceedingly unusual.
By Special Correspondent
etc., of staging chain shows sometime later in the model year. And
Out of the murky situation deDETROIT— The major introducvelops the indication that time pur- a feeling is growing in several
tory season for the new automochasing on behalf of the new model
companies that a fairly comprehenbiles is at hand. This month will
announcements is somewhat below
sive program of promotion may be
see close to a dozen presentations
necessitated
in the period ahead to
last
year
—
perhaps
as
much
as
of 1942 models, and the splurge of
initial showings will be over by 25% off. This consists mainly of move cars in a market made susspot announcements, as before. The
picious by reports of substitute mathe first week in October.
terials, thinned out by advancing
Unique this year is the fact that degree of reduction appears to be
buying
of
1941 models, and made
about
in
line
with
that
suffered
by
promotional plans are in a state of
skittish by substantially increased
confused flux never before seen in other media.
But all is not entirely pessimistic prices on the 1942's.
the agencies. Introduction dates are
The automotive production picture, on which the volume of promotional money ultimately hinges,
is considerably confused today.
On the one hand, OPM-OPACS
set up allotments for the 1942 model
year which will result in about a
50% diminution from comparative
figures of the 1941 span. These
vary with different companies,
smaller ones absorbing the smallest cuts, as follows :
A down-to-earth

"Gelling
wilh

idea for

every man

and

ihe Mosl

Oiil of Life Today

Dr.

William

woman

L. Slidger

Loyal followers provide a ready-made

audience

In this NBC Recorded Series of 78 five-minute programs, Dr. Stidger draws from his own rich Hfe and
presents the kind of forceful, down-to-earth philosophy every man and woman can understand and
enjoy. His hmnan anecdotes of people great and
small are inspirational gems that leave with the
listener practical solutions of the increasingly difficult
problem of "Getting the Most Out of
Ideal for local and spot advertisers
dignified program of wide appeal. Can
3 times weekly for 13 or 26 weeks at
low cost.

Life Today."
looking for a
be presented
unbelievably

In many instances, special music and scripts may
be made available to those advertisers who prefer
to present Dr. Stidger as a 15-minute feature.
Write today for presentation, rates and availability.
Or. your local radio station can arrange an audition.

ecorama
uivision
rding D
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA BIdg., Radio City, N.Y. • Merchandise Mart, Chicago • Trans-Lux BIdt., Washington, D. C. • Sunset & Vine, Hollywood
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Schedule
Output
Gen. Motors . 952.000 2,008,957
Chrysler 496,000 1,019,281
Ford
399,600 779,250
Studebaker __ 92,400 133.893
Hudson
68,800 94,165
Nash
58,000 90,560
Packard
60,000 72,122
Willys
21,500 25,504
TOTALS - 2.148,300
4.223.732

% cut
51.6
51.8
48.7
30.9
26.9
35.9
16.9
15.7
49.1

The degree of the cut was conditioned not only by the 1941 totals,
but by average output levels of recent years.
In addition to this passenger car
volume, however, truck operations
were an added factor. It was expected in Washington that truck
output during the 1942 model year
would approximate 1,189,000 units,
up 200,000 from last year. This
would make the overall vehicle production around 3,337,000 units as
against 5,200,000 last year — not
nearly as pronounced a reduction
as indicated by the passenger car
figures alone.
Virtually all companies allot advertising money on the basis of
unit output and sales. Consequently, the above figures may prove a
likely index to the ultimate amount
of promotional dollar spending.
But this may not hold entirely true,
as indicated in a roundtable discussion at Studebaker late in August. In response to a question from
S. J. Paul of Broadcasting's
Chicago office, Studebaker President Paul G. Hoffman said:
"Even though we could dispense
with advertising and still sell all
production assigned us, we will
continue to make appropriations on
the same basis as before, and there
is at least a strong possibility that
the appropriations for this model
season may be increased beyond
that amount."
Supply Problem
Beyond the question of Government curtailments, however, rises
the problem of raw material supBROADCASTING

plies. Auto men are frankly worried over the impact of priorities
on their supplies of such requirements as steel, copper, lead and
others. Many of them think that
shortages of such basic requirements will do more to keep down
their output than the Governmentevolved curtailments.
The entire picture was said by
one radio man close to the industry
to be shaping up as favorably to
radio as anything else — perhaps
more. He explained by declaring
that with production plans moving
on virtually a week-to-week basis,
the flexibility of spot announcing
had very important advantages over
the comparative rigidity of newspaper and magazine schedules.
Introductions have already been
made by Plymouth, Hudson, Packard and Willys, the first two of
which offered cooperative arrangements for dealers seeking to use
introductory radio.
Other introduction dates are
roughly shaping up this way:
Until Sept. 15— DeSoto, Chrysler, Nash.
Sept. 15 to Sept. 25— Ford, Lincoln-Zephyr, Pontiac, Dodge.
Sept. 25 to Oct. 5— Buick, Olds,
Cadillac, Chevrolet.
Ford Trucks to Maxon
ALL ADVERTISING of the Ford
truck division, including service,
parts and accessories, has been
awarded to Maxon Inc., now doing
Mercury and Lincoln-Zephyr accounts for the Ford Motor Co. Ford
passenger car advertising and dealer accounts remain with McCannErickson, which has had the entire
Ford account since last fall. Radio
Announcer Harry Wismer, who
was made account executive on the
Mercury and Lincoln-Zephyr accounts for Maxon last fall, is expected to add the contact work on
the Ford truck account to his duties.
Weaver Aids Francisco
S. L. WEAVER, advertising manager of American Tobacco Co.,
New York, is on leave of absence
to join Don Francisco, director of
the communications division of the
Nelson Rockefeller Inter-American
Committee. When Mr. Francisco
shifts his
headquarters
Washington from
New York toSept.
15,
Mr. ate
Weaver
join York
him. Associdirector will
in New
vdll be
Russell Pierce, advertising manager of the export information bureau of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Everard Meade
is
handlingto Mr.
Weaver's on
duties,
addition
advertising
Luckyin
Strike cigarettes.
Big List for Series
FOR THE THIRD consecutive year,
Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston,
has selected Red Barber of WOR,
New York, and Bob Elson of WGN,
Chicago, to describe the World
Series, broadcast again this fall
exclusively on MBS. Nearly 300
stations will carry the series, which
also will be shortwaved around the
world, with broadcasts to South
America in Spanish. The schedule
and dates of the games will be announced by Judge Kenesaw M.
Landis, high commissioner of baseball.
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Congressmen

'NO POLITICS'' Biggest
Mail-Pulling'^ 'Sustainer"
Open for Sponsorship
On Any Network

p
AT LAST smart showmanshi
has created the "different"
1. quiz-type show that combines
all the elements necessary to
provide a high audience rating and
an unparalleled vehicle for the promotion of any product with national distribution.
In two months "NO POLITICS"
developed into Columbia's biggest
"sustaining" mail-puller without
the aid of ballyhoo or large premiums. Now, it is available for sponsorship as a proven program with
aence.
nation-wide pre-developed audiRight now, while agencies and
clients are looking for that "different" program . . . "NO POLITICS" is ready to take to the air
with America's most newsworthy
group of personalities as your guest
stars . . . prominent Congressmen who make the front page headlines of the nation's newspapers.
Scheduled for the unseemly period of 1:30 to 2 P.M. Saturdays
during a spring test-series, this
novel show proved a genuine hit
from the outset. The only "hook"
was the $5 rewarded each person
whose questions "stuck" the panel.
Headline Congressmen Participate
Thirty-nine Congressmen have
given the public a wide variety of
lingo ranging from the soft drawl
of Georgia's Robert Ramspeck and
New Mexico's Clint Anderson to
the clipped Harvard diction of
Massachusett's brilliant young
Tom Eliot. Tennessee's Percy
Priest had the public alternately
laughing and crying with his hillbilly recitations and songs . . .
Washington's Coffee had the listeners gasping over his freakish
facility for recalling dates . . .
Ohio's Brown kept the show moving at a merry pace with his

MASTER OF CEREMONIES — ERNEST K.
LINDLEY, is well equipped to stand at the
helm of "NO POLITICS." A Rhodes scholar,
he has travelled extensively in Europe and
Africa. He covered Presidential campaigns
of Al Smith, Herhert Hoover and political
activities of President Roosevelt since his
governorship of New York. In 1937 he became Chief of the Washington Bureau of
"Newsweek" a position he still holds.
BROADCASTING

Star

on

New

Radio

UNUSUAL RESULTS from 13 -week sprmg sustammg series
on CBS forecasts tremendous possibilities for commercial sponsor. Congressmen prove real "box office" as their natural showmanship, ready wit and wide range of knowledge carried them
through rigid Saturday noon test-airing of this novel question
and answer show.

THE PANEL OF EXPERTS. Two new Congressmen are brought to the program each week,
a Democrat and a Republican being retained from former panels. By this routine every
state in the Union can be covered in the course of 26 broadcasts. Shown here, "off the
hill"
"on the
Congressmen
ThomasOhio.
Rolph, Calif. ; Jennings Randolph, W. Va. ;
Thomasand Eliot,
Mass.;spot"andare Clarence
J. Brown,
humorous heckling and scintillating wit, while John Vorys (also
Ohio) inserted his Yale sophistication to the delight of the amazingly
large and blase upper-bracket
group
"NO POLITICS" Coastto-coastof audience.
Proven Entertainment

between the public and these national legislators.
National Show — Local Impact
Left alone, without benefit of ballyhoo and promotional tie-ins, "NO
POLITICS"
prestige
entertainmentcarries
value afar
above and
the
average. With local promotions
timed to match the individual apTo quote "TIME" which devotpearance of various Congressmen,
ed an entire radio column to "NO
'a sponiof^ stands to get an imPOLITICS"—
"/w
the
wake
oj^
babies, wise guys and the public
pressive local impact in every community of the United States. Every
at large, four Congressmen took
to the air last fortnight to flaunt state and most Congressional Districts will, in the course of a sustheir information and mis-information on a quiz show . . . made
tained period, find its Congressquite a hit on its first rendition
men on "NO POLITICS" and the
result bids fair to outrival currently effective shows with localized
Despite the period of airing and
merchandising themes. Voters of
three changes in time in the course
the various states wiU be sure to
of a few months "NO POLITICS"
tune in when their state is repreheld and increased its audience —
sented on "NO POLITICS" and
became tops in mail-pulling among
the localized merchandising tie-ins
sustaining programs on the CBS
will
provide
sure-fire vehicle
network and achieved a not-to-be- for increased the
sales in the affected
sneezed-at "Crossley" rating. Hunareas. "NO POLITICS" will shed
dreds of letters poured in from
a brighter light of importance and
that hard-to-reach but important
prestige
to the sponsor's commer'teen-age market . . . youngsters
cial problems.
in high school, colleges and junior
colleges. College professors wrote
Publicity Producing Show
that "NO POLITICS" was "must
Front pages of newspapers are conlistening" for their classes. Hardbitten executives, radio-wise house- to the stantly
focusing of
reader's
attention
actions
Congress
and
wives, all professed delight with
the show. One lady wrote that, many individual Congressmen who
"It's a pleasure to meet our Conhave
appeared
on "NO
and are
available
for POLITICS"
future apgres men in their 'mental suspendpearances are the biegest newsmakers on Capitol Hill. Local paCongressmen Enjoyed Participation
pers will be ouick to publicize the
Many participants on the panel appearance of Congressmen from
their districts and a real tonnage
expressed
a keen desire to reach
ers'!"
the public in a human, friendly of prestige-building publicity will
atmosphere where politics was
benefit the sponsor of "NO iPOLItaboo . . . and stated that "NO
TICS". Answering today's problems of maintaining a powerful
POLITICS" did much to absolve
the 'stuffed shirt', 'political wind- public-relations program, "NO
bag' and 'ignoramus' labels that POLITICS" provides the ideal
a not-too-kind public is prone to combination of sales and good-will
tag on its national legislators. Also without divorcing one from the
that "NO POLITICS" did much to other and without requiring dual
handling and expense.
create more friendly understanding
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Show

Ernest Lindley "Speaker of House"
In meneach
are putprogram
through four
their Congresspaces by
Columnist Ernest Lindley and conducted with mock formality, closely patterned after parliamentary
procedure in the House of Representatives. Lindley complete with
gavel, enacts the part of the
"speaker." He outlines "the order
of business of the day." He "recognizes" the various "gentlemen
from such nouncer
and Hughsuch
a State."
Conover
is Anthe
"clerk" and his language, too, follows a parliamentary pattern.
When a question is missed, for
example, "Clerk" Conover intones, "I hereby introduce a bill,
H. R. 76, to appi*opriate $5 to be
mailed to Miss So-and-So who sent
it in. All in favor say aye, etc."
And the
to congressional similarity
conditions extends
also to
the acoustics. Instead of it being
broadcast from an acoustically perfect studio, the show is produced
in the Willard Room of the Willard Hotel, where marble pillars
and hie-h ceilings approximate the
echoing sounds heard from the
halls of Congress itself.
Audition Recordings Available
Every performance
"NO
POLITICS"
was recordedof during
the regular broadcasts and the
platters are available to any agency or prospective sponsor for audition purposes. In any cases where
inquiries are forthcoming from
recognized agencies they will be
protected to the fullest extent.
Henry J. Kaufman, Advertising,
Homer Building, Washington, D. C.
appears in such situations, purely
in the role of producer.

but SALES!
ITICS"
POLAVAILABLE
10 NOW

FOR

IMMEDIATE

SPONSORSHIP
ON ANY NETWORK
Proven Entertainment
"Natural" for Publicity
Easily Merchandised
Agency vited.
Inquiries
ore inThis organization
acts only as producer of
"No Politics" and full
"time" commissions will be
allowed agency acting for
sponsor.
WIRE OR WRITE AT ONCE
FOR AUDITION PLATTERS
Henry J. Kaufman Advertising
Homer Bldg., Washington, D. C.
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Boost
Iceland Lingo
THE FCC's new Foreign
Broadcast Monitoring Service
is staffed with translators
capable of dissecting almost
any foreign language broadcast. However, when Berlin
recently started to shortwave
to Iceland in Icelandic, Uncle
Sam's propaganda analysts
were stumped. FBMS was
about to send an SOS to the
State Department when one
of the FBMS staff translators. Miss Doma Westman,
mentioned that she talked Icelandic with her parents in
their home. So now German
"bombcasts" to Iceland are
being thawed out as they
come.

Deletion
Shown
XERA,

Dozen Changes Shown
ALL OFFICIAL doubt as to the
deletion of XERA, Villa Acuna,
Mexico, outlaw station formerly
operated by Dr. John R. Brinkley,
was removed by the Communications Ministry of Mexico last week
with the publication of its official
log of broadcast stations for August.
Since the Continental reallocation of standard broadcast stations
effected last March 29, XERA has
been off the air, but the station

„h

^^^i^ area at

VxVE, «hieU covers
not
COS.'.
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sicRed
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5000 >Nat
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Outlet

by Mexico's
New
Log
Villa Acuna, Off Air Since Last March;

Louisville
,„,„„e thau
purse is bulges
effective toy"*

. To tap this V

of

in New Offical List
was carried on the Mexican log
as slated for assignment on 800
kc. with 500,000 watts power. Conversations between the FCC and
the Mexican Communications Ministry, carried on through the State
Department, yielded the report
early this year that the Brinkley
station would not again take the
air. The August list, received in
Washington Sept. 3, however, for
the first time failed to show the
call letters of the former Brinkley
station.
Assignments Changes
The new list reveals about a
dozen deviations from the previous
official log published in June. Most
important of the shifts was a
switch in the assignments of highpowered stations on the 730 and
940 kc. channels. XEDP, Mexico
City, previously assigned to 730
kc. with 5i0 watts actual power but
with potential authorized power of
150,000 watts, was shifted to 940
kc. with the same power ratings.
XEQ, Mexico City, formerly assigned to 940 kc. with 50,000 watts,
switched to 730 kc.
Because 940 kc. is a Canadian
I-A channel, according to official
sources, maximum power for its
use in Mexico must be restricted
to 50,000 watts. Consequently, it
was thought the 150,000-watt potential power rating was in error.
The new log reveals that XEJB,
with 5,000 watts, at Guadalajara,
Jal., has been assigned to 1010 kc.
XEBG, 500-watt station at Tijuana, was deleted from 1010 kc.
and was moved to 1550 kc. with
1,000 watts.
XENT, 50,000-watt station formerly licensed to Norman T.
Baker, of Muscatine. la., remains
on 1140 kc. at Nuevo Laredo, across
from Laredo, Tex., with 50,000
watts. The new log shows that
XEON, with 2,000 watts, at Tijuana, has been shifted from 1140
kc. to 1420 kc.
XEJS, Cananea, using 100 watts
but authorized to increase to 500
watts, was deleted from 1150 kc.
An increase in power for XEH,
Monterrey, on 1250 kc, from 250
watts authorized to 500 watts
night, 1,000 watts day in authorized output was listed. The station
was shown with 100 watts at present.On 1270 kc. XEGL, Navojoa,
Sonora, was listed as a new station with 500 watts. XEBC, 100watter at Morelia, Mich., was deleted.
Newly assigned to 1330 kc. with
1,000 watts was XECF, Los Mochis. Sin., which was shifted from
1340 kc. XEJK, 100-watter at Chihuahua on 1340 kc, also was deleted.
Assignment of XEHF, Nogales,
BROADCASTING

in

Facilities

For Four Stations
wo wo Gets Special Grant;
Awards to KMPC, WNBF
AT ITS FIRST regular meeting
in several weeks, the FCC last
Wednesday authorized improved facilities for four standard broadcast
stations.
WOWO, Fort Wayne, was given
a special service authorization to
operate on 1190 kc. with 10,000
watts fulltime, for the period ending Feb. 1, 1942. The station is
slated for ultimate 50,000-watt
operation.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., was
granted a modification of construction permit to install a new transmitter and increase its power to
10,000 watts on 710 kc, with a
directional for day and night use.
The station now operates on 710
kc. with 5,000 watts day and 1,000
watts night, unlimited time, but
has held a construction permit for
5,000 watts at night.
WNBF Transfer
WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., was
authorized to shift its frequency
from 1490 to 1290 kc. and increase
its power from 250 watts unlimited
time to 5,000 watts day and night.
It will install a new transmitter,
shift its location and use a directional antenna at night.
WIAC, San Juan, Puerto Rico,
was granted a modification of construction permit, subject to installation of a directional antenna if
objectionable interference is caused,
to increase its night power from
1,000 watts to 5,000 watts on 580
kc. The directional was specified to
avoid objectionable interference
with WDBO, Orlando.
WCAU Staff Changed
STAFF CHANGES at WCAU,
Philadelphia, brought about by the
resignation of Harry Marble, assistant program director, necessitated the revamping of the production and program departments. Mr.
Marble left Sept. 1 to join CBS in
New York. Wally Sheldon was
moved up to fill the vacated post.
Harry Mcllvain, another announcer, was also assigned to the production department. Vacancies in
the announcing staff were filled by
Joe Bolton, formerly of CBS in
New York, and Jim Newell, of
WEEI, Boston.
In the engineering department,
where Technical Director John G.
Leitch was called up for naval
duty, Dave Gillette was named assistant to George Lewis, now acting technical director.
with 1,000 watts on 1370 kc. was
announced, along with deletion of
XEAF, Nogales, 1,000-watter from
the same frequency. XEHL, Guadalajara, 500-watter, also was assigned to 1370 kc.
XEF, Ciudad Juarez, Chih., was
shifted from 1400 to 1420 kc.
XEKJ, Acapulco, Gro., was assigned to 1400 kc with 250 watts.
XETU, Tampico, was newly assigned to 1460 kc. with 1,000 watts.
• Broadcast
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KDYL, KPRC SEEK
ACCESS TO CLEARS
TWO ADDITIONAL applications
for assignment on existing clear
channels, seeking their breakdown,
were filed with the FCC last week.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, applied
for 10,000 watts on 880 kc, upon
which WABC, New York, 50,000watt key station of CBS, is the
dominant outlet, in lieu of its present 5,000-watt assignment on 1320
kc. KOIN, Portland, Ore., applied
for 10,000 watts on 770 kc, upon
which WJZ, New York, 50,000-watt
key of the NBC-Blue Network, is
the dominant station.
KPRC, Houston, operating with
5,000 watts on 950 kc, has applied
for 10,000 watts day and 5,000
watts night on the same frequency,
in line with pending applications of
WIBW, Topeka, and WCHS,
Charleston, for horizontal daytime
power increases to 10,000 watts on
regional facilities.
Among others, there are pending
before the FCC applications of
WCKY, Cincinnati, for assignment
on 640 kc, occupied by KFI, Los
Angeles, and of KGIR, Butte, for
assignment on 660 kc, the WEAF,
New York, clear channel. The FCC
recently authorized WHDH, Boston, to operate fulltime with 5,000
watts on the 830 kc. clear channel
occupied by KOA, Denver, but an
appeal is pending.
CALL LETTERS of the new WMDF,
local in Greenwood, S. C, authorized to Grenco Inc. [Broadcasting,
Jan. 13] have been changed to
WCRS.

THE

ARMY

CAPTURES

A

STATION

KELD, El Dorado, Taken Over by Second Army
And Operated for an Entire Day
as it was capturing things,
The following press telegram was received by BROADwouldn't come down and capture
CASTING, Sept. 2. It is prethe City Hall, where she worked.
sented verbatim. The special
Capt. Barney Oldfield, the radio
correspoyident was F. E. Bolls,
relations director in charge of the
general manager of KELD:
operation, had to lock the studio
to keep enough staff on hand to
run the station.
STATION KELD was "captured"
by the Second Army radio relaWe understand this is the first
tions department last Tuesday
time
the Army has ever taken commorning. The engineers were sent
charge and operated a radio
fishing. The announcers were sent stationpletethroughout
the day during
home, and the manager stayed in maneuvers.
his office and chewed his nails.
But the Army did a good job.
Men who were formerly with large
Pepsodeiit Resumes
stations and networks prior to the PEPSODENT Co., Chicago (toothArmy, did a masterful piece of powder, paste), after a summer
programming.
lay-off, on Sept. 23 resumes the
Highlight of the early part of weekly half-hour Bob Hope Show
the day was the Household Hints on 69 NBC-Red stations, Tuesday,
program, which was taken over by 10-10:30 p.m. (EDST), originating
Sergt. William Duncan. He talked the initial broadcast from that city.
about garden bulbs, flowers, rais- Following three programs are to
ing and feeding children, and the emanate from Washington, New
usual tips to the housewife. Lieut. York and Cleveland, with the comedian and his trope resuming
Rankin Roberts, for the stock market reports, was selected as a from Hollywood Oct. 21 for balfinancial expert because he had
ance of the season. Besides Bob
been able to manage on a second
Hope, show will continue to feature
lieutenant's pay.
Jerry Colonna, with Skinnay Ennis
The maneuver was explained as and orchestra. Frances Langford
a tactical exercise for the radio
joins the show as permanent vocalmen, to school them in the manner
ist. Ben Gage has been signed as
of taking over and operating an announcer, taking over assignment
"enemy" radio station.
held by Bill Goodwin last season.
Only incident to mar the pro- William Lawrence continues as
ceedings was a woman who called Lord & Thomas Hollywood proup and asked if the Army, as long ducer.

yEP/W€

./

1. IF YOU WANT BOTH DALLAS AND
FORT WORTH MARKETS . . .
You must bear in mind the extreme rivalry
between these cities . It's a situation unique
in American broadcasting — each city beng fanatically loyal to its own station and
ts own marketing area. The solution? Simple as A B C— use both WRR, Dallas and
KFJZ, Fort Worth! And here is the important
thing . . .
COVER BOTH MARKETS FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE!
Yes — you can use both WRR, Dallas and
KFJZ, Fort Worth at the price you would
expect to pay for one station of equal
power in this market. Two full-time 5,000
watt stations — day and night — on two different frequencies (WRR — 1310 K.C. —
KFJZ — 1270 K.C.) for the price of one.'
BROADCASTING
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New York Club Resumes
RADIO EXECUTIVES CLUB of
New York will resume its weekly
Broadcasters Bull Session luncheons
for the winter season on Oct. 1. Officers for the 1941-42 season are : John
Hymes, Lord & Thomas, president ;
Alnian Taranto, Ted Bates Inc., and
Arthur Sinsheimer, Peck Adv. Agency,ardvice-presidents
; Ed Devney,
Wilson Co., secretary,
and HowBill
Wilson. William G. Rambeau Co..
treasurer.

Each station delivers a powerful signal
throughout this entire market including the
other's local area. This is the best way for
advertisers to cover these two important,
rival markets.

CAUGHT

LIST'NIN'TOA
HIM
DALLAS
STATION

EYE-FILLING ASSIGNMENT for
WSOO, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
was undertaken with apparent relish by Carl Jampel, production
manager of the station, when
WSOO broadcast the entire floor
show from the Grand Hotel Casino
on Mackinac Island, swank summer resort in the Mackinac Straits.
Here he gave a word picture of the
snake dance by Gail Taylor.

3. USE BOTH STATIONS IN COMBINATION.
WRR. Dallas and KFJZ, Fort Worth are connected by permanent lines making it possible for advertisers to broadcast simultaneously on both stations or at different times
— at one talent cost.
Both stations are affiliated with the Texas
State Network and the Mutual Broadcasting
System.

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

nno comPAnv
NEW YORK . DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO '
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^Qleichgeschaltet^^^Fate
of Europe^ ately
srequisitioned
Radio
by the French
WAR in Europe has had Planes Bombed
THE
Government and used for French
or Parachutists Seized
a devastating influence upon
the radio field there, not only
propaganda
broadcasts.Broadcasting
The Luxembourg
bringing to a standstill but
Stations as First Quarry
ng
lly
Co. tried, of course, to gain permisone of the
destroyi
practica
sion from_ the French and from the
By
HERBERT
ROSEN
most prosperous and thriving of
German
Government to reopen
es.
pean
stri
The ruth
indu
the Euro
their station, but it was never
less destruction involved an
enormous loss, running into the IF NOT BOMBED out of existence, then 'gleichgeschaltet' or granted. So the operators got the
millions, and it has put an end to brought into conformity with the plans and ideology of the idea of putting their station at the
disposal of Geneva and operating
the creative activities of many init under the auspices of the Red
dividuals forced to see the work of Nazi conqueror — that's what has happened to most of Europe's
Cross. The matter was nearly settheir lifetime wiped out of exis- broadcasting systems and plants, including some of the finest
tled when, suddenly, in May, 1940
tence.
installations in the world. Mr, Rosen, onetime representative
the Germans began their big offenIt is well known that the setup
sive and invaded Holland, Belgium
of radio in Europe was quite dif- in Berlin and Paris of various American transcription and proand Luxembourg.
ferent from the American. The
The Luxembourg transmitter
main difference consisted in the
gram producers, recently arrived in this country and has re- building was occupied by German
fact that in Europe there were
established his Radio Press Service in New York. Here he re- parachutists at dawn — there was
practically no private radio outno resistance to be expected in so
fits. All stations are owned by the
views the effects of the war on European broadcasting in genState.
small a country — and Radio Luxembourg is today hooked up with
eral and certain of the more important stations in particular.
In the course of the last few
the German transmitters.
years before the war the radio
The Germans use this station,
gained fast in importance as an private transmitters told me that closed when the war broke out.
can be heard particularly
instrument for propaganda. In the Germans had cleared away all There were only a few officials which
well in England, for propaganda
nearly all the European countries
the materials from every radio sta- who, upon the general exit of Bel- broadcasts to that country. For
there were radio stations and
tion in Paris, including very fine
gium, were foresighted enough to
take the more valuable parts of music the Nazis use American
Broadcasting Houses — some not record libraries, which contained
their stations, as tubes, etc., with transcriptions, which they found
quite finished at the beginning of rarities that can never be replaced.
either in Luxembourg or at Radio
The same happened to the dif- them when they departed. The
the war — which could compete in
Normandie (such American music
beautiful new broadcasting house
ferent transcription and program
size and beauty with the most modof the Institut Nationale Beige de libraries as that of Standard Raern radio studios here in America.
firms in Paris, where all the sounddio). A Swiss radio paper comRadiodiffusion in Brussels, which
Brit today there is not much left recording cars were confiscated. The
mented: "The song is the same,
of all this — with the exception of Germans were, of course, mainly had been inaugurated in April, 1939,
is
partly
destroyed
today,
after
Germany, of course.
interested in finding some propaonly the tone is new".
Dutch Won't Cooperate
ganda material which they could the German bombardments of the
Radio Trained Parachutists
Radio in Holland suffered a
use for their own transmissions
city. Its Broadcasting House had
In an invasion it was always the over the shortwave stations in for- not only the largest transmittergreat deal. In that country there
task of the advance guards, and
eign languages. One gained the im- room in the world, but also the were five different broadcasting
pression that here also everything third-largest concert hall in Europe.
even of the troop-protecting bombcompanies. They selected their proWhen I visited the station in
ers, to put the radio stations out had been worked out beforehand
grams mainly from a confessional
of commission, so that they will not and that everything was done ac- April, 1939 and expressed my de- viewpoint, but nevertheless their
light over the size and beauty of cooperation was excellent and their
be able to send out news or inforcording to well-oi'ganized plan.
mation. Even if a station escaped
If we look at Europe today, we the building, the director remarked : work successful. The Dutch pro"What's the use. The house is
grams were the most popular in
bombardment, it was usually de- will not be able to find many stabeautiful and we have worked over
Europe for nearly 20 years. But
stroyed by its own people who
tions which are not completely unthe invading Germans believed that
would rather blow it up than see
der the German influence. In oc- the plans and sketches for more
than three years. We have travelled individuality and freedom were unit fall into the hands of the enemy.
cupied France there is only Radiodesirable for the Dutch, and they
But the latter course was not al- Paris still working, and it gives through the whole world and have
soon dissolved all the broadcasting
consulted the leading technicians
ways possible.
one a queer feeling to hear the ancompanies, putting in their place
and experts in the radio-acoustic
Radio played a much more imnouncer there saying: "Hier die field and we can proudly say that one
tion. single State-owned organizaportant part in the German con- deutschen Sender mit Radio-Paris"
it is today really the most perfect
duct of the war than is commonly
("This is the German broadcast of Broadcasting House in the world.
In December, 1940 Arthur Seysssupposed. The German troops tried Radio-Paris") , followed by an"But then there will be a small
Inquart, the Reich-Commissioner
always to get hold of radio stanouncements, music and news bul- plane
that will some day drop just for the Lowlands, decreed that the
tions before they could be destroyed
letins in German.
one single bomb and everything
construction, maintenance and exby the defenders, so as to use the
Vichy Under the Heel
ploitation of all radio transmitters
sender for the distribution of their
will be gone." Unfortunately, the
man was right. That is what ac- in occupied Holland are subject to
faked news and to frighten the
All other stations in the occutually happened. This is not so the exclusive control of the German
pied zone have been silenced, but
population into a panic. Specially
Government. By a further decree
trained parachutists had to take the Vichy Government is trying to very strange since the all-white
building
was
situated
on
a
hill
and
of
March, 1941 that the organizaorganize a new radio service in
the station by surprise. Incidentaltion and the execution of all proly, these parachutists were in most the unoccupied zone, with the nine bound to attract any pilot.
grams is exclusively in the hands
cases trained radio technicians.
Nazis
Use
Luxembourg
stations "graciously" granted to
of the German Government.
them by the Germans. They are
Many may be astonished to hear
It is quite natural that the Dutch
Confiscate Everything
only allowed to send a "unified"
that the powerful and commercialresented
this "reorganization". In
The Germans used a similar tech- program
which is composed in Marly operated Radio Luxembourg was
the past listeners would send a
seille and automatically accepted
nique in occupying studios in the
spared from destruction and that it voluntary contribution to the broadinvaded cities. Broadcasting houses
by all the other stations. Their
is today one of the most important
casting company they preferred, in
were always among the first build- sending time has been limited to 7 German radio stations. Radio Lux- yearly or monthly installments.
a.m. to 9 p.m. and their power
ings to be occupied by invading
embourg was forced to abandon
Many million florins were collected
troops. Here, also, trained radio has been greatly reduced. Needbroadcasting in September, 1939 at in that manner and the Dutch sendexperts were among the troops
ers had, even if their buildings
less to say, their programs are en- the outbreak of hostilities, as the
who took charge. The Germans
tirely Gernian-infiuenced and the first battles were fought around were not colossal, very luxuriously
went so far as to confiscate all stations were mouthpieces for
decorated studios with valuable
Luxembourg's
studio which hadfrontiers.
been in The
Paris main
and pictures, sculptures and antique
Nazi propaganda.
the interesting and important mafurniture.
terial they could lay hands on and
Radio in Belgium has suffered
from where "in peacetime" the
The Germans have now ordered
to send it to Germany. The direc- greatly. The small private radio broadcasts used to be carried to
(Continued on page 22)
tor of one of the greatest French
stations were either destroyed or Luxembourg by wire, was immediPage 20
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Southeast
Normal

Outside

Time

Zone

Other Regions Will Return to
Standard Zone Sept. 28
CLOCKS in daylight saving time
areas, except in the Southeast, will
turn back to standard time Sept.
28 when the customary daylight
saving season ends, it was indicated
last Tuesday by Chairman Leland
Olds, of the Federal Power Commission.
The Southeast, because of an existing power emergency growing
out of an early-season drought and
huge demands for electrical energy
by aluminum plants, will be the
only area in the country adhering
to fast time during the fall and
winter, unless individual localities
desire or are called upon by the
Federal Government to do so.
Chairman Olds indicated.
Committee Delay
With the DST season drawing
to a close, it is becoming increasingly evident that legislative proposals designed to provide wartime
daylight saving time probably will
get little attention from Congress
until next year. At best the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee will not get around to
give further consideration to any
DST proposal until latter September, since the House is in recess
until Sept. 15. Several weeks ago
the committee completed hearings
on a White House-backed bill authorizing the President to blanket
individual regions with daylight
saving time when the need arises.
Chairman Olds stated that the
FCC would not call for continuation of DST in any region "unless
there
a real Hepower
in thatis area.
addedemergency"
that the
situation in the Southeast would
be restudied to determine whether
the fast time would be necessary
through December, as now contemplated.
Before the House committee concluded its hearings on the DST
question, it was evident that President Roosevelt's recommendations
had brought about the establishment of daylight time where
needed, and that legislation probably would be unnecessary. So far
as broadcasters are concerned,
neither the principal pending proposal nor the regional observance
of DST, following White House
hints that it would be a good thing
as a defense production expedient,
will solve their semi-annual programming headaches. Industry
spokesmen have indicated the only
solution would be establishment of
a system of universal daylight
time.
I
EC's Five in New York
B.C. REMEDY Co., Durham, N. C.
(B.C. Headache powders), on Sept.
II started a 52-week schedule pf parI ticipations and spot announcements on
1the followins New York stations :
IjWOV WABC WOR WHN and
hVBNY. Agency is Chas. W. Hoyt
Co., New York.
BROADCASTING

"KNX

makes

Says

Druggist

O. W. Heying

them

ask

for

it"

Heying

runs a thriving pharmacy

in Anaheim,

CaHfornia.

He has run it since 1909, but he has kept pace with

modern

techniques of selHng.
People state their demands
Southern

Cahfornia

it's KNX

by brand

name

nowadays

— and in

that does the biggest job of estab-

lishing brand preference.
Druggist Heying
on KNX,

puts it this way: "When

my customers

a product is advertised

ask for it here in the store right away."

People on the retail sales front know the
KNX

demand that KNX

creates. They're face-to-

face with consumer reaction to KNX's power
to sell. They pick KNX as best bet in the
lOSANGEIES

00
COLUMBIA'S 50,0
STATION
OWNED AND OPERATED

REPRESENTED
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West's richest market — because KNX
reaches most people.

FOR
ALL
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
BY THE
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

SALES: New York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Charlotte, and San Francisco
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ONLY

PRESTO

GIVES

A

Glass

YOU

Base

With

THIS

Recording

Two

Disc

Holes

... A center hole protected by a brass eyelet to insure a
snug, concentric fit on the turntable shaft and to prevent
chipping when the disc is removed from the table. Unprotected center holes start cracks, cause "wows".
... A second hole for the drive pin that is vitally necessary to drive your cutting mechanism without slippage.
Lack of a positive drive causes imperfect grooving,
ruined recordings.
These exclusive features together with the extra thickness of the base make the Presto Glass Disc as safe to
handle as an ordinary transcription.
Recording Engineers tell us that Presto glass discs
give a better quality of reproduction, less surface noise
because of their extra smoothness and rigidity. They are
worth trying at your station. Ask your distributor for a
sample shipment today.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: If you are using Presto recoated aluminum discs as well as glass discs, ask your
distributor for our new thin rubber turntable mat. The
thin mat compensates exactly for the difference in thickness of the discs, keeps the adjustment of your cutting
mechanism and needle angle corrett for both types.
You will receive a thin mat without charge with your
first order for Presto Glass Discs.

PRESTO
RECORDING CORP.
242 WEST.55th ST.H.Y.
World's Largesl Manutactur
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'Gleichgeschaltet'
{Continued
from page 20)
that each listener has to pay a
monthly due — there is nothing
"voluntary" in Germany — ^but it
seems that they cannot get even the
tenth part of what was contributed
in the past.
Heroism in Poland
If we look further around Europe
today, we see the same picture. In
Poland only the Warsaw station is
working, all the others have either
been destroyed or shut down. Of the
director of the Krakow radio station, Bronislaw Winiarz, the following story is told:
In September, 1939, Krakow was
one of the main objectives of the
German drive on Poland. Though
the battle was raging for the beleaguered town, Winiarz stayed at
the microphone calming the population and encouraging the troops.
Even when the German soldiers
had entered Krakow, he did not admit the fact at his microphone, but
kept on goading the defending
Poles to new assaults on the enemy.
When the radio station was surrounded and the Germans started
occupying the plant, he barricaded
the door to the sending room, withholding the Nazis for a while.
Finally they broke the door in and
the microphone went silent. Bronislaw Winiarz had died in his radio
station.
In Yugoslavia and in Greece
there are no radio stations working
at the moment, but the Germans
are erecting new temporary stations. Nothing has been destroyed
in countries which were invaded
"peacefully", like Denmark, Bulgaria and Roumania, and their radio stations have remained intact,
even if the program selection and
the news bulletins, like the press in
these countries, are carefully
chosen to please the Nazis.
No Voice But Germany's
Principally all radio stations are
"gleichgeschaltet" and there is actually— except for Great Britain —
no That
voice is
in shown
Europe very
but Germany's.
clearly in
longwave transmission, which exists
in Europe along with short and
medium waves. Before the war
there were 12 stations: Droitwich
(England), Zeesen (Germany),
Hilversum (Holland), Karlundburg (Denmark), Lahti (Finland),
Leningrad (USSR), Moscow
(USSR), Motala (Sweden), Oslo
(Norway), Radio Paris (France),
Radio Roumania and Radio Luxembourg. Of these stations, Hilversum, Karlundburg, Luxembourg,
Oslo and Radio Paris (are now in
German-occupied territory and
broadcast the same program as
Zeesen, whereas Lahti, Motala and
Radio Roumania are completely
under German influence. Thus there
are nine stations over which Germany broadcasts its propaganda
day and night
whichDroitwich
"cover"
completely
the and
British
and the two Russian senders.
This gives you a fair picture of
the broadcasting situation in Europe today. The neutral countries,
BROADCASTING

especially Switzerland, though they
try their best, are not powerful
enough to counteract effectively
the huge German propaganda net,
and they have to follow the rule
laid down for them by their respective Governments: to retain their
neutrality. This rules makes a program selection that is up-to-date
extremely difficult.
Freedom of the radio in Europe
had to perish wherever the Germans appeared.
Pacquins on Coast
PACQUINS Inc., Los Angeles
(hand cream), on Sept. 28 starts
sponsoring ter-hour
the program.
twice-weekly
Speakingquar-of
Glamour, on 6 NBC-Pacific Blue
stations (KECA KGO KFBK
KWG KERN KOH), Sunday,
11:15-11:30 a.m.; Wednesday,
5-5:15 p.m. (PST). Contract is for
22 weeks. Frances Scully, commentator, besides relating true life
love stories of film and radio stars,
will also discuss current Hollywood
fashions. Hal Gibney, NBC anto give the
male'sis slant
on fashionnouncer, istrends.
Agency
Wm.
Esty & Co., Hollywood.
LEO M. HOWARD,
formerly
chandising and promotion
directormer-of
KOAM, Pittsburg, Kan., has joined
KFBI, AViehita, in a similar capacity.
Bob Gadberry, also formerly of
KOAM,
caster. has joined KFBI as sportsKILO are the call letters assigned
the new regional in Grand Forks,
D., authorized Aug. 22 to Dalton
LaMasurier [Broadcasting, Sept.

to
N.
E.
1].

INDIANA
RE'Soffers state* Full-timeHEWIBC
wide coverage to the alert advertiser who wants to sell Hoosierland.
You get it in one convenient package as the map shows.
Large shaded area daytime 0.5
MV. Line 5000 watts — non-directional. Inside area 0.5 MV. nights
1000 watts.
Indiana's Friendly Station Serves IHoosierland
*
WIBC
*
INDIANAPOLIS
Mutual Broadcasting System
Represented
by HOWARD
H. WILSON
New York,
Chicago, Kansas
City CO.
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Effective

Point-of-Sale

Lauded
as Means
of Stimulating Sales
EFFECTIVENESS with which ra- being made amounted to 109% over
dio advertising can be supple- the previous three weeks.
A number of other examples were
mented and merchandised with
cited — all aimed to indicate how
point-of -purchase material was emradio programs lend themselves to
phasized at a point-of-sale symposium of the 14th annual Na- point-of-purchase merchandising,
tional Food Distributors Assn. at and a number of pieces of effective
the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, Aug. point-of-purchase cut-outs were
demonstrated at the symposium.
20-23. NFDA is an organization
of food companies — such as Best
Foods Corps., Kraft Cheese Co.,
Standard Brands, etc. — who, with
Wiirlitzer Placing
completely stocked fleet of trucks,
take orders and distribute to indi- RUDOLPH WURLITZER Co., Cincinnati (musical instruments) has
vidual grocers in one operation.
placed five-minute transcribed proPorter Leach, merchandising
grams five times weekly on WON,
and advertising consultant of New
Chicago,
and WEBR, BuflPalo; six
York, chairman of the symposium,
weekly on WWJ, Detroit; five fiveexplained that "there is a great minutes and quarter-hour weekly
need for coordination between local on WBNS, Columbus; quarter-hour
and national advertising, and the six times a week on WMCA, New
NFDA is endeavoring to evolve an York. More stations will be added
according to Schwimmer & Scott,
intelligent plan of point-of-sale
Chicago, the agency.
merchandising to make the advertiser's local expenditures in radio
more resultful and profitable. Case
histories of successful radio campaigns tied-in closely with local
store promotion were cited.
Citations of Success

Edward Sajous, executive secretary of the Point-of -Purchase Institute, gave an example of a retailer
who checked his store display of a
well-advertised domestic wine before and after a series of local spot
announcements. The first week,
sales rose 9%. The second week,
however, when radio advertising
and his point-of-purchase displays
were coordinated, sales increased
52%. Another example was given
of a semi-local brewery, that, during the second week of sponsorship
of a local newscast, coordinated
point-of-sale displays with the program, and checked a sales increase
of 76%, according to Mr. Sajous.
Albert Dane, sales manager of
John E. Cain Co., Boston, manufacturers of mayonnaise products, related two-week check-up of sales
in New England territory in connection with participations on the
Yankee network Marjorie Mills
program, showed a 7% increase
over the preceding two weeks. Two
weeks later, Mr. Dane said, when
the company tied in their radio
program at point-of-sale, used window stickers, counter and floor displays, their sales increased 51%.
Another example cited of the effectivenes ofstore displays, when
tied-in with radio advertising, was
the NBC-Red Fibber McGee &
Molly program sponsored by S. C.
Johnson & Son, Racine. The sale
of Johnson's wax in a group of test
stores was checked for a three-week
period — results showing a normal
Iincrease. The following three
i weeks, when large life-like cut-out
I displays of Fibber and Molly on
1 a bicycle on which a wire basket
!had been attached to hold a confsiderable number of cans of the
product were displayed in a promii nent position in a hardware store,
the resulting increase of sales in
the store in which the test was
BROADCASTING

Annual Lutheran Series
To Exceed 300 Stations

Merchandising

3

IN SEARCH of a new transmitter
site, KGER, Long Beach, Cal. is
taking field measurements on land
and water throughout Southern
California. Here is Chief Engineer
Jay Tapp aboard a yacht off Long
Beach, taking measurements.
JANET McRORIE, editor of the
NBC continuity acceptance department, is author of an article on
"Premium Offers" in the July Premium Practice Magazine, reprints of
which are available from the NBC
promotion department.

WNNEkS

THE Lutheran Laymen's League,
St. Louis, has announced that its
Sunday Lutheran Hour will resume Oct. 19 not only on 126 or
more stations of MBS but also via
transcriptions on 175 or more additional stations in this country
and in Alaska, Hawaii, the Philippines, China and several Latin
American nations. Contracts, placed
by Kelly, Zahrndt & Kelly, St.
Louis, are for 26 weeks, and call
for 1:30-2 p.m. (EST) on eastern
stations and 4-4:30 p.m. on western
stations. Some stations will take
the
program
off inthetheline
broadcast
it later
day.and reAs in the past the program will
consist of an address by Dr. Walter
A. Maier, noted Lutheran educator,
and choral music by the Lutheran
Hour Chorus, male singers from
the student body of Concord Seminary where Dr. Maier is professor
of Semitic languages.

FOR

SALE

LATE
EVENING
NEWSMost listened to during these critical times, are news programs (as proved by a recent radio poll).
Therefore, WHEC has made available a late evening news period — particularly valuable because
time differences cause many important news flashes to come through during the evening hours.
Bill Despard and Ross Woodbridge, popular WHEC announcers, alternate evenings in the
presentation
of this program, making use of WHEC's excellent news-gathering facilities, both
locally and INS.
10:45 TO 11:00 EACH WEEKDAY NIGHT
MERRY-GO-ROUNDLil<e the real article a ride on Ford Cowing's Mcrry-Go-Round is a continuous round of fun.
The purpose of this program is informal entertainment, -jokes, local items, etc. plus transcribed music (sometimes by request). "Helios" from soldiers on leave add the patriotic touch.
Merry-Go-Round comes in attractive 15-minute packages, flexible and full of personality,
with a ready to use audience thrown in.
11:15 TO 12:00 EACH WEEKDAY NIGHT

THREE
MEALS
A
DAYMore than just a recipe program. Charlotte Edwards does just what the title implies — plans
three complete meals a day. Practicality is the watchword and the menus are skillfully coordinated totake advantage of the previous day's leftovers.
The recipes are not given on the air but are offered free with menus upon request, giving a
mail and phone response that amounted during the first two weeks to almost 500 requests.
4:00 TO 4:15 P. M. MONDAYS THROUGH FRIDAYS
For Further Informafion
H. nuj^iiici
Raymer Co.
Or Wire
WHEC Collect
'iiiiuiivil Write
wwiiic IPaul
uwi II*
vv« vi
wi
Representatives
ROCHESTER
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
N.Y.
New York - - Chicago
BASIC CBS
Detroit - ' San Francisco WHEC
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Transmitters

Delivered

Eight Stations by WE
DELIVERY of eight new 5,000watt transmitters to standard
broadcast stations during the last
few weeks, from the assembly line
at Western Electric 's specialty
products shop at Kearney, N. J.,
was announced last week by F. R.
Lack, specialty products manager.
The transmitters went to WJAR,
Providence; KHJ, Los Angeles;
WRR, Dallas; KFJZ, Fort Worth;
WGES, Chicago; KFUO, St. Louis;
WIBA, Madison, Wis., and KOAC,
Corvallis, Ore.
Production activity was ascribed
to more numerous power increase
authorizations by the FCC. Western Electric said the FCC apparently is mindful that "expansion
of the nation's radio communications represents a vital adjunct of
the
national
defense program"
that it has therefore
authorizedanda
great many smaller stations to step
up to 5,000 watts or more.

Eichenberger Named
JACK EICHENBERGER, for the
last 17 months assistant news editor of KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore.,
on Aug. 25 was
named manager
of public
relations and research
for the two NBC
outlets by Managing Director
Arden X. Pangborn. In addition
to his new duties,
Mr. Eichenberger
Mr. Eichenberger for
n^o^ths several
has handled public relations woi-k for the
stations.
Radiotunes Appointments
ELMORE WHITE, professional manager of Radiotunes Inc., BMI sublias announced
thea appoiutment of sidiary,
Charles
Gordon as
member
of the New York staff ; Jack Perrin
as manager of the Chicago office and
Alan wood
Ross
office. as manager of the Holly-

Harrel Joins WBEN
CHARLES T. HARRELL, formerly of the University of Minnesota
radio station, WLB, and more recently with the Library of Congress in research and radio production work, is now a member of
the staff of WBEN, Buffalo, in
charge of public service programs.
Mr. Harrell is the originator of
the NBC-Blue Hidden History and
wrote, directed and produced
Books and the Neivs now beingpresented via transcriptions over
300 stations under the auspices of
the Library of Congress. Another
Harrell production is Our Toivn,
Its Story, two of the first public
Health defense shows sponsored by
the U. S. Public Health Service
now on numerous stations in Army
camp areas.
HAYING dropped his application for
a new 1.000-watt station on 1600 kc.
in Ann Arbor, Mich.. James F. Hopkins, operator of W.JBK, Detroit, has
reapplied to the FCC for a 1,000-watt
daytime
communityoutlet on 1050 kc. in that
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WGST

Asked

Georgia Tech Files Petition;
Lucas- Jenkins Proposal
FOLLOWING continuance of the
hearing scheduled Sept. 3 for an
FCC inquiry into the management
contract under which WGST, Atlanta, is operated, the Georgia
School of Technology, license of the
station, last week filed a petition
for renewal of license either under
the present management-contract
basis or on condition that the contract be terminated and a new arrangmenet made restoring control
of the station to the university.
WGST since 1930 has been operated by Sam Pickard, former Federal radio commissioner and onetime CBS vice-president, and Clarence L. Calhoun, Atlanta attorney,
under a contract dated to run until
1950 whereby they pay the university
10% Negotiations
of the station's
receipts.
between
Georgia Tech representatives and
the management have been under
way for some time looking toward
adherence
to the
FCC's
requirement that the
licensee
be restored
to control of the station. The station, it is stated, has been earning
a net profit of $150,000 annually
in recent years.
Lucas-Jenkins OflFer
These negotiations, it is reported,
are still in progress, but in the
meantime the regents of the university have received another offer
to manage the station. This came
from Arthur Lucas and William
Jenkins, Georgia chain theatre
operators who are also identified
with the ownership of WRDW,
Augusta; WMOG, Brunswick;
WLAG, LaGrange, and WSAV,
Savannah, all in the State.
According to the proposed LucasJenkins contract filed with the Commission, they would agree to operate the station under a salary of
$10,000 a year, $5,000 to each,
guaranteeing $30,000 a year to
Georgia Tech plus 25% of the station's net income. Their contract,
it is stipulated, would be cancellable if the payments to the
school amount to less than $50,000
a year.
AT REQUEST of applicant, the FCC
has dismissed without prejudice the
application for the jiroposed sale of
KSAM, Huntsville, Tex. to J. C.
Rothwell. manager, and W. J. Harcasting, Aug. 25]. manager [Broadpole, commercial

/5THE

WHIO

DAYTON

BASIC

CBS

MARKET

G.P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.. Representative

WHAT"*-' WATTS?
5,000 is 5,000 say some. But, those
familiar with radio engineering
k7iow that 5,000 at 570 kc. can
match theoretical 100,000 to 480,000 watt stations at higher frequencies. InNew York the low 570
frequency is occupied by WMCA
with enough power (5,000 watts)
to reach 12,500,000 people. That's
why WMCA is New "ibrk's buy.
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Probe
Propaganda
In Senate Delayetl
Movies to Take Stand First;
Radio May Await November
SENATE hearings to look into the
alleged use of radio and movies to
spread pro-war propaganda have
been postponed to Sept. 9, according to an announcement last Monday by Senator D. Worth Clark
(D-Ida.). chairman of the five-man
subcommittee of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee conducting the probe.
Originally scheduled to start
Sept. 2, the hearings were postponed a week at the request of
Wendell L. Willkie, 1940 Republican Presidential nominee and
newly-retained counsel for motion
picture interests invited to testify
at the proceeding.
With a group of 15 motion picture producers, led by the film czar,
Will H. Hays, invited to participate
in the hearings, it is thought the
movie side of the proceedings will
consume at least a month. Radio
witnesses, probably to include network representatives, NAB President Neville Miller and several
radio commentators, will not be
called until this phase of the hearing is completed.
Radio in November
The recent postponement will
push the start of radio testimony
into October, and -svith the hearing possibly to recess during that
month it is thought broadcasting
witnesses may not be called until
some time in November [Broadcasting, Aug. 11, 25, Sept. 1].
The Senate subcommittee is holding the hearings under a resolution, introduced Aug. 1 by Senators
Bennett Clark (D-Mo.) and Gerald
P. Nye (R-N. D.), calling for a
far-reaching committee investigation of the alleged use of radio
and movies to spread propaganda.
Additional attention was f ocussed
on the coming proceedings when
it was announced that Mr. Willkie,
titular GOP head and a leading
advocate of aid to Britain, had been
retained as counsel by the motion
picture group. Observers forecast
a fast-moving duel between Mr.
Willkie and Senate isolationists.
The first fireworks of the proceeding developed recently when
Jimmy Fidler, HoUj^ood radio
commentator and movie columnist,
turned down a subcommittee invitation totestify, maintaining that
work would not permit his leaving
Hollywood. The Senate group countered by issuing a subpoena calling for his appearance at the hearings.
Besides being questioned about
various statements on propaganda
and hatred films made in his daily
syndicated column, it is understood
he also is to discubS his claim that
CBS tried to censor his script on
the weekly Taytov's Tattler, sponsored by Taji:on Co., Los Angeles
(cosmetics ) , which recently was
cancelled on CBS and shifted to
14 MBS-Don Lee stations [Broadcasting, Aug. 25, Sept. 1].
BROADCASTING

Disguise for Games
IN ADDITION to supplying
regulation uniforms for their
correspondents in the field,
broadcasters have been asked
by the War Department to
camouflage their mobile operating equipment used in covering the Louisiana war
maneuvers. The suggestion,
advanced in a letter signed
by Jack Harris, news and
special events director of the
Radio Section, War Department Bureau of Public Relations, was accompanied by
the explanation that once
broadcast crews arrive on the
field of action, they will be
subject to the jurisdiction of
commanding generals, who
will discourage the movement
of mobile broadcast units into
front lines unless they are
well camouflaged to prevent
spotting by airplanes. It was
recommended that the radio
cars be painted gray or drab
like Army vehicles.
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Lorillard News
p. LORILLARD Co., New York,
which sponsors
the CBS
Don'tWest
Be
Personal
program
on the
Coast for Beechnut cigarettes, on
Sept. 15 will sponsor the Monday
through Friday 7 :45 p.m. news
broadcasts by Fulton Lewis jr. on
W^HN, New York, in the interests
of the same product. Lewis, in addition to his broadcasts on MBS
and on WOL, Washington, for a
local sponsor, started on WHN
Sept. 1 [Broadcasting, Sept. 1].
Agency for Beechnut cigarettes is
Lennen & Mitchell, New York.
Wallace Aids Columnists
VICE-PRESIDENT Henry A.
Wallace has agreed to assist Drew
Pearson and Robert S. Allen,
famed Washington Merry - Go Round authors, in selecting a
"Watchword for 1941 America" on
their Sunday night broadcasts on
NBC-Blue. Pearson and Allen, offering no cash or other prizes, are
simply asking listeners to send in
their suggestions for a new "watchword" for the country to use during the present crisis. Each week
Vice-President Wallace will make
an appearance on the program
with Pearson and Allen to select
and announce the best slogans.
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The 785,000 people in this heart of the intermountain market are largely concentrated in
the fertile farming valleys and busy industrial
cities along a north-south line.
KDYL's new 5000-watt directional broadcasting
pattern fits the population setup like a glove.
Ample power, directed where it does the most

good!
43 % of all persons
questioned in a recent
comprehensive survey,
said KINY is received
best. The remaining
57%
indicate about
equally divided among
other three stations.
Executive Offices
Am. BIdg.. Seattle, Wash.

,

1000 WATTS - 5000 WATTS cTs"
Juneau -Akska
JOSEPH
HERSHEY McGILLVRA
HAilONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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NBC's

Latin

American

Completed
Royal Returns

With
From

Tour

92

Hookup
Stations

of Nations to South;

Many Affiliates Sign Gentlemen's Agreements
COMPLETION of arrangements
Arrangements with the Latin
American broadcasters are more
for a 92-station Pan American
Network to rebroadcast programs
in the nature of gentlemen's agreeshortwaved from the United States
ments than formal contracts, he
explained, and contain no option
by
NBC's
international
stations
time or similar restrictive clauses.
WRCA and WNBI was announced
last Tuesday by John F. Royal, They all run for one year and in
NBC vice-president in charge of effect give the stations the right
international relations, who the to rebroadcast whatever they de- A FANCY PLANT is that of KYOS, Merced, Cal., with two of its three
day before had returned from a
sound wagons parked out front. The station wagons carry the latest
sire of NBC's shortwave sustaining programs while NBC is given RCA portable recording equipment, the KYOS portable transmitter,
six-week, 20,000-mile air tour of
Latin America.
the right to sell to American ad- KRME, frequency monitoring equipment, and about $3,000 worth of
testing appartus. The ears are in active use daily by KYOS, KHSL,
vertisers time on these affiliate
These new affiliates, many of
Chico, and KVCV, Redding — all McClung broadcasting stations. The
which are linked into national net- stations at their regular rates, sub- back
of the KYOS sign is silhouette illuminated by fluorescent lights
ject to their ability to clear time.
works in their own countries, inshining against the top structure of the building.
clude about 75 longwave and 15
When such a sale is made, the
to 20 shortwave stations, Mr. Royal
station is to receive 70% of its fairs when both the United States
said, explaining that NBC had
card rate, 15% going to the ad- and the European powers are comdealt with the key station owners
Now They're Easy!
vertising agency placing the busipeting for the goodwill of Central
and had let them handle negotianess and another 15% going to and South
America
it
is
more
imtions with the other broadcasters
PRESSated Press
ASSN.,
AssociNBC for its sales commission. For
radio the
subsidiary,
portant to get United States news
in their countries.
the present at least, Mr. Royal
and entertainment into Latin
has published a new book
said, there are no minimum net- America than to worry about
containing a guide to the
Gentlemen's Agreements
work requirements and an adver- whether the programs originate in
The network, when completed,
pronunciation of tonguetiser may buy any number of the studios of NBC or CBS.
will include at least one outlet in
twisting foreign names. DeNBC's Pan American stations,
every country in Central and South
signed
for anHe
expressed
particular
concern
nouncers especially
and commentators,
over the news situation, stating
America, he said. Some of the sta- from 1 to 92.
the Pronouncer.
58-page book Material
is called was
the
tions are still in the construction
A few of the stations which NBC , that news broadcasts from EngPA
stage, but all have permission to has signed up also are included in
land and from the Axis countries
compiled by Jules Van Item,
build transmitters and all will be the CBS Latin American network,
noted Dutch philologist and
are rebroadcast by South Americhief of the NBC listening
completed within eight or ten Mr. Royal said, adding that in
can stations on paid time and that
months.
post, who says his system
these times of unsettled world af- these programs are also announced
consists of strictly phonetic
in paid space in the local newsspelling, doing away with all
papers. When a station receives
pronunciation symbols. Supits news on a paid basis, it can
guides will
carried on PA plemental
as the
need bearises.
scarcely be expected to take news
from another source and broadcast
it as sustaining material, he said,
declaring that the United States,
ginated locally. There are a numeither through business companies
ber of programs of UP and AP
or government agencies, should do news already being broadcast on
the same thing.
individual stations for American
"We are still trying to sell our
sponsors, he said, but he declared
shortwaved news periods," he said, that such broadcasts are all too
stressing the word "trying," but few to compete with the flood of
adding that the important thing
European "propaganda news".
How They Feel
is toUnited
get theStates
"objective
the
news news"
agenciesof
Despite this overbalance of news
on the air over local Latin Amerifrom abroad, Mr. Royal stated that
can stations, regardless of whether
it is paid for by Government or with certain isolated exceptions the
private funds or whether it is people in most of the cities he
shortwaved and rebroadcast or ori- visited seemed to be inclined to
favor the democracies rather than
the Axis nations and that while
there are still some newspapers
and radio stations with completely
Axis editorial policies, they seemed
smaller in number and influence
than before. President Roosevelt
BLANKETS 84% OF WASHINGTON'S POPULATION
is the most popular figure in Latin
America, he said, stating that 110
(Largest audience of any Pacific Northwest station)
stations below the border picked
Don"t miss this radio buy! KIRO's new directional antenna, operating
up andwaverebroadcast
shorton 710 kilocycles and 50,000 watts actually sends approximately 112.000
transmission ofNBC's
the Presiwatls over salt water towards the
dent's
Labor
Day
address.
Don Martin, KOA, Denver,
Suchtinue toprograms
NBC American
will conmajor population centers— adding
writes:
"Happy to inform
offer all Latin
thousands of new listeners. See
you that this weel< we
stations, whether or not they are
for yourself why KIRO is the
have added three more comaffiliates
of theTheNBCnetwork
Pan Amei'imost economical buy . . . the out- KIRO
mercial newscasts to our
can
network.
itself,
standing station of the Pacific
will be inaugurated with a special
schedule,
using
INS
reports
Northwest!
50,000 WANS •SEATTLE
program Oct. 12, Columbus Day.
The Brazilian Network will be
exclusively."
saluted Sept. 7 and the Mexican
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
Represented Nationally by FREE & PETERS, inc.
, Network Sept. 18.
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COMMENTATING RULES
Some Suggestions Offered
By Quincy Howe
SEPTEMBER issue of the monthly program booklet released by
WQXR, New York, contains an article by Quincy Howe, WQXR news
commentator, in which he lists ten
"commandments for commentators." Commenting on them, Mr.
Howe stated "If the list has no
other result, at least it may lead
somebody else to draw up something better."
Briefly the ten conmmandments
are: Be yourself. Never prophesy.
Name your soui'ces. Develop a
rounded and consistent point of
view. Stick to one main theme in
each broadcast. Converse, don't elocute or argue. Never listen to other
commentators. Speak naturally.
Admit your mistakes. Never draw
up a list of commandments for
commentators.

WIBW Prepares
(Continued from page H)

Perfume Series
COMPAGNIE PARISIENNE, San
Antonio (Rhodius perfumes), has
started its fall campaign with a list
of 56 stations, to be increased to
approximately 150 stations this
month, according to Edwin A.
Kraft, of Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle. Daily five-minute
periods are being used in the current campaign. The station list:
KIRO WDBO WCBD WPRO WAAF
WAAT KMPC KQW WMMN WORL WKST
KWJJ WSNJ WSLB WRVA WCFL
KROW KFYR WCAR KSFO KSL KMA
KYA KVOR KFEQ WPEN WOV KSAL
KSOO WCOP WDEL WDGY WTAQ
WSPR WMEX KWFT WSUN WFMD
KVCV KVI WBAX KMYC WSOY WIZE
WCLO WHBF WJAG WIND WCLE
WCSC WBYN XEAC KINY XENT XELO
XEMO.

mechanized governor and the voltage regulator, very good voltage
regulation is possible. In fact, under normal operating conditions,
the auxiliary supply produces a
more constant voltage than does
the normal source of supply.
Maintenance routine is the same
as used at the studio.
The machine under full load uses
about 6 gallons of gasoline per
hour.
Total cost at time of installation was $2,000.
While WIBW has never had a
failure of the telephone lines connecting the studio and transmitter,
some thought has been given to
this possibility. In case of short
interruptions a transcription turntable and set of transcriptions are
provided at the transmitter as well
as microphone facilities. A small
office room is available for use as
a studio. All-wave receivers are
also located in a specially designed
room at the transmitter building
so that in case of CBS wire trouble other CBS stations could be
rebroadcast. In the event it is desired to form a link between the
studio and transmitter for a
longer period of time, the high
frequency relay broadcast unit is
put into service.
A combination of these auxiliary
facilities makes WIBW completely
independent of equipment which is
not under the control of the station engineer.

KMPC Local Permit
AFTER six months of effort, the Los
Angeles City Council has granted a
permit for KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
to erect three new 300-foot directional towers and transmitter on a
20-acre North Hollywood tract. Present transmitter is located at Compton,
Cal. Move terference
planned
will Seattle,
eliminate
inwith KIRO,
which
is overlapping
KMPC in the Southern California onarea.

Sunway Test
SUNWAY FRUIT PRODUCTS,
Chicago (Vitamin B complex),
through its newly-appointed agency, Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, is
testing a quarter - hour thriceweekly program on WLW, Cincinnati, and a five-minute six-weekly
program on WJJD, Chicago.

EVERY

DAY

In the 1940 Census, Washington zoomed to I Ith
place ... up 36.2% — and the A.B.C. trading zone
soared
1.017.693'.
.. up 40.9%.
Since to
then,
the tremendous
defense program has
brought and continues to bring NEW THOUSANDS
to Washington week after week.
. . . And gov't statistics prove that Washingtonians have DOUBLE the per capita income of
residents of other cities. More to spend.
"The sky is UN-limited" for Washington these
days. You can't afford to pass up a market like
this . . . not when you can cover it so thoroughly
and economically through
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Pincers — Radio Version
TO THEIR CHAGRIN, broadcasters are
learning that pincer movements are being deployed in radio regulation as well as on the
battlefields of Europe. For what else is that
multi-sided attack, striking at purported chain
monopoly, newspaper ownership, multiple
ownership and even discriminatory taxes?
Oldtime defenses, designed to stave off recurrent waves of a frontal attack, are outmoded as against the pincers technique, which
employs thrusts in one direction and another
with spearheads ultimately converging on an
objective. An entirely new defense technique,
founded on mobility, has to be developed.
Broadcasting is confronted with precisely
that sort of opposition. Unless it develops an
effective counter-offensive, it is going to give a
little ground here and a little more there until
finally a substantial chunk of its prerogatives
has been surrendered.
The present tax situation is typical. The
broadcasting industry commendably aroused
the support of all advertising media in the allout fight against the proposed Federal tax of 5
to 15% of radio's net time sales of $100,000 annually and over. Even FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly hove onto the scene before the
Senate Finance Committee, and urged elimination of the tax as it appeared in the House bill.
But he countered with a proposal for a franchise tax on a "cost-of-regulation" basis which
would nick the broadcasting industry for about
$1,000,000 a year instead of an estimated
$5,000,000 minimum in additional taxes.
Sprung as it was, the idea for a franchise
tax has developed considerable support in Congress, and perhaps some within the industry,
because from the dollars standpoint it represents a substantial savings over the sales tax
proposed. The opening wedge was used to promote the compromise tax plan.
Without belaboring the pros and cons of a
franchise tax, it nevertheless is interesting to
appraise the procedure being employed in
evolving the plan. Chairman Fly indicated the
other day that he was planning to call in industry representatives for a roundtable discussion of the proposition, and that he thought
something in the nature of a "cost-of-regulation" levy could be worked out.
As we remember our elements of Government
administration, the Constitution specifies that
all tax or revenue-raising legislation originates
in the House. Where then does the FCC acPage 30
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quire the right to start the ball rolling on
any sort of revenue measure?
The tax situation is no different from the
chain-monopoly inquiry or the newspaperdivorcement foray or a half-dozen other
maneuvers initiated by the FCC under its
present regime. All fall in the category of new
legislative activity, a function specifically denied administrative agencies and exclusively
reserved to Congress.
The impact of war will result in increasing
restraints and pressures upon all industry,
radio included. But the intiative should come
from those arms of Government to whom the
responsibility is delegated, and not through improper assumption of power by subordinate
agencies.
Radio's Bottleneck
A CRITICAL situation exists today in standard broadcasting because of the defense situation. The flow of raw materials for the manufacture of technical broadcast equipment, from
microphone to transmitter, has virtually
stopped. Even more serious is the fact that
tubes and parts for maintenance purposes are
not being produced in sufficient quantity to
meet demand. For 1942 the outlook is practical y ablackout.
Priority rating is the core of this predicament. A telegraphic survey made by Broadcasting of the equipment field yields the same
story — manufacturers cannot get materials
and as a consequence men and machinery are
being diverted to other defense pursuits favored with essential priority ratings. When
present meager stocks are used up, broadcast
operation will be in for a siege of gradual
deterioration unless remedial steps are taken.
Six months ago [Broadcasting, May 5] we
undertook our first manufacturers' survey.
The situation then was serious. The result
was an improved priority rating (from B-7 to
B-3) for broadcast equipment. But that hasn't
meant a thing, because practically no materials have been allotted outside the Class A
ratings reserved exclusively for defense pursuits.
Almost every day there appears new evidence of the reliance placed upon broadcasting
by the Government as an essential arm of
defense. More and more time on the air is being
used by Government agencies to further the
defense program. The Defense Communications Board has evolved plans to use the entire structure for air-raid warnings, morale-

TO TAKE THEIR PLACE
By HARRY
BANNISTER
Sales Manager
WWJ, Detroit

we entered
fortnig
about $1,000
worth
of ht
weekly
broadthe last
WITHIN
casting on our books, all from two
accounts. One is a newcomer to radio
and the other covers an item never before advertised over WWJ. This incident is cited because in my judgment it is symptomatic of
current developments on the business side of
broadcasting which will affect every station,
whatever its category.
We in the broadcast advertising business are
today faced with conditions reminiscent of the
pioneer days in that we are compelled to tap
new fields and explore markets hitherto untouched, ifwe are to prosper or even to hold
our ground in the period ahead.
For all those interested in the volume of
advertising, the problem centers around the
obvious fact that the country is prosperous as
never before, but the exigencies of national
defense necessarily are directing all this activity into channels that do not touch or affect
advertising, except by indirection. After all,
there is no need of advertising tanks or dive
bombers, excepting maybe that the English
would like to know where some could be procured— in a hurry.
Furthermore, in order to properly mobilize
our great productive facilities, manufacturers
everywhere are concentrating on defense materials, with consequent curtailment or total
abolishment of goods for ordinary consumer
Use. And many of these curtailed or abolished
items have been furnishing the backbone and
sinews
commercial
to
take oftheir
place? broadcasting. So, what's
The degree(CoJifmued
to which we
on seek
page and
30) find a satisbuilding, handling of communiques and
announcements in the event of military emergency. Plans are under way for power increases to assure maximum coverage both day
and night. The FCC is granting construction
permits for new stations regularly, and power
increases with other improved facilities no
longer are rarities.
Thus an anomolous situation exists. How can
new stations or improved facilities requiring
practically new installations be placed on the
air if the equipment is not available? Looking
a few months ahead, how can facilities be
maintained at maximum efficiency at the time
they are most essential if parts, replacements
and tubes are not being produced?
DCB, functioning closely with the FCC, has
done an excellent job of planning mobilization
of broadcasting for M-Day. But that portion
of the job is utterly futile unless it is backstopped by production lines turning out the
very equipment upon which the DCB's blueprints are patterned. The manufacturing industry is at wit's end in attempting to procure
the essential priorities covering material, men
and machines through regular OPM channels.
If the Government is interested in perfecting i
its radio defense plans, then it seems to be up
to the DCB and the FCC, as well as the military establishment, to see to it that broadcast
equipment production lines begin moving again
at full pace.
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.JOHN C. JESSUP. formerly of
KPQ. Wenatchee. Wash., has joined
WTAD. Quincy. 111., as assistant
sales manager.
NOTES

IKYING E. ROGERS, general manager of WLAW. Lawrence, Mass., is
vacationing at his summer home at
Seabrook, N. H.
J. B. FUQUA, general manager of
WGAC. Augusta, Ga., is conducting
a Government radio operators class
in Augusta.
GENE GRANT, account executive of
KPO-KGO, San Francisco, was sericident. ously injured in a recent auto ac-

CHARLES

LAWTON

name of
Xs the
IO
MEXTCha
rle
La\rton Campbell
in theatrical circles, and
it's a two-to-one bet that
someone in the group vdll immediately begin talking about the
time he appeared in "Solid South",
best-known of Campbell's dramatic
■works. He authored another Broadway success, "Isabella", in which
Frances Starr played the title role
of Madame Melissa.
Paradoxically, his present position as vice-president in charge of
radio of Ruthrauff & Ryan was
achieved not through his success
as a dramatist but by the more
prosaic path of advertising and
selling.
Despite the plaudits reaped from
his plaj-writing labors, Campbell
pursued them strictly as an avocation and never allowed them to
interfere with his Monday-to-Friday work as an advertising man.
In fact, when he found that his
radio responsibilities could no
longer be shut up in a desk drawer
and forgotten from Friday afternoon to Monday morning, he cheerfully chucked his plaj-^i-iting out
of the window. Well, not cheerfully,
perhaps, but anyhow out the window it went.
Then, having turned his back on
fame to pursue his chosen career of
radio, he found himself at another
cross-roads and unfalteringly abandoned security to continue his work
with the medium which he believed
then — and still does — offers the
greatest opportunity for growth
and development.
C. La\rton Campbell — he long
ago cut the Charles to a mere initial— ^was born in ^lontgomery.
Ala.. April 17, 1896. Twenty years
later he left Princeton, where he
had begun his dramatic career with
the Triangle Club and had also
contributed to the literary magazine, and headed for Manhattan.
For the next six months he was
a reporter on the city news staff
of the Journal of Commerce.
Deciding that writing advertisements would (a) entail less leg
work and (b) produce more income than chasing news, in January Lawton joined the Van Cleve
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Adv. Agency as a copywTiter,
chiefly for the United States Rubber Co. But this was 1917 and in
April the country and Lawton entered the World War simultaneously. For the next two years he
served with the 27th Division of
the AEF,
spendingunder
11 months
seas, six months
fire. overAfter the war he returned to
writing copy for U. S. Rubber,
this time as a member of the compwhere
a n y's
advertising
department,
he remained
for seven
years,
during the last few as director of
all footwear advertising. Then, in
January, 1927, he joined the Postum Co. as advertising assistant to
Ralph Starr Butler. He was employed by this company, now General Foods, for 11 years, progressing from an assistant to vice-president in charge of merchandising
of Jell-0, Swans Down Cake Flour.
Minute Tapioca and other products.
One of Campbell's chief functions at General Foods was supervision of the company's radio programs, most important of which
was the Jack Benny series for
Jell-0. Benny had been on the air
a little more than two years and
was
only fairly
well inkno'WTi
whenof
he started
for Jell-O
the fall
1934. Five months later, under
Campbell's supervision, the Jell-0
program was the top show on the
air, remaining in first or second
place in the popularity surveys
during the four years that Campbell had charge of the program.
For General Foods. Campbell
also supervised the Kate Smith
Hour for Swans Do-«ni Cake Flour
and Calumet Baking Powder, the
Stoopnagle & Budd series for
Minute Tapioca and the IMary
Margaret McBride series for that
product, first single-product daytime program ever sponsored by
General Foods, to select only a few
of his more outstanding series.
With such an enviable list of topranking programs, Campbell might
have been considered to occupy an
almost perfect position in radio.
Yet in 19-38, disregarding the
arguments of his friends, he left
his secure berth with General
Foods to join Ruthrauff & Ryan
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H. L. (Bud)
KEELER.
former
assistant advertising
manager
of the
Pacific
Coast edition
of the
Street Journal,
has joined
the ^^'aU
Los
Angeles staff of Duncan A. Scott &
Co.. Pacific Coast advertising representative of Broadcastixg. Philip
Bissell continues as manager of the
Los Angeles ofiice.
LOREN STONE has been promoted
to assistant manager of KIRO. Seattle, withcomingJ.sales A.
(Arch)handling
Morton both
bemanager
national and local accounts.
WALTER P. DOWNS. Montreal
representative of Presto Recording
Corp.. has moved to new quarters in
the Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal.
RICHARD H. MASON, manager of
WPTF, Raleigh, has been appointed
to the executive committee of the
North
Defense.Carolina Council for National

BL'RL A. ELY, sales promotion manager of INS, has assumed the additional duties of assistant sales manager.
.JEROME C. ROBINSON, l.n.thei-inlaw of Bernard Prockter. radin director of Biow Co.. New York, has taken
his first job in radio on the sales staff
of WWRL. Woodside, N. Y.
DOUG DURKIN. formerly of the
sales promotion department of Brown
& Bigelow. St. Paul advertising firm,
has joined WLOL. Minneapolis, as
sales promotion and merchandising
manager.
FRANK R. SMITH Jr.. president of
WWSW. Pittsburgh; Walter E.
Sickles, program director ; and John
Davis, director of WWSW's Wayside
Theatre, have been appointed instructors in night classes in radio production of the Bureau of Retail Training of the U of Pittsburgh.
DAYE ROBERTS, formerly sales
manager of KYAK. Atchison. Kan.,
has joined KGFW. Kearney, Neb., as
district sales manager for central
Nebraska.
BILL SALATHE. formerly public
relations director for Braniff Airways
and aviation editor of the San Antonio Evening Xeics, has joined
KFDA. Amarillo. Tex., as merchandising and sales promotion manager.
TODD HOGAN. commercial manager
of WATY', Ashland. Wis., is the
father of a boy born recently.

Kenyon 31. Douglass
KENYOX M. DOUGLASS, 32, recent manager of KTOK, Oklahoma
City, and former announcer and
production manager of WBAP,
Fort Worth, died Aug. 28 in Austin, Tex., after an illness of four
months. Douglass began his radio
career in Chicago as a singer. He
went to WBAP in 1934 where he
became program director and production manager. He was appointed
manager of KTOK and the Oklahoma Network in 1938 and remained in that position until illness
forced his resignation. He is survived by his wife. Ruby Mae Douglass; a daughter, Ljmne, 4; two
brothers and a sister. Funeral services were conducted Aug. 29, at
Rockdale. Tex.

because the agency offered him a
chance to devote his full time and
energies to radio, a chance to work
with all kinds of programs for all
types of products.
During his regime as radio chief,
Ruthrauff
& Ryan's
ment has become
one radio
of the departlargest
in the country, keeping pace with
the agency's radio billings, which
last year totaled more than S6,000,000 for network time alone, a sum
topped by only three other
agencies.
"Our greatest point of pride at
Ruthrauff & Ryan", Campbell explains, "is the fact that we have
never specialized on any particular tj-pe of radio presentation. Our
present program roster includes
everything from 50-word announcements to full-hour evening
programs
on
nation%%-ide
including daytime serials, networks,
musicals,
news, comedy and variety programs, quiz shows, dramatic programs and such unclassified novelties— if programs who have so
ably proved their value can be
termed novelties — as Major Boives
Amateur Hour, Vox Pop. Quiz of
Tico Cities and The Court of Miss"Ating Heirs.
the present time we have 17
coast-to-coast programs on the air,

in addition to many local and
regional shows, including five
Canadian programs of which three
are broadcast in French, and a
myriad of spot announcements. For
the
two years
w-e have
had ofa
man past
assigned
to keep
abreast
developments in television and
when this new medium began its
commercial career on July 1, a
Ruthrauff & Ryan client. Lever
Bros., was one of the opening day's
television
sponsors."
"Our credo,"
he continued, "is
that radio's
potentialities
for and
advertising are almost limitless
that it is our job to find for each
product the exact type of program
bestUnmarried
adapted to and
put it
a across."
resident of
midtown Manhattan, "to be handy
to the theatres although I seldom
find time to attend one," Campbell
admits to no hobbies outside of radio. "When, as on Tuesday, we have
seven programs on the air in New
York between 6:45 and 10 p.m.,
and when I have to hear them all
so I can discuss them in detail with
the sponsor the following morning.
I don't have much time left for
other activities," he states, "and
to tell the truth I can't think of
anj-thing else that would be half as
interesting to occupy my time."

PAUL GERARD, formerly with
WBAL, Baltimore, is now handling
station relations for Press Association Inc.. recently formed subsidiary
of Associated Press handling radio
news, and is stationed in New York.
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JOHN SWALLOW. NBC West Coast
Ijrogram
director,
is iu A^ew
for
a series of
conferences
with York
uetworlv
executives on fall shows to originate
from Hollywood.
TOM STEWART, program director
of W47NV. Nashville, is father of a
baby girl born Aug. 27.
MARK AUSTAD. national oratorical
contest winner, and Howard Flynn,
former NBC page boy and more recently chief announcer of KLO, Ogden. has joined KSL. Salt Lake City.
Wally Sandack will devote all his time
to special events, sports and news.
Victor Bell, continuity writer, has
been named assistant to Perry Driggs,
sales promotion manager. Carl Grayson, announcer, recently married
Rosebud Scowcroft. of Ogden. Ted
Kimball has been named head of the
new agricultural department. Trina
Barsulk. linguist, has been engaged to
coach announcers in Russian, German
and French.
MADELINN CHACE. formerly diwomen's
WSB.
Atlanta,rector ofon
Sept. activities
1 left theof station
emjjloy to become the Penelope Penn
radio voice
the local
Rich's
Department Store.of She
will be
beard
each
weekday morning for Rich's on WSB.
EDDIE ALBRIGHT. KHJ, Hollywood, commentator,
ed education
director.has been appointROBERT WAGONER, formerly of
the UP staif. and Kelley Woolpert,
of the Transradio Press Bureau,
Hollywood, have joined the news dewrite men. partment of KH.J. that city, as re-

SUSAN TAYLOR. formerly of
WNAX. Yankton. S. D.. is now heard
on her own program Tips hij Taylor
on WLOL, Minneai)olis.
RAY OVINGTON, formerly of
KOMO, Seattle, has joined the announcing staff of KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore.
BOB BINGHAM. formerlv of
WKBW, Buffalo, WFBL. Svracuse.
WMCA. New York and WWNC. Asheville. N. C, has joined WITH. Baltimore, as program director.
FRED BARR. formerly announcer of
Radio Lyons. France, where he conducted a two-hour nightly recorded
program of American dance music, and
more recently an announcer of WBYN.
Brooklyn, has been named m.c. of the
1600 Swing Session, Saturday night
show on WWRL, Woodside, N. Y.
GERTRUDE T. PORTER, formerly
promotion manager and manager of
the radio scriiit and advertising department of Associated Broadcast
Adv. Co., New York, handling feature
programs for WFAS. White Plains.
N. Y., and WBBC, Brooklyn (now
part of WBYN). has joined the
Standard National Bank of New York.
Woodside, N. Y., as head of business
extension research and development.
AL STAAS. formerly Wisconsin circulation manager for The Prairie
Farmer, has joined WJBC, Bloomington. 111., as farm service director.
BENEDICT HARDMAN has been
named news editor of WLOL, Minneapolis. He will continue also as news
editor of the North Central Bi-oadcasting System, editing and broadcasting
the noon news over 10 of the network's stations
WLOL.newsFormerlv Hardman
was from
assistant
editor
of KOMO-K.TR. Seattle, and ncAvs
editor of the Iowa Network.
ROY NT3AL. announcer of WIBG,
Glenside. Pa., recently married Winnifred English.

VIRGINIA RICKS, who formerly
teamed with Don Stark on the KMPC.
Beverly Hills. Cal.. program. Tok-p.v
in thenix,Wind,
joined aKl'AR.
Phoeand will hasconduct
daily Woman's Page on tliat station.
JERRY SCHWARTZ. CBS H<,llywood writer, is preparing "Corp. Henry Aldrich.
ROTC'
a forthcoming
Ahlrirh
Family
i^ietureas for
Paramount
Pictures.

lADIES

TOM

CORINNE JORDAN
ONE OF THE few women in the
nation holding such a job, Corinne
Jordan is program director of
KSTP, St. Paul— and still has time
to handle two daily commercial
shows for Montgomery Ward & Co.
Miss Jordan started in radio at
WBBM, Chicago, under H. Leslie
Atlass, then owner and general
manager, and now vice-president of
CBS. In 1928, she came to the Twin
Cities to become program director
for the newly-formed KSTP. For
six years she conducted a Daily
Messenger program for her sponsor. They liked it so well that they
started another daily show at an
earlier hour, under title Early Edition. It took the air last April.
When she started in radio it was
as a singer. The only thing she
regrets
that she doesn't
have the now
time is
to continue.
PAIL McALISTER. formerlv of
KVSF. Santa Fe.. N. M.. and KGGM.
Albuquerque, has joined KFDA. Amarillo. tion
as manager.
musical director and produc-

receive your acetate recordings.
Our customers all over the nation

PAT FLAHERTY, for the last five
years announcer, sports commentator
and program director of WOAI. San
Antonio, has resigned to join KPRC.
Houston.
HOWARD FLYNN. formerly of
KLO,
has joined the
City. Ogden.staffUtah,
announcing
of KSL. Salt Lake

find that speed and careful workmanship are the order of the day

VERNE HATCHETT. of the continuity department of KXOK, St.
Louis, has resigned.

Your pressings are on their way
back to you the day after we

Mcknight. Hollywood producer, has been re-signed in that capacity for the weekly NBC Sherlock
Holmes series which resumes Oct. 5
under continued sponsorship of Grove
Labs.. St. Louis.
HARRY ACKERMAN. Hollywood
producer of Young & Rubicam on the
CBS Screen Guild Theafre. sponsored
by Gulf Oil Co., has returned from
New York. He is negotiating with
studios for clearances of film scripts
and the star talent for the broadcast.
DAVE ELTON, NBC Hollywood
producer, has been assigned by Russel M. Seeds Co. to produce the weekly NBC Captain FUigg and Sergeant
Quirt, which starts Sept. 2S under
sponsorshiji of Mennen Co. He will
also continue to handle NBC staff
assignments.
MIKE ASHMAN, announcer, formerly with stations iu Hawaii, has
joined KSAN, San Francisco, as night
relief announcer.
BURT BARTON, producer at KSAN,
San Francisco,
became the
father
of a baby recently
girl.
LENN CURLEY. announcer of KYA,
San Francisco, recently became the
father of a baby girl.
W.YT.LY
TOWNSEND,
staff ispianist of CKLW,
Windsor. Ont..
the
father of a boy born recently.
ROY DRU SHALL, formerly with
several stations on the Pacific Coast,
has joined KDYL, Salt Lake City.
BOB LEE, announcer of WTAD.
old boy.
Quincy, 111., has adopted a two-yearRALPH LEWIS, announcer of
WTAD, Quincy, 111., was inducted
into the Armv Aug. 27. Don Norman,
formerly of KFJB, MarshaUtown. la.,
has succeeded him. Verne Bessler.
formerly of WEW. St. Louis, has
also joined the WTAD announcing
staff.
SANDY SPILLMAN has resigned
from the announcing staff of KSFO.
San Francisco, to attend the U of
California to train for naval aviation.
STANLEY DAVIS and Marvin
Fischer. Hollywood writers on NBC
Signal Carnival, sponsored by Signal
Oil Co. have resigned to join the production staff of the weekly CBS Al
Pearce d His Gang, renuming Oct. 3
under sponsorship of R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

(and night) at - - PEACH

OF

THE C. H. PAYNE

A

STORY

SUPER-MARKET

. . . (local

grocer) SOLD 1800 BUSHELS OF PEACHES
THE PAST TWO WEEKS ... ON HIS DAILY
PROGRAM

OVER

WJBC . . . 10:45 to 11:00 AM

'TELL 'EM OVER
AND SELL 'EM'
WJBC
BLOOMINGTON,
ILLINOIS

1041
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aLEX LAW. newscaster of KSOKRNT, Dps Moines, is the father of
a sou. David AViuston, born Aug. 23.
GERALD PATTERSON, of the
KSO-KRXT. Des Moines, auditing
department, is the father of a boy.
Michael Otis, born Aug. 21.
DICK COYEY, formerly of KGLO.
Mason Citv. la., has joined the announcing staff of KSO-KRNT. Des
Moines. He replaces Jack Thomas,
resigned.
ELBERT WALKER, head of KHJ.
Hollywood, transcription department,
has been made traffic and program
director of K4.5LA. FM station operated by Don Lee network. La Yon
I'rbanski has taken over his former
duties.
BOB CUXXIXGHAM. formerly of
WBBM. Chicago, and more recently
assistant production manager of CBS.
Xew York, has rejoined the WBBM
announcing staff. Arch Farmer has
been named news editor of WBBM
and William Costello has been added
to the news staff.
PAUL YIIXER. sportscaster of
KYOO, Tulsa, recently married Marilyn Stuart of Tulsa.
DICK BARTLETT. formerly of
KYOO, Tulsa, and KGYO. Missoula,
Mont., has joined the announcing
staff of KHQ and KGA, Spokane.
Bill Rhodes, summer relief announcer
of KGA and KHQ. has been promoted
to the regular staff.
LOXXIE STARR has resigned from
the announcing staff of WPEX. Philadelphia, effective Sept. 26. to join
WSGX, Birmingham, on Oct. 1.
PHIL FRAXKEXBERGER. publicity director of WPEX. Philadelphia, resigned Sept. 1 to enter the
department store field in Charleston.
W. Ya. Ira Walsh, WPEX special
events director, returns to the publicity desk.
MAURY RIDER, former chief announcer of KIRO. Seattle, has been
promoted to operations supervisor,
and his former post will be filled by
.Tack Kiuzel.
ELYIRA SMITH, assistant director
of the continuitv department at
KRGY. Weslaco. Tex., has left for
Dallas to take a new position.
JOHX GREEX^ CBS Hollywood
writer, is the father of a boy born
Aug. 30.
HOLLIS M. SEAYEY, known in radio as John Hollis, has been named
program director of KOCY. Oklahoma City, replacing Louis Hartman.
now in Chicago. Thomas Collins, recent Oklahoma U graduate and new
to radio, has joined KOCY, as continuity writer.
LIEUT. JOHX MOORE and Ensign Stanton Prentiss, of the news
room of WJSY. Washington, have
been called to active service. Peggy
Phelps, of the program department,
replaces Robert Baker as assistant
to John Heiuey. sales promotion manager.
HAL XEWELL, of WEEL Boston,
has been transferred to WCAU, Philadelphia.
WOR Staff Changes
EXPAXDIXG its production supervision. WOR, Xew York, has shifted
Gene King and Joe Bier from the announcing to the production staff of
the station. King produces WOR's
travelling show. Cab Calloway's Qiiiz-icale. while Bier, also farm editor of
WOR. will eventually confine his announcing duties to the early morning
Farmers Digest show. To fill the
vacancies
caused by ofKing's
and the resignation
Sidneytransfer
Paul,
two announcers have joined the station— Robert Shepard and Bruce
Eliot, both with announcing experience in out-of-town stations.
BROADCASTING

KWJJ Promotions
WITH THE appointment of W.
Carey Jennings, formerly of KGWKEX, Portland, as general manager of KWJJ, Portland, proinotions and additions in the general
staff have occurred. Sammy Taylor
and Art Morey, both KWJJ announcers, have been promoted to
promotion manager and program
director, respectively. Jimmy Atkinson has joined the announcing
staff,
and
new^ operator
be
added soon.a KWJJ
also has will
signed
for full service of Standard Radio.
Tom Slater Honored
IX RECOGXITIOX' of his program
This Is Fort Di.i- on WOR. Xew York,
and of its work as a morale buOder in
the Army, Tom Slater. MBS director
of sports and special features, has
been awarded a siiecial plaque by Our
Army, a magazine devoted to Army
activities.

^.vB

Mr. MYTHICAL
Amplistat'sMr.Air
THE
Amplistat, radio cliche expert
extraordinary, whose imagined dialogue with a sportscaster as written by Maurice
Condon of WGAR, Cleveland,
appeared in the Aug. 25
Broadcasting, turned up recently as guest star of Mike
Roy's Rhythm at Random
program on WENR, Chicago.
Mr. Roy's adaptation, in the
person of J. Weedemer
Whapp, was broadcast with
permission of the author and
Broadcasting.
ROBERT COXSIDIXE, .sports colfor "On inthe83Line",
daily featureumnist
syndicated
newspapers,
on
Sept. 2 started a six-weekly sportscast
program on WXEW, Xew York, immediately following John B. Kennedy's news at 7 :45 p.m.

i

KtAPIN6/

tLONG the shores of Lake Ontario where the
Ai
fruit grows . . . inland through the lush valleys and
over the rolling hiUs . . . from Lake Erie to the
Mohawk Valley and from Lake Ontario to the Susquehanna, theare
barns
of WHAM's
140,518 farms
bulging
with a richprimary
harvest. area's
With money in their pockets these prosperous
farmers make a rich market for WHAM advertised
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A
products. WHAM is their station.
WHAM programs
are their first choice. WHAM's clear channel, 50,000
watt signal reaches every corner of the 43 county
area in which they live. Within WHAM's primary
area are not just Monroe County's 5,084 farms, but
27.63 times that many. With WHAM you can reach
the whole 43 county area for approximately onethird the cost of localized coverage. For complete,
economical
a better buy.coverage — urban and rural — WHAM is

Y.

50,000 Watts . . . Clear Channel . . .
Full time . . . NBC Blue and Red Networks

'Ganlijo^t
Advertising

FRAXK GRAHAM, Hollywood narthe Ranchos,
weekly half-hour
'"Jose." rator
mance onof the
sponsored Roby
Title Insurance & Trust Co. on KXX,
is composer of a new rhumba titled

National Reps.: George P. Hollingbery Co.

WHAM
Rochester,

CBS Names Tiicci
TERIG TUCCI, Argentine conductor and composer, has been named
music director of the CBS Latin
American network to headquarter
in New York, effective Sept. 15.
For the new netwoi'k, Mr. Tucci
plans to contact all publishers in
Latin America to send representative scores to the CBS music library on an exchange basis, and to
promote interchanges of folk-music
among the governments of the 21
Western Hemisphere republics. He
has been in this country for the
past 15 years working with Latin
American artists, and composing
concert and dance music for radio
and symphony orchestras.
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FIRST
CATELLI FOOD PRODUCTS, Montreal (Creamo), on Sept. 1 started
Creamo Dollar-a-Minute quarter-hour
live show with scrambled word prize
game weekly on CJOR, Vancouver;
CFCN. Calgary; C.TCA. Edmonton;
CKCK, Regina; CFQC, Saskatoon.
Same sponsor on Sept. 1 also started
transcribed spot announcements three
and four times weekly on various Ontario stations. Accounts were placed
by E. W. Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
FISHER FLOURING MILLS Co..
Seattle (Wheat Germ) has renewed
its twice-weekly participations on
Home Forum on KGO. San Francisco. Agency is Pacific National Adv.
Agency, Seattle.
CALIFORNIA DAIRY COUNCIL,
San Francisco, may include radio in
its fall and winter advertising schedule. Agency
Albert Frank-Guenther Law,
San isFrancisco.
SHIPSTAD & JOHNSON, Chicago,
for Los Angeles premiere of Ice Follies of 1942. in a 17-day exploitation
campaign ending Sept. 12 is using a
total of .500 transcribed announcements featuring Ken Carpenter on 10
stations in Southern California. List
includes KH.T KECA KFWB KMPC
KFAC KMTR KRKD KFVD
KFOX KGF.I. Ice Follies started
Sept. 4 for four weeks at Los Angeles Pan-Pacific Auditorium. Allied
Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles, has the
account.
Walter McCreary is executive in charge.
McMAHAN FURNITURE Co., Santa Monica, Cal. (retail chain),
through Ad Carpenter Adv. Agency,
that city, has renewed for 52 weeks,
its six-weekly quarter-hour news comnientary on KECA, Los Angeles.
Firm also sponsors the commentator
in a similar series nine times weekly
on
KFI, versions
that city.areIn sponsored
addition ti-anseribed
six
times weekly on KERN, Bakersfield
and KMJ, Fresno.
HOWARD TAYLOR was recently appointed general sales manager of Centrifugal Flouring Mills Co., Seattle.
He succeeds William H. Burtt, retired.
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14TH YEAR ON KLZ, Denver, was
started when Hugh M. Woods
(right), president of the mercantile firm bearing his name, started
a renewal contract. Mr. Woods is
the station's oldest consistent advertiser. He attributes much of the
success of his business to radio.
Watching is Frank Durbin of KLZ.
GENERAL PETROLEUM Corp., Los
Angeles (Mobiloil, Mobilgas), on Sept.
17 starts for 13 weeks sponsoring a
weekly quarter-hour football program,
Sports Broadcast with Sam Hayes,
on 8 CBS West Coast stations (KNX
KARM KSFO KOIN KIRO KFPY
KOY KTUC). Firm is currently sponsoring the weekly program, I Was
There, on the same list of stations,
Sunday 9-9 :.30 p.m. (PST). Agency is
Smith & Drum, Los Angeles.
NESBITT FRUIT PRODUCTS,
Los Angeles (Cal. orange drink division), on M.
Sept.
1 added Price,
KGFL, Utah;
Roswell. N.
; KEUB,
KOMA, Oklahoma City, to stations
currently releasing the transcribed
quarter-hour. Passing Parade, with
John Nesbitt. Contracts are for 1.3
weeks. Series has been renewed for
a similar length of time on KECA,
Los Angeles,
a spot Knoxville.
announcement schedule with
on WROL,
Agency is Walter K. Neill Inc., Los
Angeles.
UNITED DRUG Co., Toronto, on
Nov. 1 starts a spot announcement
campaign for Christmas sale on 37
Canadian stations. Account is placed
by Ronalds Adv. Agency, Toronto.
NORTHROP & LYMAN Co., Tor(Dr. Thomas'
Eclectic
Oil) on
Oct. Qonto starts
a spot
announcement
campaign
on stations
throughout
ada. Account
is placed
by E. CanW.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
S. F. LAWRASON & Co., London,
England (ammonia) has started a
weekly quarter-hour organ program
with mystery tune contest on CFRB,
Toronto, and plans to extend to other
stations in Canada. Account is placed
through Norris-Patterson, Toronto.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., New Toronto, Out. (Franco-American canned
macaroni and spaghetti) has renewed
Amos 'n Andy transcriptions on a
I number of Canadian stations and
Lannij Ross five times weekly on CBS
Canadian outlets, CKAC, Montreal,
and CFRB, Toronto. Same sponsor
has also started The Man I Married,
daily on CFRB, Toronto. Account
was placed by Ruthraulf & Ryan,
New York, and Ward Wheelock Co.,
Philadelphia, in conjunction with
Cockfield Brown & Co., Toronto.
I-IENRY K. WAMPOLE & Co.,
Perth, Out. (medicinal) has started
thrice-weekly transcribed spot announcements on a number of Canadian stations. Account was placed by
.1. .1. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto.
ROBERT L. PHILIPPL Union Oil
Co., Los Angeles, director of public
relations and advertising, has been
made a member of the public relations advisory group of the National
Assn. of Manufacturers.

BROADCASTING

HUDSON SALES Corp., Los Angeles, repi'esenting 22 auto distributors in the Southwest, in a 30-day or
more campaign whicli started Sept. 2
is using from four to nine announcements daily, seven times per week, on
12 Nevada and Southern California
stations. List includes KMPC KFWP,
KRKD KFAC KFVD KIEV KMTR
KGF.I KFOX KVOE KERN KENO.
Mayers Co., Los Angeles, has the
account. Henry Mayers is account
executive.
SEARS ROEBUCK & Co., Los Angelesmerchandise
(
) , for its 55th
anniversary sale, in a ten-day campaign ending Sept. 20 will use two to
six spot annonucements daily on 11
Southern California stations. List includes KNX KH.T KMPC KFAC
KRKD KFVD KIEV KMTR KFOX
KGF.I KFWB. Agency is the Mayers
Co.. Los Angeles, with Henry Mayers
account executive.
EAST LAWN MEMORIAL PARK,
Sacramento, Cal. (cemetery), placing direct, on Sept. 29 starts for 20
weeks, sponsoring the five-minute
transcribed program Miracles of
Faith thrice-weekly on KROY, that
city. Parker Mortuary, Tucson, Ariz.,
on Oct. 1 starts sponsoring that program thrice-weekly on KTUC. Series
on completed stories is currently sponsored by Forest Lawn Memorial
Park, Glendale. Cal., on KHJ. Los
Angeles ; Flickinger-Digier Chapel,
Bakersfield, Cal., (mortician), on
KPMC. that city, and Sovern Funeral Home. Modesto, Cal. (mortician), on KTRB, that city. Fred C.
Mertens & Associates, Los Angeles,
is producer.
MORNING MILK Co., to advertise
its new Sunnyside, Wash., evaporating
plant,
thefive
onlyspots
one per
in the
started using
day State,
Aug. 25
on
KIT, Yakima.
LOS ANGELES Soap Co., Los Angeles (White King), on Sept. 1 started sponsoring
a six-weekly
five-minute
newscast
on KMED,
Medford,
Ore.
Contract is for 52 weeks, with ijlacement through Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
BLOCK DRUG Co., .Jersey City
(Gold Medal Haarlem Oil Capsules),
on
1 started a on
series
of chainbreakSept.
announcements
WHN,
New
York and participations Monday
throughgest, a Friday
The Farmer's
Di6 a.m. onprogram
on WOR,
New York. Agency is Raymond Spector Co., New York.
Briggs Placing
C. A. BRIGGS Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (H-B Cough Drops) is planning use of spot announcements
in various markets. Company,
through its agency, Horton-Noyes
Co., Providence, R. L, has sent
letters to station representatives
seeking information on available
spots sired
on markets.
specific stations in de-

WFMJ

ori
Fav
wn's
tote
gs
Youn
Station
A Hooper-Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
than any ether station heard
in the Youngstown District.
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CERTIFICATE OF MERIT of the
American Legion was recently
awarded to KARM, Fresno, Cal.,
"in grateful consideration of the
service rendered to this community
and for having aided in the promotion of patriotism, loyalty, good
citizenship and the welfare of the
veterans who have served under
arms of the United States." Presentation was made by Annabel
Rainie, radio chairman of American Legion auxiliary district No. 4,
to Dick Wegener, program director, on behalf of KARM.
MAYES

AND

MOORE

AT HEAD OF KBWD
STAFF of the new KBWD,
Brownwood, Tex., which went on
the air Aug. 17, has been announced
by the station. Wendell Mayes, local mayor, is general manager. Mr.
Mayes, in partnership with J. S.
McBeath, former publisher of the
Brownwood Bulletin; Joe N.
Weatherby, local auto distributor;
and B. P. Bludworth, owner of a
poster service company, were authorized to build the station last
fall when the FCC issued a construction permit to the Brown
County Broadcasting Co. to operate with 500 watts on 1380 kc.
Commercial manager is James
Moore, formerly of KGFI, Brownsville, Tex., and KFDA, Amarillo,
with Robert Earl Deeley, formerly
of KFPL, Dublin, Tex., and Mrs.
Charles P. Henley Jr., also in the
commercial department. Program
director is A. D. Whisenant, formerly of KRBC, Abilene, and
KGKL, San Angelo. Announcers
are Tom Robinson, formerly of
KPAB, Laredo, and Tom Journeay,
of Abilene. Travis Flatt, formerly
of KBST, Big Spring, Tex., is chief
engineer, and Edgar P. Poole, from
KPAB, engineer.
Studies are housed in a new
structure at Hawkins and Wilson
Sts. with the transmitter across
the Pecan Bayou from the city.
RCA transmitter and microphones
are being used and KBWD has subscribed tothe Standard Radio music
library.

Guestitorial
(Continued from page 30)
factory answer to this question
will determine the degree of our
success in maintaining commercial radio during the national
emergency which confronts America, and will continue to confront
us, until the little guy with the
funny mustache is laid among the
sweetpeas.
And the answer is not overly difficult to find.
It lies in the prom.otion of the
sale of a multiciplicity of consumer
goods and services which hitherto
have been restricted in their appeal owing to high prices, limited markets, or just plain lack of
sales promotion.
Food manufacturers such as Del
Monte for instance, have in the
past been content to advertise only
their brand name, or else one or
two sales leaders. In their lines
may be dozens of specific items on
which big volume could be obtained
by proper promotion.
Perfumes and cosmetics in general, especially the better ones,
will find immensely extended markets ahead of them, crying for exploitation. Did you ever hear LeLong Perfumery advertised on the
air. Or Christmas Night? Or Carefree? All of them are high-priced
perfumes, the sale of which in the
past has been limited to the wellto-do.
Crosse & Blackwell make a fine
line of packaged foods. Have you
heard them on the air in recent

ing isn't going to be too easy.
But, beckoning with great lure
is plenty of quality merchandise, in
cash markets, on the counters of
retail stores, everywhere.
And that's where all advertising
men, newspapers, radio, magazines,
agencies, should turn. It's an opportunity not only to keep our
organizations intact, throughout
the period of the emergency, but
also to hold up the country's business volume — a vital necessity.
The American people will be better fed, better clothed, more luxurious, in the next year or so, than
ever before. There will be more
money in circulation than ever before, and fewer places in which to
spend it. It's a great opportunity.

Higgins to WRC-WMAL
HUGH M. HIGGINS, for the last
four years executive alumni secretary of Creighton U, Omaha, Neb.,
has assumed his new duties as promotion manager of WRC-WMAL,
Washington. A former newswriter
and publicity man, Mr. Higgins is
no stranger to radio having served
as sportscaster for KOIL and
WAAW (now KOWH) handling
play - by - play football, baseball,
basketball and hockey as well as
conducting the nightly 15-minute
Sports Highlight program, and appearing on the four-man panel of
experts for the Answer Please
which was heard for a year on
KOIL.

years
?
I could
carry this on indefinitely, but I'm sure you get the idea.
The point is that the country today has millions of men, working
over machines or at production
lines who are making from $50 to
$150 weekly, and who never made
that kind of money before. Most of
them have never had the opportunity of enjoying the good things
of life, and have looked longingly
at fine merchandise, yearning to
possess it.
Now, they are handling folding
money, in large denominations.
They'll only be able to purchase
automobiles or refrigerators or
furniture or clothing with increasing difficulty. And installment buyTHE

HOT

SPOT

740
between

New Shortwave Programs
TO BALANCE the war, defense
and other more serious features
shortwaved on WRCA and WNBI,
NBC's international stations, three
musical programs have been added :
Fashions in Manhattan, Strictly
From Dixie with popular music,
and Rhythmic Melodies featuring
Irving Miller's orchestra. New
Saturday program sent to England
and Latin America on WRCA and
WNBI is Highlights From Hollywood with news of the film center's
activities.
BROADCASTING

NBC's Red and Blue
for complete iafomation
(9nta<t ovr
KQW
San Jose, Calif.

Hathnal Representatives
or write

San Francisco Studios

KFSD
San Diego, California

1470

Pine

Street

Reps.: Reynolds-Fitzgerald, Inc.
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More Victory
kandi5in(f
Movie

"// only I had used WFDF Flint
Michigan, with a kilowatt on
910!"
Reserve
1941

Your Copy of

Iowa

Radio

Audience Survey
NOW
Conducted by Dr. H. B. Summers of
Kansas State College, the 1941
Iowa Radio Audience Survey is an
authoritative study . . tells virtually
everything you need to know about
Iowa and Middlewest radio listeners' habits . . (urnishes a means
by which you can scientifically
check almost all your advertising
plans in this section.
Write for it. No cost or obligation.
Address Dept. B
STATION
WHO
DES MOINES, IOWA
. t^i'-i^ --i^ vi?'. ■■C^- '^j^. -i?^
YOU CANNOT OPEN
YOUR FRONT DOOR
WITHOUT A
LATCH KEY!

y

^ The key to the large radio §
y audience in Nova Scotia
held by: —
CHNS
HALIFAX, N. S.
? The Key Station of the §
y
Maritimes
&
c
\
&

Representatives
WEED Si COMPANY
350 Madison Ave., N. Y.

y
^
?

You Can Dominate the
Omaha Great Plains Market
WITH

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
On the R£D Netv^ork
590 KC. - 5000 WATTS DAY O- NIGHT j
JOHN J. eiLLIN, JR., AW5R.
John Blair O- Co. Repreientatives ,'
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Tieup — Sergeant vs. Captain — Personal
Letters — Press S ervice Progress

n
esup and
mot
a ee
radio
betw
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UEpictur
IQ
UNion
A spo
nsor marketing farm
products started Sept. 6
when the first of the Saddle Mountain Roimdup series went on WHO,
Des Moines. The program, sponsored by the Consolidated Products Co., of Danville, 111., for its
Semi-Solid Buttermilk Feed Products, was aired at the same time as
the world premiere of the picture
"Saddle Mountain Roundup" in
Marshalltown, la. The radio-premiere climaxed a two-day celebration of Saddle Mountain Roundup
Days, featuring residents of Marparading in piosneer costown re
shallsto
tumes and
window decked
out in the style of the "gay nineties". The first broadcast of the
series was made from the stage
of the Odeon Theater in Marshalltown and featured Cousin Herald
Goodman, star of both the program
and the movie which was made by
Monogram Pictures. During the fall
and winter the program and picture
will play simultaneously in towns
i-Solid Buttermilk prodwhere Semdeal
ucts ers are located. Besides
personal appearances, Cousin Herald will appear at Semi-Solid dealers. Agency is Mace Adv. Inc.,
Peoria, 111.
Flagg & Quirt Again
IN AN ALL-OUT campaign to
promote the premiere broadcast of
Captain Flagg & Sergeant Quirt
on Sept. 28, sponsoi-ed by Mennen
Co., Newark, on NBC-Blue, Russel
M. Seeds Co., Chicago, the agency,
has distributed to the stations an
elaborate promotional book outlining merchandising suggestions.
"Ammunition" distributed by the
agency includes press stories on
the program, its stars, Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe, one and
two-column mats, transcribed announcements, etc. The book suggests that stations notify service
camps in their area, broadcast
Marine recruiting announcements
in cooperation with local recruiting
office, use newspaper ads and publicity, cooperate with local Mennen
distributors and dealers for window and store tie-in displays. The
agency has secured official endorsement of cooperation from the U. S.
Marine Corps for the program,
and the promotion highlights the
defense theme.
* * *
Hams and Discs
KDKA, Pittsburgh, gave recordings of winners voices and an E-Z
Cut Ham to participants in a quiz
program originating from the station's setup at the Allegheny County Fair. John Morrell & Co. of Ottumwa, la., sponsors of The Missus
Goes a-Shopping on the station,
furnished the hams while the station cut the records.
* * *
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, is distributing V stickers for autos and
windshields. It is printed on a background suggesting the Union Jack,
with the telegraphic symbol for V.

8, 1941

Baseball Contest
KWK, St. Louis, is conducting the
second annual baseball popularity
contest, sponsored by the Falstaff
Brewing Corp. to select the two
most popular
players Leagues.
in the American and National
The
contest, started Aug. 25 and running to Sept. 13, is being promoted
on the two Falstaff programs,
play-by-play baseball and a nightly
sports review. Ballot boxes have
been placed at all Falstaff dealers
as well as other points throughout
the city. The winning players will
be presented with trophies. Over
a million votes were cast in last
year's contest.
Danzig's Letters
AS AN EXPERIMENT, Jerry
Danzig, publicity director of WOR,
New York, is sending out weekly
personal circular letters to several
hundred radio editors of newspapers outside New York City. To
supplement the station's regular
publicity releases, the letters will
give informal,
mation about off-the-record
WOR. First infordealt
with the death of Floyd Neale,
MBS FMmusic
commentator,
WOR's
new
transmitter,
new handling
of program changes, and concluded
with an invitation ta "be sure and
visit WOR" while in New York.
Royal Crown Up
SUCCESS of the Royal Crown
Bottling Co. in upping sales 100%
this year is cited in a mailing piece
being sent out by WORL, Boston,
as being the result of using participation in the 920 Club program. Piece in the form of a pianographed letter is addressed to
WORL Manager George Lasker
and is signed by G. Stephens, head
of the bottling company.
UP Progress
GAIN in usage and in sponsorship
of United Press Radio News Wire
Features from Dec. 20, 1940, to
July 31, 1941, is charted and illustrated in "Stepping Up", folder
issued by UP. Each of the 10 fiveminute features is pictured as sent
out in individual brochure form
with the percentage and type of
sponsors listed beneath.
White House Books
LIST of 1,100 books found in the
White House library is offered to
listeners by Art Baker, Hollywood
commentator, during his five-weekly, half -hour
Baker's
Notebook,
on program,
NBC-PacificArt Blue
stations. In addition, those compiling
the five best lists of ten selected
books receive the volumes of their
respective choice.
^ ij: ^
Inserts in Apparel
THE STRAND SHOP, Passaic,
N. J., to promote its daily 9:45
a.m. program By Special Arrangement on WPAT, Paterson, is placing inserts in all packages of women's apparel wrapped at the store
and has placed billboards around
the district calling attention to the
feature.
BROADCASTING

WPID, Petersburg, Va., has started a campaign of its own based on
the V for Victory theme, using
colorful window stickers displaying the WPID call letters above a
large "V". Listeners are invited
to write or call for free stickers
for their homes, stores, or cars.
city.
Stickers have been placed in various store windows throughout the
*
* *
Success Stories
A TABLOID success journal has
been published by WTMJ, Milwaukee, with the front page bearing the title "Results, in Black on
White". Reproduced are letters
from "satisfied
comment
on theiradvertisers",
successful usewith
of
the station.
BROCHURES
KNX, Hollywood — Four-page, pen and
ink illustrated folder titled All Over
Southern California, which relates
brieflytion,market
coveredcalled
by that
stawith attention
to new
money created by defense work proUNITED PRESS— Folder entitled
"For
gram. your own profit — your footliall
prophet"
offering
programpredctinj;
of UP
Sports Editor
Ralpha Palmer
football scores.
WMT.
Four-pag*orange Cedar
coloredRapids,
piece la.—
modelled
after
sheet music
promoting station's Magic
Kitclien
program.
GEORGETOWN U— Illustrated booklet published by foreign service school
tracing radio series titled New World
Diplomacy.
WET, Charlotte — Folder, telling how
"WBT
Hatchery.helped crack 320,000 eggs." or
the sales success story of Leonard's
WOR, chure,
New
broA TaleYork
of —h Spiral
Cities, bound
on survey
of all-night listening.
KDAL, Duluth — Two-color broadside
announcing
a shift
to 610 kc. and increase to 1,000
watts.
NBC Hollywood — Accordion fold piece
giving Pacific Coast market statistics
and new programs.
18m

Employed

in WICHITA
Aircraft Plants
A new high of 18,000 employees
in Wichita's aircraft factories is expected to be reached by October
1st of this year.
Additional thousands will be
added as new plant facilities now
being constructed are completed.
Now is the time for you to start
getting your sales message across
to this vast army of well-paid labor.
And there's no better way to do
this than to use the "Pioneer Voice
of Kansas," KFBI. START NOW!

KFBI • WICHITA
5000 WATTS DAY • 1000 WATTS NITE
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AFRA

Donates

Talent

For Shortwave Program
AN OFFER by the Cincinnati
local of AFRA to supply the services of its membership talent for
programs broadcast to England on
WLWO, Crosley international
shortwave outlet, was announced
last Friday by Wilfred Guenther,
WLWO manager. The offer was
made by James Leonard, president
of the local. Tentative ai'rangement
call for AFRA
appearances onmembers'
the Greatgratis
Britain
broadcasts at least once a week.
Typical program will be The
American Parade, a dramatization
of the highlights of American history. Other special features of the
same type are being planned.
James D. Shouse, Crosley vieej president in charge of broadcast\ ing, has offered the complete fai cilities of the WLW-WLWO stuI dios, personnel and engineering
I control to assist in preparing and
1 broadcasting the programs.
RO/WANCES FOR SAVOY
Coffee Firm Again Renews
From License Bureau
CREDITED with bringing a 100%
increase in turnover for many
Savoy Coffee dealers, Quin Ryan's
Marriage License Romances resumes Sept. 8 on WGN, Chicago,
for 13 more weeks under sponsorship of Steele-Wedeles Co. The
thrice-weekly feature returns to
the air after a three-week vacation
interval, and will be heard Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
1:30 p.m.
The series was launched by
Steele-Wedeles Co. Feb. 17 for 26
weeks. During this period Savoy
Coffee sales have shown a decided
increase, according to E r w i n,
Wasey & Co., Chicago, agency
handling the account.
More Canadian Music
DESPITE the war Canadian composers are increasing their contributions to the music library of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., according to a report of the CBC. With an
ever increasing number of programs
■with aada,war
theme originating
Canmore Canadian
music isin being
used. Such CBC programs as Carry
On, Canada use a tremendous amount
of Canadian music — the theme song,
in fact, being the work of the Canadian organist. Ernest Dainty. Frequently special comiiositions are being
commissioned to fit special programs.
Canadians whose music has been
heard recently on CBC programs include Godfrey Ridout, John Weinzweig. Robert Farnon, Ernest Seitz,
John W. Rushton, Reg. Hinchey. Walter Bromby. Sir Ernest Maeilillan.
Capt. J. Gagnier, Capt. J. Slatter,
Ruth Low and Sair Lee.

PROGRAMS
Defense Drama
ramis DESIGNED to portray the part
l prog
locacy,
111.,
WTA
onES
UL Quin
SFD,
SUCC
Pick-A-Toon, sponsored by the Midwest plays in National DeConsolidated Oil Co. for
fense, the Midwest Mobilizes promore than a year. An adaptation of
gram, a weekly feature of WBBM,
d
et
s,
boar is set up Chicago, under the auspices of the
dart a targ
on a main street and passersby Illinois State Council of Defense,
ted
to toss a dart at the dramatizes operation of defense
are invi
board in an attempt to hit the contracts with broadcasts from
working on defense orders.
jackpot number. The number factories
y day,
numeach
and
ever
changes
ber on the board corresponds to a
popular song played on a piano
For Traffic Safety
in the studio. Contestants try and
name their tune and win a quart TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS that have
of oil. The jackpot number, which
occurred during the week are anaa prize, may accumualways wins
lyzed by Sergt. Roland J. Schulate awards from day to day if it
macher, head of the traffic educais not hit.
tion division of the St. Louis police
department,
the So ofItKXOK.
Can'f
Local Insights
Happen
to Youon program
Sergt.
Schumacher
offers
advice
to
INTIMATE sidelights on local affairs form the basis of City Edi- prevent reoccurrence of such accidents and also presents members
tor, new series on WSAI, Cincin- of various
safety organizations.
nati, conducted bv William Dowdell,
WLW-WSAI news editor. Where
the mayor gets his free cigars, why
Mr. and Mrs. Critic
certain cops are sent to the sticks
WMCA, New York, has started a
and similar tales are aired evei-y new
series of theatre reviews, emSunday at noon.
ploying a man and wife as critics.
The reviews, heard the same night
Poets Honored
as the play opens, are presented by
LIVING western poets are saluted
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Colby, both
in a new series of weekly programs
established dramatic critics on New
on KYA, San Francisco, titled York papers. It is planned to exSinging West. An outstanding
tend
turesthelater.reviews to motion picverse writer is presented on each
program. He is interviewed and in
most instances reads some of his
own works or reviews another
writer's book of poems.
f<^

From Hangar Four
HANGER FOUR at Hamilton
Field, Cal., having been converted
into a men's recreational hall, more
than 2,000 soldiers now witness
Open House, the 25-minute sustainer on NBC-Pacific Blue stations.
Helen Morgan and Frank Barton
are co-m.c. Besides Topsy-Turvey,
a comedy skit, acts include Gladys
Simpson, dramatci soprano; Horace
and Hattie, comedy team, and Ricardo's orchestra. Each broadcast
is supplemented by a 30-minute
pre-show.
In Shadow of Guns
BENEATH the 16-inch guns of
Uncle Sam's newest 35,000-ton
battleship, the V. S. S. Washington,
at the Philadelphia Navy Yard,
WFIL, Philadelphia, late in August
originated the first program of its
new weekly series, A Night With
the Navy, featuring entertainment
by crew members. Announcer Jack
Stock is ni.c. of the show.
Small Town Stuff
HUMOROUS story of life in a
suburban town is told on Jones
& I, half -hour weekly program on
CBS, with title roles played by
Sammie Hill and Scott Farnworth,
also author of the series. Stuart
Buchanan produces and directs the
programs, which are autobiographical, incorporating much of the life
of the writer.
Safety Talks
WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis., is planto present a spots
seriesfeaturing
of oneminutening transcribed
safety talks by Sheboygan bus
drivers.

Adventurers' Adventures
TRUE ADVENTURES of mem-'
bers of the Explorers Club on their
trips to far-off places are dramatized on Adventure in the Unknown,
weekly half -hour series on WNYC,
New York municipal station, in cooperation with the American Museum of Natural History and the
Club.
Defiant People
TRUE STORIES of courageous
defiance among the conquered peoples of Europe are now aired
weekly on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. network in a series of
talks by Eva-Lis Wuorio.

nnn

tour greatest opportunities are open
In Jacksonville over WJHP. Try and
be convinced.
C wOli,kj JOHN
iK Con)K rUtJITUxapimOClATU
kpKMMH. nflml)
wnLMtaw
CMKkU OETKKTmp. ATUHTl mUDCmiU
JACKSONVILLE
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That's Why Greyhound
Uses Postal Telegraph

Phone

CMOOTH, speedy,
^ friendly service!
That's what Greyhound, world's
greatest
bus line,
gives.
And
smooth, speedy friendly telegraph service is
what Greyhound gets.
Because Greyhound —
like
many business
of America's
smartest
firms
— uses Postal Telegraph exclusively.
This same superior,
economical service can
be yours too — at any
Postal Telegraph office. Or —

•Chorgai appear on your phone bill

.JOHN ALDEN, formerly assistant
advertising manager of Norwich Pharmaeal Co., Norwich. N. T., user of
spot radio, has been appointed advertising manager of the company.
ANTHONY HYDE, formerly of
Young & Rubicam, New York, has
joined the copy staff of Lord &
Thomas, New York.
J. C. BRIDGEWATER, formerly
copy director of H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago, and previously of BlackettSample-Hummert and Newell-Emmett
Co.. New York, has been appointed
manager of the copy department of
the Chicago oflRce of Sherman K. Ellis & Co., effective Sept. 1.5.
RAY MOUNT ROGERS, for two and
a half years copy chief of Gerth-Knollin Advertising Agency. San Francisco,
has been pi'omoted to account executive and transferred
to the agency's
Los Angeles
office.
W. A. BREWER, president of Brewer-Weeks Advertising Agency, San
Francisco, a major in the Army re.serve, has been called to active duty
with the Civilian Defense Corps in
Washington. Ken Beaver is managing
the affairs of the agency during his
absence.
JAMES K. SCHULLINGER. assistant to Gene Duckwall. Hollywood office manager and timebuyer of Lord
& Thomas, is recovering from injuries
received when he fell from an entertainment device at Ocean Park Pier,
Cal. He is the son of Karl Schullinger,
Lord &rector ofThomas
New Y'ork
Lucky Strike
shows. radio diFLETCHER TURNER, assistant radio director of .J. M. Mathes Inc., New
York, on Aug. 30 married Dorothy
Lippincott
the publicity department of that ofagency.

AFA 10th Session
THE 10th District convention of
the AFA will be held Oct. 16-18
in Tulsa, Okla. under sponsorship
of The Tulsa Advertising Federation. Amos Parrish, retail consultant and fashion clinic expert,
will head the list of speakers. Entertainment will be furnished by
the Newspaper Publishing Corp.
and KVOO and KTUL. The 10th
District comprises, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas.
TOM HARGIS. formerly producer of
NBC Chicago, has joined Russel M.
Seeds Co.. Chicago, as director and
producer of transcribed Renfro Valley
program liamson
sponsored
by Brown
& WilTobacco Corp.,
Louisville.
ALLIED ADV. AGENCIES, Los Angeles, has established branch offices
in the Bank of America Bldg., San
Diego. Cal.. with H. W. Gambrell as
resident manager.
MARION KYLE, who operates an advertising agency under his own name
in Los Angeles, was seriously hurt in
a recent auto accident oh the San
Francisco peninsula.
RAY MOUNT ROGERS, for more
than two years copy chief of GerthKnollin Adv. Agency, San Francisco,
has been elevated to account executive and transferred to the firm's Los
Angeles office.
BEESON-FALLER-REICHBRT is
the new name of the former Sterling
Beeson Inc., agency in Toledo. Officers
are Sterling Beeson. chairman of
board ; .John O. Munn. president ;
R. J. Faller. vice-president ; Arthur
Reichert, vice-president ; H. Reed
Sturgeon, secretary-treasurer.
WILLIAM VON ZALEY. formerly
of WINS. New York, and previously
with Consolidated Radio Corp., has
left for California to direct the radio
department
of Music Corp. of America's Coast office.
North Appointed
JAMES D. NORTH, Assistant to
Charles G. Mortimer, Advei'tising
Manager of General Foods Corp.,
New York, has been appointed associate advertising manager of the
company for Jell-0 and Minute
Tapioca, as of Sept. 1. Succeeding
Mr. North
as Mr.
Mortimer's
assistant is John
S. Allen,
formerly
advertising assistant on Jell-O and
Minute Tapioca. Mr. North has also handled export advertising for
the company and the Waller Baker
account in the past five years.
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Charles K. Kaufman
CHARLES K. KAUFMAN, 5.5. for
more than 20 years with the Arthur
Rosenberg Adv. Agency. New York,
died Aug. 30 at Monteflore Hospital
after a six-month illness. He is survived by a wife, two daughters and
two brothers.

Coutant

Plans to Resign !
To Join Statistical Firm i
FRANK R. COUTANT, vice-president in charge of marketing of
Pedlar & Ryan, New York, in late
September will resign to become
vice-president and director of service of Fact Finders Associates,
New York, research affiliate
of the Advertising Distributors
of America.
A pioneer in the development of
scientific marketing, Mr. Coutant
is well known for his lectures and
books on research, the latest being
an analysis of 140 major markets
in America in cooperation with the
American Marketing Assn. and the
U. S. Bureau of Census. He will
be associated with Dr. R. E. Rindfusz, president of Fact Finders,
to assist in broadening the scope
of the company to include all types
of marketing and research consultations, planning, direction and
interpretation of surveys, consumer testing of old and new products,
studies of effectiveness of media
and advertising campaigns. Succeeding Mr. Coutant will be D. E.
Robinson, formerly general manYork. ager of Federal Adv. Agencv, New
Parsons to Federal
DON PARSONS, formerly director of promotion of the McCall
Corp., New York, has been named
vice-president and director of research of Federal Adv. Agency,
that city, succeeding D. E. Robinson,
manager,
who New
resigned togeneral
join Pedlar
& Ryan,
York, effective Sept. 29 [Broadcasting, Sept. 1]. Previous to joining McCall in 1932, Mr. Parsons
served as general sales manager of
McGraw-Hill and in a general executive capacity for Curtis Publishing Co.
Coast Branch Enlarged
NEEDHAM,
LOUIS & BRORBY.
with three sponsored network shows j
to originate from the West Coast, has
tripled
its space
Hollywood
production office
at 1680radio
N. Vine
St.
Van Fleming, formerly producer of
Brisacher,
Davisadded
& Staff.
Sanstaff
Fran-as
cisco, has been
to the
producer of the weekly NBC IJap
Hazard, sponsored by S. C. Johnson«
& Son. Cecil Underwood. West Coast,
manager of the agency, produces the
weekly
Oreat Gildersleeve, which
started Aug. 31 under sponsorship nf
Kraft Cheese Co. (Parkay Marga- 1
rine), on 28 NBC-Red station-s. Sunday, 6:30-7 p.m. (EDST). He will
have a simOar assignment on tlic
weekly NBC Fihher McGee & MoHn
program, sponsorship
resuming Sept.
continued
of S. 30C. undi'r
.John
son & Son.

STAY*

*La. State U. registration last year
Students— 6,774 • Staff— 1,950
PIEDMONT
5,000
Watts

SECTION

WJBO
Represented Nationally by Geo. HolUngbery Co.

Kc.

NA
CAROLI
^%0
JUTH DOMINATED
BY
5000 WATTS
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FTC
GRAMS
PLEA
TO REVISE REPORT
PERMISSION to alter the dates
covering reports on commercial
programs, submitted by radio stations four times yearly in complying with Federal Trade Commission requirements, has been granted to WHK-WCLE. Cleveland, by
PGad B. Morehouse, director of the
FTC's Radio & Pei'iodical Division,
the
day. stations revealed last Wednes-

WILLIAM B. 3IAILLEFERT
MENTION the Great Republic to
Bill Maillefert, timebuyer for the
New York office of Compton Advertising Inc., and his face beams.
For the Great Republic is a 28-foot
sailboat, one-third owned by Bill,
the rest by two of his agency cohorts. Itis famous in boating circles
as the auxilliaiy cutter that once
sailed across the Atlantic piloted
by a one-armed captain.
Then mention the plumbing and
truck-diving business and Bill
grins knowingly, for he once spent
a term with the 11th Ward Bldg. &
Loan Assn. in Newark as its representative inthose lines.
BiU was bora in 1912 at Westfield, N. J., gained his higher education at Rutgers College where he
gave the old college try for the
swimming team. Lea\ing Rutgers
in 19.30, pipe-smoking Maillefert,
after a series of building and loan
jobs, joined Compton in 1937 in the
checking department, soon transferring to the media department
where he handled radio under Murray Carpenter. In 1939, Bill took
over the spot and assistant network timebuying jobs, answering
to Dan Potter on network and Guy
Richards, media director.
He buys time for Procter &
Gamble's
Ivory Soap,
Flakes,
Crisco, Naptha.
Duz andIvory
Fluffo,
and
also Bosco Coffee and Krueger
Beer. It runs about 1% million
dollars annually in spot.
Bill is married to Cathiyn Joughin. Hobbies besides his sailing
acti\-ities are golf and squash.
Asked about fall business, he indicated the possibility of spot time
increasing -with network probably
remaining about the same as 1940.
\J\

\tJ^((0\ms:%

The FTC ordinarily requires radio stations to submit copies of all
commercials aired in a 15-day period, but under the new WHKWCLE plan the period is shortened to two consecutive weeks,
starting each week on Monday.
In submitting the suggested
change, it was explained that the
15-day report periods in the past
often have not coincided with the
radio business week, sometimes
running through one entire week
and parts of two others and creating an additional burden in preparing the reports. Leslie F. Biebl
and Walter Da%'is, originators of
the WHK-WCLE plan, estimated
that since most radio commercials
run on a weekly basis, the simplified procedure "will reduce by about
30<^"<: the man-hours required to
make out the FTC reports.
Although Mr. Morehouse stated
that the Radio & Periodical Bivision had not made any blanket
change in the procedure for radio
stations, he indicated to Broadcasting that stations desiring to put
the new plan into operation could
obtain permission from the FTC.
La Palina Series
CONGRESS CIGAR Co., New
York, for its fall campaign for La
Palina cigars is sponsoring three
quarter-hour weekly on WW J, Detroit, featuring sports comments
by Ty Tyson, and in October will
start sponsorship of the weekly
half -hour Quiz Bowl program on
WKRC, Cincinnati. Agency is
Marschalk & Pratt. New York.
OEM Labor Salute
AS
A TRIBrTE
labor'sfor part
defense
efforts, the toOffice
Emer-in
gency Management arranged a special
Salute to Laior program on XBCBlue and Red Sept. 1. 1-2 p.m. In
addition to a talk by President Roosevelt cluded
from Hyde
inAmerican Park,
labor participants
officials. Ernest
Bevin. Great Britain's Minister of
Labor, speaking from London, and
Hollywood stars. Bernard C. Schoenfeld. chief of the OEM radio section,
contributed an original play to the
program, while Melvyn Douglas from
Hollywood and Lowell Thomas in
New York were m.c.'s.
KGA. Spokane, was
nearly three hours
lightning struck the
ishing a transmitter
MORE

silenced Aug. 26
when a bolt of
antenna, demolline.
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FAIRMONT
yn'pjxHfttmefCh
M. M. GOTTLIEB
ASSOCIATES. Allentown. Pa. (Telemeter Clocks), to Julian G.
Po!!ock Co.. Philadelphia.
CORONET CHEMICAL Co., Allenwood,
N. J. (Strike remedy), to Wm. N. Scheer
Adv. Agenc}', Newark. Said to use radio.
DALLAS-FORT WORTH BREWING Co.,
Dallas,
to Tracy-Locke-Dawson,
Dallas. Radio included
in plans.
ICE CREAM PRODUCTS Inc.. Chicago
(Fizz mix), to BBDO, Chicago. Said to
use radio. Distribution is national.

The
mailman

i

fainted!
WCKY OBTAINS SCRAP
Steel Shortage Is Eased by
Station's Appeal
HELEN REES, promotion director
of WCKY, Cincinnati, really
started something when she found
a serious shortage of steel scrap
existed in the Ohio Valley area.
Visiting
recently.
Miss ReesMiddleto'mi,
interviewed0., steel
and
iron executives for her program.
Industry on the March. From C. R.
Hook, president of American Rolling Mills Co., and other industrial
leaders, she learned that steel and
iron plants
facing
shutdo'nms
because
the were
supply
of scrap
was
short.
In Middletowm and Ashland, Ky.,
she was informed, scrap iron
drives were conducted and the
Armco plants there were kept going. Miss Rees proposed a similar
drive in Cincinnati. She telephoned
officials and steel executives in the
Greater Cincinnati area. They
agreed to meet and plan a campaign to collect scrap steel and iron
from homes and business houses.
Meanwhile Mr. Hook phoned the
Metals Conservation Division of
the 0PM for formal approval of
the drives, and got it.

All we told him was
that we soon would
be increasing our
night-time power to
5000 watts. Naturally, we added
that this increased
power would mean
increased coverage
and,
turns.
His eyes roiled
brow - ward, he
slipped slowly to
the floor and his
bale of letters addressed to WMMN

Taverns'thatO^vn
BMI reports
one 'Polka'
of its songs.
"Friendly Tavern Polka", has been
chosen as the theme song of the national tavern industry, which will
feature the number in a promotional
campaign
to buUd
for taverns and will
use itgoodwill
as a theme
in
whatever
radio
advertising
the
taverns use.

burst, spilling and
burying him completely.
Ask the

A NT:W song. "A Pretty Coed Has
GonePaul
To Fogarty,
My Head",producer
has beenof written
by
WGX.
Chicago.
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CJOR joins the list of
Canadian stations who
point proudly to the free
time and unstinted effort

|
J
y
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y donated to Canada's
§ War Effort. We're proud
§ of Canada — sure of Vic^ torv. We work with that
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ergo, increased mail re-
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5,000 WATTS DAY
1,000 WATTS NIGHT
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FREDERICTON — N.B.
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§ Vancouver—
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Polly Silenced
CONSTERNATION reigned
at CBS on a recent Sunday
morning, a few minutes before its broadcast from the
New York Zoological Park,
because a parrot, billed as
guest star, knew only one
tune and that an ASCAP one
— the "Stein Song". Permitted a preliminary warmup,
the parrot began whistling
the song, one of those banned
from CBS since last Jan. 1,
when William Bridges, curator of publications at the
Zoo, remembered ASCAP. A
hurry call to CBS by Announcer John Reed King
brought the order "Keep that
parrot off the air," and the
program went ahead with the
15 other performers doing
their acts.

LONE
STAR BEER'S BIG CAMPAIGN
Brewing Company Uses Four San Antonio Outlets
For 27 Programs, 184 Announcements Weeklyfields in and around San Antonio.
LONE STAR BREWING Co., San
On the Texas Parade, heard
Antonio, on Sept. 1 started a $25,Tuesday and Thursday, Hofner and
000 radio campaign in the Southwest, claimed
"the greatest
radio the orchestra salute neighboring
schedule
everas released
in South
communities, mentioning the name
Texas", for Lone Star Beer. The of the local Lone Star Beer distribcampaign includes 27 programs and
utor. In addition, KTSA carries
184 spot announcements weekly on a War Parade and a News Parade,
with Charles C. Shaw commenting
four San Antonio stations — KTSA,
KONO, KMAC, WOAI— and it is on the news each Monday, Wednesestimated that every 30 minutes of
day and Friday. On Tuesday and
the broadcast day, from 7 a.m. to Thursday he answers questions
12 midnight a Lone Star Beer pro- phoned in by listeners on his
gram or spot will be aired on one of Stum-p-the-Editor quiz. Saturday
these stations.
night's
schedule
hour
Dance
Parade.features a full27 a Week
KTSA is carrying 27 programs
Serutan Back
weekly under the title. Lone Star
Radio Parade. Monday through SERUTAN Co., Jersey City (health
food) on Sept. 8 resumes Journal
Friday mornings the station broadWEEKLT programs on MBS dealing
of Living, a half-hour transcribed
cast the Womayi's Parade, featur- series
with current events now total 84, or
featuring Victor H. Lindlahr.
ing Frank Stewart's Hollywood gos- The program,
16% program hours. Newscasters acheard on a varying
sip and news for women. Each time schedule on
count for 630 minutes of program
11 stations three
time ; recorded BBC news, 140 min- noon on Monday, Wednesday and times weekly, has been off the air
utes ;press association summaries. 100
Friday it carries an Army Parade,
for the summer. Ruthrauff & Ryan,
minutes ; foreign pickups, 80 minutes,
Adolph Hofner and his New York, handles the account.
and additional news programs, 455 featuring
orchestra
and
devoted
to
men
minutes, including Parade of the News
in the Army camps and flying
and All Anali/sis of Propaganda.
Warner Film Spots
WARNER BROS., Hollywood, having increased its advertising and
exploitation budget for the film,
ECONOMICAL
"One Foot in Heaven," will include
heavy use of radio along with other
media.
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Honeymoon Program
NEWLTWEDS make up the studio
audience of the weekly half-hour pari>rogram. Honeymoon
Cottage Qwh ticipation
on KMPC,
Beverly HiUs,
Cal.. ;ointly sponsored by Ben Hur
Pi-oducts Co., Los Angeles (food products) ; Gre-Sof Co., Los Angeles
(cleaning solvent); Dr. W. J. Ross
Co.. Los Alamitos, Cal. (pet food,
Silver uctsFoam
soap)Nuys,
; VictorCal.Food(French
prodCo., Van
dressing) ; Natures Products Co., Los
Angeles (honeycomb chips) ; Downtown Motor Sales Co., Los Angeles
( Hudson dealers ) . Quiz series, copyrighted by E. .J. Post Co.. Los Angeles,
is conducted by Owen Babbe. A contest is open to all couples married
since Jan. 1. 1939.
DR. MOSE HARVEY, news analyst
of WSB. Atlanta, has been awarded
a Rockefeller Foundation fellowship
to study postwar reconstruction in
Europe for the Council of Foreign Relations. He was an assistant ijrofessor
of history at Emory U.
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New GE Plant
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. has
started construction of a new $1,275,000 building in Schenectady for
the assembly and testing of radio
equipment for the Army and Navy,
according to Charles E. Wilson, GE
president. The building, to be equipped
at an additional cost of $1,000,000. is
part offense
a $2,400,000
project
of the De-of
Plant Corp. for
expansion
GE radio manufacturing facilities. The
program
includes
purchase
and
renovation also
of the
old Weber
Electric
Co. plant. The buildings and equipment
financed by Defense Plant Corp. will
be operated
by Government.
GE, but title wUl remain with the
Six Bouts Listed
SIX MAJOR BOXING bouts, including the Joe Louis-Lou Nova fight
Sept. 29 at New York's Polo Grounds,
will be broadcast on MBS under sponsorship of Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
Boston, from Sept. 12 to Nov. 21, inclusive. Don Dunphy and Bill Corum
will describe the bouts, all of which
originate from Madison Square Garone. den, New York, except the Louis-Nova
WCRS, Greenwood, S. C, on Sept. 1
became a bonus outlet of the NBCRed Southeastern Group. Owned by
Grenco Inc., WCRS operates on 1450
kc, 250 watts, unlimited.
Track's Success
ALTHOUGH only on WOR,
New York, for three weeks
with the Trotting With Stan
Lomax program, the Old
Countyready hasTrotting
alan unusualAssn.
success
story to tell. Prior to the
broadcasts the total amount

OCT. 1

mutuel
$95,000pariper
of moneyaveraged
at the track's
night. Average for the past
three weeks has been $125,000 a night and on four recent nights the Roosevelt
track achieved a new record
— betting reached capacity,
no more money being accepted. Agency is M. H. Hackett
Co., New York.

WFBR

National Representative:

SIGN OF THE TIMES is this lobby
display outlining the $25,000 radio
campaign of Lone Star Brewing
Co., San Antonio, started Sept. 1
on all four San Antonio stations.
The campaign includes 27 separate
programs
and 184
spottheannouncements weekly.
Giving
placard
a going-over are (1 to r) Ward
Wilcox, KTSA account executive;
Thomas F. Conroy, whose San Antonio agency handles the Lone Star
account; Harry Jersig, president
of Lone Star; Charles Balthrope,
KTSA commercial manager.

Petry & Co.
BROADCASTING
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WLW. Ciiicinuati, broadcast coverage of the Indiana State Fair at Indianapolis beginning Aug. 30 with a
prodaily Everybody's
gram direct from Farm
the fairHour
grounds.
Ed Mason and Merton Emmert, director and assistant director of farm
sehandledandtheBoss
WLW, Watts
programs
ries aided for
by Lowell
Johnston, veteran Indiana sportsman
and historian. WLW is also planning
coverage of the Kentucky State Fair.
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass., has added
a suite of five offices to its headquarter facilities, adjoining former studio
offices.
jWCAE, Pittsburgh, set up a special
"bootli
Allegheny
Fair last
month. atStation
used County
the facilities
at
the fair to promote MBS programs,
which network WCAE joins Oct. 1.
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., presents
its program Let's Join the Army at
Camp fenseLangdon
from theIsland.
harbor
debase on Newcastle
N. H.,
each Tuesday. The show is written and
produced by soldiers.
WDNC, Durham, N. C, has completed arrangements for carrying
weekly programs on campus life, conducted by student leaders of Duke U
and the neighboring U of North Caroina. Campus news will be featured,
along with interviews, music by college bands and dramatic skits by campus dramatic groups.
WSM, Nashville, will broadcast the
September Army maneuvers in Louisiana. Staffmen are being equipped for
the assignment.
ANNUAL National Foreign Trade
Convention, to be held in New York
Oct. 6-8 will be given full coverage by
WRCA and WNBI, NBC's international stations, with special attention
to those phases of the convention dealing with efforts of the United States
to aid Latin American countries in
finding compensations for the loss of
their European trade. Talks of Under
Secretary of State Sumner Welles and
Viscount Halifax, Ambassador from
Great Britain, will be shortwaved in
six languages to Latin America along
with messages from President Roosevelt and Winston Churchill.
ONE OF THE pioneer amateur programs in the West. Budda's Amateur
Hour, conducted by Dean Maddox
weekly on KFRC. San Francisco,
celebrated its seventh anniversary Aug.
23. Some 300 jammed the studios
and requests for 8.300 more studio
tickets had to be turned down. The
program has been sponsored almost
since its inception by the Marin-Dell
Milk Co. of San Francisco.
Major to Return

' FOLLOWI
NG neither
an 11-week
EdMajorperiod
during which
q^^ward teur
Bowes
nor
his
Original
AmaHour have been heard, the
Major returned to the CBS Thursday evening spot, under snonsorship of Chrysler Corp., Detroit.
During the Major's hospitalization,
while he recovered from an operation, the CBS program time was
filled with symphonic music under
the direction of Morton Gould,
young American conductor-composer.
HENRY FORD, owner of the Ford
Motor Co., which sponsors the CBS
Ford Sunday Evening Hour, was
awarded an illuminated scroll by
Sigma Alpha Iota, professional music
^fraternity for women, at its recent
' convention, in recognition of "the
outstanding symphony programs presented to the people of America which
contribute greatly to our cultural defenses forming a bulwark of national
morale."
BROADCASTING
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STEEL FOR DEFENSE was the
keynote when the 500-foot transmitter tower of WCAU, Philadelphia, at Newtown Square, Pa., was
felled to be dismantled and sold
to defense industries. The 35-ton
steel tower became obsolete a week
previous
when radiator
WCAU's at new
440foot vertical
MoorestoAvn, N. J., was placed in operation. Here John G. Leitch, WCAU
technical director who was called
into the Navy two days later as a
lieutenant-commander in charge of
communications at Cape May, N. J.,
examines the fallen structure.
WDRC Names Taylor
APPOINTMENT of Herman D.
Taylor, chief engineer of WTIC,
Hartford, Conn., to the position of
plant manager succeeding the late
J. Clayton Randall and the advancement of Edwin R. Sanders to
chief engineer in charge of development and research, was announced last Thursday by Paul W.
Morency, general manager of
WTIC. Taylor, who at one time
was an operator on a number of
merchant vessels and was with
RCA, joined WTIC in October of
1924 aiding Mr. Randall in the
original desiening of studios and
circuits for WTIC, as well as installation of new studios and transmitter in 1929 for 50,000 watt operation. Sanders, a graduate of
Rennsselear Polytechnic Institute
in 1931, has been with WTIC since
that time.
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Jesse Topete
JESSE TOPETE, 35. Los Angeles
radio singer, died at the Fresno (Cal.)
County General Hospital on Aug. 26
as result of a near-drowning while
.swimming near Coalinga two days
before.
Teachers' Message
UTILIZING RADIO to convey their message. Superintendent Vierling Kersey and
President John F. Dalton of
the Los Angeles board of education on Sept. 8 were to
address 11,000 teachers and
students of 407 schools in that
county during a half-hour
morning broadcast released
over KECA. All teachers
were required to listen to the
broadcast, which was the first
time in the history of Los
Angeles schools that such
means had been taken to
reach faculty members simultaneously. Facilities of
KECA were turned over to
the board of education as a
public service.
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There are two ways to blanket the heart
of the Texas Gulf Coast — the hard way —
with an unlimited budget and many media
— or the easy way — with KXYZ-KRIS.
Millions are being made and spent down
here this year. Will it be with you — or
your competitor? Get the facts on how to
money. the most territory for the least
cover

THE

National Representotives:
BRANHAM
COMPANY

MORE

FOR

YOUR MONEY
• . . . through our
COMBINATION
RATES
• . . . and
BONUS POINT
ADVERTISING

KXVZWKRIS
CORPUS CHRIST!
HOUSTON
NBC' Rlue.
I
NBC' fied W Sl^
Hoik SUio^ MUTUAL xutd LONE STAR CHAIN xi^duUeA
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CONTROLS
ROOM
ARTHUR LUEDTKE, chief operator
of WRUF. Gainesville, Fla., has resigned to accept a position with the
FCC. Peter D. Lacy has been named
to take the chief operator's job.
CLIFF MILLER, formerly of the
Phoenix police radio, has joined the
engineering staff of KOY, Phoenix.
CARL MILNER. formerly of the
engineering
staffjoined
of "WSPR.
field, Mass., has
WDRC, SpringHartford, as transmitter engineer.
EUGENE GOLDRUP, formerly chief
engineer of KGMB. Honolulu and
KHBC, Hilo, has joined the General
Electric international station, KGEI,
San Francisco, for vacation relief.
LEE GUSTAFSON. chief engineer of
KGFW, Kearney, Neb., has transferred to KORN, Fremont. Neb. He
is succeeded at KGFW by Jack Lewis
of the engineering staff.
BILL HARMON, transmitter engineer of WORD, Spartanburg, S. C,
recently became the father of a baby
girl.
ROBERT PANTRELL. formerly
with the CBS technical staff, has
joined the engineering staff of WPID,
Petersburg, Va.
MURDO MACKENZIE. NBC Hollywood field engineer, is recuperating
from an appendicitis operation.
BOB SNOW, formerly of the engineering staif of WTAD, Quincy,
111., has joined WMBD. Peoria.
ED J. LARK, formerly of KUOA,
Siloam Springs, Ark., has joined
WTAD, Quincy, 111.
RUDY ISENBERG, transmitter operator of KXOK, St. Louis, has been
named transmitter supervisor.
DONALD PRICE. engineer of
KOIN-KALE, Portland. Ore., recently married Esther Mueller of McMinnville, Ore.
LAURENCE J. HOLT, of the transmitter staff of WJSV, Washington, is
the father of a girl born Sept. 3.

ALL THE GADGETS in the house surround Clellan Card, of WCCO,
Minneapolis, when he puts on his daily Almanac of the Air at 7 a. m.,
under sponsorship of Ilorthrup, King & Co. Card fills 15 minutes with
corny gags, noise, jokes and stuff. Noise predominates, judging by this
collection of sound effects.
LESTER HARLOW, transmitter engineer of KIRA, Little Rock, has
been called to duty in the Navy and
transferred to Bowdoin College,
Brunswick, Me.
GEORGE KENT, formerly of WCHS,
Charleston. W. Va.. has joined the
engineering staff of KGHI, Little
Rock, Ark.
.1. M. HOLMES, new to radio, has
joined the engineering staff of WGAC,
Augusta, Ga.
MERWYN PLANTING, transmitter
engineer of KGA. Spokane, recently
married Rita Bradley of Spokane.
C. B. Mcknight, formerly KDYL,
Salt Lake City, technician, has been
appointed transmitter operator of
K4.5LA, Hollywood FM station of
Don Lee network.
Stromberg Promotes Hunt
C. J. HUNT, manager of the distributor division of Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co.. Rochester, has been appointed manager
the company's
dio division,
to beof assisted
by S. raH.
Mansou, recently appointed sales promotion manager, in supervising proof the company's
products.
Recently motionappointed
as southwestern
radio sales manager with headquarters
in Kansas City is E. R. Hanslip, .Ir.

His Brother's Place
STEWART BRAMMER,
transmitter engineer of
CKCL, Toronto, leaves in
September to be radio operator on the trans - Atlantic
bomber ferry command. When
he learned his brother had
been killed in a bomber ferry
returning to Canada, Brammer asked to be allowed to
replace him as radio operator in the ferry service. He
was accepted.
GE

FM

Spots

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn. (FM sets), is
planning a campaign of transcribed announcements plugging
FM sets, to get under way during
October. Details will be announced
later this week. Maxon Inc., New
York handles the account.
Writes for Army Manual
S. STEPHENSON SMITH, educational counsellor of ASCAP, has been
appointed by the National Theatre
Conference to write the chapter on
musical plays which will be incorporated in the Manual for Amateur
Theatricals, in preparation by the
U. S. Army for distribution to all
morale officers and camp entertainment directors. Much of the material
used by Mr. Smith in the chapter for
the Army manual is to be taken from
material assembled for his forthcoming book The Musical Play, to be published under ASCAP sponsorship as
an outgrowth of the ASCAP Fellowship Competition for composers and
authors of college musical plays.
NBC, the week of Sept. 14 is starting
two sport programs to run through
the football season, one starring Alice
Marble and Graham McNamee reviewing program,
Saturday's games
on other
a half-a
hour evening
and the
half-hour Sunday noon program titled
The Second Guessers. The latter show
will feature three football coaches
and three sports writers discussing
the games of the day before.

Nominates

Graham,

Van Dyck to Presidency
VIRGIL M. GRAHAM, director of
the Application Engineering Department of Hygrade Sylvania
Corp., and A. F. Van Dyck, manager of the RCA License Laboratory, have been nominated for the
1942 presidency of the Institute of
Radio Engineers in ballots mailed
to the membership for a vote to
be concluded Oct. 25. Mr. Graham
has been an IRE director since
1941, and Mr. Van Dyck was a
director from 1930 to 1935 and
from 1939 to 1941.
The single nomination for vicepresident, which usually goes to a
distinguished foreigner, was tendered W. A. Rush, controller of radio of the Canadian Department of
Transport.
Nominated for 1942-44 directorships, three of whom are to be
elected, were: A. B. Chamberlain,
CBS chief engineer; I. S. Coggeshall, general cable supervisor,
Western Union; W. L. Everitt,
professor of engineering, Ohio
State U; F. R. Lack, specialty
products division. Western Electric
Co.; P.
Sandretto, superintendent,C.Communications
Laboratory,
United States Air Lines Transport
Corp., Chicago; B. J. Thompson,
associate director of the research
and development laboratories, RCA
Radiotron Division, RCA Mfg. Co.
WBNS

FM Tower

'

,

,

1

Ready

WBNS, Columbus, has just completed the antenna support tower
for its new FM station, whose call
letters, W45CM, are blazoned in
six-foot neon lights on the tower.
A new wing has been added to the
WBNS transmitter building to
house the FM transmitter, a 10- 1
kw. No. 520DL REL model which
Lester Nafzger, chief engineer of
both WBNS and W45CM, ordered
Aug. 29 from Radio Engineering
Labs, and which is expected to begin
28. An room
FM control operation
room, audioSept.
facilities
and
a new 75-kw. Diesel driven generaplant have also
beenwhich
added has
tothe tor
transmitter
house,
been paneled throughout with
knotty
pine
and equipped with
fluorescent
lighting.
CBS-AFM Hollywood Pact
CONTROVERSY between CBS Hol-1
lywood executives and Los Angeles ;
Musicians Local 47 has been settled,
effective Sept. 1. Though conceding toj
union demands for a minimum of 18
playing
musicians
a sustaining
basis, andwithconductor,
a 52-weekon'
guarantee, CBS is releasing six men
from the "A" or higher program:
brackets. Each musician receives a>
minimum
of $85 weekly. KFWB,'
Hollywood,
is asking for reduction in'
staff orchestra.
number
of musicians employed on the'
IBEW recently negotiated a master;
contract through the San Francisco;'
Employers'
technical^
operation ofCouncil
K.TBS,forSanthe Francisco,
and KROW and KLX in Oakland.
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PROGRAM PRIORITIES
WDAS Rates Sponsors by
Defense Status
BORROWING from Government
procedure. A. W. Dannenbaum Jr.,
sales manager of WDAS. Philaf elphia, has set up a schedule of
riorities for the daily participat: Ag Merry - Go - Round recorded
show.
Since there is a heavy demand
: ir participation in the two-hour
rogram, those accounts will be
given preference whose sales will
not interfere with national defense.
Any business which would bolster
public morale will be given preference. Thus, a refrigerator dealer
j.'who had expected to advertise on

GE's FM Speaker
GEXERAL ELECTRIC Co.. Scheiieerady. X. Y.. has announced development of a new high-fidelity loudspeaker and amplifier for use iu FM
broadcast stations. The speaker, of
single-unit construction, is especially
adapted for monitoring and audition
purposes. A special design, evolved by
GE engineers at Bridgeport. Conn., is
claimed to have made it possible to
achieve high audio fidelity with only
one speaker. The amplifier and speaker may be coupled directly to the new
GE FM station monitor for monitoring programs and audio quality of an
FM station, it was stated.
the program this week will wait,
w'hile a roller skating rink will be
given first preference for the available time.

Promotion Manager
Wants NEW Job !
Sure-fire copy (without use of superlatives) plus practical, solid, salesproducing ideas. Proven executive ability—
competent
public experience
relations — .able. .
speaker — wide promotion
•tf group
Four ofYearsten Promotion
radio stations.Manager
Four years Assistant Promotion
Manager large Metropolitan newspaper.
•ir Agency.
Six years with 4-A's Advertising
At
present
employed
tunity
impels
me tobutseeklacknewof oppfrfields.
For furtlier details address Box 883
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE

WKBN
TOUHGSTOWH . OHIO
GbiunUKO. 7te£worA,
NOW ON
FULL TIME!
570 KC

^

CnJiigSaan

PROFESSIOI^AL
DIRECTORY

CL4^$$IFIED

Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. AH other
fications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Help Wanted
1
SALES
For Virginia Box
Station.
Good MANAGER—
salarv and commission.
877.
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — Experienced, news, emcee.
'^1' seeking
Draft exempt
wirti for
executive
ability
opportunity
advancement.
From South-east. Radio Station WBIR,
KnoxviUe. Tennessee.
Arkansas Station Needs Good Seasoned
Announcer — Must handle controls. Write
copy. At least three years announcing
experience required. S25.00 per week and
15 '"ferncommission
on sales.
southor mid-south man.
Box Prefer
891, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — One announcer-operator for permanent position. Must be single. Living
costs heie moderate and station will furnish transportation from coast. Experience not absolutely necessary but must
have
good voice.
viaexpected,
clipper etc.
air
mail stating
details."Write
salar>'
Send
transcription
if
possible.
Station
KTOH. Lihue. Kauai. T. H.
Situations Wanted
Operator — Desires permanent connection,
married, draft exempt. References furCASTING.nished on request. Box 887. BROAD— General, special
JAnnouncer-Newscaster
events. Employed. Five years affiliate exp e r i e n c e. Transcription. Box 878,
BROADCASTING.
IS Tears Ship And Broadcast — ^Married. 35.
Good maintenance. Want Southern Arizona or California. References. Not sick.
Rigby. 19941 Coventrj-. Detroit. Mich.
First Class Licensed Control Operator —
Now employed but desire position with
better chance for advancement. Co-operative, conscientious worker : Quality
production. Box 879, BROADCASTING.
FREELANCE SPORTS ANNOUNCER —
Desires permanent connection. All sports
— six years experience with sports writing background. Draft exempt. Fifty
dollars minimum. Guarantee listeners
and
satisfied
CASTING. sponsors. Box 884, BROADProducer. Program Manager. Announcer —
Produced own programs. Served as program manager and departmental director. Now has doctorate. Desire change by
October
Ohio. first. Post Office Box 247. Lima.
.\nnonncer-Prodacer-Writer — 10 years in
radio. 4^2 yrs. at present Mid-west 50 kw
station. Would like chief announcing or
progi-am
executive job exempt.
in good Interview
regional
station. Married-draft
and transcription upon request. Box 885,
BROADCASTING.
i

BROADCASTING

classiCAPS,
three
issue.

An Organization
of
Jansky
&. Bailey
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg.. Wash.. D. C.

Situations Wanted (Continued)

There is no substitute for experience

Need A Young, Live-wire, Versatile Man? —
At 21 am college grad and a Program
Director. Experienced programming, continuity, announcing, publicity, news commentaries, plays, etc. Draft exempt. Now
employed. Box 876. BROADCASTING.
Combination Man — Announcer-Producer.
With educational and network experience. If you want a real program department built by a man who can earn his
way announcing, let me send my story
and
audition
record. Box 880, BROADCASTING.
Competent Announcer-Writer — Married,
draft deferred desires position with radio
studio preferably in South or West Coast.
Havp written National network shows
w-hich
were that
produced.
An asset
to any
radio studio
appreciates
ability
and
enthusiasm
of
job.
Box
892.
BROADC.A.STING.

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

Program Manager — With twelve years radio experience now available. Has network, regional and local station background. Announced major league baseball and football, pro and college, produced network shows, excellent organist,
has conducted major city symphony orchestra of 75. Married. Box 890. BROADCASTING.
Commercial Manager-Salesman — Available October ist. Good personality,
mixer, proven sales ability. Seasoned by
fifteen years radio, newspaper, advertising experience. Family man. Clean
habits. Exceptional recommendations past
and present employers. Not looking for
position but GOOD connection where
work and ability pav dividend. Prompt
CONFIDENTIAL reply. Box 881.
BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — 11 years experience ;
draft exempt; married: 31 years old.
Prefer NEW small local or one that
needs new blood. How about that 250
watter
in the
over. Your
answermidwest
to this? Let's
ad willtalk
bringit
me in for personal interview in hurry.
Available immediately : now employed ;
best industry and character references.
Box 889. BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Woshington, D. C.
Telephone NAtlonal 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Main Office:
Crossroads
of
7134 Main
the World Gal.
Hollywood.
Kansas
Crty, St.Mo.

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

Wanted
— 10 KW transmitter. Box 886.
BROADCASTING.
Complete — Used equipment for local station. Write Box 882. BROADCASTING.
Will Buy Radio Station — If price is reasonable. Strictly confidential. Box 888,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted— General Radio T>-pe 516 C RF
Bridge in good condition. KARM. Fresno,
California.
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RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Anteyina Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. • WASH.. D. 0. • Dl. 7417

Advertise

in
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — sUidio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
Purina Mills. St. Louis (feed). 132 t,
thru Gardner Adv. Co.. St. Louis.
Kerr Glass Mfg. Corp., Los Angeles (jars)
40 sa, thru Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Los Angeles.
Wyatt Food Stores, Dallas (food), 104 sa.
thru Haney Adv. Agency. Dallas.
San Antonio Drug Co.. San Antonio (heat
powder). 21 f, thru Pitluk Adv. Co..
San Antonio.
Noxzema Chemical Co.. Baltimore (skin
cream)
N. Y. 13 sp. thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Groves Labs.. Chicago (chill tonic), 126
sa, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, (soap)
156 t. thru Compton Adv.. N. Y.
Rigo Mfg. Co., Nashville (fly spray), 6 t,
thru Walker Casey Co.. Nashville.
Smith Bros. Mfg. Co., Kansas City, (work
clothes),
72 sa, thru R. J. Potts & Co.,
Kansas City.
General Mills. Minneapolis (cereal), 260
f, thru Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis.
Simoniz Co.. Chicago (auto polish), 13 sa,
thru George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
Nesbitt Fruit Products, Los Angeles (beverage), 26 t. thru Walter K. Neill Inc.,
Los Angeles.
0-Cedar Corp.. Chicago (polish). 65 t,
thi-uHuston
H. W. Peanut
Kastor &Co.,Sons,
Chicago. Ga.
Tom
Columbus.
(confections), 26 t, thru Tucker Wayne
& Co., Atlanta.
Jax Beer Co.. Houston (beer), 30 sa, thru
Anfenger Adv. Agency, St. Louis.
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co.. Wichita, 52 t,
thru Ferrj' Hanly Adv. Co., Kansas Citj'.
KSAL, Salina, Kan.
Carey Salt Co.. Hutchinson, Kan., 3 sp
weekly, thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.. Chicago (Spearmint
gum),
Chicago. 13 f, thru Arthur MeyerhofE Co..
Minneapolis Brewing Co.. Minneapolis
(White Seal beer), 54 ia. thru BBDO,
Minneapolis.
Standard Distributing Co.. Chicago (Majestic camera). 10 f, thru Lane, Benson
& McClure. Chicago.
Compagnie Parisienne. San Antonio (perfume) ,10 f, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co.. Seattle.
Miller Cereal Mills, Omaha, 6 sp weekly,
thru AUen & Reynolds, Omaha.
CKPR, Fort William,
Port Arthur, Ont.
Canada Starch Co., Toronto, 39 t, thru
Vickers & Benson, Toronto.
Quaker Oats Co.. Peterboro. Ont., 5 t
weekly,
Toronto. weekly t, thru Lord & Thomas,
Ogllvie Milling Co., Montreal, 78 f, thru
J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto.
Tip Top Tailors, Toronto, 3 sa weekly, thru
McConnell, Eastman & Co., Toronto.
Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal, 13 sa,
thru Cockfield, Brown & Co., Montreal.
WHN, New York
Bulova Watch Co.. New York, 50 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Eiow Co., N. Y.
Hearn Dept. Stores. New York, 6 sp weekly. 59 weeks, direct.
Eastern Wine Corp., New York ( Chateau
Martin wines). 6 .sa weekly, 56 weeks,
thru H. C. Morris & Co., N. Y.
WEAF, New York
Philip Morris & Co., New York (Dunhill
cigarettes), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Biow Co., N. Y.
Benson & Hedges. New York (Virginia
Rounds cigarettes), 5 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru Maxon Inc., N. Y.
CKCL, Toronto
John North way & Son. Toronto (department store), 3 f weekly, thru Frontenae
Broadcasting Co., Toronto.
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WBBM, Chicago
Sawj'er Biscuit Co., Chicago. 5 sa weekly,
thru Geo. H. Hartman Co.. Chicago.
Carson. Pirie. Scott & Co., Chicago (dept.
store) . 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Peter Paul Inc.. Naugatuck, . Conn.
(Mounds. Walnettoes and Ten Crown
Chewing Gum), 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Platt-Forbes. N. Y.
Allison-Bedford Co., Chicago (food products) ,2 sa weekly. 52 weeks, thru David
Goldman Co.. Chicago.
Atlas Brewing Co., Chicago (beer) , 6 sa
weekly, thru Craig Dennison Agency,
Chicago.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(Tek toothbrush), 12 sa, weekly, thru
Ferry-Hanly Co.,. N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co.. New York (Vatranol
and Vaporub). 6 so weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Morse International. N. Y.
Paul F. Beich Candy Co., Bloomington. 111.,
6 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ferry-Hanly
Co., Chicago.
Musterole Co., Cleveland (cold remedy), 6
sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co., N. Y.
Grove Labs., St. Louis (Bromo Quinine),
3 sp weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
KOA, Denver
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (cattle feed),
weekly
Chicago. t, thru Sherman & Marquette,
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison. Ia.
(fountain pens), 2 sa weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
O'Cedar uCorp.,
Chicago thru(household
prodcts), 5 ta weekly,
H. W. Kastor
& Sons. Chicago.
Ralston Purina Co.. St. Louis (cereal,
feeds), 3 t weekly, thru Gardner Adv.
Co., St. Louis.
Johnson & Johnson. New Brunswick, N. J.
(Tek toothbrushes). 10 sa weekly, thru
Ferry-Hanly Co.. N. Y.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Maiden, Mass.
(Cuticura soap and ointment), 12 ta
weekly, thru Atherton & Currier, N. Y.
The Pen Man, Chicago (fountain pens),
3 sp weekly, thru United Adv. Cos.,
Chicago.
CKGB, Timmins, Ont.
Ogilvie Flour Mills, Montreal, 3 t weekly
thru J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto.
Canada Starch Co.. Toronto. 5 t weekly,
thru Vickers & Benson. Toronto.
Canadian National Exhibition. Toronto. 5
sp weekly, thru Cockfield, Brown & Co.,
Toronto.
KHJ, Hollywood
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.. Lynn.
Mass.
( Pinkham's
compound,
tablets
.5
ta weekly,
thru Erwin,
Wasev
& )Co.,
N. Y.
Western Family Magazine, Los Angeles,
26 sa weekly, placed direct.
CJRC, Winnipeg
Red Deer Valley Coal Co., Winnipeg, t
weekly, thru Norris-Patterson. Winnipeg.
Found

750kc^

WNEW, New York
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich. (Pep),
10
sa weekly,
Eckhardt.
N. Y.13 weeks, thru Ken von &
Hoffman Beverage Co., Newark. 13 sa
weekly, 10 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Red Seal Motor Co., New York, 25 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru The Brenallen Co.,
N. Y.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.
(gum). 12 so weekly, 15 weeks, thru
Newell-Emmett Co.. N. Y.
D. Goldenberg Inc., Philadelphia (peanut
chews), 26 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Clements Co.. Philadelphia.
F. G. Vogt & Sons, Philadelphia (Phila.
Scrapple), 3 sp weekly. 26 weeks, thru
Clements Co.. Philadelphia.
Lester Piano Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, G sp
weekly.
20 weeks, thru P. R. Manfre,
Philadelphia.
Phillips
&
Waterbury
mist), 3 Benjamin
sp weekly. Co.,
13 weeks,
thru (SnoChas.
W. Hoj-t Co., N. Y.
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Seattle Brewing & Malting Co., Seattle
(Sick's
7 sa weekly, thru
Western Select
Agency,Beer),
Seattle.
Hurley Machine Co.. Chicago (Thor GladIron),
5 sa weekly, thru E. H. Brown
Adv.. Chicago.
Federal Outfitting Co., San Francisco
(chain), 6 sp weekly, thru Allied Adv.
Agencies. San Francisco.
Beneficial Casualty Co., Los Angeles (life
insurance), 5 f weekly, thru Stodel Adv.
Agency, Distributing
Los Angeles. Co., Chicago (Regal
Standard
camera), 5 t weekly, thru Lane, Benson,
McClure. Chicago.
Johnson, Carvel & Mjirphy, Los Angeles
(KeUogg's
Ant Co.,
Paste),
sa weekly, thru
W.
C. Jeffries
Los 14Angeles.
AVOR, New York
Pinex Co., Ft. Wayne. Ind. (Pinex cough
syrup), 6 sa weekly, thru Russel M.
Seeds Co.. Chicago.
Rubsam & Horrman Brewing Co.. Staten
Island. N. Y. (R&H beer), 3 sp, 2 sa
weekly, thru S. C. Croot Co.. N. Y.
Manufacturers Trust Co., New York (banking service)N. ,Y.weekly sp, thru McCannErickson.
Carnation Co., Milwaukee (mUk), 2 sp
weekly, thi-u Er«'in, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
Flamingo Sales Co., HoUjTvood (nail polish). 2 sa weekly, thru Buchanan & Co.
Inc., Los Angeles.
Peter Paul Inc., San Francisco (candy),
3 sp, thru Brisacher, Davis & Staff. San
Francisco.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
( Tek toothbrushes ) . 5 so weekly, thru
Ferry-Hanly Co., N. Y.
WGN, Chicago
Allison-Bedford Co.. Chicago (food products ), 6 sa weekly. 52 weeks, thru David
(Joldman Co., Chicago.
WENR, Chicago
Columbia Bedding Co., Chicago. 12 sa, thru
Wallace-Lindeman, Grand Rapids, Mich.
IO^OOO
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REGULAR LICENSE
IS GRANTED WWDC
DISREGARDING pending protests, the FCC last Wednesday
granted
WWDC,
Washington's
newest broadcast
station,
a regular
license to operate on 1450 kc. with
250 watts fulltime, along with its
100-watt booster station.
Operated by the Capital Broadcasting Co.,applied
the station's
facilities
have been
for by
Dyke
Cullum, vice-president and one of
the three stockholders. Mr. Cullum
also has sought dissolution of the
company in the Washington courts.
Mr. Cullum has been at loggerheads with his associates, Stanley
H. Horner, president, and Buick
distributor in Washington, and
Edwin M. Spence, secretary-treasurer and former NAB executive,
virtually since the station began
operation early this year. Last May
he had asked the court for an accounting and appointment of a
receiver.
The FCC's action, granting
WWDC a regular license, was
taken after perusal of the pending
litigation and allegations of Mr.
Cullum, it was reported. Mr.
Spence is general manager of
WWDC.

FTC
Gets Stipulation
From KWK, St. Louis
KWK, St. Louis, operated by
Thomas Patrick Inc., has stipulated with the Federal Trade Commission that it will stop certain
representations in advertising its
broadcasts and assists in preparing for Colonial Bread, a product
of Colonial Baking Co., St. Louis,
according to nouncement.
a Sept.
5 FTC
anThe station
entered
into a stipulation following similar
action by Colonial Baking Co. The
FTC explained that in cases where
a radio station participates in preparing copy broadcast on the station for a sponsor, the station is
considered in the same class, subject to complaint for misleading
advertisingvertiser.practices,
the first
adSince this wasas the
time an advertising medium had
been called upon to stipulate
against certain practices, it was
regarded in some quarters that the
FTC has departed from established
policy and may be expected to resimilar
action of radio stationsquire
in the
future.
Radio Census Delayed
FURTHER delay in the issuance
of the radio census by the U. S.
Census Bureau was forecast last
week by bureau officials, who now
estimate it will be early next year
before the figures for the whole
country are available. The bureau
still plans to issue State figures,
broken down by counties, as press
releases first, but these will not
start until latter October. No order
of releases by States has yet been
fixed. Previously it had been announced that the State figures
would start issuing in September.
The Census Bureau's count of
homes equipped with radios was
taken as part of the decennial census of population of 1940.
• Broadcast
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KXL LAND
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WASHINGTON:
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Plight of France
Most of the letters from Europe
express the hopes and fears of the
French people for the plight of
the mother country and point out
that they listen to American
broadcasts as their only source of
unbiased news. Listeners on this
side of the Atlantic write chiefly
to express thanks for the privilege
of hearing news broadcasts in
French. This is true of letter received from the Canadian Provinces, and from French speaking
people in Louisiana.
Among the other sections in this
part of the world from which these
French broadcasts draw response
are the French colonies of Guadelope, Martinique and St. Pierre et
Miquelon. Many college students
and professors in the United States
have written that the French broadcasts are made compulsory listening in conjunction with language
classes. One Midwestern professor
wrote in to ask about the possibility
of recording the WCBX French
broadcasts for use in class.
From the Dominican Republic
where a listening group has been
set up come letters commenting on
reception and other technical radio
matters and noting, usually favorably, the informative, impartial
nature of the news from the U. S.
as contrasted to propaganda from
most European shortwave senders.
Some members in the group take
down the WCBX news in shorthand
and type several copies for distribution among their neighbors, to

Bid

UlSVR
SYRACUSE

: any Paul Raymero
, for more information about
[WRVA,one of the seventeen
50,000 watt stations

• September

IN

FRENCH

CBS Reports World-Wide Interest in Programs Broadcast
Twice Daily on Beam
FRENCH NEWSCASTS short- be compared later to "Dr. Goeb'news' from Berlin".
waved to Europe twice daily by bels'
CBS via its shortwave station
Under French military censorWCBX, are heard with interest by
ship, mail from Guadelope and
large followings not only in France
Martinique
has fallen off but ocand other parts of Europe and
casionally letters are smuggled out
North Africa but throughout the by travelers leaving for New York,
Western Hemsiphere, as indicated
and delivered in person to the CBS
by the dozens of letters received
French newscaster, Beverly Thurman. Interestingly enough, several
by CBS from all parts of the Americas where French-speaking peo- of these letters were signed by
Vichy officials on the islands who,
ple live.
CBS engineers look with inter- along with hundreds of their fellow
terest at the fact that though the citizens, listened to the broadcasts
and wanted to see that their comprograms are beamed on the "European antenna," they are readily
ments got through to their "friends
picked up throughout Canada,
of
airwaves" on CBS's New
Yorkthestaff.
United States and the Carribean.

Wlte^
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Most interesting are the letters
from France — interesting and
pathetic, too. They reveal the hopes
of a beaten people looking to the
United States not only for impartial news of world events, but to
the American people as their ultimate saviors.
Past the Censor
Travelers from France often
drop into the CBS office to deliver
messages the authors were afraid
would not get past the censors. An
entire French family recently-arrived from Lisbon came to deliver
a message of friendship and encouragement from what they said
were thousands of fans in unoccupied France who are now afraid
to wi'ite, because of fear of the
Gestapo and Vichy police. Many of
the letters from unoccupied France
bear the inark of the German
censor.
Many French listeners seem to
have a panic-stricken feeling that
for some reason the American radio
will cut out its French broadcast
now that France is beaten and cut
off
the rest
world.
"We
needfrom
to hear
freeof and
friendly
voices. You are the hope of the
world. Vive la France-Vive I'Amerique!", writes one.
An American wife of a French
prisoner of war in Germany writes
on her return to New York from
Paris: "Conditions in France are
very bad and people just cling to
broadcasts like yours to help them
pass one day and the next."
Interesting Letter
A letter from Rodez in unoccupied France throws an interesting
light on present conditions there:
"You doubtless know that we are
not allowed to hear most foreign
broadcasts, so that America is the
only voice that informs us of what
is going on in the different parts
of These
the world,
in France."
and even
countless
others run
in the same vein. And each day
CBS receives many similar ones. In
this way officials have some evidence
that the broadcasts in French have

INDUSTRIAL HISTORY is made,
and Jimmy Creasman, special
events announcer of KTAR, Phoenix, lets his Arizona listeners hear
the slosh of the first batch of cement to go into the foundation of
Arizona's first defense plant, the
$2,000,000 Goodyear Aircraft Corp.
factory near Phoenix. Bending his
back to the shovel is Lynn Laney,
Phoenix attorney, representing the
Governor of the State. The plant,
to employ 1,500, will make airplane
for industries in California parts
and Texas.
FOR THE SOLDIERS
WLWO Plans New Series Fori
Boys Below Border
OFFICIALS of WLW, Cincinnati,
are making plans to air a number
of programs weekly in English over
the Crosley shortwave station,
WLWO, for American soldiers and
sailors stationed in South America
and at bases in Central America
and the Caribbean.
Crosley officials point out that at
present the majority of broadcasts
beamed to those areas are in Spanish or Portuguese and designed
for listening in countries speaking
those languages. Naturally they are
of little interest to men of the
American armed forces stationed
in those regions and consequently
they have no contact with home
through radio.
One group of soldiers in the
Panama area went so far as to hire
an interpreter to broadcast a
round-by-round summary in English over a local Panamanian station of a recent Joe Louis fight.
Plans now call for broadcasts twiceweekly diers
especially
and sailorsdesigned
south for
of solthe
border.
a following in the mother country
as well as throughout the continent
and North Africa. Letters have
been sent by French people in
Switzerland, Belgium, Algeria, Morocco and Cairo. Many from the
free countries and French possessions express their keen disappointment because the Vichy government
failed to carry on the fight against
Germany from the French Colonial
Empire. They said they were looking dent
to theRoosevelt
Unitedto States
and Presisave them.
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NAB

Found His Buddy
JOHN M. PRIXTUP, of the
sales staff of WISX. Milwaukee, was thumbing through
the pages of Bro.adcasting
when his startled glance fell
on a disturbingly familiar
photo in the "They Were In
The Marine
Then". He
turned
to Ccrps
the identifying
was lookhe
page and found
ing at the face of an old
schoolmate, Wilbur Bickelberg,
whom when
he hadn't
since 1915
the twoseenof
them attended Oak Park
High School in suburban Chicago. Eic-kelberg is now sales
manager of Don Lee network.

Rav Linton Is Appointed
: To'
Head KFBI,
PROMOTIOX
of Ray Wichita
Linton to
the post of general manager of
KFBI, Wichita, was announced last
Wednesdaj- by Senator H. K.
_^
Lindsley, president of the Farmers and Bankers Broadcasting
Corp, Mr. Linton,
|k| 1K
former
X ew
Chicaand
York
^<<«|^
H^H^
go representative,
joined KFBI
^t^^w
^DPPF^^^
three
mont
ago
nalhs sales
'^.■^H
as natio
ager.
Linton has
.Air. Linton manMr.
announced appointment of Ted
Johnson as station director. He was
formerly with KMM.J, Grand
Island, Xeb.. as continuity director and announcer. Bob Gadberry,
former sportscaster of KOAM,
Pittsburg. Kan., has been named
head of the sports department. Leo
Howard, also formerly of KOAM,
is director of publicity and merchandising.
KMPC's ASCAP Pact
' BRIXGIXG the number of Los An^ geles
area stations
operating
under
an ASCAP
contract
to seven,
* KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., signed
^ with the Society on a per-program
' basis on Sept. 2. Under agreement
^ negotiated by Robert 0. RejTiolds,
^ station manager and Richard Powers. ASCAP Western division su- pervisor, music is made available
on pajnnent of 10*^1: of time sales,
.• less agency commission where it
' obtains. On blanket deals contract
ij
paj-ment
3^"f ofsigned
time
' calls
sales. for
Other
local of
stations
are KH.J KFWB
KFAC KRKD
KIEV KFVD.
Lanny Rcss Composer
LAXXY EOS;?. CBS singing star, is
the composer
of "Keep
'EmtheFlying",
official
recruiting
song of
Army
Air Forces, now being distributed to
i>">0
stations throughout
the country
as
a recording
made by Ross
with the
U. S. Army Band. He is also composer
"f "Pots & Pans", song being used in
the Government's aluminum drive.
CALL LETTERS. WJPA. have been
issued to the Washington Broadcasting Co., authorized to construct a
new local in Washington, Pa. [Beoad, CASTIXG. Aug. 2.5].
BROADCASTING

Starts

Campaign

Among

Colleges

To Install Technician Training Courses
broadcasters use their ovnLi medium
COGNIZANT of an impending
shortage of radio technicians be- to assist in recruiting students.
cause of defense requirements, the
Designated as district representatives in the establishment of
X'AB through its National Defense
training courses are E. E. Hill,
Committee has launched a campaign urging establishment of ra- WTAG, Worcester; Harry Wilder,
dio technicians courses at univerWSYR, Syracuse; George D, Colesities.
man, WGBI, Scranton; Howard
Chernoff, WCHS, Charleston; Red
Executives of leading schools,
the NAB announced, are being
Cross, V/MAZ, Macon; Howard
Summerville, WWL, New Orleans;
contacted by district representaFranklin Schurz, WSBT, South
tives of the defense committee reBend; Leslie C, Johnson, WHBF,
garding introduction of such
courses this fall to provide a Rock Island; George Burbach,
KSD. St, Louis; Morgan Murphy,
needed supply of competent technicians for military forces and in- WEAU, Eau Claire, WMFG, Hibbing; W, C, Gillespie, KTUL,
dustry. Both men and women
would be enrolled,
Tulsa; George Cranston, KGKO,
Fort Worth; Ed Yocum, KGHL,
Carolina Course
Billings; Thomas E, Sharp, KFSD,
Dean Van Leer, of the Engineering School of North Carolina
State, already has announced a
fulltime 12-week campus course.
His plans w^ere sent the National
Defense Committee through A. J.
Fletcher, president of WRAL,
Raleigh, Dean Van Leer also plans
to conduct off-campus courses in
larger North Carolina cities, whenever the minimum number of students can be recruited, A third
course would be open to graduates
of the Electrical Engineering
School.
The NAB has sent to district
representatives of the defense committee data accumulated from
Army, Navj- and FCC sources,
NAB President Neville Miller, in
a covering letter, suggested that
the representatives take up the
matter with colleges in their districts.
Such radio courses are among
those financed by Congress through
the U. S. Office of Education, he
pointed out. He estimated that some
25 schools gave radio courses last
year and that the Office of Education is favorably disposed toward
them, "It is our belief, supported
by fact," Mr. Miller said, "that the
question of trained technical personnel will become more serious as
time passes and that if the courses
are to be given, they should be
started this fall." He urged that

TODAY
is the time to
get up to the minute
INFORMATION
on this
MAJOR

Of the 50 New England Cities and Towns
in the WLAW Primary
Market ... 41 have
no Daily Newspaper.

San Diego, and Paul Connet, KGWKEX, Portland, Rejjresentatives
for district 15 Northern California,
Nevada and Hawaii) and district 7
(Ohio and Kentucky) soon will be
named.

WLAW
5000 WATTS

KFBI Storm Coverage
DESCRIPTION of wreckage
caused by a tornado at Lincolnville, Kan., was given listeners of
KFBI, which sent transcription
equipment to the scene, Harry
Peck, special
man, interviewed victims events
and witnesses.
The
same storm wrecked the towers of
KMBC,
Kansas
City [Broadcasting, Sept,
1],
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Whether the language be Polish, Hebrew, Italian,
Spanish, Greek, or any of the nine languages which
are regularly spoken ovef this station they all implant but one single thought in the receptive
minds of these fervent listening audiences.
They have come to know how precious is freedom, how deeply important are the ideals of this
might}' democracy. They are indeed proud to be
Americans, Their helping shoulder is bent to the
wheel.
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RCA

BEATS

THE

PROMISES

Sarnoff Sets Off Campaign to Expedite
■Deliveries for National Defense
1
i

BEAT THE PROMISE is the goal of RCA in a campaign opened Sept.
2 by David Sarnoff, RCA president, who tapped the letter "B", symbol
of the campaign. RCA plants participated in the ceremonies.
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A "BEAT THE PROMISE" campaign designed to give national defense orders the right of way over
all other business in the entire
RCA organization was officially
launched at noon last Tuesday
when David Sarnoff, RCA president, tapped out "Beat the Promfollowed
radio ise"code
withby athekeyletter
at his"B"deskin
at Radio City.
The code signals, as well as a
brief speech by Mr. Sarnoff, were
sent by special wire to RCA plants
at Camden and Harrison, N. J.,
where workers were staging rallies
in honor of the drive.
Declaring that "defense has had
and will continue to have the right
of way in all of our plants," Mr.
Sarnoff nalizesstated
"this that
campaign
sigto the world
RCA men
and women are going to do all
within their power to fulfill the
obligations which we, as Americans, have assumed in connection
with our country's national defense
program." He repeated the pledge
signed by the company's employes :
"I pledge myself to put forth my
best efforts not only to fulfill the
obligations which we have undertaken to meet the requirements of
our national preparedness program,
but, wherever possible, to beat that
promise." Training Courses
Although RCA Mfg. Co. has so
far met or beaten most of its delivery dates on equipment for the
armed services, the new drive
marks an "all-out" effort to surpass
all previous records, RCA spokesmen explained. More than 300 of
the company's 19,000 workers were
graduated last year from instruction courses designed for production in defense equipment and additional courses will be started this
month, in collaboration with the
Federal Office of Education and the
engineering training for defense
program, and double that number
are expected to enroll when this

8, 1941

fall's classes get under way.
Classes are held at the RCA plant
in Camden and at the U of Pennsylvania.
An additional 120 RCA employes
were recently graduated from a
course in job-training, "0PM training for defense," and 60 are now
signed up for a new class, with
further enrollment expected.
The main celebration of the
"Beat the Promise" campaign, held
at the Camden factory, opened with
a concert of military music by the
RCA Victor band, included songs
by Barry Wood and concluded with
Lucy Monroe singing "The Star
Spangled Banner". The factory
whistles tooted the "B" in code in
accompaniment to the tapping of
Mr. Sarnoff's key at the end of his
remarks. Similar celebrations at
the Indianapolis, Bloomington, Ind..
and Hollywood RCA plants received
Mr. Sarnoff's message via transcriptions, prepared and shipped to
them in advance for inclusion in
their rallies.
WISN Now Fulltime
WISN, Milwaukee, on Sept. 5
officially went fulltime with 5,000
watts on 1150 kc. from its new
$150,000 transmission plant. On
the inaugural day the station was
saluted in a special half-hour CBS
congratulatory program. Under the
direction of General Manager G.
W. Grignon, who has been with the
station since its inception in 1922,
the increase in power was marked
by intensive local promotion which
included hundreds of billboards in
and around Milwaukee and page
ads in the affiliated Milwaukee
Sentinel including a special section
Aug. 31. Technical phases of the
construction were handled by Chief
Engineer Donald A. Weller.
DALE EYAXS. staff vocalist of CBS
Chicago,Century-Fox
signed a year's
contract
20th
studios,
and with
will
start working in Hollywood Sept. 1.5.
BROADCASTING

OIL ADVERTISERS
NAMED
FOR STUDY
APPOINTMENT of a six-man
subcommittee on advertising, composed of oil industry representatives, to look into advertising aspects of the Atlantic Seaboard
petroleum situation was announced
last Thursday by Acting Petroleum Coordinator Ralph K. Davies.
Mr. Davies also appointed two
other subcommittees, on fuel oil
and asphalt, all of which will advise the District No. 1 Marketing
Committee on their findings.
The advertising group likely
will attempt to secure fuller coeration in oil
companies'
efforts
to educate opthe
buying
public to
fuel
economies, as reflected in the institutional and conservation-type radio continuity and publication copy
now being used in the Atlantic
Coast area.
Members of the advertising subcommittee are L. T. Kittinger,
chairman, vice-president of Shell
Oil Co., New York; W. L. Faust,
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., New
York; J. A. Miller, Standard Oil
Co. of N. J., New York; Harold L.
Curtis, Shell Oil Co., New York;
Eben Griffiths, Socony-Vacuum Oil
Co., New York; S. M. Birch, The
Texas Co., New York.
WSAU Control Passes
CONTROL of WSAU, Wausau,
Wis., passed into the hands of W.
E. Walker when the FCC Sept. 3
authorized the sale of five
shares of common stock by M. F.
Chapin to Mr. Walker for $1,500.
Deal gives Mr. Walker 85 of the
station's 160 issued shares, with
Donald R. Burt holding the remaining 75 shares. The transaction
also allowed Mr. Chapin to dispose
of his entire interest in WSAU, a
procedure accomplished in gradual
stages so he can devote his time
to the operation of WMAM,
Marinette, Wis., of which he is
part owner. Mr. Walker also has
an interest in WMAM but devotes
his time to the management of
WSAU.
KHMO Dedicated
FORMAL dedication of the new
KHMO, Hannibal, Mo., which went
into operation Aug. 22 was held
Aug. 27 attended by many local
dignitaries. On hand were the
Prairie Ramblers of WLS, ChicaPappy St.
Cheshire,
entertainergo,of and
KMOX,
Louis, as
well as
officials of the Lee Newspaper Syndicate, controllers of the Hannibal
Courier-Post, operators of the station. The Courier-Post published a
special
KHMO 10-page
staff of radio
14 isedition.
headed The
by
Manager George Losey, formerly
of WLS, Chicago; WDZ, Tuscola,
111.; and WIZE, Springfield, 0. Station operates 17 hours daily with
250 watts on 1340 kc.
.V XEW transmitting tube specially
designed for high frequency has been
announced by General Electric Co.
Designated GL-S009, this water-cooled
lube is similar to the GL-SSO. but has
a six-pole terminal mount and can be
used as a Class B modulator, a radio
frequency amplifier and au oscillator.
• Broadcast
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USED!

increase in sales is nof a

miracle! It's happening every day to advertisers using the 920 Club on WORL,
America's outstanding radio program.
The 920 Club, unique in format, with a
powerful sales impact— gets results . . .
and by results we mean sales.
VMove

Merchandise

Off

i^Ie

Retailer's Shelves . . . but fast!

radio k„

o^ear;
Wish yo
u

$4,000 worth of pianos sold in one week!
Doughnut sales up 147% in one week!
Whatever your clients' product . . . high
priced— medium priced— low priced, the
920 Club on WORL will sell your merchandise in Boston— and in volume!
Buy

Bare 'a bt

Stephens

a Participation

in the 920

^«=soas to

Club Now!

Announcements on 15 minute programs
are open! Write for availabilities and
15 big success stories today!
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Waste-Paper Campaign
To Concentrate on Radio
OFFICIAL Government-approved
campaign for the reclamation of
waste paper necessary for the
manufacture of boxes vital to national defense started last week in
32 cities with radio scheduled to
receive three-fourths of the advertising appropriation. Cooperatively
sponsored by the boxboard, roofing
and book paper manufacturing industries, the campaign in New
York includes 200 announcements
on eight stations, while schedules
in other cities are now being placed
by the Olian Adv. Agency of St.
Louis, v/ith Frank Block in charge.
On a 13-week basis, the New
York setup includes WBNX with
six spots daily; WNEW on Stan
Shaw's program; V>^MCA; WINS;
WAAT for 31 spots weekly;
WHBI; WABC on Arthur Godfrey's programs, and WOV. Spots
plug local phone number of special
switchboards which dispatch collectors to pick up the waste paper
upon receipt of messages from
housewives. The entire drive is being handled by the Conservation
Committee of the Waste-Paper
Consuming Industries, with DavisLieber, New York, in charge of
national publicity.
BOB CARTER, chief aiuiouucer of
WMCA, New York, in cooperation
with civilian pilots in the New York
area, served as coordinator of activities for the First National Defense Air
Cavalcade held Sept. 7 at Manhattan
Beach nnder the auspices of the American Flying Services Foundation.

5,000
richly laden watts, night
and day, serving the
Magicest andCircle,
richmost the
populous
area
in
all
the
southeast!
Columhia Broadaisting
System affiliate.

^

EDNEY
RIDGE
DIRECTOR

Prep are For Hearing
from page 7)
tween networks and their{Continued
affiliates.
and John T. Cahill, former District
This session originally had been
Attorney of New York, head counsel for NBC since early this year,
set for Sept. 5 but was deferred by
the Commission.
are expected to argue for their reWhile no formal word came from
spective organizations.
Whether parties in addition to
the networks, it was indicated
there is little likelihood suits chalthe three major networks will appear for the oral arguments was
lenging the FCC's jurisdiction will
open to question. The public notice
be filed until the Commission profor the arguments had been sent
mulgates its proposed modified
to all standard broadcast licensees
rules, following the oral argument.
and was sufficiently broad to allow
This was premised on the view that
the networks would not be in a regional networks, affiliated staposition to determine the nature of
tions and independents, to particitheir legal attack if they were not
The major networks apparently
aware of the language of the regufeel
oral arguments will prolation as finally adopted. Morepate. the
vide opportunity simply to review
over, there was the question
whether their administrative
what they already had presented
remedies will have been exhausted
to FCC Chairman Fly and his atprior to the issuance of the final
torneys during the protracted conferences which began last June and
regulations.
terminated abruptly Aug. 7 when
Plans of Counsel
Chairman Fly rejected all proMBS inadvertently found itself
posals for a substitute time option
in the position of the moving party
rule and projected one of his own
on the oral arguments, since its
[Broadcasting, Aug. 25-Sept. 1].
petition proposing amendment of
With assurances given the inthe regulations was the only pleaddustry that the rules, once they are
ing pending when the oral argumodified,
will not be invoked summents were ordered late last month.
marily,
it was felt ample time —
At no time during the protracted
probably
a
month — would be alproceedings has MBS indicated it
lowed for adjustment of networkproposed to litigate the question of affiliate contracts. If the networks
the FCC's jurisdiction. On the conregard the revised rules as optrary, it has contended the FCC
pres ive, itis expected the original
was within its legal rights
course of challenging the Commisthroughout the proceedings.
sion's jurisdiction will be embarked
It is expected that Louis G. Caldupon,
well, chief counsel for MBS, will courts. probably in the New York
argue his petition in the Sept. 12
proceedings. Former Judge John J. NOXZEMA Co.. Baltimore, on Oct. 2
ndds WSB. Atlanta, and WAPI.
Burns, chief counsel for CBS durBirminshani. for sponsorship of its
ing the entire network monopoly
of Two Cities, jjlaced through
proceedings dating tack to 1938, Ruthrauff & Ryan. New York.
Networks

Basic Mutual Network Outlet
. .
_
FULL TIME 1270 K C
THE 5000 WATT

WBIC
CREENy^BORO, N.C.
CEO.P. HOLLINCBERr • CO., NAT. REP.
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FIRST EXCLUSIVE sponsor of Reuters (British) news service on KYW,
Philadelphia, is Browning, King & Co., clothing store. At contract signing
were: Front row (1 to r) B. A. McDonald, KYW sales manager; Benjamin
Wilks, for the sponsor; Leslie W. Joy, KYW general sales manager.
Watching in rear are Gilbert Goldman, of the sponsor; H. N. Goldberg,
account executive of I. A. Goldman & Co., the agency: L. D. Taylor, KYW
salesman; I. A. Goldman, agency president.

ffoUeeitite
^JIFFIIKTE or lOCK ISUMD, IlllllOH Mtlt^
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Long-Term Credit Firms
Expanding Use of Radio
ONE OF THE MOST active sales
weeks in 1941 was reported for the
last August week by Philadelphia
radio officials. Moreover, the cur
tailment of installment buying
promises instead to stimulate billings, acording to A. W. Dannenbaum Jr., sales manager of WDAS
Several installment accounts using
the station have already increased
their time to securing defense
money
he said. in evidence in Philadelphia,
Since the down payments have
been increased and the length of
time for payments shortened, these
credit houses, Mr. Dannebaum
states, are trying to compensate
for the loss of the "dollar-down,
dollar-a-week" business by endeavoring through radio to reach those
who can afford to spend more.
Many accounts are now featuring
luxury items, never before featured on their broadcasts, he continued. The luxury items offered
are those not under restriction or
priorities.
Theo. S. Fettinger
THEODORE S. FETTINGER, 77,
president of United Adv. Agency,
Newark, died Sept. 4 of a heart
attack at his home in Newark
while listening to a baseball broadcast. He had been ill since last
February when he suffered a
stroke. Mr. Fettinger was a native
of Altoona, Pa., where he was once
advertising manager of the William F. Gable Department Store,
operating WFBG. He is survived
by
a widow and a son, E. Forrest
Fettinger.
World Series Plans
FIRST game of the 1941 World
Series will be played Oct. 1 in
Yankee Stadium, New York, and
broadcast on MBS under sponsorship of Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
Boston.uled onPre-game
programsa schedMutual include
series
titled the Pennant CoJitenders, featuring interviews with members of
the Brooklyn, St. Louis and New
York ball clubs on Tuesday nights.
From WGRC, Louisville, MBS also
will present a weekly series titled
World Series Memories, featuring
the veteran baseball writer, A. H.
Tarvin, and Sportscasters Jack
Robertson and Charlie Warren.

I AKF SilPPRIOD
RADIO GROUP
(not □ wire network)
WHDF • WJMS * WATW
Houghton, Mich. . Ironwood, Mith, • Aihlond, Win.
Group contracts save 25% on the
three stations and 15% on any two
stations
•
Notional Represenlallves: •
BOGNER
and MARTIN
295 Mad, Ave.. N.Y. • 540 N . M ich. AvcCh icago
• Broadcast

Advertising

Music Contract
(Continued from page 10)
iiblished by the Thornton W. Alen Co.. which is a member of
ASCAP, under the terms of the consent decree, which provided that
. my income from such licenses be
."urned over to ASCAP for distribution to the membership in the
jsual manner.
Under his individual licensing ar'rangement, Mr. Allen has notified
JDroadcasters that the 25 tunes are
available on the following basis:
iB3 for stations with a 1940 income
iDf $50,000, or less, $5 for stations
ijwith 1940 incomes of between $50,mO and $150,000, and $7 for staa|tions whose 1940 incomes exceeded
Ji?150,000. It is possible that other
Inumbers in the Allen Co. and other
i2atalogs may be made available on
lla similar basis and BMI has re(quested broadcasters requiring the
.'right to broadcast other college
iiongs to communicate with BMI,
[.Which will endeavor to secure these
irights for them.
: Even if BMI is able to clear all
jpoUege and university songs, the
'sponsors and broadcasters are not
[free from worry, however. In recent years collegiate bans, especially in the Southwest, have included
jswing units which go in for popu[ilar tunes as well as traditional alIma maters and football songs.
iiFurthermore, football games are
not produced in station studios,
^vith every musical number scheduled and timed in advance. In addition to the between-the-halves
music, which may follow a schedule to some extent, the bands are
likely to go into action at any time
to fill a time-out period or after a
player has broken away with the
ball and scored a touchdown.
At N. W. Ayer & Son, agency
in charge of advertising for the
Atlantic Refining Co., which will
be the laz-gest sponsor of football
broadcasts this fall, it was stated
-that the problem of music is cur'rently under discussion, with every
; angle being considered, but that no
decisions of any kind have been
made.
Ward Names J-W-T
WARD BAKING Co., New York,
on Sept. 5 announced the appointment of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, to handle its advertising. Plans have not been formulated.
HOTCAX Corp., Los Angeles (selfheated canned food products), new to
radio, has started using daily participation in the five-weekly 40-minute
audience program. Breakfast at Sardi's,foron 52KFWB.
is
weeks. Hollywood.
Agency is Contract
Dan B.
Miner Co., Los Angeles.
ON

SALES

Son's Surprise
WHEN Myrtle Vail, writer
and star of the Myrt & Marge
serial on CBS wrote herself
out of the script for several
days to visit her son, George
Damerel, announcer and singer of WNOX, Knoxville, she
was surprised to find him
waiting at
interview hertheon airport
WNOX, to and
Mayortion toAllen
invitacrov/nwith
the anqueen
of
the city's Sesequicentennial
pageant Aug. 29.
BABES IN THE WOODS are these four from WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.,
who paused during the annual picnic of the station's stalF to wet their
whistles. They are ( 1 to r) : Melva Chernoff, wife of Howard L. Chernoff ,
WCHS general manager; Carolyn Johnson, traffic manager of the station; Frances Robinson, wife of Odes Robinson, technical advisor for the
West Virginia Network; Velva Williams, WCHS switchboard operator,
whose photogenic physiognomy is partly concealed by a can of beer.
Mattress Schedule
SPRING-AIR Co., Holland, Mich.,
in a nationwide dealer promotion
for Spring-Air mattresses has
placed a varying schedule of oneminute spot announcements on
WMAQ WGN WENR WBBM
KGA KHO WMAZ WABY KVOA
KT.Z WWSW WDBO WNAB
WREC WJR WTAM WSPD
WEEU WCBA WSGN WNAB.
Also, weekday quarter-hour on
WOR, New York, and KSTP, St.
Paul. Radio will also be used in
Kansas City, St. Joseph, Joplin,
Mo.; Wichita, Topeka, Lawrence,
and Kansas City. Kan.; Tulsa,
Oklahoma City. Ada. Ardmore,
Enid, Okla.; and Lincoln, Neb., according to Robert K. Mason, advertising manager. Company has
sent out to dealers a large redwhite-blup promotional niece, titled
"Wake Up America Promotion",
out-lining radio merchandising efforts. Wallace-Lindeman, Grand
Rapids, is agency.
WNAB

Pinex on 71
PINEX Co., Fort Wayne (Pinex
cough remedy) , on Oct. 6 will start
45 250-word spot announcements
three to six times weekly on 58
U. S. and 13 Canadian stations.
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, is
the agency.

The New \^

H
E B
Portsmouth, N. H.
Presents a Major OflFensive
of Power
and Personality
Primary Coverage, 1,188,034 Population
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PHILADELPHIA
turned down an offer musician's
of a music union
store
desiring to sponsor a program using an
orchestra containing half amateur and
half professional musicians. The union
ruled that only union musicians could
be used unless standby fees were paid
for the amateurs. KYW had asked a
ruling on behalf of an undisclosed
agency handling the account, reported
to be Wurlitzer Music Co.

FOUR

on Air

WNAB,tion, went
Bridgenort's
on the air newest
Sept. 8 staon
1450 kc. with 250 watts. The station, owned by Harold Thomas who
also owns WATR, Waterbury, has
an 18-hour schedule and features
Press Association news on the hour,
plus the 1^50 Club patterned after
WORL's 920 Club. John Montgomery, formerly of WBRY, Waterbury, will handle the announcing
on the 1^50 Club. Ken Thomas is
station manager.

MANEUVERS

Sperry Placing
SPERRY CANDY Co., Milwaukee
(Chicken Dinner, Denver Sandwich
candy), on Sept. 8 is starting oneminute spot announcements on 10
midwestern stations 6 to 18 times
weekly. Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Chicago, is agency.

1000
SALT
WATER
WATTS
on
750 Kc

Advertising

50,000 WATTS
NBC RED
NETWORK
DENVER

C3
5,000
Watts
Day
1 000
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Night
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

Aylesworth Associated*!
In NBC Talent Bidding

THE

COMMUNICATIONS
AUGUST

Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 3
WIAC, San Juan, P. R.— Granted modikw unl. fication CP ehang-e transmitter license 5
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.— Granted
modification
CP new
increase
10 kw directional
N &transmitter,
D.
WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y.— Granted CP
increase 5 kw unl., change 1290 kc, new
transmitter.
WSAU, Waseau, Wis. — Granted consent
transfer 5 shares common stock from M
P. Chapin to W. E. Walker for $1,500.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— NEW,
Lake Shore Broadcasting- Corp., Cleveland,
CP new station 1300 kc 5 kw unl. directional (consolidated hearing with
tion of Cuyahoga Valle.v BroadcastingapplicaMISCELLANEOUS— NEW. Caoital Co.)
Broadcasting Co. Inc., Topeka, Kan., City
CP
new station placed in pending file under
Order 79 ; NEW. Indianapolis Broadcasting
Inc., Indianapolis, CP new FM station
placed in pending file under Order 79 •
NEW, Federated Publications Inc., Battle
Creek, Mich., dismissed
against
FM grant to WJIM Inc. ;petition
NEW, E. Anthony & Sons Inc., New Bedford, Mass.,
denied petition to remove application new
FM station from pending file.
SEPTEMBER 5
MISCELLANEOUS — WTMV. East St.
Louis, III., granted motion to dismiss application CP 1540 kc 500 w N 1 kw D unl •
KGKO. Fort Worth, Tex., granted motion
withdraw application 570 kc 1 kw N 5 kw
D directional N; WTEL, Philadelphia,
granted continuance hearing to 11-12-41 :
KFRO. Longview, Tex., granted continuance hearing to 11-17-41 ; WMBR, Jackto 11-18-41.sonville, Fla., granted continuance hearing
Applications . . .
AUGUST 30
WJPR, Greenville, Miss.— Amend application to 1420 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D, install
new transmit
ter and move.
NEW, Board of Education of the Memphis City Schools, Memphis— CP new noncommercial educational station 42.1 mc 250
w A3 emission.
WIBW, Topeka, Kan.— CP change equipD directional.
""S'hr.'J
K1<GQ,l"'^^^''
Boone,5 kwla.—N CP10 kwchange
1180 kc
increas
250
e
w
D,
install
new
antenna. '
KGGF, Coifeyville, Kan.— Amend
cation CP to use directional N and appliD.
. NEW, Associated Broadcasters Inc. InStation 1480 kc 100 w
JNxT®?r\'"'''*^^P
250 w D.
KMYC. Marysville, Cal.— Modification license to 250 w, move studio site.
NEW, Edward E. Rceder, SeattleAmend CP new station
to 1580 kc.
SEPTEMBER 3
WEEU, Reading, Pa.— Amend applicakw, install new transmitter
changestion CPin5 directiona
l.
KPRC, Houston — Modification CP for
new transmitter, increase 5 kw N 10 kw
D directional N.
KGIR, Butte, Mont.— CP new transmitkc. ter, antenna, increase 50 kw, change 660
KDYL. Salt Lake City— CP transmitter,
directiona
880 kc. l changes, increase 10 kw, change

Tentative Calendar . . .
WTEL, Philadelphia, CP
kc 250 w
unl. ; oral argument on MBS1500petition
for
FCC to amend regulations re network option
time,
term
of
affiliatio
n
contracts
(Sept. 12).
KFNF,
2). Shenandoah, la., license renewal
(Oct.
WJAX, Jacksonville, Fla., CP 930 kc
5 kw directional N unl. ; NEW, ScrippsHoward Radio Inc., Houston, CP new station 1230 kc 250 w unl. ; NEW,
Star
Broadcasting Co., Houston, sameTexas
; NEW,
Greater Houston Broadcasting Co.
Inc.,
Houston, same (Oct. 13, last three consolidated hearing).
NEW, Hawaiian Broadcasting System
Ltd., Honolulu, CP 1340 kc 250 w unl •
KWK, St. Louis, CP 680 kc 50 kw unl directional D & N ; WCAM, Camden, N. J.,
license renewal
and modification to 1310
kc 500 w S-WCAP, facilities of WTNJ ;
WCAP, Asbury Park, N J., license renewal
and modification to 1310 kc 500 w
Page 52 • September
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5, INCLUSIVE

THIS PICTURE would have run up and over the top of the page if the
corn stalk in front of the group hadn't been cropped off. The stalk, 23
feet 2% inches, won the 1941 WHO National Tall Corn Sweepstakes
[Broadcasting, Sept. 1]. At ceremonies for donation of trophy were
J. 0. Maland, WHO vice-president and manager; Lawrence Flander,
the winner; Gov. George A. Wilson, of Iowa: Lloyd Cunningham, fair
secretary; Herb Plambeck, WHO farm editor.
Lang- Worth Pops
IN VIEW of the 20 name bands it
now has lined up for recordings,
Lang-Worth Feature Programs,
New York, plans to enter the popular music publishing field, according to Ralph Wentworth, manager
of the transcription company. Subscribers to thetotal
company's
library
service now
270 stations,
which assures Lang-Worth of
ample promotion for its published
popular music.

Hodges' Spots
J O H N N Y-ON-THE-SPOT
was Gil Hodges, special
events director of WTAG,
Worcester, while vacationing
in Colorado. When a recordbreaking hailstorm fell,
Hodges phoned first accounts
to KLZ and KMYR, Denver,
and later when arriving in
Denver, where he was caught
in
one tieups,
of the hecity's
traffic
again greatest
phoned
in the story in time for the
evening newscasts.
S-WCAM, facilities of WTNJ; WTNJ,
Trenton, N. J., license renewal and modification 1310 kc 500 w unl. facilities of
WCAM, WCAP ; WDAS, Philadelphia, CP
1260 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D directional N
(Sept. 24, last four consolidated hearing).
WOWO, Fort Wayne. Ind., CP 1190 kc
50 kw directional D & N unl.

To Honor Nell Vinick
XELL VIXICK. beauty advisor who
conducts the thrice-weekly fiveminute Lessons in Loveliness program
on WABC, New York, on Sept. 9
starts her 15 consecutive year on the
air at which time WABC wiU present
to her a plaque for meritorious radio
service. Her current series is sponsored by Drezma Inc., New York, in
the interests of Drezma cosmetics.
a

knows

all

50/5 CAief Engineer

the

angles

m

m

M. H. AYLESWORTH, first pres-1
ident of NBC, was revealed lastj
week as an associate of Daniel j
Tuthill,
assistant
manager of:
NBC's program and talent sales
division, in the formation of a new
organization to take over the talent management functions of NBC.
Deal has been reported as practically consummated for several
weeks, but NBC officials deny that
any contracts have yet been signed.
Neither Mr. Tuthill nor Mr.
Aylesworth could be reached for \
comment regarding their association, but it is understood that Mr.
Aylesworth was instrumental in
securing financial backing for thrnew firm and that he will not takf?
an active part in its operations. ,
He is currently serving as head of
the radio section of the Office of
Affairs.
the Coordinator of Inter-American '
WTCN

Promotion

FRANCIS VAN KONYNENBURG, of the sales staff of WTCN,
Minneapolis, has been promoted to
the post of sales manager for the
station, according
to an mentannouncelast week.

Van Konynenburg

Mr. Van Konynenburg,
a graduate of the
U of
Wisconsin, formerly was with
the
Minneapolis
Tribune
and the
Madison (Wis.)
p^j^j, joining
Cajntal Times

WTCN seven years ago. At one
time he was connected with David
Agency, St. Paul advertising
agency.
WOR

Restricts Spots

BECAUSE of the interesting demand by advertisers and agencies
for one-minute announcements promoting their products, WOR, New
York, is shutting down on the sale
of such time, effective immediately. .
The station has one contract run- .
ning at present, but at its expiration will allow no further oneminute schedules to be broadcast
during evening hours. Reason for c
the decision is that such contracts
cut
the quarter-hour
hour up periods
and are and
not halfgood '
from the audience standpoint.

1

-

J

like trees in the forest, 2A Phase
"Medicine Men at Western Electric take all poison out of lining
up antenna arrays," says the
Chief. "Even when array looks
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Western

Frizz Fall Plans

ICE CREAM
PRODUCTS, Chi- j
cago,
subsidiary New of
Maize-Products,
York,American
has set
its winter schedule for Frizz ice
cream mix in the Chicago area
with eight one-minute
announcements weekly on spot
WMAQ,

Monitor makes engineer's joh
easy. Have pow-wow with men
at Graybar. They can tell you

Chicago, and weekly half-hour on
WGN with Quin Ryan reading the k
comics.
Schedule
be expand- |
ed nationally
in thewill
spring.
)|

whole story."

APPLICATION for a new 1,000-watt
mazoo, Mich.,
the
daytime
stationhason been
1080 filed
kc. with
in KalaFCC
by
WKAL
Inc.,
headed
by
Mayor
Frank E. McAllister of Kalamazoo as
president, with Orrin B. Hayes, local
Oldsmobile dealer, vice-president, and
Marvin
J. Schaberg, attorney, secretary- treasurer.

Electric
BROADCASTING
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Smooth
Saleing!

New Business
3T. LAWRENCE STARCH Co., Port
Credit, Ont. (Beehive Corn Syrup,
Durham Corn Starch) on Nov. 1
tarts XHL Hockey Players on 37
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations,
3at. 7 :15-7 :30 p.m. Agency : McConlell Eastman & Co., Toronto.
Renewal Accounts

'4' jWilmington,
E. I. duPONTon deSept.
NEMOURS
& Co.,
29 renews
for
l52 weeks Cavalcade of America on 55
iXBC-Red stations. Mon. 7:30-8 p.m.
Agency: BBDO, X. T.
2* PACIFIC GREYHOUND LINES,
San Francisco, on Aug. 31 renewed
ttifor 52 weeks Romance of ihe Highicai/s with Comdr. A. W. Scott on
28 Don Lee-Mutual. Sun., 10:1510:30 a.m. (PST). Agency: Beaumont & Hohman, San Francisco.
(LEVER BROS.. Cambridge, Mass.
I(Lifebuoy), on Sept. 19 renews for
il.3 weelvs HoUyu-ood Premiere on 71
'ICBS stations. Fri.. 9 :.30-10 p.m.
',ll(EDST).
ICo.,
N. T. Agency: William Estv &
Network Changes
SiJ
-WHITE LABORATORIES. New
iTork (Feenamint), on Sept. 28 shifts
'BouhJe or Nothing on 116 JIBS stations from Fri., 8-8 :30 jj.m. to Sun.,
m-Q :30 p.m. Agency : Wm. Esty & Co.,
Jn. t.
lIcOLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City (shaving cream ) , on Oct.
4 shifts Sports Newsreel of the Air
J^ifrom 52 NBC-Blue stations Sun. 9:4.510 p.m. to 50 NBC-Red stations. Sat.
10-10:15 p.m. (EST). Agency: Sher| man & Marquette, Chicago.
5LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
I;Co.. New York (Velvet Pipe & Cigarjette tobacco), on Sept. 24 drops Professor Quiz on 69 CGS stations,
Thurs.. 10:15-10:45 p.m. Agency.
iNewell-Enimett Co., N. Y.
Chicago Operettas
REPLACING the Chicagoland Hour,
now heard on MBS Saturdays at 10
p.m. will be the operetta series heard
last year titled The Chicago Theatre
of the Air. which will start Oct. 4 on
Mutual and be extended to 7.5 minutes.
Col. Robert R. McCormick. editor and
publisher of The Chicago Tribune,
will make a "curtain" talk each week
immediately following the opening
theme by Henry Weber and the WGN
Symphony Orchestra. William A.
Bacher, WGN chief of programs and
production, again will direct the series.

We've laid the ground work;
built an amazing audience;
earned their confidence. We
have proof that time on WAIR
makes for SMOOTH SALEING!

150 UNDERPRIVILEGED BOYS were guests recently at a "Breakfast of Champions", co-sponsored by KROW, Oakland, General Mills and
the Boys' Club. Baseball players were guests of honor. Among participants were (standing, 1 to r), Philip G. Lasky, KROW general manager;
Verne L. Mishler, Ed Kuhlnian, General Mills; John Verges, manager
of ball team; Phil Riley, hotelman; Ira Blue, KROW sports announcer.
Seated Dean
are Cliff
Allen, KROW
Boys' Club
president;
Roy J. Feuchter, General
Mills;
Maddox,
baseball
announcer.
CONGRESSMEN
WAGE

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
International Radio Sales

COOPERATING

and Representatives Provide Listeners With

Information, Free Bulletins
back home an insight into political
AN IDEA of a 23-vear-old member
of the staff of WAGE, Syracuse, to Washington. It was then that
perform a public service for the Treyz ventured that Rep. Hall
listening audience recently result- might mention the broadcasts to
ed in an outstanding station pro- his constituents in his Congresmotion success.
sional letters.
When Oliver Treyz learned that
The "mention", surprisingly
Government bulletins, for which in- enough, turned out to be in 200,000
dividual citizens are compelled to letters to people in four Southern
New York counties. On Aug. 4
pay 5 to 25 cents at the Government Printing Office, are available
Rep. Hall placed a copy of his letter
to the public free through their in the Congressional Record.
Congressman, he investigated further and found out that most people were unaware of this right. He AFM Session to Study
particularly learned how these bul- Recorded Music on Air
letins could be of service to farmers, housewives, handymen and
RULES for the regulation or curgardeners.
tailment of recorded music on the
Quick Cooperation
air may be promulgated by the international executive board of the
As a result, Treyz approached
American Federation of Musicians
William T. Lane, WAGE general
when it meets in Chicago to act on
manager, suggesting that WAGE
the resolutions adopted by the
cooperate with Congressmen from
AFM
convention held in
the area in urging listeners to Seattlenational
last
June.
meeting
avail themselves of this free bulle- has been tentativelyBoard
scheduled for
tin service.
Sept. 30 in Chicago, according to
Mr. Lane gave Treyz the green
AFM headquarters, where it was
light and the youth immediately
said the recording matter is the
wrote Edward Arthur Hall, Repone concerning radio scheduled
resentative inCongress from Bing- only
for discussion at this time.
hampton. Several days later Treyz
Several resolutions designed to
was surprised
to receive
a long- protect musicians against the aldistance call from
Congressman
legedly unfair competition of
Hall in Washington. In a three"canned music" were adopted by
way conversation, with Mr. Lane
the convention, following the realso on the line, the Congressman
port of Ben Selvin, vice-president
offered to cooperate and urged the
station to inform listeners of this of Associated Music Publishers and
a former orchestra leader, who had
gratis service. He then suggested
a weekly transcription, with a disc been engaged by the union to survey the use of recorded music and
each day from one of the five Conits effects on the employment of
gressmen
in
wage's
area,
rotating each day to give the people live musicians.
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Plan

New

'Big Business'
On
Small-Business Section Begun
In Department of Justice
INDICATIONS of further possible
Government moves against merchandising and advertising practices of American "big business"
were seen in a recent exchange of
telegrams between Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold,
head of the Justice Department
Antitrust Division, and Senator
Murray (D-Mont.), chairman of
the special Senate Small Business
Committee.
With announcement by Mr. Arnold that a small-business section
had been set up in the Antitrust
Division came mutual assurance of
cooperation between the Senate
committee and the new Justice Department agency.
According to Mr. Arnold's Aug.
26 announcement, the new small
business section of the Antitrust
Division, headed by Guy Holcomb,
not only will conduct antitrust investigations but also wi'll assist
small business enterprises in their
relations with the Federal Government.
Conference Proposed
Senator Murray suggested last
Wednesday, responding to Mr. Arnold's announcement, that the Justice Department "uncover and expose for Governmental action" the
problems which he said have been
resulting in the "gradual strangulation of small business". He also
pleilged that the special Senate
committee would "cooperate with
you in all your endeavors", and
suggested a conference with Mr.
Arnold upon his return to Washington from Butte, Mont.
"I am greatly interested in your
action in establishing a small business section of the Antitrust Division," Senator Murray declared
in a wire to Mr. Arnold, released
last
Wednesday.
leadership
in this
movement "Your
to overcome
the
mounting difficulties confronting
the small businessmen of the nation will be invaluable. A section
of the Departinent of Justice
staffed by eminent economists and
experts on small business problems will effectively uncover and
expose for Governmental action
the problems which have been resulting in the gradual strangulation of small business.
With an initial organizational allotment of $10,000, the Special Senate Committee to Study & Survey
the Problems of American Small
Business Enterprises was formed
early in the present session of
Congress. Little of the $10,000 fund
is left, and the committee is understood to be seeking a large appropriation, rumored to be as much
as a million dollars, to carry on an
intensive inquiry into the plight
of small business. It is understood
hearings will be conducted on a
wholesale scale, with advertising
Page 54

ordered the inquiry last March,
has no immediate plans, it is reported, for presentation of affirmative testimony at the hearings.
A working staff in New York
is preparing data refuting exhibits
offered by the FCC witnesses on
newspaper ownership and revenue
factors. Thomas D. Thacher, former Solicitor General and chief
counsel for the Newspaper-Radic
Committee, Sydney M. Kaye and
A. M. Herman, associate counsel,
are supervising preparation of the
case, along with Harold V. Hough,
Fort Worth broadcaster, chairman
of the committee.

Attack
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"All Right, So It's Go-Cart! Can I Help It if There's a
Gasoline Shortage!"

FCC

Busy

Planning

Seeking Completion
WITH ITS special staff working
feverishly to line up as many witnesses as possible, the FCC hopes
to run its newspaper-divorcement
inquiry through to conclusion
when hearings are resumed Sept.
17 in Washington. While no accurate estimate could be made, it was
stated in official quarters that the
proceedings might run a month
or six weeks, with time out for
regular Commission meetings and
for the multiple ownership-overlapping service arguments now
to begin Oct. 6.
It is expected the FCC staff first
will cover individual newspaper
station ownership situations, rather
than group ownership interests.
As evidenced when the hearings recessed Aug. 1 until Sept. 17, emphasis will be placed upon press
association activity in the radio
field and purported efforts by newspaper-press associations to forestall development of radio news
gathering organizations. This phase
of the inquiry, however, probably
will not be reopened until ten days
or two weeks after resumption of
the second phase of the hearings.
Tentative Plans
Last week the Commission's special staff, headed by Senior Assistant General Counsel Thomas
E. Harris, tentatively lined up the
docket for the reopened hearings,
but no final schedule was drawn.
It is expected, however, that such
interests as the Kansas City Star,
which owns WDAF, and the Des
Moines Register-Tribune, operating KSO and KENT in Des Moines,
and merchandising practices one
of the prime consideration.
Members of the committee include Senators Murray, Chairman,
Stewart (D-Tenn.), Ellender (CDLa.), Mead (D-N.Y.), Malomey,
(D-Conn.), Capper (R-Kan.), and
Taft (R-0.).
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Neivspaper

Inquiry^

Within Six Weeks
WMT in Cedar Rapids and,
through a subsidiary, WNAX in
Yankton, will be covered during
the first days.
Particular attention, it is understood, has been given to the farflung Hearst empire. Hearst Radio
Inc. — operating WBAL, Baltimore;
WCAE, Pittsburgh; WINS, New
York; WISN, Milwaukee, and
KYA, San Francisco — is expected
to be covered during the earlier
days. There appears no intention,
however, of tying operations of
Hearst-owned press association.
International News Service,
into the station ownership phase.
The FCC investigating staff is
still in the field examining station
correspondence and files, to ferret
out data for the inquiry. This work
is being carried on under the direction of David D. Lloyd, chief
of
inquiry section
the FCC's
lawthedepartment.
Mr. of
Lloyd,
along
with Mr. Harris, conducted all of
the Commission's examination of
witnesses during the five days of
hearing in latter July and Aug. 1.
Meanwhile, there has been no
refutation of the published report
[Broadcasting, Aug. 25] that the
Commission has altered its course
in the newspaper-divorcement proceedings and that its objective will
be legislative recommendations to
Congress, rather than any effort
to invoke regulations under the existing law.
Official Reaction
This change in stance, it had
been reported, grew out of reactions from high Administration
sources and Congress that the Commission should not attempt to enforce regulations calculated to deprive newspapers of station
ownership until appropriate committees in Congress have examined
the whole matter in formal legislative proceedings.
The Newspaper-Radio Committee, formed shortly after the FCC
BROADCASTING

Miles to Extend
MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind.
(Alka-Seltzer) , which currently
sponsors Lum & Abner four times
weekly on 7 NBC-Red Pacific
Coast stations, on Sept. 29 is
planning to place the quarter-hour
series on an NBC-Blue coast-tocoast network. To be heard Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, the program is tentatively set
for 6:30-6:45 p.m. (EST), and
10:30-10:45 p.m. (CST and PST).
Agency is Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Kostka Resigns
WILLIAM KOSTKA, manager of
the pres department of NBC, has
resigned effective Sept. 26 to join
the Institute of Public Relations.
No successor has been named.
Kostka joined the NBC press department in September 1938, becoming manager in August 1939.
Poynter With Donovan
NELSON POYNTER, publisher of
the St. Petersburg Times and
owner of WTSP, who recently resigned as press director of the
Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs (Rockefeller
Committee), has joined Col. William J. Donovan, recently appointed by President Roosevelt as
Coordinator of Information. He is
serving at Washington headmatters. quarters, handling press and radio
WABC Doubles
SINCE Sept. 1, 1940, WABC, New
York, has doubled the number of
its sponsors, and this fall is starting the best advertising season in
its history, according to Arthur
Hull Hayes, WABC manager. At
this time last year, WABC served
seven clients, with nine more signed
and ready to broadcast, making a
total of 16, while this September
the station has 23 advertisers now
on the air and nine about to start,
for a total of 32.
A Senator Reports
SPEAKING each Friday
nightton oreither
Washingfrom from
his home
near
Havre de Grace, Md., Senator Millard Tydings of Maryland last week began a series
of reports to his constituency
over WBAL, Baltimore. Special lines and remote equipment are installed for each
broadcast.
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Mccormick

WLW ... a clear channel station . . .
serving the MIDWEST! Programs with a
distinctive sectionalized flavor are highlighted features of the Nation's Station.
Developed and produced for the sole
benefit of the midv/est farmer, they have
linked together two great families. Such
programs as WLW's "Everybody's Farm,"
"Boone County Jamboree," news, market
and weather reports are overwhelming
favorites with the Burweil McCormicks,
prominent Muskingum County farm family living near Norwich, Ohio.

family

and

wlw

Mr. McCormick, Chairman of the Muskingum County Farm Bureau, is, at present,
cultivating 300 acres devoted to corn,
wheat, alfalfa, and clover.
There are seven children in the McCormick
family. In recent 4-H Club Competition,
two of the McCormick youngsters were
selected to represent their fellow club
members as judges in the Chicago Livestock Shows.
Says Mr. McCormick: "We stay tuned to
WLW because we get the programs we
like best." Proof enough . . . that WLW
serves midwest RURAL AMERICA!

the

nation's

station

-PROVED

BY

18

MILLION

FLIGHTS

In its 21 years of service to America and the
world, the Radio Corporation of America has
sent and received through space more than
18,000,000 radiograms since the first memorable

THROUGH

SPACE!

London, Berlin, Buenos Aires, Tokyo and
Moscow, making possible super-swift transit of
photos and other important visual data.

(left) was flashed across the

Behind R.C. A. Communications' ever-expanding, ever-improving service, are RCA Laboratories
and research in all fields of radio. From here have

Today, radio messages sent by R.C. A. Communications conquer the barriers of time and space
to provide service between 12 cities in the United
States and 43 foreign lands, as well as ships
at sea. The radiophoto service of R.C. A.
Communications now links New York with

come the technical advances responsible for today' s
great wireless communication service. And from
here will come the forward steps of tomorrow. For
RCA Laboratories are dedicated to unending
research in radio, so that as the vears roll by,
the art will be still more useful and valuable.

"Marconigram"
Atlantic.

RCA

LABORATORIES
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
The Services of RC A : RCA Manufacturing Co. , Inc. • Radiomarine Corporation of America • RCA Laboratories
National Broadcasting Company, Inc. • R.C. A. Communications, Inc. • RCA Institutes, Inc.
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a few stories about clients who have found WSM

Like speed adds effectiveness to a boxer's power, WSM
shows add results to your advertising campaign. 50,000
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watts, a clear channel on 650 kilocycles puts your mes-

WSM
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And

a real

compare

with any station, anywhere.

sage within "their" reach ... a talent staff
that has produced shows like the nationally
famous "Grand Ole Opry," "Magnolia Blossoms" and "Sunday

Down

South," makes

"them" listen and a market growing bigger,
and richer every day produces the dimes,
quarters, or hundred
ever you're selling.
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WSM

is in the heart of the South where
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produced.
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ASCAP

•Sabotage' of BMI
Brings Objection
From
Gillin
TENTATIVE acceptance by NBC
md CBS of blanket contracts for
return of ASCAP music to their
networks is still a far cry from
restoring peace and harmony in
radio-music ranks it became apparent as reactions set in immediately following announcement by
the NAB last Tuesday that its
executive committee regarded the
lontracts as "highly satisfactory"
and "eminently fair".
While both networks are shooting for a Sept. 28 date to resume
performance of ASCAP music for
the first time since Jan. 1, there developed allegations of "shot-gun"
tactics, and of "sabotaging" of
Broadcast Music Inc. as part of the
transactions. Approval by the
NAB executive committee of the
form of contract originally negotiated by NBC, and subscribed to by
CBS, after five important concessions had been procured, did not
ome in a harmonious atmosphere.
Gillin's Charges
John J. Gillin Jr., general manlager of WOW, Omaha, NBC outlet,
a member of the executive comimittee, strongly dissented from the
committee action, and called the
legotiation of a blanket contract a
'repetition of the network's action
f 1935". He branded it as "tantanount to sabotaging BMI" and
acting contrary to the best interjsts of the broadcasting industry"
[see text of statement on this
page].
NAB President Neville Miller,
ho has led the copyright fight and
was instrumental in the formation
Df BMI in 1939 following ASCAP's
iDriginal untenable demands, announced adoption of the resolution
approving the form of contracts by
bhe executive committee. He pointed
lout that operations of BMI would
||not be affected, and that signature
|0f the contracts by NBC and CBS
ijis contingent upon the agreement
f affiliated stations to bear their
roportion of the cost of the license
see text of Miller statement on
his page].
Though Mr. Miller made no proouncement beyond the formal noice of executive committee action.
ROADCASTING

Advertisingr
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Contract

he has favored further conversations in the hope of modifying certain of the contract provisions and
procuring a better deal. A majority of the executive committee,
however, evidently weary of the
succession of meetings on the form
of contract and apparently convinced itconstituted the best deal
possible, voted down such a move,
which had been advanced by Mr.
Gillin.
Dollars vs. Principle
While it was freely admitted
that the proposed contracts (five of
them, covering every performance
combination) constituted a far better basis than any hitherto advanced, itnevertheless was argued
by Mr. Gillin that it sacrificed
principle for immediate dollars.
NBC, along with ASCAP, was the
moving force, with CBS making
an eleventh hour entry during the
last fortnight wlaen it became apText

of NAB

Advertising

.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Faces

parent that NBC was approaching
what it regarded as an acceptable
transaction.
The statement at the tag-end of
the NAB announcement that the
contracts are acceptable to CBS as
well as to NBC, was the first admision that negotiations had been
resumed between CBS and ASCAP,
much less concluded. It seemed in
New York circles the final guarantee that before long ASCAP tunes
would again be heard on all networks. But before that can happen
the networks must get the ratification of their affiliate stations in the
form of promises to rebate to the
networks 2%% on all the payments made to them for broadcasting commercial network programs.
NBC, which on Aug. 1 notified its
affiliates that it had negotiated a
contract with ASCAP and asked
their approval of its terms, has
still not received responses from
an appreciable number of them.

Committee

APPROVAL of the formulas for
return of ASCAP music to NBC
and CBS by the executive committee of the NAB at a meeting in
New York Sept. 9, came only after
a protracted debate, with John J.
Gillin Jr., general manager of
WOW, Omaha, voting against the
majority action. Upon his return
to Omaha last Thursday, Mr. Gillin issued a dissenting statement,
briefing the views at the session.
The executive committee, through
NAB President Neville Miller, issued a statement of approval
promptly following the meeting.
Voting in favor of the resolution
approving the contracts and recommending consideration by the industry were committee members
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore;
Paul W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford; James D. Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati, and Don S. Elias, WWNC,
Asheville. William H. West Jr.,
WTMV, E. St. Louis, was absent,
andOthers
Mr. Gillin
votedat 'no'.
present
the meeting,
in addition to President Miller, included Edward Klauber, CBS executive vice-president; M. R. Runyon, CBS vice-president; Julius
Brauner, CBS attorney; Niles
Trammell, NBC president; Mark
Woods and F. M. Russell, NBC
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Statement

and

vice-presidents; Robert P. Myers,
NBC attorney; Sydney M. Kaye,
vice-president and general counsel
of BMI; John Shepard 3d, Yankee
Network president, and John A.
Kennedy, WCHS, Charleston.
Committee Statement
Following is the full text of the
NAB executive committee statement:
Following a meeting of the executive committee of the NAB, held
today (Sept. 9) at the Roosevelt
Hotel in New York, Neville Miller,
president of the association, announced that the committee had
adopted the following resolution :
"The executive committee of the
NAB has had ample opportunity to
study, through a series of meetings, the terms and conditions of
the proposed ASCAP contracts. It
is the consensus of the executive
committee that these contracts in
their present form are highly satofi'erASCAP
broadcasters
who desireisfactory
to anduse
music
an eminently fair and equitable
basis for such use: provision having been made for the various operating problems which confront the
industry.
"The NAB, therefore, recommends favorable consideration of

Battle

CBS has not yet approached its
affiliates.
NIB May Consider
Officials of both NBC and CBS
expressed confidence this station
approval would be forthcoming
without undue difficulty or delay,
with Sept. £8 mentioned as the
probable date for the resumption of
ASCAP music on network programs. However, a number of
broadcasters have already gone on
record as opposing the proposed
terms of settlement. This opposition is expected to make its stand
at the NIB meeting in Chicago
next week and it is probable that a
sizable number of broadcasters
whose stations are affiliated with
NBC and CBS will withhold action
on the contracts until this convention is over [see story on page 10].
To avoid any future governmental complications, the contracts
will be submitted to U. S. Assistant
Attorney General Thurman Arnold,

Gillin

Dissent

. . .

that form of contract which best
suits the station's individual oper"The contract in its present
needs." Mr. Miller, "achieves
form," atingsaid
principles for which broadcasters
have been contending for many
years. It enables them to take their
choice of a blanket contract for all
ASCAP music, or to purchase this
music for the programs on which
it is played. Moreover, the contract
reduces substantially the fees
which our industry has hitherto
been
compelled
pay."by Mr. Miller
It was
pointedto out
that the contract with ASCAP
would not affect the operations of
BMI, to which both NBC and CBS
had pledged their continued support on a long term basis.
"The proposed contracts with
ASCAP in their final form will be
mailed to all stations within the
next few days, and will be subject
to the scrutiny and approval of the
individual broadcaster", Mr. Miller
said. He further stated that the
terms and conditions of the proposed contracts were acceptable, he
had been informed, to NBC and to
CBS. Signature by the networks, it
is understood, is contingent upon
{Continued on page 52)
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head of the Anti-Trust Division of
the Department of Justice, for approval before they are signed by
the broadcasters or ASCAP. The
suggestion that this be done is reported to have come from David
Podell, on leave from the Department of Justice to serve as special
ASCAP counsel in the preparation
of the proposed suit against NBC,
CBS, NAB and BMI, charging conspiracy to bar ASCAP music from
the air. This suit, as well as all
actions against the networks and
their affiliates for copyright infringements since Jan. 1, will be
dropped coincidentally with signing of the contracts.
Meanwhile, attorneys for NBC,
CBS and ASCAP were still engaged last Friday on their seemingly endless task of getting the
contracts into final form. Network
executives expressed hopes, however, of getting the contracts
mimeographed and mailed to their
affiliates early this week, or possibly during the weekend.
In sending contracts to their affiliates, NBC and CBS will also enclose letters analyzing the advantages ofthe terms and forms of
ratification of the network contracts, which the networks will
urge the stations to sign and return immediately, regardless of
what they decide to do about signing with ASCAP for the right to
use its music on their local programs.
Terms Not Disclosed
Terms of the several contracts,
while known in a general way,
were being withheld from publication until the newly-constituted
ASCAP board could pass on them
at a meeting on Monday, Sept. 15.
John G. Paine, ASCAP general
manager, it is understood, insisted
upon this procedure, because of the
far-reaching changes in terms and
language made during the protracted executive committee deliberations, and the subsequent refinements sought by CBS last week.
There was even some question of
ASCAP board approval.
Basically, the network blanket
contract prescribes a sustaining fee
for every station on the chain, of
$200 annually, for which the network would not be reimbursed. The
network commercial fee is 2%%
on revenue realized from the sale
of time. Deductible items are frequency discounts, agency commissions, line charges and a 15%
sales commission. It is claimed this
actually amounts to about 2% of
net time sales.
Affiliated stations, under this contract, are asked to reimburse the
network 2%% of their network income. The network, however, in
making its payment to ASCAP,
first computes 2%% of its income
after deducting frequency discounts and agency commissions.
Then, in computing royalties on
compensation paid affiliates, it deducts line charges and the 15%
sales commission. The station, howPage 8 • September
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Propaganda

Inquiry

Subcommittee Indicates It Will Probe Deeply
Into Alleged Efforts to Wave War Banners
WITH THE radio angle obviously or cross-examine witnesses before
relegated to a secondary position, the committee.
a subcommittee of the Senate InThe only other witness was John
terstate Commerce Committee last T. Flynn, newspaper columnist,
Tuesday started lengthy public economist, one-time radio news
hearings looking into the alleged analyst and chairman of the New
use of motion pictures and radio to York unit of the America First
Committee,
who appeared last
spread pro-war propaganda.
Thursday.
Although the five-man subcommittee, dominated by isolationist
Although witnesses for the radio
and non-interventionist members of industry proper are not to be
the Upper House, gave early indi- called until the movie phase of the
cation that the movie industry
inquiry is completed, probably in
would come in for some heavy body October, two Hollywood movie colblows, it appeared during the first
umnists and radio commentators —
three sessions of the proceeding Jimmie Fidler and George Fisher
that radio would receive credit for ■ — were scheduled to appear before
its blessings as well as blame for the committee Sept. 15.
its alleged shortcomings.
Some concern arose in broadcasting circles when Senator Nye
Willkie's Barrage
on Sept. 2 introduced an amendment to the original resolution
The Senate hearings are being
held in connection with a resolu- which would permit the committee
tion (S Res-152) introduced Aug. 1 to look into monopoly aspects of
by Senators Bennett Champ Clark the movie-radio question, as well
(D-Mo.) and Nye (D-N. D.), au- as the charges of propaganda. According to an explanation by Senthorizing afull-committee investiator Nye to Broadcasting, the
gation of the movie-radio propaganda charges. However, it is amendment was designed not to reopen or continue the intensive mogenerally agreed that the subcommittee proceeding, complete with
nopoly inquiries made of the indusofficial fanfare and columns of
try during the last three years, but
newspaper coverage, in effect will only to make the monopoly quesbe as extensive and accomplish the
tion germane to the general subject of the inquiry, with particular
same purpose as the proposed fullcommittee proceeding.
dustry.
attention
to the motion picture inApart from appearances by SenAlthough radio received only
ators Nye and Clark, citing the
background for their investigation
passing mention in the testimony of
proposal, the opening stages of the the first days of the hearing, NAB
proceeding, which has played to a President Neville Miller last
packed house, featured a barrage
Wednesday released a letter to
Chairman Clark taking issue with
of printed statements by Wendell
L. Willkie, counsel for motion pic- statements by Senator Clark reture interests, in answer to verbal
garding the misuse of radio facilicharges of Senators Nye and Clark
ties for propaganda purposes. Emand comments by subcommittee
phasizing the important defense
members.
and morale functions of radio, Mr.
Under a majority ruling anMiller declared
"The
American
people, in
and part:
they alone,
nounced in his opening remarks
exercise a day-to-day control of
last Tuesday by Senator D. Worth
Clark (D-Ida.), chairman of the broadcasting far too powerful for
subcommittee, Willkie was advised
anyone, even the Government itself,
he would not be allowed to examine
to interfere with."
ever, reimburses the network on its offered individual stations, they
gross network income.
would pay 2^/4% of their net operating income. The latter figure
$3,000,000 for ASCAP
takes into account deduction of freIt is estimated that ASCAP
quency discounts, agency commissions and a 15% sales commission.
would realize an income of approximately $3,000,000 if the form
It was estimated that, because of
this base, the percentage figure
of contract acceptable to NBC and
actually is 1.91%.
CBS is applied horizontally to the
On the local commercial license,
industry. This compares to apwhich constitutes the per program
proximately $5,1000,000 estimated
as the 1940 ASCAP income under
there would be no minithe old 5% blanket license plan, proposal,
mum guarantee, in compliance with
and some $9,000,000 that would
the ASCAP and BMI consent dehave accrued under the graduated
crees entered into with the Departtax proposal proferred by ASCAP
ment of Justice. The fee, however,
in 1939, which resulted in the open
would be on income from programs
music warfare, in which ASCAP
using ASCAP music, and 2% on
has been all but scuttled by virtue
incidental themes, background
of BMI's success.
(Continued on page
Under the blanket form of license
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Agreement
Seen
To Kill Time Tax
Final Action Likely Tuesday:
Will Study Franchise Levy
ALTHOUGH officially unconfirmed,
it is understood House-Senate conferees on the 1941 Revenue Ace
last Thursday agreed to the Senate's action in deleting from the
tax bill the House-approved proposal for a 5-15% Federal tax on
radio's
net time sales above $100,000 annually.
But with the House and Senate
expected to draw the curtain on
the final episode of the radio industry's latest tax adventure early
the week of Sept. 15, when they
approve franchise
the conference
committee's
report,
tax proposals
are
scheduled to put in an increasingly prominent appearance.
Ready for Final Action
Although a five-man Senate committee and a seven-man House committee have actually completed unofficial conferences on the bill and
formulated their report, they will
not be officially named as conferees until Monday, Sept. 15, wheni
the House reopens after a recess, i
Final action is expected by both;
houses by Tuesday or Wednesday, j
It is understood that House conferees agreed to deletion of both
the radio and billboard advertising)
taxes with the understanding that
a radio franchise tax would be considered later, presumably in the
coming bill effecting administrative
changes in the Revenue Code. It is
not expected House hearings on this
measure will start until November.
Cigar Announcements
WEBSTER - EISENLOHR, New
York (Tom Moore cigars), on
Sept. 15 starts a 10-week campaign
of transcribed and live chain-break
announcements five times a week
on the following 16 stations:
WFAA KRLD KRRV WDAF KFH
WLOL WDSM KVOX KATE
KWNO KDGE KGCV KLP]\I
KDLR KRMC KABR. Agency is
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York.
Milk Campaign
STATE OF NEW YORK Bureau
of Milk Publicity, Albany, on Sept."
29 is launching a 26-week campaign
of spot announcements and partici-'
pations on 17 stations in New YorkState. List includes: WOKO WNBF'
WBEN WEBR WKBW WENYWABC
WHEC WJZ
WGY WNEW
WAGE WHAM'
WFBL
WSYR WTRY WIBX. Agency is
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
Schumacher's

'

Week

New'
& Co.,
CHER
F. SCHUMA
on Sept.
Fabrics),
(Waverly
York
22 launches an intensive one-week
campaign of participations on women's programs in 25 cities to tie in ,
with local dealer advertising. Anderson, Davis && Platte, New,
York, handles the account.
• Broadcast
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Asked
FCC
Duration,
tor
Rules
network
already
had demonstrated
ably a month would be allowed.
years. As against the MBS proHow fast the FCC will act was
posal for BV2 to 4 hours of option
that it could operate without opitigation Is Seen
not indicated. In some quarters, time in each of the three five-hour
tion time, although it is a conIf New Rules
segments, Chairman Fly had pro- venience.
however, it was thought the Composed not more than two hours in
niission might promulgate revised
Asserting that MBS is suffering
Are Issued
each bracket to be exclusively op- from the delay in placing the reguregulations by the end of September and make them effective Oct.
tioned to a particular network, with
lations in effect, he said the netAST-DITCH efforts to pre- 15 or Nov. 1.
the balance free station time. It
work
is
losing atprospective
commer■i|flail upon the FCC to suspend
was
thought
this
might
be
modicial accounts
the rate of
one a
Ready to Litigate
fied to perhaps three hours, along
s punitive chain-monopoly
week
to
the
Blue,
because
it
could
with
the
doubled
license
tenure.
It
was
generally
believed
FCC
Jtiules during the national
not clear time in certain cities.
Chairman James La^vrence Fly has
The
Blue
Problem
He admitted under questioning by
'mergency, lest the whole
roadcasting structure be dis- sufficient votes to force through
Commissioner T.A.M. Craven that
No
indication
that
the
FCC
proregulations, irrespective of the na5 B Dcated, were made last Fritional emergency arguments. It was
poses to deviate from its requireMBS business
aj in oral arguments before
stantial increases.has
He sho-wn
cited as subone
ment that NBC dispose of the Blue
equally clear that NBC and CBS
-he Commission by NBC and were poised for litigation, challeng- has been given, though NBC still instance the March of Time pro.:BS. MBS renewed its plea
gram, which he said had been
ing the FCC's overall jurisdiction fought that battle in its brief. Some
"worked up" by MBS but was sold
I'ior prompt enforcement of to issue rules once the new rules modification of the regulation reare revised and an effective date
on the Blue. This was only one of
niodified regulations which
quiring networks to divest themset.
selves of key stations in markets
eight
new accounts which have been
!pould permit it to expand in
The litigation question was the other than New York, Chicago, or lost to the Blue in the last 60
Liarkets now purportedly
ilosed to it.
subject of a conference follow- Los Angeles-San Francisco was in- days, he said.
dicated, probably to include Washing the oral arguments, particiington and both of the coast cities.
! In surprisingly brief arguacting General Counsel
Option Proposals
Jaents which followed filing of Thomaspated in by
If this is done, however, the burden
E. Harris and Seymour
Mr.
Caldwell
said that whatever
Voluminous briefs, John J. Krieger for the Commission, and still would be on NBC and CBS
to
dispose
of
other
owmed
stations,
formula
is
established
for maxi4|5urns, chief counsel for CBS,
Messrs. Cahill, Burns and Caldsuch as those located in markets
mum option time, it will become
■ nd John T. Cahill, special w e 1 1. No understanding was
the minimum. He urged that what^iounsel for NBC, made almost reached, however, aside from the like Minneapolis, Cleveland and
Charlotte.
ever option time is decided upon
:;ientical pleas for suspension.
open secret of NBC and CBS inbe in the nature of specified hours
MBS does not question the juris?JBC, however, went farther in
tentions to litigate unless the rules
to avoid what would in reality be
diction or power of the Commission
are suspended.
attacking MBS as a "switchboard
an option on all time. Moreover, he
to
issue
the
regulations,
Mr.
CaldSpeculation
centered
on
possible
Network" and in branding its whole
said that whatever formula is
well said in opening the argument.
Commission action along the lines
iffort the "acme of commercializaof
revised
rules
on
option
time
and
placed
into effect on option time
As
far
as
the
"selfish
interests"
of
ion," based on the "dollar sign."
should be subject to annual revision
extension of broadcast station li- MBS are concerned, Mr. Caldwell
^
MBS Opposes Suspension
censes and concurrent contracts
declared, the regulations as drafted
by the FCC.
Louis G. Caldwell, chief counsel
with networks from one to two
would be acceptable and he felt the
Mr. Caldwell said MBS recogor MBS, advocated action on his
nized the business convenience inletition, filed last month, for a
volved in exclusive option time but
Schreter Schedule
^':raduated option time formula but New Studebaker Series
non-exclusive
options on all staI.aintained MBS could live under
tions from its standpoint would be
A. SCHRETER & SONS, Baltihe original rules as drafted by the To Include 90 Stations
more (Smoothie neckties), on Sept. just as satisfactory. He discounted
Commission. He opposed the susSTUDEBAKER Corp., South
29 begins a 13-week schedule of allegations that confusion would
)ension proposal, contending that
Bend, Ind., plans news and sports
one - minute announcements on
this would only de'he very fact that an emergency
broadcasts on about 90 stations to WNEW, New York; KQV, Pitts- result, velopsaying
in cities where there are not
■xists augurs for the regulatory
introduce its new models. Roche,
burgh ; WBAL, Baltimore, and
to serve all four netob being done properly and law- Williams & Cunnygham, Chicago, is WEIL, Philadelphia. Agency is enough outlets
works, such as Cleveland, Des
Bermingham,
Castleman
&
Pierce,
agency.
Although
it
was
pointed
out
■'ully. The more networks available,
Moines, Jacksonville and Provi^he m.ore defense programs will be by Paul G. Hoffman, president of New York.
dence. In this connection, he
i)roadcast, he said.
Studebaker, when queried recently
, The only other appearance was
pointed
out,
his petition
adby Broadcasting that Studebaker's
vocated somewhile
exclusive
option time,
nade by Paul D. P. Spearman, on
Insurer's Spots
advertising appropriation has alhe thought the result would be the
ways been determined on unit basis
behalf of Yankee and Colonial NetLIBERTY MUTUAL INSURsame with non-exclusive time
works. He made a plea for relaxaof per car produced [BroadcastANCE
Co.,
Boston,
on
Sept.
10
throughout.
ing, Sept. 8], manufacturers may
tion of the time option regulations
started a campaign of one-minute
shift from the traditional per car transcribed
o fit the peculiarities of regional
announcements on an
Mr. Caldwell emphasized the imbasis of appropriation, to instituundisclosed number of stations in
chains, pointing out that the protional campaigns based on a perportance of not
allowing option
"one
josed Commission rules, as well
New York State to dramatize the minute more"
of exclusive
centage of company earnings.
ks the suggested Mutual substitute,
new
automobile
insurance
liability
time
than
that
actually
used,
based
Nash this year will not use any
law in the State. Agency is BBDO,
would seriously deter operation of radio
to introduce the new models
New York.
on the preceding year's business
bhese New England networks and
placed by a particular network or a
but
will
use
national
magazines
derobably others. Some indication
spite distribution problems. Chrysparticular station. If an extra halfWas given that the regulations
Glass Series
hour is allowed, he said, it would
ler Corp., Detroit, is reported to be
Imight be relaxed to relieve the
result in almost exclusive control
considering
the
use
of
spot
anPITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS
plight of such regional operations.
over desirable hours. Because the
n
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
f
o
r
Dodge
as
are
HudNo immediate word was forthCo., Pittsburgh (door mirrors), re- option plan is based on actual use.
son and Packard, to introduce their
new models.
cently started a schedule of oneBoming from the FCC following
he said it would progressively reminute
transcribed announcements
losing of the arguments, which
sult in the same situation. Commiswith
local
dealer tie-ins on WIS
'an for about 2 hours and 15 minsioner Craven, however, pointed out
Elman for Colgate
WIBA WFEA WRDO WGAC
utes. With the adjournment, the
that the time option works both
KGBX WMAN. Agency is BBDO,
Ifive members of the Commission
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
New York.
ways and that when business tap[PajTie absent] held an impromptu
Co., Jersey City (Palmolive shavers off, the station would lose its
ing cream), through Ted Bates
tOneeting but no decision on prooptions to some other network.
cedure was reached. Late last Inc., New York has purchased
Wine Series
Answering arguments that the
imonth, when the FCC suddenly
rights to Dave Elman's Hobby Lob- EASTERN WINE Corp., New
rules should be designed to permit
by, last heard to replace City Desk
called the oral arguments on the
York
(Chateau
Martin
Wines),
Saturday, Oct. 4, on 68
NBC to build up the Blue Network
MBS brief and indefinitely post- starting
during latter September will launch
8:30-8:55 p.m. Addiponed the Sept. 16 effective date of CBS sonstations,
so it Caldwell
could sell said
it at hea "large
price",
Smith is director in charge and
campaign of tranMr.
felt this
was
Ithe rules, it was announced that the music will be by Harry Salter. a year-round
scribed announcements on 20-25
no
concern
of
the
Commission.
Any
reasonable notice would be given on Each week a personality who has stations in cities along the Atlantic
new network like MBS wants to
a new effective date. It was pre- done most for defense work in a Seaboard. Agency is H. C. Morris
(Continued on Page 41)
& Co., New York.
isumed at least two weeks and prob- hobby way will be featured.
4'
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NIB
Invites
All
But
tion
and
repeatedly
has
referred
Break
From
NAB
to it as a "so-called trade association". As a result of that incident,
Is Considered;
more than a dozen stations resigned
from the NAB, including key station members of MBS.
Fly Booster
Chairman Fly has not yet disENCOURAGED by FCC Chairclosed the topic of his keynote
man James Lawrence Fly to unite speech. But, if past utterances are
independently-owned stations in a a criterion, he can be expected to
common cause, free from purported
urge independent station owners to
domination of the major networks.
run their businesses free from reNational Independent Broadcasters
straints, inhibitions and pressures
Inc. last week sent to some 750 sta- allegedly exerted by the networks.
tion owners formal invitations for
As chairman of the Defense Coman extraordinary convention to be
munications Board as well as the
held Sept. 22-23 at the Palmer
FCC,
he
unquestionably
will disHouse, Chicago.
cuss national defense aspects as
All stations but those owned, they pertain to broadcasting and
managed or operated by NBC and reassure the industry that the GovCBS were extended invitations to
ernment has no intention whatever
the convention, called to appraise of engaging in broadcast operations
the whole regulatory and business
per se, whatever the war developoutlook for broadcasting stations. ments.
The convention will be addressed
General Cummins to Speak
by Chairman Fly. Among other
Government officials scheduled to
Chairman Fly personally undertook to obtain as a speaker Maj.
address the broadGen.
Cummins who will discuss in
casters are Victor O. Waters,
detail the relationship of broadcasting to the military establishment.
special assistant
to the Attorney
With many uncertainties still exGeneral in charge
isting regarding copyright growof copyright and
ing out of conflicting interpretations
of the consent decrees entered
music activities,
and Maj. Gen. early this year by both ASCAP
and BMI under the spur of DepartJoseph M. Cumment of Justice anti-trust action,
m i n s, commandMr. Waters
ing general of the virtually all of the second day's
Sixth Corps area, Chicago, who will session will be given over to this
discuss radio's role in national de- subject. Mr. Waters, who personally directed the copyright activity
fense.
of the Department and procured
May Break With NAB
the consent decrees, will make his
While no formal announcement
first public expression on the music
has come from NIB President Har- performance situation since accomold A. Lafount, former radio complishing the negotiated settlement
missioner, or from Edwin M. last March.
Spence, managing director, as to
Paine and Haverlin
the scope of the sessions, it is freeIn
addition
to Mr. Waters, John
ly predicted that if sufficient enG.
Paine,
ASCAP
general manager,
thusiasm is displayed, a full-scale
reorganization of the trade asso- and Carl Haverlin, BMI station relations director, have accepted inviciation will be effected. While NIB
tations to address the convention.
has been in existence for some five
Leonard
D. Callahan, general counyears, it has functioned largely unsel of SESAC, and Robert S. Kelder the banner of the NAB, the top
trade association.
ler, of AMP, also have accepted invitations.
Despite lack of official comment
Because many affiliates as well
from NIB, the prevailing thought
was that the association is headed as independently-owned stations are
for an open break with NAB, on in a quandary over future copyright
the ground that the latter organi- matters, particularly in the light
zation is in serious conflict with the of virtually concluded negotiations
FCC and other Governmental agen- between NBC and CBS for the recies with which broadcasters must
turn of ASCAP music to their netmaintain contact and amicable reworks, NIB officials said signifilations.
cance attaches to the projected
Impetus was given the report of copyright discussion.
In effect, it was pointed o^t, the
a bolt from the NAB banner by
Chairman Fly's active collabora- program calls for an all-inclusive
tion with the NIB executives in ar- seminar on music performance,
with greatest importance attaching
ranging the Chicago convention.
The FCC chairman bitterly con- to Mr. Waters' interpretation of
demned the NAB as a result of de- the consent decrees and how the
velopments at the trade associa- proposed NBC-CBS contracts, as
tion's annual convention in St. well as the MBS contract entered
Louis last May when a serious rift into last May, comply with the fardeveloped.
reaching
terms of the consent decrees.
He has charged NAB .vith domiAlso tentatively scheduled for
nation by NBC and CBS dominaPage 10 • September
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Nets'
NIB

Own
Stations
president, and Lloyd C. Thomas, of
KGFW, Kearney, Neb., is secreKEYNOTER
tary-treasurer.
Directors List
Directors listed, in addition to
the officers, are Scott Howe Bowen,
WIBX, Utica; Frank R. Smith Jr.,
WWSW, Pittsburgh; Maurice C.
Coleman, WAGA, Atlanta; Jack M.
Draughon, WSIX, Nashville; S. A.
Cisler, WGRC, Louisville; James
F. Hopkins, WJBK, Detroit; Ralph
L. Atlass, WJJD, Chicago; Gregory
Gentling, KROC, Rochester, Minn.;
James R. Curtis, KFRO, Longview,
FrankR. E.
Hurt, KFSD,-'
Nampa;Tex.;
Ralph
Brunton,
KJBS,jJ
San Francisco, and T. W. Symons,|
KXL, Portland, Ore.
Vick Serial Plans

CHAIRMAN

FLY

the copyright battle is Ed Craney,
Montana broadcaster who has been
in the forefront of the copyright
fight for the last decade. An advocate of abolition of the NAB and
creation of a new trade association
of independent owners, Mr. Craney
tentatively has accepted an invitation to address the convention but
does not know whether he will be
in a position to appear. In an open
letter last July [Broadcasting,
July 21-28], Mr. Craney advocated
abolition of the NAB because of alleged network domination.
While national defense and copyright are expected to be the salient
topics, other activities on the Washington front, including the network-monopoly regulations, newspaper ownership, the tax situation,
and the legislative outlook, will be
covered. Discussion will be launched
in a report by Andrew W. Bennett,
NIB general counsel.
New Slate Possible
Mr. Lafount, executive of the
Bulova group of stations, and NIB
president for the last three years,
has announced that he will not seek
or accept reelection. He feels the
presidency should be rotated. A
number of prominent broadcasters
are being mentioned for the successorship.
If the apparent plan to broaden
the NIB base is carried through,
an entire new slate may be elected.
This plan presumably also would
encompass expansion of Washington headquarters activities. At
present Mr. Spence, now general
manager of WWDC, new Washington local, and former secretarytreasurer of the NAB, is managing
Washington headquarters, along
with General Counsel Bennett.
Edward A. Allen, president of
WLVA, Lynchburg, is NIB viceBROADCASTING

VICK CHEMICAL Go's new show,
scheduled to start Sunday, 5:306 p.m. on NBC-Red [Broadcasting,
Sept. 8] , has been tentatively titled
We're Five in the Family, a "real
life story of a real American family", tional,
according
to Morse
Interna-in
New York,
Agency
charge. The story is a comedydrama adapted from incidents
about her children from a diary
kept ardbywho Claire
MacMurray
wrote about
them inHowher
column in the Cleveland Plain Dealer. Mrs. Howard and Milton Gieger will write the radio script for
the new show and Richard Nichols,
rect.
radio director of Morse, will diCanada Dry Mystery
CANADA
DRY GINGER ALE.j
New York, on Oct. 3 will return to ^
network radio with a mystery-comedy series tentatively titled Michael
on an undisclosed
num- '
ber of& Kitty
NBC-Blue
stations, Friday
9:30-9:55 p.m. (EST) . Details were
still being worked out by the agency, J. M. Mathes Inc., New York,
as Broadcasting went to press.
Buick Debut
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit, during the latter part of
September will launch a campaign
of transcribed announcements for
Buick cars on an undisclosed number of stations. Details will be announced the latter part of this week
or early next week. Agency is
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York.
Scooters
TO AID in conservation of
gasoline, WDAS, Philadelphia, has ordered two scooters for its engineering department to be used
on remote broadcasts
and special
events. The motor scooters
are similar to those used by
the Philadelphia Police Department to patrol the city's
subway transportation
system. They will not only save
gasoline
troubles. but end parking
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TO BREAK THE BOTTLENECK in broadcast equipment manufacture,
which seriously threatens future operation of all stations, representatives
of leading transmitter, tube, antenna and parts manufacturers met in
Washington last Wednesday under NAB auspices. They appraised the industry's needs and began plans for drafting of a presentation by NAB
to
the SPAB-OPM
authorities citing radio's minimum requirements as a
national
defense function.
Shown here, first row (1 to r) : W. M. Anderson, Westinghouse ; H. H.
Darbo, Burgess Battery Co.; E. J. Staubitz, Blaw-Knox Co.; A. J. Eaves,
Graybar; G. M. RuofT, Locke Insulator Corp.; George F. Bateson, Truscon Steel Co.; Arthur Stringer, NAB, who arranged the meeting; Neville
Miller, NAB president, who presided; Marion Wade, Radio Engineering
Labs.; S. Norris, Amperex.
Second Row (1 to r) : Paul McK. Deeley, Cornell-Dubilier ; R. F. Weinig,
Wincharger Corp.; Wesley Thompson, John E. Lingo & Son, Inc.; John
F. Neary, Lehigh Structural Steel Co.; H. N. Willets, Western Electric.

New

Defense

Granting

of

Board
Repair

to

Speed

Priorities

A-IO Rating Now Given Broadcasting Along With
Communications; Extensive Survey Planned
SEEN as a possible solution to the granted on materials for maintenance and repair.
material supply difficulties of the
The comprehensive survey of
radio manufacturing industry, the
newly-created Supply Priorities & supply and demand, to be superAllocation Board announced last
vised by Mr. Nelson, was described
Wednesday it would conduct a as one of the most important steps
comprehensive study of the lease- taken in 15 months by a defense
agency. It is thought likely that
lend, defense and civilian requirements of American producers.
the study will considerably improve
Revelation of plans for the study, the status of radio manufactures
designed to develop an overall pic- on priority schedules, since it is
ture of the prevailing and future foreseen that such a survey, conducted by a single overall agency,
supply situation to be used as a
basis for coming priority control, would substantiate official claims
followed by 24 hours announcement
for radio's importance in the defense picture and focus attention
of a new "streamlined" plan to
grant temporary priority assistance on the present situation, under
for repair work in 20 "essential which new radio manufactures are
industries." This plan, which in- completely stifled and repair and
cludes commercial broadcasting and maintenance activities are being
communications, designates a n forced to a standstill.
Almost coinciding with the
A-10 priority rating for materials
needed in manufacturing equipment
SPAB inventory action was a special meeting of leading manufacfor maintenance and repair of existing apparatus.
turers of transmitters, tubes, antennas and parts, called under
Improvement Seen
NAB auspices, for the purpose of
Announced by Donald M. Nel- making an industry inventory.
son, who under the SPAB reorganEven with a Class A-10 rating
ization succeeds E. R. Stettinius, on emergency repairs, this group
Jr. as Director of Priorities, the concluded, industry requirements
new plan for the first time gives could not be met because of the
such items as radio transmitters
welter of defense orders holding
an A priority rating, although on preferential A-1 ratings [see story
July 1 Leon Henderson, as director on this page].
of the Office of Price AdministraLast Thursday the Defense Communications Board, which last week
tion & Civilian Supply, designated
commercial radio communications,
had authorized creation of a Deincluding commercial broadcasting,
fense Priorities Committee, anas one of 26 essential industries
nounced a sweeping change in
for which preference would be membership
and procedure, prePage 12 • September
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Third Row (1 to r) : Russell P. Place, NAB general counsel; R. E.
Onstad, Thordarson; Bryce Haynes, Audio Devices; S. G. Jones, Gates
American Corp.; Ernest F. Ling, Corning Glass Works; L. H. Whitten,
Graybar; I. R. Baker, RCA Mfg. Co.; H. L. Quick, Isolantite Inc.; K. D.
Hamilton, Isolantite, Inc.
Last Row (1 to r) : E. T. Morris, Westinghouse; Sigurd Sollie, Memovox Inc.; Frank J. Martin, NEMA; Lynne C. Snieby, NAB engineeering
director; G. W. Hernan, GE ; Ann Page, NAB; C. E. Arney Jr., NAB assistant to the President; Gustavus Reiniger, Radio Engineering
Laboratories.
Attending the sessions, but not present for the photograph were W.
Eitel, Eitel-McCullough Inc.; C. E. Brigham, Federal Telegraph Co.,;
Harry Ehle, International Resistance Co.; Joseph Tait, Presto; D. I.
Cooke, Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.; Lawrence Horle, RMA engineering consultant.
sumably to make the body more
effective. Instead of a membership
of nine, selected one each from the
nine industry subcommittees of
DCB, the committee will be made
up of five Government members
and alternates to be designated by
DCB itself within a few days, with
each of the nine industry units
to designate two "priorities representatives." The latter will not be
members of the committee proper,
but will be non-Government people
on call for consultation with the
five-man
priorities liaison committee.
Will Be Available
It was explained that the Government men were selected as regular
members because they would be on
tap to function as needed, while
meetings would be more difficult
if industry representatives had to
travel in and out of Washington.
The "priorities representatives" for
the industry will have an advisory
voice only in Commission action.
An official announcement of the
long-range SPAB survey, approved
by Vice-President Wallace, SPAB
chairman and head of the Economic
Defense Board, declared:
"In calling for this long-range,
all-inclusive survey of the nation's
total needs under the defense program, SPAB followed the view that
there must be one authority to
develop the official requirement
figures on both levels, holding that
there would be confusion otherwise,
because the several parts of the
requirement picture must be developed by separate agencies."
The survey would visualize action on two levels, it was explained:
A detailed outlining of both civilian
and military needs, including procurement schedules for Army,
(Continued on page 47)
BROADCASTING

Equipment
Needs
To
Be
Submitted
A-10 Rating Held Inadequate
At Meeting in Washington
MEETING in Washington at the
invitation of NAB President Nev- 1
ille Miller nearly two-score manufacturers and suppliers of commercial broadcast equipment last
Wednesday surveyed the critical
supply situation facing the radio
industry and promptly set in motion means of procuring remedial
action from the Government.
The consensus of the conference
bore out revelations of the recent
Broadcasting survey, indicating an extremely tight situation
for repair and maintenance equipment and a complete throttling of
new manufactures in the field
[Broadcasting, Sept. 8].
Held within 24-hours after announcement of Preference Rating
Order P-22, granting an A-10 priority rating to maintenance and
repair supplies for commercial
broadcasting equipment, excepting
radio receivers, it was indicated at
the meeting that the A-10 rating
soon would prove thoroughly inadequate to secure the large variety
of critical maintenance parts constantly needed by the industry. |
NEMA's Blue Report '
It was decided that a comprehensive brief of the needs of the
industry immediately would be filed
through the NAB with the Office
of Production Management and
Supply Priorities Allocation Board,
tion agency. top defense producnewly-created
Keynote of the meeting was expressed in a report by the Radio
(Continued on page Jf9)
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845.00 Per Capita
Income
Advertisers find an
"Extra Treasure" in
KIDO's merchandising, publicity
and
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ASK OUR ADVERTISERS!
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KQW,

San

Jose,

KSFO
Petition
KQW Under Contract
Of CBS, Which Would
THE NETWORK picture in San
Francisco took on a new competitive aspect with the action of the
FCC last Tuesday granting conditionally the application of KQW,
San Jose, to increase its power from
5,000 to 50,000 watts on 740 kc,
while it simultaneously set for
hearing an application for the same
facilities filed by KSFO, present
CBS San Francisco outlet.
Located about equi-distant from
San Jose and San Francisco, KQW
is already under contract with
CBS to become its San Francisco
key station. The original application, filed with the FCC last November, provided that CBS would
hold a 38% interest in KQW but
with the requirement that the network could never procure control.
Financing Plan
The FCC grant specified it is
conditioned upon submission within
six months for approval a "plan of
independent financing". It was also
made subject to whatever action the
Commission might take on multiple
ownership overlapping service,
since KQW is a sister station of
KJBS, San Francisco. Plans for
disposition of the latter station,
however, are understood to be under way.
The FCC made no explanation of
its action beyond the announcement
of the KQW grant and the KSFO
designation for hearing. KSFO had
filed for 740 kc. with 50,000 watts
and had proposed that KQW be
given its present assignment on 560
kc. with 5,000 watts day and 1,000
night, fulltime. KSFO is contracted as the CBS outlet until
Jan. 1, 1942. It also utilizes CBS
studios built several years ago at
a cost of approximately $135,000,
which would be turned over to
KQW under lease as part of the
new transaction.
Former Commissioner E. 0.
Sykes, counsel for KSFO, said Friday he felt the FCC unwittingly
had done an injustice to KSFO by
setting its application for hearing
while at the same time granting
the identical application of KQW.
He said he was confident this error
would be rectified on his petition
for reconsideration to be filed probably this week. KQW is owned by
the Pacific Agricultural Foundation Inc., with Ralph R., Sherwood
D. and Mott Q. Brunton as principal stockholders. C. L. McCarthy,
general manager of KQW, holds a
minority interest.
In addition to the proposed direct
stock purchase by CBS provided
for in the original application, CBS
would advance to KQW approximately $200,000 to be used for instal ation ofthe o0,000-watt transmitter at a point betwe m San Jose
and San Francisco. In return, CBS
Page 14 • September

Given

Mr. Burke hold varying amounts o
preferred stock. The other large;
stockholdings are those of Melvy
Douglas, film star, 1.66% commor
13.33% preferred; George C
Fischer, retired, 1.66% commor
13.33% preferred; Mrs. Eleano
Lloyd
VenturaSmith,
Landvice-president
& Water Co.of anth

50kw.,

Set for Hearing
to Be San Francisco Key
Have 38% Interest
would acquire a mortgage on the
station property.
Precisely what requirements the
FCC will impose for "independent
financing"
the not
KQWdisclosed.
50,000-watt
installation ofwas
Unusual significance attaches to
the KQW action because of a somewhat parallel arrangement contemplated in connection with
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass., CBS
outlet. Moreover, CBS has pending
a situation involving an ownership
interest in the company operating
WAPI, Birmingham.
KSFO is owned by Wesley L
Dumm, California real estate operator and broadcaster. CBS originally had an arrangement whereby
it proposed to lease KSFO for a
long term, which was carried
through the courts.
With NBC operating KPO, San
Francisco, 50,000-watter as its Red
Network outlet, as well as KGO,
under lease from GE with 7,500
watts, as its Blue Network outlet,
CBS long has been desirous of procuring a peak power station in
the market.

ON THEIR
HONEYMOON are
Thomas C. Hennings Jr., Circuit
Attorney of St. Louis and former
Congressman, and the former Mrs.
Josephine
Halpin, woman
commentator of KMOX,
St. Louis.
Mr.
Hennings soon takes up duties as
lieutenant commander in the Navy
and special aide to the Governor of
Puerto Rico. Mrs. Hennings returns
to KMOX but will join her husband
later this year in Puerto Rico.
WEAN Night Boost
WEAN, Providence, operated by
Yankee Network Inc., last Tuesday was authorized by the FCC to
increase its night power from 1,000
to 5,600 watts on 790 kc. KBIZ,
Ottumwa, la., was granted increase
from 100 to 250 watts fulltime on
1240 kc.

Los Angeles Area Gets Another Station
As FCC
Issues CP for a 10 kw. Outlet
THE Los Angeles area, which
ranks with the New York metropolitan area as the most thickly
populated -with radio stations, last
Tuesday was granted another station— the second new one authorized in the same community within
the last few weeks and the highest
powered new station granted in at
least a half-dozen years.
The FCC on Sept. 9 granted Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co. a construction permit for a new fulltime
10,000-watt station on 1110 kc. in
Pasadena, suburb of Los Angeles.
Earlier, on Aug. 22, the Commission had granted a new 1,000-watt
daytime station on 1430 kc. in the
same city to Southern California
Broadcasting Co.
The Sept. 9 grant requires a directional antenna and was made
subject to whatever action the Commission may finally adopt with respect to the multiple ownership
order (No. 84) in view of the fact
that J. Frank Burke and his family
control KFVD, Los Angeles, and
Mr. Burke is also controlling stockholder in Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co.
Springfield, Mo., Grant
On the same day the Commission
authorized a new local station with
250 watts on 1400 kc. in Springfield, Mo., the successful applicant
being Independent Broadcasting
Co., which has the following officers and stockholders: J. H. G.
Cooper, president of Cooper Sup-
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ply Co., Tulsa, Home Securities
Co., Springfield Flying Service and
other interests, president and treasurer, 50% stockholder; Frank L.
Sedgwick, furniture dealer, vicepresident, 6% ; Irving W. Schwab,
attorney,
18%;
G. Pearson Ward,secretary,
radio store
owner,
8%;
J. W. Turner, department store
owner, 4%; 0. E. Jennings, Mound
City, 111., 4%; Mary E. James,
4%; C.
fith, 2%.G. Martin, 4%; 0. M. GrifSpringfield now has two radio
stations— KGBX and KWTO— both
regionals and both owned by the
same interests, which include the
local newspaper publishers.
The Pasadena Setup
In Pasadena, which now has a
part-time church-owned 100 watter
(KPPC), a local broadcasting station was once owned by the Pasadena Sta7--Netvs and Post, which
several years ago voluntarily surrendered its license to the FCC
rather than dispose of the station
by sale to several prospective
buyers.
With two construction permits
granted for Pasadena, the number
of stations in and around Los Angeles will aggregate about 20.
In the Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co., Mr. Burke, a onetime newspaper publisher in Santa Ana, is
president and owner of 87.5% of
the common stock. All the other
common stockholders hold less than
2%, and all the stockholders save
BROADCASTING

owner of various realty and othe
projects, 1.66% common, 13.339
preferred; Mrs. Roy L. Shoemakei
member of the State Board of Edu
cation, 1.21% common, 11.99% prt
ferred.
Other stockholders, holding les
than 1% common and 6.66% or les
preferred are: Royal King, ranch
er; Mary Ruth Belt, wife of :
Los Angeles physician; Chester I
Holifield, merchant; J. Maxwel
Burke, attorney; F. J. Smalley Jr
with KFVD; Arthur J. McFadder
president, State Chamber of Com
merce; Harold G. Jeffery, membe
of the State Industrial Acciden
Commission; John Anson Fore
member of the Los Angeles Boar
of County Supervisors ; Be:
O'Brien and Albert M. Tewksburj
National Youth Administration
Mrs. Vivian Engstead, schoc
teacher.
It is understood Mr. Burke an.
his family will be required to re*
linquish their holdings in KFVE
Western Electric equipment for th
station has already been orderec|
and studios will be located in th
Huntington Hotel in Pasadena, ac
cording to Sidney V. Smith, Wash
ington counsel for the company.
The Aug. 22 grant in Pasadeng
to Southern California Broadcast
ing Co., listed the following prin
cipals in the company: Marshall S
Neal, local merchant, president
treasurer, 43.61% stockholder; Le
A. Ragan, salesman of KIEV
Glendale, vice-president, 5% ; H. H
Cooper, KIEV salesman, secretary
5%; Edwin Earl, 13.89%, and 1(
other stockholders none of when
holds more than 10%.
Pearson & Allen Signec
For Serutan Blue Seriej
SERUTAN Co., Jersey City pro
prietary) during the latter par
of September or early in Octobei
will start sponsorship of Dre^
Pearson and Bob Allen, news com
mentators and analysts, on NBCBlue. They are now on sustaining
Sunday
Time 7:30-7:45.
and stations are beinf
cleared and will not be set for J
week or more, but it is certain the3
will be in a spot other than the on(
they
now occupy
since Mennen's
new show.
What Price
Glory, if
due to move in Sept. 28. Until
April 20 Pearson & Allen werf
sponsored ernment
byand the
have Brazilian
continuedGov-or
without interruption as a sustainer
Agency
is Raymond Spector Co.
New York.
Attend Premium Session
E. P. H. JAMBS, sales promotion di
rector of NBC's Blue Network, an(
Joseph
occupies
sami
positionCreamer,
at WOR,who New
York,the repre
sented radio at a round-table sessioi
of
the status
of premiums
today';
marketing
set-up,
held at thein conven
tion of the Premium Advertising Assn
of America, meeting at the Commo
dore Hotel, New York, Sept. 8-12.
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WHEN

MEETS

AN

IMMOVABLE

AN

IRRESISTIBLE

FORCE

OBJECT,

Someone

Caught

Gets

in

a

Squeeze!

bined to boost his production cost sky high.
And

today it's the manufacturer, facing
an ever diminishing margin

Prices, on the other hand, have risen comparatively little. And

of profit!

today price ceilings — ■

Our friend the manufacturer anxiously pacing

here already or on the way — conclusively bar
the possibility of passing the increased cost of

the floor is Hving proof that the man

production on to the consumer.

in the

middle isn't always "Lucky Jack."
Factors out of his control have added enor-

But there is a way out. And smart business
men

today are taking it before their fast

mously to his cost of production in the last two

diminishing profit margin disappears entirely.

years. Higher taxes, higher hourly wages, and

It is presented for your edification on the
following page !

the increased cost of raw materials have com-

Turn the page to see how you can get out
of a squeeze like this . . .
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Lower

Your

Cost

of

BLUE!

Buying

Enjoy

sales through
from

11%

the air with

to 36%

greatest

less per thousand

With production costs and selling prices more or
less out of your control, it becomes necessary to
lower your distribution cost to protect your margin
of profit. And you can lower your distribution
cost by getting more out of your advertising dollars.
Chances are that you've already recognized
radio as the most economical national medium.
But today many radio sponsors are examining
their set-up anew — measuring their coverage not
merely in volume, but in efficiency — in ivhat it
costs them per thousand listeners.
It is precisely under such measurement that
the Blue stands up best. And, depending upon
such variables as number of stations, etc., the
Blue costs from eleven to thirty-six percent less per
NATIONAL

the

Distribution

of ease— pay

listeners!

thousand listeners. The reason becomes obvious
when you consider these advantages of the Blue:
ECONOMICAL BY DESIGN— Blue Network
stations are located in the Money Markets where
buying power is heaviest. As the number of Blue
stations rose from 64 to 110 in the last 16
months, the basic strategy of the network remained the same — to cover markets, not just areas,
to provide sales ivhere selling is most profitable.
ECONOMICAL WITH POWER— Some networks
offer a larger number of 50 kw stations, but remember that while power is 7iot always effective,
it is always expensive. The Blue has high power
stations where power is needed — elsewhere conserves its power and your budget.

BROADCASTING

ECONOMICAL IN COST PER STATION— The
famous "Blue Plate" system of discounts wasi
originated to encourage the use of the coast-to-i
coast Blue Network. As you expand your network you receive savings up to 20% of your,
total time cost, naturally leaving more money,
in your budget for talent.
ECONOMICAL IN TALENT— Bolstered by the
finest sustaining schedule of news, sports, and
public service programs on the air. Blue sponsors enjoy an audience as loyal as it is large.g
Blue evening commercial programs ha\'e a CJiB
average of 10. And they have achieved this amaz-.
ing record with a talent expenditure of 4-1% less<,
per quarter hour than• their •
major • network competition:'
If current conditions suggest the need of lowering your cost of distribution, let a Blue salesman show you the way out of your trouble!

COMPANY— A Radio Corporation of America Service
NEW STATIONS! MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS! In the pan Mr months, the Blue Network has added
5 new stations (2 in major markets). Four other stations (including KQV, Pittsburgh and WCBM. Baltimore) "ffo Blue" on October 1. In the same period, 11 Blue stations completed important improvements —
stations increased their power. Also 28 station improvements are now under way — 6 frequency betterments,
2 new transmitters and antennas — 20 power increases (including" WWVA's increase to 50.000 wattsK

NETWORK

Sc/es
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New
Effort
Been

to
in

Discredit

Newspapers

Investigation

by

FCC

a Fact - Finding
Suggests
Committee
Steering
Inquiry Should Be Conducted Objectively
KS THE FCC prepared to reopen aimed at submission of impartial
recommendations to Congress ?
its newspaper-radio hearings next
3. Is the Commission going to persist iiL suspension of its action on FM
fc\"ednesday, the steering committee
bf the Xewspaper-Radio Committee
applications while it throws an inissued a statement titled FCC
over all the
cations ofquisitorial
the dragnet
newspaper
and ramifipress
\\eivspaper Investigation — What service machinery
which
carries
on
KextF in which it reviews and re- the vital business of disseminating
papitulates the trends and testi- news and information to the American
j.iiony of the earlier hearings and public?
Congress an Afterthought
uvarns that "those who are aroused
jabout it, whether they are in news"Involved in the answers to these
■paper offices or in Congress, vnll
it is stated, "is the coninave to stand up and be counted questions," stitutional
right of a category of
loefore a lot of things which seem persons or corporations to exercise
l:o be happening have crystallized privileges which are denied to no
other citizens or groups of the
linto orders and policies."
I From its New York headquarUnited States." The statement
ters at 370 Lexington Ave., the argues that such extraordinary
iconimittee of nine, chosen after the power, if exercised, should be held
^Waldorf -Astoria sessions last May only by Congress subject to cour
,and headed by Harold V. Hough, review.
Wort ^Y 0 r t h Star-Telegram
X'evertheless, it is contended, such
i(WBAP-KGKO), sent its statepower was presumed in the FCC's
ment in booklet form to newspapers
original order (X"o. 79) hailing
throughout the country with the newspaper
owners before it, and no
frank assertion thar it was "for the mention of possible recommendapurpose of informing the Ameritions to Congress was made until
can press" and that it was "for im- the second order (79-A), amplifymediate release to any newspaper
ing the purpose of the hearings to
which wishes to incorporate it or read "if need be, the formulation
any part of it in any editorial ex- of rules and regulations or recomrpression." The release was the secmendations toCongress." This and
ond to be issued by the committee,
Chairman Fly's similar statement
Ithe first having been published in were
labelled as "apparent afterJuly [Broadcasting, July 28].
thoughts made more than three
In addition to Mr. Hough as
months
after
the original order."
chairman, the steering committee
If the purpose of the renewed
comprises Walter J. Damm, Milwaukee Journal (.WTMJ), vicechairman; Tennant Bryan, Richmond Neics-Leader (WRNL).
treasurer; Gardner Cowler Jr.. Des
Moines Register & Tribune (KSOKRXT-WMT-WXAX) ; James M.
Cox Jr., Dayton Xeus, Miami News
and Atlanta Journal (WHIOWIOD-WSB); Guy C. Hamilton,
McClatchy Newspapers of California (KFRB-KMJ-KERX-KWGKOH) ; Jack Howard. ScrippsHoward Newspapers (WCPOWMC-WMPS-WNOX) ; John E.
Person, Williams'wrt (Pa.) Sun
(WRAK); Nelson P. Povnter, St.
Petersburg Times (WTSP).
Questions of Public Policy
Asserting that reopening of the
hearing
Sept. 17 "brings
the FCC
to the crossroads
of fundamental
j

decision on questions of vital import to the American press and the
American public," the statement
opens by posing three "questions of
■ public policy which squarely confront members of the FCC":
_ 1. Is the Commission going to continue what appears to be the public
trial of one group of owners of broadcasting stations without any comparative, impartial inquiry into all kinds
of groups of owners and prospective
owners of broadcasting stations?
2. Is the Commission going to continue to act upon its apparent original
presumption that it has the authority
to make rules and regulations limiting
or denying the ownership of stations
to one group of owners, or is it going
to confine its effort" to an inquiry
BROADCASTING

ROUND AND ROUND rode Pete
Lyman (left) as he gave listeners
to WTCX', Minneapolis, the story
of how it feels to ride with Marjorie Kemp, auto racer, who participated in events at the Minnesota State Fair Motordrome. All
went well until an assisting engineer in the center of the track
found he hadn't been turning fast
enough and the wire began to wind
about his body. By the time Miss
Kemp could be stopped he was
well wrapped with cable.
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Cudahy

Serial

CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago (Old Dutch Cleanser), on
Sept. 22 substitutes a new Monday
through Friday serial. Helpmate,
for Bachelor's Children in the
10:30-10:45 a.m. period on NBCRed. The latter program will be
sponsored by Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co., Jersey City, for Colgate
dental cream through Ted Bates
Inc., X'ew York. The new series,
featuring Arlene Francis, is a package show produced and sold by C.
B. Morse, New York. BlackettSample- Hummert, Chicago, is
agency.
hearings is fact-finding, then the
committee asks that they be made
objective and impartial and should
include comparative consideration
of all kinds and groups of station
o\\'ners, not merely singling newspapers out from all other categories of ownership. "Certainly no
such impartiality characterized the
first hearings in July," it is stated.
"The proceedings had the appearance not only of an attack, but of
being a deliberate attempt to discredit newspapers and prejudice
their case before the public."
Errors and Conclusions
The many errors in the exhibits
presented by the
FCCnature of
and much
the "inconsequential
of
the testimony" are pointed out, and
the Press-Radio Committee draws
the following conclusions :
1. That FCC members decided for
themselves the Commission had the authority to single out newspapers for
this discriminatory investigation, and
therefore refused even to listen to arguments regarding jurisdiction until
they had put upon the record all the
testimony they desired.
2. That the FCC has combed and
may continue to comb the private files
of newspapers, newspaper organizations and press associations to gain
such advantages as it can in prosecuting its purpose.
3. That the technical machinery of
the Commission has been used iii an
attempt to develop evidence that concentration of newspaper ownership
tends toward a monopoly of news dissemination not in the public interest.
4. That no other category of ownership had been compared with newspaper ownership in the preparation of
exhibits which on tlieir face called for
comparative data.
.5. That investigation of a few individual newspaper operations are to be
given emphasis by the FCC with the
intent of proving that special practices or policies are typical.
6. That the early history of press
service and certain special newspai^er
relationships to radio stations and networks has been used as a basis for
judging wholly different policies which
govern those relations today.
7. That the FCC aimed to establish
a case for the inherent bad influence
of
newspapers upon news service to
radio.
New Sperry Serial
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco, subsidiary of General Mills,
on Sept. 29 is scheduled to start a
dramatic serial, five times weekly
on 8 CBS stations in the West, for
30 weeks. Series will originate in
Chicago. Agency is Knox-Reeves,
Minneapolis. The station list:
KSFO KNX KARM KOIN KIRO
KFPY KSL KLZ.

FCC

PreSS

Probc

Resumes
Sept, 17
Hearst, Cowles, Kansas City
Organizations to Appear
THREE important nev/spaper radio organizations — Hearst Radio
Inc., Des Moines Register & Tribune and the Kansas City Star —
will be covered by the FCC newspaper-divorcement inquiry when
hearings are resumed Sept. 17.
Only five hearing days are in
prospect for the two-week period
ending Sept. 27 and these three
cases probably will consume all of
the available time. Afterward,
probably during the week beginning Sept. 29, the FCC will reopen
press association radio activities,
presumably with emphasis on purported efforts of AP, UP and INS
to thwart development of new
press organizations in the radio
field six or seven years ago. A
preliminary foray into this phase
had been launched by the FCC
when the first installment of the
inquirj^ ended Aug. 1.
Hearst First
Called to appear Sept. 17 are
the Hearst radio stations. Witnesses expected to testify, at the request of the Commission, are Maj.
E. M. Stoer, general manager of
the Hearst stations, and Charles
L. McCabe, president of Hearst
Radio Inc. William A. Porter,
Washington attorney for Hearst,
will represent the organization.
Stations involved are WBAL, Baltimore ; W C A E , Pittsburgh ;
WINS, New York; WISN, Milwaukee; KYA, San Francisco.
Scheduled tentatively to appear
Sept. 18 is Luther L. Hill, executive vice-president of the Iowa
Broadcasting Co., operating the
Des Moines Register & Tribune
stations. These stations are KSO
and KRNT, Des Moines; WMT,
Cedar Rapids, and WNAX, Yankton, S. D., affiliated with IBC. Paul
M. Segal is Washington counsel.
Asked to testify on behalf of
WDAF, Kansas City, operated by
the Kansas City Star, tentatively
scheduled for Sept. 19, are Roy
Roberts, editorial head of the
newspaper, and H. Dean Fitzer
general manager of WDAF.
Arthur W. Scharfeld is the Washington attorney.
In each instance, correspondence
and files have been requested or
examined by the FCC inquiry staff.
It
is presumed
examination
will the
coverCommission's
such matters as competitive effect of dual
newspaper station operation, exchanges of station time for newspaper display space, and purported
advantages accruing to joint newspaper-station operation as against
independent station operation.
The Commission is expected to
recess Sept. 19 until Sept. 25, since
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly will be in Chicago to keynote
the
special convention
of X'ational
Independent
Broadcasters
on Sept.
22 and 28.
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Act
May
FCC
National Defense Cited
As Justifying Wider
Station Service
ACTION by the FCC in the near
future on superpower grants for a
half-dozen stations as a defense
emergency measure was foreseen
last week with the disclosure that
six major stations have pending
or are in the process of filing applications for output of from 500,000 to 750,000 watts.
WOAI, San Antonio, last Tuesday filed with the Commission an
application for 750,000 watts on its
Class I-A channel, citing inadequate rural coverage and the defense emergency. Already pending
in proper form as a result of recent revised applications are the
requests of WLW for 650,000
watts, of WSM for 500,000 watts,
and a petition for 500,000 watts not
yet accompanied by the prescribed
engineering form, filed by KSL,
Salt Lake City.
The FCC has been notified by
WHAS, Louisville, that it will file
within a fortnight an application
for 750,000 watts. Similarly, WHO,
Des Moines, is working on an application for an increase to 500,000 watts. This would make a total
of six stations, all in the Class
I-A category, seeking what heretofore has been regarded as superpower.
Serving Remote Areas
That the Commission is disposed
to modify existing regulations to
permit power in excess of 50,000
watts has been indicated for several
months. The Defense Communications Board, of which FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly is head,
emphasized the need for providing
reliable broadcast service to remote areas in a recent announcement [Broadcasting, Aug. 11].
It stated that while all urban
areas are adequately covered for
emergency defense communications certain rural sections are still
without reliable broadcast service.
Horizontal increases in power for
regional stations from the present
peak limit of 5,000 watts to 10,000
watts daytime, also are believed
imminent. WIBW, Topeka, and
WCHS, Charleston, already have
filed petitions seeking this increase.
On behalf of WOAI, W. Theodore
Pierson, Washington attorney, last
Tuesday filed an application accompanied by a petition, for an increase to 750,000 watts from its
present output of 50,000 watts.
Whereas 500,000 watts heretofore
has been regarded as the peak for
clear-channel stations, WLW having used it experimentally for
several years, it is understood that
equipment manufacturers feel they
can produce efficient transmitters
having a 750,000-watt output, but
not in excess of that.
WHAS, through its attorney,
George B. Porter, former FCC asPage 18 • September

Pleas
Six Super-Power
tion pending since July 2, 1936.
sistant general counsel in charge of
The hearing originally was schedbroadcasting, notified the Commisuled for May 16, 1938, but was
sion last month that an application shortly would be filed for 750,- later indefinitely continued, with
000 watts. The present WHAS 50,- no hearing date yet reassigned. On
000-watt transmitter already has the basis of additional technical
all the fittings necessary for su- information, WOAI amended its
perpower operation. WHO is un- application to provide for 750,000
derstood to be working on its ap- watts.
plication through its attorney,
Need for Service
Frank D. Scott, and the engineering firm of Jansky & Bailey, with
Attorney Pierson cited the urgthe petition likely to be filed within
ent need for improved service by
the next fortnight.
WOAI, pointing to the vast number of isolated rural listeners in
Preparing Data
the
sparsely
settled areas of SouthKSL on Aug. 20 filed a petition
western United States. The petiseeking FCC action on its original
tion recited in narrative fashion
application, pending since 1936, benefits that would be derived
seeking 500,000 watts. The station, from the grant to rural residents
is working with the engineering now deprived of adequate service.
firm of Ring & Clark on preparaThe power increase would result
tion of a formal application. Engi- in service to nearly a million addineering work on all of the pendtional rural Texans both day and
ing applications or immediately
night, as well as to listeners in
proposed applications, save those New Mexico, Colorado, Arizona,
of WHO and WSM, likewise is
Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisibeing handled by Ring & Clark.
ana. Many of these listeners have
WSM on June 3 filed a petition no other service available to them
amending its original application,
but intermittent reception at night.
also pending since 1936, seeking
Calling attention to the "grave
500,000 watts. On June 21 WLW
national emergency with which
submitted its petition seeking 650,nation that
is now
000 watts during regular operating this
contended
therefaced",
is no WOAI
more
hours. WLW now is using 500,- vital feature of national defense
000 watts output between midnight
and 6 a.m. [Broadcasting, July organization than communications.
"It has been proven in the Euro7].
pean wars that no small part of
In 1936 there were 13 stations
the
defeat
or the victory experiwhich had pending applications for
enced by any nation is attribut500,000 watts, which precipitated
able to the attitude, effort and courthe so-called superpower fight.
age
of its civilian people," said the
Now in the suspense file are the
"There
otherto instruapplications seeking this output of petition.
ment that
can beis no
made
afford
WOR and WJZ, New York; WGN,
the direct, speedy and certain comChicago; KFI, Los Angeles; WSB,
munication with our civilian popuAtlanta; WJR, Detroit, WGY,
lation than that which can be supSchenectady. The status of certain
of these channels, however, has
plied by radio broadcasting."
changed since 1936.
The imperfections in the existing system of broadcasting are
The WOAI petition brings out
that the station operates on 1200 manifest chiefly in its failure to
kc. as a Class I-A outlet and that reliably serve rural listeners,
it has had a 500,000-watt applica- WOAI
contended. "Our present

on

THEY

WERE

IN THE

NAVY

THEN

One of a Series

FIGHTING AT SEA was part of the lot of this group of agency and
station men now identified with radio during the first World War. For
identifications, service records and pictures as they are now, see page 43.
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Plug for Clears
PROMOTING the clear-channel campaign, WLW, Cincinnati, now uses special stationery carrying squibs on
advantages of clear-channel
service for all agricultural
department mail. Letter tops
read, "Your Clear Channel
Service . . . WLW ... the
Nation's Station." Across the
bottom is another plug, "Radio service from a clear-channel station is the only modern
cultural force many farm
families can enjoy today on a
par with their 'big city'
neighbors."
system will fail to meet the demands of the present and forthcoming national emergencies to
the extent that it is deficient in
this respect. To leave these isolated
people without service during normal times is sad enough, but to
leave them without service during
these far from normal times is to
substantially impair our national
security,
and WOAI
morale."
Among strength
other things,
cited
work of the national defense agencies in perfecting air raid warnings and other controls of movements of civilian population in the
event of hostilities. The Southwestern border always has been a
primary consideration in defense
plans, it was pointed out. WOAI
now is being employed by the Third
Army as an instrument in carrying out its current maneuvers with
the
out. Second Army, it was brought
Needs of Southwest
WOAI contended there are no
social objections to its proposal
and that old arguments that superpower will amount to a "dangerous
avenue of control over the philosoattitude
people"
has nophy and
valid
basis. ofTheourmaximum
number of people who would receive satisfactory service from
WOAI would be approximately 8
million, it said. The argument that
WOAI would satisfactorily serve
the entire nation is "patently
false", the petition added, declaring that the station is not proposbut ingisto render
merely "nationwide"
proposing to service
render
satisfactory service to those States
which are logically within its geographical hinterlands, or in the
Southwestern portion of the United
States.
Economic objections likevdse
hold no water, WOAI, contended,
in view of the sparsely settled
areas that the station proposes to
serve. Coverage of rural listeners
is seldom a substantial factor in
the determination of the rate basis
of stations assigned to serve urban
communities, it was contended.
Finally, WOAI held it was one
of the few U. S. stations that enjoys an appreciable listening audience in Mexico, because of its prox(Continued on page iS)
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Sponsors
Siguiiig
For Pro
Football
Cardinals Only Team Without
Contract With a Station
ALL BUT ONE of the teams of
the National Professional Football
League have signed with individual
stations for coverage of their
games this season, and most of the
stations have already signed sponsors. This was reported to Broadcasting last weekend by the Chicago office of Elmer Layden, the
League's high commissioner.
The Chicago Cardinals have no
contract with any station or sponsor. Sponsors are as yet unreported
for the Chicago Bears, signed by
WENR, and for the Washington
Redskins, under contract to WOL,
but they are expected momentarily.
New York Sponsors
Pabst Brewing Co. will sponsor
the New York Giants' schedule on
WHN, and last Wednesday Gillette
Safety Razor Co. signed with WOR
to sponsor the Brooklyn Dodgers'
schedule over that station. The latter contract is the fourth to be
signed with WOR and MBS by the
razor company, which is currently
sponsoring major fights, has signed
for the World Series on the network
and has already engaged to cover
the final pro football championship
in December.
The Brooklyn Dodgers' schedule
started with a night game last
Tuesday, which v^as carried on
WOR under sponsorship of its parent company, R. H. Macy & Co.,
department store. WOR reported
that officials of Gillette were so
impressed by the showing of the
Dodgers that they decided to take
on the remaining 12 games of the
schedule. Exclusive television rights
to all home games of the Dodgers
at Ebbetts Field have been awarded to WNBT, NBC's video station
in New York, and will be presented
on a sustaining basis.
Cleveland Rams games will be
sponsored on WGAR by Texaco
Dealers of Ohio; Green Bay Packers on WTMJ, Milwaukee, by Wadhams Oil Co.; Detroit Lions on
WXYZ and the Michigan Network
by Pfeiffer Brewing Co.; Philadelphia Eagles on WFIL by Atlantic
Refining Co.; Pittsburgh Steelers
on WWSW by Atlantic Refining
Co.
Tennessee Grid Hookup
WBIR, Knoxville's newest station has
obtained exclusive broadcast rights
for all of Tennessee football games.
The entire schedule of three-time
bowl winners will be originated by
WBIR for a State network which includes WBIR. Knoxville; WSIX,
Nashville ; WDEF, Chattanooga ;
W.JHL, .Johnson City ; WKPT,
Kingsport ; WOPI. Bristol ; and a
group of West State stations.
GULF OIL Corp.. Pittsburgh, has
been charged in a Federal Trade Commission complaint, released Sept. 8,
with false and misleading representations for Gulfspray and Gnlf Livestock
Spray in radio continuity and advertising in other media.
Page 20 • September

SPORTSCASTERS of Tide Water Associated Oil Co. recently convened
in San Francisco in a two-day session in preparation for the 16th consecutive season of broadcasting intercollegiate football on the Pacific
Coast. The men who serve behind the microphones were given first hand
information on football rule changes by Pacific Coast Conference Football Commissioner Ed Atherton and Louis Conlan, leading grid official.
They are standing (1 to r) Commissioner Atherton, Harold R. Deal,
manager of advertising and sales promotion. Tide Water Associated Oil
Co.; sportscasters, Ted Bell, Jack Shaw, Lou Gillette, Hal Wolf, Doug
Montell. Standing (middle row), sportscasters John Carpenter, Mike
Francovich, Bill Mock. Seated, Louis Conlan, official; sportscasters,
Pat Hayes, Frank Bull, Rod Klise, Art Kirkman.

Tide
Marks

Water's
16th

Coast
Year

Schedule

of

Football

Conference for Announcers Held by Harold Deal
As Plans for Autumn Are About Complete
TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED
football games so that descriptive
OIL Co., San Francisco, will spon- terms employed by sportscasters
sor all collegiate football games on throughout the West will be more
the Pacific Coast this year, its 16th readily
understood by their audiconsecutive year on the air with ence.
the grid sport. Announcement came
The general style of the sportsfrom the office of Harold R. Deal, casts will remain unchanged. Plans
manager of advertising and sales are under way to spotlight attention on service teams and to that
promotion for Associated.
Although all contracts with the end Mr. Deal announced arrangements to introduce one or two men
various stations and networks had
not been signed when Broadcast- from various Army, Navy, Marine
ing went to press, it was indicated or Air Corps camps over the air at
this year's list of stations will halftime on all broadcasts.
equal, if not surpass the number
As in previous years, sportscastused in past years. NBC-Blue and casters assigned to handle the variDon Lee-Mutual on the Coast will
ous games will be stationed in
be utilized, as well as a number of areas from which broadcasts origiindependents. In previous years nate.
Associated had used NBC-Red and
Those at the conference inCBS, as well as Mutual, but is
cluded: Ted Bell, Seattle; Rod
shifting to the Blue this year and Klise, Pat Hayes and Lou Gillette,
dropping CBS completely.
Idaho and Eastern Washington;
Announcers Meet
Hal Wolf, Doug Montell and Carroll Hansen, San Francisco area;
Associated held a two-day sports- John Carpenter, Jack Shaw, Art
casters meeting in San Francisco
Kirkham and Bill Mock, Oregon
Sept. 4-5, which was presided over
Mike Frankovich and Frank
by Mr. Deal. Sportscasters were area;
given a thorough schooling in the Bull, Southern California.
The broadcast schedule opens
various systems of play to be used
bv college teams of the West. Jess Sept. 19 with airing of the GonCravath, head football coach at the zaga-Tempe Teachers game at
U of San Francisco, devoted a con- Spokane and will continue through
siderable portion of the first day's to the annual East-West Shrine
session to a technical analysis of game at San Francisco Jan. 1.
style of play to be employed by
each team whose games will be
Mantle Lamp Plans
broadcast.
Edwin Atherton, football com- i\lANTLE LAMP Co. of America,
mis ioner of the Pacific Coast Con- Chicago (Aladdin lamps), is preparing a series of quarter-hour
ference, discussed rule changes, as- transcriptions
to be placed on a
sisted by Louis (Dutch) Conlan,
■number of unselected stations.
Pacific Coast football official. Plans
TranscriptionsPresba,
feature Smilin'
were worked out for a more uni- McConnell.
Fellers Ed&
form manner of broadcasting of Presba, Chicago, is agency.
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KRJF, MILES
CITY,
OPENS IN MONTANA
FEATURING transcribed salute,
from KOA, Denver; KSL, Sak
Lake City; KWYO, Sheridan,
Wyo.; KFYR, Bismarck, N. D.
and the Z-Bar network station:in Montana, as well as a remote from KGCX, Wolf Point,
Mont., the new KRJF, located in
Miles City, Mont., went on the air
Sept. 4. On hand for the inaugural
was Peter Lyman, of WTCN, Minneapolis, as m.c, and several Minneapolis artists.
Construction peimit for the new
station, which now operates on 1340
kc. with 250 watts, was granted
Aug. 14, 1940, to the Star Printing
Co., publisher of the Miles City
Star, controlled by Sarah M. ScanIan. General manager of KRJF is
W. F. Flinn who also manages the
Star and Don Tannehill, formerly
of KFKA, Greeley, Col., and
KYAN, Cheyenne, Wyo., has been
named commercial manager. Mr,
Tannehill's sister, Mary Virginia
Tannehill, has been named program
director. Chief engineer is Henry A.
Poole, former Navy and Transradio
operator and recently with KWAL,
Wallace, Ida., and his assistant is
Roy Nelson,
Kansas
City. formerly of KITE,
Station is RCA-erjuipped throughout and a combination studiotransmitter on the city limits is
used where a 194-foot tower, purchased from Truscon Steel Co., has
been erected.
Safeway Spots
SAFEWAY STORES Inc., Oakland, Cal. recently started a threeweek campaign on 22 stations in
the West on behalf of its new soft
drink product, Sno-Cola. Transcribed one-minute dramas are
used on varying schedules. The
copy is directed to high school and
college youths. The commercials
are spotted in swing and popular
music programs of general appeal
to youth. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson,
San Francisco.
station list: KFSD
KHJ KNX The
KECA
KALE KOMO KFWB KGFJ
KFRC KPO KGW KJR KGO
KSAN KSFO KROW KOIN KRE
KFBK KMJ KERN KFPY. For
Supurb Soap, Safeway recently
started Judy & Jane, 15-minute
transcribed drama series, five times
weekly, on WRC, Washington.
Safeway also is sponsoring Betty
& Boh, transcribed drama series,
five times
on WRC to advertiseweekly
Lucerne Milk.
Albers Mysteries
ALBERS MILLING Co., Seattle
(fiapjack flour), on Oct. 2 start
Whodunit, weekly murder mystery
game on 7 CBS stations in the
West. The show is the property of
Lord & Thomas, San Francisco,
which last spring placed it on
KFRC, San Francisco for Roos
Bros., clothing chain. The CBS
deal was closed by Art Kemp, Pa-;
cific Coast sales manager of CBS,
and Charles Morin, San Francisco
sales manager. The programs will
be produced from Hollywood
Thursdays, 7:30-8 p.m. Agency is
Lord & Thomas. The station list:
KSFO KNX KARM KOIN KIRO
KFPY KSL.
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^^ONSIDER the strange case of WGBI. It does the complete job in a
market that's a real desert island so far as outside stations are concerned. The Pocono

Mountains

and a few other natural obstacles take all

the zip out of outside signals before they can get into the WGBI

market.

That's a mighty interesting (and profitable) fact for advertisers. But it's
even more interesting when

you consider that this "island" market is the

17th largest in the United States with a population of 652,000. A Dr. Starch
and Staff survey revealed that 98'= of the daytime listeners and 96*» of the
nighttime listeners in WGBI's home

County keep their dials glued to WGBI.
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THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

OIL

CAPITAL

OF MISSISSIPPI
Another of those we serve —
Yazoo City — location of famous
Tinsley oil field.
Population — 7,258
Sales Establi::hments — 146
Total Sales — $5,216,000.
Distance from Jacl<';on — 43 miles
Invest your advertising dollars
v/ith WJDX — Dominant Radio
Station
market. in Mississippi's growing
Member of Southcentral
Quality Network
WJDX - WMC - WSMB - KARK
KWKII - KTBS
Owned and Operated By
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
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charts and graphic representations of statistical material,
WIBW, Topeka, has published The
1941 Kansas Radio Audience, fifth
in a series of annual studies of radio listening in Kansas conducted
by Dr. H. B. Summers, of Kansas
State College. In the 1941 survey,
similar to those conducted annually
in Iowa and Kansas, Dr. Summers
was assisted by Dr. F. L. Whan,
chairman of the Department of
Speech & Radio at the U of
Wichita.
For the 1941 personal-interview
survey information was secured
from representatives of 2,666
families living in Kansas cities,
1,780 living in villages of less than
2,500 population, and 2,557 living
on farms. The scientific sampling
survey covered economic facts
about Kansas families, station
preference, listening hours, program preferences, and trends in
listening habits.
Newsroom to Theatres
THROUGH cooperation of Fanchon & Marco, KXOK, St. Louis,
feeds four five-minute newscasts
daily to four local movie theatres,
direct from KXOK studios. The
news, presented by Warren Champlin, KXOK announcer, is promoted
through screen credit, a billboard
in front of each theatre, and a display case for promotional material
in egfh Irbby. A UP news ticker
operating throughout the day, also
has been installed as an exhibit in
the lobby of the Fox Theatre as
part of the promotion.
* * *
Bessie's Big Day
THE FIRST anniversary of Bessie Beatty
commentator willasbea women's
celebrated
Sept.
23 by WOR, New York, with a
party for Bessie Beatty listeners.
On that day the Monday-thru-Friday nrogram will originate in the
WOR-Mutual playhouse, where
over 700 guests are expected. Noted radio personalities as well as all
of her n^ne sponsors will join in the
birthday greetings.
Salem Air
WESX, Salem, Mass., is distributing tin cansdaily
labelled
"450,000
cash
customers
breathe
this sales
laden air." Wrapped in an orange
wrapper and sent in a similarly
colored box, the label says, "mix
a generous quantity of the enclosed
air with a portion of your advertising budget."
Ally's of Wholesalers
AVAILABLE to any national advertiser or agency, KMA, Shenandoah, la., has published a copyrighted Atlas of Wholesale Grocers
in its coverage area. In addition to
the grocery directory, the brochure
includes success stories, market
analyses and other descriptions of
the area.
:^ *
Signs of Bands
IN ALL SUPPER CLUBS and
other spots from which WOR, New
York, picks up remote dance band
music, the station has placed prominently large signs reading: "Here
and wherever you go, you'll find
hig name dance bands on WOR-

Mutual."
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&
J^tomotion
Kansas Audience — Birthday for Bessie — Atlas of
Wholesalers — Stars — FM Signs
Stars at Food Show
NBC network stars will headline
the Omaha Food Show in Omaha,
Neb., ofSept.
22-27 when will
an make
even
dozen
the entertainers
an appearance through the auspices of WOW. Appearing will be
Tom Wallace, Mary Anne Mercer,
Whitney Ford, the Tom, Dick and
Harry trio, Lou Trendler, Don McNeill, Eddie Peabody, Evelyn
Lynne, Garry Moore, Nancy Martin
and Curley Bradley. Arrangements
were made by John Gillin Jr., manager of WOW.
Folios for Stars
PROVIDING radio editors with a
complete folio of facts and gossip
about new programs and their
stars, ready for use as news
stories, biographical sketches or
simply paragraphs in a column,
CBS publicity department has sent
the editors folders of stories and
pictures on Orson Welles and his
new Mercury Theatre series for
Lady Esther cosmetics and on Bob
Burns and his Arkansas Traveler
series for Campbell Soups.

FIRST USER of billboards for FM
is the claim of W65H, Hartford,
for its promotion displays around
Connecticut. William F. Malo is
commercial manager.
More Corn
AN ADDITIONAL $100 has been
contributed by WHO, Des Moines,
la., to the prize fund of the Corn
Belt plowing match, to be held
Sept. 20 near Albia, la., bringing
the total amount to $600, according
to Herb Plambeck. WHO farm
news editor and director of the
contest. In addition WHO is offering a trophy to the winner in the
junior class among the plowmen.

Girls Sing for GE
A CHANCE to win a fellowship
worth $4,000 to sing on a coastto-coast network and win $1,000 in
cash has been offered talented college girls by General Electric Co.,
through Phil Spitalny and his allgirl orchestra on the Hour of
Charm program beginning Sunday,
Sept. 28 at 10 p.m. (EST) on NBCRed. The best feminine vocalist
from each of the 10 leading stat(;
universities will be heard in 10
successive weeks on the Hour of
Charm. Each will be given a twominute featured spot in which to
demonstrate her singing ability to
the nation. The three girls adjudged best will be brought back for
additional appearances.
WBAL-Red Ceremonies
SPECIAL ceremonies attending
WBAL's affiliation with NBC-Red
Oct. 1 will feature two-way talks
between Baltimore
and NBC's
respondents inLondon,
Berlin corand
Moscow. The broadcast will originate at the Baltimore Advertising
Club where A. A. Schechter, director of the news and special events
division of NBC, will call in Fred
Bate from London, Charles Lanius
from Berlin and Robert Magadorf
from the Russian capital. Cooperating further in the ceremonies,
NBC has sent WBAL a photographic exhibit of 75 Red network
stars for display. The pictures are
12x20 mat prints, the work of Ray
Lee Jackson, NBC's portrait photographer. All are framed and
ready
exhibit.to be hung as a regular art
Pennies for Soap
PROMOTING
Soap's
daily five-minute Sweetheart
newscast, WROK,
Rockford, 111. distributes to women
shoppers in the downtown business
district cards calling attention to
the
sponsor's
one-cent
sale.
To each
card current
is attached
a penny,
with the message: "This penny entitles you to one cake of Sweetheart Soap with the purchase of
three bars at the regular price,"
along with mention of the WROK
program.
BROCHURES

Diamonds for 300's
DIAMOND rings, valued at $100,
are presented to bowlers rolling
300 games as a feature of the Ten
Piyi Toppers program each Sunday
on WSYR, Syracuse. Program
which runs for the duration o" the
bowling season also gives latest
bowling scores and news.
Flowers for Madam
LISTENERS of KROD, El Paso,
are asked each week to nominate
their choice for the outstanding
woman of the week in El Paso.
Competent judges then make the
final selection, the winner being
saluted on the Woman of the Week
aprogram
corsage. and being presented with
BROADCASTING

WNEW. NcAV York — Descriptive
folderinee of
Stan show
Shaw'swhich
Milkman's
all night
is offeredMat-to
tap the vast
listenin:? projects.
audience of night
workers
on defense
WDRC, Hartford — Eight brochure titled "Connect in Connecticut" citing
the advantages of using the station as
an
advertising
medium to reach the
Connecticut
market.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind.—
Folder titled. "Letters to a Lady."
citing the mail response to Jane Weston, station home economics specialist.
WOR, New York — Seven page book
with two color cover summarizing its
joke show,
Can You appeal.
Top This, and
lauding
its audience
WFBL, Syracuse — 24-page booklet
containing
photos show.
of all participants
in early morning
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For more than three hundred years, men with skilled hands and keen intellects have been a tradition and a living fact in Southern New England.
This, no doubt, explains why the manufacture of vast quantities of vital
precision articles for national defense has been entrusted to this section,
giving impetus to additional spending in this always lucrative market.

During the past sixteen years, the friendly, persuasive voice of WTIC

has

carried conviction into thousands of homes in this wealthy and responsive
area. This same voice can gain acceptance here for your product as it has
for many others.

f¥Ml
DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S NO. 1 MARKET
The lrQwe\ers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member of NBC Red Network and Yankee Network
Represenfatiyes: WEED & COMPANY, New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
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from a pin to
HIofNG
EVERaYT
load
hay big enough to
make a mattress will be the
object of search by contestants on Go Get It, to start Sept. 10
on WOR, New York. Each contestant will be given one "go-get-it"
assignment to execute in an hour.
If he returns successfully before
the program is over, he receives a
cash prize and is interviewed over
the air by Joe Bolton and Neil
O'Malley. A grand prize is given
for the best story and the most ingenuity in completing the assignment. An added feature will be a
line
head
interview with a national
er"
gett
"go— an explorer, a scientist— anyone
who has had to go get
something.

Classified
CLASSIFIED advertising directories provide program material
for a new series on WHAT, Philadelphia, giving information on
business opportunities, used car
sales, real estate sales and rentals,
and job openings.

A

r^«*4
PROGRAMS
Dr. Problem
Military Formula
SPECIALLY DESIGNED for
PROBLEMS of general interest
members of the U. S. armed servconcerning marriage, vocational
ices located at defense bases outguidance, moody children, etc. will
side the country, the program News
be solved by the Problem Doctor, a
thrice-weekly quarter-hour pro- From Home is shortwaved daily on
gram starting Sept. 22 on WGN,
WRCA andnational
WNBI,
inter-a
stations, NBC's
featuring
Chicago. Program will be sponWashington round-up of news,
sored store.
by Rubin's,
women's& Scott
depart-is local
news from major cities and a
ment
Schwimmer
six-minute sports resumes
agency.
Town Crier
HEARD five days weekly, the new
Of Public Interest feature on
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., features
news from Army camps, plugs for
programs of general interest and
unusual news reports not included
in the regular newscasts.

Nancy Co-ed
WBLK, Clarksburg, W. Va., has
started a program of college news.
Nancy Garrett, U of West Virginia
senior, travels from the school at
Morgantown every second week to
review the activities of college students in the vicinity.

$10,000,000.00
Beauty!

With 85 per cent of the nation's
Angora goats browsing on Texas
ranches, practically the entire mohair industry of the state is centered
in the South Texas area — where
WOAI is the most powerful advertising influence!
Mohair is big business down here.
Two clips each year — spring and
fall — "ring the cash register" to the
tune of more than $10,000,000.00 on
thousands of ranches and in scores
of thriving cities and towns throughout the territory.

Stars on the Spot
WMCA, New York, has started &
new kind of quiz show, Jt5 Questions From Broadway, as a Sunday afternoon feature. Questions, submitted by listeners and
answered by four Broadway stars
each week, deal exclusively vfith
New York's theatrical district and
its history. Ted Cott is m.c. of the
series which is conducted under the
auspices of Bundles for Britain and
awards special "V" Victory pins tc
quiz winners. Those sending in
questions used on the program will
receive copies of "20 Best Plays
* *
of the Modern* American
Theatre".
Selectee's Own
SELECTEES at Camp Polk, Leesville. La., on Sept. 10 started their
own weekly program, America Attention, on WWL, New Orleans.
The quarter-hour variety show is
to be written and produced entirely by selectees at the camp,
with nothing but purely technical
advice from station personnel. The
remote broadcast, heard Wednesdays, 8:30-8:45 p.m., features the
camp's swing, military and hillbilly bands, and other talent.
Jobs to Get
DESIGNED to give expert advice
and instruction to job-seekers,
WWDC, Washington, has started
the new You Can Get That Job
series in cooperation with the
WPA. The program is conducted
by Dr. Mitchell Dreese, an
authority on unemployment problems. Personnel managers of
important Washington business organizations appear as guests, adding personal experiences and their
advice to Dr. Dreese's counsel.
Fashion Buys
A FASHION DRAMA, titled
Glamour For Every Purse started Sept. 10 has become a regular
feature on WBYN, Brooklyn. Conducted by Rosabelle Miller, former
buyer of fashions for R. H. Macy,
New York, the program utilizes a
standard dramatic pattern to bring
to listeners the latest in fashion
news, the most interesting of fash^ ^and ^ "best buys".
ion personalities
Hollywood Quiz
MANAGEMENT of the New
Pantheon Theatre, Toledo, 0., has
purchased a daily quarter-hour on
WTOL. Program, titled Movie
Man, has the announcer move
through
themovies.
theatre asking questions about

Year after year it is WOAI's privilege to give advertisers the readiest
and most economical access to the
diversified wealth of the Central and
South Texas market.

San
50,000
CLEAR
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD RETRY &- CO.
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WATER FOR YANKEE
Mountain FM Site Goes Deep
-For Its SupplyTHE QUEST for water for the
transmitter of W39B, Yankee Network FM station located on the
top of Mt. Washington, N. H.,
ended a fortnight ago, climaxing
three months of arduous drilling.
Originally water was transported
up the 4,000-foot mountain by tank
trucks, forced to travel over more
than three miles of steep and winding roads. Later high pressure
pipes were used to force the water
up the 4,000 feet. Drilling on the
present well began early last June
and for three months, 10 hours a
Jday, 72 days, the work of boring
W 15-inch shaft went on. With
drilling limited by the rock formations, especially layers of solid
granite, to only 20 feet daily at the
most, the task seemed hopeless.
Finally on Sept. 2 after drilling
>[a 1,100-foot well that pierced down
through the mountain's core to
ite,300 feet below sea level, a rush
lof ice cold water surged up the
shaft to within 200 feet of the top.
An analysis of the water showed
its temperature to be 32 and onetenth degrees — one-tenth of a degree colder and there would have
been no water, only ice and 12
Ifweeks of drilling would have been

Film

Guild

Halts

Free Appearances
Lux Program Cited for Giving
Pay Directly to Charity
FREE APPEARANCES of guest
stars on sponsored radio programs
must now be passed upon by the
newly-created Guild Authority,
composed of Screen Actors Guild
directorate members. Action was
taken to prohibit further violations
of the rule forbidding members to
appear gratis on established commercial broadcasts. Practice employed by some programs of arbitrarily donating the actor's fee to
a charity was specifically attacked
in a letter to the Guild membership.
Weekly CBS Lux Radio Theatre,
sponsored by Lever Bros. (Lux
soap) , was cited on the latter count.
Letter states that while David
0. Selznick, who made arrangements for players to appear on the
Lux shows and turn their compensation over to China Relief Fund
had acted in good faith, Rule 6
had nevertheless been violated for
following reasons: "This is not a
new, non-commercial charity show
to which actors were asked to
donate their time and talent. It
was an established commercial
show and the practice dislocated an
established actor's income.
Appliance Campaign
Lack of Control
GAS APPLIANCE SOCIETY of
ilCalifornia, San Francisco (gas ap"Under the arrangement actors
pliances), on Oct. 1 will start a had no control over the money they
one-month campaign on 18 North- earned on the show. By agreeing to
ern and Central California stations
appear they agreed that the
to advertise "CP." gas ranges. money should be turned over to the
The radio campaign in California
will tie in with the national adver- charity. This adversely affected
tising campaign for Certified Per- the actor's right to earn his living
formance ranges. Participations on in the regular commercial channels of entertainment, to donate
home economics and woman's programs will be used, ranging in fre- what money he felt he could afford
quency from four to six times to give to charities and to conweekly. Agency is Jean Scott
tribute his time and talent to other
Frickelton Adv., San Francisco.
non-commercial charity programs."
The station list: KPO KGO KSFO
However, in revising Rule 6 so
KFRC KJBS KLX KROW KQW
KSRO KHSL KYOS KIEM KDON
that tionitof the
now rule
reads,
is a violafor "It
a screen
actor
KTRB KFBK KWG KMJ KARM.
to give a performance for a reguNEW YORK local of AFRA will hold
larly, commercially sponsored program, which nominally pays the
'its annual meeting at the Hotel Aster
on Oct. 16, at which time the local actors, but actually turns the
'will elect its board members for the
coming year. Nominations are made money over to a charity," Guild
■ by petition, which must contain the stated that its attitude in no way
;signatures of 20 AFRA members in indicated a lack of sympathy to the
;ood standing.
China Relief Fund appeal. Rather
it was an effort to keep a few actors from contributing a disproportionate amount to the charity by
signing away what they could ordinarily anticipate as a part of their
regular income.
WDSU
So that current plans for the
Lux show might continue to run
NEW ORLEANS
smoothly. Guild has granted waivers to those actors who had already
soon will be
made commitments with Selznick,
although all future commitments
5000 WATTS
must be in accordance with the
ruling.
Day and Night
WEED AND COMPANY
RADIO ARTISTS of Hollywood has
sold complete rights of the transcribed
National Representatives
series Klondike to Ralph L. Power
New York • Detroit • Chicago
Agency, Los Angeles. Radio Artists,
San Francisco
headed by M. J. Mara as president,
will cease production.
BROADCASTING
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• To Serve Well •

CONTROL

The Broadcasting Engineer
CREI
is the
HELPFUL

PARTNER

5000
Professional Radiomen
CREI Spare-Time Technical
Training is Preparing Alert
Radiomen for Better-Paying
Positions by Increasing Their
Efficiency and Individual
Worth
to Broadcasting —
Admirable — and a credit to the
broadcasting industry — are the
high-calibre men who do not merely
relax into the routine of their jobs,
but devote their own spare time and
money to become better engineers.
More than 5000 professional radiomen throughout the industry are
enrolled for CREI home-study
courses in Practical Radio Engineering. They are preparing for
advancement by increasing their
technical ability. CREI has proved
to be a "helpful pai'tner" .... by
enabling such men to successfully
step into the better-paying positions of greater responsibility.
The success of CREI men who have
spent their spare time in preparation for promotion should prove an
incentive to others to investigate
thoroughly the opportunities that
this advanced training makes possible. CREI is interested in any
serious-minded radioman who realizes the value of a planned program of technical training . . . and
we point with prida and as proof to
the more than 5000 professional radiomen who are now enjoying the
benefits of CREI training in Practical Radio Engineering.
Alert engineers are encouraging
their employees to secure CREI
training. Your recommeyidation of
our home study courses to your associates may result in increased
efficiency of your engineering staff.
We will he glad to send our free
booklet and complete details to you,
or to any other mayi whom you
think would he interested.
"Serving the Radio Industry since 1927"
RADIO

Engineering Institute
E. H. RIETZKE, President
Dept. B-9
3224 SIXTEENTH STREET, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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ROOM
HARRY POLL, formerly with the
local Radio Supply Co.. has joined
the ensiueering staff of KSL. Salt
Lake City, as control room operator.
Mel Wright, control operator has
been advanced to control room supervisor and .Joe Shaw, former KSL
guide,
ator. has been made a control operR0BP:RT E. lee. foi-merly engineerin-charge of the radio communications of the])reviously
South American
Gulf O'ltn
Co.. and
radio adviser
the ^Ministry of War of Colomliin.
South America, has joined the CBS
general engineering department to
work in the shortwave division.
CHARLES W. BAKER, formerlv of
WBTH. Williamson. W. Ya.. and
Melvin ]•]. Ward, formerly of W.JE.T.
Hagerstown. ^Nld.. have 'oined the enburg. Ya. gineering staff of WSVA. HarrisonRI'LOF
FOWLER,
remoteBridgeport.
engineer,
has
resigned
from WICC.
Conn., to join tile CBS maintenance
depa rtment.
W. HENRY McCLIXSTOCK. formerly chief engineer of KIUL. Garden
City. Kan., has joined KYUM. Yuma.
Ariz.

of more than

CAPITOL

Hut

DAYID FOOTE has been named chief
engineer of WOLF. Syracuse, succeeding I^aurence A. Reillv. now with
WSPR. Springfield.
SAM FEr>SIXGER has been named
assistant
lirooklyn. control operator of WCXW.

Recording Firm Active
A GENERAL UPSWING in new
billings during the last two weeks
in August has been reported by the
Columbia scription
Recording
Corp.'sWilliam
TranDivision through
A. Schudt Jr., manager. The New
York office reported the recording
of a 26-week series of 15-minute
programs for Wheatena Playhouse
[Broadcasting, Sept. 1], in addition to spot announcements for six
other clients. The Chicago oflfice
completed the Scattergood Baines
series for Wrigley, together with a
series of announcements for four
other clients. The Hollywood offices
reported an increased activity in
Air Trailer transcriptions for the
various motion picture companies.
In addition the three offices recorded many name bands during the
period for the Lang-Worth Transcription Service.
Technicians Needed
CIYIL SERYICE COMMISSION
has announced openings for radio mechanic-technicians paying .?1,440 to
$2,300 per annum. Applications mu.st
be filed by Nov. fi. 1941. Qualifications needed include either paid experience in technical radio work or
any study of radio at a school of radio, engineering or technology or completion of an approved defense training course in any branch of radio.
Further information is available from
the U. S. Civil Service Commission.
Washington, and its district offices or
at any first or second class post office.
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists plans to publish a booklet containingregulations,
all the union's standards
national rulings and
and
conditions for the emph)ynient of radio
artists on programs.

15, 1941

Rides Own Gain
A MICROPHONE was moved
into the control room of
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., and
announcer Stever Ellis queried A.Bernard Clapper about
his duties. The engineer rode
his own voice and answered
questions. The interview was
part of Ellis' Man Off the
Street program, on which
the
announcer has passersdios.
by come into the WPAT stu-

Wonld Sell WMSD
SALE of WMSD, Muscle Shoals
City, Ala., for $24,000 is sought in
an application of the Muscle Shoals
Broadcasting Corp., licensee of the
station, seeking permission for Estelle P. Chapman to sell 999 shares
of the station's 1,000 shares of
stock to Joseph Caid Russell and
Joseph Wiggs Hart, Nashville
architects, and Frank Mitchell
Farris Jr., Nashville attorney,
previously with the New York
Trust Co. Mrs. Chapman with her
husband, Everett L. Chapman, Detroit physician,
80''^ of
the
station's
stock inhold
addition
to another 20 '/c owned by Horace L.
Lohnes, Washington attorney,
which Mr. Lohnes turned over to
Mrs. Chapman several weeks ago
for this pending deal. The Chapmans once before, in 1938, had
applied to sell their interest in
WMSD, but later withdrew the application early in 1939. WMSD
operates with 250 watts on 1450 kc.
ARTHUR
of AT&T,
Teleplwne
hshed Oct.

W. PAGE, vice-president
has a book titled The Bell
i<i/stein which will be pul)1 by Harper & Bros.

SIX OUTLETS JOIN
mC-BLVE
NETWORK
]
SIX NEW STATIONS are being \
added to NBC-Llue according to
William S. Hedges, NBC vice-president in charge of station relations.
KCMO, Kansas City; WCHV,
Cnarlottesville, Va.; WMUR, Manchester, N. H., are already available CO advertisers on the Blue
while the new WAYS, Charlotte,
will join Oct, 1, as will WMRC,
Greenville, S. C. WJHL, Johnson
City, Tenn., will be available
Oct. 15.
KCMO (5 kw. day, 1 kw. night
on 1480 kc.) had no former network affiliation. The NBC station
rate is .$200 per evening hour. Cutin announcement rates are $17
nighttime; $8 daytime and $12
Sunday afternoon.
WAYS (1 kw. on 610 kc.) will
not be individually available but
will be included in the Blue Southeastern as a package for which the
network rate will be $550 per evening hour. Cut-in announcement
charges are $10 nighttime; $5 daytime and $7 Sunday afternoon. It
had no former affiliation.
WMUR (5 kw. day, 1 kw. night
on 610 kc.) formerly on the Red,
joins the Blue as a basic supplmentary outlet.
WCHV (250 watts on 1450 kc.)
had no former affiliation. Network
rate is $40 per evening hour with
cut-in rates $3.50 nighttime; $2
daytime and $2.50 Sunday afterjioon.
WJHL (1 kw. on 910 kc.) will be
available
only as rate
a "package"
outlet. The network
will be $550
per evening hour. Cut-in rates are
nighttime; $4 daytime and $5
bunday afternoon. No iormer networK affiliation.
Vv'MRC (250 watts on 1490 kc.)
is a lormer MBS outlet.

/SAx'"^5_J5^ K"'^" W« Kicj „m
lyjZM WL6Z WPAR KOT KSHY Wl,6A KHSS "W "WOF moi

hUd '■^^'^ WQBC WSOC rtBOi

For outstanding performance - strength to
meet severest wind conditions and low initial cost use Wincharger Vertical Radiators.
These superior radiators are already demonstrating their efficiency and economy in over
300 commercial broadcasting and police
stations throughout the United States. .
Built of uniform triangular cross sections to
insure highly efficient radiation - designed
and built to withstand 100 mile wind velocity - these towers guarantee you years of
low cost service. Complete erection service,
including lighting equipment, anchors, base
and ground systems is available.
WRITE TODAY FOR FDLL DETAILS AND QUOTATIONS
WINCHARGER
VERTICAL RADIATOR
WINCHARGER CORPORATION SIOUX CITY, IOWA
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G.E.'s
you choose
when
SIMPLIFIED
CIRCUIT

Inherent in this simplified
circuit are the advantages
of complete accessibility
without disassembly (for
every tube and soldered
joint), low power consumption plus low tube
replacement cost. The frequency stabilization circuit issimple, positive, and
fast in action. Your nearby G-E man has the complete story. Or write
General Electric Company,
Schenectady, New York.

Engineers,

look

at

this

GUARANTEED
PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS

performance!
MEASUREMENTS
ON TYPICAL
PRODUCTION
TRANSMITTERS

FREQUENCY
STABILITY

=*= 1000 cycles over a nortnal room temperature.

For weeks Station W2X0Y, General Electric's FM proving ground, has
operated 10 hours a day within =1=200 cycles. Stability was measured
every hour, using G.E.'s primary laboratory standard.

FM CARRIER
NOISE LEVEL

Down 70 db at 100 % modulation.

Production transmitters average 72 db down at lOO'l, modulation.

HARMONIC
DISTORTION

At 100% modulation less than \14% (or modulating (reqitencies between
30 and 7500 cycles.

Actual performance based on units built to date indicates, at 100% modulation, less than 1% harmonic distortion for modulating frequencies
between 30 and 16,000 cycles; less than 0.75 7<> at 507c modulation; and
less than 0.5% at 25% modulation

AUDIOFREQUENCY

Without pre-emphasis, about —0.3 db from 30 to 16,000 cycles; with pre^ The a-t characteristic from 30 to 16,000 cycles is within ± 1 db, with or
emphasis, about —0.8 db.
iLz without, pre-empfaasis.
- „
, -. .
.
The performance values on (he right are not to be construed as G-E guarantees. They represent typical measurerrjents made
on stock transmitters and. as such, reflect General Electric s conservatiue euaranlee oolicu

GENERAL

I
I

More

power

combination

to the aviation
which

cadet and

is making

. , , that great pair which

his plane, that unbeatable

ours the world's greatest air power

so vividly symbolizes America's

defense!

• DEFENSE has become more than a punch-word in a
speech. More than big black type in a headline.
Today, aggressor nations know America can speak in
THE GOODWILL

more ways than vocally. For today, America's defense
speaks for itself.
It is heard in the rumble of racing production lines. In

STATION

motors roaring across the sky. In the swelling thunder of
marching feet. It is seen in the grin of the youth in khaki,
in the firm set jaw of the man behind the man behind the gun.
It has been the privilege of the Great Stations of the Great
Lakes to serve in the program of national defense. Today,

WGAR

this pair of radio stations renews a pledge. May it be our
destiny to continue to serve . . . to help guard

THE FRIENDLY

STATION

two prized possessions, our nation and our freedom.
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Price

Defense?

A SLIDE-RULE genius figures that if all the
time used by the Government ever the American broadcasting structure v^^ere laid end to
end, dollar-wise, it would amount to about
$3,000,000 a month, or $36,000,000 a year.
And the pace quickens.
But whether it's $3,000,000 a month, or
$30,000 every Thursday, isn't important at the
moment. Nothing approaching an accurate figure could be produced without the most detailed kind of survey, calculating to the split
seconds the contributions of time by sponsors,
stations and networks — spots for the Treasury
in the bond drive, or an Air Corps "Keep 'em
Flying" punch-line, or an interpolation of
seven minutes for OEM in the Firestone program, to cite just a few examples.
It's Uncle Sam's hour of need, and radio
along with its contemporary media, the newspapers, magazines and billboards, is pitching
in on the defense job. Broadcasters can look
with satisfaction upon the results of the defense bond campaign, largely waged on the air,
and the series of over-the-top successes in recruiting for the military and civilian personnel
drives. Yet there's no gloating even over that.
The important question is whether radio can
continue to perform the job next year and the
next. It can be done only if the Government,
on its part, sees to it that the physical equipment is available to "keep 'em spouting." And
then there's the question of all that broken
glass being thrown in the path of the industry
in a regulatory way, not only by the FCC but
by marauding lobbyists in the halls of Congress.
All-out for defense works both ways. Last
week we reported the results of a survey of
radio equipment manufacturers indicating not
merely a bottleneck but an almost complete
stoppage of transmitter and tube manufacture
as well as replacement parts for 1942. Followup action came rather quickly from the manufacturers. They met first in New York at the
call of the National Electrical Manufacturers
Assn., which embraces in its membership about
95% of transmitter-tube production. Then they
met again in Washington under the NAB banner.
The Defense Communications Board followed through to the extent of authorizing appointment of a Defense Priorities Committee.
However well intentioned, that means little. In
the tube field alone, for example, national defense requirements for next year indicate
orders of $66,000,000. That is just about six
Page 30
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times the normal transmitter tube production
of $10,000,000. Plant facilities and personnel
aren't available for that load. And industry
needs, even for an industry like broadcasting,
can be accommodated only after the red-ticket
expedite orders of Uncle Sam are handled.
So at this writing the outlook is zero for
tubes and transmitters; the capacity simply
isn't there.
That's serious enough to worry every broadcaster. It's just as serious as the paper shortage threatening newspapers and magazines.
But it doesn't stop there. The FCC continues
to snort and piddle about overlapping service,
newspaper-ownership, time-options of networks, and even franchise taxes which are obviously outside its domain. In Congress, a
strangely constituted subcommittee has begun
to give the movie industry the once-over, not
too lightly, based on outlandish propaganda
allegations, with radio and its commentators
and its ownership next on the schedule for the
same sort of headline-hunting.
It's high time for some nudging in the
proper places, to wake up these dreamers, boot
out the phonies and forget the regulatory
trivia. Radio is doing its job while it has the
tools. But it shouldn't have to tote any heavier
load than any other industry.

-Linefrom the
ger
Dan
THE OTHER
there
emanated
Copy DAY
Federal Trade Commission one of its routine
announcements regarding a stipulation entered
in a local advertising case. But it was anything except routine, for it marked an innovation that may have farreaching effect upon
the preparation of advertising copy for all
media, including radio.
The announcement stated simply that a
Midwest broadcasting station had stipulated
with the Commission that it henceforth will
stop specified representations in copy used by
a local bakery, copy which the station helped
prepare. Previously, the bakery had entered a
similar stipulation with the FTC.
It constituted the first time the Commission
had required an advertising medium to stipulate that it would cease and desist from making advertising claims on behalf of an advertiser. That was only because the station continuity or sales department, or both, had participated in the preparation of the copy.
It isn't an unusual practice for station salesmen or writers to assist in preparing copy for
local accounts. In local newspaper selling in

RADIO

BOOK

SHELF

MAGNETIC RECORDING, frequently used in
Europe, is the subject of a technical paper by
S. J. Begun, of Brush Development Co., Cleveland, in the August Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers. Its outstanding feature is described as its repeated use without
deterioration and its possible use for delayed
programs and spot announcements. The paper
deals with its three essential characteristics —
ducing.
the
obliterating, the recording and the repro-

A STUDY of the effect that radio will ultimately have upon education has been made
through a survey of groups that gather to
listen in the United States and England to
programs of an educational nature. In a compilation titled Radio's lAstening Group — The
United States & Britain, Frank Ernest Hill,
of the American Assn. for Adult Education
and W. E. Williams, British Institute of Adult
Education [Columbia U Press, N. Y., $2.75]
show how these groups operate and behave, the
numbers of them that exist, their program
preferences and the methods of presenting programs. All educators and broadcasters concerned with the problem of education in radio will find much practical information in
this book.
PROCEEDINGS of the fourth annual meeting
of the School Broadcast Conference have been
compiled in two volumes by George Jennings,
program director of the Radio Council of the
Chicago Public Schools. Volume I covers the
general session — the selection of suitable programs for school age children, the transition
from stage to radio, comparison of American
and Canadian broadcasting and the reports on
the evaluation and utilization of educational
broadcasts. Volume II consists of the scripts
of programs that have been produced. The proceedings may be obtained for $2 from George
Jennings, 228 South LaSalle St., Chicago.

A TEXTBOOK to provide background material for the students and school teachers in
the U. S., Canada and Latin America who tune
in the School of the Air as a regular part of
their classroom work is to be released by McGraw-Hill Book Co., in mid-September. To be
called Lands of New World Neighbors, the
book was written by Hans Christian Adamson,
assistant to the president of the American
Museum of Natural History, and will be used
in conjunction with the broadcasts on New
Horizons, the Wednesday geography and science series of the CBS School of the Air.
smaller communities, it is the rule rather than
the exception. In many communities retail accounts do not have adequate local agencies or
staff advertising personnel to prepare copy
and therefore rely upon the medium.
Without discussing the merits of the particular case cited by the FTC, it is evident that
stations must exercise caution in assisting in
the preparation of advertising copy for clients.
Actually, in such instances the medium performs the function of the advertising agency,
and even though there is no direct pecuniary
return, it must assume the responsibility of
the agent.
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C. L. THOMAS, manager of KFRU,
Columbia. Mo., has been named to the
industrial commission of the Columl)ia Chamber of Commerce.
ROBERT H. HARRINGTON, formerly of WDZ, Tuscola, 111., has been
appointed sales manager of WSYA.
Harrisonburg, Ya.

NOTES

DEWEY

HAROLD

R.", SAID 12-year-old
Dewey Long, humble,
yet with a curious selfcertainty, "give me a
job as waterboy. I'll keep the white
jmen filled with water so they can
jfvvork fast; and keep the colored
jmen from getting so full of water
'Ithey can't work".
The foreman at the army conjstruction camp looked at the kid,
'rtired, but determined. "You're
itackling a tough job when you take
jthat on. But you've sold yourself.
rHere's two buckets and two dipiipers. Now keep them separate and
jkeep moving".
j That was back in 1917. And it
Iwas Dewey Harold Long's first selling job. Almost ever since then
jhe has been selling. Sometimes the
ijproduct . . . sometimes himself . . .
Isometimes potato chips . . . someI'times railroad trips . . . sometimes
cakes . . . and most recently and
most successfully, radio time.
The present head of WSAI was
born Sept. 24, 1905 in the little
town of Trenton, Ga.
When he started grade school,
the family moved to Chattanooga,
and there he received most of his
formal education, attending Cen|tral High School.
Dewey early discovered that he
9 could make more money selling
than he could working hard. Before
he was out of high school, he obtained ajob as bellhop in the Grand
Hotel, Chattanooga, averaging better than $50 a week during vacation. When school time returned,
Dewey did not; that is, not to
school.
One night he had a brawl with
a porter. Fired! Asked to return
si two days later. Long decided more
adventure lay in a hobo trip which
he and two friends were going to
make to Cincinnati. The railroad
dicks caught two of the friends,
and only Dewey Long was free —
BROADCASTING

LONG

because he utilized his long legs.
He had a cousin who lived in Cincinnati who owned the Tangerine
Bottling Company. Dewey obtained
a job and worked there for about
eight months. While there he
learned to drive an auto.
Then Long went back to Chattanooga. His first job there was with
C. E. Abernathy. At night he went
to school. He had stumbled on the
obstacle of too little education toe
often not to realize that to succeed
he would have to learn more. So
he went back to commercial college. After a while, impatient as
always, he decided he would go to
school day and night. As a result,
he finished a complete two years
course in four months.
After graduating Dewey got a
job with the Southern Railway as
secretary to the chief clerk.
After four years with the railway, he went to Florida to make
his fortune in a hurry, but came
back without it.
In 1925 he went to Spartansburg
where he met Katherine Attaway.
They were married in 1927.
After traveling eight States for
a bakery, Dewey thought he could
make more money in a different
type of business, and in 1928 went
to San Antonio as partner in a
sandwich business. Things didn't
work out, so he hitchhiked back to
Spartansburg.
While he was making and selling
potato chips, his wife, Katherine,
had been singing as a professional
at a local radio station. She told
him about a job that was open as
a salesman. So he started at WSPA,
Spartansburg, selling time.
Learning that Greenville, S. C,
was building a new station, WFBC,
he got a job as sales manager. He
stayed there until 1933 when in
December he obtained a job as
salesman for WBT, Charlotte. N. C.
During his stay there, he compiled
several records. He had the largest
dollar volume of contracts ever
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RALPH R. BRUNTON, president of
KQW, San .Jose-San Francisco, and
v'ice-iiresident of KJBS. San Francisco, and Helen Gay. of San Franeloped .Jul.vGal.18. They were marriedcisco,
at Visalia,
BARLE .T. GLADE, executive vicepresident of KSL, Salt Lake City,
and president of the Salt Lake Chamber of Commerce, last week was appointed by Gov. Maw to the board of
regents of the University of Utah. He
has taught journalism and radio at
that institution.
HUB .JACKSON, formerly of Texas
S'^ate Network and now manager of
KTHS. Hot Springs. Ark., is the
father of a boy born Sept. 7.
•JACIv ROTH, sales manager of
KFRU. Cohimbia. Mo., is to marry
Peggy Kensch in October.
CHARLES LLOYD has been named
acting manager of KLX, Oakland,
Cal. replacing Preston Allen, who recently was called to active service as
an officer in the Navy.
PIEliRB BOUCHERON. general
manager of Farnsworth Television &
Radio Corp.. l'\)rt AVayne, Ind., is on
leave of absence having been called
to the service as a lieutenant commander in the Naval Reserve.
LARRY LOYETT. assistant to Harold R. Deal, advertising and promotion manager of Tide Water Associated Oil Co.. San Francisco, has
Navy. called
lieen
to active duty in the
ART KEMP. CBS Pacific Coast sales
manager, was to leave San Francisco
Sept. 1.5 on a business trip to the
East.
WALTER T. HIGGINS of the accounting staff of Hearst Radio Inc. in
New York is the father of a girl, born
Ang. 31.
.JOHN FISTERE. formerly promotion
writer of Life magazine, has joined
the CBS sales promotion department
as head of the copy division. A former
newspaperman and editor of the ArcMtectural Forum, Fistere before joining
Life had been a member of the editorial staff of Fortune and associate
editor of The Ladies Home Journal.
SAM KOPLOWITZ, formerly foreign
language agency executive, has been
named commercial manager of
WCNW, Brooklyn.
compiled by a radio salesman in
the South.
In 1935 Dewey became sales manager of WBT and shortly thereafter, assistant general manager.
He was also made southeastern
representative for Radio Sales,
sales subsidiary of CBS.
Early in 1938, Dewey went to
WAPI in Birmingham where he
handled all national business for
WAPI and also acted as southeastern representative for Radio Sales.
In August, 1938, James D. Shouse,
vice-president in charge of broadcasting, Crosley Corp., and Robert
Dunville, general sales manager of
WLW, were looking for a man to
head WSAI. Long was their man.
Long instituted several changes.
He brought in several new department heads and enlarged the station's facilities. Manpower, program ideas, helps to the sponsor,
exploitation of station in the mar-

CHARLES VANDA, CBS Western
division program director, went to
New York for conferences with network and agency executives on fall
plans. wood
TomPremiere
McKnight
handled Hollyin his absence.
CHARLES THOMSON, with the advertising department of the New York
Sun for eight years, has joined the
sales staff of WMCA, New York.
Thomson previously was with the
American Weekly for five years and
before that with the Street Railway
Adv. Co. for 14 years.
LEWIS H. TITTERTON, manager
of
NBC's known
script indivision,
and circles
Mrs.
Titterton.
advertising
as Ruth .Jordan, copywriter for William Esty & Co., on Sept. 7 became
the parents of a son. Charles Frederick.
M. MAIN
MORRIS,
formerly
General Outdoor
Adv. Co..
Kansasof City,
has
joined
the
sales
staff
of
KLZ,
Denver.
GILBERT McClelland, editor of
NBC Central Division press department, has been appointed assistant to
Emmons C. Carlson, Central Division
sales promotion
manager. A graduate andof advertising
Wabash College,
Mr. McClelland has been on the NBC
Chicago press staff for six years and
succeeds George Bolas who has joined
the radio department of BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.
HERBERT FOOTE. WBBM, Chicago staff
organist,
and station,
Phil Stewart,
announcer
on that
are
composers of a new .song "The Night
That You Were Mine".
W. H. (Bill) Sloat
W. H. (Bill) SLOAT, author and
leading character in Bill & Mary,
popular drama which originated
on KVOO, Tulsa, in 1930 and
is now also carried on WCBS,
Springfield, III., and KWTO,
Springfield, Mo., died Sept. 3 of a
heart ailment. During its 11-year
tenure the program has been sponsored by Morgan Paint Co., Long
& Sons, Cook Paint & Varnish
Co., and Hinds. Mrs. Leona Anderson who portrays the role of
"Mary" has announced she will
not continue the series.
and boosts
for added
the sponsor's
sales —ket,all
these were
in generous quantities.
Dewey Long has such a complete
understanding of the radio business
that he can boil it down to a few
thoughts. "There are", Dewey says,
"just a few factors in the radio
business. As I see them, they are
(1) the market; (2) the station;
(3) the sponsor and his problems,
and (4) programs. If we have succeeded at WSAI, it is because we
know that if we can produce the
programs which pull the listeners,
and help the sponsor with his problems, we know that in our market,
our station will prove in a dollars
and cents way the correctness of
our approach".
HERB POLESIE, formerly with Hollywood film studios, and prior to that
a .1. Walter Thompson Co. producer,
has been appointed radio director of
Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
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CHESTER R. LONG, continuity director of WIRE, Indianapolis, on Aug.
15 married Joan Adele Anderson of
Indianapolis.
ND

BEHI

BILL GOODWIN. HollywcxKl announcer, is handling commercials on
the weekly half-hour Three Ring Time,
which started Sept. 12 under sponsorship of P. Ballantine & Sons (beer),
on 75 MBS stations. Friday. 9:3010 p.m. (EDST). Clinton (Buddy)
Twist was erroneously announced as
having that assignment. Ray Singer.
New York gag writer, has been added
to the program production staff.
WILLIAM KINGSTONE EMERY,
head of guest relations of KPO-KGO.
San Fi-aneisco. and Lucy Ellen Crofoot were married recently in
Berkeley, Cal.
WALLY GADE. formerly on the production staff of K.JBS, San Francisco,
has been transferred to KQW, San
Jose, Cal.
ART FADDEN. staff pianist of
KJBS, San Francisco, recently wrote
a song, "Sailor Boy, Ahoy !", to be
used in a Bi'oadway musical.
WINKIE WILEMAN, formerly of
KGGM, Albuquerque, has rejoined the
announcing staff of KFDA. Amarillo,
Tex., after an absence of 11 months.
HAL TUNIS, announcer and publicity director of WFPG, Atlantic City,
has been named program director and
chief announcer.

CHRIS FORD, formerly Chicago freelance radio actor and writer, has joined
AVIRE, Indianapolis.
BILL HOLMES, formerly NBC San
Francisco writer-producer, and more
recently a Holl.ywood freelancer, has
been appointed
news editor
and commentator of KPRO,
Riverside,
Cal.,
which starts operation about Oct. 1.
HARRY RUSH RAVER. 62-year-old
blind conductor of the weekly quarterhour Busy Blind program on KFWB.
Hollywood, was severely beaten and
robbed of $39 in his home Sept. 4. He
is reported to be in a critical condition.
SAM BALTER. Hollywood commentator, has started a six-weekly quarterhour sportscast on Don Lee network
stations,
originating from KHJ, that
city.
BOB EMERICK. formerly freelance
announcer in Hollywood, has joined
KJBS, San Francisco.
PORTER RANDALL, formerly of
KGKO, Fort Worth, has joined the
announcing staff of KFJZ, Fort
Worth.
STUART NOVINS has joined the
announcing staff of WEEI, Boston,
succeeding Hal Newell, who has been
transferred to WCAU, Phladelphia.
ARMOND LaPOINTE, prominent in
New England dramatic circles, has
joined WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.

THE WESTERN WASHINGTON MARKET
SERVED BY KOMO

BOX

CANADIAN BOUNDARY

State's population.
95% of these
peopleandownthey
radios
of the retail
control 64'"(
sales, 66C( of
the buyins power,
.<^^*' and have $107.00
more to spend
than the averag
U. S. citizen.
More people
A
are buyins more
this progressive
Western
Washington
market.

This market is served adequately by
KOMO — now 5000 watts full time.

As the sides of a box are rigid, so are the limits
of this market. These limits are North, Canada;
East, Cascade Mountains; West, Pacific Ocean,
and South, the Portland market.
Represented f^ationally by
Edward Petry & Company

KOMO-NBC RED Network
Seattle, Washington
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ALICE MEREDITH
THEY SAY "beauty and brains
never go together." Take another
look at the picture of Alice Meredith, petite blond director of woman's programs on KFRU, Columbia, Mo. Just 5 feet tall and only
100 pounds, this Stephens College
graduate is a bundle of energy who
in a short time has become a favorite of KFRU listeners. She makes
four daily appearances on the
KFRU schedule and each is sponsored— Musical Clock, Telephone
Quiz, Chatter-Time and a telephone
request program on a Mondaythrough-Friday schedule, topped off
with a Saturday morning musical
and quiz program with local school
children. After graduation from
Stephens, Miss Meredith was employedstrubyctorthe
in. In May,college
1940, as
she radio
resigned
to join KFRU to handle all programs with feminine appeal.
MARSHALL ADAMS, formerly a
Powers model, and fashion writer for
the Washington Post, has joined
W^INX,
Washington, as women's editor.
MARK AUSTAD. announcer of KSL.
Salt Lake City, on Aug. 20 married
Lola Gene Brown.

DICK JOHNSON, formerly of K0\
Phoenix, has been named program
manager of WSVA, Harrisonlturj.
Va. R. D. Coleman of the WSVA
talent staff, has been appointed traffic manager. Charles Ballou has been
named chief announcer of WSVA
Vernon Tate, formerly of WFBC,
Greenville. S. C has joined the an
nouncing staff of WSVA.
BERT CHILD, formerly program d;
rector of WBBC, Brooklyn, has bee;
named program director of WCNW
Brooklyn.
Paul Gould
has been name^
chief announcer
of WCNW.
WARREN MacALLEN, formerly o:
the news staff of the New York Uaiti.
Neio^s and in newspaper work 2-;
years,
joined the publicity depart
ment ofhasCBS.
MORRIS HASTINGS, former radi.
editor and assistant music, drama an'
motion jiicture editor of the Bostot
Evening Transcript, has been namei
music editor of CBS replacing Ilya
Laskoflf who has joined Mark Warnow's orchestra as violinist.
THOMAS KELLY, formerly with the i
Standard News Assn., has joined CBS
!is staff writer.
ERNEST COURTNEY has been
transferred from T^KGB. Timmins.
Ont.. to CKVD. Val d'Or. Que., as;
program director. He is replaced at
CKGB by Ron Allister. Bruno Cyr
has joined the program department of
CKVD.
ROLAND DROLET and Bill Reid i
have joined the announcing staff at
CJKL. Kirkland Lake. Ont.
KATHRYN CRAVENS, woman news
commentator, has been engaged by
AA'NEW. New York, to present her
yews
Through
a Woman's
from
9 -A'i to
10 a.m.,
MondaysEijes
through
Saturdays. Program was formerly on
CBS under
Motor
Co. the sponsorship of Pontiac
HAL KANTER. NBC writer and
author of Private Hal Kanter of
Loivnjver,Field,
on KOA.in Denmarried now
Dorisheard
Prouder
New
York Sept. 5. Kanter still has several
months service with the Army Air^
Forces before returnng to civil life.
FRANK
Los ofAngeles
caster and BULL.
executive
Smith &sportsBull
Adv.. has been signed to broadcast
1941-42 football games in that area
under sponsorship of Associated Oil
Co.
STUART HAJS'NON. formerly of
KOIN, Portland, and KFPY, Spokane, has joined the news staff of
KROW. Oakland, succeeding John
Potter, resigned.
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JARRY KERR, J. Walter Thompon Co.. Hollywood writer on the CBS
'jiix
Theatre,
by
^ever Radio
Bros. ( Lux
) , has sponsored
been assigned
he added duty of producing the
veekly NBC Tommy Riggs d Bettxj
\jOu program, sponsored by P. Loriljard & Co. (Old Gold cigarettes).
Jfohn Whedon writes the latter show.
^OE PARKER,
Holl.vwood
ipucer,
and Vida NBC
(Buddy)
Hunter,pro-of
hat city, are to be married Oct. 14.
bRAHAM STAFFORD. 19, and memjer of CBS Holl.vwood .iunior staff,
las enlisted in the Royal Canadian Air
•(Force. He is the son of Hanley Stafijford, who ijortrays Daddy to Baby
ISnooks (Fanny Brice), on the weekly
XBC-Red Cojfee Time.
WILLIAJNI PARKER, who has covered news assignments in Europe,
Asia and the Orient, is commentator
on the five-weekly quarter-hour program. Foreign Correspondent, sponisored b.v Thrifty Drug Co., Los An5|geles
city, (drug chain), on KECA, that

WHMA

.jMADELEINE
CHARLEBOIS,
welliknown in Ottawa
dramatic circles
and the Little Theatre movement, has
been appointed bilingual announcer
?!by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

TUTOR
announcersof isDenver's
Austin police
Williamsradioof
the KLZ mike staff. Williams organized aten-week course designed
to correct common errors in speech
and improve diction. In addition
he gave individual instructions to
the radio patrolmen, Williams here,
is giving individual attention to
an attentive police dispatcher.

[DAVE COOPER, former campus
'band leader at the U of Missouri, has
^Iheen named farm program director of
KFRT^ Columbia, Mo. Jack McGee
has joined the KFRU announcing
staff.
PETER TEMPLE, announcer of
WLOL. Minneapolis, has announced
his engagement to Betty La Blant,
[They are to be married Sept. 20,
EDWARD BROWN, former CBS announcer at San Francisco and Los
Angeles and at the present time sports
commentator at the Camden, N, J.,
Convention Hall, and Alice Lindsay,
were married in Richmond, Va.,
Sept. 3.

TOM STEENSLAND, announcer of
KSCJ, Sioux City, la,, resigned Sept.
1 to enter the U of South Dakota.
Dorothy Hill, KSCJ music librarian,
has resigned to live in Hollywood, Cal.
ROY DURSHALL and Hal Moon
have been added to the announcing
staff of KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah,
replacing
Doug Gourlay and BiU Baldwin, respectively.
WALT LOCHMAN, sportscaster of
KMBC, Kansas City, is the father of
a baby boy, William Charles, born
Sept. 5.
ED DeGRAY, auditor of WBT, Charlotte, was married recently to Helen
Anton, of New York,
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Wonderful Chance
DAVE DRISCOLL, director
of special features of WOR,
New York, will make radio
— and rodeo — history during
WOR's nual
coverage
of the anWorld Championship
Rodeo to be held in Madison
Square Garden early in October, IF he can find the man
to carry out his bright idea.
Plan is for an announcer
with a microphone to describe his emotions as he
comes rushing out of a stall
atop a wild broncho. Dave reluctantly disqualified himself
because of weight limitations
and assistant,
Al Josephy,
Driscoll's
first
declares
that
he gets asthma from horse
dander, so the post is wide
open.
Two New in Canada
LICENSES for two more Canadian stations have been granted
by the Radio Branch, Department
of Transport. The Peterborough
(Ont.) Examiner, daily newspaper,
has been granted 1,000 watts on
1230 kc. with call letters CHEX.
J. H. Yuill, businessman of Medicine Hat, Alta., has been granted
a license for a 100-watt station on
1490 kc. No call letters have been
assigned.
NORTHAM WARREN Corp., New
York, and its subsidiary, Peggy Sage
Inc., Stamford, Conn., have stipulated with the Federal Trade Commission to stop certain representations for
Cutex ishes,
and according
Peggy toSage
fingernail
polan Aug.
28 FTC
announcement.
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EMPLOYES

SUE FOR OVERTIME
EMPLOYES of WHMA, Anniston,
Ala., on Aug. 30 filed suit to collect .$11,500 in alleged unpaid overtime, liquidating damages and attorneys' fees from Harry M, Ayers,
doing business as Anniston Broadcastingingham
Co., according
the BirmNews. The tosuit
was
brought, under Section 16 (b) of
the Fair Labor Standards Act, by
Harold F. Russey, John F. Cram
and Vernon Story, seeking relief
for "themselves and other employes
similarly
situated", the news report
stated.
The amount sought includes
$4,000 in the form of wage restitutions, asimilar amount as liquidating damages and $3,500 for legal
fees. The time for which overtime
payments are claimed, under the
wage-hour law, was said to total
3,982 hours.
In Washington the Wage & Hour
Division of the Labor Department
indicated it was not directly involved in the case and would not
participate in prosecution of the
suit, unless called upon to sit in as
amicus curiae.
Robert L. Harmon
ROBERT L. HARMON, 59, since
1930 torpresident,
treasurer
and a direcof Evans, Nye
& Harmon,
New
York advertising firm, died Sept, 7
after a heart attack while walking in
the garden of his home. Mr. Harmoh
spent five years as a credit reporter
with R. G. Dun & Co. and other
periods in executive functions with
various manufacturing companies.
From 1920 to 1980 he was president
of the Industries Publicity Corp. of
New York.
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RESUMPTION of Saturday evening Knickerbocker Playhouse on NBCRed, Sept. 6 by Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Drene shampoo),
met with the smiling approval of (1 to r), H. Kahn, vice-president of
the agency, H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago; William L. Weddell, NBCRed salesman; J. H. West of the P&G radio program dept.; J. L.
Crooks, P&G brand manager for Drene; Betty Winkler (Mrs. Robert
G. Jennings), star of the first broadcast; Arthur Kastor, president of
the agency; Robert G. Jennings, agency radio director; W. J. Anderson,
P&G Chicago district manager. The occasion w^as a party given afto
the first broadcast at the M&M Club in the Merchandise Mart, Chicago,
POPULAR PROGRAM
DONATED
BY KMBC

Wellington Is Appointed
To U. S. Post by BBC
ONE of the senior officials of the
British Broadcasting Corp., Lindsay Wellington, has been appointed
North American director with
headquarters at 620 Fifth Ave.,
New York, the BBC announced last
Monday. Mr. Wellington has already arrived to assume his duties,
which include collaboration with
North American broadcasting authorities on radio matters affecting the two countries. His duties
also embrace exchange of program
material and the maintenance of
BBC's
relationsCorp.
with the Canadian
Broadcasting
Mr. Wellington has been with
BBC since 1924, handling both administrative and program details.
He was assigned shortly after the
outbreak of the war to the newly
formed Ministry of Information as
director of its Broadcasting Division. He made a trip to this country last spring to study the broadcasting situation.

ONE of Saturday afternoon's most
popular shows. The Brush Creek
Follies, aired over approximately
100 CBS stations from 1:30 to 2:30
p.m. (EDST), will be turned over
to the Treasury's Defense Savings
Program beginning Sept. 13. The
contribution was made by Arthur
B. Church, president, and Karl
Koerper, vice-president and managing director of KMBC, Kansas
City, where the show originates.
The Treasury announced last
week the release of foreign language transcribed announcement,?
to 213 stations. Produced in four
different tongues — -Italian, SpanPolish and German
— the series
was ish,translated
by Joseph
Lang,
general manager, and Thurston S.
Holmes, program director of
WHOM, Jersey City. Continuity
of the announcements follows the
"bugle call" format. Production
was supervised by Charles J. Gilchrest, assistant chief of the Treas
ury radio section.
FOREMAN Co. has been appointe
exclusive national representatives of
WLAK, Fla., NBC-Red outlet.

WPTZ are the call letters assigned to
Phileo's new television station in
Philadelphia, formerly experimental
station W3XE.

50 GOOD
PROGRAM
IDEAS-$1!
Good solid comm. successes. Practical ideas for every station
or agency, large or small. New, live angles on sports, news, army
shows, interviews, features, etc., etc., etc.
"SHORT STORY GEMS"
Original series 5' scripts, dramatized by network writer with
blackout twist that makes audience and sponsor yell for more!
13 shows — $15
6 shows — $9
(Sample script $2)
ALSO: A few remaining copies of "100 QUIZ PGMS.
FOR $1." (1100 questions & onswers)
Guaranteed 100%

GOOD

OR YOUR

MONEY

BACK!

LEO BOULETTE
Morris Plan Bank BIdg., Springfield, Ohio
FREE

&

PETERS,

inc., National
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Roper

Survey

Shows

How

Listeners

Buy;

teners who listen to the program
less than once-a- month, are influenced byradio advertising, using

of these sales results can be attributed to any other source than

theAsradio
program?CBSthemselves."
to listeners,
also reports
Effective Audience For Programs Shown
the
advertised
products
Zl'^c atmore
than
those
who
do
not
listen
all.
that
"40
CBS
programs
reached
vertised
product
among
those
who
LISTENING to commercial broad91.1';/c of all U. S. adults— in four
Men vs. Women
casts creates customers for the heard its program with the users
weeks. A single program, in a
products advertised on those broad- among the non-listeners to that
Breaking down the total audi- month, reached 55 '/c of them — a
casts. And the more people listen, program, they found that "in every
ence, the study shows that among
monthly audience of 50,336,000 men
single case, without exception, the
the more they buy.
and women. It reached them an
men,
49. 9*;^ listen three to foui
number of product-users was times monthly,
These are two major conclusions
25.8
'^7
once
or
twice
average
of three times each, for a
of a study of the influence of radio higher among listeners than among
and 24.3 9(r less than once a month.
listening on buying habits, based non-listeners to each CBS pro- For wcmen the percentages are : total of 151,000,000 separate adon a nationwide study conducted
gram," the book reports. "Higher,
54.4''f listen three-four times,
vertising impressions."
in January, 1940. by Elmo Roper, on the average, by 53 '"f."
22.1 ' f once or twice and 23.5 '^r less
Further analyzing the answers
who also conducts the Fortune Surthan once a month. The total listenPlans for Co-Op Serial
veys of Public Opinion. The survey by frequency of listening, CBS
ers to the average program was
THE COMEDY serial Mr. & Mrs.
states
that
those
who
listened
to
covers every one of the 40 spon37,867,000 persons.
North which was recently pursored programs on CBS at that weekly programs once or t\\'ice a
chased by N. W. Ayer & Son, New
CBS
also
points
out
anion
tlie
time.
month showed a 43 '^'c increase in
that : "A single pro- York, for cooperative sponsorship
In an attempt to determine not users, whereas those who listened study'sgramresults
created 4,400,000 extra users
consolidated
electric
[Broadcasting,
Sept.indus1],
merely that radio sells goods, but three or four times a month showed for a single product, lifting the by the tries
the effective audience — the number
may
be
heard
Tuesdays
9:30-10
a 57 ''7 increase, proving that "the level of use 60 higher than its
of actual listeners reached with a more
impressions, the more custom- use among non-listeners. All 40 p.m. on CBS,sideration.
a Details
spotarenowbeing
under
conworked
sales message often enough to sell
ers. The more they listen, the more
programs created 37,000,000 more
out
by
the
agency
and
CBS
and
goods — and the net sales impact —
buy." However, the book users and buyers for all the prod- will not be announced until later
customers actually created by the they
ucts
which
thev
advertised.
None
this
week.
points out, even the occasional lisprogran> — or specific programs.
Roper investigators interviewed
10,000 adults in all parts of the
country, not only radio owners, but
"just people, with and without telephones, radios, refrigerators, children—
and
culture,"
the entire adult
U. S. representing
market.
Two
Groups
of
Queries
m
These investigators asked two
sets of questions to discover what
brand of product in each category
(toothpastes, cigarettes, gasolines,
etc.) the person interviewed used,
and to which of the 40 programs he
or she listened and how often. The
results, as well as the technique,
are described in detail in a 40-page
book published last week by CBS
under the title Roper Counts Customers.
Taking a month as an arbitrary
unit, CBS reports that all 40 programs were found to have monthly
audiences — that is, the number of
persons who heard the program at
least once during the month — siz"SHE ALWAYS
ably larger that the standard CAB
or Hooper audience ratings. The
USES wcr
average frequency of listening was
found to be 2.8 times per month for
once-a-week programs, 5.3 times
AS A
per month for three-times-a-week
programs, 8.2 times a month for
five-times-a-week programs and 9.2
times a month for six-times-a-week
GUIDE."
SHOPPING
programs.
Comparing the users of each adO — we
don'tportable
have any
statistics
the number
women
actually
carry
radios
when onshopping.
But ofthe
idea who
has
intriguing possibilities.
We do know that thousands of homemakers listen regularly to the
WGYknow
"Market
Basket
"Musical
for shopping
We
that the
WGY " and
audience
has aMatinee
buying "power
of moreadvice.
than
Special Events
2^2 billion dollars; that WGY is the favorite station in its area; and
that you can help your sales curve in the Great Northeast* by
SPORTS
buying
' GY.you to try WGY and check your sales. Write to us now at
We invite
GILLETTE FIGHTS
One River
information
on availabilities.
our women's participationRoad,
programs Schenectady
and our Fallfortime
and talent
Or ask
GENERAI, H EISCTRIC
at any NBC Spot Sales Office.
WORLD SERIES
•Eastern and central New York and western New England.
\VGV->9
mmm
FOOTBALL
r

^1

WGY
WNOE
New Orleans' Greatest Radio Value
A Mutual Affiliate
BROADCASTING

50,000

WATTS

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
• Broadcast

Reprfeseti^ Nationirify by NBC Spot Sides Offices
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
BO|TON
WASHiNGTON
aEVElAND
DENVER
SAN FMNCISCO HOUYWOOD
■
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BilUngs WeU Above 1940 and
Other Contracts Pend
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcrip Hons
sa — spot annwin cements
ta — transcription annou77 cements
WHAS. Louisville
BCtaryRemedy
Durham.thruN. Harvey
C. (pi-oprie) , S taCo..weekly,
Massengale Co.. Durham.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn.
( Mounds N.
) . Y.5 sp weekly, thru PlattForbes.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute (baking pow3 sa weekly, thru Pollyea Adv.,
Terre der),Haute.
Standard Brands, New York (yeast), 10
ta Y.
weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridere, Mass. (Swan),
80 ta. thru Young & Rubicam. N. Y.
Readers
Assn.. N.Pleasantville,
N. Y.,
26 fa. Digest
thru BBDO.
Y.
Lehn & Fink Products Co., New York
(Hinds). 14 ta weekly. 6 weeks, thru
Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.,
2 fa weekly. 13 weeks, thru NewellEmmett Co., N. Y.
Johnson & Johnson. New Brunswick,
N. J. (Tek). 15 sa weekly, 32 weeks,
thru Ferry-Hanly Co., N. Y.
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison,
la. (pens, pencils). 2 tn weekly, thru
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
KMOX, St. Louis
Simoniz Co., Chicago, sa weekly, thru
George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, 5 t weekly,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Johnson & Johnson. New Brunswick,
N. J..
N.
Y. 6 sa weekly, thru Ferrv-Hanly Co.,
O'Cedar
ta weekly, thru
H. W. Corp.,
Kastor Chicago,
& Sons. 6 Chicago.
Michigan Fruit Sponsors Inc., Detroit, 2
sa
weekly, thru Chapman Adv. Agency,
Detroit.
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, la.,
2 sa weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Weil Clothing Co., St. Louis, 6 ta weekly,
thru Wesley K. Nash. St. Louis.
Wilson & Co., Chicago 3 t weekly, thru
U. S. Adv. Corp., Chicago,
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines
National Refining Co.. Cleveland. 26 ta,
thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co., N. Y.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, 13 t, thru
Arthur Meyerhoflf Co., Chicago.
Turner Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Grand
Junction, la., daily sp, thru Son de
Regger & Brown, Des Moines.
Seiberling Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 2 sp
weekly,
Cleveland. thru Meldrum & Fewsmith,
Butler Mfg. Co., Kansas City, daily sa,
thru Ferry-Hanly Co,, Kansas City.
Omar Mills, Omaha, sp weekly, thru Hays
MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
KGKO, Fort Worth-Dallas
Galveston-Houston Breweries, Houston, 260
t, thru Ruthrauflf & Ryan, Houston.
T. W. Burleson & Son, Waxahachie, Tex.
(honey), 156 t, thru Rogers & Smith Adv.
Agency, Dallas.
Carter Products, New York (proprietary),
260 t. thru Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
Bond Stores, New York (clothes), 312 sp,
thru Neff-Rogow, N. Y.
Campbell Cereal Co, Northfield, Minn.,
156 t, thru Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
Jax Beer Co., Houston. Texas, 30 sa,
thru Anfenger Adv. Agency, St. Louis.
CKCL, Toronto
Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal (radios),
5Montreal.
ta weekly, thru Cockfield Brown & Co.,
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass. (proprietary), 12 ta weekly, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Grove Labs., St. Louis ( Bromo-Quinine) ,
12 ta weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Philadelphia & Reading Co?' Co., Philadelphia, 5ta weekly, thru McKee & Albright, Phila.
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WCAU, Philadelphia
Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro, N. C, 6 sp
weekly, tional,26N, Y.weeks, thru Morse InternaMaryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore
(Rem, Rel), 1 sp and 15 sa weekly, for
26 weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, football, thru N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
Lamont, Corliss & Co., New York (Danya
Intion), 56 sa, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
Chris
(Junket),
24 sa,Hansen's
thru A. Labs.,
McKim Toronto
Ltd., Toronto.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cold remChicago.edy), 148 sa, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, Ia„
15 so, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.. Chicago.
Bell Telephone Co. of Pa., Philadelphia,
8 sa. direct.
Megowan
Educator Food Co., Lowell,
Mass. (biscuits), 26 sa, thru John W.
Queen, Boston.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich, (cereals),
40 sa. thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Beech-Nut
Packing
Co., Canajoharie,
N. Y. (gum. N.SOUPS),
180 sa. thru Newe'l-Emmett.
Y.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne
Dekalb Agricultural Assn., DeKalb, Wis.
(seed corn),
Ao-ency.
Racine.54 sa. thru Western Adv.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.,
105 sa. thru Newell-Emmett. N. Y.
Oyster Shell Products Corp., New Rochelle,
N. Y. (chicken feed), 52 sa, thru Cecil
6 Presbrpy, N. Y.
National Schools of Los Angeles, 13 sp,
thru Huher Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
National Refining Co., Cleveland, 108 ta,
thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co., N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co.. New York (Sweetheart), 108 ta. thru Franklin Bruek Adv.
Corp., N. Y.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass. (proprietary), 105 ta, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co.. N. Y.
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw, Ind.
(flour), 65 sp, thru Rogers & Smith,
Chicago.
WPAT, Paterson, N. J.
Eastern Wine Corp., New York, 100 sa
weekly,
Inc.,
N. Y.52 weeks, thru H. C. Morris
Royce Chemical Co., Carlton Hill, N. J.
(Royox direct.
cleaning fluid), 12 sa weekly, 52
weeks,
William Wrigley Jr. Co.. Chicago (Spearmint gum), 13 sp, Arthur Meyerhoff
& Co., Chicago.
Waste Materials Conservation Headquarters, New York, 200 sa, Olian Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.
WINS, New York
Gardner Nurseries. Osage. la., 6 f, weekly,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co.. Seattle.
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (Naptha soap
and flakes), 36 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
S. E. Roberts, Philadelphia.
WJZ, New York
Jacob Ruppert Brewery, New York
(Knickerbocker beer), 2 sp weekly, 10
weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N, Y.

15, 1941

WLS, Chicago
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry), 6 sa
weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Arvey Corp.,
parent Chicago
screening), 3(R-V
sa, Lite
thru transFirst
United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Manhattan
Co.,weekly,
New York
(Sweetheart soapSoap
) , 3 .sa
thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Sawyer Biscuit Co., Chicago (Baker Boy
crackers ) ,Co.,
Z taChicago.
weekly, thru George H.
Hartman
Pinex Co., Ft. Wayne (cough remedy),
15 sa weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
General Store of the Air (sundry items) ,
6 sp weekly, thru United Adv. Cos.,
Chicago.
DeKalb Agricultural Assn., DeKalb, HI.
(Hybrid seed corn), 6 sp weekly, thru
Western Adv. Agency, Racine, Wis.
Foster-Milburn
Buffalo
Kidney Pills), 2 saCo.,
weekly,
thru (Doan's
Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
Oelwein Chemical Co., Oelwein, la. (Occo
mineral compound), 3 sa weekly, thru
Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
thru soc.,
KlauMilwaukee.
Van Pietersen-Dunlap AsLane Bryant Co., New York (clothing),
6 saY. weekly, thru Huber Hoge & Sons,
N.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(Tek toothbrush),
Hanly
Co., N. Y. 12 sa thru FerryOr"nr I'^c, Omaha (flour), t weekly,
thru Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
G. E. Conkey Co., Cleveland (poultry
feeds ) . 2 sa and sp weekly, thru Rogers
& Smith, Chicago.
WAPI, Birmingham
Standard Brands, New York (yeast), 10
sa weekly,
hardt. N. Y.5 weeks, thru Kenyon & EckH. C. Cole Milling Co., Chester, 111., 15 ta
weekly,
weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,30Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, 2 ta
weekly, 8 weeks, thru Compton Adv.,
N. Y.
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, la.,
2Chicago.
sa weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(Tek), 3 sa weekly, 17 weeks, thru
Ferry-Hanly Co., N. Y.
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga
(proprietary),
6 sp weekly, thru Nelson
(ihesman
Co., Chattanooga.
KGNF, North Platte, Neb.
Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago, 3 f
cago.
weekly, thru Hays MacFarland Co., ChiWm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, 5 t weekly,
thru Arthur Meyerhoflf & Co., Chicago.
Miles Labs., Chicago ( Alka-Seltzer) , 4 t
weekly, thru Wade Adv. Co., Chicago.
Cornhusker Hybrid Co.. Waterloo, Neb.
(seed corn),
Thomas,
Omaha. 78 sa, thru BuchananWHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.
Histex Co.. Chicago (proprietary), 6 sa
weekly, thru United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
Universal Camera Corp., New York, 6 sa
weekly, thru United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
WIBG, Glenside, Pa.
Kay Preparations, Philadelphia (Formula
301, beauty preparation), 6 sa weekly,
for 13 weeks, placed direct.

>I^COV€-R-y AMD
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WITH FOUR additional firms having contracted for regional network
time during the past few weeks,
CBS West Coast billings for the
first nine months of 1941 will be
substantially in advance of 1940,
Donald W. Thornburgh, the network's Pacific Coast vice-president
revealed in releasing names of the
new sponsors.
He further reports that several
other advertisers are negotiating
for Pacific Coast regional time on
that network, and others will renew current contracts for late fall
and winter.
News Contracts
Nestle's Milk Products, San
Francisco (Alpine coffee), through
Leon Livingston Adv. Agency, that
city, on Sept. 13 started William
Winter, News Analyst, on 4 CBS
Pacific Coast stations (KNX
KARM KSFO KOIN), Saturday,
7:45-8 a.m, (PST). In addition that
firm on Sept. 30 starts Bob Garred
Reporting on the same list of stations, Tuesday, 5:45-5:55 p.m.
(PST). Both contracts are for 13^
weeks.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck,
Conn, (candy bars, gum), through
Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San
Francisco, underwrites Bob Garred
on those stations, plus KIRO, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 4:454:55 p.m. (PST).
McFadden
Publications, New York
(Liberty
magazine), through Erwin, Wasey
& Co., that city, on a 52-week contract which
startedReporting
Aug. 13,onspon-'
sors Bob
Garred
the
same five CBS Pacific Coast stations, Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
7:30-7:45 a.m. Bathasweet Corp.,
New York (Bathasweet), is sponsoring that program Tuesday and
Thursday, utilizing similar time on.
those stations. H. M. Kiesewetter
Adv. Agency, New York, has the
account. Soil-Off Mfg. Co., Glendale, Cal. (paint cleaner), in addition to those stations, also sponsors the news commentator on
KROY KSL KLZ, Saturday, 7:307:45 a.m. Placement is through
Hillman-Shane Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles.
Albers Bros. Milling Co., Seattle,
through Lord & Thomas, San Francisco, starting Oct. 2 will sponsor
the weekly half -hour mystery,.
Who-dunit, on 7 CBS West Coast
stations (KNX KSFO KARM
KOIN KIRO KFPY KSL), Thurs7:30-8 p.m.
It is sponsorship
understood
Albersday,Bros,
will drop
of H. V. Kaltenborn on NBCPacific Red stations to concentrate
on the new evening program which
was successfully tested last yeari
on KFRC, San Francisco, by RoosJ
Bros., that city (men's clothiers).
Albers Bros, contract is for 39
weeks.
General Petroleum Co., Los Angeles (Mobilgas), on

BROADCASTING
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a 13-week -
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i!ontract which started Sept. 13
s sponsoring Sports Broadcast
friih Sam Hayes, commentator, on
CBS ■^'estem stations (KNX
.vSFO KAEM KOIN KIRO KFPY
liOY KTUC). Wednesday, 6:15!5:30 p.m. Agency is Smith & Drum,
ilx)s Angeles. Hayes did a similar
.3-week program last season for
vestem marketers of Mobilgas,
and broadcasts were so successful
that the firm devotes the major
□art of its advertising budget to
padio. Hayes sportscasts are supolementary to General Petroleum's
isponsorship of the weekly program. /Was There, on 8 CBS West
Coast stations, Sunday, 9-9:30
p.m.
■ Smith Brothers Co., Poughkeep^ie. N. Y. (cough drops), through
iJ. D. Tarcher & Co., New York, on
!Nov. 3 starts sponsoring Knox
'Manning. Xeus. on 6 CBS Pacific
Toast stations (KXX KAEM KSFO
KOIN KIEO KFPY), Monday,
-r jWednesday, Saturday, 8:55-9 p.m.
-rXContract is for 17 weeks.
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Aneles (White King), sponsors Knox
anning, Xeus on 16 CBS Western
stations, Monday through Fridaj',
1-2:15 p.m. Agency is Eaymond R,
Morgan Co., Hollywood. Manning
15 also narrator on the weekly fivei.inute program. Find the Woman,
sponsored by Colorjal Dames Inc.,
los Angeles (cosmetics), on 8 CBS
'Vest Coast stations, Sunday, 7:257:30 p.m. Agency is Glasser-GaUey
& Co., Los Angeles.
it).
%

1-

3-

SPOT
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permits
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Air School Adding
AIRPORT GROUXD SCHOOLS,
Hollywood (fljdng cadet training),
in late August started a thriceweekly quarter-hour musical recording on KJBS, San Francisco,
"with a similar program on KFMB,
San Diego. Firm also sponsors a
daily quarter-hour recorded musical on KIEV, Glendale, with three
per week on WF]\ID, Frederick,
Md. A 15 and 30-minute weekly
recorded musical is sponsored on
KEKD, Los Angeles. In addition
six and eight live announcements
per day are used on KGEE and
KFOX, Long Beach, with three
transcribed spots weekly on KGKO.
Fort Worth. Recorded music and
spot announcements are alternatively sponsored on KOMA, Oklahoma City. Other stations will be
added to the list as representatives
are established in various other
locales. Ideas Associated. Glendale,
Cal., is the agency. John B. Panushka is account executive.
JOHN

KESBITT, Hollywood commentator, will do the narration on
"Millions
Defense", a national defense shortforfilm.

Man assse) far
ttt'tfOT SPOTS

by Ihe
LAKE SUPERIOR
RADIO GROUP
(not a wire network]

S?»eiS «t»i!ti5« tor'
PRBSLEK SPO'TS

tAiR
& COMPANY
NATIONAL STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

i

KNOW

RICHMOND?

Richmond is at the fingertips of WMBG's sales and
merchandising stafiF. You can get the dope instantly
from WJNIBG — the Red Network Outlet in Richmond
— on a food, drug or any other situation. As proof,
WMBG received the Armour Merchandising Award.
WMBG offers you the Red Network audience — 5000
watts daytime — 1000 watts night and equal density of
coverage at lower rates. Before you buy — get the
WMBG storv.

OPPORTUNITY
FOR

AGENCY

MEN:

One of the pre-requisites for successful campaigns
is the use of dominant media in active markets.
These are the veiy things that more and more timebuyers are finding in one of tlie Central Southwest's richest areas. KTBS

is a dominant medium

and Shreveport a truly active market. Here in the

culture .. . people are making money and spending

^
Served

BROADCASTING

you

heart of one of the nation's basic production areas —
rich with oil and gas, defense industries and agri-

et 0UO SPOTS

in

TO

ABOUT

WHITE HOUSE recollections,
di-awn from the times she lived
there when her father was President, and current events of todav
will l:,e related on KFWB. Hollywood, by Eleanor Wilson McAdoo
under 52-week sponsorship of
Budget Finance Co., Los Angeles.
With Mrs. McAdoo, as she signs
the contract for the five-weekly
quarter-hour series, are (1 to xi
Bob Kaufman, KFWB account executive, and Charles Offer, Budget
Finance vice-president.

DO

WHDF • WJMS • WATW
Hoiighlon. Midi. • Iroimood. Mich. - Ashloiu). Wii:.
Group contracts save 25% on Ihe
three stations and 15% on any two
stations
■
National Representatives:
BOGNER
and MARTIN
295 llad.Aire..M.Y. - 540 N.llicli.Aire..Ckicasa

• Broadcast
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it. 1 oifU discover qualities that make Shreveport
one of tlie important markets.

KTBS

1000 WATTS— NBC

Serving the Pivot Area of the Central Southwest
Represented by The Branham Company
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HILLS BROS. Co., New York (gingerbread mix ) , on Sept. 2 started a
52-week schedule of participations on
Mary Margaret McBride, on WEAF,
New York. Company has been participating on Marjorie Mills, on the
Yankee Network for the past year
and has recently renewed for another
52-week
New York.period. Agency is Blow Co.,
DR. A. W. CHASE MEDICINE Co.,
Oakville, Ont., has started an announcement campaign on 34 Canadian
stations. Account was placed by
Ardiel Adv. Agency, Oakville.

NOXZEMA CHEMICAL Co., Baltimore (creams), on Sept. 13 after a
five-week hiatus resumed Battle of
Boroughs on WABC, New York, Sat.
9 :45-10 :15 p.m. Agency is Ruthrauff
& Ryan. New York.
P. LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
Gold Cigarettes), extensive user of
radio, on Sept. 15 starts participations
on Arthur Godfrey, Monday through
Saturday 6 :35-7 a.m. on WABC, New
York. J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, handles the account.
PARAFFINE COMPANIES Inc..
San Francisco (Pabco Paint) recently transcribed a series of spots at
Photo & Sound, San Francisco, to be
made available to Pabco dealers in the
11 Western States on a 50-50 basis.
The spots call attention to a 10-day
paint sale late in September. Brisacher,
Davis & Staff, San Francisco, is
agency.

Program
Formats
111 Fall Discussed

Woollcott in England
ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT, radio's
Crier",in
will report
on "Town
conditions
England in a series of proon CBS, to Due
start tosometimegramsin October.
the
uncertainties of the Atlantic
passage, no definite date can
yet be given for the first
broadcast. His reports, to be
shortwaved directly to this
country and to be carried by
BBC, will h'i in the same
chatty vein as his Town Crier

Packaged Shows Are Expected ■
To Receive More Attention
FORMATS of forthcoming fall
shows were given serious consideration by New York network and
agency executives who were in Hollywood during September for th<;
line-up of new radio programs.
Packaged shows can expect to
receive a greater appropriation of
both money and consideration from
NBC, according to Clarence Menser, the
production network's
director. He national
stated that
too
often the scales are overbalanced
by amount spent for time, with
talent and production relegated to
the background in spite of room for
improvement, thus creating a setting too rich for what goes into it.
He went on to say that NBC
plans to devote more of its efforts
to the packaging of shows and a .
continued support of them once
they are launched on the air. Mr.
Menser was on the West Coast'
for the initial broadcast of the network's sustaining feature, These
Four Men, inaugurated Sept. 7.

program.
LOG CABIN BREAD Co.. Los Angeles, in a four-month campaign starting Sept. 15 will use an average of
25 transcribed announcements per
week on six stations in that area. List
includes KECA KFAC KFI KH.T
KFWB KMPC. Announcements were
produced by Dan B. Miner Co., Los
Angeles, under direction of John
Guedel.
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles (Scotch soap), on Sept. 8 added
KSUN, Bisbee, to its six-weekly
quarter-hour newscast on two Arizona
network stations (KTUC KOY).
Series tion.
originates
from the R.latter
staAgency is Raymond
Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
JOHN T. TROLL Co., Los Angeles
(Vitamin B-1 candy mints), through
Lockwood-Shackelford Adv. Agency,
that city, on Sept. 1 started a 26week local campaign and is using 14
spot announcements per week on
KRKD. with a weekly spot on KHJ.
Schedule also includes six daily time
signal announcements on KIEV as
well as a late afternoon newscast,
five times per week on KECA. Firm
in
spot annoimeementsaddition
weekly uses
on FM42 station,
K45LA,
Hollywood, and plans expansion to include other California stations as distribution outlets are established.
GOLDEN STATE Co.. San Francisco
(Golden V Vitamin milk), recently
started a new 13-week campaign, using
transcribed announcements with a
musical opening on three San Francisco stations— KPO KFRC and
KSFO — and five participations weekly
on Anngram onHolden's
Home Forum
proKGO. According
to Robert
M. Watson. San Francisco manager
of Ruthrauff & Ryan, the campaign
may
fornia.be extended to other cities in Cali-

Family Shows
Warning on problematical success of family shows which follow
too closely for formula evolved for
the NBC Henry Adrich series,
snonscred bv General Foods Corp.
(Jell-O puddings), was issued by
John U. Reber, New York vicepresident in charge of radio for
J. Walter Thompson Co., who was
in Hollywood for start of the
weekly MBS Three Ring Time under sponsorship of P. Ballantine &
Sons (beer) on Sept. 12.
Although the family theme has
been successfully handled in this
particular series, the same pattern
cannot easily be made to fit other
story plots, Mr. Reber explained. He
concluded his observations with the
fact
that slapstick,
careless comedyhas ceased
to have audience
appeal,:

PEP BOYS of California, Los Angeles (auto accessories), through Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., that city, is
currently sponsoring an early morning
hour, Mac the Mechanic, on KFWB.
Hollvwood. Contract is for 52 weeks,
having started Sent. S. With Bill
Baldwin as m.c. the six-weekly program includes news, music and sags.
Firm also currently uses from 12 to
15 transcribed announcements weekly
on each of the followins Southern
California stations. KGB KVOE
KFOX KFXM KIEV.
KEMP BROS. PACKING Co.,
Frankfort, Ind. (Sun-Rayed tomato
juice), has placed the Folk Singer
program on WEVD, New York, along
with a ten-week New York Jewish
newspaper campaign. The series is directed by .Tosenh .Jacobs .Jewish
Market Org. for the acency, CaldwellBaker Co.. Indianapolis.

and that the public is more appreciative ofgood comedy, expertly,
produced.
Grifi&n Jingles
GRIFFIN MFG. Co., Brooklyn
(shoe polishes) during the week of
Sept. 8 added 14 stations in the
New York, Chicago, Washington
and Detroit markets bringing to
65 the total carrying the one-minute transcribed jingles, Time to
Shine. The discs, played 11-33
times weekly between 7 and 9 a.m.
will be heard in addition on WABC
WJZ WMCA WNEW WHN WJSV
WRC WOL WBBM WON WCFL
WJR WXYZ CKLW. Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce, New York,
handles the account.

KTUL
WDAY
FARGO. N. O. 5000 WATTS-NBC
AFFILIATED WITH THE FARGO FORUM
FREE A PETERS. INC. MATfONAi KtVnKStHTATiytS
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5000 watts • CBS
TULSA, the Oil Capital
L
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
%P FREE ^> PETERS. Inc., Nationof Representatives
BROADCASTING
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:'HIS GENTLEMAN in a dame's
'■liat used to play for the Chicago
'Jears and before that was an AUikmerican. The saucy getup is used
r ^hen Dick Nesbitt serves as wom!i|n's commentator on WKRC, Cincinnati, during the absence of
'iuth
Lyons
vacation.
Normally
Jie is WKRC onsports
commentator.
jcorge Weston Series
Successful
in Canada
JEiORGE WESTON Ltd., Toronto
biscuits), on Oct. 5 starts thricereekly the transcription series
imperial Leader based on the life
f Winston Churchill, on CJIC,
jiault Ste. Marie, Ont.; CKSO,
iudbury, Ont.; CJKL, Kirkland
j.ake, Ont.; CKGB, Timmins, Ont.;
;:;FCH, North Bay, Ont.; CFRB,
I'oronto;
CFRC, Kingston,
Ont.;
:HML, Hamilton,
Ont.; CKPC,
5rantford, Ont.; CFPL, London,
)nt.; CFCO, Chatham, Ont.;
:KLW, Windsor, Ont.; CFOS,
)wen Sound, Ont.; CKCO, Ottav^^a;
:FCF, Montreal; CHSJ, St. John,
|vr. B.; CJCB, Sydney, N. S.;
mNS, Halifax; CFNB, Fredericion, N. B.; CFCY, Charlottetown,
Si*. E. I. The program will be exended to Western Canada in No'ember. Account was placed by
ilichardson-Macdonald Adv. Service, Toronto.
Canadian stations are giving anlouncements and special programs
IS a wartime service to raise funds
or the Alexandra Orphanage in
uondon, England. The Canadian)orn biscuit magnate, Garfield
(A'^eston,
a member
of Parliament in now
England,
has been
placed
in charge of the campaign, in addition to other war jobs he has been
?iven in England. According to
^'rank Dennis, of Richardson-Maclonald Adv. Service, Toronto,
aandling the Weston account, anlouncements on Canadian stations
n the past six weeks have resulted
in raising $10,000 for the fund.

Distinctive themes

& signatures

. . . brilliant fill-in music

musical programs — ALL are yours with the Hammond
movable . . . this remarkably versatile instrument presents an ideal,
economical solution to your program production problems. For any
radio station — ^large or small — the
Novachord is a most practical and
profitable investment.

Any pianist can play the Novachord . . . can draw upon the Novachord's thrilling array of beautiful
instrumental effects.
The Novachord will provide new
variety and "style" for any program
. . . whether local "fill-in" or coastto-coast network . . . whether the

Ask your Hammond dealer for a

requirement is a fanfare, a signature, a melodic transition, or rich,
colorful music to carry the full
weight of entertainment.
conveniently

Easy to play

demonstration of the Novachord's
amazing possibilities. Find his name
in the classified telephone directory,
or write for full information to the
Hammond Instrument Co., 2989 N.
Western Ave., Chicago.

. . . colorfur
Novachord.

The Novachord brings to your
fingertips instrumental effects as
of:
Piano
Violin
Oboe
Flute
Saxophone
Trombone
French Horn
Banjo
Cello
Piccolo
English
Bassoon Horn
Guitar
Harmonium
Harpsichord
Brass
Ensemble
Trumpet
Sleigh Bells
Celeste

Clavichord
Vibraphone
Cornet
String
Hawaiian
Guitar
Music Box
Ensemble
Chimes

and
Many More

The NEW idea in music — by the
makers of the HAMMOND ORGAN
Used by all major networks and by independent stations everywhere

WKBN
VOUNGSTOWN . OHIO
(2/€um6ca TUAvotA
NOW ON
FULLTIME!
570 KC
Gm^Jow. ,
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HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS • in New York: The Hammond BIdg.
SO West 57th Street ... in Los Angeles: 3328 Wilshire Boulevard
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WSYR, Syracuse, originated over 100
programs from the New Yorl? State
Fair! during its nine-day run. Regular
features as well as several special
programs came from the Fair Grounds.
WTAG, Worcester. Mass., received
special permission during recent New
England war games involving the
Sixth Army Corps to broadcast an
actual staff
conference
of public
relations officers.
The station
was also
authorized to cover operations of a
tank unit in the field. Both shows originated from Fort Devens, Mass.
this!
KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles, has apeasy
as
pointed Earle Ferris Associates,
Hollywood, to handle publicity. Bernie
Smith continues as farm and public
relations
director.
At New York's Grand Central
WRAK, cipientWilliamsport,
wasfrom
reTerminal just toss your bag to
of an AmericanPa.,Flag
the Garrett Cochrane Post of the
a porter and say "Hotel RooseAmerican Legion on behalf of the
station's service in the cause of patrivelt" . . . He'll escort you
otism during the present crisis. Presentation was made Labor Day prethrough our private passageceding
President Roosevelt's nationwide
address.
way, direct to the Roosevelt lobKSAN, San Francisco, has started
by .. . Time-saving convenience
a series of broadcasts under auspices
of the San Francisco Public Health
and complete comfort . . . SatisDepartment titled The Tiiherculosis
Battle. Each Saturday evening outfying meals . . . Attractive rooms
standing authorities on public health
with tub and shower, from $4.50.
and
tuberculosis
derstand language.speak in easy-to-unHOTEL
OOSEVELT
BERN AM G. MINES, Wonaging Director
WADISON AVENUE AT 45th ST., NEW YORK

A NEW

FOUR direct line broadcasts from
the California State Fair, which
closed Sept. 7, were carried daily by
station KMYC, Ma.rysville, which is
.50 miles from Sacramento, site of the
fair. It was the first time an individual station, outside of Sacramento,
had broadcast from the fairgrounds.

^12,000,000 SYNTHETIC
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IRONING-OUT PRODUCTION KINKS and merchandising ideas for th.'
new Captain Flagg & Sergeant Quirt, to be heard weekly on 90 NBC-Bluc
stations, starting Sept. 28, under sponsorship of Mennen Co. (shavinj
products), are: (1 to r) John P. Medbury, urriter of the series, to feature
Edmund Lowe and Victor McLaglen; H. J. Richardson Jr., New Yorl
manager of Russel M. Seeds Co., agency servicing the account; Johi
Swallow and Robert McAndrews, NBC Western division progran
director and sales promotion manager, respectively. The show will br;
heard Sundays, 7 :30-8 p.m.
ROBERT N. BROWN, program director of WBBM. Chicago, has announced the following additions to the
talent staff : Les Paull and Rusty Gill,
guitarists, both formerly of Fred Waring's orchestra ; Al Nielsou, formerly
of Dave Rose's orchestra, and Bill
Moss, piano
Bill Alexander's
orchestra,
and duoa ;vocalist,
Elizabeth
Hall ; the Prairie Sweethearts, formerly of the 'National Barn Dance; and
Christine, "The Little Swiss, Miss".
STATION managers, account executives,nouncersdepartment
and office heads,
personnelartists,
from anthe
San Francisco Bay area — more than
60 in all — were guests of the California State Fair at Sacramento Aug.
30.
GASOLINE driven standby generating
plant of KIRO, Seattle, answered its
first emergency call Aug. 26 and generated power for 2.5 minutes when
electric storms caused a total power
failure in two submarine cables leading to the transmitter. KIRO lost only
30 seconds when Jack McMullen, engineer on duty, switched the standby
plant into operation. The plant was
installed last spring when KIRO increased its power to 50,000 watts.
WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla.. has
started a series of defense programs,
the first originating from the Maritime Commission training school. Subsequent programs will originate from
Army Program
and Navyis bases
in the
station's
area.
designed
to acquaint
]iersoiis residing in St. Petersburg
with defense activities in their neighborhood.
WBAP-KGKO, Fort Worth, has been
presented with a Texas State Police
certificate of merit. The award was
made on Editor
the basis
the station's
Siihitrhan
seriesof which
consists
of items from 100 Texas newspapers
and is heard bi-weekly. The certificate
was
given the tostation
"for individual
contributions
the cause
of traffic

Boston,
Burlington, Madison an."
Winston-Salem.
WBZ-WBZA. Boston- Springfield, o
Sept. 4 broadcast the dedication cere
monies
for "Treasury
House", origib;
nally constructed
in Washington
Esso Marketers to promote the sale o
Defense Bonds and Stamps and nov
on a tour of the country. The Bostoi
edition various
of "Treasury
House", froD
which
special programs
wil
originate, is located on Boston Com
mon. The all-glass studio will operat
daily from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. for si:
weeks. WBZ-WBZA will carry twe
broadcasts daily from the structure
at 12 noon and 6 p.m.
'
KSTP, St. Paul, has issued a nev,
rate card. No. 31, effective Oct. 1.

safety".

INPHIIADEIPHM
5,000
Watts

WAIT. Chicago, cooperating with
local safety drive, will broadcast actufl
traffic court proceedings thrice week!
from the Municipal courtroom i:
Evanston. Traffic violators will b
heard as they appear before the judg€;
who plans to question them in such
manner as to instruct the listeniui
public as well as the offenders.
SIX FULL CLASSES will be offere.
during the fall term of the Free Natu
ralization School conducted b;'
spring
Joseph City.
Lang, Founded
general man,
WHOM, by Jersey
las'.
ager of the station, in an effort to ai
in the Americanization program whic
the Government is encouraging, tli
school is including American historj
the U. S. Constitution and a considei
ation of the duties of American citizen
in this term's curriculum.
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, for th
eighth consecutive season will ope:
Reidsville tobacco market when th
tobacco market officially opens SepI
16 at Reidsville, N. C. The prograr
will consist of broadcasts by planters
auctioneers, warehousemen, t o b a c c
manufacturers and national adverti;;
ing agency officials. Other market
using the facilities of WBIG are Dui
ham, Martinsville, Danville, S o u t !
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Rule

Suspension

I

(Continued from Page 9)

jjrow, he declared. It is just as accurate to say that the networks
puild the stations as it is that staj;ions build the networks.
Burns Urges Changes
After filing his brief with the
jCommission, Judge Burns urged
isuspension of the rules for the
duration of the national emergency
land also advocated a joint effort
iby the FCC and the industry to injduce Congress to modernize the rajjdio law, specifying the areas of
iregulatory power. He reiterated his
jrepeated contentions that the Com-mission is without power to make
|the regulations and held they were
ifjunlawful and destructive of the exlisting method of network opera|tion.
While contending that the MuJol
j1 jjtual petition contained suggestions
m (jwhich were an improvement on the
Commission's regulations, he said
the proposed modifications were
— IIwould
likewise haveunlawful
in that tendthey
the unfortunate
iency of putting the industry "in a
1 straight jacket" and would be eliminating the incentive for grovrth.
Predicting that the rules would
jhave an effect upon broadcasting
exactly opposite from that which
ijthe Commission asserts to be its
objective, Judge Burns said that
even MBS, as the most articulate
proponent of the regulations, recognizes that there are restraints that
are lawful. He said he thought it
was significant that MBS, even
with the restraints, has continually
bettered itself.
Under the regulations. Judge
Burns said that in a "declining
economy" CBS would be seriously
threatened. He pointed out that the
investment trust industry and the
SEC were able to go to Congress
and get a reasonable definite limitation of the allowable areas of
managerial discretion on the one
hand and of commercial discretion
on the other. If this is possible in
fields of enterprise with reference
to which there have been many
proven abuses, with a resultant
public clamor for restriction and
regulation, "it seems more than appropriate for an industry that has
served the public for such a long
time without serious complaint,"
he argued.

Soon

Goes

Birmingham,

Ala.

BROADCASTING

KOIN, Portland, Ore., is an
applicant for 25,000 watts
with directional antenna on
660 kc, on which WEAF,
New York, is the dominant
station and for which channel KGIR, Butte, has also applied, seeking 50,000 watts.
The Sept. 8 BROADCASTING inadvertently erred in
reporting KOIN as an applicant for 10,000 watts on
770 kc.
Making his maiden appearance
before the FCC, Mr. Cahill restated NBC's challenge of the Commission's power to issue regulations. The MBS petition, he said,
likewise was beyond the jurisdiction of the Commission.
Mr. Cahill, former U. S. attorney
in New York, charged that MBS
seeks to gain from the Commission
aMBS
position
the industry
"whichto
itselfin has
been unable
gain". He contended that it would
not be able to acquire that position
until its "very substantial and
wealthy stockholders are willing to
risk their capital in providing better programs.
Joining in the request that the
Commission suspend the regulations for the duration of the emergency, Mr. Cahill also advocated
that the Commission unite with
the industry in seeking revision
of the statute by Congress. He said
it was a most inopportune time for
the regulations.
In the NBC brief, it was contended the rules were not only
unconstitutional and void but would
destroy the nationwide broadcasting service enjoyed by the American people.
The FCC order, insofar as it
deals with operation of two stations or the best station in a particular locality by a network organization, "will compel NBC to
dispose of stations without regard
to this vital factor of network operation and would necessarily have
a destructive effect." It argued the
Commission had no such jurisdiction under the law.
Blue Sale Opposed
Adoption of the proposal that
MBS reduce option time to a specified formula, or adoption of any
other such proposal "freezing the
dynamics of broadcasting" would
be unreasonable, said the brief. It
was claimed that a non-exclusive
option is little better than no option
at all.
NBC claimed the order forcing
it to dispose of the Blue Network
was not within the Commission's
jurisdiction. It pointed out that it
maintained separate sales organizations for the Red and the Blue
and that they are actually competitive entities. The only thing
NBC could offer to a prospective
purchaser, it was said, would be
WJZ, Blue key in New York, and
the half-time WENR, Chicago,
owned by NBC itself.
Mr. Spearman, on behalf of
Yankee and Colonial, pointed out
that under the MBS proposal there
would only be 1% hours out of each
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five-hour time option segment available for other than major network
business. Moreover, since no options would apply to the hours between 11 p.m. and 8 a.m., such an
important public service feature as
the Yankee Network News Service
broadcast from 11:15 to 11:30
might be blocked out. Similarly, the
elaborate Yankee Network weather
service, an established feature,
likewise might be affected.
Mr. Spearman said the time option provisions, if invoked, would
further limit such operations and
make even more difficult the task of
selling time on regional chains.
There must be adequate time under
option, he said, for regional networks to survive and supply the essential service not otherwise provided by national networks. He
disagreed with Chairman Fly that
time could be cleared "in 20 minutes" over a network of 18 or 20
stations by use of the telephone.
Caldwell's Rebuttal
The only attorney to seek rebuttal, Mr. Caldwell said he regretted that the major networks
had not commented extensively on
the MBS proposal. Since he said
there was nothing to indicate that
the time options were objectionable
to NBC and CBS, he must assume
that the proposals did not meet
with "serious objection". He said he
felt some adjustment should be
made on behalf of regional stations,
along the lines of the Spearman
argument.
Mr. Caldwell said there was also
the complaint that MBS "pays too
much to its affiliated stations" but
pointed out that his network does
not make the money, as a cooperative venture, but pays it to the
stations. He said the three major
stockholders of MBS spent $1,500,000 last year for sustaining proMr. Caldwell said the networks
grams.
do not donate defense time, the
affiliated stations giving it away.
Chairman Fly interposed that most
of the defense programs are on
"non-saleable time anyway" and
that "even the President's speeches
do not normally come on commercial hours". said that if the
Mr. Caldwell
Blue Network were separately represented, itprobably would plead
for the same things sought by
MBS. If there is a "declining economy", he said, it means there will
be less business for everyone, but
the same amount of money would
be available for network broadcasting, based on competitive initiative.

Reserve
1941

Your Copy of

Iowa

Audience

Radio
Survey

NOW
Conducted by Dr. H. B. Summers of
Kansas State College, the 1941
Iowa Radio Audience Survey is an,
authoritative study . . tells virtually
everything you need to know about
Iowa and Middlewest radio listeners' habits . . furnishes a means
by which you can scientifically
check almost all your advertising
plans in this section.
Write /or it. No cost or obligation.
Address Dept. B
STATION
WHO
DES MOINES, IOWA

WFMJ

riten's
ngstow
YouFavo
Station
A Hooper- Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
than any ether station heard
in the Youngstown District.

THERE'S GOLD —
and YOU Can Find It
You canofdigWestdeepTexas,
into Southern
the rich
market
New Mexico and Southeastern
Arizona by telling vour story
over KROD. Write for all the
facts about the BONUS market
KROD offers vou.

1000 Watts (day) • 500 Watts (night)
600 'kc
Columbia's Outlet to the El Paso
Southwest
Dorrance D. Roderick, Owner
Merle H. Tucker, Manager
Howard H. Wilson Co., Nad. Reps.
Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

Pertussin Spots
SEECK & KADE, New York (Pertussin), on Oct. 1 starts a campaign of 100-word announcements,
five to six times weekly on 22 stations in 21 markets, in addition to
three 15-minute participations
weekly on Make Believe Ballroom,
on WNEW, New York. Agency is
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.

KFH
WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry Office
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The boss said you
v/ouldn't read this
ad because it*s too
tight , - but when
you » ve got a B I G
story to tell in a
little space you've
got to (iDvyi3E3 Anyv/ay, V.V/NC is the
sellingest station
for miles around, it's the only station that serves
ALL of V/e stern
North Carolina, - .
& that's a mighty
good market. iTood
Sales, Auto Sales,
General Merchandise
Sales here are far
above the national
average. Can't
tell a complete
story here, but if
you'll vyrrite us v/e
will send some eyeopening data right
away.
Take a dare
and write now I
WWNC
570 Kc. CBS Jiffiliate
ASHEVILLE,N.C.

MEASURE

FOR

DUANB JONES, vice-president of
Maxon Inc., New York, flew to Los
Angeles last week to attend the funeral
of his father, Marshall Ney Jones,
Kansas pioneer and onetime Colorado
gold prospector, who died last Tuesday at the age of 76.
STANLEY RESOR and Henry Stevens, president and vice-president respectively, ofJ. Walter Thompson Co.,
have returned to New York from a
West Coast trip.
TOM TORRISON, formerly with
Beaumont & Hohman, San Francisco,
recently joined Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
Agency as account executive.
DON LOGAN, publicity director of
KROW, Oakland, Cal. and previous
to that radio editor of the Oakland
Post-Enquirer, on Sept. 15 joins the
radio department of the San Francisco ■
office of Erwin, Wasey & Co.
PIELEN McGRATH, timebuyer of J.
Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco,
suffered a broken ankle recently when
she was thrown from a horse.
MARION KYLE, head of the Los
Angeles
his as
name,
still in aagency
criticalbeai-ing
condition
resultis
of injuries received in a San Francisco auto accident on Aug. 22. Gene
Grant, NBC account executive, is
recovering from injuries received in the
same accident.
JAMBS L. SAPHIER AGENCY,
Hollywood radio talent service, has
added Al Levy to the staff as an associate. Firm has moved to larger offices at 6,3.31 Hollywood Blvd. Telephone is Hillside 9226.
EDWARD McCALLUM, commercial
manager of KUTA, Salt Lake City,
has resigned to become partner in
the firm of J. Ed Snyder & Associates, that city. Name has been
changed to Snyder-McCallum Adv.

PATRIOTISM

The dimensions of freedom are not measurable. A single voice speaking for democracy
in a foreign tongue over the air from this
station, reaches far into the sympathetic
hearts of many listeners.
Multiply this by the eight foreign tongues
regularly spoken over this station and you
will then better understand how vast is their

CONTRACT CLASP was registered for the camera as Ohio Oil Co.,
Findlay, O., closed deal for sponsorship of nine Western Conference football games to exploit Marathon oil and gas via WOWO, Fort Wayne,
Here Paul Grose, head of Ohio Oil's advertising department (second
from left), and Hilliard Gates, WOWO sportscaster vfYio will do the
series, shake on the deal as Paul Mills, WOWO account executive (left),
and Jack O'Mara, station promotion manager, look on. Extensive promotion campaign includes dealer displays in 2,000 Marathon filling stations
in Indiana, Ohio and Michigan, weekly letters to dealers, newspapers and
taxi-poster displays, window displays and publicity in the college papers.
Miles Duo Nationwide
MILES LABS. Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
(Alka-Seltzer) , on Oct. 6 will bring
Lum 'n Abner to a coast-to-coast
audience on NBC-Blue Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday,
6:30-6:45. The stations list was
still being worked out as Broadcasting went to press. The comedians are now heard on a six-station
NBC-Red Pacific Coast hookup fer
the same product, and will continue on that Coast network 10:3010:45 EST when the program goes
national. Reason for not including
a Wednesday broadcast is the fact
that the company sponsors the Quiz
Kids at that time. Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago, handles the account.
CLARKE SALMON, former managing editor of the Neio Orleans Item,
has been made a partner and elected
vice-president of Bauerlein Inc., New
Orleans. Among his duties will be
directing of public relations.
S. K. WILSON, formerly of the creative staff of Newell-Emmett, New
York, and creative director of Erwin,
Wasey & Co., of England, has been
named director of the copy department
of Cecil & Presbrey, New York.
TIPTOP CREATIONS, Hollywood,
has filed incorporation papers with
the California Secretary of State at
Sacramento to serve as radio, film
and theatrical talent agency. Listed
as directors, are Eleanor Penner, Edgar Milne and Theodore J. Elias, all
of Los Angeles.

pride in steadfastly upholding America's
ideals of democracy.

WHOM

57TH ST., NEW YORK
Telephone Plaza ^-4204
JOSEPH LANG, Manager
*a
AMERICA'S
LEAEING
FOREIGN
LANGUAGE

Day and Night
NBC RED & BLUE

29 WEST
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STATION

yn'ppointmeith
JOHN DAVID Inc., New York (retail
flothing chain), to Gussow-Kahn & Co.,
that city. Using radio.
RODWAY SALES Corp., New York (distributor for Huntley & Palmers biscuits), to Erwin Wasey & Co., New York.
No radio contemplated.
SHULL & PHILLIPS, Los Angeles (distributors of U. S. tires), to W. Austin
Campbell Co., that city. Currently sponsoring two quarter-hour newscasts daily,
seven times weekly on KIEV, Glendale,
Cal.
Other
Los Angeles area stations to be
used
only. in fall.
LORBY HATCHERIES. Springfield, O., to
Leo Boulette Agency, Springfield, for radio
SPRINGFIELD PRODUCTS Co., Springfield, O. (hardware) to Leo Boulette
Agency, Springfield.
BINKLEY BROS., Springfield, O. (dental
supplies)
to Leo Boulette Agency, Springfield.
McCONNON & Co., Winona, Minn., to
Cramer-Crasselt, Milwaukee.
OMEGA CHEMICAL Co., Jersey City, to
Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.v
HUDSON PRODUCTS Inc. (Polident,
Dentu-Grip); WERNET DENTAL MFG.
Co. (Dr.
Wernet's
Powder, Co.
Dentu-Cream,
plate
brush);
POLORIS
(poultices
and
tablets);
PYCOPE
Inc.
(tooth pow- ,
der and brushes); OMEGA CHEMICAL
Co. ( Omega oil ) , all subsidiaries of
BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City, to Cecil.
& Presbrey, N. Y. Plans not yet formu- lated.;
FORD MOTOR Co., Dearborn, Mich. (Ford
trucks. Ford service and parts & aU Ford
by-products), to Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Agency Changes Name
DAVIS & PEARSON, Los Angeles
agency, located at 306 N. Vermont
Ave., has changed its name to Davis,
Harrison & Simmonds. M. D. Harrison and T. S. Simmonds who joined
the agency as partners, were formerly
Chicago advertising men. Agency was
recentlycount of appointed
the acLime Cola toCo.,service
Montgomery,
Ala. Don L. Davis, agency executive,
takes an indefinite leave of absence,
effective Oct. 1 to become general
sales
and company.
advertising manager of that
beverage

A LISTENING AUDIENCE OF 5,000,000 PEOPLE
THEY WELCOME NEW IDEAS, SATISFACTORY
SERVICES

1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION

AGENCY

PAUL RAYMER CO.
SPRINGFULD.O.
■
00
0
,
5
BROADCASTING

DAVTON , O.

WJR, Detroit, occupied two tents at
the Michigan State Fair recently.
Television transmitting apparatus was
set up in one tent while receivers
were located in the other. INS teletype machines were also exhibited f
with regular newscasts over the PA
system. An estimated 4Q,000 persons |
visited the tents.
• Broadcast
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NOW

THEY

LOOK LIKE
See page 18

THIS

PHOTOGRAPHS ON PAGE 18 in the same order (1 to r) show: 1. Weston Hill, copy director of H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago, who
enlisted at the outbreak in 1917, was stationed on the USS Nicholson
which captured the famous U-58 and engaged in a gun battle with the
U-62 commanded by Count von Luckner; after a year on that ship he
was appointed to Annapolis and commissioned. 2. W. Wright Esch,
owner-director of WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Pla., who was in the Army
in the Mexican border expedition of 1916 before joining the Navy in
1917 ; he served as instructor in radio at Great Lakes, Harvard and New
London, then at Plymouth, England, before being assigned to a tour of
duty in Scandinavia after minesweeping duty in the North Sea. 3. Leo
B. Tyson, now with the NBC western division program and talent sales
department, and formerly manager of KMPC, Beverly Hills, who enlisted
at Richmond in April, 1917, served at the Norfolk base and then was
sent to Annapolis; after being commissioned an ensign in 1918, he was
assigned to the Atlantic Fleet and as a lieutenant given command of a
destroyer. He stayed in the service until 1922. While on the battleship
Minnesota, he was decorated for rescuing a fellow officer.
Super Power Pleas
{Continued from page 17)
imity to the border. Rendition of
high-quality programs to listeners
south of the border has contributed
substantially to goodwill and
furtherance of the good-neighbor
policy of this Government, it was
pointed out, and no other station
in this country is so well equipped
to accomplish this object.
The power increase would permit WOAI to render satisfactory
service 90% of the time to rural
listeners in Mexico residing north
of Mexico City. Rural listeners in
Southern Mexico and Central
America would be able to satisfactorily receive WOAI for 50% or

LITTLE ROCK

more of the time, it was pointed
out.
The Commission was asked in
the petition to reconsider and
"forthwith grant" the application
for 750,000 watts. It also asked
that Sections 3.22 and 3.25 of the
rules and regulations, limiting
power to 50,000 watts, be "excepted to, amended or modified, in
order to permit the authorization
herein requested".
Closed by Anthem
WEEKLY CBS Lux Radio Theatre,
resuming Sept. 8 under sponsorship
of Lever Bros. (Lux Soap), is the
first West Coast network program
to conclude its hour broadcast with
audience singing "The Star Spangled
Banner." Patriotic gesture, suggested
by James C. Petrillo, AFM president,
follows signoff of the show.

10:15-10:45
P. M.,C D.S.T.
Monday Thru Friday
Here is a great sales vehicle — 30 minutes of
sparkling recorded music and refreshing entertainment featuring one of NBC's most affable
announcers, Michael Roy — an ideal participation program that insures maximum results with
a minimum expenditure.
The title, "Rhythm at Random" was chosen
from an avalanche of 12,000 names suggested
by radio listeners when the program first went
on the air.
This outstanding feature has a fine large audience and the cost of participation is most
reasonable.
"Rhythm at Random" with Michael Roy and
Station WENR with its excellent primary coverage in 185 counties in Illinois, Wisconsin,
Indiana and Michigan will bring you greater
sales and profits at low cost in America's second
largest market — Chicago.
Phone or write for detailed information with
the assurance YOU GET MORE FOR LESS ON

^ ^ 6^

OOO
WATTS
920

Kc

MEMBER
SQN : KARK - KTBS - KWKH - WJDX - WMC
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
. EDWARD RETRY & CO.
BROADCASTING
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CHICAGO

Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot Offices in
NEW YORK BOSTON WASHINGTON
DENVER SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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Network

ASCAP

Contract

Dispute

(Continued fy-oni page 8)
music and sports events using times the highest quarter-hour
rate. And those under $50,000
ASCAP music. The statisticians
figured that the 8% and 2% figures would pay $1 per month. Under
actually amounted to about 6.8%
this, they could play as much sustaining music as they liked, but
and 1.7% when the liberal net infor commercial purposes, they
come base is applied.
would have to take either the
Moreover, the contracts do not blanket or the per use license.
specify payment on funds derived
from political broadcasts, except
Log Problem
that in computing sustaining fees,
The
contracts
provide for clearthe income must be considered for
ance at the source both for netpurposes of classification.
work originations and for transcriptions. This latter constituted
The local sustaining contract —
one of the five separate forms of- another of the eleventh-hour confered— is 1% of the station card
cessions. Also included are provirate for the unit of time sold on
sions for release from infringement
"per program" contracts. The fre- actions and anti-trust suits upon
acceptance of the contracts.
quency discount, agency commission and 15% sales commission deConsiderable controversy has
ductions would apply.
surrounded the requii'ements for
Under the blanket license form, maintenance of logs by stations sestations with $150,000 or more net
lecting the per program method.
operating income would pay 12 The contracts require that if such
times their highest half-hour rate a form of payment is selected, then
per year as the sustaining fee. stations must log every number
Those in the bracket between $50,- performed, whether commei'cial or
000 and $150,000 would pay 12 sustaining.

for Example
By
Early in 1941 GENERAL
MILLS specified WMBD as a
VITAL, INDISPENSABLE
outlet for a new program,
"Treasure Island", advertising CHEERI-OATS. The
product was new, the program was new. GENERAL
MILLS knew that WMBD's
"Peoriarea" is covered effectively by only WMBD.
WMBD was already carrying their program, "By Kathleen Norris" for Bisquick and
Wheaties.

GENERAL

MILLS

Here's Why
. .
A special, but impartial coincidental survey showed that 32.4% (the
highest percentage in this survey) of the tuned-in audience was listening
to a WMBD sustaining program — during the period which GENERAL
MILLS was considering. Only 18.3% (the second
highest percentage) was listening to a competing
program on a 50,000 watt station, previously
considered entirely adequate for covering "Peoriarea." Percentages for competing newscasts and similar popular features ranged from
9.5% down. V/ant to check|(
this against YOUR UaWonaVTn
schedule?
We'll gladly send
details.
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It is argued that this requirement will discourage acceptance of
"per program" contracts because
of the bookkeeping detail involved,
and in eff'ect force general acceptance of blanket licenses. In one
quarter it was said this would
"make it so tough we would have
to accept the blanket basis".
Another provision that precipitated protracted discussions, but
remains in the contracts, gives
ASCAP the right to cancel on 30
days notice if actions against
ASCAP are instituted in any
States that are viewed as inimical
to its interests. Called the "threat
clause", it was said by some broadcasters that this in eff'ect would
mean the industry would have to
fight ASCAP's battles against hotels, theatres or other users if it
desired
to retain ASCAP's repertoire.
Among a number of affiliates the
view was freely expressed there
were "lots of things not right in
the contracts", and that many affiliates would be disposed to move
cautiously before sanctioning the
deal.
Other provisions are designed to
protect broadcasters against diminution of ASCAP's catalog so that
the fees can be readjusted; safeguard against restricting rights to
arrangements and provide for calculating of reasonable values on
exchanges of time for studio accomodations so that royalties will
be paid.
No Regional Contract
Thus far no contract form has
been evolved for regional networks.
John Shepard 3d, president of Yankee and Colonial networks, has
broached this question to ASCAP,
which has assured him a "fair
deal" would be accorded.
Because the affiliated stations
pay nothing direct to ASCAP on
network programs, NBC and CBS
will determine whether they will
sign the contracts already accepted in principle after solicitation of
their affiliates, many of which already have signified approval, it is
reported. It is presumed that if a
substantial majority go along,
they will complete the transaction
as speedily as possible, and take
their chances on the remaining dissenters.
It was estimated that NBC and
CBS each would pay for their music
to both BMI and ASCAP about
$250,000 more annually than they
did under the former ASCAP deal
alone. In 1940, prior to the ASCAP
break, NBC is said to have paid
about $400,000 for its music rights.
Under the new contract, it would
amount to about $500,000 to ASCAP
and about $160,000 to BMI. CBS,
OWER!
LUS
ERSONALITY!
LUS
OPULATION
LUS

DEMONSTRATING his belief thai
the offspring should be broken intc
the family career at an early age
Don Lewis, newscaster of WWL
New Orleans, initiates his six
month-old daughter, Linda. Lewis
says it's just his way of insuring,
she never will suffer mike fright
it was estimated, would pay aboul
$400,000 to ASCAP and $140,00(
to BML
All five contracts proffered woulc
run until Dec. 31, 1949. If ASCAP
on one year's notice prior to exdoes not seek
increasecfees, the piration,
contracts
automaticallj
would be renewable on the same
terms for another nine years. li
ASCAP asks for increased fees
broadcasters would have the right
to cancel or ask for arbitration
Stations would be accorded anj
combination of sustaining anc
commercial contracts they wished
but once they accepted a commercial contract, they would be bounc
for the nine-year period. Thej
would be permitted, however, tc
shift from per program to blanket
or vice versa during the entire
Shepard's Complaint
period.
The day prior to the executive
session, Mr. Shepard had callec
on ASCAP in an effort to negotiate separate contracts for regional networks at the local station
rate of 2%% instead of the national network rate of 2% per cent^
To his arguments that the differbetween therates
network
in-'
dividualentialstation
wouldand constitute discrimination against regional networks and so would be a
direct violation of the Government
consent decree accepted by ASCAP,
ASCAP officials replied that the;
point was a matter for legal interpretation of the wording both'
of the contracts and of the consent decree which would be referred
to the Society's attorneys before"
any action was taken.
If a lower rate were to be established for regional than for national networks, it could conceiv-

1000 SALT WATER WATTS
ON A CLEAR CHANNEL
kc
750
WHEB
PORTSMOUTH,
That's N. H.
Primary Coverage 1,188,034
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Dly involve both the broadcasters
id ASCAP in a new set of comlications, since both NBC and CBS
Derate regional networks in vari;js parts of the country. To take
single example, certain adverjsers
with use
programs
on NBC's
led network
the NBC-Blue
Pafic network for repeat broadcasts
y transcription, not permitted on
le Red, thus avoiding the necesty of a rebroadcast of their prorate,
(rams. With a differential
'ould these Pacific Coast repeats
ntail the national network ASCAP
se of 2% or the regional fee of
1/4 percent ?
In Good Feeling
When ASCAP approached CBS
itilfjnth a proposal that it also acTept the terms of the NBC agree'jient
etweenit marked
executivestheoffirst
the meeting
two or•anizations
since Mr. Klauber
/alked out of ASCAP's offices in
jlarch 1939, following the presen'5||ation of the conditions of ASCAP's
roposed radio licenses which, when
jejected by the broadcasting inIjlustry, led to the withdrawal of
■liVSCAP music from the networks
^|ind most stations at the end of
jast year.
: Once negotiations were resumed,
|iowever, past bitterness was disfarded on both sides and the sug''*irestions for changes in the NBC
:ontract proposed by CBS were
'^iiiscussed and settled with unusual
I'apidity. Attorneys for CBS and
tVSCAP immediately began revising the contract forms to include
|;hanges agreed upon and by last
Tuesday the NAB was able to anjiounce that the contracts were ac5 %eptable to both CBS and NBC.

J. B. Ford on 4
.
Jl. B. FORD SALES Co., Wyanpiotte, Mich. (Wyandotte), on Sept.
i launched a three-week campaign
of transcribed announcements four
™ to six times weekly on WWJ and
WXYZ, Detroit, and KYW and
WFIL, Philadelphia. N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York, handles the account.
Ex-Lax

to Place

'Time'
Heavy
To

Industry

Defense

Is

Contribution

Shown

Stations Carry 200,000

by

Announcements

NAB
a Month,

Conspiracy
by ASCAP
CHARGING violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law and conspiracy, as well as challenging rights
of ASCAP to place a seat tax on
theatres for performing rights to
music, the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners, has filed a $235,000 damage
and injunction suit, plus $50,000
attorney fees, in the Los Angeles
Federal Court.
Defendants are accused of using threats, intimidation and coercion to require theatre owners to
operate under a song licensing
agreements.

The

Retail

WTAG
powER=t:

:::

GE"-

COVERA

GET THE FACTS FROM
!
WCOST
• MICH.
OPONTIAC
fOKEMAN CO., NATIONAL HiPS.
allot lr FHFCM)C*Ofl
. MtW TO«K ,
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Advent of this program necessiperiod. tates a general rearrangement of
the Blue's Thursday evening schedule. Service With a Smile, sponsored by D. L. Clark Co., moves
from 8-8:30 p.m. to 8:30-9 p.m.;
William Hillman and Raymond
Clapper maries
will
do thier news
for Trimount
Clothessum-at
9-9:15 instead of the present 9:159:30; America's Town Meeting of
the Air goes on from 9:15 to 10:15,
a quarter-hour earlier than in former years; and the Newsweek
broadcast, Ahead of the Headlines,
moves
10:30. from 10:30-10:45 to 10:15DALE EVANS, Chicago radio singer,
has been signed by 20th Century Fox
Studios to a term film contract.

Grocer
Cast

WORCESTER

BROADCASTING

9

Charge

EX-LAX Inc., Brooklyn (proprietary), during the latter part of
September will launch an extensive
fall campaign. Plans are being
worked out by the agency, Joseph
Katz Co., New York.

MnONAl UPRESENIATIViS
lEOWMU) PETIOr & CO. ON THE BASIC MUTUAL NETWORK

Oct.

With
NBC-Blue Series
TIME Inc., New York, is bringing
the March of Time back on the air
for the first time in more than two
years, to build circulation for Time
magazine.
Using will
its be
original
format, the series
broadcast
on the NBC-Blue Network, Thursdays, 8-8:30 p.m., starting Oct. 9.
Contract, running for 52 weeks,
was placed through Young & Rubicam, New York. It is considered
likely that the publisher will follow his previous practice of withdrawing his own sponsorship during the summer and selling the program to another sponsor for that

600,000 Program Minutes, Survey Reveals
THE average broadcast station station made the following contribucontributed 760 program minutes
tion to the agencies directly involved in the national defense
and 277 announcements to the
cause of national defense during effort :
Number of
July, according to an analysis made
Program
Minutes
Announcements
at the request of BROADCASTING by
114
120
116
Man
power
Financing
the NAB. In a letter to BROADCAST205
435
Morale
ING, Neville Miller, NAB president,
27747
Totals
760
reviewsfense
some
of
the
industry's
decontributions, and mentions
statements of policy adopted by the
Since more than 800 radio stations are actively cooperating in
industry in its effort to promote
defense.
this effort, it may be conservatively
that the broadcasting staExcerpts from Mr. Miller's let- estimated
tions of the country are giving
ter,
covering
radio's
contribution,
follow :
some 200,000 announcements and
With permanent Government de- approximately 600,000 program
minutes monthly directly to the
partments continuing their customcause of national defense.
ary requests and national defense
agencies asking more and more
In addition, the average station
time on the stations of the country, presented in behalf of government
it is impossible to make an entirely agencies other than those primarily
accurate estimate of the time which
engaged in defense work, ten anradio has been and is contributing.
nouncements and 90 program minutes for the month of July. For
In an attempt to take some broad
general measurements, we recently the industry this means a total
of 8,000 announcements and 7,200
made a test survey of representative radio broadcasting stations program minutes.
throughout the country. An analysis of the replies to our questionnaire discloses that during the
month of July, 1941, the "average"
Pacific Theatres

Returns

and

the

Druggist

a Vote

The grocers and druggists, of Central
New England, independent and chain,
know where to trace sales results from
radio advertising. Hooper-Holmes asked
nine general classifications of retailers,
which station they would use to advertise. Three to one, they replied WTAG.
Five hundred different industries prosper
in Central New England. Current retail
business is UNusual, particularly for
the advertiser who values his appropriation in terms of WTAG listener preference and coverage.
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Greatest

Stokowski
Signed
For NBC
Concerts

Buy

mHnRTFORD

gnnnuiBTTs

RillE

LOW

ujnBC
General Offices
54 Pratt St., Hartford, Conn.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
. headij:y reed company

To Conduct Eight Programs;
Toscanini Seeks Rest
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI, for 24
years head of the Philadelphia Orchestra, has been engaged by NBC
to conduct the NBC Symphony Orchestra in eight of this season's
weekly concerts, which will be
broadcast on the Blue Network
each Tuesday evening from 9:30 to
10 :30 p.m. for 28 consecutive weeks,
beginning Oct. 7. Series will also
be shortwaved to the world on
NBC's international stations
WRCA and WNBI. In previous
years the concerts were broadcast
on Saturday evenings.
In announcing the engagement
of Stokowski, Niles Trammell, NBC
president, stated: "Arturo Toscanini having completed his contract with NBC, which covered four
consecutive seasons, expressed the
wish not to undertake at present
any further commitments, as he
feels the need for rest. However,
we hope that Maestro Toscanini
may decide at a later date to conduct the NBC Symphony Orchestra in a number of concerts. In addition to Stokowski. other outstanding guest conductors have been engaged to conduct the orchestra during the coming season. Their names
will be announced at a later date."
Stokowski will direct the orchestra in four concerts this fall, Nov.
4, 11, 18 and 25, and will also con-

J

I OH

THE

Aia

WITH

5000

WATTS

DAY &
NIGHT

EASY TO LOOK AT is Frances Scully, Hollywood commentator, agree
these executives when she signed a 22-week contract with Pacquin Inc
(hand cream), which starts Sept. 28. Her twice weekly quarter houi
called Speaking of Glamour, is heard on 6 NBC-Pacific Blue station;
Seated at her left is Myron Elges, network account executive. Standin;
(1 to r) are Ben Rooks, Pacific Coast manager of Pacquin Inc.; Richar
Marvin, New York radio director of William Esty & Co.; Tracy Moore
Pacific Coast Blue sales manager, and William Moore, western repre
sentative of the agency.
duct the four closing concerts of
the series on March 24 and 31 and
April 7 and 14. In his appearance
with the NBC Symphony Stokowski will lay emphasis on American
music, planning to include at least
one new American work on each of
his programs.
Studied Radio
With the advent of radio, Stokowski began an extensive study of the
scientific aspects of broadcasting
so as to be able to cooperate more
intelligently with radio engineers
and physicists. He has experimented and written widely on acoustical and other technical problems
involved in recording, reproducing
and broadcasting music. Commenting on his new undertaking, he
said: "I am deeply happy at the
thought of conducting the NBC
Symphony Orchestra in Radio City
because I cannot imagine anything
more ideal than to sei've a great
nation like ours through the inspirational and universal language of

music."
FOR THE
Worlds Best

WALA
MOBILE,
Now!

More

4:30 distinguished
p.m. Eight of
the world'in
most
conductors,
eluding Leopold Stokowski, Johii
Barbarolli, Bruno Walter, Artu:
Rodzinski, Dimitri Mitropoulos
Fritz Busch, Serge Koussevitzk;
and Eugene Goossens will bi
heard. Deems Taylor will agaii
be intermission commentator fo:
the broadcasts; Warren Sweeney
announcer and James Fassett, por
ducer.
Bond Returns
BOND CLOTHING STORES, Ne\v
York, (chain), on Sept. 8 after £
10-week summer hiatus resumed its^
15-minute live programs of various
types 5-6
weekly
on 20 sta-e
tions. times
Company is
now carrying
full schedule of such programs or
48 stations throughout the counYork. try. Agency is Neff-Rogow, New
IRENE RICH, star of the weeklj
NBC Bear John serial, on Sept.
started her ninth consecutive yeai
under
.Juice Co.sponsorship of Welch Grape

Coverage of

ALABAMA

Coverage

Philharmonic on CBS
FOR THE 12th consecutive yeai
beginning Oct. 13, CBS will carr;
the concerts of the New York Phil
harmonic Symphony Society noT
celebrating its centennial seasoi
from Carnegie Hall, Sunday 3

the ^e
Worlds
stlVem

in the

Gulf
AROLINA

Coast's

Biggest Defense
NBC Red Network

Representative: John H. Perry

Area

Associates

u
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For Repair Priorities
(Contiymed from page 12)
avy and Air Force items, and handling paper work involved. The
ch goods as are to go abroad un- new plan, immediately available to
r the lease-lend and defense aid manufacturers, provides machinery
■ograms; and a break-down of under which priority status for reth military production schedules
pair work in 20 industrial classifications can be obtained.
id statements of civilian requireents into schedules of the raw
Interim Step
aterials, labor and machinery
The revised scheme permits
eded for their production.
Observers in radio and other in- qualified producers or suppliers to
istries have long held that a prin- apply a preference rating of A-10
pal factor in the difficulty of — contrasting sharply with the
anufacturers in securing mate- non-defense B ratings formerly accorded radio manufactures — to deals commensurate with their imliveries of required repair parts by
)rtance as defense producers, diict or indirect, arose from lack of endorsing a special statement on
jreement among the several de- purchase orders, certifying that the
^nse agencies concerned in the pri- material being ordered is for repair work under the terms of Or•ity situation. Creation of SPAB,
der P-22. Deliveries for "emergency
ong with announcement of the
i.e., the minimum inirvey, was hailed as a long for- inventory,"
ventory of material required to
ard step because it would in efprovide for repairs to meet an ac'•l^lhct establish a single agency for
tual or imminent break-down of a
^ 'l/erall control at the top, with the
presumably forming the producer's property or equipment,
I0[ ]Jirvey
ise for its future actions.
also may be secured under the order.
k
Confusion Avoided
"The order is designed primarily
As 0PM Priorities Director, Mr.
elson also revealed last week a to protect industry against sudden
break-downs and is regarded as an
ij|mplified and speedy plan for interim measure," the announce^ Ijranting priorities ratings, which
ment stated. "The entire inventory
re made mandatory for civilian
nd defense orders alike under the problem is to be studied further
Jlinson Act. Besides declaring all with a view to providing broader
\ [(kanufactures blanketed under the priority assistance. It is felt, however, that the present plan will
tjinson Act, Mr. Nelson insured the
alidity of interim priorities orders keep the essential industries covsued under the signature of Mr.
ered running on their normal basis
■ijtettinius, former Director of Pri- and will prevent serious interruption to defense production by givlo!l frities.
ii
Heretofore confusion has arisen
ing producers a sim_ple method for
rom a hodge-podge system under obtaining vital repair parts."
i'hich mandatory preference rat|igs were assigned only for Army
nd Navy contracts, with ratings
Magazine Test
j;sued for civilian contracts only POPULAR SCIENCE PUBLISH(jipon the voluntary cooperation of
ING Co., New York {Popular
■ersons concerned.
Science magazine), on Oct. 1
! Preference Rating Order P-22, launches a two-month test camstablishing the A-10 rating for
paign of transcribed one-minute
epair and maintenance parts for announcements on eight stations.
If test is successful the campaign
adio and communication manufacares, excepting home receiving will be expanded. Agency is Joseph
Katz Co., New York.
lets, replaces an Aug. 8 mainenance and repair order, which
WIL. St. Louis, has appointed the
I ever was actually issued because William G. Rambeaii Co. as national
iBiltif administrative
difficulties in representatives.
Speedup

WISN

MILWAUKEE

WCBD
Ready to Shift
To Its New Call, WAIT
FORMAL debut of the call letters
WAIT, representing the old WCBD,
is scheduled for Sept. 16 in Chicago, with the station now operating
fulltime with 5,000 watts on 820
kc. to which it was recently assigned by the FCC. The change in
call letters is being made in conformity with the FCC's requirement, though WAIT is not yet
ready to occupy its now studio
quarters at 360 N. Michigan Ave.,
according to Gene T. Dyer, president.
The staff has already been augmented, Mr. Dyer reported, with
Herbert P. Sherman coming over
from WIND-WJJD as commercial
manager and the Walker Co. appointed as national representatives.
New shows include the Evanston
traffic court and Northwestern U
School of Traffic; Bill Anson, in
Dancin' With Anson; Eddie and
Fanny Cavanaugh, presenting
stage and screen stars from special
studios in the Chicago Theatre;
Dr. Joe Rudolph, WAIT program
manager, conducting Meetings of
the 820 Club; Jerry Dee, interviewing "ensigns in the making" daily
from Northwestern's downtoviTi
campus; a municipal airport interview series, and AP reports by
Howard Roberts.
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CONCT.

nneau
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WRNL
ALWAYS

RINGS

THE

BELL
IN RICHMOND,
NBC

VIRGINIA

BLUE • 1000 WATTS

Butter

Rock Island-Moline (III.) — Davenport, (la.)
The
Perfectly Balanced
Market
Served by
\KE
U
Q
E
Radio Station
VV
n
D
F
INDUSTRY
AGRICULTURE
The Nation's Greatest Arsenal and the
52 of the richest agricultural counties
World's Farm Implement Capitol ! No
in
%
MV theareanation
! Here,arethewithin
buyingWHBF's
power of
wonder
business Annual
is booming
in WHBF's
1,2 MV market.
per capita
sales
prosperous 111. -la. farmers rings cash
were
in 1939 —payroll
much higher
now a!
registers
sales. enterprise
What a bal-of
Annual$322industrial
is nearly
ance withwith
the record
industrial
BILLION DOLLARS to nearly a MILthe
TRI-CITIES—
A
DOUBLE
MARKET!
LION WORKERS!
I
5000 watt Coverage at 1000 watt Rates
is still low
available
watt information
time rates. NOW.
Cash
inNowon 5000
this watts
splendidin power
market— WHBF
at remarltably
cost! atWriteformer
for 1000
detailed
GROW with WHBF and MUTUAL!
Basic Mutual Network Outlet
FULL TIME 1270 K C
THE 5000 WATT

0ECOLUMBIA

Radio Sales - Representatives

1000 WATTS 5000 WATTS

'HSuns

5.00

International

"Hey Fellows!"
Recent survey shows the
following Alaska cities
reporting
reception
best
in Alasl(a:KINY
Juneau,
Wrangell,
Petersburg, Sitl<a. Douglas,
Skagway,Valdez
Haines,
Cordova,
and Hoonah,
Seward.
Executive Offices
Am. BIdg., Seattle, Wash.

^^*FFIIIATE OF ROCK ISIAMD, ILIIHOIS ARSUj^

IfoUe^tke jAi Cities
ROCK ISLAND • DAVENPORT • MOLINE
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WLW
Covering Florida's
LARGEST
Market
with the
LEAST

Expense

Florida Population Centers
1940 Census
Hillsboro-Pinellas Counties 272,000
Tampa
St. Petersburg
Dade County, Miami
267,739
Duval County, Jacksonville 210,143
WTSP
The Mutual Station
serving the
Metropolitan St. PetersburgTampa Sales Territory
A REGIONAL STATION
St. Petersburg TIMES AfFiliate
R. S. STRATTON, Manager
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

Rebroadcast

WLW, Cincinnati, announced last
Monday that at least 25 midwestern
stations are expected to rebroadcast
programs originated by WLW at
the Army maneuvers in Louisiana,
starting tentatively Sept. 15. Regular programs, to be heard nightly
at 6 p.m. (EST), will be transcribed on the spot by the special
maneuvers crew sent to the war
games. Other broadcasts will be
heard intermittently on WLW.
BIG CREW
OF WSM
LEAVES FOR GAMES
MEMBERS of the V/SM staff
which will cover the Army maneuvers in Louisiana left Nashville last
for the maneuverWednesday
area.
The WSM staff was accompanied
by three complete mobile units, one
carrying FM transmission equipment to insure staticless reception
between advanced broadcasting
units and recording equipment
which will be set up in less active
centers.
Included in the WSM crew which
will cover the largest maneuvers
in the Army's history are: General
Manager Harry Stone ; Chief Engineer Jack DeWitt; Program Director Jack Stapp; Engineers George
Reynolds, Aaron Shelton and Bill
Critchlow; Announcers Jud Collins
and Louie Buck; Technical Assistant Nickey Witt and Promotion
Manager Albert Gibson. Six members of the crew will remain on
duty constantly while the other
four will alternate.

NBC TALETST DEAL
NEARLY COMPLETE
FINAL details for transfer of the
artist management divisions of
NBC to a new corporation which
will be headed by Daniel Tuthill,
NBC talent management executive
for many years, are now being
worked out and the deal is expected
to be completed within the week,
according to NBC executives. It is
understood M. H. Aylesworth, former NBC president who is Mr.
Tuthill's attorney in the transactions, has ironed out financial difficulties.
Resignation of George Engles,
formerly NBC vice-president and
head of the NBC Concert Service
and president of Civic Concert
Service, NBC subsidiaries, raises
another question mark as to how
many of the artists now under contract to NBC will go along with the
new corporation. Mr. Engles has
made no announcement of future
plans, but informed sources in the
concert field are of the opinion that
he will establish an independent
artists bureau, which would undoubtedly offer severe competition
to the Tuthill agency in securing
contracts with concert artists now
represented by NBC.
Official NBC attitude, however,
is that most artists will go along
with the Tuthill organization,
which will take over most of the
NBC personnel, so that artists will
continue to be handled by the same
individuals as before.
Mr. Engles, whose resignation
was effective Sept. 5, joined NBC
in 1928 having previously conducted his own artist bureau.
Colgate Changes
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., Jersey City on Sept. 22 will
discontinue Ellen Randolph on
NBC-Red weekdays at 10:15-10:30
a.m. for Super Suds, but in that
period will advertise Colgate dental cream with Bachelor's Children, currently sponsored on the
Red by Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago (Old Dutch Cleansers). The
Story of Bess Johyison, weekday
serial on NBC-Red at 10-10:15 a.m.,
will shift from the promotion of
Klek handled by Ted Bates Inc.,
New York to Super Suds, directed
by Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
Ted Bates Inc. is agency for the
dental cream.

Networks

Prepare

Coverage of 'Warl
Special Crews Will ProvitI *
News From Southern Front
EXTENSIVE radio coverage o
America's greatest Army maneu
vers has been arranged by the thre
major networks. NBC, CBS, an
MBS will send special crews to foi
low the progress of the "war' i
Each15-29.
network will carry a serie
Sept.
of daily programs covering th
various phases of the battle. NBt
has assigned David Garroway o
its Chicago office to the Secon
Army and Bob Stanton, who ha
covered many other peacetime ma
neuvers, to the Third Army. Fo
ten
Sept.minutes
15 at each
4:45 day,
p.m. Beginnin
(EDST) '•
they will give their reports on th
Blue network, each from his ow
headquarters, Stanton from Lak
Charles, La., and Garrov/ay froi
Winnifield, La. Sunday reportsj
Sept. 21 and 28, will be heard dur'
ing the network's regular new
roundup from 7-7:30 p.m. (EDST)'
NBC-Red will have two report
weekly, on Tuesday and Thursday
on its regular Alka-Seltzer New
of the World, 7:15-7:30 p.m. Kei
Fry, central division special event
director, will be in charge of NBC
coverage of
the "war".
Plans
for CBS
For CBS, William L. Shirer, for
mer CBS Berlin correspondent
Maj. George Fielding Eliot, Johi
Charles Daly, Eric Sevareid ani
Burgess Meredith will give differ
ent viewpoints. Daly and Sevarei'
will do the on-the-spot reporting
and five broadcasts weekly froii
the combat areas, Monday througl
Friday, 4:30-4:45 p.m. Each wil
be attached to a different Army.
MBS from Sept. 15-27 will hav.
a daily program, Monday througl
Saturday, 6:30-6:45 p.m. On Mon
day, Wednesday and Friday mem
bers of the WNOE, New Orleans
staff, who will do the complete cov
erage of the games for MBS, wil
give descriptions of daily progres;
from general manuever headquar
ters in Leesville, La. On the othe:
three week-days MBS will featun
recordings made by a special crev
which will travel with the armie:
to get feature angles during tb
war games. Tom Slater, coordina
tor of sports and special events fo;
Mutual,
will be in charge of thi
MBS coverage.

in
the
WTRY
H)oow TROY, N. Y. ^^^^
MA KET
Ba5tc NBC
Blue
r
'AttH. C. Wilder station
Represented by Raymer
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TAFF IS COMPLETE
FOR ORSON WELLES
■iDY ESTHER
Co., Chicago
osmetics), through Pedlar &
ijan. New York, on Sept. 15 starts
inew series of weekly varietyjima programs titled Mercury
^eatre, on 63 CBS stations, Mon10-10:30 p.m. (EDST). Studio
jdience program is to feature
Json Welles and marks his return
I radio after one year of motion
l^ture producing and acting.
''Bernard Herrmann is musical
Jnductor for the series. Welles, as
-itor-writer-director, will be asj;ted in production by Clare 01msad, onetime Hollywood radio
jecutive of Young & Rubicam. Bill
^/liwrence. Lord & Thomas producer
the NBC Bob Hope Show, sponjred by Pepsodent Co., and resumjg Sept. 23, resigned that post to
I come manager of the newlyjtablished West Coast offices of
;dlar & Ryan, located at 1680 N.
ne St., Hollywood.
In addition to executive duties,
uwi'ence will also act in an advis,iy production capacity on the
jliow, sharing responsibilities with
G. (Ted) Sisson, New York
j?ency producer, temporarily on
e West Coast. A. E. McElfresh,
ijency vice-president, and execute on the Lady Esther account, is
Hollywood for initial broadcast
: the series.
DGAR H. KOBAK, son of Edgar
obak, NBC vice-president, has been
ducted into the Army and is stained at Fort Dix, N. J.

Lewis in Defense

Post

W. B. LEWIS, CBS vice-president
in charge of programs, has accepted an important radio assignment
in
Mayor
Fiorello Defense.
H. Laguardia's
Office
of Civilian
He was
to assume his new responsibilities
Sept. 15. Edward Klauber, CBS
executive vice-president, announced
that CBS had gladly extended
Lewis an indefinite leave. While he
is away, Douglas Coulter, assistant
director of broadcasts, will be acting head of the program division.
AFRA Plans Contract
AMERICAN FEDERATION of
Radio Artists plans to establish a
standard contract form for individual employment on network commercial programs, the union announced. Stating that such a form
is not included in the Code of Fair
Practice and that agents have occasionally inserted in contracts
"provisions which are inimical to
the best interests of AFRA memthe announcement
that
to avoidbers," such
abuses the said
standard
contract is to be introduced.
Insurer in Connecticut
FEDERAL LIFE & CASUALTY
Co., Newark (insurance), on Sept.
15 is starting a 13-week campaign
of announcements and news periods
on the following Connecticut stations: WDRC WICC WSRR WELI
WATR WNLC WNBC. Huber
Hoge & Sons, New York, handles
the account.

Oh

WE

GET

IT

(1 •announcement brought
583-maU replies.)

Primary and Secondary
Population 2,950,849
(Ground Radials in Salt Water)

th e new

WHEB
PORTSMOUTH,

N. H.

A Clear Channel Station
750 Kilocycles — 1000 Watts
BERT GEORGES — Managing Director
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Equipment Needs
{Continued from page 12)
Apparatus
& Electronic
Section of the
National Tube
Electrical
Manufacturers Assn., drawn in
New York the day before, and presented to the conference by S. Norris, of Amperex, NEMA subcommittee chairman, and Frank Martin, of the NEMA staff. The report,
termed "anything but cheerful
news", stated.
It is our considered opinion that
manufacturers are approaching the
point where they can no longer give
assurance that they can supply to the
broadcasting industry replacement
tubes that may be needed to maintain
service. As of today, the situation on
certain types must soon be unavailable
except on the highest priority ratings,
because of the present and immediate
future demand for manufacturing facilities, skilled labor and materials.
Discussion with various Government departments regarding 1942 tube
requirements would indicate the possibility that national defense needs
for transmitting tubes will exceed the
productive capacity of the industry.
[One informal estimate was that Government demands for power tubes ag$66,000,000, while
try had agregated
productive
capacitythe ofindusonly
about $10,000,000 worth].
Some time ago it seemed that a
priority rating in the nature of A-10
would be sufficient to render the broadcasters adequate service. The present
quantity of transmitting tubes being
produced or contemplated to which
high priority ratings have been or will
be assigned indicates that an A-10
rating on these products would not
be adequate. Everything that has been
said with regard to transmitting tubes
applies with equal force to transmitting apparatus and replacement parts.
The situation has now come to a
point where it is very evident that a
high priority rating would be. in our
opinion, the best solution to the problem, since this would permit the manufacturers to ship broadcaster requirements in conjunction with defense
schedules.
Stringer Sparks Session
At conclusion of the meeting, at
which Arthur Stringer, of the
NAB Washington headquarters
staff, acted as secretary, it was
indicated that conversations will
be continued with Government
agencies to secure a better preference rating for essential radio
manufactures.
The NAB last Friday also announced a change in its recommended procedure for commercial
broadcast stations seeking preference in securing necessary equipment [Broadcasting, Sept. 8]. The
procedure, set forth in Order P-22,
is to be followed to procure tubes,
parts and apparatus necessary to a
station's continued operation, i.e.,
for repairs and emergency inventory, the NAB explained.
Wesson

"Carramba! You do not hef to
describe eendiv'tdually effery wan
of zose 818,340 peeples in ze half
millivolt of WFDF Fleent
Meechigan!"
IN BALTIMORE
RAGE
^^
* 'f%?^ Penny for Penny
COVE

Better Than Any! '^^F
Complete .
consistent ...
PROFITABLE
coverage! The most it!
listeners
your advertising
lar! Proof foris plentiful
. . . write del-'
for

WCBM
Baltimore's Mutual Affiliate
Beginning Oct. 1 — NBC BLUE

Placing

WESSON OIL & SNOWDRIFT
Sales Co., New Orleans, on Sept.
8 started participations on Women
of Tomorrow on WJZ, New York,
and on Marjorie Mills on the
Yankee Network. Company has
been using announcements and participations on WLS, Chicago, and
KYW, Philadelphia, and has been
sponsoring Haivthorne House on
the Coast. Agency is Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York.
September
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FCC
On

Sets
New

Hearing
York

FM

Applications for Last Three
Channels to Be Considered
DISPOSAL of the three remaining Class B channels for FM stations in New York will be considered by the FCC, which Sept. 9 set
for consolidated hearing eight applications for the coveted frequencies to determine which, if any,
should be given construction permits. The frequencies involved are
47.9, 48.3 and 48.7 mc, the other 8
of the 11 Class B frequencies allotted to the New York area having
already been issued.
The applicants for FM stations
concerned with the hearing are the
News Syndicate Co., publisher of
the 'New York Daily News; FM
Radio Broadcasting Co.; Knickerbocker Broadcasting Co. (WMCA) ;
WBNX Broadcasting Co.
(WBNX) ; Debs Memorial Radio
Fund Inc. (WEVD) ; Greater New
York Broadcasting Co. (WEVD) ;
Wodaam Corp. (WNEW) ; Mercer
Broadcasting Co. (WAAT).

VERTI

CJU.

RADIA

TORS

G/UE

Only 17 Available
As only 35 channels are set aside
for FM broadcasting — six Class A,
22 Class B and seven Class C —
and as it is not feasible for stations in the same locality to operate on adjacent frequencies therefor necessitating the allotting of
every other frequency, the number
of channels for New York is limited to 17 — three Class A, 11 Class
B and three Class C. Even this allotment of channels proved insufficient and the Commission last June
17 [Broadcasting, June 23] sought
to clarify a pending congestion of
applications by setting up a distinct service area in North Jersey.
The eight Class B channels thus
far authorized are 45.1 mc. to
W51NY, National Broadcasting Co.
(WEAF-WJZ) ; 45.5 mc. to W55NY,
William G. H. Finch; 45.9 mc. to
W59NY, Interstate Broadcasting
Co. (WQXR) ; 46.3 mc. to W63NY,
Marcus Loew Booking Agency
(WHN) ; 46.7 mc. to W67NY, Columbia Bi'oadcasting System
(WABC); 47.1 mc. to W71NY,
Bamberger Broadcasting Service
(WOR) ; 47.5 to W75NY, Metropolitan Television Inc.; 44.7 mc. to
W47NY, Muzak Corp. All are to
cover an area of approximately
8,500 square mfles.
In addition a Class C frequency
djr

LEHIGH STRUCTURAL STEEL CO.
17 BATTERT PIACE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

f rMCOM^T
oC

HICBOO

SPECIAL PROMOTION for W59C, FM adjunct to WGN, Chicago w;
presented by the advertising department of the affiliated Chicago Tribu)
on Sept. 5 to more than 500 radio manufacturers, distributors, and deale:
in the Chicago area. The demonstration was held in the Chicago Tower
and music and talk were transmitted from WGN studio next doc
alternately on FM and AM, with static producing machines introduct
to show the staticless quality of FM. Posters in the background sho
a future fullpage Tribime ad, a cartoon of "Big Sister WGN introducin
Little Sister W59C", and an outline of future Tribune promotion.
Video Promotion
— 43.1 mc. — have been assigned to
W31NY, Edwin H. Armstrong, and AS PART of a program to acquair
Chicagoans with television as
W35NY, City of New York Mu- medium and box oflSce attraction. Bal
ban & Katz Corp., Chicago theati
nicipal Broadcasting Co. (WNYC),
and operator of television st
holds a construction permit for a chain
tion W9XBK, started daily tel
new non-commercial FM station on vision
demonstrations Sept. 8 on ti:
the 43.5 mc. channel.
mezzanine of the B&K Chicago Th
ater. Six telegenic hostesses will invi
persons have
to be been
televised,
and insixindr^
ceivers
installed
vidual
booths.
The
promotion
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, N. J., has der the direction of William C. isEdd;ui
prepared a series of 18 transcribed B&K Television Director.
spot announcements plugging the 1942
RCA Victrola phonograph-radio instru- MURRAY ARNOLD, program d
ments, for local dealer use in connec- rector of WIP. Philadelphia, is tb
tion with the cooperative advertising author of a book of sophisticate
campaign designed to augment a heavy poems, called Gone With the Sinnei
advertising schedule in a number of which will be released Oct. 15 by Doi
ranee & Co., Philadelphia.
national magazines.

1

mm
ARIZONA'S FIRST
First on STATION
the dial
First with listeners
First in results for
advertisers

PHOENIX
Mail response means sales re"
se— and- KOY
pulled over
B Ssponletters
C90,000
in 1940!
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

J
AFFILIATE STATION WLS CHICAGO
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RADIO

^ Farm Event Pickups
I jJTSTANDING agricultur^ I shows during the fall will be re) 'rted
NBC-Blue
duringHour,
the
\itionalby Farm
& Home
;}ard Monday through Saturday,
|;:30-1:15 p.m. Beginning with
h Southeastern World's Fair in
l.lanta, Sept. 29 and ending with
farm broadcast from the U of
orida on Dec. 17, NBC will take
microphones to all sections of
e nation.

Cleveland Football
TEXACO Dealers of Northern
Ohio will sponsor 11 games of the
Cleveland Rams pro football team
on WGAR, Cleveland. Cleveland
Railway Co. will sponsor eight
games of local colleges. Bob Kelley,
WGAR sports editor, is handling
play-by-play. Besides the games,
Texaco will sponsor Kelley in a
nightly five-minute sports review.
Fleetwing gasoline is sponsoring
two shows weekly featuring local
grid coaches.

CL4^$SIFIED

Eastern Station Manager
Now Employed
I can make your station more profitable! If you have been losing money,
or if your profits are negligible, I
believe I can substantially increase
yourMy net.
record as a business-getter over
the past six years bears this out . . .
and more.
Married, draft exempt, present
earning $5,000. Interested now in
joining a station that will offer increased earnings in return for capabilities that can be measured by increased profits.
Address Box 904, BROADCASTING

Get the facts from WOL- WASHINGTON. D. C.
Affiliated with MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives:
INTERNATIONAL RADIO SALES

PROFESSIONAL
Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other
fications, 12c per word. Bold face Mstings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Help Wanted
mouncer — Independent Texas station.
State experience, specialties, availability,
salary desired. Send picture. Box 914,
ifeROADCASTING.

)1 1

)erator — First class radio telephone license, announcing experience. State full
particulars first letter. KTNM, Tucumcari. New Mexico.
anted
Write,
Platte,

— Experienced announcer-copywriter, capable of some ad lib work.
wire or phone KGNF, North
Nebr.

Imouncer — Who can write copy. Draft
exempt, state age, experience, salary expected, when available and attach photograph. Audition record helpful. WAKR,
t^Akron, Ohio.
1 1!
inifitntinuity Writer-Announcer Wanted —
|Regional CBS outlet station, North
J:Central state. Excellent opportunity.
jiWhen
answering
full experience,
draft status,
salarygiveexpected,
etc. Box
916, BROADCASTING.
KO Announcers — Wanted by regional station middle Atlantic state. One junior
l"one capable
of handling
sports andto spetjcial
events. Send
full particulars
Box
|);|918, BROADCASTING.
\
\
Bws Processor-Announcer
Wanted — Full
time regional CBS outlet station. North
Central state. Excellent opportunity.
When answering give full experience,
draft status, salary expected, etc. Box
1917, BROADCASTING.
lykansas Station Needs Good Seasoned
1 Announcer — Must handle controls. Write
■ copy. At least three years announcing
1 experience required. $25.00 per week and
;15% commission on sales. Prefer southfern
or mid-south man. Box 903, BROADI CASTING.
Situations Wanted

classiCAPS,
three
issue.

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Commercial Manager — Nine years radio experience. Excellent copywriter, announcer, producer and ace salesman.
East preferred. Now employed. Best references. Box 913, BROADCASTING.
Radio Executive Available — Dependable,
experienced, married man. Tops on
sports, news, programs, sales. Now Manager Network Station but wants change.
South
ING. preferred. Box 901, BROADCASTAnnouncer — All around. Commercial, news,
special events, comedy emcee, some
sports. Production, writing ability. Experienced affiliated, independent stations.
Employed. Knowledge sales, merchandising. Photo, recording, references. Box
908, BROADCASTING.
Young Woman — Traffic manager (23) two
years experience in local and network
management. Can double in talent and
general radio work. Now employed.
Pleasing appearance and personality. Excellent background and education. Seeks
change. preferably West. Box 910,
BROADCASTING.
Station Executive Available — Young, experienced, married, draft exempt, newspaper experience. Present general manager of local metropolitan station. Billings doubled ; publicity galore ; citations
for public service and programs. Seek
change to larger outlet in New York
Metropolitan
area. Box 909, BROADCASTING.
Program Manager — With twelve years radio experience now available. Has network, regional and local station background. Announced major league baseball and football, pro and college, produced network shows, excellent organist,
has conducted major city symphony orchestra of 75. Married. Box 902, BROADCASTING.

tention Station Managers — Experienced
news, sports, and special events man,
presently employed large Chicago regional network station, desires change
of locality. Married, family. College degree. Personal application if desired.
Box 911, BROADCASTING.

A Thoroughly Experienced Broadcasting
Man — 13 years in the industry, formerly
executive of major network, has had entire station management large radio station, complete contacts with all national
advertisers and advertising agencies.
Sales and production records outstanding. Available immediately and at reasonable terms. Box 915, BROADCASTING.

Iroadcast Engineer — Available for responsible position with progressive station
anywhere. Box 907, BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Buy

Ipcperienced,
Versatile record.
Newscaster
— Sucj cessful sponsorship
Desires
adI vancement. Degree. Deferred. $30. Box
, 906, BROADCASTING.
ports — Special events announcer. 5 years
llexperience. Player knowledge all sports.
Basketball specialty. Wide ad-lib experience. Box 912, BROADCASTING.
jEN
— Announcing,
! ning,YEARS
production,
continuity,program
and salesplandei partment. Additional experience : sales
i promotion, agency copy writing. Thirty! one
ING. years old. Box 905, BROADCASTBROADCASTING

Used Broadcast And Supplementary Equipment— Bought, sold, exchanged. What do
do you need, and/or want to sell ? HOLLISTER CRYSTAL COMPANY, Hotel
Lassen, Wichita, Kansas.

DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
V/ashington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair

(N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consultins Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads
the World of
Main Main
Office:St.
7134
Hollywood, Gal.
Kansas Crty, Mo.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

For Sale
Western Electric — 250-watt transmitter,
excellent condition. Less than year old.
Station WGNY, Newburgh, New York.
Presto Recording Equipment — Excellent
condition. Bargain. For inspection or information— write or call M. D. Lockwood,
4 Cogswell Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

• Broadcast

Advertising

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. • WASH., 0. 0. • Dl. 7417
September

Advertise

in
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 9
NEW, Independent Broadcasting Co.,
Springfield,
— Granted CP new station
1400 kc 250 Mo.
w unl.
NEW, Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co.,
Pasadena, Cal. — Granted CP new station
1110 kc 10 kw unl. directional N & D, subject to any future action on multiple ownership.
WAKR,
Akron, O.5 —kwGranted
service authorization
D for special
remainder
of license period.
KENO, Las Vegas, Nev. — Granted consent to assignment of construction permit
to Nevada Broadcasting Co.
KBIZ,
Ottumwa,
tion license
to 250 wla.—
unl.Granted modificaKQW, San Jose, Cal.— Granted CP 50
kw N & D. install new transmitter, independent financing plan to be submitted to
FCC within six months as condition of
grant, also subject to future action on
multiple ownership.
WEAN, Providence — Granted increase 5
kw N, directional changes.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— KSFO,
San Francisco, CP change 740 kc increase
50 kw : News Syndicate Co, Inc., FM Radio
Broadcasting Co. Inc., Knickerbocker
Broadcasting Co., WBNX Broadcasting Co.,
Debs Memorial Radio Fund Inc.. Greater
New York Broadcasting Co., Wodaam
Corp., Mercer Broadcasting Co., all applications to be considered for the three remaining Class B channels in the New
York service ai-ea ; NEW, The Sun Company of San Bernardino, Cal,, application
new FM station placed in pending file
under Order 79 ; Frequency Broadcasting
Corp., Brooklyn,
mission actions. set aside previous ComSEPTEMBER 10
MISCELLEANOUS — KPAC, Port Arthur, Tex., denied reconsideration and
grant increase 1 kw unl. ; WBT, Charlotte;
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb,; WBBM, Chicago;
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb,, postponed joint
hearing scheduled tentatively for Oct. 7
until such time as Commission may consider applications.
SEPTEMBER 11
MISCELLANEOS — WPAY, Portsmouth,
O. — Granted 30 day extension for filing
proposed findings of fact and conclusion
re renewal and transfer control ; WICA,
Ashtabula, 0., WWSW, Pittsburgh, granted
extension hearing to 10-28-41 ; KPAC, Port
Arthur, Tex., motion to postpone hearing
date indefinitely; KGLU, Saflford, Ariz.,
granted continuance to 10-16-41 ; KGBX,
Springfield, Mo., granted petition intervene hearing KVOA, KGGM, KVSF ; KGO,
San Francisco, KOA, Denver, WMAL,
Washington, granted continuance hearings
to 10-18-41.
Applications . . .
SEPTEMBER 6
NEW, The Torrington Broadcasting Co.
Inc.,
1490 kcTorrington,
250 w unl. Conn, — CP new station
WMSD, Muscle Shoals City, Ala.— Transfer control from Estelle P. Chapman to
Jack Wiggs Hart, Joseph Carl Russell and
Frank
shares Mitchell
stock. Farris Jr. through sale 999
KOIN, Portland, Ore.— CP equipment
changes, change 660 kc, increase 25 kw.
SEPTEMBER 10
WINN, Louisville, Ky. — Modification license increase 250 w unl.
WIRE, Indianapolis— CP change 1190 kc
increase
kw, install new ti'ansmitter,
facilities 50
of WOWO.
SEPTEMBER 12
NEW, Washtenaw Broadcasting Co,, Inc.,
Ann
1 kw Arber,
unl. Mich, — CP new station 1050 kc
woe, Davenport, la.— Modification CP
increase 5 kw, change transmitter.
NEW, William L. Klein, Oak Park, 111.
■— CP new station 1490 kc 250 w unl.
Hutchinson, Kan. — CP inci-ease
250KWBW,
w.
KVRS, Rock Spring, Wyo.— Authority
ti-ansfer
to Marjorie
Cracken, control
9996 shares
common Lannen
stock. McKDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah— CP change
880 kc increase 10 kw change equipment.
KOVO, Provo, Utah — Voluntary assignment license to KOVO Broadcasting Co.
amended re corporate structure.
• September
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Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Herald Publishing Co., Klamath
Falls, Ore., CP new station 1400 kc 250 w
unl ; NEW, Dorman Schaefifer, Klamath
Falls, same (consolidated hearing, Sept. 17).
KGLU, Safford, Ariz., license renewal ;
WARM, Scranton, Pa., license cover CP
new ingstation
; NEW,
Anthracite
BroadcastCo. Inc.,
Scranton,
CP new
station
1400 kc 250 w unl. ; NEW, George Grant
Brooks Jr.,solidated
Scranton,
hearing. Sept.same16).(last three conInvestigation to determine rules and
policy re newspaper ownership in FM and
standard bi-oadcast stations (Sept. 17).
KGO, San Francisco, license renewal ;
KOA, Denver, license renewal ; WMAL,
Washington, license renewal (Sept. 19).
Knowles Spots
E. L, KNOWLES Inc, Springfield,
Mass. (Rubine), recently renewed
its schedule of one-minute transcribed and live spot announcements, five times weekly on WGY,
Schenectady, and added WBZ, Boston, and KDKA, Pittsburgh, to
carry the same announcements.
Contracts ai'e for 13 weeks, Agency
is Charles W. Hoyt Inc., New
York.
'We' Signs Dowling
EDDIE
actor-producer
who won DOWLING,
a Pulitzer Prize
and three
successive aunual New York Drama
Critics Circle award.s. has been signed
by General Foods Corp, as regular
master of ceremonies succeeding Burgess Meredith, for We, The People on
CBS, Tuesday 9-9:30, starting Sept,
16, Young & Rubicam, New York,
handles the account.
Sterns Tips
L. & H. STERN Inc., Brooklyn
(pipes), on Sept. 12 started sponsorship of Touchdown Tips, a fiveminute transcription with Sam Hays,
sports commentator, Fridays, on
WENR. Chicago and WBZ-WBZA,
Boston-Springfield. Al Paul Lefton
Co., New York, handles the account.
TESTING

OIL FIRMS DEFEND
THEIR ADVERTISING
PRESUMBALY because of extraordinary activity of staffs in connection with the oil shortage ecare
along the Eastern seaboard, many
of the large oil companies have
been unable to fulfill the request
of Assistant Attorney General
Thurman Arnold for data on their
advertising practices.
It was learned by Bhoadcasting
last Thursday that only 5 of 23
companies have filed complete reports, in compliance with Mr. Arnold's request for comprehensive
data covering cost, mediums, advertising copy and radio scripts
used by individual companies for
the 18 months ending July 1
[Broadcasting, July 28].
Recognizing the emergency nature of the gas shortage and the
resulting burden on oil companies'
research, merchandising and advertising personnel, the Justice Department at the moment is disposed to allow the respondent companies, many of whom are big
users of radio, as much additional
time as may be needed for filing
the advertising reports.

Candy Test
PAUL F. BEICH CANDY Co.,
Bloomington, 111. (Whiz candy
bar), is testing a total of 29 oneminute transcribed spot announcements a week in Chicago on WGN,
WENR and WIND. Other markets
will be added if the test is successful. Arthur Meyerhoff & Co. Chicago is agency.

[

facilities)

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF
RADIO INSULATORS ARE DEPENDABLE FACTORS

ASCAP Approval
(Continued from page 7)
the agreement of afiiliated static
to bear their proportion of the cc
of the license.
Mr. Gillin's statement follows
full text:
Since 1932 the broadcasting i
dustry, which includes the natior
networks, has gotie on record i
peatedly at annual conventions c
manding a license contract cover!
copyrighted music whereby the st
tion would pay only when mus
was used. It has uniformly c
nounced a blanket license with pa
ment of a percentage of incon
whether or not ASCAP music
used.
At the 1939 special convention
Chicago, where the organization
BMI was authorized, the indust
unanimously and without a dissei
ing vote demanded that payme'
be made only when ASCAP mus
was used, and both NBC and CI.
were in the forefront advocatij
such demand. The making of
blanket contract with ASCAP
the networks with payment of:
percent of income instead of a
cense either on a per-piece or a pt
program basis is a repetition of t
networks' action in 1935, and
tantamount to sabotaging BMI ai
again acting
contrary
to the be.i
dustry.
interests
of the
broadcasting
It confirms my original belf
that the network advocacy of i'
organization of BMI was solely f
the purpose of reducing the doll
amount of the demands then beil
made by ASCAP and not for tj
purpose of creating a permanel
protection for the broadcasting i
dustry against the exorbitant d
mands of a monopoly. The preset
action shows that the networks co"
sider BMI merely as a stop-ga;
The ultimate result as admitted 1
the proponents of the endorseme|
of the submitted ASCAP contr^
will be gradual diminishing of t|;
purposes, objects and benefits
the organization of BMI.

Lapp's
contributions
to radio inbroadcast
are
recognized
as highly significant
the advanceengineering
of the science.
Because Lapp developments have been wholly pioneering in
nature, it has been necessar>' to maintain complete testing
facilities.
for 60-cycle
mechanicalEquipment
and cerarnicincludes
quality that
testing,
as well aselectrical,
that for
determining characteristics of units at radio frequency — heat
run, radio frequency flashover, corona determination and
capacitance. A 1,500,000 lb. hydraulic press is used — for
strength test of new designs, and for proof-test of every insulator before shipment. Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.
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446-FOOT
TOWER
of KWT
Springfield, Mo., narrowly escap
damage when an airplane crash
to the gi'ound 75 feet from the ba
Pilot Stanley Hampton, smili
amid the wreckage, was giving
student acrobatic instruction wh
a wing pulled off the plane. Hair
ton and the student parachuted
safety, as the plane spun in, bai
ly missing the KWTO radiator.
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\etivork tKccovnh
Ume EDSTunless oltierwise indicated.
New Business
_IITH BROS., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
[Sjoiigh drops), on Nov. 3 starts for
weeks Knox Manning & the Netos,
6 CBS Pacific Coast stations
[XX KARM KSFO KOIN KIRO
jrPT), Mon., Wed.. Sat.. 8:55-9 p.m.
*ST).
T. Agency: J. D. Tarcher & Co.,
tjpERRT FLOUR Co., San Francisco
jflour), on Sept. 29 starts serial on
! CBS "Western stations. Mon., thru
■j'ri.. 8:30-45 a.m. (PST). Agency:
jllnox Reeves, Minneapolis.
^IJLBERS MILLING
Co., Seattle
I'Albers
Flapjack
Flour)
on Oct
rarts Whodunit on 7 CBS
Pacific2
lioast stations, Thurs. 7 :30-8 p.m.
/|PST). Agency: Lord & Thomas, San
,)'rancisco.
tESTLES MILK PRODUCTS, New
:'ork (Alpine Coffee) on Sept. 13
;ar'cd William Winter, news analyst,
in 6 CBS-Pacific stations. Sat. 7:45a.m. (PST) and Bol Garred, news;aster, Tues., 5:45-55 p.m. (PST).
Iigency : Leon Livingston, San Franjiseo.
5R0WN & WILLIAMSON TOBAC■ 'O Corp., Louisville (Avalon cigar^'ttes),
on Sept.
2 started
forDon
52
ireeks News
With Stearng,
on 32
jce stations, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 6,:lo p.m. (PST). Agency: Russel
!I. Seeds Co., Chicago.
;'OLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
. ersey City (Palmolive shaving
ream), on Oct. 4 replaces City Desk
rith Hoihy Lohly on 68 CBS staions, Sat. 8:30-8:55 p.m. (EST).
Agency: Ted Bates Inc., N. T.
•OLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
: jiLoronto
(toothpaste), on Sept.Co.,6
tarted Guy Lombardo on 33 Canadian
Jroadcasting
Corp. stations. Sat.
• ;-8 :30 p.m. Agency : Lord & Thomas
i-if Canada, Toronto.
'OLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Toronto
(Cashmere Bouquet soap), Co.,
on
Oct. 2 starts Musical Beauty Box on
r,>3 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. sta■ Ivord
ions, & Thurs.
p.m. Toronto.
Agency :
Thomas 8-8of:30
Canada,
^:OLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
'Toronto (Cue and Palmolive shave
■/ream), on Oct. 4 starts Share the
'Wealth on 33 Canadian Broadcasting
"Torp. stations. Sat. 8:30-9 p.m. Agen,:-y: Lord & Thomas of Canada, To".ronto.
jviCK CHEMICAL Co., New York,
pn Oct. 5 starts We're Five in the
.{Family on 69 NBC-Red stations. Sun.
^;i5:30-6 p.m. (ESTj. Agency: Morse
•'International, N. Y.
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE, New
IYork ( beverages ) , on Oct. 3 starts
'Michael d Kitty on an unnamed numiber of NBC-Blue stations. Fri.. 9 :308:.55 p.m. (EST). Agency: J. M.
lOyiathes Inc., N. Y.

IBEW, CBS DICKER
OTS WAGE IISCREASE
NEGOTIATIONS between Associated Broadcast Technicians Unit
of the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers and CBS on
wage increases for engineers, held
intermittently for the last two
weeks in Chicago, were reported
deadlocked by union officials last
Friday while CBS, on the other
hand, stated that negotiations were
still going on.
Principals in the conferences
were Russ Rennaker, national business manager and Frank E. Sosebee, New York representative of
ABTU, and CBS Vice-Presidents
H. Leslie Atlass, Chicago, and Mefford R. Runyon, New York, who
returned to New York after the
Thursday afternoon conference.
Negotiations, which cover 240
CBS engineers, including those employed in managed and owned stations, center around not only wage
increases but reduction of hours
and traveling expenses — three contract clauses open annually for discussion to be settled by an Oct. 1
deadline, according to a five-year
CBS-ABTU contract signed in
1937.
During the conferences, a CBS
counter proposal to classify the
M&O stations into groups for engineer wage scale was rejected by
the technicians.
Renewal Accounts
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
( Sanka Coffee), on Sept. 16 renews
We, the People, on 83 CBS stations, Tues. 9-9 :30 p.m. with a rebroadcast at 12 midnight. Agency :
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston Salem, N. C. (Prince Albert
tobacco), on Oct. 11 renews for 52
weeks The Grand Ole Opry, on 44
NBC-Red stations. Sat., 10 :30-ll p.m.
Agency : William Esty & Co., N. Y.
SEASIDE OIL Co., Santa Barbara,
on Oct. 5 renews for 13 weeks Seaside
Spelling Beeliner on 6 CBS Western
stations (K*NX KARM KSFO KROY
KOY KTUC), Sunday, 4:30-4:55 p.m.
(PST). Agency: McCarty Co., Los
Angeles.
PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE
Co., San Francisco (peanuts, peanut
oil), on Sept. 25 renews for 52 weeks
What's on Your Mind? on 10 CBS
West Coast stations, Mon.. 8-8 :30
p.m. (PST). Agency: Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood.
INTERSTATE BAKERIES Corp.,
Los Angeles (bread), on Sept. 1 renewed for 52 weeks The Lone Ranger
on 8 Don Lee stations. Mon.. Wed.,
Fri.. 7:30-8 p.m. (PST). Agency:
Scholts Adv. Service, Los Angeles.
MILES LABS.. Elkhart, lud. (AlkaSeltzer, One-A-Day vitamins), on Oct.
4 renews Nati-onal Barn Dance for 52
weeks on 81 NBC-Red stations, Sat.,
9-10 p.m. Agency : Wade Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
MILES LABS.. Elkhart, lud. (AlkaSeltzer, One-A-Day vitamins), on Oct.
1 renews Quiz Kids on 51 NBC-Blue
stations, Wed., 8-8 :30 p.m., repeat to
West Coast via transcriiitiou, 11-11 :30
p.m. Agency : Wade Adv. Agency,
Chicago.

Network Changes
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C, on Oct. 3
shifts Penthouse Party on 96 CBS
stations Fri. 10-10:30 p.m. to NBCBlue liam
Fri.
Esty 9:30-10
& Co., N.p.m.
Y. Agency. WilGENERAL FOODS Corp., New York,
on Sept. 29 shifts rebroadcast time
of Joyce Jordan, Girl Interne on 72
CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri. from
6 :30-6 :45 p.m. to 6-6 :15 p.m. Agency :
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
JOHN H. WOODBURY Co.. Cincinnati (soap), on Sept. 28 adds 26 stations to the Parker Family, on NBCBlue, Sun. 9.15-9 :30 p.m., bringing the
total to 99. Agency : Lennen &
Mitchell, N. Y.
COLGATE PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City (shaving cream), on Oct.
4of shifts
Spoi-tsSun.,
Neicsreel
the AirBill
fromStern's
NBC-Blue,
9 :4510 p.m. to NBC-Red, Sat., 10-10:15
p.m., and increases number of stations
from 51 to 67. Agency : Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago.
CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago
(Old Dutch Cleanser), on Sept. 22
substitutes
for Bachelor's
Childreti onHelpmate
35 NBC-Red
stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 10:30-10:45 a.m.
Agency
:
Blackett
Sample
Hummert,
Chicago.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati (lotion), on Sept. 28 adds 26
stations to Walter Winchell, on NBCBlue, Sun., 9-9 :15 p.m. bringing the
total to 96. Agency : Lennen &
MiteheU, N. Y.
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago
(Parkay margarine), during Sepis adding
NBC-Blue The
stations tember
to carry
via 10transcription
Great Gildersleeve, on NBC-Red Sunday, 6:30-7 p.m. Agency : Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
RICHARD HUDNUT, New York
(cosmetics), on Sept. 15 switches
Hollywood Shoiocase on 7 CBS Pacific
Coast stations from Tues., 8 :30-9
p.m.
to Mon.,
p.m.
(PST).(PST),
Agency:
Benton9:30-10
& Bowles,
N. Y.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuoy soap), on Sept. 19 shifts
Hollywood Premiere on 70 CBS stations, from Fri., 9:30-10 p.m. to 1010:30 p.m. Agency: WUliam Esty &
Co., N. Y.
P. BALLANTINB & SONS, Newark
(beer), has added four stations
(WHKC WTAG WCSH WTIC) for
recorded playbacks of Three Ring Time
on 75 MBS stations, Friday, 9:30-10
p.m. Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.

ion
Own ingt
Stat
s
Aii'
Wash

Winner of the "Georst Festir Pukedy
Award" for Dislmguishcd and Meritorious Piiklic Ser*iM Preerams tn lha
local channel (roup iuni 1940.

VK/N WAS^HINGJOI^
WINX

BROADCASTING

Spearmint in East
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co. Chicago,
has added eastern stations to the
list carrying one-minute transcribed spot announcements for
Spearmint gum. Announcements
totals several hundred in each city
and have been placed in Buffalo on
WGR, WKBW, WBEN, WBNY; in
Philadelphia on WDAS, WFIL,
WHAT, WIP, WPEN, WTEL,
WIBG; in Baltimore on WCAO,
WCBM, WFBR, WITH and in
Washington on WINX, WMAL,
WOL, WWDC. Contracts are for 52
weeks, bens,
placed
Chicago. by Vanderbie & Ru-
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Don Marrin, kOA, Denver,
writes: "Happy to inform
you that this week we
have added three more commercial newscasts to our
schedule,
using INS reports
exclusively."
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

^^^^^
RADIO ADVERTISERS
Cannot Afford to Overlook the
Possibilities Offered by the
Canadian Maritime Provinces
and by Nova Scotia in Particular. This area is served by —
CHN
HALIFAX, N. S.
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
WEEDKepreseruatives
&: COMPANY

IN THE 7th RETAIL MARKET
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MINNEAPOLIS
•
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Donovan
Will

Denies

Direct

Government

Shortwave

Outlets

Coordinator Will Request International Operators
To Increase Scope of Broadcast Service
ATTEMPTING to set at rest verbal and published rumors that his
organization immediately will take
over operation of shortwave transmitters to counteract Axis radio
propaganda, Col. William J. Donovan, cooi'dinator of information,
told heads of companies operating shortwave stations, at a meeting in Washington last Wednesday, that he has no desire to go
into the radio business and is, in
fact, very anxious to stay out of it.
Col. Donovan's statement followed the same lines as an interview given Broadcasting shortly
after he took office in late July
[Broadcasting Aug. 4]. At that
time it was stated that no sweeping change in the existing overall
operation of international stations
by existing licensees was contemplated.
Wednesday's meeting was called
to discuss the results of a survey
made by the Donovan office with
a view toward increasing American shortwave coverage to Europe,
Asia, and especially Latin America. An overall proposal which encompassed increase in power, additional beams to selected countries, a system for interchange of
programs among the various transmitters and the elimination of
duplicate service was presented to
the shortwave operators.
Increased Cost
Officials of the Donovan office
admitted that this involved a "tremendous increase" in costs to the
companies operating shortwave
transmitters. However, these officials said, the general outlines of
the plan were received favorably
by the broadcasters, but judgment
on details of operation was reserved.
It was pointed out at the meeting that broadcasters have already
expanded their shortwave service
because of the requirements of
the national emergency, along
lines suggested by the Government, and that the burden of additional expense caused by the
Donovan proposal, might prove too
great. It was reportedly inferred
at the meeting that if this proved
to be the case some form of Government subsidy might be provided,
but there would be closer supervision by the Government approaching an operations aspect.
Another point apparently causing concern among some of the
operators is what might happen
if their efforts fall short of Government expectations, providing
they are able to meet the increased
financial burden out of their own
funds.
On the other hand, the Donovan
office feels, it was stated by officials, that the privately operated
American shortwave stations can
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effectively compete with Axis propaganda purveyed by Government
operated stations. "Our problem,"
one official said "is to devise ways
and means of meeting this progaganda from Axis operated stations
within the framework of our own
democracy which protects private
enterprise. We feel this can be
done and the Donovan organization is merely acting in the role
of transmitting the needs and requests of our various Government
agencies to the shortwave operators. In the past, some Government
agencies have made conflicting requests to the broadcasters and one
of our jobs is to prevent this."
Those attending the meeting, besides Col. Donovan, were Stanley
Richardson, industry coordinator
on shortwave broadcasting; Niles
Trammell, president of NBC; John
Elwood, NBC shortwave director;
C. B. Jolliffe, former FCC chief engineer and chief engineer of RCA
frequency bureau; William S. Paley, president of CBS; Edmund
Chester, CBS shortwave director;
James D. Shouse, vice-president in
charge of broadcasting, Crosley
Corp.; Wilfred Guenther, manager
of the Crosley shortwave station,
WLWO; Walter Evans, vice-president in charge of broadcasting,
Westinghouse; F. P. Nelson, manager of Westinghouse shortwave
stations, and Robert S. Pear, General Electric.

OEM and Firestone
SEVEN minutes of the Voice
of Firestone program sponsored on NBC-Red Monday
evening by Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co., Akron, have been
donated for defense purposes
by arrangement of the Office of Emergency Management with the sponsor. The
OEM Defense Report will
interpolate the program, being devoted to interviews
with defense officials and
special dramatizations prepared by the OEM Radio
Section. William S. Knudsen,
OEM director general, was to
open the new series Sept. 15.
Subsidiary for Talent
Is Organized by WBS
WORLD BROADCASTING System, transcription production firm,
has organized a subsidiary, World
Talent Bureau Inc., to act as
artists' representative in the various fields of entertainment. Douglas N. Taussig,
theatrical agent
of New York and
Hollywood, who
was formerly a
vice-president of
Fox Film Corp.
and
who served
Mr. Taussig
on the board of

directors of the Roxy Theatre in
New
reau. York, is head of the new buOne of the prime functions, WBS
has announced, will be the presentation and introduction of potential
stars to motion picture studios both
in New York and in Hollywood.
Sample recordings, made in the
WBS studios in New York, Chi_J
cago and Hollywood, together with
La Palina Football
photographs and biographical material, will be supplieU to movie
CONGRESS CIGAR Co., Newark
companies, theatrical producers
(La Palina cigars), has signed to and advertising agencies. Bureau
sponsor eight football games on offices are located at 711 Fifth Ave.,
New York, also WBS headquarters.
WBBM,
schedule whichChicago.
starts Oct.Advance
4 includes
six
home games of Northwestern U,
with two dates as yet unscheduled.
PRESS DEPARTMENT of WMCA.
John Harrington assisted by Bob New York, has added a night shift
Cunningham will handle the under the direction of Herman Schoeubroadcasts. Marschalk & Pratt, feld. transferred from the daytime
New York, is agency.
staflE.
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CBS
Completes Plai
For Capital War Nenl
CBS has completed its plans f('
covering news from Washingt',
when, as and if United States < i
ters the war. Recognizing the iol
mensely increased importance q
the nation's capital as a source (
news during time of war, Pai
White, CBS director of publ
affairs, revealed last week that Y
has made plans to expand both th
space
the personnel
the nework's and
Washington
news ofstaff.
"CBS Heis denied,
ready however,
for M-Day,"
stated.
rumoi 1that CBS is planning to transit
its news headquarters from Ne
York to Washington in event
war. This would not be practica
he explained, because the cabk
and the shortwave receiving st£
tions which bring the news froil
Europe to the United States ai|
concentrated in New York, and h
further pointed out that during th
last war, while newspaper bureau
in Washington were considerabl
expanded, the news distributiii
agencies continued to maintai
their headquarters in New York.
B & W Barn Dance
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobac
CO Corp., Louisville (Target Toba(
co) on Sept. 13 will begin sponsoi
ship of the Renfro Valley Bar
Dance on a split network of 1
NBC-Blue stations. Originating i
a barn in Renfro Valley, Ky., th
program will be heard from 8:30 t
9:00 Saturday nights for 52 weeks,
with John Lair, authority on fol
songs
developer
of hillbilly
ent, asandm.c,
and Tom
Hargis ta'.a
producer. Program raises the tots
network time sponsored by the con:
pany on NBC to 2% hours weeklj
Agency is Russel M. Seeds Co
Chicago.
More for Thor
HURLEY MACHINE Co., Chicag
(Thor washing machines), is add
ing stations to the list currentl;
carrying one-minute live announce
ments six times weekly. Additions
markets include Boston, Provi
dence, Hartford, New York, Troj
Buffalo, Philadelphia, Harrisburg
Baltimore, Norfolk, Charlotte
Nashville, Memphis, Oklahom.
City,
NewStations
Orleans,willHouston,
Sa"
Antonio.
be selecte'
on the West Coast in Seattle, Ta
coma, Portland, Los Angeles. E. H
Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago, han
dies the account.
Kroger Adding
KROGER
GROCERY
& BAKIN(~
Co., Cincinnati,
has added
thre
more stations for Hearts in Har
inony,
daytime are
dramatic-musica
serial. Stations
KARK, Littlv
Rock; KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark.
WHAS, Louisville. Agency i;
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Latin Media News

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Young Man, You'll Have to Explain This to the
FCC Newspaper Investigation!"
BROADCASTING

American
Media, devoted
to compara
A NEW bi-monthly
publication,
Lai'v)
tive information on Latin America)
newspapers, magazines, radio station
and other types of media necessary t
export advertising, will be publishei
beginning Nov. 1. Articles on expor
sales promotion and merchandisiu;,
problems will be a part of each issiu
Editorial offices are at 224-16 Daven
port Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
• Broadcast

Advertising

BUSINESS

NEW

MEN

WBAL

Retailers and
J. O. ROBINSON
President of the Henry B.
Gilpin Company
Wholesale Druggists of
Baltimore, Norfolk and
Washington
"After
over your
schedule, Iglancing
can unhesitatingly
predict that the popular dial
setting in the homes of Baltimore and vicinity will be 1090 !
"Theof fact
that wethathandle
most
the products
will
be advertised over your station
is an encouraging omen to us
for it presents an unusual opportunity for us to promote
these products into a profitable
volume of business."

APPLAUD

SCHEDULE

wholesalers

In the Central

Atlantic States are all set to cash in on the increased sales that will result from the Red Network shift to WBAL

on October

1, according

to the leading retailers and wholesalers
viewed by the WBAL

Merchandising

inter-

Depart-

ment.
Most

all business

men

interviewed

stated

JOHN

E. JAEGER

President of the Independent Retail Grocers and
Meat Dealers of Baltimore
"It is good news to hear that
WBAL has such an outstanding
radio schedule. Many products
which are being advertised on
these programs are sold at our
stores.
"To me this looks like a very
helpful thing to the retailer, to
the wholesaler and to yourselves.
Congratulations."

they were making

plans to tie-up with the ad-

vertisers using WBAL
so that maximum

in every

way

results would

be obtained.

IRVING C. CHARKATZ
Secretary of the Oriole
Grocery Service, Inc.

The wholesalers

expect to arouse

force

enthusiasm

"Your new schedule makes
good reading, but more important it will make good listening. And it is this 'listening'
pull that interests us.
"Most of the food products
scheduled for your Fall season
are in our line. With a greater
listening audience we can expect greater activity for the
products advertised over the
new WBAL."

America's

to great

possible

over

their sales
"One

of

great radio schedules."

M. G. PIERPONT
President of the Loewy
Drug Co., Inc.
"It is the writer's frank opinion that a high powered schedule
on a high powered station makes
an unbeatable combination for
the bid for the greatest listening audience.
"WBAL
has it and we have
the merchandise that is advertised on these programs. So
here is another combination —
WBAL and ourselves — ^that bids
well for real profitable busi-

OnE OF fimERICflS GRFAT RADIO STATIOHS
National Representation •

JOHN A. CROZIER
Manager of the Calvert
Drug Company, Wholesale
Drug gists
"The pressed
one
thing
that your
imme upon
studying
schedule of programs for after
October first is that you will
get the tening
lion'saudience
sharein ofthe
the new
lisWBAL area.
"Thiscap,is not
a feather
your
but only
it gives
me anin
optimistic outlook for Fall business as most of the products advertised over your station are in
our line."

SAMUEL LAZARUS
President of Max Lazarus
& Sons, Wholesale Grocers
"There never was a time
when good entertainment would
draw a public following more
so than at present. The New
WBAL's schedule has the right
"box office" appeal, in the vernacular of the theatre.
"The New WBAL public following should be tremendous
and should reflect public approval in our 'box office,' the
retail food counters in Baltimore and vicinity."

INTERNATIONAL RADIO SALES

S. R. WATERS
Manager of Bentley,
Shriver & Co., Inc.
Importers, Wholesale
Grocers
"In these uncertain times the
public demands diversion and
entertainment to forget their
troubles
morale. and to bolster their
"The New WBAL schedule
with its well balanced programs of comedy, drama and
music presented by the country's foremost entertainers is
exactly what is needed."

JAMES BAILY
President of James Baily
& Son, Wholesale
Druggists
"Thanks for the opportunity
of looking over the new WBAL
schedule. Now I have some
real ammunition with which to
stimulate my sales force for the
coming season.
"There is no question that
you will capture the listening
audience in this area and with
that audience hearing about the
products we handle, our business
should respond with a profitable
vote of approval."

LOW

LOW

INSTALLATION

OPERATING

with

50

KILOWATT

COSTS

this

BROADCAST

RCA

COSTS

TYPE

HIGH-FIDELITY quality output, that
pleases advertisers and audiences
alike, can be combined with impressive
savings in a 50 kw. transmitter! Here's
howadvancedRCAengineeringdoesit:
HIGH-LEVEL CLASS "B" MODULATION
in the 50-E gives you the double economy of low power-consumption and
extremely long tube life. At average
modulation, the transmitter draws approximately 115 kw. from your power
line — less than $2.50 hour at New
York City current rates. And high-level
modulation means better audio quality,
too . . . the 50-E is virtually free from
cross-modulation distortion; fiat within +1 db. from 30 to 10,000 cycles.
AIR-COOLED TUBES THROUGHOUT cut
down both installation and operating
costs. No water-pumps. No watercoolers. No water-problems, pipes or

TRANSMITTER

50-E

tanks! And no monthly water-bills . . .
BUILT-IN WIRE-DUCT still further reduces your installation costs by eliminating floor-trenches between units. UNIFIED FRONT PANEL construction
presents a more pleasing appearance
combined with cleaner mechanical
design and mounting of equipment.
VERTICAL CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION, without horizontal shelves,
makes all parts easily accessible.
Only 28 1 square feet of floor space is
ample for the 50-E (less external blower
and transformer equipment). Complicated and cumbersome mechanical
controls are eliminated by the use of
electrical tuning on the RF power amplifier and exciter stages — adjustments
are made by push-buttons on the front
panel . . . Ask your nearest district office
sales representative to tell you the complete story.

Use RCA Radio Tubes in your station for finer performance

Microphones
Speech InputEquipment
Systems I|
I Associated
Transmitters

«ew York: 411 Tlfth Ave.

Chirago: 589 E. Illinoia Si.

Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bank Bldg.

Dallas: Santa Fe GMg.

San Francisco: 170 Ninth St.

Hollywood: 1016 N. Syca
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STAN

NOW

HAS

GOODS

GOODS

LOMAX'S

A

Vol. 21 • No. 12
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LOMAX

SELLS

STAN

Radio

PERIOD

FOR

lAr Stan Lomax's Sports Review on WOR
is now the most popular evening sports
show in New York, according to the WOR
Continuing Study of Radio Listening.

SPORTS

OPEN

T'

SHOW

8

■

Radio

Is

for

EducatioHf

Too

classrooms in 5,338 schools. Broadcast five days
a week, now starting its seventh school year,
WLS "School Time" last year was listened to
by an estimated 870,000 students.
WLS is proud to have a part in shaping
these young lives; we take seriously our obligation to these future citizens. The success of
our interest in educational activities is reflected
in the general respect and approval of leading
educators throughout the nation.

' I 'HE well-known three R's of school days
have become four: reading, 'riting, 'rithmetic and Radio! The most isolated schoolroom
today is reached, by radio, with innumerable
experiences of educational and cultural value.
WLS "School Time" offers these experiences,
supplying to the teacher and student a wealth
of material supplementary to their texts.
This WLS "School Time" program is our
contribution to progressive Mid-West schools.
Used by some 400 classrooms when it was started in February, 1936, "School Time" last year
was part of the regular curriculum in 24,529

"School Time" is only one part of the WLS
Educational Service — it is another service that
makes WLS the popular station of the Mid-West.
890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
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. . . Peter'll find lots of
pumpkins in Nebraska this fall.
But most important out here is livestock. Hogs, cattle, sheep, chickens,
butter and eggs account for 75 per
cent of Nebraska's farm income.
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mounted — in some cases to more
than double last year's market!
Yes, farmers have money. They
have it and they're spending it!
They'll spend it with you, if you
use KFAB. You need KFAB, to
cover the farm areas of Nebraska
and her neighbors.
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Complete new transmitter and antenna installation
give concentrated coverage of Buffalo and the 400,000
families living in one of the major centers of inland
industrial
PLUS

agricultural

production

in the nation —

the NBC Red Network and outstanding local programs, news reports and public service features —
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audience acceptance that is not
proached byany other Buffalo, station.
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gotten crossed-up, somewhere. Or
failing to take the responsibility for
the success of your radio efEorts,
on any station or at any time we

ideas or embarrassing situations —
even when the idea or situation origi-

recommend. Also — we're perfectly
wilhng to be the "whipping boy"
in any of those myriad situations
where something has not clicked perfectly and where a whipping boy is
needed to restore harmony. And so
forth.

nates in the client's own office !
So, admiring this function, it's only
natural that we should adopt it. And
not only for advertisers, but also for
agencies — since even agency men, being human, occasionally get rather
silly ideas too!

Not that we're courting trouble — l)ut
we certainly are willing to take a beating for a good cause. Got a good cause
handy?

For instance, you'll never hear us
complaining (or bragging) about
haAdng to jump on a train to go help

Free

&

Pioneer
NEW YORK: 347 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131

jpot!

straighten out something that has

^ One of the things Mc've always
liked about good agencies is the May
they protect their clients from crazy

CHICAGO: ,80 S. Michigan
Frinklin 6373

^fiojoe
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WASHINGTON,

Troubles
AFM;

Threat by CBS
Technicians
jABOR TROUBLES and
irike threats bobbed up in
joadcasting last week as the
ijmerican Federation of Musicians and the International
ifotherhood of Electrical
I'orkers
redoubled
|:act higher
quotasefforts
of mento
id improved wages, respec\ve\y, from segments of the
' dustry.
;iA general strike of musilans employed at 173 stations
[filiated with MBS was
i/erted last Friday when an
I'reement was reached with
I^'GRC, Louisville, on retenijon of additional musicians.
IBC-Red, however, was without
imote dance band pickups be|i.use of a somewhat similar conWersy with AFM over refusal
J WSMB, New Orleans, to capitufce to union demands.
es Threat
Des Mointhat
I situation
iA
might affect
IBS and NBC-Blue was brewing
i Des Moines, where KENT, CBS
klet, and KSO, NBC-Blue and
[BS outlet, both owned by the
Sowles interests, were faced with
1 ultimatum that they expend
15,000 a year for musicians.
,' Meanwhile, a stalemate in negotiations between the Associated
jlroadcast Technicians Union of
3EW with CBS executives, coverng 240 technicians at the network's
t^y stations and M&O outlets save
IilMOX, was reported last Friday
pllowing two .weeks of intermittent
bnversations While there was
pose talk of a strike, the ABTU
bntract carries an arbitration
ilause, and it was thought more
ihan likely that if no agreement
reached by Oct. 1 this clause
itrould be invoked, with the matter
|aken to arbitration. Precise details
vere not available from either side,
i Just before BROADCASTING went
jo press Friday evening, an anonyl^ious phone call was received at
■ts New York bureau. The speaker
iimply declared: "There may be
I picket line around CBS by mornng," and then hung up. Efforts to
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Looms

Delay in Acceptance by
Affiliate Stations
Now Forecast
A LONG DRAWN-OUT fight over
acceptance of revised ASCAP contracts for return of its music to
NBC and CBS and their affiliated
stations was foreshadowed last
weekend, with many affiliated stations assei'ting they would take
their time in appraising the proposition.
Although the NAB executive
committee, by majority vote, had
sanctioned the network form of
contract Sept. 9, copies of the final
documents have not been transmitted to stations. This was to have
been done last week, in the hope of
returning ASCAP music to NBC
and CBS networks by Sept. 28, with
the change in time. However, all
hope for this vanished by week end.
While ASCAP and network representatives said attorneys still
were working on revised language
of the five separate contract forms,
forces opposing acceptance charged

• Broadcast
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Prove

verify the report were without
avail.
William S. Paley, CBS president,
and Mefford R. Runyon, vice-president in charge of stations, last
Thursday met with Russ Rennaker,
national business manager, and
Frank E. Sosebee, ABTU New
York representative, and Mr. Runyon met again with them on Friday, with no agreement reached.
Conversations during the preceding
week in Chicago with H. Leslie
Atlass, CBS Central Division vicepresident and its labor negotiator,
likewise had pi-oved futile.
May Meet Again
ABTU sought to invoke provisions of the 1937 contract permitting
annual discussions prior to Oct. 1.
Basically, it is understood ABTU
requested a 10% increase over the
existing average scale ranging
from $49 to $75 per week and CBS
had countered with an offer of 4%,
which reportedly would have
brought the scale up to that averaged by NBC technicians. Hour
and work conditions also are involved.

Fight

ngr

Advertising

Threat
to
Industry
While no date was set for anaffected. The AFM demands had
other meeting between ABTU and
CBS executives, it was thought
repercussions throughout the industry because of past crises prefurther conversations might be held
prior to the Oct. 1 deadline. As
tactics.
cipitated as a result of Petrillo's
things stood last Friday, however,
Capital
Observing
the union men indicated they would
In
Washington
some question
seek arbitration or take steps
arose as to whether the Departtoward a strike vote of the memment of Justice, which last Februbership. Technicians at seven
ary announced its intention of
M&O stations are involved, with
launching grand jury proceedings
KMOX, St. Louis, operating unagainst Petrillo because of the
der the joint agreement in that "made
work" issue, would reopen
city and therefore outside the controversy. The 1937 contract with its proceedings. Since the announcement by Assistant Attorney GenABTU provides for increases aneral Thurman Arnold that he pronually according to seniority, and
posed to move against the music
does not expirt until 1942.
czar, nothing more has happened
The sudden surge in labor ac- on the Government front.
tivity, after a period of relative
The outbreak of union troubles
tranquility, remained unexplained.
in
radio appeared to coincide with
James C. Petrillo, AFM president,
union demands and strike threats
himself ordered the plug pulled on
other industries. The
MBS dance band remotes on Sept. affecting
Washington viewpoint was that
12. NBC cancelled its Red dance
remotes to forestall similar action. union leaders, apparently of a mind
that now is the time to crack inAlmost simultaneously, the ultidustry, were putting on a coordimatum had been delivered to the
nated campaign. This arose from
Cowles stations in Des Moines,
the theory that, in view of the war
with the accent on dollars rather
emergency,
opportunities
than men, according to broadcasters
(Continued
on page for
66) suc-

Over
ASCAP
Contract
the delay was intentional. They
the ASCAP board met in special
founded this on the belief that
session last Monday to approve the
the NIB convention, meeting in NBC contracts, on Friday NBC had
Chicago Sept. 22-23, had as one of not yet mailed out copies to its
affiliated stations. And although the
its main topics the ASCAP negotiations and that if the precise
ASCAP board had expressed its
language of the contracts was not v/illingness to examine the CBS
available, the discussion would be contracts as soon as they were
ready, CBS had not by Friday
impeded.
Lafount Cites Difficulties
called such a meeting.
Meanwhile, NIB President
Eachworkday
through
the week,
netHarold A. Lafount last Tuesday
executives
expressed
the hope
asked Attorney General Francis
that by tracts
the would
following
be set. day
But the
as conthe
Biddle to give "very careful conweek
ended,
network
attorneys
sideration" tothe contracts, to ascertain whether they conform with
were still poring over the contract
the consent decree entered into last forms and attempting to get them
into final shape. The explanation of
March by ASCAP. Observing that
ASCAP had stated the contract
NBC's legal department was that
form would be submitted to the Dein comparing its own draft of the
partment for prior study, Mr. Lacontract forms with the draft prefount said the per-program repared by ASCAP, it was finding
quirements were so complicated
many minor variations.
that stations would ba forced to
Before the contracts are sent to
the stations these differences must
accept a blanket form of contract,
be ironed out in five contract forms.
tending
to
reestablish
the
"m-ongAt CBS it was stated that its
ful practice sought to be corrected
lawyers were still drafting the final
by Date
the consent
decree."
when the
contracts would
form of its contracts. What the
differences would be between the
be mailed was in doubt. Although
September
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CBS and NBC forms when finally
completed, no one could say, but
spokesmen for both networks and
for ASCAP agreed any differences
would be to allow for the differences in methods of operation of
NBC and CBS.
These delays put an end to any
hopes for ASCAP tunes on the networks by next Sunday. After the
contracts are completely drawn up
to the approval of the networks
and ASCAP, they must be ratified
by the affiliate stations before they
can be signed and put into effect.
When they are mailed out, with
each contract will go a form of acceptance for the station owner to
sign, indicating his agreement to
rebate to the network 2%% of its
payments to him for commercial
network programs, as his part of
the network's payment to ASCAP.
Securing such agreements from the
affiliates, even at best, can scarcely
be accomplished this week, especially as many of these broadcasters
will be in Chicago during the early
part of the week attending the NIB
convention.
This meeting, open to all broadcasters except the networks and
their M and 0 stations, will probably decide the fate of the efforts
of the netwoi'ks to effect peace with
ASCAP one way or the other.
Although the ASCAP board approved the NBC deal, the ASCAP
ranks are no more unified than
those of the broadcasters concerning the contract terms, and the approval came only sftSr a stormy
session, according to reports. The
deduction in income to ASCAP,
from the approximately $8,000,000
a year if the broadcasters had accepted the licenses pi'offered by
ASCAP to the $3,000,000 a year
■which the present contracts will
produce, has created dissatisfaction
SRlong both composers and publishers.

TheJ--, is also th^ Old guard who
have steadily opposed any compromise with the broadcasters. They
fought last winters' decision to accept the Government consent decree and still want to fight it out
in the courts.
Movie Firms Anxious
Most complete approval, accordinging to reports, came from the
publishers controlled by the motion
picture companies, who want to get
the tunes from their pictures
plugged on the air to advertise the
films and build box office returns.
They are only secondarily interested in income from ASCAP or
from the sale of sheet music. On
the other side of the fence is the independent publisher of popular
songs whose revenue from ASCAP
is a sizable part of . his total income.
The BMI-Marks suit against
ASCAP, seeking to establish the
ownership to performing rights by
either publisher or composer, is
also said to have been a major
topic of discussion at the ASCAP
board meeting.
Last Tuesday Justice Aaron
Steuer of the New Yirk Supreme
Court heard arguments from attorneys for ASCAP and BMI on
Page 8 • September

Stokeley Buys
Per-Program Formula Too Complicated
Lafount Declares in Letter to Biddle
ments have not yet been submitted to
CHARGING that the per-program
stations, but the press states that the
payment license agreement which substance
of the agreements is being
ASCAP is offering the industry is submitted to the Department of Justice
for
approval.
"unnecessarily complicated" and
As ijresident of NIB, an association
would make it "economically impos- representing
independently owned and
sible for most broadcast stations to
oi^erated broadcast stations throughout the United States, I would like to
accept", Harold A. Lafount, president of National Independent refer to the provisions contained in the
paragraph of Section II (3) of
Broadcasters, last Tuesday re- last
the consent decree entered in the TJ. S.
quested Attorney General Francis District Court for the Southern District of New York, which provides in
Biddle to give "very careful conas follows :
sideration" to these requirements, part
*
'
* defendant shall act in good faith
in the light of the ASCAP consent
so that there shall be a relationship bedecree entered into last March.
tween such per program basis and such
justifiable by applicable busiCiting articles appearing in the other nessbasis,
factors, including availability, so that
press [Broadcasting, Sept. 15] there will be no frustration of the purpose
to afford radio broadthat ASCAP had concluded licen- of this sub-paragraph
casters alternative bases of license comsing- agreements with NBC and pensation.
CBS, Mr. Lafount said that it had
A 'Wrongful Practice'
been repeatedly stated these agreeFrom all the information which we
ments would be submitted to the
been able to obtain, it would apDepartment for approval prior to have pear
that the per-program payment lithe time they were offered stations.
cense agreement which ASCAP proposes
to submit to the Department of
Forcing a Formula
.Justice for approval contains such uncomplicated and extensive
The purpose of the detailed log- requirements necessarily
on the submission of detailed data to ASCAP as to make it
ging provisions covering per-proeconomically impossible for most
gram payment, he charged, "is to Itroadcasting stations to accept this
force stations to accept the agree- form of contract. The obvious purpose
ment with a payment of a percent- of such complicated and detailed reage of their gross income, thereby
ports is to force stations to accept the
agreement with a payment of a pertending to re-establish the wrongof their gross income, thereby
ful practice sought to be corrected tending centage
to re-establish the wrongful
practice sought to be corrected by the
by the consent decree."
decree.
Following is the text of Mr. La- consent
In
view
of the repeated statements
fount's letter:
in the press that these license agreements are to be submitted to the DeAceol'cUiig to articles ai^peariiig in
partment for approval iirior to the
tlie press, ASCAP has concluded licen- time that they
are offered to stations,
sing agreements with the two major
national networks, NBC and CBS, re- i would like to reouest that very carequiring the payment of a percentfige
ful considtn'ntioii ]n' givpii to the reof gross ncome and at the same time
s oftherelation
i)er-i>roj;i-iim
license
agreement
inquirementits
to the license
has pi-epared licensing agreements for
the remainder of the broadcasting in- agreement on the old method of a paydustry both on the old method involved
ment of a percent;! '.ii' i,rMCl:<|,iU
oh ;;'riiss illCojllP.
An over-burdciisi.ui,.
In the
in
consent
and the
also Government's
on what purports
to bedecree
the program form of lieeiise Will completely sent
frustrate
per-program metl}or] \i\ ppmplianee
decree. the pul'poses of the conwith the gonsent decyee, The " agrees
SUN

SPOTS

mAr

Brooklyn Bali Game

transmissions

Cut OfF WOR

With the Score

Tied, Bringing Wrath From Fans
cording
to communiCatiofis engiSUN SPOTS and other atmosneers.
pheric disturbances played havoc
with radio and communications
Starting early Thursday morning, shortwave reception in New
lines last Thursday, blotting out or
York became increasingly uninteldisrupting service for more than
ligible so. that by 10 a.m. both
24 hours. Affecting longwave transNBC and CBS listening posts
mission only to a minor degree,
the high voltage currents in the stopped trying to catch broadcasts
frorft abroad and had closed up for
atmosphere cut off shortwave transmission almost completely and
thfe day. By Friday mornins: listening was only 75% normal. Yet, due
caused partial disruption to long- to some
atmospheric trick, the 6:45
line wire service. In general, com^
news roundup on CBS brought in
munications in the east-west direcBerlin and London clearly but
tions were much harder hit than
could not get any signal from Mosthose in a noi'th-south tie-up, accow. Similarly the 7 p.m. roundup
on NBC got London but was
ASCAP's motion that BMI be blanked out from Moscow, Vichy
eliminated as a plaintiff since, as and Ankara. Other than these
broadcasts no shortwave programs
a licensee, it has no right to bring
got through during the day.
such action. BMI counsel contended that the assignment by
Inaugural Spoiled
Marks to BMI of performing rights
NBC's
special
inaugural network
broadin marks compositions makes BMI
cast for its
new Mexican
a proper plaintiff. John Schulman,
on
Thursday
evening
was
completecounsel for the Songwriters Proly ruined. NBC reported that Mextective Asn., appeared on behalf of
ican reception of the parts of the
the individual songwriter defendceremony originating in New York
ents in the suit. The court reserved
was botchy and unintelligible, with
decision.
a similar condition existing for the
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STOKELY BROS. & Co., Indian
polls (Van Camp's beans), cu
rently engaged in its most coi
plete advertising campaign in t
products' 80 year history, recent
started a radio campaign on foi
California stations, using tra
scribed singing spot annour/c
ments. In addition, 137 newspape
in California and Nevada are b
ing used, as well as three region
magazines and two national mag
zines. The station list: KSFO ai
KFRC, San Francisco, and KI
and KNX, Los Angeles. Agency
Calkins & Holden, New York.
Ruppelpersistent
Still atrumors
CBS th
DENYING
he would join a new Chicago mor
ing newspaper in an executive c
pacity, Louis Ruppel, CBS publi
ity director, last Friday declare
"I am still in the radio business
The new paper is reported
financed by Marshall Field III, ar
publication is expected to sta
about Nov. 1. Before joining CE
in 1939 Mr. Ruppel for four yea
was managing editor of the Ch
cago Times.
More Noxzema Quizzes
NOXZEMA CHEMICAL Co., Ba
timore, will broadcast its Quiz <
Two Cities in 24 cities with the ai
dition of WSB, Atlanta, ar
WAPI, Birmingham, on Oct. i
KYW, Philadelphia, and KDKI
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12, and WOK(
for Albany and Troy, Oct. 16. Tl
half-hour weekly programs ai
quiz shows between teams of coi
testants from rival cities. Rutl
rauff & Ryan, New York, is tV
agency.
New Ym§t Spot
STANDARD BRANDS, Nevi> Y6i
(Fleischmann's Yeast), oft Oct.
will launch a 13-week campaign c
one-minute , transcl'ibed announti
ments on 10 Ohio stations. Agenc
is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New Yorl
]\I^>^NcYcan transmission to the Unite
fetes.
AT&T reported that reception c
its radiophone circuits to Euroj
was so disturbed by noon Thursda
that service was switched to tl
longwave circuit by way of Hou
ton. Me. Reception from Sout
America was spotty, while the linf
on the Pacific Coast and land lint
in general were clear.
RCA Communications exper
enced the same circumstance
Shortwave was shifted to the lonf
wave on Thursday evening. Wes
ern Union reported a minimum It
terruption in service, though regi
lar circuits were disturbed, becau?
it has machinery to take care c
just such an eventuaiity.
Standard broadcascnig was pr u
tically undisturbed, though MP'
reported some disturbance in ir
Minnesota-Dakota regions. Coi
fusion and anger broke out i
Brooklyn when the broadcast c
the crucial game with Pittsburg!
on WOR, was suddenly cut off tl;
air with the scor.2 tied. Thousarc
of calls fiooded the station whie
explained to the incredulous iv.r
that the Morse circuits to Pitt;
burgh had been cut off by disturl
ing
atmospheric
the broadcast
was conditions.
resumed 15 Wl.e
mil
utes
later,
Brooklyn
was
four
rur
behind.
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Music

il

discussion

Issues
Heard

Of Separation
From NAB

ITH FEELING high over the
w ASCAP conti-act negotiated by
e networks, along- with the reval of AFM Czar Jimmy Petrils tactics in forcing hiring of
ore staff musicians, delegates to
e special convention of National
.dependent Broadcasters in Chigo Monday and Tuesday looked
r unprecedented industry indigition over the trend in music
sts.
Last weekend there was no auoritative estimate of the size of
e convention — first of its kind
■er
i called — but it was evident that
any network affiliates would be
lere and that the attendance
ight reach 150. Sentiment is
rong for reorganization of NIB
a full-fledged trade association,
id there was considerable talk of
break-away from the NAB.
Fly's Status
Active participation of FCC
hairman James Lawrence Fly in
le NIB sessions, transcending his
Dpearance as keynote speaker, has
iven rise to some speculation in
fidustry circles. He has made no
jnes about his dislike of the NAB
hd of the major networks, both
if ore and since the turbulent NAB
invention in St. Louis last May.
'.e is known to favor formation
Jjf a trade association under new
leadership and divorced from NBC
lad CBS.
Further impetus to the move for
1NAB break-away was given with
,jie announcement last Wednesday
liat Ed Craney, head of KGIR,
lutte, and the Z-Bar Network in
ilontana, would be present and
I'ould
address the
convention.
He
las advocated
creation
of a new
pade association which, in his
adgment, would be "persona
[frata" with Washington's officialj|om and which would be made up
'■'nly of independently-owned sta..ons, whether or not they are affilijted with the networks.
With the completion of the new
('
I'orm ofto ASCAP
which foris
■'lated
serve ascontract
the pattern
he entire industry, much interest
(•'ill attach to music performance,
nth the convention's second day
o be given over to the subject.
Key speaker will be Victor 0.
Vaters, special assistant to the
jji.ttorney General in charge of both
Jopyright and music anti-trust activities. His analysis of the music
jlituation is expected to be a highight, particularly since question
mas arisen as to whether the
I'^SCAP terms, and more particularly the rigid logging requireittients, actually preclude a per-use
Jform of contract.
Because Mr. Waters also has
)een active in proposed anti-trust
8ROADCASTING

Stir

NIB

proceedings against the American
Federation of Musicians, on the
"made work" issue, the latest
Petrillo action in pulling the plug
on both NBC-Red and MBS dance
band remotes and in threatening
walkouts also may be covered. The
Department of Justice, after an
announcement last year that it
would bring grand jury proceedings
against AFM, has done nothing
more openly on the matter.
Whether there v/ill be an active
move in the direction of making
NIB an all-inclusive trade association, with a headquarters staff in
Washington, will depend upon the
trend of convention proceedings.
NIB executives, including President Harold A. Lafount, disclaim
any intention of fostering such a
movement.
Time for Discussion
Moreover, Mr. Lafount pointed
out that the convention was called
at the insistence of many independent broadcasters and that aside
from the scheduled addresses and
discussions covering current industry matters the agenda does not
deal with reorganization as such.
There will be ample time, however,
for discussion of any matters not
scheduled, he pointed out.
Mr. Lafount has stated repeatedly he will not seek reelection to
NIB, on the theory that the office
should be rotated. The names of
several possible successors already
have been advanced.
Support has developed for Mr.
Craney's election, though he likewise has stated repeatedly that he
isc not a candidate for any office.
Chairman Fly, in his address, is
expected to cover the whole regulatory picture, with some emphasis
on national defense. As chairman
of the Defense Communications
Board, he is expected to comment
on the outlook on priorities, and
to assure the industry of the availability of sufficient technical equipment to keep broadcasting functioning as a vital defense service
all during the emergency.

on

Convention

Batavia Honesty
WBTA, Batavia, N. Y., last
week gave the Wage & Hour
Division of the Labor Department cause for a sigh of
gratification over an employer's sense of fair play. When
Frank A. Corti took over as
the new manager of WBTA
some weeks ago, he noted in
examining the books that
since it had started operating
in February, 1941, a score of
the WBTA employes had not
been credited with the full
amount of overtime pay due
them. Promptly he took the
matter up with wage-hour
field representatives, and last
week the station agreed to
pay
about $500
overtime
restitution
to itsin employes,
cleaning its slate for further
operation.
Also on the subject of national
defense will be an address by
Major Gen. Joseph F. Cummins,
commanding genei-al of the Sixth
Corps Area in Chicago. He will
tell the part radio must play in
home defense work.
Other Speakers
In addition to Mr. Waters' address on copyright; as well as the
expected discussion precipitated by
Mr. Craney, speakers representing
other copyright licensing groups
will be on hand. Addresses are
scheduled by John G. Paine, general manager of ASCAP, covering
the new form of contracts; Carl
Haverlin, station relations director
of BMI; Leonard D. Callahan, general counsel of SESAC, and Robert
S. Keller, representing MuzakAMP. Many broadcasters, it is reported, are withholding their response to the major networks on
their sanctioning of the ASCAP
contract form until they hear the
discussion at the NIB convention.
Several of the transcription companies and representatives of
manufacturers also plan to attend

Eve

the convention, according to advices reaching Washington headquarters of NIB. A number of
broadcasters now serving on the
NAB board, as well as past executives of the main trade association,
also plan to be present. In addition, several of the radio relations
officers of Government agencies in
Washington, including Edward M.
Kirby, chief of the Radio Branch
of the Army and public relations
director of the NAE on leave, will
attend.
Achievements of BMI
Reviewed
in Brochure
A FOUR-PAGE red, white and
blue folder will be distributed by
BMI at the NIB convention this
week. Titled "Report to 701 Broadcasters", the brochure compares
September, 1940, when BMI had
eight phonograph records and 50
transcribed tunes available, was
sending 40 selections weekly, had
10,000 titles in its library and two
hit tunes out of 35, with this September, when BMI has 14,000 records and 13,000 transcribed tunes
available (BMI and tax free), is
sending 150 selections weekly to
stations, has 500,000 titles in its
library and 32 of the 35 hit tunes.
Pointing out that BMI is devoted
to "a complete music service for
broadcasters" and that each BMI
licensee has received printed music,
transcriptions
ords with a and
valuecommercial
in excess recof
$2,100,
the to
textfit states
that of"BMI
is tailored
the needs
the
broadcaster and the operations day
after day and month after month
keep the fit." Final page is given
over to a list of the 300 BMI publishers.
Lorr Labs. Plans
LORR LABS, Paterson, N. J.
(Duragloss nail polish), on Sept.
30 will begin a 52-week schedule of
participations on Make Believe
Ballroom, on WNEW, New York.
At the same time the agency, H.
M. Kieswetter Adv. Agency, New
York, indicated it is considering
plans for a campaign of participations and announcements on several
10 days. to be announced in about
stations,
Jelke Discs on 23
JOHN F. JELKE Co., Chicago
(Good Luck margarine) recently
began
sponsorship
of a 15-minute
transcribed
series, Happii
Meeting
Time, on 23 stations in major
markets. Discs, heard thrice-weekly, feature songs of Zora Layman
and Frank Luther with Harry Von
Zell giving the commercials. Agency is Young & Rubicam, New York.

NBC WOMEN ready for service attained an average of 97.6%, highest
of any class yet instructed by the American Women's Voluntary Services.
Sally Warren,
of theherNBC
press from
department,
appeared inNBC
full president.
warden's
regalia
to receive
diploma
Niles Trammell,
Instructor is May Singhi Breen. In front row are (1 to r) Irene McCarthy,
Doris Steen, Ellen Egan, Myra Bimberg, May Singhi Breen, Mr. Trammell, Miss Warren, Frances Barbour, Ruth Barrett, Margaret Anderson,
Natalie Murray. In back row are Helen Rodabaugh, Cornelia Horn, Madge
Boynton, Isabella Hurst, Emma Tittle, Margaret Burgemeister, Virginia
Kelly, Evelyn Sesit.
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Denton Tests Radio
DENTON
SLEEPING GARMENT MILLS, Centreville, Mich.,
on Sept. 25 launches a campaign
of one-minute transcribed announcements on an undisclosed
number of stations. The Reeves
Adv. Co., Cincinnati, handles the
account.
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Slow

Pace

in

FCC

Crackdown

have talked with Commission executives, especially the chairman,
have left with the impression that
the Commission will seek a solution based on some definite mileage
separation or market coverage demarcation as between stations
owned by the same interests. The
inequities involved in any hard
and fast rule with respect to overlapping coverage by stations serving two entirely different markets,
even though their service contours
include much common coverage,
have been pointed out in these informal conversations and apparently have made tome impression.

Stirs Rumors
on
Fly's Status
Possible Changes in Commission Are Deduced by
Some Observers as Vacancy Remains Unfilled
Commission of seven members, but
SUDDEN letdown in the hardwith two three-man autonomous
driving regulatory pace of FCC
divisions, now are pending in
Chairman James Lawrence Fly has
House and Senate.
given rise to rumor in oificial
Washington that he has lost favor
Durr Mentioned
in Administration circles, portendThe
name
still most prominently
ing significant changes in the FCC
mentioned for the Thompson sucorganization.
cessorship — and possibly for the
While there was no authoritative
if the existing organword from any official quarter, chairmanship
ization is maintained — is that of
CBC Supplementaries
something more than gossip has
Clifford Durr, assistant general
trickled from usually authoritaTEN
NEW supplementary stacounsel of the Reconstruction Fitive sources indicating that changes
tions are now available for use
nance
Corp.
A
native
of
Alabama,
are in the offing. The President has
with CBC network facilities, CBC
Mr. Durr is 42 and is highly rehas notified NBC. Supplementary
delayed appointment of a sucgarded
in
New
Deal
legal
circles.
to the Maritime Region are CJLS,
cessor to Frederick I. Thompson,
He is the brother-in-law of Su- Yarmouth, N. S., and CKNB,
whose term expired June 30, and
preme Court Associate Justice
Campbellton, N. B., at station cost
it is thought that when the new
Hugo Black.
of $25 and line cost of $7 for each
appointment is made, the President
At least a half-dozen other names
station. Quebec Region supplemenmight also designate a new chairtaries are CKCH, Hull ($35 and
are
mentioned, including those of
man, either in the person of the
Major
Gen.
Joseph
0.
Mauborgne,
$7),
and
CHGB, Ste. Anne de la
new appointee or through two new
Pocatiere ($25 and $5.50). Ontario
retires Sept. 30 as Chief Sigappointments, with Chairman Fly who nal
Officer of the Army; T. J. Region supplementaries are CFPL,
possibly transferred to another
($45 and $2.50), CFCO,
Slowie, secretary of the FCC; G. London
Chatham ($25 and $2.50), CJIC,
post.
W. Johnstone, former radio direcSault Ste. Marie ($25 and $7),
tor of the Democratic National
Further Delay Seen
CKCA, Kenora ($25 and $2.50),
Committee,
and
Edward
Roddan,
all Ontario, and CKRN, Rouyn,
Why the President has delayed
P. Q. ($30 and $7). CKLN, Nelson,
so long in filling the Thompson
assistant
publicity
dii'ector
of
the
Democratic Committee.
vacancy has never been explained.
B. C, is supplementary to the BritA number of broadcasters who
ish Columbia Region at $25 and $7.
But the most plausible suggestion
was that he desired to ascertain
whether the Commission might
reconcile its differences under
Chairman Fly and if that failed,
Monopoly,
Newspaper
Outlets,
then the desirability of a reorganization would be enhanced. Unofficial y, ithas been commented that
Multiple
Stations
Mark
Time
the President is not disposed to
FCC Slows Pace in Press Probe, Digests Briefs in
make a new appointment or even
to touch the FCC situation until
Monopoly Hearing; Overlap Ban Uncertain
November.
suspension of the regulations for
It is knov/n that a number of THREE IMPENDING regulatory
duration of the emergency, while
developments
projected
by
the
FCC
candidates for the Thompson post
are being watched closely by the MBS made a fervent plea for
have been considered. But there
entire
broadcasting industry, with prompt and immediate enforcement
has been no move toward sounding
a
change
of pace on the part of of regulations governing networkout sentiment on the Senate Interaffiliate relations and imposing a
the licensing authority in evidence.
state Commerce Committee on any
definite formula on option time
The
network
monopoly
regulations,
of them. That is the usual proavailable to networks.
the
newspaper-divorcement
inquiry
cedure on new appointments. MoreThe outlook is for revision of
and
the
rule
banning
multiple
ownover, it is apparent that the Adership of stations where duplicating
the regulations in the not too disministration would like to avert a
service is involved, constitute the
tant future, after which all signs
recurrence of the Senate Interregulatory
trinity.
point
to prompt litigation by the
state Commerce Committee fishing
The newspaper divorcement in- older networks, challenging the
expedition which developed in June,
quiry resumed last Wednesday fol- FCC's jurisdiction and seeking to
1940, during hearings on confirmalowing a recess of six weeks (see block enforcement of the regulation of the late Col. Thad H. Brown
running
story on page 22). The tions.
for the reappointment.
Commission appears to be adhering
The proposed miUtiple ownershipThe Administration is well aware
to its original line of investigation
overlap service ban regulation is
of complaints against Chairman
— subpoenaing witnesses in an ef- scheduled for argument Oct. 6.
Fly and the FCC majority from
fort to prove that joint operation
In issuing its tentative rule Aug.
many quarters, growing out of the of newspapers and stations results
5, the Commission did not define
chain-monopoly inquiry, the newsin unfair competition and does not the scope of the proposed ban, statpaper-divorcement issue, and now
inure to the public good.
ing it would decide the matter after
that pertaining to a ban on multiMonopoly Study
hearing the parties affected. Thus,
ple ownership of stations where
But it now seems evident that the magnitude of the impendingoverlapping service is involved. In
ban is not knowTi and won't be until
recent weeks, however, the internal
whatever the determination, weeks
situation has quieted somewhat.
or months hence, will be in the the Commission decides to state
precisely what it means by objecThere is also possibility that the nature of legislative recommendationable overlap or what constiPresident will be disposed to favor
tions, if any, to Congress, rather
tutes multiple ownership or opera full-scale reorganization of the than the originally planned course
ation.
FCC, as he did more than two
of imposition of restrictive regulaBecause of this, indications are
tions,
if
deemed
feasible.
years ago, when he urged a threeOn the chain-monopoly front, the that stations which might be afman Commission with separate aufected will stay away from the
Commission is digesting briefs and
tonomous divisions for broadcastarguments presented Sept. 12 Oct. 6 oral arguments in droves.
ing v.nd common carrier regulation.
wherein NBC and CBS asked for One attorney, representing possibly
Two bills proposing a reorganized
Page 10 • September
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AXE FOR GRAHAM McName %
donated as his midnight plane rived in Seattle for a broadc
on the lumber industry, part of <■
Defense for America series. I
senter of axe is Dick Keplin]
news and special events directoi I
KOMO-KJR, Seattle, which or
nated the program.
a dozen companies which might c
ceivably be affected by the propo
regulation, said he could be foi
on a local golf course on the (
of the arguments.
The consensus appears to be t
the Commission, under the 1;
is required to hold hearings on
dividual applications, following
suance of its rule, if any. Thus,
blanket injunction would have
immediate bearing, it is thoug
Moreover, the rule itself speci
that it shall not become effect
for six months following the c
set for enforcement of the or
and that on petition reasona
time thereafter would be allo\
for orderly disposition of pr
erties.
Swaps Under Way
Despite all this, brisk negoi tions are going forward for stat \
swaps, and in some instances sa
to conform with the ban if ;
when it becomes effective. So fai
known, none of these deals has b i
consummated, but rather the o ers are awaiting the setting o i
deadline before completing tr sactions. In one or two instan< .
where swaps can be made that pear
to becoi
stati i;
whetheradvantageous
or not the rule
shortly.
effective, contracts may be clo 1
It is known that the FCC, p
ticularly Chairman Fly, has
acted commitments from seve
dual ownership licensees that t
dispose of one of their stati
as a condition precedent to reci
ing approval of other pending
plications.
It also
has been
cated
that the
Commission
willir
try
to accomplish
objective
night,
but will giveits ample
timeov

i
'
t-

orderly procedure.

DST in Canada
IRRESPECTIVE of action ta
in the United States, Canadian i
works will continue on dayli
time for the coming winter seaii,
daylight time being compulsory 'o
government
the as
large
dustrial citiesorder
and inareas
a iconservation measure.
Canad in
networks last year continued io
time.
operate the year round on dayli t
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WHO.
OTHER

Whereas

the listeners who

name

any

Iowa commercial station as ^Histened-to-

most", give from only 54.2% on down to 29.8%
of their listening time to their favorite stations. . . .
This startling fact is one of the findings in the
new 1941 Iowa Radio Audience Survey, and is
backed by a highly authoritative investigation. But

"THERE'S
IN

THE

SOMEONE
HOUSE."'

#
Women's ears are no keener than men's, but
gosh! — what a difference in the reaction to a

if you're feeling argumentative, you don't have to
accept it— you can establish the same general truth
by asking your Iowa representative, or by a form
letter to your Iowa dealers, or by any other Iowa
sources you wish. One and all, almost without exception, they'll tell you that WHO
the TOPS in Iowa.

is far and away

strange noise, or to the baby's cry!
All over Iowa there are thousands of homes to
which the 50,000-watt voice of WHO "comes in"
no stronger than the voice of some other station.
But harken to this fact about the relative amount

That being the case . . . well — you draw your own
conclusions!

of listening these various voices get!
The Iowa listeners who name WHO

as ^'listened-

to-most" spend 71.2% of their listening time with

WHO

+

! +
PLUS
IOWA
Jw
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
J. O. MALAND,
FREE 8i PETERS, INC.

BROADCASTING
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Federal
By

Radio

LaGuardia
Informs

Them

W.

Groups
Clearance
B

Stirred
Order

Lewis Will Be Consultant;

Reports Covering All Radio Activity Asked
RADIO BRANCHES of all Federal
agencies in Washington collectively "hit the ceiling" last week, following receipt of a communication
from Mayor F. H. LaGuardia, Director of Civilian Defense, inferring that his organization would
take over coordinating and clearance of all Government radio
programs. First hinted last July
[Broadcasting, Aug. 4], the move
came, ostensibly with Presidential
approval, in a letter to all Federal departments.
Mayor LaGuardia, charged with
maintenance of the nation's morale
in the defense emergency, wrote all
Government agencies that effective
last Sept. 15 William B. Lewis,
vice-president of CBS in charge of
programs, will serve as expert
consultant to the Civilian Defense
Director. He explained Mr. Lewis
MR. LEWIS
had been borrowed to carry out a
project "which has the President's
approval". He identified this proj- networks and independent stations,
in a highly specialized sphere. The
ect as "a system of coordination
and clearance for Government raNavy has done the same and the
Interior Department carries on exdio programs".
tensive educational extension work
Two Purposes
via radio.
Defining this project, Mr. LaGuardia said it would serve two
purposes:
"1. To provide the radio companies with a single I'epresentative whom they would contact in
connection with Government radio
programs.
"2. To obtain a better balance
of the Government programs on
the air."
Each department head then was
asked to have prepared a statement on what I'adio programs, if
any, are being prepared by the
department, on what networks they
are being presented and similar
pertinent information. This, the letter stated, would enable Mr. Lewis
to familiarize himself with what
the Government is saying about
itself on the air.
Promptly upon receipt of the
communication, sent in mid-September, the various Government
radio agencies got active. Mr.
Lewis is understood to have discussed the project with several of
them. Thus far, there has been no
final determination and the matter
is regarded as purely exploratory
at this stage.
It was felt in responsible circles
there is little likelihood of any of
the major Governmental departments voluntarily turning over to
Mayor LaGuardia their normal
broadcast functions. For example,
the Agriculture Department has
produced and presented farm programs over networks and individual stations for more than a decade. Similarly, the A/my has established an elaborate radio branch,
working in close harmony with
Page 12 • September

It was thought that when the LaGuardia project was boiled down,
it might encompass clearing house
activity for only those new agencies identified with national defense
and set up during the emergency.
These would include, possibly,
0PM,
Mr. LaGuardia's
civilianOEM,
defense
operation, own
and
other temporary activities expected
to continue only for the duration
of the emergency.
Perhaps a Compromise
Mr. LaGuardia, it appeared, was
seeking to create for domestic
broadcasting a status comparable
to that being worked out by Col.
Will, am J. Donovan, the President's
coordinator of information, in the
external communications field. This
first became evident last July, when
Col. Donovan outlined in a general
way the scope of plans covering
international broadcasting, to counteract Axis propaganda.
It was made clear then that Col.
Donovan did not propose to undertake the task of civilian morale
and that this fell within the purview of the LaGuardia organization.
Whether the full-scale clearing
house project outlined by Mayor
LaGuax'dia eventually will go
through presumably will depend
upon final Presidential action.
There was some compromise talk
of creating an advisory committee
which would not handle the physical job of program placement, but
simply would counsel with both
Government and the broadcasting
industry on orderly procedures.

22, 1941

Stahlman's
CNYT
IN VIEW of the confused
time situation, with a mixture of standard time and
daylight
saving
localities existing
aftertimeSept.
28,
which marks the end of the
normal DST season, CBS has
announced that after that
date,
unless
White
House"until
calls
for thenational
DST" all CBS releases will
give program
Current New Yorktimes
Time.as NBC
and MBS, however, will label
their program times as usual,
Eastern Standard Time.

Chrysler News
CHRYSLER Corp., Detroit (Chrysler cars), on Sept. 30 will start on
MBS a twice-weekly quarter-hour
commentary from Washington by
James Crowley, formerly Washington correspondent of Ti7ne magazine, who will give a resume of the
bi-weekly White House press conferences. Program will be broadcast on the days of the conferences,
Tuesdays and Fridays, at 7:157:30 p.m. The company will carry
the program for 26 weeks on four
MBS stations, WGN, Chicago;
CKLW, Windsor, Ont.; WCAE,
Pittsburgh, and WIP, Philadelphia,
but the commentary is available for
sponsorship by individual Chrysler
dealers all over the country on a
local basis. On Sept. 23 and 26, the
program will be fed sustaining to
100 MBS stations as a live audition for local Chrysler dealers, and
it is expected it may be sponsored
locally in a possible 60 cities. Lee
Anderson Co., Detroit, is agency.
Ford Resumes Concerts
FORD MOTOR Co., Dearborn,
Mich., on Sept. 28 resumes the
Ford Sunday Evening Hour for
its eighth consecutive season on
58 CBS stations, Sunday, 9-10 p.m.
Format of the program will be as
before, with guest conductors and
soloists featured on each broadcast. W. J. Cameron will again be
intermission commentator. Among
the conductors scheduled to appear through December are Sir
Thomas Beecham, Wilfred Pelletier, Jose Iturbi, George Szell, Eugene Ormandy and Reginald Stewart. McCann-Erickson, New York,
handles the account.
Quaker's Dried Soups
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, is
introducing a new food product, dehydrated Mother's Soups, packaged
in powdered form. Radio is being
tested with 100-word announcements six times a week for 13
weeks on a station in a selected
midwestern market, undisclosed by
the agency, Campbell-Ewald Co. of
Chicago.
"The results
of further
tests
will determine
the basis
of the
campaign as well as the media to
be used, the agency stated.
Olson Rug Spots
OLSON RUG Co., Chicago (rugs),
on Sept. 15 started a fall campaign of quarter-hour programs
three to six times a week placed
in 12 metropolitan markets in
the East and Midwest. Complete
station schedule has not been set.
Presba,
is
agency.Fellers & Presba, Chicago,

Broadcast

Appet

In Appellate Com
Months of Delay May Occur
Refusal to Be at Hearing
WITH the FCC to all appearanr
planning to continue its newsy
per-ownership inquiry withe
benefit of testimony by a group
subpoenaed witnesses, Elisha Ha
son, ANPA counsel, last Thursdj
filed with the Court of Appeals f
the District of Columbia the re
ord of an Aug. 15 Federal Di
trict Court opinion directing Jam
G. Stahlman to appear at the hea
ings in response to an FCC su
Filing: of the 64-page photostat
copy of the court record brings tl
poena.
case directly to the Court of A
peals,
following
Mr. Hanson
thatprevious
he wouldnotice
appe 1
the decision.
Procedural Delays

Under established procedure
Hanson has an additional 40 da.
to file his brief in connection wii
the appeal, and 20 more days a:
allowed the FCC to file an answe I
ing brief. This would establish
Nov. 19 deadline for filing brie
in the case, and in view of repor
that the Court of Appeals is di
posed to advance the Stahlman cai
over others for an early hearin
it is thought an appeal opinion ms
be had by late November or D
cember.
FCC Chairman James LawreiK
Fly, at his press conference la
Monday, indicated the FCC won
not sit and wait while the cour
decided on its powers to subpoer
witnesses and hold general hea:
ings of the nature of the newspj
per-ownership inquiry. He state
that final decision on the Stahlma
case might take as long as si
months, with the newspaper heai
ing continuing and concludin
meanwhile.
Aug. 15 Opinion
Under the Aug. 15 oninion an
through an order subsequent]
sierned by Justice James W. Mo:
ris, of the U. S. District Com
for the District of Columbia, M;
Stahlman, publisher of the Nas)
viUe Banner and former ANPpresident, would have been r('
quired to answer a subpoena t
testify at the newspaner-ownei
ship investigation. Mr. Hanson o
Aug. 21 filed notice with the Dif
trict Court that he would carr
the case to the Court of Appeal
[Broadcasting, Aug. 18, 25, Sepi
1].
Mr. Stahlman, who is now o
active duty in the Public Relation
Office of the Navy as a lieutenan
commander, was one of four sut
poenaed witnesses who refused t
appear, on advice of Mr. Hansor
who contended that the newspaper
ownership inquiry was illegal am
that therefore the subpoenas wer
"nullities" in the eyes of the law
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In Philadelphia

LOCAL

MAN

as in every other market

it's the big local advertiser who is the
shrewdest judge of an advertising medium's effectiveness. With

a finger on the

consumer's pulse, he knows the surest,
most economical way to tell his story.

WHO

out, use WCAU
people who
Corporation
Company,

ASK

THE

ON

LOCAL

* The Only 1-A Clear Channel
Station in Eastern Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Maryland

or New Jersey

and

ONE

to reach

the

and

Hardart

the Household

Finance

the American

for example

Stores

are three big firms

doing business in Philadelphia

who

to-

gether represent 33 years of local sponsorship on WCAU.

WCAU
MAN

programs

buy. The Horn

Baking Company,

That's why Philadelphia's biggest local
advertisers consistently, year in and year
PROGRAMS

SPONSORS

WHO

REACH

PEOPLE.

SPONSORS

ONE.

nrrm
50,000

watts

in

all directions

Philadelphia • WCAU Building, 1622 Chestnut St. . . . New York City • CBS Building, 485 Madison Ave. . . . Chicago, 111. •
Virgil Reiter, 400 N. Michigan Ave. . . . Boston, Mass. • Bertha Bannon, 538 Little Bldg. . . . Pacific Coast • Paul H. Raymer Co.
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BONUS"LISIENERS-AND
the 8,894,000

BUTERS
people who tuned-in the average

of all 40 CBS programs

If II

hat of the people who listen to a program
less often than once a month? Does Radio
sell goods to them too? If so, how effectively?

only "occasionaff/"

Is this audience of "occasional" listeners
reached by radio "often enough to sell goods!"

We haven't counted these people in the

Roper's figures answer that question too.
You have the answer in the simple chart

sales-impact measurements of this report. Not

below. It shows a 31% increase in users of all

because they aren't important but because, for
reasons already explained, one month was

products advertised on 40 programs — even

chosen as a conservative unit of audience
measurement.
But Roper's figures also include full data
on the less-than-once-a-month listeners. Let's
check back— let's find out, if we con, how they
"heft up," first as on audience, then as buyers.
At once we find the audience of "occasional" listeners- the less-than-once-a-month
listeners — is a sizeable group. It is approximately as large as the entire group of onceand-twice a month listeners. Putting it another
way, it bulks one-third as large as the monthly
audience upon which all the preceding data in
this report are based. It represents 8,894,000
listeners to the average CBS program!

hese listeners are an "extra" audience — an
I
audience which we have thus far ignored in
this report. But they exist. They listen to radio
programs — yours included.
They are "bonus listeners." Are they also
"bonus buyers?"

25

<:0

LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH LISTENERS

from

25

Page
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ROPER

COUNTS

A

OF

TO

STUDY

40

CBS

CUSTOMERS

CONSUMER

SPONSORED

RESPONSE

PROGRAMS

Based on Personal Interviews from coast to coast, conducted

by Elmo

Roper, in:
7 METROPOLITAN
14 CITIES OF

250,000

20 CITIES OF

25,000

32 CITIES AND
40

RURAL

TO

OF

OVER

1,000,000

1,000,000
250,000

UNDER

25,000

FROM

COAST

COMMUNITIES

advertising executives
of the book

TO

TOWNS

Copies of "Roper Counts

One

MARKETS

Customers"

are now

TO

COAST

available to sales and

upon request. (No miscellaneous

distribution

is being made.)

of the findings from this study is shown

the printed report) and is important

at the left (page 25 of

in itself. Even

more

ing are the separate findings for each of forty programs
Roper's far-flung, scientific field work.

challengcovered

in

For the study as a whole,

'phone or write to
THE

COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

• NEW

YORK

CITY

Newspaper
Relics
FCC

Probe

Turns

of a Past Era Are Dragged In;
Exhibits Reek With Inaccuracv

BELIEF that the FCC's inquiry
into newspaper ownership of broadcast stations is reaching proportions of a travesty was freely expressed both within and outside
the Commission following resumption of hearings last Wednesday
and Thursday. Still more incompetent exhibits covering isolated cases
were produced by the Commission's
special investigating staff and
promptly challenged by industry
counsel.
The second installment of the inquiry wound up last Thursday on
a very sour note, with Commissioners T. A. M. Craven, Norman S.
Case and George H. Payne questioning the propriety of pi'ocedure
and of certain exhibits relating to
WDAF's operation by the Kansas
Crtij Star.
Ought to Rehearse
Commission counsel repeatedly
had been criticized by FCC Chairman Fly for the manner in which
evidence had been presented, and
during the Wednesday proceedings
the hearing took on the aspect of
a school of law as Chairman Fly
admonished David D. Lloyd, investigator-at orney, tofollow prescribed legal methods in introducing exhibits and examining witnesses.
Covering the Hearst Radio Inc.
operations, as well as the Kansas
City Star situation during the twoday proceedings. Commission attorneys used letters, memoranda and
other data plucked from station
files, going back as far as a decade
in an effort to pro^^e purported unfair competition, editorial control
of radio operations, special rate
considerations and other practices
which long have been outmoded in
newspaper-station operation. It
was freely stated not only by the
FCC minority but by other observers that the Commission evidently
was attempting to build its case
against newspaper ownership on
considerations that are virtually
non-existent today.
With the conclusion of the Hearst
and Kansas City cases, during
which eight witnesses were heard
and 121 exhibits v/ere introduced,
the Commission recessed until Wednesday, Sept. 24, when it proposes
to sit three days. Tentatively, the
schedule calls for hearings on Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays
until the inquiry is concluded.
Chairman Fly, who left last weekend to address the NIB convention
in Chicago Sept. 22, asked all parties to file with the Commission by
Sept. 25 memoranda covering the
general scope of testimony to be
offered, names of witnesses, and an
estimate of the time needed for
such appearances.
Preponderant opinion was that
since the inquiry began July 23,
most of the exhiliits produced by
Page 16 • September

the FCC's investigating staff reek
with unfairness. It was thought no
weight could be given such evidence, though many exhibits were
incorporated in the record subject
to motions to strike made by Chairman Fly.
Financial exhibits designed to
show the advantages inuring to
newspaper-owned stations, offered
during the first days of the proceedings, have been challenged as
entirely out of kilter because of
obvious errors all down the line.
Thus far, however, these have not
been corrected.
Cognizant of what the Commission's majority did in the chainmonopoly inquiry — selecting isolated instances to justify its conclusions— counsel for the Newspaper-Radio Committee and other participants were wary of the tactics
being employed in building the
record.
A-day-and-a-half of the two days
was devoted to the Hearst Radio
operations. While the inquiry went
far afield into matters which even
members of the Commission felt
had no bearing on the newspaperownership issue, absence of any
reference to Elliott Roosevelt, second son of the President, who for
several years headed Hearst Radio
Inc., was viewed as significant. The
younger Roosevelt first had been
vice-president of Hearst Radio in
charge of sales activities, subsequently became its president, and
was instrumental in the sale of
several of the Heai st stations. His
name was mentioned only once,
when E. M. Stoer, general manager
of Hearst Radio Inc., in identifying himself, stated he had succeeded Mr. Roosevelt as Hearst Radio head.
Battle of Lawyers
When the hearing resumes Sept.
24, the Commission will take up the
so-called Des Moines situation, involving the Des Moines Register &
Tribune, which operates KSO and
KRNT in Des Moines, WMT in
Cedar Rapids, and has a subsidiary
relationship with WNAX in Yankton.
Luther L. Hill, executive vicepresident of Iowa Broadcasting
Co., and brother of Senator Lister
Hill (D-Ala.), majority whip, has
been subpoenaed as a witness. Also
subpoenaed was Joe Maland, vicepresident and general manager of
WHO, Des Moines, competitor of
IBC. It was indicated, however,
that Mr. Maland, who had conferred with Commission counsel,
would not be called as a witness.
The reason was not given.
Tactics of the FCC attorneys repeatedly were challenged by counsel for the Newspaper-Radio Committee and for the individual participants. Thomas E. Harris, senior
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Into

a

Running account of FCC
Newspaper - Radio hearings
Sept. 17 and 18 will be found
starting on page 22.
assistant general counsel, handled
the WDAF case and repeatedly
tangled with Arthur W. Scharfeld
and Philip G. Loucks. WDAF counsel, as well as witli Judge Thomas
D. Thacher, chief counsel for the
Newspaper-Radio Committee. When
questions as to salaries paid by
WDAF to members of its staff
were raised, even Commissioner
Payne, who voted with the maancy. jority on the nev/spaper-divorcement issue, questioned their revelAside from the antiquated exhibits covering early dealings of
the newspaper organizations with
their station properties, the Commission got little solace in its examination of principal witnesses.
Roy A. Roberts, managing editor
of the Kansas Cit;; Star, and one
of the best-known figures in American journalism, advocated even a
greater percentage of newspaper
ownership of stations on the ground
that it would result in improved
public service.
Healthy, Says Gough
Emile J. Gough, former Hearst
official and a pioneer in newspaper
operation of stations, despite his
departure from the field, maintained that newspaper ownership
was healthy and desirable.
In addition to Mr. Gough, subpoenaed as a Commission witness,
others called by the Commission to
testify on Hearst activities were
Maj. Stoer, Harold C. Burke, president and general manager of
Wage

&

Hour

Division

Appeals
Belo Decision
GEN. Philip B. Fleming, administrator of the Wage & Hour Division of the Labor Department, announced last Wednesday that the
Solicitor General had filed in the
U. S. Supreme Court for a writ of
certiorari to review a June 27 decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals upholding the position of the
A. H. Belo Corp., owning WFAA,
Dallas, and a half-interest in
KGKO, Fort Worth, and publishing
the Dallas Morning News, that an
employerployeswho
guaranteed
ema certain
weekly hissalary
might fix by agreement with them
the rate to be used in computingovertime casting,compensation
[BroadJuly 7].
The Wage & Hour Division contended that the Fair Labor Standards Act required that overtime
compensation be computed on the
basis of a rate obtained for each
week by dividing the amount of the
guaranteed weekly salary by the
number of hours worked that week.
The Belo position was upheld in
both a Federal District Court in
Dallas and the Court of Appeals.
Broadcast

Burlesque
WBAL, Baltimorefi, who was ix
vealed as a sort of master salesmar
for Hearst newspapers as well a
radio in one exhibit; and Charl^
B. McCabe, president of Heai
Radio and publisher of the A^
Yo) k Mirror. William A. Port<
Washington attorney, appeared ji
Hearst counsel and frequently cha
lenged
tactics. Mr. Lloyd's inquisitorif
In addition to Mr. Roberts, H
Dean Fitzer, manager of WDAF
was called for that station. Alsi
testifying on the Kansas City situ
ation were Donald D. Davis, presi
dent of WHB, Kansas City, wh(
declared the Kansas City Star hac
been "very nice" about WHB pro
gram listings, and John South ^
mayd,
FCC thelawyer-investigator'
who covered
Kansas City situ
tion. It was the last-named testi
mony that precipitated the furore
in the closing minutes of the ses
sions, and brought about reneweo
allegations of "stacked" exhibits
Robert

Dunville

Namec

Crosley
Vice
- Presiden
ELECTION of
Robert
E. DunviUel!
general sales manager of WLW anc!
WSAI,
as vice-president of thi!]
Crosley Corp. operating the sta
tions, was an
nounced las
week by Jame;
D. Shouse, Cros
ley
vice-presideii
in charge
of al
tivities. The elec
broadcasting
action took placi
Sept. 18 at £
meeting.
Crosley boarc
Mr. Dunville
Mr. Dunville
ville, who will be 35 on Nov. 24
has been with the Crosley Corp
since 1937. He was sales executivt
at KMOX, St. Louis, when Mr
Shouse was its general manager
A 1926 graduate of the U of Missouri's School of Journalism, Mr
Dunville immediately went intc
sales work. First he became advertising manager for a St. Louis
auto company and several years
later joined the KMOX sales staff
New Cereal Promoted
GENERAL FOODS Inc., Ne^^
York, will have a series of oneminute announcements for GrapeNuts Wheatmeal during the Kate
Smith sumesVariety
reon Oct. 3 onHour
87 CBSwhich
stations
Friday 8-8:55 p.m. (EST). Announcements will go on all stations except those in the South.
Agencv is Young & Rubicam, New
Sal Hepatica in East
BRISTOL-MYERS Co.. New York
(Sal Hepatica), large user of radio, on Sept. 29 is starting a schedule of 100-word spot announcements, 12 times weekly, on WBZWBZA, Boston-Springfield, and
'
KYW,York.
Philadelphia,
to run through'
December. Young &. Rubicam, Nev.'.
York, handles the account.
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This 100% increase in sales is nof a
miracle! It's happening every day to advertisers using the 920 Club on WORL,
America's outstanding radio program.
The 920 Club, unique in format, with a
powerful sales impact— gets results . . .
> and by results we mecui sales.
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$4,000 worth of pianos sold in one week.'
Doughnut sales up 147% in one week/
Whatever your clients' product . . . high
priced— medium priced— low priced, the
920 Club on WORL will sell your merchandise in Boston— and in volume!

"asons to

Bereie mv

'Stephens

a Participation
in the 920 Club Now!
Buy

Announcements on 15 minute programs
are open! Write for availabilities and
15 big success stories today!
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Larger
Audiences
For
Grid
Season
Seen
by
Atlantic
Announcers Are Schooled in
Teclinique of Coverage
ANNOUNCERS who will handle
the 220 games of play-by-play and
commercials on tho Atlantic Refining Co. football I'adio schedule
[Broadcasting, Sept. 12] assembled in Philadelphia Sept. 16 and
17 for discussion and instruction
under the aegis of N. W. Ayer &
Son, Atlantic agency. Thirty-eight
mike handlers from New England
to Florida, and as far west as
Ohio, were on hand when the session held in the Ayer Bldg. was
opened with a talk by Joseph R.
Rollins, Atlantic advertising manager.
Predicting that both the actual
attendance and the radio listening
audiences for football would be
larger this fall than ever before,
Mr. Rollins said :
"The working tempo of the average American has been stepped up
steadily, and will continue to increase as the defense program expands. That means more recreation
will be needed, and more people
will find relaxation in the enjoyment of football and other sports.
Millions Will Listen
"Because of this situation, you
announcers have a real responsibility in the essential job of supporting public morale during the
emergency. Millions who cannot
actually attend the games are going to be listening in, and it is up
to you to provide the best possible
kind of play-by-play accounts, so
as to make our broadcasts just as
interesting a form of recreation
for the listeners as we can."
Mr. Rollins was followed by Wallace Orr, of N. W. Ayer & Son,
who explained to the announcers
that emphasis on commercials
would be lighter this year than in
the past.
"Atlantic will devote a great deal
of the time which otherwise would
have been used for product commercials to the service of the Government and various patriotic
causes," Mr. Orr said. "It is anticipated that some of the time will
be used to encourage enlistments
in the Army, Navy and Marines,
while other periods will be used to
advertise Government defense bonds
and defense stamps.
No Interference
"While the content of the commercials is likely to be quite different, the commercial policy which
has been used in the past will again
be followed. All of the commercial
material, whether it is for the products or for the Government or one
of the patriotic appeals, will be
placed so as not to interfere with
any of the actual play. This policy
has been successful in the past in
building real friends and fans for
the Atlantic broadcasts, and we expect it to prove its wisdom again
this year."
The two-day session was the
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THESE ARE THE MIKEMEN who will handle the
220 games in the fall football schedule of Atlantic
Refining Co. shown with olficials of the company and
N.
W. Ayer
Son, Atlantic's
agency.
Announcers
teams
whose& games
they will
broadcast
are: and
Front row, seated (1 to r): Jerry Burns, Florida and
Georgia Tech; Lee Kirby, Duke; J. Wesley, Holy Cross.
Second row, seated: Joe Fay, Brown; Jim Britt, Yale;
Byrum Saam, Philadelphia Eagles; Joseph R. Rollins, advertising manager, Atlantic Refining Co.; Wallace Orr, N. W. Ayer & Son; Earl Harper, Holy Cross;
J. B. Clark, Duke; Bill Sutherland, Carnegie; Les
Quailey, N. W. Ayer & Son.
Third row, standing: Charles Gault, football official; Herman Reitzes, Delaware; Taylor Grant, Villanova and Temple; John Van Sant, Muhlenberg; Jim
Peterson, N. W. Ayer & Son; Harry Bevis, Franklin
For story and schedule of
Tidewater Associated Oil Co.
sponsorship of West Coast
grid games, see page 56.
sixth of such meetings held annually since Atlantic first started to
sponsor football broadcasting in
1936. The program for the first day
included an examination on new
rules and signals, given by Charles
Gault, well-known football official,
and a "skull session" on broadcast
techniques conducted by Les Quailey, in charge of play-by-play announcing for Ayer.
Following the Monday morning
meeting the announcers adjourned
to the Bala Golf Club for luncheon
and the annual Announcers' Golf
Tournament, which was won by
Tom Manning, WTAM, Cleveland,
with a low net score of 83. Monday
night Philadelphia fans were given
a preview of prospects for the 1941
grid season through a series of interviews with various announcers
over WFIL.
The Tuesday morning meeting
covered program promotion, with
special attention to the Dunkel
Forecasts which are supplied to
Atlantic patrons as a part of regular service during the football season. The present status of the petroleum industry was described by
John D. Gill, vice-president of Atlantic, and the theory of commercial copy was treated by James
Hanna of the Ayer organization.
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& Marshall; Gorman Walsh, Delaware; Chuck Thon^
son, Albright; Bill Corley, Ohio State; Claude Harir
Villanova and Temple.
Fourth row, standing: Joe Tucker, Pittsburgh Ste^
ers; Jack Barry, Syracuse and Penn State; Tom Ms
ning, Ohio State; Chuck Whittier, Wilkes-Barre H.
Red Moss, Dickinson; Vic Diehm, Hazleton, H. S.;
Dyer, Richmond U.; Jack Case, Watertown H.
George Perkins, Cornell; Dee Finch, Syracuse; H
Carlyle, Richmond U.; Tom McMahon, Cornell a|
Announcers signed but who are not in the pictu
Syracuse.
include Red Barber, Princeton; Bill Slater, Penns^
vania; Woody Wolf, Duquesne; Jimmy Thompso
South Carolina; Hal Miller, Gettvsburg; Ted PierJ
Lafayette; Bill Bell, Williamsport H. S.; Bob Ha
Philadelphia Eagles,

Pic Spots
STREET & SMITH Publications,
New York {Pic magazine), on
Sept. 17 began
a campaign of oneminute
live announcements
on
WNEW, WOV, WHN and WMCA,
New York. Announcements run
2-18 times weekly on alternate
weeks for 26 weeks. Company will
also launch a campaign shortly for
a new publication, Pioneer Picture
Stories, on the same stations with
the addition of WINS. Victor Van
der Linde Inc., New York, handles
the account.
Speaker at the Tuesday luncheon
was the veteran announcer and
sports commentator for Universal
Newsreels, Bill Slater, who will
handle the Penn schedule for Atlantic this year.
The afternoon session was devoted to a study of identification
boards, play-by-play charts and
broadcast routine under the tutelage of Messrs. Quailey and Peterson, former Pennsylvania star and
big league ball player who also is a
member of the sports staff of N. W.
Ayer
Son.
The &Atlantic
schedule, which got
under way Sept. 7 with broadcast
of the Cleveland-Pittsburgh pro
game at Akron, v/ill include 155
college games, 20 professional
games, and 45 high school games,
the latter scheduled where local
enthusiasm for high school football
exceeds interest in college schedules. The facilities of 83 stations
will be used, with the more imBroadcast

portant games to be aired over sj
cial Atlantic football networks
up to 25 stations. The broadcasil
will
run will
through
Dec. down
20, when
curtain
be rung
byKeytit' I
broadcast of the Florida-UCL
Following is a list of the Atla
tic announcers, with the games thi
game.handle and the stations fro
will
which the broadcasts will originat
Announcer
Jerry Burns
Lee Kirby
Joe
Fay
J. Wesley
Jim Britt
ByrumHarper
Saam
Earl
J. B. Clark
Bill Sutherland
Herman Reitzes
Taylor
and
ClaudeGrant,
Haring
John Van Sant
Harry Bevis
Gorman
Walsh
Bill
ChuckCorley
Thompson
Joe Tucker
Jack
Barry
Tom Manning
Chuck Whittier
Red
Moss
Vic Dyer
Diehm
Bill
Jack Case
GeorgeFinch
Perkins
Dee
Hugh McMahon
Carlyle
Tom
Red Barber
Bill Slater
Woody
Wolf
Jimmie Thompson
Hal Miller
Ted Pierce
Bill Bell
Bob Hall

statu
Florida
Games
Georgia Tech.
Duke
WJA
WMi
WE
Holy
Brown
Yale Cross
WPI
VTSi
Phila. Eagles
WI
Duke
WE
Holy Cross
Carnegie
KDE
WF
Delaware
Villanova
Temple
W
Muhlenberg
Frank. & Mar. WGi
WDI
WF
WSA
Delaware
Albright
WI
WEE
WDE
Ohio State
Pitts. Steelers
WOj
wBr
WAG
wws
KDK
Syracuse
Penn
W.-Barre
Ohio State
StateH. S.
WTA
Dickinson
Hazleton H. S.
Richmond U. WKE
WBB
Watert'n H. S. WRK
WWN
Cornell
WAZ
Syracuse
Richmond U.
WFE
WAG
Cornell
WRN
Syracuse
Princeton
WAG
Pennsylvania
WHO
Duquesne
So.
Carolina
Gettysburg
W'msport
Lafayette H. S. WGA
Phila. Eagles WFB
WOK
WES
WRA
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• It is never an accident when animals
win ribbons in the judging ring.
They begin their journey to the top
at birth with a superior heritage. Then,
every step of the way, intelligent, conscientious care is necessary.
Neither is it an accident that WKY
is the Blue Ribbon station in Oklahoma
both with farmers and urban folk.
WKY

THE

was born with a family back-

TOP

SPOT

FOR

ground rich in experience and accomplishment inthe field of public service,
blood brother of The Daily Oklahoman,
The Times and The Farmer-Stockman.
For 21 years, alert and conscientious
management has groomed a listenership
among Oklahoma farmers and townsfolk far beyond that of any other station. By their own vote, WKY is the
3 to 1 choice of Oklahoma farmers. By

ADVERTISERS

a like margin, WKY is the top choice of
Oklahoma City daytime listeners.
The decisively top position which
WKY occupies with Oklahoma listeners
makes it decisively the top spot for advertisers in Oklahoma.

IN OKLAHOMA

S:
Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Co.: The Oklahoman & Times ^ The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs -K KLZ, Denver CA/Zi/iared Management)
Represented by the Katz Agency, Inc.

OKLAHO

W

F

I L

ALL-AMERICAN
ALL

OTHER

WIN

OVER

STATIONS

I

Here's real news for every radio advertiser. Atlantic

. . . BECAUSE

Refining contracts released by N. W. Ayer award

that WFIL produces the largest listening Army at

WFIL

lowest cost and offers the most effective and com-

largest commercially

sponsored

football

schedule in the entire country. WHY?

NATIONAL
I

SCORES

HBC

BLUE

-KEY

both Atlantic and Ayer recognize

prehensive merchandising plan of any station.

REPRESENTATIVE

—

EDWARD

STaTinH

PETRY & CO., INC.

OliaKFP

MFTWORK
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Department
Store
Built
hy
Radio
command wide audience attention.
TEP INTO THE department
"That was just before the Voice
;ore that radio built — it's Burt's
in the Sky, Burt^s Defies All
ic, up on the sixth floor of the High
of Experience became so popular.
^ erminal Tower in Cleveland. And
I figured tha^ in order to present
Traditions in Rapid Growth
ke its counterpart, the proverbial
human interest in the proper manner and to hold listener interest,
By K. K. HACKATHORN
[ouse That Jack Built, Burt's was
instructed through a series of
the
story
must be true and the perSales Manager, WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
son who broadcast it must be deregressive ideas — mostly radio
ieas. This department store was
pendable and must know how to
handle every sitviation. It finally
"■eaned on radio, continued to SELDOM is a department store honored on a nationwide
went on the air and was known as
tirive on radio, and at the age of
the Guide to Happiness. Hundreds
hookup of 170 stations. And seldom is a department store nurm is approaching- full-fledged maurity.
of problems poured in, containing
tured to prosperity and enormous expansion on the sixth floor the
most remarkable stories. What
Here's how it all happened:
fter five years of radio advera
world
of wisdom — what remarkof a gigantic office building. But that's what happened Sept. 21
able advice the Guide to Happiness
ising, in 1935, Lewis 0. Klivans,
resident and general manager of when MBS carried a program honoring Burt's on its fifth annigave to our listeners ! Soon other
versary. Ajoint scroll was presented L. O. Klivans, head of the programs of this type were begun,
Jurt's, decided there were many
ossibilities for expansion of his
store, by Vernon Pribble, manager of WTAM; John F. Patt, so I decided to change."
aodest jewelry store, then located
Mrs. Klivans Helps
n Euclid Ave., Cleveland's main
vice-president and general manager of WGAR; and H. K.
rtery. His jewelry store, though
The road to success wasn't travmall, had great potentialities. It Carpenter, of WHK-WCLE in honor of the anniversary.
anseledhasby Klivans
aided in alone.
many Mrs.
ways. KlivShe
vas one of the most progressive
hops in the city, maintaining poptributor of nationality records for appears on each of the amateur
the Victor Record Co.
■ilar
programs, where she delivers a
irds. prices and high service standshort, home-like message, directed
The life story of L. 0. Klivans
for the women in the
Without a Miracle
doesn't read like an Horatio Alger especially
success tale, but is the story of an audience. She talks on styles and
But expansion in the expensive
other subjects of interest to wives,
average American boy who made
ocation was impossible. So Klivans
good in the business world. The mothers, and girl friends. She ad[id something which was regarded
vises them to strive for attractive
energetic president and general
jis foolhardy. He left busy Euclid
and
striking
appearance. In addimanager
Burt's
a native
of
i[\ve. for the present Terminal
tion, Mrs. Klivans is present at all
Toledo. Heofwas
born isthere
in 1897
lower location — a comparatively
and moved to Youngstovm in 1909 amateurs' auditions, "to help make
•emote site, strictly an office buildwhere he attended the public them feel at home," she explains.
ng location. At first Burt's occuBurt's original m.c, whose offischools and was graduated from
cial title is now Public Relations
Died 4,000 square feet on the sixth
high school. He immediately went
^oor of the building. But the store
Executive, is Mendel Jones. For
into the retail clothing and jewelry
clicked immediately, and began to
business with his brother. In 1921 the past two years he has arexpand to its present 78,000 square
ranged aCleveland Industries Day
he moved to Akron and four years
feet of floor space — nearly the enlater to Cleveland where he estab- for each amateur program. One of
;ire sixth floor of Cleveland's Termajor industries is fealishedknown
Burt's, as
which
sincemost
be- Cleveland's
iminal Tower, and also a fourtured on the program each week,
come
one has
of the
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY plans bestory building nearby which holds
and
employees
associated with the
ing prepared by L. O. Klivans,
progressive retail establishments
in the midwest.
featured industry are extended speBurt's modern
furniture store. president and general manager
This, more than anything else,
cial invitations to attend the pro(seated), and Mendel Jones, pubgram. This policy is backed by
demonstrates the remarkable pull$500,000 in Time
lic relations director of Burt's Inc.
jing power of radio. The medium
The rest of the story is well- Jones' belief that "institutional
brought thousands of customers up now use a larger one which seats knovvTi to Cleveland's shoppers and advertising is one of our best bets."
six floors to get merchandise,
The part played by Al Berardl
over 3,000 people. Nearly 2,000 radio listeners, for today Klivans
and his 12-piece band has been
j The grovd;h of Burt's unlike that persons call at the store every week is the largest individual user of more
than a mere musical one.
local radio time in the city — posiof Jack's beanstalk, wasn't due to to get tickets to these shows.
For Berardi has also been chief
Unforeseen miracles. Instead, it
sibly
in
the
country.
The
exact
And Records, Too!
Icame as a direct result of skillamount varies, but the total pro- ad-libber and stooge.
As evidence of the direct results
gram time has been as high as 16
fully planned radio promotion.
During the past few years network shows have had a difficult hours a week, including 21 pro- of his wide audience range, KliviKlivans' advent in radio advertisgrams of every known variety, and
ing came when he started using time competing with this local
ans tells of a Santa Claus announcement one Christmas season
[participation spots. That was in show, which has quite a remarknot counting spot announcements.
Shrewd and always resourceful,
which brought 15,000 people into
able record. Look at these figures:
jll931. Soon he was sponsoring a
5,000 amateurs have ap- Klivans has spent more than the store the following day. An
I'daily 15-minute
program; this About peared
on the show since it began. $500,000 on radio time — most of it audience survey later revealed that
jigrew to two 20-minute daily proigrams. As the radio time increased At least 500,000 people comprise in the last five years on station nearly all homes tune in on the
:the store grew; and as the store the total visible audience of past WCLE. But it's been a most worthSunday afternoon amateur show —
jjgrew, more radio time was used. amateur shows. The radio audiwhile investment, for fully oneespecially
in Cleveland's
and
the small
ccnnunities suburbs
within
ence has been estimated at over half of Burt's dollar volume comes
It proved a most prosperous cycle.
50
miles
of
Cleveland.
from
radio
advertising.
10,000,000.
In September, 1936 Burt's began
Nor did the amateur show stand
sponsoring its now-famous Sunday
The radio success of Burt's is
Today, Klivans— "L. 0." as he
: Amateur Show. In Mr. Klivans'
alone. Last winter Burt's spon- is largely due to Klivans' ability to is affectionately known to his emsored six morning ^hows, five eve- adapt his shows to the times, alployes— looks back fondly on his
"I fully
,!ijv^ords:
Major Bowes
and appreciate
others whowhat
arning shows, a musical program of
ways keeping a step ahead of cur- experiences as a radio sponsor.
rent radio trends. "When the air "There are many trials and tribuil range amateur shows go through, polkas, and several nationality probecomes saturated with programs
grams. These nationality programs
lations which go along with sponi'I I'ented the leading legitimate
I theatre for the home of the broad- brought an unexpected turn to of any type, it's time for me to
soring radio shows. But under the
I cast, where it is staged just the Burt's expansion. For in addition
change to another type of show," laws of nature," according to Kliv1 same as any high-class theatrical to the usual type of customer re- says Klivans. "A few years ago,
ans, "there is a compensation for
I was trying to de- everything. I get a big kick out
sponse, Burt's received many re- for example,
jlproduction. This involved reserved
termine
what
would
constitute
an
quests from listeners for records
I seats, uniformed ushers, a staff of
of my experiences, and have been
140, and other production details of the music played on these na- ideal radio program. I analyzed
rewarded ■with both the pleasure
tionality shows. The demand was
newspapers and magazines and my radio sponsorship affords me,
which help us to turn out a show
and the more tangible financial reof near - professional caliber." met, and today, as a direct result, came to the conclusion that human
Burt's outgrew this theatre, and Burt's is the world's largest dis- interest stores had the power to
turns which it has brought."
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Hearst Interests
First To Be Called
Opening the proceedings, FCC
Chairman Fly requested that counsel for all parties file with the FCC
memoranda on future appearances,
covering the general scope of testimony to be offered, names of witnesses and an estimate of the time
needed for each appearance. He
indicated that these memoranda
should be filed not later than
Thursday, Sept. 25.
As the hearings reopened, the
first day was marked by the repeated instruction on matters of
procedure given by Chairman Fly
to David D. Lloyd. FCC attorney
handling the examination of witnesses called by the Conmission.
Time after time during the day,
particularly in the morning session.
Chairman Fly counseled Mr. Lloyd
on the proper method of introducing evidence and establishing its
pertinence.
First witness called to the stand
was Emile J. Gough, former Hearst
publisher and general manager of
Hearst Radio Inc. and now associated with SESAC. Before he took
the stand Hearst Radio counsel,
William A. Porter, explained that
although appearance at the hearing was not opposed, he reserved
the right to contest any rules that
might be promulgated in the light
of testimony adduced at the hearings.
Mr. Cough's chief attention was
focused on a series of exhibits,
largely a collection of letters and
memoranda between Mr. Cough and
other Hearst newspaper and radio
officials, which apparently were offered by Mr. Lloyd to establish
a genei-al outline of the Hearst
policy pertaining to its publishing
and broadcasting functions. Apart
from identifying the various communications, Mr. Gough was questioned only sparingly.
According to his testimony, Mr.
Cough's first connection with radio
came in 1927. when as editor of
the San Francisco Call he was assigned by William Randolph Hearst
to the project of interesting the
Hearst organziation in operatingradio broadcasting as an adjunct
to newspaper publi?,hing. He indicated that until 1932, when Hearst
Radio Inc. was formed, he was responsible in his radio functions to
J. V. Connolly, then vice-president
and general manager of King Features Syndicate. After formation
of Hearst Radio Inc. he was responsible to George Hearst, he
stated. He remained with that organization until December, 19.37.
Use of Radio for
ypHspuper Exploitation
In one of these early letters from
Mr. Connolly to Mr. Gough, it was
pointed out by Mr. Lloyd that Mr.
Hearst himself had indicated a
firm conviction that his newspapers
should use radio for exploitation.
Page 22 • September
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Mr. Connolly observed in the letter,
introduced into the record, that
"those Hearst newsnapers that own
cr are affiliated with radio stations
have been able to protect themselves
against the deflection of advertising appropriations from their newspapers into radio broadcasting companies, and also you have shown
the radio editors how not to give
a news report over the air that
would make it unnecessary for the
Tsteners to buy a newspaper."
Questioned by Mr. Lloyd, Mr.
Gough agreed that this statement
amounted to a rough summary of
the Hearst policy of using radio
to intensify interest in the newspaper itself.
Relation of Station
And Neivspaper Policies
Resuming the stand at the afternoon session Wednesday, Mr. Gough
was asked by Mr. Lloyd whether
the Hearst stations had ever been
asked to foster Hearst editorial
policies. Mr. Gougl. recalled one
such instance and identified an exhibit covering a memorandum sent
to all station managers on April
1.3. 1936, urging all Hearst stations
to read an editorial on the anniversary of Thomas Jefferson's birth.
He described it as "beautifully
written" and one that was in harmony with Americanism.
When FCC Counsel Lloyd confronted Mr. Gough with a telegram
dated April 6. 1937, ordering
WBAL, Baltimore, to broadcast two

stories dealing with the World
War, Mr. Gough explained that
these covered both sides of a controversial issue. Hearst Counsel
Porter interposed it was important
to note that the time was 1937 and
that it had no bearing on public
opinion and the war situation of
today. Mr. Lloyd observed he did
not care about the subject matter
but
ship. was simply pursuing the question of newspaper station owner-

Commenting on several succee i
ing exhibits, letters and memoranc
exhibiting a headquarters interer i
in the use being made of radio h; I
Hearst publications, Mr. Gough e.
plained that although there we;
occasional surveys into this ma
ter, the headquarters organizatic
was interested not so much in prr
motion per se as in securing thi
best cooperation between
th (
ests.
Hearst radio and newspaper inter- i

Another series of exhibits,
plucked from the files of various
Hearst stations, purporting to
show that editorials and news
stories were read over Hearstowned stations at the request of
the management, were identified for
the record. In several instances, the
officials of the newspapers or the
stations contacted could not be
identified by Mr. Gough or by
Hearst Counsel Porter, and the exhibits simply were admitted subject to motions to strike.
There was considerable discussion over an order issued to editors
of all Hearst radio stations by Mr.
Hearst in 1937, ordering that a
denial of rumors that the Chicago
Herald & Examiner would be consolidated with another paper, be
used in newscasts. Mr. Porter, in
cross-examination, brought out that
rumors of the transaction had been
circulated and Mr. Gough testified
he thought the subject was of sufficient public interest to warrant
a place in a newscast.

One problem in this connectior
was the publication of radio station program schedules and paia.i
advertisements, he stated, with th^B
converse situation involving the useH
of radio time by the newspapers.

New

Radio

NBC

Reveals

Study

How

of

Public

ANNOUNCING that it will shortly release a new Red Network
brochure, "Heads — They Won",
documenting the selling job which
Mr. District Attorney has done for
Vitalis, NBC points out that this
is the fifth in a series of studies,
begun some two years ago, conducted by C. E. Hooper for NBC
to demonstrate the "selling effectiveness of network radio proThe technique involves three
steps,
grams." NBC states: segregating
listeners from non-listeners by use
of coincidental telephone interviews, verifying program listening
by call-back, and determining the
brand of product used.
They Listen, Then Buy
Conclusions, demonstrated in the
first study in September 1939 and
reaffirmed by the later ones, show
that "when they listen they buy
and the more they listen the more
they buy," Vitalis, for instance,
being sho\\Ti to be used by 255""^
more listening families than nonI'stening families, with frequent
listeners better customers than occasional listeners. Previous studies
include: pilot study conducted
September
1939
(unpublished) ;

22, 1941

Effectiveness

Listens^

Then

Buys

Jergens study conducted February 1940 (With T.otions of Listeners) ; J. B. Williams study conducted December 1940 (True or
False, a quiz on a quiz on a quiz
program) ; Shinola strudy conducted
February 1941 (The Fetish That
Crawled Under His Rock).
For these products, says NBC,
the average use in homes of listeners was 2y5> to 1 better than in nonlisteners' homes, the advertiser's
margin of advantage among listeners ranging from 65^^^ to 273%.
and without exception, frequent
listeners were found to be greater
users of the sponsors' products
than less frequent listeners, infrequent users greater users than
non-listeners.
Series, which NBC describes as
"the most scientific and convincing demonstration of advertising
effectiveness that todav is emanating frombyanyindividual
advertisingcas»medium,"
reaches
studies
the same conclusions as those
reached bv CBS in a mass study of
all its evening programs, conducted
by Elmo Roper and published recently by CBS under the title
"Roper
Customers [BroadC.^VSTING, Counts
Sept. 15].
Broadcast

Attitude on Reports
Of Press Associations
Attention was drawn by Mr.
Lloyd to the policy of news servicesM
toward broadcasting their news re-H
ports when he offered several ex-H
hibits, letters dating from 1933 toH
1935, outlining the stand of INSW
and the Hearst organization. A
1933 policy interpretation by Mr
Connolly, asNews
president
of INS
anUniversal
Service,
declared
that INS news could not be used on
commercial
"it
will
be leftprograms,
to editorsalthough
to decide
how much news should be told to
induce listeners to buy papers", so
long as broadcast news is handled
so it would not harm INS subscribers in the service area of the
station.
Another letter offered by Mr.
Lloyd, written in 1935 by Mr.
Gough to H. M. Bitner, publisher
of Hearst's Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, indicated that the Hearst
view, while it did not countenance
use of INS news on commercial
broadcasts, nevertheless did not
hold it inconsistent to sell INS
and Universal News Serrice to
both newspaper and broadcasting
stations and see its AP-member
newspapers vote to restrict the
broadcasting of Associated Press
news.
In this stand, Mr. Cough's letter
pointed out, INS and Universal
present a fundamentally different
setup from that of AP, which is
owned by all its members. INS
and Universal gather their own
news and market it on an availableto-all basis, it was explained, while
AP service goes only to AP members.
Tells of Newspaper
Contributions to Radio
Another exhibit, identified by
Mr. Gough, was in the nature of
a memorandum he had written on
a meeting of newspaper-owned radio stations in New York in April,
1937, at which time the Wearin
Bill, to prohibit newspaper ownership of stations, was pending. Even
before Mr. Hearst acquired his
original chain of some ten radio
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stations, Hearst newspapers made
trade deals with stations in their
markets, Mr. Govigh testified. He
said he had always fostered such
tie-ups from the promotional standpoint.
Cross-examined by Louis G. Caldwell, counsel for WGN, owned by
the Chicago Tribime, the former
Hearst official said it was true that
in radio's early days practically
everyone who went into the field
was in some other business, such
as newspaper publishing, auto distribution, insurance, seed nurseries,
iron foundries and sundry other
fields. It was not until around 1928
or 1929 that it became evident
radio could stand on its own feet
and not function as a subsidiary of
some other line.
Mr. Gough conceded that if it
had not been for the early pioneer
work of the newspapers in radio,
there might not have been any industry on the scale on which it
operates today. Newspapers, he
said, had made substantial contributions to radio by introduction
of advertising standards, policies
and practices for the medium. He
declared he did not know of any
greater contribution to radio development than that of newspapers.
Newspaper-owned stations were
the first to develop news broadcasting, Mr. Gough asserted in reply to Mr. Caldwell's questioning.
Moreover, he said that most of the
news personnel of stations and
networks have been dravni from
the journalism field.
Competition of radio with newspapers has not resulted in any
substantial drop in newspaper circulation. People still read the newspapers for the detailed and interpretative news, he said.
Stoer Explains
Accounting Methods
Maj. E. M. Stoer, general manager of Hearst Radio Inc., since
1938 and the successor to Elliott
Roosevelt, second son of the President, in that capacity, was called
by the FCC as its second Hearst
witness. He explained that from
July, 1927 to July, 1938, he had
been chief accountant and business
manager of Hearst Radio Inc., and
then assumed the general management. Maj. Stoer explained that
WINS, WISN and KYA are directly owned by Hearst Radio Inc.;
WBAL is owned through a subsidiary, while WCAE is owned by
a separate corporation which since
Jan. 1, 1941 has been a subsidiary
of the Pitt Publishing Co.
Explaining the manner in which
the Hearst organization fmnctioned'
Maj. Stoer said he was responsible
to the board of directors of Hearst
Radio Inc. Station managers have
complete authority to operate, but
each station has its own chief accountant, who reports direct to
the general manager of Hearst Radio on financial matters.
Asked about advertising and promotional practices as between
Hearst-owned newspapers and stations, Maj. Stoer said the newspapers, for time on the air, pay
the lowest station card rate and
Page 24
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discontinued sometime previously|
on the other stations. He said it
was his judgment that reading of
editorials was not considered gooc
program
Asked bypractice.
Mr. Lloyd whether ar;.

BLITZ

of the networks had tried to "sway
the editorial policies of Hear.'-:
newspapers",
theacquainted
witness witi
t<:sponded he was not
any such efforts. Mr. Lloyd reaa
into the record a letter dated Jan.
8 from Maj. Stoer to W. R. Hearst
Jr., publisher of the New York
J ournal- American, wherein the
Hearst Radio official stated that
both NBC and CBS had asked him
whether anything could be done
regarding the "editorial attitude
of the Hearst newspapers in New
York on the ASCAP-BMI situation". "It was their contention,"
read
the in
Stoer
"that
the
editorials
all letter,
the other
papers
were more or less non-partisan but
both the Mirror and Journal were
violently pro-ASCAP. They pointed
particularly to the issue of Friday,

LONDON'S Broadcasting House has been hit a few times by bombs, and
nearby areas have been badly shattered, but on the whole the structure is
intact and is still the headquarters of British broadcasting, reported
Raymond Clapper, Scripps-Howard columnist and NBC commentator,
on his return by Clipper last week. This sketch by Jack Frost appears in
the new book, Eternal London, published by Coward McCann, New York.
the stations the lowest department
store display rate per line. He said
there was actually a cash transaction involved and that at the end of
each month, whatever balance is involved ispaid in cash.
A series of exhibits covering interchange of space for time between stations were identified by
Maj. Stoer, covering virtually all
of the stations. When Mr. Lloyd
placed in the record an exhibit
covering premiums in the way of
display advertising offered by
KYA, San Francisco, for contracts
covering one, three or five programs per week, Maj. Stoer said
this plan had come to his knowledge
only the day before when he had
been shovra it by the FCC legal
staff.
He said he had promptly checked
with Harold Meyer, manager of
the San Francisco station, and
found that certain phases of the
merchandising plan had not been
invoked. They covered insertion of
space in the San Francisco Examiner, and Call, local shopping
news and market news publications,
free announcements and bold-faced
program listings in the Hearst
newspapers and related merchandising services.

22, 1941

Proposed Affiliation
In San Francisco
Maj. tainedStoer
he had ascerthat the said
merchandising
plan
had been invoked only about three
weeks ago. He declared that KYA
paid for the space used in newspapers on the same minimum rate
basis provided in other advertising interchange arrangements.
Quoting from a letter from KYA
Manager Meyer to Maj. Stoer,
suggesting that efforts be made to
swing a major network for the
station, Mr. Lloyd asked the witness whether it was his view that
the networks prefer to deal with
newspaper-ovsmed stations. He said
he had not found that to be so,
pointing out that only two of the
Hearst stations have major network affiliations. Mr. Lloyd then
read from the Meyer letter the assertion that "networks lean over
backwards to affiliate with newspaper-owned ormanaged
Maj. Stoer insisted
thisstations".
did not
represent his view.
Regarding the practice of reading of editorials or news stories
on Hearst stations, selected from
Hearst newspapers, Maj. Stoer
said this practice had been discontinued on Aug. 20, 1941 on WINS,
New York, and that it had been
Broadcast

Tells of Instructions
Given to Editor
3." Maj. Stoer said he hac
Jan.
Finally,
talked with Mr. McCabe, publishei
of the Mirror, who advised him tha
while the Nick Kenny column (ra
dio column) would probably con
tinue in its present strain, he hac
given instructions to the editor
that the editorials were to be unbiased. He asked whether anything
could be done about this in the
Journal.
There was then introduced in the
record the junior Hearst's reply,
dated Jan. 10. Young Hearst said
he was afraid both CBS and NBC
are "supersensitive". In the first
place, he said, his paper had run
no editorial comment on the ASCAP
fight, but that pictures of the
principals on both sides had been
run and letters solicited from readers for their opinions, with an equal
number printed on both sides.
In the closing minutes of the
Wednesdaytroduced session
in evidenceMr.a Lloyd
series inof
letters passing between Mr. Stoer,
Mr. Brookes and Clarence R. Lindner, publisher of the San Francisco
Examiner, from Aug. 31, 1939, toFeb. 17, 1940, in connection vdth
Communist and CIO broadcasts on
two Hearst stations, KYA and
WINS. The letters indicated some
of the troubles experienced by
KYA with this type of broadcast,
vdth Hearst officials attempting ta
evolve a suitable policy in these
matters.
Tells of Difficulty
On Controversial Issues
The reason for introducing these
exhibits was unexplained by Mr.
Lloyd, although observers recalled
that it served to refocus attention
on the KYA situation, which some
time ago drew FCC investigation.
The letters stated that the Hearst
name, because of newspaper stories
and radio programs,
becoming^
associated
with leftistwaspropaganda
in the public mind in the San
Francisco area, and that Hearst
executives were attempting to get
{Continued on page 60)
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tillette Will

Shortwave

two Big Sports Events
Foreign Countries
to
"jflLLETTE SAFETY
RAZOR
arcompleted
|o.. Boston, forhasextensive
ijangements
South
Louisge of the
eraght
covvei
canvjn
Iim
a hea
loveri
chaaipionship
out on Sept. 29 and the World
leries Starting Oct. 1. Company is
ijponsoring both events on MBS.
Shortwaving the series to South
America will be WGEO, General
piectric shortvi'ave station in Sche'^lectady, and WRUL, Boston. The
iformer station ^^^1I carry the broadi-asts in English while the latter
jvill
havestationed
a Spanish-speaking
aouncer
in its studio to aninlerpret the play-by-play reports,
[."n addition,
Rene Canizares, one anof
l^luba's
outstanding
nouncers, will describesports
the play
liirect from the ball park via RCAC
■:or
Havana.
WGEA,
GE's
)therCMQ,
shortwave
station,
will carry
;he broadcasts to Europe.
The Louis-Nova bout will be carried by WGEO in Spanish, with
Julio Garzon, managing editor of
Spanish-American newspaper.
La P>-ensa, doing the blow-by-blow
direct from ringside. Stations LRl.
teuenos Aires, and HCJB, Quito.
Ecuador, will pick up the shortwave report and rebroadcast it, under sponsorship of Gillette. The
company will permit other South
American stations to rebroadcast
the WGEO transmission. WRUL
will also carry the Series to South
America while WGEA will beam
ts broadcasts of the bout to Euope. Both of these descriptions
fwill be the Dunphy-Corum blowby-blow direct from ringside. Agency is Maxon Inc.. New York.
Gillette Bid Rejected
OFFER of $60,000 by Gillette
Safety Razor Co., Boston, for a
two-year exclusive contract to
broadcast annual Pasadena (Cal.)
Rese Bowl football game on New
Year's
DayCoast
was Conference,
turned down
by
the Pacific
which
reportedly w^anted double that
amount. Annual games have been
broadcast as a sustaining feature
over NBC, CBS, Mutual-Don Lee
net^vork and also released locally
by various Southern California stations.
World Series in Spanish
IX COXXECTIOX with its sponsorship of the World Series games on
MBS, GiUette Safety Razor Co. has
again signed with Circiiito CMQ, Cuban network keyed from CMQ, Havana, for play-by-play accounts in
Spanish to be handled by Rene Canizares, sports editor of the network
who sails from Havana Sept. 24 to
jirepare for the job. RCAC circuits
from X"ew York to CMQ will again
be set up and the Spanish play-by-play
will also be reproduced on the mafjnetic scoreboard of Eavana El Mundo
in Central Park there. It is understood
permission has been granted to some
Central American stations to rebroadcast CMQ.
Columbia Film Album
COLUMBIA RECORDIXG Corp.
has issued a new album of hymns,
selected as those most requested by
listeners to the General Electric Co.
Hour of Charm. Sunday evening series on X^'BC-Red. which closes each
broadcast with a hymn. The eight selections in the album were recorded
for CRC bvfeatured
Phil Spitalny's
All-Girl
Orchestra,
on the broadcasts.
BROADCASTING

ANOTHER

YEAR

FOR

TERRELL

President's Order Permits Him to Stay on Job As
—
Head of FCC's Field Division
THE "Grand Old Man" of Fed- he joined the Department of Commerce in 1911.
eral radio regulation will be servMr. Terrell remained with the
ing the Government for at least
another year. For President
being abRoosevelt has exempted William D. Conomerce
sorbed intoDepartment,
its radio division
as
"ship
wireless" grew in those
Terrell, chief of the FCC's Field the
earlj'
days.
Division, from automatic retirement, because of age, for one year
In 1926,
Federalto Radio
as of last month.
missionthe
was created
handleComthe
administrative
functions
connected
Behind the cold legal wording of
the Executive Older which pro- with radio regulation, but the Commerce Department continued its
Terrell's
activities
career oflonged30Mr. years,
lies Government
the saga of supervisory
tions.
This lasted
until and
1932inspecwhen
radio in the United States. For,
the
Radio
Division
was
taken
over
when he entered the Department of
by
the
Radio
Commission,
Mr.
TerCommerce in 1911 as "Wireless
rell continuing in charge. In 1934
ShipwasInspector,"
we dream
know when the FCC was created, I\Ir.
it,
the often radio,
laughedas at
Terrell was made head of the Field
of such men as ilarconi and De- Division, his present post.
Still loyal to the Old Dominion,
Mr. Terrell lives with his wife and
three children in Arlington, Va.,
just across the Potomac from
Washington. The year 1941 is a
big one for Mr. Terrell, since Aug.
10 marked his 70th birthday and
Nov. 6 will be his 40th wedding
anniversary.

MR. TERRELL
Forest. Since then, this onetime
Postal Telegraph Co. "brass
pounder" has seen those dreams of
radio's pioneers come true and surpassed.
In 1911, as "Wireless Ship Inctor," his -staff
of himself and spethe
late consisted
R. Y. Cadmus.
Mr. Terrell covered the East Coast
and Mr. Cadmus the West. Now
the Field Division of the FCC consists of 778 employes, 208 in the
regular field force and 570 in the
national defense unit, the latter's
job being to monitor illegal and
subversive broadcast operations.
There are offices in all principal
cities, many with elaborate monitoring stations.
Mr. Terrell, often mentioned as
a logical FCC commissioner but
never a vigorous aspirant, began
his career in the little Postal Telegraph office in his home to\vn of
Golansville, Va., where he was born
in 1871.
Successively,
was Postal's
office
manager atheAlexandria,
Va.,
operator in the Washington office,
then traffic chief and wire chief for
the telegraph company until 1900
when he joined the American Can
Co. as chief of its leased wire service. After a year in this position,
he rejoined Postal in Washington
as wire chief, once more leaving in
1903 to take a position in the
Treasury Department from where

• Broadcast
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Cypress Testing
CYPRESS ABBEY Co., San Francisco (Abbey Brand fertilizer and
snail poison ) , subsidiary of the
Cypress Lawn Nursery and Cypress Lawn Cemetery Association,
recently started a test campaign
for its products, both new on the
market. It is currently using spot
announcements seven times weekly
on KQW, San Jose, Cal. and 3
times weekly on KJBS, San Francisco. According to Yoemans &
Foote, San Francisco agency handling the account, at the conclusion of the test campaign the list
of stations will be increased, and
eventually the products will be advertised nationally on radio. The
sponsors, in addition to radio, is
using copy in national magazines.
Damrosch Returns
FOURTEENTH consecutive season of the NBC Music Appreciation
Hour under the direction of Dr.
Walter Damrosch will open Oct. 17
on NBC-Blue Network, 2-3 p.m.
(EST). The concerts, following a
long-established plan, will be divided
into four series. Series A and B,
which will be broadcast at 2 p.m.
on alternate weeks are intended
mainly for younger listeners in the
fourth to eighth grade. Series C
and D, like\vise to be heard on alternate weeks at 2:30 p.m., are intended for junior and senior high
school students. As in the past,
printed materials to accompany the
lessons will be offered by NBC to
schoolsmum cost.
and general public at miniCosgrove to Defense Post
R. C. COSGROVE. vice president
and general manager of the manufacturing division of Crosley Corp., has
been appointed a member of the mechanical
refrigerator
subcommittee of household
the Electrical
Defense
IndustryeratingAdvisoi-y
Committee,
coopwith the Office
of Production
Management and Office of Price Administration. The subcommittee will
advise OPM and other defense agencies with respect to problems of the
mechanical refrigeration industry
growing out of the defense program.
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Studio Tickets Given
Servicemen in New York
NEW YORK broadcasters, through
the New York Defense Recreation
Committee, are making it possible
for over 8,000 service men a w^eek
to attend radio shows originating
in New York City. The committee
is cooperating with the networks
and local stations to provide over
a 1,000 tickets a day.
In arranging for tickets for network shows originating in New
York, the Committee has secured
the cooperation of RuthraufF &
Ryan, Arthur Kudner Inc., Biow
Co., Buchanan Co., BBDO, Benton
& Bowles and Lord & Thomas.
Eight New York stations, WJZ,
WMCA, WINS, WNEW, WOR,
WBYN, WHN and WNYC, working with NYDRC, are carrying
daily announcements informing the
service men of the committee and
its functions.
CHML, Hamilton, Ont., announces the
appointment of Joseph Hershey McGillvra as representative in the United
States.

National
for

Half-Dozen

Clears

Be

Duplicated

In Applications Filed by IS Stations
APPLICATIONS seeking dupli- which WHDH, Boston, already has
cated operation on a half-dozen procured a fulltime grant with
clear channels have been filed by 13 5,000 watts but which now is pendbroadcast stations and now are
ing in the U. S. Court of Appeals
awaiting FCC hearing or action, for the District of Columbia. The
according to an analysis by Broad- remaining three channels have only
casting.
one applicant each.
A majority of the FCC memberSeveral Seek 640
ship appears to favor duplication
on clear channels, as exemplified in
Applying for 640 kc. are WCKY,
the recent decision in the so-called Cincinnati, seeking its present
KOA-WHDH case now being liti- power of 50,000 watts and using a
gated. This, it is generally assumed, directional. This application, however, was made contingent upon
motivated filing of the requests.
Three of the applications are for granting of pending applications of
assignment on 640 kc, now occu- WCLE, Cleveland, and WHKC,
pied by KFI, Los Angeles, as the Columbus, for frequency shifts
50,000-watt dominant station. Three which would provide the necessary
others are for 660 kc, the Class frequency tolerance in the Cincinnati area. WOKO, Albany, N. Y.,
1-A assignment held by WEAF,
NBC key station in New York. has applied for 640 kc. with 5,000
Similarly, there are three applica- watts using a directional, while
tions for assignment on 850 kc, the WJHP, Jacksonville, has pending
KOA, Denver, clear channel on an application for 50,000 watts on

Polls — 18 of Them — Proved

Programs

Would

Heard

on

KSD

Listener

and

the

Preference

RED

Network

the frequency, using a directiona
Supplementing the application c
KGIR, Butte, for a Class 1-A a;
signment on WEAF's clear ch&r
nel of 660, with 50,000 watts, •.
that of KOIN, Portland, Ore., file
last week. The Portland statio
seeks 25,000 watts with unlimit':
time, using a directional, wherea
the
KGIR
application isSept.
non-direc
tional
[Broadcasting,
1]. .
third application for assignment <y
660 kc. with 1,000 watts fulltime i
that of KVNU, Logan, Utah, arj.
another is that of KOWH, Omah;,
now 500 watts daytime on 66'
seeking 10,000 fulltime.
KMBC, Kansas City, has pen'l
ing an application for 770 kc, tli
clear channel occupied by WJZ
New York, key of NBC-Blue. I
seeks 50,000 watts on the channe
with a directional antenna.
WNYC, New York, municipally
ovmed station is seeking fulltimi
on 830 kc, the clear channel occu
pied by WCCO, Minneapolis, CBS
owned outlet. It seeks only 1 kw.
and asks for an increase in houi
of operation
from daytime
to 6'a.ria
to
11 p.m., (EST).
A hearing
ready has been held on this applicE
tion and it awaits FCC decision
New York Mayor F. H. LaGuardif
is the prime mover.
Applications pending for assign
ment on 850 kc, contingent on th:
final determination of the KOA
WHDH issue, are those of WRUF
Gainesville, Fla.; WJW, Akron, 0^
and WEEU, Reading, Pa. Each
seeks 5,000 watts fulltime, with a
directional antenna.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, has pend-!
ing an application for 10,000 watts
fulltime on 880 kc, the clear channel occupied by WABC, New York,
key station of CBS. It specifies a
directional at night.
WJJD, Chicago, "now assigned to
1160 kc, the clear channel occupied by KSL, Salt Lake City, with
20,000 watts limited time, has pending an application for fulltime on
the frequency with the same power,
but with a directional for night use.
Post for Fineshriber
WILLIAM H. FINESHRIBER, director of the CBS music department,
has beenprograms
appointedfordirector'^
of shortwave
CBS,
effective Sept. 22. Reporting to Edmund Chester, director of shortwave broadcasting and Latin American relations, Mr. Fineshriber will
programs for the CBS
prepare
Latin American Network of stations in Central and South America;
which will rebroadcast the programs shortwaved to them by CBS.
Elizabeth Anne Tucker continues
in charge of all CBS shortwave
programs which are not designed
for rebroadcast.

The
Nation's
Ideal
Try-Out
Area
And
the Station
to Put
It Over
Location favors St. Louis as the nation's logical try-out area. It is neither east, west,
north or south, and under the growing stimulation of defense efforts. With starprogram "firsts" on KSD, selected in 18 national polls, this station assures sponsors
the desired listener preference for a conclusive try-out campaign. Inquiries invited.
A Distinguished

Broadcasting

Station

>

Station

KSD—
The BUILDING.
St. Louis
Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS,Post
MO.
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
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CBC Gives Employe Bonus
CANADIAN BROADCASTING
Corp.
employesefEective
will be Oct.
granted
a costliving-bonus
1, according to an announcement by Dr. A.
Frigon,ager.CBC
Decision assistant
to give thegeneral
bonus manwas
made at a meeting of the CBC board
of governors Sept. 15. The bonus will
he paid to all employes and manual
workers earning less than $2,100 a
years, between 400 and 500 being afbonus 1,will
remain
in effect fected.
until TheApril
when
it will
be
reviewed.
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IrLdvertising of GM
Continues as Usual
o Keep Name Before Public,
edia Men Are Informed
=1

, H. GRANT, vice-president of
eneral Motors in charge of sales,
atlined to representatives of radio
iid other media forthcoming policy
jlative to advertising, at a preiew of the company's defense work
ad new cars at nearby Milford,
[ich.
Grant said the company undertook a "scientific" program of adiertising ten years ago. A stated
I'mount was set aside for advertislig, whether or not the factories
rere operating, as a means of
eeping the company name before
!jie public. Over and above this aliment, was an unspecified amount
D be spent per car sale, he said.
As Usual

"There will be no quick huddles
1 General Motors this year," he
eclared, "in which drastic action
5 taken in regard to an advertisig appropriation. There is no anicipation of doing anything except
/hat we have always done in the
ast ten years. That fixed amount
tj i^ill be spent and, on top of it, we
fill spend the amount per car that
he volume brings forth, which
neans reasonably good-sized adertising appropriations with no
udden ideas that might be quite
tartling."
"On top of that," he added, "we
at| |iave conserved our cooperative adertising and have fairly good reerves, so that wg may be able, if
ve feel we need to, to piece out our
idvertising from those reserves if
seems to be the proper thing
o do. That will, of course, depend
apon how the cars move."
At the preview were representaives of all Detroit radio stations
land many of those outstate, as well
las correspondents of the radio wire
Services.

September Ratings
ji THE Chase & Sanhorn Program,
J Iwith Edgar Bergen and Charlie
■* (McCarthy, is shown as the highest
'ranking evening network program
by the Hooper report for September. Check was conducted on the
night
to the and
air
after ofhisCharlie's
summerreturn
vacation
marks the first time he has led the
ifield since October, 1940, Hooper
reports, adding that the return of
name programs has been accompanied, as in previous years, by a
rise in total listening. Hooper
ratings for the top ten September
evening programs
are: Charlie
:lMcCarthy, 19.4; Walter Winchell,
:18.3; Radio Theatre, 17.1; Aldrich
S Family, 16.3; Time to Smile, 14.6;
|!Coffee Time, 13.9; Kay Kayser,12.6;
i'Mr. District Attorney, 12.8; One
^, Man's Family, 11.6; Kraft Music
Hall, 11,5.
[
SO WELL-RECEIVED was the song,
"Cliftonia", written by Milton Kaye,
] WPAT, Paterson,
N. J. program di' rector, for a series sponsored on the
station by the Clifton (N. J.) Chamber of Commerce that the C of C has
adopted it as the city's official song.
BROADCASTING
L

Ruppert Heads WING Sales
RICHARD A. RUPPERT, recently
of Crosley stations in Cincinnati,
has been named commercial manager of WING, Dayton. For 21/2
years he had been
WSAI sales promotion manager
and recently had
been named assistant promotion
director for all
Crosley stations
and the Crosley
Latin American
network, Cadena
Mr. Ruppert
Radio
Americana.InterH e
has been in radio five years and before that in general advertising
work.
BOX FOR PRISONER
NBC Official and Red Cross
Aid New Zealander
A PACKAGE of chocolates, cigarettes and other essentials is en
route to a New Zealand lieutenant
in a German prison camp with the
compliments of John W. Elwood,
manager
of NBC's
Division, and
the RedInternational
Cross. The
good deed has been performed in
answer to a letter received bearing
aof war
stamp
the prisoner's
envelope. It
read:on the flap
"I am a Maori (New Zealand)
officer, captured, unfortunately during the Greek campaign, April 29,
and have now been in Germany
over a month. Being so far from
home it will probably be Christmas
before I receive any parcels from
there.ing Although
courseparcels
we're are
betreated quiteof well,
nevertheless very welcome. The
English officers who were taken in
France over a year ago have told
me that the USA is the best place
to have parcels sent from, as the
supply of "adopters" in neighboring countries is exhausted and parcels from England are rationed. As
I don't know anyone there I was
wondering if you could possibly
arrange for parcels of chocolate,
food and cigarettes to be sent me
via the Red Cross.
"You may of course be wondering why I have the audacity to
write to you. As I was, prior to the
outbreak of war an announcer on
the staff of the National Broadcasting Service, on Station 2YA, I
immediately thought of asking you
if you could possibly arrange things
for me.
"Your very appreciatively, H. K.
Ngata, Lt.
NBC did not let a fellow broadcaster down.

R & H Beer Expands
RUBSAM & HORRMANN BREWING Co., Staten Island (R & H
beer), which had been running a
test campaign of partioipations
twice weekly on Rammia & the
Tune Twisters, on WOR, New York,
last week bought the entire show,
three times weekly. Decision was
reached after eight announcements had brought the sponsor
over 10,000 requests for the beer
coaster set and bottle opener offered free to listeners. Samuel C.
Croot Co., New York, handles the
account.
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The
Most

Chicaqo

People

Station

Listen

to

Most

9

Because it carries MORE
PROGRAMS

of the MOST POPULAR

on the air than does any other

Chicago station.

It's the station with the programs that gets
the listeners — so follow the leaders and place
your campaign on the 50,000 watt Chicago key
station of the famous NBC

Red Network.

SUPERIOR 8300
NEW YORK

Represented Nafionally by the NBC Spot Offices in
BOSTON CHICAGO WASHINGTON
DENVER SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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We

join the nation's broadcasting stations in pledging our full co-operation
to the U. S. government in the present
emergency. Our manufacturing faciHties have already been drafted for service. Along with it goes our station
operating experience which has contributed so largely to the advanced design ofour 50-HG Broadcast Transmitter.
As a means of disseminating vital information, radio today is more important
than ever before. High-powered, more
efficient broadcast equipment improves
these facilities — and we are gratified
that we already have put into service
an important number of our advanced
50-HG sets — and that we are still in a

P

use

ingho

TV^st

position to make
such equipment.

prompt

delivery of

Because

defense production is an intensified laboratory of radio developments, out of it may come some of the

most

important improvements in commercial equipment of the future.

Our experience in manufacturing commercial as well as miHtary radio equipment plus our experience in the operation of commercial broadcasting stations
since the earliest days of radio puts us in
a position to know the peacetime value
of new

developments — and

Top — Westinghouse 50-HG transmitter
in station WBAL, Baltimore, Maryland.
Above— The 5-HV for 5000-watt operation
provides the same advantage as the 50-HG.

to apply

them effectively in meeting the requirements of commercial broadcasting.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

REASONS
The tKree most important cKaracteristics oi a radio antenna are
COVERAGE, STRENGTH, APPEARANCE. In all tkree tKe highest rating goes to BLAW-KNOX Vertical
Radiators. Their wide coverage makes
them more proiitable, their greater
structural strength cuts maintenance
cost, their clean lines lend distincWe'll gladly extion to a station.
plain more iuUy why these three
superiorities are your three best
reasons tor using BLAW-KNOX Vertical Radiators. Write or wire.

Blaw-Knox Division ot Blaw-Knox Company
laimeis Bank Building, Pittsbuigk, Pa.

Los Angeles, Milwaukee
And Philadelphia Given
New Television Outlets
COMMERCIAL television facilities
in Philadelphia, Los Angeles and
Milwaukee were authorized last
Tuesday when FCC issued construction permits to Philco Radio
& Television Corp., Earle C. Anthony Inc. and The Journal Co.,
publisher of the Milwaukee Journal.
The Philadelphia grant to Philco
was for Channel No. 3 (66,000 to
72,000 kc). The new station replacesstation,
Philco's
formerwhich
experimental
W3XE,
has
been operating commercially under
a special authorization using the
call letters, WPTZ, pending the
granting of the new commercial
television facilities.
Earle C. Anthony Inc. licensee of
KFI and KECA, Los Angeles, who
also was issued a construction permit for a Class C FM station at
the same meeting (see page 52),
received the Los Angeles video construction permit. Channel No. 6
(96,000 to 102,000 kc.) was assigned. Completion date was set
for Jan. 15, 1942.
The new Milwaukee station was
authorized to The Journal Co., licensee of standard broadcast station WTMJ and its FM adjunct,
W55M. The grant was for use of
Channel No. 3 and was subject to
certain engineering requirements
with completion date set for Oct.
27, 1941.
Noted

VERT\CM
S

RADIATOR

Concert

Numbers

Orchestrated
by BMI
BMI ARRANGING department
has made special orchestrations of
the best known movements of
famous symphonies and concertos,
scoring them to be played by musical units of 6 to 100. This makes
available to broadcasters much
music they had passed up as calling for larger musical aggregations
than they had, as music is crosscued so the parts originally scored
for instruments not present in
smaller units are picked up by
others.
BMI has announced completion
of contracts for performing rights
of music published by nine publishing firms: Avaion Music Publishing Co., Dr. Ralph Bernatzky,
Beverly Music Co., Al Bourne, Garrick Music Publishers, Horoscopes
in Song, J. & J. Kammen Music
Co., Latin-American Music Publishing Co. and Trinity Publications.
New SESAC Guide
SESAC, New York, has issued a 28pap-e music guide listing some 200
different types of music and the
SESAC-affiliated publishers from
whom this music is available. Explaining in a foreword its method of
serving the radio industry, SESAC
states that the wisdom of its policy
is proved bylicenses
the fact with
that itnearly
"now 800
has
long-term
commercial stations in the United
States, a greater number than any
other organization has ever had in
radio history." Booklet also contains
reproductions
of lettersSESAC
from broadcasters congratulating
on its
tenth anniversary this year.
CALL LETTERS for recent new station grants have been assigned to
KTTS, Independent Broadcasting Co.,
Springfield, Mo. ; KPAS, Pacific Coast
Broadcasting Co., Pasadena, Cal. ;
KWKW, Southern California Broadcasting Co., Pasadena.
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SKYWARD went the second tower
for the new KGW, Portland, directional antenna as the derrick
eased the first piece of the 625-foot
structure into place. The tower,
which will shield KTAR, Phoenix,
will accommodate KGW's power in-'
crease to 5,000 watts at night.'
Harry Singleton, KGW chief engi-'
neer, has announced the new antenna will be ready by Oct. 30.
BMI SENDS CHECKS
FOR THREE MONTHS
BMI last week sent checks to its
composers and affiliated publishers
in payment for performances on
BMI stations during the threemonth period ended June 30, 1941.
More than 1,000 composers and
nearly 300 publishers received
checks, ranging from $1 to $4,000.
Payment was based on a rate of
2c a performance for BMI composers and of 4c a performance for
publishers who compensate their
own composers. These rates are
twice those originally established
by BMI and agreed to by writers
and publishers.
In checking the performances
for the quarter to arrive at the
amount of payment due each writer
and publisher, BMI tabulated more
than 3,000,000 performances. This
means that the stations which are
BMI subscribers performed, in addition to public domain music and
to ASCAP music for those who
have both BMI and ASCAP licenses, an average of about;
1,000,000 BMI tunes each month.
The most popular BMI tunes for
the quarter, as measured by the
number of times each was broadcast (network broadcasts counted
as one for each station carrying the
program),
Sister & I," J
with
49,603were:
station"Myperformances:
"Do I Worry?", 47,405; "Walkin'
By the River," 46,843; "Wise Old
Owl," 44,782; "Things I Love,"
39,704; "Because of You," 35,859;
"It All Comes Back to Me Now,"
33,269; "Oh Look at Me Now,"
30,493 ; "Just a Little Bit South of
North Carolina," 29,547; "You
Walk By," 29,501; "No. 10 Lullaby
Lane," 29,457; "Hut Sut Song,"
29,259.
Sydney M. Kaye, executive vicepresidentgraphofrecordBMI,
said the
business
thisphonoyear,
based almost entirely on BMI hits,
"is not only double the business in
1940, when it was based entirely
on ASCAP hits, but is the highest
business in the record of that industry. Ifthe public likes the music
enough to go out and buy it in
greater quantity than ever before,
it is not annoyed at having to listen

Advertising • BROADCASTING

^ew

Rating

Asked

n Appeal to SPAB
ijfAB Submits Requirements of
Ijtroadcasting Industry
ijMPROVED priority rating for
he broadcasting industry, coverig material requirements for
Ijiaintenance of equipment as well
i.s new construction, was asked
^ept. 16 in a letter brief filed with
onald M. Nelson, executive direcor of the new Supply Priorities &
liUlocation Board. The brief was
prepared by the NAB.
Material requirements for the
Ipdustry in 1940 were presented in
letail by the NAB. On the basis
»f these data the SPAB was asked
o provide a better classification
han the A-10 rating announced
;he week before [Broadcasting,
Sept. 15].
Grand total for all material in
1940 was only 4788 tons, the broadcast survey revealed. Of this, 297
;ons were required for repair and
14,491 tons for new construction.
It was felt the comparatively
trivial needs of the industry, in
ijidew of its enormous impact upon
lithe American public as well as foreign nations, would provide an impressive argument for SPAB conjisideration.
J The industry's material needs
jiwere discussed in detail Sept. 10
>iby representatives of manufactur•'ers, who met in Washington at the
ijinvitation of NAB President Nevl|ille Miller. [Broadcasting, Sept.
jil5].
(j Approaching Critical Stage
3 While there have been few rejjported instances of any silencing of
^1stations because of material short3|ages, the situation is said to be
Approaching the critical stage
''where minor lack of materials
[[would prove crippling to individual
operations.
Indicative of the surprisingly
small amount of metal required
is found in the fact that one year's
supply of vacuum tubes consumes
a total of only 25 tons of material,
of which copper and glass are by
far the largest items.
Among more important materials required for a year by the
industry are (in tons): Aluminum
26.3; copper 422.2; brass and
bronze 63.8; regular steel 3,752.9;
silicon steel 74.4; iron 189.5; nickel,
tungsten and chromium alloy steels
3.79; alnico metal 5; permalloy
steel 7.5; femieo .088; zinc 100;
lead 28; nickel .398; nickel silver
.398; tungsten 1.189; glass 6.788;
nichrome wire 1.8; tin 3.7; steatite
26.3; insulating material 11.1;
plastics 5.11; compounds 18.5;
paints and finishes 25.36; cadmium
1.91; cobalt .74; molybdenum .94;
magnesium .37; monel 7.69; beryllium-copper .367; carbon or graphite .936.
Besides these, minor amounts
are required of strontium, barium,
quartz, invar, lava, mycalex, mercury, barium-strontium carbonates,
silver solder, tantalum, mica, alumina and gold.
BROADCASTING

Remote Since 1928
REMOTE WIRES from radio
stations to night clubs and
dance arenas are usually
plugged in and out within a
month or less as the stations
follow the top dance bands
from one night spot to another. Recently, however, a
WOR engineer thumbing
through his lists found one
wire which had been in constant service 13 years. The
lists showed that the line was
plugged in to the Hotel Astor
on June 25, 1928, and that the
man who did the work was
the young WOR engineer,
John B. Gambling, now WOR
veteran announcer.
New York Local Seeking
To
Restrict Recording
PROTESTING the competition of
recorded music with live musicians
in the broadcasting field and recommending that steps be taken to
control the situation in the interests of union musicians, the New
York local (802) of the American
Federation of Musicians has instructed its attorneys to prepare a
brief which the local's officers will
present
the AP'M international
executiveto committee
at its next
meeting. Committee will meet in
Chicago in the near future, with
the date tentatively set for Sept. 30.
Recommendations will be in line
with those advanced at the AFM
national convention last June,
where a number of resolutions
aimed at the curtailment of complete elimination of recorded broadcasts were adopted by the delegates and referred to the executive
committee for action.
It is believed unlikely the AFM
will take legal action to control the
broadcasting of records, following
failure of the National Assn. of
Performing Artists and RCA to
establish their rights to such control. AFM could, of course, forbid
its members to make any recordings at all, either transcriptions
or phonograph records, but it is
considered more probable that
union executives will seek a compromise plan.
KTRN

Power

KTRN, Tacoma, Wash., which received its construction permit last
May 7 from the FCC with the stipulation that the permitee specify
either 500 or 1,000 watt operation
on 1430 kc, last Tuesday was
granted a modification of its construction permit to use the 1,000
watt power day and night with a
directional antenna. Licensee is
Michael J. Mingo, former newspaper editor and executive, who was
authorized to construct in Tacoma
simultaneously with issuance of a
construction permit to KTBI, Tacoma, in one of the Commission
dual
"survival
the fittest"
[Broadcasting, of May
12]. grants
A NUMBER of the many and varied
uses of radio in military and civil defense will be demonstrated during the
Civilian and National Defense Expositon to be held in the Grand Central Palace, New York, Sept. 20 to
Oct. 18. Both the Army and Navy are
planning exhibits of their equipment.
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Here's

how

"AIR"

attack

CATES
PORTABLE
for

every

to insure

a well-equipped

for your station . . .

DYNAMOTE
REMOTE

^^out

of

AMPLIFIER

studio**

pick'-upl

Outstanding in Price - Performance - Portability
Get ready — go anywhere and pick up anything More than 1200 GATES
from football games to symphony concertsi Re- DYNAMOTES & Remote
mole programs will bring added revenue and Conditioners Now in
listeners to your station and with this popular
portable remote amplifier it can be accomplished
Use, including — WBZ
WGN
at very low cost. The dependable, brilliant- KDKA
WTIC
performing Gates Dynamote is adaptable to
KFXJ
90% of the remote programs that go on the WFBM
air . . . and with its three inputs, mixing three
WOWO
microphones, any type of remote set-up comes
WITH
WJMS
KYW
within its scope. Small in sire, light in weight, WIRE
but rugged in design, the Dynamote together WNOE
WHB
WDBC
with its small Power Supply Unit is carried com- WTAR
pactly as one in its own sturdy carrying case. KVAN
WRITE

OR

WIRE TODAY
for detailed
technical information and low
prices.
Place your order
now to enable you
to start your Fall
season off in a big
way!

GATES REMOTE CONDITIONER
A complete A.C. operated Remote Amplifier, popular for
sports
and isroan-in-the-street
one
microphone
necessary. Power programs
supply, highwhere
gain only
amplifier
and input transformer alt in one case without any trace
of hum.
Made forNouseother
with eouipment
dynamic andcan velocity
or inductor microphones.
in quality,
size, low cost and
simple design.compare with it
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How

Radio

Tells
the
Defense
Story
Oldest of the weekly defense pro- newspapers, magazines, motion and
grams is Defense for America, a still picture services — had failed in
that none of them had informed its
half-hour broadcast heard over
NBC-Red with the cooperation of audience so completely about inthe National Association of Manudustry's role in defense.
facturers which has just completed
Radio's description of tank construction isan example. The broada half-year of reportinj on production of basic defense industries and
cast was the fourth of the series
has been indefinitely continued by and it came one year after the first
NBC and NAM with the coopera- tank had rolled off the assembly
tion of the Army, Navy and Air line of the American Car & FounCorps.
dry Co. Plant at Berwick, Pa., one
With a minimum of dramatics
of the locales for the program. Delivery of the first tank had been acand theatrical fanfare. Defense for
companied bythe usual publicity —
America has gone inside closelyguarded factories and plants each stories in newspapers, pictures and
government and inSaturday night to tell how Ameri- statementsdustrialby
leaders.
can industry was accomplishing
But until radio invaded the plant,
the impossible. Other media — the none who had heard of American
Car's making light tanks had realized that this plant had made vast
changes in its operations — that
into every small tank went 8,000
pounds of armor plate that was
being manufactured on the ground,
not only for local use but for other
companies making tanks.
Employe Loyalty

Industry Cooperating
With Government
In Program
dent Roosevelt solSINCE Presi
emnly warned on May 16,
1940, that the nation was in
international danger and
called for united support to rearm
and make this country the arsenal
of democracy, millions have heard
by radio how the national emergency is being met And the number of defense programs has grown
steadily since, reaching a high
mark this summer when the Treasury sponsored an elaborate onehour program once-a-week to increase the sale of defense bonds.
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A nationally known weekly magazine had taken pictures showing
American flags hanging from the
rafters of the plant, but it remained
for radio to explain the true significance of this. The story was told
by Ralph McAfee, 250-pound foundry plant worker, who told the
radio audience that 48 flags were
bought by the workers and hung in
the shop because "we decided we
wanted to show our colors and that
we fellows here in the foundry
were backing Uncle Sam 100<^f."
Another example of radio's value
as the best means to tell how defense was going ahead was during
the broadcast about the cotton and
woolen textile industry. The program originated at a cotton plantation in Georgia, continued at a
cotton textile mill nearby and at

NOT ONE BUT TWO contracts art
being signed by Walter Wade
president of Wade Adv. Agency
Chicago, on behalf of Miles Labs.
Elkhart (Alka-Seltzer and One-ADay vitamins). Mr. Wade is applying the ink to a contract which puts
Lum 'h' Abner on 51 NBC-Blue
stations four times a week starting
ager
Central
DiviSept. of
29. NBC-Blue
E. R. BoroflF,
sales man'sion, holds a 52-week renewal contract for the weekly half -hour Quiz
Kids. The big smile in the background belongs to Bob McKee,
NBC-Blue salesman on the account.
Programs now sponsored by Miles
on NBC total 3% hours a week.
a woolen mill in Massachusetts.
It was while the situation in the
Far East was becoming more acute
and while industrial and Government leaders were warning that
possible shortages of vital defense
materials was possible, among
these, silk, necessary for a score of
defense purposes including parachutes.
When the script writers were
studying the cotton textile industry
they found the Callaway Mills of
LaGrange, Ga. had developed a cotton cording that was being used in
parachute harnesses. The process
was a secret; its importance in view
of the possible silk shortage was
immense. This was emphasized in
the broadcast from the mill and
elaborated upon by Capt. Bill
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r.yder, West Point graduate in
flarge of parachute troop training
t the Army's school at Fort Bening, Ga.
Authentic Background
The series was envisioned by
JAM, whose 8,000 members, large
nd small, are located in every part
f the country. The plan was that
very broadcast would originate in
plant representative of a basic
efense industry to tell how deense production was being accomtlished.
Graham McNamee was to be the
[iiinly name performer and music
pvas to be supplied by bands and
Ijjrchestras made up of employes of
h\he company from which the program was ori^^inated.
Icj The noises were to be real facN-ory sounds and the "actors" were
U:o be real factory workers,
n NBC-Red cleared time from 7 to
[Jl7:30 p.m. (NYT) every Saturday
pnight and the series opened last
^Washington's Birthday at Cleveq|land with a report on the machine
jjcool industry. Now upwards of 90
^•stations, including WNBI and
sjWRGA, shortwave stations that
'jsend the broadcasts weekly to South
ijAmerica and Europe, are carrying
jfthe programs.
jj Strictly observing the rule of no
ijprofessionals and no studio artijficial sound effects, the broadcasts
'have originated in all parts of the
■country and at factories making
such vital war materials as tanks,
automotive equipment, shells, aluminum, steel, rubber, small arms,
airplanes, mosquito boats, submarines, heavy electrical equipment
and a half-dozen other basic defense products.
One broadcast described the York
Pooling Plan, whereby the mediumsized town of York, Pa., catalogued
all its available machine tools and
skilled men so that none was idle
when the defense drive began in
earnest.
Good Mail Response
Another program told how the
manufacturers of printing equipment had switched from their normal peacetime operations to the
making of gun fire control instruments, anti-aircraft and tank guns
and machine tools for factories
without the facilities to manufacture their own tools.
Mail response to the series has
been heavy since the first broadcast.
It has come from school teachers,
CCC camp educational directors,
workers and representatives of
management who have appeared on
the broadcasts, ministers, housewives, mothers, daughters, brothers
and sisters of men and women who
liave explained their role in defense.
The Fulton Lewis jr. Your Defense Reporter series, heard Tuesdays from 10:15 to 10:30 (NYT)
over 136 MBS stations, was an outgrowth of the NBC series. That
series, now ending its first quai-ter-year, is also broadcast with cooperation of the NAM. The Washington radio commentator travels
each week to a plant engaged in
making a defense material that is
currently in the news. An example
BROADCASTING

Juveniles
MORE proof that the radio
is a young
man's industry!
WLAG,
LaGrange,
Ga.,
claims it has one of the
youngest staffs in the country. Average age of all personnel is 20% years. Edwin
Mullinax, general manager,
is the graybeard at 24.
Youngest is John Boggess,
program director, 19.
was the progi'am on destroyers
fi'om the Bath Iron Works at Bath,
Me., which occurred while news of
the battle of the Atlantic was ourrently
Your "hot."
Defense Reporter has covered industries not normally recognized in the defense drive and the
lesser known small companies that
are manufacturing
material of
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vital importance. An example was a
broadcast from Marion, Ind., where
a dozen or more small companies
are working on defense orders. The
program originated from the Delta
Electric Co., whose 500-odd employes are working day and night
and seven days a week on making
non-destructable lights for submarines and naval craft and other
little kno-\\Ti but highly important
defense products.
Douglas Oil Spots
DOUGLAS OIL & REFINING
Co., Los Angeles, supplementing
its West Coast spot announcement
campaign, on Sept. 11 started a
six-weekly quarter-hour newscast
on KRKD, that city. Contract is
for 13 weeks. Spot announcements
are being used on KIRO KJR KMO
KELA KIT KVOS KPQ KNX
KHJ KMPC KFAC KFXM KXO
KTKC KWLK KEVE. Agency is
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.

Cook Book Discs
CONSOLIDATED BOOK PUBLISHERS, Chicago (cook booklets), the week of Sept. 22 starts
sponsorship of The Meal of Your
Life a transcribed half-hour series
on 100 stations throughout the
country. Guests of honor are asked
about outstanding meals and the
incidents are dramatized. Among
guests for the first program are
Elsa Maxwell, Gertrude Lawrence
and Sheila Barrett. Contracts are
city. 13 weeks with possible extenfor
sions. Discs were cut by WBS.
Agency is Kermit-Raymond, that
Receiver Sues ASCAP
HARRY M. PROFFER, receutly appointed receiver in the United States
tor AKM. Austrian affiliate of ASCAP,
last
week infikdthea .Sl'iO.OOO
against
ASCAF
new YorksuitStipreme
<'i>urt. .seeking to collect for former
AKM members now iu this country
i-oyalties allegedly due them for American performances of their works.
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Pandora's Box
BROADCASTERS won a brilliant and wholly
just victory in scuttling the discriminatory
5-15% advertising tax in the now revised version of the Defense Revenue Bill. But even before that vital goal was achieved, talk erupted
in favor of a substitute "franchise" tax, as a
sort of halfway measure. Peculiarly, we think,
it had support in some industry quarters.
In our judgment a franchise tax, to defray
the cost of regulation or for any other purpose, is just as vicious as a tax on advertising.
It is a discriminatory tax. It would be an admission that a license to operate a broadcast station or a telegraph company or a pointto-point station constitutes a gift from the
Government for which the licensee should pay.
Such a franchise tax would not give the licensee avested or property right, as some are
led to believe. Certainly the trend of regulation has been in exactly the opposite direction. That sort of reasoning, we believe, is
poppycock, unless and until Congress itself
writes such a provision in the law.
Railroads pay no special franchise taxes for
their rights of way, or for support of the
ICC. Airlines use the public domain airways,
but they pay no special excise for the privilege. Nor do boats plying the sea-lanes. Then
why radio ?
It requires more than a license to operate a
station in the public interest, or to make a
reasonable profit. That would presuppose any
Tom, Dick or Harry, with a license from the
FCC would have his fortune made, irrespective of initiative, enterprise, background or
experience. The some 300 stations in red-ink
attest the reverse.
Moreover, a franchise tax would strike at
every licensee, iri'espective of whether his
operation makes money. It would not adhere
to the precept of taxation according to the
ability to pay.
Taxes today are the highest in history. The
war bill will increase levies next year and the
next. Procedures are established for taxation,
and radio, along with the nation's whole economic fabric, pays according to income. Even
now a new and higher tax bill is in the making, what with another six-billion-dollar defense appropriation coming up.
The broadcasting industry should not be
singled out for any sort of special or franchise tax. There isn't any justifiable basis for
making it a sort of fiscl guinea pig. And a
franchise tax, we feel, would open a Pandora's
box to plague commercial radio forever.
Page 38
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Radio's Goal
THIS WEEK, National Independent Broadcasters holds an extraordinary convention in Chicago. Talk of a rump movement to break
away from the NAB and "network domination" is rampant. And there are plenty of
issues — copyright, the chain-monopoly report,
national defense, priorities, and now a revival
of the Music Czar Petrillo's "made work" and
reprisal tactics in pulling the plug on network
dance-band remotes and possibly studio bands.
No one will gainsay the right of NIB, or any
group, to hold a special convention anytime
and anywhere, if broadcasters want to foregather for discussion of industry problems.
Similarly, there may be justification for unfavorable reactions to activities of the NAB
along certain lines. Certainly there was ample
evidence of that in some quarters at the lamented Debacle of St. Louis last May.
But we think it would be a calamity to split
the industry into opposing camps, neither of
which might be strong enough to do an effective job in the most critical period in this
and every other industry's history. Broadcasters should never lose sight of the "divide and
rule" strategem. They must determine for
themselves whether outside influences, which on
the long pull are far from friendly to commercial radio, are inciting such a schism.
There is nothing sinister or wrong about
independent broadcasters getting together for
their own self-preservation and betterment.
That's what trade associations are for. Radio
must have a strong, united trade association,
whatever its name. The NAB has been and today is the industry's rallying post. If the
industry's body politic feels it requires alteration in structure, scope or personnel, there
is a time and place for it. It is their trade
association. It can be called NAB, NIB or
the League for the Preservation of Low Kilocycles and High Watts. Its objective would be
unchanged.
Before any rash moves are made, there
should be some clear-thinking and cool-headed
study. There must be leadership, sound and
strong. And there must be the enthusiastic
support of a substantial industry majority.
There must be the independent judgment of
the industry's majority, unaffected by outside
influences.
Anything short of that might be industry
suicide.
Broadcast

They
Say...
IT WAS James L. Fly, chairman of the FCC,
who assumed that Congress had delegated
power to intimidate and coerce the radio networks, and if Congress really has such power
over what is broadcast over the radio it is
natural for the man who is chairman of the
all-important committee in the Senate to want
to exercise that power first hand . . . The same
thing is about to happen to certain newspapers
owning broadcasting stations. Unless they
toe the mark in the use of their radio stations,
the licenses may be taken from them. The
FCC under Mr. Fly has already done what
Mr. Wheeler is doing to the movies, namely,
to find out what the attitude of the newspapers
is toward radio news and other matters that
heretofore have been considered immune from
interference under the Bill of Rights of the
Constitution. Presumably unless some of these
newspapers which own broadcasting stations
curry favor with Mr. Fly or Mr. Wheeler they
will find themselves losing their franchises. —
David Lawrence, columnist, Sept. 15.
A STUDY

of those three media of public expressions (pictures, radio and press) reveals a
curious fact: First to appreciate the deep determination ofthe American people and to respond to it has been the motion picture industry . . . second has been the radio, an industry wise beyond its years in its understanding of popular feeling; third, but rapidly catching up with the other two, the press, and we
can leave it to the press itself to explain why it
elected to be the laggard . . . While providing
as much time for the dissenters as they can
use, radio is doing its part in the defense program every day in every other way. Merely
producing the programs the people want to
hear, says radio. — Lowell Mellett, director of
the Office of Government Reports, in the September Atlantic Monthly.

Thirty Years in Radio
THIRTY years ago radio regulation began.
When William D. Terrell, at the ripe age of
40, was named "wireless ship inspector" there
was none so bold or foolish, even in the wildest
flight of imagination, to predict the development of radio to its present state. Then "Bill"
Terrell, known to every oldtimer in the craft,
had a staff of exactly one. He was chief
"wireless cop," and inspected, supervised and
directed all such activity. Licensing hadn't
even been thought of, and it was nearly a
decade before the first "wireless" station, precursor of the broadcast station, took the air.
Today Bill Terrell, at 70, is still radio's
chief traffic cop. He is chief of the Field
Division of the FCC, which has a huge force —
208 in regular inspection work and 570 in the
recently created national defense unit. The
other day President Roosevelt promulgated an
Executive Order exempting Mr. Terrell from
automatic retirement for another year — because Mr. Terrell isn't ready yet to operate
less than the full broadcast day.
In the twilight of his fulsome career — practically all of it devoted to radio regulation —
Mr. Terrell can look back upon a generation
well-spent in the public interest and welfare.
All in radio, from the grizzled veterans of the
brass-pounding era to the youngsters riding
the gains, felicitate Mr. Terrell on his 30th
radio anniversary.
Advertising • BROADCASTING

NOTES

have gone into
IIKE others who
broadcasting, George Clarke
J Chandler was a radio service
man and set builder in the
early days of broadcasting. Today
he is owner of CJOR, Vancouver, a
on in eCanada's third
r
majo
in Canadian
city. Activ
largest stati
broadcasting affairs, he is president
of the Western Assn. of Broadcasters and vice-chairman of the
board and chairman of the technical committee of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters.
George Chandler was just 20
years old when he acquired the
nucleus
today's
CJOR.
He had
started inof the
new field
of radio
set
building as soon as he was through
with school, and while engaged in
completing one service job heard
that CFXC, a 50-watt station in
nearby New Westminster, was for
sale. He went straight to the owners of the small station. While
more mature business men cogitated on acquiring CFXC, young
George took an option and within
24 hours had closed the deal. He
was now owner of a broadcasting
station as well as a radio service
shop. That was in the spring of
1926.
Young George had been living in
Vancouver for nearly two years
when he bought the station. He
decided that Vancouver offered
more opportunities for a broadcast^,ng station of 50 watts than did
the town of New Westminster. The
Canadian Government offered no
objections, and he was permitted
to move the transmitter to the outskirts of Vancouver and to change
the call letters to CJOR. Had the
officials at Ottawa known that a
20-year-old owned the station,
George thinks they may not have
been so helpful.
A technician, George Chandler
made the most of the equipment
he had bought, and set out to make
CJOR an important voice in the
radio spectrum which he shared for
the Vancouver area with six other
stations, even to sharing time with
some of them. In 1928 he was
granted permission to use a frequencyulltime
f
and given a
power increase to 100 watts. Three
BROADCASTING

years later the station went to 500
watts, and since 1933 has occupied
its present frequency. Another
power increase came last year when
the station went to 1,000 watts.
George Chandler was born at
Caledonia, Ont., March 18, 1906.
His family moved to the new West
shortly after his birth, and he
spent his early years on the prairies
of Saskatchewan and Alberta,
moving ever westward till in 1924
he landed in Vancouver, where he
has lived ever since to become one
of its leading citizens.
His major contribution to the
Canadian broadcasting industry is
his early insight into the necessity
of a united effort by Canadian
broadcasters. He has been an advocate of industrial cooperation
practically since the day he bought
the 50-watt station, has found time
to do a great many chores for the
industry. He took the first big
step in 1931 when he travelled to
Toronto to attend the meeting of
the infant CAB, a costly trip for
a young man who had to build a
500-watt transmitter in a highly
competitive market at the beginning of the depression. He became
a director of the CAB at that
meeting, went back to Vancouver,
could not by mail persuade enough
of the stations to keep the CAB
going as the depression set in on
the industry. When in 1934 the
CAB was re-born under Harry
Sedgwick, CFRB, Toronto, George
Chandler again came out of the
West to be elected a director of
the new CAB.
Meanwhile, in western Canada
the stations had not been idle.
They had formed a Western Association of Broadcasters, and
George Chandler became an active
member, a director for a number
of years and later president. It
was a service he undertook for the
western stations in connection with
the reallocation of frequencies and
station locations for the Havana
Treaty which brought him in contact with the Canadian Government as the technician of Canadian
broadcasters. When the CAB had
to present the case of all Canadian
broadcasters to Ottawa in connec-
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WILLIAM VON ZEHLE. formerly
in talent sales division of WINS, New
York, has been appointed West Coast
radio department manager of Music
Corp. teredofat 9870
America
and Way,
is headquarBurton
Beverly
Hills, Cal. He succeeds Walter Johnson who recently resigned to become
representative
of Motion
PictureGuild
Relief Fund on the
CBS Screen
Theatre.
CAPT. ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT,
son ofdentthe
President
former presiof Texas
StateandNetwork,
who
joined the Army Air Corps last spring
as a specialist reserve, serving first at
Wright Field, Dayton, then going with
the president on his voyage to meet
Prime Minister Churchill and thence
proceeding to London, on Sept. 13 reported at Kelly Field, Tex., for a
course in navigation.
M. E. (Bob) ROBERTS, formerly
manager of KYA and KTAB (now
KSFO), San Francisco, is presenting a two-hour nightly transcribed dance program on KQW, San
.Jose, Cal. Program has participating
sponsors. Roberts is also in the advertising business on the San Francisco peninsula.
DON BASSETT. formerly radio director of James Fisher Co.. Toronto,
has joined Radio Centre Ltd., Toronto, transcription firm, as general manager. Previously he had served four
years with Northern Broadcasting &
Publishing Co., at stations in Northern Ontario and as Toronto representative of this group of stations. He
started his radio career with CJCS,
Stratford, Ont. Radio Centre has
moved to 74 Wellington St., West.
FRANK DURBIN, salesman of KLZ,
Denver, is in the Cheyenne. Wyo.,
Veterans Hospital for an operation.
RON ERASER, has .joined CJLS.
Yarmouth. N. S., as publicity and
promotional director.
tion with Havana Treaty assignments, George Chandler was called
on to do the job. His bulging brief
case full of charts, reports, curves
and technical data, became a common sight as he commuted by plane
between Vancouver and Toronto
and Ottawa during the latter part
of 1940 and early part of 1941. As
chairman of the CAB technical
committee he smoothed out many of
the reallocation difficulties for Canadian broadcasters with Ottawa
officials before they went to Washington for the international sessions.
Aside from the profitable operaof CJOR, in
George
Chandler'sin
main tioninterests
broadcasting
recent years have been in the techdustry.nical and economic fields of the inIn 1939 he married Marie Ellingboe of Minneapolis and their honeymoon took them on a grand circle
tour of Canada and the United
States, including numerous calls
on broadcasting stations. In his
spare time George Chandler is an
ardent amateur photographer,
plays golf, attends meetings of the
Vancouver Kiwanis Club and the
Vancouver Board of Trade. During
the hunting season he takes leave
to shoot big game in the mountains
of British Columbia.

FRED G. HARM, of the sales staff
of WJJD, Chicago for five years, has
been appointed station sales manager
by Ralph H. Atlass, president. Mr.
Harm, 30, has been in radio for ten
years, tising
and was at one time adverChicago. manager of the Kremola Co.,
CHARLES LLOYD, acting manager
of KLX, Oakland, Cal., and Mrs.
Lloyd suffered painful injuries recently when their auto was side-swiped
by another car.
JACK COWDEN, sales promotion
manager of KSFO, San Francisco, rewas transferred
to CBS
stationcentlyrelations
department
in New
York. Isobelle Goldthwaite succeeded
him at KSFO.
JOSEPH McCUAN, formerly with
KYOS, Merced, Cal., and previous to
that with Hearst radio stations in the
lEast, recently was added to the KYA.
San Francisco, sales staff as account
executive.
DR. JAMES ROWLAND ANGELL.
public service counsellor of NBC, will
be chairman of the opening se.ssion of
th«^ Chicago
School
Conference to be held
Dee. Broadcast
3-.5.
TOMMY STONE, son of Peggy
Stone, station relations director of
International Radio Sales, enters
Clemson College as a freshman this
fall.
ARTHUR
WEILL,
comptroller of WHN,
New assistant
York, recently
married Ruth Phillips of Brooklyn.
HAZEL RYAN, treasurer and assistant manager of KRKD, Los Angeles,
has taken an extended leave to spend
the winter in New York, and as representative of the station will contact agencies for national business.
Pearl Vorhees, for several years station bookkeeper is taking over many
duties formerly handled by Miss Ryan.
PAUL H. RAYMER. head of Paul
H. Raymer
Co., station
representatives, has returned
to his
Chicago
headquarters following a semi-annual
visit to West Coast branch offices. Accompanying him was Pierce Romaine,.
New York executive of that firm.
J. L. VAN VOLKENBURG, assistant vice-president of CBS, Chicago,
has been appointed chairman of the
advertising committee of the Chicago
Community Chest Drive.
al manN, commerci
W. B.ager of QUARTO
Rapids, la., and
WMT, Cedar
a 10adopted
Quarton
Mrs.
d girl. recently
Waterloo
Don Inman,
month-ol
studio manager of WMT, also has
adopted a girl.
ROBERT Mackenzie has resigned
as manager of WCMI. Ashland, Ky.,
to accept a new unannounced position.
Warren Davis. WCMI business manager, is acting manager.
VAUGHN A. KIMBALL, advertising
manager of KGNO. Dodge City, Kan.,
recently married Audrey LeCrone.
F. E. FITZSIMONDS, manager of
KFYR. Bismarck, N. D., on Aug. 24
married Nell Stearns.
JOHN CALDWELL, formerly advertising manager of the Poultry
Supply
Dealer,
the
Prairie Farmer, ahassubsidiary
joined theofsales
staff of WMBD. Peoria.
R. CROTTY. commercial manager at
CKGB. Timmins. Out., for the last
of
CKWX.
three
years, Vancouver.
has joined the sales staff"
Balthrope Heads ABC
CHARLES BALTHROPE, formerly commercial manager of KTSA,
San Antonio, has been named manager of KABC. same city. Mr. Balt h r o p e ' s appointment was announced h|i-R. Early Willson, president of KABC. Capt. Elliott Roosevelt, son of the President and at
present on duty with the Army Air
Forces, is treasurer of the station.
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Furlough
LEON

STAN DAVIS and Marvin Fisher,
Hollywood writers on the weekly NBC
Signal Carnival, sponsored by Signal
Oil Co., Los Angeles, have resigned
that assignment. They will join with
Hal Fimber and Arthur Hargraves
Kribs as writers of the CBS Al Pearce
<£ His Gang, resuming Oct. 3 under
sponsorship of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Carl Hersinger and Henry
Taylor have taken over the Signal
Carnival assignment.
HARRY CARAY, formerly of WCLS,
Joliet. 111., has joined WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich., as sports director. Mrs.
Golda Roe also has joined WKZO as
traffic manager and Mrs. M. Vennard
as secretary.

Department stores buy radio
time from figures. Not just
coverage figures, but cash-register figures.
So Montgomery Ward's
FIFTH renewal of its daily
■quarter-hour on KSO, proves
KSO's ability to move mcr-chandise at a profit, and adds
-another chapter to the Success
Story of KSO and KRNT—
Success in serving listeners
AND advertisers.
Except for network affiliation, KSO and KRNT are neartwins. Both have 5000 watts,
-day and night.^ Both have
strong trade-recognition. Both
have fine records of sales accomplishment.
With Iowa farm income at a
new high . . . with defense
activity increasing Des Moines
payrolls 20% or more • . . it's
well to have KSO and/or
KRNT on the job to increase
your sales to more than a million people in Iowa's No. 1
market — Des Moines and its
extensive trading area.
♦EfEective October, 1941.
NBC BLbF.
AND MUTUAL
50C0 WATTS

1 11 11 1TI
KRN

iA
50
MBTT
OL^WA
^00

Represented by The Katz Agency
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NAIPH J. ABODAHER, acting program director of WKZO, Kalamazoo,
Mich., and Hal Forward, WKZO
piigineer, have sold a collaborated
Western
short story,
Chip"
to a leading
weekly"The
pulpLast
magazine
under the pen name Hal Jerome.
HALL TOZIER. formerly of WSAU,
Wausau, has joined the announcing
staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee.
RUTH CRANE, formerly of WLWWSAI, Cincinnati, has joined WCMI,
Ashland,
woman's of commentator. PaulKy.,
Thiel,as formerly
WCPO.
Cincinnati, and Pat Marvin, of
KFXJ. Grand Junction, Col., have
joined the WCMI announcing staff.
PAUL LEMAY, conductor of the
Duluth and Portland symphony orchestras, has been signed to a sixweek contract which started Sept. 11,
to direct the weekly Standard Symphony Hour, sponsored by Standard
Oil Co., on 32 Pacific Coast Don Lee
stations.
BOB STEPHENSON, NBC Hollywood producer and prior to that on
the CBS Chicago staff, has joined
Lord & Thomas, in the former city,
to take over production of the NBC
Boh Hope Show, resuming Sept. 23
under sponsorship of Pepsodent Co.
He replaces Bill Lawrence, who resigned that post to manage the newly
established Hollywood production ofices of Pedlar & Ryan.
BILL BALDWIN, formerly KDYL,
Salt Lake City, announcer, has joined
KFWB, Hollywood, in a similar capacity, and in addition conducts the
daily one-hour program, Mac the Mefornia. chanic, sponsored by Pep Boys of CaliMYNONAH BAILEY, formerly of
KID, Idaho FaUs, has joined KUTA,
Salt Lake City, and under name of
June Lee is conducting a daily quarter-hour woman's program.
RANDY ENGLISH, formerly of
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., has
joined the announcing staff of WTRY,
Troy, N. Y.
GALEN AND ELNORA GILBERT,
not connected with radio during the
last year, have joined the commercial
staff of KUOA, Siloam Spring, Ark.
JOHN HICKS, formerly of KABC,
San Antonio, and KNOW, Austin, has
joined the announcing staff of KGKO,
Fort Worth.
TOM NOBLE, news writer of
WBBM, Chicago, is the father of a
son born Sept. 16.
NORMAN WEISER, associate editor
of Radio Daily, has completed a book.
Writers' Radio Theatre, 19^0, which
will be published by Harper & Bros.,
New York, on Oct. 15.

22, 1941

LEEK, an NBC announcer, before he was drafted a year ago, recently came
down to the studios while on
furlough to renew old acquaintances and show the
boys
his
staff
sergeant's
stripes. As Leek opened
the
door Ray Diaz, night supervisor didn't give him a chance
to say a word. "Just the guy
I'm looking for," he said.
"You do the remote from the
Hotel Astor with Bob Chester's orchestra from 12
to 12:30". Whether Leek
thought Diaz was his general
or colonel, history does not
record, but he hurried to the
Astorout and
asking did
why.the job withFELIX MILLS, Hollywood musical
director, has been signed for the fourth
consecutive year on the weekly CBS
Silver Theatre, resuming Oct. 5 under
sponsorship of International Silver
Co. (Sterling
and musical
Rogers Bros,
silver). Mills is also
conductor
of the weekly CBS Hollywood Premiere, sponsored by Lever Bros.
EARL WENNERGREN of CBS Hollywood publicity staff has returned to
his duties after a two-month absence
recuperating from typhoid.
KEN NILES, Hollywood announcer,
has been assigned to the weekly CBS
Arkansas Traveler, which started
Sept. 16 under sponsorship of Campbell Soup Co. Program features Bob
Burns, with Thomas Freebairn-Smith,
of Ruthrauff & Ryan, producing.
CLIF HOWELL, program director of
KSFO, San Francisco, resigned Sept.
2 and will join the CBS production
staff incessorHollywood
Sept.named.
27. His suchas not yet been
ED WILSON, formerly of NBC, Chicago, has joined the announcing staff
of WLS, Chicago.
CAPT. MICHAEL FIELDING, traveler and foreign affairs expert, will
replace Irving Pflaum on Decensoring the News, quarter-hour six-weekly
news commentary on WIND, Chicago. Mr. Pflaum, foreign editor of the
Chicago Times, has joined the National Defense Commission in Washington in a publicity capacity.

5000
OVER

CHEER BRENTSON, formerly of thf
cast of Kitty Kane, Ma Perkins, Avvlon Time and other Chicago produ •
tions and now married to Robert Re<i
dington, hotel executive in Duluth, ha returned to radio as director (f
women's programs of WEBC, Duluth
SAMS VIRTS, a student of Dodg-:
City Junior College, has joined KGXO.
Dodge City, Kan., as parttime announcer.
R. C. HILL, announcer of KGNO.
Dodge City, Kan., on Sept. 6 marricl
Evelyn Baker.
WOODROW MAGNUSON, production manager of WHBF, Rock Island,
111., has been named program director,
succeeding Ivan Streed. Dale Pharet.
formerly of WEOA, Evansville. Ind.
has joined the announcing staff of
WHBF.
FELIX ADAMS has joined the an
Miss.
nouncing staff of WCBI, Columbus
FORREST COOKE, announcer or
WHBF, Rock Island, lU., has been
promoted to traffic manager.
WILL DOUGLAS, announcer oi
WKBN, ductedY'oungstown,
O., has
into the Air Corps
and been
is staintioned at Kelly Field, San Antonio.
KEN POWELL, announcer of WGY.
Schenectady, recently won second
prize in the local chamber of commerce fishing contest, landing a 9pound, 8-ounce Northern Pike.
ROGER GOODRICH, formerly of
WEBR,
Buffalo,
has joined
the anN. D,
nouncing staff of WGY,
Schenectady,
succeeding Wilber Morrison, drafted.
LORING KNECHT has joined the
announcing staff of KFYR, Bismarck,
ROBERT NYE, son of Senator Gerald Nye (R-N.D.) has joined the staff
of WOL. Washington, as assistant to
Walter Compton. conductor of Double
or Nothing on MBS and WOL newscaster.
JIM WILLIAMS. formerly of
WKPA, New Kensington, Pa., and
Tom Lake, formerly of WJHP, JacksonvOle, nouncing
Fla.,
joined
the Ga.
anstaff ofhave
WBML,
Macon,
WILLIAM DOSTER has joined the
merchandising department of WBML,
!Macon, Ga.
BAUKHAGE,mentator,NBC
comrecently Washington
visited Canada,
where he appeared on CBC for a
fifteen-minute
description
tions in the United
States. of condi-
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11 C H A R D
HIPPLEITEr SER.
-ript writer at ■WJSV,
Washington,
br the CBS Report of the Xatio^n-, has
old an article on subcontracting prob>ms to the Saturday Evetiing Post.
(I'harles Parker. WJSV stockroom diijector. joins the Army Oct.. 13 .
luCIEN DELATUSH, of XBC
Hollywood guest relations staff, has
Seen"
to the
recording
departliient.promoted
replacing
James
Lyman,
rejigued.
•bOROTHY
JEAN HUDDLE STOX,
'^lormerly of KTFI. Twin Falls, Ida.,
las joined KTAS. Phoenix. Ariz., as
hrogram department secretary.
, formerly of the
p. C. DUCKETT
Chicago
bureau of Transradio Press,
'las joined KMOX, St. Louis, replaeng Dick Everetts who has been pronews editor, sucassociate
noted to Bob
?eeding
McDonald, now at
KGXC. Amarillo. and the AynariUo
New Glole.
K. LITTLE, formerly newsuTLE
aL^ter and special events announcer
)f WFOR. Hattiesburg. Miss., has
iioined the announcing staff of WJDX.
[lackson, Miss.
BETTY SARGEXT. in Switzerland
is CBS correspondent during the last
ix years, arrived Sept. 15 in Xew
lYork via clipper.
AL LEITCH. former city editor of
the Atlanta Constitution and conductor of a news program on WGST, Atlanta, and Ernest Mclver. of the
Fredericksburg (Ya.) Free LanceStar, have joined the news staff of
IWJSV. Washington.
XEIL MacDOXALD. Los Angeles
ewspaper and publicity man, has
noined the Hollywood staff of Tom
^izdale Inc., as assistant to Virginia
Lindsey. West Coast manager.
BETTY KASPER.
of the musical
taff of WJJD. Chicago, was married Sept. 15 to Robert Smith. Chicago executive of Southern Mtisic Co.
lED
HUMPHREY,
announcer of
WJJD, Chicago, became the father of
baby boy Aug. 28.
WAYXE XELSOX, formerly of
KDAL. Duluth. has joined the announcing staff of WJJD, Chicago.
TED BURWELL. new to radio, has
lined the announcing staff of WGBR,
Gtildsboro. X. C.
HARVEY. HELM, Hollywood writer,
as been added to the script staff of
the weekly XBC Burns d Alien Show,
which starts Oct. 7 under sponsorship
of Lever Bros. (Swan soap). Other
writers include team of Galen & Fowler, Sam Perrin and George Balzer.
ELIXOR HEXRY, formerly of
KCKN, Kansas City, has joined the
continuity staff of KXOK, St. Louis.
JIM REED, formerly program director of WFBC. Greensville, S. C, has
oined WPTF, Raleigh, X. C, as head
of the sports department. Tommy
Williams, formerly program director of
WCBT. Roanoke Rapids, X, C, has
joined the WPTF announcing staff.
BETTY SOUTH, formerly of WJBC,
Bloomington, 111., is the latest addilon to the continuity department of
WMBD, Peoria.
DAXXY DeXUFRIO has joined the
music department of WMBD, Peoria,
SIEG SMITH, formerly of WGRWKBW, Buffalo, has joined WIS, Columbia, S. C, as sports department
head. He has been signed to broadcast
U of South Carolina football games
under sponsorship of Coca Cola.
ELIZABETH BEMIS. woman news
commentator of WLW. Cincinnati, on
Sept. 22 is to be married to Louis K.
DeBus Jr., Cincinnati business man.
W. VALEXTIXE of the announcing
staff of CKSO. Sudbury, Ont., has
joined CJRC, Winnipeg.
FAHEY FLYNX, WBBM, Chicago,
announcer, is in the Passavant Hospital, suffering from a throat infection.
BROADCASTING

Alan B. Flaunt
ALAN B. FLAUNT 38, member of
the board of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. from
1936 to 1940, died in Ottawa Sept.
12 following a long illness. He resigned from the CBC board in Oct.
1940, because he no longer "had
confidence in the internal organization and executive direction of the
CBC". He came into radio through
the formation in 1930 of the Canadian Radio League which had
for its aims setting up a national
broadcasting system free of advertising as recommended by the Aird
Royal Commission on Broadcasting.
The league was in a large measure
responsible for the formation in
1933 of the Canadian Radio Broadeasting Commission, and many of
its recommendations went into the
1936 act which brought the formation of the CBC as successor to
the CRBC. Mr. Flaunt was born
and educated in Ottawa, graduated
from the U of Toronto in 1927, and
received his M,A. at Oxford in
1929.
Carl F. Arnold
CARL FRANKLIN ARNOLD, 45,
assistant counsel for the Maritime
Commission and onetime assistant
general counsel of the FCC, died
Sept. 13 in Washington after a
brief illness. Mr. Arnold, who was
the brother of Thurman W. Arnold, assistant attorney general in
charge of the anti-trust division
of the Department of Justice,
served with the FCC as assistant
general counsel in charge of the
common carriers division from
April, 1935 to August, 1937. Prior
to his affiliation with the Maritime
Commission, he was dean of the
Law School at Wyoming U.
Spadea, Koehler Shift
JOSEPH SPADEA, formerly Detroit manager of Edward Fetry &
Co., and Allen R. Koehler, formerly
with WTMJ, Milwaukee, have
joined the Joseph Hershey McGillvra station representative organization as account executives.
Both %%ill handle Midwest accounts
and will headquarter in Chicago.
Prior to joining the Fetry organization Mr. Spadea was Detroit
manager for Scott Howe Bowen
while Mr. Koehler was at one time
classified advertising manager of
the Chicago Tribune.
Harry Raver
HARRY RAVER. 62. blind conductor
of the weekly Busy Blind program on
KFWB. Hollywood, died at General
Hospital on Sept. 14 from injuries
received when a burglar broke into
his home and beat him.
JIMMIE POWERS, sports editor and
columnist
of the
Yoi-koverDaily
Xeics. starting
Sept.New
13 took
the
role as sportscaster on Around the
Ring, on MBS Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday 7 :24-30 p.m., succeeding
Slater.
MBS sports and specialTomfeatures
coordinator.
JOE
XOVEXSOX.
announcer of
WFIL. Philadelphia, has resigned to
join the Fred Waring orchestra in
Xew York as a singer.
CARL OWEX.
chiefioined
announcer of WXYZ. formerly
Detroit, has
WCAU. Philadelphia, to fill the vacancy left by Wally Sheldon, who
moved up as assistant program director when Harry Marble left to join
CBS in Xew York.
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WTAM'S

FAMILY

Compare WTAM on the cost per family basis. Divide the 15 minute
daytime rate of each Cleveland Station by the number of families
each claims in its Primary Area. But don't stop there. Go a step
further. Compare WTAM on the cost per listener basis. Take
any Survey and look at the number of actual listeners each station has, all day, all night, all week. WTAM

not only can reach

over a quarter of a million families in its Primary Coverage Area
but actually does reach more than any station or combination of
stations in the area. That's why smart buyers buy 82.2% more
national spot time on WTAM than on the next station. WTAM is
their first choice . . . morning, noon and night.

CLEVE
50,000 WATTS
NBC RED NETWORK
OWNED AND OPERATED BY NBC
■

RIPRESENTED

-
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RECENTLY issued new rate card of
AVMCA, New York, lists no increase
in rates despite the fact that the station has increased to 5,000 watts fulltime. Nighttime hour rates are $650
for a one-time shot with $1,560 for
three times and $2,340 on a six-time
basis. Day rates are $325, $780 and
$1,170 per hour for one, three and six
time shots respectively. Hourly rates
for the 11 p.m. to 9 p.m. period
are $260. $624 and $936 for one, three
and six time use.
WWRL, New York, each Friday at
10 :1 .5-10 :45 p.m. presents The Studio
PJniieiH. a program staged entirely by
cdlloge students and young iseople who
want to break into radio. The pi'ogram
invites all young amateurs who are
interested to call or write the station
for a chance to go on the program
cither as actor, writer or soundmen.
.Vttached to the head of letter explaining the program was a bar of guestsize Lux soap with the caption. "Of
<'ourse.
they're not the Lux Radio
Theatre but

WFMJ

WBBM. Chicago, now starts its
broadcasting day at 6 a.m. instead of
(! :15 a.m. (CDST). Change occurred
Sept. 15. and new schedule added daily
quarter-hour to the Farm Service Profiram which has added a large roster
of hillbilly talent.
WR.TN, Racine. Wis., has opened a
new branch in Kenosha, Wis. Manager
is Al Gale, who also manages station's ofstudios
at games
Burlington,
Wis.
Broadcast
home
of Kenosha
Cardinals pro football team has been
sold to Coca Cola Bottling Co., Kenosha.

Youngstown's
Favorite
Station
A Hooper- Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
than any ether station heard
in the Youngstown District.

KXOK, St. Louis, in order to keep
listeners informed of the outcome of
the special Civil Service election, has
assigned a special events crew to the
Board of Election Commissioners
office to broadcast returns as they
are tabulated.
**WE

BUILD

WNLC,

EM-

24 HOURS
A DAY!"
AND
TEXAS' AREA
BOOMING
GULF COAST
INOUSTRiAL
IS REACHED
THROUGH . . .

BEAUMONT'S
KFDM

FULL TIME
560K
NBC BLUE
WATTSC
looo
Represented by
HOWARD H.WILSON COMPANY

§

LEADERSHIP

§ Audited surveys
I
^
^
§

show

CJOR's undisputed leadership in audience coverage of Canada's rich Pacific Coast.
CJOR
Vancouver— B. C.
1000 Watts
National Representatives
J. H. McGillvra (U. S.)
H. N. Stovin (Canada)
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• September

New London, Conn., celebrated its fifth birthday Sept. 13. The
station's
day of13,
active
broadcasting was first
on Sept.
1936.
Of the
original staff only three remain. They
are Manager Gerald L. Morey. Treasurer Edwin J. Morey and Program
Director Len W. Stevens.
WSB, Atlanta, is now remaining on
the air until 2 a.m. daily.
WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis., was off the
air two minutes Sept. 4 when an electrical storm blacked out half the city,
including the WHBL studios. Using
emergency equipment in the transmitter building. Announcer BUI Brook
brought a stack of recordings to the
transmitter, which was outside the
blackout zone, and conducted an informal program until service could be
restored.

KFYR, Bismarck, N. D., headed by
General Manager F. E. Fitzsimonds,
will be in charge of the entertainment
§ for the State Corn Show Oct. 8. Plans
are to bring NBC talent to Bismarck
^ for the occasion. Program Director
Wayne Griffin will be in charge of
the committee to select the Corn Show
^
Queen.
^ WCAE,
Pittsburgh, to give full consideration to program ideas submitted
^ by members of its staff, has instituted
aallspecial
board toofreview
ideas."program"
Board consists
four
permanent members — Manager Leonard Kapner, Sales Manager Willard
Schroeder, Program Director R. Clifton Daniel and Merchandising Manager James Murray — with two
temporary representatives from the
staff, chosen from time to time.
KYCA. Prescott, Ariz., recently celebrated its first anniversary and marked
the occasion by setting up window display in the heart of the downtown
district.
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ANALYZING PRIORITIES problems confronting the radio parts indu.= try will be the duties of this priorities committee appointed by the SaleManagers' Club of Chicago. They are (1 to r) S. N. Shure, president o"
Shure Bros., Chicago; J. J. Kahn, president, Standard Transformer Corp..
Chicago; Kenneth G. Prince, retained as counsel, who will prepare a
brief for the industry; W. J. Halligan, president of Hallicrafters, Inc.

No Soap
LEVER

BROS. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy), will establish an unusual precedent
when CBS
Hollywood
iniere
vacations
for Prefour
weeks in December during
the Christmas holiday season.
Series is to resume Jan. 2.
Executives of Wm. Esty &
Co., agency servicing the acout that
becausecount,
of thepointedholiday
season,
soap sales are at its lowest
in December and by mutual
agreement cast will take its
vacation then.
WPAT. Pater.son. N. J., will broadcast the games of the Peterson Panthers, American Assn. professional
football team, this fall, with Steve Ellis giving the play-by-play reports
while Ralph Silver Jr. assists with statistical data to be given at intervals
during the game.
WFM.T. Youngstown, O., on Sept. 7
held its first annual inter-company
golf tournament at Mahoning Country Club. Low gross honors were won
by Len Nasman with an 84, and
blind bogey prizes went to Jim Sirmons. Bob Wylie, R. Bruce and Bob
Harnack.
WJOB, Hammond. Ind.. reports its
new R. H. Harrell 200-foot radiator
atop the MiUikan Bldg. in final stages
of construction, and its new studios,
with Collins speech input equipment
and a 150-seat audience studio, being
prepared for occupancy about Oct. 1.
WTMJ, Milwaukee, during the American Legion national convention in
that city broadcast the Sport Flash
program of Russ Winnie, sponsored
by Wadhams Oil Co., from the spondowntownbeRed
Horseby Lounge,
where sor's
it will
viewed
visiting
veterans.
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., has completed
arrangements to carry play-by-play
broadcasts of both the home and away
games of the Missouri U football team
this season. Harold Douglas, KFRU
sportscaster,
and Dave Cooper will
announce.
IN ADDITION to WJR, WXYZ and
the Michigan State network. WSPD,
Toledo, will carry all U of Michigan
football games, starting Sept. 27, sponsored by the Ford Dealers of Michigan and Northwestern Ohio.
TAKING ADVANTAGE of more late
listeners due to operation of night
shifts at many Canadian plants,
CHML. Hamilton, Ont., now keeps
open until 1 :30 a.m.
Broadcast

WHIO.tion ofDayton.
O., carried
descripthe National
Air aOlympics.
Aug. 31 and Sept. 1. The station alsi*
described the take-off of a LockheedHudson bomber for England carryin;:
a silver shaft with figures of the
American eagle and a figurine of libmessagesandfrom
Bren-ot
nan erty
of withDayton
Gov.Mayor
Bricker
Ohio to the Lord Mayor of London.
KGKO. Fort Worth, on Sept. T
started two 24-hour Associated Pres.'^
news wires, one handling state news
exclusively, which wiU furnish news
for Ken McClure's three mornin;.
newscasts and an afternoon and evening news period handled by Robert
Wear. KGKO news editor.
WHBF, Rock Island. 111., on Sept. 15
added an Associated Press wire to
its United Press and local Rock Island
Argus news services. The station averages 12 newscasts daily, exclusive
of MBS news commentaries, it was
stated.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has increased its
broadcasting day by an hour, extending
its operations to 2 a.m. nightly to profor a the
new Seven
series ofUp programs
.soredvide by
Bottling sponCo.,
Philadelphia.
The
new
series
is
in
dition to the Seven Up schedule of ad24
station breaks weekly. Agency is
Philip Klein, Philadelphia.

WE Repeats Lewis
WESTERN ELECTRIC Co., New
York, to enable its employes to
hear a special recorded broadcast
of a program featuring Fulton
Lewis Jr., which had originated
the week previous in the Kearney,
N. J. plant of the company, bought
a 15-minute period, 9-9:15 p.m. on
WHN, New
York
Sept. 19.
Orig-9,
inally heard
overon MBS
Sept.
10:15 p.m., the program. Your Defense Reporter was to have been
heard later the same evening via
transcription over WOR, but a
baseball broadcast interferred. Fulton Lewis mentaries
Jr.'s
regularon news
are carried
MBS combut
through special arrangement he
is heard in the New York area on
WHN.
'Family' Cited
FOR THE SECOND successive year.
One Man's Family, sponsored by
Standard Brands for Tender Leaf Tea,
on NBC-Red, Sunday 8:30-9 p.m.
has received the American Legion
Auxiliary award as the "sponsored
program which has best served the
American Family". The citation was
made Sept.
17 at intheMilwaukee.
Auxiliary's national convention
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Coast

Bank

Avalon News
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco Corp., Louisville (Avalon), recently started Last Minute News
by Phil Stearns three nights weekly
on 31 Don Lee-Mutual network
stations
the "V\'est.
Agency Theis
Russel M.in Seeds
Co., Chicago.
station list: KXRO KELA KRKO
KWLK KGY KOL KMC KIT KGA
KWIL KORE KFJI KOOS KALE
KRNR KPMC KHSL KXO KIEM
KH.I KMYC KYOS KDON KVCV
KFXM KGB KFRC KVEC KVOE
KDB KTKC.

Chain

Likes
Big Events
SUCCESSFUL in its sponsorship
)f special events throughout Calitornia in recent months, Bank of
America, National Trust & Savings
Assn., San Francisco, the West's
largest banking system, will continue this type of promotion for the
[remainder of the year, according
to Fred Yates, advertising manager.
Bank of America started sponsorship of civic celebrations, county
and state fairs and like events
[Broadcasting, Aug. 25] several
months ago and has made a policy
of using only institutional copy.
The bank on each occasion presents
the broadcast of a special event as
a service to the particvilar community from which the broadcast
originates. In the average halfhour broadcast the bank's institutionalOn copy
doesn't
exceedthe60 local
seconds.
each
broadcast
branch manager of a Bank of
America is presented to the radio
audience for a greeting. Mr. Yates
stated that the bank is experimenting this year on this type of broadcasting and to date the radio research has been entirely satisfactory. The banking system likewise
is using spot announcements on 10
stations throughout the state.
The bank sponsored the opening
ceremonies of fhe annual Grape
& Wine Festival at Lodi, Cal. over
KWG and KFBK on Sept. 12. On
Sept. 19 it will sponsor events at
the Sebastopol Apple Festival on
KSRO and on the same date will
present a feature of the Yolo
County Fair from Woodland, on
KFBK. It is negotiating for broadcasts from the Walnut Creek
Walnut Festival and a celebration
at Santa Ana later in the fall.
Charles R. Stuart Adv. Agency,
San Francisco, handles the account.
INS Signs More
INTERNATIONAL News Service reports the signing of contracts with
WMBS, Uniontown. Pa. ; WKZO,
Kalamazoo; WSAR, Fall River;
KDYL, Salt Lake City; WAYS,
Charlotte; WCAR. Pontiac, Mich.;
WPAT, Paterson, N. J. ; KMAC, San
Antonio; KVEC. San Luis Obispo,
Cal.; WCFL Pawtucket, R. L;
WHIP, Hammond, Ind. Contracts
have also been signed for prospective
new stations not yet authorized at
Miami, Birmingham, Torrington,
Conn., and Alice, Tex.

HAZEL

COWLES

HAZEL COWLES of WHAM,
Rochester, N. Y., traded the academic career of a school teacher for
the merry-go-round life of radio
and she's mighty glad of it. After
being graduated from the U of
Rochester, taking graduate work in
French at Middlebury College,
English at the U of Wisconsin and
then teaching for three years, Mrs.
Cowles judged the grass to be
greener in radio. In 1928 she joined
the artist's staff of WHAM as an
actress and writer. In 1936 she became "Women's Editor" and started
her own program Women Only
which includes news of fashions,
home making, cooking, travel, interior decorating, the theatre and
the many other subjects that command high attention in the women's world. Mrs. Cowles' real pride
and joy is her little girl, Shirley,
who already shows remarkable talmusic.used
Friend
hubby for
doesn't
mindent forbeing
as taster
the
testing of new recipes but does object to having the house used as a
testing area for new schemes in
interior decorating.

Gulf Guild Returns
GULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh, on
Sept. 28 will start Screen Guild
Theatre for the fourth year on
CBS, Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m. Roger
Pryor, Hollywood actor and orchestra leader, will again be m.c.
Format will continue as in the
past, with contracts for stars having been signed. Actors donate
their services, and the Gulf Oil
Corp. in turn contributes $10,000
each week to the Guild relief fund.
So far the program has contributed
more than $800,000. Screen Guild
Theatre will replace World News
Tonight which has been on since
April. Agency is Yoiing & Rubicam. New York.

AGENCY

S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. Co., Philadelphia (toothpaste), to Clements Co.,
Philadelphia,
handle consumer
advertising on Oraline totoothpaste,
tooth powder
and
mouthwash. Dental supplies advertising
will be placed direct as heretfore.
GLOBE INVESTMENT Co., Los Angeles,
to Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., that city.
Currently
sponsoring
a 52-week
a six-weekly
quarter onhour
newscastbasis
on
KFWB, Hollywood.
NORTH AMERICA WINES Corp., New
York (San Martin Wines), to Nascon &
Bourne, New York. Radio to be used in
the New York area.
H. FENDRICH, Evansville, Ind. (cigars)
to Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
BRAND
& PURITZ, Kansas City (womCity. en's coats)
to Lambkin Service, Kansas
BEAUTY COUNSELORS Inc., Detroit
(distributors of specialized cosmetics) to
Campbell-Ewald Co., Chicago.
HOTEL GIBSON, Cincinnati, to Keelor &
Stites Co., Cincinnati. To use radio.
KTSM Gets Boost
KTSM, El Paso, last Tuesday was
granted a modification of license by
the
FCC to
increasetime
its topower
from
r)()0 watts
unlimited
500 watts
night. 1,000 watts day, on 1380 kc.

ECONOMICAL

COVERAGE

rich
of the
BALTIMORE

market

WFIL Seeks Dismissal
WFIL, Philadelphia, on Sept. 16, filed
a motion in the U. S. District Court
in Philadelphia to dismiss the action
brought against the station last month
by Yankee, Inc., magazine publishing
company of Boston. The suit, charging copyright infringement, libel and
unfair competition, sought a restraining ordertinuingtoto broadcast
enjoin WFIL
from conits sustaining
Stoap Shop program.

1000 WATTS
FULLTIME

910 KC.
NBC
CniNG

MUTUAL

OCT. 11

The only single advertising medium giving thorough coverage to the rich industrial and agricultural* Appalachian area.
■40,000,000 pounds of
hurley tobacco annually.
WJHL
Johnson
International Radio Sales

BROADCASTING

W. H. Lancaster, Manager

• Broadcast

WFBR

City, Tenn.

Advertising

National Representative:

Edward

September

Petry & Co.
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Aid for Defense — They're Tested — Shelf Tags —
Scoreboard in Square — Sole for Shoe

HERE'S
INDIANA
* Full-time WIBC offers statewide coverage to the alert advertiser who wants to sell Hoosierland.
You get it in one convenient package as the map shows.
Large shaded area daytime 0.5
MV. Line 5000 watts — non -directional. Inside area 0.5 MV. nights
1000 watts.

Indiana's Friendly Station Serves Hoosieriand
★ ★
* ★
VYIBC
INDIANAPOLIS
Mutual Broadcasting System
Reprejented by HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
New York, Chicago, Kansas City

SPEND

LESS

• • • GET

MORE

on

WCOP

Before you buy Boston
radio time be sure you
get today's facts. The
Boston radio picture is
changing fast. WCOP is
giving advertisers more
for their radio dollar
each day. So, check up
on how you can make
fev/er dollars do more
on WCOP.
GOING FULL TIME
SOON!

N'S
^ * BOSTO
STAR RADIO SALESMAN

onalcoop
with the
Natirs
Defe
ed
eratnse
sponso
MANY
Program in observing Retailers for Defense Week,
which ended Sept. 20. Program material was mailed 863 stations by
the Treasury Defense Savings
Staff. Defense authorities participated in a number of broadcasts.
B-rown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
distributed 30,000 posters to be
placed in stores.
Among participating sponsors
were Adam Hat Stores, American
Oil Co., Anacin Co., Bayer Co.,
Bristol-Myers, Brown & Williamson, Carnation Milk Co., ColgatePalmolive-Peet, E. I. DuPont de
Nemours & Co., Emerson Drug Co.,
Eversharp Co., General Electric
Co., General Mills, Gillette Safety
Razor Co., Gunther Beer Co., Edna
Wallace Hopper, Andrew Jergens
Co., Kraft Cheese Corp., Lever
Bros., Lewis-Howe Medicine Co.,
Philip Morris & Co., Miles Labs.,
Modern Food Process Co., Pacific
Coast Borax Co., Phillips Co., Procter & Gamble Co., Quaker Oats Co.,
RCA, Standard Brands, Texas Co.,
Williamson Candy Co., Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co. ^
ifi ^
Only Tested Products
PRODUCT-TESTING service is a
feature of the new Listen, Lady!,
conducted by Betty Gray, woman's
program director of WBML, Macon, Ga. Built around a consumer
approval league, made up of more
than one hundred listener-members, the program reports on the
testers' experience with the advertised products.
* * *
KTSA Tags
PRICE TAGS for grocery shelves
have been distributed by KTSA,
San Antonio, to grocers in the city.
Printed in the color of the particular store, the tags show a mike
with the call letters of KTSA with
a bottom line printed K for keep;
T for talking; S for San; A for
Antonio.
* ■¥ *
Scoreboard
WSAN, Allentovm. Pa., erected an
plectricallv operated scoreboard, 12
foot souare, at CofTield Stadium
here for the football games of the
Allentown Hierh School to aid the
fans in following the home shames.
The scoreboard will be moved into
the Little Palestra for basketball
4^ ^ ^
games.
Snorts Cup
TO PROMOTE sT)orts interest,
CJLS, Yarmouth, N. S., has donated alarge silver trophv to Yarmouth's cuplesswere
baseball
Announcements
used league.
on the
station stressing the fact that
teams in the league were competing for the cup.
4: ^ ^

Philly Insoles
CORK FOOTPADS with the advice, "Don't take a step in buying
radio time until you consult
WPEN, the station that sells,"
are being distributed to the industry by WPEN, Philadelphia.
1941

In the Neighborhood
KFRC, San Francisco, has effected
a promotional deal with Neighborhood Newspapers Inc., publishers of
12 district weekly newspapers,
whereby each promotes the other.
Each Saturday morning the newspapers are given a quarter-hour
period on which they present interviews with outstanding personalities and generally promote their
papers and the districts they serve.
In return KFRC receives editorial
space in all 12 papers.
Weekly Column
Knoxville, Tenn., is releasing a column in mat form to
weekly and semi-weekly newspapers in its area containing news
about programs heard on the station. The column is being sent 15
newspapers atS present
on a "use
Day
if you can" agreement.
* * *
WNOX,

PART of Defense Stamp Day celebration of Canton, 0., held last
Tuesday, was a coast-to-coast
broadcast on MBS through WHBC
which featured a half -hour resume
of the day's parade
* * and* celebration.
War Analysis
KXOK, St. Louis, news bureau has
prepared a review and analysis
of the two years of war. Copies of
the script, in loose leaf form, are
being sent to listeners.
BROCHURES
WSFA,
Montgomery,
Ala.stories
— Offset
folder series
on success
and
testimonials of WSFA accounts.
CBS HoUywood — Pink-and-black
folder. "It Takes Both to Sell a Whole
WRAL,
Raleigh, N. C. — Offset folder
Market".
with
staff pictures and coverage data.
WDRC, Hartford — Folder titled "Food
for Thought" with market facts.

R

CENTE

TO THE STATION that most actively merchandises the new program, This Is Life, thrice-weekly
quarter-hour on six MBS stations,
the sponsor, Hecker Products Corp.,
New York (flour), wiW award this
trophy
end 27.
of The
a one-month
contest aton the
Sept.
agency,
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, sent letters to the stations outlining suggested promotional activities including courtesy announcements,
merchandising bulletins, trade
calls, studio window displays, letters to sponsor's salesmen, etc.
The agency also sent a teaser to
radio editors enclosing a ten-cent
locket
markedthat"Josephine",
with
the
notation
the locket came
from a dying soldier who requested
that it be returned but that said
Josephine could not be found, and
an addendum explaining that the
incident, while not true, characterized the type of case the new program as "A Help Column of the
Air" would attempt to solve. Classified and display ads requesting authentic material for the program
were placed in the Chicago Tribune, Chicago Times, New York
Times, and other metropolitan
dailies.

n

The Club Continental offers
famous bands and brilliant (n^^I
floor shoves. Theaters, shops
and offices are all close to
the New Hotel Jefferson. ^

THE C>ArI$TOCRAT
Broadcast

^^A' '

OF

ST. LOUIS
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on
tNVITATIONS to appear
y news
y's
kda
CliftontarUtle
wee
commen y, sponsored on
NBC-Blue by Skelly Oil Co.,
ansas City, have been extended by
le company to outstanding newsisters from evei"y station carrying
16 eai'ly morning program. Two
cal newscasters a week will apsar with Utley from NBC Chiigo, discussing national defense,
ar sentiments and other current
roblems as seen from their lo:|ality.
Foster May, of WOW, Omaha,
lade the first guest appearance
ept. 17. Others scheduled include:
!ob Eastman, WKY, Oklahoma
lity, Okla.; Gene McDonnell,
:S00, Sioux Falls, la.; Fred
chilplin, general manager of
:FAM, Saint Cloud, Minn.; Ralph
]hilds, KMA, Shenandoah, la.;
"■loyd
M. Sullivan,
KGBX, WD
Springeld, Mo;
Jack Dunkirk,
AY,
'argo, N. D.; Ben Leighton,
VEBC, Duluth, Minn.; Julian
Jentley, WLS, Chicago; and Orrin
lelton, KYSM, Mankato, Minn.
* * *
News for Schools
tN ANALYSIS of current news
iresented in language suitable to
ixth grade pupils is contained in
me new thrice-weekly Schoolcast
eries on KYA, San Francisco,
'boards of education in Northern
palifornia schools are cooperating
Inth the San Francisco Examiner
In the presentation. All radioIquipped classrooms have been incited to tune in the series, conjlucted
Newton,
librarian ofby
the Dvdght
Examiner.
Broadcasts
mclude background of the news of
jhe day,where
history
particular
locale
newsof isthecentered
on

Ihat date, founder of the city
|)rominently mentioned and so on.

Rearing the Child
1j
pHE judge's
viewpoint— with
what hea
'leels
when confronted
i'oungster charged with juvenile
lelinquency — is given on The Child
\n a Democracy which started recently on WNYC, New York. Justice Jacob Panken, of the New York
Domestic Relations Court gives an
iinalysis of parent-child relationi|;hips, discusses the child and the
[school, the development of a moral
Ipense and other problems confrontng parents of growing children.
* * *
In the Stands
tRIOR to his broadcasts of St.
ouis baseball games, Johnnie
iNeblett, KWK sportscaster, conducts a ten-minute sports quiz
^mong the baseball fans in Sportsiman Park. Cash and merchandise
are awarded as prizes.

The Constitution
HIGHLIGHTS
from America's
history are presented
in dramatic
form
via
discs
on
Lest
We
Forget
Our Constitution which started —as
a weekly feature on WHN, New
York, Sept. 16, 1:30-1:45. The
programs
are designed
classroom listening
and are for
presented
under the auspices of the Institute
of Oral & Visual Education in cooperation with Boston U.

PROGRAMS
Mf
Names in Bowl
Every Other Week
LISTENERS, spelling their names
TO GIVE both sides an equal allotment of time to present their
from letters read on the air, provide talent for That's Me which has viewpoints, WWRL, New York, in
just been sold by WLAG, La cooperation with the Committee to
Hannibal Hobbies
Grange, Ga. A goldfish bowl con- Defend America by Aiding the Allies and the America First Comtaining all the letters of the alphamittee is presenting a Monday
KHMO, Hannibal, Mo., is presentbet is used by the announcer conevery weekday
12 p.m. its
10:45-11 p.m. program, with the Nooning Whistle
ducting the feature. Twenty-five
whichat features
an
letters are drawn from the bowl opposing factions alternating each
interview
with
a
Hannibal
citizen
during each broadcast and the lis- week. The programs are prepared
teners are invited to write out by the two organizations with the having an unusual occupation or
their names and then cross out let- America First Committee offering hobby. Applications recommending
ters read on the air. As soon as transcriptions and the Committee
of persons with unthe entire name is crossed out the to Defend America presenting well the appearance
usual jobs or hobbies are available
listeners must call the sponsor in known Congressmen and civic lead- to listeners and the daily selection
is made from these.
order to be eligible for a prize. A
ers in person.
limit of two winners is set on each
program. Letters count only one
time in each name. That is, if the
name is "Miller" and an "L" is
drawn one "1"* may:h be* crossed out.
New Type of Forum
Starting
the Fall and
ECONOMIC ISSUES currently
important will be discussed by
noted speakers on a new hour-long
Winter
Listening
Season
radio forum. Wake Up, America,
which will start on NBC-Blue Sunday, Sept. 28, 2-2:30 p.m. (EST).
Citizens of specified towns will be
invited to telephone questions-tobe-answered to their local NBC
stations each week during the first
half-hour. The first 10 queries received will be phoned or teletyped
to the point of program origin and
the speakers will attempt to answer them during the second halfhour.
^ ❖
Dear Mr. President
ANSWERS to many national questions will be sought in the Dear
Mr. President, weekly quarter-hour
series of WINX, Washington. Otis
Wingo, conductor of the program,
submits questions of listeners on
moving questions of the moment to
the White House and broadcasts
the answers. ^ ^ ^
Our Town
RECONSTRUCTION of the various phases of community life will
be accomplished by a new interview
program of KOAC, Corvallis, Ore.
Two local high school students will
conduct the series. This, Our Community, asking questions of city
officials from mayors to building
inspectors.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot anyiouncements
ta — transcription announcements
WMT, Cedar Rapids
Ludens, Reading, Pa. (cough drops), 3 sa
weekly, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Plough Inc., Memphis (proprietary), 8 sa
weekly, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis. Agri. Assn., DeKalb, 111. (seed),
DeKalb
84
Wis.sa, thru Western Adv. Agency, Racine,
Gamble Stores, Minneapolis (appliances),
312 sa, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Murphy Feed Products Co., Burlington,
Wis., 39 sp, thru Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
Oelwein Chemical Co., Oelwein, la. (feed),
3Moines.
sp weekly, thru Cary-Ainsworth, Des
Smith Bros. Mfg. Co., Kansas City (work
clothes), sa series, thru R. J. Potts &
Co.. Kansas City.
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111., 14
sp, thru E. H. Brown Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Butler Mfg. Co., Kansas City (corn cribs),
52 sa, thru Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas City.
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan.. 6 so
weekly thru McJunkin A<v. Co., Chicago.
WLW, Cincinnati
Vick Chemical Co., New York, 39 sa, thru
Morse International, N. Y.
Arcady Farms Milling, Chicago (feed) ,
39 sp, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York, 39 sp,
thru Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Philip Lome Co., Chicago (cameras), 6
sp weekly, 25 weeks, thru Henry J.
Handelsman, Inc., Chicago.
Sunway Fruit Products, Chicago, 39 sp,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Book House for Children, Chicago, 3 sa
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Presba, Fellers &
Presba, Chicago.
United Buying Service, Chicago (pens),
25 sa, thru United Adv. Co., Chicago.
Reader's
Assn.. N.
PleasantvUle,
N. Y.
21 ta, Digest
thru BBDO,
Y.
Majestic Camera Co, Chicago, 39 sp, thru
Lane, Benson, McClure Inc., Chicago.
WMAQ, Chicago
Peter Paul Candy Co., Naugatuck, Conn.,
(candy bars), 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Piatt- Forbes Inc., N. Y.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N. Y.,
sp weekly. 13 weeks, thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons. Chicago.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.
(gum), 6 sa weekly, 15 weeks, thru
Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., N. Y.,
2 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Paris &
Peart, N. Y.
Quaker . State Oil, Oil City, Pa., 3 ta
weekly, N.13 Y.weeks, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt,
WINC, Winchester, Va.
O'SuUivan
Winchester,
28 sa
weekly, Rubber
13 weeks,Co., thru
Bermingham
Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
Globe Brewing Co., Baltimore, 54 sa weekly
and
t weekly,
52 weeks, thru Joseph
Katz 6Co.,
Baltimore.
Lee Baking Co., Charlottesville, Va., 17 ta
weekly,
weeks, thru J. V. Freitag
Agency, 13Atlanta.
Ralston
Purina
Co., St. Louis, 3 t weekly,
13 weeks, direct.
Stanback
Co.,
Chattanooga,
7 ta weekly,
52 weeks, direct.
WHN, New York
Riggio Tobacco Co., Brooklyn (Regent
cigarettes), sa daily, 52 weeks, thru M.
H. Hackett Inc.. N. Y.
Penick & Ford, New York (My-T-Fine),
sa daily, 17 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Hoffman Beverage Co., N< wark (beer,
ale), sa, nine weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Barricini Candy Corp., New York, sa
daily, 52 weeks, direct.
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WABC, New York
B. C. Remedy Co.. Durham, N. C, 6 «p
weekly, thru Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Griffin Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn (shoe polish),
3 sp manweekly,
& Pierce, thru
N. Y.Bermingham, CastleGrove Labs., St. Louis ( Bromo-Quinine) ,
3 sp weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., &N. Fink
Y. Products Corp., New York
Lehn
(Hind's
Esty & cream),
Co., N. 6 Y.sp weekly, thru Wm.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co.. Baltimore
(Rem, Rel) , 3 sp weekly, thru Joseph
Katz Co., N. Y.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red
Heart Dog Food ) , 3 sp weekly, thru
Henri. Hurst & McDonald. Chicago.
New York State Bureau of Milk Publicity,
New York, 2 sp weekly, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore (creams,
lotions), sp weekly, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan. N. Y.
O'Sullivan Rubber Co.. Winchester, Va.
(rubber heels), 3 sp weekly, thru Bermingham. Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
Peter Paul Inc.. Naugatuck. Conn. (Mounds
and Ten Crown Gum), 3 sp weekly, thru
Platt-Forbes. N. Y.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, 6 sp weekly,
thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co.. N. Y.
S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., New York (Savarin coffee) , 3 sp weekly, thru M. H.
Hackett Inc., N. Y.
Smith Bros.. Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 7 sp
weekly, thru J. D. Tarcher & Co., N. Y.
Waste Paper Consuming Industries, 6 sp
weekly,
Louis. thru Olian Adv. Agency, St.
Wilson Packing Co., Chicago (Ideal Dog
Food ) , 6 sp weekly, thru U. S. Adv.
Corp., Chicago.
WINS, New York
Billy Roberts, New York (Evangelist), sp
weekly, 13 weeks, direct.
Roman's
Furriers.
New York,
5 taY.weekly,
13 weeks,
thru Artwil
Co.. N.
Crawford Clothes, New York, 24 sp, 48
sa weekly,
Co..
N. Y. 26 weeks, thru Al Paul Lefton
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., 6 sa weekly,
2 weeks, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co.. Seattle.
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (soap and chips),
36 sa weekly. 13 weeks, thru S. E.
Roberts Inc., Philadelphia.
Paramount Pictures, New York. 4 sa. thru
Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
O'Sullivan Rubber Co., Winchester. Va.
(rubber heels),
12 so& weekly,
ingham. Castleman
Pierce, thru
N. Y.BermRiggio Tobacco
Brooklyn
ettes). 35 saCo.,weekly,
13 (Cort
weeks,Cigarthru
M. H. Hackett Inc., N. Y.
Cerveceria Cuauhtemoc, South America
(Carta Blanca Beer), 6 sa weekly, direct.
WEEI, Boston
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md., 6 sa
weekly, thru Aitkin-Kynett, Philadelphia.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New York
(Pall Mall), 2 sa, 2 sp weekly, direct.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck. Conn, (candy,
gum Y.) , 2 sp weekly, thru Platt-Forbes.
N.

WFBM, Indianapolis
George Wiedemann
Co., Cincin-&
nati. 7 ta weekly,Brewing
thru Strauchen
McKim, Cincinnati.
Schumacher & Co.. New York (fabrics),
3 so weekly, thru Anderson, Davis &
Platte. N. Y.
Waste Paper Consumers Industries, New
York, 104 sa, thru Olian Adv. Co., St.
Louis.
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., 5 ta weekly,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(Tek). 10 sa weekly, 5 so weekly, thru
Ferry-Hanly Co., N. Y.
National Refining Co., Cleveland, 6 to
weekly,
N. Y. thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co.,
Chr.(Junket).
Hansen's Labs.,
Little thru
Falls,MitchellN. Y.
sa Chicago.
weekly,
Faust Adv. 3 Co.,
Manhattan Soap Co., New York, 3 sp
weekly, 4 sa weekly, thru Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, 5 sp,
thru Bert S. Gittins Inc.. Milwaukee.
Cat's
RubberthruCo..S. Baltimore
(heels),
2Baltimore.
taPawweekly,
A. Levyne
Co.,
Sawyer Biscuit Co., Chicago, 3 so weekly,
thru George H. Hartman Co, Chicago.
Standard Brands. New York (yeast), 10
fa Y.weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.
Shefford Cheese Co., Green Bay, Wis., 5 ta
weekly, thru Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
WNEW, New York
Oakland Chemical Co., New York (dioxogen cream). 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Kleppner Co., N. Y.
Conservation Committee of Waste Paper
Conserving Industry. 30 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru Olian Adv. Co.. St. Louis.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish) ,
10 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Bermingham. Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
Penick & Ford. New York (My-T-Fine),
87 sa, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Feminine Products. New York (Arrid).
5Seiffer,
sa weekly.
N. Y. 52 weeks, thru Small &

Carter
New 52York
(Carter's
Liver Products
Pills). 5 saCo..weekly.
weeeks,
thru
Street & Finney. N. Y.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co.. New York
(Pall Mall cigarettes), 36 sa weekly. 13
weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan. N. Y.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham. N. C. 3 sp
weekly. 52 weeks, thru Chas. W. Hovt
Co., N. Y.
KDYL, Salt Lake City
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo (Doans), 104
sa. renewal, thru Spot Broadcasting,
N. Y.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (cereal), 2 so
daily, hardt,
renewal,
thru Kenyon & EckN. Y.
American
Chicle
Co.,
IslandBrownCit>-,
daily sa. renewal, thruLong
Badger,
ing & Hersey, N. Y.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(Tek),
N.
Y. daily so, thru Ferry-Hanly Co..
- Wilson Packing Co.. Chicago (Ideal dog
food) , 3 sp weekly, thru U. S. Adv.
WOR, New York
Corp., Chicago.
Nu-Enamel Corp., Chicago (paints), 5 sp
weekly, thru William Blair Baggaley
WBNX, New York
Inc., Chicago.
Flex-o-Glass Mfg. Co.. Chicago (glass sub- Conservation Committee of the WastePaper
Consuming
Industries. 6 so daily,
titute) ,3 sp weekly,
lers & sPresba,
Chicago. thru Presba Felthru Olian Adv. Agency, St. Louis.
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Adopt 2 % Cash Discouii
REINSTATEMENT of 2% ca :
discount by Curtis Publishing C
and McGraw-Hill is interpreted ,
a significant step toward adopti .
of the principle in the advertisi;
business, according to Frederic I
Gamble, managing director of tr,
American Assn. of Advertisin
Agencies.
No recent indication of furthcadoption of the idea in broadcas
advertising is observed in radi
sources, however, though Mr. Gam
ble states that NBC and CBS hav
"accepted the principle" of ca^l
discount and were working oi
methods of applying it. The NAI
board at its Aug. 7 meeting tablec
the 2% question.
Adoption of the 2% idea, accord
ing to Frank E. Pellegrin, directo
of the NAB Bureau of Radio Ad
vertising, involves serious enforce
ment problems. Suggestion ha;
been made that a penalty provisioi
might be feasible. Considerable
difficulty is involved in the rati
question.
WIBG, in Philadelphia.
Will Have Own Buildin^j
PREPARING for its recent gram
of 10,000 watts fulltime on 990 kc.
in lieu of its present 1,000-wati
daytime assignment on that chan
nel [BROADCASTING, Aug. 25]
WIBG, Glenside, Pa., suburb oi
Philadelphia, has taken a longterm lease on 1423-25 Walnut St.
Philadelphia, which will be renamed the WIBG Bldg.
Authorized to move into Philadelphia, WIBG will occupy all but
a portion of the first floor as soon
as extensive alterations are madt
Part of the first floor will be converted into a "show-window studio"
so passers-by
w'tness
broadcasts. Paul F. may
Harron,
president,
states he expects the station to
move into its new quarters by April
1, 1942.
Wage-Hour Change
REVISION of wage-hour recordkeeping regulations, in some instances simplifying present requirements, was announced Sept.?
15 by General Philip B. Flemingi
administrator of the Wage & Hour'
Division of the Labor Department.
In his explanation of the new regulations General Fleming pointed'
out that no special order or form
for keeping wage-hour records is'
required. The principal requirement
is accurate figures on the number
of hours employes work and similar information
which types
may be
achieved
under different
of '
record-keeping, it was indicated.^
Copies of the new regulations, ef-?
fective Sept. 15, are available at
the Wage & Hour Division, Labor
Department, Washington.
Coast Series Goes Net
SUCCESS OF the early morning participating comedy Breakfast Glut presided over by Jack Kirkwood on
KFRC, San Francisco, has prompted
Don Lee officials to make the event
available to the entire Don Lee-Mutual
network on the Pacific Coast, starting
Oct. 13. It is planned to sell local
and regional participations.

Broadcast
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DNJOLA Inc., East Port Ches, Conn, (proprietary), out of ra1 for some years, through Allied
Iv. Ageucies, Los Angeles, on Sept.
started a brief test using twiceilv participation, six times per week
the Old Colonel on KMTR, Holly)od. Firm in addition is sponsoring
transcribed five-minute announce^?nts weekly on XELO, Tiajuana,
ex. Transcribed series features Aunt
arthy in homey philosophy with
mu music. To merchandise the camtign an 80-page hymn book, with
ories on each is being offered for a
onjola label. If test is successful,
onsor contemplates use of national
ot radio.
R. L. Rust is agency acuut
executive.
IVE firms are jointly sponsoring
le five-weekly halfc-hour program,
, Mom! on KMPC. Beverly Hills,
lal. Renewed on Sept. 5 for a secid 1.3-week period, it is sponsored
' Chef Boiardi Food Products Co.,
ilton. Pa. (canned foods) ; Bu-Tay
roducts Co.. Los Angeles (water
ftener) ; Barker Products Co., Los
ngeles (soups); Hain Pvire Food
I).. Los Angeles (health juices) ;
'ilbert Products Inc., New York
Hoor wax & shoe polish). Series, conicted by Andy and Virginia, comnes poetry, recorded music and
)usehold hints. Agency is Glasserailey & Co., Los Angeles.
OS ANGELES BREWING Co.,
OS Angeles (Eastside beer), in an
irly fall campaign is currently using
quarter-hour program of recorded
usie five times per week on KDB,
anta Barbara, as well as a fiveeekly newscast on KPMC, Bakers3ld, and 10 spot announcements per
eek on KGB, San Diego. In addion to the three California stations.
i-m
snot announceent mantains
schedule a onheavy
XEGM,
Tiajuana
[exico. Lockwood - Shackelford Advv.
ency, Los Angeles, has the account.
USSEKS, Chicago (fur retailers).
testing radio with its first proji-am, a weekly half-hour of informal
iiats by Florence Bourke Ellis, womQ commentator, starting Sept. 23 on
Iv'GN,
Chicago. The
program from
will origaate Tuesday
afternoons
the
amellia House in the Drake Hotel
Chicago, with an outstanding public
ervice devotee interviewed each
eek. Agency is Lucille Fisher &
ssociates, Chicago.

P & R Coal Series
PHILADELPHIA & READING
COAL & IRON Co., Philadelphia,
(Famous Reading Anthracite) recently started a campaign of station break announcements on WRC,
WMAL, KYW and WGY. Agency
is McKee & Albright, Philadelphia.

PINCH-HITTING as West Coast
manager of Ward Wheelock Co.
Milli Rorke (center) , during vacation of Mary Garvin, supervises
production of the five-weekly quarter-hour CBS Amos 'n' Andy, sponsored by Campbell Soup Co. She is
pictured with Bill Hay (standing)
announcer on the show, straightening out commercials just prior to
going on the air, while Herman
Michaels, network engineer, sits by
ready for the signal. Mrs. Rorke
until her marriage two years ago
to Hal Rorke, CBS West Coast publicity director, was a member of the
network's production department.

j?UPERIOR SUA FOOD Co., Los
4.ngeles (Honor brand frosted foods),
n a ten-week local campaign which
tarted Sept. 4 is using 10 transcribed
inging announcements weekly on
fJMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. TranscripJjions feature Judy & Her Jesters,
'iFommy Cook and Art Gilmore. Hilluan-Shane Adv. Agency, Los Angeles,
las the account.

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS Corp..
Los Angeles (Solvene), new to radio,
on Sept. 15 starts participation five
times weekly in the combined Art
Bakers Notebook, Bridge Glxih, California Home and Mirandy's Garden
Patch programs on KFI, that city.
Contract is for 13 weeks. Edwin E.
Martin xVdv., Los Angeles, has the account.
CONTI PRODUCTS Corp., New
York (Soap and Shampoo) which
has been using participations and oneminute announcements for some time
in the past on WHN and WMCA.
New York, and W.T.ID. Chicago, recently added KYW. Philadelphia, to
its schedule. Agei¥;y is Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce, New York.
SIMS CEREAL Co., Minneapolis,
entering the regional field after a several years absence, has added Don
McCall's The Funnypaper Man on
WEBC, Duluth, for 13 weeks. The
firm has also added comics programs
on WCCO, Minneapolis, and WTMJ,
Milwaukee. Agency is Graves & Assoc., Minneapolis.
RUPSAM & HORRMANN BREWING Corp., New York (R & H beer),
is sponsoring a thrice-weekly quarterhour show, featuring Ramona and the
Tune Twisters on WOR, New York.
Series, which started Sept. 15, was
placed by Samuel C. Croot Co., New
York.
STEVEN KENT, formerly on the
Ford Motor Co., Richmond, Cal., sales
promotion staff, was recently appointed sales promotion manager of
Squirt Co., Beverly Hills, Cal., (beverage). McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles, services the account.
PACIFIC BREWING & MALTING
Co., San Francisco (beer), recently
renewed its 100-word spot announcement campaign on KFRC, San Francisco, and KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Agency is Brewer-Weeks Adv., San
Fi-ancisco.

iENERAL PETROLEUM Corp., Los
jiJigeles (Mobilgas), on Sept. 17 start'd for 13 weeks. Pigskin Previews,
'm
8 CBSKARM
West KOIN
Coast stations
(KNX
gSFO
KIRO KFPY
KOY KTUC), Wednesday, 6:15-6:80
b.m. (PST). Sam Hayes, is featured
jis sportscaster and commentator.
4.gency is Smith & Drum, Los Anfeles.

OGILVIE FLOUR MILLS Co., Montreal (cereals), about Oct. 1 starts
Superman three times weekly on 28
Canadian stations. Account is placed
by J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Montreal.
CANADA STARCH Co., Toronto
(corn syrup) has started the Crown
Brand Sports Cluh four times weekly
on CFRB, Toronto. Account was
placed by Vickers & Benson, Toronto.

'ENNANT OIL & GREASE Co..
>os Angeles (motor oil), on Sept. 29
farts sponsoring a new twice-weekly
- uarter-hour live .show. Don't You BeJ\eve It. with Herb Allen, narrator,
|n KECA, that city. Series will reyflaee its current twice-weekly fiveninute transcribed progi-am. The Face
if the War, on that same station,
j'lacement
through BrLsacher, Davis
k Staff, Losis Angeles.

PETER BREIDT BREWING Co..
Elizabeth. N. .1.. will start a new edition of the Breidt Shoiv over WMCA,
New York. Oct. 5. A Sunday half-hour
variety show, the program features
stars of stage and screen. A. W. Lewin
Co.. Newark, is agency.
THOS. J. LIPTON Ltd.. Toronto
(tea) on on
Oct.33 5 Canadian
starts Lipton's
Tea
Musicale
Broadcasting Corp. stations. Sun. 6 :1.5-6 :45
p.m. sonEDST.
Agency: Vickers & BenLtd., Toronto.
FINANCIAL SECITRITIES Corp..
Toledo, has bought the transcription
series, Touchdoivn Tips hy Sam
Hayes, to be broadcast each Friday
night over WSPD. Contract is for 13
weeks.
CHRISTIE BROWN & Co.. Toronto (bakers), has started Twin Keyhoards on CFRB. Toronto, as nooncpiarter-hour studio program, Monday
through Friday. Account was placed
by Cockfield Brown & Co., Toronto.
MA.JESTIC CAMERA Co.. Chicago,
is sponsoring three quarter-hour hillbilly programs weekly on WLW,
Cincinnati, 6:45 a.m. (EST), Monday. Wednesday, Friday. Agency is
Lane. Benson & McClure, Chicago.
DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA &
WESTERN COAL Co., New York
(Blue Coal) on Oct. 5 starts The
Shadow weekly on a number of Canadian stations. Vickers & Benson, Toronto, placed the account.
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Benson to Mathes

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

JACK SAYERS, West Coast publicity director of Young & Rubicam,
after more than 10 weeks in the agency's New York
offices,
has returned
Hollywood.
Alfred
J. Scalpone,
Westto
Coast supervisor of commercials for
that agency, has also returned from
New York. Along with other duties,
he will assist in producing the weekly
NBC Burns & Allen Show, starting
Oct. 7 under sponsorship of Lever
Bros. S. S. Larmon, executive vicepresident of Young & Rubicam, after
Hollywood conferences with Tom
Lewis, radio department manager, has
returned to his New York headquarters.
MRS SUSAN HAILE, former merchandising counsel for Amos Parrish &
Co., New York department store, has
joined J. Walter Thompson Co., that
city, and will work on the merchandising phase of the New York Dress Incount. stitute's advertising and promotion ac-

Dizzy

TED FISHER, timebuyer of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York is the father
of a girl, Mary Louise, born Sept. 6.
Dollars!
SYLVIA ANESEN, formerly of
WOV. New York, has joined Klinger
Adv.
Corp., New York, as account
There's a constant spending
executive.
spree in Winston-Salem. Dizzy
MARIANE L. GRAHAM, copywriter
Dollars by the tub full get
of Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles,
locked up by happy retailers
has been elevated to an account exevery night. Get your share.
ecutive, with Jo Brooks, receptionist,
taking over her former duties. Jerri
Zola has been added to the staff
as receptionist.
CARL WEBSTER PIERCE, HollyWAIR
wood radio director of Cesana &
Assoc.,
has written five one-act plays
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
titled Prohlem Plays for Business,
National Bepresentativea
which will be published in late fall
International Radio Sales
by Walter H. Baker Co. Series was
produced last year under auspices
of the San Francisco Junior Chamber
of Commerce.
LORD & THOMAS, on Oct. 1 moves
its Hollywood radio department to
larger quarters, taking over the suite
50,000 WAHS
- CBS
formerly occupied by Columbia Management, prior to its purchase by
42 5,683 Listening Families*
Music Corp. of America. New address
will be 6111 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.
AL PAUL LEFTON Co., has established West Coast offices at 6253
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, with
Dorothy M. Stewart as manager.
Firm has taken over personnel of
Anderson, Davis & Platte, which discontinued its Hollywood offices. RobSHREVEPORT
ert L. Nourse Jr., executive of the
former agency was in Hollywood during early September to complete arrangements.
LOUISIANA^
Dominant Coverage
JOSEPH C. DONOHUB, formerly
radio producer of William Esty & Co.,
the Central Southwest | in that agency's New York and Hollywood offices, has joined the radio department of Buchanan & Co., New
Branham Co. - Representatives | York.
*CBS Audit of Nighttime Coverage ^
J. JULIUS ROSENBERG, formerly executive vice-president in
charge of radio of Milton J. Adler Co.,
New York, has been appointed to a
similar position with Modern Merchandising Bureau, that city.
Columbia's Station for the
DAVID
McCOSKER. Pacific Coast
SOUTHWEST
manager of H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Hollywood, is currently in Chicago on
an extended business trip.

KFH
WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry Office
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Wilson Shifts Eagle
JOHN M. EAGLE, in charge of advertising, promotion and sales of Ideal
and Wilsco dog foods, products of
Wilson & Co., in the New York office, has been transferred to the company's Chicago
office, associated
effective Sept.
15. Robert
Kershaw,
with
Mr.
Eagle,
will
assume
the
latter's
duties in the New York office.
1941

MITCHELL BENSON, commercial program manager of WOR.
New York, leaves Sept. 23 to join
J. M. Mathes Agency, New York,
where he will be assistant to Wilfred King, vice-president in charge
of radio and motion pictures. Benson has been with WOR for five
years, first serving as production
manager and then as assistant program director. No successor has
been announced.
Fred

H. Kenkel

Leaves

Gardner, Joins Hooper
FRED H. KENKEL, for the past
20 years associated with Gardner
Adv. Co. in research, merchandising, space buying,
buying
and time
has joined C. E.
Hooper, Inc., in
an executive capacity. His new
duties will
be
concentrated on
the "Continuing
Measurement of
Listening,"
Mr. KenkelRadio^^J^^
^^^-^
Tr 1 1 reporting service
ence measurement in individual
markets. Started 11 months ago,
this service is now in operation
in 21 cities, usually under the joint
sponsorship of the stations in the
community. Already, 65 stations
are under
ment stated.contract, the announceAlthough in St. Louis for the last
two years, Mr. Kenkel was in the
agenev's
New association
York officewith
during
most
of his
the
Gardner Co. He holds an LL.B.
from St. Louis U and served with
the Second Division, U. S. Marines,
during World War I.
Gallenkamp Curtailed
GALLENKAMP STORES Co., San
Francisco (shoes) which for 4%
years has sponsored Professor Puzzlewit, on NBC-Pacific Red on the Pacific
Coast, on Sept. 28 wUl be forced to
drop the network and retain but one
station, KFI, Los Angeles, due to
network commitments. Professor Puzzlewit will take the 3-3 :30 p.m. spot
on KFI. Meanwhile network officials
are trying to clear time. Agency is
Long Adv. Service, San Francisco.
Writers Adrift
A NIGHT at sea, helpless, in
a drifting boat ! This experience, such as they had never
"dreamed up" for the weekly
NBC Jack Benny Show, sponsored by General Foods Corp.
(Jell-O), was experienced by
the
comedian's
script
writers,
William two
S. (Bill)
Morrow and Ed Beloin, on
Sept. 12. With their wives,
they chartered the boat
Manana, at Aval on, Catalina
Island, Cal., for a fishing trip.
Engine trouble developed.
When they failed to return
that evening, the Coast Guard
was notified and the boat was
found after 16 hours tossing
helplessly in the channel. It
was towed into Newport, Cal.,
harbor the following morning, with the quartet suffering from exposure.

Broadcast

MYRON
KIRK MOVl
TO ARTHUR
KUDJSE
MYRON KIRK, recently vice-pi'
ident in charge of new business
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, N^
York, and formerly vice-presid'
in charge of radio of Ruthrauff
Ryan, that city, has been appoim
radio director of Arthur Kudi
Inc., New York.
From 1933 to 1938, Mr. Kirk,
head of the Ruthrauff & Ryan ;
dio department,of many
supervised
broadcasting
big pjt
grams. In 1938 he went to ti
Coast as vice-president of Fame
Artists, but came East again
take charge of radio and new bus
ness for Sherman K. Ellis & C(
New York. About two months aj
Mr. Kirk went to Stack-Goble Ad
Agency, but left to take the pos
tion with Kudner, effective Sept. ]
Charles
Gannon,
vice-pre^h
dent
of the F.
agency,
is dropping
former duties as radio director 1
assume enlarged responsibilities i
the supervision of service and bus
ness development.
Hedda Honored
IN HONOR of "Hedda Hopper Daj
Sept.Legion
16, the Convention,
second day ofMiss
the Hopp
Amer
can
flew to Milwaukee to present spec:
editions
Hedda
Hopper's
Holi
wood on ofSept.
15 and
17. Progra
is sponsored by California Fru
Growers Exchange on CBS Monda;
Wednesday
Fridayandin lemons,
the intereof Sunkist and
oranges
an
the account is handled by Lord i
Thomas, Los Angeles.
WHN Program Syndicate
WHN Transcription Service, whi<
has heretofore operated only as
commercial manufacturing organiz
tion under the management of Robe
G. Patt, will enter the syndicated pr ;
gram field with a transcribed seris
of the Avenger which has been hear(
live over the station Tuesdays 9-9 :8( '
p.m. Plans are being made for othe
syndicated shows.
DAMON WALKE, Los Angeles radi.
contact of General Foods Corp., die('
in that city Sept. 9, following a hear,
attack.

—WHERE
COUNTS

POWER
MOST

WLAC
■

NASHVILLE, TENN;
soon going to
50,000

WATTS

PAULREPRESENTED
H. RAYMERBY CO.
'
J. T. WARD, Owner
F. C. SOWELL, Manager
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Fixson

Is

er in 1938-39, later going to the
research and marketing division in
1940. He came back to radio in
December, 1940, taking over the
chief time buyer's job, handling
both network and spot under direction of Dick Marvin, Esty's
radio director.
Tom accounts
buys time offorR.theJ. impox'tant
radio
Reynolds
Co. (Camels, Prince Albert, George
Washington Tobacco, Top Cigarette
Tobacco) ; Lever Brothers (Lifebuoy Soap and Shaving Cream) ;
White Labs. (Feen - a - Mint,
Chooz) ; Lehn & Fink Products
(Hinds Honey & Almond Cream) ;
Pacquins Labs. (Pacquins Hand
Cream) ; Thomas Leeming & Co.
(Baume Bengue).
He was married recently to the
former Catherine Berkery, of New
York. They live in suburban Mt.
Vernon. Tom plays a good game of
golf. When not time-buying on Saturdays, he is likely watching the
Giants or Rams perform.

Named

District
17th
y
iefense and Other Problems
onsidered by Sales Heads
ARVEY WIXSON, manager of
HQ-KGA, Spokane, was elected
esident of the sales managers
vision of the 17th District NAB
the bi-annual meeting in Portnd Sept. 12. He succeeds Charles
ouche, KOIN-KALE, Portland,
ho presided at the session. The
.strict comprises Oregon, Washigton and Alaska. Hugh Feltis,
OMO-KJR, Seattle, is secretary'easurer.
Highlighting the meeting was a
mcheon attended by 63 guests
ipresenting, in addition to radio
;ations, all Portland and several
eattle agencies.
Current Issues Discussed
Morning speakers included PalmHoyt, KGW-KEX, Portland,
Selling Advertising in the Face
f a Shortage of Merchandise Due
J National Defense"; Frank Logan, KBND; Bend, Ore., secretaryreasurer, Oregon Broadcasters'
.ssn., "Advertising Under Fire";
.rchie Morton, sales manager,
:iRO, Seattle, "The Values of
tation Promotion" ; Charles
iailey, research director, KOMOIJR, Seattle, "Analysis of Audiince Mail"; Fred Goddard, sales
lanager, KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash.,
Sales Ideas and Success Stories",
'hese speakers appeared at a genral session of all station repreentatives. Afternoon sessions were
plit, with smaller station repreentatives meeting under the chairaanship of Lee Bishop, KMED,
li^kedford. Ore.
The spring meeting of the grouping will be held in Spokane. Radio
j)i'epresentatives attending included :
Florence Wallace, KXA ; R. C. Ostrander,
<FPY; Harvey Wixson, KGA ; Harry
Suckendahl, KOIN; Charlie Couche,
-■CALEton,; H.KIRO;M.AlFeltis,
KOMO KOIN;
; Archie Bruce
MorVaugrhan,
rithtl, KOIN; Glenn Howell, KODL ; Bob
«aille, KODL; Henry Hogue, KWRC;
Del Fitzpatrick, KWRC; Barney Kenworthy, KODL; Marshall Pengra, KRNR ;
[Don Telford, KUIN; Arthur Briggs,
KOIN; Newton G. Hedin, KOIN; Del
:hance, KOIN ; Ben Stone. KOOB ; Mark
IJeCaurnay, KOOS ; Lee Bishop, KMED;
Hal Byer, KWIL; Glen McCormick, KORE;
Frank Coffin, KWLK; Loren Nicholson,
KWLK; Tom Olsen, KGY ; Fred Goddard,
KXRO; Rod McArdle, KXRO; Frank Logfan, KBND; Elroy McCaw, KELA; Chuck
'iailie. KJR ; Arden Pangborn, KGW; Paul
Lonnet, KEX; Jack Eiehenberger, KEX
Jim Mount, KGW; Clark Mears, KOIN
Dick Green, KFPY ; Cliff Nelson, KFPY
H. G. Jaeobsen, KXL ; Tom Case, KOIN
N. A. Davis, KOIN ; Bill McCready.
KVAN; Ted Kooreman, KALE ; Earl
Headrick, KSLM.
NORMAN MacAVOY, formerly with
jAssociated Radio Sales and General
Outdoor Adv. Co., New York, and
prior to that head of his own advertising agency in Boston, has joined
the.New York sales staff of William G.
"Rainbeau Co., station representatirves.

THOMAS

H. LYNCH

MAYBE you are thinking of betting a few bobs against Fordham
U's Rams on the gridiron this fall.
Or perhaps it's a little radio business you are after — say some of
William Esty's Camel, Lifebuoy or
Feen-a-Mint accounts. Possibly the
bonus you're going to get has you
fiddling with amateur architectural
plans for that dream house.
Well, if you are thinking of any
of these things, Thomas H. Lynch
might be a good fellow with whom
to cross words. For Tom is a rabid
Fordham booster, he holds down
the chief time-buyer's job for William Esty & Co., New York, and
is an ex-architect — all rolled into
one.
Bronx (N. Y.) born in 1914, Tom
could easily claim Dublin as his
birthplace, if he chose, as Ireland
accents his features no little. He
did his grammar schooling in the
Bronx, and from his early days
learned, like the rest of his borough,
that the neighboring New York
Giants and the Fordham football
team were the only clubs worth
playing hookey for. Later Tom went
to Fordham Prep School and Eastman Gaines Business School, from
which he graduated in 1932.
His first job after leaving business school was with the architectural firm of Grosvenor Attebury. There he learned to draw up
a good set of blue prints for .all
types of buildings, but after one
year Tom transferred from architectural to agency work, joining
William Esty & Co. in 1933. The
checking department claimed the
first two of Tom's eight years with
Esty, while the newspaper production division took care of another
three years.
Tom was the assistant time buy-

TOM Mcknight and his wife,
Edith Meiser, producer and writer
respectively of the weekly NBC Sherlock Holmes, resuming Oct. 5 under
sponsorship of Grove Labs., have been
signed by Warner Bros, to collaborate
as writers on a film version of that
series. Miss Meiser, currently in New
York, has a featured role in the Vinton
Freedley musical stage production,
"Let's Face It".

IT'S

W
278,970
RADIO FAMILIES
WROTE
2 2 0.1 1 3
LETTERS IN 1940.
SPENT
$ 3 5 3,7 9 9,0 0 0
IN RETAIL SALES
PAT R O N I ZE D
511 DRUG STORES —
4.3 8 8 GROCERS.

L
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Advertising

WONDER!

SO
WHEN

WILL
you
you GET RESULTS
LIKE THESE:
W. F. McLaughlin & CO., 410 N. LaSalle
Street, Chicago,
Illinois.
"...We A.also
confirm
the fact that
our customer
Freywish
& Sonto
of Paris, Illinois, more than doubled his purchases
during the months ol December and January,
which we feel is due to your broadcasts. Also Mr.
Van Dyke has opened 14 new accounts in the last
30 days in the area covered by your broadcast."
->t REINCKE-ELLIS-yOUNGGREEN & FINN, 520
North
Michigan
Avenue,
Chicago,
"...records
show that
WDZ cost
per inquiry
is lower
than any
station on the list. As a matter of fact, per dollar
invested in advertising over your station, the results compare favorably with any media used by
The Keeley Institute.
-K THE TRAVELERS CASUALTY INSURANCE
COMPANY, 146-172 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
"... I have also noted the excellent quality of
these inquiries as judged from the percentage of
closures made by our salesmen. I am very much
pleased with this record and I have authorized
our advertising agency to renew our contract."

FOLKS ARE THE ScuU
THEy WORK

KARM
CBS - CP 5000 watts
FRESNO, CALIF.
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!

NO

Intensive Spot Schedule
Is Started by Lorillard
P. LORILLARD Co., New York,
during the week of Sept. 15
launched an intensive schedule of
one-minute transcribed announcements on an unnamed number of
New York City stations for Old
Gold Cigarettes. On Nov. 11 the
company will renew for another
weeks Clem
McCarthy's
&52 Sporting
Results,
on WHN,Racing
New
York. In addition, on Oct. 6, Lorillard will expand Col. Jinn, Healey,
news commentator, on WGY, Schenectady to a Monday-thru-Friday
basis, 6:05-6:15 p.m. The program which was formerly heard at
6:45-7 a.m. thrice-weekly for Union
Leader Tobacco, under the new
schedule Avill plug that product and
Beechnut Cigarettes.
Starting Oct. 6 Lorillard will
renew for another 13 weeks, 15minute news programs for Union
Leader on WLW KFAB WLS
WHB and WSYR; a news program for Ripple tobacco on WWL,
New Orleans, and the Rhythm
Four on WSFA, Montgomei-y, Ala.,
for the same product and Gordon
Shmv for Friends Tobacco on
WJR, Detroit. Agency for Old Gold
is J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York. Other products are handled
by Lennen & Mitchell, that city.

tlie> Zo^UU

WITH THEIR^)|(^^|[aND BUy WITH WDZ

HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
NEW yORK
CHICAGO KANSAS CIT/
ST. LOUIS
★ WDZ
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Eastern

MONOTUBE
VERTICAL
RADIATORS
Plus F-M High Gain Arrays
(4 Section Turnstile with Approved Power
gain of 2.14)
OFFER
YOU
THESE
ADVANTAGES:
LONGER LIFE V UNIFORM REACTANCE V
SIMPLE TO DISMANTLE AND MOVE V
GREATER STRENGTH WITH LESS WEIGHT
V 65 TO 100 FEET BETWEEN GUY LEVELS V
FAST DELIVERY AND ERECTION V LOW
MAINTENANCE COSTS V THE IDEAL
UNIFORM CROSS SECTION
V
V
★ ★ ★
# All Monotube Radiators are constructed of
a series of guyed double-tapered hollow steel
tubes designed and guaranteed to withstand
pressures developed during a HURRICANE
with wind velocities of 100 mph., a one-half
inch ice load, and a temperature change of
plus and minus SO degrees Fahrenheit To this
is added a safety factor of 3.6 on the steel
and 5.0 on the guy assemblies.
The articulated joint used between the sections prevents the transference ol bending
moments (introduced by wind) from secfion to
section, thus placing the point of maximum
stress in the center of each isolated section;
the stress curve falling off to each end.
The taper used in the MONOTUBE sections
follows this stress curve, placing the greatest
diameter and most material in the center at
the point of maximum stress and lessening the
diameter and amount of material at the ends
at the points of minimum stress.
Each MONOTUBE RADIATOR is individually
engineered against power and frequency to
properly sectionalize the guy cable assemblies
against the eighth harmonic thus eliminating
absorption, reflection, and directivity in the
cables which would otherwise introduce serious
distortion in the theoretical field pattern. Insulation in all cases is designed to maintain nonresonance in the guy cables during adverse
weather conditions.
Our attention to these details in the guycable design makes the MC^OTUBE RADIATORS the ideal units for Directional Antenna
Systems.
Write for quotation on your antenna system
completely erected, painted, and lighted. En-lose frequency, power, and height.

'^^

Colleges

Training for Technician
CONTROlM
A HALF-DOZEN New England
schools, including Massachuseftts
Institute of Technology and WorROOM
cester Polytechnic Institute, have
indicated they will institute radio A. B. CHAMBERLAIN. CBS ch »
technician courses as part of their engineer, spoke on "Internatior,:
Facilities"
C< i
curricula, according to word re- Broadcast
necticut Valley
section before
of the the
Institm
ceived by the NAB from E. E. Hill, of
Radio Engineers in Hartfoi
general manager of WTAG, WorSept. 19.
cester, Mass. At MIT, the courses
ED ZSCHAU and Congor Reynold
were instigated by Prof. E. L. formerly
WHIP, Hammond, Ind.
Moreland with the support of Mr. Bernard of
Neher, formerly of WDZ
Hill and others.
Tuscola. lU. ; Anthony Kowalewski
At Ohio State U, Prof. Harry E. formerly of WEDC, Duluth ; an.
Nold, director of engineering sci- William Scharlach, from the De
ence and management defense
!Moines police department, have joinfi
training, has already arranged for the engineering staff of KSO-KRXT
a defense training course in ap- Des Moines.
plied electronics to begin Sept. 29. WALLT WHITMAN, engineer o
The course, of 12 weeks duration, WTRY, Troy. N. Y., is the fattf
will be open only to college gradu- ,of a baby girl.
ates who have majored in engineer- A. ELLSWORTH COVELL. for
assistant chief engineer o
ing and physics and advanced un- merly
WKZO, Kalamazoo. Mich., has beci
dergraduates who have completed
three years of college work in these named chief engineer. George Ludtki
and Kenneth Moore have been addci
subjects.
The NAB further reports J. to the WKZO engineering staff.
Frank Jarman Jr., manager of GENE ENGLISH, CBS Hollywooi
has been transferred to th'
WDNC, Durham, N. C, has re- engineer,
cruited 71 prospective students for production department.
RALPH HICKMAN, chief engmee:
a radio training course at North
KGNO, Dodge City, Kan., on Au;
Carolina State. In accordance with of
1 married Grace Marie Sullivan.
the plan suggested by A. J.
GORDON SHERMAN, recording
Fletcher, manager of WRAL, Ral- engineer
of KMOX, St. Louis, recently
eigh, the North Carolina stations
married Marie Samelson.
are forwarding names of prospects
to college officials.
FRANK CASTANI, engineer o
KMOX, St. Louis, is the father of ;
recently-born
baby boy, his fifth child
Radio Defense Position
HAROLD KNUTE BERGMAN, for
merly of WCAD. Canton, N. Y., ha
Get IRE Attention
To
joined WGY, Schenectady.
RADIO'S place in the defense picdiscussions of in- BILL OVERSTREET, technician o
ture, dividual
along with
engineering advances, will KYA, San Francisco, was first mem
ofseason
the staff
to in
bagNorthern
a buck -wfafi
prime attention at the an- ber
receivenual fall
opened
Call
meeting of the Institute deer
fornia.
of Radio Engineers, to be held Nov.
10-12 in Rochester, N. Y. A high- BILL REUTER has been namn
light of the meeting, according to transmitter engineer of KIRO, Seat
the program announced recently, tie. James Upthegrove has been namec
studio engineer in charge of mdSnten
will be demonstration of the newly
nance and special events and Orva
Steele has been added to the staff o j
developed
RCAbe presented
"alert receiver".
Papers to
cover the operating engineers.
use of plastics in radio, 1942 civilian radio design, new aspects of
GLENN R. staff
COLVIN
has joined
thi'
radio engineering economics, the engineering
of WTAR.
Norfolk
research accomplishments of the Ya.
electron microscope, a method of EDWARD FRANKLIN, operatioi:
introducing good synthetic bass re- director of KJBS, San Francisco, ant
sponse into small receivers, design
Elizabeth Edwards were married reof solid dielectric flexible R-F
cently in San Francisco.
transmission line, design of an FM
ROBERT
R. SNOW has been addec?
signal generator, new magnetic
to the engineering department ot
materials, new advances in iron
WMBD, Peoria.
cores, alternate
carrier
zation in television.
Dr. synchroniW. R. G. CHARLES K. CHRISTMON, studic
Baker, RMA director of engineerengineer
of Nov.
WAIR,
N. C, leaves
1 to Winston-Salem'
join the Britist
ing, will present his annual mesCivilian Technical Corps in London.
sage on Nov. 11.
L. G. WOODFORD
been Fori
ap'
chief engineer ofhasAT&T.
ASSOCIATED Broadcast Techni- pointed
merlybeen
an inassistant
vice-president,
cians Unit of the IBEW has nego- has
charge of operation amht
tiated a contract with KMM.J, Grand
engineering
since
.July. 1940 in tb(
Island,
fifth Nebraska
tion to Neb.,
obtain the
a coHtract.
Others staare absence of AY. H. Harrison, vice
president,
now
in
Washington as dij
KOWH and KOIL, Omaha, KFAB
and KFOR. Lincohi.
rector of the OPM production divisionL,
WITH. Baltimore, has announced the
appointment of Headley-Reed Co. as
its national advertising representative,
effective Sept. 15.

WINX
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TOM HANLON, CBS Hollywood an
nouncer. is cast in a similar role ii
the MGM
film. "Babes of Broadway,'
now
in production.

Own Station
Washtitgtt^n's
lirfN WA&HJNGT'&Jf W^TH\W^

MM *» MIp CONSTRUCTION
CLEVELAND.
OHIO CO.
RA^S
DISTRIBUTORS
AND ERECTORS
ptember

Plan

Broadcast

BUILDING

• WASHINGTON,

D. C.
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At Football Mikes
EPT. 27 marks the opening of
le football season for Ted Husing
nd his assistant, Jimmy Dolan,
ho will describe the Michiganlichigan State game for CBS lisi|3ners ; Fort Pearson, who will give
play-by-play account of the Ohio
tate-Missouri contest on NBCled, and Bill Stern, who will reort on the Minnesota-Washington
attle on the Blue. Each Saturday
hroughout the 1941 season these
ports experts will cover the outtanding games for listeners as a
etwork sustaining service.

Tower Speed
REPLACEMENT of the complicated directional antenna
system of KMBC, Kansas
City, leveled Aug. 25 by a
75-mile gale, was accomplished in less than a month
with one quarter-wave antenna being re-erected in
only 12 days. The second
tower, permitting KMBC to
resume its 5,000 watt fuUt i m e operation, was completed Sept. 20.

CL4^§SIFIED

Newspaperman Sells Interest
THE 5% stock ownership in WMUR.
Manchester. N. H., held by Edward
.T. Gallagher, publisher of the Laconia
(N. H.) Citizen, has been sold by Mr.
Gallagher to Mrs. Francis P. Murphy,
wife of the Governor of New Hamp.shire. Gov. Murphy originally owned
90% of the stock and James J. Powers,
member of the Interstate Bridge Authority, holds 5%. The station was
authorized last year to use 1,000 watts
night and 5,000 day on 610 kc. and
went into operation last spring.
CHARLES P. BLACKLEY, general
manager of WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.,
has applied for a local in Staunton.
Va., to operate on 1240 kc. with 250
watts unlimited.

More for Safeway
SAFEWAY STORES Inc., Oakland, Cal. (Nob Hill Coffee) on
Sept. 22 will extend its radio schedule to include 25 stations, the campaign to continue to the end of the
year. Thirty-five
and 50-word
chain
break
announcements
are to
be
used, five times weekly at the start
of the campaign and ten times
weekly later. Agency is McCannErickson,
Francisco.
station list:San
KFPY
KOMO TheKLRA
KGW WKY KRLD KGKO KSFO
KVOO KNX KLZ KFH KDYL
KMBC KFAB KOIL WOL WRVA
KGLU KVOA KYUM KTUC
KTAR KOY KSUN.

PROFESSIO^fAL
DIRECTORY

Help wanted ond Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum chorge SI. 00. Payable in advonce. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted
'fVanted Announcer And Engrineer-Aanouncer — Eastern State. Send transcription
experience and salary expected. Box 929,
BROADCASTING.
lAnnouncer
Send qualifications,
full data,Wanted
salary —expected
first letter.
KTSM, NBC Blue & Red, El Paso, Texas.
ransmitter Operator — Detail qualifications,
age, references, photo and expected
starting salary. M. E. Thompson, Chief
Engineer, WSAV, Savannah, Ga.
i\.nnouncer
With operator's
for a
250-watt — network
station license
in Alabama.
1 938,
Send BROADCASTING.
qualifieations, salary expected. Box
Wanted — Experienced commercial man
with drive, ability and ambition, able to
build and hold sales. Permanent position
in expanding market for the right man.
Box 932, BROADCASTING.
Vew Broadcasting Station Requires Two
Experienced Announcers — One senior,
one junior. Special delivery mail direct
to station giving information relative to
experence, age, married or single, former employment, and salary expected.
Station WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass.
Situations Wanted
Experlenced^lO years, focal and netwofk.
Desires position as manager or sales
manager. B»x 946, BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — Experienced. Excellent
references. Now available. Box 942,
BROADCASTING.
Assistant, Office, Or Personnel Manager —
Good references. Experienced. Box 943,
BROADCASTING.
Sports Announcer — Play-by-play, all sports.
Sports commentary, recording, and references. Box 930, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer — Desires permanent connection. News. College major in
production. Continuity writ*^r. References.
Box 935, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Salesman — Excellent program
ideas, ten years comprehensive networkregional background. 32. Married. Box
93S, BROADCASTING.
Can Save — My salary in supervising construction, equipping and staffing your
new station with minimum delay. Box
944, BROADCASTING.
Studio Engineer — Have first class license.
Five years studio experience with RCA
and WE equipment, old and new. Classified A.
3 Box 931, BROADCASTING.
Versatile Woman Writer — Producer, personal guidance expert, saleslady — excellent radio and newspaper background.
Four regular programs previous station.
Best
recommendations. Box 945, BROADCASTING.
I BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Agencies — Man short in your radio department? Twelve years experience.
Nearly any position. Excdlent references. Available immediately. Box 941,
BROADCASTING.
Assistant Station Manager Or AssistantTo-Statien-Manager — 6 years with prominent Washington consulting engineer ;
AB in business administration ; accounting experience. Age 28, married. Box
940, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Newscaster, special events,
street show. Reliable staiTman, responsible follow through each program. Five
years experience. Employed. Knowledge
production, sales, copy. Moderate salary.
References,
CASTING. disc. Box 937, BROADJust A Minute — Or a show, crack copy girl
multiplies results for you. 6 years exevery department.
Top references. perience
Any live
station or agency
write
Box 933, BROADCASTING.
NEWSCASTER-ANNOUNCER— Five years
experience commercial, special events,
emcee, production. Now doing nightly
commercial newscast on regional network.Married,
Desires draft
changedeferred.
for personal
reasons.
References.
Box 928. BROADCASTING.
Manager-Program
Employed
college graduate. Director
Married.— Good
habits.—
Have worked in every part of country
with experience in every department.
Forty weekly for both pesitions. Specializes in building and setting up new stations. Past record proves financial and
pregramming
ability. Box 934, BROADCASTING.
DO EXECUTIVES READ THIS COLUMN?— Perhaps my qualifications for
manager's
or program
director's
will interest
one. Married,
age position
80, at
present production manager 50 kw station. In radio nine years as writer, producer, announcer, publicity director,
news editor of 100, 1000 and 5000 watt
stations. Formerly advertising salesman.
Have excellent references, record for
stability, ideas, organization, diplomacy,
commercial consciousness and economical showmanship. Current income $5000.
Primarily interested responsible opportunity. Box 939, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Complete — Used equipment for local station. Write Box 926, BROADCASTING.
Used Broadcast And Supplementary Equipment— Bought, sold, exchanged. What do
vou
need, CRYSTAL
and/or want
to sell ? HOLLISTER
COMPANY,
Hotel
Lassen, Wichita, Kansas.
For Sale
Western Electric — 250-watt transmitter,
excellent condition. Less than year old.
Station WGNY, Newburgh, New York.
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Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
Notional Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

There Is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bidg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Speclollzing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtionol 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consultins Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SUUVEYS
STATION LOCATION SUHVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR,
Consultins Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Bm^re State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAT
R.C.A. Communicationa, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads of
Main Main
Office:
the WorldCat.
7134
Hollywood,
Kansas
City, St.Mo.

RING

& CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. • WASH., D. C. • Dl. 7417
September
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Detroit, San Francisco,
Los Angeles Are Given
CPs for FM Stations
TWO MORE PM stations were authorized on the Pacific Coast and
one in the Midwest when the FCC
last Tuesday issued construction
permits for commercial high-frequency outlets in Los Angeles, San
Francisco and Detroit.
The Los Angeles grant for a
Class C station was made to Earle
C. Anthony Inc., licensee of standard broadcast stations KFI and
KECA, with the proviso that the
permitee file for modification of
construction permit within 60 days
to specify use of the 43.7 mc. channel with a coverage area of 88,000
square miles. Under the Commission's svstem
assigning
call
letters, the new ofstation,
the fifth
thus far granted in the Los Angeles area, will probably be K37LA.
The San Francisco outlet was
authorized to Hughes Tool Co.,
owned by Howard Hughes, multimillionaire sportsman, aviator and
movie director, and will employ
the 44.5 mc. channel with a service
area of 10,800 square miles.
WJR, The Goodwill Station, license of WJR, was the recipient of
the Detroit grant which will operate on the 45.3 mc. to cover 6,800
square miles. Action gave Detroit
its third FM station which probably
will be assigned the call letters
W58D.
WTMJ, Milwaukee, and its FM adjunct, W5.5M, covered the American
Legion convention in Milwaukee last
week carrying six remotes from the
scene of the Legion parade and other
activities and by carrying speeches of
Secretary of War Knox, General
Marshall. Fiorella La Guardia and
Josephus Daniels, new national commander of the veteran organization.

W4<A, Schenectady, N. Y., the first
independent commercial FM station,
relayed the broadcast of President
Roosevelt's speech Sept. 11 to the
Proctor Theatre. The theatre headlined its paid newspaper advertising
with
a two-inch billing announcing
the broadcast.

Proposals

to

Censor

Are Told to Congress
ACTING Secretary of War Robert
Patterson and Acting Secretary of
the Navy James Forrestal informed Congress last week that
both the Army and the Navy are
preparing plans for censorship of
all communications between the
United States and any foreign
nation, American overseas possession or ship at sea.
According to the information
submitted to Congress such control would be applied to both outgoing and incoming communications by any means of transmission and is supposedly intended to
prevent espionage and entrance of
foreign propaganda.
Subject to Approval
Both Mr. Patterson and Mr.
Forrestal told Congress that the
current plans do not contemplate
compulsory censorship of the press
and that they must be approved by
a "higher authority" and would
have to be supported by legislation.
No elaboration of the ArmyNavy plans were made in letters
sent to the House Military and
Naval Committees, which raised a
question in the minds of some network officials as to how they might
affect shortwave broadcasts carried domestically on American networks and originating in Axis
countries. At present these broadcasts are, like those from England
and Russia, censored at the source.
Whether the tentative Army-Navy
plans would entail an additional
check before they were released in
this country is not known nor are
officials inclined to discuss the subIt is known, however, that Govject.
ernment officials are especially desirous of checking outgoing messages to prevent enemy agents
from transmitting "information of

Communications

GE TO USE DISCS
FOR FM RECEIVER^
FM WILL BE stressed in
vertising and promotion of 1&4
line of General Electric radios, ac
cordmg to H. J. Deines, advertisin
manager of GE radio and
sion department, Bridgeport, telev
Conr
In addition to a campaign i
national magazines, newspaper
and other media a series of tran
scribed announcements and song
have been prepared for radio ad
vertismg of FM, which is to ge
under Sept.
way 1].
in October [Broadcast '
ING,
The disc, to be played on stand,
ard broadcast stations only in area
where FM service is available, ar
five minutes in length and are titlec!
Swing to FM, featuring Haze;
Scott, pianist, and the Golden Gafc
Quartet. The latter will give a nev'
twist to commercials in the forn
of story-songs — telling in sont
what the advantages of FM meai
to such popular characters a;Casey Jones, Noah, and the Mai
on the Flying Trapeze.
Another feature of the FM ad
vertisi
campai
gn isthat
a 20-minu
color ng
sound
movie
givest('f
clear explanation of the advan
tages of FM over
in simple
animated drawings. AM
Titled Listen
Its FM, it will be shown to botl-i
dealer and consumer groups as ari
educational movie.
Otheritems
advertis
ing and
tional
include
a GEpromo-'
FM
primer,
explaini
ng FM wit?
sketches and in simple
language;
an outdoor advertising poster foi
cooperative advertising; and store
and window displays. Agency
Maxon, Inc., New York.

by Army and Navy
comfort" to unfri
endly foreign
powers. At the same time, the prevailing philosophy of those charged
with planning censorship is that
there also must be a checkup on
shortwave broadcasts from the
United States or of broadcasts
which might be picked up by unfriendly powers. It has been reported unofficially in Washington
that the Navy has taken lease of
two floors in a large downtown
office building in New York as New
York headquarters for a censorship staff to handle outgoing messages. When these facilities would
be placed in actual use is not known,
but it is thought the recent decision
to shoot at Axis ships on sight
might serve to hasten their use.
In his letter Mr. Patterson said
"the War Department has, in the
past, examined into and studied the
question of compulsory censorship
of the press and radio, and many
other problems, with a view to being prepared to offer timely solutions should the need therefor be
required to the interests of national
defense." However, he pointed out
there were no such plans along that
line now in preparation by the War
Department.
Mr. Forrestal's letter followed
the same lines as that from Mr.
Patterson. Both communications
were in response to a resolution introduced by Rep. Shaefer (RMich.) as to whether censorship
plans are under consideration.
After hearing the letters, the
WWSW's
FM
Outlet
House tabled the resolution.
Now Bonus to Sponsors
W47P, FM adjunct of WWSW
World Wide's Third
Pittsburgh, the first FM outlet in
WORLD WIDE Broadcasting
Pittsburgh as well as in the entire
Corp., Boston, was recipient of a state, will
duplicate programs of
construction permit for its third
WWSW affording advertisers the
international station when the FCC
advantage of duplicated commerlast Tuesday authorized the licensee
cials at no extra cost until further
of WRUL and WRUW to construct
notice, according to Frank R.
another station at Scituate, Mass.
Smith Jr., general manager of both
WRUL and WRUW are also lo- stations.
cated at Scituate. Grant specified
Currently W47P is conducting a
the new shortwave station is to
operate on 6040, 11730, 11790
campaign promoting FM in Pitts
15130, 15350 and 17750 kc. using burgh. During the county fair, spe
A3 emission with 50,000 to 100,000
cial exhibitions of the new high-,
watts. The licenses of WRUL and frequency type of broadcas
WRUW which operate on these fre- were given for the benefit ofting,
the
quencies will be modified to share
the'
carryin
also
is
W47P
public.
g
time with the new station.
WWSW broadcasts of the Pittsburgh Pirates baseball games and
had announced an extensive fall
and winter schedule of sportscasts
which will include descriptions of
Pittsburgh Steeler pro football
games, Pittsburgh Hornets hockey
matches and collegiate football and
basketball games.
WSAI

Seeks Booster

TO IMPROVE its downtown Cincinnati coverage, WSAI, sister station of WLW, last week applied to
the FCC for a 250-watt booster

5^

i

RADIO

LABS.,
ENGINEERING
Long Island C i t y , N . Y.
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INC.

station
be synchronized
on the'
1360 kc. tochannel.
Two Washington!
stations— WINX
and WWDC—
have booster stations to supplement their main 250-watt transmitter outputs, as a means of covering the metropolitan area. WSAI
holds a construction permit forj
5,000 watts fulltime for its main
transmitter.

Broadcast Advertising • BROADCASTING
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ar

Group

Urges

|reedom of Radio
jlvises Further Study Before
Htnelusive FCC Action
^AFFIRMING its support for a
ee radio," with reasonable Fedil regulation but no Government
eration, the report of the stand■ committee on communications
the American Bar Assn., to be
esented at the Sept. 29-Oct. 3
3A convention in Indianapolis,
iicated that further consideration
ould be given to such proposims as the network-monopoly regations before the Government
kes conclusive action.
With public opinion strongly in
vor of private ownership and
magement of radio and commucations facilities and operators
ing a "reasonably satisfactory"
of presenting opposing points
view on controversial subjects,
ije
bar committee
that "as
tween
the specialwarned
disadvantages
Government ownership and the
iecial disadvantages of private
mership in the radio field, the
tter are relatively slight, under
Pper governing regulations, as
pared with the serious dangers
public ownership.
Need of Balance
On the necessity of maintaining
balance in controversial discusDns, the committee report stated:
'The balance can be attained
ly by intelligent and affirmative
ecutive effort. Any agency which
idertakes this task of maintaing a proper balance should be and
ill be subject to searching critism. It is our view that whatever
e difficulties of attaining this
ance when programs are prifttely managed,
the difficulties
ould be immensely more serious
programs were under Governent control, because in this couny Government
control means
arty control and is closely tied in
ith politics.
Admitting the need for regulaon, the committee observed that
dio's technical and economic probms point to the conclusion that
ttider private operation "a considrable extent of monopoly and a
onsiderable degree of 'bigness' "
lust be expected in the network

Lowest
National
in New

Rates

iWGNY
1000 WATTS
\

SPECIAL EVENTER ROBERT MORARD, who has been called for active
duty in the Naval Reserve Sept. 15, was host at a very special event at
WBBM, Chicago, when the feminine office staff turned out to salute his
embarkation on a naval career. He will be attached to the public relations
staff of the 9th Naval District in Chicago.
units which are involved.
Smaller competitors should be
encouraged and monopoly discouraged as far as possible without upsetting the private proprietorship
system, the report stated, although
in deciding how far regulation
should go it should be remembered
that "if regulation proceeds to the
point where the public becomes dissatisfied with the service it gets,
the public, which now favors private ownership, might become inclined to favor public ownership —
against
its long-term
The committee
urgedinterest."
reasonable
chances of safety and profit for
radio operators, although declaring
there should be no vested interest
in licenses. Unless Governmental
regulation affords reasonable incentives to commercial success, private capital cannot be expected to
risk the large amounts necessary
to operate in a technical and rapidly developing field like radio, it
was pointed out.
Apart from the network-monopoly regulations, the report briefly
reviewed, with recommendation or
comment, the ASCAP controversy,
the Defense Communications Board,
legislative recommendations of the
Federal Communications Bar Assn.,
the newspaper-ownership proceedings and several court actions. The
committee, headed by Robert N.
Miller, Washington tax attorney,
also includes E. M. Borchard, John
M. Davis, C. E. Kenworthey, W. N.
Seymour.
Canadian Flour Firms Drop
CANADIAN FLOUR companies will
not use networks to advertise flour
this season, it being understood that
all options for network time have been
cancelled by Western Canada Flour
Mills, Maple Leaf Mills and Robin
Hood Flour Mills, major flour companies using networks last season.
Various reasons and conjectures are
given for this move, but the move is
by mutual arrangement among the
flour companies, according to one executive. The advertising of cereals and
specialties by radio will continue on a
somewhat smaller scale, though no proment. grams are as yet ready for announce-

DRUG

ADVERTISING

IS 15% OF SALES
DRUG and medicine manufacturers, heavy users of radio time,
spend about 15% of their total
sales on advertising, according to
a Federal Trade Commission analysis of the medicine-drug manufacturing field revealed last Tuesday.
The report was compiled as part
of a wide-scale FTC project for
collecting annual financial reports
of industrial corporations operating in principal U. S. industries.
The FTC report stated that consolidated sales for 23 of the "more
important" concerns covered in the
survey during 1939 aggregated
$470,800,985, of which $416,501,001,
or 88.7%, represented domestic
sales, and $53,299,984, 11.3%, export and foreign sales. Based on
figures supplied by 17 of the 23
corporations, advertising expense
for these 17 firms amounted ■ to
$32,510,528 in 1939, or about 17%
of the 17 companies' aggregate expenses of $178,236,837, the report
indicated. Projected on an industry-wide basis, it was shown that
advertising expense averaged about
15% of the total expense figure for
the industry.
Other Expenses
In addition to the advertising
item in the breakdown of expenses,
which amounted to 15.1% of total
expenses, selling expenses represented 12.1%; administrative and
general office expenses, 6.2%;
taxes, 1.6%; social security and
pension fund payments, .9%; research and development, 1.1%.
Expenses were shown to account
for 37% of total sales, with an
eventual net profit from manufacturing and trading of 16.9 cents
from every dollar of sales.
The FTC also reported that nine
of the principal flour milling corporations during 1939 spent for
advertising about 3.4% of their
total sales, which amounted to
$315,099,410. The total of items
listed as expenses represented
14.9% of total sales, with selling
expenses amounting to 7.2% and
administrative and general expenses, 3%.

Orleans

NOT
Our
not
you
the

ILLINOISl

$20.00
WNOE
New Orleans' Greatesf Radio Value
A Mutual Affiliate
9I

250 W. 1340. Full Time.
Sears & Ayer, Reps.
How can we help you?

Reach a big
chunk of it
thru the
DECATUR
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SOY

N. Y.

FOR

SALE

results-'^etting power is
for sale ... we only sell
the time (and throw in
results at no extra cost) .

WGNY is doing a bang-up
job. We have gone from
250 watts to 1000 watts
. . . more power at no extra
cost . . . you can buy now
at the old rates.
Take advantage of WGNY
coverage
. WGNY results.
service .. .. .WGNY
You'll be doing your client
a super service.
BUY

WGNY

WGNY
REPRESENTED

BY

HEADLEY-REED

CO. ^

TODAY
is the time to
get up to the minute
INFORMATION
on this
MAJOR

MARKET

Of the 50 New England Cities and Towns
in the WLAW Primary
Market ... 41 have
no Daily Newspaper.

WLAW
5000 WATTS

QUARTER HOUR— DAYTIME
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50,000

WATTS

LOS ANGELES

CBS

ers'

deal
first

ce
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in tlie

WH^, AFRA RENEW;
OTHERS APPROVED
WHN, New York, has signed a
renewal contract with the American Federation of Radio Artists,
covering staff artists and announcI ers employed at the station. AFRA
announced also that contracts covering talent at WHK-WCLE, Cleveland; WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids, and KRLD, Dallas, have been
completed and ratified by the
AFRA board. The union's field representatives, Vic Carter and Hyman Faine, are in Miami and
Washington, D. C, respectively.
There has been no activity on the
television front, Mrs. Emily Holt,
national executive secretary of
AFRA, stated, adding that AFRA
sees no need for haste in organizing this new entertainment field as
long as the television broadcasters
—NBC and CBS in New Yorkare supporting the medium at their
own expense.
Actors Equity Assn., however,
has expressed the counter theory
mfi that if contracts are secured now
and the telecasters recognize the
rights of the talent unions to establish standards, it will be easier for
the unions to revise those standards in line with the new industry's economic advancement than
it would be if the television broadcasters set their own standards

Devaney to Be Candidate
For U. S. Senatorship
JOHN P. DEVANEY, former chief
justice of the Minnesota State Supreme Court and controlling stockholder in WLOL, Minneapolis, regional outlet authorized in January,
1940, announced at the convention
of Young Democrats of Minnesota
on Sept. 13 that he intends to seek
the nomination for U. S. Senator
from that State.
He would run against Joseph
Ball, Republican incumbent whom
Gov. Harold Stassen appointed last
year to fill the unexpired term of
the late Senator Lundeen, FarmerLaborite. Senator Ball is a supof the Administration's
foreignporterpolicy,
and Judge Devaney
announced he would also support
Roosevelt policies. Senator Ball is
expected to have the support of
Wendell Willkie as well as Gov.
Stassen, and Administration support for Judge Devaney is foreseen.
The Minnesota primaries are next
March.
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vAsk any Radio Sales o
for more information about
KNX, o„c .,f ilir vMiinen
CBS: 50.000
-,is.
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"You see, we listen regularly to
the ten dally newscasts on WFDF
Flint Michigan. That's how we
knew we'd have you for dinner."
22, 1941

Ju-Jitsu
hillbillies and policemen sometimes get fooled.
Louis
hillbillyBono,
and a WWL's
member No.
of the1
New Orleans police department, was showing Howard
Summerville, manager of the
station, what a ju-jitsu expert
he was by demonstrating his
best, unbreakable hold on
him. Imagine Hillbilly-Officer
Bono's surprise when his exgrip didn't
and he wenttra-special
flying
over work
Mr.
Summerville's
head.
HillbillyOfficer Bono then discovered
that Manager Summerville
used to be an amateur
wrestler.
EVEN

Secret German Station
Is Uncovered in Mexico
DISCOVERY of a clandestine Nazi
radio station in Mexico, near Las
Palmas in the State of Chiapas
was reported last week by the
newspaper, Excelsior. According to
the paper the station, with both
long and shortwave facilities, has
been using the call letters XAGX.
The newspaper also disclosed that
the Communications Ministry and
the Senate had been informed of
the discovery. Chiapas, where the
station is located, has long been
rumored as a center of Nazi activity due to the large number of
German residents and, stated the
Excelsior, XAGX had been spreading Nazi propaganda in Southeast
Mexico and Central America.
It was reported unofficially in
Washington that the monitoring
staff of the FCC had drawn beams
on the Mexican station and had
been satisfied it was a Nazi propaganda agency.
DEEP IN THE NIGHT
Fast Growing Audience Noted
For Early Hours
A TEST of what is believed to be
a rapidly growing audience in the
early morning hours was started
in the second week of September
when CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, rebroadcast its 7 p.m. Chrysler sponsored program at 3 a.m. as part of
its Dawn Patrol show.
Manager J. E. Campeau decided
to undertake the experiment when
telephone calls for the Dawn
Patrol began to increase in unusual
proportions. This he attributed to
the thousands of added defense
workers changing shifts in factories who were using their home
radios as well as car radios to
and from work.
The Chrysler show was chosen
for the test because it is a quarterhour show with a comedy format,
somewhat similar to the Dawn
Patrol pattern. Listeners have been
told the object of the rebroadcast
and a strong bid for mail and phone
response is being made.
New California Corporation
INCORPORATION papers have been
filed with the Secretary of State at
Sacramento, Cal.. by the Palo Alto
Radio Station Inc., $50,000 radio
broadcastins company of Santa Clara
County. Albert A. Avelrod of San
Francisco heads the list of directoi-s.
Broadcast

Nets Grant Permissio
To Record Defense Tal
NETWORK permission goverri
delayed broadcasting of speeches
public officials and programs in i
interest of national defense h
been obtained by John Shepard :
Yankee network president a r
chairman of the NAB National L
fense Committee. The delay
broadcasts are permitted when t
cilities are not available for li
broadcasts.
CBS affiliates have blanket a
thority, Mr. Shepard was told 1
H. V. Akerberg, CBS station rel
tions vice-president, to transcri
and repeat such programs witho
securing special permission.
William S. Hedges, stations vie
president of NBC, said that ne
work did not desire to give blank
permission
would answers
"bend eve
effort to givebutprompt
wh(
their affiliates request permissi<
on anytype.
specific
of tl
above
MBS program"
affiliates, accoi'
ing to Fred Weber, general mai
ager, may record and repeat pr
grams without securing permissio
U. S Schedules Mailed
WEEKLY mailings of U. S. shor
wave radio program schedules fc
Latin America have been starte
by the Office of the Coordinator c
Inter-American Affairs, headed bi
Nelson Rockefeller, according to
Sept. 16 announcement.
The fir?
mailing, including 40,000 program
for the Oct. 12 week, went out las.
week. Printed in three languages- j
Spanish,
Portuguese
and Englishthe
schedules
are designed
to supi
ply
detailed
information
to
Lati
American listeners on all short
wave programs broadcast from thi
country to the other American re
publics.MBS

Anniversary

MBS, completing its seventh yea:
of operations on Oct. 2, started ii
1934 as a four-station hook-u]
comprising WOR, Newark, WLW
Cincinnati, WGN,
Chicago, an(
WXYZ, Detroit, and today include:
173 affiliates in the United States
Canada and Hawaii. A gala anni
versary broadcast is planned fo
Oct. 2, which will also serve as £^
welcome salute to WGR, Buffalo»
WCAE, Pittsburgh, and WFBR,
Baltimore, which are to join MBk
as basic fulltime
preceding
week. outlets during the'
EVERSHARP Inc., Chicago, ha'
been charged in a Federal Tradi
Commission complaint with misrep
resentation of tae guarantee on Ever
shai-p Repeating Pencils in advertis
Friday.
ing
in radio and other media, accord
ing to an FTC announcement lasi

Announcer

WANTED
Give qualifications and
salary expected.

lilOlfl

El Paso, Tex.

NBC-B.&R.
IfTCM
Advertising • BROADCASTING

•CB

Takes

Measures

'o Expedite Priorities
OVING to expedite procurement
raw materials and supplies for
idio manufacture and repair, the
efense Communications Board
st Thursday announced memberdp of the newly-authorized fivean Defense Priorities Committee,
our of the nine DCB industry
mimittees also had named their
Driority representatives", to funcon as advisors to the special privities group, as Broadcasting
ent to press last Friday.
Members of the Committee 13,
3 announced by DCB, are Col.
,oger B. Colton, director of the
laterial branch of the Office of
tie Chief Signal Officer of the War
)epartment; Comdr. R. J. Mauerlan, U. S. Coast Guard; Lt.
omdr. R. H. Griffin, U. S.
L R.; Joseph Keating, alternate
[arvey Otterman, State Departlent; E. K. Jett, FCC chief engieer, alternate A. W. Cruse, FCC.
"Priority representatives" named
y four of the industry subcommitees include: L. G. Woodford, asistant vice-president, AT&T, and
iOuis Pitcher, executive vice-presient, U. S. Independent Telephone
i-ssn., telephone; Ellery W. Stone,
xecutive
vice-president, Postal
Telegraph Co., and E. R. Shute,
ice-president. Western Union, teleraph; Paul Goldsborough, presilent, and A. E. Harrison, engineer,
Aeronautical Radio Inc., aviation;
Jeorge W. Bailey, president, Amercan Radio Relay League, amateur.
General Oil Duo
GENERAL PETROLEUM Corp.
!)f Cal., Los Angeles, on Sept. 17
started sponsorship of Football
'forecast, a transcribed quarterlour program, with Sam Hayes,
sportscaster, Wediiesday, 6:30-6:45
o.m. (PST) on the following CBSPacific stations: KNX KSFO
KARM KIRO KOJN KFPY KOY
KTUC. Company is also sponsoring / Was There on the CBS-Pacific network, Sunday, 9-9:30 p.m.
(PST). Agency is Smith & Drum,
(Los Angeles.

Defense
Business

Woik
Boom

Brings
to

Wichita, Kansas
America's
"biggest
—
national
defense
— hasbusiness"
sent economic and physical Wichita skyrocketing to new heights unparalleled in the history of Kansas'
'Air tanCapital."
Wichita's
area population
now metropoliofficially
estimated at 140,000, is expected to
reach 160 to 200 thousand by 1942 if
present trends prevail.
That's
say onthatthe the
Wichita marketwhyis awemust
schedule
of every national advertiser.
And KFBI, the "pioneer voice of
Kansas,"
a good way to reach
the marketoffers
effectively.

KFBI • WICHITA
SNO WATTS DAY • 1600 WATTS NITE
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HOW

ARMY

CAPTURED

KELD

Veteran Broadcasters Take Over as Military
Authorities Commandeer

TOLEDO

Station

"GRIN

DEALERS"

said the punster

Recently the Grain and
Feed Dealers of America
convened at Toledo's
Commodore Perry Hotel.
On the ground floor of
the Commodore Perry is

THE ARMY TAKES OVER at KELD, El Dorado, Ark., during maneuvers in the South. Wilfred McKinney, KELD program director, handed
station books to Capt. Barney Oldfield. Involved are (1 to r) McKinney;
John Riley, chief engineer; Ewing Canaday, assistant manager; Capt.
Oldfield; Brooks Watson, representing War Department.
By CAPT. BARNEY OLDFIELD
Radio Public Relations, Second Army
WHAT IS BELIEVED to be the
first time an army actually "captured" a radio station, took it
over, and operated it for a day, was
perpetrated at El Dorado, Ark.
Sept. 2 by the Second Army radio
public relations staff [Broadcasting, Sept. 8].
The "capture" was friendly, of
course, and pre-arranged by Manager Fletcher Bolls, of KELD,
with the writer, who is director of
the ether publicity section of Lt.
Gen. Ben Lear's forces.
The station, while anticipating
some small reaction to the stunt,
was unprepared for what happened. In all the six years of its
operation, there had never been a
time when as many people gathered
in the studio and on the lawn outwatch as they did on
"Army"side to day.
From Miles Around
The telephones rang so constantly, it was necessary for two
men to answer all calls. People
came from miles around. They
brought fruit, sandwiches, soft
drinks, watermelons, and cakes,
until the studio resembled a delicatessen store prepared for weekend
rush trade.
The Second Army radio section is
composed of men who had had
previous air experience. John Conrad, a private in the 35th Division,
was made chief announcer and program director for the day. Conrad
was formerly with KWK, in St.
Louis, and WLW, in Cincinnati.
He breezed through half the news
periods, then shared with his assistant, Private James D. Asher,
once with WREN, Lawrence, Kan.,
and later with the Yankee Network
in New
sion boy.England. He's a 27th DiviSam W. Dobrans, once with CBS
and also with Curtis & Allen
Agency, was the interlude gabber
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located the Toledo Chamber of Commerce.

between transcribed musical selections. Larry Sanford, a private formerly with WDZ, Tuscola, 111., was
the comedian. He did three hillbilly
corncrops during the day as Tophand Charlie, and was a KELD
neighborhood wow.
For the Ladies
Another hit was the women's
program department conducted by
Sgt. William (Sweet William)
Duncan. He is the original "Oinie"
of WGN's Paul Fogarty's "Draftie"
cartoon strip which runs in 67
newspapers. Duncan with safety
pins in his mouth, a doll for his
workbench, and a trowel, went into
everything from care and feeding
of children to planting dahlia
bulbs. He was a three times repeated feature, too.
The 35th division furnished
most of the other talent, and the
programming of the day had about
four bands, a featured pianist, Joe
Ahlin, formerly of KHAS, Hastings, Neb., and a violin soloist,
Rudy Schultz, who used to be with
KMOX and KSD, in St. Louis.
Things were going so merrily
for Fletcher Bolls, the manager,
after about four hours, he decided
to have a little fun on his own. He
faked an INS report on his teletypes that another Army was coming on to take the station away
from its soldier holders. The news
broke just as a band was setting
up, so they immediately tore down
and scrammed to evade capture.
Bolls prank cost him a musical
feature, but the laugh and uproar
was v/orth it.
On the Nose
Aiding the enlisted men where
and when needed were Brooks Watson, alumnus of WMBD, Peoria,
111.,
now
with
Kirby's radio
branch in the
WarEdDepartment,
and
Capt. Oldfield, grad from the Don
Searle mill at KOIL-KFAB-KFOR,
Omaha and Lincoln, Neb. Watson
(Continued on page 57)

Quipped a newspaperman in passing the latter
headquarters: "G rain
dealers upstairs — Grin
dealers down here."
It's easy to grin when
you're selling a town that
sells itself. Here industry
and agriculture meet.
Here 650 diversified industries offer a 90 million dollar-plus payroll.
Here WSPD continues its
20 year habit of WINNING AND HOLDING
LISTENERS. Ask our grinning colleagues of the
KATZ AGFNCY.
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Season
$250,000

Deal Says Schedule Will Include 91 Games
Service Teams Included for the First Time
EXPENDITURE of over $250,000
for the broadcast of football games
on the West Coast this year, which
will total 91 games, the greatest
number ever broadcast by it, was
announced by Harold R. Deal, advertising and promotion manager
of Tide Water Associated Oil Co.,
San Francisco.
This is the 16th consecutive year
that the oil compariy has sponsored
all games of the Pacific Coast Conference [Broadcasting, Sept. 15].
In addition to the conference games
this year. Tide Water will sponsor
the leading independent and uniformed service games. The list of
stations this year, too, is greater
than it has been in the past.
New Hookups
Don Lee-Mutual and NBC-Blue
will be used this season, supplemented by independent stations.
Friday night games in the San
Francisco area v/ill be released
over KQW; those in the Portland,
Ore. area over KWJJ; in Spokane,
Wash, over KFIO and in the Los
Angeles area over KM PC.
A special network of broadcasting of Sunday games in the Call-

5,000
richly laden watts, night
and day, serving the
Magicest andCircle,
richmost the
populous
area
in
all
the
southeast!
^ EDNEY
RIDGE
Columbia Broadcasting
^» ^ }f> DIRECTOR
System affiliate.

WBIC
CREENy'BORd, N.C.
CEO.P, HOLLINCBERY • CO., NAT. REP.
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fornia area will link together KQW,
San Jose and KMPC, Beverly Hills
to provide Sunday football releases
in both areas.
Stations in California, Oregon,
Washington, Nevada, Arizona, Idaho will carry the football games as
well as those in Hawaii. For the
first time in its years of football
sponsorship Associated has eliminated the NBC-Red and CBS networks. This is believed due to
economic reasons.
A problem yet to be ironed out
as far as the NBC-Blue network
is concerned is the use of ASCAP
college songs during the broadcasts. Glen Dolberg, program director of NBC in Northern California,
stated that unless NBC and ASCAP
reach an agreement before Sept.
27, the first NBC football broadcast
date, the network will insist on
sound-proof booths at the stadiums.
Sportscasters who have been
signed to handle the games this
season include Frank Bull, Mike
Francovich and Richard Van Desautels in Los Angeles; Doug Montell, Carroll Hansen, Hal Wolf and
Don Thompson in San Francisco;
John Carpenter, Jack Shaw, Art
Kirkham and Bill Mock in Oregon;
Ted Bell in Seattl- ; Rod Klise, Pat
Hayes, Roy Ceville and Lou Gillette
in Eastern Washington and Idaho.
A complete progi'am of advertising and merchandising support for
the 1941 season has been worked
out by Mr. Deal, tying in the customer to the point of sale — the
Smiling Associated Dealer at the
service stations of the West.
Dealers Cooperating
Progressive Associated dealers
throughout the Pacific Coast stations will be encouraged to make
their stations football headquarters for the three months of the
season. Many dealers arrange for
unique window trims using miniature football players on simulated
football playing fields to make customers football conscious right
from the start of the season.
Use of 42 X 56 poster boards at
service stations calling attention to
the free 32-page football schedules
now being distributed serves to promote friendly contacts at point of
sale. In addition weekly window
posters will appear at all Associated stations giving complete information each week about all
games to be broadcast during that
week. An action picture involving
the teams to play that week-end,
taken during the 1940 season, will
serve to stimulate additional public
interest in football throughout the
The complete schedule follows:
year.
Sept. 19
Gonzag-a vs. Tempe Teachers, KFIO.
Sept. 20 KWJJ.
Portland vs. Hawaii.
Sept. 2.5
Portland vs. Pacific
Univ., KWJJ.
1941

St. Marys
KALE.

RINGING THE BELL, John M.
Rivers, manager of WCSC,
Charleston, S. C, celebrates purchase of a camp for Girl Scouts.
Mr. Rivers headed a Kiwanis committee that arranged for the camp.
The bell is used to summon the
girls at mealtime.
S.pt. 26
U C L A vs. Washington
State, KFAC
KGA.
Pacific Lutheran vs. Gonzaga, KFIO.
Loyola vs. Redlands, KMPC.
Sept. 27
Stanford v-^ Oregon. KFRC KIEM KHSL
KVCV KTKC KDON KYOS KMYC KALE
KRNR
KORE KOOS KFJI KWIL KBND
KUIN KAST.
Washington vs. Minnesota. KJR KGA
KUJ.
U S C vs. Oregon State. KECA KTAR
KVOA KYUM KGLU KFSD KTMS
KERN KEX KMED.
California vs. St. Marys. KGO KWG
KFBK KMJ KOH KGU.
Idaho vs. Utah. KRLC, KIDO.
Santa Clara vs. Sept.
U S 28F, KQW KMPC.
Oet. 2
Portland vs. Willamette, KWJJ.
Oct.KALE
3
Oregon vs. Idaho,
KRLC KIDO.
Gonzaga vs. College of Idaho. KFIO.
Nevada vs. U S F, KQW.
Oct. 1
Washington State vs. California, KGA
KGO KWG KFBK KMJ KOH.
Stanford vs. U C L A, KFRC KOY
KTUC KSUN KHJ KGB KFXM KPMC
KVOE KXO KVEC KDB KIEM KHSL
KVCV KTKC KDON KYOS KMYC KGMB
KHBC,
Oregon State vs, Washington, KALE
KRNR KORE KOOS KFJI KWIL KMO
KIT KXRO KOL KGA KGY KELA KWLK
KAST KUIN KBND KUJ.
U S C vs. Ohio State, KECA KFSD
KTMS KERN.
St. Marys vs. Moffett Field, KQW.
Oet. 5
Santa Clara vs. Loyola, KQW, KMPC.
Oct. 10
UCLA vs. Montana, (?).
Gonzaga vs. Idaho, KFIO KRLC KIDO.
Loyola vs. TexasOct.Tech,
11 KMPC.
Oregon State vs. Stanford, KALE KUIN
KBND KRNR KORE KOOS KFJI KWIL
KFRC KIEM KHSL KVCV KTKC KDON
KYOS KMYC.
Washington
vs. Washington State, KGA
KJR
KUJ.
Oregon vs. U S C, KECA KTAR KVOA
KGLU KYUM KFSD KTMS KERN KEX
KAST KMED KGU.
California vs. Santa Clara, KGO KWG
KFBK KMJ KOH.
Oct. 12
St. Marys vs. U S F, KQW KMPC.
Oct. 17
Loyola vs. Texas Mines, KMPC.
Oct. 18
Oregon vs California, KFRC KIEM
KHSL KVCV KTKC KDON KYOS KMYC
KALE KRNR KORE KOOS KFJI KWIL
KBND KUIN KAST.
Washington vs. U C L A, KECA KFSD
KTMS KERN KJR KGU.
Washington State vs. U S C, KOY KTUC
KSUN KHJ KGB KFXM KPMC KVOE
KXO KVEC KDB KOL KMO KIT KXRO
KGY KELA KWLK KUJ KGA.
Utah State vs. Idaho. KRLC KIDO.
Santa Clara
vs. Michigan
Montana
vs. Gonzaga.
(?). State, KQW.
Stanford
vs
U
S
F,
KGO
KWG KFBK
KMJ KOH.
Broadcast

Oct. 19
vs. Portland,

KQW

KIM J

Oct. 24
Brigham Young vs.Oct.U 2.5S F. KQW.
California vs. U S C. KOY KTUC KSr
KHJ KGB KFXM KPMC KVOE KX
KVEC KDB KFRC KIEM KHSL KVr
KTKC
KHBC. KDON KYOS KMYC KGM
Washington vs. Stanford, KGO KW
KFBK KMJ KOH KJR.
OregonKERN
vs. UKEXC LKMED.
A. KECA KFKTMS
Washington State vs. Oregon StuU
KALE KRNR KORE KOOS KFJI KWI
KBND KUIN KAST KOL KMO KI
KXRO KGY KELA KWLK KUJ KGA.
Santa Clara vs. Oklahoma. KQW.
Idaho vs. Willamette. KRLC. KIDO.
Oct. 26
Loyola v^. St. Marys, KMPC. KQW.
Gonzaga vs. Portland. KALE KFIO.
Nov. 1
California
vs.
UCLA.
KOY KVOj
KTli
KSUN KHJ KGB KFXM KPMC
KXO KBEC KDB KFRC KIEM KHS,
KVCV KTKC KDON KYOS KMYC.
Stanford vs. Santa Clara. KECA KFSl
KTMS KGO KERN KWG KMJ KFHI
KOH KGU.
Washington vs. Montana. K.IR.
Oregon vs. Washington State. KAIJ
KRNR KORE KOOS KFJI KWIL KBNI
KUIN KAST
KELA
KWLK KOL
KUJKMOKGA.KIT KXRO KG^
OregonKIDO.
State vs. Idaho, KEX KMKI
KRLC
Fresno State vs. U S F. KQW.
Nov. 2
St. Marys vs. Gonzaga, KQW KFIO.
Loyola vs. St. Louis. KMPC.
Portland vs Fort Ord, KEX.
Nov. 8
California
vs.
Washington.
KGO KW '
KFBK KMJ KOH KJR.
Stanford vs. U S C. KOY KTUC KSU:
KHJ KGB KFXM KPMC KVOE KXO
KVEC KDB KFRC KIEM KHSL KVC\
KTKC KDON KYOS KMYC KGMB KHBi
Oregon State vs. U C L A. KECA KFSl
KTMS KERN KEX KMED KAST.
Washington
KRLC KIDO. State vs. Idaho, KGA KU.j
Gonzaga vs. E. Nov.
Washington.
KFIO.
9
St. Marys vs. Duquesne. KQW.
Loyola vs. U S F, KMPC.
Oregon vs Santa Clara, ( ? ) .
Moffett Field vs. Pacific Fleet. (?).
Nov. 15
California vs. Oregon State, KFKC
KIEM KHSL KVCV KTKC KDON KYOS
KMYC KALE KRNR KORE KOOS KFJI
KWIL
KBNDvs.KUIN
KAST KGMB
Stanford
Washington
State, KHBC.
KTAEi
KVOA KYUM KGLU KECA KFSD KTMS
KEX
KGA. KMJ KFBK KOH'
KGO KJR
KERNKUJKWG
Idaho vs. Montana, KRLC, KIDO.
U C L A vs. Camp Haan. KHJ KGB
KFXM KPMC KVOE KXO KVEC KDB.
U S F vs. Moffett Field, KQW.
Nov. 16
Santa Clara vs. St. Marys, KQW.
Portland vs. Gonzaga, KALE KFIO.
Loyola vs. Creighton, KMPC.
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Nov. 22
/^ashington
vs. Oregon.
RE
KOOS KFJI
KWIL KALE
KBND KRNR
KUIN
ST KOL KMO KIT KXRO KGY KELA
LK KUJ.
iotre Dame vs. U S C, (?).
•regon State vs. Montana, KEX.
I C L A vs. Santa Clara. KOY KTUC
UN KHJ KGB KFXM KPMC KVOE
O KVEC KDB KFRC KIEM KHSL
CV KTKC KDON KYOS KMYC KGMB
BC.
Jonzaga vs. Washington State, KGA.
,t. Marys vs. Fordham, KQW.
joyola vs New Mexico. KMPC.
J S F vs. San Jose State. KQW.
daho vs. Montana State. KRLC KIDO.
IVov. 23
vIoiTett Field vs. Fort Ord, KQW.
Nov. 29
Stanford vs. California. KTAR KVOA
fUM KGLU KECA KFSD KTMS KGO
3RN KWG KMJ KFBK KOH KEX
VIED KJR KGU.
Oregon vs. Oregon State. KALE KRNR
DRE KOOS KFJI KWIL KBND KUIN
\ST.
Washington vs. U S C. KHJ KGB KFXM
PMC KVOE KXO KVEC KDB KFRC
EM KHSL KVCV KTKC KDON KYOS
MYC KOL KMO KIT KXRO KGY KELA
WLK KUJ KGA.
Nov. ,30
Loyola vs. Nevada, KMPC.
U S F vs. Fort Ord, KQW.
D.O. 6
U S C vs. U C L A, KOY KTUC KSUN
GB KHJ KFXM KPMC KVOE KXO
VEC KDB KFRC KIEM KHSL KVCV
TKC KDON KYOS KMYC KGMB KHBC.
Oregon vs. Texas, KALE KRNR KORE
OOS KFJI KWIL KBND KUIN KAST.
Washington State vs. Texas A & M, KOL
MO KIT KXRO KGY KELA KWLK
UJ KGA.
U S F vs. Mississippi State, KQW.
Dec. 20
U C L A vs. Florida, KMPC.
Dec. 27
California vs. Georgia Tech, (?).
Jan. 1
East vs. West Shrine Game, (?).
Bruce Cadwell Signed
RUCE CADWELL, whose name
Dpped the sport pages as a Yale
tar a decade ago, on Sept. 23 will
tart a new series of 15-minute
ootball commentaries over WTHT,
lartford, and WATR, Waterbury,
"uesdays,
and season,
Saturays duringThursdays
the football
■low a practicing attorney in Hartlord, his program will cover forelasts, progress of the leading teams
.nd commentaries on the major
;ridiron clashes. The program will
S)e sponsored by the Leopold Morse
Stores, men's clothiers. The ac|icount was placed by the Julian
uross Adv. Agency, Hartford.
Weed's Repair Plan
JOSEPH J. WEED, president of
S/Veed & Co., station sales representatives, has urged broadcasters to
,adopt a plan of "Approved Servicemen" to answer recent charges
inade in Readers Digest that many
padio repairmen make unnecessary
jrepairs on sets at the expense of
i;he public. Mr. Weed's plan, similar to one already in effect at
|WFBL, Syracuse [Broadcasting,
April 14], calls for stations to make
a tie-up with a reputable set repair service, certifying the repair
service and running announcements
calling attention to the plan.
Associated Named
ASSOCIATED RADIO SALES has
been
ajipoiiitedofnational
representative
WTCM. advertisingTraverse
City, Mich.. WHBL. Sheboygan. Wis.
and W.TBK. Detroit. The latter station will be represented by Associated
Radio Sales in the western territory
only.
Broadcasting

CONGRATULATIONS are extended by Gaston W. Grignon, general manager of WISN, Milwaukee,
to the station program director,
Woods Dreyfus, following a special
broadcast dedicating the new
WISN transmitter, increasing the
station's power to 5,000 watts. The
program dramatized the history of
the station since 1922.
Harisoii

Abantlons

CP ill Augusta, Ga.
Says Market Does Not Justify
Three Broadcast Outlets
ANOTHER victim of the FCC's
"survival of the fittest" theory was
revealed last week when it was
learned that W. Montgomery Harison, real estate man of Augusta,
Ga., who had been authorized to
construct a new local station there
to be known as WMWH, had returned his construction permit to
the FCC.
Action was precipitated by issuance of a construction permit for
another local, WGAC, in Augusta
on July 25, 1940, just one month
before the grant to Mr. Harison.
This gave Augusta, a city of approximately 66,000 inhabitants,
three stations— the third, WRDW,
having been in operation for several years.
Not Enough Business
In a letter to the Commission,
Mr. Harison's attorneys stated that
the permitee was relinquishing his
construction permit because there
already were two stations in Augusta and Mr. Harison "does not
believe after careful analysis and
due consideration that there is sufficient economic support for the
third
station."
WGAC went on the air Dec. 1
of last year and is licensed to the
Twin States Broadcasting Co., controlled by the o^vnGrs of the Aiigusta Herald, while WRDW is
owned by a partnership of three
local movie operators — Arthur
Lucas, William K. Jenkins and
Frank J. Miller.
This is the fourth instance in
which a new station was authorized
simultaneously with another in the
same community and forced for
economic reasons to abandon the
undertaking. Like WMWH, two of
the preceding cases — WMVD, Salisbury, Md., and KFUN, Las Vegas,
Nev. — surrendered their construction permits before going on the
air [Broadcasting, June 15, 1940].
The other, KYAN, Cheyenne, Wyo.,
went off the air last March 28 after
operating five months [Broadcasting, April 7].
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Capture of KELD
(Continued from page 55)
did all the dressy introductions,
and the captain, whose forte was
Hollywood commentary prior to
the Army, did a 10-minute chore
about the studios.
This idea was described as a sort
of tactical exercise, a stunt whereby the enlisted men would learn
what might happen if a radio station, an enemy watter, were captured, and they were called on to
step in and run it as a propaganda
medium. It is to the Army's credit
that no program got behind, every
station break was on time, and no
advertiser's commercial was
flubbed.

Tailor-made
Coverage
in the
Intermountain
Market
with
5000

watts

The effect on El Dorado was pronounced. It is understood that the
mayor sent a long and flowery
letter on the "maneuver" to Gen.
Lear, saying it was the greatest
goodwill venture by the Army he
had ever seen.
Wiedmann

Spots

GEORGE WIEDMANN BREWING Co., Newport, Ky., is conducting acampaign of one-minute
transcribed announcements, delivered by Milton Cross, on WFBM,
WKBN, WBNS, WHIG, WMMN,
WGKV, WPAR, WSAI, WCITy.
Discs were cut by the NBC Radio
Recording Division, New York.
Strauchen & McKim, Cincinnati
handles the account.

HOW

TO

POPULAR
Scdt Loke City
Representative: ;i
JOHN HAIR & CO.

IDENTIFY

The simple honest tenets of an imperishable
belief in our democracy find full expression over
WHOM.
The voices speak in eight different languages
but regardless of the tongue they never deviate
from the one basic idea that this is the land of
freedom regardless of race, religion or national
origin.
*
A LISTENING AUDIENCE OF 5,000,000 PEOPLE
THEY WELCOME NEW IDEAS, SATISFACTORY SERVICES

WHOM
1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION
29 WEST

57TH ST., NEW
Telephone Plaza ^-4204
a JOSEPH LANG, Manager
AMERICA'S

LEADING

FOREIGN
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ALTHOUGH radio occasionally got
passing mention by the special Senate Interstate Commerce subcommittee investigating the alleged
use of movies and radio for propaganda purposes, the motion picture
industry continues as the principal
target for isolationist Senators' accusations that the movies and radio
have become Administration pawns
in preaching the pro-war and proBritish gospel.
Hearings before the five - man
Senate committee, admittedly dominated 4to 1 by isolationists, started their second week last Monday
with appearances by Jimmy Fidler,
movie gossip columnist and radio
commentator, and George Fisher,
movie commentator heard for several years on MBS.
Apart from the brief appearances of these two radio personalities, there appears little likelihood
that broadcasters' policies and
practices in connection with the
propaganda charges will come up
for further examination for at least
several weeks, after the committee
has finished questioning a long list
of movie executives.
The first industry witness for
the movies, Nicholas Schenck, the
president of Loew's Inc., originally
slated to appear last Thursday and
Friday, will be heard Tuesday,
Sept. 23. It is not thought the 15
motion picture witnesses invited to
appear in the proceeding will com-

by

ENGINEERS
Wfierever installed —
Lingo Racjiators have
excestdsd alt efficiency
expectations. No wonder
alert engineers look to
Lingo for top efficiency
and managers are enthused bythe increased
sales nnade possible
by, increased signal
strength and coverage.
Photo shows installation of the
350 ft. Lingo Tubular Steel Radiator
at station WBOC,
Salisbury, Md.

*®^^^RADIATO
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JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC., CAMDEN, N. J.
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Senate Inquiry
plete their testimony until October
[Broadcasting, Sept. 1, 8, 15].
As the inquiry proceeded, complaints continued to be made public from many sources. Demanding
that the subcommittee immediately
"take a forthright position against
any federal censorship of motion
pictures", the American Civil Liberties Union, one of several outspoken critics, also urged that the
Senate group dissociate radio from
its film inquiry, "since the two
media are so different in character
and control, and since radio is already the subject of another inquiry embodied in a resolution
pending in the Senate."
Fidler vs. CBS

Radio's connection with the propaganda accusations was not developed clearly during the appearances
of either Mr. Fidler or Mr. Fisher.
Although the former discussed the
details of his recent switch from
CBS to MBS, following what he
termed attempts by CBS to "deflate" his scripts, both movie commentators wei'e questioned chiefly
in connection with their personal
eff'ortstures opposing
pi-opaganda picas such.
Responding to Mr. Fidler's censorship charges. CBS in a press release issued before he had been
excused from the witness stand
declared:

"Columbia was beset by legal difficulties and dangers so long as
Jimmy Fidler was on the air because of Fidler's desire to destroy
values and reputations in order to
build up a big audience to which
his sponsor could advertise. In addition, he was actually trying, on a
one-sided basis, to get over into
the realm of controversy, and CBS
does not sell time for the one-sided
discussion of controversial issues;
it gives the time free in order to
maintain fair discussion of all sides
of such issues.
"CBS is responsible for what is
aired over its network and has the
right to maintain a certain character and to insist upon proper
standards of what is broadcast into American homes. CBS is well
satisfied that CBS and Fidler have
parted company and does not believe that Fidler will succeed in
deceiving the public with a false
issue of free speech."
Answering the CBS statement
from the stand, Mr. Fidler maintained that CBS never was in danger of "legal difficulties", since
questioned points in his scripts as
a matter of covirse were checked by
both his own and CBS' lawyer. He
declared also that his contract specifically provided protection for
CBS in case of libel or slander
suits arising from his broadcasts.
Pressure Alleged
Pointing out that he had previously appeared for sevei'al years
on CBS, the network at the time
it entered into a new contract with

22, 1941

3IANEUVER
STYLES,
an out
growth of the Army recommencU
tion that radio's correspondents a
the Louisiana war games effec
regulation military apparel, got :
professional posing by members o
the special WLW-WSAI war ma
neuvers staff just before they tool
ofl" from Cincinnati for maneuve
area. Taking a final peek at tr
map are (1 to r) Jorge Mayor,
chief announcer of WLWO, Crosk;
shortwave outlet; Cecil K. Car
michael, assistant to James D
Shouse, Crosley vice-president ii
charge of broadcasting; J. B. Scott
staft' photographer; James Cassidy
WLW special events director
Elizabeth Bemis, newscaster; R. L
Tedford, engineer. At right Marsh;
Wheeler, woman's commentator
gets a fitting on her uniform, designed by Catherine Garritson.
Victor Record Drive
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, N. J.,
Sept. 26-29 will conduct an intensive publicity campaign for its new
Victor Red Seal catalogue, through
newspapers, national magazines
and radio. Woven around the
theme, "Many
orchestras have
recorded Bach, Beethoven,
Mozart,
but Victor Red Seal Records Bring
You the World's Greatest Symphony Orchestras
and Conductors",
the campaign
on radio
will feature
announcements on Music You
Want, heard six times weekly on
52 stations for Victor records and
will tie in with local dealer displays, page-spreads in 122 papers
and seven magazines. Lord &
Thomas, New York, handles the
account.
JOSEPH R. SCHIFIXL local beauty
salon owiier. holds 77 of the SO shares
of stock issued by the Torrington
Broadcasting Co. Inc.. applicant for
a new local in Torrington. Conn.. 250
watts
1490 ke.T. One
shareCarmela
apiece*
is held on
by Gerado
Schifiui.
Schifini Ciccaglione. and Joseph A.
Cic-aglione. Call would 1ie WTOR.
his sponsor Tayton Co., Los Angeles (cosmetics), undertook the
commitment with full knowledge of
the type of program he conducted,
he declared, and when it later precipitated a situation that forced
him to request release from the
CBS contract, the netwoi'k failed
in its duty to the public to carry
through on its established policy.
Both Mr. Fidler and Mr. Fisher
stated they had been advised of
instances in which movie companies had approached the networks
and certain newspapers to try and
exercise some control over their
radio scripts, although both declared they had felt no such presMBS. sure from their present network,
Broadcast

Congress Cigar Spots
CONGRESS CIGAR Co., Nev
York (La Palina cigars), during
the first week in October will star
sponsorship of three sports pro
grams, on WBBM, Chicago; WWJ
Detroit, and WKRC, Cincinnati
On Oct. 1 company will take ovei
Quiz Bowl, a program featuring
"name" guest stars, on WKRC
Wednesday, 8:30-9 p.m. (EST I
from Oct. 4 to Nov. 22 Tom Har
rington, former Notre Dame star
will broadcast eight outstanding
Midwestern football games on as
many successive Saturdays in tht^
interest of La Palina, on WBBM
and on Oct. 6 Ty Tyson will star1
a Monday-through-Saturday schedule of 15-minute spoi'ts reviews or
WWJ, 7:45-8 p.m. Others may be
added. Marschalk & Pratt, Ne-vs
York, handles the account.
KVRS Sale Sought
OWNERSHIP of KVRS, RocV
Springs, Wyo., will pass into thf
hands
Crackenofif Marjorie
the FCC Lannen
approves Mcpending application
R. West'ir.
holding
9,996 sharesfor ofR. stock
the
station,
to
transfer
to
Mrs.
McCracken for an undisclosed amount,
Mrs. McCracken is wife of Harold L. McCracken, onetime man-,
ager of KVRS and more recentlj
manager of the new KYAN, Chey-;
enne,airWyo.,
ofithe
last which
spring was
for forced
economic
reasons. KYAN at that time was
50% owned
Lannen, motherbyofMrs.
Mrs.Mathilda
McCracken
KVRS
operates
with
250
watts
on
1400 kc.
STANDARD RADIO has announced
the following new and renewal subscribers to itsPasadena,
program Cal.
library
sery-,
ice : KWKW.
; WNBZ.:
Saranae tabula.Lake.
N. T.Everett.
; WICA.Wash.;
AshO.; KRKO.
WPID. Petersburg. Va., and KWJJ.
Portland. Ore.
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r THE FRONT, network crews are providing coverage of the battle
tween the Second and Third Armies in Louisiana. In the Third Army
dio room (left) are (1 to r) Brewster Morgan, CBS director for na•nal defense; Jack Harris, news and special events director, War Dept.
reau of public relations (attached to Third Army for maneuvers) ; Bob
immings, NBC engineer; Gene Ryder, CBS engineer.
Correspondents accredited to the Third Army are (center photo) Eric
vereid, CBS comentator; Bill Slocum, CBS special events director; Bob
etworks,
over

Stations

Maneuvers

ipture of KALB Provides
liance for Deception
'VIERICA's greatest peace-time
|ineuvers got under way last
Wday [Broadcasting, Sept. 15]
|th every war condition simulated
the last degree. Even the propanda units of the Second and
iird Armies in their first reports
t into the home war spirit by
ading out conflicting stories on
same incident from the front.
KALB, Alexandria, La., was
jrmed and captured by radio
iits of the Second Army, with the
sistance of infantry which seized
e Red River bridgehead in Alexdria, according to a CBS comanique from Second Army Field
adquarters in Winnfield, La.
A Phoney Tip
Thought to be a military trick
at could easily turn out to be
(e neatest of the entire maneuvers,
e capture of the station resulted
tremendous gains for the Secd Army, the communique went
. The station's regular programs
>ntinued, with the radio men of
e Second Army taking over and
31libstituting for the regular personial from 6 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Monay. At a strategic moment Capt.
arney Oldfield (recently of KOILFAB - KFOR, Omaha - Lincoln)
liok the air and warned civilians
iiat certain roads leading into
lexandria from the North were
loked with men and military
luipment.
The Third Army, listening in,
jeard the broadcast, and thinking
hat the Second was attacking the
i'ity, rushed up troops. In doing so,
ley left a large stretch of the
iver bank open, which the Second,
nng in wait, seized by throwing
p a pontoon bridge and advanced
'ell into Third Army territory.
An MBS bulletin broadcast last
londay evening by John Duffy and
jimmy Gordon, Mutual's Third
irmy correspondents, reported that
|apt. Oldfield and Lieut. Brooks
at son (recently of WMBD,
eoria) and an MBS recording
8R0ADCASTING
L

Two Games in Day
COVERING two football
games 300 miles apart on the
same day is the task facing
Harry Wismer, Michigan
sportscaster, on Saturday,
Sept. 27, over WXYZ, Detroit, and the Michigan Radio
Network. That afternoon,
Wismer will broadcast the
season ouener between Michigan and Michigan State at
Ann Arbor. He will then
speed by automobile with a
State police escort to the Detroit airport and board a
plane for Chicago. At 8:30
p.m. he will broadcast a description of the game between the pro Detroit Lions
and the Chicago Cardinals,
also over WXYZ and MRN.

crew were among the war's first
casualties when they were captured
while storming and capturing the
station at Alexandria. They were
released in 36 to 48 hours, it was
reported later.
The MBS report further states
that the two radio men, whose
names were withheld by the censor,
would be interned for 24 hours,
according to intermartial agreement. Both CBS and MBS headquarters asserted their version to
be the correct one.
CBS said its microphones were
carried into the actual battle line
by its special events staff of 15.
Among its many battlefront programs is the Spirit of '^.1 series,
dramatizing work of Army branches in the combat area. Eric Sevareid,, formerly stationed abroad by
CBS and now at its Washington
office, broadcast his experiences in
a dive bomber.
WLW Scoop
WLW

claimed a scoop for its maneuver unit when one of the station's mobile units happened to be
driving by the Second Army's headquarters as shock troops of the
Third Army made a surprise attack.
Only radio crew to cover the attack,
which failed, WLW got a complete
description plus interviews with
officers and prisoners.
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Stanton, NBC, and Ken Fry, NBC special events chief. NBC and CBS
shared a direct wire through the maneuver area to permit coverage at
various points.
Covering the maneuvers for MBS were Jimmy Gordon, manager of
WNOE, New Orleans; John Duffy, announcer; C. E. Davidson, engineer.
In rear is Lieut. Edward W. Boyle, in charge of I'adio section of public
relations bureau. Third Army. The radio crews were kept on the jump
because the maneuvers were uncontrolled, simulating actual warfare.
Tax

Bill Passed

But

Franchise

Without
Plan

BARE of the controverted 5-15%
Federal tax on radio time sales
in excess of $100,000 annually, as
well as another advertising tax
proposed to be levied on billboard
space, the 1941 Revenue Act was
sent to the White House for Presidential signature last Wednesday
night after approval by Congress.
The House on Tuesday and the Senate on Wednesday approved a conference committee report incorporating agreement to delete both the
radio and billboard taxes from the
bill.
However, with the immediate
threat met and repulsed, it became increasingly evident that
moves are afoot in Government circles to impose a franchise tax on
radio, with a cost-of-regulation
plan espoused by FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly and a Treasury Department plan of unknown
specifications most prominent. Although it could not be verified official y, itis understood the Treasury Department, under direction of
John L. Sullivan, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, already has
compiled an extensive statistical
record in connection with a definite franchise tax scheme.
Perhaps in New Bill
During House and Senate consideration of the tax conference
report, it also was apparent that
in securing deletion of the proposed tax from the pending bill,
opponents had given some promise
to radio-tax proponents that some
sort of Federal levy on broadcasting would be discussed before long.
It is thought a proposal may be
offered as part of the coming bill
to effect administrative changes in
the Revenue Code. This has been
hinted several times by Congressional leaders, although no one has
announced a definite intention to
sponsor the project.
Among excise schedules provided under the new Act, which will
yield an estimated total of $3,553,400,000, is a 10% sales tax on radio recievers. Telephone taxes pro-

Radio

Will

Be

Impost

Discussed

vided in the bill include a 5-cent
impost per 50-cent message charge,
or fraction; 10% of the charge
for telegraph, cable or radio messages; 10% of the charge for
leased wire, teletypewriter, or talking circuit special service; 5% of
the charge for any wire and equipment service, including stock quotation and information service and
burglar or fire alarm service; 6%
of the charge for local telephone
service. Specifically exempt from
the 10% tax on leased wire, teletypewriter or talking circuit special service are broadcasting stations and newspapers.
During House debate on the tax
conference report last Tuesday,
Rep. Treadway (R-Mass.) voiced
one element of Congressional thinking on the radio tax situation.
"There may be merit in some
form of radio tax," he declared,
"but I am not going to discuss the
merits or demerits of the tax itself. It would be an exception to
the present law to have a tax on
radio advertising. No advertising
tax has been included in any tax
bill, and there is no reason why it
should start with radio broadcasting. If you are going to have a tax
on advertising it should apply to
all forms of advertising, not to
Liiden's Ready
LUDEN'S Inc., Reading, Pa.
(cough drops), is about to launch
its extensive fall campaign of live
station-break announcements with
the first of 100 stations on a stagone."gered schedule to get under way
Oct. 1. Announcements will run
three to nine times weekly. Contracts are 13-26 weeks. Agency is
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.*
Lelin & Fink on 55
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Corp.,
New York (Hines Honey & Almond
cream), on Oct. 16 will launch a
campaign of nouncements
station-break
anon 55 stations
through the country. Agency is
William Esty & Co.," New York.
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Radio Slightly Affected
By Kansas City Strike
BLITZKRIEG strike of AFL's
IBEW in Kansas City last Tuesday and Wednesday, plunging- the
city into darkness and threatening
the water supply, had little effect on its radio outlets. The power
was suddenly cut off at 11:57 p.m.
Tuesday, but inasmuch as KMBC,
WDAF, KCMO and KITE regularly sign off at midnight no serious loss of time was involved.
Technical staffs of both KMBC
and WDAF remained on duty during the blackout, which lasted until 4 a.m. making arrangements to
operate using auxiliary systems if
necessary. Although the strike was
not settled immediately, city and
state officials promised there would
be no further interruption to servFeed Firm Extends
CONSOLIDATED PRODUCTS
Co., Danville, 111., supplementing
its spot campaign on WOR, New
York, has purchased 15 minutes of
the Farmers Ahnunac on WEEI,
Boston, thrice-weekly in the intei-ests of its semi-solid "E" Emulsion, a buttermilk-vitamin feed for
poultry. The radio campaign is being run in conjunction with space
taken in farm papers. Mace Adv.
Qo., Peoria, is agency.
IMOGENE WOLCOTT. heard as
Dear Imoije)>e six davs weekly on
AVOR, New York, has bought a halfinterest in American Cookery, monthly
magazine of the Boston Cooking
School. She will continue lior program.

1000 WATTS

Running

Account of Press
{Continued from page 22)

"propaganda" and "doubtful programs" off the station.
Asked for his definition of a
"doubtful program", Maj. Stoer
termed
"a program
that of
would
interfereit with
the revenue
the
station",
into account
that
the
NAB taking
code would
be enforced
so far as possible on controversial
issues.
Contract Relations
W ith CIO Reviewed
Resuming the stand last Thursday, Maj. Stoer identified a further
series of correspondence exhibits
offered by Mr. Lloyd in connection
with the"KYA-CIO situation. The
correspondence, in letter and memoranda form, traced the development
and final consummation of the incident with the station finally refusing
to renewwhen
the itCIO's
cial contract
had commerexpired.
It also indicated the growth and
elimination of bad feeling between
the Hearst newspaper publishers
in San Francisco and the station
management arising from the
threat of economic harm to the papers as the public mind lost
patience with purportedly onesided labor statements on its radio
programs.
In correspondence between himself and Reiland Quinn, then man-

NIGHT

Hearings

ager of KYA, Maj. Stoer on March
5, 1940, at the height of the CIO
controversy, declared he was "quite
willing to forego the revenue from
this program if there is any way
to get it off, even though I realize
that the loss to the station would
be Another
felt very letter
considerably".
to Mr. Quinn,
from Grove J. Fink, identified as
an attorney for KYA, indicated
that while individually the labor
programs might not be completely
objectionable, it is "the cumulative
effect of these programs rather
than any single one which makes
them
highly
objectionable."
Mr.
Fink also
declared
:
"I have read a great many of
these scripts. I cannot say that I
can definitely put my finger on any
one script or any one portion of a
script and say that that was sufficient justification for you to cancel
the
Other contract."
letters indicated that the
CIO programs were causing embarrassment to the local Hearst pappers, the Examiner and the CallBulletin, particularly in the papers'
dealings with such organizations
as the chamber of commerce and
with advertisers.
The correspondence exhibits also
indicated that still greater commotion followed KYA's action in
granting time to the American Federation of Labor for a series of
programs immediately following
the CIO features. In some instances, it was shown, both CIO
and AFL programs attacked local
business firms, although much of
the effort went into dogfights with
each other.
Programs to Offset
Labor Series Proposed
"A combination of the CIO and
the AFL each raising hell with
business on KYA cannot be offset
by any powder puff programs suggested by the National Manufacturers Assn.," commented Mr.
Lindner, Examiner publisher, in a
letter to R. E. Berlin, of Hearst
Magazines Inc., on a proposal for
a program series under NMA ausIn a Sept. 12, 1940, note to Harpices.
old Meyer, present manager of
KYA,
Lindnerin relation
declared: to "We
have noMr.interest
the
dropping of any of the programs
now extant on KYA — nor do we believe any adverse effect to the
newspaper that might conceivably
be consequent would be unsur-

The Call-Bulletin attitude apj h '
ently was less strenuous. A S' j
20, 1940, letter from Maj. Stoej
Mr. McCabe indicated that p.;
lisher Coblenz believed the AP
and CIO programs should be ;
lowed to continue to the expirati
of contract rather than cancel) c Commenting on his conversatio
with Mr. Coblenz, Maj. Stoer stat
in his letter: "He even went so f:
as to say that he did not beli
that either the F,xaminer or i
Call-Bulletin had lost a single a
vertiser because KYA was can
ing the programs
in questio
whereas he felt that if they wf
thrown off the station, the eff'.on the papers might be extreme
After AFL in late Septembt
1940, had cancelled its KYA pr
serious." charging the station wi
grams,
"severe censorship", and with tl
CIO contract to expire Oct. 8, tl
correspondence
that "wr
the end of the indicated
labor programs
sight" Hearst officials and the st
tion management immediately s
about improving the relationsli
between the stations and the ]j
pers. Both publishers indicat'
agreement
the station's
polii
in refusing with
to renew
the commcial commitments, the letters in<:
cated, and were receptive to c
operative offers, although ]\I
Coblenz was said to have wanti
to wait "until this trouble has cor
pletely blown over" before tyii
up with the station.
During presentation of this loi
string of exhibits by Mr. Lloy
he was interrupted occasionally !
Hearst Counsel Porter and Jud;
Thacher, who pointed out ina
curate statements in the corrt
spondence. Comdr.
Craven al
asked that the record be straigl
ened out by Mr. Lloyd in count
tion with FCC consideration of ti ^
KYA incident. Judge Thacher r
marked at one point that "the rei
ord is being flooded with one r
cital after another of inaccura
statements", which, he said, ms
be
the Commission
in coi'^
ing used
to aby decision
and which
a:
difficultthey
to have
point once
to asbeen
inaccura''
after
passt
by.
Developments Shown
In Letter to Fly
Asked for a review of the KY.
incident from the Hearst point i.
view, Maj. Stoer cited a letti^
written by him to Chairman F
on Nov. 19, 1940, which previou
ly had been entered in the recor
The letter stated:
"On June 11, 1938, KYA e:
tered into a contract with the Sa
Francisco District Industrial Unic

mountable."
Making NEWS

in NEW

ENGLAND !! !

The New WHEB
With POWER
BECOMES
A
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uncil to broadcast certain pro'nms for that organization. The
)gram had been broadcast, with
few changes in time and length
program, from June 20, 1938,
til Oct. 8, 1940. When arrangents were made with KYA to
jadcast this program, it was purlased, accepted, and broadcast in
3 same manner as any other comrcially sponsored program.
'Upon termination of the conict, under its own terms, KYA
(t r vised the CIO organization that
did not desire to renew the conjct. From our point of view, this
tion placed KYA on an exact
oting with the other stations in
San Francisco area, all of
lich we have been advised have
en offered the CIO program, and
1 of which have refused to broadst it.
"Refusal of KYA to renew the
0 contract was based on the fact
at the program was controveril, and, was, therefore, contrary
the provisions of the NAB code,
aich provides that controversial
ograms cannot be accepted by a
ation on a paid basis. Although
YA was desirous of complying
jjith the code, it refrained from
[isturbing the CIO program until
le expiration of the contract.
i"Our experience with the broad55 ijlsting of this program has been
(I(jlost difficult,
pi"The station also carried a sejes of programs sponsored by the
jFL. One of these programs,
j'oadcast Sept. 13, 1940, resulted
I a charge by the CIO that statements contained in the AFL probam were false and libelous. The
10 demanded that KYA make a
'traction of the statement re^prred to.
"This latter incident resulted in
Lacing KYA squarely in the cenir of an embittered labor fight.
"KYA did not desire to become
lie center of a labor dispute, and
jalized that the simplest way to
/oid antagonism from all sides was
) conform its policy to that of the
AB Code. Based on our experince with this highlv controversial
uestion, we subscribe to the wisom of this code provision.
"KYA is perfectly willing, in
Dnjunction with the other San
['rancisco stations, to provide a
iiedium for the discussion of any
ontroversial question upon a free
lime basis. However, it does not
[eel that it should be singled out as
he only station in the San Fran(isco area which, because of having previous contractual relation(hips with the CIO, should thereore be reauired to continue such
roadcasts."
rives Definition

away."
it difficult to draw a blanket definition and agreed with Mr. Poi'ter
that every program must be considered on its individual merit.
Reverting to the CIO-KYA incident, Maj. Stoer said, in response
to Commissioner Craven, that complaints were received from all segments of the public and from opposing labor unions. When Mr. Porter offered to place in the record
several scripts of the CIO program, at the request of Commission counsel, Chairman Fly observed that he felt the CIO issue
had to do only with the management of the station and had no direct connection with the question
of newspaper ownership.

first with the Wisconsin News in
Milwaukee, subsequently with its
station WISN, then with KTSA in
San Antonio, under Hearst ownership, and finally he moved in
1938 to WBAL as manager, later
becoming its president.
Counsel Lloyd asked the witness about the space for time exchange arrangement of WBAL
with the Baltimore News-Post, and
identified an exhibit covering programs, amounting to $300 per
week, scheduled on the station, in
exchange for display advertising.
Asked by Mr. Lloyd whether the
$300 figure was more or less than
the regular card rate, Mr. Burke
explained that at the time the
schedule was worked out, it was
computed at the full card rate, but
rates have increased since then.

Blue salesmen. Mr. Kiggins, in a
covering letter to Mr. Burke, called
attention to the letter sent to network salesmen regarding cooperation offered Blue Network clients
in getting publicity for their programs. The sales memo cited "22
ways to help you sell the Blue Network" and brought out that newspapers own or control 22 Blue stations, or more than 40% of the network's total. The list was computed from Broadcasting's 1939
Yearbook.
The memorandum pointed out
that Blue stations never let down
on extra
publicity
is needed most and
that where
use of itthe
Blue
Netwoi'k, by virtue of the newspaper tie-up, was a sound investment in good-will.
Mr. Burke said the News-Post
from time to time has made suggestions for programs on WBAL.
He cited as a recent example the
idea that WBAL carry a program
on the induction of Naval recruits
into office, indicating that most of
the suggestions related to public
service features.
Mr. Burke also identified a letter from Seymour Morris, of Benton & Bowles, agency for ColgatePalmolive-Peet, to Walter Candler, business executive of the NewsPost, on the Ellen Randolph program which ran in latter 1939. The
letter brought out that Mr. Burke
had suggested the agency was making a great mistake if it failed to
use display space in the News-Post,
as well as in the Sniiday American

Getting Cooperation
For Blue Clients
Chairman Fly, after considerable
discussion, suggested that a memorandum be submitted for the record, showing the precise rate differential involved, covering both
the newspaper's use of time and
the station's use of space, which
was at the lowest department store
rate, similar to other exchange advertising worked out by Hearst
stations.
A letter written on July 28, 1939
to Mr. Burke by Keith Kiggins,
Blue Network sales manager, drew
considerable attention, along with
a related memorandum covering
newspaper ownership to all NBCcm

Burke Tells of
Newspeiper Tie-up
Judge Thacher observed that the
testimony, in his judgment, had no
relevancy, except at it related to
KYA management, and he could
not see its applicability to the newspaper situation.
Called as the third Hearst witness, Harold C. Burke, president
and manager of the WBAL Broadcasting Co., operating the Baltimore, 50,000-watter, spent less
than ten minutes on the stand. He
explained he had been with the
Hearst organization since 1925,
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?/ ^Doubtful Program^
Maj. Stoer, asked by Mr. Porer to elaborate on his definition
»f a "doubtful program", said he
iad sought to give an abbreviated
'Version when he said that it was a
Drogram that tended to reduce the
•evenue of the station. In the final
inalysis, he declared, he felt his
lefinition still held, but he thought
BROADCASTING

Go Away !
CBS and NBC got a very
blunt example of "freedom of
the press" during the early
days of the ASCAP-BMI battle last January, it appears
from testimony presented at
the FCC Newspaper - Radio
hearing last week. According
to letters introduced, NBC
and CBS officials asked E.
M. Stoer, general manager of
Hearst Radio, if the New
York Hearst papers could not
be more objective in editorial
commentaries on the
ASCAP fight. Mr. Stoer
took the matter up with William Randolph Hearst Jr.,
publisher of the Journal
American. Mr. Hearst replied
that he thought the chains
were "supersensitive" and
added,
significantly,
call again,
tell them"Iftothey
go
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and the Baltimore Sun, pointing
to merchandising pages appearing
in the News-Post.
The Morris letter stated that
Burke on
proved
quite
a"Mr.
salesman
this himself
and several
other points about your paper, and
as he left I promised him I would
take up the matter with Mr. Roy
Peet and with our own media department again." He added that
subsequently the News-Post was
placed on the schedule.
Mr. Burke explained that in
talking with the agency about the
new program which was to run on
WBAL, he suggested use of the
affiliated newspapers because of
of the merchandising tie-in.
Decentralized System
Explained by McCabe
Charles B. McCabe, president of
Hearst Radio, president of the New
York Daily Mirror, vice-president
of American Newspapers, and vicepresident of the Hearst Corp., all
Hearst enterprises, took the stand
for a five-minute appearance.
After questioning Mr. McCabe
regarding his functions for the
various organizations, Mr. Lloyd
asked whether American Newspapers Inc., as the parent company,
did not set policies for Hearst Radio Inc. The executive, however,
asserted that Hearst Radio itself
set its policies and that each individual station manager was responsible for each station's operation.
Mr. Porter objected to questions
relating to the Hearst organization
generally, after Mr. McCabe said
he had taken particular pains to inform himself about Hearst Radio
rather than other Hearst enterprises. He said that all of the
Hearst organizations are under
one common control, however.
When Mr. Lloyd asked Mr. McCabe about particular policies pertaining to allocation of time on the
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CONVENING in New York Sept. 5 under the chairmanship of Lyman
Bryson, of Teachers College, Columbia U, these members of the CBS
Adult Education Board emphasized and national defense aspect of broadcasting and voted continuance and approval of the CBS programs Report
to the Nation.
and Dr.
Invitation
to Learning.
Those attending were: People's
(seated 1Platform
to r) Rev.
Gerald Walsh
of Fordham
U,
Lyman Bryson, William S. Paley, CBS president; (standing), W. B.
Lewis, CBS vice-president in cliarge of broadcasts; Alvin Johnson, director. New School for Social Research, New York; Edward Klauber, executive v-p, CBS; T. V. Smith, professor of philosophy, U of Chicago; Dr.
Stringi'ellow Barr, president, St. John's College, Annapolis, Md. ; Sterling
Fisher, CBS director of education; William Benton, v-p, U of Chicago;
Spencer
director.director
Workers'
Education Bureau
of America,
Douglas Miller
Coulter,Jr.,
assistant
of broadcasts,
CBS; Leon
Levine,
CBS assistant director of education.
Hearst stations to individuals or
organizations who might be attacked in Hearst newspapers, the
Hearst executive said that such
matters were handled independently by the stations. He emphasized
that while there was centralized
ownership, the station operation
on the programming end was decentralized.
Diebler, Roberts
Next to Appear
Taking up the so-called "Kansas
City
situation".
Counsel
Thomas Assistant
E. HarrisGeneral
called
as his first witness David H. Diebler, veteran FCC attorney. He
identified for the record an exhibit
outlining the facilities and ownership of the six Kansas City broadcast stations. Roy A. Roberts,
managing editor of the Kansas
City Star, former Washington correspondent and one of the' best
known figures in American journalism, then was called.
Mr. Roberts explained the Kansas City Star properties cover the
Star, an evening paper, the Times,
which constitutes the morning edition of the Star, a farm weekly,
and WDAF. There is also the Sunday edition of the newspapers.
Whereas the newspapers average
about 330,000 circulation for each
edition and the farm paper about
470,000, competitive newspapers
in the area are far below that figure, he said.
Explaining that the Star pioneered in radio in the Midwest,
Mr. Roberts said he was not thoroughly familiar with station programming activities and policies
but in a general way had kept
abreast of the development and of
the relationship of newspapers to
stations. He strongly espoused
newspaper ownership of stations
as the best possible tie-up and
urged that even more stations
should be newspaper operated.
Confronted by Mr. Harris with
1941

an article published in Editor &
Publisher, trade journal of the
newspaper industry, in 1935, wherein newspaper-radio policies of the
Star were outlined, Mr. Roberts
said that the industry had moved
far ahead since then and that
many of the old practices no longer
are existent. He said the article
was an accurate description at the
time but that it was now entirely
outmoded.
Particular attention was devoted
to the so-called combination rate
system of WDAF and the Kansas
City Star, under which advertisers
using both the newspapers and the
station were given special discounts. Mr. Roberts said that practice had been stopped about six
years ago. He recalled it was abandoned because the practice had been
questioned in the industry and by
"certain Commissioners". He added,
however, that there was no appreciable loss in business either by the
newspaper or the station as a
result of elimination of this practice.
Explains Attitude
On AP's Sale of News
A series of memos and letters
relating to the dual rate practice
and how WDAF was operated in
conjunction with the newspaper, all
dated between 1933 and 1935, were
identified and discussed.
Mr. Roberts said WDAF does
not sell newscasts because it feels
that they should constitute sustaining material. News is broadcast on the station, however, four
times a day locally aside from that
transmitted by NBC-Red, of which
it is an affiliate. He added that
originally he did not believe press
services should sell news for radio
as attested in a letter he had
written to the Associated Press,
but that even that picture had
changed.
In its earlier days, Mr. Roberts
declared, radio was "a parasite and
a stepchild and had to be supported.
Broadcast

Suddenly the stepchild becami
beautiful baby and had to be lovedj
Alluding to the Associated Pre
entry into the news field, Mr. Ro
erts said that his organization pa;
$12,000 a month to the Associatf
Press, more than any other coc
pany in the country. Consequent^
he said, his organization was n*
very happy when AP decided
sell its news budget for radio
about $300 a month.
In radio's earlier days, Mr. Ro
erts recalled, most newspapers ar
press associations were extreme
hostile to the medium. He said h
organization always harbored tl
view that radio, with its fine tn
dition, background and indepen^
ence,
was logical corollary of tl
newspaper.
"The two go hand in hand," M
Roberts said. "I think if we hi
more newspaper ownership, v
would have better radio."
Asked regarding a letter he hs
written an AP executive in 193
requesting that AP news be a
lowed for broadcast non-comme
cially, Mr. Roberts explained he ha
protested the sale of Internation;
News Service to a competitive st;
tion and had threatened to discoi
tinue the news service for the new;
papers. After the service had bee
sold to the competitive station, Y
said he procured a reduction c
"$75 a week" from INS.
Says Fitzer Generally
Gets What He Wants
One evil of sponsoring news, M:
Roberts said, was the lack c
enough fresh news to warrant frt
quent broadcasts, even in thes
times with a war in progress,
is bad to broadcast the same new
"over and over again and you hav
to do it if you permit it to b
A memorandum from H. Dea
Fitzer, manager of WDAF, to Mi
Roberts,
protesting the failure oj
sponsored."
WDAF to carry as much news a
its main competitor, KMBC, als
was read in the record. Mr. Fitze
had complained that through th.
Press Radio Bureau setup, KMB(
was scooping WDAF on its owi
news. Mr. Roberts said that Mi,
Fitzer frequently discussed polic;.
matters with directors of the co:
operatively owned Star organiza
tion and that he "generally get
what
he wants".
When
FCC Counsel Harri
sought to place in the record a let
ter from James W. Barrett, forme
editor of the Press Radio Bureau
on the Kansas City news situation
answering the issue raised by Mr
Fitzer's memorandum, Juc
Thacher protested. He pointed ou
that Mr. Barrett previously ha(
been a witness and that the exhibi
should have been identified at tha
time, rather than through anothe:
witness.
Upon conclusion of Mr. Harris
direct examination, Mr. Robert!
said an elaborate exhibit, depict
ing the history of the Kansas Citi
Star and WDAF, and covering
their contributions to national de ,
fense and public service, had beeri
prepared but had not been placer
in the record by FCC counsel. Hif'
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jgestion that it be made an ex>it was accepted.
Qnder cross-examination by ArW. Scharfeld, counsel for
DAF, Mr. Roberts said the radio
ition as such does not have an
9 jitorial policy. The newspaper diets policies of the station only to
p extent of holding Mr. Fitzer
Sponsible for operation of the
iition with instructions that he
iun the best radio station you
In."
Questioned
by Judge Thacher on
e desirability of newspaper radio
int ownership, Mr. Roberts said
was his opinion that such a comnation is desirable because it reilts in better public service in
ery respect. As for WDAF, he
iid "We think we've got a damn
)od station and we want to make
|q Tobetter."
clear the record on the queson of the former combination rate
(iir the newspaper and station, Mr.
2harfeld offered as exhibits adtional letters relating to the old
RA Code practices, terminating
ich rate differentials voluntarily
>r all newspaper-owned stations.
itzer Questioned
.bout Radio Columns
Taking the stand as WDAF's secid witness, Mr. Fitzer explained
had been manager of the staon since 1925 and had been a rebrter from 1920 until 1925. He
Iso doubles as radio editor of the
ewspaper, but does not receive
separate salary for that work.
Asked why radio programs are
Published only in the Star evening
'dition and not In the morning
iaper, Mr. Fitzer said this would
e a duplication and waste of space,
'jince every subscriber gets both
lapers under a combination subcription.
When Assistant General Counsel
"Sarris asked why the Sunday Kanas City Star news page of Jan. 19,
i 941 mentioned the Presidential
^naugural would be broadcast on
]/VDAF and no other station, Mr.
''itzer said it was his thought that
he listener does not need two rastations to listen to one program. The only time the newspaper
:akes advantage of such a headline,
le said, is when there is duplica;ion of this character on a broad-

James

Uebelhart, WSPD,

Toledo, says: "Our two INS
printers are spelling out
thousands of additional listeners for WSPD."
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
BROADCASTING

Speech Sets Record
LARGEST radio audience
ever measured by the CAB
was that which heard President Roosevelt Sept. 11,
when 72.5% of radio setowners interviewed reported
listening to the speech. Previous CAB high was the
63.6% rating achieved by
the second Joe Louis-Max
Schmeling heavyweight
championship fight on Jan.
22, 1938.Charlottesville
The President's
famous
address of June 10, 1940, attained arating of 45.5% and
his October and November
campaign speeches had an
average
CAB rating of
37.49c
cast handled by all network stations.
Mr. Harris, however, pursued
this further by pointing out that
the actual program log did not
reveal that any other station carried the inaugural, whereupon Mr.
Fitzer observed that the particular
page referred to looked "extremely
selfish", but that it was not the
"average" handling.
Following considerable wrangling over selection of typical radio
pages from the Kansas City Star,
Chairman Fly ordered that all program logs for the month of March
be made exhibits. A protest from
Mr. Harris that it would cost a lot
of money to make all the photostats was without avail.
Failure to List
KCMO Is Discussed
When Mr. Fitzer explained that
only the Sunday edition of the
Star carried news comments in
addition to program logs, Mr. Harris tried to draw from him confirm,ation of his claim that 80%
of the space was devoted to WDAF.
Mr. Fitzer, however, insisted this
was not so. Mr. Fitzer explained
that the Star does not essay to
print complete program logs of all
six stations in the Kansas City
area, but that more and more space
is devoted to such logs. The full
program schedules of the network
outlets, he said, are published,
however.
When Mr. Harris attempted to
make an issue of the failure to
list programs of KCMO altogether
during a specified period, Mr. Fitzer said this was done at the request of KCMO and the listings
later were restored by request.
The station had refused to submit
its program logs lor several days
and they were not restored until a
top executive of the station had
called on Mr. Roberts and made the
request, he said.
Mr. Harris sought to make some
play
the made
fact that
staff onwas
up WDAF's
of one news
man,
Shelby Storck, who processed and
presented thethatstation's
news. had
He
ascertained
Mr. Storck
had no previous journalistic experience and asked whether it was not
true that Storck was "the lowest
paid announcer on the staff". Mr.
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Fitzer said this was not so since
he had just received a raise. Mr.
Harris sought to show that the station had not taken advantage of
its opportunities in news broadcasting, but members of the Commission were inclined to brush that
aside as having nothing to do with
the inquiry.
Asked why the Star did not permit sponsorship cf news broadcasts, Mr. Fitzer said the station
feels that news programs constitype of tofeature
"it
is mosttute oneannoying
break that
into the
middle
of", as sponsors are inclined
to demand.
Special Contract
With ASCAP
Mr. Harris introduced a series
of exhibits purporting to show how
Mr. Fitzer sought to solicit advertising for the newspapers from
NBC, Edward Petry & Co., its
station representative, and others,
in connection with dedication of its
new plant last year. Both NBC
and Petry turned him down as contrary to policy. Another letter, to
Sidney Strotz, vice-president in
charge of programs of NBC, rejected a request of NBC on behalf
of an account for merchandising
service. Mr. Fitzer advised the
NBC official that WDAF was a
good station with a lot of coverage
and low rates, "but no merchandisA mild sensation was precipated
in connection with the negotiations
ing".1932 by a committee representin
ing newspaper-owned stations,
This
Of

Area
Over

headed by Mr. Fitzer, of a special
form of music performance contract from ASCAP. The committee, made up also of Walter J.
Damm, of WTMJ, and Lambdin
Kay, of WSB, claimed that the
deal resulted in a one-third reduction in ASCAP payments for newspaper-owned essayed
stations.
Chairman Fly
to prove
that the discriminatory contract
was
consideration
"publicity"
whichin would
be givenof ASCAP
by
the newspapers owning the stations. The contract itself, introduced in the record, carried the
now familiar clause that it was
agreed to because ASCAP recognized "the substantial contributions
to the promotion and development
of the art and industry of music
by newspapers in the way of general propaganda continuously appearing in their columns in support
of various and sundry musical
Under cross-examination, Mr.
Fitzer explained that the contract
activities."
ran from 1932 until 1935 and then
was extended until all ASCAP
contracts terminated at the end of
last year. Previously, ASCAP had
notified newspaper stations that
the contract would not be renewed.
Says /Vo Publicity
Given in Exchange
Mr. Fitzer explained that while
the form of contract saved his station money, as well as certain
other newspaper-owned stations, it
did not mean savings to a substantial number of such stations,
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and a larger number did not accept
the contract. The important factor,
in determining the minimum guarantee he explained, was tbe sustaining fee previously allotted the
station, together with the amount
of business it did. He described it
as better than the standard form
of contract then prevailing.
Mr. Caldwell asked Mr. Fitzer
if it was not a fact that the contract was worked out not because of
publicity for ASCAP in the newspapers, but because E. C. Mills,
then ASCAP's general manager,
had followed the policy of "divide
and conquer". Affirming this, Mr.
Fitzer said there had been a great
deal of hearsay about it, but that
he was simply negotiating for a
better deal than he already had.
Davis Relates Story
Of WHB ISeuscasts
Philip G. Loucks, law associate
of Mr. Scharfeld, and managing
director of the NAB at the time
the newspaper contract was issued,
in cross-examining Mr. Fitzer,
brought out the minimum guarantee provision and inquired whether
that was not the stumbling block
for many stations. Responding
affirmatively, Mr. Fitzer said it
was the guarantee that made the
newspaper deal interesting to
ASCAP
and record
not the
He said the
will "publicity".
show that
no favorable publicity was given
ASCAP as a result of it.
Following Mr. Fitzer to the
stand, Donald D. Davis, general
manager of WHB, Kansas City,
was questioned by Counsel Harris
on past affiliations with newspapers. Mr. Davis said that at one
time WHB had a trade deal with
the Drovers' Daily Telegram, a
stock and produce journal, under
which the paper printed a complete
listing of WHB programs. In
April, 1935, the station entered into
a reciprocal agreement with the
Kansas City Journal-Post, he said.
This agreement was terminated in
June, 1939, when the news service
offered by the paper became inadequate for the growing station, he
stated. At present WHB uses both
INS and Associated Press news
service.
Asked about the treatment accorded WHB by the Star, Mr. Davis
declared that the paper was "very
nice" about listing WHB programs, although there were cases,
when WDAF or KMBC carried
the same program as WHB, when
WHB would be omitted from the
program listing. Mr. Davis emphasized that he was not complaining against the Star treatment of
WHB news, since on several occasions the station had been given
good publicity breaks.
A Commission exhibit offered by
Mr. Harris, a photostatic reproduction of a half-page of the Kansas
City Times for May 22, 1941,
showed a six-column picture of a
stage-speaking scene at a Chamber
of Commerce lunch. It was pointed
out that while microphones were
apparent in the picture, call letters
on microphone banners had been
blacked out. Mr. Davis identified
the scene as a broadcast of a speech
Page 64
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by Mayor John B. Gage, carried
by both WHB and KMBC.
Another exhibit, a memorandum
from Mr. Davis to Paula Nicoll,
MBS traffic manager in New York,
indicated Mr. Davis' interest in securing the MBS broadcast of the
Golden Gloves boxing show for
WDAF rather than KITE. Mr.
Davis explained that this interest
arose because he believed both
MBS and WHB would get a better
publicity break from WDAF and
the Star, which sponsored the Kansas City Golden Gloves tournament,
and that WDAF should get the job
because
the Stu)-'s
great interest in theof fights.
He declared
that
the station did get a substantial
amount of publicity, both in print
and on the air, when WDAF carried the MBS broadcasts.
Commenting to Judge Thacher
that he thought the Sfa?' does an
excellent public service job, Mr.
Davis voiced a theory of his own
on newspaper operation of radio
stations. With radio operating as
the long arm of journalism, he said,
newspaper-radio operation is the
logical development for the dissemination ofnews in a community.
He commented also that one way
the Star might improve its service
to listeners would be to develop a
better typographical layout for
program listings.
FCC Exhibit
Causes Another Uproar
Introduction of the final Commission exhibit precipitated an uproar in the closing minutes of the
Thursday session. The exhibit, a
comparative compilation of the
time given over to news broadcasts
on six Kansas City stations and a
comparison of news staff payrolls
for the stations, was identified by
John Southmayd, of the FCC investigating staff, under whose direction the figures were gathered
and analyzed.
Purporting to show that newspaper-affiliated stations were playing
down news broadcasts in comparison with non-newspaper-affiliated
stations, the exhibit, based on
sworn statements from each of the
six stations, showed that WDAF
carried 647 minutes of news during
the April 1-7 week in 1941, KCKN
770, KMBC 870, WHB 969, WREN
1,080, KCMO 1,750. It was pointed
out also that a particularly wide
disparity existed between payrolls
for the news staffs of the stations,
with WDAF paying one employe
$150 per month, KCKN paying one
$200, KMBC paying six $2,140,
WHB paying three men $475,
WREN paying three $280 and
KCMO paying three $285.
The exhibit drew immediate
criticism from both Mr. Scharfeld
and Judge Thacher, along with
Commissioners Craven and Case.
Judge Thacher, questioning Mr.
Southmayd, brought out that no
differentiation had been made in
the table between employees paid
by sponsors and those drawing
their full income from the stations,
that no inquiry had been made to
substantiate the exact nature of
the news programs. He declared
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Marshall

FIRST SPONSOR on W59C, FM
adjunct of WGN, Chicago, was
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago department store with the purchase
of seven hours a week on the FM
station. Larry
advertisingSizer,
manager, company's
and formerly
assistant radio director in the New
York office of N. W. Ayer & Son,
signs the 52-week contract, while
Frank P. Schreiber (left), WGN
coordinator of departments, and
William McGuineas, WGN, sales
manager look on. Titled Perfectionist's Hour, the program started
Sept. 21, broadcasting 55 minutes
of transcribed music followed by a
five-minute newscast nightly.
Fewer Squawks
NIGHT operators at CBS,
New York,
report of
a considerable diminution
late in
phone calls from the public
to register complaints against
speakers and commentators,
whom listeners formerly were
quick to challenge, contradict
and criticize.
decreasing "Steadily
numbers of calls
come in,"dicating
it isaltered
stated,
"inattitudes
which may be boiled down to
resignation, indifference because of confusion or the development of a more tolerant
reception to the opinions of
that others."
if weight was to be given the
exhibit by the Commission, it
should know something more about
the character of the service offered
by the individual stations.
Mr. Scharfeld asked why the survey had been confined only to news
programs, pointing out that the
full picture must include the entire
program sei'vice. Commissioner
Craven agreed that the entire picture should be supplied, holding
that public service can be measured
only by an overall picture of a station's service, whether or not the
separate elements strike a balance.
In a brief brush with Chairman
Fly, who also indicated that the exhibit should be supplemented with
additional information, Judge
Thacher commented that the public
service factor cannot be determined
by recounting the number of minutes of news programs carried by
a station. "If you try to find out
if a newspaper station handles
news properly, you can't do it
properly
with statistics," he declared.
When FCC Counsel Harris arose
Broadcast

Field Signer
As WGN
FM Sponsoi
With
Debut
of W59(
KEYNOTED by intensive lo<a
promotion, W59C, FM adjunct o
WGN, Chicago, officially went oi
the air as a commercial statioi
Sept. 21. On the same day, th<
Sunday Chicago Tribune had ;
widely publicized special FM sup
plement
containing
FM radio
advertising
and editorial
matte)seoutlining advantages and histor\
of FM.
Concurrently, Frank P. Schreib
er, WGN coordinator of depart
ments, announced the addition of f
staff of nine musicians to the F_
stations, and the appointment
Estelle Barnes, formerly piani
and arranger of WAAF, Chica^!^
to the program, department. CharleGates of the WGN sales force has
been assigned to W59C time sales
Although the station at present is
operating on 3 kw. power with a
temporary transmitter on the 29th
floor of Tribune Tower, it will be
on the air about the first of the
year with a permanent transmittei
capable of 10,800 square miles, oi
approximately 72-mile radius, coverage specified in the FCC grant
according to WGN Chief Engineei
Carl F. Meyers.
The station's initial sponsor
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago dpartment store, which has signed
52-week contract for seven houi
weekly, and is broadcasting a
nightly program of 55 minutes ct
transcribed music followed by
five-minute newscast. Business w;
placed
Chicago.through Chas. D. Frey Co..

Video Program Firm j
TELECAST PRODUCTIONS Inc.,i
designed to serve agencies and ad-l
vertisers by
producing
television
programs
for "packaged"
commercial
sponsors, has opened offices at 30.
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
Myron
Zobel, founder
land Magazine
in 1921 ofandScreensince
1928 president of The Graduate
Group, advertising representatives
of alumni magazines of colleges
and universities, is president. Kenof NBC's
television
divisionnethisShaw,
production
manager.
Mr.
Zabel said his company already has
a dozen packaged productions ready
for sponsorship.
to protest Judge Thacher's comexhibit, Fly
the latter
de-'
clared mentstoon the
Chairman
that Mr.
Harris was confronting counsel'
with
of order
documents"
and^
that hea "deluge
was out of
in arguing
that the exhibits should not be;,
commented upon at the time of
their entry into the record.
As the session ended. Chairman
Fly indicated that FCC counsel i
should give further study to its
exhibits, both past and future, in
order to supply any supplementary
information that may be asked at
the time of their offering for the;)
record. He indicated also that coun- il
sel should send out another questionnaire to the Kansas City stations
to
secure
infoi'mation, whether itadditional
be by study
of a
station
week's logs.
scripts or a perusal of i;
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LATEST
5

LOG

Power
Watts
in

Location
540 KILOCYCLES
50.000
Watrous, Sask.
550 KILOCYCLES
■IB Fredericton, N. B.
1,000
560 KILOCYCLES
Kirkland Lake, Ont. 1.000
580 KILOCYCLES
UA Edmonton, Alta. 1.000
PR Port Arthur, Ont. 1 . 000
CL Toronto, Ont. (DA) 1.000
600 KILOCYCLES
Vancouver, B. C.
Saskatoon, Sask.
Montreal, Que.
North Bay, Ont.

« )R

VT
iCK
:;Y
::0
OV
IC
I

1,000
1,000
500
1.000

610 KILOCYCLES
1.000
Trail, B. C.
New Carlisle, Que.
1,000
620 KILOCYCLES
Regina, Sask. 1 . 000
630 KILOCYCLES
Charlottetown, P.E.I. 1.000
Chatham, Ont. 100
Kelowna, B. C. 1.000
Winnipeg, Man. 1 . 000
690 KILOCYCLES
Montreal. Que. 50.000

OF CANADIAN
BROADCAST
STATIONS
BY FREQUENCIES
{Licensed or Authorized by the Canadian Department of Transport as of September 1, 19^1)
D — Day power.
N — Night power.
DA — Directional antenna.
Power
* Construction permit for new station.
in
Power
in
Location Watts
730 KILOCYCLES
CKAC
Montreal, Que. 5,000
740 KILOCYCLES
CBL
Toronto, Ont. 50.000
790 KILOCYCLES
CKSO Sudbury, Ont. 1,000
800 KILOCYCLES
Windsor, Ont.
CKLW
5,000
CHRC Quebec, Que.
1,000
860 KILOCYCLES
CFRB
Toronto, Ont. 10,000
Call
Letters

900 KILOCYCLES
CJBR Rimouski, Que. 1,000
CHML Hamilton, Ont. (DA)1,000
CKBI
Prince Albert, Man. 1,000

CJCA

910 KILOCYCLES
Ottawa, Ont.
Kamloops, B. C.
920 KILOCYCLES
Wingham, Ont.
930 KILOCYCLES
Edmonton, Alta.

CBM

940 KILOCYCLES
Montreal, Que.

CBO
CFJC
CKNX

QST BEFORE they were lifted
25 feet into the air on this platirm, special eventers of WTMA,
lharleston, S. C, checked up to
■;e that equipment was in working
rder. Then they started skyward
I tell the story of the huge PinodHs dam, part of Santee-Cooper
Dwer and navigation project —
! to r) A. F. Brown, construction
igineer; John Richbourg, anpuncer; C. Wylie Calder, program
■irector; LeRoy Wenger, engineer.

1,000
1.000
1,000
1,000
5,000

Letters
Call
CFAC
CHNS

Location
960 KILOCYCLES
Calgary, N.Alta.S.
Halifax,

BROADCASTING

1,000
1,000

980 KILOCYCLES
Regina, Sask. 1 , 000
Quebec, Que.
Vancouver,
B. C. 1,000
1,000
990 KILOCYCLES
Winnipeg, Man. 15.000
CKY
1010 KILOCYCLES
CFCN Calgary, Alta. 10 , 000
CBY
Toronto, Ont. (DA) 1,000
1070 KILOCYCLES
Sackville, N. B. 50 , 000
CBA
1130 KILOCYCLES
Vancouver, B. C. 5,000
CBR
1150 KILOCYCLES
Brandon, Man. 1,000
.000
CKX
CKOC Hamilton, Ont. D-1N-500
CHS J St. John, N. B.
1,000
1220 KILOCYCLES
CHAB
Moose Jaw, Sask.
1 , 000
1230 KILOCYCLES
*CHEX
Peterborough, Ont. 1 , 000
CJCJ Calgary, Alta. 100
CHGB
Ste. Anne de la
Pocatiere, Que. 250
CKVD Val d'Or, Que. 100
CJRM
CBV
CKWX

r Name
By Any Othe
BELIEVING
that the word
"announcer" is out-moded,
Richard Stark, announeer on
Vox Pop, Hour of Charm and
other programs-, offered $25
for a suitable substitute. He
received about 600 replies
containing some 250 suggestions, including : Herald
(which led the field with 73
votes), proclaimer, introducer, radiorator, coordina t o r, loquator, arranger,
ether waver, air custodian,
vocalator, chronicler, radiator, oralator, introlocutor, announcatainer. Not particularly fancying any. Stark selected as best the trio, airmaster, host and mikemaster, and turned them over to
the judges — an agency man,
sponsor's representative and
another announcer — who rejected all three.
Columbia U Courses
TWO COURSES in radio, one in
writing and the second in production, will be offered to students during the coming (1&41-42) sessions at
Columbia U, under direction of Erie
Barnouw, writer for the Pursuit of
Havphiess, Cavalcade of America
and other series.
Basic Mutual Network Outlet
FULL TIME 1270 K C
THE 5000 WATT

UJH6F
HFFILIATE OF ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS ARSOS^

Power
Watts

Call
Letters

Power
Watts
in Letters
Call

Location
1240 KILOCYCLES

CFPR
CBJ
CKMC
CJCS
CKCH
CHLT
CKNB

Prince Rupert, B. C. 50
Chicoutimi, Que. 100
Cobalt, Ont.
50
Stratford, Ont. 50
Hull, Que.
100
Sherbrooke, Que. 250
Campbellton, N. B. 100
1260 KILOCYCLES
CFRN Edmonton, Alta. 1,000
1270 KILOCYCLES
CJCB Sydney, N. S.
1310 KILOCYCLES

CKMO
CKLN
CKCA
CHLN
CFLC

Quebec, Que.
100
Charlottetown, P. E. I. 50
Yarmouth, N. S. 100
Grande Prairie, Alta. 250
Chilliwack, B. C. 100
1380 KILOCYCLES

CKPC
CJOC
CFAR
CKRN
CKCW
CFOS

Brantford, Ont.

100

1400 KILOCYCLES
Lethbridge,
Alta. 100
Flin Flon, Man.
100
Rouyn, Que.
250
Moncton, N. B.
100
Owen Sound, Ont. 250

Vancouver, B. C.
1450 KILOCYCLES

D-25a
Nelson, B. C.
100
Kenora, Ont. N-lOO
Three Rivers, Que. 100
Prescott, Ont.
100'
1460 KILOCYCLES
Yorkton, Sask.
1470 KILOCYCLES

1,000'

CKGB

Timmins, Ont.

1,000-

CKCO Ottawa, Ont. (DA) 1,000
CKCV
CHCK
CJLS
CFGP
CHWK

Walts
in

CJGX
1,000

1340 KILOCYCLES

Location
1410 KILOCYCLES

1480 KILOCYCLES
CFCT Summerside,
Victoria, B. C.
CHGS
P. E. I. SOO'
10ft
1490 KILOCYCLES
* . ,.
CKCR
CFRC
CHLP
CJIC

Medicine Hat, Alta.
Kitchener, Ont.
Kingston, Ont.
Montreal, Que.
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

100
100
100
250
250

CKTB

1550 KILOCYCLES
St. Catherines, Ont. 1,000^
1570 KILOCYCLES

CFPL

London, Ont. (DA)l.OOO

J
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FAIRCHILD
PORTABLE RECORDER
• Hundreds of Fcrirchild F-26
Portable Recorders are doing double duty as portables
and studio recorders. Sturdy
ruggedness is built into the
Foirchild F-26, brilliant toneperfection is there, too. Fairchild are leading suppliers
of precision built equipment
to radio broadcast stations.
Write for descriptive literature.

GAMES
Texaco
of the
WGAR
Rams.
handle

of the Cleveland Rams pro football team to be broadcast exclusively on WGAR are here signed for sponsorship by Northern Ohio
dealers. Wielding the official pen is Myron E. Glass, president
Texas Distributing Co. of Cleveland, flanked by Harry Camp,
sales manager (left) and Bill Evans, manager of the Cleveland
Looking on are (1 to r) Bob Kelley, WGAR sports editor who will
the play-by-play; and Al Fisher, of Lang, Fisher & Kirk.
Labor

WDSU
NEW

ORLEANS

soon will be
500O

WATTS

Day and Night
WEED AND COMPANY
National Representatives
New York • Detroit • Chicago
San Francisco

WKBN
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Troubles Beset Industry
(Contiiiued from page 7)

cessf ul negotiation of increased pay
or wages would not be as readily
available in the future.
Terms of Settlement
With the working out of the
agreement last Friday by S. A.
Cisler, general manager of WGRC,
and Petrillo, MBS that afternoon
broadcast the first remote dance
bank pickup to be heard over the
network since the preceding Friday, when Petrillo had ordered
them off as a means of speeding a
settlement between WGRC and the
AFM local in Louisville, which had
declared the stations "unfair" after
lengthy local negotiations had
failed to produce an agreement.
By the terms of the settlement,
WGRC vnW henceforth employ six
staff musicians, including the organist who had previously been the
only
musician
employed by the station.
Cisler stated that for over a year
he had been attempting to employ
these musicians, a unit which he
has auditioned and which he believes he can sell on local commercial programs, but that the local
union had insisted that he employ
seven musicians and at a scale
higher than the one agreed upon by
him and the men he wanted. Stating that a compromise was reached
concerning the scale, he said the
wages and hours agreed upon are
satisfactory to him, whereas those
previously ilemanded by the local
had not been.
When a settlement was not
reached early last week, following
the AFM action in withdrawing
all remote dance programs from
MBS, Petrillo had notified MBS
that unless an agreement were
achieved in Louisville by Thursday
noon, he would pull his men from
22, 1941

all MBS stations to prevent their
feeding any musical programs to
WGRC. Cisler thereupon arranged
to fly to New York and the AFM
postponed its deadline, first until
3 p.m. and then indefinitely. On
Thursday evening Cisler, together
with Fred Weber, general manager
of MBS, Emanuel Dannet, WORMBS attorney, and Joseph Miller,
NAB labor relations director, met
with Petrillo and other AFM
executives
in an exploratory session.
Red Drops Remotes
When they reconvened Friday
morning, the broadcasters presented amethod of settlement they
had worked out, which Petrillo accepted with minor changes, and the
matter was settled and the strike
averted.
There will be no more late evening remote dance band programs
on the Red network, Sidney N.
Strotz, NBC vice-president in
charge of programs, informed
Broadcasting last Friday. "I have
been thinking for a long time that
the old theory that all radio listeners except the jitterbugs turn off
their sets and go to bed at 11 is all
wrong, and now that the remotes
are off we're going to keep them
off,
until we've given our
ideasata least
fair test.
"What we plan to do," he continued, "is to use the 11 p.m. to 1
a.m. period to try out new programs, variety and dramatic shows.
Many of these programs will come
from our affiliates, who believe they
have local shows of network caliber
which the crowded commercial
sciiedule on the Red has not given
us an opportunity to test previThe Red network has been minus
its remote dance band pickups
ously."
Broadcast

since Sept. 11, due to the break b(
tween WSMB, and the AFM lict
in that city. Rupture, it was rt
ported, occurred when the union i
presenting its terms for a renewt
of the contract negotiated with th
station last year, asked for ir:
creases both in scale and in tk
number of men employed which, i
granted, would have more tha
doubled WSMB's expenditure fc
musicians.
Ban on Concert Artists
When the station rejected thes
demands the union declared it un
fair and pulled out its men. Noti
fied of this action, the nationa
AFM office asked NBC to sto)
sending remote muscial program
to WSMB. NBC declined on th
grounds that such action would b
a violation of its contract to suppl;
network program service to WSMl
and then forestalled union actioi
by itself cancelling all remote pick
ups for the network.
At AFM headquarters it wa
stated Friday that the nationa
union is not planning to take an:
further action on a national seal
regarding the WSMB situation a
this time, pending a possible loca
solution. To assist WSMB in working out a satisfactory deal, Johi
Norton, assistant to William S
Hedges, NBC vice-president ii
charge of stations, was on his wa;
to New Orleans Friday.
The AFM made news in anothe
quarter
Thursday
when agency
it notifie'
NBC Concert
Service,
fo
Ef rem Zimbalist and Josepi
Szigeti, that these noted concer
violinists would not be allowed ti
fulfill their engagements to pci
form with the Boston Symphoir
Orchestra. Zimbalist was schedule
to appear Oct. 31 and Nov. 1, am
Szigeti April 10 and 11. Unioi
stated the ban was a routine mat
ter in accordance with the AFJ\
rule forbidding its members to per
form with non-members. The Bos
ton symphony is a non-union organization.
Ironically enough, these virtuoso;!
are new AFM members, who fol'
lowed the example of Alber
Spaulding last spring in resigninf
from the American Guild of Mus;
ical Artists, headed by Lawrenct
Tibbett, to join AFM, which has
been contesting jurisdiction ove:
such instrumentalists with AGMA
Since their resignations, thi
New York Court of Appeals has
reversed the appellate division ant
granted AGMA a temporary in,
junction restraining Petrillo an
AFM pending trial in the statf
Supreme Court, date for which has
not been set. If the violinists ha(
not joined AFM they would be free
to accept the Boston engagements
GEORGE FISHER, HoUywood com
mentator on the weekly MBS HoUy
wood Whispers, has sold the theiU'
SOUS'
of to
thatRepublic
program,Productions
"Confideutiall:
Yoiu-s".
for i
Hit Parade film. He collaborated witl
.Timmy McHugh.
MITCHELL .1. HAMILBURC
AGENCY. Hollywood, is exclusive ra
dio and picture agent for stories h}
the late Gene Stratton Porter, havin;
been appointed by the estate.
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VDRC^s
Announcers
linic Repays Effort
As Weak Pomts
Are Attacked
By WALTER HAASE
Program Manager, "WDRC, Hartford
DUR P. M.
Two or three announcers who
e not on actual assignment at
e moment gather in our large
adio. They're armed with paper
id pencil and open minds.
Four p.m. each day is the school
)ur at WDRC, and the students
•e announcers. But, rather than
,11 it a school, we've named it
The Announcer's Clinic", and it's
rtainly producing results.
We established the clinic several
onths ago for various reasons.
|''e
have capable
but
e wanted
to show announcers,
them how they
)uld still further improve. We
anted to instruct the announcers
1 the correct way to write copy,
id how to do it over the air in the
ost effective manner. We wanted
1 bring to life the latent capa;lities of our men.
It Really Works
The clinic was the answer. It's
orked remarkably well, and we
jel we now have one of the best
anouncing staffs in tlie country,
Jorking on standards which are
tnong the highest anywhere.
How does this clinic operate?
Blackboard instruction on word
inphasis, word pronounciation,
'ord arrangement. Personal in;ruction — for as long as necessary
-on one or two pieces of copy.
Lctual writing of copy by announc^irs. Corrections by announcers on
Dpy received by WDRC. Drilling
ito the announcer's mind that he's
salesman, both for the station
ind the client. There are many
fther angles, but these are the
iiost important.
Do the announcers like it? Delinitely. The improvement in some
if them has been terrific. One
lunior announcer's news improved
00% in two weeks when we put
lim to work reading out loud three
lOurs a day — from the Bible, the

CHNS
Halifax
Nova Scotia
The Busiest
Commercial
Radio Station
of the Maritimes
JOS. WEED Sc CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
BROADCASTING

Go

to

School

FRONT-ROW SEATS for these three, faithful students at the announcers clinic of V/DRC, Hartford. Program Manager Walter Haase wields
the chalk and demonstrates the technique of emitting a luscious
"Mmmmmm",
as specified
Classes are a daily
feature. in a piece of Lord & Thomas copy for M & Ms.
philosophy books of Santyana, the
Saturday Evening Post, anything.
He made a daily report in writing
as to just what and how much he
read, and to whom he read it.
This boy is only 21, and his mind
is open. He's learned by hard work.
Our regular announcers, of course,
are somewhat older, but they, too,
have learned by this and similar
rigid methods that there is no limit
to improvement.
Well, here's the basis on which
we operate this daily clinic:
What's the best way for an advertiser to get results over the
radio? He must, of course, have a
good product. Then radio must use
its best facilities to get the message
over. Major accounts take care of
this problem by using capable advertising agencies, but smaller accounts sometimes suffer because of
a lack of proper copy. And all can
suffer by poor announcing.
Basically a Salesman
If an announcer merely reads
his copy, much of the effort is
wasted. He must be, primarily, a
salesman. The announcer -listener
relationship may be likened to the
clerk and a customer in a store.
The Fuller brush man and the
housewife.
Well, let's take up the copy
angle. To use words and phrases
unlike conversation is absolutely
out. You must assume the announcer is addressing one or two
persons, and not a huge crowd.
He's talking simply to Joe Jones,
and Gus Guy. And he's got to talk
to Joe and Gus just like he would
if he met them on the street and
said, "Hello, fellows, what d'ya
Here's an actual case from our
know?"
files
of a piece of copy which was
definitely slanted wrong:
"Now you can enjoy the peace
and contentment of knowing that
your home and the comfort of your
loved ones is protected in times of
emergency. How? All you have to
do is buy your home things at the
Blank-Blank Furniture Co., of 123
Blank St. When you do, this fine
old store gives you a Home Security Bond free. This bond provides
that your payments will be suspended in case you are ill or unemployed and your home will not
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be disturbed.

This

service costs

youWhat's
nothingwrong?
. . ."
Obviously, the announcement is
directed at persons in the low wage
brackets. Do they speak in conversation of "peace and contentment"? Do they buy "home
things"? Are they "ill or unemployed?" Of course not.
When they talk, and when you
talk to them, it would go something like this:
"What would you do, if something happened to your husband?
Would your home and family be all
right? . . . You don't have to worry
about things like that when you

miRRY

buy furniture at the Blank-Blank
Furniture Store, at 123 Blank St.
Why? Because this store gives you
a Home Security Bond free. What
does that mean? It means just this:
If anything happens — if your husband loses his job or gets sick —
nothing will happen to your home!
You don't pay again until everything's all right. And this special
Home Security Bond doesn't cost
you one penny
Must Beextra!"
Coached
This is just one of the many
examples we bring before the announcers at the clinic. We emphasize what's wrong, and v/e tell them
why. Very
announcer knowsfrequently,
something isan
wrong,
but he doesn't know what. He loses
confidence in himself, in his own
ability. And, perhaps, the copy is
I'eally at fault. That's why he must
know good and bad copy, and actual
writing experience on copy gives
him the ability to discern.
We're entirely satisfied with
the results of the clinic. The commercial department likes it, the
agencies like it, the clients like it.
The announcers do, too. They go
to school on company time. They
improve their work in an interesting manner, and in unguarded
moments, some of them even say
they look forward to it.
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., on Sept.
29 switches Knox Manning, News on
11 CBS stations, from Mon. thru Fri.,
2-2:1.5 p.m. (PST), to Mon. thru Fri.,
12:1.5-12:30 p.m. (PST). Agency:
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.

CHRISTmnS
IT'S

A

LITTLE

EARLY

FOR

CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS
BUT
TOO
TO
THE

BEST

CHRISTMAS

NOT
EARLY

AUDITION
SHOW

YOU*VE
EVER
HEARD
so EXCEPTIONAL • SO AMUSING • SO INTERESTING
to Adults as well as Kiddles that one Sponsor
In each City will grab It.
15 Quarter Hour Xmas Programs and 45 more without
XMAS "tie-in" that can follow.
THE TITLE: STREAMLINED FAIRY TALES
Produced like the ever-POPULAR CARTOON MOVIES with impersonations —
DRAMATIZATIONS — sound effects, etc. Modern versions of well known fairy
tales. An outstanding program — hear it and be convinced.
COMPLETE BROCHURE ON REQUEST.

19 EAST 53rd STREET at Madison Avenue.. .NEW YORK CITY
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 16
NEW, WJR, The Goodwill Station, Detroit— Granted CP new commercial FM
station 45.3 mc 6.800 sq. mi.
NEW, Huglics Tool Co., San FranciscoGranted CP new commercial FM station
44.5 mc 10,800 sq. mi.
NEW Earle C. Anthony Inc., Los Angeles—Granted CP
Class C commercial FM station 43.7new
mc 38,000 sq. mi.
NEW Philco Radio & Television Corp.,
Philadelphia — Granted CP new commercial
television station channel 3.
NEW, Earle C. Anthony Inc., Los Angeles—Granted CP new
television station channel 6,commercial
applicant must
file for modification CP cercain engineer1-15-42.ing requirements with completion dale
NEW, The Journal Co., MilwaukeeGranted CP new commercial television
station
10-27-41. channel 3 with completion date
NiiW, World
Broadcasting Corp.,
bcituate, Mass.— Wide
Granted CP
international station 6.04, 11.73, 11.79,new
15.35
17.75, A3 emission 50 to 100 kw 15.13,
with
ses WkUL and WRUW modified to licentime
sharing.
KTRN, Tacoma, Wash.— Granted modi1 kw unl
directionafication
l DCP new& Nstation
1430 specify
kc.
KTSM, EI Paso, Tex.— Granted modification license 500 w N 1 kw D
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— New,
Mid-American Broadcasting
Corp., Louisville, Ky., CP new
D & N.1080 kc t kw D
1 kw N directional station
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Head
Lakes Broadcasting Co., Superior, Wis., de-of
nied petition remove from pending file and
"ew FM station;
NEW, WMEC Inc., Rochester, N. Y., placed
applicat
ion
new
FM
station
in pending
file under Order 79.
Applications . . .
SEPTEMBER 13
NEW, Peter Q. Nyce, Washington, D. C.
—Amend CP new station to 5 kw directional N & on.
D, studio site from Alexandria
to Washingt
NEW, Chambersburg Broadcasting Co ,
Chamber
w unl. Pa.— CP new station 1340
kc 250 sburg,
WSAI, Cincinnati — Amend application
to request 250 w booster station.
WOAI, San Antonio — Amend application CP to 750 kw.
NEW, W. W. McAllister and Howard
W Davis, Alice, Tex.— CP new station
1230 kc. 250 w unl.
„^KPT,
Kingsport, Tenn.— CP change
j90 kc increase
1 kw, equipment changes.
KVAK, Atchison, Kan. — Voluntary assignment license to Radio Enterprises Inc.
CP equipment changes, increase 250 w.
SEPTEMBER 16
WHOM, New York— CP directional D
& N, install new transmitter, increase 5
kw unl., move studio to New York.
WRGB, Schenectady — Reinstatement CP
commercial television station Channel 3.
NEW, Park Cities Broadcasting Corp.,
Dallas—
holders. Amend CP new station re stockSEPTEMBER 18
NEW, Wm. Penn Broadcasting Co.. Philadelphia—CP new
9.352 sq. mi. 3.906.453FMpop. station 47.3 mc
KOWH, Omaha. Neb.— CP new transmitter directional D & N increase 10 kw.
Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Park Cities Broadcasting Corp.,
Dallas, CP new station 710 kc 5 kw unl
(Sept. 24 J.
AUDIO DEVICES Inc., New York,
manufacturer of equipment for reproduction and recording, has announced
a new shipping carton for from one to
three 12 and 16-inch re'^orded glass
base blanks. The company stated that
it is handling these cartons on a nonprofit basis to promote the wider usage
of thr; substitute glass base discs.
• Septemher
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19 INCLUSIVEMusterole Change
MUSTEROLE
Co., Cleveland
(cold remedy), has postponed the
starting date of its fall campaign
from Oct. 15 to Nov. 3, to include
April, stead1941,
the campaign
of this in
October,
according into
Erwin, Wasey & Co., agency in
charge. Announcements will be
heard for 26 weeks on 84 stations
[BROADCASTING, Sept. 1].

Moved the Target
THE THRILL that comes
once in a lifetime missed by
only 30 seconds for Keith
Williams, engineer of WRCWMAL, Washington. Preparing to drive from a Rock
Creek Golf Course tee during
a recent round, Williams
noticed a workman on the
green, but paid no attention
and took a whack at the ball.
On approaching the green,
Williams was greeted by excited mutterings from the
Italian greenskeeper: "Justa
missed. You justa missed."
And there stood Williams's
ball, dead in the center of the
little round piece of new turf
— the former position of the
cup, which the greenskeeper
had just moved several yards
awav !

Barteau Heads Branch
ERWIN, WASEY & Co., New
York, has opened a New Haven
office, headed by John F. Barteau,
formerly account executive of the
Blaker Adv. Agency, that city. Mr.
Barteau at one time was a columnist for the Springfield Republican
and was later associated with Wm.
B. Remington
Inc., Springfield Advertising Agency.
Chevrolet Spots

Magner Joins NBC
:\L\JITIX :MAGNER has joined the
Chicago production staff of NBC. replacing Tom Hargis who is now with
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago. Born
in Stettin. Germany. Mr. Magner attended the universities of Berlin and
Munich ; was formerly a European
operatic director and radio producer.
Since coming to the United States in
19.39. he has been stage director of the
Chicago Opera Co. and a director of
the Radio Workshop at the National
Mnsic Camp, Interlochen. Mich.
NBC's International Division has completed arrangements for a new regular weekly reature. Stamp Journal of
the Air, giving the latest news and
views on stamps, to be broadcast to
Latin America and Europe via WNBI
and WRCA.

GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit (Chevrolet), last week began
an intensive 10-day campaign ending Sept. 26 ofnouncementslive
an"on a one-minute
selected group
of
stationsthein new
major
announce
1941markets",
Chevrolets.to
Campbell - Ewald Co., Detroit,
handles the account.
LEONARD JOY. manager of artists
and repertoire for RCA Victor, will
be regular conductor of the Treasury
Hour orchestra when that program
makes it bow on NBC-Blue. Tuesday.
Sept. 30. at 8 p.m. (EST).
STROMBERG-CARLSON Telephone
Mfg. Co., following a national survey
of radio dealers, last week reported a
300 to 400% rise in the sale of higherprice radio sets in recent months, addingmandthatwasannoted
exceptionally
strong defor FM combinations.

COPPER MASTER of Muz
Transcriptions Inc. (formerly AM 1
inspected by C. M, Finney (left
executive vice-president, and K. I
Smith, operating vice-president an
general
manager
of the firm's
processing
and pressing
plant. nc
Porter Named by OPM
PAUL A. PORTER, CBS Wafi
ington attorney, has been desig
nated by the Office of Productio
Management to accompany a dek
gation of eight from Great Britair
representing labor and manage
ment, in an inspection of defens
plants throughout the country. Th
delegation will leave by Arm;
plane Monday, Sept. 22, to be gon
for three weeks. Mr. Porter will b
on leave from CBS for this mission
Army Buys Marconi Tract
THE Guglielmo Marconi propen
fronting on Shark River, near Belm.n
N. J., a 93-acre tract where the hn
inventor carried out some of his earli
est transoceanic experiments, has be*'
purchased by the War Dept. for us
by the Signal Corps at nearby F' l
Monmouth to develop aircraft locatii;
devices. There are six buildings
the tract, some erected by Mr. Min
coni, and until recently they werused by Kings College, a religion
institution.
GEORGE DUNNING and Bill Hamiton, Hollywood arranger and lyri<
composer respectively on the NB(
College of Musical Knowledge, spon
sored by American Tobacco Co
(Lucky Strike), have collaborated iri
writing
a newwassong,turned
"'Keepover"Emto Fly
ing." which
thi
War Department following its pre
miere on that program.
SOME of the world's most valuahli
diamonds,
including
the Jonker's
aw
the separate
units which
once mad(
up the Vargas stone, now in the col
lection of the famous diamond deal
er, Harry Winston, were exhibited oi
a special television broadcast. Satur
day, Sept.
13, on WNBT. NBC tele
vision
station.
Music for Bombers
RAF pilots returning from
night bombing raids over
Germany and occupied European countries will have a
special rectedradio
diat them program
by WLWO,
Crosley shortwave station at
Cincinnati. The station has
started a Saturday night
program of popular dance
music beamed to England
and the Continent for the
RAF. Pickups will be made
from nati
night
clubs in
Cincinand nearby
Kentucky.

More than 20 years of service records
prove that the Lapp curved-side
compression cone of electrical porcelain meets every operating requirement. It affords double the strength
of an ordinary straight-side cone,
assuring the maximum in security and permanence. Finally,
each insulator, before shipment, is tested by loading to 50%
more than maximum design load. Most radio engineers know
they've covered the insulator question adequately when they
say toInsulator
their tower
manufacturer,
Lapp Insulators."
Lapp
Co., Inc.,
LeRoy, N. "Use
Y.
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FOR SECURITY IN

^

ANTENNA STRUCTURE INSULATORS

Broadcast

According to Wilfred Guenther, WLWO manager, all
requests from RAF pilots
will be answered.
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\etwork JKccounh
'\\ time EDSTunless otherwise indicated.
New Business
AXDER Co.. Chicago (Ovaltiue)
Sept. 29 resumes Captain Midnight
MBS. Mon. thru Fri.. 5:45-6 p.m.
Blackett-Sample) . Agency
;ST
immert.
Chicago.:
3NERAL FOODS Inc.. New York
rape Nuts. Grape-Xut flakes), on
;t. 3 resumes Kate Smith Variety
8-8 :.")5
stations. 12Fri.midnight
on 87a CBS
our. with
m.
rebroadcast
XYT).
AgencT
:
Yonna
&
Ruhicam.
Y.
& WILLIA,MSOX TOROWX Corp..
Louisville on Sept. 13
ACCO
gan sponsorship of Renfro Valley
am Dance on 14 XBC-Blue stations,
It. 8 :30-9 p.m. Agency : Russel M.
'eds Co.. Chicago.
II.A.XADA STARCH Co., Toronto
:orn starch and syrup), on Oct. 6
ijarts Que Feriez Voiis on CKAC.
ontreal; CHRC. Quebec; CKCH.
ull. Que.; Mon. 8:30-9 p.m. EDST.
agency : Vicker.s & Benson Ltd., ToLISS & Co., Toronto
MOdsXT COR
IA-^ou
1 starts
Cream ) . on Oct.
hose ire Love on CKAC. Montreal;
p.m.
„HRC. Quebec. Wed. er8-8:30 pson
Thom
DST. Agency : J. Walk
5. Ltd., Toronto.
. O. GROTHE. Ltd.. Montreal (to.eco), on Sept. 16 started Les Cheva^rs de Folklore on CBF, Montreal ;
BY. Quebec : CBJ. Chicoutimi.
ue. ; CJBR. Rimouski, Que. ; CKCH,
ull. Que.. Tues. and Thurs. 7 :15$j:30 p.m. EDST. Agency : Canadian
dv. Agency, Montreal.
LEGARE Co. Ltd.. Montreal (dertment store ) , on Sept. 11 started
\arieties Legare 1941 on CBF, Monl|eal ; CBV. Quebec ; CB.J. Chicoutimi.
ue. ; CJBR. Rimouski. Que. ; CHXC.
ew Carlisle. Que.; CHGB. Ste. Anne
12 la Pocatiere. Que.; CKCH, HuU.
I'uc. ; CKRX. Rouvn, Que., Thurs. 93 p.m. EDST. Agency: Veaudry &
llarwood Ltd.. Montreal.
JfHOS. J. LIPTOX Ltd., Toronto
Itea ) has started six .spot announceiients weekly on a number of Canaiian stations, and will expand with
!''reneh
in Quebec
i'ctober. announcements
Vickers & Benson
Ltd., To-in
iDnto. is agency.
Renewal Accounts
':.
.7. REYXOLDS
Tinston-Salem
I CamelTOBACCO
) . on Sept. Co..
29
lenews for 52 weeks Blondie on 77
fBS stations.
p.m.
lEST).
with Mon..
West 10:30-11
Coast repeat
-roadcast, 7:30-8 p.m. (PST). Agenly: Wm. Esty & Co.. X. Y.
Network Changes
-ETER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
lass, (swan soap), is adding 10
BS stations to carry via transcripion Burns & Allen-Paul Whiteman
rhich starts Oct. 7 on aproximatelv
0 XBC-Red stations. Tues. 7:30-8
Li.m. (EST). Agency: Young & Rubiiam. X'. Y.

Here's why WIBW gets
such amazing results.
Our 5,000 watts on 580
kc lays down a signal
equal to a 100,000
watt station on 1,000
kc.

BROADCASTING

Shift in Time
THE annual switchover from
daylight saving; time to
standard time ^\^ll take place
Sept. 28, at 2 a.m. As usual
network schedules will return
from daylight to standard
time. All times mentioned in
Broadcasting will be eastern
standard time unless otherwise specified. Chicago will
remain on daylight time until
2 a.m. Oct. 26 under a city
ordinance passed last spring.
Network programs originating there will be heard in
eastern cities, in most cases,
-without change and New
York programs will be heard
in Chicago an hour later than
usual.
PLAXTERS XUT & CHOCOLATE
Co.. San Francisco, on Oct. 3 switches
What's on Your Mind? on 10 CBS
Pacific Coast stations from Mon., 88:30 p.m. (PST) to Fri.. 6-6:30 p.m.
( PST) . Agency : Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
BROWX & willia:msox tobacco Corp.. Louisville (Raleigh tobacco), on Sept. 30 adds 55 stations to
College Humor on XBC-Red. Tues.
10:30-11 p.m.. making a total of 109
stations carrying the program.
Agency
cago. : Russel M. Seeds Co., ChiMILES LABS., Elkhart (Alka-Selt;
'n'
expand
Ahner.onnow
on six
XBC Lum
Pacific
29 will
Sept.heard
zer),
Red stations,
to 51Thurs..
XBC-Blue
stations. Mon., Tues.,
and Fri.,
at 7 :30-7and
:45 mountain
p.m.. with time
rebroadcast
to
central
zones at
11 :30-ll :45 p.m. Program will shift
origination point from Hollywood to
Chicago, but will continue on present
Pacific Coast network as a rebroadcast at 12:15-12:30. Agency: Wade
Adv. Agency. Chicago.
GEXERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
(Gold Medal flour), on Sept. 29 shifts
Hymns of All Churches on 34 CBS
stations. Mon.. Tues.. Thurs.. from
9 :45-10 a.m. to 10-10 :15 a.m. Agency :
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
GEXERAL MILLS. Minneapolis
(Bisquick). on Sept. 29 shifts Betty
Crocker on 34 CBS stations. Wed..
Fri.. from 9:4.5-10 a.m. to 10-10:15
a.m. Agency
mert. Chicago.: Blackett-Sample-HumGEXERAL MILLS. Minneapolis
(Wheaties). on Sept. 29 shifts By
Kathleen Xorris on 32 CBS stations.
Mon. thru Fri., from 10-10 :15 a.m.
to 9 :45-10 a.m. Agency : Knox Reeves
Adv.. Minneapolis.
GULF OIL Corp.. Pittsburgh (gas
6 oil), on Sept. 28 replaces World
Xeivs Tonight with Screen Guild
Theatre on 79 CBS stations. Sun.
7cam.
:30-8X.p.m.
Y. Agency : Young & RubiLEVER BROS. Co.. Cambridge.
Mass. (Lifebuoy >:,oap ) . will discontinue Hollifuood Premier on 70 CBS
.stations. Fri. 10-10:30 during December and resume again the first Friday
in .Tanuarv. Agencv : William Estv &
Co.. X. Y.
CBS Appoints Fasset
.TAMES H. FAS SETT, since 1938 assistant director of music of CBS. has
been named acting director of the
music department, succeeding William
H. Finesliriber. who becomes director
of CBS shortwave programs Sept. 22.
Mr. Fassett came to CBS in 1936 in a
triple capacity as announcer, production man and script writer, and prior
to that was an announcer in Boston
and intermission narrator for the Boston Symphony and Metropolitan
(Tpera broadcasts. He has also been
an actor and music critic.
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KINY is located in Alasi<a's capital city, home of the
Alaska Juneau gold mine,
the seat of Alaskan government— making it the most
stable area in Alaska.
Executive Offices
Am. BIdg., Seattle, Wash.
HUSBAND-WIFE production and
writing team, Owen Vinson and
Pauline Hopkins (Mrs. Vinson), in
their newly-opened offices in downtown Chicago, edit scripts for
Knickerbocker Playhouse, sponsored on NBC-Red by Procter &
Gamble Co., Cincinnati. Miss Hopkins, in addition to writing occasional scripts for the Playhouse,
writes That Brewster Boy, sponsored by Quaker Oats Co., Chicago,
and co-authors with her husband,
Midstream, NBC-Blue sustaining
serial. Mr. Vinson produces all
three programs.
Salvages Bovines
HERE'Srector one
agricultural
diwho knows
more than
what he reads on the air. Recently John Merrifield of
WHAS, Louisville, was sent
out to transcribe an interview with the operator of a
model farm near Louisville.
Arriving he noticed a bit of
excitement. A herd of cattle
had gotten into an alfalfa
field shortly after a rain and
were gorging themselves.
Eating wet alfalfa after a
rain is a sure way for the
kine to die, so Merrifield
pitched in and gave first aid
to the
lesser suff'erers,
usedtwoa
bit
of animal
surgery on
of the more serious cases,
drove the other cattle from
the field and then transcribed
his interview.
WSOO Aids Capture
DESCRIPTION of a murderer broadcast on WSOO. Sioux Ste. Marie.
Mich., is credited by authorities with
aiding capture of the fugitive as he
was observed heading toward a ferry.
Police seized him at the ferry. A few
hours tized
laterversion
WSOO
drama-a
of thebroadcast
murder. aWhen
policeman shot in the fray died the
next day, WSOO started a collection
for his widow.
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WTRY
lOOOW
^' ^' 980KC
Basic NBC
Blue

THE SECOXD YEAR of Touchdoion
Tips With Sam Hayes, a recorded 13week series quarter-hour programs on
football chatter syndicated by the XBC
Radio Recording Division, opened
Sept. 12. with over 60 stations on
the schedule, a 50% increase over last
year. Sponsored largely by local and
regional advertisers. Touchdoicn Tips
is recorded in Hollywood and airexpressed to the stations.
WIXSTON THORXBURG, national
sales manager of WSAY, Rochester,
has been assigned permanently to Xew
York to work on sijot and network
business. He will headquarter in the
offices of Joseph Hershey McGillvra.
the station's representative.
September

An H. C. Wilder Station
Represented by Raymer

WRVA

COVERS

RICHMOND
AND

NORFOLK

IN VIRGINIA!
OAV AHD MIGHT S,
50,000 WATTS
COLUMIIA AND MUTUAL NETWORKS
^AUL M RAYMCI CO., MAflOHAl BtntStHTATm
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Latin

News

Series

Planned by Philco
Will Start on 15 Stations on
Oct. 1; More to Be Added
PHILCO Corp., Philadelphia, will
sponsor daily broadcasts of Associated Press news on local radio
stations throughout Latin America
beginning Oct. 1, James T. Buckley,
Philco pi'esident, announced last
week. Series will start on about 15
stations and will gradually increase, it was stated, until the
major listening areas in every
country south of the United States
are covered.
Broadcasts will be about 10
minutes in length and will be aired
seven days a week. Advertising will
mention Philco receivers, both long
and shortwave, and Philco tubes,
but the copy Avill be chiefly institutional, itwas explained.
"The primary goal of the Philco
news programs will be to make
available to the people of Latin
America a straight-forward, accurate account of day-to-day happenings throughout the world," Mr.
Buckley said. "It is more important
today than ever before for the people of both North and South America to be fully informed as to what
is going on. It is our hope and belief that the Philco news broadcasts
will provide a real service for the
people of Latin American and contribute to the furtherance of the
good neighbor policy."
Other Sponsors
In starting this campaign, Philco
joins several other United States
advertisers who are already buying
time on local stations below the
border to sponsor broadcasts of uncolored, uncensored news as delivered by the U. S. news agencies.
Bristol-Myers Co. last June began
advertising Ipana and Sal Hepatica
with daily broadcasts of United
Press news in Portuguese on two
Brazilian stations. In July United
Fruit Co. began a nightly quarterhour of AP news, seven days a
week, on four stations in Guatemala
and one each in Costa Rica, Panama and Honduras.
The Esso Reporter, translated
into Spanish or Portuguese, now
gives four daily five-minute broadcasts of UP news on 14 stations in
Chile, Argentine, Uruguay and
Brazil, in addition to the English
series in the United States. M. H.
Aylesworth, former NBC president
who is now head of the radio division of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,
has been an ardent advocate of the
use of straight, uncolored news,
processed by the local offices of the
American news agencies, in paidfor time on Latin American stations.
Commenting on the Philco series,
whose plans he helped formulate,
Mr. Aylesworth said: "Philco is to
be congratulated on its decision to
furnish factual, up-to-the-minute
news by radio to the people of the
other Americas. I know of nothing
Page 70 • September

100 Clocks
THE PROBLEM: How to
get the effect of 100 clockt
ticking at once when only
five are available. Ray Kelly,
head of the NBC Sound Effects Department, used thit
system: He rounded up the
five and set them to ticking
to the accompaniment of five
records, each of one clock
ticking. He made a record
of this, which gave him the
sound of 10. He then made
a recording of two of these
10-clock records which gave
the sound of 20. Taking two
records of 20 and one of 10
and playing them together
gave Ray 50. He then played
two 50-clock records together
to get the 100.
Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"This You, George^ Tell Mr. Snyder I've Been Captured and He'll Have
to Send tcmeone Else to Cover These Damn Maneuvers!"
that will make for better understanding among the peoples of the
Americas than full, free access to
the facts. The Philco broadcasts
should contribute greatly to this
RCA Too?
RCA, and possibly other receiver
end."
manufacturers,
may soon join
Philco in its sponsorship of news
throughout Central and South
America. The idea is being developed at RCA Mfg. Co., whose
advertising department said last
week that schedules of stations and
times are now under consideration.
Although no news service has as
yet been named RCA has sponsored
many hours of newscasts, in addition to other programs, by shortwave via NBC's international stations WRCA and WNBI.
Government Aid
While Philco stated that its new
campaign represented an "independent effort" on its part, it is
understood the "Government is encouraging radio set manufacturers
to start aggressive sales and advertising campaigns in Latin
America, particularly for shortwave receivers which will enable
their purchasers to tune in on
broadcasts from the United States.
While no plans have been divulged,
it is understood that priorities will
be arranged so that ample material
will be available to the manufacturers for building these sets for export, and that where necessary the
Government will also aid in financing sales on the installment plan to
secure the greatest possible distribution of the receivers to the
Latin American people. On their
part, the radio manufacturers are
expected to reduce their margin of
profit, setting their prices far below normal figures and so cooperating with the Government in building the radio audience, especially
for U. S. programs, in Central and
South America.
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New Boston Weekly
THE first issue of a new weekly
devoted to radio, movies, menus
and consumer notes, the StarBulletin, made its appearance last
week in Boston suburbs. The first
edition was distributed to over
100,000 homes and later it is
planned
expand.
The radio
tion to
follows
the format
of secthe
popular Radioscope which appeared
in the closed Boston Transcript.
Several former Transcript executives areincluding
bringing the
out the
Sta?-Bulletin,
publisher,
Richard
Johnson,
Alden
B.
Hoag,
editor, and Jane Ayres, radio
editor,
NBC Video Fashions
ANNOUNCED with large display
space in the New York Times,
Fashion Discoveries of Television,
first commercial fashion show on
television, got under way last
Thursday afternoon on WNBT,
New York. Departing from the
usual style show manner, the telecast was a dramatic comedy, whose
plot gave an opportunity for girls
to pose in new dresses. Series is
sponsored by two department
stores,
Bloomingdale's
Manhat-in
tan and
Abraham & inStrauss
Brooklyn, and placed through and
produced by Norman D. Waters &
Assoc., New York. Series will be
telecast each Thursday, 5-5:30 p.m.
for a 13-week test.
Red Cross Catalog
RADIO Script & Recording Exchange of Public Information
Service, a branch of the Red Cross,
has issued the fifth edition of its
catalog listing 114 recordings,
plays and interviews available for
Red Cross broadcasts. This latest
edition also lists items suitable for
broadcasts devoted to national defense. Release was announced by
G. Stewart Brown, national director, from Red Cross national headquarters in Washington.
ADAM HAT STORES. New Tork.
ou Sept. 25 will resume its Adam Hat
HportxStern
Parade
with theof Sam
TaubBill
description
the Marty
Sei'vo-Ray Robinson liRhweiftht fight
in Philadelphia, to be carried on 110
NBC-Blue stations.
Broadcast

N. Y. Furniture Drive
NEW YORK FURNITURE ME
CHANTS
Assn., New York,
planning an extensive campaign
announcements on stations in N^
York City as part of a gene
drive against unscrupulous inst;
ment houses, to get under way
October. Copy will stress stoj
bearing
a special
"approved"
blem
to be
distributed
by the ase
ciation. Though station line-up
not yet set, Alexander M. Lesl
executive secretary of the assoc
tion, indicated that announcemei
would be broadcast in Italian, P
ish, Russian, German and Jewi
as well as English. Mr. Leslie add
that he was not yet certain whetl:
the placements would be made
rect or through
an unnam
agency.
Utah Will Use Radio
FRANK O'BRIEN, recently on th
staff of the Salt Lake Telegram an
previously with Gillham Ad\
Agency, Salt Lake City, has bee
appointed
of Utah's
Depi
of Publicitydirector
& Industrial
Develop
ment created by the 1941 Legisla
ture. Radio advertising will figur
in the toward
department's
activity,
whic
looks
increased
industria
development of the State and th
publicizing of tourist attractions
Mr. O'Brien has established head
quarters in the Dooly Bldg., Sal
Lake City, and is organizing a stai
which will include research chera
ists, metallurgists and oil explora
tion
experts. Radio plans are
indefinite.
Another Asks 660 Kc.
STILL another application for hig
power on the 660 kc. channel, o
which WEAF, New York, is th
dominant outlet, was filed last wee
by
KOWH,
which
no^
operates
with Omaha,
500 watts
daytiin
on that channel. KOWH seeks 10
000 watts with fulltime. Previous
ly,
applied Portlanc,
for 50
000 KGIR,
watts Butte,
and KOIN,
Ore., for 25,000 on the same fr^
quency.
i
SPECIAL frequency modulation autc
set is being built for Thomas S. Le^^
president of Don Lee Broadeastin
System. Hollywood. Instrument wi
be installed in Lee's car to test ni<
bile reception of FM station. K45L..4
operated
in Hollywood, by that nei
work.
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get good reception — every program comes in just as clearosa bell!
So does my family. You see, we live
on the Oakdale

Dairy Farm, near

Charleston, West Virginia, and radio
means a lot to us. When

we wake up

And we're crazy about 'Everybody's
Farm Hour,' 'Earthborn' and the WLW

'Barn

Dance' . . . they make us feel that WLW has so
many programs that us farm folks like, that we

in the morning about 6:30, Dad turns on WLW
to get the market summaries. All of us listen, because after all, when we depend on milk, eggs

are friends even though we live 200 miles apart."
"Mother told me just the other day that the

and butter, we have to know what

days would seem plenty long if it weren't for
WLW. My two sisters feel the same way about

prices we're going to get for our
products. Dad says WLW is just like

it, I know. And as for me, well, all I can say is

a faithful friend . . . always depend-

— that just about takes care of
the whole Vickers family —

we

just couldn't get along without
able." says that's easy to understand,
"Dad
because WLW's

a CLEAR CHANNEL

STATION.

our good friends on WLW."

I don't know what that means, but we always

THE NATION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

STATION

REPRESENTATIVES:
York— Corporation.
Transom eri-^^^^^^
M^M
can
Broadcasting & New
Television
Chicago — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Ave. '^^r

'li" — in type and radio code — is the symbol of RCA's ''Beat the Promise" Campaign

Symbol

^^Beat
to

of

the

Uncle

by thousands

members of the RCA
the pledge

of

family,

shown

here

symbolizes a determination not merely to meet
delivery of radio equipment to the Government,
but whenever

Pledge

Proinise''-RCA's
Sam—

paign to speed

Signed

a

highlights
National

Pledge
a

Defense!

I pledge myself to do all in my
power not only to fulfill all the
obligations we have undertaken
to meet the requirements of our

The patriotic spirit behind

Country's national defense program, but wherever possible to
BEAT THE PROMISE.

With

possible to

Beat the Promise by completing equipment
even sooner than the commitments

Radio

cam-

specify!

traditional RCA

co-

operation, everyone is helping to speed production and
cut down waste. Many delivery dates already have

been beaten . . . and there will be no letdown in the months ahead!

Corporation
RADIO CITY, N. Y.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
RCA Institutes, Inc.
Radiomarine Corp. of America

"Beat the Promise" has
been translated into action.

of

America

RCA Laboratories
National Broadcasting Compan}', Inc.
R. C. A. Communications, Inc.

^
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■ HERE'LL be a lot of well-stocked pantries
in Mid-West America this fall and winter
. . . some of them, at least, because of the Kerr
Glass Company's advertising on WLS.
Through Raymond R. Morgan Company, Kerr
used 77 announcements on WLS — six a week for
13 weeks, participating in one of our proved,
women-appeal programs. 40,759 people asked for
the home canning booklet they offered! A greater
response, the agency tells us, than from any other
station on the Kerr Glass Company schedule.
It's our same old story: WLS Gets Results . . .
in this case (and it's true of several others) a
greater return than any other station used. WLS
is a dominant station in Mid-West America. People here listen to WLS . . . listen and respond.
They have confidence in WLS . . . and confidence
in any product associated with the WLS name.

50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
Management Affiliated With
KOY, Phoenix and
The Arizona Network
KOY, Phoenix
KTUC, Tucson
KSUN, Bisbee-Douglas
Represented by John Blair

G

AGO

BuRRiDCE T). Butler
President
Glenn
Snyder
Manafler

WSGN

has

fourfold

and

increased
is now

its power

operating

on

a

frequency of 610 kilocycles — 350
kilocycles lower than any other
Alabama
where
of

station!

1,000

48,000!

new

watts
With

This
does
its

is the
the
new

spot
work
fre-

quency, power increase and brand(1941 vintage) transmitting

is the logical
WSGN
equipment,
choice to reach Alabama
listeners!

Operated

by The

Birmingham

News

Company

—

Headley

Reed

Company,

National Representatives

ri

eadership

Who

in

Library

Service

Said:
QUALITY.

''Name

Bands?''

rAH

Did we hear somebody say:
"Name bands?" We're just
achmg to open a conversation
along
we'd
like tothose
get inlines,
just because
a few words
on what we've been doing in
the way of name bands recently.
yr -w
Well, if no one's going to give
us an opening, we'll just have
to make one ourselves. We'll
I simply come right out and say:
"Look, have you noticed how
many name bands Standard
' Radio has given its subscribers
in the last few months?"
"F'rinstance, suppose we list
a few. There's
DUKE ELLINGTON
HENRY BUSSE
JACK TEAGARDEN
WALT SCHUMANN
j
McFARLAND TWINS
iALVINO REY
DON ALLEN
WILL HUDSON
MARVIN DALE
FREDDIE MARTIN!"
"And as if these weren't enough,
we came through with
DAVE ROSE
ABE LYMAN
OZZIE NELSON
WILL OSBORNE
TED FIO RITO!"
^ -w
Then, after pausing for breath
we'd point out that this impressive line-up of orchestras not
only gives you VARIETY in
name bands, but there are
enough selections released of
each band to permit building a
series of programs around any
individual band.
^ A
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How about having your popular music requirements covered
so thoroughly and effectively ?
Just write for information — and
ask us to include the dope on
the full Standard Radio Program Library, Standard Radio's
"SPOT-ADS" and Standard
Radio's Super Sound Effects.

WELCOME

TO:

WDBC— Escanaba, Mich.
WNBZ— Saranac Lake, N. Y.
KWJJ— Portland, Ore.
WPID— Petersburg, Va.
KRKO— Everett, Wash.

largest List of
Active Subscribersi

IN
OUR
DAILY MAIL
PROOF
OF LEADERSHIP
NOTHING SHORT of perfection will do in the recording and processing of Standard Radio
Program Library Transcriptions . . . The famed Orthacoustic system of recording assures the
utmost in realism, the greatest possible frequency range. A new disc material — "V-257" — gives
our pressings superior wearing qualities, coupled with lowest surface noise. By these practical
methods, Standard demonstrates its belief that no transcribed music can be better than the
manner in which it reaches the listener's ear. Technical excellence is another reason why
the largest list of active subscribers answers "Yes" to the question:
"Are Your Transcriptions

HOLLYWOOD

Up to Standard?"

CHICAGO

Published every Monday, 53rd issue second
(Year class
Book matter
Number)March
published
in FebruarT.'
by Broadcasting
Publications.
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Washington, D. C. Entered as
14, 1933.
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Office at Washington.
D. C,Inc.,
under870 actNational
of March
1879.
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IT TAKES

Power

mORETHAN

doesn't make

in

uniform,

shows

POWER

TO

one

DRIVE

A

WSM

America's

market —

the

that's just beginning to

\^'S]\I

OWNED

I
I

HOME

Consider these im-

fastest growing

this great market
NASHVILLE, TENN.

HARRy L. STONE, Gen'l. Msr
1 1 I^i:

MESSAGE

often

South. 70"; of America's rayon; 67" o of
the nation's crude oil; 60% of the natural
gas; 48% of U. S. coal — all are produced in

favorable frequency on a clear channel, plus

,N R T, I O N fl L

SAliS

as

WS]\I blasts your message into the heart of

ther, penetrates deeper on WSM's 650 kilocycles, one of the lowest frequencies available for commercial broadcast stations. This

T HE

twice

but

with any other Station. You'll choose WSM —
for sales!
V
V
V

goes far-

the potency of 50.000 watts, makes

power,

portant advantages before you buy and compare

da3^-time announcements prove that WSAI
does more than reach listeners. It interests
-\Iore, this showmanship

connects

in

the radio station in the South.

'em listen. Talent and show-

manship! That's what keeps dials tuned to WSM,
and that's why WS]\I has one of the largest talent
staffs in America. 40.780 letters from seven

them.
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WANTED

A

BIG

MAN

FOR

A

BIG

JOB

The Man — must be a successful executive

abilities. Sonovox

in the advertising business, with an unques-

infinite variety of new and startling tech-

tioned record of achievement

niques in radio broadcasting. Automobile

in organiza-

tion, management, and creative thinking.

makes possible an almost

horns can be made

to speak commercial

Experience in radio advertising is essential.

plugs — in words. Flies and mosquitoes can

The man

speak — in ivords. Violins can sing — in
words. Any sound can be put into actual

we want is currently earning at

least $10,000 annually.

speech. We believe that Sonovox
The Job — to organize and manage

sales and

prodixction efforts for Wright-Sonovox,
Inc., closely affiliated with Free & Peters,

is to radio

what talking pictures were to the movies.
Please Write — Do Not Call — For general information on Sonovox, refer to page 12

Inc., controlled by James L. Free and H.
Preston Peters.

of Broadcasting, issue of August 11, 1941.

The Company — Wright-Sonovox, Inc., a corporation controlling patents and sales

Or write for a copy of "Now Sound Can
Talk". We are up to our ears right now,
so please do not call in person. Instead,

rights for Sonovox, a unique acoustic development by which virtually any sound

please ivrite, outlining your past experience. . . . Since the man we want is a

can be made

successful man, your request for information will not imply that you are dissatisfied

promises

to speak in words, and which

to revolutionize certain phases

of radio broadcasting.

with or unhappy

in your present work. It

will only imply that you are alive to future
The Opportunity — limited only by the man's
own imagination, and creative and sales

Address: JAMES

opportunities. All correspondence
held in strictest confidence.

L. FREE, President

WRIGHT-SONOVOX,
1 80 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
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NIB
by
Started
Association
would
serve
as
the
board
of
directors.
and such former directors as John
Chicago Convention Sets Up Machinery;
Cleveland; Arthur
Loucks Consulted
WGAR,KMBC,
Patt,
Kansas City;
Church,
B.
200 Broadcasters Offer Support
Some significance attached to the T. W. Symons Jr., KFPY, Spokane;
fact that three members of the
H. K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland;
/lACHINERY to provide the basis for establishment of an1938 NAB reorganization commitRalph R. Brunton, KJBS, San
ther all-inclusive trade association, horizontally competitive
tee— Craney, Edv/ard A. Allen,
Francisco ; Stanley Hubbard,
i^ith NAB save for its complete divorcement from the netWLVA, Lynchburg, and Walter J. KSTP, St. Paul; Don Searle,
wrks, v^^as set in motion last Monday and Tuesday in Chicago
Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee — par- KOIL-KFAB, Omaha-Lincoln; I. R.
t a special convention of National Independent Broadcasters.
ticipated inthe drafting of the NIB
Lounsberry, WGR-WKBW, BuffaWith some 200 broadcasters — most of them NAB members —
reorganization plan. Philip G.
lo; Gene Dyer, WGES, Chicago;
•resent, the convention unanimously adopted a far-reaching
Loucks, NAB managing director
W. J Scripps, WWJ, Detroit, and
esolution authorizing a new organization structure, with
from 1930 to 1935, and counsel for George B. Storer, Fort Industry
uly elected representatives from
the 1938 NAB reorganization, also president. Attending also was Edviin M. Kirby, chief of the Army
ach State and Territory to conthat prevailed on the NAB prior was in Chicago and, it is underene not later than Nov. 15 to to the 1938 reorganization which
stood, had been consulted.
Radio Branch, and NAB public reresulted in retention of Mr. Miller
lations director on leave.
Among others at the convention
erfect the plan. Meanwhile, exUnder the reorganization plan
sting officers will serve, with Haras the industry's first paid presi- were such men as Leo J. Fitzpatdent. There would be a managing
Id A. Lafount continuing as presithere would be selected representarick, WJR, Detroit, former NAB
tives from each of the States and
director as the chief executive offi- president; NAB Directors 0. L.
ijent.
Territories to serve as a sort of
j
Pushed by Fly
Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo; Gene
cer, with president, first vice-presilegislative-strategy committee. It
dent, second vice-president, secreO'Fallon, KFEL, Denver; John
I Action came after FCC Chaircould be called together by the
tary and treasurer elected from
Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo; Herb
ijian James Lawrence Fly, in the among active broadcasters. These
Hollister, KANS, Wichita, Kan.,
managing director, the board, or
|:eynote speech, urged NIB to "take
by a vote of 25% of its own memji, real interest and have a real
on this page.]
bership. [See text of resolution
f'voice" in matters of common conResolution for NIB Reorganization
ern, and to avoid the "tendency
Indicative of the trend of
oward monopoly." Action came,
thought
on the broadcasters was a
00, after several prominent broadperson
with
full
power
of
attorney
FOLLOWING is the text of
series
of
resolutions adopted at
to
act
for
said
station.
asters had voiced disapproval of
the resolution unanimously
the
closing
session
Tuesday, drafted
0.
That
the
full
power
to
act
rests
he status quo, and had imputed
adopted by the NIB convenin the hands of the membership. That
by a committee made up of NIB
tion
in
Chicago
last
Tuesday,
inetwork domination" of the NAB.
to expedite action and make the workestablishmg the basis for reings of this organization more efficient members and non-members alike.
Many of the broadcasters who
and flexible a representative be se- Covering a wide field, these proorganization othe
f trade groiqi
lected from the membership by the
1.ttended, accepting the NIB's widenouncements followed the unreas ation : full-scale trade associaipen invitation, frankly admitted
members of each State, Territory,
strained discussion on copyright,
Possession
and District of Columbia
ihey were simply looking around,
the national defense situation, the
at a meeting held in each respective
phere was nothing approaching
WHEREAS the plan of organizaState. Territory, Possession and Dis- FCC's regulatory moves, and, in
tion of NIB adoiJted in Chicago Sept.
proportions of blanket resignations
trict
of
Columbia,
that
first
and
second
15. 1939, contains certain restrictions
alternates be likewise selected to act fact,
affairs.the whole gamut of industry
irom NAB, though it was freely
membership and the ac- in the absence of, or inability of such
itated that if the right sort of limiting tivitits
ies of this organization and
representative to serve, that this group
ASCAP Resolution
WHEREAS it is the consensus of of
eadership was manifested in NIB,
representatives have the power to
opinion
of
your
committee
that
the
directors and personi.nd if its policies appeared wholeJust prior to adjournment Tuesmembershipsociation beand
activities of this as- selectnel officers,
necessary for the efficient operaome, it could win preponderant
broadened,
day, thelution,
convention
a resotion
of
the
Association
; that the offioffered fromadopted
the floor
by
industry favor.
AXD WHEREAS this organization
cers be president, first vice-president,
H.
W.
Slavick,
WMC,
Memphis,
believes
in
the
principle
of
the
AmeriThe scope of the reorganization
second
vice-president,
secretary,
treascan System of Broadcasting,
urer, and that they shall act as the opposing the negotiations between
resolution, which among other
THEREFORE BE IT REdirectors of said association.
the networks and ASCAP on new
Ijhings eliminates the requirement
SOLVED
6. That it is further i-ecommended
a
managing
director
be
selected
to
Thattion shall
the bepurpose
of
this
organiza'ihat members of NIB be members
copyright
primarily
befor the furtherance of manage the affairs of the organizacause of thecontracts,
affiliate station
rebate
|f NAB, gives individual broadtion,
that
among
other
duties
the
the
American
System
of
Broadcastasters an opportunity to explore
requirement. Other resolutions
ing by the continuance of independent
managing director shall have power
jhe entire field, it was pointed out.
adopted in effect recited:
ownership
and
operation
of
the
broadto
call
a
meeting
of
the
board
of
dieasting stations of this country in the
rectors orsentatives.
a meeting
of athemajority
repre1. That inasmuch as the indusjrhe basic format for the organizainterest
of
the
peoples
of
these
United
Likewise
that
tation had been suggested by Ed
try is not subsidized directly or
States. That to do this we of this of the board of directors shall have
committee recommend the following :
the power to call a meeting of the indirectly by tlie national Governpraney, KGIR, Butte, who rement and since it renders valuable
1. That membership in NIB is not representatives, or that 25% of the
ji'igned from NAB several months
contingent upon membership in any
membership of the representatives may
igo over differences with NAB
service without compensation to
call such meeting.
other organization.
ipresident Neville Miller on pur7. That the present basis of dues the Government for which services
2. That the membership be limited
oorted network domination and be- to indei^endently owned and operated
shall remain in force and effect until other industries are paid directly
stations not owned (in whole or in this plan of reorganization is in operfause of the now celebrated conation.
or by subsidy, and since it is bearpart ) managed, controlled or operated
troversy with Chairman Fly which
ing its full share of the tax burby a national network.
8. That the i^resent officers be asked
den, the industry therefore should
i|iroke at the NAB convention in
3. That the organization shall be to make this plan effective and to serve
until a meeting of the representatives
St. Louis last May.
not be subjected to special taxes.
an 4.incorporated
non-profit
association.
can
be
convened.
That each station shall have but
2. That since there are grave
I! In essence, the reorganization
one vote and that the vote of each
9. That sentsuch
committee
of repredoubts that the proposed licenses
atives be convened
not later
than
plan proposes a return to the prinstation shall be cast only by a duly
on a per-use basis proffered
Page by
ciple of trade association operation
Nov. 15, 1941.
qualitied owner, officer or qualified
\ew
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ASCAP and BMI meet the spirit
and intent of the consent decrees,
the Department of Justice be urged
to take all necessary and appropriate steps to compel strict compliance.
3. That NIB expects BMI to develop aworkable per-program and
per-piece contract which w-ill not
contain such onerous reporting requirements as to force acceptance
of a blanket contract, and also to
provide an alternate blanket license agreement; and that NIB
also expects BMI to continue to
be operated for the benefit of the
industry and of the individual stations which have contributed to
its creation, its finances and its
success.
Superpower Opposed
4. That after deliberate consideration, the association feels that
the granting of superpower in excess of 50,000 watts would not be
in the interest of public defense,
is economically unsound, and would
impair the effectiveness of service
now being presented by various
governmental agencies over existing facilities.
5. That the FCC be requested
to give due consideration to the
economics of broadcasting in all
applications for new stations.
6. That steps be taken to expedite and secure priority ratings
which will enable stations to obtain
equipment necessary to furnish
proper broadcast service to the
public.
7. That NIB bylaws be amended
to eliminate the requirement of
NAB membership as a condition
precedent to NIB membership.
8. That NIB is cognizant of the
problems of the FCC and expresses
its appreciation of the services of
Chairman Fly and other members
of the FCC on behalf of the broadcasting industry.
9. That the NIB, in recognition
of the national emergency proclaimed by the President of the
United States, pledges its combined
and ever-vigorous support and cooperation in the national defense
program.
A resolution proposing that additional frequencies be designated
for local station use, as a means
of alleviating local channel interference, was temporarily tabled.
The proposal had been advanced
by Mr. Allen, who cited the serious problem resulting from more
or less indiscriminate licensing of
local stations by the FCC, resulting in sharp curtailment of service
of old channel occupants.
Fly's Prodding
Action on the reorganization proposal did not come until the convention had heard Mr. Fly's address as well as that of Maj. Gen.
Joseph M. Cummins, commanding
general of the Sixth Corps Area
on radio and national defense. President Lafount, who had served notice this would be his last term,
launched the general discussion
following the principal addresses,
and the reorganization movement
promptly erupted, but with arguments on both sides.
Page 8 • September

ALL ABOUT BMI, and possibly the newspaper divorcement inquiry, must
have animated this conversation with Sydney M. Kaye, BMI vice-president and general counsel, and associate counsel of the Newspaper Radio
Committee (center). Left to right: Walter Koessler, WROK, Rockford,
111.; John F. Patt, WGAR, Cleveland; Mr. Kaye; James F. Hopkins,
WJBK, Detroit; William A. Alfs, WJR, Detroit.
Text
of Chairman
NIB
convention
address Fly's
will
be found on page 22. Registration list will be found on
page 28.
It was Chairman Fly's address
[see full text on page 22] that
provided the springboard for action. Long at sword's points with
NAB and the major networks over
industry affairs, he made no bones
in his address about "independent
action" and the need for avoidance
of "monopoly." He inferred he
would be around to address the
1942 NIB convention.
Chairman Fly repeatedly held
out the olive branch to the independents in his address. He denied
the FCC was antagonistic to the
industry, but said a "weeding out
of monopolistic tendencies in broadcasting is a prime requisite if you
are to remain undisturbed in your
ownership and operation of American broadcast stations."
He warned that, while American
radio has been relatively immune
from attacks of the nature now
directed against the motion picture
industry on propaganda, the only
assurance that this immunity will
continue will come through "decentralization" of control.
Citing the three current Commission proceedings — chain monop-
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Cross-Section

oly regulations, multiple ownership
in the same community and the
newspaper divorcement proceedings— Mr. Fly pegged the status
of each. On the chain regulations,
he charged that the networks were
unable to agree among themselves
even on the question of option
time. The multiple ownership issue
is now under adjudication and
therefore could not be discussed,
he declared.
Newspaper Surprise
The surprise came in his statement on the newspaper divorcement issue. He said the investigation is concerned primarily with
grants of FM licenses to newspapers, since in the FM field the
number of newspaper applicants
has made the problem acute. "In
the event any measures or recommendations grow out of the investigation— and on that I express no
judgment — they v/ill not be concerned with existing licenses, but
rather
to
asserted. future acquisitions," he
This appeared a departure from
what had clearly been inferred as
an overall inquiry into the propriety of newspaper ownership of
standard as well as FM stations,
affecting existing licenses as well
as new acquisitions since the law
does not distinguish between old
or new licensees.
of

Attendance

After Chairman Fly had completed his prepared address, h(
invited questions from the floor.
He had been greeted with rising
applause, in contrast to the situation that prevailed at the NAB
convention in St. Louis, when tht
complete rupture in Fly-NAE relations developed.
J. Fred Hopkins, WJBK, Detroit, asked about the superpowei
outlook, inquiring whether that
wouldn't in itself be a trend toward
monopoly. Mr. Fly said this question could not be answered, but
observed the monopoly question was
present and a "considerable factor" in the picture. He said he was
not sure whether 500,000 watts
power would be authorized, though
in some areas, from the national
defense standpoint, "we might have
to provide service in the vast areas
want you to keep your shirts
now"Weunserved."
on about superpower and we'll try
to do the same," he said.
A series of questions concerning
interference of Mexican stations
(write the FCC, Mr. Fly recommended) ;lack of available telephone lines because of defense requirements, use of radio relay substitutes and similar procedural
matters, were hurled at the chairman, and drew detailed response.
Up to the Industry
Getting down to organizatiom
matters during the afternoon session Monday, Mr. Lafount pointed
out the NIB had less than 75 paying members. The meeting was
called at the request of broadcasters, he said, and it was up to them
to decide on the future course.
He disclaimed any intention of fostering a rump movement, or a
breakaway from the NAB, but
said the need for an independent
organization in these critical times
is apparent.
He observed that some of the
NAB directors were present, and
that they were welcome to the
meeting. His only suggestion was
that the organization, whether kept
intact or expanded, should preclude
(Continued on page 74)
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Rebates
CAP
AS
Network
Opposes
Harking back to the events of
The nearly 200 broadcasters had benefit of counsel, before commitlast year, which culminated in the
heard a detailed analysis of the
ting themselves. Copies of the conSociety Confesses
tracts were not available at the dropping of ASCAP music by pracproposed ASCAP contracts from
convention.
tically all the industry, Mr. Paine
John
G.
Paine,
general
manager,
t
in Fight
Defea
said he was not one of those who
as well as discussions of other
Fear that NBC and CBS would
With Radio
aspects of copyright performance
believed there would be a tremendrop their support of BMI, once
from such figures as Victor 0. ASCAP music again becomes availdous public protest. He felt, howCULMINATING an all-day
ver, that there had been a decrease
Waters, special assistant to the
able, was quickly allayed by Mr.
I discussion of music copyright
in
listening
audience.
Attorney General in charge of Kaye. He told the convention that
1 performance the special concopyright and music activities; both of the networks definitely had
With ASCAP's admission of de; vention of the NIB in Chicago
feat, Mr. Paine said the only thing
Sydney M. Kaye, vice-president pledged themselves to full range
last Tuesday unanimously
left
to be determined is the basis
and genei'al counsel of BMI; Carl support of BMI for the nine-year
Haverlin, BMI station relations
duration of the proposed ASCAP
under which all radio again can
I adopted a resolution expressdirector; Leonard Callahan,
contracts with the only condition
ing opposition to negotiations
use ASCAP's music. At the outset
SESAC general counsel; Robert S. that BMI have the support of the of the fight, he said the industry
I between the major networks
and ASCAP for return of the
and ASCAP were far apart but
Kellex-, AMP executive. There en- rest of the industry.
sued a free-for-all discussion
If Mr. Paine had anticipated
now they are almost together.
i Society's repertoire to the air, hailed as the healthiest exposition
facing a hostile audience, he was
He admonished broadcasters that
essentially because of the afon music performance in radio an- disappointed. After having been ASCAP now is operating within
filiated station rebate requirenals.
given a rousing reception, Mr. the confines of a consent decree
ment.
Paine extemporaneously outlined
and had to be guided by its terms.
Action came after the conPaine's Analysis
the nature of the five contracts
vention had heard an admisASCAP, he said, regards the deWhile there was no poll of con- drafted covering various combinasion by ASCAP that it had
cree as "fair and equitable."
tions of sustaining and commercial
vention sentiment — aside from that
The Five Contracts
licenses. [Broadcasting, Sept. 15].
been "licked" in its fight with
expressed
in
the
resolution
—
on
acradio; unqualified commitment by
ceptance
of
the
ASCAP
contract
Mr. Paine, in substance, defined
BMI that it will continue as a offer, based on terms evolved with
Cut to the Quick
the five available forms of constrong competitive force in music,
Mr. Paine prefaced his analysis
tract as follows:
the major networks, the underand a promise from the Departwith
an
expression
of
wonder
over
current
appeared
to
be
that
of
1.
Overriding
chain contract,
ment of Justice that it will zeal- making haste slowly.
hatreds that have been stirred up with clearance at the source, on a
ously enforce provisions of its conThough Mr. Paine entered a long by the copyright controversy. De- blanket basis. Chains pay to
sent decree. These conclusions
discourse
of conti'act terms and
highlighted a copyright seminar
claring ASCAP is "terribly hurt", ASCAP 2%% of net amount received for sponsored programs.
he said he could not understand
in which representatives of virtu- was plied with questions regarddeduct frequency and time
ally all of the performing rights
ing its provisions, most broadcastwhy the mere mention of his or- Chains
discounts and also 15% agency
societies licensing radio told their
ganization provoked prejudices
ers nevertheless privately reflected
commission.
From that net figure
stories.
the view that they preferred to among broadcasters and resulted
they then subtract wire charges
Text of Resolution
examine the contracts closely, with in such "shabby treatment."
to connect netwoi'k stations, and a
Adoption of the resolution con159f overriding sales commission.
stituted one of the final acts of
2. Sustaining service whereby
FUN AT ARMY
MANEUVERS
the convention. It was off'ered by
chains pay to ASCAP a flat fee
<IH. W. Slavick, WMC, Memphis.
of $200 annually per station.
The revised and final text of the
Capt. Oldfield Evades Capture When WSM Comes
3. M & 0 station contract with
resolution follows:
^To the Rescue — Reluctant Bomber
chains
covering alternative per proWHEREAS the principle of
gram and blanket license methods,
Army, kept in touch with each
COVERAGE of the big Army ma"clearance at the source" of
neuvers in Louisiana continued last other over a cue circuit without
interchangeable at the will of stamusic licenses by networks
tions [Broadcasting, Sept. 15].
week,
with
announcers and engi- giving away secrets of their recontemplates that the payment
neers handicaped by capture,
spective armies. Sevareid headof license fees is the responsiweather and technical difficulties.
Sustaining Fees
quartered in a small, hot room in
bility of the network; and
Lake Charles, using Army blankets
Despite these obstacles, radio
4. Blanket contract with stagon the walls as sound deadeners.
WHEREAS the consent debrought to the world thorough covgered sustaining fee of $1 per
crees entered into with the
The microphone was set on a rough
erage ofmaneuvers.
the nation's largest peacetime
pine table. Engineer Gene Rider
month for stations with net busiUnited States by ASCAP and
ness of less than $50,000; an
The crew of WSM, Nashville,
had his equipment on another table.
BMI established the principle
Slocum set his stopwatch by a
saved the entire radio staff of the
of "clearance at the source";
amount equal to the station's hightime signal sent to him at 2 :15 p.m.
Second Army from capture. After
rate for stations
4 and
having been in the hands of the by WWL, CBS New Orleans affili- with estnetquarter-hour
business between $50,000
WHEREAS the charging
ate. WWL served as clearance base
enemy a few days prior, Capt.
back to affiliated stations by
and $150,000; an amount equivaBarney Oldfield and the entire per- for the Army games and special
forms were arranged to be used in
sonnel of the Second Army Radio
the networks of any portion
lent to the highest half-hour rate
for stations with net business of
Division found itself a nice air- conjunction with aircraft warning
of the license fees payable
conditioned studio at Louisiana
more than $150,000. On blanket
signals.
under such network licenses,
State Normal.
One of the nightmarish expericommercial contract stations will
though not prohibited by such
ences
of
the
coverage
occurred
when
The staff checked with G-2 and
consent decrees, is contrary to
pay 2M'','c
their netof income
ara CBS broadcast was arranged
was assured the excellent quarters
rived at by ofdeduction
frequency
and circumvents the spirit and
from an Army B-18 medium bombwould
be
safe
for
some
days.
Equipdiscounts
and
advertising
agency
intent of the principle of
er, Syd Bergere installed his equipment was set up and the section
ment in the plane, connected bat- commissions, if any, not to exceed
"clearance at the source"
went to work. However, the Third
teries and coiled aerial on its reel, 15'"c. Also agreed to allow all staTHEREFORE BE IT REA r m y surrounded Natchitoces,
but
a
motor
on the bomber refused
tions an additional 15% to cover
SOLVED by National Indewhere the Second was headquarto work. After an hour of delay,
tered, and the only transportation
pendent Broadcasters that it is
extraordinary
expenses. He estiavailable were the trailer, station Bergere unloaded his equipment and
mated this would amount to 1.9%
opposed to any negotiations by
moved
it
in
another
bomber
within
instead
of
2%%.
wagon and sedan of WSM, Nashthe networks which have been
23 minutes.
ville. By driving all night around
or may be based upon the inNo pilot could be found until five
enemy lines, the personnel and
5. Per-program commercial litention of requiring affiliated
minutes before the program was
equipment were evacuated without
cense payment of 8% on receipts
stations to rebate to the netto
go
on
the
air.
John
Charles
Daly
a single capture.
sprinted to the plane which took following deduction of frequency,
works aportion of the network
Inter-Army Cue
off without time for a test. When
license fees.
advertising agency, and 15% override commission, and of 2% of net
CBS
coverage,
in charge of Bill Daly was cued in, nothing happened
RESOLVED FURTHER
Slocum Jr., special events director, for five long seconds. Finally his receipts on programs using music
that a copy of this resolution
voice came through after the aerial
involved some ingenious operations.
be transmitted to each of the
reel reluctantly unwound and the for incidental or background purEric
Sevareid,
covering
the
Blue
networks and to the National
poses. Sustaining fee at no time
Third Army and John Charles
program went off as though noth(Continued on page 6^)
Association of Broadcasters.
ing had happened.
Daly, assigned to the Second Red
Page
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KDKA, W BAL TO GET
NBC -RED
WELCOME
TWO SPECIAL programs will
welcome KDKA, Pittsburgh, and
WBAL, Baltimore, to the NBCRed network on Oct. 5. Both 50,000watt stations are now on the Blue
but are changing over to the Red
Oct. 1.
KDKA will be saluted 1-1:30
p.m. with Frank Mullen, vice-president and general manager of NBC,
welcoming the station to the Red.
Roy Shields and orchestra from
NBC, Chicago, the KDKA orchesBernie Armstrong's
Orchestra
and atra,16-voice
ensemble will
be on
the program.
The WBAL salute will be 2-2:30
p.m., and the program will include
Charles Dant and orchestra with
Martha Tilton from NBC, Hollywood, the WBAL orchestra and the
Baltimore & Ohio Glee Club.
Some of the Red accounts have
made special recordings using their
stars, the records to be used as spot
announcements over the stations
to inform the audience they will be
heard Oct. 1 on WBAL and KDKA.
Under the new lineup in Pittsburgh, KQV becomes the Blue network outlet, WCAE, formerly a
Red station goes to MBS. Only
stations not affected are WJAS,
the CBS outlet, and WWSW, unaffiliated.

Colgate
In the Red
FOR WEEKS KDKA, Pittsburgh has been advertising
by all means at its command
that fact that it would soon
become a Red network outlet of NBC, switching from
the Blue. A week before the
move, KDKA received a postcard from a listener saying:
"Have heard your announcements about being a Red Network station after Oct. 1.
I'm certainly sorry to hear
that you're going off the air
after 21 years of broadcasting, and want to offer my
sincere sympathies."

Joint Promotion Scheme
Promotes Fitch Program
And Columbia Records
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines, and
Columbia Recording Corp., New
York, are embarking on a joint
promotion camiaaign, whereby the
Fitch Band Wagon, company's
Sunday evening program on NBCRed, which presents a different
guest band each week, will feature
tunes recorded by those bands for
CRC, which in turn will promote
the tie-un and these "Fitch Band
Wagon Special Tunes" in its advertising and promotion to the record dealers and to the public.
MBS Anniversary
Tunes recorded by each band
SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY of will be held exclusively for that
MBS will be commemorated by a band until the Band Wagon broadcast, when the records will be respecial broadcast Oct. 2, 9:15-10
leased to dealers, each labeled as a
p.m., featuring salutes from six
key stations, WON, WOR, WGR,
"Band
Special".
SeriesWagon
will start
with the Eddy
KHJ, WCAE and WFBR, in that
Duchin
broadcast
on
Oct. 5 and
order. During the 45-minute broad- will subsequentlv present
Harry
tracast,
willAlfred
playWallenstein's
from WOR,orchesBob James. Horace Heidt, Kay Kevser
and other CRC recording bands.
Trendler's band and comedians
Tom, Dick and Harry will be pre- CRC will play up the Fitch broadcasts, giving time and network, in
sented from WGN, Dave Rose's its advertising
and the broadcasts
music from KHJ, a variety show
from WCAE, and a miniature
will mention the bands' afiiliation
musical comedy production with with the recording firm.
Deal was worked out by E. G.
Dave Cheskin's orchestra from
Naeckel of L. W. Ramsev Co.,
WGR. Station executives Leonard
Davenport, Fitch agencv; Maurie
Kapner of WCAE, Hope Barroll
of WFBR, and I. R. Lounsberry of Lipsev of Music Corp. of America,
and Pat Dolan. advertising manWGR will speak briefly.
ager of CRC. CommentinsT on the
tie-up,
Dolan said:
"We figure
this is Mr.
a natural.
The Fitch
Band
Wagon
with
one
of
the
highest
Soup Spots Placed
Crossleys on the air has an audiSKINNER & EDDY Corp., Seatence that is naturally interested in
tle (Minute Man Soup Mix), on records.
Many Fitch bands are our
Sept. 22 started a 13-week cambands. The people who listen to
paign of participations 3-6 times
them
on
Fitch show want to
weekly on the following programs : know aboutthetheir
latest records. As
Martha Deane, WOR, New York;
far
as
we
are
concerned,
the selfFred Jeske, WSYR, Syracuse;
samearepeople
our promoYawn Patrol, WW J, Detroit;
tion
thereached
same by
audience
that
Laura Stuart, WHAM, Rochester,
Fitch
wants
and
has.
We
are
givand the Marjorie Mills program on
ing them a little more intense covYankee Network. At the termination of the last-named contract,
erage among record buyers."
company will begin participations
on Yankee Network News. Agency
Carey Salt Spots
is J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
CAREY SALT Co., Hutchinson,
Kan. (table salt), has started a
varied
schedule
of local
Street & Smith Drive
on KFH
KMBC
KMAproq-rams
KSAL
WIBW
KFBI
KFEO
KMMJ
KFAB
STREET & SMITH PUB., New
KLZ KSO WMT WNAX WOWO
Yor {Pioneer Picture Stories and
McJunkin Adv. Co., ChiTrail Blazers magazines), is plan- KGNC.cago, is agency.
ning a campaign of announcements
and participations, 3 to 25 times
AN ENTIRELY autoniatie wind maweekly, on stations in New York
whip tou))a jinvthinKCity, to get under waj' the early chiiip,
from awhich
Kcntlecanzephyr
howlins
part of October. Agency is Victor
Kale with the twist of a switch, has
Van der Linde Adv. Agency, New
l>een developed by the WOR, New
York.
York, sound effects department.
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Revamps

Promotional

ONLY A FEW days after he had
announced his candidacy for the
United States Senate [Broadcasting, Sept. 22], Judge John Patrick
Devaney of Minneapolis, former
chief justice of the Minnesosta Supreme Court and chief owner of
WLOL, Minneapolis, died in Milwaukee Sept. 21 at the age of 59.
Death was caused by a cerebral
hemorrhage.
Judge Devaney was on his way to
Washington and had stopped over
in Milwaukee for a caucus of Democratic committeemen. President
Roosevelt had appointed him in
1940 to a special emergency board
to settle labor disputes. He was
a member of the American Judicature Society, the American and
Minnesota Bar Associations, Phi
Gamma Delta, Delta Sigma Rho
and Knights of Columbus.
Although a Democrat, Judge Devaney was a close friend and political advisor to the late Gov. Floyd
B. Olsen, Farmer-Laborite. Gov.
Olsen appointed him to the Minnesota chief justiceship in 1933 to
fill a vacancy, and later that year
he was elected to the post. He retired in February, 1937, to resume
the practice of law. In 1939 he and
a group of associates, including
W. A. Steffes, theatre man, applied for a new regional station
in Minneapolis, and this was
granted in January, 1940, going on
the air the following June as
WLOL. Later in the year there was
a sale of stock whr-rebv he retained
b2%, and Charles and David Winton, prominent lumberman, acAt aquired A%'^/(
recent
meeting of the
.
State's Young
Democrats,
he announced he would be a candidate
for the U. S. Senate, supporting
Roosevelt policies and running
against Joseph Ball, Republican incumbent whom Gov. Harold Stassen hadpiredappointed
fill theSenator
unexterm of theto late
Lundeen, Farmer-Laborite.
He is survived by his Avidow and
a son, Patrick.
SHREDDED WHEAT Co., Niagara
Falls, Ont. (Cul)s) has started five
transcribed spot announcements
weekly on about 15 Canadian stations.
Cockfield Brown & Co., Toronto,
placed the account.
BROADCASTING

Staff

McKay, Longstreth and Keller
Resign Their Positions
A CHANGE in the advertising organization and policy of ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., one of the largest users of radio to advertise its
soaps, shaving creams, shampoos
and dentrifices, was presaged last
week by the resignations of Hugh
McKay, advertising director; Edword Longstreth, director of radio, and Harry Keller, public relations manager.
Mr. Keller was also head of
Broadcast Associates, organization
established to handle all publicity
for the company, which has been
closed. Each of the three agencies
placing advertising for the company will henceforth handle publicity for the radio programs under
its management, it was stated.
Heavy User of Radio
Reported to spend more than
$10,000,000 annually in various
media, C-P-P last year expended
more than $4,000,000 for network
time alone, making it one of the
first five network clients. Comis divided
as
follows: pany's
Ted advertising
Bates Inc.,
New York,
Colgate Dental Cream, Octagon
Soap, Klek, Palmolive Shave and
Brushless Creams; Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago, Colgate
Brushless Creams, Colgate Tooth
Powder, Halo Shampoo, Cashmere
Bouquet Soap and Toiletries Concentrated Super Suds, Crystal
White Laundry Soap; Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia, Palmolive
Soap and Vel Soapless Suds.
Company has as yet appointed no
successors for any of the vacated
positions. It is understood the positions of radio director and public relations manager will be discontinued and that a new advertising director will be named within
the near future.
Fisheries on Coast
SOUTHCOAST FISHERIES Inc.,
Wilmington, Cal. (Top Form cat
food), in a two-week campaign
which starts Sept. 29, will use a
varied schedule of participation in
a number of West Coast shows
List includes Art Baker's Notebook, Mirandy's Garden Patch and
California Home on KFI, Los Angeles; Andy & Virginia on KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal.; Your Food Is
Your Fortune on KJBS, San Francisco; International Kitchen on
KPO and Home Forum on KGO.
both chen
of on that
Kathryn's Cal.;
KitKFBK,city;Sacramento,
Newspaper of the Air and Hello
Again on KOIN, and Charmingly
We Live on KEX, both of Portland, Ore. Barton A. Stebbins Adv.,
Los Angeles, has the account.
NEW new
YORK
ASSN.
to radio,LAUNDRYMEN'S
starting Sept. 29
will sponsor a series of news programs
featuring AP news, Monday. Wednesday and Friday, 11 :30-ll :45 a.m., on
WMCA, New York. Bob Harris of the
WMCA staff is newscaster. Agency
is Furman & Feiner, New York .
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WITH ASCAP chafing to compose
its differences with the broadcasting industry and have its music
restored to the air as quickly as
possible, NBC and CBS worked
feverishly last weekend to inform
their affiliates of the scope of the
contracts. As Broadcasting went
to press Friday, NBC said it would
have the contracts, together with
a covering letter, in the mails to
all of its affiliates within 24 hours,
and CBS hoped to complete a
similar job over the weekend.
Action, expected daily for weeks
but repeatedly delayed because of
difficulties in putting the agreements into language satisfactory
to attorneys of the networks and
ASCAP, followed a meeting of the
ASCAP board of directors Thursday, at which time the board approved the contracts in their final
form.
Football Ruling
The ASCAP board also voted to
give a waiver on all collegiate
music for all broadcasts of football
games on Sept. 27 on any station
or network. This action came as a
temporary reprieve to broadcasters
who had been constructing soundproof booths at their local football
gridirons to shut olf any unlicensed
ASCAP tune and to advertisers
who, having contracted to sponsor
broadcasts of the football matches,
have been worried over the prospect
of having to eliminate much of the
color from their broadcasts for
fear of infringement suits.
Earlier in the week, CBS had
stated that pending an agreement
with ASCAP, all of its football
broadcasts would be made from
soundproof booths, with interviews
and comment broadcast from the
booths between halves and no music
picked up. NBC delayed action.
N. W. Ayer, agency in charge of
the Atlantic Refining Co. sponsorship of football broadcasts on 83
stations throughout the eastern territory in which this company distributes its gasoline and motor oils,
had frankly admitted that the
music situation was a headache
and that it was proceeding on a
game-to-game, week-to-week basis
in hope of a general settlement before the end of the season. Its
broadcasts on the CBS New England network, the agency said,
would be made from closed booths
in conformity with CBS rules.
With other stations, however, the
agency was endeavoring to work
out the best solutions possible,
clearing all the school songs of the
competing colleges where that could
be done and attempting to limit
the bands to music which could be
cleared where it was impossible to
get complete clearance. "We don't
BROADCASTING

to

Submit

care about licenses if the situation
can be worked out without them,"
an agency
stated, on"but
we
do care executive
about putting
as
colorful and entertaining broadcasts as possible and we don't like
the idea of cutting out all music
and broadcasting from a closed
booth except where that is the only
way we can broadcast the games at
Up to Affiliates
Immediately following the
ASCAP
approval of the
all." board's
contracts,
the printers, who had the
documents in type, were ordered to
start the presses for delivery to the
networks the following day.
ASCAP itself intends to send out
no contracts to stations until the
network contracts have been signed.
It was explained that if ASCAP
sends a contract to a station that
act constitutes an offer, and should
the networks fail to sign this agreement, ASCAP would, if it had sent
contracts out, find itself obligated
to reduce its income from stations
already licensed under the terms
of the agreement concluded with
MBS last spring.
NBC and CBS, as has been frequently explained, have said they
would not accept the contracts
with ASCAP until the great majority of their affiliated stations
have shown their desire to have
ASCAP music back on the networks
by agreeing to rebate to the networks 2%'7<: of the sums they receive for network commercial programs as the stations share of the
networks payments to ASCAP.
Armed with the endorsements of

ASCAP

both the IRNA and NAB executive
committees, network executives
have expressed confidence that
these agreements would be forthcoming without much delay.
Against this optimistic outlook,
however, was the action of some
200 broadcasters — many of them
network affiliates — attending the
NIB convention in Chicago early
last week, expressing disapproval
of the contract because of its rebate provisions.
Precisely what effect this would
have on ratification of the agreements by the networks remained
to be seen. Action at the NIB convention came after broadcasters
had heard a detailed explanation of
the contracts from John G. Paine,
ASCAP general manager (see
page 9).
Although acceptance of the contracts would result in the end of
the conflict between broadcasters
and ASCAP, with ASCAP
dropping any legal actions for infringements bybroadcasters since
the first of the year, the rivalry
between ASCAP and BMI as competitive sources of music will continue unabated. Indeed, competition between these two organizations may be expected to increase,
as BMI finds itself no longer the
sole purveyor of music to most of
the broadcasting industry, but
faced with the necessity of presenting its tunes in competition with
those of the ASCAP members.
One advantage BMI holds is that
the broadcasters, as BMI stockholders, will naturally favor its
merchandise. Another is that many
band leaders during the music war

GIFT TO AN ANZAC from NBC announcers is this package now enroute
to Lieut. H. K. Ngata, who before the \\'ar was an announcer at a government station in Wellington, New Zealand. Now a prisoner in a Nazi
camp as a result of the Crete campaign, the New Zealander appealed
to his brother announcers at the NBC International Division for cigarettes and other small items [Broadcasting, Sept. 22]. NBC did not let
a fellow announcer down and here NBC foreign language announcers
(1 to r) Frank Nesbitt, of the English section; Francisco Lara, Spanish;
Ary Moll, Portuguese; Natialia Danesi, Italian; Fernand Auberjonois,
French; and Alan Nelson, of the German section, gathered around to
address the bundle to the imprisoned Ngata in Germany.
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have set up their own publishing
companies whose output is licensed
through BMI and these leaders will
continue to plug their own tunes
regardless of all ai'guments and
pleas advanced by the song pluggers of ASCAP publishers. But by
and large the quality and popularity of the music will determine
its use, without reference to the
organization through which it is
licensed.
Action in Marks Suit
The test suit brought against
ASCAP by BMI and Edward B.
Music Corp. to determine whether
music performing rights are owned
by the composer or the publisher
progressed another step last week
when Justice Aaron Steuer of the
New York Supreme Court denied
ASCAP's motion to have BMI
eliminated as a plaintiff in the suit.
Decision was handed down Sept.
25 and ASCAP is expected to file
an answer within 10 days with the
possibility that the question may
reach a decision this fall.
As a result of this ruling, BMI
stated, "ASCAP will be forced to
meet an issue which it has evaded
since its organization in 1914. No
matter what the ultimate decision
may be, an adjudication of performance right ownership will have
a far-reaching effect on the future
of ASCAP, an organization of both
composers
publishers."
Pending and
the final
outcome of the
suit, BMI has refrained from
licensing for performance some
10,000 compositions in the Marks
catalog written by ASCAP composers subsequent to joining
ASCAP. The award of pei'forming
rights will, whichever way it goes,
clear the channel for the release
to the radio audience of these songs,
which include such familiar compositions as "Parade of the
Wooden Soldiers" and "Glow
In addition to this BMI-Marks
suit, ASCAP may soon be called on
Worm".
to
defend its methods of licensingmotion picture theatres. The Independent Theatre Owners Assn.
of New York has instructed its
attorneys to draw up papers for a
suit seeking an injunction to halt
future royalty payments to ASCAP
and also to recover triple damages
for payments made by the 300
member theatres during the past
six years. The ITOA announcement explained that the statute of
limitations prevents the suit from
extending back any farther.
Refers to Decree
The suit, says the announcement,
"climaxes a long campaign by
theatre owners which complained
against the unjust charges. The
theatre owners group holds that
since the consent decree entered
into between ASCAP and the De(Contimied on pagePage
67)
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May Ask Ruling

Traveling Expenses

FOLLOWING a breakdown in
negotiations between CBS officials
and representatives of the Associated Bi'oadcast Technicians Unit
of the International Brotlierhood of
Electrical Workers, all signs last
week pointed towards a union call
for arbitration of the wages, hours
and traveling expenses of the 240
engineers employed at the M & 0
stations of CBS.
Meetings of the CBS members of
the ABTU locals in the seven cities
in which the network's managed
and operated stations are located
(St. Louis being excepted as all
stations in this city operate under
an individual agreement, separate
from that covering the other CBS
stations ) disclosed a militant
minority who believe that the network would come to an agreement
more rapidly if its engineers were
outside than if they remain at their
posts. But the majority of CBS
technicians, it is reported, were not
yet willing to resort to a strike.
Terms of Agreement
Under the five-year agreement
concluded between company and
union in 1937, either party may ask
for a discussion of wages, hours
and traveling expenses at the end
of any year of the contract by
notifying the other side by Aug. 1
that it wishes to conduct such
negotiations.
If no agreement is reached on or
before Oct. 1, then either party may
within five days ask for arbitration of the points of issue, with the
arbitrator to be chosen by mutual
agreement. If the parties cannot
agree on a suitable arbiter, a
name is to be drawn by lot from a
panel established by the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn. and
the International Printing Pressmen & Assistants Union.
Following the union request, conversations were held in Chicago
the week of Sept. 8, with CBS vicepresidents H. Leslie Atlass, Chicago, and Mefford R. Runyon, New
York, acting for the company and
Russ Rennaker, ABTU national
business manager, and Frank E.
Sosebee, union representative in
New York, representing the union.
When a deadlock was reached, the
union men went to New York and
requested and secured an interview
with William S. Paley, CBS president, following which they resumed
negotiations with Mr. Runyon, but
again failed to make any progress
[Broadcasting, Sept. 15, 22].
After the second breakdown in
negotiations, CBS issued the following statement:
"In 1937 CBS entered into a fiveyear contract with the union representing its approximately 250
broadcast technicians. This agreePage 12 • September
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ment provided for an annual reconsideration ofthe wage and hour
provisions of the contract if either
party requested it. If no agreement
was reached by negotiation the contract provided that the matter
could be referred to an impartial
arbiter whose decision would be
accepted by both sides.
Guaranteed Raises
"The agreement further provides
for guaranteed salary increases
based upon length of service. The
beginning salary is $49.60 per
week. This becomes $76.10 after
nine years of service. Through the
operation of these guaranteed increases the salaries of technicians
employed continuously from 1937,
when the contract was made, until
the present time have been increased on the average over 16%.
The contract provides foj a 5-day,
40-hour week. The scale of pay is
the same in all the cities where Columbia operates stations which are
covered by the agreement, namely.
New York, Chicago, Boston, Washington, Minneapolis, Los Angeles
and Charlotte.
"This year, the union demanded
an average 20% increase in the
scale of pay. Desiring to assure a
continuation of employment without controversy in a time of national emergency, the company
offered 6% with the provision that
on the expiration of the contract in
October of 1942, any unsettled
points in a new contract be submitted to arbitration. The union
was agreeable to accepting the 6%
increase but was unwilling to agree
to ai-bitrate unsettled points.
"The present agreement contains
a Union
no-strike,
no-lockout
provision."
members
stated
that in
tieing up its offer of a 6% increase
with an arbitration provision, CBS
was violating the terms of the present agreement, which provides only
(Continued on page 75)
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GEORGE GRIM, radio director of the Minneapolis StarJournel, used all his ingenuity
the other day to cut a transcription of the complete
wedding ceremony at which
he was best man. He hid a
microphone in a floral display
next to the bridegroom, Peter
Temple, a staff announcer of
WLOL, Minneapolis, who
married Betty LaBlant.

Williamson
Leave

for

Given
Service

Pedlar & Ryan Moves Sisson
From Coast to New York
GREGORY WILLIAMSON, director of radio and vice-president of
Pedlar & Ryan, New York, has
been granted an indeterminate
leave of absence to enter Government work with the Navy Department, the agency has announced.
Lawrence L. Shenfield, vice-president, who has long been in charge
of radio, will administer the general affairs of the department, at
least temporarily. No successor has
been chosen.
Sisson Returns
E. G. Sisson Jr., formerly in
Hollywood, will reKirn to New
York to assume ^'arious administrative and new show functions he
formerly handled, the announcement states. William L. Lawrence
and his Hollywood staff remain on
the Coast in charge of production
of the Orson Welles program for
Lady Esther, broadcast each Monday evening on CBS. Other departmental duties formerly handled by
Mr. Williamson will be taken over
by Chester MacCraqken, who recently joined the agency.
John Taylor continues in charge
of script editing and author contact. John Archer Carter continues
to head the radio commercial department, of which Cyril J. Mullen
has been named assistant director.
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard also continues in charge of talent and casting for daytime shows.
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Plans

Prepared

By Local in New York
MEETING of the International
Executive Board of the American
Federation of Musicians, to be
held in Chicago Sept. 30 and Oct.
1, is expected to result in some
move by the musicians union to
stop or control the use of recorded
music especially phonograph records, on the air.
At the union's national convention last June the delegates passed
a number of resolutions aimed at
the curtailment or elimination of
this allegedly unfair competition
with live musicians. A plan for
the regulation
casts is said toofberecorded
embodiedbroadin a
brief which last week was being
prepared by attorneys for the
AFM local (802) in New York,
but details of this plan were not
available last Frdiay.
WSMB Impasse
Meanwhile, no settlement had
been reached of the differences between WSMB, New Orleans, and
the AFM local in that city ,alNBC'sin
Nortonhadof been
though John
stations
department
New Orleans for a week endeavoring to assist station and union
to reach an agreement. On Friday
both NBC and AFM spokesmen in
New York expressed the belief this
problem would be settled without
the necessity for any further national action. NBC two weeks previously had pulled all the late erening dance band remote pickups
from the Red in response to
AFM's request that such programs
be denied WSMB by the network.
Possibility of similar situations
on CBS and NBC-Blue was averted last week as the Des Moines
local of AFM reached an agreement with KSO-KRNT in that
city. Details of the settlement
were not available last week, but
the local on Tuesday night notified the National AFM offices in
New York that the trouble with
the Cowles stations had been satisfactorily settled.
A week ago, dance band remotes
were resumed on Mutual network
after S. A. Cisler, manager of
WGRC, Louisville outlet for MBS,
had reached an agreement in New
York with Jamas C. Petrillo, AFM
president, concerning the employment of musicians on his station
[Broadcasting, Sept. 22]. Agreement, set for a trial 13-week period, calls for WGRC to employ an
organist
for atan$35
8% for
-houra
week and ata $30
leader
7y2-hour week. The station had
previously
organist and theengaged
union only
had an
demanded
that it sicians
employ
six additional muat $30 weekly.

GIFT FROM the 22 employes of WMAZ, Macon, Ga., is this plaque, to
be placed in the wall of the station's new studios in tlie new Bankers
Insurance Bldg. Mrs. Frances Taylor (left) and Mrs. Allie Williams
presented the plaque to President E. K. Cargill on behalf of the staff.
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Wander Called
ARTHUR J. WUXDER, space and
timebuyer of Cowan & Deugler. New
York, has been called for military
service and will be succeeded by Helen
F. Bond, formerly his assistant.
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ANOTHER episode in the thrillless serial that some day may be
known as the "forgotten inquiry"
on newspaper ownership of broadcast stations terminated last Thursday after a day-and-a-half, when
the FCC ran out of witnesses. It
marked the third time since last
July 23, when the inquiry got under way, that the Commission was
unable to follow through on its prearranged schedule because of similar circumstances.
Having taken on the aspect of
almost a complete bust, the hearings were recessed by FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly Thursday until noon the following Thursday. Chairman Fly previoiasly had
announced that the hearings would
run three days a week — Wednesdays through Fridays. Thus far,
all the witnesses called had been
subpoenaed by the Commission in
its effort to prove that joint operation of newspapers and radio stations results in unfair competition,
improper practices and generally
does not inure to the public good.
Intramural Row
Indicating the temper of the
Commission over the manner in
which its staff has handled the proceedings thus far was the withdrawal of David D. Lloyd, chief of
its inquiry section, as Commission
counsel and substitution of Donald
M. Harris, youthful New York attorney. While Mr. Lloyd sat at the
counsel table along with Senior
Assistant General Counsel Thomas
E. Harris, he did not handle any
of the examination of witnesses
during the day and a half sessions.
Mr. Lloyd had been subjected to
frequent dressing downs by ChairI man Fly prior to the substitution.
I When the hearings resume
Thursday, it is expected the press
[ association and network aspects of
1 the inquiry will be resumed. FCC
investigators have plowed through
[ files of all three national networks,
and it is expected the Commission
wijl essay to prove that the networks favor newspaper-owned stations over independently - owned
outlets, because of purported advantages growing out of the joint
operation. The Commission already
has touched upon this in examination of subpoenaed witnesses representing newspaper-ovsnned stations.
The press association phase,
which had been gone into previously, appeared headed in the direction of efforts to prove suppression
of competition in the field, and the
pegging of rates of independentlyowned stations so that newspaper
stations and the competitive newspapers themselves could procure
rate benefits.
In some quarters it was thought
BROADCASTING
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the press association phase of the
inquiry was being handled by the
FCC with the idea of turning over
any evidence uncovered to the Department of Justice for possible
antitrust proceedings.
Following the hearings scheduled
for Oct. 2 and 3, it is indicated the
Commission will recess for a week,
when its staff will work on revision
of the controverted exhibits covering station finances, which were introduced for identification during
the earlier phases of the proceedings. Moreover, the Commission sits
en banc beginning Oct. 6 on oral
arguments in connection with its
rule proposing a ban on multiple
ownership where duplicating service is involved.
One report, unconfirmed by FCC
counsel, was that Morris Ernst,
counsel for the American Civil Liberties Union, would be called when
the hearings are resumed. After
the week's recess, about Oct. 15,
the FCC is expected to offer its
revised exhibits.
Conveniently Forgotten
Mystery appeared to surround
the fate of the voluminous FCC
questionnaire sent our prior to the
start of the hearings last July,
eliciting from all stations comments on the effect of newspaperstation competition. From one
source it was indicated that the results were so unfavorable, from the
Commission's standpoint, that it
was decided not to use the analysis
at all.
The strange spectacle of allowing applicants for new stations to
plead their cases developed at the
half-day session last Thursday.
Two newspaper applicants, seeking
stations in West Virginia, were allowed to recite reasons why they
sought the stations, and cited advantages they expected to accrue to
the newspapers.
Nothing to Rebut
Complying with a Sept. 17 request by Chairman Fly, the Newspaper-Radio Committee and WGN
Inc. last Thursday filed with the
Commission a general notation on
the scope of the testimony they
plan to offer. It was apparent both
parties took the position that the
FCC so far had failed completely
in making a case worthy of serious
rebuttal.
In a letter to the Commission the
Newspaper-Radio Committee indicated that, pending the extent to
which the FCC corrected inaccuracies in its exhibits, it would produce witnesses to testify on Commission and other exhibits. Dr.
Herman S. Hettinger, associate
professor of economics at the
Wharton School of Finance, U of
Pennsylvania, and a well-known
radio economist, had been retained
by the Newspaper-Radio Committee, and probably will be a principal industry witness.
The WGN statement, filed by
Counsel Louis G. Caldwell, indicated also that Commission exhibits
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Running account of FCC
Newspaper - Radio hearings
Sept. 24 and 25 will be found
starting on page 68.
in the record would be corrected,
either by the FCC itself or by industry witnesses. Mr. Caldwell also
stated that the WGN testimony
would be presented in the form of
exhibits. He requested that the
WGN appearance be scheduled
after that of the Newspaper-Radio
Committee, holding this probably
would eliminate unnecessary duplication of testimony.
Need of Backing
During the day-and-a-half session only four witnesses were
heard. Called to discuss the operation of the Cowles Group stations,
operated by the Register & Tribune Co., which also publishes the
Des Moines Register & Tribune,
was Luther L. Hill, vice-president
and general manager of Iowa
Broadcasting Co.
Pointing out that the Cowles
radio operations had operated in
the red to the tune of $180,000
from 1931 to 1936, Mr. Hill maintained that backing by a highly
solvent organization was necessary
for the successful operation of any
station or stations in direct competition with the 50 kw. WHO,
which he said offered an unexcelled
service to the Iowa area from a
coverage standpoint.
Mr. Hill also was questioned at
length during his full-day appearance on such matters as the development ofstation policy in keeping with Register & Tribune business policy and the influence of the
Register & Tribune Co. on dealings
between United Press and WHO.
NEW FCC PROSECUTOR
Donald M. Harris Now Handles
Newspaper Probe
DETAILED to handle Commission
examination during the newspaperownership inquiry, Donald M. Harris, newest member of the FCC
legal staff, made his public bow
as the hearings resumed last
Wednesday. Scheduled to function
as head of the litigation section
and prosecutor of the FCC inquiry,
backed up by Thomas R. Harris,
senior assistant general counsel,
and David D. Lloyd, Mr. Harris
joined the legal division Sept. 8,
under a non-permanent appointment, following six years with the
New York law firm of Carter, Ledyard & Milburn.
Retained as special counsel under Section 4(f) of the Communications Act, Mr. Harris received
his A.B. degree from Amherst College in 1932,
Columbia
U inand
1935.an HeLL.B.
was fi-om
born
March 28, 1911, and is married.
Mr. Harris succeeds Nathan N.
David, former assistant to Chairman James Lawrence Fly and now
with Col. W. J. Donovan, Coordinator of Information, as head of
the litigation section.

a
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He indicated that although the
Cowles Group station — KSOKRNT, Des Moines, WMT, Cedar
Rapids, and WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
— ■ made cooperative time-space
deals with the Register & Tribune,
the same opportunity for swap arrangements on an identical basis
was available to WHO, which he
had chose to use instead space in
the 40-odd other daily newspapers
in Iowa.
West Virginia Angle
Other witnesses, all heard during the Thursday morning session,
were W. E. Ingersoll, business
manager of the Parkersburg (W.
Va.) News and Sentinel, and
Charles L. Long, vice-president and
assistant publisher of the Wheeling Intelligencer and News-Register, which have pending applications for new stations in Parkersburg and Wheeling, and A. S. Haywood, director of organization of
the Congress
zations (CIO).of Industrial OrganiThe testimony of Mr. Ingersoll
and Mr. Long was regarded by observers, as well as by counsel, as
amounting to little but a hearing
on the pending applications, now in
abeyance under Order No. 79. Both
described physical and financial
considerations in connection vnth.
the the dicated
papers'
operation
inthat the new
stationsandwere
being sought primarily to protect
the newspaper investment and
prestige. Radio competition was described as a "worry" and a "problem" which could best be dealt with
by establishing a new station.
CIO Grievances
Mr. Haywood voiced a long list
of CIO's and labor's grievances
against broadcasters, principally
concerned with the diflnculty of
labor organizations in securing
radio time, either free or paid. He
recommended that the FCC not only
investigate this situation as it pertained to newspaper-owned stations, which he indicated were the
principal though not the only offenders, and later launch an exhaustive inquiry into the overall
time-for-labor situation, with an
eye to correcting present practices.
New York Votes FM
NEW YQRK City Board of Estimate last Thursday approved a
$16,000 appropriation requested by
WNYC, municipally-owned station,
for the construction of an FM station. The FCC last June issued to
WNYC a construction permit for a
1,000-watt FM station to operate
on 43.5 mc. with the call W35NY.
Construction will begin as soon as
equipment can be secured, with
orders for the transmitter and
other apparatus to be placed shortly. FM station will give the city
broadcast facilities during late evening hours, WNYC signing off at
times varying from 10 p.m. in midsummer to 5:30 p.m. in midwinter
because its frequency Page
is shared
with WCCO, Minneapolis.
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Morgenthaii Would Tax Profit Over 6fo
WITH President Roosevelt signing
splendid cooperation which the
trade association received from all
the 1941 Revenue Act Sept. 20 and
many broadcasters congratulating
concerned."
the NAB for its part in defeating
Warning against a lackadaisical
the controverted 5-15% Federal tax attitude, Mr. Miller continued:
we have been successful
proposed
the bill
for radio's
net in "While
eliminating this particular tax
time
salesin over
$100,000,
definite
signs were seen in Washington that from the current revenue bill, our
against a discriminatory tax
the industry's tax troubles, far fight
from being over, are really just of this kind is not yet won. It will
beginning.
be proposed again, unless it sponsors — certain printing trades
Although all appears quiet on the
Government front at the moment, it unions — are convinced that it would
still is apparent that franchise tax hurt them as well as radio broadtalk is much in the wind. Accordcasters."
ing to the Treasury Department,
no study of radio franchise tax FCC APPOINTMENT
possibilities, indicated as forthIS EXPECTED SOON
coming by Congress when it
knocked out the radio tax in the LIKELIHOOD that President
revenue bill, has begun.
Roosevelt soon will fill the vacancy
on the FCC that has existed since
A Profits Tax, Too
last June 30 was seen following a
No definite plan has been de- 15-minute conference last Wednesday between the Chief Executive
veloped, but it is understood that if
Congress requests that the study be and FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly. While no word was
made, sufficient pressure will be forthcoming
either from the White
brought on the Treasury and Joint
Mr. Fly following the sesCommittee on Internal Revenue to House sion,orit was
thought the primary
rush through in a few weeks pre- topic was the question of FCC personnel and organization.
liminary investigations sufficient to
provide a working basis for a
The vacancy on the Commission
franchise tax move. Additional in- has existed since the expiration of
the term of F. I. Thompson, of Aladication that the proposition was
bama. Chairman Fly had not been
more than just talk came from FCC
the White Hovise for several
Chairman Fly in his address to the at
and it was stated by Press
NIB convention in Chicago last months
Secretary Stephen T. Early that
Monday.
the chairman hal sought the appointment fo rseveral weeks.
Another possibility for an increased tax burden on radio and all
Among other things, it is believed the chairman discussed acother industries, was the plan antivities of the Defense Communinounced last week by Secretary of
cations Board, of which he is
the Treasury Morgenthau to tax
chairman, as well as those of the
away all corporation profits above
FCC. Reports have been in the
a 6% return on invested capital.
wind that the President might deOne informal estimate to Broadsire to effect a reorganization of
casting indicated the tax might
because of recent regulaamount to as much as 12 or 13 the FCC
tory developments that have had
million dollars annually for the far-reaching repercussions.
broadcasting industry. Although
the tax is designed to control defense profits, it would touch all
Aunt Jemima Discs
corporate operations, including radio. Intense opposition to the plan QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago
(Aunt Jemima pancake fiour), on
is foreseen in all industrial circles,
Sept. 29 started an early morning
as well as by Chairman Doughton,
five-minute transcribed program
of the House Ways & Means Comsix days a week for 13 weeks on
mittee, and Chairman George of the following stations: WABC
WEEI KYW WTAM WJR WGN
the Senate Finance Committee,
KNX KSFO KDKA. Agency is
both of whom have previously come
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chicago.
out strongly against higher tax
rates on corporations.
A United Front
WOV All-English
Replying to a flood of congratuWOV, New York, which delatory messages reaching NAB,
voted most of its time to
President Neville Miller declared
programs
in Italian before its
last Monday:
increase in power to 10 kw.
early this year, is planning
"The result we have achieved
to drop all foreign language
thus far is an excellent demonstrabroadcast and devote itself
tion of what can be accomplished
exclusively to English after
with a united industry front. It
Jan. 1, 1942, by which time
could not have been achieved withall present contracts for Italout the wholehearted cooperation
ian programs will have exwe received not only from members
pired.
increaseSince
WOV its
has power
broadcast
of the industry but from representatives of advertising, labor unions
nothing but English after 6
and other groups. I wish to take
p.m. and at present devotes
only four hours a day to Italthis opportunity to express, on beian programs.
half of the NAB staff and for myself, our sincere thanks for the
Page 14 • September
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STAR STUDENT as well as star
gridman, Tommy Harmon of Michigan (left), new sports director of
WJR, Detroit, was greeted by his
campus radio prof., Waldo Abbot,
during a welcoming party last
week to 250 Detroit businessmen,
given by the station. Harmon
majored
radio Arbor
under institution
Prof. Abbot at thein Ann
for three years, with an eye to
making that his career.
NEW YORK THEATRE
IS LEASED BY MBS
MBS board approved the rental of
a theatre in New York to be knovsm
as Mutual Playhouse No. 1, from
which encemost
of theoriginate.
netwoi-k'sDeal
audi-is
shows will
practically set for the Maxine Elliott Theatre, with plans for MBS
to take over with the Coca Cola
premier Nov. 3.
Board also worked out a plan to
enlarge and equalize MBS stock
membership among the present
seven stockholders (WOR, WGN,
Don Lee Network, Colonial Network, WKRC, CKLW, WHK) and
an additional four (WFBR, WIP,
WCAE, WGR). A revised budget
to run from Oct. 1, 1941, to Feb.
1, 1942, was approved. Board and
stockholders also discussed competitive network conditions and
pledged further network-stations
cooperation.
The meeting was attended by:
General Manager Fred Weber;
W. E. Macfarlane and E. M. Antrim, WGN; Alfred J. McCosker
and T. C. Streibert, WOR; Lewis
Allen Weiss, Don Lee; John Shepard III, Colonial Network; H. K.
Carpenter, WHK - WCLE, Cleveland; J. E. Campeau, CKLW, and
Hulbert Taft Jr., WKRC; prospective stockholders Benedict Gimbel,
WIP; I. R. Lounsberry, WGR; Harold Bittner, WCAE; Hope Barrell,
Harold Batchelder, WFBR; and
MBS Sales Manager Ed Weed;
Miles Lamphiear, auditor, and Attorneys Keith Masters and Emanuel Dannett.
Lever Vitamin Test
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.,
will shortly announce a test campaign in newspapers and radio for
a new vitamin mineral tablet,
Vimms. Sale of the product will begin sometime in October with advertising released at that time
through BBDO, New York, the
agency in charge.
EARL MULLIN, assistant to William
Kostka, NBC press department head,
has taken over the department pending the appointment of a successor
for Mr. Kostka.
BROADCASTING

Cola

Spend^

A Million on MB!New Band Series Is Largesi
Schedule Yet for Network
LARGEST contract ever signed by •
MBS with an advertiser for a 1
single product, said to exceed I
$1,000,000, was closed last week |
when Coca Cola Co., Atlanta, pur- j
chased five quarter-hours and one ;
half-hour weekly on an MBS net- i
work of 125 stations for 52 weeks, j
beginning Nov. 3.
j
Series, as yet untitled, will be ;
broadcast from 10:15 to 10:30 p.m., .
Monday through Friday, and from
10 to 10:30 on Saturday and will
feature name bands.
i
Insistence of sponsor on the
10:15-10:30 spot, with all stations,
across the country taking the pro- j
gram at the time of broadcast, is ,
said to have been the deciding f ac- ;
tor
swinging
MBS,in which
won the
out program
over otherto '
networks
competing
for
ness when it proved able tothelinebusiup .■
more stations at this time.
A Band a Night
Details of the band pick-ups have
been arranged in cooperation with
Music Corp. of America, which is
bookingcasts. A the
bandsband
for will
the appear
broaddifferent
each night, broadcasting from a
New York theatre yet to be selected, except for certain periods
when the broadcasts will originate
from Chicago, Hollywood or San
Francisco, using bands playing in
and around those cities. On Saturday, the guest band for the halfhour program will be that banc
with the highest phonograph record
sales throughout the country during the preceding week. MCA is
employing special accountants tc
collect and tabulate these recorc
sales figures.
In addition to this new series
Coca Cola Co. also sponsors a program of semi-classical music, Paust
That Refreshes on the Air, fron
4:30-5 each Sunday afternoon on i
CBS network of 115 stations, witl
Andre Kostelanetz orchestra an(
Albert Spalding as^ solo violinisi
and m.c. The company's bottlers
through a cooperative advertising
sponsor Singin'
Sam
aarrangement,
15-minute transcribed
program
currently broadcast five time:
weekly on 249 stations. Advertis
ing
handled by D'Arcy Adv. Co.
St. is
Louis.
Ken Church Is Appointet
To
WKRC
Sales Pos
KEN CHURCH, general sales man
ager of KMOX, St. Louis, has beei
named director in charge of na
tional sales and promotion fo:
WKRC, Cincinnati, Hulbert Taf
Jr., general manager, announce(
Friday. He assumes his new dutiei
Oct. 6.
Mr. Church has been in radii
since 1933, entering as salesman a
KMOX, St. Louis. Later he wai
named
sales on
manager.
Prior to staf
tha'
he
had been
the advertising
of the St. Louis Glohe-Democra
and the Post-Dispatch.
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In January of this year, the P. Lorillard Company's new king-size cigarette, Beech-Nut,was
introduced to the Syracuse market. « « Advertised only over WSYR

and using a station-

created program— in eight short months, Beech-Nuts have risen to the top sales spot in the
low-priced cigarette field.*
proof that WSYR

«

«

No other radio or newspaper was used — convincing

is, by itself, a selling power in Syracuse.

UliVR
SYRACUSE,
N. Y.
570

kc.

NBC

''According to independent survey of drug,
cigar and grocery
stores and cigarette
jobbers.
AN

H. C. WILDER
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Briefs

Few

As

Only 15 of 40 Affected
Groups Take Action;
Power Challenged
With appearances and
briefs filed by only 15 of the estimated 40 entities involved in the
multiple ownership-overlapping
service issue, it was apparent last
week that the bulk of the parties
likely to be affected by the proposed ban would simply be sideline
observers at the arguments scheduled to get under way Oct. 6 before
the FCC en banc.
While the bulk of the briefs filed
Sept. 22 pursuant to the order
(No. 84) challenged the FCC's
jurisdiction in the issuance of such
a blanket order, several of the respondents simply made a plea for
a flexible rule which would preclude
the ban applying to their own
situations on public interest
grounds. Practically all of them,
however, attacked the indefinite
language of the rule, and the loose
definitions of what constitutes control or objectionable overlap.
A Perplexing Order
Most of the stations not filing
appearances or briefs have indicated through their counsel they
felt it was unnecessary to do so,
since the Commission, by statute,
is required to hold individual hearings on any matters affecting existing station facilities. Moreover,
the terms of the tentative order itself allow at least a six-month leeWay before enforcement, with
grants of such additional time as
may be necessary to provide for
orderly disposition of properties.
Meanwhile, an informal meeting
of a group of a score of stations
apparently falling within the purview of the order and their counsel,
held in Chicago last Tuesday, resulted in no concrete decision as to
procedure. Called by Ralph L. Atlass, WJJD-WIND, who apparently
took advantage of the presence of
many broadcasters in Chicago to
attend the special NIB convention,
the meeting, it is reported, was
of an exploratory nature. Broadcasters affected were frankly perplexed over the Commission's order
because of its broad scope.
A meeting of the various attorneys who plan to appear Oct. 6 for
the oral arguments is scheduled for
Monday, Sept. 29. The decision to
hold the session was reached at the
Chicago conclave.
Meanwhile talk persisted about
station swaps, sales and moves, in
the event the Commission in the
final analysis attempts to make the
overlap rule stick. In several cases,
because the parties involved believe they can improve their positions, such exchanges may be put
through even though the regulation is withheld, contested in court,
or even dropped.
It was generally felt, however,
that the FCC majority would be
Page 16 • September

Overlap

Probe

Nears

REACTION to initial broadcast of the weekly CBS Orson Welles Show,
which started Sept. 15 under sponsorship of Lady Esther Co., was topic
of discussion by this group of executives representing network and agency
serving that account. They are (1 to r) : Bill Lawrence, Hollywood representative ofPedlar & Ryan; E. G. (Ted) Sisson of the agency's New York
radio department; Harry W. Witt, CBS Southern California sales manager; A. E. McElfresh, Pedlar & Ryan, vice-president.
disposed to make some sort of a
multiple ownership ban stick, as its
last-ditch effort. Already there are
signs that it has slowed down considerably the pace on its proposed
ban on newspaper ownership and
on invoking rigid regulations govships. erning network-affiliate relationChallenge of Power
NBC, which would be most
vitally affected by the multiple
ownership-overlap ban, since 8 of
the 10 stations it owns are located
in four cities, filed a brief challengthe FCC's
jurisdiction
all down
the ingline.
Stations
which would
be
affected, under the rule, are WEAF
and WJZ, New York; WMAQ and
WENR, Chicago; WRC and
WMAL, Washington, and KPO and
KGO, San Francisco.
Through Duke M. Patrick and
Philip G. Hennessey Jr., NBC contended the Commission has no authority to adopt a regulation of the
type proposed. It held also that no
provision of the law expressly authorizes the enactment of the regulation and that it is not necessary
to the exercise of any power expressly conferred upon the Commission.
Even if authority had been conferred upon the Commission to enact the multiple ownership rule,
the proposed regulation is "too
vague, indefinite and uncertain to
constitute a valid regulation", NBC
insisted. Because it is impossible
to determine from the language
of the regulation proposed "who,
and what, is meant to be included
within its prohibitions", NBC said,
"we submit that it is fatally deIn conclusion, the network confective."
tended the Commission has no
power under the Act to adopt any
regulation of the character proposed and that if it had, the regulation as now phrased would not
constitute a valid exercise of such
On behalf of three sets of stapower.
tions that might fall within the
purview of the rule — WJAS-KQV,
Pittsburgh; WILM-WDEL, Wilmington, Del.; WRAW-WEEU,
Reading, Pa. — George 0. Sutton,

29, 1941

Washington attorney, challenged
the FCC's authority under the Act
to issue such a rule. Moreover, he
contended that the proposed action
becomes even more oppressive
''when considered in the light of
the fact that the Commission has
by its own action approved the
very conditions, now existent,
which it proposes to change by Order No. 84." He argued that if
the Commission feels that multiple
ownership should be dealt with,
it should address its recommendation for additional authority to
Congress.
Mr. Sutton contended the prorule attempts
cuit theposedclear
mandate toof short-cirCongress
by reaching a determination, in
advance of hearing, that public interest will or will not be served.
Minority Problem
Challenging the Commission's
right, tionpower,
or jurisdicto enactauthority
the proposed
rule,
Ben S. Fisher, Charles V. Wayland
and Charles F. Duvall, Washington
attorneys, filed briefs and appearances on behalf of KOMO-KJR,
Seattle; KWKH-KTBS, Shreveport, and WCOP-WORL, Boston.
In the case of the Boston situation,
it was brought ouL. Harold A. Lafount, former radio commissioner,
owns interest in both of the stations but they are minority holdings. The question raised was
whether the rule, as now drafted,
was designed to ban even such
minority holdings, where duplicated
service is involved.
In the case of KV/KH and KTBS,
it was brought out that the stations are almost inextricably interwoven in a financial structure on
which a substantial loan had been
procured. In the Seattle situation,
it was brought out that the Commission itself recently had approved
acquisition
KJRfrom
by NBC
Fisher's
Blend Stationof Inc.
for
$75,000, without any qualifications
whatever.
In each instance, the attorneys
held that operation of the stations
jointly had in no way resulted in
monopoly of radio communications,
or in suppression or restriction of
competition. It was also contended
BROADCASTING

that enforcement of the rule would
deprive the licensees of their property and rights without due process
of law.
Almost identical briefs, protests
and oppositions to the proposed
rule were filed on behalf of KGW
and KEX, Portland, Ore., operated by the Oregonian Publishing
Co., and KHQ and KGA, Spokane,
operated by Louis Wasmer, through
John C. Kendall and John W. Kendall, Portland attorneys. In each
instance, the second station had
been procured in recent months by
the owners from NBC, with the
approval of the FCC. In each case
also, it was contended that the
joint ownership, management and
operation had not resulted in a monopoly or in suppression or restriction of competition.
Moreover, the West Coast licensees contended that before any
licenses shall be revoked, a hearing
must be provided under the statute
and the Commission's regulations.
It was argued that adoption of the
rule would be unjust, unfair, arbitrary and capricious in that it
would deprive the licensees and all
other licensees similarly situated
of their property and rights, without due process.
Lacks Latitude
On behalf of WGR and WKBW,
Buffalo, Frank D. Scott, Washington attorney, called adoption of the
proposed rule unnecessary and undesirable. He held the objective
could be accomplished by the Commission in connection with future
applications, by denying such applications onthe ground that public
interest would not be served, and
existing stations whose operations
violated the tenor of the proposed
rule could be set for hearing with
appropriate
action. feels that its
If the Commission
policy as to multiple ownership
should be given expression in a
rule, Mr. Scott suggested the rule
should be so worded as not to restrict the Commission's general
consideration of cases which appear to fall within provisions of
the rule. This should be based on
the public interest, convenience and
necessity concept, he said. The proposed rule as drawn, he pointed
out, allows no latitude in determining whether, under any circumstances, multiple ownership does or
does not serve public interest.
The proposed rule was called exceedingly unjust to Buffalo Broadcasting Corp., operating WGRWKBW, because the company was
organized in 1928 at the request of
the FCC. To effect this reorganization, approximately $600,000 was
borrowed. Moreover, he pointed out
that in 1938, to keep pace with improved equipment, improvements
were made costing approximately
$100,000, while an expenditure of
$225,000 is entailed in installation
of 50,000 - watt equipment for
WKBW, which shortly will be comMr. Scott urged that the Completed.
mission either forego the adoption
(Qpntinued on page 63)
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Waste
Cover

fairly adjudicated "when one of the
persons is in court as a mere spectator, or elsewhere, with this permit in his pocket, and no issue
raised concerning it". Among other
things. Judge Sykes pointed out
that Wesley I. Dumm, principal
owner of KSFO, has on deposit in
bank $200,000, which is more than
enough money to build and operate
a 50,000-watt station.
He said Mr. Dumm had hypothecated nothing in negotiating this
loan but is paying interest on it.
On the other hand, he contended,

Paper Spots
22 Markets

Total of $675,000 AUotted in
Conversation Campaign
STATIONS in 22 cities or city
groups have been selected for the
radio portion of the national campaign to "save and sell" waste
paper for national defense needs
launched by the Conservation Committee of the Waste Paper Consuming Industries, including boxboard
makers, roofing manufacturers and
book-paper mills.
The Waste Paper Consuming
Industries, with full support and
active cooperation of the Office of
Price Administration, Office of
Production Management and Office
of Emergency Management, have
allocated $675,000 for radio and
newspaper advertising to urge the
public to conserve all forms of
waste paper, scrap metal and rubber. A local telephone answering
center has been established in 34
cities, and housewives, store owners and other local groups are being asked to save waste paper and
sell it or give it to charitable organizations.
Shortage Feared
The advertising campaign is handled by Olian Adv. Co., St. Louis,
and was decided upon when it became evident a serious shortage is
threatened due to v/artime difficulties in importation of wood pulp.
The station list fellows:
New WMCA
York City—
WINS WABC WOV
WBNX
WNEW.
Philadelphia—
WDAS
WFIL WPEN WHAT. KYW WTEL WIP
Chicago— WAAF WIND WCFL WJJD
WMAQ.
Boston— WCOP WHDH WORL WMEX.
Detroit— WXYZ WJLB WJBK.
Cincinnati — WCPO
WKRC WSAI
WCKY.
Minneapolis-St. Paul— WLOL KSTP and
North Central Broadcasting System, comprising KABR KDLR KRMC KLPM
KVOX KWNO KGCU.
Washington—
WOL WWDC WRC WMAL
WJSV.
New
J
e
r
s
e
y— WAAT WCAM WHBI
WPAT.
Indianapolis
—
WFBM WIRE WIBC
WISH.
Pittsburgh—
Akron— WJW WCAE
WAKR.WWSW KQV.
Cleveland— WHK WCLE WGAR.
St. Louis— KSD WIL KWK KXOK.
Milwaukee — WISN WEMP WTMJ.
Baltimore — WCAO
WITH WFBR
WCBM.
Louisville — WAVE WGRC WINN.
Columbus— WBNS WCOL.
Rochester— WHAM WHEC WSAY.
Providence — WJAR
WPRO WEAN
WFCL
Buffalo — WGR WKBW WBNX WEBR.
Toledo— WS1>D WTOL.
Clark From Camps
D. L. CLARK Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
(candy), on Oct. 2 will start sponsorship of Service With a Smile on
51 NBC-Blue stations, Thursday,
8-8:30 p.m., EST, but thereafter
starting Oct. 9 will be heard 8:30-9
p.m. Program will feature talent
from Army, Navy and Marine
bases, which had been auditioned
and chosen in a pre-show competition under the direction of a talent
scout sent out by the sponsor.
Garry Moore, star of NBC's Club
Matinee, will be m.c. and Ben
Grauer announcer for the new series which will originate from a
different camp each week. Albert
P. Hill Co., Pittsburgh, handles
the account.
Page 18 • September

KQW, financed by CBS, "has hypothecated everything to this network and promised to issue to it
371/2% of its stock". Pointing out
the Commission did not approve the
KQW arrangement, he held the
Commission for this reason alone
should have set the application for
hearing.

ALL ALONG THE ROUTE crowds turned out to cheer Jim DeLine,
Musical Clock m.c. at WFBL, Syracuse, as he rode a bicycle from Syracuse to Chittenango, 17 miles away. The ride culminated a week of promotion when a Chittenango dealer offered to give a bicycle to a worthy
boy if DeLine would ride it between the cities. Here Neal Moylan, WFBL
sports director, holds the mike while DeLine talks between puffs.
KSFO

Protests

50

kw.

Grant

to KQW

And Cites Its Allegedly Unfair Results
CHARGING that the FCC has when KSFO filed its application
"unwittingly done a grave injus- for assignment on 740 kc. with
tice" to KSFO by its recent action 50,000 watts and suggested the assignment of KQW on 560 kc, there
in granting KQW an increase in
power from 5,000 to 50,000 watts was no other application pending
on 740 kc, while the application for 740 kc. in California. He conof KSFO for the same facility was
tended that when tentative assignments were made under the Haset for hearing, former Commisvana Treaty reallocations, KQW
sioner E. O. Sykes of the FCC, last
Wednesday filed with the Commiswas "temporarily assigned" to 740
kc. Despite applications, petitions
sion a petition foi- reconsideration
and setting aside of the KQW
and letters of protest filed by
Judge Sykes said, "your
grant.
The FCC is expected soon to KSFO,
Commission has step by step without
hearing
and over our protests
consider the petition asking a consolidated hearing on the issue in strengthened the position of KQW
San Francisco.
its various authorizations to it."
Involving not only the issue of by Judge
Sykes insisted the Commission should have informed
assignment on 740 kc, but indirectly that of the future CBS key KSFO that it did not intend to
station in San Francisco, the designate for hearing the applicaKSFO-KQW controversy has been
tion of KQW, but would consider
in progress since early 1940, when
the
station
in a "preferred posiKSFO first filed its application for
tion" of being on the channel. He
the facility. KQW, licensed in San contended
that a Class II 50,000Jose, and a sister station of KJBS,
watt station is not necessary to
San Francisco, was given the 740 serve the San Jose area, but is apkc. assignment with 5,000 watts as
propriate to serve the San Frana result of the Havana Treaty recisco area. By this change in power
allocations, since its original fa- of KQW from a regional to a 50,cility— 1010 kc. — was not available 000-watt outlet, he said, it is ipso
for use in this country.
facto changed from a station to
serve San Jose to a San Francisco
To Cover San Francisco
station.
The FCC on Sept. 9 granted the
Termed Unjust
KQW application for 50,000 watts,
in effect making it a San Francisco
Describing the KQW grant and
station, subject to approval of a the designation for hearing of
plan of independent financing. KSFO as "inequitable, unjust and
Simultaneously the KSFO applica- really a violation of the due proction was designated for hearing.
ess clause of the Constitution",
KSFO had suggested that KQW
Sykes said that the action
be assigned to its present facility Judge
renders it impossible for KSFO to
on 560 kc. with 1,000 watts night,
5,000 watts day, which, it claimed, have a complete and impartial hearing. Only by hearing both applicawould enable it effectively to serve
tions together could such a hearing
the San Jose area and improve its
coverage.
be had, he insisted.
He said the issue could not be
Judge Sykes emphasized that

29, 1941
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Judge Sykes declared the Commission, bystation
its grant toto provide
KQW "has
aided this
the
necessary collateral to independently finance the station, when it is
exceedingly doubtful, to state it
mildly, if such be possible without
the
Moreover,
claimed,in
the grant".
Commission
did nothe allude
its grant to the KQW contract with
CBS, which, together with options,
"may run for 20 years".
He said this agreement was in
violation of recent orders of the
FCC on network broadcasting,
while the KSFO agreement with
CBS expires on Jan. 1, 1942. KSFO
has notified CBS, he said, that it
would consider all clauses on its
contract which violate these network orders as cancelled and nullitive. fied when the orders become effecWRRN, in Marion, O.,
To Take the Air Oct. 15
STARTING DATE of the new
WRRN has been for Oct. 15, according to R. L. Bowles, general
manager of the Marion, 0., local
that was authorized last Aug. 5
by the FCC to a partnership of
Frank T. Nied, owner of a restaurant-cigar store chain in Akron,
0., and Perry H. Stevens, Akron
attorney.
250 watts on 1400 kc.
will
be used.
Mr. Bowles will assume the additional duties of commercial manager while Marguerite Petran, formerly of WAKR, Akron, has been
named program
engineer is James director.
Ranney, Chief
formerly
of WFMJ, Youngstown. Balance of
the personnel will be announced
shortly. WRRN has signed for BMI
music, Lang-Worth music library,
and UP news service.
Gulf Denies Charges
GULFing a recent
OIL Corp.,
Pittsburgh,
complaint
of the answerFederal
Trade Commission charging advertising misrepresentations for Gulf LivestockhasSpray
and that
Gulfspray,
insecticides,
denied
the statements
and representations
were
false
or
misleading, according to a Sept. 24 FTC
announcement. The answer stated that
none of the statements cited in the
complaint
used and asserted
that each ofarethenowadvertisements
cited,
if considered in their entirety, were
clear and understandable and phrased
in
language that would not deceive or
mislead.
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FACTS

Beginning

auspiciously six

years
news
death
Post,

ago by "scooping" all radio
services in broadcasting the
of Will Rogers and Wiley
KLZ has maintained uninterrupted leadership in the reliability and completeness of its
news broadcasts . . . and, likewise,
has maintained without interruption the confidence of its original
news sponsor, the Fred Davis Furniture Company, a huge, but still
growing Rocky Mountain institution which has just signed its
seventh consecutive news contract
with KLZ.

Through August, listeners overwhelmed KLZ's mail department
by sending in more than double
the fan letters of a year ago.
These letters are but a continued
indication that each month more

•'I

"12 Services not on the Rate
Card" is the title of a code of
merchandising procedure that
KLZ

extends to sponsors. "Splendid", "outstanding", "unequalled",
"effective", are the words used by
leading advertisers to describe
KXZ's merchandising
their behalf.

efforts in

listeners respond to KLZ's super
showmanship, outstanding public
service features and top-ranking
progress.

— !^

1.J

"Colorado Speaks" and, in a
loud, booming voice, tells the
world that KLZ is D e n v e r's
"stand-out" station. "Letters

It is not new, but still true that
Coverage is not so much a matter
of Kilowatts as Kilocycles. KLZ
with 5,000 watts on 560 kc, with
a signal directed up and down the
prosperous and populous sections
of Wyoming and Colorado east of
the Divide, covers the profit area
of the Denver Rocky Mountain
area.

FROM

the Editor" may be unusual elsewhere but, at KLZ, are
commonplace. Practically every
well-known newspaper editor in
the state has written to comment
with enthusiasm

upon the popu-

larity in his town of KLZ's broadcast, "Colorado Speaks" ... a dramatized review of editorial comment, opinion, and humor.

Affiliated in Management with the Oklahoma Publishing Company and WKY, Oklahoma City— Represented by the Katz Agency, Inc

Fibber
They
Behind
Basis
Blue

Know
Radio

Scenes

of Popular
Program

MILLIONS of listeners who possess an unquenchable desire to
know just what makes radio "tick"
find the answer each week in Behind the Mike on NBC-Blue. Each
Sunday afternoon Behind the Mike
takes these listeners behind the
scenes in the radio industry, taking
apart for them the miracle that is
radio.
It has explained how a radio program is created, auditioned and
sold; how an announcer gets his
job; how sound effects are created;
how trans-Atlantic broadcasts come
about; how commercial continuities
are created and passed for broadcasting, and on one of its most ambitious programs, how the Associated Press was born and how it
has flourished.
Inside Stufif
Creator of all this erudition is
Mort Lewis, author and producer,
who gives full credit for able assistance to his brother, Lester, a
sort of major domo for the show.
Mort Lewis was co-author of the
stage successes "Keep Off the
Grass" and "New Faces" and did
a doctoring job on "Between the
Devil". He is the writer of such
radio shows as // / Had a Chance
and Celebrity Minstrels and is now
writing Molasses & January. He
has also written for Ben Bernie,
Ed Wynn, Ben Lyon, Bebe Daniels,
Pick & Pat, Charles Winninger and
Burns & Allen. Graham McNamee
is m.c. and the list of guest stars
reads like the golden book of the
radio stardom.
The program structure, save for
special occasions, is the same from
week to week, generally opening
with a "light spot". For instance.

on one of these Janice Gilbert recently demonstrated her ability to
simulate four babies crying all at
once.
The second spot is usually the
"Sound Effect of the Week". One
of the most popular sound effects
was a recent demonstration of
doorknocks in which Behind the
Mike demonstrated that each special occasion calls for its special
door knock. It demonstrated there
is a vast difference between the
door knock of the arriving lover,
for instance, and a gangster bent
on murder. Walking up and down
Page 20
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stairs sound effects were similarly
demonstrated.
The third spot is the one that
usually draws the most attention —
the visit backstage of radio. It is
this spot which has given Behind
the Mike its greatest triumphs.
On one of these backstage spots
Pat Kelly, head of the NBC announcers staff, auditioned Bill
Huck, an NBC page boy, anxious
for a spieling job. Huck went laboriously through one of the stiff NBC
announcer's tests right on the BeIiind the Mike program. His work
was not in vain for a station manager listening to the broadcast
promptly hired him after the show.
Aside from getting Bill Huck a
job, the backstage spot served an
even greater purpose. It demonstrated to the radio audience that
something more than merely a good
voice is needed to get an announcer's job. It opened the eyes of the
public to the actual requirements
for a radio announcing stunt.
Another backstage spot was so
real that it backfired. To demonstrate to the public that radio
actors are really clever and possessive of greater talents than mere
line reading, Mort Lewis called
three actors before the mike and
handed them a script they'd never

seen. They took a few seconds to
familiarize themselves with the
lines and then acted the script so
capably that few listeners would
believe they hadn't actually seen
the script before.
Still another backstage spot was
to demonstrate how serial scripts
which lag are "doctored" or brought
up to audience requirements. In this
spot, Bill Rapp, serial editor of
Liberty Magazine, appeared at a
typical story conference. The script,
containing Rapp's suggestions and
formulae, soon became in great demand itself from would-be authors,
producers and directors of mike
shows.
The very important part of the
radio engineer in the radio program has been demonstrated on Behind the Mike. The program has
demonstrated the minute balance
that must be achieved with sound
effects; how too loud a crash, or a
knock, or a siren, or too low a bang,
a bell or a horn may ruin a tense
scene.
The backstage spot has taken listeners behind the scenes to demonstrate how Charles Lanius in Berlin and Fred Bate in London organize their transoceanic broadcasts.
Both were cut in by direct shortwave, conversing with news and
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special events personnel in setting
up the broadcasts. They also told
from where they broadcast, how
they get the news and to what extent censorship restricts them.
The famous NBC listening post
has made its appearance on Behind
the Mike through Jules Van Item,
its director. This show demonstrated what the listening post
picks up out of the ether and the
rigorous requirements for its personnel.
Ralph Forbes and Jill Esmond,
with Carlo De Angelo as director,

have done an actual reheai'sal of a
radio script on the backstage spot.
This spot showed how the actors
are given the feel of their lines and
how the script is constantly revised
during rehearsal until the final one
is evolved.
The fourth spot is a short radio
oddity. One of the most amusing of
these was the re-enactment of a
confused announcer who gave the
time signal
andwatch
then company
couldn't was
remember which
sponsor. So, he said: "Oh, well,
folks . . . this one's on the house!"
Then comes the "Salute to the
Program
Loved".
Lewis has You
brought
backHere
manyMort
of
the favorites of the olden days of
radio. Curiously enough, says
Lewis, these artists who have fallen
by the wayside generally prove
they're as good as they always were
and attract a terrific fan mail. More
seriously in this spot Lewis strives
to demonstrate that radio has a soul
and a tradition.
Old Favorites
Behind the Mike has brought
back such old favorites as Clara,
Lou & Em, the Eno Crime Clues,
Roxy's Gang, the Ativater Keiit
Hour, the RKO Hour, the old Show
Boat, Ruhinoff & His Violin, the
Mills Brothers, the A & P Gypsies
with Harry Horlick, and the Gold
Dust Twins. In virtually every
case, the original casts were used.
The invariable question of "What's
Happened to So-and-So" is answered.
In bringing back the Eveready
Hour, the program recreated the
story of the sailor who was cast
away on the Galapagos Islands.
This story was such a terrific
smash that it had been repeated
several times on the Eveready
Hour and the fan mail it attracted
on Behind the Mike, which broadcast it for the first time in nine
years was enormous.
In the next spot Behind the Mike
answers questions of listeners, a
BROADCASTING

McGee

to Return

Sept. 30 Without Peary
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine,
Wis. (floor wax), following a summer lay-off, on Sept. 30 resumes
for the seventh season Fibber McGee & Molly on 99 NBC-Red stations, Tuesday, 9 :30-10 p.m.
(EST). Jim and Marian Jordon
continue to be starred, with balance of cast including Bill Thompson in a variety of roles; Isabel
Randolph portraying Mrs. Uppington; the Kings Men, vocal quartet.
Gale Gordon is being added in a
comedy role. Hal Peary (Gildersleeve), now has his own program.
Billy Mills is m.usical director.
Harlow Wilcox has been re-signed
as announcer, with Don Quinn
continuing as chief writer. Cecil
Underwood, Hollywood manager of
Needham,
Louis & Brorby, will produce.
Hap Hazard, used as a summer
replacement,
a threeweek hiatus, following
returns Oct.
15 to
NBC-Red under continued sponsorship of S. C. Johnson & Son,
plugging
wax, Wednesday, 7:30-8Car-Nu
p.m. (EST).
Starring
Ransom Sherman, cast will include
Paula Winslowe, Shirley Mitchell,
and Arthur Kohl, with Martha
Tilton, vocalist. Wilcox also has
that announcing assignment, with
Billy Mills musical director. Dick
McKnight will continue to write the
weekly show with Van Fleming remaining as agency producer.
'Silver Theatre' Opens
Fifth Season on Oct. 5
INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co.,
Meriden, Conn., through Young &
Rubicam, New York, on Oct. 5
resumes Silver Theatre on 57 CBS
and 33 CBC stations, Sunday, 66:30 p.m. (EST),
its fifth
consecutive
season. starting
Mickey Rooney,
film actor, will be first guest star.
Felix Mills has been re-signed
as musical director. Ted Sherdeman, recently appointed producer
of the weekly show [Broadcasting, Aug. 25], succeeds Glenhall
Taylor who takes over agency production of the NBC Burns & Allen
Show Oct. 7 under sponsorship of
Lever Bros. Co. (Swan soap). Tony
Hardt will be assistant to Sherdeman with Conrad Nagel as narrator-director, and Henry Charles
announcer. Policy of buying original scripts or current magazine
stories, for radio adaptation, vnll
continue. Firm, as a summer replacement, has been sponsoring the
weekly
Silver
Show on 26 CBS Theatre
stations. Summer
ANOTHER all-night program has
been introduced in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area, with R. G. McElyea and
Ernest Hackworth handling the Old
yight tion.
Watchman
and on
HalfKFJZ
the NaHalf the Night
six
nights a week from 12 midnight to
6 a.m.
guest radio editor usually doing the
answering. Virtually all the Manhattan radio editors have appeared.
The final spot is a true, dramatic
radio story, such as the one of a
song by a network star that thwarted a mother's plan to desert her
child brought
or the story
radiodeserted
"ham"
who
food oftoa the
inhabitants of the Pitcairn Islands.
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It strikes us that in buying radio time, it's wise
to be a sheep— to follow the flock. In a competitive radio market, it's best to choose the station used most by other advertisers.
Because the station that gets most of the business
does so only by attracting most of the listeners.
And a station keeps this business only by delivering results.
Which is why we're proud to report that . .
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Isn't that convincing proof of KMBC's effectiveness as a sales medium?
Isn't it, in fact, the perfect success story?
If you want to crack this rich Missouri-Kansas market wide open, take
the tested way. Choose the station used to best advantage by most
other advertisers. Follow the national leaders to KMBC.
We think you'll find it very smart, in this case, to be a sheep.
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THE

Fly
Scoifs

Sounds
at FCC

Disarming

Critics;

ReaMrms

Stand

Against 'Concentrated ControV
The text
of FCCbefore
Chairman
James
Lawrencemeeting
Fly's address
delivered
the NIB
convention
in
Chicago, Sept. 22, follows:
IT IS A PLEASURE indeed to would be assessed a proportionate
be here today with thi3 great gath- part of the cost of regulation ; but I
hardly think so relative small a tax
ering of the nation's independent
need seriously concern any of you.
broadcasters, and to discuss with
It seems to me clear that the
you as frankly and openly as I
can some of the issues which
public interest requires a prosperous broadcasting industry. Any
jointly concern the FCC and the
circumstances which jeopardize
broadcasting industry. I have never
broadcasting income are bound to
believed that a Commission should
affect adversely the quality of prooperate in a vacuum, cut oflf from
grams, and hence the public benethe day-to-day problems and confits from radio broadcasting. While
cerns of the industries subject to
the FCC has no direct concern
its jurisdiction. While an adminwith your profits and losses, we
istrative agency must maintain
impartiality and detachment if it know that the tremendous progress of radio has been due in no
is to serve the public interest, it
must also maintain open lines of small measure to the financial success of broadcasting as a business
communication with industry if
its actions are to be soundly based
enterprise, and we welcome that
knowledge.
on current factual situations. And
so I welcome the invitation to atCertainly the largest single factend your discussions, and in turn
tor in broadcasting as in American
to contribute a little towards them,
life last year was the defense proalong with Gen. Cummins of the
gram, and this will continue, of
Sixth Corps area and Mr. Waters
course, to be true during the year
of the Department of Justice.
to come. Gen. Cummins, who is also
I think that in the minds of to speak to you, will give you a
most of us, September marks the fuller picture of the interrelations
between broadcasting and defense.
beginninr; of the new year in broadcasting. This is the time when new
I shall therefor allude to only a
programs are introduced and old few recent developments.
favorites resumed. It is the month
Priorities Problem
for policy changes and improveOne has to do with priorities.
ments. It is the time when listenAs many of you know, during the
ers resume their regular listening
habits. Accordingly, it seems to me
past summer the manufacturers
of radio receivers were faced with
appropriate to review the broada crisis by reason of a shortage of
cast year just ended, and to commetals. I felt that a curtailment
ment on the broadcast year now
of receivers and hence of listeners
opening before us.
would adversely affect the morale
A Good Year
and national defense, and so, in
From the purely business point
cooperation with the progressive
of view, I know that most of you
leadership of the Radio Manufachave had an improved year. 1940
turers' Association, I called the atwas markedly more prosperous
tention of both the 0PM and
than 1939, and the indications are
OPACS to the strategic importance
of broadcasting in national defense.
that 1941 profits will exceed 1940's
by an appreciable margin. WhethI said, in part;
er or not further improvement ocRadio listening is no longer a mere
curs during the coming year, I
am inclined to agree with the source of light entertainment. IncreassinceitthehasPresident's
firesideinglychat,
become a first
medium
thought that consolidation of presfor
the
formation
of
public
opinion
ent gains is an excellent watchword for the year ahead.
One financial threat to the in- THE ROSTRUM as FCC Chairman
Lawrence Fly delivered the
dustry looming large on the hori- James
keynote address. At left are Lloyd
zon until a few weeks ago was
C. Thomas, KGFW, Kearnev, and
the proposed 5, 10, and 15% tax NIB President Harold L. Lafount.
on broadcast revenues, contained
in
the House
of bill.
Representatives'
version
of the tax
I considered
that tax unwise, and, with others,
opposed it at the Senate hearings
on the bill. I am glad to say that
the tax was eliminated.
As indicated before the Senate
committee, the Commission has instituted astudy of a possible franchise tax, under which e^ch of the
industries regulated, e.g. telephonetelegraph - radio communications.
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at NIB
Note
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t
a
n
t
,
t
o
provide a high priority for
and for the maintenance of morale.
new materials and equipment. This is
In the recent past it has been intenparticularly true of new and suppleused by registration
the Department
facilities directly or indirectly
tice sively
for alien
and ofby Justhe related tomentarynational
defense expansion.
Army and Navy for recruiting. This
month it has been intensively used
I mentioned a moment ago the
by the fense
Treasury
of debonds, and forby thethesale
Office
of use of broadcasting by various deCivilian Defense in its aluminum scrap
fense agencies. I doubt whether
collection drive. * * * Practically evany
of
you have found such reery agency of the Government relies
quests for time unduly burdenon the possibility of reaching the pubsome so far, but perhaps some of
lic directly by radio, especially those
listeners who cannot be reached by you fear that they may become
other media. No one can predict what
hereafter. If at some
additional services may be required of burdensome
broadcasting in the future ; but it is future date broadcasters feel that
clear that any intensification of the an inordinate portion of the broadpresent emergency will further excast day is required for this purfense. pand the role of broadcasting in depose, the matter can no doubt be
The immediate priorities crisis adjusted by joint conferences with
the appropriate government agenwhich the receiver manufacturers
cies. Certainly the FCC has no
faced has been averted; but as you
desire to see the effectiveness cf
know the problem is a continuing
radio curtailed by an overload of
one. It affects the transmitter
programs of one kind; and my imequipment as well as receiver.
pres ion isthat that danger is not
Some of you may be familiar with
on the horizon at present. Indeed,
the recent case of WIBC at In- the quality of many defense prodianapolis, which blew out both
grams now on the air is a real asits regular 5 kw. tube and its
set to the stations broadcasting
spare. Unable to get a replacement
them. The Treasury Hour, to sintube, it has been forced temporarily
gle out one program from many,
to operate with the only tube availcompares favorably in popular apable— a 1 kw. tube. Such a case
peal with the most popular of combrings the priorities problem home
mercial hours.
to us.
A Vital Role
I have no pat solution to offer
Similarly,
speeches, debates and
to this problem. But I want to
forums on current issues in a time
point to its urgency, and to assure
of crisis like this enable broadcastyou that the Commission stands
ing to entrench its hold on listenready to cooperate in seeking a
solution.
ers and its claim on public attention, especially if such programs
As one step towards a solution,
are well-rounded. Broadcasting,
the Defense Communications Board
which a decade ago was a mere
has established a special priorities
source of entertainment, has now
committee. The primary purpose
assumed a fa-r more significant
of this Priorities Liaison Commitrole, without in any way detracttee is to cooperate with and assist
ing from its original popularity.
the priorities allotment officials.
Viewing these facts in perspective,
The committee will be concerned
it seems to me clear that your inwith telephone, telegraph and radio
dustry's contribution of time for
communications priorities as well
defense broadcasts is bread cast
as with broadcasting. In establishupon the waters; it is already being
ing it a week or two ago, we said:
returned many fold in term« of
While it is gratifying to know that
respect and ina priority status has been assigned to increasedcreasedpublic
public attention.
repair and maintenance materials.
I should also, in discussing the
DCB feels that it is equally imimpact of the defense program on
portant, and in many cases more imbroadcasting, repeat once more
what I have said so often — that
neither the FCC, nor the DCB, nor
so far as I know any other agency
of the Government, has any plans
for taking broadcasting out of private hands, even in time of war.
It is obvious that in the event of
hostilities, stations within actual
combat areas may be required to
coordinate their broadcasts with
the plans of military authorities
in that combat area.
Also, broadcasting would in the
event of war be an important factor
in civilian defense; indeed the DCB
has appointed a subcommittee to
cooperate
with Mayor
LaGuardia's
Office of Civilian
Defense
in considering such problems. But DCB
plans are contingent on an actual
military need; and are based upon
the fundamental premise that
broadcasting will remain in priBROADCASTING
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vate hands throughout any foreseeable emergency. For my part I
should whole-heartedly oppose any
proposal to "take over" radio
broadcasting, — though I have never
heard such a proposal from any
source worthy of serious consideration. Iconcur with President
Lafount's suggestion of coordination of program requests. We at
the Commission will be happy to
cooperate in forwarding such a
constructive idea.
There is one other aspect of the
impact of defense on broadcasting
which I want to mention before
leaving the subject to the capable
hands of Gen. Cummins, and that
is the matter of foreign shortwave
broadcasts beamed on this hemisphere.
Monitoring Activity

During the past year, the Commission has established a Foreign
Broadcasting Monitoring Service
to record, digest, analyze and report on foreign broadcasts. Monitoring posts operated 24 hours a
day by our National Defense Operations Section pick up foreign
broadcasts in a score or more of
languages, including Arabic, Icelandic and four dialects of Chinese; transcribe them, analyze
them, and transmit their essence
to interested government officials.
The Monitoring Service reports
that propaganda of all kinds from
many countries is being poured
into the Western Hemisphere by
shortwave almost every hour of
the day and night. We actually
record half a million words daily.
The question thus arises whether
these broadcasts constitute a
threat to American morale.
It seems to me that, paradoxically enough, the answer lies entirely in your hands. So long as
American broadcasters give the
public full and unbiased news accounts, well-rounded discussions of
public issues and private opinions
openly labelled as such, it is almost inconceivable that any appreciable portion of the American
listening audience will be weaned
away from American stations or
will give credence to foreign propaganda. But if once listeners begin
to lose faith in American broadcasts or begin to feel that your
news programs, commentators and
public forums are warped or biased,
you must expect them to turn elsewhere for their news, with possibly tragic consequences. Foreign
shortwave propaganda will become
a real threat to American morale
on the very day that American listeners lose faith in domestic programs. Iknow that day will never
come.
Let me turn now from matters of
defense to other issues. The past
year has seen two major steps forward with respect to the opening
up of new broadcast fields. Full
commercial operation of both television and FM stations has been
authorized.
Some of you with long memories may recall the "hullabaloo"
Page 24
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TEN STRONG, these conventioneers surrounded Glenn
O'L. Snyder, general manaeer of WLS, Chicago,
(seated, center), a self-constituted reception committee of one. Seated (1 to r) : Dalton Le Masurier, KILO,
Grand Forks, N. D.; Mr. Snyder; NIB President
Harold A. Lafount, WOV, New York. Standing, (1 to
which accompanied the Commission's postponement of commercial
television a year or more ago until
the industry engineers could develop an agreed set of standards.
Looking back, I think that there
are few competent observers today
who would not agree that our caution then was sound. Many of the
people who were the loudest in
their condemnation of the postponement have since agreed that
it was a wise and necessary action.
Truth vs. Uproar
There is a moral in this, and I
think I would be remiss in my duty
if I did not point it out. The moral
as I see it is that uproar and commotion do not always or even customarily reveal truth. The Commission, acting after full hearings
and consultation with representatives of the industry, sometimes
finds itself obliged to take steps
which for a time at least may seem
unpopular. But the long-range wisdom and rightness of the steps
cannot be judged by the temporary
tumult they elicit. Noise may not
be convincing. These matters must
be viewed in a proper perspective,
■with an eye to the public interest
and the good of the industry as a
w?.ole.
Now the industry has developed
tele\ision standards and television
is on its way. However, television
still faces serious obstacles — chiefly,
delays by reason of the defense
program. But these are nothing
compared with the difficulties it
would be facing if it had plunged
into unwarranted premature exploitation.
How will the opening up of television and FM affect the standard
broadcasting field? I hesitate to
prophesy, and yet it seems to me
clear that the long-term result of
television will be on the whole
beneficial to aural broadcasting. I
base this prediction upon the fact
that broadcasting is essentially an
institution of the American home.
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r) : Warren P. Williamson Jr., WKBN, Youngstovm;
Richard H. Mason, WPTF, Raleigh; Philip G. Loucks,
Washington attornev and former manager director of
NAB; H. K. Carpenter, WHK-WCLE, Cleveland;
Edney Ridge, WBIG, Greensboro; Ralph Brunton,
KJBS, San Francisco; Gene Dyer, WAIT, Chicago.

By strengthening the hold of the
home upon families, both television
and FM will similarly strengthen
the hold of broadcasting in general.
It is true that these newer techniques constitute a challenge to
your inventiveness and originality.
To retain your present claims to the
time and attention of your listeners, you ^\^iU have to be constantly on the alert for improvements in program quality. But
then, that has always been true
in broadcasting. To stand still in
so fluid an industry is to retrogress. Here is a challenge to broadcasters; Iknow it can be met as
successfully as you have met the
challenges of the past. May I leave
with you the thought that we shall
be ready to move forward with
these new services so soon as the
curve of wartime economy starts
to level out — thus being in a position to alleviate general economic
dislocations and at the same time
to serve the selflsh interests of the
industry itself.
Let me turn now to a brief consideration of those Commission
proceedings which are concerned
with concentration of control over
broadcasting facilities.
Not Antagonistic
Some observers claim to distinguish in these Commission proceedings a common factor of antagonism towards the broadcasting industry. Nothing could be farther
from the truth. I view the fostering of the American system of
broadcasting, and its protection
from any unwarranted attacks
which may harass it, as one of my
prime duties as chairman of the
FCC. It is true that there is a
common factor underlying our concern with these matters. That common factor is based on a feeling
of duty to protect broadcasting,
and in particular the private system of broadcasting, from attacks
which will otherwise certainly asBROADCASTING

sail and perhaps overthrow it. Let
me explain as simply, as frankly,
and as briefly as I can exactly why
the weeding out of monopolistic
tendencies in broadcasting is a
prime requisite if you gentlemen
are to remain undisturbed in your
ownership and operation of American broadcasting stations.
The kind of attack to which
broadcasting under private auspices might become vulnerable was
very forcefully made quite recently
before a Senate subcommittee inquiring into moving picture propaganda. It was there charged that
a few men had seized control of
American microphones and were
using their position to propagandize the American people. It was
further alleged that these few men
wielded far more power than any
duly elected representative or responsible government official.
The broadcasting industry has
on the whole been comparatively
immune from such attacks, though
there is no assurance that its relative immunity will continue.
Cites Miller
Mr. Neville Miller undertook to
reply in these words:
It is difficult to believe that charge?
such as these are made in all sincerity.
There are more than 800 broadcasting stations in this country. These
stations are operated by men and
women of all creeds and political beliefs— Republicans and Democrats,
farmers, lawyers, newspaper people —
plain business people of all kinds.
Without entering even indirectly into this particular debate, and
without commenting even indirectly on either the attack or the defense, I do want to direct your
attention to the thought which
lay behind these words. The real
justification of private ownership
of radio is that control can thereby be left, as Mr. Miller says, in
the hands of hundreds of "men
and women of all creeds and political beliefs," hundreds of everyday
• Broadcast
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Americans. To the extent that this
diversity of ownership and dispersion of control to which Mr. Miller
points with pride is a fair description of the facts, to that extent the broadcasting industry will
remain impervious to the kind of
attack recently launched. But any
trend to concentrate this control
anywhere will lay broadcasting under private control open to even
more insistent attacks, to which it
may well succumb.
I am willing to stand on my record as a proponent of the private
system of broadcasting. I know,
however, that that system can in
the long run survive only if its primary justification — diversification
of control — multiplying and broadening the channels of expression —
is a truth imbedded in the day-today operation of the industry
rather than a pious sentiment to
be dragged out of the cubbyhole
and aired on a ceremonial occasion.
And that is why I conceive it as
the Commission's primary duty,
the duty in terms of which both
the Commission and the industry
will eventually be judged, to see
to it that you station owners, men
and women of all creeds and political beliefs — Democrats, Republicans, farmers, lawyers, plain
business people of all kinds — remain in control of your own destinies, and remain in control of
America's microphones.
The 'Only Road'
That duty is the common factor
underlying our concern with those
current practices and conditions
which involve concentration of control. And let me say to you as emphatical y as I can that the road
mapped out by the Commission is
the only road that private broadcasting can take if it wishes to
survive. If the industry takes the
other road, the road towards concentration of power in the hands
of a few men however competent,
it will sooner or later succumb to
the kind of attacks we have recently
v/itnessed.
Let me say just a few words
more about each of these Commission proceedings. The network
broadcasting regulations, as you
know, were to have gone into effect early last month. During the
course of the summer, informal
conferences were held with representatives of the networks, in the
course of which it appeared that
the chief bone of contention was
the wording of one of the eight
regulations — the one governing option time, and even on that narrow
issue the networks were unable to
agree among themselves.
With respect to the ownership
of more than one station in a community by one licensee or set of
interests, I would prefer not to
comment, since the matter is now
under adjudication. With respect to
the investigation of newspaper-radio relationships, however, I think
it proper to repeat an assurance
contained in the original announcement of the inquiry. The investi(Continued on page i.8)
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portunity for the expression of
honest diversity of opinion and
ideas in accord with the democratic
principles which we are defending,
but, at the same time it should uphold those principles by denying
the microphone to those who would
promote social, racial or religious

THIS GROUP didn't have to hire a hall to talk national spot with Clair
Heyer (standing, extreme right), radio director of Armour & Co., and a
former station executive, who came to greet old friends. Seated (1 to r) :
A. N. Armstrong Jr., WCOP, Boston; Harold E. Smith, WOKO-WABY,
Albany; Arthur Simon, WPEN, Philadelphia. Standing (1 to r) : Steve
Cisler, V/GRC, Louisville; Hal H. Seville, WBAX, Wilkes-Barre; Richard
W. Davis, WNBC, New Britain, Conn.; Gregory Gentling, KROC, Rochester, Minn.; Gordon P. Brown, WSAY, Rochester; Mr. Heyer.

Gen. Cummins
Praises Industry's Role
In Contributing to National Defense
pictures, radio now for the first
radio's contribution to the natime vaults into the forefront of
tional defense in keeping the public
media of expression and opinion.
informed and in maintaining
morale is only the beginning of the Just how radio will be used will
job ahead, Maj. Gen. Joseph M. depend upon many unpredictable
Cummins, commanding general of factors, such as the possibility,
the Sixth Corps Area, told the though remote, of military combat
special convention of National In- occurring in areas where American
radio stations are located. "Quite
dependent Broadcasters last Monday in Chicago.
naturally,"
in such areas hewillobserved,
be taken "stations
over and
Citing the part radio has played
used
by
the
military
forces.
Such
and is destined to play in the war
scene, Gen. Cummins declared that temporary disclocations are to be
expected in time of v-far.
as the crisis deepens, "We are go"Such a situation and the posing to call upon you to do a great
sibility of certain stations in the
deal more, and I am sure that you
long band being used as homing
will respond." The Army, he as- stations by enemy aircraft, are, of
serted, has many radio needs, and
broadcasting, as an industry, will course, matters of concern to the radio industry. The patriotism which
be called upon for ever-increasing
contributions because the men in it the radio industry has already
are experts in a field involving the shown, the unhesitating manner in
psychology of their millions of which it has already placed itself
listeners.
at the disposal of the War Department, its eagerness to cooperate in
Praises Industry
fulfilling its mission, is very gratiCommending the industry for the
fying to those of us who are
charged with the responsibility for
work already done, General Cumnational defense.
mins said the Army is appreciative
of the splendid way in which broadA Big Job
casters have met their responsibilities. The radio industry, he said,
"Just what is radio's mission in
has given the public truth and
war time? Certainly no other industry's mission is more important,
American broadcasters "by keeping
their heads, have kept faith with since no other industry reaches such
vast audiences of people, bringing
the vast listening public".
Gen. Cummins also commended
the spoken word — official news or
radio for the manner in which
Government pronouncements — directly and immediately from the
broadcasters have cooperated in
scene
of action or from the seat of
publicizing the national defense
program. The industry has helped
Government. Radio's task is several
fold: To keep the nation informed,
"put across the message of our
and to inspire a loyalty of country,
people that time is of the essence
a pride in the Army and Navy.
in the all-out effort for democracy".
"Radio must also keep open the
Radio's finest artists have brought
entertainment and cheer to the men
channels of trade and commerce,
in the camps, he said, and in short, and thus justify its economic existence; itmust interest and retain
"have made a brilliant record of
large audiences of people before
patriotism and cooperation with
their loudspeakers, so that those
defense activities".
The precise functions of radio in audiences may be reached instantly, when information is to be
the immediate future cannot be derelayed to the civilian population
fined. Gen. Cummins observed.
without loss of time or coverage.
Whereas in World War I the Army
made use of the press and motion
Radio must also provide the op-
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strife
Fromandthediscord."
personnel standpoint,
Gen. Cummins said, a relationship
has existed between the Army and
radio antedating the present emergency. The Signal Corps has had
many technicians in its reserve
branch and a large group of such
specialists now hold commissions.
Pointing out that the demand for
men with technical background and
training in radio is very great, the
officer said that newcomers into the
army from the industry are quickly
placed in responsible positions or
are given specialized training at
various service schools whenever
their qualifications warrant.
Covering Maneuvers
American broadcasters have done
"a magnificent job" in the handling
pick-ups of field maneuvers. It was
no easy job to present a picture of
the simulated warfare to the public,
he said.
Pointing out that at the outset
of the emergency the War Department recognized the importance of
broadcasting. Gen. Cummins recited how Ed Kirby, public relations director of NAB, has been
selected by the Army to organize
the radio branch of the Bureau of
Public Relations and given a leave
of absence from the NAB. Named
civilian aide to the Secretary of
War, Mr. Kirby has organized a
staff of specialists and writers, all
drawn from the industry, to translate the Army's needs to networks
and small stations alike. The job
has been expertly done, he said.
"Radio also has done an outstanding job in building morale,"
he continued. "Programs dedicated
to soldiers have aroused great enthusiasm in bringing into each
American home, into each Armyi
camp, confidence and faith in the|
national defense effort, "the radioi
industry serves a new purpose,
stands at the threshold of a newj
period in its existence. That is radio's relation to the army. That is
radio's relation to democracy."
Kate's Chats Renewed
GENERAL FOODS Corp. has re
newed Kate Smith Speaks on 71
CBS stations Monday through Fri
day, 12-12:15 p.m. The progran
format will remain unchanged, fea
turing interviews and discussioni
of a wide variety of topics an(
press association bulletins read b;
Ted Collins. On Monday, Wednes
day and Friday commercials pro
mote Calumet Baking Powder am
Swansdown Cake Flour; but oi
Tuesdays and Thursdays, commer
cials are split with 22 eastern sta
tions carrying a sales message fo ;
Diamond Crystal Salt. The latte
account is handled by Benton ^
Bowles while Young & Rubicam, i
agency accounts.
on the Calumet and Swans
down
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KDKA

gives

Pioneer radio voipii^
Pittlt>it/ghV OTiIy 50,000-watt station,
KDKA reaches up and down the rich
regions of the Tri-State area— all well
inside the defense- prosperity zone—

you

you

KDKA

this !

of all four other Pittsburgh stations
combined!
On October first, Westinghouse Station KDKA takes its place in the NBC
RED Network. Which is another w^y

with the impact that only a 50,000-watt
station can deliver I

of saying that the station most people

That's ten times the power of Western

listened to first^^m:t\it. network most
peQpl|fel|sli^^^leo5// . . . National

Pennsylvania's next-stronges<
. . . more than fotir tfmes the povri

casting Company, a Radio Corporation ofAmerica Service.

KDKA

PITTSBURGH'S ONLY 50,000-WATT STATION
NBC RED NETWORK OUTLET FROM OCTOBER 1
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Industry

Must

Shoiv

It Is Indispensable

During the War Period^ Lafount Asserts
is good, he said in practice it can
THE WHOLE future of commercial broadcasting rests upon the be carried "to the point of extermination". When a new station of
type of service the industry renders during the critical war period the same class is licensed to operate in a particular community,
and the burden is upon the industry to prove that its service, in he pointed out, prices are cut to
the highest sense of the word, is meet the competition, while operating costs remain constant or may
"indispensable", Harold A. La- increase.
fount, former member of the FedConsequently, more time must
eral Radio Commission and president of NIB, told the special con- be sold and stations are forced to
vention of the organization in his highly commercialize in order to
{Continued oil page 50)
keynote address Sept. 22 in Chicago.
Declaring that the task will not
be easy and that changes in regu- Registration List of
lations governing radio can be expected during the national emerWilliam A.
A. Allen,
All's. WJR,
gency, Mr. Lafount called upon
Edward
WLVA,Detroit
Lynchburg, Va.
both Government and industry to A. N. Armstrong Jr., WCOP, Boston
work toward the common goal of Ralph Atlass, WIND-WJJD, Chicago
maximum public service. Some of Harry Bannister, WWJ, Detroit
Harold Bangert, WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
the orders the industry may be Hope
H, BarroU. WFBR, Baltimore
asked to carry out may appear
H. W. Batchelder, WFBR, Baltimore
Bixby, KBIX, Muskogee, Okla.
radical, if analyzed in the light Tams
Blair, John Blair & Co., Chicago
of normal conditions, he said, but John
Milton Blink, Standard Radio, Chicago
there is reason to believe that any George Blumenstoek, WSKB, McComb, Miss.
John L. Booth, WJLB. Detroit
emergency rules which may be L. E. Bredberg, KTSM. El Paso, Tex.
H.
KQV, Pittsburgh
adopted will be withdrawn with LewisJ. Brennen.
Brenner. KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark.
the return to normalcy.
Gordon P. Brown, WSAY, Rochester, N. Y.
Ralph R. Brunton. KJBS. San Francisco
Radio Is Ready
S. B. Brunton, KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Robert J. Burton, BMI, New York City
The industry is now well-estabJimCityCosman, WPAT, Paterson, N. J.
lished to undertake the "stupendous task of building morale and Leonai-d D. Callahan, SESAC, New York
spreading information to help safe- V. E. Carmichael, KWK, St. Louis
guard our great democracy," Mr. H. K. Carpenter, WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
Lafount said. "We are quite ready Frank
cago E. Chizzini, NBC, Thesaurus, Chito accept this challenge. We enlist
Arthur B. Church. KMBC, Kansas City
for the duration."
S. A. Cisler, WGRC, Louisville
Confronting the industry are Marie E. Clifford, WHFC, Cicero, 111.
George D. Coleman, WGBI, Scranton, Pa.
some complicated problems growMaurice C. Coleman. WAGA, Atlanta
ing out of the fact that groups
J. Ind.
B. Conley, WOWO-WGL,
Ft, Wayne,
with which radio must do business
Robert T. Convey. KWK, St. Louis
R. Cook, WJPF, Herrin, 111.
are not required to operate "in the Chas.
Joe Corrigan, KWFT, Wichita Falls, Tex.
public interest", Mr. Lafount said. E. B. Cranev, KGIR, Butte, Mont.
ArtCityCroghan, WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
Music publishers and other agencies on whom radio depends for Claude C. T, Culmer, SESAC, New York
Gen. Cummins, U. S. Army
programs, operations and sales, are Maj.
Thomas R. Curran, United Press, Chicago
not regulated by the Federal Government, he pointed out. In this W. J. Damm. WTMJ. Milwaukee
W. Davis, WNBC, Hartford
connection, he said he was not Richard
Dirks. KTRI, Sioux City, la.
satisfied with the contracts offered Dietrich
Jack M. Draughon, WSIX, Nashville
Joe
DuMond.
KBUR. Burlington. la.
by ASCAP, BMI, SESAC, or AMP,
Charles F. Duvall, Fisher & Wayland, Washington,
D.
C.
but that "with the help of the representatives ofthese agencies and Gene
City T. Dyer, WGES-WAIT, Chicago
of Government officials," the in- C. L. Egner, NBC Thesaurus, New York
dustry hoped to become better ac- F. C. Eighmey. KGLO. Mason City, la.
quainted with the status of these Ralph G. Elvin, WLOK, Lima, O.
Haydn Evans, WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis.
problems and that the NIB convention would move toward workJohn E. Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo. Mich.
ing out of satisfactory solutions.
E. T. Flaherty, KSCJ, Sioux City, la.
J. Fletcher, WRAL, Raleigh, N. C.
Mr. Lafount said he was con- A.
James
L. Fly. FCC, Washington
cerned about the music problem
Edwin
G. Foreman Jr., Foreman Co.,
because he believed the time had G. Chicago
F.
Fourrier,
WHIP, Chicago
come when stations should build George T. Frechette,
WFHR. Wisconsin
Rapids,
Wis.
more local programs, recognize and Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit
use more local talent and more
fully serve local needs. While the Greg Gentling, KROC, Rochester. Minn.
Russell Gohring, WSPD, Toledo
networks are doing an outstanding
Emile J. Gough, SESAC, New York City
job, he said he was not willing to Howard
Ind. N. Greenlee, WAOV, Vincennes,
assign his obligation to operate in Jack O. Gross, KFWB, Los Angeles
the public interest to the chains
City M. Hagenah. SESAC, New York
Gustav
or anyone else.
C. T. Hagman, WTCN, Minneapolis
Government Time
Charles L. Harris, WGRC, Louisville
Haverlin, BMI, New York City
Alluding to the vast amount of Carl
E. I. Heaton, KTSW, Emporia, Kan.
time being devoted to Government
Leslie G. Hewitt, KFMB, San Diego, Cal.
Clair Heyer, Armour & Co., Chicago
programming, he pointed out that Edward
E. Hill, WTAG, Worcester
this has a definite bearing on the Edward Hoffman, WMIN, St. Paul
George P. Hollingberv, Chicago
subject of competition in radio. Herb
Hollister, KANS, Wichita, Kan.
While the principle of competition Robert M. Holt, WCLS, Joliet, 111.
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Hecker Cereal Discs
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp. began a 39-week campaign for its
cereals starting Sept. 29 on eight
stations using a ] 5-minute transcription Judy & Jane Monday
through Friday. The program has
already started on WOR, New
York. Stations starting at the later
date were WFIL, Philadelphia;
WBEN, Buffalo; WRAW, Reading,
Pa.; WBZ, Boston; WBZA, Springfield; WSYR, Syracuse; WTRY,
Troy, and KSFO, San Francisco.
The series was transcribed by
World Broadcasting System. Maxon
Inc., New York, is agency.

NIB

Chicago

Sperry Candy Adds
SPERRY CANDY Co., Milwaukee
(Denver Sandwich), has placed
one-minute spot announcements
three to six times weekly on the
following additional stations:
WOWO WOOD - WASH WIBM
WKZO WJIM WKBZ WGN WFMJ
WERC WPIC WWVA. Agency is
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, New York, in the near future
is adding to its catalog the theme
soug of the new CBS Saturday mornI, 10-10:30
a.m. ing
Thesustainer,
song, JoneB
as yet dunnamed,
was
written by Organist Charlie Paul, who
play.s it on each program.

Convention

WORDS ABOUT MUSIC held this group of NIB-ers together, in BMI's
exhibit room. Left to right: E. E. Hill, WTAG, Worcester; Bill O'Neil,
WJW, Akron; Jack M. Draughon, WSIX, Nashville; Clarence C. Leich,
WGBF-WEOA, Evansville, Ind.; Edwin M. Spence, WWDC, Washington,
NIB managing director; Andrew W. Bennett, NIB general counsel.
Thad Holt. WAPO, Birmingham
James F. Hopkins, WJBK, Detroit
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul
W. D. Hudson, WJZM, Clarksville. Tenn.
William F. Huffman,
WFHR, Wisconsin
Rapids. Wis.
E. City
C. Hughes, KFWB, Los Angeles
Clair B. Hull, WDZ, Tuscola, 111.
Earl C. Hull, WHLD. Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Bob Hurleigh, Press Assn. Inc., New York
W. C. Hutchings, Associated Recorded
Progressive Serv., New York Citv
W. E. Hutchinson, WAAF, Chicago
Dan Jayne, WELL, Battle Creek, Mich.
Jay A. Johnson, WTAX, Springfield, 111.
Les Johnson, WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
Sydnev M. Kave, Broadcast Music Inc.,
New York City
Doris Keane, WHIP, Chicago
O. J. Kelchner, WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
Robert S. Keller, Associated Music Publishing Co., New York, N. Y.
Stanton P. Kettler, WHIZ, Zanesville, O.
Frank King. WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla.
Gerald King, Standard Radio. Hollywood
Walter Koessler, WROK, Rockford, 111.
Harold A. Lafount, WOV, New York City
C. J. Lanphier, WEMP. Milwaukee
M. Lasenskv, Wincharger Corp., Sioux
City, la.
John J. Laux. WSTV. Steubenville, O.
Ind. Leich, WGBF-WEOA, Evansville,
Clarence
Dalton Le Masurier, KDAL, Duluth
Harvey R. Le Poidevin, WRJN, Racine,
Wis.
Merrill Lindsay. WSOY, Decatur, 111.
Howard Loeb, WFDF. Flint, Mich.
George Losev, KHMO, Hannibal, Mo.
Philip G. Loucks. Washington, D. C.
D. R. Lounsberrv. WGR-WKBW, Buffalo
Ben Ludy, WIBW, Topeka, Kan.
H. L. McCracken, KVRS, Rock Springs,
L. Wyo.
W. McDowell. KFOX, Long Beach. Cal.
Ben S. McGlashan, KGFJ, Los Angeles,
C. P. MacGregor, Hollywood
Reggie Martin, WIZE, Springfield, O.
Richard H. Mason, WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
John L. Merdian, WSTV, Steubenville, O.
A. J. Mever, KPOW, Powell, Wyo.
P. J. Meyer, KFYR, Bismarck, N. D.
John B. Millis, United Press. Indianapolis
Wallace
olis Mitchell, United Press, MinneapRobert E. L. Moore, Transradio Press,
Washington, D. C.
William I. Moore, WBNX, New York City
Clem Morgan, KVGB, Great Bend, Kan.
Tom Nobles, WDEF, Chattanooga
Ed Norton, WAPI, Birmingham
Gilmore
N. Nunn,
WLAP-WCMI-KFDA,
Lexington,
Ky.
BROADCASTING

Gene O'Fallon, KFEL. Denver
Bill O'Neil, WJW, Akron, O.
Nick
John Pagliara,
G. Paine, WEW,
ASCAP St. Louis
John F. Patt, WGAR, Cleveland
S. H, Patterson, KSAN, San Francisco
S. J. Paul, Broadcasting Magazine
Roy O. Pearson, WHFC. Cicero, 111.
Angus D. Pfaflf, WHLS, Port Huron, Mich.
Earl C. Reineke, WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Edney Ridge. WBIG, Greensboro, N. C.
Glenn D. Roberts, WEMP, Milwaukee
George Roesler, Foreman Co., Chicago
Reed T. Rollo, Washington, D. C.
Rayburn Rose, WLBJ, Bowling Green, Ky.
Eugene J. Roth, KONO, San Antonio
A. B. Sambrook,
tem, New York World
City Broadcasting SysF. D. Schurz. WSBT. South Bend. Ind.
W. J. Scripps. WWJ, Detroit
Don Searle, KOIL-KFAB-KFOR, Omaha
L. M. Sepaugh, WSLI. Jackson, Miss.
H. H. Sevile, WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Alex Sherwood, Standard Radio, Chicago
Allen T. Simmons. WADC. Akron
Arthur Simon. WPEN, Philadelphia
H. W. Slavick, WMC, Memphis
Calvin J. Smith, KFAC, Los Angeles
H.
E. Smith,Smith,
WABY-WOKO,
Albany, N, Y.
J. Porter
WGRC, Louisville
R. G. Soule, WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.
Burt Squire, SESAC, New York Citv
Elliott Stewart, WIBX, Utica, N. Y.
BenOre.E. Stone, KOOS-KVAN, Marshfield.
Wheeling
George Storer, WSPD-WWVA. ToledoT. W, Symons Jr., KXL, Portland, Ore.
O. L. (Ted) Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo. Tex.
City C. Thomas, KGFW. Kearney, Neb.
Lloyd
Mims Thomason, United Press. Chicago
Robert M. Thompson, KQV, Pittsburgh
M. E. Tompkins, BMI, New York City
Oscar Turner, NBC Thesaurus, New York
City Walker, Walker Co., Chicago
Wythe
F. P. Wallace, WWJ, Detroit
Victor J. Waters, Dept. of Justice. WashingtonN. Weil, Hearst Radio, Chicago
Ralph
Pierre Weis, Lang-Worth, New York City
Ralph Wentworth. Lang-'Worth. New York
Art Westlund. KRE, Berkeley, Cal.
James
ChicagoE. Wetherell. Victor J. Andrew,
W. town,
P. Williamson,
Jr., WKBN, YoungsO.
Howard
Chicago H. Wilson, Howard Wilson Co.,
Ronald B. Woodyard. WING. Dayton. O.
George W. Young, WDGY, Minneapolis
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Baltimore-

are a quarter of a million radio

homes

in the high intensity area of

50,000-watt

WBAL

... a million folks

with money

to spend.

Make

Use

a

Splash

WBAL!

million retail sales in this important
trading center.
Yes sir, Baltimore

is a whale

of a big

market. ..a big market that takes plenty

If you sell food, for instance... there's
a hundred million dollar market

of power

waiting for you.

you come into Baltimore^ you can't
afford to make a little ripple that will
be swallowed up.

If it's drugs you purvey... there's seventeen million bucks to be had. Whatever you sell, you've got an opportunity to get a slice of the jour hundred

to reach and

move.

When

You've got to make a big splash . . .
and that means WBAL I
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Radio
Advertising
in
Latin
WHILE radio broadcasting and
advertising has been established in
in Considering
Latin America for over a decade, it Exporter's Problems
Local Stations vs. Shortwave
is, to American exporters, still a
new medium for reaching the citizens of foreign countries. It is,
By J. J. CLAREY
Jr.
therefore, helpful to review some
elementary facts.
FROM THIS ARTICLE by the foreign advertising manager of
The total population of Latin
America, exclusive of EnglishBristol-Myers Co., important user of radio time, who is also
speaking territories, is roughly
130,000,000, of whom 46,000,000 are
vice-president of the Export Advertising Assn., sponsors and
in Brazil. This population is scattered over an area that extends
prospective sponsors with export distribution in Latin American
southward from our Mexican border for about 6,000 miles.
markets will derive pertinent first-hand information about the
The greatest width of the contiproper
and effective use of broadcast advertising via Central
nent of South America itself is
3,300 miles, but if we include
Mexico and Central America, this and South American stations, most of which operate on much
breadth will increase to almost
the same private commercial pattern as those in the U. S. This
6,000 miles. While a large part of
this area is ocean, it will give some
idea of the territory that must be article first appeared in the 'Export Trade 8C Shipper.'
covered by radio advertisers in
time. Radio advertising to Latin
taneously, the lack of a chain is not
Latin America.
America has great potentialities
an acute problem.
Contrasting Races
for the future, as I shall point out
[Editor's note: Two Mexican
later on. Now, however, let us look networks have since been reported
Although there are about 83,000,at what is available to us through
under the auspices of the Ascar000 people in Spanish-speaking
raga stations XEW and XEQ; see
radio advertising in Latin America.
America, they cannot be considered
Broadcasting, July 28, p. 45].
Each country in Latin America
homogeneous. On the Pacific side,
All the other countries in Spanwe find that large numbers of the has its own local stations. It is to
ish Latin America have satisfacthese stations that the natives prenatives are Indian, or of mixed
fer to listen, whether their radio
tory stations within their own borIndian blood. In contrast, on the
ders. In fact, the advertiser, both
receivers be longwave or combinaAtlantic side, we find many Nelocal
and
American, would be bettion
long
and
shortwave.
In
several
groes, or people of mixed Negro
ter off in some of these places, if
countries, notably Argentina and
blood. Argentina, Uruguay and
there were fewer stations than at
Mexico, radio has made tremenChile are notable exceptions, as
present, for, as has been proved in
dous strides. Each of these counthey are peopled with stock that is
Mexico, Argentina and now in
tries has at least two local stations
almost 100% European.
Cuba, a few, good, powerful staThis point is not alien to an artransmitting 50,000 watts longtions are to be preferred to many
wave,
with
powerful
simultaneous
ticle on radio advertising, as it
low-powered
ones.
shortwave
broadcasts.
Both
of
the
explains the marked differences in
idiom and accent encountered in two principal stations in ArgenIn Brazil It's Different
tina offer chain broadcasts of their
Latin America. (Compare Cuba,
Brazil is different from her
Mexico and Argentina.) It helps us programs, thereby covering the enneighbors in respect to radio statire country.
understand the contrasts in native
tions. Brazil's buying power is
music. (The African influence in
found in urban centers along its
Cuban Progress
the Cuban rumba or Brazilian
3,000-mile coast. The distances besamba; the Indian influence in the
Cuba, too has greatly strengthtween these coastal cities, plus poshaunting melodies and folksongs of
ened its position within the last
sibly the contour of the coast itself
Mexico; the Latin influence in the year. At one time, Cuba had too makes it impossible for one station
cadent, triste tango of Argentina.)
many stations, each fighting for the to cover the market satisfactorily.
The culture, politics, economics,
listener's attention. Some time ago,
Telephone line hookups are imarchitecture and living habits of a number of the stations decided to
practicable, except between Rio and
consolidate
and
formed
the
Cadena
these peoples have also been afSan Paulo. Therefore, the radio
Azul. This chain has stations in advertiser, like the newspaper adfected by purely physical factors,
the most important centers of
such as altitude, climate, natural
vertiser, must perforce use an outCuba, linked together by telephone
let in each important city.
resources, etc. We, who use radio,
must not forget this lack of ho- line. Its chief rival. Station CMQ,
Before leaving this subiect of
mogeneity. We should strive to also has associated stations, linked
local radio stations, it is helpful to
together through the less satisstudy and understand these differrecall that the more powerful staences.
factory rebroadcast of shortwave.
tions do give some international
Together they now dominate the coverage. Chileans listen regularly
There are two methods of radio
market. Colombia, which has had
advertising now offered American
to Argentine broadcasts, as is
good stations in its more important
exporters. One is radio broadcastproved by the mail the radio percities now claims a 50,000 watter,
formers and advertisers receive.
ing in Latin America through local
in Bogota.
Uruguay and Paraguay also tune
stations either singly or in netBecause of the great distances
in. In the North, especially in the
works in each individual country.
Caribbean area, Puerto Rican and
The other is radio broadcasting to between population centers in CoCuban stations are heard in many
lombia, several attempts have been
Latin America through shortwave
made to form a chain. It now re- of the countries. Mexico has a numstations in the United States with
mains to be seen whether Radio
ber of listeners in Central America,
or without local rebroadcasts.
Continental can bridge these dis- as well as the Antilles.
In and To
tances. If not, a chain of stations
I recall on my last visit to the
interior of Cuba having a druggist
It is my opinion that the first is inevitable. Rumors of chain
tell me that he listened the night
of these — radio advertising in broadcasting in Mexico crop up
previous to our radio program. I
Latin America — is the one most de- from time to time, but with powerful stations broadcasting from the said: "Last night? Why, our proserving of the American export advertiser's consideration at this capital long and shortwave simulgram in Havana wasn't broadcast
Page 30
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America
last night." Much to my surprise,
he countered: "Not the Havana
broadcast. The Mexican one."
What I have said in the preceding paragraphs substantiates my
opinion that if an American exporter islooking for radio coverage
in Latin America, he can get it today by advertising in Latin America, through the local stations.
Talent, of Course
No discussion of radio advertising in Latin America, no matter
how sketchy, would be complete
without some reference to programming and talent. Argentina
and Mexico
are finds
the only
two supply
countries where one
a good
of local talent. Cuba is a poor third.
All the other Spanish-speaking
countries, with the rare exception
of a few artists, present a serious
problem to the advertiser when it
comes to creating first-class entertainment.
I said that in Argentina and
Mexico there is a good supply of
local talent. I do not mean, however, that it is ample. Unlike the
United States, only a few artists
perform exclusively for one sponsor. As a result, many artists run
the continual risk of becoming
hackneyed through too frequent appearances before the microphone.
The same
applies to orchestral and
choral
groups.
Rehearsals are much shorter
than in the United States. Frequently,
important from
groups
of performers
are absent
rehearsals
because they are broadcasting for
some other sponsor at rehearsal
time. I, personally, while supervising programs in Argentina, have
seen the entire string section of
our orchestra tiptoe into the studio,
three minutes after we went on the
air.
In fairness to the stations and
performers, let me say that the
basic cause for this condition is
one of pesos and centavos. A name
orchestra in Argentina will be paid
between $10,000 and $20,000 m/n
per month.
Thereafford
are few
advertisers who can
to assume
this expense exclusively. The sales
potentialities of the market reached
will not permit such lavish expenditure. The station, therefore, is
obliged to parcel out the expense to
several advertisers. This is also
true of many famous artists.
Quiz Shows, Too
Entertainment offered to radio
listeners in Latin America runs the
entire gamut from drama to quiz
shows. I doubt if there is any type
of entertainment used in the United
States that has not its counterpart
in Latin America. The most striking difference, however, is one of
showmanship. Showmanship is to
entertainment, whether radio,
screen or stage, as a chef is to the
culinary art. When it comes to
showmanship, the United States
• Broadcast
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is in a class by itself. For example :
Many stations in Latin America
broadcast phonograph records exclusively. No one of them, however,
has attained the success for its advertisers or profit to itself as has
Station WNEW in New York. The
answer: Showmanship.
To me it is a logical transition
from a discussion of program difficulties in Latin America to an exploration of shortwave broadcasting to Latin America from the
United States, because it is in the
field of programming and showmanship that I believe we can
make our most useful contribution
to radio entertainment south of
the border. Before pointing out
such advantages, however, let us
first look at the disadvantages, as
I see them:
First, there is a dissatisfying
lack of information regarding the
penetration, the dependability, and
the clarity of the shortwave signal. There are no authentic data
regarding the number of listeners.
If you buy shortwave, you must
buy it on faith. Of course, one hears
much of the number of letters received.
A shortwave broadcast of a much
publicized sporting event which was
picked up for rebroadcast by 130
local stations in Latin America
produced some 35,000 odd letters.
To me, this is not convincing. In
the Argentine, our company has
received 20,000 letters as the result of one broadcast of our regular program through the El Mundo
chain. More than 50,000 letters
were received in that same month.
Secondly, there is the undeniable
preference at the present time of
Latin Americans to listen the their
own stations. These listening habits
have been built up over years of
active broadcasting and will not be
easily broken. There are still more
longwave receivers in use than
shortv/ave sets. The wavelengths of
their local stations are well known
to the natives and the programs
are tuned in conveniently, quickly
and clearly.
It will require a deep, penetrating knowledge of Latin American
characteristics to create the type of
high-class entertainment that will
wean listeners from the local stations. The accents of announcers,
and artists, even though enunciating most correct Spanish, are
"antipatico" to listeners. Each
country has its ovsTi peculiar type
of dialect, its ovm preferred form
of humor, its own well-developed
use of idiom.
A Matter of Money
Lastly, there is the very important factor of cost; cost of time
and cost of talent. To my mind,
there is no justification for assessing the export advertiser high rates
for shortwave broadcasts at this
time. More information must first
be obtained regarding circulation
and other pertinent factors. American advertisers can n'^w buy full
hour in Class A, Spanish broadcasts, with full discounts, at from
$4,000 to $10,000 per year.
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Leigh White, Flannery,
Murrow Return to U. S.
LEIGH WHITE, CBS correspondent formerly in the Near East,
who has been in the hospital for
several months with serious leg
wounds suffered when the Greek
train he was riding was machinegunned by German bombers, now
partially recovered and walking
with the aid of a cane, left Lisbon
for U. S. on the Clipper, Sept. 27.
On arrival in New York he will
make several broadcasts on CBS
telling of his adventures and of
conditions in the Near Bast. Later
he
tion.will leave for an extended vaca-

UNDERGROUND WITH BBC: Left photo shows a BBC engineer in
full ARP equipment entering an air raid shelter at a transmitting station
"somewhere in England". Right photo shows Clare Lawson Dick and
Margot Osborne, two BBC secretaries, in their sleeping quarters at one
of the BBC underground offices.
In the United States, many
sponsors spend as much on talent
as they do on station time. Obviously, therefore, an appropriation for a year's contract for shortwave broadcasts, including time
and talent, may run into considerable money, especially when considering the modest budget of the
average export advertiser. Price
is definitely a restraining factor.
Despite these disadvantages, the
writer has high hopes for the possibilities inherent to shortwave
broadcasting, but only on one condition, which is that the broadcast
companies in this country "teamup" with the local stations in Latin
America and form a chain of important radio outlets strategically
located in the principal population
centers. With such a chain, we
could begin to eliminate the serious
disadvantages already outlined.
With the important Latin American stations tied into shortwave
broadcasting, we would no longer
have to worry about listening
habits; speculation about circulation would be greatly eliminated;
the owners of both longwave receivers and shortwave sets would
be prospective listeners; our Latin
American neighbors could then
tune in our programs easily, conveniently, quickly and clearly.
Accent on Accents
Most important of all, the American advertiser could then afford to
spend the necessary money for
creating high-class entertainment,
as under such conditions, there
would be only one charge for talent
which could be spread over the entire Latin American market. We
would still have the problem of accents, but I feel that our listeners
would be less critical of accents if
the show itself were highly entertaining. People are seldom hypercritical when they are well-pleased.
Furthermore, I think in time
there would evolve a modified Spanish pronunciation acceptable to all
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Latin Americans, in the same way
that stage and screen artists of
England and the United States
now use a form of pronunciation
for English that is acceptable in
both countries and permits the free
interchange of artists. This condition, however, will come about
only as a result of close cooperation on the part of American export advertisers and shortwave
broadcasters. In this connection
one of the executives of NBC recently told me that, in selecting
their Spanish announcers, they endeavor to choose only those who
speak in neutral accents.
In closing, let me say that no
criticisms which I have made in
this article should be taken as a
lack of faith on my part in radio
advertising in Latin America and
io Latin America. I have merely
tried to give my honest opinions. I
have faith in the effectiveness of
radio advertising in Latin America, otherwise our company would
not now be sponsoring some 18 programs in the more important cities
throughout South and Central
America.
I am hopeful, too, for the future
of advertising to Latin America,
and have recently embarked on an
interesting experiment with a
shortwave station in this country.
From this trial of shortwave
broadcasting, I hope to learn much,
and perhaps help to contribute to
the further growth of this potentially important addition to the
tising. available in export advertools
Canadian Assn. Meetings
DIRECTORS of the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters will meet in Toronto
Oct. 6-8 for joint sessions with the
directors of the Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers and the Canadian Assn.
of Advertising
Agencies.
CAB the
directors will also
discussThewhere
CAB annual convention is to be held
next January.
BROADCASTING

Harry Flannery, CBS correspondent in Berlin since last year when
he relieved William L. Shirer, will
return to the United States on the
Clipper leaving Lisbon Oct. 2.
Howard Smith, who has been Mr.
Flannery's assistant in Berlin, will
remain as CBS correspondent. Returning to the United States at the
same time will be Mrs. Ed Murrow,
wife of the CBS correspondent in
London. Mr. Murrow himself is expected to return to the United
States shortly, being replaced by
Bob Trout, CBS news announcer.
NBC
Files Arguments
On WHDH
850 Grant
ARGUMENTS of NBC in its appeal from the FCC decision authorizing WHDH, Boston, to operate
fuUtime on the 850 kc. clear channel of KOA, Denver, have been filed
with the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia by
Duke M. Patrick, Philip J. Hennessey Jr., A. L. Ashby and Henry
Ladner, NBC counsel. No answering brief has been filed by the FCC
legal staff, which has 20 days from
the filing date of the appellant
brief, Sept. 15, to respond.
The KOA-WHDH case is regarded as a test to determine future FCC policy on maintenance
of clear channels. The NBC brief
holds that the Commission's
WHDH grant is void through violating both the Federal Communications Act and the Fifth Amendment, that the order making the
grant was "the result of arbitrary
and capricious
action", Section
that the 303
result reached violates
(f ) of the Act, that all action taken
on the WHDH application is void
and violates Section 40 / (a) of the
Act, and that the FCC erred in
denying
NBC's petition
ing [Broadcasting,
Junefor16].rehearArmstrong Dramas
ARMSTRONG CORK Co., Lancaster, Pa. (Quaker floor coveran original roings),
will present
mantic
drama written shortly before the broadcast against a background of one of the headline news
events of the week in its new series Armstrong's Theatre of Today,
which starts Saturday, Oct. 4, 1212:30 p.m., on 100 CBS stations
[Broadcasting, Aug. 11]. Georgi
Bryan, CBS news reporter, wil ■
with a shorii
open each ofprogram
summary
world events, featur-;
ing the news story being used t(
set the locale of the play. Leading
actors from Hollywood, Broadwaji
and radio will take the roles i
Cameron Hawley supervises th
recting.
programs with Frank Linder di
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News

Sponsorship

Sought in Canada
CAB Also Seeks Increased
Power Grants From CBC
RELAXATION of the rule barring
commercially sponsored news commentators on Canadian stations,
power increases for Canadian
broadcasters, and revisions in the
regulations covering sponsored
newscasts were discussed by executives of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters vnth the board of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at Ottawa at the board's
first autumn meeting, Sept. 15-16.
No decisions were announced but
the board promised to take the
matter of relaxation of commercially sponsored commentators under consideration.
This would allow Canadian stations to bring in commentators
from American networks, as well
as Canadian commentators. Easing of the regulations on the sponsored newscasts is understood to
have been suggested by Canadian
Press, and would allow advertisers
to sponsor news directly and give
a commercial. No change is to be
made in the ruling forbidding commercials in the body of the news.
Canadian Press now sells news
through a subsidiary Press News
Ltd.
Power Survey
No decision was given by the
board on this change, but a meeting
with the Canadian Press on the
subject was likely. Pending the
completion of the CBC survey on
station reception, no decisions were
announced regarding power increases for Canadian broadcasters. The CBC hopes to have the
survey completed before the end
of the year, having been handicaped through loss of a number of
members of the engineering department to the armed services. Decisions on these subjects are expected
at the board's next session
in November.
The CBC recently announced a
new regulation eliminating the use
of more than one station in a city
for a simultaneously sponsored network program. A number of Canadian advertisers have been and
were planning on using two or
more stations in one city simultaneously for a network show. This
the CBC feared would lead to a
monopoly of the air in that city at
any one time. Canadian advertising
agencies are understood to agree to
the ruling, provided it is equally
applied to all advertisers. The ruling does not apply to sustaining
network programs.
Williams Food Test
R. C. WILLIAMS & Co., New York
(Roj-al Scarlet food), has signed
a one-year contract for sponsorship
of Zeke Manners & His Gang on
WNEW, New York, 7:30-7:45 p.m.,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Other stations may be added later.
Agency is Alley & Richards, New
York.
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BUICK

HORN

TALKS

Spots for New Buicks Utilize
■Sonovox TricksUTILIZING the Wright-Sonovox
acoustical device for articulating
sound [Broadcasting, Aug. 11],
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich., from
Sept. 29 to Oct. 4 will use approximately five spots a day on 46 stations in 32 markets to announce
the new 1942 Buick. The tuned
chord of the Buick horn articulates
"Bet-ter-r . . . Buy . . . Buick" as
the opening and closing of the
WBT transcribed spots, placed by
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York.
The Sonovox, which is controlled
by Free & Peters, the representative firm, has heretofore been used
in a few radio programs for novelty effects and this is said to be its
first use as a commercial radio
device.
The effect of sound forming
words is obtained through the Sonovox amplifying unit that makes
any sustained
through
the usesound
of the "speak"
human
larjmx. In operation, twin units
are placed against the throat of an
announcer who is a trained articulator. The articulator makes no
audible sound; the human larynx
acts as a sound-box as the sound
comes through the unit, and he
merely breaks up the sound into
words.

WHEN

audiences send fan-mail to stations, praising NBC Thesaurus shows

. . . that's old stuff. We've
it — by the ton.
But when

INCREASE IN POWER
FOR THREE OUTLETS
IMPROVED operating condftions
for three broadcast stations were
authorized bv the FCC last Tuesday. WAWZ, Zarephath, N. J.,
operated by the Pillar of Fire,
church organization, and sharing
time with WBNX, New York, was
granted 5,000 watts day with directional antenna on 1880 kc, continuing with 1,000 night but using
the directional both dav and night.
KRKO, Everett, Wash., was
granted fuUtime on 1370 kc, taking
over the hours formerly used by
KEVR, Seattle, recently shifted to
1090 kc. with 250 watts. KRNR,
Roseburg, Ore., now 100 watts
night and 250 day, was granted 250
watts fulltime on 1490 kc.
Hearings were ordered on the applications of Yankee Broadcasting
Co., New York City, seeking 1,000
watts fulltime on 620 kc. ; Newark
Broadcasting Corp., Newark, seeking 5,000 watts fulltime on 620 kc;
WSOY, Decatur, 111., seeking 10,000
watts on 1560 kc. Also ordered to
consolidated hearing were the rival
applications, all for 250 watts on
1240 kc, of R. 0. Hardin, Nashville; Tennessee Radio Corp., Nashville; John R. Crowder, Columbia,
Tenn.; Birney Imes and Robin
Weaver, Murphreesboro, Tenn. All
seek the facility when vacated by
WSIX, Nashville.
Dessert Introduced
TATLOR-REED Corp., Mamaroneck,
X. T., on Sept. 22 announced appointment of Smith & Sweeney Inc.,
New York manufacturers' representatives and food merchandisers, to introduce Tumbo, a chocolate pudding, in
the metropolitan New York ma.rket.
A merchandising campaign has been
started on WNEW, New York, on
Martin Block's Make-Believe Ballroom. W. I. Tracy Inc., New York,
handles the account.
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learned to expect

stations send "fan-mail" to us

— that's something
about !

you ought to know

The two letters on the opposite page are
typical of many

others . . . telling us how

NBC Thesaurus helps to sell station-time.
As one of these two letters puts it, with
pardonable

enthusiasm,

"Thesaurus

Well . . .why? Talent in NBC

sells

Thesaurus

is one reason. You get the big names at
itself!"
small
cost. The big names that advertisers
go for . . . the big names that listeners prefer! Excellence of reproduction in NBC
Thesaurus is another reason. Thanks to
NBC

OrthacoustiCf

your

transcription

THESAURUS OCTOBER 1st RELEASE
FEATURES NEW MUSICAL GROUPS
Third is the Sammy Herman
Beginningfora new
fall program
recording
its library
service,of
Trio,
novelty
rhythm group.on This
trio will
be programmed
the
NBC THESAURUS. NBC RadioRecording Division has announced
THESAURUS series, "From A to Z
that the October
1st
release
to
subin
Novelty",
which
presents
a
conscribers will contain the work of
stantly changing parade of novelty
three important musical groups new
singing and instrumental combinato THESAURUS.
tions.
In the
dance thebandfirstfield,
reCompleting
first-of-the-month
lease presents
of athisseries
release
are fivethisproduction
nimibers
of popular selections by Lawrence
by Allen Roth and his Orchestra for
"Symphony
of
Melody"
;
and
a numWelk
his "Champagne
ber of selections by the Symphony
The andnationally
popular Music".
Negro
and Salon Orchestras.
rhythm
Golden
GateAlready
QuarLast week another series of numtet, aresingers.
the second
group.
bers
recordedby for
THESAUfeatured on their own network proRUS inwereChicago
Horace
Heidt
gram,
in
night
clubs,
and
on
recand His Musical Knights. These are
ords, thev will be presented in a
planned
for
release
within
the
special THESAURUS program promonth and will be programmed nexton
duction "I Hear the Southland
Heidt's
own THESAURUS proSinging",corded anfor
which musical
they have
reoriginal
theme.
gram.
BROADCASTING
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equipment delivers live quality, with studio flavor preserved!
And

variety of program

Thesaurus
give more

is important,

types in NBC
too! \ou

can

advertisers the "something

dif-

ferent" that they're after . . . for there are
25 varied program series supplied with

«0j

regular weekly continuity. One new subscriber reports the sale of 23 of these 25
programs
months

to local advertisers

within

3

after starting the service!

You should have the complete Thesaurus
Pie

story. Write our nearest office today!

"A Treasure House of Recorded Programs "
RADIO -RECORDING DIVISION
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA BIdg., Radio City, N. Y. • Merchandise Mart, Chicago
Trans-Lux BIdg., Washington, D. C. • Sunset and Vine, Hollywood

ADVERTISERS

AUDIENCES

FOR THESE BIG NAMES!

Charlie Barnet
Al Donahue
Shep Fields
Horace Heidt

Richard Leibert
Vincent Lopez
Carson Robison
Allen Roth

A-

GO

AND

••Of

Harry Horlick John Seagle
Sammy Kaye Thomas L. Thomas
. . . and many others
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ARKANSAS
KFFA, Helena — CP issued to Helena
Broadcasting Co.; partnership of J. Q.
Floyd, motor transportation business; John
T. Franklin, ice, coal and furniture dealer;
Sam W. Anderson, school superintendent.
Granted July 16; 250 watts on 1490 kc.
CONNECTICUT
♦WSRR, Stamford — Licensed to Stephen E.
Eintoul, account executive of the Katz
Agency, New York. Granted Feb. 13; 250
watts on 1400 kc.
CALIFORNIA
KPAS, Pasadena — CP issued to Pacific
Coast Broadcasting Co.; J. Frank Burke,
chief owner of KFVD, Los Angeles, president, SI. 5% common stockholder; Melvyn
Douglas, movie actor, 13.33% preferred;
George C.
ferred;Fischer,
Eleanor Lloydretired,
Smith,13.33%
owner pre-of
various realty and other projects, 13.33%
preferred; numerous other stockholders,
none holding as much as 10% preferred or
common. Granted Sept. 9 ; 10,000 watts
on 1110 kc.
KWKW, Pasadena — CP issued to Southern
California Broadcasting Co.; Marshall S.
Neal,
merchant,Edwin
president-treasurer,
43.61% local
stockholder;
Earl, 13.8%;
Lee A. Ragan, salesman of KIEV, Glendale, vice-president, 5% ; H. H. Cooper,
KIEV salesman, secretary, 5% ; 10 other
stockholders none holding more than 10%.
Granted Aug. 22 ; 1,000 watts daytime on
1430 kc.
KPRO, Riverside — CP issued to Broadcasting Corp. of America; W. L. Gleeson, owner
of an optical firm and associated with
Miller Adv. Agency, Oakland, president,
56% stockholder; E. W. Laisne, with the
same
opticalbanker,
firm, 20%;
vice-pi-esident,
20%;
Phil Davies,
Loyal C. Kelley,
attorney, secretary, 2%; John B. Smith,
attorney, 2%. Granted May 26; 1,000
watts on 1450 kc.
FLORIDA
WWPG. Lake Worth— CP issued to Lake
Worth Broadcasting Co.; Charles E. Davis,
city commissioner,
48% stockholder ;Robert S. president,
Erskine, realtor
and
banker, 20%; Ralph C. Roberts, furniture
dealer,
vice-president,
Jacob, attorney
and city16%;
judge,Jerrold
secretary,F.
4%; Roy E. Garnett, banker, treasurer, 4% ;
Tom G. Smith, mortician, 4%; R. E.
Branch, banker, 4%. Granted July 9; 250
watts on 1340 kc.
GEORGIA
*WGAA, Cedartown — Licensed to Northwest Georgia Broadcasting Co. ; O. C. Lam,
theatre and farm owner, president-treasurer, 82.5% stockholder; R. W. Rounsaville, vice-president-secretary, 16.7%; Joe
W. Lam. .8%. Granted May 6 ; 250 watts
on 1340 kc.
ILLINOIS
WLDS, Jacksonville — CP issued to a partnership of Hobart Stephenson, teacher,
Illinois School for Blind; Milton Edge,
local A&P supervisor; Edgar J. Korsmeyer,
bookkeeper and accountant. Granted May
22 ; 250 watts daytime on 1150 kc.
INDIANA
tNEW, Lafayette — CP issued to WFAM
Inc. ; O. E. Richardson, half owner of
WJOB. Hammond, president, 33 1-3%
stockholder ; Fred L. Adair, half owner of
WJOB, vice-president, 16 1-6% ; Robert C.
Adair, treasurer, 16 1-6% ; J. Gibbs Spring,
secretary,
watts
on 33
12301-3%.
kc. Granted July 30; 100
IOWA
*KBUR,
Burlington
— Licensed
to Burlington Broadcasting Co.;
E. L. Hirsch,
attorney and banker, president, 20% stockholder;
J. Tracy Garrett, publisher of the Burlington Hawk-Eye Gazette (deceased),
20%; 14 other business men of Burlington, none holding more than 5%. Granted
Feb. 5; 250 watts on 1490 kc.
*KROS, Clinton — Licensed to Clinton
Broadcasting Corp. ; Peter Matzen. president Arzen Laboratories, proprietary manufacturers, president, 130 shares of stock;
C. A. Nordquist, general contractor, 100
shares ; Dr. T. B. Charlton, physician, vicepresident, 1 share ; W. T. Oakes, postmaster, 1share. Granted Feb. 5 ; 250 watts
on 1340 kc.
KENTUCKY
WSON, Henderson — CP issued to Paducah
Broadcasting Co.; Pierce E. Lackey, operator of WPAD, Paducah, and WHOP, Hopkinsvllle, Ky., president-treasurer, 95.5%
stockholder; W. Prewitt Lackey, insurance
man, vice-president, 1.5%; Ezelle Lackey,
insurance, 1.5%; Eula McKenney Rivers,
1.5%.860 Granted
May 20; 250 watts daytime
on
kc.
MASSACHUSETTS
WEIM,
— CP issueddealer.
to Ruben
Aronheim,Fitchburg
local furniture
GrantedE.
April 16; 250 watts on 1340 kc.
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New

Stations Authorized by the FCC
During First Nine Months of 1941
* Asterisk indicates station already on the air.
t Dagger indicates call letters not yet issued.

MISSISSIPPI
*WMIS, Natchez — Licensed to Natchez
Broadcasting Co. ; P. K. Ewing, manager of
WDSU, New Orleans, and owner of
WGRM, Greenwood, Miss., and WGCM,
Gulf port, president, 91% stockholder; P.
K. Ewing Jr., manager of WGRM, vicepresident, 3%; F. C. Ewing, manager of
WGCM, secretary-treasurer, 3% ; M. M.
Ewing,
on
1490 3%.
kc. Granted March 19; 250 watts
MISSOURI
*KHMO, Hannibal — Licensed to CourierPost Publishing Co., publisher of Hannibal
Courier-Post; same ownership as Kewanee
(III.) Star-Courier. Interlocking stockholdings with Lee Syndicate Newspapers:
Davenport
(la.)Courier,
Times andMuscatine
Democrat, (la.)
Ottumwa (la.)
Journal, Mason City (la.) Globe-Gazette,
Madison (Wis.) State Journal, LaCrosse
(Wis.) Tribune & Leader-Press, Lincoln
(Neb.)kc. Star. Granted Feb. 5; 250 watts on
1340
KTTS,ent Springfield
CP issued
Broadcasting — Co.;
J. H. toG.IndependCooper,
head of plumbing and heating and several
other concerns, president and treasurer,
50% stockholder; Irving W. Schwab, attorney, secretary, 18%; G. Pearson Ward,
radio store owner, 8%; Frank L. Sedgwick,
furniture dealer, vice-president, 6%; J. W.
Turner, department store owner, 4%; O. E.
Jennings, 4%; Mary E. James, 4%; O. M.
Griffith,
on
1400 2%.
kc. Granted Sept. 9; 250 watts

OHIO
WFIN, Findlay— CP issued to Findlay Radio Corp.
Cloyce
W. Oxley,
local typewriter;agent,
president,
10% stockholder;
Wilmer Bayer, manager of local Cocoa Cola
bottling company, vice-president, 10% ;
Fred R. Hover, retail druggist, secretarytreasurer,
Herbert
Lee Blye,
and onetime10%;owner
of WLOK,
Lima,attorney
10%;
Grace E. Ingledue. former radio instructor
at Louisiana State U, 10% ; Don T. Decker,
10% ; Harve T. Blair, 10% ; six others each
holding
on
1330 5%-.
kc. Granted Aug. 5; 1,000 watts
WRRN,ship of Frank
Warren —T. CPNied,
issued
partnerownerto of
cigar
store-restaurant chain in Akron, and Perry
H. Stevens, Akron attorney. Granted Aug.
5 ; 250 watts on 1400 kc.
OREGON
KWRC, Pendleton — CP issued to Western
Radio Corp., licensee of KODL, The Dalles;
V. B. Kenworthy, president, 50%; Eva 0.
Hicks, vice-president, 25%; T. M. Hicks,
secretarv-treasurer,
250 watts on 1240 25%.
kc. Granted Aug. 12;

TENNESSEE
WJZM, Clarksville — CP issued to partnership of William D. Hudson, local mayor and
agent for Standard Oil Co., and Violet H.
Hudson, oil retailer and wholesaler in
Christian County. Ky. Granted Feb. 19;
250 watts on 1400 kc.
TEXAS
*KSKY, Dallas— Licensed to Chilton Radio
Corp. ; A. L. Chilton, chief owner of KLRA
and KGHI, Little Rock, president, 98%
stockholder; Leonore H. Chilton, secretarytreasurer, 1.75% ; James Ralph Wood,
.25%. Granted May 6; 1,000 watts daytime
on 660 kc.
*KGBS: Harlingen — Licensed to Harbenito
Broadcasting Co.; McHenry Tichenor, retired newspaper publisher, president, 224 \
shares; Genevieve Tichenor, his wife, secretary-treasurer, 75shares; Hugh T. Ramsey, vice-president, 1 share. Granted Feb.
11; 250 watts on 1240 kc.
VERMONT
*WWSR, St. Albans — Transferred facilities
of WQDM, St. Albans, to Vermont Radio
Corp.; Lloyd
E. Squier,
manager president,
and halfowner
of WDEV,
Waterbury,
10 1/2 shares; William G. Ricker, half -owner
of WDEV, vice-president and treasurer,
10% shares; Ernest C. Perkins, 1 share.
Granted
1420 kc. Feb. 18; 1,000 watts daytime on

PENNSYLVANIA
♦WISR, Butler — Licensed to David Rosenblum, local department store owner. Granted April 1 ; 250 watts daytime on 680 kc.
*WMRF, Lewistown — Licensed to Lewistown Broadcasting
Co. ; Sentinel
publisher of the Lewistown
Sentinel, Co.,
33 1/3%
stockholder ; William J. Woods, Pennsylvania Glass Sand Corp., 33 1/3%; Thomas
C. Matthews, of the same company, treasNEW JERSEY
urer,
James S.Feb.
Woods,
company,33.286%
.048%. ;Granted
25; same
250 watts
WTTM, Trenton — CP issued to Trent on 1500 kc.
Broadcast Corp. ; 11 stockholders with 25
shares each including Charles Quinn, at- WJPA, Washington — CP issued to Washington Broadcasting Co.; 46 stockholders
torney, president; A. Harry Zoog, manager
with
38.5% with
of the stock held
by individuals
of WFPG, Atlantic City, vice-president;
connected
SteubenviUe,
O.,
Richard Endicott, general manager of At- with Williams S. WSTV,
Yard, attorney, president,
lantic City Steel Pier and hotel operator,
treasurer ; John F. Trainor, official court 6.38% stockholder; Louis Berkman, head
reporter, secretary. Granted July 30; 1,000 of WSTV, vice-president, 10.6%; Sherman
watts on 920 kc.
H. Siegel, attorney, treasurer, 10.6%.
Granted Aug. 22; 250 watts on 1450 kc.
NEW MEXICO
SOUTH CAROLINA
KFUN. Las Vegas — CP issued to South- *WCRS, Greenwood — Licensed to Grenco
west Broadcastex's Inc. ; Ernest Thwaites, Inc. ; Douglas Featherstone, attorney, presi
retired railroad man. president, 82% stock- dent and treasurer, 80% stockholder; C.
holder ;Ernest N. Thwaites, formerly of
KVSF. Santa Fe. vice-president, 16.6% ; Mays, tary,attorney,
vice-president
20%. Granted
Jan. 7; 250andwattssecreon
Dorothy G. Thwaites, secretary, .7%;
Laurel Thwaites, .7%. Granted July 16; 1450 kc.
250 watts on 1230 kc.
KTNM, Tucumcari — CP issued to partnership of Lester Q. Krasin, radio technician,
and Otto A. Krutzner, auto body reconstructor.
1400 kc. Granted June 14; 250 watts on
NEW YORK
WLAN, Endicott — CP issued to Thomas
J. Watson,
president
International
ness Machines
Corp.of Granted
MarchBusi12;
250 watts on 1450 kc.
NORTH CAROLINA
WBBB,
Burlington
— CP; B.issued
to Alamance
Broadcasting Co. Inc.
V. May,
hosiery
manufacturer, treasurer, 19.23% stockholder. Remainder of stock held by 26 Incal
citizens, none holding more than 10%, with
V. Wilton Lane, president ; R. R. Isenhour,
vice-president ; Thomas D. Cooper, secreGrantedkc.April 29; 1,000 watts daytimetary.
on 920
*WAYS, Charlotte — Licensed to Inter-City
Advertising Co. ; George W. Dowdy, managerlotteof Belk's
department
of Char-1
and Concord,
N. Cstores
president,
share ; Horton Doughton, department store
and hardware merchant and son of Rep.
Doughton
secretary-treasurer,
1 share: B.(D-N.
T. C),
Whitmire,
manager of
WFBC, Greenville, S. C, vice-president, 1
share.
Granted
April
16
;
1,000
watts on
610 kc.
WGBG. boroGreensboro
CP issued
GreensBroadcasting— Co.
Inc.; to
Ralph
M.
Lambeth, furniture dealer, president, 40%
stockholder; Helen McAulay Lambeth, 24%
owner of WMFR. High Point, N. C. secretary-treasurer, 40%; James E. Lambeth,
furniture dealer and 75% owner of WMFR.
vice-president,
20%.
watts on 980 kc. Granted Aug. 5; 1,000
NORTH DAKOTA
KILO,
Grand
Forks — CPof issued
LeMasurier, manager
KFJM,to Dalton
Grand
Forks, and operator of KDAL, Duluth.
Granted Aug. 22; 500 watts night and
1,000 day on 1440 kc. sharing with KFJM
daytime.
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PROGRESS REPORT on the new
5,000-watt plant of WCAO, Baltimore, is made on the scene by L.
Waters Milbourne, manager (left)
to H. Street Baldwin, Baltimore
County Commissioner. The new
plant is going up on a site just
north of city of Baltimore.
BROADCASTING

VIRGINIA
*WJMA, Covington — Licensed to John and
Marcia Arrington, former operators of
WCHV, Charlottesville, Va. Granted April
22; 250 watts on 1340 kc.
*WINC, Winchester — Licensed to Richard
Fiela Lewis Jr., chief owner of WFVA,
Fredericksburg,
watts on 1400 kc.Va. Granted Feb. 4 ; 250
WASHINGTON
*KEVE, Everett — Licensed to Cascade
Broadcasting Co. Inc.; Dr. J. R. Binyon,
optical company owner and 25% owner of
KWAL, Wallace, Ida., president, 50%
stockholder; L. E. Wallgren, telephone engineer and radio
vice-president
and treasurer,
49.2%operator,
; C. A. Hamton,
radio
dealer, secretary, .8%. Granted May 6;
500 watts on 1460 kc.
KTRN, Tacoma — CP issued to Michael J.
Mingo, utive.
former
and exec-on
Grantednewspaper
May 7 ; editor
1,000 watts
1430 kc.
*KTBI, Tacoma — Licensed to Tacoma
Broadcasters Inc. ; C. C. Cavanaugh, lumberman, president, 52.5% stockholder ; J.
T.
S. Lyle,
banker, vice-president,
22.5%;
Harold
Woodworth,
construction company
manager, treasurer, 18.5% ; William McCormick,
2.5%; C.1%;S. James
Chapman, lumberman,
lumberman, secretary,
Dempsey,
lumberman
1%;
Roy
E.
Davison,
connected with the Standard Paper Co.,
kc.
1% ; B. E. Buckmaster North Pacific Note
Co., 1%. Granted May 7; 250 watts on 1490
WISCONSIN
WOSH, Oshkosh — CP issued to Howard H.
Wilson, Chicago station representative.
Granted Aug. 5 ; 250 watts on 1490 kc.
PUERTO RICO
*WIAC, San Juan — Licensed to Enrique
Abarca Sanfeliz, sugar refining machinery
manufacturer.
watts on 580 kc.Granted April 25; 5,000
Note: CP issued Feb. 18 to Hawaiian
Broadcasting System Ltd. for KHON, Hon250 watts
on 1340 kc, recalled pendingolulu,
further
hearing.

Jewelry Tie-Up
IN PROMOTING diamonds for
DeBeers Consolidated Mines Ltd.,
big South African concern, N. W.
Ayer & Son, is stimulating local
jewelers to do more advertising
and has recordings
prepared aforsetuseof by10 them
oneminute
on local stations. Availability of
the discs is being called to the attention of the jewelry trade in
jewelry and department store
trade journals in ads which state
the recordings are available
through the Reuben H. Donnelley
Corp., New York, at $10 each.
Seven of the recordings are designed for Christmas selling. J.
Vance Babb, formerly press chief
of NBC, now with Ayer in New
York, is handling the promotion.
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WHI!Fp»-h,CO

serves

the b ooming

Tri-City Market/

important

United

States defense

Davenport

area

- Rock

Island - Moline

*

★

★

an

)

*

that the wise radio time buyer heeds. He knows behind this

SaysWHBF management:
"After most careful study and investigation of all factors
concerned WHBF

chose Collins 21 A," says Les Johnson, WHBF

Vice President and General Manager. "We have not been disWHBF

appointed. Equipment and service is fine, we could ask no more."
is going places with the new Collins 21 A. So, too are

its satisfied clients, a rapidly growing list comprising some of
the most important buyers of radio time in the nation.
From 100 watts to the Collins 21 A 5000 watts power full time
in three years and the tripling of its business is the WHBF

alert stations

use

besides

WHBF

WADC

WGBF

COLLINS

WING

trend

21 A

WIND

activity and growth is alert public service, sound management,
progressive policies.
And what a market WHBF

in 52 counties of Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin; nearly half a
million radio homes; half a billion in retail sales; a billion dollars
industrial payroll — these and more comprise the WHBF Vi-mv
daytime area. Add this to the smooth running Collins 21 A, a
hard working, capably staffed radio station and you have an
unbeatable combination.

—

alert advertisers

WBAA

WKBH

have
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serves! Nearly two million people

use

WHBF.

WSFA

purchased

September

WSIX

21 A's
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Funds Are Sought
To Probe Business
Senate Business Would Look
Into Defense Program
ANNOUNCING last Thursday
that a million-dollar allotment
would be requested of Congress to
carry on the committee's work,
Chairman Murray (D-Mont.) indicated that attention of the special
Senate Small Business Committee
would focus initially on the problems of small businessmen in connection with the Government's defense program.
Just what shape
committee's
consideration
would thetake
was not
revealed, although it is expected
hearings will be started soon after
necessary funds are available, at
which testimony will cover a broad
field, probably including big businesses' advertising practices.
0PM Activity
Folowing recent conversations
with Floyd B. Odium, well-known
financier and director of the new
Contract Distribution Division of
0PM, Chairman Murray indicated
that an immedate function of the
committee would be to consider the
"extremely muddled" administration of the defense program with
an eye to giving small businesses
their share of the huge Federal defense orders. Although it is not
determined where advertising practices fit into this picture, it has
long been felt the advertising and
merchandising techniques of big
business firms are sure to di-aw fire
from the committee.
Additional pressure in this direction was presaged several weeks
ago when a small business section
was organized in the Justice Department Anti-Trust Division,
headed by Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold. Early in
September Mr. Arnold and Senator
Murray exchanged pledges of cooperation in efforts to alleviate the
problems of small business [Broadcasting, Sept. 8].
With an initial $10,000 allotment,
the Special Senate Committee to
Study & Survey the Problems of
American Small Business Enterprises was formed early in the
present session of Congress. The
requested $1,000,000 additional appropriation presumably would
come from the Senate's contingent
fund, and would give the committee
sufficient funds to operate for a
long time and over a wide field, it
was believed. Members of the committee include Senators Murray,
chairman; Stewart (D-Tenn.) ;
Ellender (D-La.) ; Mead (DN. Y.) ; Maloney (D-Conn.) ; Capper (R-Kan.); Taft (R-0.).
SEEKING a regional in Ann Arbor,
Mich., Washtenaw Broadcasting Co.
has filed for a new station on 1050 to
use 1,000 watts fulltime. Principals
are Arthur E. Greene, owner of a
cleaning and dyeing concern at Whitmore, Mich., president, 40% stockholder ;Paul G. Greene, road contractor, secretary-treasurer, 40% ;
Edward F. Baughn, an employe of
WCAR, Pontiae, Mich., 20%.
Page 38
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l
trong,
enon'sconbuyi
ICAN
AMER
85%
of thewom
nati
^ but many women who buy do
be ey,
"sold".editor of
de toHawl
laiwish
Adenot
WABC's Wommi's Pagerasy
of the Air,
realizing this idiosync
of her
own sex, has built a steadily increasing New York audience by personalized advertising. Two of her
present sponsors — Krug Baking
Co. and the New York State Bureau of Milk Publicity — provide a
unique study of the housewife market.
The New York bureau is distinctive because it is not selling goods
competitively; it is not urging the
purchase of any special brand of
milk; it is not advocating the buying of milk instead of some other
beverage. Its sales message is simply— "BuyBaking
more milk."
Krug
Co. sells coffee,
bakery products and a specialized
home service, stressing the service
angle.
Krug service goes to 90,000
homes in a restricted area — not the
whole WABC area. Nevertheless, it
has been profitable : It has made
listeners
in the
distribution"Krug-conscious"
area and has prepared
other areas for distribution when
Krug expands to them.
The New York bureau was organized in 1933, by law, when surveys revealed that fluid milk sales
had been declining. The cost was to
be shared by distributors and farmers jointly.were
Results
of the Bureau's
operation
beneficially
felt in a
sliort time.
Besides immediate newspaper advertising, local spot broadcasting
was started throughout New York
State. Then a few experimental
spots were purchased on local home
economists' programs
variousof
communities.
These twoinforms
broadcasting were studied, and it
was decided to concentrate on a
home economist program in each
locality.
A steady increase in the sale of
milk in the New York metropolitan
area has occurred during the life
of the bureau, while during the
same periods surveys in Boston and
Chicago have showed a decline.
This comparison proves that the
change in sales is definitely due to
publicity and not economic conditions.
One reason is found in the commercials, emphasizing vitamin content and the nutritive value of milk
— more food for less money.
The publicity campaign is definitely of an educational value. Recently Miss Hawley broadcast an
offer for a free booklet about milk.
The offer was made once a week
for 14 weeks. There were 14,000
requests.
"The history of Krug Baking
Co. broadcasting started shortly
after the company was organized
in 1928. Its house-to-house service
was advertised the following year
through a weekly 15-minute pro-
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HAWLEY

gram on WOR. The program presented an imitator of bird calls and
whistles, but was dropped after 13
weeks. The company did not return
to the air until Jan. 8, 1940, when
it purchased a participating part
in Evidence
Adelaide ofHawley's
program.
the profitable
selling
is found in a letter from Elmer L.
Cline, agency for Krug, upon renewing the contract last year for a
fourth consecutive 13-week cycle.
Mr. Cline wrote to WABC: "This
period, as you know, will complete
a full year of consecutive broadcasts, which is evidence that both
the Krug Baking Co. and I feel they
have been very satisfactory."
Adelaide Hawley knows the economic problems of a housewife, because she is one. She is the wife of
Mark Hawley, news commentator
on WABC. The Hawleys have one
child, a daughter 4. Not long ago
they bought
a 91-acre
farm of They
marginal land in
New Jersey.
planted 70,000 trees to help the
fight against soil erosion and deforestation. The land has been restored to the point where they
boast of an abundant garden, fruit
trees and a profitable investment.
The farm house, built in 1756, has
been completely remodeled accordHawley's
plans.
Whening tosheMiss
speaks
on the own
problem
of
home decorating, she is fully conversant with her subject.
APPRECIATION for his work in arranging radio pickups
the newly-at
elected Governor
Coke forStevenson
Austin was exijressed in a recent
resolution passed by the Texas State
Senate honoring Ken jMcClure. newscaster of K(JKO, Fort Worth. WBAPKGKO and the Texas Quality Networkration
carriedceremonies.
broadcasts of the inauguBROADCASTING

IOWA BARN DAISCE
OPENS IITH SEASON
ONE of the most popular features
of WHO, Des Moines, the Iowa
Barne Dance Frolic, will start its
11th consecutive season with the
broadcast of Oct. 4. Program, as
in the past, will be cooperatively
sponsored in quarter and half-hour
periods by Mantle Lamp Co., Chicago, for its 11th year; Murphy
Food Products, Burlington, Wis.,
for its fifth season; Flex-O-Glass
Mfg. Co., Chicago, for its sixth
year; Consolidated Products Co.,
Des Moines and Danville, 111., for a
second season; and Miles Labs.,
Elkhart, Ind., which has just negotiated for its first 52-week contract.
The program, which began back
in 1931 before an 800 audience in
the auditorium of the Palmer
School of Chiropractic, now plays
before a top theatre audience in
Des Moines that once totaled 4,700
paid admissions. A permanent
staff of 96 artists in addition to
visiting celebrities broadcast the
Frolic each Saturday night. Program was inspired by J. 0. Maland,
vice-president and general manager
of WHO, who is credited in some
quarters, withmercialized
havmg
the first
barn dance
typecom-of
broadcast in 1928 on a Chicago
station.
Pearce for Camels
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem (Camels) , following
a summer lay-off, on Oct. 3 resumes Al Pearce & His Gang on
96 CBS stations, Friday, 7:30-8
p.m. (EST), with West Coast repeat, 7-7:30 p.m. (PST). Besides
Pearce, to be featured will be Andy
Devine, radio and film actor, who
formerly had a spot on the NBC
Jack Benny Show. Also added will
be Hal Borne and Gail Laughton,,
piano and harp musical team. Ray
Erlenborn of CBS Hollywood sound
effects department has been signed
for a comedy spot. Artie (Kitzel)
Auerbach and Mel Blanc, comics,
have been re-signed for the current season. Lou Bring continues
as musical director with Wendell
Niles announcer. Writers are Hal
Fimberg, Stan Davis and Marvin
Fisher. Bob Cannom is producer,
with Bill Gay representing Wm.
Esty & Co., Agency servicing the
account.
Benny Returns
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Jello-0), for the eighth
consecutive season on Oct. 5 resumes Jack Benny Show on 97
NBC-Red stations, Sunday, 7-7.30
p.m. (EST), with West Coast repeat
transcription
on 11 p.m.
PacificviaBlue
stations, 8:30-9
(PST). Cast remains the same as
last season. Besides Jack Benny, it
includes Mary Livingstone; Eddie
Anderson as Rochester; Dennis
Day, vocalist; Don Wilson, announcer-stooge, and Harry Baldwin who portrays the Western
Union boy and does other off-stage
characters. He is secretary to
Benny. Phil Harris continues as
musical director, with Bill Morrow
and Eddie Beloin, gag writers.
Murray Bolen is Young & Rubicam
producer of the show, with Ned
Tollinger representing the network.
• Broadcast Advertising^
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Mr.

up

my

Hooper

home

is

breaking

. . .

"Madam, I control the radio
listening habits oj hundreds
of thousands of people . . ."

.Y Joe and I are drifting apart.
Joe is a good husband ... or at least he was until a Mr.
Hooper came along.

came home from Bridge, instead of having supper ready,
he merely glanced at me when I came in and said,
"Madam, do you realize the listening habits of hundreds

It seems this Mr. Hooper makes surveys or something,
and a while ago he (Mr. Hooper ) made one on the Pacific
Coast and found out that in lots of the cities all of the
people (100%) were listening to the Don Lee Network.

"Joe says its all due to hills and valleys, etc."
of thousands
of people depend entirely upon me?" (and
Don
Lee )
Joe and I are drifting apart.
What shall I do?
'thousands won't hear a peep tonightT
Well, Joe's job is to pull a lever down at Don Lee that
lets the network programs out to the Pacific Coast. He
figured that if he didn't pull that lever some night, hundreds of thousands of people wouldn't be able to hear one
"peep'" out of their radios. Because the mountains and
valleys and things keep the other networks from reaching
lots of important towns, Joe says.*
It gives Joe a feeling of power when he thinks so many
people depend on him (and Don Lee I and, frankly, this
feeling of power has been going to his head. For instance,
sometimes he leaves the dishes in the sink for two or three
days without doing them.

Thomas

♦ And Joe is right. With 31 stations, Don
work to release programs locally in each
markets. Advertisers and agencies may
writing to Wilbur Eickelberg, General
complete Hooper Survey.

DON

Lee is the only netof the Pacific Coast
have this survey by
Sales Manager, for

LEE

And the other night when I

S. Lee, Pres., Lewis Allen Weiss, Viee-Pres. Gen. Mgr., 5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
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"Beyond
spent

any doubt,
our WOR program is
tising we have used. It has more than

the soundest medium
repaid us for every

it."

on

"Boy... Oh,
people did

a banking

Boy! And
on those

of adverdollar

concern

I mean just that. What a wow of a job you
individual store plugs on WOR!"
a maker of household goods

"When we started on WOR about five months ago, we had less
dealers. Today we have over 600 in WOR's area."
a radio manufacturer

than

50

"Our company has made effective use of WOR for the last 14 years.
It is greatly responsible for our present success."
a food manufacturer
"WOR is doing a better job
and bringing more results.
yet

used."

"We

are

wide

station (in New York) —
successful media we have

a New

indeed
gratified over
cially since there has been no

growing
the

than any other
It is the most

response

from

nighttime

jobbers

area

and

MANUFACTURERS — please

A maker

of

cigars

who

has

used

timebuyer*

consumers

indicates

account

executive*

of WOR."
agency

TOBACCO

agency

the results pulled by WOR — espeadditional sales effort. Also,

out-of-town

listening

York

copy!
WOR

for

no

more

than

3 months,
tells us that his sales have increased 32%. In fact, demand for this cigar brand
has shown such an increase that fhis sponsor
expects to double his sales.

*names

on

request

NOTE — These are verbatim excerpts from
WOR's file of more than 80 success
stories. They are not unusual, but
typical of that advantage-f or-less
enjoyed by those advertisers whose
messages are backed
50,000 watts.

by WOR's

impact of

—

that

power- full station
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Toward
Harmony?
EVEN BEFORE radio came of age there were
family squabbles, ranging from pea-shooting
affairs to rump movements to set up new trade
associations. Now another family fight is on,
with a well-defined movement toward a new
trade association launched under the banner
of National Independent Broadcasters, and
with the future of NAB involved.
The NIB convention in Chicago last week
did not crystallize into a move toward wholesale resignations from the NAB. That is fortunate. There was no precipitate action, and
there is time for calm consideration. There
still can be industry unanimity on the fundamental considerations, even though certain
branches evidently are destined for perpetual
conflict.
One thing is evident. Changes are in the
ofRng, whether they be through a reorganization of NAB, building up of NIB as projected,
or the operation of two competitive associations. The last move, resulting in a wide-open
break, would be deplorable.
Charges are made that the NAB, as at present constituted, is network-dominated and
therefore is persona non grata with Washington officialdom. There is also the charge that
because of the strength of the networks, independent stations are economically dominated.
But the NIB, should it pursue the course of
all-out collaboration with the FCC, might place
the industry in the strait-jacket of regulatory
domination. Neither should be permitted.
The spirit manifest at the NIB convention
should not be taken too lightly. Many influential broadcasters were there — a number of them
old-timers who haven't attended industry conventions for several years. They admitted that,
after years of convention abstinence, they
wanted to "get back into radio". They were
curious. They wanted to see what sort of leadership is available. Three of the prime movers
of an expanded NIB were members of the
six-man committee that reorganized NAB in
1938.
We have watched the passing parade in radio
practically since the NAB was born nearly a
score of years ago. We are confident that no
single trade association ever will satisfy all
elements in the industry. We're just as confident that an outcropping of trade groups,
representing this segmei t or that, with inadequate personnel, would prove a calamity.
The answer may be the setting up of a FedPage 42
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eration of Broadcasters with each group, properly constituted and with paid personnel, functioning under it. It may be that the networks
should exclude themselves fi-om the parent
operation, just as the press associations are
not part of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. All these questions require
deliberation.
The answer should not be prolonged indefinitely. The industry leadership should undertake the task of realignment promptly. Outside influences, whatever their objectives, must
be brushed aside. It calls for initiative and
work. The stake — the ultimate existence of
commercial broadcasting itself — warrants it.
FCC Double-Talk
THE FCC is still muddling through its widely
advertised inquiry into the propriety of newspaper ownership of broadcast stations. The going hasn't been so good of late, however, and
there are abundant signs that the majority
would like to find a graceful way out. It has
already benched its chief prosecutor, David D.
Lloyd, head of the Commission's own "Junior
G-Men", who had rifled newspaper and press
association files. Now assigned to the handling
of examination is Donald M. Harris, who joined
the legal staff Sept. 8, fresh from a New York
law firm. He is not to be confused with Thomas
E. Harris, senior assistant general counsel, who
also had handled part of the prosecution.
But the ways of Government, particularly
the FCC, sometimes are strange. FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly in his impassioned,
brilliant and disarming address before the NIB
in Chicago last week, said the newspaper investigation isconcerned primarily with grants
of FM licenses to newspapers. And he observed
that if any measures or recommendations
should grow out of it, "they will not be concerned with existing licenses, but rather to
future acquisitions" — and then only to FM.
We have no doubt that Mr. Fly meant what
he said. But the scope of the Commission's inquiry and the very terms of the Communications Act itself refute this. The law makes no
distinction between standard, FM or any other
kind of broadcast staton. Thus, without a basic
change in statute, a policy applied to one automatically must apply to the other.
Even more striking is Chairman Fly's comment that regulations, if any, will apply only
to "future acquisitions" of broadcast facilities
by newspaper interests. The law states and
the courts repeatedly have proclaimed that all

The

RADIO

BOOK

SHELF

GOVERNMENT use of radio is discussed in a
118-page book titled An Analysis of the Radiobroadcasting Activities of Federal Agencies,
published by the Radiobroadcasting Research
Project at the Littauer Center, Harvard University (50 cents). Director of the project,
supported by a Rockefeller Foundation grant,
is Carl J. Friedrich, with Jeannette Sayre as
research associate. Radio activities of only
three Federal branches are discussed with any
detail. The compilers of the book obviously
found difficulty in boiling down a great mass
of material from trade magazines and Government reports.
EXTRA-CURRICULAR activities of an
alarming nature for a whole group of the
staff members of a Chicago radio station
(designated as WMBG, but not located in
Richmond, Va.) are chronicled in the new
murder mystery, Some Like It Hot, by Sidney
Marshall [William Morrow & Co., N. Y., $2].
The story encompasses a host of murders involving everyone from agency executives to a
young actor-writer. The author is a radio
script-writer.
renewal applications (which automatically
come up annually) must be considered on the
same basis as original applications. Thus, once
the FCC decrees that a license may not be
assigned to a newspaper entity, the same policy
must be applied to the some 300 existing stations in that class.
Or maybe we don't understand Harvard
double-talk.
Certified

Service

THERE'S THE GERM of an even bigger idea
in Joe Weed's suggestion of an "Approved
Service" plan whereby local broadcasters would
tie up with reputable radio set repair shops,
certifying their service and selling them programs or announcements. The president of
Weed & Co., station representatives, proposes
such a tieup in answer to the recent charges
in Readers Digest that many radio repairmen
get away with unnecessary repairs and undue
charges
because
of the
ignorance of
the
innards
of his
radiolayman's
set.
No doubt many a gyp of the public is perpetrated in some radio shops, garages and
watchmakers' shops, as was so pointedly revealed in the magazine's survey. No doubt the
radio station commercial manager knows, or
can readily learn, which are the more reputable
repair firms with whom his station would be
willing to do business and to whom it would
lend its name.
With service and repair becoming an increasingly important factor as defense priorities reduce available stocks of new goods, here
is a broad field that can be exploited both commercially and as a local public service. But the
station's "seal of approval" should be given
and commercials sold only after the most exhaustive investigation of the integrity, facilities and prestige of the service company, for
there is nothing so dangerous to station goodwill as an irate customer.
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NOTES

BLAYNE

RICHARD

SCENE : A confectionary
THE
store in Norfolk, Va. Time:
1926. A medium-sized, alert
young man, with a kindly
smile was behind the counter.
"Raffle ticket? What for?" He
was speaking to another man across
the counter. "Chance on a Crosley
radio set," was the reply. "Silly,
the whole idea of radio," the store
owner countered, "but if it will
help you I'll take the ticket."
The speaker was Blayne Richard
Butcher, now radio producer and
timebuyer for Lennen & Mitchell,
New York.
Right there began a career.
Blayne, as it turned out, held the
lucky ticket, got the Crosley. Intrigued, he started tinkering with
it. He kept it in his store, played it
every chance he had. After a while
he decided he wanted a more powerful set. Out came several weeks'
income for a superheterodyne.
"And," says Blayne," "for the next
two years I almost wrecked my
health playing and tinkering with
the thing. "It was fascinating. I
got to thinking about radio and its
possibilities, and I became a regular 'bug' on the subject."
Next year, while attending a radio show displaying new models,
Blayne witnessed his first broadcast. "Announcing looked simple to
me," he said, "and I liked the idea.
I went up to Jack Light, then manager of WTAR, told him I would
like to work for him." He was immediately put on the payroll — but
without any pay — as general allaround man.
When the program director quit,
Blayne was promoted and was
given $15 weekly. But Blayne didn't
mind; he still had his store to keep
him. Radio was merely a hobby.
During 1928-29, Blayne neglected his business more and more to
build up the station's programs.
His problem, he says, was trying
to build up his department with
free talent, and still improve the
quality of the broadcasts. During
his years with WTAR, the station's

BROADCASTING

BUTCHER

personnel grew from 4 to 14 and
the station progressed from a parttime, three-hour-a-day schedule to
fulltime operation. In 1930, WTAR
joined CBS. Blayne Butcher, as
Jack Light's right-hand man, was
a driving force behind all this
growth.
Shortly afterward Blayne looked
around him, took stock. He was
bored with it all. The urge to move
on to bigger things was impelling,
a trait since childhood.
Blayne was born Dec. 20, 1902
in rural Blackwell, Okla., where he
obtained all his schooling. In 1918,
after several futile attempts to get
into the Army, he started out to
make his way. For two years he
worked in oil fields, factories and
retail stores in three States. By
1920 he was heading East, shipping
on a freighter that docked in Norfolk where his father was in the
lumber
mother
had died business.
when he Blayne's
was two and
his
grandparents had raised him in
Blackwell.
At Norfolk, he became assistant
to the business secretary of the
Navy YMCA, and remained from
1921 to 1924 directing various clubs
for young boys. There he was active in basketball, tennis, bowling
and baseball, sports which still interest him. But by 1924 he again
got restless, worked at a few more
jobs and decided his was to be the
world of business. He bought his
store and kept it until 1931.
After Blayne left WTAR, Ed
Allen, who was opening a new station in Lynchburg (WLVA), offered him its managership. He took
it and stuck at it a few months
when he was asked to buy a share
in WGH, Newport News. And for
the short period, Oct. 1930 to March
1931, Blayne found himself partstation-owner.
Again he took stock. Radio, he
decided, was his calling after all.
But there was much to learn, and
it could only be learned through
varied experience in the field, especially at larger stations.
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LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, vice-president and general manager of MutualDon Lee network, Hollywood, accompanied by Mrs. Weiss, on Oct. 1 starts
a Caribbean cruise, sailing on board
the IJhui from New Orleans. Mr.
Weiss will first attend a Mutual directors meeting in Chicago.
JOHN W. HUNDLEY last week was
named assistant director of CBS shortwave programs reporting to William
H. Fineshriber who assumed his new
duties as shortwave program director Sept. 22 [Broadcasting, Sept.
22]. Mr. Hundley for the last year
has been coordinator of the program
and production departments of the
CBS shortwave outlet. WCBX. He
came to CBS in 1938 as a member of
the WABC announcing staff and later
became an announcer in the shortwave department.
JACK THORNQUIST has been appointed national sales manager for
both WING. Dayton, and WIZE,
Springfield, O., with Richard A. Ruppert coming over from WLW-WSAI
to become commercial manager of
WING, according to Ronald B. Woodyard, vice-president of the Sawyer
stations. At the same time C. D. Miller, from KFAB. Lincoln, Neb., was
named WING production director, replacing Ranny Daly, now chief of
special events.
STANLEY A. MILLER, program director of WMRN, Marion, O.. has
been appointed assistant general manager. Madge
Cooper,assistant
women'sprogram
editor,
has
been
named
director.

CECIL CARMICHAEL, assistant to
.James dentD.
Shouse,of Crosley
vice-presiin charge
broadcasting,
has
been detailed to make a study of
broadcasting needs of defense agencies
looking toward cancellation of commercial commitments on WLW and
WSAI, Cincinnati, as and if required. Mr, Carmichael returned last
week from the Army maneuvers in
Louisiana where a WLW-WSAIWLWO staff of seven originated more
than 40 programs under his supervision.
JAMES V. PRYOR, formerly
WAJR. Morgantown, and WHIS,of
Bluefield,
W. Va., has joined the comPa.
mercial department of WISR, Butler,

AD FRIED, formerly manager of
the Santa Cruz Studios of KDON,
Monterey, and more recently with
KSAX, San Francisco, has been appointed sales promotion manager of
KROW, Oakland, Cal.
REX BOWEN. formerly of the sales
staff of KYOS. Merced, Cal., has
joined KROY, Sacramento, in charge
of sales promotion and publicity.
HARPER M. PHILLIPS, manager
of KYUiM. Yuma. Ariz., on Sept. 16
married Juanita Shaulis.
TOM ROONEY. assistant to Oscar
Zahner
of RuthraufE & Ryan, St.
Louis, has joined the sales promotion
department of KMOX, St. Louis.
CAPT. DORSEY OWINGS has been
detailed as assistant to the executive
officer of public relations of First Army
headquarters for the duration of the
First Army maneuvers in the Southeast during latter October. He is expected to return to his present post in
charge of the radio and picture section of the First Army Information
office in New York City following the
maneuvers.

PAIT. S. ELLISON has been named
director of advertising and sales promotion of the Hygrade Sylvania Corp.
He was formerly advertising and renewal sales division.
manager of the company's
radio tube
EDWARD WRIGHT of the commercial department of WATN. Watertown, X. Y., recently married Hilda
Mitchell.
JOSEPH RIES, director of public
service programs and coordinator of
defense broadcast of WLW-WSAI
and WLWO,
in leave
mid-Sep-of
tember took Cincinnati,
an indefinite
absence.
LAMBERT B. BEEUWKES, station
promotion head of KYW. Philadelphia,
19 to join
WXYZ. De-of
troit,leftand Sept.
take charge
of promotion
Michigan Radio Xetwork.

MAJ. GIvADSTONE MURRAY, general manager of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., was a passenger on a bomberer recently
on the trans-Atlantic bombferry route
to England, where he
has been on CBC business.
NORMAN MacAYOY, formerly of
Associated Radio Sales, has joined
the New Y>)rk office of William G.
Rambeau Co., representatives.
CLAIR R. McCULLOUGH. president of WGAL. Lancaster, Pa., was
in charge of the discussion on radio
problems at the conference of advertising agency heads sponsored by the
Pennsylvania Newspaper Publishers
Assn. Sept. 22-23 in Harrisburg, Pa.
YAUGHAN A. KIMBALL, advertising manager of KGNO. Dodge City,
Kan., was married recently to the
former Audrey LeCroue.

He made a quick decision, sold
his business in Norfolk — sold, in
fact, everything he owned — packed
his remaining belongings in his car
and ?ieaded West.
The next few years saw the fulfillment of the urge for experience
and knowledge of radio. He landed
at WRAP, Fort Worth, under
George Cranston, now manager;
moved to WLW, serving as announcer and jack-of-all trades, and
in 1932 began a two-year turn with
WCAU, Philadelphia. During that
period he practically commuted
between there and New York in an
attempt to land a job in the big
citv, which was his goal.
By 1934 Blayne felt he had
"arrived". He had transformed his
youthful wanderlust to practical
ends and had the experience. He
convinced Lennen & Mitchell that
with his background he was worth
a trial. They considered, and he
was put on the payroll as general

radio assistant to Mann Holiner,
then head of the department.
As combination timebuyer and
radio producer for Lennen &
Mitchell, Blayne has been associated with production of the Woodbury, Pebeco, Sensation cigarettes
and Jei-gens shows. On the Woodbury account he worked \\ith Paul
Whiteman, Bob Hope and Shep
Fields; on Pebeco, with Eddie Cantor; on Sensations, he produced the
Larry Clinton and Sammy Kaye
shows. For the last five years he
has been in charge of the Jergens
Walter Winchell program.
Blayne Butcher points to his
years afield as the most valuable
training he could have acquired for
his present job. The final aim of
any account is to please the client
and produce results for him; the
best way to do it, he avers, is for
agency and outlet to work in close
cooperation.
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GRAHAM McXAMEE will be master
of ceremonies for the Treasury Hour
when that program shifts from CBS to
NBC-Blue on Sept. 30. 8-9 p. m.
[Broadcasting, Aug. 25].
EUGENE B. VAUGHN, merchandising manager of WSPl). Toledo, has
been elected to the Board of Governors
of the Toledo Advertising Club,
TOM NOBLE of the news staff of
AVBB:M, Chicago, is the father of a
boy, born Sept. 16.

y'TH(NK

THIS

CAN

WHAT
DO

WDAV

RUSSELL WILLIS, formerly news
editor of AVGNY, Newburgh, N. Y.,
has joined the news staff of WHKWCLE, Cleveland, replacing Connie
Dwyer, who resigned to join the
Cleveland Associated Press bureau.
HARRY H. PACKARD, production
and program manager of KFEQ, St.
Joseph, Mo., is the father of a boy
born Sept. 14.

IS

Y'OVGHTA

GOOD?
SEE

QUINCY HOWE, news commentator
of WQXR. New York, discussed "The
News foreand
How Executive
to Understand
bethe Sales
Club ofIt"New
York, on Tuesday, Sept. 23.
MORTON GOULD, noted young
American composer and conductor, has
joined the NYA Radio Workshop,
New York, as director of popular
music.

yotj

WITH,
AT

FARGO-THE
ONLY NBC
STATION
WITHIN

I90

Allen's Own
A
touch
was MARRIED
added when man's
KTRI, Sioux
City, la., decided to assign
Del Allen, a benedict, to conduct His Majesty, the Baby, a
program dedicated to news on
new borns. Previously the announcers had been unmarried.
However, the situation took
an unusual twist when on
Sept, 16 AlPjn was obliged to
discuss a new arrival, Douglas Paul Allen — his own first
child.
MARY PAXTON, m.c. of the early
morning Wishing Well on WBBM,
Chicago, sponsored by Carson, Pirie,
Scott & Co., Chicago, is making transcriptions during a two-week vacation
on the Coast which are being used on
the program.
CHARLES RYDER, CBS Hollywood
chief accountant and auditor, recently
walked off with the low gross trophy
when he filed 37-39-76 as guest player
at the second annual Transcontinental
Western Air golf tournament,
PERRY KING, KFAC, Los Angeles,
announcer-producer, and Joan Cannon. McCann-Erickson, producer of
the weekly CBS Dr. Christian series,
sponsored by Chesebrough Mfg. Co.,
were married in Santa Ana, Cal.,
Sept. 12, it was recently revealed.
C. L. (Poss) PARSONS, sports
writer, has joined KOA. Denver, announcing staff. He conducts a twiceweekly sportscast.
JOHN BARTON, of the Barton
Family program, TrOy Gibbs, staff
musician, and Fran Booton, program
director, of WDZ, Tuscola, 111,, each
became the father of a girl within the
last month.
PERRY HILLEARY, formerly of
KFPY, Spokane, has joined the writing staff of KOY, Phoenix.
CLAUDE SWEETEN, KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles musical director, has
written a song, "When Love is New,"
for the current RKO film, "They Meet
Again,"
which features
as Dr. Christian,
and isJean
basedHersholt
on the
radio series by that title.
JOHN B. HUGHES, Hollywood commentator, isin New York for conferences with executives of American
Home Products Corp. (Aspertane),
sponsor
of his five
weekly MBS-Don
Lee network
newscasts,
News &
Views.
KENNETH W, STOWMAN. news
and publicity director of WCAU,
Philadelphia, has been appointed to
the teaching staff of Temple U, Philadelphia, He will conduct a course in
program preparaton.

MILES.'

WDAY
5000 WATTS-NBC
AFFILIATED WITH THE
FARGO FORUM
FREE & PETERS, INC.
MATfONAl, REPRESENTATf VE;

BILL CONNER, formerly of
WMFG, Hibbing, Minn., has been
named chief announcer of WEAU. Eau
Claire, Wis. MUo Knutson, of AVDSM,
Duluth. and Marie Helmers also have
joined WEAU.
EDWARD J. NICKEL, for eight
months assistant to Lester Gottlieb,
JIBS publicity director, on Sept. 22
joined the editorial staff of Parade,
Sunday magazine.
ALEX DRIER, former correspondent
for the United Press, has joined the
NBC staff in Berlin. Charles Lanius,
former NBC correspondent in the German work's
capital,
Berne has
office.taken over the netJOHN MADIGAN, formerly of the
Baltimore News-Post, has joined the
NBC news department in New York.
GENE CHARBONNEAU, of Flin
Flon, Man., and Bill Valentine, of
Sudbury, nouncing
Ont.,
joinedWinnipeg,
the anstaff ofhaveCIRC,
Man. Ed Farey. of CJRC, is the father
of a girl born Sept. 9.
SAM HAYES,
Hollywood
newsrolecom-in
mentator, has an
announcer
the Warner Bros, film version of "The
Man Who Came to Dinner".
BEN dioALEXANDER,
Hollywood
announcer, has been
assigned ra-to
the weekly half-hour mystery crime
quiz. Whodunit, which started Oct. 2
under sponsorship of Albers Bros.
Milling tions.
Co.Serieson will
7 CBS
West Coast
stabe written
by Lew
X. Lansworth.
MILTONnouncer ofDICKEY,
formerly
anWDZ, Tuscola,
111., has
joined the announcing staff of KDRO,
Sedalia. Mo.
ART BROWN,
of the announcing staff of formerly
WCBS. Springfield.
111., has joined WRJN, Racine, Wis,
He will assist in sales and production
in the new studios in Kenosha, Wis,
RICHARD L. PECKINPAUGH,
music director of WMRN, Marion, O.,
has resigned to take a brief vacation
before volunteering for the armed
service.
JERRY BELCHER, formerly of
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex., has joined
WCKY, Cincinnati.
CHARLES McCLURE, of Canton,
Ga., inghas
added Mathers
to the merchandisstaff been
and Alvin
appointed
music librarian of WSB, Atlanta,
JAMES H, WICKS, former secretary
to Hazen Thompson, Assistant Agent
General of New Brunswick, Canada,
has joined the continuity and program
departments of WHEB, Portsmouth,
N, H. Mrs, Gladys Claxton, formerly
of the Danville (111,) Commercial
Nercs, is now handling the WHEB
Classified Page of the Air.
NORMAN PANAMA and Mervin
Frank, Hollywood radio writers, who
recently sold an original screen story,
"My Favorite
to Paramount
Pictures,
have Blonde",
been signed
by that
studio to term writing contracts.
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HENRY E. LITTLEHALES, sports
editor of the Washington (Pa.) Reporter for the last five years, has
joined the news staff of KDKA, Pittsj burgh.
I LLOYD CHAPMAN, news editor of
I KDKA, Pittsburgh, and Carl Stasko,
of the office staff, have been drafted
I into the service.
BETTY CAMPBELL, graduate of
Mills College, has joined KMOX. St.
Louis,
tion. as assistant director of educaJOSEPHINE HALPIN, women newscaster of KMOX, St. Louis, is to resign soon to join her husband, Lt.
Comdr. Thomas C. Henning Jr., circuit attorney and former Missouri congressman, now stationed in Puerto
Rico.
NOEL CORBETT. of NBC publicity
staff, has been promoted to picture
editor.
FRANCES FARMER WILDER,
CBS Pacific Coast educational director and Clinton Jones. KNX. Hollywood, news editor, have started weekly
classes in radio technique and writing
at U of Southern California. Andrew
I Love, NBC western division literary
rights director, has started a radio
writing class for the extension division of the U of California, at Los
Angeles.
EDWARD PAINE, of CBS Holly! wood guest relatiojs staff, has been
' ment.
promoted to the sound effects departGENE CHARBONNEAU, formerly
of CFAR, Flin Flon, Man., has joined
' the announcing staff of CJRC, Winni! peg.
: ED FAREY, announcer of CJRC,
Winnipeg, became the father of a 7%pound daughter, Deanna, on Sept. 9.
DON DUNCAN, formerly with the
Winnipeg Free Press and lately with
the continuity department of CJRC,
Winnipeg, has been appointed one of
|| two newscasters on CJRC, sharing the
job with Everall Dutton, chief news'<] caster.
{; RAYMOND
LAFORET, formerly
with CKLW, Windsor, Ont., is now
'1 in
England
Signals
Corps.with the Royal Canadian

WWRL

AD FRIED, formerly manager of the
Santa Cruz studios of KDON, Monterey, Gal., and KSAN, San Francisco,
has joined KROW, Oakland, as sales
promotion manager.
BILLtor ofCOPE,
program N.direcWKIP, formerly
Poughkeepsie,
Y.,
and WTNJ, Trenton, N. J., has joined
the announcing staff of WLOL, Minneapolis.
BILL TRIEST, former radio and
stage actor, has joined the announcing
staff of KROY, Sacramento, Cal.
CHARLES TAZEWELL, Hollywood
writer, for the third consecutive year
has been signed to handle writing assignments on the weekly CBS Screen
Guild Theatre, which resumed Sept.
28 under sponsorship of Gulf Oil Co.
DICK MACK, Hollywood producer of
McKee & Albright on the NBC Rudy
Vallee Show, sponsored by National
Dairy Products Corp. (Sealtest), has
recovered from an infected foot.
DAVE MURRAY, Hollywood writer,
contributes to the weekly NBC Chase
& Sanborn
ard Brands. Shotv, sponsored by Stand-

Royalty

WWRL, New York, has a bit
of royalty on its staff — if
names mean anything. Included in the regal group are
King Niesen, Jewish announcer; King Anthony, Polish announcer; King Page,
English announcer; Bill
(King Tut) Tuthill, sports
announcer, and Lady Suzanne
Wilkins, singer. To top it
off, WWRL is located in
Queens County, N. Y.
J. A. BLACK, of the WBTM production
Bernice Elizabeth department,
Fentriss haveand announced
their
engagement.
FELIX ADAMS, formerly of WLOG,
Logan, W.nouncingVa.,
joinedColumbus,
the anstaff of has
WCBI,
Miss., succeeding Joe Bvars, who has
joined WCOV, Montgomery, Ala.
AL BRANDT, recent Missouri U
journalism school graduate, has joined
the news staff of KXOX, St. Louis.

GEORGE YOUNG, formerly of
KYOS,
and Cal.,
Peter have
Onnigan, ofMerced,
KTKC, Cal.,
Visalia,
joined
KVCV,
Redding,
Cal.
as
announcer-technician.
FRANK JOHNSTONE, announcer,
formerly of KDB, Santa Barbara,
Cal. has joined KVCV, Redding, Cal.
ELOISE KEELER, former actress,
has joined the production staff of
KQW, San
Jose,Reporter,
Cal. and iniswhich
presenting Romance
true stories on romance are related,
three times weekly.

VAN moted
WOODWARD
has been
proto continuity director
of WLW,
Cincinnati.

PETER GRANT, news commentator
of WLW,
Cincinnati,an hasevening
been scheduled to broadcast
news
roundup on WLWO, Crosley shortwave station, to Latin America.
JACK O'RIELY,
of WPEN. Philaannouncer.delphia, has been named chief sports
FRANK KENT, formerly of WHOM,
Jersey
has joined
the announcing staffCity,
of WPEN,
Philadelphia.
EILEEN DRAPER, formerly of
WCOP and WHDH, Boston, has
joined the program department of
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., as script
writer.

BUD DAVIES has taken his father's
i place at CKLW, Windsor, Ont., as an■ nouncer of the Quiet Sanctuary. His
j father. Rev. M. C. Davies, is now
j: Flight Lieut. Davies of the Royal
J Canadian Air Force.
l' WALTER
KANER,
conductorNewof
What's hasYourbeen
Hobby
York,
electedon toWWRL,
membership
in the National Hobby Hall of Fame
sponsored by the Hobby Guild of
America.
DON KEARNEY, formerly on the announcing staff of WAGE, Syracuse,
has been appointed to the public relations staff of USO New York headf quarters.
PHIL CAMERON, announcer of
WENY, Elmira, N. Y., and his wife
the former Ruth Antisdel of Ina Ray
, Button's
parents of recent
a son. Melodears, are the
MRS. JOHN CANNING Jr., the forI mer Kay Beckman of WHO and KSO, KRNT, Des Moines, and John Blair
; & Co., is a patient in Edward SanaI torium, Naperville, 111.
JOHN BOYER. announcer of KDKA,
Pittsburgh, is the father of a baby
girl, born Sept. 18.
BOB FORWARD, announcer of
KFRC, San Francisco on Sept. 29
was to move to KHJ, Los Angeles.
j HARLAN DUNNING, announcer of
! KSFO, San Francisco, recently re; signed to join KFRC, that city.
I:VIC PAULSEN, announcer, recently
resigned from KFRC, San Francisco,
I to join KSAN, San Francisco.
DALE CARTER, former Broadway
actress, has joined WBTM, Danville,
Va., as director of women's programs.
BROADCASTING
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JOHN E. REILLY, program director
of WMEX, Boston, a lieutenant in the
Naval Reserves, has been called to
active duty and assigned as radio
officer in the public relations office of
the First Naval District. Alfred J.
Pote, WMEX managing director, will
assume Mr. Reilly's duties during his
absence, assisted by several staff members.

Not the biggest...
nor the "best"...
-But a GOOD moderate size market
where automotive,
food and general
merchandise sales
are far above the
national average I

BILL SHARP, formerly of KEYS,
Corpus Christi, and KROD, El Paso,
has replaced Dave Naugle at KRGV,
Weslaco, Tex. Naugle returns to North
Texas Agricultural College where he
is a senior. Mary Louise Gunther has
joined the continuity staff.
JOHN THORPE and Bill Lang have
resigned from the announcing staff
of KYW, Philadelphia, but both continue with the station on a free-lance
basis.
EDDIE COONTZ, program director
of KVOO, Tulsa, is to marry Evelyn
Lynne, staff vocalist of NBC Chicago,
on Oct. 25 in Chicago. His father, the
Rev. John W. Coontz, will perform
the ceremony.
TOM SAWYER, formerly of WLOF,
Orlando, Ela., has joined the announcing staff of WINX, Washington.

You reap your share
of the bountiful
business when using
this station!

LARRY ELLIOTT, who recently resigned from the CBS announcing staff
to free-lance, will announce the two
Treasury Hour shows, one on NBC
and the other on MBS.
JIM RILEY, formerly a featured
player on the Friendly Counselor program on KXOK, St. Louis, has been
appointed instructor in the radio technical school at Fort Knox, Ky.
MRS. NATHANIEL SINGER has
been elected president of the Radio
Council on Children's programs, succeeding Mrs. Harold V. Milligan, who
becomes a member of the board.
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MARJORIE HILLIARD
THE BIG CITY held no great
charms for Marjorie Hilliard, who
until last January was living in
New York and left there to become
continuity director of WROK,
Rockford, 111. She got interested in
radio through her cousin, Harriet
Hilliard, microphone and screen
star who also happens to be Mrs.
Ozzie Nelson. In New York she
was associated with Amos Parrish
& Co., counselors to stores and
manufacturers on management,
merchandising, sales promotion,
fashions, etc. For a time she also
worked in the advertising department of the Van Raalte Co., textile
manufacturers. Her hobby is writing, and her first book is being
prepared for publication.
Women Likers
A GROUP of soldiers were
gathered about the special
maneuvers staff of WLW,
Cincinnati, during the Army
games when one soldier
asked, "What does WLW
stand for?". "We Love Women" the
quippedsoldier
the radiomen.
To which
promptly
came back, "Who the hell
doesn't?"
Digby to Priesthood
FRED DIGBY Jr., publicity director of WWL, New Orleans, has
resigned to enter the priesthood.
In 1939 Mr. Digby was graduated
magna cum laude from Notre
Dame U., and went to work in
the sales office of a New Orleans
paper, later joining the station. In
announcing Mr. Digby's resignation, the station said, "In four
years Publicity Man Digby will be
known as Father Digby."
WOWO Farm Director
TOM L. WHEELER, for 33 years
editorwell-known
of the Indiana
Guide
and
figureFarmer's
in American
agriculture,
has
contracted
to
do
exclusive farm commentaries on WOWO,
Fort Wayne. His broadcasts will be a
feature of the new noon farm program
Farm House, beginning Sept. 29. He
will commute from Huntington, Ind.
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ROSS WILLIAMS, for three years
"Shophound" columnist for Yogue
magazine, has resigned to conduct a
Monday through Friday shopping
guide program on WQXR, New York.
BROADCASTING
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Chairman

Of KRLD, Dallas, Board
UNDER a reorganization of the
executive staff of KRLD, Dallas,
owned by the Dallas Times-Herald,
announced last Wednesday, Tom C.
Gooch, president and publisher of
the newspaper as well as editorin-chief, has been selected chairmiin
of the board. He succeeds the late
Edwin J. Kiest, who died Sept. 11
following a long illness.
Albert Swinsky Jr., vice-president and general manager of the
newspaper, has been elected president of KRLD, and John W. Runyon, vice-president and managing
director, D. A. Greenwell is secretary-treasurer, and Clyde W.
Taber, plant superintendent, was
named a director of KRLD. The
executive staff of the station remains unchanged, with C. W.
Rembart as station manager, Roy
M. Flynn, chief engineer, Hyman
Charninsky, musical director, and
Douglas Hawley, publicity director.
Enoch Heads Okla. Net
ROBERT ENOCH, formerly with
WKY, Oklahoma City, recently
named general manager of KTOK,
in that city, has been appointed
managing director of the Oklahoma Network, filling the post left
vacant by the death of Kenyon M.
Douglass last Aug. 28. At the
same time the Oklahoma Network
board elected Joseph W. Lee, general manager of KGFF, Shawnee,
secretary-treasurer.
HUGH BRUNDAGE,
Hollywood
nouncer, has been assigned
to anthe
weekly five-minute musical program
featuring Ginny Simms, vocalist, sponsored by International Cellucotton
Products Co. (Kleenex), on CBS stations, Friday, 9:55-10 p.m. (EST).
Lou Bring has the orchestra. Until
Thomas Conrad Sawyer returns to
Hollywood, Ed Cashman is producing
the series for Lord & Thomas, agency
servicing the account.
SAUL C. WALDMAN, attorney and
business manager of Broadcast Local
No. 1 of the American Communications Assn., Philadelphia, has severed
connections with the CIO union.
TWENTIETH CITY in the United
States to be visited by Dr. I. Q, sponsored by Mars Inc., Chicago, on NBCRed, ingwill
startOct. be13.Birmingham,
Grant Adv.,Ala.,
Chicago,
handles the account.

FOR

SALE

One high voltage transformer, three phase 220
volt primary, three phase
6000 volt secondary at one
ampere.
One Esco nearly new motor generator set. Motor is
220-440-volt three phase,
generator output 22 volts
DC at 150 amperes.
WHP
Harrisburg, Pa.
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Premium

Conference

Is Effective Means
RELATIVE importance of radio
as compared to other media in advertising premium offers was discussed by E. P. H. James, sales
promotion manager of NBC-Blue
Network, and others at a roundtable conference on the use of premiums held Sept. 11 in New York
as a section of the seventh annual Atlantic Coast Premium Buyers Exposition.
Dodging the necessity of expressing his own opinion, when questioned by Frank H. Waggoner,
editor of Premium Practice and
conductor of the discussion, Mr.
James cited a Cleveland survey
in which 3,064 women were asked
how they learned about the premiums that prompted them to buy
the items with which the premiums
were offered.
Radio Leads Surveys
The figures given in this survey
— adding up to more than 100%
because many women named more
than one advertising medium —
were: Radio, 82.7%; newspapers,
51.6%; magazines, 37.7%; seen on
or in the package, 27.8% ; store displays, 15.6% ; children's suggestions, 9.6% ; hearsay, 6.5% ; clerk's
suggestion, 4%.
Answering the same question.
Glen Towns of the Charles P. Holland Co., said: "My own experience
with premium offers would indicate that radio is an exceptionally
effective means of promoting the
premium deal, provided the presentation is carefully planned, expertly written and properly executed.
I believe it can be successfully used
as a single medium. It goes without saying, however, that supporting media are desirable.
"In my opinion, the type of
premium would have an important
bearing on whether or not radio
or space advertising should be used,
provided one of the other was
eliminated. Jewelry lends itself to
the type of premium that can be
dramatized over the air more effectively than many other types of
premiums and, I believe, more
effectively than could be done
through the medium of space advertising."
To another question, "Which is
the more effective as a sales builder,
a contest or a widely advertised
premium offer?," Mr. James replied: "I believe it all hinges on
the w:ord 'builder.' I think a contest may sometimes be a greater
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Radio

to Boost Oiferings
sales-maker at a given time, but
it is our general feeling that as a
builder of sales over a period, an
offer widely advertised has a greater and more permanent appeal,
particularly as it avoids the disappointed loser, we always have to
bear in mind in radio contests."
Louise K. Tiedman, in charge of
premium purchasing for Compton
Adv., stated: "Sales results depend
on the nature of the contest prize
of the premium article, as well as
upon the amount of advertising
support given. Where prize and
premium are both of known desirability, the contest has greater
appeal. As the entry does not require any cash outlay beyond boxtops, it contains an element of
chance, and the value of contest
prizes is, of course, far greater
than the value represented by a
premium article."

OUR

Going Places
THAT radio is still a young
man's game, especially in
view of the recruiting of so
many of its personnel for the
armed services, is proved by
the case of Bruce Mayo, just
named chief engineer of
WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C.
Graduated last June from the
local high school, he received
his
operator's
licensethen
about
six weeks
ago. Since
he
has been working at WGTC,
Greenville, N. C. He showed
such proficiency that WGBR
offerednical job.him its No. 1 techWALMAC Co., licensee of KMAC,
San Antonio, has applied to the FCC
for a second station in Alice, Tex.,
to operate with 250 watts on 1230 kc.
W. W. McAllister, San Antonio insurance man, and Howard W. Davis,
general
owners ofmanager
Walmac ofCo.KMAC, are co-

Vi-M.^

preterred

stock

WHO
Plowing Contest
Is Witnessed by 23,000
TWENTY-THREE thousand persons crowded along two miles of
fencelines Sept. 20 to watch the
third annual Corn Belt Plowing
match sponsored by WHO, Des
Moines, and directed by Herb
Plembeck, farm news editor of the
station. Cash awards totaling $600
were given to top ranking plowmen
in the four divisions of the contest. In addition trophies were
awarded by the Iowa Horse and
Mule Breeders, Iowa Implement
Dealers, Albia Commercial Club
and the station.
More than 400 Monroe County
residents, representatives of Iowa
State College, Farmers Union,
Farm Bureau, Grange and other
farm, civic and government organizations cooperated with WHO in
putting over the giant farm sports
event. Leo Drake, of Memphis, Mo.,
won top honors, taking the Champion of Champions division of the
contest.

col lec+s

dividends.

Here's the kind of preferred "stock" that OUR FAMILY specializes in. No engraved
certificates or corporate seals . . . but every steer instantly negotiable for more than ^125.00
a head.
What's more, dividends from this "stock" represents extra, spendable income! OUR
FAMILY already has a fat profit from this year's bumper crop — sold at the highest prices
in years. No wonder they're buying, building, spending.
WIBW offers you an extra dividend, too — a 500% night time power Increase — an
extra 2^2 million listeners — PLUS the same friendly, neighborly programs and personalities
that have consistently been producing such outstanding results for our advertisers. Let us
show you how economically you can reach and sell OUR FAMILY.

BIA OUTLET FOR KANSAS
^ — BEN LUDY, G... M,r.
REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
e
'^'f
SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT
' CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
NEW YORK:
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Movie Group Advocates
ASCAP Consent Decree
URGING that measures be taken
to secure a consent decree from
ASCAP for motion picture theatre
owners, similar to that granted the
radio industry, the Allied States
Assn. of Motion Picture Exhibitors
at the close of its three-day national
convention in Philadelphia at the
Benjamin Franklin Hotel, passed
a resolution calling for the movie
industry to add its complaint to
the "blitzkrieg of complaints"
against the music performing society.
The resolution resulted from a
report delivered to the convention
the day previous by Leonard Rosenthal, an attorney and a motion picture exhibitor from Troy, N. Y.
Abram F. Myers, former Federal
Trade Commissioner, general counsel and chairman of the board of
Allied States Assn., indicated the
best legal talent available will be
sought by a committee to be set
up to study the music-theatre situation. However, Mr. Myers advised
the convention that any action
against the Society was basically a
legal problem and a somewhat complicated one.
MEMBERS of the stafE of the four
Syracuse stations attended a luncheon
given for Dorothy Lewis, vice-chairman of the radio council for children's
programs of New York. The luncheon
was given in the main ballroom of the
Onondaga Hotel.

Fly's Address
{Continued from page 26)
gation is concerned primarily with
grants of FM licenses to newspapers since in the FM field the
number of newspaper applicants
makes the problem acute. In the
event that any measures or recommendations should grow out of the
investigation — and on that I express no judgment — they will not
be concerned with existing licenses,
or investments, but rather with
future acquisitions.
That Wackeroo
It seems to me that in matters
such as these, or any other matters of common concern, the NIB
should take a real interest and
have a real voice. Representing as
you do hundreds of independent
station o'UTiers all over the counti'y your carefully considered views
and opinions should carry real
weight. In this body is concentrated the free and untrammeled
opinion of a free industry. Ventriloquism is an entertaining art,
but it is hardly necessary in your
relations with the Government. You
need not hide behind the skirts of
women's clubs or the cloak of religion, or come to Washington
with a piece of hay in your teeth.
Yours is the voice, and your voice
is entitled to be heard.

I much appreciate your President's criticisms as well as commendations. Let us have more of
this frank and constructive policy.
I have no doubt that on many
points you will be critical of Commission policy. Let me assure you
that criticism honestly presented
will be welcome. Good government
rests in part upon the freedom of
all concerned to criticize its administration. It might be urged
that public criticism might well
disclose the private interest which
inspires it. But it is of transcendent
importance that freedom of all concerned to express their opinions
be unimpaired and that it be exercised by men unafraid. Upon that
principle democracy itself must
rest. Our only concern is with the
public interest and we may not always agree with you. But whether
we agree or disagree, you may be
assured of our thorough consideration of your views.
One day last May I was fortunate enough to receive from a
network official a queer little plaster figure called a "wackeroo." A
"wackeroo," let me explain to those
who may not have one, is an object
specifically designed to be smashed.
Thrown against a wall or other
solid surface, it is guaranteed to
fly into enough fragments to relieve the tension, lower the blood
pressure and cool the brow of the
person hurling it.
You may be interested to know
that the "wackeroo" still sits on
my desk — unsmashed. Mine is a
tough job — you may not know how
tough. Yet should I be so fortunate as to be invited to your annual convention in 1942, I hope to
show intact.
you that little "wackeroo" —
still
Barn Dance Anniversary
THE NATIONAL BARN DANCE
of TVLS, Chicago, celebrated its eighth
year on NBC Oct. 4. Starting as a
local program on WLS in 1924, the
Barn. Dance is now in its 18th year
of broadcasting.

WTAG gives a plus or a full-and-runFu{l^and~^uniiing
Ovei
ning-over coverage of Central New
WTAG
England. In this compact, highly industrialized market, with the added stimuli
of huge defense orders, retail sales are
WORCESTER
breaking one record after another.
August fur sales, for instance, surpassed
any of those in the past twelve years.
For a full measure of plus coverage, the
experienced national advertiser or
Central New England retailer relies on
WTAG. In fact, Hooper-Holmes found
these retailers three to one in favor of
WTAG as the one station they would
use to advertise.
NBC BASIC RED AND YANKEE
NETWORKS
EDWARD PETRY & CO.. INC.— NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
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WISE
QUACKS are now being
heaped upon the head of Harry
Becker, conductor of the 13^.0 Club,
of KHMO, Hannibal, Mo., who in
the spirit of fun heckled and wise
cracked to his audience about
sending him a duck for a program
mascot. Result was that one morning a live duck was left on the
KHMO doorstep for Becker who
now is frantically seeking someone to advise him on the proper
care of the fowl.
NBC

Names

Conductors

ELEVEN of the best-known symphonic conductors of the Western
Hemisphere will conduct the NBC
Symphony Orchestra during its
coming season which opens Oct. 7
[Broadcasting, Sept. 15]. The
complete schedule includes: Dimitri Mitropoulos, Oct. 7, 14; Efrem
Kurtz, Oct. 21, 28; Leopold Stokowski, Nov. 4, 11, 18, 25; Juan Jose
Castro, Dec. 2, 9, 16; Sir Ernes
MacMillan, Dec. 23, 30; George
Szell, Jan. 6, 13; Dean Dixon, Jan.
20, 27; Dr. Frank Black, Feb. 3,
10; Alfred Wallenstein, Feb. 17,
24; Fritz Reiner, March 3. 10;
Saul Caston, March 17; Leopold
Stokowski, March 24, 31, April
7, 14.
POND'S EXTRACT Co., New York,
and Jergens-Woodbury Sales Corp.,
Cincinnati, have been ordered by the
Federal Trade Commission to stop
certain advertising representations, in
publications and commercial radio
scripts, for several of their respective
complexion and cleansing cream products, according to a Sept. 17 FTC announcement.
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Little Rock Grand Jury
Indicts Brinkley Group
DR. JOHN R. BRINKLEY, former Kansas medico - broadcaster
and until early this year operator
of the now silent XEAW, Reynosa,
Mexico, along with his wife and
six employes of a hospital he formerly operated was indicted by a
Federal grand jury in Little Rock,
Ark., Sept. 23. The charge was mail
fraud in connection with gland rejuvenation services offered by his
hospital, the indictment citing 15
counts based on letters and pamphlets mailed to persons in many
States.
Dr. Brinkley last winter filed proce dings inbankruptcy, and his Del
Rio, Tex., establishment as well as
his hospital near Little Rock were
ordered into receivership. It was
reported that his superpower Border station, licensed to a Mexican
corporation, was silenced by order
of the Mexican Government largely
as a result of the Havana Treaty.
XERB Judgment
BORDER ELECTRIC & TELEPHONE Co., Tia.iuana, and M. P.
Barbachano, executive of that firm,
have been awarded $71,060 judgment
against Lawrence and Willis Allen,
Hollywood founders of the "Ham &
Eggs"
old-age inpension
and
M. F. Dexter,
a U. S.movement,
Federal Court
suit involving ownership of XERB.
Judge Harry Holzer ruled that evidence showed defendants to have
failed to fulfill agreements for the
acquisition of XERB and its transfer from Tiajuana to Rosarito Beach,
Mex. He further said that although
defendants represented to have spent
$30,000 for equipment, they were insolvent and that judgments totaling
several thousand dollars were outstanding against the Aliens.

)
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made at frequent intervals. These
were supplemented by announcements from the KLZ studios. The
public was asked to turn off all appliances possible and was given
verbal instructions on how to turn
them on again when the normal

WHEN
DENVER'S
GAS
WENT
OFF
KLZ Aided Public Utility and Enough Gas Was
Available for Cooking Needs

supply
of gas was
The station's
newsrestoi-ed.
department
distributed 52,000 special service
bulletins giving printed instructions for shutting off appliances.
The bulletins were distributed
through the three largest chain
store groups in Denver, the Safeway stores. Miller Super Markets,
and Save-A-Nickel Stores.

DURING SHUTDOWN of gas service, KLZ, Denver, supplied bulletins
by the thousands giving operating instructions for householders. Here
Frank Fleming (left), KLZ news editor, hands a batch of bulletins to
T. W. Henritze, Denver manager of Safeway stores.
KLZ, Denver, was credited with
"rendering splendid public service"
when Denver and the Rocky Mountain region had a complete shutdown of natural gas Sept. 23, by
Frank Jamison, public relations
officer of the public utilities. Mr.
Jamison said the station's efforts
reduced the consumption of gas
to a point that made possible maintenance of cooking facilities
through use of artificial gas manu-

JANUARY

1, 1941

factured by an auxiliary plant in
Denver.
Two breaks in main pipe lines
serving the city were caused by
floods north of Clayton, New Mexico, cutting off the natural gas
supply. When it became apparent
the city's supply was threatened
by the breaks, KLZ installed a special line into Mr. Jamison's office,
where broadcasts appealing for
cooperation from the public were

ST

LDUIS

KWK

A. & S. Lyons
A. & S. LYONS Inc., celebrating
25 years as an artists management
service, on Sept. 26 formally opened
its new offices at 356 N. Camden
Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal. At a
reception, Arthur and Sam Lyons
officially introduced the organization's two new vice-presidents, Noll
Gurney and Nat Wolff, to its client
roster of players, directors, writers and other entertainment personalities. Wolff is vice-president
in charge of radio. Also presented
were other new associates, Wynn
Rocamora, Bill Shiffrin, Louis Artigue, Charles Beaham, Roy Silver,
Jack Findlater and Vivian Leslie.
Firm occupies the entire two story
new air-conditioned and fluorescentlighted building. Besides large reception rooms on both floors, the
structure contains executive offices,
a board of directors room and an
audition studio.
KSAX, Sau Francisco, recently signed
a contract with IBEW for the technical operation of the station. The
contract called for salary increases
retroactive to July
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Federal Survey Reveals
School Disc Equipment
RESULTS of a questionnaire sent
to 14,982 junior and senior high
schools in the United States and
its Territories by the Educational
Radio Script and Transcription Exchange of the Federal Radio Education Committee, U. S. Office of
Education, were released Sept. 15
by that agency.
The survey showed that of the
11,392
replies,of 2,745
schools
with
an enrollment
2,251,500
students,
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Opening through its own passageway directly into Grand
Central Terminal, the Hotel
Roosevelt offers you perfect convenience on your arrival in New
York . . . And because of its location at the heart of Manhattan's great mid-town section, it
affords the same kind of convenience for all outside activities . . . Doubly handy and doubly enjoyable . . . Large outside
rooms with tub and shower,
from $4.50.
HOTEL
R OOSEVELT
BEfiNAM G. HINES, Monoging Director
MADISON AVE. AT 45fh ST., NEW YORK
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(Continued from page 28)
survive. This means less time for
public service broadcasts, pickups
and sustainings, so the net result
is that the station is exposed to
criticism because of impairment of
public service. Competition of this
kind is especially damaging to
small and medium stations, he said.
"I hope the FCC will take careful note of these facts when it
considers applications for licensees
to operate new stations in the
regular broadcast and also FM,"
Mr. Lafount asserted. "We are not
afraid of fair competition, but we
do believe that the Government
should not by its own acts make
it impossible for us to operate in
the public interest when the law
requires us to do so. Both the public and the Government will benefit
if we are allowed to maintain high
broadcasting standards and earn
a fair profit; for after all, the Government receives in the form of
taxes a large portion of what we
make. And that is the way I think
it should be."
Survey Problem
Mr. Lafount also cited the problem of listener surveys as one facing independent broadcasters. Unless correctly interpreted, he said,
these surveys tend to mislead advertisers into believing that the
public listens almost exclusively
to network programs. He insisted
many programs produced locally
have unusually large audiences and
that NIB should work out a plan
to acquaint advertisers with the
facts regarding such audiences, so
that a greater share of national
business can be procured.
A warning that imposition of a
license fee upon stations would
work a hardship on independents
which might easily impair the
quality of public service, was
sounded by the NIB head. Among
other problems cited were:
(1) The question of priorities for
the obtaining of repair and replacement parts as well as material for
expansion construction ;
(2) The interference problem as
it affects stations all over the country
by reason of the continually relaxing
FCC rules and regulations which permit to a serious degree the gradual
shrinking of the effective service area
"hy
of additional
on the
the granting
same frequency
in toostations
close
proximity ;
(3) The effect on independently
owned stations if the Commission
grants a number of super-power stations in various
localities throughout
the country
;
(4) The coordination of requests
by various Government agencies for
free time so that operating schedules
of stations will not be so burdened
that adequate income from sponsored programs would be jeopardized
and listening audiences curtailed.
We should not forget our relations
with the AFM require almost immediate consideration. These are only a
few of the problems ; however, they
can be handled only by an efBcient
and formidable organization.
THE DROHLICH brothers. Albert S.
and Robert A., owners of KDRO,
Sedalia, Mo., have applied to the FCC
for another station in Jefferson City,
Mo., 1,000 watts daytime on 800 kc.
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JOE MESSER
QUIET mannered with a crisp
sense of humor, Richard Edward
Bayford Messer, general manager
and timebuyer of Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood, is known to
the trade as Joe. He entered radio
in October, 1929, by assisting in
production of a
hour show,
Adohr Opera of the Air, sponsored by Adohr Milk Farms, Los
Angeles, on KFI. Now he buys approximately $30,000 worth of time
monthly for Morgan clients.
Born in Southampton, England,
on Aug. 27, 1886, Messer was graduated from College of Preceptors
in 1904, where he played football
and took part in theatricals. He
was clerk for American Steamship
Co., London; joined Cox & Co.,
India Army bankers, remaining
with that London firm until 1911;
went into the steamship business.
In April,
1915,
joinedlieutenant.
the London Rifles
as he
second
For more than three years he saw
active duty in France and was invalided out of the service with the
Military Cross.
During an early 1923 vacation
jaunt he came to the United States
to "look around." He landed a
clerk'siian
post
with Co.,
American-HawaSteamship
Wilmington,
Cal., then joined a Los Angeles
agency in 1929, getting his first
real experience in radio. He took
over his present duties in February, 1936.
Joe is married (Gladys Edith
Goodwin), has one daughter. Every
possible moment away from business is devoted to writing and producing shows for British War
Relief.
Bassett Joins Morse
MORTRON BASSETT, assistant
to Jack Greene, NBC circulation
manager,
has been
appointed timebuyer of Morse
International,
New
York, succeeding Lynn Barnard,
who resigned recently to join
BBDO, that city [Broadcasting,
Sept. 1]. Bassett will assist the
Morse radio director, Richard
Nicholls, with supervision of the
Vick Chemical Co.'s extensive spot
campaign, to get under way this
week.
BROADCASTING

reported having either portable
transcription machines, central
sound systems, or both; 2,309 had
the portable playback machines;
725 had central sound systems;
and 289 schools had both. The questionnaire had been directed to find
if the schools had any equipment
for use of 16-inch transcriptions
at 33 1/3
which the The
answers wererpm,
in theto affirmative.
survey report also lists in state
order the individual schools and
their answers. A similar questionnaire is contemplated among elementary schools, parochial schools,
and in colleges and universities,
with results to be released later
in the fall.
'Big Town' for Lever
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (Rinso),
the afifth
consecutive season,for
after
summer
hiatus on Oct. 8 brings back Big
Town on 53 CBS stations, Wednesday, 8-8:30 p.m. (EST), with West
Coast repeat, 6:30-7 p.m. (PST).
Edward G. Robinson will continue
to be featured as Steve Wilson,
crusading managing editor, with
Ona Munson portraying Lorelei
Kilbourne, girl reporter. Leith
Stevens has been re-signed as musical director and Ken Niles, announcer. Crane Wilbur resumes as
Ruthrauff & Ryan producer and
script adapter as
withproduction
Thomas Freebairne-Smith
aid.
Policy ofwriters
buying will
scripts
wellknown
be from
continued.
An extensive merchandising and
promotion campaign is planned.
Socony N. H. Games
SOCONY VACUUM OIL Co. Inc.,
New York, has contracted for sponsorship of eight games of the U of New
Hampshire on WHEB, Portsmouth,
N. H. Four will be home games and
the other four will be carried via line.
Agency is J. Sterling Getchell, New
York.
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Boom
Issued

Town

Studv

by

World

Spot's Opportunity During
Defense Rush Emphasized
WORLD BROADCASTING System has just published a study of
231 "boom towns", new advertising
opportunities which the defense
program has created. Analysis,
prepared by WBS with the cooperation of Ross Federal Service,
shows the 1940 population, 1937 industrial wages, the defense appropriation and a brief description of
its nature and effect on population
and market of each "boom town",
together with World's recommendations for radio coverage, giving
the call letters, rates, power and
affiliation of each station.
The Case for Spot
Volume, which W^orld is sending
to more than 2,000 advertising
executives, includes a strong sales
presentation for spot radio as the
best way to deliver a sales message
to the "boom town" people, which
reads, in part, as follows:
"You want a fast medium. You
want to get in there and pitch
right away. You want to appeal to
a great army of people — half of
them old citizens but half are foreign to the city, too new to be interested in the local news, living
in hastily converted garages, trailers, tents or doubled up with other
families in over-crowded apartments and houses . . . awaiting
new homes under construction.
Whatever they lack, they own radios . . . that is their chief entertainment when they come off shifts
at unsual hours, before they go to
work, before they tumble into recently vacated beds. Radio gets to
them wherever they are. Radio
with constant repetition. Radio in
one and two-minute announcements, five-minute tabloids, 15-minute programs.
"Your transcribed program,
spotted in the Boom Towns, is the
answer. When it comes to Boom
Towns, Network defers to spot.
Boom Towns follow no network
pattern. Located in out-of-the-way
places, near army camps, forts,
and in many cases built from the
ground up on vacant land, the
Boom Towns need spot broadcasting, and obviously spot broadcasting needs high-grade transcribed
programs built by professional radio producers in talent centers."

' Twas a balmy day last April and E. B. Rideout, WEEI's

extraordinary, had said it was going to get colder— fast. It did— dropping from
81 ° to 60° in 2 minutes— then down to 50° in the next quarter hour.
With a three hundred year history of the wind, rain, snow and sun in their hair,
New Englanders are mighty interested in the weather. They learned long ago
that when "E. B." forecasts the weather, it's about a six-to-one bet that he's
right. Consequently, "E. B." has a tremendous following even far beyond the
reaches of WEEI's

primary listening areas.

And consequently, WEEI's

E. B. Rideout Weather Service has never lacked

sponsorship in all its fifteen years.
That's the way it is at WEE

Camel Grid Scores

I. The listeners get what they want — entertain-

ment and service to fit their tastes and needs. And advertisers get what they

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camels),
on Sept. 27 will begin sponsorship
of All American, a Saturday 8:158:30 p.m. program of up-to-theminute football scores for United
States armed forces serving in
American Territories, on WRCA,
NBC's international shortwave sta' tion. Stations PCAN and PCAC, of
the Panama Artillery Command of
the U. S. Army, will pick up and
rebroadcast the programs as will
'KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska. Agency
jiis William Esty & Co., New York.
I
|BR0ADCASTING

weather forecaster
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HY ANGLE for the
CATC
Mike Maneuvers show, remoted weekly from Camp
Wolters by KRLD, Dallas,
ed by "Dear Soldier" letplifrom
is supters
pretty young things all
over Texas and much of the rest of
the country. Girls are invited to
write the letters to Camp Wolters
boys, with the guarantee that they
will reach the hands of lonely
hearts in the camp.
Just before the program goes on
at 8:15 Saturday nights, the 250
to 300 letters accumulated during
the week are distributed to trainees
in the studio audience. Letters are
numbered, and a half-dozen of the
boys get a chance to read theirs
on the air. The broadcasts originate in the lobby of the Baker
Hotel, Mineral Wells, Tex.

r^«*4
PROGRAMS
Schools Own
Up from the Ranks
YOUNG MEN and women under
NEWS of high schools, students
and their activities are reported by
30 from the New York area, who
have come up from the ranks to Julius Glass on High School Highlights each Friday evening on
win success in some line of enWGAR, Cleveland. The program,
deavor, are interviewed each week
which has received the enthusiastic
by high school students interested
in the type of work followed by okay of the schools, is written entirely by the high school correthe
Students
ask aboutto
his day's
work guest.
and how
he happened
spondents, each of whom was
chosen in a competition. Sports and
get into it. Program, titled Under
scholastic achievements rank first
30, is heard on WNYC, New York
in the high school news reports,
through the cooperation of Youthbuilders Inc., that city.
followed closely by gossipy items
and news of social activities.
Household History
Grid Game
NEW HALF-HOUR sustaining
NEW FOOTBALL show on
program,
Every WonOman's
has been started
WBBM,World,
Chi- WTMJ, Milwaukee, Touchdown
Parade, gives listeners a chance
cago. Program is heard weekdays
and is conducted by Lorraine Hall, to play quarterback. Listeners are
who writes each script around a given the score, minutes to play,
yardage, previous few plays, and
different household item or woman's
product, dramatizing new uses, de- are then invited to select the proper
scribing the historical background
play from a choice of three posof materials and processes.
sibilities. Ten seconds are allowed
for this "signal calling", then the
For the Boys
play is described, exactly as executed in an actual game. No prizes
SERVICEMEN provide the tempo
or awards are given.
for an informal program on
^ ^ ^
WMAN, Mansfield, 0., of songs,
Pianos in Dallas
letters to boys and exchanges of
humorous anecdotes for those in STARRING a different piano inservice. Entitled Our Boys Say,
structor or her prize pupil on a
broadcasts have developed the weekly series, Sunday Recital,
Home Service Club, an organizaKGKO, Dallas, is already selling
tion for servicemen.
pianos for Brook Mays and Co.,
Dallas, according to Hilda LeBlanc,
KGKO sales representative. The
quarter-hour recitals give the
teachers an opportunity to advertise their own talents as well as
the product. Contract for 52 weekly
programs was placed direct.

„.;,n^«»«=.''^,.,he*o'

Negro Achievements
FIRST AIRING of Freedom's People, a new series of six educational
programs, was heard on the NBCRed Sept. 21. The series is presented under the auspices of the
U. S. Office of Education and a
special committee with which the
Office cooperates. It is a dramatized account of the achievements
of Negroes in national defense, science, agriculture, social service,
and the arts.
Speeches of the Week
FOR THE OCCASIONAL radio
listener and the businessman who
misses many of the addresses
broadcast during the daytime, WIP,
Philadelphia, has designed a oncea-week series called Speech Digest
of the Week. The program presents
in transcription the highlight portions of the most important speeches of the week, both here and
abroad.
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The Winners
FOOTBALL summary program.
To the Victors, broadcast each Saturday at 8:30 p.m. on WOR, New
York, features Waite Hoyt, former
star of the New York Yankees, and
Stan Lomax, veteran sports announcer, reading scores and saluting winning teams. Program also
reviews the day's outstanding plays
and supplies college tunes via an
orchestra and glee club.
BROADCASTING

BLISTERED FACE was received
by Rosemary Bader at the Newport, Ky., Rolling Mills as she
gathered material for her Workers of the Day program on WSAI,
Cincinnati. Programs dramatize
Cincinnati defense effort. Here
she leans from control cab of a
100-ton crane. At one point she
got too close to some hot steel,
which is bad for complexions.
American Music
STANDARD favorites are presented
by Claude
orchestra
during the Sweeten's
weekly halfhour program Music for Americans on KFI, Los Angeles. Designed to appeal to all ages, instrumental numbers are interpolated with vocal by the Sportsmen
Quartet and Lois Elaine, soprano,
Joe Kearns is narrator, high-lighting the program with poetry readings. Douglas Evans produces the
show which is written by Peter
De Lima. John
Laing^ announces.
^ ^
All About Furs
ALL QUESTIONS about fursnew styling, care of furs, how to
appraise fur coats, what to look for
in
buyingon afur
etc. —What
are ^
answered
new coats
program
Do You Know About Furs? which
started on WINS, New York, Sept.
7. Program is sponsored by L. L.,
Roman, New York fur designer,
and manufacturer. Account was;
placed direct.
Meet the Staff
INSIGHT into the routine of a department store is pictured in thei
new May I Help You? series onWDSM, Duluth, Minn. Mike iS'
taken into the sponsoring Frei-i
muth'shind thestore
wherein personnel
becounters,
the shipping
room and in the office are intcxviewed as an institutional feature.
Child Choir
A MUSICAL PROGRAM with a
children's
choir, titled
Musicale, broadcast
locallyJunior
by KDTH
Dubuque, la., is now fed to the
MBS network for a quarter-hour
Saturday mornings. Pianist Sylva
Johnson of Dubuque accompanies
the
group, with Arnie Stierman as
interlocutor.
Down East
COMMENTS and questions on the!
history of New England make uf j
the new man-on-the-street series |
So You Think You Know New England?, of WHEB, Portsmouth, Nj
H. Interviews of residents as wel|(
as newcomers are conducted fror
famous old Market Square.
• Broadcast

Advertising

After the Games
SATURDAY NIGHT quarterback' iiig will be the order of the day
'when six experts on college football
'iget
Second
new together
program onwhich
madeGuessers,
its debuta
Sunday, Sept. 14, at 12 noon on
NBC-Red. Commenting on topranking gridiron battles on the
previous day are Lou Little, Columbia U coach; Henry McLemore,
syndicated columnist; Lynn Waldorf, coach of Northwestern U;
Francis J. Powers, Chicago Daily
News sports writer; Clark Shaughnessy, coach of Standford U; and
William F. Leiser, sports editor of
the San Francisco Chronicle. Pickups from New York, Chicago and
San Francisco bring the experts
together each week.
Always an Answer
:jOE FRASETTO, musical director
of WIP, Philadelphia, feeling there
should be a musical answer for
every song that asks a question in
|its title, has designed a new musical show so that the songs that are
asking questions are answered by
another popular song of the day.
Started Sept. 18, the weekly half|hour show is called Questions &
Answers. Listeners are solicited to
send in their musical questions.
Prop Wash
AVIATION in three portions is
served by Col. Roscoe Turner,
famed pilot, in a weekly quarterhour on WISH, Indianapolis. The
ijfirst five minutes are devoted to
|current aviation news, the second
five to a semi-dramatized version
of Col. Turner's career, and the
balance of the program to answering listeners' aviation questions.
^= * =;=
j| Gaslight
I
Days
I'MILWAUKEE through the years
Jwill be presented in story and song
in a new series on W55M, FM staition in Milwaukee. Material will
:be gathered from the morgue file
of the Milwaukee Journal dating
back to 1900, and will include
jieverything from playbills and
bustle advertisements to news
Ifstories.
Quiz of Two Theatres
•two ocal theatres are utilized
fifor an audience participation quiz
flfor the Cash Quiiol WGBR, Golds•'■boro, N. C, with announcers in
each theatre alternating in asking
jipiiovie-goers the questions.

To the Troops
KGEI, General Electric shortwave
station in San Francisco, the Examiner and KYA are presenting a
weekly series of broadcasts for
Uncle Sam's servicemen overseas.
Titled Musical Mail Bag, the program is presented Sunday nights
for uniformed men in the Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps in Alaska,
Hawaii and Pacific waters. Letters
from the servicemen in these points
are acknowdedged over the air,
their requested musical numbers
played and relatives and friends of
the servicemen are brought before
the mikes to send greetings. The
programs originate in the KGEI
studios. KYA broadcasts the programs simultaneously for the benefit of Northern California listeners.
The Examiner is running daily
promotion stories on the series and
prints a form coupon to be filled
out by parents, relatives and
friends of the uniformed men in
distant posts who wish to appear
on the international broadcasts.
Musical Milestones
A NEW SERIES of afternoon programs, embracing great works of
symphonic, operatic and chamber
music, to be heard Monday through
Friday, 4-4:30 p.m., will start on
CBS, Oct. 6. Historic but unfamiliar milestones in the developments of American music, orchestral and vocal excerpts from great
operas, seldom-performed concerti
of the great masters are to be included in the programs.
Beauty Tips
RICHARD WILLIS, beauty and
makeup expert, who conducted the
Here's Looking at You series on
WOR, New York, last year, will
start a new series of beauty analysis programs on WOR in October.
Scheduled as a weekly quarterhour, the program will feature a
general makeup lesson and Willis
will analyze beauty problems sent
in by listeners.
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All Aboard
DESIGNED to find out where and
why people travel, Paul Hodges,
formerly of WLW, Cincinnati,
originates the Travel Time show
from the Pennsylvania Station in
New York for WMCA. Hodges
queries people in the terminal and
on Wednesday night the program
is piped to WLW.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
so — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WLS, Chicago
Consolidated Products Co., Danville, 111.
(emulsion), 3 sp weekly, thru Mace Adv.,
Peoria.
Edwards Tablet Co., Chicago (Parr vitamins), 3 .sp weekly, thru United Adv.
Cos., Chicago.
Good & Reese Nursery, Springfield, O., 5
sp
field.weekly, thru Leo Boulette, SpringDr. Hess & Clark Inc., Ashland, O. (livestock and poultry remedies), 3 sp weekly,
thru N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Flex-O-Glass Co., Chicago (transparent
screenings), sp weekly, thru Presba,
Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute, Ind. (Clabber
Girl baking powder), 3 sa weekly, thru
Pollyea Adv., Terre Haute.
Jumbo Studios, Lincoln, Neb. (photo finishing), 3 so Omaha.
weekly, thru BuchananThomas Adv.,
Iodine Educational Bureau, N. Y. (Iodine
for farm use), 3 sa weekly, thru Simonds
& Simonds, Chicago.
Utilities Engineering Institute, Chicago
trade school) , 3 sp weekly, thru First
United Broadcasters. Chicago.
Coyne Electrical School, Chicago, sp
weekly, thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago (broadloom rugs),
3 sp weekly, thru Presba, Fellers &
Presba, Chicago.
Russell-Miller Milling Co., Minneapolis
(Occident flour), 3 sp weekly, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
soap),
N. Y. sa weekly, thru Compton Adv.,
WRC, Washington
Chatham Mfg. Co., Elkin, N. C. (blankets),
26 sp, thru M. H. Hackett Inc., N. Y.
J. J. Grass Noodle Co., Chicago (soup),
52 so, thru Charles Silver Co., Chicago.
International Salt Co., Scranton, 3 sp
weekly, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
O'Cedar
sa weekly, thru
H. W. Corp.,
Ka=tor Chicago,
& Sons, 4 Chicago.
Cat's
Paw
Rubber
Co.,
Baltimore,
thru S. A. Levyne Co., Baltimore. 10 so,
O'Sullivan Rubber Co., Winchester, Va.,
6 sa &weekly,
Castleman
Pierce,thruN. Bermingham,
Y.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish),
sa series, thru Bermingham, Castleman
& Pierce, N. Y.
Lamont-Corliss Co., New York (Danya
lotion), 26 sp, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
Phila. & Reading Coal & Iron Go., Philadelphia, 5sa weekly, thru McKee & Albright, Phila.
Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa. (towels),
3 sp weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
Stokley Bros. & Co., Indianapolis (Van
Camp beans), 104 so, thru Calkins &
Holden, N. Y.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Russell-Miller Milling Co., Minneapolis,
weekly t, 4 weekly ta, thru N. W. Ayer
& Son, (Chicago.
Oelwein Chemical Co., Oelwein, la., 78 so,
thru Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.
Perfection Stove Co., Cleveland, 26 t, thru
McCann-Erickson, Cleveland.
Flex-O-Glass Mfg. Co., Chicago, 5 t, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba. Chicago.
Theo. Hamm Brewing Co., St. Paul, 156 sp,
thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Chamberlain Sales Corp., Des Moines (loMoines. tion), 78 so, thru Cary-Ainsworth, Des
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co., Wichita, 26 ta,
thru Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas City.
Fitger Brewing Co.. Duluth, 7 to weekly,
thru Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
CKX, Brandon, Man.
Dr. Bell Medicine Co., Kingston, Ont., 3 t
weekly,
Toronto. thru Dominion Broadcasting Co.,
CFRC, Kingston, Ont.
Pure Gold Mfg. Co., Toronto (Blue Ribbon
food), sa series, thru Cockfield Brown
& Co., Toronto.
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KDKA, Pittsburgh
Cleveland Cooperative Stove Co., Cleveland
(Grand ranges), 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Lang, Fisher & Kirk, Cleveland.
Hurley Machine Co., Chicago (Thor washGladiron Agency,
) , 'i sp weekly,
Browners, Adv.
Chicago. thru E. H.
Simoniz Co., Chicago (polish), 13 so, thru
George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
Carleton & Hovey, Lowell, Mass. (Father
.lohns), 156 so, thru John W. Queen,
Boston.
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md.
(food), 65 so, thru Aitkin-Kynett, Philadelphia.
Denton Sleeping Garment Mills, Centerville, Mich., 14 to, thru Reeves Adv. Co.,
T-lledo.
Allied Mills, Fort Wayne (feed), 156 to,
thru Louis E. Wade Inc., Fort Wayne.
Ranger Joe Inc., Chester, Pa. (Honey
Wheat
Phila. cereal) , 25 sp, thru Clements Co.,
Roman Meal Co., Tacoma, Wash, (flour),
26 sp, thru Edward M. Power Co., Pittsburgh.
Book House for Children, Chicago, 39 sp,
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.
Quality Biscuit Co., Milwaukee, Wis., 5 to
weekly,
weeks, thru George H. Hartman Co.,13Chicago.
The Pen Man, Chicago (pens), 6 so weekly,
thru United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
Incelo Co.,
(Univex
era), 6 so Chicago
weekly, thru
Unitedmovie
Adv. camCo.,
Chicago.
Histex Corp., Chicago (Histeen tablets),
8 so, thru United Adv. Co., Chicago.
Pioneer Life Insurance Co., Rockford, IH.,
6 sp weekly, thru Stewart Adv. Co., Chicago.
Abar Press Co., Chicago (American flags
by mail), 3 so weekly, thru First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
Nacor Medicine Co.. Indianapolis, 6 .so
weekly, thru E. H. Brown Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Manhattan
New Franklin
York (Sweetheart soaplSoap
, 70 Co.,
ta, thru
Bruck
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
CHML, Hamilton, Ont.
Gillette Safety Razor Co. of Canada, Montreal, sp, thru Maxon Inc., N. Y.
Canada Starch Co., Toronto (corn syrup),
3 t weekly, thru Vickers & Benson,
Toronto.
Dodds Medicine Co., Toronto, 6 sp weekly,
thru A. J. Denne Co., Toronto.
Dr. A. W. Chase Medicine Co., Oakville,
Ont., 6 sp weekly, thru Ardiell Adv. Co.,
Toronto.
George Weston Ltd., Toronto (biscuits),
3 t weekly, thru Richardson-Macdonald
Adv. Service, Toronto.
Crown Diamond Paint Co., Montreal, so
series, thru McConnell Eastman & Co.,
Montreal.
Commercial Alcohols, Montreal (antifre ze) , 6 so weekly, thru McConnell
Eastman & Co., Montreal.
Royal Canadian Tobacco Co., Toronto, 4
sp daily, thru Metropolitan Broadcasting
Service, Toronto.
WCBI, Columbus, Miss.
Purina
direct. Mills, St. Louis (feed), 3 t weekly,
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, 6 t weekly,
thru Arthur Meyerhoff Co., Chicago.
Miles
Ind. (Adv.
Alka-Seltzer)
4 t Labs.,
weekly,Elkhart,
thru Wade
Agency, ,
Chicago.
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WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne
Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co., Maiden,
Mass., 105 to, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N. Y.
Musterole Co., Cleveland (proprietary) , 130
so, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co., New York,
13 t, thru Arthur Rosenberg Co., N. Y.
F. Schumacher & Co., New York (fabrics),
3N. sp,
Y. thru Anderson, Davis & Platte,
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne (proprietary), 176
Dr.to, W.direct.
B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, 111.
( proprietary ), 520 to, thru Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago.
Luden's
Pa. (cough
100 so, Inc.,
thru Reading,
J. M. Mathes
Inc., N.drops),
Y.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute (Clabber Girl
baking powder) 39 so, thru PoUea Adv.
Co., Terre Haute.
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.
Nutrena
Mills, Kansas City (feed), 6 sp
City.
weekly, thru Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas
Wilson & Co., Chicago (Ideal dog food),
6 sp weekly, thru U. S. Adv. Corp.,
Chicago.
Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago (KC baking
powder) , 2 to weekly, direct.
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan., 6 sp
weekly,
thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
G. E. Conkey Co., Cleveland (feed),
weekly sp, thru Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
American Corn Millers Fed., Chicago, 6
sa weekly, direct.
Peppard Seed Co., Kansas City. 7 sp
weekly, sp weekly, 6 sp weekly, thru
Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas City.
WIND, Chicago
Paul F. Beich Candy Co., Bloomington,
111. (Whiz candy bar), 12 so weekly,
13 weeks, thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Chicago.
Conservation Committeee of the Waste
Paper Consuming Industries, 28 so
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Olian Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.
California Wine Co., Chicago (Barloma
wine), 18 so weekly, thru Irvin Meyerson, Chicago.
Bankers
Life & Casualty Co., Chicago, 6
sp
weekly, thru Lane, Benson, McClure,
Chicago.
Standard Distributing Co., Chicago (Black
and White cameras), weekly sp, thru
Lane, Benson, McClure, Chicago.
WOR, New York
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Old Golds),
6 so weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
William Underwood Co., Watertown, Mass.
(Black bean soup), 5 sp weekly, thru
BBDO, N. Y.
Maltex Co., Burlington, Vt. (cereal), 6 sp
weekly, Samuel C. Croot Co., N. Y.
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
Friendship Studios, Chicago (photographs),
6 sa weekly, thru Phil Gordon Agency,
Chicago.
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., St. Louis (cookCo., ing
St.utensils),
Louis. 13 so, thru D'Arcy Adv.
Reverie Inc., New York (cosmetics), 2 sa
weekly, thru Craven & Hedrick, N. Y.

BROADCASTING

GARDNER
NVRSERY
OlS 140 STATIONS
GARDNER NURSERY Co., Osage,
la., large grower of plants, shrubs,
and trees, has announced its fall
radio campaign which calls for
daily announcements on 140 stations. About 50 additional stations
will be added between Oct. 1 and
15, according to Edwin A. Kraft,
manager of Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle, which handles the
Gardner account. WTBO
The current list of stations:
WRVA
KRMC
WIBG
KROW
WBAX
KYA
WPRO
WHEC
WDEV
WBAL
KWLK
WGST
WAIT
WIND
WCLO
KMYC
WBYN
KTRB
WCPO
KJBS
KTKC
WHO
WAAT
WAAF
WSOY
KOKO
WMIN
WELI
WDAY
WGAN
WCFL
KTBl
KVOO
WHK
WISH
WJJD
WSPR
KMPC
KBUR
WKZO
WITH
WTOL
WEW
WEBR
KFVD
WHYN
WIBC
WINS
KGNF
KHAS
WPEN
WJOB
WHB
KTHS
KHQ
KSFO
KFOX
KMJ
WMBS
WMBR
WWI7C
WMMN
WLAK
WHAS
WBIG
KVCV
WING
KFBK
WAVE
WSPA
WICA
KFRG
WCAR
WJPO
WATR
CKLW
KTRO
WSUN
KVAN
KFXD
KGVO
KGHL
WGNY
WKAT
KFYR
KQW
WDZ
KVI
KDTH
WFCI
WFBM
WFDF
WHIS
KXA
WBOC
KOL
KOY
KFBB
WKMO
WKST
WINX
WTAG
WTAQ
KROC
WDGY
WCLE
WNAC
KWJJ
KIDO
WFMD
WADC
WWRL
WDEL
WHDH
WSLB
KMTR
WFIL
KSL
WBRC
KXOK
WOV
WORK
WDBO
KSEI
KCMO
WWL
WIS
KLX
KOB
WFBC
KUJ
WREN
KWFT
WLAW
KRNR
KTFI
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
Wilson Packing Co. Chicago (Ideal dog
food),
Chicago. 52 sa, thru U. S. Adv. Corp.,
Hudthru
son Brenallen
Motor CarAgency,
Co., Detroit,
N. Y. 156 so,
Educator Biscuit Co.. Cambridge, Mass.
(Crax), 39 so, thru John W. Queen,
Boston.
Ex-Lax Inc., New York (proprietary), 115
to, thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo (proprietary),
104 to, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Church & D wight. New York (Cow Brand
soda)
weekly, thru
French, 3& saDorrance.
N. Y.Brooke, Smith,
BC weekly
Remedy, thruCo., Harvey-Massengale
Durham. N. C, 7Co.,to
Durham.
Dr. Sweets Rootbeer Co., New York, 130
to, thru C. L. Miller Co., N. Y.
Clicquot Club Co.. Millis, Mass. (ginger
ale).
N. Y. 170 to, thru N. W. Ayer & Son,
Carter Products, New York (proprietary),
3 to weekly, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
James Hanley Co., Providence, R. t. (ale),
30 to, thru Harold Cabot Co., Boston.
WCAU, Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.,
Philadelphia (coal), 78 so, thru McKeeAlbright. Philadelphia.
John F. Jelke Co., Rochester (Good Luck
Oleomargarine).
3 t weekly,N. forY. 39 weeks,
thru Young & Rubicam,
Smith Bros.j Poughkeepsie, N. Y. (cough
drops), 252 so, thru J. D. Tarcher. N. Y.
Natural Casing Institute, Chicago (Breakfast Sausage), 22 .so, thru Charles Silver & Co., Chicago.
M.Lord
& M.& Candies,
Thomas, New
N. Y.York, 52 so, thru
WHN, New York
C. A. Briggs Co., Cambridge, Mass. (H. B.
Cough Drops), so daily, 16 weeks, thru
Horton-Noyes, Providence, R. I.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cough remedy), 6 sp weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
KGNO, Dodge City, Kan.
Gooch Food Products Co., Lincoln, Neb.,
105 so, thru Potts-Turn bull, Kansas City.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (corn flakes),
26 so, direct.
WEAF, New York
Phillip Morris & Co., New York (Dunhill
cigarettes), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Blow Co., N. Y.
CJOR, Vancouver
York Knitting Mills. Toronto, so series,
thru Cockfield Brown & Co., Toronto.
• Broadcast
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To Honor

HOTEL WARWICK, Philadelphia,
time on KYW, Philadelhas bought
phia, for a series of regular programs
rn originate from the hotel. Each
uoondav. the Warwick presents a series cailed Luncheon at the Wartoick,
originating from the cocktail lounge,
;it whichisteredtime
regat the prominent
hotel are guests
introduced
hanis
iiud interviewed. The account
dled bv Al Paul Lefton Co., Philadelphia, and L. D. Taylor, of the
KYW sales staff, is contact man for
the station.
FOUR New York stores have joined
in a cooperative campaign over
WQXR, New York. Bonwit Teller,
Charles of the Ritz, W. & J. Sloane
and Hammacher Schlemmer will participate jointly in sponsoring a shopTalk
entitled
seriesweekly
13 weeks.
for Let's
fiveguidedays
Shop ping
Program is heard from 9 :45 to 10
a.m. The program was arranged by
Edgar Belmont, independent producer.
Miss Ross Williams, formerly of
Vogue, is featured.
W. E. LONG Co., Chicago, baking
specialists and representatives, has
sold transcribed feature service to
Asheville Baking Co.. Asheville, N. C,
for 52 weeks on WWNC and WISE,
Asheville; to Erickson Baking Co..
LaCrosse, Wis., for 52 weeks on
; to Sunlite BakWKBH.eries. SanLaCrosse
Jose, Cal., for 52 weeks on
KQW, San Jose; KDON, Monterey;
and KHUB, Watsonville, Cal.
FORD DEALERS of Indianapolis
have signed with WIBC for a special
3y2-hour show to introduce 1912
models, the onetime program to consist
of 11 remote pickups from local dealer
salesrooms as well as musical interludes. WIBC has also signed L.
Strauss & Co., one of the city s largest
department stores, to sponsor seven
Purdue and Indiana U football games,
to be handled by Bert Wilson.
SUNNYVALE PACKING Co., San
Francisco (Rancho Soups), recently
renewed for 13 weeks its announcement campaign on 7 western stations.
It is using one-minute transcribed
dramas five times weekly on all stations. Agency is Lord & Thomas, San
Francisco. The station list: KPO
KSFO KNX KFI KARM KSEI
KIDO.
WARD BAKING Co., Chicago (Tip
Top bread), thru W. E. Long Co.,
Chicago, has started a thrice-weekly
quarter-hour on WGN, Chicago, featuring Charles W. Hamp ; also a
quarter-hour live talent show five days
a week on scriptions
W^AAF,
Chicago.will
Tran-be
featuring Hamp
placed on other radio stations in the
Chicago area, as yet unselected.

Spang

J. P. SPANG Jr., president of the
Gillette Safety Razor Co., will be
presented with a plaque by Sporting News in a pre-World Series
broadcast Sept. -30. The plaque is
in recognition of Gillette's sponsorship of thesecutiveseries
the third paid
conyear. Thefor company
$100,000 for the rights to the
games,
which will be aired over
MBS.

NEWEST MEMBER of the staff
of KOA, Denver, is C. L. (Poss)
Parsons (right), noted Western
sports writer, here signing up as
sports commentator as General
Manager Lloyd E. Yoder, himself
a Carnegie Tech All-American,
looks on. Mr. Parsons, a former
nine-letter man at Iowa U and a
member of
Grantland
AllAmerica
football
board,Rice's
on Sept.
25 started a series of football dopecasts which will include pre-game
selections and interviews. Formerly Denver Post sports editor, he
also will assist on KOA's ninegame schedule of Big Seven playby-play broadcasts.
RUSSELL-MILLER MILLING Co.,
Minneapolis (Occident flour), after
a summer lay-off has resumed for
nine months daily quarter-hour Finnish news broadcasts on WEBC. Duluth. WMFG. Hibbing, and WHLB.
Virginia,
with
OnuiandLaine
caster.
Commercials
news asare newsboth
in Finnish. N. W. Ayer & Son, Chicago, handles the account.
BREAKFAST CLUB COFFEE, Los
Angeles, has contracted on a 52-week
basis for a six-weekly quarter-hour
newscast on KFAC, that city. Firm
also sponsors Voice of Friendship on
3 CBS Pacific Coast stations (KNX
KARM KSFO), Mon., Wed., 8-8:15
a.m. (PST). Lockwood-Shackelford
Adv.
count. Agency, that city, has the acMIDDLETOWN MILK & CREAM
Co., Northern New Jersey, and Dellwood Dairy Co., New York and Westchester (Creami-Rich Milk), have
started 13-week test compaign using
Make Believe Ballroom, WNEW, New
Thursday and SatTuesday,
York, urday,
11-11 :30 a.m. Agency is W. I.
Tracy Inc., New York.
DR. J. O. LAMBERT, Ltd., Montreal
(proprietary), on Oct. 5 starts
0. Lambert, dramaof Dr. J. transcribed
Memoirs
tic quarter-hour
episodes
of his travels throughout Canada on a
large number of Ontario, Quebec and
eastern Canadian stations. Account is
placed by J. E. Huot, Ltd., Montreal.

SPOT
BROADCASTING

BUDGETING
permits
to fit each

SPOT

CONSOLIDATED ROYAL CHEMICAL Corp., Chicago (proprietary),
has taken over the early morning
rural program on WGN, Chicago, at
()-7 a.m.. five days a week. Program
has been retitled Breakfast Time
Frolics, and features transcribed hillbilly music. Agency is Benson & Dall,
Chicago.

market's

BYERS FLOUR MILLS, Camrose,
Alta. (cereals), has started Adventures
of Pinocchio three times weekly on
CJRC, Winnipeg: CKCK, Regina,
Sa.sk.: CJOC, Lethbridge, Alta.;
CKOV, Kelowna, B. C. Account was
placed by Stewart-Mclntosh, Calgary,
and dio
transcription
from Exclusive RaFeatures, Toronto.
DRUG COMMODITIES Ltd., Toronto, (vitamin tablets) on Oct. 10
starts a thrice-weekly studio show
Live 'n Learn on CFRB, Toronto, as
a test, with expansion planned for
other Canadian stations. Program is
produced and account handled by
Dickson & Ford, Toronto.
EX-LAX Inc., Brooklyn (proprietary), has purchased
136 one-minute
transcribed
announcements,
Monday
through Friday, for 13 weeks, three
days on WINS. New York. Agency is
.Joseph Katz Co., New York.
CAMPBELL GRAF, formerly of
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago, has joined Jacques Mfg. Co.,
Chicago as assistant advertising manager.

THE

FONT

OF

volume

More money (or
the HOT SPOTS

NothingDEADwasted
the
SPOTSon
Special
PROBLEMattention
SPOTSfor

& COMPANY
NATIONAL STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

DEMOCRACY

America will never betray the principles of its
founding Declaration of Independence; "all men
are created free and equal."
It is this unceasing voice upholding the ideals
of freedom, couched in many different langtmges
that sets this radio station apart as the font of
true democracy.

BOOST
A LISTENING AUDIENCE OF 5,000,000 PEOPLE
THEY WELCOME NEW IDEAS, SATISFACTORY SERVICES

YOUR

WHOM
1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION
29 WEST

57TH ST., NEW YORK
Telephone Plaza 3-42G4
JOSEPH LANG, Manager
—

3
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PREMIER FOOD PRODUCTS for
the Jewish field has bought Dear Editor, 8 :30-8 :45 a.m. Tuesda.y and
Thursday beginning Sept. 30 on
WEVD. N. Y. Advertising will be
continued in Jewish dailies, all placed
through Joseph Jacobs Jewish Market
Organization.

WCOP

BROWNS' BREAD Ltd., Toronto
(bakers), on Sept. 22 started transcribed and live spot announcement
campaign several times daily, six days
a Aveek. on CFRB, Toronto; CKCL,
Toronto ; CHML, Hamilton, Ont.
Placed through McConnell-Eastman &
Co., Toronto.
AVEINBERGER DRUG Co., chain
drug store operator, has signed with
WHK. Cleveland, to sponsor an average (if three spot announcements daily,
seven days a week, for one year, starting Oct. 1. Agency is Lustig Adv.
Agency, Cleveland.
AG NEW SURPASS SHOE
STORES. Toronto (chain), on Sept.
26 started C.O.D. {Cash on the Dart)
half-hour audience participating quiz
and dartronto.game,
weekly
on CFRB,
ToAccount was
placed
by Dickson
& Ford, Toronto.
HIRSCH CLOTHING Co., Chicago,
on Sept. 30 started a thrice-weekly
quarter-hour recorded program, Korn
Kohhlers, on WGN, Chicago. Account
was placed b,y Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago.

Before you buy Boston
radio time be sure you
get today's facts. The
Boston radio picture is
changing fast. WCOP is
giving advertisers more
for their radio dollar
each day. So, check up
on how you can make
fewer dollars do more
on WCOP.
GOING FULL TIME
SOON!

PISO Co.. Warren, Pa. (cough
remedy), on Oct. 1 started a fiveminute news program on WENR, Chicago, 5weekdays for 26 weeks. Agency
is Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
CHEVROLET MOTOR Co. has
liouglit 33-.")0 word station breaks for
11 diiys Monday through Sunday beginning Sept. 16 on WINS. New York.
Agency is Campbell-Ewald Co. of New
York.

ON'S
^ * BOST
STAR
RADIO SALESMAN

590

KC

OUTLET
FOR

Pacific AAAA Plans
PACIFIC COUNCIL, American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies, is preparing
for its seventh annual convention at
Hotel Del Monte, Del Monte, Calif.,
Oct. 23-24. William H. Horsley, of
Pacific National Adv. Agency, Seattle,
is chairman ; Dan B. Miner, Dan B.
Miner Co., Los Angeles, vice-chairman ; Joseph R. Gerber, Joseph R.
Gerberurer.Co.,
Portland,
secretary-treasGovernors
are August
J. Bruhn,
MeCann-Erickson, Los Angeles, and
W. A, Brewer, Brewer-Weeks Co.,
San Francisco.

WESTERN
MICHIGAN
DOMINATING MICHIGAN'S
SECOND
LARGEST
MARKET

Free
JExcJusive
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Ad Club Course
THE 18th year of the New York
Advertising Club's advertising and
selling course will open Oct. 20.
The course consists of 26 lectures
by leaders in the advertising and
sales fields and six clinics giving
opportuntiies to do practical work
in any one of the following subjects: Sales promotion, advertising
copy, radio production, advertising
production,
and production
salesmen's course
problems. The radio
is directed by Eugene S. Thomas,
sales manager of WOR, New York.
Lectures will be given by Julius
F. Seebach Jr., vice-president in
charge of programs at WOR; Robert A. Simon, director of continuities, WOR, New York; Roger
Bower, producer, WOR; William
Spier, CBS director of scripts; Robert T. Colwell, J. Walter Thompson;
Mrs. Harold Milligan, of the General Federation of Women's Clubs.
Arnold, Rubicam to Talk
THURMAN ARNOLD, assistant
attorney general, and Raymond
Rubicam, chairman of Young &
Rubicam, New York, will discuss,
not debate, the general subject of
"Advertising" at a dinner sponsored by the Advertising Women
of N. Y. and Advertising Club of
New York in cooperation with the
Advertising Federation of America, the Sales Executive Club and
the American Marketing Assn. at
the Hotel Biltmore, New York,
Tuesday, Oct. 7, at 6:30 p.m.

COLUMBIA'S
EXCLUSIVE

^
^ ^^^^

George Bayard to Join
Russel M. Seeds as V-P
GEORGE BAYARD, CBS contact
man for six years, will join Russel M. Seeds Go. Oct. 15 as vicepresident in charge of the recently
opened New York office and service
contact for the Mennen Co. account.
A graduate of the U of Indiana,
Mr. Bayard was with Hearst Publications and Liberty magazine before joining CBS.
Tom Wallace, executive vicepresident of Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago, will relinquish his executive duties Oct. lf> to devote his
entire time to the production and
exploitation
of UnclebyWalter's
House,
sponsored
BrownDog&
Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville (Sir Walter Raleigh pipe tobacco), heard Fridays at 9:30-10
p.m. on NBC-Red. Mr. Wallace and
the cast will make a movie and
have tentatively planned a sixmonth series of personal appearances.
Jack Richardson Jr., assistant
to President Freeman Keyes, becomes vice-president on Oct. 15,
with headquarters in Chicago.

& Peters, m\
National Representatives'^
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IIEINTZ & KAUFMAN Ltd.. San
Francisco, have assigned its compressed gas condenser business to
Lapp Insulator Co., of LeRoy, N. Y.
BROADCASTING

PAUL SCHWANKEL. formerly of
.John H. Riordan Co.. Los Angeles,
has joined the copy department of
Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., that city.
WALTER K. NEILL. head of the
Los Angeles agency bearing that name,
and Maxine Upham, Hollywood pubcitist, recently announced their engagement. Wedding is planned for
early December.
FREEMAN KEYES. head of Russel
M. Seeds
Chicago,
was in ofHollywood forCo.,
initial
broadcast
the
weekly NBC program, Capt. Flagg
dc Sergt. Quirt, which started Se))t.
28 under sponsorship of Mennen Co.
J. F. ROCHE, script supervisor of
N. W. Ayer & Son.. New York, has
joined the lecture staff of the New
York U Radio Workshop.
ARTHUR
EDDY
has established
licity offices
at 1680
N. Vine pubSt.,
Hollywood, and will concentrate on
radio as well as film accounts. Telephone is Gladstone .5.30.5.
McCONNELL, EASTMAN & Co.,
Vancouver, has moved to larger offices
in the St.
Stock Exchange Bldg.. West
Pender
STEWART - MelNTOSH. Calgary,
has
movedBldg.to larger offices in the
Southam
FRANK VOS, formerly of Erwin.
Wasey & Co. and Hoover Mfg. & Sales
Co.. has joined the copy department of
Schwab & Beatty, New York.
CHARLES F. BEARDSLEY has resigned as merchandising manager of
WMRN, Marion, O.. to join Byer &
Bowman Adv. Agency, Columbus. O.
ADRIAN
SAMISH.
producer-supervisor of Young
& Rubicam,
New York,
has resigned effective Oct. 15 to become producer-director
of Paramount
Pictures,
New York. With
Young &
Rubicam he has been associated with
the production of Helen Hayes
Theatre, Aldrich Family, Silrer
Theatre and many other shows.
Johnson Heads Council
WILL S. JOHNSON, president of
Vick Chemical Co., was installed last
week as president and chairman of the
executivesearchcommittee
of theYork.
MarketOther
ReCouncil in New
new officers are Elmo Roper, vicepresident, and D. B. Lucas, of New
York U,together
secretary-treasurer.
The
officers,
with the retiring
president. Arno H. Johnson, of .7.
Walter Thompson Co.. and Hugh M.
Belville Jr., statistician of NBC, compose the executive committee.
AN INVESTIGATION of six marketing and distributing practices of the
bread industry, not including advertising, has been started by the Federal
Trade Commission at the request of
Leon Henderson, OPM administrator.

Baltimore Listeners Daily!
Skeptical? Make us prove itr
Write for full details — And 'out
3 you°'. .4
why "PENNY
WCBM gives
.
FOR PENNY
COVERAGE BEHER THAN ANY!"
WCBM

\oi <^

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
/\EMBER

NBC

BLUE

• Broadcast

NETWORK

Advertising

Said

the

Electrical

Mouth

Electrical

Ear*..

them, by measuring the accuracy with which each
sound is carried over the wire, our engineers test the
quality of the transmitter.
"Of course, this is only a small example of the work
at the Bell Laboratories. There research is carried on
constantly in the interest of the telephone user. Experi-

York City, you

menting, testing, figuring out ways to create new equipment or to improve present methods is the daily job.

might hear these strange sentences being repeated by
an electricaLxnouth into the transmitter of a telephone

"In times like these, the work of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories takes on added importance. Swift, depend-

If you were passing through the
Bell Telephone Laboratories in New

— 'Joe . . . toolc . . . father's . . . shoe . . . bench . . . out.
She . . . was . . . waiting . . . at . . . my . . . lawn.'
"These sentences contain all the fundamental sounds
in the English language that have anything to do
with the intensity of sound in speech. By listening to
8ROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising

able communication is a big factor in preparedness."
This is a quotation from THE TELEPHONE HOUR — a regular
program heard each Monday night over the N. B. C. Red Nelwork. Laboratories of the Bell Telephone System are constantly
at work to improve telephone facilities for network broadcasts.
September
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STATIC

Dodges Aurora Borealis by Long Detour

And Use of Antique Alternators
United States — were successful in
A 12,000-MILE radio detour aided
cutting through the storm to reach
communications engineers in comEuropean points.
bating effects of recent magnetic
While radio veterans agreed that
storms attending the Aurora Borealis display in the skies. RCAC en- the latest display was one of the
gineers report that it has been de- most dazzling and widespread from
termined that when a magnetic
a visual standpoint, they pointed
storm rages more havoc is wrought
out that brightness and scope of
on radio waves traveling in an the "astral pyrotechnics" did not
east-west direction than those necessarily signify the intensity of
the disturbance on the radio. The
traveling north-south.
To keep messages and transathad no influlantic broadcasts moving, traffic storm,ence onincidentally,
television. Engineers said
was routed from New York to the ultra-short waves used to transBuenos Aires and thence to Lonmit pictures are immune to static
don, thereby dodging the main ef- and fading.
fect of the magnetic storms.
AT&T reported over last weekend that while overland broadcast1918 Alternators Used
ing circuits were unaffected, transoceanic telephone circuits were
Engineers also reported they
were successful in bringing into hard hit. The trans-Pacific circuit
use 1918 model longwave alter- to Honolulu, however, was one of
the few operating without static.
nators. While the latest model
vacuum tubes were overpowered by Telephone engineers termed the
storms severe but not approaching
the storms, the old alternators —
the only ones in service in the those of last Easter.
The storms evidently had their
own sense of humor. Two intimate
telephone conversations were imSITE IN MILWAUKEE
posed on the broadcast signal of
WAAT, Jersey City, for a time.
Journal Co. Lays Cornerstone
One involved a discussion of blind
For Radio City
dates between two young ladies,
which
was described by listeners
CORNERSTONE laying of the new
as "spicy". Another between two
Radio City in Milwaukee, being gentlemen
was about another
constructed by the Journal Co.,
young lady and was said to have
was
Sept. 27W55M.
on WTMJ
and broadcast*
its FM affiliate,
The been "strong hu^ not objectionable". Studio attaches were kept
building is scheduled for complebusy assuring listeners that it was
tion early next spring.
all a mistake and not a change of
Walter J. Damm, the Journal
Co. general manager of radio, program policy on the part of
wielded the trowel, with an ad- WAAT.
dress being given by Harry J.
Grant, chairman of the board.
Among other speakers were Chairman James Lawrence Fly, of the A 12-PAGB section devoted entirely to stories, pictures and adverFCC and Gov. Julius P. Heil of
tising pertaining to FM supplemented
Wisconsin.
the Sept. 21 Sunday edition of the
Recordings of the speeches and
Chicago Tribune, on the occasion of
individual voices of WTMJ-W55M
the inaugural of its own W59C as a
sister
station to WGN.
personnel were placed in the cornerstone. The Radio City also will
house the Journal Co.'s projected
telev'sion station.
Addressing himself to an audience in the year 2041, FCC Chairman Lawrence Fly in his recorded
"cornerstone speech" commented:
"You may be interested in learning what we had in 1941 and how
the immediate future appeared. We
had only as an integral part of our
daily lives what we know as amplitude modulation or standard
Ijroadcasting. Television and facsimile broadcasting and FM aural
broadcasting are all in their very
infancy and are available only to
a limited number of people in our
larger cities. But on the technical
side the progress of radio into
these and every newer fields seems
assured." It seems safe to predict
that within the next 10 years television, colored television, and eventually
or three-dimensionalstereoscopic
television will
become as
commonplace as broadcasting is today in 1941. Likewise, facsimile
broadcasting and what is to us
a new technique in the radio art —
frequency modulation — will be
available everywhere. You will have
forgotten the distinction."
29, 1941
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FM for Kansas City
KANSAS CITY was awarded its
first commercial FM station when
the FCC last Tuesday granted a
construction
permit
for a new
station to Everett
L. Dillard,
trading
as the Commercial Radio Equipment Co. The 44.9 mc. channel was
assigned under the grant to cover
a service area of 4,400 square
miles. Commercial Radio Equipment Co. is engaged in the radio
equipment
as wellfrequency
as consuiting business
engineering,
checking, and other services for
broadcasters.
FM Weathers Storm
FM's CHANCE to really prove its
claims of static free reception came
during the recent Aurora Borealis
display when standard broadcast
facilities as well as all line communications were virtually blacked
out. Except for an occasional tendency toward freak long-range
transmissions over hundreds and
even thousands of mUes, the FM
band was not susceptible to the
blanket of noise that usually disrupt atmospheric conditions, it was
reported.
Philco Names Vreeland
FRANK THORPE VREELAND, a
veteran of 11 years in the motion picture industry, has been appointed dramatic director
of WPTZ,
Philadelphia
television
station, Philco's
according to E. N. Alexander, station manager. Simultaneously the addition of
Ernest Walling, formerly production
manager of the Barter Theatre of
Abingdton, Va., famous for its policy
of accepting livestock and crops in
lieu of paid admission, and Gilbert
Gould Brown, formerly a sound engineer for RKO pictures for nine
years, to the production staff of the
video station was announced last
week.
Video Newsreel
THE first specially edited television
newsreel released in the West has
been completed by Photo & Sound,
San Francisco transcription firm. It
features scenes of the defense of Len-i
ingrad and a special commentary onl
Russia by Walter Duranty. The initial
release uses public domain music and
will be sent to all television stations.

LABS..
ENGINEERING
•
Lona Island C i t y , N . Y.
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Federal Jobs Open
EXAMINATIONS for information
specialists have been announced by
the Civil Service Commission for positions paying from $2.G00 to $4,600
per annum. Information specialists
are used by the Government to prepare interpretative radio broadcasts
for the air and in connection with
national defense matter for publications. For the radio option, experience
is required in educational and informational radio work, including preparation of radio manuscripts and actual
broadcasting. Applications close Oct.
23 and further information can be
obtained from any first or second class
postofBce or the Civil Service Commission, Washington.

Johnnie Doubles
VERSATILE is Johnnie
0 ' H a r a , sportscaster of
KWK, St. Louis, who does
a neat job of doubling in
brass by relieving the telegraph operator on ticker
baseball games taking down
the account of the game as
it comes over the wire in
code. O'Hara once held an
extra-first grade license, the
highest possible grade, and
at onetime was trans-Atlantic chief operator on some of
the world's largest ocean
greyhounds.

WKBN
YOUNGSTOWN . OHIO

WANTED

NOW

Five kilowatt gasoline engine generator with output
of 110 volts AC single

ON

FULLTIME!

phase. Must be in good condition.
WHP
Harrisburg, Pa.

WATN, Watertown, N. Y., has appointed Burn-Smith Inc., as national
sales representatives.
PR0FESS10.\AL
DIRECTORY

Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Situations Wanted (Continued)

Help Wanted
Operator —cense.First
class Radiosalary
Telephone
Full particulars,
expectedlifirst letter. WTAX, Springfield, Illinois.
Chief Engineer — Southern local station, applying for Kilowatt. Must be experienced
in Directional Antenna. Write fully first
letter. Box 953, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-First Class Telephone License —
By Southern local station increasing Kilowatt. Give full experience, draft status,
salary expected and transcription if
available. Box 954, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced commercial man
with drive, ability and ambition, able to
build and hold sales. Permanent position
In expanding market for the right man.
Box 952, BROADCASTING.
Wanted Immediately — Experienced, firstclass technician for mid-west network
250 watt station. State qualification, salary and references. Interview if possible.
Address H. M. Steed, WLAV, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Situation Wanted
Chief Engineer — Desires station west of
Mississippi River. Expert maintenance
man. Box 957, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter
Also immediately.
announcing State
and production. —Available
salary,
request details. Box 964, BROADCAST.
ING.
Announcer — Capable, experienced, reliable,
and loyal. Can start work this week.
Box 965, BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — Goodwill builder. No high
pressure specialist. Fine references and
record. Box 967, BROADCASTING.
Engineer
— Control
transmitter
now five
kilowatts.
Single,maintenance
draft 4F.
Three
years
college.
Box
960, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Producer with eight years radio
experience, married, draft exempt, good
record, available immediately. Box 958,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — With Telephone First and Telegraph Second licenses. Desires position.
Broadcast experience. Available immediately. Box 962, BROADCASTING.
Can Save — My salary in supervising construction, equipping and staffing your
new station, with minimum delay. Box
966, BROADCASTING.
Children's
Promotepublic
yourservice
station by anPrograms
up and —coming
program. Attractive Young Woman, college graduate, experienced with civic and
children's
programs stations,
on metropolitan
radio and television
little theatre
and stock company acting experience,
able to write scripts, direct, and broadcast. Can fit into any station activities.
Box 955, BROADCASTING.
lis« BROADCASTING

Transmitter Engineer — First
Telegraph : experienced
Marine equipment. Draft
ING. mer U. S. Navy. Box 969,

Phone, Second
WE-RCA and
deferred. ForBROADCAST-

Operatornent
— Now
employed, southern.
desires permaposition preferably
First
class Telegraph and Telephone licenses.
General
experience. Married. Box 959,
BROADCASTING.
Studio Engineer — Have first class license.
Five
years'
studio experience
withClassiRCA
and WE
equipment,
old and new.
fied 3A. Box 956, BROADCASTING.
Radio Executive Available — Dependable,
experienced,
married man.
'TopsMan-on
sports,
news, programs,
sales. Now
ager Network Station but wants change.
South
ING. preferred. Bo.x 951, BROADCAST.
Announcer — Newscaster, good commercial.
Special events, street show, emcee. Assist
production, cantinuity, sales. Experienced
independents, affiliates five years. Moderate salary with opportunity. Employed.
Transcription. references. Box 961,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial Script Writer — B. A. Degree,
Journalism major. Special work in script
writing. Microphone experience, good
tone quality. 1% years actual working
experience. Write Miss Lydia Ames, 5411
Bryan Street, Dallas, Texas.
Producer, Writer, Actor — Young, with more
than 13 years background in radio and
theatre, desires association with leading
radio station or agency in or about New
York City. Originals and adaptations
have sparkle. Productions have listener
and client response. References. Draft
deferred. Box 968, BROADCASTING.
Hierhly Trained Announcinij - Continuity
Production — NYU Radio Workshop. Colege. Go anywhere. Draft free. References. Box 972. BROADCASTING.
Production
Writer —
Excellent Assistant-Continuity
educational and secretarial
background. Two years production-acting-continuity with Columbia station.
Box 971, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted — 1-5 KW transmitter. Must be
first-class condition. Give full information covering length of service, make,
price, et cetera, first letter. Box 963,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Western Electric — 250-watt transmitter,
excellent condition. Less than year old.
Station WGNY, Newburgh, New York.
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Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
Nuliu.ial 1V.-S3 Bl.lg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY

& CHAMBERS

Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F . G O D L E ^

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair

(N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast anci
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtiono! 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consultlns Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency ]\Ieasuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads
Main Office :
the World of
7134 Main
Hollywood. Cal.
Kansas
Crty, St.Mo.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen BIdg. • WASH.. D. C. • Dl. 7417
September
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Budgets of Stores •Kid Lost — Hunnert Bucks
Bell Ringer — Week of Brands

"Hey Fellows!"
Alaska is one of the great
sport and scenic areas of the
world. monItcapital,
is thecenter
world'sof salthe
fur industry, one of the
great
gold
producing
areas
and now a major defens
y^outpost.
1000 WATTS 5000 WATTS

•Mask
nneau
JOSEPH
HERSHEY McGILLVRA
NATIONAL BtPRESENTATIVES

WHO
(ALONE!)

IOWA

plus/

m ■
DES MOINES-50,000 WATTS,
CLEAR CHANNEL

WDSU
NEW

ORLEANS

soon will be
5000

WATTS

Day and Night
WEED AND COMPANY
National Representatives
New York • Detroit • Chicago
San Francisco

Where's Snooks?
TO PROMOTE INTEREST in the
return of Fanny Brice as "Baby
Snooks," who has supposedly mysteriously disappeared and around
whose disappearance the whole
format of its show is woven. General Foods, sponsor of Maxwell
House Coffee Time, has sent out a
two-second recording of Baby
Snook's voice saying, "Nobody
knows
where carrying
I am," to the
the program.
91 NBCRed stations
In addition, many of these stations
are conducting contests among listeners to get their views on the
whereabouts of Snooks. Actually,
Miss Brice is on an extended vacation which carried through the
opening of the show Sept. 4 until
Oct. 2, when she is due to return.
Agency is Benton & Bowles. New
York.
KPRO's Bow
INITIAL sales promotion brochure
directed to advertising agencies and
prospective advertisers, has been
released by KPRO, new Riverside,
Cal., 1,000-watt fulltime station on
1440 kc, slated to start operation
about Oct. 12. The ten page mailing piece includes market information and coverage area map, supplemented by tables and photographs. Also contained are brief
accounts of services and programs
available to sponsors. Buff-colored
cover
sketch
of the carries
station an
andarchitect's
transmitter.
W.
L. Gleeson is president and general
manager.

MTUMAL RIPRESENIXnVES
EOIKBRO PETRy & CO.
ON THE BASIC MUTUAL NETWORK
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re of the advertising
budgets of large department
stores when supplementary merchandising and promotion is emphasized, with sales, promotion and
production departments all cooperating, according to Promotion Director Perry Driggs and Production Manager Glenn Shaw, of KSL,
Salt Lake City. When the local
Paris Co. last spring sent up a
trial balloon for radio with three
early morning newscasts weekly on
KSL, station officials set the stage
for an all-out promotion to make
the Paris Co. radio-minded once
and for all.
A complete p'rcmotional campaign was launched at the start
of the newscast series. News for
store showwindows, with teletypes
and war maps on display, was a
principal feature. Pleased with the
results, the store recently signed
Arthur Gaeth, KSL, news commentator. To celebrate the event, a
party was held in the KSL studios,
attended by more than 100 store
the Paris Co. manemployes and
agement. Highlighting the party
were a special "parade of KSL talent" and a dramatization, Faris
March of Progress, along with a
lecture on war news by Commentator Gaeth.

P & G Contest
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincin ati, isoffering 226 prizes, ranging from $25 to $5,000 in a sentence-ending contest for Crisco.
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How to Get Publicity
RADIO EDITORS last week received a small box containing a
metal scratcher attached to a card
reading:
heads ... "We've
no luck! scratched
Now, maybe ourif
you and your readers scratch yours
. . . ?" Also enclosed was a copy of
the opening script of the new program which Vick Chemical Co. will
sponsor on NBC-Red each Sunday
afternoon, beginning Oct. 5, and a
letter from Jerome Patterson,
Vick's advertising manager, stating
that the show lacks a title and
offering $5,000 to the person sending in the winning name. Then,
says
Mr. winner
Patterson,
going he
to
ask the
what "we're
newspaper
— or she — reads, and send the radio editor of that paper a peach
of a wallet with a crisp new hundred dollar bill tucked in. This will
be for his cooperation in helping us
findMeanwhile,
a title." the letter states, the
program, based on the recent bestseller, "And Beat Him When He
Sneezes," will be caller Hotv to Win
$5,000.
For Selectees" Mothers
MOTHERS of selectees at Army
camps are participants in a new
series of weekly programs originated by WCAM, Camden, N. J.,
called Selectee Mothers, and sponsored by the Hurley Department
Store in Camden. The program,
held in the chambers of the Camden County Commission, features
a drawing which provides an allexpense
trip son
for ata selectee's
to
visit her
the Army mother
camp.
In addition to news about the boys
at camp, morale officers at the
various camps in the territory
serve as guest speakers. The program is directd by Walter Maguire
and handled by Ed Tucker.
Hand on Bell
SILHOUETTE of a hand ringing
a bell with the caption "Hear ye.
Hear ye,night", is.the. .design
Town for
Meetin'
"Toa leaflet
circulated by the NBC-Blue to announce the schedule
America's
Town Meeting
of theof Air
which
returns to the air Oct. 16, for another season on the Blue, Thurs.,
9:15-10:15 p. m. EST.
'Quiz Kids' Trailer
MOVIE TRAILERS plugging the
Quiz Kids'
first shortPictures
s" bject will
released by Paramount
be furnished thru WLS, Chicago,
to 400 theatres in the Paramount
Chicago area, which includes the
greater part of Indiana and Illinois. Included in the animated section of each trailer will be a WLS
program promotion
tie-in.
^
Grid Calendar
PROMOTING its football broadcasts, KLZ, Denever, is offering
listeners free copies of the 1941
KLZ Football Calendar through
Sportscaster Jack Fitzpatrick. The
calendar schedules,
includes lastnew
year's
scores,
current
rules
and
other grid information.
BROADCASTING

125 YEARS of progress for Tuscaloosa was celebrated Sept. 14, with
WJRD playing a major role in the
formalities and festivities of the
occasion. Standing behind a huge
birthday cake to exc'nange felicitations, and surrounded by a studioful of flowers, are (1 to r) James
R. Doss Jr., owner of WJRD ; J. E.
Reynolds, commercial manager,
and Hon. Luther Davis, chairman
of the Tuscaloosa City Commission.
Week of Brands
LETTERS pledging time and talent to promote Nationally Advertised Brands Week, Oct. 3-13, are
being sent by WTAG, Worcester.
Mass., to more than 200 Central
New England druggists. Dealers
are also invited to attend a special
broadcast to launch the drive and
the letters call attention to the
various promotion ideas that
WTAG is applying to the week.
BROCHURES
XBC Blue — Four-fold mailing piecf
in blue and green entitled "Radin
Bargain" citing the value of the Southeastern Group for s'lousors.
KSL, Salt Lake City — Red-auil-bruwn
folder. "KSL Coverage." with map.'*
and figures
on KSL coverage as deCBS. fined bv the 1940 fifth area study of
KSD,
St. cover
Louis with
— Brochure
redand-black
18 pageswith
of KSI»
personnel,
coverage
maps,
features,
etc.
KROW.

Oakland. Cal. — Booklet entitled, "Ou the right track to the
Northern
market."
tellini:
facts
about California
Oakland and
the coverage
of KROW.
WDZ. Tuscola, 111.— Folder titled
"People Are Tour Market at WDZ."
in three colors,
describing
station's
intensive
coverage
of itsthedownstate
market.
XBC — Listening in on the World, the
story
NBC's
listening post at Bellmore. ofLong
Island.

Accuracy is the first law of
I N S. Speed comes next.
Sparkle, human interest, a
good show is a close third.
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XJnLIKE

most businesses, successful radio station operation calls

for being on the spot . . . and staying on it.
This fall and winter there will be lots of national and regional
spot. The outlook is way ahead of last year, miles past the year
before. It's the biggest spot season in radio history.
Your job is to put your station on the spot. That's an effort
that calls for plenty of coordination, including a combination of
your station representative, personal solicitation, effeaive correspondence .. . and BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, of course ! Its 9800 circulation blankets radio advertisers and their advertising agencies. Its advertising renewal percentage (85%) is so abnormally high that the answer can't be
anything but results. Its rates are amazingly low as shown by
the fact that while circulation has grown 400% in 10 years rates
have gone up only 20%.

Its popularity among

time buyers is

proved by a whole string of surveys.*
You're heading right when you open the new spot season with
a schedule in broadcasting.

WRITE FOR 5 SURVEYS

OF ADVERTISING

AGENCY

AND NATIONAL

RADIO

ADVERTISER

TRADE

PAPER PREFERENCES.

WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., in midSeptember when a forest fire started
near South Berwick, Me., carried ofiicial appeals for food and coffee for
persons
fighting
the piled
week-long
When food
supplies
up at fire.
the
studio, 20 miles from the blaze, WHEB
organized transportation and moved
the supplies into the area to feed about
],<)()() firefighters. The station also
carried on-the-spot accounts of the
conflagration
as welldiscounting
as special false
official announcements
rumors about
the fire's
spread.
WIIEB
crew going
into the
heartTheof
the fire zone for the broadcasts were
Bill Bradley, Gordon Kinney and Sid
Dimond, under supervision of Manager Bert Georges.
50,000

WATTS

CINCINNATI

.

CBS

:

Ask any Free & Peif?rf> o^c
for more information about
WCKY, one of seventet-n
CBS 50^000 Ytm Stations.
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DURING August, WLS, Chicago, presented over fiO special ])rogranis iiertaiiiing to National Defense, contributing almost 14 hours of time.
Over 50 of these programs originated
in the WLS studio.
WIND, Gary, Ind., will broadcast the
four-hour Night Watch direct from
Isbcll's Restaurant, Chicago, starting
i ()(•(. 1, when the night club starts
sponsorship of the program. Contract
calls for 26 hours weekly, 12-4 a.m.
nightly for 52 weeks. A studio,
(■i|ui)iped with recording turntables
and a teletype machine for late news,
is l)eing built in the restaurant to
handle the show.
WHEN the State Dept. of Health
banned cliildren under IS from apIieniing at public gatherings because
of the threat of an infantile paralysis
ei)idemic, WHP, Harrisburg, Pa., recently started a special Sunday morning half-liour of Sunday school lessons.
Every Sunday morning, from 9 :30
to 10. tlie Dauphin County Federation
of Men's Bible Classes furnislies a
speaker who presents a lesson from
the Scriptures.
MICHAEL M. SILLERMAN, president of the Keystone Broadcasting
System Inc., has announced the organization's Hollywood office
been
closed and transferred
to Newhas York.
Keystone's
New York offices are at
.580 Fifth Ave.
WQXR. New York, will inaugurate
three new morning programs in October in an effort to develop a wider
variety of musical, dramatic and commentary offerings during the forenoon.
The xerograms are a fashion summary
five mornings weekly, a transcribed
liistory of the Constitution on Saturdays, and a series telling the history
of well-known slumber songs.
THE studio plane of WCKY, Cincinnati, visited TI of Cincinnati, Xavier
V and Ohio Military Institute in a
week for interviews with students.
Transcriptions were heard Sept. 27.
Interviews gave listeners the student
viewpoint on world affairs.
ST. LOUIS sports announcers will
meet
the game
city'ssoon
sports
writers
baseball
to be
playedin ina
Sportsmen's Park. France Laux,
KXOK play-by-play announcer, will
manage the sports announcers team.
(Jabby Street, former big league catchand now
sportsDean,
commentatoringforstar,
KXOK,
and a Dizzy
KWK
sports announcer and former big
league pitching star, will form the
l)attery for the announcers.
WABC, New York, devotes about onefourth — 28% — of its daily time on
the air, 8 a.m. — 1 a.m., to popular
music. This is revealed in a survey
conducted by the Radio Division, Office of Research. Satui'days lead other
days in the week for the volume of
l)opular music played on the station.
In the Saturday day periods about
2Vi hours are devoted to popular music, while in the Saturday night periods about 1% hours are devoted to
this type of music.
29, 1941

Found His Photo
WHEN Sidney Adler, an
American in the RAF, was
shot down several weeks ago
over the Channel, his family
in New York sought in vain
for a picture of the dead pilot. In going over his personal
belongings, a carbon of a letter of two years ago in which
Adler applied to WLW, Cincinnati, for a position was
discovered. With the letter he
had enclosed his photograph
— which WLW immediately
returned on request.
WBML

and WMAZ, Macon, Ga.. recently carried on hour show from
Camp
Wheeler,
post's
tirst-hiilf
year ofcelebi'ating
operation the
as an
infantry training center. Feature was
an address by Brig.-Gen. John H.
Hester, post commander ; the talent
was provided by the men stationed
there. duced
Show
arrangedhandled
and proand the was
engineering
by
former station men now in training.
PRESS NEWS Ltd., radio subsidiary
of Canadian Press, announces extension of its radio wire from Toronto
through Northern Ontario to W^innipeg. C;KPR,
thur. Out., hasFort
been William-Port
added to the Arlist
of subscribers because of this move.
WINNIPEG'S two stations, CJRC
and CKY cooperated during the local
Community Chest drive, by each building a show for broadcast over both
stations, the first a Sunday evening
half-hour originating at CKY and including aspecial recording by Winnipeg-born Deanna Durbin, and the second a week night half-hour originating
at CJRC castingand
foi- later CJRC,
broadon CKY.recorded
Esse Ljungh,
and Mercer McLeod, CKY, were in
charge.
WWRL. New York, is preparing a
new rate card to be released when the
station increases its power from its
present 250 watts to its authorized
5,000 watts early this fall.
KYW,
Philadelphia,
work
on a new
transmitterhasforstarted
its mobile
unit. The installation is to be completed next month.
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., is originating a newDeveiis
series Radio
of army
broadeasts. Fort
Roundup,
from der
Fort
Devens. Programs
are unthe direction
of Gil Hodges,
AVTAG ductsspecial
events
chief,
who
conthe ad lib interviews from post
headquarters.
KOY, Phoenix, has completed construction of an addition to its program offices and is planning remodeling of Studio
C, and
ditional audience
room.will add an ad-

WGAC IS mVOLVED
IIS CIVIC DISPUTE
WGAC, Augusta, Ga., was thrown
into the middle of a local contro- \
versy over control of Augusta vice
conditions last week, when the
station cancelled a scheduled radio
sermon of Rev. Paul Caudill, pastor of the First Baptist Church,
the largest in the city.
Augusta ministers had begun a
crusade against vice shortly after
construction began on the 45,000
man Army camp near the city, advocating closing of all houses of
prostitution. City officials favored
a registration plan of vice control
and the resulting word battle has
been fought in pulpits and in the
press. WGAC adopted a policy of
barring discussion of the subject
on the air and eliminated mention
of the controversy from its newscasts.
On Saturday, Sept. 20, General
Manager J. B. Fuqua advised Rev.
Caudill the station would be unable
to carry his sermon on Sunday,
which was to include attacks on
officials and details of prostitution
conditions. Mr. Fuqua issued a
statement saying that it was not in
keeping vdth the ethics of the
broadcasting industry to allow discussion of subjects such as prostitution
air. by
The ministers
station's action wason the
called
an
attempt to "control the pulpit."
On the other hand, the station announced, that it had received many
congratulatory messages for its
stand. A Grand Jury investigation
of
the whole question has now been
ordered.
CBS School to Open
THE CBS School of the Air of the
Americas will open its 13th season
Oct. 6, 9:15-45 p.m. Pan Americanism will be emphasized in all five
series making up the 1941-42 schedule. Not only will such subjects as
inter-American cultural ties be discussed on the current events proand the included
music ofinthe
tinegram,Gauchos
the Argenmusic
series, but program material furnished by Canada
Amer--'
ican nations
willandbe Latin
largely
increased over last season. This material isgathered by groups of educators appointed by the Ministers,
of Education of the cooperating nations. Fifteen of the school years','
130 programs are being written in^
Mexico, and 10 are to be writtenor produced in whole or part in
Canada.

WISH

MILWAUKEE
WATTS
DAY &
NIGHT

5.000
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International
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Briefs In Multiple Probe
{Continued from page 16)
duplicate service from the stations.
any rule on multiple ownership
Out of the 20,110 square miles
, if a rule is adopted, it should
itain a provision which will make
receiving daytime primary service
compatible with the tenor of the from both stations, only 4,550
square miles are duplicated by
blic interest, convenience and
primary service; and out of the
cessity provisions of the Commu:;ations Act.
14,343 square miles receiving primary nighttime service from both
West Virginia Problem
stations, only 1,000 square miles
(Another unique aspect of the are duplicated. It was contended
ect of the rule was raised by
that this is not substantial duplica; Fort Industry Co., which,
tion of service, but if it is considiiirough subsidiaries, operates
ered such by the Commission then
liiwVA, Wheeling, and WMMN,
the parties can show that the facts
-jiirmont. Through Attorneys Hor- justify its continuation in the pub% L. Lohnes and Fred W. Albertlic interest, convenience and necesjn, the company contended that
sity. The situation was created by
% rule should be more definite and
the Commission itself in 1934-35
lould provide for a situation where
and by subsequent authorizations
may be in the public interest
to increase facilities, it was argued.
;|r the same party to own, operate
Westinghouse Objects
I control two stations having subJantially overlapping coverage,
For Westinghouse, as operators
at in different communities.
of WOWO and WGL, Fort Wayne,
ijWVA, now operating with 5,000 Donald C. Swatland, of the WestLtts, holds a construction permit
inghouse law firm of Cravath, de
Ijr 50,000 watts, which would ac- Gersdorff, Swaine & Wood, reserved the right to question the
]tituate its overlap with WMMN.
Under the rule itself it was
Commission's power to adopt the
id, it is impossible to determine
rule and opposed it as now written. The principal objection to the
lat it meant by "substantial porrule as proposed, Westinghouse
•|)n"
or
by
"service".
If
the
Comssion has intermittent and sec- contended, is that it is "absolute
jjdary service in mind, then the and mandatory" and that it fails
.jle might in effect preclude the to take cognizance of the fact that
the ultimate test imposed by law
i|j)me party from owning, operating
I controlling two stations located
upon the Commission is public iniliywhere in the United States, it
terest, convenience and necessity.
IS pointed out.
If the Commission adopts a rule
In declaring it is impossible to such as this, the brief recited, protermine whether the proposed
vision should be made for exceptions and for opportunity for hear,ljle is applicable to the WWVAing before a determination is
l,|MMN situation, the attorneys reed that the transmitters of the reached by the Ccmmision on any
particular instance or instances.
Jjo stations, as proposed, are over
Declaring that the Fort Wayne
!i miles apart. WWVA is a I-B
situation does serve public interest,
fition with 50,000 watts (author^;d) and WMMN is a Class III-A
Westinghouse pointed out that the
Commission found the service in
ation with 5,000 watts.
Technical readings show that of the public interest by authorizing
total of 2,213,400 persons receivoperation of the two stations jointprimary daytime coverage from
ly on July 2, 1936.
Urging that no general rule be
ijlth stations, only 415,109 would
requiring multiply owned sta'ceive duplicate primary service made tions
to be separated, and that any
ijom both stations. At night 1,768,IfO persons would receive primary
rule affecting multiply owned staTvice from both stations, and only
tions "shall be broad enough to
give each station its opportunity to
l|)0ut 84,500 of these would receive
be heard as to whether or not it is
serving public interest in the manWANTED
ner contemplated by statute,"
ANNOUNCERS — ENGIHenry B. Walker, attorney of
Evansville, Ind., and principal
NEERS — SALESMEN to file
owner of WGBF-WEOA, Evansconfidential applications
ville, opposed the ban. In addition
for employment at proto the two standard broadcast staposed new station in a large
tions, Evansville On the Air Inc.
Texas city. Only applicants
also operates FM station W45V,
with all three stations housed in
with years' of actual Texas
the same studios.
background and experience
Actual cash invested in the
will be considered. Men
broadcast operations is in excess of
from Dallas, Ft. Worth,
$150,000, and while over the last
Houston and San Antonio
decade there have been earnings of
preferred. Replies must be
more than $100,000, less than
very detailed. State salary
$20,000 has been distributed to
required. Only American
stockholders, who at no time have
citizens wanted. Rest asreceived in excess of 4% in any one
year, Mr. Walker recited.
sured your applications will
He contended that the proposed
be kept completely confirule, insofar as the Evansville
dential. Reply Box 970,
situation is concerned, is based
BROADCASTING.
upon false assumptions and imOADCASTING
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proper reasoning and is "unjust,
unfair, uneconomic and improper".
He argued the rule should not be
made general, but should be limited
in order that each station affected
may be permitted to have a fair
hearing as to the actual effect of
such multiple
ticular case. ownership in its parMr. Walker also contended that
the Commission has no jurisdiction
to issue such an order; that it is
not constitutional and deprives the
licensee of property without due
course of law, and is an unreasonable exercise of tlie authority of
the Commission.
Chicago Problem
Participation of Gene Dyer, Chicago broadcaster, in the ownership
of WSBC, WAIT and WGES, Chicago, was the basis for the opposition to the multiple ownership rule
filed by his attorney, Andrew G.
Haley. He contended the proposed
regulation, without the sanction of
Congress, divests the Commission
of its duty to determine in a given
case whether or not any monopoly
in fact exists, contrary to the public interest. The regulation, Mr.
Haley contended, "is in derogation
of the powers specifically and
clearly granted by Congress to the

ZANESVILLE

mess
IS

FINE

WHIZOHIO'S
AT
BIGGEST
LITTLE

RADIO

STATION
•
Cash

Commission".
One clear-channel station located
in a metropolitan district in itself
tends far more toward a monopoly
of public opinion and advertising
circulation than several regional
or local stations located in the
same community, it was contended.
The three stations with which Mr.
Dyer is connected, when added together, have actually only 2.9% of
the power in watts assigned to Chicago stations, and they do only
4.4% of the total business of the
station operating in the Chicago
inetropolitan district, he pointed
out. "Obviously these stations do
not and cannot constitute a monopoly," he held.
If the Commission sees fit to further implement its present regulations, Mr. Haley suggested that it
should be restricted to a requirement that no person shall directly
or indirectly
ownstandard
or controlbroadcast
"an unlimited time
stations that will serve a substantial portion of the area served by
another unlimited time standard
station owned or controlled by such

in

on

THIS
humming

industrial
mining
and
area

of

Southeastern
with
Ohio

^

I

Favors Dual Control
Mabel Walker Willebrandt, forperson."
mer Assistant Attorney General,
counsel for WJJD and WIND, Chicago, argued that the rule, in the
form proposed by I he order, should
not be adopted. She made no argument respecting the wisdom, advicability or public policy to be
served by the adoption of the proposed rule, but contended that the
public interest would not be served
by its adoption in the form proposed by Order 84.
Instances may exist in which
dual ownership or operation is contrary to the public interest, she
{Continued on page 66)
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A Long Time
THIS TIME it was the manager of WBT, Charlotte, who
said to the Governor of North
Carolina — His Excellency,
Melville Broughton, issued a
proclamation returning the
Tarheel State to standard
time at midnight Sept. 28.
Realizing in what a hopeless
tangle radio stations, which
switch to standard time at 2
a.m. Sept. 28, would find
themselves. Manager A. E.
Joscelyn of WBT wired the
Governor pointing out the
confusion which would ensue
and the Governor obliged by
changing his proclamation to
conform with the usual pracIn other
words, "it's
long tice.
time
between
timea
INTO THE TRAINING CAMPS of both Joe Louis and Lou Xova went a
remote crew of WPAT, Paterson, N. J., to record interviews with the
fighters for broadcast on the eve of the fray. This photo shows the WPAT
broadcast crew on the job at Contender Nova's camp (1 to r): Ralph
Sumner Silver Jr., sports announcer; Nova; Steve Ellis, special events
announcer and onetime fight manager; Lou Ross, Ross Recording Co.

Rebate
Opposes ASCAP
(Continued from page 9)
to exceed that which would have
operation; absence of a restrictive
been paid under a blanket license. list and SESAC's "grand stalf" of
field representatives.
Log Requirements
On behalf of AMP, Mr. Keller
Mr. Paine went to extremes in
pointed
out that the organization
justifying the complicated log rebegan licensing radio in 1927, oriquirements on tlie per-program
ginally handling symphonic and
basis. Declaring they constituted
concert music. While it still is esthe minimum requirements, he said
sentially a serious music operathey nevertheless were experimention, he said it nevertheless protal and that within six months provides a popular catalog. AMP has
vision will be made to revise them
never
made any effort to high presupward or dowTiward as circumsure the industry, he declared, and
stances warrant. Under the conhas led a peaceful and conservasent decree he said ASCAP must
tive existence, having kept both its
see that the per-program license rates and its blood pressure down.
is not made unnecessarily burdenAMP fees are based upon stasome so as to force a blanket lition rates, with no restrictions.
cense.
It has operated on the basis of
Commending BMI for its "maggood-will and friendly cooperation
nificent piece of work", Mr. Paine
as its idea of good business.
said, "I think we can blushingly
say we've been licked." He admitThe Story of BMI
ted ASCAP perhaps had been "too
Boasting 704 members in less
arrogant" in the past but implored
than two years, BMI has fulfilled
broadcasters to forget the "blood
its commitments to the industry in
of the past" and permit ASCAP
providing competition in copyright,
and the industry to enjoy mutual
Mr. Haverlin told the convention.
confidence.
One year ago BMI had 10,000 titles
Mr. Paine concluded his formal
as against a half-million today.
presentation by urging broadcastThere are 212 independent stations
ers to support their leadership and in BMI, and 90% of the attendance
maintain their trade associations
at the NIB convention is enrolled,
for the industry's common good.
he declared:
SESAC and AMP
The phenomenal success of BMI
Mr. Callahan on SESAC's be- also is reflected in the fact that
during the last six months 30,000,half used as his theme, "It pays
000 of the 100,000,000 phonograph
to play ball with your best customers". Without rancor or feeling, records sold were of BMI tunes,
Mr. Callahan said SESAC has
and these constituted two-thirds
aligned some 800 commercial sta- of all popular music recorded.
Commitment that BMI is here
tions for its catalogs and hopes to
have the industry 100% enrolled to stay was made by Mr. Kaye,
by Christmas.
who emphasized the objective of
Alluding to the friendly rela- the company was to bring competition into music, and he stated
tionship of SESAC with its customers, he said it grows out of the that job cannot be finished without a competitive organization. For
availability of 65,000 compositions
BMI to terminate its operation
of 127 publishing houses; the reasonable rates charged on a flat fee would be a disaster to the entire
basis; the established policy of co- industry, Mr. Kaye said. He told
NIB
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changes".
of the pledge from NBC and CBS
to support BMI if the rest of the
industry did.
Because BMI introduced competition in music, it cannot fear competition from ASCAP, Mr. Kaye
declared. It has reduced music costs
from 69c to 19<:, he declared, but
the job could not have been done
by the networks and their M & 0
stations or by the independents
alone.
Promising no slackening of the
efforts of BMI as long as there is
no slackening of the loyalty of the
stations, Mr. Kaye said the organization would continue to maintain permanent insurance against
music monopoly. But the task requires the loyalty of the industry,
he warned, and with it BMI can
face the future with confidence and
without apprehension.
Andrew W. Bennett, NIB general counsel and former special assistant to the Attorney General in
charge of copj^'ight, in introducing
Mr. Waters, described him as the
man "who has accomplished what
I failed to accomplish" as a Government attorney in copyright activities.
Waters Explains
In his formal remarks, Mr. Waters said that as he listened to the
previous speakers, he believed that
at last competition has been introduced in the music field. But he
added he had heard no arguments
of recent origin, except those arising from changing economic conditions, that have not been a recapitulation of the past.
The Department, he said, has always recognized the rights afforded copyright owners and also
the necessity for some type of organization or organizations to act
as a clearing agency for copyrighted music. But it felt that the
organization of both ASCAP and
BMI went further than the rights
afforded by the Copyright Act, and
in other respects, and thereby violated the anti-trust laws.
In detail Mr. Waters recited the
history
Department's
efforts
amicablyof tothesettle
the controversy,
which ultimately resulted in the
consent decrees last March. He exBROADCASTING

plained the purposes of the decree.'!
offering alternative blanket an/'
per-program licenses and clearanc ;
at the source by the networks an
eliminating discriminatory prac
tices.
Some have expressed the belie
that the decrees are too loosel
written, and that the exact term:
of the license should have been ir ;
eluded in their scope, he said. The
were written loosely purposely, h>
revealed, so that they might b,
adaptable to changing economi
conditions. The success or failur ■
of any agreement, he said, depend
to a large measure upon the goo
faith of the parties. He added b
believedintoboth
ASCAP
and faith
BMI anei'
tered
them
in good
with the intent of compliance.
Asserting that some statior
have expressed the view that tl
per-program licenses being offere
by both BMI and ASCAP conta:
provisions intended to force sts,
tions to accept blanket license!
rather than to avail themselves c
the per-program offer, Mr. Wate:
information
necessary
said that on isthe
ground to
thatprote^
sue'
the rights of the parties to tt
contract, it can be justified "fro"
the academic point of view". Bi
he
added itthat
if fromthat
practical
oration
develops
these o'r
quirements are unreasonable,
will be the responsibility of bo
ASCAP and BMI "to mitigate tl
requirements accordingly". Ther.
fore, he said he couldn't agree
disagree with the complainants.
Can Make or Break
If anything has been establish
in the music fight, Mr. Waters o
served, it is the fact that the rac
industry
is possessed
power to make
or break "with
the popt
larity of a tune through perfori
ance
nonperformance."
"It or
is hoped,"
he continued, "th.
this power will not be exercised
a discriminatory manner, there,
preventing the American pub
from hearing ai;d enjoying t.
meritorious music of any indepetj
ent authors and composers of
Mr. Waters expressed surpr
over the fact that "so many in t
industry who have clamored
long and vociferously for a per-i
or per-program license and w
land." every resource to place
possess
in operation are now either ci
templating or have entered ii »
the blanket license after the p -

"GecrseishedFoster
Winner
He' '«
and Pestod-,
Awird" o(forfbeDistingu
Programs pn Ih;
ScMict
Public
rioys
loca' channel jrjup dyne 1940.
1400 KC.
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published by ASCAP publishers,
he said he only recently was made
a member on "probation" of
ASCAP, and that his works are
performed regularly over stations
licensed by ASCAP. He asked Mr.
Paine, "What kind of a license
shall I have to issue to myself
in order to play my cmi compositions over my own station?" Mr.
Paine said he did not know the answer, but that he assumed under
the consent decree he could take
a license for himself.
H. W. Slavick, WMC, Memphis,
raised the question of clearance at
the source as a possible violation
of the decree if affiliates rebated
to the networks as proposed, but
Mr. Bennett, responding in Mr.

portedly desired per-program lij cense has been made available to
• zhem by the consent decree". He
said this presupposed that a rea' sonable and working per-program
license is offered "which contains
no provision erecting economic barriers to the acceptance to the perprogram license."
J In the question-answer session
I that followed the formal addresses,
some twoscore broadcasters participated, hurtliiig inquiries at
Messrs. Paine, Waters and Kaye.
Responding to Cal Smith, KFAC.
" Los Angeles, i\Ir. Paine sought to
justify the per-program logging requirements, asserting that any such
formula would, in his judgment,
^1i prove
When"onerous",
talent charges are or are
not to be computed as subject to
: the percentage payment, provoked
protracted discussion. Mr. Paine
' said that anji:hing charged the
client for talent is deductible
whether live or transcribed, but
■ that when a rate is established
only for the purpose of avoiding
' payment on revenues from facili' ties sold, then the percentage ap1 plied.
Card Index
ij
'Baltimore,
When H. asked
W. Batchelder,
WFBR.
whether ASCAP
would sell on a "per-piece" against
a per-program basis, Mr. Paine said
he thought the answer would be
; "no". Any broadcaster can clear
■ any program, even if he has no
. ASCAP license, he said, but he had
no idea of the cost in such instances.
' Responding to Ben S. McGlashan.
KGFJ, Los Angeles, Mr. Waters
' said that if ASCAP made any at' tempt to place a "floor and a ceiling" over royalties, "it would vio" late the decree". Mr. Paine, however, insisted there was no mini' mum guarantee.
The old bugbear of procuring
^ from ASCAP a catalog of its com' positions, to guide "per-program"
users, was raised by Walter J.
^ Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee. Mr.
Paine, after ha\4ng been subjected
to a barrage of criticism over the
^ inadequacy of ASCAP's card-index
system, said the whole question
would be reopened with his organization.

" After I. R. Lounsberry, WGR] WKBW, Buffalo, had sought a
' more explicit definition of "facilities" on which royalties were to
i| be paid, Mr. Damm interposed that
J the facts are that ASCAP intends
to collect on the amount that is
charged for time service for the
advertiser, and that broadcasters
therefore should avoid "package
deals", lumping time, talent, line
charges and announcers into contracts. When that is done, ASCAP
1 demands paj-ment on the whole
take. Mr. Paine readily agreed this
was so.
S. A. Cisler, WGRC, Louisville,
asked
why
broadcasters were
charged on a percentage basis instead of a flat fee, as are hotels,
ij theatres and other users. When
BROADCASTING

CLL'TCHIXG her war-worn portable, Betty Sargent, CBS correspondent in Geneva and Berne,
arrived in New York last week by
Clipper on her way to California
to visit her parents, her first trip
home in six years.
Mr. Paine said the industry always wanted the other basis, but
that he was perfectly willing to
talk about a flat fee, Mr. Cisler said
he would be around.
A mild furore developed when
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul,
asked whether the consent decree
"closes the door to triple-damage
suits for past sins" of ASCAP.
Mr. Waters said he regarded this
as purely a private matter upon
which he could not comment, and
suggested that it be discussed with
private attorneys.
The Log Problem
Ed Craney, KGIR, Butte, called
Mr. Paine on his observation that
to provide a complete catalog of
ASCAP numbers would consume
the space of a good-sized auditorium. Mr. Craney pointed out
that there are only 550,000 copyrighted compositions registered at
the CopjT.'ight Office, but Mr.
Paine said he had in mind literally
thousands of arrangements of the
same numbers — all subject to copyright.
Mr. Craney said that for the
last year he has experimented with
per-program pajmients to ASCAP,
and that only "a small amount of
work" is entailed to keep track of
music performed. He offered to
show interested broadcasters his
logs and files, which he had
brought to the convention.
Mr. Haverlin found himself confronted with a puzzler when he
was asked by Joe B. Carrigan,
KWFT, Wichita Falls, "Do we
need ASCAP music or not"? The
BMI official said he might be cited
for "restraint of trade" if he attempted to answer in the presence
of a Department of Justice official; that he thought the question
unfair, and that he felt the record
of BMI would produce the best
answer.
Joe DuMond, KBUR, Burlington, la., brought applause when
he told of his own ASCAP plight.
Composer himself of 70 selections
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Waters' absence, said the decree
does not prohibit such rebates.
Mr. Slavick said he thought
there was a need for an organization such as NIB, but that he
wanted to know more about its
scope and functions. He said he
thoughtward, he IRNA
"is resolution
dead". Afteroffered his
that
ously. oppose the network-ASCAP
NIB
negotiations, which carried unanimFeed Firm's Spots
ARCADY FARMS MILLING Co.,
Chicago (livestock feed), has
started a series of weekly quarterhour Market Revieivs & Previews
on WLS, cinnati.
Chicago,
WLW,Fellers
CinAgency is and
Presba,
& Presba, Chicago.

CO-SPONSORSHIP

Highest
Sports

Listener

Rating

Any

in Washington
Event
(Crossley Rating)

All Washington thrills to the colorful
play of the Redskins, Pro Champions
of the East. And all Washington will
welcome your co-sponsorship of the
Redskin games over WOL, Mutual Station for the Nation's Capital. Russ
Hodges handles the play-by-play,
famous sport personages will be introduced between halves, the Washington Post will tie-in to assure maximum merchandising and publicity effectiveness.
Wire

of

WHAT

SCHEDULE!
5 Brooklyn
(home)
Oct. 12 Pittsburgh
Oct. 19 Philadelphia
Oct. 26 Cleveland
(home)
Oct.

Nov.

or phone

WOL
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
Wm. B. Dolph, Mgr.

September

A 10-GAME

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

2 Pittsburgh
(home)
9 Brooklyn
16 Chicago
23 New York
30 Green Bay
(home)
7 Philadelphia
(home)
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Nee Furniture Sponsors
Redskins Grid Contests

M»f Hut
CONTROL
ROOM
GENE BRAUTIGAM. formerly of
WTCN, Minneapolis, has .ioined the
engineering staff of WLOL, Minneapolis,
studio
supervisor.
additions asto the
technical
staff ofOther
WLOL
iuclude Harbert Kimberly, of KYSM.
Mankato, Charles R. Molenaar, of
WLB, and Howard Pramann. They
succeed Wallace Miller, who was inducted into the Army ; Edwin Rudisuhle. now with the FCC monitoring
staff ; George P. Anderson, now with
the FCC as assistant radio inspector ;
Earnest Pappenfuss. now with the test
division of Collins Radio Corp., Cedar
Rapids, la.
LIEUT. AL BERCHTOLD, former
transmitter engineer of KXOX, St.
Louis, called to active duty with the
Navy last June, has been appointed
permanent ofBcer of the day at the
Naval
Tex. Air Station at Corpus Christi,
TONY VACCARO, engineer of
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., has announced his engagement to Mary Septimus of East Boston with marriage
planned for this fall. William H.
Robinson, recently named chief engineer of WHEB, is constructing a
soundproof news room.
TRAVIS CHAPMAN, formerly of
KABC and KONO. San Antonio;
George Mayfield, KWFT, Wichita
Falls, Tex. ; George Robinson, of
KPRC, Houston, and Virgil Harris, of
KFDA, Amarillo, have joined the engineering staff of KFJZ, Forth Worth.
GORDON STRANG, of the NBC
construction engineering department,
has been assigned to San Francisco to
work with Thomas H. Phelan and
Joseph Arnone. also from the New
York office, in connection with the new
NBC building.

Today, as since the earliest
days of radio, the name
CLARK on processed recordings is a symbol of
sterling workmanship and
quality materials. And today practically every important transcription producer is a CLARK client
So, today, we suggest that
if you are interested in
quality transcription
processing you investigate
CLARK.

Phonograph
kl6HighSt.

FRANK MelNTOSH, technical supervisor for the Fort Industry Co.
stations, is in Atlanta making final
arrangements for the installation of
WAGA's new 5,000-watt transmitter, the erection of towers and construction on the new transmitter
building, all of which are expected to
be ready about the first of the year.
WALTER RUDAK, new to radio, has
joined the transmitter stafE of CKLW,
Windsor, Ont.
VINCENT E. CLAYTON, operator
of KSL. Salt Lake City, is father of a
boy born Sept. 16.
.JOHN WILLSON, engineer of
WNAX. Yankton, S. D., is the father
of a baby
fourth
child. boy. James Harold, his
JIMMY JOHNSON, formerly of
WBTM, Danville, Va., on Sept. 28
was to join the engineering staff of
WTAR. Norfolk. Bvron I. Judv has
joined the WBTM technical staff.
PAUL DIXON, engineer of WATN.
AVatertown, N. Y., recently married
Alice Witherell.
i

Record Co«

KEN CAMERON, formerly chief engineer of CJRC. Winnipeg, Man., now
an officer in the Royal Canadian Air
Force, on Sept. 6 married Val Johnanuesson, former CJRC traffic director.
JAMES V. SIMS, formerly announcer
and engineer of KROD, El Paso, is
now with the Royal Air Force as an
American radio technician operating
radiolocators.
GEORGE P. FOSTER, formerly
liartner in ownership of KENO. Las
Vegas, Nev., recently joined KFAC,
Los Angeles, engineering staff.

Humboldt 2-0880 1
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SOCIETY of Motion Picture Engineers will hold its 50th semi-annual
convention at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York, Oct. 20-23.

29, 1941

FM ANTENNA of WFIL, Philadelphia, was dedicated Sept. 19, with
Carolyn Lee, seven-year-old screen
star, hoisting the V for Victory
emblem which will be fastened to
the top of the tower. The V, pointing its way skyward to a height
of 550 feet, the highest point in
Philadelphia, will cast its glow by
neon lights and is expected to become a Philadelphia landmark. The
structure, containing 75,000 pounds
of steel, is located atop the centercity Widener Bldg., which houses
the station. Roger W. Clipp,
(right), vice-president and general
manager of WFIL, said the FM station, W53PH, will go on the air
Nov. 1. L. M. Robinson, British
consul in Philadelphia, participated
in the ceremonies.
Multiple Probe
{Continued from page 63)
pointed out, but ample opportunity
now exists or is available to the
Commission to determine each individual case on its merits. She contended that dual control can, and
does in the cases of WIND and
WJJD, result in a better public
service to the listeners than otherwise would be possible.
Contending that the two stations
enjoy no monopoly of programs or
facilities in Chicago, the brief recited that the total amount of business done by them is approximately
10% of the gross net time sales for
the Chicago area. If after a survey the Commission reaches the
conclusion that a dual ownership
rule should be adopted. Mrs. Willebrandt contended that it should be
so worded as not to prevent the
continued dual ownership or control of stations ''where actually
there is no monopolistic result and
where the public is being bene-

IN A TIEUP with the Washington Post, P. J. Nee Furniture Co.
long a user of radio time on loca;
stations, has purchased the cosponsorship on WGL of the 11
games of the Washington Redskins
professional football schedule,
which started Sept. 28. Russ
Hodges, announcer of WBT, Charlotte, has again been engaged to
handle play-by-play, and the newspaper's sports staff will furnish
sports figures for commentaries at
the halves. Another sponsor is expected to be Agency,
signed shortly.
Harwood Martin
Washington,
handles the Nee account.
Sponsors of other teams of the
National Professional Football
League and the stations signed
are: Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
Brooklyn Dodgers, WOR; Texaco
Dealers of Northern Ohio, Cleveland Rams, WGAR; Wadhams Oil
Co., Green Bay Packers, WTMJ,
Milwaukee; Pabst Brewing Co.,
New York Giants, WHN; Pfeiffer
Brewing Co., Detroit Lions, WXYZ
and Michigan Network; Atlantic
Refining Co., Philadelphia Eagles,
WFIL; Atlantic Refining Co.,
Pittsburgh Steelers, WWSW.
Georgia Grid Hookup
A HOOKUP of 14 Georgia stations
has been arranged by J. W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL, Columbus, to carry
all U of Georgia football games
during the present season under
sponsorship of Nehi Corp., makers
of Royal Crown Cola. Bottlers in
each city will receive local plugs
at station breaks in addition to the
regular commercials from the playing field, where play-by-play will
be handled by Jack Gibney, of
WRBL. The special network will
consist of WRBL, Columbus;
WATL, Atlanta; WGPC, Albany;
WGAC, Augusta; WGAU, Athens;
WRGA, Rome; WBLJ, Dalton;
WKEU, Griffin; W L A G, LaGrange; WBML, Macon; WMGA,
Moultrie ; WAYX, Waycross;
vannah.
WMOG, Brunswick; WTOC, SaA NEW SERIES of half-hour Spanish versity
programs
StanfordwiUUniSalutes titled
the Americas
be
inaugurated Oct. 6 at 5 :30 p.m.
(PST) bystation
KGELin General
Electric
sliortwavp
San Francisco.

Such a rule, she said, would give
the Commission greater adminisfitted".
trative flexibility in policing monopolistic practices. Each station or
group of stations could be made
the subject of study. In cases where
question arises as to public interest, such stations could be set for
hearing on applications for renewal of license and each case determined on its merits after hearing, she concluded.

lUe'oe. Qoi

THE Five Star Final, first produced
on WMCA, New York, in 1931, and
one of the earliest news dramatizations
on the air, on Sept. 28 returns to that
station after a summer hiatus, for a
new Sunday series, 8 :30-9 p.m.
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Regional

HOME TOWN BOY who made good
in a big way is Ronald Reagan
(right), former sportscaster of
WHO, Des Mcines, and now a movie star. Interviewed by Announcer Jack Sherman (left) for a transcribed broadcast on WMBD, Peoria, Mr. Reagan had returned
home to Dixon, 111., in mid-September to participate in a two-day
civ'ic celebration in honor of himself and Louella Parsons, wellknown movie columnist and also
a former Dixon resident. During
the celebration, attended by a
large number of other stars, the
new Louella Parsons Wing of the
Kathrj-n
Bethea Hospital in
Dixon wasShaw
dedicated.
ASCAP Contract
(Continued from page 11 )
partnient of Justice provides for
clearance at the source so far as
radio is concerned, the same should
hold true for motion pictures.
The consent decree states that the
originating radio station must pay
ASCAP charges and no further
charge is to be made to receiving
stations. Since producers pay
ASCAP for the rights to include
music in motion pictures, the exhibitors hold they should not likewise be charged for projecting the
same music.
Weisman, Celler, Quinn, Allen &
Spett, counsel for the association,
are now collecting information
from exhibitors concerning their
pajTnents to ASCAP, with, the total
amount estimated in the hundreds
of thousands of dollars. As soon as
these data are complete, probably
A\-ithin
the week, suit will be filed,
it was stated.
Two Join MBS
TWO XEW affiliates. WCOS. Columbia. S. C. and KBTM. Jonesboro,
Ark., have been added to MBS. bringing the total of outlets on the network to 1(.5. WCOS, operating on
1400 ke. with 2.50 watts unlimited
time starts its affiliation Oct. 1, while
KBTM on 12.30 kc. with 100 watts
day and 2-50 night unlimited time
started on Sept. 22.

Meetings

Projected by NAB
Defense and Other Problems
Of Radio to Be Discussed
WITH no dates set. arrangements
for a series of meetings to be held
early in October in all 17 NAB districts are being completed by the
NAB. Outlining suggested plans
for the meetings, NAB President
Neville Miller indicated Friday the
meetings would have a two-fold
purpose — discussions of industry
problems, and public relations
projects designed to publicize radio's public service and problems.
Charts to Show Groups
Among the problems slated for
consideration at the meetings, according to President Miller, are
national defense, ASCAP. labor,
the NAB program code, the network-monopoly report and legislative matters affecting radio. Committees on the code, national defense, labor, engineering and membership, as well as the sales managers committee, also are to participate in each meeting.
Talks and discussion panels on
such subjects as radio's place in
national defense, radio and education and other topics are to be
broadcast on local stations, Mr.
Miller indicated. Charts are being
prepared for use at the meetings,
graphically showing radio's growth
as an industry, the value of radio
as an advertising medium, functions and services of various NAE
departments, and a summary of
legislative problems.

SEEKING a local in Chambersburg.
Pa., the Chambersburg Broadcasting
Co. has applied to the FCC for a new
2.50 watt station on 1340 kc. Principals are Rello OUer, of Waynesboro.
Pa., with 1.50 shares of the stock issued so far ; Marion O. Warrenfeltz.
Maughansville. Md., accountant, 50
shares ; Charles Moore Cassell. director of the Cumberland Yalley Choristers of Hagerstown, Md., 1 share.

Hager Urges Librarians
To Adopt Showmanship
THE AFFINITY between radio
and the library was discussed by
Kolin Hager, manager of WGY,
Schenectady, speaking Sept. 25 before the New York Library Assn.
Conference at Lake Mohonk. N. Y.
He called upon librarians to help
radio bring "the drama of life" to
the American home, asserting that
to complement the bare news bulletins radio is trying to present
programs that will help the public
understand the facts of the news.
Many attempts at radio education, said Mr. Hager, have failed
because of lack of showmanship.
"Only by the union of sho^\^nanship
and education can one effectively
teach and hold the attention of the
radio
brarians.audience," he told the li-

BATON

CHEMICAL

RICHARD YOYNOW. radio director
of the New York office of Ward
Wheelock Co. since last February,
has resigned effective Sept. 22. Mr.
Yoynow was previously with the CBS
program service department and
with the Yankee and Colonial networks.

EARLE C. ANTHONY, INC.
KECA
5000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
790 KC
•
LOS ANGELES
•
NBC
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
FREE &■ PETERS. Inc., Nationol RepresentaHves
BROADCASTING

Composer Revolt Seen
Inside ASCAP's Ranks
DECLARING they are "tired of
being
jostled around",
ASCAPto
writer-composers
are reported
have served notice on ASCAP last
week
that onif the
the networks
Society's music
not back
by Sept.is
28 they will negotiate individual
deals for use of songs with NBC,
CBS and independent stations. Although no "official" statements
were forthcoming and no names
have been revealed, information is
that ASCAP members at several
"under-cover" meetings threatened
to withdraw from the organization
and work independently.
They expressed belief that the
present ASCAP-radio deadlock will
continue until early next year. Associated v>'ith film studios, these
ASCAP members for some time
have been trying to work out an
arrangement whereby tunes they
write for musical pictures can be
put on the networks. Those urging
the break point out that when a
song writer is placed under a film
studio employment contract, his
output becomes the property of the
company, to be released for publication and broadcast as the producer sees fit.
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Nation's
Engineers and station
managers are overlyion'
pleased with
ex- s
atthe
Sthigh
cepftonattenance
efficiency andcorflowof Lingo
mainRadiators. One ifafion
writes: "The signal
locally with only 100
watts power, comparer
favorably with a SOO
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the same city! "
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this
tupe in the world!
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WITH reopening of the newspaper
inquiry
last Wednesday,
FCC'sto
examination
was turnedtheover
the third in a series of FCC counsel, Donald M. Harris. On the
stand during the entire Wednesday
session, Luther L. Hill, vice-president and general manager of Iowa
Broadcasting Co., was questioned
by Mr. Harris on the opei-ation of
the four Cowles Group stations —
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, WMT,
Cedar Rapids, and WNAX, Yankton, S. D. — and their cooperative
tie-ins with the Des Moines Register & Tribune.
Before examination of Mr. Hill
started, WMBO, Auburn, N. Y.,
through Carl H. Butman, filed a
sworn statement for the record,
covering operation aspects of the
station involving the Auburn Citizen-Advertiser.
Declaring that "a radio station
is probably a purer type of public
utility than any other form now
regulated by Government in the
public interest," the WMBO Inc.
statement emphasized the view that
although newspapers should be encouraged to operate radio stations
in conjunction with their publishing activities, the station management should operate "absolutely
free" from the newspaper interest
in order to maintain complete separate financial and statistical inMore

Houses

More
People
MORE
SALES

Number

of Housing Units In

Florida's Population
Centers
1 940 Census
Duval County, Jacksonville 57,839
Dade County, Miami
90,541
Tampa Bay Area
Hillsboro-Pinellas Counties
93,591
Tampa St. Petersburg
WTSP
The Mutual Station
sem'ng the
Metropolitan St. PetersburgTampa Sales Territory
A REGIONAL STATION
St. Petersburg TIMES Affiliate
R. S. STRATTON, Manager
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
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formation that may be requested
by the Government.
Describing the Cowles radiopublishing interests, Mr. Hill explained that Register & Tribune
stock was owned by about 65 individuals, with members of the
Cowles family controlling the majority of the stock, although no
individual held more than a 10%
interest. Iowa Broadcasting Co. is
a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Register & Tribune Co., he said.
The Cowles interests also- extend
to other entei'prises, he added,
among them Look magazine and
the Minneapolis Star-Journal.
Register & Tribune
Covers All Iowa
Against a metropolitan Des
Moines population of about 160,000 and a state population of 2,500,000, aggregating about 625,000
families, the morning Register has
a circulation of 176,000, the evening Tribune, 142,000 and the
Sunday Register & Tribune, 376,000, Mr. Hill indicated. Of this
circulation, only about 34,000 represented subscribers in Des Moines
proper.
Asked by Mr. Harris if another
paper could operate successfully in
Des Moines, where the Register &
Tribune has played a lone hand
since 1927, Mr. Hill commented
that there was "nothing to prohibit anyone from buying two
papers". He explained that although the Register & Tribune was
by far the largest paper in the
state, thei'e were 43 other dailies
in Iowa cities, with circulations aggregating 435,000.
Questioned about his background
in the Cowles picture, Mr. Hill explained that he had joined the
Register & Tribune newspaper organization in January, 1935, later
heading the Cowles' radio operations since Jan. 1, 1936. The Register & Tribune originally went
into radio as early as 1922, he
said, but after a year the paper
lost interest in the project and
surrendered its Federal license. At
the time the paper thought of the
radio station as a good promotion
medium, he commented.
Indicative of the resurgent in-

mm

^THAT
AT wins',
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POPULAR
Nationil Representative:
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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BEAMING APPROBATION is bestowed upon piano prodigy Master
Heinzl Weber by his distinguished
parents,rector Henry
diof WGN, Weber,
Chicagomusical
and Mrs.
Weber (Marion Claire). The familycentgathering
took placeHour
on awhen
reMBS Chicagoland
the talented 8-year-old played a
piano duet with his pater, who
also conducted the orchestra with
Miss Claire as featured vocalist.
terest in the broadcasting field was
an exhibit advanced by Mr. Harris, a 1929 letter from Gardner
Cowles Jr., then managing editor
of the Re_gister & Tribune and now
president of Iowa Broadcasting Co.,
to Harry Grant, of the Milwaukee
Journal, inquiring into that paper's
operation of WTMJ. Pointed out
for special attention by Mr. Harris were passages in the letter asking about the value of a newspaperradio tieup from a promotional and
advertising viewpoint.
Mr. Hill explained that Mr.
Cowles at the time was actively
trying to sell the radio idea to
other members of the Cowles organization. Although promotion
benefits for the paper were foreseen in the radio project, Mr.
Cowles felt the company should go
into radio as a separate undertaking to be run on a strictly business basis, Mr. Hill commented. He
pointed out that if he had been interested only in circulation promotion, Mr. Cowles could have
achieved the result with less expense and bother by negotiating a
tieup with WHO in Des Moines.
WHO Provides Tough
Competition for Others
Amplifying on another exhibit
introduced by Mr. Harris, Mr. Hill
recounted the chonological history
of the Register & Tribune radio
operation,
from skipping
the short-to
lived WGFdating
in 1922,
June 3, 1931, with acquisition of
KSO, then located at Clarinda,
from the Berry Seed Co., and continuing through subsequent acquisitions to the present four-station
group.
When Mr. Harris pointed to
charges that the Cowles organization had pursued the policy of buying up a number of time-sharing
BROADCASTING
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stations, then consolidating them
into single fuUtime facilities, Mr.
Hill remarked that under the State
quota system of allocations it was
difficult to build up the type of
radio service envisioned by the
Register & Tribune.
<
Declaring that WHO's 50 kw. j
operation yields the best and most^
dependable
signalestimated
of Iowa'sthat
21 sta-;
tions,
Mr. Hill
thei
Cowles stations have an effectivei
daytime coverage of 80 to 85% of'
the state, and 50 to 60% at night.
The competition was tough for thq
Cowles stations, he indicated.
Other exhibits reviewed the stations' network affiliations and in-,
dicated efforts to coordinate the ad-j
vertising policies of the Cowles
station and the Register & TribunCf
in such matters as beer advertisi
ing, which was banned in both th^
paper and on the stations. A mem-j
orandum,
Jan. Hill
7, 1938,
froir.'
Mr. Cowlesdated
to Mr.
indicate^
the desire of the management tc
make the stations "scrupulouslj,
impartial" in alloting time for con-]
troversial issues. Mr. Hill explainer
that the idea of the NAB Code haci
been enforced on the stations iii
this regard for years.
Newspaper Connection
Helps With Networks
Going into network affiliatioi
considerations, Mr. Hill explained'
that although he did not know jus;
how the stations' connection witl
the Register & Tribune had helpec
them in securing network affilia
tions, he did think the newspapei
connection "undoubtedly was o
some assistance", particularl;
from the standpoint of merchandising and promotional possibilitie
for the network affiliation and arf
vertisers.
Pointed out particularly by Mi^
Harris
was aMr.passage
letter from
Cowlesin toa 193.'
Eai"
McCollum, of the Kansas Cit'
Star,
which much
Mr. Cowles
would in"very
like tosaid
see h'
quiet association of the Kan^o
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HARLES C. KOLSTER, chief radio inspector of the FCC
istrict in Boston, addresses a meeting of the Radio Code
lucted Sunday afternoons by WCOP, Boston, under the
Yilliam W. Chamberlain (left). The school is the station's
0 the national defense demand for more operators.
'i'ly Star,
St. Des
LouisMoines
Post-Dispatch,
Jallas
News,
Register
>i Tribune, etc., to act jointly in
"'iadio matters where our combined
■'influence would be much more ef■'lective than that of any one of our
-■ndividual stations acting alone."
Explaining that Mr. Cowles had
'iiTritten the letter to Mr. McCollum
!'is one newspaper-radio man to
'tjnother, discussing common probafems, Mr. Hill pointed out that in
I'he same letter Mr. Covrles also
i-iad commented: "We unfortun'Uely are not important enough in
Jihe broadcasting picture to bargain
''•rery hard with XBC". Commenting
lifaat "we were small fish", he ex-i'lained that Mr. Cowles was simply
ooking for some way to improve
his position.
iids in National Field,
9ut Not in Local
^ Pursuing the same point, Mr.
;Iill declared that although a news■. aper owning a station has certain advantages another licensee
.light not have, when it does get a
license it becomes the duty of the
. tockholders of the licensee corpora■ion to see that the station is oper..ted wisely and well. In the Register & Trihane case, because of the
; laper's good name the Cowles staions enjoy some advantages in
jheir relations with national adver?isers, he stated. However, he addjfd, local advertisers do not care to
Jipend their money on space in the
jjaper and for time on the air feeing that it all goes into one pot.
.^rhis puts the stations at a disadvantage so far as local accounts
"tre concerned, he commented.
. No specific offer of so much newspaper publicity for so much time is
nade to the Cowles stations' adver:isers, Mr. Hill declared, although
;he advertiser can be certain that
lis program "will be covered in some
ray in the Register & Tribune ralio column.
While WHO pro\'ides an excellent state-wide advertising melium for big Des Moines merchants,
IS does the Register & Tribime,
KSO and KRNT do not have sufficient primary coverage in this all-

for the first
School condirection of
contribution

state trading area to attract all
these merchants, he commented.
And although newspaper promotion has been "definitely of some
value" in impro\ing the KSOKRNT position, this has become a
smaller value since improvement of
the stations' facilities.
The Iowa Broadcasting Co. stations have had "a pretty hard
struggle", Mr. Hill declared, pointing out that they aggregated outof-pocket losses of $180,000 from
1931 to 1936.
Papers Provide Radio
Space Worth $100,000
So far as WHO is concerned, Mr.
Hill declared, the Register & Tribune would be glad to enter into
some time-space swap on the same
terms as the IBC stations. Offers
have been made by the paper, he
said, although WHO has preferred
to make its arrangements with outstate papers.
Referring to a photostatic copy
of an October, 1938, Register &
Tribune radio page, Mr. Hill explained that the paper carried, in
addition to the program logs of the
local stations, a regular column by
Mary Little and lots of pictures, as
many as 100 a week. Complete logs
have been carried in the papers
since 1935, he said, when increased
interest pointed to the need for
more than selective listings. Under
the stations' arrangement with the
paper. Miss Little's salary is paid
by IBC, along wnth the cost of the
pictures, while ads are billed to the
stations. On the other hand, the
paper uses about the equivalent in
radio time, he indicated. Space devoted to radio in the Register &
Tribune would be worth about
.8100,000 a year, he estimated.
Resuming the stand for the afternoon session, Mr. Hill was questioned more closely on policy matters. He declared that the IBC stations do have the right to move the
paper's
radiotoprograms
around
the schedule
accommodate
eitherin
commercial or sustaining shows, although they try to be reasonable
about it. In addition to newscasts.
Register & Tribune programs on
Basic Mutual Network Outlet
_
• : . FUU. TIIIIE12MJCC ,
.
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the stations included recorded
music, farm talks and occasional
special events. He declared that all
these programs bring talent to the
station which reflect credit on their
programs. When station talent performs on the paper's programs, as
announcers or actors, they are paid
a "talent fee" by the paper, just as
for any commercial program. Although the stations buy space in
other papers, they pay for it and
have no reciprocal deals such as
that with the Register & Tribune,
he explained.
Circulation Zooms With
Good Iowa Roads
Commenting on a Commission exhibit showing Register & Tribune
circulation figures from 1906 to
March, 1941, Mr. Hill declared that
it was "very difficult" to assign any
relationship between the paper's
circulation increases and its use of
radio time. Mr. Harris noted that
it "might be interesting" to note
that the list showed that in a fiveyear period from 1932 to 1937 the
paper's circulation showed a continuous upswing. Referring to the
list, Mr. Hill pointed out that this
was not the case, that circulation
declined steadily from March, 1932,
to March, 1933, before beginning a
gradual upswing.
He observed that one reason for

the circulation rise was the statewide road improvement plan, with
the Register & Tribune developing
a remarkable delivery service which
has attracted many new subscribers. It was pointed out in this respect that circulation doubled from
March, 1921, to March, 1931, and
that at present more than half the
families of the state receive the
Sunday Register & Tribune.
Under questioning by Mr. Harris,
Mr. Hill said that during the July
5 week KSO carried 23 sustaining
news periods and 62 sponsored
news broadcasts, a total of 85 for
the week, or about 12 per day, including network news features. The
Register & Tribune sponsored only
six out of the 85, he said.
At one point during the discussion of news programs on the IBC
stations, Chairman Fly and Mr.
Hill exchanged observations for 15
minutes as they scrutinized photostatic copies of a typical log in
the paper.
Company Holds Exclusive
Contract With VP
Going into the Register & Tribune relationships with press associations, Mr. Hill explained that
the IBC stations had dropped
Transradio in favor of United
Press several years ago. Subsequently the stations have added
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"It's almost as hard to grasp,
John, as the .5 millivolt contour
of WFDF Flint Michigan."
"Uh-huh. I'll take the contour
and the sales I get. You keep
the picture."

^^^^^
TO

MAKE SURE of getting the audience of Nova
Scotia's most thickly populated area it is hardly
necessary to stress the fact
that the station is
CHNS
Halifax, Nora Scotia

Conditions for VP
Service to WHO
It was developed that under the
contract an "asset value" of $58,543.65 had been established for the
Register & Tribune franchise, this
amount to be payable to the paper
if the exclusivity provision were
violated. Another exhibit, a letter
of contract from Mr. Cowles to
Hugh Baillie, UP president, dated
May 29, 1935, indicated that the
paper would waive any right of
protest against sale of UP service
to
UP WHO
serviceon becondition
restrictedthat
to noWHO's
more
than a tx)tal of six periods within
24 hours, that the Register & Tribune Co.'s rate be reduced by $175
per week, and that the "asset
value" franchise remain in full
force.

JOS. WEED 6c CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives

Mr. Hill indicated that the "asvalue" provision
did nottimecomelaterin
for set
discussion
until some
when WHO wanted to use UP reports for its facsimile broadcasts.
One exhibit indicated that Mr.
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Press Association service, along
with Associated Press regional and
state service, he said, adding that
there are many more new^scasts today than a few years ago beause
of the improved news service now
available.
Dating from the time of the
press-radio agreement in 1934, a
series of exhibits was offered by
Mr. Harris to develop negotiations
between the paper and UP in regard to obtaining service for the
IBC stations and WHO. Principal
attention was directed to a contract
between the Register & Tribune
Co. and United Press, dating from
April 17, 1930, under which the
paper received exclusive use of the
service in Des Moines, along with
subsequent correspondence between
Mr. Cowles and United Press regarding the sale of UP radio service to WHO.
Questioned on the course of his
inquiry by Chairman Fly, Counsel
Harris held that the exhibits indicated that the Register & Tribune
Co. had agreed to surrender its exclusivity rights to the extent of allowing UP service to be furnished
WHO only after it had dictated the
amount of UP news WHO could
use and after a $175 weekly rebate
had been granted to the paper,
presumably to be paid by WHO in
the form of a higher subscription
cost. This phase of the discussion
was interrupted frequently by
wrangling between Chairman Fly
and Counsel Segal, Harris and
Thacher over how far Mr. Hill
should be allowed to go in interpreting the UP contract.

Making NEWS

in NEW

WJSV in Iceland
IN MID-SEPTEMBER a
Naval officer dropped in for
a visit at WJSV, Washington, and asked for Chief Engineer Clyde Hunt. He wanted to see WJSV's transmitter.
A little uneasy at what looked
like an official visitation. Enescorting himgineer
outHunt,tobefore
the fancy
50
kw. transmitter at Wheaton,
Md., asked the officer why he
wanted to see the plant.
"Well, all the while I was in
Iceland, we could hear only
one American radio station,"
the
"Thatto
was officer
WJSV. explained.
I just wanted
see what it looked like!"
Cowles would regard WHO's UP
facsimile broadcasts as a publication competing with the Register &
Tribune and would "make the asset value fund become due and payable on all of the Register & Tribune UP contracts."
Explaining this position, Mr. Hill
commented to Chairman Fly that
when the 1930 UP contract was entered into, service to radio stations
was not contemplated. When this
eventuality arose, he continued, the
Register & Tribune position was
that the service would become less
valuable, and without exclusivity
the paper should pay less, with the
precise amount to be decided by
negotiation.
Cross-examined by Judge
Thacher, Mr. Hill agreed that
WHO was so powerful and wellmanaged that it was difficult to
compete on a service basis because
of who's better coverage and the
advantages growing out of it, including special events as well as
card rates. However, because of the
relatively good financial condition
of the Cowles enterprises, that organization was in a better position
to develop competition for WHO
than others might be, he declared.
Ingersoll Tells of
West Virginia Applications
The bulk of the Thursday morning session, following which the
proceedings were recessed for a
week, was given over to testimony
along lines of an application hearing for new newspaper-owned stations in Wheeling and Parkersburg, W. Va.
Appearing at the invitation of
the FCC, following a request originally made on the opening day
of the newspaper-ownership proceedings, W. E. Ingersoll, business manager of the Parkersburg
Nexvs and Sentinel, and Charles L.
Long, vice-president and assistant
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publisher of the Wheeling Inte
gencer and News-Register, w
questioned on their newspapt ]
applications for station constr
tion permits by their own coun:
J. S. McCluer.
Mr. Ingersoll stated that
Parkersburg papers on Sept.
1940, had applied for a new Sj
tion in Parkersburg. The appli
tion was placed in the pending

under Order No. 79, he comment'
Asked about the papers' reas^^
for
enter theto radio
fit'
Mr. wanting
Ingersollto pointed
the pri
desire of any good newspaper,
be first with news. With hu.
tin boards and extra editions o
moded by radio's speed, he c
tinued, the logical move was
look to radio to "safeguard our o
business", even though mon
losses were foreseeable for so
time after a facility was grant
He explained that although he
not know just what radio operati
may do to safeguard a newspapi i'
reputation and prestige, "y r
next edition can be more appeal »
or less appealing according to
language
used over
radio."
Questioned
by theCommissi^
Craven and Chairman Fly on
"protection to newspaper inv
ment" angle, Mr. Ingersoll agi
that establishing another advei
ing medium could result in
croachment on the papers' ad^
tising volume.
However, since establishmem
WPAR
in Parkersburg sevi
years ago there has not been y
great
difference
vertising
volume,in the
he papers'
explaii
adding that during this period
culation actually has increased,
though this probably is attribut;
to increased defense activity is
much as to anything else. ,
Describes Position
On Program Logs

Under continuing questioning
Commissioner Craven, he explal
that although advertising voli
per se is not down, the radio
petition is "something of a wd
and
moreso ofto a force
problem",
at 1"
enough
the papeifc
hire two new advertising solici
and otherwise jack up overhea
So far as WPAR was concer
he commented, that station a;
doing a fine service in suppl; it
CBS programs to the commu|y
although a local service job It
remains to be done.
n
Admitting
that combin^tr
newspaper-radio rates have |st
planned for the new station, aPig
with making available to advef*
ers the benefits of the entire niip
paper-radio organization, Mr. h
gersoll declared his belief fhatl.^i
are much better supplied with
perience and training to do a
job
than also
othersthat
mightwhile
be". aHe n[f
mented
paper which does not "keep abi
of progress" may not go oul
business, a paper with a radici
junct
can become a better nLji
paper.
Although all the papers atj
time printed selective listel
• Broadcast

Advertii

logs, he said, the practice was dishcntinued except in morning and
Bunday editions, after the adverbising department began "missing
the electros". Later he explained
bo Chairman Fly that he thought
listeners have come to know when
Lheir favorite programs go on the
1 air, so the demand for listings is
inot so great as in the past. How! ^ver, if a license were granted to
phe papers, he continued, they
would start running program logs,
flsince then they would be in the
Iradio business, which is not the
H;ase now.
h As direct examination by Coun*■ isel MeCluer
concluded. Judge
jlhacher asked on cross-examination: "Isn't it a fact that you came
'[here today to get a hearing on
lyour own regulation?" Mr. Inger''jsoll answered that the appearance
'jmight be construed that way, al■'though his only interest was to
I'Ibring to the FCC's attention some
''bf the considerations in the mind
pjof a newspaper with radio ideas,
rl Responding
again
to Judge
prhacher, he agreed that what a
,;paper fears most from radio competition isthe possibility of slack^'?ned morale and esprit de corps
jn the part of the newspaper staff
vhich might result if the newsmen
ind they are not getting the news
jUt first. This is a primary consideration, although it has no tan' jible measurement, he emphasized.

'\^'heeling Problem
'ffJerietced by Long
jjij Mr. Long stated that in addijjjpion to being vice-president of the
jjjN^ews Publishing Co. he was a dijljrector and \nce-president of ForijjWard Wheeling Radio Corp., which
y^pas had pending since January an
application for a new station in
Wheeling. H. C. Ogden, president
.pf the News Publishing Co., also
lis president of the radio company
and holds interests in a dozen West
Q»|lVirginia paper, including those
fcjiin Parkersburg, he said.
o:;l||
company's
purpose
vSn The
forming
a radio original
corporation
was
wilto keep the radio management
xpeparate from that of the papers,
nyhe explained, adding that the opideration plan encompassed only use
eiaiof the newspapers' news facilities
eijifor the station. He declared that
1 ■ jalthough the papers would con-

ENLARGED STUDIOS have been opened by WTHT, Hartford. Other
radio folk helped WTHT dedicate its quarters recently. At the open house
were (1 to r) William H. Burleigh, WSPR, Springfield, Mass.; Walter
Haase, WDRC, Hartford; Milton W. Stoughton, WSPR; R. W. Davis,
WNBC, New Britain; C. G. DeLaney, WTHT; R. D. Kanna, WNBC.
Ralph D. Kanna, WNBC.
tinue operating even if the station
license did not come through, advertising volume had fallen off and
several accounts had been lost to
the Wheeling stations, WWVA and
WKWK.
He commented that the papers
had regularly carried program
logs "until we heard that radio
salesmen were going around with
clippings and saying: 'Buy our
time, and here's what you get!' "
Haywood Narrates
Troubles of CIO
The final witness of the day
was Allan S. Haywood, director
of organization of CIO, who read
into the record a 10-page statement covering CIO's troubles in
securing radio time at various stations. He recommended that the
FCC delve into the situation and
evolve rules to insure adequate
broadcast facilities for labor.
Citing official CIO action in decrying the refusal of stations to
provide time for labor interests,
Mr. Haywood related several individual cases involving KYA, San
Francisco, WISN, Milwaukee,
WWJ, Detroit, WINS, New York,
WNEW, New York. Newspaperowned or affiliated stations were
not the sole offenders, he said,
although the problem was complicated from labor's standpoint
when stations were operated by
newspapers hostile to labor because of pressure from advertisers.
According to Mr. Haywood, reports from affiliated unions indicate: That radio stations frequently refuse time to labor organizations; that these refusals in some
cases refiect the bias of station
owners or their fear of offending
certain interests; that the reason
most frequently given for refusal
to sell time to labor is that the
subject
matter
and that
the is
NAB"controversial"
code rules
against selling time for controversial programs; that when free
time is granted, it is not as a rule
an adequate substitute for the paid
type of program desired; that
glaring instances of discrimination have been committed by newspaper-owned stations; that there
is a general feeling in labor ranks
that most of the daily press is
biased against labor because of big
business ownership, because of its
dependence upon advertising and
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because of the editorial policy of
the particular publishers; that labor unions frequently request time
to offset propaganda and misrepresentation in the daily press.
"It is our contention that a less
restricted interpretation of the
spirit and intent of the Federal
Communications Act would reveal
that your Commission has the
power to act to protect freedom of
speech on the air, as it effects
labor : and that if your powers still
prove insufficient to cope with the
evils and abuses complained of,
your Commission itself should seek
amendments to the Act which
would definitely prohibit discrimination and provide for summary
procedure to deal with such cases
of discrimination as arise!" Mr.
Haywood stated.
"I hope that your investigation
will probe deeply into the question

dom of speech on the air."
KTVC WILL BUILD
EmiRE ^EW PLANT
INSTALLATION of an entirely
new plant for KTUC, Tucson, from
microphone
transmitter,
announced lasttoFriday
by GlennwasMcQ.
Snyder, vice-president and general
manager of WLS, Chicago, and a
director of the Arizona station. The
FCC Administrative Board had
authorized a construction permit
for the improvements.
Mr. Snyder said a new Western
Electric 250-watt transmitter and
an Allison 179-foot vertical radiator will be installed. Real estate
has been purchased on East Broadway, to house both the new studios
and transmitter. The overall cost
will be in the neighborhood of
$20,000, he said. Burridge D. Butler, president of WLS, Chicago, and
KOY, Phoenix, is chairman of the
board of KTUC, Ralph W. Bilby,
Tucson attorney, is president, and
John Merino, of Tucson, vice-president and general manager.
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of restrictions of labor's rights by
newspaper-controlled stations, and
that such recommendations as may
result from it will aim at remedying such abuses. On behalf of the
CIO, I also wish to express the
hope that when the present investigation iscompleted, you will conduct a further investigation into
the whole question of anti-labor
discriminations by all radio stations, regardless of ownership or
control, and will adopt policies or
make recommendations designed to
accord full protection to labor in
the enjoyment of its rights to free-
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Test of Street Program Draws a Good Response

boK OUT, GENE! This is the
jiyo punch L. B. Wilson floored
ikem with at Oxford, or Harvard,
i- wherever he got his schooling.
ib%nously awed at the awful stance
Lieut. Comdr. Gene Tunney, exl|^a^■y'«'eight
in Cinthe
lavy. Comdr. champ,
Tunney now
was in
mnati hunting physical instrucj.rs, and L. B., head of WCKY,
Ivapped tales with Gene about
jieir boxing careers.
BUCK FROM DON LEE
Real Folding Money Stuck
On Net Brochure
iEATURE of a promotion camlign by Don Lee Broadcasting
•stem among
advertisers and
fencies is a brochure with a one
idlar bill (the real thing, too)
ifixed to the cover, which Don Lee
irrently is sending to the trade,
n invitation, "Feel this . . . feels
>od, doesn't it?" supplemented by
jjfurther urging, "Go ahead, take
; Don't be bashful," is inscribed
Iji the cover.
Inside the folder
rjaborates on the dollar bill by
j'ating there are lots more of the
I I'llars available — "1,558,484,000 of
1 lem, as a matter of fact."
[ Attached to the piece is a 36 x 18
,|ch panoramic map of the Pacific
'bast, listing the entire Don Lee
roadcasting System, the key to
i .6 1,558,484,000 dollar bills. Sev! |al figures citing Don Lee coverIVe as shown in recent Hooper
i irveys are incorporated throughit the brochure.
IrATKIXS SYNDICATE is offering
•■^vspapei-s a six-a-week eolumn writn by Kate Smith. Columns, about
|)0 words each, will be patterned on
liss Smith's noondav broadcasts, Kate
,\mifh Speaks, on CBS for General
jjoods.
contract
j imith One-year
and Watkins
was between
set by Miss
Bill
] taloney of Ted Collins Corp.

w/fh

J^IRCUIT
GENERAL

^

DESIGN
ELECTRIC
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And Soon the Sales Start Rolling
By E. S. CHURCHILL
sundheit,
saypoint
Cha-Gobe."
then
went on to
out howandsimple,
Sales Manager
Cha-Gobe Co., Hartford
effective, and you-don't-even-knowyou're-wearing-it the Cha-Gobe is.
IT WAS a balmy August afterAnd the Response
noon, and Jules Pinsky of the
That first broadcast was on a
Charles A. Weeks Co., our adverMonday when the department
tising agency, and I were going
stores were closed, so we waited,
over the sales records. Sales were
satisfactory — where we had gotten
and heard: Many drug stores redistribution and released some
ported people stopping by and asknewspaper advertising, we had sold
ing to look at the Cha-Gobe; G.
Cha-Gobe Nasal Filters, and the Fox & Co. reported 70% of their
sales within the next three days
picture for the New England States
were to people who spoke of the
was very encouraging. Reports
from hay fever sufferers using our broadcast. (And they had just fealittle silk filter were enthusiastic.
tured our product in an ad costing almost as much as we paid for
But we hadn't tried radio and
we fell to discussing the idea of our radio spot.) Several stores
which had never stocked Cha-Gobe
playing around with it a bit. We
phoned in orders. Sissons Drug,
decided we'd try the Hartford area, principal
Hartford wholesaler, was
because we were pretty solidly es- rushed with
orders from small
tablished there, ajid we had good
drugstores throughout the area.
distribution in drug and departWe had definite proof that our
ment stores.
radio
advertising had paid for itStreet Interviews
self several times over, so we came
back for more. Our sales were defiMr. Pinsky suggested that we
nitely up, indefinitely attributable
buy Hartford Speaks on WTHT on
a one-shot basis. It seemed like to the radio program. Results from
the radio advertising were defithe type of program where onenitely more instantaneous than
time radio advertising might click.
from the newspaper ads. Dealers
It has two well-known local radio
in outlying
townsseasonal
becameproduct,
interpersonalities, Bob Martineau and
ested. With our
Fred Bieber, stopping passei-bys
we
had
to
have
an
advertising
and asking them their opinions on
that would produce results
topics of the day. On the air for medium
on an immediate basis — and radio
five years now, it has built a goodproved to be it. We bought Hartsized listening audience, and has
ford Speaks on a one-time trial
sold everything from soap to
basis, and it proved a good investsapphires.
ment for four programs. It proved
WTHT is a local, so we thought
we could concentrate on listeners
in Hartford proper, and refer them
to stores in the Hartford Metropolitan district. Here's what hapIn Radio, too,
pened:
Our first broadcast was Aug. 18,
12:30-12:45 p.m. We tried to make
the program sound as non-commercial as possible, even though
it's better to
it was loaded with commercials.
We felt that anyone who was at
all interested in hay fever would
(TO
listen to the program, no matter
how many times Cha-Gobe plugs
were introduced.
The first program started with
a commercial, telling of Cha-Gobe
as a blessing in no disguise to all
those who suffered with hay fever.
In the middle of the program I
made my radio debut in which I
was interviewed, much as though
I was just another passerby except
that I was introduced as representing the sponsor.
I told that I was interested in
Cha-Gobe from an humanitarian
angle. I then went on to relate
how I had first become interested
in the Cha-Gobe filter by the simple process of having it recommended to me, buying one, and
having my personal hay fever
symptoms disappear almost overWhich reminds us that a lotv frenight; how I had sought out the
quency station has plenty to be
inventor, thinking him a prospect
thankful for, too. The lower the
for life insurance, and found him
in need of help in getting Chafrequency the longer the waveGobe before the public; how our
financial backer had also been
length; the longer the wave-length
the stronger the signal. WMCA
"sold" by having his own hay fever
stopped by Cha-Gobe.
has New York's lowest frequency
The program-ending commercial
(^570 kc.) with enough power
introduced our pet little trick
phrase "From now on, whenever
you hear a sneeze, don't say Ge-
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that the program already had an
established listening audience, that
they could mercials,
be sold
by one
comand that
theday's
audience
would buy if they were sold on a
product.
General Foods Serial
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, is bringing back to the air
the serial drama When a Girl Marries, previously heard on CBS
sponsored by Prudential Insurance
Co. of America. Progi'am will be
heard on NBC-Red at 5-5:15 p.m..,
Monday through Friday, beginning
Sept. 29, replacing Home of the
Brave. For the first month the program will advertise Swansdown
Flour and Calumet Baking Powder, advertising for which is handled by Young & Rubicam, New
York. On Nov. 1, Bakers Chocolate
will also be advertised on the program, which will then plug the
chocolate on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays and the other products on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Benton & Bowles, New York, agencydle
for production
Bakers Chocolate,
will hanof the program
as
it did when it was on for Prudential, whose advertising is also handled by Benton & Bowles.
NBC-Blue's For America TTe Sing.
which is starting Sept. 29, 9 :.S0-10
p.m.. onfensebehalf
of the will
Treasury's
Savings Drive,
featureDe-a
policy of encouraging young composers
to submit new songs for recognition on
the broadcasts. Each week, Dr. Frank
Black, musical director, and Frank
Hummert. positionproducer,
a new comof some newselect
composer.
The
Sept. 29 program featured "My Love."
written
Dick.Jackson,
I'hl. aS. 22-year-old
soldier atbyFort
C.

(5000 watts) to reach 12,500,000
people econonikalls. Why be
ijiralTe when you can be a lion?
WMCA
FIRST ON NEW YORK S DIAL

September
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HELLO MOM!
Selectees at Camp Greet the
Folks Back Home
MORE THAN 2,000 New York
State selectees at Fort Niagara
have greeted their families and
friends via radio since Feb. 20 —
thanks to the enterprise of Privates Elliott V. Gove and Edward
Jones, both former announcers of
WSYR, Svracuse. At the moment
five New York stations— WSYR,
WJTN, Jamestown, WENY, Elmira, WSAY, Rochester, and
WHLD, Niagara Falls — are carrying atotal of 95 minutes of transcribed interviews with newly-inducted men.
When Gove and Jones volunteered last February, they approached Lieut. Sidney L. Henderson, public relations officer of the
post, and suggested transcribing
interviews with selectees from Central New York for broadcast on
WSYR. Lieut. Henderson endorsed
the plan, and with equipment donated by WSYR the two soldierannouncers began their project.
It took like wildfire, and when they
offered the service to other stations, the other four snapped it up.
Each station supplies records for
the transcriptions — the service
costs the Army nothing. The interviews are simple and informal.
The selectee is asked his name, address and other questions regarding his civilian occupation, school,
et cetera. Then he is given time
to say "hello" to whomever he
wishes. His closest relatives are informed by postcard just when he
will be on the air.

JACK

l^ffC^

ujnBc
General Offices
54 Pratt St., Hartford, Conn.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
HEADLEY REED COMPANY
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Story

of the NIB Convention
(Continued from page 8)

membership of network owned or
operated stations.
When this discussion began, Mr.
Fly left the rostrum. Mr. Craney,
who had fostered an independent
trade association, charging NAB
was no longer capable of carrying
on, opened the discussion. He said
he thought NIB was sufficiently
flexible to serve as the basis for
the new trade group, devoid of
network representation.
He paid tribute to Mr. Lafount,
Edwin M. Spence, NIB managing
director and former NAB secretary-treasurer; Andrew W. Bennett, NIB general counsel; Edward
A. Allen, vice-president, and Lloyd
C. Thomas, secretary-treasurer, for
keeping NIB together during the
last several years. (All these officers, under the reorganization resolution, retain their offices until
the new slate and organization is
completed.)
Mr. Craney suggested there be
a managing director, in lieu of a
paid president, as well as delegates from 48 States, with first
and second alternates. Broadcasters
and members would have to do the
"chores," he said, and not retain
an elaborate expensive staff in
Washington.
Should Be Flexible
He said he felt there should be
no salesmen, announcers or program directors in NIB, but only
representatives of ownership, who
can "get things done." It should
be a flexible organization, with no
frills and no politics, he urged.
A motion by Art Westlund, KRE,
Berkeley, Cal., that a committee
be appointed to write a reorganization resolution, finally carried,
but only after considerable debate.
Gregory Gentling, KROC, Rochester, Minn., wanted to know about
all these "war clouds," and injected copyright into the discussion, declaring the music fight had
been won, but now the effort was
to get more out of it. He argued
the music fight was won because
the "networks went into it," recalling that past music battles had
been lost, evidently because the networks were not leading the procession.
Mr. Gentling said it was his view
that "we want NAB, but we want
it with a club, with representation
and with changes." He suggested
that the move should be to change
the NAB oi-ganization where "we
think it isn't right, instead of tearing it down." Calling it a good
organization, he urged that the corrections be made in it first, and
"knock out the networks from
membership if that's the reason for
present
attitude." Allen disagreed
Vice-President
that the music battle had been won,
and disclaimed that any NIB officer had recommended "tearing
down NAB." He said, "They don't
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have to because it's going to fall
of its own weight." He charged
NAB did not represent independent
stations, citing a purported revision of the NAB's ABC of Radio,
which he said devoted eight pages
to network broadcasting and none
to independent stations.
"I'm going to leave NAB regardless of declared
what happens
here,"
he said. He
the industry
needs an organization "worse than
any would
time not
in its
history,"
and dues
that
he
continue
paying
to an organization that is "cutting
throat."
my own
Cisler's
AFM Dealings
Offering what he described as a
"report on the war clouds," S. A.
Cisier, WGRC, Louisville, told of
his dealing a fortnight ago [Broadcasting, Sept. 22J with James C.
Petrillo, AFM president, which
averted the jerking of union musicians at all MBS stations. Predicting that the networks "will not
stand Petrillo
behind you,"
Mr. Cisier
that
had stated
that said
for
every dollar radio spends for musicians three or four dollars are
lost on transcriptions and phonograph records. The AFM meeting
in Chicago Sept. 30 will go into
the "canned music" question again,
he said, and predicted that unless
steps are taken, "we're going to
pay a helluva lot more for musicians than for ASCAP."
MBS, Mr. Cisier said, had
planned to drop his station from
the network, in spite of possible
contract infraction, if an accord
had not been reached with AFM.
Petrillo, he said, is "going to make
the rounds, and the showdown may
be with you." He said that he felt
NIBtakeis over
a "legitimate
instrument"
to
in this predicament.
Again posing the question of reorganization, Mr. Lafount told of
NIB's past attainments, and recited the problems ahead in national defense, copyright, priorities
and free Government time. Apropos the latter, he said that if the
Government paid for programs, he
wouldn't mind the proposed franchise tax, but the two combined
are confiscatory.
Declaring he asked no station
to "leave NAB," he said that the
problems of independent stations
are such as to require action, free
from network considerations.
"My problems are not the same
as
he declared.
"In
NIBNBCwe orcanCBS,"
accomplish
a great
deal for a small amount. We do
not need an organization as elaborate as NAB. We can cooperate
with all Government agencies, such
as the FCC, Congressional committees, the Department of Justice
and the FTC and receive considWith the discussion concluded,
the
motion to name a reorganizaeration."
tion committee was carried unanimously. Named were Art West-
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lund, KRE, Berkeley, Cal., cha
man; Ed Craney, KGIR, But
Rayburn Rose, WLBJ, Bowlin
Green, Ky.; A. J. Fletcher, WRAI
Raleigh; C. J. Lanphier, WEMI,
Milwaukee; H. J. Brennan, WJAS
KQV, Pittsburgh; Hope Barrol'
WFBR, Baltimore. Messrs. Cisle;
and Stanley Hubbard, KSTP, als
appointed, withdrew their name:.
The resolutions committee con
prised Vice-President Allen, chaii,
man; T. W. Symons, KFPY, Spc
kane; Ralph Atlass, WJJD-WINL
Chicago; S. A. Cisier, WGRG
Louisville; Ralph R. Bruntofl
KJBS, San Francisco. Arthur I;
Church, also named, had his nom^
nation withdrawn.
A nominating committee for neofficers also was named by Pres
dent Lafount, but because of tl:
nature of the reorganization resc
lution, setting the date for tij
planning session for not later thai
Nov. 15, the committee did nn
meet.
Not "Engineered"
V. Carrigan.
KWFT, whethi
Wic'.
itaJoeFalls,
Tex., inquired
the convention was being "eng(
neered" by any group, to whit
President Lafount replied that
represented the broadcasters on;
and that no transcription compan
music publisher or any other oJ
shoot of broadcasting can becon
a voting member.
Mr. Hubbard, in winding up til
session
the
NABon reorganization,
for not taking criticiz'
part
certain industry fights. He said ■
had opposed naming Mr. Miller "
$40,000 a year." He said f
"worked hard for his money." I
urged the association prompt
to retain Mr. Loucks to draw \
new bylaws for NIB, asserting
reorganized the NAB tvdce a:
could do the same job for NIB.
Carnation's 500th
THE .500th BROADCAST of t
Carnation Contented program ou NB'
Red. Monday, 10-10 :30 p.m., will '
celebrated Sept. 29. In honor of the *
casiou Maestro Percy Faith and I
east will salute their listeners w:
some of the music which has be
most popular during the history of t
program, sponsored by the Carnati,
Co.. Milwaukee, since its incei)ti<
Jan. 4, 1932.
HOMER OWEN GRIFFITH, H>
lywood station representative,
been aijpointed Pacific Coast rep)
seutative of WPEN, Philadelphi
WINN, Louisville; KWJJ, Poj
land, Ore.; KPQ, Wenatchee, Wa,

Get the facts from WOL- WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated with MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives:
INTERNATIONAL RADIO SALES
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lowest paid of the networks' skilled
employes,they stated, with an average wage of approximately $70
weekly, compared to average wages
of more than $100 per week for announcers and similar or higher
averages for sound effects men and
producers. The 16% increase cited
by Mr. Runyon is due to continuous
service, they explained, and not to
the increased cost of living.
Indicative of its willingness to
cooperate in national defense,
ABTU cites its ruling that continues the dues of members inducted into the armed services by
spreading them over the remaining
membership.

Probe

Funds
Lack
ijenator Lucas May Withhold
!|.pproval of Vouchers
IIURTHER complicating the muchmaligned inquiry of a subcommit,;e of the Senate Interstate Com;ierce Committee into the alleged
:(se of movies and radio as pro-war
propaganda vehicles, Senator Scott
/iucas (D-Ill.), chairman of the
■*[enate Audit & Control Committee,
iidicated to BROADCASTING last Fri:|ay that he would approve no exijense vouchers for the subcommit:|2e until the hearings had conluded and he had some idea of
ust what figure the total cost
light reach.
The situation came to light Sept.
1 when Chairman Lucas indicated
riat expense vouchers entered by
ubcommittee Chairman D. Worth
:iark (D-Ida.), covering the apearances of Jimmie Fidler and
•eorge Fisher, movie gossip colmnists and commentators [BroadASTiNG, Sept. 22], would not be
nmediately approved. Mr. Fidler
irned in a bill for $287.54 and Mr.
'isher one for $264.50, which were
nderstood to cover airplane travel
xpenses between Hollywood and
/'ashington.
Viewed as Illegal
lay

'jAsserting the subcommittee in,||airy was "violating the spirit, if
pt the letter, of Senate procedure",
'ihairman Lucas pointed out to
,'|roadcasting he was on notice
jkat the hearings are illegal, since
Ijiey have not been directly authored or approved by the Senate or
Ven the full Senate Interstate
ijommerce Committee. He observed
'liat under Senate rules, a subcom' ' pl.ittee must present a resolution to
ijie Audit & Control Committee for
specific amount, which was not
bne by Chairman Clark,
f The movie phase of the inquiry
I scheduled to continue until well
llito October, after which radio
j^ecutives and commenators probily will be called.
Schwartz Heads WOSH

lAY SCHWARTZ, formerly maniL&er of KYSM, Mankato, Minn.,
ElJlas been appointed manager of the
few WOSH, Oshkosh, Wis., effecifij've Oct. 15, as announced by Howird H. Wilson, station owner. Staion is expected to be on the air the
Jitter part of the year. Mr.
nchwartz will be succeeded at
■[l-YSM by John Meagher, commerHlal manager for the past two
r
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CHIEF OF STAFF of the Canadian Army, Major Gen. Crerar, is interviewed by Baukhage, NBC Washington commentator, who went to Ottawa
to get a first hand account of the Canadian war effort. While in the
Dominion, Baukhage made a guest appearance over the CBC giving a
background of happenings in our Nation's Capital for Canadians.

ABTU reports it has signed a
contract with WINS, New York,
retroactive to July 28, calling for
increases for the station's technical staff and the other standard
ABTU provisions. Negotiations are
in progress for similar contracts
with WBYN, Brooklyn, and
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., according
to ABTU.

ABTU-CBS
Arbitration Seen
{Continued fr om page 12)
for the discussion of wages, hours
lowing year. In 1940, CBS said
Gets WEAF-WJZ Post
and traveling expenses at this time
that expansion in television, shortHOBERT L. HUTTON Jr., in
wave broadcasting and building of charge of publicity and sales proor at any time prior to the expiranew transmitters has cost so much
tion of the contract in 1942. They
motion of WCCO, Minneapolis, and
it could afford no increases for formerly on the copy staff of
added that in the conversations,
CBS executives made no mention
engineers, and again the union
BBDO, New York, has been apwithdrew, it reports.
of the national emergency but
pointed sales promotion director of
asked that the contract be extended
Expressing the feeling that they WEAF and WJZ, NBC's key stations in New York. In his new posianother year to conform to that of have in the past been out-smarted,
tion Mr. Hutton will work under
NBC with its technical employes.
the ABTU men stated they now are
the general supervision of William
willing to stand by their demands
Outsmarted, Says Union
C. Roux, director of sales promofor wage increases and other contion of NBC's spot and local sales
siderations.
Technicians
are
the
The ABTU stand is that every
department.
offer made by the CBS officials during the negotiations was made in a
way that made it unacceptable to
the union. The first CBS offer, according to ABTU, was for a 4%%
increase for the three metropolitan
stations and a 9/10 of 1% increase
for the others, acceptance of which
would have resulted in a split in
the union ranks.
Union members also charge
CBS with having no intention of
negotiating honestly from the start,
pointing out that in the first few
minutes of conversation Mr. Atlass
-^^ Like the ice cream on pie NCBS offers an important "plus."
suggested that ABTU ask for arNot only do you get the blanket coverage of 12 aggressive stations
bitration to start with instead of
but also merchandising, sales and service of eight full time saleswasting time in negotiations.
men! This staff fulfills our guarantee to you of distribution and
Reviewing the past history of
display of your product in a minimum of 2,500 retail outlets.
Another plus is that your product will be featured in more than
the contract, union spokesmen exhalf a million retail hand bills monthly! Take advantage of this
plained that in 1938 neither side
merchandising masterpiece and join the many national advertisers
asked for any revision. In 1939,
on NCBS.
they said, the union withdrew its
Write for full details to North Central Broadcasting System,
demands after CBS had explained
Commodore Hotel, St. Paul, Minnesota.
they were then negotiating with the
American Federation of Musicians
WDSM
Duluth.
Superior
WLOL Paul
lORTH]
KABR
Mpls.-St.
who were asking for a large inKATE
crease and that if ABTU would
Aberdeen. S. D.
KRMC
Albert Lea, Minn.
stay put then their proposals would
KDLR N. D.
KWNO
Jamestown,
get favorable consideration the folWinona. Minn.
rENTRAL
KWLM
Devils KLPM
Lake, N. D.
Willmar, Minn.
KGDE
Minot, N. D.
Fergus Falls, Minn.
KGCU
KVOX
Broadcasting
Mandan, N. D.
Fargo, Moorhead
Blanket coverage of I
ret.iil sales
outmore than million
SYSTEM
I letsCooperative
with an annual
people
with apocketbook.
$2,000,000.- (
000 annual
I volume of $1,246,416,000.
Tmou6/f
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Executive Offices, Commodore Hotel, St. Paul, Minn.
National Representative: Joseph McGillvra
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

■SEPTEMBER
Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 20
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, Midstate Radio Corp., Utica, N. Y., granted petition
amend application specify regional change
power ; NEW, Frequency Broadcasting
Corp., Brooklyn, granted continuance to
11-6-41 ; NEW, Greater Houston Broadcasting Co. Inc., Houston, granted petition
modification of order to take depositions
re applications Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.,
Texas Star Broadcasting Co. and Greater
Houston Broadcasting Co. Inc., applicants
for new station in Houston ; KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., granted petition intervene
application Park Cities Broadcasting Co. ;
NEW, Barclay Craighead, Butte, Mont.,
granted motion take depositions continue
consolidated hearing with applic. Hennessy
Broadcasting Co., Butte, to 11-4-41 ; WEEU,
Reading, Pa., granted continuance to 123-41 ; WWSW, Pittsburgh, granted leave
to amend application specify 5 kw evening
hours directional ; WCAM, Camden, N. J.,
WCAP, Asbury Park, N. J., granted petition continue hearing 10-20-41 ; NEW,
George Grant Brooks, granted petition dismiss application CP new station ; KFEQ.
St. Joseph, Mo., granted motion continue
KWK applic. to 11-10-41.
SEPTEMBER 23
NEW, Commercial Radio & Equipment
Co., Kansas City, Mo. — Granted CP new
FM station 44.9 mc 4,400 sq. mi.
MISCELLANEOUS — KRKO, Everett,
Wash., granted special service authorization operate unl. using hours vacated by
KEVR to 12-1-41 : WAWZ, Zarephath,
N. J., granted CP subject to performance
proofs new transmitter, increase 5 kw D
directional D & N ; KRNR, Roseburg, Ore.,
granted CP increase 250 w N.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING — NEW,
Yankee Broadcasting Co. Inc., New York,
CP new station 620 kc 1 kw unl. directional ;NEW, Newark Broadcasting Corp.,
Newark, N. J., CP new station 620 kc 5
kw unl. (consolidated with preceding applic.) ;WSOY, Decatur, 111., applic. amend
CP change 1560 kc 5 kw unl. directional
N, move transmitter ; CONSOLIDATED
HEARING: NEW, Nashville Broadcasting
Co., Nashville; NEW, Dimple Broadcasting Co., Columbia, Tenn.; NEW, Tennessee Radio Corp., Nashville; NEW, ImesWeaver Broadcasting Co., Murphreesboro,
Tenn.; all seeking CP new station 1240
kc 250 w, facilities of WSIX ; NEW, ImesWeaver Broadcasting Co., Columbia, Tenn.,
CP new station 1340 kc 250 w.
PLACED IN PENDING FILE UNDER
ORDER 79— WOKO, Albany, N. Y., CP
new studio-transmitter station ; NEW, The
Concord Tribune, Concord, N. C, CP new
standard station ; NEW, Birney Imes, Tupelo, Miss., same.
SEPTEMBER 26
MISCELLANEOUS — WOWO, Fort
Wayne, granted continuance hearing CP
1190 kc to 1-5-42; NEW, Ralph L. Lewis,
Greensboro, N. C., granted continuance
hearing to 11-13-41, also High Point Broadcasting Co., High Point, N. C; KFNF,
Shenandoah, la., granted postponement
hearing on renewal for 30 days from
10-2-41 ; NEW, Nashville Radio Corp., Nashville, granted leave amend application to
1450 kc 250 w ; NEW, Kaw Valley Broadcasting Co., Topeka, granted dismissal without prejudice application CP 1500 kc 250
w unl. ; WJLB, Detroit, granted intervene
on hearing for WSAM, Saginaw, to modify license ; WAPI, Birmingham, granted
continuance
hearing for 50 kw etc. for 30
days from 10-9-41.
Applications . . .
SEPTEMBER 20
NEW, WKAL Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich.—
Amend application CP new station 1230
kc 250 w unl., requesting facilities WGRB.
NEW, Susquehanna Broadcasting Co.,
York, Pa.— CP new station 900 kc 1 kw D.
NEW, Tar Heel Broadcasting System
Inc.,
930 kcWashington,
1 kw D. N. C. — CP new station
NEW, Albert S. and Robert A. Drohlich,
Jefferson
kc
1 kw D.City, Mo.— CP new station 800
SEPTEMBER 23
WHCU. Ithaca, N. Y.— CP new trans5 kw unl.mitter, directional, change 640 kc increase
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20 TO SEPTEMBER 26 INCLUSIVEWJLS, Beckley, W. Va.— CP new trans- Clear Channel Service
mitter, directional N, change 640 kc increase 1 kw ltd. Los Angeles amended to
request facilities WHKC contingent on
move.
Is Explained in Booklet
KLRA, Little Rock, Ark.— Modification A PROMOTION piece "Meet Mr.
CP for increase 5 kw N 10 kw D change Big" has been published by Clear
proposed transmitter.
Channel Broadcasting Service,
KDB, Santa
Cal. — Authority
of which Victor Sholis
transfer
controlBarbara,
from executors
estate of Washington,
is director. It is believed to be
Don Lee to Don Lee Broadcasting System.
the first such nroject devoted solely
SEPTEMBER 25
to an explanation of clear channel
broadcasting.
NEW, John & Marcia Arrington, RoaCover illustration shows a lad
noke, Va. — CP new station 1240 kc 250 w
unl.
with ear cocked to loudspeaker.
WWSW, Pittsburgh— Amend applic. CP Actually it was taken within an
to increase 5 kw with directional changes. hour
after the lad had heard radio
WFNC,
C— Modificafor the first time. In seven pages
tion licenseFayettesville,
change 1450 kcN. increase
unl.
the booklet tells the story "of how
Tentative Calendar . . . 25 radio stations in the country do
the big job of serving Rural AmerNEW, High Point Broadcasting Co., High
ica at night." On the last page is
Point, N. C, CP new station 1370 kc 100 imprinted
call letters of the parw unl. ; NEW, Ralph L. Lewis Greensboro,
ticular station distributing the
N.
C,
CP
1370
kc
100
w
unl.
(consolidated
hearing. Oct. 1).
booklets.
KFNF, Shenandoah, la., license renewal
(Oct. 2).
Treasviry Discs
DESIGNED
to promote the sale
NBC Video Promotions
of Defense Bonds and Stamps, the
ARTHUR HUNGERFORD has Treasury Department last week
released a series of 30 one-minute
been appointed business manager
transcribed
announcements dramaof
depax-tment
tizing great moments of history for
and NBC's
Warren television
Wade has been
named
use during October. Copy ties in
program director, in a realignment
with activities of the Army, Navy
of duties following the resignation
and Marine Corps. Treasury also
of Thomas H. Hutchinson as tele- has
released dramatized versions
vision production chief of NBC.
of Irving Bei'lin's ''Arms for the
Under the new set-up, Mr. Wade
Love of America" and "The Ballad
will have charge of creating and
the
producing programs, while all de- of
discs
wereLeatherneck
written and Corps".
produced The
by
tails involving expenditures for Bill Freeman
and Curt Peterson,
labor, talent and material fall un- of Marschalk & Pratt, with Charles
der the jurisdiction of Mr. HungerJ. Gilchrest supervising production
ford. Alfred H. Morton, vice-presifor the Treasury.
dent in charge of television, is taking an active part in directing the AMERICAN TELEVISION SOprogram policy.
CIETY wUl hold its first fall meeting
on Thursday, Oct. 2, with Norman D.
Waters, advertising agency president
GROVE LABS., St. Louis (BromoQuiiiine), has decided upon the title, and producer of the BloomingdaleA&S Fashion Discovery series on
Reveille Roundup for the uew quarterhour early morning program Monday
WNBT. and Myron Zobel, president
through Friday on 65 NBC-Blue sta- of Telecast Productions, as speakers.
tions starting Oct. 6. Agency is Russel
Meeting will be held in the General
M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Motors BIdg., New York.
ATLANTIC
Night Game

TELEVISES

Included in Commercial Schedule

Running Through
N. W. AYER & SON, Philadelphia,
and Atlantic Refining Co. are handling the first commercial television
football schedule, starting with a
night version of the Temple-Kansas
game Sept. 26. The opener also
marked the first televised night
grid game, either sustaining or
commercial, according to Ayer.
The entire Temple home schedule along with Penn and the EaglesBears pro game Nov. 30 will be
televised by Atlantic on WPTZ,
Philco video station. Last year Atlantic televised football experimentally, adhering to FCC rules than
in force. This season, the bars are
down and the entire television coverage, including announcers, will be
independent of the conventional
broadcasts.
Announcers have been trained to
handle the new technique as well
as commentaries and commercials.
Dramatized commercials are being
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FOOTBALL

Entire Season
used, spaced not to interfere with
actual play. New techniques will
be used for commercials and the
Ayer agency has been conducting
research into various methods.
In televising the night game
Sept. 26, five cameras were used
— two on the 4.5-yard line, two
showing special score boards which
sumniarized play and the fifth at
the studios for pre-game lineups
and commercials. A special antenna
was used to carry signals from
the relay station atop the stadium,
W3XP, to a receiver at the Philco
plant some distance away.
Last year Ayer and Atlantic
accompanied
the running
television story
picturestory with the
by
the regular announcer handling the
conventional broadcast. No pictures
of field or crowd could be shown in
which Atlantic promotion might be
picked up.
BROADCASTING

FIRST WOMAN IN BOSTON y
be accepted in the Massachuse j
Women's Civilian Defense Coik
motor and ambulance division v<\
Evelyn B. Tolin, of WEEI, Bost j
She will undertake her new dutJ
in addition to her work at WE J
CBS

SETS RECORD
)
IN STATION MOn
A. B. CHAMBERLAIN, CBS cht
engineer, and a crew of 45 li
week set a new record in stat||
moving, it is believed, when t .f
transferred WCBX, CBS inter'*
tional
from Wayne
N. J., station,
to Brentwood,
Long Coui
Isla .,",
a distance of 96 miles, in less tl i
24 hours.
Beginning
at 10:45signed
p.m. onoff,M eday,
when WCBX
men dismantled the transmit equipment and packed it abd
trucks, while the five-ton transi
ter itself was lowered one stor;
its truck.
At 5 a.m. the trucks were rol
through a dense fog, which di'
help
any, they
but byhad3:30broiT'
day things
afternoon
the equipment
through
the fog- ?
through
the equally
hazardous
York City traffic to Brentwood <
had every piece of apparatus n
place.
evening
the tes
tr; mitter Atwas8 that
hooked
up for
and by 10 p.m. it was pronoui
ready for operation. The regv
Wednesday.
schedule was resumed at 8 .fi
At Brentwood, the 10,000-^
transmitter utilizes four di .
tional
three one
directed;"
Latin antennas,
America and
tc^Wu
Europe,
moreforantei
expected with
to betwo
ready
sei iwithin a few weeks. Meanwhile
new WABC transmitter on I
Pea Island in Long Island Soui
scheduled to make its debut Oci
Seek Roanoke Local
THE
husband-and-vdfe team
John and Marcia Arrington,
obtained a construction pe
from the FCC last spring for a
local in Covington, Va., WJ
have applied for a 250-watt full
station on 1240 kc. in Roar
which now has a regional W
(5,000 watts on 960 kc.) and a
WSLS (250 watts on 1440
the latter part owned by the c

'^
nc
ce
.)
ii

ators of operated
WDBJ.
The
Arringj'n;
formerly
WCHV,
CUr
lottesville,
Va.
• Broadcast

AdvertitJ
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Duo from Harlem
FOR THE FIRST TIME in
over 13 years of depicting
the characters Amos 'n' Andy
and their friends in a mythical Harlem, Freeman
(Amos) Gosden and Chai-les
(Andy) Correll will actually
originate a program from
there. Since it might be impossible for them to rush
back to CBS studios in New
Yoi'k for their 11 p.m. broadcast to the Coast after attending the Joe Louis-Lou
Nova fight at the Polo
Grounds, the N. Y. Giants
Ball Club came to the rescue
by offering
a ticket
room for broadcast
use.storeCBS
engineers have installed
sound proofing with the necessary engineering equipment and on Sept. 29 the
broadcast for Campbell Soup
will come from heart of
Harlem, site of the Polo
Grounds.

Network iKccovnb
kll lime EST unless olherwise indicated.
New Business
JUSTIN BOOT & SHOE Co., Fort
lYorth, on Sept. 28 started / Give You
Vcxas & tJie Great Southwest on 4
tone Star stations (KGKO KGNC
l^XYZ KTSA), Sundays. Agency:
jCvans & LeMay, Fort Worth.
IVILLIAM R. WARNER Co., New
Turk
esumes(Sloan's
Gang Linament),
Busters on on63 Oct.
NBC-10
51ue stations Fri. 9-9:30 p.m. EST
nd on 3 or 4 CBS stations via tranei'iption with stations and times still
' o be decided. Agency : Warwick &
l^egler, N. Y.
3. L. CLARK Co., Pittsburgh (Clark
:-andy bars), on Oct. 2 begins Service
fVith a Smile, on 51 NBC-Blue sta;ions. Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m. EST, on
3ct. 9 shifting to 8 :30-9 p.m. Agency :
ybert P. Hill Co., Pittsburgh.
HARROW'S Inc., Los Angeles (Mar!)-Oil shampoo ) , on Sept. 28 resumes
lor 13 weeks Hollywood Whispers, on
i'O MBS stations. Sun., 1:15-1:30
!l).m. and 2:15-2:30 p.m. (EST), with
" Vest
repeatMacFarland
1 :45-2 p.m. (PST)
LgencyCoast
: Hays
& Co., .
Chicago.
Renewal Accounts
, jMERICAN chicle Co., Long Island, N. Y., on Sept. 30 renews for
13 weeks Bij the Way, with Bill Heny. on 6 CBS Pacific Coast stations.
Cues., Fri., 9:30-9:45 p.m. (PST).
Agency : Badger, Browning & Herey, N. Y.
ejt^SENERAI. FOODS CORP., New
'Lork
France, onSatina,
tapioca,(LaPostum),
Sept. Minute
23 reMilliewed
for 52 weeks Joyce Jordan, Girl
nterne on 75 CBS stations, Mon. thru
2 :15-2Agency
:30 p.m.,
rebroadcast
(it■■ri.
:15 p.m.
: Young
& Rubicam,6-

I ijJENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
Calumet Baking Powder, Swansown Cake Flour, Diamond Crystal
^ilalt) renews Kate Smith Speaks on
»1«i8 CBS stations Monday through Friay 12-12 :15 p.m. Agencies : Benton
: Bowles. N. Y. (salt) ; Young &
llubicam, N. Y. (Calumet, Swans(own) .
;(}'ET
MILKIrridated
SALES milk),
Corp.,on St.Sept.
Louis
J Pet and
23
I'enewed for 52 weeks Saturday Night
I'ierenade on 55 CBS stations. Sat.
p:45-10:15 p.m. and Mary Lee Taylor
|n 64 CBS stations, Tues. and Thurstitil-11 :15 a.m., rebroadcast 1 :45-2 p.m.
[gljigeney: Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.

CENTER

NICHT

TEXAS Co., New York (Texaco) on
Oct. 1 renews for the 1941-42 season
Texaco Star Theatre with Fred Allen
on 85 CBS stations Wed., 9-10 p.m.
with West Coast repeat at midnight.
Agency : Buchanan Co., N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Maxwell House Coffee), on Sept. 23
renewed for 52 weeks Kate Hopkins
on 50 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
2N.:45-3
Y. p.m. Agency : Benton & Bowles,
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Post Toasties), on Sept. 23 renewed
for 52 weeks Young Dr. Malone on 79
CBS stations, Mon. thra Fri., 2-2:15
p.m. (rebroadcast 7:15-30 p.m.).
Agency : Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
.Jersey City (Super Suds), on Sept.
22 renewed Bess Johnson for 53 weeks
on 63 NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 10-10 :15 a.m. Agency : Sherman
& Marquette, Chicago.
Network Changes
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Swansdown, Calumet, Bakers Chocolate), on Sept. 29 replaces Home of
the Brave with When a Girl Marries
on 55 NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 5-5 :15 p.m. Agencies : Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., for Swansdown and
Calumet ; Benton & Bowles, N. Y., for
Bakers Chocolate.

.;

UF|

The Club Continental offers
famous bands and brilliant
floor shows. Theaters, shops
and offices are all close to
the New Hotel Jefferson, -i^
OS- ■
NeiO

C/aRI$TOCRAT
Broadcasting
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Knowlson

Is Appointed

Deputy Priorities Chief
J. S. KNOWLSON, president and
chairman of the board of StewartWarner Corp. and since June, 1940,
president of RMA, last Tuesday
was named 0PM deputy director
of priorities and
chief aide to Donald M. Nelson, Diof Priorities.rectorResigning
as
RMA president
several days before his appointm e n t was announced, he has
been succeeded by
Paul V. Galvin,
Galof Chivin Mfg. Co.,
Mr. Knowlson president
cago, who on Sept. 18 was named
acting president
ecutive committee.by the RMA exMr. Knowlson, one of the best
known figures in the radio manufacturing field, succeeded Thomas
B. McCabe with OPM. Mr. McCabe
has been transferred to the staff
of Lend-Lease Administrator Edward R. Stettinius Jr. A successor
to Mr. Knowlson's RMA post is to
be chosen formally by the RMA
board of directors next month.
ROXY THEATRE, New York, from
Sept. 22 to Oct. 3 is conducting a campaign of 5 to 6 40-word announcements to promote the picture, "A Yank
in
RAF" onWOV
the WMCA
following WHN
New
Yorkthe stations:
WNEW WQXR WHOM WAAT
WINS WWRL WEVD. Agency is
Kayton-Spiero, New York.
DR.
CORLEY'S
PRODUCTS,
Francisco
(health foods),
on Sept.San
30
adds tual
commentary
on
8
Don
stations in California, Lee-Mumaking
two weekly, Tues. 11-11 :15 a.m.
(PST). Agency: Rufus Rhoades &
Co., San Francisco.
E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, New York,
on Sept. 29 shifts Golden Treasury of
Song, on 35 CBS stations, Mon. thru
Fri. 3:15-3:30 p.m. to Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 6 :30-6 :45 p.m. Agency : Geyer,
Cornell & Newell, N. Y.
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., Westfield, N. Y., on Oct. 5 shifts Dear John,
featuring Irene Rich, from a split
NBC-Red and Blue network to 52
Blue stations. Sun., 9 :30-9 :45 p.m.
(EST), with West Coast repeat transcribed, 9-9:15 p.m. (PST). Agency:
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
MENNEN Co., Newark (shaving products), on Sept. 28 added 8 stations to
Capt. Flagg d Sgt. Quirt, making a
total of 84 NBC-Blue stations. Sun.,
7 :30-8 p.m. Agency : Russel M. Seeds
Co., N. Y.
AMERICAN TELEPHONE & Telegraph Co., New York (Bell system),
starting Sept. 29 will rebroadcast The
Telephone Hour, on 83 NBC-Red stations. Mon. 8-8:30 p.m., on 12 NBCRed Pacific stations, 12-12:30 p.m.
Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
MARS Inc.. Chicago (candy bars), on
Oct. 13 shifts origination of Dr. I. Q.
on 89 NBC-Red stations, Mon., 99 :30 p.m., from San Francisco to
Birmingham, Ala., for a series of
seven
Chicago.broadcasts. Agency : Grant Adv.,
MILES LABS.. Elkhart (Alka-Seltzer and One-A-Day vitamins), on
Sept. 29 adds a rebroadcast of News
of the World via transcription to 7
NBC Pacific Blue stations at 8:308 :45. Original broadcast is heard Mon.
thru Fri., 7 :15-7 :30 p.m. on 29
NBC-Red stations, making a total of
30 NBC-Red stations. Agency : Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.

WFMJ

ten's
ori
tow
ngs
YouFav
Station
A Hooper. Holmes survey shows
that WFMJ has more listeners
than any ether station heard
in the Youngstown District.

50,000 WAHS
- CBS
42 5,683 Listening Families*

nmii
SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
Dominant Coverage in
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Branham Co. - Representatives
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O
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*
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Bristol-Myers

Adds

Mexico

City

Neivs^

Expanding Its Extensive Latin Schedule
Using a program of Spanish
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
(Sal Hepatica, Mum, Vitalis, music as far back as 1927, when it
Ipana, Ingram shaving cream),
sponsored the Ipmm Tvouhadors on
one of the most extensive users of a station in Cuba, B-M is now sponLatin American radio among
soring such programs on 36 stations in Argentina, Colombia, Cuba
American firms, recently added
and Mexico. In Argentina, Musical
four quarter-hour AP new^scasts
in Spanish seven days a week,
Quiz, a Spanish programs following
on XEW, Mexico City, making a the quiz pattern, broadcast on a
seven-station hookup of the El
total of 48 such programs sponsored by the company in 29 cities Mundo network, has drawn responses from as many as 20,000
in 17 of 20 Latin American councontestants for a single program,
tries. In addition B-M is sponsoring
musical and other programs on 36 Mr. Clarey stated.
stations in four of the countries.
Other Campaigns
Programs are transmitted on long,
In Colombia 14 stations are airmedium and short waves.
ing live and transcribed musical
After testing a newscast in Spanprograms for B-M as are 10 staish three years ago on WKAQ, San
tions in Cuba. In Mexico City, the
Juan, Puerto Rico, B-H saw the
company has two 15-minute musipossibilities of this type of program
cal programs daily, featuring
to sell its products. "After that one
classical and semi-classical music
test", says J. J. Clarey, foreign ad- on XELA and an amateur hour
vertising manager of the company,
which has been on XEW for the
"we were convinced that radio last six years and is one of
could sell our products in the Latin
Mexico's most popular programs,
American market. We chose news
programs because we found them to according to Mr. Clarey, and broadcasts of prize fights every Saturbe universally acceptable and most
day night and a dramatic hour
appealing to a maximum audience
every Wednesday night on XEB.
in each country." Since that time
WKAQ, San Juan, which was
B-M has been adding stations all
along the line until the present to- the testing ground for Latin
American programs by B-M, now
tals have been reached [see article
airs three Spanish news programs
by Mr. Clarey on page 30].
weekly and a six-time weekly
All But Five
sports program, as well as a Monday-through-Saturday newscast in
All Latin American countries exEnglish, intended for American
cept Nicaragua, Uruguay, Parasoldiers and English-speaking resiguay, Argentina and Colombia
dents stationed in Puei'to Rico.
carry B-M news programs. Of the
83 stations airing all types of B-M
Transcriptions Too
programs on the long, medium and
At
one
time Bristol-Myers used
short wave, two stations have them
live and transcribed spots extenin Portuguese, one in English, with
sively in Latin America, but has
the remainder using Spanish.
replaced announcements with these
B-M relies only on American
news services for its source of other types of programs in the last
few years though the company
news. Tki'ee methods are used to still places them on a few small
supply stations with AP, UP, INS
stations in Brazil.
or Transradio Press news :
All Latin American business for
1. Specially prepared by local
Bristol-Myers
is placed by Boclaro
offices in South America of the Adv. Agency, New
York.
American news services. UP,
through its local offices prepares
specially packaged 15-minute news
programs for PRE8, Rio de
Janeiro; PRB9, San Paulo, Brazil;
HC2AJ, Guayaquil, Ecuador, and
0AX4A, Lima, Peru. AP does the
same for XEW and XEWW,
Mexico City.
2. Rebroadcast of shortwaved
news prepared by the news department of WLWO, Crosley shortwave
station in Cincinnati. These shortwave broadcasts are picked up by
YSDN, San Salvador; HRN,
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, and TGW,
TGWB, TGWC, Guatemala City
and rebroadcast on the three wavelengths.
3. Purchase of news through
local radio stations which have access to American news services.
This method is used in the greatest
number of cities.
Most of the programs are
quarter-hour summaries, except in
Cuba where there are daily fiveminute spots.
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Bekins Coast Hookup
BEKINS VAN & STORAGE Co.,
Los Angeles, which stores and retails furniture through 33 warehouses in California, Washington
and Oregon, and a heavy consistent
user of spot radio for many years,
on Sept. 29 starts a twice-weekly
news commentary program. By the
Way, with Bill Henry, on 4 CBS
California stations (KNX KARM
KSFO KROY), Monday, Wednesday, 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PST). This
is the firm's
purchase
of network time. first
Contract
is for
52
weeks, with placement through
Brooks Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Firm will also continue to use spot
announcements on KNX KSFO
KFSD KMPC KOIL KLZ. American Chicle Co., Long Island, N. Y.,
through Badger, Browning & Hersey. New York, sponsors Bill Henry
on 7 CBS West Coast stations,
Tuesday, Friday, 9:30-9:45 p.m.
(PST).
Shell Football in N. Y.
SHELL OIL Co., New York, starting Oct. 4 will sponsor all the home
football games of Columbia U on
WMCA, New York, with Rush
Hughes of the regular staff giving
the play-by-play and Jimmy Powers, sports editor of the New York
Daily Neivs furnishing the color.
This is the first time Columbia has
permitted its home games to be
broadcast. In addition, company is
sponsoring a football rally on the
same station each Friday before a
game, 8:30-9 p.m. Visiting coaches
will be guests and the Columbia
glee clubcludes:will
Schedule
inOct. 4,sing.
Brown;
Oct. 18,
Georgia U; Nov. 1, Cornell; Nov.
15, Michigan; Nov. 22, Colgate.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.
Plough to Use 150
PLOUGH Inc., Memphis (proprietary) ,is planning a campaign of
transcribed dramatized one-minute
and 15 and 20-second station break
announcements to get under way
in the next few weeks on more than
150 stations throughout the country. Lake - Spiro - Shurman, Memphis, handles the account.

Blue

Net

Involved

In Sponsor Battle
Luckies and Camels Compete
For Time; B-S-H Protest
DISLIKES of advertisers to have
their programs neighbored by programs for competitive produc
last week placed NBC-Blue in ti
middle of two disputes, neither '
which had been solved as the week
ended. One occurred when, aft' i
arranging to put the Penthou. <
Party series for Camel cigarettc;into the 9:30-10 p.m. Wednesday
spot on the Blue, William Esty &
Co., agency for R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., informed Blue executives
they would have to remove the
Kay Kyser Show for Lucky Strikes,
broadcast on the Red network f roir
10 to 11 p. m. Wednesdays, froir
the seven Blue stations which have
been carrying this program bu1
which are also on the Camel list.
Agencies at Odds
In making its argument, Estj
cited to NBC its own rule agains'
successive broadcasts for competi
tive products on the same stations
Lord & Thomas, however, leapec
into the fray for its client, Ameri i
can Tobacco Co., sponsor of thi
Kyser programs, insisting that a;
users of this full-hour period fo:
several years, they are entitled ti
first consideration and that if an;
program is moved from the sevei
stations it should be Penthous
Party. In six of the seven citie i
there are no Red outlets and in th
seventh,
samenetwork.
station is avail'
able
with the
either
Meanwhile, announcement tha
Dr. Miles Labs, had purchased th
6:30-6:45 p. m. spot, Mondaj
Tuesday, "Thursday, Friday, t
broadcast Lum & Abner for Alkt
Seltzer brought a prompt prote;
from Blackett-Sample-Hummert o
behalf of American Home Product
sponsor of Easy Aces on the Bk
at 7-7:15 p. m., Tuesday throug
Thursday,
Anacin. NBC's
stan
that
the forintervening
prograr
Lowell Thomas for Sun Oil, pn
vided a sufficient break between tl
two proprietary programs, faih
to mollify B-S-H and its client, wl
notified NBC that unless the Alk;
Seltzer show is moved they wi
withdraw from the Blue two da;
time serials, John's Other Wife ar
Just Plain Bill, at the expiratic
of their contracts the end of D
cember. Furthermore, the agen(
intimated it might also drc
Orphans of Divorce and Hone
mooyi Hill, which with the oth
day. serials fill the 3-4 p. m. hoi
two
on the Blue Monday through Fi
Fendrichs Test
H. FENDRICHS Inc., Evansvil
Ind. (Charles Denby cigars),
testing radio with one-minute sj
announcements three times weel
on an undisclosed number of m
western stations. Russel M. See
Co., Indianapolis, handles the ;
count.
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he is right in your own home, talking over the
things that we're interested in.
And Mom — is always giving WLW

a pat on the

back. She gets a great kick out of Hal O'Halloran
and Grandpappy Doolittle. Everybody on WLW
seems so friendly she says. She listens to all the
Women's

programs.

There's another reason why we
listen, too, but I can't explain it
very well. Dad says it's because
WLW is a Clear Channel Station. All I know about it is that
for plenty of reasons! You see my Dad
has quite a farm near Evansville, Indiana, and he
and I are interested in what other farm folks are

you don't have to put up with a lot of static.
WLW comes in good and clear even though we
are 263 miles from Cincinnati.

doing, what luck they're having with new experiments on the farm, etc. Because, after all, maybe
we'll be wanting to try out some of these new
ideas. Well, to get this news, we listen every day
to 'Everybody's Farm Hour,' on WLW. It's a real
friendly program. Ed Mason makes you feel that

And that... is the way we Martins feel
about turning to '700' on the dial. WLW
has for years done their level best
to help a lot of us farm folks in Indiana,

^

giving us the kind of programs we like, market
and weather

reports, news

and a lot of swell evening
entertainment, and
you me, we

believe

appreciate it."

Mr. Martm says WLW farm programs give him valuoble help
in raising sheep, and other live stock.

OHIO

W. VA.

ON^/

RENTUCRT
THE NATION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

STATION
REPRESENTATIVES: New York— TronsamerlBroadcasting & Television Corporation.
0^1 Chicago — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Avenfe.
Son Francisco — International Radio Sales.

Designed

RCA

to

Keep

TUBE

You

Technically

PUBLICATIONS

ENGINEERING
These RCA publications bring you the tube data and
engineering help you need — when you need it— and in its
most authentic and up-to-the-minuteform. For years, RCA
engineering has led the way, and these publications keep
RCA GUIDE FOR
TRANSMITTING TUBES
Includes full details on RCA aircooled transmitting tubes plus circuits and construction data on
equipment of interest to experimenters, amateurs, and engineers.
50% larger. Fully illustrated. 72
pages. Net price, 25c each.

Up-to-the-Minute!

TT-100 TRANSMITTING
TUBE BOOKLET
This attractively illustrated
publication shows at a glance
the maximum ratings and
typical operation conditions
of the entire line of RCATransmitting and Special-Purpose
Tubes. Contains 16 pages.
Single copies at 7io charge

and

DATA

you fully abreast of modern tube design and application.
They are available through your RCA Tube and Equipment Distributor, or may be ordered direct from RCA,
Commercial Engineering Section, Harrison, N. J.
RCA HAM TIPS
RCA's newsy
little publication
devoted exclusively
to the radio
amateur.
how-to-make-it
articles, Jam-full
technicalof data,
diagrams,
transmitting tube advice, helpful
hints. Fully illustrated. Issued seven
or eight times a year. Your RCA
Tube and Equipment distributor
will be glad to supply you with it.
Available at no charge

RCA PHOTOTUBE BOOKLET
Written by RCA engineers to give a
clear understanding of phototube
theory, construction, and operation.
Complete with descriptive text, circuits, curves,
charted 16information.
Bookletand
contains
pages.
Single copies at no charge

mmm

INSTRUCTION BOOKLETS
These booklets contain complete,
authorized
on Radio's
finest
line information
of Transmitting
and
Special-Purpose Tubes. They are
included in the cartons with RCA
Tubes, but bulletins on any tube
type are available upon request.
Single copies at no charge

iOVEO IN COMMUNICATION'S MOS1 EXACTING APPLICATIONS
FG CO., Inc., Camden, N. J. • A Service of The Radio Corporation of America
For Canodtan pricei write to RCA Vl|m|||mggny Limitod, Montn

I
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The

Weekly,

Newsmagazine

Broadcast
15c the Copy
$5.00 the Year
Canadian & Foreign $6.00 the Year
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Week

We

Made

These

Statements

in full-page advertisements in the
Neic York Times, Aews, Mirror and Herald-Tribune

1 More

WOR

today
the

by

programs

more

programs

York

people
of

any

are

heard

than

hear

other

New

station.

2 Year after year— for more than 4 years— WOR
has shown
audience
New

the greatest and
growth

of any

most

Further

facts and

material

consistent
porting the statements

station in Greater-

made

above

York.
will he gladly presented

3

sup-

Year after year, WOR

ences than have been added by any other New York
station.

ested agencies or their clients by

has added more new listeners

to Its sports, news and general entertainment audi-

to inter-

WOR,

at 1440 Broadway,

York. Phone

PE

6-8600.

in New

WLS

13,000

at the

Indiana

12,000

National

State

at the

Dance

Fair

Wisconsin
7,000

State

at the

Fair

lUinois

State

Fair

to almost 1,000,000 people in Chicago's
Eighth Street Theater in the past nine
and one-half years. Yet within 200 miles
of Chicago, 32,000 interested people
again turned out to see their favorites
in these three state fair performances
of the WLS National Barn Dance.

"V/fORE than 32,000 people paid up to
$1 apiece to see the WLS National
Barn Dance broadcast this fall from three
Mid-Western state fairs: Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana.
These

Barn

impressive figures were rung up

in spite of the fact that the WLS National Barn Dance has been playing these
three fairs annually for an aggregate of
20 years — 10 years at Indiana, six years
at Illinois and four years at Wisconsin.
This is the same show that has played

Here, then, is again evidence of the
good will the people of Mid- West America have for WLS — a good will that extends to all the programs on the station
and to the advertisers who sponsor them.

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STAT i O N
Management Affiliated With
KOY, Phoenix and /
The KOY,
ArizonaPhoenix
Network ^'
KTUC, Tucson
ksun, bisbee-douglas.
Represented ijy John Blair

C

AG

O

BuRRiDGE D. Butler
President
Glenn Snyder
Manager

4

it

WNAC
Boston
WTIC
Hartford
WEAN
Providence
WTAG
Worcester
WICC
Bridgeport
New Haven
WCSH
Portland
WLLH
Lowell
Lawrence
WSAR
Fall River
WLBZ
Bangor
WFEA
Manchester
WNBH
New Bedford
WBRK
Piltsfield
WNLC
New London
WLNH
Laconia
WRDO
Augusta
WCOU
Lewiston
Auburn
WHAI
Greenfield
WSYB
Rutland
WELI
New Haven

A PPLYING
i

the definition of "receiving what is offered with approbation"

\ The Yankee

Network

presents a correct and significant description of the

nnost innportant reason for using these 19 key-market, honnetown
Acceptance
the communities

of The Yankee
day-by-day

to

Network

stations.

has been built by consistent service to

. . . year-by-

year. As a result, each station is as much
a part of the buying area it dominates

as a

pioneer citizen.
Add

to this loyal listenership the

complete coverage that's given, and it
becomes obvious why more and more
foresighted
Network's
prosperous

advertisers rate The Yankee

19 stations as a "must" in selling
New

England by radio.

A letter or wire will bring you prompt
information about this market . . . the network which covers it . . . and time available.

THE

Yankee
Network,
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON, MASSACHUSEHS
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representatives
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FCC Action Contradicts Probe Claims
Chamber of Commerce Radio Booklet

16
18
20
22
22
24
29

in one of the nation's

Aurora Borealis' Effect on Radio
AFRA Seeks Five More Network Points

31
59

largest meat-packing

New Log of Mexican Stations

62

Here's

exactly what

high-ranking

a

executive

organizations
said about KOIL

recently
7-Point

Plus Merchandising:

particularly appreciate that your 7-Point
Plus Merchandising

f ^ We

DEPARTMENTS
Agencies
Behind the Mike
Buyers of Time
Classified Advertisements
Control Room
Editorials
FCC Actions
Gucstitorial
Meet the Ladies

46
36
41
53
45
34
60
34
38

Merchandising
Network Accounts
Personal Notes
Purely Progroms
Radio Advertisers
Station Accounts
Studio Notes
We Pay Respects
Hix Cartoon

28
61
35
42
43
40
47
35
62

service continues week
after week, 'without any
special reminders

or

FLORIDA

Sj^o^

LISTEN

prodding from this end. ^ ^

TO

970 kc.
full time

THAT 7-POINT PLUS MBRCHANDISING
STATION IN OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
for the rural
and smalltown
audiences, use

DON
SEARLB, GENE
RAL
MANAGER
EDWARD
PETRY&
CO., NATIONAL
REPR
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The

story of defense needs is being thoroughly

West

over WDAF.

Fifty-seven

There

regular news

bulletins when
tity in news

broadcasts

told to the Middle

bottleneck

each

week

on WDAF.

. . . plus news

they break. Quality rather than- repetitious quan-

dissemination

for news

dependability

Whether

it's news,

community

is no defense

looks

has made

and news

defense,

to WDAF

WDAF

the accepted station

integrity in the Kansas

charity, schools,
. . . and

To

does

City area.

churches — the

not

look

in vain.

i

THE

BEST

STEER"

Fci't Worth

EXCLUStVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
....
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . .IOWA. . .
WHO
DES MOINES
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . .SOUTHEAST. . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE

''TEXAS

IS

KGKO!

and Dallas are statistically the second and

fcarth cities in Texas. From

the standpoint of radio,

however, they are one city — the largest in Texas by a

. . .SOUTHWEST. . .
KGKO
FT. OKLAHOMA
WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . .PACIFIC COAST. . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOSfriPORTLAND
ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
KROW
. . . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE

margin of nearly 90,000 pople. Because Station KGKO,
with its transmitter only a few miles from the center of
both cities, covers them both completely!
More
KGKO,

than that, actual field intensity tests prove that
5000 watts at 570 KG, has a 185-mile radius of

daytime primary

coverage — a larger primary

daytime

coverage than any other station in the Southwest, excepting only one nearby 50,000

waiter! The third station,

another 50,000 watter, has a calculated average radius
actually less than KGKO's!
And more than that, the rates of KGKO

average approxi-

mately one-half the rates of other major stations in this
territory. In other words, KGKO

is the best buy in

Texas. Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel !

KGKO
FORT

WORTH

NBC . . . 5000

FREE

Pioneer

&

—

DALLAS

Watts ... 570 KC

PETERS

Radio

iNc

Station

Representatives
Since May, j()}2

CHICAGO: /«o Michigan
. Fr»nklin 637}

NZ}M YORK: 347 Pari Avt. DETROIT: ,\fw Ctnirr B/dg. SAN FRANCISCO: 1/7 5<//<rr LOS ANCELtS: 650 5. Grawi/ ATLANTA : P„-/n
Pl»ia5-41}1 Trinity 2-8444
Suiter 4353
Vandike 0569
Main 5667

CASTTD
cwuJ.
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WASHINGTON.

ASCAP
ICombined

Advertisi

Drive

Approval
Started

AffiKate Opposition
WITH THE future existence of
ASCAP held to be at stake, NBC
and CBS, unqualifiedly backed by
the NAB executive committee, last
week combined in an effort to restore peace on the music front
through acceptance of the new contract proffers of ASCAP, already
agreed to by the networks.
While it was generally conceded
that dollar -wise, the ASCAP
proposition
a "cheapof deal"
contrast to isdemands
formerin
years, there nevertheless was a
strong undercurrent among affiliates against acceptance of the network rebate principle plus the repeatedly expressed view that, denials to the contrary, Broadcast
Music Inc. would go by the boards
as part of the transaction.
Won't Drop BMI
Both NBC and CBS, as well as
NAB President Neville Miller, disclaimed any intention whatever of
abandoning BMI, and while Mr.
Miller said the millenium in copyright has not been achieved, he regarded the present agreements
with ASCAP as a "step forward".
A new deadline of Oct. 15 has
been set by CBS for return of the
music to its network. NBC, however, is trying to effect the ASCAP
reunion as expeditiously as possible, but did not specify a date.
The networks made no bones
about their desire to restore
ASCAP to their networks. Advertisers want the advantage of
a greater selection of music, they
insisted. Mr. Miller also reflected
this view, in his own detailed analysis of the contracts sent to all
broadcasters last Thursday, following the network letters dispatched
the previous weekend.
Affiliate Response
NBC and CBS each reported receipt of a handful of wires and letters from affiliates agreeing to rebate 2%% of their revenue from
network commercial programs so
that ASCAP music might be
brought back to the networks, at
least.
At its Thursday board meeting,
the ASCAP directorate voted to extend for another weekend its
BROADCASTING
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Noted;

to

Acceptance

Future

Abstracts of letters by Mr.
Trammell for NBC and Mr.
Klauber for CBS on ASCAP
contracts on page 57.
blanket permission to all broadcasters, stations and network alike,
to broadcast ASCAP music played
at football games being aired, without charge or fear of infringement
suits. Concerned largely with internal matters, the board did not,
as had been loudly prophesied, establish adeadline date of Oct. 10
or 15 and demand that the networks sign their contracts by that
time under penalty of having ASCAP toss the whole deal over and
file its anti-trust suit if NBC and
CBS failed to meet this date.
The board took no action at all

President

6. 1941

Asked

Obtain

BMI

D. C, OCTOBER

ngr
$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

by
of

Nets,

Pact;

an Issue
on the radio contract situation, nor
was the matter one for general discussion, according to informed
sources, which report that most of
the society's directors felt that
since the contracts had been mailed
out to network affiliates only the
preceding weekend, the stations
had not by Thursday sufficient time
to study the lengthy documents. By
next Thursday the situation will be
different, however, and it was reported that if the networks cannot
at that time show a satisfactory
response, the ASCAP board may
produce the fireworks which some
had expected this last week.
Network executives agreed with
ASCAP that no volume of answers,
either favorable or unfavorable,
could be expected in such a short
time, but that this week should

May

Name

Durr

Alabaman's Name Slated
For Place Vacant
Since June
unforeseen developG
BARRIN
ments, President Roosevelt will
name Clifford J. Durr, top-flight
New Deal attorney, to the vacancy
on the FCC that has existed since
last June 30.
At a press conference last Friday, the President said he was
about ready to send a nomination
to the Senate, though he did not
mention Mr. Durr by name. The
Senate reconvenes Monday (Oct.
6) and the nomination may go up
day, or shortly therenoon
after. that
The 42-year-old Alabaman, who
has the support of practically the
entire Alabama Congressional delegation, originally had been mentioned for the post in August
[Broadcasting, Aug. 25], but afterward it had been reported he
was not particularly anxious for
it. Since then, hov/ever, it was
stated in one informed quarter that
inquirers at the White House had
been advised the President already
had decided upon Mr. Durr, but
that he desired to finish certain
Broadcast

Advertising

Cliflford J. Durr
tasks at the RFC, where he is assistant general counsel, and at the
Defense Plant Corp., an RFC subsidiary, of which he is general
counsel, before accepting the appointment.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly conferred with President
Roosevelt Sept. 24 and discussed

NAB

pretty much tell the story. Such replies as that from Clarence
Wheeler, vice-president of WHEC,
Rochester, who last Tuesday wired
CBS an enthusiastic acceptance,
were bound to be the exception
rather than the rule, they stated.
Both CBS and NBC, however, expressed the optimistic view that
their affiliates would in the main
sign up promptly and that ASCAP
music would be back on these networks in the very near future,
quite possibly by Oct. 15.
Wheeler's Support
Mr. Wheeler's wire, addressed to
Edward Klauber, CBS executive
read
vice-president, read: "Have
your letter of Sept. 27 thoroughly
and am sending you signed copies
of agreement between WHEC and
CBS. I have followed the negotiations from the beginning and feel
that all parties are to be congratu-

to

FCC

Post

the FCC vacancy. He is understood to have espoused Mr. Durr's
appoint
FCC post has been vacant
The ment.
since the retirement last June 30
of Frederick I. Thompson, of Alabama, who was not renamed by the
President. Mr. Durr's appointment
would be for seven years from last
June.
Durr Highly Regarded
Mr. Durr, if nominated, -will have
the support of Senators Bankhead
and Hill of Alabama. He is a brother-in-law of Supreme Court Associate Justice Hugo Black and is
highly regarded in Administration
legal circles. He received his A.B.
degree from Alabama U and his
law degree from Oxford in 1922,
as a Rhodes scholar. He has been
in Washington since 1933 as a
member of the RFC legal department, and was named assistant general counsel in 1937. With the creation of the Defense Plant Corp.
last August,
eral counsel. he was named its genMr. Durr, after his graduation
from Oxford in 1922, returned to
the United States and worked with
the Montgomery law firm of Rushton, Crenshaw & Rushton for a
year; with Fawsett, SmartPage
& Shea,
{Continued on ixige 52)
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lated on arriving at terms for returning ASCAP music to all who
wish to use it." He added that his
station would sign a local agreement with ASCAP as soon as the
society adjusts an audit made by
its own auditors.
In explaining the delayed responses from stations due to the time
necessary to absorb the voluminous
detail of the five forms of ASCAP
contracts and their accompanying
letters, the networks also cited this
complexity as proof that they had
not been stalling when they had
previously explained their own delay in sending out the forms while
their own attorneys went over them
to eliminate all errors. Even then,
several penned in corrections appeared on the forms finally released.
The definition of a network program appearing in the network licenses "a over
program
broadcast
two simultaneously
or more radio
stations in the United States interconnected by wire, radio or any
other means whatsoever," makes no
distinction between national and
regional networks and apparently
would preclude any more favorable
terms being given to regional network operators, such as have been
requested by John Shepard 3d,
president of Yankee and Colonial
Networks. Queried on this point,
an ASCAP spokesman stated this
definition was taken from the Government consent decree and that no
answer one way or the other had
as yet been prepared to Mr. Shepard's request, on the theory that
the important thing now is to get
the national network situation settled and that the regional networks
rights to preferential treatment
will be gone into later on.
It was further pointed out that
in dealing with NBC and CBS,
ASCAP has prepared only blanket
licenses, which were the only ones
requested by these networks. If the
regionals, as has been stated, are
more competitive with individual
stations and so should be given the
terms of station licenses, network
per program forms must also be
worked out, a matter which will
take a good deal of time and
thought.
It was apparent that unless
ASCAP soon effected peace with
the broadcasting industry, it would
lose writer and publisher members
left and right. Also, it was reported that ASCAP's only recourse
would be the filing of a series of
long-threatened triple-damage suits
against the industry, although
there was some question about the
validity of such actions.
Last week music publisher members of ASCAP displayed their
anxiety to get back on the air when
two of them licensed radio directly
to perform music in new picture
productions without clearance
through ASCAP. These covered the
RKO film "Playmates" and the
Disney cartoon extravaganza
"Dumbo." The RKO music, written
by Jimmy Van Heusen aud Johnny
Burke, has been licensed through
Southern Music Co., a BMI music
Page 8 • October
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Burke,

Van

Heusen

ASCAI'
Abandon
'Playmates'
Composers
Tun
Over Rights to Southern
UTILIZING a prerogative ex
tended them by provisions of th'
consent decree, Johnny Burke an<i
Jimmy Van Heusen, ASCAP Hollywood song writers, with double A
classifications, made a break witli
that Society Sept. 30 by assignin;.
their musical score of the RK(
film
to Southerii
Music "Playmates"
Co.
LAST WORD in modern design and construction is this new transmitter
building, located at Belmont, Cal., of KGEI, General Electric international shortwave station in San Francisco. Operating with 50,000 watts,
the station broadcasts on 6190, 9530, 15330, 9670 kc.
nite steps so as to be in a negotiatpublishing house, while that covering position, and BMI was formed.
ing "Dumbo" is through Irving
Berlin, Inc., with the numbers writ"When we compare the conditions which existed in 1939 with
ten by Ned Washington, Oliver
Wallace and Frank Churchill, all the conditions which exist today,"
ASCAP writers.
Mr. Miller said, "we have every
There were no complete reports right to feel proud of the result
last weekend as to how many affil- which certainly is far better than
we dared hope for two years ago.
iates had signed the NBC-CBS
commitments, under which they It goes without saying that the existence and success of BMI have
agreed to pay the networks 2 % %
of compensation due from them for been the major factors in producbroadcasting of network programs,
ing the successful result."
covering the proposed rebate on
Regardless
of theMiller
industry's
suc-is
ASCAP payments. While a number
cess to date, Mr.
said, it
of stations previously had commit"very important that broadcasters
ted themselves, there nevei'theless handle their present problems inexisted some degree of apprehentelligently in the light of their
sion, particularly in the light of individual situations so that the
fruits of victory are not lost now
the adoption of the NIB convention in Chicago, Sept. 22-23, of the that they are within our grasp."
resolution opposing the rebate plan
After recalling how the present
as a circumvention of the consent
decrees entered into with the De- proposals were formulated, Mr.
{Continued on page 55)
partment of Justice.
No Commitments
NAB President Miller, in his
WFIL Signs First
special bulletin to all broadcastWFIL, Philadelphia, became
ers irrespective of NAB memberthe first NBC station to speed
ship, recited recent history of the
the NBC-ASCAP deal, signASCAP negotiations. He brought
ing its approval
negoout that the executive committee
tiations Sept. 29.to Inthesigning
the
contract,
Roger
W.
Clipp,
on Sept. 9 had recommended favorable consideration of the contracts,
WFIL vice-president and general manager,
said: for"WFIL
with only one negative vote — that
has signed
the O.K.
NBC
of John J. Gillin, Jr., [Broadcastto
go
ahead
with
ASCAP.
ing, Sept. 15].
The time has come to restore
After summarizing the proposals,
ASCAP music to network
Mr. Miller recounted objections
programs. The deal is right.
which had been raised and essayed
Every further week of delay
is a further irritation to adto answer them. He pointed out
vertisers and the listening
that the NAB has no authority to
public. It is true we got along
act for any station or to commit
all right without ASCAP
them to the proposals, and made it
music, but we are not satiscrystal clear that no commitments
fied just to get along all
had been given ASCAP.
right. We want to give the
It it important to remember, Mr.
public its choice of all music
it wants without limit.
Miller said, that individual station
ASCAP has now shown it
problems may still have to be made
realizes its mistakes of the
the subject of negotiation. For example, he brought out that the
past, and we are ready to forget them and join with the
contracts do not cover the operacomposers in giving the pubtion of regional networks, but that
lic better and better service."
negotiations now are in progress.
WCAU, Philadelphia, on
Recounting the history of the
Sept. 29 also signed a conASCAP negotiations, Mr. Miller
tract with ASCAP. The stastated that three years ago the
tion signed the agreement as
a member of CBS and exNAB considered ASCAP ,,the inpects to have ASCAP music
dustry's No. 1 problem. When
returned to the station about
ASCAP refused to negotiate in the
Oct.
15.
spring of 1939, he recalled, the
broadcasters decided to take defiBROADCASTING

Releasing through BMI the deal,
closed by Ralph Peer, Souther i
president, is for five tunes feature'
in the picture. He advanced th(
team $10,000 against royalties accruing to sheet music sales in mechanical rights.
Film features the Kay Kyser
troupe. Through a form letter
signed by Burke and Van Heusen,
performance rights to the music
will be made direct to stations, assuring also extensive use on both
CBS and NBC. Under provisions
of the consent decree, it was '
pointed out, ASCAP permission is
not needed to place music with
other than Society publishers, provided that organization is formally
notified.
Two Featured Tunes
Giving the film its first exploitation, Kyser's NBC College of Musical Knowledge, sponsored by American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike),
originates from RKO Studios Oct.
8 vdth two tunes, "How Long Lid I
Dream" and "Thank Your Lucky
Stars and
Stripes",
from "Playmates" slated
to be featured.
West Coast ASCAP members
have threatened for many weeks to
withdraw from this Society and
work independently. This is the
first definite break, with others reported on Hollywood's Tin Pan
Alley as ready to fall in line.
KGIR,

Z-Bar

Network

Sign
for
BMI Music
KGIR, BUTTE, Mont., and the
Z-Bar Network, operated by Ed
Craney, who has been in the forefront of the copyright battle for a
decade, have signed a BMI blanket
license to run only until March 11, ']
1942. Mr. Craney said the transac- i
tion did not include the purchase of
stock, and is on a blanket basis [
only. He explained that on March
11, when the networks must clear
BMI music at the source under the
consent decree entered into with
the Department of Justice, he proposed to shift to a use method of
The contracts covered the Craney^
payment.
stations, KGIR, Butte; KRBM^
Bozeman, and KPFA, Helena. BMI
announced that its roster of subscribers now totals 716, with other
additions including KWOC, KRIC,
KENO, WJIM, WSOO, WSPA,
WRRN, KUIN, KTNM, WSON,
KWOS and WMOG.
•
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Air

Drive
orm'
ksside, Fly'
Chec
Congress
House
moreover,shas ^Ref
been
Speaker Rayburn Takes
greater than in the Senate, beASCAP Melon
cause of the attitude displayed by
Steps to Slow Down
Chairman
Wheeler
(D-Mont.),
of
A THIRD-QUARTER distriViolent Trend
the Senate Interstate Commerce
bution of $750,000 to ASCAP
members has been authorized
CONGRESSIONAL intervention to Committee, and because of his antiAdministration status on the war
by the society's board. While
quell the FCC's stampede against
issue.
nearly 25% below the $975,commercial radio already has oc000 royalty payment made
curred and FCC Chairman James
Moreover, there have been comfor the like quarter of 1940,
Lawrence Fly has been admonished
plaints that the broadcasting inthe present sum is much
dustry,
influenced
by
persistent
by no less a figure than Speaker
larger than many members
pressure from the isolationists, has
Sam Rayburn to avoid any move
had expected, considering the
tended to lean over backwards in
toward "'social reforms" in broadloss of from
muchradio
of this
ASCAP's
revenue
year.
giving time to those groups, throwcasting during the national emerIncome
from
MBS,
which
ing off balance the time used by
gency.
signed contracts in May for
Administration or by interOn unimpeachable authority it the
the return of ASCAP music
ventionists.
was learned by Broadcasting last
to its network, and from MBS
affiliates who took out local
week that Speaker Rayburn, in a
Interest in Sanders Bill
recent conference with Chairman
ASCAP licenses, helped swell
It is presumed that while Speaker
Fly, advised him he thought the
the
Rayburn is not disposed to push
the society's
summer revenue
monthsduring
and
Commission should slow down on
legislation for amendment of the
ASCAP states that in all
such projects as its chain-monopoly
Communications Act, to spell out
fields except radio 1941 has
onslaught, the newspaper ownerbeen by far its best year.
the limitations of the FCC's jurship proceedings, and several other
isdiction., he nevertheless is keepadventures that would tend to dising a watchful eye on the FCC. If
locate the industry.
dent Roosevelt. From usually wellthe campaign to provoke constant
Toward Sanity
industry unrest persists, it is not informed quarters, however, it was
said that the question of superThe effect of this conference al- beyond comprehension that he perpower, as well as the FCC vacancy,
sonally
will
step
in.
ready has been evident in the dehad been discussed, along with
Meanwhile, Rep. Sanders has re- other current problems. Chairman
meanor of the FCC majority durported surprising interest in his
ing the last few weeks. A marked
Fly, following custom, declined to
bill to remake the FCC, setting up comment
tendency toward a more rational
on this conference.
autonomous
divisions,
one
of
which
course has been detected,with the
Several
members of the House,
newspaper inquiry slowed down to would handle broadcasting and re- obviously incensed over the FCC
lated
matters
and
the
other
private
a walk and the chain-monopoly
carriers falling within the public crusades, have indicated that they
regulations, which were to have
regard the Commission as being on
become effective Sept. 18, still being utility field. This committee has before it proposed amendments to the a punitive expedition and as imworked over.
properly intruding in the business
Securities & Exchange Act as the
Chairman Fly himself, it is only
management of stations.
immediately urgent business.
understood, sought the conference
Several committee members are
If the FCC avoids any drastic
with Speaker Rayburn following in- pressing Chairman Lea (D-Cal.)
moves, in line with the reported
troduction inthe House last August
suggestion of Speaker Rayburn, it
for appointment of a subcommittee
of a ripper bill (HR-5497) to re- to hold hearings on the Sanders
is expected that the legislative outorganize the FCC by Rep. Jared Y. Bill.
look will be quiescent. On the other
Sanders Jr. (D-La). This bill folAt the FCC, it is understood the hand, should it resume its mailedlowed introduction in the Senate a
fist course, the demand for legislafew days earlier of a somewhat sim- law department now is redrafting
tive action will probably manifest
the chain-monopoly regulations,
ilar measure (S-1806) by Senator
itself in the appointment of a subwith possibility of Commission conWhite (R-Me.).
com it e to consider the Sanders
sideration this week. In sharp conSpeaker Rayburn, himself fortrast to previous violent denunciaBill, according to well-informed
••.ler chairman of the House Intertions of the networks, hardly a Congressional sources.
state & Foreign Commerce Commitwhisper has been heard from the
tee, which enacted the existing
FCC majority on these regulations.
communications law, repeatedly has
Talk was current that the Commisstated that he regarded the statute
sion, through an intermediary, has Bristol-Myers Acquires
as an ideal one. But he has insisted
sought to procure from NBC and Sunday Period on Blue
that the difficulty has resulted from
CBS agreement on their minimum
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York,
FCC administration rather than
demands with respect to rewriting
has
purchased the Sunday 9:45-10
the intrinsic provisions of the of the time option rule, so as to
p.m. spot
statute.
avoid a court test and jurisdictions for a on
new102
showNBC-Blue
to featuresta-a
tional dispute. So far as is known,
name band and a singer. Though
Speaker Rayburn consistently
however, no such commitments
neither has yet been chosen, Dinah
has maintained that "non-essential"
have been forthcoming.
Shore, singing star of the Eddie
legislation should not take up the
Cantor Time to Smile show, heard
Networks May Appeal
time of either house of Congress
for the same sponsor on NBC-Red,
when national defense requirements
At this writing it appears evi- Wednesday, 9-9:30 p.m., has been
dent
that
both
NBC
and
CBS
will
are so urgent. In effect, he advised
spoken of for the singing lead of
be disposed to go into court as soon
Chairman Fly it was his view that
the new program. It is understood
as
the
new
rules
are
issued,
on
the
broadcast operations, so important
that the role will be given to Miss
assumption that there is no midfor the maintenance of public
Shore only if Cantor, who has her
dle-group compromise. The net- under exclusive radio contract, will
morale and confidence, should not
works consistently have taken the agree to the second show.
be thrown out of kilter by a series
of administrative maneuvers or position that Chairman Fly, in
It is said the company may canspite of a somewhat relaxed atticel its fall spot campaign for Sal
blasts of questionable legal status.
tude, is still determined to break
Hepatica
which was launched Sept.
It is an open secret that many
the status quo of network opera29 [Broadcasting, Sept. 29], precomplaints have been made to the tion.
sumably because of the net show,
House leadership about the FCC
No further word has been forththough Young & Rubicam, New
under the Fly chairmanship. The
coming officially since Chairman
York, agency handling the account,
would not comment.
pressure for legislation on the Fly conferred Sept. 24 with PresiBROADCASTING
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Attack

in East

Will Utilize Radio
Stations Will Cooperate in
Army Plane Maneuvers
RADIO will play an important
part in the East Coast Civilian
Army Air Maneuvers starting Oct.
running until the 16th. Sta9 and tions
from Boston to Norfolk will
be utilized by the Army Air Forces
to keep air raid spotters informed
orders. The maneuand for
vers willgeneral
be the first to cover such
a large area in the East.
To date 21 stations in key cities
along the Atlantic seaboard have
assured the War Department they
will cooperate with the First Interceptor Command at Mitchell Field,
L. I., which will coordinate efforts
to repel simulated enemy bombing
attacks on major East Coast cities.
To Notify Spotters
The stations will use 10 to 15second announcements on three
daily newscasts to inform civilian
spotters, numbering 40,000 in the
whole area, whether their services
will be needed. Stations will be
kept informed by Mitchell Field as
to the announcements to be made.
Maj. Gordon Seville of Mitchell
Field is acting as liaison officer
between the stations and the Air
Forces and cooperating also is the
Radio Branch of the Bureau of
Public Relations of the War DeIn addition to civilian spotters,
partment.
radiolocators will be used to keep
the defending forces along the
of "enemy attacks"
coast informed
which
may come at any time or
place in the Boston-Norfolk area.
Stations promising to cooperate
to date are:
WBZ-WBZA, Boston - Spi-iugfield ;
WTIC. dence.
Hartford;
AVJAR,WNBW,
ProviWBNX, WHN. WOR,
New York ; WCAM, Camden ; WSNJ,
Bridgeton. N. .J. ;WKBO, Harrisburg,
Pa.; KYW. WCAU, WFIL, WIP,
WTEL.
Philadelphia;
WSAN, WFBR,
Allentown; WBAL.
Baltimore;
Baltimore ; WTBO. Cumberland, Md. ;
WDEL, Wilmington, Del; WRC.
WMAL, WJSV, WWDC, WINX,
Washington ; WRVA, Richmond ;
WTAR, Norfolk ; WGH, Newport
News, Va.

Kopf
V-POctober
HARRY
KOPF,Named
since last
manager of NBC's Central Divission, was appointed vice-president
in charge of that division by the
NBC board of directors at its regular monthly meeting last Friday.
Born in Shawneetown, 111., and a
graduate of the U of Illinois, 1925,
Mr. Kopf
Chicago
sales
staff joined
in 1931,NBC's
following
six
years of selling advertising for
Hearst, W. Shaw and Literary
Digest. On Jan. 1, 1939, he was
made sales manager of the network's central division and on Oct.
9, 1940 became division manager.
L. P.A:MBERGER & Co.. New York
ili'imrtniiMit
store, willfashion
sponsor show
a quarIcr-lioiir television
on
WliXT. .\('w York. Oct. 10, 9:30-9:45
p.m.. as a one-lime shot to present
its new Molvneux models.
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AFM

Defers

Action

on

Earle Anthony

Discs

Harrison HoUiway V-P
HARRISON HOLLIWAY, for five
years
manageron of
KECA, general
Los Angeles,
Sept.KFI29

Until
Meeting
Next
January
Petrillo Says Board Must Form Policies First;
WSMB and Local Union Reach an Agreement
SETTLEMENT of the last outstanding conflict between the AFM
and the broadcasting industry was
reached last Wednesday when
WSMB, New Orleans, reached an
agreement with the AFM local in
that city, following which the national union lifted its ban on remote dance band pickups on NBCEed network, with which WSMB
is affiliated.
Network, however, plans to make
only sparing use of such pickups
as it is devoting its late evening
hours to testing studio programs
from its various affiliate stations in
accordance with a theory propounded by Sidney N. Strotz, NBC
vice-president in charge of programs, that there should be an
audience for other than dance
music on the networks after 11
p.m. (EST), which is earlier in the
country's other time zones [Broadcasting, Sept. 22].
At AFM headquarters in New
York it was reported the WSMB
settlement calls for the station to
continue to employ six musicians
as previously and at the same scale
with the new contract going into
effect on Monday, Oct. 6.
Action on "canned music" by the
American Federation of Musicians
has been temporarily postponed until the union's midwinter conference in Florida next January, according to AFM Pi-esident James
C. Petrillo.
The AFM international executive board convened in Chicago for
a two-day session at the Palmer
House, last Tuesday and Wednesday to mull over union problems,
and high on the list was the possible regulation or curtailment of
recorded music.
At the outset Mr. Petrillo said,
"We have to consider what we will
gain and what we will lose by
placing restrictions on recording
by union musicians. If anything at
all, we have to formulate general
policies first. After all, there are
some things we can, and some
things we can't do."
No Action Taken
However, after the two-day session he declared no action had been
taken and the matter was temporarily postponed. He did not reveal
whether there had been any discussion on a brief on recorded
broadcasts prepared by attorneys
for Local 802 for presentation at
the meeting [Broadcasting, Sept.
22].
The recorded music situation,
with emphasis on its use by radio
stations, was aired at the AFM
Seattle convention last June by Ben
Selvin, executive of Associated
Music Publishers, who was engaged
by the AFM to make a survey on
the effects of mechanized music on
musicians' jobs. Mr. Selvin reported
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to the convention that, of an average of seven hours of music broadcast daily by stations, only 58 minutes represented live music played
in the studio.
A rule to prohibit union musicians from making phonograph
records was proposed at the Seattle
convention following Mr. Selvin's
report, but no action was taken on
the proposal. Since that time, it
has been presupposed that some
action on recorded music would be
initiated by Mr. Petrillo.
In response to a query as to
whether the board meeting had
considered action on mandatory increases of personnel of studio
bands, Mr. Petrillo replied that any
such action is up to the locals.
"However," he said, "I feel that
the locals have been very reasonable as to the number of men employed in a studio band. At the
same time, I believe that the radio
industry is doing a whole lot to
solve
They and
haven't
turned our
downproblem.
our demands
we
have been able to compromise in
every case, settling all our disagreements satisfactorily. Since I
have been president of the AFM,
there have been 20 strikes involving radio stations, and during that
time I have never pulled a studio
band. But where a local is in a
dispute, we are, of course, right
behind them if they need help."
Concerning his double-barreled
criticism of Assistant Attorney
General Arnold and the Dept. of

Major

Market

Appoints

was appointed vice-president
Earle C. Anthonyof
Inc., that city,
according to an
nouncement
rethony.
leased by Mr. AnIn addition to
his present
man-of
agerial duties
the Los Angeles
stations, H o 1 1 iMr. Holliway
way will be in
charge of all
other radio properties, which includes KAXA, mobile unit; KEGA,
smaller mobile unit; and the proposed television and FM stations,
KSEE, and K37LA, respectively.
Before coming to Los Angeles, Mr.
Holliway was, for many years,
manager of KFRC, San Francisco.
He is also director of the NAB
16th District.
UNITED FEATURE SYNDICATE
has obtained the newspaper syndication rights to Berlin Diary, best-selling current non-fiction book, written
by William L. Shirer, former CBS
correspondent in Berlin. Book will be
released to newspapers in 24 daily
chapters, lieginning Oct. 13.
Justice delivered at the AFM Seattle convention last June [Broadcasting, June 16], Mr. Petrillo declared that "newspapers at the time
carried stories about the remarks
made against me and against the
union by Mr. Arnold. I replied to
those remarks, and I haven't heard
Mr. Petrillo
after the board
anything
since left
then."
meeting for Seattle to attend the
American Federation of Labor convention.

Group

Will
Meet
Oct.
CREATION of a small group of
major market broadcast stations
having common interests, to function as a sort of trade association,
was the reported objective of a
meeting to be held at the Drake
Hotel, Chicago, Oct. 7, to canvass
the prospects for such an organization.
Upwards of a score of broadcasters, itis understood, have been
invited to the session, the call for
which was issued by Eugene C.
Pulliam, WIRE, Indianapolis; W.
J. Scripps, WW J, Detroit; Walter
J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee, and
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul.
Were at NIB Session
All of the committee members
attended the special convention of
National Independent Broadcasters
in Chicago Sept. 22-23 and, it is
presumed, discussed the plan in a
general way with FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly, who was the
ing.
principal speaker at the NIB meet-

Planned;

7 in Chicago
While details were lacking, it
was understood the committee had
in mind a small, compact and active group to handle current industry matters of common interest.
Among these, it was indicated,
were such questions as ASCAP,
the musicians problem, superpower,
network-affiliate relationships, and
newspaper ownership.
Meanwhile, officials of NIB, pursuant to the reorganization resolution adopted at the Chicago convention, were preparing plans for
state and territory meetings, to
elect accredited representatives
[Broadcasting, Sept. 29]. Under
the reorganization resolution, the
representatives are to meet not
later than Nov. 15 to perfect reorganization plans for a separate
trade association. Letters shortly
will go out to broadcasters in each
state, urging election meetings,
after which a date will be fixed
for the meeting of the some 50
representatives and for completion
of the plan.
BROADCASTING

Reversal

by

FCC

Is Taken
to Court
New York FM Group Appeals
Reversal, Grant to WQXR
FIRST APPEALS to be taken
from FCC actions involving FM
were filed with the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia last week by Frequency Broadcasting Corp., of New York, which
had been granted an FM station
only to have it revoked later.
In two separate appeals filed
Sept. 29, the corporation petitioned
the court for orders staying the
Commission action on Sept. 13 revoking its construction permit and
staying the FCC action granting
Interstate Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
which operates WQXR, the same
facility previously awarded it. The
pleadings were filed by Horace L.
Lohnes, counsel for Frequency
Broadcasting Corp. Thomas E.
Murray Jr., of New York, is the
principal of the appellant.
Money Spent
The appeals, almost identical,
recited that the Commission on
June 17, effective Sept. 9, "without
notice,
hearing or cause",
revokedprevious
the construction
permit
previously granted to it to use 45.9
megacycles to serve the basic trade
area of New York City. On the
same day. Interstate was granted a
construction permit to use this frequency and serve the same area
"although it had no application on
file requesting this frequency".
The court was told that following the initial grant to Frequency
Broadcasting Corp. the company
proceeded with all necessary plans
to complete the construction authorized and expended money pursuant to it. Following the revocation and grant to Interstate, the
appeal asserts that Frequency
Broadcasting Corp. filed protests
with the FCC, but these were dismissed on Sept. 9 and the grant
to Interstate became finally effective. It was pointed out that when
the FCC set aside its previous
grant to Frequency and granted the
facility to Interstate, it also
granted Frequency a construction
permit for a station to operate
on an entirely different frequency
with a "greatly restricted service
area and subject to certain other
undesirable conditions".
WJBK Quits NAB
WJBK, Detroit local headed by
James F. Hopkins, last Tuesday
announced it had discontinued its
membership in NAB, as of Oct. 1.
Mr. Hopkins attended the NIB convention in Chicago last month and
was instrumental in procuring convention action on the anti-superpower resolution.
NBC has announced it will supply
football scores to the armed forces of
the United program
States abroad
via an over
AllAmerican
to be carried
WRCA,
urday. its shortwave adjunct, from
8:15 to 8:30 p.m. (EST) every Sat• Broadcast

Advertising

• We're not supposed to know, but it
came to us straight that few stations in
the U. S. dominate their markets to the
degree that WKY dominates Oklahoma
City. We've been saying for a long time,
and we had stacks of proof for it, that in
Oklahoma City "It's WKY 3 to 1."
The little bird told us that among
NBC-Red stations in 33 leading markets
of the country WKY stands right near
the top in station rating. From 3 to 5
p. m., for instance, it stands at the very

top! At other periods of the day it ranks
2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th . . . never lower than
7th all day long.
It just happens that no other Oklahoma City station even comes close to
WKY in station rating. It's easy to
understand, therefore, that a station
which ranks near the top nationally
could be and IS the 3 to 1 choice of
Oklahoma City listeners and a "must"
for advertisers who want to do the best
possible selling job in Oklahoma.

OKLAHOMA
CITY
Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times-KThe Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs KLZ, Denver (Alliliated Mgmt.)
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc

Gene Shumate,
KSO-KRNT rapid
fire sports announcer for 5
years, has THE
sports following in
Central Iowa.

Don O'Brien is
new this season to
WNAX. He has
years of sports
experience and
WNAX area fans
like his style.

Mac McElroy is
the popular sports
announcer who
handles baseball
and other local
sports events on
WMT.

owles

In the Cowles Stations, you buy a group of staons individually tuned to the likes of a million
nd a half radio families. You buy active local
loyalties. You buy regular audience
vidualized station planning.

KSO
DES

KRNT
DES
MOINES

MOINES

WNAX

Represented by The KATZ Agency
6, 1941

built by indi-

The Cowles Stations give you broad, productive coverage — created through the intensive
impact of localized station performance.

RAPIDS-WATERLOO
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dcasts aimed at their special
erests. Localized programming has built
egular Cowles Stations listeners in this great
2,000,000,000 market.

WMT
CEDAR

Stations

SIOUX

BROADCASTING
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Iprosley
lust

What

Asks

FCC

Hearing

to

Explain

Is All

About

WSAIsee other
by some
than hypothetical
the Crosley licenCorp.
would or would not be in the public
interest, because that question obviously cannot be argued in the
abstract," said the petition. Crosley added that a careful study and
analysis had been made of the proposed regulation, but that it had
been unable to determine why the
Commission feels that public interest would be served by its adoption. In the absence of a statement
by the Commission of facts, principles or theory which would justify its proposed regulation, it was
added, Crosley does not feel that
any useful purpose could be served
by an ulateattempt
its part and
"to argue
specas to suchon reasons
as to their validity as a general
proposition, or their applicability
to the existing situation in Cin-

■j Multiple 0>viiersliip Proceeding Arouses Mystery
li
As Stations Can't Figure What Is Wanted
UTR CONFUSION still running of the Federal Radio Commission
iot because of the ambiguity of its under the Federal Radio Act of
roposed regulations to ban multi- 1927.
le ownership of stations where
Explaining that the Crosley
verlapping service is involved, the Corp. knows of no facts or reasons
which have come into existence
""CC, on the eve of the opening of
its oral arguments on the issue Oct. since it acquired WSAI which
was confronted with a request would in any way be a basis for
hat it specify the "mischief sought the Commission reaching a conclusion other than that the two sta0 be avoided" by the proposed regtions are operating in the public
I ilation.
ii Filed on the eve of the hearing- interest, the statement said that the
last Thursday was a statement by Crosley Corp. takes the position
that its operation of the stations
i:he Crosley Corp., operating WLW
is serving public interest. It also
Jjind WSAI, requesting the CommisIn the absence of any indication
holds that the deletion of either
sion to issue a statement "as to the
cinnati."
station
would
not
only
not
serve
by the Commission as to the "mispremises upon which the proposed
chief sought to be avoided" by the
but would be con- proposed
regulation is based". It did not public traryinterest,
regulation, the pleading
to
it.
recited that Crosley does not feel
pie an appearance as such. Similarly, at least a score of other stations
that it can be of any aid to the
Merely Hypothetical
^hich presumably would be affect"The Crosley Corp. is not in a Commission in making suggestions
ed by the regulation, if invoked as
to argue and does not be- as to the "remedy intended to be
wi-itten, did not file briefs or ap- position
lieve
any
useful purpose would be afforded". Finally, Crosley requestpearances but obviously preferred
served by arguing the hypothetical
ed that the Commission "issue a
to remain on the sidelines to watch
statement as to the premises upon
question of whether the operation
the course of the proceedings.
of either station WLW or station
(Continued on page Jf8)
Just a Day or Two
With only 16 of an estimated 40 CBS
Executives and
ABTU
to Meet
^separate "overlap situations" thus
'far parties to the arguments, and
On Oct, 6 for Selection of Arbitrator
with no unanimity even among
those as to the question of the CBS EXECUTIVES will meet with naker is carrying on negotiations
with WBYN, Brooklyn, and
FCC's jurisdiction, there was little officials of Associated Broadcast
to indicate any concei'ted move to- Technicians Unit of International
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., for conward uniform opposition to the reg- Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
tracts covering the staff techulation. The FCC on Oct. 1 an- this Monday, Oct. 6, to attempt to
nicians at those stations.
nounced that written notices of in- select an arbitrator to rule on
Last week ABTU announced it
tention to appear at the hearing
had extended its activities into the
ABTU's original proposal for wage
could be filed by Oct. 4, thus relaxrecording field by negotiating a
increases for CBS engineers, which
ing its present edict that all briefs would average roughly 20% over
contract for the technical employes
and appearances should be filed by the scale.
of Columbia Recording Corp. in
Sept. 22.
Negotiations were started early New York, Chicago and HollyFCC Chairman James Lawrence
wood. These men, it was explained,
in September, broken off, resumed
Fly indicated he did not expect the and again broken off after the net- have duties closely approximating
arguments to run for more than
works counter offer of a fiat 6'7f those of radio engineers, and so
one or two days. Last Monday
increase had been rejected by the properly fall within the jurisdic(Sept. 29) a group of attorneys
tion of ABTU. All men covered by
union because it was tied up with a
representing stations which had provision that any unsettled points the CRC contract, which follows
filed appearances met at the office which arise during negotiations for the standard broadcast form with
of Horace L. Lohnes in Washinga new contract at the expiration of practically no changes, have been
members of ABTU for some time,
ton, but the two-hour session yield- the present five-year agreement
ed no unity of view.
a year from now be submitted to the union reported, and the negotiations had been under way since
The result, it was indicated, was
arbitration
[Broadcasting, Sept.
29].
last summer. It is understood
that each attorney would act sepABTU may seek similar contracts
arately on behalf of his particular
Present contract provides for an- with other recording firms in the
clients. Briefs filed on Sept. 22
nual consideration of wages, hours
near future.
[Broadcasting, Sept. 29] indicated
and traveling expenses if either
that in most instances the stations
side wishes to discuss changes and
affected were disposed to argue ex- fui-ther provides that if no agreeCigar Spots
tenuating circumstances rather
CONSOLIDATED CIGAR Corp.,
ment is reached, either side may
than oppose any ban on duplicating
arbitration, with the arbi- New York (Harvester cigars), on
ownership as such. There was still ask for trator
Oct. 6 will start sponsorship of
to be chosen by mutual
considerable talk of station trades
agreement. If they cannot agree on three five-minute news periods
weekly on WHDF WJMS WIBA
and sales, though no deals were an- a man, then a name will be chosen
WCBS and will place a series of
nounced as consummated, pending by lot from the arbitration panel
five-minute transcriptions titled
the outcome of the hearings.
set up by the American Newspaper
Listen Americans on 11 other staThe Crosley statement, filed by Publishers Assn. and the Internations. Transcriptions, also three
William J. Dempsey and William
tional Printing Pressman & As- times weekly, dramatize use of
sistants Union.
C. Koplovitz, former general counproducts 50-100 years ago and comsel and assistant general counsel
pare them with those now in use.
Russ Rennaker, national business
Station list includes: KBUR WHIO
of the FCC, respectively, recited manager for the union, delivered
WHO KDAL WEAU WTIC
that the corporation had operated
request for arbitration to WKBH WMBD WHBF WSAU
WLW since 1922 and WSAI since ABTU's
WMT. Contracts are for 13 weeks.
CBS last Tuesday and on Thurs1928, the latter station having been
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York,
day the network suggested the Montransferred to it with the consent
handles the account.
day meeting. Meanwhile Mr. RenBROADCASTING
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OFFICIAL LEGION announcer for
the sixth consecutive year was
Ellis VanderPyl, promotion director of WGAR, Cleveland, who was
chosen at the recent American
Legion convention in Milwaukee.
VanderPyl was at the public address microphone for more than 12
hours during the Legion's parade.
Tea Garden Spots
TEA GARDEN PRODUCTS, San
Francisco (jellies), has started a
campaign on 21 stations, using 35word chain breaks. Campaign will
run from 10 to 30 weeks. Agency
is Erwin,cisco.Wasey
& Co.,list:
San KFRC
FranThe station
KSFO KPO KOIN KARM KDYL
KGHL KGVO KGIR KPFA KRBM
KIDO KOMO KIRO KHQ KOY
KTUC KSUN KOH KFBK KQW.
In addition Tea Garden Products,
on behalf of its syrups, is using
100-word spots in participating
programs, five times weekly on
KFRC KFBK KARM KQW KOIN.
The syrups likewise are being advertised during a 15-minute porof Jack
Breakfast
Club tionon
15 Kirku'ood's
Don Lee-Mutual
stations
in
California
[Broadcasting,
Sept. 1].
Mouse Seed Test
W. G. REARDON LABS., Port
Chester, N. Y., in mid-September
started a test campaign for its
Mouse Seed using 100-word spot
announcements four to six times
weekly in six cities. Spots, to run
through the cold season when mice
are apt to be pests in the home,
feature the name and address of
one local dealer carrying the Mouse
Seed. If this first use of radio succeeds, the company may expand the
campaign next year, according to
H. B.
LeQuatte Inc., New York,
the
agency.
Hasty Maid Spots
HEYMAN
Corp.,
NewYork
(HastyPROCESS
Maid coffee),
through
its newly-appointed agency, Weiss
& Geller, that city, is planning a
test campaign of announcements in
Buffalo. Rochester and Syracuse, to
start in late October.
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Major Media Programs
Of National Advertisers
Are Analyzed by Dyke
OF 1,106 national advertisers who
spent $25,000 or more in 1940 in
one of the three major media —
magazines, newspaper and network
radio — those who used the latter
spent 60 Vr or $219,046,379, according to a survey on expenditures issued by the NBC research division
under the direction of Ken R. Dyke,
promotion director.
The entire group of 1.106 advertisers spent $367,665,739 in all
three media, but the 156 using network radio spent
for radio,
totaling $93,751,548; 30.8 9r for
magazines, totaling $67,467,025,
and 26. 49^ for newspapers, totaling $57,827,806, for the grand total
of $129,046,379.
Of those using network radio
91.7% were repeating their use of
that media, with 12AV( using it for
five years, 32.7'/<- for 10 years, and
4.5 "Tc using it since 1927 when the
networks were organized. Political
advertising was excluded from the
study.
Hecker Placing
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp.—
Flour & Cereal Div., New York
(Cream Farina, H-0 oats), has
purchased rights to the 15-minute
transcribed serial, Judy & Jane
from J. A. Folger & Co., San Francisco, which is continuing sponsorship in its western markets, and on
Sept. 29 began Monday-throughFridav broadcasts on WOR WBZWBZA WJAR WFIL WBEN
WSYR KSFO WTRY. In addition
the company on Oct. 6 will start a
series of one-minute transcribed
announcements six times weekly on
KMJ, Fresno and KNX, Los Angeles. Agency is Maxon Inc., New
York.
Smith Carpet Spots
ALEXANDER SMITH & SONS
Carpet Co., Yonkers, N. Y. (Colorama and Floor Plan rugs), last
week launched a 10-week campaign
of one-minute transcribed announcements, 3-6 times weekly, on
the following 27 stations: WLBZ
WNAC WORL WBZ-WBZA WICC
WCAX WSAR WHAI WTIC
WTHT WHYN WLAW WCOU
WFEA WELI WNLC WNBH
WCSH WHEB WBRK WJAR
WPRO WSYB WESX WWSR
WBRY WTAG. Anderson, Davis &
Platte, New York, handles the account.
Photo Firm's Spots
FRIENDSHIP STUDIOS, Elmira,
N. Y. (photographs), on Sept. 15
started a 13-week campaign of oneminute live spot announcements
three to six times weekly on the
following stations: WWVA WCAR
WFBM WMMN WROK WINN
WSOC WABY WCLE WHKC
WCBS WBEN WDZ WPIC WAIT
WHBL WPEN WLLH WKRC
WDRC. Phil Gordon Agency, Chicago, placed the account.
.Ti:\I COLEMAX. foi-moily of the
\'uHi'ouwire
i:erservI'loriiicp.
the
only
ice radio now
sportsedits
column
ill Canada, distributed on .ts reRular
radio r-irenit by I'rcss Xe^vs Ltd.,
'i'oronio, subsidiary of C.-inadiaii Press.
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THOMAS W. SYMONS JR., one of
radio's best known personalities
and prominently identified with
western broadcasting since 1922,
died suddenly last Thursday on his
farm near Newberg, Ore., a few
miles from Portland. He had
suffered a stroke Wednesday evening and the end came early Thursday morning.
Always in seemingly robust
health, Mr. Symons, who was 52,
had been in the East the precedingweek. After attending the NIB
convention in Chicago, he went to
Washington and then visited his
aged mother at Northampton,
Mass. Those who saw him in Chicago and Washington said he appeared in excellent health and
spirits. He had flown back to Portland Sept. 26.
Funeral services were held last
Fridav afternoon at the Newberg
Chapel. He leaves his wife, Frances
Rutter Symons; his daughter, Virginia Page Symons, and his son,
Thomas W. Symons 3d, now with
the Royal Canadian Air Force in
MacLeod, Alberta. He also is survived by his mother, Mrs. T. W.
Svmons, of Northampton, Mass.;
a brother, Noel, attorney of Buffalo,
and a sister, Mrs. Cortlandt Van
Winkle, of Northampton.
Widely Respected
Modest almost to the point of shyness, Tom Symons was universally
respected and admired in the industry. He seldom talked of his
attainments in radio and persistently shied from personal publicity.
A pioneer in both aviation and
radio, Tom Symons placed KFPY,
Spokane, on the air in 1922. He
established KGIR, Butte, in 1929,
with E. B. Craney, and along with
Mr. Craney purchased KXL, Portland, in 1937. His associate at
KFPY is Arthur L. Bright, vicepresident and general manager.
Widely-known as an aviator
prior to his entry in radio, Tom
Symons was a flight commander
during the first World War, serving
from 1917 to 1919 in the air service. He was a captain in the 41st
Division Air Service of the Washington National Guard at Spokane
for several years, and headed the
Symons-Russell Aviation Co., operating from Spokane in the early
days of aviation. Afterward, he
pioneered commercial airline operations between Spokane and Walla
Walla, Wash.
Active in Industry
Tom Symons was born April 22,
1889 in Washington, D. C, the son
of the late Col. T. W. Symons, of
the Army Engineers, and Mrs.
Symons. His father was instrumental in laying out Washington's
famous Potomac Park and Speedway, as Chief of Army Engineers.
Col. Svmons first went to Spokane
in 1870, at which time he purchased
property which still bears his
name. The Symons Bldg., in which
KFPY is located, is on part of this
original purchase and is in the center of Spokane's business district.
Tom Symons was graduated from
Yale and Oxford Universities. He
later studied law at George Washington University in Washington,
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and while he passed the bar, he
never practiced law.
Active in industry affairs, Mr.
Symons served several terms on
the NAB Board of Directors. After
acquiring KXL with Mr. Craney,
Mr. Symons purchased a large
farm near Portland, taking up his
permanent residence there following a generation in his native
Spokane, KXL recently began operation with 10,000 watts on 750 kc,
and Mr. Symons had been working
at a tionheavy
pace in getting the staon the air.
Network

Courtesy

NEW YORK traffic not permitting even a dash of a few
short blocks in five minutes,
WABC, New York, is allowing WOR, New York, the use
of one of its studios so that
Announcer Charles Stark can
keep a job at each of the rival
stations. Stark announces the
Kate Smith program on CBS
Fridays from 8 to 8:55 p.m.
and is due at WOR at 9 p.m.
to announce for Gabriel
Heatter. The trip is impossible in that time — hence the
courtesy arrangement with a
WABC engineer at the control for the WOR news program.
Big Hookup for Fibber
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine,
Wis. (wax), on Sept. 30 added 30
stations to the network carrying
Fibber McGee c& Molly, which returned to the air that day after a
summer replacement for Fibber
129 NBC-Red stations, one of the
largest commercial networks ever
assembled. Program is broadcast
Tuesdays, 9:30-10 p.m. (EST).
Plans for continuing Hap Hazard,
summer replacement for Fibber
McGee & Molly, in its own spot on
Wednesdays, have been temporarily shelved. Account is handled
by Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
BROADCASTING

Two Programs on Blue
Are Planned by Sterlinj£
STERLING PRODUCTS, Wheel
ing, for its subsidiaries, R. L. Watkins
New York
ToothCo.,
Powder),
and (Dr.
BayerLyon's
Co..
that city (Bayer's aspirin), has
purchased two weekly half-houi
spots for new shows on 63 NBCBlue stations, Monday, 10-10 :3(i
for Dr. Lyon's and Wednesday 1010:30 for Bayer. New shows are tfi
get under way Oct. 20 and 22 respectively, but as yet the formal
for neither has been decided on.
R. L. Watkins is also sponsoring
Manhattan Merry-Go-Round and
Backstage Wife on NBC-Red and
Orphans of Divorce on the Blue
while the Bayer Co. has American
Album of Familiar Music and
Young Widder Brown on the Blut
and Second Husband on CBS.
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, New
York, handles both accounts.
Kress Feeler
S. H. KRESS & Co., New York
(retail chain), starting Oct. 3, for
the first time in its 50-year history
is using radio, with a two-week
test campaign of four five-minute
programs and one participation
daily, six days a week, on WOV,
New York. The five-minute programs are Hall,
women's
shows atfeaturing Helen
starting
9:15,
9:30, 9:45 and 10:30 a.m., Monday through Saturday. Participaare in Dick 9:05-9:15
Gilbert's Fifth
Ave. tions
Troubador,
p.m.,
Sunday through Friday. Nationally
known cosmetics featured in the
Fifth Ave. store are plugged. Account was placed direct.
Cracks for Wax
TWIN CITY SHELLAC Co.,
Brooklyn (Dan-Dee floor polish
and wax), recently placed a series
of one-minute transcriptions on
WHN, New York, as the start of
a general campaign on an unnamed
number of stations in the East to
get under way within the next
month. Discs feature a character,
Dapper
Dan,philosophies
who presents
ous daily
in humorrhyme.
Piedmont
Agency,
New
York,
handles the account.
Magazine in 40 Areas
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS
Inc., New York {True Story magazine), on Oct. 6 launches its monthly campaign of spot announcements
on an undisclosed number of stations in 40 markets. Company conducts the campaign approximately
two weeks each month to publicize
the cui-rent issue of True Story.
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York,
handles the account.
Jelke on 23
JOHN F. JELKE Co., Chicago
(Good Luck margarine) , has placed
quarter-hour transcribed musical
series Happy Meeting Time, featuring Frank Luther and Zora
Layman, lowingthrice-weekly
on the
fol23 stations: KLZ
KMBC
KSD WGN WFBM WAVE WSMB
WJR WAGE WTRY WJAR WBAL
WDBJ WRVA WCAU WGNY
WBAB WKNY WBOW WKIP
WHN WCBS WSPD. Agency is
Young & Rubicam. New York.
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Spot Broadcasting has proved its selling
power to Studebaker sales management . . . proved
it in results! Factory, distributors and dealers alike have
seen the way Spot Broadcasting delivers prospects to
Studebaker showrooms. They know this powerful flexible
advertising hits hard... where and when they want it. They
know Spot Radio works more effectively, more efficiently
because Studebaker itself can select... without restriction
. . . the big, known audiences on the best stations in the
most profitable markets.
Furthermore, John Blair stations have added to
Studebaker success through local tie-in merchandising...
parades, displays, special broadcasts and publicity. It's a
Spot Radio bonus that you should know about. Ask a
John Blair man.
BROADCASTING
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The constitutional guarantees of
freedom of press and speech constitute one of the main considerations
in the newspaper-ownership situation, Mr. Ernst declared, observing
that the Bill of Rights in the Constitution is this country's great
contribution
to the history of the
world.

Philosophic Slants on Newspaper Ownership Are
Given by Harvard
Professors at Hearing
Several times during testimony,
He pointed out also that the right
FEATURING a two-day academic
counsel interrupted to question the of a free press in 1787, at the time
seminar on freedom of the press,
the Constitution, censorship and
credibility of testimony and to cau- of the Constitutional Convention,
tion against the apparently end- was a very different thing than in
public opinion, the FCC last Thursless range of the inquiry, both
1941, since it must be considered
day and Friday opened up on varichronologically and subjectively.
in relation to the situation of the
ous phases of its philosophy underlying the newspaper-ownership in- Joking references were made by times. "This business of freedom
Judge Thomas D. Thacher, chief
of thought is a proposition expandquiry.
Supplying reams of philosophic
counsel for the Newspaper-Radio
ing and contracting like an accorCommittee, to the extension of tesdion," he stated.
testimony, three witnesses appeartimony from dates before Christ,
ing at invitation of the FCC reMuch More Literate
vealed that a major premise in the through the Constitutional convention in 1787, to the present, and
With the world always worried
Commission's argument against
ownership of radio stations by even into domestic relations.
at any new means of educating
Ernst Philosophy
humans, it must be kept in mind
newspapers lay in the idea that
freedom of the press, as provided
during times like the present that
The entire Thursday session was
in the Bill of Rights, must be re- given over to the testimony of the society of today is much more
interpreted in a modern light.
Mr. Ernst, who, after developing literate than that of years ago, and
that it is easily reached through
his thesis that no single person
Guffey Blast
such means as the press, radio and
or entity should control "the pipe- motion pictures, he said. Although
Credence to this view, as reprelines
leading
to
the
market
place
sentative of New Deal thought,
the actual number of newspapers
of thought," engaged in a long has been shrinking for years as the
was given last Thursday when
philosophical discussion of his
Senator Guffey (D-Pa.), in a stand with Chairman Fly, Judge result of consolidations, they are
speech on the Senate floor, blasted
Thacher and Mr. Caldwell. Mr. reaching more and more people in
the operation and management of Ernst came out flatly against the the country, he observed, adding
the Scripps-Howard newspaper
ownership of any radio station by that the traditional freedoms not
chain.
only are threatened but cannot connewspaper interests.
Three witnesses appeared at the
tinue to exist if this trend conBefore Mr. Ernst took the stand,
tinues, i.e., fewer and fewer people
Thursday and Friday sessions —
William A. Porter, Hearst Radio
Morris L. Ernst, counsel for the counsel, made a brief appearance
controlling the pipelines to the
American Civil Liberties Union,
on behalf of King Features Syndi- market place of thought.
Prof. C. J. Friedrich, Harvard govDeclaring that there are evils
cate to request extension of the
ernment professor, and Prof.
return date on an FCC subpoena
implicit in the mere power to bottle
Zechariah Chafee Jr., of the Har- issued against Joseph V. Connolly,
up thesetionedpipelines,
Mr. Ernst
vard Law School. Mr. Ernst, who
that the answer
couldquesbe
King Features president. Chairfound at either extreme, implying
was on the stand all day Thursman Fly granted an extension from
day, is scheduled to return and
Oct. 2 to Oct. 9.
rather that the problem lay in
conclude his testimony Friday, Oct.
With direct examination handled
where to draw the line on such
10, under cross-examination by by Telford Taylor, FCC general propositions as newspaper ownerLouis G. Caldwell, counsel for counsel, Mr. Ernst briefly reviewed
ship of radio stations — whether
WGN, Chicago.
his activities with the American
they should be allowed to own none,
Civil
Liberties
Union
and
some
of
a few, 300 out of 800, or all of them.
The FCC hearings are scheduled
to resume Thursday, Oct. 9, with his extensive writings on free He maintained that both newspapers and radio are going to lose
appearances by representatives of speech and censorship.
United Press, Associated Press and
International News Service. These
appearances will reopen this phase
of the proceedings.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, at his press conference last
Monday, indicated the hearings
would continue for "some weeks",
although he refused to hazard a
guess on a date for finishing the
inquiry. However, it is believed that
they may run on indefinitely, particularly since it is becoming apparent that the plans for threeday sessions each week are not
working out.
Bulky Exhibits
Apart from the long philosophical dissertations on the Constitution and free press rights, which
were the main course through both
days, the hearing record grew considerably through addition of such
items as several full-size publisher
THIS EARLY-VINTAGE BRUSH one-lunger was at the airport last
volumes from which excerpts were
week to greet H. Preston (Pete) Peters, New York partner of Free &
read during testimony and crossPeters, station representative, as he paid his first visit to Fresno, Cal.
examination. Counsel tables were
Clyde F. Coombs, general manager of KARM, thought up the stunt,
piled at times with several books
as he says, "just to prove that the wild-and-wooly West enjoys the
and mounds of pamphlets, only
modern
of which
town boasts."
Takpart of which were offered for the sameing the
ride toappurtenances
town in the jalopy
are Pete's
(1 to r)home
Mr. Peters,
Mr. Coombs
record.
and A. Leo Bowman, San Francisco manager of Free & Peters,
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their vitality unless they are set up
so they can criticize each other.
If there were too much abuse of
a dominating position over these
pipelines, threatening to wipe out
the freedoms provided in the Bill
of Rights, the people themselves
would rise up and cry, "Take 'em
over," he declared. "But what
frightens me most is that the Government might take over," he
added.
If the press of the country does
not have the vitality to stand without the crutch of radio, or vice
versa, then the time has come when
something new is needed, he declared. He held that the networks
refused to carry a debate on the
network-monopoly rules, in which
he proposed that their respective
presidents
"nobody wasparticipate,
there to because
razz them
Pointing out that "truth will pay
out init."the market place," Mr. Ernst
into
maintained that newspapers in covering the newspaper-ownership inquiry should let their readers in on
their prejudices, tell them outright
that the newspaper has a definite
stake in the outcome of the proceedings.
Commissioner Craven, who took
an active part in the examination
of Mr. Ernst, asked what difference
it made whether one applicant or
another got a license, so long as the
Government has the final say on
whether he can keep operating. Mr.
Ernst answered that no commission
in the world could completely remedy negative action, i.e., get a spot
on the air for all programs that
should be heard but cannot get
time.
Cross-examined by Judge Thacher, Mr. Ernst reiterated that he favored a ban on newspaper ovraership of radio stations. He held that
the FCC should lay dovra a broad
philosophical rule on that matter
rather than treat it on a piece-bypiece basis, because the odds go
against control as time goes on.
Maintaining that it often is an advantage to one party merely to
keep something off the air, he stated to Judge Thacher, "Don't tell
me the owner of a mike doesn't
have a tremendous advantage."
'Less Than Honest'
Asked how he would have it decided as to who should get on the
air, Mr. Ernst declared he would
have it determined on "about the
same basis as now," except that he
would "cut under" the station owner who also has a newspaper or
otherwise dominates the market
place of thought.
He declared that it was "far
less than honest" for the press to
carry news stories on the inquiry
without revealing that newspapers
have a substantial financial stake
in the proceeding. He declared that
one cannot maintain the theory of
the Bill of Rights and the market
place without disclosing financial
interests. This drew the answer
from Judge Thacher that apparently a newspaper, in writing about
•
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taxes or the rising price of food,
should insert in its stories a notation to the reader that it pays taxes
or buys groceries.
A great part of Mr. Ernst's testimony was drawn out under crossexamination by Mr. Caldwell. Describing the organization of the
Civil Liberties Union, he said it had
existed for several decades, that it
had only a "negligible budget,"
that it had 5,000 or fewer members,
that it often defends the unorthodox or outcasts, and that its only
"position" has been taken on the
Bill of Rights. He stated also that
the National Council of Freedom
from Censorship was formed by the
ACLU, although membership was
far from duplicated, and that it
specialized in fighting the suppression of plays, books, movies and
such.
Books in Evidence
Mr. Caldwell offered for the record two of Mr. Ernst's books. Too
Big and The Censor Marches On,
along with two ACLU publications.
During his cross-examination, he
occasionally read a passage from
these exhibits, querying Mr. Ernst
on their meaning or pertinence.
Asked by Commissioner Craven
if his position against newspapers
owning stations did not amount to
discrimination, Mr. Ernst said he
did not know of anything in life
that is not discriminatory, in the
sense that a line must be drawn
somewhere. He added under further
questioning: "I'd be more frightened of the Government than of
one newspaper owning all the
stations."
Continuing his exhaustive examination of Mr. Ernst's philosophy
during the afternoon session, Mr.
Caldwell next questioned the witness on censorship considerations.
Mr. Ernst held that although subsequent punishment after the act
is dangerous, it is not as objectionable as previous restraint.
Mr. Ernst stated also that he
would not prohibit colleges from
operating radio stations, explaining that the ban should be exercised only against the "wholesale
means" of reaching the public, such
as the press, movies and radio.
PViedrich Appears
He declared that he did not think
station operators had given the
forum idea as much time as they
could, particularly in situations
where there have been numerous
applications for time which have
been refused. He maintained that
the failure of a station to put programs on the air should be considered by the FCC in renewing the
license of the station.
Before he was excused from the
stand by Chairman Fly, Mr. Ernst
engaged in a protracted exchange
of historical information on the
philosophy of freedom in America,
with Mr. Caldwell referring him
to various constitutional developments from the 18th Century on.
Testifying during the entire Friday morning session, and on into
the afternoon. Prof. C. J. Friedrich, Harvard professor of governPage 18 • October
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INDIAN CUPIDS decorate the walls of the new Studio D at KOY,
Phoenix. The little cuties were applied by the deft hands of Charline
Bisch, young Arizona artist, who displays her ladder-sitting technique.
ment and well-known writer in the
field of constitutional government
and public opinion, outlined his
findings on newspapers' effect on
public thinking. Director of the
Radio Broadcasting Research Project at Harvard, he said studies already have been published on radio advertising, radio broadcasting during war times and the government in radio.
Prof. Friedrich declared that
anyone interested in the study of
constitutional government necessarily should pay some attention to
communications, which heretofore
have been neglected by scholars.
Declaring that there is a free press
today, although not so free as it
once was, he observed that the
makers of the Constitution had assumed a partisan press, believing
that different points of view would
Trammell
To

Urges

Coordinate

be voiced in different publications,
rather than in a single one.
Declaring that newspapers of today have become a unit of economic production, manufacturing
newspapers, he commented that as
this condition expands and interest
in dollar volume and profits increases, quality of newspaper service may suffer. This may result
from such things as "manufactured
news", he said, pointing to editorinspired campaigns such as the
Spanish-American war.
Diversified News
The public does not get what it
wants in either press or radio, he
declared, maintaining that no survey would show otherwise. He said
he would favor a newspaper law
that would protect the good newspaper from the bad one.

Forming
NBC

PROPOSAL to form two radio
planning and advisory committees
for closer coordination on national
defense has been offered to the 239
stations of NBC's Red and Blue
networks in a letter dated Oct. 6
by Niles Trammell, NBC president, with temporary members for
the two committees already invited
to attend organization meetings in
New York, Nov. 4 and 5.
To provide a flow of advice on
local broadcasting conditions from
all sections of the country, each
committee will consist of seven
members representing the seven
different regions into which this
country is segmented, according to
the plans. Representatives will be
ultimately selected by the members
of NBC's Red and Blue services in
the respective districts, on a basis
to be determined by the affiliated
stations. Objective of the committees is better to integrate broadcasting service with the growing
demands of the nation's defense
and the maintenance of public
morale.
Joint Problems
In his letter, Mr. Trammell suggests that the major problems of
the industry be considered "first,
as they pertain to the national
emergency, and second, as they pertain to our joint needs of network
and station operation. Certainly

of Committees

Defense

Activities

we will want to evaluate program
and sales policies and public service requirements together with
the general economic and social
situations that confront us."
Temporary representatives already invited to meet with Mr.
Trammell to determine plans for
the selection of those to be chosen
regularly in the future are: On
the Red network committee, Paul
W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford;
James D. Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati; John J. Gillin, WOW, Omaha;
Edwin W. Craig, WSM, Nashville;
O. L. Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo;
Sid S. Fox, KDYL, Salt Lake City,
and Harrison Holliway, KFI, Los
Angeles. On the Blue committee are
Harry C. Wilder, WSYR, Syracuse, and WTRY, Troy; Sam Rosenbaum, WFIL, Philadelphia; Elzey Robei-ts, KXOK, St. Louis;
Henry P. Johnston, WSGN, Birmingham; Harold Hough, KGKO,
Dallas, and KTOK, Oklahoma City;
Tracy McCracken, KFBC, Cheyenne, and Howard Lane, KFBK,
Sacramento.
After their first meetings, the
committees will convene quarterly,
on the first Tuesday and Wednesday of each third month. The committees also will be available for
special call in the event of an
emergency either at the request of
NBC or of the chairman of either
committee.

Radio has barred such things athe crusading editor, Prof. Fried
rich observed, adding that for commercial reasons stations were unable to carry as many forum pre
grams as they should.^^
Pointing ou
^^
that monopoly in
the "opinion industry" isquite different from economic monopoly, he said he thought i
the common man will get his big- i
gest break and gain importance in
a constitutional democracy when
he gets his facts from a number
of diversified sources.
Although as a general rule ownership of information media shouM
be diversified, he said, there probably were cases where joint ownership of more than one media were
justified. In these cases, where
question arose over the economic
support for separate ownership of
these media, he said the burden of
proof should be placed on the applicant for joint ownership, requiring him to show just how he would
provide a suitable service. If there
is joint control of more than one
media, he continued, then that control should be balanced by judicial
methods through a regulatory commission such as the FCC.
t
Penalty for Falsity
Asked by Commissioner Craven
if there were any danger in the
FCC's saying that one class of applicant can and another cannot get
a broadcasting license. Prof. Friedrich commented that although
"slight danger" might result from
this responsibility, it nevertheless
was necessary to prevent concen- 1
tration of power and control over
press and radio. He alluded to such
examples as the Northcliffe newspapers in England, the Coty publishing interests of France, and the
Hugenberg chain of newspapers in
Germany, pointing out that such
concenti'ation is one basis of the
rise of dictatorships. He remarked
that the decline of the German republic had accompanied the rise of
the Hugenberg chain, backed by
munitions interests.
Responding to cross-examination
by Judge Thacher, Prof. Friedrich
said he had been educated in four
German universities, coming to the ■
United States in 1922 and starting
teaching at Harvard in 1926.
Asked by Judge Thacher what
prohibitions he would put on the
{Continued on page i9)

How

a

Station

Local Angles Brought
To Audience With
Disc Programs
By DAVE BAYLOR
Production Manager. WGAR, Cleveland
FOR THE ARMY, the recent battle of Louisiana was an ambitious
experiment, mainly for the purpose
of determining whether concentrated artillery and numerically
superior infantry could stop wellarmored and speedy mechanized
divisions.
For radio stations and networks
attached to either side, however, it
was an experiment to see whether
or not radio could perform a public
service by broadcasts directly from
the warfront. According- to incomplete returns just now coming in,
it can be done.
iladio's aim appeared much the
same as with the World Series, the
National Open or the National Air
Races — to bring its listeners a
play-by-play account of a special
event. But there is another and
more important two-fold service
which the industry has consciously
or unconsciously performed. Namely: a combination reportorial job
on the actual happenings, and a
job of telling the story of the
training progress of the Army to
civilians.
Local Interest
The manner in which the various
stations involved in the Sept. 15-30
maneuvers went about the job they
had to do varied according to the
results they desired to achieve. The
coverag"e varied all the way from
an over-all picture, as given by
the networks to a purely localized
treatment of human interest features as covered by some of the
independent stations.
The WGAR aim fell in the latter
category. Our interest was with
the 37th Division which is made up
of Ohio National Guardsmen and
Selectees.
We did not depend upon direct
broadcasts, but used mobile transcription equipment which we felt
gave us greater flexibility in the
remote sections where the frontline action occurred. Thus we were
able to bring descriptions of Cleveland boys on the firing line to the
Cleveland audiences. For the networks, where lines were involved,
it was more difficult, since what
lines there were in such remote sections, were either taken over by
the Army or not suitable for broadcast. For the area in which the maneuvers took place was sparsely
inhabited, with roads all but impassable for any but Army vehicles.
We were given the use of an
Army truck which carried a 110
volt A-C generator supplying current for our transcription equipment. This gave us the advantage
of being where the actio. i was hottest, at the very time it was taking
place. Unfortunately, however, the
Page 20
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Covered

the

"real thing" where a battle is concerned isconsiderably less dramatic
than radio listeners have been led
to believe.
One of the most heartening
things was the excellent cooperation we received from all the
officers and the men with whom we
came in contact. They realize that
radio offers a new source of publicity which is so necessary if they
are to get the proper civilian reaction. Their loan of Army vehicles
and drivers for our use was an example of such fine cooperation,
since it is no military secret that
the Army is as yet not up to full
equipment where vehicles are concerned.
It's No Picnic
If your station, Mr. Broadcaster,
plans war maneuver broadcasts, or
similar features, advise your staff
they must put aside all thoughts
of fine hotels at company expense
and luxuries of a like nature if
they are to see and broadcast the
real thing. Like the soldiers, we
went without baths, without sleep
and at times without foods for limited periods, in order that we could
be there when "the shootin'
To be accurate and authentic
started".
you must move when and where
the Army moves. If they sleep on
the ground, you must also. If
they're where the chiggers bite,
don't think for a moment that these
Army

s Largest

Maneuvers

A CREW covered the Louisiana
Army maneuvers, especially Ohio
divisions, for WGAR, Cleveland.
Carl George (left), WGAR program
director,
'by commander
as Maj. Gen.of
Robert S. stands
Beightler,
Ohio's 37th Division, tells about it.
little anti-social creatures will
grant you the immunity to which
your civilian status entitles you.
Travel lightly, and be ready to
move on a moment's notice.
Don't think you know where your
next meal is coming from, because
you might not be there at mealtime. You'll learn to buy canned
foods which can be consumed cold,
or you will get on the good side of
a mess officer who will issue you
some "iron rations" (which, incidently, are delicious) when you
start for some unknown destination.
The consensus was that the biggest difference between radio and
other coverage resulted from the
refusal
of broadcasters
to "expert"
the
battles.
Radio correspondents
told the tactical story in terms of

Peace-Time

Maneuvers

Bring Tribute to Radio for Coverage
For additional netvs and pictures of maneuvers see pages 50, 51
RADIO, which faced the project operate entirely uncontrolled by
with some misgiving because it in- any preconceived plan of attack
or defense. The Louisiana games,
volved new and untried technique,
soon will recieve official commendaapart from the lack of real shoottion for doing an outstanding job
ing, were described as "just like
of covering the recently concluded
war" for officers, troops, correspondents, and especially radio
Army maneuvers in Lousiana.
The September war games, larg- crews.
est peace-time sham battle in
New radio techniques had to be
American history, involving some
developed. There was such a short500,000 troops, presented broadcast
age of wirelines in the 20,000
crews with some novel problems,
square mile maneuver area that
but they came through with flying live broadcasts were all but precolors, according to War Departcluded— networks teamed up to
ment officials.
handle a few live pickups daily
Earning the enthusiastic ap- with the least possible tie-up of
preciation of these officials for a wirelines sorely needed for the milimagnificent job of keeping the
tary operations proper. All the inAmerican public informed on the
dividual stations participating transcribed their shows on the spot,
progress of their Army in its important initial test, it was indi- rebroadcasting them on definite
c a t e d to Broadcasting last
schedule.
Wednesday that official praise to
Because of the uncontrolled
the networks, stations and indi- nature of the games, radio observparticipating
in radio's
ers could not know definitely becoverage viduals
of the
maneuvers
will
forehand where a good pickup spot
come from the War Department.
might be established to handle a
June Training
good special event. Radio crews and
operated under
The story of radio's coverage of correspondents
strict war rules, were subject to
the big Louisiana maneuvers goes
capture and imprisonment if they
back several months, to the Second
Army's Tennessee maneuvers in were caught beyond the lines of
force to which they were acJune, when broadcasters had their the
credited.
first taste of covering "free ma(Continued on page 50)
neuvers"— where opposing forces
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the average man and woman, along 1
with accounts of what the soldiers J
were doing in addition to their tac- I
tical missions and how they were |
taking it. The only exceptions to
this general observation would be
features like the three shows of i
Major George Field Eliot for CBS, |
which were largely from the point ;
of view of a military analyst.
Network Pickups
With four stations maintaining |
special crews in the area through- i
out the maneuver period, all of i
which concentrated on recorded j
pickups and descriptions, the di- :
rect pickups fell to the networks, i
MBS carried three shows weekly
from Blue (Third Army) positions, ;
using WNOE, New Orleans MBS l
affiliate as originating station,
along with three transcribed programs weekly from the area.
Jimmy Gordon and Jon Duffy
were MBS correspondents with the
Blue Army. The three recorded
shows each week were air expressed to WOR and rebroadcast
on MBS from that point. Recording equipment recently acquired by
the Radio Branch of the War Department was used.
NBC and CBS, through special
agreement, helped solve the wireline dilemma by scheduling their
broadcasts within the same 30-minute period. Thus, the telephone
company was able to clear lines for
testing and transmission for as little as two hours on days of four
network shows and only one hour
for two-show days. Ken Fry, of
NBC special events in Chicago,
was in charge of NBC operations ij
in
Blue for
area,CBSwithandBillBrewster
Slocum '
in the
charge
Morgan handling the two CBS
Spirit
of 'il shows
the
maneuvers.
These originated
three, alongat
with Jimmy Gordon, for MBS,
and Jack Harris, news and special
events director of the Radio
Branch, headquartered at Lake
Charles, where they coordinated
pickups from Blue and Red areas.
Not including direct network
pickups, a total of 107 programs
were originated during the four
weeks in Red (Second Army) territory. Superintended and aided by
Brooks Watson, of the Radio
Branch, tainedspecial
crews were
mainin Red territory
by WLW,
Cincinnati, W H A S, Louisville,
WSM, Nashville, and KWKH,
Shreveport. Of the 107, 12 were
produced for Texas State Network,
six for MBS, and the remainder
for the individual stations — among |
them 23 for WLW, which released )
the programs through a special 18station network, and 10 more for
WLWO, Crosley shortwave outlet.
Regarded as an outstanding accomplishment of radio forces was
the action of the Second Army

Radio Alexandria,
Section inon "capturing"
KALB,
the opening
day of the maneuvers and using it
for 'combat purposes" [Broad- |
CASTING, Sept. 29]. The same group
previously had demonstrated military operation of KELD, Eldorado,
Ark., as a goodwill gesture.
• Broadcast
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will of its large and

loyal follow-

WBEN's
new 5 KW transmitter on beautiful Grand Island, N. Y., just
licensed by the Federal Communications Commission, is the latest of a
series of improvements
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BMI

Shows

Profit

Department

For Opening Year
Miller Points to Record of
Achievements for Period
BMI's first report to stockholders,
covering the fiscal year ended July
31, 1941, was issued last week,
showing total income of $2,230,457
for the year, comprising $1,761,017
from license fees paid by radio stations, $119,589 from royalties and
$349,850 from the sale of sheet
music.
After deduction of operating expenses and provisions for taxes, depreciation and amortization, there
was a net profit of $2,177. Consolidated balance sheet shows total
assets of $605,934, of which $236,831 is in cash.
A Busy Year
In his letter to stockholders, BMI
President Neville Miller points with
pride to the record of BMI, which
has at present 703 subscribers, representing 87 of the commercial
broadcasting stations in the United
States and 94% of the industry's
dollar volume. "At the beginning
of the fiscal year covered by this
report," he states, this company
was still in the process of organization and faced a task vv^hich many
thought was insuperable. Needless
to say, it has been a year of intense activity during which BMI
had to engage its personnel, negotiate contracts with composers and
publishers, get its music onto the
market and into the hands of
broadcasters and be prepared in
other respects to replace a catalog
which represented the accumulation
of more than 25 years of monopoly
in the music field.
"With no original assets other
than the subscriptions of its licensees, BMI during this fiscal year
secured and published large quantities of new music, entered into
agreements with 300 other music
publishers whose combined catalogs
approximate 500,000 titles, and
made a large number of arrangements of standard (public domain)
music. . . .
"All this was accomplished at a
moderate cost in comparison to the
$5,000,000 a year paid to ASCAP,
and ASCAP's increased demands,
v/hich if granted would have aggregated $9,000,000. Now that the
necessity for emergency operation
is over, BMI is operating on a decreased scale of cost.
"At the expiration of the first
licenses the cost of licenses to
broadcasters was reduced. Under
the present license system, BMI
performing rights licenses cost
broadcasters from 1% to 1.66% of
the receipts from the sale of time
during 1939, as opposed to the 6%
and 7% which broadcasters paid to
ASCAP previously in commercial
and sustaining fees. . . .
"Due to BMI's competition,
ASCAP has lowered its rates to
broadcasters. With these reductions in eff'ect, ASCAP music will
find new outlets in the future.
Page 22
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Store

Analysis of Radio
Shows
Preference
Spots Found to Be Favorite
Method of Using Medium

HIGHLY AMUSED was this trio at questions and answers given on
initial half-hour broadcast of Doyi't Be Personal, started Oct. 3 on 6
NBC-Pacific Red stations under sponsorship of P. Lorillard Co., New
York (Beechnut cigarettes). They are (1 to r). Sam Pierce, Hollywood
manager and announcer-producer of Lennen & Mitchell, agency servicing
the account; Ed Barker, NBC Hollywood account executive; Art Baker,
m.c. of the weekly audience participation show.
Advertisers Are Urged
To Continue Campaigns
During
Current Crisis
WHY ADVERTISERS should continue to place their messages before the American public during
the present emergency even though
''products
differentare
qualityunavailable,
or of fewerof atypes
and sizes" is set forth in "John Doe
Looks at Industry in War", 60page red-white-and-blue brochure
just issued by Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., New York.
The present program of curtailment, substitution and simplification of materials and how manufacturers are carrying it out can be
explained to John Doe through advertising, the brochure states, it
being the best way to keep a company inprestige
the consumer's
eye and
save its
in a competitive
market.
The booklet also emphasizes how
only the domestic market is sure
with exports on consumer products
diminishing, that young people are
entering the market each year and
should hear the manufacturer's
story, how English companies "by
the dozen continue to advertise,"
and how American companies can
well profit by their example by advertising to the public what they
are doing.

6, 1941

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, speak ins
as assistant director of the Civilian
Defense Committee, will discuss What
Students Can Do in Connection With
Defense,
a group
of student
leaders on awith
special
broadcast
on CBS,
Oct. 1, 4-4 :30 p.m.
That this situation should occur
was within the original contemplation of your company. There was
no time at which BMI aspired to
have a monopoly of the music
played on the air. The whole purpose of BMI was to bring about a
condition of healthy competition.
"The door of competition has
been opened. It need never again
be closed. With the good-will and
cooperation of those in the music
business whom BMI has served
during its first full year of
corporate life, the new composers
and new publishers who have found
opportunity through BMI's efforts,
your company can count upon a
just share of the music business."

Mutual Cokes
IN HONOR of its newly
signed contract with Coca
Cola Co. for a six-a-week
broadcast series over a 125station network, MBS last
Monday installed a 120-bottle
Coca Cola dispenser in its
New York headquarters.
After Fred Weber, Mutual
general manager, had drunk
the first bottle, the network
treated each of its ejnployes
to a drink on the house.
Studebaker

Buys

STUDEBAKER CORP., South
Bend, introducing 1942 car models,
has placed varied schedules of news
and sports on 109 stations. Contracts in most cases are for quarter-hour newscascs six times a
week, although a number are for
either five or 10-minute periods
ranging in frequency from one to
six times v/eekly. Where news was
not available, established sports
programs were purchased. The
business was placed through Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago,
on the following stations:
KGIR KRBM KPFA KFAB WBEN
WOR WHAM WSYR WBT WBIG WPTF
WADC WKRC WAPI KARK KOA WICC
WTIC WBRY WJSV WDEL WJAX WFLA
WSB WGN WGBF WOWO WIRE WSPT
WBOW woe WHO KSCJ KSAL KFH
WLAP WHAS WWL KWKH WFBR WBZWBZA WTAG WWJ WOOD WSAM
WEBC WCCO WTCN KMBC WGAR
WBNS WKY KVOO WSAN WLEU WAZL
WFIL WCAE WJAR WMC WSM KGNC
KRIC KRIS KROD KGKO KPRC KTSA
WWVA WKBH WTMJ and 37 stations of
the Don Lee Network.
Simoniz Test
SIMONIZ Co., Chicago (car polish), is testing radio with one-minute live spot announcement weekly
on the following stations: KDKA
KOA KPO WTAM WBZ WTMJ
WJR WJSV KMOX WCCO WLW
WOOD WDAF KARK WFAA
WFBC WWL KIRO KOIN WCAU
WHAM WBAL KRNT WNAX
WMT WREC WIRE WWJ. George
H. Hartman Co., Chicago, is
agency.
PEPSODENT Co. of Canada, Toronto
(tooth j)aste), starts early in October
a series of dramatized spot announcements by Bob Hope on 20 Canadian
stations. Account is placed by Lord &
Thomas of Canada, Toronto.
BROADCASTING

SUCCESSFUL USE of radio by
department stores requires proper
use of the radio technique, according to conclusions reached in a survey of 92 stores conducted by the
Research Bureau for Retail Training, U of Pittsburgh. Covering
stores in all parts of the country,
the survey was compiled and edited
by John A. Garber, of the bureau
stafi'. A later survey is to cover
consumer reaction.
Of the 92 stores surveyed, 46 are
now using radio and have 79 programs on the air. Analysis of types
of programs revealed the stores
were using 24 spot campaigns, 9
shopping programs, 8 news, 8 reng, 7variety, 27 campus
women's,and5
sports, 4 cordijuvenile,
one each for institutional, men's,
quiz. Army camp and time signals.
Can't Wait
Thus little agreement was noted
among stores in choice of programs,
with spots the outstanding favorite
since they are inexpensive, involve
no production problems for the
store and keep the store out of the
"entertainment business". Shopping programs are found closer
than other types
to the stores' merchandising activities.
Many stores become impatient
waiting for results from radio, it
was found, and the data show that
a program passing the 13-week
mark has a good chance of surviving for a year.
A successful store doing over
$10,000,000 annually reports
■'greater return by far" from radio
than from newspaper space, contrasting with the view of some
other stores that the rate of return
on the radio dollar is less than the
newspaper dollar. This latter feeling is ascribed to the theory that a
public "educated to read relatively
heavy department store newspaper
advertising for 40 years or more,
cannot be expected to react equally
to light department store radio
publicity of 13 weeks to a few
Of the
46 stores using radio, 20
years
standing."
thought rates were excessive, 14
did notA and
the otherfeeling
12 didn't
know.
widespread
was
noted that radio should be given an
opportunity to do a direct selling
job. It was found that 31% of
stores charge radio back to the department concerned; 63% charge
tira,e to general publicity; 5%
charge one-half to each; 1% did
not reply. Further it was noted
that 28% prefer large stations,
72% small stations. As to servicing
of accounts by radio stations, 54%
reported adequate servicing; 32%
not adequate and 14%^ reported
"better servicing".
• Broadcast
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FCC

Action

in WMAL

License

Transfer

Held Contrary to Fly^s Probe Claims
THAT THE FCC is not restricting
its inquiry into newspaper ownerVideo Kids
ship of broadcast stations merely
to future acquisitions and to FM,
KDYL, Salt Lake City, again
demonstrated its television
as had been indicated by FCC
equipment at the Utah State
Chairman James Lawrence Fly, but
Fair this year, featuring a
proposes also to cover present newsbaby show known as Teletot.
paper licensees of standard broadChildren from four to eight
cast stations, was gleaned from acwere televised after a registion taken last Tuesday in connectration certificate was given
tion with the pending application
their
parents.
As the child's
of WMAL, Washington, owned by
imagesionappeared
on the televithe Evening Star but leased to
receiver, a photographer
NBC.
made a still picture which
was mounted on a certificate
The Commission, by a 3-to-2
with the name in print. The
vote, placed in the pending file the
certificate was presented parapplication of NBC and M. A.
ents as a memento.
Leese Radio Corp., licensee of
WMAL, for consent to voluntarily
assign the license of WMAL to
the newspaper subsidiary. It ex- Texas Sets Up New State
plained it was done "pursuant Radio, Education Agency
to Order No. 79", the regulation
authorizing the newspaper in- TEXAS State Legislature has appropriated funds to establish and
quiry. Commissioners Craven and
a department of radio and
Payne voted against the action, operate
special education, the only such
with Commissioner Case absent.
State departm,ent in the country.
The new department is headed by
Joint Application
John W. Gunstream, director of the
WMAL is 100% owned by the Texas School of the Air, a cooperative educational program utilizing
Star, but has been leased to NBC
commercial radio stations in the
for nearly a decade. Several weeks
ago, NBC and the Star jointly Lone Star State.
sought to procure assignment of
Among the radio executives assisting Mr. Gunstream are A. M.
the license to the newspaper, under
Woodford, director of production
a temporary agreement whereby
the newspaper would control all staff, WBAP, Fort Worth; Hugh
of WOAI, San Anaspects of station operation but Halff, manager
tonio; Kern Tips, manager of
utilize NBC studios and sales per- KPRC, Houston; Ed Lally, prosonnel. Originally, the WMAL ligram director of WBAP, and
Ralph Nimmons, program director,
cense had been set for hearing,
WFAA, Dallas.
not because of the newspaper ownership issue, but under the policy
The new department will inaugurate its 1941-42 series of classroom
relating to management contracts
broadcasts Oct. 6, using Texas
and leases, and because it contained
Quality Network and KGNC,
a reversionary clause as to station
Amarillo. The broadcasts will be
licensee.
presented in five series of 26 proChairman Fly, in an addess begrams each, paralleling the five
major courses of the Texas public
fore the NIB convention in Chicago
school curriculum, i. e., language,
Sept. 22, stated that the inquiry
science,
into newspaper ownership did not arts, tions
and music.social science, vocaconcern existing licensees but
rather "future acquisitions", and
he emphasized also that the onset
ANOTHER RUTH
of FM had been responsible for the
study.
Detroit Crane Is Victim of
In the case of the Star, however,
Mistaken Identity
it was pointed out, neither the FM
IT STARTED in the Sept. 22 issue
issue nor the "future acquisition"
question is involved, since the sta- of Broadcasting, with an item to
the effect that one Ruth Crane was
tion's transmitter is owned by the
Star and NBC simply has oper- changing her station affiliation
ated it under a lease, along general from WLW-WSAI to WCMI, Ashland, Ky. And last Wednesday
lines similar to those previously in Broadcasting
received the followforce with Westinghouse stations,
ing note from Mark Haas, of WJR,
but terminated more than a year Detroit
:
ago.
"Please call 'em off! I mean those
hundreds of Broadcasting subscribers who think Ruth Franklin
Bakery in Southeast
Crane
is
leaving WJR. She isn't!
COLUMBIA BAKING Co., AtlanMiss Crane (known all over the
ta, operating 14 plants in five Midwest as Mrs. Page) has been
Southeastern States, last week
with WJR for over 12 years, and
started its largest fall advertising
campaign, using radio on 39 sta- the pleased sponsors on her partions and space in 101 daily and
ticipatingleave.
program wouldn't
of letting her
However,think
the
weekly newspapers. A series of oneresponse she received to your story
minute dramiatized announcements,
.585 weekly for 13 weeks, will proabout another 'Ruth Crane' is cermote Southern Bread and Redi-Cut
taining a testimonial to the many
friends
she and Broadcasting have
Cake. Freitag Advertising Agency,
Atlanta, handles the account.
in the radio industry."
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CRYSTAL BOWL technique, blowing dandelion seeds, tea leaves and
eenie meenie meinie moe are components of the Arch McDonald system of football forecasting. Blessed
with a DeSota contract for Friday evening forecasts and Saturday evening scores, Swami Arch,
WJSV, Washington, sportscaster,
will give Washington fans a weekly
recipe for sudden wealth through
gridiron gambling.
FIISCH TO OPERATE
FM IIS ISEW YORK
ANOTHER FM broadcasting station will soon begin independent
operation in the New York metroarea, with
theFinch,
announcement bypolitan
William
G. H.
head
of Finch Telecommunications Inc.
and former assistant chief engineer
of the FCC, that finishing touches
are being
his of
W55NY,
located on theput48thto floor
10 E. 40th
St., New York City. Assigned to
45.5 mc. with a radius of 8,500
sq. mi., W55NY will utilize the new
10,000-watt FM transmitter being
produced by Western Electric Co.
The station, Mr. Finch said, will
have no network affiliation and will
devote itself to classical music,
news, special features and educational programs.
"We approach FM with no false
hope about immediate revenue from
this
service,"
stated.
''Our first
interest
is tohebuild
audience
acceptance for what we feel is an
important advancement in radio
and to keep pace with the newest
and best methods of the industry.
Therefore we regard the considerable outlay of time and money
involved in entering the FM broadcasting field as an investment in
public service and progress."
Philco Spots on WOR
PHILCO Distributors of New York,
now featuring a new FM receiving set,
has contracted for sis announcements
per night, sis days weekly, on Moonlight Saving Time, all-night program
of WOR, New York. Announcements
will principally advertise Philco FM
circuit sets. Contract, placed direct,
bringssors toMoonlight
Saving Time sponfour.
DUE. to the rapidly increasing number of defense programs and features,
WLW, Cincinnati,
has announced
discontinuance of dance
band remotes
from the Lookout House, night spot
across the river in Kentucky.
BROADCASTING

Baker, Smeby Appointed !
To Priorities Committee
WITH additional industry appointments announced during the last
week, DCB's new Defense Priorities Liaison Committee (Committee 13) personnel is nearly complete. The five members of the
committee proper were announced
recently [Broadcasting, Sept. 15,
22, and all but three of the DCB
industry subcommittees have selected their two "priorities repreDr. W. R. G. Baker, of General
Electric Co., and Lynne C. Smeby,
sentatives".
NAB director of engineering during the last week were named by
the domestic broadcasting subcommittee as its "priorities representatives". Also named, by the international broadcasting subcommittee, were R. J. Rockwell, of Crosley
Radio Corp., and M. L. Prescott,
GE. A. W. Cruse, alternate FCC
member of the committee, has been
named secretary of the group.
representatives",
twoThefor"priorities
each of the
nine industry
subcommittees, will work in an advisory capacity
with the
committee
in efforts
to five-man
expedite
procurement of raw materials and
supplies for radio manufacture and
repair.

World

Series

Coverage

|

Provided Latin Nations
HIGHLIGHTS of the World Series
last week not only reached New
York listeners, but also were transmitted to Central and South America on NBC's international stations WRCA and WNBI. For the
duration of the series Eli (Buck)
Canel, gave
head nightly
of NBC'ssummaries
Spanish section
in

I
i
j
\

Spanish of announcements
the day's game,
commercial
tyingwithin
with the RCA Victor export division line of radio models, titled
"Champions of the Airwaves."
Frankie Frisch, the former
"Fordham Flash," also rebroadcast
his earlier-in-the-evening NBC-Red
summaries of the games on WRCA
and WNBI at 8:15 a.m. (EST).
Feature summary program in
New York was the first-hand impressions of each day's play on
WNEW by Lefty Gomez of the
Yankees at 5:15 p.m., and Pete
Reiser of the Dodgers at 7:45 p.m.
These two quarter-hour periods
were sponsored by Pepsi-Cola
Bottling Newell-Emmett
Co., Long Island
through
Co., City,
New
York.

:
[

Seven Join MBS
SEVEN new affiliates have joined
MBS recently, bringing the total
number of outlets for the network
to 182. New stations, effective Oct.
1, are WGBF, Evansville, Ind.,
operating 1280 kc, 5,000 watts day,
1,000 night; WEIM, Fitchburg,
Mass., 1340 kc, 250 watts; KTRI,
Sioux City, la., 1450 kc, 250 watts;
KVFD, Ft. Dodge, la., 1400 kc,
250 watts; WJMS, Ironwood,
Mich., 1450 kc, 250 watts; WATW,
Ashland, Wis., 1400 kc, 100 watts,
and, as of Sept. 25, WBBB, Burlington, N. C, 920 kc, 1,000 watts
day. WEIM is affiliated with the
Yankee and Colonial Networks,
while KTRI, KVFD, WJMS and
WATW are members of the North
Central Broadcasting System.
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. ES, SIR. We at REL are proud of our progress in the FM transmitter manufacturing field.
Ye
And for several reasons. For instance:

?

On August 29, 1941, W45CM

{

(WBNS)

Columbus, Ohio, ordered a 10 kw. FM transmitter

from us. The job was completed September 23 and shipped September 27 ready for immedi-

'j

ate operation, guaranteed by REL to be completely satisfactory. And in these days, Mr. Broad-

?;

caster, that's making progress.
The reason for this speedy delivery is because REL is beyond the
experimental stage in FM and is geared for production of all FM

I

broadcast transmitters from 100 watts to 50 kw. Every type of
transmitter falling in these categories has been completely engineered, built, tested and proven to be a successful unit. A REL

'
^
ii

transmitter assures a broadcaster the means of getting on the air

|

quickly . . . assures him that his station will not become an experimental playground for untried equipment.

j;
fi;

REL is extremely proud of the company it keeps. Leaders in the broadcasting industry like

ji

Major E. H. Armstrong, inventor of FM; John Shepard and Paul deMars of Yankee Network; Walter Damm of WTMJ, Milwaukee; Bill Scripps of WWJ, Detroit; John Hogan of

j'.
f.

WQXR,

t.

New York; Dr. Ray Manson of WHAM,

Rochester; Clarence Wheeler of WHEC,

Rochester; Roger Clipp of WFIL, Philadelphia, have all specified REL equipment since their

ij,

start in FM.

f

Today, more than ever before, thanks to the resourcefulness and research of REL, FM manu-

|;

facturing has developed to a point where broadcasters can expect deliveries of REL equipment within a reasonable period of time. To protect your investment in FM, be sure to investi-

I',

gate REL before you buy.
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THOUGHTFUL TRIO at recent inauguration of tlie UBS Three Rbig
Time program, sponsored by P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark (beer), consisted of (1 to r), John U. Reber, New York vice-president in charge
of radio for J. Walter Thompson Co., agency servicing the account;
Milton Berle, Hollywood comedian and m.c. of the show; and Charles
Laughton, film star featured on the weekly half-hour variety show.

Grid Scheme
COOPERATING with alumni associations of U. S. colleges and universities, the
Radio Section of the War Department Bureau of Public
Relations, is developing a
plan under which homecoming football games all over
the nation will be dedicated
to
the in respective
schools'
alumni
the armed services.
It is planned to broadcast
brief dedication ceremonies
at half-time, with alumni in
the service invited to attend
the game and participate in
the ceremonies, to be led by
school and alumni officials.
Details of the plan, now being
numbers ofdeveloped
schools as
are large
signifying
interest, are available to
stations from the Radio Section, it was stated.
College

Station

Group

Gets Camel's Recordings
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, has signed to sponsor a thrice-weekly quarter-hour
Camel Campus Caravan on 10 college broadcasting stations in the
East for Camel Cigarettes. The
program features the latest recorded swing numbers, according
to William Bsty & Co., New York,
agency handling the account, and
resembles the Camel Caravan network show.
The contract, signed through Intercollegiate Broadcasting Station
Representatives, 507 Fifth Ave.,
New York, covers a 15-minute time
block, three evenings weekly
throughout the first semester of
the current season on the campus
transmitters of Yale, Princeton,
Columbia, Cornell, Williams, Union,
Brown, Wesleyan, Rhode Island
State and Connecticut U. The college stations, which limit their coverage areas to the campus proper,
are said to represent solid markets
of young men who set fashion and
hobby styles.
V3usi«ess for ^^^^
^..ding
^^^^ Ke.
^v
ou
l^
g
bin
on tl^e gus
^^.^ ears,
far more of everytb^ug ^^^^
combined (^^o
^^^ive, buymg
It's an eager,
listening r^^S
instance.).
vritbm
sta
r
^ Basic 1
^ T^emork means.
, 031,200 people-^^^^^J

roundto, 100 mile, a

,

Capt. Kent Is Chairman
Of New Education Group
CAPT. HAROLD R. KENT, director of the Radio Council of the
Chicago Board of Education now
on duty in the Public Relations Bureau of the War Department,
Washington, is chairman of the
organizing committee of the new
Association for Education by
Radio.
Charter memberships in the
group are now open to educators,
broadcasters and citizen leaders interested in education by radio. At
present AER is publishing a journal, major feature of which is a
combined guide to all national educational and public service radio
programs. Elizabeth Goudy, director of radio for the Los Angeles
County Board of Education, is
chairman of the publications committee, while James Hanlon of Chicago is editor of the journal. Those
interested should apply to the Association for Education by Radio, 228
North LaSalle St., Chicago.
KANS, Wichita, has appointed Headley-Reed Co. its national advertising
representative.
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KFEQ GIVET^ 5 KW.i
INCREASE FOR KDO^
FULLTIME with 5,000 watts on
680 kc. was granted KFEQ, St.
Joseph, Mo., in an FCC decision
last Wednesday. The station was
authorized to install a new transmitter with directional antenna for
day and night use at a new site
approximately 5% miles northeast
of St. Joseph. It now operates with
2,500 watts day and 500 watts night
on 680 kc, limited to sunset in
San Francisco, where the 50,000watt KPO uses that frequency.
KWK, St. Louis, is an applicant
for 680 kc. with 50,000 watts.
The Commission also authorized
KDON, Monterey, Cal., to increase
from 100 to 250 watts fuUtime on
1240 kc.
Rival applications of WLOL,
Minneapolis, and WMIN, St. Paul,
for the 630 kc. frequency were ordered set for hearing. WLOL, controlled by the estate of the late
John P. Devaney, now operates
with 1,000 watts fulltime on 1330
kc, and seeks 1,000 night and 5,000
day on 630. WMIN, now 250 watts
on 1400 kc, seeks the same assignment. The applications were ordered to be heard jointly.
Also ordered to joint hearing
were the 1,000-watt applications
on 1460 kc. of KSAN, San Francisco, and John R. Scripps, West
Coast publisher and owner of
KHUB, Watsonville, Cal., the lattertura,seeking
Cal. a new station in VenRegional,

Local

Groups

NBC
RADIO-RECORDING
feaSponsor
'Betty & Bob'
ture, Betty & Bob, on Sept. 29
started its second year for two
regional advertisers, A. E. Staley
Mfg. Co., Decatur, 111. (starch
products), on WTAM, WENR,
WPTF and KMBC, through Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, and
Union Biscuit Co. of St. Louis on
KSD, WJDX, WAML, WFOR and
WQBC,
St. Louis.through Gardner Adv. Co.,
The five-weekly program continues on WEAF, New York, for
Kirkman & Sons, through N. W.
Ayer sors &in other
Son,cities
whileinclude
current
sponSanitary
Groceries (Safeway stores), Washington, on WRC; General Mills
(Rex Flour),
Reeves,
on KGIR,through
Butte; KnoxKFBB,
Great Falls; KGVO, Missoula;
KPFA, Helena, and KRBM, Bozeman; West End Dairy on WCSC,
Charleston; French-Bauer Co. on
WCKY, Cincinnati, and for local
sponsors on WDBJ, Roanoke;
WGST, Atlanta, and W M A Z,
Macon, Ga.
Father John's Spots
FATHER JOHN'S MEDICINE
Co., Lowell, Mass. (proprietary) ,
on Sept. 29 began sponsoring
weather reports and 100-word announcements Monday through Saturday, on WTAM, Cleveland;
KDKA, Pittsburgh, and WGY,
Schenectady. Contracts run until
March 28, 1942. On Oct. 6, the
company starts a series of station
breaks on WRC, Washington, to
run through April 4 next year.
Other stations will be added. John
W.
count.Queen, Boston, handles the ac• Broadcast

Advertising

client

hollered
FIRST CITIZEN of Prescott, Ariz,
is Program Director Mucio Delgrado of KYCA. Veterans of the
Foreign Wars presented Mr. Delgrado with its "American Citizenship medal Sept. 18 terming him
number one citizen for his "meritorious programming in the best
interests
community".
This
was
the of
firsttheaward
in Arizona.
Georgia

Tech

uncle...

Contract

For WGST
Operation
Scheduled for Hearing
ADVISED that the board of regents of Georgia School of Technology has approved a proposed
deal offered by Arthur Lucas and
William Jenkins to take over the
management and operation of
WGST, Atlanta, now under lease to
the Sam Pickard-Clarence L. Calhoun interests, the FCC on Oct. 1
ordered
a hearing Counsel
on the station's
license renewal.
for the
university has petitioned that the
hearing, date of which has not yet
been fixed, be held in Atlanta. The
Lucas-Jenkins deal was made subject to FCC approval.
Messrs. Pickard and Calhoun
since 1930 have held a contract to
operate the station, dated to run
until 1950. The Commission [Broadcasting, Sept. 8] had scheduled a
hearing for Sept. 3 looking to restoration of the station to the licensee, Georgia School of Technology, but this was postponed.
Lucas and Jenkins, Georgia chain
theatre operators who also are
identified with the ownership of
WRDW, Augusta; WSAV, Savannah; WMOG, Brunswick, and
WLAG, LaGrange, have offered to
operate the station under a salary
of $5,000 a year each, guaranteeing Georgia Tech $30,000 a year
plus 25%
of the station's
net income, the contract
to be cancellable
if annual payments amount to less
than $50,000. In recent years the
station is said to have earned net
profits of about $150,000 a year.

RECENTLY— over our protests — a WBT

ments at a time of day which wasn't suitable for his particular product. His
offer of free samples garnered hardly more than 20 replies per announcement.
The client finally hollered uncle and gave us our own way. We ran his
announcement-offer at "our" time — and the very first one pulled 1.273 replies!
You can't live on intimate terms with a vast radio family for 20 years without
knowing exactly what kind of radio fare it wants and when it wants it. So when
a client comes along and asks for a time of day to sell his product, WBT
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makes

suggestions. Suggestions aimed to get the best results possible from every radio
advertising dollar spent here.
WBT's familiarity with the likes and dislikes of its audience is one of many
strong reasons why WBT

WBT*
"THE

CLARK ANDREWS, former RuthraufE & Ryau, Hollywood radio producer, and more recently contracted to
20th Century Fox Studios on writiugproduction assignment, has joined
Paramount Pictures as an associate
producer under Sol. C. Siegel.

advertiser bought spot announce-

boasts a selling record few other stations can equal.

50,000
STATION

WATTS
AN

• CHARLOTTE

AUDIENCE

BUILT"

Owned and operated by Columbia Broadcasting System. Represented by Radio CBS
Sales: New York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Los Angeles, San Francisco ^
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TOP

PROGRAMS
Pop-Ups — Plugs for Annie — Treat to Pupils —
From Home — Cloth for Polishing

in a
POWER

MARKET

(TENN.

VALLEY)
•

KAY KYSER
FRANK FAY
KALTENBORN
RUDY VALLEE
FRED WARING
EDDIE CANTOR
HORACE

HEIDT

TREASURY HOUR
MRS. ROOSEVELT
JUST PLAIN BILL

thought of you!"
Annie's Promotion
PROMOTING its new Orphan Annie transcribed series, WCKY, Cincinnati, has launched an intensive
campaign which includes an
Orphan Annie contest in 10 Cincinnati theatres, conducted by Helen
Rees, with each theatre-winner receiving aprize and a grand prize
of an all-expense airplane trip to
Chicago for the winner and her
mother. Window displays in local
stores also plug the series, tying
in the station and program with
the sponsoring Quaker Oats Co.
and Sparkles. By arrangement
with the Cincinnati Times-Star the
daily comic strip will carry a line
calling attention to the WCKY radio show.

COLLEGE HUMOR
MARCH

OF TIME

TELEPHONE HOUR
BURNS AND ALLEN
REVEILLE ROUNDUP
LINCOLN HIGHWAY
JOHN'S OTHER WIFE
DR. PEPPER PARADE
FITCH BAND WAGON
LIGHT OF THE WORLD
INFORMATION

PLEASE

MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY
WE'RE FIVE IN THE FAMILY

WAPO
Chattanooga,
•

Tenn.

5000 Watts • 1150 kc
NBC

Red & Blue
•

Represented by
HEADLEY-REED CO.
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guinghigh s inis intri
promotio
the fairy
MEn piece
ALL-TI
land pop-up book . . . From
the Bottom Up published by
Mutual network to promote its
sports broadcasts. Each year Mutual tries to do at least one promotion piece ''which you will want to
rding to an actake home", accoletter
companying by Robert N.
Schmid, MBS director of advertising promotion. Opening the text
is a poem "Alas . . . but No Longer
a Lack", which sets the pace for
other poetry dealing with sports.
Fancy pop-ups cover scenes in
various branches of sport. They
show a baseball player sliding into
home plate; a horse raising a cloud
of dust; a halfback plowing
through center; Joe Louis clipping
one to the whiskus.
Final page shows a fireside scene
on a magic carpet, with this bit of
a poetic plug: From all of the preceding dope, one vital point pops
up,
we
hope
. . . We're
entertaininga
millions who
will entertain

6, 1941

'Farm & Home' Book
WITH A COVER illustration
"Young Corn", by Grant Wood,
"The Nation's Bulletin Board of
Agriculture" has been issued by
NBC to describe the growth of the
NBC-Blue National Farm & Home
Hour, which presented its 4,000th
broadcast last July 28. How the
broadcasts entertain and educate
30,000,000 farm people and provide
them with 'vital information on
agricultural and home subjects" is
told in the 30-page book together
with excerpts from farm listeners
in appreciation of the programs.
Hunters' Helps
AS A SERVICE to sportsmen,
KLZ, Denver, is giving away a map
of the big game hunting areas in
the State, another map showing
where the types of quail and pheasant can be hunted and a sports
calendar with dates of the various
hunting seasons.
Cokes for Students
TO CREATE interest in latest
fall school fashions a Danville, 111.,
dress shop in cooperation with
WDAN held a "coke" party in the
shop, inviting all high school girls
to attend and originating a broadcast there to create interest.

New to Blue
TO ACQUAINT listeners in the
Baltimore and Pittsburgh areas of
the shift Oct. 1 of WCBM and
KQV to NBC-Blue, the network
has been conducting an intensive
newspaper advertising campaign,
totaling some 2,000 lines in each of
the daily newspapers of the two
cities. The campaign, backed up
with full page ads by the stations
themselves, also takes in promotion for the NBC-Blue outlet
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., because of its proximity to Pittsburgh. Promotion is handled under
the direction of E. P. H. James,
NBC-Blue sales promotion manager.
Bridgeport House
WITH THE opening Sept. 28 of
the General Electric "House of
Ideas" near Bridgeport, Conn., the
company has arranged for a daily
radio program on WNAB, Bridgeport, from the house during October while it is open to visitors.
The programs feature guest hostesses describing the modern electric gadgets in the house with new
ideas for the home for the benefit
of listeners.
Salesmen's Talks
TRAVELING SALESMEN'S prize
yarns are given a chance to payoff on the weekly CBS Al Pearce &
His Gang show, which resumed Oct.
3 under sponsorship of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., (Camel cigarettes). With $100 as the prize, authentic humorous or unusual experiences encountered during selling careers are submitted by listenfor dramatization on the halfhour ers show.
More Hunting Snooks
IN CONNECTION with the camMaxwellof
House paigntoof General
promote Foods'
the return
Baby Snooks to the airways,
WROL, Knoxville, used a man-onthe-street program to ask the
popular question, "Where is Baby
Snooks?". Interviewed was the local assistant chief of police who
promised the cooperation of the
police department in the search.
Polish It Up
KXOK, St. Louis, has made a promotional tie-up with the Eagle
Furniture Co., sponsors of Polish
Melodies on that station. Each visitor to the store receives a chemically treated polishing cloth in a cellophane bag on which is printed
"Compliments of the Eagle Furniture Co." and "Listen to KXOK
Sunday at 12 noon."
WOWO Postcards
JUMBO POSTCARD addressed to
timebuyers have been sent out by
WOWO, Fort Wayne. The giant
cards of approximately 12 x 16 inch
proportions warn that since
WOWO has gone fulltime, it has
enjoyed the greatest rush of spot
and network business in its history
and that in the future time will
probably be scarce.
BROADCASTING

MERCHANDISING DISCUSSION
for plans to exploit the weekly
CBS Helen Hayes Theatre brought
together the heads of Robert K.
McMillan (1), advertising manager of Thomas J. Lipton Inc., firm
sponsoring the program, and
George Moskovics, CBS Pacific
Coast sales promotion manager.
Marching With Time
IN VIEW OF the return after two
years absence from the air of The
March of Time on NBC-Blue Oct.
9, subscribers to Time magazine,
which will again sponsor the series,
are receiving three-page letters
proclaiming
the series asassignment
"the most
ambitious journalistic
in Signed
all the by
history
radio." Time
P. I.of Prentice,
publisher, the letter states that
some stories can be told in pictures,
but
no
mediumsome
otherneed
than ''something
radio can make
possible."
All of Time's
experience
and
newsgathering
facilities
will
be taxed to make the programs
"help our ovra regular readers get
the feel of the news more intimately than they possibly could from
ends.printed word alone," the letter
the
Award Stunt
TO AROUSE wide local interest
in the announcer who will represent WTAG, Worcester, Mass., in
competition for the H. P. Davis
National Memorial Announcers'
Awards, window displays are being set up in leading department
stores. Exhibits include portraits
and posters about various WTAG
announcers. The Worcester Telegram and Gazette is cooperating
with eight columns spreads on the
announcers and by supplying coupons with which readers may cast
their votes for their selections.
With the Bills
SOME 40,000 power users in Chattanooga and vicinity received photos of the cast of Chattanooga on
Parade, a program designed to promote the community. They were
enclosed in power bills. Other inindustries appearing in the show
are sending out photos and stories
of the program.
BROCHURES
NBC-Red — Heads, They Won, report
on .the Hooper survey of the audience
listening regularly to Mr. District AtVitalis. torney and of this audience's use of
KDYL, Salt Lake City — Four-page
folder in three colors featuring station's power increase and showing
weight lifter with sample of hair.
WGT, Schenectady — yellow folder on
the nee
fiveprogram.
times weekly Musical MatiGENERAL ELECTRIC Co.— Twocolor eight-page folder on its Hour of
Charm.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Booklet

on

Radio

Issued by C of C
Controversial MatteJ* Taken
Out Prior to Issuance
DESIGNED to provide academic
advice on the use of radio by local
chambers of commerce, the tJ. S.
Chamber of Commerce has published abooklet, What About Radiof soon to be circulated among
membei' organizations. Although
the booklet provides only a general
picture of the possible relationship
between local radio stations and
chambei'9 of commerce, another
similar publication, dealing' with
suceeigful use of radio by broadcast minded members, is to follow,
it was indicated at Washington
headquarters. The pamphlet was
written by Hardy Burt, of the
Chamber's Publicity Department.
in a pre-publication critique offered to the local chamber of commerce secretary, Major Edney
Ridge, director of WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, questioned the inference in the proof copy of the pamphlet that the FCC requires stations to "allot at least a specified
amount of their time to public service broadcasts," ergo Chanlber of
Commerce programs. When this
was pointed out to Chamber of
Commerce Washington headquarters by Broadcasting, last Wednesday, the statement was deleted be^
foro the booklet went to press.
Must Be Interesting
Commenting on this inference.
Major Ridge declared in a lettei" to
Secretary John S. Patterson, 6i
the Greensboro Chamber of Commerce :
"I do not believe there is a radio
station in the United States that
would not gladly do anything in its
power to upbuild the community in
which it lives and does not recognize the fact that the Chamber of
Commerce is entitled to tell its
story.
"But neither the radio station
nor the Chamber of Commerce
would benefit by Unentertaining
and dull programs. There afe too
many dull, ax-grinding talks put
on the radio under the guise of
public service. While the FCC does
issue licenses for the public interest, convenience and necessity,
it does not require any radio station to run a listener-losing program for any organization."
"Sherlock" by Grove
GROVE LABS., St. Louis (Bromo
Quinine), following a summer layoff, on Oct. 5, through Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago, resumed for 39
weeks, the weekly half -hour Sherlock Holmes on 67 NBC-Red stations, Sunday, 10:30-11 p.m.
(EST). Tom McKnight continues
as producer, with his wife, Edith
Mesier, writing radio adaptations
from A. Conan Doyle stories. Basil
Rathbone and Nigel Bruce, film
actors, again portray the characters of Holmes and Dr. Watson,
respectively, and are assisted by
aorchestra
supportingsupplies
cast. I^ou
Koslog's
background
music.
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WSIR
Stamford.
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SERVING

ONE
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Reprinted from the
Bridgeport Herald
Two weeks old, WSRR

already enjoys the patronage

of 45 local and national accounts. For further details of WSRR's rich primary area of 400,000 population, write Slocum
Chapin,
general manager.
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HOLMES

RECORDS

THE

BLITZ

Blackouts the Worst Headache, Holmes of CBC

• Tops on the Dial
350 KC lower than
any other station
In Alabama.
• Tops for Value!
BRAND-NEW
EQUIPMENT
• Operated by the
Birmingham NewsAge-Heraid
• Represented by
Headley Reed Co.

Says Upon Return to Canada
IN RECENT weeks, Canadian
fort angle, was found to be a necesBroadcasting Corp. has welcomed
sity at times, as the discs will not
back a member of its Overseas
cut properly in cold weather.
Unit, whose enterprise and faithNight Driving
fulness to duty made history durthe of
Septem"To my mind one of the worst
beringblitz
1940.
features of the work over there
Arthur Holmes
is blackout driving. Quite a bit of
has jotted down a this
is necessary because, during
few notes about
the difficulties of the winter, darkness lasts for as
broadcasting i n long as 16 hours and it often
happens that the trip back from one
Britain where
conditions for the of the camps has to be made at
lads handling the night.
"Dimmed headlights are allowed,
portable equipquite a strain if any disment are very dif- but it tanceisis covered
or if the territory
ferent
from
Mr. Holmes
is unfamiliar. Conditions in this
home :
respect are not nearly as bad now
"When the CBC recording van
as they were last fall, when notharrived in England," says Mr.
ing but parking lights were allowed
Holmes, "it caused quite a flutter
during
a raid.
of excitement among BBC employes
"These
gave absolutely no illumiand Englishmen in general, but
nation on the road, and it was a
especially among our own troops.
matter of feeling your way along.
Except for the CBC emblem, the On top of this, bombings were new
outside was very much like that of and the BBC asked us to do recordings for them during the raids.
the standard army trucks used by
This meant a lot of city driving at
the Canadians.
"It was the inside, though, that night. If there were many fires this
wasn't hard, but on dark nights
was a surprise to everyone. The
there was always the danger of
completeness of the unit seemed
crashing into something or runto be the amazing feature to most,
ning into a bomb crater. A pastogether with the general smartsenger in the truck is quite a help,
ness of the whole layout. The gaso- as he can watch out his side. Unline heater never failed to draw
fortunately itso happened that in
comment, as the English recording
August and September when the
cars are not equipped with heaters,
headlight ban was on. Bob Bowman
and Bert Altherr were on their
despite the raw, cold English wintrip to Canada. This meant driving
ters. Heating, outside of the comalone most of the time.
No Sign of Life
"One night, I remember driving
about five miles through the city
during a raid without seeing a
single person or any sign of life
whatever. It appeared to be a city
of the dead. Another time, coming
up from Kent during a raid, I
drove halfway through a large
town before I realized I was not
still in the country. I could just
make out the white center marking
on the road and was driving by
that.
"Summer weather, however, is
an entirely different matter. Daylight lasts until about midnight,
and it is a distinct pleasure to drive
out and visit the soldiers in their
outdoor camps."

In radio, too, it's better to lie Lower
There are times when it's better lowest frequency (570 kc.) and
to be lower. Take radio, for ex- plenty of power (5000 watts)
ample. Stations at lower fre- so that it can reach over
12,500,000 people economically.
quencies have a decided advantage. Lower frequencies mean
longer wave-lengths; longer
wave-lengths mean stronger sigWMCA
nals, better reception. WMCA
is lucky. It has New York's
FIRST ON NEW YORK'S DIAL
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Philadelphia Teachers
.TAMES ALLEN, program director of
WFIL, Philadelphia, and .Joseph T.
Connolly, director of sales promotion
and special feature broadcasts of
WCAU. Philadelphia, have been
named to the faculty of The .Tunto.
new adult school organized in Philadelphia. Last week, Kenneth ^Y. Stowman, tor,
WCAU
news andtopublicity
direcwas appointed
the teaching
staff of Temple to conduct a course
of
tion.study in radio program prepara-

BIG CATCH, right off the salmon
counter of Seattle's famed fish market, is claimed by these two unsoiled angling cronies, Hugh Feltis
(left), commercial manager of
KOMO-K.JR, Seattle, and John *
Bates, of Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Northwestern Games
BROADCASTS of Northwestern
U football games will be sponsored
on three Chicago stations this year.
All six home games starting Oct.
4 will be sponsored on WAIT by
Greyhound Management Corp. (bus
lines), and on WBBM by Congress
Cigar Co., Newark (La Palina
cigars), which will also sponsor
broadcasts of three additional Big
Nine games. Beaumont & Hohman,
Chicago, is the Greyhound agency,
while Marschalk & Pratt directs
the latter account. Ford Dealers of
Chicago, through McCann-Erickson, Chicago, have purchased
broadcasts of seven games — five
N U home games, one away from
home with Ohio State, and the
Michigan vs. Illinois games. All
Northwestern home games will be
played at Dyche Field, Evanston,
and the university receives onehour station time rate for broadcasting rights to each game.
Texas Co. Back
TEXAS Co., New York, renewed
the Texaco Star Theatre with
Fred Allen on 85 CBS stations
for the 1941-42 season, effective
Oct. 1. The program will be heard
as usual on Wednesdays from
9-10 p.m. There will be a repeat
show for the West Coast at midnight. Format of the program will
remain unchanged except for the
appearance each week of a college
singing or instrumental star, chosen as best in the guest university
by his schoolmates. Portland Hoffa,
Kenny Baker, Larry Elliott and
Al Goodman and his orchestra
round out the cast. Vick Knight is
producer director. Agency is
Buchanan Co., New York.
WHCU.
operated
applied
fulltime
present
870 kc.

Cornellat U's
station
Ithaca.commercially
N. T., has i
to the FCC for 5.000 watts
on 640 kc, in lieu of its
1,000 watts limited time on

KOIN'KALE
• PORTLAND, OREGON
• MBS
k
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
1^ FREE O- PETERS, Inc., National Representotives
CBS
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AURORA

BOREALIS

AND

RADIO

Effect of Magnetic Disturbances Analyzed

ing this and other auroras has led
to an understanding of what happens. Radio communication is adversely affected, not only during
the aurora but for several days
afterward. While no aurora was
visible at Washington after the
18th, high-frequency radio transmission was unusually poor for a
week thereafter.
Thus the aurora is only an evidence of the first stage of an ionosphere storm, the stage in which
there is a tremendous increase in
the number of electric particles
entering the ionosphere. These particles plunging into the ionosphere
tear up the regular ionized layers
which normally reflect radio waves,
and also produce intense ionization
at unusually low levels which uses
up the energy of radio waves thus
reducing their intensity in addition to causing severe fluctuations.
During this turbulent stage of
the ionosphere storm, high-frequency radio is very erratic, both
signals and "static" surge violently, being transmitted with good intensity for short intermittent periods, interspersed with periods of
complete failure. This indicates

severe turbulence in the ionosphere
with small unstable patches or
clouds of high ionization densities.
Fluttery transmissions can be
heard at frequencies far in excess
of those normally
useful Not
for longdistance communication.
only
auroral but the most severe fluctuations of terrestrial magnetism
occur during this first or turbulent
stage of the ionosphere storm.
The second stage, following the
turbulent stage of an ionosphere
storm, is characterized by an expansion and diffusion of the higher
ionosphere, extending into latitudes
farther south, the greater the intensity of the storm. This expansion and diffusion of the ionosphere
increases the virtual heights and
lowers the ionization densities of
the ionosphere
layers. The
mum usuable frequencies
for maxinight

-By Bureau of Standards Scientistto a point near the zenith at about
By DR. J. H. DELLINGER
Chief, Radio Section
70° above the southern horizon, and
National Bureau of Standards
slightly to the east.
The reason for this is that the
THE AURORA visible over the
entire sky at Washington on the incoming charged particles followed
evening of Sept. 18 was of great the earth's magnetic field and the
interest in connection with the rays, which appear along the paths
of these particles, are thus everyBureau's studies of radio wave
where parallel to the earth's field.
Aupropagation.
roras are caused
At Washington, the earth's magnetic
field is inclined at 70° to
by the electrical
the horizontal and runs from slightexcitation of
ly south of east to the northwest.
atoms in the rare
To an observer, then, it seemed
atpart of the known
as if he stood in the midst of a
mosphere
number of parallel lines of light,
as the ionosphere.
F-layer and
Fa-layerbecause
transwhose direction was that of the
missions aredaytime
much reduced
The ionosphere is
earth's field. At times of such an
of the lowered critical frequencies
that portion of
and increased virtual heights. Thus
the atmosphere
aurora it is thus possible to "see"
the earth's magnetic field, just as
from about 30 to
the higher frequencies are not
Dr. Bellinger
usable. Frequencies low enough to
ironfield
filings
one magnet
to "see"in
300 miles above
the
of a enable
small bar
be received are usually abnormally
the ground which
a laboratory experiment.
absorbed, especially during the
reflects radio waves and makes
A
study
of
the
eflFects
accompanyle.
possib
radio
daytime.
nce
long-dista
Aurora and the accompanying
tic, and electric disradio, magne
turbances are manifestations oi a
ionoturbulent condition in the caused
sphere. This turbulence is
outer atmosby the arrival in the
phere of charged electric particles.
These particles come from the sun,
MAN!
and are usually most prevalent
Can
I Actually
Get
All
when there are large active sunwhich visots in ring,
(i.e., sunsp
spots ible
new
changes are occur
spots being born, etc.).
In the Center
That
Over
ONE
Washington
Station?
sunspots
A group of large active
appeared at the edge of the sun
Amazing, what you can do with one station in the Nation's Capital.
As the sun has one revoSept 10.
When you buy time on WWDC you pay for one signal, but you get two.
lution in about 27 days the sunspot
A new W.E. transmitter within sight of the Capitol Dome booms your message
group was about at the center of
quanthrough the city proper; a booster station in the heart of suburban Washington
Sept. 17. Tremendous
the sun tities
were
of electric particles
does the job in wealthy, closely-packed Chevy Chase, Silver Spring, Bethesda
pouring forth from the sun at that
and other Maryland sections.
time. In northeastern United States
aurora was observed nightly startThe one for two rate is low, too. Not a cent more than the lowest rate in
ing Sept. 15, and radio reception
Washington.
from European stations was weak,
or roaraccompaniel by a rushinghigh
radio
ing electric noise on the
Because WWDC is Washington's newest station it can still offer new advertisers
frequencies. At 1 a.m. (EST) on
choice spots at choice hours. That's a situation you can profit by, now.
trea sudden
there wasin the
Sept. 18 mendous
number of
increase
electric particles entering the
earth's atmosphere from the sun.
As a result the ionosphere was violently agitated, the aurora became
visible at Washington, and skywave radio transmission was
severely disturbed. As the day went
on the disturbances increased culminating in an extremely brilliant
auroral display in the evening, and
u u
□
□ □
□
□
□
WASHINGTON,
a complete disruption of the ionoEdwin
M.
Spence
sphere and of radio transmission.
D. C.
The auroral display was probably
General Manager
the most brilliant ever observed at
Washington. Just after sunset a
steady curtain of light appeared
in an arc low in the northern sky.
WWDC
Then long bright shafts began to
appear and disappear, and the display began to move southward
toward the zenith. Shortly before
FIRST CITY
RATE IN THE NATION'S
LOW
FOR ONE
LOTS OF VALUE
8 p.m. rays and streamers were
visible over most of the sky. Flick• Wide-awake, veteran programming.
• Two signals for the price of one.
ering waves of green light appeared to travel upward toward the
• Full 24-hour AP news, NBC Thezenith along the rays. The peak of
• Blanket coverage of Washington and
saurus.
suburbs.
the display was about 8:15 p.m.,
and then the aurora began to fade
• Choice available spots morning,
• Strategically situated in the busiest
out, most of it disappearing by 11
p.m.
afternoon and night.
city in the United States.
When the aurora was at the
peak, the rays seemed to converge
BROADCASTING
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sky's

the

The sky's the limit for the towering giraffe but the
giraffe, having no vocal cords, is powerless to utter an
audible sound. Little wonder then that he envies KXOK's
reaching voice that booms across the rich Mid-Mississippi
Valley Market ... a voice that is heard and heeded,
bringing new sales records to KXOK

sponsors. Because

of the results they've obtained, advertisers have learned
that KXOK

offers a solid, responsive coverage of this

valuable market at a cost so low that it produces greater
profits through volume returns. If you want more for
your advertising dollar, remember, the sky's the limit
with KXOK.
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Murder by Radio
IN OUR TIME we've heard lots of heavy talk
about a "free radio" versus a "controlled radio". For most people in radio, however, this
has been rarified atmosphere stulT — philosophizing about about something in the dim
distant future.
The other day a couple of news items hit
our desk, and struck us between the eyes. It
brought home the answer as nothing ever
did before.
From within Nazi-dominated Europe came
a report that two persons had been sentenced
to die before the firing squad for listening to
"foreign" broadcasts. Listening to other than
the Nazi-controlled radio is an offense now
punishable by death.
The other item was from Worcester, Mass.,
where WTAG told of how radio had saved a
life by identifying a little girl injured in an
automobile accident, and bringing her mother
to her side within a half-hour. Just one of the
countless errands of mercy and succor performed by American radio.
Thus in America, where radio is free, it
watches, warns and works to save a life. In
the Greater Third Reich, where radio is controlled, they risk their necks when they listen.
Vice and Radio
THE DILEMMA faced by WGAC in Augusta,
Ga., recently, when the station felt obliged to
cancel the Sunday sermon of a prominent local
Baptist minister, poses a new and difficult problem in public morals which radio must face.
With the opening of hundreds of new Army
camps, it was natural that the vice problem
would become aggravated in towns adjoining
miltary reservations.
In the Augusta case, General Manager J. B.
Fuqua acted with dispatch, though knowing
well that his action would bring powerful
criticism. In this instance a recognized minister
of the gospel wished to use his regular Sunday
radio time to belabor officials of Augusta for
their stand on the vice problem. These officials
felt there should be some form of registration
of prostitutes, evidently with medical examinations. On the other hand the minister, with the
support of other clergymen, advocated a wholesale shutdown of disorderly houses.
Mr. Fuqua, in a statement explaining his
action, maintained that the code of ethics of
the broadcaster specifically forbade the broadcasting of subjects that would not be in good
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taste for discussion in a family group including small children. Previous to this he had
banned the story from the station's newscasts
on the same basis, though it would seem it
could have been handled with proper restraint
in the regular newscasts.
The problem, then, is whether this question
involving an age-old sociological issue and the
always distasteful but necessary topic of public morals should be debated pro and con on a
recognized medium of family entertainment.
For certainly if the minister was allowed to
speak his opinion, it follows that the city
officials could rightfully demand and receive
time to present their opinions.
It won't help public morals to have this
sociological problem kicked about on the ether.
No radio station operator wants to be put
in the position of restricting free public discussion of any issue. But the topic in point
in Augusta could hardly be placed in that category, but rather one that should be threshed
out by those charged with the civic and
spiritual protection of public morals.
Vacations and Ratings
VACATION season is over. We can tell because the top-flight programs are back and
because all is verve, vigor and vim, from press
agent to president, and almost everybody is
already figuring on what to do for a 1942
vacation.
But some of the wiser radio heads are disturbed about this vacation business — talent
vacations particularly. They're glad the summer is over, and they hope it w"on't be the same
next year. They are mindful of low ratings
of network programs during last August, when
just about all of the creme de la creme talent
took vacations simultaneously. One survey organization, for example, reported there were
fewer sets in use on a given August night than
was reported in the morning for the corresponding week of last year.
We won't turn any statistical handsprings
to relate the bleak story of who listens when,
as shown by these surveys. But it is generally
recognized that when the favorite programs
are on vacation, listeners in all too many instances follow suit. But if vacations are staggered, so that Jack Hope is on when Kate
Benny is aquaplaning at Waikiki, the listening
level stands to remain fairly constant.
We've never heard of the whole crew of a
newspaper, or a radio station, or a hat shop,
walking out for a simultaneous vacation, with
a relief crew moving in. Then why in radio?

Editor's 'Note: In the June 2 Broadcasting. Henry G. Wells Jr., general manager
of WHJP. Jacksonville, offered an intelligent "hrief on the suliject of sales promotion films sponsored hy radio stations or
associations in the radio field. This week.
Alvan Sommerfield, icho has worked with
and used the power of the sales motion
picture in other fields, offers corroboration to Mr. Wells' plea.
"THEY STILL RING THE BELL"
By ALVAN SOMMERFIELD

the
in er.
ss, loved
Frank men
Brauch
BEST
THE busine
OFising
ONEadvert
uses with great effect an anecdote
which has a moral for radio merchandisers as well as those who sell cars, soaps or
foods. In the back country of England, a commercial traveler selling "up-to-date" signboards and advertising novelties was having
no success in selling Percival Prune-Couch,
draper and purveyors to the gentry (others
too, if they behave !) .
"Don't you know, old boy," said Percy with
some distaste, "this establishment has been located right hyer for more than 200 ye-ahs?
Everybody in the country knows the PruneCouch company!" And there, he considered the
matter of advertising closed.
Our salesman-hero, with no haste, cast his
eyes
beyond
the blue
of Percy's
through
the dusty
windows
of the stare,
shop, looked
up to
a steeple on the hill.
"How long has the church been there?" he
asked slowly. Percy perked up and answered
quickly :
"Why — over 300 years, built in 1612 by Sir
William Couch, ancestor of my uncle's . . ."
"They
still recruit
ring theinbell,
don'tafter
they!"
As
a raw
radio,
years of
promoting other media — magazines, newspapers and direct-mail — I feel like the proverbial
brother-in-law whose only occupation is telling
his hard-working relative what to do and how
to do it. Nevertheless, all engaged in promoting the values of media have, basically, the
same problems in common.
What radio station managers have to do
(dramatize the service, value and effectiveness
of broadcast advertising) publishers of newspapers and magazines also have to do . . . and
these purveyors
"platforms"
which use
advertisers may sellof their
goods to from
the public,
all kinds of -publicity, including so-called competing forms of advertising.
Proof of this can be found at hand. When
Collier's found its editorial voice 15 years ago,
the publishers plunged into radio with the Collier's Radio Hour, one of radio's first audience
shows broadcast from the stage of the old New
Amsterdam Roof Theatre (now used by a New
York network affiliate for major air shows).
Likewise, today the Saturday Eveniyig Post
uses spots to dramatize the editorial highlights
of the current
issues.with
The Jean
list isAbbey
long : shoppers,
Woman's
Home
Companion
True Story, Liberty and many other publications— all use radio to reach the public.
Also, you'll remember that the motion picture industry used radio with success. Which
brings us to Mr. Wells' intelligent exposition
{Continued on page 37)
Unlike the theatre, or the flower show, the
radio season runs 365 days a year.
The situation probably isn't serious now,
and besides the 1941 vacation "season" is over.
But it seems to us that good program service
and good business augur for better seasonal
control henceforth.
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meet Sidney N.
Notz, you
WHEStr
NBC vice-president
in charge of programs, and
observe his square jaw and
piercing gray eyes, you conclude
that here is a man of experience
and one who acts straight from
the shoulder. You are right! Talking to him you sense his sophistication, that he has done a lot
of living in rather a short time.
Again you are right! And when
you recall what he has done in radio, you realize how much versatility is invested in his youthful
frame.
For these characteristics comprise Sid Strotz, who was born in
Chicago April 26, 1898, and lived
much of his early life in Europe
and Mexico. Sid's father was vicepresident of the American Tobacco
Co. and travel was his hobby. The
elder Strotz retired from active
business at rather an early age and
the family spent a lot of time in
various parts of the globe.
In his early teens, Sid entered
St. John's Military Academy, Delafield. Wis.; later, he enrolled at
Cornell U. But along came the
World War and Sid left college to
serve in the 326th Battalion Tank
Corps. He rose to Sergeant, First
Class. Perhaps a key to his character is found in the awful day he
spent at Point a Mousson during
the war. That morning 117 Allied
tanks crossed the little river on
pontoon bridges. Strotz piloted one
of the 16 tanks that came home.
After the war Sid joined the
Automobile Supply Co., Chicago,
manufacturer of accessories. He
started as an "order taker", and
rose successively to higher positions
until he became vice-president. Having the foresight to realize that
automobile companies would soon
use, as regular equipment, gadgets
similar to those his company produced, he recommended to the board
of directors that liquidation would
be the wise move. His advice was
followed, and in 1925 he was named
vice-president of Chicago's WrapRite Corp., manufacturing maBROADCASTING

chines to wrap bread and similar
products.
In 1928 the streak of showmanship that later made him program
director of NBC Central Division
led Sid to organize the Chicago
Stadium Corp., which built and
operated the largest sports arena
in the country. Named president in
1930, he promoted almost every
form of entertainment from championship fights to grand opera, circuses, indoor football games and
ice carnivals.
Niles Trammell, then manager of
NBC Chicago, lived across the
street from Mr. Strotz. Being suburbanites, they often rode to work
together, the trips offering ample
time for discussions of their respective fields. Trammell, during
these rides, attempted to sell Sid
on radio as a career. Sid showed
another key to his character when
he convinced Trammell that NBC
should broadcast some of the prize
fights he was promoting. Thus, the
first major prize fight ever carried
by NBC was that between Young
Stribling and Otto Von Porat, leading contenders for the heavyweight
title. Niles agreed to pay $5,000
for the complete fight. Unfortunately for the network, Stribling
floored Von Porat in 59 seconds.
Fortunately for the Stadium Corp.,
Strotz was announcing the color of
the event and used the remainder
of the allotted time to sell listeners on the arena's attractions.
Sid joined NBC in February 1933
as a member of the program department. Ninety days later he was
named manager of the program
and artists'
departments
the
Central service
Division.
He becameof
manager of the division in January 1939, succeeding Trammell, who
was transferred to New York as
executive vice-president. In December 1939 Strotz was appointed vicepresident in charge of the Central
Division. This post he held until
last Nov. 1, when he assumed his
present position.
Many a prominent network show
owes its present popularity to the
early decisions of Mr. Strotz. Sen-
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NILES TRAMMELL, NBC president,
was host last Monday at a "get acquainted"will
luncheonconduct
for Leopold
Stokowski, who
the NBC
Symphony
eightGuests
concerts during Orchestra
the coming in
winter.
included the top executives of NBC
and RCA.
WILLIAM L. WALLACE, formerly
promotion and merchandising manager
of KFBB, Great Falls, Mont., has
joined
neapolis.the sales staff of WLOL, MinMICHAEL R. HANNA. general manU's a WHCU,
N. Y.,ager ofisCornell
directing
course inIthaca,
radio
instruction instituted by Ithaca College as part of the regular fall curriculum.
LEWIS WINNER on Oct. 1 became
editor of Commtini cations, technical
ra lio journal published in New York
by Bryan Davis Publishing Co.
MILTON SAMUEL, manager of the
press department of KGO-KPO, San
Francisco, has returned from a trip
to the East.
STANLEY BREYER, account executive of KJBS, San Francisco, recently
became the father of a baby boy.
JACK COWDEN. who resigned from
CBS in April, 1940, to become director
of sales promotion for KSFO, San
Francisco, has rejoined CBS to work
in the station relations department.
BILL GATFIELD, account executive
of CKLW. Windsor, Ont., has been
elected a regional representative to
the Ontario Junior Chambers of Commerce at St. Catherine, Ont.
STEPHEN WILLIS, manager of
WJNO, West Palm Beach, Fla., has
been named chairman of the community advertising committee of the local chamber of commerce.
JAMES A. WILSON, formerlv of
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.. has joined
the sales staff of WBLK, Clarksburg
W. Va.
DAVE SUTTON, of CBS radio sales
staff. WBBM, Chicago, is the father
of a girl born Sept. 28.
sing the potentiality of Vic & Sade,
he insisted the show be kept on the
network despite the fact that it was
unsponsored for a long time after
its debut. Fibber McGee and Molly,
Ransom Sherman and Don McNeil
are among the well-known radio
names for whose success Mr. Strotz
is in a great measure responsible.
One personality, however, which
might have joined this list was
Edgar Bergen. Strotz saw the ventriloquist perform at the Chez
Paree, a Chicago night club, and
invited him to NBC for an audition. The planning board agreed
that the actor couldn't keep up interesting material for any length
of time and voted no. Sid agreed,
and accepted the decision. "I alone
was responsible for this error in
judgment," he says, which points
out
acter.still another key to his charIn his newly-appointed capacity,
Sidney Strotz is again hand-clasping his first love in radio — programming. To get a shrewd analysis of
the radio industry, ask him what
he thinks of radio today and tomorrow. He'll say, "The miracle
days are gone. Like most businesses.

VICTOR M. SHOLIS, director of the
Clear Channel Information Service,
Washington, left Sept. 28 on a sixweek tour of clear-channel stations.
S. S. FOX, president and general manager of KDYL, Salt Lake City, was
a guest with Gov. Maw at the reDouglas. viewing of troops stationed at Fort
FRANK DURBIN, of the sales staff
of KLZ, Denver, has been confined to
the Veterans Hospital, Cheyenne.
Wyo., with a siege of illness. Jack
Ross, wentKLZ
auditor, recently underan appendectomy.
WILLIAM S. LINDSEY, formerly
commercial manager of WFBC, Greenville, S. C, has joined the commercial staff of WROL, Knoxville, Tenn.
HAROLD R. CARSON, CFAC, Caland president
of All-Canada
dio gary,
Facilities,
is a national
directorRa-of
the recently formed Air Cadet League
of Canada, a junior air force preparing high school
boys for the Royal
Canadian
Air Force.
Changes Made by CBS
In Net Sales Personnel
WITH THE departure of George
Bayard, CBS Chicago network
salesman, to take charge of the
New York office of Russel M. Seeds
Co., Oct. 15 [Broadcasting, Sept.
29] several personnel changes have
been announced.
Richard Elpers of WBBM sales
replaces Mr. Bayard; Dudley Faust
also of sales moves into Mr. Elpers
position while Thomas H. Dawson
of Radio Sales, Chicago, a CBS
subsidiary, returns to WCCO, Minneapolis as sales manager. Mr.
Dawson replaces Carl Burkland,
who has joined Radio Sales in New
York. Beatrice Ferbend, secretary
to Publicity Director James Kane
of WBBM, takes over the publicity
job vacated by Chuck Logan who
has been transferred to special
events in Chicago.
Sam H. Kaufman replaces Robert L. Hutton Jr., as sales promotion and publicitv director of
WCCO. Mr. Hutton has been
named sales promotion manager of
WEAF and WJZ, New York
[Broadcasting, Sept. 29].
radio took the lines of least resistance. A stations
surprising
numbermoney.
of American
are losing
The
answer is, we've got to go out and
sell good radio — I mean good shows
that are well and intelligently merchandised. Radio has depended too
much on other entertainment fields
for its talent. This trend, I am
sure, will fade for radio must develop its own names now more than
ever before. We must use radio
wisely to sell radio to the public.
We cannot predict what the future
holds in store. We must be on our
toes every minute, accept changes,
interpret trends and when we decide which courses are right, act
with
In determination."
1923 Mr. Strotz married the
charming Frances Vyse. They have
three children : Shirley, Charles N.,
and Sandra. He is a member of
the Chicago Athletic Club. Knollwood Country Club. Merchants &
Manufacturers Club, Chicago Golf
Club and a Chi Psi. His hobbies
include riding, hunting, golf and
fishing. In the latter sport he holds
the world's record for Yellowtail
with a 71^2 pounder caught off
Catalina Island.
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BOB LOCHNER. son of Louis P.
Lochner, head of the Berlin office of
the
Associated division
Press, hasas joined
NBC'sto
international
assistant
MauricetionalEnglish,
the
department's
nadefense editor.

ND

BEHI

TOM SLATER. :MBS sports coordinator, and producer and m.c. of the
Mutual This Is Foi'f Dix program,
has been made an Honorary Major
of the 44th Infantry Division at Fort
Dis.

WILLIAM McDowell sweets.
pioneer XBC prochictiou manager, has
returned to the XBC isroduction staff
after several years of free-lance producing. He first joined WRC. Washington, in 192.5 as studio manager
after working for United Press as
cable editor and London correspondent.
ALLEX STOUT and Fred Pfahler.
announcers of WROL. Knoxville.
Tenn., have been ;ippoiuted day and
night supervisors, respectively. Roy
Bass has joined the WROL announcing staff.

EDWIX
O'COXXOR,
formerly hasof
WBEX. W.JXO
and WPRO.
joined the announcing staff of WDRC.
Hartford, Conn.
SHELDOX PETER SOX, of the news
staff of KLZ. Dentei', is to teach
courses in radio news editing and reporting at the U of Denver during
the 1941-42 school yeal'.
ED BRADY,
forhie.l'ly
KVOD.
Denver,
has joined
KOA. of
Deliver.

THmLLING...CHILLING..

AUDIENCEBUILDERS:

You'll marvel at the action, suspense and entertainment packed in these capsule thrillers ! Each
is complete in itself, with the crime, the clues, and
the solution — skilfully produced with top NBC
"FIVE-MINUTE

talent.

MYSTERIES"

is a series that keeps every listener on the edge of his
chair ... a "Sherlock Holmes" unraveling deep,
dark secrets! Each of the 63 programs can be presented in a five-minute spot, ^vith opening and closing announcements, or as a high-spot in a longer
show. They have successfully sold coal, drugs, laundry service, meats, beverages, rugs, auto accessories

SPORTS STARS Bud Thorpe and
Lee W^eelans of KLZ, Denver, hold
the spoils of victory. Announcer
Thorpe won the station's handicap
golf tournalnent, licking his boss.
Manage!'
Hugh Weelans
Terry, whiie
ical Director
upsetMusthe
dppe by defeating acting Chief Engineei- Harvey Wehrman at horseshoes. Engineei-s wete favored to
win the lattei' Contest because the
horse shoe court was located out
at the transmittei* site.
BENEDICT HARDMAN, HeWs editor of WLOL. Minneapolis, will teach
the radio courses at the College of St.
Catherine this rear. MatdiHan succeeds Thomas D. Rishworth of KgTlP
who was recently appointed assistant
publicern division.
service director for NBC's eastARTIE MEHLINGER. Hollywood
Contact man of BMl. has severed his
connections and is now in New York.
HAL RORKE. CBS West Coast publicity director, has sold an original
radio
drama,
"HistheOwnCBSBackyard"'
be produced for
Bin Townto
series, resuming Oct. 8 under sponsorship of Lever Bros. (Rinso).
RICHARD
BROOKS.hasNBC
wood commentator,
sold Holl.vthree
original stories, used on his nightly
quarter-hour
to Max Fleischer Studios. program,
Miami. Stories
will be
dubbed iuto a cartoon film.
PEGGY FOLEY, of the special events
department at KSFO. San Francisco,
left Oct. 1 to join the Hollywood
branch of Needham. Louis & Brorby.
Chicago agencv. She will handle talent
and assist in production with Cecil
Underwood and Van Fleming.
JOHN C. SCHRAMM, production
manager of WBYN, New York, resigned effective Sept. 26.
JACK MARTIN, formerly of the
WHN, New York, announcing staff,
has joined WOPI, Bristol, Tenn. as
sportscaster.
LEILA GILLIS has joined the sales
promotion and publicity staff of
WCCO. Minneapolis, succeeding Betty
Carlile.
DON KEARNEY, formerlv of
WHAM Rochester. WKNY Kingston,
WFAS White Plains. WAGE Syracuse, has joined the public relations
staff of L^nited Service Organizations
in New York.

HUGH IVEY, staff announcer oi
WSB. Atlanta, who is also a ground
school navigation instructor at Georgia Tech, will soon start instructihj;
student pilots in navigation at Catdp
Gordon, Atlanta.
MAX DOLIN, one-time musical director of NBC San Francisco, hatbeen appointed to a similar capacitv
at KIRO, SeattleTED BLIS^. CB8 Hollywood producei-, js the fathei- of a girl born
Sept. 27:
HAL
GiBNEY, Hollywood announcer, has been assigned to the weekly
half-hour NBC Capt, Flagg & fiefyeant Quirt, which started Sept, 28
under .sponsorship of Menrlen Co, He
also Collaborates with commeiitatoi'
Frances ScullJ* on the twice-weekly
quarter-hout Speaking of Glamour,
which
Sept. 28With
on PaCquinK
6 NBCPacific staffed
Blue stations
InCi (hand cream), as sponsor,
RICHARD KROLIK. graduate of
Dartinouth College, new to radio, has
joined MBS as assistant to Lester
Gottlieb. Mutual publicity director,
succeeding Edward J. Nickel, who ha^
joined Furitde,
RAYMOND KAY, summer relief announcer of WIP. Philadelphia, completed his assignment Sept. 20, and
on the same day. received a letter f rohi
his draft board in Baltimore ordering
him into the Army<
TEE CASPEM. sportscaster of
KGKO, Fort Worth, on Oct. 11 is to
marry Dorothy Eisele.
PERRY HILLEARY. formerly of
and KELA, CenSpokane,
KFPY, Wash.,
tralia.
has joined
nix, as continuity
writer. KOY, PhoeJESS ALEXANDER, gag writer for
Bob Hawk and staff member of
WAAF, Chicago, has been inducted
into the Army. A first lieutenant.
Field Artillery Reserve, he has been
vard U. to the Signal Corps at Harassigned
DICK LAWRENCE. CBS producer,
and Eleanor Engle, CBS actress, both
of WBBM, Chicago, were married
Sept. 18 at Freeport, 111.
HARRY CREIGHTON. sports editor
of WAAF, Chicago, is back on the job
after spending eight weeks in bed with
two broken ribs which he received
while playing baseball,
BOB PROVENCE, formerly of
WMMN. Fairmont, West Va„ has
ioined the announcing staff of WKBN,
Youngstown. O.
HENDRIK BOORAEM Jr.. has been
named to direct and produce the new
March of Time series which will make
its debut on NBC-Blue Oct. 9.
DICK FLIEHR. announcer of WLOL,
Minneapolis, has accepted a position
in the speech department of the U of
Minnesota.
CLIFF HOWELL, program director
of KFSO, San Francisco, returns to
CBS in Los Angeles where he will
be associated
eral shows. with production on .sev-

and many other products. Sold as complete series of
63 shows ... or in units of 26, 39 or 52 programs.
Write for rates and availability.
Ask about other NBC recorded programs,
too: Betty and Bob — Hollywood Headliners
— Time Out — The Face of the War — Getting
the Most Out of Life Today

dio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA BIdg., Radio City, New York
Merchandise Mart, Chicago • Trans-Lux BIdg., Washington • Sunset & Vine, Hollywood
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Guestitorial
{Continued from page oJf)
of the case for motion pictures as
a sales promotion devise in radio.
The writer has seen how motion
picture films did a job for both
magazines and newspapers. There
is no reason why such a medium
can't do even better for radio stations. Specifically, here is what a
good film can do:
1. Convince the general public on
the public service their stations
render.
I 2. Dramatize the efforts of the
station to serve the community.
3, Explain why 'the wheels go
round' and how they're made to run.
4. Influence important individuals and groups who might be
apathetic or hostile to radio.
And as a sales-making tool, a motion picture can :
1. Explain the values of radio to
prospects.
2. Help him enthuse his salesmen
and dealers.
3. "Pre-sell" the forthcoming radio campaign to the entire trade.
4. Help the station manager
'merchandise' the sponsors' programs— and the station with all
trade factors.
It is obvious that a good motion
picture can find general audiences,
such as those who attend theatres,
and selected audiences, such as
members of social and political and
lunch clubs. This latter audience,
of course, includes all the influential men of the community; those
in trade, professions, government
and the church. But after that, the
less obvious use of films comes into
its real "dollar-and-cents" own!
While the lustre of radio will
never dull as long as those in it
keep it exciting, some of the bloom
is off the rose; not so frequently
any more are heard the cheers and
j'ells of a sales staff when a radio
campaign is announced by the sales
manager or account executive from
the agency. The jargon of broadcasting is no longer a strange
tongue; the salesman pounding his
territory talks "Crossley's", "platters", "station-breaks", "multivolts" like a war-horse engineer.
Yes, dealers have been known to
yawn while listening to the salesman explain his big radio show.
Night and day, wholesalers and
their staffs are exposed to some of
the most intriguing picture-presentations by radio's competition — the
local newspaper, the magazine and
the billboard. All's fair in love and
ad- war! The bang of radio
"birthed" these competing salespromotion jobs; the quick and economical way in which radio has
piled up sales records created this
new competition. The writer knows,
having bucked it for 15 years.
Both Jobs Important
Undoubtedly, radio presumed no
answer was necessary to the intensive jobs other media do with the
wholesale and retail set-up in a
BROADCASTING
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great number of American cities.
"Let George do it", radio said.
"We'll stick to the main job of putting on programs
and selling
them."
However,
the record
shows
the
most successful stations in the
country are those who have considered the wholesaler and retailer,
and have 'merchandised' the pants
off them. Today, every one agrees
that merchandisiyig is the thing!
Yet, like the weather, nothing much
is done about it.
So, here are the two main uses
of a promotion motion picture film :
1. To build good'tt^ll for radio
in the community.
2. To "merchandise" the station
and the advertisers who use it.
Today, both jobs are equally important. And both jobs can be done
with a film!
One suggestion is a "two-in-one
film"; the first half a short and
vivid picturization of the history of
radio, and a 're-cap' of some of its
tremendous achievements. The second half which, for convenience's
sake we'll call 'The Sell', talks selling, how radio sells, how a wholesaler and dealer can harness this
power, and gear it down to where
it -will work in the store, in the
garage, in the bank and so on.
It would be a marvelous thing,
for example, if NAB, or another
group, would underwrite a fullfledged epic of the air to run, say,
25 minutes. This would be a general and inspiring picture of the
conception of radio and a dramatic,
tory.
rapid-fire recountal of its brief hisPrints could be supplied to the
various participating members who
would add to this major effort, a
locally made film pointing up a personalized storj' of the specific station. The local film could be in production concomitant to the larger
effort. The group appointed to make
the film could aid the local station
in suppljnng good professional tj'pe
of treatment for the local maker to
follow.
It Worked for Others
This is just an 'off-the-top of the
head' suggestion. If we have succeeded in stirring the imagination
of the many creative minds who
people this industry; if herein is a
pin-point of light showing what the
industry can do together in a workable job of needed 'horn-tooting',
the wi'iter feels well-paid for this
midnight stint.
To sum up: The public service
of radio, the drama of radio, the
power of radio to influence people
can sell goods at lower costs can
be dramatized in the voice-picture
technique. The writer has seen it
do a job for other forms of media,
and for other industries lacking the
lure and the color found in radio.
Motion picture films "paid-out" for
them . . . they can paj' out for
radio !
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A BILLION.'

F COURSE,
this figuratively, but speaking
eof
salefigures,
markettheisMemphis
a billion whol
dollar

_

^

~

' ~ ^

proposition. Yes, wholesale sales in Memphis and the
Mid-South total more than one billion dollars . . . greater
than all other Tennessee cities combined.
Check this with the wholesales sales volume of cities
that are larger, such as
Buffalo, Newark, Milwaukee
Cotton is beginninglarsto roll
into dolthe
pocket-books of
M e m p}i i s and
Mid-South farmers (and city
folks, too). This
year, half
America's
billionof
dollar)aycrop will
be sold at Memphis alone.

and Indianapolis, and you'll
see that the Memphis wholesale trade volume is greater.
That's why WMC, the station
that covers this rich market,
is such an economical and
productive buy.

NBC

5,000 WaHs

1 ,000 Watts
WMC
Night
MEMPHIS, TENN.

NETWORK
RED

THE

MARKET
Represented Nationally by THE BRRNHflM CO.
Owned and Operated by
THE

COMMERCIAL

APPEAL

MEMBER OF SOUTH CENTRAL QUALITY NETWORK
WMC~MEMPHIS
WJDX— JACKSON, MISS.
KARK— LIHLE ROCK
KWKH-KTBS— SHREVEPORT
WSMB— NEW ORLEANS
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Pabst Drama
A DEADLINE DRAMA, and
an oh so happy ending, was
enacted by Pabst Sales Co.,
Chicago, with a last-minute
decision to sponsor the broadcasts of Chicago Bears pro
football games on WENR,
Chicago. Through the agency,
Lord & Thomas, Chicago, the
contract was signed noon
Saturday, and shortly after
noon Sunday, Fort Pearson
was on the air broadcasting
the first game of the series
on Sept. 20 from Green Bay.
Pabst is also sponsoring
broadcasts of the New York
Giants on WHN, New York.

Interference

Big WISR Opening
THE ENTIRE city of Butler, Pa.,
turned out the night of Sept. 26 in
a mammouth celebration of the
opening of the new WISR. Following a parade which included visiting Pittsburgh fireman and police
bands as well as floats of the Army
"Jeep" or bantam tanks, manufactured in Butler, entertainment and
fireworks were provided in the local ball park. On hand were
Mayor Scully of Pittsburgh, Billy
Conn, Fritzie Zivic and MBS
Sportscaster Tom Slater. Station
is owned by David Rosenbaum,
local department store dwner, and
opex'ates on 680 kc. with 250 watts.
James L. Cox, formerly of the
West Virginia Network, is manager.
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KENYON

POSITIVE steps to insure the
proper handling of public service
activities were taken recently when
KIRO, Seattle, announced the appointment of Hazel Kenyon to its
staff as director of education. Miss
Kenyon brings to Seattle a rich
background of extensive experience
in this field as well as national
recognition of her efforts. Until
recently she operated KBPS for the
Portland, Ore., public schools where
her radio productions gained national awards for excellence from
the National Council of English
Teachers and the Institute for
Education by Radio.
A member of Phi Beta Kappa,
scholastic honorary. Miss Kenyon
is a graduate of the U of Washington. She has also done graduate
work at Oregon, Northwestern, Columbia, New York U, California
and La Sorbonne in P a r i s, in
drama, radio, education and languages. She is a member of the
National Advisory Board, School
Broadcast Conference, National
Advisory Board, Institute of Oral
and Visual Education; National
Organizational Committee, Association for Education by Radio; and
National Exchange Committee of
Radio Writers for Children.
'Ledger' Drops Column
GEORGE GPP, radio editor of the
Philadelphia Eveninr/ Puhlic Ledger^
has resigned. With his departure the
Ledger
eohimn. discontinued its daily radio

SELL

in Canada

By AFM in Pickup of
Service Bands Claimed
REPORTS that the American Federation of Musicians had threatened to cut NBC, CBS and Mutual
programs to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. if the CBC again
allowed the Royal Canadian Air
Force band to play on the CBC,
were current in Ottawa last week.
"So much has the musicians'
union interfered with performances
by RCAF bands . . . Air Minister
C. G. Power recently was forced
to rewrite service regulations governing activities of air force
bands," the Ottawa Journal stated.
"Mr. Power released to the Journal
information taken from a letter recently directed to Walter Murdoch,
Canadian member of the AFM, instructing that gentleman that
RCAF bands would play 'where
and when' the Air Council or officers commanding Air Force districts so decided. But this 'where
and when' does not include CBC
networks, even on engagements
which might be arranged exclusively for recruiting
Ernest
Bushnell,purposes."
CBC program
supervisor at Toronto, stated the
union had made a verbal protest
when the RCAF band played three
months ago. He said the band was
broadcast then and will be again.
"Any time the Government wants
us to broadcast the RCAF band,
we
will do so",
he said. "We ofwould
broadcast
it regardless
any
threats or 'orders' from other
sources. But there won't be any
threats or orders from the musicians; there never have been. All
our relations with the union have
been on a very friendly basis.
"Three months ago, when we
planned to broadcast the RCAF
band, Mr. Murdoch of the union
told me he was entering a protest.
The CBC is not fighting the union.
If there is anything to be settled
it is between the Government and
the union. We shall do all in our
power to stimulate recruiting".
Candy Announcements
CYNTHIA SWEETS Co., Boston,
on Sept. 29 started a 12-13 week
campaign for its sweets and candy
using thrice weekly transcribed and
live announcements on eight New
England stations, as follows:
WBZ-WBZA, WLAW, WEAN,
WDRC, WICC, WGAN and WLBZ.
Agency is Albert Frank-Guenther
Law, Boston.

CENTRAL

ILLINOIS

An Above Average Market
BLOOMINGTON — heart of the corn belt, has the
third highest per capita income in Illinois.
McCLEAN COUNTY — ranks first in corn production
in the United States, is one of the three richest
agricultural counties in the country.

WJBC
BLOOMINGTON — NOR/WAL
Represented by International Radio

Sales

and Acoustical-Engineering Service
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CBS Teacher's Manual
Is Sent to Many Nations
WITH start of the fall school term
and the 13th season of the CBS
School of the Av- of the Americas,
which resumes Oct. 6, CBS has distributed 260,000 copies of the corollary
teacher's with
manual,
in conjunction
the published
program,
to educators throvighout the United
States, Canada, Alaska, Hawaii,
the Philippines and Latin America.
Printed in English, 200,000 of the
manuals are to be used in this
country and Canada for classroom
guidance. The other 60,000, in
Spanish and Portuguese, are to be
sent to Latin American countries
through their embassies in Washington.
As in past years, the 1941-42
guide was prepared to assist teachers in making practical classroom
use of the School of the Air programs. Included in the 126-page
manual are suggestions for discussions, readings and other lessons
in connection with the broadcasts.
Weiland Sells Stock
JONAS WEILAND, owner of
WFTC, Kinston, N. C, and holder
of a minority interest in WGBR,
Goldsboro, N. C, was granted consent Oct. 1 by the FCC to relinquish his holdings in WMVA, Martinsville, Va., which he held in
partnership with William C.
Barnes, publisher of the Martinsville Bulletifi. Under the new setup
the assignee, Martinsville Broadcasting Co. Inc., will be 50% controlled by Mr. Barnes, with the
other 50% divided among various
businessmen of Martinsville with
Kennon C. Whittle, an attorney,
acquiring the largest share, 14.7%.
Total cash consideration in the
deal is $13,100. WMVA, authorized
last year, went on the air last
February and operates vnth 250
watts on 1450 kc.
Priorities Vex Canadians
CANADIAN Broadcasters through the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters are
now negotiating with the Priorities
Branch of the Department of Munitions & Supply, Ottawa, for priorities
ou replacements and new equipment, a
problem now acute in the Dominion
where considerable broadcasting equipment is impoi-ted from the United
States. Until recently Canadian stations had not experienced great difficulty in obtaining equipment, but now
this is becoming more difficult. The
CAB hopes to work out a system of
priorities similar to that now in force
in the United States. No Canadian
station, the CAB reports, has at present a complete duplicate transmitter
to take care of emergencies, as some
in the United States are reported to
have.

1-A for Harmon
SAME DAY that WJR, Detroit, entertained top-ranking
business executives of the
community Sept. 19 to meet
Tom
Harmon,
the who
station's
new sports
director
will
handle all U of Michigan
football games this season,
the All-America star was notified that he was given 1-A
status by his draft board in
Gary, Ind. His first broadcast
was the Michigan-Michigan
State game Sept. 27, coincident with the premiere of
his picture, "Harmon of
Michigan," in the Detroit
Fox.

TNiSi^

SERViCB!

Mystery Resumes
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
(Fleischmann's
foil season,
yeast), on
for Oct.
the
fourth
consecutive
6 resumes the weekly half-hour
program, / Love a Mystery, on 64
NBC-Blue stations, Monday, 8-8:30
p.m. (EST), with West Coast repeat, 8:30-9 p.m. (PST). Cast will
continue to include Michael Raffetto and Barton Yarborough, with
Gloria Blondell and Mercedes McCambridge as feminine interests.
Paul Carson, organist, will supply
musical background, with Dresser
Dahlstead announcing. Carlton E.
Morse is writer-producer. Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York, is agency.

500 Million
Sounds like Chamber of Comfigures, doesn't
it? Yet
Wichita merce
is already
well along
the
way toward that figure. And new
orders continue to pile in.
Looks like this would be a swell
time for people with things to sell
to start telling the folks in Wichita
and in Kansas all about it.
KFBI is ready — with snappy programs— aggressive announcers and
responsive listeners. Are YOU?
Let's go!

1941
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Iowa Station Boosts
TWO IOWA stations procured improved facilities from the FCC
Sept. 30 when it authorized KFVD,
Fort Dodge, to go to fulltime with
250 watts on 1400 kc. as soon as
KGFQ, Boone, now 100 watts specified hours on that frequency, is
ready to move to 1260 kc. with 250
watts. The latter station, operated
non-commercially by Boone Biblical
College, was given a daytime assignment and was authorized to
make changes in its transmitter
and install a new antenna.
LOU LONDON, program director of
WPEN, Philadelphia, became the
father of a daughter. Dale Roberta,
born Sept. 29.
Wichita Airplane
Orders to Reach

FOR
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E don't mean to boast by reproducing the letter
above, but simply to point out what lots of advertisers
Wb
are happily discovering: that on a results-per-cost basis,
WDBJ (the only station completely covering the rich,
responsive Roanoke-Southwest Virginia market!) is
one of the best radio buys anywhere ! Write for details .
ROANOKE,
VIRGINIA
, I'ETERS. l.\f.

Now MUTUAL and BLUE at WJHP.
Here's
Value in
in every
minute.
WJHP Double
is a must
Jacksonville.

RepmtiiUliirf
Owned

JACKSONVILLE
BROADCASTING

KFBI •WICHITA
5000 WATTS DAY • 1000 WATTS NITE
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and Operated by the TIMES-WORLD
CBS Affiliate— 5000 Watts FuU Time— 960 Kc.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WHO, Des Moines
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute (Clabber Girl
baking powder) , 39 sa weekly, thru
PoUyea Adv. Co., Terre Haute.
RusseU-Miller
Milling
Minneapolis
(Occident flour),
140 Co.,
ta, thru
N. W.
Ayer & Sou, Chicago.
Schulze-Burch Biscuit Co., Chicago, 195 sa,
thru
Chicago.Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen & Finn,
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, 330 sa, thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Vick Chemical Co., New York, 52 sp, thru
Morse International, N. Y.
General Cigar Co., New York (Van Dyck),
26 ta, thru Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Chase Candy Co., St. Joseph, Mo., 26 sa,
thru Potts-Turnbull Co., Kansas City.
Chicago
direct. Gospel Tabernacle, Chicago, 312 t,
Iodine Educational Bureau, New York. 52
ta, thru Simmonds & Simraonds, Chicago.
E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, 13 sa, thru BBDO. N. Y.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 21 sp, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn., 157 ta,
thru Platt-Forbes, N. Y.
WHN, New York
North America Wine Corp., Long Island
City (San Martin Wines), 3 sp weekly,
thru Nascon & Bourne, N. Y.
Thos. Leeming & Co., New York (Baume
Bengue) , sa daily, 25 weeks, thru William Esty & Co., N. Y.
General Motors Corp., Detroit (Chevrolet),
sa
troit.daily, thru CampbeU-Ewald Co., DeJohn F. Jelke Co., Chicago (Good Luck
margai-ine),
& Rubieam. N.3 Y.sp weekly, thru Young
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish), sa
daily, 52 weeks, thru Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York, 5 ta
weekly,
N. Y. thru Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.,
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(Tek),
Co.,
N. 5Y. sa weekly, thru Ferry-Hanly
Heileman Brewing Co., LaCrosse, Wis.,
2 sp weekly, thru W. Ramsey Co., N. Y.
Schultz, Baujah Co., Beardstown, 111.
(feeds),
Co.,
Peoria.6 sp weekly, thru Mace Adv.
Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven, 5 ta
weekly, thru Craven & Hedrick, N. Y.
KDYL, Salt Lake City
Gebhardt Chili Powder Co., San Antonio,
3Sanso,Antonio.
weekly, thru Pitluk Adv. Agency,
Thos. Leeming & Co., New York (Baume
Bengue),
Wm. Esty 10& saCo.,weekly,
N. Y. 25 weeks, thru
Tea Garden Products Co., San Francisco
(food),
26 sa thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
San
Francisco.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry), 10 sa
weekly,
Ryan, N. oneY. year, thru RuthraufI &
WQXR, New York
Gambarelli & Davitto, New York (wines)
6 sp Agency,
weekly, N.52 Y.weeks, thru DeBiasi
Adv.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 81 ta, 13
weeks, thru Blow Co., N. Y.
Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y
(Beech-Nut
, 6 sa weekly, 15
weeks, thru products)
Newell-Em
mett, N. Y.
United Artists Corp., New York
movie picture), 28 sa, one week,(Lydia
thru
Buchanan Co., N. Y.
KSL, Salt Lake City
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn., 156 sp,
thru
cisco. Brisacher, Davis & Staff. San FranLever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Rinso), 8 sa,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
KPO, San Franci; co
Denalin Co., San Francisco (dental plate
cleanser), weekly sa, thru Rufus
Rhoades & Co., San Francisco.
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WCAO, Baltimore
Conservation Committee, 169 ta thru Olian
Adv. Agency, St. Louis.
Admiration Labs., Newark (shampoo),
102 ta, thru Charles Dallas Reach,
Newark.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, 978 ta,
thru Vanderbie & Rubens, Chicago.
Wm. H. Wise & Co., New York (books).
52 t, 26 t, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle.
Pabst Sales Co., Chicago, 52 sp, thru Lord
& Thomas, N. Y.
M. & M. Candy Co., Newark, 100 sa, thru
Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
California Fruit Growers Assn., Los Angeles (Sunkist oranges), 100 so, thru
Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
Macfadden Publications, New York (True
Story magazine), 30 sa, thru Arthur
Kudner Inc., N. Y.
Proctor & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Duz),
100 sa, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
F. G. Vogt & Sons, Philadelphia (sausage),
26 sa, thru Clements Co., Philadelphia.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Dentyne), 200 sa, thru Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
WNEW, New York
Seeck & Kade, New York (Pertussin), 3
sp weekly, 26 weeks, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co., N. Y.
Taylor-Reed Corp., Mamaroneck, N. Y.
(Tumbo chocolate pudding), 3 sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru W. I. Tracy Inc., N. Y.
Plou£rh Inc., Memphis (Penetro), 6 sp
weekly,Memphis.
52 weeks, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
Piso Co.. Warren, Pa. (cough remedy) 6
sp
weekly, Memphis,
20 weeks,Tenn.
thru Lake-SpiroShurman,
Street & Smith, New York (Pic magazine),
6 sp weekly, one week, thru St. George
& Keys, N. Y.
Lorr Labs., Paterson, N. J. (Duragloss
nail polish) , 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru H. M. Kieswetter Inc., N. Y.
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Old Golds),
10 so weekly, 16 weeks, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Hurley Machine Co., Chicago (Thor Gladiron), 6 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru E. H.
Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 60 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Blow Co., N. Y.
WEBC, Duluth
Russel-Miller Milling Co., Minneapolis
(Occident flour), 6 sp weekly, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son. Chicago.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Swan), 15
sa, ta, thru Young & Rubieam, N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co., New York, 3 sp
weekly, thru Morse International, N. Y.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City, 5 ta weekly,
thru Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne (proprietary), 10
so
weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(Tek), 17 ta weekly, thru Ferry-Hanly
Co., N. Y.
W. H. Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, la.,
2Chicago.
ta weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Studebaker Co., South Bend (autos), 3 sp,
thru
Chicago.Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
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KGO, San Francisco
standard Beverages Co., Oakland, Cal.
(soft drinks) weekly sa, thru Emil
Reinhardt, Oakland.

KYW, Philadelphia
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw, Ind.
( Coco Wheats ) , 5 sp weekly, thru Rogers
& Smith, Chicago.
Wheatena Corp., Rahway, N. J. (cereal),
5 tp weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
William S. Scull Co., Philadelphia (Boscul
coffee)
N. Y. , sp weekly, thru Compton Adv.,
Perfection Stove Co., Cleveland (Superfex
heaters), 3 tp weekly, thru McCannErickson, Cleveland.
Conti Products, Brooklyn (shampoo), 5 sa
weekly,
Pierce. N.thruY. Bermingham, Castleman &
McCall
York thru
(Red Joseph
Book magaazine) Corp.,
, 3 soNew
weekly,
Katz,
N. Y.
National Oil Products Co., Harrison, N. J.
(Admiracion shampoo), 6 so weekly,
thru Charles Dallas Reach, Newark.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co.. New
York (Pall& Ryan,
Mall), N.24 Y.sa weekly, thru
Ruthrauf
Vick Chemical Co.. New York (cough
drops), 5 natioso
nal, N. Y.weekly, thru Morse InterPhiladelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.,
Philadelphia (coal), 4 sa weekly, thru
McKee & Albright, Philadelphia.
Beech-Nut Packing C!o., New York (chewing gum).
Emmett,
N. 5Y. so weekly, thru NewellWOR, New York
Agash Refining Corp., Brooklyn (French
dressing and olive oil) , 2 t, 2 sa weekly,
thru Blaine Thompson Co., N. Y.
John F. Trommer Inc., Brooklyn (beer),
3N. soY. weekly, thru Federal Adv. Agency,
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind. (autos).
2 sp weekly, Chicago.
thru Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham,
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Sparkles), 5 t
weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
L. N. Renault & Sons, Egg Harbor, N. J.
(wines), 3 sp weekly, thra Gray &
Rogers, Philadelphia.
KOA, Denver
Rit Products Corp., Chicago (dye), 11
ta weekly, thru Earle Ludgin Inc.,
Chicago.
Catspaw Rubber Co., Baltimore (rubber
heels,
2 to weekly, thru S. A.
Levine soles),
Co., Baltimore.
General Food Corp., New York (Post
Toasties),
Bowles, N. 5 Y. t weekly, thru Benton &
Oyster Shell Products Co., New Rochelle,
N.
CecilY. & (poultry
Presbrey, feed),
N. Y. weekly sa, Ihiu
KFI, Los Angeles
Chatham Mfg. Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
(blankets),Inc.,2 N.sp Y.weekly, thru M. H.
Hackett
Allcock Mfg. Co., New York (porous
plaster), 3 t weekly, thru Small &
Seiffer, N. Y.
Van2 Camp's
Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. (food),
N. taY. weekly, thru Calkins & Holden,
KHJ, Hollywood
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (laxative),
5 ta weekly, thru Joseph Katz Co.,
N. Y.
Douglas Oil & Refining Co., Los Angeles,
6Chicago.
ta weekly, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,
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ANOTHER commercially s p o n sored war finance drive starts in
Canada Oct. 8 with the first of
seven half -hour Wednesday evening
network variety shows featuring internationally known stars. At the
same time a transcribed dramatized
spot announcement campaign starts
on practically every Canadian station. The campaign will promote
the
Government's
War Savings
Savings
Certificates and War
Stamps, the certificates selling at
$4 for $5 maturity in 7% years,
and stamps in 25-cent denominations exchangable for certificates.
The first campaign of the Department of Finance started Jan.
31, the second April 21 and running to June. The autumn drive includes a 50-station English-language network carrying the
Wednesday evening network show,
and a similar French program going over practically all Frenchlanguage stations in Quebec province. The transcribed spots start
at one a day, go to two a day durthe local
regional
four-week
driveingof
greatest
intensity.
Seventy
English
tions and all
Frenchlanguage
stations staare
booked to carry the spots. Stations
will also cooperate with their local
committees with free time, and as
in previous campaigns commercial
sponsors are expected to aid with
announcements.

Nehi Breaks
NEHI Corp., Columbus, Ga. (soft
drinks), on Sept. 29 launched a
campaign of transcribed stationbreak announcements on an undisclosed number of stations in major
markets throughout the country.
Among the stations being used are
WGY WTAM KPO KDKA and
WBZ-WBZA. Agency is BBDO,
New York.
OFF AT MIDNIGHT
So KRSC Aims Program at
17,000 Workers
TEMPTING audience for any retailer is the crowd of 17,000 workmen leaving their shift at midnight
and 12:30 a.m. at the Boeing Aircraft Co., Seattle. Cashing is on
this high payroll population, Frederick & Nelson, local department
store, has been getting results with
a special 12:30-1 a.m. program.
We Are Americans, on KRSC,
Seattle.
When a survey showed that the
majority
of thesein departing
ers had radios
their carsworkand
that likely their wives, waiting up
for them, also were listening to
the 24-hour station at home, Frederick & Nelson started the specially
designed patriotic program six
nights weekly. The feature is
tailored strictly for these listeners,
and is used to sell men's furnishings, to publicize major store promotions and to obtain new accounts. Favorable results during a
trial month resulted in extension
of the program at least through the
first oficans is the
year.byWeJohnAreHeverly,
Amerdirected
Frederick & Nelson radio director.
• Broadcast

Advertising

facturers of waxes, polish, cleaners.
Rather than be transferred to St.
Louis, he severed relations. He became affiliated with KFAC, Los
Angeles, in September, 1937, as account executive, holding that post
for 18 months. From November,
1938 to November, 1940, Jack was
with Ivar F. Wallin Jr. & Staff in
a similar capacity. He then furthered his agency experience by
joining Charles H. Mayne Co. His
present position is devoted primarily to buying of radio time and
servicing such accounts as Nylon
Inc., Los Angeles (powdered cleaner) ; Mutual Citrus Products Co.,
Anaheim, Cal. (powdered lemon
juice) ; House of Hollywood, Hollywood (cosmetics) ; E. J. Gallo
Winery, Modesto, Cal. (Gallo
wines). He also writes commercials
and some newspaper copy.
Jack firmly believes radio has a
lot to learn from newspapers in
the way of merchandising. He also
feels that higher entertainment
value should be injected into commercials, making them an integral
part of the show.

On Schedule
THAT THE PASSENGER
air-line service runs on splitsecond time is indicated by a
10:55 p.m. news broadcast introduced by the whirl of a
plane motor over WDAS,
Philadelphia. No sound effects are used on the program. A plane, on schedule,
is over the skytop station
studio nightly at 10:55 and
the announcer simply places
the microphone out the window to pick up the sound. The
plane failed the station only
once in six months.
Hobbies are varied. Aside from
enjoying tennis, bridge and gardening, he is deeply interested in
mathematics. Since college days
he has engaged in the prediction of
gridiron outcomes based on a
mathematical formula. Unmarried,
he enjoys
his the
workfuture.
and is enthusiastic about

JACK GALE
SELLING everything from bias
tape to ice boxes provided the working background for John Douglas
(Jack) Gale, timebuyer and account executive of Charles H.
Mayne Co., Los Angeles. After
finishing high school in his hometown, he attended U of Wisconsin
(1927-1931), majoring English. An
Alpha Delta Phi, he picked up extra money selling Real Silk hosiery.
Upon graduation he was made assistant branch manager of that
firm's Columbus, 0., office.
During the next few years Jack
managed to get his finger into
many and varied selling pies, gaining valued experience. Contact
work included selling thread and
notions for Spool Cotton Co., covering of the Northwest for Ely
Walker Dry Goods Co., and working with his father, engaged in the
wholesale grocery business.
September of 1936 found Gale
headquartered in Los Angeles as
Arizona and California district
manager of Dri-Brite Inc., manuTHIS SALES MANAGER
HAS A JOB - NOW HE
WANTS
AN OPPORTUNITY
I've known this man for several
years. I can recommend his character
and ability without qualification. His
personality
refreshing
because
it's
based on a ispositive
attitude
toward
living and an earthy genuineness. He's
doing a first rate job as Sales Manager of a 50,000 watt station carrying a regular
work schedule.
happy
in hisnetpresent
position He's
but
right now has the urge to tackle a
bigger, tougher job where his unusual
talents will earn him an income
commensurate with the sales volume
heyearsproduces.
He's radio
bred writer,
twelve
as announcer,
continuity
salesman and sales manager. His
health is excellent. He has tremendous energy. He's this side of 35,
married, gentile. You'll like this man
on sight. He's the kind of a chap
you'd
want friends
to represent
He makes
and your
makesstation.
sales.
If you'd like to meet him or want
more details, please write. A FRIEND.
Address,
Box No. 979, BROADCASTING.
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Quaker in Canada
QUAKER OATS Co., Peterboro,
Ont. (Quaker Puffed Wheat, Puffed
Rice, Corn Flakes), has started
Little Orphan Annie five times
weekly on CBA, Sackville, N. B.;
CBM, Montreal; CKPR, Fort William, Ont.; CBO, Ottawa; CBL,
Toronto; CKY, Winnipeg; CKCK,
Regina, Sask.; CFQC, Saskatoon,
Sask.; CFCN, Calgary, Alta.;
CFRN, Edmonton, Alta.; CJOR,
Vancouver. For Quaker Oats on
Oct. 13 the same sponsor starts
That Brewster Boy, weekly halfhour transcribed dramatic show, on
13 Canadian stations, and on Sept.
29 it started, for Quix Wheat
Flakes, The Air Adventures of
Jimmie Allen on CFRB, Toronto,
five times weekly. Account is handled by Lord & Thomas of Canada,
Toronto.
LOUIS J. APPELL, director of a local
bank, pottery and poster advertising
firm, has applied to the FCC under
the name of the Susquehanna Broadcasting Co. for a new daytime regional
in York, Pa., 1,000 watts on 900 kc.

ST.

LOUIS

NBC

RED

NETWORK

The Nation's Tryout Area and the Station to Put It Over
St. Louis is truly a typical market. It Is neither east, west, north or south. It is under
the growing stimulation of defense efforts. KSD is the popular N. B. C. Red Network
station In this rich, productive market, and has led in star program "firsts" selected
In 18 National Polls. This assures sponsors ideal conditions for conclusive tryout campaigns. Inquiries Invited.

A Distinguished

Broadcasting

Station

Station KSD POST.DISPATCH
— The BUILDING,
St. Louis
ST. LOUIS.Post-Dispatch
MO.
FREE & PETERS. INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
1
ATLANTA
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
FRANCISCO
LOS ANGBLBS .
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LARIZE serious
POPU
To music
by American composers
erk,
WQXR,ation with
Newthe Yor
Nationinal coop
Assn.
an
ers
for Americ
Compos
& Conductors, is presenting a Sunday
ed Meet Amerihour program titl
can Composers, with Sigmund
or, composers
tat
men
eth
Spa
as com
and critics as guests and recorded
music. So that other sstations, colleges and organization can follow
the pattern of the programs, notes
and commentaries and lists of the
recordings played will be sent
throughout the country by the association.
❖
* *
Stars for USD
OUTSTANDING Hollywood film
and radio talent contribute their
services to the weekly half-hour
program, Stars Salute USO recently inaugurated on Don Lee Pacific Coast stations. Ted Yerza, who
conducts the daily Lamplighter program on KHJ, lines up the talent
and in addition makes arrangements for a different group of
sailors, soldiers and marines to be
studio audience guests each week.
Jim Bloodworth is network producer, with a different name band,
as well as announcer also volunteering services for the show.
False
TO ASSIST New York's Mayor
LaGuardia in his campaign to prevent false fire alarms, WNYC, New
York's smunicipal
station,
is preenting aseries of three
dramatized
programs on the needless waste of
such alarms.

PROGRAMS
Prognosticators
PIGSKIN PARTY, new half-hour
variety sustaining feature, has
been launched on NBC-Pacific Blue
stations with Hank McCune as m.c.
Martha Tilton is vocalist, and
Charles Dant conducts the staff orchestra. During the studio audience
broadcast, McCune asks for predictions on the following day's
football games. Those giving best
reasons for their prognostications
are complimentary dinner guests
at the Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel.
A wrist-watch is also awarded to
the week's outstanding gridiron
performer. Ned Tollinger produces
the program. Larry Keating is handling the announcing assignment.
Executive Views
SPEECHES by business, educational and civic leaders will be
broadcast each Friday on W59C,
Chicago FM station. Series started
Oct. 3, and each program will originate at weekly meetings of the
Executives Club held in the Sherman Hotel.
No Man's Land
WOMEN exclusively produce, perform and announce the new Pot
& Pan Club of WSOY, Decatur,
111. Girl singers, recipes and informative chats by Easter Straker
constitute these all-women sessions.

Soup to Nuts
EVERYTHING from soup to nuts
— the soup to be supplied by Home
Economist Elinor Lee and the nuts
by the rest of the stiow — is included
in Just for Fun on WJSV, Washington. The show, conceived by
Program Director Lloyd Dennis, is
designed to please most of the
people most of the time between
3 and 4, or thereabouts, five afternoons a week. News, organ music,
singing, the amazing Emily, guests
and anything else is presented.
* * :i:
Down the Chimney
LAZARUS, Columbus, 0., department store, will present its juvenile
Chimney
Express program
again Santa's
this year
over
WHKC. Heard six days a week,
the show emanates from a mythical North Pole station, XMAS
in the store. Santa begins his
nightly brodacasts two weeks before Thanksgiving and arrives in
Columbus via TWA flagship
Spirit of St. Nicholas.
Masters of the Classics
BACH Sunday afternoon Fred
Smith, managing director of the
College of Music, conducts Face the
Music on WKRC. Cincinnati, asking questions about classical music
of a different board of musical experts each week. Highest percentage of correct answers by a board
member entitles that individual to
an autographed album of symphonic recordings.
Sports Quiz
IN A HALF-HOUR weekly quiz
show on WCBS, Springfield, 111.,
titled Sports Quiz With the Experts, men and women well-known
in central Illinois sports circles are
queried by Sportscaster Sam
Molen. Cash awards are paid to
members of the studio audience
who answer correctly questions
which stump the experts.
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Views of Citizens
TO PROBE the mind of Mr. Average Citizen on problems affecting
domestic and foreign policy,
WMCA, New York, has started a
new Tuesday half-hour Curbstone
Forum series, directed by Walter
W. Stokes, Jr. Arguments are preset each week by listeners who
write their opinions on subjects
announced in advance.

Fillers of Time
TO HELP ALONG gasless holidays and wartime economy, the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
started a Friday late afternoon
program Fireside Fun, a series of
national network broadcasts which
will range from an explanation of
how to line up an amateur orchestra to the intricacies of soap carving and furniture making. The
broadcasts are primarily to help
organize home and club entertainment for young and old.
BROADCASTKayo
fromQuiz
the boxing ring
in the West Palm Beach Arena
is the Ring Quiz of WJNO, West
Palm Beach, Fla. The program, a
quiz in
show,
four and
teams
■with
one
eachuses
corner
employs
boxing terminology in connection
with theswers are
questions,
i.e., wrong
called fouls,
stallingan-is
clinching, nearly correct answers
are
close etc.
haymakers, "knockout"
questions,
Radio Milquetoast
BASED ON the famous cartoon
character by H. T. Webster, The
Timid Soul series of comedy-drama
programs starring William Lynn
as Caspar Milquetoast started Oct.
5 on WOR, New York. Each episode is complete and deals with
"the human experiences all of us
have . . . the little things in life
that complicate living."
Young America
DESIGNED for the youth of today
WEEI, Boston, started Oct. 4 its
Young Americans in the Making,
bringing feaures of interest to local
high school age people. Opening
broadcast included a quiz among
students on citizenship; music by a
school's double quartet; and a talk
by a graduate now successful out
in the world.
Songs of Conquered
A NEW network series. They Shall
Sing Again, on Canadian Broadcasting Corp., will feature songs of
nations now occupied by Germans.
The series will be conducted by
Leon Zukert from Toronto.
ATTEMPTING to reach every type
of radio listeners with Defense Bond
and Stamp information, the Treasury
Department
lastannouncements
■week released to
a series of special
be
used on farm programs and football
broadcasts. The farm announcements
wereer ofprepared
Jud Woods,
KFAB, by
Lincoln,
Neb. manag-

Kiddie Hour
A SOLID HOUR for juvenile listeners is heard each day from 5
to 6 p.m. when four quarter-hour
serials are carried on KWK, St.
Louis, The programs in order are
Little Orphan Annie, Superman,
Jack Armstroyig and Captain Midnight.
College Opinions
FORUM DISCUSSION of some
timely question makes up the new
Lntercollegiate Forum program released by KFRC, San Francisco on
Sundays. Representatives of four
colleges appear on each program.
Ten colleges of the San Francisco
area will be on the schedule.
BROADCASTING*
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More
PRESIDENTIAL SILVER Co.. Inglewood. Cal. (trophy manufacturers ,I uew to radio, and placing direct, on Oct. 3 started for 13 weeks
sponsoring a weekly quarter-hour
woman's
program
featuring onEugenia
Clair Flatto.
commentator,
KXX,
Hollywood. Series is based on stories
of women in the news. Interviews with
prominent women engaged in civic and
club affairs are included. Don Kerr
is writer-producer as well as announcer of the show.
DR. BELL S VETEEIXARY MEDICINE Co., Kingston. Ont.. on Oct.
13 starts for the sixth year Circle
Bell Ranch thrice-weekly on CKCL.
Toronto : CFXB. Fredericton. N. B. :
CKNX. Wingham. Ont.; CKCO. Ottawa: CKX. Brandon. :Man. : C.IGX.
Torkton. Sask. ; CFQC. Saskatoon;
CFRX, Edmonton; CFGP. Grande
Prairie. Alta. Program is produced by
Dominion Broadcasting Co.. Toronto.
BRITISH-ISRAEL FEDERATION.
Toronto (evangelical), has started
Sunday talks on CFRB. Toronto,
which are recorded by Dominion
Broadcasting Co.. Toronto, for use
on CFCF. Montreal; CJOR. Vancouver ; CKOV. Kelowna. B. C. ;
CFRX, Edmonton, Alta.; C J R C,
Winnipeg.
DAD'S
BEER Co.,
through ROOT
Malcolm-Howard
Adv.Chicago,
Agency, that city, is sponsoring the transcribed quarter-hour series, Captain
Danger, thrice-weekly on W M A Q,
Chicago, Contract is for 13 weeks,
having started Sept, 29. Cascade Milk
Co.. Takima, Wash., is also sponsoring that program for a similar period
on KIT. with placement through Gordon Smith Adv. Agency, that city. Series is produced by Bennett-Downie
Corp.. Hollywood.
FLETCHER PRODUCTS Co., Los
Angeles (Veg-Lax), new to radio, on
Oct. 6 starts a five-weekly quarterhour of recorded music on XEMO. Tiajuana. Mex. Contract is for .52 weeks.
Agenc.v is Chas. H. Mayne Co.. Los
Angeles.
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles (White King soap), on a 52
week contract starting Oct. 6 will sponsor a thrice weekly quarter hour newscast on KOA. Denver. Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.

Listeners
in the

INTERMOUNTAIN

MARKET
IDAHO FALLS •
DAHO
TWIN FALLS
• POCATELJ.O

CALLED UP a few weeks back for
active duty as a lieutenant in
charge of radio communications for
the Fourth Naval District, Philadelphia, Dr. Leon Levy, president
of WCAU, poses in naval regalia
after shucking off his private pursuits in favor of Navy duty.
CHA:\IBERLAIX'S,
Xew store
Haven,in
said to be the oldest furniture
the United States, has signed a 13week contract with WELI, Xew
Haven, for a thrice-weekly midday
series featuring songs by Russell
Mower from the local Paramount Theatre. At the organ wiU be Jimmy Morgan, and the program also includes
poetr.v by Charles Wright.
DEXALAX Co., San Francisco (dental plate cleanser), has started Canary
Chorus, quarter-hour weekly program
featuring mass of canary birds, on 3
Don Lee stations in California, KFRC,
KHJ, KGB. Agency is Rufus Rhoades
& Co., San Francisco.
LOS AXGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles (Scotch soap), on Sept, 22 contracted for 52 weeks sponsorship of a
five-weekly quarter-hour newscast on
KWG, Stockton, Cal, Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co,, Hollywood.
PLAXTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE
Co.. Wilkes-Barre, on Sept. 29,
through Goodkind, .Toice & Morgan,
Chicago, affiliate of Raymond R. Morgan Co,, Hollywood agency servicing
the account, started sponsoring a fiveweekly quarter-hour program of hillbill.v music on WSM, Nashville, Tenn.
Firm also uses a similar five-minute
broadcast
on 13WMC,
tracts are for
weeks. Memphis. Con-
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KDYL 's new 5000-watt day and night directional broadcasting pattern is tailor-made to
cover the population grouping in this heart of the
intermountain market . . . and we do mean cover!
It means

more people tuning in the top-flight

NBC-Red Network shows they've always wanted
to hear . . . more response to the always-alert
showmanship of KDYL.
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SPEND
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...GET
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MORE

WCOP

Before you buy Boston radio time be sure you get
today's facts. The Boston radio picture is changing fast.
WCOP is giving advertisers
more for their radio dollar
each day. So, check up on
how you can make fewer
dollars do more on WCOP.
GOING
TIME

FULL

SOON!

WCOP
BOSTON'S
STAR RADIO SALES/WAN

The

selection of WSAI

KARL'S SHOE STORES, Los Angeles (shoes), currently sponsoring a
six-weekly quarter-hour newscast on
KFWB, Hollywood, is planning an
extensive Pacific Coast late winter
campaign, concentrating on similar
types of programs. J. B. Kiefer Adv.,
Los Angeles, has the account.
SMART & FINAL Co., Wilmington,
Cal. (food), sponsoring the quarterhour program, Johnny Murray Talks
It Over, on KFI, Los Angeles, on
Sept. 30 renewed the series for 13
weeks and increased broadcasts from
three to five weekly. Agency is Heintz,
Pickering & Co., Los Angeles. William
T. Pickering is account executive.
SHREDDED WHEAT Co., Niagara
Falls, Ont. (Cubs), on Sept. 29 started
series of transcribed spot announcements five times weekly on 17 Canadian stations. Account placed by Cockfield, Brown & Co., Toronto.
CLUETT PEABODT & Co. of Canada,
men'sa series
furnish-of
ings),Toronto
on Sept. (Arrow
26 started
live French spot announcements on
CKAC, Montreal ; CHLT, Sherbrooke,
Que.; CHLN, Three Rivers, Que.;
CHRC, Quebec ; CFCF, Montreal. Account was placed by Cockfield, Brown
& Co., Toronto.
ROBERT SIMPSON Co. Ltd., Toronto, national department store chain, on
Sept.
27 started
What'shalf-hour
the Answer?
a Saturday
morning
quiz
and swing program on CFRB, Toronto, with 1,200 in the studio audience
in the store's main dining room. Two
high school teams compete each broadcast. Account was placed direct.
BRODIE & HARVIE Ltd., Montreal
(flour), has started a spot announcement campaign on CKAC, Montreal,
and CHRC, Quebec. Account placed
bv J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Montreal.

by the 4 largest depart-

ment stores and 7 local breweries indicates the
station which
Cincinnati
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Subs for Plugs
WHBB, Selma, Ala., has
initiated a new bit of cooperation with the Treasury Department's defense savings
program. Julien Smith Jr.,
vice-president and manager
of WHBB, recently wrote the
Treasury stating that although the station carries
many sponsored programs of
MBS, it is not always scheduled to carry the commercial
copy of the broadcasts. When
this is the case, WHBB inserts a long Defense Bond
and Stamp announcement in
the time before their station
break, he said. The Treasury
Department, delighted with
the idea, has written all MBS
stations suggesting that they
might follow suit when such
programs are included on
their schedules.
GENERAL FOODS Ltd., Toronto
( Grape Nut Flakes ) , started on Oct.
1 a series of spot announcements Mon.
thru Fri. on 23 Canadian stations.
Account was placed by Baker Adv.
Agency Ltd., Toronto.
IMPERIAL OPTICAL Co., Toronto
(national chain opticians), has started
Hoio We See quarter-hour Sunday
program on CFRB, Toronto. Account
placed
ronto. by Vickers & Benson Ltd., ToCANADA STARCH Co., Toronto
(Crown Brand Corn Syrup), on Sept.
29 started Secret Service Scout, quarter-hour children's transcribed program on a number of Canadian stations three times weekly. Account was
placed
Montreal.by Vickers & Benson Ltd.,
O. P. O. CLOTHING Co., New York
(men's clothing chain), in late September started an announcement campaign in the San Francisco bay area,
using transcribed spots. Agency is Allied Adv. Agencies, San Francisco. The
station
KLX. list includes K.JBS, KYA and
PETRI WINE Co.. San Francisco
(wines), has started for 52 weeks
William Winter, news analyst, on
KSFO, San Francisco, five times
weekly. Same sponsor on Oct. 13 will
start 390 35-word announcements on
WCFL,cast sixChicago
a 15-minute
nights and
weekly
on the newssame
station. Agency is Erwin, Wasey &
Co., San Francisco.
BEN MARDEN'S RIVIERA, New
York (night club), on Sept. 27 replaced a five-minute sports news
period twice weekly on WABC, New
York, with a quarter-hour straight
news
Rush program,
Hughes asHughes-reel,
newscaster, featuring
Tuesday
and Thursday, 6:30-6:45 p.m. In addition the night club is using spots,
news and participations on WOR
WNEW WHN WMCA WQXR. J. R.
Kupsick Adv. Agency, New York,
handles the account.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Maxwell House coffee), for the fifth
consecutive year will sponsor a Jewish
radio series starring Molly Picon,
Tuesdays 8 p.m. on WHN, New York,
effective Oct. 7. Joseph Jacobs Jewish
Market organization will produce under supervision of Benton & Bowles,
New York.
UNION INVESTMENT CO., El
Dorado, Ark. (insurance), is sponsoring all home and away football games
of the El Dorado High School. Andress
Oil & Gas Service (local Phillips 66
dealer) has contracted for sponsorship of a quarter-hour interview program in the stands prior to the game.
BROADCASTING

WESTERN FARMS DAIRY, Los
Angeles, new to radio, in a 52-week I
campaign started Sept. 24, is sponsor- (
ing participation five times weekly ip
Uncle Harry on KMPC. Beverly Hill.'Cal. Agency is Chas. H. Mayne Co.
Los Angeles.
KNOX Co., Hollywood (Cystex), ana
Socal Oil & Refining Co., Los An
geles, through Barton A. Stebbins Adv
and Smith & Bull Adv., that city
respectively, are jointly alternating
.sponsorship of a twice-daily quarter
hour newscast six times per week
on KRKD, Los Angeles.
WILLIAjSI CONNALLY, advertising'
manager of S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis. (wax), sponsor of the
weekly NBC Fibber McGee & Molly
program, was in Hollywood Sept. 30
for the initial fall broadcast.
LUDENS Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough
drops),
on Nov.
3 starts
a twice-weekly
five-minute
musical
program
featuring
Dave Lane, vocalist, on 3 CBS California stations (KNX KSFO
KARM), Tuesday, 9:55-10 p.m.
(PST), and Thursday, 9:2.5-9:.30 p.m.
(PST). Contract, placed through J.
M. Mathes Inc., New York, is for 20
weeks. American Chicle Co., Long
Island, N. Y. (Adams Clove gum),
sponsors a similar five-minute morning program, featuring Lane, six times
per week on KNX. Hollywood. Agency
is Badger, Browning & Hersey. New
York. Marney Food Co., Huntington
Park. Cal. (pet food), through Ivar
F. Wallin Jr. & Staff, Los Angeles,
also currently sponsors the singer-conversationalist thrice - weekly for a
quarter-hour, on that station.
BENEFICIAL CASUALTY CO.. Los
Angeles (investments), on Oct. 4
started spon.soring a weeklv ten-minute newscast on KNX, Hollvwood.
Contract is for 13 weeks. Firm also
sponsors a quarter-hour show titlefl
Captain Ouie once per week on KFI
and KECA, that city, as well as a
weekly transcribed broadcast of that
show on KFRC. San Francisco, and
KOMO. Seattle. Latter station was
added in late September on a 52-week
basis. Agency is Stodel Adv. Co., Los
Angeles.
WILLIAM B. REILLY Co., New Orleans (Luzianne coffee), on Sept. 29
started Luzianne Serenade, Monday
through Friday, 10:30 a. m. Agency
is Walker Saussy, New Orleans.
W. E. LONG Co., Chicago, baking
specialists and representatives, has
sold transcribed feature service to
Asheville Baking Co.. Asheville. N. C,
for 52 weeks on WWNC and WISE,
Asheville ; to Erickson Baking Co.,
LaCrosse, Wis., for 52 weeks on
WKBH, LaCrosse; to Sunlite Bakeries. San Jose, Cal., for 52 weeks on
KQW, San Jose; KDON, Monterey;
and KHUB, Watsonville, Cal.
ALFAR CREAJMERY. West Palm
Beach, Fla., has contracted for 52
weeks, following a 13-week summer
test, for a daily sports review as well
as all special events dealing with
sports on WJNO, West Palm Beach.
JOHN A. COLBY & SONS, Chicago
(furniture), has been signed as first
local sponsor for the CBS Sunday
news roundup. The World Today, on
WBBM. Contract, placed direct, is for
13 weeks.
New Schaefer Series
F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING Co.,
Brooklyn, on Oct. 2 started a new
program of music and comedy on WJZ„
New York, Thursday 7:30-8 p.m.
Show features comedy team of Harry
Savoy andorchestra
Russ Brown,
AllenSchaefer
Roth's
25-piece
and the
Singers. The program replaces
Schaefer's Stoopnagle Stump Club on
WEAF, 7:30-8 p.m., which went off
the air Sept. 23. Agency is BBDO,
New York.
• Broadcast
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CONTROI
ROOM
BILL ROBIXSOX. chief engineer of
WHEB, Portsmoutli, X. H.. is convalescing from an appendectomy.
WALTER VARXUM, engineer of
"WLS.
Dorothy Chicago,
Caldwell. on Oct. 5 married
TOM PRICE and Robert Kinney have
joined WKBX, Youngstown, O., as
engineers.
OWEX McRETXOLDS has been promoted to chief engineer of WROL,
Knoxville. Tenn., succeeding Joe Wofford who resigned to join the field
staff of the FCC at Boston. Jim Gilbert, new to radio, has been added to
the transmitter engineering staff of
WROL.
R. D. CARRIER has been appointed
station engineer of KOA. Denver,
while Lieut. J. A. Slusser is on duty
in the Xavy. R. C. Thompson has
been appointed temporary assistant
station engineer.
PAT McATEE, formerly of KITE,
Kansas City and KOAM, Pittsburg.
Kan., has joined the engineering staff
of WFPG. Atlantic City.
F. WATXE RHIXE, engineer at the
transmitter of WPAT, Paterson, X. J.,
reported last week to Fort Monmouth,
X".
J. as atraining
second group
lieutenant
the
electronics
of the in
Signal
Corps. John O. Bondy, also of WPAT's
transmitter engineering staif, resigned
recently to join the transmitter stalf
of WABC, Xew York.
TOM WATSOX of the transmitter
house staff at CKGB, Timmins, Ont.,
has moved to a similar post at CKVD.
Val
Que. Mott.
He is replaced at
CKGBD'Or,
by Ernie
HOWARD FULLER, transmitter engineer of WTAG, Worcester, Mass.,
on Sept. 26 married Harriet Ricker,
of Shrewsbury, Mass.
MERLE BJORK, formerly of KDLR,
Devils Lake, X^. D., has joined the
engineering staff of WLOL, Minneapolis.
RAY KRAMER, formerly in the
sound effects department of CBS, has
joined Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television
tor of soundCorp.,
effects.X^ew York, as direcSTAXLEY BRACKEX, engineer of
manufacture of Western Electric Co.,
has been named general manager of
WE manufacture, effective Oct. 1, according to an announcement by WE
Vice-President William F. Hosford.
The newly created post was made necessary by the increase in WE manufacturing activities, it was stated. Mr.
Bracken lives in Maplewood, X^. J.
Lance in Charge
H. H. LANCE is chief engineer and director of WGBR,
Goldsboro, N. C, and not
Bruce Mayo as reported in
Broadcasting, Sept. 29. Mr.
Mayo has been named chief
engineer of WGTC, Greenville, N. C., and has no connection with WGBR.

Jerry Branch to Train
For Military Assignment
JERRY BRANCH, technical advisor to James D. Shouse, Crosley
Corp. vice-president in charge of
broadcasting, left Cincinnati last
Monday to start a three-month
training period at
Harvard on a
military matter.
It is understood
he will be sent to
England for
practical experience in the unre^^.-...^
study. Mr.
lieuvealedreserve
pr^^^ tenant,
^^■•^
Branch is a 1934
Mr. Branch graduate of Ohio
State U, where he
majored in radio communications.
Joining the Crosley broadcasting
organization upon graduation from
school, he was named technical advisor to Mr. Shouse three years ago.
Last January he was sent to Latin
America, where he visited 22 republics to make technical signal
measurements for WLWO, Crosley
shortwave adjunct. He also assisted
Antonia Rojas Villalba in estabhshmg the WLWO shortwave network, Cadena Radio Americana.
WASK Gets 1230
ASSIGNMENT of a new frequency
for the new WASK, Lafayette,
Ind., was ordered in a decision of
the FCC last Tuesday when it set
aside a July 29 new station grant
to WFAM Inc. (WASK) to operate
on 1230 kc. with 100 watts fulltime
and re-granted the new station to
WFAM Inc. to operate on 1450
kc. with 250 watts fulltime, subject to the applicant filing for
modification of its construction permit to 1450 kc. Action was
precipitated by the petition of
WBOW, Terre Haute, Ind., also
on the 1230 kc, which had asked
for a rehearing against the original FCC grant claiming that the
"proposed station would result in
objectional interference" to
WBOW. Terre Haute and Lafayette are only about 70 miles apart.
World

Listening

THE story of the operation and
personnel of NBC's new listening
post at Bellmore, L. I., is related
in a new illustrated booklet, Listening In On the World, published
recently by NBC. The 14 by 11inch 12-page promotion supplements a written story of the development of NBC's listening post
with pictures of the new plant, its
personnel at work and NBC commentators all over the world.
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• It takes a real transcription table
to keeption.
up WSAU
withfound
a busywhat
radio they
stawanted in the Presto 62- A.. .5000
hours of trouble-free service, one
simple, inexpensive tire renewal.
If you want a table that gives you a
quick jerkless start, always coming up to speed in exactly Vs revolution ... if you want a table so

neer
Ch
lafnd EnW.gi Rlchardt
Boie

completely vibrationless you don't
know it's running ... if you want
a "wow-free" table that runs HyVz
or 78 RPM. on the button . . .
BUY PRESTO.
Once you see this Presto table in
operation you'll know why an
average of 15 radio stations a
month are installing 1 to 3 Presto
tables to replace their present
equipment.
Presto tables give you the performance you've always wanted
delivery.
and they're ready for immediate

table Jor
• Presto 62- A transcription
lateral recordings, list price,

Write today for literature and the
name of your nearest Presto distributor.

$383.00.

HAL R. jSIAKELIM. president of
Covert Co.. Chicago, radio production,
has announced change of the firm
name to Hal R. Makelim Productions.
• Simple, foolproof Presto drive system —
steel motor pulley drives against rubber
tire on turntable rim, only 2 moving parts.

• Presto 16" dual speed turntable chassis
only, list price, $155.00.
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"He's been awfully unhappy ever
since his astrologer convinced hint
he could cover northeastern
Michigan without using WFDF
Flint."

50,000 WAHS
- CBS
42 5,683 Listening Families*

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
Dominant Coverage in
the Central Southwest
Branham Co. - Representatives
*CBS Audit of Nighttime Coverage

PUBLIC

SERVICE

CJOR's record of public
service broadcasting has
made this station a com^ munity institution for the
§ past fifteen years.

I

-B
CJOR . C.

1000 Watts
National Representatives
J. H. McGiUvra (U. S.)
H. N. Stovin (Canada)
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RICHARD MARVIN. New York radio director of Wm. Esty & Co., is
currently in Hollywood with Hildc
sarde Dixon, agency contact, to organize a unit of Camel Caravan entertainers to be routed into Army
camiis along the West Coast. Group
will be under supervision of Eleanor
Flaherty, agency contact.
ARTHUR C. RICHARDS, radio director of Adv. Arts Agency, Los Angeles, has recovered from pneumonia
and returned to his desk.
HIXON-O'DONNELL
ADV., offices
Lis Angeles, has moved to larger
on
the first floor of the Richfield Bldg..
5.55al S.
8331.Flower St. Telephone is Mutu.lOE LOWE, who formerly conducted
his own agency. Lowe Features, which
specialized in radio accounts, has .ioined
D'Evelyn & Wadsworth, San Francisco.
RAY COFFIN, formerly Hollywood
television producer of Don Lee Broadcasting System, has been appointed
radio director of Davis. Harrison &
SiniDuds. that city. Robert L. Latimer
has joined the agency as production
manager, with David Arlen as public
relations director. Added to the staif
as account
executives
ler. Russ Lelland
and H.are D.Joseph
Grubbs.MilGORDON CATES. New York account
executive of Young & Rubicam, is in
Hollywood for the initial NBC Biini.f
d- Allen Show, which starts Oct. 7
under sponsorship of Lever Bros.
(Swan soap). Besides George Burns,
(irace
Allenlineup
and will
Paulfeature
Whiteman's
l)an(l. talent
.Jimmy
Cash, tenor.
ELWOOD K. GRADY. Seattle account executive of .1. Walter Thompson Co., has been transferred to the
agency's
Los Angeles
offices..J..John
M.
Alilren has
also joined
Walter
Thompson Co. as account executive.
He was formerlv on the staff of
BBDO. Hollywood.
KEELOR & STITES Co., Cincinnati,
has announced the establishment of a
Dayton, O.. branch office in the Mutual Home Bldg. Earl Doty, formerly
advertising manager of General
Motors' Frigidaire division and previously in a similar subsidiary,
position M'ith
air conditioning
has GM's
been
named manager of the Dayton branch.
NORVAL SCHNERINGER, formerly publicity director of AVFAAKGKO, Dallas, has joined Couehman
Adv. Agency, same city. Bert Heflin.
formerly in charge of iiublicity at the
Dallas Athletic Club, replaces him at
WFAA-KGKO.
HOMER McKEE, formerly president
of Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Chicago, has joined Roche. Williams &
Cunnyngham,
tive capacity. Chicago, in an execuBLACKETT-SAMPLE - HUMMERT,
Chicago, has appointed former Account
Executives Robert Wilson and Kenath
T. Sponsel vice-presidents.
SIDNEY GARFINKEL Adv. Agency,
San Francisco, recently moved to
larger headquarters at 26 O'Farrell
St.
WILLIAM TUTTLE, formerly a program director of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, and previously producer
and announcer of WOU, New York,
has joined A. & S. Lyons, talent agency, to manager daytime programs. He
continues to direct The Shadow, spons:)red on MBS by the D. L. & W. Coal
Co.. on a freelance basis for Rutbrauff
& Ryan.
ROBERT FOSTER, station representative with offices in Boston, lias been
appointed New England representative for the program service of Basch
Radio Productions, New York, producers of What Burns You Up?, It
Talces a, Woman and other live and
transcribed programs.
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SPONSOR MAKES NEWS when he himself reads the commercial on a
program. When the 7,500th announcement in nine years for Monarch
Fine Foods was made recently on WTMJ, Milwaukee, it was read on
the air by R. B. Newton (right), advertising manager for Reid, Murdoch
& Co., Chicago, who made a special trip to Milwaukee for the occasion.
While Mr. Newton does the announcing, he is watched by W. F. Dittmann,
WTMJ sales manager (left) , and Heinie, m.c. of Heinie & His Grenadiers,
on whose program Mr. Newton was a guest.
ANA, AAAA FORUM
PLANNED NOV. 12
AT A SPECIAL JOINT meeting
to be held Nov. 13-15 at The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va., ANA and
AAAA members will analyze current attacks on advertising, formulate answers and seek to determine
a proper course to take in fighting
the attacks, according to a joint
announcement last Tuesday. The
special meeting will immediately
follow the annual closed meeting
of the ANA to be held there on
Nov. 12.
Purpose of the joint meeting, according to the announcement, is to
place before the producers and
users of advertising the facts relating to "the grave threats to
national brands and the advertising of them",
to presentoperation
basic facts
about
the economic
of
advertising and its vital place in
maintaining an expanding economy,
and to consider what should be
done.
Because of the exceptional importance of the subject, it was
stated, the cooperation of other advertising groups also will be
sought, and representative delegations are to be invited to the joint
meeting.
Religious Series
HEBREW EVANGELIZATION
Society, Los Angeles (religious),
through Tom Westwood Adv. Agency, that city, on Oct. 5 started for
52 weeks sponsoring the weekly
half -hour transcribed program,
Hehreiv Christian Hour, with Dr.
A. U. Michelson as commentator,
on 42 stations nationally. List includes KSAN KFKA WMBR
WAIT WMT KSO WNAX KTSW
KVGB WHB KSAL KFBI WCMI
WLAP WGRC WSMB WJBK
WKZO KATE WISN KGDE
WLOL KVOX KWNO KFAB
WINS KGCU KDLR KRMC
KLPM WKRC KWJJ WPEN
KABR WSIX KGNC KRIS KGKO
KXYZ KTSA KRGV. Program
is also being sponsored daily
on KMTR, Hollywood. In addition,
the transcribed series is scheduled
to start on a weekly basis in early
November on WDAE WDBO
WFOY KADA KCRC KBIX KTOK
KGFF KOME KTJIN KORE KFJI
KOOS KSLM KSRO KVOS KELA
KGA KPQ WEAU WDSM.
BROADCASTING

AGENCY

BERSOL PRODUCTS. Rockaway Beach.
N. Y. (Ripans), to Friend Adv. Agency.
N. Y. Said to use radio.
BLUE CHANNEL Corp.. Port Roval. S. C.
(crabmeat), to C. L. Milier Co.. N. Y.
Said to use radio.
HOLLY SUGAR Corp.. Colorado Springs,
to Wm. B. Rodgers Adv. Agency, Pueblo.
Said to use radio.
DETROLA
Mahaut Adv. Corp.,
Agency,Detroit,
Detroit.to L. J. DuE. FOUGERA & Co.. New York (Don
Juan lipstick), to Grey Adv. Agency, N. Y.
GUNTHER BREWING Co.. Baltimore, to
H. E. Hudgins Co., Baltimore.
REVERE KNITTING MILLS. Maiden.
Mass., to Grey Adv. Agency, N. Y.
BEAUTY COUNSELORS Inc.. Grosse
Point,
and Windsor.
ries ). toMich.,
Campbell-Ewald
Co., Ont.
Detroit,(toiletDan
Buell. account executive.
AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE Co., New
York, to Kenyan & Eckhardt Inc.. N. Y.,
for an institutional
campaign to be announced later.
AWFUL FRESH MacFARLANE, Los Anchain), tousing
Dan spotB.
Miner geles
Co., (confectionery
that city. Currently
announcements and participation programs
on local stations.
LE BARRY CLOTHES Co., Camden. N. J.,
operating
clothing all
stores
in Trenton. Passaicmen's
and Camden,
in New
Jersey,phia.
to Philip
Klein
Adv.
Co.,
PhiladelRadio
is
being
scheduled
for
the
first time.
Pet Milk Resumes
WITH Jessica Dragonette and Bill
Perry as soloists this year, Saturday Night Serenade, weekly halfhour program on CBS, started its
sixth year on the air Oct. 4 under
sponsorship of Pet Milk Sales
Corp., St, Louis. Program is on 56
stations and features Gustave
Haenchen's orchestra. Agency is
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Head Los Angeles Club
MANN HOLINER, West Coast radio
director of Benton & Bo\ les, has been'
elected president of Radio Producers
Cluli, Hollywood. He succeeds Wayne
Griffin. BBDO producer. Harrison
Holliway. manager of KFI-KECA, Los
Angeles, has been made secretar.v of
the club. Murray Bolen, Young &
Rubicam Hollywood producer is chaparms. lain, with Tom McKuight sergeant-at• Broadcast
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^VOAI. San Antonio, has named Bill
Shomette as field representative to
cour South Texas with the elear-ehanael presentation prepared by Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service in
^^'ashington. Mr. Shomette will discuss clear-channel operation with comuuinity a n d f a r ni organizations
throughout the area.
CULMINATING eight years of the
combined efforts of WMR. Detroit, and
l)uncan ISIoore, director of the WJR
Farm Foriini. to secure legislation providing that the State of Michigan rete Hags forces
' by Michigan
turn Confedera
and trophies
during
captured
the Civil War, Gov. Murray D. Van
Wagoner, at a special ceremony on the
capitol steps at Lansing, recently gave
back to representatives of the Southern
the war relics. RepreStates all seof
ntatives of 13 Confederate States,
including Gov. .James H. Price, of
Virginia, and Gen. .Julius F. Howell,
commander-in-chief of the United Confederate Veterans, were present to receive the trophies.
W55M, Milwaukee, is broadcasting
Friday night high school football
games effective Oct. 3. Bol) Heiss, who
has also covered games of the Green
Bav Packers and the U of Wisconsin
, will handle
on
'WTM.r,ns,:Milwaukee
descriptio
ilove allows
WS-jM theto
schedule music on Saturday afternoon
when most AM stations are carrying
football l)roiidcasts.
WHEB. Portsmouth, N. H., under
sponsorship of Socony-Vacuum Oil
Co., is carrying play-by-play broadcasts of the New Hampshire U football games during the 1941 season.
Gordon Khniey. WHEB program director, handles the game descriptions.
W.TJ1) and WIND, Chicago, for the
fifth consecutive year will carry the
official classroom broadcasts of educational programs prepared under the
supervision of the Board of Education's RadioPrograms
Council for
lic schools.
startChicago
Oct. 6 puband
will be l)roadcast school days on
WIND at 1:30-1:45 p.m. (CDST)
and on W.JJD at 2 :30-2 :45 p.m. during the school year.
WROK. Rockford, 111,, has mailed to
all high school principals in its area
a copy of the station's first Educators'
Ifddio Notehook, a ten-page mimeographed booklet that gives the details
of local and MBS programs of an educational nature. Suggestions on how
radio may be used by schools are included.
WBBM, Chicago, has placed George
Morriss. graduate student of Northwestern U on a one-year service
scholarship. Mr. Morriss, now taking
an M.A. in business administration,
will continue his regular studies in advertising at the university and also
follow an integrated program at
WBBM. spending a few months in
each department. This is the .second
time WBBM has cooperated with
Northwestern in providing a service
scholarship.
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, late in
September carried a series of special
programs featuring visiting Army talent, including vocalists and instrumentalists, who made studio appearances and gave an al fresco concert
at the transmitter park on Battleground Road. The broadcasts were arranged with assistance of Lieut. T. B.
Hilliard, morale officer of the 28th
division.
KROD, El Paso, will carry the entire
ten-game schedule of the Texas College of Mines and Metallurgy, a branch
of the U of Texas, under the sponsor.ship of Standard Oil Co. Sponsor will
also use KROD for the New Year's
Day Sun Bowl game and the Thanksgiving game between two lill Paso
high schools. Morrison Qualtrough will
give the play-by-play.
BROADCASTING

KGEI, General Electric international
station at San Francisco, has started
a series of new i^rogram features. Six
times weekly it is presenting William
Winter,
in a events.
report onThisAmerican
ion of world
is beamedopin-to
the Orient. News in French and Dutch
is broadcast across the Pacific six
days weekly. In addition on Oct. G
KGEI will augment its Spanish programs with Lire d- Leurn, a weekly
commentary by Isabel Diana Sanders
and >>ta»foi-d V Salutes the Americas,
likewise a weekly event.
W.JPF. served
Herrin,
on Sept. with
22 ob-a
its first 111.,
anniversary
party at White City Park attended
by 2,000 listeners who obtained free
tickets at sponsors' stores. Dance
music and specialties featured the special broadcast program from 9 p.m. to
midnight, during which all members of
the W.JPF staff were introduced to the
audience. Visitors received souvenir
postcards.
WMF.J, Youngstown, has turned over
part of its new building to the All Out
for Britain local committee, including
part of the second floor and bundle
ro(nn in the basement.
WKRC, Cincinnati, adhering to its
policy of bringing big sports names to
participate on its weekly Quiz Bowl,
sponsored by Congress Cigar Co. for
LaPalina, recently featured Tommy
Harmon, Michigan's Ail-American who
now is sp(n'ts director of W.JR, Detroit. Format of program is the answering of fans' sport questions.
CANADIANS keep in touch with
their armed forces at home and abroad
through a series of broadcasts arranged by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. The series has been augmented
and rearranged for this season and
starts with Messages From the Bearer
ChtJ), a Canadian recreation centre in
Jjondon. on Sundays; Gentlemen With
Wings, news from the Royal Canadian
Air Force, on Tuesdays ; and on Saturdays, Letters From Britain (personal messages), Open Box (messages
and interviews prepared by the CBC
Overseas LTnit), With The Troops In
Britain (visits to various units at
work and play ) ,
WNYC,tions, hasNew
York's
municipal
stareceived
special
permission
from the FCC to remain on the air
an exti-a quarter-hour each weekday
evening during October until 6 :45
p.m. so it can continue its programs
of official Selective Service news and
job news by the New York State
Employment Service.
W59C, Chicago, has organized a special orchestra for its live FM broadcasts. Director will be Jan Tomasow,
Argentine violinist, who will also play
first violin. Other members are Hazel
Simms. pianist ; Richard Beidel, cellist ;Edmund Weingart, second violin ;
Preston Sellers, organist.
BREAKFAST
AT Hollywood,
SARDI'S. currently a IvFWB.
five
weekly, half hour participation program owned by Raymond R. Morgan Co., that city, has been taken
over by NBC sales department on a
six-months contract with five-year options, for release on Pacific Blue stations, effective Oct. 13. Show, geared
to interest housewives, is remoted
from Sardi's Restaurant, with breakfast guests joining in the informal
format of song and chatter, conducted
by Tom Breneman. .John Nelson \t
director of the program.
WDRC. Hartford, on Oct. 1 created
a new position of public service counselor naming the Rev. Charles Graves,
minister-emeritus of the TTnitarian
jNIeeting House, to the post. The Rev.
Graves will hold the same position
for WDRC's FM adjunct, WGoH.
KYW, Philadelphia, has extended its
operating day a half-hour, now opening at 6 a.m. instead of 6 :30. Gary
Linn has been given permanent charge
of the opening program.
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GOPHER GAMES
Brought to 27 Stations Via
— Special Wire Hookup
A JOINT arrangement between
four Minneapolis-St. Paul stations
to handle out-of-town games of the
Minnesota U football team started
its third year Sept. 27 with the
broadcast from Seattle of the
Washington-Minnesota game. Undercaststheare arrangement,
broadfed to 23 other the
Northwest
stations. The three-year agreement
provides that the four Twin City
outlets— WTCN, WCCO, KSTP,
WLOL — alternate in making the
remote pickups, with WTCN in
charge for the 1941 season.
Using Class A circuits for the
first time this year, the broadcasts
are fed through the four Twin
City stations to KFYR, Bismarck;
WDAY, Fargo; KGCU, Mandan;
KVOX, Moorhead; WOES, Springfield, 111.; KWNO, Winona; KATE,
Mankato; KWLM, Willmar;
KGDE, Fergus Falls; KRMC,
Jamestown; KLPM, Minot; KABR,
Aberdeen; KDLR, Devils Lake;
WDSM, Superior; WEBC, Duluth;
WMFG, Hibbing; WHLB, Virginia; WLB, Minneapolis; WCAL,
Northfield; KFAM, St. Cloud;
ter.
KYSM,
Mankato; KROC, RochesSports announcers representing
the Twin City stations share the
time equally. They are George Higgins, WTCN; Henry McTigue,
WLOL; Eddie Gallagher, WCCO,
and Halsey Hall, KSTP.
JOE MALONE and Rich Hall, CBS
Hollywood writers, have been signed
as a writing team by Warner Bros,
film studio.
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Crosley

{Contmiied from page 13)
which the proposed regulation is
It added that "until such action
based".
is taken by the Commission, it cannot reasonably be expected to present intelligently any views concerning such regulation, and therefore requests that an opportunity
to submit views be accorded it when
the Commission has published its
reasons in support of the proposed
regulation and the objectives
sought to be accomplished thereWhether the FCC will comply
with the request that a statement
be issued was not indicated at the
FCC. It was stated, however, that
Chairman
by." Fly probably would make
an opening statement touching on
this aspect.

HERE'S
INDIANA
* Full-time VIBC offers statewide coverage to the alert advertiser who wants to sell Hoosierland.
You get it in one convenient package as the map shows.
Large shaded area daytime 0.5
MV. Line 5000 watts — non-directional. Inside area 0.5 MV. nights
1000 watts.

General Rule, Perhaps
In some quarters the view was
advanced that the Commission
might have in mind writing a very
general rule, sufficiently flexible to
permit it to accommodate almost
any situation. Then, it was pointed
out, the Commission, by use of
suasion, might bring about sales,
exchanges and other alterations in
ownership in given areas, to accomplish the desired result. As a
matter of fact, it is known this has
been done already in a number of
cases, where Chairman Fly has advised applicants that grants of improved facilities would not be accorded one station unless the ap-

Indiana's Friendly Station Serves Hoosierland
* * ¥/
1 3 C * *
INDIANAPOLIS
Mutual Broadcastittg System
Represented by HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
New York, Chicago, Kansas City

(CAN'T
COVIK
MY GOOD
I MAN?

NOPl-ANP
\T
COV£KT44^
COAST
WIT+40UT
TW TWINS

DOUBLE
SAVINGS
• . . . through our
COMBINATION
RATES
• . . . and
BONUS POINT
ADVERTISING

YOU CANT
TlXAS GUiT,

Trying to cover the Texas Gulf Coast without the TWINS is like trying to paint o
house without paint. This is a big year
down here — money's flush — folks in a
spending mood. The smart advertiser who
blankets this market with KXYZ-KRIS is
going to get the business. Will it be you
or your competitor? It's up to you.
THE

National Representatives:
BRANHAM
COMPANY

KKVZf
KRIS
HOUSTON
7
CORPUS
CHRISTI
NBC' >SA<e
NBC* Red AUtd Rlue.
liotU SUio^ii MUTUAL W
LONE STAR CHAIN x^yiicUe^
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OUTRIGHT GLOATING is being indulged in by this quartet of KFI
KECA, Los Angeles, announcers, who in addition to staff duties have
entered the "big time" with start of the fall season by outside network
program assignments. Pleased shirt-sleevers are (1 to r) : Jim Bannon
who announces the weekly NBC Great Gildersleeve, sponsored by
Kraft Cheese Co.; Herb Allen, handling commercials on Dear John.
sponsored by Welch Grape Juice Co.; Wilson Edwards, who has West
Coast cut-ins on the Great Gildersleeve, and Bill Stulla, commercial
announcer of the NBC Rudy Vallee Show, National Dairy Products Corp.
plicant disposed of a second station
in the same community.
Arguments will be heard by the
Commission, it is expected, in the
order of briefs and appearances
filed. These are as follows:
Oregonian Publishing Co. (KGWKEX ) . Represented \>y .John C. Kenland. dall. Ben S. Fisher, Charles V. WayBuffalo Broadcasting Corp. (WGRWKBW). Represented by Frank D.
Scott.
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
( WO WO - WGL ) . Represented bv
Donald C. Swatland, Richard H. Wilmer.
.Johnson Kennedy Radio Corp.
(Mabel
WIND W.- WWiUebrandt.
J JD ) . Represented by
Louis Wasmer Inc. (KHQ-KGA).
Represented by John C. & John W.
Kendall. Fisher & Wayland.
Reading Broadcasting Co.
(WRAW) and Berks Broadcasting
Co. (WEEU). Represented by George
O. Sutton and Arthur H. Schroeder.
Delaware Broadcasting Co.
(WILM) and WDEL Inc. (WDEL).
Represented by George O. Sutton and
Arthur H. Schroeder.
Gene T. Dyer (WSBC, WAIT.
Haley.
WGES). Represented by Andrew G.
Pittsburgh Radio Supplv House
(W.JAS) and KQV Broadcasting Co.
(KQV). Represented by George O.
Sutton and Arthur H. Schroeder.
West Virginia Broadcasting Corp.
IWWVA) and Monnngahela Valley
Broadcasting Co. (WMMN). Represented by H. L. Lohnes and F. W.
Alberstou.
Xational Broadcasting Co. Represented by D. M. Patrick and P. J.
Hennessey.
Massachusetts Broadcasting Corp.
fWCOP) and Broadcasting Service
Organization Inc. (WORL). Represented by Ben S. Fisher.
International Broadcasting Corp.
(KWKH) and Tri-State Broadcasting System Inc. (KTBS). Represented
by George B. Porter and Ben S.
Fisher.
Fisher's Blend Station Inc.
( KOMO-KJR). Represented by Donald G. Graham, Ben S. Fisher, C. V.
Wayland. C. F. Duvall.
Evansville on the Air Inc. (WGBFWEOA). Represented by Henrv B.
Walker.
Earle C. Anthony Inc. (KFIKECA). Represented by Louis G.
Caldwell and Reed T. Rollo.
BROADCASTING

Wilfred Gueiither Joins
Office of Coi. Donovan
WILFRED GUENTHER, manager of WLWO, Cincinnati, Crosley shortwave station, has been
appointed special radio consultant
to Col. William J. Donovan, Coordinator of Infor-

*^
^ Jf
^^PII^Bk

York
a nse.
d will
He
White Hou

^^^^'^^^^

ing Col. Donovan

Mr. Guenther

with systematic
scheduling
a n d
distribution of international pro-

Mr. Guenther joined Crosley
grams. years ago in the promotion
three
department of WSAI. Successively
he has held positions in the promotion department of WLW, coordinator of facsimile, television and
international broadcasting for
Crosley and in 1940 was named to
his present post of general mani
ager of WLWO.
New B & W Pro gram
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobac-i
CO Corp., Louisville, on Oct. 7 will*
replace College Humor on 122
NBC-Red stations, Tuesday at.
10:30-11 p.m. with a new show
titled Raleigh Program. The new'
program, advertising Raleigh cigarettes, will feature Red Skelton;
Ozzie
Nelson's
withSmith,
Har-'
riet Hilliard; orchestra
Wonderful
the negro comic, and Truman Bradley. Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago,
directs the account.
Johns-Manville News
JOHNS-MANVILLE Corp., New
York, on Sept. 29 took over the five
minute news period on CBS at 6:10
p.m. for Frazier Hunt, journalist
and correspondent, to give straight
news reports with some human interest material. Program is titled
Last Minute News Frojn All Over
the World. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.
FRED ALLEN, star of the CBS
Texaco Star Theatre, is the subject
of
in the current Saturday
IILan article
Evening
Post, written bv J. Brvan
• Broadcast
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lay Hamilton Is Named
Ls Manager of WKZO
|i:AY V. HAMILTON, former manager of KXOK, St. Louis, has been
(lamed station manager of WKZO,
[lalamazoo, by John E. Fetzer,
president and
general manager.
He had left his
connection with
the J. M. West
newspaper interests in Texas several weeks ago,
and after a brief
vacation joined
the Kalamazoo
CBS outlet.
Mr. Hamilton
Appointment
)f Paul H. Aurandt as program
lirector of WKZO was announced.
Driginally with KXOK, Mr. Auandt for two years has handled
sports, special events and newscastng for KGU, Honolulu.
Mr. Hamilton was general manliger of KXOK and its sister sta4on, KPRU, Columbia, Mo., from
iL934 to 1940. Prior to that, he was
lissistant sales manager of WLWVVSAI Cincinnati, and before that
Nas on the sales staff of WTMJ,
Milwaukee. He attended the School
Df Journalism at U of Iowa, and
;olds newspaper advertising before
:3ntering radio.
Press-Radio Hearing
(Continued from page 18)
oress under his recommendations,
Prof. Friedrich cited charges of
lews falsification by newspapers
md emphasized the necessity for
a "defense of truth". He remarked
'';hat perhaps the newspapers should
nstall an "honor court", similar to
;i:hat of the movies and radio, to
decide what can be printed,
j At one point in the by-play ac^2ompanying the philosophical ex1^changes between witness and counjselfi when a joking comment menytioning marriage was passed by
;Prof. Friedrich, Judge Thacher addressed the bench: "We have already gone into the early days before Christ in this proceeding, but
must we now go into the home?"
Citing the Portland, Ore., news|paper-station setup as an outstandjjing good example. Prof. Friedrich
||observed that while some newspa'jper-owned stations have provided
'jiexcellent public service, with a high

standard of programs, there is
abundant evidence of others giving
"lousy" service, where apparently
the newspaper considers the station "a cow that should be milked
butSumming
not fed". up his stand on newspaper-ownership, he said that a
rule covering newspaper ownership, perhaps embodying a list of
prohibitions to newspaper stations,
should be developed. He cautioned,
however, that he was not sure it
would be a wise solution or remedy
to lay down any rule prohibiting
newspaper-ownership entirely.
Caldwell Has a Reason
With Prof. Friedrich occasionally challenging- the relevancy of Mr.
Caldwell's queries during cross-examination, Chairman Fly asked the
WGN counsel to explain his line
of questioning. To this Mr. Caldwell replied that he was attempting
to show that "the witness doesn't
know what he's talking about".
Observing that the public does
not know what it wants until it
gets a choice, which it may often
miss in cases of newspaper operation of radio stations. Prof. Friedrich declared that one cannot argue
about what the people want "merely because the wares you have on
your stand are being bought".
He termed the use of the licensing power to control the actions of
stations a "crude tool", adding that
a code of some kind, for press as
well as radio, would be a good influence, particularly if it incorporated
sanctions against certain actions.
Prof. Chafee Appears
Third witness at the two-day
seminar was Prof. Zechariah
Chafee Jr., of the Harvard Law
School, who read a prepared statement and then answered questions
for an hour before leaving the
stand. He declared that a considerable number of different sources
of news and information will make
for a more wholesome distribution
of these commodities to the public,
pointing out that when a newspaper and radio station in a city are
separately owned, the public has
two sources for its information and
discussions. He maintained that
danger exists from joint ownership,
and a record of past impartiality

WANTED!
A Touqh

Commercial

The Commercial Manager of a
New York City Independent
Station v/ants to tackle the

Assignment

nationally - known Independents in New York . . . stations
with which you are more than
familiar!

prospects you can't sell!
He wants to leave New York
He has an outstanding record
and will take a deal based
for producing sales; he has an
wholly on results.
outstanding record for producing commercial ideas that seicAND, — if youaggeratingthink
he's exhis background,
he has been an important facwrite for the PROOF!
tor in the 'making' of three
Box 980, BROADCASTING
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does not insure future impartiality,
and that "he who pays the piper
calls
the time".
Voicing
scepticism about some
surveys showing radio's leadership
over newspapers in the news field,
Prof. Chafee commented that radio appears to be much more timid
than the press in burning questions.
He held that a radio station very
easily could and does escape criticism for unfairness or partiality
by simply not allowing an argument on the air, while the press
necessarily opens itself up to such
criticism because it has to go into
such subjects extensively once they
have been granted space on the
printed page.
From the beginning radio has
established a fairly high standard
for openmindedness, particularly
through such programs as the U
of Chicago Roundtahle, he commented, adding that "the radio idea
of impartiality is very valuable
andSounding
ought toa benote
preserved".
of caution to
the FCC, he pointed out that while
radio is the FCC's business, newspaper publishing is not, and since
the inquiry itself is on the borderline, the Commission must proceed
carefully. He declared that "the
use of a political power designed
for one purpose for another purpose is risky".
Prof.
Chafee held also that stations and newspapers should have
unrestricted access to press services whenever they are ready "to
pay the fare". Although duplication of service should not be encouraged, exclusivity of service
also should not be encouraged, he
declared. "There is no reason why,
because a newspaper started first,
it should
always get the news first",
he
commented.
Urges Flexibility
Concerning possible solutions to
the situation, he held that since
there are some cases where a newspaper station is the best answer
to a particular economic situation,
a flexible rule covering the proposition would be better than a rigid
rule from the public welfare standpoint. He agreed with an observation by Judge Thacher that the
effect of a rule against newspaper
ownership of stations would be to
deprive a man operating a radio
station of his right to publish a
newspaper.
He stated that the FCC probably
should lay down certain qualifications or limitations on newspaper
ownership, then proceed to make
grants outside these, at its own discretion. This would assure every
applicant at least a hearing, he
agreed. Answering a query by
Judge Thacher, he said he felt a
complete prohibition against newspaper ownership would be better as
a long-range proposition than allowing the FCC complete discretion
in treating the newspaper-ownership question as it arose, case by
case. He pointed out that unless
there are guiding rules, an administrative body such as, the FCC
may easily take unfortunate actions.
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New York Radio Lunches
To Enter Third Season
EMBARKING on its third term,
the Radio Executives Club of New
York will hold its first meeting of
the new season, Wednesday, Oct.
8, at Stouffers Restaurant, 45th &
Fifth Ave.. New York. Guest
speakers will feature the weekly
meeting which will be held every
Wednesday throughout the year.
Over 40 speakers appeared before
REC members in 1940-41, including Col. Theodore Roosevelt Jr.,
Neville Miller, John Paine, Sydney
Kaye, Sir Hubert Wilkins, Milton
Berle, Jane Pickens, Dr. 0. H.
Caldwell, Gilbert Seldes, Wythe
Williams, Bill Stern, Ted Husing,
Red Barber, Mel Allen, Stan Loniax, Harry Hershfield, Benny
Friedman, Henry Morgan, Cecil
Carmichael, C. E. Hooper, Irving
Kaufman, Mai-k Warnow, John B.
Kennedy, Capt. Tim Healy, Phil
Cook and others. The club is open
to all members of the radio industry. John Hymes of Lord & Thomas
is president.
O.P.O. on Coast
O.P.O. STORES, New York (men's
chain clothiers), to announce opening of five West Coast retail stores,
in an intensive campaign which
started Sept. 23 is using an average of 30 transcribed one-minute
announcements per week on KJBS
KYA KLX KFMB KFSD KMPC
KFVD KFOX KRKD KFAC
KTAR.

Maneuvers
{Continued from page 20)
It is of the utmost importance
that equipment be of the sturdiest,
most compact type possible. Fancy
cases, with intricate gadgets which
are likely to get out of adjustment
at the first bump are little more
than entirely useless. Plan your
equipment with an eye to speed in
setting up. When the shooting
starts, it might be over or moved to
another location unless you can
start on a few seconds notice. If
you use transcriptions, make sure
that you have some sort of arrangements made for motor generated current, because 110 volt
A-C outlets are few and far-between in the spots the Army picks
for its maneuvers. The motor generator we borrowed from the 112th
Engineering Regiment of the 37th
Division was quite mobile and completely adequate to run our turntable at a constant 33 1-3 speed.
Choice of equipment is a point
which cannot be considered too
carefully.
Set Up in 45 Seconds
Our mobile broadcasting truck
was in the mud up to its hubs on
more occasions than we can remember. The extra equipment carried
"just in case" (which somehow
never gets used) necessitated another vehicle and many bulky cases
which had to be unpacked with
every stop, with the loss of much
valuable time, and considerable patience, if any transcribing was in
the offing.
In short, we were loaded down
with broadcasting equipment but
minus food and water. A situation
which we rectified within 24 hours.
From that day forward we stored
the extra equipment, laid in a supply of "iron rations", carried a fivegallon can of water, and with a
couple of rehearsals, were able to
get our generator running and
start transcribing within 45 seconds after we stopped our vehicles.

5,000
richly laden watts, night
and day, sarvlng the
Magicest andCircle,
richmost the
populous
area in all the southeast!
Columbia Broadcasting
Systfm nfKII.

WBIC
CPEENy^BORO, M.C.
CEO.P.HOLLINCBER
Y ■ CO.. NAT.RER
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ARMY GAMES were staged in September in the rocky
regions of New England. Covering the games for
WMEX, Boston, were (left photo, 1 to r) A. J. Pote,
chief engineer; Bill Feruzzi, operator; Announcer
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HARLOW WILCOX. Hollywood announcer, ha.s licen assigned 1o the
( 'orp.
weekly NI'.C Md.nrcU lloimc Coffer
I'ime, sponsoreil by Geiu'ral Food

Joe Grant; Lieut. George R. Beane. WTAG, Worcester, covered a tank battalion, with Gil Hodges,
special events chief, listening to Lieut. Richard Reisinger (left) and Eugene C. Zack, soldier announcer.
Baldwin

Caught by KFYR
ASSOCIATED PRESS dispatches recently credited
KFYR, Bismarck, N. D.,
with aiding the capture of
three youths who robbed the
Red Feather Cafe, St. Paul.
They were caught in Stanley,
N. D., shortly after a man
who had jusi heard a KFYR
broadcast of their descriptions
monedspotted
the law.them and sumGov. Rivers in Melee
FORMER Gov. E. D. Rivers of
Georgia, owner of WGOV, Valdosta, Ga., and Mrs. Rivers were
attacked last Wednesday night in
their home in Lakeland, Ga. by a
man identified as H. W. Bikle, of
New York City, who later committed suicide. A long ransom note
found on the assailant indicated he
had planned to kidnap Gov. Rivers,
who had grappled with him after
he gained entrance into the house
posing as a Federal radio man
and had been struck by a pistol butt
several times over the head. Mrs.
Rivers was bruised when she also
fought the assailant. Gov. Rivers
entered the broadcasting field in
July, 1940 when he secured a license
for the 250-watt WGOV.
WOSH Gets Ready
RCA STUDIO and transmitter
equipment as well as a Blaw-Knox
tower are being installed by the
new WOSH, Oshkosh, Wis., which
expects to go on the air about Dec.
1, according to Howard H. Wilson,
Chicago station representative, who
was awarded the construction permit Aug. 5 to operate on 1490 kc.
with 250 watts. Ray Schwartz, recently-appointed general manager
of WOSH, will announce the station personnel shortly.

Is Named

Aide

By Signal
Corps Chief
JAMES
W. BALDWIN,
former
secretary of the Federal Radio
Commission, and former NAB managing director has joined the office
of the Chief Signal Officer of the
Army in Washcivilian
assistant.ington, as He
left
his
post as
assistant
to the
president and
plant manager of
Finch Telecommunications Inc.,
to
assume
his
Mr. Baldwin
Government assignment Sept. 17.
Mr. Baldwin was secretary of
the Radio Commission from 1930 to
1933. He became assistant managing director of the NAB in 1933
and in 1935 succeeded to the post
of managing director when Philip
G. Loucks resigned to return to
private practice of law. He left
NAB in 1938 and afterward joined
Finch Telecommunications Inc.,
headquartering
ton and Passaic, both
N. J. in WashingBrig. Gen. Dawson Olmstead is
acting chief of the Signal Corps.
Mr. Baldwin is assigned to that
office, in an expert capacity.
ROBERT nouncing
PETRIE
has .joinedEl thePaso,
anstaif of KROD.
succeeding John William (iuffrey who
was inducted Sept. 23 into the Army.

War Ace Honored
KTAR, Phoenix, observed the 23d
anniversary of the death of World
War aviation ace, Frank Luke, with
a special broadcast m a r k 1 n g the
dedieatiu};- of the new $5,000,000 adtrainiii};'
ba.secity.
of the
Forces vanced
near
that
TheArmy
held Airis
named for Jjieut. Luke, who %vas known
in the lastthewari)rof;rain.
as the "balloon
l)uster".
Duriii};
which was
carl)y the Luke,
.\I?("-P>lue
Mrs. ried
Frank
motherillofthethe west,
ace,
^vas heard.
BROADCASTING
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New

SMITH TROUBLES
Has Too Many of Them
For One Station
WGRC, Louisville, is having its
troubles. First, it was musicians,
now its the "Smiths". There's T.
Parker Smith, he's news editor.
Then there's H. Parker Smith,
salesman,
and assistant
finally there's
Porter
Smith,
manager.J.
In Louisville Porter sounds like
Parker over the phone and Parker
sounds like Porter. Thus Porter
gets the calls for both Parkers and
the Parkers spend half their time
taking sales calls when its news
they want. Manager S. A. Cisler
is not hiring any more Smiths.
WGRC

I*>K("ArSE it is now dovotiiiL;- its en
lire resources to the production
tniusmifter tubes for national defenseof
orders. Heintz & Kaufman Ltd.. >San
Francisco, reports the sale of its conil)ressed gas condenser business to Lnpii
Insulator Co.. New York [P>R0AnCASTIX(; Sept. 29] involves transfer of all
tool dies, patterns, designs and stock
of parts.
BROADCASTING

HEiu EncmnD
They Put
680

It At
and

They Stay PUT!
This is nof just an idle claim,
but a fact based on an exhaustive study of radio listening habits in the Merrimack
Valley area. Write for complete
information and learn why so
many advertisers are making
WLAW a "MUST" in New England.

Lang Protests to Legion
JOSEPH LANG, general manager of
WHOM, Jersey City and chairman
of the Foreign Language Committee
of the NAB has sent to the American
Legion a strongly worded protest on
the resolution cohdemning foreign
language broadcasts adopted at the
Legion's recent Milwaukee convention.
Citing FCC Chairman .James L. Fly
and other Government officials on the
value of these broadcasts in Americanizing our large population of foreignspeaking peoples. Mr. Lang denounced
the Legion action as "Un-American"
and "Detrimental to the cause of national unity".

WLAW
LAWR'^NCE,
5000 WATTS

COLUMBIAHil

MASS.
•

680 KC.

AFFILIATE

National Representatives
THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

The
RADIO

EXECUTIVES
of NEW

CLUB

YORK

Cordially Invites

-WHERE
Buys Rights to Reds
EXCLUSIVE broadcasting rights
to the 1942 baseball games of the
Cincinnati Reds have been obtained
by WKRC, Cincinnati, according to
an announcement last Thursday by
Hulbert Taft Jr., general manager
of the station. Negotiations were
completed at that time with Warren C. Giles, general manager of
the Cincinnati baseball club. Announcer to handle the play-by-play
has not been named yet. WKRC,
through MBS, is carrying exclusive
broadcasts of the World Series in
Cincinnati.

in Pasadena

Would Shift to 830 kc.
AUTHORIZED last Aug. 22 to
construct a new 1,000-watt daytime
station in Pasadena on 1430 kc.
Southern California BroadcastingCo., headed by Marshal S. Neal,
Pasadena merchant, last week applied to the FCC for a modification
of construction permit, asking for
the same power on 830 kc. Limited
time is sought, 830 kc. being the
clear channel of WCCO, Minneapolis. Already operating limited
time on the same channel is WNYC,
New York City municipal station.
The projected new station, to be
known as KWKW, was the second
within a space of a few weeks
granted in Pasadena. The other
grant, 10,000 watts full time on
1110 kc. for KPAS, was made Sept.
9 to Pacific Coast Broadcasting
Co., headed by J. Frank Burke,
chief owner of KFVD, Los Angeles
[Broadcasting, Sept. 15].

SOME STATIONS had their own
crews, just like the networks, during- the recent Army games in
maneuver. WSM's schedule calls for
coverage of all three of the major
1941 Army games. During evacuajftion of the Second Army, Engineers George Reynolds and Aaron
Shelton of WSM check disc and FM
equipment (top photo). Gen. Millard F. Harmon made a radio talk
for WLW, Cincinnati, with James
Cassidy of WLW at his side.
Sigma Delta Chi Asks
Nominations for Awards
SIGMA DELTA CHI, professional
journalistic fraternity, is inviting
nominations for its 1941 Awards
in Journalism. Prizes will be given
[for general reporting, editorial
[writing, editorial cartooning, radio
Inewswriting, Washington c o r irespondence, foreign corresponiljdence, research in journalism,
courage in journalism (to a newsIjpaper).
iiThe awards will be made on the
jibasis of work done by Americans
[>|and published or broadcast in the
I'lUnited1, States
the 1941.
periodTheof
iJan.
1940 toduring
June 30,
: deadline for nominations is Oct. 18,
j 1941. Clippings or manuscripts
I should be sent to Professional
■J Awards Committee, Sigma Delta
aiChi, Suite 1178, 35 East Wacker
Drive, Chicago. Albert L. Warner,
CBS Washington correspondent,
won the 1940 newswriting award.

Local

COUNTS

POWER
MOST

ALL MEMBERS OF THE RADIO INDUSTRY TO ITS
OPENING LUNCHEON MEETING, Oct. 8, 1941,
HELD AT STOUFFERS RESTAURANT, 45th & Fifth
Avenue, 4th floor, New York City.
Weekly lu7icheons, featuring outstanding guest speakers, will
be held every Wednesday jrom October 8, 1^41 to June. 1942.

J,EN(N

WLAC
NASHVILLE, TENN:
soon goirfg to

50,000

WATTS

REPRESENTED BY
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

The past season, 1940-41, over 40 speakers entertained REC
luncheoneers. Some were: Col. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., Sir
Hubert Wilkins, Neville Miller, Milton Berle, Jane Pickens.
John Paine, Sydney Kaye, C. E. Hooper, Ted Husing, Red
Barber, Bill Stern, Dr. O. H. Caldwell, Alan Dinehart, Irving
Kaufman.
John Hymes, President
Lord & Thomas, N. Y. C.

J. T. WARD, Owner
F. C. SOWELL, Manager
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54.1% Heard Fight
THE Louis-Nova championship
fight broadcast on MBS last Monday evening was heard by 54.1%
of the country's radio families, the
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting reports. The bout ranked third
from the standpoint of radio audience, according to CAB figures.
First _was the Louis-Schmeling
match of June 22, 1938, broadcast
on a combined NBC Red and Blue
network, which achieved the top
prize-fight rating of 68.6. The
Louis-Conn fight on MBS June 18,
1941 ranks second with a CAB
rating of 58.2, last week's bout is
third, and the Louis-Pastor fight
on Sept. 20, 1939, fourth with 47.6.

ACA
Signs Contracts
With WNEW
and WBNY
RENEWAL contracts were signed
last week by WNEW, New York,
and WBNY, Buffalo, with broadeast Local No. 1 of the American
Communications Assn. (CIO), covering station technicians. The
WNEW pact calls for a 15% salary increase during the coming
year with an immediate 7%% increase for engineers and supervisors. At WBNY, wages are increased up to $10 per week with
an extrato day's
for technicians
unable
take pay
off time
for lunch.
Negotiations are still in progress
between ACA and WOL, Washington, WBAL, Baltmiore, and in New
York with WHOM, WHN and
WBNX. In the case of WNYC,
New York's municipal station,
ACA is awaiting a ruling by the
courts as to whether or not unions
may represent city employes before
continuing with negotiations.
NLRB hearings on ACA charges
that the management of WOV,
New York, failed to negotiate in
good faith with Local No. 1 of
the ACA, will continue this week.
ACA members employed by RCA
communications are taking a strike
vote following a deadlock in negotiations.

Bathasweet Places
BATHASWEET Corp., New York
(soap), on Sept. 30 began a quarter-hour participation on Early
Bird, Tuesday and Thursday, 7:307:45 a.m. on WFAA, Dallas. On
Oct. 5 the company renews its Sunday news period 11:30-11:45 p.m.
on WEAF, New York. Bathasweet
also sponsors Boh Garred Reporting on 7 CBS-Pacific stations.
Agency is H. M. Kieswetter Adv.
Agency, New York.
Gen. Foods Plans
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Grape-Nuts Wheat Meal),
is planning to use one-minute announcements on an unnamed number of stations in 29 markets in
addition to the announcements
made on the Kate Smith Variety
Hour on 87 CBS stations [Broadcasting, Sept. 22). Young & Rubicam,
New
York, handles the account.

SPONSORSHIP of Drew Pearson
and Robert AUen, authors of the Washington Merry-Go-Round column, by
the Serutan Co. on NBC-Blue 6:306:45 p.m. (EST) with repeat for
Pacific Coast 6:30 p.m. (PCT) was
started Oct. 5 through Raymond Spector Co., New York agency, which announces it has signed the Washington
newspapermen
for Serutan. to a five-year contract
'7Ue. /idaeniUi*tf WUa'i Who.

ADVERTISERS

Heileman

who use Radio
as well as those who do not
are all listed in the Standard Advertising Register. That is why so many
radio stations prefer and use this
valuable service.
It lists over 12,000 national and
sectional advertisers, giving the executive personnel of each advertiser;
including the advertising manager,
sales manager, divisional managers,
etc. It shows the agency or agencies
placing the account, in most instances
with the agency account executive.
In fact, it gives you ail necessary information toeffectively solicit the advertiser or agency either in person or
by mail. Get more information about
this valuable service
write our nearest office.

NATIONAL REGISTER
PUBLISHING CO,, Inc.
330 W. 42nd Si. 333 N.Michigan Ave.
New York ' '
Chicago
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in Midwest

HEILEMAN BREWING Co., LaCrosse, Wis. (lager beer), on Sept.
18 started a quarter-hour transcribed program, Korn Kobblers,
one to three time weekly for 26
weeks on 12 midwestern stations,
as follows: WCCO KFYR KABR
KMA WHBF KGIR KRBM KPPA
WTAQ KOIL KWNO WKBH.
Agency is L. W. Ramsey Co., Chicago.

6, 1941

Florida Frnit Spots
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION, Lakeland. Fla., is planning
its first advertising compaign
through its new agency, BlackettSample - Hummert, New York
[Broadcasting, July 14], to get
under way in a few weeks. Radio
will be one of several media used
with spot announcements to be
placed on an undisclosed number of
stations.
WOR's FMof four
THE Football
football onbroadcasts
Princeton
games
by Atlantic URefining
Co., sponsored
Philadelphia,
on
WOR. New Yoi-k. also will be heard
on W71NY,
WOR's
FM schedule
station,
which
will carry
the entire
of Princeton games as well for the
lienefit of New York alumni and as
special promotion for FM.

ON THE LINE for sponsorship of Wisconsin U football broadcasts, eight
games to be heard on the nine-station Wisconsin Network between Oct. 4
and Nov. 22, goes the signature of E. G. Six, president of Plankinton
Packing Co., Milwaukee. Fred Hessler, of WIBU, Poynette, will announce the games. Witnessing the contract are (1 to r) R. L. Ward,
Plankinton advertising manager; Charles A. Lamphier, manager, WEMP,
Milwaukee; ofWilliam
F. Hufl:"man,
WFHR,Engle,
Wisconsin
president
Wisconsin
Network;owner,
Holland
radio Rapids,
director andof
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee, the agency handling the account.
May Name
(Continued
from Durr
page 7)
of Milwaukee, for a year-and-ahalf , and with the Birmingham firm
of Martin, Thompson, Turner &
McWhorter from 1925 until 1933.
He has been with the RFC continuously since 1933.
Political Backing
Regarded as one of the ace attorneys in the Government, Mr.
Durr was a member of the advisory
committee of lawyers which studied
and made recommendations for civil
service employment of attorneys in
the Government organization. He
also is a member of the board of
legal examiners created last June
by Presidential order to deal with
the problems of lawyers in civil
service.
Senator Hill, majority whip, had
been committed to endorsement of
Mr. Thompson for reappointment.
Senator Bankhead, on the other
hand, had opposed the reappointment of Mr. Thompson, who had
been a political adversary in Alabama campaigns. Both Senators
Hill and Bankhead, it is understood, desire to see an Alabaman
reappointed and both are agreed
that, on a merit basis alone, Mr.
Durr is highly qualified for the
FCC post.
Clifford Judkins Durr was born
in Montgomery on March 2, 1899,
the son of John Wesley and Lucy
Judkins Durr. He married VirBasic Mutual Network Outlet
|™lL TIME mil It c
. . _
THE 5000 WATT

^jlFFIllWE OF HOCK
ISLAND, ILLINOIS IRCOS^
fUJHflF

ROCK ISLAND • DAVENPORT • MOLINE
BROADCASTING

ginia Heard Foster, of Alabama,
in 1926. They have three children,
Anne Patterson, age 14; Lucy Judkins, age 5, and Virginia Foster,
Mr. Durr served in the Fourth
age
2. Training Camp at Camp
Officers'
Pike, Ark., from October through
December, 1918. He is a member
of Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon. He is a Presbyterian and resides on Seminary
Hill in Alexandria, Va., Washington suburb.
Book Test
HALDEMAN-JULIUS Co., Girard,
Kan. (Little Blue books), is conducting a test campaign
fiveminute recorded
talks by ofSidney
Walton, broadcast three to six
times weekly on 12 stations
throughout the country. If campaign is successful, company expects to expand to 50-100 stations
during the winter. Huber Hoge &
Sons, New York, handles the account.

w/ffi
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•
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Income

Tax Spots

j'HE INCOME TAX Division of
'me Canadian Department of NaMonal Revenue used spot announce|i|ients on practically all Canadian
•[tations during the last week of
::;eptember to remind income tax
jjiayers that they could start paying
income tax on their 1941 incomes
'before Sept. 30 on a 12-month initallment schedule. This adds an|)ther Canadian government depart'nent to the growing number which
In the last year have used paid
advertising on the air. The income
|;ax campaign was handled by Rus5ell T. Kelley Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

RCA Repair Ads
RCA MFG. Co. is placing a series
of full pages every month in Colliers, beginning Oct. 11 featuring
"what every man, and woman, too,
should know about radio service
during
the national
In two colors,
the fullemergencies".
page initial
ad pictures a typical man and wife
looking somewhat mystified, into
the back of a console receiver while
a radio service man points to a
worn out tube. Text points out desirability of keeping old radios
operating efficiently, in view of the
present limitations on the production of new receivers caused by
shortages in essential materials.

CRYSTALS
WANTED

by

IMMEDIATELY

Experienced
Announcer
Answer by letter only,
stating qualifications
and
salary expected.
WHAI
Greenfield, Massachusetts

The Hipower Crystal Company, one ot
America's
oldest and
largest
turers of precision
crystal
units,manufacis able
to offer the broadcaster and manufacturer attractive prices because of their
large production and the exclusive
Hipower grinding process. Whatever
your crystal need may be, Hipower
can supply it. Write today for full
information.
HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
Salts Division — 205 W. Wacktr Drivt, Chicago
Factory — 2035 Charleston Strtet, Chicago, III.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted

Situations Wanted (Continued)

Wanted
— Smart,
creative
preferably
situated
New York
area writer
to collaborate
on
comedy script. Write immediately. Box
992, BROADCASTING.
Licensed Operator — Voice adaptable announcing. Experience unnecessary. Prefer young married man draft exempt.
State Qualifications, salary, picture. Rocky
Mountain
West. Box 984, BROADCASTING.

station And Commercial Manager — Thirteen years'
of 5,000
wattexperience;
Columbia, 7 6years
yearsmanager
including commercial programming and managing 1,000 watt outlet. Age, 38. Reliable.
Box 999, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Has tested and commercially
successful morning ad lib show. Thoroughly experienced in all fields. College
education, married, 31 years old. Wishes
position with network affiliate. Now emING. ployed. Address Box 986, BROADCAST-

Wanted — Two technicians, if possible with
some announcing experience, but not essential ;steady, and congenial working
conditions ; unusually low living costs ;
$140 per month. Airmail application, with
picture ; also recording of voice, if possible. KICA, Clovis, New Mexico.
Situations AVanted
Operator — Experienced, transmitter, control room, remotes. Want pemanent connection. Box 998, BROADCASTING.
Sports Announcer — Now employed 50KW
wishes connection to build real sports
department. Box 993, BROADCASTING.
Ace Newscaster-Special Events — Nine years'
regional experience — ad lib emcee — draft
deferred
— now e m pi o y e d. Box 983,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
years'Desires
experience.
ried.—DraftThree
exempt.
positionMar-in
New England territory. Living wage.
Can produce. Box 988, BROADCASTING.
Operator — Some transmitter and announcing experience, wants position. Married,
age 45, 7 years a ham. Radio-telephone
first. Box 991, BROADCASTING.
Salesman ation.
— Exp.
station
operDesires Independent
connection with
affiliated
station. Excellent record and references.
Single, 28, draft exempt. Box 995,
BROADCASTING.
Chief Technician — 10 years kilowatt network station, age 32, draft III A, work
suitable hours to complete degree in college town. Box 990, BROADCASTING.
Operator —cense.First
One yearclass
at 5radio
KW telephone
transmitter.liBS degree radio communications. Draft
deferred, will go anywhere. State salary.
Box 982, BROADCASTNG.
Yon Can Develop Me — Into a first rate
radio man.
8 years'program
experience
as copy
writer,
announcer,
director.
24,
college graduate, married, deferred. References. Box 989, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Newscaster — Three years special
student in business radio. Experience in
directing drama, informal shows, announcing, news, remote dance orchestra.
Draft exempt, age 25. Preferably West
or
Southwest
station. Box 985, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Radio Director — For advertising agency.
Excellent past performance record on
large national accounts. Producer, writer,
talent and time buyer. Knows how to
build shows that will get rating. Presently employed. Desires change. Single. Box
997, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — 5 years' experience with shows
that click, program production, all-sports
announcer, ad lib, promotion ideas, copywriter, 30 yrs. old. Now employed, best
references and proof of many successful
promotions and programs. Go anywhere.
Box 987, BROADCASTING.
Executive pean
— 13representative
years' experience
as Euroleading Hollywood
motion picture studio. Board member
same company for various European divisions. Experience included complete authority covering sales, administration, etc.,
in many countries of Europe and the
Near East. Age 35. Speaks 10 languages.
Graduate commercial engineer. Will
gladly furnish complete details and excellent references. Box 996, BROADCASTING.
Wanted To Buy
Completetion.
— Write
UsedBoxequipment
for local sta976, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Late model RCA, Western Elecor Collins
watt Mexico.
transmitter.tric,RadioGatesKICA,
Clovis,250 New
Wanted To Buy — Four used Lapp double
cone compression base insulators No.
9862 with sectionalized castings. Box
981, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — 1-5 KW transmitter. Must be
first-class condition. Give full information covering length of service, make,
price, et cetera, first letter. Box 978,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Truscon Tower — 264 feet with three Lapp
insulators, two years old, Station KFJZ,
Ft. Worth, Texas.
$5,000 Stock In W. Va 250 W station.
Only experienced men with capital and
managerial experience considered. Box
994, BROADCASTING.
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An Organization
of
Jansky
&. Bailey
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
V/ashington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consultlns Radio Ensineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads
Main Main
Office:
the World of
7134
Kansas
City, St.Mo.
Hollywood, Cal.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. • WASH.. D. 0. • Dl. 7417

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Here's what you buy when
space in broadcasting.
. . . because
radio,

|f You buy the all-radio medium

broadcasting

You

you say "yes" to advertising

is 100%

radio, nothing

buy prestige . . . because

prestige medium.
because

85%

blanket

coverage

broadcasting

you're using a

|f You buy tested advertising power

of broadcasting's

chents renew.

of clients and

completely

blankets

but

prospects

. . .

^ You buy

. . . because

national

radio adver-

tisers and their advertising agencies. ^ You buy economical advertising . . . because broadcasting's circulation has
increased 400% in 10 years, but its advertising rates only
20%.

If You buy the No. 1 Advertising Choice . . . because

broadcasting

is first in the trade paper reading

ences of advertising

agency

executives

and

prefernational

radio advertisers. ^ Isn't that 50,000 watts of advertising
space for your money?
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WRITE FOB 5 SURVEYS

OF ADVERTISING

AGENCY

AND NATIONAL

RADIO

ADVERTISER

TRADE

PAPER PREFERENCES.

ASCAP
Approval Asked
(Continued from page 8)
total of the above costs, plus reimlliller entered into a detailed sumbursement to the networks of 2% 9c
mary of the proposals. In a comon network business, would in the case
j arisen of the costs, he said that of an average station, amount to ap:ihe figures indicated that the cost
proximately 49c (slightly more in the
larger stations), as comjf music to the average station will case ofpared tothe
69c and 7% formerly
lie decreased by at least 409c, de- — a savingbetween
of approximately 30 9o.
l^ending upon its classification and
COST TO NETWORKS: Previihe kind of license taken, while the
ously no payment was made to ASCAP
J est to the networks will be in- by the networks on network revenue
as
such,
but the networks paid a much
■Ireased approximately 60%. He
higher than average sustaining fee on
ijointed out that in 1940 the induskey stations and paid the usual fees
ry paid to ASCAP about $5,100,- for M&O stations.
!M)0 and that the estimated 1941
In 1940. NBC paid ASCAP $410.l;osts, based on the contracts which
000. Applying the new proposals to
1940
business the net payment by NBC
•vere rejected, would have amountfor both M&O stations and network
lid to $8,700,000. He compared this business
after reimbursement bv affili"o total ASCAP revenue under the
ates would be approximately .$.500,000.
proposed new contracts of $3,139,- Add to this sum. NBC's pavment to
065.
BMI of $160,000. and it brings NBC's
Breaking down the cost to sta- total cost of music to .$660,000 or
$250,000crease ofmore
than formerly — an intions, Mr. Miller said that under
over 609c.
the former contract a station paid
In 1940. CBS paid ASCAP approxiASCAP an arbitrary sustaining
mately $384,000. Applying the new
proposals to 1940 business the net
fee plus o''c of its gi'oss, or a total payment by CBS for both M&O sta!of between 6 and 7% of gross.
tions and network business after reimUnder the new ASCAP proposals
bursement by affiliates would be apand with BMI music available, he
proximately .$4.54.000. CBS naid BMI
approximatelv $167,000 making a total
isaid that the total cost would
cost of music to CBS about S621 0(¥)
amount to less than 3%, or a savor an increase of approximately $237.more than formerly — an increase
ings of over
as compared
to 000
ASCAP
music50 "^"c
costs
alone under
of over 60%.
the old contracts. His analysis of
Can Be Cancelled
costs to stations and networks
Mr.
Miller
explained that the
follows :
COST TO STATIONS: Under the contracts run from date of signing
former eoutracts. a station paid until Dec. 31, 1949, with provisions
ASCAP an arbitrary sustaining fee for extension. Moreover, he pointplus .59c of its gross, or a total of
ed out the agreement can be canbetween
of its gross.
celled or the fee reduced by arbiUnder Q%
the and
new~%ASCAP
proposals
tration in event of substantial
and with BMI available, with clearance at the source on commercial
diminution of ASCAP's catalog or
transcriptions and on network pro- impairment of its usefulness.
grams, a station has a variety of
Special paragraphs were devotchoices and can largely regulate its
music costs, depending uijon what
ed to the reduction of ASCAP's
it thinks it needs. For example, a right to restrict numbers, the rights
small independent non-afBliated sta- given to stations to switch over
tion taking only a BMI blanket license
form of contract to anwould pay 1% of its gross, or with a from one
other, the waiver to the networks
BMI blanket and an ASCAP per program could still keep its cost down to on state statutes, which make opthe minimum. Or if it took a BMI
eration of ASCAP illegal or otherlicense {!%) and an ASCAP blanket
wise
restrict ASCAP's operations,
both commercial (2% 9c ■— reallv
1.91 9i) and sustaining (S12). the and the release given by ASCAP
total would be under 39c as compared with respect to alleged infringements occurring subsequent to Jan.
with Q% or 79o before — a saving of
over 509c.
1,
1941.
As for network affiliates, they are
Mr. Miller brought out that
asked to reimburse the network in the
amount of 234 9c on network business. stations are not required to pay on
Formerly, they paid 5% on network revenue from political broadcasts,
business. They too have an opportunity but the amount received must be
to control their costs on local business
due to clearance at the source of included in total receipts for the
commercial transcriptions and the per purpose of determining station
program local ASCAP license.
classifications for sustaining blanket license fee.
If they desire to have available both
BMI and ASCAP music on a blanket
Discussing
the logging requirebasis, they may do so by taking a
ments of the ASCAP contracts, Mr.
BMI blanket license (at cost of l9o
to 1.669c), and an ASCAP blanket Miller said it was obvious that
sustaining license (at cost of .?12, or some of these are not necessary to
Vi or % hour card rate monthly de- ASCAP's operations and that he
pending upon gross business), and an
ASCAP blanket commercial license had discussed the subject at length
(at cost of 2Vi%. really 1.919^). The with ASCAP and hoped to work out

TESTINGl

250 W. 1340. Full Time.
Sears & Ayer, Reps.
How con we help you?

Reach a big chunk
of ILLINOIS ... do
your testing thru the
DECATUR station
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Saving Avery
WOR, New York, thought it
would be a novel idea to air
asensations
broadcast
the arider's
as heof rode
bucking broncho. Only it needed
the man to do it. A call went
out and Ira Avery, WOR production man and a former
riding instructor answered it.
Julius F. Seebach, stations
vice-president, called Avery
into the ofRci for a few preliminary questions. "This is
OK with
me, a" hechance
said, "but
isn't
there
you
might fall?" "Of course I'll
fall," Avery came back.
"When you get on top of a
bucking broncho, you expect
to fall. Besides it will make
the broadcast better." That
scuttled the idea for Mr. Seebach and WOR.

Ann Tenna says: w
IS THE
I
BUDGET A MIDGET?
let me show yaa how a
little money goes a long way. and
.J
WINS thephone
llad handjrom
NewYorkeis
(Im. right here listen inq for the

N
S

Youngstown

a "letter of modification which will
clarify the logging requirements."
Regarding clearance of transcriptions, Mr. Miller pointed out the
per-prograni forms exempt the
station from copji'ight fees where
transcriptions have been cleared at
the course. NAB, he said, has secured from ASCAP written assurance that the clearance at the
source fee will be no greater than
the fees mentioned in the commercial per-program license fee, or 89'f
and 29c, depending on extent of
use. The consent decree, he said,
does not require clearance at the
source of libraries.
"No form of agreement has been
drafted or negotiated for the joint
signature of ASCAP and the transcription companies as yet, although we understand that transcription companies are to work
out the form of license in the near
future. Stations that desire their
transcriptions to be cleared at the
source might so advise the transcription companies at once."
Objections Cited
Taking up objections which have
been made to the current proposals, as well as to "any proposals,"
Mr. Miller essayed to summarize
them and provide the explanations.
These he covered as follows:
WHY MAKE ANY ASCAP CONTRACT NOW: Many broadcasters
state ersthat
the publicthat
and business
the advertisare satisfied,
has
increased since January 1. that BMI
is furnishing au adequate supply of
music, so why incur any additional
expense for ASCAP music. On the
other hand it is well to remember
that broadcasters' primary business
is radio, that they need music and
were forced into the music business
because ASCAP had a monopoly and
would not negotiate. For these reasons
it became necessary for broadcasters
to create a supply of music through
BMI. At that time the public, the advertisers and agencies were sympathetic
because of the unreasonable terms demanded by ASCAP. However, today
ASCAP is offering reasonable terms
to those desiring ASCAP music and
some of the large national advertisers
are becoming restless and are insisting
on having ASCAP music since it can
be had on reasonable terms. Also recently the industry has been faced
with new and more threatening iiroblems in the nature of taxes. Government regulations and Congressional
action and it is believed that any
arbitrarv or unreasonable action by

*35th
America's
Market
WFMJ

Stat
Favorite tow
s
n'ion
Youngs
NBC AFFILIATE
*U. S. Census Bureau

THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

Owned and Operofed By
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

T

NEW

ORLEANS

50,000 WATTS
The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Not'! Rep. - The Kofz Agency Inc.
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broadcasters at this time woiild have
serious repercussions in other quarters.
Therefore, the majority of the NAB
Executive Committee believes it would
be extremely wise to settle the music
problem now on the terms offered
which they think reasonable for those
desiring ASCAP music so as to eliminate the problem, protect our public
and governmental relations, and devote our time and energy to our other
problems.
CLAIM THAT DEAL PERPETUATES OLD OBJECTIONABLE
PRACTICES : The industry has gone
on record a number of times in favor
of payment on basis of use of music.
Therefore some broadcasters are of
the opinion that the proijosals should
not contain any blanket license provisions and that there should be offered in addition to per program licenses per piece licenses so they could
pay a flat fee for any song they desire
played.
No per
license
offered
cause it ispiece
believed
thatis the
cost beof
keeping i-ecords would be iirohibitive.
It is even thought by many that the
logging required under a per program license is extremely onerous.
However, so that those who desire to
pay on the basis of use might do so,
ASCAP not only offers a per program
form of contract, but also gives a
choice so that a per program license
can be taken for all business or only
for sustaining, or only for commercial
business.
Further, the stations have a right
to a second guess as they may revise
their choice of licenses each year. It

HONORING the representative of a good advertiser,
Kansas City, radio and newspaper representatives recently gathered for a special dinner to observe the 30
years' service of Mrs. Mary Jones as office manager
of the local division office of Studebaker Sales Corp.
Mrs. Jones, long a favorite with the Kansas City advertising fraternity, was presented a commemorative
plaque and lots of flowers. In their places around the
festive board are (1 to r) Art Penticuff, Kansas City
is believed that this flexibility should
give the
the type of contract hebroadcaster
desires.
Complaint is also made of the fact
that the networks are taking blanket
licenses not only for network operations, but also for their M&O stations, and are thereby setting a pattern
for the industr.v. In their respective
letters, the networks set out in detail
the reasons why each i^refers a blanket
license. However, no broadcaster need
follow this pattern unless he believes

\)wr

HAS

Journal; Ken Morris, Kansas City Kansan; A. E
Beck, St. Josejjh News-Press and KFEQ; Frank Pad
dock, Kansas City Star and WDAF; R. E. Donovan
Studebaker Sales Corp.; Herman Petrus, Lorenzer
& Thompson; Mrs. Jones; J. H. Story Jr., WIBW
Topeka; Ellis Atterbury, KCKN, Kansas City, Kan.
Gordon Gray, The Katz Agency Inc.; George Dillon
Dillon & Kirk; Charles Clark, Capper Publications
T. J. Flanagan Jr., The Katz Agency Inc.; Mr. Jones

a blanket license is more suitable for
his operations than a per program license. Again, it should be pointed out
that his choice is not final, but he may
switch to any combination which experience indicates advantageous.
PAYMENT ON NETWORK PROGRAMS HIGHER THAN LOCAL
PROGRAMS : Some complaints have
been made that the ijayment on network business is on a basis of 2%%
which is ¥2% higher than payment on
local business. These percentages were
part of the deal and the networks
agreed to a higher percentage so as
to give
deal
on the
localstations
business.a more favoi'able
EFFECT ON BMI : Many broadcasters believe that acceptance of these
V>rop(isals will be disastrous to BMI.
I'ledges of continued support of BMI
have been received from NBC and CBS
and the future of BMI is covered later
in this analysis.
LOGGING PROVISIONS: The
logging provisions are onerous. These
provisions were discussed at length
with ASCAP and ASCAP claims that
it is expensive to audit per program
contracts, that it is necessary to have
complete information both for auditing
l)urposes and for distribution purposes
;ind that no request for logging will be
made excejit such as is necessary for
the operation of ASCAP. It is hoped
that after ASCAP has had some ex]ierience with the in-esent contracts, it
will lie visions
]iiissihle
to review
these proand eliminate
any unnecessary
features.
Future of BMI
Because of the questions raised
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aboutler the
of" BMI,
Mr. letter
Mildevotedfuture
a section
of his
to that oi'ganization. He said:
It goes without saying that everythingin doing
that liroadcasters
have
succeeded
has been due
to your
foresight in organizing and supporting
BMI until it has become the largest
and most successful i>ul)lishing house
in the tance
world.
"What
importo broaden
stersis of
at vital
the jiresent
time is that BMI should be continued
and perpetuated in order to insure the
continuance of our power to deal on
an eipial liasis with ASCAP for all
time. We know that stations are loyal
to BMI and that they will support it
unhesitatingly. We already have the
pledges of NBC and CBS. given at
NAB Board and Executive Comni'ttee
meetings, that they will continue their
support of BMI for the entire nine
year period of the ASCAP contract
and also
more,continue
pi-ovided
the stations
will
theirthat
support
to it.
P>MI is needed not only by the
broadcasting stations and other users
of music but by the listening public
as well. To the In-oadcasters and other
users of music BMI means a guaranteed free and comnetitive market. It
also means that ASCAP or an'' other
performing rights .society which now
exists or which may hereafter come
BROADCASTING

into existence, will be subject to tin
normal operation of the law of frt'i
competition.
To the listening public and to com
posers, both old and new. it means 01
open door to opportunity and thu.will stimulate creative effort in thi
country. We can never close the open
door which we have created for American composers and lyricists and for
the numerous excellent publishing'
firms which have come into being as
a result of BMI and whose continueil
competition is essential to the well
being of everybody.
Moreover BMI must continue its
full ser\ice for those stations who du
not feel that they need ASC.VP music
at all, and f(jr those stations which usi>
ASCAP per program licenses and.
therefore. nee(I BMI as a backlog.
Furthermore, there are numerous questions in the future which cannot \w
settled here. ASCAP itself says that it
does not have television rights. Soni''
day
BMIrespect.
will be of vital important'
in this
Moreover, any long term contract '
depends upon the cooperation between,
Ihe parties. Such cooperation exists,
to a far better extent where there is
healtliy and honest competition within
the field. We will then have more than'
one supplier
music.nowThat
the'
situation
whichof exists
and iswhich
has 1)een so much to our advantage,
and
the situationallwhich
tinueis throughout
timesmustin con-"
the
future.
The BMI operating executives point,
out that since BMI was organized to.
create competition it must be pre-)
pared
competition
and regardthat it'
expectsto toface
serve
the industry
less of who signs or does not sign with
ASCAP provided only that the industry as a whole gives BMI its continued
support.
It is undoubtedly the desire of all
broadcasters to achieve a stable and

On the Dials of the
El Paso Southwest
You'll find the pointers set at
600 El Paso's Columbia
Station. KROD. It's easy to
pet
yourNewstory
across in
Southern
Mexieo,
eastern Arizona
and SouthWest
Texas when you use KROD.

1000 Watts (day) • 500 Watts (night)
600 kc
Columbia's Outlet to the El Paso
Southwest
Dorrance D. Roderick, Owner
Merle H. Tucker, Manager
Howard H. Wilson Cu., Natl. Reps.:
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atisfactory relationship with the
reators and liublishers of music. It
ould, however, be extremely daugeriis for any broadcaster to believe that
e millennium has at last been
chieved.
There are many problems still reiiining. There are undoubtedly many
eforms which can and will be
[ichieved in the future. The present
greements with ASCAP represent a
step forward. The spirit of cooperation
'ind understanding manifested by this
Industry during the past few years
livith respect to musical copyriglit
I)roblems will undoubtedly carry it
Forward in the years to come and thus
bring everybody closer to a final soluIjtion. Refusal to Negotiate
^ Concluding, Mr. Miller brought
out that ASCAP had started the
fight by refusing to negotiate.
BMI was organized to create the
competition which would place
broadcasters in a negotiating
position by the elimination of
"ASCAP's monopoly and the creation of a fair and open competitive market for music," he said.
While BMI has accomplished
much in a short time, Mr. Miller
said the problem has not been completely solved and that it was evident that broadcasters "are determined to continue BMI so as to complete the job." Continuance of BMI,
he said, "will guarantee the perpetuation of a free and unrestrained market and will assure
broadcasters permanent freedom
from monopolistic and objectionable practices by any performing
rights society.
"It was never the objective of
broadcasters to get along without
any music that they could obtain
on reasonable terms. Obviously the
objective of the broadcasting industry was to make it possible for
stations to give their listeners all
the music at reasonable terms. We
feel that BMI has accomplished
this objective, and that with BMI
as permanent competition for
ASCAP, it would be wise now, for
such stations as desire ASCAP
music, to accept a reasonable contract which would result in fair
compensation for authors. Whether
an individual station desires to accept these terms at the present
time is, of course, up to the station, and the station will determine
this according to its individual case
and to the demand from its audience. That choice can be made at
any time during the initial term of
the contract.
"The NAB has no authority to
act for you or to commit you to
these proposals and no commitment has been made.
"For years the music copyright
problem has not only been one of
the most troublesome problems
facing the industry, but also has
been the cause of much dissension
which has added to the industry's
other troubles. We have at last established competition in the music
field, and because of that fact the
contracts now offered are better
than we anticipated we could secure
when we started out three years
ago. Now is the time for all broadcasters to read the contracts, analyze them, study them, and express their views."
BROADCASTING

Trammell
Seek

and

Quick

Klauber

Action

on

Letters
WDRn

ASCAP

Afl&liates Urged to Sanction Blanket Contract
As Fair Basis for Purchase of Music Rights
AFFILIATES of NBC and CBS
"Furthermore, I am of the
were implored by Niles Trammell,
opinion that there is a possibility
president of NBC and Edward
that unless an arrangement is made
with ASCAP, that the Society may
Klauber, CBS executive vice-president, to sanction the blanket form
disintegrate and that broadcasters
of contract for network use of will then be in a position of having
ASCAP music in letters received
to deal individually with publishers
early last week. CBS hopes to have
and composers. This would be an
the music back on the air by Oct. untenable position, not only from
15, but NBC mentioned no starting
an economic standpoint, but would
result in innumerable lawsuits on
date, but asked for "earliest possible" action.
infringement."
NBC's Position
The CBS Attitude
In his letter sent to all NBC
The CBS conclusions, as outlined
affiliates along with copies of the in the letter to its affiliates, writproposed contracts, Mr. Trammell,
ten by Mr. Klauber, are:
"ASCAP music should be reNBC
president,
explains
NBC's
wish to make a deal with ASCAP
stored to the network, and to those
as follows:
stations that want it as we do for
"It has always been the belief of our owned and operated stations.
NBC, and I believe of the majority
"Broadcast Music Inc. should be
of radio stations affiliated with it, strongly and adequately supported
that it was desirable to have a full by the entire industry in order that
and complete catalog of all avail- we may never again find ourselves
able music, in order to be in a posi- without an alternate competitive
tion to render a complete service
source of music."
to the public and our advertisers.
CBS, he adds, "is willing to bind
"The only qualification to this itself
to giving such substantial
statement has been that it was
support so long as the stations are
necessary that we be in a position
willing
to principles
maintain ofBMI."
The
to obtain such catalogs at a reasonbroad basic
the music
able fee, and that music should be situation he describes as follows :
an open and competitive commod"Broadcasting should have availity. It is our feeling that this has
able to it the fullest and richest
been accomplished in the proposed
supplies
of good music of all kinds
agreement with ASCAP, and the so that musical
programs may offer
to the listening audience the best
new arrangement with BMI."
NBC desires to complete the ar- that there is.
rangement with ASCAP, the letter
"Broadcasters should always be
continues,
because:
offered us reasonable "ASCAP
terms for has
the willing to pay enough for such
music so that there may be a subuse of its music;" the anxiety of "a
stantial inducement to a large numconsiderable number of our larger
ber of persons and organizations to
advertisers ... to restore ASCAP
produce it for our use and so that
music to their programs;" the the source of one of the most imgovernment
contest
"efportant elements in our program
fected in order
that decree,
broadcasters
building shall not dry up.
might have an opportunity to deal
"Broadcasters should never be in
with ASCAP on a fair and ecoposition which connomical basis," and the fact that the helpless
fronted them for many years, of
"one of our competitive networks
having to buy their music very
now has the use of the ASCAP
largely from one source and thus of
catalog and many of its stations
being robbed of any substantial
have also entered into local agreebargaining or negotiating power.
ments with ASCAP."
Live and Let Live
After a detailed comparison between the new and old ASCAP con"Once
being in a negotiating
tracts, Mr. Trammell declares:
position,
broadcastei's
should neverof
"ASCAP, in our opinion, has real- seek the economic destruction
ized to the fullest extent the misany organization offering to sell
takes made in the past. It has executed a consent decree with the its music under fair terms and condition, but should be willing to deal
Government, and experience during
on a live-and-let-live basis.
the past nine months has demon"Above all, broadcasters must
strated that its music is not indisnever boycott anybody's music, and
pensable. Ibelieve for any broadmust never use their own organizacaster to take an arbitrary position
tion, BMI, as an instrument of
against the use of ASCAP music at
this time, in the face of the fair
and reasonable offer that has been
Reviewing the situation between
and the broadcasting inmade by ASCAP, would cause ad- ASCAP
boycott."
vertisers and others to direct at the
dustry over the past several years:
broadcasters the same criticism
The failure to negotiate a satisfacthat had previously been directed
tory contract, the formation of
at ASCAP.
BMI, the break Jan. 1 and the re-
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cent renewal of negotiations, Mr.
Klauber continues :
"It became evident that, although we could and did maintain
and increase our business without
ASCAP music, since ASCAP controlled the rights over very substantial and important parts of the
good popular music of the past 56
years, our programs could never
reach their utmost in quality and
variety without the ASCAP catalogs. It was, therefore, desirable to
get this music back on the air as
soon as a fair deal could possibly
be negotiated.
"We can say to you that in our
judgment the contract into which
we now propose to enter \vith the
society is the first fair and
equitable one we have ever been
able to negotiate with it.
"The fact that some very great
advances have been made in this
respect is, we hope and believe,
testimony that we are dealing with
an ASCAP which is manifesting a
new spirit and which is now willing and eager to meet the broadcasters on the ground of fair business dealing in the hope of reestablishing with all of us sound,
harmonious and profitable relationships, over a long period of years."
Analyzing the network contracts,
both letters begin by pointing out
that stations need not take out local ASCAP licenses in order to
carry network programs of ASCAP
music, under the clearance-at-thesource provision which also requires ASCAP to indemnify staWGNY
1000

WATTS

NEWBURGH,

SINCE

N. Y.

1933

Eight years of intimate dealing with Hudson valley people and business concerns
has earned for WGNY an
appreciative listening audience ... in an able-to-buy
market.
Now, with 1000 wafts of
power on a clear, regional
channel, WGNY is equipped
to do a banner job for you
and your clients this fall . . .
and next year, too.
Don't fail to include WGNY
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tions.your list of "must" staBUY
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CONTROL ROOM CONFERENCE with the sponsor
and agency represented, preceded the return of Tom
Mix Ralst07i Straight Shooters on NBC-Blue Sept. 29.
The children's quarter-hour is heard Monday through
Friday at 5:45 p.m. Seated (1 to r) : Charles E.
Claggett, radio director of Gardner Adv. Co., St.
tions against liability for network
infringement suits.
Former requirement that stations must have ASCAP contracts
to get network service gave
ASCAP a strong club to make stations sign up that it no longer has.
In place of former five-year contracts, new one runs for more than
eight years, with an automatic renewal at the same scale and provision for arbitration or cancellation by the broadcasters if ASCAP
requests increases they do not like,
the letters state, stressing also the
fact that the stations are not asked
to pay anything for network sustaining programs and only 2%%
of their income from network commercials, as compared to the 59(formerly paid ASCAP.
Clearance at Source
The CBS letter also mentions the
provisions for extension of the
clearance-at-the-source principle to
transcribed commercial programs
as well as network, for indemnifying music in ASCAP's foreign catalogs, and for arbitration or cancellation in case of "substantial
diminution in either the use which
can be made of ASCAP music or in
the present repertory itself" as
notable improvements over previous ASCAP contracts.
Both network letters illustrate
the lowered music costs to stations
for both local and network commercial programs under blanket license. For local commercials, they
state, the station pays to BMI a
maximum of 1.66% of time sales,
and is asked to pay ASCAP 2.25%
of 85% (15% is allowed for sales
costs), or 1.9% of full local sales.
The total is slightly under 3.6%
for both BMI and ASCAP music,
"a reduction of more than 28%
from the flat 5% which you paid
for ASCAP music alone in 1940,"
as CBS explains.
Calculating the Rates
For network programs, the station would pay the 1.66% to BMI
plus 2.75% to ASCAP, or 4.41%
of its income on such programs for
all music in both repertories, compared to 5% for ASCAP alone last

Louis; Ted MacMurray, NBC producer of the program; C. L. Mesner, NBC national production manager; Elmer G. Marshutz, president of Gardner;
Donald Danforth, president of Ralston Purina Co.,
St. Louis. Standing: M. R. Schoenfeld, NBC salesman!
The program has a wide adolescent following.

year. NBC also describes the per
program licenses, pointing out that
the 8% fees for commercial programs using ASCAP music and the
2% fees for those using ASCAP
music incidentally apply after deduction of discounts and commissions, bringing them down to 6.8%c
and 1.7%, respectively. On the per
program sustaining license of 1%
of highest card rate of time used,
NBC emphasizes that "in no event
shall the total fees paid under this
form of license exceed that which
you have paid under the blanket
sustaining
license." stress the fact
Both networks
that their payments for music under the proposed contracts will increase as those of the stations decrease.costCBSforsays
increased
BMIthat
and "our
ASCAP
music on the basis of our 1940
revenue
$237,000,"
while NBCat
estimates isits
annual increase
more than $250,000. Both leters
ask for prompt replies, CBS expressing the hope "to put this
music back on the air on Oct. 15"
and NBC stating the importance of
closing the agreement and advising
its clients "so they can start their
programming plans at the earliest
possible moment."
Mennen Gift Spots
MENNEN Co., Newark (shaving
materials), during November and
December will use a series of oneminute announcements to plug four
Christmas gift boxes designed by
leading artists at the end of each
broadcast of Captain Flagg &
Sergeant Quirt, Sunday 7:30-8
p.m., on the same 62 NBC-Blue stations. H. M. Kieswetter Adv. Agency, New York, is handling the account, while Russel M. Seeds, that
city, handles the net show.

5,434

Local FM Drive
LOCAL CAMPAIGN to promote
sales of its FM radios is currently
under way in Rochester by Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
dealers, who, in addition to using
other media, are sponsoring Treasury of Music, halfhour six times
weekly program on W51R, Rochester's FM station. Series features
high fidelity recordings of classical
and semi-classical music with Wednesday nights shows devoted to live
talent and FM demonstration records. At the conclusion of the first
week of the campaign, to run
through December, Stromberg officials indicated the program had
produced
"more favorable
tions and interest
in FM thanreaca
any time during the past fev,
years." Agency handling the dealer
advertising
New York. is McCann-Erickson,
Restaurant Resumes
TO GIVE those unable to attend
the World Series a play-by-play
summary of each day's game, Howard Johnson's Ice Cream Shops and
Restaurants in the Eastern area^
sponsored last week on WEAF,
New York, the period 5:45-6 p.m.
with Charles Noble describing the
plays of each inning. Agency in
charge is M. H. Hackett, New
York.
Parker Series on MBS
PARKER PEN Co., Jonesville,
Wis., on Oct. 5 started a musical
series on MBS using Sunday quarter-hour programs featuring song
hits from Walt Disney's movies and
titledtunes
Walt broadcast
Disney's Song
Parade.
All
are ASCAP
tunes, and the series is heard in the :
interests of Quink, the company's
ink
product. Agency
is BlackettSample-Hummert,
Chicago.

MAIL REQUESTS IN 28 DAYS
(Certified Mall Count Aug. 24 thru Sept. 20)
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Sweeney Quits WIVICA
^AY SWEENEY, for the last two
-ears director of continuity of
.VMCA, Xew York, ■will resign
3ct. 10. He will be succeeded by
.'rwin Xaitove, present assistant
director. After
a month's
Mr.
Sweeney
will take
up newrest,
duties,
as yet unannounced. He was for.uerly a -writer with Pedlar &
Ryan, Xew York, and afterward
with KMOX, St. Louis. Prior to entering radio he was a reporter on
jthe Kansas Citij Sta/-.
Smoker

Cigar Spots

m'EBSTER-EISEXLOHE,
X ew
York ( Smoker cigars ) , is planning
I a campaign of one-minute aninouncenients on an unnamed numjber of stations to start within the
next few weeks. Company is also
Iusing spots on 16 stations for Tom
Moore cigars, placed through X.
W. Ayer & Sons, Xew York
I [Broadcasting, Sept. 1.5]. Roberts
i & Reimers. that city, handles
I Smoker cigar advertising.
Camel

Renewal

R. J. REYXOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem (Camel cigarettes),
on Oct. 16 renewed for 13 weeks
sponsorship of Xavier Cugat and
His Music on WRCA and WXBI,
NBC's international stations. Program to Central and South America is a Spanish version with announcements, as prepared by Ken
Smith of the international division,
of Cugat's
regular NBC-Red
gram on Thursdays.
Wm. Estypro-&
Co., Xew York, is the agency.
Barber Gets Trophy
WALTER L. (Red) BARBER,
sports announcer of WOR, Xew
York, has been awarded the Spo7-ting Xeics trophy as "best play-byplay baseball announcer". Presentation was made Oct. 2 by J. Taylor Spink, editor of the magazine.
It is the second time Barber has
won the trophy. Last year Bob
Elson, his World Series partner,
was winner.
Plans for Lava
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co.. Cincinnati (Lava soap), through its
new agency, Biow Co., Xew York,
which took over the Lava account
effective Sept. 15, is planning a
campaign of one-minute transcribed announcements to get under
way Oct. 1.3 or 20 on about 25 stations in as manv markets.
Wilbert Series
WILBERTS PRODUCTS Co., Xew
York (No-Rub floor and shoe polish), on Sept. .30 launched a campaign of one-minute transcribed
announcements on an undisclosed
number of stations. Campaign is to
run through November 15. Agency
is W. I. Tracy Inc.. New York.
Jaeger to Compton
HAROLD JAEGER, formerly an account executive of J. Walter Thompson Co., Xew York, and Benton &
Bowles. Xew York, has joined Compton Adv., Xew York, in the same
capacity.
BROADCASTING

•

Five

Cities

Named

For AFRA's
Code
Would Be Added as Points of
Network Originations
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists is preparing a letter to go
to advertising agencies this week
announcing the union's intention of
adding five cities to the four already covered as network origination points under the provisions of
the AFRA network commercial
code of fair practice. Code as now
dra'WTi covers network programs
emanating from New York, Chicago, San Francisco and Hollywood, and if the proposed extension goes into effect Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Detroit, St. Louis and
Washington will be added.
Code extension would establish
for all network programs originating from the five extra cities minimum wages at 20 -c beneath the
minimums set for the major origination points. This 20 differential has already been set up for
all stations in those cities "with
which AFRA has contracts, the
union stated, and the proposed extension would make it uniform for
all network programs from those
cities.
Fee for Cut-Ins
AFRA has also established a S5
minimum fee to be paid announcers
for making cut-in announcements
on network programs. Rate will apply, AFRA states, at all stations
who present AFRA contracts do
not call for a higher minimum for
such announcements.
Negotiations between AFRA and
the managements of KGKO, Fort
Worth, and WFAA, Dallas, have
reached an impasse and it is probable that Emily Holt, national executive secretary of AFRA, will
go to Texas early this week in an
effort to effect a settlement. Stations, according to information
available in New York last week,
have refused to give the union
recognition as exclusive bargaining
agent for staff artists. WFAA is
licensed to A. H. Belo Corp., publisher of The Dallas Xeics, which is
also half-owner of KGKO. whose
remaining stock is held by Amon
Carter, publisher of the Fort
Worth Star-Telegram.
AFRA board last week ratified
contracts recently negotiated with
WINX, Washington, and WKAT,
Miami. Contracts are said to be
standard AFRA pacts, calling in
each case for wage increases for
staff employes.
Reynolds Resumes
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem. N. C. (Prince Albert pipe tobacco), on Sept. 30 reJim Britt's
Sports stations,
Revieiv
on IS sumed
Yankee
Network
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays 6:15-6:30 p.m. Company
sponsored the program last year
but discontinued it in December. In
addition. R. J. Reynolds sponsors
Penthouse Party and Xarier Cugat
on NBC and Blondie on CBS. William Esty & Co., New York, handles the account.
Broadcast

Advertising

Nehi Using 325
NEHI Corp., Columbus, Ga., is
starting the most extensive radio
campaign in the history of the
company, using one-minute transcribed jingle announcements and
chain breaks three to six times a
week on approximately 325 stations— a 300';'c increase over last
year's
drive —Contracts
to advertise
Royal
Crown Cola.
for 52 weeks
were placed through BBDO, New
York.
Wilson News
WILSON & Co., Chicago (Ideal dog
food), is using a varied schedule
of news broadcasts on WSB
WMAQ KRLD KTRH KDYL
KMOX; participations on WICC
WABC WOW KYW KDKA WGY;
one - minute announcements o n
WLW KLZ KSTP WREC WADC,
and a 50-word announcement six
times daily on WDGY, Minneapolis. U. S. Adv. Corp., Chicago,
is agency.

WHERE THEY'LL DO
THE MOST GOOD!
TEXAS' BOOMIRG 6BLF COAST INDDSTSIAL AKEA
SeO KC 1000 WATTS
NBC BLDE FtLL-TIME

•ed by HOWARD H. WILSON COMPANY

Rockwood Spots
ROCKWOOD & Co., BrooklJ^l
(chocolate bits), is currently
launching its fall campaign of participations, 3-6 times weekly, on
the following 19 stations: WFBR
WLBZ
^\'BZ-WBZA
WLS
WGAR WAAB
KLZ WTIC
KHJ KSTP
WLLH WOR KDKA WCSH
WJAR WSBT WRC WTAG. Campaign is to run through next February. Federal Adv. Agency, New
York, handles the account.

mm

General 3Iills Discs
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
(Wheaties), sponsors of Jack Armstrong, children's
quarter-hour
MBS Monday
through
Friday on
at
5:30 p.m., is placing the serial on
25 stations on a spot basis via transcription. Program is recorded off
the line by NBC Radio-Recording
department, Chicago. Knox Reeves
Adv., Minneapolis, is agency.

1000 WATTS - 5000 WATTS .Ts"

KiNY has hundreds of
prominent visitors each year.
On its guest books are such
names as the late Will
Rogers, Lew Ayers, Freeman
Cosden, P.tty. Robert Taylor.
Harold Ickes. Jim Farley,
and Thomas Beck.
Executive Offices
Am. BIdg., Seattle, Wash.

Jnneau -Alaska
JOSEPH
HERSHEY McGILLVRA

Dodge Drive
DODGE DIVISION, Chrysler Motor Corp. (Dodge cars), is conducting an intensive two-week campaign of one-minute transcribed
announcements ending Oct. 12 for
the new Dodge on 89 stations in
74 cities throughout the country.
Agency is Ruthrauff & Rvan, New
York.
Talent Sale in Court
PROTEST
CBS and
for Coucerc
the recent sale ofagainst
its Artist
Bureaus to Music Corp. of America
has been filed in Xew York Supreme
Court in a test action brought by
Calvin E. Fritts. holder of 50 shares
of Class B CBS stock. Plaintiff claims
prices of S150.000 and §176.(X>0 obtained by CBS
were "inadequate"
is seeking
appraisal
of his stock and
and
payment from CBS. Justice Peter
Sehmuck has reserved decision following thecase,
network's
dismissal
of the
and nomotion
furtherforaction
will
be taken until the decision is rendered.
Meet-the-Mlsses Spots
ELITE SOCIAL Introduction Club.
Los Angeles (.lonely hearts club I . to
promote membership, on Oct. 5
launched a four-week test campaign,
sponsoring
a weekly
half-hour
program of recorded
music
on KFVD.
that city. Robert Swan is announcer.
This is said to be the first time that
such an organization has included
West Coast radio in its advertising
schedule.
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS
SEPTEMBER

Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 30
WMAL,
Washington — Application for
voluntary assignment license to M. A. Leese
Radio Corp. placed in pending file under
Order 79.
OCTOBER 1
KFEQ,crease 5k\v.
St. hours
Joseph.to unl.,
Mo.— install
GrantedandCPmove
innew transmitter, directional D & N.
KDON, Monterey, Cal.— Granted CP inci-ease 250 w unl., install new transmitter.
WMVA, Martinsville, Va. — Granted consent voluntary assignment license from
William C. Barnes and -Jonas Weiland to
Martinsville Broadcasting Co. for $13,100.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— WLOL,
Minneapolis, CP new transmitter, change
630 kc increase 5 kw D ; WMIN, St. Paul,
CP 630 kc increase 1 kw N 5 kw D directional, new transmitter (jointly with
WLPD ; KFDA, Amarillo, Tex., license
renewal ; WELL, Battle Creek, Mich.,
same ; KSAN, San Francisco, CP change
1460 kc 1 kw D & N. new transmitter ;
NEW, John R. Scripps, Ventura, Cal.. CP
new station 1460 kc 1 kw unl. (jointly
with KSAN).
MISCELLANEOUS -WGST, Atlanta, denied petition reconsider and grant without
hearing license renewal ; WBOW, Terre
Haute, Ind., denied petition rehearing
against WASK grant and specifying WASK
modify CP new station to 1450 kc 250
watts unl.
Boone, la.—
1260KFGQ,
kc increase
250 Granted
w D. CP change

Applications . . .
SEPTEMBER 29
WKWK,
Wheeling,
W. Va.— Modification
license 250 watts.
WFIG,
cense 250Sumter,
watts. S. C— Modification liNEW, J. M. West, J. Marion West,
Wesley W. West & P. M. Stevenson, Houston— Amend applic. CP new station to
omit name J. M. West (deceased).
KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash.— CP change
1520 kc increase 1 kw install new transmitter.
Boise,
— CP increase 5 kw D
& KIDO,
N install
new Ida.
transmitter.
NEW, Greater New York Broadcasting
Corp., New York— CP new FM station 48.7
mc 8,500ceivedsq.Mar.mi.
(re1, 11,431,600
1941. but population,
FCC through
error failed to report).
SEPTEMBER 30
WAGE, Syracuse, N. Y.— CP increase 5
kw,
mitter.directional changes, install new transNEW, McKeesport Broadcasting Co.
Inc.,1 McKeesport,
Pa. — CP new station 960
kc
kw D.
OCTOBER 2
NEW, Midstate Radio Corp., Utica, N. Y.
— Amend
applic.D CP
kw
directional
& N.new station 1470 kc 1
NEW, The Baltimore Radio Show Inc..
Baltimore — CP new FM station 45.9 mc
4,980 sq. mi. 1,393,884 pop.
WLAV, Grand Rapids, Mich.— CP change
930 kc increase 1 kw install new transmitter directional N.
WIBC, Indianapolis, Ind. — CP increase 5
kw N 10 kw D with equipment changes.
KTAR,to Phoenix
system
N only. — CP change directional

OCTOBER

3 INCLUSIVE

Radio Easy to Install
Is Developed for Ships
TO MEET speed requirements of
the emergency shipbuilding program, Federal Telegraph Co., a
subsidiary of IT&T, has designed
and is producing a new type of
commercial marine radio equipment which can be installed on
board ship in one-fifth of the time
usually required.
The new unit combines in a single cabinet the radio equipment
which ordinarily requires as many
as 12 separate units and eliminates
the intricate system of interconnecting wires in the radio cabinet.
It is practically ready to plug in
at the power supply and antenna
when delivered aboard ship. Among
vessels on which it is to be installed
are the 312 Liberty-type ships now
being built by the Maritime Coramission.
ACA-WHN Negotiatians
AMERICAN COMMUNICATION
Assn. (CIO) reports that negotiations
for a contract covering the technical
employes of WHN, New York, are
under way with the station management. ACA says it has organized engineers at WBAL, Baltimore, and has
asked the station for recognition. ACA
has also filed charges against WBAL
with the NLRB for the discharge of
two men ( allegedly for union activities.
Station staff was organized by Lou
Littlejohn,
head of ACA's Broadcast
Local 1.
Oral arguments in connection with hearing multiple ownership under order No. 84.
(Oct.
6). Lamar, Col., license renewal.
KIDW,
(Oct.
8). Saginaw, Mich., modification liWSAM,
cense 1400 kc 250 w (Oct. 10).

NEW

YORK

FM LINK

NBC Equips WEAF and WJZ
'
For Emergencies
AN ADDITIONAL safety factor
to ensure the uninterrupted broadcasting of NBC programs in New
York, network engineers have installed FM receivers at the transmitter houses of WEAF and WJZ,
New York keys of the Red and Blue
networks, located at Port Washington, L. I., and Bound Brook, N. J.,
respectively.
These receivers, equipped with
special antennas mounted atop the
transmitter houses, will be always
tuned to W2XWG, NBC's experimental FM station, whose transmitter is located in the tower of
the Empire State Bldg., site also of
NBC's television station, WNBT.
Should breaks occur in the lines
connecting the NBC studios in Radio City with either WEAF or
WJZ, the programs of that station
would immediately be switched to
W2XWG, whose signal would then
be picked up by the receiver at the
transmitter and, by the turn of a
key, be fed directly into the input
of the transmitter. FM broadcasting's freedom from static created
by storms, which would also be
responsible for line breaks, would
make an FM link between studio
and transmitter a satisfactory substitute for the regular lines, it was
said.
KMA, Shenandoah, la., reported that
an estimated 75,000 people attended
the 16th annual KMA Jubilee celebration in Shenandoah, Sept. 24-27.
o\o
o 1 o o o o
o o o io o

o\o
o
o

WE Names McKernan
JOHN F. McKERNAN. until recently I
chief of equipment
0PM Pro-to
duction Division, in
has thereturned
Western
Electric
Co. in the
newly- i'i
created post
of manager
of defense
program planning, according to a
recent WE
announcement. Head-,
quarteringKernan isinto Kearney,
J., Mr. Mcset up anN. organization
to integrate defense production with
the manufacture of telephone appara- :
tus for the Bell System. He will be (
assisted by George R. Logan, who
was associated with him in Washington after previous experience with
Western Electric.
t
To Honor Fr. Murgas

KWKW, Pasadena, Cal.— Modification CP
change frequency to 830 kc.
Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW,N. Y.,
Utica
Utica,
CP Observer-Ditpatch
new station 1450 kc Inc.,
250
w unl. ; NEW, Utica Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
Utica, same ; Midstate Radio Corp., Utica,
same (consolidated hearing, Oct. 6).
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WJZ's 20th Year
SPECIAL NBC programs as well
as local broadcasts and announcements will be presented all this
week in honor of WJZ, New York,
NBC-Blue outlet, which on Oct. 5
celebrated its 20th year on the air.
First broadcast of "WJZ's 20th
Anniversary Week" was heard Sunday evening
when the for
"old-timers"
of radio
got together
a nostaglie half-hour of reminiscences with
Milton Cross and Tom Powers as
m.c.'s. Television, too, in 1921 unrealized in its present form, will
salute WJZ this week with a special program
NBC's television
station
WNBT on featuring
former
and present radio stars re-enacting
programs as they were done 20
years ago.

-A

KFVD, Fort Dodge, la. — Granted modification license fulltime on 1400 kc when
KFGQ shifts frequency.
WFAA, Dallas; WBAP, Fort Worth— Dismissed petition rehearing against WAIT
grant ; modify grant to ltd. sunset Dallas ;
declared Order 74 not applicable to WAIT
under grant of 4-30-41.

27 TO

COMMISSION

Stromberg Loudspeake?
Granted
U.
S. Pateril
PATENT claims for a coaxia
loudspeaker system offering foio
major improvements in receptict
in high-fidelity FM receivers ha^
just
granted
by the Olney
U. Patentbeen
Office
to Benjamin
director of research of the Strorn
berg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
Rochester.
Dr. Ray H. Manson, gener;)
manager of the company, in d'
scribing
the importance
Olney '&
new invention,
listed the ofimprovements springing from the use of
the new systems as follows: (a) It
makes possible a wide and smooth
audio frequency range of 50 cycles
to 15,000 cycles, as required for the
maximum audio transmission made
possible by the FM system of broadcasting; (b) the result is achieved
with no peaks and valleys to give
boomy reproduction in the bass,
and no harsh or disagreeable reproduction inthe treble end of the
scale; (c) the high frequencies are
spread through a comparatively
arc, so
to give located
natural outside
reproduction to as
listeners
the
exact axis of the speaker system;
(d) the audio volume capacity of
the speaker system is stepped up
to accommodate the increased dynamic range made possible by the
FM system of broadcasting.

Courtesy Nation's Business
'They Want Time-and-a-Half for Overtime or They Won't Go On
With It!"

BROADCASTING

A CAMPAIGN
for fundsof to
memorate the achievements
the comlate
Rev. Joseph Murgas, of Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., in the field of radio research, was
decided upon Sept. 26 in Reading, Pa.,
at the closing session of the convention
of the Slovak Russian and Greek
Catholic Union. A committee named
to organize the campaign reported
that Father Murgas, who died in 1922,
"is credited with the first important
discoveries in the radio field which [
eventually
present-day
radio."of
The
union led
will toprepare
a brochure
Father
Murgas'
works
and
sponsor
research into his career.
•
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Network Accounts
,MI lime EST unless olherwise indicaled.
New Business
ik\RKER PEN Co., Janesville, Wis.
Oct. 5 started WaU
j'()u
H ink),
Parade on 78 MBS staSong on
)[sneijiiik
ions. Sun.. 3 :30-3 :45 p.m. Agency :
Jlaekett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
;|rOHXS-MANVILLE Corp., New
i^|iork. on Sept. 29 started Last Minute
fCeics From All Over the World witli
K'razier Hunt on CBS, Mon. thru Fri..
'1 :l()-6 :ir) p.m. Agency: J. Walter
I'hompson Co., N. T.
TIME
NewTheYork
(magazine),
m Oct. IN'C,
9 starts
March
of Time
)n 110 NBC-Blue stations. Thurs.,
!)-S :30 p.m. Agency : Young & Rubi:!am. N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co..
Winston-Salem (Camels), on Oct. 8
starts Penthouse Parti/ on 100 NBCI'.hic stations. Wed., 9:30-10 p.m.
J \g.'ncy : Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
.'ja. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
liWinston-Salem, N. C. (Prince Aliibert pipe tobacco), on Sept. 30 reinimed
Jim Britt's
Review,
Tues., Thurs.,
Sat., Sports
6:15-6:30
p.m.
"Agency: William Esty & Co., N. Y.
^|5TUDEBAKER SALES Corp., South
iBend (autos), on Sept. 30 started for
live weeks Xeirs t£- Views with .John
i3. Hughes on 32 Don Lee stations,
jfuesday. Thursday, Saturday, 7-7 :15
).m. (PST). Agency: Roche, Williams
i Cunnyngham, Chicago.
TOHNS MANVILLE C o r p.. N e w
^ji'ork (building materials), on Sept.
<29
Fraxier
27
bPBSbegan
stations,
Mon.Hunt
thruJ^'ews
Fri., on6:10513 :15 p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
3ENERAL FOODS, Toronto (Jello),
J in Oct. 2 starts Le Curi de Village
1|)n CBF, Montreal; CBV, Quebec;
ICBJ, Chicoutimi, Que.; CHCK. Hull,
Pue. ; Tliurs. 8-8:30 p.m. (EDST).
^Agency : Baker Adv. Agency, Toronto.
''people's CREDIT JEWELERS,
liironto (chain stores), on Sept. 28
-tarted People's Musical Class on
I'FRB.
Toronto;
CHML. Sun.
Hamilton
)nt. ; CKCO.
Ottawa;
8:30-9.
!..m. (EDST). Agency: MacLaren
Ally. Co., Toronto.
TUCKETTS Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
(cigarettes), on Oct. 7 starts Buckingham Cigarette Program on 15 eastjern Canadian Broadcasting stations,
iTues. 8:30-8:55 p.m., with repeat on
14 western CBC stations Tues. 1212:30 p.m. (EDST). Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto.
GENERAL FOODS, Toronto (Jello),
"11 Oct. 5 started Jack Benny on 27
< 'auadian Broadcasting Corp. stations,
'Sun. 8-8:30 p.m. (EDST). Agency:
P.aker Adv. Agency, Toronto.
rXDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER,
Toronto (business machines), on Oct.
\ 12 starts Ernest Seitz Musicals on
CBL, Toronto ; CBO, Ottawa ; CFCF,
Montreal; Sun. 1 :30-l :55 p.m.
I EDST). Agency: J. J. Gibbons Ltd.,
liironto.
Renewal Accounts
jlEYERSHARP
V and iiencilsj, on
{It or Leave It
Sun.. 10-10 :30
I Co., N. Y.

Inc., Chicago (pens
Oct. 5 renewed Take
on 73 CBS stations.
p.m. Agency : Blow

Streamlined Breaks
WHEN A KXOK announcer
makes a station break these
davs, he no longer reels out
the standard "This is KXOK,
the Star-Times in St. Louis".
Instead, his break might
sound
something
like: ''This
is
KXOK,
the station
that
brings you the Quiz Kids at
8 o'clock tonight!" Realizing
that many listeners identify
the station to which they listen not by call letters nor by
network, but by their favorite
program, KXOK has adopted
this streamlined method of
plugging station and programs at one swoop.
OIL for
Co., Los
Oct.
6T'NION
renewed
39 Angeles,
weeks onNelson
Pringle. news analyst, on 3 CBS Pacific Coast stations (KNX KSFO
KARM). Mon. thru Fri.. 7:45-8 a.m.
(PST). Agency: Lord & Thomas. Los
Angeles.
P. LORRILARD Co., New York
(Beechnut cigarettes), on Oct. 15 renews for 11 weeks Tommy Riggs d
Betty Lou on 6 NBC Pacific Red stations, Thurs.. 8:30-9 p.m. (PST).
Agency
N. Y. : J. Walter Thompson Co.,
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City (Super Suds), on Sept.
22 renewed Story of Bess Johnson on
63 NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
10-10:15 a.m., for 53 weeks. Agency:
Sherman & Marquette. Chicago. Program formerly advertised Palmolive
soap, placed through Ward Wheeloek
Co., Philadelphia.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strikes), on Nov. 3 renews Your Hit Parade on 108 CBS
stations. Sat.. 9-9 :45 p.m. Agency :
Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
Network Changes
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
(Wheaties), on Oct. 6 replaces By
Kathleen Norris with Stories America
Lores on 32 CBS stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 9:45-10 a.m., adding a rebroadcast on nine CBS Pacific stations.
11 :45 a.m.-12 noon. Agency : KnoxReeves Adv., ^Minneapolis.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine
(floor wax), on Sept. 30 added 30
stations to Fihher McGee & Molly,
making a total of 129 NBC-Red stations, Tues., 9 :30-10 p.m. Agency :
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
D. L. CLARK Co., Pittsburgh (candy
bars), shifts Service With a Smile on
43 NBC-Blue stations, Thurs., from
8-8:30 p.m. to 8:30-9 p.m. after the
initial broadcast, Oct. 2. Agency : A.
P. Hill Co., Pittsburgh.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co. of Canada, Toronto (Oxydol), on Sept. 29
changed Wom,en In White from 10 :3010:45 a.m. to 12:30-12:45 p.m.
(EDST), Mon. thru Fri. Agency:
Blaekett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Brantford,
Ont. (floor wax), on Sept. 29 replaced
the previously planned French show
Voulee-Vous Savoir, Madame with
The Old Schoolmaster on CBF. Montreal CBV.
;
Quebec, and CBJ, Chicoutimi. Que.. Mon.. Wed. and Fri. 10 :3010:45 a.m. (EDST). Agency: Vickers & Benson, Toronto.
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Lambeth Plans Opening
Of Greensboro Station
RALPH M. LAMBETH, president
and general manager of the new
WGBG, Greensboro, N. C, announced last week the new local expects to go on the air in late November. Mr. Lambeth, who has been
manager of WMFR, High Point,
N. C, for the last two years, is
40% stockholder in WGBG, with
his parents, James E. Lambeth,
Thomasville, N. C, furniture
manufacturer, and Helen McAulay
Lambeth holding 20% and 40%,
respectively.
The Lambeths, who also own
WMFR, received their construction
permit for WGBG last Aug. 5 when
the FCC authorized operation on
980 kc. with 1,000 watts. Western
Electric transmitter, Gates speech
equipment and a Blaw-Knox tower
have been ordered. Mr. Lambeth
expects to announce additional
staff appointments soon.
WMIJR Joins Blue
WMUR, Manchester, N. H., on Oct.
2 joined NBC as a Basic Blue Supplementary station, while WFEA,
Manchester, switched to the NBCRed network. WMUR, owned by
Radio Voice of New Hampshire,
operates on 610 kc, 5,000 watts day
and 1,000 watts night. WFEA,
operating on 1370 kc, 1,000 watts
day, 500 night, is owned by New
Hampshire Broadcasting Co.
KC

m

CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
ONE OF THE FINEST
EQUIPPEDOF RADIO
STATIONS
CANADA

100

U. S. Representatives:

JAQUES MFG. onCo., Chicago (KC
Baking Powder), in the most extensive radio campaign in the company's
history, is placing
one-minute and half-minute
live and
transcribed announcements 12 times
weekly on more than 100 stations.
Business is being placed direct by
Charles Hendrickson, advertising
manager.

Jos.
Co.
350 Weed
Madison 6cAve.
New York

WTRY Names Walker
CECIL T. WALKER has been
named service director of WTRY,
Troy, N. Y., in charge of the station's new merchandising department, according to William A.
Riple, WTRY commercial manager.
The station will offer a complete
merchandising service to advertisers in the Tri-Cty area for the
first time, Mr. Riple stated in making the announcement. Mr. Walker
cuse.
formerly
was with WSYR, SyraWEEKLY PUBLICATIONS, New
York {Newsweek) , on Oct. 1 shifted
Ahead of the Headlines on 22 NBCBlue stations from Thurs., 10 :3010:45 p.m. to Wed.. 10:30-10:45 p.m.
Agency : Tracy-Locke-Dawson, N. Y.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville (Raleigh cigarettes), on Oct. 7 replaces College
Humor with Raleigh Program on 122
NBC-Red stations. Tues.. 10:30-11
p.m.
Agency : Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
PROCTOR & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Duz), on Nov. 3 replaces The
Ooldhergs with The Bartons on 31
NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri..
11 :30-ll :45 a.m. Agencv : Compton
Adv.. N. Y.
LEVER BROS. Co.. Cambridge,
i\Iass. (Rinso). on Oct. 10 resumes
Grand Central Station on 65 NBCRed stations, Fri.. 7 :30-S p.m. Agency :
Ruthrauff & Ryan. N. Y.

WFBG
ALTOONA,
PA.
• NBC RED
• 250 WATTS
• FULL TIME OPERATION
• RAILROAD SHOPS ON
FULL TIME SCHEDULE
WFBG provides the only full coverage of the Altoona trading area.
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LATEST

Call
Letters

Location
580 KILOCYCLES
XEMU Piedras Negras,
Coah.
600 KILOCYCLES
XEZ
Merlda, Yuc.
610 KILOCYCLES
XEBX Sabinas, Coah.
XERJ Mazatlan, Sin.
630 KILOCYCLES
XEFB Monterrey, N. L.
660 KILOCYCLES
XEBZ Mexico, D. F.
680 KILOCYCLES
Guadalajara, Jal.
690 KILOCYCLES
XEN
Mexico D. F.
XEAC Tijuana, B. C.
730 KILOCYCLES
XEQ
Mexico, D. F.
790 KILOCYCLES
XERC Mexico, D. F.
XED

XEFW

810 KILOCYCLES
Tampico, Tam.

830 KILOCYCLES
Mexico, D. F.
860 KILOCYCLES
XEMO Tijuana, B. C.
XEUN Mexico, D. F.
XELA

LOG
OF MEXICAN
BROADCAST
STATIONS
BY
FREQUENCIES
(Licensed or Authorized by the Mexican Ministry of Communications and Public Works as of September 1, 19Jfl)
Where two or more power figures are used, upper is authorized power, lower is latest reported operating power.
N— Night Power. D—Day Power. C—Ciudad (City)
Power
in
Watts
250

2.000
500
500
500
500
100
1,000
5,000
1,(.0J
5,000
50,000
1,000
500
5.000
300
1,000
5,000
5,000
1,000

900 KILOCYCLES
XEW Mexico, D. F. 100,000
910 KILOCYCLES
XEAO Mexican, B. C.
250
920 KILOCYCLES
XEBH Hermosillo, Son. 1,000

Power
in
Location Watts
940 KILOCYCLES
XEDP Mexico, D. F.
150,000
500

Call
Letters

950 KILOCYCLES
Tijuana, B. C.
2,500
960 KILOCYCLES
XEFE Nuevo Laredo, Tam. 1,000
250
XEU
500
Veracruz, Ver.
250
XEHK Guadalajara, Jal.
125
970 KILOCYCLES
500
XEK
Mexico, D. F.
200
XEJ
C. Juarez, Chih.
5,000
1,000
XEFQ 980 KILOCYCLES
500
Son.
XEXT Cananea,
Tepic, Nay.
1,000
990 KILOCYCLES
XET
Monterrey, N. L. 5,000
XECL Mexican, B. C.
5,000
1,000
1010 KILOCYCLES
XEJB
Guadalajara, Jal. 5,000
1050 KILOCYCLES
XEG
Monterrey, N. L. 150,000
50,000
1090 KILOCYCLES
XERB Tijuana, B. C. 50,000
XEHR Puebla, Pue.
250
1110 KILOCYCLES
20,000
XEFO Mexico, D. F.
5,000
1140 KILOCYCLES
50,000
XENT Nuevo Laredo,
Tam.
1150 KILOCYCLES
100
600
XEJP
Mexico, D. F.
XEGM

XECD
XELO

1170 KILOCYCLES
350
Puebla, Pue.
1190 KILOCYCLES
Tijuana, B. C. 50,000
10,000

Call
Letters
XEB

XEAT
XEH
XETF
XEDK
XEL
XEBL
XEBM
XEDW
XEBU
XEBP
XEDF
XEAX
XEFM
XEBA
XEFV
XEME
XEGL
XEX
XEE
XEOX
XELK
XEBW
XERL
XEAG
"\' I,' 1 I A
XEAP
XEP
XES

Power
In
Watts

Location
1220 KILOCYCLES
100,000
Mexico, D. F.
20 , 000
1250 KILOCYCLES
Parral, Chih.
N-500
600
100
250
Monterrey, N. L. D-l,000
500
Veracruz, Ver.
500
Guadalajara, Jal.
250
1260 KILOCYCLES
750
Mexico, D. F.
150
500
Culiacan,
Sin.
250
San
Luis Potosi,
S. L. P.
Minatitlan, Ver.
100
Chihuahua, Chih.
250
Torreon, Coah.
Nuevo Laredo, Tam. 250
1270 KILOCYCLES
Oaxaca, Oax.
100
Leon, Gto.
500
20
C. Guzman, Jal.
20
100
250
500
C. Juarez, Chih.
Merida, Yuc.
400
500
Navojoa, Son.
1280 KILOCYCLES
Monterrey,
N. L.
100
Durango, Dgo.
500
250
600
Los Mochis, Sin.
100
Zaeatecas, Zac.
Chihuahua, Chih.
25050
250
Colima, Col.
250
Cordoba, Ver.
1290 KILOCYCLES
Mexico, D. F.
200
1,000
100
C. Obregon, Son.
50
1300 KILOCYCLES
C. Juarez, Chih.
Tampico, Tam.

1310 KILOCYCLES
XEC
Tijuana, B.Ver.C.
XEHV
XEAD Veracruz,
Guadalajara, Jal.

500
100
5,000
100
150
500
1,000

Call
Letters
XEAI

Power
in
Location Watts
1320 KILOCYCLES
Mexico, D. F.
500

1330 KILOCYCLES
XEKS Saltillo, Coah.
XEBO Irapuato, Gto.
XECF
Los Mochis, Sin.
XELW
XEDH
XEBK
XEFZ
XECA
XECW
XEFC
XEXS
XEMA
XEAA

1340 KILOCYCLES
Guadalajara, Jal.
Villa Acuna, Coah.
N. Laredo, Tam.
Coatzacoalcos, Ver.
Tampico, Tam.
Cordoba, Ver.
Merida, Yuc.
Toluca, Mex.
FresniUo, Zac.
Mexican, B. C.
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250
200
250
100
250
250
25075
250
100
100
100
250
200

XEQK 1350 KILOCYCLES
500
Mexico, D. F.
400
XETB
1,000
Torreon, Coah.
1360 KILOCYCLES
XEBI
Ags. 250
XESA Aguascalientes,
Culiacan, Sin.
1370 KILOCYCLES
500
500
XEMR
500
Monterrey,
N.
L.
XETQ
XEHF
Nogales,
Son.
XEA
XEHL Guadalajara, Jal.
1,000
250
Campeche,Ver.Cam.
Orizaba,
250
1380 KILOCYCLES
100
500
XEMX Mexico, D. F.
1390 KILOCYCLES
Chihuahua. Chih.
Reynosa, Tam.
1400 KILOCYCLES
Matamoros, Tam.
XEAM
XEAJ
XEI
Navojoa,
Son.
Morelia,
Mich.
XEK J
Acapulco, Gro.
1410 KILOCYCLES
XEBS
Mexico, D. F.
XEM
XEAZ

WSON Starts Soon
WITH Hecht Lackey as manager,
the new WSON, Henderson, Ky., is
expected to start operating on or
about Nov. 10, according to Pierce
E. Lackey, president of Paducah
Broadcasting Co., licensee also of
WPAD, Paducah, and WHOP,
Hopkinsville. Gates transmitter and
spech input and a Wincharger
tower are now being installed. Complete staff has not yet been selected,
but C. G. Sims has been named
chief engineer, with Ernie Hall and
William Walker as his assistants.
The station will operate with 250
watts daytime on 860 kc.
Cranberries on 29
AMERICAN CRANBERRY EXCHANGE, New York (Eatmor
cranberries) , on Oct. 19 will
launch a campaign of chain-break
announcements, four times weekly,
on 29 stations in United States and
Canada. Contracts are for 6-13
weeks. BBDO, New York, handles
the account.

100
600
150
1,000

500
250
250
100
250
250

in
Letters
Watt:
Location
Call 1420 KILOCYCLES
XEDS
Pay.
Mazatlan,
Sin.
XEF
XEON C. Juarez, Chih.
Tijuana, B. C.
XECZ 1430 KttOCYCLES
San Luis Potosi,
XEOK
S. L. P. Yuc.
Progreso,
2,00i
1440 KILOCYCLES
XELZ
XEFI
XEBQ

Mexico, D. F. l,00i
101
10(
Chihuahua, Chih. 1,00'
1450 KILOCYCLES
10'
XEY
XEGC S. L. Rio Colorado,
,001
Son. Mich.
XEDJ Zamora,
Torreon, Coah.
25(
XERK Magdalena, Son.
XEFK
XEXE Merida, Yuc.
XEBJ
XEPP Tepic, Nay.
Texcoco,
Mex.
C. Victoria,
Orizaba,
Ver.Tam.
1460 KILOCYCLES
XETU

Tampico, Tam. 1,00'
10(
101
1470 KILOCYCLES
lOi
D-5,00
251
XEAU Tijuana, B. C.
XESM Mexico, D. F.
101
101
lOi
N-1 , 00'
XEJR 1490 KILOCYCLES
XEDR
lOi
XECH H. del Parral, Chih.
Guaymas, Son.
Toluca, Mex.
1500 KILOCYCLES
XERH Mexico, D. F.
5,0
XEBG
XEAW

750
200

XEMC

1550 KILOCYCLES
Tijuana, B. C.

1,002.5'
25

1570 KILOCYCLES
Reynosa, Tam. 100,00
1590 KILOCYCLES
Mexico, D.F. 5,00

Rice's Campaign

40'
RICE'S BAKERY, Baltimore 50'
10'
111'
month-anda
29 launched
Sept. campaign
half
of one-minute trai
20
scribed announcements, 12-30 tim«
weekly, on WRC and WMAl
Washington; WBAL, WFBl
WCAO, Baltimore, and WDEl
Wilmington. William A. Schaui
Inc., New York, handles the &<
count.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
and Now, Folks of the All-Nite Frolic Club, We'll Play That
Old Favorite, 'All the World Is Waiting for the Sunrise'!"
BROADCASTING

New UP Clients
TOTAL of 46 stations in 24 Stat
have started United Press radio nev
service or have contracted for U
service since March, according to A.
Harrison, UP radio sales manag*
bringins the total subscribers to moi
than 520 stations. New clients avi
WSRR WPER WATL WRB
WAYX WMBI WTAX WBCT
KROS WHLN WRDO WDB
W.JMS WJIM WMFG WHLB WJP
KFUO KBBM KGIR KPFA WFP
KAVB KGFL WOV WBBB WCBl
WRRN KADA KSWO WES I
WAZL WGAL WMRF WIP WOR i
KBWD KIUN KVWC WJMA KV(
KRKO KTBI KPQ WIGM KWE^
•
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Advertisin
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"Your forecasts have put money in my pocket, and
I know they will do that for every farmer and save
him a lot of grief," writes Arthur Roy Kinzer of
Route 3, Hiilsboro, Ohio, of WLW's weather service. "If we hear the forecast is rain, we wait until
the weather forecast is for clear weather for two
of three days before we mow our hay down. That
gives us a chance to get our hay in dry. When a
zero wave is predicted we always clean our
chicken house and get it good and dry and adjust
our ventilators for it, so it helps in poultry, too."
Mr. Kinzer's letter is just like hundreds of others
received every year by James C. Fidler, WLW's
staff meteorologist. WLW, one of the few stations
with its own staff meteorologist, gives the complete
weather picture for the entire United States every
six hours. The reports are compiled from weather
maps of the U. S. Weather Bureau, and correlated
with reports from the Civil Aeronautics Authority.
"Whether it's cold, or whether it's hot, we shall
have weather, whether or not" . . . and farmers
in WLW's wide listening area will know about it—
in up-to-the-minute reports compiled by an expert
from the best sources available. WLW's weather
service is only a part of the effort we make to discharge the obligation imposed upon clear channel
facilities — a service made complete by added
emphasis on news, markets, and a well rounded
schedule of vitally interesting farm programs.
Staff meteorologist James C. Fidler, left,
makes weatfier observations at Cincinnati's Lunken Airport weather station.
CLEAR

CHANNEL

WLW
REPRESENTATIVES: New York— Tronsomericon
Broadcasting & Television CorporoHon —
Chicago — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Avenue,
San Francisco — International Radio Soles.
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A

That big "B" above, and its code
counterpart, are a private campaign of ours
. . . and "any similarity to any other campaign
is purely coincidental."
It stands for "Beat the Promise"— RCA's
promise to the American Government

to de-

liver the defense-goods we have been called
on to deliver. Around that "B" as a symbol,
2 7,000 RCA workers have rallied enthusiastically to avert waste, to obtain fullest possible
production from every production-facility, and
— in short — to meet and beat our delivery dates.
Why

It's Your Job, Too

We said that "Beat the Promise" is a private

New York: 411 Fifth Ave.

Chicago: 589 E. Illinois St.

Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bank BIdg.

campaign of ours. But in a larger sense, it's
a campaign in which all RCA customers and
friends have a part. We need your support.
Defense

Comes

First

Defense comes first, we know

you agree.

Priority requirements on materials may reduce and delay at least a portion of our normal production of RCA Broadcast Equipment. You may have to wait a little for your
RCA needs.
But — if you should have to wait a little for
RCA equipment — we are sure that RCA
equipment will more than ever be worth
waiting for!

Dallas: Santa Fe Bldg.

San Francisco: 170 Ninth St.

Hollywood: 1016 N. Sycamore Av
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Trescraptions

of all lowans "listen most" to Station WHO

(night-

time), whereas the nex/-most-popular Iowa commercial station gets only 5.8%!

(Incidentally, the people who name

WHO

as

"listened-to-most" spend 71.2% of their listening
time with WHO

alone — only 23.7% with stations

named
others!) as "heard regularly" — only 5.1% with all

In other words — WHO

alone in Iowa gives you

most of the attention of most of the listeners. This
means that WHO's

cost, per actual listener at any

given moment, is the merest fraction of what you'll
pay for any other individual station or group of
stations . . .
"BUT
YOU

WHY
HAVE

BIG
#

DON'T
/I/ST

ONE

And this isn't rhetoric. Ask Free 8C Peters — or
write us direct. How about it?

SIGN?»

Stop us if we're wrong — but isn't it a fundamental principle of advertising that one big sign

WHO

in any location is better than many small ones?
J.
Well, the same general idea applies to radio stations in Iowa. Most lowans have radio sets that
will "bring in" at least several stations. But 59.5%

fir
DBS

IOWA

MOINES

! -f-

. . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND,
FREE 8C PETERS, INC.

PLUS

MANAGER

. . . National Representatives

NIGHT

WEB

TO

iVATTS

In our language,
"MM" has come to
mean "more mail".
In 1 940, WMMN
pulled 327,495
pieces of mail (most
of them containing proof of purchase)We're
.
going to smash that
record this year — and imagine
what we'll do in 1942 as we
enter the year with an increase in
power (from 1000 to 5000 watts
night-time) .

CBS

^
mm
■Wl

Represented

Aifiliote

.

FAIRMON

Nationally

by

JOHN

VIRGINIA

BLAIR

&

CO.

^
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IT TAKES

one

as

peas
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up

THAN

it comes
in a

pod.

twice

as

POWER

to power
But

comparison

mucli
TO
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ifardaqe

CAIN

SALES

. . . education . . . information, these,

the difference between power and effective advertis-

not power, are what make them Hsten. And that's
why WSM so conscientiously studies Hstening habits

ing, and when it's coupled with 50,000 watts on a clear
channel with one of America's lowest frequencies, you
get a sales power that reaches a lot of people,
makes them listen . . . and buy!
V
V
V

. . . why WSM programs have won two Variety showmanship awards, Radio Stars
Program Award, Radio Varieties Gold Cup
Award and Billboard's Exploitation Award.
Yes, that's why one of radio's largest talent
and technical stafifs keep always alert for
new and better programs . . . and prove their
worth with national favorites like the
"Grand Ole Opry."

Showmanship!

NflTIONflL

LIFE
NATIONAL

market is right in the heart of the

South . . . America's fastest growing market
which produces 70% of America's rayon;
67% of the nation's crude oil; 60% of the
natural gas; 48% of the coal; 100% of the
bauxite.

That's

HARRY L. STONE, Gen'
THE

WSM's

NASHVILLE, TENN.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
AND
OCCIDENT
INSUrJlJlNCE
COMPilNY,
REPRESENTATIVES, =EDWARD PETRY*& CO., INC.
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The greatest selling POWER
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WHO

BEST

IS

THE

DARN

SALESMAN

IN

RADIO

ADVERTISING?

Plenty of people cast their vote for
the BROADCASTING YEAR BOOK.
Neat, intelligent, accurate and easyto-understand, the YEAR BOOK
Number is respected and esteemed
throughout the radio advertising industry. It's a glutton for work, and a
real master-mind when it comes to
answering the industry's questions.
Buyers consult it every day in the
year (Sundays and holidays included). This salesman extraordinary wants to work for you at an
amazingly low yearly wage: $192
per page; $108 per half page; $60
per quarter page, subject to regular
frequency discounts. Reserve space
in the 1942 YEAR BOOK Number.
Write to BROADCASTING, National
Press Building, Washington, D. C.

#

Almost every advertiser we've

talked to agrees that he isn't going
to let his regular customers forget
him

during this Defense

will you keep your customers
minded?

re-

the standpoint of psychol-

ogy as well as economics, we believe that radio is the answer.
Radio

gives you really effective

the times. And that automatically
means radio.
That's why radio in 1941 and
1942 is the best medium you can
select for your "future-insurance"
advertising program.

cities of 1941?

is for entertainment,

to ask the Colonel!

Pioneer

you

reach the million-and-a-half men

in times of stress, the big demand

Free

speak-

like a list of stations which really

now

for music.

And

ing of such matters — would

mass coverage at lower cost. And

CHICAGO: ,80 N. Michigan
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the tension of

period.

You agree, too, no doubt. But how

From

for release from

in the Service — the big new

&
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Ask your Agency
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WASHINGTON,

House
New
As

Draft
Even

Durr

to
Viewed
Worse;

Slated

jWASHINGTON'S
regulajtory
front erupted radio
violently
last
Iweek with the disclosure by Chairiman Clarence F. Lea (D-Cal.)
[that his House Interstate Commerce Committee will begin hearings in January on the Sanders
Bill to reorganize the FCC.
This action came just as FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly
launched a new move to invoke
modified chain monopoly regulations by Nov. 15. A special meeting of the FCC was to be held
Saturday (Oct. 11) to consider and
possibly vote out the revised rules.
Chaii'man Lea's announcement,
hailed as significant in view of
futile efforts in the Senate to revise the 15-year-old Communication's Act, cited the need for revision of the present law and took
cognizance of sharp complaints
against the FCC's actions under
Chairman Fly's direction.
This likewise came hard on the
heels of the revelation the preceding week [Broadcasting, Oct. 6]
that Speaker Sam Rayburn had admonished Chairman Fly against
any move toward "social reforms"
in broadcasting during the national emergency.
Railroading Tactics
Meanwhile, Chairman Fly last
Wednesday called a meeting to consider final chain monopoly rules,
held to be more "vicious" than the
original mandates which reverberated up and down Pennsylvania
Avenue. He sought to have the
Commission vote on the rules last
Friday morning, with the objective of making them effective Nov.
15, but illness of two members plus
the observation by a third that he
would not be prepared to vote, forestalled this, since a quorum would
not have been available.
The revised rules, carefully
phrased, in effect would make all
network outlets non-exclusive, despite aveiled inference to the contrary. Affiliates would be permitted
to anchor to networks under twoyear contracts on this non-exclusive basis, with station licenses
Issued to run concurrently.
The mooted forced sale by NBC
of the Blue Network would be comBROADCASTING

Advertising
D. C, OCTOBER

Probe
FCC;
promised by indefinite suspension
of this rule, with the stipulation
that it would not be invoked except
under six months' notice. This was
designed, it is presumed, to reassure Blue Network affiliates that
there won't be a sale overnight.
It is expected Chairman Fly,
who has directed the preparation
of the revised rules by the law department, will seek to have the
Commission vote on them promptly— probably at the Saturday meeting. But there a battle looms.
Chairman Fly last week tried several times to procure from NBC,
and indirectly from CBS, the commitment that they would not seek
to enjoin the FCC from making
the rules effective if certain concessions were made. So far as
known, such commitments were not
made.
Await Durr Action
Also having a bearing on the
regulatory outlook is the imminent
appointment to the Commission by
President Roosevelt of Clifford J.

Strikes

Advertising

.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Fly
Pops
Durr, assistant general counsel of
the RFC. Expected last week, the
nomination was not sent to the
Senate because it was in session
only two days and because the
President was represented as having been preoccupied with defense
inatters. In informed quarters it is
stated the nomination will be transmitted to the Senate this week and
that there has been no change in
the President's conclusion to name
the Alabaman as the successor to
Frederick I. Thompson [Broadcasting, Oct. 6].
Chairman Lea unqualifiedly committed his committee to consideration of the Sanders Bill and "other
proposals for revising the Radio
Act". In an interview last Thursday, Mr. Lea said the committee
had not yet decided definitely
when it would hold hearings but
that "we expect it to be around
the"The
first committee
of the year has
— about
Jan. and
1."
no ideas
no axes to grind," said the Californian, "but we feel that it is our
duty to consider questions raised in

Threatened

Pittsburgh,
New York,
Dallas, Fort Worth
Are Affected
STRIKES and threats of strikes
rose last week to upset the normal
broadcasting routine on several
fronts as negotiations between
broadcasters and union leaders
failed to achieve agreement on the
number of men that should be employed and the wages they should
be paid.
In Pittsburgh, the American
Federation of Musicians local
pulled its members from the Brennen stations, WJAS and KQV, and
the national AFM office ordered all
remote band pickups from CBS
and NBC-Blue to prevent such programs reaching the Pittsburgh
stations. In Brooklyn, the Associated Broadcast Technicians Unit
of the International Brotherhool of
Electrical Workers called a strike
of the technical employes of
WBYN, throwing the station off
the air 45 minutes.
In New Yoi'k, Broadcast Local 1
of the American Communications
Assn. authorized its officers to call
a strike at WHN when and if they
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in

Net
Rules
connection with the administration
of the Act and developments in the
industry since the original Act was
"There have been complaints
about
passed.the doubtful use of authority
by the Commission. We believe that
if there is doubt over the use of
authority that it should be cleared
up — either the Commission be given
the authority or to make it clear
it hasn't Preliminary
the authority Study
it exercises."
Mr. Lea commented on current
Commission activities and said
that on the newspaper-divorcement
issue, the question would be gone
into extensively. Some people contend, he declared, that the Commission does not have the authority
and heit feels
clear
up. it is up to Congress to
Asserting that a preliminary
study already had been made, Mr.
Lea said the committee has been
forced to put off the hearing until
January because of pending legislation involving projected revision

Several

deemed such a move necessary, following a break-down in negotiations. In Fort Worth and Dallas,
Emily Holt, national executive secrectary of the American Federation of Radio Artists, conferred
with executives of KGKO and
WFAA and with officials of the
AFRA local who were on the verge
of calling out all AFRA members
employed by those stations.
Remotes Cancelled
Details of the difficulty between
the musicians union in Pittsburgh
and WJAS and KQV were not immediately available in New York,
where the AFM national headquarters reported their information
was limited to a report from the
local that after a week's negotiations with the stations' management for a renewal of their previous contract had shown no signs
of progress,
the local
had withdrawn the staff
musicians
from
the stations.
Immediately following receipt of
this information on Wednesday
evening the union requested CBS
and NBC-Blue not to feed any
more musical remotes to the stations. Since the networks' contracts

Areas

require them to supply such service to all affiliates, they met the
union's request by cancelling these
pickups from the entire networks,
replacing them with studio proNBC a few weeks ago had faced
grams.
a similar situation with its Red
network, when an AFM strike was
called against WSMB, Red outlet
in New Orleans, and had built up
a strong schedule of late evening
programs, fed to the network from
the studios of various Red affiliates. This schedule has been continued to the present time, despite
the settlement of the strike which
ended the necessity for it, on the
theory that there might be listeners for other types of programs
than dance music after 11 p.m. as
well as in the earlier hours.
So, when the Blue's remotes were
cancelled, NBC temporarily linked
its two networks together after 11
p.m. to carry this already proven
schedule, meanwhile rushing to
prepare a similar program lineup
for the Blue, with the expectation
early this week of again providing
its normal dual program service
throughout
the complete
(Coufiuiied
on Page broadcastoi)
Page
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of the Securities & Exchange Commission Act. The committee will be
able to decide in a few weeks on
the latter, he said, and then be in
a position to set the Sanders Bill
hearing date. In that fashion, he
declared, the FCC and the industry would be given "ample time for
the hearings".
Two-Division Plan
The Sanders Bill (HR 5497) was
introduced last August by Rep.
Jared Y. Sanders (D-La.) and proposes a thorough-going revamping
of the FCC, splitting it into two
autonomous divisions — broadcasting and common carrier — with
clearly delineated functions for
each. The Commission would be
precluded from exercising regulatory control over business aspects
of broadcasting and the chairman
would be made the executive officer
and would not be assigned to either
of the two autonomous divisions.
While Chairman Fly, in another
of his oft-repeated attempts, tried
to squelch any "leak" on the purport of the proposed new rules,
word trickled out. Observers felt
that they were even more onerous
than the original regulations, in
that exclusive time options are
eliminated entirely, since stations
would be free agents to option
time
to any
advance
notice.network on 58 days'

PERCHED ATOP A CONSOLE, Mary Patton, NBC actress, swings a
$300 5 kw. transmitter tube in champagne style to dedicate the new enlarged Studio T of NBC, Chicago. Admonishing her to spare that tube
are Howard Luttgens (left), NBC central division chief engineer, and
B. F. Fredendall, construction engineer.
in any market. While the regulations talk about time options as
such, the effect of the regulations
are said to preclude anji;hing
of that nature. Time could not be
cleared satisfactorily either on a
commercial or sustaining basis, it
is felt.
In effect, only two of the eight

Where the rules as originally
drafted would have banned exclusive affiliations, a compromise arrangement wherein stations could
option time exclusively to particular networks in markets having
three or more fulltime outlets had
been projected.
The revised rule on option time,
proposes three hours of option
time in each of four five-hour segments, but no differentiation was
made between cities having less
than three stations and those haviing a multiplicity of outlets. The
presumption was that stations
could deal with all chain organizations at the same time on a first
come, first serve basis, but could
exercise the right to reject any
commercials for valid reasons.
Will Want the Best
Such a provision, network representatives had commented in
testimony before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee and before the FCC, would only mean
that choice network business would
gravitate to the top station in each
market, with the others in competition for w'hatever remained.
Moreover, they contended it would
reduce the status of the major networks to that of commercial program brokers, with no incentive for
production of sustaining programs.
Clearance of national defense programs over networks, it was
pointed out, would become exceedingly difficult since free agent affiliates would not be disposed to remove the commercials of one chain
to make way for the sustainings
of another.
If the non-exclusive option provision remains, no network would
be able to guarantee given facilities
Page 8 • October
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Defense

Ban

on

May
Not
Hinder
FEARS that new station construction, power increases and frequency
shifts would be hard hit by the
new policy of the Supply Priorities
and Allocations Board banning all
public and private construction
projects using such critical materials as steel, copper, brass,
bronze and aluminum, were somewhat allayed last Friday when
Broadcasting ascertained that stations would be considered on an
individual basis and that priority
allocations would probably be made
in each case after consultation
with the FCC and DCB.
The Priorities Division has been
instructed to apply the two following tests to applications for priorities on building projects: (1)
Does this construction involve the
use of appreciable quantities of
critical materials? (2) Is the construction directly necessary for
national defense, or clearly essential for the health and safety of
the civilian population?
Where construction has actually
started and a substantial portion
has been completed efforts will be
made to get the critical materials
needed to finish the job.
Up to the FCC
Unofficially, it is felt that in the
case of either under construction
or about to be built, the word of
the FCC as to their function in
the national defense set-up, probably as determined by the DCB
master plan, would be a determining factor. Radio already has a
quasi-essential
national defense
ranking.
At present the FCC has in round
numbers approximately 150 construction permits outstanding for

original rules are redrafted. These
are Rule 3.103, defining an affiliate,
and 3.104, defining time options.
That banning of dual network
operation remains on the books but
is suspended indefinitely, with the
statement of policy by the Commission that it opposes the dual
network operation but that in

New

Building

Broadcasting
power increases, frequently shifts,
equipment changes and new stations.
Of these 25 are new station
grants. In addition, there are about
50 FM stations authorized for construction and about 12 television
stations. All of these are affected
by the new policy to the extent that
it will be necessary to prove that
they are "necessary" to the "health
and safety" of the nation. No
blanket approvals for critical materials will be granted.
The new SPAB policy, no doubt,
will be a major topic of discussion
when the DCB priorities liaison
committee meets with industry representatives to formulate a plan
for materials ratings Oct. 20. It
is hoped at this meeting a blueprint will be drawn for priority
allocations and ratings, covering
the entire communication industry
to be the basis for the Priorities
Liaisontions to Committee's
recommendatke DCB itself.
Then the
latter board will, if the proposals
are approved, transmit the program
to Donald Nelson, priorities director of the 0PM.
Meanwhile, industry sources admit that the situation stemming
from the priorities bottleneck is
growing steadily worse especially
as regards tubes. It is reported
the Government is making inquiries
of equipment manufacturing companies looking toward a stupendous
increase in orders for tubes, both
transmitter tubes and electronic
devices. This is over and above a
$66,000,000 total order mentioned
during the recent NAB meeting in
Washington and which is described
as ten times the present capacity of
the industry.
BROADCASTING

order to avoid a "forced sale" a
least six months' notice will b'
given if the Commission propose
to invoke that regulation.
The manner in which Chairmar
Fly proposed consideration of th'
propected rules provoked consid
erable intra-Commission agitation
The meeting suddenly was callec
by Chaii'man Fly last Wednesda;
morning for 11 a.m.
Shortly before the designates
hour, however, the meeting was
postponed by the chairman, who
asked members to stand by. Shortly
after 11 a.m. carbon copies of the
proposed rules, covering some 15
typewi'itten pages, were dispatched
to each Commissioner. The meeting then was called for 11:15 a.m.
There developed a heated exchange
on the "blitzkrieg" tactics, it is
understood, and finally it was deto postpone
til cided
Friday
morning.consideration unThursday afternoon, however, it
was learned that Commissioner
George H. Payne was ill in New
York, while Commissioner Norman
S. Case, who has opposed the regulations, suffered a relapse of a foot
ailment. Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven, who has led the opposition,
afterward reported to Chairman
Fly that he would not be prepared
to discuss the regulations at the
suggested early Friday meeting.
Chairman Fly then called the Saturday morning session, presumably
satisfied a quorum would attend.
The indicated vote, if one is
taken, is 4 to 2 with Craven and
Case dissenting, probably in written opinions. Both Case and Payne
have left their proxies, the former
against and the latter for the rules.
Ready to Appeal
It was obvious that if Chairman
Fly mustered sufficient votes to
ratify the revised rules, NBC and
CBS would seek to enjoin the Commission from enforcing them. The
time option rule has been the main
bone ' of contention, conferences
having been held over a period of
several months with Chairman Fly
and the law department to evolve
an acceptable compromise.
But these fizzled, and Chairman
Fly several weeks ago issued what
amounted to an ultimatum to the
networks. This did not hold, however, and the effective date of the
regulations, originally set for
Sept. 16, was postponed indefinitely. Oral arguments were held
before the Commission Sept. 12, at
which last-ditch efforts were made
to prevail upon the FCC to suspend the rules for the duration of
the emergency.
The whole tenor of the proposed
new rules was regarded as misleading, in that they mention exclusive options but actually did not
provide for them. It was expected
that suggestions for sweeping
modification would be made to the
Commission, but that probably the
Fly-directed
would override them. Itmajority
was evident,
also,
that
all efforts
to "appease"
the
networks
were without
avail and
that litigation would ensue.
• Broadcast
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Music
of New
Against Early Approval
(DESPITE intra-industry steps to delay ratification of network
contracts with ASCAP for prompt return of its music to the
lir, both NBC and CBS last week reported that "favorable re1 jponses" from affiliates were coming in satisfactorily. But
;here was no indication that contracts would be consummated
Dv Oct. 15 or even shortly thereafter.
Action of a group of regional stations in Chicago last week,
jailing a meeting of some 100 affiliates for this Tuesday to
'seek clarification
possible
;|posals,
among other and
things,
plus
ijexpressions at current NAB dis.i:rict meetings and by other trade
.groups, appeared to augur for considerably more discussion before
Jthe whole industry is aligned with
;iASCAP. NIB President Harold A.
.iLafount said his organization is
(opposing acceptance of the conjltracts until they have been clariStorer's Proposal
While the number of favorable
jiresponses received by NBC and
ICBS in support of the proposal
lifor rebate of 2%% of affiliate neti|work income from commercial programs, was not divulged, NBC said
ithat when it first reached an agreement last August with ASCAP, a
I majority of its stations had coni isented. CBS, whose first letter on
^' lithe contracts was not mailed until
|iafter completion of the drafting
ijtwo weeks ago, apparently does not
I yet have a substantial majority of
' its affiliates aligned.
(I A proposal that the networks
3 call meetings of their affiliates
■ promptly to explore and explain
i the ASCAP proposals, was made
by George B. Storer, president of
: the Fort Industry Co., operating
stations in Ohio, West Virginia and
Georgia, and promptly was echoed
by a number of affiliates.
Indicating the temper of ASCAP was its action last Thursday,
overriding General Manager John
G. Paine on the release of the musical score of the Disney picture
"Dumbo" for free use by unlicensed
l| broadcasting. ASCAP announced
following a meeting of its board
that it had disapproved Mr. Paine's
action in authorizing the release on
the ground that Mr. Paine had
acted beyond his authority in authorizing free use.
ASCAP said it has "repeatedly
granted free licenses to religious,
educational and charitable institutions for the use of the society's
music on non-commercial proand that itsforentire
has beengrams"released
use catalog
on the
programs sponsored by the Treasury Department as part of the national defense program, but "the
board felt that granting a free license for the use of music for commercial purposes would be contrary
to the interest of its membership."
What steps will be taken by Disney and by Irving Berlin Inc., pubBROADCASTING

changes in the ASCAP prolishing the "Dumbo" music and a
publisher member of ASCAP, to
make the tunes available for broadcasting could not be immediately
determined, but it was believed
that an attempt would be made to
license the music directly to broadcasters as provided for by the consent decree accepted by ASCAP
early this year.
The decree permits such direct
licensing, subject to the approval
of the author, composer and publisher, provided any revenue from
the license is turned over to ASCAP for distribution in the usual
manner. In this case there would
be no revenue as the purpose of the
license is to get the music on the
air as a means of promoting attendance at the theatres showing
the cartoon film.
The music from "Playmates",
RKO film featuring Kay Kyser, is
being licensed by Southern Music
Publishing Co. with the consent of
the writers, for the free use on the
air as provided for by the decree
[Broadcasting, Oct. 6]. Both publisher and writers are ASCAP
members.
The ASCAP board on Thursday
also extended for another weekend
its permission for the use of any
of its music in connection with
football broadcasts, which had also
been given for the previous two
weekends. Action is believed to indicate an attitude of cooperation
with radio and an unwillingness to
cause any trouble at this time when
negotiations with NBC and CBS
are in their final stage.
Some Reservations
While discordant notes were
heard from several quarters, the
preponderant view was that a
deal would be made with ASCAP
with the terms reached by the
networks was problematical.
The action of the regional independent's group in Chicago
(see page 10) calling a meeting
of nearly 100 affiliated station operators in Chicago for Oct. 14
to discuss the ASCAP contracts,
among other things, was cited as
an indication of the temper of one
segment of the industry. While a
substantial number of stations
already had signified to NBC and
CBS their intentions of signing,
many of them are understood to
have made reservations, and ex-
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Strong

on

Answering
]\Ir. Storer's
argument that equally
as important
is the principle of maintenance of
BMI so the industry never again
will be in the position in which it
found itself with ASCAP, Mr.
Woods said that before consenting
to the blanket license, NBC analyzed this possibility and felt sufficient safeguards had been provided.

Steps

Contracts
Texts of statements on ASCAP-network proposals by
George B. Storer, Fort Industry Co., theandCBSEd Committee of IRNA
Craney,
KGIR-Z Bar Network, will be
found on pages 22-23.

pressed
over provision.
BMI's future andanxiety
the rebate
The suggestion made by Mr.
Storer that a conference of the networks with their affiliates be held to
explain the network positions, was
picked up by many broadcasters.
Mr. Storer had written the networks [see page 23] opposing the
proposed contracts. Afterwards,
however, he notified NBC he would
accept
a month-tomonth the
basisproposal
for the onbalance
of his
stations' affiliation contracts, because he did not want to be in the
position of an "obstructionist".
Denounced by Craney
The CBS committee of IRNA,
comprising I. R. Lounsberry, WGRWKBW, Buffalo, Don S. Elias,
WWNC, Asheville, and John A.
Kennedy, WCHS, Charleston, West
Va., took the position that while
the contracts were not perfect
they nevertheless felt that the request for reimbursement "is fair
under the circumstances" and that
the overall deal constitutes the best
that can be obtained.
Ed Craney, operator of KGIR
and the Z-Bar Network, vehemently denounced the network proposallution
as aand "dollars
and cents"
soas one that
precludes
22].
an equitable use basis [see page

Support for BMI
In the first place, he said NBC
intends "to continue the suppoi't of
BMI". Moreover, he said, NBC intends "to use and publicize BMI
music on its network's sustaining
programs."
continued
:
"We believeHe that
advertisers
will
use both BMI and ASCAP on the
majority of their musical programs
especially if BMI music continues
its popularity.
"Many local stations will take a
sustaining per program license
with ASCAP paying for its music
on a 'pay-as-you-go' basis and also
will continue to use library service
and phonograph records of BMI
music.
"As far as the local stations'
commercial licenses are concerned,
most of them will evaluate their
musical programs as contrasted
with their spot announcements and
other non-musical programs to determine whether to take a per-program ASCAP commercial license
Woodslicense".
concluded that the
or Mr.
a blanket
whole formula is designed to maintain a "free and open market for
music and I sincerely believe that

NAB President Neville Miller
said that at the series of NAB
district meetings to be held during
the next ten days he would be in a
position to observe station reactions
to the proposals. Asked regarding
the Storer suggestion for network
affiliate sessions to explore industry
opinion, Mr. Miller said he would
be in a better position to comment
after he had felt the industry's
pulse at the district sessions.
Safeguards Needed
Mr. Storer, after writing the
networks in opposition to the contracts, received from Mark Woods,
NBC vice-president and treasurer,
an explanation of the reason NBC
turned to the blanket, rather than
the per-program basis. Mr. Woods,
in his reply of Oct. 6, explained
that the per-program basis would
cost NBC and its affiliates $396,585 more than the blanket license
basis, out of which NBC has
asked the stations to reimburse
them 2%9f on those pi'ograms
using ASCAP music which would
have made their proportion
$176,278.

ASCAP

this will be the result".
Not a Dissenter
In his reply of Oct. 8, Mr. Storer
advised Mr. Woods that he was
not insensible to the "compelling
reasons given in your letter for
acceptance by your network of the
blanket ASCAP license arrangement." He added, however, that
he felt a 5% per-program basis
commercial license pajanent with
a 19f incidental music or sustaining program fee would be infinitely more desirable and "might
have been negotiated".
Inasmuch as the payments under such a plan would approximately equal those under the 2?4T<:
network blanket license fee proposal, he asked if there was not a
possibility
that ASCAP
accept this tender
even now,"would
especially so if 100
of the network
affiliates will agree thereto, prior
to submission of same to ASCAP."
Under the 5% and I'/r network
pajnnents, based on a per-program
analysis, Mr. Storer estimated the
figures would be $615,270 per year
against $632,603 under the 2%%
blanket deal.
Asserting he did not wish to be
an obstructionist, Mr. Storer said
said that "against our better judgment", his organization would be
prepared to accept the current pro{Continued on Page 62)
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Independent

Regional

Outlets

Projecting
a Protective
Group
List of 88 Stations Invited to Oct. 14 Session
In Chicago Following Action Last Tviesday
PROPOSING to establish a "protective gi'oup" that would represent
independent regional stations in
combating moves toward sviperpower,
dealing
with onthethemusicians'
union and
acting
ASCAP
license problem, 19 operators of
26 stations met in a highly secret
session in the Hotel Drake in Chicago last Tuesday to lay the
groundwork of a permanent organization designed to function entirely apart from the NAB, NIB
or IRNA.
After spending a full day in discussing mutual problems, the group
designated a committee of five to
send a telegraphed invitation to a
selected list of 88 stations to be
representd at a formal organization
meeting to be held at the same
place on Tuesday, Oct. 14. The committee signing the invitation comprised William J. Scripps, WWJ,
Detroit; Eugene Pulliam, WIRE,
Indianapolis; Hoyt Wooten, WREC,
Memphis; Stanley Hubbard, KSTP,
St. Paul; Bill O'Neil, WJW, Akron.
No Clears Present
The committee, in its telegraphic
call, emphasized particularly its
stand against the proposed ASCAP
licenses, assei'ting they should be
"modified and clarified" before
they can be accepted, and expressing the view that the contracts do
not "reflect the opinions and desires of a majority of affiliates in
view of the fact that affiliates
never were polled for their opinions
and desires." The committee which
called the initial meeting had conferred with FCC Chairman Fly during the NIB convention in Chicago Sept. 22-23.
The list of invited stations was
not divulged, nor were the names
of the 19 operators attending, all
of whom were pledged to deepest
secrecy. It was learned, however,
that the five persons signing the
invitation were present, as were,
among the others, Walter J. Damm,
WTMJ, Milwaukee; Henry Slavick,
WMC, Memphis; Ronald Woodyard,
WING, Dayton; Wesley Dumm,
KSFO, San Francisco; Truman
Ward, WLAC, Nashville.
It was made clear that only
owners of stations or duly appointed proxies of owners attended last
Tuesday's meeting and were expected at the meeting this week.
No clear-channel stations and no
network managed and operated
stations were invited, although it
is understood all of the stations on
the list of 88 are network-affiliated. The plan is to keep the new
organization, a name for which has
not been selected, utterly free of
"network domination". One name
suggested at the meeting was Independent Radio Stations, and it
was indicated that most of the
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stations expected to join are
located in major markets.
Discussion at the meeting covered the whole gamut of independent broadcasters' problems. None
of those present had as yet signed
the projected new ASCAP contracts. All of the 19, it was said,
had attended the recent NIB convention but they were not satisfied that the organization of NIB
into an entity paralleling or
rivaling NAB was the answer to
their particular problems.
Personnel of the proposed organization was not discussed, but
it was generally conceded that a
one-man office would probably be
able to handle the common problems of the station. All that tie
group would make public was the
text of the telegram calling the
Oct. 14 meeting, after which it
was said full details of organization plans, name of setup and
functions would be released. The
telegram read as follows.
"At a meeting of independent
regional broadcasters representing 26 stations affiliated with the
major networks held in the Drake
Hotel here today it was unanim(>usly agreed that there is an immediate need for an organization of
independent broadcasters to protect our interests in combating the
demands of the superpower applicants before any of tliese applications are granted, in dealing with

Advertising

Warned

the demands of the musicians'
union and by immediately acting
on the ASCAP license problem, consideration of which has been expedited by the request of the networks for a refund from affiliates
on networli payments to ASCAP.
ASCAP Opposition
"The group meeting here today
believes proposed ASCAP licenses
should be modified and clarified before they can be accepted notwithstanding the approval of ASCAP
contracts, including the pei--program contract, by NAB and
IRNA. The group meeting today
does not believe these contracts
reflect the opinions and desires of
a majority of affiliates in view of
the fact affiliates never were polled
for their opinions and desires.
"Therefore this group is issuing
an invitation to you as one of a
selected list of independent regional
broadcasters to join in a meeting
at the Drake Hotel at 10 o'clock
next Tuesday morning, Oct. 14, at
which time not only the ASCAP
license proposals but superpower,
musicians' union contracts and
other problems of immediate urgency confronting us will be discussed and an organization formed
to protect our mutual interests.
"We do not believe an expensive
personnel and elaborate headquarters are required to provide effective action, but immediate
action is imperative if we are to
obtain an equitable solution of
these problems. Kindly advise one
of the undersigned committee
who were appointed today to arrange for next Tuesday's meeting
whether or not we can count on
your attendance at Chicago on
Oct. 14."
Not to Take

Part

In Passing Excessive Costs to Public
Fears that the department may
THOUGH most advertising is
launch an attack on advertising
clean, Thurman Arnold, Assistant
Attorney General in charge of are entirely unfounded, he said.
The anti-trust division is not inanti-trust law enforcement, stated
terested in whether advertising is
last Tuesday his office is ready to
fair or whether it is unfair, since
prosecute cases in which advertising is used to pass excessive costs this is a function of the Federal
on to consumers, and to operate in Trade Commission, he added.
conspiracy to crush new competiNo Plan to Prosecute
tive industries.
Stating that cases of prosecution
Before entry into advertising
of advertisers are almost always
combinations, the plans should first cases with which advertising men
be submitted to a court for ruling, themselves have nothing to do, Mr.
either with or without the Justice
Arnold listed three typical antitrust law violations by advertisers.
Department's consent, he suggested, if freedom of worry from
"Full line forcing," which is using
anti-trust prosecutions was de- advertising to make a product so
sired.
popular that all dealers must stock
Question exists whether pro- it and then refusing to allow dealducers have the right to include
ers to handle it unless they also
advertising costs in the sale of handle the advertisers full line of
their product under new price ceil- unadvertised products, is one form
ing regulations, he said. His ad- of violation, he said.
dress was delivered before a joint
Another is when, having built up
meeting of the Advertising Women
a demand for his product, the adof New York and the Advertising
vertiser goes beyond full line forcClub of New York.
ing
and
tells
the iftrade
carry
his
product
they they
carry can't
any
On the subject of defense, Mr.
Arnold said material shortages
competitive products. A third violation, even more common, he stated,
may tend to curb advertising duris the use of advertising to fix
ing the critical period ahead.
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TROPHY PROVIDED by WGNY,
Newburgh, N. Y., was awarded
by the State Junior Chamber of
Commerce to the Poughkeepsie
chamber, adjudged winner as a
result of eight pre-regatta programs. Harold W. Cassill, WGNY
executive manager, congratulates
Russell
W. group.
Hadden, president of
the
winning

Musterole's Spot List
Placed on 116 Stations
MUSTEROLE Co., Cleveland
(cold remedy), will use 116 stations for its fall campaign of announcements and news, to get
under way Nov. 3 [Broadcasting,
Sept.
1, 8].with
Mosta few
contracts
26
weeks
for 4 run
and for
22
weeks, placed by Erwin, Wasey
&
WOV
KHQ
Co.,
New
York.
Entire
list
includes:
WHAS
KWKH
wcco
KSFO
KGB
WHN
WBEN
WFBL
WWL
KOA
WHAM
KLZ
WGY
WGAN
WSB
WLBZ
WRC
WIRE
WTTC
WTIC
WBBM
KDAL
WOW
WBIG
WDBJ
WIOD
WBAL
WJSV
WRVA
WBT
WFBC
WICC
KIRO
WJAX
WCLE
WCHS
WDOD
WCAO
KGW
WTAM
WFAA
WBZA
WNOX
WPTF
WOAI
KSTP
WADC
WBNS
WGAR
KPRC
WTAG
WLW
WEEI
KOMO
KRTS
WAPI
KDYL
WLAW
KTUL
WPRO
KSL
WWJ
WKY
KOIN
WTOC
WJR
KSOO
WMAQ
WCAU
WNAX
WJBK
WMAZ
WGBI
WCSC
WCFL
KYW
WOOD
WIS
KDKA
WGN
KSD
WDAF
WPEN
WSM
KFEQ
WCBS
KMOX
WMC
WHP
KWTO
WTAD
WJAR
KVOA
WOWO
WLS
WHO
WMMN
WALA
KWOS
KARK
WWVA
WIBW
WEVD
KFI
KFH
KPO
WSAZ
KNX
WOR WISN
XEAWWMCA
P. LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
Golds) has bought the Tom Harmon
sports review on WJR, Detroit, three
evenings a week, through J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.
prices, such as a group of grocers
in a town who got together and
advertised that during next week
all beef would be 50 cents a pound.
In such cases, he said, the conspiracy does not lie in the advertising, but the advertising is used
to further the conspiracy.
Raymond Rubicam, chairman of
the board of Young & Rubicam, in
an address which traced the development of advei'tising to its
present scope of accomplishment,
described the current wave of
criticism as natural "at a time
when every institution with powerful eflfects on the public welfare is
in question."
• Broadcast
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"where

power
most!

counts

The power of a giant tank is almost
irresistible as it crashes all before it in

area, developed

a mighty surge of power.

economically

And

the power
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FCC

Probe

Touches

Tries

Show

and general manager of Press Association, and AP assistant general manager; Lloyd Stratton, AP
assistant general manager and assistant secretary; Louis Wasmer,
owner of KHQ-KGA, Spokane;
Edwdn M. Williams, UP vice-president and sales manager; Truman
Green, advertising manager of the
Tampa Tribune and in charge of
the newspaper's station, WFLA;
James D. Poag, counsel of WMRC,
Greenville, S. C.
In marked contrast to previous
sessions, there was little bickering
between the bench and Commission
counsel. Mr. Cohn was the fifth
member of the FCC legal staff to
participate actively in the proceedings. Flanking Judge Thacher, as
associate Newspaper-Radio Committee Counsel, were Sydney M.
Kaye, New York, and A. M. Herman, Forth Worth, along with
Louis G. Caldwell, counsel for
WGN, Chicago.

to

Efforts

To Keep News From
Radio Stations
PINNING DOWN individual instances in an attempt to show purpoi'ted coercion exercised on news
services by newspapers, to the
detriment of broadcast stations
seeking press service reports, FCC
counsel developed the framework
of its case in the press association phase of the Newspaper-Ownership inquiry at a two-day session last Thursday and Friday.
The Commission, sitting en banc,
heard testimony of eight witnesses
called by FCC counsel, along with
rigid cross-examination led by
Judge Thomas D. Thacher, chief
counsel of the Newspaper-Radio
Committee.
With hearings scheduled to resume for two days on Thursday and
Friday, Oct. 16-17, no announcement of coming witnesses had been
made by the FCC as Broadcasting
went to press. However, it is understood the sessions will continue
with testimony by Joseph V. Connolly, president of King Features
Syndicate, parent of International
News Service, who was on the stand
when FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly recessed the proceedings last Friday, and an appearance by Herbert Moore, president
of Transradio Press Service.
It is also thought the FCC will
offer some of the corrections called
for in Commission exhibits offered
earlier in the inquiry, and challenged as to their accuracy by industry counsel.
Commission examination of witnesses was handled by Marcus
Cohn, FCC special counsel to whom
the press association phase of the
inquiry was assigned. Counsel Cohn
and Judge Thacher occasionally
precipitated snappy exchanges, although the last session lacked
much of the fireworks of preceding meetings.
During his examination of witnesses, Counsel Cohn emphasized
a series of individual cases in
which radio stations had attempted
to secure press association news
service in the face of strong newspaper opposition, with the opposing
papers exercising various restrictive powers on the news service.
Both station operators and mews
service officials were heard in connection with these situations, with
the press associations asserting
flatly that their radio policies provided open sale of their services
to any and all stations with which
proper terms could be arranged,
and without regard to any newspaper opposition that may develop
in particular cases.
The eight witnesses including
Mr. Connolly, were Rojan Jones,
president of KVOS, Bellingham,
and KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash.;
W. J. McCambridge, vice-president
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News

Rogan Jones Tells of
Press Service Problems
The press association phase of
the inquiry, conducted by Marcus
Cohn, special FCC counsel, opened
with the appearance of Rogan
Jones, president of KVOS, Bellingham, and KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash.
Mr. Jones related his difficulties
during the last two years in securing press association news service
for the two stations.
Mr. Jones stated that the stations had suspended their contracts
with INS early in 1940 because the
INS regional service available to
them was considered inadequate.
The stations next used Transradio
Service for several months, but decided to dispense with this service
also when it was thought that the
Transradio bureau in Seattle was
to close.
Mr. Jones stated that he was
first approached by a representative of Press Association in March,
1941. Early in April a PA contract
for the Wenatchee and Bellingham
stations was signed, he said, after
conversations had shown that AP
was anxious to avoid stirring up a
1934 fight in Bellingham between
KVOS and the Bellingham Herald,
an AP member, which at that time
had charged KVOS with "pirating" its AP reports for use on the
air and sought to prosecute the
station.
Mr. Jones continued that a few
days after the contract had been
signed, and pending final approval
by AP, he had been advised that
the PA service for KPQ had been
approved but that approval of the
KVOS contract would have to
await a meeting of the AP Board,
since the local paper had
voiced opposition to the station's
use of the service. However, he
stated, he had decided to "take a
chance" on securing AP's approval
of a contract covering both stations
rather than proceeding with negotiations to secure UP service for
the stations.
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Mr. Cohn introduced a series of
seven exhibits, copies of letters,
telegrams and memoranda, between Mr. Jones, W. J. McCambridge, vice-president and general
manager of PA and AP assistant
general manager, and other AP and
UP officials.
Mr. Jones stated that PA service
started on May 13, 1941 at KPQ,
Wenatchee. On May 23, he said,
he was notified that the AP board
of directors had declined to approve the Bellingham contract,
whereupon he immediately contacted UP to work out a deal as
soon as possible.
He declared UP notified him that
its previous offer had been made on
a two-station basis, and that it was
not interested in a contract for the
single station, KVOS. Mr. Jones
stated that he approached both
INS and Transradio in an effort to
secure some sort of news service
for the station, which ultimately
had no wire news service for six
weeks before it finally secured a
UP contract.
On May 30 UP offered a new
contract for KVOS, Mr. Jones indicated, providing radio wire service at a rate of $130 a week, which
amounted to about twice the previously offered price. This offer
was accepted, he said, after an arrangement was included in the
agreement under which KPQ might
eventually secure UP service also.
He commented that although the
price appeared high, if the KPQ
situation were worked into the picture it would become quite equitable.
Mr. Jones' appearance closed
with Counsel Cohn and Judge
Thacher reading into the record,
for about 20 minutes, excerpts
from court decisions bearing on the
Bellingham newspaper-radio case.
The long exchange of legal reading came after Judge Thacher had
protested the injection of a "lawyer's argument" into the record.
Judge Thacher also held that in
view of the court's findings, the
Bellingham newspaper's case did
not represent
"environment"
indicative of thean ordinary
relations
between press services and their
clients. Taking issue with Counsel
Cohn's emphasis on certain findings
in the Bellingham Herald case, he
commented, "why pick a paper guilty of bad conduct and cite that
bad one as typical of all newsMcCambridge Tells of
PA Organization
Second witness called by Counsel
papers?"
Cohn was Mr. McCambridge, PA
general manager, who said Press
Association had been incorporated
in December, 1940, but had not begun to really function until March,
1941. He identified a list of PA
radio subscribers, covering 123 stations, Don Lee, and MBS, as of
June 30, 1941. Mr. McCambridge
explained that PA has access to the
entire AP news report, which is
BROADCASTING

rewritten by special editors with a
view to providing "service for the
listener rather than the reader."
He pointed out also that PA is a
24-hour operation, necessitated by
the 24-hour radio service.
Counsel Cohn offered a series of
12 exhibits which traced developments incident to the Bellingham
situation and the general question
of supplying AP and PA service to
radio stations in one way or another. One document to which Mr.
Cohn called particular attention
was a telegram to Kent Cooper, AP
general manager, from 12 Northwest AP newspaper members, asserting their right of protest.
The wire stated that the group
of publishers "emphatically protest
the sale of the AP news report to
radio stations, either in the abbreviated form or otherwise, without the consent of the AP member
in the community in which the
radio
stationof isthelocated."
Another
exhibits, a letter
to Mr. McCambridge from Joseph
Pigney, of the AP staff in the
Northwest, indicated that S. A.
Perkins, owner of the Bellingham
Herald, was firmly opposed to serving KVOS with AP reports.
The other exhibits indicated that
Charles L. Sefrit, business manager
of the Herald, also was opposed to
any such move, contending that
"it will embarrass the Herald if
KVOS is served the AP news report in view of the court fight between the paper and the radio staIt was also indicated that the
papering its"might
consider"if discontinuAP franchise
the KVOS
deal with AP went through. The
letter to Mr. Jones from Mr.
McCambridge, dated April 24, 1941,
toldtion."
of the AP board's action in
postponing indefinitely its approval
of an agreement
with KVOS
cause of the situation
which "bedeveloped between AP and KVOS involving alarge financial expenditure," i.e. the protracted litigation
following the alleged "piracy" of
the Herald's AP dispatches.
Queried,
Mr. of
McCambridge
clared he knew
no instance deof
a refusal to sell PA service to a
radio station where the station and
PA could get together on terms.
Responding to a question from
Chairman Fly, he said PA had not
refused any application from a
Greenville, S. C, station, since no
application had been received, although PA had approached the nonnewspaper affiliated station there.
Under cross-examination by
Judge Thacher, Mr. McCambridge
reasserted that PA service was
available to any and all stations
on "proper terms". He said he knew
of no case where a proper application would be turned down, observing that AP member newspapers have no right of protest
against any PA applicants.
Questioned by WGN Counsel
Louis G. Caldwell, Mr. McCambridge said that AP serves some
1400 newspapers in the United
States, Canada, Latin America and
Europe, uses about 300,000 miles
(Continued on Page 55)
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Congratulations,

old

Becoming the chief engineer of a radio
station is a big job with a lot of responsi-

way possible to advance the art of broadcasting still farther.

bility. It's a job which should give you a great
deal of personal satisfaction, for it puts you
on the road to accomplishing many things

Since radio began. Western Electric has
played a leading role in changing it from a
dream into a vital part of everyday life.
Stabilized feedback, crystal control, vertical
radiators, directional antenna arrays, the
Doherty high efficiency amplifier, are a
few of the improved tools provided by
Bell Labs and Western Electric to help
you in your job.

you've dreamed of doing.
The roots of your job go deep. For the
chief engineers of the past 20 years— through
their eternal quest for new and better ways
0 I to put a signal on the air— have contributed
much to the high technical plane on which
in i the industry is now established.
Now and in years to come, you can count
on Western Electric to help you in every
BROADCASTING
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And Motr, although our energies are engaged
in cooperating with the Defense Program,
you may be sure that our interest, and the
Advertising

man!
interest of our distributors, in broadcasting
and in you who are a part of it. is as keen
today as in the past.
DISTRIBUTORS:
In U. S. A.: Graybar Electric Co., New York, N. Y.
In Canada and Newfoundland: Northern Electric Co.,
Ltd. In other countries: International Standard Electric Corporation.

WestcrtL^Electrk
BETTER

October

EQUIPPED FOR
BROADCASTING
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New OFF to Give Clear
Picture of Defense
Policies
DEFINITE indication that the
Administration is developing a
far-reaching plan for cooperation
among existing Government radio
agencies for a more effective dissemination of information through
radio came last Tuesday when it
was learned that President Roosevelt had approved the creation of
a new Government agency, the
Office of Facts & Figures, to coordinate the work of established
Government agencies in presenting
a clear and detailed picture of the
Administration's defense and foreign policies.
To be set up in quarters now
occupied by the Office of Civilian
Defense, the OFF administrator
would report to Mayor Fiorello H.
LaGuardia, OCD chief. It is understood the OFF directorship has
been offered to Archibald MacLeish, Librarian of Congress.
Lewis May Direct
Although detailed organizational plans cannot be completed
until the chairman is selected, it
was indicated that an OFF radio
division, presumably to be headed
by some well-known industry figure, is to be organized. Probably
playing the vital role in the setting
up and operating of this group
would be William B. Lewis, CBS
vice-president in charge of programs, who several weeks ago was
called to Washington, on leave
from CBS, to serve as expert
broadcasting consultant to Director LaGuardia.
It also has been indicated that
the OFF radio division would function as part of the big OFF plan,
and would not operate as an OCD
radio office. It was explained that
OCD's radio needs would continue
to be served, as heretofore, by the
OEM radio division, directed by
Bernard Schoenfeld.
Col. William J. Donovan, Coordinator of Information, now organizing a world-wide American
information service to combat
enemy propaganda, will continue
control over external defense radio
activities.
Not to Censor
An important factor in the plan
to clarify the picture offered to
the public will be the Interdepartmental Advisory Committee, headed by Mr. MacLeish, which has already been established, with members from the Departments of
War, Navy, State, Treasury, Justice, Interior, OEM, OGR and OCI.
Among the representatives on this
committee are Lowell Mellett, director of the Office of Government
Reports, and Col. Donovan.
Mayor LaGuardia has emphasized that the new OFF would not
be used to censor facts essential
to complete public understanding
Page 14 • October

Coordinating
Agency
of the purposes and progress of agency furnish a complete list of
its radio activities to enable Mr.
the Government. Its purpose was
Lewis to familiarize himself with
rather to reveal than to conceal
Government radio activity.
the facts of defense and foreign
"Whatever anybody says, OFF
policy, he said. It was also stated
that the new agency, which bears
is not a propaganda agency,"
Mayor LaGuardia declared last
the approval of Cabinet members
dealing with national defense, will
Tuesday. "The OFF is a sort of
not be a super-press bureau. It will reservoir with a purification proissue no news releases and have no
cess. It's not a news-sheet, handdirect contact with information
out agency. The people are entitled
media.
to the facts, and they're going to
Although OFF is not to displace
Government press departments,
The new agency is understood
to have been formed principally
nor has it the authority to dictate
them."considerations — agitation
get two
what news should be released and
for
what withheld, its function is to in Congress for "more facts on
both national defense and foreign
attempt to prevent one department not having all the facts about
policy," and insistence by the
President that the public not only
defense at its disposal from issuing
information distorting the overall
is entitled to know the facts, outside the narrow field of military
defense picture, it was explained.
Revelation of the new OFF plan
information, but also deserves to
came a fortnight after Mayor Labe presented a body of well-organGuardia had dropped a bombshell
ized facts rather than a hodgeinto the organized radio ranks of
Government agencies by sending
Mayor LaGuardia also revealed
podge.
each of them a letter from which
last week several personnel appointments made at his request —
it was "incorrectly inferred," according to OCD, that OCD would
Capt. Robert E. Kintner, former
take over coordinating and clearing
Washington columnist, and Lieut.
all Government radio programs
Barry Bingham, publisher of the
[Broadcasting Aug. 4, Sept. 22]. Louisville Courier - Journal and
owner of WHAS, who were reThe letter, termed "unfortunate"
by many observers, resulted in a
leased by the War and Navy Defuror of opposition in the affected
partments for special duty with
agencies, and OCD apparently
OFF, and Dr. Frank King Don
dropped any intention of following
called
OFF. as a special consultant with
through on its request that each
SPECIAL MEETimS
SCHEDULED
BY NAB
STARTING last Thursday with the
District 7 meeting in Louisville, a
tentative schedule for the special
series of meetings to be held in all
17 NAB districts before the new
year was announced last Friday.
The meetings are scheduled in three
series.
Tentative schedules as announced
by the NAB, are:
District.
Worcester, Mass.. Oct. 28,
Bancroft1: Hotel.
District 2 : Syracuse, N. Y., Oct. 2930. Syracuse Hotel.
District 3: Philadelphia, Oct. 31-Nov.
1.
District 4: Greensboro, N. C, or Richmond, Va., Nov. 3-4.
District 5: Atlanta, Nov. 5-6 (Georgia.
Alabama)
(Florida) ; Jacksonville, Nov. 7-8.
District 6: Memphis, Nov. 17-18, Peabody Hotel.
District 7 : Louisville, Oct. 9-10.
District 8: Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct.
13-14. Pantland Hotel.
District 9: Chicago, Dec. 15-16.
District
10: Omaha, Oct. 15-16, Fontenelle Hotel.
District
11: Minneapolis, Dec. 11-12,
Hotel Nicollet.
District 12: Tulsa, Okla., Oct. 17-18.
Tulsa Hotel (to be held concurrently with AFA
Southwestern District
convention)
.
District
13:
Fort
Worth
or Dallas. Nov.
20-21.
District 14 : Salt Lake City or Denver,
Dec. 8-9.
District 15: San Francisco. Nov. 28-29.
District 16: Los Angeles, Nov. 24-25.
District 17: Portland, Dec. 1, Seattle,
Dec. 2.
U of IOWA has issued a bulletin booklet in which the various activities of
the
la., university's
are reviewed. WSUI, Sioux City,
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Sunnyvale Spots
SUNNYVALE PACKING Corp.,
San Francisco (Rancho Soups)
spasmodic
radio,on heretofore on a user
small ofscale,
about
Dec. 1 will start for 13 weeks a
daytime quarter-hour dramatic
serial, three times weekly on 6
CBS stations in the West. Account
was closed by Charles E. Morin,
CBS San Francisco manager. The
broadcast will probably originate
in Hollywood. Agency is Lord &
Thomas,
Francisco.
stat^-r, listrSanKNX
KST^O The
KARM
KROY KSL KOY. In addition
Sunnydale isdramas
using five
one-minute
transcribed
times
weekly on 7 western stations —
KPO ■ KIDO.
KSFO KNX KFI KARM
KSEI
Shaler on 46
SHALER Co., Waupun, Wis.
(Rislone motor oil), through Kirkgasser-Drew, Chicago, has purchased daily one-minute spots on
46 stations for a week in November. The transcribed announcements, produced by Hal R. Makelim
Productions, Chicago, have been
placed on
followingKADA
KOBthe KGNC
KVSOstations:
WSB
WEEI WBEN WBBM WTAM
WFAA KLZ WHO WJR KGNO
KTSM KCRC KFPW KPRC
WIRE WJAX WDAF KLRA
KNX WHAS WREC WTMJ
WCCO KBIX WSMB WABC
KTOK WOW KYW WCAE KOY
KOIN KSL WOAI KSFO KWKH
KIRO KGFF KMOX WFLA
KOME KANS.
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Cola

Series

Conflicts on Blue
NBC
to Hold
Stations for
Sterling Products Pair
STATIONS which are affiliated
both with NBC-Blue and MBS and
which have been sold as outlets for
both the Coca Cola broadcasts on
Mutual and the Sterling Products
broadcasts on the Blue have received notice from NBC they will
be expected to carry the Sterling
Products programs.
In sending the 28-day removal
notices to the six stations involved,
NBC pointed out that the two
Blue programs, Monday Merry-GoRound for Dr. Lyons' toothpowder
and Melody Hour for Bayer's aspirin, occur at 10-10:30 p.m. on
Monday and Wednesday evenings
respectively, which is network
time, and that the stations are
obliged to carry them under the
terms of their affiliation contracts
with NBC.
Other Dispute Solved
These programs start on Oct.
20 and 22. The Mutual Coca Cola
series, to begin Nov. 3, calls for
10:15-10:30 p.m. broadcasts Monday through Friday, and 10-10:30
p.m. on Saturday. Blackett-SampleHummert, New York, is the agency
for the programs on the Blue;
D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis, handles
the Coca Cola advertising.
Signing of the Wednesday evening 10-10:30 program relieves
NBC of the necessity of settling a
dispute between R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. and American Tobacco
Co.Sale of the Wednesday evening
spot to Sterling got NBC out of the
middle of a dispute between two
tobacco companies over seven Blue
outlets in the West. When R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. moved its
Penthouse Party to the Blue on
Wednesdays, 9:30-10 p.m., it requestedfrom
that these
stations of
be the
removed
the schedule
Kay
show, broadcast
p.m. Kyser
Wednesdays,
sponsored10-11
by
American Tobacco Co. for Lucky
Strikes, under the NBC rule prohibiting continuous broadcast of
competitive products. Latter program is a Red Network show, buc
used the Blue stations in the
Western cities as supplementary
outlets. When Sterling bought the
Blue network 10-10:30 and preempted these stations, the contiguity was removed, automatically ending the dispute.
Old Dutch Mills Spots
OLD DUTCH MILLS Inc, New
York (Old Dutch coffee), on Oct.j
12 started a series of announce- 1
ments for 26 weeks on four New!
York stations, WQXR WOV WHNI
WMCA. Starting Oct. 13, the com-l
pany is to sponsor Spice of Lifei
Monday through Friday 9-9:05|
a. m. on WEAF, New York. Pro-R
gram, also for 26 weeks, featuresJ
oddities in the news, humor and[i
music. Agency is Peck Adv. a
Agency, New York.
• Broadcast
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USED!

Selling $4,000 worth of merchandise in one week
through WORL advertising is no miracle! Phenomenal
sales increases are being registered every day for advertisers using the 920 Club on WORL. The 920 Club,
unique in format, with a powerful sales impact — gets

to

results . . . and by results we mean sales. It's America's
outstanding radio program.
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SHELVES. .but fast!

Doughnut sales up 147% in one week! Sales increase
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over 100% for a soft drink! Whatever your client's
product... high priced — medium priced — low priced,
the 920 Club on WORL will sell your merchandise in
Boston — and in volume!
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15 minute programs are open I Write for availabilities
and 15 big success stories today!
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100
KQW\
San Jose -San Francisco,
To
Become
Affiliate
of CBS
Agreement Reached With Brunton, to Start Jan. 1 ;
KQW Asks Dismissal of Protest by KSFO
KQW be given its present facility
KQW, SAN JOSE-SAN FRANon 560 kc. with 5,000 watts day
CISCO, will become the CBS Bay
Area outlet in lieu of KSFO on
and 1,000 watts night. KSFO at
present utilizes the CBS studios
Jan. 1 under an affiliation agreebuilt several years ago at a cost
ment reached by Ralph R. Brunton, president of KQW, with CBS
of approximately $135,000. Whether these will be turned over to
officials in New York last week.
KQW under lease, as a part of
Notice of the shift was divulged
the new transaction, was not diin a pleading filed with the FCC
vulged. It was evident, however,
last Thursday by KQW in conKSFO proposed to resist, all
nection with KSFO's opposition to that
down the line, the effort of KQW
a recent grant of 50,000 watts
to procure a regular grant on 740
to the Brunton station on 740 kc. kc.
KSFO also is an applicant for this
facility with 50,000 watts.
Sale Commitment
The present KSFO affiliation
KQW is a sister station of KJBS,
with CBS expires Jan. 1. The netSan Francisco. It is understood
work has not exercised its option that as one of the conditions to the
to renew and has notified Wesley
I. Dumm, owner of KSFO, of the grant of the 50,000-watt construction permit to KQW, FCC Chaircontract with KQW. No details reman James Lawrence Fly exacted
garding the contract were announced, but it is understood that from the Brunton company the
commitment that KJBS would be
it does not encompass the project
for acquisition by CBS of a 38%
disposed of, in line with the ininterest in KQW.
ferred policy against multiple ownership where duplicating service is
Opposition Filed
involved.
It is reported that sevThe disclosure of the new affilieral transactions involving disposiation came in the filing of an option of the station are under conposition of KQW to the petition
of KSFO for reconsideration of sideration.
the FCC's action of Sept. 9, granting the KQW application for 50,000 watts, subject to approval of
a plan of independent financing.
When the Commission granted the
KQW application, it simultaneously set the KSFO application for
the same facilities for hearing
[Broadcasting, Sept. 15-29].
KSFO, through former Commissioner E. 0. Sykes, on Sept. 24
petitioned the Commission for reconsideration ofits grant to KQW,
contending that the Commission has
"unwittingly done a grave injustice" to KSFO. It asked that a consolidated hearing on the competitive applications be set in San
Francisco.
In the opposition filed last
Thursday, Elmer W. Pratt, attorney for KQW, asked that the
Commission dismiss and deny the
KSFO petition on the ground that
it was not a "party aggrieved or
adversely affected" bv the KQW
grant. It is expected the Commission shortly will consider the KSFO
motion and the KQW opposition.
The affiliation contract of KQW
with CBS, it is understood, covers
its operation on 740 kc. as a 5,000watt station. It is presumed, however, that provision is made for a
revised arrangement in the event
the station successfully prosecutes
its 50,000-watt construction permit. CBS, because of the competitive picture in San Francisco, long
has been desirous of p'-ocuring a
50,000-watt outlet.
KSFO, in its quest for 50,000
watts on 740 kc, proposed that
Page 16 • October

Two Morrell Series
JOHNMORRELL & Co., Ottumwa,
la. (Red Heart dog food), on Oct.
8 started six one-minute live announcements weekly for 11 weeks
on KLZ, Denver; and on Nov. 3,
five participations weekly on Mary
Margaret McBride, WEAF, New
York for 39 weeks. Company is renewing thrice-weekly participations on Nancy Craig Booth, WJZ,
New York; and the transcribed
thrice-weekly quarter-hour Shopping With the Missus on WBBM,
Chicago. Morrell for E-Z Cut ham
has placed the quarter-hour transcribed shopping program three
days a week, 52 weeks, on KDKA,
Pittsburgh; WABC, New York;
WCAU, Philadelphia. Henri, Hurst
& McDonald, Chicago, is agency.
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Band Plays On
DESPITE reported threats
by the American Federation
of Musicians against the
Royal Canadian Air Force
Band playing on Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., networks
[Broadcasting Oct. 6], the
RCAF band has started a biweekly series of Monday evening concerts on a CBC western network originating at
Winnipeg. Air Minister C. G.
Power recently was reported
as saying the band would
play "when and where" it
pleased. The new series is being aired as part of a recruiting campaign.

To

COPPER CONTAINER, hermetically sealed, was placed in the
cornerstone of the Milwaukee
Journal's new Radio City by
Walter J. Damrn (left), general
manager of radio for the company,
operating WTMJ and W55M. The
box holds transcriptions, including
recordings made during the ceremonies. An investment of a million
dollars is involved in the project.
Sorry, Mr. Damm!
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I would very much appreciate a
correction of your item concerning me as it relates to your statement "Some significance attached
to the fact that three members of
the 1938 NAB reorganization committee— Craney, Edward A. Allen,
WLVA, Lynchburg, and Walter J.
Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee — participated in the drafting of the
NIBWhile
reorganization
plan."open NIB
I attended this
meeting for the purpose of "simply
looking
to serve around",
nor did II was
servenotonasked
any
committee appointed at that meeting to draw up reorganization
plans
for the
I believe
my NIB.
name was mentioned
after there were several withdrawals in connection with the resolutions committee. As I explained to
Ed Allen, I did not feel that I
should serve on that committee, and
I did not so serve.
Walter J. Damm
General Manager of Radio
The Milwaukee Journal
Milwaukee, Oct. 1, 1941
Store Using 6
BLAUNER'S Inc., Philadelphia
(department store), has started a
radio campaign on six stations in
the Mid-Atlantic area for its women's apparel store. Started Sept. 30
and to continue for 52 weeks, a
quarter-hour program conducted
by Bettina Brown, called Morning
Music Box, and featuring fashion
hints and recorded music, is scheduled Tuesday, Thursday and Fridays at 9 a.m. at each of the six
stations. The program originates
in the studios of WIP, Philadelphia, and talks are transcribed by
Wm. Robinson Labs, for WFPG,
Atlantic City; WGAL, Lancaster,
Pa.; WEST, Easton, Pa.; WTNJ,
Trenton, N. J., and WILM, Wilmington, Del. Agency is Harry M,
Dittman, Philadelphia.
Join KDAL, Duluth
RECENT additions to the staff of
KDAL, Duluth, Minn., are Bob Owens,
salesman, formerly of KWNO, Winona ; John Otsby, from WDSM, Duluth-Superior
CharlesBeverly
Ross,Hills,
announcer from; KMPC,
Cal. ; Helen Green, bookkeeping; Bea
Lade, publicity and promotion from
WDSM.
BROADCASTING
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Wesley I. Dumm Proposes to
Build Powerful Outlet
ESTABLISHMENT of a new
100,000-watt international broadcast station in San Francisco, to
serve the Far East, Australia and
Central and South America, is proposed in an application filed with
the FCC last Wednesday by Wesley I. Dumm, owner of KSFO, San
Francisco.
With the inferred blessing of Col.
William J. Donovan, coordinator of
information for the President, the
application is expected to receive
expeditious handling. Col. Donovan's office, which is supervising
external communications and intelligence, has been deeply interested in broadening the scope of
international broadcast service.
Nathan David, former FCC attorney, is the radio liaison officer of
Col. Donovan's office.
Dellar Would Direct
Said to involve approximately
$150,000 in construction costs, the
new station proposes to use a
100,000-watt General Electric
transmitter, described as the highest powered international broadcast unit in this country or possibly
in the world.
The station would be built in
San Francisco and operated, from
the programming standpoint, in
conjuction with KSFO. Lincoln
Dellar, general manager of KSFO,
is slated to become the directing
head of the international transvision. mitter, under Mr. Dumm's superPrecise frequencies to be used
by the station were not disclosed,
though it was expected that wavelengths in several bands might be
designated to provide beamed service to various outlying areas. There
was some speculation as to whether
frequencies now used by other international broadcast stations
might not be assigned on a timesharing basis to the projected new
transmitter to accomplish this result. Moreover, the time differential might make this expedient, it
was pointed out.
KGEI, General Electric station
in Oakland, is the only other international broadcast unit on the
Pacific Coast supplying service to
the Far East.
Because of the desire of the Government to improve international
broadcast service, it was expected
that priorities and other possible
obstacles to prompt construction
would ment
be intercession.
overcome through GovernNBC

Gets Bowls

NBC has signed a five-year contract covering exclusive broadcasting rights to the annual Rose Bowl
football
playedandNewthisYear's
Day in games
Pasadena,
year
also will have exclusive coverage of
the Sugar Bowl game Jan. 1 in
New Orleans.
• Broadcast
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Americans

DECLARES

The Station Most People Listened to First! Joins the Network they Listen to Most!
To Spot Radio Advertisers, 50,000watt Westinghouse Station KDKA
has become a bigger buy than ever!
For more dials than ever, throughout
the booming Tri-State Area, will stay
tuned to KDKA by day and by night,
stimulated by the unmatched leadership of NBC RED programming.
And when we say "unmatched"
...we mean just that! For instance:
NBC

RED

had the highest average

Oldest

A

Station

DIVIDEND!

ing every month of 1940. And during
every month of 1941 so far! First in
top-ranking programs, too, NBC
RED boasts seven of the top ten network shows now on the air . . . more

Add that kind of programming

nearest NBC Spot Sales Ofhce will
bring it in a jiffy!

to

the power and prestige of KDKA —
which ALONE blankets the expanded
71-county Pittsburgh market of today— and you have a story typical
of the kind of leadership NBC offers
to spot and local radio advertisers in

daytime audiences . . . the highest
average nighttime audiences . . . dur-

freely and products sell fast!

• Broadcast

Key Sta-

tions yourself . . . then ask to hear
the ivhole story. A phone call to your

than twice as many as all the other
networks combined!

11 great American markets . . . the
Golden Zones where money flows

BROADCASTING

Check the Hst of NBC

Advertising

Tops for Spot and Local Radio Advertisers
. . NEW YORK
Westinghouse Sttrtioiis
WMAQ
WEAF .. . . NEW YORK
WJZ
.') WBZ
WBZA ....
. SPRINGFKID
. . . CHICAGO
BOSTON I(■
. . . CHICAGO
KYW ....
PHILADELPHIA
WENR
SAN FRANCISCO
KGO . SAN
KDKA .... PrrrSBURGH
FRANCISCO
KPO . , .
WOWO ... FT. WAYNE
; WRc - . . WASHINGTON
.
WASHINGTON
WMAl. .
GeRerol Elettrit Statioii
DENVER
KOA , , ....
WGY . . . SCHENECTADY
. . CLEVELAND
Represented by
.
NBC
SALES
Wash York
SPOT
• C/iicago& LOCAL
Son
Francisco
* Bosfon
New
ngfon • C/eve/on d • Denver • Ho//ywoocy
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A RADIO COKPOKATION Of AMCKICA SfRVICf
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Tillamook
SET A MAN and woman to
talking about good eating — buy
them 15 minutes on six radio stations every Friday morning for
$336 — insert a
few mentions
about a cheese
you'd like to sell
— nothing very
sensational about
it all, is there?
The Tillamook
County Creamery
Assn., started doing just this nine
Mr. Botsford
years ago.
They're still doing it.
Tillamook embarked on the
Pacific Coast NBC-Red network in
1933 with seasonal campaigns via
the participating program, Woonan's Magazine of the Air. Every
spring and fall the association
came back on WMA until 1936,
when it took that program's master
of ceremonies, Bennie Walker, and
its own cooking expert, Nancy
Parker, and built a quarter-hour
show around the two.
All the Year
Today there's nothing seasonal
about Bennie Walker's Tillamook
Kitchen. Every Friday morning 99:15 listeners to KPO KFI KMJ
KGW KOMO KHQ hear it as
regular as clockwork, month in,
month out, the year 'round as it
wings
to the studios
West from
Francisco
to NBC's
those San
six
Pacific-Hed stations.
Ungl amorous is the program in
an industry loaded with highpriced variety shows and solid fivea-week dramas. But colossal are
the results — colossal enough for the
most sensational show.
Tillamook County Creamery
Assn. is made up of 17 farmerowned cheese factories in Western
Oregon's lush Tillamook dairy region. Preston Williams is president. Carl Haberlach is manager
and has been since the group was
formed over 20 years ago. Each
year the association produces
nearly 10,000,000 pounds of cheese
and butter valued at 1% million
dollars and distributes them along
the Pacific Coast.
Tillamook members pay 4/10-ofa-cent per pound of cheese for advertising purposes. Their secretary, manager and the agency,
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
work out the plans. A part of that
budget goes into insertions in Sunset Magazine, a percentage goes
to recipe folders and direct mail.
The greater proportion ends up in
the Tillamook NBC-Pacific Red
network radio program.
Does the advertising work?
Listen to this! For every dollar
spent by the cooperative, $10.90
has been returned. A clear profit
of $9.90! For Tillamook Kitchen
not only increases demand for a
highly competitive product — actuPage 18 • October

Qets
Coast

$10.90

Creamery

Has

aRadio

for
Formula

That Works
on Low Budget
By DAVID
M. BOTSFORD
President and General Manager
Botsford, Constantine 8C Gardner
WHEN the trumpets blare and the expensive comedians tear
off gags and the guest stars perform for their fancy checks, the
men who made Tillamook just sit back and smile. For the peaks
in the audience surveys mean nothing for them. Instead, they
are riding along contentedly with a low-cost regional network
program that brings ^10.90 for every ^1 spent on advertising
— principally radio. This great creamery cooperative on the
Coast needs only a moderate budget to command a premium
price from the buying public. And Mr. Botsford tells why.
ally it even maintains a price advantage for members of the cooperative. From 1903 to 1918 with
no advertising, Tillamook prices
remained practically on a level
with those of Wisconsin cheese.
Since advertising, Tillamook has
enjoyed a price advantage over
Wisconsin every year. Since radio
advertising was inaugurated that
advantage has never fallen below
2c per pound. In 1940 the advantage was 3.33c or a total extra
return to the producers of $327,449.61 on the basis of cheese production that year. In its advertising history Tillamook has spent
$574,456, and brought back in price
gains alone $6,279,782.
Not Among Survey Elite
If "radio success" is synonymous with "high rating" in your
mind, this Tillamook experience
story will hardly fit. For Bennie
Walker's Tillamook Kitchen doesn't
attract a large radio audience. It
rates regularly around a humble 2
in the Hooper and Facts Consolidated surveys.
Advertiser and agency look at it
this way — the 130 most popular
evening network programs pay an
average of $3,685 a show for talent,
according to a study recently
made. Assigning a 10% pro rata
share to this for covering the
Pacific Coast gives a night average
program cost of $369. The average
evening Hooper network program
rating on the Pacific Coast NyBCRed network is around 10. This
means that the average Pacific
advertiser pays $37 a point for
audience.
Now take the Tillamook Kitchen.
Its rating is 2. Its talent cost
(lowest of any NBC program) is
virtually the same per point as
the big night shows. But Tillamook pays exactly one-half as
much as the night shows for time,
on the very same line-up of highpowered network stations. So
Tillamook's radio advertising is,
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therefore, just twice as efficient.
The big difi'erence between Tillamook's effectiveness and that of the
high-rated programs is the difference between extensive and intensive advertising.
the isKitchen's
ratingin
in Probably
rural areas
higher than
the cities where surveys are made.
But even assuming that the 2
rating applies to the whole of
Coast Red's 2% -million daytime
radio families, Tillamook speaks
weekly to 50,000 Western homes at
an over-all time and talent cost of
8 mills apiece. And these are loyal,
intensely interested, buying homes.
Tillamook keeps track of its
audience by frequent premium and
contest promotions. In both it
sensibly correlates awards with its
product, keeps expense at a minimum. Prizes are grills, covers to
keep cheese fresh, tablecloth sets,
cheese graters, cheeses. Premiums
are cheese recipes, cooking booklets, picnic-planning folders, binders to hold loose-leaf recipes,
stamps, kitchen decorations.
A sales slip or a piece of cheese
rind bearing the stamped trademark "Tillamook" must be enclosed in each letter, sometimes
accompanied by coin. The response,
overpowering in more ways than
one, makes the NBC mail room an
appetizing place during Tillamook
"deals".
Near the Top
Mail response per listener
reaches a terrifically high figure.
Thirty-two thousand recipe requests were received in one year
from radio time and magazine
space. A campaign offering a
metal cheese grater for a rind plus
25c exhausted the supply of 10,000
in a few months. Ordinary promotions pull in four figures monthly,
regularly put this exclusively
Pacific Coast show among the top
25 NBC programs nationally for
mail response.
Tillamook Kitchen doesn't fit any
BROADCASTING

Every
$1
of the pat formulas for successful
radio programs. What it does have
is perfect correlation between program content and commercial content. When the sales plug is inserted, itappears as a natural continuation of rotund, good-natured,
food-loving Bennie Walker's cheery
patter. As the Portland Oregonian
wrote in its radio column last May
16, "Bennie's appetizing recipes are
known famously from host to host;
you can practically smell his concoctions over the radio."
And of course Walker brings to
Kitchen the vast following he has
v/on through a dozen years as
m.c. on NBC-Red's Woman's Magazine of theHour
Air, KGO's
Homesteadof
Amateur
and hundreds
personal appearances up and down
the Coast.
What does all this prove for
others? We think several things:
1. Regional radio can be successful for advertisers vsdth a budget
of little more than $400 a week.
2. A program can be successful
without high-priced music, drama,
stars — or even quiz!
3. Daytime radio can be successful without the necessity of programs three or five times a week.
4. Radio offers a prime opportunity for small food cooperatives,
wherever located.
We have found our one 15-minute
program a week an effective and
economical basis for a campaign
covering the West Coast market.
New Chicago Newspaper
Shows Interest in Radio
CHICAGO'S new morning newspaper, financed by Marshall Field
III, will devote considerable space
to news of radio, it was stated by
Publisher Silliman Evans at a
press conference held last week at
which the appointments of Editor
Rex Smith and Managing Editor
George DeWitt, formerly managing editor
Washington TimesHerald
wereofannounced.
Mr. Smith, editor of Newsweek,
and who duction
hasof the
supervised
procurrent theweekly
quarter-hour.
the Headlines sponsoredAhead
by theof publication
on NBC-Blue, said he considered
radio one of the most important
news fields, and newspapers generally have not done as adequate a
job as the national news magazines
on the coverage of radio. The radio
editor will be announced shortly,
it was said.
In the meantime promotional
plans, which include radio, are going forward with the announcement of a $10,000 contest for the
selection of a name and the besv
reply to the question, "Why doe>
Chicago need another morningnewspaper?"
An intensive will
schedule of spot announcements
be
placed on Chicago stations througli
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago. It i:^
expected that the paper will be in
publication by the first of the yeai
• Broadcast
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"There is no station on the White King schedule
that is doing better than KLZ when it comes to
rendering co-operation." Multiply that voluntarystatement from the Raymond R. Morgan Company
by the number of KLZ accounts, and you'll have
some idea why KLZ's merchandising service is a
STANDOUT in the minds of advertisers throughout the country . . . why program productiveness
is higher on this station than in most places.

When Hugh M. Woods, president of the mercantile company bearing his name, signed a recent
KLZ renewal, it marked the 14th year of association
between the two companies . . . established Mr.
Woods as KLZ's oldest advertiser. Like many another Denver merchant, Mr. Woods credits radio
with a large share in his business success . . . uses
the city^s STANDOUT station exclusively.

With increasing use of spot copy, advertisers
"Sheer genius!" they're saying of "Junior Genius"
— a KLZ kid show that is piling up fan mail from
six states at a pace unusual even for this station.
Produced on Saturday mornings, "Junior Genius" is
a striking demonstration of two important points
for advertisers: 1. KLZ's programming and production experts know how to build STANDOUT shows;
2. There's no such thing as poor time on this station
... a 'round-the-clock audience stays with KLZ,
every day in the week.

Is your market the rich, populous, balanced
Rocky Mountain zone east of the Great Divide?
Do the buying regions of Colorado, northern New
Mexico, Wyoming and western Kansas and Nebraska, with their lush farms and teeming industrial and
mining centers, offer profit for your products? Then
reach them, economically, efficiently and completely,
through
Denver's
station ... the pioneer station
of the STANDOUT
West . . . KLZ.

OVER'S

STANDOUT
station
5,000 WATTS
FFILIATED In MANAGEMENT WiTH ThE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING COMPANY
ND WKY — Represented National-ly By The Katz Agency, Inc.

are viewing
approvingly
KLZ's. .array
of STANDOUT Fall and
Winter shows
. knowing
that a
larger-than-ever audience stays tuned to this station.
With station mail more than double last year to
date, advertisers are finding KLZ's audience bigger,
more responsive, than ever.

Federal

Warning

on

New

Simpson
Charges
Biddle Censorship

Tax

IndicatesWidespreadViolation
Price Quotation Attributing Increase Is Due to
Recent Levies and Liable to Heavy Penalty
EXTREME CAUTION must be absorb the tax". The only articles
exercised by stations and advertis- taxed on the retail price are furs,
ing agencies quoting prices on jewelry and cosmetics.
articles subject to the new Federal
Tax on Old Stock
manufacturers' excise taxes, as the
Another violation, considered to FIRST FM commercial contract in
result of a warning by Commissioner of Internal Revenue Guy T. date as inadvertent by the bureau, the Deep South is the claim made
W45BR, FM affiliate of WJBO,
Helvering.
is the practice of charging con- by
Mr. Helvering warns that any
sumers a tax on goods in the re- Baton Rouge, La. Watching T. J.
Daigre (right), local Coca Cola
tailers hands before Oct. 1. The
person stating in writing or orally
that any part of the sale price manufacturers excise taxes apply dealer, affix signature is H. Vernon Anderson, WJBO - W45BR
of such articles consists of a only to articles delivered to revice-president
and general mantailers
after
that
date
and
TreasGovby the Federal
tax imposed
ager. The beverage firm is sponsorernment and knowing that such
ury Department officials have told
ing all Tulane games on W45BR.
a statement is false or that the tax consumers they need not pay such
is not as great as the portion of taxes if they can determine that Club Chanticleer has signed to
the sale price attributed to the tax, the goods were on hand before that broadcast all high school games.
may be subject to a $1,000 fine or date.
to imprisonment for a year or both.
Oelwein List
Section 3325 of the existing Internal Revenue Act provides that
Many Violations
OELWEIN
CHEMICAL Co., Oelanyone who knowing his statement
Special agents of the Bureau
wein,
la.
(Occo
Mineral Comhave been instructed to be on the to be false "leads anyone to bepound), has started a 26-week camlieve that the price or part of the
lookout for such violations, which,
paign using a thrice-weekly schedprice of any article subject to a
it is understood, are fairly wideule of one-minute announcements
manufacturers excise tax is due to on WNAX
KWAT WDAY KGDE
misa
to
due
spread evidently
imposition of an internal
KATE KFAM KROC KYSM WLS
understanding ofthe law or inac- the
revenue tax shall be considered
curate interpretation. Mr. , HelverKMA WHO, and a quarter-hour
ing said a published statement that guilty of a misdemeanor and shall news broadcast on WMT, Cedar
be
subject
to
a
fine
of
$1,000
or
a
manufacturers are prohibited from
Rapids, la. Agency is Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.
quoting the tax separately, although
year imprisonment or both."
The
Act,
which
became
effective
they may add the tax as an element of cost and thereby raise
Oct. 1, provides "that whoever . . .
Rit Announces
makes any statement, virritten or
their prices, is incorrect. However,
he said, when the tax is passed
RIT PRODUCTS Corp., Chicago
oral, in advertisement or otherwise, intended or calculated to lead
on, the manufacturer may bill the
(tints and dyes) , has started a
amount of the tax as a separate
any person to believe that the price campaign of 15 one-minute tranitem or include such amount in of the article does not include the
scribed announcements weekly on
the sale price of the article.
tax imposed . . . shall on convic20 stations, continuing for the baltion thereof be punished by a
ance of the year. Agency is Earle
Leon Henderson, administrator.
Ludgin Inc., Chicago.
Office of Price Administration, has
fine of not more than $1,000."
asked manufacturers, wholesalers
and retailers dealing in articles
subject to the excise taxes to exert
Industry Is Expected to Get Off Easily
their utmost efforts to prevent
price increases to ultimate conIn Probe as Clark Praises Fair Policy
sumers exceeding the actual amount
PRESAGING a comparatively easy
enormous power with fairness and
of the additional taxes.
without discrimination. Whether,
Manufacturers excise taxes, that time for radio, as against motion
however, war propaganda has crept
pictures, when broadcasters are
is taxes which must be paid before
called
to
testify
on
the
alleged
use
into the radio programs to an unthe goods are sold to jobbers or
warranted degree is a question for
retailers, effective Oct. 1, apply to of radio for pro-war propaganda
such articles as electric, gas, and purposes. Chairman D. Worth
Since study."
the subcommittee hearings
of the Senate In- future
oil appliances, including flat irons, Clark (D-Ida.),
terstate
Commerce
subcommittee
started
Sept. 9, observers have
fans, stoves, mixers and vacuum
seen definite indications from
holding hearings on a Senate resocleaners; to a large list of rubber
members' comments that radio
lution proposing a full-committee
products, excluding footwear, and
would have little difficulty in meetto electric light bulbs. Such articles investigation of charges that radio
ing and refuting the propaganda
and the movies are being used to
as automobiles, tires, tubes, radios
charges [Broadcasting, Sept. 15,
and household refrigerators already arouse interventionist feelings, in 22].
carry excise taxes, but under the an Oct. 4 CBS broadcast from
new law the amount has increased
More Movie Witnesses
Washington declared that "by and
large the radio networks have been
double or nearly double.
With several more movie induseminently fair in granting time to
Seek Prosecution
try witnesses scheduled to appear
both sides on debatable public quesbefore this phase of the inquiry is
The Bureau of Internal Revenue
completed, it is thought hearings
will first seek prosecution of the
Handled With Fairness
tions."
merchant, who for example, inon the radio phase could not poscreases the price of an article 20%
"If they had not been, I would
sibly start before early November.
to cover a 10% tax, and then ad- not be speaking to you tonight,"
In
some
quarters it is even prevertises that the entire increase is Senator Clark commented. "If one
dicted that the radio phase will
of
our
interventionist
Senators
due to added taxation; and second,
any dealer who, by purchasing in gets 15 minutes to whoop it up for not be covered, since radio was
not the primary target of the prolarge quantities, undersells smaller
war, then anti-war Senators can
competitors and calls attention to usually get 15 minutes to reply.
ceeding and since committee members appear cognizant of its efforts
his accomplishment by telling the
"So to this extent, at least, the
radio industry has handled its to remain nonpartisan.
public, through advertising, "we
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Claims U. S. Ofl&cial Was Factor in Cancellation
CHARGING New Deal censorship
in prompting cancellation of &
Sept. 30 NBC broadcast by Attorney General George F. Barrett, of
Illinois, Rep. Simpson (R-Pa.) in
a prepared statement last Wednesday declared that the situation j
"appears to merit inquiry" by the
House Committee on Interstate &
Foreign Commerce. He charged
that U. S. Attorney General Biddle
had been instrumental in bringing
about cancellation of the broadcast, which
been several
arrangedweeks
and '
cleared
withhadNBC
in advance.
According to Rep. Simpson, Attorney General Barrett, scheduled
to address an Indianapolis meeting of the National Assn. of Attorneys General on Sept. 30, had
submitted his speech, termed "a
vigorous attack upon Communism
and Fascism and an appeal for a
restoration and revitalization of
American constitutional procedures
in
Washington,"
to NBC a week
before
the broadcast.
Censorship Charged
The speech was cancelled after
a conference between Attorney
General Biddle and Earl Warren,
of California, president of the association, Rep. Simpson declared.
Mr. Barrett, resigning from the
association, later delivered his address over an Indianapolis station,
he added.
"This is not an isolated case of
New Deal radio censorship," he
commented. "There have been
many other instances recently
which suggested growing radio
censorship by the Administration
— a most unwholesome and thoroughly un-American development.
I think it proper for our committee to inquire whether Attorney
General
cellation. Biddle influenced this can"Suppression of free speech must
not be tolerated in America. If ou:
great broadcasting systems havi
been so intimidated by the FCC
that a mere nod from the U. S
Attorney General can cancel a
broadcast arranged weeks in advance, then we have arrived at
Government censorship of the
radio as complete as that whicli
prevails in the dictator countries
of Europe."
Alkine Placing
ALKINE Co., New Brunswick
N. J. participations
(Flem-O-Lyn)on onRamona
Oct. 2',
starts
the Tune
Twisters, Monday <S
Wednesday and Friday 10:45-10:51
p. m.,
WOR,
New isYork.
Af
the
sameontime
company
planning
an intensive campaign of spot an
nouncements, participations anc
programs on 10 stations in three
markets, also to get under wa>
during the latter part of this
month. Redfield - Johnstone, Nev>
York, handles the account.
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Craney
Criticizes
Rebate to Network

FOLLOWING A MYTHICAL visit to the plant of
Swift & Co., Chicago, on the early morning Breakfast
Club sponsored thrice-weekly on NBC-Blue by the
company, Don McNeill (center), m. c. of the program,
buckled down to breakfast bacon with these executives of Swift (1 to r) : H. H. McKee, asst. general
ASCAP

Contract

Plan

superintendent; J. A. Revelle, general plant sales department manager; R. H. Gifford, branch house sales
department manager; L. 0. Alkire, table-ready
meats department manager; Mrs. B. B. McCain, home
economics director; and G. J. Stewart, vice-president.
On the table were bacon (Swift) and microphones.
Fair,

Says
IRNA-CBS
Committee
and that as experience shows that
Holding that the request of
some of the forms are unnecessary,
CBS for reimbursement by afor that they are calling for greater
filiates ofa portion of its exdetail than is necessary, they will
penditures for ASCAP music
consider the matter with an open
is "fair under the circummind.
stances", the CBS committee
of Independent Radio Network
Another point we should like to
Affiliates on Oct. 2 sent to all
make is that this music victory is
CBS outlets a letter urging
one of which the entire industry
should be proud. It never could
approval of the contract provisions.
have succeeded without the support
The letter is a sequel to that
of all elements in the industry —
networks, affiliates and independdispatched by the NBC coments. A united industry did the job.
mittee ofIRNA last month to
We went into this fight with the
NBC outlets. Members of the
CBS committee are John A.
understanding that no element of
the industry was going to try to
Kennedy, WCHS, Charleston;
take care of itself and stick the
Don S. Elias, WWNC, Ashecost on another element of the
ville and I. R. Lounsberry,
WGR-WKBW, Buffalo. The
industry. That is, that we weren't
letter follows in full text:
going to try to load all the costs
You have received from the net- on the network, and vice versa,
that they weren't going to load
work copies of the proposed ASCAP contracts and its letter of them off on the stations.
An analysis of the costs of music
analysis.
which was contained in the netYou also have received an
work letter shows how substantial
analysis prepared by the NAB.
have been the increased music
We believe that no purpose would
costs to the network and how subbe served by repeating the explastantial the savings to stations. We
nations given in these various communications and we have no wish
don't think that there is any use in
to add to the volume of material
repeating or amplifying the figures
with which you are already
which you will have to go through
in arriving at your decision on this familiar, but we do think that they
clearly demonstrate a good deal is
subject. However, there are certain
points of major importance, or now being offered. Likewise we feel
points which we feel have not they completely justify us in urgbeen sufficiently stressed, which
ing upon you your prompt agreement to help get ASCAP music
we would like to make in this letter.
back on the air on network proIn the first place, we do not
grams.
think that the ASCAP contracts
Columbia has given its assurare perfect, but we do believe that
ances that it will continue to give
they are the best that can be ob- adequate support to BMI over a
tained; and that they are more
long period. We quote Mr. Klaufair and equitable than most of us
ber's letter:
thought would be possible.
"Broadcast Music Inc. should be
strongly and adequately supportMusic Victory
ed by the entire industry in order
We believe that the reporting
that we may never again find ourprovisions required under the per
selves without an alternate comprogram contract are much more
petitive source of music. This comvoluminous than need be, but
pany is willing to bind itself to givASCAP has claimed that the ining such substantial support so
formation called for in these agreelong as the stations are willing to
ments is the minimum with which
they can get along. They take the
maintain
BMI."that this removes all
We believe
position, however, that they have
no more wish than the stations
doubt that BMI can and will survive if the broadcasters generally
to handle unnecessary paper work
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Ringside Seat
LISTENERS may envy the
MBS engineer handling the
ringside equipment for the
broadcasts of the 20th Century Sporting Club fights,
but they
shouldn't.
ers, an ardent
fight Lou
fan, Powwas
glad to get the job until he
found out his equipment was
located directly below the
ring platform. He can't see
a thing,
and what'sthemore
he's
had
to monitor
Spanish
descriptions shortwaved to
Latin America
understand
a word.and can't
want it to and most certainly we
think that it should.
In Close Touch
We would further like to point
out that as members of the IRNA
Negotiating Committee we have
been in close touch with the developments in the music copyright
situation ever since it began to
look as though a solution with
ASCAP were possible. We consulted and advised with Columbia
last July, before it made its
original offer to ASCAP, and we
have been advised and have sat in
on meetings, from thne to time,
ever since.
Wlien the terms of an agreement
were finally about settled, we attended a joint meeting with the
NAB Executive Committee and
gave our approval to the agreement. It is this agreement which
has since been reduced to final
contract form and which was
mailed to you last Saturday.
It is because of our familiarity
and participation in these negotiations from the beginning of the
present controversy that we even
presume to take the liberty of calltion. ing this situation to your attenWe are not attempting to give
you any advice upon which form of
local contract, if any, you should
take out for your local operations.
We do believe that the network'^
request for reimbursement is fair
under the circumstances, and take
this method of announcing that
individually in behalf of onr
stations and as members of the
IRNA Committee that we will sign
the agreement to reimburse Colletter. umbia on the basis suggested in its
BROADCASTING

Argues Chains Continue to
Cloud the Music Issue
Contending that the networks
^vish to "continue to cloud the
music issue," Ed Craney, operator of KGIR, Butte, and the
Z-Bar Network, and leading
proponent of a per-use method
of music payment, last Tuesday
telegraphed NBC that he could
not agree to "rebate any percentage of gross network receipts for music". His telegram follows:
Cannot agree to rebate any percentage of gross network receipts
for music. Your acceptance of
blanket license indicates your controversy with ASCAP has been one
of dollars and cents only. Your
statement that advertisers not using music would demand a reduction in rates shows you wish to continue to cloud music issue. Just
why should you force one advertiser to help pay the music cost of
another advertiser when you do
not follow the same procedure
either with special talent cost or
in forcing all advertisers to use
work?
the complete facilities of your netAn Open Market
You say it is impossible for you
to dictate to a client whether he
use BMI or ASCAP music. May
I ask why you should have the
power to do this any more than it
would be right for you to force
all advertisers to use the same
artists? It is time you face the
issue honestly. We can only have
a free and open market for music
if it is purchased on a use basis.
This is the only way to assure today's unknown composers an opportunity to be heard and paid
for their talents tomorrow.
You know as well as I that all
radio can exist and thrive on but a
single blanket license and that,
with ASCAP. Your blanket license
theory,
favorable a todollar-and-cents
you only, puts deal
all
music negotiations back where they
were in 1932 and the fight shall
continue. I wonder if this time,
though, the
user advertisers non-ASCAP
will not have something
to say. I started early this year to
give a reduction in rates to those
not using music or clearing music
at the source. This is the honest
way
to conduct
yourintent
business.'
complies
with the
of theIt
Government's consent decrees. Your
blanket license theory does not.
Du Mont-RCA Video Pact
CROSS-LICENSING of patent licenses between RCA and Allen B.
DuMont Labs., was announced last
Tuesday by Allen B. Du Mont,
president of fhe firm bearing his
name. Under the plan Du Mont is
licensed under standard RCA patent license agreements. Du Mont in
turn
grants RCAlicense
a non-exclusive
nontransferable
under Du
Mont patents.
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Storer
For

Letter

to Netivorks

Opposition

to

Editor's Note: George B.
Storer, president of the Fort
Industry Co., operating WSPD,
Toledo, (NBC-Red), WWVA,
Wheeling, (NBC-Blue);
WMMN, Fairmont (CBS);
WAGA, Atlanta (NBC-Blue);
WLOK, Lima, 0. (NBC-Red),
and WHIZ, Zanesville (NBC),
also is president of the Standard Tube Co., of Detroit, a
steel manufacturing company.
In the folloiving letter sent to
both NBC and CBS, he outlines his objections to the proposed ASCAP contracts for return of its music to the air.
Because of the intense interest in the whole subject.
Broadcasting publishes the
letter in full:
Your communication of Sept. 26,
together with the accompanying
alternate proposed forms of contracts with ASCAP have been read
and re-read by the writer.
At no time since the inception
of broadcasting, I suppose, would
cooperation between different elements within the industry be more
beneficial.
Therefore, it is with great reluctance that I must inform you
that my associates and I would
prefer not to accede to the terms
currently offered by ASCAP.
The basis for our reservation of
the acceptance of these proposed
contracts is simple.
Partial Use of Catalog
We only desire a license to use
music belonging to a licensor upon
a per use or per piece basis.
We can see no fundamental
reason why the partial use of
ASCAP's catalog should compel us
to pay a license fee on all of our
net revenue.
As an illustration — Some years
ago in the manufacture of welded
steel tubing, in which industry the
writer is also engaged, two different patented methods of tube
manufacture were developed. The
oxy-acetylene method and the electric resistance type.
We were licensed under both
patents. We paid a royalty on each,
foot of electric resistance welded
tube sold, and likewise a separate
license fee per foot of tubing produced by the oxy-acetylene method.
Now the electric weld method,
like ASCAP, was entitled to a
larger license fee than was the case
with the oxy-acetylene method.
However, as time passed we continued to use both processes and
the oxy-acetylene process improved
greatly, being prodded by the necessity of competing with the electric process. Consumers and manufacturers thus had available the:
alternate processes, resulting in
lower prices and costs and a
healthy competitive situation.
To continue the illustration and
analogy, how utterly stupid we
BROADCASTING

Gives

Basis

ASCAP
Contracts
would have been to have agreed to
pay a royalty on all of our production to the owners of the electric
process, irrespective of whether
our product was made by the
electric method or by some other
method. What possible chance
would have been afforded the owners of oxy-acetylene method to develop their process? Gradually we
would have found ourselves at the
mercy of the owners of the electric process.
Now I submit that the above illustration isexactly applicable to
the present ASCAP and BMI relationship to the broadcasting industry.
Why should we pay a license
fee on all of our net sales for the
partial use of ASCAP music?
The fact that we are willing to
accept a blanket license from BMI,
a creation of the broadcast industry, as a temporary expedient, does
not of itself imply that such action is sound. Rather to the contrary. It is just as unsound as the
proposed payment on total net
sales' volume to ASCAP.
Danger of Monopoly
We quite agree that it behooves
the broadcast industry to make
available to the listening public and
to the radio advertisers a complete
catalog of m,usic.
However, I feel that to agree to
pajr a license fee precentum on the
total volume of income for the partial use of any music catalog is a
complete fallacy.
In only a short time broadcast
stations in the interest of economy
will choose to pay such a blanket
fee to a single music licensor. This
action will result in a growing
monopoly which will have to be
fought all over again.
I do not agree with the statement that it is impractical for
ASCAP to supply a catalog. Whenever the writer has had something
for sale my customers have always
had the right to know exactly what
they are getting, and most of them
have been very careful to exercise
that right.
The statement has been made
that an analysis shows that a few
hundred ASCAP tunes are regularly used. A cross-indexed file
could be supplied covering these
Avith lesser known works available
on application.
A low cost blanket license fee
'Covering both BMI and ASCAP
tunes used in sustaining programs,
theme, and background music,
would, I feel, be acceptable.
A Sound Basis
However, we feel that a per
"piece, tract
cleared
at the
with ASCAP
or source
BMI is conthe
only sound basis for pajonent on
commercial programs.
The writer is sympathetic with
your desire to return ASCAP
music to the air speedily via your
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Earnings

GEORGE

B. STORER

network, and especially so since
one network has chosen to secure
a temporary advantage by accepting ASCAP's proposal.
We wish to reserve final decision
on this proposal until the attitude
of a substantial majority of the
network affiliates has become evident. Were it not for the fact that
we sincerely believe that in acceding to the network portion of
ASCAP's proposal a wedge will be
furnished which can be used to
breakdown the entire broadcast industry's independence, we would
accept
at
once without such reservation.
It is not the amount of the 2 % 7c
payment which impels us to write
as per the above, but rather the
hope that we may persuade you and
others that a blanket license accepted at this time in the interest
of expediency
fortunate later.will prove to be unDetroit, Mich.
Oct. 2, 1941
Stations in Miami

by

NBC

Revealed in Court
Profit From 1926 Until 1941
Shown to Be $30,041,173
TOTAL PROFIT earned by NBC
in the period from its organization
in 1926 until Dec. 31, 1940, was
$30,041,173. according to Manton
Davis, vice-president and general
counsel of RCA, who revealed the
figures Oct. 7 at a hearing before
Referee Abraham J. Halprin in
New York on the $1,000,000 offer
made by General Electric Co. and
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
for full settlement of all pending
suits by RCA stockholders.
Of this total, Mr. Davis stated,
$22,550,000 was turned over to
RCA in dividends, while an additional $2,050,000 was contributed
by NBC,
RCAactivities
subsidiary,
toward an
research
in the
radio field. At present, Mr. Davis
testified, NBC is capitalized at
$6,500,000.
Other Pleas Denied
Halprin was appointed referee
by the New York Supreme Court
to determine the fairness of the GE
and Westinghouse offer. Meanwhile, Justice Peter Schmuck of
the Supreme Court on Oct. 7
denied an application by six RCA
stockholders to set aside the hearings and refused them permission
to intervene in the other stockholder suit for $250,000,000 covering alleged illegal transfer of RCA
stock to GE and Westinghouse for
certain patent rights. Justice
Schmuck ordered six suits pending
in courts other than the N. Y. Supreme Court to be consolidated and
directed that all RCA stockholders
be stayed from prosecuting their
suits until Referee Halprin turns
in his report.

Area

On Duty During Storm
ALL THREE of the Miami area
stations — WKAT, WIOD and
WQM — were mobilized last Monday
in a public service gesture to warn
residents of the near-hurricane
storm that struck 13 miles south
of the Florida city. Although not
as fierce as expected, the storm allowed the stations to rehearse the
role that they would have played
in an emergency.
WKAT went on the air at 6 a. m.
Monday interviewing mayors of the
communities in the storm-struck
regions and when it was indicated
that Sarasota was in the path of
the storm, a special broadcast of
preparations in that city was carried. WIOD carried weather bureau bulletins and countless other
public service features. During the
night WIOD's mobile unit went to
the Red Cross disaster headquarters where a special program was
originated. WQAM served throughout the emergency describing
preparations for the storm and enlisting the aid of volunteers in the
area.
WJNO, West Palm Beach, went
on the air Sunday at 8 a.m. and
remained on until midnight Monday, carrying 1526 public service
announcements in 43 consecutive
broadcasts.
WTSP. St. Petersburg:, Fla.. has appointed .Joseph Hershey McGillvra its
national sales representative.

NEWS

LATE AT NIGHT

Survey Shows 4% of Families
In New York Listen
SUBSTANTIATION of the wellknown fact that new commentators and news programs are popular with all income classes, was
brought out for the first time with
conclusive evidence by the latest
of WOR's continuing surveys of
New York listening habits. This
analysis also found that of
typical Gotham families are available to listen to their radio during the 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. period. The
station researchers arrived at this
percentage
by personally interilies.
viewing members of 11,633 famThe WOR study showed that
while certain pre\'ious program
audience checks had been confined
to those homes having telephones,
the WOR study sampled the homes
of all income groups — with and
without phones — revealing that
certain programs which had been
rated low actually had a much
higher listener rating. Finally the
report showed that baseball broadcasts are favored among all kinds
of listeners in all groups of income.
INSTITUTE of Radio Engineers has
announced its winter convention will
be held in the Hotel Commodore, New
York. Jan. 12-14.
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Easing
Gradual

of

Elimination

of

Duplicate Holdings
May Be Tried
MODIFICATION by the FCC of
its pi'oposed rule to ban multiple
ownership of broadcast stations
where overlapping service is involved, was foreseen last week
following a full day of oral arguments Oct. 6, pursuant to Order
No. 84, proposing the dual ownership ban.
After hearing the views of representatives ofa dozen-and-a-half
units which presumably would be
affected by the proposed drastic
rule, the Commission took the
arguments under advisement. In
virtually all cases, the peculiar interests of the existing dual ownership licensees were cited, as a
showing of public service. In several instances the jurisdiction of
the FCC under the existing statute
was challenged and the impracticability of applying a rigid yardstick was demonstrated.
May Adopt Policy
On Future Grants
While no crystallization of FCC
view could be gleaned, it was
thought the logical move would be
for the Commission to revamp the
proposed rigid rule to ban, as a
matter of policy, future dual ownership operations in the same
areas.
In one official quarter it was
thought the Commission might decree that it will not license more
than one station in the same market except under extenuating circumstances and where it is shown
that the public interest, as the
paramount consideration, would be
served through such dual operation. Thus, exceptions to the rule
could be authorized where the
Commission felt the public interest
would be served.
The FCC, it is evident, already
has embarked upon such a policy.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, for example, has exacted commitments inseveral instances from
broadcasters seeking improved facilities, that they will dispose of
second stations as a condition precedent to the dominant station
grant. Similarly, applicants for
second stations in the same market
consistently have been advised
that their chances are less than
negligible.
How fast the Commission may
work on the revised rule has not
been indicated. Technically, there
are two requests before the Commission dealing with the issue.
Crosley Corp. [Broadcasting, Oct.
6] asked the FCC for a statement
of facts, principles or theory which
would justify its proposed regulation and the same point was presented briefly by William J. Dempsey, counsel for WLW and WSAI,
Cincinnati, in the arguments last
Monday.
Page 24
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Multiple
Ownership
Rule
Seen
stations he represented. He obLouis G. Caldwell, on behalf of to knock off multiple ownership
served also that he was uncertain
situations one by one through
KFI and KECA, Lo^ Angeles,
owned by Earle C. Anthony Inc., suasion, urging stations to sell, about just what ground was to be
covered in the proceeding, remarkespoused a legislative hearing on trade or move within a reasonable
the multiple ownership question, length of time.
ing that the "culprits", the multiple-station owners, never have
following procedure which he said Limit Is Placed on
had any objective indication from
had been adhered to in the past Time for Argument
the FCC about "what should or
on all policy matters on which any
With all six commissioners pre- should not be done in this case."
jurisdictional question appeared to
ent as the proceedings started,
be involved.
Pointing out that the FCC itself
Chairman Fly in his introductory
Conspicuously absent were a remarks announced that a 30- had indicated, before issuing Rule
84, that Congress would be asked
majority of the stations which
minute limit on oral arguments
might be affected by the rule as would be enforced. He pointed out for amendatory legislation covernow written. This, presumably,
ing the multiple ownership situathat three respondents had asked
tion, Judge Kendall declared that
was on the theory that the order for more time, but ruled they would
he could think of no other reason
itself specified a six-month effec- be required to stay within this
for the rule than prevention of
tive date and also on the premise
limitation.
monopoly. With this in mind, he
that the Commission, by statute,
The first appearance, by Judge
must accord full hearings before John C. Kendall, was on behalf of questioned the legal right of the
it can force such separations. There
Commission to define "monopolisOregonian Publishing Co., owning
appeared to be no question that KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore., and
ticlatepractice"
and to set out to reguthe matter.
the Commission's jurisdiction, in Louis Wasmer Inc., licensee of
one fashion or another, would be KHQ-KGA, Spokane. Judge KenQuotes White and Dill
challenged under any rule it may
dall declared he had failed to find, On Intent of Congress
propose to adopt in forcing the upon his own independent inquiry
multiple ownership ban.
Declaring that "two men are in
and study, any specific instance of a position
to indicate the CongresThe dominant view was that the complaint against the multiple
sional intent" behind the CommuniCommission majority would seek ownership or dual operation of the
cations Act, Judge Kendall cited
comments by Senator Wallace H.
White, Jr. (R-Me.) and former
Senator Clarence C. Dill, indentiIntent of Congress on Dual Oivnership
fied as the authors of the organic
radio acts, indicating the FCC
did not have the power it was
Is Explained in Letter by Ex-Senator Dill
seeking to assume. Senator White
mission. By none of those grants
EXCERPTED by Judge John C.
was quoted as saying during hearof power nor by any other grant
Kendall, counsel for KGA-KHQ,
ings this year on his resolution
Spokane, during oral arguments be- of power in the law, did Congress
calling for an FCC investigation,
fore the FCC last Monday on the intend the Communications Commission should have authority to that it was quite definitely indimultiple ownership question, the
there had been no intent, in
issue a general order with the ef- writingcatedthe
following letter from former SenAct, to give the FCC
fect of a statute forbidding dual
ator Clarence C. Dill, author of the
ownership
as
such.
authority
"to
write an antitrust
organic radio act, to Louis Wasact of its own nor to say what is
mer, owner of KGA and KHQ, was
"Not only was it the intent of
offered as an authoritative indiCongress to refuse to grant this or is not a monopolistic practice."
Judge Kendall also read excerpts
cation of Congressional intent be- power, but no language of the law
of a Sept. 22 letter from former
hind the Communications Act of can be fairly interpreted to permit
Senator Dill, now in private law
1934:
the issuance of such a general
"Dear Mr. Wasmer:
practice
in Spokane,
Louis Wasorder applicable to radio station
mer in which
Mr. Dill todeclared
that
owners without specific inquiry
"My attention has been called
"the order in effect is a new prointo
the
conditions
existing
in
each
to a proposed order by the FCC
vision of radio law", that Congress
under which no individual will be individual case of dual ownership,
had refused to include any such
as to its effect upon the 'public
allowed to operate more than one
provision in the Act, that by no
convenience, interest or necessity.'
radio broadcasting station to serve
grant of power in the law did Con"Nor can the order of the Comany given area.
gress give authority to the FCC
mission be justified on the ground
to issue any general order such as
"This order is in effect a new
that dual ownership constitutes a No. 84. Mr. Dill was quoted as.
provision of radio law. Congress
monopoly. Section 313 specifically
placed no such restriction upon
saying also that if he were still
states that monopolies must have
a member of Congress, he would
station ownership. As a co-author
been so declared after judicial
insist that both houses move to
of both the Radio Act of 1927 and
Again I recall that
prevent such FCC action, which is
the Communications Act of 1934, I proceedings.
those who framed the radio law
purely a legislative function. [See
recall distinctly that the Commitwere most careful to set out this text
of letter on this page.]
tee in charge of writing those
requirement of a judicial proceedlaws positively refused to incorpoing as a necessary method of de- Buffalo
Stations Term
rate any such provision, although
Rule Undesirable
termining whether or not a monoit was repeatedly proposed and
poly in radio service exists in any
discussed in Committee sessions.
Representing Buffalo Broadcastparticular area or in any particular
Power to Renew
ing Corp.,Counsel
licensee of
WGR-WKBW
kind of radio service.
Buffalo,
Frank
D. Scott
"Instead, Congress provided that
the Commission should have the
power to grant or renew or refuse
to grant or refuse to renew a station license upon consideration of
individual applications either with
or without hearings.
"In Section 303 Congress specifically set out a series of special
powers which it granted the Com-

13, 1941

"I hope you will urge these facts
upon the Commission most emphatically at the general hearing to
be held Oct. 6, 1941. If I were still
a member of the Senate, I would
insist that both Houses of Congress take immediate action to
prevent the Commission's exercising this power, which is nothing
less than the law making power."
BROADCASTING

declared the proposed rule was "unnecessary" and "undesirable"
to
secure the results
desired by the
FCC. Pointing out that Congress
had chosen not to limit the
licensing of stations, Mr. Scott observed that although the FCC could
wield great power through its
licensing authority. Congress had
defined operations aspects in a
manner "pointing out unmistak• Broadcast

Advertising

"This

is

Station

WJZ!

they are prouder words today . . . for behind them

20 Years ago this week, New York's
Oldest Station was born!

lies a record of 20 years of day-by-day service to

October 5 , 192 1! Harding in the White House...
Vaudeville booming . . . Prohibition a novelty, and
— the threshold of the Radio Age!
One-third of all present listeners in WJZ's
area were still unborn the night that the ether
over Manhattan first vibrated to the words: "This

advertisers and audiences, in the world's richest
market.
20 years is a mighty big slice of radio history
. . . almost all of it, in fact. We've seen radio receivers progress from crystal detectors to homerecording combinations. We've seen development
follow development in broadcasting itself, as year by
year we found new ways to do the old jobs better!

is Station WJZ!"

Today WJZ

looks forward to its next 20 years

They were proud words then — for any radio
transmitter represented a tremendous achievement

— toward still finer service in the "public interest,

...the surmounting of tremendous obstacles! And

convenience and necessity!"

KEY STATION
NATIONAL

OF NBC BLUE NETWORK

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

A Radio Corporation of America Service
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ably" that FCC actions terminating
operation of a station must be done
in the public interest, convenience
and necessity.
Observing that all the present
multiple ownership setups were
made possible by the FCC and its
predecessor agencies, after long
hearings and testimony in many
cases. Counsel Scott declared it
would be "unwise and undesirable
to say that your own and your
predecessors' previous actions were
fundamentally wrong".
Declaring that the multiple ownership ban would amount to "punishment for a general condition
your Government has permitted,
aided and abetted", Mr. Scott maintained that the FCC has been responsible for "the very thing you
propose to limit by rule". As custodians of this Government's integrity, the FCC's word must be as
good as your bond", he declared.
Westinghoiise Brief;
Chicago Viewpoint
Third appearance of the day was
made by Richard H. Wilmer, representing Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. (WOWO-WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind.) , who merely called attention to the brief that already
had been filed by Westinghouse.
Representing Johnson Kennedy
Radio Corp. (WIND, Gary, Ind.)
and WJJD Inc. (WJJD, Chicago),
Mabel Walker Willebrandt commented that although she may differ from other counsel in not holding flatly that the FCC was without

The boss said you
v/ouldn't read this
ad because it*s too
tight , - but when
you've got a B I G
story to tell in a
little space you've
got to <row33 Anyv/ay, \V(VNO is the
sellingest station
for miles around, it's the only station that serves
ALL of V/e stern
North Carolina, & that's a mighty
good market, i'ood
Sales, Auto Sales,
General Merchandise
Sales here are far
above the national
average.
Can't "
tell a complete
story here, but if
you'll write us we
will send some eyeopening data right
away.
Take a dare
and write now I
WWNC
/7^7Ai-. CBS /Iffiliate
ASHEVILLE,N.C.
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PRODUCTION PROBLEMS absorb the undivided attention of this
group of executives during rehearsal for the weekly CBS Arkansas
Traveler program sponsored by Campbell Soup Co. They are (1 to r)
Ashmead Scott, vv^riter of the show; Merrit Barnum, New York radio
executive of RuthraufF & Ryan, agency handling the account; William
Forbes, CBS Hollywood network sales service manager; Thomas Freebairn-Smith, agency producer of the show.
authority to issue Order 84, she
nevertheless maintained that the
Commission could not enforce its
proposed rule on an equitable basis.
Mrs. Willebrandt held that although
the FCC may have the literal
power to issue such an order, the
action contemplated under the rule
could not be enforced soundly under
equity, pointing out that the question involved was how far '"should"
and not how far "may", an agency
go in exercising its powers. She
declared that when this exercise of
power goes beyond the fair bounds
of equity, it becomes unlawful.
In addition to exceeding its
equitable powers, Mrs. Willebrandt
maintained, the FCC was placing a
wrongful burden of proof on
licensees. She added that she could
not find in any law, whether communications or antitrust statutes,
any provision that the burden of
proof be assumed by the person
charged. She held that the FCC
should decide each case on its merits, rather than on any broad, allinclusive rule, with all licensees
assured of a full hearing.
Speaking specifically of the
WJJD-WIND operation, she commented that the "community of
interest" in the stations has resulted only in better operation and
service to the public. She discountany becharge
"monopoly"
thated flatly
might
lodgedof against
the
stations, pointing out that they constitute only two of the 18 stations
in the Chicago area.
Called '^'^Short-Circuiting"
By George Sutton
During his appearance, for Reading Broadcasting Co. (WRAW)
and also Berks Broadcasting Co.
(WEEU), Reading, Pa., Delaware
Broadcasting Co. (WILM) and
WDELton, Del.,
Inc.'
(WDEL),
Wilmingalong
with Pittsburgh
Radio Supply House (WJAS) and
KQV Broadcasting Co. (KQV),
Pittsburgh, Counsel George 0. Sutton declared that the proposed rule

13, 1941

represented a "short-circuiting procedure" inconsistent with the Communications Act. Mr. Sutton declared that the FCC was not empowered to make rules inconsistent
with the terms of the Act, as he
held was the case with Order 84.
By its wording that no person
may directly or indirectly own more
than one station, Mr. Sutton held,
the proposed order in eff^ect says
that "no license is to be issued",
although such words do not actually appear in the order. In an exchange with Chaii'man Fly, he declared that if it is to be the policy
of the FCC that multiple ownership should not exist, it probably
would be proper to make a statement to that effect, although no
rule should be written which the
FCC must necessarily follow and
which would preclude any benefit
accruing to a station from a hearing on its particular case. If the
FCC policy against multiple ownership is clear-cut, then the Commission should go to Congress for
an amendment to the Act, he declared.
Chicago, W est Virginia
Groups Testify
Appearing on behalf of Gene
T. Dyer, part-owner of three Chicago stations — WGES, WAIT
and WSBC — Andrew G. Haley,
commenting on monopoly considerations, declared that one big station
in a big-city economic and cultural
center like Chicago has more of
a monopoly on public thought and
action than several small local or
regional stations. He pointed out
that the three stations he represented account for only 2.9% of
the power in the Chicago area, and
do only 4.471- of the business. He
maintained that each case in which
the multiple ownership question
arises should be examined on its
merits and determined on stanards of public interest, convenience and necessity.
Expressing uncertainty on the
BROADCASTING

application of the proposed rule to
his specific situation, Horace L.
Lohnes, counsel for West Virginia
Broadcasting
Corp. (WWVA,
Wheeling) and Monongahela Valley Broadcasting Co. (WMMN,
Fairmont, W. Va.), asked the
Commission what might be meant
by "substantial duplication" under
the rule.
Pointing out that although there
is no overlapping service between
WWVA and WMMN today, with
both operating at 5,000 watts, some
duplication
WWVA goes towill50,000result
watts. when
With
50 kw. operation, he estimated that
WWVA will have an audience of
about 1,600,000 listeners both day
and night. During daytime operation about 400,000 listeners would
get duplicated service, he indicated,
with overlap shrinking to only
85,000 at night. He emphasized the
importance of the FCC's definitely
indicating where the duplication
line must be drawn, holding that
the rule would be self-operative
and that hearing evidence would
be limited to whether there were
common ownership or duplication.
NBC Challenges
Commission's Power
Duke M. Patrick, NBC counsel,
pointed out that NBC owned and
operated three sets of stations in
New York (WEAF and WJZ),
Chicago (WMAQ and WENR),
and San Francisco (KPO-KGO),
while in Washington it owned WRC
and leased WMAL under a management contract, which would be
covered by the rule. Challenging
the FCC's jurisdiction, Mr. Patrick held that the Act granted no
authority to promulgate any regulation such as Order 84 and that
the proposed rule did not carry
out any provision of the Act.
He declared the rule cannot be
justified either as an aid to or an
adjunct of the FCC's licensing
power. Neither can it represent
any "administrative definition of
monopoly", he said, because the
FCC is given no such power to define and because it is a matter to
be adjudicated by the courts and
not by the Commission.
NBC asserts that, rather than
having an adverse effect, ownership of stations by the network
has
become
in NBC's
success anda big
has factor
resulted
in a
greatly developed public service,
he stated. Declaring that the proposed rule would act in derogation
of the continuing high quality of
public service in radio, Mr. Patrick held that parties should have
full opportunity to present all
pertinent facts in their case and
get a hearing from an open-minded
commission. He pointed out also
that NBC had assumed ownership
or operation of the stations only
after it had secured full consent
of the Radio Commission, and that
it had invested several million
dollars after obtaining approval,
Appearing
for Massachusetts
Broadcasting Corp. (WCOP) and
Broadcasting Service Organization
Inc. (Continued
(WROL), onboth
Page of
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CRAIG WOOD —
U. S. Open Golf Champion;
also winner 1941 Augusta Master's Open
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How

American

Family

Spends

Its Money

Analyzed in Neiv Governmental
Report
THE AMERICAN family and how
one-third of this lower figure, for
farm families, it should be noted,
it spends its income is analyzed
in a 209-page book, replete with represents the imputed value of
the use of the farm dwelling and
tables, published last Wednesday
of farm-furnished food, fuel and
by the National Resources Planice, leaving only $786 available for
ning
Report,
reporting
to
the
President.
all money expenditures for family
Taking expenditures of some
living during the year and for
60,000 selected families, the report gifts, taxes and savings.
The report was prepared by Dr.
covers the year 1935-36. It is described as the most comprehensive
Hildegrade Kneeland and a technical staff under the direction of
analysis yet made of family spendthe Industrial Committee of the
ing and saving at different income
levels. It includes a breakdown of National Resources Planning
expenditures into more than 90 Board. The estimates are based
items. Separate data are given for primarily on data from a nationwide study of consumer purchases
farm, rural non-farm and urban
conducted by the Bureau of Home
families along with comparative
Economics of the Department of
estimates for white and negro famAgriculture and the Bureau of
ilies, for five geographic regions
Labor Statistics, in cooperation
and for three sizes of family. Also
shown is the magnitude of expendiwith the Work Projects Administration. The results are expected
tures for durable, semi-durable
to prove of immediate value both
and non-durable goods.
Third in the series of reports to business groups and to Government agencies, in analyzing changes
on purchasing power and consumption requirements of the American
in civilian consumption and individual savings during the present
people, the book includes over 400
statistical tables together with ap- defense period, and in planning for
the post-defense years. It can be
pendices.
obtained for 50 cents from the
How They Spend
Superintendent of Documents,
Of the 48 billion dollar income
received by 29,400,300 families, the Washington, D. C.
report shows, nearly 86% was
spent for current family living;
about 3% was used for gifts and
KEEPING THEM FIT
contributions; 1%% for income,
Physical Culture Programs
poll and other taxes; the remaining
•
Are Heard on KFBI
10% was saved.
Taking the 41 billion dollars de- WITH interest in physical qualifivoted to current consumption
cations reaching an all-time high
needs, the report shows less than
due to selective service requirements, KFBI, Wichita, Kan., is
9% spent for automobiles, household equipment and other durable
capitalizing on a corresponding interest among people to correct
goods, with less than 10% for semidurable goods. Perishable goods ac- physical defects. Noticing the number of draftees being rejected,
counted for 47%, with food claimKFBI executives visited the county
ing the major share. The remainmedical association and further
ing 34% was about equally divided
between housing expenditures and learned that 32 % of the registrants
were being rejected for physical
all other consumer services.
deficiencies with 12% of those
Considering all families together,
passed being finally rejected by
the average income per family
induction board physicians.
came to $1,622. Food claimed 29%
Then in cooperation with Phil
of this amount, averaging $467
Cope,
physical director of the
for the year, or $2.27 per person
YMCA, KFBI started a nightly
series on physical culture to make
per week. Housing expenditures —
including the imputed value of the people more health conscious. Mr.
use of owned homes and of rented
Cope explains that while correct
farm houses — came to $248 for the exercising and advice will not correct all defects, it will help to build
year, and household operation and
up a person so that they will not
furnishings to $209.
be susceptible to future ailments.
Rural and Urban
KFBI executives hope that other
The average family clothing bill stations continue the campaign for
higher physical standards.
was $141, with women spending
$47 on the average, men $41, and
Boake Carter Returns
girls and boys of 2 to 15 years of
AFTER
a month's absence from
age $18 and $17 respectively. The
air, Boake Carter, MBS news
average amount spent for the pur- the
commentator, is returning Oct. 20
chase of new and used family with
a five times weekly program
cars was $54, and for automobile
at
4:45
p.m., to be sponsored Monoperation $60. Medical care took
day, Wednesday and Friday by
$64, recreation $41, barber services
Land O' Lakes Creameries, Minneand other personal care $28, and
apolis. Although the commercial
tobacco $26.
contract is for 20 Mutual stations,
all
other
MBS outlets may carry
Comparing rural and urban famCarter's newscasts on a sustaining
ilies, the report shows an average
basis. He also will be heard twiceincome of $1,215 for the farm
WOR, New York Mugroup, $1,409 for the rural non- weeklytual on
outlet, for Piel Bros. beer.
farm group and $1,855 for famAgency for the Creameries is
ilies living in cities. More than
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
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GEORGE KERN
SIX and seven-column figures are
the terms that Timebuyer George
Kern, head of the radio media department of Benton & Bowles, New
York, thinks about. Just a year
ago entGeorge
accepted
position with
B & his
B andpreshe
buys approximately
annually in radio time $4,000,000
for accounts
which include General Foods Corp.,
Procter & Gamble, Hudnut Sales
Corp., Hecker Products (shoe polish division),
Insurance
Co. and the Prudential
Raised in Chicago, George graduated from Northwestern U and
entered the advertising business
from the ground floor during the
post-war era. For seven years he
learned the fundamentals of the
trade at BBDO, eventually taking
over management of the production
and service departments. In 1931,
he accepted
new post with
Blackett
- Sample a- Hummert,
where
he
spent nine years devoting much of
his time to developing some of the
early
"soap account.
operas" on
the
Procterdaytime
& Gamble
Early
in 1940 he became director of the
media indepartment
at B-S-H
later
the year went
to B & and
B,
his present position.
Debonair George Kern lives in
bachelor ease in an apartment on
53d St. in New York. He keeps in
condition at the ping-pong table,
which holds a permanent place
among his household furnishings.
More Burma Shave
BURMA VITA Co., Minneapolis
(Burma Shave), is testing a 26week schedule in Detroit and Cincinnati. In the latter market company is using one-minute transcribed announcements twice-weekly on WCKY, and WKRC, thriceweekly on WCPO, five-weekly on
WSAI, which is also carrying twp
weeklyments. Inparticipating
announceDetroit,
announcements participating
were placed weekly
on WXYZ, twice weekly on CKLW
(Windsor, Ont.), one-minute transcribed announcements four-weekly on both
stations,
andis twiceweekly
on WWJ.
Agency
Hays
MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
• Broadcast
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PROGRAM
RIGHTS
UPHELD BY COLRT
SETTLEMENT of the injunction
suit brought against Muzak Corp.,
wired music company, by MBS and
Gillette Safety Razor Co. was effected Oct. 4 in Xew York Supreme Court with the signing by
Muzak of a consent decree giving
Mutual exclusive property rights
to its programs.
The plaintiffs brought suit after
learning that Muzak was feeding
the exclusive Mutual play-by-play
description of the World Series to
its subscribers, and sought a preliminary injunction, which was
issued. Justice Ernest E. L. Hammer then handed down the decision
that Muzak's action was a violation of the plaintiff's rights.
According to the consent decree
signed by Muzak, permission was
granted for it to carry the remaining World Series games provided
that streamers were posted in
Muzak outlets stating the games
were broadcast by Mutual and Gillette with special courtesy mention
at the beginning and end of the
broadcasts crediting the plaintiffs.
The stipulation established a precedent in giving a broadcasting company an exclusive property interest in its programs so that companies like Muzak cannot take programs off the air and feed them to
its subscribers without violating
the rights of the broadcasting system. Lawyer representing Mutual
was Emanuel Dannett of Leon
Lauterstein, New York law firm.
Central Illinois Group
Holds Program Session
OFFICL-VLS of five Central Illinois radio stations and representatives of 13 women's clubs met in
Peoria recently -with Mrs. Dorothy
Le'nis, vice-chairman of the National Radio Council for Children's
Programs, for a discussion of women's andmeeting,
children'stheprograms.
Prior
to the
radio officials
had met in the studios of WMBD
for a conference with Mrs. Lewis,
who is scheduled to make other appearances throughout the country.
So far she has visited Indianapolis,
Peoria, Rockford, 111., and Cedar
Rapids.
Attending the Rockford meeting
were: Mrs. L. R. McNeil. WDZ,
Tuscola; Edgar L. Bill. WMBD;
Brooks Watson, WMBD; Jake
Higgins, WDAN, Danville; Merrill Lindsav, WSOY, Decatur; Mrs.
Ruth Shaheen, WCAZ. Carthage;
Mrs. John Palmer. WCAZ; Jo
Wetzler. WMBD ; Clair Hull, WDZ.
League to Buy Time
RADIO, either as a network program or in transcription form, will
be included in the nationwide campaign starting Oct. 25 by the
Cooperative League of America in
an effort "to acquaint America
with the actual facts and advantages of consumer cooperatives and
to strengthen the movement by increasing membership, trade and
capital." Campaign plans will be
] discussed at a national membership
drive meeting attended by members
of Indianapolis,
regional cooperative's
23
in
after which Oct.
details
will be announced, according to
Wallace Campbell, assistant secretary of the league.
BROADCASTING

ihe

pUuj jfoY ike
WEST
TEXAS

PASO

SO. NEW

i4.u0un kdkt
1. It has always had most of the listeners most
of the time.
2. It has a larger, more experienced staff.
3. KTSM has been increasingly successful in
serving this market, its people, its merchants,
and its national suppliers for 12 YEARS.
4 It has the outstanding programs and the most
favorable day-in and day-out schedule.
5. It has the facilities of both NBC Red and Blue
Networks.
6. It has a FAIR Rate Policy and steadfastly
maintains its published rates for its own and
your protection.
7. KTSM is the "Showmanship" station.
8. It has 65°o of the non - network National
Business.
9. It has SS^o of the 23 hours of National
Sponsored time on El Paso stations.
10. It has 81 ?o of the programs and TS^o of the
time paid for by local advertisers.
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Here's a hand you can play "pat." Push
in all your blue chips because you can't
lose. KTSM's 1000 watts now enables
this influential station — already the favorite inthe El Paso zone — to expand its
service to many thousands of added listeners in a very materially enlarged territory. And since there's no increase in
rates, KTSM's an even better "bet" than
ever to win sales for your product in this
—one of America's ACE MARKETS.

KTSM
NBC Red and Blue Affiliate
£1 PasOf Texas
KARL 0. WYLER, Manager
GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
National Representatives
Page
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O PROMOTION on a
RADI
grand scale in a tie-up between the Thomas J. Lipton
Co., Hoboken, N. J., ColumBandbia Recording Corp. and ded
in
leader Horace Heidt succee
placing the Heidt recording of "I'm
le erTeapot" onin the Col
umbia
a Littsell
list with three weeks,
best
g
accordin to Patrick R. Dolan, CRC
advertising manager.
Lipton adopted the tune for special merchandising and promotion
offers, playing it on daily spot announcements on 90 CBS stations
and on Heidt's Treasure Chest program, sponsored on NBC-Red by
Lewis-Howe Medicine Co. The recording of the song also was sent
to 500 stations throughout the
country with special announcements and mention of the tie-up
between Lipton and Columbia.

More Vs
WSYR, Syracuse, distributed thousands of "V for Victory-WSYR"
buttons during the recent New
York State Fair,

Things

Tea Records — Cork Drama — Bank's Show
Bob's Tale — Novelty Mail
Contest for Kids
CONTESTS to uncover new talent
for the Quiz Kids program sponsored by Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind.,
on NBC-Blue are being promoted
through large department stores,
in coopertion with public schools,
in key cities throughout the country. Winner of each contest, chosen
from public auditions in the store,
appears on program, also receives
a $100 Defense Bond and a vacation trip with parent to New York
or Washington. All entrants receive Quiz Kid lapel buttons and
subscriptions to Quiz Kids Magazine, a monthly publication conof the Kids'
contests taining
and newsactivities,
boughtother
by
each store and distributed to its
juvenile customers.

that

Armstrong Series
TO STIMULATE interest and explain purpose of the weekly CBS
Armstrong Theatre of Today,
sponsored by Armstrong Cork Co.,
a Southern California employes'
rally was staged in the network's
Hollywood studios on Oct. 4. Besides hearing the initial broadcast
of the series, which emanates from
New York, employes were informed
by Kenneth Stephenson, regional
sales manager of the firm, of the
sales campaign to be conducted in
conjunction with the radio program. George Moskovics and Edwin Buckalew, CBS West Coast
sales promotion and sales service
managers, respectively, revealed
cooperating plans of their organization.

I
Coffee Songs
BROADCASTING
MUSIC INC.
is cooperating with the Pan-American Coffee Bureau which sponsors talks by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt on NBC-Blue in a contest designed to select a song emphasizing the part played by coffee in *
friendship
between
the Americas.
Promotion for
the contest,
to run k'
Nov.made
1 through
2, 1942, will
be
throughJan.announcements
on the program, and the prizewdnning song will be broadcast on
the show. Prizes include $100 for
first, silver coffee cups as second
and third, and 12 runner-up prizes
of jumbo china cups, each inscribed
with the name of the winner.
^
«
Sales Session
MORE THAN
400 employes
executives
of Title
Insuranceand&
Trust Co., Los Angeles, witnessed
the staging of the firm's sponsored
weekly quarter-hour Romance of
the Ranchos on KNX, Hollywood,
during a sales meeting Oct. 1 held
in the studios. In addition, St-uart
O'Melveny, president of the firm,
and George L. Moskovics, CBS Pacific Coast sales promotion mandio
outlinedof what
is
ager,campaign
explainedandpurpose
the rabeing done by the network to promote the program. Frank Graham,
program narrator, briefly outlined
ries.
his part in the
of the se* success
'.■ *

are

Book for Bob
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago (toothpaste), as promotion for the weekly NBC Bob Hope Show, has issued
aGot96-page
book under
title byof Hope,
They
Me Covered.
Written
the illustrated book tells progress
of the star on stage, screen and
radio. A total of 4,000,000 books
have been printed with Paramount
Pictures Inc., having bought 10,000
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copies to and
be distributed
among it exhibitors
the press, tying
in ,'
with the film, "Nothing But the
Truth", which stars Hope.
Ruler, Glass, Peas
A SERIES of unusual mailing
pieces was part of a campaign .
launched by KMO, Tacoma, Wash., j
when it increased its power to
5,000 watts. A celluloid ruler was
attached to one of the direct-mail
originations,
magnifying
glassin to
another, and athree
seed peas
a '
cellophane bag to a third. A prize
of $100 worth of announcements
was offered to the first peruser
who could find a minute sentence
hidden in a map accompanying the
magnifying glass.
To shoppers thruout the Middle West, State Street with
its great array oF department stores and specialty shops
is most truly "Chicago."
Likewise, WGN with its Chicago origin and heritage
most truly represents "Chicago" to the midwestern radio
audience.
Because of this kinship, WGN

Minnesota Data
ASSOCIATION of Twin City
Newspapers in cooperation with
KSTP, WCCO, WDGY, WLOL
and WTCN, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
have issued an eighth annual Minnesota Business Index in folder
form citing statistics on farm income, retail sales, employment and
other vital facts
* about
* * Minnesota.

can

most influentially deliver your advertising message to these people.
A
50,000)o wAns

Channel

I ^

720 KILOCYCLES

Station

MUTUAL

CASTERN sales OFFICE: 220 f. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Lot Angeles, Cal., Son Frandseo, Cat.
BROADCASTING

Color Scheme
ADVERTISING men of Baltimore
received a telegram and a red carnation reminding them that WBAL,
Baltimore, is now a basic member
of the Red network. Red carnations
were also distributed at the Advertising Club luncheon to over
300 guests with the compliments o ;
the station.
• Broadcast
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FOR THE CAUSE of national defense, WCOP, Boston, has donated
half of this big corner sign to
messages about defense bonds,
gasoline conservation, aluminum,
enlistment and similar topics.
Symphony Service
IN RESPONSE to requests from
listeners, a special program note
service is available this season for
the MBS broadcasts of the Philadelphia Orchestra Concerts to those
subscribing for membership in the
Philadelphia Orchestra Radio Club.
Annotated programs are mailed in
advance of each Friday afternoon
broadcast. The money accrued from
the subscription fee is used to distribute tickets to the concerts free
to servicemen.
Scare Copy
CKCW, Moncton, N. B., is scaring
its friends with a clever promotion
piece announcing its power increase from 100 to 250 watts.
IMailed in an envelope marked "personal" is a V-shaped gadget that
jflies up in your face when the letjter is opened. The jitter-bug epistle
isays "Jump? We did too, from 100
to 250 watts. The only thing that
hasn't jumped is our rate."

Chest of Hope
CKRN, Rouyn, Que., has started
a cooperative program The Hope
Chest in which a key to a hope
chest is given with every purchase
from a sponsoring merchant. To the
person holding the key which will
open the hope chest will be given
S'the cedar chest filled with $100 in
iimerchandise plus $50 in cash.
i« i ,
fl
BROCHURES
III i!
CKCH, Hull, Que. — Four-page twocolor folder titled The Prime Minister
depicting in words and pictures the
station's handling exclusively in the
Ottawa area of the Canadian premiere of the Warner Brothers picture of that title, and the coverage
of the station of the French-speaking
population of the Ottawa-Hull region.
NBC-Red — 12-page brochure, illustrated with pen-and-ink drawings, on
the success story of Vitalis' For Men
Only and Mr. District Attorney on
NBC-Red.
Pepper Young's 1,500th
SPONSORED by Procter & Gamble
Co., Cincinnati for White Naphtha
Soap, on 67 NBC-Red stations, Monday through Friday 11 :15-11 :30 a.m.,
Pepper Young's Family celebrated the
broadcast of its 1,500th program last
Friday. Compton Adv., New York, is
the current agency.
lilt BROADCASTING

Any pianist can create an incredible array of distinctive musical
styles with the Novachord. He can
produce brilliant "fill-in" music . . .
distinctive themes and signatures . . .
and complete musical programs with
this remarkable instrument.
With the Hammond Novachord your
pianist has at his fingertips a wide
variety of rich, colorful instrumental
effects . . . and, it's easy to play!
The Novachord, with its unique

profitable investment for radio stations both large and small.
Call your Hammond dealer for a

Piano
Violin
Flute

is in the classified telephone direc-

Trombone
Cello
Bassoon
English Horn

tory. Or, if you haven't received your
FREE recording of Collins Driggs
at the Novachord, write to: Hammond Instrument Company, 2989 N.
Western Ave., Chicago. There's a full
half hour of thrilling Novachord

adaptability to almost every musical
requirement,

wish.

practical and

keyboard can play the Novachord
with its brilliant array of instrumental effects, as of:

demonstration of the Novachord's
amazing possibilities . . . his name

music on its two sides — all in Public
Domain for you to use any time you

is a

Anyone familiar with the piano

Guitar
Harmonium
Harpsichord
Cornet
Brass
Ensemble
Sleigh Bells
Chimes
Trumpet

Celeste
Oboe
Saxophone
Bass Viol
French
Banjo Horn
Piccolo
Siring
Clavichord
Vibraphone
Music Box
Ensemble
Hawaiian
Guitar
and Clarinet

Many More

The NEW idea in music — by the
makers of the HAMMOND ORGAN
USED BY ALL MAJOR NETWORKS AND BY INDEPENDENT STATIONS EVERYWHERE,

Your fingers touch the piano-like
keyboard . . . and as you turn
the Tone Selectors you color your
music with effects of orchestral
instruments.
HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS • in New York: The Hammond BIdg.
SO West 57th Street . , . in Lo» Ana«J«»»J 332« Wilshlr. Boulevard
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PROGRAMS
WINDY
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blovr ome business
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us helping
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ofavi
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STUD
of programs based on the
pathological, which started
last Thursday 10-10:30 p.m. on
WMCA, New York. Written by
Marjorie Hayes Camp, staff writer,
series is titled Listen to a Strange
Tale, and while not shying away
from horror, will run the whole
gamut of the strange and unusual.

Looking at Ballet
BALLET as it looks to members of
the Corps de Ballet, the stars, the
composers and the critics, is the
subject of a series on WNYC, New
York. Titled, Ballet, Backstage
and Andieyice, series features integrated interviews dealing with
the four aspects of the ballet. The
programs are separately titled:
Ballet from the Chorus Line, Ballet Spotlight, Ballet From the
Orchestra Pit, and Ballet on the
Aisle.
Know Their Business
WITH the Raleigh Merchant's
Bureau as sponsor, WRAL, Raleigh, N. C, presents a weekly
quarter-hour titled "He Knows His
Business." Each week the bureau
sends a representative of a commercial service in its membership
to WRAL to be interviewed by Announcer Frank Mansuy.

JOHNNIE
FOUR

STAR

Labor in the Crisis
IMMEDIATE PROBLEMS conwage-earners
in the nationalfronting
crisis will
be discussed
by
leading men and women representing labor, government and academic opinion on Labor — Its Responsibilities & Possibilities to
start Oct. 16, 9:15-9:30 p.m. on
WEVD, New York. A feature of
the forum will be the participation
of a trade union audience in the
discussions.
FM View of Chicago
NEW SLANT on travelogues is a
program series originated by
W59C, Chicago, a sight-seeing tour
by radio titled See Chicago
broadcast five days a week. Program presents little-known facts
of Chicago's history.
What They Say discussions
at Mrs. A's on
ROUND-TABLE
current topics held at the home of
Mrs. Lionel Atwill, Washington
hostess, are heard direct from the
Capital on weekly forum programs
Dinner
at Mrs. Ativill's on WHN,
New York.
Listeners' Critique
WDNC, Durham, N. C, makes
public its letters of criticism by presenting aweekly quarter-hour. For
Better or for Worse, during which
the listeners' opinions of the programs are aired.

HIS HONOR, the Mayor of Portland, Ore., Earl Riley, is inducted
into the KEX Kitchen Kings. The
organization, formed by Marie
Hornbeck,tivitiesdirector
of woman's
acfor the Portland
station,
sends invitations to leading Oregon
citizens, asking if they like to cook,
and if so, to send in their favorite
recipes. For their trouble, they receive aprons such as you see the
Mayor wearing.
Abbott and Costello Signed
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
(coffee) , through J. Walter Thompson Co., that city, has signed Lou
Abbott & Bud Costello, comedy
team, to a new contract as features
of the bornweekly
NBC Chase
& SanShow. Contract
is for
four
years, with yearly renewal options
at a salary reporteu be 50% over
their former, salary, which was
$1,250 per br^^dcast.
NATIONAL UNION RADIO Corp..
Newark, has published the annual
edition of Radio Foto Log, edited by
Samuel Kaufman. The 28-page magazine contains logs for long and shortwave listening and television, along
with features and photographs. The
publication
is distributed by radio
dealers and servicemen.

O'HARA

FEATURE

^

Mass Audience Acceptance
the great St. Louis marlcet.

in

Continuous Sponsorship for
five years with three sponsors.

'iK' Listener
confidence proved
with unusual sales results.
A six day feature on the "First
in Sports" station.

ST.

LOUIS

KWK
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Caldtvell Urges Delay
In Enforcing Rule
Appearing for Earle C. Anthony
Inc., owning KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, Counsel Louis G. Caldwell
declared the FCC had gone too far
in a "very drastic broad principle"
in the proposed rule. Pointing out
that he had been unable to prepare any brief because none of
the facts wanted by the Commission had been made known to him
or any other counsel, Mr. Caldwell
declared that in failing to hold the
usual legislative hearing on the
multiple ownership proposition the
FCC had lost its opportunity to do
justice and develop a fair policy.
Mr. Caldwell declared that enforcement of the proposed rule
should be held up pending the determination that the FCC does in
SKY HIGH REPORT on the progfact
have
the
authority to promulress of the new 300-foot towers of
gate such a regulation. He obbroadwas
Minn.,
I KDAL, castDuluth,
served also that there appears no
recently by Ellis Harris,
need for any immediate, drastic
special events director (r), who
action before court action on the
scaled the rising structure to in- network
cases.
terview Roy Briley, superintendent
of construction of the Ace High
For
the
time being, he recomConstruction Co. KDAL, in
mended, the Commission might depreparation for its move to 610 kc.
velop its multiple ownership
with 1,000 watts, is building the
policy
along
three lines — (1) fortwo new towels, a completely new
bid ownership of two stations in
transmitter, auxilii^'y tower and
the same area to new applicants;
tuning
St. Louishouses
River.on th" banks of the
(2) refuse more than one station
to one applicant in a city having
no more than a given number of
Multiple
stations, with the number to be
{Continued from Page 26)
determined by the Commission;
(3) forbid extension of multiple
ton, International Broadcasting
ownership in cases where it reCorp. (KWKH) and Tri-State
Broadcasting System Inc. (KTBS),
sults in "undue concentration of '
power"
Shreveport, La., and Fisher's Blend
licenses. in the light of existing
Station Inc. (KOMO-KJR) , SeatFinal appearance of the day was
tle, Counsel Ben S. Fisher enumerated inequities resulting under made by William J. Dempsey, former FCC general counsel, reprethe rule, prominent among them
senting Crosley Corp. (WLWthe indication that no provision
WSAI, Cincinnati), who merely
is to be made for recovering
called attention to the Crosley
"pioneering losses" incurred by a brief previously filed.
licensee in developing a second
station.
He pointed to the case of KOMOMusical Shows Picked
KJR, declaring that disposal of
KJR under the new requirements
For
Sterling
on Blue
would amount to a forced sale that TWO NEW musical shows will
would not repay the licensee for debut on NBC-Blue on the spots
all the money spent and losses sus- purchased recently by Sterling
Products, Wheeling, W. Va., for
tained in developing the facility.
He held that the overlapping serv- its subsidiaries, R. L. Watkins Co.,
ice limitations should be definite- New York (Dr. Lyon's Tooth Powder) and Bayer Co. that city
ly defined in the rule, along with
(Bayer's aspirin) [Broadcasting,
extent of joint ownership, and that
Oct.start
6]. Oct.
The new
Dr. to
Lyon's
show,
some consideration should be given to
20 and
be known
cases where acquisition of a second
as Moyiday Merry-Go-Roiind, will
station was virtually required of feature Bea Wain, formerly soloist
an existing licensee in former days. on the Hit Parade, Phil Dewey, vocalist, Victor Arden and his orchesDeclaring that he was repretra and a chorus of 13 mixed
senting the "little fellow", Henry
B. Walker, of Evansville On the voices, on 63 NBC-Blue stations,
Monday, 10-10:30 p. m.
Air Inc. (WGVF and WEOA,
The show for Bayer on WednesEvansville, Ind.), held that even
10-10:30 p. m. on the same
if the FCC does have the right to numberday, of
stations, starts Oct. 22
enforce the proposed rule, it will and will be a half-hour of semibe abusing its power if it enforces
classical music and song with Conrad Thibault and Vivian della
Order 84. Asserting that sale of
the second Evansville station to Chiesa as vocalists. Title is American Melody Hour. Blackett-Samplean independent licensee would be
Hummert, New York, handles both
"an enormous loss to us", he mainaccounts.
tained that the present operation
of the two stations was in greater
WRXL, Richmond, on Oct. 1 .ioiiied
public interest than if they had MBS as the network's 183d affiliate.
Owned by the Richmond Radio Corp.,
been separately owned and oper- WRNL
operates on 910 kc, with
ated.
1,000 watts unlimited time.
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ASCAP

Peace?

ASCAP again hits high C as radio's No. 1
problem of dollars versus principle. Many
affiliated stations are up in arms over the rebate provisions in the proposed network contract with ASCAP to restore its music for the
first time since last Jan. 1. But a strong segment of important affiliates believes the deal is
a good one — far better than any hoped for
when the controversy erupted last year and
ASCAP put on the heat for doubled tribute.
There can be no doubt that the deal is far
more advantageous than any heretofore proferred. By the same token, however, the type
of contract offered by ASCAP, with the onerous
logging requirements and inhibitions, virtually
eliminates the "pay as you use" method — the
principle for which the industry has fought
for nearly a decade. Similarly, ASCAP's
lethargy in providing an adequate catalog of
its works mitigates against any practical application of a per use system.
At this stage, the outlook is anything but
tranquil. Affiliates, before they kick over the
traces, must ponder several fundamentals.
They must decide whether the proposed contract is nable, and provides an equitable
solution. Doi. '"-wise, we are told it saves affiliates 40% of their overall music costs, while
the networks must spend 60% more.
Under the Government consent decrees of
last March, ASCAP cannot go out of business
without serious repercussions for BMI, which
provided competition in music. There must
be at least two relatively strong competitive
pools to provide that competition. Yet that
certainly doesn't mean the industry perforce
should pay a percentage of its receipts on a
blanket basis to any music pool.
NBC and CBS are goading their affiliates
into quick approval of their blanket arrangement with ASCAP. Here and there, the rebate provision appears to have boomeranged.
Moreover, a number of affiliates are not entirely satisfied that BMI will be continued,
either by the individual stations or by the
networks, once ASCAP is back on a preponderantly blanket basis.
The suggestion has been made that the
affiliates, either as network groups or jointly,
should be called together by NBC and CBS to
explain their respective positions. This plan,
strongly advanced by George B. Storer, head
of the Fort Industry Co., has definite merit.
But there is one danger to be averted. The
industry cannot act in concert, under the Department of Justice consent decrees. With
Page 36
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proper safeguards it would appear proper for
affiliates to foregather to discuss the whole
matter, preparatory to negotiation of individual contracts.
The NAB will hold three important district
meetings during the next week — -in Grand
Rapids, Omaha and Tulsa, aside from that
in Louisville last week. There NAB President Neville Miller will be able to glean reaction of a substantial cross-section of stations
on the whole issue. If dissatisfaction and misapprehension predominates, then the networkaffiliate sessions would seem desirable. Only in
that way can any unanimity result.
Broadcasters should make no mistake about
one hard, cold fact. A BMI without competition would be even more vulnerable than a
monopolistic ASCAP. Litigation might ensue,
and the Department of Justice would not be
disposed to let the broadcasting industry own
and control its own raw material. A deal must
be made, but not necessarily that now profferred. It can be done without another overdose
of name-calling and rabbit-punching. Mr.
Storer's proposal, if found expedient, can
supply that safety valve.
Tom
Symons
RADIO MOURNS the loss of one of its outstanding personalities with the untimely passing of Thomas W. Symons Jr., who died suddenly Oct. 2 on his farm near Newberg, Ore.
He had pioneered broadcasting in the West,
having established KFPY, Spokane, in 1922,
later participating in the establishment of
KGIR, Butte. Even before that, he saw in
aviation a blossoming public service and took
part in the establishment of one of the first
commercial transport services after having
served in the last war as a flight commander.
Tom Symons was a credit to American radio.
A stalwart independent, he operated his stations, including his recently acquired KXL,
Portland, Ore., as institutions dedicated to the
public service. In his modest, unobtrusive way,
he got things done. His interests transcended
his own station operations; he spent much
of his time and energies over the years in
Washington toward the goal of a stable and
healthy industry.
His bereaved widow, his mother, his daughter and his son, now an aviation cadet in the
Canadian Air Force, will find solace in the
knowledge that Tom Symons was revered
and respected by his fellow broadcasters as
epitomizing the best in American radio.

and

Excises

ONCE again radio's perennial nightmare —
price quotations — is back to haunt the front
office. The Treasury Department, through the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, advises caution
in advertising prices upon goods affected by
the new manufacturers excise taxes. It is
pointed out that anyone who knowingly misrepresents the amount of such taxes insofar
as they affect prices is subject to fine or imprisonment, orboth.
While it is doubtful the Treasury would
prosecute a radio station which unwittingb
accepts copy violating this provision of th.
Internal Revenue Act, there's no doubt the
station would have some embarrassing moments and a little explaining to do. Already
instructions have been issued to tax investigators to be on the lookout for violations and
if it is shown that prices were misrepresented
or that false "we absorb the tax" advertising
was used, prosecution vnll be instituted.
To avoid this new pitfall it is evident tha'
an accurate interpretation of the Interna
Revenue regulations should be obtained be
fore copy quoting prices on the various article:
subject to the excise taxes is used on the aii

Anchors

Awry

THE NAVY, we have no doubt, knows it
business. But it certainly misses the mark o:;
what might be described as its industry relfL
tions. We have ranted in these columns hm
fore dollars
over theworth
Navy's
purchase
of about
a mij
lion
of space
in small
newspaper,
to promote enlistments, while radio contribut4|(
free spots for the same purpose.

Radio,
as a to
measure
of patriotism,
is moi | \
than
willing
contribute
its substance
military recruiting, bond drives and other d
fense essentials. But now the Navy, after ha;
It
ing expended these funds, gratuitously a|
nounces that the effectiveness of this pc^;
newspaper advertising is shovra by increases
Navy recruiting in three centers — Indianap;
lis, Des Moines and St. Louis.
We have no doubt that the newspaper schti
ules did contribute to the increased enlistmer
cited. But no mention is made of the fact tl:'
there were free spots, transcriptions and p
grams in those same areas at the same tir
Or that theatres and billboards cooperat n
Stations have been contributing an average'
10 announcements per week for Navy enli_
ments.
These smaller market newspapers have b>
using the paid campaigns with telling ef^.
in soliciting other business away from tV
radio competitors. They dun their prospaj
with the story that even though radio gfl
it away. Uncle Sam still buys newspaper Vj
age to get the job done. And unquestion^,
they use it as a selling device with agenj
on national business too.
■ *l
This new letter is not an isolated incic
It is difficult for us to fathom how an ag
of government can help one competitive
dium to wean business away from anoth
business which smaller stations must ha\
they are to continue to contribute free s
in the interest of national defense.
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GEORGE H. THOMAS, manager of
KVOL, Lafayette, La., and manager
of the Evangeline Hotel which houses
KVOL, was recently elected president
of the Louisiana Hotel Assn. at the
hotel convention.

Wq

l^ay

JQ.Q5pQCt5

O^Ut

EDWIN

KING COHAN

r^DWIN KING COHAN has
1-^ been a radioman most of
his own life and all of the
I
life of the industry. He
las been director of the CBS engieering department for 11 years,
nd has helped the network grow
rem a small chain of 20-odd stalions to the largest regular network in the world.
A native New Yorker, born Sept.
1900, Eddie Cohan broke into
^mgineering when he was eight
Hears old by rigging up a telegraph
m it with some other kids
circu
Sjr
{I hisste
neighborhood. He remembers
fs first scientific boner as the time
e thought "earthing" a wire
j,iLeant burying it in a flowerpot —
jt that happened before he was
^i'inAe. 14-year-old veteran in 1914,
'"j'i
5 ybhan ran one of the first dozen
,p'am
in New some
Yorkoldtime
City,
■MY, stations
and he thinks

I'tnateur
may heremember
iiose call operators
letters. When
was 17,
B took a summer vacation job as
ireless operator with the Panama
anal Commission and foreshadwed his career as CBS's globeirt 'otting representative by taking
iffo trips through the Canal to the
j item coast of South America.
As soon as he got back in New
iork the Navy asked the promis'! young engineer to go to work
>he Naval Radio Laboratories;
E remained there till after the end
\ World War I. His position with
He Navy involved testing and exa ining equipment and inspecting
_ tstallations on battleships and
J,|.erchant vessels entering or leav]jig the New York harbor.
In 1919 Cohan got back into
en<^ivilian pursuits and started seven
"^■^s of hard labor that carried
through every phase of the
0 business except broadcasting.
\^
' ng this co-designed
period, he and
D.
liurgesser
the L.first
gh-fidelity audio-amplifier kit ofifred for public sale.
',All that was necessary to as'smble the parts was a wrench and
frewdriver, combined in one tool,
• ROADCASTING
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and the invention was a sure-fire
commercial success. They sold it to
the Spartan Electric Co. and Burgesser and Cohan tossed a coin to
see which one would supervise the
manufacturing of the kit and which
would travel around the country
showing distributors how it worked.
Cohan travelled.
In 1926, with plenty of rich experience in designing and marketing behind him, Cohan took a position as engineer with WOR, Newark, which shortly afterward became key station of the 14-station
Columbia Network. In those days
CBS broadcast ten hours of programs aweek and Cohan was technical supervisor for all of them.
After constructing and equipping
studios for Judson Radio Program
Corp., Cohan rejoined Columbia in
1930 as the head of all engineering
operations. He has been with CBS
ever since.
Under Mr. Cohan, the CBS engineering department has supervised
all engineering for the Columbiaowned and operated stations, which
have constantly been sharpened
and spruced up to keep abreast of
technical developments. He has had
personal charge of the CBS mobile
engineering units which help affiliates construct transmitters and
studios.
Under Cohan's active supervision, 16 Columbia stations operate
with 50,000-watt transmitters. He
has been Columbia's flying representative at conferences in Warsaw, Paris, Bucharest, Cairo, and
most recently in Santiago, Chile.
An airplane enthusiast, Cohan gave
up counting his air mileage at 200,000 miles, and that was some time
ago. Another of his direct responsibilities isCBS short wave transmission, which is reaching a peak now
in the construction of two new 50,000-watt transmitters and intense,
hemisphere - minded activity in
South America.
Mr. Cohan's store of radio anecdotes is inexhaustible, but one that
tops them all is the story some of
his veteran associates tell of him.
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NOTES
BOB TROUT, CBS ace special events
aud news broadcaster, on Oct. 14 is
flying via Clipper to London to serve
as CBS European news chief wliile
Edward Murrow, now in that position
returns to the United States [BeoadCASTiNG, Sept. 221, for several
months of rest and lecturing, his
first trip home since February 1939.
WALTER LINK, sales manager of
WGAC, Augusta, Ga., is confined to
a hospital following an emergency
operation.
CLAY DANIEL, program director of
WDNC. Durham, N. C, before joining WS.JS, Winston-Salem last May.
has been named night manager of
WSJS.
ROBERT SMITH, salesman of
WOR, ceivedNew
York, watch
last Monday
an inscribed
at a WORresales meeting in recognition of his
qualification for membership in the
station's "Million Dollar Club." Three
other WOR salesmen have passed the
million-dollar sales mark, according
to Gene Thomas, WOR sales manager.
LOUIS T. RIGDON. formerly of
WSB,
WSAZ, Ga.
on ' Oct.
15 joinsWCHS
WTOC, and
Savannah,
CHARLES BEARDSLEY, formerly
of the sales staff of WMRN, Marion,
O., has joined a Columbus, O., advertsing agency.
HOWARD WALSH, formerly of
Messerow & Associates, Chicago advertising agency, has joined the sales
staff of WIND, Gary, Ind.
GLEN H. TIGER, for ten years a
member of the NBC sales staff in San
Francisco,
has joined KQW as account executive.
STANLEY BRACKEN has been
named turegeneral
manager
of manufacof Western
Electric
Co. Mr.
Bracken has been engineer of manuWALLACE W. LOCKWOOD has
been appointed advertising manager of
the Taylor Instrument Cos.. Rochester,
N. Y., succeeding Elmer E. Way, resigned. Mr. Lockwood was formerly
with the David Tynion Adv. Agency
of Syracuse.
C. ROY HUNT, general manager of
KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore., is at
Rochester, Minn., where he wiU spend
the next month to six weeks recuperating from an operation.
In the winter of 1932, Presidentelect Roosevelt was in Miami with
the late Mayor Anton Cermak of
Chicago. Roosevelt was speaking
over local CBS station WQAM, and
Cohan, whose car even at that time
was radio-equipped, was riding
around Miami on vacation but listening in. Suddenly the .broadcast
was interrupted by two sharp reports, which Cohan immediately
recognized as pistol shots even
though the announcer, to forestall
a panic, said they were merely
photo flash-light explosions. Cohan
raced to the scene of the broadcast
and found that Mayor Cermak had
been fatally wounded by a bullet
intended for the President. He
rapidly reversed the network circuits to Miami, and within 30 minutes put an eye-witness account of
the shooting on CBS — the first news
the public had of it. That was one
of radio's earliest news scoops, engineered by an engineer in a day

WILLIAM PARKER, formerly of the
CBS Detroit office, has been appointed
to the vacancy created by Tom Dawson's return to Minneapolis [Broadcasting, Oct. 6] and will manage the
Detroit branch of CBS Radio Sales
out of WBBM, Chicago.
JOHN SUTPHEN, of the commercial
department of WTRY, Troy, N. Y.,
on Oct.
married
Barbara Ann Ballard of 3New
Rochelle.
.1. M. REGOTTAZ, who has been
with RCA Mfg. Co. for 19 years in
various capacites, has been appointed
expoi't manager of the company to
direct tionandactivities
coordinate
export distribu-in
from headquarters
Camden.
Hough Names Enoch
ROBERT D. ENOCH, formerly of
WKY, Oklahoma City, has been
named general manager of KTOK,
Oklahoma City by Harold V.
Hough, KTOK president. He replaces Ted McCorkhill who is returning to Arthur H. Hagg & Associates, station representatives.
In his new job Mr. Enoch will
assume the post of managing director for the Oklahoma network
of seven stations.
Emil W. Kimmelberg
EMIL W. KIMMELBERG, 69,
first vice-president of Albert
Frank Guenther Law, New York,
died Oct. 6 of a heart attack at his
home in New York. In June 1938,
Mr. Kimmelberg completed 50
years in the advertising field, having joined the agency in 1888.
Surviving are his wife, a son, and
two daughters.
Watson Back at WMBD
BROOKS WATSON, who for the
last six months has been serving under Edward M. Kirby in the
Radio Branch of the Bureau of
Public Relations for the War Department, has return A^MBD,
Peoria, 111., as progr .i director, a
position that he held prior to his
appointment
to the
Mr. Watson had
beenRadio
with Branch.
WMBD
for five years, coming in 1937 from
a Peoria newspaper to assume an
announcing position.
when radio news was generally not
as now.
quickly-geared and independent
as
Another big day comes in the
life of Eddie Cohan, Oct. 18, when
it's expected onthat
WABC's Island
new
transmitter
Columbia
in Long Island Sound goes on the
air. The new transmitter is unique
inasmuch
island was point
nothingmore thanas athe tideswept
of
granite until CBS moved in and
built an ultra-modern transmitter
house and 410 foot tower.
Cohan won a commission as lieutenant in the Naval Reserve in
1934, and this year was awarded
the Marconi Medal of Achievement
in Radio. His hobby is yachting and
he
boasts that
has world.
has the It"largest"
30-footer
in the
is certainly one of the most perfectly
equipped from a radio standpoint,
and, logically, is named Electron.
He is married and has a daughter,
Jane, 10 years old. The Cohans live
in New York City.
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Mrs. Barber Honored
MRS. WALTER BARBER,
wife of "Red" Barber, ace
sportscaster of WOR, New
York, last week received a
fitted traveling case as a
token of appreciation from
his friends at WOR. An accompanying letter from Alfred J. McCosker, WOR president, stated that the gift
was sent to make up in part
for "the many hours Red has
spent on the air and away
from home," and as thanks
"for your cooperation and efforts which have spurred him
on to greater achievements."

ND

BEW

TOMMY SMITH, formerly program
director of WPEN, Philadelphia, now
stationed at Indiantown Gap, Pa.,
with the 103d Engineers, has been appointed editor-in-ehief of the Army
camp newspaper. He will be transferred to Harrisburg, Pa., to fulfill his
new duties.
AXEL GRUENBBRG, a former member of the NBC production staff in
Chicago, and Roy Lockwood, recently
with the British Press Service, have
joined the NBC production staff in
New York.
ROY COLLINS, page boy of WOR,
New York, as well as songwriter, tap
dancer and singer, last week won
first prize for his acting on the
amateur radio theatre program PeoWOR, ple's
New Playhouse,
York. heard weekly on
PAUL HADLEY, news editor and
special events announcer of WWNY,
Watertown, N. Y., leaves shortly to
join the Naval Reserve.
JIM ROSE, formerly of WNYC, New
York, and Bob Walters new to radio,
have joined the announcing stall of
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y.
ARTHUR VAN HORN, formerly announcer of KFRC, San Francisco, has
joined
the announcing staff of WOR,
New York.
JOHN T. VORPE. formerly production manager of WHK, Cleveland, and
previously publicity director of
WTAM, Cleveland, has joined MBS as
program service supervisor, concentrating on the Coca Cola Co. account
and new program ideas.

LORING KNECHT has left KFYR,
Bismarck, N. D., to join WCAL,
Northfield, Minn. He is replaced by
Bill Weaver, formerly of Aberdeen,
S. D.
TED GRACE, announcer of WJR,
Detroit, recently qualified as an ensign in the Naval Reserve, and expects to receive orders for active duty
by mid-October.
JOHN D. WHITMORE, formerly director of publicity of WJHP, Jacksonville, has been named program director
of WLOF, Orlando, Fla.
ROY HANSEN has been appointed
chief announcer of WLOF, Orlando,
Louise Grant, publicity director, and
Charles F. Dallas, chief auditor.
BILL McCORD, announcer of the
Boys Town and Easy Chair programs
of WLW, Cincinnati, has been called
to do civilian work in the emergency
personnel department of the Secretary
of War. He assumed his new duties
Oct. 6.

ALLEN WARD, formerly of WTSP,
St. Petersburg, Fla., has joined
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., as announcer
and commercial copywriter. Also new
to the WPAT announcing staff is Hal
Kosut, formerly of WWRL, New
York.
.JACK MARTIN, formerly announcer
on the Fashions in Music program
on WHN, New York, has rejoined
nouncer. Bristol, Tenn., as sports anWOPI,
RAY REEVE has been promoted to
program
director of WRAL, Raleigh,
N. C.
PHIL COHEN, radio director-producer recently head of the radio research program of the Library of
Congress on a Rockefeller Grant, has
joined WNYC, New York's Municipal station, as acting program director in charge of production.
PRIVATE THOMAS DeHUFF, formerly in the advertising and promotion department of NBC, has received
a specialist rating and is serving in
the Public Relations Office at Ft.
Monmouth, N. J. He recently completed a series of Army broadcasts
on WCAP, Asbury Park, N. J. Also
serving in the same Public Relations
Office and promoted to corporal Oct.
2 is Alfred M. Scott, former in the
NBC sound division.
MARJORIE HAYE CAMP, free-lance
radio writer and formerly on the
editorial staff of Time and Life
Magazines, has joined WMCA, New
York, as a continuity writer. Also
joined WMCA on the production staff
is Waring Gillespie, formerly of J.
W. Pepper Adv. Agency.
BILL HUCK, formerly of WGAC,
Augusta,
Air
Corps. Ga., is now in the Naval
WILLIAM S. BARKENTIN. formerly of the Oliver Sayler Publicity
Office, has joined WOR, New York,
as a continuity editor, succeeding
Robert Blake, who last Monday was
inducted into the Army.
PAUL STEWART, formerly of
KFBI, Wichita, Kan., has joined the
announcing
chinson, Kan.staff of KWBW, HutGENE MARTIN, news editor of
WFAA,
Dallas.Buchanan
Tex., on of
Oct.Denver.
3 married Gertrude
JIM DOYLE, Hollywood announcer,
has been assigned to the thrice-weekly
quarter-hour Neivs tG Views with John
I?. Hughes, which started Sept. 30
for five weeks under sponsorship of
Studebaker Sales Corp., on 32 Don
Lee stations.
HUBERT MOREHEAD, of Columbus. O., has joined the announcing
staff of WMRN, Marion, O.
TOM DYER, of the promotion department of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, is
the father of a baby girl born Sept. 23.
BYRON PALMER, of CBS Hollywood guest relations staff, has been
made an announcer. Clark George has
taken over his former duties.

/
IT'S THE MIKE on the flying
trapeze as WSIX, Nashville, does
an interview with members of the
Peaches Sky Revue at the Tennessee State Fair. Jack Wolever, program director of the station, sits
100 feet up for his interview vdth
one of the members of the act.
BOB SEAL, of KGO-KPO, San
Francisco, is now conducting the
weekly class in radio writing at the
U. of California extension division in
place of Arnold Marquis who recently
transferred to NBC Hollywood.
HAROLD MODLIN, announcer of
WIBC, Indianapolis,
is taking instructions inflying.
.TACK SULLIVAN, formerly of
WNBC, New Britain, Conn., has
joined WFCI, Pawtucket, R. I., as
editor and newscaster.
BILL ADAMS, formerly of WSAZ,
Huntington, W. Va., has joined
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va. Ronald
Dawson, formerly of WOL and
WJSV, Washington, has joined
WCHS as production manager and
continuity chief.
BILL MURPHY, continuity director
of KIT, Yakima, Wash., is the father
of a baby boy born Sept. 24. Dave
Lindberg, KIT traffic manager, on
Sept. 24 became the father of a girl.
VIC HURLEY, formerly continuity
director of KOMO-K.JR, Seattle, has
joined KHQ-KGA, Spokane, Wash.,
as program director. H. J. McAllister,
acting production manager of KHQKGA, has been named chief announcer.
GEORGE HALL, former editor of the
St. Louis County Ohserver, has joined
the news staff of KMOX, St. Louis,
replacing Don P. Owenby, who has
resigned to take a job in the Bast.
MRS. WILL R. ATKINSON, former
studio hostess at WLW-WSAI, and
former soprano
soloist
cinnati Symphony,
died with
Oct. the
2 at Cinher
home in Cincinnati at the age of 60.

ATTENTION
The Commercial Manager of a
New York City Station . . .
a young man with an acknowledged record of achievement
in Sales . . . considered one of
Radio's most prolific producers
by the top men in the Industry
... a salesman to whom the
commercial success of several

of New York's Independents
owe a substantial portion of
their national recognition —
seeks a similar berth in any
promising market elsewhere.
The deal? One based on results and production of business! All negotiations strictly
confidential.
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LUCIEN DAVIS, KMX, Hollywood,
assistant commercial editor, has been
appointed to CBS producer contract
on sponsored shows. He succeeds Ray
Erlenborn who recently took a leave
of absence to join the CBS Al Pearce
d His Gang show for Camels.
CHARLES GARLAND, KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal., sales promotion
and publicity director, has resigned to
devote fulltime to his twice-weekly
quarter-hour commentary, Hollywood
on Parade, sponsored by West Coast
Construction Co.
LEITH STEVENS, Hollywood musical director of the CBS Big Town
series, sponsored by Lever Bros.
(Rinso), has composed an original
score for the RKO picture "Syncopation", now in production.
ROSELLEN CALLAHAN, CBS New
York fashion editor, is currently in
Hollywood covering network programs originating from the West
Coast.
CLIEF ARQUETTE, Hollywood
actor featured on the weekly NBC
Point Sublime, sponsored by Union
Oil Co., has been made mayor of
Sherman Oaks, Cal.
DICK BEBTRANDIAS, writerproducer of KPO-KGO, San Francisco, is scheduled to leave soon for a
special training course with the Naval
Reserve, in which he recently was
commissioned an ensign.
DAVE VAILE, announcer, formerly
of KOA and before that with KYA,
has joined KFRC, San Francisco.
JOE GILLESPIE, announcer of
KPO-KGO, San Francisco resigned
Oct. 4. He reported for duty at Palo
Alto Airport to take advanced noncollege civilian pilot training in the
program of the Civil Aeronautics
Authority.
PARKER GAYMAN, announcer, formerly of KLS, Oakland. Cal. has
joined KPO-KGO, San Francisco.
ROBERT DUMM, son of Wesley I.
Dumm, principal owner of KSFO.
has been named program director. For
several years he has been in charge of
the special events department. He succeeds Clif Howell, who resigned to go
to the production staff of CBS in Hollywood. Ken Craig, formerly chief announcer, had been named KSFO production manager.
BOB MURPHY, news commentator
of KSTP, St. Paul, is the father of a
recently-born
baby boy, Martin
Michael.
BERTRAND HEFLIN has been
named publicity director of WFAAKGKO, Dallas, succeeding Norval
Schneringer who joined the Couchman
Agency, Dallas.
FRANK COOLEY. formerly of
KMOX, St. Louis, and KSLM, Salem,
Ore., has joined the announcing staff
of KIRO, Seattle, Wash.
BRIT GRINDLING, formerly of
WELL, Battle Creek, Mich., and Art
Madeley, formerly of WPAX, Thomasville, Ga., have joined the announcing staff of KPAC, Port Arthur, Tex.
BOB LANNING. of CBS Hollywood
mail department, has been promoted
to the public relations division. He replaces Ray Rosecrans who resigned to
join the sales staff of KDB, Santa
Barbara, Calif.

WSGM
BIRMINGHAM,

ALA.

EDDIE DOOLEY, sportswriter, is
again forecasting
the week's
football
games
Thursday evenings
at 11
p.m.
on MBS.
CARL S. HESTER, continuity editor
of WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids,
Mich., has been promoted to traffic
manager of the station, succeeding
David H. Harris who was transferred
to the Detroit offices of King-Trendle
Broadcasting Corp. Robert Gray, formerly of McCann-Erickson, Chicago,
becomes the WOOD-WASH continuity editor.
RAY D. WILLIAMS, formerly announcer of WHIP, Hammond, Ind.,
has joined WATW, Ashland, Wis.
GENE GERMING, formerly of
WDNC, Durham, N. C, has been appointed a sergeant in the 71st Quartermaster Corps, Camp Shelby, Miss.
ROBERT BLAKE, for the last year
continuity editor of WOR, New York,
left Oct. 3 to join the Army at Fort
Dix, N. J.

Strangers
ALTHOUGH they both originate a news commentary
on WRVA, Richmond, Va.,
several times a week W. E.
Debnam, newspaper editor,
and Joseph Reed, writer,
never met until a few days
ago when they both hapened to drop into Business
office.
Manager Barron Howard's
THEODORE TOLL, formerly editor
of Down Beat, has joined NBC Central Division production staff as a
director.
VERNICE SHIELS of Howard H.
Wilson Co., Chicago, was married to
Arch Greisen Oct. 10 in Chicago.

BROADCASTING

TOM HARMON, sports director of
WJR,
doing
a two-a-week
football Detroit,
story foris the
Detroit
Times in
addition to his radio work.

WHAMland
'^Keeps
'em
FlyingDefense has brought added prosperity to always prosLights burn through the night in the machine shops,
the factories and the hangars of WHAMland. From
perous WHAMland. Throughout the whole 43 countheir lathes and presses, furnaces and assembly lines
ty primary area where WHAM's clear channel 50,000
come a multitude of parts and completed planes for
watts brings the best in entertainment to some 900,Uncle
Sam's birdmen. The workers of WHAMland
000 radio homes there's a market more prosperous
are busy.
than ever. For approximately one-third the cost of
localized coverage of the same area, it can be yours,
with WHAM.
WHAM

Coverage Proves Kc.
Count More Then Kw
Heodley-Reed Co.
National Representatives

BOB McCREERY, announcer of
WFMD, Frederick, Md., has announced his engagement to Miss Dorothy Wilcox, of Washington.
JEAN PAUL
announcer, formerlyKING,
on manyveteran
New York
network commercials, is now in Tacoma. Wash., where he has an executivefirm.position
his father's
taking
He atkeeps
in touchunderwith
the microphone by presenting occasional sports programs on KVI and
newscasts on KTBI.
DON OTIS, KFAC, Los Angeles,
music department director, recently
became the father of a girl.
STAN WARWICK, formerly of
KHQ, Spokane,
has joined the anland, Ore.nouncing staff of KOIN-KALE, Port-

Rochester,
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National Reps.: George P. Hollingbery Co.
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BOB FORWARD, formerly KFRC.
San Francisco, announcer, has joined
KHJ, Hollywood.
PAUL HENNING, Hollywood writer of MeKee & Albright, on the NBC
Rudy Tallee Shoiv, sponsored by National Dairy Products Corp., (Sealtest), is the father of a girl born
Sept. 30.
RANDY BLAKE, formerly of
WHAS. Louisville, has joined KNX,
Hollywood, as annouucer-m.c, and is
conducting a six weekly, early morning program.
EDWARD PADULA, formerly NBC
New Tork television producer, has
joined Paramount Pictures, Hollywood, as a director.
STAN WARWICK, formerly of
KHQ, Spokane, has joined the announcing staff of KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore.

FRANK HEIBECK has been named
program director of WLOK, Lima, O.,
while Harley Lucas has been named
chief announcer. Additions to the announcing stafE include Henry Stambaugh and Robert Miller, while Catherne Goeke will handle women's programs.
MARTY
GLICKMAN, sportscaster
of WHN, New York, on Oct. 1 became the father of an 8% -pound baby
girl, Elizabeth.
MBS Signs Eaton
RICHARD EATON, newscaster who
has spent
20 years for
abroad
Russian correspondent
the asLondon
Daily Mail and the Paris Matin, a
writer and publisher in Paris, and
owner and managing editor of the
French Newspaper Union, has joined
the MBS staff of commentators. On
Oct. 13 he starts broadcasting Mondays through Thursdays. 3-3 :15 p.m.,
and 6-6 :15 p.m. on Fridays.

Versatile Bob
BOB INGHAM, of WTOL,
Toledo, has been voted the
most popular
nouncer in Ohio.baseball
But late an-in
September, when a local
clergyman failed to appear
for WTOL'S Morning Altar
feature, Bob sprung to the
breach and delivered a firstclass inspirational message.
His treatment of the Scriptures drew commendation
from the Rev. Harlan Frost,
executive secretary of the
Toledo Council of Churches.
A week later, with the Rev.
LaMarr Rice out of the city
for a convention. Rev. Frost
again prevailed upon the
sports commentator to handle
the program,
further claim to giving
a Billy him
Sunday
sort of life, mixing sports
and religion.
KMOX Teachers
SIX staff members of KMOX, St.
Louis, will teach in their spare time
in local schools during the coming
semester. Arthur Casey, director of
publication relations, will teach radio production at the Adult Study
Center of Washington U; J. Soulard Johnson, director of sales promotion, will conduct classes in advertising at Washington U; Ellen
Lee Brashear. director of education, is a consultant in radio writing at the Adult Study Center;
Larry Neville, head of the continuity department, and his assistant,
Richard Sharp, will teach radio
writing at Jefferson College; Gordon Sherman, engineer, will head
a class in radio principles at St.
Louis U.
True Rvins for Council
HAROLD TRUE, nev/scaster of
WXYZ, is one of 122 candidates
who have filed petitions to run for
the Detroit Common Council. Interest in the council race has been
heightened this year, accounting
for the heavy run of candidates,
due to the fact that four of the
nine members have been ousted
after indictment in a housing
graft scandal. True, who is 50 has
been with WXYZ for 11 years and
is widely known in the radio
listening audience of the Detroit
area. Born in Hornell, N. Y., he attended Cleveland Law School and
has been a Detroit resident since he
joined the station in 1930.

for complete information
contett our
Motional Representatives
or write
KFSD
San DiegOr California
National Rep. PAUL H. RAYMER
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Rosenberg a Candidate
JACK ROSENBERG, president of
Local 802 of the American Federation
of Musicians, will be a candidate for
New York's
in the
vember City
mayoralityCouncil
elections
on Nothe
American Labor Party ticket. Chairman of the theatre craft union committee backing Mr. Rosenberg is Bob
Miller, lishers
president
of the Music PubContact Committee.
HAVE

YOU

ES*

LADI

VIRGINIA DAVIS
AN AVID interest in news from
the
woman's standpoint
as well as
a realization
that news broadcasts
have become an integral part of
the ladies' listening habits, qualifies Virginia Davis for her new
post ofgrams ofdirector
of Louis.
women'sFor proKXOK, St.
the
past two years Miss Davis has
broadcast the KXOK Food Scout
program thrice-weekly. Now in her
new capacity she will also do a
news commentary, Monday through
Friday, in which she will interview
prominent and interesting names
in the news. Virginia is a graduate
of Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, N. Y., and the Missouri U
School of Journalism. Besides her
radio work Miss Davis writes a
daily Food Scout column for the
St. Louis Star-Times.
WROK Advisors
ORGANIZED by WROK, Rockford, 111., to give local groups a
voice in the station's programming
policies, 50 representatives of civic
and fraternal organizations have
volunteered to join the Rockford
Radio Council. The first conference meeting, held early in October, featured appearances by Dorothy Lewis, vice-chairman of the
Radio Council on Children's Programs, WROK Manager Walter M.
Koessler, Program Director John
J. Dixon, Promotion Manager W.
R. Traum and Florence L. Shugars,
in charge of public relations.
DOUG EVANS, KFI-KECA. Los Angeles, producer, has been signed by
Universal Pictures for a role in "Melody Lane,"'
currently
in production.
Evans
recently
completed
an acting
ductions.
assignment in a Dick Tracy serial
film, released through Republic ProTED COLLINS, manager and busipartnerhasof bought
Kate Smith,
radionesssinger,
the Longnoted
Island
Indians, one of the six teams in the
American Assn. Pro Football League.

OVERLOOKED
CENTRAL

1000 Watts
on
750 Kc

NEW

ENGLAND?
the

WHEB
PORTSMOUTH,
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Mr,

A

on

Symphonies

-BY MAURICE CONDONMr. K. W. Amplistat, gimlet-eyed cliche sleuth, having decliched the dance band announcer, and the sportscaster, now
tui'ns his attention to the heavy-voiced announcer of serious
music programs. Mr. Condon, of WGAR, Cleveland, presented
the dialogues between Mr. A and a dance band announcer in the
Aug. 11 issue and a sportscaster Aug. 25.
Q. And you, sir, are commentaQ.
A. Mozart?
The child prodigy.
tor for the serious music program?
A. Precisely.
Q.
Haven't
you overlooked
Q. At the commencement of a something?
A.
True.
It
is
my custom to
symphony, I assume you inform the
audience that the conductor is tak- speak of this genius as Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart.
ing his place before the orchestra?
A. The conductor does nothing
Q. You refer to Wagner's music
of the kind. He ascends the podium.
by saying. . .
Q. Is he a capable conductor?
A. I point to its heroic grandeur
A. An interpretative giant, I ... its mysticism . . .
assure you.
Q. Tchaikowsky is . . .
A. The gifted Russian classicist.
Q.
Does
he
enjoy
the
orchestra's
cooperation?
Q. If there is a guest artist, he
A. He plays on the orchestra as or she is what?
on a great organ.
A. One of the outstanding virQ. Is he responsible for unusual
tuosi of our times.
o.ffects ?
Q.
And should the artist play a
A. He moulds subtle harmonies
Stradivarius, it is ... .
, . . ever-changing nuances.
A. A mellow Strad.
Q. How do you identify the type
Q. If there is any doubt in your
of music which is presented?
mind as to the correct classification
A. It is music vsrhich has endured
of a selection, you name it . . .
through the ages.
A. Tone poem.
Q. If there is particular emlast
Q. Very good. And one that
phasis given to the violins, hoiv do
query.
After
the
applause
you reveal this fact?
the conductor, what
A. I point out that the entire greets
over the audience?
string section will play as one man.
A. Definitely, beyond all
Q. What kind of crescendoes will tion,
a hush.
be heard?
falls
A. Mighty crescendoes.
Q. What might a typical serious
Book Participation quesmusic program include?
A. In our delve into the classics,
BOOK HOUSE FOR CHILDREN,
we may include Papa Hadyn,
Chicago (book publishers), is sponfather of the string quartet, and
soring weekly participations on
one of the most prolific of comWhat's
Neiv, WTMJ, Milwaukee;
posers.
Style & Sho2mng, KDKA, PittsQ. If Beethoven is on the proburgh; Ruth Welles, KYW, Philagram, you will name him . . .?
delphia; Carol Cabot, WEEI, BosA. The immortal Beethoven.
ton ; Consumer's F o u n d a t,i o n
WLW,
Cincinanti;
Jessie Young,
Q. Haven't you forgotten something?
KMA,
Shenandoa*h,
la.; Barbara
A. Certainly not. I will make
Brent, WFAA, Dallas. One station
reference to his deafness.
in Chicago, and several in the MidQ. How about Schubert?
west and on the Pacific Coast will
A. Schubert is the immortal
be added, according to the agency,
melodist.
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.

The famous Chicago Blackhawk hockey games broadcast by WENR Thursday and Sunday nights for the
1941-42 season are now available for sponsorship.
7,500,000 paid admissions is the record of attendance at hockey games last season, and even that
represents only a small percentage of the people who
are interested in the sport.
The famous Chicago Blackhawk

hockey games

broadcast to millions over Station "WENR— the 50,000
watt Chicago key station of the NBC Blue Network
—is a hard-hitting, high-scoring sales weapon.
Here's your chance to score a winning point with
sports-loving people — through a vehicle they will appreciate. Their goodwill is bound to result in more
sales and greater profits for you.

THE

LARGEST

5000
OVER

MOST

Get the sponsorship of this popular series of broadcasts NOW and complete your plans for a BIG sales
campaign this fall. . . . Complete information will be
sent to you upon request by station

>NTiMM|

MARKET^

SUPERIOR 8300

WATTS
METROPOLITAN
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Annual

You'll

Get

A-1
PRIORITY
in the Washington Market with these programs
now available on
WRC
KENNETH BANGHART
An established News Program
days per week, 9:30 to 9:45
weekly by SweetHeart Soap —
day, at a cost of only S17 per
THE WRC

HOME

(with AP Service) now on five
a. m. Sponsored three days
avalioble Tuesday and Thursprogram, net, plus time.

FORUM

Mary
Mason'sfeaturing
programitems
has and
beenproducts
on the ofairspecial
longer interest
than anyto
other show
women. On Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 1:15 to 2:00
p. m. and Tuesday and Thursday, 1:30 to 2:00 p. m., the
WRC Home Forum has condensed participations available at
S15, and detailed participations for S30 — subject to regular
discounts.
RAY MICHAEL
For more than four years Ray Michael has done football,
baseball, golf matches, ice hockey and basketball games, as
well as general sports reviews on WRC. His enthusiastic
audience likes his delivery as well as his complete knowledge of all types of sports. Available for five minutes or ten
minutes 3 times, 5 times or 6 times per week at low program
cost, including talent and news.
THE WOMAN'S WORLD
After more than six years of experience in radio, Joan Harding
came to Washington and has been doing a news program
of interest to women and about women for over six months.
The program is unusual — it's new — -it's listenable — and men
as well as women hke it. In ten or fifteen-minute units your
cost for talent and program material will be small for either
three or five times weekly.
YOUR TIMEKEEPER
By far the highest rated program of any of the musical clocks
of any station in Washington, proven by repeated surveys.
Gordon Hittenmark has the morning audience. Announcements are available Monday through Saturday from 7 to 9
a. m. (on a rotated time basis) at only S12.50 per announcement, subject to discounts up to as high as 25°o. The best
mass appeal buy in Washington.

WGX, Chicago, has recorded an attendance of 70,331 at its studio shows
during the summer months, June
through September, and conducted an
additional 5,610 visitors on tours.
KPAC. Port Arthur, Tex., is credited
with saving ship owners from great
damage during the recent Texas hurricane, when the station stayed on
the air for 44 consecutive hours tracing the course of the storm for Gulf
Coast listeners and bringing latest
Government Weather Bureau information every fifteen minutes.
OVER 1,000,000 votes were east in
a popularity contest conducted for
children on KOY, Phoenix, recently.
All the votes were proof of purchase,
votes being accompanied by wrappers.
KOA, NBC Red outlet in Denver, and
KFBC, Cheyenne. Wyo., affiliate of
NBC, scored a beat by originating a
network broadcast from Devil's Tower.
Wyo.. where George Hopkins, former
RAT parachute instructor, had been
marooned. The flyer on Oct. 1 was
isolated on the top of the thousandfoot natural rock monolith and on
Oct. 4, the stations originated their
broadcast
from the wild region at the
basfe.
DUE to increased activity out of Chicago, MBS has expanded its Chicago
office, moving from the 12th to the
21st floor of Tribune Tower. New
telephone number is Whitehall 5060.
WPTZ, Philco television station in
Philadelphia on Oct, 8, televised the
entire performance of the HamidMorton Circus, sponsored by the
local Shriners, direct from the Philadelphia Arena.
FIRST MAJOR sustaining religious
series to be presented by MBS started
Oct. 12 as a weekly half-hour program titled Mutual's
Radio with
Chapel,
and produced
in cooperation
the
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish
faiths. Leading speakers of the three
denominations are featured on the
series, which originates in various
cities throughout the country.
CKLW, Windsor, Ont., gave its 50
employes a bonus during September
in lieu of a cost-of-living weekly pay
increase, as given recently by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to most
of its employes.
WOR, New Tork, last week announced
its decision not to appoint a new
manager for its Chicago office. John
Shelton and Bob Wood continue as
salesmen out of Chicago, reporting
directly to Rufus Maddux, WOR sales
director in New Tork.
SOCIAL WELFARE work in Chicago is the theme of The Story of
Constance Worth, quarter-hour sustaining dramatic serial started again
on WBBM. Chicago, on Oct. 11 after
a five-month absence.

Many more available . . . sure to suit your product,
pocketbook or preference. Ask us about them.

980 k. c.

WRC

5000 Watts

Red Network of National Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales Offices in
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Report

of CBC

Has $183,585 Surplus
A NET operating surplus of
$183,585 for the year ending March
31, 1941 was disclosed by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. in its
annual
to Rene
W'ar
Service report
Minister submitted
Thorson by
]\Iorin, chairman of the Board of
Governors, and made public Oct. 6
in Ottawa. Income amounted to
$4,092,794 against expenditures of
$3,909,209.
By far the largest item of income was the $3,140,259 received
in radio license fees, with commercial broadcasting accounting
for $895,066, and subsidiary hookups $44,647. Expenditures on programs totaled $1,721,755; station
network $725,969 ; engineering,
$746,154. The surplus of $183,585
remained after deductions for depreciation offixed assets and equipment.
WHIP,
Hammond,
Ind., new
now fuUtime
operating 22 hours
daily under
grant, has moved its general executive
offices in Chicago from the Kimball
Bldg. to larger quarters at 165 N.
Michigan Ave. New phone number is
Randolph 3727. Station will continue
to broadcast from Hammond and wUl
also carry programs originating in two
studios at the new Chicago location.
Mark Love, soloist with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra and the Chicago
Opera
Company, has been made artistic director.
TO GIVE listeners of WELI, New
Haven, and members of the New
Haven Ad Club a first-hand account
of life in warring England, the station has arranged for Homer Jenks,
United Press correspondent recently
returned from London, to speak Oct.
13 on a half-hour broadcast, followed
by an informal question and answer
session.
WCED, DuBois, Pa., is enjoying a
heavy schedule of remotes with a
technician assigned to fuUtime handling of such programs. On a recent
Saturday, WCED carried two footgames,a two
streetrecital,
quizzes,a adance
kiddieballhour,
musical
remote and a Saturday night hillbilly
jamboree.
W59C, FM adjunct of WGN, Chicago,
has published its initial rate card.
Between 6 :30 and 10 :30 p.m. rate is
§75
one-hour, periods
S55 fornothalf-hour,
with for
quarter-hour
quoted :
before 6 :30 p.m. and after 10 :30 p.m..
one-hour is S37.50. half-hour $27. .50.
quarter-hour $20. Discounts are 5-10
15% for
weeks, with
tional13-26-52
frequency discounts
sealedaddiui
to 35% dependent on number of broad
casts per week. Station break an
nouncements range from $1.50 to $5
and hourly five-minute newscasts ari
quoted
at package
sealed down
ward from
$119 forrates
13 weeks.
KHQ-KGA. Spokane, Wash., ha
acquired additional space in its Radi
Central Bldg., headquarters coverin
more than l.SOO square feet of floo
space. KHQ-KGA now occupy th
entire top floor of the building an
practically all of the fifth floor.
WDLP, Panama City, Fla., claim.
one of the longest remotes in Nortn
west Florida radio history. The sta
tiou carried a description of the Baj
Pensacola High Schools football gam
from Pensacola Oct. 3. Panama Cit
is 104 miles from Pensacola.
WLAC, Nashville, Tenn., is presen
ing a weekly series of talks froii
Washington by Rep. Wirt Courtnd
(D-Tenn.). They are heard Sundsfi
morning at 9 a.m.
■
CFCT. Victoria, B. C, has chang<
its call letters effective Oct. 1
CJVI. The station is now operat'
by the Island Broadcasting Co., ai
is affiliated with the Victoria Dai
Colonist.
• Broadcast

Advertisir

LIEUT. EDWIN P. CURTIN. formerly director of radio publicity at
BBDO. Xew York, has been promoted
to captain in the Army reserves at
Camp Wheeler. Ga., where he is actofficer.ing as the post's public relations
JAY BURNS Inc.. has been formed
by Jay E. Burns. Chicago banking,
business research and management
official. The firm will conduct a general advertising agency business and
is located at 75 East Wacker Drive.
Associated in the new agency are
Sam T. Pierce formerly with NBC.
who will be radio director, and J. H.
Latchford, formerly in outdoor advertising.
JOHN TAYLOR, script supervisor of
Pedlar & Ryan, New York, will deliver a series of teu lectures on program requirements and the technique
of writing and selling programs before the Garden City Community
Club, starting Oct. 15 through February 1942.
POTTER & BLACK ADV. AGENCY,
Hollywood, has moved to larger offices
at 64S N. Fuller, that city. Telephone
is Wyoming 1121.
BEN ALCOCK. formerly in the copy
department of Sherman K. Ellis &
Co.. New York, has joined the copv
staff of Warwick & Legler. New York.
Dean Avery, formerly with the art
department of J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, and Anna Russell,
formerly with Compton Adv.. that
city, have joined the art department
while B. L. Moyer. formerly in the
media department of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, has joined Warwick
& Legler in a similar capacity.
DON LOGAN, well known in the
Western radio advertising field has
joined the San Francisco staff of Erwin. Wasey & Co. where he will specialize in radio production. He recently
was continuity chief of KROW, Oakland.
JESSIE STEARNS, formerly secretary to .John Livingston. Pacific
Coast manager of International Radio
Sales, has joined the publicity and
advertising firm of Lee & Losh, San
Francisco.
CARROLL NYE. assistant publicity
director of Young & Rubicam, Hollywood, has a role in the current MGM
film, "Blossoms in the Dust".
DON STAUFFER, New York vicepresident of A & S Lyons Inc.. talent
agency, was in Hollywood for the
initial fall broadcast on Oct. 3 of the
CBS AI Pearce cC- His Gang program,
sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., (Camel).
LOUIS GRIMM, formerly with RKO
Radio Pictures, New York, has joined
Cesana & Associates, Hollywood, as
account executive.
RICHARD COLE, formerly vicepresident of Allen & Reynolds Inc..
has established his own agency with
offices in the Insurance Bldg., Omaha,

50,000
ON HAND TO GIVE Liim & Abner a sendoff in the new series sponsored
on NBC-Blue by Miles Labs., Elkhart (Alka-Seltzer), were the sponsor,
agency, and NBC executives. The occasion was a party after the premier
broadcast, Sept. 29, given at the M&M Club, Chicago, by Wade Adv.
Agency, which directs the account. Seated (1 to r) are: Harry C. Kopf
(extreme left), newly-appointed vice-president of NBC central division,
Norris Goff (Abner) ; 0. B. Capelle, sales promotion manager, and
Charles Miles Jr., of Miles Labs.; E. R. Boroff, NBC central division
Blue network sales manager. Standing (1 to r) : Jules Herbuveaux, NBC
central division program manager; Jeff Wade of the agency; Robert
McGee, NBC-Blue salesman on the account; and Chester Lauck (Lum).
52 Chicago
ker's Co.,
QUAKER QuaOATS
(Sparkies), has placed transcribed
quarter-hour Orphan Annie, broadcast five weekdays for 13 weeks, on
52 stations. RuthraulT & Ryan,
Chicago, is agency.

MacLaren Expands
MacLAREN ADV. AGENCY, Toronto,inghasandinstalled
a complete
auditionmoving jiicture
studio
in its
expanded radio department in the
Sterling Towers. 372 Bay St. As far
as known, this is the first Canadian
agency to build such studios within
its own offices, with full Presto and
Baldwin equipment for auditioning
recorded programs and talent. The
agency's radio department is headed
by Maurice Rosenfeld.
Neb. Mr. Cole will operate a directby-mail agency and counselor service.
LEWIS CONARROE, formerly of
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., New York,
and previously of N. W. Ayer & Son,
New York, has joined the copy department of Lord & Thomas, New York.
JOHN E. PEARSON has been named
exclusive national representative of
the following Missouri stations :
KFVS, Cape Girardeau; KDRO,
Sedalia ; KHMO, Hannibal.

NEW

WATTS
YORK

CBS

.

Leaders in Advertising
Slated at Tulsa Session
AMONG the score of national advertising figures to appear befoi-e
the 10th District Advertising Federation of America convention in
Tulsa, Okla., Oct. 16-18 are NAB
President Neville Miller; Frederic
Gamble, AAAA managing director; John W. Barndollar, ANPA,
and Frank Pellegrin, of the NAB
department of broadcast advertising. Tying in with convention activity, the District 12 NAB meet17-18.ing has been scheduled for Oct.
Sponsored by the Tulsa Advertising Federation, headed by Willard D. Egolf, commercial manager of KVOO, Tulsa, the convention is to feature, in addition to
addresses and discussions by visiting notables, and a western party
Oct. 16 at Cafe de Petrol on the
grounds of the International Petroleum Exposition. Advei'tising
men from Oklahoma, Texas,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Kansas and
Missouri
have been invited to attend.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFAA-KGKO, Dallas, Texas
Duncan Coffee Co., Houston, 42 sp. 260
sp. thru Steele Adv. Agency, Houston.
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha (cereal), macar800 ta, thru Ferry-Hanly Co.,
Kansas oni),
City.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.
(chewing gum), 109 ta, thru Newell
Emmett Co.. N. Y.
Walker's
ChiliCrook
Co., Adv.
Austin,
Tex.
(chili), Austex
52 sa, thru
Agency,
Dallas.
Penick & Ford, New York (desserts), 87
ta, thru BBD&O, N. Y.
Book House for Children, Chicago, 26 sp,
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Maiden,
Mass. (soap), 624 ta, thru Atherton &
Currier, N. Y.
General Mills Minneapolis (flour), 175 sp,
thru Blackett-Sample-Humbert, Chicago.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn, (confections), 65 ta, thru Platt-Forbes, N. Y.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.. Chicago (chewing
gum) 13 t, thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.
Chicago.
McGaugh Hosiery Mills, Dallas (hose), 52
sa,
thru Rogers & Smith Mfg. Agency,
Dallas.
Chatham Mfg. Co., New York (blankets),
26 f. thru M. H. Hackett Inc., N. Y.
Perfection Stove Co., Cleveland (heaters),
26 t. thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Gulf Brewing Co.. Houston. 22 sp, thru
Rogers-Gano Adv. Agency, Houston
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (cereal), 19 i,
thru Sherman & Marquette. Chicago.
National Biscuit Co., New York (crackers), 39 sp, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
WCAU, Philadelphia
Skinner
& Eddy
Yorkthru(Minute
Man soup
mix),Coi-p.,
3 sp New
weekly,
J. M.
Mathes, Inc., N. Y.
Popular Science Monthly, New York (magazine) ,ta weekly, 26 weeks thru Joseph
Katz Co., N. Y.
Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (cough drops) 6 sa
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Lake-SpiroSherman, Memphis.
Lehn & Fink Products Co., New York
(Hinds Honey & Almond Cream), 3 ta
weekly, for 14 weeks, thru William Esty
& Co., N. Y.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York (Baume
Bengue) , 6 ta, weekly, for 26 weeks thru
William Esty & Co., N. Y.
P. J. Ritter Co., Bridgeton, N. J. (catsup),
t weekly, 13 weeks, thru Clements Adv.,
Philadelphia.
KFRC, San Francisco
Denalan Co., San Francisco (dental plate
cleanser), weekly sp, thru Rufus Rhoades
& Co., San Francisco.
Carter Products, New York (Arrid), 260
ta, thru Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
Postal Telegraph Cable Co., New York,
2 sa weekly, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
W. T. Hanson Co., New York (corn
salve), 62 ta, thru Leighton & Nelson,
Schenectady.
AVBBM, Chicago
Vick Chemical Co., New York, 12 sa
weekly, 26
national, N. Y.weeks, thru Morse InterProcter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Draft) ,
5 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.
Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore (Noxzema cream), sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Ruthrauffi & Ryan, N. Y.
WINS, New York
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., 6 sp
weekly, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co.,
Seattle.
National Schools of Los Angeles (electrical
courses), 6 sp weekly, 3 weeks, thru
Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
WEAF, New York
Benson & Hedges. New York (Virginia
Rounds, Parliament and Deb cigarettes),
5 sp weekly, thru Maxon Inc., N. Y.
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WBT, Charlotte
BC Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (proprietary), sp weekly, thru Harvey-Massengale Co.. Atlanta.
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., New
York, 3 ta weekly, thru Paris & Peart,
N. Y.
Drug Trade Products. Chicago. 6 sp weekly,
thru Benson & Dall, Chicago.
Hurley Machine Co., Chicago, 5 sa weekly,
thru E. H. Brown Adv. Agency. Chicago.
Bristol-Myers Co.. New York (Minit-Rub),
0 sa weekly, thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
National Toilet Co., Paris, Tenn. (Nadinola). sa series, thru Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa., 3 sa
weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson Co..
N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co., New York, 3 t weekly,
thru Morse International, N. Y.
AVROL, Knoxville
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
Tek
, SY.ta weekly, thru Ferry-Hanly
Co.. ) N.
Miami Butterine Co., Cincinnati (Nu Maid
margarine) . 11 ta weekly, thru Ralph H.
Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Raladam Co.. Detroit (Marmola). 3 ta
weekly, thru Spot Broadcasting. N. Y.
Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo
(Doan's),N. 2Y. ta
weekly, thru Spot
Broadcasting,
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Montieello. 111.,
5Chicago.
ta weekly, thru Sherman & Marquette,
Plough Inc.. Memphis (proprietary). 42
ta weekly, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
Memphis.
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
Buick Motor Co., Flint. 26 ta, thru Arthur
Kudner Inc., N. Y
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., New
York. 52 .sa, thru Paris & Peart, N. Y.
Brewing Corp. of America. Cleveland,
weekly sp, thru Hubbell Adv. Agency,
Cleveland.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New
York (Pall Mall), 63 ta weekly, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Musterole Co., Cleveland (proprietary), 130
sp, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.
Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co., Maiden,
Mass., 60 t, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N. Y.
H. P. Hood & Sons, Boston (dairy prodton. ucts), 15 t, thru Harold Cabot & Co., BosHamilton Fountain Pen Co., Chicago, 6 sp
weekly,
Chicago. thru Frank R. Steel Assoc.,
Princess Pat Ltd., Chicago (cosmetics),
6Chicago.
sa 2veeldy, thru Frank R. Steel Assoc.,

WLW, Cincinnati
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis (4-Way Cold
Tablets), sp, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago.
Utilities Engineering Institute, Chicago
(schools), sp series, thru First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
Philip Lome Co., Chicago (cameras), sp
series,
Chicago.thru Henry J. Handelsman Inc..
Dr. Hess & Clark, Ashland (poultry
remedies), sa series,, thru N. W. Ayer
& Son, N. Y.
Lewis-Howe
Medicine Co., St. Louis
(Tums),Agency,
sp Chicago.
series,, thru Stack-Gable
Adv.
Brown
& Williamson
Tobacco Corp.,
Louisville,
Chicago. sp, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
H. Fendrich, Evansville, Ind. (cigars),
sp
cago.series, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, ChiGeneral Foods Corp., New York (Maxwell
House
Bowles, coffee),
N. Y. sp sei-ies, thru Benton &
CFCO, Chatham, Ont.
Federal Govt. Dept. of Finance, Ottawa,
2Toronto.
sa daily, thru E. W. Reynolds Co.,
National Drug Co., Montreal (gin pills),
65 sa, thru A. McKim Ltd.. Montreal.
Northrop & Lyman Co., Toronto (Dr.
Thomas'
Oil). 26 sa, thru E. W.
Reynolds Electric
& Co., Toronto.
George Weston Ltd., Toronto (biscuits),
3 t weekly, thru Richardson-MacDonald,
Toronto.
Standard Brands, Toronto ( Fleischraanns) ,
4 sa daily, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Montreal.
Canada Starch Co., Toronto (corn syrup),
3 t weekly, thru Vickers & Benson, Montreal.
Imperial Tobacco Co.. Montreal (Ogdens),
2 t weekly, thru Whitehall Broadcasting,
Montreal.
CFCH, North Bay, Ont.
Mantle Lamp Co., Chicago (Aladdin
Lamps). 26 t, thru Presba, Fellers &
Presba. Chicago.
Laura Secord Candy Shops Ltd., Toronto
(national chain stores), 15 t thru Cockfield Brown & Co. Ltd., Toronto.
Pepsodent Co. of Canada Ltd., Toronto
(toothpaste), 10 .sa, thru Lord & Thomas
of Canada Ltd., Toronto.
Tip Top Tailors Ltd., Toronto (national
chain stores), 26 sa, thru McConnellEastman Ltd., Toronto.
WMAQ, Chicago
Richman
Bros.,
3 sp weekly, Cleveland
48 weeks,(men's
thru clothing),
McCann.
Erickson, Cleveland.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore
(Rem. Rel), 268 ta, 26 weeks, thru
Joseph Katz Co.. Baltimore.
Popular Science Publishing Co.. New York
(Popular Science magazine), 26 to,
2 monhts, thru Joseph Katz C!o., N. Y.

WNBH, New Bedford, Mass.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, 13 t, thru
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Stanback Co.. Salisbury. 6 sa weekly, 52
weeks, direct.
WINS, New York
H. P. Hood & Sons, Boston (dairy prod- Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.
ucts), 24 ta, thru Harold Cabot & Co.,
(Beech-Nut products), 12 sa weekly, 15
Boston.
weeks, Canadian
thru Newell-Emmett
Co., N.52 Y.sp,
Continental Baking Co., New York, 13 ta, Hudson
Furs, New York,
thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
8
weeks,
direct.
Macfadden Publications, New York (True P. Lorillard Co.. New York (Old Gold
Story), 28 ta, thru Arthur Kudner Inc.,
Cigarettes), 307 sa, 15 weeks, thru J.
N. Y.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
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MILES DISC SERIES
RENEWED
13 WEEKS
MILES
LABS., Ind. (AlkaSeltzer)transcription
has renewed series
the Lum
Abner
on 124'n
stations of Keystone network,
Keystone Broadcasting System announced last week. The first 13week campaign ended Sept. 28.
L. J. Nelson, timebuyer of Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago, v/as quoted
by "When
Keystonewe asfirst
follows:
launched this
campaign we felt that the secondary markets of the country represented a business potentiality
that has never fully been tapped
before. We welcome the opportunity to project our advertising message via radio into these territories, in the hope that results will
prove comparable
our markets
broadcasting activities in toother
of the country. To the many local
stations who have had unprofitable
years, the Keystone network offers
possibilities to prove their worth
to national advertisers. The coming weeks willto tell
story."during
Additions
the the
network
recent weeks, as announced by
Keystone are: WKNY, Kingston,
N. Y.; WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y.;
WCBT, Roanoke Rapids, N. C;
KWAT, Watertown, S. D.; KFRO,
Longview, Tex.; KEUB, Price,
Utah; KTBI, Tacoma, Wash.;
WCLO, Janesville, Wis.; WIGM,
Medford, Wis.; KPOW, Powell,
Wyo.; KIDW, Lamar, Col.; KGNO,
Dodge City, Kan.; KFAM, St.
Cloud, Minn.; WPID, Petersburg,
Va.; WHUB Cookeville Tenn.;
WSOY Decatur 111.; WHDL,
Clean, N. Y.; KRBA, Lufkin, Tex.
Greeting Card Retailers
Are Urged to Use Radio
URGING retailers of greeting
cards to use their local radio stations for promotion, Harold E.
Christiansen, vice-president of
Henri, Hurst & MacDonald, Chicago, told the annual convention of
the National Stationers Assn. at
the Palmer House, Chicago, last
Monday that they must adopt more
aggressive advertising methods or
lose an increasingly large percenttheir business to house-tohouseage ofcanvassers.
Mr. Christiansen directs the account of Hall Bros. Co., Chicago,
greeting card manufacturers who
sponsor Tony Wons Radio Scrapbook ontisingNBC-Red.
"Retailwilladverof greeting cards
pay
if it is done right — and that means
a consistent well planned advertisingcards
campaign.
The sale
of greeting
is growing
and this
year
promises
to be bigger
than convenever,"
Mr. Christiansen
told the
tion.
Maca Yeast Revision
NORTHWESTERN YEAST Co.,
Chicago
(Macaof yeast),
revised
the
schedule
stationshascarrying
Songs of a Dreamer [Broadcasting, June 2]. Program has been renewed for 13 weeks on the following stations and will be broadcast
twice weekly on WJR WCCO WMT
KLZ; thrice-weekly on WSYR
KQW WTAD WIBA WMBD
KWTO WNAX KMMJ KFEQ
WIBW KHQ KOIN. Company will
also use one-minute transcribed announcements five times a week on
VvDZ, Tuscola. Agency is Hays
MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
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FORD
DEALERS
ADV. FUND,
! Los Angeles, is sponsoring a thriceweekly quarter-hour newscast. Boh
' Garred, News, on KNX, Hollywood.
Contract is for 13 weeks, having
started Oct. 6. Agency is McCannI Erickson, Los Angeles.
FOREST
LAWN
MEMORIAL
PARK, Glendale, on Oct. 2 started
for 13 weeks a weekly quarter-hour
of recorded music, Musical Tapestries,
on KNX, Hollywood. Firm's current
: schedule includes a live 15-minute
I weekly show. Your Singing Neighltor,
on KNX. as well as twice-weekly
NoteBaker's
Art the
I[ participation
hook on KFI, in and
transcribed
j five-minute Miracles of Faith, three
! times per week on KHJ. Agency is
I Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.
' CONSOLIDATED
Products, Chicago, onDRUG
Oct. 13Trade
starts
I for 26 weeks sponsoring an early
; morning, six-weekly hour program
■ titled Early Bird Hour on KNX.
I Hollywood. Series features recorded
IImusic, with Randy Blake as anI'i has
nouncer-m.c.
Benson & Dall, Chicago,
the account.
j KNUDSEN
CREAMERY
Co., Los
li Angeles, in a one-month campaign to
promote a new cream product. Half
& Half, is using daily spot announcements on three Los Angeles area stations, KFI KFAC KFOX. Firm, in
addition, sponsors participation in the
, weekly
Top 0'Latter
the Morning.
on KNX.half-hour
Hollywood.
contract
i is for 13 weeks, having started Oct.
4. Heintz, Pickering & Co.. Los Angeles, is agency, with W. T. Pickering
account executive.
NELSON BROS. Co.. Chicago (furui]' ture), has started two 52-week schedIj ules of live quarter-hour programs on
j WGN, Chicago, Sunday Serenade one
day aweekly.
week and
Radio's
Voice six
days
Agency
is George
H.
Hartman Co., Chicago.
ANDY LOTSHAW Co., Chicago
(Body Rub), on Sept. 30 started the
quarter-hour Your Date With Don
Norman program twice weekly for 13
weeks on & "WGN.
Chicago.
Arthur
MeyerhofE
Co., Chicago,
is agency.
PISO Co., Warren, Pa. (cough
syrup), on Oct. 1 started a fiveminute INS news program five weekdavs for 26 weeks on WENR. Chicago.
Agency is Lake - Spiro - Shurman,
Memphis.
MINNESOTA MILK FOUNDATION, Minneapolis-St. Paul (local
dairies), is sponsoring a half-hour
musical show featuring Amanda Snow
on KSTP. St. Paul. Agency is McCord Co., Minneapolis.

Canada Ruling
THE CANADIAN BROADCASTING Corp. has ruled
that "it will no longer be
permissible to incorporate in
radio continuity appeals for
agents on behalf of a product
or
products advertised."
This
eliminates
from Canadian
commercial broadcasting solicitations of agents for proucts advertised by radio.
FITZGERALD BROS. BREWING
Co., Troy, N. Y., has renewed Five
Star Final Sports Review with Roy
Shudt. daily on WTRY, Troy. Renewal is for a year. Agency is Hevenor
Adv. Agency, Troy.

BRONX COUNTY TRUST Co., New
York (loans), starting Oct. 4, is
sponsoring a l-j-uiinutc program of
transcribed music. The Cheering Section, on WJZ and AVEAF. New York,
each
duriiii;- the
hour Saturday
period preceding
the (|uarterfootball
games broadcast on the stations that
day. Company has been sponsoring
Al Heifer. Saturday and Sunday,
ll:l.j-ll:20 p.m., on WOR, New
York, but discontinued last week.
AgencyNewisYork.
Callo-McNamara-Schoenreich,
LUNDSTROM HAT STORES, San
Francisco (chain) on Oct. 31 starts
8 Mysterious Hats, a murder mystery
series in which the audience is invited to solve the crimes, weekly on
KPO, San Francisco. Agency is
Theodore H. Segall Adv., San Francisco.

CENTRAL MARKETS (super-market chain), is sponsoring a quarterhour morning commentary by Col. Jim
Healey. Monday thru Friday, on
WTRY.
Troy, N. isY.agency.
Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady,
WAKE UP SYSTEM, Indianapolis
(independent oil chain), on Sept. 29
started quarter-hour Jinimie Allen
Aviation Mysteries, five weekdays, 26
weeks, on WISH, Indianapolis. Program is featured on the station's regular children's hour broadcast. Barth
Agency, Indianapolis, placed the account.
LAURA SECORD CANDY SHOPS,
Toronto (chain stores) has started
twice-weekly quarter-hour Songs for
Tonight on CFRB, Toronto, and
CBM, Montreal ; and will expand in
November to about eight other stations. The program originates at
CFRB where it is recorded for use
on the other stations. Account is
placed by Cockfield Brown & Co.,
Toronto.

DON'T PIDDLE
ING TO COVER

NEWART CLOTHING Co.. Chicago
(men's clothing), on Oct. 12 started
quarter-hour Amusement Weeklij program Suuday.s for 13 weeks on WAAF,
Chicago. Malcolm - Howard Adv.
Agency handles the account.
ORANGE CRUSH Co., Chicago
(Bidu beverage), on Oct. 1 started
one-minute transcribed announcements six weekdays, 13 weeks, on
WMAQ, Chicago. Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace placed the account.
STANTON BREWERY, Troy, N. Y.,
new to radio, has signed for three
five-minute Melody Time programs
daily for 52 weeks on WTRY. Troy.
The programs include a live opening,
transcribed music and a transcribed
one-minute commercial, cut by Advertisers Recording Service, N. Y.
Leighton
&
Agency, Schenectady, handlesNelson
the account.
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HUDEPOHL BREWING Co., Ciucimiati, has signed for another 52week's of
spousorshiij,
SeiJt. 29,
1942,
Mudepohl ending
Highlights
on
WSAI, Cincinnati, featuring Roger
Baker, sportscaster. The program,
heard 6 :45 p.m. EST, Monday
through Saturday, started in April,
1940, for the baseball season and was
extended to cover all seasonal sports.
J. L. GRIMES, advertising manager of the Wheeling Steel Corp.,
Wheeling, whose progrtim Musical
Steelmakers made its debut Oct. 5
on NBC-Blue, has been elected president of the newly-organized Ohio Valley Press Club.
CONTINENTAL BAKING Co., New
York (Stalf bread), for one month,
during October, is conducting a series
of one-minute transcribed announcements on KPO and KSFO, San
Francisco. Placements were made
through Ted Bates Inc., New York.
BOSCO Co., New York (milk amplifier), recently started sponsorship of
Bosco Presents the Music You Want,
Sunday through Friday, 11 :30-12 midnight on KYW. Philadelphia, while
discontinuing its Musical Clock,
broadcasts on the same station. Company is sponsoring news, participations and music on eight other stations. Agency is Kenyon & Eekhardt,
New York.

Listen to Football
A SURVEY of listeners in Detroit
Saturday, Sept. 27, for the 1:454:30 period during the MichiganMichigan State football game
showed 55.5% owning radios and
listening to them in those hours,
according to Commercial Services
Inc., Detroit. Using the rosterrecall technique, the surveyors
covered 463 homes, starting immeday.
diately after 4:30 p. m. the same
TRY'CO
Los three
Angeles
(ointment),
currently Co.,
using
announcements
daily, five times per week, on KFWB,
Hollywood,
extension
its radio schedule plans
to include
other ofSouthern
California stations in late fall. Agency
is T. Tyler Smith Adv. & Merchandising, Hollywood.
WILMINGTON TRANSPORTATION Co., Santa Catalina Island,
Cal. (resort), in a 13-week fall and
winter campaign to promote tourist
trade, is using 10 to 15 transcribed
singing spot announcements weekly
on a grouf) of Southern California stations. List includes, KNX KFOX
KGER KFXM KVOE KFAC KMPC
KMTR KIEV. Agency is Arthur
Meyei'hoff & Co., Los Angeles.

KWKH

is focused on 425,683

listening families — and your
campaign clicks in one of the
richest and fastest growing
markets in the nation, center
of the world's biggest producing oil and gas area.

CBS Audit
of Night-Time
Coverage
50,000 WATTS • CBS
Member South-Central
Quality Network
KWKH
KTBS KARK
WJDX
WSMB WMC

CHILD STUDY

FUND

Superman Inc. Grant Will
Finance Survey
BECAUSE "no authoritative evi-i
dence has been unearthed that children suffer any emotional ill effects
as a result of listening to such programs as Superman,
Jack Super]
Arm-;
strong, Tom
Mix and others,
man Inc., New York, which produces the program of the samf
name, has made a grant to the
Juvenile Group Foundation for s
survey of the question by a grouj
of psychologists and child experts
headed
RobertU L.School
Thorn-oJ
dike of by
the Dr.
Columbia
Education. Results will be an
nounced upon completion.
In announcing the grant, Roben
Maxwell, radio production directo:
of Superman Inc., reported thai
Josette Frank, staff advisor for the
Radio Committee of The Chile
Study Assn. of America, has beei
appointed script consultant to thi
Superman program, currently oi
approximately 72 stations in th^i
United States and Canada.
Philip Morris Hunting ,
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New Yorl
(cigarettes) is looking for a replace
ment for Crime Doctor on 62 CBf
stations, Sunday 8 :30-8 :55 p.m. In:
dicating that the program will not bi
replaced "unless a worthy successor
is found", Blow Co., New York, agenc?
handling the account, stated tha
among the many stars being consid
ered are Gertrude Lawrence, actress
and Walter O'Keefe, comedian.

KROW

Station
SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND • TOOO Watts • 960 Kc
L
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
j^FREE Cf PETERS. Inc., National Representatives

A Shrevcport Times Station
• October

TEXAS RETAIL GROCERS' Assn..
Fort Worth, has signed for 26-week
sponsorship of We Who Are Young,
new script series by Delia West
Decker, on four Texas Quality Network stations — WBAP. Fort Worth.
WFAA, Dallas, KPRC, Houston,
WOAI. San Antonio — Tuesday,
Thursday,
4 :45-5 p.m. Account is
handled direct.
W. K. BUCKLEY Ltd., Toronto
(medicinal) on Nov. 1 starts twicedaily transcribed spot announcements
on 35 Canadian stations and twiceweekly quarter-hour studio programs
on CFRB,
Toronto,
CKAC.
Montreal. Account
was and
placed
by Walsh
Adv. Co., Toronto.
SECURITY FIRST NATIONAL
BANK, Los Angeles (investments),
in a 13-week fall campaign which
started Oct. 1 is using six spot announcements per week on a group
of Southern California stations. List
includes KXO KVBC KMJ KTMS.
Firm also uses two announcements
weekly on KNX, Hollywood. Dana
.Tones Co., Los Angeles, is agency.

SPECIAL PROGRAM devoted to
druggists was broadcast by WTAG,
Worcester, Mass., during Nationally Advertised Brands Week. Participating were Katharine Norsten,
WTAG secretary (that's her with
the nifty gams), who naturally
enough was Queen of Nationally.
Advertised Brands Week in Central New England. She is talking;
to
George
ofthe State LaMontaigne
Pharmaceutical(left),
Assn.;
and Louis J. Rossetti, president of
Worcester County Druggists' AssnJ

The Showmanship

RepresentedCompany
by the Branham
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THREE new sponsors on Oct. G
started participation on the early
morning two-hour Breakfast Frolic
broadcast six days a week on W.J.ID,
Chicago : The Pen Mar, Chicago
(pens), through United Adv. Cos.,
Chicago ; Empire Diamond Co., Jefferson, la. (wedding ring sets), through
Lessing Adv. Agency, Des Moines ;
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (stomach
tal)lets), casters,
through
Chicago. First United BroadPETER HAND BREWERY Co.,
Chicago (Meister Brau beer), has
purchased 2% evening hours a week
on WGN, Chicago. Company is sponsoring half-hour transcribed weekly
Barrel of Fun; quarter-hour Iloople
Hour, featuring Henry Ploople four
times a week ; quarter-hour combination news and sportscast four times
a week by Guy Savage and Hill
Sanders.
Adv. Co.,
Chicago, isMitchell-Faust
agency.
CONSOLIDATED DRUG Trade
Products, (Jhieago, on Oct. 13 starts a
one-hour daily participation on Suppertime Frolic program for 52 weeks
on W.T.JD. Chicago, through Benson
& Dall, Chicago.
BOURJOIS Inc., New York, for its
cosmetics on Oct. 14 will sponsor
Richard Willis' Here's Looking at
Toil program thrice-weekly. 2:30-3
p.m. on WOR, New York. Program
gives hints on beauty and make-up
and has been running sustaining on
WOR for several weeks. Agency is
Lord & Thomas, New York.
ALEXANDER SMITH & SONS
Carpet Co., Yonkers, N. Y. (Colorama
6 Floor-plan rugs), starting Oct. 4
is sponsoring Today in Sports, a
roundup of local scholastic football
scores in the Westchester County
area, on WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.
Program, to be heard Saturdays 6 :457 p.m. for 13 weeks is of an institutional nature with no products mentioned, and features John Dillon,
sportscaster, interviewing local high
school stars of the day and their
coaches in addition to giving the
scores. Company is also conducting
a spot campaign on 27 stations
[Broadcasting. Oct. 6]. Anderson,
Davis & Platte, New York, handles
the account.
MILES LABS.. Toronto (One-A-Day
Tablets, Alka-Seltzer) has started
Lum & Aitier transcribed quarterhour program 4 times weekly on
CFRB, Toronto; CFCF, Montreal;
CFPL, London, Out.; and CKY,
Winnipeg. Account was placed by
Cockfield Brown & Co.. Toronto.
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. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J. (Davis
aking Powder and San Fay Toilet Tissue),
1 Charles Dallas Reach Co., Newark. No
i|radio plans.
'p.
S. PRODUCTS
Corp., toSanRichard
Jose, JorCal.
Signet
fruitsLosin Angeles.
glass),
• [Iijensen
Adv.,
jOHIO OIL Co., Findlay, O., to Stockton,
West & Burkhai-t, Cincinnati.
ORANGE CRUSH Co., Chicago, to Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
PRINCE MATCHABELLI Perfumery, New
: i.'ork to Abbott Kimball Co., N. Y.
|5TANDARD REMEDY Co., Baltimore, to
Rodfield-Johnstone, N. Y.
COCA-COLA EXPORT SALES Co.,
( Coca Cola) to McCann-Erickson.
Agency will handle all advertising in
Brazil.
l; AXTER'S Inc., Seattle (women's retail
lines), to Martha's Adv. Service, Los
I Angeles.
■'PHILADELPHIA MILK EXCHANGE,
Philadelphia, to McKee & Albright, Philadelphia.

Lamar Assignment
IaLREADY cited for hearing last
Wednesday
on the renewal of
■'FilDW,son,Lamar,
Col., C. R.andAnderbusiness manager
49%
jljjstockholder of the station, applied
Jiast week to the FCC for involunj tary assignment of the licensee
i-iLamar Broadcasting Co. to the
bther principals in the operation
pf the stations — W. G. Brown,
Pueblo lumberman and 50% owner
iDf KIDW, and Arthur C. Gordon,
jiocal lawyer. Previous efforts to
ji'-ealign
within
;ion hadownership
caused the
FCC the
to stacite
v;i:he principals for hearing to de(i.|(::ermine if the license should be
li-Ulrenewed. According to the FCC,
t-liMr. Anderson's action obviously
fyiijivas precipitated by internal dissension within KIDW when Brown
ilmd Gordon failed to reach an
agreement with Anderson.
WEIM on the Air
jOING into operation as an MBS
affiliate, the new WEIM, Fitch3urg, Mass., took the air Oct. 6 under the managership of Milton H.
-Meyers, local attorney. Station is
nvned by Ruben E. Aronheim, part
owner and general manager of re;ail furniture stores in Connecticut
ind Massachusetts, and operates
with 250 watts on 1340 kc. Staff in
■addition to Mr. Meyers consists of
jSidney Miller and Stuart Postle,
commercial department ; Lonny
iBtarr, Isabelle Smith, Stuart Underwood and Henry Wadsworth,
announcers; James Binner, chief
mgineer; Lionel Smith and Michael
[\ozac, engineers. Equipment has
ueen purchased from RCA and Colins and a Lehigh tower erected.
0\

100% Response
WHEN a 17-day strike at the
McKinnon Industries plant.
General Motors subsidiary, at
St. Catharines, Ont., ended
late Saturday night, Sept. 27,
with an agreement between
the company and the United
Automobile Workers Union,
question arose about informing all the 4,500 employes
that they could return to
work Monday morning. With
all printed media closed over
Sunday, CKTB arose to the
occasion, carried hourly announcement on the back-towork agreement and told
workers to be on the job
Monday morning. The station
drew a formal letter of
thanks from company officials
for its work in securing a
100% response from workers.

Skornia to WIRE
DR. HARRY J. SKORNIA, who
formerly was assistant professor
of romance languages at DePauw
University, has been named program director of
WIRE, Indianapolis. In his new
post he succeeds
Josephine Mason.
A graduate of
Michigan State
College and the
University of
Michigan, Dr.
Skornia has
Skornia
spent several
summers traveling in European countries and during the last summer was employed
as continuity writer at WIRE.

Many Breweries Using
Ziv Transcribed Series
SPONSORSHIP by various breweries of a series of 130 quarterhour musical show, featuring Alan
Courtney as m. c. with the Korn
Kobblers orchestra, has been announced by Frederic W. Ziv Inc.,
Cincinnati, producers of the transcribed series.
A second series of 130 programs
will go into production soon, according to the Ziv agency, with a
total of 520 quarter-hours planned.
Breweries and their stations include :
G Heileman Brewing Co., WCCO
WTAQ KGIR KABR WKBH WHBF
KFYR KMA KOIL KWNO ; Pfeiffer
Brewing Co., WKBZ WTCM WCAR
WSOO WTOL; Pittsburgh Brewing
Co., KQV WMBS; Terre Haute
Brewing Co., WGL WCMI WMSD
WLAC; Falls City Brewing Co.,
WAVE WFBM ; Fesenmeier BrewingCo., WCMI WJLS WHIS WCBS
WSAZ WLOG WBTH; Krueger
Cream Ale, WGST ; New England
Brewing Co., WTIC ; Erie BrewingCo., WERC; Galveston - Houston
Brewing Co., KGKO ; Brewery's Ale,
WSBT ; George F. Stein Brewery
Inc.. WBEN; Hyde Park Beer,
KFVS WSOY WJPF WMBH KWOS
WPAD WMBD WTAD KDBO
WTAX KWTO WDZ WAOV KMOX.

New

Power/

ivie^Iteomti

wal|a

Omar Again
OMAR Inc., Omaha (Wonder
flour), has renewed its weekly
quarter-hour transcribed program.
Musical Meditations, for 13 weeks
on all the 12 stations originally
scheduled [Broadcasting, Aug.
18]. Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago, placed the account.

MOBILE, ALA.

5,000
WATTS
Day and Nile

Positive Coverage In The Vital
Gulf Coast Defense Area!
Reps.: John H. Perry Associates

Milk Firm Widens
MORNING MILK Co., Salt Lake
City (evaporated milk), on Sept.
29 started local sponsorship of
This World Today on KSL, six
tinies weekly. Sponsor has started
a spot announcement campaign,
using 18 a week on KDYL, Salt
Lake; 30 weekly on KIT, Yakima,
and KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash. The
firm, using radio for the first time,
plans to expand its air advertising
to include several additional stations in Washington and Oregon
and late this fall will open a campaign in California markets. Agency is Jean Scott Frickelton Adv.,
San Francisco.

Lever Test

hEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, is
Conducting a test campaign of onejninute live and transcribed announcements on WPRO, WEAN
jlnd WJAR, Providence for a new
''itamin mineral product, Vimms
:[Broadcasting, Sept. 29]. BBDO,
>Iew York, agency in charge, is
'lanning an extensive campaign
lor Vimms, if test is successful.
inn BROADCASTING

"WFDF has a kilowatt on 910.
Am I glad to be delivered at
Flint, Mich.!"
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Film
Girl at Controls
THOUGH it is unusual for a
college-age girl to hold down
an engineering job in a
standard broadcasting station, nevertheless young
Hazel Weaver does that very
job at KIUL, Garden City,
Kan., working at the controls
at the transmitter as well as
doing occasional announcing
stints.

• To Serve Well •
The Broadcasting Engineer

REPUTATION

for
RESULTS

The records of hundreds of
CREI students throughout the
broadcasting field, who today
hold positions of importance,
are proof of the high standards
and thoroughness of CREI
technical training in Practical
Radio Engineering.
The success of an educational institution is not marked by dollars
and cents . . . but by the achievements and results enjoyed by its
students.
The remarkable achievements made
by CREI men throughout the
broadcasting industry are convincing testimony that our efforts,
properly confined to this one important course in Practical Radio
Engineering, have been of real
value to radio in the training of
better broadcast engineers. The
fact that radiomen in more than
450 broadcasting stations enrolled
for CREI training to increase their
ability — and did so — proves the
point.
Alert chief engineers are quick to
recognize the value of CREI technical training and the important
part it plays in increasing the efficiency of their oyfui personnel.
CREI-trained men are the ones to
whom added responsibilities and
added technical duties can be relegated.
We, at CREI, are proud to add our
contribution to broadcasting by training men who are equipped to fulfill
your demands. The recommendation
of our home study courses to your
associates is a step in the right direction for them and for you. May we
send you our interesting booklet and
pertinent facts?
"Serving the Radiolndustry since 1927"
CAPITOL

RADIO

Engineering Institute
E. H. RIETZKE, President
Dept. B-10
3224 SIXTEENTH STREET, N. V^l.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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THROAT MIKE of the Army and
Navy was utilized by Fulton Lev/is
jr. during a broadcast from the
Kearney, N. J., plant of Western
Electric, one of the MBS Your Defense Reporter series designed to
bring up-to-the-minute reports on
defense industries from the plants.
The throat mike picks up the vibrations of the vocal chords and
because it rests firmly against the
fleshy part of the throat, all outside sound is cut off. It is invaluable to airplane and gunnery crews,
tank drivers and other branches in
the service where outside noise interferes with communications.

CONTROL
ROOM
EDWARD E. GURVEY, formerly
chief engineer for the Yankton, S. D.
police station, has joined KSCJ, Sioux
City, la., as transmitter engineer.
KENNETH L. KREIDER has been
named operator-announcer at WGAL,
Lancaster, Pa.
EDWARD DAYTON, formerly on the
engineering staff of WICC. Bridgeport, Conn.,
Conn., has
joined operator.
WSSR, Stamford,
as control
JOHN W. SCHELNICK, graduate of
the Gulf Radio School, has joined the
technical
staff of WCBI, Columbus,
Miss.
BOB WILLIAMS has joined the engineering staff of WDZ, Tuscola, 111.
WILLIS F. JOHNSON, has transferred from WKY, Oklahoma City, to
the engineering staff of KLZ, Denver,
replacing Douglas Russell who shifted
to WKY.
CHARLES J. FOX Jr., formerly in
the radio supply business in New
Orleans, has joined the transmitter
staff of WWL. New Orleans, succeeding Lieut. Daniel Francis Hynes,
now
ron. in the 122nd Observation SquadBOB NICHOLAS, engineer of
KXOK, sionedSt.a second
Louis, lieutenant
has been commisin the
Army, having enlisted in the Signal
Cori)s, and is waiting for orders to
fly to England to study wartime radio operation.
DEAN V. McLaughlin, summer
relief technician of KHQ-KGA, Spokane, has joined KODL, The Dalles,
Ore.
T. K. ABERNETHY has joined the
transmitter stnff of WRAL. Raleigh,
N. C. B. F. Spencer has joined the
technical staff.
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Worcester FM Boost
BOOST for FM broadcasting in
Worcester, Mass., was announced
last week by E. E. Hill, managing
director of WIXTG, FM adjunct
of WTAG, stating that three local
first-run theatres have installed
FM receivers to improve the caliber
of reception when such special
events as Presidential speeches,
etc. are broadcast in the theatre.
The theatre management will allow
station call letters before the
broadcast and will publicize the
theatres' use of FM by placards
in the lobbies.
W2XQR Shift
W2XQR, FM affiliates of WQXR,
New York, on Oct. 13 changes its
frequency from 48. 7 to 45.9, its
permanent place on the dial when it
becomes
the FCC. W59NY by authorization of
JAMES PARKS Co., radio production, has moved from S S. Michigan
Ave. to 333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Henry Hoople has been added to
the Chicago sales staff.
LEONARD THOMAS, engineer of
WJSV, Washington, is recuperating
from an appendectomy.
ROBERT ARMSTRONG has joined
the engineering staff of KGNC, Amarillo, Tex.
MIKE YONKOVIG, formerly of
Radiomarine, New York, has joined
the engineering staff of WWNY,
Watertown, N. Y.

Engineers

to Hear

Papers
on Television
TENTATIVE Program for the
1941 fall convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,
to be held Oct. 20-23 at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York, lists a
general session with papers on television and a special sound session.
Subjects at the general session
are "Mobile Television Equipment", by R. E. Kessler, R. L.
Campbell, R. E. Rutherford and
K. V. Landsberg, Allan B. DuMont
Labs; "Color Television", by P. C.
Goldmark, CBS chief television
engineer; "The I. R. System: An
Optical Method for Increasing
Depth of Field", by Alfred N. Goldsmith, New York consulting engineer,
New Dichroic
Reflector andandIts"AApplication
to Photocell Monitoring Systems", by G. L.
Dimmick, RCA Mfg. Co., IndianAt the session on sound, J. G.
apolis.
Frayne and F. P. Herrnfeld of
Electrical Research Products, Hollywood, will read a paper on "A
Frequency - Modulated Control Track for Movietone Prints."
Hartford FM Client
FIRST commercial client of W65H,:
FM adjunct of WDRC, Hartford,
Conn., was announced last week byi
Manager Franklin M. Doolittle with:
the signing of Watkins Bros.,
Hartford, to sponsor a weekly,
musical series. W65H was one of
the first independently-owned FMi
stations in the country to go on
the air and this contract represents the first commercial FM program in Connecticut.
FM in Kansas City
CONSTRUCTION of the new
K49KC,
Kansas
City's
first way)i
com-J'
mercial FM
station
is under
according to Everett L. Dillardjowner of Commercial Radio Equipment Co., permittee of the new highfrequency station. Mr. Dillard reports that the studios of K49KC
will be located in the Porter Bldg.
formerly the Medical Arts Bldg.

tx9
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i CANADA
PROVimES
SELL
VOTING
TIME
PROVINCIAL elections in British
Columbia and Nova Scotia, scheduled for Oct. 21 and 28 respectively, are taking considerable radio
time in those provinces. Under Canadian regulations all election
broadcasts must be approved as to
time by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to insure a time interval
between election broadcasts.
In the current campaigns most
radio time has been bought in
British Columbia where three political parties are contending. Liberal, Consex'vative
and Cooperative
Commonwealth
Federation.
Eleven
network broadcasts have been
bought by the first two parties, the
Liberals buying seven half-hour
broadcasts on CBR, Vancouver;
CHWK, Chilliwack, B. C; CFCT,
Victoria; CKWX, Vancouver ;
CFJC, Kamloops. B. C; CKOV,
Kelowna, B. C; CJAT, Trail, B.
C; CKLN. Nelson, B. C. StewartMclntosh, Vancouver, is handling
the campaign.
The Conservative network campaign of three half-hour and one
full-hour programs are being
placed on CBR, Vancouver; CFJC,
Kamloops; CHWK, Chilliwack;
CKOV, Kelowna; CJAT, Trail;
CKLN, Nelson, with the Vancouver
office of Russell T. Kelly Ltd. handling the account. No networks
have yet been booked for the Nova
Scotia election, according to CBC
offices at Toronto, where records of
all election broadcasts are kept.
DARTMOUTH
New Gaspipe Station is Opened
at Dartmouth
DARTMOUTH Broadcasting System, new undergraduate contr oiledwire broadcast facility, on Oct. 6
started its first trial week at Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H. The
transmission system is similar to
others successfully operated at
several eastern schools, with radio
signals sent by telephone wires to
campus buildings where transmitters have been installed to radiate
to a specific wavelength, carrying
not more than 200 feet from each
building.
Directed by Manager William
Mitchell, senior from Teaneck, N.
J., and an eight-man directorate,
DBS during its initial week conducted a listening survey among
campus listeners. Backed by the
college, the station's income from
commercial sponsors is to be used
to repay the original investment
and meet operating costs and maintenance. Present plans call for a
daily three-hour broadcast schedule, with time given each evening
to Dartmouth professors for student discussions.
Canadian CP's Dropped
CONSTRUCTION permits for two
new stations issued by the Canadian
Dept. of Transport — one in Halifax, N. S., and the other in North
Battleford, Sask. — have been cancelled. Both were to be newspaperowned stations. Two years ago a
CP was issued to the publishers of
the Halifax Chronicle & Star for
1,000 watts on 1290 kc. Last year
one was issued to C. R. Mcintosh,
publisher of the North Battleford
\eu-s, for 100 watts on 1420 kc.
BROADCASTING

New
1,846-Mile Remote
LONG-DISTANCE remote
of the Arizona Broadcasting
Co. was accomplished Sept.
27 when the U of Arizona
traveled to South Bend, Ind.,
to meet the Notre Dame football team. The broadcast was
carried back on a 1,846 mile
direct wire.
Need of Audience Data
For
Video
Is Stressed
NEED for a television CAB, which
would compile information on video
audiences by breaking them down
into geographical, age and income
groups, without which it is almost
impossible to sell television time to
advertisers, was stressed by Myron
Zobel, president of Telecast Productions, New York, before a recent meeting of the American Television Society.
In a survey conducted by his
company Mr. Zobel said he found
there are about 4,800 sets in operation in the New York area with
about 2,000 more on dealers' shelves
for sale with no more being manufactured, making an absolute ceiling of approximately 6,800 sets,
with many of these still to be converted to FM.
Taking about four persons to
the set at home and about 25 viewers to the sets in public places,
there is a potential audience of
about 50,000, he said. But since a
visual message is nine to 10 times
as potent as an aural one, there is
an available audience of about
the equivalent of a half million
listeners to an aural program.
These figures are far from accurate, Mr. Zobel said, but they are
an indication what has to be done.
Power

Boosts

WRRN

Personnel,

Warren,
O., Is Picked
COMPLETED staff of the new
WRRN, Warren, 0., which planned
to go into operation Oct. 15
[Broadcasting Oct. 29], was announced last week by the station.
Manager is Robert L. Bowles, formerly of WJW, Akron, and WJJD,
Chicago, and more recently of WIZE, Springfield, 0.
Salesmen are James Sivert, of
Warren, and John Tritsch, formerly of WHKC, Columbus, 0. Mr.
Tritsch will also serve as announcer
along with Eric Norman, formerly
of WTAX, Springfield, 111., who is
chief announcer, and Dick Hatton
and Harris Martin, both of Warren. Marguerite Petrin, formerly
of WAKR, Akron, is program director. Engineering staff, headed
by James F. Raney, formerly of
WFMJ, Youngstown, 0., consists
of Duke Rosenberg, formerly of
WJW, and James Barnhart from
WGTC, Greenville, N. C, Margaret Rogers, formerly of WADC,
is receptionist and in charge of
women's features.
WRRN was authorized last Aug.
5 to Frank T. Nied, Akron business
man for 26 years, and Judge Perry
H. Stevens of the ninth district
court of appeals, Akron, to operate
on 1400 kc. with 250 watts. Studios
are located in the Second National
Bank Bldg. BMI music, LangWorth music library and UP news
service will be used.
WROL.
Knoxville. Tenn.,
aunounced installation
of new lias
Presto
dual turntable, recording and reproducing equipment which included new
RCA vertical-lateral pickups.

YOU

CAN

rTLINGO
-M
AMand
FOR
Lingo AM
FM
radiators
are creating
new performance
records throughout the
broadcasting field. Imdesigns and
exclusive proved
features
are
responsible for tJieir
high efficiency,
celled stabilityunexand
ow maintenance cost.

LOOKproven,
TO LINGO—
for
factual
information
modern antenna onsystems.

RADIATORS
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC., CAMDEN. N. J.

STILL

Awarded

WNAX, WMFD, WBTM
AN INCREASE in power from 5,000 watts day, 1,000 watts night to
5,000 watts fulltime on 570 kc. was
authorized for WNAX, Yankton,
S. D., by the FCC at its meeting
last Tuesday.
WMFD, Wilmington, N. C, was
granted a modification to increase
its power at night from 100 to 250
watts on 1440 kc. fulltime.
WBTM, Danville, Va., was
granted a construction permit to
install a new antenna and increase
its night power to 250 watts on
1400 kc. fulltime.

HAVE

ALUMINUM

BASE

RECORDING
BLANKS

If you keep your used recording blanks in good condition— unbent, unscratched, undented — we can recoat them
for you any number of times. We strip and recoat any
make of recording disc, return it to you promptly in perfect condition for recording. The cost of recoated discs
is somewhat less than new discs.
Recoating service is offered only on 12" — 16" and
master discs as it is not economical to recondition the
smaller sizes.

THE MARK
OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND
INDEPENDENCE
IN WORLD WIDE
NEWS COVERAGE
United
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The distributor who regularly supplies you with discs
will be glad to handle the shipment of used discs to our
plant at this address. Ask them about this important new
service today.
In Other Cities, Phatw . . . ATLANTA, .lock. 4372 • BOSTON, Bel. 4S10
CHICAGO, Har.4240 • ClEVaAND, Me. 1565 • DAUAS, 37093 • DENVER,
PRESTO
Ch. 4277 . DETROrr, Univ. 1-0180 • HOLLYWOOD, Hit. 91 33 . KANSAS
CITY, Vic. 4631 . MINNEAPOLIS. Atlanlic 4216 • MONTREAL, Wei. 421 8
RECORDING CORP
PHlLADEtPHIA, Penny. 0542 • ROCHESTER, Cul, 5548 • SAN FRANCISCO, Yu. 0231 . SEATTLE, Sen. 2560 • WASHINGTON, D. C, Shep. 4003
242 WEST 55th ST.N.Y
Wortd's largest Marmfactvrers of instanfaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Discs
October
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Canada Buys Time
CANADIAN governmental units
continue to buy time on broadcasting stations, latest sponsored program being a one-time Saskatchewan network on Oct. 7 for a halfhour speech by Hon. J. G. Gardiner, Minister of Agriculture, on
"The Wheat Situation" which was
carried on CJRM, Regina; CJGX,
Yorkton; CHAB, Moose Jaw;
CFQC, Saskatoon; CKBI, Prince
Albert; CBK, Watrous. Time was
bought for the Department of
Agriculture by J. J. Gibbons Ltd.,
Regina.
PROFESSIOIVAL

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GlENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consultins Radio Engineer
Phone! Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Ensineers
Mun^ey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engiattr
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAT
R.C.A. CommgBications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Main OITice:
Crossroads of
tho World
7134 Main St.
Kansas Crty, Mo.
Hol',ywood, Cal.

RING 6L CLARK
C*nsulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND
M. WILMOHE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bld«. • WASH.. D. C. • Dl. 7417
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KFWB Names Rambeau
APPOIXTMEXT of William G.
Rambeau & sentativesCo.
as national
repreof KFWB.
Hollywood,
regional independent, was announced
last Wednesday by Harry Maizlish,
general manager of the station. Mr.
Rambeau, who headquarters in Chicago, and Bill Wilson. New York
manager, spent 10 days in Hollywood
conferring with the station prior to
the announcement.

CL4^SSIFIED

Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listi.igs, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge .00 Payable in advance. Count three
words for box addrss. Forms close one week preceding issue.

DIRECTORY

Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

Mary serial
Marlin's
Eighthof Mary
DRAMATIC
The Story
Marlin. sponsored ou both NBC-Red
and CBS by Procter & Gamble Co..
Cincinnati, for Ivory Snow, on Oct. 0
started its eighth year on the air, in
which time its estimated length has
reached 3,600.000 words. According to
Benton & Bowles. New York, the agency. Author .Jane Crusinberry has written about 1.800 scripts, each numbering around 2.000 words.

Help Wanted
Wanted — Engineer-Announcer — Give experience and salary expected ; send tranW. Va. scription. Availability. WBRV/, Welch,
Copy
— For modern
Either
male Writer
or female.
Excellont local.
opportunity
for ambitious person. Write Box 21 A,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
Morninp';ietwork
Pgm. station.
Anncr. —Send
For
Florida regional
full particulars, salary expected, referING.
ences, picture. Box 19A, BROADCASTCombination Announcer-Engineer — Wanted
by local network affiliated station. In destate age,present
experience,
starting tailed
salaryreplyexpected,
connection,
references. Enclose recent snapshot. Box
8A. BROADCASTING.
Good Local Salesman — Who knows New
England market. City of 65,000 ; primary
over 400.000. Only local station in area.
Good deal for right salesman. WSRR,
Stamford. Owned and operated by Steve
Rintoul.
Program Director — With ideas and aggres ivenes to carry thru. Give full details in first letter. Box 22A, BROADCASTING.
Situation Wanted

Advertise

in

BROADCASTING
for Etesmlts!

Salesman — With confidence and ability to
produce in a good market near New York.
We want to sell time rather than announcements on a station programmed
to refined tastes, specializing in good
music. Perhaps the man for this job is
currently employed but seeking a steady
salaried position in which his earnings
will reflect his ability. Give full details
in first letter. All replies confidential.
Our own employees know of this ad.
Box 23A. BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Salesman
— Two —years'
station— married
wantsexperience
increased small
opportunities. Box 14A, BROADCASTING.
Program
Director
10 years'
experience
radio — small
and— large
stations.
Box 12A,in
BROADCASTING.
Commercial Manager — Wants opportunity
in years.
city of Box
50.00013A,
— experienced
— in radio
10
BROADCASTING.
Radio Salesgetter — Consistently successful
for 11 years. Energetic. Resourceful.
Age 38. Highest recommendation. Can
handle any partment.
position
Commercial
DeWire or inwrite
Box 15A,
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster — Thoroughly experienced in
editing and rewriting from all news
wires, three years commercial experience on regional stations. College degree, single, draft exempt. Employed,
but
desires
CASTING. change. Box llA, BROADTransmitter Engineer — Now employed on
5 KW in South, desires position with
good 5 KW station or larger farther
North or in the East. Married, draft
deferred ; co-operative, concientious
worker. References. Box lOA, BROADCASTING.
Attention New Station Owners ! ! !—
We can put your station on the air
and get you a miraculous billing in
less time
say "Marconi".
Four
men than
withyouthecanaverage
of seven
years in radio as an unchallenged unit.
A complete announcing staff, with
technical ability and Program Department. Versatility
outstandin'qualifications
is whatwith
you need
^-vi —
here it is ! ! ! Draft-exempt men with
the all-around knowledge. Opportunity
knocks,
YOU answer the
door! ! ! why
! Box don't
6A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy

MyButIncome
Are announcing,
Not Low —
— myRequirements
programming,
writing
SELL sponsor's
products. and
Box production
7A. BROADCASTING.
Technician — Draft exempt. Presently employed. Wide experience in all technical
phases of radio, handle code. RCA
graduate. Box 16A, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
years'Desires
experience.
ried.—DraftThree
exempt.
positionMar-in
New England territory. Living wage.
Can produce. Box 3A, BROADCASTING.
Chief Technician — 10 years kilowatt network station, age .32. draft III A, work
suitable hours to complete degree in college town. Box 4A. BROADCASTING.
Radio Executive Available — Dependable,
experienced.
married man.
'TopsMan-on
sports,
news, programs,
sales. Now
ING. ager Network Station but wants change.
South preferred. Box lA, BROADCAST-

For Sale— Or Will Trade . . . Gates Limiting
Amplifier . . . WMFF, Plattsburg, New
York.

Permanently Employed Program-Production Manager — On network station desires
location. Ten years'
experiencechangeprogram-production
and station
management
on
local
and
network
tions. Family man, draft exempt, staand
giving satisfaction on present job. Best
references. Box 9A, BROADCASTING.

Truscon Tower — 264 feet with three Lapp
insulators, two years old. Station KFJZ,
Ft. Worth, Texas.
2 Fairchild Recorders — Two Fairchild
feedback recording amplifiers ; used 25
hours. Private owner. Box 20A, BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING

250 Watt Used Transmitter — Frequency
Monitor.
Modulation Monitor, and 150ING.
200 foot Tower. Box 18A, BROADCASTWanted To Buy — Four used Lapp double
cone compression base insulators No.
9862 with sectionalized castings. Bo.x
2A. BROADCASTING.
1 KW Transmitter — Must be good condition. State make, price and length
of service. Box 1120, Aberdeen, Wash.
Wanted— Bliley BC46T or Bliley BC46
Ovens with or without cx'ystals. Air
mail price wanted to Box 17A, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
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Ann Tenna says:
Wanta cut down

Network (Kccounts
All lime EST unless olherwise indicaled.

your waste-line
radio budgetso

New Business
LAND O' LAKES
Minneapols
(butter CREAMERIES,
ijroducts). on
Get. 2U starts for 39 weeks Boake
Carter on 20 MBS stations, Mon.,
Weil.. Fri.. 4 :45-.5 p.m. Agency :
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
R. L. WATKIXS Co., Xew York (Dr.
Lyon's Monday
tooth powder),
on Oct. 20
.starts
Mernj-Go-Round,
on
63 XBC-Blue stations. Mon. 10-10 :30
p.m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
BAYER
Co..Oct.Xew
York American
(Bayer's
aspirin), on
22 starts
Melody Hour, on 63 XBC-Blue stations. Wed. 10-10:30 p.m. Agency:
Blaekett-Sample-Hummert, X". Y.
COLGATE-PALMOLIYE-PEET Co.
Toronto (toothpaste) on Oct. 13
starts The Gay Troubadours on CBF.
Montreal ; CBJ, Chicoutimi, Que. ;
CBY. Quebec; CJBR, Rimouski.
Que. ; CHLT, Sherbrooke. Que. ; Mon.
thru Fri. 11:30 a.m.-12 noon
(EDST). Agency: Lord & Thomas
of Canada, Toronto.
DEXALAX Co.. San Francisco (dental plate cleanser), has started Canary
Chorus on 3 California Don Lee stations. Sun.. 9:30-9:4.5 a.m. (PST).
Agency : Rufus Rhoades & Co., San
Francisco.
IROXIZED YEAST Co., Atlanta, on
Oct. 13 starts The Helping Hand, on
four CBS stations WBBM WABC
WJR WFBM). Mon. thru Fri. 3:15'i 3 :30 p.m. shifting to 3-3 :lo p.m. on
IOct^27. Agency: Ruthraulf & Ryan,
1 IMPERIAL OIL, Toronto, on Xov.
1 starts Xational Hockey League
broadcasts on 49 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations. Sat. 9 p.m.
(EDST).
Agency: MacLaren Adv.
'! Co.. Toronto.
Renewal Accounts
ij
WM. Oct.
WRIGLEY
(gum)of
.1 on
7 renews Co.,
withToronto
a number
I station changes Treasure Trail on
CHML, Hamilton, Ont. ; CFPL. London, Ont.; CKCO, Ottawa; CFCF,
1 Montreal ; CFRC. Kingston, Ont. ;
CFRB. Toronto; Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.
(EDST). Agency: Tandy Adv. Agency, Toronto.
PLAXTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE
Co.. San Francisco, on Oct. 3 renewed
for
52 weeks
What's Coast
on Yourstations,
Mind,
on 10
CBS Pacific
Fri., 6-6:30 p.m. (PST), and on Oct.
10 added 5 stations (KOY KTUC
KSUN KGGM KVSF). Agency:
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.

Metropolitan Wew
justarea?
fits Let
the Ann
York
stionr you vikere every dollar WINS
^Come
My spots
youryourspots''
up on</are fake
choi'cej

DEBONAIR GROUP representing agency and talent combined dotting
of "i's" and tossing off tea when they signed a 39-week contract for start
Oct. 7 of the weekly NBC variety show, Red Skelton & Co., under sponsorship of Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. (Raleigh cigarettes). Dottedliners are (1 to r), John Richardson, vice-president of Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago, servicing the account; Red Skelton, star of the program
and featured movie player; Freeman Keyes, agency president.
NBC Studio Guards
PASSES for representatives from
the trade press and newspapers
are now being printed by NBC for
distribution in view of the restrictions on visitors to the network put
in force on Oct. 9. Certain areas
of NBC in New York are posted
with guards and the policing of
the building is somewhat similar to
that in effect in government and
technical buildings in Washington
as suggested
cations Board.by Defense CommuniBERX'ARD
SCHOEXFELD,
director, and William
F. McMorrow, script
writer, of the Office of Emergency
Management, are the authors of
"America,
15minute
dramathe toParty's
be heardOver,"
on the aBendix-sponsored Millions for Defense on
XBC-Blue Oct. 14.
P. LORILLARD Co.. X. Y. (Old
Gold cigarettes), on Oct. 15 renews
for 13 weeks Tommy Riggs & Betty
Lou on 6 X^BC Pacific Red stations,
Thurs.. 9:30-10 p.m. (PST). Agencv :
J. Walter Thompson Co., X. Y.
SIGNAL OIL Co., Los Angeles, on
Xov. 9 renews for 52 weeks Signal
Carnival on 14 X^BC-Pacific Red stations. Sun., 8-8:30 p.m. (PST).
Agency : Barton A. Stebbins Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
STAXDARD BRANDS. Montreal
( Fleischmaun's
has renewed
four
transcribed yeast),
spot announcements
daily on 38 Canadian stations. Account was placed by J. Walter
Thompson Co., Montreal.
Network Changes
AMERICAX"
York
(Lucky TOBACCO
Strikes), onCo..
Oct.Xew15
shifts
Kay Kyser's
College of stations.
Musical
Knoicledge
on 115 XBC-Red
Wed.
X". Y. 10-11 p.m. from Hollywood to
X'ew York. Agency : Lord &' Thomas,

with

CIRCUIT
GENERAL

DESIGN
®

ELECTRIC
160-17

BROADCASTING

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE PEET Co..
Toronto
on program
X'ov. 6
changes its(toothpaste),
French network
La Mine d'Or to CBF, Montreal;
CBJ. Chicoutimi. Que.; CBV. Quebec; Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m. (EDST).
The program has been on CKAC.
Montreal; CHRC, Quebec: CHLX.
Three Rivers, Que.; CHLT. Sherbrooke, Que. Agency : Lord & Thomas
of Canada, Toronto.
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An '8 Hat
_
Wins a '2 Prize!
Yes sir! One of the more than 500
entries in a sponsored 5-minute
jingle contest over WCBM was a
hat retailing at $8! The winner?
Sure! Just like the station that
"pulled" it!
PENNY FOR PENNY
COVERAGE BETTER THAN ANY!

WJOB
and KNET
Transfers Granted
Hammond, Intl., Palestine,
Tex. Sales Are Approved
for the voluntary assignment of licenses in two cases
— WJOB, Hammond, Ind., and
KNET, Palestine, Tex.— along with
a routine transfer of control of
WFEA, Manchester, N. H., was
granted at a meeting of the FCC
last Tuesday.
In the WJOB transaction Dr.
Fred L. Adair, partner of 0. E.
Richardson, general manager of the
station, gives a 10% interest to his
son, George C. Adair. The younger
Mr. Adair was formerly commercial manager of WJOB but is now
serving as a second lieutenant in
the
Army.
Mr. Richardson's
50%
interest
is unaffected.
The Richardson-Adair combination is interested also in the ownership of the
new WASK, Lafayette, Ind., local
granted last July 30 by the Commission, with Mr. Richardson having 33 1/3% of the stock; Dr.
16 1/6%.16 1/6%; and Lieut. Adair,
Adair,

BALTIMORE, MD.
MEMBER

NBC

BLUE

NETWORK

CONSENT

WDSU
NEW

ORLEANS

soon will be
5000

WATTS

Day and Night
WEED AND COMPANY
National Representatives
New York • Detroit • Chicago
San Francisco

KNET Transfer
Bert Horswell, onetime Chicago
station representative and later
manager of KRIC, Beaumont, Tex.,
acquires KNET from Boner Frizzell, the present owner, with the
Palestine authorization. Mr. Horswell under the new Palestine
Broadcasting Corp. setup holds
34% of the stock with his wife
owning
33% M.
and Gordon,
his mother-inlaw, Pauline
having
the remaining 33%. Consideration
is reported to be $5,000.
The Manchester deal merely involves the transferring of WFEA
from Adelaine B. Rines, executrix
of the estate of Henry P. Rines, to
Mrs. Rines personally. WFEA operates with 5,000 watts on 1370 kc.

i,STENERS::.-;f
GET THE FACTS FKOM UICHR '-"
-;-'
Ei::--"
• MICH.
COVERAGr FNCPONTIAC
FOICM«N CO . NATIONU KfS.
CHICAGO • NEW YOtK
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WABC Ceremonies
CEREMONIES when the switch is
thrown, putting into operation the
new 50,000-watt transmitter of
WABC, New York, located on
man-made Columbia Island in Long
Island Sound, will be broadcast
Oct. 18, 10-11 p. m. on WABC and
CBS. WABC will carry a local
program from 10 to 10:15, midway
in which the actual transferring
from the old WABC transmitter in
Wayne, N. J., will take place. Then
at 10:15 the CBS network will join
in a salutory program that will
feature such stars as Kate Smith,
Orson Welles and Ed (Archie)
Gardner among others.
Big Fight Hookup
AN AVERAGE of 200 stations in
the United States, Canada and
Hawaii are linked to MBS for its
exclusive coverage of boxing bouts
sponsored by Gillette Safety Razor
Co., Boston, setting an all-time
high in network stations carrying
a regular series. Since June 1,
1941, when Mutual acquired the
rights to the bouts from the 20th
Century Sporting Club, eight
matches have been broadcast with
the lists of outlets never totaling
under 200 and reaching 205 for the
Louis-Nova fight on Sept. 29.
ACA to Meet
ASSN. OF CANADIAN ADVERTISERS will hold its 27th annual
convention at Toronto at the Royal
York Hotel, Oct. 30-31. Among
problems to be discussed will be
the effect of priorities on the supply of raw materials with consethreat to "brand
survival",
and thequentimportance
of market
research in wartime. Four awards
will be made at the convention for
the best advertising of the year
with gold and silver medals going
to advertising managers, agency
executives, artists and media.
MIKES ON DISPLAY
AT&T Windows Show Types
Used by Stations
RADIO in its most familiar form,
the microphone, is being exhibited
throughout the greater New York
area by the American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. Beginning Sept. 19
all the various offices of AT&T
have had window displays of the
various types of microphones with
descriptive material. On each microphone is given the call letters
of the broadcasting company using
the particuliar instrument and
other pertinent information about
the station.
The mikes are those used by 17
of New York's stations. The radio
display by the telephone company
was made because of the increasing public interest in radio and
since the telephone company wires
so vital in network hookups. Of
the nation's 880-odd stations nearly
500 are connected by 75,000 miles
of Bell System wire networks.
Transmission of radio programs
by wire began on Oct. 28, 1922
when WEAF, New York, broadcast the Princeton-Chicago football game in Chicago. AT&T established WEAF in July of that year,
later selling to the newly-formed
National Broadcasting Co. in 1926.
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THRIFTEE

MAKES

SOME

MONEY

Clothing Store, Overstocked, Discovers Radio
Can Start a Shelf-Emptying Wave
Although no prizes are awarded,
By BERT A. PHILLIPS
this latter half-hour, released at
United Advertising Agency
Los Angeles
10 p.m. is a great mail puller.
As an added attraction every
THE
OFT-REPEATED stateFriday
nightis atgiven
11 o'clock,
a suit
ment that "advertising costs too of
clothing
away for
the
much" is perhaps responsible for best 100-word commercial anmore local advertisers remaining
nouncement sent in by listeners. A
local than any
other mistaken
pair
of
men's
slackscommercial
is also
awarded for the best
merchandising
poem
written
about
Thriftee
Outlet
ideas. But yovi Co. Audience mail runs close
to
can't tell Thriftee
1,500 letters per week on these
Outlet Co. execufeatures alone. They come from
tives that adverin all walks of life. They
tising costs too persons
much
for that are from cowboys in Nevada and
from Hollywood motion picture
firm's entire busi- stars. It is interesting to note that
n e s s has been
there are just as many women
vertising andadat writing those letters as men.
built by radio
Mr. Phillips
Pal of Listeners
a low cost-per-sale. Advertising
dollars well directed on radio shows
To tie-in with the general idea,
this firm that "advertising costs all western musical programs are
money.
nothing". In fact it actually makes
announced by the same personality,
The Foreman, as he has become
Had to Be Moved
known. Commercials are informal
in a friendly, perPrimarily wholesale jobbers of and directed
sonalized style, another excellent
men's clothing, Thriftee Outlet Co. mail puller. No high-pressure salesof Los Angeles found itself so
The Foreman is
hopelessly overstocked at the end of just a palmanshiptois used.
the listener.
1940 that a decision was quickly
Pleased with results obtained
reached to sell direct to the public.
through this local station, our
But the fact had to be regionally
client in early April expanded its
announced, so an extensive advertising campaign covering three radio advertising to include a
Thursday night half -hour program
media — newspaper, direct mail
of recorded western music on KHJ,
and radio — was launched.
Hollywood. This was replaced five
Then a careful check was made
with each customer. As a result, in weeks later with a live talent show
featuring Texas Jim Lewis and his
January of 1941 our client's ad- Lone Star Cowboys.
vertising schedule was cut to inRecently the schedule was
clude only two media, direct mail
and radio.
increased to thrice-weekly, the
program taking a 6:30 a.m. spot
The latter, the leading business
for balance of the 13-week congetter, received the lion's share of
tract. Thriftee is currently sponthe firm's advertising appropriasoring a half-hour participation,
tion. At this writing, radio and thrice weekly
in the early morning
direct mail are still the only media
Rise & Shiyie program on that staused. But direct mail today goes
tion, having started June 16 for
only to customers brought into the 13 weeks.
store by radio.
In addition to the 17 hours per
Mainstay
of Thriftee
Outletwe Co.'s
radio
is western
music and
find week of sponsorship on those two
stations, five other local outlets are
it an excellent puller. We didn't currently releasing one-minute
just plunge into this type of pro- transcribed announcements on an
gramming. Considerable thought
was given to the kind of radio that average of thrice-weekly.
Thus with such a schedule as
would do the best selling job. Several surveys were made. Then in maintained by Thriftee, we reJanuary of this year all programs
doesn'tdollar
cost
too muchiterate thatif advertising
the advertising
were rearranged into 30 minutes,
is well directed and placed in the
one hour and 2% -hour blocks, with
recorded western music used ex- right media.
clusively. And we have deviated
little from that policy.
Currently on KRKD, Los An"Highlight" Listing
geles, atotal of 15V2 hours per week
of western music is sponsored. This TO GIVE radio advertisers "highis on a schedule of two half-hours
light" listing of their programs in
daily, with a mid-morning pro- newspapers, Sponsored Radio Program titled Prairie Schooner, and
grams Inc., New York, is offering
a late afternoon show called So7igs a 13-week test service for sponsors
of the Saddle. In addition to a to promote their shows in 23 daily
daily 60 minute early morning pro- and 19 Sunday papers of 12 major
gram of similar music, there is a
cities in the East. Titled "Today's
one-hour Sunday morning show
on KRKD titled On the Ranch.
Selection of Sponsored Programs,"
the
listing gives the time, network
Thriftee also sponsors a 2% -hour
block of time Friday nights on that and type of program presented
station, the program being with a small reproduction of the
packaged goods sold by the sponsor.
tagged Merry-Go-Roundup.
Last half-hour of this program
Company is located at 366 Madison Ave., telephone is Vanderbilt
is devoted to a western hit parade
6-4656. President is June Shepsong contest, with the ten top cow- herd.
boy tunes selected by written ballot.
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WLOL Names Laws
FRED F. LAWS, well-known Twin
City radio executive, has been appointed sales manager of WLOL,
Minneapolis. He
has been with
WLOL since January of this year.
Mr. Laws was
first sales manager of WCCO
back in 1926
when burn
the -Crosby
WashCorp. tookthe
it over
from
old
WLAG. In 1931
he left to join KSTP where he remained until 1940, successively becoming assistant sales manager
and assistant to the president of
KSTP.
Mr. Laws

BMI Disc Clearance
BMI announced last week it had
established a clearance - at - the source provision for transcribed
commercial programs, applicable to
all such transcriptions made since
Sept. 1, 1941,
had stations
notified are
advertisers thatand
where
not BMI licensees, licenses for
clearance at the source may be obtained from BMI by recording companies or advertising agencies.
Rate is the same as the station per
program
fee, applying
with the unless
maximum ratelicense
of 5.55%
station supplies dota proving it
entitled to a lower classification.
Russ Hodges to WOL
RUSS HODGES, sports editor of
WBT, Charlotte, resigned Oct. 8
to join WOL, Washington, effective Oct. 27. Hodges has been handling the descriptions of the Washington Redskins professional football game since the beginning of
the season and will take over two
additional daily sports programs.
No successor has been named at
WBT. Tony Wakeman, who has
been sports editor of WOL, on Oct.
13 joins WINX, Washington.
McKBESPORT Broadcasting Co. is
applying for a new local in McKeesport, Pa., seeking 1,000 watts for
daytime
on Raikes,
960 kc. Principals areoperation
George C.
retired
executive of G. G. Murphy Co., who
is president and holder of 20% of the
total stock to be issued ; Robert M.
Cox, of McKeesport, vice-president.
6 2/3% ; Paul Norton, attorney,
3 1/3% ; L. J. Shaw, 3 1/3%,
Youngstown

*35th
America's

Market
WFMJ

tion
Favorite tow
Sta
n^s
Youngs
NBC
AFFILIATE
*U. S. Census Bureau
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ROYAL SCARLET PLAYS ITS NAME
A YEAR-AND-A-HALF is a long the habit of asking them: "What's
time for a distributor of a well- your radio special for next week?"
During that sales meeting it was
known brand of food products to
announced that a new program had
go with little or no advertising.
Many things could happen in the been purchased to supplement the
interim to cause the public to for- newspaper advertising about to
get under way. Starting Oct. 1,
get the brand name.
R. C. Williams Co., New York, Zeke Manners & His Gang was to
distributors of Royal Scarlet brands be heard on WNEW, for 52 weeks,
was aware of this. But since early Monday through Saturday, 9:301940 when the company was taken 9:45 a.m., for Royal Scarlet prodover by Jaburg Bros., under the ucts.
management of Hugo Jaburg, presWNEW, cooperating with Wilident, it had been going through a
liams Co. in launching the new
period of reorganization and read- series, issued a promotion piece to
justment and had let its advetris- Williams' salesmen, with a picture
ing lag.
of Zeke Manners in the upper
About May of this year, Williams
corner. Written in letter-form, with
Co. officials came to Alley & Rich- hillbilly dialect, the piece tells of
ards, New York, their advertising the new program and Royal Scaragency, to talk about an advertislet products. It says in part: "Hy'ar
ing campaign to put their name
is news that'll bring cheer to men
before the public again. The prob- behind the counters selling Royal
lem was: What was the least ex- Scarlet vittals: — Me and the Gang
pensive way of reaching a large
audience in the Metropolitan area? will be tellin' the good women-folk
The answer was not far to seek. of this hy'ar town every mornin' of
week ('cept Sunday) all about
Radio was given a unanimous nod. the
the goodness and richness of Royal
Scarlet food products.
A Coffee Test
Rapid Expansion
On June 2 the company started
a 13-week test of Arthur Godfrey
"We tell 'em how R. C. Williams
on WABC, Monday, Wednesday and Co. keeps the quality high and the
Friday, 7:15 to 7:30 p.m. But it prices low — so git set for what the
was not as easy as all that. Wil- advertisin' fellers call 'Sales Acliams Co. wanted radio to pass an
tion'!" A post script adds that John
acid test. It was decided to use B. Kennedy
continues at his regular time on the station for the
Royal Scarlet coffee as the spearhead of the new campaign because
same sponsor.
Thus in less than four months
"coifee
was
about
the
hardest
product to hit the New York market
the Williams Co. has expanded its
radio time threefold. Both the comwith".
Evidently radio proved its worth,
pany and its agency feel that radio
for within a month Williams Co. has helped substantially in the job
purchased another program, John of putting the Royal Scarlet brandB. Kennedy News, Monday,
name back into the public's mind
and the Royal Sarlet products on
Wednesday and Friday, 7:30-7:45
p.m. on WNEW.
the retailer's shelves and in the
Recently at a dinner given by consumer's kitchen.
Williams for more than 250 of its
sales representatives, fall plans
Cugat Honored
were announced. It was pointed out
XAVIER CUGAT, conductor of the
that radio had done the groundCugat Rhumba Revue,
breaking for a campaign about to NBC-Red
sponsored
on
WRCA, NBC's Internabe launched in several media — and
tional station, by R. J. Reynolds Toradio had done its work well. Since of Honor
bacco Co., &on Merit
Oct. 5 ofreceived
the Oi'der
the Cuban
Red
July for two-week periods different
Cross with the Rank of Commander,
Royal Scarlet products were
given at the instigation of the Cuban
Dept. of War "for his meritorious
plugged a "special" on the proof Cuba in programs and salesmen reported re- service tomotingtheCubanpeople
music and artsts in
tailers and customers getting into
America."

WEAU's full-time coverage of all the West
Central Wjjconsin area, and a move to 790
|M on the dial for easier, better listening. Nearly
^750,000 folks in oor area, whose dollars
ore yours, when you tell them yoor message
ort popufor WEAU! CLYDE
'/ SIDDtE,

luteu
EAU
CLAIRE
WISCONSIN

5000

ufftrrs
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Strikes Threatened
{Continued from. Page 7)
ing day. Ironically enough, the
cause of the Blue's loss of dance
pickups was a station which had
joined the Blue only one week before, on Oct. 1, when KDKA, former Blue affiliate in Pittsburgh,
transferred to the Red network.
The walkout of the technicians
at WBYN on Thursday came as a
surprise to industry observers, as
on the previous Friday, less than
a week before, ABTU had announced the reaching of agreement
with the station calling for increases averaging about \h% for
the eight studio and transmitter engineers. According to Union spokesmen after the agreement was
reached they prepared contracts
for the station owners to sign on
Saturday, but were put off from
day to day. On Wednesday the
union demanded contracts be signed
and returned by the following
morning or a strike would be
called. Thursday morning, when
only three of the four owners had
signed, ABTU extended the deadline until noon and then, when the
final signature was still lacking,
called out the men at 12:15 p.m.
Peter Testan, licensed radio engineer who is part owner of
WBYN, rushed to the transmitter
and got the station back on the
air in approximately 30 minutes,
according to WBYN officials, who
stated that "delegates of the union
served a three-minute ultimatum"
on the station Thursday noon, and
that "while the conference with the
union delegates continued the technicians left their posts, putting the
station off the air from about 12.15

Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

H

WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry OflSce

REX
DAVIS
THREE TIMES DAILY

ASK THESE
1 1 1 Merchants!
Ill merchants in 29 cities
within a radius of 69 miles
REGULARLY advertise their
services and products over . . .

"The only point in dispute involves a management request for
a list of union members at WBYN,
and the management reaction when
it discovered that some of the
technicians were not members of
the union and the contract would
apparently cost these men their
jobs," the management stated.
On Friday Broadcasting received reports from several sources
that the announcers at WBYN
were also planning to walk out of
the station, but at press time they
were still on the job. Group is unaffiliated with any union at present,
but will ask AFRA to take them
in as a group and to represent
them in negotiations with the station management if a strike occurs,
according to these reports.
There was still hope last weekend that a settlement without
strike action might be reached between officials of WHN and ACA,
each group on Friday waiting for
the other to make the first move.
Negotiations for a renewal contract between the station and the
CIO technicians union had been under way for several weeks, when
they were suddenly terminated last
Tuesday, following which the WHN
engineers met at union headquarters and voted to strike if their
leaders thought it necessary.
Breakdown occurred when WHN

.i
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WKNE
5000 Watts
Member C.B.S. network
KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
An H. C. Wilder Station
Represented by Raymer

to 12.45 p.m."
Brooklyn Surprise

"FLASH and EXCLUSIVE are
words potent on any newscast. INS affords their use
often." Henry O r b a c h,
KARK, Little Rock.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
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MICHIGAIS V OPENS
NEW RADIO SEASON
UNIVERSITY of Michigan on
Oct. 25 starts its 16th season of
programs on WJR, Detroit, and its
second on WCAR, Pontiac, Mich.,
with WJR carrying six programs
lasting two hours and WCAR five
15-minute programs.
Under direction of Prof. Waldo
Abbot, in charge since the service
started, time will again be donated
by WJR and WCAR. WJR has
presented much of the equipment
used at the university studios. Time
donated last year by the stations
had a commercial value of $25,874,
according to Prof. Abbot.
David Owen has joined the university staff. He was with CBS 12
years
and was the original Jack
Armstrong.
Among the programs this ^ year
will betoric
Dr.hymnJoseph
hisseries;E. aMaddy's
folk song
series by Dr. Maddy; discussion of
world events by Prof. Preston
Slosson; medical drama; series
titled Why Save Democracy? ;
short story dramas; program for
parents with sons at Camp Custer;
campus mentsnews;
dramas
on achieveof youth;
programs
aimed
at promotion of Latin American
goodwill.

Correction
BROADCASTING rights to the
1942 baseball games of the Cincinnati Reds have been obtained by
WKRC, Cincinnati, though not on)
an exclusive basis as erroneouslj^
stated in Broadcasting, Oct. 6.:;
Broadcasting regrets its error.

Tostal
Tehgrapb
PLEASE.
I'D ALIKE
TO SEND
TELEGRAM/

l

F

"
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offered to give the engineers a
10% increase in place of a 13%
raise previously offered, the union
charging the station with reneging
on its offer and the station stating
that the union had itself rejected
the first offer and that on checking
wage scales for other New York
stations WHN had discovered that
its original offer had been out of
line and so when it was rejected
had not renewed it.
On her return from Texas last
Friday Mrs. Holt stated that the
managements of WFAA, Dallas,
and KGKO, Fort Worth, have as
yet failed to give AFRA recognition as representing a majority of
staff artists. She said that Vic
Connors, AFRA field representative will go to Texas within the next
few days to conduct negotiations,
and predicted that the union would
have both recognition and contracts
within the near future.
Hyman Faine, another AFRA
field man who has been in Cincinnati but is now transferring his
headquarters to Boston, will go to
Rochester, N. Y., Mrs. Holt said, to
investigate the situation at
WHAM, where an announcer is reported to have been discharged
for union activities. Mrs. Holt said
she was not very familiar with the
Rochester situation as it has all
been handled by the AFL local
Central Trades and Labor Council
and declined to comment until she
has -heard from Mr. Faine. AFRA
has no contracts in the city.
CBS Strike Unlikely
Not all the labor news of the
week was bad, however. Strike of
the technicians at the CBS M & 0
stations, threatened when negotiations for wage increases broke
down in mid-September, appeared
extremely unlikely last week when
the network and union agreed on
John Lapp, labor counsel for the
Rural Electrification Administration, as an arbitrator. If Mr. Lapp
is able to serve, which was not
known on Friday, the union's original demands for increases averaging roughly 20% above present
wages will be submitted for his
decision, with arguments pro and
con from union and company.
Selection of Mr. Lapp was agreed
upon on Wednesday, after meetings had been held in New York
the first three days of last week.
Russ Rennaker, national business
manager of ABTU, and Lester
Hatfield, president of New York
Local 1212, represented the union.
CBS Vice-President Mefford Runyon and H. Leslie Atlass, who had
come from Chicago for the meetings, acted for the network.
ABTU also reported that a contract had been signed with WPAT,
Paterson, covering technicians.
Continuing its recent move into
the recording field, begun the
previous week when an ABTU contract covering the technicians employed by Columbia Recording
Corp. [Broadcasting, Oct. 6], the
union stated last week end that
an agreement had been reached
with Brinckerhoff Studios, New
York.
BROADCASTING
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third of UP's revenue, on a "comparable service"
basis, camean from
radio sales.
He identified
FCC
exhibit, compiled under his supervision,
447 UP
radio along
subscribers aslisting
of June
30, 1941,
with comparative lists of radio
subscribers from 193-5 to the present. He also identified exhibits
covering the corporate organization of United Press Associations,
E. W. Scripps Co. and the Edward
W. Scripps Trust. Copies of the
UP standard agreements with radio
stations and publisher subscribers
also were entered in the record.

Newspaper
{Contiyiued from page 12)
of domestic wire lines, with from
150,000 to 200,000 words filed daily
through the New York bureau. He
estimated that about 40,000 words
per day are furnished on the PA
radio report.
Right of Protest
By AP Members
Lloyd Stratton, AP assistant
general manager and assistant secretary, upon taking the stand, was
asked by Counsel Cohn whether an
AP member ever had the right
to protest the sale of AP service
to another applicant in his territory. He declared that under the
AP by-laws, a member of five years
or more gets a "right of protest"
applying to the sale of AP service
in his community. He said various
reasons for protest arose, but that
they were always different. He refused to estimate any percentage
of successful protests, indicating,
however, that only "maybe three
or four" protests were received in
a year.
Mr. Stratton was questioned
briefly on three cases in which a
station unsuccessfully sought to acquire AP service — KGA, Spokane,
KPAB, Laredo, and KWEW,
Hobbs, N. M. Pointing out that
all these cases had arisen before
the organization of PA, he stated
that his only knowledge of the individual cases lay in the fact that he
had seen letters pertaining to
them.
Cross-examined by Judge
Thacher, Mr. Stratton commented
that the original court in which
the Bellingham case arose was
found subsequently to be without
jurisdiction, and that the cause of
action extended only to AP, rather
than the local newspaper. He said
AP had pursued the case no further.
On redirect examination by Counsel Cohn, he declared there was
nothing in the AP by-laws providing a protest right to members
against the use of AP news on the
radio. He declared also that the
AP board of directors could sell
PA service to any radio station,
despite protests from AP members.
"The board of directors is the one

^^^^^

CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is as much a part of Halifax
as the Citadel HilL
Located as it is in the Capital
City, it commands the largest
near at hand audience in. the
Maritimes.
Ask joe WEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York
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ARMY DRAMA is presented each week by KOA, Denver, in its weekly
half-hour Lowry Field Theatre of the Air, from Lowry Field, Col., written and produced by Hal Kanter, who in civilian life is an NBC writer.
With Pvt. Kanter are other members of the show (1 to r), Pvt. George
Sorgatz,, formerly of the WSM, Nashville, Stock Company; Pvt. Alan
Haemer, a commercial artist; Pvt. Kanter; Pvt. Louis Harris, a newspaperman; and Pvt. Walter Harrison Jr., formerly of CBS, Oklahoma
City. Lloyd E. Yoder, KOA general manager, reports that after a trip
to New York where NBC officials listened to transcriptions of the show,
a possibility exists that it migiit be placed on the network.

Ford's Midget
FACED WITH the problem
that radio record turntables
are just over three feet high.
Art Ford, six feet four, who
turns the records from 12
midnight to 2 a. m. on
WBNX, New York, hired a
midget, British-born Leonard
Frank, to save his back. Now
Art is free to answer requests sent in by listeners to
his All Through the Night
show.
who decides in the end if something is going to be done," he said.
Tells of Negotiations
With Spokane Papers
Recalled for additional testimony
on the KGA-KPAB-KWEW cases,
Mr. McCambridge stated that late
in 1940 KGA had started negotiations with Spokane newspapers to
arrange for the use of AP stories.
He said it was merely a local situation, and that the negotiations
had apparently stalemated when
the question of newspaper credits
could not be agreed upon. As for
KPAB, he said, the station had
made an inquiry about AP service,
and was referred to the local member to work out the situation.
However, the newspaper had
t u r n ed down the proposition,
"under prevailing circumstances",
which he said had to do with certain aspects of the management of
the station. He pointed out that
later, after a change of management at the station, the newspaper
had indicated it would be "only too
glad" to cooperate. He said the
KWEW case had got nowhere because the AP member and station
management could not get together
on economic considerations.
Called to the stand briefly to review the KGA situation, Louis
Wasmer, licensee of KGA and
KHQ, indicated that a principal
reason that talks with the local
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newspapers had fallen through
arose from failure of the parties to
agree on credit announcements.
When these negotiations failed, he
said, KGA had subscribed to UP
service, and that although an approach was made by PA shortly
thereafter, the station already had
signed the UP contract.
Edwin M. Williams, UP vicepresident, indicated that about one"THAT'S
MRS.

Says VP Has No
Exclusive Contracts
Mr. Williams declared that UP
has no "exclusive" contracts with
radio stations, nor with newssome of as
the being
contractspapers,
may bealthough
interpreted
"restrictive".
Mr. Williams stated that "asset
value" clauses have been included
in some contracts since 1929. He
declared that these clauses do not
in effect preclude UP from serving another ownership in the same
community, holding that it only
gives a subscriber an equity for
having built up the service in previous years. He claimed that only
about 13% of the 1,498 newspaper
clients of UP have the clause in
their contracts. He said that he
thought the asset value provision
doubtless would hold for facsimile
broadcasting and probably video.
(Continued on Page 56)
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Chairman Fly was not present
during the Friday morning session.
Commissioner Paul A. Walker presided, with Mr. Williams remaining on the stand through the entire
morning session.
He was questioned on a series of
situations
involving
efforts to secure
UP radio
servicestations'
in the
face of alleged opposition of UP
newspaper subscribers. In addition
to the Bellingham case, where UP
service eventually was supplied to
both KVOS and the Bellingham.
Herald, somewhat similar situations in Tampa, Fla., Twin Falls,
Ida., Des Moines, Galveston, Tex.,
Nashville, Columbia, S. C, San
Bernardino, Cal. and Dayton were
reviewed.
From his line of questioning,
counsel apparently attempted to
show that in each of these cases
radio stations' difficulties in arranging for UP service arose mainly from the opposition of competing newspapers, which in most
cases did not own a radio station
themselves.
It was shown that an asset value
clause existed in several of the contracts held by the objecting newspapers, although they were not
strictly enforced and some of the
stations eventually acquired UP
service. Mr. Williams stated that
where no UP contract resulted between the station and the press as-
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sociation, difficulty came merely
because they could not agree on
terms.
In a general discussion of the
situation, Mr. Williams declared
that UP has had objections from
subscribing newspapers only infrequently, and in no case has the
objection of a newspaper prevented
a radio station from securing
United Press service. Maintaining
that newspaper subscribers have
nothing to do with the service offered to radio stations, he pointed
out that with UP serving some 530
stations, if the newspaper objection
problem were a great factor, many
more cases than those cited certainly would have arisen.
Scrijjps-Howard Papers
Not a Factor
He declared that UP's policy is
to sell its service to any radio station on "proper terms". He observed that although UP does not
like to have newspapers object to
extending service to radio stations,
the press association tries to point
out to publishers why they should
not object in particular cases. He
also denied that UP quotes rates
to stations so high that is it certain the stations will not be interested in the proposition, observing
that rates in general are premised
on several factors, including power,
audience, card rates, and cost of
delivery.
FCC Counsel Cohn, pointing to
the E. W. Scripps Co. as controlling stockholder of UP and the
Scripps-Howard papers, asked Mr.
Williams if UP salesmen ever offer
"favorable relations with or publicity in Scripps-Howard
papers".
Mr. Williams
answered that
they
do not, since they cannot do so because UP has no relationship with
these papers other than supplying
a news service.
Cross-examined by Judge Thacher, Mr. Williams stated that UP
serves at least one radio station in
each of 19 cities in which ScrippsHoward newspapers are located,
with more than one station served
in several of the cities, i.e., in
Washington, D. C, UP serves four
stations, none of them newspaperowned.
Pointing out once more that
there were only 192 asset value
contracts out of some 1,500 negotiated by UP, Mr. Williams declared
that in 95% of the towns represented in these contracts UP served
radio stations "and it would be
glad to serve stations in the other
5%".

BASTIAN
BROS. CO.
1500 Bastion St.
Rochester, N. Y.
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With Chairman Fly again presiding as the afternoon session
opened, Mr. Williams observed,
under further cross-examination by
Judge Thacher, that if UP had
listened to newspaper objections
rather than following its declared
radio policy, it could not have extended service to the 530 radio
clients it has today. He commented
that although UP may have lost
"a paper or two" because of its
radio policy, it nevertheless had
registered a gain each year since
1935 in both its newspaper and
radio clientele.
Truman Green Outlines
Tampa Situation
Appearing as a Commission witness, Truman Green, advertising
manager of the Tampa Tribune
and in charge of its radio operation
at WFLA, testified on various
phases
of that
of United
Pressstation's
service. acquisition
Referred by Counsel Cohn to a
pair of correspondence exhibits indicating on their face that the
Tribune was interested in an unduplicated news service for WFLA,
Mr. Green stated that in his dealing with UP on behalf of the paper
the matter of exclusivity of contract was not discussed as such,
although he said it was assumed
that some protection would be
afforded the paper through the
contemplated agreement for the
station.
James D. Poag, counsel for Textile Broadcasting Co., owning
WMRC, Greenville, S. C, also appearing as a Commission vdtness,
narrated that station's difficulties
in securing any wire press service
because of alleged opposition of
the Greenville News - Piedmont,
which also operated the other
Greenville station, WFBC. Mr.
Poag declared that the Greenville
News-Piedmont, at the time Textile Broadcasting Co. was trying
to secure service for its new station, license for which had not yet
been actually granted, held "a
complete monopoly on the dissemination of news in that commuNoting that the newspapers
subscribed to AP and INS for
themselves, as well as UP for themnity." selves and the radio station, Mr.
Poag pictured
client's
futile
efforts
to obtainhisservice
from
at
least one of the four press associations. He charged that while
WMRC was attempting to make a
connection with one or the other
of these services, WFBC also
signed a contract with Transradio
Press, completely blanketing the
outside news field in Greenville.
In each case, he said, WMRC
was confronted with the problem
of gaining the consent of the
News-Piedmoyit or WFBC, headed
by Senator Roger C. Peace. He
stated that Mr. Peace had sewed
up the news field so tightly that the
new station could get no service at
all, with Mr. Peace indicating that
he wanted to do nothing that would
jeopardize the primary venture of
maintaining the newspaper properBROADCASTING

ties. Under that situation, although
UP service ostensibly v/as available, because of previous commitments to the papers and WFBC
the rate to WMRC would have
been "so prohibitive as to be out
of
the question."
Reports
Difficulty
To the Commission
With WMRC's only news coverage coming from its broadcast of
MBS news programs, he finally
reported the condition to the FCC,
Mr. Poag said. When the Peace
interests had purchased 497c of
the WMRC stock, INS then was
made available to the station at
the originally offered rate. WMRC
still has this service.
Cross-examined by Judge
Thacher, Mr. Poag revealed that
INS service actually had been
made available under contract to
the station on Oct. 2, nine days
after WMRC had started operating. He also stated that subsequently an option had been taken
on the holdings of the Peace interests in WMRC and this stock
had been distributed among some
40 local investors.
Responding to a question by
Commissioner Craven, he indicated
that the station probably could not
afford more than the INS service,
and that apparently it would have
no difficulty in getting AP service.
Final witness of the session was
Joseph V. Connolly, president of
King Features Syndicate, of which
INS is a subsidiary. Counsel for
King Features, T. A. Brennan and
Clarence J. Shearn, Jr., as Mr.
Connolly took the stand, reserved
the right to challenge the jurisdiction and findings of the FCC, although they did not oppose the
appearance of Mr. Connolly, who
originally had been a witness when
the proceedings opened in July.
Mr. Connolly
INS'
policy
was to declared
provide that
identical
service to both newspaper and
radio subscribers, with no separate
wires and providing each with the
same volume of news. Mr. Connolly identified a series of exhibits
showing INS radio clients fromMay, 1935 to 1941, with 159 listed
as of July 11, 1941. He also identified a list of 10 so-called "exclusive radio contracts", which he
defined as providing that the
service would not be sold to any
other station in the subscriber's
service area, with the subscriber
in some cases being allowed to drop
the service.
FCC Counsel Cohn introduced a
group of seven correspondence ex
hibits pertaining to the Greenvill
situation. Questioned on thes
documents, Mr. Connolly outline
INS' side of the case, which re
volved around a July 8, 1940, "asse
value" contract with the News
Piedmont and WFBC. He explaine
that this contract had been super
seded Oct. 4 by another agreemen
which provided for INS newspape
service only, and which indirectly
allowed
WMRC. sale of the sei-vice td
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COCA COLA MEETS
WITH MBS GROUP
TO DISCUSS promotion, publicity
and merchandising plans for the
new series of musical programs
starting Nov. 3 on MBS under
sponsorship of Coca Cola Co. —
largest contract ever placed on
Mutual for one producer — managers of 125 Mutual stations met
last week in a two-day session at
the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City,
with network officials, executives of
the
company
the D'Arcy
Adv.
Agency,
which and
handles
the account.
The meeting opened Oct. 9 with
addresses by Price Gilbert Jr.,
Coca Cola's v i c e-p resident in
charge of advertising; James A.
Farley, chairman of the board of
the Coca Cola Export Corp.; Alfred J. McCosker, chairman of the
MBS board; Alfred N. Steele of
the D'Arcy agency; Steve Hannagan, who handles publicity for the
beverage company, and Fred
Weber, MBS general manager, who
presided.
Following these talks, 10 Mutual
station managers outlined briefly
some of the publicity and promotion plans they would put into effect for the programs, which will
feature
the times
nation's
leading Mutual
dance
bands six
weekly.
also scheduled two other sessions
at the conference, both for the
station affiliates — one devoted to
an informal discussion of the Coca
Cola program, the other to general
network affairs — and closed the
meeting with a formal dinner.
WCKY

and

KSTP

Join

NIB
Membership Roll
TWO 50,000-watt stations—
WCKY, Cincinnati, and KSTP, St.
Paul — are among new enrollees of
National Independent Broadcasters
since the special convention of the
group in Chicago last month.
A list of new NIB members released by its Washington headquarters, bringing the aggregate
enrollment up to approximately
100, included also KMBC, Kansas
City; WMC, Memphis; WDAY,
Fargo; WFBR, Baltimore; KJBS,
San Francisco; KWFT, Wichita
Falls; WJJD, Chicago; WDGY,
Minneapolis; WAIT, WGES and
WSBC, Chicago; KXL, Portland;
KGIR, Butte; KFRO, Longview;
WTOC, Savannah; WELI, New
Haven; WPEN, Philadelphia;
WEW and WIL, St. Louis; KFOX,
Long Beach, Cal.
ARTHUR VAN HORN, newscaster
of KFRC, San Francisco, has joined
WOR, New York.

Sifategically located to do 'a big sellmg.4,''
job for the advertiser. A Blue NetWorlcr "
station with an exceptional reputation/ W
lor public service. ;*
1400 KC. ★ 250 Watts
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Third for Swing
RAYMOND GRAM SWING,
MBS news analyst, on Oct. 1
celebrated his third anniversary of sponsored programs
on WOR, Mutual New York
outlet, with his sponsor General Cigar Co., New York,
noting the occasion by omitting the opening commercial
on his 10 p. m. broadcast and
inserting a tribute to Swing
and his role in radio journalism. In addition to his five
weekly broadcasts on MBS,
Swing also does twice-monthly programs for the BBC
which are shortwaved abroad.
McEldowney Married
MARRIAGE of Lt. James R.
McEldowney, of the sales staff of
KLZ, Denver, and of Sheldon Peterson, KLZ news man, occurred
last week. Lt. McEldowney, on active duty at Lowry Field and on
leave of absence from the staff,
married Miss Priscilla Van Voorhees, of Oklahoma City. Mr. Peterson married Miss Pat Fletcher, of
the stenographic department of
KLZ.
Blackout Oscillograph
ALLEN B. DU MONT Labs., Passaic, N. J., announces a new oscillograph which can be used under poor
light conditions or in total darkness
if necessary, which, the announcement states "may be particularly dele in certain military
Called sirabBlackout
Panel operations."
Type 208
Oscillograph, the instrument has its
steel
treated
non-radio
active panel
luminous
paintwith
thata retains
its
maximum luminosity for several minutes after exposure to ordinary light
and can be comfortably observed for
an hour or more after that, Du Mont
explains, adding that the glow is the
same color and intensity as that of
the cathode-ray screen, which minimizes eye-strain.
WBYN Names Gellard
SAMUEL H. GELLARD, formerly
manager of WLTH, Broolilyn, and
now one of the partners of WBYN,
Brooklyn, has been named assistant
general manager and sales manager of
WBYN. New WBYN program manager is Norman W^arenbud, formerly
the station's
assistant
production
manager on foreign
language
programs,
and previously program manager of
WLTH, one of the stations merging
to form WBYN. Adrian Kent, formerly announcer at WARD, Brooklyn,
another of the merger stations, has
joined the WBYN announcing staff.
Pan American Concerts
CONCLUDING the series of 22
weekly votedGood
Neighbor solidarity
programs, and
deto hemispheric
good will,
the
NBC
Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of Dr.
Frank Black next Thursday will present a concert of music of the Americas at the Pan-American Union.
Broadcast over NBC-Red will be
heard from 10 :30 to 11 p.m. and will
be shortwaved to Latin America over
NBC's international stations. WRCA
and WNBI. At the time a testimonial
will be
by 21
ambassadors andpresented
ministersNBC
of the
Latin
American countries for NBC's effort
on behalf of inter-American good will.
Record Making Gift
WHEN Hubert Abfalter, NBC Chicago studio engineer, married Frances
Morton, department secretary last
week in Chicago, his colleagues set up
portable recording equipment in
church to catch their wedding ceremony, later presenting the couple with
this articulate certificate.
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Remodeling

Under

Way

For KROS, Clinton, la.
FORMAL opening of new studios
and quarters about Thanksgiving
Day is planned by the new KROS,
located in the Jacobsen Bldg., Clinton, la. The studios proper have
been completed, and remodeling of
lobby and offices is proceeding.
Since its recent debut on the air
the station has signed some 60
contracts, including a heavy sports
schedule. Red Stangland, new to
radio, has joined the announcing
staff. Members of the sales staff
are Bob Wickstrom, formerly of
WMAM, Marinette, Wis.; Herb
Heuer, formerly of WOC, Davenport; Walter Teich, Milwaukee,
and Vern Carstensen, of Clinton,
both new to radio. In the office
are Lucille De Leers, formerly of
WMAM, in charge of traffic; Doris
Gray and Millie Leahy, of Clinton,
both new to radio; Darlene Gordon, formerly of WMRO,
Aurora, 111.
NBC Shortwave Beam
A NEW high-gain directional beam
antenna specially built to serve the
British Isles and Central Europe will
be put into NBC shortwave service
beginning Oct. 15. Schedules and
wave-lengths have been rearranged for
both NBC shortwave statons, WNBI
and WRCA, to assure best possible
reception throughout the world.
Among the more important changes
will be the increase of the daily Spanish and Portuguese news periods
beamed to Europe from 15 minutes
to a half-hour.

Beverage Test
CHICAGO Distilled Water & BevChicago radio
(Dad'swith
Roota
Beer), erage
isCo.,testing
transcribed quarter-hour juvenile
dramatic program, Captain Danger, broadcast three days a week
for 13 weeks on WMAQ, Chicago.
Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency,
Chicago, placed the account.
Don Winslow Disc
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Grape-Nuts, Grape-Nut
Flakes) , extensive user of radio, on
Oct. 6 began sponsorship of Don
Winslow transcriptions, Monday
through Friday, 4:30-4:45 p.m., on
WGN, Chicago. Agency is Young
& Rubicam, New York.
Magazine Breaks
PARENTS magazine. New York
{True Comics magazine), is planning atest campaign of transcribed
chain break announcements in
about six markets to get under
way the latter part of October.
Joseph Katz Co., New York, handles the account.
Battle of Brains
IN A RECENT Quiz of Two Cities
broadcast for Noxema on KFRC, San
Francisco, and KHJ, Los Angeles,
radio trade paper representatives
from Broadcasting, Variety, Billhoard and Radio Daily, were pitted
against
each
The than
San double
Francisco team
won other.
with more
the score of the Los Angeles scriveners.
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sister and we don't talk about

Or
Here's
Something
Just
as
Qood
A Plaintiff Plea to
THERE'S TIME for sale, and lots of it. What kind of time?
Abolish Change
Well that's something else, and that eloquent orator on behalf
In Time
of elmination of time changes — Willard Egolf — has another
episode to submit to honest and thoughtful broadcasters. In the
By WILLARD D. EGOLF
Commercial Manager, KVOO, Tulsa
Feb. 3 BROADCASTING, he debated the subject with a
TIMEBUYERS want to be lied to. prominent timebuyer, Jack Laemmar, head of the radio deThey won't help us go straight.
partment ofLord 8C Thomas. In this instalment Orator Egolf
They act as the "fence" for our
slips
a
bit
of commercial ethics into the discussion. And he has
"hot" spots and sell them to unsuspecting advertisers. The best a simple solution that will be found in the last paragraph.
we can say of
them is that they
that makes a radio man ashamed
two weeks prior to Change of Time.
take a spot ad- of his business.
He means that, because "availavertiser's money
bilities" include preceding and folSome Choice Spots
and deal in "fulowing programs and no one has
tures". They have
worse than no asAlong about July 1, when we've any reasonable assurance what
they will be — not even the netsurance of deliv- barely recovered from Change of works.
ery. They have, Time in the spring, the first inquiries begin to trickle in from
The representative, however, rein fact, every as- our representatives.
surance of nonplies thatmust
Sam have
Glint'savailabilities
hands are
"Sam Glint, of the Bulgy Agency, tied. He
delivery! Are
Mr. Egolf
says that Amalgamated will okeh before he can get the appropriathey unscrupua schedule of 10 one-minute daytion approved. The station will
lous? No! It's the best they can
time transcriptions on your sta- probably lose the business. Too
do. They must have something to
tion, to start effective with Change
bad!
sell in order to get the appropriaof
Time,
if you can furnish good
Here, the station operator may
tion in the budget.
ATC (After Time Change) availaweaken. If he is strong, he thinks
It's not their fault. It's not our
bilities. Sam says he must have of the advertisers who are runfault. Who's fault is it?
your ATC availabilities not later
ning with him at that moment
and who will continue right
It's the fault of Change of Time, than Aug. 15, etc."
the great deceiver, the one thing
Now, there's nothing wrong with through Change of Time. He owes
allegiance to those advertisers.
Amalgamated's starting effective
with Change of Time, except that Normally they would move one
Amalgamated is skipping radio for hour later with Change of Time
the whole month of September and and retain the same relative posiIt's
probably spending that money with
tions as to preceding and following
the newspapers. But we drove
Cake Cutting Time
them to it several years ago, with programs.
They're All Looking
the uncertainties of Change of
On Tampa
But he knows that nothing is
Bay
Time. We can't holler now that normal about Change of Time,
Amalgamated and two or three
hundred others withhold a few therefore many of them will be
million dollars in radio billing each looking for availabilities just like
the new advertisers. The regular
year for the month of September,
until we get through clawing the customers want good positions, too,
spots off each other, like a pack and deserve them, but again the
operator isn't sure where they will
of
jungle leopards.
Amalgamated
keep Why
out shouldn't
of that be. He tries to explain this to the
scrap? It's their money they're representative, who replies : "Aw,
look, you can pick out 10 onespending.
minute daytime availabilities from
But what happens? I'll tell you your present schedule and hold
what should happen. An honest
radio operator writes back and ex- them for Amalgamated. Sam's
plains that it will be impossible gotta have these spots or it's too
to quote ATC times earlier than bad for your station!"
The station operator is weakenWTSP Offers You Florida's
Leading Population Area
The St. Petersburg-Tampa Metropolitan Area
(Pinellas-272.000,
H illsborolargest
counties)
a populaof anyhasmetropolitan
area tionin of the
state.
Plus a DOUBLE BONUS
1. More mately
than?40,ODO.000
250.000heretourists
every spend
winter. approxi2. Government agencies in this area — Army.
Navy and Coast Guard have a payroll of
$4,000,000 and it's constantly going up.
WTSP
The Mutual Station
serving the
Metropolitan St. PetersburgTampa Sales Territory
A REGIOr4AL STATION
S\. Petersburg TIMES Affiliate
R. S. STRATTON, I\'anager
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
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ing. He may inquire timidly: "But
does Sam Glint realize that I can't
promise to deliver those spots effective with Change of Time?"
The rep replies : "Sam is my
You Can Dominate the
Omaha Great Plains Market
WITH

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
On the RED Network
590 KG. • 5000 WATTS DAY NIGHT
JOHN J. eiLLIN, JR., MGR.
John, Blair <&• Co. RepreSenittivet
BROADCASTING

The station operator is caught.
Some of them go to the trouble
of picking out spots themselves. Others say, "If I'm going in for t
this sort of thing, I'm going in
strong.
Here's our present schedthat."
ule. Estimate what Change of Time
will do to it and pick out the best
spots you can find. Pick out the
spots that Sam will like, regardless of who's in there now. Make
the Amalgamated crowd happy
until we send you our ATC schedules, then they can cry their eyes
out when they see where they
If the advertising manager of
really are."
Amalgamated
heard these converstations,
w'natoldwould
he think?
What would
Graypate
think,
the chairman of the board?
Somebody, somewhere, would call
it fraud, taking money under false
pretenses. How to Choose
Misrepresentation or at least a
breach of faith is bound to occur
if a station operator handles re-,
quests for ATC availabilities oncj
at a time. He must prepare hisi
ATC schedule at a specified time,^
preferably about two weeks priorto Change of Time, with the entire picture before him as of that,
date. Preference should be granted
advertisers in the following order:
1. Regular advertisers continuing through Change of Time.
2. to
Advertisers
Change ofwho
Time.start prior'
3. Advertisers who file definite
contracts beginning with
Change of Time, without demanding definite times.
4. Advertisers who promise to
issue contracts starting with
Change of Time, if satisfactory availabilities are offered.
5. Advertisers who want to
start after Change of Time,
perhaps within 30 days.
(These should be requested,
to wait until ATC schedulesare definitely set and approved by all concerned.)
The safest prescription is tc
abolish Change of Time. Radio is
suffering untold agonies in tht ^
clutches of this monstrosity. Millions of dollars in revenue are being
lost to broadcasters because Changt
of Time is deteriorating the qual-;
ity of broadcast advertising. Time
salesmen are being made to sell
deteriorated product, one that does
not have year-'round uniformity^
This is the worst crime that an in
dustry can commit against its
salesmen. I hope that every sales
man will join me in a plea to th(
heads of our industry:
"Don't make me sell a deterio
rated product! Abolish Change o.
Last May, at the St. Louis NAB
Convention, there was a resoundj
ing salvo from the higher-ups
"Roosevelt will proclaim universa
Time!" Saving Time!" This spa'
Daylight
cious then,
umbrella,
lifted over
heads
has collapsed.
I am ou:'^
re;
minded of the men in trouble wh';
• Broadcast
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cry out the name of the Saviour.
A favorite retort in these parts is:
"Call on somebody nearer to you!"
That's what vfe'd better do. Forget about Universal Daylight Saving Time. It would be only temporary, anyway. Forget about
Franklin Delano Roosevelt in our
emergency. Call on somebody
nearer to us. If you don't think I
mean the networks, who's that
fellow looking down your throat?
SPONSORS RECORD
NEW SPOT SERIES
SEVEN new and two renewal
orders for transcriptions have been
received recently by NBC Chicago
Radio Recording Division, according to Frank E. Chizzini, manager.
New sales orders included a
series of quarter-hour discs of
Jack Armstrong, for General Mills,
Minneapolis, through Knox-Reeves,
that city; 400 one-minute spot announcements for William Wrigley
Jr. Co., Chicago, through Vanderbie & Rubens, that city; 78 fiveminute programs for Quaker Oats
Co., Chicago (Aunt Jemima),
through Sherman K. Ellis, that
city, announcements for Shaler Co.,
Waupun, Wis., through Hal R.
Makelim Production, Chicago ;
five quarter-hour programs for the
Loyal Order of Moose, Mooseheart,
111., through L. W. Ramsey Co.,
Chicago; announcements for Pinex
Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., through
Russel M. Seeds, Co., Chicago, and
for Burma-Vita Co., Minneapolis
(Burma Shave), through Hays McFarland, Chicago.
Renewal orders are three quarter-hour Songs of a Dreamer discs
for Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago, through Hays McFarland
Co. and a series for Omar Inc.,
Omaha, through the same, agency.
1
In Iceland for NBC
|BJ0RN BJORNSON, formerly an
leditorial writer on the Minneapolis Tribune, who offered to cover
Iceland for NBC prior to Ameri[can
occupation
of netthe
island,military
has been
named the
Iwork's
capital correspondent
of Iceland, in
andReykjavik,
will be
heard on the NBC-Blue News of
the World roundup program. Son
of a leading Icelandic family in
Minneapolis, Bjornson speaks the
language in addition to four others.
His brother Val is a news commentator on KSTP, St. Paul.

FLETCHER AVE. Savings & Loan
8';f Assn. has purchased sponsorship of all
md' Indiana and Purdue home games over
|J WFBM, Indianapolis, with Hal Tot' ten coming over from Chicago
handle play-by-play.

OUT OF THE WOODS
Yankee-Colonial Quick to Tell
About Tot
CLAIMING a "first" in presenting
the saga of the modern babe in
the woods, 5-year-old Pamela Hollingworth, Yankee - Colonial networks last Tuesday morning carried from North Conway, N. H.,
two on-the-spot nationwide network
pickups, covering the rescue
of the Lowell, Mass., tot after she
had been lost for eight days and
nightsness ofwithout
food in the wilderMount Chocorua.

ALL KANES were welcome to the first St. Louis performance of "Citizen
Kane" by Myron J. Bennett (standing at right beside his photo), on behalf of KWK. The Kanes were admitted free to the movie by Bennett,
who
served
as Orson
Welles' personal representative. Bennett conducts
the MJB Shows
on KWK.
Defense May Restrict
Latin American Radio,
Walter
Bomer Asserts
FEAR of serious economic dislocation resulting in the closing
down of many newspapers and radio stations in Latin American
countries and consequent weakening of the Hemispheric defense
effort, was expressed by Walter
L. Bomer, vice-president in charge
of export, Bristol-Myers Co., New
York, in a speech before the Export Advertising Assn. Luncheon
in New York last Wednesday, if
priorities forced the curtailment
or cession of flow of American advertised goods.
He said that on the average
43% of the income of radio stations and newspapers in Latin
America comes from United States
business. These stations and papers "depend
large part
the revenue
fromin United
Statesupon
advertisers for their maintenance as
successful business institutions,
and since the war, they are more
than
dependent on us," Mr.
Bomer ever
stated.
"Only from the United States
and Canada can they today buy
their supplies of printing paper,
foundry metal type, broadcasting
equipment, replacements parts and
other essential supplies. Practically all other sources of these basic
needs are closed to them. Here
again is illustrated the vital role
that United States advertising
plays in helping to maintain these
friendly media. Only through our
advertising can they acquire the
dollar exchange necessary to pay
for the material required to keep
their presses rolling, to keep their
airwaves open."
For UP in Moscow

»fPN THE BASIC r^lUTUAL NETWORK
pROADCASTING

DENNIS McEVOY, 23-year-old
linguist, reporter and Far Eastern
authority, has been selected as Moscow correspondent for CBS, replacing Novelist Erskine Caldwell. Son
of J. P. McEvoy, noted humorist,
Dennis is a former member of the
United Press Tokio bureau and
has served on UP's night cable
desk in New York. He speaks
seven languages and has done
much broadcasting.
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GE's FM

List

GENERAL
ELECTRIC Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn, on Oct. 13
launches its campaign for FM sets
[Broadcasting, Sept. 8], featuring
five-minute transcriptions of Hazel
Scott & the Golden Gate Quartette,
on WBNS WWSW KHJ WDRC
WGY WHEC WBRK and WTAG,
Discs are played three to five times
weekly and contracts are for 13
weeks. Other stations will be added.
Maxon Inc., New York, handles
the account.
In CANADA -It's the

lasso

At 8:30 a. m. the Yankee-Colonial special event crew at North
Conway broadcast a special program from the scene to all affiliated stations, followed at 10:30
a. m. by a pickup for MBS featuringents.
appearances
by the child's
parFred A. McLaughlin,
YankeeColonial special events director,
conducted the interview with the
parents
and Pamela's
rescuers,
Forest Ranger
Bill Matson
and
CCC Leader Larry Ruymaza.
WEEI, CBS station in Boston,
also claimed a first with the news
of the finding of the child. The
broadcast was presented over the
New England network of CBS
from 9 to 9:15 Tuesday morning
by Jay Wesley,
specialNovins,
events who
announcer, and Stuart
aired the news story from lines
set up in North Conway, operation center for news services, newsreels and radio.
All-Canada'

Stations

fire IVesfern /l/lorkets^

OASfat
C/l/\M
mfftm'
In the Canadian
West, every
one of the ions'
'All-Canada' stations
has a tight hold on listener preference in the locality it
serves — the best of all reasons why you should make sure
you choose the 'All-Canada' stations to carry your advertising to the rich markets of Western Canada this year.
Ask your advertising agency or All-Canada representative.
THE
At£-CANADA
'"^ISllSiRH
GROUP'
Edmonton
CJCA
British Columbia
Grande Prairie . CFGP Manitoba
Trail
CJAT Lethbridge CJOC Winnipeg CJRC
Kelowna
CKOV Saskatchewan
Vancouver CKWX
Jaw
CHAB
Kamloops CFJC Moose
Prince Albert. . CKBI
Alberta
Calgary
CFAC
Exclusive Representatives
U S A
CANADA

-WEED
and
COMPANY
— All-Canada Radio Facilities Limited
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all of which makes for recognition
of the program when it comes on
the air. Definite listening habits
also can be developed by outlining
the programs that will appear in
a 9.
series.
In the talk or the interview

of Radio
Use
draft
might
well be assigned to a
One in Four Is Foundmunicipal employe whose work can
Wired Approach
then be turned over to the person in
To Use Broadcasts
charge of the program, who, with type of program special consideraNOVEL sales approach was
Regularly
evolved by Ruth Kendall, of
the help of a trained script writer,
tion must be given to (1 ) the selection of the material; (2) outlining
KCKN, Kansas City, when
will put it into shape for actual
INCREASING use of radio in reand
writing
the speech; (3) delivSam radio
Gorman,advertiser,
Kansas City's
porting municipal activities to the
use.
ery techniques. The subject must be
big
said
Writing
of
the
script
involves
local citizenry is revealed in a sui-he was too busy to listen to
of logical treatment within
consideration of the method of pre- capable
vey by David D. Rowlands, colher explain why he should
sentation which will be the most the time allotted. Human interest
lector and administrative assistant
sponsor temperature reports
effective. In this connection, city stories, case histories, or humoreach hour. The undaunted
of Downers Grove, 111., in the magous episodes should be included.
officials will find very useful the
azine Public Management.
Miss Kendall then sent teleA concise style is desirable, gen15
radio
dramatizations
on
municigrams
to
Mr.
Gorman
each
Mr. Rowlands found that at least
eralization should be avoided, and
hour giving the temperature
one in every four cities of 50,000
pal
government
whichStates
are available from
the United
Office the use of statistics restricted.
and citing one reason why
population or more has made more
10. The opening paragraph of a
he should sponsor. Following
of Education. Information on the
or less regular use of radio, among
talk largely determines v/hether or
the eighth wire Mr. Gorman
technique of script writing is availthem Austin, Tex., Chicago, Clevephoned Ruth Kendall that he
able from the Educational Radio not the speech will be an "attenland, Cincinnati, Dayton, Grand
was sold and the very thortion getter." The success attained
Script
Exchange in the U. S. Office
Rapids, Los Angeles, Louisville,
ough Miss Kendall slipped
of
Education
and
from
colleges
and
by
Cleveland's
programsto is
New Haven, New York, Oakland,
out to phone the telegraph
utable, some believe,
theattribtype
company as the contract was
universities that off'er script writ- of story or anecdote which preRochester, San Francisco, Springbeing signed so that the last
ing course.
field, Mass., Toledo and Utica.
cedes the actual interview.
telegram congratulated Mr.
Need of Rehearsals
Other Tips
Free and Sponsored
Gorman on his buy.
7.
Considerable
revision
is
freFor the most part, Mr. Row11. In any roundtable discussion
quently necessary to synchronize there
lands found in his survey response
should be the ability to give
surveys indicate that the best time
from 47 cities, the typical program
accurately to the "con- and take, maintaining interest by
for getting a potentially large the program
tinuity" of the program, which in- this element of conflict, coupled
is a series of talks by leading offi- audience is from 8 to 10 p.m.; next
cludes the introductory remarks,
cials, but recently there has been best are the two hours immediately
with the knack of extemporizing
the talk, skit, or other program
a tendency to dramatize everyday
quickly under fire. Questions asked
which
follows,
and
the
final
closing
this period.
happenings in city departments. A preceding
announcements. In this connection, on a "question box" program
3. The municipal radio program
few cities, like Atlanta, Camden,
should, if possible, be broadcast
one of the principal advantages of should be comparatively short andi
Charleston, Glendr.le, Cal., Kalaspecific, not exceeding 25 words.)
over the station which has the
prepared script is that the pro- Long and difficult questions are not,
mazoo, Norfolk, Portland, Ore. and
largest
audience.
grams
can
be
accurately
timed
and
Racine, Wis., have used radio on
by either the studio or
Unit Responsibility
can be improved as a result of re- appreciated
special occasions during the year
hearsals.
home audience, but the latter canp
such as for delinquent tax collecrectify matters by a turn of the,
4. A single municipal official or
i
Representative of the radio sta- dial.
tions, fire prevention week or in
employe
should
be
assigned
the
retion
should
be
consulted
for
rehearexplaining proposed bond issues.
sponsibility for developing the pro12. The
people
be the
in-1
sal plans, especially if the pro- formed
as to
what should
and when
"In one-third of the cities," Mr.
gram and making the necessary argram is to take the form of a
rangements for its production.
drama or roundtable discussion. city is broadcasting. A notation
Rowlands states, "the city's using
the radio was first suggested by the That official may be advised and
should appear in the radio log of
Quite frequently the radio station local
local radio stations. Radio stations
newspapers on the day of the|
assisted by a planning committee
aids in the general preparation
broadcast. Other means, such a
invariably grant free or 'sustaining' composed of representatives from
of the program, betime to cities. Several radio sta- various departments which are to and production
in busses, street cars, andl
cause a program without continuity notices
schools should be utilized whenever i
tions in Cleveland made spot an- be covered in the broadcast, a rep- lacks balance and may adversely possible.
resentative of the radio station,
nouncements about city activities
the station's prestige. Some
on commercially sponsored pro- and perhaps one or more inter- affect
radio stations may be willing to
13. Offers of anything free — con
grams at no cost to the city. Only
ested citizens. This group could make a record of the rehearsal, test prizes, safety badges, o
a few cities paid for radio time. help the person in charge to decide
which would make it possible to pamphlets — get more response or
Asheville paid $35 for each 15- on the type of broadcast to be used, criticize constructively the short- "mail pull" than merely a request
minute broadcast, and Boston paid and results to be achieved, and the
comings that are evident in the that listeners write in suggestions
regular rates for weekly broadcasts
or criticisms.
participants to be selected. AssistIjreliminary program.
in the early evening hours. The
ance also may be obtained from
8. Most programs on the air COCA COLA BOTTLING Co.. At
Know Your City programs of the radio division of a local educational institution and the staff have developed a style of their lanta. is sponsoring all Georgia Tecl
Akron and Knoxville were sponown. The same person each week football gamas on WSB, Atlanta
sored by commercial concerns at of the local broadcasting station.
introduces the speaker, explains which has assigned Marcus Bartleti
no expense whatever to the munic5. Speakers or participants in
and Ernie Harwell to handle tht
the
setting if a drama is sched- broadcasts.
municipal radio programs should
ipality."
—
interview
the
conducts
uled,
or
be selected on the basis of their
Mr. Rowlands'
article
describe
how radio
has goes
been onusedto qualifications for radio broadcastin various municipalities, and he
ing rather than on the basis of
winds up with this list of "sug- their positions. It may be desirgestions based on the experience of
able, of course, in many instances
cities in the use of radio in re- for city officials to appear on the
porting to the citizens" which he program because they are well
states may be helpful to municipal
known and because of their knowlWISN
officials who plan to use the meedge of municipal activities. A good
dium:
voice and ability to put across the
1. The radio programs should be information to the radio audience
MILWAUKEE
entertaining as well as educational
are just as important as the mesor informative. Radio listeners
WATTS
convey. sage that voice is intended to
want their informative programs
DAY &
6. The script to be used should
to be more than just pedantic haNIGHT
rangues. A municipal radio pro- be prepared or edited by trained
gram must be of a high caliber, ap- script writeis and should be re5.000
peal to the widest group possible,
viewed by persons trained in radio
and sustain interest.
production and techniques. The
COLUMBIA
2. Certain advantages are to be contest of the program or the segained from a series of programs
ries of programs must be carefully
broadcast at regular evening hour
planned before the script is written.
over the same station. Various
The task of preparing the tentative
International Radio Sales- Representatives
Cities
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Mantle Lamp Discs
MANTLE LAMP Co. of America,
Chicago, has placed weekly quarter-hour transcribed programs featuring
Smilin' Ed WFAA
McConnellWSMon
WNAX KVOO
KARK WDAY WBT KWTO
KFAB KFYR WLBZ XEAW;
weekly half-hour of live talent on
WHO; quarter-hour on WLS
KSTP; early morning thrice-weekly quarter-hour on KMBC; oneminute spot announcements six
times a week on WIBW KMA.
Agency is Presba, Fellers &
Presba, Chicago.
FuU-O-Pep Spots
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago
(Full-O-Pep poultry feed), on Oct.
4 started the weekly half-hour
transcriptions of Man on the Farm
program, broadcasts live on WLS,
Chicago [Broadcasting, Sept. 1],
for an indefinite period on the following stations: WAPI KOA
WJAX WIOD WSB WHO WWL
IWBBC WCCO WDAF KMOX
WOR WSLB WSYR WTRY WBT
WLW KVOO KDKA WMC WSM
KGNC WFAA-WBAP WOAI
iWSVA WRVA. Agency is Sher.man & Marquette, Chicago.

Marion
FCC's Quickie
LATEST FCC move to
speed up its operations is
installation of Telautograph
equipment in its meeting
room, connecting with the license division and the minute
clerk's office. According to
unofficial explanations, just
like that used by train dispatchers, isto be used in getting
service
licensesnappy
information
and onother
filed facts for the Commission while it is sitting.
WTIC News Expansion
EXPANSION of the news department of WTIC, Hartford, Conn.,
was announced last week by the
station with the appointment of a
news editor and an assistant news
editor as well as the addition of
AP and INS news wires to augment
the
Transradio
Pressstation's
service. present
N. Thomas
Eaton,
for seven years with Transradio,
is the new news editor, with Sidney P. Stewart, also from Transradio, becoming his assistant.

Kelly Joins RAC
JAMES E. KELLY, of Knox
HIZZONER SAYS
Reeves Adv., Minneapolis, who has
handled baseball broadcasts for
I
Plenty on KSTP Forum,
several years, has been appointed
to take charge of the Chicago ofSo Do the Citizens
fice of Radio Advertising Corp.,
CITY GOVERNMENT and local station representatives, effective
Oct. 15. RAC is exclusive national
'issues are analyzed and discussed representative of KSAN, San
iby Mayor John J. McDonough of
Francisco; KMYR, Denver; WJTN,
iliSt. Paul and leaders in civilian
iflslife in a new sponsored weekly
Jamestown, N. Y.; WCLE, Cleveland; WHKC, Columbus; WTOL,
half-hour forum of KSTP, St.
Toledo; KRSC, Seattle; WMBS,
jjyPaul.
Uniontown, Pa.
^' The series. Mayor McDonough's
''^^Forum, sponsored by Nash Coffee
Dr. Zworykin Honored
"pjiCo., Minneapolis,
was placed
ittehrough Erwin, Wasey & Co. ComDR.
VLADIMIR
K. ZWORYKIN,
eibmercial copy is withheld during the associate director of
RCA Laboraj|;ourse of the discussions on the
tories, and inventor of the Iconoscope
jJ.,!Droadcasts and confined solely to and Kinescope tubes which made
opening and closing courtesy anelectronic
televisionAward
possible,
received the Rumford
from the
iiouncements.
Mayor McDonough and those
American Academy of Arts and Sciences at its annual meeting last Wedparticipating accept no fee for
nesday in Boston. The award is pre:heir services, but rather as a matsented every two years for any impor:er of public information enlighten
tant discovery or useful improvement
r\yin City listeners on school af- in the fields of light or heat, made in
fairs, city budget problems, de- any part of America.
fense industries and civic details.
Guests at Opening
CINCINNATI society figures interRandolph Asks CP
ested in the arts were guests at a tea
given by Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Wilson,
|REP. JENNINGS RANDOLPH
owner of WCKY, at the Hotel Gib';D-W.
Va.), chairman
the
son in honor of the opening broadcast
3ouse District
of Columbiaof Comof the new CBS Helen Hayes series.
nittee, heads the Allegheny
The guests listened to the program
Broadcasting Corp., applicant for and then were interviewed on their
reactions
to the show by Rex Davis,
i new local 250 watts on 1240 kc.
n Elkins, W. Va. Principals, in WCKY announcer.
addition to Rep. Randolph who is
president and holder of 1 of the
4jr ARIZONA'S
mm
850 shares of stock issued are Jas.
FIRST
First on STATION
the dial
1^. Wilverding, of Elkins, treasurer
First with listeners
Und business manager, 148 shares;
Firstadvertisers
in results for
ft. C. Clark, of Wheeling, secreary, 50 shares; C. S. Hoffman, of
iVheeling, 50 shares; E. L. Maxvell, of Elkins, 1 share.
PHOENIX
N ADDITION to his Sunday eveling quarter-hour news program for
Ueneral Foods Corp., New York, William L. Shirer, noted CBS Berlin
■orrespondent now in America, is
conducting a Thursday evening
luarter-hour
program of news analysis
fn
CBS.
jftROADCASTING

Mail response
- " means sales reCBS sponse— and KOY pulled over
90,000 letters in 1940!
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

]
AFFILIATE STATION WLS CHICAGO

• Broadcast

Advertising

Kyle

MARION KYLE, 44, head of the
Los Angeles agency bearing his
name, died in San Francisco Oct.
7 from injuries received in an auto
accident several weeks ago. Mr.
Kyle for more than a year was an
NBC San Francisco account executive, following which he was associated with Lord & Thomas before establishing his own agency
three years ago. He was a member
of the Lafayette Escadrille during
t^s
the first World War, receiving the
Croix-de-Guerre from the French
I
government.
Dr. Pepper Audition
DR. PEPPER Co., Dallas (beverages), has auditioned a new halfhour variety program for possible
network sponsorship. Featuring
Dick Poran and Martha Mears,
vocalists, with the Texas Rangers,
a transcribed version of the proposed show was produced by Hollywood executives of Benton &
Bowles, agency servicing the account, and forwarded to company
officials for consideration.

as

easy

as

this!

At New York's Grand Central
Terminal just toss your bag to
a porter and say "Hotel Roosevelt" . . . He'll escort you
through our private passageway, direct to the Roosevelt lobby .. . Time-saving convenience
and complete comfort . . . Satisfying meals . . . Attractive rooms
with tub and shower, from $4.50.

Philip Morris Change
UNA MERKEL will star in a weekly skit, Nancy Bacon Reporting,
which Nov. 4 becomes part of the
Johnyiie Presents show, sponsored
by Philip Morris, Tuesday, 8-8 : 30
p. m. on NBC-Red. The skit, revolving about the adventures of a
HOTEL
newspaper woman, replaces the _
dramatizations of well-known short
stories, now part of the show. The Roosevelt
BERNAM G. NINES, Monoging Director
Biow Co., New York, handles the
account.
MADISON AVENUE AT 45th ST., NEW YORK

hack to
normalcy
tvith this
sensatUtnal
new . .
4

HOLE
GLASS IIASE

LOOK

at these EXCLUSIVE FEATURES!
SERIES 6000 — RED LABEL AUDIODISCS

# Thin, flexible glass base, with center hole and three drivepin holes in new type fiber insert.
• Conventional overall thickness; cutting head adjustments
and use of special turntable pads eliminated.
# New strength, the coating being a high percentage of total
thickness. Perfect coating-to-glass bond.
# Amazing durability through scientifically correct strengthto-weight ratio.
S.4FETY
# Lees static charge in cutting.
PACKAGE
• Flawless surface, lower surface noise, longer playback life,
no deterioration.
Specially designed and
• outstanding
Coating formula
equipped
best. and process now acclaimed the industry's
available safety
to you cartons
at cost now
for
• Safe delivery. All Audiodiscs are shipped in specially dereshipping
1
to
3
glass
base
Audiodiscs.
signed reusable wood packing cases, approved by the transportation companies.
CALL YOril JOBBER. OR WIRE US TODAY
AUDIO
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ASCAP
{Continued from page 9)
posal of the 2%% deduction, with
the reservation (1) that it be
limited to a month-to-month or 30day basis only for the balance of
Fort Industry's network affiliation
contracts and (2) complete acceptance by all network affiliates. On
the latter score, Mr. Storer said
he felt it would be manifestly unfair for a single dissenter or group
of holdouts to enjoy immunity from
this payment when the majority of
loyal affiliates are willing to pay.
Mr. Storer had advised NBC he
felt definitely that a meeting of individual network affiliates should
be called at once, together with the
representatives from each network
and ASCAP, to express their respective positions. He pointed out
that IRNA had endorsed the proposed network - ASCAP contract
"without taking: a referendum
among its own members" and that
therefore he regarded the affiliatenetwork meeting, including both
members and non-members of
IRNA, as necessary even at this
late date.
He said also it seemed to him
that this is a matter to be settled
by all network affiliates assembled
together "to prevent the application of pressure upon individual
affiliates by networks".
G. Richard Shafto, general manager of WIS, Columbia, S. C, on
Oct. 8 advised William S. Hedges,
NBC vice-president, that his sta-
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General Offices
54 Pratt St.,~ Hartford, Conn.
NATIONAI. ,REPBESENTATI VIS
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• October

cost of accepting such business prohibitive for the stations, Mr. Lafount declared.
If such a double charge is not
intended,
insists
that that
the
contracts the
shallNIB
clearly
specify

!
,

BMI last week
pointed
out the
requirement
of the
Government
consent decrees accepted by both
BMI and ASCAP that clearanceat-the-source be offered for transcriptions and that BMI has already established such provisions,
applicable to all such discs recorded
since Sept. 1, 1941.
Both NBC and CBS last week reported that favorable responses
from stations were coming in satisfactorily, although the number
received to date was not specified.

i'
j
!
(
'
'
;

']
the clearance-at-the-source princi- j
pie will be applied only to stations
which have not taken out ASCAP
blanket commercial license, Mr.
Lafount stated. This is only one of
a dozen or more such ambiguities, j
he added.
|

BRINGING HOME THE FISH are these members of the staff of WAAT,
Jersey City. The combined catch amounted to 700 pounds and was made
in the Atlantic off Brielle, N. J., from the launch of Harold Paynton, rod
and real editor of the Jersey Observer. In front of the haul (1 to r) are
Henry Dabrowski, transmitter engineer; Lester Giroux, transmitter engineer; Frank V. Bremer, technical director; Jay Stanle, musical director,
and Eugene Sywak, recording engineer. In the party, but not shown, was
Anthony Castellani, chief engineer.
tion could not execute the refund
agreement for several reasons. He
said that while he found no disment inprinciple
with NBC's
request, he agrefelt
the unsatisfactory
state of the local station license
forms would make it "untimely and
unwise" to aid in the return of
ASCAP music to network proViewed As Premature
grams".
Enumerating his objections, Mr.
Shafto said the decision of the networks to take ASCAP licenses on
a blanket basis has apparently resulted in a local station per-program contract that leaves much to
be desired. Only through further
negotiations with ASCAP by
parties primarily interested in perprogram licensing can the terms of
the per-program agreement be
made equitable, he commented.
Premature return of ASCAP
music to the network will work "to
the disadvantage of stations endeavoring in good faith to negotiate areasonable per-program concontract", Mr. Shafto held. In the
absence of a generally acceptable
per-program license, the premature return of ASCAP music is
"unfair to the non-network adverCalling the per-program license
tiser".
agreement "impractical and insaid that
no
manner of equitable",
useMr. Shafto
of ASCAP
music
could possibly be obtained to the
advantage of the broadcast user
under the per-program contract in
comparison with the blanket contract.
He observed he was inclined to
the use of ASCAP music with a
blanket sustaining fee and a perprogram commercial license. He
said he was communicating with
ASCAP regarding other phases of
the operation not contemplated in
any form of the existing license
agreement, such as the feeding of
local programs to WOLS, Florence,
S. C, a WIS bonus station.
"As soon as we can negotiate a
per-program license free from the
unnecessary and onerous requirements of the existing draft, we
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shall be pleased to reimburse NBC
for ASCAP license fees to the extent whichconcluded.
you have requested",
Mr. Shafto

CHAISGES

IN STAFF

EFFECTED
Lafount

Protests

Disc Ambiguities
Says ASCAP Pact Must Be
Clarified to Suit NIB
NATIONAL Independent Broadcasters is opposing acceptance of
the network ASCAP contracts until they have been clarified, according to NIB President Harold A.
Lafount, who stated the license
agreements as they now stand are
ambiguous in many respects.
As a single example of the need
for amplification, he cited the subject of clearance at the source for
transcriptions, which is not mentioned in the various station license
forms but is covered by a letter
from John G. Paine, ASCAP genstatingeral: manager, to Neville Miller,
ASCAP will not decline upon request of any
manufacturer
transcriptions, or any
advertisingofagency
on whose behalf the transcriptions are
made, to issue its license covering public performance of specified commerciallyenumerated
sponsored programs
by all upon
stations
by the license
"a clearance at the source" basis,
under a formula providng that payment be made at the rate of 8% of the
amount paid for the time, or 2%
where only secondary use is made.
Many Inquiries
Mr. Lafount said he had received
numerous inquiries from broadcasters pointing out that since the
networks are asking their affiliates
to rebate their share of the ASCAP
network fees it may be expected
that the transcription companies
will do the same asking if stations
which have taken blanket commercial licenses from ASCAP will be
asked to pay 8% of their income
from those cleared-at-the-source
transcriptions in addition to the
2^/4% blanket fee, making a total
payment of 10^/4 % for the business.
The result would be to make the
BROADCASTING

BY WFW

ROGER W. CLIPP, vice-presidentand
generalimportant
manager changes
of WFIL,'
announced
in^
the personnel
of
the
station.
ward C. Obrist comes in on Oct.Ed20
to become the new program director, succeeding James Allan.
Mr. Obrist is now with Ralph H
Jones Co., Cincinnati, and previously had been with WSYR, Syracuse, for two years and seven years
with WBEN, Buffalo, as producei
and writer. He joined the agencv
in 1937.
To broaden the activities of tht
WFIL press department, Mr. Allar
has been promoted to the positior
of director of public relations. Ir
addition to publicity, he will handh
special events and public service
features. He had served as pro
gram director of WFIL for tht
past two years, coming from ;
similar post at WIP, Philadelphia
William B. Caskey, now directo
of sales promotion, will step int(
the newly-created position post o
business manager of the station. Ii
addition to his executive duties ii
his new job, he will continue t'
supervise sales promotion. Prior t
joining WFIL, Mr. Caskey was ai
executive with N. W. Ayer & Som
The re-alignment, according t
Mr. Clipp, is in anticipation of In
creased activities of the statior
especially in public service feature
and special events.

IN THE 71h RETAIL MARKET
KSTP
MINNEAPOLIS
•
SAINT PAUr
NIGHTTIME SIGNAL FROM MINNEAPOLIS TO THE WEST EQUIVALENT TO
133,500 WATTS
NBC BASIC RED NETWORK
50,000 WatU
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Advertisiii
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ASCAP
Appeals
Decision of Court
Asks Reversal of Ruling to
Retain BMI as Plaintiff
ASCAP has filed an appeal with
the Appellate Division of the New
York Supreme Court from the
ruling of Supreme Court Justice
Aaron toSteuer
denying
ASCAP'sas
motion
have BMI
eliminated
a plaintiff in the Marks-BMI suit
against ASCAP to determine
whether the publisher or the composer of a musical number holds
the performing rights [Broadcasting, Sept. 29].
ASCAP has also asked that it
not be required to file an answer
to the suit until its appeal has been
heard and decided, a move which
evoked charges of stalling from
BMI executives, who claim that
ASCAP, fearing the results of the
suit on the morale of its membership, is attempting to prevent it
from coming to trial until contracts
with NBC and CBS have gone into
effect.
BMI has added five new stations
to its list of subscribers: WWPG,
Lake Worth, Fla.; WGDM, Stockton, Cal.; KPFA, Helena; KRIC,
Beaumont, Texas, bringing its total to 722 stations, 66 of which
have joined BMI since negotiations
between ASCAP and the networks
got under way, BMI reports.
Songwriters Suit Active
Further action is indicated momentarily in the suit for $1,217,500 damages filed last April in
New York Supreme Court by 14
songwriters against the NAB,
NBC, CBS and BMI, the plaintiffs
to seek examinations under oath of
all executives involved before the
trial. The two networks, Sydney
Kaye, BMI executive vice-president, and other officers and directors of the companies have already
been served, and last week papers
were being served on other of the
defendants, notably BMI.
The group of songwriters, including 13 ASCAP members and
one nonmember, charged in the
suit that the defendants conspired
unlawfully to acquire control of
the songwriting business at the
time of the ASCAP-BMI disagreement, forcing NBC and CBS affiliated stations to buy BMI stock
and play BMI music, and issuing
"false and misleading statements"
about ASCAP. Three months later,
Daru & Winter, counsel for the
group, filed a brief with the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee requesting "an investigation
of the so-called radio music war
and all related matters."

-CERTIFICATE of MEMBERSHIP"

PENNSYLVANIA'S

FIRST FM CLUB— W47P-

FIRST FM CLUB in Pennsylvania was organized by W47P, affiliated
with WWSW, Pittsburgh. Listeners are admitted if they inform the
station of the time and content of an FM program. The reverse side of
this two-color membership card, drawn by Cy Hungerford of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, contains signatures and membership data.
FOOTBALL

GAME

COOPERATION

Stations and Schools Make Tieup With Army in Paying
Tributes to Alumni in Service
Oct. 11 — Kentucky vs. Vanderbilt,
RADIO BRANCH, Public RelaWHAS, WLAP.
tions Bureau of the War DepartOct.mouth ;18
— Rutgers
Monment, is contacting sponsors of
Kansas
State vs.
vs. Ft.
Oklahoma
football broadcasts, radio stations
U, WNAD, KFH, KMBC ; Delaware
U vs. Dickinson, WDEL.
and schools throughout the country suggesting a tribute to alumni
Oct. 23 — South Carolina vs. Clemson, WCOS.
who have entered the Army since
Nov. 1 — Marquette vs. Mississippi,
graduation.
WISN ; Arizona U vs. Texas Mines,
Edward M. Kirby, chief of the
KTUC.
radio branch, has written over 100
schools throughout the country
urging that one football game on
the school's schedule be dedicated
to the soldier-alumni and that appropriate ceremonies be held at
half-time which would be broadcast direct from the field. Seven
schools and nine stations have already set games while 24 schools
have promised to participate, although the particular game has
not been decided upon.
T. F. Stone, who is the War Department contact on arrangements,
expects many more schools will
participate before the season is
over. Elmer Layden, commissioner
of the National Football League,
has sent copies of Mr. Kirby's letter to the owners of the 10 professional teams in that league as
well as to the presidents of the
American Football Assn. and the
Dixie League.
The games and stations already
set are:
LU
E
CO
IV'S
USIA
CLMB
EX
General Mills Cereal
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis,
is marketing a new ready-to-eat
cereal, Cherrie-Oats. Through the
agency, Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, tests have been made with
quarter-hour
daytime serial.transcribed
Treasure children's
Island in
a few selected markets. Although
no plans have been revealed, it is
understood further radio will be
used.

Executive

Club

Opens New York Season
HOLDING its first luncheon of the
1941-42 season, some 85 members
of the Radio Executive Club of
New York met Oct. 8 and voted
annual dues of $3 for all New
Yorkers while out of town stations
wishing associate memberships
will pay $1.50.
Johnny Hymes, Lord & Thomas,
president of the club, announced
luncheons would be held every
Wednesday throughout the year at
Stouffers Restaurant, 45th & Fifth.
Guest speakers from all branches
of business will appear. Visiting
station executives were John Runyon, KRLD; Ben Ludy, WIBW;
Ken McAllister and Alex MacDonald, WGY; Harold Cassill,
WGNY; Mrs. S. B. Berk, WAKR.
Concerts for Sale
NBC-BLUE is offering advertisers
a package deal for the NBC Symphony concerts at $300,000 for the
24-week period starting Nov. 4
when Leopold Stokowski becomes
guest conductor. That price is
fixed minimum, and the deal is not
subject to any discounts to advertisers sponsoring other NBC-Blue
programs. It is also exclusive of
the cost of the announcer and commentator. The concerts started
Oct. 7 with Samuel Chotzinoff as
commentator, and will be heard
through the season Tuesdays, 9:3010:30 p.m. on about 100 Blue stations.
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WIP's FM Slogan
ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

OCTOBER 4 TO OCTOBER 10 INCLUSIVE
frequencies amended to operate 50 kw to
Decisions . . .
100 kw on 9670 kc.
PRAISE FOR LEAR
Va.—
OCTOBER 4
CPNEW,
new Percy
station C.740Klein,
kc 1Alexandria,
kw D.
General
Gets Orchid From
NEW, Nashville Radio Corp., NashvilleMISCELLANEOUS— WBRY, Waterbury,
Conn., granted motion amend applic. CP Amend CP new station 1450 kc 250 w.
KTBS, Shreveport
WIBC,
Ind. —changes.
CP increase
1590 kc. ; WAAF. Chicago, hearing con5 kw
N 10 Indianapolis,
kw D equipment
tinued to 11-17-41 ; NEW, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., continued hearing motion granted ;
LIEUT. GEN. BEN LEAR, commander of the Red Army (Second)
NEW, Midstate Radio Corp., Utica, N. Y.,
granted continuance Oct 6 hearing for 60 Tentative Calendar . . .
which protected Shreveport during
days ; KIDW, Lamar, Col., denied petition
the recent maneuvers, was awarded
dismiss hearing date of Oct. 8.
NEW,
Inc.,w Houston, CP Scripps-Howard
new station 1230Radio
kc 250
unl. ; the 287th orchid presented by the
OCTOBER 7
NEW, Texas Star Broadcasting Co., Hous- weekly Orchids to You program,
ton, same ; NEW, Greater Houston Broad- heard over KTBS. Gen. Lear was
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.— Granted CP incasting
Co. Inc.,
Houston,
crease 5kw directional N.
solidated
hearing, Oct.
13). same (con- cited in the script as being a
WJOB, Hammond, Ind. — Granted conKGLU,
Safford,
Ariz.,
license renewal
leader whose personal attributes of
sent voluntary assignment license to O. E. (Nov. 14).
Richardson,
Fred
L.
Adair
and
Robert
C.
courtesy, zealousness, and high
Adair.
morals were exemplified in his men.
WFEA, Manchester, N. H. — Granted conBoth KTBS and KWKH were
sent transfer control for estate of Henry
WJNO Transfer
P. Rines, deceased, to Adeline B. Rines.
in the thick of things as their city
WMFD, Wilmington, N. C. — Granted CARRYING out the terms of the was threatened by the attacking
modification license to 250 w unl.
Third or Blue Army led by It.
WBTM, Danville, Va.— Granted CP in- v/ill of Jay J. O'Brien, New York
crease 250 w N. Move transmitter.
Gen. Walter Krueger. Soldiers
sportsman
and
broker,
who
owned
KNET, Palestine, Tex. — Granted conmoved in, slept in the studios, pasent voluntary assignment license to Pales- 66 2/3% of WJNO, West Pahn
tine Broadcasting Corp.
trolled the foyers, fired anti-airBeach, Fla., his widow, Laura
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— NEW,
craft guns from the roof, and disO'Brien, has applied to the FCC
Forward Wheeling Radio Corp., Wheeling, to
carded
their rifles to battle Third
transfer the WJNO holdings
W Va., CP new station 1450 kc 100 w unl.
Army
attackers
with their lists as
from the O'Brien estate to her two
OCTOBER 8
the latter atLempLed to capture
sons,
the
stepsons
of
Mr.
O'Brien.
the stations by entering through
NEW,
Roy St.CP Lewis,
Norfolk, Va.— De- Assignees are Louis Marshall
a fro escape.
nied in default
new station.
WTMC, Ocala, and WDLP, Panama City, Hemingway, employe of Standard
Although the attackers entered
Brands Co., and John Hylan HemFla. — Extended date for filing proposed
ingway, who is connected with
findings of fact and conclusion re revocathe city and the battle raged furiously around the KTBS and
& Co., Wall Street firm.
briefs tion
to pi'oceedings
11-10-41. to 10-25-41 and filing Riter
KWKH studios, they were never
Deal
is
a
transfer
involving
no
MISCELLANEOUS — WGAN, Portland,
Me., dismissed petition to intervene in ap- money. Mr. O'Brien died in April, captured. A company led by Capt.
plication WBRY; WHAS, Louisville, with- 1940. The remaining 33 1/3% of Barney Oldfield of KELD, El
drew petition amend application to 750 kw ; WJNO is held by John R. Beacham,
Dorado, Ark. fame [BroadcastNEW, Hennessy Broadcasting Co., Butte, West Palm Beach attorney.
Mont., granted petition to ake depositions
22] protected
the stationing,andSept.
broadcast
uninterruptedly
re new station hearing ; NEW, Homer Rodeheaver, Winona Lake, Ind., granted petiduring the battle.
tion amend application 1250 kc 1 kw remove
To Fete Gen. Mauborgne
from hearing docket; WGST, Atlanta, Ga.,
denied petition for hearing re WGST li- VETERAN WIRELESS Operators JEAN PATRICK, woman commentacense renewal ; WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla., Assn. and the American Signal Corps
during theinterview
New York programs
World's
granted motion amend application 1460 kc Assn. will serve as co-sponsors of a Fairtor whoconducted
5 kw remove from hearing docket ; KALB,
dinner to Maj. Gen. from the Fair studios of WWRL, New
Alexandria, La., continue hearing 60 days ; testimonial
O. Mauborgne, who retired York, has been awarded the "de
KGLU, Safford, Ariz., granted petition Joseph
Sept. 30 as chief signal officer of the Merite
Lebanese" — a diploma award
continue hearing to 11-14-41.
Army. Dinner will be held Oct. 25 and silver medal from the president
and
secretary
of state of the State of
at
the New
Offices
Lebanon, Asia.
Island,
York.Club on Governor's
Applications . . .
OCTOBER 6
WORL, Boston — Modification license decrease 500 w auxiliary transmitter.
WTIC, Hartford, Conn.— Transfer control from The Travelers Indemnity Co. to
The Travelers Insurance Co. thru transfer
95 shares common stock.
NEW, WKAL Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich.—
Amend applic. CP new station 1230 kc
250 w facilities of WGRB.
NEW, Allegheny Broadcasting Corp.,
Elkins,
W. Va.— CP new station 1240 kc
250
w unl.
NEW, Raymond C. Hammett, Talladega,
Ala.
1230 — kcAmend
250 w. applic. CP new station to
WJNO, West Palm Beach, Fla.— Transfer control from Laura O'Brien, executrix
of
J. J. O'Brien, deceased, to Louis
Marshall
Heminway and John Hylan
Heminway
through transfer 67 1/3 shares
stock.
KIDW, Lamar, Col. — Involuntary assignment license C. R. Anderson.
OCTOBER 8
WFBR, Baltimore — CP increase 10 kw
install new transmitter directional changes.
NEW, McKeesport Broadcasting Co., McKeesport,
Pa.— Amend applic. CP new station to 1 kw.
WKBN, Youngstown, O.— Transfer control 430 shares common stock from W. P
Williamson to W. P. Williamson Jr.
WHBC, Canton, O. — CP equipment
changes install directional increase 1 kw
change 1480 kc contingent on WGAR shift
WSBT, South Bend, Ind.— CP increase
1 kw equipment changes.
KBPS, Portland, Ore.— A nend CP increase 250 watts to share time with KXL.
OCTOBER 9
WRCA, WNBI, Bound Brook, N. J.—
Modification license requesting additional
Page 64 • October
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FIRST COMMERCIAL FM contract in Philadelphia was signed
Oct. 8 by Benedict Gimbel Jr.,
president of WIP, for FM station
W49PH, and the Harry M, Dittman Adv. Agency, Philadelphia,
for Adams Clothes stores of Philadelphia, Chester, Pa., Allentown,
Pa., Wilmington, Del., and Trenton, N. J. WIP is constructing its
FM transmitter and antenna atop
the Gimbel Bldg., housing the station, and expects to start operation around the first of the year.
WILLIAM L. KLEIN, owner of
United Broadcasting Co., Chicago
transcription and production firm, has
applied for a local station in Oak
Park, 111., suburb of Chicago. Rested is2.50-watt fulltime operation
on 1490 quekc.

Statement of The Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc.. Required by the Acts of Congress of August 24, 1912,
and March 3, 1933
Of
ng, Combined With BroatCAsr Broadcasti
Advertising
published
Washington, D. C, for October weekly
6, 1941. at
District of Columbia — ss.
me, a notary public in and for
theBefore
District aforesaid, personally appeared
Norman R. Goldman, who having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is the business manager of
Broadcasti
With Broadcast
Advertisingng, andCombined
that the following is, to
the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management
(and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc..
of the aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by
the Act of August 24, 1912, as amended
by the Act of March 3 1933, embodied in
section 537, Postal Laws and Regulations:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business manager are:
D. C. — Martin Codel, Washington.
Publisher
Editor — Sol TaIshoff, Washington.
D. C.
Managing
Editor Md.
— J. Frank Beatty.
Silver Spring,
Business
Manager
—
Washington, D. C.Norman R. Goldman.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a
corporation, its name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of stock. If not owned by a
corporation, the names and addresses of
the individual owners must be given. If
owned by a corporated
firm,concern,
company,
otheraddress,
uninits nameor and
as
well
as
those
of
each
individual
member,
must be given.)
Broadcasting Publications, Inc., WashingC;
ton, D. C. Sol
; Martin Codel,Washington.
WashingD. C;ton. D.Ella
AprilTaishofF,
Codel, Washington,
D. C;ton, D. Betty
Tash Taishoff, WashingC.
3. That
the
known
bondholders,
mortgagees, and other security
holders owninp
or holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities are: (If there are none so state i
None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stock
holders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon th
books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as.
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation^
the name of the person or corporation fo
whom such trustee is acting, is given; als
that the said two paragraphs contain state
ments
embracing
fuU knowledg
and belief
as to the affiant's
circumstances
and con
ditions under which stockholders and se
curity holders who do not appear upon th
books of the company as trustees, hoi
stock and securities in a capacity othe
than that of a bona fide owner; and thi
affiant has no reason to believe that an
other person, association, or corporatio
has any interest direct or indirect in th
said stock, bonds, or other securities thai
as so stated by him.
Norman R. Goldman.
Sworn to and subscribed before me thi
2nd day of October, 1941.
Nathan Sinrod
(Seal)
Notary Public.
(My commission expires November 1, 1943,)
• Broadcast
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Opening of KPRO
Slated for Oct. 24
Riverside Station Is Delayed
By Defense Priorities
DIFFICULTY in obtaining equipi ment due to national defense prij orities has postponed until Oct. 24
-> the starting date of the new KPRO.
Riverside, Cal.. originally schedI uled to go on the air last Friday,
' according to W. L. Gleeson, gen1 eral manager and chief o^^mer in
' the new enterprise.
KPRO was authorized by the
FCC last May with issuance of a
,1 construction permit to Broadcasting Corp. of America for a 1,000watt fulltime outlet on 1440 kc.
Principals in addition to Mr. Gleeson, who is owTier of the Progressive Optical Co. and associated
vdth. the Miller Adv. Agency. Oakland, as well as 54<~f stockholder
in KPRO, are E. W. Laisne. with
firm, 20 '^"f to
; John
1 the
H. same
Tolan optical
Jr., secretary
his
father. Congressman Tolan, 20%;
John B. Smith, attorney, 2% ;
• Loyal C. Davis, attorney 2%; Phil
2 Davies, 2%.
Equipment Ordered
Transmitter and input equipment
I for KPRO have been purchased
from the Collins Mfg. Co. and microphones, turntables and recording
equipment from RCA Mfg. Co. Antenna is a 366-foot Truscon self
supporting tower located IV2 miles
north of downtown Riverside.
Mr. Gleeson who will also be
' commercial
manager, announced
1 Harry D. Black, sports^\T.-iter of the
Riverside Press and Enterprice and
'' named
formerlyassistant
a publicity
man, has manbeen
commercial

ager. Other recent staff appointments include Howard Ray, for] merly of KTSM, KOB, and WJAY
and national radio manager of the
; To-wnsend Plan in 1936, to be in
J the San Bernardino commercial despartment of KPRO; Hap Polite,
'former newspaper reporter, commercial department; Dick Gifford,
i|i formerly of several midwestern
i 1 and western stations, commercial
5 department; Barton Bachman, for' merly a teacher of music and conj cert star, program director ; Paul
scL. Fisher, formerly research exIpert of the Dept. of Agriculture,
i'farm editor; Grant Holcomb, 1940
^igraduate of the U of California,
t news and sports announcer ; ; Robert McGaughey, formerly of KYCA,

Doughnut Scores
AN ENTERPRISING New
York doughnut shop devised
a unique stunt for announcing World Series scores to
the public during the last series. With one ear glued to
an account of the game on
WOR, New York, a whitecapped baker sat in a Times
Square front window keeping a box score using doughnuts for numerals.
Velvet Planning
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York (Velvet smoking
tobacco), will sponsor a new variety show of song and comedy,
titled Hank Keene & His Radio
Gang. No plans have yet been set
for a starting date, nor is the
agency, Newell - Emmett, New
Yoi'k, certain whether it will be a
network show or go to local stations via transcription. Details
are being worked out, and will be
announced in a week or two, the
agency indicated.
Ziv N. Y. Office
FREDERIC W. ZIV, Cincinnati
production company, opens New
York offices about Oct. 20 with
John L. Sinn, vice-president, in
charge. Mr. Sinn will serve as
eastern sales manager and will
also supervise casting and production of Korn Kobblers and Across
the Wilderness, respectively, comedy and dramatic series of quarterhour transcriptions recorded by
World Broadcasting System.
Co-Op Campaign
LONG ISLAND VEGETABLE Institute, Rivei'head, Long Island
(cooperative), last Wednesday began a two-week campaign with
probable extensions promoting the
season's fresh vegetables on WOR
W Q X R WBZ - WBZA W C A E
WFBR and WFIL. Agency is
Paris & Peart, New York.
nician; Norman Dewes, formerly
chief engineer of KYCA, Prescott,
Ariz., chief engineer; Jajme Stout,
office manager; Betty Peterson,
receptionist.

FAIRCHiLD

PORTABLE RECORDER
• Hundreds of Fairchild F-26
Portable Recorders are doing double duty as portables
and studio recorders. Sturdy
:^KOY and KPHO, announcer-techruggedness is built into the
Fairchild F-26, brilliant toneperfection is there, too. Fairchild are leading suppUers
mm
/I THAT
of precision built equipment
'
ns
wi
T
HA
^T
to radio broadcast stations.
Uudiencel \
Write for descriptive literature.
". . . it had to satisfy Fairchild
i POPULAR
\
Statlan,
Salt Laic Cuy
National Representative
JOHN BLAIR & CO.

Agash Extends
AGASH REFINING Corp., New
York, which has been sponsoring
the transcribed weekly quarterhour
America's
Fathersprogram
for its edible
oils onFamous
WBZWBZA, Boston, and WFMJ,
Youngstown, for the past five
weeks, on Oct. 10 started the program on WOR, New York, for its
French dressing. Permanent M. C.
of the show is Howard Lindsay,
star of the Broadway play, "Life
With Father," who introduces
well-known fathers. Listeners
sending in the best recipes for
salad dressing each week receive
tickets to the Lindsay play. Newlyappointed agency is Blaine-Thompson Co., New York.
Scott's Campaign
RITCHIE & JANVIER, Bloomfield, N. J., is conducting a campaign of spot announcements five
to
six days
weekly
for inScott's
Emulsion
cod liver
oil tonic
four
markets, Houston, Kansas City,
Atlanta and New Orleans. Agency
is Atherton & Currier, New York.
THE CURRENT best-seller written
by William L. Shirer, Berlin Diary,
former CBS Berlin correspondent,
started Oct. 13 in 62 newspapers in
the United States and Canada in 24
instalments
as a United Feature Syndicate feature.

Colgate Director
JOHN K. COLGATE, secretarytreasurer and a director of Van
Strum & Towne, investment counsel, has been elected a member of
the board of Colgate - PalmolivePeet Co., Jersey City. Mr. Colgate
is a son of Russell Colgate, who
until his death July 31, 1941, was
a director of the comany.
McAvity

Catalog

THOMAS A. McAVITY, who resigned as vice-president and radio
director of Lord & Thomas, New
York, last July 18 [Broadcasting,
July 28], is now doing free lance
production, and is building a catalog of productions to be submitted
to agencies on a package basis.
FM Vocalist Contest
A STATEWIDE contest for young
men and women singers, 18 to 25,
will be started Dec. 5 by W.5.5M. Milwaukee Journal-WTMJ FM outlet.
Winners wiU receive .$50 cash prizes
and paidconsin
solo
appearance
Symphony
Orchestra.with WisTHE early morning devotional
Sacred Heart Program, originating at
WEW, visionSt.
Louis,Eugene
under P.theMurphy
superof Father
S.J., is
being transcribed
Technisonic
Recording
Labs.. St. by
Louis,
and
made
available
to
stations
throughout
the country.

jr., for Example^
by CALIF. FRUIT GROWERS

EXCHANGE

In November, 1939, the
CALIFORNIA FEUIT
GROWERS EXCHANGE
specified WMBD as a VITAL,
ADDITIONAL outlet for
their program, "Hedda Hopper's Hollywood", advertising SUNKIST ORANGES
and LEMONS. This program
is still running on WMBD.
Significant — when only
WMBD and one other station were specified outside
the Basic Network group.
Here^s

Why

.

WMBD has established GOOD WILL with the family budget-keepers — has
become a thrce-to-one women's favorite over other competitive stations heard
in the busy industrial and thriving agricultural population of "Peoriarea".
This good will has been created by personalities and programs which appeal strongly to
housewives. Add these helpful, local women's ,
programs to popular network features and
you'll understand why
WMBD is listened to
wives.
by so many house-

A
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>.:A VIATION
COH P O H AT I O N
88-06 Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica. L. I.,'N. Y.'
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Radio

Levine to Manage
Artists for NBC
All Deals Off, Says Trammell
In Making Appointments
STATING that "current negotiations for the sale of NBC's talent
divisions have ceased," Niles Trammell, NBC president, last week announced appointment of Marks
Levine as managing director of
NBC's Concert Division and 0. 0.
Bottoroff and D. L. Cornetet as
president and vice-president respectively ofCivic Concert Service,
Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of
NBC.
Daniel S. Tuthill, who for some
months has been negotiating with
NBC for the acquisition of the
talent divisions, with the deal supposedly near culmination, will continue as an executive in the network's program and talent sales
department, the announcement
stated.
Praised by Trammell
Mr. Levine has been associated
with the Concert Division for more
than 12 years in various key positions, and in a letter to the artists
under NBC's management Mr.
Trammell stated that much of the
success of NBC in the artist management field was directly attributable to Mr. Levine's untiring efforts. Among the many name
artists in the concert field handled
by NBC are, Kirsten Flagstad,
Gladys Swarthout, Fritz Kreisler,
Sergei Rachmaninoff, John Charles
Thomas, Ezio Pinza, Giovanni
Martinelli, Jarmila Novotna and
Efrem Zimbalist.
Civic Concert Service, sponsoring Civic Music Assns. in several
hundred leading cities throughout
the country, has brought to those
cities concert stars such as those
listed above and also the major
American symphony orchestras
under Koussevitsky, Rodzinski,
Ormandy, Goosens and other leading conductors. One of the organizers of the Civic Music plan 21
years ago, Mr. Bottorff subsequently became vice-president and general manager, position he held until his new appointment as president of the service. Before joining
this organization he had been
director of audience promotion for
the Chicago Opera Co.
In their new capacities Levine
and Bottorff are taking over positions formerly filled by George
Engles, who recently resigned as
NBC vice-president, managing director of the NBC Concert Service and president of Civic Concert
Service [Broadcasting, Sept. 15],
reportedly to set up his own talent
bureau, although he has made no
announcement of future plans as
yet.
Mr. Cornetet has been with Civic
Concert Service for 10 years, most
recently as assistant manager in
charge of the western division,
with headquarters in Chicago. He
Page 66

• October

Gives

Time:

Army
Buys Space
Newspaper, Magazine Fund :
Navy Lauds Space Test
THE ARMY, through the recruiting service of the Adjutant General's office, is placing a campaigri
amounting to between $100,000 and
$300,000 in newspapers and magazines, currently urging enlistment
in the Air Forces and flying cadets.
It is similar to one placed last year
by the same office through N. W.
Ayer & Co., Philadelphia.
Simultaneously, spot announcements, transcriptions and live programs are being donated by about
700 radio stations at the request of
the Army. Time on the stations is
given free of charge in the interests of national defense.

mC

RELAXES RULE
FOR TIME SERIES
TO COOPERATE with Time Inc.
and Young & Rubicam in making
the March of Time, which returned
to the air last week as a half-hour
Thursday evening Blue Network
program, as effective as possible,
NBC has relaxed its rules against
dramatizations of war scenes and
impersonations of world figures.
Series will also on occasion
utilize recordings of speeches and
of songs and music necessary for
authentic radio presentation of
current events, although recordings are usually forbidden from
the networks except as sound
effects.
Everything possible to make
these new March of Time broadcasts realistic and impressive will
be done, according to NBC, where
it was explained that when the
sponsor is a publishing company
with full realization of its responsibility tothe public it is entitled to special consideration in
instances where application of the
customary network rules would adversely affect the program. Each
such case will be considered as it
arises on its own merits, it was
stated, with decisions being made
as necessary from week to week.
Stera-Kleen to Expand
STERA-KLE"EN
Co., Jersey
City
(false teeth cleanser),
recently
started participations on 920 Club,
Monday through Saturday, 3-3:15
p. m. on WORL, Boston. Company
last week finished test participations on Yankee Network News,
Tuesday and Thursday 7-7 :15 a. m.
Extension to other markets is contemplated inthe near future. Redfield-Johnstone, New York, handles
the account.
will continue to operate from Chicago as vice-president.
S. Hurok, independent booking
agent for many top ranking
artists, will continue his affiliation
with NBC's Concert Division,
through which his artists are
booked for apearances outside of
New York, it was stated.
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New Yeast Series
IRONIZED YEAST Co., Atlanta,
on Oct. 13 starts sponsorship of
The Helping Hand on four CBS
stations (WBBM WABC WJR
WFBM) Monday through Friday,
3:15-3:30 p.m. Featuring John J.
Anthony, conductor of the Good
Will Hour Sunday, 10-11 p.m. on
52 NBC-Blue stations for the same
sponsor who continues in that capacity, the new show will present
dramatizations of true-to-life problems. Dan Hancock will be the announcer, Ruth Borden, the writer
and Elsie Thompson, organist, will
play the incidental music. On Oct.
27 the program will shift to 3-3:15
p.m. Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
handles the account.
Mutual

Theatre in N. Y.

OPENING
"Mutualof Theatre"
for
the first of
broadcast
the new
Coca Cola broadcast on Nov. 3
[Broadcasting, Sept. 29] was assured last Wednesday when MBS
signed a long-term lease on the
former Maxine Elliot Theatre, 109
West 39th St., New York. "Mutual
Theatre" seats 963 and will be redecorated at an estimated cost of
$50,000. Broadcasts of all types
will originate there, though MBS
stated that Coca-Cola holds preferred position. All the six-a-week
Coca-Cola shows during the first
four weeks of their run will come
from the new theatre, and it is
estimated that 60% of the entire
series will originate there.
Naval Reserve Discs
PUBLIC Relations Office of the
First Naval District has released
to New England radio stations the
first in a series of transcribed programs on the duties of the Inshore
Patrol and Class M-2, the newest
branch of the Naval Reserve. The
first program features interviews
with officers of the service with a
musical background of Lou Bonick
and his orchestra, a girl trio and
other entertainers. Following programs will follow the same same
format, bringing other officers to
the microphone as well as outstanding name bands of New England.
BROADCASTING

Navy Statement
The Navy Department, which
had placed a newspaper test campaign afew months ago in Indiana,
Iowa, and Missouri, last week announced that enlistments in the
test area increased almost fourfold as a result of the campaign.
The Navy's endorsement of newspaper advertising came in a letter
from Capt. F. E. M. Whiting, di-,
rector of Navy Recruiting to William A. Thomson, director. Bureau
of Advertising of American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
The letter failed to state that
virtually every station in those
States had contributed free announcements, transcriptions anc
live programs in the interest of
Navy tion
recruiting.
it menbillboards orNorthedidfact
that
many theatres in the area carriec
pictures directly or indirectly urg
ing enlistment.
Capt. toWhiting's
in re
sponse
one fromletter
Mr. was
Thomsoi
who asked what results the news
paper campaign had brought in th>
way of additional enlistments.
compilation of the figures release<
in the letter shows that in May th
number of recruits at the principa
stations in those States was 371
In September
The
first ad wastheruntotal
the was
week 1,041com
mencing July 7 and the last in th
last week of August. The newsp;i
per campaign, placed throug
BBDO, is now running in 16 Statt
with two others, Michigan an
Wisconsin, to be added shortly.
More on Marlin List
MARLIN FIREARMS Co., Ne^
Haven (razor blades), has recentl
added to its extensive schedule th
following stations carrying on(
minute announcements 2-21 tim(
weekly for 13 weeks: KDA
WGBF KMJ WROL KNX WHE
WEEU WRAW WPIC WTAG. 1
addition company has been conducj
ing one and two week tests of ai,
nouncements two to six time
weekly on WAAT WIP KAL
WSAY KJBS and WLW. Crave
&account.
Hedrick, New York, handles tl• Broadcast
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..we

liste

n

to

WLW

. . . every last one of us, " say the
Harvey Hoewischers, whose farm
is located near Sidney, Ohio.
DAD

SAYS:

"I've listened to WLW for a good many
years, and if there's ever been a loyal
booster of the Nation's Station, I'm one of
'em. Even tho' I am quite an active member
in the Belgian Breeders Association, much
of my work centers about the farm. And
so, I'm naturally interested in all the new
methods of farming. WLW makes it possible for me to get these new ideas, gives
me the market and weather reports. Why
... I don't think I've missed that Weather
Observer, Jim Fidler once . . . since he's
been on the air."
MOTHER

Prize Winners! These ribbons have been won by Harvey
Hoewischer's Belgian
this year
and horses
other state
fairs. at Ohio, Indiana
SON

SAYS:

"Well, I'm quite a stay-at-home. I enjoy sewing and
listening to the radio. And when I say Radio ... I
mean WLW for I hardly ever listen to any other
station. I have lots of favorite programs. One that I

SAYS:

"I graduated from Ohio State last year, majoring in
Agriculture. I thought when I left school that I'd really
have the 'jump' on Dad when it came to new farming methods. But . . . WLW had the jump on me. I
soon found out that Dad was 'right on his toes' . . .
when it came to employing time-saving devices on

like
Town.' I of
never
miss it.
know especially
that there well,
must 'Boys
be thousands
Mothers
likeI
myself who are mighty grateful to WLW for their

the farm. Since then, I've got an 'earful' of sound
farming ideas by listening to 'Everybody's Farm

fine programs."

DAUGHTER-IN-LAW

SAYS:

"I'm being quite frank when I tell you that I wasn't
accustomed
to getting up at the crack of dawn when
Hour.' to" live on the farm. But now ... I really look
I came
forward to Hal O'Halloran and 'Top Of The Mornin'
on WLW. I'm sure that in a few short weeks I'll be
as WLW-minded as the rest of the family because
we listen every day."
YES— PROGRAMS WITH A DISTINCTIVE SECTIONAL
FLAVOR PLUS CLEAR CHANNEL FACILITIES MAKES
WLW A FRIEND TO FARMERS IN THE MIDWEST!

THE

NATION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

STATION

250

to

1,000

Watts

RCA TYPE 1-K
Broadcast Transmitter
• Frequency -Response within ±
VA db., 30-10,000 cycles
• Maximum Carrier Shift less than
5%, 50-7500 cycles
• Maximum R. F. Harmonics less
than 0.05%
• Auciio Distortion less than 3%,
50-7500 cycles
• High Level Class B Modulation
• Frequency Stability within ± 10
cycles per second
High-fidelity characteristics are combined
with extreme simplicity, ruggedness and
dependability in the RCA Type 1-K. All parts
are easily accessible; all components amply
protected. And it operates with exceptional
efficiency at either 250, 500 or 1000 Watts.

WHETHER your station is now on
250 -watt operation, using the
RCA Type 250 -K Transmitter ... or
whether you contemplate a totally
new installation when you go to 1,000
Watts ... the RCA

Type 1-K Trans-

mitter offers you important advantages in flexibility, efficiency and
economy.
Use RCA

New York: 411 Fifth Ave.

Chicago: 589 E. Illinois St.

The RCA

Type 1-K consists basic-

ally of the Type 250 -K Transmitter
plus a matching amplifier unit. This
arrangement permits efficient, convenient operation at 1,000 Watts, 500
Watts, 500/1,000 Watts, or 250/500
Watts . . . Stations already equipped
with the 250 -K need to add only the
ampUfier unit (RCA Type MI-7185).

Radio Tubes

Extremely low operating costs, too,
help to make

the 1-K your logical

choice. Thanks to its RCA-engineered Class B Modulation, it draws
only 4800 Watts from your powerline, while operating at average program-level with 1,000 Watt carrier.
Write for complete data and literature, yours on request.

in Your Station for Finer Performance

Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bank BIdg.

Dallas: Santa Fe BIdg.

San Francisco: 170 Ninth St.
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One sponsor has been on WOR

Better

Vol. 21 • No. 16
WASHINGTON, D. C.

for 1 5 years;

another for 14 years. Six have profitably
used WOR
than

for 13 years— two for 7 years-

one for 12 years— one for 1 1 years, and
nine for 5 years. The only reason why WOR
is here to report these facts is the same

we

reason why these people are still with the
station: WOR

thought

WOR

.

.

.

THAT

sells a lot of things fast—

at low cost— to more people— more often.

POWER'-FULL

STATION

In

Over

People

Listen

70

to

Midwest

WLS

Cities

REGULARLY

Most people in radio and advertising know
that WLS has a tremendous farm audience

city markets, too. There was a letter from
one of every four families in Metropolitan

. . . that it's probably the nation's dominant
station in that field. Ask any big advertiser

Chicago, half the families in Bloomington
and Danville, Illinois; Michigan City, Indi-

or agency man with an agricultural account.

ana, and Janesville, Wisconsin, and two out
of three families in Niles, Michigan. Other

But don't overlook this, either: There are
70 cities with over 10,000 population in
the WLS

cities, large and small, in the WLS Major
Coverage Area responded in like manner.

Primary Area — and WLS has a tremendous audience in these cities, too!

Last year WLS

People in the cities </o listen to WLS

and

respond. They have confidence in WLS, the
kind of confidence, too, that extends to

received a letter from one

of every 3.4 families in these 70 cities — defi-

any product associated with the WLS

nite evidence of "action" listening in these

name.

50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

Management Affiliated With
KOY, Phoenix and
The Arizona Network
- KOY, Phoenix
KTUC, Tucson
KSU>', Bisbee-Douglas
Represented
by John Blair
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time for intensive, inexpensive promotion on the network and in the market
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of proven sales responsiveness . . . and
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THE

FIT

CLOTH

THE^

rpHE COLONIAL
NETWORK,
with 19 stations in key locations is
'tailored to measure" for coverage and
'perfect fit" in the New
market.

ntegral part of the buying area where
t is located, loyal listenership is a local,
ong-established custom.
This is the type of thorough, effective
jicceptance that has delivered consistent
Results over a period of years for scores

The
!1 BROOKLINE AVENUE

,

PATTERN...
of national advertisers. That's why they
renew their contracts with The Colonial
Network

year after year.

right at the bottom of this advertisement
is the information you need to get action.
Investigate before you make any
radio investment for fall and winter in
New

W S Y B
W E L I

iRutland
Lewiston
Xew Ha\ en

England.

Colonial
Network
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., National Sales Representative
• BOSTON
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THE

STRIKING

EFFECTIVENESS

It pays to buy WFIL — ^the only Philadelphia
station ofFerlng merchandising cooperation
tailor-made to meet individual sales problems.
CHARTED MERCHANDISING! Unsolicited letters of commendation from agencies and advertisers conclusively demonstrate its "plus
value." WFIL CHARTED MERCHANDISING
has received national recognition winning both
Billboard's and Canada
Please" tap awards.

NATIONAL

C

BLUE

—

Dry's "information

OF YOUR

CAMPAIGN

You can sell more effectively in Philadelphia
when you use WFIL CHARTED MERCHANDISING plan. This year 52.5% more advertisers
ore using WFIL facilities as compared to a
year ago. Join this growing army of new advertisers who have learned that WFIL's
CHARTED MERCHANDISING plan is definitely
helping them to do a more concrete Philadelphia market sales job.

REPRESENTATIVE-EDWARD

KEY

SALES

STATION

PETRY

&

CO.,

QUAKER

INC.

NETWORK

WHAT

ABOUT

DO

YOU

KNOW

OKLAHOMA

CITY?

If yoii have never stopped to look up the facts about
Oklahoma

City, listen to this: Oklahoma

counts for nearly one tenth of Oklahoma's
tion— does nearly one

City alone actotal popula-

fifth the State's entire retail

business — does nearly HALF

its entire wholesale busi-

ness. And remember — in effective buying income, Oklahoma City ranks ahead

of Birmingham,

Miami,

and

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FAR60
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
.
.
KALAMAZOO-GRAND
RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN .... MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . .IOWA.
WHO
DES MOINES
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . .SOUTHEAST. . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . .SOUTHWEST.
KGKO
fT. WORTH-DALLAS
KOVA
CITY
KTUL OKLAHOMA TULSA
. . .PACIFIC COAST.
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW
. . . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE

Nashville !
5
But Oklahoma

City is only one dot on the KOMA

age map. KOMA,

cover-

near the center of the State, has

primary in 40 of Oklahoma's 77 counties — and this
includes a lot of the very best agricultural and industrial
counties in the State.
Best of all, KOMA

is a merchandising

station that actually

does capitalize on the full potentialities of its territory.
We've got some interesting case histories that will convince you better than ten thousand words. If Oklahoma
is anything less than one of your best markets, let us
show you what KOMA

can do. "Ask your Agency to ask

the Colonel".
KOMA
5000

WATTS

• C.B.S.

OKLAHOMA

FREE

Pioneer

&

CITY

PETERS

Radio

Station

Representatives
Since May, 195a

CmC AGO: 180 N. Michigan
, Franklin 6373

HVHYOKK.: 347 Park Ave. DE.TROtT: New Cenltr BUg. SAN FRANCISCO: 177 5«»rr
,
Plaia 5-4131
Trinicy 2-8444
Sutter 435 J .

kOS ANGELE.S: 650 5. CrW
ATLANTA : 33^ Pa.Wr
Vandike 0569
Main 5667
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Courts,

COMPLETE text of FCC
supplemental order on chain
broadcasting, dissenting report and related statements
will be found beginning on

House Group Plans January Probe
AN ALL-OUT battle is under way against the FCC chainmonopoly regulations, now reduced to a ban on time options
which threatens to cripple NBC and CBS while providing
page 49.
succor for MBS, with both the courts and Congress to be
enlisted in the offensive.
sue. No new statement came from
While a Nov. 15 effective date faces the networks and all the Commission on this phase,
however.
affiliated stations on the time option ban, industry spokesmen
Delay In Filing Suits
optimistically predict a stay, either on the FCC's own motion,
through injunctive relief by the courts, or through CongresPrecisely
when NBC and CBS
sional intercession. Dislocations
will carry their grievances to court
that would result to the industry,
resolution to stop the FCC ramwas not indicated, though both netit was pointed out, are of such farpage, which was the subject of
work heads said they would promptreaching magnitude that it is felt hearings last June.
ly institute proceedings. Analysis
the Administration would not be
The networks also placed reli- of the regulations as revised and
disposed to risk such eventualities
ance upon statements made to the perfecting of the suits, it was
in these tense times.
Senate Interstate Commerce Comthought, might entail delay until
Forced Through By Fly
mittee by Chairman Fly in his latter October or early November.
Forced through the Commission
testimony last June that the ComIt was expected the suits would
mission
would
stay
the
operation
under the spur of Chairman James
Lawrence Fly by a 4-to-2 vote Oct. of the regulations pending ad- be brought before a three- judge
11, the new rules in effect make
judication of the jurisdictional is- statutory court, probably in New
every station a free agent, since
no network may exclusively option time on any given outlet. Stations, however, can have "first
Fly's Promise
to the
Senate
call" on
of a given
work butthethetime
network
would netnot
To
Stay Net Rules
if Appealed
enjoy the same privilege.
Indefinite postponement of the IRRESPECTIVE of what the
"We relythat
uponheChairman
forced sale of the Blue, which re- courts or Congress may do to forestatement
will stayFly's
the
sulted from the furore precipitated
stall the Nov. 15 effective date of operations of these regulations,
by the requirements of the original
pending the final outcome of the
the FCC's new rules and regularules, developed, it is understood,
tions
applicable
to
chain
broadcastwith the consent of the White
court
The proceedings."
transcript of June 2 reveals
ing, attention is focused upon comHouse. But the banning of all
that at one point Senator Clark
mitments made by FCC Chairman
jption time found no explanation
James Lawrence Fly to the Senate
(D-Idaho) asked Chairman Fly:
Interstate Commerce Committee
m any quarter, other than state"If the broadcasting chains that
feel
themselves aggrieved by your
ments by Chairman Fly that it last June during hearings on the
White Resolution.
regulations should decide to go
would eliminate the tendency
toward monopoly and result in pubOn several occasions during his into court and test out the question
lic good.
of jurisdiction, or whatever other
Mr. Fly said the ComClose on the heels of the an- examination,
mission would be disposed to stay question might be permissible, I
take it from your statement that
nouncements of William S. Paley, the operations of the proposed
CBS president, and Niles Tramas long as the court proceeding
was undetermined you would not
mell, NBC head, that their net- regulations pending the adjudicathe Commission's
power.
press the matter, even though an
works would appeal from the FCC
Histion ofstatements
to the committee
rulings on jurisdictional grounds,
become timely now that the die is injunction or something of the
the House Interstate Commerce
kind might not be obtained from
cast, and the networks have an- the
court. In other words, you
Coimnitte last Wednesday at a spenounced their intention of filing
cial meeting decided definitely to suit (though Chairman Fly said would not undertake to force the
doing of something that could not
begin hearings in January on the
be "surprised" if litiga- reasonably be done within that
Sanders Bill (HE 5497) to re- he would
tion were initiated).
limit in the interest of the indusorganize the FCC and clearly delineate the limitation of its funcRely on Fly's Promise
try. Do I make myself clear?"
Niles Trammell, NBC president,
tions [Broadcasting, Oct. 13].
To which Chairman Fly reannounced Oct. 12 that NBC in
Simultaneously, Senator Wallace
H. White Jr. (R-Me.), co-author
good faith and as expeditiously as sponded:
"Yes; I think you are clear.
of the existing radio act, took steps possible, is ready to appeal the far- Now, as to the application of these
to have the Senate Interstate Comreaching questions raised by the rules to any station or to any
{Continued on page 58)
merce Committee reconsider his regulations. He added:
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Congress
York, where the networks are headquartered. To be brought in equity,
the cases presumably will seek injunctive relief and a stay of the
regulations, pending their final
adjudication.
Fly-Paley Battle
Bitter exchanges between Chairman Fly and CBS President Paley
ensued immediately following release of the amended regulations
Saturday, Oct. 11. NAB President
Neville Miller also sharply denounced the regulations, with the
industry generally (save for MBS)
lining up solidly behind the minority opinion of Commissioners T. A.
M. Craven and Norman S. Case.
[For texts of majority and minority reports plus statements, see
page
MBS49.]officials made no formal
statement apropos the regulations,
though the network was represented as being were
"highly
pleased".
Broadcasters
pleased
with
the Commission's decision to issue
broadcast licenses for two years instead of one, and with the indefinite
postponement
sale confusion,
of NBC's
Blue network.of the
Utter
however, prevailed over the banning of exclusive time options.
The view most generally expressed was that the large stations
in each market would be in a position to pick the choice network
programs, with other outlets forced
to divide the leavings. While stations would be free agents, and
theoretically could decide to work
on a "first call" basis with a given
network, few broadcasters thought
the top stations in each market
would be disposed to operate on
that basis.
Rough On Sustainers
Deterioration of outstanding
programs was also predicted, on
the ground that no network would
be disposed to spend money on
other than revenue-producing features. Moreover, network spokesmen said the national public service feature, so important in the
emergency, may be all but blocked
out as a network undertaking because networks will not be in a
position to option or clear time for
nationwide presentations. Commercial time disposed of to other networks or for national or local spot
could not be cleared easilyPage
or with-

October
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The bulk of the 16-page repo
of the majority dealt with the coj
traverted time option rule. Th
proved the only point in real coi
troversy during the long-drawn-out
negotiations between Chairman Fl
and the network executives, whicl
followed the June hearings on thi
White Resolution. The majority
went to great lengths in justify
ing its position, striking at thi
hold of NBC and CBS over affiliatt

out protest over independent stations which had no responsibility
to a given network, it was said.
Moreover, on the sponsor side,
industry spokesmen predicted the
time option ban would be reflected
in an upsurge of national spot
and transcription business. They
pointed out that the inevitable
confusion stemming from free network competition would make desirable spot placements, where stations could be picked in particular
markets without regard to network
availabilities and where the expense of line charges, loops and
connections would not be entailed.

operations. The Minority
Following release by the Craven
Case minority of its report ex

Hearings Planned
As Chairman Fly and the network heads engaged in angry exchanges, steps were taken on CapiCOKES WERE SERVED by Steve Hannagan (left), publicist, to Alfred
tol Hill looking toward revision of J. McCosker (center), MBS chairman of the board, and Price Gilbert Jr.,
the Communications Act. Chairman
Coca Cola vice-president in charge of advertising, during the recent Coca
Cola convention in Atlantic City on behalf of its new MBS program.
Lea (D-Cal.), of the House Interstate Commerce Committee, called
the public interest would be
his committee together last Wedquestions dealing with this sub- that
nesday, Oct. 15. An agreement
ject, on which testimony would be hurt rather than helped.
was reached to hold hearings on sought to shape future legislative
Talk in the majority's report
the Sanders Bill, as well as any
of
"non-exclusive options" was
other legislation which might be policy.
branded as "deceitful". There can
White
To
Act
introduced, looking toward rewritbe no such thing as a non-exclusive
ing of the Communications Act.
option, it was argued.
Senator
White,
immediately
folThe hearings will be held between
On Friday, Oct. 10, the day prelowing release of the Commission's
Jan. 15 and Feb. 1, it was said, regulations,
ceding release of the modified regusought to confer with
and probably will run three or four Chairman Wheeler on reopening of
lations, rumor was rampant that
weeks, with the committee sitting hearings or reconsideration by the Chairman Fly had conferred with
five days a week.
committee of his resolution. Last the President on them. He did not
have a date at the White House,
Chairman Lea stated that ample Tuesday, however, Senator White
time would be given the FCC and was called back to his home in however, and it was thought he
the industry to prepare for the Auburn, Me., to attend the funeral
probably had discussed the matter
proceedings, and a date probably of a friend and was gone the bal- with the President by telephone.
would be set in November or DeIt is understood, also, that at
ance of the week. It is expected he
cember. There was no opposition
the
Commission meeting on Saturtake up the matter with Senato the proposal that hearings be will tor
day, at which the rules were
Wheeler early this week.
held, with the preponderant comadopted, considerable discussion
A
consistent
critic
of
the
FCC
mittee sentiment in favor of rewas precipitated over "indefinite
vision of the Communications Act, because of its purported unauthorof the rule requiring
ized forays " into fields purposely postponement"
now nearly 15 years old. It was
NBC to dispose of the Blue. Chairclosed
to
it,
Senator
White
said
pointed out that terms of the origman Fly, it is understood, ininal Radio Act, which became law he seriously questioned the Comsisted upon use of the phrase "inmission's power to issue the reguin 1927, were carried into the
lations. He declared he would ask
definitely postponed", over the opCommunications Act passed in Chairman Wheeler to reconvene
position of Commissioner Walker.
1934. During that span, radio has the committee as soon as possible,
made swift progress and it is felt
the law is not abreast of the art. either to act on his resolution or
SARNOFF SEES FDR
Whether the committee will seek on his bill to reorganize the FCC.
But Talk Centered About
In
his
resolution,
he
asked
that
to have the FCC stay the effective
the FCC regulations be stayed unRadio and Defense
date of the regulations, pending
til such time as Congress investiits inquiry, was not indicated,
THAT NBC will appeal to the
gated the whole subject of its juris- courts for a review of the legality
though there was some discussion
diction, contending that the rules of the FCC chain-monopoly regulaof such a move. Moreover, there
"constitute
an attempt upon the
tions was reiterated by David Sarwas a possibility the Senate compart of the Commission to exernoff, president of RCA and chairmittee might step in, particularly
cise
a
supervisory
control
of
the
man of the board of NBC, followsince it has pending before it both
ing a luncheon conference last
or the business managethe White Resolution to stop the programs
Tuesday with President Roosevelt.
ment of the policy to be employed
Commission in its tracks until there
Mr. SarnofF said he did not disis a reappraisal of the law, and the by radio broadcasting stations".
cuss with the President the matter
The FCC majority sugar-coated
White Bill (S-1806) to reorganof the new regulations but that he
ize the FCC, setting up two sepa- its Saturday afternoon announceto an invitation to rement of the modified rules with responded
view the use and development of
rate autonomous divisions of three
radio
for
defense purposes. A
men each — one to handle broad- the statement that they were decolonel
in
the
Signal Corps Recasting and related services, and
signed to achieve "a greater measserve, Mr. Sarnoff spent an hourure of stability throughout the and-a-half
the other common carriers. The
with
the Chief Execuchairman would be the executive broadcasting industry". Chairman
tive,
and
he
indicated
the applicaofficer.
Fly announced the Commission
tion of radio to Army and Navy
activities
was
the
primary
topic,
"will
always
stand
ready,
upon
The Sanders Bill is similar, in
its organization provisions, to the any appropriate showing, to re- with civilian defense radio also embraced in the conversation.
view the rules in the light of actual
White measure. Whereas the White
Bill would clearly define the limitaApropos
FCC's said
chain
lations, Mr.the
SarnofF
thatreguthe
operations".
The Craven-Case minority, howtions of the FCC's jurisdiction,
statement of Niles Trammell, NBC
preventing it from exercising any
ever, reiterated previous objections
control over business aspects of to the original report, when issued president (see page 5'^), represents the position of NBC. "We
broadcasting stations, the Sanders
last May, holding that they ex- will appeal
to the courts for a remeasure propounds
a series of
ceeded the Commission's power and
view of these regulations", he said.
Page 8 • October
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pressing
fear"may
thatbe the
nation';
radio
service
seriously
im
paired at a time when efficien
service is most needed", Chairmai
Fly issued a second press release
In this he reiterated that the con
trolling objective of the amend
ments was to achieve greater stabil
ity. He talked about the benefit;
accruing from the two-year licens
period and the suspension of th(
rule requiring NBC to dispose oi
the Blue.
After Mr. Paley had launchec
his attack upon the rules and hac
charged that Chairman Fly hac
been willing to make greater con
cessions than those announced tc
the major networks, if they agreec
not to contest the Commission's
jurisdiction. Chairman Fly issuec
a third statement, asserting thai
the regulations contained "gener
ous modifications not even discussed with Mr. Paley", anc
charged that CBS had consistent
ly refused to submit to any form
of regulation.
This brought another rejoindei
from
Mr. Paley
"Columbia's
reputation
is in that
its own
keeping
not in Mr. Fly's", and that he did
not believe "demagogic charges
that we defy lawlul and proper
regulation will fool a public that
has known us all these years".
Chairman Fly followed up his attack on the networks at a press
conference last Monday, Oct. 13.
He said he would "be surprised if
anybody reiterating
goes to court"hison view
the regu
lations,
that
the rules should be given "an
actual trial through operation".
That 'Pressure' Crack
He said that most reaction has
been "quite favorable" and that "a
considerable degree of optimism"
had been expressed by responsibly'
persons in the industry and the:
Government. "We've got the basis
of stable operations here, particularly in view of the open door pol-^
icy", he asserted.
Asked about
comment
that heSenator
would White's'
request
hearings on his bill or reconsideration of his resolution. Chairman
Fly said it was his impression that
"that is all over". He said the'
matter had been completely discussed and argued "all over town,
and now it's time to get down to
brass tacks and see how it will
work, not in terms of extreme
(Continued on page 57)
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ASCAP

Modifies
Provisions
on
Logging
desired in connection with the
Tacit agreement on the changes
jections made by the broadcasters
of broadcasts of football games dur- was reached at the conference at to the burden imposed upon staReturn
Quick
the Drake Hotel Oct. 15, attended
tions incident to fulfilling requireing the weekend, the fourth sucMusic Is Seen;
ments for musical logs as to both
cessive week such permission has by Messrs. Mills and Paine for
ASCAP and by Messrs. Craney,
been granted. At a special meeting
sustaining and commercial proearlier in the week the board heard
Nets Ready
grams, it is agreed that Clause 5
Eugene Pulliam, WIRE, Indianapolis, temporary chairman of IBI;
the plea of Saul Bornstein, genof the "local station program comSee Regional Meeting on Page H
eral manager of Irving Berlin Inc., Hoyt C. Wooten, WREC, Memphis,
mercial license" be interpreted sa
APPROVAL in tot» of modificafor reconsideration of its veto of and Stanley Hubbard, KSTP, St. the rigid requirements calling for
tions in the station per program
the release of the score of the Paul, members of the IBI copyright
minute description of each numcontract worked out in Chicago
ber performed are eliminated. Also,
committee. Others present were
Disney picture "Dumbo" [Broadearlier in the week by ASCAP
casting, Oct. 13], but permitted its John Shepard 3d, president of the requirement that FCC logs be
officials with officials of the newlyYankee-Colonial Networks, and
rejection to stand unaltered.
supplied to ASCAP is eliminated.
formed Independent Broadcasters
Meanwhile, Southern Music Co., kee.
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, MilwauAs to reporting all library tranInc., was announced last Thursday
which recently secured the score of
scriptions, manufacturers will furby the ASCAP board of directors.
The
memorandum
on
modificanish ASCAP complete detailed
RKO picture "Playmates" and
These were said to clear up all the
made it available for use by all
tion reminded that time "is of the lists of numbers recorded, showing
objections raised to logging and
broadcasters whether ASCAP li- essence" and that the IBI committhe serial number of the transcripreporting provisions, among others,
tee would do everything possible
censees or not, repeated the process
tion and a complete list of the nummaking them less onerous.
to expedite earliest consideration of
bers recorded. As to such tranwith another RKO picture, "Four
At a meeting Friday at ASCAP
scriptions, stations may report
the revised proposals by indepenJacks
&
A
Jill",
in
each
case
the
headquarters in New York, Ed
dent stations.
publishing house, which is an
simply
the
serial number of the
Craney, KGIR, Butte, a member
Aside from the changes accepted
record, name of the manufacturer
ASCAP member, secured the conof the IBI copyright committee,
and number of the cut which was
sent of the writers, as required
in the station contracts, it was
William J. Scripps, WWJ, Detroit,
under
the
consent
decree,
and
notiplayed. As to transcriptions not so
agreed
the
IBI
committee,
repreacting secretary of IBI, and Walter
fied ASCAP of its intention of
sentatives
of
ASCAP
and
reprereported by the manufacturer tO'
J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee, perASCAP, the station will be obliged
without charge all broadsentatives of the transcription
fected a letter covering the licensingcasters
without ASCAP licenses.
to furnish full details of titles,
companies
would
meet
as
soon
as
changes. They met with John G.
names
of composers, authors, etc.
Film Rebellion
possible to work out a clearance-atPaine, ASCAP general manager,
The agreement on per program
the-source formula for transcripAs to ordinary commercial phoand E. Claude Mills, chairman of
tions. No date for the meeting has
contract changes was reached tenthe administrative committee.
nograph records, if listed to stabeen set.
tatively at a conference last Wedtions on customary service reA letter covering the changes
nesday in Chicago, attended by
ports, it will be sufficient for the
Contract Changes
promptly was sent air mail to all
stations Friday night (Oct. 17) by members of the IBI copyright comstation
report
manufacturer's
name or to
brand,
serial
number and
mittee and the ASCAP officials [see
Modifications in the station conthe committee, along with a coverside
of
record
played.
If, however,
tract, approved in substance, were
page 14]. It is said to comply with
ing letter from ASCAP. It was
as follows :
ASCAP
has
not
listed
the
record on
virtually
every
suggestion
admade clear that the changes were
vanced from the floor of the IBI
(1) Warranty covering foreign
its usual service reports, the stain the nature of interpretations,
meeting on Tuesday as conditions
repertoire — It was understood that
tiontails
is required
list the full deto be appended to the contracts.
shown on theto label.
Mr. Craney procured approval of precedent to full acceptance of the upon application from a broadmuch-revised ASCAP proposal for
caster, ASCAP will clear or reE. C. Pulliam, WIRE, Indianapolis,
Sustaining Programs
fuse to clear a definite composition
IBI acting chairman, and Hoyt C. return of its music to the air.
It was freely admitted prior to or list of compositions for a parDetailed repoi'ts on compositions
Wooten, WREC, Memphis, copythe final conversations with the
ticular program or programs. If played on sustaining programs will
right committee member.
cleared, ASCAP's warranty fully not be required if the station has
It was explained to stations that ASCAP executives that unless some
either a blanket sustaining license
agreement was consummated by applies for the particular cleared
this completed the committee's
or no sustaining license. In the
Oct.
20
ASCAP
would
face
a
seriuse
only.
ASCAP
will
endeavor
as
work on this phase of the problem
latter instance, however, if an
ous reorganization. Several of the expeditiously as possible to adjust
and that it therefore would be
ASCAP composition is discovered
more
important
publisher
members,
the
entire
foreign
copyright
situaunnecessary to call another IBI
notably those owned by motion
tion and will in the meantime en- to have been played on a sustainmeeting for ratification.
deavor to secure a definite warpicture producers, were said to
ing program (not licensed), it may
Quick Action Seen
be regarded as an infringement
have decided to get performance
ranty covering the entire repertoire
With the acquiescence of ASCAP
and treated accordingly. It is
of production numbers on the air of the British Performing Rights
Society.
to the wishes of broadcasters who
with or without ASCAP because
clearly understood that if a station
have rebelled most strenously
of the exploitation value reflected
has
a "per-program" commercial
(2)
Music
logs
under
per-proagainst ratification of the network
in their box-office receipts.
gram licenses — To comply with ob- license, it reports only on music
used on commercial programs, or
ASCAP licenses, predictions were
made that these contracts will be
if only a "per-program" sustaining
signed within the next few days
license it reports only on music
and that ASCAP music will be back
used on sustaining programs.
on NBC and CBS "before the end
(3) Use of music at football
of the week".
games — Special consideration must
Officials of both NBC and CBS
be given to work out a plan for
reported Friday that approximately
temporary regional networks set
75% of their affiliates already had
up for occasional broadcasts of
agreed to rebate to the networks
football games. Otherwise, it was
2%% of their revenue from comagreed that the terms of the conmercial network programs, to entract as stated are acceptable. It
able the chains to restore ASCAP
was agreed that such temporary
music. It was deemed likely that
networks must be regarded as
granting of their demands for
chains and fees paid in respect of
modifications in station contracts
broadcasts over them must be paid
would lead most of the stations to
at the source. It was agreed that
give their approval to the network
for these special setups stations
contracts, since what is held to be
will furnish or make a special wi'ita feasible "pay - as - you - play"
ten application setting forth demethod now has been perfected.
tails, such as listing of stations
With this favorable prospect, the
to be interconnected, amount to be
WET
ASSIGNMENT
greeted
Sieg
Smith
(left),
special
events
anASCAP board again gave blanket
nouncer of WIS, Columbia, S. C, as he covered Army maneuvers. Aided
paid, etc., and apply for particular
permission to all networks and staby a private who held camouflage branches and radio equipment. Smith
{Continued on page Page
63)
described
destruction
of
a
pontoon
bridge.
tions to use the Society's music as
BROADCASTING
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Agreement
Sustainers Upset
By

Pittsburgh
Discord

At 7:30 p.m. Friday as
BROADCASTING was going
to press, it was announced in
New York that an agreement
with AFM, ending the walkout
and permitting immediate resumption ofnormal operations,
had been reached.
ATTEMPTS of the American Federation of Musicians last week to
speed a settlement of the strike of
staff musicians at WJAS and KQV,
Pittsburgh, by curtailing the supply of music available to these stations from their networks — CBS
and NBC-Blue, respectively — produced one of the most mixed-up situations in radio history, with union
and network executives issuing
completely contradictory statements.
Practically the only point on
which AFM and network spokesmen agreed last Friday was that
negotiations had been resumed
Thursday in Pittsburgh between
the stations and the AFM local in
that city and that every effort was
being made to effect an early settlement. Situation was complicated
by the absence of H. J. Brennen,
owner of both stations, who was
confined to his bed in Chicago after
a gall bladder attack suffered Tuesday, his physician refusing to allow
him to return to Pittsburgh. G. S.
Wasser, general manager of WJASKVQ, and R. M. Thompson, commercial manager, were handling
the negotiations for the stations.
Substitute Sustainers
While negotiations in Pittsburgh
continued, AFM also continued its
plan of curtailment by calling the
130 staff musicians at WEAF and
WJZ, NBC New York key stations,
from all sustaining program work
at 3:15 Friday afternoon. Network
officials reported program service
"continuing as usual" and stated
they had arranged a line-up of substitute programs, both from New
York and from the NBC affiliates
throughout the country, which
would be more than ample to fill
vacancies in the network schedules
created by the withdrawal of the
New York musicians.
In pulling their men from New
York, AFM had by Friday evening
cut off all musical network sustainers on CBS and NBC Red and
Blue networks originating from
New York, Chicago and Hollywood,
and for NBC only from San Francisco. These are the network key
cities from which most of their program originate, but before a complete blackout of sustaining music
on these networks can be secured
Mr. Petrillo will have to remove
his men from the studios of every
NBC and CBS affiliate in the country, it was stated.
Page 10 • October

creased In
number ofAFM's
men, while the
Reached
AsIs
Broadcasting
went to press
station insists that no such request
industry circles were wondering
what the next move would be. All is proper until 44 weeks after the
AFM officials were reported to be date of the contract.
KQV has not recently employed
"out of the office" and could not be
reached, but it was believed un- a staff band, but after its affilialikely that the union would stop its
tion with NBC-Blue Oct. 1, the
union is reported to have demanded
application of pressure on WJAS
and KQV until a settlement is that KQV engage a band as large
reache. It was expected Mr. Petrillo as that at WJAS, which the manwould not hesitate to take action
agement rejected as unreasonable
against commercial programs if he since KQV's income is much less
should consider that further step than that of the other station.
necessary to achieve a victory in
Following the action of the local
Pittsburgh.
union in calling a strike against
the stations, the national AFM ofVarious Versions
fice asked CBS and NBC-Blue not
Confusion over details extended
to feed the stations with any reeven to the cause of the dispute.
mote dance band pickups and as a
According to one account, WJAS
result such pickups were withdrawn from both networks Oct. 8
had agreed to employ a staff orchestra for 44 weeks and maintains
[Broadcasting, Oct. 13]. When no
that it has fulfilled that contract,
settlement had been reached early
while the union maintains the band last week, the AFM announced
has played only 29 weeks since the Wednesday that it had ordered all
musicians employed at network key
starting date of the contract.
Another version is that the or- stations not to play for any sustaining network programs, as a
chestra worked 15 weeks before the
contract was signed and that the further means of depriving struck
stations of musical programs.
union is now asking for an inAFRA

Extends

Drawing
NBC,
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists on Oct. 15 put into effect
changes in its code for commercial
network programs, extending its
provisions to cover originations
from five new cities in addition to
the original four and establishing
a minimum fee for cut-in announcements, evoking immediate letters of
protest from CBS and NBC.
No protest was reached from
MBS nor from any advertising
agency, according to Emily Holt,
executive secretary of AFRA, who
expressed surprise that the networks, which themselves produce
only a few commercial programs
and those only from the four
major cities covered in the original
code, should protest a situation
which the advertising agencies who
produce the programs involved
have accepted without comment.
Affects Three Stations
Code originally applied to network commercials originated in
New York, Chicago, Hollywood
and San Francisco. Since last Tuesday it has included such programs
coming from Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Detroit, St. Louis and Washington,
D. C, setting minimum fees for
those cities at 20% below the minimums set for the major origination
points. Since this differential scale
has already been put into effect at
all stations in cities where AFRA
has contracts, the extension actually affects network programs from
only three stations, Mrs. Holt explained—WCKY, CBS outlet in
Cincinnati; WJR, CBS outlet in
Detroit, and WOL, MBS outlet in
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Practice

Code,

CBS
Protest
Washington. All other network
affiliates in the five cities are operating under individual AFRA contracts, she said, so that in extending the code AFRA is merely takally. ing a short cut to effect uniformity
for network commercials nationFor cut-in announcements made
locally on network commercial
broadcasts, the union has established aminimum fee of $5, to apply at all network affiliate stations
except those which have AFRA
contracts setting a higher minimum
fee.
Network protests were sent to
AFRA following a meeting of the
radio committee of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies
Oct. 10 to discuss the code alterations, of which AFRA had notified
all producers of programs under
the code in a letter dated Oct. 4
[Broadcasting, Oct. 6]. Copies of
the network protests were also sent
to these agencies.
Last week brought no new developments in the AFRA negotiations at WFAA, Dallas, and
KGKO, Fort Worth, Mrs. Holt
stated, explaining that none was
expected until the arrival of Vic
Connors, AFRA field representative. Hyman Faine, AFRA field
man who is setting up new headquarters in Boston, is expected to
visit Rochester in the near future.
Mr. Faine will also extend his activities to a number of southern
New England cities from which
the union has received inquiries
from announcer-actor groups of
various stations.
BROADCASTING

First
station affected was WABC .
Walkout
CBS key station in New York,
whose staff orchestra walked out at
4 p.m. Wednesday, necessitating a
substitution for the Columbia Concert Orchestra broadcast scheduled
at that time. WBBM, Chicago, and
KNX, Hollywood, are other CBS
stations which lost their staff orchestras for sustaining programs
at midnight Wednesday, when the
musicians at NBC's stations in
Chicago,
Hollywood
and San
Francisco were
also pulled.
Strangely
enough, however, staff musicians at
WEAF and WJZ, New York, were,
not called out and on Friday were
still supplying music for the Red
and Blue stations throughout the
country, including KQV.
When this was pointed out to
AFM, a union official stated the
men had been called out and if
they were still at NBC they were
not working, and finally if they
were playing it was for local programs only and no network sustaining musical programs were going
to
the
"We
are checkingPittsburgh
Pittsburghstation.
and those
stations are receiving no network
music except on commercial prohe declared. This
statement wasgrams,"emphatically
denied
by
executives at both CBS and NBC,
who said that studio programs
from various affiliated stations
where the house orchestras were
still on duty were being fed tc
their networks and so to WJAS
and KQV, although they could not
state positively that these stations
were broadcasting those programs.
Why NBC's men in New York
were still working and why the men
in other cities had been ordered
not to play for Red network programs as well as for those on the
Blue were unanswered questions at
the weekend. But these were merely
part of the general confusion,
which began as soon as the union
started to withdraw its men. In
Chicago, the staff orchestra at
WBBM, CBS outlet, was called at
noon Wednesday, but returned that
evening to broadcast a half-houi
program at 11 p. m., going out officially at midnight. Conductor ol
the WBBM orchestra is Caesai
Petrillo, brother of James C. Petrillo, national president of AFW
and also head of the union's Chicago local.
Played in Washington
One explanation advanced foi
the failure of AFM to call out th(
130 staff musicians at WEAF anc
WJZ, NBC stations in New York
was that this act would have
necessitated canceling the fina.';
broadcast
NBC's Good
bors seriesofThursday
evening.NeighFinal program originated fron
the Pan-American Union in Washington before an audience whict
included diplomatic representatives of the 21 American republic
{Continued on page 67)
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"Don't ask me where I got the dope,
Dhief, but there's no question about it . . .
IVKY is miles out in front in Oklahoma

day it's 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th . . . never lower
than 7th among those 31 stations!

3ity! Not only that, Chief . . . it's actually
right up at or near the top in rating

Oh, them? They don't even come close
to WKY at any time of day!

|imong NBC-Red
\J. S. markets.

stations in 31 leading

"That sort of puts WKY out in front,
doesn't it Chief? No wonder they say

j! "Take afternoons from 3 to 5, for ini.tance: WKY has the highest rating of

'It's WKY 3 to 1 in Oklahoma City.' I
guess you know where to put your busi-

jthe whole 31! During other periods of the

"The other Oklahoma City stations?

ness now, don't you Chief?"

OKLAHOMA
CITY
Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times-^iThe Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs -K KLZ, Denver (AUiliated Mgmt.)
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc

Beaumont
Superpower,

Clear

Channels

Slated
for
Early
FCC
Probe
There now is pending, also, the
REAPPRAISAL of the clear-channel policy, embracing possible al- application of KGIR, Butte, Mont.,
lotment of superpower to a select- operated by Ed Craney, for a Class
I assignment on 660 kc, the clear
ed group of Class I-A stations,
channel occupied by WEAF, New
largely as a national defense measure, is expected to be the subject
York, NBC-Red key. Mr. Craney
of a hearing soon to be called by seeks a I-A assignment on the
the FCC.
channel without a directional antenna and proposes to reduce the
A technical study on relocation
status of WEAF to a I-B or II
of clear channel stations, prepared
station. He seeks amendment of the
by the FCC engineering departexisting regulations.
ment, was discussed at the FCC
Wheeler Resolution
meeting last Tuesday and passed
over for further consideration —
Another complicating factor is
possibly this week. It is understood
to cover the pros and cons of re- the so-called Wheeler Resolution,
tention of clear channels, or of adopted in 1938, expressing it as
breaking them down, in the light the sense of the Senate that power
in excess of 50,000 watts should
of improvement of broadcast servnot be granted any standard broadice throughout the country.
cast station. The Commission, it is
Maximum Service
believed, would be loath to authorize power in excess of that output
One phrase of the report is ununtil there is a new expression
derstood to discuss at length the from
the Senate. It is felt the facts
virtues of a new allocation structure which would embrace some 25 would have to be presented to the
Senate before any alteration of exsuperpower stations of 500,000
isting policy.
watts or more, strategically located
The clear-channel study, with
to provide maximum service. By
emphasis on geographical location
and large the report concludes
and coverage rather than the abilthere would have to be a full-scale
ity of the particular markets to
reassignment of clear channels to
set up such a structure, without re- support superpower stations, was
gard to economic considerations but ordered several months ago by the
Commission at the instigation of
based solely on geography. Clear
Chairman Fly. While it has been
channels on the East and West
discussed at several recent ComCoasts would be eliminated entiremission meetings, the voluminous
ly, since presumably maximum covreport of the engineering departerage could not be supplied with
ment, presented by Chief Ensuperpower at present locations.
gineer E. K. Jett, did not come
Because of the controversy over
clear channels and superpower, it up for official scrutiny until the
meeting last Tuesday.
is expected the whole issue must
be set for hearing. There are now
pending a half-dozen applications
for power of 500,000 watts or TELETYPE INQUIRY
greater on clear channels, with
ORDERED
BY FCC
several other licensees contemplating revision of applications pendFCC last week, on its own motion,
ordered an investigation into the
ing since 1936, to make them con"lawfulness" of rates, charges,
form to current procedures.
classifications, regulations and
Indicative of the FCC's apparent
practices of the AT&T interstate
desire to move slowly on the superpress-private line telepower issue was its action last and foreign typewriter
service. Hearings will
Tuesday in designating for hearing
be held in Washington.
the application of W8X0, experiThe investigation is the outmental superpower transmitter of
growth of a complaint filed last
WLW, seeking changes in the January with the Commission by
transmitter to increase maximum
Transradio Press [Broadcasting,
Jan. 20], charging that AT&T
operating power from 500,000
rates for this type of service are
watts to 750,000 watts. The station
unreasonably high; that the ratio
operates with 500,000 watts during
between the charges for 60-word
the early morning hours. WLW
40-word service is unalso has pending an application for service and reasonably
high and that the ratio
increase in regular broadcast power
between the charges for duplex
to 650,000 watts.
(two-way) and simplex service is
unreasonably high. The complaint
On the other side of this picture
also pointed out that the present
are a batch of applications seeking
rates were set in 1916 and there
a breakdown of East-West Coast
has
only one reduction since
clear channels, which forcibly then, been
this resulting from a change
placed before the FCC the whole
in the method of computing milequestion of redefinition of policy.
Breakdown of the 850 kc. channel
age.AT&T in February denied
through granting of fulltime to [Broadcasting, Feb. 24] TransWHDH, Boston, over the protest
radio's charges and asked the FCC
of KOA, Denver, dominant station
to dismiss the complaint. No action
on the wave, is regarded as the had been taken on the Transradio
first step in the direction of a charges until last week when the
change of policy.
investigation was announced.
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INVISIBLE
FLASHLIGHT was
used to shoot this photo during a
blackout. Warde Adams, assistant
program service manager of
WRVA, described a mock air raid,
with the photographer using an
infra-red flash bulb of the type
which was developed in London.
GROSS ENDS STUDY
OF BRITISH RADIO
GERALD C. GROSS, assistant
chief engineer of the FCC, returned
to his desk last Tuesday after six
weeks in England to study the use
of radio in war time. He made the
trip with Robert E. Sherwood,
assistant to William J. Donovan,
coordinator of information for the
President.
Returning to this country by
clipper, Mr. Gross said he would
submit a report to Col. Donovan
on his observations. It is expected
coverof techreport
Mr. Gross'
Mr.
whilewillthat
nical details,
Sherwood will relate to other factors in connection with use of radio
in England.
The two officials surveyed activities throughout the nation during
their six-week trip. It is assumed
certain phases of British radio
operations and intelligence methods
will be adapted in planning of both
the Donovan office and the Defense
Communications Board.
Dr. Pierce's Spots
PIERCE'S PROPRIETARIES,
Buffalo, through H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co., Chicago, has placed
one-minute spot announcements
5-10
times Prescription
weekly for Dr.onPierce's
Favorite
WGR
WHAM WHP WEEU WFIL
WGBI WBAL WTAR WDBJ
WRVA CKLW WOOD-WASH
WCAR WCFL WISN WGAR
WPIC KQV WMMN
WLW
WLAC WNOX WDOD WGST
WMAZ WTOC KWK KXOK
WDZ woe WHB
KWTO
WIBW; mentsalso,
one-minute
announcelive to six times weekly for

Begins

Spo

Drive for 4- Way Tablets
BEAUMONT Co., St. Louis (Four
Way cold tablets), on Oct. 9 start
ed a schedule of one-minute an
nouncements 3 to 21 times weekly
on WSFA KFI WDAF KPO
KROW WTIC WRC WOL WJAX
WIOD WFLA WMAQ WCFL
WIND WIBC WIBW WWL
WBAL WCAO WEEI WNAC
WSAR WLAW WJR WOODWASH WJDX WHB KXOK
WCAU KWTO WOW WBEN
WOR WHN WSYR WCPO WTAM
WGAR WKY KVOO WHP KYW
WDAS WPRO WCSC WIS WMC
WFAA
WCHS. KWFT KSL WTAR WDBJ
Beaumont also has started 30word announcements six times
weekly on KNX, Los Angeles, 14
times weekly on WLW, Cincinnati,
five times weekly on WCAU, Philadelphia50-word
;
announcements 14
times weekly on WBT, Charlotte,
N. C; 100-word announcements
four
times quarter-hour
weekly on WTMJ,
Mil-l'
waukee;
programs)
one
to six WMAQ
times weekly
on KARK'
WMAZ
WBBM
WHO
WWL KWKH WJR WCCO KWK
WEAF WLW KDKA WMC WSM
KGKO KTRH WRNL; five-minute
programs three to six times weekly
on WOR WTAM WGY KSD
WWL WSB KOA WAPI; ten-minute programs three times weekly on
KSD, St. Louis, and WSM, Nashville. Agency is H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago.
Paramount Single
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, New
York, has purchased a 70-station
MBS hookup 9-9:30 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 1, for a special broadcast
in connection with the premier of
"Birth of the Blues". To originate
in the studios of KHJ, Los Angeles,
the program will feature Bing
Crosby, Mary Martin, Brian Donlevy,
Caroline
Lee and
Dave Rose's&
orchestra.
Agency
is Buchanan
Co., New York. Last week United
Artists Corp., New York, used a
15-station MBS hookup, Thursday,
11:30-12 midnight, for a program
from the lobby of the 4-Star Theatre, Hollywood, during the premiere of the film
"Sundown".
The
Los Angeles
office
of Buchanan
handles the account.

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery on WHAM WKBW WSYR
WCAU WHP WGBI WPIC KQV
WSM WNOX WOW WHB KWTO
WBAL WTAR WDBJ WRVA
WJR WLS WISN WGAR WHK
WMMN WWVA WCHS WSB
WBT KMOX WIBW KERN
KMJ KWG KFBK KOH KSAN
KMED KSLM KXL KELA
KRSC.

Elgin's Plans
ELGIN NATIONAL
WATCH Co.,
Elgin,
111.,
will
return
network
radio for the first time tosince
1936
with a series of four programs during December, starring Shirley
Temple in a group of Christmas
plays to boost the sale of Elgin
watches during the holiday season.
Programs will be heard Fridays,
Dec 5, 12, 19 and 26, 10-10:30 p.m.
on 65 CBS stations during the seasonal layoff of Hollywood Premiere
sponsored
by occupies
Lever Bros,
buoy, which
that for
spotLifethe
remainder of the year [BROADCASTING, Sept. 22]. Rest of cast
and orchestra have not been picked,
according to William Esty & Co.
New York, the agency.

WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., on Nov. 15
joins
MBSOwned
as thebynetwork's
184th
affiliate.
the Kingston
Broadcasting Corp., the station operlimited.ates on 1490 kc, 250 watts un-

FOR THE THIRD successive year.
WNYC,tion, isNew
York's municipal
broadcasting
three of stathe
Army football games from the Wesl
nouncer.
Point field, with Joe Hasel as an-
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"Sci

ence

says

!"
... BUT NANCY BOOTH CRAIG, WJZ's FAMED
heat
^' "WOMANIOF C
TOMORROW"
FINDS
A
WAY
TO
PUT
ed
' 45 MINUTES INTO A HALF-HOUR . . . MORE OR LESS!

J

1. "WOULD-BE SPONSORS SNORTED when I explained that
we couldn't
more thev
thaninsisted:
a bare 30
into anv half-hour!
There
must bepack
a wav.
Callminutes
in the Scientists!
You see,
thev wanted to participate in The Woman of Tomorroiv 9 to 9:30
morning program on ^ JZ . . . and we had all the sponsors we could
really talk about in 30 minutes! Besides, The U oman of Tomorrotvis a
verv short half -hour (our listeners tell us) . . . one of the shortest on
the air! ^ e ve been sold out for some time!

2. "THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS OF WOMEN had been
writing in for months about the products I mentioned, these indignant late-comer buyers reminded me. Thev wanted to get theii' products in. Edgewise, even! Thev were very flattering. They said I had
a Golden Touch that had skyrocketed sales for over 40 sponsors, in
the world's
They ofsaid
females Do
simply
stormeil they
the
stores,
after richest
hearing market.
The W oman
Tomorroiv!
something,
added ... or ELSE!

3. "SO SCIENCE Ta THE RESCUE . . . but Science faihiL \nd then -1 worked it out all
by myself! Like this: We've added ANOTHER QUARTER-HOUR! From 12 noon to 12:1.5,
Monday through Friday, in fact! Maybe that's not exactly the same as getting 45 minutes into
a half -hour. Science says I cheated . . . but it works, doesn't it — ? And besides — noon time is
a grand time* to reach women! Alreadv, some new contracts have been signed for this new
period . . . but there's still room for a fen** non-competitive products, as we go to press!"
*Nancy's right — 80% of all women in the area are available for listening, 12 to 12:15 P.M.
**Nancy's
— but better work fast! Phone or wire your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office.
First come,right
firstagain
served!
JjJ ROAD

CASTING
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KEY
NBC

STATION
BLUE

OF

THE

NETWORK

Represented Nationally by National
Broadcasting Company. SPOT Sales
Offices in New York • Chicago • San
Francisco • Boston • Cleveland • Denver
• Hollywood • \^ ashington
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Regionals

Hit
ASCAP,
Favor
BMI
the original invitation committee.
Chicago Meeting Takes
This — plus the fact that membership is now open not merely to a
Firm Stand Against
restricted invitation list but to all
Superpower
regionals that are netwoi'k affiliates
but not network owned or operated
FORTY-FOUR invited broadcast— is said to augur a substantially
ei's representing the ownership and
larger turnout at the next meeting.
management of some 70 stations
The organization committee,
gathered in Chicago's Drake Hotel
last Tuesday to vent their criti- which will also function as the
membership committee and which
cisms of the projected contracts
has already drawn up bylaws, comwith ASCAP, to voice their convicprises Walter J. Damm, WTMJ,
tion that BMI must be preserved
at all hazards and to take a firm
Milwaukee, chairman ; Henry Slavick, WMC, Memphis; Ronald
stand against what some of them
Woodyard, WING, Dayton; Campforesaw as the re-advent of "superbell Arnoux, WTAR, Norfolk; Wilpower"
under
the
guise
of
national
defense.
liam M. O'Neil, WJW, Akron.
Meeting to set up a new organiCopyright Group
zation of regional network aiRliates,
The copyright committee, which
which will be known as Independent
MR. PULLIAM
spent last Tuesday evening and
Broadcasters Inc., the group set up
Wednesday
in
huddles
with
ASCAP,
comprises John J. Gillin Jr., WOW,
three committees — organization,
BMI, NBC and CBS executives
Omaha; Hubert Taft Jr., WKRC,
copyright and superpower — which
who were in Chicago expecting to Cincinnati; Hoyt Wooten, WREC,
were ordered to begin functioning
at once. Final organization plans, be called into the main 'Ijneeting,
Memphis; Stanley Hubbard, KSTP,
however, were deferred until another meeting at the same place
to be called in about two weeks by Navy Proceeding With Censorship Plan^
the temporary chairman, Eugene
C. Pulliam, WIRE, Indianapolis.
Possibly Conflicting With Donovan
Unit
Protective Function
This confirms a published report
SECRETARY of Navy Frank
[Broadcasting, Sept. 22] that a
Mr. Pulliam, prime mover in the Knox said last week that plans
floor of a downtown office building
new association, was one of the for Navy censorship of overseas
five signers of the telegraphed in- communications are now well in New York — near the location
vitation to 88 selected regional sta- under way but emphasized that ab- of headquarters of the various
overseas communications agencies
solutely no censorship of domestic
tion owners to attend the Oct. 13
— had been taken by the Navy
news publication or news broadmeeting after a group of 19 had
casts is involved, other than the with a view toward setting up
met the week earlier to lay the
voluntary
method now in operation.
censorship headquarters there.
groundwoi'k for the organization
Expressing gratification over
[Broadcasting, Oct. 13].
Possibility of an inter-departwhat was termed the excellent comental conflict was seen in Mr.
The organization was originally
operation demonstrated by the Knox's statement inasmuch as the
projected as a "protective group"
Office of the Coordinator of Into represent the invited stations in various services in voluntarily
formation, headed by Col. William
their common problems, such as avoiding publicity on restricted
J. Donovan, also is making plans
matters, Mr. Knox said the Navy's
copyright, superpower, union trouto check shortwave broadcasts.
plan to scrutinize overseas combles and the network - monopoly
munications is in line with its Under the plans made before the
issue. The six hours of discussion
policy of preparing for emergency
Donovan office was created by
of copyright and superpower last measures.
President Roosevelt, the Navy was
Tuesday allowed but little time for
Stopping Leaks
to be charged with the operation
union problems, which some of
of external communications while
The secretary said that superthose attending asserted were matvisory control (censorship) of all the Ai'my was to have jurisdiction
ters of local jurisdiction anyhow,
and no time at all was devoted to communications passing out of the over internal operations, including
network-monopoly despite the fact United States during a period of broadcasting. The entrance of OCI
complicates this picture for if both
national emergency is obviously
that it had been added to the tentavital to the national security to the Navy and the OCI carry out
tive agenda.
their intended plans, it would apWhile Mr. Pulliam was desig- prevent leakage of military, naval
pear that both would be doing a
and economic information to enemy
nated temporary chairman and
similar
operation.
William J. Scripps, WWJ, Detroit,
or unfriendly powers. As the "first
The Donovan office has repeattemporary secretary, it was indi- line of defense", it was pointed out,
edly stated that it does not plan
cated that a full slate of officers the Navy is charged with the responsibility of cable and radio
any type of censorship, but is
would be elected at the next meetcommunications censorship.
highly interested in the content of
ing and that counsel and possibly
shortwave programs beamed
The Navy's plans are being made
an executive officer would be named.
to insure a minimum of interrupabroad by American international
Most of the active duties, however,
tion and inconvenience to legiti- stations.
mate business, it was stated. At
will rest with committees, particuDesired by Navy
larly the copyright and superpower
present officer personnel enrolled
Possibility that the Navy might
committees, and it is planned to from various businesses which are
elect a board of directors of 12 the heaviest users of cables and turn the censoring of outgoing international station material to the
radio communications — press,
members — three affiliates each from
banks, shipping, export and import
OCI was suggested in Washington
the four major networks.
— are being trained so that sources, but this was considered
Besides the 44 station men at- trades
the traffic of these interests can be doubtful unless the President spetending last Wednesday's meeting,
cifically ordered such a setup, for
handled by experts. The training
telegraphed or mailed replies from
the Navy has not only gone ahead
classes are being conducted under
the direction of the Commandant
about 20 others unable to be preswith plans to perform this task
of the Third Naval District in but it is known to consider it
ent but endorsing the movement
New
York.
were received by Mr. Pulliam and
essential to its other operations.
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St. Paul; Ed Craney, KGIR, Buti
and Z-Bar Network. Mr. Pulliai i
acted as temporary chairman cf
this committee, whose primary
function, it was said, is to secure
clarification of provisions of local
copyright contracts, particular];,the per-program contracts.
The superpower committee is
headed by Mr. Craney and includes
John Shepard 3d, Yankee-Colonial
Networks; Luther L. Hill, Iowa
Broadcasting System; John A.
Kennedy,
West Virginia Network;;
Mr. Scripps.
Mr. Pulliam is ex-officio member
of both the copyright and superpower committees. Mr. Gillin and
Mr. Shepard are members of the
NAB board, and Mr. Kennedy is a
member
CBS figure
committee
IRNA andof athe
leading
in thatoi'
organization. Mr. Shepard and Mr
Damm are members of the BMI
board.
The sessions, like those of the
preceding week, were shrouded ir
utmost secrecy, as were the meetings of the copyright committet
with the network and music officials who were in town for the occasion. At first it was expectec
that, following out the George B
Storer suggestion [BROADCASTING
Oct. 13], the affiliates would mee
with such officials and hear whr'
they have to say, but this was rulec
out. Instead, caucuses were hek
and these were reported to have
made good progress with the offi
cials concerned. President Nile;
Trammell and Vice-President Marl
Wood were on hand for NBC
Executive Vice-President Edwarc
Klauber for CBS; Vice-PresidenSidney Kaye and Carl Haverlin fo:
BMI
Manager Commit
John G'
Paine and
and General
Administrative
tee Chairman E. Claude Mills fo:
ASCAP — and all were seen by thi
IBI copyright committee whosi
spokesman said its main conceri
was "no question of price bu
rather a question of terms an^j
When a suggestion was made ii
definitions".
the main meeting that Messrs
Paine and Mills be called in, it wa
disapproved on the objection tha
they could not "speak with author
ity", as evidenced by their parry
ing of questions at the recent Nil
convention and their statement
that they must go to their boar'
before expressing opinions o,
brought
up. the subjects ther
certain of
"Trick Clauses"
For the most part, it was learned
the expressed sentiments at th
closed meeting were strongly op
posed to the present terms of th
station ASCAP contracts. The dis
cussion, it was said, was large!
along the same lines as the Nil
copyright session, with particula
resentment expressed against th
allegedly
"trick contracts.
clauses" inSomth
ASCAP station
opposition was voiced also agains
the 2%Vc rebate provision in th
network contracts and there wa
constant
reiteration
that
(Conti7nted
on page
60) "BM
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group of 14 stations.
Today the number of United Press radio news clients has reached the

464

record height of 525 — topping the total of all other news services combined. And today the rate of climb is faster than ever before.

372
303

United Press was the first — and is the only news agency — to establish a
coast-to-coast wire service exclusively for radio, the first to provide a
bonus of sponsorable wire features expressly for radio.

2IS
123

United Press began distributing radio news six years ago to an initial

il

United
Press radio news is pre-eminently first in usage because it is conil
sistently first in service.
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HERE IS THE NEW PLANT of WABC, CBS New York key, located in
Long Island Sound a mile off New Rochelle. It went into operation Oct.
18. This aerial shot shows the 410-foot tower and 75-foot square building,
located on a tiny island. The 30-foot ferry was made to order to carry
employes to the man-made concrete island. Prow is steel-plated for ice
breaking. Engineer in charge of project was James Middlebrooks (right).
Dumm

Is Granted

Shortwave

Outlet

New 100 kw. Station Will Be
Beamed Toward the Orient
STRONGLY supported as a national defense project to counteract Axis propaganda, the FCC last
Wednesday authorized Associated
Broadcasters Inc., licensee of
KSFO, San Francisco, to construct
a new 100,000-watt international
shortwave station in San Francisco. The new station, to operate
on six assigned frequencies, some
of which are to be shared with
Eastern shortwave outlets, will
beam signals to the Orient and
Australia [Broadcasting, Oct. 13].
Authorization of a construction
permit for the new international
outlet, second of its kind on the
Pacific Coast, came just one week
after application had been filed
with the FCC by Wesley I. Dumm,
owner of KSFO. The project drew
the support of the Defense Communications Board and Col. William J. Donovan, Coordinator of
Information, and it was indicated
the way had been cleared to assure
priorities on construction materials
needed to put the new $150,000
station into operation as soon as
possible.
Program Plans
The new Pacific Coast outlet, to
use a 100,000-watt General Electric
transmitter, will operate on 6060,
9570,11870,15350, 17760 and 21610
kc, sharing time in some cases on
these frequencies with CBS' WCBX
and WCRC, New York, Westinghouse's WBOS, Hull, Mass., and
World Wide Broadcasting Corp.'s
WRUL and WRUW, Scituate,
Mass. Its program service, according to the FCC announcement, is
to include from 16 to 20 hours a
day of news and entertainment in
English, French, Dutch, Spanish,
Portuguese, Japanese, and possibly
Chinese, Thai, Russian and Korean.
"Though about a dozen international broadcast stations now operate in the United Statts, only one
— KGEI, licensed to General Electric— is on the West Coast (near
Belmont, Cal. ) , "the FCC announcePage 16 • October
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Island

Transmitter
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Is Opened;
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Innovations

well as most of the CBS "name"
talent, with Alexander Woollcott
making his contribution from London.
The transmitter is located on Columbia Island in Long Island
Sound, about a mile off the mainland, asite selected because it is in
the center of the New York, Westchester and Long Island population
area and because it is completely
surrounded by salt water.
Federal Equipment
A custom job, the transmitter
was built by the Federal Telegraph
unit of International Telephone &
Radio Mfg. Corp., manufacturing
subsidiary of IT&T, to specifications drawn by CBS engineers.
Federal engineers also collaborated
with CBS technicians in designing
the unique antenna system. The
410-foot tower was constructed by
the Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel
Co. Complete installation, from
plans to operation, was supervised
by James Middlebrooks, CBS transmitter construction chief, at a cost
between $600,000 and $700,000.

Starting with a point of granite
about the size of a 10-tori truck at
high tide, CBS now has an artificial
island 150 feet square.
From the white, one-story, 75foot square transmitter building,
housing both appartus and personnel, rises the antenna tower, supported by four yard-thick concrete
pillars that go through the building
without touching it, making the
tower an independent structure.
Within the transmitter building
are the main 50-kw. unit and an
auxiliary 5-kw. transmitter.
The Federal vacuum tubes in the
main transmitter are water-cooled;
the auxiliary transmitter is aircooled so that a failure of the
water supply would not completely
cut off service.
The auxiliary unit can be used
to provide driving power to the
high power output amplifier in case
trouble develops in the low power
stages of the main transmitter.
Parts of the equipment are provided in duplicate.
Current at 4,000 volts comes to
the transmitter by steel-armored
cable, along a different route. A
gasoline-driven generator is available. Program transmission lines
are encased in steel cable and laid
beneath the Sound in duplicate. If
both fail, an emei'gency cable can
be unreeled and hooked to a short
terminal within 20 minutes and an
ultra-high frequency radio system
connects the studio and transmitter
buildings.

ment said. "The other stations,
being located in the Eastern part
of the country, cannot serve the
Orient. Distance is too great, and
the path through the North Polar
regions plays hob with transmission. Yet the desirability of broadcasting across the Pacific is selfevident in the light of international
conditions. The Defense Communications Board urged additional
facilities, and the Coordinator of
Information has arranged for delivery of a 100-kilowatt transmitter
from the General Electric Co. to
speed this new service".

Rule On Time Signals
ANNOUNCEMENT
the requirements, as revised lastof June
13, to
be fulfilled by stations wishing to
rebroadcast Naval Observatory
time signals has again been made
by the FCC, complying with a desire of the Navy Department that
they be released publicly at regular intervals to remind stations
of the availability of the service.
The FCC simultaneously released
a schedule of the Navy stations
at Washington, San Francisco,
Honolulu, Puerto Rico and the
Canal Zone transmitting the signals listing times of broadcasts.

THE

NEW 50,000-watt transmitter of WABC, New York key
station of CBS, began regular
operation last Saturday evening
between 10 and 10:15 p.m., if all
went off according to schedule.
Switch was made during a local
broadcast, but at 10:15 WABC
joined the network for a dedicatory
program
featuring
New York'sas
Mayor Fiorello
H. LaGuardia,
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Engineering Teachers
Join
Technical Drive
TO ENCOURAGE radio technical
training courses
in educational
institutions aiMl provide
an adequate
backlog of trained personnel for
the war emergency, a meeting of
professors of engineering schools
in North Carolina, South Carolina
and Virginia will be held Oct. 24 at
Norfolk, Va., at the invitation of
Dean Blake R. Van Leer, of the
engineering department of North
Carolina State College. Dean Van
Leer also is administrator for this
area for the engineering, science
and management defense training
project
cation. of the U. S. Office of EduLynne C. Smeby, engineering director, and Arthur Stringer, promotion and industry exploitation
director of the NAB, will address
the session. Tht NAB has sponsored development of engineering
training courses throughout the
country since the war emergency
because of the fast growing need
for trained operators, engineers
and technicians in the broadcasting
industry, in defense pursuits and
in other industrial efforts.
Third Fresno Station
A THIRD station in Fresno, Cal..
was authorized last Tuesday when
the FCC issued a construction permit for a new local outlet to J. E.
Rodman, Fresno Chevrolet dealer.
Grant was for the facilities about
to
vacated
Fresno —at
250bewatts
on by
1340KARM,
kc. KARM
the present time has a construction
permit outstanding for 5,000-watt
operation on 1430 kc. The other
Fresno station is KMJ which operates with 5,000 watts on 580 kc.
The new station is the 43d thus far
authorized this year by the ComHeding Heads Teletype
STANLEY BRACKEN. recentlv
namedture ofgeneral
Western manager
Electric of
Co..manufacon Oct.
14 resigned as president of Teletype
Corp. Gustave Heding. associated
with Teletype Corp. and predecessor
organizations since 1907, was elected
Teletype president.
BASIL
HEATTER.
old
son (Bud)
of Gabriel
Heatter.23-yeaiMBS
news analyst, has volunteered in the
U. S. on
NavyStaten
and is
stationed
i-arily
Island.
New tempoYork.
Bud has written several radio scripts
whicli were produced on the networks.
• Broadcast
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System
As designers and manufacturers of the transmitting equipment for this great new broadcasting station, the Federal Telegraph unit of the International Telephone & Radio Manufacturing Corporation is proud to be associated with this magnificent project by the
Columbia Broadcasting System, to bring to its millions of listeners quality and performance characteristics unsurpassed by any similar installation in the history of broadcasting.
Ititer national
1000
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Defense

May

BUlion

Worth

Dollars

Of Equipment Said
To Be Slated
STOPPAGE of practically all
broadcast equipment production,
to accommodate the requirements
of the Army and Navy for conrmunications equipment, is foreseen
unless prompt steps are taken to
keep the industry supply lines
open as a national defense measure.
While no official announcement
has been made, it is understood
the Army and Navy are offering
in excess of one billion dollars
worth of communications equipment orders to the radio manufacturing industry — an amount said
to be even greater than that
budgeted for tank manufacture.
Irrespective of priority ratings
for broadcasting and related fields,
it is felt, the handling of this stupendous production will foreclose
routine manufacture of broadcast
equipment under existing regulations and procedures. Only by provision of a separate source of supply to accommodate the minimum
needs of the industry could broadcasting, aviation, police and other
services dependent upon replacements be served.
Big Plants Swamped
Moreover, it was thought in
informed quarters that eventually
the military requirements will be
such that even receiving set plants
will be saturated with Government
orders, precluding any appreciable
civilian set production. Already
several of the larger manufacturing plants, such as RCA, Philco
and Westinghouse, are so swamped
with Government work that regular receiver production of necessity has been curtailed sharply.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly took cognizance of the situation last Monday, on the heels of
the order of the Supply Priorities
& AlliDcations Board banning all
public and private construction
projects using critical materials.
At his press conference, the
chairman said "there is an awfully
difficult problem to be met". New
construction of ordinary broadcast
stations in areas already adequately served will be faced with
"definite impediments", he asserted.
Military Needs
While the FCC has no plans
under way to delay applications or
grants, Mr. Fly said he would not
be surprised if some emergency
action would be necessary. The
simplest rule of thumb would be
to provide against any new grants
unless there is a definite defense
angle such as provision of service
to an area not now receiving primary service, he said, l^roadcasting already is pegged as a vital
defense operation insofar as maintenance of public morale is conPage 18 • October
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cerned, as well as the most expeditious means available of keeping
the public informed.
What effect the SPAB order,
plus the production bottleneck, may
have on power increases and other
modifications was described as
questionable by the chairman.
However, at the Office of Production Management [Broadcasting,
Oct. 13], it was stated that priority
allocations would be made after
consultation with the FCC or the
Defense Communications Board, of
which Chairman Fly also is head.
The military project, which is
said to involve also production of
upwards of $60,000,000 in vacuum
tubes and other electronics items,
far surpasses the capacity of the
radio manufacturing industry.
Details of the Army-Navy radio
construction project, for military
reasons, have not been divulged.
But it was pointed out by observers that in modern warfare, twoway radio communications is the
nerve-center of operations from
tanks, planes, field forces and virtually every branch of military and
naval power. This lesson, presumably, has been learned from
the Nazi brand of mechanized operation, with radio serving as the
eyes and ears for attacking forces.
As for priorities per se, it has
been apparent since the emergency
developed that the most aggressive
industries are getting preferred
treatment. The broadcasting industry has gone to bat with SPAB
officials. Unless there is followthrough, however, it is thought that
less important industries, due to
their diligence, will get preferential treatment.

The whole subject of radio priorities will come before the new DCB
priorities liaison committee when
it meets with industry representatives Oct. 20 to form a plan for
materials ratings. The meeting
hopes to draw up a blueprint for
priority allocations and ratings,
covering the entire communications
field. The Priorities Liaison Committee, recently authorized by the
DCB, then will formulate its recom endations to DCB for transmittal to Donald Nelson, 0PM
priorities director.
Under current procedures, priorities are being considered on individual application. As the FCC,
for example, makes a new station
grant, 0PM seeks to determine
whether the area at present has
adequate service. If there is sufficient service, then there is little
likelihood of authorization of materials for the construction unless
some other defense angle is developed.
Priorities Studied
If, on the other hand, DCB certifies that the new installation is
necessary to provide service in an
area not now having adequate
broadcast service, 0PM, under ordinary conditions, would open the
way for preferential treatment.
The DCB already has stated
that it plans to authorize increased
power in given localities to complete the coverage pattern of the
broadcasting structure. Superpower has gone under consideration in this connection, though no
formulation of policy yet has resulted. Chairman Fly stated that
increases in power definitely have
a defense aspect.

Radio's
Priority
But
There
Still
POINTING UP the uncertain effect of expedited priorities for
commercial broadcast operations
was an announcement last Thursday by Donald M. Nelson, Director
of Priorities, of an amendment to
Preference Rating Order P-22 reaffirming an A-10 priority rating
for maintenance and repair materials for commercial broadcasting and communications and inincluding a large number of other
industries beyond the 20 "essential
industries" originally encompassed
by the order when it was announced
Sept. 10 [Broadcasting, Sept. 15].
Although broadcast operations
ostensibly become eligible for a desirable defense rating status in the
priorities schedules — contrasting
sharply with the non-defense B ratings formerly accorded radio manufacturers — industry observers
have expressed doubt that the A-10
rating amounts to all it is cracked
up to be.
They point out that while com-
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Output

Is Aflirmed
Are
Doubts

mercial broadcasting definitely has
been included among the essential
industries accorded an A-10 rating
under Order P-22, amendment of
the order has included so many industrial plants that available supplies of material, even for maintenance and repair, must be split up
to such
extentis that
radio'sonly
posi-a
tion in an
reality
improved
little, if at all.
Restrictions Imposed
On the other hand, it is pointed
out, amendment of the order holds
potential benefit for broadcasters
since it definitely prescribes an
A-10 rating for maintenance and
repair parts — although the original
Order P-22 carried the same sort
of provision, OPM's practical administration of the plan extended
only to repair parts, with no preference given to maintenance parts
and operating supplies which probably would be held in store until an
emergency arose at a station. Sev-

REMEMBRANCE GIFT from the
staff of KMOX, St. Louis, in the
form of a desk set was presented
Kenneth W. Church (left) by
Merle S. Jones, KMOX manager,
as the former left the station after
nine years to become the director
of national sales and sales promotion of WKRC, Cincinnati.
eral stations are knov^m to have
had to secure special A-1 ratings
to secure immediate delivery of
transmitter tubes and such essential equipment when tubes suddenly burned out without replacements
on hand.
The situation remains critical in
other phases of the material supply pictureufacturesasfor domestic
it effects consumption
radio. Manappear to face further production
cuts for certain, with Government
orders for such items as vaccum
tubes far in excess of actual production facilities [Broadcasting,
Oct. 13]. Receiver construction, in
general outside whatever priority
protection may be accorded other
phases of radio construction, will
suffer increasing curtailment, observers freely predict.
Under amended Order P-22, any
plant or business qualified to use
the A-10 rating can do so without
making application to 0PM. A station or manufacturer needing a repair part, for example, simply
places his repair order with a supplier, writing on the face of the
order the following statement:
"Materials for maintenance, repair, or operating supplies — Rating
A-10 under Preference RatingOrder P-22, as amended, with the
terms of which I am familiar."
The order provides that such
purchase orders must be made up
separately from all other orders,
and the A-10 rating must not be
used if the material can be obtained without a rating. 0PM also
pointed
out inof its
ment that misuse
the announceplan may
result in direct punitive action, and
emphasized that anyone using the
plan should become acquainted with
Order P-22, as amended.
In its definitions the order provides that "maintenance", "repair",
and "operating supplies" do not include material (1) "for the improvement of a producer's property
or equipment
through
the existing
replacement of material
in the
installation with material of a better kind, quality or design; (2) for
additions to, or expansion of, such
property or equipment; (3) which
is of a type not heretofore carried

on the producer's books."
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Philadelphia

Ph iladelphia's 507,000 places of family dwelling have
justly earned for it the designation, "city of homes".
Today with latest available figures showing 102 radios
for every 100 homes,
"the city of RADIO

Philadelphia rightly becomes

homes".

Radio will reach people in Philadelphia for you quickly
and surely. WCAU will do it quickly, surely and economically, for WCAU has 32.7% more regular listeners
l"N:l'l

50,000 WATTS IN ALL DIRECTIONS

than any other Philadelphia station.
if The Only 1-A Clear Channel Stafion in Eastern
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland or New Jersey

Philadelphia • WCAU Building, 1622 Chestnut Street ... New York City * CBS Building, 485 Madison Avenue ... Chicago, III.*
Virgil Reiter, 400 North Michigan Avenue . . . Boston, Mass. • Bertha Bannon, 538 Little Building . . . Pacific Coast • Paul H. Roymer Company
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Prompt
For

Seoate

Durr

FCC

Approval

Seen

Nomination

Early Decision by Committee Is Indicated
No Signs of Opposition Are Apparent
PROMPT Senate approval of the
nomination of Clifford J. Durr, assistant general counsel of the RFC,
as a member of the FCC, was foreseen last week by members of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
Possibility of committee approval this week was seen, though
no definite meeting has yet been
scheduled. The nomination was sent
to the Senate last Monday by President Roosevelt, confirming previously published reports [Broadcasting, Aug. 25, Oct. 6] that Mr.
Durr would be named. Whether the
committee will ask the 42-year-old
Alabaman to appear in person for
questioning is problematical.
May Poll Members
There is no indication of opposition. Because of the pressure of
defense legislation, if the committee
does not find it expedient to hold
a formal hearing its membership
may be polled, with a favorable report regarded as assured. Senator
Lister (D-Ala.), one of the chief
Durr sponsors, has asked Chairman Wheeler to expedite consideration in the hope of confirmation
this week.
Mr. Durr preferred not to comment on the appointment, other
than to express his gratification.
He said he was not familiar with
FCC activities, problems or procedures, and therefore was not in a
position to discuss current policy
or other considerations involving
broadcasting or communications.
He said he is devoting his immediate attention to clearing his desk
at the RFC, where he is assistant
general counsel, and at the Defense
Plant Corp., RFC subsidiary, where
he is general counsel.
Friends and associates of Mr.
Durr described him as a tactful,
modest man, who expresses himself in no uncertain way once he
has reached a determination on a
given issue. He wa"s described as a
tremendous worker and as highly
intelligent.
The White House apparently did
not follow customary procedure by
notifying the committee in advance
of the actual transmittal of the
nomination.
Senator Hill announced Monday forenoon that he had been
advised that the Durr nomination
would be sent to the Senate that
day. The committee, of which Senator Wheeler (D-Mont.), is chairman, had not been notified, however.
Precisely how Mr. Durr will fit
in at the FCC, now split into two
definite camps on major policy
questions, is conjectural. A New
Dealer and a lawyer, Mr Durr was
represented as adhering more or
less to the philosophies of his libPage 20
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eral brother-in-law. Supreme Court
Justice Hugo Black. At the RFC,
working under Jesse Jones, Mr.
Durr has accumulated vast experience in administrative legal practice since he first joined the agency
in 1933.
With Mr. Durr's appointment
there will be five lawyers on the
seven-man FCC. Other barristers
are Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, former Gov. Norman S. Case,
Paul A. Walker and Ray C. Wakefield. Commissioner T. A. M. Craven is an engineer by profession and
a former Naval officer, while Commissioner George H. Payne has
sei'ved in the newspaper and publicity fields and is a former Tax
Commissioner of New York.
Rejected It Once
Mr. Durr succeeds Frederick I.
Thompson, fellow Alabaman whose
term expired last June 30 and who
was not reappointed by the President. Mr. Thompson had served for
two years, filling the unexpired
term of former Commissioner E. O.
Sykes. The new appointment is for
seven years from June 30.
The next vacancy on the FCC occurs June 30, 1942, at which time
the term of Chairman Fly expires.
The Chairman of the Commission
is designated by the President. Mr.
Fly was named in 1939 to fill the
unexpired term of Frank R. McNinch, former chairman, who resigned because of ill health.
Mr. Durr originally had been
offered the post last summer but is
understood to have expressed little
desire for it. Afterward, however,
he was prevailed upon to accept but
asked to be permitted to finish

Durr's Radio

Purr —

WHILE the FCC Commissioner designate, Clifford H.
Durr modestly disclaims any
wide knowledge of radio, it
was recalled in Washington
last week that he has had at
least one interesting experience in the field. It was Mr.
Durr in 1937 who handled the
arrangements for the famous
radio speech of his brotherin-law. Associate Justice
Hugo Black, when the latter
answered charges that he had
been a member of the Ku
Klux Klan. At that time,
after several days of hectic
pulling and hauling among
networks, newspapers and
newsreels — the latter two
agencies being barred from
the scene of the speech — Mr.
Durr remarked, "I would
never have gotten into this
thing, if I had known it was
going to be like this."
certain work at the RFC. He was
selected from among a group of
more than a dozen candidates.
Clifford Judkins Durr was born
in Montgomery on March 2, 1899.
He married Virginia Heard Foster,
of Alabama, in 1926. They have
three daughters— Anne Patterson,
14; Lucy Judkins, 5, and Virginia
Foster, 2.
The Commissioner-designate received his A.B. degree from Alabama U and his law degree from
Oxford in 1922, as a Rhodes scholar. After his graduation from Oxford he returned to the United
States and worked with the Montgomery law firm of Rushton, Crenshaw & Rushton for a year. He
then served with Fawsett, Smart
& Shea, of Milwaukee, for a yearand-a-half, and with the Birmingham firm of Martin, Thompson,
Turner & McWhorter from 1925
until 1933.
Four years after joining the
RFC legal department in 1938, Mr.

HEAVY ASSIGNMENT is given Hizzoner Cliff Arquette, Hollywood
star of the weekly NBC serial. Point Suhlime, sponsored by Union Oil
Co. who was recently elected mayor of Sherman Oaks, Cal. Expectantly
awaiting gavel fall are (1 to r) Jim Jordan, presideiat of Encino, Cal.
Chamber of Commerce, who also portrays Fibber on weekly NBC Fibber
McGee & Molly Shoiv, sponsored by S. C. Johnson & Son (floor wax) ;
Andy Devine, mayor of Van Nuys, Cal., and featured comedian of CBS
Al Pearce & His Gang, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.; Cliff
Arquette; Don E. Oilman, NBC Western division vice-president; Robert
L. Redd, writer-producer of Point Sublime; William J. Pringle, Los
Angeles account executive of Lord & Thomas, agency servicing Union
Oil Co. account; Robert L. Phillipi, advertising director of latter account.
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Durr was named its assistant ger
eral counsel. With the creation
the Defense
Plant Corp. lasAugust, he doubled as its genert !
counsel. Mr. Durr was a membe
of the advisory committee of la-w
yers which studied and made recom endations for civil service em- j
ploym,ent of attorneys in the Gov- I
ernment organization. He also is ■
a member of the board of legal i
examiners created last June by j
Presidential order to deal with the i
problems of lawyers in civil serv- 1
ice.
i
Mr. Durr served in the Fourth 1
Officers' Training Camp at Camp :
Pike, Ark., in 1918. He is a mem-i,
ber of Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma I
Alpha Epsilon. He is a Presby-B
terian. He resides with his family H
on Seminary Hill in Alexandria,!
Va., Washington suburb.
M
FREE PRESS, AIR
VIEWED AS VITAL
DANGERS of governmental censorship, which might lead to punishment of editors and broadcasters as well as those who express
views, were pointed out by Nicholas Roosevelt, editor of the Newi
York Herald Tribune, in a recent
address during a patriotic pilgrim-'
age to Gunston Hall, Washington.
Mr. Roosevelt's speech was placed
in the Congressional Record of
Kan.).
Oct. 9 by Senator Capper (R-|
"Freedom of the press is, as a
matter of fact, separable from
freedom of speech and freedom of
the air," Mr. Roosevelt said. "When
a government takes over control of
what may be said in print or over
the air, this control is not limitedH
to what the publishers and broad-l
casters themselves may say. Government censors will hold these
men responsible for what they'
print or allow to be broadcast — i
which
that they will be held'
responsmeans
ible for what other people i
themselves.
say, as well as for what they say',|
"Not only will they not be permitted to air views of their own
which the censor does not like, but
they will be forbidden to circulate
the views of anyone else which rile
the censors. In this manner government will easily assume control
over everything which anyone may
write or say. It is but a step from
such censorship to the punishment,
not only of publishers, editors,
writers, and broadcasters, but also
of any individual who persists in
expressing his own views or in circulating articles, pamphlets, books
or broadsides which express his

Woolworth Queries
F.views."
W. WOOLWORTH Co., New
York (chain), through its agency,
Lynn Baker Co., New York, has
been querying stations directly on
local rates for announcements of
new store openings and local anniversaries. Last year Woolworth
placed similar business through
station reps, but the agency stated
that the different type of promotion planned for the coming year
could be more quickly and accurately executed throvigh the direct
contact route.
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transmitter
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Market

WBEN

now operates on 5 KW day and night, vsith complete new transmitter and antenna installations geared
to the compact Buffalo area of 400,000 families. But long
before this increase in power and facilities, WBEN was
outstanding in audience acceptance. All this means
further supremacy in one of the nation's major centers
of inland industrial and agricultural production.
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FOR

15,000,000

LISTENERS

A mile from shore, in the middle of Long Island
Sound, stands a man-made

island— sea-born foothold

for a giant tower with a giant's voice. This is WABC's
new 50,000-watt

transmitter — the perfect voice of

radio, serving 15,000,000

listeners as they have

never been served in the past. Serving 10,000,000
of them

with a signal two to ten times stronger

than before !
The secret?
The secret is that mile— the most important mile
in radio— the mile of salt water which surrounds this
engineering miracle on all four sides.
That "salt-water-start" for a radio program, that
first perfect mile, is like the first perfect skip of a
stone— which sends it true and far.
WABC

is the only 50,000-watt station on the east-

ern seaboard with this over-water start in all directions—east toboth shores of the Sound

— south

through Queens and Brooklyn— north through New
York and Connecticut — west through the heart of
Manhattan

and the homes

of New

Key station of the Columbia

Jersey.
network, feeding

CBS programs to 124 network stations and 120,000,000 listeners from coast to coast — the new WABC
delivers those programs to the 15,000,000

nearest lis-

teners with new strength, new clarity, new brilliance !

The

New

WABC,

KEY STATION OF THE COLUMBIA

New^ork
BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

Book List Picked
BLUE RIBBON BOOKS, New
York, recently opened its fall radio
campaign, which features condensed high school training, on 18
stations. Agency is Northwest
Radio Adv. Co., Seattle. The station list: KIRO KINY WPRO
KQW WAIT KYA XENT KVEC
KROD KHQ WHAS WBAL
WFBR KMA KWFT KXA- WOV
WBAX. Others may be added.
B. W. FRANK, assistant manager
of WEED, Rocky Mount. N. C, is
secretary-treasurer and 24.5% stockholder in the application of the Tar
Heel Broadcasting System Inc. for a
new 1,000-watt daytime station in
Washington, N. C, on 930 kc. Other
principals are W. R. Roberson, Sr.,
owner of the local Dr. Pepper Bottling
Co., president and 51% stockholder;
W. R. Roberson, Jr., bookkeeper for
his father, vice-president, 24.5%.

Station Operation
Starting at 4 a, m.
Is Permitted Under Revised FCC Rules
CLARIFYING its regulations covering early-morning broadcast operations, the FCC last Tuesday
amended its rules to allow daytime
facilities apart from certain specified exceptions and cases where
undue interference would result, to
stai"t operating as early as 4 a.m.
Interference Clause
The new Section 3.87 of the FCC
rules supersedes Order No. 74, issued by the FCC on June 10, 1940,
which had drawn the criticism of
some operators on grounds that it
operated unfairly against them.
Under the new regulations, daytime stations may begin operating
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FOOTBALL

FANS

keep tuned to

ST, PAUL
The Sfafion Thai h the
Center of Attraction
'in the Northwest is a
Good Place for Your
Advertising.

NBC STATION

MINNEAPOLIS
for
• ALL UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA GAMES.

Feather Series
PROGRESS FEATHER Co., Chicago (feather merchants), on Nov.
3 will start a 26-week campaign
of one-minute live spot announcements on eight midwestern stations, WEAU WKBH WIBA
KRNT WMT WNAX KSAL
KGGF. Present schedule of three
announcements weekly will probably be doubled in December, when
other stations will be added. Agency is Lieber Adv. Co., Chicago.
Sets Cut in Canada
A CUT OF 25% has been ordered by
the Canadian Government in the production of certain electrical appliances, including
radios.
The announcement was made
by Munitions
and Supply Minister C. D. Howe on
Oct. 1. and will mean that there will
be 123,000 less radios built annually
in the Dominion. The reduction was
made on the 1940 output, and no
guarantee was given manufacturers
that materials will be available for
the production on the lower basis.
Substantial quantities of steel, copper,woodbrass,
aluminum,
veneers
and otherbakelite,
materialshard-as
well as foreign exchange will be
saved for war purposes by this move.
Much of the labor saved will be
absorbed into essential wartime production of radios for the armed ser-

©"BEFORE THE KICKOFF" ... a prs-Mi.-aesota game broadcost of football dope.
• "FOOTBALL SCORE ROUND-UP" . . . analysis of Minnesota games, and scores from
the nation's gridirons.
Dally resume of
• "SPORTS
REVIEW"
football news.
• "FOOTBALL CAVALCADE" . . Highlights
of Minnesota games.
• NBC BROADCASTS OF COLLEGE GAMES.
• PROFESSIONAL GAMES BY NBC.
• HIGH SCHOOL GAMES.
And Other Football Broadcasts

FREE & PETERS, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
New York Chicago Detroit Los Angeles San Francisco Atlanta
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as early as 4 a.m. and until local
sunrise — provided that time-sharing stations agree between themselves which shall operate before
local sunrise; that no Class II stations causing interference by use
of the daytime facilities shall use
them during the early-morning
hours; and that Class II stations
on I-A channels not assigned to
this country under the Havana
Treaty shall not transmit programs during these hours using
the daytime facilities.
The rule also provides that stations causing interference through
such early-morning operation shall,
upon notice from the FCC, stop
such operation, and that the period from 4 to 6 a.m. shall not
be included in determining compliance with the rule requiring a
specified daijy operation period for
daytime facilities.
Text of Changes
Text of the amended section of
the rules and regulations follows:
Section 3.87 Program Transmissions
Prior to Local Sunrise.
(a) The provisions of Section 3.6, 3.8,
3.9, 3.10, 3.23, 3.79 and 3.84 shall not prevent the transmission of programs between four o'clock a.m., local standard
time, and local sunrise, of standard broadcast
stations with
their: authorized daytime facilities,
provided
( 1 ) stations regularly sharing time during daytime hours under either a time
sharing agreement or operating specified
hours reach an agreement as to which of
such stations may operate prior to local
sunrise.
(2) no Class 11 station causing interference by use of the daytime facilities (as
determined by the Standards of Good Engineering Practice and the North Amercan
Regional Broadcast Agreement, within the
0.5
mv/m
50% either
skywaveU. contour
of any
Class I station,
S. or foreign)
may transmit programs during such hours
using the daytime facilities.
(3) Class II stations on I-A channels
not assigned to the United States under
the North American Regional Broadcast
Agreement may not transmit programs
during such hours using the daytime
facilities.
(b) Any station operating during such
hours receivng notice from the Commission that undue interference is caused shall
refrain from such operation during such
hours
pending further notice from the
Commisson.
(c) Nothing contained in outstanding
instruments of authorization for such stations shall prohibit such operation except
as herein provided.
(d) The period 4:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m.,
local standard time, shall not be included
in determining compliance with Section
3.71 of these rules.

THEY PREFER JINGLES
Variety Show Replaces Series
But Gets a Squawk
ELMER CANDY Co., New Orleans,
for 60 weeks sponsored a halfhour quiz show. Jingle Jamboree,
for 60 weeks on WWL, New Orleans. During this time the program averaged some 3,000 letters
a show and drew audiences of 700
to 800 persons. After 60 broadcasts the sponsor decided the public might like a change, replacing
the quiz feature with a variety
show costing twice as much.
After the first broadcast of the
new show. Morel Elmer, advertising and sales manager of the sponsor, called Howard Summerville,
WWL, manager,
requesting
immediate conference.
The ancandy
company had been overwhelmed
with phone calls, letters, wires, and
personal requests from listeners
and dealers, all protesting discontinuance of the original show. The
following week Elmer Candy Co.
had returned Jingle Jamboree to
the air — augmented by a studio
orchestra.
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9 Industrial wealth! Agricultural wealth! And a
population greater than Tennessee's largest city!
. . . that's the rich Appalachian area. And WJHL
is the only single advertising medium that o£Fers
adequate coverage of this market at one low cost.

1000 WATTS*

910 KC • NBC BLUE

International Radio Sales
Representatives
BROADCASTING

Johnson City,L
Tenn.
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W
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Mechanized

MT

MAY

surprise you to learn that

the biggest company owned fleet of motor vehicles
in industry belongs to the Bell Telephone System.
This great 'mechanized division' of ours is made
up of about 22,000 vehicles — trucks mostly, but
along with the trucks, large numbers of other
kinds of cars.
"Some of our heavier trucks are rigged up with
earth-boring machinery — so that we can set poles
quickly. Others have bodies especially designed

ivision

"Even more important is the fact that throughout the Bell System this special equipment is of
uniform design. Repairs, replacements and substitutions can be made quickly without delaying
the job. The common

sense of this was shown in

a recent emergency when 600 motor vehicles were
mobilized in one area — from far and near and
from many different Bell companies — and they
all did yeoman service.

to carry winches, derricks or reels for wire or

"With such equipment, the Bell System is
prepared to act promptly to keep the lines open

cable. Each truck in fact is designed, equipped

and ready for service — no matter what the test

and bought for a particular type of job.

may be or where it may come."

XViis quotation is from The Telephone Hour, a regular program heard each
Monday night over the N. B. C, Red Network. It helps to point out the value of uniform equipment in the unified telephone system which has served radio networks since the very beginning.
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Standard Oil Resumes
Pacific
School Series
STANDARD OIL Co. of California, San Francisco, on Oct. 16 resumed its weekly Standard School
Broadcasts on 31 Don Lee-Mutual
stations, which are listened to by
more than a half-million students
in 5,000 Pacific Coast schools. This
is the fourteenth year the program
has been on the air. The series is
designed especially for children
and is accompanied by a teacher's
manual approved by educators,
musical authorities, parents and
students themselves.
The programs have been recognized for their artistic integrity by
four of the big universities on the
Pacific Coast, which have given
credits for the completion of the
Standard courses. The broadcasts
are presented in conjunction with
the Standard Symphony Hour, released Thursdays.
RCA Tries New Show
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, on Oct.
15 is testing a replacement of its
weekly Music You Want program
of recordings on WEAF, New
York, with a live show featuring
Victor artists discussing music
with Ted Cott, who formerly conducted the quiz show on CBS,
titled So You Think You Know
Music. Program is heard 11:1511:30 p.m., immediately following
the quarter-hour of news by George
Putnam, also sponsored by RCA.
Account is handled by Lord &
Thomas, New York.

WBIC
CREENy^BORO, N.C.
CEO.P. HOLLINCBERr - CO.. NAT. RE R
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Stations

Seeking

Cooperation
News
NAB Meetings Acting Toward
Improving of Coverage
LOOKING toward closer coordination of material for news and defense programs, resolutions calling
for formation of a special committee of radio news editors in each
State are being offered at each of
the 17 NAB district meetings this
fall. Identical resolutions already
have been adopted at the meetings
of Districts 7, 8, 10 and 12, and
adoption at the remaining 13 meetLADIES OF THE RADIO and press from Washington went on a junket
ings is expected without opposition.
to the Norfolk Naval Operating Base last week to see how the Navy
treats its young enlisted men. Before the junketeers left the Nation's
Under
the plan,in radio
tors of stations
each news
of the edi48
Capital, Elinor Lee, women's activity director of WJSV, interviewed some
of the party on the deck of the steamer District of Columbia. Starting
States would meet to coordinate
at the left is Ann Cottrell, Newsweek; Miss Lee; Esther Van Wagoner
their efforts in the interest of acTufty, Michigan League of Home Dailies; Melvina Stephenson, Kansas
curacy and gathering background
City Star; Mrs. Louise Daniels, newly-appointed women's editor of the information. Advanced by the
Navy Department press and radio bureau.
NAB, the plan has the active support of the radio branch of the
War Department Bureau of Public
Relations.
PROF. VEEND'S 89 GRADUATES
Washington Educator Claims Larger List of
Army Cooperation
Edward M. Kirby, director of
Radio Graduates Than Prof. Abbot
the radio branch, and Jack Harris,
KENNETH YEEND, director of Phreaner, announcer, KOL. Seattle ; Ruth news and special events director,
Harris, staff artist, KHQ-KGA, Spokane;
participated in discussions at the
KWSC, the 5,000-watt non-comEllis Davis, staff artist, KHQ-KGA,
mercial station of the State College Page
Spokane; Harold Zent, commercial dept., first four district meetings. Bob
of Washington, accepts Dr. Waldo
KHQ-KGA, Spokane; Bill Gordon, con- Coleson, administrative executive
tinuity, KFPY, Spokane; Dick Green, comof the radio branch, is to attend
Abbot's challenge to any institumercial dept., KFPY, Spokane; Ronnie
tion to produce a larger list of Rule, announcer,
the
NAB meetings on the Pacific
KFPY,
Spokane;
Warren
graduates now in radio than the Green, operator, KHQ-KGA, Spokane.
Coast late in November.
Bob
Gentry,
announcer,
KOMO-KJR,
U ofing,Michigan's
list [BroadcastAug. 11].
Seattle; Harold Moan, announcer, KOMOMr. Kirby and Mr. Harris indiSeattle; Reg Miller, announcer,
In checking over the records of KJR,
cated at the meetings that the BuKOMO-KJR,
Seattle;
Dick
Downie,
anpeople who have done radio work
nouncer, KEVR, Seattle; Miriam Smith,
reau of Public Relations will coat KWSC, Mr. Yeends finds that 62 continuity, KIRO, Seattle; Dorothy O'Neill,
operate with broadcasters in deKOMO-KJR, Seattle; Paul
are professionally employed in ac- continuity,
program manager, KIEM, Eureka,
veloping their background on the
tual broadcasting compared to Corbin,
Cal. ; J. Elroy McCaw, manager, KELA,
Washington defense scene, as well
Centralia,
Wash.
;
Sam
Norin,
engineer,
Prof. Abbot's 43. A total of 89 are
as working along similar lines with
KIRO, Seattle ; Charles Herring, announcer,
known to be employed in broadKUJ, Walla Walla, Wast. ; James Nolan, press associations and news servcasting and other radio-communiannouncer,
KUJ,
Walla
Walla,
Wash.
;
cation functions. This, of course, Bob Phillips, continuity, KHQ-KGA, Spoices serving radio.
kane; Charles Foster, announcer. KIT,
The resolution, as adopted at the
does not include a large number of
Yakima,
Wash.;
Jack
Bernard,
chief
engiformer radio speech students who
NAB meetings, follows:
KWLK, Longview, Wash.; Norman
use their radio training in other Mann,neer.announcer,
KRLC, Lewiston,
Whereas, the present emergency calls for
unrelated occupations.
Idaho; Robert D. Smith, commercial dept., undertaking
the greatest ; effort by radio in a national
KWLK,
Longview, Wash.;KFIO,
WilliamSpokane;
BeauFounded in 1913
And whereas, radio desires to meet this
ner, announcer-operator,
Curtis Roberts, radio actor, NBC, Chicago ; challenge in a manner that will promote
most effectively the national interest;
KWSC claims to be the NorthHerbei-t Wixson. commercial dept., KHJ,
And whereas, the crisis adds responsibilwest's first radio station, estab- Los Angeles ; Hal Byer, commercial manity to those
the broadcasting
lished in 1913 on an experimental
KWIL, Albany,KOL,Ore.;
JudithWash.;
Mc- of news
and charged
defense with
programs;
Whorter.ager,continuity,
Seattle,
And
whereas,
it
is
the
that best
basis. The State College of WashGeorge Allison, operator, KGHL, Billings, effort can be made through belief
the closest coington, which owns and operates
Mont.; Evelyn Sparlin Ayres, musician,
operation
and
coordination
by
those
enSpokane ; Carl Brewster, announcer,
the station, is noted for its pro- KFPY,
in such specialized
KFCD, Hollywood ; Aubrey Ison, announcer,
Be itgagedtherefore
resolved work;
that the
gram of training in engineering
Hollywood
; Norm; Ernest
Thue, L.staff
musi- district of the NAB have appointed a comand operating as well as in radio NBC, cian.
KFPY, Spokane
Spencer,
mittee chairman for the purpose of argeneral manager, KVOE, Santa Ana, Cal.;
speech, writing, and management.
ng in the district for
this the
closefurthering
cooperaJim Scott, announcer, KIRO, Seattle (now
tion
andrangicoordination,
The college has a total enrollment
in
Army);
Edwin
Watson,
director,
KWIL,
of
high
standards
of
craftsmanship
in radio
of 4,274.
Albany, Ore.; Bill Rhodes, announcer, KGA,
newscasts, operation
andwith the
for War
working
in close and
coHere is the list of Washington
Spokane;
Lewis
Julian,
music-production,
Department
NBC. New York ; Joan Cannon, producer other national defense agenceis ;
State College graduates who are of
Dr. Christian programs ; Ed Canepa,
And be it further resolved that the
now professionally engaged in ra- announcer. KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal. ; Bill
district recommend adoption of a
dio broadcasting.
Ay a, announcer, KEVE, Everett, Wash.;
similar plan by all the districts of the
Jerry Ore.;
Walker,
announcer,
KOAC,
CorEd Murrow, Chief, CBS European Staff, vallis.
Virginia
Van Hoy,
secretary,
NAB.
'
London ; Art Gilmore, announcer, KNX,
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash.
CBS ; Jim Campbell, announcer, NBC,
Lester
Fowler,
RCA
Labs.,
Camden,
Chicago ; Harry Stanton, staff artist, NBC,
Former students employed in ra- N. J.; Chester Calbick, research engineer.
San Francisco ; Mahlon Merrick, producer,
Bell Telephone Labs. ; Harry Palmer, RaNBC. San Francisco ; Lester Hatfield,
dio work other than actual broaddio Engineer, General Electric Co., Scheengineer, CBS, New York; James Hatfield,
casting include :
nectady ;Clifford Pommer, radio engineer.
chief engineer,
KIRO,KFI,Seattle;
EdGeneral Electric Co., Schenectady ; Eddie
John Herber, chief installation 50,000- Clark,
wards, announcer,
Los Art
Angeles;
Radio
Labs., General Electric Co.,
Bell Telephone LaboraWilliam Mock, director, special events, watt transmitter
Schenectady ; Harry Meahl, Radio Labs.,
New York ; Hugh Allen, engineer,
KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore.; Ralph Rogers, RCA, tory,
General
Electric
Co., Schenectady ; Henry
New York ; Emmet L. Kuntze, engi- Kahl, Research Labs..
program manager, KGW-KEX, Portland,
Bell Telephone Co.;
neer. Radio Developments, Bell Telephone
Ore.; Hartley Safer, announcer, KGWCarl
Yerian,
Radio
Laboratories, General
New York ; Kenneth King,
KEX. Portland, Ore.; Eddie Butherus, an- Laboratory,
Bell Telephone Laboratory, New York ; Electric Co., Schenectady; Col. Caldwell,
nouncer, KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore. (now Syd
radio specialist for Geophysical location
Lines, FCC, Portland, Ore. ; Lewis
in Army public relations) ; Tom Decker, North,
petroleum deposits. Gulf Oil Co., Texas;
FCC, Miami; Del Lawrence, FCC,
continuity, KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore. ; New Orleans;
Doran
Hierath, engineer salesman on FM
Larry Mallack, FCC, Juneau,
Clarence Talbot, announcer-producer,
Transmitter, GE, N. Y. ; W. W. Cramer,
Alaska;
Theodore
O'Neil,
Radio
Research
KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore.
Pacific
& T. Co.. Portland, Or* (holds
Work. Bell Telephone Labs. ; C. B. Car- several T.patents
on teletype machine) ;
Harvey Wixson, manager, KHQ-KGA,
penter,
engineer.
Pacific
T.
&
T.
Co.,
PortSpokane; Del Cody, announcer, KHQland, Ore. ; Harold Vance, manager, Chi- Marshall Ingling, radio instructor, Khanute
KGA, Spokane; Louis Gillette, announcer,
Field,
HI;
Sydney
Burton,
supervisor
cago Sales Office,
Neal T.Eaden,
stations
east ofof
engineer,RCA;
Pacific
& T.transCo., Federal radio beam
KHQ-KGA, Spokane; Stan Warwick, an- Lewiston, mission
Idaho.
Mississippi River.
nouncer, KOIN-KALE, Portland: Bill
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MRS.

BLOOM

BOOMS

ELSEWHERE

Greensboro Furniture Store Finds Radio
It is not
you make
It's what
you put

the amount of noise
that counts in radio.
you say and how well
it over that matters.

There are more powerful stations than CHNS in Canada
but none with better equipment.
For Rates: Apply Station Director
CHNS • Lord Nelson Hotel
Halifax, Nova Scotia
or
Joe Weed, New York City

No other region In the
world depends more on
radio than Alasi<a! To
Alaskans, radio means entertainment, news, emergency messages, market
prices, and generally keeping up with the world.
Executive Offices
Am. BIdg., Seattle, Wash.
1000 WATTS • 5000 WATTS .'onst"
aska
uneau
JOSEPH NATIONAL
HERSHEY
McGlLLVRA
HEPHESENTATIVES

50,000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CliS Affiliiile
Naf'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.

Sfralegically located to do a big selling
job for (he advertiser, A Bliw Network
station with an exceptional reputation
(or public service.
1400 KC. ★ 250 Watts
Page 28
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-Solves a Merchandising ProblemTREKING northward after a
successful season at WIS, Columbia, S. C, Winefred Bradford
Blcom dropped into WHIG, Greensboro, N. C, for a visit some weeks
ago.Gil Hutchinson, station salesman, thought the name sounded familiar. Bloom? Oh yes, it must be
the heroine of an article in the
-July 14 Broadcasting titled "Mrs.
Bloom's Boom Zooms Sears' Sales".
That gave him an idea. He recalled that the Morrison-Neese furniture store was having trouble
selling its budget line since instal ation ofa fancy floor of expensive rooms.
W. W. Morrison, head of the big
store, was interested when he saw
the magazine article. He was sold
when Mrs. Bloom was presented
and offered her ideas.
Now Morrison-Neese is heard
three mornings a week on behalf
of the budget line. Monday morning Mrs. Bloom tells about the
MRS. BLOOM
Budget Room of the Week. The
Wednesday program consists of a
straight, chatty copy; Fridays
there are homey bits about the Land o' Lakes Is First
store and its personnel.
"And does this informal, artistic Northwest Net Sponsor
creation that is Winefred Bradford
WITH Land o' Lakes Inc., Minneapolis (creamery) as the first
Bloom's morning broadcast sell the
the newly-formed
Northlistener?" rhetorically inquires sponsor,
west Network
keyed from KSTP,
WBIG. Its answer is:
St. Paul, has gone into operation,
Others Present
according to Stanley Hubbard,
KSTP director. The creamery
"You can bet your life it does!
Even though she has been at company, largest cooperative in the
purchased the 6:45-7 a.m.
WBIG less than a season, she's al- world,
ready taught the public that Mor- segment of the Simrise Roundup
rison-Ne se is as ripe with real six days weekly, directing the profurniture bargains as any other
grams to the farm audience.
dealer in town. And what is more,
Campbell - Mithum, Minneapolis,
handles the account.
she has sold furniture.
The new hookup comprises, in
"One salesman traced $370 in
sales directly to her, in one day. addition to KSTP, WEBC, Duluth;
Another accounted for seven cus- WD AY, Fargo; KFYR, Bismarck;
tomers who, in the space of six or WEAU, Eau Claire; KROC,
eight hours, had been drawn into Rochester; KFAM, St. Cloud;
the store by her broadcasts. And
KYSM, Mankato. This network
the Morrison-Neese switchboard
will operate separately from the
Minnesota Radio Network, on
girl is getting used to calls that
which Shell Oil Co. is sponsoring
run
like
this:
'Can
you
tell
me
if
that desk Mrs. Bloom talked about
before-and-after U of Minnesota
football games keyed from KSTP
yesterday is still there?' Winefred
to WEBC, KROC, KFAM and
Blocm, who .I'ust happened to come
up from Columbia, is selling 'em KYSM.
out at Morrison-Neese."
Pacquin Adding
Davidson Taylor Back
PACQUIN, Inc., New York (hand
DAVIDSON TAYLOR, producer
cream), sponsoring the twiceof the Columbia Workshop pro- weekly quarter-hour Speaking of
grams on CBS last season, will re- Glamour with Frances Scully on
turn as producer with the Nov. 9 6 NBC-Pacific Blue stations
(KECA KGO KFBK KWG
broadcast, first to follow the "26
KERN KOH), on Oct. 12 added
by
Corwin"
series
presented
KTMS, KMJ, KEX, KJR, KFSD)
through Nov. 2. As last year, Mr.
to the list, Sunday, 10:30-10:45
Taylor will encourage new writing, acting and directing talent,
a.m. (PST),
withKGO,
program
continuing on KECA
Thursday,
with emphasis on new comedies and
4:30-4:45
p.m.
Sponsor,
on
Nov.
comedians. Two directors, de- adds five additional stations (KG A2
veloped by Taylor last year, have
KTAR KYUM KGLU KVOA)
since been added to the directors'
to Sunday release with KEX KJR
staff of the CBS program departadded Thursday, starting Nov. 20.
ment— Guy della Cioppa, who has
been collaborating with Bremster
Agency is Wm. Esty & Co., Hollywood.
Morgan on Reqwrt to the Nation
and Spirit of '41, and Perry LafMILLER RADIOFILM Corp. of New
ferty, now directing Kay ThompYork, formerly Miller Studios, has
son & Company.
petitioned for permission to transact
business in California, with Joseph C.
ADDITION of KAST, Astoria, Ore., Cannon of Los Angeles as agent.
to Mutual networlc has been postjioiied George R. Smith, secretary, stated offices will lie maintained at 7000 Santa
to Nov. 3, due to telei)hone line availa- Monica
Blvd., Los Angeles.
bility difficulties.
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Coca

Cola

Mexican

Starts

Program

Foreign Network Series to Be
Heard Four Weeks
SERIES of four special programs
featuring Mexican music and Spanish dramatizations were scheduled
to start last Friday on the Mexican
network of 27 stations hooking up
with XEQ, Mexico City, under
sponsorship of Coca Cola Co. Titled
Gala Nights, the programs will
probably be heard Fridays, 8-8:45
Co.,
to D'Arcy
acording
p.m.,
New York,
which
was notAdv.
sure of
all details as Brroadcasting went
to press.
Alfred onSteele,
D'Arcy
executive
Coca Cola,
and account
George
Zachary, director of The Pause
That Refreshes on the Air. Coca
Cola's programs on CBS, flew to
Mexico last week to arrange the
before
which are
aprograms,
studio audience
and acted
staged in a
typical Mexican style.
Mutual Series
In view of the start Nov. 3 of
the Coca Cola series on 125 Mutual
a memoranhas sentcarrying
stations,
the
all outlets
dum to MBS
not to
them
musical series asking
"schedule any dance bands 30
minutes immediately preceding and
30 minutes immediately following

programs."MBS
Cola Opfinger,
of the byCoca
anySigned
Adolph
program service manager, the
memo quotes the clause in the Coca
Cola-MBS contract specifically relating to this, as follows: "It is
understood that no dance band programs will be originated by and
transmitted to the network within
30 minutes prior to or following
the actual time of broadcast of the
program. A similar request shall
be made of each station in connection with its individual operations."
Specific times covered by the
agreement with the sponsor when
no orchestras should be scheduled
will be between 9:45-10:15 p.m.
Mondays through Saturdays, and
10:30-11 p.m. Mondays through
Fridays, and 10:35-11:115 p.m.
(all EST) on Saturdays.
"Aldrich" Most Popular
WINNER in the "most popular
program"
classification intastes
a surveyof
of the entertainment
children conducted by the magazine
FoMW.gr Aynerica was The Aldrich
Family,
on NBC-Red
by
General sponsored
Foods Corp.
Only other
radio classification in the survey,
taken through 5,000 questionnaires
distributed in urban, suburban and
rural schools, was the "most popular actor" poll, which showed Bob
Hope and Jack Benny, followed by
Family.
Ezra Stone, star of The Aldrich
FOURTH boxing center as a source
of exclusive fight broadcasts has been
signed by NBC with National Sports
Enterprises Inc. of Cleveland for sponHat Arena.
Stores of all
bouts in sorship
theby Adam
Cleveland
• Broadcast
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YOU

CAUGHT

Most^Vidous

IN

Circle

2. THE PERSONNEL MANAGER
reports that higher hourly
wages add still further to the
cost of production.

1. THE PRODUCTION CHIEF
reports that the rising prices
of raw materials have added
greatly to his own costs.

5. THE MANUFACTURER
is faced with the necessity
of lowering his cost of distribution ihe
f wishes to keep
his profit margin from disappearing entirely.

3. THE SALES MANAGER
reports only a slight rise
in selling price and warns
against attempting to pass
increased cost of production on to the consumer.

4. THE TREASURER
reports that with sharply
increased production costs
and virtually static prices,
the margin of profit Is fast
disappearing.

Turn

the

page
are
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and

find

lowering
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22

New

Campaigns
19

WE

CONTINUE

THESE 22 ADVERTISERS WHO HAVE STARTED NEW CAMPAIGNS
ON THE BLUE AFTER A CAREFUL STUDY OF ALL COMPETITION

Pillsbury Flour
"Musical Mill'-^vbeel
Pacquin's, Inc. (Cosmetics)
' 'Speaking of Glamour
Pan-American Coffee Bureau
Mrs. Koose^velt — "Oner our
Coffee Cups

UNDER

on

CURRENT

And

here^s

STRATEGIC

STATION

how

LOCATIONS.

the
Blue Net-

work stations are located in the "Money
Markets" where the buying power is
heaviest. The Blue is designed to cover markets, not just areas, to provide sales where
selling is niost profitable.

HAIL:

iaver Aspirin
'''' A?nerican MeloJj Hour
Bendix Aviati''''Th
on eCorp.
Treasury Hour
Bristol-Myers (Sal Hepatical
' 'Dinah Shore & Orchestra
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. I Target) "'Retifro Valley
CanadaDry Ginger Ale, Inc. ( Spu;
"Michael '3 Kitty
Clark Candy
' 'Ser-cice If ith A Smile
Mennen Company
"Capt. Flagg Sf Sgt. Quirt
Sf Abtier
Miles Laboratories"'hum
(Alka-Seltzer

Start

Party i
Reynolds Tobacco' 'Penthouse
Co. I Camel
Serutan "Pearson Allen
Dr. Earl E. Sloan "Gang
(Liniment)
Busters
Standard Brands, Inc.
( Fleischmann's
Foil AYeast)
' 7 Lo--oe
Mystery
Standard Oil of Indiana
"Auction Quiz

JUDICIOUS

USE OF POWER.

The

Blue has

high po\N'er stations onl}' \^'here power is
needed. Elsewhere it conserves its power
and your budget.

Time, Inc.
"March
of Time
Trimount
Clothes
Co. Hillman
"William
Raymond Clapper
Texas Co. ' 'Metropolitan Opera
R. L. Watkins
(Dr. Lyon's Tooth Powder)
"Monday Merry-Go-Round
Weekly Publications, Inc.
I Newsweek I
"Ahead of the Headlines
Wheeling Steel Corp.
"Wheeling Steelmakers

UNIQUE

SYSTEM

OF DISCOUNTS.

The

fa-

mous "Blue Plate" svstem of discounts en-

WE

CHERISH:

THESE 19 CAMPAIGNS CONTINUING UNDER CURRENT
CONTRACT AND SHALL BEND EVERY EFFORT TO KEEP
THEIR SPONSORS HAPPY ON THE BLUE
Kolynos ' ''Mr.
Co. Keen., Tracer of Lost
Anacin Co. "Just Plain Bill""
Persons
AmericanCo.
Tobacco Co."Easy Aces""
Anacin
Miles Laboratories I Alka-Seltzer)
(Pacific Coast)
Please""
Boyle, A. S.,"'hiformation
Co.
"John"s Other Wife""
Cal-Aspirin Corp.

Neiglibors of \^^oodcraft
"Grandpappy
and
His Kids'"
Pals""
Phillips,
Chas. H.. Co.
"Quiz,

"Amanda
Carter
Productsof Honeymoon Hill""
Sanctum
Mysteries""
Cummer "Inner
Products
( Energine
i

(Haley's
)
"AmandaM-Oof Honeymoon
Hill""
Sun Oil Co. "LoiL-ell Thomas""
Swift & Co.
Watkins,
R. L. "Breakfast Club"
I Dr. Lyon's Tooth Powder)
Williamson "Orphans
Candv Co.of Di-uorce""

Ironized "Manhattan
Veast Co., at
Inc.Midnight""
Jergens, Andrew,"Good
Co. Will Hour""
(Jergen's Lotion^
"Walter WincheU""
Jergens,
Andrew,
(Woodburv
Soap)Co.
"Parker Family""

"Famous
Trials""
Wyeth Chemical
Co. Jury
I Freezone)
(Oh Henry Bar's)
"John"s Other Wife""

the

Blue

Network

CONTRACT-6

Blue

lowers

of

NBC

RENEW

your

cost

Icourages the use of the entire network. As
jyou expand 3^our Hst of stations you receive
savings up to 20^ of your total time cost,
thus helping your talent budget.
MODEST TALENT EXPENDITURES. Radio's
finest sustaining schedules of news, sports

of

Distribution!

this fall's lively new sponsored shows mean
still higher C.A.B, ratings on the Blue!
• • •
These four factors explain why the Blue
Network of NBC costs from 11% to 36%o less

and public service features, develops steady

per thousand listeners — a fact that is being recognized more and more often by thoughtful

listening to the Blue. The result — Blue
evening commercial programs have a

advertisers today. Why not follow the example of the successful clients listed here, and

C. A. B. average of 10 — yet t/ieir average
talent expenditure is 44% less per quarter hour

bm' Blue to lower jwr cost of distribution.?
National Broadcasting Company
A Radio Corporation of America Service

than their major nePivo?'k competition. And

NETWORK

0^

[1^1B(^

greatest

WE

1Si
^\

WELCOME:

THESE 6 RENEWALS FROM ADVERTISERS,
FOR WE HAVE LONG BELIEVED THAT A
RENEWAL IS AS SINCERE A TRIBUTE AS
A NEW CONTRACT
Adam
Boxing
Bouts"
ModernHats
Food Process
(Scrapple)
''Oli'vio Santoro''
Modern Food Process (Thrive
Ian Sisters''
''May
Dog Food)
Purina Co.
(Cereals)
Ralston''Tom Mix Straight Shooters"
Welch Grape Juice Co.
''Dear John"
Williams, J. B., Co.
"True or False"

^ ^^^

Ij

^^
!
1
\

ff

The contract-expirations
of
WE
REGRET:
these 10 advertisers and hope
that, will
as in return
many previous
cases.
they
in the future
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Corp.
American Chicle Co.
Clapp, Harold, Inc.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Emerson
Drug Company
Lance, Inc.
Land o' Lakes Creameries
Lever
Pacific Bros.
Coast Borax
Pepsi-Cola

MANAGING editors and their wives
from newspapers tliroughout the
country, who were in Chicago attending the annual Associated Press Managing Editors' Association conference,
were guests of WGN. Chicago, attending MBS Chicago Theater of the
Air broadcast Oct. IS, when the
operetta "Sari" was presented.
DURING the current remodeling of
its studios KFRC, San Trancisco is
utilizing studios at Photo & Sound
Inc. and the Telenews Theatre to
present its live talent shows.
WSB. Atlanta, is cooperating with
the Georgia Educational Assn. in its
meetings on audio-visual education.
Speakers at various GEA meetings included WSB General Manager J.
Leonard Reinseh. Production Manager
Marcus Bartlett and News Editor
Walter Paschall. The regional GEA
meetings precede the Audio- Visual
Conference in Atlanta, scheduled for
later in the fall.
KROD, El Paso, played a major
role in the success of the local Community Chest Drive which ended Oct.
9 with a campaign of numerous dramatized spot announcements. As a
climax to the drive, the KROD Players presented an original drama based
on an actual case history from the
files of the El Paso Social Welfare
Council.
WLW, Cincinnati, will take a leading part in activitie.*; of the annual
convention of the Indiana Republican
Editorial Assn. in French Lick
Springs,WLW
Ind., Oct.
31-Nov. 1.
Grant.
commentator,
is Peter
to bo
principal speaker at the annual banquet while three staff: artists — Paul
Arnold, baritone ; Lucille Norman,
contralto ; and Ronnie Manfield, tenor
- — will furnish entertainment.

You

WSTR, WFBL, WAGE and WOLF,
Syracn.se. all participated in an hour
program for the Syracuse Community
Chest Drive providing talent for the
broadcast which also included a remote of the celebrated Liederkrantz
chorus from Liederkrantz Hall. Twelve
five-minute transerintions. prepared
by the Syracuse U Workshop, will be
used by the stations during the campaign.
WBZ. Boston, and WBZA. Springfield, added five new acts and 12 new
artists to its personnel during the first
two weeks of October. Included are
five new singers, all Massachusetts
girls, who won their chance on the air
through public auditions.
WELL New Haven, celebrating its
sixth birthday Oct. 10, still has two
religions programs on the air that
started with the station. They are a
weeklv 1.5-minute program feature of
the Church of the Latter Day Saints
and the New Haven Council of
Churches daily devotions.
KEY representatives
of work,
WIjW.metCin-in
cinnati, assigned to field
Cincinnati
Oct.
11
for
a
conference, conducted somi-nunn.il
by Beulah
Strawway. WLW director of merchandising, and .Joseph Bauer. Attending
were Robert Fi.shback. Indianapolis :
Robert Williams, Columbus ; Edward
Fitch, Davton ; Edward Hale. Fort
Wayne: Gilbert Cook. Huntinston ;
Edward Fletcher, Cincinnati ; James
Sandner, rural representative.
CJCA. Edmonton. Alta.. held a staff
party Oct. 9 to bid farewell to several of its personnel. Manager Gordon
Henry on the occasion made presentations to .Toe Somers. who left to become chief engineer of C.JVI. Victoria,
B. C. ; Esther Maim and Gladys
McLean, both resigning to be married ;and Alto Magoon who has joined
the
Canadian
Women's Auxiliary Air
Forces.

always

whether
North

Heckler Piped
CANADIAN Broadcasting
Corp.'s
service
Canadiannews
soldiers
in Greatto
Britain was interrupted Oct.
13 by a German heckler who
could be heard between news
items broadcast on one of the
British Broadcasting Corp.
stations for Canadian soldiers. The CBC cables the
news to London, where it goes
on the air. The heckler was
silenced towards the end of
the newscast when Canadian
pipers played between news
items, drowning out the Nazi
heckler. According to Gladstone Murray, CBC general
manager, at Ottawa, the
heckler broadcast from a station in occupied Europe.

get

it's

Dakota

KBTM. Jonesboro. Ark., which on
Sept. 22 joined MBS, announced in
mid-October that it is constructing a
new studio and ofiice building, which
is to be completed about Dee. 1. The
new
building,district,
a one-story
the business
will be,structure
of modernin
design and air conditioned.
RECENT CHANGES in the staff of
WMOB. Mobile, have placed Ross
Smitherman as program director,
Eleanor Boyd as ofiice manager of
continuity and women's programs,
Alaine Willis as copywriter and secnouncer. retary, and Dan Webster as anCJLS, Yarmouth, N. S., has started
two weekly 15-minute periods to the
Canadian Army and Air Force. The
soldiers and airmen write, produce
and act in their own shows.

your

WOCB. West Yarmouth. Mass.. culminated its drive last week for funds
to buy an ambulance plane for the
RAF. Tlie campaign, held .solely
amongst the Cape Codders. financed a
two-motored Grumman 44 amphibian
which was turned over to a repre.sentative of the RAF with appropriatr
ceremonies over the weekend. Tlr
.$33,000of drive
was under
the supi'i
vision
Miss Harriet
Alleman.
pres,
dent of WOCB.

WORL. Boston, has been granted pimission by the FCC to remain on tL
air an extra hour — from .5 to 6 p.m.in order to make special Federal Go\
ernment announcements. The permission has been granted for the month
of October.
ZENITH RADIO Corp.. Chicago, has
increased the power of its F!M station,
W51C, from 5 to .50 kw.. providing
coverage in the Chicago trading area
of the FCC — stipulated lO.OSO square
miles. 16Station
the air every day '\
with
hours isof onprogramming.
WBAL. Baltimore, has issued its rate <
card No. 16, covering its new 50,000- .
watt operation. Advertisers placing
business
beforeforNov.
are from
protected
at old rates
one 1~)
year
that
date.
INSTALLATION of a new $3.5.000
Wurlitzer pipe organ in the new NBC
building
in San
uled to start
thisFrancisco
month. was schedYarn Test
FREDERICK

HERRSCH-

NER
Co.,
yarns),
new Chicago
to radio,(needlework
will start <'
a test campaign on 50 stations
Oct. 25, it was announced by
Edwin
A. Kraft, manager of
Northwest Radio Advertising Co., '
Seattle. Daily 5-minute and 15minute programs will be used, i

limit

huntina

i

oi^adyertising
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A

LIVESTOCK

MARKET

as a separate corporation through
which the group of sponsors could
share the expense of the project.
On March 3, 1941, the first program went on the air on KEX.
Harry Burdick Jr., of the Livestock Marketing Service in Chiwas sent to Portland
to handle cago,
the announcing
job. Although
without radio experience, he proved
to be a good man for the program.
A special studio was set up in the
stockyards with a KEX technician
on the job.
Mr. Burdick Jr. writes his own
script and does his own research.
He arrives at the yards at 5:30
each morning, checks prices, looks
over stock to observe condition,
watches as many actual sales as
possible, meets shippers and gets
a completeFrom
picture
of theat day's
prospect.
the studio
noon
he gets into a quarter-hour rapidfire do-wTi-to-earth report of the
price indications for cattle, hogs
and sheep.
He also quotes at least 35 or 40
representative sales each day,
using shippers' names and other

PROSPERS

Use of Broadcasts Brings Improved Business
To Portland Union Stockyards
:;ACK in march the Portland
time, covering daily market quotations, representative sales, and
L'nion
Stockyards,
along
with
eight
commission firms of Portland, Ore., various educational features. The
show was an immediate success,
[made
move in years"
and soon there were 10 similar profvhen "the
thesmartest
newly-formed
North
.Portland Livestock Market News &
grams among the 69 public marEducational Foundation started a
kets of the nation. The North Portland
market was one of these
daily noon quarter-hour livestock
narket commentary on KEX, Portpioneers. Personal Survey
and. Now going full blast, the prorrani not only has established itBefore he decided to go on the
elf as an outstanding farm servin Portland, President Burdick
ce feature in the Northwest, but air
instructed his field representatives
T has greatly increased the KEX
to make a personal survey among
■rural audience.
producers to determine if there
actually was a demand for such
Doing the Job
broadcasts as were contemplated.
rl Harry Burdick Sr., president of Four men spent a month on the
i|.he market, commenting on the re- survey. Every farmer contacted,
sults of the new radio series, indi- they reported, promised to listen to
'■tated that he was "only started"
ofi^ered
■fnth radio — he is convinced that the
his program
neighbors andtuned
in, to
too.see that
^'•adio
is
doing
the
job
he
wanted
it
The
Foundation
was
organized
bo do. that his added business is

HARRY

BURDICK, JR.

jlirectly
thelisteners
broadItasts.
He traceable
estimates to
daily
it a conservative 250,000 and notes
ilhat more shippers than ever before aresome
coming
market,
fromto asthefarPoi'tland
as 900
?ailes distant. And he points out
tilso that surveys are sho^\■^ng that
the producers seeking cash outlets
or their livestock are deriving a
(treat deal of benefit from the proThe story began in 1939, with a
j.ui-vey of Midwest livestock prolucers — in Iowa, South Dakota,
Nebraska and Minnesota — by Live■tock Marketing Service Inc., Chicago, for the Sioux City Central
^ublic Market. The survey showed
•hat farmers just did not know
vhat a central public market was.
riiey were living in the distant
)ast, when there were no markets
'or
setting.
But public
with
he public-price
advent of the
central
narket system years ago. prices
lad become directly dependent on
he principle of supply and demand,
-"rice setting had been systematzed for livestock, just as for any
ither produce. But still the farner-producers were at the mercy
if the buyer that called personally
it the farms to do business.
Radio came into the picture when
it became evident that if the farrier knew prevailing prices, he
ould be equipped to deal on equitable terms with stock buyers calling at his farm. Unless the prolucer lived near a city, the market
lews in his newspapers was too
>ld to use when he was ready to
ell. A dailv radio program was
tarted on KTRI, Sioux City, and
v\'NAX, Yankton, S. D., about this

NBC

Red

Network

POWERFUL

-

-

-

In

St.

Louis

SALES

STIMULATOR!
KSD is the Listener Preference Station in
St. Louis, as shown by its lead in StarProgram "Firsts" in 18 Nation-Wide Polls.

WSGN
BIRMINGHAM,

ALA.
A Distinguished

Broadcasting

Station

6IO
The Best Spot for
Alabama Coverage
Headley-Reed Co.
INational Representatives
ROADCASTING

Station

KSD—
The BUILDING.
St. Louis
Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS.PostMO.
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
DETROIT
ATLANTA
FRANCISCO ;
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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particulars. This feature is of particular value, in that it enables
many producers — neighbors of the
ranchers whose sales are mentioned— to get first-hand information on stock they have actually
seen and which they can compare
to their own.
The market does all the promotion for the program. Lately a
novel stunt has been started. Burdick transcribes interviews with
producers on their farms, then
plays them back on the air a few
days later — first notifying the farmer when his recording is to be
broadcast, and supplying him with
25 postcards he can send to his
friends telling them to tune in.
Trucks operating throughout the
Northwest carry placards advertising the program; shippers are
contacted when they come to the
market; dodgers plaster the countryside; surveys, personal and
mail, are conducted constantly to
keep
minds. the program in listeners'

An outgrowth of the broadcast
is the formation of cooperative
shipping groups. In trying to get
the producer to bring his stock to
the market, an obstacle arose — the
small diversified farmer, who now
and then has a couple of hogs or
sheep to selL could hardly afford to
ship any great distance; however,
in his neighborhood are probably
several others in the same fix; the
market sent its representatives
into the area, found a trucker with
a large truck and then put him
next to these potential customers.
The producer was happy because
he could pro-rate the expense of
the haul, the trucker was happy
because he was busy, and the market was happy because it had additional volume.
NATIONAL LIFE & Accident Insurance Co.. Nashville, owner of FM
station W47NV and WSM, is the newst stockholder in American Network
Inc., VM chain.

WD AS Service
WD AS is taking credit in
Philadelphia for the break
in the drought. After a
month-and-a-half of a dry
spell, a rain-making program
was scheduled. The program
department brought out all
its Indian music and Pat
Stanton, general manager of
the station, read an old Indian prayer
rain. listeners
The announcerforinstructed
to turn on their radios to the
fullest volume at a designated
signal when the station
broughtords ofoutthunder,
all its sound
reclightning
and rain. Curiously enough,
drops began to fall from the
heavens the next morning and
a few days later, a torrential
rain fell. "Just a part of a
public
Stanton. service," explained

^^18,500,000

Texas, the largest producer, "talks turkey" to the nation each season, as carlot
shipments of gobblers move to market. In
the production of chickens Texas is
second among the states. The two —
turkeys and chickens — put more than
$18,500,000.00 annually into the pockets
of raisers dov^n here. And this does not
include the enormous revenue derived
from the sale of eggs!

I

In the Lone Star state the big business of
raising turkeys and chickens is centered
in South and Central Texas — the same
area in which Station WOAI has its
primary coverage. This is only another
reason why WOAI is on the "must" list
of all shrewd advertisers when radio
schedules are made up to reach
the amazing aggregate of Texas
wealth.

TAHANTO
ALMANALMAN
TARANTO,
buyer of ra- \'
dio and other media for Ted Bates i
Inc., has a particularly soft spot :
for New York's famed luncheon '
group, the Radio Executives' Club
—metat Ninette
one of the
meetings
May Club
Joseph,
a BBDOhe !'
timebuyer who now is Mrs. i
Taranto.
;
Al was born in New York on I
Sept. 4, 1915. He was educated at |
Lawrence High School on Long *
short
Columbia
U, for
whicha |'
Island term
and atlater
enrolled
he left in 1933 to enter the business !
world. Earning his own living
since he was a youngster in high i
school, Al has had a variety of ■
jobs — among them soda jerking, i
caddying on a golf course and man- I
aging polo and skeet shooting. V
He started his advertising career |
in
with William
Esty & Co.
New1936York.
After holding
forthin '
progressively in the checking copy
department and radio research and
production sections, he was made
timebuyer of the agency. In 1938 he ( i
was given the title of business \
manager of the radio department,!
answering to Dick Marvin, Estyt
In 1940
Mr. Taranto resigned ' !
director.
radio
from the Esty organization to accept the radio and media buying i
job at Ted Bates Inc., which handles such important accounts as t
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet (Colgate
Dental Cream, Octagon Soap, Klek .
Packaged Soap, Palmolive Shav3
& Brushless Cream) and Conti- I
nental Baking Co.
Al Taranto golfs, swims, plays
tennis for hobbies and talks advertising incessantly.
Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

San

WOAI
50,000
CLEAR
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD RETRY &- CO.
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Canadians

Think of It!
SINGING at the rate of 15
songs a day, six days a week
for two years, Bob Byron,
whistling pianist of WHN,
New Yorli, last week started
his third year on the station,
singing his 10.000th song.
He's never missed a broadcast, has been sponsored by
everything from bread to
typewriters.
At Great Lakes

Station

PAUL HOLMAN FAUST, vicepresident and rp.dio director of
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago,
and radio director of the 9th Naval
District, has announced that the
following radio and advertisingmen are attached to the public relations office of the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station, Chicago:
John B. Morse, formerly account
executive of Blackett-Sample-Hvimmert, Chicago, assistant to chief
of staff ; Ensign Bollard, formerly
B-S-H copywriter; Norton Hughes
Johnson, continuity Avi-iter of
WMRO, Aurora, 111., yoeman second class.
WHEC Names McKinney
AYHEC. Rochester, has appoiuted
.J. P. McKinney & Son its national
sales representative, effective Oct. 11.
With the addition of WHEC, McKinney now represents all radio stations owned by the Gannett Newspapers, includingWDAN.WENY,
Danville,
III.; WTHT.
Hartford;
Elmira ; WABY - WOWO. Albanv ;
WHDL, Oleau, N. Y.
WGNY
1000

WATTS

NEWBURGH,
BUY

1000

N. Y. ^
WATTS

AT 250 RATES
WGNY is now a 1000 watt station on a clear regional channel
. . . serving more than a half million people in an able-to-buy
market. From Nyack to Hudson you
get 1000 wafts power at 250
watts rates. When you want Newburgh. Poughkeepsie, A/liddletown,
Kingston, Port Jervis, Beacon,
Peekskill, and all territory in betwe n . . . results and service at
lower cost . . . we claim WGNY is
your best bet. WGNY is the Mudson valley's most popular home
station . . . news . . . music . . .
and local people participation.

to Hold

February
Meeting
CAB Directors Lay Plans to
Discuss Vital Problems
CANADIAN broadcasters will
hold their next annual meeting at
Montreal Feb. 2-3, according to
Glen Bannerman, president and
general manager of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters following a
meeting of the CAB directors. NAB
members are to be invited.
The directors met with the directors of the Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Assn. of Canadian Advertisers and Press News.
The joint meetings included discussions of rate structures, agency-advertiser-media relations, and
agencj' franchise requirements.
Joint committees of the CAB, ACA
and CAAA will be named soon.
News Problem
The meeting with Press News
centered largely on changes to be
proposed in the news sponsorship
regulations of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. At the next CBC board
of governors' meeting at Ottawa in
November, a joint committee of the
CAB and Press News is to appear
before the board with recommended
changes. Press News, radio subsidiary of Canadian Press, Canada's AP, now sells news to stations for commercial sponsorship,
giving the Dominion three news
services, British United Press and
Transradio being the other two.
The CAB directors voted to poll
all Canadian stations about replacement equipment, especially
transmitting tubes. It is understood
the 0PM, at Washington, turned
down a priorities rating for Canadian stations for transmitting
tubes, practically all of which come
from the United States but are
sold in Canada through Canadian
subsidiaries. The CAB will make
another attempt to procure a priority rating at Washington through
the Canadian priorities office at Ottawa. A form for emergency use of
stations for transmitting equipment is also being sent out to CAB
member stations.
War activities and the coming
hearings on copyright fee payments
were also discussed. BMI Canada
Ltd. and the Canadian Performing Rights Society (Canadian
ASCAP) file 1942 tariffs by Oct.
31, with the Secretary of State at
Ottawa. Canadian stations will
then have till Nov. 30 to appeal
the 1942 rates.

Du Pont Breaks
E. I. DU PONT de NEMOURS &
BUY
WGNY
Co., Wilmington, Del. (Five-Star
anti-freeze) , on Oct. 17 started a
five-week campaign of chain-break
announcements, three times weekly, on an undisclosed number of
stations in 12 markets in the East
and Mid-West. Stations will be addREPRESENTED BY ^
ed on a staggered basis until the
middle of November, all for the
same number of weeks. BBDO,
HEADLEY-REED CO. 1 New
York, handles the account.
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WiUiiQ

The
Most

ChScai|0

Women

Station

Listen

to

Most

Because it carries 18 out of 24 of the
most popular daytime features on the air.
It's the station with the programs that
gets the listeners — so follow the leaders
and place your campaign on the 50,000
watt Chicago key station of the famous
NBC Red Network.
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Warts or Cancer
AMERICA is at the crossroads. The nation is
on a war footing. Taxes are the highest in
history. Ordinary peace time pursuits have
been relegated to secondary status. The public is being exhorted to pitch in on the greatest
national effort since the founding fathers established the Republic.
So the four-man FCC majority has concluded this is a good time to undertake a "noble
experiment" vdth the broadcasting industry.
If the network monopoly regulations prove
onerous and don't work, then the battered networks can limp back to the Commission for
relief, the majority states. The industry as a
whole is buttered up with the "concession" of
two-year licenses. The "forced sale" of NBC's
Blue is "indefinitely postponed".
But, says the majority, there shall be no
exclusive network contracts or time options.
It feels confident that a "healthier industry"
will result. But, mind you, if it doesn't then
the Commission magnanimously will step in
and, presto!, back to the old system we'll go.
Even if the question of the Commission's
jurisdiction were settled, such an action by
an administrative agency without the advice or
consent of its creater, the Congress, would be
preposterous. But in time of national stress,
to introduce so far-reaching a reform — which
it admits is uncertain — is to gamble with a
vital medium at the public's expense.
The FCC majority's grab for power is
probably without parallel in regulatory annals. It has been disdainful of repeated expressions of members of Congress — of the
authors of the statute itself — as to the limitation of its functions and has even defied the
Supreme Court. It has talked to the industry
about one set of regulations, and has voted
out another. It has even questioned the rights
of the parties to their day in court on the
regulations, by attempting to reach a compromise if NBC and CBS would agree not to
litigate.
Beyond that the time-option rule (which
is a misnomer because it provides no options
at all) constitutes something not even discussed during the protracted "conferences" of
FCC Chairman Fly with the network executives. Minutes of the FCC reveal that on Aug.
1 the Commission authorized its "committee"
negotiating with the networks to work out an
option formula that would permit three hours
of exclusive option time in each five-hour segPage 38
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ment to a single network by stations in cities
having four or more outlets; 2V2 hours of
each five in cities with three stations; two
hours in markets with two stations, and even
an allowance of 1% hours of exclusive network time to a network dealing with the only
station in a market.
But the majority kicked all of that overboard and ruled out options altogether. Yet,
presumably for public consumption, it talks
about "non-exclusive options".
That is rank deceit!
There either is or isn't an option. Under
the rules a network cannot anchor to a particular station in any market. This means, purely and simply, that the cream business of each
network will probably go to the first station
in each market, with the remaining outlets
scrambling for the leavings. It means, too,
in unvarnished terms, that the incentive to
produce sustaining programs will all but be
destroyed.
Something probably overlooked by Administration executives "consulted" before the "two
New York corporations" were cracked by the
majority, is the fact that the free and easy
access to networks on defense programming
will exist no more, once the rules become operative. Networks will have no exclusive time
options over guaranteed nationwide chains.
So, it obviously follows, they won't be able to
clear time.
We have little doubt that NBC and CBS
will procure injunctive relief from the courts,
staying the effect of the orders. And we have
no doubt whatever that the networks will appeal, even though the FCC's majority's spokesman says he will be "surprised" if they do.
But even before that becomes necessary.
Congress should be prevailed upon to intervene. Talk about not brooking any "political
pressure" by the industry, expressed on behalf
of the FCC majority, is so much poppycock.
The FCC is a creature of Congress. It exists
by virtue of an Act of Congress. It is the
responsibility of Congress to check its rampages. Besides, this majority spokesman, who
talks about industry pressure, himself repeatedly has counselled with key men in
Congress to thwart any legislative inquiry.
We do not contend there are no evils in
the existing network-affiliate relationship. But
we feel that they constitute private contractual relations and that the FCC, by statute, is
foreclosed from considering them. We concur

As one observer aptly put it, the FCC majority "is operating for cancer, when the industry has warts".
Congress,
we think, must be consulted on
the cure.
Receiver manufacturers and even service men are feeling the priorities pinch.
Yet broadcasting is labelled a sort of quasidefense operation. Without working receivers, radio circulation will be hit.
There's a job to be done on the receiving
end, too.
To Avoid Chaos
IF COMPELLING NEED exists for independently functioning groups or associations
within the broadcasting industry, and if NIB
and the newly-forming Independent Broadcasters Inc. actually jell into well-integrated
entities, the better part of discretion would
appear to dictate that their membership —
and their leadership especially — should avoid
any semblance of outside interference.
Bluntly, we mean that these and any other
groups that may crop into being should not
allow themsevles to be led by the halter or
even advised by disruptive elements such as
the FCC's crackdown majority when it comes
to wholly intra-industry affairs.
FCC Chairman Fly's aversion to the NAB
and its leadership has been manifested in various ways since the St. Louis convention. There
was well-founded suspicion that he personally
was espousing the NIB's expansion from a
local station group to a projected rival of
NAB. Even at the Chicago convention of the
new IBI his views were quoted on — of all
things — the copyright problem with which
the Commission cannot conceivably be concerned. His purported remarks were, to be
sure, quite innocuous, but the mere fact that
he was quoted at all didn't set well with some
of the broadcasters attending last week's Chicago's conclave.
We've warned before in these columns
against "divide and rule" tactics. Hitler has
shovra how favors carried or received today
may end in disaster tomorrow. Broadcasting as
a whole faces tremendous common problems,
perhaps even self-preservation against one
element in Washington which seems hell bent
for Government ownership of at least part of
the broadcast structure.
Without passing on the merits of individual
organizations, we still think the NAB as a
common front should be preserved and necessary reforms imposed from within. At informal
IBI group meetings in Chicago the old idea
of a "federation" of groups or associations under the NAB banner was freely discussed and
favored in many quarters. The best suggestion
we've heard thus far is that NAB be constituted into a sort of holding company of the
various groups within the industry — NIB,
IBI, IRNA, the Clear Channel Group and the
networks. Each could have its ovm executive
and organizational setup, but all would join
battle under one banner in common causes.
Otherwise, no one will be able to speak with
authority for the industry as a whole and
chaos is inevitable.
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WILLIAM

WALTER

young man
1921the a office
BACK
s of the
walkedIN into
Atlanta Journal. He wanted
to see Maj. John S. Cohen,
publisher. Asked to state his business, he said he came to talk radio.
The Major eyed the youth of 23
with a playful twinkle — ah, that
dream-thing. Radio.
But Walter Tison was already
[talking radio. And within a few
jminutes his earnestness caught the
publisher's interest. He listened as
Tison talked. A "sale" was made.
Early in March of the next year,
with aid of George Isler, an engineer of the Georgia Power Co.,
Tison took his old "ham" transmitter, gave it voice, and WSB, the
Atlanta Joui~nal station, the first
broadcasting outlet in Dixie and
the first newspaper-owned station
In the country, took the air.
Walter Tison had realized the
first step in what he felt was his
jdestiny.
It was not a callow, uninformed
lyouth with a fantastic whim who
^pproached Maj. Cohen that day.
f'Ty" Tison knew whereof he spoke.
Ever since his high school days in
jCedartown, Ga., where he was born
May 6, 1899, he had hung around
bhe railroad telegraph offices running errands, talking to operators
and learning to operate a key.
(Things mechanical and electrical interested him.
By high school graduation the
pnited States was in the war.
trhough only 18, Walt enlisted in
the Navy and was shuttled off to
(lihe radio school at Harvard. After
{finishing the three-month course he
jwas commissioned to the destroyer
Heet as a radioman third class.
Mater he was transferred and
served on several battleships as a
'?adiophone operator. While on an
fescort ship carrying President Wiljpon to Europe just after the war,
lie had his first experience vdth
fbroadcasting" when the operator
iboard the flagship radioed to
BROADCASTING

TISON

"Stand by until the band quits
playing".
held his
breath as Startled,
he heard Tison
the strains
of
the national anthem over his earphones. (In those day 5-watt transmitters were used by the Navy during fleet formations.)
After the war Walt returned to
Cedartown expecting to enter business. He looked around and decided
he
just wasn't
for it.
Maybe
it was
because made
at that
time
the
U. S. Shipping Board was urgently
in need of radiomen for its fastgrowing merchant marine. With
his Navy experience, Walt felt this
was his place. In three years he
crossed the Atlantic 12 times and
made trips to South America, Cuba,
Africa and where not.
While still at sea Ty began to
follow with interest the early experimental operation of KDKA and
other Westinghouse stations. Each
night at sea he tried to catch their
signals, study them, check them. It
was his idea of recreation.
The day finally came when he
decided to try ashore again. Back
in Cedartownandhe became
rigged ana ardent
"ham"
transmitter
member of the amateur fraternity.
Day and night he stayed at the controls, hardly taking time to sleep.
One day, playing a hunch, he
went over to Atlanta to see Maj.
Cohen. The result was WSB, with
Ty as manager.
In 1925, when WSB was switching to 1,000 watts a Florida developer flushed with boom profits
bought the old 500-watt transmitter
and shipped it to Clearwater, Fla.
Ty went along to install it. This
same 500-watt outfit went on the
air as WGHB, with Tison as manager, and after many vicissitudes
wound up as WFLA-WSUN, owned
and operated jointly by the communities of Clearwater and St.
Petersburg. Ty guided these stations through the years, saw them
grow in power, join networks.
In 1935 the City of Clearwater
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THOMAS H. MOORE .Jr., for six
years on the .J. Walter Thompson Co.
radio staff, on Oct. 13 was named
commercial program manager of
WOR. New York. He succeeded
Mitchell Benson, now with .T. M.
Mathes Inc., New York.
ODIN RAMSLAND. of the sales
staff, has been promoted to commercial manager of KDAL, Duluth.
DARRELL BANDY has resigned
from the sales staff of KDAL, Duluth.
to become commercial manager of
WDSM, Superior, Wis., making his
headquarters in the Duluth studios.
ALFRED J. McCOSKER, president
of WOR, New York, has donated a
trophy in event No. 3 at the Fourth
Annual AU-Eastern States Championship Pistol and Revolver Matches at
Fort Washington, L. L Oct. 25-26.
EDWIN P. SHURICK, formerly general manager of WLOL, Minneapolis,
has opened
offices
radio 1941,
consultant in that
city.as Ina July,
Mr. Shurick left the general manager's post of WLOL to assist the late
John P.
Devaney in his national defense work.
HOWARD DAHL has succeeded Ed
Cunniff, resigned, as manager of
WKBH, La Crosse, Wis.
decided to liquidate its half of the
station to retire some depressionridden city bonds. Ty was on the
spot. The baby he had nursed from
infancy was about to go by the
board. He thought it over, went to
a Clearwater lav/yer and started to
talk radio as he had done more
than a decade before to Maj. Cohen.
Then he made another sale.
Jointly he and the lawyer bought
up some $225,000 worth of the
bonds, at the same time helping the
city get rid of its outstanding indebtedness.
Under the new ownership WFLA
was licensed to operate parttime,
sharing with WSUN. But Ty continued to look after the general interests of both stations, though his
official capacity was general manager of the former.
In 1939 the lawyer associated
with Ty sold his interest in the station to the Tampa Tynbune. The
split-time arrangement with St.
Petersburg continued. But it soon
became apparent that both stations
would have to operate on a fulltime
schedule. Out of many conferences
came the application of the Tribune
for WKGA, Tampa, which was
granted in September, 1940 and
which began operating [as a new
WFLA] in January, 1941.
At this time Ty sold his part interest to the Trib line. The deal was
a profitable one, and Ty became independently wealthy.
Through it all, however, Ty has
continued to manage WFLA. It is
his baby. In the early days there
were only two people on the payroll, and Ty was announcer-engineer-production man-janitor. But
from an old third-hand converted
"ham" transmitter working part-

ROBERT G. VENN, formerly of
NBC Chicago sales promotion department, has joined WSGN, Birmingham, as sales promotion manager. He
is succeeded in Chicago by Alvin G.
Walser. formerly contact man for
California Fruit Growers Exchange,
Peoria, 111.
WILLIAM H. GRIMDITCH, vicepresident in charge of engineering of
Phileo Corp.. New York, has l)een appointed a vice-president
Hazeltine
Service
Corp..
New York,of subsidiary
of
Hazeltine
Corp.
HARRISON HOLLIWAY, KFIKECA, Los Angeles manager, and
Harry Maizlish, manager of KFWB,
Hollywood, jointly represent the radio industry the motion picture
division's special arrangements committee of the Community Chest camHAROLD STORM, formerly assistant
paign.
advertising
of the has
106 joined
Midwest Councilmanager
Oake Stores,
the merchandising department of
WNAN. Yankton. S. I).
STUART mercial
STANDISH,
comrepresentativeformerly
of WSOC,
Charlotte, N. C, on Oct. 13 joined
Swinson Products Co., Charlotte, as
general sales manager.
TED OBERFELDER, assistant promotion manager of the Philadelphia
Inquirer, morning newspaper, is joining the sales staff of WCAU, PhiladelGEORGE WILSON, son of Howard
H. Wilson, station representative, and
manager of the company's Kansas
phia.
City office, has joined the organization's Chicago sales staff. Joe Farrell,
salesman Mr.
in the'
Kansas
City office,
succeeds
Wilson
as manager.
time, Ty has watched it grow to a
fulltime NBC-Red affiliate.
one of radio's
true pioneers.
He Tyhasis combined
his hobby
and his
life's work; they are one and the
same. His has been the vision and
the foresight, the confidence in the
future progress and success of a
new industry. He has helped to
blaze the trail for countless others
so that today, a veteran at 42, he
smiles as he looks back — not without nostalgia — to the infancy of
radio only two short decades ago.
He has seen his old ham transmitter, which served both WSB and
WFLA, put up as a museum piece,
together with the old WLS speech
input equipment,
the Smithsonian Institution inatWashington.
Nor has Ty been too closely
wrapped up in radio to lose his perspective. He has made himself a
student of its every phase. A
master at the commercial angle, he
has studied carefully the effect of
radio as a social force. "Radio," he
says, "is primarily for the listener.
If properly handled it becomes one
of our most powerful educating
forces. Station managers should
never
forget thistofact."
In addition
his managerial
duties at WFLA, Tison is district
director of the NAB, a former
president of the Florida Assn. of
Broadcasters, a Shriner and a
Kiwanian.
At home at "Tisonia", a beautiful
40-acre estate on the edge of
Tampa with shaded trees and an
orange grove in the backyard, the
visitor will meet the charming Mrs.
Tison, the former Exa Jones of
Alabama, and their two adopted
children. You'll find Ty there allright — and if you drop over be prepared to talk radio. Ty is still at it.
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WEXDELL PALMER, formerly of
the
radioStar
department
the llinneapoUs
Journal,of has
.ioined
WTMJ,
Milwaukee,
as
continuity
writer.
MARIAN MARTIN, St. Louis
writer and radio columnist, has been
named to succeed Josephine Halpin
as
St. women's
Louis. commentator on KMOX,
JAMES SIRMOMS. formerly chief
announcer, has been named assistant
program director of WFMJ. Youngstovrn. O. Bob Wylie. announcer, has
taken over the duties of chief announcer. Kathryn Leskosliy has be*n
added to the script staff. Tom McKee
and Bob Maekall have been added to
the announcing staff.
Hf GH HOLDER, formerly of WSJS,
Winston-Salem. X. C. has joined the
announcing staff of "WXTZ, Detroit.
BUD FINCH, recently honorably discharged from militar.v service, on Oct.
17 resumed his place on the announcing staff of WELL New Haven.

HOWARD L. EMTCH. former progi-am manager of WMAM, Marinette,
Wis., has joined the production staff
of WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
JOCKO MAXWELL, sportcaster of
WWRL. New York, has signed with
Fooiiall News, national sports newspaper, to conduct a weekly column
covering football happenings. Maxwell
conducts
lall World.a column in Colter's BaseMURILLO SCHOFIELD. former
stage actor and freelance radio actor,
has joined KOCY, Oklahoma City, as
continuity writer and announcer.

• A new ' 'program-interest" for WCAE listeners
— the largest station-following in Pittsburgh.
• 46 new, entertaining, local-built, live-talent
shows — 8 of which are fed to MUTUAL.
• Exclusive broadcasts of PITT football games
— outstanding sports events in Pittsburgh.
• Exclusive
Symphony
• These
MUTUAL

broadcasts

Concerts — outstanding musical events.
PLUS

attractions, together with

shows and features add up to a brand

they're enjoying it!!!
And that's only part of the story. For
complete information as to time and
program availabilities consult —
The KATZ Agency • National Representatives
500 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
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MARK LUCAS, aunoimeer of
WMAN, Mansfield. O.. left Oct. 15 to
join the Army. He will be replaced
by Charles Palmer.
C. W. LEMING. formerly freelance
announcer of Seattle, has joined the
announcing staff of KIT. Yakima.
ROT LOCKWOOD. former BBC director and producer and more recently
with the British Information Bureau
in
has joined the i^roductionXew
staffYork,
of NBC
BOB SAUDEK. assistant to Keith
Kiggins.
sales ofmanager
of NBC-Blue,
is tlie father
his second
boy. born
recently in the Bronxville Hospital.
New York.
WALLY SHELDON, announcer of
TTCAU. PhUadelphia. and Betty
Summer, were married in early
October.
PARLEY BAER has been named
supervisor
of special supervisor
events ; Ted; Kimball, agricultural
Fred
Taylor, studio supervisor ; and Gene
Halliday. amusic
in aLake
relignment of dutiessupervisor,
of KSL, Salt
Citv. by Production Manager Glenn
Shaw.
BERI MELCHIOR, formerly secretary to Louis Ruppel. head of CBS
15ublieity department, has opened an
agency, Service Unlimited Ltd.. at
140 E. 46th St.. New York, to answer
fan mail of radio personalities.

of the Pittsburgh

new listening thrill for Pittsburghers — and how

A
WV</AI_
W/f*

Wash-Room Torches
FOLLOWING the recent
Kentucky- Vanderbilt football
game at Lexington, Ky., Dick
Bray, sportscaster of WLW,
Cincinnati, got ready to go
on the air with his regular
after-game Football Scoreboard quarter-hour only to
find that the shades of evening were fast descending
and the stadium press box
had no lights. Responding to
the emergency, Paul Jones,
WLW-WSAI announcer, commissioned two colored boys to
stand on either side of Bray,
holding flaming paper towels
which he busily gathered by
the armload from nearby
washrooms. Bray read off his
scores in the flickering light
and the show went on without a hitch.
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FLORENCE WOODWARD continuity writer of WAIT, Chicago, has been
appointed
the station's
national
defense program
coordinator,
handling
the national
cast on WAIT.dpfense programs broadHOOPER WHITE, formerly of the
announcing, continuity and production
staff of WTMV. East St. Louis, lU.,
has joined
WCFL.
Chicago,
assistant to the
program
directoras and
production manager, George Case.
LOUIS E. HARTMAN, formerly program director of KOCY. Oklahoma
City, has partmentjoined
continuity
deof NBC the
Chicago,
replacing
.John L. Lagen who is on leave of
absence.
HENRY MISSELWITZ. Hollywood
commentator, and Mrs. Carolyn Converse of San Mateo. Cal., were married Oct. 7 at Las Vegas, Nev.
BOB MEIKEL recently was named
publicity
KROW.
land. Cal.. director
succeedingof Don
Logan, Oakwho
left to join the radio department of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
.JANET KISTEMANN, traffic managercently
of KYA,
announcedSan
her Francisco,
engagement re-to
Lloyd Franke of the U. S. Coast
Guard. A December wedding is
ALAN
planned. FORT, announcer of WIP,
Philadelphia,
has joined WBNY,
Buffalo.
HAL TUNIS, program director of
WFPG. Atlantic Cit.y, is the father
of a boy born Oct. 10.
BOB TUTT. announcer, formerly of
KROY. Sacramento. Cal.. recently
joined KSFO, San Francisco.
WILLIAM
ADAMS,
conductor of the H.Farm
Journal former
on KSFO,
San Francisco,
recently
a commission of captain
in thegiven
Army,
has
been transferred from California to
Fort Greely. Kodiak, Alaska.
RUTH HIRT has joined KLS. Oakland. Cal.. as writer-producer, sucTerry Hobrecht.
who resigned toceeding
return
to U of California.
.JACK SKINNER, formerly in the
publicity departments of NBC and
CBS. and recently radio director of
the National Community Chest drive,
on Oct. 1.3 joined Warwick & Legler,
New York, as publicity director, a
position which has been vacant for
some time.
SHIRLEY WARD and Philip Van
Dyke, Hollywood radio writers, have
sold an original drama titled "Three
Times Yesterday",
use Theatre.
on the
weekly
CBS Screen forGuild
sponsored by Gulf Oil Co.
MIKE PECAROVICH, Hollywood
commentator, has been signed for a
similar role in the 20th Century-Fox
film. "Rise & Shine", now in production.
CAREY CRONAN, news editor of
WELL New Haven, is publicity dii-ector for the Republican party in the
coming New Haven election.
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WEED & COMPANY
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CHARLIE DAMEROX. Cincinnati
singer, has joined WCKY. Cincinnati,
as vocalist and m.c. of several WCKY
programs. Dameron has been featured
artist on several transcribed commercial programs, including a series for
U. S.ern stations.
Tobacco Co. carried by South-

I AD

IE

DALE DEXXY. formerly of KVAX.
Vancouver. Wash, the Oregon Journal
and International Xews Service, has
joined KOIX-KALE. Portland Ore.,
as assistant news editor.

S.*

REG DAGG. formerly commercial
manager at CKWX. Vancouver, is
now Administrative Oflicer of the Inspection Board at
of Toronto.
the L^nited Kingdom in Canada
ROBERT PETRIE. formerly of
KTSM. El Paso, has joined the announcing staff of KROD
same city.

HELEN

WATTS

SCHREIBER

HELEN WATTS SCHREIBER,
for several years "Prudence Penny"
on the KSO,
'Sew Des
YorkI\Ioines,
American,
who
joined
last Feb• ruary with quarter-hour broadcast
' minute
on home schedule
economics,andis now
now on
30hasa one
' of the best success stories in radio.
' accommodate
Her series hassix been
expanded
to
sponsors
and the
majority of those w^ho were included on the first 15 minutes have
renewed. Mrs. Schreiber is a native
lowan, born in Des Moines and w-as
graduated from the Home Economics School of Iowa State Col. lege. Her career in home economics
the
ted ng
she conduc
jibeganterwhen
I"
e cooki
and Tribun
\Regis
I school in the Shrine Auditorium in
1931. She has since become a nationally kno'mi lecturer, writer and
'I radio personality.
c
LOIS DASHER, assistant to Lloyd
I'Dennis.
program
director her
of WJSA'
IWashington.
announces
eusagement to Hal Elkins. florist of Fredericksburg. Va. They met last April at
the wedding of Ernest Melver. W.TSV
inewsman. and Toui Poston. secretary
' to Arch McDonald, sports announcer.
FRED FOX. in charge of radio for
the San Francisco Community Chest,
has joined KFSO. San Francisco, as
a writer.
IHECTOR CHEVIGNT, Hollywood
•adio writer, has had two original
itories,Xaturalizaiion
IN'of All GeeseofFit/
and
The
JoeSouih.
Meiidoza
published in recent issues of Saturday
Evening Post and Liberty, respectively.
EDDIE DOOLEY. who conducts
Football Forecast on MBS. Thursday.
11 :30-ll -Aa p.m.. last weelc started a
new series of sportscasts thrice weekly
on WXEW. New York. Tuesday.
Thursday and Saturday. 7 :-t.5-S p.m.
Bob Considine is heard on the station
Monday. Wednesday and Friday at
the same time.
EDDIE EVAXS has been promoted to
production manager of KOMA. Oklahoma City, succeeding Jack Mitchell
who has gone to Chicago to handle a
network show. Bob Duren has reto KOMA DanafterBowers
a year's
senceturnedto relieve
who ab-is
going to Chicago with Mitchell.
DICK MORRIS, formerly of WDWS.
Champaign. 111., has joined the news
and special events staff of WIBC,
Indianapolis.
JAY ADAMS,
at one
withWCHS.
Pennsylvania stations,
has time
joined
Charleston.
W. Va., as promotion manager.
BROADCASTING

HAL GILMAX. formerly on the production staff of the Chicago Radio
Council on Education, has joined the
announcing staff of WSLB. Ogdensburg. X. Y.
MRS. CRYSTAL BROWX, formerly
of the Fort Worth (Tex. I Tribune.
has loined the continuity department
of WSM. Xashville.
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Bust

A SPECIAL EVENTS
"scoop" was scored recently
by
New^ hired
York, when
theWOR,
station
Alice
Gi'eenough, world's champion
girl cow-puncher appearing
at the rodeo in Madison
Square Garden, to take a
mike with her atop the broncho "Whirligig". Elaborate
preparations were made for
the 15-minute broadcast, the
station's engineers spending
two days assembling and installing over 1,000 feet of
wire. The broadcast got off
on schedule but in 15 seconds
Miss Greenough was off too —
both off the broncho and off
the air. In that time listeners
heard two sounds come
through their receivers. They
said it sounded more like
"glug" than "ugh".

H. EMORY ELLIS, formerly copy
chief of the A. A. Klinger Agency,
Xew York, and previously program director of WFPG. Atlantic City. X. J.,
has joined WAAT, .Jersey City, as
program director.
HORACE LOGAX. announcer of
KWKH, Shreveport. has left to join
the Silas Mason Shell Loading Plant.
ED TAIT,
KFRO.
Longview.
Tex., formerly
has joinedof the
announcing
staff of KTBS. Shreveport. Paul
Long, formerly of KTBS. has joined
the announcing staff of its sister station, KWKH.
JA3IES nouncer
COY.
newscaster
and an-is
of WXEW.
Xew York,
back at work covering assignments,
in a plaster cast from his hips to his
head. He broke several bones in his
neck while fishing recently, and is on
the
though he'll be in the cast
threejobmonths.
FRAXK J. DVORAK, graduate of U
of Illinois and registered CP. A. in
Illinois, has joined MBS as assistant
to Miles Lamphiear, chief auditor located in the Chicago ofiice.
DEAX SCHMITTER. formerly chief
of production of KTBS and KWKH.
Shreveport, has joined the Xaval Air
Force.

ROCHESTER

The

kodak

City

This visualization — computed from the last week
before closing date — re-emphasizes that WHEC is
Rochester's favorite station with time buyers;
hoth national and local buyers, by the way.
Nevertheless some periods still available !
You are invited to write, phone or wire.

BASIC

CBS

National Representatives
J. P. McKinney & Son
New York, Chicago
San Francisco
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II I n 1 1 Carries 7 of the
Nation's' 10 top. favorite night
and 3 ofdaytime
'the , Nation's.
5programs
top favorite;
programs on ail networks.
Popular programs make listeners! That's why WTAR contacts
more of the 1,182,000 potential
listeners in the booming Nor-'
folk Market than all other sta-"
tions combined.
.t -

Now 5000 Watts
DAY and NIGHT
NBC Red
and Blue'
National
Reiiresentatiyes:
Edward Retry &. Ctt.

ARTHUR SCHOBNFUSS, former
CBS studio engineer in New York,
who was drafted last March, recently
was commissioned at Camp Wheeler,
]Macon, Ga., as a second lieutenant in
the Signal Corps Reserve and transferred to Fort Monmouth, N. J.
CHARLES GLINES, engineer of
WMAN, Mansfield, O., is the father
of a seven-pound boy.
.T. C. McCOWEN, former transmitter
technician of KSO-KRNT, Des
Moines, has accepted a position with
the ABTU.
ARTHUR TUTTLE has joined the
engineering staff of WELI, New
Haven, succeeding Ted Kalin, now
with WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass.

E

WAV

Charles A. Hoxie
CHARLES A. HOXIE, 74, inventor of the first process which made
possible the recording of the sound
track directly on motion picture
fihns, and former research engineer
of General Electric Co., died Oct.
13 at his home in Alplaus, near
Schenectady. After working many
years as a telephone and radio engineer with various companies, Mr.
Hoxie perfected his device, the general principles of which still form
the basis for most sound-picture
equipment.
Fulton Lewis on Tour
FULTON LEWIS jr., MBS news
commenj;ator, on Oct. 20 leaves for
three weeks of defense inspections
and lectures in the Midwest and
West Coast, continuing his fiveweekly 7 p.m. news on Mutual, in
addition to his Yon7- Defense Reporter program Mondays at 9:15
p.m. In the event of grounded
planes or other such emergencies,
Frank Blair will substitute for
Lewis on the 7 p.m. show.

'T

N

AI

CHARLES W. DYKE, formerly of
Rolabird-Root Engineers, has joined
the engineering staff of WOR, New
York, succeeding Chester Babcock, resigned.
BOB ing staff
FETTERMAN.
of the engineerof WBIG, Glenside,
Pa., has
been made Philadelphia consultant of
the Capital
Radio Engineering Institute of Washington.
LAWRENCE WALKER, formerly of
WPID, Petersburg, Va., has rejoined
the engineering staff of WBML,
Macon,ball, nowGa.in He
Austin Kimthe replaced
Coast Guard.
BERT CAPSTAFF. NBC Hollywood
field engineer, has been assigned to
the weekly College of Musical Knowledge, sponsored by American Tobacco
Co. on the Red network and now on
tour for si.x weeks or more.
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SmDAY
AVAILABLE
TO VIDEO OUTLETS
SUNDAY, heretofore barred as a
regular broadcast day for commercial television stations under Section 4.261 (a) covering minimum
operating schedules in the FCC
television rules, may now be utilized in weekly operating schedules,
the FCC announced last Tuesday
in amending the rules.
The previous rule has stipulated
that in compiling the weekly minimum transmission requirement of
15 hours, Sunday could not be
used. This was done, according to
the FCC, to avoid conflict ■with
Sunday blue laws in certain localities. The amendment, it is felt,
will enable localities not subjected
to blue laws to televise unhindered,
although the new ruling does not
necessarily supersede any local
laws. Sunday television is deemed
desirable since it provides larger
daytime audiences for outdoor
pickups as well as contrast to the
weekday night
studio Section
transmissions. The and
amended
reads :
Sec. ule,4. (a)261The(a) licensee
Minimum ofOperating
Schedeach television
4^ shall maintain
broadcast station
a regular
program operating schedule transmitting a
standard television signal for a total of 15
hours per week. There shall be at least 2
hours program transmission betwreen 2 p.m.
and 11 p.m. on six days of each week including
at least
trans-on
mission
between one
7:30 hour
and program
10:30 p.m.
five days of each week.
Foreign Rule Extended
EXTENSION to Jan. 25, 1942 of
the effective date of Section 4.45 of
the Rules Governing International
Broadcast Stations as it applies to
WCBX, CBS shortwave station,
was granted Oct. 14 by the FCC.
Rule 4.45 provides that all international stations must operate with
a minimum power of 50,000 watts.
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For outstanding performance - strength to
meet severest wind conditions and low initial cost use Wincharger Vertical Radiators.
These superior radiators are already demonstrating their efficiency and economy in over
300 commercial broadcasting and police
stations throughout the United States.
Built of uniform triangular cross sections to
insure highly efficient radiation - designed
and built to withstand 100 mile wind velocity - these towers guarantee you years of
low cost service. Complete erection service,
including lighting equipment, anchors, base
and ground systems is available.

s
5000 V\latt
FRtt & ptTtRS
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SIOUX CITY, IOWA
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ALBERT JAR VIS, radio dirt-ctor of
Xorris-Patterson Ltd.. Toronto, lias
lined Janu's Fislier Co. Ltd.. Toi"nto, as an account executive. He is
-ueceeded as radio director bv W. F.
Ualph.
■J-. E. RACKSTRAW
has atbeenJames
apjliointed
radio executive
jFislier Co. Ltd.. Toronto, succeeding
■'r>on
who leftjirosram
to join and
Radio
I I'litreBassett.
Ltd.. Toronto,
rerding producer.
LOUIS GRIMM, formerly with RKO
' Radio
New York,
has joinedas
Cesana Pictures,
& Associates,
Hollywood,
nrcount executive.
SLAYTON POLLEYS LaDUE has
'Ibeen appointed Northern California
mnnafter of Howard H. Wilson Co.,
Hid Homer Owen Griffith, station
ii presentatives. and is headquartered at 681 Market St., San Francisco.
WILLIAM ROYAL, formerly radio
'.lirector
Wheaton
Adv.production
Agency.
New York,of has
joined the
■ Ipjiartment
of
WMCA,
New
York,
replacing Frank Danzig, who lias joined
: i:ORGE SPARLING, copy director
1 Vanderbie & Rubens. Chicago
lyency, has been named vice-president
n charge of creative promotion.
B. M. DITTMAN Adv. Agency. Philalelphia. has moved to the Market St.
Xational Bank Bldg.
ERWIN, WASEY & Co. recently
ipened a New England office at 157
Church St.. New Haven, John F.
iBarteau is in charge.
fiOTSSEL M. SEEDS Co.. Chicago
'Jigency.
Coast
ofiices at has
1680 established
N. Vine St..West
Hollywood,
vith Helen D. Woodman in charge.

RECENTLY SIGNED SPONSOR for 156 newscasts thrice-weekly on
WXYZ, Detroit, Berry Bros., Detroit paint manufacturers, officials
gathered with members of the WXYZ staff at a Berry Bros, dealer
convention at the Detroit-Leland. Gathered about are (1 to r), Arthur
Kiernan, president of Berry Bros.; Ross Mack, vice-president of Fred
M. Randall Co., agency; C. E. Gunn, WXYZ; Harold True, WXYZ news
commentator; Dave Anderson, sales manager of the paint company;
Jack Greene, Berry advertising manager; Rod Hughes, of the agency.
FLORENCE SPERL, easting director of Compton Adv.. New York, and
wife of Hal James, a script supervisor of Compton, resigned Oct. 15.
George Brengle, a former Compton
script
rarily. supervisor, succeeds her tempoERNIE WHITNEY, formerly of the
production staff of WHB. Kansas
City, has joined Potts-Turnbull Co.,
Kansas City, as radio director.
HUBER HOGE & SONS. New York
has moved its offices to 699 Madison
Ave. New telephone is Regent 7-3500.
Nets Slate FDR Speech
MBS. NBC and CBS. on Oct. 27 will
broadcast the speech of President
Franklin D, Roosevelt, in which he
will proclaim "Naval and Total DeDay" and
of the fense
Navy
and will
total discuss
defense,problems
from a
dinner at the Mayflower Hotel. Washington, sponsored by the Navy League.

JOHNNIE
FOUR

STAR

J. A. Goff
J. A. GOFF, for many years manager of the Tacoma office of Pacific
National Adv. Agency, died Oct. 10
after undergoing an operation
Sept. 24. The Tacoma office of the
agency will be handled through
Seattle headquarters, according to
an announcement by William H.
Horsley, president.
On 'Martha Deane'
RECENT sponsors
announcements on the signing
Martha for
Deane
program on WOR, New York, are
O'Cedar Corp., Chcago (waxes and
polishes), through H. W. Kastor &
Sons, and Skinner & Eddy Corp.,
New York for Minute Man Soup and
placed through H. B. LeQuatte Inc.,
New York. With S. A. Schonbrunn &
Co., New York (Savarin coffee), who
came on the program shortly after it
started a month ago, the show has
three sponsors.

Pacific Group to Hear
Ad Problems Discussed
EFFECT of the defense emergency
on advertising will be the general
theme of the annual convention of
the Pacific Council, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, at
Hotel Del Monte, Del Monte, Cal.,
October 23-24. William H. Horsley,
president of Pacific National Adv.
Agency, Seattle, is convention
chairman.
Speakers will include Carroll L.
Wilson, director of the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce;
Guy Smith, of Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrence and chairman
of the A. A. A. A.; Leo M. Cherne,
of the Research Institute of America; Col. Willard Chevalier, publisher of Business Week; Bettina
Wilson, fashion and beauty editor
of Vogue magazine.
Series 32.8 Rating
MBS broadcasts of the 1941
World's Series, sponsored by Gillette Safety Razor Co., were listened to by 32.8% of the radio
families in the United States, according to the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. Figure is an
average for all five games. Listening this year compares favorably
with that of previous Series, the
CAB states, pointing out that in
1935 the Tigers-Cubs series attracted approximately 35% of all
set-owners; the 1937 YankeesGiants series rated 25.3; the 1938
Yankee-Cubs games rated 33.2;
the 1939 Yankees-Reds series, 21.3,
and the 1940 Reds-Tigers series,
25.2.

O'HARA

FEATURE

^

Mass Audience Acceptance
the great St. Louis market.

in

^

Continuous
Sponsorship for
five years with three sponsors.

^

Listener
confidence proved
with unusual sales results.
A six day feature on the "First
in Sports" station.
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While

Others

Shift

of ratermsding
in defen
PRES
in
we are
dio whatENT
America and the need for defending: it,MBS on Nov. 9 will
start a series of Sunday evening
half-hour defense pron^ams as a
joint presentation of the Office of
Emergency Management and WOR,
Mutual on New Yorks affiliate. Regu-n
lars the serie will be Clifto
Fadiman, m.c. of the NBC-Red Informatiov Please program, and
compo
WOR'
Morton
or. seral sdirect
ctor,Gould
as ,music
condu
Material for guest dramatic stars
for the variety part of the show
will consist of adaptations from
plays and books by Lillian Hellman, Stephen Vincent Benet, R. E.
Sherwood, and others. Interviews
with OEM officials also will be featured. Arthur Kurlan, production
director of the OEM Radio Section,
will produce the series, under the
supervision of Julius F. Seebach,
WOR vice-president in charge of
program operations, and Bernard
C. Schoenfeld, chief of the OEM
Radio Section.
To

Making It Clear
TO er CLARIFY
issues raththan to createpresent
new controversies,
is purpose of the new weekly CBS
Pacific Coast half-hour program.
What's It All About? Produced by
Chet Huntley, under supervision
of Donald W. Thornburgh, CBS
Pacific Coast vice-president, and
Frances Coast
Farmereducational
Wilder, network's
Pacific
director,
the series features round table discussions conducted by Dr. Leo C.
Rosten, social scientist and lecturer. Persons prominent in educational circles take part in the discussions.

CBS basic since 1927

Cancelled Bills
SLANTED to the home folks with
ofl'spring at Kansas U, KU Cavipus Quiz has started on WREN,
Lawrence, Kan. The show originates at Brick's, for 25 years the
favorite coke hangout of the campus. The tea-time broadcast interviews with students, who identify
themselves and outline their academic pursuits, ending up by
answering a trick question, with
right answers cancelling his bill
with the management.
*
❖ ❖
In the Making
TO ACQUAINT young people with
the problems,
and opportunities oiferedmethods
in various
fields of
endeavor is the purpose of a new
Saturday morning series. Young
Ame)-icans in the Making on
WEEI, Boston. Dramatizing the
development of citizenship in the
public schools, the programs are
sponsored by the Massachusetts
department of education.
Citizens in Democracy
STEPHENS College radio division
is offering a weekly feature on
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., dramatizing
the duties of citizenship in a
democracy. Program will be all
student participation.

The Voice of Baltimore
Since 1922
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Defense Health
IN COOPERATION with the
Washington Medical Society, MBS
is presenting a Thursday evening
quarter-hour series from WOL,
Washington, entitled National Defense Health Clinics.

20, 1941

r^«<^
PROGRAMS
Music While You Drive
Northwest Defense
TRANSCRIBED
MUSIC for moDESIGNED tralization
to of national
speed the defense
decentorists is featured on a new halfhour weekly show on WWNY,
orders in the State of Washington,
Watertown, N. Y. Sponsored
Business
has been
over by a local Stromberg-Carlson
a new program,
called started
Everybody''s
KJR, Seattle. It is believed to be dealer, program is titled Music for
the first organized effort of its kind Motoring, with selections of a
in theriescountry.
Purpose how
of thecities
se- mellow restful vein that would add
is to determine
to the pleasure of driving in the
throughout the state may partici- scenic countryside played.
pate in defense orders which now
are concentrated in Seattle, TaTo WHN From Capital
coma, and Bremerton. Each week
a different city will be the subject WHN, New York, on Oct. 17 started its third regular weekly proof the broadcast, highlighting such
information as mechanical equipgram from Washington, with Theoment, manpower, transportation
dore Granik's
Wojuen's
facilities, etc.
from the
Sapphire
Room Forum
of the
Mayflower Hotel with Doris Fleeson as moderator. Other WashingNovels Dramatized
ton programs on WHN include
Mrs. Atwill's
DRAMATIZATIONS of the Dinnercasts at
by Fulton
Lewis jr.and newsworld's greatest novels is presented every Friday, 5-5:30 p.m. on
Circle
WNYC, New York, startmg Oct.
17. Presented in cooperation with
"SAUNDERS of Circle X", a story
the New York Public Library, the of the colorful West of a few
series, known aS Great Novels,
years ago, is the new weekly
is the second in which the li- dramatic program launched on
brary has cooperated with the sta- KGO, San Francisco. Sam Dicktion. Last year Life & Works
son, who wrote the popular Windramatized the lives and the most
ning of the West series for NBC,
famous writings of great Ameriis
author
of "Saunders of Circle
can authors on WNYC.
X".
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IN PhilBLIC
gp^U
hia SCHO
provided the
are OLS
■-^adelp
ribed'
Ameri
m transc
This Is
, ca
elphia
, Philad
for
by WPEN
listory and social science classes.
!^he series is sponsored on the staion by Herschel-California Fruit
ena,
its
['rodu
dina Pasad
to Cal.,
Paste.forMrs.
Toma
bontacts,
Cleanore Brown, of Aaron &
Srown, Philadelphia, agency handling the account, is having the
;i3y2 disks cut to 78 for school
:|honograph use. Although no com"liercial plugs are made in the
:llass-room. teachoT-<? advise the
-fcudents that the history series is
'jroadcast over WPEN.
^ :}: ^
i
I
Cake Competition
' i'OOPERATING with General
Jlills in a merchandising stunt for
_Aght of the World, KROD, El
I'aso, is sponsoring a cake-baking
Contest. Competition closes at midlight on Halloween, with only
' etty Crocker's "midnight cakes"
jCceptefl — the recipe for the cakp
eing found in a sack of Gold
'[edal Kitchen-Tested Flour. Hun1-eds of mimeographed copies of
l:intest rules have been districted to grocers in the area, and.
rizes ranging from $15 cash to
2- pound sacks of flour are being
Tered.

Plugged by History — Tested Cakes — Red and Blue, Both —
Weekly News — Ponies — More Cake
Joliet Weekly
DEVOTED to local news items
pertaining to the radio, motion
picture and entertainment fields,
WCLS, Joliet, 111., has started publishing a new weekly. Dial Times,
The eight-page paper, 9 x 12 inches,
is printed on newsprint and contains local advertising, along with
station plugs.
Shetland Ponies
SUPPLEMFNTTNG its a^'verti-ing on WXYZ, Detroit, the Detroit
& Eberling Cream.ery, uetroit, is
conductino- a w^eklv c^nt'^st ^<^r
school children who submit 30-word
letters on the merits of the sponsor'spony.product. Prize is a real Shetland

Video at Fair
FOR THE second straight year,
KDYL, Salt Lake City, demonstrated RCA television at the Utah
State Fair. The RCA demonstration is the fair's biggest attraction,
KDYL says. A baby show was televised along with other novelties.
Attendance was larger than that
at any other single feature at the
fair.
Birthday Cake
WJZ, New York, let its friends
help celebrate its 20th birthday
last week by sending them pieces
of birthday cake, each packed in a
box resembling a miniature radio
receiver,
and with its dial set for
W.JZ.

EVEN
A RAINSTORM, which
washed out a scheduled ball game
failed to halt a promotion stunt
put on for Wheaties by KFJM,
Grand Forks, N. D. The station
started a "Mile o' Wheaties"
project, with fans sending in
Wheaties box tops to complete an
imaginary mile. The night of the
game climaxing the contest the
weatherman washed it out. A subsitute game was played. Shown are
(1 to r) Jack Horner, KFJM
sportsson,announcer,
and Elmer Hancommercial manager.

Dual Service
ROMOTING the addition of NBClue to its previous NBC-Red of"^{iation,
WFBG, Altoona,
Pa., car-in
led a full-page
advertisement
iie Altoona Mirror, listing NBC
'I'ograms
the station,
ong with carried
program byschedules.
The
i also included an announcement
the dual NBC service by Roy F.
hompson, WFBG managing direcr, and a congratulatory message
om William S. Hedges, NBC vice'esident in charge of station re[tions.
Red's Pix
MERCHANDISE the new
C-Red Raleigh Program among
acco outlets. Brown & Williamin Tobacco Corp., Louisville, is
stributing through salesmen a
page multi-colored brochure conining picture of Red Skelton,
median, and the rest of the cast,
id press clippings from the comean's latest movie. Whistling in
e Dark. Booklet was prepared by
e agency, Russel M. Seeds Co.,
licago.

_^'can

GENERAL ^ ELECTRIC

Outlet to the El Paso
Southwest
D. Roderick, Owner
H. Tucker, Manager
Wilson Co., Nail. Reps.

us

sell

"Can we obtain lasting, dependable results?" inquired Spaulding's Advertising Manager, Mr. Walter G. Larkin.
"Sure," we began not too modestly; "you'll get results on
WGY or we're not the only 50, 000- watt radio station within
100 miles of Schenectady."
Naturally both gentlemen continued the conversation with
requests for more solid facts and figures. The upshot was a
contract for a morning five-minute period three times a week,
featuring WGY's popular songstress, "Your Neighbor,"
Annette McCullough. After several weeks on the air Mr.
Morris and Mr. Larkin had this to say:

■Sk'L

olumbia's
jt
I ;Dorrance
I ' Merle
pward H.

help

WHEN
we called on the Spaulding Bakeries a couple of
months
ago, we ranqueen?''
into some very sound questions.
table
"Can you show us how we can help sell our Table Queen Bread
over WGY?" asked Mr. William S. Morris, manager of the
Spaulding Bakery in Oneonta, N. Y.

Tell Your Story in
iSunshine Land . . .
The winter vacation land of
the Southwest offers you a
big market that you can
reach more easily and effectively over KROD. Let us
tell yon all the facts about
the EI Paso Southwest.

KROD
'00 Wans (day)600• kc500 Wotts (night)

wgy

WGY
50,000 WATTS
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

"We have heard some splendid comments on our program
to date and are pleased to report that we have also noted
an increase in the sale of Table Queen Bread, and we expect the sale of it to continue to grow. "
So do we.
wGv-so-211
Represented
Nationally by NBC Spot Sales Offices
Chicago
New York
Cleveland

Denver

Boston
San Frandsco
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WGY, Schenectady
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, sa
series, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Grass Noodle Co., Chicago (soup), sa
series, thru Charles Silver & Co., Chicago.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick,
N. J. ( Tek ) , so series, thru FerryHanly Co., N. Y.
Megowan
Educator Food Co., Lowell,
Mass (crackers), sa series, thru John W.
Queen, Boston.
Kirkman & Son, Brooklyn (soap), ta series,
thru N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Readers Digest Assn., Pleasantville, N. Y.,
ta series, thru BBDO, N. Y.
E. L. Knowles Inc., Springfield. Mass.
(Eubine), sa series, thru Chas. W.
Hoj-t Co.. N. Y.
Wilson & Co.. Chicago (Ideal dog food),
sp series, thru U. S. Adv. Corp., Chicago.
Penick & Ford, New York (My-T-Fine
dessert) , fa series, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Bond Stores, New York (chain), sa, ta
series, thru Neff-Rogow, N. Y.
Perfection Stove Co., Cleveland, t series,
thru McCann-Erickson, Cleveland.
General Foods, New York (Grapenuts
meal), t series, thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
M & M Candy Co., Newark, sa series, thru
Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., Boston, ta
series, thru BBDO. N. Y.
Great A & P Tea Co., Boston (coffee), ta
series, thru Paris & Peart, N. Y.
Phila. & Reading Coal & Iron Co., Phila.,
sa series, thru McKee & Albright, Phila.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.
N.(gum),
Y. sa series, thru Newell-Emmett,
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., Hartford, ta
series, thru Marschalk & Pratt, N. Y.
Penick & Ford, New York (molasses),
sa series,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N.
Y.
Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa., 3 sa weekly,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Longines-Wittnauer. New York (watches),
ta
thru Arthur Rosenburg Co.,
N. series,
Y.
Carleton-Hovey, New York (Father
John's).
6 sa weekly, thru John W.
Queen, Boston.
International Salt Co., Scranton. 3 sa
weekly, thru J. M. Mathes Inc.. N. Y.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore,
ta series, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
State of New York, Albany (milk), sp
weekly, thru J. M. Mathes Inc.. N. Y.
Wra. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, * series,
thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Wheatena Corp., Rahway, N. J. (cereal).
5 t weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Lever Bros.. Cambridge (Spry), sa series,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co.. New York (proprietary), 2 sp weekly, thru Morse International, N. Y.
Nehi
Bottling
thru BBDO. Co.,
N. Y.Columbus, Ga., sa series,
Cvster Shell Products Co., New Rochelle,
N.
N. Y.Y., sa series, thru Cecil & Presbrey,
Atlantic Refining Co., Phila., football
series, thru N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila.
P. Lorillard Co., New York, 6 sp weekly,
thru Lennen & Mitchell. N. Y.
Grove Labs.. St. Louis ( Bromo-Quinine) ,
ta,
thru J. Walter Thompson
Co.. saN. series,
Y.
American Molasses Co., New York, sa
series, thru Chas. W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
P. Duff & Son, Pittsburgh (pastry mix),
ta series, thru W. Earl Bothwell Inc.,
Pittsburgh.
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis, sa series, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Chr. Hansen Labs., Little Falls, N. Y.
(Junket), sa series, thru Mitchell-Faust
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Flex-O-Glass Mfg. Co., Chicago, 3 ta
weekly,
Chicago. thru Presba, Fe'lers & Presba,
Chatham Mfg. Co., New York (blankets),
aa series, thru M. H. Hackett Inc., N. Y.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Maiden,
Mass. (Cuticura), ta series, thru Atherton & Currier, N. Y.
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KMOX, St. Louis
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati
(coffee), 5 t weekly, thru Ralph H.
Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Richmond
Cleveland
(men's
clothing) , Brothers,
5 sp weekly,
thru McCannErickson, Cleveland .
Swift & Co., Chicago (Sunbrite), 6 sp
weekly, through Stock-(5oble Adv. Agency, Chicago. Bros., Chicago (Kitchen
Fitzpatrick
Klenzer) . 10 sa weekly, thru Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Quaker State Oil Refining Co., Oil City,
Pa., 3 ta weekly, through Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.
General Motors, Detroit (Chevrolet), 13 so.
weekly, thru Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa. (Scott
Towels), 6 sp weekly, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Reid-Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch
Finer Foods), 18 sa weekly, thru Rogers
& Smith, Chicago.
Bulova Watch Co., New York (Bulova
Watches), 70 sa weekly, thru Blow Co.,
N. Y.Chemical Co., New York (Vicks),
Vicks
3 t weekly thru Marschalk & Pratt Co.,
N. Y.
Dodge Division Chrysler Motors, Detroit
(Dodgerauff & Ryan,
Cars), Inc.,
4 saN.weekly,
thru RuthY.
Stephans Bros., Philadelphia (Marvels), 5
sp weekly, thru Aitkin Kynett Co., of
Philadelphia.
Ne-Hi Corporation, Columbus, Ga., (Royal
Crown), 4 sa weekly, thru Batton,
Barton. Durstine & Osborn, Inc.. N. Y.
Downtown Pontiac Co.. St. Louis (Pontiac
Motor Car) , 1 t weekly, direct.
Columbia Brewing Co., St. Louis (Alpen
Brau). tising10Co., St.
sp weekly,
Louis. thru Olian AdverCJRC, Winnipeg
National Drug & Chemical Co., of Canada,
Montreal (gin pills), 5 ta weekly, thru
A. McKim Ltd.. Montreal.
Longines Wittnauer Watch Co., Montreal,
sp
thru Desbarats Adv. Agency
Ltd..weekly,
Montreal.
Bristol Myers Co. (Canada) Ltd.. Toronto
(Sal Hepatica), 3 ta weekly, thru
Ronalds Adv. Agency Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Chewing Gum Co. Ltd., Toronto
(Chiclets, Dentyne), G t weekly, thru
Baker Adv. Agency Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Industries Ltd., Montreal (cellophane), tweekly,
thru J. Walter Thomp.son Co.. Ltd.,
Toronto.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (concentrated
soup).
117 Chicago.
sa, 39 sp, thru CampbellEwald Co..
Sperry Candy, Milwaukee, 56 sa, thru
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
United China Co., Chicago, 5 sa, thru
Presba. Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati,
783
nati. t. thru Ralph H. Jones Co., CincinWHO, Des Moines
Pequot Mills, Salem, Mass. (sheets), 15 sa,
thru J. D. Tarcher & Co., N. Y.
Peter Fox Brewing Co., Chicago, 18 t, thru
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Bunte Bros.. Chicago (candy). 130 sp, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
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WJSV, Washington
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, 100 sa,
thru &D'Arcy
St. Louis. 5
Seeck
Kade, Adv.
New Agency,
York (Pertussin),
sp weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., St.
Louis.
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (Minit-Rub),
6 sa weekly. Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Shell Oil Co., New York. 4 sa weekly,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York
(Triangle books), 3 sa weekly, thru
Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
Ludens Inc., Reading, Pa., 7 sa weekly,
thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
WOR, New York
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo (Duraglass),Co.,100St. sa,
10 weeks, thru D'Arcy
Adv.
Louis.
Lehn & Fink Corp., New York (Hinds),
weekly sa, thru Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
O'Cedar
H. W. Corp.,
Kastor Chicago,
& Sons, 6N.saY.weekly, thru
Parker Pen Co.. Chicago, weekly sp, thru
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
Ward Baking Co.. New Work (bread), 6
sa weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.
Steckley Hybrid Corn Co., Weeping
Water, Neb (seed corn), 6 sa weekly,
thru W. J. Newens Inc., Lincoln, Neb.
Manhattan Brewing Co.. Chicago, 104 sa,
thru Advance Adv., Chicago.
F. A. Stuart Co., Marshall, Mich, (proprietary,) 6 sa weekly, thru Benson &
Dall, Chicago.
J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City, 5 f weekly,
thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Utilities Engineering Institute, 3 sp
weekly,
Chicago. thru First United Broadcasters,
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Haldeman Julius Pub. Co., Girard, Kan.
(family library), 5 sp weekly, thru
Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago (gum)
weekly t, thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Chicago.
Southern Pacific Co.. San Francisco (rail
transport). 5 .sa weekly, thru Lord &
Thomas, San Francisco.
Golden State Co., San Francisco (Golden
V Vitamin milk), 10 ta weekly, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
KSFO, San Francisco
California Grown Sugar Group, San Francisco (sugar) , sa series, thru Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco.
O'SuUivan Rubber Co., Winchester. Va.
(Rubber heels), series of ta. thru Beirmingham, Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass. (Swan
soap),
N. Y. 65 ta, thru Young & Rubicam,
WHN, New York
Nedick's
Stores,
York thru
(restaurants),
12 sp weekly, New
26 weeks,
Weiss &
Geller, N. Y.
Beecham Pills, Bloomfield, N. J., daily sa,
13 weeks, thru Atherton & Currier, N. Y.
WKRC, Cincinnati
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., sa series,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Consolidated Drug Trade Products, Chicago,
sp series, thru Benson & Dall, Chicago.
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WLW PARTICIPATES
IN FOOD MEETimS
WLW, Cincinnati, will participate
in eight different gatherings of
grocers and meat dealers to be held
in Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia during October, according to
W.
H.
relationsOldham,
for thedirector
station.of grocers'
Miss Beulah Strawway, merchandise director of WLW, and Mr.
Oldham, will speak during the 42nd
annual convention of the Ohio Retail Grocers & Meat Dealers Assn..
and talent from the WLW-WSAI
staff will entertain.
The WLW Follies will be present on Oct. 17 at the Northern
Kentucky Pure Food Show at Covington, Ky. Other
WLW entertainers will attend
the Canton
wholesale
grocers meeting Oct. 20 at Lima,
0., the Hubbard Grocery Co. dealers
meeting Oct. 21 at Charleston, W.
Va., at the Hamilton, 0., Retail
Grocers Assn. annual banquet Oct.
23, Kanawha County Retail Grocers Assn. meeting Oct. 27 at
Charleston, W. Va., and the meeting of the newly-formed Fayette
County
Retail
at Fayette,
Ky. Grocers on the 31st
Miss Strawway recently spoke
at the convention of the West Virginia Assn. of Retail Grocers,
Sept. 21-23 at Huntington, W. Va.
Mr. Oldham also addressed the
gathering explaining the WLW
plan for Plus Food Sales. Peter
Grant, station newscaster, originated broadcast of a regular news )
program from the exhibit hall
Sept. 22, as well as two dummy
evening.
broadcasts
during the course of the
Radio Groups Are Named
In Direct Mail Awards
MBS and NBC, along with WOR,
New York, and WIBW, Topeka.
Kan., were included in a group of
50 award winners the 1941 Direct
Mail Leaders, announced Oct. 9 at
the annual banquet of the Direct
Mail Advertising Assn. at Montreal. WOR also was the winner
of one of 14 special awards announced at the convention, receiving the typography cup given by
Frederick B. Heitkamp, American
Type Founders Sales Coi'p. vicepresident, for "the best example of
modern typography in a direct mail
The 13th annual contest, sponcampaign".
sored by DMAA, was open to all
users of direct mail advertising.
Cited for the "leader" awards were
Robert A. Schmid, director of ad
vertising and promotion, for MBS:
H. E. Bisson, promotion productior
manager,
for NBC;
Ben Ludy,Josephj
gen-*!
eral manager,
for WIBW;
Creamer, promotion and researcl
director, for WOR. NBC, Washing^
ton, and John H. Dodge, sales man
ager of WRC-WMAL,
alsoawar
woi
honorable
mention in the
list.
SIMON ACKERMAN Inc., NevJ
York (Clothier), recently signed a 251
week
contract for
daily chain-brealj
announcements
on WHN,
New York I
Company programs
is also using
two on15-minut
musical
a week
WMCaJ f
and WEYD, New York. A. B. Danda f
Inc.. New York, handles the accoun

BOZEMAN°~° LIVINGSTON
Complete coverage
with a single
contract

NATIONAL
RADIO CHECKIX<
SERVICE, St. Louis, has opened
New York office at 10 E. 43d Stree
2-33SS.George I. Reid as eastern mai
with
ager. Telephone
is Murray H

The Walker Company
BROADCASTING
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ACME

lRT dry cleaning Co., Cineinati, is sponsoring on WCKY, Cininnati, six ten-minute newscasts
•eeldy, featuring Rex Davis. Agency
\ Allen.National
Heaton Schools,
& McDonald,
Ciul.unati.
Los Angeles
;i<liesel training), through Huber &
'jloge. New York, has contracted for
jlaonsorship of daily 7-7 :05 a.m. newsiists by Gordon Gray on WCKY.
j. LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
ijold cigarettes. Friends smoking to-jacco),
on Oct.
startsWith
half-hour
.larticipation
on An13 Hour
Elson
Anson, new daily variety program
I'llii WGN,
Chicago,
Wister
Bob Elson
and featuring
Bill Anson,Sportswith
fjjess Kirkpatrick as m.c.-announcer.
,:|gency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
;i ew York.
iilROVE LABS., St. Louis (Bromo
ji|uinLne). on Oct. 7 starts Todd Huny ''T d the News, quarter-hour pro' l.-am, three times weekly for 22 weeks
WBBM, Chicago. Agency is J.
-!'alter Thompson Co., N. Y.
'YON VAN & STORAGE Co., Los
ilngeles, is sponsoring weekly particiition in a late evening newscast,
,( nox Manning, on KNX, Hollywood,
lontract is for 52 weeks, having
, arted in late September. Firm rejntly renewed for a similar period,
jTticipation in Art Baker's Notebook
'jid Mi)-andy's Garden Patch, on
jFI. Los Angeles. Radio schedule also
!:eludes six transcribed spot an>;)uncemeuts per week on KIEV,
Vlendale ; KDB,
Santa Barbara ;
GB, San Diego. Agency is BBDO,
' ollywood.
ETER
HAND
BREWERY Co.,
I'aicago (Meister Brau beer), has
I
, art«d dramatization
quarter hour ofweekly
tranLribed
short stories
om Liberty magazine on WGN, Chigo. Company is now sponsoring 2%
ening hours a week on WGN.
?ency is Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.,
licago.
DOK HOUSE FOR CHILDREN,
licago (publishers), on Oct. 13
irted participation thrice weekly for
weeks on the quarter-hour Every
Oman'son World,
days
week
WBBM,broadcast
Chicago.five
Agency
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
ANTERS NUT AND CHOCOUTE Co., Wilkes-Barre (Planters
Ited peanuts), through Goodkind.
ice & Morgan, Chicago, afiiliate of
lymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood,
irted sponsorship of news programs
e days a week on WHAM, Rochesr, quarter-hour daily ; W.TR, Detroit,
e minutes daily ; WFAA, Dallas,
e minutes daily.

BREWING Co., San Francisco
and ale) recently
tuted the(beertranscribed
Barrel ofsubstiFun
program with Charlie Ruggles, on
KPO, with four weekly five minute
song programs by Monica, entitled :
The,!/ All Say Yes. on KPO and
KGO. Agency is Brisacher, Davis &
Staff, San Francisco.
PACIFIC MOLASSES Co. Ltd.. San
Francisco (Hawaiian cane molasses
for livestock and poultry) recently
started three participatious weekly
on the Farm Journal, conducted by
Austin Fenger on KSFO, San Francisco. Agency is Gerth-Knollin Adv.,
San Francisco.
BRITISH CERAMICS & CRYSTAL
Ltd.. Toronto (English china), has
started Sunday evening Melody Lane
and a twice-daily spot announcement
campaign on CKOC, Hamilton, Out.
Account is placed by F. H. Hayhurst
Co. Ltd., Toronto.
MAPLE LEAF MILLING Co. Ltd.,
Toronto (cereals, pastry flours), on
Oct. 20 starts three-weekly 10-minute
transcribed
programs
on a largeCanada
number of Maritime
and Western
stations. Account was placed by Cockfield Brown & Co., Ltd., Toronto.
WESTERN CANADA FLOUR
MILLS Ltd., Toronto (Pioneer
Feeds), has started a spot announcementandcampaign
on astations.
number Account
of Ontario
Maritime
was
placed
by
A.
McKim
Ltd.,
Toronto.
E. BROOX RANDALL & SONS,
Hollywood (motor club), in a 13-week
test campaign which started Oct. 14 is
sponsoring a thrice-weekly quarterhour newscast on KECA, Los Angeles.
Agency is Lockwood-Shackelford Adv.
Agency, that city.
RADIO, newspapers and magazines
will be utilized by United Artists
Studios in its ,$10(),000 campaign to
publicize the Walter Wanger Production's film, "Sundown,"
goes
into national
release Oct. which
31.

/I N fact, KTAR was invited to plan the
entire ceremony officially dedicating
ILuke Field, new $4,500,000 Army Air
Corps Advanced Training Base, near
Phoenix. Cooperating fully Uncle Sam's
Airmen joined in making it a sensational
broadcast climaxed by the dedicatory reflections ofSidney P. Osborn, Governor of
Arizona. It was KTAR's 37th Special Event
for the National Broadcasting Company
When

you think of
SPOTS...

. . . another example of the type of leadership that makes KTAR the preference of
listener and advertiser alike in the rich
Arizona market.

think of John Blair!
®

concentrated cd^age of ^
an oblj'-to-buy market

CTBS
1,000 WATTS NBC RED NETWORK
REPRESENTED BY THE BRANHAM CO.
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FISHER FLOURING MILLS Co.,
Seattle, on Oct. 14 started for 26
weeks, a twice-weekly quarter-hour
program Family Doctor on KECA,
Los Angeles. Series features true-life
stories and every-day philosophy as related by a well-known unnamed physician. Agency is Pacific National
Adv. Co., Seattle.
HILLS BROS. COFFEE Inc.. San
Francisco (Red Can coffee), during
October is conducting a series of announcements on three Cleveland stations. WTAM WGAR and WHK.
Company has been conducting similar
four-week
in different
kets in thecampaigns
past. Agency
is N. marW.
Ayer & Son, New York.
WEST COAST SOAP Co., Oakland,
through Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San
Francisco,tracted forstarting
Oct. participation
20, has connine weeks
in thewivessix-weekly
combined
HouseProtective League
and Sunrise
Salute, featuring Galen Drake, on
KNX, Hollywood. Hecker Products
Corp.. New York (shoe polish), has
started sponsoring thrice-weekly participation in Sunrise
on a1942.
26week contract
ending Salute,
March 27,
Agency is Maxon Ihc, New York.
MILWAUKEE Stockyards has purchased noonday market reports on
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis., which are
piped over 115 miles of line direct
from Milwaukee daily.
LAUNDRY'S CUSTOMERS
Philadelphia Concern Finds
Program Effective
A FIVE - MONTH campaign on
WIP, Philadelphia, by Manchester
Laundry, Philadelphia, started
early in May, has increased the
customer list of the concern by more
than 1,500. Merely to advertise
the name of "Manchester Laundry", with no direct attempt made
to increase consumer sales, the
sponsor
presented
hour broadcasts
each three
week quarterat 12:45
AMERICA—

THE

GUIDING

STAR

Americans have come from many lands that
speak in many tongues.
The guiding compass has without deviation
pointed toward this country as a haven of
refuge from persecution and intolerance.
Thus true Americanism and all that it means
in life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness
has found full expression over this radio
station in the mother tongue of eight different nationalities.

A LISTENING AUDIENCE OF 5,000,000 PEOPLE
THEY WELCOME NEW IDEAS, SATISFACTORY
SERVICES

Sol Reivich, advertising manager
of Manchester, decided upon using
a m.
musical quiz, awarding 10 sets
p.
of movie passes each broadcast for
those guessing the cortect titles
of recordings played by Howard
Jones, of the station staff. The
program is called Mystery Melodies
and tickets are delivered in person
to the prize winners by one of the
laundry's delivery men. Mr. Reivich gave strict orders to the delivery men that no business is to
be solicited during that delivery.
Mail results, according to Mr.
Reivich, for the five months of
broadcasting, show a steady average of more than 1,000 letters a
'vpek. received
A
i"al over
or I 7
been
the five months- ^
period, of which 1,500 found their
way to the sponsor's customer list.
ARTHUR BERGH. composer and
formerly head of Columbia Phonograph Co. recording activities, as well
as radio director and orchestra conductor, has joined the MGM musical
staff.

RED-LETTER DAY in the history
of WBAL, Baltimore, is celebrated
as the 50,000 watt outlet marks its
switch from Blue to Red network
of NBC with a luncheon of the Baltimore Advertising Club. Feature
of the affair was a transatlantic
conversation between NBC correspondents in foreign capitals.
Managerverses Harold
conwith Fred Burke
Bate inhere
London.
Behind Burke with earphones is
A. A. Schehcter, NBC director of
news and special events.
Death

of Elder Thwaites

Delays Debut of KFUN
THE death of Ernest Thwaites,
president and controlling stockholder, and unfavorable weather
conditions for adobe construction
have held up the construction of the?
new KFUN, Las Vegas, N. M., according to E. N. Thwaites, his son,,
who is now president and general
manager. The elder Thwaites,
former New York Central Lines ,
western executive who retiree,
three years ago and resided in LaJolla, Cal., died three weeks aftei
the construction permit for 250,
watts on 1230 kc, was granted last
July 16.
Young Thwaites reports that h(
I)
hopes to have the station on the ail
by Nov. 15. He was formerly witl
KVSF, Santa Fe, N. M. Staff ha:
not yetand
beentransmitter
selected. The
station';-,
studio
building
wil.
be
of
Southwest
pueblo
architec;ture.
Votes for True
HAROLD TRUE, news announce
of WXYZ, Detroit, was one of 1
men and three women nominate
in the nonpartisan October pr:
mary to contest the nine places o
the Detroit City Council. Tru
placed 18th in the list, pollin
14,495 votes. The election will t
held in November. There was
possibility of a recount, howeve
inasmuch as the 19th ranking cai
didate, topping 104 eliminate,
hopefuls,
had 14,491 votes on tl
first canvass.

WHOM
1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION

330,570
RADIO
HOMES
In Our Primary — (Certified Mail Count)
"The Listening Habit of Central New England"

29 WEST

57TH ST., NEW YORK:
Telephone Plaza ^-4204
JOSEPH LANG, Manager

AMERICA'S
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Text

of

FCC

Supplemental

FOLLOWING is the Text of the
Supplemental Report on Chain
Broadcasting issued Oct. 11 by the
FCC (Chairman Fly, Commissioners Walker, Payne and Wakefield;
Commissioners Case and Craven
dissenting) :
On May 2, 1941, the Commission
ipromulgated its Report on Chain
Broadcasting accompanied by eight
regulations setting forth a stateiment of the policy to be followed
I by the Commission in licensing staJtions owned by or affiliated with
'network organizations. The concluding paragraph of the order
promulgating the regulations dealt
with their effective date, which,
with respect to existing affiliation
■ contracts and station licenses, was
set at 90 days from the date of
the order.' On June 13, 1941 the
.Commission amended the concluding paragraph of the order to clari; fy its intent that the 90-day deferment period mentioned
in that
paragraph should apply to the disposal of one NBC network as well
as to the disposition of individual
stations by networks, and further
;hat the effective date of compliance in either case might be exended from time to time in order
;o permit the orderly disposition
')f properties.
^'^eries of Conferences
field During Summer
Extensive hearings before the
Senate Committee on Interstate
iipommerce were held during June,
941 on the White Resolution"
'vhich called for a study of the
ommission's Chain Broadcasting
egulations.
During
July and
ugust, following these hearings,
epresentatives of NBC, CBS and
~utualtheheldchairman
a series ofofconferences
ivith
the Commission, its General Counsel and
Ijnembers of his staff, and, in the
ijater stages, with Commissioner
alker. Representatives of some
if the regional networks and some
if the affiliates also conferred with
embers of the Commission and
sThese
staff during
this period.^
conferences
were devoted
.0 a discussion of the Chain Broadtasting Regulations, with particuar emphasis upon the provisions
; leafing with network option time.
)n July 22, 1941, during the course
ilpf these conferences, the Commislion, on petition of NBC and CBS,
postponed the effective date of its
:Drder of May 2, 1941, as to existing
jiffiliation contracts, network organization station licenses, or the
jtaaintenance of more than one network by a single network organizaion, from July 30 until Sept. 16,
-941.

^ReportOrder
on Chain
Commisaission
No. Broadcasting,
37, Docket No.
5060,
,aay, 1941.
= Senate Resolution No. 113, 77th Coniress, 1st Session. The Resolution introluced by Senator White, provided for an
jQvestigation of the probable effects of the
jegulations upon the broadcasting industry
md of the authority of the Commission to
•romulgate and enforce them, and also
'equested
Commission
to postpone
the
regulationstheuntil
60 days after
the Senate
interstate Commerce Committee reported to
■Ihe Senate. The hearings before the Comnittee were adjourned on June 20, 1941,
'ubject to the call of the Chairman.
" Cf. Report of the Clommittee on Adininistrative Procedure, Sen. Doc. No. 8,
^ |7th Cong. 1st Sess., (1941) pp. 35-42.
jii^ROADCASTING

Report

At the termination of these conferences, MBS on Aug. 14, 1941,
filed with the Commission a petition
requesting it to amend its regulations dealing with network option
time and the duration of affiliation contracts. The Mutual petition
requested that the Commission permit affiliation contracts up to two
years in duration and allow stations to option exclusively to one
network the particular periods of
time utilized by the network for
network commercial programs during the preceding year and to option additional time to one or more
networks on a non-exclusive basis;
in either case the station to reserve several hours per day free
from any network option. On
Aug. set
28,for1941,
Mutual'sbefore
petition
was
argument
the
Commission en banc on Sept. 12,
1941 and the Commission announced that at that time it would
also hear any other network organizations orlicensees who desired
to be heard with respect to the
Chain Broadcasting Regulations as
TEXT

OF

CHAIN

AT A MEETING of the FCC held at
its offices in Washington, D. C, on
the 11th day of October. 1941.
The Commission having under consideration the petition of the Mutual
Broadcasting System, filed August 14,
1941, requesting that the Commission
amend its order entered in Docket No.
5060 promulgating regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in
chain broadcasting by modifying the
regulations dealing with option time
and the duration of affiliation contracts, having heard oral argument on
said petition and having reconsidered
its report and order in Docket No.
5060,
IT IS ORDERED, That the Commission's order of
1941,AND
entered in Docket
No.May
.5060.2, BE,
THE SAME IS HEREBY, AJNIENDED in the following particulars :
Sections 3.102, 3.103. and 3.104 of
the Regulations set forth in said
order are hereby amended to read as
follows :
Section 3.102. No license shall be
granted to a standard broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or implied, with a network organization
which prevents or hinders another
station serving substantially the same
area
from not
broadcasting
programs
taken bythethenetwork's
former
station, or which prevents or hinders
another station serving a substantially different area from broadcasting
any program
of the network
zation. This regulation
shall organinot be
construed to prohibit any contract,
arrangement, or understanding between a station and a network organziation pursuant to which the station
is granted the first call in its primar.v service area upon the programs
of the network organization.
Section 3.103. No license shall be
granted to a standard broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding express or implied, with a network organization
which provides,
by original
term, provisions for renewal,
or otherwise
for
the affiliation of the station with the
network organization for a period
longer than two years: Provided, That
a contract, arrangement, or understanding for a period ujj to two years,
may be entered into within 120 days
prior to the commencement of such
period.
Section 3.104. No license shall be
granted to a standard broadcast sta-
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promulgated, the Mutual petition,
or any other modification of any
of the Chain Broadcasting Regulations which those appearing desired to propose.
Action Awaited on
Mutual Petition
The Commission further announced that the Chain Broadcasting Regulations would not be
placed in effect with respect to
existing affiliation contracts, or
network organization station license s, orthe maintenance of more
than one network by a single network organization, until after the
disposition of the Mutual petition
and of any other which might be
filed. Oral arguments on the Mutual
petition were heard before the
Commission en banc on Sept. 12,
1941. Oral arguments were presented on behalf of MBS, NBC,
CBS and the Colonial and Yankee
Networks, and briefs were filed
on behalf of the three nationwide
network organizations.
After a careful study of the
MONOPOLY

ORDER

tion which options ^ for network programs any time subject to call on less
than 56 days' notice, or more time
than a total of three hours - within
each of four segments of the broadcast day, as herein described. The
broadcast day is divided into 4 segments, as follows : 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. ;
I p.m. to 6 p.m, ; 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. ;
II p.m. to 8 a.m.^ Such options may
not be exclusive as against other network organizations and may not prevent or hinder the station from optioning or selling any or all of the
time covered by the option, or other
time, to other network organizations.
The last paragraph of said order is
hereby amended to read as follows :
"IT IS FURTHER ORDERED,
That these regulations shall become
effective immediately : Provided, That,
with respect to existing contracts, arrangements or understandings,
or network organization
station licenses,
the
effective date shall be deferred until
November 15, 1941 ; Proridei further.
That the effective date of Regulation
3.106 with respect to any station may
be extended from time to time in order
to permit the orderly disposition of
properties ; and Provided further, That
the eifective date of Regulation 3.107
shall be suspended indefinitely and any
further order of the Commission placing said Regulation 3.107 in effect
shall provide for not less than six
months'
notice
and for
exten-to
sion of the
effective
date further
from time
time in order to permit the orderly
disposition of T.properties."
J. Slowie, Secretary.
^ As used in this section, an option is
any contract, agreement, or understanding,
express or implied, between a station and
a network organization which prevents
or hinders the station from scheduling programs before the network agrees to utilize
the time during which such programs are
scheduled, or which requires the station to
clear time already scheduled when the network organization seeks to utilize the time.
- All time options permitted under this
section must be for specified clock hours,
expressed in terms of any time system set
forth in the contract agreed upon by the
station and network organization. Shifts
from daylight saving to standard time or
vice versa may or may not shift the specified hours correspondingly as agreed by the
station and network organization.
segments
are toofbelocal
determined
for^ These
each station
in terms
time at
the location of the station but may remain
constant throughout the year regardless
of shifts from standard to daylight saving
time or vice versa.
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testimony presented before the
Senate Committee on Interstate
Commerce, of the considerations
presented at the conferences which
followed the hearings, and of the
oral arguments presented at the
hearing
on Mutual's
and
of the briefs
filed atpetition
that time,
and after a thorough reconsideration of the entire subject, the Commission has decided to amend three
of the Chain Broadcasting Regulations to read as follows:
Regulation 3.102. No license shall
be granted to a standard broadcast
station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or
implied, with a network organization
which prevents or hinders another
station serving substantially the same
area from not
broadcasting
programs
taken bythethenetwork's
former
station, or which prevents or hinders
another station serving a substantially
different area from broadcasting any
program of the network organization.
This regulation shall not be construed
to prohibit any contract, arrangement,
or understanding between a station
and a network organization pursuant
to which the station is granted the
first call in its primary service area
upon the programs of the network
organization.
Regulation 3.103. No license shall be
granted to a standard broadcast stationment,having
any contract,express
arrange-or
or understanding,
implied, with a network organization
which provides, by original term,
provisions for renewal, or otherwise
for the affiliation of the station with
the network organization for a period
longer than two years : Provided, That
a contract,
or understanding for aarrangement,
period up to two
years,
may be entered into within 120 days
prior to the commencement of such
Regulation 3.104. No license shaU be
granted
period. to a standard broadcast station which options'- for network programs any time subject to call on less
than .56 days' notice, or more time than
aof total
of three ofhourswithin each
four segments
the broadcast
day.
as herein described. The broadcast day
is divided into 4 segments as follows :
8 a.m. to 1 p.m. ; 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. :
6Such
p.m, options
to 11 p.m,
8 a.m.^
may; 11notp,m.be toexclusive
as against other network organizations
and may not prevent or hinder the
station from optioning or selling any
or all of the time covered by the
option, or other time, to other network
organizations.
Provision Covering
Territorial Exclusivity
At the hearings on the White
Resolution it was argued on behalf
of NBC and Columbia that Regulation 3.102 would permit the
largest and most powerful stations
in each city to take most of the
desirable network business away
' As used in this regulation, an option
is any contract,
or under-a
standing, expressarrangement,
or implied, between
station and a network organization which
preventsulingorprograms
hinders
the the
station from agrees
schedbefore
to utilize the time
duringnetwork
which such
programs are scheduled, or which requires
the station to clear time already scheduled
when the network organization seeks to
utilize the time.
- All time options permitted under this
regulation must be for specified clock hours,
expressed in terms of any time system set
forth in the contract agreed upon by the
station and network organization. Shifts
from daylight saving to standard time or
vice fied
versa
may not shift the
specioption may
hoursor correspondingly
as agreed
by the station and network organization.
segmentsin areterms
to beof determined
for' These
each station
local time
at the location of the station but may
remain constant throughout the year regardles of shifts from standard to daylight saving time or vice versa.
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from the smaller and less powerful stations, and that the elimination of territorial exclusivity would
prevent a regular affiliation between a network organization and
a station.
In order to clarify the meaning of Regulation 3.102 the Commission has determined to add the
following sentence to that regulation :
This regulation shall not be construed to prohibit any contract, arrangemeut, or understanding between
a station and a network organization
pursuant to which the station is
granted the first call in its primary
service area upon the programs of
the network organization.
This sentence does not change
the meaning^ of Regulation 3.102
but is intended to eliminate confusion with respect to its interpretation. Regulation 3.102 is not
intended to and does not prohibit
a regular affiliation contract whereby a network agrees to make a
first offer of all its programs to
one particular station in a given
community. The Commission believes, however, that in the case
of non-commercial public service
programs of outstanding national
or international significance, such
first offer should not constitute
an exclusive offer and that the
network should be left free to
furnish such programs to other
stations in the same area.
Duration of
Exclusivity Contracts
Under present rules the license
of a standard broadcast station
is limited to one year. The broadcast industry has reached a point
of maturity where it appears advisable to increase the license period of standard broadcast stations to two years. The Commission believes that this action will
bring an increased measure of
stability to the broadcast industry
without any detrimental results.
By separate action taken this day
we are amending Sections 3.34
and 4.3 of our rules to accomplish this result.
In connection with the extension of the license period for all
standard broadcast stations from
one year to two years, the Commission has determined to license
stations which have entered into
affiliation contracts whose term is
not longer than two years. In its
report, the Commission found that
the five-year affiliation contracts
entered into by NBC and CBS were
intended to prevent any real competition in the network-station
market, and that such long term
contracts were a substantial faction. tor in suppressing such competiThe Commission found that as
a result the public lost the benefits
of competition between stations
for affiliation with the existing networks, and was also deprived of the
advantages that might flow from
the establishment and development
of new networks. In its report of
May 2, 1941, the Commission found
that no business need was shown
for an affiliation contract longer
than one year. The Commission also
found that competition would be
fostered if opportunity were pro^ In its public notice No. 51314 dated
.Tune 19, 1941, the Commibjion informally
approved the new Mutual network form of
contract which contained a provision giving
the station the first call on Mutual network commercial and sustaining programs
in the city which the station is located.
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Dissenting

Opinion

WE DISAGREE with the supplemental report of the Commission
on Chain Broadcasting, in Docket
5060, for the same basic reasons
previously outlined in our dissenting opinion, filed with the Commission's original report on this matter, dated May, 1941. We remain
convinced that the majority of the
Commission exceeds the power
delegated to the Commission in the
Communications Act of 1934.
We also are convinced that the
aggregate effect of the proposed
rules will not result in a broadcasting system more in the public
interest than that of today. We
fear that the nation's radio service
may be seriously impaired at a
time when efficient service is most
needed. Furthermore, we believe
that the effect of the rules is certain to result in deterioration of
the present excellent public service
programs now rendered to the nation by the radio industry.
The effect of the regulations will
be to change radically the business
structure of the broadcast industry.
The present is no time to force
revolutionary reforms upon an industry which has served the public
interest of the nation, particularly
when such reforms bear no relation
whatsoever to the national defense
effort. The radio industry has cooperated wholeheartedly with the
Government in this national emerggency in spite of the fundamental
and imminent changes in the national economic structure.

Cumulative Effect of
Economic Readjustments
These economic changes may
cause vast readjustments in all industry as well as by the entire public. The cumulative effect of these
basic national economic readjustments upon the radio industry cannot be determined with accuracy at
this time. Therefore, it appears to
us that to add to the instability of
the radio industry by enforcing
new Government regulations,
which in themselves superimpose
vided for annual readjustments on
the basis of comparative showings
of networks and stations.
After a consideration of the
arguments presented on Mutual's
petition and a reconsideration of
the entire subject of the duration
of affiliation contracts, the Commission concludes that a two-year
affiliation contract will permit a
reasonable measure of stability in
network-station relationships without at the same time seriously interfering with competition in the
network-station market.
Of course, what precise limit on
the duration of affiliation contracts
is most desirable is a matter of
judgment. A two-year affiliation
contract represents a substantial
diminution from the five-year term
currently being utilized by NBC
and CBS, and may be expected
to remove that restraint upon competition and give freer play to competitive factors by making possible
readjustments between stations and
networks on a biennial basis.
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fundamental economic readjustments, is unwise.
There is no evidence in this record which justifies such a sweeping
change as is compelled by these
new rules promulgated by the majority of this Commission. Any improvements which may seem desirable in the operation of the existing broadcast structure can be obtained in an evolutionary manner
by far less harsh measures than
those proposed by the majority in
the instant case.
Practical Business
Aspects Are Important
We do not condone unreasonable
restraints upon competition within
the broadcasting industry of this
country and, therefore, advocate
that if any abuses of this nature
exist they should be corrected
forthwith either by voluntary action within the industry or else by
procedures undertaken by agencies
of the Government having legal
jurisdiction in the premises.
Likewise, we subscribe to the
doctrine of reasonable diversification in the control of the radio
broadcasting channels. It is for
this latter reason that we believe
the ultimate separation of one of
the two networks now operated by
NBC will be an improvement of
benefit to the public.
In this respect, however, we believe that the Government should
not force private enterprise to dispose of its property on an unsound
business basis when such enterprise
has rendered good service to the
public and particularly when, as in
this case, the Government itself
has previously given its tacit approval and encouragement to the
enterprise. Consequently, we welcome the fact that the majority has
suspended the effective date of its
original regulation (Sec. 3.107) to
force the sale of one of the networks now operated by NBC.
Our present objection is centered
on the modified regulation, 3.104.
Ostensibly this regulation permits
Optioning of Time
Held D!ot Indispensable
The option-time regulation promulgated by the Commission on
May 2, 1941 (Regulation 3.104),
prohibited all optioning of time by
stations for network programs.
That regulation was based upon
the finding of the Commission that
the optioning of time by licensee
stations restricted their freedom,
interfered with their ability to
serve local program needs, hampered their efforts
to ' broadcast
local programs,
national
spot, and
other non-network programs, and
restricted competition in network
programs.
Notwithstanding these serious
restraints imposed upon station
licensees by network options, NBC
and CBS utilize only a fraction
of the valuable broadcast hours
which they place under option. The
NBC option for most of its affiliates
covers 8 or SV2 specified hours per
day, while the CBS option covers
the entire broadcast day. Upon 28
days' notice, NBC and CBS may
BROADCASTING
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options to be taken by a network
on an affiliated station's time. In
reality, however, an affiliate must
be free to option identical time to
all networks regardless of affiliation.
Under such conditions it should ;
be obvious that absurd complex- j
ities may easily arise in the ordi- f
nary conduct of business. It is '
true
another
regulationwithper-a '
mits that
a station
to contract
network for first call on a network's program offerings. If it be j
reasonable for an affiliate to con- 1
tract for first call on a network's i
programs,
is obviously
reasonable for the itnetwork
to obtain
first i
call
on thetheaffiliate
time.
However,
latter station's
is specifically
prohibited by the regulation.
Apparently by changing the
regulation originally pi'omulgated,
the majority intended to recognize
the practical business situation in j
broadcasting. It is our opinion
that the new regulation does not
accomplish this purpose and that
networks in reality secure no substantial option privileges under this
regulation. We believe that stations
should be permitted to utilize the
same option principles as is done .
in ordinary business.
,
The time has come to create stability in the radio industry rather
than instability. We believe that
service to the public would be enhanced by extending the broadcast
station license period to the legal
limit of three years. Network companies should
be permitted
con- '
tract for
regular
affiliatesto with
which they can engage in business
in accord with sound business principles. In this connection we believe
that an improvement in the existing situation can be obtained if
network affiliates are free at all
times to exercise final judgment as
to whether or not any program
offered to them by the network:
will serve public interest in the
community served by the station.
We also believe that the affiliates
should have equal power with the
networks
terminate
contract onto due
notice. the affiliates'
call upon their outlets to carry
network commercial programs during the optioned
time and they
to mov«
whatever
other programs
maj
have scheduled during those pe
riods.
In 1938 NBC used for network
commercial programs only 58.1 9(
of the optioned time of stations 01
the basic Red network and onh
19.4% on the basic Blue networl
and CBS used only 39 per cen
of
the optioned
time of its foum
basii t
stations.
The Commission
that this great disparity betweei '
option and use was an abuse whid
seriously interfered with the nor
network program service of static
licensees and restricted the broatcasting
works. of programs of other nei
The Commission is not convince
by the contention of NBC and CB
that the optioning of time by ne
works is indispensable to netwoi
operations, particularly since tl
chain broadcasting regulation
neither in their original form m
as herein amended, place any rc
strictions on the bona fide purcha;
• Broadcast
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of station time by networks. Net[works have heretofore successfully
operated without option time.
However, it is clear that some op.tioning of time by networks in order to clear the same period of time
over a number of stations for netsvork programs will operate as a
J'jusiness convenience.
■be Within
limits, to
it should
possiblecertain
for stations
option
bime for network programs without interfering too seriously with
!:heir local program requirements,
t.vith their local and national spot
-iDusiness, and without restricting
' i;he access of competing networks
;:o those stations. The Commission
vjelieves that the option-time regu, ation as herein amended accomiolishes that result.

Day Is Divided
ffnto Four Segments
Under the amended regulation
he broadcast day is divided into
our segments: 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.; 1
jp.m. to 6 p.m.; 6 p.m. to 11 p.m.;
•^(ind 11 p.m. to 8 a.m. A station is
Ipermitted to option up to three
(lours during each segment to one
|>r more network organizations on
i non-exclusive basis.
The regulation provides that the
jiiours covered by option must be
specified hours; for, if a roving
j'ption were permitted, the station
^ivould be effectively prevented from
cheduling any non-network programs during any of the hours on
vhich such roving option might
.onceivably settle. Stations are pre,ented by the regulation from opiiioning any time to networks sub,ect
.otice.to call on less than 56 days'
•ij The call period currently being
' ag
tilized
28 days.
of theis call
period This
will lengthengive staLons greater freedom in schedulrig local and non-netwoi"k national
) rograms during the hours of the
roadcast day which are subject
Id network option; for such programs, even though subject to be
ajioved, may be assured of at least
ight weeks of continuous broadtasting. Nor does it seem that the
ncrease in the call period will seriiusly affect national network busi['ess; pointed
for theoutnational
networks
save
that theirs
is a

|)ng-range business and that large, J;ale national advertising network
jo-ograms are usually planned and
' fTranged for many months and
'enuala commencement
year or two ahead
the
of the of
broadists. Under such circumstances,
!^ does not appear that a 56-day
"'all period will impose any serious
^ardship upon national network
perations.
One of the results of the amended
'I'ption-time
regulation
will behours
that
.;t,mring at least
two specified
ithin each of the important three
;j]3graents of the broadcast day —
^{jiorning, afternoon, and evening, a
' ation may not option time for net' ork programs, so that non-network programs may be scheduled
•uring these hours without fear
'it removal as a result of network
'ptions.
night asegment,
com 11 During
p.m. tothe8 a.m.,
station
Ciay option up to three hours for
'vrtwork programs. For the most
art, programs broadcast within
lose hours have been local pro^^,-ams; but some networks, Colon' ! jll, for example, have originated
[ ^ ]^g
--ograms
the hours
early mornor lateduring
evening
which
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GRAPES MEAN DOLLARS to California's wine industry and so a
bumper crop is news to KROW, San Francisco. The
station carried
three broadcasts from the annual Lodi Grape Festival held 100 miles
from San Francisco, all sponsored by the Shewan & Jones Winery. Aiding in the broadcasts were (1 to r), Frank Watson Jr., vice-president of
the festival; George M. Steele, mayor of Lodi; John K. Chapel, KROW
news editor; James Crescenzi, president of the Lodi Chamber of Commerce; Leon E. Munier, of California Wine Institute.
have been broadcast by their outlets with apparent wide listener
acceptance.
Maximum Amount
Of Option Time
The amended option-time regulation does not require any station
to option any time to any network;
it simply sets the maximum amount
of time which a station may place
under option for network programs.
Stations and networks are free to
negotiate which specific hours are
to be placed under option and how
many hours, within the limits specified in the regulation, are to be
placed under option. A network, by
virtue of whatever option it is successful in negotiating, to that extent secures the right-of-way over
local and national non-network
programs during the time under
option.
But during at least two specified
hours within each of the three
more important segments of the
broadcast day and during at least
six hours of the night segment a
station may not option time for
network programs. Local and nonnetwork national programs being
broadcast within such periods may
not be subjected to be moved as a
matter of contract in order to accommodate network programs, and
the networks may utilize such
hours only by the outright purchase of time.
It has been the consistent intention of the Commission to assure
that an adequate amount of time
during the good listening hours
shall be made available to meet the
needs of the community in terms
of public expression and of local
interest. If these regulations do
not accomplish this objective, the
subject will be given further consideration.
By providing that the options for
netwoi-k programs must be on a
non-exclusive basis, the amended
option-time regulation prevents the
option-time device from being
utilized to restrain competition offered by other networks. While a
station is not compelled to option
the same hours to more than one
network, it may not enter into any
arrangement with one network organization which prevents it from
optioning or selling the same or
other time to other network organizations.
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This is an all-important consideration in the many cities which
contain only three full-time stations to which all four national
networks seek access. Where a station options the same period of
time to several networks, the mere
existence of the option will not preclude network competition ; for that
period of time will be available for
sale by all the networks holding
the option. The first network
which is successful in selling any
particular period under option will,
of course, reap the benefit of the
option as long as the time remains
sold.
Although they have used only a
fraction of the optioned time of
their outlets, CBS and NBC have
been able to prevent a competing
network from using the unused
time of their affiliates simply because those periods are under option to them. Under the amended
option-time regulation, NBC and
CBS will be able to exclude other
networks only in the event and to
the extent that they actually utilize
the time under option.
Sees More Competition
Among Networks
The non-exclusive option should
be instrumental in fostering competition between networks and at
the same time should make it possible for a network organization to
clear time over a number of stations for a network program. Without any optioning of time, the
greatest obstacle in the way of
clearing the same period of time
over a number of stations for a
network program would be the fact
that many of the stations might
have scheduled local and non-netday. work national programs during
various periods of the broadcast
During whatever period of time
is included within the non-exclusive
option, local and non-network national programs will be subject to
be moved
56 days'
A station must on
remain
free,notice.
however,
to
sell or option time, included within
the non-exclusive option period but
not actually being utilized for a network commercial program, to one or
more other network organizations.
After weighing the considerations in support of the non-exclusive option against those advanced

in opposition, the Commission has
come to the conclusion that the
non-exclusive option appears to be
a particularly appropriate solution
of the problem of clearing time for
network programs and at the same
time of fostering competition in the
network-station market.
The Commission has rejected the
proposal, suggested but not unqualifiedly recommended in the Mutual petition, to permit a station to
option exclusively to one network
the particular periods of time utilized by that network for network
commercial programs over the station during the preceding year. An
exclusive option effectively removes
a station from the station-network
market with respect to all the time
it covers.
The Commission believes that
such a serious restraint upon competition is inconsistent with the
freely competitive system contemplated by Congress
in theAnCommunications Act of 1934.
exclusive option, to the extent that it
encompasses the most valuable
broadcast hours, approaches the
effectiveness of the exclusivity
clauses in affiliation contracts in
denying other networks access to
a station, and is therefore objectionable for many of the reasons
given tioninof exclusive
the Reportaffiliation.
for the eliminaNor is the fact that a given netwoi'k has utilized a particular
period of time over a station any
real justification for placing that
time under exclusive option. The
network which has a contract for
a commercial program with a sponsor and which has been sending
that program to a number of its
aflSliated stations throughout a season already has an almost insuperable advantage in selling that program for another year; for commercial program series are frequently renewed year after year.
To permit such a network to
have an exclusive option over its
affiliated stations on the periods
used for commercial network programs would effectively destroy the
possibility of competition for those
periods.
Multiple
Network
Operation by NBC
The Commission has determined
to suspend indefinitely Regulation
3.107, which provides that no license shall be granted to a standard
broadcast station affiliated with a
networktainsorganization
whichnetwork.
mainmore than one
Separate ownership of what are
now the Red and Blue networks of
NBC is so generally recognized to
be desirable that we believe a
separation will soon occur without
the spur of a legal mandate. Any
policy requiring the sale of substantial properties should be applied with due regard for the
preservation of fair values, and the
Commission wishes to avoid the
semblance of pressure on NBC to
effect a forced sale.
In addition to suspending this
regulation, the Commission has
provided that any subsequent order
placing the regulation in effect
shall provide for a period of at
least six months between the announcement and the effective date,
and for further extension of the
effective date from time to time if
necessary to prevent a forced sale.
As amended, the paragraph setting
foith the effective date of the
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Wherci
POWER
Means
PEOPLE
The biggest C.B.S. shows
— plus the best local entertainment— make our 5000
watts penetrate to more
people in the
Dayton area.

WHIO
0THE
DAYTON
MARKET
BASIC CBS* 5000 WATTS
G. P. HOLUNGBEHY CO., Representative

Chain Broadcasting regulations
reads as follows:
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED,
That these regulations shall become
effective immediately : Provided, That,
with respect to existing contracts, arrangements or understandings, or network organization station licenses,
the effective date shall be deferred until November 15. 1941 ; Provided further. That the effective date of Regulation 3.106 with respect to any station may be extended from time to
time in order to permit the orderly
disposition of properties ; and Provided further, That the effective date
of Regulation 3.107 shall be suspended
indefinitely, and any further order of
the Commission placing said Regulation 3.107 in effect shall provide for
not further
less thanextension
six months'
and
for
of thenotice
effective
date from time to time in order to perties. mit the orderly disposition of i^i'operConclusion Reached
By FCC Majority
Other considerations have motivated the Commission in this
decision. The Commission is desirous of seeing that the netv^^ork
which is disposed of by NBC is
transferred to a responsible new
owner as a going organization with
its personnel, talent, programs and
stations intact as far as possible.
NBC's existing affiliation contracts
and those that it may negotiate in
the future will be an important
factor in the continued profitable
and efficient operation of its networks. Therefore, pending the development of plans for the disposition of one of the NBC networks
as a unit, the Commission has
deemed it wise to suspend this
regulation.
The Commission adheres to the

Miller
Tubes X-Rayed
INSTEAD of waiting until a
tube gives trouble, engineers
of KSTP, St. Paul, are applying the physicians'
technique
of diagnosing
the ill
before
the "disease" outwardly
manifests itself. A specially
desgined X-Ray machine has
been
set up at The
the 50,000-watt
transmitter.
machine is
equipped for both fluroscope
and photographic operation.
Principal defect unearthed by
X-Ray examination is filaments which have become unhooked from their fastenings.
Heat warped grids also have
been discovered before the
tube revealed any outward
sign of trouble.
views expressed in its report on
Chain Broadcasting. It is of the
opinion that the chain broadcasting regulations will tend to decentralize the tremendous power
over what the public may hear
which is now lodged in the major
network organizations, and will
remove existing restraints upon
competition without interfering unduly with the operations of the network organizations.
The Commission has further concluded, however, that the regulations may be amended as set out
above without sacrifice of these objectives, and that the amendments
will additionally insure that no
aspect of the network broadcasting
structure will be unnecessarily or
unduly disturbed.
For the reasons stated at pages
77 to 79 of its Report, the Commission has determined that its
chain broadcasting regulations
should be applicable to regional as
well as national networks. Special
circumstances and considerations
may be applicable in the case of
regional networks, and the Commission will examine any further
representations on their behalf
with especial care.
The Commission stands ready
at all times to amend and modify
its regulations upon the petition of
any network, national or regional,
or any station or group of stations
if it can be shown that those regulations prevent profitable network
operations, or unduly disturb any
aspect of broadcasting, or that Because of special or changed circumstances the chain broadcasting
regulations should not be applicable to any particular situation.

FCC's

Condemns
Net

Rules
Claims They Merely Are the
Former Ones in New Dress
TEXT of statement Oct. 12 by
Neville Miller, president of the

new
rules follows:
NAB, network
in commenting
on the FCC's '■
For all practical purposes, the so- j
called "modified" rules now issued i
by the Commission are just as i.
dangerous to broadcasting as the^
original regulations promulgated in May of this year. As the Commission minority says, these rules
if enforced "will be certain to result in deterioration of the present
excellent public service programs
now rendered to the nation by the
radio industry."
Legal Authority
The Commission has announced
that it will not at this time require NBC to dispose of one of its
two networks and that NBC will
be
given six changes
months' its
notice
the
Commission
mind.if Did
the Commission ever have the right
to compel an-' broadcaster to dispose of his property? The law says
that it has not.
The Commission announces that
in the future it will grant broadcasting licenses for two years instead of for one year as in the past
The law says that licenses may ht
granted for three years and, as|
the minority members of the Commission point out, this is just th«
time to enhance radio's service t(
the public by extending the licens(
period to the legal limit of thret
In a New Dress
years.
The Commission is apparentl;
attempting to create the impressioi
that it wants to aid the broadcast
ing industry and that it has sub
stantially modified its origins
drastic rulings in response t
widespread public demand. Th
fact is that these new rules ar
merely the same old regulation
in new dress. They threaten th
future continuance of orderl
broadcasting service just as ser
ously as did the original reguh
tions. And they threaten that ser\
ice at a time when radio is playin
a vitally important role in our pn
gram of national defense.
Apart from the manifest dangi
to broadcasting service in tl
United States, the Commission ,.
latest action raises a serious pu |

ANNOUNCEMENT!
We take pleasure in cooperating with the American
Association of Advertising Agencies by reinstating our
2 % cash discount, effective immediately.
We appreciate the business given us in the past, and
hope this step further warrants your support.
In radio, too, it's Better to be Lower
A loic- frequency station has a 12,500,000 people with a signal
longer wave-length. A longer strong enough to sell them.
wave-length means a stronger
signal. WMCA at 570 kc. has the
lowest frequency of any station
in New York. Aided by its preWMCA
ferred
dial
spot
OC^MCA
with
5000 watts is able to reach over
FIRST ON NEW YORK'S DIAL
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1230 KC
WJBC

Full Time
I)

BLOOMINGTON— NORMAL
The Voice of Central Illinois
Represented by International Radio Sales
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War

COMMENDATION for public serv'Iice
was general
bestowedmanager
on George
Lasker
(left),
of WORL,
IBoston, during a recent Millions
.For Defense broadcast. New Engt;land's
own month
official on
program
Hits fourth
WORL.nowFur-in
fjmishing the verbal laurels is Bosl^'ton's mayor, Maurice J. Tobin
I(right), as Gordon Wayne, m. c.
jof the show, interestedly looks on.

'lie question with respect to the
;{powers and duties of Congress and
4its responsibility to the people.
' There is before Congress right at
this moment proposed legislation
lealing with the future conduct of
radio broadcasting in this country
md particularly network broadcasting.
Under a bill now before the
iHouse Interest & Foreign Comhierce Committee, the FCC is diirected to report to Congress- upon
[bonie of the very matters with re'jispectselftois now
whichattempting
the Comjnission
itto legis'jate. There is no doubt that the
•jpadio law should be substantially
jimended. It is hopelessly antijjiuated. But that is a function of
' he Congress. Radio belongs to the
oeople. It is they, and they alone,
vho should decide its future course,
"hey
decision
hrough can
their make
elected that
representative
n Congress.
f The question is this : Is radio to
,'i>e strengthened rather than handii ^apped at a time when it is perorming so essential a part of nadonal defense? In view of the pendng radio legislation now before the
/ongress, the answer to that queslion, it seems to me, is squarely up
ro Congress.

of Statements

and

Replies

Waged

By Fly and Paley Over Netivork Rules
A BATTLE of statements between
bility throughout the broadcasting
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
industry. The Chairman expressed
Fly and CBS President William S. the thought that the extension of
Paley developed Saturday and the period of all broadcasting station licenses from one to two years
Sunday (Oct. 11 and 12) following
would
tend to produce more stable
release of the FCC's chain-monopconditions generally and to lessen
oly regulations.
Chairman Fly first issued a state- the procedural difficulties involved
ment, released by the FCC press in more frequent renewals. The
room, commenting on the regula- same consideration led to a like
tions and asserting that the Com- modification of the rule limiting the
mission "stands ready to meet with duration of network affiliation conthe parties in interest and to make
tracts, extending that period from
such further modifications as will one to two years.
In regard to the suspension of
accomplish the basic purposes".
the earlier rule requiring NBC to
When Mr. Paley later announced
that CBS regarded the regulations dispose of one of its two networks,
as a direct threat to freedom of the Mr. Fly said: "I believe there has
air and announced that CBS
been general acceptance of the
principle here involved. In the light
promptly would appeal. Chairman
Fly released a second brief state- of existing conditions, however,
ment alleging that CBS had refused the Commission has felt that every
to submit to any form of regula- opportunity should be extended the
tion.
company to arrange its affairs and
to negotiate the disposition of one
of its networks without there being
Paley Describes
any form of legal compulsion. It is
^Tempting' Offers
important that at this juncture
be done which will materiMr. Paley countered with a "re- nothing
ally affect the values of properties
ply to the reply" and referred to or render unstable current opera"demagogic charges" that CBS defied lawful and proper regulation.
tions of any network."
He repeated his previous statement Provision Governing
that the modifications made were
not substantial and that "far more
Option Time
tempting ones were offered to the
The chairman further stated that
major networks by Chairman Fly, similar considerations have led to
provided we would surrender our a modification of other of the rules
rights to contest the legality of the pertaining to the relations of the
individual stations to the networks.
new regulations".
The statements of Chairman Fly A period of three out of the five
and Mr. Paley, in the sequence in hours of each segment of the broadwhich they were issued, follow in
cast day may be committed to netfull text:
work operation by placing those
James Lawrence Fly, chairman
hours under option to one or more
of the FCC, today (Oct. 11) "stated networks on a non-exclusive basis.
that the controlling objective in the While additional time may be puramendments to the chain broadchased by the networks or committed outright to them, it is hoped
casting regulations has been to
achieve a greater measure of sta- that sufficient time will remain

WHEELING

Mail

The ever-increasing listener
popularity of WWVA is unquestionably established in the
sensational increase in program
(mostly commercial) mail of
73 percent for June, July,
August and September 1941,
over the same period of 1940.
Let your sales campaign
march forward with WWVA in
the thriving Steel and Coal Belt
of the Nation — Eastern Ohio,
Western Pennsylvania and
Northern West Virginia.

NBC
BLAIR

BASIC BLUE
Represents Us

5,000

WATTS

iHe enlisted after hearing a reWiting spot on WFDF Flint

WWVA

^([ichigan. Quick, I'll shake
pu for him!"
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—John D. Shuler,
usv"
bShuler
Coal Co.,
Pres. Moines
1^ Des

When his company began
selling coal at retail in Des
Moines, John Shuler decided to
concentrate consumer-advertising on Station KRNT.

available within the two-hour period to meet the needs for local public
expression and other local interest.
Chairman Fly further stated:
"The Commission has engaged in
long study of these matters and in
extensive discussion with the heads
of the networks. It will carefully
observe the opei-ations from month
to month in the future and will
always stand ready upon any appropriate showing to review the
rules in light of actual operations.
It is our intention to foster wholesome competition and to provide
the diversity in the control of the
channels of information which is so
essential to our democracy.
"At the same time, we recognize
that there must be a continuance
and indeed an extension of network
operations and tliat those operations must be upon an efficient and
profitable basis. Whenever it may
be shown that in the course of actual operation these regulations
fall short of any one of these basic
objectives, the Commission stands
ready to meet with the parties in
interest and to make such further
modifications as will accomplish the
basic purposes."
Called Threat to
Freedom of the Air

Following is the CBS statement
with regard to the FCC regulations issued Oct. 11 :
CBS will appeal promptly to the
From the very beginning, reFederal courts to stay the usurpasponse was so satisfactory that
tion of power by the FCC which
no other form of advertising
Columbia regards as a direct threat
has been necessary. This fall,
to freedom of the air and therefore
Shuler is using KRNT for the
as dangerous to the public.
sixth season.
Columbia will ask the court to
Over and over again, KSO
enjoin the Commission from enforcing a set of disruptive regulations
and KRNT have proved they
originally announced on May 2,
adverfor
can "carry the ball"
and now ordered to be effective Nov.
tisers using radio adequately.
15. Changes announced by the ComExcept for network affiliation,
mission today fail to avert the
near-twins.
KSO and KRNT are
evils inherent in its original action.
Both have 5000 watts. Both have
The Commission,
in announcing
the modifications today, talks of
strong trade-recognition. Both
have fine records of sales acstability when in reality it is creatcomplishment.
ing instability and only creates
confusion when it talks of promotWith Iowa farm-income at a
ing competition whereas it is merenew high . . . with defense acly forcing chaos. These regulations
tivity increasing Des Moines
forbid arrangements between networks and stations which are necesit's
.
.
.
more
or
20%
payrolls
to have KSO and/or KRNT
well
sary to the orderly and successful
conduct of network broadcasting
on the job to increase your
in this country.
sales to more than a million
William S. Paley, president of
in Iowa's No. 1 market
Columbia, said:
—people
Des Moines and its extensive
"From the moment these regulatrading area.
tions were issued, Columbia has
contended that the American peo_ pie are greatly satisfied with the
present machinery of broadcasting
NBC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
KSOi5000 WATTS

KRNT

BASIC
COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS

Sales management gives Decatur 132 rating for November
prospects. 2nd highest in
State. WSOY covers Decatur
and a big chunk of Illinois —

MOINES

Represented by The Katz Agency
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Greater Concessions
"Chairman Fly was willing to
greater concessions than
make
those insubstantial ones announced
today provided the major networks
would agree not to contest in the
courts the jurisdiction of the Commission. Columbia, however, believed itowed a duty to itself and to
the public to have its day in court,
since it is sincerely convinced that
if the Commission can exercise the
powers it now seeks to exert, its
grip on broadcasting will be so
throttling that freedom of the air
will be a thing of the past, just at
a time when the minds and hearts
of most Americans are so set on
preserving essential liberties at
home as well as abroad.
"I want to bring home to the
public that the Commission is
stretching its loosely defined authority far beyond any area of
regulation it has ever attempted
to invade before. Never in all the
in sub14 years the present law,
stance, has been on the statute

ILLINOISl

The Cowles Stations in
DES

FROM THIS THREE-STORY building WAVE, Louisville, began operations, leaving the Brown Hotel studios it had used since the first broadcast Dec 30, 1933. WAVE occupies 15,000 square feet m this Kadio
auditorium is called
Center, as modern as any in the nation. The studio
service
last
November.
, ^ . er was
^ . put
^^ into
^ j„„v,««.^
in the South. A new 5 kw. transmitt
the largest
Quarters are entirely air-conditioned. Equipment is all of advanced
proencountered because of the defense
design. Some delays have been
was under
gram, but the studios will soon be opened to the public. Work y-treasu
rer.
Wilbur Hudson, chief engineer, and C. C. Leonard, secretar
books has the Commission claimed
and do not want it wrecked. Columbia has further contended that the to have, or sought to exercise this
present radio law does not give drastic power. Thus it is 'moving
insti- in' to render broadcasters more and
the Commision the power to onary
tute the drastic, revoluti
more subservient to it. Soon the
changes in radio it now seeks to broadcasters will not be able to
make. Without the justification of call their souls their own. Imagine
against the pres- a free press surviving under simiany public outcry
has
ent system, the Commissionutmost
lar encroachment on newspapers'
the
when
time
a
chosen
magazines, and you will have
and
some idea of what is happening to
energies of the broadcasters should
be bent toward discharging their
the cloak of an unjustiradio fiedunder
cry of monopoly.
important part in the national
"Columbia believes, and in the.
and underto weaken
emergen
our whole
structure.
minecy
past has sought to show, that these
Refers to Offer of

-WSOY
1941

250 W. 1340. Full time.
Sears & Ayer, Reps.
Hov/ can we help you?

SOY
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BROADCASTING
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BUILDING
THEtmSNA\n:
It was inevitable that Texas wit4
of the highest volunteer recort
one
in the nation, would one day buij
ships for those boys of hers-MOFAF [
AND MORE NAVY VESSELS
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ew regulations were unnecessary,
klawful, and definitely destructive
r freedom of the air. Further, it
as been shown that the high
andards which the major netorks have been able to maintain
Hely because they were able to
hild on a stable basis and to
•ofit by the public goodwill they
uld create, are seriously threatled.
"There is only one possible solu3n for the present unfortunate
iuation — a staying of the new
igulations and the enactment of a
i'W radio law which will definitely
i|limit the powers and duties of
'\e FCC and which will embody
■'ch changes as the Congress may
jant to make in the light of mod^ n developments in the art of
'oadcasting. Columbia is dedicated
doing its utmost to bring about
is solution."

Mr. Paley's reply to Chairman
Fly follows:
"Columbia's reputation is in our
own keeping, not in Mr. Fly's, and
we do not believe that demogogic
charges that we defy lawful and
proper regulation will fool a public that has known us all these
years.
"I repeat that the present modifications are not substantial and

that far more tempting ones were
off^ered to the major networks by
Chairman Fly, provided we would
surrender our rights to contest the
legality of the new regulations."
PREMIER RADIO Enterprises, St.
Louis, has announced the recording
of a new series of hillbilly transcriptions for DruK Trade Products, Chicago, through Benson & Dall, Chicago.

Universal's Annex
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood, Cal., is erecting a twostory factory annex. Of composite
material construction and semi-blackout design, main floor will be given
over entirely to production and testing facilities of national defense orders as weU as complete assembly
lines for microphone orders designated
by the Army Signal Corps. Second
floor will be for storage.

y's Reply to
xley
Statement
:
ilResponding to the statement of
plliam S. Paley, Chairman Fly
fited:
-[•'It is hardly appropriate for me
Iengage in a contest in exaggeraIns of advocacy. The new rules
"jitain
genei-ous
not
Jpn discussed
withmodifications
Mr. Paley. The
blic ought to know, moreover,
'lit CBS has always refused and
iitinues to refuse to submit to any
•m of regulation regardless of
J; public interest reflected therein.
^ e public ought to know also that
member of the Commission has
r questioned the propriety of
company going to court on any
iue concerning the Commission."
liey's Reply
► FZy's Reply
^'ollowing is Mr. Paley's reply
the reply made by Mr. Fly to
. Paley's initial statement:
lYilliam S. Paley, president of
S, tonight (Saturday) replied
an attack on CBS made in a
tement by Chairman Fly of the
C. Chairman Fly's attack, as
)ted by the Associated Press,
3 in reply to a statement issued
CBS earlier today in connec1 with the action of the FCC in
.ending regulations on chain
adcasting.

—The

Boss
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Horse
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Sense"

Wheeler

Tom

is a big shot in a big field-

agriculture. His reputation rests not alone on his important work for 33 years
as editor of the Indiana Farmer's Guide — his devotion to the farmer has won
recognition from such figures as the late President Coolidge, Vice-President
Wallace and Secretary of Agriculture Wickard. But more vital, he has always
had the farmer's confidence and esteem.
personality, and his commentaries

iCHOICE

Tom

• Tom Wheeler is now

a WOWO

are exclusively heard on the new

WOWO

PERIODS
noon

AVAILABLE!
Write for WWDC's choice open
periods. WWDC is Washington's
oig buy . . . bonus booster signal,
Kieconomy rates, alert programming
(Jin
America's most prosperous
y market.
4f.'.M. Spence M/jA Washington,
Gen'l Mgr. i^^ps^
D. C.

broadcasts

HOUSE".

are another

Wheeler's daily

evidence

that WOWO

uses specialists for its public service programs.
• The whole story on Tom Wheeler is awaiting your
call at NBC

Spot Sales. Get your copy of it today.
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Western

Electric

Plans

of ERPl
Research Produce:
MM
subsidiary
Ruling
Inc., wholly-owned
Western
Electric Co.,
on Nov. oi'
in Court
Cooperate
To
will
merge
with
the
parent
com
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER
'Of
course,
what
troubles
me
FOLLOWING is the full text of
pany. All its domestic activities wii: ij
see
I
that
is
situation
the
about
PresiNBC
be carried on as the ERP Divisior ji
the statement issued by 12 on the
in these present regulations the of the Western Electric Co., ac-,
dent Niles Trammell Oct.
tions,
as- cording to C. G. Stoll, WE presiFCC's chain-monopoly regula
very definite suggestion of anComas amended:
sertion of authority in the
dent.
"We regret exceedingly that in
mission to do pretty nearly whatT. Kennedy Stevenson, formei
ever it wants to do if it says it is ERPI president, will be WE vice
these critical days when NBC is
making every effort to assist the in the public interest. It is pretty president in charge of the new di
national defense program and is hard to see if we accept these reg- vision, as well as handling genera
ulations as being within the au- accounting, treasurer's and secre
giving every cooperation to the
thority of the Commission why the tary's departments of the paren,
Government through its domestic
and international broadcasting fa- Commission could not assert almost rector.
company and acting as a WE di^
public
cilities that a part of the FCC
anji;hing as being in the
ERPI's foreign subsidiaries o:
to
should insist on disrupting our op- interest and then going ahead
Oct. 31 will be transferred to a ne^
erations and on revising the whole
Es
I said in my own testimony last company, the WesternMr.Electric
method of network broadcasting.
Stevenso
which
of
Corp.,
record,
port
the
from
11
quote
I
Oct.
June — and
In the FCC statement of
be president. This foreign bus;
, will
ness has sho-svn marked expansioi
announcing new rules to govern the "I want to make it clear, however
do it."
business relations of the American
I am not opposed to the prop- it is reported, as theatre owners ct
that
er regulation of broadcasting under off from European sources of sui
broadcasting industry Chairman
Fly referred to his discussions with the licensing powers authorized by ply have turned to America fc
Winning
the various representatives of the Congress and administered by the equipment.
In addition to Mr. Stevenso
established network organizations.
FCC which is a creature of Con- present ERPI officers who contini
disthese
that
Number
the new divisic
It should be added
gress. Such regulation is essential." their duties in have the foUowir
cussions resulted in utter disagree- Regulation
under WE, will
WAIR listeners listen, believe
by
Man,
sion's powthe Commis
ment as to to
matitles: D. C. Collins, Eastern
the practicability of Not Law, Is Urged
and buy. WAIR's spot on the
and as
ers
Westei
ager; Clifford W. Smithchief
the
dial is worth a fortune to
en
the new regulations.
manager; T. E. Shea,
wise time buyer who signs on
The position of NBC has been neer, although he is temporarily
the dotted line.
consistently that it does not oppose leave of absence in Governrae
Reference to
but service; F. B. Foster, Jr., com
rt
rity
Repo
Mino
regulation by the Government
be manager.
d
shoul
troller, and P. L. Palmerton, sal
ation
regul
such
that
y
minorit
the
We
It is significant that
through the processes of law.
report issued by the dissenting have at all times expressed our
WAIR
commissioners of the FCC clearly willingness and desire to cooperate DON DL'NPHT. MBS boxing expe
a new series of footb
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
states:
Commission and with Con- is conducting
National Representatives
"We remain convinced that the with thegress in any modification of the pi-ograms titled Dunpht/s Footl
Review Sunday. 3 :4.j-4 p.m.
International Radio Sales
ex- existing radio law which the progthe Commission
majority of
the
to
d
ary
delegate
necess
ceeds the power
ress of the art may make
merce Committee earlier this yt
or desirable.
Commission in the Communications
adds:
ation
further
and
regul
declared, "Now, as to the applii
that
1934,"
of
Act
However, we feel
tion of these rules to any stati
"We fear that the nation's radio
ssion
commi
tive
istra
service may be seriously impaired by an admin
group of stations, whi
or any
l guid- the
no fundamentaman
matter is taken into court uf
at a time when efficient service is pursuant istoregul
and
by
ation
law
ing
most needed ... the present is not
one rule or upon two rules or uj
not by law. The conception of more
time to force revolutionary reforms
rules then nothing will
exthe
Chairman Fly as to what trically done to that station or to that
upon an industry which has served
isting law is differs diame
the public interest of the nation, from that of any or all his prede- cense until the matter is fins
reforms
particularly when such
cessors. Conceivably that of his adjudicated by the courts. That 1
bear no relation whatsoever to the sharpl
in turn may again vary been our consistent policy in
y.
successors
defense effort."
national
past and it will be in the futi
In the hearings held before the
try can- I am talking about good faith
indus
ng
casti
broad
The
ee
Committ
ce
Commer
ate
Interst
not operate on a stable basis and an expeditious movement into
WTRY
of the Senate in June of this year
adequately serve the public if it courts to get the legal matters
subject
the on
on
to be governed by bureaucratic
of the is
a review White's
aimed ofat Senator
TROY,
N.
Y.
resoluti
fiat instead of by law.
lOOOW
980KC
Senator
FCC,
the
In good faith and as expeditioi
by
orders issued
Chairman Fly in his testimony as possible NBC is ready to ]
White declared:
Basic NBC
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before the Senate Interstate Comcourts bythethefar-re
newad'I
sent toonstheraised
questi
cided."
An H. C. Wilder Sfafion
tions. We rely upon Ch
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Representee! by Raymer
man Fly's statement that he
WANTED!
stay the operations of these re
lations pending the final outc
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Nets Seek

Stay

{Contimicd from page 8)
atement, but in terms of actual
Deration".
j Clinging to his view that the
|j)tion time provision "is better
ir the industry than anything we
.scussed with the networks", Mr.
ly said he did not think it could
p reasonably suggested that any
iss generous attitude is expressed
. the rules than was expressed
_ the discussions with the netorks.
Mr. Fly said he did not think
lere would be any extension on
le rule covering contract terms,
though he would not say flatly
lere would be none "if it meant
etting
way",
hen he started
threw inoutan anorderly
observation
lat had immediate repercussions,
e said the Commission would op';bse the networks' apparent prin(pal means of opposition — • "politipressure". This was picked up
the press and brought stern
iticisni in several quarters. Colnnist David Lawrence branded
an effort to deprive the industry
its day in court through threat
reprisal.
Effect On Regionals
Aside from the effect of the time
^kion ban on affiliates generally,
\ was pointed out that the rules
|ave regional networks high and
c!y. Yankee and Colonial NetJbrks, at the oral argument be'|re the FCC Sept. 12, held that
'ne options were essential if these
ital services were to continue.
JiThe majority in its report
ated it had determined the reguItions should be applicable to relonal as well as national net'prks, but said special circumfences and considerations may be
tplicable in the case of regionals
d the Commission "will examine
1

—WHERE
POWER
COUNTS MOST

WLAC
NASHVILLE, TENN.
soon going to
i0,0OO

WATTS

REPRESENTED BY
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
J. T. WARD? Owner
F. C. SOWELL, Manager
lililROAD CASTING

RECORDED QUACKS in lieu of artificial decoys was the inspiration of
Neel McGinnis, KSTP, St. Paul, engineer, who lugged 250 pounds of
recording to the zoo prior to the opening of the hunting seasons. But
after feeding several loaves of bread to the birds and being rewarded
with some fine contented quacks, the game wardens at the last minute
decreed that utilizing a transcription of the ducks' voice to lure the fowls
would be the same as using live decoys, an illegal method. Now Mr. McGinnis sits in his blind with only a squeaky caller which is reported to be
driving the game away.
any further representation on their
behalf with especial care".
Considerable surprise was manifest over the majority's action in
bodily tossing out exclusive time
options. It was ascertained that
the FCC on Aug. 1 had authorized
Chairman Fly, acting as a committee for the Commission in negotiating with the major networks,
to compromise the time option controversy by allowing three hours
of exclusive option time in each of
three 5-hour segments to networks
in cities having 4 or more outlets ;
2% hours to cities having three
outlets; 2 hours to those having
2 outlets, and 1% hours in cities
with only a single outlet. Why the
majority decided upon discarding
exclusive options entirely was not
explained.
The Commission's action with
reference to the forced sale of the
Blue was viewed as indicative of
the position it would take in connection with the question of multiple ownership where overlapping
service is involved, as presented in
Order 84, on which oral arguments
were held last Oct. 6. In connection
with the NBC action, the majoxity said that separate ownership
of what are now the Red and the
Blue is "so generally recognised
to be desirable that we believe a
separation will soon occur without the spur of a legal mandate".
Fair Values
It added that any policy requiring the sale of "substantial properties should be applied with due regard to the preservation of fair
values, and the Commission wishes
to avoid the semblance of pressure
on NBC to effect a forced sale".
Whereupon it announced that the
regulation had been suspended,
providing that any subsequent
order placing it in effect will allow a grace period of six months
between the announcement and the
effective date.
It was expected the same formula
would be applied to individual cases
of multiple ownership where over-

• Broadcast

Advertising

lapping service is concerned, since
the situations are on all fours.
In other words it was thought the
Commission would make a pronouncement of policy along the
same line, and then essay to knock
off the miultiple ownership situations one at a time, within reasonable limits to avoid "forced sales".

Fish

Wheie

WTAG
WORCESTER
COMPLETE
CENTRAL
NEW ENGLAND
COVERAGE

the

FALLS 260 FEET
But Steeplejack Escapes
With Broken Legs
A STEEPLEJACK, working on
the towers of WAYS, Charlotte,
N. C, had a narrow escape from
death last week when the pole
snapped, throwing him to the
ground. The steel worker, Learden
Eberhardt, of Charlotte, who was
at the top of the 260-foot pole, rode
the pole almost to the ground and
then jumped clear. He suffered two
broken legs and possible internal
injuries but remainel conscious
after his fall.
The towers were being erected by
the Ace High Vertical Radiator Co.
of Sioux City, la. Chief Engineer
Robert H. Rigby of the station said
it was possible the accident will not
delay plans for putting the station
on the air Nov. 1, if the FCC allows the station to take the air
with only a portion of one tower.
Meyer Discs
MEYER BROTHERS DRUG Co.,
St. Louis (Sherton Bl tonic), has
transcribed its quarter-hour Meyer
Brothers Minstrels, live daily on
KWTO, Springfield, and is using
the discs thrice-weekly on WSMB,
New Orleans, and KARK, Little
Rock. Sponsor is also participating
on MJB Show six days a week on
KWK, St. Louis. Agency is Jimm
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis.

Watei's

Alive

Retailers from one end of the Central
New England market to the other are
experiencing record breaking sales,
thanks to the market's five hundred
different industries — the greater portion of them humming with defense
orders. These same retailers are just as
aware of the best Central New England
radio coverage. Three to one they told
Hooper-Holmes, given the choice of any
radio station heard in the area, that
they would use WTAG for advertising.
Scores of them regularly practice what
they preach.

NBC BASIC RED AND YANKEE
NETWORKS
EDWARD PETRY & CO.. INC.— NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
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Fly's Promise
(Continued from page 7)
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group of stations, where the matter is taken to court, upon one
rule, or upon two rules, or upon
more rules, then nothing will be
done to that station or to that license until the matter is finally
adjudicated by the courts. That
has been our consistent policy in
the past, and it will be in the
future.
"Now, I would not want to say
that that would be true regardless
of all the activities that these gentlemen might engage in simply to
break down the principles of the
rules. I am talking about good
faith and an expeditious movement into the courts to get the
legal matters decided."
Later during the cross-examination Senator Bone (D-Wash.) observed that the only way a station
could test out the Commission's
jurisdiction would be by getting
down to the legal end of the discussion of the order, but that in so
doing it might be jeopardizing its
whole future.
A 'Minor Operation'
The record shows that ChairFly interposed:
stationis
wants manto
litigate this,"Ifsir,a that
quite all right. We shall be happy
to join in the litigation and leave
the station on the air until the litigation is completed. All we want is
good-faith litigation: To have him
move in and proceed expeditiously
with the litigation. Then if these
regulations are sustained, as I am
sure they will be, the station will
still remain on the air. All it need
do is conform to the regulations
laid down. The station will not be
in jeopardy. This is not a wrecking operation; this is a minor operation upon some few small clauses
in these contracts. That is all it is,
except for the Red and the Blue."
When Chairman Wheeler (DMont.) asked whether he understood Mr. Fly to mean that "you
will not attempt to purge a station
because of the fact that it went
into court," Mr. Fly responded:
"Oh,
not."
Duringabsolutely
other colloquies,
relating
primarily
to the "forced
sale" Fly
of
the
Blue Network,
Chairman
said repeatedly that ample time
would be given for disposition of
the property, if NBC proceeded "in

G ray b aR
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good faith".
New P & G Serial
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Duz), on Nov. 3 will replace The Goldbergs on NBC-Red,
Monday through Friday at 11:3011:45 a.m. with The Bartons, current NBC-Blue sustainer. The program-, written in Hollywood by
Harlan Ware, former Chicago
newspaperman, is a dramatic serial
of a typical American family in a
mid-western town, and will be
broadcast out of Chicago on 47
eastern stations. The cast includes
Ddck Holland, Jane Webb, Bill
Bouchey, Fern Parsons, and Kathryn Card. Agency is Compton Adv.,
New York.
BROADCASTING

NBC'S NEWEST vice-presiden
Harry
Kopf, was
manager
central C.
division
hailed ofby NB'
cer
tral division sales staff when on
of the resourceful members brougt
back this I'egal banner from tt
Veiled Prophets convention in S
Louis, and
during the
Kopf's
placed
it across
wall absen(
of h
office. The new vice-president ei
tered into the spirit of the prar.
with a smile from v to p.
Gen. Olmstead

Is Namei

As Chief Signal Office
BRIG. GEN Dawson Olmstes
was nominated Oct. 16 by Prer
dent Roosevelt as Chief Sign
Officer of the Army, succeedii
Maj. Gen. Joseph 0. Mauborgr
who retired recently from acti
duty after a four-year term. Gci
Olmstead will be ranked as a maj i
general, and has been acting chi
signal officer for several montl
A native of Coi'ry, Pa., G(
Olmstead was graduated from t
U. S. Military Academy June
1906. After
serving
with theto 1't
Cavalry
he was
transferred
field artillery and later detailed
the Signal Corps. During 1
World War he served for a ti
as Signal Officer of the 83d
vision and served on the staff
the Inspector General of the AF
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New

WHN

Plant

Begin Nov. 1
To
50 kw. Transmitter Located
At East Rutherford, N. J.
ABOUT the first of November,
WHN, New York, will begin emanating its programs from the twin
jtowers of its new transmitter at
East Rutherford, N. J., less than
isix miles airline from Times
i Square, with 50,000 watts power,
instead of the station's present
5,000-watt transmitter at Astoria,
Long Island. Move will mark another major step in the history of
the station, which first went on the
air March 18, 1922, from Ridgewood, N. J., with 250 watts on
760 ke.
New transmitting apparatus is
jWestern Electric throughout, including not only the main 50-kw.
transmitter but also the auxiliary
■5-kw. and 1-kw. units which are
housed side by side in the 60-foot
isquare transmitter building.
!
Shortwave Receiver

j Modern throughout, the building
Icontains a studio, workroom, sleepling quarters for emergency use
and a two-car garage in addition
yto lobby and control room. A builtin shortwave receiver will pick up
jEuropean programs direct,
i A motor generator will provide
emergency power and a microwave
"ibeam from studio to transmitter
will allow radio transmission of
)jprograms should the regular line
,3onnections be broken. Live and
transcribed programs can also be
^joriginated from a special studio in
the transmitter building.
I The 409-foot Blaw-Knox towsrs rest on concrete bases, which
(ti^n turn are supported on masses
; ibf pilings, averaging 62 feet in
a ;i|ength, driven into the salt marsh
iliim which
the transmitter is
i"ijrounded. Antennas are directional,
away from Philadelphia.
Cost $250,000
I
IH Installation, costing about $250,ofboO, is being made under direction
f'',1)f Paul Fuelling, chief engineer of
.|r,he station. Jansky & Bailey are
•Tfonsulting engineers. Construction
.jjj'S said to be the most rapid of any
'^jjiO-kw transmitter in the country,
___U^round having been broken April
tion, W63NY, is
FMng sta
N'sl alo
WH
1ils1
o wel
and this transmitj^er, located at Cliffside, N. J., .is
^o be ready about Thanksgiving
Sere also the Western Electric Co.
jmpplied the apparatus. The towers,
IjiOO feet above the Hudson River,
jvere furnished by Blaw-Knox Co.
W63NY will operate with 1 kw. at
irst, but will probably install a
iO-kw. transmitter in the spring.

THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

LOOKING UPWARD as the new 50,000-watt plant of WHN, New York,
rises into the skies are (1 to r) Herbert L. Pettey, station director, along
with Tom Kennedy, New York Times radio editor, and James LaMarque,
Graybar sales representative.

AGEICY

MOSS BROS., Philadelphia and Pittsburgh,
to J. M. Korn and Co. Inc. Newspaper,
radio and outdoor will be used.
CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS EXCHANGE, Los Angeles (Sunkist oranges,
lemons), after considering presentations
from several other agencies, has re-appointed Lord & Thomas, that city.
ORIGINAL LUNDSTRUM Hat Stores,
San Francisco, to Theodore H. Segall Adv.
Agency, San Francisco. Radio will be used
in a campaign to start the end of October.
CAMEO CLEANSER Corp., Chicago, to
MacManus, John & Adams, Detroit. Said
to use radio.
WALTER H. JOHNSON CANDY Co.,
Chicago, to Sorensen & Co., Chicago.
GRIGGS, COOPER & Co., St. Paul, and
asssociated companies, Foley Grocery Co.
and Sanitary Food Mfg. Co., to The
McCord Co., Minneapolis.
R. B. DAVIS Sales Co.. Hoboken, N. J..
to Joseph
Organization in theJacobs
JewishJewish
field. InMarket
addition
to a
weekday morning program on WEVD,
New York, a campaign in various newspapers is being held.
CANADIAN COLONIAL AIRWAYS Inc.,
Montreal,
Montreal. to F. H. Hayhurst Co. Ltd.,
AGASH REFINING CORP., Brooklyn.
N. Y. (salad
Thompson
Co.,oilsN. &Y. dressings), to BlaineTREESWEET PRODUCTS Co.. Santa
Ana, Cal. (lemon Juice), to Armand J.
Hanson Adv., that city.
Libby to Widen
LIBBY, MCNEILL & LIBBY, Chicago (food), recently began sponsorship of 15-minute transcriptions, Terry & the Pirates, five
times weekly on KMBC, Kansas
City and WGN, Chicago, with other
stations to be added later. Discs
were cut by Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Coi-p., New
York. Contracts run for five years
with cancellation options. Agency
is J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.

R. B. Davis Ponders
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(Cocomalt), after being off the air
for a few years, may again consider using the medium, depending
on the results of a test recently
completed on WEEI, Boston. Company went off the air when it did
not get desired results and decided
not to use radio again. The agency,
Murray Breese Associates, New
York, through the test hopes to
convince the company to return to
radio advertising next year.

AT
A

Owned and Operored By
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

LAST

GOOD

BASE

se
On
es In"
"CashDefen
ssippni and
MissiCotto
Mississippi Is harvesting its richest
cotton crop in 12 years — $176,850,000.00 worth!
State defense contracts total approximately $140,000,000.00!
Together they comprise over 316
million hard round reasons for Investing your advertising dollars
with WJDX — dominant radio station In the growing Mississippi
market!
Member of Southcentral
WJDX -Quality
^THC -Network
WSMB - KARK
KWKU - KTBS

PAPER

RECORDING
BLANK

engine
ing
d the
rejecte
ideaersof
have record
MANY
refor that
discsfeel
using papercording.base
You may
way about them, too. But we
think you may change your
mind when you see the new,
improved Presto Monogram
Disc. We sent samples of this
disc to a few stations in July.
In every case they started to
use them immediately in
y.
quantit
They are not as smooth as
our glass or recoated aluminum discs
don't recommendand
them forwereproducing

ideal for reference recordings.
They're lightweight, easy to
file, safe to handle or mail anywhere and the price is 40%
less than our standard discs.
The base of the Monogram
disc is cardboard— the flattest,
smoothest stock obtainable.
The coating material is exactly
the same as our highest grade
discs. They cut with the same
needle pressure and angle.
Surface noise is nil.
The Monogram disc is made
in all sizes up to 16". It's worth
knowing about. Order a sample carton today.
of 10 from your
distributor
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Regionals Meet
{Continued from page H)

neui EncinnD
MORE

PEOPLE

are listening
MORE

HOURS

Recent surveys show that
the WLAW audience is
growing . . . growing in
a market of more than
400,000 radio families
. . . the important Merrimack Valley area. You're
missing worthwhile EXTRA
radio coverage in New
England if WLAW is not
on your list.
WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
5000 WATTS • 680 KC.
Columbia Affiliate
National Representatives
THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

Seattle

KIRO

AS

OF

THE APPOINTMENT

ANNOUNCES

miss

must be preserved". Certain of the
broadcasters present repeatedly asserted their belief that "we can get
along without ASCAP" but the
prime movers were quick to declare
they were not proposing to "gang
up" on ASCAP in any way but
rather to "get the best terms possible by negotiation".
From
a reliable source it was
learned that a raising-of -hands revealed that two NBC affiliates present, two CBS and three MBS admitted they had notified their networks they had already agreed to
go along on the new network contracts.
Prominent in the floor discussions
were said to have been Messrs.
Damm, Gillin, Shepard, Hubbard
and Wooten.
Several of the broadcasters
frankly stated after the meeting
that they came as "interested observers" and as "listeners" and declared they doubted the need of a
permanent organization. Throughout the proceedings there ran
charges of "network domination"
of NAB, but the leadership studiously avoided any semblance of
a break with the NAB.
"I don't believe that was the will
of the meeting", said one broadcaster. "My feeling is that the
general sentiment opposes sabo-

Hazel

Kenyon

EDUCATIONAL

Miss Kenyon,
a national

DIRECTOR

who has achieved

reputation

field of education,

in the

brings

a

wealth of experience to augment
KIRO's

program

of greater

public service.

50,000
UIHTTS

KIRO

CBS
nffliiate

SEATTLE

PACIFIC NORTHWEST'S
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STATION

FuU Attendance
AT CHICAGO MEETING
Eugene C. Pulliam, WIRE, Indianapolis
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha
Henvv W. Slafick, WMC. Memphis
William
KTUL-KOMA, TulsaOklahomaGillespie,
City
William
M.
O'Neil,
WJW,
Akron
Edward C. Coontz. KVOO, Tulsa
Arthur Church. KMBC, Kansas City
Lester Lindow. WFBM. Indianapolis
John A. Kennedy, WCHS, Charleston, W.
H. Va.
J. Brennen, WJAS-KQV, Pittsburgh
burgh _ ,
Robert M. Thompson, WJAS-KQV,
PittsStanley Hubbard, KTSP, St. Paul
Luther L. Hill. Iowa Broadcasting System
Hulbert
WKRC. KEOD,
Cincinnati
DorranceTaft
D. Jr.,
Roderick.
El Paso
Walter J. Damm. WTMJ. Milwaukee
Les Johnson. WHBF. Rock Island, 111.
Wiley P. Harris. WJDX, Jackson, Miss.
Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP, Lexington, Ky.
Edgar T. Bell. WKY. Oklahoma City
Gayle V. Thomas,
Grubb, WKY.
City
Norman
WDOD.Oklahoma
Chattanooga.
John McCorwick, KWKH-KTBS, Shreveport
Wilbur M. Havens. WMBG, Richmond
W. A. Bowrv. WMBG. Richmond
Campbell Arnoux. WTAR, Norfolk
C. T. Hagman, WTCN. Minneapolis
George M.J. Burbach.
KSD, St.
Louis
William
Scripps, WWJ,
Detroit
C. D. Brewer, WWJ, Detroit
Harry Bannister. WWJ. Detroit
Hovt Wooten. WREC. Memphis
Forrest P. Wallace. WWJ. Deti-oit
Ronald Woodyard, WING-WIZE, DaytonEd Springfield
Cranev. KGIR, Butte
Morgan
Murphy, WEBC-WEAU, DuluthEau Claire
Walter
Bridges,
WEBC-WEAU. DuluthEau Claire
Ben Ludy. WIBW, Topeka
Gene O'Fallon, KFEL, Denver
H. G. Wall, WIBC, Indianapolis
George H. Jaspert, WTAG, Worcester
Gordon
WSJS, Winston-Salem
Walter Gray.
M. Koessler,
WROK, Rockford

AND CHEESE-CAKE
SQUASH
motif inspired the press relations
department of WJR to take this
left is a norshot. The squash at
mal one weighing 1% pounds. The
squash at right is what happens
when Duncan Moore, WJR commentator, shoots the colchicine into
their mutahis flora and upsets
tions. It weighs 30 pounds. Squash
holders are Miriam Eldred (left)
and Lillian Metsker, of WJR.

taging the NAB, and several here
told me they would not quit NAB
because they felt the industry
needs a centralized united front of
all elements". On the other hand,
another prominent broadcaster not
now a member of NAB freely asserted that the new organization
would spell the doom of NAB, in
his opinion.
Some resentment was voiced
against IRNA, on the ground that
its committees had "sold out" the
independent affiliates in acquiescing
to the ASCAP deals.
Ranks Restricted
It was made clear that neither
the networks nor their owned and
managed stations would be allowed
oi'ganizathe new
to participate
tion,
and thatin clear
channel and
local stations would be excluded.
Some of the regional station owners present, including Mr. Pulliam
(also owner of WAOV, Vincennes,
Ind.), are also identified with local
station ownership, but they are to
be admitted only by reason of their
regional stations.
The secret sessions also brought
forth an unsubstantiated report
that President Harold A. Lafount of
NIB had written to Mr. Pulliam to
oifer to coalesce the two groups in
order to set up a "strong trade association" asagainst the NAB, but
no comment was forthcoming.

One prominent broadcaster reported to the meeting, when it
opened in the morning, that he had
been in contact with FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly, who was
quoted as having asserted that the
FCC was interested in seeing the
BROADCASTING

Mutual Villains
WHEN IN DOUBT as to
what name villains should
draof MBS'
have inmaticsome
authors
programs,
have been
neatly the
solving the
problem of late by tagging
them with the names of people who work at WOR, Muoutlet.
tual
New York
thur Hale"
was the
name"Arof
Bullrecent
a
on
villian
the dog
Drum-mond program, and
"Avery Giles" acted leeringly
The Shadow
week.of
Theon real
Arthur last
Hale,
course, is the Confidently
Yours news reporter on MBS,
and Avery Giles is a member
of the WOR continuity department.

music problem settled so that
"discordant note" in industry a1
fairs would be removed and thu
help bring about "peace and hai
mony in the broadcasting indu
try". Mr. Fly, it was saidj addt
that his remarks were not to 1
construed as indicating an intei
tion on the part of the FCC i
force the broadcasters to enter int agreements unsati
any copyrigh
factory
to them.
The reaction to this was th.
the copyright problem was no co
cern of the FCC's, being purely ;
internal business problem. T'
interjection of Mr. Fly's name in
the proceeding led one broadcast
to remark privately that he w
"i
d that
convinceof
ever conduct
more than
form"
in the
indust
affairs should come from with
the NAB rather than through a
diverse independent organizatioi
he expressed the belief that t
latter course simply played ii
the hands of the "divide and ru '
plans of what he called "the Wa:
ington boys".
• Broadcast

Advertisi z

Proof

That

the Public

Regards

as More

than

a Strange

started operation July 17 with 36 sponsored programs, none less than 15 minutes long. It serves the Capitol District of New York State — covering 6589 square
miles — 163^2 hours daily, 183^^ hours Saturdays.
Owned and operated by the Capitol Broadcasting Co., Inc. — devoted solely to FM —
it is the first commercial FM station unaffiliated with any broadcast interest.
W47A is also the first station in the country to get a construction permit from the
F. C.C. for STL equipment. It will operate on 331 megacycles with W2XEO as the
call letters. This studio-to-transmitter equipment is being built by G.E. and will soon
be installed.

Radio

Symbol

W47A

General Electric offers the only comprehensive line in FM today — broadcast and
relay transmitters, receivers, tubes, frequency and modulation monitors, highgain turnstile antennas,
and crystals.
G. E. is the only manufacturer of FM broadcast transmitters and receivers operating
an FM station as a proving ground. To
benefit from actual operating experience
look to General Electric for all your FM
needs. Just get in touch with the nearest
of our 80 offices.

of W47A,
Dwelle S. Hoag, Chief Engineer
takes readings on the 1 -kw FM transmitter

....... ■■

ELECTRIC

50,000

WATTS

WASHINGTON,D.C.

^

CBS

.

power,
first choice

of sponsors

in the

nation's

li
^^Ask any Radio Sales '
for more information about
H| WJ SV, one of the eighteen
^ CBS 50,000 watt stations.
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WEBC, KDAL, Duluth,
Take Over New Facilities
DULUTH'S two radio stations—
WEBC and KDAI^went to their
new facilities last Wednesday with
gala programs celebrating the
events. WEBC went to 5,000 watts
fulltime on 1320 kc, while KDAL,
formerly operating with 250 watts
on 1490 kc, shifted to 610 kc. with
1,000 watts fulltime, using a directional to protect WDAF, Kansas City. The old transmitter building of KDAL has been sold, subject to Washington approval, to
the FCC field monitoring service,
but the tower and transmitter will
be utilized as an auxiliary.
Extensive newspaper advertising, along with other promotion,
was used by WEBC in a 10-day
campaign preceding its Oct. 15 increase. A full-hour inaugural show
climaxed the promotion campaign
which covered northern Minnesota
and Wisconsin. Transcribed messages from radio figures, including
NBC President Niles Trammell and
former WEBC performers now
with networks on other stations and
congratulatory transcriptions from
Minnesota and Wisconsin officials
featured the inaugural show.
Cooperating with local newspapers, WEBC promoted a full-page
of advertisements, with WEBC accounts taking newspaper space to
congratulate the station on its
power increase. The station also
ran teaser ads and general promotional copy over the 10-day period.
A principal stunt of the campaign
was "adoption" by the station of a
Duluth girl and a Superior, Wis.,
boy who were born on June 19,
1924, when WEBC first went on
the air. Called the WEBC Twins,
the youngsters toured the studios
and transmitters and participated
in the inaugural show.
UNIVERSAL LISTENING
New Gadget Permits Check
On Many Stations
NEW radio invention which eventually will allow listeners to one
station to note what kind of program is being carried by others
without tuning them in, was described by Dr. Orestes H. Caldwell,
editor of Radio Today and NBC
commentator on its Radio Magic
series in a talk last week before a
neighborhood group at Rye (N. Y.)
High School.
In warfare, the new device called
"panoramic radio" by its inventor.
Dr. Marcel Wallace, will allow a
pilot to listen in simultaneously on
a dozen wavelengths to detect the
presence of enemy signals or
friendly navigation guides. Heretofore, of course, it has been necessary to tune in successively one
station after another to get bearings, with the danger that a sought
for station may be missed.
In addition, a pilot fiying blind
can, on his instrument board,
"watch" his own plane clear unseen mountain peaks and passing
planes. A submarine commander
can proceed into a harbor, the outlines of which appear on a cathoderay screen, with his ship at the
center, as revealed by subsonic
echoes from surrounding underwater banks and obstacles.
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Canadian Rules
BECAUSE of new scientific
developments all food, drug,
patent medicine and other
products requiring copy approval by the Canadian Deof Pensions
& NationalpartmentHealth
must submit
new copy for broadcast use
within a year of approval of
previous copy. This change
in
regulations
nnounced
in a letterwas
signed a by
J. R. Radford, supervisor of
station relations with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
which was sent on Oct. 11 to
all station managers and advertising agencies in Canada.
Copy will in future be valid
only for one year from date
of departmental approval,
but the department reserves
the right to review such copy
within the period of a year
if circumstances warrant it.
Suit Settled
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In your issue of Sept. 15 you
carried a reference to an article
that appeared in The Birmingham
News with respect to a suit that
had been filed against Radio Station WHMA and m.yself, as owner,
by three of the former employes of
the station.
This action was the result of the
young men in question having been
misled by a young lawyer of this
city. As soon as the facts in the
case were made known, the suit
was amicably settled out of court
and friendly relations restored
among all parties concerned. Accordingly, we will appreciate it if
you will carry a notice in an early
issue of your publication to that
effect.
Harry M. Ayers,
Publisher,
The Anniston Star
Anniston, Ala.
AL RACKIN. Hollywood business
manager of RKO Radio Pictures, publicity department, has been given the
post of radio contact, formerly held by
Eddie Rubin. Raekin also retains
supervision of the accounting division.

OVER

25 kw. Day, 50 kw. Night
Authorized for KVOO
KVOO, Tulsa, last Tuesday was
authorized by the FCC to operate
unlimited time with 25,000 watts
night, 50,000 watts day, using a
directional antenna at night on
1170 kc. The special service authorization issubject to the same
conditions respecting a directional
antenna as the original draft. It
holds a construction permit for
50,000 watts unlimited time.
WFNC, Fayetteville, N. C, was
granted a modification of license
to shift in frequency from 1370
kc, 250 watts daytime only, to
1450 kc. with 250 watts unlimited
time.
Phone Hour Audience
THE Telephone Hour, sponsored
by Bell Telephone System, New
York, will be presented before a
studio audience for the first time
in over a year-and-a-half of broadcasting, Mondays, 8-8:30 p.m. on
NBC-Red, when NBC completes one
of its two new special theatre studios now being constructed in Radio City. To seat approximately
450 people, the new studios are of
latest acoustical design and with
finishing touches under way, the
Telephone Hour will move in for
its first public appearance in a few
weeks, according to N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York, agency handling
the account.
MBS Sacred Series
FIRST major sustaining religious
series to be offered on the net-'
work, Mutual's Radio Chapel,
started on a nationwide MBS hookSunday,
Oct. 5.theHeard
noonup on
Sundays,
series11:30-12::
is produced in cooperation with organized Protestant, Catholic and,
Jewish religious bodies. Well-I
known religious leaders of the
country are to appear on the program each week.
GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER Co.
Akron, O., is charged in a complainl
by the Federal Trade Commission, an
nounced Oct. 12, with misrepresenting
certain quantities for General auto
mobile tires in radio continuities anc
other advertising.
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ASCAP

Modifies

Contracts

(Continued from page 9)
licenses covering such particular
CAP will reasonably postpone the
Hiroadcasts.
audit.
Upon receipt of such request,
(7) Anti-ASCAP Laws — After
ASCAP will quote a fee to be paid vigorous
argument that paragraph
ijliy the originating stations. These
13
of
the
proposed "local station
jquotations will be in dollars instead
commercial license" should
iof percentages. Remaining to be program
be deleted, because it would nlace
isettled is the question of what dis- the station in a position of being
iposition ASCAP will make about
a "watch-dog" for ASCAP, it was
{sustaining fees for unlicensed sta- agreed
that the provision should
^ftions receiving only such football
remain as written, since it was unbroadcasts.
derstood that ASCAP must have
Arbitration Clause
the riarht to withdraw from any
state in which it finds under a state
(4) Arbitration — In connection
law it is impossible to do business
with the subject of arbitrating
and must therefore have the right
imonetary claims which ASCAP
to terminate licenses in such states.
jmight make against stations under
It was pointed out by ASCAP, howj|the proposed contracts, or interpreever, that this paragraph does not
.ttations of any of the clauses in
mean stations must seek to kill any
,lthe contracts, this committee conand all legislation in their state
- eluded that to write an arbitramight affect ASCAP, but that
i|tion clause into the contract itself that
stations in their own interest would
might infringe upon station rights
seek to prevent enactment of statlin the courts in their respective
utes affecting proper conduct of
jlstates, and therefore came to the their business.
■j!conclusion that in their best interj ests it is well to leave out any
Restricted Numbers
ii;iarbitration clause, thereby saving
ithe stations all their legal rights
( 8 ) Restricted Listing — Whereas the present contract reduces the
Jin their respective states.
stated limit of restricted composiParticipation Provision
tions from some 1,800 to 500, IBI
had suggested the restricted listing
(5) Participating programs —
Apropos the question whether AS- be reduced to about 250. It was
CAP would make a claim for comagreed that the listing may remain
lajpensation on programs such as at 500 but if, after experience, this
.!K"early program clubs" which run is found to be unduly burdensome
i lfrom 7 to 7:15 a.m., using music, or restrictive, ASCAP will make
■jand then are interrupted by a every effort toward satisfactory re•-sponsored 15-minute straight news
adjustment.
I Iprogram, after which the second
(9) Mr. Damm raised the question whether WTMJ, as the wholly..^half of the club program is broad[ jCast for the balance of the period, owned subsidiary of the Milwaukee
if^jASCAP agreed it would not expect Journal, in making a commercial
>.(lto be compensated for the revenue
announcement on behalf of the
iderived by the station from the Journal would be required to set a
,(straight non-musical sponsored value upon such an announcement
).|.l'"news"
if incorporated in a musical proIt wasprogram.
understood that ASCAP
gram, and pay ASCAP on it. It was
B.-ijdoes not demand compensation in
clearly understood that as to ani»irespect to spot announcements
I'imade on "station breaks".
(6) Auditing — ASCAP agreed
18,000 Employed
ito notify stations at least two weeks
in advance of making an audit and in WICHITA
if, for any reason, it is inconvenient to the station to receive the Aircraft Plants
auditors on the proposed date, ASA new high of 18,000 employees
in Wichita's aircraft factories is expected to be reached by October
1st of this year.
Additional thousands will be
added as new plant facilities now
being constructed are completed.
Now is the time for you to start
getting your sales message across
to this vast army of well-paid labor.
And there's no better way to do
this than to use the "Pioneer Voice
of Kansas," KFBI. START NOW!

nouncements made by owner-licensee in their own behalf, no compensation would be expected. It was
also distinctly understood that as
to deals made by broadcasters in
the nature of trades for service or
merchandise, such as hotel background announcements in return
for rent, ASCAP should be paid
with a reasonable value placed on
the
tract.time, as provided in the conAfter considerable discussion, it
was understood that as to pending
unsettled deficiency claims against
stations, these should stand, and
that ASCAP might in justice exercise its discretion as to stations
which have been habitually delinquent so far as offering them the
terms of the new contracts is concerned. Itwas understood, however,
that such stations, once the new
contracts have been effected with
other stations, might very well, under the terms of the consent decree,
demand such licenses.
Auditions Return
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co., Cleveland (paints), on Oct. 19 resumed
Metropolitan Opera Auditions of
the Air for its seventh consecutive
season, on 59 NBC-Red stations,
Sunday, 5-5:30 p.m. Wilfred Pelletier, noted conductor of the Metropolitan, again leads the orchestra
and supervises the preliminary
tryouts with Milton Cross again
dong the commentaries. Warwick
& Legler, New York, handles the
account.

World's Farm Implement Capital,
home of nal—an
the industrial
Nation'spayroll
Greatesttotaling
Arsenearly a BILLION DOLLARS annually
. . . TOGETHER WITH 52 of the Nation's richest farm counties, booming
with "Food for Defense" production.
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ANNOUNCER
WANTED
For sports and special
events. Apply to WCSC,
Charleston, S. C.

that all-important "INSIDE PULL",
We have the proof — you'll want it handy. Write!
Howard H. Wilson Co., Nat'l. Reps.
Basic Mutual Network Outlet
_.
^ JFUIX.TIMjLjgSJt C
THE 5000 WATT

news hotter — Washington news vital. INS delivers news to radio in same
volume, speed as to newspapers.
KFBI •WICHITA
5000 WATTS DAY • 1000 WATTS NITE

WFM.I, Youngstown, O.. has signed
for the fuU radio news report of the
Associated Press.

"Inside Pull" is a mighty helpful thing to have
boosting your product . . . especially when you
have the "flush" Tri-City market at stake. We're
a regular "part of the family" in every home in
this
area forof them,
1.741,442
people. That's
because,
we prosperous
are THE SINGLE
source
of faithful 5000-watt service IS hours daily.
"Outside" voices register all too lightly compared
with
"right-at-home"
listening
preference.
Reasonthis
enough
why your message
on WHBF
has

THE PERFECTLY
BALANCED MARKET

War

INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

McKay Heads NBC Press
JOHN McKAY, recently director of
public relations and special events
of WFIL, Philadelphia, has been
appointed manager of the NBC
press department, effective Oct. 20.
A graduate of the U. of California, McKay has an extensive background in newspaper work and
publicity. He spent 10 years with
the Sa7i Francisco Bulletin, the
last four as political editor and
feature writer. For the last eight
years he has been engaged in public relations activities and for seven
years he has taught contracts and
corporate law in addition to his
other activities. Earl Mullin will
continue as assistant manager of
the department.

mm
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Radio
New

Regulatory

and

Labor

Problems

Power/

Meetings
Considered at Regional NAB
KEYNOTING
the
first
of
a
series
Aldridge, WPAY; Leonard D. CaltvieteSteomti
lahan, SESAC; Harry Callaway,
of 17 regional meetings of the
WHAS; Eugene Carr, WGAR; W.
NAB throughout the country, NAB
Lee Coulson, WHAS; J. F. Cox,
President Neville Miller addressed
the seventh district session in WAVE; Warren G. Davis, WCMI;
Robert E. Dunville, WLW; Philip
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 9-10, warnE. Dusenbury, WPAY; Joe Eaton,
ing
station
executives
of
serious
WALlA
WHAS; Ralph G. Elvin, WLOK;
problems on the legislative, regu0. E. Fields, WMAN; E. Y. Flanilatory and labor fronts.
WSPD; Russell Gohring,
MOBILE, ALA.
Mr. Miller pointed out to the gan,
WBNS; Credo Fitch Harris,
60 broadcasters representing 20 WHAS;
Charles Harris, WGRC;
stations from Kentucky and Ohio
Sheldon B. Hickox Jr., NBC; Stanthe unlimited opportunities and
ton P. Kettler, WHIZ; James M.
responsibilities offered by national
LeGate,
WHIG; Nathan Lord,
0
00
defense
to
broadcasters
in
matters
5,
WAVE; Ben Mcintosh, WGRC;
of morale and assisting GovernLeonard Nasman, WFMJ; William
WATTS
ment agencies.
Orr, WBNS; Willis B. Parsons,
Gathering was also addressed by NBC;
John F. Patt, WGAR;
Day and Nite
Carl Haverlin, BMI director of
Patterson, WAVE ; Howstation relations, recounting the George
ard J. Perry, WGRC; R. J. Pirkey,
history and success of BMI with
a statement that BMI licenses to WAVE; H. Potter, WOMI; Jack
Harris, War Department; Jack
date are now held by 724 stations;
Price, WBNS; J. H. Ryan, WSPD;
Edward M. Kirby, chief of the Arch Shawd, WTOL; James
radio branch of the War DepartSheehy, WHAS; Alex Sherwood,
ment, who complimented radio on Standard Radio; J. Porter Smith,
its excellent coverage of the re- WGRC; Neal A. Smith, WCOL;
cent Army manuevers; J. Harold
C. E. Schindler, WGRC; Dean UpRyan, seventh district director,
son, WGRC; Ralph Wentworth,
calling for a free discussion of in- Lang-Worth; George L. Young,
WSPD.
dustry problems with ASCAP;
Frank Pellegrin, NAB director
Eighth District
of broadcast advertising, conductGeneral
discussion of industry
ing a seminar with station sales
Positive Coverage In The Vital
problems
marked
the NAB 8th
managers.
Gulf Coast Defense Area!
District meeting in Grand Rapids,
Attendance
also
included:
L.
M.
Reps.: John H. Perry Associates
Mich., Oct. 13-14. Featured were
Brockington, assistant to the prime
minister of Canada; William 0. talks by Mr. Miller; Carl Haverlin,
BMI station relations director;
Mr. Kirby; Leonard Callahan, general counsel of SESAC; Ralph
Wentworth; and Milt Blink, Standard Radio.
RY
CHRISTHIHS
The following attended the meeting, at which John Fetzer, WKZO,
IT'S A LITTLE
Kalamazoo, district director, presided: J. B. Conley and Frank
EARLY FOR
Tooke, WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne;
Lester Lindow, WFBM, IndianapoCHRISTMAS
lis; J. J. Flanigan, WIBC, Indianapolis; G. B. McConnel, Robert
Bausman, and A. R. Jones, WISH,
GREETINGS
Indianapolis; R. H. Swintz,
BUT NOT
WSBT, South Bend; George Jackson, WBOW, Terre Haute; Dan
Jayne, WELL, Battle Creek; Mr.
TOO EARLY
and Mrs. Howard Loeb, WFDF,
Flint; Leonard Verslius, WLAV,
YOU GET THE ^f^a
^
THE BEST CHRISTMAS
SHOW
YOU'VE
EVER
HEARD
so EXCEPTIONAL ^ SO AMUSING • SO INTERESTING
to Adults as well as Kiddies that one Sponsor
in each City will grab it.
15 Quarter Hour Xmas Programs and 45 more without
XMAS "tie-in" that can follow.
THE TITLE: STREAMLINED FAIRY TALES
Produced like the ever-POPULAR CARTOON MOVIES wiHi impersonations —
DRAMATIZATIONS — sound effects, etc. Modern versions of well known fairy
tales. An outstanding program — hear it and be convinced.
COMPLETE BROCHURE ON REQUEST.

OF 5ALES,PARTNER,
mm

Grand Rapids; Owen Uridge, WJR,
Detroit; Ray V. Hamilton and J.
W. O'Harrow, WKZO, Kalamazoo; Grant F. Ashbacker and W.
C. Wester, WKBZ, Muskegon;
Angus PfafF, WHLS, Port Huron; i
Jack Harris, War Dept.; W. B. j
Parsons, NBC Therausus, and Sheldon Hickox, NBC.
A highlight feature of the District 10 meeting in Omaha, Oct.
15-16, attended by about 40 broadcasters, presided
was the sales
conference,
overmanagers'
by Sam :
Bennett, of KMBC, Kansis City.
Jack Harris, director of news and
special events of the radio branch
of the War Department Bureau
of Public Relations, also participated in the conference of news
editors, another feature of the
Omaha meeting. John J. Gillin Jr..
general manager of WOW, Omaha,
and 10th District director, presided at the general session.
Tom Connolly, manager of CBS
program promotion, addressed the
sales managers' meeting Oct. 16,
along with Frank Pellegrin, director of the NAB department of
broadcast advertising. Mr. Pellegrin also addressed the Omaha Advertising Club on "Retail Selling
Attending
the Craig
sales managers'
meeting
were:
Lawrence,
by Radio".
KSO-KRNT; Mrs. V. J. LeBarron,
KGNF;
KOILKFAB;
MerleArtS. Weaver,
Jones, KMOX;
Al Ramsey, Andy Anderson, J. C
Rapp, KMA; Morgan Sexton
KROS; J. M. Lowman, KOIL
KFAB; Howard 0. Peterson
WOW^; Harold W. Fulton, Hah
Bondurant, WHO; Buryl Lot
teridge, WOC; J. J. Gillin Jr.
WOW; Holly Shively, John Blaii
& Co.; Wm. B. Quarton, WMT.
A corrected list of coming dis
trcit meetings, as released by thi
NAB last Friday, follows :
District 1 — Oct. 28, Bancroft Hote
Worcester, Mass.
District 2 — Oct. 29-30, Onondaga Hote
Syracuse, N. Y.
District Ga.
5 — Nov. 5-6, Henry Grady Hote'
Atlanta,
District 6 — Nov. 17-18, Peabody Hote,
Memphis, Tenn.
District 11— Dec. 11-12, Nicollet Hote'
Minneapolis, Minn.
•
Tex.District 13 — Nov. 20, Baker Hotel, Dalla-j
District 14 — Dec. 8-9, Denver, Col.
District 15 — Nov. 28-29, San Francisc
Cal.
District 16 — Nov. 24-25, Los Angele
Cal.
District Ore.
17— Dec. 1-2, Seattle, Wash., c |
Portland,
The District 3 meeting will not be hee,
until
NAB afteer
indicated.the first of the year, tl

WRVA

COVERS

RICHMOND
AND

NORFOLK

IN VIRGINIA!
50,000
WATTS
OAY AHO *J1QM1
COLUMIIA ANO MUTUAL NETWORKS

19 EAST 53rd STREET at Madison Avenue .. .NEW YORK CITY
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Results

by

Radio

Explained to AFA
|Allison Tells Advantages at
|Tulsa Advertising Session
'radio, newspaper, direct mail,
^(utdoor and advertising men of
other allied interests met in Tulsa
lOct. 16-18 for a discussion of mu[tual problems, in connection with
fthe Advertising Federation of
America's three-day tenth district
ijconvention.
'! Neville Miller, president of the
jNAB; M. F. Allison, Cincinnati,
';lpromotion manager of WLW, ap'ipearing
for J. and
D. other
Shouse,radio
Crosley
.vice-president,
men
;|called for direct action in improving the merchandising angles of
;]radio advertising and campaigns.

Allison's Talk
Ij
In a talk, "How to Get Results
|from Radio Advertising," Mr. Al5ilison expressed no magic formula
jifor radio campaign successes, but
ideclared the focal point of most
ilsuccessful radio is directed toward
outstanding retail merchandising,
ij "I refer," he said, "to merchanidising campaigns that jar everybody out of their lethargy from the
.Vice-president on down to the office
^ijboy ... a campaign that sends
[salesmen singing on their jobs . . .
jia campaign that awakens dealers
tfrom the moment their doors swing
Jjopen in the morning until they
creak to a close at night ... a cam!Jpaign that so closely identifies
product-program and dealer that
I the customer finds it almost impos|.'3ible to buy anything but your
ijproduct, at your price."
1 "Probably radio's biggest reason
jj|Eor success is the fact that intellij^ent advertisers have diligently
''I'lTierchandised
he other
said. media,
"It is
!entirely possibleit,"that

J^bxcept for radio's one inherent adI l/antage (the 8 to 1 radio advanyzage in impressions per dollar spent
f,Un advertising over newspaper and
[a 12 to 1 advantage over a maga'""zines) could have done the same
,g;hing. The most successful advertisers have demonstrated that
Hjradio advertising works best when
you keep everlastingly at it and it's
,lip to the advertiser, the management, the agencies, the radio prol^ram department and their protnotion staffs to keep everlastingly
^t it, too. Hand in hand, such a
l^rogram will get sales results."
Vaporizer Spots
SOLENE Co., New
I^^APO-CRE
Bfork (vaporizer lamp), on Nov. 17
Starts one-minute announcements
on WLW, Cincinnati, and WSB,
'A.tlanta. Contracts run for 26
New
i>veeks. Irwin Vladimir & Co.,
pork, handles the account.

BIG LLOYD YODER, former Carnegie Tech Ail-American football
player and a West Coast grid official while with NBC in San Francisco, is now one of the Rocky
Mountain section's best-known officials. Here he is (at right) in conference during a recent game between Denver U and Brigham
Young U.
Longines Tunes
LONGINES - WITTNAUER
WATCH Co., New York, during
the past two weeks has added five
stations to its list carrying the
World's Most Honored Music programs which are now on a total of
124. Schedules vary from one halfhour show to six quarter-hour
shows weekly. New stations are
WTCN, Milwaukee; WBT, Charlotte; KXOK, St. Louis; KDKA,
Pittsburgh, and WENR, Chicago.
Agency is Arthur Rosenberg Co.,
New York.
Six Join Mutual
SIX STATIONS, on Oct. 16 joined
MBS as affiliates of the North Central Broadcasting System, bringing
Mutual 's total number of outlets to
180. New stations, all on unlimited
time, are WHDF, Calument, Mich.,
1400 kc, 250 watts; in Wisconsin,
WSAU, Wausau, 1400 kc, 250
watts; KFIZ, Fond du Lac, 1450
kc, 100 watts; WFHR, Wisconsin
Rapids, 1340 kc, 250 day and 100
night; WHBY, Appleton, 1230 kc,
250 watts, and WHBL, Sheboygan,
1330 kc, 1,000 day, 250 night. On
Oct. 19, WRNL, Richmond, replaced WRVA
ate in that
city.as the Mutual affiliShell Jingles
SHELL OIL Co., New York, is conducting acampaign urging motorists to "winterize" their cars with
Shell products. One-minute jingles
describe six specific steps to be
taken on about 55 stations, most of
which are used on a year-round
basis for announcements. Starting
in northern states and proceeding
south two weeks in advance of cold
spells, the campaign will end in
Florida about Dec. 1. Agency is J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York.

STATION
I^ll^^^ THE FRIENDLY
• CBS
50,000 watts
•
SEATTLE
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
^FREE &■ PETERS. Inc., National Representatives

ADCASTING

LVDENS SCHEDULE
HAS 108 STATIONS
LARGEST fall and winter spot
campaign in the company's history,
comprising one-minute live and
chain-break announcements 3 to 10
times weekly on 108 stations, is being launched by Ludens Inc., Reading, Pa., for its mentholated cough
drops. Campaign got under way on
six stations Oct. 6 with others beadded17.on a graduated scale untilingNov.
In addition company is starting
one 15-minute news period weekly
each on WLW, Cincinnati, and
WABC, New York, and five-minute musical programs thrice-weekly on KDKA, Pittsburgh, and
twice-weekly on KNX, KARM and
KSFO. Contracts run 13 to 26
weeks. Agency is J. M. Mathes Inc.,
New York. Spot list includes:
WOKO
WMBR
KRNT
WLW
KMBC
WTIC
WSFA
WCKY
WTAM
WJAR
WGAC
WCAO
WGY
WSPD
WMT
WALA
WTAG
WBNS
KFH
KGNC
WDEL
KLRH
WHIG
WFOY
WRAK
WJR
KGKO
WBBM
WOR
KGGM
WKY
WFAA
WGBI
WISN
KTUC
WWNG
KVSF
WCSC
WASH
KTSA
KFBK
KTRH
WDNG
KTSM
WDOD
WNOX
WBIG
WOODWFBC
KOY
WAVE
WREC
KRGV
KTUC
WTAR
KLZ
KSUN
WOPI
WSM
KSL
WMBG
WPTF
KPO
KGHL
KIRO
WRVA
WMBD
KGIR
KRBM
WOWO
KFPY
WDBJ
KPFA
WSJS
KEX
KMOX
WISH
KIDO
WBT
KYW
WKBW
WLBZ
WHP
KFYR
WKBN
WJDX
WGR
WGAN
WCAX
WNAX
KWKH
WLAW
WDAY
WFBL
WWL
WNBF
WGST
KDAL
WJSV
WHAM
WTUC
WCCO
WIBX
WCAO.
WMAZ
WTCN
WSAN
WAPI
WHO
WAZL
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INDIANA
RE'Soffers state* Full-timeHEWIBC
wide coverage to the alert advertiser who wants to sell Hoosierland.
You get it in one convenient package as the map shows.
Large shaded area daytime 0.5
MV. Line 5000 watts — non-directional. Inside area 0.5 MV. nights
1000 watts.
Indiana's Friendly Station Serves Hoosierland
* * ¥/
1 B C * *
INDIANAPOLIS
Mutual Broadcasting System
Represented by HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
New York, Chicago, Kansas City

Only by TRANSCRIPTION
Transmit
• WHERE
• WHEN
Reach

Your

can you
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you

want

you

want

any market, anywhere,

it
it

anytime

Economically- — Speedily — Safely with
ELECTRICAL
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30,000,000

Youngstown

s
America'

th
rk
Ma3
5et

WFMJ
Youngstown* s
Favorite Station
NBC AFFILIATE
*U. S. Census Bureau

Lowest
National
In New

Rates
Orleans!

QUARTER HOUR, I TIME
Night
.... 60.00
... 60.00
...130.00
MUTUAL (WNOE) .: 40.00

Reach
Within FM
Listener Response
Growing
Is Claimed by FMBI
MORE than 38,000,000 people live
within ample listening distance
of at least one FM station operating on a regular schedule, according to results of a survey recently
completed by FM Broadcasters
Inc., national trade association of
the high-frequency outlets. The
17
study, conducted among the the
commercial stations already on
air, also shows that they may hear
are from 60% to
programs that
100% exclusively FM.
Of the 17 stations, 15 of which
standard broadare operated byFMBI
points out
cast stations,
there is surprisingly little duplica
tion of the programs heard over
the AM parent outlets in the same
area. The breakdown reveals that
89.6% of the FM programming is
already exclusive with the duplication occurring largely with network and local shows demanded by
listeners.
Listener Response

has authorAlthough the 59FCC
commercial FM
ized a total of
stations so far, 42 are still in the
construction stage. The other 17
are on the air in such cities as New
York, Chicago, Milwaukee, Los AnWNOE
geles, Detroit, Boston, Hartford,
, Nashville and in a
burgh
Pitts
New Orleans' Greatest Radio Value
large portion of New England.
A Mutual Affiliate, ■
Schedules of these stations range
from 8 to 20 hours daily with 13
hours as the average, according to
A>2 1-^- -"i^- v5>"' '^'-O^- '^'k FMBI's survey.
Growing listener interest on a
MOVING?
steadily increasing scale is reported
with public reby the FM stations by
If so — CJOR offers a fine
the sales of
action, as evinced
location at the top of the
receivers and fan mail, in an "enthusiastic and promising" stage.
dial where listeners in
Widest set distribution, the FMBI
research states, apparently has
^ this area always tune for ^
been undertaken by General Elec§ the best
tric, Stromberg-Carlson and Zen§
ith, all mentioned as leaders in 12
major markets.
CJOR
WXYZ Changes
Vancouver — B. C.
1000 Watts
H. ALLAN CAMPBELL, general
, has
manager of WXYZ, DetroitJames
National Representatives
promotion of
the
ed
announc
J. H. McGillvra (U. S.)
G. Riddell, formerly WXYZ traffic
H. N. Stovin (Canada)
assistant sales man-y
supervisor, to Earl
Moore, formerl
ager, and H.
'-C^v5>"y/-manager.
/L^.
office manager, to studioformerl
y of
Lambert B. Beeuwkes,
KYW, Philadelphia, also has joined
on and adWXYZ, as sales promoti
vertising director, and David H.
Harris, of WOOD-WASH, Grand
and conIN THE 7th RETAIL MARKET
Mich.,
Rapids, tinuity
chief. as traffic
KSTP
MINNEAPOLIS
SAINT PAUL
NIGHTTIME SISNAl FROM MIIIHESPOUS TO THE WEST EQUIMLEHT TO
133,500 WATTS
NBC BASIC RED NETWORK
50,000 lUatU
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Hartford Store's FM
E
TUCKEL S RADIO & APPLIANC
Store, Hartford, Conn., on Oct. 12
started the second sponsored program
heard on W6.5H, Hartford FM outlet.
The half-hour recorded request feature
was placed by .Julian Gross Agency.
Hartford. WC5H's first commercial
ns Brothfeature
er at
Neubau
OttoAVatki
ing by
featurred
ers,and sponso
,
the
piano
and
solovox
started
early
in
.
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FM
England
New
Is Set For Hearing

Living

AL FM conFIRST COMMERCI
tract in Philadelphia was penned
last week by Samuel Feld (left),
general manager of Adams Clothes
hing
furnisarea,
men'selphia
Store, chain
in theofPhilad
stores
with Benedict Gimbel, Jr., president
of WIP, Philadelphia, and its FM
adjunct, W49PH, soon to go into
In the background lendoperat
his smile of approval is Harry
ing ion.
Dittman, head of H. M. Dittman
y, Philadelphia, hanAdv. Agenc
dling the Adams account.
PREMIUM

TESTING
Sponsors Are Offered New
Service by WLW
A PREMIUM testing service will
be offered network and spot advertisers by WLW, Cincinnati,be effecsubwill
tive Nov. 15. Premiums
mitted two weeks before the offer
to a selected group of housewives
s' Founchosen from the Consumer
and representing all ecodationclasses.
nomic
be asked to evaluThe group willand
results of the
ate premiums
e
pre-testings will be made availabl
to advertisers using premiums. The
service also "will include the privilege of cut-in announcements by
network advertisers referring to
ansuch red
premium appeals
not beallconside
nouncements willwhile
as commercial copy in WLW continuity," the station announces.

Three Applicants Seeking the
Same Class C Channel
the'
for l thein 4-3
C channe
Class ations
E applic
mc.
THREFM
New England area were designated
for consolidated hearing when the
FCC last Tuesday ordered the requests of W65H, Hartford, W57A
Schenectady, and Radio Voice of
New Hampshire Inc., Manchester
N. H., to be heard jointly.
W65H, owned by WDRC, is
already the holder of a construction permit for a new FM statior
on 46.5 mc, although W65H is
operating commercially on the fre|
quency under a special authoriza
tion, while W57A, General Electri.
owned, is permittee for an outle
on the 45.7 mc. channel.
Seek Choice Assignment \
Radi'li
of The Inc.,
The ofapplication
Voice
New Hampshire
censee of standard broadcast stsi
tion WMUR, Manchester, is fo
ne-";
construction
aClass
C station permit
on 43.5formc,a pre
posing to cover an area of 20,29
square miles. W65H and W57.
ar^
propose to serve 13,944 sq. mi.
15,200 sq. mi., respectively, ifAsthea
modifications are allowed.
three are in the same service art
the Class C assignment can on!,
be granted to one.
The FCC at the same meetir
dismissed petition of WDRC In
on'sing grant
the 17Commissi
against
a ne
authoriz
June
last
Class C FM station to New Yo:
Municipal Broadcasting System
43.5 mc. However, on its ov
motion, the FCC ordered that t
New York construction permit
recalled and the permit reissu
on the 43.9 mc. channel to serve t
same 3,900 square mile area, h
tion automatically changes the c
letters from W35NY to W39NY.

laBS.. IN
G N^.
City,
ERIN
island
-long
EN
^^ NE
^^GI
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AFM Walkout
{Continued from page 10)
tnd the British ambassador, and
fice-President Henry Wallace,
ince the symphony musicians are
|inployed as staff members of NBC
1 New York, withdrawal of this
roup would have cancelled the
il-oadcast, with possible Governliental repercussions.
Mr. Petrillo lost another round
1 his legal battle with the Amerilan Guild of Musical Artists for
arisdiction over instrumental
Dloists last week when New York
^upreme Court Justice Julius
^'jliller granted the Guild's motion
or examination of Mr. Petrillo beore trial, ordering the musicians
nion chief to appear in court Oct.
4 and to produce books and records
ecessary for the examination,
luild is suing to enjoin Mr. Petillo and his union for interefering
r threatening to interfere with
>.GMA members.
Plough Spots
!'LOUGH Inc., Memphis (aspirin,
rireethem) , is currently sponsoring
1 thrice-weekly quarter-hour early
^'lorning program, titled Musical
'lock on 32 Don Lee stations,
londay, Wednesday, Friday, 7:15:30 a.m. (PST). Contract is for
2 weeks, having started Sept. 29.
eries features recorded music
dth light commentary
by Bill
^pavidson, Hollywood announcer.
Lgency is Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
illemphis.

Elgin for 4 Weeks
»i:LGIN WATCH Co., Elgin, 111.,
•jlirough Wm. Esty & Co., New
j'ork, on Dec. 5 starts for four
('eeks a series of Christmas pro-rams featuring Shirley Temple,
liiiild film actress, on 70 CBS sta;ons, Friday, 10-10:30 p.m. (EST),
'leries will fill in for the four weeks'
jiyoff of Louella Parsons' Holly|'''Ood Premiere, sponsored on that
i|ist of stations by Lever Bros. Co.
fjllLifebuoy) . Richard Marvin, agenJy radio director, negotiated the
eal.
j
Cosmetic Discs
lATIONAL TOILET Co., Paris,
'enn. (Nadinola cream), has startId a campaign of one-minute tranbribed dramatized announcements
ix days weekly on 21 southern
iations: WOPI
WALA WSFA
:ark wmbr wqam wfla
s/sb wwl kwkh wjdx wbt
/TMA WIS WMC KTSM KTRH
/OAI WTAR WRVA. Agency is
|-oche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
Ihicago.

McCarthy,

THESE TWO performers recently entertained at the show staged
by the Florence, S. C, Saddle Club.
Astride the stalwart steed is Russ
Holt, WOLS commercial manager.
MORE MANEUVERS
Seaboard Stations Aid in
Plane Exercises
RADIO, which played a big part
in the success of the initial test of
the Aircraft Warning Service in
the Oct. 10-16 test exercises on the
Northeast Atlantic seaboard, will
cooperate further during the week
of Oct. 20 during the second phase
of the civilian spotting exercises in
the Southeast and later during
maneuvers on the West Coast. The
Northeast exercises indicated definitely that radio plays a headline
part in aircraft defense, according
to the War Department.
With most of the seaboard stations cooperating in issuing Army
bulletins from the First Air Interceptor Command of the First Air
Force, about 3,700 civilian observers in the Northeast area participated in the exercises. All chree
networks covered the exercises.
NBC carried a quarter-hour twoplane shortwave stunt, opening and
closing from the planes and stressing the part the Interceptor Comtacks. mand plays in fighting off air atCBS turned
its Spiritmaking
of '4-1
feature
to theover
exercises,
pickups from the information center, where warnings are received
and charted, an observation post
and an intercepting flight. MBS
followed a similar plan, emphasizing the use of searchlight batteries
during night operations.

Fibber McGee

Lead Hooper's Ratings
WITH all radio listening showing
a sharp increase during the first
part of October, Charlie McCarthy
with a rating of 28.3 still heads
the
15" programs
listedlistin ofthetheC. "first
E. Hooper
national
ratings on evening programs, issued
Oct. 16.
Second is Fibber McGee, whose
ranking of 27.7 Was achieved on the
second broadcast of the fall series.
Third place with a 25.6 rating
went to the Aldrich Family, followed by Bob Hope with 25.4, as
checked by Hooper on his second
broadcast. Fifth on the list is Coffee Time and sixth is Lux Radio
Theatre. Walter Winchell and Jack
Benny, who battled for first place
during May and June, now are
seventh and eighth on the list, respectively. Following Benny are
Time to
Smile, One
Man's Family,
Mr.
District
Attoryiey,
Major
Bowes, Burns & Allen, Rudy Vallee and Kay Kyser.

5000
watts
Day & Night
means
more

listeners

in the
Intermountain
Market
for KDYL

programs

More Lorillard
P. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Old Gold cigarettes), will sponsor
a new network show on a coast-tocoast NBC-Blue hookup starting
Nov. 3, 7-7:30 p.m., with a repeat
11-11:30. No further details were
set by the agency, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, as Broadcasting went to press. In addition, company on Oct. 15 started sponsorship of Tony Wakemayi, a 1-5 p.m.
six-time weekly recording and
sports results program, on WINX,
Washington.

THREE
ONE
FOR

SPOTS
NIGHT
A

DAILYTIME

YEAR.

WMBG has run four spots daily for one
client for a year this month. The contract is being renewed for another year; and additional
time is also being negotiated for.
Why? Because WMBG

got results.

WMBG offers you the Red Network audience— 5000 watts daytime — 1000 watts night
and equal density of coverage at lower rates.
Before you buy — get the WMBG story.

/4-s

We sell your product as
you'd sell it yourself —
person-to-person — sincerely — recommending
it as one neighbor to
another. And it gets
results!
RED

(jjifR O A D C A S T I N G
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

■OCTOBER
Decisions . . .
OCTOBER 14
, Cal. —
Rodman, 1340Fresno,
E.
J.
NEW,
Granted CP new station
kc 250 w unl.
facilities to be vacated by KARM.
modific.
Tulsa, Okla. — Granted
KVOO,service
special
authorization unl. with 25
kw N directional 50 kw D on 1170 kc.
WFNC,license
Fayetteville,
C. — 1450
Granted
modific.
250 w unl.N. shift
kc.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— W65H,
Hartford, applic. modific. CP new FM station 43.5 mc 13,944 sq. mi. ; W57A, Schenectady, applic. modific. CP new FM station
43.5 mc 15.200 sq. mi. ; NEW, The Radio
Voice of New Hampshire Inc., Manchester,
CP new FM station 43.5 mc 20,290 sq. mi.
(all designated for consolidated hearing
Class C frequency ) .
MISCELLANEOUS— WDRC Inc., Hartford, dismissed petition rehearsing against
grant
W35NY. On
FCC'smc. own motion
W35NY to reassigned
to 43.9
OCTOBER 15
NEW, Associated Broadcasters Inc., San
Francisco— Granted CP new international
station 6060 kc sharing with WCBX and
WCRC, 9570 and 11870 kc with WBOS ;
15350 kc with WRUL and WRUW ; 17760
and 21610 kc unl., 100 kw.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— W8X0,
Cincinnati, applic. CP transmitter changes
increase 750 kw.
MISCELLANEOUS— W71RF. Rockford,
111., denied petition modify CP : KOB, Albuquerque, N. M., granted modific. special
service authorization ; WIBG, Glenside, Pa.,
granted continuance hearing to 11-21-41 ;
WHAS, Louisville, Ky., granted petition
dismissing application 840 kc 500 kw unl. ;
KVOA, Tuscon, KGGM, Albuquerque, and
KFVS, Sante Fe, granted postponement
hearing to 12-22-41.

Applications . . .
OCTOBER 13
NEW, New Jersey Broadcasting Co.,
Newark — Amend applic. CP new FM station 49.1 mc 5,580 sq. mi. 11,194,000 pop.
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark. — Modification
special service authorization 1 kw N 10 kw
to LS simultaneous WEAL.
KOBH, Rapid City, S. D.— CP 1280 kc
contingent on WTCN shift increase 1 kw
N 5 kw N new directional, transmitter.
KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash.— CP change
1520 kc increase 1 kw install new transmitter.
NEW, Palo Alto Radio Station, Palo
Alto,
Cal.— N.CP new station 1370 kc 1 kw
directional
NEW, The Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
San Francisco County, Cal. — CP international station 6140, 9570, 11870, 15210.
17760, 21540 kc 100 kw. Unl. on 17760 share
other with WBOS.
WBRY,CP Waterbnry,
modific.
to request 1590Conn.—
kc omitAmended
power
change equipment, etc.
WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla. — Amended applic. CP change 1460 kc directional N 5 kw.
Lafayette,
— Amend
CPWASK,
new station
1450 Ind.
kc 250
w unl. modific.
OCTOBER 16
W81PH,
Philadelphia,
CP new FM station to 46.5Pa.—
mc. Modification
WCOA,
Pensacola,
Fla.—
CP
change N.1030
kc increase 10 kw N & D directional
KDNT,
Denton,
Tex.—
CP
equipment
changes increase 250 w.
WPAX,
Thomasville,
Ga.
—
CP
install
new
transmitter.
Truett Kimzey,
Greenville,
CPNEW,
new station
1400 kc 250
w unl. Tex.—
WOLS, Florence, S. C— Voluntary ascasting Cosignment
. license to the Florence BroadWLOL, Minneapolis — Relinquishment
ontrol by John P. Devaney, deceased,
through increase capital stock 1,000
NEW, WHFC, Inc., Cicero, HI.— Amend
application CP new FM station 48.3 mc
10.800 sq. mi. 5,111.622 population.
KFXJ, Grand Junction, Col.- — Amend
applic. CP to 920 kc.
NEW,
Broadcasting
lulu— CP Aloha
new station
1340 kc Co.,
250 wHonounl.

11 TO OCTOBER

Network pKccomh
All lime EST unless oiherwise indicaled

COMMISSION

17 INCLUSIVE-

WBYN and ABTU Settle
HIGH COURT GRAISTS
Differences on Oct. 10
ASCAP
TO
APPEAL
THE U. S. Supreme Court last STRIKE of the Associated BroadIntercast Technicians Unit of the
Monday granted a review of the
national Brotherhood of Electrical
Washington anti - ASCAP case,
Buck V. Case. Although no date Workers against WBYN, was
settled the evening of Oct. 10, with
that arguwas set,
wouldwasnot indicated
be heard for some
ment it
the men returning to work that
weeks. The case was appealed after same evening, less than 36 hours
a three-judge Federal District after they had walked out at noon
Court in Washington had held AS- the previous day. Settlement was
CAP to be a combination in re- along the lines previously agreed
straint of trade within the Sherto by station and union, it was reman Antitrust Act, and that under
ment subwith the manage
ported,
the "clean hands" doctrine it could
demands that one
mitting toABTU
not invoke the aid of a court of
, described by the union as
employe
equity to enjoin enforcement of the "not
a qualified technician in any
Washington anti- ASCAP law.
of the word", be assigned to
sense work.
other
The Supreme Court also refused
to review the decision of the New
executive secreGeorge Heller,
York Court of Appeals in Weber v.
tary of the New York local of the
American Federation of Radio
Opera on Tour Inc., on grounds
that the record did not show that Artists, sat in on the conference.
the Federal question presented by AFRA will shortly begin negotiations with WBYN,
the petition for review was necessarily decided by the lower court.
John Lapp, labor counsel for the
Rural Electrification AdministraThe New York court had decided
tion, has agreed to arbitrate the
not
does
union
s'
musician
that a
differences between ABTU and
stagethe
induce
to
right
have the
increases for techhands' union to order stagehands
CBS overnicianswage
at CBS M & O stations.
not to work for a touring opera
set last week for
been
had
date
No
company because it used recorded
arguments.
hear
to
Lapp
Mr.
muhire
to
refused
and
music
sicians. In enjoining the acts of
NAM
Case
Arbitrated
the musicians' union, the New York
of Laurence Hammond
court decided that no "labor dis- COMPLAINT
of ManufacNational
pute" was involved within the against turers
was settled Assn.
by the
last week
meaning of the New York Anti-in- American Arbitration Assn., which
junction Act.
handed down a decision giving property and origination rights to the
its NBC-Red program DeA SPECIAL list of college songs, NAM for
fense For America, and upholding
music
football marches and patriotic
s
claim for full payment as
Hammond'
SESAC.
by
radio
to
has been released
series. The_proformer producer of the ued
Oct. 25 by
be
will
gram
kc 1 kw the NAM upon discontin
KVOA, Tucson, Ariz., CP 590
on from NBC.
notificati
; KGGM, Albuquerque,
unl direction590D kc& 5N kw
unl. directional N ; which is understood to have a prosN M., CP
KVSF, Sante Fe, N. M., CP 1260 kc 1 kw
pective siwnsor for the 7-7 :30 p.m.
unl (consolidated hearing. Dec. 22).
period.
COMPLETE^
TESTING i
FACILITIESj
t1

New Business
PLOUGH Inc., Memhpis (aspirin
Breethem), on Sept. 29 started for 52
weeks Musical Clock on 32 Don Let
stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7 :15-7 :3C!
Agency: Lake-Spiro(PST).
a.m.
Shurman,
Memphis.

lphia
(religio
Air, Philade
the
H onof'
CHURCus),
'S Young
PEOPLE
YOUNG
Peoples
The
19 resumed
Oct.
Church of the Air on 80 MBS. Sun..
4:.30-5
phia. Agency: Ivey & EUingtOD.
Philadelp.m.
Renewal Accounts
UNION OIL CO., Los Angeles (gas
Nelson Pringle's
and oil),onhas3 renewed
News
CBS Pacific
stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 7:4.5-8 a.m. (PST).
Agency : Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
AMERICAN
TOBACCO
Co., New^
14 re-' '
on Nov. Please
Strikes),
(Lucky
York for
news
13 weeks
Information
on 98 NBC-Red stations, Fri., 8 :30-9
p.m. Agency: Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE
Co., San
on Oct.On 17Your
renewed forFrancisco,
52 weeks Whafs
Mind on 14 CBS Pacific and Transcontinental stations, Fri., 6-6 :30 p.m.
(PST).
Agency:
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Los Angeles.
Network Changes
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge
(Rinso), on Oct. 8 added 15 stations
to Big Town, now on 72 CBS stations,
Wed., 8-8
p.m. Two Honolulu,
of the new stations :30
are KGMB,
and
KHBC, Hilo, which receive recordingSj
of the broadcasts, repeating theia
three weeks after regular program.^
Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
LEWIS-HOWE MEDICINE Co., St
Louis (Turns), on Oct. 21 adds 1.^
NBC-Red
stationsmaking
to Horace
Treasure Chest,
a totalHeidt';
of 6>
NBC-Red stations, Tues., 8:30-!;
p.m. Agency: Stack-Goble Adv
Agency, Chicago.
PAKKER PEN Co., Janesville, Wis.
(Quink), on Oct. 12 shifted tran
scribed
Disney'sfrom
Song Chicago
Parade oit<
78 MBSWaltstations
Hollywood, Sun., 3 :30-3 :45 p.m
(EST). Agency:
Hummert,
Chicago. Blackett-Sample
BRISTOL-MYERS Co.. New Yorl
(Minut-Rub), News
on Oct.by 27Frank
shiftsBingi
Upto-the-Minute
man, on 8 NBC-Pacific Red stations
Mon.,
Fri., 3 :45-4 p.m. to 4 :4e5Rubicam,
p.m.Wed.,
(PST).
N. Y. Agency: Young 6
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co.. Cir
cinnati
(Duz). for
on The
Nov. Goldhergs
3 substituteo;
The Bartons
NBC-Red. Mon. thru Fri.. 11 :3(:
11 :45 a.m., and adds 11 stations, mal^
ing a total of 47. Agency : Compto;
Adv.. N. Y.
BARBASOL Co.. Indianapolis (shaing cream), on Oct. 19 added six sti>
tions (WFBR
KFEL Heatte
WGR"
WLOL
WTHT)WCAE
to Gabriel
making
a totalp.m.
of 20Agency
MBS : station'
Sun. 8 :4,5-9
Erwil
Wasey & Co.. N. Y.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF LAfV
RADIO INSULATORS ARE DEPENDABLE FACTORS
are
to radio broadcast engineering
Lapp's contributions
of the science.
recognized as highly significant in the advance
wholly pioneering in
Because Lapp developments have been
complete testing
nature, it has been necessary to maintain60-cycle
that for as well aselectrical,
includes
Equipment
facilities.
that for
mechanical and ceramic quality testing,
frequency — beat
of units at radiodetermination
characteristics
determining frequency
and
flashover, corona
run, radio
for
hydraulic pressof iseveryused—
A 1,500,000 lb.
capacitance.
insulaproof-test
for
and
designs,
new
of
test
strength
Y.
N.
LeRoy,
Inc.,
Co.,
Insulator
Lapp
shipment.
tor before

Discs for 150
EX-LAX Inc., Brooklyn (JestJ
Ex-Lax, starting Nov. 8 will spo
sor a two-hour disc-request pr
gram,
evenings,
p.i
Titled Saturday
Life of the
Party, 8-10
progra
has Don Phillips as m.c. Compar
is also in the midst of an extensi'
spot
campaign
more Co.,
than Ne1
stations.
Josephon Katz
York, handles the account.

Tentative Calendar . . .
WIBG, Glenside, Pa., modification license
990 kc 1 kw D ltd. Knoxville (Nov. 21).
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Rockies Booklet

OCKY MOUNTAIN Radio Coun1, consisting of colleges, univertions
s' associa
teacheronal
parent-educati
.ties.
hd other
groups in
ije Rocky Mountain area, for the
ating educationcoordin
;brpose
radio of
in that
section, has issued
24-page booklet summarizing the
fctivities of the Council for the
;ar 1940-41.

Sex Talk
TINY ring-bound booklet titled
"Small Talk About Sex" has been
issued by WBBM, Chicago^ to prospects for its sustaining Every
Woman's World program [Broadcasting, Sept. 29]. Booklet uses a
light approach on biography of
Lorraine Hall, commentator, and
description of market with cartoon
illustrations.

s Wanted, 7c per word. All other classiHelp wanted and Situation
fications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted

Wineer— With first class license, draft
'status, and expected salary, at once.
York.
,j|wSLB, Ogdensburg, New adaptable
anlicensed Operator — Voice
ry. PreExperiencemanunnecessa
,1nouncing.
draft exempt.
married
young
1I fer
State qualifiations, salary, picture. Rocky
ilMountain West. Box 27A, BROADCASTIIING.
bmbination Announcer-Engineer — Wanted
station. In denetwork
localreply
31Jfby
tailed
state affiliated
age, experience, starting salary expected, present connection,
references. Enclose recent snapshot. Box
28A, BROADCASTING.
klcsman— Well established MBS affiliate.
Southeast, offers excellent opportunity to
producer. Drawing account plus commission. Will consider only experienced, aggressive, sober salesman who wants to get
' ahead. Write full details concerning yourself to Box 41A, BROADCASTING.
[alesman — With confidence and ability to
produce in a good market near New York.
' We want to sell time rather than anI! to
nouncements
on a specializing
station programmed
refined tastes,
in good
i music. Perhaps the man for this job is
currently employed but seeking a steady
salaried position in which his earnines
will reflect his ability. Give full details
I) inOur first
All replies
confidential.
own letter.
employees
know of
this ad.
Box 45A, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
ROGRAM DIRECTOR, Excellent EXPERIENCE. Box 34A, BROADCASTING.
xperienced Announcer, Copywriter — Desires change from home town. Draft exempt. Box 37A, BROADCASTING.
(ports
Announcer
— Now
employed
50KW
wishes connection
to build
real sports
department. Box 40A, BROADCASTING.
'rogram-Production
— Fifteen
years'
experience. Now withManCBS
5,000 watter.
Wishes to make change. Box 31 A,
BROADCASTING.
t Recording
Engineer
Ten years'(wax-acetate
experience
with leading
radio— concerns
recording!. Presently employed. Draft exempt. Go anywhere. Box 39A, BROADCASTING.
idea Man, Announcer — Narrator-writer
, wishes to identify himself with radio
station where the accent is on 1942
radio
i-equirements. Box 36A, BROADCASTING.

,,'ommercial
— Proven
' sales recordManager-Manager
on local and national
acC counts. Managed regional and basic netUK„ work
stations
—
anxious
to
make
permanent
CASTING.connection. Box 44A, BROADg'tknnouncer — Good commercial, newscaster,
.jjj' Mutual
experience
. ..
married and
. . .NBC
now Blue
employed
NBC Blue.
Studio Control Operator. Good reason
{tfi for wanting change. Box 43A, BROADCASTING.
itllBROAD CASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Announcer-Continuity Man — Dramatic
newspaper reporter, restudent, former
cording engineer, now employed large
g agency, seeks place with
advertisin
small station. Draft exempt. Box 35A,
BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — Available. Married,
sober, reliable,
age 37, twelve
experience from announcer
up. years
Employed
at present. Can go anywhere, however,
prefer
the south. Box 30A, BROADCASTING.
Young Woman — 28, 6 yrs. experience ;
newspaper background, wants radio
career. Present position, program director 250 watt station. Experienced announcer woman's program, publicity,
traffic, secretary. Will go anywhere. Box
38A, BROADCASTING.
Salesman Executive — Fourteen years in
radio, tion,
newspaper
in retail
advertising :; five
college
degree,promohave
equipped me to sell, write radio. At
peak in present position. Want greater
opportunity. Box 32A, BROADCASTING.
Station Owners — Do you need more economical, efficient, profitable operation ? I
may be the man to manage your station.
Ten years experience on major statons
and networks.
Proven
Promotion and National
Sales.ability
Formerin Time
Buyer for one of largest agencies. Former Producer of best known Major Network Programs. Well known in principal agencies. Interested only in network
affiliate in good market. Services are not
cheap, but will pay dividends. Available
within thirty to sixty days. Best references. Box 33A, BROADCASTING.
Agency Radio Director — With strong sales,
promotion, merchandising and publicity
background wants responsible sales and/
or promotion job with station or agency.
CBS NY and Washington selling experiING. ence. 33, single. Box 46A, BROADCASTCommercial Manager or Assistant — Excellent and successful background in business, and considerable experience in all
phases of radio, announcing, writing,
ING.
production, etc. Box 47A, BROADCASTWanted To Buy
Completetion.
— Write
UsedBoxequipment
for local sta26A, BROADCASTING.
250 Watt Used Transmitter — Frequency
Monitor, Modulation Monitor, and 150200 foot Tower. Box 29A, BROADCASTING.
1 KW Transmitter — Must be good condition. State make, price and length
of service. Box 1120, Aberdeen, Wash.
For Sale
For Sale— Or Will Trade . . . Gates Limiting Amplifier . . . WMFF, Plattsburg,
New York.
Truscon
Towertwo— 264
thi-ee KFJZ,
Lapp
insulators,
yearsfeetold.with
Station
Ft. Worth, Texas.
For Sale— One 6B Western Electric 1 KW
Transmitter
in good
tion. Furthercomplete
details write
Box condi42A,
BROADCASTING.
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Minit-Rub Plans
DINAH SHORE will be the singing star of the new Bristol-Myers
show for Minit-Rub to get under
way Sunday, Nov. 2, 9:45-10 p.m.
on 102 NBC-Blue stations [Broadcasting, Oct. 6]. Under exclusive
radio contract to Eddie Cantor who
is heard for the same sponsor,
Wednesday, 9-9:30 p.m. on NBCRed, Miss Shore comes to the new
show will
withcontinue
the comedian's
but
her role consent
on the
Cantor Time to Smile show. Name
band which is also scheduled to be
featured on the program has not
yet been chosen. Agency is Young
& Rubicam, New York.

ti'B'C BLUE

Now MUTUAL and BLUE at WJHP.
Here's Double Value in every minute.
WJHP is a must in Jacksonville.

JACKSONVILLE

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
There is no substitute for experience

PAUL

GLENN D. GILLETT
ConsuFting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consultins Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUJPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire Stat« Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads
Main Office:
the World of
7134 Main
tloliywood, Cal.
Kansas
Cily, St.Mo.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Bowen Bldg. Interference
WASH., D. C.

Advertise

in
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for Results!
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Case
Radio-Press
to Present
Industry
The press-radio agreement signalthe face of local newspaper oppoFCC and Counsel Hold
sition [Broadcasting, Oct. 13].
ized the apparent end of independent news service for radio, Mr.
Mr. Connolly identified letters,
Sessions to Agree
Moore observed, pointing out that
telegrams and memoranda tracing
On Procedure
Transradio had been founded as a
along this line durWITH plans being formulated for development
primary
radio news service despite
ing recent years in Bloomington,
early presentation of testimony by 111., Savannah, Ga., Corpus Christi,
difficulties and considerable oppoindustry witnesses, through the Tex., and Des Moines.
ment. sition growing out of the agreeNewspaper-Radio Committee, the
Only One Side
Since its start, Transradio has
FCC's newspaper-ownership inbeen beset by hindrances, some
quiry tumbled along to completion
Pointing out that FCC counsel was
of the press association phase of emphasizing cases where there was
traceable directly to rival press associations, he indicated. Citing the
the investigation last Thursday.
newspaper opposition, stemming
FCC witnesses are scheduled to from asset value agreements or barring of radio correspondents
be on the stand when the proceedexclusivity provisions contained in from such places as the press galleries of the national and State
ings resume Thursday, Oct. 23, but their contracts with news services,
conferences during the last week
Capitols,
Mr. Moore declared that
Mr. Connolly observed under crossindicated the FCC is disposed to examination by Judge Thacher that despite these inconveniences and
the FCC did not ask for cases in injustices, radio reporters finally
have the Newspaper-Radio Committee begin its case as soon as which newspapers had waived asset won out after exercising "a little
possible.
value agreements to allow the press
subterfuge" and perseverance. He
associations to serve radio stations.
pointed to organization of the radio
Conference Held
press galleries in Congress as an
Cross-examined by INS Counsel
Counsel for the FCC and the
outstanding achievement along this
T. A. Brennan, Mr. Connolly stated line.
industry held a half-day conferwhen INS started its radio service
ence last Friday, acting upon a
Questioned by Counsel Cohn
six years ago, newspapers gensuggestion of the FCC that counsel
about alleged pressures exerted on
erally
opposed
the
move
from
a
get together to agree on a basic
competitive angle, considering both
foreign news services by the establist of newspaper stations which
lished American press associations,
advertising revenue and circulacould serve as the basis of statisMr. Moore said this definitely had
tion.
"However,
since
then
the
extical analysis. The suggestion came
been the case, to the detriment of
perience ofthe use of news on radio
after a 40-minute conference
Transradio and broadcasters, since
Thursday morning, attended by the stations has been such as to conas far back as 1934. He said such
Commission en banc and counsel.
vince newspapers that radio's use
of
news
helps
rather
than
hinders
"pressures"
had been brought on
Another meeting of counsel is
Havas, Renter's and Exchange
circulation," he declared.
scheduled for Oct. 22, after which
He said he thought the action of Telegraph Service.
the FCC will set a date for the in- Associated
Press in making its
RNA Organization
dustry presentation. Participating
in the conferences were Thomas E. news service available to radio
The
editorial
side of the operastations
through
Press
Association
Harris, FCC assistant general
tion of Radio News Assn., which
has
finally
dispelled
any
telling
counsel; David D. Lloyd, head of
he described as a wireless news
newspaper opposition to extendthe FCC newspaper investigating
ing service to broadcasters. He in- service, is controlled by Transradio
section; Judge Thomas D. Thacher,
as a practical matter, Mr. Moore
dicated that radio sales represent
chief counsel, and Sydney M. Kaye
declared, although RNA otherwise
about a third of INS' receipts.
and A. M. Herman, associate counoperates as an independent entity,
Moore
Testifies
sel of the Newspaper-Radio Commaking its own contracts and sellmittee; Louis G. Caldwell, counsel
ing its own service. He said 49%
Herbert S. Moore, Transradio
for WGN, Chicago.
president, opening his half-day ap- of its stock was owned by TransAt the Thui-sday session the FCC
radio, with the remaining 51%
pearance, briefly sketched his newsheard testimony of J. V. Connolly,
paper experience leading up to distributed among a group of New
president of King Featui-es Syndifounding Transradio in March,
York business and news men, incate, parent organization of INS,
cluding himself. RNA provides a
1934. He said he has been majority
and Herbert S. Moore, president of stockholder since its organization.
complete
news copy service, immeTransradio News Service, last two
witnesses in the press association
phase of the proceeding.
Exhibits Identified
With Commissioner Paul A.
Walker presiding, in the absence
of Chairman Fly, who was attending a Defense Communications
Board meeting, the Thursday
morning session was given over to
the concluding appearance of Mr.
Connolly, who first testified at the
inquiry during its opening days
in July.
Questioned by FCC Special
Counsel Marcus Cohn, handling the
press association phase of the investigation, Mr. Connolly spent
most of the morning identifying
groups of Commission exhibits,
covering correspondence between
INS officials and newspaper and
radio station executives.
Following his previous tack.
Counsel Cohn introduced a series
of exhibits indicating i.ie apparent
difficulties of radio stations in securing press association service in
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diately usable for broadcasting
rather than skeletonized news, he
commented.
Among exhibits identified by M r
Moore was a compilation showir :
111 stations served by Transi i, .,
12 Transradio newspaper clien
and 10 RNA station clients, as <
June, 1941. Other exhibits includec
lists showing nine stations grantee
"exclusive privileges" by RNA
since March 1, 1934 and 30 radic
clients granted "exclusive privi
leges" by Transradio during th<
same period.
Responding to Counsel Cohn, Mr
Moore termed Transradio report;
probably
the "mostviewpoint.
listenable'
from
a broadcasting
H(
cited several Transradio news
beats, at the invitation of Counse
Cohn, commenting that while
Transradio has had its share ol
scoops, it also has had more thai
its share of instances where it di(
not report incorrect facts on out
standing news stories, as he sai(
had been done by some others.
Open Door Policy
Speaking of the 1935 damag<
suit brought by Transradio againsi
NBC, CBS, INS, AP, UP anc
ANPA, stemming from alleged ef
fects of the press-radio agreement
Mr. Moore said that the affair ha'
been settled in 1937 with a casl
payment of $125,000, with botl
networks agreeing to an "opei
door policy" regarding press ser
vices.
He declared that Transradio':
policy is to discourage exclusive
contracts, instead persuading tht
client to include in his contract e
"first refusal" provision covering
exclusive service in his area.
Asked about alleged efforts ol
the other news services to buy uj
control of Transradio, Mr. Moort
declared they had attempted tc
thwart Transradio's development ir
"a variety of ways", including
purchase of stock. He said tha
during its eight years Transradii
had averaged "just over in the
black", although it has experiencec
"some very severe losses".
When Counsel Cohn, through hi;
line of questioning, led Mr. Moore
into a discussion of two cases ir
Zanesville, 0., and Nashville, Tenn.
where newspapers took Transradie
service after they could get m
other because of opposition by the
competing local papers. Judge
Thacher arose repeatedly to chal
lenge the propriety of bringing
into the record such cases, whicl
he said involved only a quarrel be
tween two newspapers. Chairmai
Fly finally indicated to Counse
Cohn that such cases could not be
considered pertinent to the inquiry
Mr. Moore then briefly recountec
situations in Baltimore, Buffalo
Indianapolis and Evansville, Ind.
in which radio clients of Trans
radio cancelled their contract;
after local papers made "offers toe
attractive to turn down" to give
newspaper publicity to the statioi
if it signed with AP, UP or INS
as the case may be. He also briefl;'
reviewed
Transradio's
position ii
the Greenville,
S. C, situation.
• Broadcast
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Recently the 4-H Club boys and girls of Brown County, Ohio, held their annual fair
at Georgetown. WLW's

roving reporter visited these busy youngsters, snapped
them with prize winning projects, noted their comments on The Nation's Station.

Russell Pride, young 4-H former, exhibits a prize winning Jersey heifer. Says
Russell: "I listen to 'Everybody's Farm* because it helps me with my Club projects."

Billy Snider, a healthy young American, displays o prize winning lamb. "Lazy
Jim Day is my favorite on the WLW Boone County Jamboree" Billy
says; "I never miss him."

Pretty Mary Nehus, 16, smilingly reports her achievement, first prize dress-up
dress. Mary shows Newscaster
seriousness H.inR.herGross.4-H Club work, likes

Mrs. Albert Liggett and daughters Caroline, Lucy Ann, ond Mary Jane walked
off with four prizes.morning
Mrs. Liggett
devotionalparticularly
programs. likes WLW's Sundoy

OHIO
INDIANA
i
THE

NATION'S

MOST

MERCHANillSC-ABI.£

STATION

KENTUCKY

REPRESENTATIVES!
York— Corporation.
Tronsamerican
Broadcasting & New
Television
Chicogo — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Avenue.
Son Francisco — tnternotionol fiadio Sol^s,

Thanks

Thousands

now

On the New York air, these nights
at 8:30 o'clock, it 'stele vision curtain
time. It is estimated that 5,000 television receivers — all front-row seats
— are lined up, mostly in homes and
public places, to see the shows — the
matinees and evening performances
— 15 hours of entertainment a week
from the NBC studio stage and from
fields of sport.
Study of statistics gathered by
the NBC pioneer television station
WNBT, which began commercial
programs July 1, reveals that the
video audience in the Metropolitan
area already numbers about 18,000
in the afternoon and 30,000 in the

to Radio

Look

Research

as

evening. On the average, more than
55% of the sets are turned on in the
daytime and 80% at night. Seeing
by radio is as simple as listening, as
far as the receiver manipulation is
concerned.
The programs range from fashion
shows to prize fights, from spelling
bees to a Wild West rodeo, from
baseball to travelogues, and from
football to illustrated news: while
songsters, dancers, magicians, dramatists and bands add to the variety.
That people can sit sixty miles away
and look in on Madison Square Garden to watch the rodeo. To see a
bucking bronco throw its cowboy

they

Listen!

rider across the wavelengths is one
of the wonders of this age.
Electronic research in RCA
Laboratories has put the television
shows
— that
science into
whichspace.
makesElectronics
miraculous
use
of infinitesimal bits of electricity —
is continuing radio's advance across
the threshold of the "Television
The main gateway through which
television has emerged to become a
service to the public is RCA Laboratories. It is from this magic realm
that new wonders in radio sightseeing
will come to give this and future generations new and dramatic visions.
Age."

RCA

LABORATORIES

A Service of the Radio Corporation of America, Radio City, New York.
Other RC4 Services: RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. • Radiomarine Corporation of America* RCA Institutes, Inc.
National Broadcasting Company, Inc. • R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
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talking

BUSINESS

IN

about

BALTIMORE/

Sales in the Baltimore area continue to exceed the national rate of business gains through this most active fall
season in history. Baltimore has been rapidly converted into
the defense capital of the Central Atlantic States.
The nev/ WBAL,

v/ith 50,000 v/atts pov/er and "One

of

America's Great Radio Schedules" is telling the story of
outstanding local and national products and services to this
rich territory.
LISTENERS
NBC

KNOW

gigantic promotion

of WBAL's
campaign

great schedules thru a
including use of radio,

nev/spapers, billboards and direct mail.
RETAILERS KNOW

that practically all the fast selling

brands are publicized on WBAL
NETWORK
THE NETWORK MOST PEOPLE
LISTEN TO MOST

and they find that prominent

display of such products pays big dividends.

ADVERTISERS

KNOW

that WBAL

provides the only lov/

cost method of telling their story to residents of the Central
Atlantic States.

JUST
THE

OFF
PRESS

The November issues of
"Business In Baltimore" and
"Eastern Retailer" are off
the press. Five thousand
copies of these WBAL publications are being mailed
to retailers in the Central
Atlantic States.
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OPPORTUNITIES:

Big, responsive agricultural market
open for progressive advertisers. Good
returns on your investment.
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AlORETHAN

POWER
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TO

Power is important to a radio station. WSM has
50,000 watts . . . the maximum for commercial broadcast stations. But power is only one reason why the
"Air Castle of the South" brings home the
money for alert advertisers. For instance,
there's a low frequency that gives this power
wider, clearer coverage. There's one of radio's largest staffs of artists and engineers
whose close knit cooperation has produced
some
Then
and
that

of the nation's outstanding programs.
there's WSM'S complete production
technical facilities; WSM's low cost
gives you towns (500 to 1500 populaHARRy L. STONE, Gen'l. Mgr
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runs
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moneq
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MONEY'

tion) at eighty-one cents apiece. A market that's
growing faster than any in the nation. Add all these
advantages and you'll put 3"Our advertising dollar "on
the nose" of WSM . . . for greater coverage
. . . greater programs . . . greater sales.
V
V
V
A word about markets: The South, known
as America's No. 1 economic opportunity,
has 60% of the nation's natural gas; 100%
of the bauxite, 70% of the rayon; 42°o of the
nation's lumber. This is a 3500,000.000 agricultural region alone! Your WSM message pierces the heart of this great market.
NASHVILLE, TENN

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY,
REPRESENTATIVES. EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

INC.
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You've

coAtt

yStcMTul

felt it, we've felt it,

everybody's felt it — in times of

entertainment.

curujifrus^!

Today,

radio

the world's biggest mass
tainer. Today more

stress like this, you get so that

than

is

enterever,

you crave nothing in the world

therefore, radio is in step with the

but a release from

times.

tension and

worry. You want amusement,

and
For results today, put your adver-

entertainment.

tising message in the mood
That, we contend, is the one big

day, in the medium

new fact in the advertising busi-

Radio!

ness these days —

in times

of

stress, the world turns to happy

Free
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CfiSCAGO: /So /V. Michigan
Franklin 6373

And

of the

of the day.
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or station data of any sort, we
believe you know
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Worries
Monopoly
Louis G. Caldwell, chief counsel,
4^nti-Trust Chief Calls Chains to Conference
on Oct.
and Fred Weber, general manager.
In addition to Mr. Arnold, Mr,
Waters and Holmes Baldridge,
VBC and CBS Not to Be Sidetracked From Appeals
chief of the litigation section of
the antitrust division, are expected
NDUSTRY unrest over the effect majority sources, the networks as
The Commission could, if it de- to sit in.
well as other informed elements in
sired, interpose no objection to the
f the FCC's revised chain-monopThe Arnold conference originally
ly rules upon station operations
the industry expected postponement
was called for Saturday, Oct. 25,
temporary
injunction, but Chairman Fly has indicated clearly he
nd sponsor relationships was ag- of the Nov. 15 effective date of the
but a postponement was granted
regulations which, in the final personally would not be disposed
gravated last week with entrance
by Mr. Arnold upon the plea of
analysis, now provide for only one
nto the controversy of Assistant
to act that way, despite statements
Judge Burns. Mr. Waters, acting
he
made
to
the
Senate
Interstate
i-ttorney General Thurman Arnold,
drastic change — the so-called "opon behalf of Mr. Arnold, it is reCommerce
Committee
on
the
White
^his portends a possible dispute on tionless" time option rule. Whether
ported, called NBC, CBS and MBS
Resolution. It is reported, also, that
urisdictional and litigation phases
this will come by virtue of tempoattorneys,cussion.inviting
them to the that
disf the problem.
rary injunctions of the courts, or Mr. Fly feels his purported comThe best information
mitments tothe committee to grant
With the regulations still slated through Congressional intervencould be gleaned was that the contion, is still problematical.
D become effective Nov. 15 and
such that
a stay
were
"misinterpreted"
versations would be "exploratory",
and
the
committee
understood
Chairman
Fly,
it
is
understood,
IBC and CBS poised for appeals
since there is a fundamental queshis
position
applied
only
to
licensed
advised NBC counsel last Wednes3 block their enforcement, Mr.
tion of jurisdiction involved in
day that he was not inclined to stations, rather than to networks,
irnold, chief of the anti-trust dimonopoly
proceedings.
which are not licensed by the FCC.
ision of the Department of Jus- postpone voluntarily the effective
Industry observers, however,
ice, has invited attorneys of all date of the regulations pending adwere inclined to regard this new
It is expected the CBS representatives at the conference on phase as double trouble, particuhree major networks to a conferjudication of the basic jurisdictional issue, but that he would put Wednesday will be Edward Klaularly since recent precedent under
nce on Wednesday (Oct. 29), prethe question to the Commission.
lumably to explore the litigation
ber, executive vice-president, and
Mr. Arnold's dynamic direction inThat, it is presumed, would not Judge John J. Burns, chief counsel ;
[utlook.
variably has resulted in "consent
come
until the networks had ap- for NBC John T. Cahill, chief coundecree" negotiations. This happened
I FCC Chairman James Lawrence
sel
in
the
monopoly
proceedings,
pealed
and
petitioned
the
statutory
in
the
ASCAP-BMI
matter, after
Ply, who forced through the new
suits had been filed.
threejudge
court
in
New
York
for
lules and who has counseled with
and
Judge
A.
L.
Ashby,
vice-presia stay.
dent and general counsel; for MBS,
The plight of individual stations
fie Department on purported mojopoly tendencies of NBC and CBS,
ilso may participate.
Not to Be Squeezed
Reports that NBC and CBS
MBS
^White
Paper'
Lauds
Net
Rules
iiight be dissuaded from their anNot only did MBS go all-out for that following careful study, and
Commission Extolled as
after
consultation
with its counsel,
the
new
rules,
but
it
also
held
that
nounced intentions to appeal by
Other Nets and NAB
jirtue of intercession of the antithe Commission's jurisdiction and it expresses "confident and unrefust division were quickly dispower to adopt them are clear and
served belief that the revised reguAre Rebuked
lelled by the networks. Equity
lations will not only have the harmpredicted
its
action
"will
be
upUNQUALIFIED support of the
ful effects ascribed to them, but
bits, seeking temporary injuncheld in court". The 20-page pamwill benefit the radio industry, the
4ons, are in process of preparation,
revised chain-monopoly regulations
phlet was signed by Fred Weber,
«}; was said, and will be filed as of the FCC as beneficial "to the MBS general manager, and appublic, and the advertiser".
industry, the public and the adverjxpeditiously as possible and probproved by Alfred J. McCosker,
It viewed with "amazement" the
bly not later than Nov. 1.
tiser" was expressed last week by chairman of the board (WOR) ; broadsides of criticism and conand
W.
E.
Macfarlane,
president
demnation which greeted the Oct.
Mr. Arnold's action gave rise to MBS in a "Second White Paper"
bnsiderable speculation, but does which the network said had been
{WG'H -Chicago Tribune).
11 order, citing the statements of
distributed to a list of 50,000 to
|ot occasion real surprise. The FCC
Praise for Fly
the presidents of CBS, NBC and
jad transmitted its voluminous re- stem "misrepresentations" attribthe NAB. While all of these "loose
MBS found nothing whatever
uted to the other networks and the
ort on the chain-monopoly prosave that of NAB
wrong with the rules, and praised generalizations",
NAB.
leedings, including the ponderous
President Neville Miller, had been
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Besides endorsing the regulations
lecord amassed during the 1938discussed in the MBS first "White
939 hearings, to the Department
Fly and other Commission repreand commending the FCC majorPaper", issued May 23, it said
arly this year. Victor 0. Waters,
ity, MBS admonished all stations
sentatives for their "infinite pa- nevertheless that the matter is so
to refrain from any committments
lipecial assistant to the Attorney
tience" and "self-sacrificing readi- important, and the danger that
with other networks which bind
ness" to arrive at a workable solu- station licensees, the public and
jJeneral in charge of radio-music
tion during the conference of last
them
to
"a
course
of
action
incon'ictivities,
has ofbeen
de|ailed study
the m.aking
record, a plus
sistent with the regulations after summer. It pulled no punches in advertisers "will be misled by the
criticizing the positions taken by widely publicized misrepresentaivents which have transpired since,
Nov. 15." It pointed out that affiltions" was sufficiently great to
i,nd it has been an open secret that
and the NAB in opposiiate contract provisions which vio- NBC, tion toCBS
warrant
publication of the new
the
rules
and
to
the
FCC.
[(he Department proposed to take
late the revised regulations may
analysis.
After
analyzing
the
changes
make
stations
liable
to
punitive
jiteps once the Commission's action
■fecame final.
MBS contended the option-time
action by the FCC, and may pos- effected by the FCC majority in its
Meanwhile, despite emphatic resupplemental report of Oct. 11 provisions, though non-exclusive,
sibly run counter to the anti-trust
laws.
{Continued on page JtS)
[Broadcasting, Oct. 20], MBS said
jiorts to the contrary from FCC
4rnold
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affiliated with particular networks,
in the light of the regulations, has
had industrywide reverberations.
Until there is a postponement of
the regulations, stations are faced
with the necessity of revising their
network contractual arrangements
to conform with the rules. The rules
apply differently in varying markets, depending upon the size of
the station, the number of outlets
available, and other factors.
Cream for the Powerful
Consequently, no hard-and-fast
yardstick can be applied in all
cases. Stations have found it expedient, it is reported, to decide
upon individual courses of action,
complying with the regulations as
written, and taking maximum advantage of their separate positions
and requirements.
The view still predominated,
however, that under the regulations the cream of network business
is destined to gravitate to the best
station in a particular market,
despite the "first call" privileges
permitted under the rules.
The series of angry exchanges
which erupted immediately following issuance of the revised regulations Oct. 11, between network
heads, the NAB and FCC Chairman Fly died out last week. But
MBS stepped into the breach with
its "Second White Paper" horizontally supporting the regulations,
heaping encomiums of praise upon
the FCC majority and admonishing stations that the rules, in effect, must be regarded as in force.
MBS advised stations to move
cautiously in their dealings with
existing networks, lest they run
counter to the regulations. MBS
also expressed its confidence in a
court victory by the FCC, should
the networks appeal, and otherwise
gave the regulations and the Commis ion a100% bill of health [see
story on page 7].
While there were no new developments in Congress, it was stated
at the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee that plans
shortly will be announced for hearings on the Sanders FCC ripper
bill (HR-5497) to reorganize the
Commission and demark its functions, expected to begin about Jan.
15-Feb. 1. The full committee is expected to conduct the proceedings.
There is possibility that Chairman
Lea (D-Cal.) will inquire into the
status of the FCC operations, perhaps looking toward postponement
of the regulations pending the
House inquiry.
Senate Inactive
At the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, before which is
pending both the White Bill (S1806) to reorganize the FCC and
his resolution to check the FCC
pending writing of new legislation,
there was no word whatever. Senator White (R-Me.) already has
asked Chairman Wheeler to reopen
consideration of his FCC crackdown resolution, but the Chairman
has been out of town and nothing
has been done.
The Senate Committee is expected to meet this week to conPage 8 • October
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THEY'RE IN THE ARMY NOW, these ex-radio folk
who converged on Camden, S. C, for the First Army
maneuvers, now in progress. At left of microphone
on table is Ed Kirby, chief of the Radio Branch of the
Army, now on leave from his post as NAB public
relations director. He is being interviewed by Wesley
Wallace, WPTF, Raleigh, assigned to cover the
maneuvers. The war games will continue through
November, and WPTF is covering them, along with
sider the Western Union-Postal
Telegraph merger legislation, and
also possibly to report favorably
on the nomination of Clifford J.
Durr to become a member of the
FCC [BROADCASxmG, Oct. 20].
Should the committee be brought
together, it is thought likely that
Senator White, ranking minority
member, will plead for action on
his resolution in the light of these
new developments.
How far Assistant Attorney General Arnold proposes to go in his
conversations with the network representatives (and possibly Chairman Fly) is not indicated. It is
understood Mr. Arnold has indicated that while the matter of possible proceedings against the networks has been before it, the Department has never had in mind
any criminal prosecutions. Presumably, the Department finds itself
in something of a quandary, particularly since there has been the
hue and cry of "monopoly in radio".
The Department, obviously, is entrusted with the prosecution of monopolies. The networks, throughout
the two-year proceedings, have contended that if monopoly exists, it
is the function of the antitrust
division to act — not the FCC.
Chairman Fly, on the other hand,
has consistently held, for the majority for which he speaks, that
the FCC has jurisdiction and is
empowered to ferret out monopoly
or tendencies in that direction
under the "public interest, convenience and necessity" clause of the
Communications Act. Apparently,
the Departments feels it would be
open to allegations of having been
dilatory if the monopoly contentions held.
A Legal Anachronism
Another anomalous situation develops, it is indicated, in the impending equity suits of the networks against the FCC. Actually,
the suits would be brought against
the Government of the United
States, and it is up to the Attorney
General to defend such actions.
While he can delegate FCC counsel
to handle the matter, that would
be done in the name of the Attorney General. Thus, the Department, in this px'ospective proceeding, would be forced to defend the

other stations, on a daily schedule. In this pictur
made at First Army headquarters in Camden, ar
(1 to r) Capt. Newton Jacobs, former freelance writ<
and radio artist who has worked with CBS; Cor
Robert Button, former assistant program manage '
NBC-Blue; Mr. Kirby; WPTF Engineer Willai
Dean; Mr. Wallace; Corp. J. Lester, former chief ai
nouncer, WTAG, Worcester; Private William Davi(
son and Sgt. Leon Leek, both formerly of NBC.

Sarnoff Repeats
DAVID SARNOFF, president of RCA, from his office
in New York, officially opened
by telephone-electric lines the
new radio-phonograph department of the John Wanamaker department store in
Philadelphia Oct. 24. It
marked the second time Mr.
Sarnoff has been called upon
to handle opening honors for
the store.radio
He put
the store's
one-time
station
on the
air as engineer of WOO,
which
marked Mr.
Sarnoff's
first entrance
in the
radio
field.
contention of the Commission that
it has jurisdiction over purported
radio monopolies.
If the Department should have
in mind antitrust proceedings
against the networks, because of
"block booking" operations under
the exclusive time option provisions
or for other reasons, it would have
to be brought on the basis of violation of the Sherman Act. That
would be in fundamental controversy with the FCC contention, according to informed attorneys.
The Department has focused primary attention upon NBC and CBS
maintenance of artists bureaus and
recording-transcription operations.
While it has taken no formal position, the inference has been that
these operations have tended to
suppress competition in these fields.
The Commission majority also held
the same view, but inferentially
referred these matters to the Department ofJustice. Since the hearings developed, CBS has disposed of
its artists' bureau and has not engaged in an out-and-out commercial
electrical transcription manufacturing business, though it is in the
home recording field.
Merely Informal
NBC is in the process of negotiating sale of its artist's bureau
or at least a full-scale divorcement,
and in the transcription field has
eliminated what it believed to be
the primary source of complaint —
refusal to permit lines of other
transcription companies into its
BROADCASTING

studios for recording purpose
What bearing these modified opera
tions would have on the Depart
ment's view is another of the ur
determined issues.
The only information that coul
be procured on the scope of th
conference was that it was calle
as an "informal discussion" to a^
certain the course the Departmer
should pursue, if any. It was eni
phasized there is no immediate in
tention of seeking indictments an
that the Department felt it had t
protect itself against allegations i
Congress or in other high place
that it had been dilatory in failin;
to prosecute a monopoly. It wa
clearly inferred that Chairman Fl.
had asked the Department to in
tervene, and in some quarters i
was thought this reported actioi
may have been the basis for Mr
Fly's statement on Oct. 13 that hi
would be "surprised" if the net
works appealed from the rules, j
Lime Cola on 78
LIME COLA Co., Montgomery
Ala., through Davis, Harrison i
Simmonds, Los Angeles, with loca
bottler tie-ins, in late Novembe
starts a 13-week national campaigi
on approximately 78 stations.
quarter-hour transcribed musica
program featuring Texas Jiv
Lewis & His Lone Star Cowboy:
will be utilized. Tie-ins will alsi
be made with theaters during per
sonal appearances of the aggrega
tions. Musical group has beei
signed under a five-year contrac
by Lime Cola Co., with Don L
Davis, advertising director of the
firm, setting the deal, and cur
rently lining up station list.
Carter Coal on 15
CARTER COAL Co., New York
(Olga Coal), on Oct. 19 startec,
its fifth year of sponsorship oi
Hermit's Cave, weekly mysterj
series, on 18 stations. Originating
at WJR, Detroit, the series is produced by The Mummers of The
Little Theatre of the Air. Stations
carrying the series are WBBM
CFRB WBIG WCHV WFBM
WGAR WING WJEJ WJR WJSV
WKRC WLBC WLVA WOOD
WPTF WRVA WSJS WTAR
Ralph H.theJones
Co., Cincinnati;
handles
account.
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I;

made that classification practically
worthless
industry. for the communications

Key

Priority

Practical Formula for
Communications
Is Sought
MOVING toward a practical
formula for allocation and priority
ratings of strategic materials for
the radio and communications industries, the Defense Communication Board's newly-organized Priorities Liaison Committee has
scheduled an Oct. 29 meeting with
industry "priorities representatives".
Following the group's Oct. 20
meeting, strong possibility was
seen that the Priorities Committee,
after DCB approval of the plan,
may bring before the Supply Priorities & Allocations Board its
recommendations on policies for allocations and priorities for communications.
Policy Needed
If these views receive SPAB
sanction, that agency — top Government unit in determining priority
questions — probably will promulgate apolicy of priority determination under which the communications industry can operate, it was
foreseen.
Although no machinery or definite program has been evolved concerning the role of the DCB Priorities Committee in the policymaking picture, it is considered
possible that SPAB might direct
DCB and the Priorities Committee
to make a broad study and report
on the materials requirements for
the entire communications industry. To facilitate these considerations 0PM has been invited to place
a liaison representative on the
Priorities Committee. He probably
^vill sit in on the Oct. 29 meeting.
Until this move is made, it was
understood, the question whether
the communications industry's priority matters would be handled by
the DCB Priorities Committee of
a special section in 0PM is to be
held in abeyance. Meantime, it was
indicated, the communications industry should continue to utilize
the established priority machinery
of 0PM.
Another development came with
announcement of 0PM 's establishment of an industry advisory committee for the radio manufacturing
industry, which is schedule to hold
its first meeting Oct. 30. Through
Radio Manufacturers Assn., 0PM
has invited representatives of
every branch of the radio manufacturing industry to sit on the commit e .ince
S
the DCB body is interested only in the operating end
of communications, it was thought
the new 0PM industry advisory
committee would interfere in no
way with any plans of the DCB
Priorities Committee.
The Oct. 30 meeting, and organization of the industry committee,
mth members to be nominated at
that time, is being arranged by

BROADCASTING

29
Oct.
to Meet
Figures
Sidney J. Weinberg, chief of the major role in communications priorities, itis thought.
0PM Bureau of Clearance of DeHowever, small companies and
fense Industry Advisory Committees. Acting as chairman of the individual broadcast stations would
follow the usual procedure of filing
committee will be Jesse L. Maury,
chief of the Electrical Products & applications for individual project
ratings, it was indicated. Because
Consumers' Durable Goods Branch
broadcasting accounts for the bulk
of the 0PM commodity section.
of FCC activity, it has been felt
A meeting of the RMA priorities
commitee also is to be held in this presented a possible danger
Washington on Oct. 29, before the since that field might be given undue weight in any grouping of the
0PM industry meeting. The RMA
entire communications industry
committee is to continue to funcunder the DCB committee.
tion on immediate industry problems and as liaison with the 0PM
When top-ranking DCB officials
met Oct. 22 with 0PM Priorities
group.
One development of the Oct. 20 Director Donald M. Nelson and his
DCB committee was the feeling aides to discuss the communications
situation, he showed interthat a single overall blanket state- industry
est in determining a practical
ment on the needs for equipment
method for handling the priority
and plant and repair parts for comrequirements of the communicamunications systems for several
tions industry, it was learned aumonths should be evolved, it was
thoritatively. Mr. Nelson, who also
understood. It was indicated this
director of SPAB, informula for a reasonable and logi- is executive
dicated that he wants to evolve a
cal forecast of the requirements of
solution
to the communications ina communications system is being
dustry situation as soon as posconsidered favorably as a practical
sible, itwas said, and he expressed
time-saving method for priority
confidence in the ability of DCB to
handling.
study the problem.
Blanket Forecast
At the Oct. 20 meeting of the industry representatives with the
Under the plan the DCB Priorities Committee would review this DCB Priorities Committee, each inblanket forecast and then transdustry committee gave an exposimit recommendations, tantamount
tion of the priority problems of his
to a final determination, to 0PM,
particular service. It was unaniwhich would actually grant the
mously held by industry representatives that the expanded maintepriority rating for the communications company. This is the program
nance and repair Order P-22
tentatively under consideration if [Broadcasting, Oct. 20], authorizthe DCB committee is to play the
ing an A-10 rating to all industries.
Treasury

Studies

Radio

Levy

On
Instructions
by
Congress
THE Treasury Department defi- "punitive" should be avoided. Such
nitely is at work on a study of a tax had been advocated in some
franchise tax possibilities for the Congressional quarters on grounds
radio and communications industhat broadcasters were being pretries, itwas learned by Broadcastsented a "valuable Federal franing last Friday.
chise" at no cost to them except
whatever taxes they might pay
Although there is no set "time
under general tax schedules.
schedule" for the Treasury report
on its studies, they are under way
The FCC during the last several
weeks has passed over a proposal
in pursuance of instructions from
Congress. This was revealed along for assessment of franchise taxes
with denial of a reported meeting
on a cost-of -regulation basis, as
between John L. Sullivan, Assistant
espoused by Chairman Fly Aug. 18
Secretary of the Treasury, and
at an appearance before the Senate
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Finance Committee during consideration ofthe 1941 Revenue Act,
Fly for a discussion of the radio
from which finally was deleted a
franchise tax proposition.
controversial provision for a 5-159o
Franchise Tax, Perhaps
Federal tax on radio's net time
nually.
Just what form Treasury tax
sales of $100,000 and more anrecommendations along this line
might take remains a mystery, alA comprehensive legislative prothough one report is that a flat
posal under which an excise tax
based on gross receipts would be
franchise levy may be suggested
which may gross as much as imposed on all branches of the communications industry, including
$5,000,000 from the radio and
communications industries. On the broadcasting, to defray the cost of
other hand, another report indi- administering the Communications
Act, was drafted several months
cates that the Treasury Department has been convinced any form
ago by the FCC rules committee.
Designed to raise approximately
of tax that might be regarded as
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Another development on the priorities front came Oct. 21 with announcement by 0PM of a drastic
copper conservation order which
closely restricted the use of copper
in more than 100 "non-essential"
consumer items, including home radio receivers, from now until Jan.
1 and banned its use completely
during the coming year. The move
was regarded as a definite step in
the direction of industry allocations rather than the present priorities policy, set up on a project
basis. Director Nelson has indicated on several occasions that he
feels an allocations system, in
which 0PM would work from the
supply
source rather
than its present restrictions
on purchasing
of
materials, would be more practical.
$2,150,000 to cover FCC overhead,
the proposal has been considered by
the Commission intermittenly during the last several months, but
no action has been taken.
Under the FCC proposal the
broadcasting industry would be
called upon to contribute approximately $1,000,000, with telephone
and telegraph and cable companies
contributing the other half [Broadcasting, Aug. 25]. Insofar as
broadcasting is concerned, the tax
would be in the nature of a gross
levy, with only a $25,000 deduction,
striking all stations with revenue
in excess of that minimum, whether
or not they earn profits. FCC
figures indicate that some 300 stations operate in the red, and it is
presumed most of these would be
hit by the proposed levy.
May Act in November
Assistant Secretary Sullivan,
apart from denying his reported
meeting with Chairman Fly, indicated last Friday that the Treasury Department study definitely
had been under way for some time,
and that it was being undertaken
in compliance with instructions
from Congress. At the time the
proposed 5-15% radio tax was
stricken from the Revenue Act,
House and Senate leaders revealed
that such a study had been ordered,
and that action on a radio tax
might follow when Congress considered legislation effecting administrative changes in the Revenut Code. It is thought this legislation may come before Congress during
November.
Several
members of the FCC,
it is understood, hold that the Commission should not take upon itself the responsibility of developing and advancing to Congress any
comprehensive tax plan for the radio and communications industries.
Rather, they feel, the FCC should
assemble its views on the matter,
along with whatever suggestions
it may have, and make them available in the event Congress or the
Treasury Department or the Joint
Committee on International Revenue Taxation asks for them.
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Directors
Networks
Of

New
Over 80%

See

Early

ASCAP

Approval

Music

of CBS Stations, 90%

Pact

of NBC, Are Said

To Have Agreed; Changes Dispel Opposition
IBI will meet with representatives
WITH REPORTS of "better than
of
ASCAP and of the transcription
80% of affiliates" having already
industry for a general discussion
ratified the CBS proposed contracts with ASCAP and nearly of the problem, but no such meeting has yet been called.
90% ratification by NBC stations,
DULY VESTED with the title of
network spokesmen expressed the
In discussing this with BroadNawa Kara-Rah (Chief Plying
casting, John G. Paine, ASCAP
opinion last Friday that compleNeville Miller, NAB presition of the task of securing ap- general manager, emphasized the Talk), dent,
received the Otoe Indian
proval from the few remaining sta- point that his organization was
honor at Tulsa Oct. 17 during the
tions was just a matter of time concerned solely with performingConvention of the 10th District,
and that the contracts would prob- rights and that the question of re- Advertising Federation of Amerably be signed within a couple of
cording rights, which are handled
ica. Watching in center is William
weeks.
for the copyright owners by Music
B. Way, vice-president and general
Publishers Protective Assn., is one
manager of KVOO, sponsor of Mr.
Edward Klauber, executive vice- in
Miller. Chief Sunatona (right)
which ASCAP will not become
president of CBS, and Mark Woods,
made the presentation.
involved.
The
question
has
freNBC vice-president and treasurer,
quently been raised if the fees ex- ASCAP was going ahead with the
appeared before the ASCAP board
acted by MPPA for commercial use
Thursday and while no details of
task, however, so that Mr. Shepard
the session were divulged, it is of transcriptions of its music on could see how it would compare
stations who have paid ASCAP
with the network blanket license
believed they gave the board assurance the contracts will definitely for the right to perform that music
before deciding which form of
did not constitute double payment
agreement he preferred for his
be signed and ASCAP music re- for the same thing.
turned to the networks.
Yankee and Colonial networks.
At its Thursday meeting the
Per Program Study
Meanwhile, both networks admit
ASCAP board again agreed to give
they are doing everything possible
ASCAP's radio committee is now
all broadcasters blanket permission
to get their affiliates 100% agreed
working on preparation of a per to use any ASCAP music in conto rebate 2 % % of their revenue
nection with football broadcasts
from network commercials to the program network license, at the
request of John Shepard 3d, presi- during the subsequent (last) weeknetworks and so enable consumpend. With the network contracts
dent of Yankee Network, who contion of the deal.
ferred with the committee last so near to the signing stage it is
week. Since the national networks
Bargaining Weapon
expected the board will continue
expressed no interest in obtaining
such permission at least until these
ASCAP's acquiescence to the de- the rights to use ASCAP music on contracts are concluded, with posmands for modifications in the consible further extensions for indianything but a blanket basis, no
tracts made by various station
vidual stations who are negotiating
groups [Broadcasting, Oct. 20] such license has previously been for individual
ASCAP license.
has put a virtual end to organized drafted, Mr. Paine said, adding that
opposition of ratifying the network contracts, leading to the preRebate of 2%%
sumption that broadcasters who Network
Is Accepted
have not yet given their approval
are using the netwoi'ks' desire to By Ed Craney in Letter Sent Trammell
get these approvals as a bargaining
ACCEPTANCE by KGIR, Butte,
the payment of any charges which
weapon in their negotiations with
may be made against NBC from
Mont.,
of
the
2%%
network
rethe networks over other matters
time to time on copyright or for
bate provision on ASCAP paywhich have no connection with the
ments was announced last week by
ASCAP contracts. Every confi- Ed Craney, general manager of anyMr.other
purpose."
Trammell
ten days earlier
dence was expressed at network
the station and one of the most
had
wired
Mr. Craney that he reheadquarters, however, that unani- ardent opponents of the rebate
sented his "implication of dishonmous station approval would be
esty and attempt to becloud the
forthcoming within the near future.
issue on the part of NBC and me
plan.
In a letter to Niles Trammell,
It is understood the readiness
NBC president, Mr. Craney said in relation to the entire industry."
with which ASCAP agreed to that to express his faith in a The telegram was in reply to one
modify the logging provisions in its
sent by Mr. Craney to the NBC
station contracts as requested by material way "in your honesty
president, opposing the rebate
and
integrity,
I
am
herewith
givIndependent Broadcasters Inc.
ing you authority, in order to help formula and the blanket license
[Bro.\dcasting, Oct. 20] was to
[Broadcasting, Oct. 13].
some extent due to advice received you pay your copyright license fee pact.
Mr. Trammell wired Mr. Craney
to
ASCAP,
to
deduct
2%%
from
from the Department of Justice the actual amount of money which
Oct. 8 that the clearance at the
that the requirements of the origi- is due me each month for the sale source arrangement in his judgnal contracts, while perhaps conment was an equitable deal "which
forming technically with the con- of my station time."
results in great savings to affiliated
Not a Precedent
sent decree, might have proved
stations and materially increases
onerous in actual practice. This
Mr. Craney heretofore has op- music costs to NBC." He said NBC
could not be confirmed, however,
posed the rebate principle on sev- only asked that out of the savings
ASCAP stating merely that it had
eral grounds, contending, among
submitted the contracts to the De- other things, that it would set a so obtained for the stations by
partment of Justice and that any precedent for other percentage re- clearance at the source, the stations should bear a "small part of
further comment would have to
bates to networks. He advised Mr.
our increased cost of music which
come from the Department.
Trammell the ASCAP payment "in was not contemplated at the time
Among the details still to be no way is to be constructed as inrates payable by us for your stacluding any deduction for any
worked out is the matter of applytions were established under our
other
sums
such
as
for
free
hours.
ing clearance-at-the-so; rce to comaffiliation
agreement."
He sugmercial transcriptions. It is ex- Further, this is not to be consid(Continued on Page 47)
ered a precedent to be followed in
pected the copyright committee of
Page 10 • October
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Discuss
Licensin*^
New Contracts May Run Unti
1949, Under Proposal
FUTURE licensing plans of
furnished the main topic of discu
sion at a board of directors meetirj
held in New York Oct. 21, accord
ing to Sydney M. Kaye, executi\
vice-president of the radio mus
organization, who said new license
will be issued in March and th;
before then BMI must decide whform these licenses shall take ar
how long they shall run.
Mr. Kaye declined to reveal d(
tails but it is understood longe
licenses than the present one-yea
forms are under consideration, pos
sibly to run until Dec. 31, 1941
terminating coincidentally with th
new ASCAP
licenses.
Networ
k Support j
Representatives of the network
are reported to have reiterate^
their
BMI fo'o
as longpromises
a time toas support
the majority
the industry desires. It was al?
learned that a committee was ap
pointed to work out details of th
new contracts for presentation t'
the board at its next meeting
scheduled for Nov. 14. Names o
the committee members were no
divulged.
Otherwise, the meeting of th
board and the stockholders' meet
ing which preceded it were "strictl;
routine", according to Mr. Kaye
The stockholders reelected the en
tire BMI board and ratified its ac
tions; the board then reelecte(
BMI's officers for another year.
BMI board members are: Nevilb
Miller, NAB; Walter J. Damm
WTMJ; John Elmer, WCBM
Edward Klauber, CBS; Nile
Trammell, NBC; Paul Morency
WTIC; John Shepard 3d, Yanke.
Network. Officers are: Mr. Miller
president; Mr. Kaye, executiv.
vice-president; Merritt E. Tomp
kins, vice-president and genera
manager; Charles E. Lawrence
treasurer; Julius P. Witmark Jr.
assistant secretary.
Meeting was attended by the ful
board, with Messrs. Kaye an(
Tompkins; Carl Haverlin, BMI di
rector of station relations; Marl
Woods, NBC vice-president anc
treasurer, and Meiford Runyon
CBS vice-president, also present.
Berle's BMI

Song

BMI has signed contracts
with Milton Berle, Bert Pellish and Laird Cregar for the
publication of their song
"Would It Make Any Difference to You", with printed
copies to be distributed in
two weeks. Berle and Pellish,
ASCAP members, are granting non-exclusive performing
licenses to stations and have
notified
tention. ASCAP of their at-
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WHO — that's "heard regularly" all over the
State.
Also — in a State-wide survey, thousands of typical
Iowa listeners were asked to name the stations to
which they had actually listened by quarter-hour
periods. Answer: 46.4% of all daytime listening by
all radio families in Iowa is to WHO — only 8.2%

»TH£M
WASTE
#

GVYS

SURE

DO

POWDER.'"

Pardon the corny analogy, gents, but there's

with who's

next "competitor"!

Yes, that sounds almost too good to be true. But
the proof of the pudding is in the results that

quite a good parallel for advertisers here. Filling
advertisers get from radio in Iowa. We'd like to
the air with radio messages really isn't the way to
get results. You've got to HIT

your prospect.

give you some facts. Drop us a line — or just ask
Free QC Peters.

Out here in Iowa, there are sixteen commercial
radio stations on which you can buy time. Most
of them do a swell job, no doubt, in their own

WHO
home towns. But there's only ONE

of them —

! +
PLUS
IOWA
^for
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives
^BROADCASTING
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Television

Nothing^s

Wrong

Money Won't
Cure
TELEVISION today is "beyond
con'^parison" with other cvirrent advertising media for effective presentation of an advertising message, according to
Norman D. Waters, president of
Norman D. Waters & Associates,
New York advertising agency.
"I have no
patience with
people who say
'Television will be
great when we
Mr. Waters
can have color,'
or 'Television will be wonderful
when the pictures are larger,' or
'we'll put advertising on television
as soon as there are enough sets
out to
make it worth while'," he
told
Broadcasting.
They've Got to Learn
"Television is a practical advertising tool right now," he declared,
"but like any other tool it will do
a good job only if it's properly
used. The chief trouble with television today is that there are too
few advertising people who know
how to use it, and too many who
are afraid to learn by experimenting for fear of risking their prestige in the event that the shows are
poor.
"Take our own case," he continued. "In the 15 years this agency has been in business we've used
all available media for our clients,
including some radio, although not
very much of that, as in the fashion field illustration is generally
an essential part of the advertisement. As television developed we
believed it held great possibilities
for advertising our clients' merchandise, and as soon as commercial television became a reality last
July we set out to make use of it.
"After months of study and talking to television executives at the
broadcasting companies we believed we had a formula for presenting fashions via this new medium, and we convinced two New
York
department'
stores, &Bloomingdale Bros,
and Abraham
Strauss,
to give it a trial. So, on Sept. 18,
at 5 p.m., Fashion Discoveries
of Television made its debut on
WNBT, NBC's television station in
New York, the fi.rst in the country
and the only one in the city now
operating comjnercially.
"Our idea was to get away from
the formal fashion showing, with
manikins displaying garments in
the traditional manner that has
become as set and stylized in fashion shows as the steps and positions in classical bahet dancing.
Instead of a parade of girls and
gowns before the camera, we
Page 12 • October
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planned a program which, we
hoped, would be entertaining, and
at the same time effectively present merchandise by showing it in
its
proper
background and in action.
A Bit of Plot
"Our first program, Five O'Clock
Party, was supposedly set in a
Park Ave. apartment, where the
hostess'
provided
an her
excuse for abirthday
new wardrobe
which
guests modeled informally. A slight
plot held the half-hovir together
and allowed for dancers and musicians to provide interludes in the
style show. The second program,
Football Fashio7is, featured campus clothes and the third. Career
Girl, presented a complete wardrobe for the big city business girl.
"In presenting this series," Mr.
Waters continued, "we were frankly experimenting, feeling our way
in an uncharted field with no precedents to guide us. While ours were
not the first sponsored programs on
television, our predecessors had
presented sight-and-sound versions
of their radio programs, had sponsored sporting events and the like,
so with our series we lay claim to
be the first commercial programs
especially designed for television.
"In a way we were tackling at
the outset the most difficult type of
commercial program, for despite
the sugar coating of entertainment
— which, incidentally, was good
enough to give our programs audience acceptance comparable to that
of the most popular sustaining programs— our show was essentially a
half-hour straight commercial.
That is, our goal was to display
merchandise and to present its good
points to our audience, and that's
what we did, with a fashion commentator describing each garment
and giving its price while it was
being shown.
"As I told the audience at the
end of our third program," Mr.
Waters said, "we are convinced

Advertising

that our basic formula is right,
judging by the enthusiasm these
programs engendered, but we must
stop for a breathing spell so we
can have time to recapitulate our
experiences, before we continue our
regular program series, which will
come a little later on."
Mr. Waters continued, "This
pause does not mean that we are
going to stop for any length of
time, or to wait for any television
improvement. We are more convinced than ever that television
today, just as it is, is the greatest
means of advertising that our industry has ever had at its disposal.
The immediate need for improvement is not in the medium itself,
although of course many technical
improvements will be made as time
marches on, but rather in the creation of ideas and development of
technique by those in the advertising field whose function is to study
ways and means of making the use
of all media more effective to advertisers.
It Brings Prestige
"What does television offer the
advertiser today? First it gives
prestige — merchandisable prestige.
To be among the first television advertisers is a sign of distinction,
just as it was for the first users of
radio. And distinction, in the fashion field at least, is a very valuable
asset for any firm or product.
Botany Mills, for example — and the
company is not one of our clients,
by the way — used national trade
paper space to advertise that it
was first in television in its field.
"Next, television today offers
publicity to its users, and publicity
is also valuable. When a department store spends hundreds of dollars to put on a fashion show in its
store, that expense is justified not
only by the small group of women
attending the show, but by the
newspaper reviews which carry the
story of the
store's new ofstyles
hundreds
of thousands
womento

PRESS-RADIO FOLK of the San Francisco area got together with a
few of them participating in a special roundtable broadcast on KFRC,
San Francisco. Four of the roundtablers include (1 to r, seated) Justus
Craemer, co-publisher of the Orange (Cal.) News, director of the California Press Assn.; E. R. Lovett, general manager of Peninsula Newspapers; Dr. Robert W. Desmond, head of the California U journalism
department; Dr. Chilton R. Bush, head of the Stanford U journalism
department. Standing behind the conference table are (1 to r) Marie
Houlahan, CBS Northern California press chief, who arranged the
broadcast; J. Clarence Myers KYA, publicity director; Milton Samuel,
KGO-KPO press head; Bob Hall, feature writer of the San Frny^r-iftco
Call-Bulletin; Howard Culver, KFRC announcer; Pat Kelly of KFRC.
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Tool

throughout
the store's
Television today
also service
brings arej
pub
licity; our first telecast was re
viewed widely by the press.
"Third, and I put it third ad.
visedly, is the audience itself. Ex
actly how large the television audi
ence is right now is estimated ti
be about 35,000 to 40,000 teleview
ers in the New York metropolitai
area. That figure is based on sonn
4,500 home receivers, with an aver
age audience of about five person;
each, and some 600 sets in restau
rants and bars, with about 25 view
ers apiece. In the case of outstand
ing programs, such as champion
ship sports events, the actual audi
ence is greatly expanded. One res
taurant sent NBC signatures o:
193 persons who satisfactorily wit
nessed a recent televised prize figh
on the small screen receiver in thi;,
establishment.
Eyes and Nine
"Accepting, however, 40,000 a
the potential for the average com
mercial telecast, we must remem
ber two facts: First, what the ad
vertiser gets from his advertisini
expenditure depends not only oi
his potential audience but on th
effectiveness of his advertising oi
that audience.
"Second, psychologists tell u
that our eyes bring us nine time a
much information and knowledg
as that gleaned by our ears an
other senses, so that in comparini
television, which offers a combina
tion of sight and sound, with radi
circulation we should multiply ou
video audience by at least nine t
get a fair comparison of the effec
tiveness and sales impact for a
advertiser. A more than nine-tc
one ratio was further proven by
survey, which found that fact
about a product were remembere
by between ten and eleven time i
as many persons who got ther
from television as by those wh
heard or read all other forms o
advertising combined.
"Furthermore, we must conside
the fact that while the listener ma
give only partial attention to a ra
dio program, if a television pre
gram is on, it receives full atter
tion of everyone in the roonf
Lights are turned down, seats ar
arranged to make the set the cente
of attention, and if anyone turn :
away it is because he does not lik
what is being presented, and noi
because of some distraction.
"Television's chief attractions
however, are its immediacy and it
spontaneity, which gives the audi
ence the feeling of being in o
what is happening as it occurs!
with no editing or alteration. Fo
that reason I am convinced tha
television should strive for an in
formal attitude, and not cold, stu<^
led perfection.
"To inject those qualities of im
mediacy and spontaneity into cont
mercial programs in a natural waj
presents a challenge to the adver
tising profession.
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On

the
Panhandle-Plains

ood short-grass pastures, fine row crops,
countless herds of sleek Herefords, cattle
prices high and going higher! That's one view
of the prosperity picture of the rich Plains nnarket. Other angles are: wheat to feed the nation
in an era of national defense — vast oil reserves
for the wheels of industry.
Annarillo is the distributing center and undisputed capital of this great empire. KGNC
the area's NBC

KGNC

Red outlet, is its radio station.

AMARILLO.

Here's good grazing for aggressive national
advertisers ... an opportunity to establish
brands in an up-and-coming,
ket.

year-around

Get the attractive combination

NBC— LONE
5000 WAHS

mar-

TEXAS

STAR

CHAIN
DAY— 1000 WAHS NIGHT

rate on these

four close-knit stations.

<GNC«ttifl

KFYO

CENTRAL
Telephone
BROADCASTING

SALES

OFFICE— 805-6

Riverside 5663
• Broadcast
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KTSA
Tower

Petroleum

Ken L. Sibson, General

Advertising

KRGVi
BIdg., Dallas. Texas

Sales Mgr.

TWX
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Dies

Letter

Employes
of FCC
High Attorney Named Among
Alleged Communists
TWO unidentified employes of the
FCC were among the 1,124 Federal
Government workers listed last
week by the Dies Committee as
members of subversive organizations or as advocating overthrow
of the Government, in a letter sent
to Attorney General Francis Drexel
Biddle.
The letter was sent the Attorney
General by Chairman Dies, in reply to a request for any information the committee might have in
connection with Government employes connected vdth subversive
groups.
A High Attorney
While no names were made public by the committee and the Justice
Department stated that no publicity will be given the results of its
investigation into the committee
charges, it was learned that one of
those named in the FCC is a highly
placed attorney. No information
was available as to the identity of
the other employe.
Attaches of the Dies Committee
pointed out, however, that it has
the names of other FCC employes
in its records linking them with at
least two purported Communistfront organizations in Washington.
It is known that one of these, holding a high legal position, is
friendly with and frequents the
office of an organization which
committee attaches term "out and
out Communists and they'll admit
it".
It was considered highly significant that one of those FCC employes listed by the Dies Committee is identified with the FCC newspaper investigation.
'
Publication
of a report
of the
committee on the activities of the
Washington Bookshop, which the
committee will either brand as a
Communist front organization or
an out-and-out Communist organization in the very near future, is
expected to name the other FCC
employes. The committee has completed its investigation into the organization and only final approval
of the full committee is needed before the report is made public. At
the time of the investigation a
membership list was seized and
names of all Government employes
found on the list were placed in the
committee's files.
The Department of Justice has
been alloted $100,000 by Congress
to investigate employes believed
guilty of belonging to subversive
groups or those advocating the
overthrow of the Government.
When the investigation of the two
FCC employes is completed, the
findings will be turned over to FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly.
Food-Drug Primer
A BOOKLET titled '•Procedure For
Handliii},' Food and Drug Radio Continuity" has been issued by the station relations dis'ision of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. at Toronto, and
is being distributed to all food and
drug advertisers, advertising agencies
and Canadian broadcasting stations.
The seven-page booklet gi.-es the latest
data on how to meet the CBC Regulation 12, dealing with food and drug
radio advertising continuity.
Page 14 • October
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THRICE-WEEKLY
the microphone
of WREN,
Lawrence,
goes to Brick's,
favorite
campus coke-joint
of Kansas
U, where
Jayhawkers
answer
queries posed by John Bondeson (at mike). Each student, in addition to
participating in the quiz, identifies himself on the air. providing a thrill
for the home folks. A correct answer to the prize question brings canf the contestant's
bill correct
at Brick's.
Gathered
around themisses.
booth
are studentcel ation ocustomers
who shout
answers
if the contestant
RECORD IN HOLIDAY
TRADE IS FORECAST
HOLIDAY trade will be greater
than last year and almost certainly
larger than the record Christmas
of 1929, according to a survey published last week by the Wall Street
Jouryial. Retailers, the survey says,
expect to do 20% more business —
on a dollar volume — than they did
in 1940 and many will be surprised
if it doesn't go above this figure.
It was predicted that prices vdll
be on the average 15% higher than
they were last year but this factor
is not expected to affect sales. The
New York Federal Reserve Bank's
report on department store inventories at the end of September
showed a 30% increase over last
year and stocks on hand in individual stores were 35% higher on the
average throughout the New York
district.
Inventories of items which fall
into the gift category are equal to
almost any demand, the survey
said. Naturally, retailers expect
most holiday gift demands to be
centered on a relatively few items.
As a result they have built up record inventories of men's furnishings and it is estimated that 35%
of the whole year's business in this
department will be done during
December. In demand, too, will be
toilet goods, of which it is estimated 10% of the sales will be $1
toilet waters.
Teletype Probe Jan. 12
THE FCC investigation into "unlawfulnes " ofrates, charges, classifications, regulations and practices of the AT&T interstate and
foreign press-private line teletypewriter service will open in Washington Jan. 12, it was announced
last week. The investigation, ordered by the Commission on its
own motion [Broadcastinng, Oct.
20] grew out of a complaint filed
by Transradio Press.
ADRIENNE AMES, screen actress,
has joined WHN, New York, as moving picture eoitamentator to handle
the thrice-weekly Fati Magazine of the
Air program of film gossip.

27, 1941

Not Wanted
NEW WAY of finding a
sponsor for a show turned up
last week when Joe Bolton,
m.c. of the Go Get It program on WOR, New York,
received a phone call from a
marriage broker who had appeared on the program the
week before after a contestant had persuaded him to
face the mike. "As a result
of my appearance on your
program,"
he toldofBolton,
"I
received a couple
dozen inquiries from people interested in using my services.
Tell me, how much would it
cost for me to sponsor Go Get
It?" Bolton politely told the
broker he didn't think the
program would be open to
that kind of sponsorship, and
the broker then pleaded
"Couldn't I at least buy some
spot announcements on the

program?"
Marine Survey by J-W-T
U. S. MARINE CORPS has appointed J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, to make a sampling
survey throughout the country of
the best methods of increasing enlistments in the Marines. The
study will probably be completed
in mid-November and will include
radio, newspapers, bill-boards and
carcards. George Vanderhoff, former radio director of the Federal
Housing Administration in Washington, has been commissioned a
major in the Marine Corps and
has been assigned to the public
relations branch in Washington,
paying special attention to radio.
Carson In Films
.JACK CARSON. Hollywood m.c. of
the weekly NBC Sigiml Carnival, sponsored by Signal Oil Co., has been
signed for a leading role in Warner
Bros,
film, "ArsenicBarbara
& Old Lace",
now
in production.
Jo Allen,
comedienne portraying Vera Vague on
that program, will co-star in the Paramount film "The Wizard of Arkansas".
BROADCASTING

STRICTER

FLANNERY
CLAIM'
NAZI censorship over broadcast
from Germany is becoming moi •
and more strict, Harry Flanner.
recently returned CBS correspon'
ent from Berlin, told a group '
New York radio and newspapf
men at a luncheon given in h
honor by CBS last Wednesday.
All expressions of opinion ai i
ruthlessly cut out of any script
he said, and an attempt is beinj
made to have the radio make onli
direct statements, the censori
balking at quotations even fron
the German high command. Thi
word "claimed," in such sentence:
as "The German high comman(
claimed that seven British plane
were shot down over Berlin las
night," has been entirely eliminatec
from
correspondents' vocabu
laries, the
he said.
Where William Shirer, whom h
succeeded in Berlin, was able t
get his ideas across to Americ;
through the use of slang and o
voice inflections, this is no longe
possible, Mr. Flannery stated, ex
plaining that his censors include(
a former New York banker and ai
ex-professor from the U of Chi
cago, both of whom weri
thoroughly conversant with Ameri
can slang and intonationE
Furthermore, broadcasts to Ameri
ca are now recorded for futur
reference, he added.
Asked about conditions outside
Berlin, in German - occupiet
Europe, he said there is little diff
erence, as the censors went alon<
with him wherever he traveled. Ii
response to another question hi
stated the Berlin station had no
been bombed, although there hai
been some hits near by. Former!
a prominent lankmark, located ol
the East-West axis and near
lake, the site has been wonderful!
camouflaged, he said. The lake ha
been covered to look like land ani
the axis studded with steel pole
covered with netting, with leave
and artificial tree-tops set on th
netting to simulate a forest am
so confuse hostile aviators.
Richardson

Named

ROBERT special
J. RICHARDSON
Jr'
formerly
representative of KWK, St. sales
Louis, has beei
appointed sales service manage
of the station, ac
cording to Rober
T. Convey, presi
dent of Thoma
Patrick Inc. h
his
capacit;*
Mr. newRichardsoi
station's
coopera
will handle
th("
five
activitie
with national
spot and local aq
Mr. Richardson counts. Mr. Rich'
ardson joined KWK in 1934, hav
ing been educated in St. Louis a
The Principia and Washington Li
Lloyd C. and
Smith,
formerly
of thi'
national
local
sales departi
ment of WISN, Milwaukee, hai|
also joined the staff of KWK am
will work with Mr. Richardson.
PHILCO Corp., Philadelphia, is con
ducting training schools for service
men in all large cities to train them ii
servicing the new 1942 line. FM is on>
of the topics
aerial
systems.discussed, along with F^l
• Broadcast
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47

SHOWMEN

WORK

WANT

FOR

TO

YOU!

Here is your staff. . .your facilities
When

jThiS might be your show. . .Large or small, your job is a mighty important job
ijlto the National Broadcasting Company Radio-Recording staff, at every stage
'^jof its progress! Experienced men select talent, stage carefid rehearsals, make
'leisure everything is letter-perfect before engraving the master record.

NBC

prepares

your recorded

programs!

Imagine the kind of radio shows you could tiu-n out with a
-l7-man staff' of experts working with you . . . and for you!
That's exactly what you get when you turn your problem
over to NBC Radio-Recording — whether you want a series of
simple announcements, a musical program, or a full-length
script show. For the 47 NBC Radio-Recording men are on our
payroll . . . but
writer, technician
showman first and
invariable result:

they're here
or producer
last, his work
outstanding

to work for jiou! Engineer or
or director, each of the 47 is a
contributing towards a single,
excellence in the final disc!

But that's not all: for this staff" is backed by the unsurpassed/flc?7i7i'es of NBC; costly precision equipment, access
to the finest talent in the country — even an organization to
process, manufacture and distribute your pressings.
Expensive — Not a bit. You'll be amazed at how economical this service really is. May we tell you the whole story, soon ?

dlo-Recording
NATIONAL BROADCASTING Division
COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of Ameiica Service
RCA BIdg., Radio City, New York • Merchandise Mart, Chicago
Trans-Lux BIdg., Washington, D. C. • Sunset & Vine, Hollywood
■This might be your problem . . . The NBC Radio-Recording staff will start at the
pery beginning, if need be — analyze the audience to be reached, the type of
jprogram needed, make recommendations . . . and then write, cast, direct and
record the entire program!

INBC Orthacoustic recording seals "live-talent" flavor into your transcriptions.
'This battery of record-cutters is only a part of the precision equipment used
^by NBC Radio-Recording Division . . . and operated by top-notch engineers,
Itechnicians and recording specialists.
(BROADCASTING
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The final "package" represents hours of thoughtful, skillful work
by dozens of specialized hands and brains . . . the type of show
that otdy NBC could produce. Yet the cost is amazingly low!
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Case
Plans
Group
Newspaper-Radio
declared, adding that without this radio's foreign coverage, Mr.
FCC
Hearing Recessed
facility Transradio probably could Moore indicated the agency has had
Until Nov. 13 for
not have developed as it has.
no representative in European centers like Berlin or Paris since the
Under questioning by Counsel
Further Data
war started in 1939. However, he
Caldwell, he indicated that Press
Wireless was instrumental in 1934 continued, Transradio has had acWITH the FCC's expansive case
cess to all the news sources of
against newspaper ownership and
and 1935 in securing a broader inoperation of broadcast facilities
Reuter's,
British news service,
terpretation of the tern^ "public which have
included Havas
nearing completion, the FCC last press", to include
radio broadcasts
(French) and Tass ( Soviet) , along
of news, in Federal regulations. He
Thursday recessed the newspaperownership inquiry until Nov. 13. described Press Wireless' multidirectional transmission service as with the reports of Germany's
Announcement of the three-week
Transocean and DNB, Italy's
recess came after the Commission
"one of the outstanding developStefani, and Japan's Domei, alhad heard final witnesses in the
though there are no actual conments of news transmission".
press association and "academic"
Various Services
tracts
now with any but Reuter's.
phases of the proceeding.
Brant's Views
Mr.
Moore
stated
also,
under
According to the indicated schedMr. Brant, formerly head of the
ule, the FCC will hold the stand
questioning, that one reason behind formation of Radio News
editorial page of the St. Louis
for several days when sessions resume, introducing new statistical
Assn. was to supply "a news serv- Star-Times and now a contributing
and documentary exhibits, along
ice" to other stations in a city editor to that paper as well as the
with corrections on exhibits previ- where Transradio was bound by prospective new Chicago morning
an exclusive agreement with an- paper to be published by Marshall
ously included in the record, some
other client. The basic service of Field III. is the author of three
of which drew immediate opposibooks — Dollars & Sense, published
tion of industry counsel because of Transradio, which may aggregate
50,000 words of news daily, is fur- in 1933, Stor77i Over the Constituapparent inaccuracies. Upon comnished via wirelines, he explained,
tion, 1936, and the first volume of
pletion of this process, which it is
thought may last several days, the while RNA operates entirely as a a three-volume biography of President James Madison, which apNewspaper-Radio Committee itself wireless service furnishing about
6,000 words daily. Transradio servwill present a group of statistical
peared early in October.
ice also is available via wireless,
Questioned only indirectly on his
analyses.
he commented, although this serv- writings, with most testimony
Hettinger to Testify
ice amounts to only about 4,000 drawn from his opinion as a newswords
a day. In some cases a client
paper writer, Mr. Brant said he
The Committee, which has not will take
both RNA and the wire- thought that in the field of public
yet revealed its complete plans,
less Transradio service if either
radio beats the newswill present Dr. Herman S. Hetof them alone are not sufficient for expression
papers, and that the newspapers
tinger, well-known radio economist
his needs.
tend to follow the radio, particularand associate professor of economly in instances where they might
Questioned closely on Transics at the Wharton School of
Finance, U of Pennsylvania, and
Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Columbia U
professor and former head of the Control of KVAN^
in Vancouver^ Wash»^
Princeton Radio Research Project,
as industry witnesses to go into the
Granted Sackett Despite Order No. 79
statistical matter to be offered.
It is known also that the ComWHAT WAS regarded as another
with a power increase to 50,000
mittee plans to present an affirmawatts for KTRH, Houston, idenpossible
deviation
from
the
FCC's
tive case later in the proceedings,
policy of throwing all newspaper
tified with the Jesse Jones interapplications in its suspense file,
featuring appearances by journalests. Since then, however, there
ism school heads and others identiexcept where an "existing situa- have been no other deviations and
fied with the modern journalism
tion" would not be disturbed, de- all applications not regarded as
field.
veloped last Tuesday with the ap- altering "existing situations" have
proval of transfer of control of been
relegated to the suspense
At the Thursday session the
files.
KVAN, Vancouver, opposite PortCommission, sitting en banc, heard
land, Ore., to Sheldon F. Sackett,
the concluding testimony of HerPast Deviations
bert S. Moore, founder and presi- 50% owner and owner of KOOS,
Marshfield,
as
well
as
a
publisher
Under
the Oct. 21 action, Mr.
dent of Transradio Press Service,
newspaper, in the same city.
Sackett acquired five additional
who had been recalled for crossAt the FCC it was stated this shares of stock from D. Elwood
examination by Louis G. Caldwell,
Caples for $312.50. He had alwas not regarded as a "deviacounsel for WGN, Chicago, and
ready held 100 of the 200 shares
tion" of its policy under Order
Irving Brant, veteran newspaper
of
stock.
No.
79,
since
Mr.
Sackett
already
editorialist of the St. Louis Starowmed 50% of the station and
Deal gives Mr. Sackett as pubTimes and author of several books
lisher of the Coos Bay Times,
since certain of the smaller stockpopularly regarded as mirroring
holders are so close to him that
liberal thought in economics and control actually reposed with the Marshfield, Ore., as well as owner
of KOOS, Marshfield, 105 shares
constitutional law.
newspaper publisher. Moreover, it while Mr. Caples, a local attorney,
Questioned by Mr. Caldwell on
was stated that the Coos Bay
retains 31 shares, Mr. Sackett was
his testimony of the preceding
Times in Marshfield, Ore., pub- one of the original stockholders in
week, Mr. Moore further described
lished by Mr. Sackett, is some 200 the station when it was founded
the operations of Transradio and miles away from the station and back in 1939, but later relinquished
Radio News Assn. in connection
that therefore the issue of con- his holdings to Walter L. Read.
with Press Wireless Inc. Press
centration of control in the same
Mr. Read, upon his retirement in
Wireless, which he indicated was
community was not present.
1940, re-sold his interest back to
After
issuance
of
Order
No.
79
operated by a group of seven newsMr. Sackett.
papers to provide themselves with
earlier this year, the FCC had
The FCC last Tuesday also auadditional communications service
made several authorizations which
thorized KVAN to modify its liwere cited as deviations from
beyond regular commercial comcense increasing its power to 500
munications facilities, has been an
watts daytime. Station operates
Order 79 — one authorizing an PM
important link in the development
station in North Carolina for Gor- now on 910 kc. with 250 watts
of Transradio service, Mr. Moore
don Gray, and the other dealing daytime only.
Page 16 • October
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print a broadcast speech in : l
text because "the broadcast stir i
lates the interest of listeners
reading the speech if it is a g' Admitting to a "working kno
edge" of the newspaper-owners
question, drawn from, familial
with "comments that pass in nepaper circles", Mr. Brant said
newspapers' first impulse to en
the broadcasting field came fr
the desire to exert power and
one." and to be in the public e
fluence
Other considerations, he add
were the promotion possibilities :
the
a "business
hedge"
whichpaper,
the newspaper
sought
to p
tect itself on advertising reven
and a look into the future of su'
developments as facsimile bro;
casting. Radio, through its ne\
bulletins, has eliminated extra e^
tions of newspapers, he said, "b
this
a good
He sa
he didis not
believeriddance".
many newspapc
men thought radio can suppla!
newspapers.
Reviewing newspaper consolid|
tions in his experience in Iowa ai
St. Louis, Mr. Brant declared the
is a tendency toward concentratic
of control in the newspaper fiel
"and anything that concentrate
control is bound to have an elfe
on expression." Responding to ai
other question by David D. Lloy
chief of the FCC inquiry sectio'
handling the examination, M
Brant said he saw harm in hot
newspaper and radio chains, as we
as any concentration of power
broadcasting in general. He d
clared this was "a dangeroi
thing" and that "diversity is d
Facsimile's EflFect
sirable".
Asked point-blank for his opinio
on whether the FCC should
elude newspapers
from declarec
facsimi'
operation,
Mr. Brant
"When fascimile becomes a con
mercial probability, it will produc
such a profound alteration on t?
publishing
down a hardfield
andthat
fastyou
rulecan't
now lat
do this". He pointed out that sue
a rule might very well change th
entire consolidation picture, fc
instance.
Asked if it would be advisaK
to maintain the status quo in tl
broadcast field, making no re"
grants to newspapers but allowin
present ownership to continue o\
crating existing facilities, he con
mented that if the status quo wei
preserved, it would result in th
intrenchment of the very interest
and conditions that brought aboi
the newspaper-ownership invest
Asked by Mr. Lloyd if he f avore
an FM policy precluding news
gation.
paper-ownership, Mr. Brant state
that "FM lies so much in the ini
mediate future that you can legiti
mately make regulations keepin;
newspapers out of this field — \
would produce a very definite tend
ency toward diversity of ownet
ship".
.
He recommended that the FCf
(Continued on page ^2)
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Kentucky,

from
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We
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at WLAC
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Valley.
Here, more than $500,000,000.00 worth
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Shortwave

Outlet

To
Cost
$250,000
Dumm-Dellar Laying Plans to
Operate Pacific Station
THE NEW international broadcast station authorized for San
Francisco by the FCC a fortnight
ago, with the approval of the Defense Communications Board and
Col. William J. Donovan, coordinator of information, will be built
at a cost of approximately $250,000,
according to an announcement by
Associated Broadcasters Inc., owners of KSFO, standard broadcast
adjunct of the new station.
The grant will give San Francisco the largest operating shortwave station in the world, it was
stated, equivalent to those authorized in Moscow and Paris, but not
now operating. While it will have
an authorized power of 100,000
watts, the directional characteristics will give the beam a power
equivalent to over 4,000,000 watts,
according to Royal V. Howard,
KSFO chief engineer.
In Many Tongues
The station will serve the Far
East, Australia, the Orient, and
Central and South America, utilizing six frequencies on a sharing
basis. It will operate 20 hours
daily airing news and entertainment in English, French, Dutch,
Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, and

E.

BLOWING OUT the WJZ 20th Anniversary Cake are
members of NBC's spot and local sales depai'tment
with Ed East who conducts W.JZ's early morning participation program Breakfast in Bedlam. In first row
are (1 to r) Bob Eastman; Tom Neels; Phil Porterfield; Jim McConnell, sales manager; Walter Scott;
possibly Chinese, Thai, Russian
and Korean.
Despite priority limitations on
materials for construction of stations, Associated Broadcasters was
given full priority rights. Wesley
I. Dumm, owner of KSFO, will

TWO
POWER

BIG

INCREASES

RKET
BIGGES
XASIN T TEMA

DAY AND NIGHT

Here is what you get . . .
1. Two, full time, 5,000 Watt stations on
two different frequencies —
WRR— I3I0KC, KFJZ— 1270 K C.
2. Each with a powerful signal throughout
the entire Fort Worth-Dallas market.
3. Both stations connected by permanent
lines for broadcasting simultaneously or
at different
talent
cost. times — but at only one
HERE'S
news about
biggestimportant
market! Station
WRR, Texas'
DaJlas
4. Both stotions affiliated with the Texas
and Station KFJZ, Fort V/orth have each
State Network and the Mutual Broadincreased their power to 5,000 V/atts, day
casting Syslem.
ond night;
The
best
way
to get compfefe coverage
and these two new power stations
In this highly selective market is to use
may now be bought in combrnation
both WRR, Dallas and KFJZ, Fort Worth.
for what you would expect to pay for
Two important, allTtime stotions for you at
one price and one talent cost.
<>ne 5,000 Watt station in this market.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
New York

WEED
and
Chicago
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George Wallace and Jim Gillis. Second row, Willa
Butler; Bob Hutton, recently appointed WEAF ai
WJZ promotion manager; Bill Roux, national sp
sales promotion manager; Ed East; Bill Tilenii
assistant sales mgr.; D. Close and J. D. Van Amburg
Decorating the cake were 20 lighted candles.

supervise the construction of the
new outlet, and Lincoln Dellar,
manager of KSFO, will be its directing head. Full facilities of the
station will be available to the
Government for any services required "in the best interests of
national defense", Mr. Dellar said.
The coordinator of information
arranged for delivery of a 100,000watt transmitter from the General
Electric Co., to speed the new service, because of the desirability of
broadcasting across the Pacific.
Two sites in the San Francisco Bay
Area for the transmitter, which
together with the studios will cost
approximately $250,000, are under
consideration now. Shortwave experts from the East are conferring
with KSFO Chief Engineer How-,
ard on the installation.
TEXAS TRAVELER
Goes 10,000 Miles in 6 Weeks
Inside the State
CLAIMANT to radio's traveler role
is John Paul Goodwin, radio director of Segall & Weedin Adv. Agency, who reports that he has flown
over 10,000 miles in the last six
weeks — but has not been out of
Texas. Goodwin currently produces
and announces for the agency
shows in San Antonio, Fort
Worth, Dallas, Houston and Corpus
Christi.
His shows include the Interstate
Theatres Circuit's Showtime which
is fed on alternate Sunday from
theatre stages in Dallas, Houston,
San Antonio and Fort Worth to
the Texas Quality Network, KRGV,
Weslaco, and KGNC, Amarillo;
Crustene Ranch Party, currently
from San San Antonio to TQN and
KRIS,
Corpus
Christi; KARK,
Little Rock,
and KWKH,
Shreveport;
Come 'n Get It for American Maid
Flour on TQN; football games
from Houston and three other local
shows.
BROADCASTING

Kalamazoo

Aske<

ShieldCI
By Gross,
Would
Surrender Saginaw
To Build New Station
APPLICATION for a new static
in Kalamazoo, Mich., submitted t
the FCC by Harold F. Gross an
Edmund C. Shields, who propos
to surrender their constructici
permit for the new WHAL, Sag!
naw, Mich., if the new station
granted, was designated for heai
ing last week by the Commissioi
The applicants, under the name C'
the Southwestern Michigan Broad
casting Corp., are seeking the faci
lities of WHAL to operate on 98
kc. with 1,000 watts.
Two Were Granted
WHAL was granted to Mi
Gross, who is also operator o
WJIM, Lansing, Mich., and Mi
Shields, attorney and Democrati
National Committeeman f roii
Michigan, on Oct. 26, 1939. Tb
same day the FCC authorized an
other new local in Saginaw
WSAM, to be constructed. WSAIV
went on the air seven months late
while the permittees of WHAT
made no effort to further thai:
construction permit. Kalamazoo
at present, is served by the 1,000
watt WKZO on 590 kc.
Surrender will mark the fiftl
instance in which a new station
authorized simultaneously with an
other station in the same com
munity, has chosen to turn in its
construction permit. Others wer£
WMVD, Salisbury, Md.; KFUN
Las Vegas, Nev. ; KYAN, Cheyenne
Wyo.; and WMWH, Augusta,
KFAR. Fairbanks. Alaska, on Oct
21 received authority from the FCC
Ga
to rebroadcast certain .sponsored1, pro:
srams
from
NBC's
shortwave
statioB
WRCA on a commercial basis for £
period ending Dec. 6, 1941.
• Broadcast
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74%

of

Iowa's

industrial

the

WMT

well

workers

primary

paid

live

in

area->

live in the WMT primary area. The 500,000 people in these cities
and the million other Eastern lowans on farms and in small towns
depend on WMT for their radio service. WMT is the dominant
station in the area. With this one station you can reach more
important trading centers in this area at a fraction of the cost of
any combination of stations covering the same markets.
Money is flowing freely in the corn country now. Reach these
markets and reap a greater return from your advertising dollars spent in the Middlewest by using WMT. Write today for
complete information.

^ THE spiral of Iowa jarm prosperity is still going up, cash
farm income will be the greatest since World War 1, now estimated at more than 1815,000,000. Add another $800,000,000,
the estimated industrial income for 1941 in the Tail Corn State,
by far the largest in the State's history, and you have a total of
more than a billion and one-half, a ready money market that no
alert advertiser can afford to ignore.
And because Radio Station WMT is located in the center of
concentration of the largest cities in Iowa, with the best wave
length in Iowa, 600 kc, almost all of Iowa's industrial workers
live in the WMT 0.5 millivolt area and 74% of them actually

* 0.5 MILLIVOLT
AREA, WHITE
CBS PRIMARY OUTLINED IN RED
WM

T

CEDAR

RAPIDS-WATERLOO

A

COWLES

THE KATZ AGENCY
BASIC

COLUMBIA
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The boss said you
v/ouldn't read this
ad because it's too
tight , - but when
you've got a B I G
story to tell in a
little space you've
got to oovnK Anyv/ay, '^',VNC is the
sell ingest station
for miles around, it's the only station that serves
ALL of V/e stern
North Carolina, & that's a mighty
good market. J?ood
Sales, Auto Sales,
General Merchandise
Sales here are far
above the national
average. Can't
tell a complete
story here, but if
you'll write us we
will send some eyeopening data right
away.
Take a dare
and write now I
WWNC
570 Kc. CBS j4mate
ASHEVILLE.N.C.

WALA
give

can't
you

BUT WALA
CAN GIVE you
positive
coverage
in
U.S. Market No. 1!
No other radio
station so thoroughly blankets
the rich Gulf
Coast defense
area.
Representatives
JOHN H. PERRY
ASSOCIATES

Djy and KiteMOBILE
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Appeal of Decision
Is Filed by ANPA
Hanson Contends Action by
FCC Is Discriminatory
CARRYING on one of the early
opposition moves against the
FCC's newspaper-ownership inquiry, Elisha Hanson, ANPA counsel, last Wednesday filed a brief
in the U. S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia, appealing an Aug. 15 U. S. District Court
memorandum opinion upholding
the FCC's right to require the appearance under subpoena of James
G. Stahlman, publisher of the
J^ashville Banner and former
ANPA president [Broadcasting,
Aug. 18].
Backed by the position of Justice James W. Morris, of the District Court, it is thought the FCC
will file an answering brief with
the Court of Appeals well within
the 20-day period provided under
court regulations. Previously it
was indicated the court will probably push the Stahlman case ahead
of others on the docket in order to
decide as soon as possible the question of whether the FCC can, within provisions of the Communications Act, hold a general factbuilding inquiry and issue subpoenas requiring witnesses to appear
at such proceedings.
Sees Discrimination
In his brief, Counsel Hanson
argued that the FCC, through its
Order No. 79 and the inquiry provided by it, "singles out as a special class for discriminatory treatment the applications of persons
associated
newspapers,"
which
he claimed with
constituted
a violation
of the Constitution as well as the
nondiscriminatory policy written
into the Communications Act by
Congress. The brief maintained
that "since Order No. 79 exceeds
the FCC's powers, it is without
warrant of law, and the subpoena
issued and served upon appellant
pursuant thereto is a nullity."
The Stahlman case came to court
after Mr. Hanson, on the opening
day of the newspaper-ownership
hearings, had revealed to FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly he
had suggested to four witnesses
subpoenaed by the FCC that they
refuse to appear in what he described as "illegal proceedings."
In addition to Mr. Stahlman, now
on active duty with the Navy Public Relations Ofiice as a lieutenant
commander, the quartet included
Edwin S. Friendly, business manager of the New York Sun; Arthur
Robb, editor of Editor & Publisher,
and William A. Thompson, director of the ANPA Bureau of Advertising [Broadcasting, July 28].
PROF. WILLIAM H. BARTON Jr.,
curator of
Hayden
Plane-to
tarium, onNew
Oct. York's
31 returns
to CBS
conduct a series of popular astronomy
programs titled Americans Map the
<S'A-ie.s, dealing with the history of astronomical research by Americans.

27, 1941

CBS
FOR

APPROACHING
BOMBERS are
indicated by the pointing arm of
Lieut. Herbert Quednow for a
pickup by WPEN, Philadelphia,
during air maneuvers along the
Eastern Seaboard in mid-October.
Stationed on the rooftop of the
building housing WPEN studios
are (1 to r) Charlie Burtis, WPEN
chief engineer, Lieut. Quednow
and Announcer Jack O'Reilly. Approach of the planes was broadcast
from the "filter room", where
bomber squadrons are charted as
sighted, by Frank Kent, assisted
by Major John Hawkins and Lieut.
Edwin Kessler.
LORILLARD
PLANS
BIG VARIETY SHOW
p. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Old Gold cigarettes), through J.
Walter Thompson Co., that city, on
Nov. 3 starts a new weekly halfhour variety type of program featuring Herbert Marshall, film actor,
as m.c. on NBC-Blue stations,
Monday, with time tentatively
scheduled as 7-7:30 p.m. (EST),
and West Coast repeat, 8-8:30 p.m.
(PST).
Firm discontinued its weekly
half hour Tommy Riggs & Betty
Lou Show on 6 NBC-Pacific Red
stations, following broadcast of
Oct. 23, but retain Bert Wheeler
and his stooge Hank Ladd as featured comics on the new program.
Included also will be a name band
with guest talent and "something
newJohn
in the
way of New
entertainment".
U Reber,
York radio
director of the agency, was scheduled to arrive Oct. 26 on the West
Coast for conferences with Danny
Danker, Hollywood manager of J.
Walter Thompson Co., and to complete show plans, remaining in that
city until after the initial broadcast.
Greeting
JIM KANE, publicity director of WBBM, Chicago, received an armed reception
during a recent visit to his
native New York. In need of
cigarettes, he stopped at a
corner drug store near midnight and was greeted by a
gun in his stomach, and
"Don't say a word, buddy
and you'll be okay." Under
the
was revolver's
led to theniuzzle,
rear ofKane
the
store and locked in a closet
where the proprietor kept
him company. After ten
minutes in the locked closet
with the druggist, Kane
knocked the door down and
left — without the cigarettes.

BROADCASTING

PUSHES
PLAN
LATIN HOOKL

WITH CONSTRUCTION
on i
new 50,000-watt transmitters 1.
WCBX and WCRC more than 8£
completed, CBS has announced i
new Latin American network v
be "in full swing at the outset
1942". According to Edmund ^
Chester, CBS director of shortwa'
broadcasting and Latin Americj
relations, affiliation contracts wii
72 stations have been negotiated
date with other deals under wa"
Delay in opening the network, ]<
explained, was necessitated by n
tional defense priorities causing
holdup
delivery of equipme '
for the intwothe transmitters.
Mr. Chester stated also that tl
size of the CBS staff for the ne
network has been increased fro
10 to more than 50 in the Ne
York
offices,
the byexecuti'
staif has
been while
expanded
the a
dition of noted journalists, m
sicians and broadcasters from tl
Latin American republics.
The new transmitters are 1
lated at Brentwood, Long Islan
with eight directional antennas d
signed exclusively for transmi
sions south of the United Stati
Four other antennas, with eig
more combinations, have been a
signed for service to Mexico ai
Central America.
WEATHER THAT'S SEEN
Talking-Singing Lamb Used
By Video Station
AFTER numerous experiments 1
NBC to find an interesting and ii
formative method of giving tel
viewers nightly weather forecas
on the network's television static
WNBT, Douglas Leigh, creator
the animated cartoon signs on Ne
York's Broadway, has solved tl,
problem with a talking and singir
lamb, specially created for tel
vision.
Six nights a week about 9 p.i
the weather lamb appears combi;
ing his forecasts with sales tall
and cartoon demonstrations of tl
wrinkle-proof tie produced 1
Botany Worsted Mills, Passaic, 1
J., sponsor of these first animate
cartoons specially prepared fi
commercial television.
More than 3,000 individual dra^:
ings were made and photographf
to build the 14 reels of 16 mm. fill
each forecasting a different kind r
weather, and all opening ^vith tl
Botany lamb anxiously scannir
the skies with a telescope. Agent
for the Botany account is Alfred
Silberstein Inc., New York.
Guild Nominees
NOMINEE for the next president
the Radio Writers Guild is Hem
Fisk Carlton, who will serve a on
year term succeeding Courtenay Sa
age of Chicago. Nominees for tl
Guild's national and regional counc
to serve two years, and to be voted (
at the election Nov. 7 include Stua
Hawkins. Harry Herrmann, Richa:
McDonagh, J. T. W. Martin and Ado
Richton. Alternates, to serve one yea
are George Corey Lowther, Vera 01.
ham and Helen Walpole. RWG re
resentatives to the council of the A
thors League of America, include No
man Corwin, Elaine Sterne Carrin
ton, Merrill Denison and Phil Higle,
all to serve two years.
• Broadcast
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Birds

of

a

feather

and

stuff

Glancing at our current list of national spot
accounts, we're forced to agree that birds of
a feather do flock together— and we do mean
flock. Unanimously, it seems, America's biggest and smartest spot radio advertisers are
buying KMBC.
moved

Literally in droves, they've

in to enjoy KMBC's

efficient salesmanship

intensive and

in this vast Missouri-

Kansas area. So that now—

KMBC

CARRIES

MORE

NESS THAN ANY
KANSAS

MORE

AND

ONLY

BUSINESS

ONE

OUT

ACCOUNTS

STATION-ALL

We're proud of the number
We're

OTHER

CITY AREA-MORE

AND

SPOT

NATIONAL

THE

SPOT

STATION
BUSINESS

IN

BUSITHE

IN HOURS

IN DOLLARS!

OF EVERY

ON

KMBC

REST

ARE

FOUR

NATIONAL

IS NEW

TO

THE

RENEWALS!

of national spot accounts on KMBC.

prouder still of the quality of these accounts. And

delivering results to one and all, we intend to make

by

sure the

wise birds of advertising continue to flock together on KMBC.

KMBC
of
Kansas
City
Free & Peters, Inc.
CBS Basic Network
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Davis Memorial Award
Scheduled about Nov. 15
ON A NATIONAL basis for the
first time, the 1942 H. P. Davis
National
Memorial
Announcers'
Awards will
be announced
about
Nov. 15 with plans now under way
to present the prizes on an NBC
broadcast. The Davis awards, made
on a station basis, will be won by
that announcer having the best
personality, diction, adaptability,
voice, versatility as well as maintaining aconsistently high standard in program presentation.
Prizes are the Davis Gold Medal,
a cash award of $300, and the distinction of being chosen the best
announcer on any of the NBC stations. Four sectional awards corresponding tothe four time zones,
also will be made. Judges this year
are past chairmen of committees
when the competition was limited
to Pittsburgh announcers, with
nominations for the best announcer
sent in by each station of both
NBC networks.
Decision to make the competition
national this year was made by
Mrs. H. P. Davis, widow of the
Westinghouse engineer and radio
pioneer to whom the Awards are a
memorial tribute, in recognition of
radio broadcastings' 21st birthday.
Gilbert to Government
MORRIS GILBERT, assistant to the
IMBS news analyst, Raymond Gram
Swing, and formerly a reporter for
the 'Sen- York World-Telegram, has
resigned to join the staff of the Office
of the Coordinator of Information,
(Joverument agency headed by Col.
William Donovan.

THE

NETWORK

AUDIENCE
It's the same in Richmond

as it is elsewhere

— tops. And with it you have the tops in local —
WMBG.
WMBG

offers you the Red Network audience

— 5,000 watts daytime — 1,000 watts night and
equal density of coverage at lower rates. Before
you huy — get the WMBG

RED
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VA.

AIRPORT and other
KTSM, El Paso. Here
Gunderson, American
gineer Louis Gemoets
Press

remotes are picked up by the new mobile unit o
Program Director Roy Chapman interviews Mario
Air Lines stewardess. Watching are Chief En
(at car), and West Carroll, first officer of the ship|

Wireless

Granted

FCC

Authority

To Handle MBS
Latin Program Servia
SLATED to transmit MBS pro- use on 6920, 7355, 7625, 7850, 881(
gram service to Latin America,
9390, 10010, 10750, 11640, 1384
Press Wireless Inc. laSt Tuesday
15580, 15850, 15910, 18560, 1947'
was authorized by the FCC to en- 19850, 20800, 22780 and 23450 kc
and
Rio de Janeiro, Santiago an
gage in the transmission of outPanama City as control points.
bound broadcast program material
to Central and South America —
The addressed program materia
the first time the press radio comcan be sent by Press Wireless t
muncations company has operated
points in Central and South Amer
in this field.
ica not named in the license o
To permit the new service, cov- these two stations, but Press Wire
will have to apply to the FC(
ering multiple destination ad- less
dressed program material, the after transmission on this intercep
FCC is expected to revise the rule service. Rebroadcasting of the proi
which heretofore confined this type gram sent by Press Wireless b;,
of service to fixed public point-to- stations in Central and Soutl
point carriers, and which now is to America will be permitted. i
be expanded to allow public press
The move of MBS to transmit it;
radiotelegraph carriers.
programs to Central and Soutl
Press Wireless will handle the America was regarded as an effor'
new service from both its Los An- to compete with CBS and NBQ
geles and Hicksville, N. Y., sta- which have made extensive prepa
tions. For the last five or six years rations in Latin America for recep
Press Wireless has been handling tion of American programs fron
inbound broadcast program serv- their own international shortwavi
stations.
ice. In 1938 it sought to establish
outbound service, but the FCC
failed to act on the issue after a
Silenced by Plane
lengthy hearing. It is understood
Press Wireless will offer lower pro- NEW YORK stations WINS an(
WNEW were off the air Oct. 20 fo:
gram transmission rates than RCA
47 and 45 minutes respectivel;
Communications and AT&T, which
when a Waco training plam
operate present broadcast program
crashed
intonear
the East
stations'
trans
service to Latin America.
mitter wires
Rutherford
N. J. The plane hit the main win
Gets New Frequencies
from WINS' transmitter as wel
In its authorization the FCC
as the wire supplying the power t(
sanctioned the new service for WNEW from its transmitter a
Carlstadt. The flying instructor
Press Wireless on the condition
that no interference will result for Albert Ulrich, was killed in th(
crash and the student, Victoi
its public press radiotelegraph serv- Johnson, seriously injured. WHN
ice. It was thought possible that if New York, was testing its nev
all its frequencies were in use at 50,000-watt transmitter located ai
the time of a broadcast program,
East Rutherford, and was forcec
press radiotelegraph messages
to stop all tests when the plant
dove into the main power supph
would take precedence.
cable.
The Press Wireless Los Angeles
station was authorized to add freNew RCAC Circuits
quencies 7355, 7850, 9390, 10750,
18560, 20800 and 22780 kc, using RCA COMMUNICATIONS, fol
A3 emission, and to add A3 emis- lowing six months of preliminary
sion to the following frequencies : testing, has announced the opening
6920, 7625, 8810, 10010, 11640, of a direct radiotelegraph circui
13840, 15580, 15850, 15910, 19470, between New York, and Brazza
19850 and 23450 kc, and to add ville. Free French stronghold ir
Santiago, Chile, as a control point Equatorial Africa, giving RCAC
of communication. The Hicksville
such circuits connecting th(
station will add A3 emission for four
United States and Africa.
BROADCASTING
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Now WEBC, the pioneer radio station in Duluth-Superior, at the
Head of the Great Lakes, where National Defense is born, jumps
to 5,000 watts night as well as day. And, we remain at the same
familiar spot on the dial, where most people listen most, to our
NBC Red and Blue programs, as well as the finest locally-produced
shows. In the above picture, you see the twin towers at our
Transmitter, which combine, to beam with triple intensity, the
message of WEBC, thoroughly in the Twin Ports, and into ALL of
Northern Minnesota.
In the picture

Of

Saluting

the

5000

below, are WEBC's original "Twins," a boy and a girl, born on
the day the station first went on the air, June 19, 1924. For power,

IVATTS,,. Night

programs and performance at the Head of the Lakes, plus consistent promotion for both spot and program advertiser, there is no
better medium, no better station than WEBC! And we can prove it!

Well

Far

as

as Day .,.of

ahead

at

the

Head'of'the-Lakes
where

National

Defense

Both

NBC

Networks

♦

^^EBC

♦

Represented

is horn!

by

Hollingbery

Glenn Dimmick Winner
Of Annual Movie Medal
GLENN L. DIMMICK, sound engineering expert of RCA Laboratories, last Wednesday was named
winner of the Progress Medal given
annually by the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers in recognition of
contributions to the motion picture
art. Presentation was made by
Emery Huse, president of the Society, at the 50th semi-annual banquet in New York. A citation of
Mr. Dimmick's engineering accomplishments was read at the dinner
by Otto S. Schairer, RCA vicepresident
oratories. in charge of RCA LabAmong television papers read at
the convention was a description
of the advances in color by Dr.
Peter C. Goldmark, CBS chief television engineer. Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, inventor, told of his
new "increased range" system.
Four engineers of the Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, R. L. Campbell, R. E. Kessler, R. E. Rutherford, and K. V. Landsberg, told of
new equipment.

Things

that

Chicle Series
AMERICAN CHICLE Co., Long
Island City, has appointed Grant
Adv., Chicago, to handle advertising the Beeman's Pepsin gum.
Through the new agency, the company is testing a 13-week varied
schedule of transcribed one-minute
announcements and station break
announcements on KSD WLS
WTMJ WOW KOIN KDKA KFRC
WENY. Probable expansion of radio, either in spot or network, is
being contemplated for the first
of the year.

Plugs in Advance
TO LIGHTEN the Christmas
mail burden, the U. S. Treasury now is preparing to send
to stations immediately all
copy promoting defense bonds
and stamps for November,
December and January. According to Charles J. Gilchrest, assistant chief of the
Treasury radio section, all
announcements to be used
through Jan. 5 are to be
mailed from Washington by
Nov. 15.

Ward News on WJZ
WARD BAKING Co., New York,
the week of Oct. 20 started sponsorship of a news period on WJZ, New
York, Monday through Friday,
8:45-8:50 p.m. and participations
on the Uncle Don program, on
WOR, that city, also on a Monday
through Friday basis. Company in
additionments onisan using
spot number
announce-of
unnamed
stations. J. Walter Thompson, New
York, handles the account.

Withdraws CBS Suit
TEST ACTION brought against CBS
by Calvin E. Fritts. holder of 50
shares of Class B CBS stock, was
discontinued Oct. 17 in New York
Supreme Court, with no explanation
for the withdrawal of the suit given.
Plaintiff
protested
CBS' Bureaus
recent saleto
of
its Artist
and Concert
Music Corp. of America, claiming that
the prices of §150,000 and $176,000
obtained by CBS from MCA were
"inadequate."

are

TRULY

CHICAGO

WHEN the morning newspaper t
Jamestown, N. Y., was merge
into the evening paper, Carnahar:
Shearer Co., men's clothiers, fille
the gap with Morning Newspape/
of the Air
on WJTN.
This windo-s\
display
promoted
the program.
Donald
Radio's

Nelson

Praise?

Role in Defenst

PRAISING
radio's
role"
in keeping
the "importanpublic in
formed on defense matters, Donalc
M. Nelson, executive director oJ
the Supply Priorities & Alloca
tions Board, last Tuesday an^
nounced appointment of Katfi
Smith, CBS radio singer and woman's commentator, as liaison officer between the radio section oJ
the Office for Emergency Manage
ment and the field of broadcasl
radio, "in helping to inform th(
public about the contribution thai
can be made in conserving scarce
Commenting
Miss wrote
Smith'sir
volunteer
job, Mr.onNelson
materials."
a letter to her:
"The public must be clearly anc
fully informed if it is to make it;
most useful contribution. In thi;
task of informing our citizens ol
how they can help and why this
help is sought, the radio must plaj,
an important role. The defense
program has now reached the
point where your assistance car
be invaluable. Therefore, I herebi,
request you to help us carry the
story of conservation to your millions of listeners."
Conti Spots
CONTI PRODUCTS, New Yorl(shampoo and face cream), during
the week of Oct. 20 started a series
of minute announcements and participations in KYW WPEN WOL
WJSV WFBR and WOR, for a;
period of nine weeks, subject to renewal. WGN, Chicago, will be
Nov. 3. Agency is Bermingham,,
Castleman & Pierce, New York.

Chicago's Art InsfiMe was one of the earliest
centers of culture in the Middle West. This
building with the two bronze lions guarding
its portals is truly a Chicago landmark.
WGN, a pioneer broadcasting station, represents "radio" to Chicagoans and the Middle
West. Like the Art Institute, WGN's studio building isa prominent Michigan Avenue landmark.
This factor of being rooted in

Wf

the community odds credence to

A

your advertising messages.

50,000 WATTS

Clear

MUTUAL

4

Channel

Station

720 KILOCYCLES
BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 f. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Los Angeles, Cat., Son Franeisto, Cal.
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strategically located to do a big selling
job
for tlie
A Bluereputation
Network
station
witliadvertiser.
an exceptional
for public service.
1400 KC. ★ 250 Watts
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The Other Fellow's
VIEWPOINT
WFTL On the Job
Editor, broadcasting:
I have been requested by R. M.
llrigert, station manager of WFTL,
;o call your attention to the omis,;ion of WFTL from a story ap,3earing on page 23 of the Oct.
L3 edition of broadcasting. WFTL
the only station in the Miami
jarea that remained on the air continually during the emergency.
Dur series of storm broadcasts
;|3tarted Saturday morning, Oct. 4,
■at 7 a.m. and concluded Monday
Jiiight at 11 p.m., a total of 62
• hours continuously on the air.
jThis was made possible by the use
of an auxiliary power unit which
|ivas used for a period of 12 hours
'during the time the local power
company was forced to close down.
^lA-ll three Miami stations were off
.;he air at some time during the
'iiight.
]i In addition to our storm warning
Service to our listeners, we were
[also the only station in South Flor)(.da which was designated by the
police department as official headi^uarters for dispensing police information. The local police department was forced to do this because
lof the loss of power for theii
r'o'wn transmitters.
I regret very much that this
jinformation was not sent to you at
kn earlier date, and would apprecijSte any story you might publish
jio letzinetheknowreaders
of your
magaabout the
service
we
/rendered during the storm threat.
The following is an excerpt from a
letter received from the Secretary
jbf the Holljn^rood, Fla., Chamber
pf Commerce, Clyde B. Elliott:
' "Another thing was mentioned
ijit the meeting in praise of your
; continuation of broadcasting all
Sunday night, Oct. 5 and 6 by the
ase of your own auxiliary power.
[ believe we are all rather proud
Df the fact that our newest radio
jstation of this area led the way in
jsmergency performance. Please ac;.2ept our congratulations".
Irvin F. Duddleson
Director of Public Relations
WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
<Oct. 14
3

of 5 come

chases grow where one grew before. Which is why
WJSV

considers its rate of renewals by advertisers

a robust proof of selling power.
On local and national spot programs, for example,
WJSV renewals are currently a plump 83.3%.
And on Arthur Godfrey's "Sundiar'-WJSV's
most popular participating show— the renewal rate
stands at a healthy 76.5%.
Results that bring such consistent renewals are
particularly significant in our case— because WJSV,
Columbia's 50,000-watt station in Washington, D. C,
serves the country's wealthiest per-capita market.

WJSV

Ask us about the"Magic Carpet'.' It is a timeproved feature (quarter hour) now available.

COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR THE NATION'S CAPITAL • 50,000 WATTS

iCKNX. Wingham, Ont., is now owned
iby W. T. Cruickshank instead of the
'Wingham Radio Club as licensed till
recently by the Department of Transport ;it is located on No. 4 Highway
snuth of Wingham. and has temporary
I night power of 197 watts and 1,000
j watts daytime, pending installation
' ot directional antenna. CKSO, Sudbury, Ont., has a new transmitter
] location in Xeelon Township, Ont.
• Broadcast

t

The satisfaction of customers is what makes two pur-

Plane Plant's Program
'special DEFENSE program
from Wichita, city producing
quantities of airplanes for defense,
»was presented Oct. 26 on 30 MBS
stations, under sponsorship of the
Cessna Aircraft Corp., that city,
,to celebrate its production of 100
jplanes per month. Fulton Lewis
jr., Mutual's defense and news comjmentator, interviewed workers of
the Cessna plant on the program
and music was by the Wichita
S\anphony Orchestra.
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'March of Time' Series
Recorded for Shortwave
ARRANGEMENTS whereby The
March of Time, heard on NBC-Blue
Thursdays at 8 p.m., is being transcribed by NBC and rebroadcast to
Latin America each succeeding
Saturday, have been made by the
sponsor. Time Inc., Young & Rubicam, New York, agency in charge,
and the two shortwave stations
WGEO, General Electric station at
Schenectady, and KGEI, San Francisco.
A transcription of the original
program is first shortwaved on
WGEO Saturdays at 6:30 p.m.,
and then repeated on KGEI at 8
p.m., with the entire show, in English of course, as it is recorded, directed particularly to Americans
living in those countries. Only
change in the format is in the commercials which promote the Air
Express edition of Time Magazine
which is sent to South America.
WHEB-WRLC Name McGillvra
THE TWO stations owned by R. G.
LeToiirneau, millionaire grading maebiuery manufacturer and noted philanthropist— WHEB, Portsmouth. N.
H.. and WRLC. Toccoa, Ga.— have
appointed Joseph Hershey McGillvra
as national representatives. Bert
Georges is general manager of both
stations. WRLC will shortly become
affiliated with MBS.
EARLY morning program Breakfast
in Bedlam, heard five times weeklv on
WJZ. New York, with Ed East, now
has asorstotal
of seven
sponwith the
recentparticipating
addition of Lehn
& Fink Products Corp., New York,
for Hinds Honey and Almond Cream.
Agency is Wm. Esty & Co.. New York.

NEWSROOM of WTIC, Hartford, was moved into the Centinel Hill
Hall as part of the recent annual exhibit of G. Fox & Co., local department store, Oct. 11-18. Here with its Transradio teletype, as well as the
recently contracted news services of AP and INS, Newscaster Phil
Becker, gives the 1 p.m. news summary, a daily feature of the exhibit.
Hudson Fur Spots
HUDSON CANADIAN FUR Co.,
Brooklyn (furs), recently started
a series of quarter-hour live musical programs on three New York
stations, seven a week on WEVD,
two a week on WCNW, and six
times weekly on WINS. Company
has been conducting similar periods
on WCNW and WHN for some
time in the past. All placements
were made direct.
'Cavalcade' for Schools
TRANSCRIPTION and Recording
Service of WOR. New York, has completed the re-recording of 12 more programs in the series of Cavalcade of
Atnerica series, sponsored on NBCRed by E. I. DuPont de Nemours &
Co.. Wilmington, for distribution to
schools throughout the country by the
American roimcil on Education.

WBNX Cooks
WHEN MUSICIANS report
for work at WBNX, New
York, and ask "What's cooking?", they're not kidding. To
provide vitamins and save
wear and tear on program
people with irregular hours,
W. C. Alcorn, WBNX manager, added a complete kitchthe announcers'
roomen next
two tomonths
ago when
the station was remodelled.
Ned Ervin, whose Prelude to
Slumber is broadcast just before midnight, brings samof his for
wife's
cooking
from pleshome
re-heating,
while the best cook is Hugo
Neri, Italian announcer.

Five Schools in Texas
Install
Radio Courses
FIVE Texas schools have included
technical radio courses in their
1941-42 curricula, the NAB revealed last Wednesday. As of Oc
17, according to George Cranston
manager of KGKO-WBAP, Foi
Worth, who surveyed the State
schools for the NAB, special radi
courses are provided at Texas I
Texas Christian U, Rice Institut'
St.
U of San Antonio, an
TexasMary's
A & M.
Under sponsorship of Texas U
the special courses available to er
gineering students of the school
include instruction in electronic
and radio and advanced courses i;
construction and operation of radi j
transmitters and receivers. TexaU during the second semester als
will offer a course in ultra-higi
frequency broadcasting.
CBS Education Posts
LLOYD
W. DENNIS,
program din-,
tor of W.JSV.
CBS Washington
sti
tion. and Robert R. King ©f KTS-\
CBS station in San Antonio. ha\
been
appointed
tors in
the EastCBSandeducational
Southwest,dire'n
spectively. by Sterling Fisher, CBS
director of education. Mr. Dennis, als ■
a meml3«r of the Pan American Council of the CBS School of the Air of thr
Americas, joined AY.JSV in 19.37 an l
was made program director, later taking over duties of educational directoi .
Mr.
is director
of San
Antonio
StudioKingTheatre
and also
teaches
radi production and writing.
STAR RADIO PROGRAMS. Nev.
York, for the sixth consecutive year
is releasing its annual Christma>
series
of 2.j
Christmas
Treehalf-hour
of 1941. scripts, titled

„ new Goodyear Aire

KTAR wos there

^^ctory,

.

\<,„e.hing .o

of the
K.V Station
Af ? UIATED WITH THE f KOENIX REPUBLIC AND. GAZETTE
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jlore Time for Defense
h .\llotted by Shouse
; URTHER readjustment of comlercial radio schedules to accomlodate defense programs, and assurance that time would be cleared
;or "some vital defense message"
^•en "if it is found necessary to
=move certain periods from our
ommercial
schedule", was indiated by James D. Shouse. Crosley
jorp. vice-president in charge of
troadcasting, who recently author■::ed a study of defense broadcastle needs as they concern WLWrSAI. Crosley stations in Cincinati. However. Mr. Shouse empha. ized :
j.evenue,
"We have
to recognize
making
it possiblethat
for the
us
'd render service, comes frcm advertisers, and consequently we
ave to fit the needs of the public
nd the defense agencies intelligently into the pattern of our opertion." He cited figures developed
,1 the study, showing that during
LUgust WLW-WSAI originated 42
[ roadcasts dealing with national
efense, and carried nine such network programs, with the number
rowing to 51 in September, not
(|icluding 17 network features.
•\
Radio Folk in Films
iiKOADCAST PICTURES Co..
jloUywood. headed by ilorris M.
'i.ewiu. Xew York producer, has been
organized to produce a series of oneeelers based ou radio eharaeterizaLons. Barton Yarborou^'h who porrays Cliff Barbour in the NBC One
lan's Family serial, sponsored by
■tandard
Brands
( Tenderleaf
Tea ),
iU star in
the first
film, scheduled
3 get into production by Xov. 1.

FIRST

KTKC and WFTC Join
Blue Net in Near Future

FLUFFY CAKE was the reward for his fluffs when a listener sent pastry
to Austin Williams (carving), announcer of KLZ, Denver. Williams was
convicted on the weekly Boners' Court but drew only sympathy . . . and
cake . . . from Mrs. Margaret Jagger (seated). Standing are (1 to r) are
Bob Harris, Lucille Mortan and Bud Thorpe, KLZ announcers.
Smith Bros, on NBC
SMITH BROS. Co., Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., on Nov. 7 is starting a
weekly five-minute program of AP
news on an NBC network of 96
Blue stations in the interests of
its cough drops. No commentator
has yet been chosen for the program, scheduled for 21 weeks.
Agency is J. D. Tarcher & Co.,
New York.

WITH

G. Washington Adds
G. WASHINGTON ColTee Refining Co., Morris Plains, N. J.
(G. Washington Coffee), recently
started Counselor,
participations
on Woman's
Home
Monday,
Wednesday and Friday on KYW, Philadelphia. Company has been using participations on the Marjorie Mills
program, ison Cecil
the Y'ankee
Network.
Agency
& Presbv,
New
York.

TWO
STATIONS
willnear
join future,
NBCBlue Network
in the
KTKC, Visalia, Cal., on Nov. 15
and WFTC, Kinston, N. C, on Dec.
1. KTKC, operating with 1,000
watts power on 920 kc, will be an
optional outlet of the Pacific Coast
Blue with a network base rate of
$120 per evening
hour.at Cut-in
nouncements are $10
night, an$5
during the day and S7 on Sanday
afternoon.
Station is now constructing a
5,000-watt transmitter which will
be ready for operation about Jan.
1, 1942, at which time the frequency will be changed to 940
kc. and KTKC will become required
for advertisers using the Pacific
Coast Blue. Advertisers on this
regional Blue network now using
KMJ, Fresno, may do so until Nov.
15, 1942, after which time they
must use KTKC.
WFTC, operating with 250 watts
on 1230 kc, will be a bonus station
of the Blue Southeastern Group.
Cut-in announcements are $6 at
night and $3 in the daytime. Both
KTKC
stations. and WFTC are full-time
NBC has received notice from
KGKO, Fort Worth Blue outlet,
that it plans to start operations on
5,000-watts nighttime about Dec. 1,
while KVOO, Tulsa, NBC-Red station, ^vill begin operation with
50,000-watt
daj-time within ten
days.
ED EAST, conductor of the Kitchen
Qui:: program on WJZ, New York, is
working on the second of a series of
shorts produced by Columbia Pictures.

KIDS

5:00-5:1 5 Orphan Annie

Quaker Oats

5:15-5:30 Supermon

Pevely Dairy

5:30-5:45 Jack Armstrong

Wheaties

5:45-6:00 Captain Midnight

Ovalfine

7:1 5-7:30 Mandrake, The Magician .Purity Bakery
7:30-8:00 Lone Ranger

Kix

Station breaks are available preceding
and following some of these programs.
ST.

LOUIS

KWK
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Dear

Mom:

This

And

is me — Mickey.

thought

I'd

turn

into

old

saying — a cat's

all

beside

nice
silly

Mr.

the

kitten?

educated

too!

Funny,

cat,

did

mistakes ... or however

point.

Caldwell.

an

writing,

What

I'm

Remember?

really

The

man

you.
the

writing
who

huh?

Bet

Mom?

line

me

never

Well,

goes.

to you

bought

you

But

about

when

it's

the

that's

is that

I was

just

a

Well, Mom, this Mr. Caldwell
And this is a little

is now at WOR. Yeah, the radio station.

note about WOR, Mr. Caldwell

and — just think — canaries!

You see, it's this way...
...I'm washing

my face the other night in front of the fireplace

door bangs and in comes the Boss — that's
wait to take off his hat; just dashes
cooking dinner

Caldwell — whistling.

into the kitchen

He doesn't

and shouts:

Well, when I hear the word "canary,"
door, purr quietly,

I sort of saunter

thing WOR did for the Hartz Mountain

2,741 dimes — with as many boxtops — from four brief program
know the show — just an organ and some canaries
"Your dinner,

darling!"

"As I was saying,"

over to the kitchen

interrupts

continued

Products
mentions.

on Sunday. Better

Mrs. Caldwell,

the Boss, "better

during which the Hartz people used WOR practically

Co. was pull
And you

yet..."

wearily.

yet, sales for the year
doubled

those for the year

they didn't..."

"And to meet the demand

they had to expand their plant and take on more

added Mrs. Caldwell.

"Exactly!"

cried the Boss.

"It's the usual
Looks

Wow!"

and bend an ear.

"Why the smallest

people,"

even

where Mrs. Caldwell's

"Boy — Oh, Boy! Mary, has WOR done a job for those canary people.

during which

when the

"Say — how did YOU know that?"

thing at WOR, isn't it?"

like that WOR's got something,

doesn't

it. Mom?

— that power- full station

P. S. WOR

was picked to sell a night club— of all things!

In less than a month that night club's business was 3 times greater
than it had been. Business for the year was 400% greater than the year before.
This, we think, makes a point . . . Makers of uncommon things who have
not used WOR, have no idea how subtly and surely this station relaxes the
drawstrings of the purse. Our address is 1440 Broadway, in New York.
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Squeeze Play
THE SQUEEZE play is on in the last inning
of the chain-monopoly game that has been
running for three years.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly, just
after release of the optionless time-option
regulations, blandly observed he would be
"surprised" if NBC and CBS went to court — •
this in defiance of statements made by the
heads of the networks that they would appeal.
Why this cocksureness?
Now it develops that Assistant Attorney
General Thurman Arnold has invited attorneys representing the three major networks
to a "conference" on the rules. Chairman Fly
has discussed the "anti-trust aspects" of network operations with the Department before,
and is obviously counselling it in this latest
foray. There enters the fundamental question:
Who is charged with prosecution of the antimonopoly laws — the Department of Justice
or the FCC.
The whole philosophy of the Anti-Trust
Division, it has been evident for many months,
is to evolve a "negotiated settlement" rather
than institute litigation. That means a consent
decree. The question logically follows whether
Chairman Fly did not have in mind such a
counter measure as the event that would block
the networks from going to court on the regulations. The answer will be known after the
Arnold-Network-Fly seance next Wednesday.
With all this catch-as-catch-can going on,
the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee has decided to reppraise the Communications Act and will start hearings next
January. Senator Wheeler's Interstate Commerce Committee, after conducting hearings
on the same issue last June, hasn't made another move. The White Resolution, to stop the
FCC's machinations until there is a clear-cut
definition of the scope of the FCC's functions,
is in suspended animation.
Chairman Clarence F. Lea, of the House
Committee, long has been regarded as a sort
of middle-of-the-road Democrat. He is a sincere, deliberate and unsensational legislator —
a stateman who commands respect on both
sides of the House chamber. He did not order
hearings on the Sanders Bill to reorganize
the FCC until he had sounded out his committee. They agreed to proceed, without dissent and after a thorough discussion.
Chairman Lea has from President Roosevelt
a letter written in Jan. ;ary 1939 advocating a
new FCC — a three-man commission — because,
as the President put it, he was "dissatisfied
Page 30
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with the present legal framework and administrative machinery of the Commission."
An identical letter was sent Chairman W^heeler. Bills accordingly were introduced, but died
with that session. There has been no intimation of any change of attitude on the part of
the Chief Executive.
Thus, as far as the records go, the President,
and the chairmen of both the House and Senate
Committees identified with radio legislation,
are on record favoring remaking of the FCC
and rewriting of the Communications Act.
Since then the situation has not improved.
There is much to attest that it has been aggravated.
This is more than an industry fight. NBC
and CBS say it means sudden death to broadcast operations as they exist today. Thus, in
the most critical hour in the nation's history,
with the nation on the brink of war, a regulatory agency of Government would gamble
with the people's primary means of entertainment, relaxation, leisure and enlightenment.
And the most direct means of contacting the
public would be tampered with, when there
hasn't been a murmer of public complaint.
Before any anti-trust or regulatory jockeying seriously sets in, we believe the Administration, through the chairmen of the House
and Senate committees, might well ask the
FCC to hold up its regulations pending final
Congressional consideration of new legislation.
In that epochal letter of January, 1939, the
President himself said new legislation is
needed "to lay down clearer Congressional
policies on the substantive side — so clear that
the new administrative body will have no difficulty in interpreting or administering them."
too!That's the public's case, and the industry's
10% for Xmas
WITH CHRISTMAS 60 days away, practically
every business survey predicts a record breaking holiday season in retail trade. Inventories
are way above last year and the indication is
that 1941 will not only surpass 1940 but even
the banner year of 1929. True, prices will be
somewhat higher but there's more money in
circulation.
This is all good news to stations and agencies— for they will get the brunt of the windfall from dealer-cooperatives and local concerns. But there
an ordinary
year. is a problem! For 1941 isn't
Defense programs, announcements, transcriptions etal, have gradually eaten into time
Broadcast

The
BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

CLIFTON FADIMAN, m.c. of the Information Please program sponsored on NBC-Red bv
American Tobacco Co. and literary editor of
the New Yorker, has published a 1,000-page
book titled Reading I've Liked (Simon & Schuster, New York, $3). The collection of stories
and excerpts from books includes a long prologue describing Mr. Fadiman's ideas about
literary criticism.
GERTRUDE BERG, author of the CBS serial^'
The Goldbergs, is subject of an article in thei
November American Magazine. Article men-C
tions her estimated $300,000 annual income.'
The same issue carries a piece about Marshall Ensor, ham of Olathe, Kan., who won
the William S. Paley Award in June.
open for commercial sponsorship until the
saturation point is being reached in many
cases. Some stations, patriotically, have decided to curtail commercials where they interfere with defense programs. Unfortunately,
the stations financially in a position to do thisare few — for national emergency or no there,
is still the job of meeting the ever-increasing
payroll, music costs, taxes, ad infinitum.
It does seem, therefore, that for the holiday
period, running from Nov. 1 through Christmas, that these defense programs could be
trimmed about 10% — where possible, of
course — and allow these stations, admittedly
doing a bang-up job for Uncle Sam, to catch
their breath financially? After all radio, freely
and proudly, gives its time to the Government:
it's only fair that Government reciprocate for
this "breathing spell" that the broadcasting inter job.dustry might be in a position to do a still betRadio

Heckling

WHEN Hitler began his mad dash toward
world conquest, it was freely predicted that one
of the first moves with the outbreak of hostilities would be the "jamming" of broadcast
operations by belligerents. That hasn't hap-;
pened at all because both sides recognized it
could only mean a complete blackout of broadcast communications.
Instead there has developed the little gameof radio heckling, which has introduced a light
touch in this grim business of provoked:
murder. "Ivan the Terrible" in Moscow inter-rupts the German propaganda effort with,
devastating, if not downright funny remarks.
The Germans now are cutting in on BBC, and-'
the Rome radio's Barber of Seville is inter-"
rupted by a terrific tirade against II Duce.
It's disconcerting business, this phantom
station operation. And it can happen here,
with interesting possibilities. It raises the.
question — Has the FCC overlooked the danger
of a parallel situation in this country, a danger
that can crop up overnight? It might not be a ;
bad idea for the FCC to instruct its field force
to oil up those direction finders, and warm
up the warning sirens in preparation for these
prospective radio interlopers.
Advertising • BROADCASTING

JACK RADFORD, Canadian BroadCorp. astation
relations
visor,casting
is on
tour of
Quebecsuperand
Maritime
stations.
NOTES
HAROLD M. COULTER, foi-merly
of WKRC, Cincinnati, has been appointed sales promotion manager of
KYW.bert B. Philadelphia,
LamBeeuwkes, whosucceeding
left last month
to
join
WXYZ,
Detroit,
in
a
similar
capacity.

JOSEPH EDWARD
I A FRIENDSHIP
that sprang
j/% up in the training camps of
f m the World War brought radio
one of its most pleasant peronalities. The managing director
f CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, is the
ersonality. And probably no more
ffective way can be found of dei2ribing J. E. Campeau than by
oting that he is known as "Ted"
-warmly, too — by his staff and his
ompetitors as well as his close
i'jriends.
Ted Campeau has a difficult job
t CKLW, in common with other
lanagers of Canadian stations on
fae international border. There is
I dual identity involved in such
jtations, and there can easily be
isituations". But there are no "sitlations"
at much
CKLW,at for
leau is as
homeTed onCamone
,|;de of the Detroit River as the
ther, and the people with whom he
'oes business are at home with him.
here is no way of opening the
ooks of the station, of course, but
, is no secret that CKLW has been
a steady upward way since Ted
)ok over three years ago.
The soft-spoken, alert managing
i^irector of CKLW came into radio
ii the selling side, out of the maga|ne and trade paper ranks. But
3 a graduate attorney he was
nusually equipped for any kind
iL administrative or commercial
fork. He went to school at Ottawa
and Toronto U, graduating from
sgood Hall Law School in Toronto
I 1921.
There followed three years of law
ractice in Windsor, and then he
lined the Realty Trust Co., in
large of conveyancing. The real
state depression of the middle 20s
L the Detroit area put the Realty
rust Co. out of business, and Ted
ampeau turned to the magazine
^ald, joining the Detroit Realtor
i its advertising manager. Subseaently he represented the trade
ablication Automotive Wholesalin the Michigan-Ohio-Indiana
|rritory.
I'About 12 years ago a Detroit
pevrolet dealer, James Hunt,
tught a sales manager for WIBM,
ickson, Mich., in which he owned
part interest. He came to his
ijietime fellow officer of war days
ROADCASTING

CAMPEAU

and urged him to go into radio.
Mr. Hunt's arguments did not
greatly impress his advertising
salesman friend. Campeau argued
that he knew nothing about radio,
but went into the business anyhow
in 1930 as sales manager of WIBM
— a spot for a radio greenhorn that
was complicated by the crumbling
of retail business in Jackson under
the impact of the depression.
But despite handicaps, Ted did
his job so well that CKLW brought
him home to Windsor in 1932 as
its Eastern Canada representative. He traveled the beehives of
Canadian commerce and industry,
mainly in Toronto and Montreal,
for two years, being taken off the
road and installed at Windsor as
station manager in 1934. Four
years later he became managing
director.
Since his accession to the directorship of CKLW, Ted Campeau
has devoted himself not only to
the improvement of the station but
to cementing relationships of all
sorts between the cities of Detroit
and Windsor. He is vitally and
profoundly interested in such activity as a symbol of the growing
closeness of the United States and
Canada. Nor is his work unrecognized. Recently he was singled out
for unique distinction by the Michigan Department of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, which presented him
with a medal for Americanism —
the first time any such honor had
been conferred on a Canadian citizen.
Naturally his radio work comes
first. Indicative of his standing in
the industry is the fact that he has
been a member of the Operating
Board of MBS since 1939.
Membership in the War Birds
Assn. is one of the bright spots in
Ted's memory book of the days of
1917 and 1918. He cut his college
career short to enlist in the Royal
Flying Corps, predecessor of the
Royal Air Force of today. There
he underwent training until he was
given his lieutenant's commission
in August, 1918.
Born May 25, 1898, Mr. Campeau is a native Windsorite. He
was married in 1925 to a Windsor
girl and they have two sons, 15
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AUSTIN FENGER, formerly in
charge of trade publicity of KFSO,
San Francisco, has been named director of public relations.
JACK SOELL, member of the sales
department of KXOK, St. Louis,
heard his first published song, "Here's
Your Sisters
Hat", recently.
sung over NBC by the
Ross
WOODROW FIRST, formerly with
International Business Machines
Corp., has joined the sales staff of
WCMI, Ashland, Ky. Hugh Harling,
former band leader, has been named
manager
ton, O. of WCMI's studios at IronMORT FLEISCHL, former account
executive and radio director of W. I.
Tracy Inc., New York, has joined the
sales department of WMCA, New
York.
ARTHUR A. NEWCOMB, commercial manager of WOCB, West Yarmouth, Mass., is the father of a baby,
Sylvia.
HARRY
W. BETTERIDGE, of
George P. Hollingbery Co., New York,
is the father of a girl born Oct. 14.
JOSEPH GOORIS. formerly advertising manager of the 8t. Paul Dispatch & Pioneer Press, has been named
western manager of the Bureau of
Advertising, ANPA. He succeeds
Frederick Dickinson, recently appointed sales manager of the bureau. Mr.
Gorris will headquarter in Chicago.
.lACK WINSTON, former manager of
KFAR. Fairbanks, Alaska, and recently of KFBK, Sacramento, Cal.. has
been appointed manager of KOH,
Reno, Nev., succeeding Wallie D. Warren who has resigned to become deputy
administrator of the defense savings
staff for Nevada.
RALPH WARNER, formerly of the
advertising staff of Montgomery Ward
& Co., Chicago, has been appointed
sales service manager of WBBM, Chicago, succeeding George Grant, appointed salesman.
WALTER PASCHALL, news editor
of WSB, Atlanta, has been named
president of the Georgia Academy of
Social Sciences, succeeding Hinton
Longino. Purpose of the academy is to
study questions of economic, social and
political importance with emphasis on
Southern problems.
DAN STARR, formerly with the
Washington (D. C.) Post, has joined
the commercial department of KOMOKJR, Seattle.
and 13. His professional connections include membership in the
Rotary, Adcraft and Economic
Clubs in Detroit, and the Windsor
Advertising & Sales Club.
If you should start a round of
golf with Ted at a radio convention or in his home bailiwick, be
cautious about your bets. He
shoots in the low eighties and does
it fairly consistently, despite the
irregularity of his appearances on
the links. He enjoys golf thoroughly
and nominates it as his chief hobby,
followed by reading.

JOHN S. VAN CRONKHITE, formerly salesman of WINX, Washington, is now manager of programs of
WATN, Watertown, N. Y.
EDWARD C. COONTZ, program director of KVOO, Tulsa, and Evelyn
Lynne, Southern singer on NBC-Blue,
were married Oct. 25 in Chicago. Miss
Lynne, star of the Breakfast Club
show, is replaced by Marion Mann.
EARL F. CORBETT, retail advertising specialist, has joined the sales
staff of WCBS, Springfield, 111.
LOUIS E. TILDEN, international
sales representative
wave stations WNBI forandNBC
WRCAshort-in
Chicago, has established headquarters
in NBC chandise
Chicago
offices in the MerMart.

Rep. Connery Is Dead
After
Lengthy Illness
REP. Lawrence J. Connery CDMass. ), 46, died Oct. 19 at his
home in Arlington County, Va.
He had been in ill health for several months and had been ordered
by his physicians to rest. Born in
Lynn, Mass., Rep. Connery was
named to the 75th Congress at a
special election to fill the unexpired term of his brother, the late
William P. Connery, whose secretary he had been for 15 years. He
was reelected to the 76th and 77th
Congresses.
Rep. Connery, closely identified
with passage of the Black-Connery
wage-hour bill, known as the Fair
Labor Standards Act, for which he
was a prime mover after the death
of his brother, co-author of the
legislation, also was knov^ni as an
outspoken critic of the radio industry and the FCC. He started
several unsuccessful moves for
House investigations of the FCC.
His latest anti-radio activity came
several months ago, during House
consideration of the 1941 Revenue
Act, when
plumped for
a franchise tax onhe broadcast
operations,
supporting thecriminatory
proposal
radio tax for
madea disby
John B. Haggerty, president of the
International Allied Printing
Trades Assn., and ultimately introducing separate legislation along
this line.
Galvin Heads RMA
PAUL V. GALVIN, president of
Galvin Mfg. Corp., Chicago, on
Oct. 15 was named president of
Radio Manufacturers Assn. by
unanimous vote of the board of
directors, meeting in New York.
He succeeds former President J. S.
Knowlson, who resigned Sept. 18
to become deputy director of the
0PM Priorities Division. For several years Mr. Galvin has been
chairman of the RMA set division,
and during the last year was
chairman of the important priorities committee. He will name new
chairmen of the set division and
priorities committee soon, it was
announced.
Howard I. Milliolland
HOWARD I. MILHOLLAND, 55,
chorus director and former program director of NBC in San Francisco, died Oct. 21. He is survived
by his Avidow, Eve Garcia, a pianist.
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BOB CARTER, chief announcer of
WMCA. New York, is the father of a
boy born recently.
ELEANOR TYLER, secretary to Edward Klauber. CBS vice-president, has
resigned to take over the management
of the Timber Trails Inn, Connecticut. No successor has been named as
yet.
BLAIR WALLISER. Chicago, programtenant
producer,
has the
beenU.made
LieuJunior in
S. Coast
Guards and will have charge of public relations in the Chicago area.
EDWARD FIELDING, formerly of
WIP and
WPEN. Philadelphia."
has
joined
the announcing
staff of WFIL,
Philadelphia.
RILEY JACKSON, staff announcer
of WIND, Gary, has been appointed
station program director.
PAUL DEMPSEY and Ruth Barry,
freelance script writers, have joined
the continuitv staff of W59C. FM adjunct of WGN. Chicago.
KATHRYN HILL, formerly of the
Norfolk (Va.) Shipbuilding & Drydock Corp.. has joined the program
department of TVTAR, Norfolk.
JOHN KLEIVE, music director of
WEBC, Duluth, has written the
golden anniversary song of the Normanna Male chorus, nationally known
Norse choir which he conducts.

BILL HINDS, announcer of KDKA.
Pittsburgh, who leads his own dance
orchestra,secutivehasseason opened
his third
conat the Hotel
Schenley
Continental room.
LLOYD CLAY, continuity assistant
of KMOX, St. Louis, has been named
continuity editor replacing Larry
Neville, resigned. Ellen Lee Brashear,
formerlytionalKMOX
director
educaactivities, has
been ofpromoted
to special feature writer. Elizabeth
Ann Campbell takes her place.
JOHNNY WYMER, formerly vicepresident of Knos Radio Corp., Richmond, Ind., and chief announcer of
WING. Davton. O., has joined the
news staff of WCMI, Ashland. Ky.
John torWilcox,
program
of KWNO.formerly
Winona.
Minn.,direchas
joined the WCMI production staff.
ROSWELL ROGERS, Hollywood
script collaborator on the NBC Lum
& Ahner program, sponsored by Miles
Labs. (Alka Seltzer), is the father
of a boy born Oct. 20.
NORMA LINDBLOOM. J. Walter
Thompson Co.. Hollywood, script girl
on the MBS Three Ring Time, sponsored by P. Ballantine & Sons (beer),
and Arthur
Bros,at publicist, wereWilde.
marriedWarner
Oct. 11
Las
Vegas, Nev.
MEL RUICK. Hollywood announcer
on the CBS Lux Radio Theatre, sponsored
by Lever
Bros.,
been Fox
assigned a part
in the
20th has
Century
film, "Remember the Day".
DICK JOY, CBS Hollywood announcer, is the father of a girl born
Oct. 16.
LEE MARSHALL, continuity director of WBBM. Chicago, has been appointed continuity director of Russel
M. Seeds Co.. Chicago.

Fashion Dept.
SOMEBODY said it could only
happen in Boston but when
Arch MacDonald, sportscaster for WBZ-WBZA, Boston,* showed up to describe
the Harvard-Dartmouth game
he was wearing a cutaway
coat and morning pants. It
wasn't a new Harvard rule,
just the fact that Announcer
MacDonald had been best
man at his brother's wedding
and didn't have time to
change, when the game was
pushed up a half -hour. (*Not
to be confused with Arch Mcington.) Donald of WJSV, WashWAYNE STITT, for the last three
years announcer of KCKN, Kansas
City Kan., was to be inducted for military training on Oct. 26. Herb Kerns,
has joined the full-time announcing
staff
of KCKN, replacing Jon Yost,
City. resigned
who
to free lance in Kansas
LAW EPPS. chief announcer and
production manager of WORD. SparArmy.
tanburg, S. C. has left to join the
ERNEST POND, maintenance man
of WOWO-WGL. Fort Wayne, Ind.,
on Oct. 8 was inducted into the Army
at Fort Benjamin Harrison, IndianaDOROTHY MULLEN, Fontbonne
College graduate, has joined KXOK,
polis.
St. Louis, as secretary in the news
and publicity department succeeding
MDdred Carl.

■A

MERRITT FINCH has resumed ;
nouncing at WELI, New Haven, !
lowing honorable di.scharge from i
Army. Richard Carlson, his repla
ment, has been made night news <tor replacing William Dukeshi
transferred to sales. Vincent
Palmeri,
director,
is '
father of continuity
a baby boy
weighing
pounds 4 ounces, born Oct. 16.
LOUIS HOWARD EMICH, forme
program director of WMAM, M,
inette. Wis., has joined the annou;
ing staff of WHBF, Rock Island.
ANN
DAVIS,
women'sis commentaof WEW,
St. Louis,
recuperati
from a prolonged illness.
BEV DEAN, formerly director of pi
duction and promotion at WCKY, C
cinuati, has joined the producti
staff of WLS, Chicago.
DICK BERTRANDIAS, producer
KPO-KGO, San Francisco, left O21 for service as ensign in the NavL
Reserve.
DICK WYNNE, announcer of KSF':
San Francisco, recently resigned ai.
plans to go to Hollywood.
CLAUDE MORRIS, former produ.
tion manager of KDKA, Pittsburgl
has
the years
station's
productii' a
staff rejoined
after eight
free-lancing
actor, and
writer
and producer in Ne' ,
York
Chicago.
STEWART MacDONALD has joine
the announcing staff of CJKL, Kirl
land Lake. Ont., coming from Torontc
TRO HARPER, of the special evenl
department of KSFO, San Francisc<
has resigned to go to New York.
I. V. NEWLIN, traffic manager (,
KSFO, San Francisco, has resignec
PAUL WEST, continuity writer c|
KSFO, San Francisco, has resigne:
to join the production staff of CB
in Hollywood where he will work o
the HoUyicood Showcase program. Hi
has been succeeded at KSFO by Fre]
Fox, formerly of KYA.
COLEMAN ASHE, formerly c,
KFBI, Wichita, Kan., has joined th
musical production staff of KANS'
Wichita. and
Paul Wayne
Cochran, Shull.
formerlyfroic'
KFBI,
WMBH. Joplin, Mo., have been adde
to the KANS announcing staff.
WALTER F. HARRIS, formerl
with several stations in Virginia an
Georgia, and Willson Daily,, locf
student, have joined the announciu
staff of WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y.
JOE LEADER, formerly announce
of several Boston stations, has joine
WOCB, West Yarmouth, Mass.,
ensign inJames
the Naval
Reserve. now a'
placing
H. Beardsley,
HOWARD MARTINEAU, formerl
of KHUB, Watsonville, Cal., an
Lake City.
KLS, Oakland, has joined KSL, Sa:*

With its new power and
more favorable posltk»i
on the dial, KDAL fK>w
delivers more than twice
9'

as many listeners in its
expended coverage
area. More listeners plys
comptete merchandising
and promotion make
KDAL a "must"
on any
schedules.
eslJ
&
A'

SO'

KDAL
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PEGGY

JACK CARSON. Hollywood m.c. of
the week XBC Signal Carnival, sponsored by Signal Oil Co.. is the father
of a 10 pound boy born Oct. 14. Mrs.
Carson, radio singer, is professionally
known as Kay St. Germain.
LARRY KEATING, Hollywood announcer, has been signed to the weekly NBC Boi Hope Sfioic, sponsored by
Pepsodent Co.
ROGER GOODRICH, formerly of
WEBR, Buffalo. X. Y., has joined
the announcing staff of WGY,
Schenectady.
CHARLES Dubois, formerly of
KGCU, Mandan. X^. D.. has joined
the announcing staff of KABR. Aberdeen, S. D.. succeeding Bill Weaver,
now with KFYR. Bismarck. X. D.
Mel Baker has been named head of
the KABR sports and special events
department.
WYLLIS COOPER, radio writer
identified with such programs as the
XBC-Red Good ^eighhouis and the
CBS Spirit
-Jfl. onof Oct.
starts
scripting
TheofStory
Bess 20
Johnson,
five times weekly serial on XBC-Red
sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.. Jersey City, for Super Suds.

HILL

N THIS
specialized
age artist
it's a sur)rise
to find
a radio
like
^eggy Hill (Margaret Buist McJiveney in private life), of WWL,
l^ew Orleans. PeggA-'s only speciali^tion is her original thrice-weekly
/lerial on WWL, The Life of Peggy
Jill, but to this single show she is
"ill things. She writes the commer'fials,
women's
and She
the
Tntirethescript
for features
the serial.
ilays the lead part in the soap
•pera.
And own
to make
the wrote
show the
enirely her
she even
'i-riginal musical theme that introiluces and closes the program. Aljhought she has been in radio with
WWL for only a year, she has esablished her program as a toplight local feature of the station
nd herself as a star on \\ WL's
;tiajor dramatic productions.
.YMAX BROWX. formerly of
IFVD. Fort Dodge. la., has joined
he continuity staff of WBAP-KGKO.
.; 'ort
replacing news
.Jean commentaCampbell.
rho is"U'orth.
now feminine
or of TVBAP-KGKO.
JIAETHA RTAX. of Silver City. X,
I., has ioined the eontinuitv depart,aent of KTSM. El Paso. Tex. Graham
,Lrcher. from the Pacific Coast, and
')avid
Hendersosn.
of Tucson,
have
-een added
to the KTSM
announcing
taff.
ilAY STREETER. formerly of
-ji^ATE. Albert L-ea. Minn., has joined
;VAIAM, Marinette. Wis., as program
irecTor. Carl Brose. formerly of
THA. Madison, has joined the
iTMAM announcing staff.
:aLO MAHLOCK. formerly of
VKBZ. Muskegon. Mich., has joined
eontinuitv department of TVOWOVGL. Fort TVayne, Ind.
^ES KEITER. announcer, formerly
f KHQ-KGA. Spokane, has joined
i^ELA. Centralia. Wash.
VISCONSIN RAPIDS"

i

TING

BILL ROCHE, formerly of the XBC
guest relations staff and recently with
WMA3I. Marinette. Wis., has rejoined WAIR. Winston-Salem, S. C.
He replaces Jay CaldweU, who has
joined WOL, Washington.
XELSOX OLMSTED, storyteller of
X'BC Chicago, is the father of a boy,
Ross Xelson, born Oct. 18.
CURT ROBERTS, writer and actor
of WLS, Chicago, is the father of a
boy, John Whitlow, born Oct. 20.

inquiries, orders, direct sales, proofs of purchase . . . indisputable

proof of a huge, responsive audienre, pours into WIB^'
than 1,100 pieces a day.

at the rate of better

HERE'S WKY
Our 5,000 %vatts on our enviable 580 kc frequency lays down an easyto-listen-to signal equal to that of a 50,000 watt station in the middle of the dial.

REMEMBER

MUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
You con be SURE of Coverage in
Central Wisconsin with
RADIO STATION WFHR
Studios in Wisconsin Rapids, Marshfield
and Stevens Point, Wis.
Let Vs Send You Some Success Stories
^ W.F. Huffman, Owner — G.T. Frechette, Mgr.
CAS

MAIL

MARTIX BURKE, formerly associate editor of Catholic Action of the
Souih. has been named publicity director of WWL, Xew Orleans.
JAY CALDWELL, formerly of
WAIR. Winston-Salem. X. C has
joined WOL. Washington, replacing
Don Faust, resigned.

WCAE Stafif Changes
WCAE. Pittsburgh, has enlarged its
promotion department, with Sumner
Granby. announcer, and Herb Morrison,motion
publicity,
advanced
prostaff under
directionto oftheJames
Murray. Bill Kelly is handling publicity. Dave Olson, production manager, is leaving to join WJR. Detroit.
He had been with the station 12 vears.
Joe Mulvihill. formerly of WCED.
DuBois, and WMBS. Uniontown. has
joined the announcing staff. Don
Dixon has been added to the production staff. Ben Muros. engineer,
also has joined the production department. His post is filled by Bob
Bittner. recently of TWA.

HERE'S WHY Every sales message carries the full force personalized selling. Friendly
announcers and entertainers, known to our audience by their first names, sell
your product by recommending it as one neighbor to another.

1340 Kc.
250 W.
WFHR
Now Affiliated with the

ROAD

COMMERCIAL

FRAXK DAXZIG, who formerly
handled production on dramatic and
variety programs of WMCA, Xew
York, has joined the CBS production
department.
MRS. AEICE BARRY, lecturer and
teacher, is broadcasting on KTSM
twice weekly. Program is titled Facts
& Faces in the Neves, and sponsored
by Standard Oil Co. of Texas.
ROGER GOODRICH, formerly of
WEBR. Buffalo, has joined the announcing staff of WGY, Schenectady.
RICHARD GOODE, formerly of
WIS, Columbia, S. C. recently joined
the announcing staff of WORD, Spartanburg, S. C.
RALPH EDDY, announcer of WGX,
Chicago, is the father of a boy, Ralph
Bromley, born Oct. 11 in Hammond,
Ind.

THIS! When they write, you knon they listen. When they listen to WIBW —
they write!

WW
A BW
WW^<
^^U^1^
COLUMBIA^OUTLET FOR KANSAS
BEN ^'
LUDY,
G... %^
M,r.
WI
REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
DETROIT
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
NEW YORK
SAN FRA.SCISCO
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Cone Gets Post
FAIRFAX M. CONE, vice-president
in charge of the San Francisco
office of Lord & Thomas, and formerly head of the agency's copy
department, has been appointed
chairman of the plan board of Lord
& Thomas to headquarters in New
York, as of Dec. 1. Succeeding him
will be Eugene I. Harrington. The
agency announced appointment of
Walter Weir as copy chief of the
New York office. Mr. Weir joined
the agency earlier this year, coming from J. M. Mathes Inc., New
York, where he headed the copy
department.

DAYTON, OHIO
S.OOO WATTS Oay and Might

wize
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
TWO
BIG MARKETS
AT THE PRICE OF ONE
NBC Red • and Blue
Nafional Representative
PAUL RAYMER CO.

L. E. WATERMAN Co., New York,
has been charged by the Federal Trade
Commission with misleading advertisfor Waterman's
fountain
pens ingin claims
an FTC
complaint announced
Oct. 2.3.

• A new ' 'program-interest" for WCAE listeners
— the largest station-following in Pittsburgh.
• 46 new, entertaining, local-built, live-talent
shows — 8 of which are fed to MUTUAL.
• Exclusive broadcasts of PITT football games
— outstanding sports events in Pittsburgh.
• Exclusive
Symphony

broadcasts

of the Pittsburgh

Concerts — outstanding musical events.

• These PLUS attractions, together with
MUTUAL shows and features add up to a brand

New

Kastor VP

WESTON HILL, copy director of
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, has
been elected vice-president and
creative director. Mr. Hill, who is
also a short story
writer of note,
was formerly on
the New York
copy staff o f
Blackett-SampleHummert and before that with
Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York.
During the last
Mr. Hill
war, Mr. Hill
served on the
IJSS Nicholson which captured the
famous underseas raider, U-58, and
engaged in a running sea battle
with the U-62 commanded by the
famed Count Von Luckner. After
serving for a year on the Nicholson, Mr. Hill was appointed to
Annapolis,
later receiving a commission.
Free Time, Paid Space
For Maritime Campaign
FREE radio time and paid newspaper space are being used by the
U. S. Maritime Commission in a
recruiting campaign for the merchant marine Cadet Training Service, starting Oct. 17 and ending
in mid-November. The newspaper
campaign, termed a test by the
Maritime Commission and handled
by Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
at present extends only to New
York and several other eastern
cities.
Using free time, the Commission
on Oct. 22 set a quarter-hour show
on WNYC, New York, followed on
Oct. 25 by another quarter-hour,
Manning Our Merchant Marine,
on NBC-Red. During the week of
Nov. 3 programs have been planned
on a special 80-station hookup arby the covering
Office of40 GovernmentrangedReports,
states.
Plans also include use of time on
stations in the New Orleans and
San Francisco areas before the
present campaign concludes.
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago, has
been asked by Connie Boswell, vocalist on the weekly NBC Kraft Music
Hall, for either a release from her
current contract or an indefinite leaveof-absence to be taken at a date mutually agreed upon. Miss Boswell postponed personal appearances when she
joined the radio series and now plans
to fulfill those engagements.

JOHN P. COHANE, former accoi.!
executive of Sherman K. Ellis & C
Chicago, has joined Blackett-Samp
Hummert, Chicago. Mr. Cohane w
at one time Dayton office manager
Lord & Thomas and before that :
count executive of J. Walter Thorr
son Co., New York.
STEWART-McINTOSH, Vancou'.
agency, has opened a branch at V
toria,
B. C,Evans,
under ofthethemanagem"^
of Ernest
Vancou \
office.
MARJORIE DUHAN, former s«h
tary to Mitchell Benson, who resign
as commercial program manager
WOR, New York, to join J. M. Matli
Inc.. New York, has resigned to w<i
on the staff of Frank Fay, radio <
median. New secretary to Thom
Moore Jr., who has taken Mr. Bei
son's place at WOR, is Loretta
Evoy, formerly in the production ifice
ment.of the station's program depai
LINCOLN HOBSON, copywriter
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, li
been transferred
the agency's Ni
York
office as copyto editor.
BILL BROWN,
sports editor
WHO, Des Moines, is the father of
girl born Oct. 9.
LUCILLE WEBSTER, business m;i
ager of the radio department of T
Bates Inc., New York, has return'
after a four-month absence due to :
operation.
WARREN-ROSS
ADV. AGENC
has been formed by Arthur S. Warr
and Ralph A. Rosenberg ith office
6 E. 4.5th St., New York. Telephoi
is Murray Hill 2-0093.
ED RICE, J. Walter Thompson Co
Hollywood writer on the MBS Thn
Ring Time, sponsored by P. Ballai
tine & Sons (beer), has been mac
producer of the NBC Kraft Mus;
Hall, sponsored by Kraft Cheese C(
IRVING FROMER, New York mar
ager of Mitchell Hamilburg Agency
talent and production service, ha
been transferred to the Hollywoo
offices for a five-month period.
JOHN F. PRICE, of the Chica;:
office of Sherman K. Ellis & Co., ha^
been elected a vice-president.
CHESTER La ROCHE, New Yor,
president of Young & Rubicam, is
the West Coast for conferences wit
Tom Lewis, Hollywood manager. Mi
Lewis will accompany Mr. La Rocli
back to New York.

new listening thrill for Pittsburghers — and how
they're enjoying it!!!
WISN
And that's only part of the story. For
complete information as to time and
program availabilities consult —

MILWAUKEE
WATTS
DAY &
NIGHT

The KATZ Agency • National Representatives
500 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

5.000
COLUMBIA

A
\Y/r
WwrAC

P

PA.
PITTSBURGH,
5000 Watts . 1250 K.C.
International
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ADLEY EXPRESS Co.. one of the leading motor carriers operating in
New England, operating in six States ■with 14 terminals, has signed to
sponsor Phil Buxbaum Jr.'s nightly sports program six times weekly
on WELI, New Haven, aiming its commercials at creating good^^'ill and
furthering the aims of the motor transport industry as a whole. Signing
up the Adley Sports Program, believed to be one of the first ever sponsored by a freight carrying concern of this type, are (1 to r) : Daniel
Adley, president of the firm; George Bronson, WELI salesman; Michael
L. Adley, secretary-treasurer of the firm; F. W. Stairwalt, Adley, general manager; Phil Buxbaum Jr.

AGENCY
Tn'ppajfittnentf
' SUPERIOR
PORCH
Co., Mamaroneck,
i N. Y.. to Mason L. Ham Adv., Boston.
Said to use radio.
,BLUE MOON FOODS. Thorp, Wis., to
Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen & Finn, N. Y.
MILTON BRADLEY Co., Springfield,
'Mass.
(games), to Wm. B. Remington Co.,
I Springfield.
EARL E. MAY SEED Co., Shenandoah,
la., to Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.
WASHINGTON STATE PROGRESS COMi|j'MISSION,
Olympia, Wash., to McCannlEriekson, Seattle.
J CALIFORNIA & HAWAIIAN Sugar Refining Co.. Chicago, to Bowman-DeuteCummings. San Francisco, for West Coast
advertising; to Rogers & Smith, Chicago,
for Midwest.
'CELLOWAX Co., Baltimore, to Courtland
-D. Ferguson Inc., Washington.
MOHAWK COACH LINES, New York, to
Deutsch & Shea, that city no radio plans.
MIKE
Los Weinberg
Angeles
(chain LYMAN'S
restaurant), GRILL,
to Milton
lAdv. Co.. that city. Currently sponsoring
a six-weekly quarter-hour newscast on
KFWB, Hollywood.
HYGRADE SYLVANIA Corp., New York
(radio tubes, incandescent and fluorescent
lamps), to Arthur Kudner Inc., New
York. Plans not yet formulated.
CORNING GLASS WORKS, Corning,
N. Y. (Steuben art glassware), to Hartwell Ayles Adv., N. Y. No radio contemI
plated.

Get the facts from WOL- WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated with MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives:
INTERNATIONAL RADIO SALES

JOHNSON SALES Co., Hagerstown. Md.,
to Wettlin & Co., Camden, N. J., for its
tine of Ezol and other drug products.
TREESWEET PRODUCTS Co., Santa
Ana, Cal. (lemon juice), to Armand J.
Hanson Adv., that city.
AMERICAN CHICLE Co., Long Island
City,
(Beeman's
Grant N.Adv.Y. Inc.,
Chicago.Pepsin
Radiogum),
will beto
used,
probably
with
an
expanded
schedule
after Jan. 1.
ORANGE CRUSH Co.. Chicago (soft drink
beverages
Chicago. ) , to Aubrey, Moore & Wallace,

CASH
NORTH

PAYMENTS

CAROLINA

^22/.

AVERAGE OF
NINE OTHER
SOUTHERN STATES

8

X

Opens Los -4ngeles Office
PAX-AMERICAN Broadcast Sales
Co., Tivhich controls all production, program and sales policies of XEAU,
■Vuga Caliente.
Mexico,at has
lished business offices
1052estabW.
Sixth St.. Los Angeles. Firm is headed
by Rex Duncan as president, with G.
E. Duncan secretary-treasurer. Dae
Lantz is commercial manager and
Alan Cameron program and production director. Xew 10.000-watt station
is scheduled to start operating in
early Xovember on 1470 kc.
HERB RIXGGOLD. radio director of
Philip Klein Adv. Agency, and Wally
Sheldon, announcer of WCAE. have
replaced James Allan and Joseph T.
Connolly as instructors for the radio
by The .Junto, new adult school in
Philadelphia.

CHN
HALIFAX, N. S.
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is Rounding Out the Busiest
Year in Its Fifteen Years of
Existence. Acdvertisers Would
Be Well Advised to Make
Their Fall and Winter Bookings AT ONCE.
(7. S. Representatives:
Weed &: Company
New York City
FREE

BROADCASTING

INCOME f//^
and
GOV'T
millions)
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Advertising

&
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ISTENERS are invited to
pay a penny to listen to The
Penny Playhouse, new Weekly dramatic series featuring
original Caleb O'Henry plays
on
WWDC, Washington. Collected
Club
Lions
the
to
go
pennies
charity fund. During a coming
play, it is planned to offer a prize
to the first person solving the murder mystery situation outlined in
the drama.

PROGRAMS
News, Then Views
SPONTANEOUS on - the - spot
opinions of current news is the
newest angle on quiz sessions, as
used by Newscaster Rye Billsbury
on What's Your Opinion sponsored
by Marks Credit Clothing Co. five
days weekly on WJJD, Chicago.
Program starts with five minutes
of news from a broadcasting booth
in the Telenews Theater, after
which Billsbury uses a roving mike
to
up the
newspickitems
just crowds'
aired. opinions of

Far East
TO PROVIDE understanding of
the peoples of the Far East, and to
explain the interests America has
at stake and the crisis that confronts the United States will be the
purposes of Spotlight on Asia, to
start on CBS Nov. 3, in cooperation
with the American Council of the
Institute of Pacific Relations.

«TAKE A CRACK AT THE BIG SVYIHG
POWER OF THE RED RIVER VALLEY!
WVAY IS THE ONLY WEAPON
YOU
HEEV'THE OHLY
DOMINATES THE
RIVER

VALLEY

STATION THAT
ENTIRE Ri

Canada's Troops
BROADCASTS in which the Canadian troops in the Dominion take
part have been instituted at the
Toronto studios of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. for network
airing. At Manning Depot, Friday
evening show, gives young flyersin-training a close-up of several of
Canada's leading radio performers. Each week in a pre-broadcast
warm-up, the boys pick their own
candidate for radio fame and he
takes his place on the program
to do one singing number. Musical
Grab Bag, a Monday evening show
from the CBC Playhouse, has an
audience of soldiers, sailors and
flyers. One of the men in uniform
picks a tune out of hat, names the
orchestra player he wants to do
the solo break, answers a few
questions and signs off the program.
Ships and Guns
BATTLESHIPS and big guns talk
in the new dramatic series. Our
New Army & Navy, broadcast each
Sunday by WCAU, Philadelphia.
Each program tells a story of one
branch of the Army and one branch
of the Navy, its equipment, its
manpower and its missions. Written and produced by Joe Gottlieb
and Joe Connolly of the station
staff, the programs are broadcast
from the WCAU studios, employing a large cast of professional
dramatic
talent and Joey Kearns'
studio orchestra.

AVVIEUCE!''

House Hunters
THE SEARCH for a home outside
New York by a couple tired of
apartment life in the city is the
background for the NBC-Blue series House in the Country, which
starts Oct. 27 as a five times weekly morning program.
Trading Post
TRADING POST recently was
started by Austin Fenger editor
of the Farm Journal, on KSFO,
San Francisco, to aid farmers in
finding customers for commodities
or articles they wished to sell or
trade.

On With the Show
THE CAST of Bulldog
Drummond, mystery drama
on MBS, went on with rehearsal Oct. 19 in
Radio Playhouse
on Mutual's
the New
Amsterdam Theatre, New
York, despite the fact they
had witnessed a scene far
more realistic than the one
they were rehearsing. From
a fire escape just outside the
Playhouse a 20-year-old
youth had staged a suicide
attempt
tossing a saying
nickel
to
a WORafter
electrician,
"call an ambulance — you're
going
need it." the
New youth
York
police to dragged
from his eighth floor perch.
The cast went on rehearsing
its murder mystery.
American Music
COMPLETE picture of the wellknown and infrequently-heard orchestral, choral and chamber-music
works written by Americans in the
last 100 years, tracing through
them the various steps in the
growth of style, while at the same
time indicating the development of
varying schools of thought in
American music today, will be presented in Milestones in American
Music, to start Oct. 28, 4-4:30 p.m.
on CBS. The new weekly series, 22
programs in all, will be presented
through the cooperation of the
Eastman School of Music, Rochester.
Topics of the Day
DIRECTED particularly to social
science classes in junior high
schools, high schools and junior i
colleges is the new weekly Current
Events, released by KGO, San
Francisco, with Newscaster Bill
Wood voicing the production. Current events are discussed during
the broadcasts, along with historic
and background material.
Pages' Program
PAGE BOYS of CBS are presentHour Before
Midnight,
seriesing Half
written,
produced,
directed,a'
acted, announced, etc., by themselves on WBNX, New York. CBS,;
which could not clear time for the;
group, has donated studio space c
and an engineer for rehearsals . ^
Fifth Columnists i
ACTIVITIES of fifth column and I
anti-democratic forces in the United
States are exposed and discussed
by Bryce Oliver, news commentator
of WEVD, New York, in a thriceweekly series presented on WEVD
under
the auspices of the Friends
of
Democracy.
Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

KFH
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WHEN

YOU

Armour's Jewelry — Preserved by Platter — Display
For FM — Speeches for FM — Tacks
NG NEW
TIum
CIco
AN piecEeXof
st e jewelry
ed at $1.25" is being
valure
offe d by Armour & Co.,
iicago, to listenerl s of CBS Treat
me. "A beautifu jeweled pin of
w luxury, new beauty with a
aceful design of bow-knot and
iwers in a 2% -inch spray of genne gold plate touched by an ar5t's hand.
And for dramatic excitement,"
ntinues
copy cooingly,
"there
ating Lucinore
e threethescintill
nulated moonstones dancing with
dden light and fire . . . iridescent
ones that magically take on the
lorheaven
of anytoocostume
All this
id
for 25." cents
and
bel recipe from the top of a can
Treet. Lord & Thomas, Chicago,
|rects the Armour account.

Later by Disc
A SPECIAL SERVICE to
enable radio editors, reviewers and critics to hear via
transcription any shows they
may have missed when originally aired, has been set up
by the WOR, New York,
press department under supervision of Jerry Danzig,
publicity director. Starting
last Tuesday, two-hour sessions, at which discs of any
programs transcribed by
WOR are played on request,
are being conducted on alternate weeks at the station's
studios. Idea was originated
after
"appears
to
be noting
a trend what
towards
more
radio criticism and the problem involved in catching so
many new shows or rechecking zigthestated.old ones", Mr. Dan-

Orchestra Displays
aiLADELPHIA Orchestra Sers, heard on the Yankee-Colonial
M stations, W43B, Boston, and
■«39B, Mit. Washington, N. H., gets
boost through 11 display cards
'i.th removable program cards set
I in theaters and entertainment
eas throughout Boston.
t

FM Boosters
OFFICIALS OF WGN, Chicago
and W59C, FM adjunct, are speaking before various Chicago groups
as part of a campaign to educate
the public on the advantages of
FM reception. Chief Engineer Carl
Meyers recently addressed a group
of executives of Marshall Field
department store; Producer Lou
Jackobson spoke to 60 executives
of Commonwealth Edison Co.; and
Engineer Art Avery addressed 175
members of Hamfesters Club.
Other speaking engagements are
scheduled.
^ ^ ^
School Recordings
CREATING goodwill in the communities serviced by WSBT, South
Bend, Ind., the station each week
sends Mark Boyden, director of
special programs, and Herb Cole,
chief engineer, to a different high
school. After addressing a student
assembly, transcriptions are made
of teachers and students. The discs
are played the following evening.
* * *
Ranger at Store
PLUGGING the Texas Ranger
program of WDAY, Fargo, N. D.,
the Texas Ranger makes personal
appearances several times weekly
at the sponsor's stores in the district. A special car with lettering
on all sides publicizing the program is furnished for the trips to
the stores, where the Ranger sings
songs and entertains.
❖
^
Tacks of Brass
WITH
admonition,
"Let's your
get
down tothebrass
tacks about
selling", the latest direct-mail piece
of WIBW, Topeka, Kan., is built
around an inch-square chunk of
plywood in which are stuck a pair
of genuine brass tacks. The promotion message is carried on a
large paper card tied to the wooden
block.

~4£i^
LOWER

YOU'LL
THAN

COST

000073

SEE

A

WTAM'S

FAMILY

WTAM, with its Primary Coverage Area of over a million
and a quarter families, not only reaches more families but
costs less per family. To get at comparative costs, divide the

BROCHURES

15 minute daytime rate of each Cleveland Station by the
NBC — Illustrated brochure. The Nation's Bulletin Board of Agriculture,
chronicling history and development of
Farm & Home Hour.

number of families each claims in its Primary Area. But don't
stop there! Go a step farther. Take any Survey . . . and
compare the number of actual listeners each station has all
day, all night, all week. WTAM

leads. The lowest "cost

per ear" station in Cleveland. That's why WTAM
choice with smart time buyers, coast to coast.

is first
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WOR, New York
O'Cedar
Corp.,
Chicago
(polish),
weekly, thru H.
W. Kastor
& 3Sons,so
Chicago.
Skinner & Eddy Corp., New York (Minute
Man Soup ) , 3 sa weekly, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Penick & Ford, New York (My-T-Fine desserts), 5sa weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Roma Wine Co., Fresno, Cal., weekly sp,
thru Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce,
N. Y.
Beaumont Co., St. Louis (4-Way cold tablets), 3sp weekly, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago.
Carter Products, New York (liver pills) , 5
sp weekly, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Berkshire ings),
Knitting
Mills5 sp
(women's
Reading, Pa.,
weekly, stockthru
Geare-Marston,
Philadelphia.
Barbara Gould Inc., New York (cosmetics),
3 sp weekly, thru Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
Ward Baking Co., New York (Tip Top
Bread), sp, 6 sa, weekly, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 2 sp weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven, 3 ta
weekly, thru Craven & Hedrick, N. Y.
Van Camps
Indianapolis
(food products), 12 taInc.,weekly,
placed direct.
Pen Man, Chicago (pens), 3 sp weekly,
thru United Broadcasting Co., Chicago.
Compagnie Parisienne, San Antoni® (perfumes,) 6 ta weekly, thru Northwest
Radio Adv. Agency, Seattle.
Good & Reese Nursery, Springfield, O., 6 sp
weekly, thru Leo Boulette Agency,
Springfield.
Kroydon Pipe Co., Chicago, 6 sa weekly,
thru Neal Adv., Chicago.
KFI, Los Angeles
National Funding Corp., Los Angeles,
weekly sp, thru Smith & Bull Adv., Los
Angeles.
Bosco Co., N. Y. (milk amplifier), 3 t
weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Beaumont Labs., St. Lous (4-Wav cold tablets), 9 ta weekly, thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons, Chicago.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York (Baume
Bengue) , 10 ta weekly, thru Wm. Esty
& Co.. N. Y.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn.,
(Malt-O-Meal) , 8 sa weekly, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
WRC, Washington
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis (proprietary),
100 ta, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago.
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich., sa series,
thru Arthur Kudner, N. Y.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(Father Johns), 156 sa, thru John W.
Queen, Boston.
Wheatena Co., Rahway, N. J. (cereal),
130 t, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
KOA, Denver
Olson Rug Co., Chicago (rugs), 3 ap
weekly,
Chicago. thru Presba, Fellers & Presba,
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J., 4 sa
weekly, direct.
Cinder Concrete Products. Denver, 2 sp
weekly, thru Raymond
Keane Adv.
Agency, Denver.
KECA, Los Angeles
Fisher Flouring Mills Co., Seattle (Biscuit
mix, v^heat germ ) , 2 sp weekly, thru Pacific National Adv. Agency, Seattle.
Canada Dry Ginger Ale, New York, weekly
so, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
KGNO, Dodge City, Kan.
Shaler Co.. Waupun, Wis. ,motor oil), 7 ta
thru Kirkgasscr-Drew Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall sale), 4 t,
thru Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
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KSFO, San Francisco
Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro, N. C.
(Vaporub), te3rnational,saN. Y. weekly, thru Morse InMiller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, 3 ap
weekly, thru H. C. Mulberger Inc., Milwaukee.
Chryslertroit, 8Motors
Deta, thru (Dodge
RuthrauffDivision),
& Ryan, San
Francisco.
Hecker Products Corp., New York (H-O
Oats),
N.
Y. 5 t weekly, thru Maxon Inc.,
Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie. N. Y.
(chewing N.gum),
Emmett,
Y. ta series, thru NewellGeneral Motors Corp., Detroit (Chevrolet),
33 sa, thru Campbell Ewald Co., Detroit.
Gas Appliance Society of California, San
Francisco, 24 sp, thru Jean Scott Frickelton, San Francisco.
Regal Amber Brewing Co., San Francisco,
weekly
sp and so, thru M. E. Harlan,
San Francisco.
Wheatena Co., Rahway, N. J. (cereal), 5 f
weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Sunnyvale Packing Co., San Francisco
(Rancho soups ) , 5 ta weekly, thru Lord
& Thomas, San Francisco.
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich., ta series,
thru Arthur Kudner, N. Y.
WHBF, Rock Island
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (soap), 18 sa
weekly, thru S. E. Roberts Inc., Phila.
Nehi Corp.. Columbus, Ga. (Royal Crown),
3 sa weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
WiUard Tablet Co., Chicago (proprietary),
3 sp weekly,
ers, Chicago. thru First United BroadcastConsolidated Cigar Corp., New York
(Harvester), 3 t weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
40 Fathom Fish Inc., Boston, 6 ta weekly,
thru Alley & Richards Co., Boston.
Chicago Motor Club, Chicago (service), 3
sp weekly,
lace, Chicago.thru Aubrey, Moore & WalChicago Daily News, Chicago (circulation),
3 sp weekly, direct.
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.
Penick & Ford, New York (My-T-Fine),
87 ta, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Beach Soap Co., Boston, 360 so, thru
Badger & Brovming, Boston.
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis (proprietary),
100 ta, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago.
Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co.,
Yonkers,derson,N.Davis Y.,
5 ta weekly,
& Platte,
N. Y. thru AnLudens Inc., Reading (cough drops), 3 ta
weekly, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Musterole Co., Cleveland, 5 sa weekly,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
WMAL, Washington
J. H. Filbert Inc., Baltimore (margarine),
13 sa, thru Courtland D. Ferguson Inc.,
Washington.
Tru-Ade Bottling Co., Los Angeles, daily
so, thru Beaumont & Hohman, Los Angeles.
WATN, Watertown, N. Y.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago (chewing
gum), 5 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru Arthur
MeyerhofiE & Co., Chicago.
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KGKO, Fort Worth-Dallas
Pilgrim National Insurance Co., Chicago,
13 t, thru J. L. Stewart Agency, Chicago.
Jax Beer Co., Houston, 104 sp, 25 so, thru
Anfenger Adv. Agency, St. Louis.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind., 24 sp,
thru
Chicago.Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
Fashion
Frocks, N.^wthru York
clothing),
Franklin(women's
Bruck
Adv. Corp., 12N. ap.
Y.
Waltham Pen Co., Chicago (fountain
pens),
Chicago. sp series, thru United Adv. Cos.,
Dr. W. B. Caldwell, Inc., MonticeUo, 111.,
520
ta, thru Sherman & Marquette,
Chicago.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn.
(Malto-meal)
. 115 sa, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Dr. Hess & Clark, Ashland, O., (poultry
remedies). 156 so, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, 68 i, thru Joseph
Katz Co., N. Y.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., 6 t weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co., N. Y.
KINY, Juneau Alaska
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 6 sa weekly, thru Blow
Co., New
N. Y. York (Chase &
Standard
Brands,
Sanborn coffee) weekly ap, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Hudson Bay Fur Co., Seattle, sa series
direct.
Kraft-Phenix Cheese Co., Montreal, weekly sp, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Montreal.
Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago, 6 sp
weekly,
Chiacgo. thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Postal Telegraph Co., New York, 6 so
weekly, thru Blow Co., N. Y.
Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco
(transport), 6 so weekly, thru Lord &
Thomas, San Francisco.
Western Cartridge Co., E. Alton, lU., sa
series, thru D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem (Camel), 6 so weekly, thru Wm.
Esty &Steamship
Co., N. Y.Co., Seattle (transport),
Alaska
6 sp weekly, thru Beaumont & Hohman,
Seattle.
Wm. H. Wise & Co., New York (books),
so series, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co.,
Seattle.
Alaska Life magazine, Seattle, weekly sp,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Real Cream Inc., Seattle (dairy products),
3Gardner,
sa weekly,Seattle.
thru Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la. (plants),
6 t weekly, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle.
Gospel Broadcasting Assn., Los Angeles
(religious ) , weekly t, thru R. H. Alber
Co., Los Angeles.
Great Northern Railway Co., Seattle
(transport),
West,
St. Paul.3 sa weekly, thru Bronson
WAGA, Atlanta
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New York
(Pall Mall), 390 sa, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan,TeaN. Co.,
Y. Barrington, 111., 2 so daily,
Jewel
thru Schwab & Beatty, N. Y.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit, 20 sa, thru
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.

Z NET, THREE STATIONS CONNECTED

BY PERMANENT

LINES

RATE

CAR!

OF NBC SHORTWAVl
NBC's International Division ha',
issued rate card No. 2, effective
Sept. 1, 1941, covering its servicj
through WRCA and WNBI to th!
West Indies, Central and Sout
America. Although the two intei,
national stations have increase
power
from card
25,000No.to 150,000
watt'j
since rate
was issue
March 1, 1940, no increase in rate
has been effected, the only change
being in the total number of dail
hours of broadcasting, now eigl
instead of nine, and the actuf
times available for broadcast. ,
For Spanish broadcasts, th
Class A time is now 7-10 p.m. g
$300 per hour; Class B, 4-5:15 p.n,
at $225, and Class C, 11 p.m. to 1
midnight at $150. Portuguese pn
grams at $180 per hour are avai
able between 5:15 and 7 p.m., whil
English programs remain availab]
between 10 and 11 p.m. at $30 1
per hour. All times are EST.
In view of the establishment c
NBC's Pan American Networ
since the last rate card was issue(!
the new card carries the statemer
that "WRCA and WNBI prograrr
can be rebroadcast locally over an
NBC Pan American Network st£
tions where concentrated coverag
is desired in any part of Lati'
Station
America."

List Is Selects

For Campaign by A & 1
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFl
TEA Co., New York (Bokar, Re
Circle, Eight O'Clock coffee), ,
using nine transcribed one-minut
announcements and live chaii
breaks weekly on 63 statior
throughout the country, to promol
the company's coffee brands. Can
paign runs through Novembej
Agency is Paris & Peart, Ne
York.
includes:
WHN Station
WAPO listKCMC
WCAE
KRMD
WRBL
WSYR
WQXR
WGY
WACO
WFBL
WNOX
WKBN
WNBR
WMFJ
WMAZ
WIOD
WTOC
WJBY
WJAR
WSGN
WBZ-A
WWL
WCSH
WJR
WJHP
WFBG
WWJ
WTIC
WLBZ
WHAS
WMAQ
WBAL
WSFA
WBT
WBEN
WGN
WSOC
WGR
KYW
WENR
WHK
WRVA
WWNC
WBIG
WBBM
WTAM
WIS
WTAR
WHO
WBNS
WCOL
WPTF
WGBI
WNBR
KRLB
KSD
WDAF
WAGA
WRDW
KGKO
KQV
WJAS
OEM Discs Ready
DRAMATIZED transcriptions (
Douglas
Miller's best
Can't
Do Business
With seller
Hitler Yc
wi
be available to stations, in aboii
two weeks according to Bernai|
Schoenfeld, director of radio, Offi«
of Emergency Management. Righ1
to the book have been assigne
exclusively to OEM which will dii
tribute the discs to approximate!
400 stations.
FTC Stipulations
JOSEPH JACOBS AGEOSrCY, Ne
York, has stipulated with the Feder:
Trade Commission to stop certain rej
resentations for Coeomalt in adverti
ing
the Hoboken.
agency's client,
DavisforCo.,
N. J. R.
Batt li
Creek Food Co., Battle Creek. Micl;
also has stipulated with the FTC t
stop certain representations for LI
Lax and Lacto-Dextrin. Ford Mot(
Co., Dearborn, Mich., has been orden
by the FTC to stop misleading re;
resentations of prices in the sale '
Ford passenger automobiles.

BROADCASTING
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Advertisin

ICK ^Magazine. Xew York, used
jitions in Xew York. Philadelphia,
ashiugtou, San Francisco and Los
if-'eles to announce an article, dejribed as a scoop, telling about
|r)inA-a Memorinl. Japanese book eall% for crushing of the United States.
pRTH
jsurance AMERICAX
Co., Newark,ACCIDENT
consistent
t;}ers of news programs, on Oct. 20
|irted
summary andof
la news.a thrice-weekly
Monday, Wednesday,
j-iday, Franklin
6 :55-7 a.m.,
on WABC,
New
j)rk.
Bruek
Adv. Corp.,
i;w York, handles the account.
!)NSOLIDATED DRUG Trade
•oducts
) . Chicago,
has
irted on (proprietary
WBBM, Chicago,
an early
•rning full-hour program of tran"ibed hillbilly talent. Cousin Emmy
Her Gang, six days a week. Agency
Benson & Dall. Chicago.
;=:LEHANTY INSTITUTE, New
•iirk (educational), on election day,
|)v. 4 will sponsor the New York
jty election returns on WWRL, that
j|y. from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. Delehanty
jS been participating on Pat Barnes,
jree times weekly on WEAF, New
^i'rk. Agency is Atherton & Courrier.
- It city.
•^■INERAL
ELECTRIC
Schenec;Jy. in a special
SouthernCo..California
Hpaigu to promote distribution of
!l receiving sets, is sponsoring a
ie-weekly five-minute transcribed pro>im titled. Swing to FM. on KHJ.
dlywood. Contract is for 13 weeks,
ries features swing versions of
; ssical musical numbers. Agency is
jixon Inc., New York.

A. GOODMAN & SONS. New York
(noodle soup), on Oct. 20 began participations i(iMary Margaret McBride,
Monday through Friday on WEAF.
New York, at the same time placing
transcribed spot announcements on
WNEW. that city, through Al Paul
Lefton Co.. New York. Company is
also carrying transcribed announcements five time weeklv for 10 weeks
on WINS.
Pepper
Inc..New
that York,'
city. througli .7. W.

YOUNGEST AND OLDEST tie up
as L. S. Donaldson Co., oldest Minneapolis department store, signs a
contract
WLOL,
city's
youngest with
station.
New the
booking,
making Donaldson the largest store
user of radio time in the Twin Cities calls for 8^4 hours weekly
over the station and runs for a
year. Seated (1 to r) are Wally
Husted, general manager of
WLOL; Dave Sanders, sales promotion manager of Donaldson,
Fred Laws, sales manager of the
station; standing, Nate Kornhauser,
advertising manager of the store.
WALGREEN Co., Chicago (drug
chain ) , on Oct. 18 added two fiveminute news broadcasts to its weekly
schedule on WENR. Chicago, making
a total of 14 each week, for 52 weeks.
Agency
is Schwimmer & Scott. Chicago.
SEAL-COTE Co., HoUywood (nail
polish protector), through Buchanan
& Co., Los Angeles, on Nov. 1 starts
for 13 weeks, using six announcements
weekly on WOV, New York.

BLOOMINGDALE'S, New York (departmentOct.
store), periodic
users of ra-a
dio, starting
21. is sponsoring
Monday-through-Friday fashion show.
B-Lines
to Bloomingdale's,
8:45-9
a.m.. on WOR,
New York.

WRNL
ALWAYS

i

IVhen you think

of

SPOTS...

RINGS

THE

BELL
IN RICHMOND,
NBC

'O

PONTIAC
DEALERS'
CLUB in
of
Southern California.
Los Angeles,
a 30-day campaign ending Oct. .30 is
using a total of SlO day and night spot
announcements on 0 stations. KH.T
KGB KDB KPMC KXO KFVM
KVOE KVEC KOY. Agency is MacManus. John & Adams. Detroit.
FEDERAL LIFE & Casualty Insurance Co.. Los Angeles, on Oct. 19
started for 52 weeks sponsoring a sixweekly quarter-hour newscast on
KRKD. that cit.v. Firm's current radio schedule also includes a five-weekly
quarter-hour news program and a
thrice-weekly 15-minute show, General
Quiz, with Don Rose m.c. on KFWB.
Hollywood. In addition, a weekly
quarter-hour program also featuring
Rose
and titled
One Man's
OpinionAdv.is
sponsored
on KECA.
Continental
Agency. Los Angeles, has the account.
Jules Ruben is account executive.
KERR BROS., Toronto (candy), has
started a Saturday afternoon Sicing
Clut hour program of request numbers on CKOC. Hamilton, Ont., and
has renewed Hit Tunes in Review on
four eastern Canadian stations. Account was placed by Ellis Adv. Co.,
Toronto.
PREMIER SHIRT & SPORTSWEAR. Toronto, has started Strange
as It Seems transcription feature Sundavs on CJCB. Svdnev, N. S. ; CHNS,
Halifax; CFNB, Fredericton, N. B.
Account was placed by Ellis Adv. Co.,
Toronto.
PINEX Co., Toronto (cough remedy),
has started three weekly spot announcements on a large number of
Canadian stations. Account was placed
by Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
PUBLIC FINANCE Corp., Winnipeg,
has started spot announcements on
CKCL, Toronto. Account was placed
direct.
DR. W. B. CALDWELL Inc., Monticello, 111. (Caldwell's Laxative Senna), has started a live quarter-hour
program, Caldwell's Mountain Theater,
five days a week for an indefinite period on WLS. Chicago. Agency is
Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
BLUE MOON FOODS Inc.. Thorp.
Wis. (cheese spreads), on Oct. 27 adds
transcribed one-minute .iingle announcements featuring Phil Stewart
as narrator with a background of
novachord music to its iiarticipation
on June Baker Home Management
thrice weekly on WGN. Chicago.
Other markets will be added later.
Agency
is Reincke-Ellis-Yonngnreen &
Finn. Chicago.

COAST FEDERAL SAVINGS &
Loan Ass"n., Los Angeles (investments), is sponsoring a thrice-weekly
quarter-hour newscast on KH.J, Hollywood. Contract
is for October.
.52 weeks, Firm
having started
in early
also sponsors five weekly participation
in Xorma
Young'sonHappy
Eddie
Alhright,
that Homes
station, and
as
well as similar iiarticipation in Art
Baler's Xotehook on KFI. Los Angeles andona five
weeklyHollywood.
quarter-hour
newscast
KFWB.
An
extensive radio campaign for the late
fall reinvestment period is slated for
November. Robert F. Dennis Inc.,
Los Angeles, has the account.
MAJESTIC THEATRE, New York,
is using for
12 13
one-minute
weekly
weeks on announcements
WOR, WHN
and WINS, New York, to promote
"Viva O'Brien", musical comedy. Business was placed through BlaineThompson. New York.
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S. S. AVIIITE DENTAL MFG. Co.,
Philadelphia, has scheduled a five-minute participation daily at 8 :30 a.m.
on the Musical Clock pi-ogram on
KYW, Philadelphia, for its Oraline
toothpaste. The selling campaign is
concentrated in the Philadelphia market and only KYW will be used. Agency is Clements Co., Philadelphra.
ATLAS WINE Co., Philadelphia, for
its Bon Ton and Fruit Bowl wines
has scheduled a Thanksgiving and
Christmas holiday campaign on four
Philadelphia stations, starting Nov. 1
and continuing through Dec. 31. For
the campaign, a total of 285 one-minute transcribed announcements, made
by William Robinson Labs., Philadelphia, will be used. Schedule calls for
90 spots on WFIL, 73 on WIP, 60
on WDAS and 60 on WPEN. In addition, 30 and 50-word live announcements will be used several times daily
on WIP. Agency is Philip Klein.
Philadelphia.
IOWA SOAP Co.. Burlington. la.
( Magic Washer granulated soap ) , on
Oct. 27 starts sponsorship of thriceweeklygram,quarter-hour
Jane Tucker, forwomen's
13 weeks proon
WLS, Chicago. Weston - Barnett,
Waterloo, la., placed the account.
I. J. GRASS NOODLE Co., Chicago
(dehydrated soup), has increased its
radio campaign to include participation on the quarter-hour Mrs. Farrell's
Household
Program Indianapolis.
three times
weekly
on WFBM,
Agency is Charles Silver & Co.,
Chicago.
GEORGE F. STEIN BREWERY.
Buffalo, has started sponsorship of
the transcribed Korn Kolblers heard
twice-weekly on WBEN, Buffalo,
with news flashes nightly on WOLF,
Buffalo. Agency is Ellis Adv. Co.,
Buffalo.

Charlotte Listings
THE Charlotte Observer,
long an outspoken opponent of any reciprocal arrangements between stations
and newspapers, carried program listings last week. But
the
paper
hadn't tobroken
its long adhered
policy,down
for
stations were paying for the
listings, it is reported. In
a news story the paper explained that the listing was
''purely a business proposition". The Obsmver's new
policy came after Charlotte
stations had worked out an
agreement with the News of
that city which resulted in
the appointment of a radio
editor and establishment of
a radio page with complete
program listings.
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles (Mission Bell soap. Kennel King
dog food), on Oct. 20 started for 52
weeks sponsoring a five-weekly quarter-hour newscast on KFWB, Hollywood. Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
PATERNO CONSTRUCTION Co.,
Greenwich, Conn, (real estate), during the week Oct. 11-18 conducted a
campaign of four announcements each
on WHN WAAT WMCA WINS
WPAT WOV to announce an auction
Oct. IS of home sites in Englewood,
New Jersey and vicinity. Agency is O.
W. McKennee Co., New York.

^me

signals... WTA6

... produce

. inquiries"

FRONT-SEATERS in a notable-studded audience at the concludii
broadcast of NBC's Good Neighbor series, originating Oct. 16 fro
the Pan-American Union in Washington, were these formal folk (1 to
— Associate Justice Robert H. Jackson, NBC President Niles Tramme
and Vice-President Henry A. Wallace. In background, between Mesn
Jackson and Tramniell, is Frank M. Russell, NBC vice-president.
SUCCESS

FOR

SUPER

MARKET

Operators of Stores Impressed by Radio
Promotion Staged in Californio
CONVINCED of the tremendous
the country. Several Super Mark
promotion and selling job radio
executives are expected to vi:
Oakland shortly to get further i
can do, Charles Crouch, vice-president of the Super Market Insti- formation on the KGO - Luc
tute and manager of the 22 Lucky
Stores Party. The broadcast c
Stores in Northern California, re- maxed a four-week promotion
cently returned to Oakland after radio advertised food produc
relating an account of the Lucky
boosting Lucky Sales to new higl
Stores' radio success story to the The big stunt was jointly plann
Super Markets Institute Convenby Crouch, Al Nelson, manager
tion in Philadelphia.
KPO-KGO, and Milt Samuel, he
A few months ago Lucky Stores, of the NBC press department.
on occasion of its anniversary,
At the Philadelphia conventi
various phases of the promotior
staged a gigantic KGO-Lucky
Stores Party in the Oakland Audiwere explained with t
torium. The success of this event, campaign
aid of colored slides, recordings
which was preceded by four weeks
the portion of the KGO broadc;
of promotion, inspired Crouch.
and newsreel shots of the two-ho
show which attracted more th
Others To Try It
30,000 people to the Oakland au
torium.
His presentation at the only open
As a result of the interest
session at the convention so impressed the capacity audience of Crouch's story to the conventi(
the Super Market magazine pla
Super Market operators, food manto devote four or five pages of
ilfacturers, agency and radio men
who heard him, that a number of next issue to the KGO Lucky Stoi
similar promotional tie-ups are be- Party, with pictures and compli
ing planned for other sections of description of its handling.

BOOST
YOUR
SALES
WTAG
WORCESTER

Advertise over Central America's i
most modern stations ^

COMPLETE CENTRAL
NEW ENGLAND
COVERAGE

/90»000
AMSRICAMS
OF THE CANAL ZONE

NBC BASIC RED AND YANKEE
NETWORKS
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.— NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE .WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
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Cooperating
Reaches

With Army
Total of 210

in Morale Work
fOOPERATING with the Army
response resulted in replies from
78 stations in 21 states. A theme
(jorale Branch in providing enterjiiinment and news for soldiers in song, "Red, White and Blue," has
rmy camps as members of the been specially arranged and transcribed by Don Allen and his orythical "Red, White and Blue
etwork" are 210 stations in 28
chestra and is played at the openates, the District of Columbia,
ing and close of each programs.
awaii, Puerto Rico and Alaska.
Special Releases
The "network" was started last
News releases from the War
:ay as a result of a test conducted
r Capt. Gordon Hittenraark, WRC,
Department Bureau of Public Relations are sent each week to the
''ashington, announcer, now on ac- stations participating. Special news
ve duty with the Morale Branch
bulletins from Army maneuvers
Washington.
The "network" was formed last also have been prepared for the
stations.
|[ay when stations furnishing speStations belonging to RWBW
al programs to Army camps were
ivited to join the RWBW. First
ill
WIBG, Glenside
HMA, Anniston, Ala.
WHOP, Hopkinsville
WHJB, Greensburg
WAVE, Louisville
' API, Birmingham
WHP, Harrisburg
WHAS, Louisville
SGN, Birmingham
Birmingham
WKBO, Harrisburg
;IBRC,
WINN, Louisville
WAZL, Hazelton
WOMI, Owensboro
JBY, Gadsden
WGAL, Lancaster
KALB, Alexandria, La.
MSL, Decatur
WIP, Philadelphia
WJBO, Baton Rouge
MOB, Moble
KYW, Philadelphia
KVOL, Lafayette
J COY, Montgomery
WFIL, Philadelphia
JHO, Opelika
WNOE, New Orleans
WCAU, Philadelphia
WWL, New Orleans
:HBB, Selma
KDKA, Pittsburgh
WJB, Globe, Ariz.
KWKH, Shreveport
WJAS, Pittsburgh
KRMD, Shreveport
TAR, Phoenix
WMBS, Uniontown
3Y, Phoenix
KTBS, Shreveport
WORK, York
WRDO, Augusta, Me.
VOA, Tucson
WEAN, Providence, R. I.
WLBZ, Bangor
ARK, Little Rock, Ark.
WCSC, Charleston, S. C.
WCOU, Lewiston
|LRA, Little Rock
WIS, Columbia
WBAL, Baltimore, Md.
>C0, El Centro, Cal.
WFBC, Greenville
HJ, Hollywood
WTBO, Cumberland
WMRC, Greenville,
WMEX, Boston, Mass.
'• DON,
WSPA, Spartanburg
WHDH, Boston
FXM, Monterey
San Bernardino
WORD, Spartanburg
FSD, San Diego
WCOP, Boston
WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.
FSO, San Francisco
WBZ, Boston
WDOD, Chattanooga
i 5f A, San Francisco
WAAB, Boston
WDEF, Chattanooga
TBS. San Francisco
WSAR, Fall River
WAPO,
Chattanooga
WHAI,
Greenfield
;j|5AN, San Francisco
WHUB, Cookeville
WOCB, Hyannis
|,||PO, San Francisco
WNOX,
Knoxville
WLLH,
Lowell
,'30.
Francisco
WHBQ. Memphis
VEC, San
San Louis
Obispo
WNBH, New Bedford
WMC,
Memphis
WBRK,
Pittsfield
/OE, Santa Ana
WSIX, Nashville
WESX, Salem
ICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
WLAC, Nashville
iVBZA, Springfield
THT, Hartford
WSM, NashviUe
iVSPR, Springfield
NLC, New London
KRBC,
Abilene, Tex.
SVELL, Battle Creek, Mich.
ATR, Waterbury
KRLD, Dallas
ELI, New Haven
WXYZ, Detroit
KTSM,
El
Paso
WJR, Detroit
DEL, Wilmington, Del.
KROD, El Paso
WWJ, Detroit
' ILM,
Wilmington,
Del.
WBAP, Fort Worth
WIBM, Jackson
RC, Washington
KGKO, Fort Worth
WKZO, Kalamazoo
MAL, Washington
KLUF, Galveston
WCBI, Columbus, Miss.
JSV, Washington
KPRC,
Houston
WJPR, Greenville
OL, Washington
KXYZ, Houston
WFOR, Hattiesburg
-WDC, Washington
KTRH, Houston
WSKB, McComb
[NX, Washington
KPAB, Laredo
KWTO, Springfield, Mo.
JHP, Jacksonville, Fla.
KTSA, San Antonio
MBR, Jacksonville
KMOX, St. Louis
WOAI, San Antonio
LAK, Lakeland
KSD, St. Louis
KONO, San Antonio
QAM, Miami
WOW. Omaha, Neb.
KABC, San Antonio
WLNH, Laconia, N. H.
|FOY,
St. Augustine
KCMC, Texarkana
WFEA, Manchester
TSP, St.
Petersburg
WSYB, Rutland
IFLA, Tampa
WCAP, Asbury Park, N. J. WACO,
Waco
WTNJ, Trenton
i;DAE,
Tampa Ga.
WCHV, Charlottesville, Va.
lALB, Albany,
WOR, New York
WBTM,
Danville
3B, Atlanta
WNYC, New York
WSVA, Harrisonburg
WIBX, Utica
- AGA, Atlanta
WTAR,
Norfolk
GAC, Augusta
WWNC, Asheville, N. C.
WGH, Norfolk
.RBL, Columbus
WBT. Charlotte
WPID, Petersburg
MAZ, Macon
WSOC, Charlotte
WRVA. Richmond
BML, Macon
WCNC, Elizabeth City
WRNL,
Richmond
MGA, Moultrie
WFNC, Fayetteville
WMBG,
Richmond
WBIG, Greensboro
rOC, Savannah
WDBJ,
Roanoke
3AV, Savannah
WHKY, Hickory
KELA,
Centralia,
Wash.
WMFR, High Point
LS, Chicago, 111.
KGY, Olympia
WPTF, Raleigh
3N, Chicago
KIRO. Seattle
WRAL, Raleigh
|ENR, Chicago
KOMO, Seattle
WMFD, Wilmington
KJR, Seattle
]TAX,
Springfield
CBS, Springfield
WGTM, Wilson
KVI, Tacoma
iDZ, Tuscola
KFBC, Cheyenne, Wyo.
WAIR, Winston-Salem
WKY,
Oklahoma
City,
Okla.
KFAR. Fairbanks, Alaska
'KN, Manhattan
Kansas City, Kan. KGFF, Shawnee
SAC,
KGU, Honolulu, T. H.
IBW, Topeka
KVOO, Tulsa
WPAB, Ponce, P. R.
WEST, Easton, Pa.
OMI, Ashland, Ky.
WKAQ, San Juan

LIMA

Toda

y

WLOK
dedicates
NEW
supplementary
ALL RECORDS were broken for
Hartford lecture audiences when
William L. Shirer, CBS commentator, drew 3,500 at Bushnell Memorial Hall in a WDRC promotion
stunt. Here is Mr. Shirer (typing)
just before the lecture, with General Manager Franklin M. Doolittle looking on. Edward R. Murrow
is scheduled to appear Jan. 7.

studios in nearby Van

Vaughn de Leath at WKY
VAUGHN DE LEATH, "First Lady
of Radio", has joiued the staff of
WKY, Oklahoma
City, as
enter-of
tainer. Miss de Leath
wasan one
radio's first featured singers.
KFRE are the call letters assigned to
the new local in Fresno. Cal., authorized Oct. 1-1 to J. E. Rodman, local
Chevrolet dealer.

These studios are
located in Van
Wert's famous
Marsh Foundation
School. WLOK,

Wert, Ohio, a progres-

tion!

sive step toward furthering radio in educa-

with this undertaking, spreads its
spherefluence,of
clinchesin-a

ae

growing, receptive
audience. These
faithful listeners
have learned to
"take W L O K ' s

anew

word for it". Try
this pace-setting
community market
on the medium
that's going

places.

Kite''*''

N. B.C. agfifiioticm.

Looking

For

The
Listening Habit
of
Central New England

A
TRY

Guinea

Pig?

1000 Watts
on a
Oear Channel
750 Kc.

WHEB
PORTSMOUTH, N. H
National Representation by Joseph Hershey McGillvra
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Religious Expansion
CREW of the Good Ship Grace Inc.,
Los Angeles (religious), currently
sponsoring the weekly half-hour
Haven of Rest on 32 Don Lee Pacific Coast stations, Sunday, 3-3:30
p.m. (PST), on Nov. 3 expands its
use of radio vnih transcribed versions of that program on KOY,
Phoenix, KTUC, Tucson, KSUN,
Bisbee, KFEL, Denver, with midWestern stations being added to
the list by mid-November. List is
now being compiled by Paul (Bob)
Myers, business manager of the
corporation.

BAND

LEADER, and sports announcer, too, was Tommy Dorsey
(left), when he sat in the booth of
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., with Steve
Ellis, WPAT sports announcer,
during a pro football game. Dorsey
has always had an ambition to
broadcast a football game, he said.

WCJfJl

POWER
---—

AMS-.

PROGR

'r

i=':--

GES
COVERA

usTENERS";-;;;
OST!
LOW C
of FROM
GEToiTHEl FACTS
MICH.HCPS.
r THEPONTIAC
fO«fMil« CO.. •NITIONAL
CHICAGO . NEW TO«J<

New Paper's Drive
CHICAGO'S new morning newspaper, expected to start publication in about eight weeks, has
launched a radio promotional campaign on Chicago stations, announcing a $10,000 contest for a
name and the best fifty-word reply
to
query, morning
"Why does
Chicago
needtheanother
newspaper.
To date, a varied schedule of oneminute spot announcements have
been placed on WJJD WAAF
WCFL WAIT WGES WLS WSBC
WIND (Gary) , and a nightly quarter-hour on WMAQ. The paper is
being published by Silliman
Evans and financed by Marshall
Field II. Agency is Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago.

"Just like we are," says WSAI's Winged Plug, "loaded
for listeners! It doesn't do much good to point a program
at your audience then have the hammer click on an
empty chamber when you pull the trigger. That's why we
plug our programs with street car and bus cards, neon
signs, news pictures, movie trailers, taxicab covers,
downtown window neon signs, a monthly house-organ
for dealers and all the other ammunition that guarantees
o bulls-eye when you shoot!"
NBC RED AND

BLUE— 5,000 WATTS

NIGHT

AND

DAY

CINCINNATrS
OWN

STATION

Newspaper Hearing
(Continued from page 16)
use its regulatory powers over
radio "to reduce the attractiveness
to newspapers", adding that it
might enforce a rule requiring that
no station shall mention the name
of its owning newspaper without
making time available to other
newspapers, patterning the regulation after the political time provision in the NAB code.
He said such regulations might
prompt newspapers interested in
radio only for its promotion attributes to divest themselves of
their broadcast interests, at the
same time affording opportunity
for orderly sale, with no element
of forced sale.
Advertising Angle
Responding to a query by Commissioner Craven, he said that although radio in fact has not made
much of a dent in newspapers' local
advertising, if it is assumed that
radio — or television — did cut in appreciably, the best solution to the
situation
probably
would greater
lie "in
the present trend toward
dependence
receipts".
Mr. Branton circulation
also suggested
that
the FCC might grant FM facilities
to groups concerned with controversial matters, arguing to "let
them all on the air rather than try
to equalize them on the other staUnder cross-examination b y
Judge Thomas D. Thacher, chief
tions".
counsel of the Newspaper-Radio
Committee, Mr. Brant developed
his thesis that the salvation of a
daily newspaper, faced with an economic breakdown, would be to turn
into a weekly, providing it is located in a relatively small city,
rather than try to insure its future by getting into radio as a sideline. He said that if the mutual advertising possibilities, both from
the view of promotion and solicitation, were eliminated from the picture, he thought there would be no
advantage to either a radio station or a newspaper in joint pressradio ownership.
He argued that if the station and
paper can operate successfully
jointly, they should be able to do
so individually and independently.

nUESS AND GILLIIS
HURT lis CRASUEi
TWO TOP executives of WO^'
Omaha, are recovering from id
juries suffered last week in tw!
freak accidents.
William Ruess, chairman c
auditors of Woodmen of the Worl
Life Insurance Society, and execu
tive head of WOW, is improvin
after serious injuries which includ
a broken leg, shock and other lacei
ations. He was injured in a smasl
up Oct. 18 as two cars crashe
at an intersection west of Omahj
Mr. Ruess' sister, Mrs. Emra
Schumacker, was killed and hi
niece, Jane, seriously injured.
John J. Gillin Jr., general mar
ager of WOW, was slightly injure
Oct. 19 at the same spot. Mr. Gi
lin and Rainey T. Wells, Woodme
of the World general counsel, wei
examining the scene of the Rues
crash when two other cars pile
up in a repetition of the Saturda
smash-up. Mr. Gillin was hit on th
leg by a headlamp thrown 100 fet
Three persons wei
impact.
by the and
killed
14 injured, five criticall:
in the two crashes.

Bewley on Lone Star
BEWLEY MILLS, Fort Worth, c
Nov. 2 will return to five Lor:
Star Chain stations— KGKO, Fo)
Houston; KTSi
KXYZ, KRIS,
Worth;
San Antonio;
Corpu
— ar
KRGV, Weslaco
Christi; Beaumont,
Tex., with tl
KFDM.
Chuck Wagon Gang, which it fo:
merly sponsored. The show ali
will "include Dwight Butcher i
m.c. The series ts to be heard Moi
day through Friday, 12:15 p.ir
and Sunday, 9 a.m. Ray K. Gler
Agency, Fort Worth, placed tl
account.
Citing the New York situation, 1
added that if a newspaper in
city the size of Chicago could n
exist as a newspaper alone, withd
a radio station, it should go out
business.
Asked by Judge Thacher if 1
were not really plumping for Go
ernment control and operation
declarer
Brant on
Mr. thing
broadca
"That'ssting,
the last
ear,

I'd suggest!" He added that )
never had suggested separatir
radio from the profit motive, i
though he could not specify rei
edies for the evils resulting frc
operation with the profit motivf

SEASONED COMMERCIAL MANAGER
wants a station deal (outside NYC) based
wholly on tangible results.
This man now is commercial
authority on commercial
manager of a New York City
ideas
that sell.
independent. He wants to leave
This man was a partner in a
New York.
He wants to affiliate with a sta- New York agency specializing
tion, large or small, that offers in radio. He has been an ima real opportunity to get out and
the success
portant factor inknown
hustle for sales. He knows local three nationally
indepen-of"
dents in New York.
selling. He's a veteran of many
years on the national side of the If you think this man fits intOji
your scheme of things drop him*
station
picture....He'sa recognized
an expert
a line today.promptly.
A reply will bet
forthcoming
merchandiser
Box 980, BROADCASTING
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CONTROL
ROOM
'■
1
>t? NICHOLAS, engineer of KXOK.
iLouis. recently -Cominissioned a seelieutenantofdefe
iii' the
Signal toCorpsVj received
to report
Fort
•pmouih. X. J. Following prelimi4y training he will fly to London
;| six months' training under actual
'■llocator.
conditions, working with the ra:R. POPPELE. chief engineer of
'•R. Xew York, has been appointe<l
Newark Public Affairs Director
n A. Bradv to serve as consultant
^ra. plan to install two-way radios in
four City Hospital ambulances of
ivark.
URBER G. BOMBAUGH. transter engineer of WLS-WEXR. ChilO. is the father of a baby girl.
X MYERS, engineer of WIBG.
nside. Pa., became the father of ;i
Homer Lee Myers, bom Oct. 15
the Grand View Hospital. Sellers'?.17-year
Pa. Ithistory
marked of the
timethat
in
the first
station
'I.on was born to a member of the
UG AITCHESOX. of the engineerstaff of CKLW. "Windsor. Ont..
1 holds the rank of Acting Major
the 2d Battalion Esses Scottish
riment of Windsor, has been named
ind in command of the unit. .
■X MYERS, engineer of WIBG.
'ladelphia,
;a
Oct. 15. is the father of a boy
, Y SODAHL. formerly of WHLB.
■ginia. Minn., has joined the en:?ering staff of WEBC, Duluth.
WARD LUTZ. control room operr of WFBL, Syracuse, underwent
asal operation this week in order
lualify for the Xaval Reserves. He
ects to report for duty soon.
JROLD M. FULLMER, formerly
KOIL. Omaha, has joined the
mical staff of KSO-KRXT. Des
ines.

'bX
imins.KOLYX
Ont..TJCK
transmiof
has
CKGB.
tterthestaff,
-led the Royal Canadian Air Force.
ROLD PAGE, formerly of WIRE,
ianapolis. has joined the engineerstaff of WPID. Petersburg, Va..
-lacing Robert Pantell, now at
VDC, Washington.
ARLIE JOXES. engineer of KH.T.
ilywood. is the father of a boy
rec-ently.
'.?iver
KAAR.
designing
engineerElectric
of the
division
of General
's radio and
Idgeport.
Conn.,television
has beendepartment.
appointed
[laging engineer of that division,
landle both engineering and manu■jituring of receivers.
"LTOX
THOMPSOX.
formerlv hasof
kDE. Fergus
Falls. Minn.,
led the engineering department of
-BR. Aberdeen, S. D., replacing
VanVoorhis. who has joined In.d Airlines as a radio operator.
Kef Engineer Del Hunt is the father
1 girl born recently.
CH OBOLER. Hollywood radio
ter. who has been under a 20th
Jitury-Fox producer-director-writer
tract has resigned.

Born by FM
AS AX EXPERBIEXT m
the relaxing quality of music
during childbirth, music via
FM. selected by the patient,
was broadcast into an operatroom at Chicago's
rotiningHospital
last weekHenby
special arrangement with
W51C, FM station of Zenith
Radio Corp.. Chicago. The
therapeutic program was
broadcast during a successful
Caesarian operation performed by Dr. Edward L.
Cornell, friend of Comdr.
Eugene F. MacDonald, president of Zenith. Special ear
receivers were designed for
the mother who listened to
broadcast
of BTschaikowsky's
Concerto in
Flat Minor
while giving birth to a fivepound boy.
Green and Rvnd iVamed
To
NBC Traffic Posts
IN A SHIFT of its sales traffic department,
has Red
separated
departments forX"BCthe
and Blue
networks by appointing F. I\Ielville Greene, formerly sales traffic
manager, to head of Red sales
traffic, and Charles RjTid of the
same department to head of Blue
sales traffic. Mr. Greene reports to
Roj' C. Witmer, vice-president in
charge of Red sales, and Mr. Rynd
to Keith Kiggins, in the same capacity as Witmer for Blue sales.
Elmer Lj-ford of traffic has been
appointed executive assistant in
charge of station relations promotion, succeeding Bert Adams, recently made assistant to Sheldon
B. Hickox Jr., manager of Red
station relations. Robert Jones,
former clerk, succeeds Lj-ford, and
Daniel Tuohy, new to radio, succeeds Jones.
Engineers Sought
CIVILIAX" radio engineers are
sought by the Signal Corps of the
Army. Those chosen will be assigned to Washington D. C. Fort
Monmouth, X. J., Wright Field at
Daj-ton, 0., and other points
throughout the country. Salaries
range from §2.000 per year for
those with limited experience, to
S2.600 for two or three years' experience and S.3.200 for those -R-ith
five
years'
Applicants
having civil experience.
service status
should
contact the office of the Chief Signal Officer in Washington, D. C.
where additional information and
advnce is available.
Correction
WFHR. Wisconsin Ranids. Wis.,
which on Oct. 15 joined MBS along
with five other stations, operates
with a fulltime power of 250 watts
on 1340 kc, and not 250 watts day
and 100 night as erroneously listed
in the last issue of Broadcastixg.

Join

.0 W

the

Swing
"Double
S
P

T

the

Station
For Coverage of the
TAMPA
BAY AREA
Added to the complete coverage of the
Tampa - St. Petersburg Metropolitan
area,da.largest
population center inBonus"
FloriWTSP offers:
BONUS NO. 1-More than 250,000 winter
vacationists who spend S40,000,000 here
every year,
BONUS
NO. 2—
Navy and
Coastof
Guard bases
withArmy,
an annual
payroll
54,000,000.
The Tampa Bay area is a market worth
SIOO.000,000. WTSP. the new Mutual
station,
nomically.covers it completely and eco-

PARACHUTIST Arthur Stames is
interviewed by Announcer Mel
Galliart, on WLS. Chicago, on his
projected delayed leap experiment
from a stratosphere altitude of
35.000 feet, not pulling the rip cord
until 2,000 above the ground. To
record the physical reactions while
plummeting earthward, portable
radio equipment was perfected by
WLS Chief Engineer Tom Rowe. to
be attached to Starnes along with
motion picture apparatus. The experiment, conducted under the
supei-vision of the U. S. Army research experts, "will be broadcast
by WLS, which vnll also record the
heartbeats during the descent.

WTSP
The Mutual Station
serving the
Metropolitan St. PetersburgTampa Sales Territory
A REGIONAL STATION
St.R. Petersburg
TIMESManager
AfRllata
S. STEATTON,
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

JOHN I. (Bud I EDWARDS. KFIECECA,ager, andLosAlice
Angeles,
manKing ofproduction
the continuity
acceptance department, were married
at
Yuma, Ariz., July .5. it was just
revealed.

A

PRIVILEGE

EIGHT

TIMES

Seldom has the privilege of continuously
sen-ing eight foreign language speaking
groups been extended to any one radio
station.
Our privilege is the more impressive because
it fully reflects the deep sincerity of these
adopted Americans, regardless of the foreign
language they employ. Most naturally they
express their fers^ent patriotism in their own
sacred mother tongue.

A LISTEXIXG AUDIENCE
THEY ^"ELCOME

OF 5,000,000 PEOPLE

NE^ IDEAS, SATISFACTORY
SERVICES

WHOM
1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION

WGR
^ WKBW
Columbia and Mutual
Buffalo
Ask your Agency to ash the CataneU
F7EE &- PETERS. Inc., National Representatives
feoAD CASTING
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57TH ST., NEW YORK
Telephone Plaza 3-4204
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American
Asks

FM

Network
Outlet

Latham Says Organization to
Seek New Yorlv Station
AMERICAN NETWORK Inc., organization of FM broadcasters
with plans for the eventual establishment of a coast-to-coast FM
network, will file an application
with the FCC for permission to
erect its own FM station in New
York, according to John R. Latham,
executive vice-president of ANI.
Decision to file the application,
which will probably be done within
the week, was reached at a meeting of the board of directors of
the organization at the Hotel Amday.
bassador, New York, last WednesIn Lincoln Bldg.
If permission is received, Mr.
Latham said, the station will be
erected atop the Lincoln Bldg. at
60 E. 42d St. in midtown Manhattan, where the ANI offices are also
located. Coincidentally with this
application for a construction permit to build a new FM station, ANI
will request permission to begin
broadcasting with an auxiliary
transmitter of Major Edwin H.
Armstrong, inventor of FM, at Alpine, N. J.
Arrangements for the rental of
this 10-kw transmitter have been
completed with Major Armstrong,
Mr. Latham stated, subject to FCC
approval, adding that the transmitter equipment is in such shape
that the station can begin operations about 60 days after approval
for such operations is received.
No action is anticipated on the

Today, as since the earliest
days of radio, the name
CLARK on processed recordings is a symbol of
sterling workmanship and
quality materials. And today practically every important transcription producer is a CLARK client.
So, today, we suggest that
if you are interested in
quality transcription
processing you investigate
CLARK.

Phonograph

MORE THAN 50,000 people near Nashville heard about FM ^vh^
W47NV, owned by the National Life & Accident Insurance Co., tool;
caravan of two trucks and a tent to 14 fairs in its coverage area,
salute program was arranged to honor the county holding the fair i
which the exhibition was showing. In November the caravan will trav
with Rural Electrifiication Authority show visiting four more fairs.
ANI applications until the FCC
holds its consolidated hearing on
the applications for Class B FM
channels in New York. Eleven frequencies may be used in this city;
eight have already been assigned
and there are now ten applications
for the remaining three frequencies: 47.9, 48.3 and 48.7 mc. Hearing was announced by the FCC
Sept. 9 [Broadcasting, Sept. 15]
but no date has been scheduled.
Roby Robinson, national advertising manager of the Atlanta Constitution, appeared at the ANI
board meeting, where the paper was
made a stockholder of the ANI.
The Constitution has filed an application for an amplitude modulation standard broadcasting station
and expects to file for an FM station within the week. National Life
& Accident Insurance Co., Nashville (WSM, W47NV), became an
ANI stockholder the week previous.
Attending the meeting, which
was otherwise occupied with routine business, were: John Shepard
3d, Yankee Network, ANI president; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ,
W55M; Herbert Pettey, WHN;
Harrv Stone, WSM, W47NV; Mr.

Latham. Gordon Gray, WSJ I
W41MM, was the only absent d
rector.
New York FM applicants ari
American Network ; Frequenc
Broadcasting Corp.; FM Rad
Broadcasting Co. ; Knickerbock(
Broadcasting Co. (WMCA) ; Ne^^
Syndicate Co., publisher of the Ne
York Daily News; WBNX Broa
casting Co. (WBNX) ; Debs M
morial Radio Fund (WEVD
Greater New York Broadcastii
Co. (WOV) ; Wodaam Cor
(WNEW)
; Mercer Broadcastir
Co.
(WAAT).
W55M Sponsors
WITH establishment of a womar
department for WTMJ, Milwauk(
and its FM adjunct, W55M, thr
sponsors have been announced f
the
new PForW,
W55M handled
feature,by It's
Woman's
Ar,
Roos, claimed as the first FM v\
man's commentator. The sponso
are Holsum Peanut Crunch, Gri
ley Dairy and Drake Furniture C
WPEX. Philadelphia, has added
hours to its weekly program schedn
Starting Oct. 27, the station will op
lij minutes earlier at 6 :4.~) a.m.

Info LinQo ci«sigfltng
has gone the finest
engineering tkill and
nrtodern antenna engineering. The result— "plus" performance combined with
low installation and
maintenance costs.
ft. (above
roof)
Radiator
at WIBM,
Jackson, other
Mich.
exampleAn-of
Lingo versatility to
meet every station
^need.

Record Co^

[216 High St. Humboldt 2-0880
[221 N. La Salle St. Central 5275
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\\ySl.
Tex.,Gusher
eai-riecl
the
kicationBeaumont,
of the Lucas
Monujnt at the new Spindletop Oil Fiehl.
it south of Beaumont. KGKO. Fort
brth, and KGXC. Amarillo. also
Tied
the pro^'ram.
Len Finger,
prom director
of KFDM.
was master
ceremonies.
GX. Chicago, on Oct. 21 started
] the third season a series of
i?kly quarter-hour dramatic pro: ms. biographies of well-known ar.18 represented in the Art Institute
'|Chicago"s permanent collection, unthe super\-isiou of Myrtle E. Stahl.
.iicational
director
of "WGX.
•|iir Walliser.
producer.
Seriesandis
;:o carried hv WGX"s FM station.
Y.9C.

-iFil.T. Milwaukee, will soon augjnt its educational broadcasts with
'i-eturn to the air of the Marquette
|dio Workshop Xov. 1. Current plans
!] for the same type of broadcast
ied last year, with an interview
a faculty
followed
by
i."|h
dramatic
skit member
and news
of the
j'OOl.
irOL. Toledo, on Oct. 15 helped
jpniercial aviation celebrate the 21st
liiversary of coast-to-coast airways,
16th anniversary of United Air,i?s, and the 13th anniversary of
^ledoa special
part inbroadcast
the airway's
service.
>h
of festivities
• the Commodore Perry Hotel.
'i)AL. Duluth, has planned a series
: 30 programs saluting 30 different
amunities bringing the various high
ool bands to the station for the
■grams. A prize of $100 will be
arded the band receiving the most
mail. KDAL recently increased
.1,000 watts on 610 kc.
^kRK, Little Rock, began operations
j|m its new studios Oct. 20. The
'v offices and studios occupy 7,000
(lare
feet of space consisting of
-lee studios, an audience observation
\ m and » client's audition room
.ich may be used as a studio. Com1,te new RCA dual speech imput
^lipment has been installed.
I'HS, Charleston, and West Viria X'etwork
Oct. 17
I Tied
a specialstations
program,on observing
1 opening of a State "V for Vicy"
against
accidents,
ich drive
Vs were
awarded
to Gov. during
M. M.
■ ely and four members of the WVX
auization — John A. Kennedy, presiJt ; Howard Chernolf, general man■r ; Bill Adams, program director ;
Told Miller, news editor. The awards
re madedevotion
for "tireless
selfish
to the efforts
cause andof
olic safety".
DAY. Fargo, X. D.. on Oct. 15 dis:ched a pack transmitter to WahpeN. D., where Ken Kennedy, pro• m director, and Bob Dobbin, stan agriculture driector, described a
m husking contest. Due to unusual
al interest the program was carried
111 :30 a.m. in place of the Farm &
me Hour.

Last Trailer
KMOX, St. Louis, just got
in under the wire when it
received a new mobile kitchen
tra'l:r. The rolling kitchen,
list allowed cfF the production line because of the defense program, is used as a
promotional aid for Jane Porter and her Magic Kitchen
Cooking School broadcasts.
Colored a bright blue and
silver, it is equipped with
fluorescent lighting, modernistic refrigerator, range, sink
and kitchen cabinets.
WM.7F. Plattsburg. X". Y., located in
the Cumberland Hotel since its inception in 1935, has moved to new quarters, known as Radio Centre. A dedicatory program for the new Radio
Centre will be announced shortly.
KROD, El Paso, on Oct. 18 remoted
a football game between the Texas
College of Mines and Loyola U in
Los Angeles with Morrison Qualtrough, KROD sportscaster, and Edward P. Talbott, chief engineer, making thecast.trip
to the MCoast
the broadAll Texas
& Mfor games
are
sponsored by the Standard Oil Co. of
Texas.
KROW,leases the CBS
Oakland,
Cal.,School
whichof the
reAmerican
Air, has made a tie-up with the San
Francisco Board of Edmeation to
broadcast a repeat release on its FM
station, KALW. Transcriptions of
the School of the Air are released to
KALW one week after the original
performance on KROW.
THE Alameda School of the Air, for
seven years on KLX. Oakland, Cal.,
has moved to KROW, that city.
Broadcasts are devoted to subjects of
educational interest to primary and
secondary schools.
KWK, St. Louis, early in October was
host to more than 100 delegates to
the Southwest District meeting of
the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers. The group visited the KWK
transmitter at Baden, Mo., escorted
on a tour of the equipment by Chief
Engineer James Burke and Xick
Zehr, plant supervisor.
ARMY BUGLERS of the Sixth Corps
Area commanded by Major General J.
M. Cummins are competing in a
bugling contest conducted by WMAQ,
Chicago, which ends Xov. 2 when the
winners of local camp contests will
appear
thefinals.
station's
broadcast onof the
Winnerhalf-hour
will receive an engraved bugle from XBC.
WPEX. Philadelphia, has increased
the wages of its engineering staff by
5% to meet increased living costs.

XATIOXAL Cornhusking Bee. to be
held this year at Tonica. 111., on Xov.
3, will originate on WLS, Chicago,
and be carried bv the XBC-Blue
Xdtional Farm <£• Home Hour. Other
meets broadcast by WLS are the IndiState Illinois
contest on
Oct.on2S Oct.
at Woodl)urn anaand
State
31 at
Tonica. Art Page, farm program director of WLS. will direct each broadcast, assisted by transmitters
announcers with-jiortal)le shortwave
following
the contestants.
WIBW, Topeka. Kan., for the third
successive year is cari-ying four times
weekly the football commentaries of
E. C. Quigley. well-known referee and
sports authorit.v. Quigley, public relations director of the Xational Baseball League, during the grid season
presents on his program commentaries
on games of the week, as well as
coaches and individual players.
WHX, X'ew York, will start its fourth
program originating from Washington,
Oct. 22. 8:30-8:45 p.m. Known as
Congressional Record on the Air, the
show features talks by prominent men
and women in the Capitol. Senator
■Tames Mead wiU be the initial
speaker.
WWXY, Watertown, X'ew York, has
completed
town
Seniorarrangements
High School with
for a WaterRadio
Workshop to be conducted this fall by
Thomas E. Martin, WWXY general
manager, to give seniors a perspective
of radio as a future vocation.
EXCLUSIVE
to Fort
all at-home
ice
hockey gamesrights
of the
Worth
Rangers have been obtained by KGKO,
Fort Worth. Tee Casper will announce. Sponsorship is planned.
CHARLES
O'MALLEY,
formerly
salesman of WROK,
Rockford.
111.,
has joined the Chicago sales staff of
the Walker Co., station representatives.

Opening through its own passageway directly into Grand
Central Terminal, the Hotel
Roosevelt offers you perfect convenience on your arrival in New
York . . . And because of its location at the heart of Manhattan's great mid-town section, it
affords the same kind of convenience for all outside activities . . . Doubly handy and doubly enjoyable . . . Large outside
rooms with tub and shower,
from $4.50.

T
EL
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S
OO
BERNAM G. HINES, Managing Dirtcler
MADISON AVE. AT 45fh ST., NEW YORK

In CANADA -It's the 'All-Canada'

Stations

EL

R

HOT

fN wiSTtRN camoA
ot/eume
ALL-CANADA STATIONS
Look at Canada's Western markets
from the "High Riggers" perch and
you will find them big in sales
potential. SPEAK to those markets
through spot programmes over the
'Ail-Canada' stations and convert
potential sales to orders. For Western
listeners are tuned in on all Canada
— and 'All-Canada' stations are tuned to the key markets of the West.
First in listener preference — first in local merchandising cooperation
— first in technical programme service.
Check with your advertising agency or All-Canada representative
THE ALL-CANADA
'WESTERN
GROUP'
Edmonton
CJCA
Winnipeg.
British Columbia
Grande Prairie . .CFGP Manitoba
.CJRC
Trail
CJAT Lethbridge CJOC
Kelowna
CKOV Saskafchewan
R^S'"'^
Vancouver CKWX
OKM
Jaw 1 CHAB
Kamloops CFJC Moose
Prince Albert CKBI
Alberta
Calgary
CFAC
Exclusive Representatives

■Affiliate Stat ion WLS Chicago
iROADCASTING
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U.S.A.-WEED
and
COMPANY
CANADA-All-Canada Radio Facilities Limited
Advertising
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Masefield Pickup
JOHN MASEFIELD, poet laureate of England, will read selections
from his works via shcrtwave from
London on the Nov. 3 broadcast of
Procter & Gamble's Against the
Storvi, Monday-through-Friday serial 3-3:15 p.m. on NBC-Red. Appearance of Masefield on the program— which will be his first
broadcast direct, to U. S. since
1937 — was arranged by Fred Bate,
NBC representative in London.
Plans are being worked out by
BBC to pick up the broadcast for
the entire Empire, it is understood
by Compton Adv., New York, agency handling the account.

DIRECTORY

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bidg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consu^ting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAIKT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
AntenrM Controlling
Interference
Bo«r«n BIdQ. • WASH.. 0. 0. • Dl. 7417
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ALL PUBLICATIONS of the U.
Chamber of Commerce, headquarter
in Washington, are listed in a 4
page bulletin issued by the organiz '
tiou.

€LA^$$IFIED

Help Wanted
Wanted
—
Engineer-Announcer
— GiveWBRW,
salary
expected and availability.
Welch, W. Va.
Wanted Announcer — Local station. Good at
ad libing and infernal programs. Give full
details including salary expected. Box
55A. BROADCASTING.
Two Experienced Salesmen — Excellent opportunity. Reorganizing local sales department. Weekly draw against liberal
commission. Write, wire, start now.
KITE, Kansas City, Mo.
Wanted — Broadcast Operator in January.
Must be able to copy Transradio Press.
Experience not necessary. Send complete
details first letter. KWYO, Sheridan,
Wyoming.
Salesman — Require hard worker, experienced, capable earning consistently
large weekly commission. High pressure
"oncers" taboo. Di-aft status? New York
State. Box 56A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced person to handle
program designed for children. Person
must have ideas and showmanship ability. Possibilities for remuneration almost
unlimited. Must furnish references and
be available immediately. Box 71A,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced combination Announcer-Licensed Engineer. NBC affiliate
in town offering ideal living conditions,
married man. Must be polished announcer.
Startng pay S175.00 a month plus moving
expenses. Permanent. Reply Box 72A,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Well established MBS affiliate.
Southeast, offers excellent opportunity to
producer. Drawing account plus commission. Will consider only experienced, aggressive, sober salesman who wants to
get ahead. Write full details concerning
yourself to Box 52A, BROADCASTING.
An Unusually — Favorable opportunity for
an experienced time salesman on midwest (Iowa), 250 Watt local serving
rich agricultural trade area. Drawing
account and commission. Must be available immediately. Send complete information in first letter. Box 62A, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Hollywood. Cal.
Kansas City, Mo.

WALTER
m. c. of ht',
MBS
DouhleCOMPTOX,
or Nothiny program,
written lyrics for a song, "I'm Waii
For Friday", based on selectee can
life and inspired by the many sold "
who compete on his quiz show.

Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. Ail other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.

PROFESSIONAL

Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

TOWEKS of WSPD, Toledo, are being dismantled in ijreparation for the
station's move to its new quarters in
the Broadcast Bldg. The towers, a familiar Toledo landmark, are atop the
18-story Commodore Perry Hotel. Although the towers have remained on
the roof, they have not been in use
since 1935 when the station's present
transmitter was placed in operation.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

Advertise
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BROADCASTING
for Results!

Experienced — Control room and transmitter engineer
desires
change. Now employed. Box 64A,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experience New York, Texas
stations. College training, production, advertising. Available immediately. Box
67A, BROADCASTING.
Sports Announcer — Now employed 50KW
wishes connection to build real sports
department. Box 51A, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding — Sports, special events and
program man. Expert play bv play all
sports. Box 61A, BROADCASTING.
Hurry-Hurry-Hurry !— Get the sellingest
announcer in radio! It pays to pay more
for results. Box 65A, BROADCASTING.
Assistant
Manager
— 32, employed.
10 years'
network Station
experience.
Presently
Adaptable
background
of
commerce
and
law. Box 67A. BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued)
All Around Radio Man — Strong comrri
mercial copy, program creation and p
duction. Announcing, news, and spec
shows. Transcription and samples of co
available. Box 59A, BROADCASTI^
Commercial Manager Or Assistant — Exc
lent and successful background in bi
ness. and considerable experience in
phases of radio, announcing, writii
production, etc. Box 54A, BROADCAF
ING.
Station Manager — Live, aggressive, i
usually
versatile.
Twelve covering
years' compl
management
experience,
all
partments, including FCC and industi
phases. Demonstrated local and natic
sales ability. Box 70A, BROADCASTI>
Station Manager — Commercial manas
Ten years'
experience
all phases
station
operation
fromin announcer
Proven sales ability . . . producer .
writer. Dependable and ambitious. N
employed
but desire change. Box 6!
BROADCASTING.
Engineer
Five years'three
comprehensive
ground — including
years special;b;
tion in dramatics, variety, special eve .
broadcasting and production. Desires
filiation with agency, network or 50
station. Single, deferred, 24. Travel a
where. Presently employed. Box 5:
BROADCASTING.
Commercial Manager — Just the man
need to make money for your stai
. . . or . . . would consider good sell
proposition combining announcing, p
ducing
writing. .Nine
years' expi
ence.
Nowanddavs.
employed
. . available
or sixty
East preferred.
Box thi6
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Three years of experier
Married. Draft exempt. College educati
Been on local and network stations. (
write script. Desires position in Caroli
or Virginia, but will go anywhere in
South. Living wage. Best recommen
tions. Can produce. Box 60A, BB.OI
CASTING.
Newscaster — 27, now employed regional
tion. Draft exempt. University grac'u.
Newspaper experience. Can rewrite
process news and cover local evei
Three years radio. Steady, reliable. Wa
position with Midwestern , or East
station. Minimum
60. Good
mercial
announcer.salary
Box SI 63A.
BRO/ci.
CASTING.
Wanted To Buy
1 KW Transmitter — Must be good cov
tion. State make, price and length
service. Box 1120, Aberdeen, Wash.
For Sale
Truscon Tower — 264 feet with three L
insulators, two years old. Station KF
Ft. Worth, Texas.
For Sale— One SB Western Electric V.
Transmitter complete in good coj I
tion. Further details write Box 5
BROADCASTING.
Recording
— Alliedcustom
turntatt
Microscope.Equipment
Miller tuners,
amplifier. RCA, Amperite micropho
Jensen 15" speakers, $1500. Box 6'
BROADCASTING.
• Broadcast
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BC's
Firm
Offer
If
BMI
License
j-amniell Stresses Position
if Network in Letter

I "FIRM OFFER" by NBC to
^rn a license agreement with BMI
' run concurrently with the proilsed ASCAP agreement (or until
.^c. 31, 1949), with NBC agreeing
!i maintain its current pajTiients
1 BMI during that period, with
lijustments up to or down in ac':dance with changes in BMI's
tdgets, was contained in a letter
it last week by Niles Trammell,
|3C president, to Neville Miller,
esident of the NAB and BMI, to
l.arify" NBC's position on BMI.
i this letter represents the policy
networks intend to follow with
.|.II, then it was declared evident
■lit the ASCAP contracts, which
1 for a considerable increase in
jjTuents by the networks and a
ji:rease in station paJ^nents, will
be used as a pattern for the
contracts, when, as required
its consent decree. BMI also inciutes a papnent-at-the-source
'kn of license next spring,
y Letter reads:
.'Some broadcasters have revested that we clarify the position
jlNBC with reference to BMI. We
'lide the following statements at
3l-etings of the NAB board of di-ptors and the NAB executive
Jnmittee, and I am pleased to re,!.te them to you at this time.
.mI'NBC believes that there should
'vays be an open, competitive
--:rket in music and that no one
jp.sing agency should be per: "led to become or remain the sole
arce of supply of the music so
cessary to the continued exence of broadcasting. BMI was
-^med for the purpose of estabhing such an open and competie market.

CompetitlTe Market
'While the execution of the prosed ASCAP agreements will
like available to broadcasters a
siderably larger catalog of
jisical compositions than is cursitly available, the open, com^titive market in music which has
-'W been established can be main.ti.ned only by the continuance of
I'll and other licensing organiza!ins.
j

r'NBC sincerely hopes BMI will
continued and will be happy to
its part in this connection. You
ly, therefore, consider the followa firm offer on the part of NBC,
;bject to acceptance by BMI on
before March 1, 1942."^
'NBC will execute license agree_;nts with BMI, which shall —
"(a) run concurrently with its
oposed ASCAP license agree-?nts ;
, (b) provide for pajTnents to
^11 in the same amounts as those
rrently being made, so long as
e BMI revenue and expense budt remains the same; and
/ (c) provide for an increase or
RO A DC A STING

ASCAP Approval
(Continued from page 10)
gested to Mr. Craney that if he reviewed the facts "unemotionally,
you will reach the conclusion that
our proposal is in both 3'our and
our best interests, as well as for
the entire industry."
Replying Oct. 20, Mr. Craney
said he regretted the NBC president's interpretation of his telegram. He reiterated his opposition
to the blanket form of contract,
declaring that he believed the action actually puts the industryASCAP relations back wiiere they
were in 1932.
Mr. Cranej' recalled the Warner
situation in 1935 when, he said, it
was ably demonstrated that network performance makes hit tunes
"regardless of w^hat independent
stations do." He said he feared
that acceptance of a blanket license w'ould result in netw'orks
making great use of ASCAP music
to the exclusion of other sources.
"Your assurance, along with
that of Mr. Klauber (Edward
Klauber, CBS executive vice-president) that you w^ould support other
copj-iight owmers, including BMI,
so there would be ever available
a competing pool of music is most
heartening," he said.
90-Day Clause
After advising Mr. Trammell of
his acceptance of the rebate proposal, Mr. Craney said the deductions are not to begin until 90 days
after NBC's contract becomes effective or any later date "which is
the date to which you are protecting any stations that have not
signified their intention to reimburse you. The length of time over
which the deductions may be made
can only be to the next negotiations of our contract with you or
until the expiration of the contract (without renewals) you sign
with ASCAP, whichever is the
earliest.

More

'I'm Caesar'
WHEN Caesar Petrillo, staff
orchestra leader of WBBM,
Chicago, and composer of the
current hit tune "Jim",
dropped into a west side Chicago hamburger emporium
for late evening refreshment, he was greeted by his
refrain coming from the
jukebox. Petrillo, grumbling
audibly that he could no
longer listen to the song,
started to leave when the
restauranter asked him why
he didn't like the tune since
everyone else did. "I wi'ote
it," he replied. "Yeah? And
who are you?", he asked
Caesar
"I'm
Caesar — suspiciously.
", Petrillo began
when the proprietor cut in,
"Yeah, I thought so. If you're
Caesar,
Napoleon.
Get outtathen
hereI'm
before
I call
the bughouse!"
Citrus SjJots
MUTUAL CITRUS PRODUCTS
Co., Anaheim, Cal. (powdered
lemon juice), in a 13-week campaign supplementing its national
newspaper schedule, on Oct. 14
started participating sponsorship
tw-o arid three times weekly in
Happy Kitchen, on KMBC. Kansas
City; Sally Work, on WBEN,
Buffalo; Art Baker's Notebook on
KFI, Los Angeles. As merchandising tie-in, firm offers a recipe book
and set of measuring spoons upon
receipt of carton top or label from
the product. Agency is Chas. H.
Majme Co.. Los Angeles.
Golan Wine Plans
GOLAN WINES, Los Angeles,
will use radio for the first time
this fall to supplement a newspaper campaign introducing four
brand names — Golan, Lango, I.V.C.
and Legend. Radio plans are not
yet complete but Brown & Thomas,
New York, agency in charge, has
indicated announcements will be
used on a number of stations.

that the
and"I trust
statement
willforegoing
reaffirm off'er
our
position and answer the questions
which have been asked as to our
position with reference to the future of BMI and its music."

• Broadcast

Advertising

in Pictures

Being Released for Radio
DEAL releasing score of the RKO
film "Call Out the Mazines" direct
to Broadcast Music Inc. was effected by Harry Engel, West Coast
manager, and Robert Burton, New
York attorney of the latter organization, on Oct. 18, thus marking
the first action of its kind in the
current radio-ASCAP controversy,
for air exploitation of musical
numbers from motion pictures.
Numbers were written by Harry
Revel and Mort Greene, ASCAP
members w-ho recently contracted
with Southern Music Co., BMI affiliate, for publication of their
score in "Four Jacks & a Jill," also
an RKO production.
Similar action was taken by two
other ASCAP songwiiters, Milton
Berle, radio and film actor, and
Bert Pellish, who in mid-October
assigned their song "Would It
Make Any Difference to You?" direct to BMI for publication. Acting under provisions of the consent
decree, it is understood that several other film studios are consulting with their legal departments on similar moves.
NBC Symphony Series
To Charge for Tickets
BECAUSE of the large demand
for tickets to the -Vi?C Symphony
Concert broadcast on NBC-Blue
conducted by Leopold Stowkowski,
the network has temporarily
adopted a paid-admission policy
(55 cents to SI. 65) for those wishing to attend the four concerts
Nov. 4, 11. 18 and 25. These broadcasts will originate in the Cosmopolitan Opera
House,onnewof the Mecca
Temple
W. name
55th
St., New York, seating 3,300. Proceeds will be used by NBC to pay
for the rental of the opera house.
Another innovation will be the use
of an "acoustical reflector", to be
placed back of the orchestra.
Arturo Toscanini has accepted
Secretary
Morganthau's
invitation
to conduct the
NBC Sjmiphony
Dec.
6 and 13 to promote sale of defense
bonds. Concerts will take place
in Studio 8-H, 9:30-10:30 p.m.

"Continuance of the above payment agreement beyond the term
of one year likewise must hinge on
possible similar agreements being
negotiated by you with other affiliated stations, including those stations in States where ASCAP today cannot conduct business."
decrease in such pajnnents dependent upon and proportionate to
anj' increase or decrease in the
BMI revenue and expense budget.
"So long as BMI music continues to be made available to NBC,
NBC will not discriminate between
it and the music of other licensors.
Assuming the continued high
quality of BMI music, this should
assure its continued populariity.

Music
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MBS

WHEN SCHOOL'S OUT in the
New Britain-Hartford area, the
youngsters generally stop to watch
Ralph Kanna, WNBC program directoi", riding around on a white
horse. He carries a sign promoting
the Tom Mix series sponsored by
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis.
Agencj^ for the account is Gardner
Adv. Agency, St. Louis.

Second
'White
(Continued from
page 7) Paper

were not onerous and permit "a
liberal amount of option-time, preserve all its advantages and prevent only its abuses". It buttressed
this with an analysis of the provisions, and argued that in practice only cities having less than
four stations are affected.
Not a Real Danger
In cities having four or more
fulltime stations there will be no
problem, or so far as can be seen,
any real change in existing practice, MBS argued. Each network
will have its regular affiliates in
such cities and each affiliate will
have first call on its network's programs, it said. In cities having
four or more fulltime stations it
is "inconceivable that any station
which is the regular affiliate of one
network would be enabled to take
the programs of another network
unless the regular affiliate of the
latter network should refuse the

Col. White Resigns
LIEUT. COL. EDWIN L. WHITE,
principal electrical engineer in the
private and safety division of the
FCC engineering department, left
the FCC Oct. 20 on a one-year
leave of absence to go on active
duty with the Army Signal Corps.
Col. White joined the FCC June
2.3, 1930, as senior radio engineer.

programs
fed to it by the network",
MBS contended.
It said the alleged danger that
the choice of the better programs
of all four networks will gravitate
to the station with the best technical assignment "must be ascribed
to an overworked imagination".
In cities with less than four stations, the situation for the most
part will remain very much the
same, with one extremely important exception, MBS contended.

BLANKET
the A/ottk (2enttaL Statei
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Double die size, double die coverage with the new enlarged NCBS radio
system . . . now second biggest in the country! NCBS delivers county by
county coverage in the bread and butter center of the world. The merchandising stafiF has also been enlarged to carry on the famous NCBS guaranteed
distribution and display program of active cooperation in 5,000 retail oudets!
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WLOL, Minneapolis, Minn. WHBY, Appleton, Wise.
WDSM, Dulirth, Minn.
KFIZ, Fond du Lac, Wise.
KVOX, Moorhead, Minn. WHBL, Sheboygan, Wise.
KATE, Albert Lea, Minn. WSAU, Wausau, Wise.
KWNO, Winona, Minn. WFAR, Wise. Rap., Wise.
KGDE, Fergus Falls, Minn.KVFD, Fort Dodge, Iowa
KWLM, Willmar, Minn. KTRI, Sioux City, Iowa
KGCU, Mandan, N. D. WATW, Ashland, Wise.
KLPM, Minot, N. D. WJMS, Ironwood, Mich.
KDLR, Devils Lake, N. D. WHDF, Calumet, Mich.
KRMC, Jamestown, N. D. WJMJ, Marquette, Mich.
KABR, Aberdeen, S. D. WDBC, Escanaba, Mich.
WEAU, Eau Claire, Wise. WCLO, Janesville, Wise.
WMFG, Hibbing, Minn. WEMP, Milwaukee, Wise.
WHLB, Virginia, Minn. WRHN, Racine, Wise.
I
WIBU, Poynette, Wise.
Exec, offices: Commodore Hotel, St. Paul, Minn.
John W. Boler, Pres. and Managing Dir.
Nat. Rep., Joseph H. MeGiHvra
27, 1941

Each station may enter into a regular affiliation contract giving it
first call on the network's programs, and, if it chooses, may refuse to take the programs of any
other network. But it may not
bind itself by contract with one
network to refuse to affiliate to
another network, or to refuse to
option or sell any of its time to
another network.
"In practical effect," MBS continued, "this means that in a city
having three stations, two of the
stations will probably align themselves with one network and the
third station with two networks
(if it so desires). Similarly, in a
city having two stations, each station may align itself with only one
network, or with two networks if
'Alarmists' Cracked
it chooses."
Pointing out that the revised
regulations provide that no option
shall be subject to call on less 56
days' notice, as compared with the
28-day period now commonly specified in network-affiliate contracts,
MBS said this is obviously "not a
substantial change".
Cracking "alarmist distortions",
the White Paper said that stations,
under the explicit statements in
the regulations, retain complete
liberty of action and are not compelled to option time to and to
accept programs from another network if requested, in time not used
by its regular network.
Covering the effective date of
the revised regulations in a separate chapter, MBS said that after
careful study and consultation with
its counsel, it had reached the following conclusions :
1. The repulations are and have
been liinding as to any affiUaie station
which has entered its network affiliation since 2Iay 2, 1911, whether by
way of renewal or coutinuation of au
existing affiliation or by way of a new
affiliation.
2. With regard to affiliate stations
having network coittracts which will
not have expired by JVoy. 15. 191,1. the
stations may, and should, refrain from
any commitments which will Tjind
them to a course of action inconsistent
with (including
the regulations
after S^ov.
15,
19il
the exercise
by networks of their existing 2S-day options*). It must be kept in mind that
all affiliate contract provisions which
are in violation of the revised regulations have, in effect, been found by
the Commission to be against pulilic
interest, convenience or necessity, and
that any attempt by legal proceedings
to enforce them by a network organialsoarebe inmetviolation
with the
defensezation
that maythey
of the
anti-trust laws.
3. Very much the same considerations apply if and when court proceedings are instituted by the other networks ill an attempt to invalidate the
Commission's action to secure an injunction restraining the Commission
from enforcing the revised regulations.
In the opinion of counsel for Mutual,
and, so far as we can ascertain, in the
opinion of many other lawyers familiar

with the Commuuicatioiis Act.
Commission's jurisdiction and p
to adopt the regulations are clear
its action will be uiiheld in cour
MBS added it is possible tht
court proceedings are instit
and pending a final decision, a
porary injunction will be reque
by NBC or CBS. "There is gi
doubt," MBS
declared, "as
whether the court will grant :
an injunction for several reat
including a serious question a
the court's jurisdiction, the
that
the seems
Commission's
the law
so clear, power
and theui
ficulty of making the requ :
showing that any serious dam.
will result to the networks fi
allowing the regulations to go .i
effect immediately. Furtherm.^
Mutual knows of no adequate b .
for recent broad assertions that t
chairman of the Commission 1
agreed to stay or suspend the ret
lations pending the final outer
of such court proceedings."
Sound Policy Regardless
"In any event, whether or i
legal proceedings are institut
and whether or not a tempore
injunction is requested or obtain
a sound policy for stations to foil!
would seem to be to adhere to li
test of public interests clearly ;
nounced by the Commission in
regulations, and, so far as p
sible, to follow both the letter a
spirit of those regulations."
In its conclusion, MBS said '
Commission's action will tend
promote and not to injure the
dustry and insisted there will
"no chaos, no disruption of ope
tions, no deterioration of servi
no impairment in cooperation
broadcasters in national defeii
no paralysis of freedom of the i
and no danger of Governnn
Stating that it is not willing
assert that the revised regulatii
are
without possible defect or tl
operation."
further amendments may not pre
necessary in the light of practi
experience, MBS called attent
to the FCC majority's statemc
that it stood ready at all times,
amend and modify the regulatio
Join Standard Radio
STANDARD RADIO announces
following additional subscribers to
program library service : WBi]
Baltimore ; WLDS, Jacksonville, ll
WOL, Washington; WCLO, Jad
ville. Wis.: KDAL. Duluth ; WAI
Mobile; WJZM.
Clarksville, Tei |
and WOSH, Oshkosh. Wis.

*remain
Since actiuiUy
than twenty-eight
between less
October
20th, the datedaysof
this brochure, and November 15th, the effective date of the revised regulations, stations may rightly abide by this principle
effective immediately.
BROADCASTING
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Cleric's Speech
le Given Others by NBC
J^ter Isolationist Talk
ORDY tempest which swirled
jound New York radio circles last
Uk over a speech, carried Oct.
on NBC-Blue, in which Most
■|;v. Francis J. L. Beckman
bman Catholic Archbishop of
jibuque, severely condemned the
istration's foreign policy,
ypeared to be subsiding as the
:-:twork granted time Oct. 26 for
i|lks by two Protestant leaders.
While NBC officials said that
illks of the Protestant leaders,
mneth Leslie, editor of the Prot■lifant Digest, and James Luther
jlams, professor of Meadville
j'leological Seminary, would not
!;rectly answer Archbishop Beck'm's speech, it was assumed that
ne was made available for the
:ter talks as an outgrowth of the
Jickman incident.
Isolationist Pressure

GIVEN
NBC DENIALS
SABOTAGE
STORIES
FOLLOWING the order Oct. 9 found wandering around the fifth
that all visitors show passes when
floor of Radio City, and upon questioning by network officials, was
entering
certain
areas
of
NBC's
turned
over to the FBI. Reasons for
headquarters in New York, several
his presence in that area on a
stories hinting of possible sabotage
at the network have been revealed.
Saturday afternoon were unsatisfactory and it is understood he is
Last Saturday it was learned
still
being held by the FBI.
that a suspicious-looking man, osOther stories which the network
tensibly from a newspaper, was

A FEW
BUT

FREQUENCIES

THE

MAIN

IDEA

denies as entirely unfounded include the finding of a container of
acid near the NBC control rooms,
said to be the reason for NBC's
decision to issue employe and newspaper-trade publication passes.
Also hinted and denied was the
discovery of a package of bullets
near a cable conduit at the WEAF
transmitter.

WERE

MISSING

WAS

THERE...

(.Hints that Archbishop Beckman,
10 expressed his own views and
t as an officer of his church, was
neduled by NBC only after presre was brought to bear "by
rces too powerful to refuse",
>re accepted by competent indus_y officials. However, the latter
-inted out, this is only one of a
ries of incidents where these
prces too powerful to refuse" had
jtained network time for isolaI'mist speakers.
RCharges that NBC had deviated
3in its previous policy of giving
fne for discussion of such controrsial topics only to spokesmen of
J cognized organizations were disu anted after a check of the record
persons familiar -with the net5)rk's policj'' relating to speeches,
ascribed by these sources as
"lastic", the policy was evidently
eached when Charles A. Lind■rgh first spoke out against Present Roosevelt's foreign policy. In
ose days, Lindbergh was scheded as an individual and so said
his speeches. This was before
3 alliance with the America First
mmiittee. The record also realed other incidents where speak^s, although nationally known,
tained time for network speeches,
t admitting they spoke for themIves and not any organization.

The main

rdea was

service, and today, on its 21st birthday, KDKA

adheres to that main idea, in the interest of listener ond advertiser alike.
• Service to listener and advertiser alike — it^s a policy that explains why
America's oldest radio station continues to enjoy
the goodwill of hundreds of advertisers, and the
attention of over a million and a half radio families.

ATinTenna saf/s:
Blessed event
leave a nke new
product with you?
Let me give it an
airing and show you hm to
WINS friends in NewYwk

SOLE WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
OUTLET FOR NBC RED NETWORK

m
PITTSBURGH
^ 50,000 WAITS

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO STATIONS Inc • KDKA KYW WBZ WBZA
WOWO WGL WBOS • REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES

(Sffff, can£nurse em along
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Paid

'We can't miss, Spike. WFDF
Flint Michigan covers a payroll
of $137,933,922."

Baltimore Listeners Daily!
Skeptical? Moke us prove Jll
Write for full details— find out
why WCBM gives you ...
"PENNY FOR PENNY
COVERAGE BEHER THAN ANYI"
WCBM
^ BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
MEMBER

NSC

The
2:

Best

BLUE

NETWORK

Worlds
Coverage

of the

Worlds

iggestlVews

IN THE 7th RETAIL MARKET
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Nets

Increases by 17%
Sponsors Expanding Present
Shows, Analysis Reveals
ALTHOUGH the number of network commercial programs on the
air this fall is just about the same
as a year ago, many advertisers
are using larger networks this year
than last, with the result that the
total of station hours devoted to
network commercials in the fall of
1941 is about 17 % higher than in
1940. Comparison of typical week
shows a total of 10,169 station
hours devoted to commercial programs of all national networks this
year, an increase of 16.8% from
the 8,704 total a year ago.
By individual networks, MBS
shows the largest percentage gain,
up 67.9% from 793 in the fall of
1940 to 1,331 this year. NBC-Blue
is next, reporting 1,443 this year,
up 27.8% from 1,131 in 1940. NBCRed this fall shows 3,709 station
hours for network commercials, a
gain of 19.3% from last year's
3,107. CBS devotes 3,686 station
hours a week to sponsored network
programs this fall, as against
3,673 a year ago, a gain of 0.4%.
Wider Territory
These figures maintain a trend
for advertisers to use increased radio appropriations to expand the
territory reached by their present
programs rather than to add new
programs. This is further demonstrated by the fact that the total
of commercial program series on all
networks this year is 228, three
less than the 1940 fall total of 231.
In the figures above, the heavy
political business in 1940 was disregarded and purely regional hookups and programs broadcast on national netwoi'ks but sponsored locally were also not included. MBS
totals would be considerably expanded by inclusion of locally sponsored programs, but they were
omitted in the interest of gaining
a more exact comparison of network business. MBS also did not
include the Worlds Series broadcasts in its calculations, which for
a week boosted its station hour
total tremendously.
NBC Executives Meet
NBC EXECUTIVES, including
President Niles Trammell, vicepresidents and department heads,
met last week at the Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.,
for their annual get-together to
discuss policies and plans for the
coming year.

KSTP
SAINT PAUL
MtNNEAPOLIS
NifiHTTIME SIGNAL FROM MINIIE«POLIS TO THE WEST EQUfVALENT TO
133,500 WATTS
NBC. BASIC RED NETWORK
50,000 li/aiU
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INPHUAPiLPHIA

DAVID

LLOYD

LEAVES (J

FCC Inquiry Chief Moves to
Defense Position
DAVID D. LLOYD, head of
FCC inquiry section and ch
Commission investigator in
FCC's newspaper-ownership prob)

RANK AMATEUR was Bob Sundberg program director of KHSL,
Chico, Cal., when he went on his
first deer hunt recently. Knowing
heads hewagged
when
bagged "beginner's
a five-point luck"
buck
(at left) within an hour. But he
really won his spurs the following
weekend when he went out again
and bagged a four-pointer. Total
expense: License, 15 gallons of gas,
two shells.
BALLANTINE QUITS
MUTUAL
FOR BLUE
p. BALLANTINE & SONS, Newark brewer, is shifting its Three
Ring Time series from MBS to
NBC-Blue, beginning on the latter
network Nov. 7. Series, starring
Charles Laughton, Milton Berle
and
Bob Crosby's
will
be broadcast
for 52 orchestra,
weeks on more
than 20 Blue stations, Fridays,
8:30-9 p.m., a half -hour earlier
than its present Friday evening
spot on MBS.
Agency in charge of the account,
J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, had nothing to say about
plans for a substitute program on
MBS for the duration of the contract with that network, which
runs until mid-December.
In accepting the Ballantine program, NBC-Blue is deviating from
the NBC code of policies and standards, which states that "alcoholic
beverages may not be advertised
on any network program," although individual NBC M & 0 stations have accepted beer advertising for local broadcasts. When this
prohibition was adopted early in
1939, NBC explained that network programs must be acceptable
to all parts of the country and at
all times, whereas beer advertising
was acceptable
some communities but not inin others
and was
much more acceptable at some times
than at others.
CHICAGO Federation of Labor, licensee of WCFL, Chicago, has applied
to the FCC for a new commercial FM
station in that city on 47.9 mc. to
cover 10,800 sq. mi. and a popnlation
of 4,849,461.

has toresigned,
immedia"
ly,
join the effective
legal department
the Economic Defense Board, hes
ed by Milo Perkins, as an attorne
on the staff of General Couna
Monroe Oppenheimer, it was lean
ed last Friday. Although Mr. Lloy
alreadythehas
his neduties,
FCCtaken
gave up
no indicatioj
as to his possible successor.
A storm center in the newspapf
proceedings since they started lal
in July, Mr. Lloyd joined the FC
legal staff July 16, 1940, as speci;
counsel to head the investigat t
unit of the legal department. Lati
he was named chief of the inquii
section, in charge of gatherir
material in connection with tl
FCC's case against newspapf
ownership and operation of broa^
cast facilities.
Before joining the FCC, M
Lloyd had served in the legal div
sion of the Resettlement Admini
tration during 1935 and 1936. E
was loaned by that agency to tl
Senate Civil Liberties Committi
in 1936, and continued with tl
committee, first as acting couns
and then as assistant chief counsf
until he joined the FCC. Mr. Lloj
received an AB degree from Ha
vard
1935. in 1931 and an LLB degree i
ACA

and

WHN

Dickering On Renews
AMERICAN
CommunicatioT
Assn. has resumed negotiatior
with WHN, New York, for a r
newal of its present contract co
ering the technical employes >
the station. New contract is e;
pected to be signed within a fe
days. Union is also negotiating f(
renewals at WHOM, Jersey Cit
and WBNX, New York. Wage ii
creases are asked at all stations
ACA has organized the ei
gineers and announcers at WBAl
Baltimore, union reports, and hs
filed a complaint with the NLR
over the dismissal of two AC
members at the station, alleged!
for union activities. Negotiatioi
will not be started until the Lab(
Board complaint has been settle'

"HeywasFellows!"
KINY
the first
Alaska station to
receive
special
event chain
broadcasts in Alaska,
and
the first to release special
Alaska events broadcasts
for chain
use inOffices
the States
Executive
Am. BIdg., SeaHle, Wash
1000 WATTS - 5000 WATTS
JOSEPH

sui

Agai

K

HERSHEY
NATIONAL
RITRiSSKTATlVMcGILLVR
k^
■ J^eau.JUas
OSf, WFIL
THROBROADCASTING
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jjuthern Stations
lover Maneuvers
T Is Designated 'Bugler'
First Army in Games
.Average of the Army maneuiis starting this week in Caroline
ianty, S. C, as well as the presI air maneuvers over Georgia,
lith Carolina and North Caroa, is again being provided by rac through stations in the areas.
[During the Civilian Air Defense
neuvers WSB, Atlanta, preted Brig. Gen. Walter H. Frank,
jimanding officer of the Third
' erceptor Command, who utilized
; broadcasts to contact volunteer
>und observers of the Aircraft
irning Service and to coordinate
.tical training of pursuit and
liber squadrons.
:VBT, Charlotte, sent a mobile
it to Army headquarters in Camin, S. C, for a daily five-mimite
■ ort on the war games by Bill
'-•ker. Immediately after this
I iod a second five-minute report
' both the air maneuvers and the
■ er maneuvers is given by News
itor Jack Knell, who receives his
- jrmation from Bill Carley of the
5T staff. Carley goes aloft each
jrning from the Charlotte air
j e in an Army bomber observing
operations from the air.
Radio Bugler
Jnusual feature was Army desation
of WBT
as "Army
Army duringg
First
the
for
Bder"
games. Because of the splittin
of units during action there is a
;rtage of buglers, so WBT gives
official calls at designated times
lay which in turn are picked up
portable radios by the Army
ts. Grady Cole, WBT farm ediwho conducts a daily 5 a.m.
am, blows the 6:10 a.m.
iille; assembly at 6:15; mess
at 6:30, and sick call at 7 a.m.
PTF, Raleigh, also stationed a
cial events staff as Camden and
presenting daily programs.
)adcasts will continue until the
elusion of the games in latter
i'ember.
VSM, Nashville, as a result of
I success in covering the Louisi. maneuvers, is covering the
itheastern games.
WBYN Italian Block
PROGRESSO Broadcasting
rvice Inc., New York, has contied arrangements with WBYN,
»okljTi, for exclusive production
1 sales of Italian programs on
station. Beginning
Dec. 1,
BS will present a six-hour block
k)rograms in Italian on WBYN,
m noon to 6 p.m., seven days a
!k. Started by Generose Pope,
ilisher of II Progress Italioericana,
New
York Italian
.•spaper, II Progress© BroadcastService has been incorporated
an independent company, with
publisher's son, Fortune Pope,
_president. Miss Hyla Kiczales,
'•merly general manager of WOV,
w York, is general manager of
company, which as opened ofs at 132 W. 43d St.
ROADCASTING

Program

Lines

Tie

Shortivave

Stations^

Permitting Combined
Use of Facilities
FIRST physical step toward link- try Avith the synchronized impact
of millions of watts.
ing the majority of American
Already some of the stations are
shortwave stations under plans formulated by the Office of the Co- "swapping" programs, one of the
ordinator ofInformation headed by principal reasons for the network.
Col. Wm. J. Donovan, took place last In other words when one shortwave
week when program lines were in- outlet has a particularly good Norstalled tieing up all international
wegian program and another station is weak in this department albroadcast stations with the exception of KGEI, San Francisco.
though beaming material at Norway, the good Norwegian program
Under the new setup all shortwave stations east of the Missiscan be "piped" into the second
transmitter by merely utilizing exsippi may carry the same program
isting lines.
simultaneously, heretofore imposUnder consideration for some
sible. Actually, this step makes possible the first United States short- time, the new service had been
wave network and allows any one held up by various complications
but was finally placed in operaprogram to be beamed on one countion last weekend. In addition, the
lines are being used for monitorLeagiie's Radio Fund
purposes
by for
the theOCI's
York ingoffice.
Thus,
first New
time
COOPERATIVE League of Amerthe output of all international staica at its national membership
tions will come under the scrutiny
drive meeting Oct. 23 in Indianapolis okayed a national radio fund to of Government officials. As planned
be raised by a campaign through- now all programs transmitted by
out the country conducted by memthese stations will be heard,
bers of regional cooperatives. Goal through the lines in New York
set is $50,000 and the campaign
by the OCI, evidently for the purslogan will be "We want 50,000
poses of checking on not only the
$l-a-year men". According to Walquality ofernmentprogram
but for Govlace Campbell, assistant secretary
policy.
of the league, the funds, when
Officials are quick to point out,
raised, will be allocated either to a
network show or to a campaign in that censorship is not involved
transcription form.
merely the checking of material
after it is aired.
Rexall Sale
UNITED DRUG Co., Boston, ^vill
place four quarter-hour transcribed
programs on 200 stations throughout the country, on alternate days
Nov. 2-8 to promote the semiKGW
annual Rexall One-Cent Sale.
Titled Rexall Parade of Stars,
transcriptions feature Ken Murray,
fttt//s 'em in!
Kenny
IMeredithWilcox,
Wilson'sas
OrchestraBaker,
and Harlow
m.c. Similar series have been used
to promote the sale in the past.
Agencv is Street & Finnev, Nevj
General Foods Discs
■
York.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Post Toasties), recently began sponsorship of a series of
quarter-hour transcriptions. Don
Winslou-, Monday through Friday,
on six stations throughout the
country. Agency is Benton &
Bowles, New York. Company is
sponsoring same transcribed series
on WGN, Chicago, for Grape-Nuts
and Grape-Nut Flakes, through
Young & Rubicam, New York
[Broadcastin'G, Oct. 13].
Gillette Pro Football
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, is sponsoriug four home games
of the Xew York Americans professional footbaU teams, on WINS. New
York. First two games Avere played
Oct. 19 and 26 with the contests with
Milwaukee Chiefs and Cincinnati Bengals scheduled for Nov. 2 and 30 respectively. Don Dunphy. WINS and
MBS sportseaster. handles the playby-play.
dles the Maxon
account. Inc., New York, hanSTANDARD contract of the Associated Broadcast Technicians Unit providing wage increases, provisional
closed shop, and arbitration clauses
was signed last week bv WCLS.
Joliet. ni.
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PORTLAND,

OKLAHOMA REUNIONS
Bell Proteges Are Active In
City's Radio
WHEN managers of Oklahoma
City's four stations convene to discuss mutual problems a reunion of
former WKY staff members ensuses. For Gayle V. Grubb, WKY
manager, is flanked by William
Gillespie, vice-president and general manager of KOMA and
KTUL, who began his radio career
as a member of the WKY sales
staff; Matthew Bonebrake, manager and KOCY, who also started
in radio on the WKY sales staff;
and Robert Enoch, manager of
KTOK and director of the Oklahoma Network, formerly a member
of WKY. All four managers take
an active interest in their sales depax-tments, hence when they meet
in competition, they fall back on
their early sales training under
Edgar T. Bell, business manager of
the Oklahoma Publishing Co.
Canadian Shifts
A NUMBER of changes in transmitter location and temporary power permits are announced by the Radio
Branch of the Department of Transport, Ottawa. CHRC. Quebec, is at a
new transmitter location at Ste. Foy,
Que., and has a temporary 2.50-watt
permit pending installation of directional antenna for the new 1,000-watt
transmitter. CKCO, Ottawa, has new
transmitting location on Brickyard
Rd., Township of Hull, Que., and 250watts night, 1,000-watts day until
directional antenna has been installed.

OREGON

'THE
Key TO THE
GREAT
WEST'
620 KC— 5,000 WATTS DAYS; 1,000 WATTS NIGHTS
National Broadcasting Co. RED Network
National Representatives: EDWARD PETRY & CO.. Inc.
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

THE

COMMUNICATIONS
OCTOBER

Decisions ...
OCTOBER 21
KVAN, Vancouver, Wash. — Granted
modification
licenseof inci-ease
500 Sheldon
w D;
granted
transfer
control to
F. Saekett.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— WDNC,
Durham, N. C, application CP new equipment directional D & N increase 1 kw N
§ kw D change 620 kc : WRAL, Raleigh,
N. C applic. CP seeking same increase
and facilities as WDNC (to be heard
jointly) ; KGNC, Amarillo, applic. CP new
transmitter directional N change 860 kc
increase 5 kw D 10 kw N.
NEW. J. Leslie Doss, Bessemer, Ala. —
Adopted order granting CP new station
1400 kc 250 w unl. condition permittee
file modification specifying transmitter location and radiating system.
MISCELLANEOUS— WSIX, Nashville,
Tenn., granted modifiation CP approve
transmitter site install new transmitter
directional changes increase 5 kw N ;
KOKO, LaJanta, Col., granted CP new
transmitter increase 250 watts N & D ;
WQXR, New York, granted special service authorization 10 kw non-directional unl.
1560 kc ;WBYN, Brooklyn, granted CP new
transmitter increase 500 w N kw D unl.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING--NEW,
Southwestern Michigan Broadcasting
Corp., Kalamazoo, Mich., application CP
new station 980 kc 1 kw directional N
unl., facilities of WHAL : WSOO, Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich., license renewal.
PLACED IN PENDING FILE— NEW,
Pulitzer Publishing Co.. St. Louis, application CP new FM station under Order
79; NEW, Contra Costa Broadcasting Co.,
Richmond,
Cal., applic. CP new station
1210 kc 500 w N & D nighttime hours to
begin with WCAU's sign off.
OCTOBER 22
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, R. B. Eaton,
Des Moines, la., granted motion dismiss
without prejudice application CP new television station ; NEW, Hugh McCIung, Fresno, Cal., granted continuance hearing to
12-1-41 ; WPRP, Ponce, P. R., continueel
indefinitely renewal and modification of
CP hearing.
Applications . . .
OCTOBER 21
NEW, Howard R. Imboden, Pulaski, Va.
—CP new station 1230 kc 250 w unl.
KABC, San Antonio, Tex. — CP new
transmitter change 1470 kc increase 500
w N 1 kw D.
NEW, Coastal Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
New Bern, N. C— CP new station 1450 kc
250 w unl. amended re stock ownership.
KVI, Tacoma, Wash. — CP new transmitter increase 5 kw N 10 kw D.
OCTOBER 23
WINX, Washington— Voluntary assignment license to WINX Broadcasting Co.
WBOC, Salisbury, Md.— CP change 960
kc increase 1 kw unl. directional N.
NEW, Eastern Broadcasting Co., Patcho«Tie,
Y. — kcAmend
stationN. 1300
250 w. application CP new
WHAS, Louisville— CP increase 750 kw
•equipment changes.
NEW, Chicago Federation of Labor, Chicago— CP4,849,461
new FMpop.station 47.9 mc 10,800
sq. mi.
KRNR, Roseburg, Ore. — CP new transmitter directional D & N increase 10 kw
change 10.30 kc.
Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Jefferson Broadcasting Corp.,
Birmingham, Ala., CP new station 1340
kc 250 w unl. facilities of WSGN when
vacated ; NEW, George Johnston Jr., Birmingham, same ; NEW, WBAM Inc., Birmingham, same (consolidated hearing,
Oct. 27;.
WICA, Ashtabula, O., CP 970 kc 1 kw
N 5 kw D unl. directional N; WWSW,
Pittsburgh, same with directional D & N
^consolidated hearing, Oct. 28).
WCAM, Caraden, WCAP, Asbury Park,
WTNJ, Trenton, modification and renewal
of licenses ; WDAS, Phil, delphia, CP 1260
kc 1 kw N 5 kw D directional N unl. (consolidated hearing. Oct. 29).
NEW, Hugh McCIung, Fresno, Cal., CP
new station 1590 kc 5 kw unl. (Dec. 21).
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24 INCLUSIVE
WQXR
Is Granted
Increased
Power
Will Operate With 10 kw. on
1560 kc. Under New Grant

CONSERVATIVE and practical is
this snappy chapeau conceived by
Kay Woodhurst, stenographer at
WSB, rentAtlanta,
by curstocks on theGa.hatBaffled
counters
and
priorities headaches, she rummaged
around the station and picked up
a worn out transcription, worn-out
tube and wisp of ribbon. From that
pile of junk was conceived this
artistic
motif. conception with technical
New

Local

in Louisville

Is Organized by ABTU
FORMATION of a new local union
in Louisville last week as the latest
addition to the Associated Broadcast Technicians Unit of IBEW,
has been announced by Russ Rennaker, business manager of ABTU.
At that time technicians of the
four Louisville stations •— WHAS,
WAVE, WINN and WGRC— meet
for the organizational work, electing Bill Blanton, of WHAS, president of the new local ; John Heaf er,
WAVE, vice-president; and Nolan
Pontrich, WGRC, recording secretary. Starting membership totals
44 and the union will have jurisdiction in Louisville and the adjacent area.
At a subsequent meeting, Broadcast Engineers Assn., composed of
WHAS engineers, and the WAVE
Engineers Assn., were dissolved
and their membership transferred
to the new ABTU union. Agreement between WAVE and its engineers' association to expire in 1942
has been reassigned to ABTU. No
date for negotiations between
WHAS and the union has been set
although the existing agreement
between the station and the dissolved association terminates in
November, according to Mr. Rennaker. An agreement has already
been signed by Steve Cisler, of
WGRC, leaving WINN as the only
Louisville station not under an
agreement, ABTU reports.
KJBS Names Rambeau
KJBS, San Francisco, has announced
the appointment of William G. Rambeau Co. effective
as exclusive
repi'esentative,
Nov. station
20.

27, 1941

WQXR, New York City, last Tuesday was authorized by the FCC to
operate with 10,000 watts nondirectional, unlimited time, on 1560
kc, under a special service authorization and subject to certain engineering conditions. The station
now operates with 5,000 watts unlimited time with a construction
permit for 10,000 watts using a
directional antenna, unlimited.
WBYN, Brooklyn, was granted
a construction permit in part, to
increase its power from 500 watts
unlimited time to 1,000 watts day,
500 watts night, on 1430 kc. The
authorization included permission
to use a transmitter formerly used
by WVFW, Brooklyn, one of the
four so-called Brooklyn stations
combined to make up the fulltime
WBYN. The FCC dismissed the
application of WBYN to move its
main studio from Brooklyn to
Manhattan.
WSIX, Nashville, was granted a
modified construction permit covering its recent authorization to
use 980 kc. with 1,000 watts night,
5,000 watts day, unlimited time,
but with a directional at night.
The modified permit, subject to
actual measured interference not
in violation of the international
broadcast treaty, authorizes installation of a new transmitter and
changes in the directional antenna
system to use 5,000 watts fulltime.
The station now operates on 1240
kc. with 250 watts unlimited time.
KOKO, La Junta, Col., was
granted a construction permit to
increase power to 250 watts fulltime and install a new transmitter,
as against its present assignment
on 1440limitedkc.
time. with 100 watts unWHAS Superpower
FORMALcrease in power
application
an infrom for
50,000
to
750,000 watts was filed with the
FCC last Thursday by WHAS,
Louisville,
operated
the Times.
Louisville CourierJournalby and
The station several weeks ago had
notified the FCC of its intention
to file the super-power petition
[Broadcasting,
Sept. 15]. ranging
A halfdozen
other applications
from 500,000 to 750,000 watts now
are pending with whole subject
probably to be designated for a
general legislative hearing.
TO PERMIT testing of its new
50,000-watt
transmitter
nearingN.completion at East
Rutherford,
J.,
- WHN, New York, is closing its broadcasting day an hour-and-a-half earher
with the One-Ttoo-Three Swing program at 1 :30 a.m. instead of the usual
3 a.m.
BROADCASTING

Network iKccovrii
All time EST unless oHierwise indicaU
New Business
TEXAS Co., New York (gas ami
products),
on broadcasts
Nov. 29 resumes
politan. Opera
on 142 Mfi'
NI
Blue stations. Sat. 2-4 p.m. Agem .
Buchanan & Co., N. T.
LUDENS Inc., Reading, Pa. (Mthol Cough Drops ) , on Nov. 4 sta
a five-minute musical show on th
CBS-Pacific stations, Tues., 9 :25-i)
p.m. and Thurs., 9:.55-10 p.m. Ag
ey : J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
ZONITE PRODUCTS Corp., ^
York
(Forhan's
7 started
Galriel Toothpaste),
Heatter on on
8 MC
stations, Tues. and Thurs., 9-9
p.m. (recorded on two MBS station
Agency: ErwLn, Wasey & Co., N.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES Co
New York, on Nov. 1 only, broadc
premiere
"Birth Colonial
of the Blues"
57 MBS ofstations,
and I
Lee Networks, Sat., 9-9 :30 p.m. A^
cy : Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
SMITH BROS. Co., Poughkeep
N. Y. (cough drops), on Nov. 7 sts
news program on 96 NBC-Blue
tions, Fri., 9:55-10 p.m. Agency:
D. Tarcher & Co., N. Y.
P. LORILLARD Co., New York (i^
Gold Cigarettes), on Nov. 3 starts ij
Gold Variety Show on 59 NBC-Bi
stations, Mon., 7-7 :30 p.m. Agen
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWE,
EXCHANGE, Los Angeles (Suni;
oranges and lemons), has rene^
Hedda Hoppers Hollyioood on
CBS stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 6:
6Los
:30 Angeles.
p.m. Agency : Lord & Thon
CREW OF GOOD SHIP GRA
Inc., Los Angeles (religious), on (
12 renewed for 52 weeks Haven
Rest on p.m.
32 Don
Lee stations, Sund
3-3:30
(PST).
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., >
York (Vaseline), on Oct. 22 rene^
for 52 weeks Dr. Christian on 64 C.
stations. Wed., 8:30-8:55 p.m. I
broadcast, 11:30-11:55 p.m.). Agen
McCann-Eriekson, N. Y.
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODU(
Corp., New York (Sealtest), on -l
1 renews for 13 weeks the Rudy 1
lee ShoicThurs..
on 77 10-10
NBC-Red
stations.
:30 p.m.and(ES1'
Agency: McKee & Albright. Ph
delphia.
Canned Oeamed Test
AVOSET Inc., San Francisco,
behalf of its new product, Avoi
a canned cream containing 99.'
fresh cream, recently started
radio campaign on six static
using transcribed one minute spi
The station list: KINY KF.
KGU KGMB KHBC and HP-!
HOA (Canal Zone). In additior^
is using participations on a he*
economics program on KFAR. .
cording to the agency, Botsfc
Constantine & Gardner, San Fr
Cisco, the advertiser soon will st
a test campaign in various mark
throughout the United States ms
land. Both radio and newspapj
will be used.
• Broadcast
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5
Assets
\SSETS: ". . . and 100 bar•els of three-year-old wihsThis is what one formal
Il^ey".
a new broadtion fortold
iipplica
the FCC.
;ast station
Mo decision has been made on
;he acceptability of the "assets", though several Comnission accountants have volanteered to direct the apjraisal.

nds to Be Spotlighted
ji Coca Cola Program
ICA COLA Co. for its new seji on MBS, which starts Nov. 3,
selected the name Spotlight
lids and for its m.c. has chosen
Heifer, well-known on WOR,
!s New York outlet, for his
|eball and football announcing.
|! programs will feature diiferbands week nights, 10:15-10:30
., and on Saturdays will "spott" the band, which according
;veekly tabulation, made the rejiing which outsold all others.
Lccording to the routing of the
\ds, it is estimated by MBS that
i of the programs will be broad; from the Mutual Theatre, New
k, 20% from either Chicago or
lywood and the remaining 20%
n other large cities. Agency is
.rcy Adv. Co., New York.
J' Doss Gets Station
sIlESLIE DOSS, general manr of WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
j; authorized Oct. 21 to construct
'lew local station in Bessemer,
when the FCC adopted an
ijier granting the outlet to operate
h 250 watts fulltime on 1400
Bessemer, with a population
iabout 23,000, is located apximately 20 miles south of Bir]gham. The Commission's order
i' stipulated that the permittee
!t file within two months for
llification of the construction
mi± to specify the exact transier location and complete radiat'iber
system.
Grant
bringsauthorized
the total
of new
stations
rl year to 54.

mCUIT
lENERAL

DESIGN
(1) ELECTRIC
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THOMAS J. McDERMOTT
ON ONE of the flossy "Gardens of
the Nation" terraces outside the
office window of Thomas J. McDermott at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, sit
two lions — calm, relaxed, and conveniently stone. Their job is twofold :To distract time-vendors, and
to roar loudly whenever Tom melts
under sales heat.
Tom has been with N. W. Ayer &
Son since 1933, where he first
piled his accountancy training in
the agency business. Having serviced building trades accounts in
New York, Tom was chosen as a
natural for contracts and accounting. He started buying time in
1936 — taking Atlantic Refining,
Clicquot Club, Kirkman & Son, and
Sheffield Farms in his stride, until
today he heads up these standbys,
as well as the Bell Telephone System, and almost a score of others,
network and spot accounts, with
emphasis, numerically, on the latter.
Born Oct. 16, 1908, Tom presents
that rare but authenticated history
of a native New Yorker who has
been reared, schooled, married
(Dorothy Kelly) and settled — all
in the one and same place. A daughter, Maureen, 10, is the apple of
his eye.
Tom is the only time-buyer in
the business who builds and operates networks — this football season to the tune of more than 200.
He says that the efficiency of his
department is the result of the
teamwork his associates give him.
Block Plans 150
BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City
(Gold Medal Capsules), which has
been conducting a test campaign
for the past few months on over
40 stations, is now adding stations
in major markets throughout the
country, with the 5-6 time weekly
announcements to be carried on
over 150 stations when the lists
are completed, according to Raymond Spector Co., New York, agency handling the account.

• Broadcast
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Contract

Details Studied

In WJAS - KQV Peace
STRIKE of the American Federation of Musicians against WJAS
and KQV, Pittsburgh, was settled
Oct. 17 when the station management agreed to employ orchestras
of 11 men at each station, according to the AFM national headquarters in New York, where it
was said Friday that other details
of the contract were still being
worked out by H. J. Brennen,
owner of both stations, and Claire
Meeder, president of the Pittsburgh AFM local.
Assisting the local to withhold
musical programs from these stations, the national AFM organization had withdrawn its men not
only from remote band pickups,
which is customary, but from all
musical network sustaining programs originating in the major
studios of CBS and NBC. WJAS
is a CBS affiliate and KQV an
NBC-Blue outlet. Negotiations
were resumed in Pittsburgh Oct.
16 between Mr. Meeder and Robert
M. Thompson, representing the stations in the absence of Mr. Brennen who had been taken ill in
Chicago earlier that week [Broadcasting, Oct. 20].
James C. Petrillo, AFM president, was pgranted
two weeks'in postonement of his appearance
New
York Supreme Court for examination before trial by American Guild
of Musical Artists, which is suing
to enjoin him and his union from
interfering with AGMA members.
Examination was originally scheduled Oct. 24.
Mrs. Melrose at WXYZ
EDYTHE FERN MELROSE, active in the radio and agency fields
for some years, has returned to
the air on WXYZ,
Detroit, as The
Lady of Charm.
She broadcasts
five mornings a
week, developing

Youngstown

*35th
America's
Market
WFMJ

te Station
Favori
Youngstown^s
NBC AFFILIATE
*U. S. Census Bureau

WDSU
NEW

ORLEANS

soon will be
5000

WATTS

Day and Night
WEED AND COMPANY
National Representatives
New York • Detroit • Chicago
San Francisco

the women's
market for Chrysler.
Among
broadc a s t her
affiliations
were stations in
Cleveland, H a g erstown, Md., and

Mrs. Melrose
Akron. In the agency field she
served in the radio department of
Street & Finney, New York.

Fred Fear List
FRED FEAR & Co., Brooklyn,
which conducts an intensive campaign each year 10 days before
Easter for Chick Chick and Presto
egg colors will use announcements
and participations this season on
KNX WGN WIRE WJR WOR
WCKY WTAM WCAU KDKA
WAPI KLX KGO WJAX WIOD
WSB WSBT KCKN WHAS WWL
WFBR KSTP KGBX KMOX
WOKO WBEN WHAM WBT
WADC WBNS WNOX WFAAWBAP KSO WCHS. Agency is
Menken Adv., New York.
PROGRAM Hollywood Whispers
by George Fisher, heard on MBS
Sundays at 1:15 p.m. under sponsorship of Marrow's Inc., Chicago,
is now being transcribed into
Portuguese and Spanish and shortwaved by the Peruvian Consul on
KFEI, Los Angeles, to South
American countries.

War

news hotter — Washdeliversington
news news
to vital.
radio INS
in same

volume, speed as to newsINTERNATIONAL
NEWS SERVICE
papers.

BALmORl

MTIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
COWARD PETlOr & CO.
ON THE BASIC MUTUAL NETWORK
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Advertising
To

Pave

KATZ DRUG CHAIN
PLANS BIG DRIV

Urged

Way

For

Post -War
World
Federal Official Tells How
Promotion Boosts Sales
LED BY the advertising profession, American business should
take the initiative now figuring
out how to create new groups of
customers in the post-war world,
Carroll L. Wilson, director of the
Bureau of Foreign & Domestic
Commerce, said Oct. 24 in addressing the Seventh Annual Convention of the AAAA Pacific Coast
Council.
As a first step in the essential
program of creating customers,
Mr. Wilson cautioned the advertisers against a fear of change
from present commercial practices. "This land has always been
a land of change," he declared.
"Most of our present commercial
practices are no older than the
Psalmist's three score years and
ten, and in all the changes that
have swept the face of American
life we find no sign of decay, only
the recent pallidness of fear."
Makes Them Want
Mr. Wilson also urged the advertisers to dispel the thought of
government as being something
entirely distinct from the people
it represents. "I invite you to look
upon the Government in the same
light as your Department of Commerce views business, industry,
labor, farmers, professional men
and government employes ... all
customers of each others' products
or services, all doing a part of the
huge family wash of America, and
exchanging what they do for the
goods and services of other men,"
The advertising profession's
place in the post-war economy will
be to produce not only more, but
better advertising than this nation
has seen before, Mr. Wilson asserted. "Advertising that not only
makes more people want more of a
particular product, but advertising
that makes more people want more
and more products."
FCC Passes By Report
On Clear Channel Policy
A DETAILED engineering report
dealing with possible reappraisal
of the FCC's clear channel policy,
pending before the FCC, was
passed over without action at its
meeting last Tuesday. The voluminous report remains on the
docket and will be considered at a
future meeting, it v/as indicated.
Alternative plans for relocation
of clear channel stations, possibly
with superpower, or for breaking
them down with multiple station
operation, are said to be included
in the engineering department suggestions [Broadcasting, Oct. 20].
W.SX.J, Bridgeton. X. J., opened its
new studios Oct. 20. The station now
can seat approxim.Ttely .500 persons
in each of its two auditorium studios.
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Oh No You Don't! Tonight It's My Turn to Play Mary Marlin!"
Recording

and

Engineering

Standards

Are Adopted by Committee
of the NAB
at a meeting to be held in the Hotel
FOLLOWING the recommendaCommodore, New York. So that
tions of its executive committee,
fullest attendance may be secured,
the recording and reproducing
standards committee of the NAB
these meetings are scheduled adjacent to other conventions the memadopted a set of 15 standards and
bers might want to attend. Last
referred nine more to four subcommittees for further study last week's session preceded the convention of the Acoustical Society of
Thursday at an all-day session at
the Pennsylvania Hotel, New York.
America ; the January meeting follows that of the Institute of Radio
Lynne C. Smeby, NAB diEngineers.
rector of engineering, presided at
Stating that the committee inthe meeting, which was concerned
cludes members from the fields of
chiefly with hearing and discussing
advertising,
education, motion picthe report of the executive committures and radio research, as well as
tee, presented by Chairman Robert
M. Morris, business manager of from the broadcasting industry and
the manufacturers of records and
NBC's radio recording department.
recording equipment, Mr. Smeby
A major acheivement was the expressed gratitude for the way in
agreement on standard recording which all had cooperated, sometimes
frequency characteristics for both
at considerable cost, to arrive at
lateral and vertical recordings. In
the
point of standardization althe past there has been no general
reached, and expressed hope
standard, each company setting its that thereadyfull
set of standards would
own, which made the task of giv- be agreed upon early next year.
ing the best reproduction to each
Following such agreement, the
record a difficult one for station
standards will be published, he
personnel. Other standards adopted
said.
were the center hole diameter of
He explained that the standards
records, the center pin diameter of will
not be applied immediately
reproducing apparatus, absolute and all together, but said there
turntable speed, maximum "wow"
will be a period of transition so
factor and other essential physical
that no one gets unduly hurt. The
dimensions.
process will be one of orderly
Transition Period
change, he stated, with consideraReferred to a subcommittee
tion given to the fact that broadcasters must be able to adapt new
headed by I. P. Rodman, Columbia
equipment to their present record
Recording Corp., was the problem
libraries and new transcriptions
of recording groove contour. Mr.
Morris heads the group which will to their present reproducing apparatus. Only two of the major
study distortion, signal-to-noise ratio and maximum recorded level. recording companies at present use
processes that deviate widely from
Howard Chinn, CBS, is chairman
adopted standards, he said, and
of a subcommittee to study direc- both
of them have agreed to change
tional recording, record life,
over
to comply with the new
standards.
glossary of terms and symbols and
eccentricity, Reproducing systems
Stating that these standards are
is the topic assigned to the fourth
subcommittee, whose chairman is not hard and fixed but merely are
in line with the best practices toDr. S. J. Begun, Brush Developday, he said standardization is
ment Co., Cleveland.
usually followed by new developThese committees will report
ments and expressed hope that
back to the full committee Jan. 16 when the period of national defense
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KATZ DRUG Co., Kansas tituser of radio advertising for sor
time in the past and sponsor I
the six-weekly, full-hour Z)f7i!|
With America program on KCK
Kansas City, for the last fo ;
years, will utilize radio in a maj '
role during its 1941 Million Doll
Sale and Christmas promotion, b i
cording to Henry Gerling, advert: ■
ing manager of the drug chain.
The heavy radio bombardmei
covering a 10-week period, will ielude a total of 1,540 spot a
nouncements at the rate of 154 p
week on four Kansas Citv static
— WDAF, KMBC, WHB a
KCKN. This, states Mr. Gerlir
will mean 22 spots every day.
In addition Katz is sponsor!
broadcasts of three Big Six fc
ball games — Missouri-Nebrasl
Oct. 25; Missouri-Oklahoma, N(
15; effort
Missouri-Kansas,
Nov. 22—o
an
to furnish company
cials with information on this ty
of program as well as to reach t
four-state area in which Katz c
erates. Katz has renewed its Dai
With America on KCKN for £
other year and is continuing a da
quarter-hour musical show
WHB. The heaw radio campai
for the Million Dollar Sale, 0
24-Nov. 26, will be supported i
extensive newspaper advertisii
billboards and motion picture tr£
ers, Mr. Gerling reports.
Lava on 30
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., C:
cinnati (Lava Soap) is using
stations for its 26-week campai
of one-minute transcribed £
nouncements, 16-20 times week
which got under way Oct.
[Broadcasting, Oct. 6]. Stations
New York City will be added son
time during December. Agency
Biow Co., New York. Present 1
includes: WOKO WNBF W(
WHAM
WAGE
WSYR WII
wwj
wxYZ
wowo wk;
WJAC
WI
WMMN WAKR
WJAS WGAR
KQV ^Y^W^
WERC WSPD WKBN WOW WI
WFBG WHP KYW WFIL WG
WBRE.
FRAXK COOK, of WEBC, Dulu
has resigned to enter the real est
business in Texas. He is succe< i
temporarily
at WEBC by SportscaRolf
Ericksou.
is over there will be a new spi
in recording research. When tl
time comes, he declared, the
dustry will alter its standards
make full use of the improvemei
in recording technique so evolv
One committee member, Dr. Fn
erick B. Hunt of Harvard, has dc
much in this field, Mr. Smeby sa
and will return to it after he
released from his present occu)
tion with defense problems.
In addition to Mr. Morris, 1
executive committee members w
spent several months collect!
data on which their reconimenc
tions were based, are: Mr. Chii
Mr. Rodman, F. C. Willis, ER:
and C. Lauda Jr., World Bros
casting System.
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Effective November 15, TKe Nation's
Station makes available, tbrougb tbe

continuity, and for network advertisers,
cut in announcements will be made

Consumer's Foundation, a Premium
Testing Service for botK network and
spot advertisers.

without charge. The Foundation also
makes available the Premium Seal, for

SucK a service, vs^e believe, will be

For

Kelpful to both advertisers and listeners.

WLW's Premium Testing Service is
optional. For direct sale advertisers,
it will be mandatory. Premiums will
be submitted to Testers two weeks in
advance of the first air announcement,

Advertisers will benefit from tKis pretesting plan wKicK will give an unbiased appraisal of premiums by a
group of typical consumers. Listeners,
on the other hand, will be guided by
the decision of fellow consumers in
determining the true value of the
premium offered. The result, we feel,
will be a potent added impetus to the
promotion effort as a whole.
Advertisers who use premiums will
appreciate the promotion possibilities
of the endorsement of a group of bona

and they will be asked to evaluate
these premiums in terms of the proposed over-the-air offer. The Premium
Testers Group is especially selected
from approximately one thousand memwho

bers of the Consumer's Foundation
have been engaged, since the

early part of the year, in testing products submitted to the Foundation by
advertisers. These housewives live in
and; represent

This new Premium Testing Service
will add still more effective impact
to your WLW
dollar . . . will add,

WIW CONSUMER'S
FOUNDATION
Announcement

sponsors of regular programs,

all sections of WLW-1
all economic classes.

APPROVED BY
^ PREMIUM TESTING
, GROUP

fide consumers.

use in newspapers and magazine ads.

of

premium approval will not be counted
as commercial copy in your WLW

also, to W^LW^'s enviable success
legend with advertisers who use premiums. W^e invite your further inquiry.
(November 1. 1941)

NATION'S
THE
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HOW

TO

START

A

STATION

Here's the RCA Transmitter chosen by
84 American Broadcasting Stations!
Starting a new station — ? Whether
your construction permit has already been granted, or your application isstill to be filed, choose the
transmitter that is America's first
choice by an impressive margin —
the RCA Type 250-K, for efficient,
economical, dependable operation
at 100/2 50 watts.
84 stations, built or being built,
have purchased this outstanding
broadcast transmitter. Foreign
purchasers account for nine more.
Yet the 2 50-K has been on the
market less than two years!
The reasons for such unequalled
acceptance are inherent in the
250-K itself. Flat within VA db.

American
KANA
KFXM
KVFD
WBTA
WFIG
WGAC
WMOB
WTHT

Broadcasting
including 1,000-watt
KBWD
KBUR
KHON
KLS
KWRC
KWIL
WBOC
WHBQ
WDAS
WGOV
WKIP
WKMO
WOSH
WORD
WTJS
WWNY

from 30 to 10,000 cycles, it delivers
program- quality difficult to match
even at a higher price. High-level
Class B Modulation, and efficient
RCA-engineered circuits, keep
operating costs low. It draws only
1625 watts from your power-line
while operating at average program
modulation on a 250-watt carrier.
Installation is simple and inexpensive; operation is simplicity itself.
And — a thought for the future —
the 2 5 0-K is easily adapted to
1,000- watt operation at any time,
by the simple addition of the RCA
amplifier unit, Type MI-7185 and
suitable power-supply. Write for
complete data today.

Stations Equipped witli tlie 250-K
stations using it as a 250-watt exciter unit
KFBG
KGLO
KFIZ
KFMB
KFIO
KSKY
KLUF
KRJF
KSRO
KROD
WAJR
WARM
WATN
KYCA
KYOS
WCBI
WCRS
WDEF
WDAK
WFDF
WINX
WISR
WHUB
WFPG
WIZE
WLAV
WKPA
WKWK
WLOK
WMJM
WSGN
WSRR
WSOO
WSAV
WSLB

KBIX
KFPW
KHAS
KUJ
WBIR
KVOE
WCED
WHKY
WHYN
WGTC
WMRN
WLBJ
WSOC
WMOG
WTMA
I plus still others to foreign countries, American police installations, and for stations now under construction!

CA 250-WATT
TYPE

250-K
mi

Microphones
II Speech
AssociatedInputEquipment
Systems!|
Transmitters
Corporation of America
New York: 411 Fifth Ave.

Chicago: 589 E. Illinois St.

Atlanta: 530 Citizene & Southern Bank Bldg.

Dallas: Santa Fe BIdg.

San Francisco: 170 Ninth St.

Hollywood: 1016 N. Sycamore At<

B
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JANE

MUCKER

Know

to

HAMBURGER?

1^,000

WLS

Listeners

JANE TUCKER'S PROGRAMS
Jane Tucker has several programs with
woman appeal: Kitchen Kettle, Child
Clinic of the Air, How Human We Are,
Love Stories of Famous People and others.
Her friendly air personality has made these
radio features singularly successful for a
variety of advertisers. For the story of
Jane Tucker and her successful, selling
radio features on WLS, write us ... or
ask any John Blair man.,

o

N

Friday

ONLY

three WLS

and Saturday

programs

at 9:45 A.M.)

offered a leaflet on "25 Ways
12,536

(Thursday,
Jane Tucker

to Fix Hamburger."

requests for this leaflet have

been received at WLS — and they're
still coming in more than 100 a day!
Here again is proof that WLS influences listeners
. . . that they respond . . . that WLS Gets Results!

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

Management Affiliated With
KOY, Phoenix and
The Arizona Network
KOY, Phoenix
KTUC, Tucson
KSUN, P sbee-Douglas.
Represented by John Blair

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
BuRRiDGE D. Butler
President
AGO

Glenn
Snyder
Manaficr

Hi

RIVE

WHEEL...

ETS

18

HEELS
^#ITH

WNAC

IN

OTHER

MOTION

WNAC
Boston
WTIC
Hartford

as the key station, sales power is put simultaneously into

fyf motion on The Yankee Network's 18 other stations in focal buying centers
oughout New England.
That's applying intensive action where it will get
most effective results . . . the areas where popuon is largest . . . the markets responsible for 90%
New England's retail sales.
This is the method that scores of national adversrs have found successful year after year, because
inkee Network stations have the complete coverage

WEAN
Providence
WTAG
Worcester

WNLC
New London

WICC
Bridgeport
New Haven

WLNH
Laconia
WRDO

d thorough, long-established acceptance essential for
ilding dealer good will and consumer buying.
Information about The Yankee Network is as easily
essible to an advertiser in San Francisco as it is to
Boston business man.

WCSH
Portland
WLLH
Lowell
Lawrence
WSAR
Fall River
WLBZ
Bangor

THE

WFEA
Manchester
WNBH
New Bedford
WBRK
Pittsfield

Yankee
Network,
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representatives

Augusta
WCOU
Lewiston
Auburn
WHAI
Greenfield
WSYB
Rutland
WELI
New Haven

mc
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35
"I got
into
Broadcasting
back
in
'23 . . .
Looking back on those days, I have to
ship. In 18 years, we've never bought a piece
And we at Western too are proud of our long
ugh at some of the things we did. But I've
of equipment that didn't have the name
association ^\-ith the industry. Although our
Western
Electric
on
it
—
and
we've
never
'ever laughed at the equipment we've used.
energies are now engaged in the defense proregretted a single purchase.
Our first transmitter was a 100 watt
gram, you may be sure that our interest and
that of our distributors in broadcasting and in
t estern Electric. Plenty of things gave us
'Tm no engineer, but I got a real kick out
you
who
of some of that equipment. It was a thrill
the pasL are a part of it is as keen today as in
-ouble in those days, but that transmitter
aused us least worry of all. When we inwhen we went to crystal control — and when
DISTRIBUTORS: In U. S. A. : Graybar Electric Co.. New
we received a transmitter with stabilized
reased power, we sold the 100 watter and
York,
N. Y.In Inother
Canada
and Newfoundland
Electric
Co., Ltd.,
countries
: International ; IS'orthem
Standard Electric
ought a 500 watt Western Electric.
feedback! Later, thanks to Western Electric
and Bell Labs, we had the first single mast
Each time we stepped up— to 1 KW, 5 KW
Corporation.
ad then to 50 KW— we stuck with Western
radiator in our territory. But about the biggest thrill of all comes each month when I
lectric. And each time, we found a ready
larket for the old transmitter.
Westcrti^fectric
look at our power bills and realize the savings made possible by the Doherty circuit
.Perhaps there were times when we could
in our present 50 !
EQUIPPED FOR
ave bought a transmitter for less money —
BETTER
BROADCASTING
r maybe one Avitli more shiney metal trim,
"For 18 years it has always been Western
ut we looked at the works and workmanElectric for me — and it always will be !"

CAPITAL

Tulsa, Oklahoma,

WORLD!

THE

OF

OIL

THE

TULSA—

is the gold-rush city of the Twentieth

Century — though of course this time it's black gold!
In thirty-five years, Tulsa has grown
nothing to more

than 160,000

75-mile radius of Tulsa (28%

from

people. And

virtually
within the

of Oklahoma's

area) is

concentrated 40%

of the State's total population, who

account for 44%

of its entire retail trade.

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFAl
WCKY
ClNCINNAl
KDAL
DULUT
WDAY
FARG
WISH
INDIANAPOLI
WKZO
. . KALAMAZOO-GRAND
KMBC
KANSASRAPID
GIT
WAVE
LOUISVILL
WTCN
....
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAU
WMBD
KSD
ST. PEORI
LOU I
WFBL
SYRACUS
. . .IOWA. . .
WHO
DES MOINE
woe
DAVENPO^
KMA
SHENANDO.
. . .SOUTHEAST. . .
WCSC
CHARLESTO
WIS
COLUMEI
WPTF
RALEIG
WDBJ
ROANOK
. . .SOUTHWEST. . .
KGKO
FT. OKLAHOMA
WORTH-DALLA
KOMA
CH
KTUL
TULS
. . .PACIFIC COAST. . .
KARM
FRESN
KECA
LOS PORTLAN
ANGELE
KOIN-KALE
KROW
.
.
.
OAKLAND-SAN
FRANCISC
KIRO .....
SEATTL
AND
WRIGHT-SONOVOX, INC.
S

In such a market, a live radio station gets results that
would be unbelievable in older sections of the country.
And

in Tulsa, KTUL

is the live station! Owned

by a

great wholesale jobbing organization with thousands
interested friends all over the territory, KTUL

of

knows its

territory, knows its audience, and knows what sells goods.
Hence

KTUL

is a "natural" in all phases of merchan-

dising— won

the Armour

Silver Merchandising

Plaque

in January of this year, for instance. . . .
Whatever

you make

or sell, KTUL

job in the Tulsa area. Ask

can help you do a top

your Agency

to ask the

Colonel !

KTUL
5000 Watts

FREE

&

Pioneer

CBS

PETERS

Radio

Station

Representatives
Since May, 1932

CHICAGO: ,Ho S. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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Sutter 435}
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Main 5667
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CBS

l^eek Injunctions
Conference

Ask

to Stop

Court

Enforcement;

at Justice

Dept.

jhACED WITH wholesale cancellation of station affiliate coniracts by Nov. 15, NBC and CBS last Thursday plunged the
I 'CC's "sudden death" chain-monopoly regulations into litigaion by filing separate equity suits against the Government in
tie U. S. District for the Southern District of New York.
The equity complaints seeking issuance of permanent injunctions against enforcement of the regulations were supplejiented by motions for temporary restraining orders and prefminary injunctions. The court was asked to convene a statu)ry three- judge court to determine the issue, as provided under
le Communications Act and in other statutes.
Joining in the NBC action were
Woodmen of the World Life Insura detailed affidavit of Niles Trammell, NBC president, setting forth
nce Society, operating WOW,
maha, an NBC-Red outlet, and the manner in which NBC's opera«;tromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg.
tions purportedly would be disJo., operating WHAM, Rochester,
rupted and establishing the historical background of NBC.
I'.
Y.,
an
NBC-Blue
outlet.
In
l ie main complaint of NBC, as well
John J. Gillin Jr., general manager of WOW, and Edward A.
|js in separate affidavits, these sta|ons contended that invoking of Hanover, vice-president of Stromlie regulations would cause irre- berg Carlson in charge of WHAM,
filed separate affidavits setting
farable loss and serious underminhg of their operations, built up forth the degree of injury which
would be done them if relief is not
v^er long periods of affiliation with
le respective NBC networks.
afforded. NBC's pleadings were
filed by John T. Cahill, of New
Authority Challenged
York, chief counsel for the netClaiming irreparable injury and
work in the chain-monopoly proceedings, John B. Dawson, of New
"descending spiral" of developYork, counsel for WOW, and
jients that would seriously under'line the entire broadcasting in- Thomas H. Middleton, of New
iustry, the two networks also chal- York, counsel for Stromberg Carlnged the FCC's jurisdiction to son.
isue the regulations. The constituGiven Five Days
onality of the Commission's exerse of power likewise was sharply
CBS, through former Judge John
aestioned.
J. Burns, its head counsel throughThe suits were filed a day folout the three-year-old chain-monopoly proceedings, filed its detailed
wing a conference of representaves of NBC, CBS, MBS and the summons and complaint, a motion
'CC with Assistant Attorney Gen- for temporary restraining order
ral Thurman Arnold, relating to and preliminary injunction, a deossible institution of anti-trust
ta.iled affidavit by CBS President
ctions by the Department of Jus- William S. Paley, and an affidavit
by Herbert V. Akerberg, vicetice against the networks.
That the FCC, through the De- president in charge of station relations.
artment, will oppose the issuance
The voluminous papers in both
f temporary relief was evident
nmediately following filing of the suits were filed with the clerk of
the New York District Court
ctions. Decision on the temporary
Thursday afternoon, with District
ijunction is expected in advance
f the Nov. 15 effective date of Judge Henry W. Goddard sitting.
18 restrictive rules.
Service subsequently was procured
NBC, WOW and WHAM jointly on the Department of Justice and
led with the court a detailed comthe FCC as the Government delaint together vdth a motion for
fendants. Under ordinary procedreliminary injunction and for a
ures, the papers were to be re5mporary restraining order. These
turned Saturday before Judge Goddard, who was asked promptly to
leadings were supplemented with
5R0ADCASTING
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See pages
51 to 61andforother
abstracts of affidavits
pleadings filed with the U. S.
District Court for the Southern District of New York in
network-monopoly suits.
convene a statutory three- judge
court comprising one Federal circuit judge and two District judges.
Under the court procedure, it
was learned, the Government has
five days in which to answer the
complaints and more particularly
the motions for temporary restraining orders and preliminary injunctions. Because two holidays intervene in New York (Sunday and
Tuesday, election day), the answers are not due until Friday,
Nov. 7, or Saturday, Nov. 8, it
was indicated. Whether the Government will seek additional time
in which to answer was problematical, though the length of the
charges augured for such a plea.
MBS, through its chief counsel,
Louis G. Caldwell, has served notice that it intends to intervene,
as a friend of the Government,
and oppose issuance of injunctive
relief. It endorsed the revised
chain-monopoly regulations a s
beneficial to the industry, the public and the advertiser, and has
maintained that no upheaval in the
industry will result.
Anti-Trust Status
Whether the Anti-Trust Division, at the time the Government
files its answer to the NBC-CBS
suits, simultaneously will file crosscomplaints against the networks,
likewise is not clearly indicated.
There was no statement forthcoming from the Department as to its
plans, though it was clear that
Anti-Trust Division law^yers felt
they had a basis to proceed against
the industry under the Sherman
anti-trust laws.
The only comment that could be
gleaned from Department sources
was that no commitment has been
made as to what types of suits
will be brought, if any. Thus, it
was indicated that if the Department decides to move, it must yet
determine whether it will do so
civilly or criminally. Past indications have been that only a civil
action might be undertaken, if
cross-litigation is decided upon.
It was expected that another

FCC

conference with Mr. Arnold,
Holmes Baldridge, chief of the
of the Anti-Trust
litigation section
Division,
and Victor O. Waters,
special assistant to the Attorney
General in charge of radio matters, would take place v/ith network-FCC representatives prior to
or counter-action.
any separate
Such
a conference
may develop
within a fortnight.
Should the Department proceed
criminally, which is thought less
likely, it might enjoin many elements of the industry. Conversation
cenis known, has
past,
in the tered
aroundit proceedings
against
all three major network organizations, plus possibly the NAB and
other industry entities.
Speculation has centered around
the character of action the Departtake as a counterment might
in equity proceedings.
measure
Based on its protracted analysis
of the three-year-old record in the
chain-monopoly proceedings, it is
thought the Department might
such factors in all netat contracts
strike work
as (1) exclusivity;
(2) time options; (3) 28-day clearance; (4) five-year affiliation contracts; (5) the local versus national rate differential formerly invoked by NBC on network time
performforials;
affiliates
cancelled
(6)
commerc
other
ance of by
subbureau
artists and concert
sidiary operations; (7) transcription operations.
Baldridge, Waters Assigned
The latter two items — artists bureaus and transcriptions — presumably do not relate to CBS, but
would affect NBC. Similarly, certain of the provisions also might
affect MBS, which has contended
it has been forced into exclusive
contracts with certain of its affiliates as a measure of self-defense.
Messrs. Baldridge and Waters,
it is understood, already have been
assigned to the case and will handle
the Government's answer to the
NBC-CBS suits, in collaboration
with the FCC. They also would
handle, it is presumed, any direct
actions brought by the Government against the industry. Both
in the
participated
consent decrees,
with ASCAP-BMI
Mr. Waters
handling the preliminary litigation phases early this year. The
Anti-Trust Division, under Government procedure, acts as the law
office for a number of adniinistra-
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tive agencies, including the FCC.
Attending the momentous Wednesday session at Mr. Arnold's
office, which lasted for about an
hour-and-a-half , were Messrs. Arnold, Baldridge and Waters for the
Department; Telford Taylor, FCC
general counsel, who appeared in
lieu of FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly; former Judge John
J. Burns, chief counsel, and Joseph
H. Ream, general counsel, for CBS;
Judge A. L. Ashby, vice-president
and general counsel, John T. Cahill, special counsel in charge of
the chain-monopoly proceedings,
and James Wise, an associate in
Mr. Cahill's office, for NBC; Alfred J. McCosker, chairman of the
board, Fred Weber, general manager, and Mr. Caldwell, chief counsel, for MBS.
In opening the sessions, it is
understood -Mr. Arnold described
it as purely a preliminary discussion. As a consequence, no comment
was forthcoming from any of the
participants. Mr. Arnold, it is understood, explained the Department
had not decided definitely upon its
course of action.
Loss of Revenue
Forced to meet the indefinitely
postponed FCC ban against dual
network ownership and multiple
ownership of stations in the same
market, as well as the time option, exclusivity and other regulations, NBC advised the court that
it was faced with stupendous losses
in revenue and that its affiliated
stations likewise were confronted
with substantial injury. It opposed
all of the regulations, including
those indefinitely postponed by the
Commission under its revised regulations of Oct. 11.
CBS held the combined effect
of the rules would destroy the present structure of network broadcasting and argued that immediate injunctive relief is necessary to protect its business from disruption.
The result of the order will be to
encourage "fly-by-night operations
on a get-rich-quick basis and to
prejudice the permanent and stable
network system which now obtains", Mr. Paley told the court
in his affidavit.
Both netwoi'ks, in their complaints, pointed out that substantial numbers of their affiliates already had served notice on them
of cancellation of affiliation contracts to conform with the FCC
regulations, as of Nov. 15. Efforts
to renew or extend existing contracts, as well as to sign new alfiliates are frustrated by the rules,
they said, because of the FCCs
announced intention of taking
punitive actions against stations
which do not conform with the
new requirements.
In its main complaint, NBC recited that to operate its two networks it has a staff of 2,300, many
of whom have employment contracts. Real estate commitments
aggregate in excess of $15,000,000
and the present value of studio,
office and other properties and
assets, exclusive of broadcast transmitters and goodwill, was given
Page 8 • November

Temporary
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Stations

Licenses

Challenging

ACTING swiftly following the filing of suits challenging the validity of its chain-monopoly regulations, the FCC last Friday announced adoption of a minute setting forth procedure it will follow in applying the policies announced in its chain broadcasting
regulations.
Since networks as such are not
licensees, the FCC said that stations wishing to contest the validity of the regulations will have
their licenses set for hearing but
will in no way be injured since
temporary extensions of license
with renewals from time to time
until there is a final determination of the issues, will be authorized.
Text of Minute
The full text of the Commission's
public notice follows:
"If a station wishes to contest
the validity of the Chain Broadcasting Regulations adopted in
Docket No. 5060, or the reasonablenes of their application to the
particular station, its license will
be set for hearing. In order to insure that the station may remain
on the air and be in no way injured by any such Commission proceedings- and appeal to court
from a decision in such proceeding, the Commission will grant
such licensee a temporary extension of its license, with renewals
from time to time until there has
been a final determination of the
issues raised at such hearing.
"In the event of such litigation, and if the validity of the
application of the Chain Broadas in excess of $3,000,000, with
network activities having created
goodwill values of more than
$10,000,000. Existing advertising
contracts exceed $22,000,000, aside
from contracts with artists and
production personnel.
Losses Foreseen
Imposition of the requirements
imposed under the rules "would
disrupt the ordinary course of
NBC's, Woodmen's and Stromberg
Carlson's respective businesses as
corporations engaged in radio
broadcasting and radio network
broadcasting, would damage NBC
by loss of revenue in an amount
in excess of $1,000,000 per year,
and would damage Woodmen and
Stromberg respectively by losses
in amount in excess of $100,000 per
year," the complaint cited.
Striking at the ban on dual network operation as well as the requirement that it rid itself of second stations in each of four markets where it has two owned or
leased outlets, NBC said that while
the effective date of these provisions has been indefinitely postponed by the Commission, the "assertion of power" contained in the
regulations has the necessary ef-

3, 1941

to Be

Authorized

Netivork

Rule

casting Regulations to such licensee is sustained by the courts,
the Commission will nevertheless
grant a regular license to the
licensee, otherwise entitled thereto,
who has unsuccessfully litigated
that issue, if the licensee thereupon conforms to the decision.
Supplementary Decision
"The supplementary decision
and order in Docket No. 5060
indefinitely suspended Regulation
3.107, relating to the operation
of more than one network by a
single network organization. No
similar suspension was made of
that portion of Regulation 3.106
relating to network operation of
more than one standard broadcast
station with substantially overlappingwillservice
areas. indefinitely
The Commission
postpone
any action to prevent such dual
station operation if it is shown
that the operation of two stations
in any city is indispensable to the
continued operation of two networks by a single network organization.
"The adoption of the foregoing
procedure is without prejudice to
the rights of any person who may
petition the Commission for modification or stay of the Chain
Broadcasting Regulations".
Bulova Defense Talks
BULOVA WATCH Co., Toronto,
is replacing the time following
three daily time signals on 37 Canadian stations during November
with talks on the War Saving Certificates drive instead of the usual
commercial announcements.
feet of "rendering uncertain and
less valuable the operation by NBC
of both its Red and its Blue Networks, and this effect has not been
alleviated by the indefinite postponement of the that
effective
NBC contended
all ofdate".
the
FCCs rules were void and beyond
the power of the Commission to impose, citing a series of reasons.
It charged that order already had
and will continue to have the effect
of working "irreparable damage
and injury" because of NBC's inability to negotiate or enter into contracts containing provisions necessary to its network operations.
Since the issuance of the original regulations on May 2, not less
than 48 stations have served notice
of their intention to abrogate their
contracts, it said, as a result of the
order, and certain advertisers have
refused to renew existing contracts
or to enter new contracts for use
of NBC facilities.
Coincident with filing of the suit,
Mr. Trammell said NBC had initiated the action "with great reluctance, especially in view of upset
national and world affairs which
require the diligent attention of
governmental agencies to matters
of pressing concern." He said that
BROADCASTING

since promulgation of the regulations NBC had exerted every effort
"to get relief from the Commis
sion so as to avoid the death-kne
of the present American System o
Broadcasting."
On CBS' behalf, Judge Burns
main complaint brought out tha
as of Dec. 1, CBS employed ove
1,800 persons regularly, excludin
performing artists and musician
and that it had total assets o
$22,000,000, over $18,000,000 o
which is devoted directly to ne
work broadcasting. Aside fro
long-term contracts and commit
ments for rent and buildings, fur
nishing of news for special pro
gram features and for emplojTnen
of musicians, requiring payments
for several years in the future in
excess of $4,000,000, he pointed out
that earnings have exceeded $3,000,000 in both 1939 and 1940.
After detailing the character of
affiliation contract entered into by
CBS vdth its affiliates, the CBS
complaint recited that these provisions are advantageous to both
parties and are indispensable to
efficient operation. They were characterized as necessary to enable
the netwoi'k to compete with printed
media of national circulation, assuring "a better, fuller and more
efficient use of the radio facilities
of the nation than any system of
network broadcasting without
Because stations "fear the loss
of their broadcasting licenses as a
result of the rules," CBS said they
them".
"will not negotiate for or enter into
the affiliation contract" heretofore
invoked. More than 115 stations licensed by the Commission have
such contracts with CBS, expiring
at various times between the original effective date of the rules and
Dec. 31, 1947.
Weaken the Network j
Due to the fear of loss of license,
these stations have "threatened to
cancel and repudiate their affiliation contracts with plaintiff. Many
stations have already notified the
plaintiff that because of the rules
they will not be bound by their con-i
tracts with the plaintiff after the
date when the rules become effective as to existing contracts."
The impact of the regulations
will make the operation of CBS
burdensome and more costly, "reduce its earnings and compel plaintiff to change the fundamental
character of its business and render its property and business less
Contending the rules "burden and
valuable".
weaken this network's system of
broadcasting to a serious extent,"
Judge Burns declared that they
"will thus inevitably result in decreasing the amount and quality
of the radio service rendered the
public and thereby hinder and impede the most effective utilization
of radio facilities of the country".
On the jurisdictional phase, CBS
contended the FCC order promulgating the rules is illegal and void
(Continued on page 51)
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'HE location of WBEN's new transmitter on beautiful
T Grand Island, N. Y., is technically strategic — and symbolic. Just across the Niagara River from metropolitan

f.^^
V*^

NBC

^

BASIC

930 Kilocycles

tROADCASTING

RED

Buffalolong
andstudy
connected
by bridge.
Island was
chosen
after
by consulting
radioGrand
engineers.
Its location
intensifies WBEN's signal and concentrates the station's
power over its service area. The transmitter site is approximately a mile from the Canadian border, making WBEN
probably the closest U. S. station to our friendly neighbor.
Buffalo is the home of great defense industries that link
nations of good neighbors in the common cause of democracy's defense. WBEN is the friendly voice to carry
your message to 400,000 U. S. families and to additional
thousands of their Canadian neighbors.

^
'

BUFFALO.

NETWORK

in the Center
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Advertising

WBEN

N.

Y.

REPRESENTED
BY
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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DCB

May

Improve

Radio's
Priorities
Broad Advisory Powers for
Communications Group
AIMING at more efficient use of
available material supplies for
communications operation, the Priorities Division of the Office of
Production Management is understood to be ready to issue a directive which would vest in the Defense Communications Board and
its new Priorities Liaison Committee, or some similar DCB group,
broad advisory powers in priority
and allocation matters for the entire communications industry, including broadcasting.
Although the DCB committee
would act only in an advisory capacity, it is thought the practical
effect of the plan would be to improve substantially the position of
the industry in priorities matters,
since specialized attention could be
given to the special needs of communications and recommendations
would receive 0PM recognition.
Under the broad authorization
expected, supervision of priorities
for the communications industry
would at last be brought under an
agency capable of intelligently
weighing the relative needs of the
various types of communications
service, it was felt.
Types of Service
Machinery and procedure for
dealing with priority requests for
the industry are being formulated.
At an Oct. 29 meeting of the DCB
Priorities Liaison Committee with
about 25 of the advisory "industry
priorities representatives", representing each of the DCB industry
technical committees, re«ommendations were advanced on classification of communications services
from the standpoint of national defense, civilian defense and non-defense civilian services. DCB may
receive these recommendations at
its next regular meeting Nov. 6,
although no definite decision may
be reached immediately.
Recommendation of communications priorities policies to the Supply Priorities & Allocations Board,
including the rationing of service
according to relative importance,
is imderstood to be a major power
to be granted DCB under the plan.
The specialized knowledge of technical experts of DCB and the experience of the 0PM staff in handling priorities and allocations are
expected to dovetail and yield a
much more satisfactory result, so
far as securing a reasonable supply of materials for operation, than
has been the case in the past.
Also tying into the picture, but
not conflicting with the projected
function of the DCB organization,
nominations were made to 0PM
last Thursday for a 29-member industry advisory committee representing manufacturers covering the
whole range of radio production. It
was pointed out that the radio
manufacturers adviso y committee
would function from a manufacturer's standpoint, while the DCB
Page 10 • November

FULL MOBILIZATION of network and affiliate defense facilities was mapped last Wednesday at a meeting of NBC-Blue regional representatives held in
New York at the call of Niles Trammell, NBC president. Later Red representatives held a similar session.
At the Blue meeting were (1 to r) Samuel Rosenbaum,
WFIL,
Philadelphia; Elzey Roberts, KXOK, St.

Louis; Mark Woods, NBC vice-president and trea
urer; Col. Harry C. Wilder, WSYR, Syracuse; Frar
Mullen, NBC vice-president and general manage:
Harold Hough, WBAP, Fort Worth, and KTOK, Okl;
homa City; Henry P. Johnston, WSGN, Birminghar
Mr. Trammell; Howard Lane, KFBK, Sacrament(
Tracy C. McCracken, KFBC, Cheyenne, Wyo.

Timebuyers^ Likes in Program Listings^
Rate Cards and Coverage Maps Outlined
TIMEBUYER's
preferences
ratea timebuyers recommend that rates
card
schedules are
reviewedin in
be stated as the actual amounts
letter sent to sales executives of which apply for given frequencies,
the NAB by Frank E. Pellegrin, rather than by a schedule of discounts. When rates are based on
director of the NAB Department of
Broadcast Advertising. The letter frequency each rate should apply
is based on a report of a meeting to a minimum number of broadcasts customarily purchased, such
held Oct. 9 by the timebuyers' subcommittee of the American Asso- as 13, 26, 39, etc.
ciation of Advertising Agencies, of
Coverage maps, it is recommendwhich John Hymes, Lord & Thomas,
ed, should show both signal
New York, is head.
strength and audience mail returns,
both broken down into primary and
In making up spot campaigns,
secondary areas, day and night
timebuyers desire that station
schedules show the following, it is shown separately. Basic figures are
desired on the map rather than
explained :
1. Time of each program.
merely a group of counties in color.
2. Title of program.
Since methods of conducting suretc.)
3. Type of show (transcribed
veys are not uniform, the timebuymusic, hillbilly live talent, quiz,
ers suggest they would credit highly any studies undertaken cooperatively by stations within a city and
Type of Program
conducted by an impartial authorMany titles, say the timebuyers,
ity. They refer to the AAAA Newsdo not describe a program. They
paper Reader Surveys conducted in
suggest that schedules could show
leading cities.
type of program by margin symThe timebuyers recommend that
bols, which also would indicate
all
stations establish good business
whether the program is sustaining practices
and ethical standards,
Or commercial, and whether local and then inflexibly
maintain them ;
or network.
that fair rates be established and
The timebuyer voiced a desire to
receive schedules showing names of for
adhered
to, without
special
"deals"to
various
clients, or
one price
sponsors or products, so that spots an agency
and another to a local
will not be bought following comdistributor; that per inquiry or
petitive programs. Weekly sched- contingent deals, or any other unules, they suggest, should be shown
fair requests, be turned down ; that
"across the board".
there be no rebates or secret disRecommended is a four-page fold- counts,; that agency commission be
er with seven columns, one for each allowed only to recognized agencies
day of the week, and with broad- and never on business placed direct
cast periods ranging down the leftto so-called "house agencies";
hand side. They prefer that the or
that all unfair trade practices and
folder should fold down to standard
try.
unfair demands be reported to the
filing size of SV2 x 11.
NAB for publicaiotn to the indusOn the subject of rate cards the
group, under the proposed plan,
would look at priorities problems
from the operations side. Future
allocations would be aided through
information made available on both
the manufacturing and operations
side, it was observed.
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THE CBS College Broadcast Service,
which started last year as the first publicity division exclusively for college
editors, is now releasing weekly news
on all three major networks to 450
editors of university newspapers and
magazines, written by Walter Murphy
of CBS publicity staff.
BROADCASTING

NBC and Affiliate
Adopt Defense Pla
A FOUR-POINT radio defeni
program,
for full
mobilizi
tion of thecalling
combined
resources
NBC and its 243 affiliated station
was adopted by committees repr
senting Red and Blue network affil
ates at a two-day conference
defense
last
week.activities held in New Yoi'
Committees met in separate se;
sions, the seven Blue network re]
resentatives conferring on Wedne:
day and the Red network commi
tee meeting on Thursday. Eac
committee member represents or
of the seven regions into whic
the country has been zoned for tl:
defense plan. Permanent commi
tees to be elected by Red and Bk
stations in their respective zont
by Nov. 15 will replace temporal
committees that met last week.
Defense program comprises :
Development of a coordinated pla
of operations by NBC and affiliate
to insure maximum efficiency (
service through effective cooper;
tion with all national defense agei
cies; 2, To study plans for tt
maintenance of public morale an
public
physical well-being
any unexpected
emergency; durin
3, 1
maintain normal broadcastin
schedules, as far as possible, in tl
event of emergency to the end th£
our national life and normal bus
ness shall suffer a minimum (
dislocation; 4, Establishment of
clearing house of information 1
expediate the procurement of rad:
equipment and replacement parts.
Representatives of the temporal
committees who participated in tV
meetings were: Paul W. Moreno;
WTIC, Hartford; James D. Shous
WLW, Cincinnati; John J. Gi
lin, WOW, Omaha; Edwin V
Craig, WSM, Nashville; 0. I
Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo; Sid i
Fox, KDYL, Salt Lake City; Rov,
ard Lane, KFBK, Sacramentc
Harry C. Wilder, WSYR, Syrj
cuse; Sam Rosenbaum, WFIl
Philadelphia ; Elzey Robert,
KXOK, St. Louis; Henry J. Johi
ston WSGN, Birmingham; Harol
V. Hough, WBAR-KGKO, Foi
Worth, and Tracy McCrakei
KFBC, Cheyenne.
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FOR ATLANTIC

REFINING

"\ou won't find magic in Spot Broadcasting's solid success at
Atlantic Refining. Instead, you'll find a typical example of the way Spot
Radio's inherent flexibility fits and solves tough merchandising problems.
Through unrestricted choice of top stations. Spot Broadcasting
insures complete blanketing of selling areas, without waste. It provides an
unlimited range of programs and times . . . assures intense selective audience interest for Atlantic's sport broadcasts. Consequently, Atlantic Spot
. Radio influences customers constantly (with peak interest during vital Fall
and Spring merchandising campaigns). It appeals equally to dealers . . .
inspires aggressive cooperation from present outlets and gains important
added distribution. The result is satisfaction . . . and success!

(

• Powerful Spot Broadcasting will bring this same sharp-focused
flexibility to your advertising problem. Ask a John Blair man.
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Peace

Again

Reigns

in

Copyright

Field

ASCAP

Catalog
Returns After

10 Months
THE music-radio war is over.
True, the majority of individual
broadcasting stations have not yet
taken out ASCAP licenses and
there are a few details still to be
worked out, such as a per program
plan for regional networks and the
way in which clearance at the
source for commercial transcriptions is to be handled, but the contracts enabling the return of ASCAP music to CBS and NBC were
signed last Wednesday and at midnight ASCAP music again was
broadcast on those networks after
an absence of 10 months.
Signing of the contracts, which
included those for the individual
use of ASCAP music by NBC and
CBS M & 0 stations as well as by
the networks themselves, might
have taken place several weeks
sooner had the networks not required ratifications of affiliates,
whom the networks asked to agree
to rebate 2%% of their income
from network commercial programs
as theirment toshare
of theOfficials
networks'
ASCAP.
of payboth
networks reported that "better
than 90 '/f" of their stations had so
agreed before the contracts were
signed.
Contracts Mailed
Since MBS had signed with
ASCAP May 11, returning the Society's music to its network programs two days later, all nationwide networks are now broadcasting this music, in addition to 300
individual stations, 295 of which
have blanket licenses and 5 per program licenses, ASCAP reports. Immediately following the signing of
the NBC and CBS contracts, ASCAP began mailing out contracts
to all stations, sending to each
forms covering blanket and per
program arrangements for both
commercial and sustaining programs.
Present licensees as well as stations not now licensed by ASCAP
received the forms, ASCAP stated,
as the former, who signed up on
the basis of 3% for blanket licenses and 10% fees under the per
program plan, are now entitled to
switch to the new contracts and
reduce their fees 2%% and 8%
respectively, under a most-favorednation clause in the contracts negotiated by MBS.
MBS is also entitled to a reduction on its network programs, to
the 2%% blanket license fees negotiated byNBC and CBS in place
of the 3% which MBS now pays.
Application of this reduction may
occasion further friction between
broadcasters and ASCAP, as MBS
announced it "will enjoy any reduced rate that ASCAP effects with
other broadcasting networks retroPage 12 • November

EVERYBODY SEEMED HAPPY as radio made its
peace with ASCAP last Wednesday in New York, with
the signing of contracts for return of ASCAP music
to NBC and CBS networks after a 10-month absence.
active to May
19," while ASCAP
maintains
the reductions
did not
go into effect until Oct. 30, when
the NBC and CBS contracts became effective.
Since the individual stations had
not received their license forms
from
ASCAP,on the
Society'svoted
boardto
of directors
Thursday
extend again its blanket permission for use of ASCAP music at
football games during the weekend.
Reason the forms were not sent to
stations until NBC and CBS had
signed was that they constitute
offers by ASCAP of reduced fees
which the Society did not want to
make to stations until it had
achieved the network deal, of which
the lowered station fees is a part.
Monopoly Broken
For radio, the new contracts mark
a major victory, achieved through
an industry solidarity which, although since broken, persisted long
enough to break the music monopoly which had formei'ly appeared
invincible. On the financial side,
radio has reduced its annual payments for ASCAP music from
$5,100,000 paid in 1940 to an estimated $3,000,000 for each year
through 1949, in contrast to the
estimated $9,000,000 which ASCAP would have received under the
terms it first offered to broadcasters. But the major victory for radio is the achievement of a competitive market for music, assured by
the successful establishment of
BMI as an alternative source of
music for radio.
For ASCAP, the new contracts
bring back what is still the Society's best customer, and/ on a
basis of sound business relationship
which should avert most of the difficulties which were inherent in the
old scheme.
,
Immediately following tj\e sign-
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Signatories are (1 to r) Mark Woods, NBC vice-presi
dent and treasurer; Gene Buck, ASCAP president
Mefford R. Runyon, CBS vice-president. Presideni
Niles Trammell signed for NBC also.

ing, a joint
NBC-CBS-ASCAP
statement
was issued
:
"Solution of the music problem is
welcomed equally by radio and
ASCAP. Never before has there
existed such complete understanding and friendly relations between
ASCAP and broadcasters as is the
case today. We believe that the contracts entered into today between
radio and ASCAP will result in
years of useful implementation in
the fulfillment of that duty and
thatSince
cause."
the after-midnight musical
programs on the networks had been
cleared for broadcasting before the
contracts were signed and the network music rights departments declined to accept last-minute
changes, the first ASCAP tunes on
NBC and CBS were not broadcast
until the regular broadcasting day
on Thursday. Some ASCAP tunes
appeared during the daytime, but it
was evening before they were back
in full force on commercial musical
programs, practically all of which
included both ASCAP and BMI
numbers. The Major Bowes Amateur Hour on CBS included 8 ASCAP tunes in its total of 19, a
ratio which is probably represenevening.tative of all musical programs that
BMI Statement
No ASCAP numbers were included among the 10 winners on
the Hit Parade on Saturday, as
there were no ASCAP tunes among
the 10 most popular during the previous week,
three were
"extra"
selections
on but
the the
program
all
ASCAP numbers.
BMI's official reaction to the
completion of the contracts of NBC
and CBS with ASCAP is expressed
in a statement made the day of the
signing by Sydney M, Kaye, BMI
executive vice-president.
"BMI is glad to see ASCAP
BROADCASTING

music return to a wider audience
That ASCAP music should be availj
able has always
beenthepart
of BMI';'
ultimate
hopes for
music
busi
ness. It is important that activ
competition between publishers, 1
censing agencies and writers shouL
exist in the field of music, just a
competition exists in all other ar
tistic and business fields. BMI wili
continue to serve the broadcastini
industry and other music users.
"We are proud of the fact tha
the establishment of BMI has re
suited in the entry into the musi
field of many publishing firm
which were previously unable t^
gain access to the American public
and, more important, that ther
have been created scores of soli
inusical hits written by young con
posers who were previously ur
known. It has been proved th
there is musical talent in evej
corner of our country."
Chesebrough

Back

CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., Ne'
York (vaseline), through McCanr
Erickson, that city, on Nov.
starts its fifth year sponsoring th
weekly Dr. Christian program o;
64 CBS stations, Wednesday, 8:3(
8:55 p.m. (EST), with West Coaf
repeat, 8:30-8:55 p.m. (PST
Jean Hersholt is featured in t?
title role, with Lurene Tuttle su)
porting. Joan Cannon is agenc
producer.
Card Campaign
U. S. PLAYING CARD Co., Cii
cinnati, on Nov. 3 is to begin a 1week campaign of one-minute li\
and transcribed announcements
two stations in New York and tw
in Chicago to supplement a mag.;
zine campaign to get under wa
about the same time. Agency is •
Walter Thompson, New York.
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"bug-a-boo"..IFYOUACTNOW!!
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and
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delivery

NEW

you

on

the

250C

TRANSMITTER

An

unexpected
an

opportunity

immediate
or

new

New,

make

replacement

installation

Here's a brand new member of the now famous
Gates family that introduces entirely new
standards in transmitter equipment. The 250C
will please the most critical station executive
because of its pleasing appearance. This feature plus the year-after-year trouble-free performance that is built into all Gates equipment will appeal to the engineer.
A Completely

to

It Is a real echievement to offer this new transmitter at this time and to insure prompt delivery
is important news to any station that is planning
to make equipment improvements anytime in the
near future. Our present materials stock is sufficient at present to fulfill a limited number of immediate orders. Therefore, we suggest you investigate the 250C Transmitter immediately for
complete details.
Advanced

Design With

a Score

of Technical Advantages Important to You —
The exclusive INTEGRATED DESIGN is a completely new mechanical arrangement available for the first time, which places the 250C years ahead of even the transmitters in
the latest installations. A single vertical panel is used for mounting all the components except the tubes which are placed on shelves. Thus, all parts are visible and
easily accessible — providing better ventilation and more efficiency than was thought
possible. Another outstanding feature is MOTOR TUNING which eliminates complicated methods of adjusting the condensers and provides smoother, easier operation
than was possible by hand.
^'Showmanship with a Plus Performance"
Smart, attractive designing makes the Gates 250C the dreom of every station executive and engineer. The front panel is outstanding. The entire front is satin black,
trimmed with pleasing tones of ivory and red applied in fine sweeping lines that lend
real "eye appeal".
S3?
WIRE! PHONE! WRITE! Whether you ore planning to replace equipment or interested
in a new installation it will pay you to read the entire exciting story of the Gates
250C Transmitter. Completely detailed, illustrated bulletin gladly sent on request.

This is a close-up of the
motor used to tune the final
grid circuit. Considerably
more power is available
than is necessary to assure
smooth operation at all
times . . .
BROADCASTING
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Ballantine

Independents

Call

Convention

Plan
Effect Reorganization
Lafount Sees Possibility of Federation Which
Will Represent All Branches of the Industry
hold State meetings for the purFIFTY-TWO broadcasters, reprepose of electing and instructing
senting every State in the United
their delegates to the forthcoming
States, the District of Columbia,
Alaslca, Puerto Rico and the meeting. Complete list follows :
K G. Marshall. WBRC, Birmingham ;
Hawaiian Islands, will meet in ChiKWJB, Globe, Ariz.; Lewis
Bartley Sims.
cago sometime between Nov. 15 and
KTHS, Hot Springs. Ark.; Arthur
Brenner.
20 to elect officers of National In- Ion.
O'Fal
Cal. ; Gene
Berkeley,
Westlund.
KFEL.KRE,Denver;
Roderick
L. Morey
dependent Broadcasters and to ef- WNLC. New London, Conn. ; Clair R. Mc
Wilmington ; Gleni
WDEL.
fect reorganization of the NIB as CoUough,
Marshall Jr.,
WFOY. St. Augustine
Maurice Coleman, WAGA, Atlanta ; Frank
an industry association representHurt, KFXD, Nampa ; M. E. Clifford,
except the net- E.
ing all broadcasters
WHFC, Cicero, 111.; Martin Leich, WBOW,
works and their M & O stations.
Terre Haute; Joseph O. Maland. WHO,
Des Moines ; Ben Ludy. WIBW, Topeka;
Announcement of the meeting,
S. A. Cisler, WGRC, Louisville.
LaA.
Harold
by
week
Harold Wheelahan. WSMB, New Orleans;
made last
line
in
William
H. Rines, WCSH, Portland, Me.:
is
nt,
preside
fount, NIB
Hope H. BarroU Jr.. WFBR, Baltimore;
with plans adopted at a special NIB
Quiney A. Brackett, WSPR, Springfield,
Mass.; James F. Hopkins, WJBK, Detroit;
convention held in Chicago Sept.
Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul; L.
22-23 [Broadcasting, Sept. 29].
M. Sepaugh, WSLI, Jackson, Miss.; Arthur
B. Church. KMBC, Kansas City; E. B.
Foresees Federation
Craney, KGIR, Butte; Lloyd C. Thomas.
KGFW, Kearney, Neb. ; Wallie D. Warren,
KOH, Reno ; Leslie F. Smith, WMUR, ManStating that members of Indechester, N. H. ; Edward Codel, WPAT,
ly
recent
Inc.,
ters
Broadcas
pendent
Paterson ; Charles C. Alsup. KICA, Clovis.
N. M. ; Harold E. Smith, WOKO, Albany;
formed organization of regional
A. J. Fletcher, WREL, Raleigh; E. C.
stations affiliated with the national
Reineke. liamson,
WDAY,
Fargo; Warren P. WilWKBN, Youngstown.
networks [BROADCASTING, Oct. 20],
James
Bixby,
KBIX,
Muskogee, Okla. ;
callare cooperating with NIB inmiddle
C. W. Myers. KOIN, Portland, Ore.; H. J.
ing the Chicago meeting the
Brennen, WJAS, Pittsburgh; Howard W.
Thornley, WFCI, Pawtucket, R. I.; A. B.
of this month, Mr. Lafountof intiLangley, WCOS, Columbia, S. C; Carl A.
the Quarnberg,
mated that a consolidation
KOBH, Rapid City, S. D.;
Henry W. Slavick, WMC, Memphis; Joseph
Gotwo groups was a probability.could
B.
Carrigan.
KWFT, Wichita Falls, Tex.;
ing even further, he said he
Frank C. Carman, KUTA, Salt Lake City;
cirr
Lloyd
E.
Squier.
WDEV, Waterbury, Vt. ;
prope
the
r
"unde
visualize
Edward A. XUen. WLVA. Lynchburg ;
cumstances and conditions," the Archie Taft. KOL, Seattle; Charles J.
Lanphier. WEMP, Milwaukee; Albert J.
federawhole industry united in a ding
all Meyer,
KPOW. Fairmont,
Powell, Wyo.;
tion of broadcasters, inclu
ner, WMMN,
W. Va.O. J. Kelchbranches. Each branch— networks,
network affiliates, nonnetwork stations, clear channel stations and
par,553,693 GROSS
every other group with its own ding
ticular problems possibly inclu
OF MBS 9 MOISTHS
even the transcription companies —
CUMULATIVE gross billings of
would have its own officers and orMBS for the first nine months of
ganization tohandle its own aifairs.
1941 total $4,553,693, according to
But whenever a problem arose
Mutual statisticians, who revealed
affecting the entire industry, the last week that they have resumed
united federation could act as a issuing monthly gross billing figures.
single, unified organization, he sugThese data, formerly released
gested. Aside from such all-inclusive problems, however, each group
each month by all national netdence
indepen
its
n
maintai
works, were discontinued the first
would
and all groups would have equal of this year and the task of supvoice in the policies of the parent
figures
businessplying
done bycomparative
networks
and for
stations
organization, so that there would
was
turned
over
to
the
NAB,
which
by
on
be no possibility of dominat
has inaugurated a non-monetary
any single interest.
system of reporting, with a base of
station hours used instead. NBC
Letters Sent
and CBS, still members of the
To insure selection of delegates
NAB (MBS resigned at the St.
who would truly represent the sta- Louis convention last spring), are
tions of their States, the NIB has continuing to withhold their billing
procedure. Let- figures.
inaugurated a novel all
broadcasters
ters were sent to
MBS gross for the year to date
in the United States, except the represents an increase of 64.0%
over the $2,777,833 gross for the
networks and their M & 0 stations,
first nine months of 1940. Compariasking each broadcaster to name
son of 1941 with 1940 by months
the man in his territory best quali- follows :
fied to call and conduct a meeting
MBS Gross Monthly59.0%
Time Sales
of all stations in that area. From
the names suggested by the 430
19J,1
over 1SI,0
broadcasters who responded, the
%30.9Gain
Jan.
compiled.
was
52
,$505,2.31
Feb.
of
442,157
appended list
May
$317,729
337,649
30.2
March
513,774
390,813
Last week, Mr. Lafount and Ed480,284
363,468
32.1
503,922
322,186
win M. Spence, NIB managing di- April
56.4
July
78.5
June
534,513 118.0
299,478
rector, drew up a letter which was
235,182
512,743 133.5
sent to the broadcasters selected August ,. _
227,865
532,056
83.1
529,013
283,463
by their fellows, asking them to Sept.
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Will Finish First 13 Weeks
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Blue

Moving

Of Program on Mutual
CONTRARY to Oct. 24 reports
that P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark,
was shifting its Three Ring Time
series from MBS to NBC-Blue
prior
to termination
13-week
contract
with Mutual, oftheits company

WHEN THEY HELD a honeymakers convention at Lynchburg,
carried a 30-minute
Va., WLVA
remote
from convention headquarters. Announcer Cobb (left) donned
a net and carried a smoker for protection but Engineer Maynard
Duvall was satisfied with his pipe.
WllSS IS ORDERED
TO REINSTATE KING
WINS, New York, has been ordered to reinstate Walter King, announcer, with full back pay, in an
American Arbitration Assn. decision given last week, following a
hearing held Oct. 23 of the dispute
between WINS and the American
Federation of Radio Artists.
AFRA has signed an eigh-week
"interim" agreement with WBNY,
staff announccoveringduring
New ers York,
at the station
the time
are beadjustments
that operating
ing put into effect by the station
management. Negotiations with
WAAT, Jersey City, are practicalwith contracts exly completed,
pected to be signed momentarily,
Mr. Heller said late last week.
Beeson Joins Rep

STERLING B. BEESON, formerly of Joseph Hershey McGillvra,
radio representative, and previousToledo, and
of WTOL,
ly manager
ising manager
t merchand
assistan
of the Michigan Network, has
joined Headley-Reed Co., Newas
York, radio representative,
senior solicitor.

CoUins Named V-P
KENNETH COLLINS, an executive in the merchandising department of Arthur Kudner Inc., New
vice-preshas been appointed
York, ident
in charge of merchandising.
KFYR's Capture
ANOTHER wartime use of
radio was indicated when
KFYR, Bismarck, N. D., was
credited with aiding the recent capture of two German
seamen who had escaped
from the Government detention camp at Fort Lincoln,
near Bismarck. The pair
made their getaway at 1:30
in the afternoon and were
apprehended that evening in
a cafe 20 miles east of Bismarck on the tip of the proprietor who claimed that he
had heard a description of
the internees on KFYR only
a short time before.

announced last week that the program will finish its initial 13 weeks
on MBS, shifting to NBC Dec. 12,
This announcement partiallj
cleared up the controversy whicl
met Ballatine's original statemeni
it would move the show Nov. '
[Broadcasting, Oct. 27]. Decisioi
to continue the show on Mutual fol
lowed the network's rejection o
Ballantine's offer to pay full tirti'
charges for the remaining fiv
weeks of the contract.
Change in Policy
Shift of the program radicall
changes NBC's policy, establishe
in January, 1939, of carrying n
beer advertising on its network;
MBS contends the situation is
perfect illustration of the evils c
exclusive option on time of affiliat
stations, a practice which woul
be eliminated if the new FCC ruU
for networks were put into effec
Mutual's explanation is that tl
reason the program has shifted 1
the Blue was that when the Bh
sold opposite Three Ring Time ^
Canada Dry for Michael & Kitt
it exercised its option on those st;
tions which are affiliated with tl
Blue as well as with MBS, thi
raising the number of MBS st
tions recording the Ballantine she
for delayed broadcast to appros
mately 307c of the outlets, whii
in turn brought about the cancell
tion by Ballantine.
NBC, however, stated that on
five stations were asked to drop t
MBS
Ballantine broadcasts
favor of Michael & Kitty.
In a hasty presentation to
Walter Thompson Co., agency
charge of the Ballantine advert
out that a sin
MBS pointed
ing, situation
lar
would prevail in t
program's intended time on t
Blue, as Information Please on t
curren'
that time
uses
Blue stations
as part
of
Red 13during
network. NBC reported, howev
that the 28-day recapture claui
are included in the contracts sign
by American Tobacco Co., spons
of Information Please, and tl
this company has been notif
be withdraw
stations
these
as of Dec.
12 forwill
the new Blue n
work client.
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Paramount Fund
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, K
York, has allocated $250,000 1
radio, newspaper, national and f
exploi"
trade papertechnico
magazine
forthcoming
of itsand
tion
Purchashs
picture
Co., New York,
Buchanan &"Louisiana
dies the account.
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"I'm just telling you what I've heard,
onel. It's all up and down the lines,
That NBC-Red station in Oklahoma
/ by the name of WKY occupies an
lost impregnable position with listenin its market.

"The fact is, Colonel, that WKY is
of the highest-ranking stations in the
intry from a program-rating standnt. Among NBC-Red stations in 31
the nation's most important markets
iretty fast company, you'll admit —

WKY

leads them all in program rating

from 3 to 5 p. m. It's in second place
from 7 to 9 p. m. and in third place
from 9 to 11 a. m. as well as 1 to 3 p. m.
At no time, morning, afternoon or night,
does it rank lower than seventh among
these 31 outstanding stations. Nor does
any other Oklahoma City station come
close to WKY's rating at any time of day.
"Hadn't we better line up with this
WKY outfit. Colonel? They ought to be
a pretty potent force to have on our side."

OKLAHOMA

CITY
Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times-^cThe Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs *
Denver (Affiliated M^mt.)
Represented Nationally KLZ,
by the Kat2 Agency, Inc.

Advertising
Industry
Plans
War
Council
ber of leaders are aroused to
and the advertising thereof; Part
trical advertising signs. In addirealization that something must b
II will be a presentation of the
Means of Meeting
tion, there is the movement for done, and done soon, about ou
facts about the economic effects of mandatory standardization and
Attacks to Be
advertising and its vital place in mandatory government grading of common problems. But the essenti;
requirement is that we approac
consumer goods, hailed by many
the American system of free enterDevised
the
task with the simple convictio
as a means of replacing brand
prise; Part III will consist of exthat the interests of the whol
names and their advertising.
A WAR council among advertising
perience talks by high-ranking
executives in business about the
In calling the joint meeting, the are the all-important job.
groups to map means of meeting
"Second, we must have the fact
indispensability of advertising as a ANA-AAAA emphasized that the
a growing anti-advertising moveThere has been far too much di
danger lies not so much in what
selling tool under the American
ment and effects of the emergency
the extremist elements in the anti- organized rushing to advertising
will be held Nov. 13-15 at The
economic system; Part IV will conadvertising forces are trying to do, defense; in all too many cases tl
Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
sider the question "What can we
'facts' have not been substantiate
but in the fact that the more modParticipating will be executives
There has been too much resortir
do This
aboutfour-point
it?"
erate
elements,
among
those
in
of leading advertising media and
program is based
on
the
conclusions
of
the
ANA
and
to
glittering generalities and u
leaders of industries using advercharge of the nation's machinery
supported
claims which fall
tising, who have been invited to AAAA that its course of action
and in Congress, "simply don't
sit with members of the Assn. of should include (1) a cooperative
realize what is taking place be- their own weight for want of
firm foundation.
National Advertisers and the
effort; (2) establish the facts; (3)
cause they don't fully understand
"In short, the attacks on advf
what advertising is and how it
effective presentation of those
American Assn. of Advertising
tising have not been adequate
facts.
Agencies at a special joint meeting
met. What is needed is to have t
Furthermore, there is growing
of the ANA and AAAA.
Two Sources of Attack
functions".
case for advertising properly pi
realization
that
one
of
the
first
and
New ANPA Bulletin
Tha two trade associations have
pared, to marshal the basic fac
most
important
jobs
is
to
bring
voiced concern recently over the about a better understanding of in such a way that they will pro
As the advertising industry and
growing frequency and severity of the dangers to advertising and its of themselves how advertisi
associated media ponder the growthe attacks on advertising, which
functions, its vital place in ma
ing attacks on advertising, the
vital place in the American system
they describe as the show window
our national economy a
American Newspaper Publishers
among the rank and file of busi- taining
of
business.
These
attacks
come
Assn. on Oct. 27 issued a revised
nessmen, employes, merchants, etc., the necessity of keeping it goi
first from those who would destroy
as well as among those in the ad- on a rational scale, as a part ^
bulletin, "Government Takes a
the American system of free enterthe whole national program. !
Hand More and More in Advertisvertising business itself.
prise and second from those who
Answering the Attacks j
Adverse Influences
ing Matters". The first version of are sincere but wholly ignorant of
this summary of antagonistic Gov"Those
who need to have tl
There is a general feeling that
the true function of and the facts
ernment measures toward advertisstory brought home to them are,
advertising,
like
other
parts
of
the
about
advertising.
ing was published Aug. 20 by the
order of importance: (1) Those
business system, is being affected
Some of these attacks are based
ANPA [Broadcasting, Aug. 25].
or closest to the advertising bu
on
the
unsound
doctrine,
according
by
adverse
influences,
the
ANAA number of recent attacks against
ness including advertisers, agenc
AAAA officials believe. Just how
to the ANA-AAAA, that advertisadvertising by persons connected
and media; (2) the business f rat
significant
this
is
and
what
can
ing is simply an added cost to the
with Government are included in
be
done
about
it
will
be
discussed
nity
at large and especially 1
consumer,
that
it
fosters
monopoly,
the bulletin.
management; (3) those in respi
at the meeting, which will serve
that
it
is
an
economic
waste,
that
A detailed survey of the winding
sible positions in government; a
trade-marks are an unreliable
to crystallize the situation and perGovernment anti-advertising front
haps lead to constructive action.
guide
to
quality,
that
advertising
(4) important
influential consuii
done)
.
showing how both Congress and
leaders and groups (now be:
should be disallowed as a cost in
Past attempts have been made
Federal agencies are gunning for
Government contracts. All such at- to hold joint meetings but nothing
advertising as an institution was
"Now it appears that we h:
tacks have had their effect on the has come of them, says the prosprinted in the Aug. 18 Broadcastmore of the necessary material
pectus issued by the ANA-AAAA.
American public, on consumer leading.
provide those facts, that by call
"The reason for this has been
ers, on teachers, and on GovernIn a prospectus issued by the
ment officials, according to the the realistic fact that the self- upon the resources of the Al
joint ANA-AAAA committee
interests of the respective groups
the AAAA and the media we <
ANA-AAAA.
handling the meeting, it is pointed
Furthermore, these groups point
as viewed from a short-range, in- gather together in one place im
out that advertising is seriously
dividual and competitive angle,
rial to compose a thorough, c(
out that there has been increasing
menaced by the impact of antitalk of curbing advertising as a have obliterated the longer range
prehensive and convincing unc
advertising forces, accelerated by means of controlling inflation and
view of the interests of the whole.
standing of the real fundamer
the national emergency. The purrestricting it as a means of conThis has obscured the really im- position of advertising in our «
pose of the meeting, it is pointed
nomic life. Properly coordina
trolling production. Two instances
portant problem and the imminence
out, is to bring before those most
and presented, that job vdll i
cited are the last-minute attempt
of
the
danger
to
all",
the
prospectus
says.
directly concerned with this probvide the basis for answers to
to include a tax on radio and outlem— national advertisers repreattacks upon advertising by tl,
door advertising in the revenue bill
"Conditions are changing, howsenting business management,
ever, and with such rapidity that who either would destroy it or jjj
of
1941,
and
the
actual
incorporaagencies and the national media —
not understand its true functioi
tion in the bill of attacks on elec- now it seems that a sufficient numa carefully prepared presentation
"As might be expected, it i
of the actual situation and the
time-consuming job to digest
material and put it into the n
facts about advertising's place in
the American system of free entereffective form of presentation,
the first and most pressing
prise.
The ANA-AAAA groups have
is to get the facts before the i
ties most concerned, namely,
been gravely concerned in recent
months about advertising and what
national advertisers, the agenc
may happen to business in the imand the media. Beyond that, i ■
mediate future. This concern is
important to get the facts brou >
shared by agency executives,
home
to the manufacturers of '
magazine and newspaper publishcountry, especially management
ers, broadcasting networks and
"The quickest and the most et ■
stations, and other members of the
five way to do this is in conven '
advertising industry.
where at one and the same t e
When these leaders get together
MYSTERIES
OF
VIDEO
were
explained
to
the
Duke
and
Duchess
of
the
story and
can in
be apresented
in 1 e■
at Hot Springs, they will take up
cal order
true perspec
Windsor last Wednesday when they toured the RCA Bldg. in New York.
a four-point program : Part I will
Clay Morgan, assistant to the president of NBC, took them around. After
to a representative audience of 1
be a presentation of the facts about
being televised the royal couple stopped to renew acquaintance with
interests on
— business
{Continued
page 4i) n ithe opposition to national brands
Eddie Cantor before his Time to Smile broadcast for Bristol-Myers Co. related
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is worthy of the plaudits and best wishes of the entire

radio industry. Twenty-one years of usefulness, of public service
and of ethical broadcasting.
Chairman Fly of the F. G. C. designated WWJ* as "a veritable Methuselah among radio stations." As one Methuselah to
another, we say, Congratulations, KDKA.
''On the air daily since August 20, 1920

U(i)J
Owned

The GEORGE

BROADCASTING

and Operated by The Detroit News
National Representatives
P. HOLLINGBERY
CO., New York: Chicago: San Francisco: Los Angeles: Atlanta
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l^he

Story

of

Two

This is November — and our Birthday Month:
The Fifteenth Birthday of the NBC Red Network

When

D^vembers,,,
the President speaks to the people . . . when
the destiny of the nation rests with the people
... or when the people want to be told

— But this isn't just a story about us.

The facts that a people should hear.
This story is about some things that grew up with us
Between two Novembers, 15 years apart ... a story
that's bigger than we arer
And we know it.

Yes — and a map can make you feel, perhaps,
How

rich and poor, strong, weak, young, old

(But Listeners all!)
Are gathered today into a transcendent unity

It isn't only something on a calendar.

Beyond achieving in that other November
15 years ago. We have removed forever

And it isn't the sort of thing that you can analyze
By counting the colored counties on a map.

Cracker-barrel sectionalism . . . misunderstandings
between City and City, State and State.
And something has been born that was not here

Though a map's one way to look at it . . .
A map can show you how, for instance.
In nearly every county of America,
We can bring our people together, as into one room
— Out in Montana, down in Rhode Island, across the
plains of Texas —

before.
Other generations may have dreamed
What these last 15 years have made come true:
The pioneer, rolling westward through days of dust
And days of snow,
May have dreamed how some day we should end

The isolation of geography,
Binding New York to Cheyenne with the speed of

It's a pattern in their living: their waking, their working: their leisure and laughter: their dancing and

Hght: hurtling darkness and storm,- and through
wind and lightning speaking

buying. They get up to network radio, and they go
to bed to network radio.

From the Atlantic to the Pacific, with
It's a habit . . . and you can't erase it.
*
*
*

One voice
To one nation

During these 15 years, the NBC

Indivisible !

become

Red Network has

a part of America.

It belongs.
But the story isn't only in the maps ...
It's in the people, after fifteen years.
It's a pattern in the people.

Let's say it simply: —
For 15 years, the National Broadcasting Company

One-fourth of our people have lived with Network
Broadcasting

has been proud of its job. It's been a big job, and

Since the day they were born . . .
And more than a third of us have lived with it

we've tried to give our best to it. We must have.
For the network the country listened to first is still

Since we were five years old.

the network most people listen to most!

Count that, when you measure
The strength, the power, the influence

THE

It's a pattern in the people . . . Look around you.

• Broadcast

NETWORK

The Network MOST People Listen to MOST

Of Network Radio today
On the minds of Americans!

BROADCASTING

NBC

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

A Radio Corporation of America Service
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KOB

50 kw.

Grant

Protested by WJZ
NBC Charges It Was Given
No Chance for Hearing
PROTESTING another case having all the earmarks of a clearchannel breakdown, counsel for
NBC and its New York Blue network key, WJZ, filed with the FCC
last Wednesday a petition for rehearing on the Commission's recent grant of duplicating facilities
on WJZ's 770 kc. frequency to
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M.
The brief charged that the FCC
on Oct. 14, without application or
hearing, had granted authority to
KOB to operate unlimited time simultaneously with WJZ on 770 kc,
50,000 watts day and 25,000 watts
night power, without affording
WJZ an opportunity for hearing.
The NBC petition was filed as a
score of applications were pending
with the FCC to secure increased
facilities through duplication of
clear channels.
Merely An Experiment
From the FCC side, it has been
indicated the shift of WJZ's 50-25
kw. operation from the previously
authorized 1030 kc. to 770 kc. had
been approved as a "special service
authorization"
becausewith
of complications in connection
Havana
Treaty reallocations involving
KOB. The FCC had characterized
the shift as purely an experimental
move to secure "factual" information, indicating that further change
may be made subsequently.
According to the NBC - WJZ
brief, the FCC on May 7, 1941,
granted KOB a 50 kw. construction
permit for 1180 kc. Previously, on
March 24, and effective March 29
with reallocations under the North
American Regional Broadcast
Agreement, KOB had been licensed
to operate unlimited time with 10
kw. on 1030 kc. the clear channel
occupied by WBZ-WBZA, BostonSpringfield. On June 3, the brief
continued, the FCC granted KOB
a "special service authorization" to
operate with 50 kw. day and 25 kw.
night on 1030 kc. Then on Oct. 14,
without notice to NBC and without hearing, it authorized KOB to
operate simultaneously with WJZ
with 50-25 kw. on 770 kc, without
application by Albuquerque Broadcasting Co., the brief declared.
Apart from allegations that
KOB's operation on the WJZ clear
channel would result in serious curtailment of WJZ service resulting
from co-channel interference, the
brief pointed out that WJZ has had
pending since April 11, 1936, an
application for power increase from
50 to 500 kw. on 770 kc. and maintained that the KOB grant amounts
to a denial of this application without hearing.
Among 11 specifications of error,
the brief charged that the FCC
erred in making the KOB grant
without the filing of any application by the station and without
hearing; that the grant results in
"a substantial modifiaction of the
license now held by NBC" to opPage 20
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Belo

FORMER FIRST LADY of Pennsylvania, Mrs. George H. Earle, signs
her first commercial radio contract as I. D. Levy (left), chairman of the
board of WCAU, Philadelphia, looks on with Ralph R. Diamond, president of Astra Jewelry Co. of Philadelphia, the sponsor. Mrs. Earle is wife
of the U. S. Minister to Bulgaria.

Analysis
Shows

167

of

FCC

Equipment

WHY

MANUFACTURING production lines must be kept open
for maintenance and repair of
broadcast operations is statistically
illustrated by a recapitulation of
outstanding Government licenses
covering broadcast operations,
standard as w'ell as FM and visual.
An analysis of FCC license logs
discloses there are 873 licensed
standard broadcast stations in the
United States. In addition, there
are outstanding 41 construction
permits for standard broadcast
stations under construction, while
126 licensed stations have outstanding construction permits for instal ation of new equipment.
Others Pending
In the new field of FM there are
five actually licensed stations with
52 under construction. In television, one commercial station is
licensed and seven are under construction. These are exclusive of
experimental television stations in
operation or under construction.
According to FCC records, there
are 16 experimental FM stations
erate WJZ, contrary to Section 312
(b) of the Communications Act;
that the FCC is without power to
make the grant in view of Sections
3.25, 1.71 and 1.352 of the FCC
rules and regulations; that duplicated operation of 770 kc. "will be
prejudicial to the priority rights of
the United States on this channel"
under the Havana Treaty; that the
grant order was illegal and void
and violated the Fifth Amendment.
The brief also asked that the FCC
stay its Oct. 14 order and reconsider and vacate its action. The
brief was filed by D. M. Patrick,
P. J. Hennessey Jr., A. L. Ashby,
and Henry Ladner, NBC counsel.

3, 1941

License

Logs

Projects

licensed under special authorization. There are 18 experimental
television stations licensed, with
27 under construction. Two television licensees hold construction
permits for installation of new
basic equipment.
FCC and Defense Communications Board officials have indicated
that because of the tight priorities
situation occasioned by defense requirements, itmay be necessary to
stop all broadcast station construction except where deemed essential
as a defense measure. In other
words, the FCC may find it necessary to forego licensing of new
broadcast stations in areas already
adequately served. In areas not
having sufficient service, however,
the FCC, probably through DCB,
%vill certify to OPM authorities
that the proposed service is deemed
necessary as a national defense
measure.
Without considering new station
construction, however, it is pointed
out that the industry must be kept
supplied with tubes, parts and replacements, tooperate at maximum
efficiency. Recent OPM rulings
have tended to open the way for
essential repairs and replacement
material, but the outlook is regarded as extremely bleak, unless
production lines are kept moving
on such materials earmarked for
essential commercial and private
radio operations.
Alkiiie Spots
ALKINE Co., New Bruns^vick,
N. J. (Flem-O-Lyn) , recently
started a series of participating
announcements 18 times weekly for
26 weeks on WOV WOR WPEN
WIP WHOM WCAE. Agency is
Redfield-Johnstone, New York.
BROADCASTING

Case

Review'

By Supreme Court i
Highest Tribunal Will Heai
Overtime Wage Decision
MOVING toward a final ruling
the question of how overtime : :
must be determined under the Fa!
Labor Standards Act, the U. i
Supreme Court last Monday an
nounced it would review lowe
court decisions in the Belo Cori
case, which, according to the Wag
& Hour Division of the Labor Dc
partment, present the most fai
reaching issue since the legal valid
ity of the Act was established. Ai
guments in the case may be hear
late in November or Decembe
with a decision expected about
month later.
The case, bitterly fought throug
U. S. District and Circuit Court
by the Wage & Hour Division, ri
volves around a form of emplo;
ment contract developed and ust
by A. H. Belo Corp., ownir
WFAA,
a half-intere;
in KGKO,Dallas,
Fort and
Worth,
and pu
lishing the Dallas Morning Neiv
Appellate Ruling
The company has maintained b
fore the courts that an emplovi
who guaranteed his employes
certain weekly salary might fix i
agreement with them the rate
be used in computing overtii
compensation. This position v
upheld June 27 by the Fifth Ci
cuit Court of Appeals, followii
appeal by
theearlier
wage-hour
admini
tration
of an
District
Cou
decision handed down by Jud;
William H. Atwell in Dallas.
On the other hand, the Wage
Hour Division contended that t
Act required that overtime cci
pensation be computed on the ba;
of a rate obtained for each we
by dividing the amount of t
guaranteed weekly salary by t
number of hours actually work
that week [Broadcasting, July
Sept. 22].
Gen. Philip B. Fleming, Was
Hour Administrator, has ch;
lenged the Belo contract as an e\
sion of the law. Should the lov.
court decisions stand, the Govei
ment maintains, most weekly f.
ary arrangements "can be convt:
ed by 'contract' into arrangemei
for minimum or low basic houi
rates requiring no additional cc^
pensation for work weeks in whi
the statutory maximum is excee
ed." It is estimated that more th
1,500,000 employes subject to pi
visions of the Act "are directly
potentially affected by the ava
ability of these contractual c
vices.
AUcock

Campaign

ALLCOCK MFG. Co., Ossinii
N. Y. (Allcock's Porous Plastei
is conducting a campaign of oi
minute transcribed announcemeii
three times weekly on 15 statico
Contracts run until Februa]
1942. Agency is Small & SeiftV
New York.
• Broadcast

Advertisii

SOMETMN^

NOW

FULL

TIME,

WFNC

offers you

an

advertising opportunity

that's as obvious as a 21 guni,^^^-^^lute. WFNC is the favorite station
of the largest Army Post in the United States— nearby Fort Bragg with its
67,000 officers and
primary

area

cantaloupes,
tobacco

men. The rich, rolling country

produces

$4,226,000.00 worth

of^aches,

WFNC's

watermelons,

strawberries and vegetables -^4^^^^0v^ year. A year's
crop brings $41,153,000.00 at average price levels. Cotton

accounts for $7,241,000.00. These are last year figures. This year the
Defense

Program

is making

a bonanza

of WFNC-land.

Population

in

WFNC's home county has risen 60% since 1940. Last year there was a total
population of 861,257 in this area with a spendable income of $244,451,000.00
(including the 67,000 officers and men

at Fort Bragg j^^^pi^^^^^^^

receive $27,600,000 annually). This year . . . who
wrong in WFNC-land . . . with WFNC.

knows?

You

who
won't go

iiiiinmiimme/mm/iim'""' """"""muiui,
rHIIIU'i"'

'"tmiiii'kii,, '""ill
WFNC

// F^^^
BRAGG
i
FaijeHeville |

I

I
|

\

450 RC.
:50 WATTS

W. C. EWING, MANAGER

UNLIMITED

BROADCASTING

FAYETTEVILLE,
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Advertising
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Oil
Radio

Gives

^Hellzapoppin^ Offers
Broadway Success
Story
By MARLO LEWIS
Blaine-Thompson Co., New York.
Kadio Director
ON SEPT. 22, 1938, the popular
vaudeville comedians, Ole Olsen
and Chic Johnson, opened a musical
revue on Broadway called "Hellzapoppin" — an entertainment which
followed no previously-created patterns, techniques, or formulas. It
was a large, expensive show, built
out of vaudeville units that had
kept audiences on the road in
stitches for some seasons.
"Hellzapoppin" met with a lukewarm reception from Manhattan's calloused theatre critics, who
had nothing with which to compare
it. But Olsen & Johnson and the
Messrs. Shubert, their producing
associates, knew they had a surefire audience pleaser, knew its comedy had been tested on the public
outside of New York and couldn't
miss in New York — provided audiences could be made to forget the
critics'
almost
disdainful
reports
and be made
to come
to the theatre.
Once inside its doors, the producers knew the audience would be
delighted.
The Unknown Quantity
The problem was to create immediate and widespread interest in
this extraordinary attraction. After
much deliberation, a decision was
made by C. P. Greneker, advertising and publicity director for the
Messrs. Shubert, and the agency.
This decision radically deviated
from the promotion usually followed for a Broadway show.
The plan embodied the use of
regular classified amusement listing in all metropolitan newspapers,
and in addition — radio — a very seldom used medium in show business.
This was the radical departure —
the unknown quantity.
"Hellzapoppin" became a sensational success almost overnight.
Within eight weeks its audiences
had grown too large for its original New York theatre, and it took
up quarters in the Winter Garden,
Manhattan's largest legitimate
playhouse. "Hellzapoppin" has just
celebrated its third birthday and
launched its fourth successive year
in New Yoi-k with no diminishing
of its advance sale. It has given
more than 1,300 performances. It
is not only the longest-run attraction currently on Broadway — it is
the longest-run musical show in the
history of the entire theatre. To
date, more than 2,-500,000 tickets
have been sold, considerably more
than ever before purchased for a
Broadway play.
Their First Show
The Messrs. Shubert and the
agency were jointly curious about
the continued success of "HellzaPage 22
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Musical

Show
a
Lift
placement of radio copy, showed
poppin". We wanted to know
whether the regular theatre audi- that sponsored newscasts or announcements spotted next to news
ences were coming back for a secworked best for our peculiar prodond time, or if this prodigious
uct. Time of day does not seem
number of tickets were sold to new
to matter much ; news and 8 a.m.
customers, people who ordinarily
and at midnight have both brought
do not frequent the legitimate
us audiences for the commercials
theatre.
which in turn produced audiences
at the Winter Garden. Oddly
Accordingly, a survey was made
in the lobby of the Winter Garden.
enough, trials at placing our commercials on comedy programs
The results proved that a large perwhich are available for participatcentage of "Hellzapoppin's" audiing sponsorship were somewhat
ence was witnessing its first Broadless successful. All in all, however,
radio
has clicked.
way show. Many of the play's
patrons were from the five borOthers Follow
oughs, and still more were from
suburban areas near New York.
And now we have proof that
The pattern of attendance closely an amusement advertising medium
paralleled the primary coverage
can promote an amusement. That
radio can sell theatre tickets. That
area
of
any
of
New
York's
50,000watt radio transmitters.
the theatre's audience can be increased through the use of radio.
This was interesting because durThat a demand can be created for
ing "Hellzapoppin's" three years on
Broadway, the bulk of the radio
an expensive luxury item like a
appropriation has been spent on
Broadway play through the means
of radio.
the four large stations in the New
York area, the largest portion goAnd "Hellzapoppin's" use of
radio during the past three years
ing to WABC.
The survey also disclosed that:
has pioneered for other Broadway
1. Radio helped sell the regular
shows. In the past two seasons we
have purchased radio time on 10
theatre-going audience — directed
different New York stations for
them where best to spend their
money.
such shows as "Higher & Higher",
2. Radio brought in additional
"The Male Animal", "Separate
thousands of customers who never
Rooms", "Claudia" and "Pal
before had spent $3.30 for a ticket Joey". This means a completely new
field of advertisers for radio.
to a Broadway show.
Experiments made with various
If this be an indication, radio
types of commercials proved that
may
begin to look for a realignfor "Hellzapoppin" good-natured
ment of amusement advertising
ballyhoo of the circus barker variexpenditures,
not only from legitiety produced the best results. Commate theatrical producers who sell
mercials are consistently given the
seats up to $3.30 and $4.40 apiece,
light touch, but also get over such
pertinent facts as the number of but from the thousands of local
laughs in the show, the number of motion picture exhibitors, as well
performances it has had in comas the motion picture producers
parison to other long Broadway
themselves.
This very well may be
runs, etc.
the next group of advertisers to
One series of commercials was
move in on the airwaves.
recorded by the stars themselves,
opening with their familiar "Ha,
TRUMAN BRADLEY, Hollywood anha-ha, I'm Olsen . . . Ho, ho-ho,
nouncer, has been signed for the feaI'm Johnson", continuing with a
tured heavy role in the Universal
gag or two and including an inPictures film.having
"Panama
Kid",completed
now in
vitation to "come down and see us
production,
recently
at the Winter Garden".
"Keep
'Em Flying",
alsoassignment
released byin that
studio.
Other experiments, with the an

HIGH-POWERED EXECUTIVES examine 5,000-watts of new RCA
transmitter installed by WSYR, Syracuse. About 300 radio advertiser
and agency executives, attended the mid-October dedication. Here are
(1 to r) Sidney Strotz, NBC program vice-president; Col. Harry C.
Wilder, president of WSYR; Fred R. Ripley, vice-president of WSYR;
William Hillman, NBC commentator and journalist; Niles Trammell,
NBC president, and Armand Belle Isle, WSYR chief engineer. Messrs.
Trammell, Strotz and Hilhnan addressed the assembled visiters.
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Firms

Revei

To Selling Thein
But
Conservation, Defen
Thought Is Not Abandoned
WITH THE recent pronouneemi
by Federal Petroleum Coordina ;
Harold L. Ickes removing resti '
tions on the sale of gasoline in 1
East, oil the
companies
market
serving
seaboardand are
ag; '
revamping their commercial rai
copy,
removingtheme
the "shortage
conservation"
and substit a*
ing straight selling copy with so
emphasis continuing on "consertionSince
for early
national
July,defense".
when the ga
line curfew went into effect,
companies have used non-sell
conservation copy, without curi;
ing radio expenditures [Broadca
ING, July 21]. Agencies handl:
petroleum accounts have indica
that copy will revert to strai]
selling placing emphasis on sav
for personal gain, advising mo
ists to take care of their car
drive at moderate speeds to
more miles for their own inter
Some continue to mention gas-s
ing as a patriotic duty.
Back to Selling
Esso Marketers, which mad
total of 2,870 announcements i
ing conservation of motor and :
oil during the shortage period
now opening each broadcast w
"Gas is an important defense
terial;
use itOileconomically".
Richfield
Co. has gone b
to the personal-gain emphasis,
have Socony-Vacuum and Sun
lantic will plug White Flash
straight copy, while Cities Ser
will hold closely to the patri
theme, emphasizing that each
Ion of gas saved can be used
the armed forces. Shell, Gulf
Texaco continue as before. T
did not change copy since their
dio advertising is on a natic
basis and not localized in the E
Republic Campaigns
RADIO will ba included by Rep I
lie Productions Inc., in its $100,
special exploitation campaign
the
film, "Lady
For aincluding
Night."
extensive
campaign,
dio, has also been set up for
Edward Small film, "The Cors
Brothers." Rudy Montgelas, I
York executive of Buchanan &,
agency servicing the account,
in Hollywood during late Oct'
to complete details.
Illinois Meat Spots
ILLINOIS MEAT Co., Chic
(Broadcast Corned Beef Hi
meat products), on Oct. 30 stai
a varied 13-week schedule of ti
scribed announcements on W
and WBBM, Chicago; WA
WOR, WHN and WEVD,
York; and WAAT, Jersey C
Other stations will be added. A^
cy
is Arthur Meyerhoff &
Chicago.
DORIS
vocalist
of KR(
Oakland, DENELT.
Cal. has been
signed
by
versal Pictures. Hollywood for a s<
of singing roles. She is the wif?
Keith Kirby. assistant manager
KROW.
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advertisers

circulation
WGR's

have

bonus

new

through

^350^000

Buffalo today has a new radio map —

a

a new

plant — the most
America

$350,000
modern

with an eleven-state night

time coverage of 12,000,000
2. WGR,

at the dial's most

position —

550

people.

Mutual

with the

network

programs,
coverage

of any

extensive

promo-

tional campaign ever launched

by any

Buffalo radio station, WKBW
now

and WGR

are in position to give advertisers the

largest radio circulation

per dollar ever

offered in this half-billion dollar market.
For top results, make

favorable

kilocycles, carrying

Plant

by night.
Backed by the most

Cor-

poration offers advertisers:

programs,

Transmitter

1,000 watts, directionally intensified,

installation in

1. WKBW,
Buffalo's only 50,000 -watt
station, carrying Columbia network

and

Buffalo station — 5,000 watts by day,

transmitter

— the Buffalo Broadcasting

biggest

WKBW's

greatest regional

map that adds millions of listeners to your
radio dollar.
Through

radio's

WKBW

or WGR

your first choice in Buffalo.

s^BBC's SECOND Major Improvement in 30 Days
The opening of our new transmitter plant is BBC's second big forward stride
in 30 days. The first occurred on September 28th when WKBW became the
exclusive outlet for the Columbia network programs and WGR became the
permanent

UFFALO

outlet for the Mutual network's expanded

BROADCASTING
RAND

jROADCASTING

schedule.
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Durr
To

Is Confirmed
FCC

NEW

MEMBER

OF

THE

FCC

Position

Senate Acts Speedily on New
Member of Commission
IN ALMOST record-breaking time,
the nomination of Clifford J. Durr
to be a member of the FCC was
confirmed by the Senate last Wednesday.
The Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee approved the nomination at a brief meeting last Monday, reported it the same day to
the Senate, and after the requisite
legislative day lay-over, the Senate
confirmed the nomination without
opposition at its Wednesday executive session.
No Opposition
With a dozen of the committee's
21 members present, Mr. Durr's
nomination was ratified unanimously. Because several Republican
members wanted to know more
about the appointee, he was called
to the Capitol Tuesday morning
and made a brief appearance.
Mr. Durr, it was stated following
the meeting, explained that he was
not familiar with the FCC's operations beyond what he had read in
the public prints and had heard
since his nomination by President
Roosevelt last month. He was questioned briefly by committee members and excused.
Senator Lister Hill (D-Ala.),
who co-sponsored the Durr nomination, urged the committee in executive session to report the nomination promptly and give the FCC
its full quota for the first time
since the expiration of the term of
Frederick I. Thompson June 30.
Mr. Durr's
from
June term
30. is for seven years
Interviewed by Broadcasting,
Mr. Durr asserted he joins the FCC
"with an open mind". He said he
had no preconceived notions about
any aspects of the FCC's work and
proposed
to "brush
up" on the Act
and on FCC
activities.
Plans Short Leave
After he is sworn in, Mr. Durr
said, he planned to spend a short
vacation with his parents at his
home in Alabama before assuming
his duties.
Mr. Durr asserted that his chief,
Jesse Jones, Secretary of Commerce and Federal Loan Administrator, had "agreed to fire me" so
he could assume the FCC post.
He has been assistant general
counsel of the RFC since 1937, having joined that agency fresh from
an Alabama law practice four years
earlier. With the creation of the
Defense Plant Corp. last August,
he was named its general counsel —
a $10,000 post. He will draw the
same stipend as a member of the
FCC.
It is presumed Mr. Durr's primary interests will center around
broadcasting and related fields as a
member of the FCC. While commissioners function on all FCC activiPage 26 • November

CLIFFORD J. DURR
Photo Taken Shortly After Senate Confirmation
SOME

TIPS

TO

BANK

SPONSORS

Basis of Successful Use of Radio by Financial
Institutions Is Attributed to Copy
vertising by financial institutions
THE DOMINANT financial prorests in the copy, according to a
gram prefei'ence
is
for
spot
ancomment on the article by Lewis P.
nouncements, according to an
analysis of radio advertising by Gordon, assistant vice-president of
John J. McCann, appearing in the Citizens & Southern National Bank,
Atlanta, writing in the October
September issue of Bankbig. The
study is based on a canvass of 795 issue of the Financial Advertisers
stations and the experience of 688
Bulletin.
Theto word
"copy", of
course, refers
programs.
bank sponsors.
Essence of success in radio adProgram Problem
The radio advertiser's problem,
ties, particular members have been
Mr. Gordon points out, is to draw
the listening public to his program
more prominently identified with
since the listener tunes only to one
specialties. Messrs. Fly, Craven and
station at a given time. Inability
Case, for example, deal primarily
of many advertisers to furnish a
with broadcast activities, while
competitive program led to the spot
Commissioners Walker and Wakeannouncement, according to the
field, by virtue of their background
article,
which for
describes
it as the
"a
in public utility-common carrier
simple device
capitalizing
operations, are associated princi- listening audience already drawn
pally with telephone - telegraph
to the station by a popular promatters.
An Alabama Democrat, a Rhodes
After reviewing the strength and
weakness of announcements, gives
scholar and a high-ranking lawyer
a resume of factors to be taken into
in Administration circles, Mr. Durr
consideration by advertisers.
has had vast experience in indusgram". them are the time of day,
Among
trial and business affairs during
preceding
and following program,
his eight-year tenure with the RFC.
on other stations. The article obThat agency is regarded as more
serves that spot selection is difficlosely allied with private business
cult because of a shortage of good
operations than perhaps any other
time and suggests that the adverin Government. This background
tiser tative,
consult describe
the station's
represenand experience, it was thought,
his wishes,
and
would serve him in excellent stead
when a desirable time becomes
in dealing with broadcast regulaavailable, pick it up. "That is the
tion as a private business pursuit,
way the national announcement adas well as with the common carrier
vertisers build their schedule," the
utilities in the field.
article states. "Gradually you will
The 42-year-old Alabaman is a be able to work toward your ideal
schedule.
brother-in-law of Supreme Court
Associate Justice Hugo Black. He
Suggestions are given for copy
is a member of the board of legal preparation and frequency with
examiners created last summer by which copy is changed. The matter
the President to deal with problems
requires careful study, Mr. Gordon
of lawyers in civil service.
writes, with emphasis on brevity.
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50 kw. on 640 k
Fifth Petitioner for Facilit)
WFTL Seeking 710 kc.
A FIFTH applicant for assignmei
to the 640 kc. clear channel, c
which KFI, Los Angeles, is tl
dominant station, was register)
last Tuesday with the filing of i
application by WCHS, Charlesto
W. Va., for a shift from 580 kc.
the clear channel with an increa
in power from 5,000 to 50, Qi
watts.
Other pending applications f
assignment to the frequency i
elude those of WCKY, Cincinna
and WJHP, Jacksonville, Fla., ea
seeking 50,000 watts; WOK
Albany, N. Y., with 5,000 watts, a
WHCU, Ithaca, N. Y., with 5.0
watts. WHKC, Columbus, operat
on 640 kc, limited time, with 5
watts, while WOI, Ames, Iowa,
college station, uses 5,000 wa
daytime on the frequency.
WKRC, Cincinnati, also will 1
an application for 640 kc, v
50,000 watts. It is now on 550 I
using 5,000 watts day and l.C
night.
WFTL Application
Further encroachment on 710 \
occupied at present by WOR, N
York, and KIRO,
Seattle, be
50,000-watt Class 1-B stations
well as KMPC, Beverly Hills, C:
10,000-watt Class II station, is se
in the application last week
WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., fi
last Tuesday. WFTL would mc
from its present 1400 kc, increi.
to 10,000 watts and install a dir
tional antenna for night use. !
KXA, Seattle, currently on
kc. with 1,000 watts as a limi- 1
time station to WJZ, New York, i j
dominant I-A station on that f I
quency, has filed an applicat i
with the FCC for an increase
power to 10,000 watts and a char*
to unlimited operation with a dir
tional antenna for day and nij
use. KOB, Albuquerque, N. M.,
also holder of a recent special se
ice authorization from the Comn
sion to operate on 770 kc.
50,000 watts daytime and 25,P
watts night.

Jacques Schedule
JACQUES SEED Co., Presc
Wis. (Jacques Proven Hybrid
started its third broadcasting s
son Oct. 20 with a schedule of
one-minute announcements, an
crease over schedules previou
used, to be broadcast thrice-wee
on the following Corn Belt s
tions: KROC KWLM WI
KYSM KSOO WKBN WT
WDAY WSAU WTAQ WI
WEAU KWAT. Triangle A
Agency,
Chicago, placed the
count.
PROMOTIONS have been ordered
FrancisNBCJ. page
Donnelly,
three
boys inJr.Newbecon1'
clerk in the treasurer's office, Wa
E. Hyde shifting to clerk in the au
ing division, and Robert Larral
going
the international divisior
traffic to
clerk.
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What
Four

we

Look,
When I
listen to
why you

mister ... I just make surveys.
ask which of the 4 networks you
most, does that make me know
can only get one . . . Don Lee?

I get the same story in hundreds of
towns up and down the Pacific Coast.
. . . Four networks broadcasting, yet listeners can only get Don Lee. They tell
me it's mountains. Most of the Pacific
Coast towns are surrounded by 'em.

d'ya

mean

Networks?

only

hear

one!

Naturally you get good reception from Don Lee
. . . they have a station right smack in the middle
of every important town on the Pacific Coast (32
of
'em),from
whilehundreds
the otherof networks'
come
miles awaymessages
and sail often
right
over the mountains. You can't get reliable long
distance reception in this man's country.
Thomas S. Lee, Pres., Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice- Pres., Gen. Mgr.
Don Lee Studios, 5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, California

Mutual
What happens in towns where the four
networks are located? Well, I understand
in the Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle
and Portland markets Don Lee ties for first
place with 6 firsts out of the top 14 Pacific
Coast evening shows.*
*That*s
brother.Gen,
A Hooper
Surveyforproves
Write
Wilbur right,
Eickelbergf
Sales Mgr.,
actual it.survey.

BROADCASTING
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You would think most of the advertisers would use Don Lee? Well, as a
matter of fact, more Pacific Coast advertisers do use Don Lee than the other
three networks combined. Now about
my survey, which of the four networks
do you listen to most? Oh, that's right
— you can only get Don Lee.

Advertising

DON

November

LEE
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Name

Baker,

Lang

Proposal

for

Broadcast

Franchise

Tax

GE Vice-Presidents
Major Change in Setup Made
By Wilson Appointments
APPOINTMENT of five new vicepresidents by the board of directors of General Electric Co. was
announced last Monday by Charles
E. Wilson, GE president. The
newly-elected executives, named in
connection with a major organizational change in the company, are
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, Chester H.
Lang, David C. Prince, Elmer D.
Spicer and Harry A. Winne.

Likely to Remain
Inactive Until Spring
PROPOSALS for a franchise tax on franchise tax. Some members are
the radio broadcasting and comknown to feel that the proper promunications industries probably
cedure would be to hold official sugwill get no serious consideration
gestions in abeyance until Congress
asks the FCC for its views on the
from Congress until April or May,
franchise tax idea.
when new tax legislation is brought
up. This was revealed last TuesThe general idea of the pending
day when Broadcasting learned
plan was outlined by Chairman
that Congress plans to confine comFly Aug.
18 at Finance
an appearance
before the Senate
Committee
ing legislation effecting administrative changes in the Internal
during consideration of the 1941
Revenue Code to strictly adminisRevenue Act, from which finally
trative matters, with nothing in the was deleted a controversial proviway of new taxes or revised rates
sion for a 5-15% Federal tax on
to be included.
radio's net time sales of $100,000
and more annually.
Coming in the face of information that the Treasury Department
Although the Treasury Departalready is conducting studies along
ment has started its franchise tax
the franchise tax line and knowlstudy,
complying with instructions
edge that the FCC for some time by Congress,
it was indicated by
the Joint Committee on Internal
has been working up a comprehensive cost-of -regulation tax plan Revenue Taxation that that group
for the broadcasting and commuhas taken no steps in the same
nications industries, the revelation
direction and is not disposed to do
of Congressional plans cast a new
Mr. Baker
Mr. Lang
so until the administrative amendlight on radio tax prospects.
ments are out of the way. Also it
Under the new organization
Previously it was understood that was indicated that the committee
plan, the company will include four
some sort of franchise tax provi- was interested in avoiding repetimajor operating departments: rasion possibly would be worked into
tion of any "half-baked" proposidio and television, headed by Dr. the amendatory legislation for the
tion such as the recent 5-15% tax
Baker; appliance and merchandise,
Revenue Code, which would have
proposed on radio's net time sales.
under Vice-President Hardage L. meant that the proposition shortly
would have been due for serious
Andrews; lamp, under Vice-PresiVideo for Latins
dent Joseph E. Kewley; apparatus, consideration by Congressional committees.
staffed by five vice-presidents
PROPOSAL to secure films from
whose duties have been delegated
Brazil and the Argentine for
FCC
Inactive
along functional lines. These five
American telecasting was set forth
officials are Mr. Lang, in charge
last week by Myron Zobel, presiFCC Chairman James Lawrence
dent of Telecast Productions Inc.,
of defense activities and continuFly
stated
at
his
press
conference
New York, in a wire to Col. William
ing also as manager of apparatus
last Monday that there were no J. Donovan, head of the Office of
sales; Mr. Prince, in charge of ap- developments on the cost-of-regulaCoordination of Information in
plication engineering; Earl 0. tion plan espoused by part of the
Washington.
South America, acShreve, commercial activities; Mr.
Commission membership. The plan
cording to Mr. Zobel, will represent
Spicer, manufacturing ; Mr. Winne,
has been discussed periodically by an important television area for advertisers and our markets must
design engineering.
FCC officials, but has been passed
Vice-Presidents William R. Buroffer reciprocal opportunities and
over for the last several weeks
in the near future television will
rows, formerly in charge of genOct. 27]. Chair- bridge the distance between the
eral manufacturing operations, and , [Broadcasting,
man Fly indicated that no decision
Roy C. Muir, formerly in charge had been made on whether the two continents by direct telecasts
cable and relay staof general engineering operations,
Commission should advance its via coaxial
tions. Mr. Zobel also cabled Dr.
under the plan will become memsuggestions to Congress in the form
Julio Barata, director of radio of
of a full-blown legislative proposal
the Departmente de Propaganda of
bers of the president's staff, carrying out special assigned duties in for a broadcasting-communications
Brazil requesting an interview emtheir respective fields.
phasizing that he proposes to visit
that country to bring back a record
served as chairman of the National
Baker a Pioneer '
of Brazilian life and culture and
Television System Committee, or- not in an effort to impose our ideas
Dr. Baker, well-known broadon them.
ganized in July, 1940, through
casting pioneer, joined the GE research laboratories in 1917. DurFCC-industry cooperation, which
ing the War he was active in de- during 1940-41 developed visual
MBS Program Meeting
veloping broadcast equipment for broadcasting technical standards
PROGRAM DIRECTORS of key
leading to commercial television
the Army and Navy, and when GE
stations will hold their second
authorization by the FCC.
set up a separate radio departmeeting this year Nov. 10-11 at the
ment, he was named designing enMr. Lang, a Michigan U graduHotel Stevens, Chicago, with
gineer in charge of transmitters.
ate, joined GE in 1919 as a travel- Adolph Opfinger, MBS program
In 1924 his supervision was exing auditor after service overseas
presiding. Semi-annual
tended to all GE radio products, with the 35th Division. In 1922 manager,
affairs, the first meeting was held
and in 1926 he was given complete
he became assistant manager of last January in New York, at
charge of development, design and the publicity department, later which time arrangements were
for the presentation of four
production.
serving as comptroller of the bud- made
station-created daytime script
get
from
1926
tb
1932,
when
he
When RCA-Victor Corp. was
shows to run six times weekly, and
became advertising manager and additional news periods.
formed in 1929, Dr. Baker headed
its radio engineering activities in manager of GE broadcasting activities. He has served for two
Camden, becoming general man'Digest' Renews
ager of the RCA-Victor plant. In years as president of the AFA,
1935 he 'returned to GE and be- and later as chairman of the AFA
READERS' DIGEST ASSN.,
Chappaqua, N. Y. (magazine), the
came mi^naging engineer of its board. In April, 1940, Mr. Lang
week of Oct. 27 renewed for anwas made apparatus sales manradio receiver activities in Bridgeother four weeks its schedule of
ager, and shortly afterward also one-minute
port, Conn. In 1939 he became
announcements three
was
named
chairman
of
the
GE
manager of the GE radio and teletimes weekly on 66 stations. Agenvision department. Dr. Baker also defense coordinating committee.
cy is BBDO, New York.
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YOST

HEARS

GAME

Michigan Sports Savant Base
Talk on Air AccountFIELDING H. YOST, grand ol
man of Michigan football, sla
to provide a critical analysis of
gridiron battle, faced a gatherll
of several hundred Detroit footlj
fans recently a few days after
Michigan - Northwestern U gai
His comments had been adverti
as a principal attraction on 3
program, so faces fell a mile whi
he opened his talk: "I didn't si
the"But
gameperhaps
Saturday".
I know more aboii
it than if I had been there," Coa<
Emeritus Yost continued. "I s;
down by a radio in Ann Arbor ai
charted the game. I put down eve:
yard that was gained or lost by
plunge, a penalty, a pass or a pur
I checked Kuzma's kicking ai
Westfall's
smashing.
I checked
Northwestern
backs yard
by yait!
Later I saw moving pictures of t
game from start to finish. I thii
I know as much about it as if
had been at Evanston — may
Then, basing his observatio
largely on the running account pi
vided by Ty Tyson, sportscaster
WWJ, Detroit, who covered t
game, Hurry Up went into a per
trating analysis of the play of t
more." Saturday.
preceding
NBC has signed a renewal contn
with Herman Taylor, Philadelpl
fight promoter, for the Adam B
t^porfs Parades exclusive broadcasts
fights at Shibe Park and Conventi
Hall on NBC-Blue with Sam Ta
and Bill Stern as announcers.

MERCHANDISING
PLANS 1
the four broadcasts featuring Sh
ley Temple to be sponsored on CI
during the Christmas season
Elgin Watch Co. were the subjc
of this confab held in office
Frank R. Brodsky (seated), advc
tising manager of the company
Elgin, HI. Stanley Holt of Willif
Esty & Co., New York, agency <
recting the four programs, poir
to a still of the juvenile star, wh
Thomas D. Connolly, CBS progn
promotion manager looks on. T
broadcasts will fill in the f our-we '
layoff of Hollywood Premiere, a
represent radio
the watch
fii
network
since company's
1936.
• Broadcast
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1

The

story of defense needs is being thoroughly

West

over WDAF.

Fifty-seven

regular news

bulletins when
tity in news

There

dissemination

dependability

Whether

it's news,
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looks
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broadcasts

bottleneck

each

has made

and news

defense,

to WDAF

Advertising

on WDAF.

week- . . . plus news

they break. Quality rather than

for news

community

is no defense

told to the Middle

WDAF

repetitious quan-

the accepted station

integrity in the Kansas

charity, schools,
. . . and

does

City area.

churches— the

not

look

in vain.
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The

Other Fellow's
VIEWPOINT

AGEICY

Strictly Sausage
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In your Oct. 13 issue on page 22,
you show a picture of Don McNeill
and other Swift executives seated
about a breakfast table, supposedlyumbuckling
Bacon. down to Swift's PremiActually, this breakfast broadcast was the kick-off for the fall
season of sausage advertising.
Swift Sausage executives do not
like to be publicized as connected
with Bacon.
Please correct.
Buckingham Gunn,
Director of Radio,
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
FRANK STEMPEL, head of Frank
Stempel Agency, Hollywood production and talent service, is the father
of an 8% -lb. boy born Oct. 24.

CARTOON CHARACTERS form the basis of a child radio program study
conducted by Dr. Clarence Morgan (kneeling) , director of radio education at Indiana State Teachers College. His classes have built several
scoring boards using comic strip and Mother Goose research, which hold
attention of the children while they play a game of scoring. Dr. Morgan
is heard on WBOW, Terra Haute, as the Hoosier Schoolmaster.

Receives

AS

MUCH

DAYTIME

PER

CAPITA

1204

and

the

MAIL

Cities,

Villages

City

/rom

Towns

as

from

BRODIE
& HAVRIE,
Montreal (flour). '
to
J. J. Gibbons
Ltd., Toronto.
NEW MASSES, New York (publication (
to Halpern Adv. Agency, N. Y.
DAVID G. EVANS COFFEE Co., St.
Louis, to RuthraufE & Ryan, N. Y.
FALSTAFF BREWING Corp., St. Louis
to RuthraufT & Ryan, N. Y.
F. L. KLEIN NOODLE Co., Chicago, to
McGiveran-Child Co., Chicago.
THE WEEKLY MASSES Co., New Y..ri
(New Masses magazine), to Vanguan
Adv., New York. Radio plans in the making
S. B. THOMAS Inc., Long Island City
N. Y. (bread & muffins), to Sherman K
Ellis & Co., New York. Using radio.
GREAT LAKES VARNISH WORKS. Chicage, to Ivan Hill Adv., Chicago. Radic
may be used in smaller markets, wit?
dealer cooperation.
C. F. MUELLER Co., Jersey Cit;
(Macaroni), to Maxon Inc., New Yoik
Plans not yet formulated.
DEMAND FOR TALENT
WFBL Develops Formula for
Regional Bookings
FACED with steady demands fm
outside
of manageWFBL'r
Musical appearances
Clock Gang, the
ment of the Syracuse statior
evolved a standard booking ar
rangementlarge
to equalize
between
and smallappearance.'
communi
ties.
Underband,
the headed
plan, the
seven-piect'
studio
by Don
Ander
son, is available for dances stagec
by schools or responsible civi( |
groups in need of funds. Charge!
regardless of the size of the community or the admission price, is
always the same with WFBI
charging off whatever deficit then
is, if any, to promotion. The agree
ment also provides for other sta
tion features and stars.
New WRUW Frequency
WRUW, international station o
World Wide Broadcasting Corp. lo i
cated at Scituate, Mass., last Tue.sda;
was granted a modification of it
license to permit use of the additiona
tional frequency,
interferenceproviding
result.s to
9700
no servic
objec'!
of other stations which in the opinioi
of the Commission have priorit.v o
assignment.

of Sacramento
WDRC
CONNECTICUrS PIONEER BROADCASTER

'Aon'*'
Up
"
^'^^

BUY-'
,u Conneeti-

Ln -nV

'" is

0. S. t^- ^^'^o RC in Hort*""';
Serving
KFBK
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JOHN BIMEL GUEDEL

jj|[RED seven times from the same
pljb
years!
rec\ad within
belongs three
to John
BimelThat
Guedel,
H'nebuyer
and for
vice-president
arge of radio
Dan B. Minerin
ji)., Los Angeles. By the time John
j[ceived his walking papers for the
,ixth time from the Hal Roach
udios, he decided it wasn't very
;eady work, and maybe radio
Eould be better.
L! After spending the first eight
l,jars of his life in Portland, Ind.,
ghere he was born Oct. 9, 1913,
,,|)hn came to Los Angeles, emerg"!ig from U of California at Los
|ngeles in 1931. For the next
^ree years, John insists, he lived
gie life of a bum. Writing blurbs
jpr a new-born comic strip landed
(|im a job in 1934 with Newspaper
nterprise Association, Cleveland,
Ihere he authored the syndicated
:)lumn,
However,
month "Barbs."
came another
offerwithin
from
ial Roach studios, and the subjjquent oscillating career as writf. He submitted an idea for a
ladio show to Dan B. Miner Co.,
ii April, 1937. Agency heads
i idn't buy the idea, but they gave
ilim a job writing an hour variety
liow, titled House-party.
When Clyde Scott resigned as
]gency radio director to become
lales manager of KFI-KECA, Los
iLngeles, John took over the former
lost, in July of 1938. Guedel asumed his present position as vicepresident in charge of radio in
ipril, 1941.
John maintains a firm theory
hat network programs scheduled
lack-to-back should be so doveailed that they are able to plug
ne another, thus having individual
ponsors cooperate to create solid
•locks of entertainment for the
adio audience. Married since 1936
|o Beth Pingree, Guedel lives in
Beverly Hills, with a pseudo-waterall in his backyard consisting of
•ecorded sound effects.

WARING GILLESPIE, former man[iger of the radio department of J. W.
Pepper, New York, has joined the proliuction staff of WMCA, New York.
BROADCASTING

MORE DEFENSE TIME
Industry to Aid Observance
From Nov. 11 to 1 6
RADIO again has been called upon
by the Government to furnish free
time during Civilian Defense Week
Nov. 11-16. Designed to inform the
public on the need for universal
participation in the civilian defense
program, the period will feature
spot announcements and radio appearances bywell-known public figures and radio personalities.
All stations are being asked,
through the NAB, to carry spot
announcements promoting Civilian
Defense Work, according to Arthur
Stringer, of NAB Washington
headquarters. Spots also will be
used on the major network commercial programs, it was indicated
by the Office of Emergency Management, with a speaker appearing
on the Voice of Firestone and other
network features.
During the week 14 guest speakers are scheduled to make broadcast appearances, among them
Mayor LaGuardia, Director of the
Office of Civilian Defense, President Roosevelt, Kate Smith, Donald
M. Nelson, Paul V. McNutt, Mrs.
Henry Morgenthau Jr., the Lord
High Mayor of London, and Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt. Three special
dramatic shows also will be carried
on MBS and NBC-Blue."
Canada Cuts Sets
CANADA WILL SAVE annually
about $650,000 on imports of parts
for receiving tubes from the United
States, in connection with the recent government order curtailing
radio receiver production by 25%
of the 1940 production. Statistics
issued by the Department of Munitions & Supply at Ottawa show
that the curtailment on receiver
production will mean a saving of
$750,000 in radio tubes, for the
making of which 85% of the mateials come from the United States.
Other savings for war needs by
this cut in radio set production
include 825 tons of steel, 85 tons
of copper, 30 tons of brass, 15
tons of aluminum, $125,000 for
glass dials, $1,500,000 for ball
bearings, 250 tons of corrugated
cartons, $1,375,000 in paper tubes,
25,000 gallons of paints and shellacs, $1,375,000 in ceramics, 105,000
square feet of plywood, 5,400,000
square feet of veneers, 1,550,000
board feet of solid wood.
WMCA Changes
BLACKETT - SAMPLE - HUMMERT, New York, which has been
placing two hours five times weekly on WMCA, New York, for various drug and cosmetic products of
American Home Products Corp.,
Jersey City, on Oct. 27 changed the
format of the period, scheduling
Sweetest Love Songs of Today,
heretofore heard 2-3:15 p.m., to fill
the entire two-hour time. The
period 1:15-2 p.m. formerly included transcribed repeats of network serial dramas. Two-hour Saturday evening dance parade with
Don Phillips orchestra on WMCA
will be sponsored by Ex-Lax Inc.,
Brooklyn, starting Nov. 8 for the
full 8-10 p.m. period. Agency is
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
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Not long ago, men laughed at the railroad . . . the steamboat . . . the airplane . . . and radio. They laughed at the
ideas that have made American industry the greatest in
the world. While industry, research, and invention mold
the miracle of tomorrow, American business looks into
the future with confidence. New fields are being opened
« . . the riches of a great nation are being tapped . . .
new markets are emerging! The possibilities for American
business are greater than ever before. KXOK, feeling the
pulse of things to come, has keyed itself to meet the
advertiser's needs in the rich Mid-Mississippi Valley
Market ... a market where 3,531,700 people spend over
$826,000,000 annually in KXOK's primary area alone . . .
and defense contracts total more than $700,000,000.
Prepare for the future! Strike while the iron is hot . . .
now is the time . . . now is the day . . . write or wire KXOK.
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Advertising Outlook
IN THE helter-skelter of war-defense activity,
quickened and punitive FCC edicts, and increasing free-time pressures, we in broadcasting perhaps have taken only a side-glance at
another pitfall that faces all who live by
advertising.
Mindful of the uncertainty that confronts
industry generally, with Uncle Sam perched
precariously on a keg of TNT, broadcasters
perhaps have been too preoccupied with these
more intimate and immediate regulatory onslaughts.
It's plain that a fundamental change is
taking place in the national economy. War
activity provides the golden opportunity for
extreme left-wingers to get in their licks.
Those close to Washington's boom defense
operations detect more than an incipient movement toward complete destruction of advertising, which the long-haired gentry call "an
economic waste".
This transcends the consumer movement,
or the pot-shots and pin-pricks at national
advertising of the pre-defense era. Practically every defense agency in Washington now
has its anti-advertising adherents, and some
of the veterans who have advocated grading
of consumer goods as a mandatory replacement
of brand names find it much easier to spread
their gospel under cover of the emergency.
Because business generally is good, many
advertisers and probably all too many of the
important representatives of media haven't
recognized the gravity of the situation. With
plenary powers vested in so many individuals
and organizations, an anti-advertising movement could spread through the government
like wild-fire.
With commendable foresight, leaders in the
national advertising and agency field have
decided to act. The Assn. of National Advertisers and the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies have called a joint meeting in Hot
Springs, Va., Nov. 13-15 to tackle the problem.
Because it cuts across all media, key figures
in the newspaper, radio and magazine fields,
as well as outdoor owners have been invited
to the sessions.
ANA and AAAA have concluded that an
effective course of action should include (1) a
cooperative effort; (2) establish the facts;
(3) effective presentation of those facts. It is
evident that existing conditions, and the uncertainty ahead, more than justify this course.
Radio, as a major medium, albeit the newest,
certainly will pitch in wholeheartedly. Beset
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with its own troubles, and as the heaviest
contributor among the media to the defense
effort, radio nevertheless will work with every
tool at its disposal to preserve free enterprise,
which is the embodiment of advertising under
the American system.
Sweeter Refrain
ASCAP, after a ten-month rendezvous with
extinction, finally has made its peace with
radio. A new high in rancor and name-calling
preceded the break with radio last New Year's.
The result of the sanguinary encounter, which
saw ASCAP drop out of the Hit Parade, along
with the ascendency of the newly-created BMI
and several lesser music performance groups,
is an approximate two-thirds reduction in
ASCAP's asking price.
There is no basis for gloating on radio's
side. ASCAP readily has admitted that it was
"licked", and has learned that radio makes
music, not the reverse. There is room for two
fully-competitive music organizations — BMI
and ASCAP. Radio must have access to a
going concern in the field, lest there develop
a repetition of the experience of the last decade
with ASCAP.
Broadcasters — networks and stations alike —
should avoid performance of the catalogs of
one licensing group to the exclusion of others.
Intrinsic merit, of course, counts. But the
failure to perform one catalog can only result
in its eventual demise. Competition must be
maintained in music for the benefit of the
writers and of the users — radio and other
public performers.
So now let's have a minimum of words over
music.
Word- War
Crisis
WITH the race toward peace or war for the
United States, it was inevitable that radio
would find itself caught between the isolationists, the interventionists and the deep
blue sea.
Unfortunately the Beckman incident, as it
has become known, and latterly the America
First incident involving the networks, apparently are only the beginning. As war comes
closer it is a foregone conclusion the isolationists will demand more and more time, mostly
from the networks. In the final analysis this
means allotment of the time of stations.
It's no secret, of course, that little short of
coercion has already been used to obtain time.
This is true not only of the isolationists; for

They
Say...
RADIO COMMENTATORS have only on(
trouble with the broadcasting companies : Thej
are not permitted to editorialize, and they an
supposed to avoid controversy. Since the Amer
ica First Committee considers even facts con
troversial if the facts don't help the Americ;
First Committee, and since the America Firs
Commiteee organizes boycotts and letter-writ
ing campaigns to sponsors, the lot of the radi'
commentator is hard. But if the public does no
like the commentator, he goes off the air. Her
again, the public decides. And the most influ
ential commentators are not paid by the net
works but by sponsors.- — Dorothy THOMPso^
AS THE European situation became mor
critical, in the days before the war, Hitler o
the one hand and the Russians on the othe
began a campaign of radio browbeating. Gei
man
broadcasting
powerful
Russian stations
stations. were
The "jammed"
Germans nt
taliated with raucous laughter, and gibes f
official pronouncements.
What is called frequency modulation wou)
solve the problem because of its short rang
But Great Britain is in no position to chani
its transmitting stations and millions of r
ceiving sets. Even if restriction in this shor
range fashion were possible, the losses wou
outweigh the gains.
No doubt the British will try to offset Ge
many's present tactics. Possibly there may 1
pauses in which some quick-witted Englishmc
will retort to a Nazi radio heckler. Yet the fa
remains that the radio war has gained in i
tensity and that voice will be pitted again
voice, argument against argument in a Wi
that Marconi, Fessenden and the invento
who gave us a powerful method of mass appe
never foresaw. — New York Times.
the interventionists, more subtly perhaps, ha
not been derelict in wrangling periods.
This situation isn't unique in broadcasti:
annals. The matter has come up, in a less
degree of course, on every important debate
Congress and in political campaigns. But nc
the stakes are higher. Viewpoints cross a
criss-cross political boundaries. Tension a
tempers are near the breaking point. The ru!
of public decorum are easily forgotten unc
such circumstances.
To date, all sides agree that radio has be
eminently fair in the allotment of time i
foreign policy discussions. Now, however, t
situation gets ugly, with America First, whi
uses free speech as its keystone, complaini
to the FCC. Section 326 of the Communi(
tions Act forbids the FCC from exercising a
censorship powers. Then why should these ( •
ponents of free speech go to Chairman Fly?
With the lid off, however, utmost vigilai ;
must be exercised by those who determ ;
who may and
or may
not speak,
record :'.
fairness
balance
is to ifbethismaintain
Those same spokesmen, who now credit ra )
with fair play because they have had f J
access to the network microphones, will quic 1
denounce the medium as a whole if thwar 1
in their efforts to get bigger hookups.
Networks cannot pledge station time inc criminately. The public, while it must be k t
informed, can't be given an overdose of rep' tious talk on the same issue. Broadcast s
face a dilemma that will transcend the tough t
of the political campaigns, but nothing t t
intelligent management can't handle.
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HALE BONDURANT. sales manager of WHO, Des Moines, has been
named to the advisory committee of
the local Better Business Bureau.
NOTES
DAVID SARNOFF. RCA president,
and NBC board chairman, after West
Coast hearings as a member of President committee,
Roosevelt's will
fair vacation
employment
practice
in Honolulu.
Ethridge.
Louisville
lisher Mark
and head
of WHAS,
that pubcity,
is chairman of the committee and returns to his desk following San
Francisco conferences.
GARDNER COWLBS .Jr., president
of Iowa Broadcasting Co., on Oct. 21
was one of the speakers on a panel
conducted by .John Whittaker, wellknown war correspondent of the Chicago DaHtj News Foreign Service, at
the Shrine Auditorium in Des Moines.

RAY EMMETT

BEST LAID plans of the
rHE
systematic Ray Dady served
to bring him into radio — but
:! not according to plan. Looklijig back to when Dady became a
It^t. Louis radio name, the present
iJi;ation director and commentator
i'i KWK likes to recall the turn of
I ite that upset his career scheme
w ithout upsetting his microphone
'spirations.
'A It was early in 1934 that the
Moung Dady interested Bob Convey,
len KWK's chief announcer, in
_ie idea of a movie criticism proram. For six months Ray had been
' arving an unofficial apprenticeship
|3 voluntary and unpaid assistant
:,) Harry Niemeyer, St. Louis Post..Hspatch drama critic. In that time
.e had built up a bulky portfolio of
>amatic
clippings covering all
■ bases of the field.
^ "How can you qualify as a
sritic?" queried the younger Conjey, whose father, the late J. P.
, onvey, at that time managed
:WK.
■ "Well, I've built my own encyclopedia of drama" Ray replied,
ffering his portfolio. That was
nough for Bob and he scheduled
: n audition.
• At audition time, Ray entered a
.mall studio and faced a mike for
^ he first time, reading a continuity
' jouis
eviewing
first-run
in St
at the
time movies
and covering
urrent Broadway news, along with
3.n idea he had cooked up of rating
inovies by one, two, three or four
,iells.
J Over in the audition room Bob
.'Convey listened with interest.
'Vbout half-way through the elder
"onvey entered. "What's all this?"
'le asked, and then listened through
; he rest of the audition.
When it was over, Ray was summoned. Convey Senior didn't like
j he idea, but liked the writing and
, oice. Back in his mind was an idea
' hat radio news had a promising
-uture. And here was the chap to
io the job for KWK.
So Ray was told to write a sample news show and come around

BROADCASTING

DADY

tomorrow for an audition. This he
did, but the audition was cancelled
for routine reasons. He came
around the next day with a brand
new quarter - hour commentary.
Again the audition was cancelled.
This went on day after day. Finally, after Ray had written his 22d
program, he got an audition. The
elder Convey liked it, and on May
7, 1934, Ray delivered his first news
commentary.
A curious background proved
a blessing mentator.
to BornKWK's
news1905com-at
June 19,
Mason City, Neb., his family moved
during his infancy to Kellerton, la.,
where he attended public school,
editing his high-school semi-monthly for two years. In 1916 he left
Kellerton to go to Washington. The
reason : He wanted to go to Washington.
After a few months loading tear
gas bombs at Edgewood arsenal —
and his eyes still drip as he recalls
his initiation into the efi'ects of this
lachrymal stimulant — he enrolled
at George Washington University,
in the Nation's capital. In spare
time he worked in seven Government departments and served as
secretary to an Iowa Congressman,
meantime shifting his scholastic
activity to National University of
Law and marrying a Capital girl,
Marcella Hartman.
A bit of bad health ended his
Washington career, so he went back
to Iowa to carry mail on a rural
route. In good weather he covered
his route in a few hours, leaving
the rest of the day for reading. And
reading happens to be Ray Dady's
one indulgence. He reads every
chance he gets. He always has read,
and always will. Even during his
present schedule of commentaries
and executive duties he devotes
every possible minute to serious
reading — a practice he recommends
to all who would dispense news over
the air.
Since his KWK debut in 1934
Ray has been on the air most of
the time with news commentaries.
His news policy is freedom from
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JOHNNY SINCLAIR has been promoted frommercial
the ijromotiou
comdepartment ofto the
WCHS,
Charleston. W. Va.
WILLIAM F. MALO. commercial
manager of WDRC. Hartford, has
been designated an air raid warden
and participated
the England.
recent precaution maneuvers in inNew
RICHARD EVANS, son of Tom L.
Evans, president of KCMO. Kansas
City, has
tinuitytransferred
department of from
KCMO theto conthe
sales and sales promotion division.
BILL SHAW. CBS San Francisco
sales service representative, has enlisted in the Army Air Forces and on
Nov. 3 will enroll in the Rankin Aeronautical School at Tulare, Cal.
WILBUR EDWARDS, salesman of
WABC. New York, on Oct. 22 became
the father of a baby boy.
NORRIS WEST resigned Oct. 24 as
assistant manager of the Philadelphia
Orchestra to assume new duties Nov.
17 as program manager of W69PH.
new FM station to be operated by
WCAU,tinue as announcer
Philadelphia.
will conand Hecommentator
for
the afternoon
broadcastsconcerts
of the onorchestra's
Friday
MBS.
RAY C. JENKINS, general sales
manager of KSTP. St. Paul, has been
elected to the board of the Minneapolis
Aquatennial. big summer celebration
of the Northwest. Mr. Jenkins also
is first vice-president of the Minneapolis Advertising Club, director of the
Better Business Bureau, Community
Fund manboard
and radio
chairof the member,
Fifth District
American
Legion.
E. RUTH WELDEN. head of the
business office of KFRU, Columbia,
Mo., is convalescing from an appendectomy.
BILL WISEMAN, promotion manager of WOW. Omaha, and editor of
the station's News Tower Magazine,
has accepted an invitation to speak
at the annual convention of the Southwestern Assn. of Industrial Editors at
Stillwater, Okla. Nov. 7.
FRED MUELLER, assistant to the
director of promotion of KMOX, St.
Louis, has been elected secretary of
the Junior Advertising Club of St.
Louis.
CARTER RINOLEP. formerly of
KMBC. Kansas City, has been named
manager of the St. Louis office of
Radio Sales.
bias and opinion, unless the views
are those of another and properly
labeled. In 1936 he was named studio supervisor, to coordinate various station departments and in
1939 he was named station director
under Bob Convey.

BADEN POWELL, executive assistant of KTRH, Houston, has rejoined
the staff after serving in the Army.
JOHN A. MIGUEL .Jr., since 1938
assistant manager of radio and phonograph sales of the international division ofmotedRCA
Mfg. of
Co..thehasdepartment,
been proto manager
succeeding J. M. Regottaz.
SANDY GUYER has been promoted
to commercial manager of WBTM.
Danville. Va.. succeeding .John M.
Croft.
WAYNE WELCH, promotion manager of KSO-KRNT. Des Moines, is
in Iowa Methodist Hospital suffering
from- an infected foot.
GEORGE ALLEN of the sales proleg.
motion department of WOR. New
York, is back on the job after a
two-week absence due to an injured
GEORGE ARKEDIS. formerly of
Pedlar & Ryan, has joined the New
Y'ork
salesstation
staff ofrepresentative.
Joseph Hershey McGillvra,
SAMUEL CHOTZINOFF. director of
NBC"s music division, has been appointed by President Roosevelt as a
member of the advisory committee of
mu.sic to assist the State Dept. in its
program of cultural relations between
the American republics.
FREDERICK LEUSCHNER. RCANBC Hollywood attorney, is recovering from an illness which has confined
him to his home for more than a
mouth.
GEORGE GRANT, of the local sales
staff of WBBM. Chicago, is the father
of a girl, Barbara Sue. born Oct. 27.
G. L. WINTERS, formerly of WGOV.
Valdosta. Ga.. has joined WGBR.
Goldsboro, N. C. as general manager,
succeeding A. T. Hawkins who remains
as WGBR president.
GEORGE A. LANDRY, manager of
the central office division of the Hawthorne Works of Western Electric Co.
at Chicago, has been named head of
the staff branch of the production
division of the Office of Production
Management, according to an Oct. 27
announcement by William H. Harrison, director of the OPM production
division.
Stone Heads KROC
WALLACE E. STONE, who in
July resigned as commercial and
program manager of WDGY, Minneapolis, has been named station
director of KROC, Rochester,
Minn., it was announced last Monday by Gregory Gentling, president
of the station. Active in radio since
1928, Mr. Stone has been associated with WCCO, Mineapolis,
KSOO-KELO, Sioux Falls, S. D.,
and with Critchfield-Graves and
McCord advertising agencies. Since
leaving WDGY he has been vacationing in Colorado.
Rambeaii on Coast
FRED L. ALLEN, formerly account executive of Ra>nnond R,
Morgan Co., Hollywood agency,
and prior to that commercial manager of KLZ, Denver, has been
appointed West Coast manager of
Wm. G. Rambeau Co., station representatives, and is establishing
offices at 1651 Cosmo St., in the
former city. Firm has been appointed to represent KJBS, San
Francisco; KFOX, Long Beach,
Cal., and KFWB. Hollywood.
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JOHN CHARLES DxlLY, CBS
special events anouncer, has beeu
named news reporter on the CBS evening ijrogram The World Today, replacing Bob Trout, who recently went
to London to fill in as the CBS European news chief during a vacation of
Edward R. Murrow.
DALE CARTER, former Broadway
actress, has joined WBTM, Danville,
,Ya.,
women's
and
editor.asKerr
Daviescommentator
has been added
to the WBTM continuity department.
W. P. HEFFERNAN, program director of WBTM, Danville, Va., and
director of the local American Legion
Forty and Eight band, recently was
honored with receipt of the state championship trophy.
ED BRADY, formerly KVOD, Denver, announcer, has joined KOA, that
city, in a similar capacity, and replaces Dave Vaile, now with KFRC,
San Francisco. Bob Kerschner, of
KOA guest relations staff, has resigned
to accei^t a Government position at
Rock Island, 111. His duties have been
taken over by William St. John, new
to radio.
ED ALLEN, formerly of WIBG,
Philadelphia, has joined the announcing staff of WFPG, Atlantic City.
Bob Carlyle, WFPG announcer, has
returned to work after a serious illness. Allyn Brook announcer, is to be
uary.
enlisted
for military training iu Jan-

in the
TENNESSEE

VALLEY?

•
WAPO
with
KAY KYSER
FRANK FAY
KALTENBORN
RUDY VALLEE
FRED WARING
LUM & ABNER
EDDIE CANTOR
JUST PLAIN BILL
TREASURY HOUR
MRS. ROOSEVELT
COLLEGE HUMOR
MARCH

OF TIME

TELEPHONE HOUR
BURNS AND ALLEN
REVEILLE ROUNDUP
LINCOLN HIGHWAY
JOHN'S OTHER WIFE
DR. PEPPER PARADE
FITCH BAND WAGON
LIGHT OF THE WORLD
INFORMATION

PLEASE

MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY
WE'RE FIVE IN THE FAMILY
•
5000 Watts- 1150 kc.
NBC

Red and Blue

National Representatives
Headley-Reed

Co.

5,000
richly laden
watts, night
and day, serving the
Magicest andCircle,
richmost the
populous
area
in
all
the
southeast!
Columbia
Broadcasting
^ EDNEY
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r , Sysu-tem n affi
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WLW claims to be the Na— Boss
s Isand
tion's
PigStation
Johnston is livestock and
poultry reporter. Both were
sold last week — and at a livestock sale at that. For
"WLW" and "Boss Johnston"
are big Poland China hogs
raised by Earl Harper, a
Washington Court House, 0.,
breeder.
"Boss price
Johnston"
drew the highest
at the
sale but both hogs claim as
their sire the Grand
Champion Boar of the Poland
China Hogs showii at the
Ohio State Fair last year, by
Mr. Harper. Said Livestock
Commentator Johnston :
"Folks have named their children, dogs, and guns after me
but this is the first time anyone has gone so far as to give
my name to a hog."
LOU EMM. formerlv of WSPD and
WLOK. has joined WHIO. Dayton.
George Lummis, freelancer, has joined
the WHIO continuity staff.
ROBERT J. STEVENSON, formerly
of WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., and
WHN, New
York,
has joined
the announcing staff
of WGY,
Schenectady.
BOB YOUNG, on active duty with
the Army as a first lieutenant, on
Nov. 6 is to return to the announcing
staff of KOA. Denver. Bob Kerschner, of the KOA guest relations staff,
has resigned to accept a Government
position at Rock Island. 111. He is
succeeded by William St. John. Ed
Brady, formerly of KVOD. Denver,
has joined the KOA announcing staff,
succeeding Dave Vaile, now of KFRC.
San Francisco.
BOB HILLE. announcer of KXOK,
St. Louis, has been granted a leave
of absence to enlist in the Army.
CHUCK HARRISON, staff announcer of WHBF. Rock Island, 111.,
has received his pilot's license after
completing
civilianAirport.
pilot's training
course at thea Moline
BEN KIRK, announcer of WAJR.
Morgantown, W. Va., is the father of
a girl born Oct. 26.
ALAN FISHBURN, director of NBC
Flying Patrol serial, married Geraldine
Kay, 23.New York radio actress, on
Oct.
BILL DLTNN, in charge of news for
CBS in the Far East out of Manila,
is now on tour of Asiatic capitals reporting news on the CBS early morning news roundup each week.
FRED WOOD, former announcer of
WIP, Philadelphia, was married late
in October to Helen Jottros while in
Daytona Beach, Fla., where he is recuperating from a recent illness.
LEONARD GROSS, formerly of the
guest relations staff of KPO-KGO,
San Francisco, has been named assistant to Jennings Pierce, public service program director of NBC's western
division.
FRED BRIGGS, program director of
KYA, San Francisco, has resigned to
join KSFO, San Francisco as announcer.
BILL SELAH, formerlv of KMMJ,
KFEQ and KFNF, has joined the
announcing staff of KFBI, Wichita,
Kan.

HERB PLAMBECK. farm news cj
tor of WHO, Des Moines, presided <
a Nov. 1 dinner meeting for judf:
and contestants at which jireparatio
for the WHO
Corn Belt Plowii
contests were set. Jlr. Plambeck al ■
judged
the parade
at Iowa's
ing contest,
held Oct.
30 near cornhus
Hartle :
la. He was to attend the nation
cornhusking contest Nov. 3 w;
Titonka. 111.
JACK KERRIGAN, announcer <
WHO, Des Moines, has been pr^
moted to production manager, wii
Kenneth Gfeller the new continuir
director of the station. Bobby Griffii
veteran WHO announcer, has be<named supervisor of announcers. SU'
ceeding Capt. Ernie Sanders, now o
active duty with the Army.
TOM Mcknight, Hollywood radi .
]H-oducer. has been assigned to the
weekly CBS holiday season serie>.
featuring Shirley Temple, which startDec. 5 under sponsorship of Elgin
National Watch Co. Series will replac for four weeks only Hollyicood
Premiere, sponsored by Lever Brov
(Lifebuoy). Miss Temple is reported!,
receiving $50,000 for the four appearances which mark the first time sh
has accepted a contract for more than
one broadcast. Deal was set bv Wm.
Esty & Co., New York.
BERNICE LAWRENCE, formerlv
secretary to Arthur B. Church. hea<l
of KMBC, Kansas City, has joined
the NBC Hollywood production department.
BING CROSBY, Hollywood star of
the weekly NBC Blraft Music Hall.
sponsored by Kraft Cheese Co., on
Oct. 30 returned to the show after an
absence of 13 weeks.
JOE PARKER. NBC Hollywoo.]
producer, and Vida Hunter, of that
city, were married in Yuma. Ariz.,
Oct. 11, it was recently revealed.
RUSS CARRIER has joined the announcing staff of CKX. Brandon. Man.
He started with CKBI. Prince Albert,
Sask., has also been at CFQC. Saskatoon, Sask. : C JGX. Yorktou, Sask. ;
and CKY, Winnipeg.
D. R. P. COATS, veteran Canadian
broadcasting personality who has been
before the microphone since 1921. has
left CKY. Winnipeg, to join the Royal
Canadian Air Force in an administrative capacity. He is succeeded in
the CKY public relations department
by W. Carpenter.
CLETE ROBERTS, KMPC Beverly
Hills, Cal., program director, has refluenza. turned after a recent attack of inPAUL WEST, formerly KSFO, San
Francisco, continuity director, has
joined the CBS Hollywood staff as
writer, and been assigned to the
weekly Holhjioood Shoivcase, sponsored
by Richard Hudnut Inc. (cosmetics).
WILLIAM SENER. formerly of
WSUI, Iowa City, la., has joined
Radio Council of the Chicago Public
Schools as assistant traffic manager.
ROGER
(Dutch) ofUNDERHILL.
former sportscaster
WOC, Davenport,
la., has joined the announcing staff;
of WISN, Milwaukee, and will broadcast all remaining games on the Marquette football schedule.
ZEB LEE, formerly of WISE, AsheviUe.ing N.
has joined
the announcstaff ofC WPTF,
Raleigh.
DON HART, formerly of WJJD,
Chicago, and WMFF. Plattsburg. N.
Y., has been named chief announcer
of WSNJ, Bridgeton, N. J.
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MONICA

MUGAN

BEDTIME stories from the pages
of Homer and Aristophanes; primiJtive living in outpost towns of Can= ada's far north; at least two deeds
■ certificate
of heroism ;from
a first-class
teacher'sof
the province
Saskatchewan; and enterprise in
radio contribute to the character
■of diminutive
Monica Mugan,
heard each week day morning on
CBL, Toronto. At Monica Mugan's,
/written and talked by Miss Mugan,
g W^omen whose interests are broad
; and alert find stimulus and bright
informative talk.
Monica Mugan came to Toronto
; and CBC five years ago, after serving a radio apprenticeship at
CFAC, Calgary, Alta., which she
.joined in 1930, when that station
boasted a personnel of three. For
(three years she wrote continuity
J and scripts, acted in plays, broadjeast news, sang, played the piano,
and directed commercial programs,
;ia pinch-hitting regime that has
-given her a good sense of values
^and sound radio knowledge. Born
in 1906 in Winnipeg, she learned
;her classics from her father, a
■medical doctor, and learned to act
with her brothers and sisters under the direction of her mother.

GEORGE COMTE, announcer of
"WTMJ,
Milwaukee,
has six
beenconcerts
signed
as commentator
for the
of the "Wisconsin Symphony.
G. E. (Ted) KXAPP Jr., newest
member of the announcing staff of
KTRH. Houston, claims to be the
tallest mike artist in the business. He
stands 6 feet, 7 inches.
CHARLES POINTEL. formerly program director of WFIG. Sumter,
S. C. has joined WRD^Y, Augusta.
Ga.. as publicity director aud special
events announcer.
GLEXX ADAMS, announcer of WIS.
Columbia, has been assigned the leading role in the local Town Theatre
group's play, "The Man Who Came
to Dinner."
BILLY
MAC, formerly of WJMA,
Covington, Ya., has joined the announcing staif of WBML, Macon, Ga.
TOM SWAFFORD, a student under
Marvin Young in the XBC production
department. Los Angeles, has been
named program director of KGBS,
Harliugen, Tex. Don Phillips, formerly of WACO, Waco. Tex., has
joined the KGBS announcing staff.
.JACK RFTLEDGE. managing editor
of the T alley Morning Star, Harlingen,
Tex., has been appointed news editor
of KGBS, Harliugen.
CHARLES STOXE. program director
of WMBR. Jacksonville, Fla., in recognition of his five years of service to the
station, was awarded an all expense
trip to Xew York by WMBR. Glenn
Marshall, secretary-treasurer of
AYMBR, accompanied Mr. Stone.
YIXCEXT
PALMERI,
continuity
director of WELL
Xew Haven,
is the
father of a 9-pound boy born Oct. 16.
BILL MACK, announcer of KDRO,
Sedalia, Mo., is in Chicago awaiting
induction into the Army Xov, 17.
JACK GREGSOX^ announcer of
KSFO, San Francisco, recently resigned to go to Hollywood.
FRAXK J. McGLOGAX, formerly of
KSTP, St. Paul, on Xov. 1 joined the
announcing staff of WJR, Detroit.
ROD HOLMGREX, news editor for
WOI, Ames, Iowa State College Station, joined the news staff of KSOKRXT, Des Moines, Xov. 1.
JOHX RUSTAD. announcer of
KSTP, St. Paul, has returned to the
station after a nine-month tour of
duty with the Army. Sergeant Rustad
was released from further training
under the over-2S age regulations.
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Staff Members

BETTY
directorDes
of women's
affairs ofWELLS,
KSO-KRNT,
Moines,
Iowa, is writing a column for Better
Homes d Gardens Magazine.
ROY WEINEDEL, formerly of
WSKB. MeComb, Miss., and KXOX,
Sweetwater, Tex., has joined the announcing staff of WSLI, Jackson,
Miss.
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ARTHUR D. HOWDEN SailTH,
author and freelance writer, has joined
NBC to handle special assignments in
writing and public relations.
JIM BRETT, 18-year-old member of
International News Service, San Francisco staff, is featured in a weekly
quarter-hour on KROW, doing commentary on high school athletics.
EDDIE FIRESTONE Jr., radio actor
and Northwestern U student, is
legally changing his name to Joey
Brewster, the character he iilays in
That Brewster Boy, sponsored by
Quaker Oats on NBC-Red,
BILL KASS. former continuity
Avriter of WBBM, Chicago, and coauthor of CBS Meet Mr. Meek, has
been inducted
intoThird
the Army
and sta-at
tioned with the
Battalion
Camp "Wheeler, Ga.
JOHN MIDGELY. continuity edtior
of WCBS, Springfield. 111., has been
called to military service on Nov. 13.
GUY SAA^\GE, announcer of WGN.
Chicago, is the father of a boy, .Tack
Eaton, born Oct, 22, in Evariston, 111.
PHILIP WARNER, for 10 years staff
pianist of WCFL, Chicago, has composed asymphonyof which
titled "Sinfonietta".
first movement
will be played
Nov. 4 when Stokowski makes his first
ap'^earance as guest conductor of the
NBC Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Warner's composition is the first of several new works by American composers which will be presented.
JOHN D. BOWLS of the transcription production staff of NBC, Chicago,
has enlisted in the Navy, Intelligence
Division, and will be stationed in New
Hampshire. He is succeeded in Chicago by Robert D. Lamb of the NBC
guide staff.
J. Struthers Dunn
J. STRUTHERS DUNN, founder of
Struthers Dunn Inc, Philadelphia,
manufacturers of Dunco relays and
timing devices, died Oct. 11 after a
long illness. Mr, Dunn had not been
active in the business for several
years. Present management of the
company remains unchanged.

ELMER has located his rowboat.
Elmer is the Elmer Curtis, noon
news announcer of WIBW, Topeka.
The rowboat was torn from its
moorings during high water on
the Kaw River so Elmer announced
that several bottles of his sponsor's
product — catsup — would be awarded to anyone finding the boat.
Shown is the payoff on the left,
Elmer with the reward, M. E.
McCoy, who found the boat (and
lost his the same day) and in the
boat, Ole Livgren, accordionist of
the station, and the Shepherd of
the Hills, baritone cowboy. The
latter are ready to go duck hunting.
CBC Pact With Staff
CONCLUSION of an agreement
between the management of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp, and
representatives of CBC employes
was announced Oct. 24 at Ottawa.
The agreement provides for organization ofstaff councils at CBS
operating
(Ottawa,Quebec,
Montreal, points
Halifax, Toronto,
Chicoutimi, Sackville, Winnipeg,
Watrous, Vancouver) which will
include all members of the staff
except bersheads
divisions and memof the ofadministration.
The
agreement also provides machinery
for settlement of staff problems
and for a meeting at least once a
year at which all local staff councils will be represented to consider
problems of employees throughout
the country. CBC employes may
join unions, but the status of the
CBC prevents it from bargaining
with unions as such.
CFRC, Kingston, Ont., will change its
call letters to CKWS on Jan. 1, 1942,
when it will start operating with 1
kw. on 960 kc.

Here They Are Again!
audience

Those Aristocrats of the Range
THE
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PIONEERS
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STAFFWCRS,
of the new Greenwooc
WCRS, Greei
wood, S. C, which went into opert
tion last Sept. 1 has been announce
by the station to include Dai
Crosland, formerly of WFBC an
WMRC, both in Greenville, S. C
as general manager; W, D, Davipreviously connected with a loca
newspaper, sales manager; New
ton S, Smyth, from WRNL, Rich
mond, Va,, production and progran
department; Fred U, Wamble, foi
merly of WSPA, WORD, WTAI
and WHBB, chief engineer.
WCRS, an NBC-Red station, i
owned by Grenco Inc., which wa
authorized for construction in Jan
uary of 1940. Station is RC/
equipped
and music
obtained throughout
from Standard
Radioi
Studios are located on Wilson St.
just west of Lander College.
Ziemer Joins WLW
GREGOR ZIEMER, formerly busi
ness manager of the Americai
School in Berlin, on Nov. 3 joine*
the staff of WLW, Cincinnati, a
commentator on foreign affairp
Mr. Ziemer is a graduate of the I.
of Illinois and U of Michigan anc
with his family has traveled ex
tensively during the last 12 year;
including trips through Nazi
dominated
Mr. Patsy,
Ziemer'sis
14-year oldnations.
daughter.
author of the book "Two Thousani
& Ten Days With Hitler" whicl
is soon to be For
joinedDeath".
by her father';
"Education
Fred Dodge to WEAL
FRED DODGE, New York-Phila
delphia liaison of Ward Wheelocl^
Co., advertising agency, has re
signed to join WEAL, Baltimore
as production manager. He succeed;
Harold Azine, who has joined th(
public relations division of th(
Marine Corps. Dodge originallj
entered radio via the agency field
later becoming assistant managei
of WFIL, Philadelphia.
In the Groove
SEVERE rebuke was recently tendered Dave Fulearly morning
announcer ofton,WCHS,
Charleston,
by
transcription when he set a
quarter-hour
recorded
in
motion. Just
as he show
was
stepping into the control
room, the disc got hung in
a groove and the continuity
of the disc began repeating,
"Take the record off, you

fool."
NBC BLUE - MUTUAL
Ask any Radio Sales >
for more information^

With

WBT. one of the f-ighteen
CBS 50.000 watt stations.
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KIRO. Seattle, recently observed its
sixth anniversary with a dinner and
party
for theplant
staff on
at the
new 50-kw.
transmitter
Vashon
Island
in Puget Sound.

; WFBL, Syracuse, was scheduled to
' move its commercial department into
the Meantim
station'se new
Nov.
al offices
il.
the building
commerciabout
5|have been maintained in an adjoining
■ vacant store building.
'|t\'HO, Des Moines, was host to master
'ilinois
plowmen
Iowa. Missouri
at aof special
luncheon and
Nov.lU-1
' when color motion pictures of the reI cent WHO Corn Belt Plowing ConMtest were shown. In the evening the
(party was guests at the Saturday
night
Dance broadcast
Frolic. of WHO's loioa Barn

^ KXOK, St. Louis, due to the increas^'ing interest in current events, has re1arranged its news schedule to include
:l 103 news periods per week totaling
)|23 hours and 50 minutes. In addition
jl25 newscasts are broadcast to the
jfour first-run theatres in St. Louis.
' WNBZ, Saranac Lake, N. Y., recently
'celebrated the 12th anniversary of its
Ioriginal quiz show. The Experts Table,
i]sponsored by Edelsburg Inc., local
i]furrier. Program brings prominent
silocal citizens to the microphone who
jjpit their wits against those of the
.'radio audience.
summer.WNBZ
WMFF,in
rPlattsburg.
N. This
Y., joined
J carrying the broadcasts.
51WBML. Macon, Ga., on Oct. 15 ob1; served its first anniversary with a
jjseries of special programs, starting
•jlwith a past-midnight DX show put on
Iby WBML engineers and highlighting
ja half -hour feature the following eveJ'ning on which were presented mem' leaders.
bers of the station staff and local civic
!WEBC, Duluth, under the direction of
,iDon McCall, station program director,
Ion Nov. 3 begins Cornsapoppin, barn
j'
using stafftheand
re, dance
gional program
talent. Eventually
troupe
j.will tour Northern Minnesota and
iWisconsin, originating each broadcast
''i from a different town.
IWITH, Baltimore, on Nov. 3 starts
(las a regular weekly feature 55-minute
|iMonday afternoon broadcasts of conLicerts by the WPA Concert Orchestra,
junder
direction
EmileCourt
Oden'hal,
originating
in the ofGarden
of the
■Baltimore Museum of Art.

WGRC, Louisville, celebrated its fifth
birthday with a special 15-minute program Oct. 23. Principal speaker was
Charles Lee Harris, vice-president
and business manager, whose father,
the late Arthur L. Harris, founded
the station.

Up and Down
THE STAFF of KSTP, St.
Paul, is protected against any
undue rise in living costs
through a sliding pay scale
recently inaugurated by the
station. Under the plan workers' base pay will be increased
or decreased every two weeks,
according to the latest Labor
Department cost of living
statistics. First pay check of
staff members, following introduction ofthe plan, will be
increased 6.9%. In no case
will any of the workers' pay
be dropped below the original
base received before the new
plan started. The 1935-39 living cost average is figured as
the base of 100.

WDRC. Hartford, has begun its fifth
year of broadcasting The Main Street,
Hartford, a man-on-the-street interview show. Ray Barrett, chief announcer, has been on the program
since its start and Howard's Cleaners
of Hartford, the original sponsors,
still present the program.

WGEO, Schenectady, GE shortwave
station, is expanding its programs to
include 15 minutes of news in Czech
six days a week. Other news programs
are presented in Spanish, Portuguese,
Fx-ench, and Greek.

WWNY. Watertown, N. Y., is broadtwice-weekly
Madison casting
Barracks,
New direct
York. from
One
program consists of organ recitals
from a newly erected chapel, the other,
from the Post theatre, is devoted to
the station complement band and orchestra. In addition a daily news
roundup of social activities for soldiers
in surrounding towns is given daily,
6:45-7 a.m.

San
staving

Franciscans

awalce

these

are

niglitsi

It's not a revival of the Barbary Coast that's causing
the change — but a KSFO local program . . . the
late evening broadcast of WILLIAM WINTER—
KSFO'S BRILLIANT NEW S ANALYST!
Winter's keen, penetrating interpretation of the
news has caught Northern California's favor . . . literally changed its sleeping habits! At 10:15 p.m.
(until recently not considered "peak time" in West
Coast radio) A^'inter's broadcast commands 50%
more listeners than the other three network stations combined!

IIROCKY MOUNTAIN Radio Council's
I'jweekly presentation of Journey BeLhind the News on KOA, Denver, has
jibeen designated by school officials as
1 required listening for 13,441 students
in 404 schools in Colorado and the
t,
dcasted
stat,es.is Broa
ng year
ndirth
conduc
itsroufou
insur
now
seven'
I
by Dr. Ben M. Cherrington, director
of the foundation, and formerly associated with the Department of State.
WTAG. Worcester. Mass., was on the
spot with a remote broadcast from
Fitchburg, Mass., Oct. 24 just two
-s after the kidnaping of eighthouikswce old Kenneth MacLean. Pro:;i:ims were conducted from Fitchburg until the solving of the case the
G'S mobile unit
follnowingd day. WTA
the spe to Sturbridge, Mass.. for
ceremonies in connection with the dediof the jNI.
city's
cationrett
all cent
onstnse
and erothebyr
Saltdefe
Gov. Leve
ranking officials.
KYA, San Francisco, has exclusive
lii'iadcast rights to all pro football
mes originating in Seals Stadium.
• Broadcast

Meade to Paramount
IN ACCORD with plans to use
radio more extensively for film exploitation, Paramount Pictures,
Hollywood, is expanding the radio
division of its studio publicity department and has added Robert J.
Meade to the staff. He is in charge
of studio news contact with networks and local stations, working
under direction of Robert Hussey,
head of Paramount's radio division.
Meade one time was on the Hollyson Co.wood staff of J. Walter Thomp-

Something has been happening to San Franciscans'
sleeping habits! (Their radio hstening habits, too.)

^'W.IR, Detroit, on Oct. 26 observed the
10th
Mother's with
Alljum,a
music anniversary
and poetry of feature,
special half-hour program featuring
I an augmented studio orchestra and
jreadings by Duncan Moore, veteran
jW JR commentator. The program,
! heard Sundays. 12:30-12:45 p.m.. has
been endowed by G. A. Richards, WJR
; .president, as a tribute to his own
: mother.

BROADCASTING

Price Talk Sponsored
CANADIAN Department of Labor,
Ottawa, used a one-time paid network broadcast in the form of a 25minute question and answer program to outline the new wartime
Stabilization of Wages & Prices
which goes into effect Nov. 15. The
broadcast took place Oct. 29 on 48
stations including a repeat for
the Pacific coast and French version for the stations in Quebec
province. Account was placed by
Walsh Adv. Co., Windsor, Ont.

We knew we had picked another winner — even
before C. E. Hooper gave us the statistical facts. Not
that we're immodest, but KSFO has a knack for
picking shows that catch the local favor. And build
big audiences. Making radio even more effective for
KSFO advertisers.
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A^ational Representatives: Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
aa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Ft Worth
Gulf Brewing Co., Houston (Beer), 260
15-min. sp, thru Rogers Gano Adv.
Agency, Inc., Houston.
"Vick
N. C,
sp, 60Chemical
sa, thru Co.,
MorseGreensboro,
International,
N. Y.78
Bathasweet Corp., New York (bath salts,
soap), 104 sp, thru H. M. Kiesewetter
Agency, N. Y.
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co., WilkesBarre, Pa. (peanuts), 260 sp, thru Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chicago.
J. A. Folger & Co., San Francisco (cofEee),
260 t, thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (cereal), 130 t,
thru RuthraufE & Ryan, (Chicago.
Xrehn & Fink Products Co., New York (lotion), 26 ta, thru Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore
(Rem), 1.56 ta, thru Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore.
Chamberlain Sales Corp., Des Moines (loMoines. tion), 78 sa, thru Cary-Ains worth, Des
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn, (confections), 39 sa, thru Platt-Forbes,
N. Y.
WSPD, Toledo
H. Fendrich Inc., Evansville, Ind. (cigars),
3 sp weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New
York (Pall Mall), 63 ta, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N. Y,
Purity Bakers Service Corp,, New York,
39 sp, thru Campbell-Ewald Co. of N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co.. New York, 36 sa,
39
N. sp,
Y. thru Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.,
Foster-Milburn
(Doan's),
ta weekly,casting, 52N. Y.Co.,
weeks,Buffalo
thru Spot
Broad-2
John F. Jelke Co., New York (Good Luck
margarine),
cam, N. Y. 117 t, thru Young & RubiOwens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, 60 ta,
thru D'Arcy
Louis.
General
Foods, Adv.
New Co.,
YorkSt, (Wheatmeal),
40 ta, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
KPO, San Francisco
Durkee Famous
Foods, Oakland, Cal,
(Troco),Oakland.
2 sa weekly, thru Emil Reinhardt,
South Coast Fisheries, Wilmington, Cal,
( Top Form Cat Food ) , 2 sa weekly, thru
Barton A. Stebbins, Los Angeles.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn.
(Malto-Meal) , 5 sa weekly, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis 4-Way cold
tablets), 5 sa weekly, thru H, W. Kastor
& Sons, Chicago.
Seeck & Kade, New York (Pertussin),
5 saY, weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N.
Quaker State Oil Refining Corp., Oil City,
Pa. (Quaker State oil), 3 sa weekly,
thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.

KARK, Little Rock, Ark.
AUcock Mfg. Co., New York (porous
plaster ) , 52 ta, thru Small & Seiffer,
N. Y.
Plough. Inc., Memphis (proprietary), 364
ta, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex), 13 ta,
thru Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los
Angeles.
National Toilet Co., Paris, Tenn. (cosmetics), 50 ta, thru Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Chicago.
H. C. Cole Milling Co., Chester, 111.
(Omega flour), 450 ta, thru J, Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
Chamberlain Sales Corp., Des Moines
(cosmetics),
Des
Moines. 78 sa, thru CJary-Ains worth,
National Biscuit Co., New York, 50 ta,
thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Humko Co., Memphis (shortening), 52 sp,
thru Simon & Gwynn, Memphis.
Beeman's Laboratory, Atlanta (proprietary) , 130 sa, thru Harvey-Massengale
Co., Atlanta.
Simoniz
Co., Chicago,
13 sa, thru George '
H. Hartman
Co., Chicago.
American Snuff Co., Kansas City, 260 sp,
thru Simon Gwynn, Memphis.
WFIL, Philadelphia
Hills Bros., San Francisco (coffee), 108 ta,
thru N. W. Ayer & Son, N, Y.
Carter Products. New York (Arrid), 5 sa
weekly, thru Small & Seiffer, N. Y.
American Pop Corn Co., Sioux City, la.,
5 sa weekly, thru Buchanan-Thomas,
Omaha.
Brookside Distilling Products Corp., Scranton, Pa. (wines), 5 ta weekly, thru
Aaron & Brown, Philadelphia.
Yager Liniment Co., Baltimore (liniment),
6 sa weekly, thru Harvey-Massengale
Co., Durham, N. C.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex), f weekly, thru Barton A. Stebbins, Los
Angeles.
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
p. Ballantine & Sons, Newark (beer),
weekly sp, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N, Y.
Bayuk Cigars, Philadelphia, 200 sp, thru
Ivey & Ellington. Phila.
Block Drug Co.. Jersey City (Gold Medal
capsules),
tor
Inc.. N.624Y. sa, thru Raymond SpecK. Arakelian Inc., New York (wine), 81
sp, thru Adrian Bauer Adv. Agency,
Phila.
Utilities Engineering Institute, Chicago,
13
sp, thru First United Broadcasters,
Chicago.
CFRN, Edmonton, Alta.
Canada Starch Co., Toronto (corn syrup),
3 t weekly, thru Vickers & Benson, Toronto.
Dr. Bell Wonder Medicine Co., Kingston,
Ont., 3 t weekly, thru Dominion Broadcasting Co., Toronto.
Quaker Oats Co., Peterborough, Ont.
(cereal) , 5 t weekly, thru Lord & Thomas
of Canada, Toronto.
Longines-Wittnauer Co. of Canada, Montrealwatches
(
) , t weekly, thru Russell
T. Kelley Ltd., Montreal.

WLS, Chicago
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Ful-O-Pep
Poultry Feeds), 13 sp, 26 sp, thru Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
Sterling Insurance Co., Chicago, 130 sp,
thru Neal Adv., Chicago,
Pierce's Proprietaries Inc., Buffalo (Dr.
Pierce's
Medical & Discovery)
, 330
sa, thru Golden
H. W. Kastor
Sons, (Chicago.
Chris
Hansen's
Labs.,
Little
Falls,
N.
(Junket-Quick Fudge), 39 sp, thruY.
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago,
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
N. Y., 78 sa, thru Grant Adv., Chicago.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn, (candy),
260 sa thru Platt-Forbes, N. Y.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, 111.
(Laxative
Senna), Chicago.
260 sp, thru Sherman & Marquette,
Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro. N. C.
(cold remedy),
national, N. Y. 39 sa, thru Morse InterSeeck & Kade, New York (Pertussin), 156
so, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw, Ind.
(Coco-Wheats), 6 sp weekly, thru Rogers
& Smith, Chicago,
WHO, Des Moines
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn.
(Malt-O-Meal) , 230 sa, thru H, W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, 100 ta,
thru
D'Arcy
Adv.Winona,
Co., St.Minn.,
Louis. 26 sp,
McConnon
& Co.,
thru Cramer-Krasselt, Milwaukee.
Seeck
& Kade,
New Wasey
York &( Pprtu?<:in
sa, thru
Erwin,
Co., N. >Y.. 130
Consolidated Cigar Corp., New York
(Harvester cigars), 39 t, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
American
Cramberry
Exchange, New
York, 52 sa, thru BBDO, N. Y.
William H. Wise Co., New York (books),
6 t weekly, Northwest Radio Adv. Co.,
N. Y.
General Foods, New York (Wheatmeal),
40 sa, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Pinex Co., Chicago (propietary) , sa series,
thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Owens-Illinois Glass Co, Toledo, 100 ta,
thru D'Arcy
St. Louis. 48 sa,
Yager
LinimentAdv.Co.,Co..Baltimore,
thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Long Island Vegetable Institute, New
York (cauliflower), 6 sa, thru Paris &
Peart, N. Y.
WHIG, Dayton, O.
Continental Baking Co., New York (certified bread), 5 sp weekly, thru Ted
Bates Inc., N. Y.
Bond Stores, New York, 5 sp weekly, thru
Neff-Rogow, N. Y.
Consolidated Cigar Corp., New York, 78 t,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co,, N. Y.
WENR, Chicago
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.. New York
(watches), 66 t, 13 weeks, thru Arthur
Rosenberg Co., N. Y.
Thos. Leeming & Co,, New York (Baume
Bengue) , 10 ta weekly. 25 weeks, thru
William Esty & Co., N, Y.

KSL, Salt Lake City
General Mills, Minneapolis, 165 t, thru
Westo Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
General Foods, New York (Wheatmeal),
52 sa, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Luden's
Inc., Reading,
J. M. Mathes
Inc., N Pa.,
Y. 89 sa, thru
Kellogg Co.. Battle Creek (All-Bran), 150
sa, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
W.IZ, New York
Ward Baking Co., New York (Tip-Top
Bread), 5 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru J,
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
WEAF, New York
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis (4- Way cold tablets), 3 sp weekly, thru H. W. Kastor
6 Sons, Chicago.
WABC, New York
Drezma Inc., New York (cosmetics), 5 sp
weekly,
thru Blaine-Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
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State TJ

Planning Spring Course
JOINT participation of the Ohio
department of education, bureau
of educational research, radio division, Ohio
U and spring
WLW, short
Cir->
cinnati,
in State
a projected
course of study of practical radio
station operation for elementary
high school
teachers was announced last week.
Idea, evolved by James D.
Shousc, vice-president of the Crosley Corp. in charge of broadcasting, was developed by Kenneth C.
Ray, state director of education;
Dr. L Keith Tyler, director of the
radio division of the Bureau of
Radio Research; Cecil Carmichael,
assistant to Mr. Shouse; and William L, Barlow, of the WLW public service staff. Meeting in Columbus recently, the group worked
out a comprehensive schedule for
a three-day period, June 17-19,
1942, utilizing noted figures in the
field of education and department
heads of the WLW-WSAI-WLWO
organization. The course will encompass four phases: (1) Management and sales problems; (2) program and schedule problems; (3)
public service programming and.
its various aspects; (4) how com-,i
mercial
broadcasting
util- '
ized in classrooms
and can
whatbeschool
radio work shops can do to make
effective use of the sustaining time
available to them.
Newsreel

for Television

Is Given First Showing
A PREVIEW of a specially edited
newsreel for television stations
was given recently for the trade
press at Photo & Sound, San Francisco transcription firm. Telenews
Theater cooperated with the Photo
& Sound staff in preparing the
film. Narrators were John Tobin
and Andy Potter. The film was 16
mm,
and runs 10 minutes and 35
seconds.
Four prints were sent to video-j
stations in New York, Chicago and
Hollywood.
The sample release,;
uses public domain music. If there;)
is an indication the video industry:;
can sustain a weekly release, production will go on a regular basis.
A questionnaire showed that 6 out
of 10 stations answering use 16 i,
mm, film, with 8 out of 9 interested
in monthly or weekly program film
service.
Hope Suit Dismissed I
INJUNCTION suit of Bob Hope,!
Hollywood comedian, filed in Los S
Angeles Superior Court during}
early October against his gag■wxiter, Jack Douglas, has been dismissed on grounds that "it was all
a misunderstanding". Claiming that
he had exclusive contract rights to
the writer's gag, Hope sought to
restrain Douglas from contributing
material to the NBC Red Skelton
& Co., sponsored
Brown (Raleigh
& Williamson TobaccobyCorp.
cigarettes). Dismissal of the suit
was requested by Hope, thereby
making Douglas legally eligible to
submit gags to the other program |
as well as the NBC Bob Hope j
Show, sponsored by Pepsodent Co. i,
(toothpaste).

BROADCASTING*

Broadcast

Advertising]
J;

LMPERIAL TOBACCO Co., Montreal (Ogden Fine Cut) has started
twice-weekly the transcribed Hoedoivn for Ogden on a large number of
Canadian stations. Account was
placed by Whitehall Broadcasting,
Montreal.
^iIUDSOX SALES Corp., Los Angeles
new cars), iu a five- week Southeru
■balifornia campaign which started
•<!3ct. 27 is using daily transcribed oneJainute aunouncemeuts featuring
}K.nox Manning, on KNX KECA
'-(vMPC
KFACparticipation
KFVD. Inin addition
^ihrice-weekly
the late
t vening Knox Manning News on KNX,
r,js being utilized. Agency is The
tjilayers Co., Los Angeles.
'i)AD'S ROOT BEER Co., Los An|:eles. on a 13-week contract which
,;tarted in mid-October is currently
Ijjponsoring a seven-weekly quarterI'liour of recorded music on KIEV,
jijlendale, Cal., and thrice-weekly 15ninute Ten
participation
Johnny Beverly
Olson's
lieren
Chih on inKMPC,
iHills. Cal. Agency is Mayers Co., Los
lugeles.

''|30VRIL
(Canada)
Ltd., daily
Montreal
^(food product),
has started
spot
Vunouncement campaign on CFRB,
Toronto ; CKOC, Hamilton, Ont. ;
*rFPL. London, Ont. Account was
placed by J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Mon.|real.
'jviLSON
Co., Los through
Angeles
3i(Tender PACKING
Made ham),
|3risacher, Davis & Staff, that city, on
; 3ct. 27 started for 30 days six weather
■eport announcements daily on KFI.
?'irm
also Milani
sponsorson daily
participation
n Chef
KMPC.
Beverly
aills, Cal.
SEABOARD FINANCE Co., Los
Angeles (investments), on Oct. 20
listarted for 52 weeks a five-weekly
inarter-hour transcribed version of the
; 'P>S program.
The George
World Today,
MvNX,
Hollywood.
Irwin, onof
iiSmith «& Bull Adv.,- Los Angeles,
iigency servicing the account, edits and
tinnounces the series which features
. :-ut-in commentaries from network
;iiews correspondents in all parts of
J Ihe world.
tPHILCO PRODUCTS Ltd., Toronto
;j(radio receivers ) on Oct. 24 started a
iispot announcement campaign on 20
ijOanadiau stations. Account was placed
"by
Hutchins Adv. Co. of Canada, Toronto.
IlONGINES-WITTNAUER Co. of
jCanada, Montreal (watches) has
'started a Sunday afternoon half-hour
-transcribed program World's Most
'iHonored Music on a number of stajtions across Canada. Agency is Russel
iT. Kelly Ltd., Montreal.
?|HARRT MITCHELL BREWING
-Co., El Paso, is sponsoring weekly
-prize fight broadcasts on KROD. El
I,Paso, originating at the local Liberty
Hall and handled by Sportscaster
I, Morrison Qualtrough.

SEALT MATTRESS Co., Los Angeles, through Alvin Wilder Adv.. that
city, on Oct. 26 started sponsoring a
weekly quarter-hour commentary,
Layman's
of thestations
News, on(KHJ
two
Don Lee Vieios
California
KFRC), Sunday, 9:15-9:30 a.m.
(PST). Alvin Wilder is commentator.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Firm also
sponsors a weekly quarter-hour program of similar title on KECA, Los
Angeles, as well as two 15-minute
periods of recorded music per week on
that station. Expansion to include
other West Coast stations is contemplated.
ADDER SHOES for Men, New York
(retail), which has been participating
on Here's Morgan on WOR, New York,
on Oct. 27 started a series of oneminute announcements, 14 times weekly for 26 weeks, on WQXR, New
York, and may add other stations
later. Consolidated Adv. Agency, New
York, handles the account.

LETTING THE QUIPS fall where
they may, Al Sheehan (left), assistant manager of WCCO, Minneapolis, chats with Clellan Card,
of WCCO (center), and Eddie Gallaher, thenouncer.station's
anThe occasion sports
: Farewell
buffet supper for Carl J. Burkland, WCCO sales manager, before
he left for New York to take a position with New York Radio Sales.
SAWYER BISCUIT Co., Chicago
(cookies and crackers ) , on Nov. 3
starts quarter-hour Rhymaster Time
five weekdays for 52 weeks on WGN,
Chicago.
man Co., Agency
Chicago. is George H. Hart-

RADIO

city, as well as a quarter-hour broadcast featuring
semi-classical
two times
per week
on KECA. numbers
Agency
is Stodel Adv. Co.. Los Angeles.

PIOKEERS

SINCE
FIRST

SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co., New
York (Mobiloil, Mobilgas), on Oct. 27
changed the format of its evening
news broadcast on WBBM, Chicago,
to feature news direct from foreign
capitals
as gathered
station's
new
Listening
Post on at
1 N.theLaSalle
St.
building. Broadcasts have been shifted
from 6 to 10 p.m. (CST). Agency
handling the account is J. Stirling
Getchell Inc., New York.
LOS ANGELES BREWING Co.,
Los ern
Angeles,
a one-month
SouthCaliforniaintest
campaign started
Oct. 27 is sponsoring a five-weekly
quarter-hour series of recorded dance
music on KTMS, Santa Barbara, and
11 spot announcements per week on
KFSD, San Diego. Firm uses 50 and
100 spot announcements per week,
respectively, on two Mexican stations,
XECL, Mexieali. and XEGM. Tiajuana. Expansion of radio schedule
to include other California stations is
contemplated.
Shaekelford Adv.Agency
Agency, isLosLockwoodAngeles.
GUARANTY
Insurance Co., Los UNION
Angeles, LIFE
is sponsoring
a weekly
"two-hour
program
of
recorded classical music on KFAC. that

IN

In Popular

1922
ST.

LOUIS

Program

Polls

Only New Orleans
Station With . . .
ASCAP
Basic

BMI
music

RED

The Distinguished

lMr]\[OK
New Orleans' Greatest Radio Value
A Mutual Affiliate
IROADCASTING
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Broadcasting
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ST. LOUIS,Post
MO.
-Dispatch
St Louis
— The BUILDING.
Station KSD POST-DISPATCH
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NEW YORK
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POWER!
—WHERE
COUNTS

POWER
MOST

TEN

ALLEY

WLAC
NASHVILLE, TENN.
soon going to
50,000

WATTS

REPRESENTED BY
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
J. T. WARD, Owner
F. C. SOWELL, Manager ;

GALLO WINE Co., Modesto, Cal.
wine), in mid-October, started using
on a 5-\veelc basis, seven weekly
musical-rbyme transcribed announcements on KGB, San Diego, Cal. Firm
also sponsors 30 transcribed testimonial announcements per week on
KH.J, Hollywood, and plans expansion
of winter radio schedule to include
other Southern California stations.
Agency is Cbas. H. Mayne Co., Los
Angeles.
HOROWITZ & MARGARBTEN.
Xew York (mazotbs), is starting a
variety program featuring Harry
Hershfield on WHN, New York, to
run for 20 weeks beginning Nov. 17,
Mondays, 8-8 :30 p.m. Advertisers
Broadcasting Co., New York, handles
the account.
CHARLES GULDEN Inc., New
York Gulden's Mustard), using radio
on several stations, on Oct. 28 began sponsorship of the Jewish Amateur
Hour on WBYN, Brooklyn, Tuesday,
N-8 :30 p.m. Sponsored locally for the
last seven years, the program features
Victor Packer, well-known performer
of the Jewish stage in the m.c. role.
Agency is Chas. W. Hoyt Co., New
York.
GREATER NEW YORK BREWERY, for McSorley's ale and its new
VX beer,at onNewOct.York,
31 started
Looking
BroadwayHere's
gossip column with George Jessel, on
WEAF, New York, Fridays, 6:45-7
p.m. Agency is Kelly Nason Inc., New
York.

Wichita

Business

MPS

60^!

BUSINESS ACTIVIITJ^^^^^^
"Spendlars advertising
where businessdol-is
booming" is a safe rule
for time buyers. The
above table lists the top
tv/enty of 147 U. S.
trading areas — in terms
of percentage of business activity change during the year September
1, 1940 — September 1,
1941. Wichita ranks
second on this list. Yes,
Wichita is booming,
and to sell Wichita, youJ
need KFH!

Fi'"^-

TYING in with the current Southern
California traffic safety campaign.
Ben Hur Products Inc., Los Angeles
coffee), on Oct. 26 started sponsoring
six safety announcements daily, seven
days per
week,52 on
KFI, Announcements
that ctiy. Contract is for
weeks.
ai-e directed to pederstrians as well as
auto drivers. Firm also participates
thrice-weekly in Homemakers Cluh
on KHJ, Hollywood, and on Nov. 4
starts six participations per week in
Smile in the Morning on KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal. Other West Coast
radio is contemplated. Theodore B.
Creamer Adv., Los Angeles, has the
account.
BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City
( Stera-Kleen ) , on Nov. 3 recently
started participations on 950 Cluh and
Stoing Time Revieic on WPBN,
Philadelphia and on Musical Clock,
1 O'clock
and Company
Pioneer Clipper on WIP,Express
that city.
has
been on WORL. Boston, for some
time. Contracts are for 26 weeks.
Agency is Redfield-.Tohnstone. New
York.
Asks Cleveland CP
PAUL C. AIKEN, director of the
speakers bureau of the Democratic
National Committee during the
last presidential election, heads the
newly-formed Cleveland Broadcasting Inc., seeking a 5,000-watt fulltime station on 1300 kc, in Cleveland. Mr. Aiken vv^ho practices as
an attorney in Cleveland is 50.137^
stockholder vi^hile other principals
are: Henry G. Tremmel, of the
North America Fibre Products Co.,
20.67%; Ray T. Miller, Cleveland
lavi'yer, le.SSS'f ; Donald W. Hornbeck, attorney, 6.67 7r ; and Ray T.
Lamb, attorney, 2.677r.
KSAM Sale Approved
SALE of KSAM, Huntsville, Tex.,
for a consideration of $3,500 v^^as
authorized last Tuesday when the
FCC granted consent to the licensee
Sam Houston Broadcasting Co. — a
partnership of H. G. Webster, C. N.
Shaver and W. Bryan Shaver — to
assign the license to W. J. Harpole
and J. C. Rothwell. At present Mr.
Rothwell is general manager of
KSAM while Mr. Harpole is commercial manager of KVIC, Victoria, Tex. Both at one time were
part owners of the Seviinole Reporter of Brady, Tex. KSAM operates on 1490 kc. with 250 watts
daytime only.

tti

- »
+52
Akron, Oh-o
El Paso,^.y^::-'-^f'^"
+21 ::^8
9-1
il7
ja»Wi*
-^38
" I

GEORGE JENNINGS, program director of the Radio Council. Chicago
Public Schools, is the author of a vocational monograph titled The ProgramlishingSideCo.,of
Radio (Bellman PubBoston).

Air Force, AFM Settlf^
Differences
in Canada
MISUNDERSTANDINGS between
the Royal Canadian Air Force an l
the American Federation of Musicians [Brroadcasting, Oct. 6] have
been settled and "our views corr,posedter C.upon
all matters"
MinisG. Powers
stated Air
in Ottawa
following a conference with Walter
M. Murdoch, executive officer of th-;
AFM in Canada. The trouble developed after the Ottawa Journal
reported some weeks ago that no
R. C. A. F. band has played on
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
network for some time "because
chiefs of the CBC have been threatened indirectly by AFM President
Petrillo
of Chicago."
Air Minister
Powers stated at
Ottawa that the policy of using
R. C. A. F. bands "in the interests
of
the armed
continued.
This forces"
would would
eliminatebe
"any suggestions of competition
with civilian musicians." "I am
satisfied," he said, "that our mutual
objective to make the largest possible contribution to our war effoi't will be the result of our discussions."
Savings Bank Fund
AN APPROPRIATION of $120,000 for radio, $260,000 for newspapers and $20,000 for motion pictures for its first cooperative camSavingspaign,Bankwas approved
Assn. of by
Newthe York,
meeting last week at White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. Campaign,
to get under way about the first of
January, will have a three-fold
purpose: To get more people to
save and to understand the value
of savings now; to emphasize the
importance of savings banks in the
economic system, and to stimulate
public cooperation in the defense
savings program. Money will be
raised by assessment on the 134
member savings banks in proportion to their individual assets.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, was
chosen to handle the account.
Food Ads to Expand
ONLY 3 of 51 national advertisers
in the food field, who spent some 29
million dollars in 1940, are planning
to decrease advertising expenditures next year, according to a sur- ;
vey
Food that
Field26 Reporter.
The j
surveyby shows
plan to spend
about the same, with the rest increasing their budgets. The advertisers represent about a fourth of
the national grocery advertising
total.

•Portland.

NorfolK Va. —
Columbia's Only Full-Time
Outlet for Kansas

KFH
WICHITA
CBS
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ijAPPETITE for announcers and mikes is evident in the baleful glare of
;'King, the auto riding lion, during a broadcast from the pit of the Motori dome at the Winston-Salera Forsj^h County Fair, where Rosser Fowlkes,
chief announcer and production manager of WAIR, Winston-Salem,
ihandled 23 remotes. Thrill came when the playful kitty came lunging
:at Fowlkes, only to be beaten off.

Baron's Bark
WLOK, Lima, 0., has a new
sound effects engineer —
Baron, the wire-hair terrier
owned by Dick Tinker, local
insurance executive. Baron
appeared one day recently at
WLOK's noon man-on-thestreet show, which opens with
the ring of a school bell. Ed
Braun, handling the show,
put the handle of the bell in
Baron's mouth, and the pooch
performed so noisily that he
began to get fan letters. Responding to the listener demand, Baron has become a
regular performer on the
show, particularly delighting
youngsters in the outdoor
audience.
V

Book Plugs on 71

■'siMON & SCHUSTER Inc., New
'York (book — Your Income Tax),
'm
20s. started
campai
on
gn nal
.71 Oct.
station
About a100
additio
.stations will start on Nov. 3. Five
and 15-minute periods will be used
daily until March 1, according to
Edwin A. Kraft, manager of Northvest Radio Advertising Co., agency.
The current station list: KFBK
KFVD KFYR KGER KHAS KHQ
KINY KMJ KMPC WMTR KQV
KQW KROC KROW KSL KUJ
KVEC KWFT KWJJ KYA WAAT
WAGE
WAIT
WBAL WCAR
WCFL WCLE WCPO WDZ WGAR
WHAS
WHDH
WHO WINN
.WINX
WJJD
WKRC WKST
■WKZO
WLAW
WLOL WMEX
WOL
WORL
WOV WPEN
.WPRO WTOL
WWDC WWSV/
KSFO
WBYN
WCBM WCLO
WBEL
WDGY
WDSU WELI
WEW
WFBM
WFMD WHK
WIND
WING
WISN WKBN
WLAK
WREN
WRJN WSOY
WSPR.

Senate Funds Requested
For Inquiry Into Plight
Of the Small Business
CARRYING a request for a $25,000
allocation from contingent funds of
the Senate, Chairman Murray
(D-Mont.) last Tuesday introduced
in the Senate a resolution presaging the start of hearings by the
Senate Small Business Committee.
Members of the special Senate
group, designated to study the
plight of small business in a big
business economic world, agreed on
the $25,000 figure as a starter for
extended hearings to be conducted
by the committee. It is understood
the initial hearings will not begin
until February or March.
Although advertising admittedly
is one of the major concerns of the
special committee, it has been indicated that first attention will be
given to the immediate problems
of small business arising out of the
defense program, from both competitive and financial angles. It is
expected this phase of the committee's investigations will tie in
closely with the efforts of the 0PM
Division of Contract Distribution,
headed by Floyd B. Odium, to secure a greater cut of defense business for smaller manufacturers
and subcontractors.
Although nothing definite along
advertising lines has developed
from the committee's previous
studies, confined to surveys conducted by its staff, it has been
stated by Chairman Murray that
advertising aspects of the smallversus-big business situation will
come in for consideration by the
committee, although not until na-

tional defense aspects have been
dealt with.
Cooperation of the Justice Department'shasnewly-organized
small
business section
been pledged
by Assistant Attorney General
Thurman Arnold, and it is expected advertising will be one of
their mutual concerns. With the
committee planning to ask eventually for a total of about $1,000,000
for its studies and investigations,
there appears little doubt that the
Senate group intends to make an
intensive inquiry into advertising
practices and all the other significant matters from the small businessman's standpoint.
PERCY C. KLEIN, automobile dealer of Chevy Chase. Md.. suburb of
Washington, D. C, is applicant for a
new 1.000 watt daytime station on
740 kc. in Alexandria, Ya., on the
outskirts of Washington.

MISSISSIPPI POST
GIVEN TO WRIGHT
C. J. WRIGHT, owner and general
manager of WFOR, Hattiesburg,
has been named president of Mississippi Broadcasters Assn., formed Oct. 23 at a meeting in Jackson
of representatives of 12 Mississippi
radio stations. Other officers elected at the meeting were H. M.
Smith, dent,WAML,
vice-presiand L. M. Laurel,
Sepaugh,
WSLI,
Jackson, secretary-treasurer.
Plans for active participation in
the national defense effort, particularly through programming cooperation, were discussed at the
meeting. An executive committee
also was appointed to develop plans
for operation of the new association, which has been organized on
a permanent basis. It is scheduled
to meet quarterly.
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WFBG
ALTOONA,
PA.
• NBC RED AND BLUE
• 250 WATTS
• FULL TIME OPERATION
• RAILROAD SHOPS ON
FULL TIME SCHEDULE
WFBG provides the only full coverage of the Altoona trading area.
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"Just you tune WFDF Flint
Michigan and see if the Lone
Ranger can do this!"
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12thwhich
WITHGoldbergs'
the same cast
made the first broadcast Nov.
20, 1929, the CBS serial The
Goldbergs, sponsored by
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, for Duz and Dreft,
will celebrate its 12th year on
the air Nov. 20. Mrs. Gertrude Berg, who also writes
and directs the show, continues as "Molly", James
Waters is still playing
"Jake", Rosalyn Silber, then
a child of ten and now grown,
is "Rosey", and "Sammy"
is still played by Alfred
Ryder.

Slightly

WHK School Series
COOPERATING with Cleveland
College of Western Reserve U,
WHK, Cleveland, is resuming its
annual five-weekly educational
broadcasts featuring faculty members of the school. The programs
are heard Monday through Friday
at 5 p.m. Discussions to be heard
cover everything from civics and
sociology to literature and science.
Kent Cooper's Second
SECOND composition by Kent Cooper,
general manager of Associated Press,
to be introduced on the air is titled
"Sunset" and was given its broadcast
premiere on the Oct. 31 Cities Service
Concert program on NBC-Red. Mr.
Cooper's first published song, "Dixie
Girl",
by Dr.
Frank was
Blackgiven
on its
thepremiere
same program
May 16.

Terrific!

Slightly terrific, too, the way WDBJ

holds an

audience spell-bound! For the record, most of the
people in this neck of the woods tune to WDBJ
most of the time! Our magic formula? We're the
only station that can be heard regularly throughout the entire Roanoke-Southwest Virginia territory! We're the only CBS source within listening
range ! We tailor our local features to our listeners'
likes! And listen— the 79S,^00 people in our
primary area (daytime) make 25.7% of all the
retail purchases in the whole state! How about
letting us work some sales magic for you?

ROANOKE,

LATE IN OCTOBER, during Better Parenthood Week in Cincinnati
Arlene Blackburn, star of the radio serial, Linda's First Love, sponsore'
by
Krogerplayed
Groceryhost& to
Baking
Co. girls
for four
weekly
stations,
10 little
who years
have five
beentimes
named
afteron he;2'
radio character. Coming from five States, the 10 little Lindas and theii
mothers were guests of Miss Blackburn and Kroger in Cincinnati. Apai
from all sorts of partying and sight-seeing, the group appeared oi
special broadcasts on WLW-WSAI and WCPO. Gathered during i
WLW-WSAI broadcast at a banquet during the three days of festivitie;
are (1 to r) A. E. Johnston, Kroger advertising manager; Miss Black
burn; James D. Shouse, Crosley vice-president in charge of broadcasting
Albert H. Morrill, Kroger president; Announcer Paul Jones.
Advertising Council of War
{Continued from page 16)
ministration, and member of Sup
agement,
agencies
and media".
In reviewing
the program
for the
ply & Priorities Allocation Board
Mr. Henderson has been asked tr
joint session, the prospectus states
tell frankly what is ahead as ii
that Part I will consist of a presentation showing the menace to ad- may affect advertising and selling
and he will answer questions.
vertising and to national brands —
On Friday Nov. 14 Parts III
a menace based on unsound ecoand IV will be presented. Part II]
nomics, ignorance and misstatewill include a series of talks b>
ments— and the dangers resulting
therefrom which may shortly be high-ranking top executives representing various industries, mer
realized and may drastically affect
qualified in every way to teli
the whole national advertising
process and brand merchandising.
how, through the hard school oi
Part II will consist of a carefully
practical experience, advertising
has proved an indispensable tool
prepared, graphic and fast-moving
presentation of the economic justi- of their industries, and the disastrous consequencas to stockholder
fication of sound advertising in
which a dozen basic controversial
employes, labor, distributors and
the public if the free functioning
questions are clearly defined and
broadly answered. This will be of the advertising process were tc
be denied. This section, perhaps
the real meat of the program, done
in such a manner and in such form
more than any other, should serve
as to be freely available to serve
to impress upon the industrial
as the basis for presentations by management the importance of
safeguarding advertising, not alone
various groups on occasions where
advertising is challenged or where
for the benefit of any given industrial concern but for all industry,
enlightenment is earnestly sought.
according to the prospectus.
Parts I and II will be presented
on Thursday, Nov. 13. Among
In Part IV, the What-We-CanDo-About-It portion of the joint
speakers will be Leon Henderson,
session, main points brought out
Administrator, Office of Price Adat the preceding meetings will be
brought out and various industries
and individual companies will be
given an idea of what must he
done, with the help of advertising,
i.e., the agencies and the media.
Means to accomplish the objective^
I
Ce^j^
will be illustrated.
7
j
Winding up the Friday session
will be a reception, dinner and:
entertainment.

VIRGINIA
nu &
"ETERS, IJC.
Exclmiie Nutiottal
Rijireseiilaltfci
Owned
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AnnTenna says:
AUDIENCE

OF

WFBL
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
FREE & PETERS, NAHONAl REPRESENTATIVES
BROADCASTING

^
'^9r( /

market,Reach
wltharound a fat

^^^^ ) out zx\y waste/
Concentration on NewYork
means the advertiser WINS/
(let's
iogelher
a &w 9-6000
spots.
Shis getendoF
the and
wirego isover
BRyant
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|i AUDIENCE - PROMOTION
(I/\ tieup arranged by WCBM,
1^-^ burgh,
Baltimore,
KQV, Pittsin and
connection
with
■their affiliation Oct. 1 with NBC'Slue,
has been and
sentagencies
in memowithform
io
advertisers
an
J'xplanatory letter from E. P. H.
,''ames, Blue sales promotion man.|tger.
j As far back as last June the two
;|;tations scheduled special aniiouncements and programs as well
:|is turning over regular broadcasts
io telling their audiences about
iBlue programs "to come". Sustaining Blue programs were heard on
;iCQV in early September, and on
-!)ct. 1 dedicatory programs were
'|)roadcast throughout the day. In
iiddition, they used direct mail,
Djiewspaper
'ertisements.and window display adM

WEBC's Journal
SEMI-MONTHLY merchandis- ng newspaper circulated among
wholesalers and retailers in Duluth,
■puperior,
and neighboring
ommunities Wis.,started
publication
-fov. 1. Published by WEBC,
Duluth, the paper is expected to
iiid jobbers and merchants to im.')rove merchandising of nationally
'ind locally advertised products on
he station. Leo Fremont, promoion director, edits the paper.
*
>:= *
Plugged in Strip
lYDE
PARK BREWERIES
Lssn., St. Louis (beer), has started
he transcribed Jane Arden serial

'ive
on WCBS,
leld.weekdays
111. Promotion
for theSpringshow
•ncludes a plug appearing in the
-inal panel of the Jane Arden
)omic strip published in the
''Springfield Illinois State Journal.
i.gency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, St.
)||j0uis.
* *
*
^1
Black Masks
J
^yPEN, Philadelphia, distributed
jiack Halloween masks with a
right orange card attached saying
^ It's fun to put on a false face and
'■'t- id
people
Halloween.
Butbusiit's
ot fun
and on
certainly
not good
.).ess to try and fool your clients
^he rest of the year".
Two Bit Hose
jllLK HOSIERY of guaranteed
ilirst quality is being offered as a
-jiremium for 25 cents a pair with
Certificate from 24% -pound bag of
" Jew
our York,
by Hecker
sponsor Products
of This IsCorp.,
Life
n MBS. Agency is Leo Burnett
■ 0., Chicago.
Zenitli's FM Bulletin
SENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago, is
tailing to its distributors a bullein, FM Progress, which contains
lescriptions of FM reception, sales
nd demonstration tips for merchindising sets, and news of promoions by FM stations.

Two to Blue — To the Trade — UP Features —
Mutual Club — Hot From Hannagan
UP Plugs
BROADCASTERS and sponsors
tell the
storyUPof Radio
the success
had
with
Newsthey've
Wire
Features in a brochure titled Sponsors Say the Features Pay. Folder,
containing reproductions of letters
describing sales increases credited
to programs built on the UP featui'es and offering the testimony of
station executives that the programs produce contract renewals,
has been distributed to all broadcasters and to agencies handling
radio.
UP is also distributing a directory, listing by states and call letters, the 46 new outlets which have
subscribed to UP news and features
during the past six months.
Plane Derby
SLATED to be an annual event,
WCOV, Montgomery, Ala., in midOctober held its first Model Airplane Derby, with cooperation of
officers at Gunter and Maxwell
Fields. Held at Gunter Field, which
was opened to the public for the
day, the meet attracted 18,000
spectators. Trophies offered in the
day-long Derby were presented by
Col. A. Hornsby, commanding officer of Maxwell Field. G. W. Covington, Jr., president and manager
of WCOV, who fostered the Derby
idea, won congratulations from
Army personnel viewing the competition.
Theatre Club
NATIONAL CLUB of 318.000
letter-writing listeners to MBS
Chicago Theater of the Air operettas, with chapters all over the
country, is being organized by
WGN, Chicago, where the broadcasts originate. Each chapter receives a charter, green and gold
automobile stickers, occasional photographs and news of actors on the
show.
Station Movies
MOTION PICTURE in technicolor
depicting the activities of the entire staff of WTRY, Troy, N. Y.,
as well as shots of everything from
reception desk to towers is being
made by Ed Atkinson and a staff
of seven. Film, titled "Reel Life",
will be used by the station for promotion when completed.
*
* *
Studio Film
A FILM "Backstage in Broadcasting" is being prepared in natural
color at CKY, Winnipeg, and CKX,
Brandon, Man., showing scenes in
the studios, offices and transmitter
buildings of these two Manitoba
Telephone System stations.

LLINOISl
Sales management gives Decatur 132 rating for November
prospects. 2nd highest in
State. WSOY covers Decatur
and a big chunk of Illinois —
WSOY - DECATUR
,»ROADCASTING

• Broadcast

250 W. 1340. Full time.
Sears & Ayer, Reps.
How can vtre help you?

Steve's Packets
EDITORS last week received the first of a series of weekly promotion packets from Publicity Agent Steve Hannagan designed to furnish full information
on each of the orchestras playing
on the Coca Cola Co. Spotlight
Bands program, which starts Nov.
3 on 118 MBS stations.
With the start of Spotlight
Bands at 10:15 p.m. six night
weekly, Mutual is shifting some
of its programs, as follows : AxtonFisher
Tobacco
Co.'s show
Grand Club,
featuring
Mary Twenty
Small,
will be heard Mondays at 9:15
p.m.;MytheBusiness
same company's
Is
will shiftDanger
from
10:15 to 9:15 p.m. on Wednesdays;
Your Defense Reporter with Fulton Lewis, jr., will be heard Tuesdays at 10:30 p.m., instead of
Mondays; John Steele and Arthur
Mann, dents,
Mutual's
corresponshift from London
Wednesdays
9:15
p.m., to Tuesday same time.
Theatre Tieup

Scores to Planes
FOOTBALL score sheets from
WBBM, Chicago, are given to all
American Airlines passengers
boarding and leaving planes in
Chicago on Saturday afternoons.
Last minute score are phoned to
the airport by the station's news
department.

RADIO

WPAT, Paterson, N. J., has completed a tie-up with ten leading
theatres in Paterson and Passaic
whereby screen trailers and lobby
signs are used to promote Your
Movie Directory, a six - weekly
morning program.

BROCHURES
JOSEPH .JACOBS Jewish Market
Organization, New York — 32-page
manual. The Jewish Culture, explaining significance of different phases of
.Judaism, i.e., holidays, etc., and what
it
means to the American manufacturer.
ALLEN B. DuMONT, Labs., Passaic, N. .1.pl—ishments ofReport
on the accomthe organization
during
its first decade bound in a green suede
cover and entitled "Pioneering the
Cathode Ray & Television Arts".
WAIT.
Chicago introducing
— Blue-and-white
12page booklet
pugilistic
"Mike Wait" in a horizontal striped
sweater and derby hat, whose "tough
and
guy" coverage.
patter plugs the station's market
WGN. Chicago— Booklet titled "The
Chieagoland used
Church
describing
procedure
in Hour"
broadcasting
the
program,
resented. also listing the churches repKFRC, San Franciso — Mailing piece
quotingment on.Jimmy
favorable
comDon LeeFidler's
network's
Breakfast
Cluh.
WMAJ^,
— Successby story
of Dream Washington
House sponsorship
P. J.
Nee Furniture Co. on WMAL.
CBS — 36-page arty book Conquistawork.dor, New Style, describing Pacific net-

Halloween is past and besides it's never good
business policy to try to fool your clients. . . .
In Phila. give them an advertising medium that
is a tested sales builder. The station that sells . .
WPEN
5000 WATTS
950 ON THE DIAL

SOY
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INFLUENCE
OF Wa4,
COAST
AAAA
TOPli^

WGNY
£000

WATTS

NEWBURGH,
GOTTA

N. Y.

PROBLEM?

If your problem is In the Hudson
river valley . . . from Nyack to
Hudson . . . WGNY would like to
have an opportunity to solve it
for you. You get coverage . . .
service . . . and results with our
1000 watts at the old 250 watt
rates. We have studios in Newburgh and Poughkeepsie . . . remote facilities in Middletown. We
serve the area with local newscasts from each city ... UP
news every hour . . . ASCAP and
BMI music . . . lots of local people
participation on programs . . .
everything to build and maintain
program appeal. If you've tried
WGNY you know ii . . . if you
haven't, let us prove our service,
results in an able-to-buy market.
BUY

WGNY

WGNY
REPRESENTED

BY

HEADLEY-REED

CO.

TO

BAKER OSTRIN, copywriter of
Sherman K. Ellis Inc., has been
named radio director of the Chicago
ofiBce succeeding Charles Hotchkiss,
who has joined Blaekett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, as account executive.
ELAINE FIBUSH, formerly of KLX,
Oakland, Cal., has joined the radio
department of the Mayers Co., Los
Angeles, as copywriter.
L. T. LOVE, formerly of John H.
Riordan Co.. Los Angeles, and Anthony X. Schilling, advertising manager of Ad-Here Paper Co., that city,
have joined the copywriting staff of
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
IVAN P. FLORSHEIM Jr., formerly
in charge of sales and advertising for
Florsheim Corp. and Ferriss Pharmaeal Co., Chicago, has joined the
Neal Adv. Agency, that city, as account executive. Agency recently
moved from the 20th to the 15th floor
at 309 W. Jackson Blvd. New phone
number is Wabash 1630.
EUGENE P. RAMSEY, vice-president in charge of production of Chas.
H. Mayne Co., Los Angeles, and
Dorothea Powers, New Zealand and
Australian radio actress, were married in Reno, Nev., in late September,
it was recently revealed.
LEE STRAHORN, producer, for several years with NBC, San Francisco,
recently joined the radio production
staff of Lord & Thomas, Chicago and
will assist in production of the Armour
radio program.
FRANK OWEN, formerly of NBC,
has joined the media department of
Benton & Bowles and wiU assist
George Kern, B & B radio time buyer.
WS

FOOP

BEAUTY SPECIALIST Richard
Willis (left) runs through the
script of his Here's Looking at You
program on WOR, New York, with
Stanley Chambers, advertising
manager of Barbara Gould Inc.,
New York, which took over sponsorship of the show Oct. 20 for its
cosmetic products. Looking on
(standing) is John Hymes, timebuyer of Lord & Thomas, New
York, the agency in charge.
RICHARD A. FOLEY Adv. Agency,
Philadelphia,
has Walnut
moved toSt.newto quarters from 1616
1528
Walnut St.
SYLVIA KARASICK, formerly administrative assistant at the Columbia
College of Radio & Drama, Chicago,
has joined H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, as assistant to Ben Green, program executive.
C. J. LOOMIS, formerly sales manager of Bohemian Distributing Co.,
Los Angeles (Acme beer), has joined
ing.
Lockwood - Shackelford Adv. Agency,
that city, as director of merchandisLEO BOULETTE Agency has discontinued its Springfield, O., office
and will open new headquarters in
Three Rivers, Mich.
LOEWY ADV. AGENCY, New York,
on Nov. 1 will move to 41 Park Row,
that city. Telephone is Worth 2-3773.
GREY ADV. AGENCY, New York,
has moved to 166 W. 32d St., that city.
Telephone is Chickering 4-3900.
DAVID T. DAVIES, formerly assistant publicity director of IJnion
Pacific Railroad, Los Angeles, has
joined Earle Ferris Assoc., Hollywood
radio exploitation agency.
HARRY W. GORDON, director of the
Argentine office of J. Walter Thompson Co., arrived in New York last
week, where he will spend some time
visiting clients before returning to
South America.

To two of 'em, in fact. In Northern Kentucky I did the exclusive radio job, drew an all-time record attendance of
109,463, with 31 shows originated on the spot in eight
days. In Cincinnati, I did seven or eight shows a day,
helped draw a crowd of 279,240. Small wonder advertisers and grocers alike say as one: "Cincinnati's own
station is Cincinnati's food station!"
NBC RED AND

BLUE— 5,000 WATTS

NIGHT

AND

DAY

CINCINNATI'S
OWN
STATION
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Almost overnight, defense
activities have made Alaska one of the Pacific
Coast's
major per
markets
and wealthiest
capita—
market of them all!
Executive OfTices
Am. BIdg., Seattle, Wash.
1000 WATTS • 5000 WATTS
Juneau'Akska
JOSEPH NATIONAL
HERSHEY
McGILLVRA
REPRESENTATIVES
BROADCASTING

WAR'S EFFECT on advertisinf ■
business was the main topic of dis
cussion by the 250 delegates v,h'
attended the seventh annual con
vention of Pacific Council of th(
American Association of Advertis ;
ing Agencies staged at Del Mont(]
Hotel, Del Monte, Cal., Oct. 23-2<'|
inclusive
[Broadcasting,
Oct. 27]H '
Council
Chairman
William
Horsley, president of Pacific Na
tional Adv. Agency, Seattle, an
Warren
E. Kraft, chairman f
Washington Chapter of the AAA;
and president of Northwest Radi(
Adv. Co., that city, jointly pre
sided.
Dan B. Miner, Los Angeles
president of Dan B. Miner Co.
was elected Pacific Council chair
man for the ensuing year, am
succeeds Mr. Horsley. Joseph E
Gerber, head of Joseph R. Gerbe
Co., Portland, has assumed thi
post of vice-chairman, with Terrel
T. McCarty as secretary-treasurer
Raymond P. Kelley, secretary
treasurer of Syverson-Kelley, Spo
kane, and James C. Knollin o
Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency, Sai
Francisco, were named to Pacifi
Council's board of governors. Ai
advisory committee for the Coun
cil, headed by former Chairmai
Horsley, and consisting of Angus
J. Bruhn, Los Angeles manager o
McCann-Erickson, and David ]\]
Botsford, president of Botsforc
Constantine & Gardner, San Fran
cisco, was initiated by the conven
tion.
New

Los Angeles Agency

EDWIN &B. Associates,
NEWPORT,and head
Newport
Farao:o'
J. Moss, owner of Faraon Ja;
Moss Adv. Agency, retaining ther
respective Los Angeles organiza
tions, in addition have formed
new firm under name of Adco Ad
vertising at 5212 Wilshire Blvd
that city. Eric Munsinger is pre
duction manager. Wallace F. Buss
is radio director, with Miss J
Hollebaugh as space
buyer. Clinir
Voca'
tional-Educational
Guidance
Los Angeles, has appointed th
agency to direct advertising and o,
Nov. 3 starts a weekly five-minut
program on KMPC, Beverly Hills;
Other radio accounts include Hoj^
Construction Co., Los Angela
(real estate), planning a Souther
California spot announcemeE
campaign ; and Ralph Gordon FeaJ
Pasadena, Cal., (lecture bureau)
planning
announcements
on Pacific Northwest
stations.
Named Agency V-Ps
ROBERT WENBAN, formerl
vice-president and creative dire
tor of Blackett-Sample-Hummer
Chicago, has joined Sherman
Marquette,
Chicago
as vice-pres
dent.
Lawrence
D. Milligan,
rad
director, has also been made a vic(
president. Mr. Milligan recentl
came to the agency from Blacket
Sample-Hummert, where he w£
account executive on Procter
Gamble Co. for a number of year
SOUTHERN RADIO FEATURE
Dallas, is conducting radio cookii
schools on
and Oklahon
stations
— five
WACO,TexasKUIN,
KRRY| ,
KNOW and KCRC.
1|
• Broadcast
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Bassett to McKim
[n L. bassett has joined the
kd-office of A. McKim Ltd., Tolito agency with branches
)Ughout Canada, as radio director, succeeding
Bert Cairns who
has occupied the
post since May
1940. Bassett's
t m ent
a p p 0 i n Nov.
started
1.
He comes from
Radio Centre
Ltd., Toronto producing and trans c r i p t i 0 n dis1
^|Mr. Bassett tributing organi^kion, where he became general
Janager in September. He started
at CJCS, Strat;is radio career
i|rd, Ont., and moved from there
'I Northern Broadcasting & Pub'ishing Co., Timmins, Ont., serving
and as sales
this group's stations
,j.
and
in Toronto
tpresentative
iontreal for four years, leaving
I become radio director of James
dsher Co., Toronto advertising
fency.
LEE HELPS RUSS
fKirby Repays Favor as Hodges
i —Is Hurt in Wreck

'" URN
aboutLeewasKirby,
fair announcer
play last
eek when
f WBT, Charlotte, took over the
lay-by-play description of the
^'^''ashington Redskins' professional
^ jotball games after Russ Hodges,
ormer WBT announcer now on
he staff of WOL, Washington, was
everly injured in an auto acci.'.ent.
Mr. Hodges, who was to be intro;luced to Washington radio and
|)ress circles at a cocktail party
Oct. 27, was in Charlotte winding
jip his affairs when the accident
i)ccurred. He suffered a broken
i'ertebrae in addition to other in; uries and is expected to be out of
iction for at least a month. Durng that time Kirby, who does the
Atlantic Refining Co. football playDy-play for WBT, will commute to
jWashington for the Redskins games
which are carried by WOL and
sponsored by the P. J. Nee Furniture Co.
Last year when Kirby was hospitalized, Hodges took over his programs, turning the pay over to
Kirby. Now the latter is reciprocating with the commercial fees
going to the injured Hodges.
WQXR. New York, on Nov. 1 started
operations on its increased power of
10.000 watts on 1560 kc. with the anniversary celebration of its 1940 power
increase from 1 to 5 kw.
COLUMBIA
NETWORK

Coke by Koppers
A MISTAKE landed a ton of
coke in the studios of WDAS,
Philadelphia. The station is
installing a display case in
which samples of the products
of station sponsors will be
placed on exhibition. Accordingly, the Koppers Coke Co.,
sponsoring
station's
hourly news the
broadcasts,
was
called for a sample of coke.
Through a misunderstanding,
the station porter discovered
a ton of coke dumped in front
of the case the next morning.
It was carried up 12 floors in
buckets to the station's skytop studios.
Requests for Facilities
Set for Hearing by FCC
FOUR new station applications as
well as the application of WFAS,
White Plains, N. Y., seeking to
shift its frequency to 1230 kc. and
increase to unlimited operating
hours were designated for hearing
by the FCC last Tuesday.
The application of WFAS, currently operating on 1240 kc. as a
part time station sharing with
WBRB, Red Bank, N. J., and
WGBB, Freeport, N. Y., will be
heard jointly with that of Paul
Forman Godley, pioneer radio engineer, who is asking a new local in
Newark, N. J., on 1230 kc. with 250
watts. Consolidated hearing will
also be scheduled for two applicants
— Beauford H. Jester, Corsicana,
Tex., attorney, and Roy Branham
Albaugh, partner in a Texas Dr.
Pepper Bottling Co. — both seeking
a local in Waco, Tex., on the same
facility, 1230 kc. with 250 watts
fulltime. Individual hearing will
also be set for the application of
Charles P. Blackley, commercial
manager of WSVA, Harrisonburg,
Va., for a local in Staunton, Va.,
250 watts fulltime on 1240 kc.
Radio Sells Seeds
MOEWS LOEW SEED Co., Granville, 111. (M-L Improved Hybrids),
now using a 26-week schedule of
three one-minute announcements
weekly on WLS, Chicago, and
WHO, Des Moines, reports a 779o
increase in business over last year.
It was stated that a large part
of the increase is directly attributable to its radio advertising. Account was placed by Triangle Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
§

SURVEYS

I That MORE people listen
§ to CJOR, morning, afterf noon and evening.
§
I

1 „otsw»-,„ ^^^^

BROADCASTING

Natifinat
PAUL H.
'■Repiesentative
RAYMER
COMPANY

SHOW

|
§
^
§

CJOR

§ Vancouver — B. C.
§
^ Nat. Rep.: J. H. McGillvra
§
H. N. Stovin, (Canada)
§ 1000 Watts
600 K. C.
§
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§
^
§
§
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Walter Tison Requests
Station in Jacksonville
W. WALTER TISON, pioneer
Florida broadcaster and manager
of WFLA, Tampa, on Oct. 21
filed an application with the FCC
for a new 1,000-watt fulltime station in Jacksonville, Fla., on 600
kc. with a directional antenna
night and day. Jacksonville in the
recent monopoly
hearings
was not
described as one of
the cities
now being served by all four networks [Broadcasting, Sept. 15].
Mr. Tison reports that in event
the station is authorized it will be
made available for network affiliation thereby bringing all four networks to Jacksonville. WALT
would be the call letters asked if
application is granted. Ben S.
Fisher, Washington attorney, and
Frank G. Kear, Washington consulting engineer, are handling
details.
Mr. Tison was formerly part
owner of WFLA but earlier in the
year disposed of his holdings to
the Tampa Tribune to clear the
way for fulltime operation by
WFLA and WSUN, St. Petersburg
[Broadcasting, Jan. 20].

TOLEDO

FIRST
in Shoivs

FIRST
in Audience

FIRST
in Experience
WSPD

has

been

serving Toledoans
Stratosphere Pickup

and their neighbors

WLS, Chicago, on Oct. 24 broadcast the world-record delayed parachute jump — arranged to establish
scientific data for future stratosphere flights — made by Arthur H.
Starnes from a height of 30,800
feet at 41 degrees below zero, opening his chute at 1,500 feet [BroadStation's contact
mobile
unit was casting,
usedOct. 27].
for constant
with the plane as it flew into the
stratosphere, and Starnes held twoway conversations with Mrs.
Starnes and their son on the
ground, also with Drs. A. J. Carlson, U of Chicago, and Andrew C.
Ivey, Northwestern U, research experts supervising the experiment.
Starnes carried 85 pounds of radio
and electrical equipment which recorded his reactions during the

in Northwestern
Ohio and Southern
Michigan for over
tv\^enty - one years.
It's little wonder
that this prestige,
bolstered by the nation's finest radio
entertainment
(proven by survey),

jump.
If You

has won and held a
great audience.

Want

Ask

Katz

. . . You'll find plenty of it
on KFBI. In fact, KFBI carries more news programs
than tionany
in thisother
area. radio staSome of these NEWS PROGRAMS
are now open for sponsorship.
But, they won't be open long!
For availabilities and rates,
write or wire TODAY!

5,000

WATTS

WSPD

KFBI'WICHITA

L TOLEDcoHKa
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LOEWS
GRANTED FM
OUTLET IN CHICAGO
CHICAGO'S
seventh
commercial
FM outlet was
authorized
last
Tuesday when the FCC issued a
construction permit to the Oak
Park Realty & Amusement Co. for
high-frequency facilities in the
Windy City. Permitee is a subsidLoew'swhich
Inc., holds
nationwide
theatreiary ofchain,
all of
the
capital
stock.
Loew's,
headed
ty Nicholas M. Schenck of New
York as president, is the parent
■corporation of WHN, New York,
and its FM adjunct W63NY, both
licensed to the Marcus Loew Booking Agency. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Inc., also a part of Loew's Inc. currently holds a construction permit
for K61LA, Los Angeles FM station. The new Chicago station will
operate on 47.9 inc. to serve 10,800
square miles and has stipulated
that operation will be four hours
day and four hours night. Call
letters W79C will be assigned.
W71SB, commercial FM station
of WSBT, South Bend, and the
South Bend Tribune was granted
a modification of construction permit at the same meeting to make
changes in its transmitter and antenna system, increase service area
to 7,100 square miles and extend
commencement and completion
dates 60 to 180 days. Authorization
was subject to same conditions relating to Order 79 under which the
applicant's
present grant was
issued.
Drops Waring Suit
PLAGIARISM suit for $60,000
filed by Grombach Productions
against Band Leader Fred Waring,
Johnny O'Connor, Waring's manager, and Stack-Goble Adv. Agency was dismissed last week in New
York Supreme Court at the end
of a four-day trial. The plaintiff
charged Waring used a program
idea which Grombach alleged it
submitted to Waring's office and
auditioned for Stack-Goble.

NEW

WHEN W67C, FM adjunct of
WBBM, Chicago, goes on the air
shortly it will be among the first to
experiment with this special highgain directional stacked loop antenna atop 1 North La Salle St. Bldg.,
621 feet above the street level.
Designed to throw a stronger signal with less power, the antenna
was perfected by Dr. Andrew Alford of Federal Telegraph Co.,
Newark. W67C plans to cover the
10,800 square-mile Chicago trading
area with 10 kw. power.
RCA's 'Radio Age'
A NEW house organ published by
RCA made its initial appearance in
Mid-October. Known as Radio Age,
the publication aims to present
factually the news of RCA services, research, manufacturing,
communications and broadcasting.
First issue carried signed articles
by Thomas F. Joyce, vice-president
of RCAM ; John Elwood, manager
of the NBC International Division;
Ralph R. Beal, research director
of RCA Laboratories; Alfred H.
Morton, vice-president in charge
of television of NBC.

CAMPUS

STATION

Penn Outlet Under Way Without Yoo-Hoo of 1940
A PRIVATE radio station lor U
of Pennsylvania started broadcasting experimentally Oct. 24. The station, operating on a frequency of
625 kilocycles and using the call
letters WUOP, has been set up in
one of the freshman dormatories
by William Reeder, a freshman,
and John Walsh, a graduate medical student. As yet, only radios in
the freshman dormitory quadrangle have been able to pick up
the programs, which is sent out
over the electric wiring system.
Programs consist of dance band
recordings and campus news.
Last year, a similar broadcast
station was built at the campus,
but not organized as a regular radio outlet. Instead, a group of students used it as a loudspeaker system. All radios in a row of dormitories facing the city street would
be tuned to the campus station and
then with one voice, they would
hail girls passing by. Campus
police subsequently put a stop to
this experiment.
Hauck Wins Medal
HARRY W. HAUCK, consulting
engineering and formerly associated with Major Edwin Armstrong, inventor of FM, was named
winner of the fourth medal award
presented in honor of Major Armstrong by the Radio Club of America, oldest technical radio engineering organization in the country.
Presentation was made Oct. 31 at
the Club's 32nd annual dinner at
the Engineers Club, New York,
with Admiral S. C. Hooper, director of the radio liaison division,
office of the Chief of Naval Operations, Washington, as guest speaker. Mr. Hauck received the medal
for his activities in the Club and
for his contributions to radio engineering.
U. S. -Brazil Exchange
FIRST ill a series of exchange proKram.s between the United States and
Brazil was broadcast Oct. 27 on NBCRed titled Music for Brazil, with
NBC's international stations WRCA
and WNBI simultaneously beaming
the program to Brazil with Portuguese
announcements. Brazil was heard in
turn on NBC-Red Nov. 2 through
ROAC facilities with a program of
folk music, Musical Brazil.

50 KW.

IS GRANTED

TO KJR, SEATTLE
A CONDITIONAL grant to K.IR.
Seattle, to increase its power from
5,000 to 50,000 v/atts on the lOOO
kc. channel, unlimited timie, was announced last Wednesday by the FCC.
The grant to the NBC-Blue outlet, operated in conjunction with
KOMO, Seattle, was conditional
upon
takingandcarealsoof subject
a "blanketing
situation"
to any
action which the Commission ultimately may take in the matter of
multiple ownership. The grant
specifies a directional antenna for
nighttime use. Both stations are
operated
Fisher'sbeen
Blendpurchased
Station
Inc., KJR by having
two years ago from NBC.
At its regular meeting on Tuesday, the FCC granted KVOS, Bellingham.
Wash.,
construction
mit to shift
from a 1230
kc. with per250
watts, unlimited time, to 790 kc.
with 1,000 watts
fulltime.
The au-of
thorization included
installation
a directional antenna for day and
night use and for new equipment.
KFXJ, Grand Junction, Col., was
granted a construction permit to
shift from 1230 kc. with 250 watts,
unlimited time, to 920 kc. with 500
watts at night and 1,000 watts day.
fulltime. Installation of new equipment and changes in its antenna
system were authorized.
WIS, Columbia, S. C, was
granted a struction
modification
of its con-tc
permit as modified,
make changes in its directional antenna system and extend commencement and completion dates 6(
days and 180 days, respectively, or
installation of a new 5,000-wat1
plant for fulltime operation on its
present frequency of 560 kc.
UNIVERSAL PICTURES Co., Hoi
lywood, has released a new musica
comedy built around radio personal!
ties. features
Titled "Swing
It Soldier,"
the
film
Ken Murray.
Don Wit
son, Frances Langford. Blanche Stew
art. Elvia Allman. Hanley Stafford
Senior Lee, the Three Cheers, Stop
Look orchestra.
& Listen, with Skinnay Euni:
and
Out of the Sky
CLIMAXING a promotional
campaign in which WSYR,
Syracuse, released publicity
and advertising on its newlyassigned 5,000-watt operation
to nearly 30 newspapers in
as many communities, WSYR
chartered special airplanes to
drop circulr.rs over these new
territories. To every thousandth circular a $1 bill was
attached,deemedwhich
be the
refor a $5could
bill at
offices of the newspapers or
WSYR.
CRYSTALS

by

The Hipowei Crystal Company, one of
America's
oldest and
largest
turers of precision
crystal
units,manufacis able
to offer the broadcaster and manufacturer attractive prices because of their
large production and the exclusive
Hipower grinding process. Whatever
your crystal need may be, Hipower
can supply it. Write today for full
information.
u
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ENGINEERING
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Lonq Island City,N.Y.
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HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
Silts Division — 205 W. Wacker DriYt, Chicauo
Factory— 2035 Cliarleston Street, Chicago, III.
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Bell for 5th District
C. BELL, vice-president and
. neral manager of WBRC, Birmgham, Ala., has been named to
: e NAB engineering committKe,
I presenting the 5th District, the
:AB announced last Monday. Mr.
ell founded WBRC in 1925. He
arted his radio career as an ama■ur before World War I, later beime associated with Bell Radio
orp., which bore his name and
g ;;om which sprung WBRC.
Heads NBC Traffic
OHX T. MURl'HY. a^^sistant to
;. B. Lyford. former .supervisor of
iBC"s commercial traffic department.
Ias taken charge of the department
lollowing the promotion of Mr. Lyford
io be executive assistant in charge of
itation relations i^romotion. Mr.
jilurphy started as a page boy with
|\BC 11 years ago. subsequently serving as a messenger in the central steno:(,'raphic division, office boy. clerk, and
issistant supervisor in traffic.

WIFE IS SILENT
Serves as Spotter at Game
For Russ Winnie
HUSBAND -WIFE combination,
with the woman assuming the role
of "silent partner", is responsible
for the enjoyment listeners to
WTMJ, Milwaukee, get out of their
sports broadcasts. For while Russ
Winnie, station sportscaster, broadcasts football games, it's "George",
his wife, who spots the play, keeping account of substitutions, ballcarriers, blockers and tacklers on
the chart in front of her spouse.
The fixednickname
"George"
was the
afto Mrs. Winnie
during
earlier days of broadcasting when
a woman's
in the
home
and
not in aplace
radio was
booth.
Through
the years the name has stuck. At
present she is preparing for similar
duties with Husband Russ when he
undertakes descriptions of basketball games this winter.

MacGregor in N. Y.
C. p. MacGREGOR Co., Hollywood
transcription
producers,
lished New York
offices at has
509 estabFifth
Ave., with Niles Gates in charge
as manager. Mr. MacGregor is currently in Mexico
for awith
series General
of conferences on radio
Maximino Avila Camacho, Mexican
secretary of communications and
public works, and returns to his
Hollywood
November. headquarters in midTHE IBEW recently renewed its contract with KYA. San Francisco, on behalf of all technicians at the station,
with salary increase retroactive to
Oct. 1 .

PROFESSIO.^AL
DIRECTOKY

An Organization
of
Jansky
& Bailey
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.

Help Wanted
/Wanted — Engineer-Announcer — Give salary
h expected and availability. WBRW, Welch,
, W. Va.
I'!
Licensed Operator — Experience unneces')
salary,
i,' sary.
status ;State
enclosequalifications,
recent picture.
Iowa draft
staf tion. Box 80A, BROADCASTING.
' Wanted — Combination engineer, part time
announcer. Give full qualification, picture, state salary expected in first letter.
, WTTM, Fort Myers, Florida.
Salesman — Require hard worker, experi' enced,
capablecommission.
earningHighconsistently
large weekly
pressure
"oncers"
taboo.
Draft
status ? New York
State. Box 78A, BROADCASTING.
1 Licensed Operator — Voice adaptable announcing. Experience unnecessary. Pre' fer
married salary,
man draft
State young
qualifications,
picture.exempt.
Rockv
. Mountain
West, Box 77A, BROADCASTING.
! Wanted
— Immediately,
by station,
located northengineer-announcer
central area. No
big starting salary but good opportunity
and pleasant working conditions. Give
full details. Box 89A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced combination Announcer-Licensed Engineer. NBC affiliate
in town offering ideal living conditions,
married man. Must be polished announcer.
Starting pay S175.00 a month plus moving expenses. Permanent. Reply Box 79A,
BROADCASTING.
Operators And Announcers — Southern station. Write Box 92A, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Producer-Salesman - Executive — Desires to
manage local station. Married, excellent
references. Box 82 A, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter
Engineer
— FirstElectric
phone-second
telegraph. RCA.
Western
Marine
experience. Draft exempt. East preferred. Box 8.3A, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Age 28, full experience,
installation, construction, studio buildng,
control operating, continuity, announcing.
Now
employed, desire change. Box 88A,
BROADCASTING.
Competent Licensed Engineer — Experienced,
now employed
at '5operator.
kw. RCA RCA
network
station as vacation
& NRI
graduate. Desires position, preferred in
Midwest Station, available now. Box 87A,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Sales And 'Or Promotion Executive — Agency
Radio Director-New Business Man, with
top-notch radio background, 8 years CBS,
NY and Washington selling experience,
wants responsible sales and/or promotion
job with station or agency. 33, single.
Write for complete resume. Box 91A,
BROADCASTING.
Producer — Of successful farm shows desires
position handling
Emcees,
announces, excellent talent.
references,
married.
Box 81A. BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Telephone and telegraph first.
Copy press, maintenance two years broadcast chief engr. Available about December first. Age 39. Box 86A. BROADCASTING.
Combination Man — 21. daft exempt. University radio degree. Background : announcing, writing, sales, production, operation (no license). Excellent for station and agency work. Go anywhere.
Salary secondary. Box 84A, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
BackgroundWoman
includesProgram
college Director
dramatic,—
musical,
radio
show
production.
Nowavailable for development of local talent
and forum groups. Coaching experience
6 vears. Promotional and sales, 2 years.
Age 31. Box 90A, BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager
— Six years Mexperience
NBCnetwork salesmanager
& O station.
Proven sales ability. Knowledge station
operation,terestedprogram,
sales inpromotion.
Inonly in affiliate
good market
where initiative will count. Will furnish
complete background data on request.
Box 85A. BROADCASTING.
Hollywood Radio Producer-Writer — Wants
good agency production or sales contact
job. Thoroughly experienced all phases
radio and complete agency functions. Will
entertain any worthwhile proposition.
Open cate :Bruce
for immediate
Gilbert, 5interview.
East 66th CommuniSt., New
York City.

MTIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO. ■
ON THE BASIC MUTUAL NETWORK

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
Notional Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
PAUL

GLENN D. GILLEn
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consultins Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads
Main Main
Office:
the World of
7134
Hollywood, Gal.
Kansas
Crty. St.Mo.

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

Wanted to Buy
Completetion.
— Write
UsedBoxequipment
for local sta76A, BROADCASTING.
1 KW Transmitter
condi-of
tion. State make,— Must
price beandgood
length
service. Box 1120, Aberdeen, Wash.
For Sale
Two Ideco 270 Ft. Towers — With insulated
capacity tops. WHIO. Dayton, Ohio.

• Broadcast

Advertising

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bow«n Bldg. • WASH.. D. 0. • Dl. 7417

Advertise
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To Locate the
LEADER

S
PROGRAM
fi^
How
to
Help
Imh at His
PSES
IMWash
GLin
TE life
ington,of TO ANSWER the often-asked
yday
MA
ever
INTI
on and the U. S. Army and
Lond
FOLLOWING
question
"What Broadcasting
can I do to help?",
Navy are given listeners to the the
Canadian
Corp.
four half-hour Microphone Tours
has started a number of new
d
programs presente Saturday at 7 women's talk programs, which include Volunteers for Victory, a
The largest, most loyal listend. "Gui
for the
NBC
p.m.s onincl
ude-Resuch
as series on finding uses for existing
notables
NBC des"
tour
er-following in the Dayton
Fred Bate, NBC London represenmarket dials WHIO. Our powto cut down new productative, and John McVane in that materials
tion in factories which would be
er, programs,
city; also Graham McNamee,
and policies are
freed
for
war work; The Child hi
concentrated on
Carleton Smith, George Hicks, Earl
Wartime, a series on the bringing
delivering that
Godwin, Baukhage, William Hillman and Raymond Clapper in the up of children today; Food for Vicfollowing for
tory, a series on nutritional cookUnited States.
our advertisers.
ing and meal planning; Western
Homemakers Talks, a series on
THAT'S WHY
Reports From Camp
home furnishing and home activWE SAY—
ities; Fireside Fun on home-made
CAPT. EDWIN P. CURTIN, forentertainment
for the "gasless
mer radio publicity director of
holidays"; Shop to Save, a series on
BBDO, New York, is in charge of economical
purchasing to conserve
production for a series of tranas much as possible of the housescriptions titled Camp Wheeler Rehold's money for war financing.
ports, to be broadcast on WINS,
New York, and WDRC, Hartford.
Freedom's Meaning
WHIO
Series features greetings sent by DISTINGUISHED leaders in public life will express their opinions
soldiers at Camp Wheeler, Ga., to
their parents and friends as well on vital questions currently affectJ^THE
ing American and world freedom,
as interviews on various phases of on What
Freedom Means on CBS.
Army
life,
as
conducted
by
Pvt.
DAYTON
Dr. Ruth Nanda Anshen, author,
Bill Stynes, former WINS anand Jacques Maritain, French
nouncer. Music for the series is conphilosopher, were opening program
MARKET
ducted by Pvt. Harrison Cooper,
speakers will informer arranger for Herbie Kay, guests.cludeFuture
Vice-President Wallace; AmBASIC CBS* 5000 WATTS
orchestra leader, and engineering
bassador Hu Shih, of China; WilG. P. HOLUNGBERY CO.. Representative
liam Lyon Phelps, former Yale
is handled by Pvt. Thomas Hanlon,
professor; Frank Kingdon, former
former engineer of WBRY, Waterpresident of Newark U; Sigred
bury, Conn.
Undset, author and Bertrand Russell, philosopher.
Scandinavian News
SLANTED to Minnesota's Scandinavian population, KSTP, St. Paul,
and six other Northwest stations
have started a new weekly series
of Scandinavian news shows in
to
add
sales
. . .
English. The series is handled by
Val Bjornson, brother of Bjorn
Bjornson, NBC correspondent in
Iceland, who interjects occasional
add
KWKH
!
commentaries in Swedish, Norwegian or Icelandic.

The addition of KWKH

to your radio list is a

definite step toward expanding your sales in the
progressive Central Southwest — One of the nation's
richest areas. PayroUs are up . . . Employment is up
. . . People are earning money and spending it. In
choosing KWKH

you set the stage for selling to an

eager-to-buy audience through a response-ABLE
medium. To add sales . . . add

Chest Sketches
DRAMATIZING the many types of
charitable works carried on by
Community Chest organizations,
WTAG, Worcester, is presenting a
quarter-hour series. Trouble on the
March, as part of its effort in the
local Chest drive. Stories are taken
from actual *case *histories
on file.
*
Wanted by the FBI
DESCRIPTIONS of criminals at
large are broadcast each night as
the five-minute Fugitives from
Justice program of WTRY, Troy,
N. Y. Material is furnished by the
Albany office of the FBI.

DEEP INSIDE the new Vultee
Aircraft factory in Nashville went
Tim Sanders (center), special
events announcer of WLAC, Nashduring the
recentcompletion
"Employes'of
Day," ville,
which
marked
Vultee's first 0-49 observation
planeing hiscontract
for plant
the Army.
Durtour of the
he stopped
with his WLAC microphone to interview workmen on the job. Here
he discusses the technique of wing
construction with a couple of the
boys at the plant.
Cheer For Young Britons
UNDER the direction of Carroll
Time Klock
Klublisteners
of KIRO,to Seattle,
Foster,
m. c,
Looie's
have contributed more than a ton
of clothing and toys to be distributed at Christmas time to children in bombed areas of England.
Also the program will mail 1,000
two-pound tins of milk chocolate
to British children whose names
will be contributed by Time Klock
Klub members from England.
^ ^ ^
Camp Capers
NEW WRINKLE added to the
Breakfast Express morning feature
of WHIO, Dayton, 0., is the "Best
departof the
Army Story
ment. Writers
of Week"
prize-winning
doughboy tales receive free theatre
tickets. Many of the stories come
from Wright Field and Patterson
Air Depot, Army airfields near
Dayton, WHIO has indicated.
Student Experts
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS appear as football experts on the
new Gridiron Gossip show conducted by Sportscaster Sam Molen
twice-weekly on WCBS, Springfield, 111. Wednesday program features a discussion of teams scheduled to meet, with forecasts of the
results, while Saturday is devoted
to reports of* the s=results.
*
Little Business
WJJD, Chicago, on Oct. 23 started
a roundtable discussion series on
current production tasks, titled
Small Business & National Defense, produced by the Chicago
Commission on National Defense,
designed to help the small business
man solve his priority problems.

KW^KH
50,000 WATTS * CBS
Serving the wealthy Central Southwest
REPRESENTED
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' NBC, CBS Suits
(Continued from page 8)
because the Commission is without
statutory authority to make the
rules and is beyond the power of
the Commission because the rules
are "unreasonable, arbitrary and
destructive of plaintiff's business
without legitimate reasons; are not
required by and do not serve public
interest ; are not necessary to carry
out the terms of the Communications Act, and are contrary to the
public interest, convenience and necessity and to the Act."
If the Communications Act purports to authorize the Commission
to make the rules complained of,
then the Act was held to be in this
respect unconstitutional and "exceeds the powers of Congress because it delegates legislative power
to the Commission without adequate legislative standards", contrary to the Constitution, because
it "takes the property of the plain' tiff without due process of law
The CBS complaint concluded:
"Unless the enforcement of that
portion of the order referred to in
paragraph 7 be permanently enjoined by the court, plaintiff will be
unable to negotiate with station licensees for the affiliation contracts
described in paragraph 5, or for
the renewal of existing affiliation
contracts. Station licensees threaten
to and will cancel or repudiate subsisting contracts. Plaintiff's ability
to negotiate contracts with advertisers and contracts with labor organizations of technical workers
and of performing artists will be
destroyed or seriously impaired.
Loss of Goodwill
"The penalty which affiliated stations will incur for entering into
or pei'forming agreements contrary
to the said regulations is so serious
that no station will renew or perform any such existing agreements
even for the purpose of testing the
validity of the rules. Unless relief
is granted in this action, plaintiff
will therefore be compelled to submit to the consequences of the rules
whether they are valid or not.
Plaintiff's business identity and
public goodwill will be substantially injured and its property and
business rendered substantially less
valuable. In the premises, plaintiff
will suffer irreparable injury for
which it has no adequate remedy
at law.

the court set aside, annul and permanently enjoin the enforcement
of that portion of the order of the
Commission which promulgates the
rules complained of in paragraph 7
and that the court grant the plaintiff such other and further relief
as may be just and equitable in
theNBC,
premises."
Woodmen and Stromberg
Carlson contended they had no adequate remedy at law and no method
of proceeding exists for the review
of the Commission's order, except
by the filing of the suit. It asked
the court that as soon as practicable the specially constituted
three-judge court convene and that
a temporary or interlocutory injunction be entered restraining, enjoining and suspending, until the
further order of the court, the
operation, execution, effect and enforcement of the order, insofar as
it purports to become effective on
or before Nov. 15.
Pending a hearing upon the application for a temporary injunction, the court was asked to issue
a preliminary restraining order to
remain effective until the application for a temporary or interlocu"shall and
have for
beena
heard tory
andinjunction
determined
period of 90 days thereafter".
After final hearings, NBC prayed
that the court decree the order is
"beyond the lawful authority of the
Commission, in violation of the
legal rights of plaintiffs, wholly
void and arbitrary and unreasonable, and that the order, insofar as
the order purports to become effective on or before Nov. 15, 1941, be
perpetually vacated, set aside, suspended and annulled, and the enforcement thereof perpetually restrained and enjoined."
Radio's Safety Role
SUPPORT radio is giving the
Emergency Safety Campaign to
reduce accidents drew special praise
last week from W. H. Cameron,
managing director of the National
Safety Council, which is directing
the nation-wide campaign at the
request of President Roosevelt,
who become concerned at the steadily rising accident toll and at the
number of defense workers who
are victims of accidents both on
and off the job.

AFFIDAVIT

FILED

STROMBERG CARLSON MFG.
Co., operating WHAM, Rochester,
NBC-Blue affiliate contends that it
could sell time to advei'tisers at
only half the price it currently
receives were it to lack network
affiliation, according to an affidavit filed Oct. 27 in the U. S.
District Court for the Southern
District of New York, by Edward
A. Hanover, vice-president.
Explaining the station's opposition to the FCC network-monopoly order,
Hanover's
affidavit
states
thatMr.under
the rule
less
WHAM time will be sold in the
future and WHAM will receive
less revenue. For the year 1940,
the income of WHAM was derived
approximately one-half from the
sale of network time by NBC, it
is stated.
The affidavit pointed out that
WHAM has a gross income from
sale of its time to NBC and to
local and other advertisers of approximately $500,000 a year.
Option Provisions
The present contract between
NBC and WHAM grants to NBC
a fii'm option to sell specified periods of the station's time on 28
day's notice, according to the affidavit. "The above mentioned order," it goes on, "prohibits the
inclusion of such an optional time
provision in any contract between
a network organization and a
standard broadcast station.
"Because of said contract with

BY

WHAM

WHAM containing provisions for
such optional time, and similar
contracts with other stations, NBC
is in a position to sell time to advertisers on a national network,
as such. If an option exercisable
as against another network organization or exercisable on less
than 56 days notice is prohibited,
it will be practically impossible to
sell time to advertisers on a network basis, as such.
"In 1941 there has been a substantial increase both in the amount
of network time sold to NBC and
the amount of time sold to local
and other advertisers. Even with
an increase in the sales to NBC,
WHAM has been fully able to serve
its local community in local advertising and in the broadcasting
of all events of local interest. Sale
of time to NBC and optional provisions of the contract have been
equally tional
beneficial
to both
the naand the local
service
of
WHAM.
"Cancellation of the affiliation
contract with NBC will disturb an
association which has existed for
14 years and will inflict irreparable
loss upon Stromberg Carlson.
Furthermore, cancellation of the
contract without the consent of
NBC may result in suit by NBC
against Stromberg Carlson for
breach of contract. The order
places the burden on Stromberg
Carlson of complying with the
order, which will cause irreparable
damage."

lotver than the mquiry
Jther station used
fromft aCorp.'
letter
.Aircra
sure indicaHon of "happy^yson and it's a
landings" for nauoi^ial
spot advertisers.

"Wherefore, plaintiff prays that

WCLE
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CLEVELAND,
Represented by: RADIO
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ANN LaHAY
THE NEW AND
OUTSTANDING RADIO
PERSONALITY FOR
CINCINNATI. IN
INTERESTING AND
INFORMAL PROGRAMS
FOR WOMEN
HOME • BUUTY • COOKING

CBS

WCKY
50,000 WATTS
CBS PROGRAMS

THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

Miles

just for a

Sunday Dinner and
KROD goes along. El
Paso South we sterners
drive that and farther on
weekends . . . but radios
in cars and mountain
cabins carry your message
to them over

1000 VJaWs (day)
Columbia's
Dorrance
Merle
Howard H.

• 500 Wafts (nighf)
600 kc
Outlet to the El Paso
Southwest
D. Roderick, Owner
H. Tucker, Manager
Wilson Co., Natl. Reps.

IN THE 7th RETAIL MARKET
KSTP
MiNNEAPOLIS
•
SAINT PAUL
KISHTTiME SISNAL FROM MINNEArOLiS TO THE WEST EQUIVALENT TO
133,500 WATTS
NBC BASIC RED NETWORK
50,000 lilaiii
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NEGOTIATIONS with 21 stations
for renewal of their CBS affiliation contracts have come to a complete standstill since the FCC announced its new network rules in
May, it was revealed in an affidavit of Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS
station relations vice-president, entered in the U. S. District Court
for the Southern District of New
York in connection with CBS' complaint seeking court action enjoining the FCC from putting into effect its drastic chain broadcasting
rules on the scheduled date, Nov.
15.
Listing the 21 stations with
whom negotiations have fallen off
since the FCC announced its network rules on May 2, Mr. Akerberg in his affidavit declared that
other conferences with two stations
for CBS affiliation agreements
have ceased "because of the danger
of the denial of their licenses if
they should enter into such agreeAn appendix to the affidavit also
ments".
presented copies of letters from 20
other CBS affiliates which in recent months have served notice of
their intention to cancel or repudiate their contracts in view of
the Commission's network order.
In the same general tone, all the
letters stated that as a matter of
self-protection the outstanding contracts must be abrogated, although
opportunity was sought to negotiate a new contract in keeping with
the new FCC regulations.
Renewals Pending

Owned and Operoted By
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

175

AFFILIATIONS

"In the ordinary course of business we begin to negotiate for the
renewal of existing contract from
six months to a year prior to the
date of termination of the contract," Mr. Akerberg explained.
"In some instances, where the circumstances require it, we have
begun negotiations for the renewal
of an existing contract as long
as two years prior to its termination.
"CBS has regular affiliation
relationships with 115 stations licensed by the FCC; the termination dates of the contracts are staggered and the contracts terminate
in different years and at different
times during the year. The station
relations department is therefore
continually engaged in commencing,
continuing and completing negotiations with various stations for affiliation agreements or for the renewal of such agreements.
"On or about May 2, 1941, we
were engaged in conducting negotiations with various affiliates for
the renewal of their affiliation
agreements. The names of such
stations follow: KFBB, Great Falls,
Mont.; KGVO, Missoula, Mont.;
CKAC, Montreal; WHIG, Dayton,
0.; WIBX, Utica, N. Y.; WISN,
Milwaukee; WCHS, Charleston, W.
Va.: WPAR, Charleston, W. Va.;
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. ; WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y.; WHCU, Ithaca,
N. Y.; WDBO, Orlando, Fla.;
WKBH, LaCrosse, Wis.; KGMB,
Honolulu; K H B C, Honolulu;
WWNC, Asheville, N. C; WDAE,
Tampa, Fla. ; WMT, Cedar Rapids,
la.; KENT, Des Moines, la.;
WHAS, Louisville, Ky.; WWL,
New Orleans, La.
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AT

STANDSTILL

WJR
Awarded Plaque
For Services to Youth

"Negotiations for the renewal
of affiliation contracts had been
progressing with these stations
for some time. All of the contracts
subsisting between CBS and such
stations, and for the renewal of
which negotiations were proceeding between such stations and CBS
on or about May 2, 1941, contained clauses referred to in Paragraph Fifth of the complaint in
this action. These clauses have been
the foundation of successful network operation and they are necessary to the continued existence of
strong
eration. and successful network opOther Negotiations
"As a result of the Commission
order of May 2, negotiations with
reference to the renewal of these
agreements with the stations have
been terminated because the order
prohibits any licensee from entering into such contracts, under the
penalitynewal ofofitsthe
denial of the relicense.
"In addition the station relations
department has been negotiating
with WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C, ana
WGTM, Wilson, N. C, for affiliation agreements of the kind specified in Paragraph Fifth of the
complaint. These negotiations have
ceased because of the danger of
the denial of their licenses if they
should enter into such agreements.
As a result of the Commission
order and its effect upon negotiation with stations for contracts or
renewal thereof, the station relations department has ceased functioning in these matters completely
and is unable to continue the regular conduct of its business.
"Not later than Nov. 15, 1941,
when the said order becomes effective as to existing contracts,
all the existing contracts of affiliation between CBS and licensees of
the Commission must be abrogated
or repudiated by these stations or
they will face the certain denial
of their licenses. As a result, many
stations have threatened that they
will cancel or repudiate their contracts of affiliation prior to the
effective date of the said order,
and many stations have already
Letters included in the appendix
were
by CBS from WADC,
so."
done received
Akron, 0.; WAIM, Anderson, S. C;
WRDW, Augusta, Ga.; KDAL,
Duluth, Minn.; WERC, Erie, Pa.;
KARM, Fresno, CaL; WKNE,
Keene, N. H.; WNOX, Knoxville;
KOIL, Omaha; KGLO, Mason City,
la.; WREC, Memphis; WQAM,
Miami; KOMA, Oklahoma City;
WMBD, Peoria, 111.; KOY, Phoenix,
Ariz.; KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.; WIBX,
Utica, N. Y.; WNAX, Yankton,
S. D.; KSFO, San Francisco;
WKBN, Youngstown, O.
Cereal on Blue
CREAM OF WHEAT Corp., Minneapolis, for its hot cereal on Nov.
14 will sponsor the 9-9:15 a.m.
period Fridays and Saturdays of
the NBC-Blue Breakfast Cbib program originating from Chicago.
Number of stations for that time
have not yet been cleared. BBDO,
Minneapolis, is the agency.
BROADCASTING

Michael Church (r) of NYA Gives
Medal to Fitzpatrick
IN APPRECIATION of the encouragement WJR, Detroit, gave
the youth of America through its
series. Youth in the News, the National Youth Administration recently presented the station with
a bronze plaque in a half-hour
broadcast. Leo J. Fitzpatrick, vicepresident and general manager of
WJR, accepted the award.
Presentation was in conjunction
with the U of Michigan's 16th anniversary broadcast. Program featured U of Michigan music by the
WJR chorus and orchestra and
papers
by Dr. Alexander
Ruthven, university
president;G. Waldo
Abbot, director of radio at Michigan; and Orin W. Kaye, state administrator ofthe NYA. Congratulatory telegrams were received
from Gov. Murray D. Van Wagoner and Dr. Eugene B. Elliott,
state superintendent of public instruction. Youth in the News, presented Saturday mornings at 9
a. m., dramatizes true stories of
the outstanding achievements of
youth in the fields of economics,
business and citizenship during the
preceding week.
Cotton Bowl to Gillette
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, on New Year's Day will
sponsor exclusively on MBS broadcasts of the Cotton Bowl game
from Dallas, and the East-West
football game from San Francisco.
W.ILD are the call letters assigned to
the new station in Bessemer, Ala.,
authorized Oct. 21 to J. Leslie Doss,
manager of WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
[Beoadcastixg, Oct. 27].

Radio Station KPAC, owned
by Port Arthur (Tex.) College which features broadcasting training, subscribes
to INS exclusively!
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
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Death

Threat

impaired Network
Service Held
Probable
A DEATH blow would be struck
commercial broadcasting by enforcement of the FCC's chainmonopoly regulations, setting off a
"descending spiral" in revenues
which will result in less program
service, fewer listeners, and the inevitable result of impairment of the
full, effective and best use of radio
facilities of the country, William
S. Paley, CBS president, asserted
in his affidavit filed in support
of the network's complaint against
the Government, seeking to enjoin
the FCC from making its regulations effective.
The combined effect of the rules,
Mr. Paley declared, "would be to
destroy the present structure of
network broadcasting". He predicted the result would be to "encourage irresponsible fly-by-night
operations on a get-rich-quick
basis, and to prejudice the permanent and stable network system
which now obtains".
National Service
In his 38-page affidavit, Mr.
Paley first described the physical
characteristics of broadcasting and
the role of the FCC. CBS, he
brought out, includes 122 stations,
115 of which are independently
owned affiliates and seven owned
by CBS, one of the latter being
leased. CBS programs now are
available to over 90% of the nation's entire nighttime audience, he
declared.
Describing the economics of
broadcasting and the need for national service, Mr. Paley recounted
to the court the manner in which
broadcasting functions and the degree of competition now existing in
the network field. He pointed out
that MBS, which he described as
"largely controlled by the Chicago
Tribune, a newspaper, and R. H.
Macy & Co., a department store",
differs from CBS and NBC. Mutual,
he said, "has no studios, maintains
no engineering department, neither
owns nor maintains any facilities
for the production of programs,
and does not originate or produce
a network program service such
as is maintained by CBS and
NBC".
He described it as an organization "devoted mainly to the sale of
time of its affiliated stations for
network broadcasting to national
advertisers". Its commercial programs are produced by the originating station "or by the sponsor
who buys time", he said, while its
sustaining programs are "selected
from among those produced by
affiliated stations themselves, primarily as a part of the sustaining
service of the stations for their
own local listening audiences."
BROADCASTING

Seen

in

Mr. Paley pointed out that CBS
leases program transmission service from AT&T for a minimum of
16 hours a day, at a cost of $2,000,000 a year. In 1940 alone, CBS
expended in excess of $5,000,000 on
sustaining programs and is committed to future payments in excess of $4,000,000 by long-term contracts for real estate, news services, special programs and musicians, he pointed out. Because of
its strict adherence to high program standards, CBS has refused
over $6,000,000 of network business
tendered during a four-year period.
Would Be Immeasurable
To be useful to the national advertiser, the network must be able
to provide him with an assurance
of nationwide audience comparable
to the assurance of nationwide circulation provided by magazines and
other printed publications, he
pointed out. National circulation
for programs can be guaranteed
only when outlets are fitted together like a jigsaw picture, so that
there are no interstices or "blind
spots"atedbetween
neighboring affilistations.
Alluding to the FCC regulations,
Mr. Paley said that if the makeup of the CBS network were to lose
its stability through the sudden
advent and departure of affiliated
stations, "listening patterns would
fluctuate wildly and the circulation
which today results from the constant performance together of scientifically chosen outlets would not
exist. What circulation would be
produced if the outlets of a network were in continual flux might
not be measurable and the advertiser would be reluctant and very
likely even unwilling to buy the
immeasurable". Nor would the advertiser embark upon the costly
venture of a nationwide program
series unless the relations between
the network he selects and its affiliated stations are "sufficiently stable
so that he may reasonably expect
to maintain his coverage and enjoy the cumulative fruits of his
efforts to please the listening pub-
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WHP Precaution
REALIZING the wisdom of
the old saw
"An ounce
of prevention is worth
a pound
of
cure" in connection with the
local health nouncement
authorities'
anthat an influenza
epidemic is in the offing. Manager A. K. Redmond, of
WHP, Harrisburg, Pa., has
made arrangements to have
the entire staff inoculated
against the sickness.
lie and promote sales of his product", Mr. Paley said.
This stability, fundamental to
the practical existence of network
broadcasting, Mr. Paley declared,
"has been achieved by the practice
of the network and the station in
entering into an affiliation contract, pursuant to which the station
becomes the network outlet in the
station service area." He called the
provisions of the existing CBS contract "indispensable to effective
network broadcasting and to the
fullest use of the radio facilities of
the country".
Covering
the contribution of networks
to American
broadcasting, Mr. Paley said that
the growth of the use of radio
facilities of the nation could not
have been accomplished without the

by
Paley
practices of exclusivity and the call
of option time.
Since 1934 contracts between
networks and affiliated stations
have been filed by stations with
the Commission and considered in
connection with applications for
renewal of licenses and other petitions. CBS, relying upon the validity and subsisting effect of these
practices and agreements, has devoted over $18,000,000 of assets to
network broadcasting, he said.
"Neither the Commission nor its
predecessor has ever claimed heretofore the power to regulate the
contractual relations between networks and their affiliated stations",
he asserted.
Contracts on File
After reviewing the chain-monopoly investigation culminating in
the amended order of last month,
Mr. Paley said the approach of the
Commission majority to the problems in the broadcasting industry
was essentially "one of academic
unreality" He said "this thesis
is monopoly by Columbia and
Denying that monopoly exists in
network broadcasting, Mr. Paley
said the existing national networks
NBC".constantly engaged in vigorare
ous competition for advertising
sponsorship of commercial pro-

In radio, too,

it's Better to be Lower
Being in the right spot is important. Reminds us of WMCA. It
has New York's lowest frequency
(570 kc.) with enough power
(5000 watts) to reach over
12,500,000 people without waste.
The reason? Simple. Loiv frequency means longer wave-

length; longer
wave-length
means
viaxhiium
utiHzation
of power.
The best spot is the low spot.

WMCA
FIRST ON NEW
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grams, listeners who build the
goodwill of their outlets and particularly for the best outlets in all
of the desirable markets. Every
outlet which is affiliated with CBS
today has been free to change its
affiliation upon at least one occasion since the formation of MBS,
he said. Moreover, there is a substantial turnover in the constituency of each national network.
Need of Identity
"The jurisdictional phase of the
entire Commission order as to chain
broadcasting rests, I am informed
by counsel and I believe, upon the
narrow and delicate stem of a
single conclusion of fact — the
Commission's own conclusion that
the public would be better served
by radio if existing affiliation practices were to be suppressed, thereby creating a new era of competition in what the Commission calls
the 'network-station' market".
Disputing this claim, Mr. Paley
asserted :
Columbia's studios show that the
flow of programs to listeners is steadiest when the identity of the outlet
carrying the programs has been established. A change of outlets carrying
a Columbia program upsets the listening patterns for that program, and it
takes substantial jieriods of time bethe listening
aroundforethe
new outlet.jjatterns re-form
Thisthe"network-station
market"'to
which
Commission is trying
create is not the familiar networkstation market in which networks compete for contract affiliates. Instead, it
is a market in which the networks
would be in competition anew every
time they sought outlets for a net-

HEui EncLnno
They Put
680

It At
and

They Stay PUT!
This is not just an idle claim,
but a fact based on an exhaustive study of radio listening habits in the Merrimack
Valley area. Write for complete
information and learn why so
many advertisers are making
WLAW a "MUST" in New England.

a station and network organizatio
pursuant to which the station i
granted the first call in its primai
service area upon the programs •>
theOnly
network
organization."
one station
in each area coubl •
be given "the first call" upon Columbia's network
programs
but the consideration
flowing to ;Columbia
for*
making
that
one
station
Columbia'.s
outlet is today the ability to help thai
station build an audience and to sell
that station's
time Rule
for network
mercial programs.
3.104. as comwill

ANNUAL APPRECIATION DINNER of WIRE, Indianapolis, Ind., was
attended last Oct. 20 by more than 500 persons. Among those at the
speakers table were (1 to r) : N. G. Mason, secretary-treasurer of WIRE;
Paul McCluer, sales manager of NBC Chicago; Roger Reynolds, advertising manager of the Indianapolis News; and Rex Schepp, business
manager of the station.
work program ; where networks would
engage in a sort of over-the-counter,
per program
competition.
an abnormal market
in whichIt is
networks
would compete, not for regular affiliaates to grams,
carry
the network's
but foralloccasional
outletspro-to
carry particular programs. The Commission makes entirely clear that by
"the network-station market" it means
a market where networks compete not
merely for contract afliliates but for
outlets on a per program basis.
Thus the Commission complains, in
the excerpt quoted above that : "Stations bound by the usual five-year exclusive contracts are not free to bargain with other networks for programs;(other) networks are not free
to bargain with those stations for
time"
and one
so network
a stationdoeswhich
eontracts ;with
not have
constant access to the programs of
every other network. At no time has
the Commission been able to show that
in creating this artificial market it is
not, in obedience to a theory of its
own. forcing the established major
networks to cease being what they are
today and to become something the
precise nature of which no one can
wholly foresee.
Theory of Competition
Citing the October opinion of the
FCC where it criticizes exclusive
option time because it "restricted
competition in network programs",
Mr. Paley said this represents a
brand new theory of competition
for network programs such as
never existed in the broadcasting
industry. In the period before NBC
adopted a formal affiliation contract, the outlets of NBC "did not

WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
5000 WATTS • 680 KC.

COLUMBIA
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National Representatives
THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.
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flit from network to network for
their national network programs",
he said. "There never was any
such 'network-station market' as
the Commission now has visualThe Commission's order, Mr.
Paley contended, "puts an end to
affiliation practices essential to the
existence
network broadcasting".
ized."he of
CBS,
declared, "questions only
five of the eight rules promulgated,
those which restrict the right of
stations to enter into affiliation
contracts with CBS.
"The effect of the challenged
rules", continued the affidavit,
"will be to destroy efficient network broadcasting, reduce the
number and quality of nationwide
programs,
the country's
largest
and and
mostmake
powerful
stations
even more dominant at the economic expense of the smaller stations. Instead of carrying out the
professed objective of the Commission, namely the fullest and most
effective use of the radio facilities
of the nation, the order will in fact
impair and restrict their use, contrary to the public interest."
Exclusivity Rule
Discussing the rule against exclusivity, Mr. Paley stated:
Rule 3.101 prohibits a station from
entering into an agreement with CBS
pursuant to which the station agrees
that it will not accept network programs from any network except CBS.
Rule 3.102 prohibits a station from
entering into an agreement with CBS
to obtain
CBS's area
exclusive
within
the listening
of the services
station.
These rules prohibit mutual exclusivity
of affiliation between Columbia and its
outlet stations. These rules may well
result in breaking up CBS as well as
other national networks, and certainly
will cause a contraction in the number
of network programs, and a lowering
in their (juality and standards.
Rule 3.102 as amended in October
forbids mutual exclusivity and then
provides
"This :regulation shall not be construed to prohibit any contract, arrangement, or understanding between
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be seen,
destroys
Columbia's
nity to benefit
by the
bargain. opportuThis one-way street apparently wa.\
devised by the Commission after it had
found that under the rules as promulgated it was impossible to meet the
objection that, with no two-sided affiliation arrangement between networl:
and
stations,
best powerful
programsstation;
woula' i
gravitate to thethemost
and the weaker stations would be impoverished. But the Commission obviously expects established networks
to grant this one-way option without]
any
quidisprocreated
quo. while
an mere
unseemly'
reward
for the
adventurer in radio. Any irresponsible
newcomer to the network field is left
free to pick the choicest stations on
all networks, while organizations with
standards and character, having sizeable commitments, are asked to bind
themselves to outlets often not the
most desirable. This wholly artificial
arrangement can only usher in twilight for the present network system.
The interdict against territorial exclusivity strikes directly at the stations. TheColumbia
majority
of the have
more desirable
affiliates
made
their network affiliation a part of their
identification to the public — to listeners
through station announcements on
network and non-network programs
alike, to the commercial world by styling themselves the Columbia outlet
in the territory upon their letterheads
and in their industry advertising.
Incentive to Selling
The covenant of the affiliated station to the network that the statiou
will not,
during accept
the termprograms
of the affiliation contract,
from
a competing network provides an incentive for CBS to promote sale of the
station's time to national advertisers,
and protects CBS against the possibility that a competing network will be
the beneficiary of the investment made
by CBS in such promotion. It also
provides the incentive for CBS to produce good sustaining features, to develop an audience for the station which
wiU be of continuing interest to national advertisers. Exclusivity of affiliation permits the station to advertise
itself as the CBS outlet in its area,
and thusprestige.
to take advantage of the
national
The network advertiser wants the
biggestence hecontinuous
audican obtain, nationwide
at a reasonable
price and with the assurance that he
can retain it so long as his programs
are popular. It is just this assurance
which exclusivity tends to create.
Under would
the Commission's
rulesthem
the
networks
have taken from
the opportunity and inducement to
build circulation for themselves and
their affiliates on a permanent basis.
The rules place the networks in the
position that a newspai^er or a magazine would be in if it could build circulation only to share that circulation
with competitors, and if it had no
certain stake in its own ingenuity,
enterprise and character building.
Taking up Rule 3.104, as amended, banning exclusive options, Mr.
Paley said it continues the absolute

Stat ion
Own
Washington's
WASHINi
WASHINGTON
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prohibition against the giving by
stations of exclusive options to networks, but provides that an "option", not exclusive against other
network organizations, may be
given by a station to national or
regional networks for the broadcasting of network programs during not more than three hours in
each of the four segments into
which the broadcasts day is divided.
upon
theWhen
time aof network's
a station option
ceases to
be
"exclusive as against other network
organizations", Mr. Paley contended, "it ceases to be an option", but
becomes "a mere opportunity for
the network to offer a program or
program series to the stations and
try to conclude a contract with
enough stations in important markets to satisfy the advertiser."
Disputing the FCC's interpretation of the effect of the "non-exclusive option", Mr. Paley said it
will not enable networks "to clear
the same period of time over a number of stations for network programs". If CBS' "option" during
the period from 8 to 10 p.m., on a
Tuesday evening means that the
time of the outlets is available for
CBS' sponsor "provided that five
other network organizations (national and regional) do not make
the station contracts first", he insisted, "then Columbia must contract with its sponsor subject to a
sheer gamble that the time can be
cleared and the advertising contract performed".
The prohibition of exclusive option time will make the clearing of
time for the arrangement of a national network program "an almost
impossible
Paleydeterdeclared.task",
AdvertisersMr.
do not
mine to use network broadcasting
to sell their products only 24 hours
prior to the time of the program,
he recited. It sometimes takes
months of planning, market study
and research, program planning
and negotiations before an advertiser decides whether or not to use
network broadcasting and thereafter what stations and programs
to utilize, the court was told.
Assurance Needed
Under the FCC rule, the network might spend months in convincing the sponsor, in helping him
select the territory in which to
broadcast his program, the stations
to utilize, the character of the program, and the talent, "and then find
itself unable to provide either the
stations or the time desired by the
advertiser in the markets which he
desires to cover", Mr. Paley said.
"It would be impossible in practice to operate a network such as
that of CBS if CBS did not know
in advance what circulation it
could deliver, what stations it had
to offer and what time on those
stations was available for use by
prospective advertisers", continued
the Paley affidavit. "This is precisely the kind of assurance the
visual media are able to provide
and the kind of assurance which
the advertiser requires before he is
BROADCASTING

able to make any intelligent selection of his medium, before he does,
in Alluding
fact, select
the rule
medium,"
to the
requiring 56
days notice, instead of the current
practice of 28 days, Mr. Paley said
in this the FCC "strikes a needless
blow at the flexibility of the highly
competitive network advertising
business". While there is frequent
need for negotiation in advance for
network programs, he said that on
the other hand, a variety of reasons in the industrial world will
cause advertisers to desire to start
an advertising campaign swiftly.
Newspapers and magazines will
continue to be able to accommodate
such advertisers, "whereas network
broadcasting will be working under
an unnecessary handicap which
will weaken it in competition with
other media and cause it to lose
important
Under thebusiness".
rules, Mr. Paley said,
the network could not agree, as it
does now, to supply a minimum
number of hours per week of network sustaining and sponsored programs at a time when "all certainty
as to the outlets for network commercial programs is destroyed". He
predicted the sustaining program
service provisions of present contracts "will go out because existing incentives for the production
of sustaining programs vnll cease".
Sees Network Decline
"The inevitable result," he continued, "will be the decline of the
networks as producers and suppliers of programs which the stations now receiving such programs
are unable to provide for themselves. Thus networks are relegated
principally to the role of time
brokers, agencies for the sale to
network advertisers of the time of
such stations as will engage them
to make such sales. It will enable
anyone, without the necessity of
having a network organization
geared to the production of network programs of quality, to buy
wire connections and sell the time
of whatever stations he can obtain,
for any specific commercial programs.
"Not being subject to the expense
of operating an organization for
the building of programs, with the
investment which that entails, such
agencies will be in a position to cut

IT'S KDKA'S 21st
Westinghouse Station Holds
Nov. 2 Celebration
KDKA, Westinghouse station in
Pittsburgh, celebrated its 21st
birthday Nov. 2. For it was on
Nov. 2, 1920, that the station began an organized service of regularly scheduled radio programs.
To open the new service, station
officials waited for the HardingCox election returns, and put them
on the air. The first transmitter
was a 500-watter, considered a
veritable powerhouse in those days.
The modern KDKA transmitter is
a 50,000-watter, operating on the
1020 kc. clear channel. And whereas the first studios were in the
home of Dr. Frank Conrad, a Westinghouse official, at Wilkinsburg,
near Pittsburgh, the present up to
date ones are in the Grant Building in the heart of the city.
the rates to the advertiser, or to
give to the station a greater share
of the network revenue. Indeed it
would be perfectly possible for
such an organization both to cut
the rates to the advertiser and to
give the station a greater share of
the revenue, as a result of operating without the trained personnel,
the elaborate organization, the talent commitments, and all the other
investments and expenses, which
make possible the operation of a
major network like CBS. The result of the Commission's order will
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Decline in Service
to Aoffer."
contraction in network income
from the breakdown of the principle of exclusive affiliation and option time "must certain result in a
contraction" of services which are
financed from current operations,
such as international broadcasting,
television, and the development of
a Latin- American network. CBS is
budgeting $500,000 a year for operation of the Latin-American venture, Mr. Paley said, while it is developing television at an annual
expenditure of $800,000 a year, and
is spending about $500,000 annual
to cover every phase of the European war and the concurrent developments in America.
If networks are to engage in
"free-for-all competition on a per-

TO COVm
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NEW

be to encourage irresponsible flyby-night operations on a get-richquick basis and to prejudice the
permanent and stable network system which now obtains.
"Unlike Columbia, Mutual has
no studios, maintains no engineering department and does not produce programs, except European
news broadcasts. It is thus relieved
of the expense incidental to such
operations and to which CBS is
now subject. Mutual is in a position, once these Rules take effect,
to charge less than CBS or NBC
for obtaining the use of the facilities of the same stations which
CBS or NBC would be in a position
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oil are all booming now. Everyone has
money to spend and somebody's going
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through the only combination to blanket
the heart of this area.
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program basis, with the first network which sells a particular period
having the station as its outlet for
that period," Mr. Paley declared,
"then affiliation has lost all its
meaning and the contract period
could as well have a 20-year duration as a two-year one."
Taking up Rule 3.105, which
prohibits the station from making
any contract with a netwox'k which
prevents the station from rejecting
network programs which the station reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory, and under other specified conditions, Mr. Paley said if it
is intended by this rule to secure
stations in their right to substitute
sustaining programs for a network program, there can be no complaint concerning it. If, as its wording suggest, the rule proposes to
enable stations to reject network
commercials which they have already agreed to accept, simply because the station prefers another
commercial, "the rule will discourage the use of networks by advertisers."
Text of Summary
The full text of the summary of
Mr. Paley's affidavit follows:
The combined effect of the rules
complained of would be to destroy the
present structure of network broadcasting. Burdens will be imposed upon
that structure which will render it
less able to meet the needs of the advertiser. A decline in the ability to
meet the advertisers' needs will mean
a decline in the use of network broadFCC

Sets

Aside

50 kiv. Grant

On KSFO
Protest;
BY A 4-2 VOTE, the FCC last
Wednesday set aside its action
granting KQW, San Jose-San
Francisco, a construction permit
for 50,000 watts on 740 kc, on petition of KSFO, San Francisco, and
designated both applications for
simultaneous hearing. Action came
on the petition of KSFO, which
previously had been designated for
hearing on its 740 kc. application.
The vote marked a new division
on the Commission, with Chairman Fly and Commissioner Payne
voting against the KSFO petition,
while Commissioners Craven, Case,
Walker and Wakefield voted affirmatively.
CBS -KQW Contract
On Sept. 9, largely at the instance of Chairman Fly, the FCC
granted the KQW application for
50,000 watts on the 740 kc. frequency which it now occupies, subject
to a plan of independent financing.
It simultaneously set for hearing
the KSFO application for the same
frequency with 50,000 watts, KSFO
having suggested that the Commission shift KQW to its present
facility of 560 kc. with 5,000 watts
day and 1,000 watts night.
Last month, CBS announced that
it had entered a contract with
KQW under which the station will
become the CBS Bay Area outlet,
effective Jan. 1, replacing KSFO.
KSFO, owned by Wesley I. Dumm,
San Francisco businessnian, plans
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casting by advertisers and in consequence a reduction in the revennrs.
The result of this will be less program
service, then fewer listeners, and so
begins a descending spiral in revenues,
rendering the stations less able to serve
the public
The therefore
inevitablebe re-to
sult of the interest.
Rules must
impair the full, effective and best vise
of the radio facilities of the country.
Moreover, the Rules will compel
CBS ture
to andalter
fundamentally
the struccharacter
of its business.
In
its present method of operation, CBS
delivers sustaining programs to the
station without direct charge for programs aud in most instances without
charge for telephone wires to deliver
them, and it shares the revenue from
commercial programs with the station.
CBS is compensated for the costs of
producing its sustaining program
service, and the cost of the wires necessary to deliver that service, by having
the station as an exclusive affiliate, by
having an option upon its time for
network sales, and by its share of the
revenue from network broadcasting.
Under the Rules, the service provided
to the station by CBS can no longer
bring these comisensations.
Finally, the broadcasting business is
being thrown into confusion and uncertainty by the effect of the Rules
upon advertisers,
stations
and networks. Some advertisers
are uncertain
and disturbed by the inability of the
networks to assure availability of outlets. For this i-eason they are considering the diversion of their advertising
expenditures to other media. Confusion
and complications are attendant upon
the wide arrangements to be made
for program distribution under the
Rules. The cost of permanent wire
connections
stations There
by any-is
single networkto isall
prohibitive.
no way of telling to which stations
CBS should obtain permanent wire
for

KQW

Sets Joint Hearing
to begin independent operation
with the termination of its CBS
affiliation [BROADCASTING, Oct, 13],
The Commission announced it
had granted the KSFO petition,
filed by former Commissioner E. 0.
Sykes, and that a consolidated
hearing had been ordered on the
competitive applications. The further request of KSFO that the
hearing be held in San Francisco
was denied, KSFO contended the
Commission had "unwittingly done
a grave injustice" to KSFO in
granting the KQW application.
KQW, through its attorney, Elmer
W. Pratt, had asked the Commission to dismiss and deny the KSFO
petition on the ground that it was
not a "party aggrieved or adversely affected".
General Foods Sports
ALTHOUGH rumor has it that
General Foods Corp., New York, is
planning to sponsor an extensive
list of baseball broadcasts next season for its cereals, and that its two
New York agencies, Benton &
Bowles and Young & Rubicam,
have been making surveys of the
general baseball situation, spokesman at the agencies would give out
no definite details.
HOWARD R. IMBODEN, editor and
publisher of the Southwest Times,
Pulaski, Va., has applied to the FCC
for a new station in Pulaski, 250 watts
unlimited time on 1230 kc.
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EX-COLLEAGUES met when Dick
Carey, formerly KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal., announcer, who is now
in Navy air training, was interFred Henry,
station's
news andviewed byspecial
events director,
during a recent broadcast of the
weekly quarter-hour Your Navy
Today, remoted from the Naval
Reserve base at Long Beach, Cal.
Series originates from various
naval land and sea bases in the
Southern California area, and features interviews with the staffs.
connections ; the number aud the cost
of temporary wire connections cannot
be determined.
There is confusion and uncertaint.y
as to which stations will be connected
by wire to which networks for purposes of national defense and national
emergency. CBS has been unable to
determine how and under what conditions sustaining programs will be delivered an dto which stations. The
Commission itself is unable to determine how networks will operate under
the rules as promulgated.
Networks are today the greatest
and most expeditious means of mass
dissemination of news, information
and public discussion. They are peculiarly avital factor of national defense
in the i^resent emergency. The inevitable uncertainty, chaos and confusion which the rules will cause is
contrary to the public interest,
10. Irreparable Injury. The rules
impair
ability
to enterColumbia's
into the freedom
affiliationaudcontracts
described in the complaint and in this
affidavit. Chairman Fly has stated that
any station which had such a contract
after the effective date of the rules
would lose its license. As to existing
contracts the rules are to take effect
Nocember 15,1941, In all other respects the rules became effective May
2, 1941, Breaches of Contract
Some stations having such conti-acts
with CBS are refusing to renew them;
some stations having such contracts
are threatening to cancel or repudiate
them and sonie stations have already
cancelled or repudiated such contracts,
on the ground that the rules prohibit
them. The stations are refusing to renew such contracts because of the
drastic penalty for entering into contracts in violation of the Rules, in
the event they are held to be valid.
Columbia is required to contract for
adequate space, technical equipment
and program material in advance in
order to carry on its normal course of
business. Because of the uncertainty as
to whether it will obtain relief from
these rules, Columbia is now unable to
contract and arrange for such program
material, technical facilities aud the
like. The
order has
already madeCommission's
advertisers doubtful
of the
continuance of network service, of
the availability of network facilities
and of the performance of the existing
network facilities contracts. This situation seriously jeopardizes Columbia's revenues, the orderly conduct of
its business, and its ability to continue
its present program policy and service.
Immediate injunctive relief is necessary to protect AColuml)ia"s
business
from disruption,
final adjudication,
after a full hearing by this court,
that the rules are invalid would, in
BROADCASTING

the absence of interim protection, leave ,i[
the plaintiff irreparably injured. Affili- 11'
ated stations have already taken action jeopardizing Columbia's business and ' *
the
continuity
its services,
and seriad- '.
vertisers
have ofalready
indicated
ous
the continuance
their doubt
presentas to
arrangements.
Graverof ';
jeopardy is imminent. Not later than |
the date when the rules become ap- .
plicable to existing contractual relations, existing values will be destroyed
Listeners will be lost and advertisers
will
be diverted
to other media and 'in •■
repair.
beyond
result
the plaintiff will lose its goodwill, built up through its having fur- •
nished a regular, uninterrupted seridce i
for many years. Unless temporary relief maintaining the status quo until
a determination of the validity of the
rules be granted, plaintiff's final relief
in this action
be futile.with
Sincepublic
the '
industry
has will
functioned
approval for over fourteen years, and
since no interest is harmed by its pres- -,
ent operations, no injury will result
from
suspending
dispo.sition
of this the
ease.rules until final ^
WHN 50 KW. TESTS
FORCE WINS MOVE
WHEN engineers of WHN, New
York, 50,000-watt
began testingtransmitter
the station's
new
at
East Rutherford, N. J., recently,
they found that to put it into actual
operation would completely disrupt
operations of WINS, New York,
whose
away. transmitter is located at
Carlstadt, N. J., only 3,000 feet

,

Problem was solved by a deal
unique in radio history, whereby
WINS has taken over the 5,000watt
Astoria,
Long
Island,transmitter
previously atused
by WHN,
which is now operating from its
new location with its auxiliary
5,000-watt
transmitter pending
completion of tests and the beginning of regular operation with
50-kw. within the next two weeks.
Agreement
worked director
out between Herbertwas
L. Pettey,
of WHN, and Major E. M. Stoer,
general manager of Hearst Radio,
owner of WINS, after consultation with FCC engineers and application for formal approval, which
the Commission granted, and went
into effect last Wednesday when
WINS began using the WHN Astoria transmitter, which will continue as the source of WINS programs until completion of the new
WINS 50-kw. transmitter, now under construction at Lyndhurst, N.
J. On Wednesday afternoon the inWINS towers at Carlstadt were terfering
demolished.
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SUIT by CBS against Harold S.
Guerin and J. Louis Albert, partners
doing business as CBS Advertising
Inc., was settled in New York Supreme
Court last week when CBS received a
perpetual injunction restraining the
defendants from using the words or
the name "CBS".
We have the peak soil
conductivity in the U. S.
. . . plus the Joe Louis
"punch" of a 580 kc
frequency. The result is
RESULTS!
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WSB

Revives

Its

SOO-kiv.

Application^

[Seventh Stations Seeking Superpower
SEVENTH aspirant for superpowreviving and amending its applicaer operation was disclosed last
pendingentered
since 1936.
Tuesday with the reviving of a requesttion,was
Sept. WOAI's
9, while
1936 application by WSB, Atlanta,
WLW submitted its petition seeklicensed to the Atlantic Journal,
ing 650,000 watts during regular
for an increase in power from its operating hours on June 21. WLW
is now using 500,000 watts output
present 50,000 watt operation on
between midnight and 6 a.m.
750 kc. as the dominant Class I-A
[Broadcasting, July 7].
station to 500,000 watts on the
The WSB petition seeking action
same frequency. A fortnight before
WHAS, Louisville, had swelled
on the application filed with the
Commission by Joseph E. Keller,
the list to six by formally submitting to the FCC its request for attorney for the station, urged that
the increased power be given to
750,000-watt operation.
WSB as a national defense measAlready pending before the Comure by permitting the station more
mission were the applications of
adequately to serve the rural areas
WLW, Cincinnati, for 650,000
of the Southeast.
watts, WOAI, San Antonio, seeking
Due to its location in Atlanta, a
750,000 watts, KSL, Salt Lake
key city of the South, as well as
City, for 500,000 watts, and WSM,
Nashville asking 500,000-watt op- an agricultural marketing center
eration [Broadcasting, Sept. 15]. and a redistribution point for
fruits, vegetables and much of the
Similarly the application of WHO,
Des Moines, for an increase to district's live stock. WSB has come
500,000 watts is reported to be to be a source of valuable marketing information for the area, the
about ready for filing.
application states. Due to the
Defense Measure
emergency now existing and the
The KSL application had been
call being made upon farmers to
pending before the Commission
make drastic changes in their farm
since 1936 and last Aug. 20 a peti- operation. WSB contends that its
tion seeking FCC action was filed. facilities would more eff^ectively
WSM on June 3 did likewise by cover this area if granted.
AFFIDAVIT

FILED

wow, Omaha, could not broadcast
high-quality and diversified pro' grams without considerably increasing the expense were it to
operate without benefit of its present NBC contract, the Red outlet
declared in an affidavit filed Oct.
27 in the U. S. District Court for
'the
Southern
District
New York,
by John
J. Gillin
Jr., of
general
manager of WOW.
After reviewing the history of
WOW, ovraed and operated by
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society, Mr. Gillin's affidavit explains that the station has
a present value of approximately
$175,000 and in its 18 years of opI eration by the Society, has created
values of over $500,000 in goodwill.
This broadcast structure faces
irreparable injury unless enforce-
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WOW

ment of the FCC network-monopoly order is restrained, according
to the affidavit. Three main points
are brought out by Mr. Gillin:
A. The Society will be forced to
breach the existing contract with
NBC with resulting danger of a
suit for damages by NBC.
B. The Society will lose revenues
from the broadcasting of commercial programs under said contract.
C. The station will be deprived of
good-will built up by its affiliation
with NBC over a 14-year period.
About half of the broadcasts of
WOW are NBC-Red programs, the
affidavit explains, with revenue derived by WOW from NBC network
programs consistently amounting
for several years to more than
$100,000 a year.
The WOW service, which the affidavit says reaches millions of listeners in the territory adjacent to
Omaha, is based largely on the
high quality of sustaining and commercial programs received from
NBC. Without the aid of the organization and facilities of NBC,
it continues, in furnishing these
high quality sustaining and commercial progrmas, it would be impossible for WOW adequately to
serve its listening audience without great additional cost in personnel, equipment and facilities.
It is further stated that the additional cost of providing programs
of this caliber would impair the
revenue producing ability of WOW,
and if the same high quality of
program material were not maintained, the station's popularity
with its present audience would
be materially reduced, with a resulting reduction in the value of
the
station
as an advertising medium.
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At present, the petition further
reveals, due to the high static level
in the summertime as well as the
man-made static level that generates from the industrialization in
the Southeastern sector, the efficiency of the present WSB signal
in serving the rural district, is lessened. Granting the increase, WSB
concludes, would make excellent
service available during a greater
percentage of time.
In 1936 there were 18 stations
which had pending applications for
500,000 watts, which precipitated
the so-called superpower fight.
Now in the suspense file are the
applications seeking this output of
WOR and WJZ, New York; WGN,
Chicago; KFI, Los Angeles; WJR,
Detroit; WGY, Schenectady. The
status of certain of these channels,
however, has changed since 1936.
Action on the superpower issue
by the FCC is seen as imminent
as a defense emergency measure.
That the Commission is disposed
to modify existing regulations to
permit power in excess of 50,000
watts has been indicated for several months. The Defense Communication Board, of which FCC
Chairman Fly is head, had emphasized the need for providing broadcast service to remote areas in a
recent announceinent [Broadcasting, Aug. 11].
The affidavit states that "the
order of the Commission requires
in effect a revision of the existing
contract between NBC and the
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society, under penalty of
losing its license to operate said
station WOW. Affiant is informed
and verily believes that NBC cannot profitably operate network
broadcasting under the rules promulgated in the order and continue
to supply the same high quality
of programs.
"The order places the onus on
WOW of breaching the existing
contract by either failure to broadcast the network programs offered
under the option time provisions
of the contract or closing down the
station, in violation of the express
provisions of the existing contract.
As a result the Woodmen of the
World Life Insurance Society is in
imminent danger of being subjected to a suit for damages for
breach of the existing contract.
"The revenue of WOW, as well
as of radio stations generally, is
derived entirely from the sale of
radio time to advertisers. The rates
for radio time on station WOW,
as well as on all other radio stations, are based upon the circulation that they can offer to the
advertiser, that is to say the probability that prospective customers
will be listening to the programs
being broadcast by the station.
The probability that a large number of prospective customers will
be listening is increased if the
programs broadcast by the station
are of constant high quality and
standard, whereas there is less
probability of a large number of
prospective customers listening if
the programs are consistently of
poor quality and of little general
interest to the listening public."
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Condemns

Trammell
Files
For

Strong

Plea

Injunction

Against FCC
ON THE BASIS of "arm chair
theories" a majority of the FCC
would "destroy the structure supporting American radio", Niles
Trammell, president of NBC, asserted in his affidavit filed with
the U. S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York, in
support of the NBC-WOW-WHAM
complaint challenging the validity
of the FCC's so-called chain-monopoly regulations. He vigorously
joined in the plea for temporary
injunctive relief, to thwart a Nov.
15 effective date for the regulations as well as the plea for a permanent injunction against the Commission.
Mincing no words in his condemnation of the regulations, Mr.
Trammell in his 34-page affidavit
first traced for the court the history of network broadcasting and
gave a description of the factors
which enter into successful network operation.
National Aspects
It is network broadcasting that
enables nationvvdde broadcasting to
be effected and that reflects the national aspects of the radio industry
as distinguished from those of
purely local character and significance, he said. The average local
station is incapable of selling
enough advertising locally to round
out its broadcasting schedule with
commercial or sustaining programs
in any way comparable with the
quality of those furnished by the
network organizations, he said.
This conclusion is confirmed by
the unanimous result of surveys
indicating that the audience of a
station with a network affiliation
is greater than that of a comparable station without such affiliation.
The 310 standard broadcast stations not affiliated with any network in 1938 operated at an aggregate loss in that year of approximately $150,000, he said, 162 of
them showing net income aggregating $888,493 and 148 of them showing net losses aggregating more
than $1,000,000.
In carrying the court through
the early development of radio, Mr.
Trammell described in detail the
manner in which commercial and
sustaining programs are developed,
how a network functions, the competition now existing in the field
and how NBC in the first instance
undertook operation of two rather
than one network. "It took bold
money, guts and brains to build in
a field which was then new and
hazardous," he said in harking
back to NBC's organization in 1926.
Declaring that NBC invited competition at the outset and in 1927
it welcomed the organization of
CBS, Mr. Trammell saif" that station demand for still more network
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service, however, finally induced
NBC to initiate its second nationwide radio network in 1927.
Between 1927 and 1934, the pioneer
years of network broadcasting, he
said this service was developed and
expanded throughout the worst
years of the greatest depression
this country has known. The value
of the public service which was
rendered during those years "is incalculable", hedeclared.
Ultimately in 1934, MBS was
organized and it attained a national
status in 1936.
Long Experience
"The network broadcasting services rendered by NBC today are the
product of 15 years of informed
experience," Mr. Trammell said.
"Its organization has been conditioned by the needs of its growing
nationwide business. If these needs
are disregarded in any effort at
overnight reorganization of the industry, as they are by the order of
the Commission, network broadcasting as it exists in the United
States today and substantial values
dependent thereon will be irreparably damaged."
Aside
from network broadcasting, other services such as the international shortwave field which
is not commercially self-supporting,
will suffer. These services have
been maintained by NBC and CBS
out of revenues derived from standard broadcast operation. Similarly,
television and FM, two new forms
of broadcasting, must rely for support of moneys derived from other
sources.
After describing the nature of
NBC affiliation contracts, which are
outlawed under the FCC regulations, Mr. Trammell said the item
of wire lines alone, borne by NBC,
amounted to more than $3,600,000
in 1940. He called the optional time
provisions the "balance wheel which
regulates the cooperative efforts of
the network organization and its
affiliated stations in the production
of a nationwide broadcasting service." It affects every aspect of network business, including the relations between the network organi-
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zation and advertisers as well as
the relations between the network
organizations and affiliated stations.
The national advertiser negotiates for and buys time solely on a
commercial basis, Mr. Trammell
said. "He will insist upon a national circulation and, if he cannot get it from the radio network,
he will divert his money to national
magazines and other printed media,
to the detriment of the radio servHow Option Time Works
Describing the manner in which
national option time functions, Mr.
Trammell declared:
Such
advertisers,
spending campaign,
considerable sums
on an advertising
ice." contracts covering the same
negotiate
well in advance and there is keen competition for their business. The optional time provision
in network
aflBIiation contracts
enables
the network
organizations to negotiate with such
advertisers on the basis of an assured
national coverage up to 28 days prior
to the first program. It also enables
the networks to enter into a contract
with such advertisers as soon as the
parties have agreed upon terms.
It must
be remembered
that has
NBC's99
Blue
network,
for example,
affiliates, each of which is compiling
daily its mercial
individual
scheduleprograms.
of comand sustaining
Under such circumstances, there is
every likelihood that NBC will find,
upon investigating the possibility of
scheduling a network program for a
certain hour of a specific day, that a
number of stations will have conflicting commitments. In the absence of
network optional time, any single station required by the advertiser would
be able to override the desire of all
of the other
stations to carry a particular program.
At the present time, an advertiser
using the Red network during the evening hour is required to contract for
the use of a minimum of 50 stations,
of which only six are operated by NBC
itself. Consequently, in the absence of
network optional time, each and every
advertising contract negotiated for
such hours on the Red network would
require successful negotiation by
NBC
stations.with a minimum of forty-four
Sponsors Must Know
From the
of viewnetwork
of NBC's
relations
with point
advertisers,
optional time on a firm basis is a sine
qua non of negotiation and contracting.
The advertiser wants to know what he

V MEANS SAFETY in West Virginia as Col. John W. Bosworth (right
center), superintendent of the state public safety department launches
a new drive on West Virginia Network. Here he presents a V to Harold
C. Miller (left center), news editor of WCHS, Charleston. Looking on
are Program Director Bill Adams and Announcer Fred Parsons of WCHS.
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is buying before he buys it. If a tentative period of time is fixed for his program, but no contract can be enterec
into before 44 stations have been contacted and the objections of eact
overcome, the advertiser may well hav^
changed his mind. If stations refuse
for any reason to clear time for th*:
advertiser's program, he may refuse
to consider a substitute period. Without optional network time, therefore.
NBC must deal with advertisers on an
"if, as and when" basis, and this is an
impracticable basis upon which to conduct any large business enterprise.
From
view ofstations,
NBC's
relations the
withpoint
its ofaffiliated
network optional time is necessary
in order ductedthat
the business
may be
on a big
enough scale
to conpay
the out of pocket expenses thereof. As
will hereinafter be more fully exfor
network plained,
and NBC's
keyannual
stationexpenses
operations,
exclusive of all shortwave or other nonstandard broadcasting expenses, aggregate more than $17,900,000. It is
a human impossibility to obtain
unanimity among the large number of
necessary affiliates a sufficient number
of times to carry this load.
It must be remembered that the 8V2
hours governed by network optional
time leaves ample periods within which
stations can schedule local programs,
since the majority of such stations
have a daily broadcasting schedule of
from 16 to 18 hours. What is more,
the programming of a single station
operating under
these optional
timethan
arrangements isinfinitely
simpler
the programming of a network in the
absence of such provisions.
Sustaining Programs
Covering sustaining programs,
Mr. Trammell said they have a
three-fold importance — q u a 1 i t y,
popularity resulting in goodwill,
and necessity for efficient network
operation. He cited the various outstanding sustainings on NBC,
pointing out for example that the
National Farm & Home Hour results in an expenditure of $100,000
a year.
During 1940, NBC sustainings,
covering 35,000 broadcasts, entailed
an expenditure of more than
$3,000,000 for talent and material
alone. During the same period,
NBC's other expenses for network
and key station operations, such as
rent, sales, vdrelines, engineering,
staff, etc. aggregated over $14,900,000.
Networks must graduate their
rates to advertisers upon the basis
of circulation that they can offer,
Mr. Trammell recited. Any change
in the provisions of affiliation contracts which would inhibit the networks from offering its full circulation, "will endanger the entire
network broadcasting structure as
it "Any
exists hindrance
today." to the ability of
a network to offer its full circulation as based upon the affiliated
stations available for a particular
program, or the availability of a
station in any key market, will result in an inevitable spiral of injury to the network's economic interests, which increases in geometric progression,
becauseoffany
interference which blocks
affiliated
stations necessarily lowers a network's revenues and this, in turn,
requires a curtailment of program
service which, in turn, further de• Broadcast
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?reases the revenue to be received
TV the network."
Outlining the injury threatened
the order, Mr. Trammell said it
"impacts" network broadcasting at
:wo vital points — by revising conrractual arrangements between stations and networks in a way which
^^ill make
adequate nationwide
broadcasting impossible and seeks
to prohibit ownership by a network
of more than one station in a given
locality,
and ois-nership
a net:jIjwork
organization
of thebyonly,
or
■ the most desirable, station in a
given locality.
Need of Options
The "vice" of the time option
ban was declared by Mr. Trammell
to be its failure to recognize that
a network must be able to "clear
time on affiliated stations in order
to render a nation-nide service and
that the identity or character of
the organization which interferes
with such clearance is immaterial."
Under existing procedure, XBC
requires an advertiser using the
Red during evening hours to contract for a minimum of 50 stations, of which only six are operated by XBC. Thus if option time
is prohibited, every contract negotiated for such hours would require
negotiation by NBC vdth a minimum of 44 stations. Each of these
stations would, under the Commission's amended order, be scheduling the programs of other networks. The problem of clearing
time is intensified when one considers it in connection with the
Blue network, which has 99 affiliates and the fact that this clearance must be accomplished for each
of the many network programs
broadcast.
In order to save itself and its
affiliated stations from damage, he
said, NBC would have to accomplish this feat a sufficient number
of times annually to assure itself of
a gi'oss income of more than S20,500,000, which amount is spent in
maintaining NBC's network and
key station broadcasting services
inclusive of -wireline.
Continuing his criticism of the
optional time ban, Mr. Trammell
said:
Thus,tional elimination
optime on a firm ofbasisnetwork
under the
order of the Commission will cause irreparable injury to XBC and its affiliated stations by making it financially
and physically impossible to handle a
sufficient volume of business to support
the existing programs of the network
organization. Abolition of such optional time will inevitably lead to increased expenses to XBC and its affiliated stations as well as a reduction
in network rates, a resulting loss in
revenue and a consequent diminution
in the quality of programs, thus setting
in motion a vicious descending spiral.
Such injury will result from the Com-

mission's order
even though
XBCaction
and
its affiliated
stations
take no
other than to amend their respective
affiliation contracts so as to bring
them into conformity with the Commission's order.
The requirement that the station
may agree to clear its time of nonnetwork
upon 56
days"of
notice willprograms
have theonly
practical
effect
an absolute prohibition against network optional time. It is a matter of
common knowledge in the advertising
business that national advertisers insist
that a specific advertising program be
placed before the public shortly after
the contract is signed. This insistence
is not peculiar to radio advertisers.
For example, magazines having a national circulation have found it necessary constantly to shorten the period
between the closing of an advertising
contract and its publication.
Practical Needs
The 28-day notice required in existing option time provisions was not
determined theoretically, but is the
result of an experienced balancing of
the needs of the stations and needs of
the advertisers, since the networks
must satisfy the legitimate needs of
both in order to exist. The .56-day period
flagrantly disregards the practical
necessities of the advertising business.
Xational network organizations will
have to satisfy the advertisers by
clearing time on less than 56 days'
notice under penalty of losing to competitive advertising media the revenues
which support the existing broadcasting services. As a result. XBC will
have to negotiate for time on its affiliated stations on the basis of the 28day notice period which has resulted
from experience and in so doing will
be unable to clear such time as against
local commercial programs, local sustaining programs and other nonnetwork programs, any one of which may
defeat the scheduling of a network
program.
The inevitable consequence will be
the destruction of nation-wide network broadcasting to the irreparable
injury of XBC.
Regarding threatened license revocations, Mr. Trammell pointed
out that between May 2, 1941 and
the present, not less than 24 N^BC
stations have served notice upon
NBC of cancellation of their contracts because of the FCC order.
Not less than 24 other stations, he
said, have served notice that they
do not intend to abide by the terms
of their contracts unless they are
made to conform with the Commission order. NBC knows of "a substantial number of additional stations which, unless the order is
complied with, intend to terminate
such contracts upon the effective
date of the order."
Affiliation Problems
Mr. Trammell also cited interference with new affiliations, resulting
from the order. He said, for example, that WFTC, Kinston, N. C,
had requested an affiliation with
NBC but as a direct result of the
Commission edict, they were unable
to enter into the affiliation contract
mutually decided upon.

45 IVIillion Listened
FOURTH LARGEST radio
audience — 45,000,000 persons
— to hear a speech by President Roosevelt was reported
listening to his talk on Navy
Day Oct. 28, according to a
survey made by C. E. Hooper.
Rating for the broadcast
heard on all networks and
many independent stations
was 51.9, which follows the
rating of 70 for his "unlimited emergencv" address
May 27; 67.4 for his Sept. 11
speech, and 59 for his Fireside Chat on national security Dec. 29.
"A number of present NBC advertisers as well as prospective
NBC advertisers to whom XBC has
offered to renew existing contracts
or has offered new contracts for
the broadcasting of commercial programs have refused to enter into
said contracts upon the sole
ground that NBC would, under the
order, be unable to assure said advertisers of the continued availability' of stations presently affiliated ^;\-ith NBC throughout the
term of said proposed advertising
contracts," Mr. Trammel declared.
After assailing the prohibition
against network owTiership of stations, which would strike directly
at at least six of NBC's outlets,
owned or leased, Mr. Trammell
said X^BC would also be damaged
bj' loss of value incident to a forced
sale and destruction of value inci-

TIES

dent to NBC's inabilitj'^ to dispose of a leased station because of
lack of provision in the lease.
Declaring that the effect of the
order is contrary to the public interest, Mr. Trammel said the conclusion isinescapable that the order
will bring out a situation in broadcasting in the United States which
is so patently contrary to the public interest, convenience and necessity "as to make its issuance an
arbitrary and capricious act of the
Commission."
Predicting that a "super-network" would develop under the
regulations, Mr. Trammel said the
large national advertiser desires
to purchase the best network at the
lowest cost. Under the order he
would be enabled to "put together
a network heretofore unavailable
by selecting the best stations, and
only the best stations, from all
networks. An advertiser could approach NBC and insist upon buying a network which consists not
only of NBC stations alone, but
one built up of the best stations of
the Red, Blue, CBS and MBS.
"If NBC should decline to act
as sales agent for the deal, there is
nothing to prevent the advertiser
or his agency from negotiating
directly with the stations, contracting for telephone wirelines and establishing his owm netw'ork for
Mr. Trammell submitted along
his program."
with
his affidavit an exhibit showing a map of a 64-station network,
{Continued on page 61)
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Many different alloys go into the making
of fine steel. Many different nationalities are
blended into the making of America.
So it is that the many nationalities speaking
in eight different mother tongues over this
station, help to solidly forge the unbreakable
ties of freedom upon which America is
founded.
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/IS
ACTIONS
FEDERAL

Decisions
OCTOBER 28
KVOS, Bcllingham, Wash.— Granted CP
new equipment directional D & N increase
1 kw N change 790 kc.
KFXJ. Grand Junction, Col. — Granted
change
920 kc changes.
increase 500 w N 1 kw
D'CP unl.
equipment
OCTOBER 29
NEW. Oak Park Realty & Amusement
Co., Chicago — Granted CP new FM station
•47.9 menight
10,800 sq. mi. four hours day four
liours
W71SB, South Bend, Ind.— Granted modification CP change transmitter site increase service area 7,100 sq. mi. extend
completion date.
KSAM, Huntsville, Tex. — Granted consent
voluntary assignment license to W. J.
Harpole & J. C. Rothwell for $3,500.
KSFO, San Francisco — Granted petition
for reconsideration and hearing against
grant of 9-9-41 granting KQW CP 740 kc
■50 kw unl ; designated joint hearing with
KSFO applic. 740 kc 50 kw ; denied request
hearing site for San Francisco.
WBAX,
Wilkes-Barre,
petition extending
effective Pa.—
date Granted
Commission
■order not exceeding three months.
WKNE, Keene. N. H.— Denied petition
•against 9-3-41 grant to WNBF.
KJR, Seattle — Granted increase 50 kw
D & N directional N (grant conditional on
blanketing situation and Commission action
■on multiple ownership).
DESIGNATED
HEARING—
Charles
P. Blackley,FOR
Staunton,
Va., CPNEW,
new
staton 1240 kc 250 w unl. ;WFAS, White
Plains, N. Y., modification license to 1230
kc unl. hours ; NEW, Paul Forman Godley,
Newark, N. J., CP new station 1230 kc 250
w unl. (consolidated hearing with WFAS) ;
]SfEW, Beauford H. Jester, Waco, Tex., CP
new station 1230 kc 250 w unl. ; NEW, Roy
Sranham Albaugh, Waco, same (consoli•dated with Jester) .
MISCELLANEOUS
— WRUW, license
Scituate,
Mass.,
modification international
add
9700 kc ; National Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
granted petition postponement KGO, KOA
and WMAL renewal hearings to 1-19-42 ;
WDAS, Philadelphia, Pa., granted petition
•dismiss
application
1260 kc 1 kw N 5 kw
•directional
N.
Appl ications . . .
OCTOBER 28
WINX,
Washington
— Voluntary
ment to WINX Broadcasting
Co. assignNEW, Danville Broadcasting Co., DanTille, Ky. — CP new station 1450 kc 250 w
(facilities
provided WLAP'S
application of
for WLAP
610 kc. granted).
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.— CP new
transmitter changes directional N shift 640
lie increase 50 kw.
NEW, W. Walter Tison, Jacksonville.
Fla. — CP new station 600 kc 1 kw unl
■directional D & N.
WFTL, Fort
Lauderdale,
Fla. — CP10 new
transmitter
directional
N increase
kw
■change 710 kc.
NEW, Homer Rodeheaver, Winona Lake,
Ind. — kcAmend
applicationD CP
1250
unl. directional
& N.new station
WBRK, Pittsfield. Mass.— CP new transTnitter directional D & N change 1150 kc
increase 1 kw.
NEW, Cleveland Broadcasting Inc.,
■Cleveland,
O. — CP new
1300 kc 5
Tew
unl. directional
D & station
N.
NEW, Ralph W. S. Bennett, Sandusky,
■O.— CP new station 1450 kc 250 w unl.
WROL, signment
Knoxville,
— Voluntary aslicense to S.Tenn.
E. Adcock.
NEW, Etowah Broadcasting Co., Gads■den, Ala. — Amended application new station 1320 kc 1 kw daytime hours change
transmitter.
KXA, Seattle
new transmitter
directional D & —NCPincrease
10 kw hours
to unl.
OCTOBER 30
NEW, New Haven Broadcasters, New
Haven
1200 kc— Amend
1 kw D applic.
hours. SP new station
NEW, CPPalmnew Radio
Ft. kcMyers,
Amend
stationCo.,1490
250 wFla.—
unl.
(facilities of WFTM).
KITE, Kansas City — Trarsfer control
■corporation
E. Kendrick,
McCarten and SamD. Pickard
to A. M.L. K.Glasmann
and Paul R. Meitmeyer (9,678 shares).
60 • November
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31 INCLUSIVEResigns

To Set Up Own Office
WILLIAM A. PORTER, Washington attorney specializing in radio,
last Saturday announced his resignation from the law firm of Littlepage, Littlepage, Porter, Littlepage
& Williams, to
establish his own
law offices in
Washington. Mr.
Porter has
estab-in
lished offices
the Bowen Bldg.
The Littlepage
firm henceforth
will be known as
Littlepage, LitPorter
tlepage & Williams.
Mr. Porter was born in Chicago
35 years ago, but was raised at
Grand Junction, Col., where he
attended public school and high
school. He attended George Washington U and National U in Washington, graduating from the latter
in 1929 with his law degree. He
was admitted to the bar in 1930
and immediately became active in
communications law. He became
associated with the Littlepage firm
in 1935 and was made a partner
in 1939.

CONTROI
ROOM
PRESTON PIERSON, formerly of
WPTF, merlyRaleigh,
Guy Beard,Tenn.,
forof WKPT, andKingsport.
and WWNC. Asheville, N. C. have
joined the engineering staff of WRAL,
Raleigh.
DAVID HOLT has been promoted to
chief engineer of KGBS, Harlingen,
Tex. Frederick Wilson McFarren, formerly of WACO, Waco, Tex., has
joined the KGBS engineering staff.
JACK SUGGS and John Merry, engineers of KFRU, Columbia, Mo., installed and were named consulting engineers of the Columbia Police Department's new shortwave station.
J M. CUNNINGHAM, formerly engineer of C. C. Longevin Co., Los
Angeles (public address system), has
joined NI3C Hollywood.
TRUETT KIMZEY, chief engineer
of KFJZ, Fort Worth, Tex., has applied for a new station in Greenville,
Tex., 2.50 watts fulltime on 1400 kc.
NEW, Olympic Broadcasting _Corp.,
CP new station 1540
Bremerton,
kc 500 w unl.Wash.—
Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Hennessy Broadcasting Co., Butte,
Mont., CP 1490 kc 250 w unl. ; NEW, Barclay Craighead, Butte, same (consolidated
hec-jring, Nov. 4).
NEW, Seaboard Broadcasting Corp.,
Tampa,
CP 1590
ke 1 kw Fla.,
unl. ;CP
NEW,1490Rob-kc
ert V. Lee,
Bradenton,
250 w unl. (Nov. 5).
NEW, Pan-American Broadcasting System Inc, Hollywood, Fla., CP 1450 kc 250
w unl. : NEW South Florida Broadcasting
Inc.,
Miami, same (consolidated hearing,
Nov. 5).
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WCKY

FINDS ANNIE

Stages Promotion Stunt for
Quaker's Sparkies

PROMOTING the five-weekly Orphan Annie series sponsored by
Quaker Oats Co. for Sparkies,
WCKY, Cincinnati, recently wound
up a contest to find the Cincinnati
girl most closely resembling the
heroine of the comic strip-serial.
Winner of an airplane trip to
Chicago, along with her mother,
and three days of entertainment
during which she was to meet the
Orphan Annie of radio was sevenyear-old Betty Emily Hochhauser
(see photo). Preliminary winners
in the competition were awarded
sterling silver bracelets.
WCKY worked out tie-ups with
10 local theatres, screening trailers advertising the contest and using newspaper space. Quaker Oats
Co. distributed 50,000 handbills
and each theatre installed a lobby
display, supplemented by frequent
plugs on WCKY. Preliminary contests were held Oct. 18 in participating theatres, with the finals
staged Oct. 25 at the Forest Theatre.
Judges of the competition were
Jerry Belcher, WCKY; John
Klahm (see photo), Cincinnati
representative of Quaker Oats Co.;
Councilman Willis D. Gradison;
Alfred Segal, Cincinnati Post columnist. Details of the contest were
handled by Helen Rees, WCKY
promotion manager.

Wet work Accounts
All lime EST unless olherwise indicated, i
CARNATION Co., Toronto (milk)
r
on
Oct. 28 onstarts
Contentment
CBF, Quarter-Hour
Montreal ; CBJ,of
Chicoutimi, Que.; CBV, Quebec;
CKCH, Hull, Que., Tues. & Thurs.
10:30-10:45 a.m. (EDST). Agency: [
Baker Adv. Agency, Toronto.
JOHN P MORRELL & Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red Heart Dog Food), on
Nov.
BoTj stations,
Becker's Sun.,
Doy
Chats 30
on resumes
42 NBC-Red
3-3:15
p.m.
Agency:
Henri,
Hurst
&
IMcDonald, Chicago.
Renewal Accounts
CHESEBOROUGH MFG. Co., New
York (vaseline), on Oct. 29 renewed
for 52 weeks Dr. Christian on 64 CBS
stations. Wed., 8 :30-8 .55 p.m. (EST),
with West Coast repeat, 8:30-8:55
p.m.
(PST).
Agency McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Los Angeles.
BATHASWEET Corp., New York, on
Oct. 14 renewed for 52 weeks Boi
Garred Reporting on 5 CBS Pacific
Coast stations, Tues., Thurs., 7 :307:45 a.m. (PST). Agency: H. M.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
VICK CHEMICAL Co., Greensboro,
N.
and 13Va-tro-nol),
Oct.C. 27(Vapo-Rub
renewed for
weeks Newson
for Women on 5 CBS stations and
shifting from Mon., Wed., Fri., 3-3 :15
p.m., to Mon thru Fri, 3:15-3:30
p.m.
N. Y. Agency : Morse International,

AMERICAN
TOBACCO Co., New
York news(Lucky
Strike)
on Nov. Please
14 re- I
for 13 weeks Information
on 108 NBC-Red stations, Fri., 8 :30-9
p.m. Agency : Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
DR. JOHN MATTHEWS, Los Anreligious),ReHgious
on Oct. Talks,
11 renewed
for 13gelesweeks
on 8
Don Lee Southern California stations.
Sat.. 9-9:30 a.m. PST). Agency: Tom
Westwood Adv., Los Angeles.
li
COCA
COLA
Co., Atlanta (soft
drink), That
has renewed
weeksAir The
Pause
Refreshesforon5 the
on ^
115 CBS stations. Sun., 4:30-5 p.m.
Agency : D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Network Changes
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Duz-Dreft), on Nov. 3 adds 17
CBS stations to The Goldbergs, making a total of 42 CBS stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 5:15-5:30 p.m. Agencies:
Compton Adv., New York, for Duz,
and Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New
York, for Dreft.
TAYTON
Co., 23Losadded
Angeles
ics), on Oct.
WOR,(cosmetNew,
York, to Jimmy Fidler, making a total
of 15 MBS stations. Thurs.. 10 :30- i
10:45 p.m. Agency: BBDO, Los An-

geles.
KITE SOLD TO GLASMANN, HEITMEYER
SALE of KITE, Kansas City, is Heitmeyer, $10,000. The sellers)
sought in an application to the FCC
have agreed that liabilities of the^
last week of First National Telestation will not exceed $27,000.
vision Inc., under which D. E.
Kendrick, Sam Pickard and Miss
amounts
to 10,621
of the
Outstanding
stock shares
of the station'
M. K. McCarten would transfer
11,000 originally authorized. Thef
control to A. L. Glasman, Utah
other 943 sharles held by various i
theatre operator and chief owner of local interests will not be affected
by the deal. Mr. Kendrick, one of p
KLO, Ogden, and Paul R. Heitmeyer, vice-president and general
the transferors, is chief owner and
manager of KLO.
general
manager ofb WINN,
LouisIdecmfwvbg
b vbvbvbbvg
Deal involves 95% of KITE's
stock — 9,678 shares, of which
ville. KITE operates on 1590 kc.
Pickard owns 3,946; McCarten,
3,758; and Kendrick, 1,974. Messrs.
BLACKETT-SAMPLE-HUMMERT,
Glasmann and Meitmeyer have ad- Chicago, has been appointed agency I
for
Falstaff Brewing Corp., St. Louis.
vanced $8,750 on a 50-50 basis and
C.
L. of
Hotchkiss,
dirif the FCC authorizes the transfer
rector
Sherman formerly
K. Ellis,radio
Chicago,
they will advance $50,000. Of this has joined B-S-H as radio executive i
on the FalstafE account.
Glasmann will give $40,000 and
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Trammell
Flays FCC
Rules
(Continued from page 59)
Mr. Trammell said. The best redescribed as "No. 1 Advei'tiser
maining network possible would
Network" which would be available
to national advertisers under the necessitate use of 191 stations and
Commission order. The network
would provide excellent coverage
of a mere 65% of the radio families
does not show a theoretical lineup
of stations but represents the sta- and a good coverage of an additional 2.2%.
tions selected by a well-known advertising expert as typifying what
Even more revealing, Mr. Tramhe would like to purchase for his
mell said, was that the cost of the
clients when enabled to do so under
No. 1 network, despite its unprecedented coverage, would be less to
the Commission's order.
This No. 1 network of 64 stations
the advertiser than the present
affords excellent coverage of 92.4%
NBC network or the present CBS
of the radio familiies in the United
network, or the hypothetical No. 2
States and good coverage of all of or No. 3 Advertiser Network. The
the remainder of such families, he No. 2 Advertiser Network with less
said. With the same time sold on
coverage, moreover, he said, not
the No. 1 network, an advertiser
only will cost more than the present
seeking a second network to get NBC or CBS networks, but will cost
even the approximate coverage
more than the super-network No. 1.
achieved by his competitor, would
"Truly national coverage under
be required to include 160 stations
the Commission's order will become
and would obtain excellent coverthe opportunity of a relatively few
age of only 76.4% of the radio
major advertisers and the bulk of
families and good coverage of an
the advertising revenue of the
additional 7.7%, Mr. Trammell
United States will go to a relapointed out. A third exhibit shows
tively few of the country's major
what would have to be done by any
stations," Mr. Trammell argued.
third advertiser who might desire
"There will be only one rather than
the same time on an oposite net- four
national networks worthy of
work. Regardless of the number of the name
and this result obviously
stations this advertiser might de- is contrary to the public interest,
sire to buy or even the amount of
convenience and necessity."
money that he is willing to spend
Text of Affidavit
"it would be impossible for him to
acquire any network lineup which
Following is the full text of the
would give him a national coverage
summary to Mr. Trammell's affidavit:
equal to that of his competitor,"
The nationwide network broadcasting services enjoyed by the United
States today are the fruit of 15 years
of hard work and far-sighted development by everybody connected with the
broadcasting industry. Without governmental subsidies, in the face of a
shattering depression and despite an
unusually high rate of obsolescence,
the broadcasters risked their money
and used their brains with the result
that this nation has a networlv broadcasting service which is unequalled in
any other country of the world and
which represents a national asset of
incalculable value in a time of emergency.
There is scarcely an industry in this
ADVERTISERS
country today which can point to a
record as clean as that of the broadcasting industry. Its organization and
who use Radio
business practices have never been
kept
secret
and the very contracts to
as well as those who do not
which the Commission now objects
have been on file with the Commission
are all listed in the Standard Adverever since they were entered into.
tising Register. That is why so many
Year after year the operation of the
NBC
networks has been certified as
radio stations prefer and use this
being in the public interest by the
valuable service.
issuance and renewal of hundreds of
It lists over 12,000 national and station licenses by two Commissions.
Now, on the basis of armchair
sectional advertisers, giving the exectheories, a majority of the jiresent
utive personnel of each advertiser;
Commission would destroy the structure supporting American radio. There
including the advertising manager,
was
no sensational discovery in the
sales manager, divisional managers,
Commission's three-year study of netetc. It shows the agency or agencies
work broadcasting to justify this
placing the account, in most instances wrecking operation. The Commission
was onlycidentsable
inwith the agency account executive.
so few toin criticize
number isolated
as to add
In fact, it gives you all necessary in- to, rather than to detract from, the
formation toeffectively solicit the ad- character of the broadcasters.
vertiser or agency either in person or
The time
Commission's
option
representsbana upon
refusalfirmto
by mail. Get more information about talte account of the practical necesthis valuable service
sities of network broadcasting even as
recognized by the Commission itself.
write our nearest office.
The sum and substance of NBC's position as to the effect of the Order forNATIONAL REGISTER
bidding the networks to obtain firm
opinions on station time is succinctly
PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
expressedmission
in majoritv.
the words
of the inCom330 W. 42nd St; ■ 333 N.Michigan Ave.
as contained
the
Report
of
May
2,
1941
:
New York, " '
Chicago ;
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"Few sponsors are willing to spend
large sums in building up a program
series to be broadcast over a definite
number of stations at a certain hour
if some of the important stations are
subject to withdrawal ujjon order of a
dominant network."
Must Clear Time
Withdrawal or refusal, upon order
of a dominant network or uijon order
of a local sponsor, as pointed out
above, the vital issue is that time must
be cleared if network broadcasting is
to be supported by the advertisers. The
effect of the loss of advertising revenues upon network broadcasting services wil be direct and disastrous.
The Commission also proposes to
compel tionsNBC
to dispose
the network
key stawhich are
vital toof its
operations and which are renowned for
the quality of the service they furnish.
The quality of the service rendered by
these stations has largely been due
to their operation by NBC, and their
forced disposal will not only damage
NBC but will also work to the prejudice of the interests of the listening
ljublic.
The Commission's pious expressions
of horror
"monopolistic"
tendencies ofatfourthe vigorously
competing
national networks, rendering a valuable
and laudable service, raises serious
questions as to its understanding of
the whole problem of broadcasting
when placed beside the plain fact
that its order will create a complete
monopoly by a single super-network
capable of stifling all competition.
It isaboveplain
from NBC
the facts
hereinstated that
has suffered
and will continue to suffer irreparable
injury as the direct result of the Comorder unless enforcement
the same mission's
be restrained.
On the otherof
hand, the Commission has plainly conceded that continuance of the status
quo pending a final court determination on the issues raised by NBC in
this proceeding will not be inimical
to the public interest.
The Commission's order was first
issued on May 2, 1941 and in so far
as it deals with existing contracts and
station ownership, the effective date
thereof has been postponed by the
Commission itself for a period of over
six months. If the public interest has
not been injured by such temporizing
by the Commission, it can scarcely be
contended that any vital interests will
suffer as a result of a stay pending a
hearing in this proceeding. Thus, when
Chairman Fly of the Commission appeared on behalf o fthe majority of the
Commission before the Committee on
Interstate Commerce of the United
States Senate on .Tune 2, 3, and 4,
1941, Chairman Fly several times
stated in effect that the Commission
would be willing to have broadcast
stations continue operations under
existing conditions pending a court
determination of the power of the
Commission.
Clark Questions Fly
For example, on .Tune 3. 1941 Senator Clark of Idaho asked Chairman
Fly :
"If the broadcasting chains that feel
themselves aggrieved by your regulations should decide to go into court and
test out the question of jurisdiction,
or whatever other question might be
permissible, I take it from your statement that as long as the court proceeding was undetermined you would
not press the matter, even though an
injunction or something of the kind
might not be obtained from the court.
In other words, you would not undertake to force the doing of something
that could not i-easonably be done
within that limit [tlie original 90 day
postponement of the effective date]
in the interest of the industry. Do I
In answer
this question Mr. Fly
make
myself toclear"?
stated :
"Yes ; I think you are clear."
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Daytime

Sponsors

Split Bond
Plugs
Formula to Be Devised for
Coordinated Campaign
REPRESENTATIVES of five of
the leading sponsors of daytime
programs last Thursday suggested
to the defense savings staff of the
Treasury that free announcements
urging purchase of Defense Bonds
and stamps be proportioned among
them according to the number of
shows presented by the individual
sponsor.
The plan, submitted at a meeting in Washington, is aimed at
dividing the load of free announcements now being carried by the
"big five" — Colgate - Palmolive Peet, General Food, General Mills,
Lever Brothers and Procter &
Gamble. In addition suggestions
to work announcements into the
shows were proposed by the sponsor representatives.
Will Devise Formula
The five companies, who sponsor
almost 50 programs on the three
major networks during the daytime, have been using defense bond
and stamp copy since the campaign
started last May. Up until now
there had been no definite coordination of announcements, the individual sponsor using announcements in any manner and as frequently as he saw fit. Under the
suggested plan, which apparently
meets with the approval of the
Treasury, a certain number of announcements would be used each
month. The sponsors are to meet
among themselves to work out a
formula to determine the number
of announcements to be used on
the various programs.
Attending the meeting were Roy
W. Peet, advertising manager of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet; John Allen, general assistant to C. G.
Mortimer, general advertising
manager of General Foods; Edward G. Smith, radio program
manager of General Mills; Philip
C. Kenny, radio program department. Lever Brothers; William
Ramsey, advertising manager of
Procter & Gamble. The Treasury
was represented by Vincent F.
Callahan, chief, radio and press
section, defense saving staff;
Charles J. Gilchrest, assistant
chief, and Marjorie L. Spriggs,
chief of women's programs.

NINE MBS
OUTLETS
WILL
HOLD
STOCK
A REDISTRIBUTION of MBS
stock among nine Mutual stations,
instead of three as at present, was
announced last Friday by W. E.
Macfarlane, MBS president, who
stated that "six additional members
have signified their intention of
acquiring equal shares of stock in
the corporation with the three original stock-owning members." Acquisition of the stock will give the new
holders equal participation in the
underwriting and management of
the corporation with the present
owners, Bamberger Broadcasting
Service (WOR, New York) ; WGN
Inc., Chicago; Don Lee Broadcasting System of California.
New stockholders are: Baltimore
Radio Shows Inc. (WFBR, Baltimore) ;Cincinnati Times-Star Co.
(WKRC, Cincinnati) ; Colonial
Network of New England; Pennsylvania Broadcasting C. (WIP,
Philadelphia) ; United Broadcasting Co. (WHK-WCLE, Cleveland,
and WHKC, Columbus), and
WCAE Inc. (WCAE, Pittsburgh).
Mr. Macfarlane stated that enlargement of stock ownership
further enhances the mutuality of
the corporation.
NAB Sessions
WITH national defense a principal consideration, along with serious problems on the legislative,
regulatory and labor fronts, well
over a hundred station executives
participated in the Oct. 28 meeting of NAB District 1 in Worcester, Mass., and the Oct. 29-30
meeting of District 2 in Syracuse.
In conjunction with the District 2
meeting NAB President Neville
Miller last Wednesday addressed
a special radio luncheon meeting
of the Syracuse Optimist Club, attended by 200.
As in previous NAB meetings,
both districts adopted resolutions
calling for formation of a special
committee of radio news editors in
each State to aid in coordinating
material for news and defense programs.

R&R Vice-Presidents
FREDERICK C. BRUNS, S.
Heagan and Herschel V. Wililams,
executives of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, have been elected vicepresidents of the agency. Mr.
Bruns, prior to joining Ruthrauff
& Ryan in 1938 as an account executive, was with Federal Adv.
Agency,
New
vice-president. Mr. BaylesYork,
joinedas the
agency
in 1931, and has been assistant
director of the radio department
for five years. Before joining R&R
Mr. Williams had been on the radio staffs of Benton & Bowles and
J. Walter Thompson Co., three
years has supervised the agencies
daytime and Canadian radio, in
addition
activity. to creative and contact

Chase

& Sanborn

Moves

To Kenyon & Eckhardt
STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
has appointed Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York to handle all Chase &
Sanborn advertising effective Jan.
1, 1942, it was announced last
Thursday. Now handled by J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, the
Chase & Sanborn Prog-ram featuring Edgar Bergen & Charlie McCarthy, Sundays, 8-8:30 p.m. on 82
NBC-Red stations will move in toto
to the new agency on that date.
This makes the second Standard
Brands product to make the shift,
Fleischmann's Foil Yeast (/ Love
a Mystery) going to K&E from
Thompson on July 17, 1940 [Broadcasting, Aug. 1, 1940].
Standard Brand products still
handled by J. Walter Thompson include Tender Leaf Tea {One Man's
Family, on 60 NBC-Red stations,
Sunday, 8:30-9 p.m.) and Fleischmann's Yeast for Bakeries.
Studebaker Shortwave
STUDEBAKER Corp., South Bend,
Ind., is starting a 30-week series
of news broadcasts in Spanish to
be shortwaved to Latin American
listeners via WRCA and WNBI,
NBC international stations, 7:157:30 p.m., Mondays and Fridays.

FTC Stipulation
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., New
York, has stipulated with the Federal
Trade Commission to stop certain advertising claims for 2-in-l Paste or
Liquid shoe polish, according to an
Oct. 31 FTC announcement. Eversharp Inc., Chicago, also has filed an
answer to an FTC complaint charging misrepresentation in "guaranteed
forever"
claimspencils,
for Eversharp
pens
and repeating
since a severe
charge is made for repairs. The answer admits the representations alleged in the complaint, but maintains
that "any reasonable person of ordinary intelligence"
Juot conclude
that Eversharp
penswould
and pencils
would
never need repair or adjustment.
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Networks

Explain

Refusals of Time
Fee Gets Faets in Complaint
Of America First Group
AFTER a week of tossing statements back and forth among the
three networks, the FCC and the
newspapers, the America First
Committee's first public attempt to
force a broadcast nationally, in this
instance a New York rally, wound
up last week with the score thus :
1 — MBS transcribed and rebroadcast a half-hour of the rally
from 11:30-12 midnight Thursday,
"waiving its policy of broadcasting
only
2 — important
Chairman transcriptions".
James Lawrence
Fly of the FCC is in possession of
network statements as to how they
handled the matter following a protest by AFC and a request by Mr.
Flj' for the networks decision. Mr
Fly had no comment Friday on the
statements.
3 — NBC and CBS stuck to their
original announcements and did not
carry any of the rally.
4— NBC, CBS and commentators
got a verbal lambasting at rally.
Pressure Resisted
AFC charged in its telegram to
Mr. Fly, who is forbidden by the
Communications Act from censoring programs, that it had been
denied time for speeches by Charles
A. Lindbergh and former Ambassador to Belgium, John Cudahy and
had only been offered inadequate
time for a speech by Sen. Burton
K. Wheeler.
Niles Trammel!, president of
NBC,
described
"inadequate
time" offered
Sen.theWheeler
as a
half-hour on 62 stations east of
Chicago. Mr. Trammell said he
saw no reason "to permit the
America First Committee to assume
a martyrdom which the facts do
justify". CBS said it saw no reason
why "Lindbergh should have a network every
timerefused
he speaks".
After
being
time on the
networks, Amos Pinchot, of AFC
executive committee, requested
NBC, CBS, and MBS to transcribe
the talks and rebroadcast them.
This was refused by CBS and NBC
but MBS complied.
Evidently portending a battle
that will run into thousands of
words, John T. Flynn, newspape^•
columnist and
member gave
of AFC's
executive
committee,
NBC
and CBS a thorough working over
at the rally in New York last
Thursday. Mr. Flynn charged the
networks were airing more interventionist talks than anti-war
speakers, basing his charges on a
three-day check made of the chains
New York outlets. Mr. Flynn included in his remarks defuse bond
announcements, aluminum collection announcements and relief proNBC and CBS both countered
with statements Friday challenggrams.
ing Mr. Flynn's figures. The form.er
also pointed out it had allotted
time for an American First Rally
in Philadelphia Nov. 5.
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ing to WLW's 'Everybody's Farm Hour.' He
never misses the market and weather reports.

"Mom

has plenty of WLW programs she listens to regularly.

I'm glad she likes them, because
then I know when we're back in
school, she won't be lonesome,
sitting by herself.

^• "Ginny
(my and
olderthesister)
and IBusiness
both go Institute.
to school.In
Ohio State
Marietta
the summer time we always listen to
Hal O'Halloran's 'Top O' The Mornin'
and Michael Hinn's newscast. Then,
too, all the good dance music.

"Frank's the youngest in the family
— 15. He helps Dad a lot. But Dad

"Why, of course, EVERYBODY

in the Muskingum

River Valley listens to WLW. The farm we're
living on now has always been occupied by
some member of the Stacy family. My great,
great grandfather, Capt. Wm. Davis, was given
the farm for his service in the Revolutionary War.

"Dad comes from a long line
of farmers . . . and he's interested in new ideas, modern
methods of farming. That's
why, if you lived with us,
you'd see him every noon,
sitting in his easy chair, puff-

says he's worthless to him onSaturday
afternoons because he's determined
to hear the football
broadcasts on WLW.

"And THAT is the way
we Stacy's feel about
WLW ... THE CLEAR
CHANNEL STATION.
We like them most
. . . because they
serve us best!"
YES— PROGRAMS WITH A DISTINCTIVE SECTIONAL
FLAVOR PLUS CLEAR CHANNEL FACILITIES MAKES WLW
A FRIEND TO FARMERS IN THE MIDWEST!

ing away on his pipe, listen-

THE NATION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE- ABLE

STATION

THERE'S

IN

A

FIFTH

HIS

LIFES

Radio added the fourth "R" to supplement readin'
'ritin' and 'rithmetic. The schoolboy may not know it
yet, but a fifth "R" — Research — has an important role
in helping to teach him.
In thousands of American schools, millions of youngsters are learning their lessons with greater ease and
speed . . . are finding them more interesting and stimulating.. are rememberino^ what they are taught. . . because
of research as conducted in RCA Laboratories.
Lessons that live are easv to learn... and from RCA
Laboratories have come many developments which make
them vibrantly alive. The RCA Victor School Sound
System combines an effective teaching and administrative aid . . . RCA Victor radios, RCA Victrola models
and Victor Records are used extensively to help teach
music appreciation, civics, history, geographv and other
subjects . . . the RCA Recorder blazes new trails in speech
and music instruction.
The purpose of RCA Laboratories is to promote the
growth of radio as an art and industry, to meet the expanding demands of national defense, to create new
products and services in keeping with the American way
of life. The contributions of research in radio and electronics to entertainment, education and industry all
help to achieve this purpose today. Research is the
guarantee of further progress tomorrow in all that pertains to radio — and that holds for the School of the Air
and for those who listen and look to learn.

RCA

LABORATORIES

A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
RCA BUILDING, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Other RCA Services: RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc.
Radiomarine Corporation of America • National Broadcasting Company, Inc. • R. C.A. Communications, Inc.
RCA Institutes, Inc.
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ing who's amazing 1941 Corn Belt Plowing
Match. Our hats are oflF to them!
Starting in 1939, WHO's first Corn Belt Plowing
Match drew slightly over 8,000 people. The second,
in 1940, brought 15,000. The 1941 Contest, held
on September 20, drew more than 20,000 farm
people from every part of Iowa and several surrounding States.
Even if it were just a hot promotion, the Corn
Belt Plowing Contest would prove that WHO

is

doing a superb and resultful job in reaching midwestern farmers. But the Contest is not just a promotion— it's one small part of the biggest job
ever done by any radio station, to "win friends
and influence people" on farms — for your greater
«THEy

sunt

WHO'S
9

PLUGGED

good in Iowa Plus. Write for the facts — or ask
your Agency to ask Free dC Peters!

PLOWING

CONTEST!"
Much as we hate to admit it, good farm news

WHO

reporting is sometimes done by somebody besides
Herb Plambeck, WHO's

star farm news editor.

+
For instance, a national weekly picture-magazine
recently devoted three pages of pictures to cover-

PLUS ! +
for IOWA
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
J. O. MALAND,

FREE & PETERS, INC.

MANAGER

. . . National Representatives

JUST five years ago tomorrow, KOY,
Phoenix, was about to come under its
present management, the Salt River
Valley Broadcasting Company, Burridge
D. Butler, President.
In those five years, since November

12,

1936, KOY has proved itself as Arizona's
Station o£ Public Service. In 31,599 hours
of broadcasting, KOY has presented 1,651
hours of educational programs; 1,640
hours of community service and 816 hours
of educational programs. Also, there
have been 15,246 announcements supporting community enterprises!
Naturally, we are happy that these activities have gained public acceptance
for KOY . . . acceptance indicated by
scores of such letters as those printed
here . . . and we pledge ourselves to continue and improve this service to Arizona.

lOOO

Watts on

KILOCYCLES
"That explains the coverage"
CBS

Affiliate

MANAGEMENT

PHOENIX,

APFIIIATED WITH WIS, THE PRAIRIE FARMER

ARIZONA

STATION, C H I C A G O - R E P R E S E N T E D BY JOHN

BLAIR & COMPANY

Theii
neither

Here are three men of modern

warfare.

tor, tank driver and paratroop.

one

Naval avia

Each one a "power-

house" of fight and destruction and each one important and necessary for a well balanced, efficient fighting force. Yet neither branch of
service is a complete armed force in itself.
It takes the combination of all branches to

is

a

are

all

flqhters,

complete

showmanship
network

awards

shows.

armed

. . . seven currently popular

This is not the work of any one

V
WSM

V

ica's fastest growing market . . . the South.
Where

New

of the bauxite, and 60%
ural gas are produced.

highs in sales records for clients ... 5

HARRY L. STONE. Gen'l. Msr

LIFE
NATIONAL

V

shows blitzkrieg the heart of Amer-

The same is true with WSM.

NATIONAL

force

"genius." It's the close cooperation of a well knit
organization and a talent stafif in excess of
250 versatile artists.

make an effective war machine.

THE

but

42%

of the nation's crude oil; 100%
of America's nat-
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WORLD
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DID

YOU

HEAR

THOSE

SONOYOX

"SPOTS"-

1

BUiCK

^ If you heard those Sonovox radio plugs — a real Buick
horn, saying "Better Buy Buick" in actual words — then
you already know why thousands of people now involuntarily THINK "Better Buy Buick", every time they hear
a Buick horn!*
Sonovox, you see, is the revolutionary acoustic development that permits radio advertisers to put words into the
"voice" of any sound — permits cows to talk, bells to speak,
noises to articulate!
Unquestionably, Buick and Sonovox have started something. Other large national advertisers will be on the air

soon with Jjrand new spot campaigns created by SONOVOX.
Listen for them. ... In the meantime, Mrite for your
copy of "Now Cows can Talk", or ask any Free & Peters
office for further information.
5 spots per day on 46 stations in 32 markets; Sept. 29 to Oct. 4.
Agency: Arthur Kudner, Inc., New York.

WRICHT-SONOVOX,
180 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
Affiliated with Free & Peters, Inc.

INC.
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Years
Former
to
Up
most stations, considerable nervousAsked specifically whether they
High Level of Recent Months Reduces
ness is felt over the business pros- thought the Christmas trade, expects for the coming year.
pected this year to be larger than
Usual Upward
Trend of Season
the record Christmas of 1929, was
This perhaps is due more to uncertainty than to any actual indi- affecting radio, executives of New
THE 1941 holiday season looms as the best in radio's history.
cations of a letdown in time buying.
York stations reported little inBut the Christmas ratio of increase over late fall time sales
crease in schedules already in progMany
executives
believe
that
nonis not likely to show the marked peak customary in past years.
ress but some change in commercial
priority products will take up the copy to conform with the holiday
In a survey of broadcast stations, networks, agencies and
slack caused by a shortage of season.
advertisers throughout the United States and Canada, Broadheavy goods.
Elgin's Drive
The survey by Broadcasting
casting staff representatives have sifted replies from a large
staff
members
follows
:
A
notable
exception to this viewnumber of executives. These replies in general indicate a modpoint is the special four-week
erate upward
upward trend during the warehouse stocks of merchandise
Christmas program featuring Shirholiday season, following record
lev Temple, to be sponsored on CBS
NEW YORK
are about on the level with those
autumn business.
by Elgin Watch Co., Elgin, 111.,
of the record 1929 season.
starting Dec. 5. This series, which
Autumn business among radio
One reason for the easing of the
FOLLOWING predictions made
will promote Elgin watches as
stations exceeds that of any past usual
Christmas gifts, may indicate a
holiday boom is the fact that
earlier this year that 1941 would
year but the holiday season will
new trend in concentrated national
be a banner year for radio adverencounter a new set of market fac- many advertisers who used local
tising, the general trend of business
radio in past years have become
advertising for the Christmas seators involved in defense, an indusin the industry is currently upson, one of the executives of a staconverted to the medium on a yeartrial boom and world confusion.
wards, according to spokesmen of
tion representation firm observed.
round basis. Others, moreover,
station repOther exceptions in the more
Heavy Items Down
place their campaigns in the late advertising agencies,
resentatives, local stations and net- than 50 "negative" answers resummer or early fall to insure
Heavy commodities, such as autoworks,
interviewed
by Broadcastceived on the question of special
availability of desired time.
mobiles, stoves, refrigerators, and
ing's New York staff in early Christmas business, included reWhile business is booming for
November.
articles of the sort are encounterports on small campaigns by
advertisers of such luxury items
ing priorities problems and proas FM radios, specially packaged
duction curtailment. Ordinarily
cosmetics and jewelry. According
these items are responsible for
to John H. McCarthy, vice-presimuch of the intensified radio advertising during the holiday season.
Newof McCann-Erickson,
York, dent"local
retail jewelers will
And some national spot users leave
spend
more
on
radio
this
year
than
the air during each December.
any previous years, with sales this
On the other hand, a considerChristmas expected to be the greatest in history — greater, even, than
able activity is noted among advertisers selling quick - turnover
items and luxury goods in special
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati, for
demand at the holiday season. For
instance,
prepared five-minute
in
1929". hasprograms
transcribed
promoting its
example, FM radios along with
watches
for
distribution
to local
cosmetics and jewelry are receiving
dealers. Also DeBeers Consolidated
attention in a number of metroMines, Kimberly, South Africa,
politan markets. Local retail jewelthrough N. W. Ayer & Son is senders in some cases are planning
ing its dealers for placement on
busy radio campaigns in the hope
local stations five-minute transcripthat the approaching season will
tions featuring a dramatic skit on
the timeliness of diamond gifts for
be a record-breaker.
Christmas.
In the jewelry field the Elgin
Among the transcription comWatch four-week holiday program
featuring Shirley Temple on CBS
prosperous
reportingPrograms
ness,panies
Star Radio
has busisold
may start a new type of holiday
more Christmas shows in October
advertising. The intensive Elgin
than ever before. Sales for the
campaign will involve a heavy excompany's Christmas Tree of 191,1
series of half-hour scripts show an
penditure for a four-shot broadcast
SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED, straight from the White House,
series, and the industry will be newly-appointed FCC Commissioner Clifford J. Durr (left) examines his increase of 27 "^r so far this year
commission from President Roosevelt immediately after being sworn in over 1940, with an excellent season
watching results with interest.
indicated from orders now being
Saturday, Nov. 1. Registering approval are FCC Chairman James LawrYear-Round Users
received and from correspondence
ence Fly (center) and Associate Supreme Court Justice Hugo L. Black,
with clients.
An encouraging factor is the who administered the oath of office before about 40 members of the FCC
increasing interest in radio shown
Although most of the agencies
staff, Mr. Burr's family and the press in Chairman Fly's office. Commisby department stores all over the
sioner Durr, formerly general counsel of Defense Plants Corp. and as- interviewed were optimistic on the
sistant general counsel of the Reconstruction Finance Corp., was ap- local time to be purchased during
country. Station managers report
November and December, one execpointed for a full seven-year term from June 30, 1941, succeeding Commore inquiries from the lai'ger reutive of an agency handling a large
missioner Frederick I. Thompson, also from Alabama. Commissioner
tail outlets than in any past seaamount of spot radio reported that
Durr left last Wednesday for a 10-day vacation at his home in Alabama.
( son. In some cases the stores are
local advertisers would definitely
As his personal secretary he has brought from the RFC Mrs. Madge
taking their time until they can
Warner. Also he has appointed as his assistant J. Radcliffe Maumenee,
use less radio than previously, feelanalyze Christmas buying habits of formerly assistant to Commissioner Thompson, who will serve until he
ing that
a normal oncourse
{Continued
page ofi?)Christthe public. But it is indicated that leaves for active Army duty.
Holiday
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Transcription
Proposed

Groups

Committee

Adopt

Standard

Smeby Warns, However, That Formal Approval Has
Not Yet Been Given to New Characteristics
INDICATING practical approval
"The recording and reproducing
of the transcription standards de- standards committee was formed
veloped by the Recording & Re- at Detroit on June 26, 1941," Mr.
producing Standards Committee,
Smeby dardsexplained.
"Work
on stanwas started at
that time
and
functioning since July under auspices of the NAB, Columbia Re- has progressed very satisfactorily.
The committee at the last meeting
cording Corp. announced last week
that it intends to include on on Oct. 23 adopted 15 standards
Columbia transcription labels a and referred nine important items
statement that the recording con- to subcommittees for further study.
forms to the RRSC standards.
"The work of standardization has
not been completed. RRSC found
Following the CRC announcethat in some cases good standards
ment, World Broadcasting System,
pioneer in the transcription field, had been formed by usage, and
last Friday issued a statement out- these were adopted formally
by the committee. There are
lining its attitude on the RRSC
standards. The World statement
nine items still to be considered,
and it is hoped that these can be
pointed out that the vertical characteristics "now adopted by the resolved by the first of the year.
After RRSC has finished its work,
NAB as the standard by which
the standards must be adopted by
vertical recordings will be judged
are the characteristics which World
NAB before they can carry a desigBroadcasting System set up 10
nation that indicates that NAB approves them. It is unlikely that
years ago and has maintained ever
NAB will not approve verbatim
since".
the final work of such a distinCoincident with the Columbia
guished group of recording experts.
announcement, made by William A.
However, the formality of approval
Schudt Jr., manager of the CRC
must be gone through.
transcription division, it was stated
on behalf of NBC Radio Record"NAB is extremely anxious that
ing Corp. and Associated Music
the work of the recording committee be completed as soon as possible.
publishers that their transcribed
It then intends to publish the stanproducts also conform to the RRSC
dards and give wide distribution
technical specifications.
and
publicity
to them."
Word of Warning
World's Pioneering
Following the CRC announcement, caution was voiced last
"World's pioneering of standards
Thursday by Lynne C. Smeby,
over the period of a decade is wellNAB director of engineering, re- known to all broadcasters," the
garding reference to the RRSC
World statement declared. "As a
standards. Noting that the stan- part
of this program World placed
dards have not yet actually been
matched reproducing equipment in
approved by the NAB, he cauhundreds of radio stations, a necestioned transcription maunfacturers
sary step to properly reproduce
against representing on labels at
the music of the first recorded
this time that their companies were
music library in radio. And while
conforming to NAB transcription
standards.
the standards by which World pro-

WESTINGHOUSE and Columbia officials participated in the Oct. 30
dedication of the new 50 kw. transmitter of WKBW, Buffalo (see photos
at top of page). Caught at the transmitter were (1 to r) V. P. Coi'bett,
Westinghouse
Buff'aloH. sales
executive;
Hiram Buffalo
Deyo, president,
Buffalo
Broadcasting Corp.;
B. Vidal,
Westinghouse
district manager;
I. R. Lounsberry, BBC executive vice-president; R. G. Harper, Westinghouse industrial superintendent, Buffalo; W. W. Rogers, Westinghouse
publicity; Karl B. Hoffman, BBC director of engineering. Among Columbia network officials present at the ceremony were Edward A. Klauber,
executive vice-president; M. R. Runyon, vice-president; H. V. Akerberg,
vice-president; J. A. Gude, manager station relations. Neville Miller,
NAB president, took part in a half-hour CBS program originating before
civic and radio leaders.
Page 8 • November
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NEW $350,000 PLANT of Buffalo Broadcasting Corp., accommodating
both WGR and WKBW, was formerly dedicated Oct. 30. Power of WKBW
now is 50,000 watts and the station has carried CBS programs since
Sept. 28. WGR is an MBS outlet. The WKBW transmitter panels (top at
left) extend 36 feet, with the WGR transmitter in background (right).
duced these vertical transcriptions
were established 10 years ago, constant research and development
have been carried on to further improrve quality. Even at the present time World is carrying on an
exhaustive research and development program to meet the highest
demands of FM.
"World is also whole heartily
cooperating with the NAB committee in establishing for the first
time a standard for lateral recording. To effect this and in the further interest of standardization
World has agreed to alter its highly
individualized lateral characteristic to coincide with a common curve
which the committee feels is more
easily attainable by all lateral
producers.
"In discussing these two standards now established by the industry, Percy L. Deutsch, president of World, stated:
" 'It is extremely gratifying to
us that our vertical characteristic
is now established as the standard
which must be met by any manufacturers coming into this field. We
can applaud the committee for
filling the long felt need for a
standard in the lateral field where
lack of standards have encouraged
a great deal of recording and reproducing which have been against
the best interests of the whole inCommenting on the CRC announcement, I.P. Rodman, CRC director dusoftry.' " engineering and development, revealed that the lateral frequency characteristic accepted by
RRSC had been in use by CRC's
transcription division for two
"For the last two years CRC's
years.
transcription
division has used this
lateral characteristic because it
represents the maximum in quality
BROADCASTING

ASCAP

RECEIVING

STATIONS'
CONTRACTS
sent lastPACTS
week by
ASCAP to all stations following
the settlement of the ASCAP-CBSNBC dispute, are being returned
by the stations, with more than 100
forms already received, ASCAP
reported last Friday. Present
ASCAP licensees as well as stations not licensed by ASCAP have
received the forms, which cover
blanket and per program arrangements for both commercial and
sustaining programs. Stations with
ASCAP licenses may now change
over to the contracts, reducing
their fees from 3 to 2i/4% for
for blanket licenses and from 10
to 8% under the per program plan.
At its Thursday meeting the
ASCAP board decided that as
contracts were now available to
stations, there was no reason to
continue its blanket permission for
use of ASCAP music at football
games over last weekend.
AT&T-Union Dickering
HOPE for settlement of the wage
dispute between AT&T and the
Federation of Long Lines Telephone Workers brightened as conferences between the groups resumed Nov. 7 and will be continued
Nov. 10 before a panel of the
U. S. Labor Dept. Conciliation
Service. The union had threatened
a Nov. 14 strike of 15,000 employes,
tieing tions.
up long-distance
communicaConciliation officials
are understood to have objected to the
alleged union violation of the rule
barring
fighting the controversy
in
the press.
together with the minimum in surface noise," Mr. Rodman declared.
"The fact that the NAB hasi
adopted this characteristic justifies
the judgment of our engineers, who
put the CRC characteristic into
operation in January, 1940."
• Broadcast

Advertising

Delay

of

Month

in

Monopoly

went to press Friday. The networks, it is understood, were seeking to have it provide that the
I
Hearing Set
regvilations will not become effective until a reasonable time after
Dec. 15
the court shall have disposed of
the temporary injunction issue,
' Amonth
BREATHING
spell ofdate
at least
on the effective
of thea which, if adverse to NBC and CBS,
would allow them adequate time
FCC's chain-monopoly regulations
was assured last Friday when the in which to adjust their business
affairs with affiliates.
U. S. District Court for the Southern District of New York set Dec. 15
Whether the FCC will follow its
as the time for a preliminary hear- motion to dismiss with a motion
ing on the motions for a temporary
for summary judgment, which
would be in the nature of a rarely
injunction made by NBC and CBS
invoked demurrer to throw out the
in their all-inclusive equity actions
network suits, was understood to
i| challenging the FCC's jurisdiction.
' Simultaneously, a stipulation be- be under consideration. MBS, which
tween the parties was being per- is steadfastly supporting the regufected to stay the order of the
lations, is expected to join in the
FCC pending final determination
FCC motions directly or through
of the motions by the statutory
separate proceedings.
three-judge court to be convened
Counsel Negotiating
under the suits brought Oct. 30.
Technically, the Nov. 15 effecNBC announced last Friday that
tive date stands for the rules until Judge Goddard had set 2:15 p.m.
the stipulation on postponement is on Dec. 15 as the time for the
filed with the court. But that is rehearings on the mogarded as a formality. Since the "preliminary
tions in the suits recently comcourt has established Dec. 15 hearby NBC and by its coing date, the FCC, as a matter of plaintiffs,menced"WOW,
Omaha, and
, courtesy, will postpone the effec- WHAM, Rochester. Similar action,
tive date at least until then.
of course, was taken in connection
Whether the three- judge court with the separate CBS suit.
'will sit Dec. 15 or at a later date
"Counsel for the parties," said
was problematical, but it was ex- the NBC announcement, "are nepected the stipulation would progotiating stipulations for submis, vide for a stay until such time as
sion to the court, the effect of
the court acts on the motions for which will be to stay the orders
: a preliminary injunction. This is of the FCC, pending final deter! preparatory to consideration of
mination of the motions on Dec.
' the merits of the network suits
15". Both the motion to dismiss
■ challenging the validity of the far- and the plea for an interlocutory
• reaching regulations.
decree will be argued simultaneously before the tribunal on Dec. 15.
i
FCC Motion Ready
All during last week, counsel for
ij The FCC, through the U. S. At- the FCC and the networks conNew York,
was
ferred regarding the nature of the
,I torney's
prepared office
to file in
a motion
to dismiss
stipulation
the temporary
: the suits on grounds of lack of restrainingcovering
order. Without the
! jurisdiction. Sam Brodsky, a mem( ber of the staff of the U. S. At- stipulation, the court would have
acted Nov. 7, but this became un( torney's office, designated as special
necessary when the understanding
j assistant to the Attorney General,
was reached that the parties would
' is handling the proceedings for agree at least on this pliase of
' the Government. The negotiations
the postponement. But it v/as just
' on the stipulation, plus the motions
as clear that the Government and
resisting the network suits, howMBS would strongly resist issu^ ever, are being prepared by FCC
ance of a temporary injunction
; attorneys, headed by General
and would just as vehemently urge
' Counsel Telford Taylor and As- dismissal of the proceedings on
■> sistant General Counsel Thomas
jurisdictional ground.
I E. Harris.
Stations which have been in a
, District Judge Henry W. Godquandary
over compliance with the
dard, who presided when the network suits were filed Oct. 30, is time option ban particularly^ have
. expected to convene the three- judge been advised informally by their
networks, it is reported, chat if an
• court Dec. 15. Justice Learned
Hand, senior circuit judge, is ex- injunction is not procured, contracts will be modified to conform
'■ pected to sit on the statutory trii bunal as presiding judge, with to regulations. Only MBS has formally notified its stations of its
!■ District Judge John Bright as the
position, reiterating its opinion
. third member. He is the newest
member of the court, having been that the regulations are for the
named last June 2.
best interests of broadcasters, advertisers and the public.
ji The stipulation postponing the
j regulations will be tantamount to
Despite the contentions of a com, a temporary restraining order. The
plete upheaval of broadcast operations heard in many quarters, it
precise language had not been finally approved as Broadcasting
was thought that even if the rules
Stipulation

Ready;
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Wow! Wham!
SIDE-LINE observers see in
the NBC equity suits filed
against the FCC chainmonopoly vealing,
regulations
a rethough perhaps
only a happenstance determination, to give
both
barrels. Joining
in 'em
the NBC
action were two affiliated stathe explosive
call-letters oftions,
which
are WOW
(of
Omaha) and WHAM (of
Rochester) .

became effective immediate reaction would not be discernible. Most
network business, it was pointed
out, is contracted under long-term
arrangements and only a minimum
of business would shift as an immediate result of the ban on time
options. It might be several months
or even a year, it was pointed out,
before the full impact of the regulations would be felt.
Fred Weber, MBS general manager, sent all of the network affiliates a memorandum letter, which
he described as constituting notice
that "effective immediately any
provision of your Mutual affiliate
contract which is, or can be construed to be in violation of the foregoing regulations, will no longer
be The
in force".
legal conferences on immediate procedure got under way
shortly after the suits were filed.
On Monday (Nov. 3), John J.
Burns, chief counsel for CBS;
John T. Cahill, chief counsel for
NBC; Telford Taylor, FCC general counsel, and Thomas E. Harris, FCC assistant general counsel,
conferred in New York on procedure taking into account the
crowded court docket.
The Commission, at a meeting
last Tuesday (Nov. 4), authorized
the stipulation on postponement of
the effective date of the rules,
pending consideration of the motions for a preliminary injunction
and the drafting of the dismissal
motions by the Government.
Counter Claims
It was clear that the FCC desires to argue its motion to dismiss the entire proceedings at the
time argument is heard on the
temporary injunction. While there
was some opposition to this from
network counsel, on the ground
that the issues were different, it
was expected this course would be
followed. The Government has 60
days in which to answer the actual complaints, or until about the
first of the year.
It is expected also that counteraffidavits will be filed both by the
Government and by MBS, opposing the contentions of irreparable
injury and going to the jurisdictional phases filed on behalf of

Ordered

the plaintiffs. Affidavits were filed
by Niles Trammell. NBC president;
John J. Gillin Jr., general manager of WOW, Omaha, on behalf
of the Red Network outlet, and
Edward A. Hanover, vice-president of WHAM, Rochester, on
behalf of the Blue Network outlet.
CBS affidavits were filed by William S. Paley, president, and Herbert V. Akerberg, vice-president in
charge of casting,
station
Nov. 3].relations [BroadThe FCC counter-affidavit, if
that course is decided upon, presumably will bear the signature
of Chairman James Lawrence Fly,
who has been the moving spirit
in the proceedings, and possibly of
other staff members. Mr. Weber,
for MBS, probably would supply
that network's main affidavit, with
supplementary pleadings by Alfred J. McCosker, MBS board
chairman, or W. E. Macfarlane,
Because the proceeding is before
president.
a statutory three-judge court under
the urgent deficiencies act, the
way is paved for ultimate Supreme
Court adjudication. Even before
the case is heard on its merits,
perhaps not for several months,
both sides will have an opportunnity, it is expected, to seek a Supreme Court review. If tiie court
grants the networks' plea for a
temporary injunction, it is entirely
possible and regarded as likely
that the Government would seek
a Supreme Court ruling on the
lower court's jurisdiction to issue
the interlocutory decree.
Because of the nature of the
proceedings. Supreme Court action probably would be expedited,
it was thought. On the other hand,
should the statutory three-judge
court deny the temporary injunction and grant the motion to dismiss or the possible motion for
summary judgment, it was expected
the networks promptly would seek
a Supreme Court review.
Meanwhile, all was quiet on the
Department of Justice front, following the momentous Oct. 29 conference of counsel representing all
three major networks with Assistant Attorney General Thurman
Arnold and his staff, exploring the
questiontrustofactions
possible
in theSherman
light ofantithe
FCC chain-monopoly investigation
disclosures. There was no indication whatever that the Depiirtment
intended to act immediately. It was
agreed that a second meeting would
be held with Mr. Arnold before
any course would be decided upon.
No commitment was made by the
Department that it would proceed,
it was reliably understood, though
such might have been inferred, and
there was no suggestion that the
proceedings would be criminal.
With briefs to be filed by the
Government by early January, it
{Continued on page 57)
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Food
Low

Marketers

Income

Gets

Class

Increased

Attention
FOOD marketers must recognize
the increased buying power developing in the lower income groups
as a result of the defense campaign,
A. C. Neilson, head of the A. C.
Neilson Co. market research organization, last Thursday told the
Associated Grocery Manufacturers
of America, in New York.
As the generally conceded leader in reaching this buying group,
Mr. Neilson said, radio deserves
close attention in food advertising
campaigns aimed at the lower income classes.
4.24 Hours Per Day
Citing figures resulting from the
use of the Neilson audimeter on
radios in several hundred midwestern homes, he said the lowest income group listened to the radio
an average of 4.24 hours a day,
while the next lowest group listened
3.85 hours a day, with the total
listening time decreasing as incomes
go up.
He said advertisers must watch
radio trends closely in the future to
see whether increased incomes for
the lower groups result in any decided falling off of listeners in this
group, explaining that the poor listen to the radio because it is their
cheapest form of diversion, but
might turn to the forms of entertainment as money becomes available.
Mr. Neilson also advised advertisers to check their types of radio programs to see whether they
appeal to the income groups that
are entering the market for their
products for the first time. He
pointed out that, from the standpoint of nationally advertised food
bi'ands, the immediate distribution
problem is not so much to increase
buying by upper income groups because they always have money to
spend on these products, but the
idea now is for each distributor of
advertised brands to see that he
gets his share of the lower income
group customers who are able to
buy his products for the first time.
Turning to the current experience in England, Mr. Neilson said
continued advertising of national
food brands, even in a scarcity
market, has enabled the distributor
to maintain one of his most valuable assets — his "consumer franchise" or goodwill. Fifty percent of
British food firms, he said, continue
their advertising despite the drastic
paper shortage which has cut the
size of daily papers. Out of 25 advertisements in one edition of a
London paper, five were devoted to
foods. He pointed out that the drastic British taxing system means
that the money would go to the government anyhow, so as n'uch as the
the government will allow is being
Page 10 • November

Dissect

spent on advertising, where it helps
maintain consumer franchises for
branded products that might not
be currently available in adequate
qualities, but will go back on the
market after the war.
British Food Copy
He analyzed British food copy appeals as follows: Eight percent institutional, apologies for shortages,
etc.; 22% health appeals; 33% conservation and thrift; 33% product
appeal; with only a negligible
amount devoted to price appeal. He
pointed to the new emphasis on
health and conservation appeal, and
said he has noted a definite trend
in the U. S. toward stressing of the
health and nutrition appeal. He indicated the food industry is entering into a battle with the drug industry over vitamin sales — whether
consumers should continue the current trend of getting vitamins
through concentrates, or through
foods bought from the grocery
shelf.
Mr. Neilson said the rise in earnings on the part of the lower income might result in a reshuffling of
the food distribution market. For
example, he said, housewives are
now buying less flour and other ingredients used in home baking of
bread, but are probably buying
more bread. Consumer movement of
food, he said, has increased only 3
to 4% on a tonnage basis during the
last year, with no evidence of any
appreciable amount of consumer
hoarding or retailer profiteering.
On the other hand, he cited figures to show that, to date, advertised brands of foods in the U. S.
have failed to benefit from increased purchasing power. He said
that 5 cents out of the retail sales
of an 11-cent product goes for distribution costs, and he urged food
manufacturers to watch this figure carefully and use the money
wisely or they will lay themselves
open to militant consumers who

would do away with the present system of distribution.
Aside from technical problems of
the impact of the war eff'ort on the
food industry — an impact that has
not been nearly as hard as in many
other consumer industries, the convention was devoted to industry's
relationship to the new national defense nutrition program.
Defense Angles
Although most Government nutrition men stressed the possibilities inherent in Governmentscience-industry cooperation as a
means of selling good nutrition to
the people. Federal Security Administrator McNutt, in charge of
the defense nutrition program,
and U. S. Public Health Surgeon
General Thomas Parran, sparkplug of the program, struck disquieting notes. Both appeared to
lean in the direction of non-competitive, cooperative, industryw i d e institutional advertising
rather than specific product
plugging.
In praising industry efforts to
help the Government promote the
nutrition program and explain recent scientific advances ^to the
average consumer, Mr. McNutt
singled out for specific praise recent institutional newspaper and
magazine campaigns undertaken
by the millers, bakers, canners, and
meat packers — as industries rather
than individual companies.
Too Much Vitamin
Dr. Parran was even more blunt
in his criticism of radio advertising, use of the vitamin theme for
selling foods, and plugging of individual products. Instead, he suggested cooperative efforts to sell
the entire nutrition program out of
which, he said, would come benefit
to all. Dr. Parran said:
"Speaking as a layman in advertising who listens to a large
number of vour ultimate consum-

PLANS for defense mobilization were discussed with
NBC oflScials Oct. 30 by the Red Network Planning &
Advisory Committee. The parallel Blue committee met
Oct. 29 [Broadcasting, Nov. 3]. At the Red meeting
were (front row, 1 to r) James D. Shouse of WLW,
Crosley vice-president; John J. Gillin, WOW, Omaha;
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Radio

Selling

ers, Ithink the vitamin theme song
is getting passe. In merchandising,
it has become a bit reminiscent of
the well known 'Jeannie with the
Light Brownsystems
Hair' sung
whichto the
broadcasting
an
early grave a few months ago. I
think the lone hand has been played
out. I think your strength will come
from coordinated, forceful, longrange action. Nobody is asking you
to be a philanthropist.
"Gov. McNutt said months ago,
'There is enough gold in this for
everybody.' Your gold will come
from perfectly legitimate profits
possible from eliminating much of
what you do at cross purposes to
take away business from one another. There is going to be more
food business than all of you can
handle together. If you handle it
properly together you can gain
more institutional and individual
good will than will follow from all
the name bands or expensive radio
comedians you can hire, or $50,000
national
advertising
However,
the middlecontests."
ground was
taken by Russell Varney, chairman
of the nutrition committee of the
American Bakers Assn., and director of public relations for Standard
Brands, who participated in the
nutrition forum. He pointed out
that the Government can and will
help establish a strong nutritional
program but cannot be expected
to sell products, adding that the
food industry can best aid the general nutrition program by first establishing a strong institutional
campaign on adequate diets followed by individual product selling.
No Rationing Likely
While the food industry has certain defense problems, the position
of the U. S. food industry in general probably never will be as bad
as that of the food industry in
England, according to Dr. M. L.
Wilson,
Agriculture
(Continued
on pageDepai'tment
-54)

Niles Trammell, NBC president; Paul Morency, WTIC,
Hartford; Frank E. Mullen, NBC vice-president and
general manager. Rear row: Howard Lane, KM J,
Fresno; S. S. Fox, KDYL, Salt Lake City; 0. L.
Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo; Leonard Reinsch, WSB,
Atlanta; Mark Woods, NBC vice-president, treasurer.
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Technicians

to Meet
Independents
Net
the final wedge in return of ASCAP
Permanent
Setup Will music to NBC and CBS, will be a
salient topic. Clearance at the
Be Developed at
source of transcriptions also will
Meeting
be covered, and at a meeting Monday (Nov. 17) the General ComPERMANENT organization of Inmittee and Copyright Committee
dependent Broadcasters Inc., with of IBI meets
with representatives
the election of officers and directors,
of
some
eight
transcription comis projected at a general meeting
panies as well as ASCAP and BMI
of independent network affiliated in an effort to reach an agreement
stations to be held in Chicago Nov. on clearance at the source.
18 at the call of the temporary
Aside from organization matters,
chairman, Eugene C. Pulliam, other topics on the six-point agenda
WIRE, Indianapolis, and William
include explanation and interpretaJ. Scripps, temporary secretary,
tion of the FCC chain-monopoly
WWJ, Detroit.
regulations including the option
Music Problems
time question; organization of concerted opposition against superLaunched as a result of dissatispower, and selection of a committee
faction with the NAB manifested in
certain industry quarters, IBI does to institute negotiations for reduction of AT&T line charges, includnot propose at the Tuesday meeting
press service lines.
ing, to be held at the Drake Hotel,
Six Main Paints
to take up possible association with
National Independent Broadcasters
"You are invited to attend this
Inc. The invitation said the meetmeeting and participate in the discussions without any obligation to
ing is "solely of independent network affiliate stations" and "is not join Independent Broadcasters'
a joint meeting with the NIB
Inc.," Messrs. Pulliam and Scripps
advised
station executives. "Your
group."
Ratification of agreements nego- voice and your vote are needed to
determine whether we want a
tiated by the IBI Copyright Committee with ASCAP, which proved
permanent association."

18
Nov.
on
Following are the six points
enumerated in the invitation:
1. tionFinal
clarification
and ratificaof agreements
negotiated
by our
copyright committee with ASCAP.
You will get first-hand information regarding the revised ASCAP contracts.
We believe our committee's work will
result in a saving to each network
affiliate of from .$1,000 to ,$4,000 a
year in clerical expense alone.
2. Explanation of agreements with
the transcription companies regarding
clearance at the source of transcriptions. Representatives of all the transeri]ition companies, as well as of
ASCAP and PjMI, will be present.
3. Full discussion, explanation and
interpretation of the FCC rules relating to chain broadcasting, including the
question of option time. It will be well
worth the time required to come to
Chicago
for rules.
this first-hand interpretation of the
4. Organization of concerted opposition to superpower. Our superpower
commissimi will explain the increasingly imminent threat of superpower,
and will tell .vou how you can cooperate in meeting this attack on your station's existence as a network affiliate.
5. Election of directors and permanent officers of Independent Broadcasters Inc., as provided for in the bylaws adopted at our meeting on Oct.
14.
6. The selection of a committee to
institute negotiations for a reduction
of AT&T charges for all broadcast
lines, including press service lines.

HE^RY

Westinghouse Presents
Executives at Luncheon
WESTINGHOUSE Radio Stations Inc. played host Nov. 6 to
some 150 leading agency and advertising radio executives at a
luncheon held in the Ambassador
Hotel, New York. The session was
devoted to introduction of managers and sales officials of the
Westinghouse stations. Lee Wailes,
general manager, presided, while
John Hoysradt, entertainer, handled introductions. George Harder,
advertising manager, was in charge
of the party.
Westinghouse officials present
were Mr. Wailes; Mr. Harder;
John B. Conley, manager of
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne; James
B. Rock, manager of KDKA, Pittsburgh; Leslie W. Joy, manager of
KYW, Philadelphia; C. S. Young,
acting manager of WBZ-WBZA,
Boston - Springfield ; William E.
Jackson, general sales manager;
sales managers, Frank V. Webb,
WOWO-WGL; Frank R. Bowes,
WBZ-WBZA; John S. deRussv,
KDKA; B. A. McDonald, KYW,
and W. B. McGill, sales promotion
manager of KDKA.

KLEIN

JOINS

D'ARCY, NEW
YORK
HENRY C. KLEIN, since last November assistant radio director of
BBDO, New York, has joined the
radio department of the New York
office of
Adv.
Co. D'Arcy
where
he will serve in
an all-round cap a c i t y writing
and producing,
with special attention tothe prod u c t i o n of the
Singin' Sam transcriptions which
are now on more
Mr. Klein
than 260 stations
for Coca-Cola. Previous to coming
to New York, Mr. Klein was radio
producer and director of the Chicago office of BBDO.
From 19.30-33 Mr. Klein was with
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
producing and writing scripts. In
1933 he joined CBS as continuity
director of the western division.
From CBS he moved to Charles
Daniel Frey Co. as radio director,
and two years later joined BBDO.
Two for Sanka
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, has announced that next
year's
plans for Sanka
Coffee advertising
call for a continuation
of its
two network shows. We, the People,
on 79 CBS stations, Tuesday, 9-9:30
and William L. Shiver on 42 CBS
stations, 5:45-6 p.m., in addition to
space in 11 national magazines with
a combined circulation of 25,000,000. Agency is Young & &Rubicam,
New York.
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Not Even Latakia
WHEN WON, Chicago,
printed tickets for An Hour
With Elson & Anson sponsored by P. Lorillard Co.,
New York, the usual "No
smoking, please" admonition
was included. Sponsor complained, whereupon the station
printed new tickets reading
"No smoking in the studios,
please, not even Old Golds".
ACA Elections
BIENNIAL General elections for
officers of the International Union
of the American Communications
Assn., as well as elections for local
offices, will start Jan. 1, 1942, with
the first nominating period. According to terms of the amended constitution of the union, the executive
board's members-at-large will be
increased next year from 10 to 14,
including the president and secretary-treasurer ofthe international
union, to be elected; four vicepresidents, one of whom is to be
selected in the balloting, and eight
board members, two to be elected.
Medical Spots
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSN.,
Chicago (Hi/ f/em magazine) , using
what is believed to be its first paid
commercial radio, on Nov. 10 starts
a six-day test campaign on KNX,
Hollywood, utilizing daily participations in the combined Sunrise
Salute and Housetvives Protective
League programs conducted by
Galen Drake. Placement is through
Ivan Hill Adv. Agency, Chicago.
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West Resumes
WEST DISINFECTING Co., Long
Island City, N. Y. (disinfectants
and cleansers), on Jan. 5 will resume sponsorship of It Takes a
Woman on WABC, New York, for
39 weeks, in addition to using an
as yet unnamed station in St. Louis
for a similar period. Program, on
WABC and KXOX, St. Louis, first
part of this year was discontinued
in October after a 30-week run.
Agency is Moser & Cotins, New
York.
BROADCASTING

Strike

Cuts
Off WDWS
Picket at Newspaper Building
Causes Six-Hour Silence
WDWS, Champaign, 111., was forced
off the air Thursday for six hours
and 17 minutes when six technicians at the station belonging to
IBEW Local 1213, affiliated with
the ABTU, failed to report for duty
in what was described as a "sympathy" strike in conjunction with a
walkout of union printers on the
three Champaign-Urbana newspapers and in three union printing
shops. The station is owned and
operated
by the Champaign NewsGazette Inc.
The technicians failed to report
at 7 a.m. when the station normally takes the air but after conferring by telephone with ABTU international headquarters in Washington, F. L. Hurd, ABTU representative, ordered the men back to
work. The station was back on the
air at 1 :17 p.m.
Building Picketed
Spokesmen
for their
the radio
neers local denied
action engiwas
a "sympathy" strike, explaining
their failure to report for work on
the grounds they could not cross
the picket lines. Pickets paraded in
front of the various newspaper offices and printing shops but no attempt was made to interfere with
ing.
persons
entering or leaving the
buildings. Studios of WDWS are
located in the News-Gazette buildUntil WDWS resumed operation
all news media in Champaign-Urbana were affected except WILL,
U of Illinois non-commercial station. None of the newspapers affected by the printers strike published Thursday and resumption of
publication was indefinite pending
negotiations of a new contract between printers and the publishing
firms.
ABTU announced Thursday in
Frederick, Md., that a petition for
investigation and certification under section 9c of the National
Labor Relations act had been filed |
against the Monocacy Broadcasting
Co., operators of WFMD, by Edward F. Knight, international representative ofthe ABTU. The action came, the union said, after negotiations with Laurence Leonard,
owner and operator of the station,
failed to materialize. However, it
was expected that negotiations between the management and the
union would be resumed in about
three weeks.
Pompeian Plans
POMPEIAN Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
(soap, powder and olive oil), is
working out plans for an extensive
campaign
of one-minute
announcements
to get transcribed
under way
on an undisclosed number of stations about the middle of November. Agency is Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore.
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Nine-Month

Gross

Of CBS
Increases
RCA Income Also Shows Gain
For the Current Year
GROSS income of CBS and subsidaries for nine months (40
weeks) ended Oct. 4, 1941, from
sale of facilities, talent, lines, records, etc. was $44,049,683, according
to a statement Nov. 5 by Frank K.
White, treasurer. Less time discount and agency commisisons, record returns, allowances and discounts of $12,714,832, the income
amounted to $31,334,850.
For the nine months of 1940 (39
weeks) the figures were, respectively, $36,430,612, $10,659,946 and
$25,770,665.
Deducting operating expenses
and cost of goods sold, $17,744,350
along with selling, general and administrative expenses of $6,885,400,
$7,205,099 for taxes and less $52,266 interest and $585,285 depreciation and amortization, the net income amounts to $6,567,547 as compared to a net of $5,039,749 for the
39 weeks of 1940. To the 1941 net
income is added a miscellaneous
item of $247,887, which is developed
from $299,231 profits from sale of
former subsidiary corporations engaged in artist management.
Dividend Declared
Cash dividend of 65 cents per
share on Class A and Class B stock
of $2.50 par value was declared
Nov. 5 by the CBS board, payable
Dec. 5 to stockholders of record at
close of business Nov. 21, 1941.
RCA and subsidiary companies
for the first nine months of 1941
show consolidated net profit of
$7,370,165, after providing $9,469,900 for taxes, compared to $5,209,043 for the same period in 1940
after provision for $2,523,900.
Gross for 1941 was $115,891,792
compared to $89,204,219 in 1940.
RCA figures are not broken down
to reveal income of NBC, 100%
subsidiary.
Networks, Stations Plan
Armistice Day Activity
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S
speech from Arlington Cemetery,
starting at 11 a.m. after a minute's silence, will highlight Armistice Day plans, set for Tuesday,
Nov. 11, by networks and local stations. NBC in addition to carrying
speech for the Red and the Blue
will feed it to approximately 50
non-affiliated stations under special
agreement, while its shortwave stations WNBI and WRCA will broadcast translated texts in five languages other than English.
CBS will devote its Tuesday Report to the Nation to the theme of
"only
total topreparedness
can
Americaby hope
avert a second
World War Armistice Day". WOR
will twice rebroadcast the speech
via transcription at 11:30 p.m.
that evening and again during
Moonlight Saving Time, Wednesday starting at 4:05 a.m. WNBX,
WMCA, WQXR and WHOM are
among the independent!:, in the New
York area which will be "fed" the
President's speech.
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Red

Programs

Use More
Outlets
Sales of Saturday Morning
Time Also Increasing

FULL NEWS report will be heard in Latin America as Radio Belgrano
subscribes to UP, which is expanding its Latin facilities. In the Radio
Belgrano (Argentine) network news department are (1 to r) Oscar
Ferri, press chief; Carlos A. Iglesias, Jorge Saruba, Jesus Lorenzo.

Radio
As

Belgrano

Service

Subscribes

Expands

RECIPROCAL arrangement whereby South American listeners will
receive full radio news service
from this country has been worked
out by United
Press and Radio
^■^^
jgJT
Belgrano,
Argen"~
■ w-^ tine
network
»
^
owned by Jaime
Yankelevich.
News dispatches
especially written
for broadcast will
be supplied daily,
effective Jan. 1,
Mr. Yankelevich I942, to Radio
Belgrano by wire from UP's radio news department in Buenos
Aires. Using a formula similar to
that in North America, UP has
established 14 radio bureaus in all
important South Amercian news
centers, staffed by editors, reporters and translators, who will handle worldwide and United States
news together with full coverage
of local news for all republics south
of the Rio Grande.
Esse Using 14
Arrangements for UP news in
ice was made last week two months
after Esso Marketers, through its
South American outlets and in cooperation with UP, had introduced
its five-minute Esso Reporter broadcasts to 14 stations in Chile, Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil [Broadcasting, Sept. 1].
Arrangements for UP news in
South America were handled in
Shortwave

Pact

WLWO, Crosley shortwave station
at Cincinnati, starting Nov. 6 has
been picking up French shortwave
programs from WGEA, Schenectady, and originating Italian programs for the New York station to
relay, under an exchange agreement between the two stations. Edward Beck, French announcer,
moves to WGEA and Giorgio Padovano, of Florence, Italy, becomes
WLWO staff Italian announcer.

10^ 1941

Its Latin

to

the

UP

Facilities

that country by Mr. Yankelevich,
who has managed Radio Belgrano,
now the largest Argentine network,
since 1925. In ensuing years, he
toured Europe studying European
broadcasts, visited the United
States 1933-1935 to learn broadcasting developments in this country and introduced them in South
America.
Argentine stations forming the
Belgrano chain are: Radio Litoral
of Rosario, Radio Cordoba of Cordoba, Radio Cuyo of Mendoza, Radio Aconquija of Tucaman, Radio
del Norts of Santiago del Estero,
Radio General San Martin of
Bahia Blanca, Radio Graffinga of
San Juan, Radio Provincia of Corrientes and Radio San Rafael of
Mendoza.
Canada News Session
CANADIAN BROADCASTERS
will be represented by a committee of five at the Nov. 17 meeting of the Board of Governors of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
at Ottawa, to discuss changes in
the regulations concerning the
sponsorship of newscasts. From the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
will go Harry Sedgwick, CFRB,
Toronto, chairman of CAB board of
directors; president and CAB general manager Glen Bannerman, Toronto; N. Thivierge, CHRC, Quebec,
a CAB director; E. T. Sandell,
CKTB, St. Catherines, Ont., a CAB
director, and Jos. Sedgwick, K. C,
Toronto, CAB counsel. A com.mittee will also attend from the
Canadian Press (Canada's AP).
The present regulation does not
allow for a commercial on sponsored news, merely an announcement giving the name of the sponsor. With Press News established
as a subsidiary of the Canadian
Press to sell news for broadcast
sponsorship, the CBC Board has
been requested to change the regulation to allow commercials before
and after the news, but not in
the body of the newscast.
BROADCASTING

SINCE SEPTEMBER 13 NBC-Red
programs have added a total of 90
stations to their networks, all exclusive of routine addiitons made
to conform to network requirements, according to Roy C. Witmer,
NBC vice-president in charge of
Red Network sales.
Programs adding these stations
during September and October
were: Voice of Firestone (Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.) ; Kraft
Music Hall (Kraft Cheese Corp.) ;
Chase & Sanhorn Hour (Standard
Brands) ; Red Skelton (Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Co.) ; The Aldrich Family (General Foods
Corp.)
(Procter; Pepper
& GambleYoung's
Co. for Family
White
Naptha) ; Johnny Presents (Philip
Morris & Co.) ; Fred Waring (LigTobacco (Vick
Co.) ;ChemiWe're
Five gettin& Myers
the Family
cal Corp.) ; Fibber McGee & Molly
(S. C. Johnson & Son) ; Xavier
Cugat (R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co.), and Quiz Kids and National
Barn Dance (Miles Laboratories).
Saturday Gains
Major increase in the sale of
Saturday morning time on NBCRed this year aso was announced
by Mr. Witmer, who stated that
this year's schedule consists of six
quarter-hours sold, as compared
with three quarter-hour units in the
fall of 1940. New clients starting
on the Red in 1941 include Anacin
Co. with America the Free, 10:3011 a.m.; Lever Brothers Co. vdth
Vaudeville Theatre, 11:30-12 noon,
and F. W. Fitch Co. with Musical
Tonic, 10:15-10:30 a.m. One client,
Hecker Products resumed its Lincoln Highway program on the Red
Saturday morning, adding 12 sta
tions to its schedule, while two sea
sonal advertisers returned to the
network for 1941, namely Benjamin Moore Paint Co., and Acme
White Lead and Color Co., with
Betty
and Smilin' Ed Mc
Connell,Moore
respectively.
Langendorf Comment
LANGENDORF UNITED BAK
FRIES, San Francisco (bread), on
Oct. 27 started sponsorship of Ful
ton Jewis jr. five times weekly on
27 stations of the Don Lee-Mutual
network. Agency is Leon Living
ston Adv.,
Francisco.
station list: San
KXRO
KELA TheKRKO
KWLK KGY KOL KMO KIT
KGA KWIL KALE KPMC KHSL
KXO KIEM KHJ KMYC KYOS
KDON KVCV KFXM KGB KFRC
KVEC KVOE KDB KTKC.
A NEW Fairbanks-Morse 5 kw. gasoline-driven generator has been installed
by WRVA. Richmond, for emergency
power supply. The station also has acquired 4RCA
typeexperimenting
830 bridging with
ampli-a
fiers.
WRVA is
new shortwave antenna, similar to that
used
Forest Service and the
Bureauby oftheStandards.
• Broadcast
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50.

001

\

WATTS

T
Count
'em!
50,001
NEW
DAYTIME
POWER
OLD RELIABLE, CHIEF ENGINEER
SINCE 1928, Mr. WATT STINSON.

TOTAL

(See

for

Count
'e
50,000
Watts
1 Watt

yourself).

.

. 50,001

WattS

Operating now on 50,000 watts, daytime, (25,000 watts night time)
with 50,000 watts full time for the immediate future, KVOO

takes a

well-deserved place in the front rank of America's super-power stations.
The name of Watt Stinson, KVOO Chief Engineer since 1928, was added
for more than jocular reasons. He represents something "extra," the
"plus personal element" that advertisers have always enjoyed in every
department of KVOO. Five major executives of KVOO are now serving
Watt Stinson,
KVOO Chief Engineer

their 10th year in their respective capacities!
BLANKETS OKLAHOMA'S RICHEST MARKET
KVOO now, more than ever, blankets the richest market in Oklahoma,
Northeastern Oklahoma, where only 39% of Oklahoma's counties and
42% of Oklahoma's square miles furnish 46% to 64% of all vital
Market Values for the State In addition, KVOO covers rich counties in
Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
NO INCREASE
IN RATES
N. B .€
EDWARD

RED
PETRY

National

BROADCASTING
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Closing

of

ASCAP

Deal

by

Insures BMFs
Future^ Says Tompkins
FIRM BELIEF that BMI will conpermanent basis, a very valuable asset
to both our companies.
tinue operation on a permanent
ASCAP music has gone back on the
basis despite the return of ASCAP
air on a basis which greatly reduces
music to the networks was ex- the revenue not only of ASCAP but
pressed by M. E. Tompkins, vice- of all of its members. Our own payments to our affiliates, therefore, will
president and general manager of
to represent a far better and
BMI, last week in a letter sent to continue
fairer break than they could expect to
all affiliates of the music group.
get from any of our competitors. DurWhile an inevitable readjustment
ing the next month we must all put
is in the offing, Mr. Tompkins pre- our shoulders to the wheel. We cannot expect the same volume of songs to
dicted that quality music would get
the same number of plugs. We can
proper recognition. There will be get
expect quality music to get perno discrimination against BMI
formance after the inevitable readjustment has been made. BMI is on a
anywhere in the broadcast business,
sounder
footing
today than it ever
he said, and the goodwill built up
were right
during the break with ASCAP will was in the past. If we right
in saywere
we
anything
about
not be dissipated.
there is good music availalile
ing
that
from a great many sources, and that
Increased in Competition
there is a large public ready to enjoy
that music regardless of its source.
Mr.
Tompkins'
letter
follows
in
full text:
or puzzledoubtssituatio
havetheany
If you
n. I
existing
ment as to
BMI's
statement
that
it
welcomed
hope that you will discuss them withI
ASCAP music back on the air was
le, however,
me personally. Meanwhithat
not merely an acceptance in good want
the door of
to assure you
grace of something that had already
you. that you
to
open
is
ting
broadcas
happened, but a sincere expression by
BMI and its officers of their opinion of may find a little confusion for awhde.
that our joint business future is
but"
the thing that i.s best for our company
assured.
and its affiliated publishers.
There is no doubt of the fact that
all of us are going to face vastly in- COPYRIGHT GROUPS
creased competition. There is no doubt
of the fact that for a period of weeks
FILE CANADA FEES
it is likely that the pendulum, which
Ltd. and the Canaswung so greatly our way for a time,
BMI Canada
dian Performing Rights Society
may swing the other way.
What I do want you to know, how(Canadian ASCAP) have filed
ever, is that the closing of the ASCAP
1942 tariffs with the Copyright
deal
has assured
Appeal Board of the Secretary of
continuance
upon BMI's
a basi.spermanent
as adeState at Ottawa, it is learned.
quately financed as it has been in the
Tariffs had to be filed by Oct. 31.
past. BMI's contracts with broadcasters are going to run as long as It is understood that BMI Canada
has suggested total fee collected
ASCAP's, and I firmly believe longer.
Although ASCAP music is back on
for music copyright from broadcasting stations be limited to 8
the major networks on a blanket basis,
we know that there are many stations
cents per licensed radio set (in
which do not intend to take out an
1941 CPRS received 8 cents, BMI
ASCAP license for a long time, if at 1 cent) and that of this amount
all. and we know that there are many
rd or a
other stations which will sign witla BMI Canada receive one-thi
proportionate amount depending on
ASCAP on a per program basis and
which will, therefore, want to con- the proportion of BMI music used
tinue to use BMI as the backlog of collectively by Candian stations.
their music programs.
CPRS tariff request for 1942 is
I am convinced that meritorious
believed to be similar to that of
music will have a -chance to assert
itself. I know for a fact that there will recent years, namely 14 cents per
receiver, but no confirmabe no discrimination against us any- licensed
tion can be obtained.
where in the broadcasting business,
Whether or not there will be
and that the goodwill which we have
built up will not be dissipated. Under
hearings
this year before the Copythese circumstances, it is clear to me
Appeal Board is not yet
that our relationship with each other known. right
The board early this year
constitutes and will constitute, on a
asked for an appropriation of
$5,000 to conduct its own survey
as to the use of BMI and CPRS
New Cooperative Series
music on Canadian stations. This
survey will likely be made shortly,
For Breweries Planned
if it has not already been done,
A NEW SERIES for 1942 of the and on its findings the board will
transcribed program. Barrel of make rulings, the survey thus being
Fun, which recently concluded a independent.
26-week run on stations throughout
With peace in the United States
the country on a cooperative sponbetween ASCAP and the networks,
sorship by beer companies will whose programs are piped into
start next spring, according to
Canada,
it isnot
thought
the board's
Emil Brisacher, president of Brissurvey has
yet been
made,
acher, Davis & Staff, San Franciswaiting conclusion of negotiations
co, owners of the radio show.
south of the border. Any representations before the board by
Cutting of the transcriptions will
either BMI or CPRS will not likely
start in January in Hollywood,
Mr. Brisacher stated. Either
be made till next January. Rates
set will be based on the number
Charlie Ruggles, star of this year's of
receivers licensed as at March
production, or another name com31, 1942, Canadian broadcasters
edian will be used, he stated. The
new Barrel of Fun series will run
paid CPRS in 1941 about $115,000
for .39 weeks in 1942 and will run
and BMI about $14,500, based on
1,454,717 licenses issued at March
two quarter-hours weekly instead
of one half-hour presentation
31, 1941,
fiscal
year.end of the government's
weekly, as was the case this year.
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SCRIPT CHECKERS for the new
Amanda Snow Milk Show on
KSTP, St. Paul, are Cliff Elan
and Betty Grove, of McCord Co.,
the agency. Leading milk companies pool their efforts to sell milk,
with no brands mentioned. Miss
Snow sings and a community sing
is included on the program.
Competition is Started
By WGN
for Operetta
CONTEST offering $10,500 for the
composing, selection and naming of
a great American operetta was announced recently by WGN, Chicago, in connection with its
Chicago Theatre of the Air program. Sole requirement is that the
setting. be American in theme and
operetta
Three top ranking operettas will
be chosen, with $8,000 in prize
money to go to composers and
writers, and $2,500 to be awarded
to the general public in a separate
contest to select the best of the
three operettas and to give a title
to the winner. All three will be
produced and broadcast over MBS,
through WGN its midwest key, beginning the first Saturday in
March, 1942. Contest opened Nov.
1, and the deadline is Feb. 10.
Foods Lead on WOR
FOODS and food beverages showed
the greatest increase in sales in
September of this year over the
same month last year according to
a products breakdown just completed by WOR, New York, of its
gross billings for this September.
Foods accounted for 22.77c of the
gross billings during that month, a
gain of 59f over the September
1940 figures. Toilet goods increased
1.37c; retail billings 1.9 ; tobacco
5.47c and wines 27f. WOR sales
for September, together with August and July, represented the highhistory.
est third quarter in the station's
RCA Shortwave Series
RCA MFG. Co., Camden (radios
and records), during November is
sponsoring Alfredo Cibelli, tenor,
for several years with the Metropolitan Opera Co., and Mario Silveira, baritone, on NBC shortwave
stations, WRCA and WNBI.
BMI has added six stations, making a
total of 733 as of Oct. 22. Stations
are : KGDE. Fergus Falls, Minn. ;
WLDS, Jacksonville, 111.; WSKY,
Dallas; WEIM, Fitchburg. Mass.;
KPOW, Powell, Wyo. ; WSKB, McComb, Miss.; WJZM, Clarksville,
Tenn., and WMIN, St. Paul.
BROADCASTING

Plan

|

To Push Litigation
Will Go Ahead With Claims
For $1,287,000 Damages
SETTLEMENT of the ASCAPradio dispute Oct. 30 "will in no
way
affect the12plans"
of the are
14
songwriters,
of whom
ASCAP members, to press their
suit for $1,287,000 damages against
the NAB, CBS, NBC and BMI, according to Robert Daru of Daru &
Winter, counsel to the group.
The composers brought suit last
April against the defendants,
charging
gaingroup
control of the conspiracy
music world.to The

recently organized the American
Federation of Songwriters to protect their rights and to give all
such writers the benefits of collective bargaining in the music business, a unionization not provided
for by ASCAP, according to Mr.
Daru.
Asks Congress Probe
|
Mr. Daru also announced he
would press for a Congressional
music
war.
investigation
of the entire radio"The public has been led to believe that radio was striking
against the best American song
writers, barring them from the air,
Just to avoid paying a little more
for music," he said. "It should have
been
that with
radio's income obvious
of hundreds
of millions
of
dollars they would not have gotten
into such a disastrous controversy
which resulted in indictments for
violation of the trust laws, consent
decrees by both ASCAP and BMI
and many other unpublished difficulties just to shave off an insignificant amount of the music expense.
If the Senate Committee, which I
have asked to investigate the radio
music war, proceeds with an inquiry, the inside story of the whole
controversy will come out.
"We also intend to press the proceeding which we have before the
FCC for the promulgation of a rule
directing radio 'to stick to its last'
and keep out of the music publishing business. The published statement that it is necessary for BMI
(Broadcast Music Inc.) to function
in order to prevent a monopoly in
music is just so much more poppycock to becloud the real problem."
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SESAC Additions
ALL STATIONS licensed by
SESAC are receiving a list of the
Hawaiian publications and recordings issued by Eddie Alkire Publications, Easton, Pa., which recently joined SESAC. American Music,
whose publications are performable
by all SESAC licensees, also is
issuing a catalog of its hillbilly,
western and cowboy music available
for musical programs.
WMCA, New Tork, is installing a new
$28,000 three-manual Wurlitzer pipe
organ in its studios. The instrument is
located in a soundproof studio. The
organ is expected to be ready for use
in December.
• Broadcast
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Canada engaged in an "all out" war
WITH
eflfort, Canadians are carrying on as always,
despite war-time conditions. Industry is operating at capacity, new factories are coming into
production, employment is at a peak, retail
sales show steady gains. The average Canadian
is sharing in these improved conditions.

CANADIAN
55 York

St., Toronto

BROADCASTING

In a country geared to increased production,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation also
''carries on". The CBC national network is plapng
an increasingly important role in the Dominion.
Its modern facilities offer a complete broadcast
service to advertisers who seek to reach the
Canadian market.

BROADCASTING
-

COMMERCIAL
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Advertising
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St. Catherine
November

St. W., Montreal
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Current

Problems

Discussed

at

NAB

of

Industry
Meetings

Defense, Music, Regulation, Legislation Among
Issues Taken Up by Regional Gatherings
COMPLETING another series of
clared, "The basis for radio's doing its job is that it can pay its
the country-wide district meetings
scheduled by NAB this fall and way, and it can pay its way bewinter, radio executives of the 4th
cause it has been a successful adand 5th Districts met last week in
vertising medium." He added that
Greensboro, N. C, and Atlanta, radio has done a splendid job for
national defense and will continue
respectively.
Representatives of 50 stations in to do so under the American system of broadcasting.
District 4 attended the Greensboro
Also it was noted that at the
meeting, held last Monday and
Tuesday at Greensboro, one of the District 1 meeting at Worcester,
largest meetings this fall. The Dis- Mass., on Oct. 28 a resolution was
trict 5meeting in Atlanta followed passed directing the NAB to reon Wednesday and Thursday. A
quest that all Government agencies
succession of radio's problems, In- eliminate all accounting from including national defense, music,
dividual stations, in regard to the
Federal regulation and legislation, number of particular defense prowere presented for discussion at the
grams carried, and if confirmation
meetings by NAB President Neville of broadcasts by individual stations
Miller.
is required, it should be supplied
by NAB rather than the stations.
Need of Unity
The District 5 meeting in AtWith the membership adopting a
lanta last Wednesday and Thursday
resolution favoring a 10-year con- featured
addresses by Robert
tract with BMI, the Greensboro
Strickland,
president of the Georgia
meeting featured appearances by
Trust Co., and J. V. Freitag, head
Carl Haverlin, BMI station rela- of
Freitag Adv. Agency, who spoke
tions director, and E. C. Mills, chairrespectively
on the financial outman of the ASCAP executive comlook of the South and an agency
mittee. Commenting on the situaman's conception of how stations
tion. President Miller declared:
should approach agencies. Also ap"The most important problem
facing the radio industry today is
pearing at the speaker's stand during the two-day meeting were
one of maintaining unity. During
President Miller, Frank Pellegrin,
the past year in settling the music
controversy we have seen for the and Jack Harris, news and special
events director of the radio branch
first time what can be accomplished
by a united front. Now that this of the Army Public Relations
one major problem is well on its Bureau.
Pix of Jeannie
way to a successful solution, it is
vital that we remain united for
Among resolutions adopted at
the even more difficult problems
the meeting, expressing satisfacwe can expect to face in the near
tion with the solution of the music
future."
situation
and confidence in BMI,
Army's Setup
was one calling for contributions to
Representing the radio branch of a fund to commission a painting of
the War Department Bureau of
a portrait of "Jeannie With the
Public Relations, J. N. (Bill)
Bailey, news editor, outlined the Light Brown Hair", to be presented
to BMI at the Cleveland NAB conArmy radio organization. He emvention next year to immortalize
phasized that the Army has no
the
song's
services to the radio
plans to take over and operate
industry.
radio, but rather intends to coAt a Thursday breakfast meeting,
operate fully with station operators
held during the District 5 conclave.
in matters of national defense.
Reviewing other industry problems, Mr. Miller cited shortages
of material and personnel resulting from national defense demands,
noting that special courses for
technical training are being installed at schools throughout the
country, as well as through National Youth Administration and
the Civilian Conservation Corps.
Excesses of Government publicity
releases also were discussed by
Mr. Miller, along with the purchase
of newspaper space by defense
agencies using free radio time.
Commenting on consumer movements and efforts to eliminate
radio advertising, Mr. Miller de-
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TALKING OVER
District 1 meeting
managing director
manager of WTIC,

PA SERVICE ADDS
Labor
Committee
REGIONAL REPORTS
Of NAB
to Meet
PRESS ASSN., radio subsidiary
of Associated Press, this week is Threats to Operation During
expanding its 24-hour newscast
wire service to stations by the ad- Emergency on Agenda
dition of a special hourly service WITH LABOR activities constiof state and regional news, heretotuting a major threat to maintefore sent out only during occasional
nance of operations during the
periods of the day or night.
Executive
Committee
of the
Under the new system, regional emergency, the Labor
news will be carried daily without
NAB meets Nov.
interfering with the transmission
14 at the Drake
Hotel in Chicago
of general, national and internato take inventory
tional news nor affecting the delivery of the PA feature known as
of the overall sitTelescripts. To handle this news
uation and d eregionallished bureaus
are
being
estabin news centers so located
velop means of
that they can draw from the stateJ
coping with any
by-state news gathered and disthatof
Mr. Miller problems
The group
tributed
by
AP's
100
domestic
bumay arise.
reaus and its correspondents.
five broadcasters
Radio news men familiar with
these various sections have been will confer with Joseph L. Miller,
trained in PA's radio technique, ac- NAB labor rv^lations director, who
cording to Tom O'Neil, PA radio will report on the status of current
news editor, and are now being as- labor conditions and make recomsigned to the newly-opened regional
mendations drafted as a result of
bureaus. Each PA bureau will be
observations at recent national conthe
ventions of both the American
in" on
to "cut
assigned
wire
withperiods
news of
interest
to listeners in a particular section. Also Federation of Labor and the CIO.
the controlling editor in New York
Strike Threats
will contact the bureaus each hour,
Members
of the commitee ingiving each
an opportunity
contribute at least
one item of toprime
clude George Smith, WWVA,
interest in the area for which it is Wheeling; Gilmore N. Nunn,
intended.
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.; Ralph R.
Brunton, KQW, San Jose-San
the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters
Francisco,
and William E. Hutchinelected Mrs. Allie Williams, of
son, WAAF, Chicago. The chairman is yet to be named by NAB
WMAZ, Macon, as secretary-treasurer of the State group, succeeding President Neville Miller.
Marjorie Willis, resigned. Another
While several immediate strike
GAB meeting was set tentatively threats resulting from temporary
for Macon in late January.
breakdowns of negotiations with the
Other Meetings
American Federation of Musicians,
Associated Broadcast Technicians
Remaining
in thefallschedule of 17 to meetings
be held this
and Union of IBEW and American
Federation of Radio Artists, have
winter are:
District 3 — not set, but probably not to been averted, portents of new cambe held until after the first of the year.
paigns to achieve better conditions
District 6 — Nov. 17-18, Peabody Hotel,
have been detected. Moreover, the
Memphis.
District 9 — Dee. 15-16, Palmer House, threatened strike of long-line teleChicago.
phone workers of AT&T would have
District 11— Dec. 11-12, Hotel Nicollet,
a definite bearing on broadcasting
Minneapolis.
District 13 — Nov. 19-20, Baker Hotel, operations, since these technicians
Dallas.
maintenance of broadcast
District 14— Dec. 8-9, Albany Hotel, handle
circuits.
Denver.
District 15 — Nov. 28-29, Palace Hotel,
San Francisco.
District 16 — Nov. 24-25, Biltmore Hotel,
Los Angeles.
Lever Looks Around
District 17 — Nov. 1, Heathman Hotel,
Portland; Dec. 2, Washington Athletic LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Club, Seattle.
Mass., is rumored to be consider(Continued on page 53)
ing a change in agency for its Lifeaccount
whichEsty
runs &until
Dec. buoy
31 Soap
with
William
Co.
It is understood at least three
other agencies are seeking the acCompany
sponsors
Hollywoodcount.
Premiere
on 71
CBS stations,
Friday, 10-10:30 p.m. and Meet
Mr. Meek, on 59 CBS stations,
Wednesday,
buoy through7:30-8
Esty. p.m., for Life-

PROBLEMS confronting the industry at the NAB
Oct. 29 at Worcester, Mass., are (1 to r) E. E. Hill,
of WTAG, Worcester, Paul W. Morency, general
Hartford, Conn., and NAB President Neville Miller.

10, 1941
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Holiday Series
BELK-GALLANT STORES, retail
chain with outlets in three Georgia
cities, has signed with WLAG. LaGrange, broadcasts
Ga., for half-hour
Claus
startingdaily
Nov.Santa15
and running until Christmas. The company also is nouncements
sponsoring
anweekly on 56
the spot
station.
Station believes the contract is one
of the largest of its kind sold in that
area.
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Canada

War
Advertising
ACA Told Maintenance of
Goodwill Is Essential
ADVERTISING executives stressed
sustained advertising eifort during
the war the 27th annual meeting of the Assn. of Canadian Advertisers at Toronto, Oct. 30-31. To
neglect advertising now would be
comparable to leaving an efficient
machine to rust during the winter,
J. A. MacLaren, president of MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto, told the
convention. "There is plenty of
plowing to be done in new fields of
purchasing after the war," he said.
"It is most advisable for manufacturers to retain the goodwill of
their customers until after the
war."
B. W. Keightley, advertisingmanager of Canadian Industries
Ltd., Montreal, told of British "sustaining advertising" used to keep
brand names in the public mind
although the products are not procurable at present due to the firms
concentrating on war orders.
Officers Elected
Alex M. Miller, advertising manager of the Chrysler Corp. of Canada, Windsor, Ont., speaking on
"Wartime Advertising in Heavy
Industries", said "those of us who
have to do this type of advertising
are approaching a time of testing.
We'll have to be better administrators, better spacebuyers, sounder
and more fundamental thinkers,
and perhaps wiser in thrift than
we have been. We will have the
problem of helping to preserve the
investments of our corporations
made in the past through the
medium of advertising."
Robert E. Jones, president of
General Foods Ltd., Toronto, was
elected president for the coming
year, succeeding Charles R. Vint,
president, Colgate - Palmolive - Peet
Co., Toronto. Other officers elected
were: First vice-president, P. K.
Abrahamson, Borden Co., Ltd., Toronto; second vice-president, E. F.
Millard, Ford Motor Co. of Canada,
Windsor, Ont. ; third vice-president,
R. E. Merry, Lever Bros., Toronto;
fourth vice-president, J. W. Doherty. Imperial Oil, Toronto; treasurer, W. 0. H. James, Dominion
Bank, Toronto; directors, C. R.
Vint, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
Toronto; J. E. Mason, Canada Dry
Ginger Ale Co., Toronto; R. L.
5 p e r b e r. Sterling Distributors,
Windsor, Ont.; Neil B. Powter,
Howard Smith Paper Mills, Montreal; Leslie Choyce, McColl-Frontenac Oil Co., Montreal; Joseph
Foster, Courtaulds (Canada), Montreal; S. R. Skelton, Goodyear Tire
6 Rubber Co. of Canada, Toronto;
George Bertram, Swift Canadian
Co., Toronto; S. H. Young, Christie
Brown & Co., Toronto; secretary
and manager, Athol McQuarrie,
Toronto.
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ALL OVER the place, but only for exhibition purposes, is this carpet of
commercial network scripts, the product of a week's work, getting the
scrutinizing glances of William Forbes (left) and Paul Pierce, CBS Hollywood network sales service and continuity directors, respectively.
Arnold

Says

Editorial

Attacks

Convince

Public That Advertising Costs Are High
REEMPHASIZING his stand that "the real nub of the problem is :
the Justice Department Antitrust
Have you by the use of that power
Division, which he heads, has nothprevented someone else from geting against advertising per se,
ting into
business?"
Assistant Attorney General ThurStrikes
at Editorials
man Arnold, speaking last Wednesday before a luncheon meeting of
Taking a poke at editorial attacks which he said seemed to apthe Washington Advertising Club,
declared that editorial attacks on
pear regularly after any action of
the Antitrust Division that was
the Division's alleged unfriendly
construed to have an anti-advertisattitude toward advertising would
ing slant, Mr. Arnold declared,
do more harm than good.
"Advertisers
might well recognize
He suggested also that advermotivation for editisers and agencies "would do well the peculiar
torials which bob up only when big
to clean their own house of hokum".
advertisers are attacked". Citing
Three Big Cases
the effect of a typical blast, pubAlthough advertising itself does
lished in Collier's magazine, he said
not come within the purview of his mail was 15 to 1 in favor of
stopping the hokum in advertising,
the Antitrust Division, Mr. Arnold
explained, advertisers do, and their with writers saying "go ahead and
advertising practices may enter that
stop the
it effect
some of
more".
He argued
these attacks
was
into the picture as an incident to
to
make
consumers
believe
that
their violation of antitrust laws.
Pointing out that advertising is advertising was indeed a burden
a part of selling campaigns, and upon them, through increased sellthat selling tactics may come up
ing prices,
factlow,
"the but
advertising costswhile
are in
very
the
for antitrust scrutiny, he said there
were three notable cases where the
people don't know it".
Antitrust Division had proceeded
U. S. Leads in Canada
against advertisers — the General
Motors, Ford and Chrysler auto- AMERICAN NETWORK shows
mobile finance cases, the tobacco
piped into Canada continue to lead
and the oil cases — all of which prin- in popularity in the Dominion, accipally involved certain aspects of
cording to October ratings released
selling, and hence advertising.
by
Canadian
Facts the
Reg'd.,
Citing fictitious examples, Mr. Jack Benny heads
list, Toronto.
followed
closely by Charlie McCarthy, Lux
Arnold explained that while wasteful advertising will regulate itself Theatre, Fibber McGee & Molly,
and Heyiry Aldrich. Canadian netso long as a competitive business
work shows most popular with
situation is preserved, industry coCanada's listeners are headed by
operaton of Federal controls would
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet's Happy
have to be used in eliminating
Gang for Palmolive, followed by
hokum from advertising or stop- the Lamont Corliss show John &
ping untruthful and unfair repreJudy for Pond's cream, which is
sentations. "Probably the best way
with Colgate-Palmolive-Peet's
to get efficiency is to allow the fool tied
Cashmere Bouquet program Musito part with his money if he wants
cal Beauty Box. The Canadian Theatre of the Air for Ironized Yeast
to", he declared.
is next on the list. Among French
The concern of the Antitrust
Division in advertising matters lies language network shows Lever
Bros. Grande Soeur leads, followed
with how the power of the advertiser is used — if the effect of the by Lamont Corliss program Ceux
Qu'on Aime, Procter & Gamble's
use of such power is to eliminate
competition, then an advertiser or La Rue Principale, Lux show C'est
combination of advertisers may be- La Vie, Procter & Gamble's La PenVelder, Campbell Soup's
come liable to prosecution for anti- JeunessesionDoree,
and for
General
trust violation. He declared that Le Cure de Village
Jello. Food's
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Group

Selects Speakers
Henderson, Batt to Address
ANA-AAAA Joint Session
IN ADDITION to the dramatized
presentations of the influences
threatening advertising to be given
at the joint meeting in Hot Springs,
Va., Nov. 13-15, by the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies and
the Assn. of National Advertisers
[Broadcasting, Nov. 3], speakers
at the various sessions have been
announced by the two associations.
On Thursday afternoon, Leon
Henderson, Administrator, Office of
Price Administration and a member of the Supply Priorities and
Allocations Board, will talk on advertising inthe present emergency
from his knowledge of the whole
defense program as it affects business.
What to Do
Telling what advertising as such
has meant to their particular
lines, C. R. Palmer, president of
Cluett Peabody & Co., and C. C.
Conway, chairman of the board of
Continental Can Co., will speak
Nov. 14 at the morning session.
James W. Young, recently director
of the division of Foreign & Domestic Commerce of the U. S. Dept.of Commerce, and director of the
Communications Section, Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,
will be in charge of the concluding
section of the four-part program,
dealing with "What Steps Should
Be Taken by the Advertising Industry in Dealing With This ProbInformal speaker at the Friday
luncheon meeting will be William
L. Batt, director of Materials Division 0PM and president of SKF Industries, who recently returned
from Russia.
lem?" Coast Officers
Also announced with the speakers at the joint meeting were officers and governors of the Pacific
Council of the AAAA, elected Oct.
23-24 at the council's annual convention at Del Monte, Cal. Chairman is Dan B. Miner, president of
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles;
vice-chairman, Joseph R. Gerber,
president of Joseph R. Gerber Co.,
Portland; secretary-treasurer, Terrell T. McCarty, president of the
McCarty Co., Los Angeles; governors, Raymond P. Kelly, secretary
of Syverson-Kelly, Spokane, and
James C. Knollin, partner GerthKnollin Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
An advisory committee of former
council chairmen also was formed
under the chairmanship of William
H. Horsley, president of Pacific
National Adv. Agency, Seattle.
Members are David M. Botsford,
president of Botsford, Constantine
& Gardner, San Francisco, and
August J. Bruhn, manager of McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles.
• Broadcast
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Americans

No*

1 Market

Wise national advertisers know from experience

WTIC's

that the opportunity to score with a product in

with money to spend — should be all the incentive

Southern New

you need. You're bound to get results in this

England is not limited to a brief

team mates — 2,573,810 friendly listeners

few weeks. Smart quarterbacking combined with

wealthy industrial area when you let WTIC

the exceptional hitting power of WTIC

the ball. So, make sure WTIC

can score

touchdowns for any product on a year-round basis.

carry

is in the line-up for

your next campaign.

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S NO. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member

of NBC

Red Network

and Yankee

Network

Representatives: WEED & COMPANY, New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
ROADCASTING
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Control

of

Prices

Affect Radio
May
Action Within a Few Weeks
Now Considered Possible
OFFICIALS of the Office of Price
Administration would not comment
formally, but it was considered
certain in Washington last week
that OPA would soon issue orders
controlling- the manufacturers'
prices of a large number of durable
goods, including radio sets. It was
learned also that officials are
doubtful if this move, when taken,
will be adequate with the next step
being a series of orders setting
the prices which may be charged
for these products by retail dealers.
In the case of radio, OPA will
not only freeze the price of sets
but also parts that go into the
sets and are charged by the parts
manufacturers on sales to assemblers. First of the orders freezing
the prices of finished products may
be issued within the next four or
five weeks but the household industries generally will not be fully
covered until sometime next year.
Products Affected
Finished products to be affected
of manufacturers'
the freezing
by
prices,
in addition to radio sets,
are soft floor coverings, glassware,
chinaware, stoves washing machines and refrigerators. However,
because their price scale has gone
up faster, the first to be controlled
will in all probability be radios,
soft floor coverings, glassware and
chinaware.
Prices will be frozen at the level
prevailing on a date yet to be selected; however, the pending price
control measure now going through
Congress sets Oct. 1. In some cases,
though, it's possible that the date
selected by OPA will place the
prices below those now being
charged.
INSULAR

PICKUPS

AMENDED

BY

FCC

AS A NATIONAL defense measure, looking toward improvement
of broadcast service in territorial
and insular possessions, the FCC
last Tuesday amended its broadcast regulations to give blanket
authority to stations outside the
continental United States to rebroadcast commercial programs of
domestic international broadcast
stations.
Heretofore the rule has permitted such commercial rebroadcasts in particular cases and only
on specific authorization. The blanket authorization will eliminate the
requirement for specific authority
for each program, it was pointed
out.
The Commission said that Section .3.408 (c) of its Rules Governing Standard and High Frequency Broadcast Stations had
been amended to take care of such
commercial rebroadcasts, principally in Alaska and Puerto Rico. It
will apply generally to all insular
and territorial stations, however.
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Haskins Drive
HASKINS BROS. & Co., Omaha
(Spark granulated soap and Blue
Barrel bar soap), recently started
a campaign on 14 midwestern stations, using three transcribed oneminute announcements daily for
Blue Barrell soap and three transcribed and live spots daily for
Spark soap. Agency is Sidney Garfinkel Adv., San Francisco. The
station list: KOIL WOW KOWH
WMT KRNT KSO KMA WHBF
WIBW KFBI KANS WDGY
KFEQ KSOO.
Candy Bros. Spots
CANDY BROS. MFG. Co., St.
Louis (Red Cross cough drops), on
Oct. 27 started a spot campaign on
the following stations: 13 oneminute announcements weekly on
WTAM KYW WJR KMBC
WFAA-WBAP WOAI KPRC; 17
on WCCO and KMOX; 12 on WHO
and KNX; 10 on KDKA and
WLW; 11 on KPO; 2 on KGO; 3
on WJAS, and 15 on WBBM.
Agency is H. K. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago.

Construction
Slowed

by

MATERIAL
TAKES

SILVER HAT, and it's really that,
was presented to Niles Trammell
(right), by Don Emilio Azcarraga,
owner of XEW, Mexico City, as a
token of good-will and friendship
toward the United States. Ken
Smith, NBC Spanish announcer,
brought the gift from Mexico City.
The hat is hand-hammered.

of

New

Equipment

Stations
Delays

Several Instances Occur Where Existing Outlets
Use Less Power or Borrow From Neighbors
CONTINUED tightening of the available, and that stations are inmaterial supply situation because
clined to complain to the FCC or
of national defense requirements is Civil Aeronautics Authority beyielding a steadily blacker prosfore exhausting all the supply pospect for new station construction.
sibilities, itis nonetheless evident
Foreseeing total blockade for all
that the priorities picture has exnew facilities except a comparatended even to this incidental phase
tively few cases where the conof broadcast operations.
struction of additional broadcast
facilities will fill a hole in the
The CAA has, on occasion, intervened in behalf of a broadcast stacivilian and military defense plan,
tion in securing a preferential priobservers also are agreed that increasing difficulties for even existority rating for a particular construction project, such as moving
ing operations appear definitely in
the wind.
the transmitter site away from an
Although no figures are available
airport. This aid has extended to
from the FCC or other Federal
steel and other materials needed
agencies, it is known that several
to transfer operation from one site
stations, faced with the need for to another.
prompt replacement of equipment
However, according to CAA, the
such as transmitter tubes or airplane beacons, have had to seek governing factor in granting this
extraordinary relief.
aid has always been "aeronautical
advantage" — if it is advantageous
Good Neighbors
to aeronautical activity in the particular area to revise or move a
It is also known that at least
radio
structure
such as a transone has sought permission from the
mitter tower, then CAA may help
FCC to operate with reduced powsecure needed material priorities.
er until certain of its full-power
On the other hand, CAA has kept
apparatus could be replaced. Several other instances have been
its hand entirely off new construction, and has intervened only in
reported where a station, faced
with such a prospect, has solved its cases involving a station located in
problem only by borrowing the an area with a substantial amount
of air traffic, where towers and
necessary replacements temporarother structures do in fact conily from a neighboring station.
stitute an air hazard.
One of the recently reported
Several requests for CAA aid
developments was difficulty in securing the glass covers for air- have come from construction permittees, it is understood, all of
plane flash-beacons, mounted atop
antenna towers. Although it is held whom have been advised to take
in some quarters that such items, the matter up through regular
0PM priority channels.
for replacement
purposes, are
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DEARTH
FIDLER

OFF

SHORTAGE of essential materials '
due to the national defense protook its when
first major
network '
toll lastgram week
F. A. Durrant,
president of the Tayton Co., Inc.,
Hollywood
cosmetic
firm, announced that it was discontinuing
its MBS quarter-hour weekly program featuring Jimmy Fidler, film
gossiper and commentator, after 1
his Nov. 27 broadcast.
Hope that the program would bei
renewed, however, was seen in a
statement by Mr. Durrant to the
effect that although the program
contract expired Nov. 13, it was
being continued for an additional
two weeks to determine if the materials situation might ease enough
to allow the firm to meet an inbacklog of orders attributed to thecreasing
series.
Cosmetic manufacturers are
faced with a double shortage due
to increasing use of industrial alcohol in ammunition manufacturing
and because of stringent priorities
on metals used for containers.
Steps are already under way to alleviate to a certain extent the industrial alcohol shortage, while experiments are continuing in an effort to find a satisfactory substitute to replace metal containers.
However, even if there is an increase in industrial alcohol production, doubt has been expressed in
Washington if an appreciable
amount could be diverted to civilian
manufacture because of the recently increased demands of the defense
program.
95,000 Defense

Plugs

DURING
October 95,000
one-minunte
announcements
for Treasury
Bonds were made on all stations in
the country, a new high. Previously
spots ran 80,000 to 90,000 since
campaign started June 1, according to Bill Freeman, Marschalk &
Pratt, New York, who writes the
plugs.
SEPTEMBER SPOTS
For National Defense Run
To 228 Per Station *
DESCRIBING broadcasting as the
"backbone" of Army, Navy and
Marine recruiting campaigns, as
well as other national defense promotions and personnel drives, the
NAB last week announced that during September stations broadcast
an average of 228 spot announcements in two categories alone —
134 for manpower drives, and 94
for defense
such as Defense Bondsfinancing,
and Stamps.
The NAB survey also showed
that 665 stations are playing the
weekly quarter-hour transcribed
Army recruiting program, with
many repeats. In addition stations
carry about 450 other Army shows
each week, the NAB indicated. Ir
announcing the survey results, the
NAB pointed out that time devoted;
to informative and moral building:
programs on the national defense
theme was not calculated, nor has
time devoted to non-defense agencies,
departments
defense items
in newsor bureaus,
shows or orothei
commercial programs.
• Broadcast
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Plowing

for

a

l600-mf7e

furrow

Defense

This is a quotation
For almost a year, the Bell System has been
working on one of the biggest jobs in its history
— laying 1600 miles of cable between Omaha
and Sacramento to unite the two vast telephone
cable networks of the East and the West.
"The first stage of the job is nearing completion. Last fall crews started westward from Omaha
and plowed in cable until the winter closed in.
Early this spring they were out again, and now
have pushed this cable across the Western Plains
to Cheyenne and Denver. The remaining work
on this new 1600-mile link of the transcontinental
cable will be finished and the cable placed in
service to Denver by the end of the year. From
Cheyenne the route goes on to Salt Lake City and

BROADCASTING
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then to Sacramento. The whole job will be done
by the end of 1942.
"The speed with which this work is moving
along is a tribute to the Bell System people who
are doing it. Our men have been working at top
speed to finish the job ahead of schedule as one
of their contributions to defense.
"When this 20 million dollar cable is completed, telephone calls will be carried for the first
time across the continent entirely by cable — most
of it buried in the earth. With the new cable, we
can handle more transcontinental calls, do a better
all-around job.

from The Telephone
Hour, a regular
program heard each
Monday night over the
N. B. C. Red Network.
It is interesting to note
that til is cable carries
special wires for network transmission — in
addition to ivires for
telephone, teletype and
telephoto service.

"Just another short 'progress report' on one of
the Bell System's important defense activities."

Advertising
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of ST
rn X,MusNash
ic, vill
radi
Lea
course that has drawn much
favorable c o m m e n t from local
school officials. Carried five mornings weekly, the broadcasts are
regularly listened to by Nashville
school children as part of their
classwork. The feature is written and produced by Catherine
Warren, supervisor of music in the
Nashville public schools, assisted
by Frank Bobo, staff organist, and
Announcer Jack Simpson. Designed
for pupils in the first five grades,
the program incorporates vocal lessons by Miss Warren along with
both live and recorded music. Lessons are based on the Music Hour
books published by Silver-Burdett.

Extolled and Ribbed
WEEKLY 11/2 -hour musical variety program Three Round Jamboree, has been started on 9 NBCPacific Blue stations. Each Saturday night three different stations
in the group take over a full 30minute origination of the program,
with m.c. extolling climatic and
other advantages of his respective
area as well as ribbing other
participants. Program idea was
originated by Birt F. Fisher, manager of KJR, Seattle, with John
Swallow, NBC Western division
program manager, coordinating.
mini Party
CARRIED
Illinois U
Robeson's
on WDWS,

nightly from a different
sorority house, the new
House Party half-hour
Champaign, 111., has established itself as a favorite with
mini students. The broadcast, spinsored by the Robeson Department
Store, incorporates one-minute
transcribed interviews with sorority girlscorded
with
theirThechoice
of reselections.
interviews
are cut ahead of time and played
back later. Hank Miller is m.c. of
the feature.

Helping Hand
RULE-O-SCOPE
SORT
OF
a mother confessor to
By Bastian
the boys at Fort Bragg, N. C, is
yit's a RULER
Virginia Colburn, who along with
yit's a LETTER OPENER
Lloyd Shearer conducts The Helpylt's a MAfGNIFIER
ing Hand, new morning advice-to(With fine Rochester lens)
the-lovelorn program on WFNC,
No matter how oversold you may be, you Fayetteville, N. C. The feature immediately has established itself as
are never oversold on good will. Use this
splendid utility remembrance. This item is a sensational mail-puller, according
reasonably priced. Deliveries assured.
to station surveys.
Carrying your message V7ill do wonders as:
*
* *
1. Christmas Gift or Convention Souvenir.
Oberlin Music
2. Smart Customer Regainer and Retainer. .,,
-.n^-i
• jjoi.
3. Attention Getting Salesmen's Introduction. FIRST in the 1941 SerieS of Satur^^y morning
rated concerns
FREE SAMPLE.
clipping
couponExecutives
below toof business
letter- titled
Oberlin onniusical
the Airprograms
started
head will be sent a free sample of this new
NoV. 8 On MBS, presented from
Bastian item, together with prices, etc.
Oberlin U and featuring students
and graduates of the Oberlin ConNAME
—TITLE
servatory of Music.
* si^ *
FIRM
^True Stones
CITY
STATE
TRUE stories collected during the
past 25 years are related by Ben
Alexander on the five-weekly quarBROS ' CO ' ter-hour
BACTIAM
program, Adventures in
1500 Bastian Street Rochester, N. Y. Hollywood, which started Nov. 3
HB^^^^^^^^^HH^^^H^BHH
on NBC-Pacific Blue stations.
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Rural Forum in Canada
BECAUSE of the increasing importance of Canadian agriculture
and the success of regional farm
broadcasts last year by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., a new
National Farm Radio Forum takes
the air from Toronto Nov. 10, to be
heard each Monday evening. The
forum will discuss current farm
problems. First broadcast of the
series will include a discussion of
CBC regional farm commentators
gathered at Toronto in conference.
Orville Shugg is supervisor of farm
broadcasts. Regional farm commentators are Fergus Mutrie for British Columbia, Hugh Boyd for the
Prairie region, Don Fairbairn for
Ontario, Ralph Marven for the
Maritimes, Armand Berube for the
French language farm broadcasts
in Quebec province. Farm listening
groups are encouraged in rural
areas throughout Canada.
Rocky Romances
ROMANCE of Southwestern archaeology is the basis of the Rocky
Mountain Radio Council's newest
series which started on KLZ, Denver, and KVOR, Colorado Springs
Nov. 7. Titled Trails of the Past,
the programs will offer a dramatized version of a trip into Tabeguache Canyon in the Uncompahgre National Forest in Western Colorado.
Forum for Editors
ROUND TABLE discussion on
topics of the day of local and national interest is presented by various Florida newspaper editors
who meet each Monday night for
The Editors Speak program of
WFTL, Fort Lauderdale. Broadcasts also build up goodwill between
the station and the newspapers in
the area.
*
* *

WHEN the new streamliner of the
Norfolk & Western arrived in Durham, N. C, on its first run, WDNC
was on hand to extend a radio
greeting.
Making
of the train
are a(1broadcast-tour
to r) D. E.
Pond, assistant to the superintendent of motive power; J. B.
Clark, program director of WDNC;
and Frank Evans, WDNC announcer.
* * *
Forum for Sportsmen
SPORTSMEN'S
clubsConservation
of Minnesota and the State
Department, after years of bickering, now get together each week on
WCCO, Minneapolis, to resolve
their differences. On a new proSportsmen'son Forum,
Tuesdaygram.evening
WCCO, carried
a difsportsmen's
organization
meets eachferent
week
with Conservation
authorities to hash over personal
opinions on various hunting and
fishing regulations. Max Karl,
WCCO educational director, acts
as m.c. on the show, using a roving
mike as he questions club members
on rules and regulations. The mike
then is turned over to the board of
three experts from the Conservation Department, who either correct or pass the original answers.

Pupils Take Over
EACH FRIDAY night the staff of
CROC, Hamilton, Ont., walks out
of the broadcasting business for a
half -hour to let the pupils of one of
Hamilton's high schools take over
the program in aid of the current
War Savings drive. Station positions — managerial, operation,
switchboard — are filled during the
8-8:30 p.m. period by pupils.
^
^ ^
College Capers
COLLEGE variety show emanates
from the campus of U of Delaware
each week as the half-hour University On the Air of WDEL, Wilmington, Del. Educational and entertaining aspects are combined
with talks by members of the faculty,
presentations
by student
dramatic guilds
and music
by student
artists.
^ ^ ^

Expensive Defensive
INTERVIEWS with prominent
Washington officials will be featured on a new MBS weekly series
titled What Price Defense to start
Friday, Nov. 14, 9:15-9:30 p.m.
Theodore Granik, moderator of the
MBS
Ame7'ican
the Airseries
will conduct
the Forum
programs,of
ton.
which will originate in Washing* * *
Music by FM
PAINLESS musical education is
being offered school children five
days weekly on W59C, Chicago, in
a series of quarter-hour recorded
music programs, titled The Children's Symphony, started Oct. 27.
Non-academic continuity features
history
and appreciation of music
and composers.
^ ^ ^
Stork Reports
DEDICATED to the babies and
mothers in the St. Louis area,
KMOXson in apresents
Ruth Hulse
Nelweekly program,
Blessed
Event. Broadcast salutes the first !
born on each day of the past week
and gives interesting stories on
other children as submitted by par-;
ents.

About Composers
SHORT biographies of composers
whose works appear on the program are presented on Musical Vox
Pop, thrice - weekly feature of
KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska. Written by Brice Howard Jr., the halfhour is devoted to symphonic, operatic and concert music.

News and Business
•HOW news of the day affects business and vice versa is reviewed in a
new quarter-hour morning program
conducted on KYA, San Francisco,
by Lon Hughes, financial editor of
the San Francisco Examiner.
Hughes broadcasts Monday
through Friday at 8 a.m.
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MARKET

OF

A

PLACE

CITY

GAY fabrics, foodstuffs, pottery fill the stalls of the city's market place.
Commodities of a different sort fill the market place of the broadcasting industry — the Broadcasting

Year

Book

Number.

Information, accurate, complete and handy, is the Year Book's
stock in trade. Its pages are turned, its ads read in virtually every ofiice
dealing with the business of broadcasting many

times a day. That's your

clue to the Year

Book's popularity and advertising effectiveness.

The 1942 Year

Book

Number

(8th annual edition) is in production. Ad-

vertising rates are $192 per page, $108 per half page, $60 per quarter
page — subject to regular frequency discounts. For space reservation write
Broadcasting,

National Press Bldg., Washington,

MARKET
OF

AN

D. C.

PLACE

INDUSTRY

PERSONAL APPEARANCES will be a major promotional activity in
connection with the new thrice-weekly series started Nov. 5 on WCLE,
Cleveland, by Van Camp's Inc. for Van Camp's pork and beans. The quar
ter-hour shows feature Dick O'Heren (left), popular WCLE singer,
who will be accompanied by a three-piece instrumental group. Singer! I
O'Heren here calmly strums his guitar at one of the Fisher Foods Master
Markets of Cleveland. Gathered beside a big stack of the sponsor's
product are (1 to r) Ray Peterson, Van Camp's advertising manager;
C. H. count
Brewster,
Van &Camp's
F. Thompson, acexecutive oflocal
Calkins
Holden,distributor,
New York,andthe G.agency.
mC

of MANUFACTURED

VALUE

PRODUCTS
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1939

Representatives

IISFORMATION
HEADED
BY DALE

ALBERT E. DALE, former managing and Sunday editor of the
Washington Times Herald, and last
year director of public relations
and publicity for the Greater New
York Fund, has been appointed director of the NBC department of
information, as announced last
week by Niles Trammell, NBC
president.
Mr. Dale has had more than 20
years' experience in the newspaper
and allied fields, starting in Albany as legislature correspondent
for the New York Sun and Herald
Trihiine. After one year as political reporter for the Neiv York Evening Mail, he returned to Albany
in 1922 to organize the Albany
Evening News.
Joining the Hearst enterprises
in 1929, Mr. Dale served in executive capacities on the Detroit
News, the Wisconsin News in Milwaukee, Pittsburgh Sun Telegraph
and the Chicago Evening American.
Frank E. Mason, NBC vice-president, formerly
in charge
of thewith
information division,
continues
NBC as vice-president on special
assignments, and also is "on temporary loan" to the Navy Department
in Washington.
Census of Retail Trade
For 1939 Is Published
FIRST permanent volume in the
series covering the 1939 Business
Census, covering the retail trade
portion of the tabulation, has been
made available by the Bureau of
the Census [854 pages. Census of
Business, Volume I Retail Trade:
1939, Part 3, Kinds of Business by
Areas, States, Counties and Cities,
Superintendent$2].of Documents.
Washington,
The book contains data previously issued in individual State reports, including a comparison of
stores, sales, personnel and payrolls by major groups and principal kinds of business for 1939, 1935
and 1929 for each State and for
cities over 500,000. It also lists
stores, sales, personnel payroll and
stocks by detailed kinds of business
for 1939 by States and cities over
500,000.
BROADCASTING

WFIL-ASCAPPact
WFIL, Philadelphia, on Nov. 3
became the first network station
locally to complete negotiations with
ASCAP to broadcast ASCAP music
on both WFIL and W53PH, FM
adjunct, according to an announcement by Roger W. Clipp, vicepresident and general manager of
the stations. Commenting on the
agreement, Mr. Clipp declared:
"We want our listeners to enjoy
all the best of the old and the new
music from all sources. We want
our advertisers and our programbuilders to have a free choice ofi
every composition without any re-i
strictions. We are signing the
ASCAP contract to add its unlimited blanket service on our stations, and ASCAP music is now
back on the air over WFIL."
Pro Playoff to Gillette
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, will again sponsor the professional football playoffs on MBS,i
it was announced last week. Playoff game will be heard on Dec. 12,
unless there is a tie in the preced-'
ing games,
prohibiting
the teamsfrom
completing
their schedules
or
Dec. 7. The post-season game i&
held annually between the winner?,
of the Western and Eastern Divi-;
sion of the National Footbal(
League. Last year company sponsored the game between Washing-'
ton
and city.
Chicago Bears'
from Redskins
the capital
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p^gencies

Aff ected

Decline
Auto
py
petroit Branches Forced to
ICurtail Their Activity
Automotive agencies in Deroit have begun a long-anticipated
eadjustment growing out of the
jxtremely reduced volume of their
jccounts.
I The trend was signalized by deIjsion of Geyer, Cornell & Nevi^ell,
3 close its good-sized Detroit ofce, servicing Nash-Kelvinator
■orp. A handful of executives and
ithers will be moved into quarters
jefpit the Kelvinator plant at Detroit
0 service the account; and projuction and placement work on
|he account will be handled in the
rm's New York office. The change
j'as said to have been decided upon
Ifter the client set up advei'tising
Appropriations for the 1941-1942
^ason representing about half of
s 1940-1941 budgets.
Others Curtail

Rosefield Coast Discs
WHEC

STARTS

BOWLING

CONTEST

Popular Spar Offers Chance for Station to
Develop Good-Will Among Keglers
925. Over this period a total of
THE FAMILIAR cry, "Set 'em $1,000
will be given in prizes by
up
in
the
other
alley",
has
prompted
executives of WHEC, Rochester, to WHEC. This is broken down into
realize the vast possibilities of capi- weekly prizes of $60; semi-final
talizing on the town's sporting prizes totaling $120; and the grand
mania — bowling. Rochester has prizes in the finals amounting to
$200. Entrance fee is free, with
long been regarded as a red-hot
spot for the keglers who jam all bowlers assuming only the cost of
games.
the available drives from Septem- their
Notices of the tournament were
ber to May.
Feeling that a boost can be given mailed out to various bowling establishments in the district and
to the sport that would result in
goodwill for the station and form within two days, without benefit of
the basis of a new and interesting
any newspaper publicity, 58 teams
their applications for enseries of programs with real lis- had filedtrance.
List will be restricted to
tener appeal, WHEC is launching
the first 60 teams submitting ena five-man championship tournatries. Gunnar 0. Wiig, general
ment for teams within a radius of
50 miles.
manager of WHEC, has stated that
The contest, to last from Nov.
it will be an event "that already
16 to Feb. 8, will be limited to seems destined to stack up with, if
maple-spilling aggregations with not surpass WHEC promotions
team total averages not exceeding
over the years."

Staff reductions were made early
November at MacManus, John
Adams, where the Pontiac and

I'adillac accounts are served. These
•iji'jiitial cuts fell largely in the pubicity departments for the two acjaunts, but extended as well into
™^ ne advertising end.
am I Publicity departments appear to
e qplie bearing the initial load of the
bntractions. At McCann-Erickson,
IS le head of the publicity departijient, Robert Strother, moved over
fi the Time-Fortune magazine
roup; and, without designating a
jeplacement, the agency moved the
jmaining publicity men up a peg
ach, reducing the department by
jjie man. McCann-Erickson had
creviously been reducing its staff,
was reported, due to the loss of
PL ]ae Ford truck account.
1: r
ecei Similar reports emanate from
m ther agencies through Detroit,
c Hth men dropped from payrolls
ind not replaced. It is generally
sj^onceded that the automotive agenes, faced with reduction of from
third to three-quarters of their
abstantial commission revenue,
•ill be retrenching steadily durig this winter.
The one exception in this picture
i Maxon Inc., which has just takti on the Ford truck account, hithrto handled by McCann-Erickson.
laxon has not been identified with
lUtomotive advertising except for
lie Lincoln account taken on last
inter ; and hence is in the position
f suffering reduction on but one
jomparatively minor account at the
ame time that it must staff for
le requirements of a second such
lient.
.ADIO CLIENTS of United Press
?e now receiving the radio news wire
•ature "Speaking of Sports" six times
eekly as part of the 12 scripts supded them regularly. More than 83%
■ature,
the 528with
UP 51%
radio reporting
clients takesponthe
irship of the commentary on sports
^•'euts and personalities as written by
•alph Palmer, radio sports editor.
BROADCASTING

spells

Why

ROSEFIELD PACKING Co., Alameda, Cal. (Skippy Peanut butter) ,
recently started a half-hour transcribed program. The Hollywood
Theatre, weekly dramatic series,
featuring Gale Page, Ona Munson,
Elaine Barry and Elliot Lewis, on
KQW, San Jose, Cal.; KARM,
Fresno, Cal.; and KXL, Portland,
Ore. C. P. MacGregor, transcription firm, Hollywood, produced the
series, which is being written by
Kimball S. Sant of that firm. According to Walter Guild, radio director of Sidney Garfinkel Adv.,
San Francisco, agency handling
the account, the station list will be
expanded
on the Coast in the near
future.
WALTER S. GIFFORD. president of
AT&T and head of the Bell System,
will give a brief report on the progress
of the BeU
System,
in national defense
work particularly
on the Telephone
Hour broadcast of Monday. Nov. 10,
8-8:30 p.m. on NBC-Red. Account is
handled by N. W. Ayer & Sons, N. T.

"C-H-l-C-A-G-O"!

Chicagoans and radio listeners throughout the
Middlewest recognize WGN

as a station with

a "Hometown" origin and viewpoint. This recognition isanother reason why WGN delivers
more listeners to your program.
A

Clear

50,000 WATTS

Channel

Station

7S0 KILOCYCLES

MUTUAL
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
PAUL
H.
RAYMER CO., Los Angeles, Cal., Son Page
Francisco, Cal.
EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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Ewing Seeks New 50 kw.
Station in New Orleans
JOHN D. EWING, publisher of the
Shreveport (La.) Times, and operator of the 50,000-watt KWKH as
well as KTBS, both in Shreveport,
has applied for a second clear channel station to be located in New
Orleans. Requested is 50,000 watt
operation on 1060 kc, the channel
at present occupied by Westinghouse's KYW, Philadelphia.
New Orleans at present is served
by five stations — the 50,000-watt
WWL, WSMB, WDSU, WNOE and
WJBW. WWL is a CBS affiliate,
with WSMB and WDSU as NBCRed and Blue stations, respectively,
and WNOE as the MBS outlet.
Mr. Ewing is president of the
Times-Publishing Co., owner of the
two Shreveport stations and is also
publisher of the Monroe (La.)
Morning World and News Star in
addition to the Times.

NBC
Anniversary'
Features
Studios

ON THE AIR from the air goes the new transmitter of KDAL, Duluth,
on 610 kc. at 1,000 watts. Flying 2,000 feet above the new transmitter
site in a Northwest Airlines plane. Mayor Edward H. Hatch and City
Councilman Mark Wall of nearby Superior, Wis., pushed a button which
sent out the impulse bv shortwave starting the new transmitter. In the
picture (1 to r) Councilman Wall, Ellis Harris, KDAL special events
director and Mayor Hatch prepare for the ceremony.

New
Facilities
Dedicated as'
15th Year
Is Observed
COINCIDENT with the observance
of its 15th anniversary to be
marked with a special two-hour
program Nov. 15, NBC will dedi-^
cate and formally open its new
Copper and Silver studios, located |
on the 6th and 7th floors of the
RCA Bldg., New York.
The New York section of the*
special program on that date will
be presented from the new studios,
prior to presenting a roundtable
commentary by NBC news representatives al over the world in one
of the most comprehensive hookups
in the history of broadcasting.
Equipment Innovations
Some 2,000 persons will partici
pate on
program which
turethe
dramatizations
of somewillof feathe
more important events in the history of radio. It will be heard
11 p. m. to 1 a.m. on the 243 NBCRed and Blue stations as well as
via shortwave to more than IOC
stations affiliated with the PanAmerican national
network
division. of NBC's interThe modern streamlined studios
each seating 450 persons, give th(
illusion of complete theatres wit!
stage units scientifically constructed for acoustical perfection
according to 0. B. Hanson, NBC
vice-president and chief engineer
Cylindrical sound reflectors hav(
been placed at the rear of the twc
stages to blend musical tones anc
voice intonations. The control roon
of each studio is located on thi
stage so the audience may folloM
the signals of the engineers anc
production managers.
Soundproof
located
at the clients'
7th floorbooths
level an
in
serted into studio walls at an angli
to give a clear view of the 38-foo
stages. Non-parallel walls preven
reflection of sound back to the stag'
microphones as well as echoe;
which mar listening. Both of th
new studios are air-conditioned am
constructed on the "floating" pat
dio City.
tern
used by NBC throughout Ra

They're selling a lot of turkeys in Rochester this year.
They're selling more in Monroe County with its prosperous suburban homes. But they are selling a lot
more in WHAMland.
18 trading centers in 43 counties where the profits

WHAM
Rochester,

N.

Y.

of humming industries and a rich farm harvest have
piled up buying power, make up WHAMland. Here,
900,000 radio home-owners will sit down to a heartier
Thanksgiving meal. Here, buying is better — and with
WHAM you can share in it for approximately onethird the cost of localized coverage. It's all within
WHAM's
better buy. primary area. That's why WHAM is a
National Reps.: George P. Hollingbery Co.
50,000 Watts . . . Clear Channel . . .
Full time
NBC Blue and Red Networks

DR. HARRISON B. SUMMERS
NBC Eastern director of public servic
programs, as the principal speaker a
the annual convention of the Nei
Jersey Assn. of Teachers of Speed
Nov. 8 in Atlantic City, spoke o
"What about Radio".

mm

/.THAT wins'.

POPULAR
^1

Stiitlott,
Salt Lake City
Nilionil RrprtirnUliv
JOHN BLUR & CO
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SALES GAIN NOTED
AT WESTINGHOVSE
DURING the first three quarters
of 1941 Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. had net sales billings
totalling $1,884,658, it was announced last week by Walter
Evans, vice-president of the Westinghouse broadcast subsidiary.
During September, 1941, billings
were $208,805, compared with
$161,551 in September, 1940, he
revealed.
Pointing to the "marked improvement in earnings this year",
Mr. Evans reported: "Business is
particularly thriving with KYW,
Philadelphia, KDKA, Pittsburgh,
and WBZ, Boston. It is also good
in the smaller stations of the company, at Springfield, Mass., and
Fort WajTie, Ind."
Commenting on the taking over
by Westinghouse of the operation
and programming of its major stations from NBC, Mr. Evans said,
"It is expected that ownership operation will show further improvement over the coming year". Headquarters for Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc. were established in
Philadelphia last March. Lee B.
Wailes heads the executive staff
of the organization, with offices
in the KYW Bldg.
H. W. Rogers
iiif id
H. W.tive ofROGERS,
advertising
execuSau Francisco
and charter
member of the San Francisco Advertisingtack.Chib,He was
died 74.Oct.Mr.31 Rogers
of a heai-t
came atto
the Sau Francisco bay area 60 years
ago and founded the Rogers Adv. Bureau and the H. W. Rogers Adv. Co.

Far From WOR
WOR, New York, recently
learned that its coverage had
expanded somewhat — to
South America, in fact, where
there are regular listeners to
•Jerry Lawrence's all-night
program. Moonlight Saving
Time. In a story lies the
proof: A Mr. Moyer of AUentow"n, Pa., who operates a
shortwave sender, called Lawrence in New York to say
that he was in communication with a "ham" in Rio de
Janeiro. He reported a message from
Bert leader
Lown, now
Amer-in
ican
orchestra
Rio, who was requesting
Jerry to play his old theme
song
"Bye15-minutes
Bye Blues".
did, and
laterJei'ry
the
man in Allentown called back
with thanks from Bert Lown
and reported that in Rio and
Montevideo people listen to
Lawrence nightly until the
signal fades.

Wlieatena's Novel
SERIALIZED radio adaptation of
Eric Hatch's My Man Godfrey
started Nov. 3 as the second novel
to be dramatized on The Wheateyia
Playhouse, five weekly transcribed
series sponsored by Wheatena
Corp., tionsRahway,
J., on 17 First
stain selectedN. markets.
novel was The Rains Came, by
Louis Bromfield, which ended Oct.
31. Agency is Compton Adv., New
York.

FISHERWOMAN in her own right
is Myrtle Williams Moon, veteran
member of the WHO, Des Moines,
program department, who went on
her first fishing trip while in Florida recently visiting her brother,
Pete MacArthur, former WHO program director. In addition to this
69-pound sailfish, for which she received a coveted "Gold Button
Sailfish"
emblem,
another sailfish
and Myrtle
a tarpon. hooked
WINX Transfer
ASSIGNMENT of the license of
WINX,
from toLawrence
J. Heller Washington,
as an individual
WINX
Broadcasting Co., which Mr. Heller
will control holding 1,837 1/2 of the
2.000 shares of stock issued, is sought
in an application to the FCC. Balance
will be held by Richard K. Lyon, of
Washington,
bert Bratter with
with 12.5
37%shares
shares.and Her-

Radio Educators Plan
Conference in Chicago
OVER 1,500 radio educators are
expected to attend the Fifth School
Broadcast Conference, according
to George Jennings of Radio Council of Chicago Board of Education,
to be held Dec. 3-5 at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago.
In attendance this year will be
250 Army public relations officers
from Army camps throughout the
United States. The major address
will be delivered by Edward Tomlinson, NBC advisor on interAmerican relations. One of the
highlights will be a session on Radio and National Defense with Gen.
Frederick Osborn, chief of Morale
Division of U. S. War Dept.; Ed
Kirby, director of radio branch of
bureau of public relations. War
Dept. ; and Frank Kingdon, of New
York.
Others who are to participate
include James Rowland Angell,
NBC public service counselor; Norman Corwin of CBS; Dorothy
Lewis of NAB; Harriet Hester,
WLS, Chicago; Hazel Kenyon,
KIRO, Seattle; Grace Ingledue,
WFIN, Findley, 0. Problems of
FM broadcasting will be discussed
by William Levenson, Cleveland;
Linus Travers, Yankee Network;
and Carl Meyers, W59C and WGN,
Chicago.
Sessions on the Value of Radio
Workshop, Radio Writing and How
We Use Radio have been scheduled
as well as classroom demonstrations, discussion panels, and work
study groups.
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Survey
conducted
in Nashville
by
Certified Public
Accountants
gives WLAC
17% daytime
preference
over

Station
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95%
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Clocks Don't Stretch
HOLIDAYS are boom days for most advertising media. This year, however, the boom will
not be quite so marked in the broadcast industry, judging by a survey just completed by
Broadcasting.
Curiously, this tapering-ofF tendency in the
seasonal expansion is an encouraging factor.
It is encouraging because a stable 12-month
trend is desirable in nearly ever line of business.
But it is especially encouraging because many
of the very advertisers who once merely bought
holiday time have been converted to year-round
users of the air medium.
A lively holiday season is foreseen by local
merchandisers. They have their stock problems and their shortage of heavy goods, but
gift and luxury items will move easily due
to the swelling payrolls in most market areas.
Many stations are quietly contented with
the lessened upsurge of Christmas timebuying
for they are encountering a clock-stretching
problem that involves careful operating
technique.
Botli Ends of the Mike
TIGHTENING of the radio equipment situation is causing the broadcasting industry increasing concern. Steps are being taken, with
the Defense Communications Board in the
forefront, to alleviate the pressure so stations can be kept on the air without serious
interruptions. The closer this nation gets to
an open break, the more urgent it becomes
that its broadcast structure be kept at peak
performance. The public must be kept informed and radio becomes the national voice
in the defense operation.
But that's only half the story. A highly
efficient broadcast structure, adequately supplied with reserve and replacement parts,
can't do an effective job if the other end of
the circuit is not equally well primed. At this
writing, the radio receiver appears to be the
step-child. 0PM officials apparently have the
distorted notion that with 51,000,000 receivers
in homes, automobiles and other domiciles and
conveyances, America's 135,000,000 people are
adequately supplied with reception equipment.
How efficient is that equipment? Unfortunately, avast number of the receivers in use
are cigar-box models, or midgets of ancient
vintage in this fast moving radio age. They
need frequent repair and adjustment. All
must be re-tubed periodically.
For reasons undisclosed, OPM has specifically
Page 32
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excluded replacement parts for repairs of
home receivers from its recent P-22 priorities
order giving perferential status, though an
A-10 rating, to a long list of essential industries for repair, maintenance and operating
supplies. Moreover, it has shut down on new
set production so that the outlook, according
to officials of Radio Manufacturers Assn.,
is for possibly a two-thirds reduction in output next year. Beyond that, the Office of Price
Administration, headed by Leon Henderson,
as one of its first price-pegging acts, is expected to freeze the prices of radios as such,
as well as the component parts sold to assemblers.
In a national emergency, 100% efficiency
can't be expected from either government or
industry. The pace is swift. Consequently,
mistakes are made and essentials are overlooked. But there's always the opportunity to
rectify errors.
We believe a mistake was made in failing
to provide a preferred rating for the servicing
field in radio — a rating that means something
and will result in provision of adequate repair and replacement materials and parts for
the service field. The broadcasting industry
can and is doing its part in trying to maintain peak performance and by supplying more
and more gratis time for the national defense
effort. But without "circulation" maintained at
peak level, that portion of the broadcasting
effort is dissipated.
It might not be a bad idea for defense
officials to foster a "renovate your old set"
campaign, to get more of them in working
order, and to assure maximum audience when
it's needed most.
Free, White & 21?
THIS MONTH radio broadcasting is 21.
It's reasonably free, depending upon how
you look at it. And it's white with rage only.
Measured by ordinary standards, radio
popped into being full bloom before Old Father
Time could bat an eyelash or say Guglielmo
Marconi, or maybe Frank Conrad. It's a
miracle, the eighth wonder of the world and
the super-super of modern conveyance of intelligence! But in that swift 21-year span,
radio seems to have grown a set of horns and
to have become a monopolistic monster that
has to be exterminated.
We're not reading from Grimm's Fairy
Tales. Just take a look at the record — the FCC
record. A modern Sir Lancelot and his tried

The
BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

BOOK by Paul L. Specht titled How They Become Name Bands has been published by Fine
Arts Publications, New York ($2.00) as a
short history of noted band leaders popular during the last decade. A violinist and
orchestra leader himself, Mr. Specht gives
invaluable advice on the technique of becoming
a successful "maestro," concluding his book
with a summary of plans and proposals for
Federal aid to struggling young musicians.
THE 10 outstanding dramatic radio scripts of
the past year, as selected by Norman S. Weiser,
associate editor of Radio Daily, comprise The
Writer's Radio Theatre (Harper & Brothers,
New York, $2). Stating in his foreword that
the plays dicative
included
in theinvolume
not any
inof the trends
radio "are
during
given period, but are rather the permanent
basis of the true radio theatre," Mr. Weiser
explains that his prime requisite was that the
drama be "good radio." All the plays were
written exclusively for broadcasting and six
sorship.
of
them were presented under commercial sponThe publishers are planning to follow up
the publication of the book, by awarding
honor scrolls to the programs whose scripts
were selected as the ten outstanding radio
plays of the year. Arrangements have already
been made for presentation of the award on the
Cavalcade of America, two of whose scripts
were selected, Avierican School of the Air, StarSpangled Theater, Everyvian's Theater, Kate
Smith Hour, and Helen Hayes Theatre. Writers' awards will also be given to Arch Oboler,
Norman Corwin, Ruth Barth, Elpha A. Ellington, Jean HoUoway, Therese Lewis, Dwight
Irving Cooke, and Jerry Devine.
OFFICIAL Atlas for the CBS School of the
Air of the Americas program is a "World
Histri-ography", prepared by Stuart Ayres of
the CBS education department, as a classthe Teacher's
Manualin
which room
theaid along
networkwith
distributes
to teachers
all the American republics. The book tells
the social and economic meaning behind the
maps published in the world atlas of C. S.
Hammond & Co., New York.
and tested squad of majority invincibles, is out
to do the job of bringing to book this hydraheaded monster that appears to be guilty
only of serving the public interest to the entire satisfaction of the very public it is commissioned bylaw to serve.
There's the rule banning time options that,
constitutes one of those heads, we assume.
Then stations,
there's newspaper
of broad-'
cast
as another; ownership
multiple ownership
of stations where overlap is involved, and a
host of other things on the books.
All these, it seems, can't wait until the wai
emergency is past. Upheaval or no, the job hat
to be done, and the hero must march triumphant, whatever the cost. There shouldn't
even be "temporary relief" of the charactei
requested by the major networks in theii
court proceedings, to hold only until the courts
determine whether the FCC has the jurisdiction and authority it has assumed.
The first 21 years undoubtedly will go down
in history as radio's hardest. Radio probablj
couldn't survive another siege like it.
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BASTON C. WOOLLEY, manager of
the
service late
division
NBC's married
station
relations,
last ofmonth
Christine Poler of Forest Hills, Long
Island.
N OTES
GEORGE CLAPP, formerly assistant
to Adolph ordinator,
Opfinger,
MBS programto the
cohas been transferred
MBS sales service department, where
he will deal chiefly with out-of-town
broadcast of Spotlight Bands, sponsored by Coca Cola Co.
HUGH BADER. announcer of
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., on Oct. 18
married Mary Jane Mosby, daughter
of A. J. Mosby, general manager of
KGVO.
SID tonBETTS,
Edmon-of
Bulletin, formerly
and Ripof the
Crotty,
CKGB, Timmins, Ont., have joined
the C.sales staff of CKWX, Vancouver,
B.
JERRY AKBRS, formerly general
manager of KYUM. Yuma, Ariz., and
more recently with KSAN, San Francisco, has joined K.TBS, San Francisco,
as account executive.
HERBERT

up HAPPEN into an office on the top
of Loew's State Theatre Bldg.
ling floor
in New York about dusk and you'll
ipts likely see two columns of red light
adio flashing on the distant Jersey horizon. They are the towers of WHN,
lady
ihe whose new 50,000 watt transmitter
powerful as any indeipts (| makes it as
pendent station in the country.
fartowers are a monulute Those gleaming
mental tribute to Herbert L. Petit- tey, managing director of WHN.
)ler,},i There's quite a story attached
kg- to Pettey's entrance into the broadcasting business. He had no burning ambition to get into radio, yet
in a few short months he was destined to hold one of its most important jobs in Washington. Shortly before the 1932 elections, Pettey, then selling sound film projection equipment for RCA-Victor,
walked into Democratic National
Mai i| Campaign headquarters bent upon
s ii 1
selling the idea of mounting film
equipment on trucks to be used in
tb the
Roosevelt campaign.
Col. Louis McHenry Howe, aide
to Roosevelt, received Salesman
Pettey and noted "RCA-Victor" on
the card. Assuming that anyone
connected with RCA knew all about
radio, he asked Pettey what time
was open for campaign speeches
on the networks. Pettey didn"t
know, but as one of those salesmen who will do anything in the
way of service to help put over
a sale said he "would be glad to
find out." From Howe's ofiice, Pettey approached the networks but
could make no one there understand
was the official representar-'iiil that he
tive of the President-to-be.
Accordingly, he purchased a
copy of the Sunday ISIew York
Times, turned to the radio
and blocked out all the progrpage
he knew to be commercial. All ams
the
rest of the time he assumed to be
available and he returned with the
page and his film projection equipment the next day to the office of
Col. Howe. He never sold the
oiiii s equipment; instea
d he found himself made radio director of the
ittris
Democratic National Committee
and
the campaign was over
do* that before
year he had bought over a
half-million dollars worth of time.
In March, 1933, Pettey was ap-
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L. PETTEY
pointed secretary to the Federal
Radio Commission by President
Roosevelt. Since that had been a
civil service post up until that
time, the appointment required an
Executive Order before it could be
consummated. This was the second
executive order issued by Roosevelt,
the first having been the one declaring the bank holiday.
Pettey was born June 5, 1905 in
Prospect, 0., but he usually refers
to Kansas City as his home town
since he spent most of his boyhood
and school days there. He attended
U of Kansas, the school that has
produced such well-known radio
fieures as Sam Pickard, Paul
White, Leo Fitzpatrick, Don Davis
and the Patt brothers. Pettey
sttidied, of all things, medicine — ■
perhaps better to cone with the
"headaches" confronting a station
manager.
His first job out of K. U. was
with the Crackerjack Company doing advertising and s«les promotion. His second was selling MetroGoldwvn-Maver films throughout
the Midwest. A year later he
switched to RCA-Victor, representing that firm in Detroit before being transferred to Washington.
Pettey served as secretary to the
FRC and to its successor, the FCC,
from 1933 to 1936. In that time he
also served on President Roosevelt's Committee on National Communications which prepared and
sent to Congress the Communications Act of 1934. He resigned all
Washington duties May 1, 1936, to
return to Loew's as director of
sales of WHN. He became managing director in 1939 and under his
direction the station has become
known as one of the most successfully operated independent stations
in the country.
One of the early proponents of
FM, he has secured two grants for
the Loew organization for FM stations in New York and Los Angeles. The New York station,
W63NY, is to be on the air in another couple of months. Active in
FMBI, Pettey is also one of the
organizers and secretary-treasurer
of the American Network (FM).
In 1928, Pettey married Hope
Dolph, sister of William Dolph,
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TOM FOXWORTHY. account executive, formerly of KMYC, Marysville.
Cal.. has joined the sales staff of
KYOS, Merced, Cal.
STAN SIMPSON, account executive,
has been elevated to sales manager of
KTKC.lardVisalia.
succeeding
Kibbe whoCal..
resigned
to Miljoin
XELO. Tiajuana. Mex.. in a similar
capacity. Charles Foil, KMO, Tacoma.
announcer-producer, has rejoined
KTKC as production manager and
succeeds Ken Aitken who has been
shifted to the sales division as account
executive. Staff changes were anmanager. nounced by Charles P. Scott, station
AD FRIED, sales promotion manager
of KROW. Oakland, is the father of
a girl born Oct. 30.
DAVE WARD, special events director
of WKRC, Cincinnati, has been placed
in charge of sales promotion under
Ken Church, director of national sales
and promotion. He has been with the
station nearly a year, coming from
Premier Radio Enterprises. Prior to
that he had been with KSD, St. Louis,
and West Coast stations.
TED ENNS, national sales manager
of the Cowles Group stations, is recovering from a tonsillectomy.
JESSE H. LIDE has been named assistant general advertising manager
of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co. He was formerly
assistant advertising manager of the
Westinghouse merchandising division
in Mansfield, O.
manager of WOL, Washington.
These two, with his mother in Kansas City, are probably the only
persons
knowfor.what the "L" in
his
name who
stands
Hei'b is one of those affable fellows welcomed in any group because of his sense of humor and
wealth of good stories. His contributions toward a better radio industry were recently exemplified
in his role as one of the arbitrators
of contractual diff'erences between
the NAB and AAAA.
Pettey commutes between New
York and his home in Bronxville,
N. Y., where he is a member of the
Siwanoy Country Club. His golf
game, usually
pretty
fair, has
fered somewhat
through
lacksufof
practice the past few months while
he has watched the skyward
growth of the new WHN.

W. C. ALCORN, general manager of
WBNX, New York, is to receive a
special citizens medal for Americanism
from Bronx Post No. 95, Veterans of
Foreign Wars, in a ceremony to be
broadcast over the station, Monday,
Nov. 10,signed8-8
:15 p.m.
Citation approval
was deto show
unanimous
of the VFW of the program policies
of
WBNX, carried out under Alcorn's
direction.
AUGUSTIN FRIGOX, assistant general manager of the Canadian Broadeasting Corp., has been added to the
Pan American Council of CBS' School
of the Air of the Americas, representing Canada.
S. C. GALE, advertising manager of
General Mills, Minneapolis, has been
scheduled as a principal speaker at
the NAB 11th District luncheon meeting Dec. 11.
FORREST R. MEANS, of Oklahoma
City, has joined the sales staff of
KLZ, Denver.
Staff Changes

Effected

By KMOX, in St. Louis
MERLE S. JONES, manager of
KMOX, St. Louis, in a general reorganization ofthe the
station's
sales
staff will assume
additional
duties of national spot sales contact while J. Soulard Johnson,
sales promotion director, has been
promoted to local sales manager.
Mr. Johnson replaces Kenneth
W. Church, who recently joined
WKRC, Cincinnati, as director of
national sales and promotion. Carter Ringlep, formerly of KMBC,
Kansas City, has joined KMOX as
manager of the St. Louis office of
Radio Sales. John Harvey, Rollie
Williams and Robert Carpenter remain as account executives.
Tom Rooney, formerly with
Ruthrauff & Ryan in St. Louis,
becomes acting sales promotion director and director of merchandising with Margaret Hart as his assistant as a result of the reorganization. Fred Mueller, formerly assistant to the promotion director
has been named research director.
Val Lawrence

Is Named

As Manager of KROD
VAL LAWRENCE, vice-president
of the El Paso Times Co., has
been named general manager of
KROD, El Paso, it was announced
Nov. 1 by Dorrance D. Roderick,
president of the station. Mr.
Lawrence has been advertising director of the Newspaper Printing
Corp., El Paso, since it was formed
in 1936.
Merle H. Tucker, who has been
acting manager of KROD since
June 1, 1940, will continue with
the station as assistant manager,
Mr. Lawrence indicated. He said
also that no personnel changes
were contemplated.
Mr. Lawrence, a 32d degree
Mason and a Shriner, has been in
the newspaper business for 28
years. Before coming to El Paso
in 1927, to join the old El Paso
Herald and Times, he had been associated with papers in Arkansas,
Kansas,
Louisiana and Pennsylvania.
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GEORGE MAYORAL, formerly chief
anouncer of WLWO. Cincinnati,
Crosley international shortwave outlet, on Oct. 30 joined the electrical
engineering department of Stiidebaker
Corp., South Bend, Ind. Mayoral, a
native of Puerto Rico, is an engineering graduate of Tulane U. He has been
^ith WLWO since August, 1940.
ARCH McDonald, sports announcer of WJSV, Washington, has been
named chief air raid warden of Montgomery County, Maryland.

SAM GORDON, formerly of WBRK,
Pittsfield, Mass., has joined the announcing staff of WTRY, Troy, N. Y.
JESS STANTON, formerly of KSAM,
Huntsville,nouncingTex.,
joinedLongview,
the anstaff of has
KFRO,
Tex. Ray Whitworth, formerly of
KWVC, Vernon, and KCMC, Texarkana, Tex., has replaced Edward
Tait on the KFRO announcing staff.
Tait has joined KTBS, Shreveport,
La., in a similar capacity.
REILAND QUINN, formerly general
manager of KYA, San Francisco, on
Oct. 30 joined KJBS-KQW as announcer-writer.
TONY WHEELER, announcer of
WFIL, Philadelphia, and Joan Lane,
model, were to be married Nov. 10.
KAY CONLIN, formerly in the publicity deisartment, has been placed in
charge of copy at WIP, Philadelphia.

Sings Again
"SOMEBODY ought to break
that ventured
guy's nose",
has often
been
by disgruntled
listeners as the dulcet tones
of some crooner fills tVie air.
But reversing the procedure
was
O'Hara,
casterJohnnie
of KWK,
St. sportsLouis,
who lost his singing voice
years ago. Johnnie came out
of a recent auto accident with
a nose broken in six places —
only to find on his recovery
that the timbre of his voice
had tent
improved
suchregained
an exthat he nowto has
avoice.
very presentable singing
NORMAN PAUL, formerly of WISN,
Milwaukee, has joined the announcing
staff of WROK, Rockford, 111.
GLENN SHAW, production manager
of KSL. Salt Lake City, is the father
of a boy born recently, his fourth child.
DIXON GAYER, local music critic
and columnist, has joined KROW,
Oakland, Cal., as publicity director,
succeeding Bob Meikel, resigned.
TED THOMPSON, with NBC in
various capacities for the past eight
years, on Nov. 15 will join the perplastics& Co.
divisisonnel
on of E. I.department
duPontof detheNemour
MYRON J. BENNETT, conductor
of the 2IJB Shoiv on KWK, St. Louis,
on Nov. 3 started a daily column in
the St. Louis Glolie-Democrat, written in style similar to his commentaries on his twice-daily radio programs. William Budde. formerly with
the H. B. Deal Construction Co., St.
Louis, has joined KWK as auditor.
.JACQUELINE JONES, formerly a
newspaper
has joined
the continuity staffwoman,
of WLAC,
Nashville.
GEORGE KENT, formerly of WGKV,
Charleston, nouncing
W.staffVa.,
has joinedDurham,
the anof WDNC,
N. C.
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HARRY KRONMAN and Jess Oppenheimer, Hollywood writers, have
been signed to turn out scripts for
Shirley Temple Time, which starts
Dec. 15 under sponsorship of Elgin
Watch Co., on 71 CBS stations for
four weeks. Tom McKnight will
13roduce for Wm. Bsty Co., agency
servicing the account.
MARION HARMAN, formerly of
WRDW. Augusta, G.a., has been
named station director and program
director of WGOV, Waldosta, Ga.
STANFORD LEWIS, former production manager and announcer of
WFPG, Atlantic City, has joined
WIP, Philadelphia, as news announcer.
WW

T
V
F£
IS
N8C
WITHIN
OF

FARCOr'

g^To

WDAY
FARGO, N. D.

5000 WATTS-NBC
AFFILIATED WITH THE
FARGO FORUM

J. TAYLOR GRANT, announcer of
KWK. St. Louis, is the father of a
girl, Carol, born Oct. 26. Grant in
private life is Edward Harman.
BILL NEWELL, news announcer of
CKWX. Vancouver, B. C. has left
to join the Royal Canadian Air Force
in Eastern Canada.
DBANE STEWART, for the last
eight months
memberSan ofFrancisco,
the announcing staff ofa KYA,
has been named program director of
the station.
CHARLES LIVINGSTONE, drama
director of WXYZ, Detroit, has been
named director of production, in
charge of all broadcasts of the staincludingHornet,
The Loneoriginated
Ranger and
The tion,
Green
by
WXYZ for a coast-to-coast MBS
hookup. Pi'an Striker, original writer
of the Lone Banger series and currently i^roducing continuity for the
newspaper
strip,weeks.
has been ill at his
home for three
JIM KANE, CBS publicity director
of WBBM. Chicago, is the father of a
girl, Dorothy, born Oct. 31.
JOE DILLON,
program
director of WKNY,former
Kingston,
N. Y.,
returns
Phladelphia
duct thetoIrish
Amateur and
Hour will
for conLeo
Brady's Furniture Store on WPEN,
Philadelphia,
where
he was
previously a member
of the
announcing
staff.
HARRY WOODS leaves the announcing staff of WPEN, Philadelphia, for
New York.
JACK RUSSELL, CKGB, Timmins,
Ont., program
Canadian
army. director, is now in the
JACK PATTEN, on the production
staff of KSAN, San Francisco, has
been named publicity director.
BOB ing staff
FLEET
has joined
the announcof KGVO,
Missoula,
Mont.
PAT HALVERSON, formerly of
KGNC, Amarillo,
rejoined Jackson,
the announcing staff ofhasWJDX,
Miss.
BEN ALEXANDER,
Hollywood
nouncer, has been assigned
to anthe
weekly NBC half-hour Old Gold Show,
featuring Herbert Marshall, sponsored '
ettes).
by
P. Lorillard Co. (Old Gold cigarLOUIS CUCOL, traffic manager of
WHN, New York, and Jane Mengrone,
former press agent, have announced
their engagement. They plan to marry
early next year.
DAN HUGHES has joined KRGV,
Weslaco, Tex., replacing Lyle Grace
who has gone to KTSA, San Antonio.
JOHN SHELDON, announcer of
WICA, Ashtabula, O., has left for
Miami,
Fla., to be a student pilot
in
the Navy.
MARVIN APPLE and Bob Beckett,
both new nouncing
to staffradio,
have joined
anof KCKN,
KansastheCity.

the Bacon
Home
Bring
For 15 years WWNC has done a real job of "bringing home the sales." Located in a good, moderatesize market, WWNC oftentimes delivers sales far
in excess of what those-who - don't - know - this great station might expect. Why?— WWNC does
a top-notch job of promotion for its advertiser that
results in much plus business!
Get

Results!

-- Use

ASHEVILLE,N.C.
FREE & PETERS, INC. NATIONAL
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Staff Employes of CBC
Listed in War Service
MORE Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. employes are now on active
service, according to the latest list
made available. Sub. -Lieut. H. J.
Browne, CBS musician, Toronto,
is now on active service with the
Royal Canadian Navy, operating
from Halifax. Sergt.-Pilot W. J.
Wilson, formerly with CBC Press
and Information Department, Toronto, received his wings Oct. 23
at the Royal Canadian Air Force
school at Aylmer, Ont. Sam Howe,
CBC engineering division Toronto,
is training with the Royal Canadian Air Force for overseas service
as a firefighter. John Starke, former CBC anouncer at Toronto, is
now overseas with an Ontario Scottish Regiment. Ray Cahill, of the
Toronto music library, is in the
Royal Canadian Army Pay Corps.

MARSHALL ADAMS
;• A FLAIR for style, developed as
f*lia Powers model not to mention her
T 'tenure as stylist for Gimbel Bros.
A- and Sak's, in New York, and a
warm personality have firmly esitablished ^Marshall Adams, newlyia- p appointed fashion editor of WINX,
"IWashington, high in capital fashion
Icircles. The vivacious Miss Adams
25. |!is a descendant of a prominent these liatrical family which accounts for
jher knack of smart showmanship.
1
Marshall's
initiation
into Powers
profesias ijsional
life was
as a John
.jmodel where association with the
J artistic spurred her to further art
Istudies. From art school, she suc.ijcessively became a buyer for Saks
*|j34th St. store; stylist for Gimbel
'IBros., Philadelphia; fashion editor
jof the Washington Post; and then
' back to New York as research director and style co-ordinator for
the Celanese Corp. of America.
AL XEWKIRK. announcer of WICA.
Ashtabula. O.. has been named news
lieditor and publicity director of WICA.
succeeding Thurse F. Sigman who
i' lined the American Rolling Mills.
Middletown. O.

Because of our recent installation of new 5,000-Watt equipment we now have for sale
one used 1,000-Watt transmitter. Write for details.
By the way, our new 5 KW thoroughly covers the vital Gulf Coast
Defense Area.

Dijr and Nile I
Representative
John H. Perry Associates
BROADCASTING

Gordon
Tanner
the'CBL, Toronto, sound
effectsofdepartment,
is in
training to become a wireless operator with the Royal Canadian
Air Force. W. J. O'Reilly of the
program department at Halifax, is
training for special duties with
the Royal Canadian Air Force, and
Pilot Officer L. B. McDonald of
the Royal Canadian Air Force was
announcer in the Maritime Division at Halifax before joining.
WSAZ Staff Changes
A NUMBER of additions have
been made to the staff of WSAZ.
Huntington. W. Va. Bill Knight
has joined the sales staff. Al Rauch
is new program director. Ted Arnold has been added to the announcing staff. Mary Frances Carter is musical director. Bill Manrov and Bill Hansher have joined
the egineering staff. Thelma Adams
is new mail clerk. WSAZ has installed a new Collins transmitter
and operates from 6 a.m. to midnight.
Gus Mack
GUS MACK, 48, onetime executive
of KFWB and KMTR, Holljnvood,
died Nov. 1 at his home in North
Hollywood from a heart ailment
brought on by pneumonia. For the
past 12 years he was Los Angeles
Examiner funnypaper story teller
on KHJ, Los Angeles. Surviving
are his widow, Mrs. Nellie Mack;
a son Edward, and a daughter,
Mrs. Joyce Couch.
Joy Saves Day
IT WAS LUCKY for the
audience in the John Wanamaker Store in Philadelphia,
last week when at the
eleventh hour they were trying to fill a part in the
Mikado, that Leslie Joy, general manager of KYW, Philadelphia, was an old hand at
Gilbert and Sullivan singing.
The regular artist who was
to take the part of Koko was
suddenly called away. Someone noticed Mr. Joy and recalled that his forte a decade
or two ago was Koko in productions of the Savoy Opera
Co. With only 20 minutes rehearsal he stepped before the
footlights to save the day.
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10:45-11:00
P.M., C.S.T.
Monday Thru Friday
m
A daily digest of the activities in the world of
sports with interesting and instructive comments
by Hal Totten, nationally famous sports authority
— a sure-fire radio feature that reaches the vast
throng of athletically-minded people in the
Chicago market.
Hal Totten, a leader in his field, has
number of seasons broadcast the Chicago
and White Sox baseball games and many

great
for a
Cubs
other

important sporting events.
"HAL TOTTEN ON SPORTS" and Station
WENR, with its excellent primary coverage in
185 counties in Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana and
Michigan is a weapon that will produce greater
sales and profits at low cost in America's second
largest market— Chicago. . . . Phone or write for
more detailed information about HAL TOTTEN
ON SPORTS and Station WENR with the
assurance YOU GET MORE FOR LESS ON

Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot Offices in
CHICAGO NEW YORK BOSTON WASHINGTON
DENVER SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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SPEND
...GET

on

LESS
Instead of Food Show — Superman Writers — Journey
Through Gotham — Chance for Druggists

MORE

WCOP

Before you buy Boston radio time be sure you get
today's facts. The Boston radio picture is changing fast.
WCOP is giving advertisers
more for their radio dollar
each day. So, check up on
how you can make fewer
dollars do more on WCOP.
GOING

FULL TIME SOON!

WCOP
BOSTON'S
STAR RADIO SALESMAN

alEDBoston
shontw, the
annu
suppla
tos food
GN
DESIMas
husett
sac
Independent
Retail Grocers & Provision
Dealers Assn., through Chambers
& Wiswell, Boston cagency, is sponsoring the Patrioti Pantry Party,
a state-wide promotion in which
cooperating retail outlets will push
104 selected food products from
Nov. 3 to Jan. 31, 1942. The plan
ties in with the national defense
effort through provision for the
stores to sell Defense Stamps, as
well as through the giving away
of several thousand dollars in defense bonds for prize-winning essays and store displays. Radio is
to be used extensively in the threemonth drive, along with special
promotion displays and newspaper
❖
* *
space.
Whodunit Hats
A MURDER MYSTERY series in
which the audience participates in
the solution of the crimes, is Eight
Mysterious Hats, recently started
on KPO, San Francisco, by Lundstrom Hat Stores. The series deals
with eight chapters, each with a
different murder and each involving a different type of hat. Listeners will have to visit one of the
Lundstrom stores in order to see
the hat involved and get clues that
will allow the fan to compete for
prizes in solving the murders.

AND

COmPflNY
NEUI

YORK

DETROIT
CHICAGO
SRN

FRANCISCO
★

RADIO

Essay Contest
GRAVEM-INGLIS BAKING Co.,
Stockton, Cal., which sponsors The
Adventures of Superman on KTRB,
KYOS and KWG, recently conducted an essay contest for school
children on "Ten Reasons Why I
Am
to BeinantheAmerican."
SchoolProud
teachers
territory
were sent personal letters by the
sponsor and
the contest Children
was announced in classrooms.
had to go to their grocer, who
handled the bread which sponsors
Superman,
for entry
blanks. Cash
Contest ran for
one month.
prizes for the winners included: $10, $5 and $3. In addition the winners received large
framedcans forpictures
of famous
their classroom
and Ameria free
trip to tationSan
of the Francisco
awards. for presen^ ^ ^
Belt That Glows
SOMETHING new in give-aways
for children is the "Luminous
Safety Belt" which takes on a
glowing appearance when exposed
to the light. Offered by General
Mills on its Lone Ranger series on
MBS starting Nov. 5 the belt can
be obtained for 10 cents and a boxtop from a package of Corn Kix,
which the program
* * advertises.
*
Holmes & Druggists
DRUGGISTS from typical American cities are featured from
time to time on Sherlock Holmes
program,
on NBC-Red
by
Groves sponsored
Labs., Elkhart,
Ind., in
the interest of Bromo Quinine.
Each of these broadcasts will be
preceded by a network announcer
selling the service and importance
of retail druggists.
Air Conditioner
PREMIUM offer of a D-D air conditioner for the ice box is being
made on the Man On the Street
program of WCLS, Joliet, 111.,
sponsored by Help Inc., Chicago
(Help cleanser). Boxtop from the
sponsor's product and 10 cents to
cover
sites. mailing are the only requi* * *
Sponsors' Blotters
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., is supplying its clients with blotters imadvertiser's
address printed
and withphone
number,name,
the
name of his program and time of
broadcast and the station call, dial
position and slogan.

STATION

strategically located to do a big selling
job for the advertiser. A Blue Network
station with an exceptional reputation
(or public service.
1400 KG. ★ 250 Watts
• November
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sponsoring
a Doodler's
Listeners must
make theirContest.
drawings on a milk bottle cap and in
sending it to the station, must indicate the particular time they heard
the announcement made relative to
the contest. The best 60 caricaturists vdll receive free passes to the
Stanley-Warner
* theatres.
* *
Drug Spots
COURTESY spot announcements!
urging listeners to trade at their
neighborhood drug stores are given by KMOX, St. Louis, in a promotional tie-up with the RetailjDruggists
of 250
St. Louis.
return'^
each of the
stores Inadvertise!
the time of the announcements on
KMOX pennants and builds displays around the merchandise
mentioned.
* * ❖
WCCO's Organ
FIRST appearance of the new
house organ of WCCO, Minneapolis, Station Breaks, is scheduled foi
Nov. 15. Leila Gillis of the publicity and promotion department i;
editor with a staff of seven. Format of the four-page paper will b«
editorials, gossip, profiles, oddities
birthdays, a grouch and gripe de
partment and one feature story.
BROCHURES

"Fre
— Booklet
W51C, Chicago
quency
Moduli tion
Radio titled
Programs
listing music in all programs on'
month ahead ; also plugs FM receiver
builtstation.
by Zenith Radio Corp., owner o
the
WAIT, booklet
Chicago — Blue-and-white
12
page
"Mike Wait" inintroducing
a horizontalpugilisti
stripe> )
sweater and derby hat, whose "tougl ii
and
guy" coverage.
patter plugs the station's marke i
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HAD WONDERFUL TIME says
Charlotte Scott Kalil, 13-year-old
student who won one of the monthly trips to New York awarded by
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass. Participating in a special
are
Ann Michael
(left),broadcast
of WLAW,
and Announcer Richard Hickox.
The program, based on stories submitted by students up to and including high school freshmen, is
sponsored
by Glennie's
Milk.WLAW
Each
month a student
in the
area is awarded a similar trip to
New York, with entertainment at
some of the better recreation centers and meetings with celebrities.
^
^ ^
Ducats for Doodlers
TO ENCOURAGE doodling and
perhaps
latent artis-is
tic talent,uncover
WDAS, some
Philadelphia,

BROADCASTING

KJR, Seattle — Multi-color iUustrate^j
broadside, incorporating a one-wee!
program log on the reverse side, o
the station's local and NBC new
service.
WLW — Four-fold yellow brochure fes
turingservice,
the station's
premum
ing
issued new
to trade
and test
at
vertising agencies.
• Broadcast
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AGENC

•REESWEET PRODUCTS Co., Santa
ma, Cal. (Treesweet lemon juice), to
Lrmand J. Hanson, Santa Ana.
fgL REY VENETIAN BLIND Co., San
jPrancisco (Blind Bite-a cleanser), to
prisacher, Davis & Staff, San Francisco.
.|>IORRIS.
SIMPSON,
San Fran-to
ciscoBEGGS
(insurance & and
real estate),
Ipletcher Udall & Associates, San Francisco.
^(STATIONAL
Oak■!9tes,
and, Oakland.
Cal.. toMOTOR
LeonardBEARING
D'Ooge &Co.,Associ3AAS BROS., San Francisco (Trupak
oods), to Leon Livingston Adv., San
Francisco.
iRESKY MFG. Co., Petaluma, Cal. (oil
Durners),
to Gerth-Knollin Adv., San Franisco.

(LegInc.. Los & Angeles
I'-j30LA
|!nd wines),
to Critchfield
Co., Chicago.
llSadio
to NWINES
be used.
'nan DUSKIN, Philadelphia (ladies' ap■l^arel),
hasia,appointed
J. M.its Korn
& Co.,,
Philadelph
to handle
advertising
."ffective Dec. 1.
jiPOLICYHOLDERS
ADVISORY COUNI pIL, New York (insurance), to Victor van
l itter Linde Inc., that city. Radio plans bejng formulated.
. J'3LOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City, N. J.,
'(Gold
MedalSpector
Capsules),
whole York.
account to
Saj-mond
Co., New
. -oany
currently
is using
152 stations Comand
,j[>00 newspapers.
..jsTARK BROS. NURSERIES & ORi^HARDS
Louisiana,
Ifaust Adv.Co.,Co.,
Chicago.Mo., to MitchellVo Venezuela Stations
[oin CBS Latin Chain

CLEVELAND
LISTS
SYMPHONY
SERIES
CLEVELAND Symphony Orchestra will be heard in two series
of broadcasts during the coming
season, according to information
from Cleveland stations.
Defense industries in Cleveland
will sponsor a series of Saturday
concerts, 8:30-9:30 p.m. on WHKWCLE, according to H. K. Carpenter,Artur
general
manager will
of thedirect.
stations.
Rodzinski
The idea was worked out in cooperation with the Ordnance Division
of the Army to foster closer relations between workers and the Government, itwas stated.
WGAR will present a series of
20 Saturday broadcasts, 5-6 p.m.,
starting Dec. 6 and continuing
through April 18. They will be fed
to CBS. Rodzinski will direct. The
series was arranged after several
months of negotiations between
John F. Patt, WGAR general manager; Carl Vosburgh, orchestra
manager, and Thomas F. Sidlo,
president of the Cleveland Musical
Arts Assn. WGAR will assume the
cost of the orchestra and special
facilities at Severance Hall in
Cleveland. During four Saturdays
when the orchestra is on tour Walberg Brown, WGAR musical director, will conduct a large orchestra. Wayne Mack will produce the
series, with Kay Halle and William
L. Forman at the microphone. Few
guests will witness the concerts.

Radio's Role
PLAYING
UP radio'sDefense
major
role
in Civilian
Week, Nov. 11-16, the Office
of Civilian Defense has published a red, white and blue
brochure incorporating information on the week with a
bunch of sample announcements to be carried by stations. Included in the broadside is a letter to station executives,Arthur
urging full Stringer,
cooperation, from
NAB coordinator of national
defense. Sent to all stations,
the brochure also lists state
and regional civilian defenes
officials.

300 School Programs
INDIANA State Teachers College
from Sept. 1, 1940, to Aug. 31, 1941,
presented a total of 300 broadcasts
on WBOW, Terra Haute, according
to the annual report of Dr. Clarence M. Morgan, director of radio
education, covering the school's
seventh consecutive year of broadcasting. The broadcasts consumed
5,210 minutes of free radio time,
estimated to be worth more than
$10,000 at regular card rates, the
report stated. Dr. Morgan in his
report expressly thanked W. W.
Behrman and Martin Leich, former
and present managers of WBOW,
and Program Director Leo Baxter
along with other members of the
staff for their cooperation.

Signal's Sixth Year
SIGNAL OIL Co., Los Angeles, for
the sixth consecutive year, through
Barton A. Stebbins Adv., that city,
on Nov. 9 renewed for 52 weeks,
the weekly half -hour Signal Carnival on 14 NBC-Pacific Red stations,
Sunday, 8-8:30 p.m. (PST). Starring Barbara Jo Allen, comedienne,
in the role of Vera Vague, program
includes Jack Carson as m.c, with
Martha Tilton, vocalist. Featured
also is the Signaleers Quartet. Gordon Jenkins is musical director.
John Frazer announces. Herb Polesie, agency producer, also collaborates with Carl Herzinger as
writer of the show. Arnold Marquis
is the NBC production representative.

^jjljjyVlRV and YVIRA, Maracaibo,
jfjjijlVenezuela, have joined the CBS
gjv.LILatin American network, bringing
pro.-t[:he total stations to 74, representetaSJi' ng each of the 20 Latin American
njii J republics. Owner of the stations is
nssLuis Garcia Nebot, but the afRlia; ou :ion contract was signed in New
fis-iYork with CBS by Joaquin T. Macadiseipi-egor, Venezuelan businessman.
' YVIRV, longwave outlet, oper,ktes on 1350 kc, 250 watts, and
ityVlRA is a shortwave station on
Bewi750 kc, 350 watts. Both stations
eapwwill operate on 1000 watts each
jj^apon completion of transmitter conpiHstruction and engineering work.
;iitHi
Fom'
Here They Are Again!
ii-i
Those Aristocrats of the Range
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — atudio programs
t— transcriptions
so — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WIBX, Utica, N. Y.
Krueger Brewing Co., Newark, 3 sp weekly, 8 weeks, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., 6 sa weekly, one month, thru
Erwin Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Thomas
Leeming
& Co., New York
(Baume Bengue), 5 sa weekly, from Oct.
13, 1941 to April 3, 1942, thru William
Esty & Co., N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Swan Soap), 12
sa weekly, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Lava
(Soap), 19 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Biow Co., N. Y.
Luden's
Pa. (cough
4 sa Inc.,
weekly,Reading,
17 weeks,
thru drops),
J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
N. Y. Milk Publicity, Albany, 3 sa weekly,
26 weeks, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
General Foods Corp., New York, 10 sa
weekly, 4 months, thru Benton & Bowles,
N. Y.
Kirkman & Son, Bropklyn, 12 sa weekly, 12
weeks, thru N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Smith Brothers, Poughkeepsie. N. Y., 4
sa weekly, thru J. D. Tarcher & Co.,
N. Y.
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.. New York,
6 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Marschalk &
Pratt, N. Y.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New
York (Pall Mall), 24 sa weekly, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
WTRY, Troy, N. Y.
Beechnut Packing Co., Conajoharie, N. Y.,
4 ta weekly, thru Newell-Emmett, N. Y
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo (proprietary),
2 ta weekly, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (soap), 18 sa
weekly, thru S. E. Roberts Inc., Phila.
J. H. Filbert Inc., Baltimore (margarine),
6 ta weekly, thru Courtland D. Ferguson
Inc., Baltimore.
Hecker Products Corp., New York (flour,
cereal), 5 t weekly, thru Maxon Inc.,
N. Y.
Hotel Plaza, New York, 2 sa weekly, thru
White, Lowell & Owen, N. Y.
John F. Jelke Co., Chicago (margarine),
3N. tY. weekly, thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y. Milk Publicity. New York. 5 sp
weekly, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Hurley Machine Co., Chicago (ironer), 6
sa weekly, thru E. H. Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Lava),
468 ta. thru Biow & Co.. N. Y.
Quaker
Oats Co., & Chicago
(cereal), 130 t,
thru Ruthrauff
Ryan, Chicago.
Socony Vacuum Oil Co., New York, 13 sa,
thru J. Stirling Getchell Inc., N. Y.
Block Drug Co., New York (Gold Medal
Capsules).
tor
Co., N. 260
Y ta, thru Raymond SpecEx-Lax Inc., New York, 260 ta, thru
Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (proprietary), 130
sa, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Karnack-Ambrosia Co., Scranton, Pa., 26
sa, direct.
Pierce's
H. W. Medicine
Kastor & Inc.,
Sons,Buffalo,
Chicago.59 ta, thru
KHJ, Hollywood
Yellow Cab Co., San Francisco, 4 ta weekly,
thru
cisco. Rufus Rhoades & Co., San FranDouglas Oil & Refining Co., Los Angeles,
6 ta weekly, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Maiden, Mass.
(Cuticura soap), 12 ta weekly, thru
Atherton & Currier, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady (FM radios), 5 sp weekly, thru Maxon Inc.,
Cleveland.
WENR, Chicago
Walgreen Co., Chicago (drug chain), 104
ep, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Lehn
& Fink30 Products
Cc -p..Esty
New & York
(Hinds),
ta, thru Wm.
Co.,
N. Y.
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WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
Fashion Frocks, New York, 3 sp weekly,
thru Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Buick Motor Co., Flint. Mich., 26 to, thru
Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 3 sp weekly, thru Franklin
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Beeman's
Lab., Atlanta,
t weekly,N.thruC.
Harvey-Massengale
Co., 3 Durham,
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (Minit-Rub),
6N. saY. weekly, thru Young & Rubicam,
Chatham Mfg. Co., Winston-Salem, N. C,
3 sa weekly, thru Cahn, Miller & Nyburg,
Baltimore.
Robertson Chemical Co., Norfolk, Va., 6
sp weekly,
Sheaffer
Pen direct.
Co., Ft. Madison, la., 30 sa,
thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Utilities Engineering Institute, Chicago, 3
sp weekly, thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago
KRGV, Weslaco, Tex.
Duncan Coffee Co., Houston, 5 t weekly,
thru Steele Adv. Agency, Houston.
Stokely Bros. & Co., Indianapolis (Van
Camps),
Holden. N.8 Y.ta weekly, thru Calkins &
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, 111.
(proprietary), 3 ta daily, thru Sherman
& Marquette. Chicago.
Gulf Brewing Co , Houston, 5 sp weekly,
thru Rogers-Gano Adv. Agency, Houston.
Ludens Inc., Reading (cough drops), 3 ta
weekly, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Walker's Austex Chile Co., Austin, Tex., 2
talas.weekly, thru Crook Adv. Agency, DalWm. Wrigley Jr Co., Chicago, 6 sp weekly,
thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
WFIL, Philadelphia
Pierce's
Medicine
Inc.,& Buffalo.
6 ta weekly,
thru H. W. Kastor
Co., Chicago.
Dr. D. Jayne & Sons, Philadelphia (expectorant), 5ta weekly, thru Street &
Finney, N. Y.
Original Trenton Cracker Co., Trenton
(crackers),
2 sa weekly, thru John Falkner
Arndt, Philadelphia.
Atlas Wine Co., Philadelphia (Bon Ton
wines), 6 ta weekly, thru Philip Klein,
Philadelphia.
KROW, Oakland, Cal.
Gas Appliance Society of California, San
Francisco (ranges), 5 sp weekly, thru
Jean Scott Frickelton, San Francisco.
Simon & Schuster, New York (books), 6
sp weekl.v, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle.
WLS, Chicago
Iowa Soap Co., Burlington. la. (Magic
Washer
soap), la.
39 sp, thru Weston-Barnett, Waterloo,
Consolidated Products Co.. Danville. 111.
(Semi-Solid Buttermilk Emulsion), 90
sp, thru Mace Adv. Agency, Peoria. 111.
WINS, New York
Gillette Safety Razor Co.. Boston, sp weekly, thru Maxon Inc., N. Y.
U. S. Playing Card Co., Cincinnati, 10 ta
weekly,
son Co.,13N.weeks,
Y. thru J. Walter Thomp-
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WLW, Cincinnati
Simoniz Co., Chicago (auto polish), 13 sa,
thru George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
Philco Corp., Philadelphia (refrigerators
and radios), 6 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Hutchins Adv. Co., Rochester.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Dreft),
5 t weekly, 52 Chicago.
weeks, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Roman Cleanser Co., Detroit, 6 sa weekly,
40 weeks, thru Gleason Adv. Agency,
Detroit.
Ludens Inc., Reading, Pa., sp weekly, 26
weeks, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Arcady Farms Miling, Chicago (feed), sp
weekly, 39 weeks, thru Presba, Fellers &
Presba, Chicago.
KFI, Los Angeles
Chas. Hansen's Labs., Little Falls, N. Y.
(Junket),
weekly, thru MitchellFaust
Adv. 3Co.,sp Chicago.
General Food Corp., New York (Grapenuts, Wheatmeal), 10 to weekly, thru
Young & Rubicam. N. Y.
Quaker State Oil Refining Corp., Oil City,
Pa. (motor oil), 3 ta weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
General Foods Corp.. N. Y. (Post Toasties).Y. 5 t weekly, thru Benton & Bowles,
N.
Wesson Oil & Snowdrift Co.. New Orleans
(Wesson oil), 3 so weekly, thru Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New Orleans.
WGY, Schenectady
Lumbermen's
Casualty
Chicago,
65 fa. thru Mutual
Leo Burnett
Co., Co.,
Chicago.
Seeck & Kade. New York (Pertussin), 4
sp Y.weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N.
General Foods Corp., New York (WheatMeal), cam,5N. Y.sp weekly, thru Young & RubiCharles Gulden, New York (mustard), 2
t weekly, thru Chas. W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
C. A. Briggs Co., Cambridge, Mass. (cough
drops), 2 ta weekly, thru Horton-Noyes
Co., Providence.
KFRC, San Francisco
Mellhenny Co., Avery Is., La. (sauce) 52
fa.
cago.thru Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, ChiHolsum Bakers, San Francisco (American
Meal bread),
sp, thru Leon Livingston Adv.,weekly
San Francisco.
Majestic Bottling Co., San Francisco
rect.
(Glas-Barrel beverages), 5 sa weekly, diKOA, Denver
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New
York
(Pall& Mall).
Ruthrauff
Ryan, N.21 Y.ta weekly, thru
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn.
(Malt-O-Meal)
, 12 Chicago.
sa weekly, thru H.
W.
Kastor & Sons,
WJJD, Chicago
Turner
Co., Chicago
(men's
wear). Bros.
16 sp,Clothing
thru Robert
Kahn & Assoc.,
Chicago.
Ward Baking Co., Chicago (Tip-Top
bread), 78 sa, thru W. E. Long Co.,
Chicago.

"/ could tell you a quicker way, brother . .

Pd. Adv.
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NBC

Stations]

Get Higher Rates
Increased Coverage Basis of I
New Scale for Outlets
I
BASED on station improvements i
and increased coverage, NBC on
Dec. 3 will increase rates for eight
of its Blue stations and five Red
stations, with current advertisers ;
receiving regular rate protection
for one year from Dec. 3, provided
there is no lapse in service. ;
New advertisers ordering any of
the eight stations for Blue pro- ■
re- ,
thatolddate
prior atto the
grams,service
ceive
rates,willwhile
all new schedules booked and accepted after Dec. 3 will be based
on the new evening hour rates.
Blue stations and new evening
hour rates are: WSYR, Syracuse,
from $220 to $240; WHAM,
Rochester, $380 to $400; WTCN,
Minneapolis, St. Paul, $180 to $220;
WSGN, Birmingham, $120 to $140;
WXYZ, Detroit, $360 to $400;
WCBM, Baltimore, $140 to $160;
KECA, Los Angeles, $240 to $300.
and WENR-WLS Chicago, $720 to
Red Evening Rates
New evening hour rates for the
five
$750. Red stations are: KARK,
Little Rock, from $120 to $140;
KMJ, Fresno,
$160;'
WTAR,
Norfolk, $120
$140 to
to $160;;
WAVE, Louisville, $200 to $220,
and WDAF Kansas City, $380 to
$400. Rates for cut-in announcements change for three of the above
stations, KARK's
nouncements shiftingevening
from $10 an-tc
Sunday
$7 tofrom
$9; $5
KMJ,
evening
$12,
daytime
to $6,
and'
$10-$13, daytime $5-$7, and Sun-j
day $7-$10; WTAR, evening $12]
$13, daytime $6-$7, and Sunday
$9-$10. WAVE has no charge for
cut-ins, and there will be no changri
in
rates for WDAF aftei
Dec.cut-in
3.

New

York

Mayor

Ticket^

64V2 OFHours
of Time'
AUseTOTAL
64 hours
and 3(
minutes air time was purchased b^
political parties and committees 01
nine New York stations during thi
New York mayoralty campaigi
which resulted in the re-election o
Mayor LaGuardia last Tuesday
Leading the field by many hour:
was WMCA which with 22 hour
and 40 minutes accounted for one
third of the time sold.
A survey of the station showei
that following WMCA in order, ii
number of hours sold was WOI
with 11 hours, 30 minutes; WHN
10 hours; WOV, 7 hours; WINS
4 hours, 20 minutes; WNEW,
hours; WEAF and WJZ (com
bined), 3 hours and 15 minutes
and WABC, 1 hour and 45 minutes;
In a breakdown of its political
billings for the campaign WMC^'
revealed that the O'Dwyer anj
Democratic forces accounted fo '
liV2 of the total hours sold on th
station, while the LaGuardia an
allied committees
purchased
^1
hours and 20 minutes and the Con|
munist Party, 2 hours and 50 mir i
utes.
THE Sau Francisco CBS sales sta
staged a going away party recent!
for Bill Shaw, account executive, wli
recently
the
Army was
Air accepted
Corps. for service i
• Broadcast

Advertisin

r

SPOTCASTING

in: ID MURDOCH & Co.. Chicago
(Monarch Finer Foods), on Xov. 3
,srarteiltion abreak.">2-week
campaign weekly
of 13 staannonncenients
on
Wr.OC. FM station oiierated by WGX.
'Chicag:o. thereby bec-omins the first
J si>on.sor to bu.T siiot time on this stallion. Roirers & Smith. Chicago, placed
(the account.
jJOHX T. TROLL Co.. Lo.s Angeles
Sf.|(B-l
mints), onCalifornia
Xov. 3 suppleimeutedcandy
its Southern
schediule with six tive-minute newscasts
:;^ weekly
KXX. Firm
Hollywood.
is for 2(ionweeks.
also usesContract
14 spot
announcements i^er week on KRKD.
with a weekly spot on KH.T. and six
laily time signals on KIEV. In adlitiou 42 spot announcements per week
are
sponsored Lockwood
on FM station.
K4."iLA.
Hollywood.
- Shackelford
Adv.
Agency.
Los
Angeles,
has
the account.

SMITH-DOUGLASS Co.. X'orfolk.
\'a. (fertilizer), seasonal users of radio, on Xov. 3 started a news program directed to farmers in the area,
five days weekly. 12 :2o-12 :4(l p.m.. on
hookup of WPTF. RaJ a two-station
leigh, and WGTC. Greenville. X. C.
Contract runs for 22 weeks. Ageuc.v is
Lawrence Fertig & Co.. Xew York.
■ XORTHWESTERX' IXSURAXCE
( '".. ingLosa six-weekly
Angeles, isquarter-hour
currently sponsorof re•■ c 'rded music on KRKD. that city.
Agency is Smith & Bull Adv., Los
- Angeles.
• iREGOX
PROPERTIES. Eugene.
- lire.. (farms. ranches). through
Smith & Bull Adv.. Los Angeles, is
-]ionsoring a five-weekly quarter-hour
ack-to-the-soil talk. Oregon Laud
; Mini, on KMPC. Beverly Hills. Cal.
Con tract is for o2 weeks, having
•-,1'-* started
13. Other West Coast
-Wi radio is Oct.
contemplated.
IWASHIXGTOX
MOTOR Co.. Los
^'^<
Angeles
twsed
cars),
S^isponsoring a six-weekly currently
one-hour re-is
corded program. Music Bo r. on K^MPC.
!Beverly Hills. Cal.. and in addition a
. . similar 2% hour Sundav morning musiiffe cal. Peter Potter's Platter Parade, on
■ that station. Agency is Smith & Bull
IfflO Adv.. Los Atigeles.
d JliSAMARITAX IXSTITUTE. Los Auvibrjigeles.
sponsoring musical
a total of
six 10garl minuteis recorded
prograirus.
-->4s*'^'^i days weekly, on KRKD and
:,:rT}'KFVD. placed through Smith & Bull
"^^
idi Adv.. that citv.

jiarjo-KEEFE'S
BEVERAGES.
Toronto.
vTjil Bowling
started onCommentary
X'ov.
1 a Saturday
on CKCL. night
To'■^
ronto.
Account
was placed by A. Mc" iKim Ltd.. Toronto.
:^f(S'PURE GOLD MFG. Co.. Toronto
;t m (Blue Ribbon tea. coffee), have started
^0 Sunday newscasts on CKVD. Val
pjX^ij d Or. Que. : and CKRX. Rouyn. Que.
.^al Account was placed by Coekfield
ir^^i? Brown & Co.. Toronto.

!();
3!L

WSGM
ALA.
HAM,
^^MING
6IO
■ Cov
ma
Covers more of Alabama
ion H
than Any Other Station
Headley-Reed Co.
National RepresentoHves
BROADCASTING

BUILDS

MORE

SALES

...AT LOWER

COST!

More money for
the HOT SPOTS
MEN

BEHIND THE SOAP OPERAS gather at the Treasury Department in Washington to discuss means of coordinating defense bond and
savings stamp announcements. Around the green baize with facts and
figures are (seated, 1 to r| Edwin G. Smith, radio program manager of
General Mills; Vincent F. Callahan, chief of radio & press section, defense
savings staff; John Allen, assistant to C. G. ^lortimer. general advertisingmanager of General Foods; (standing), William Ramsey, advertising
manager of Procter & Gamble; Philip C. Kenny, of Lever Bros.; Roy W.
Peet. advertising manager of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.
FEATURIXti recorded music and
chatter, a new daily half-hour particiin'Ogram.3 Smile
in the Horninp.
started pating
Xov.
on KMPC.
Beverly
Hills. Cal.. with Mark Breneman conducting. Participating sponsors are
Marney Food Co.. Huntington Park.
Cal.. (Marco Dog food I . through Ivar
F. Wallin Jr. & Staff. Los Angeles;
Ben Hur Products Inc.. Los Angeles
(coffee) through Theodore B. Creamer
Adv.. that cit.v ; Los Angeles Soap Co..
Los Angeles (soaps), through Raymond R. Morgan Co.. Hollywood ;
Durco Cleauer.s. Beverly Hills.
SMITH BROS.. Poughkeepsie. X. Y.
( cough drops ) . recently started Knox
Manning and AVilliam Winter, news
analyst, weekly on S CBS stations in
the West for 2t) weeks. Account was
closed by Art Kemp. CBS Pacific Coast
sales manager. Agenc.v is J. D. Tardier
Co.. Xew York. The station list : KXX
KSFO KARM KROY KOIX KIRO
KOY KTUC.
LEWIS-HOWE Co.. St. Louis (proprietary), has started dramatized musical spot announcements five times
weekly on CURB. Toronto : CKAC.
Montreal : and CHRC. Quebec. Account was placed by R. C. Smith &
Sou. Toronto.
PIERCE BROS., Los Angeles
(mortuary), on Xov. 3 started for 13
weeks sponsoring a five-weekly
quarter-hour program. The Tall Philuxopher. on KFWB, Hollywood.
Agency is W. B. Ross & Assoc.. Los
Angeles.
REGAL AMBER BREWIXG Co..
San Francisco, recently started Veics
Behind the Seirs in the World of
Sport.t. presented by Don Glendon,
football expert, whose articles appear
daily in seven California newspapers,
on KSFO and KARM. Tuesdays and
KGO KFBK KM.T KERX KWG
Thursdays. Three Hamilton watches
are awarded weekly. Agency is !M. E.
Harlan. San Francisco.
SAXTE FE VIXTAGE Co.. Los Angeles (Three Crown wine), in a
two-mouth holiday campaign which
started Xov. 3. is using daily simr
announcements six times per week on
a group of Southern California stations. List includes KH.I KFWB
KMPC KGF.T KMTR KRKD KIEV.
West-^Iarquis.
Los Angeles, has the
account.
LAURA SKCORD CAXDV Sllol'S.
Toronto I chain I. on Xov. 4 starred
transcribed Suniix for Toiiifilil Tuesday and Thursday on CKCO. Ottawa :
CKSO.
Sudltnrv.'
Out. :London.
CFCH. Xorrh
Bay. Out.:
CFPL.
Out.:
CFRC. Kingston. Out. Account was
placed b.v Coekfield Brown & Co..
Toronto.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Nothing wasted on
the DEAD SPOTS

Special attention to
the TOUGH SPOTS

Bl -TAY PRODUCTS Inc.. Los Angeles (Rain Drojjs water softener,
liluing). on Xov. 3 started six-weekl.v
])articipation iu the combined Houseicires' Protective
Sunrise
Salute,
featuringLeague
Galen and
Drake,
on
KXX. H(dlywood. as well as weekly
participation
Club on KH.J. in
that The
city. Homemaker's
Contracts are
for 13 weeks. Glasser-Gailey & Co..
Los Angeles, has the account.
G. H. MU:\IM CHAMPAGXE. Xew
York ( Globe Vermouth ) recently
started a spot announcement campaign
on three stations, using transcribed
announcements three times weekly.
Agency is Brisacher. Davis & Staff.
San Francisco. The stations are
KFKC W.AICA WDSU.

3
(.niuuiuti/
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NATIONAL STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

BUYERS

SEE

RED

. . . when

they

think

of

Richmoncj

And that means

MBG

tlie Red Network out-

let in Richmond. For \^ MBG

offers you the hest

in the Red and the hest in the local field — plus
specialized merchandising knowledge of Richmond.
Wt'MBG offers you the Red Network audience —
5,000 watts daytime — 1,000 watts night and
equal density of coverage at lower rates. Before
you huy — get the WMBG

storj-.

wm
RED

NETWORK
OUTLET • RICHMOND,
JOHN BLAIR CO.. REP.

VA.
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JAMES W. YOUNG, formerly vicepresident in charge of the western
offices of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, and more recently professor
of marketing and advertising at the
U of Chicago, has resumed active participation in the affairs of the agency
as senior consultant, headquartering in
New York. Mr. Young is also a member of the Business Advisory Council
of the Department of Commerce and
special assistant to the coordinator of
Inter- American Affairs.
ISABEL OLMSTEAD and STORRS
HAYNES, both of the radio department of Compton Adv., New York,
plan to marry in January.
MONROE LEAF, author of "Ferdinand the Bull", has joined the copy
department of J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York.
MOUNCEY FERGUSON, formerly
of the copy department of Benton &
Bowles, New York, has joined the
copy department of Sherman K. Ellis
& Co., that city.
KATHRYNE PARKER, formerly of
Tulsa, Okla., has joined staff of
Eugene F. Rouse & Co., Los Angeles,
as office manager.
PEGGY HARMON, former copywriter of Benton & Bowles, New York,
has joined the radio copywriting department of Compton Adv., New York.

KATHERINE LONG, formerly copywriter of H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, has l)een a))pointed midwestern
editor of Mademoixelle magazine with
headquarters in Chicago.
AD-SERVICE Co., San Francisco
recently added Sam Stiles, formerly
with KRE, Berkeley, Cal., as account
executive.
JOHN LO BUONO. formerly advertising manager of TWA and more recently with Erwin, Wasey & Co., has
joined the Los Angeles office of
Brisacher, Davis & Staff. He replaced
Joseph Sill, who was called to active
duty with the Field Artillery.
JEWELL ADV. AGENCY recently
moved from Berkeley, Cal. to 700
Tribune Tower, Oakland, Cal.
FLETCHER VDALL, & ASSOCIATES, San Francisco, recently has
moved to larger quarters in the Norris,
Beggs & Simi)son Bldg.
RICHARD FEHR, formerly promotion manager of Billy Rose Enterprises, has joined the publicity department ofBenton & Bowles.
BURNS LEE, director of radio publicity of Benton & Bowles, New York,
last week on a five-week tour of the
Southeast and Midwest to visit station
men, newspaper editors and ijromotion
managers.
RICHARD FEHR, formerly promotionprises,
manager
of Billy
Enterhas joined
the Rose's
publicity
department of Benton & Bowles, New
York.

or Example
by PROCTER

AND

GAMBLE

CO.

Powerful stations nearby had been
carrying the messages of PROCTER AND GAMBLE CO. But in
July, 1939, WMBD was specified as
an additional outlet for "Ma Perkins", advertising OXYDOL.
WMBD is NOW specified as an additional advertising outlet for
THREE MORE programs . . .
"Lone Journey" for DREFT
"Right to Happiness"
for CRISCO
"Life can be Beautful" for IVORY SOAP

Soap Account to Bates
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., Jersey City, has appointed Ted
Bates Inc., New York, to direct advertising for Crystal White soap,
formerly handled by Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago. Company has
been sponsoring rebroadcast of
Woman of Courage, Monday
thru Friday, 3:45 p.m. on 61 CBS
stations for Crystal White while
the
10:45-11
a.m. original
is heard broadcast,
for Octagon
soap,
handled by Bates. New setup gives
latter agency exclusive handling of
the show, for the two products.
Other shows handled by Bates for
Colgate
Guy Lombardo forproducts
Colgate include
dental cream
and
Hobby Lobby for Palmolive shaving cream on CBS, and Bachelors
for
Red. Colgate dental cream on NBCFRANK OWENS, formerly of NBC,
has joined the media department of
Benton c& Bowles, New York, to assist
George Kern, the agency's radio time
buyer.
EUGENEcount executive
HULSHIZER,
in chargeformerly
of C. acF.
Mueller Co. (noodles), Kenyou &
Eckhardt, New York, has been appointed to a similar position handling
the same account with Maxon Inc.,
that city, which recently took over the
account [Broadcasting, Oct. 20].
KENYON & ECKHARDT, New
York, recently appointed by Standard
Brands Inc., to handle all Chase &
Sanliorn advertising effectve .Jan. 1,
will establish Hollywood radio producoffices &forSanborn
the weekly
NBC tion
Chase
Show. half-hour
JOHN count
E. executive
ROBERSON,
acof Monroeformerly
F. Dreher
Inc.. Federal Adv. Agency and Charles
AY. Hoyt Co., New York, has joined
Lynn
Baker Co., that city in the same
capacity.
WILLIAM
radio director C.of HODAPP,
Grant Adv.,former
Chicago,
has joined WGN, Chicago, as a script
writer.
BROWN BOLTE. formerly merchandising manager of Scott & Bowne,
has joined the stafE of Benton &
Bowles to work on the Richard Hudnut account.
Fall Wine Campaign
ITALIAN & FRENCH WINE Co.,
Buffalo (Roma products distributors), has started a fall and winter campaign, using radio on
WEBR, Buffalo, WOLF, Syracuse,
and WHLD, Niagara Falls. Ellis
Advertising Co., Buffalo, handles
the account.

Here's why . . .
Industrial business is GOOD in the 16
counties of WMBD's "Peoriarea"! In
1940 a total of 585 manufacturing
plants employee! 29,644 people who
earned $37,570,182 annually. This forworcJ-striding industrial activity . . . with
accompanying increases in agricultural, wholesale
and retail activity . . . represents a tremendous
surge of concentrated buying power. You can do
PRODUCTIVE BUSINESS with
the help of "Peoriarea's ' iB*
ETERS, li\C.
ONLY dominant radio station ■«-/,
I / ( Ij Exchtsh
e National
V/MBD!
\mJ
RcpratiilalhK
MEMBER

CBS
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TIMEBUYING is definitely not
a man's monopoly. Witness pretty
Hilda Lucey of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, whose name is
closely associated with such large
accounts as Kellogg's All-Bran,
Kellogg's Pep, Fleischmann's
Yeast, Bosco, Knox Gelatine, Quaker State Motor Oil, Wesson Oil
and others.
A man's
Certainly. But Hilda
takessizeit job?
in stride,
for she has been thoroughly
schooled in the field, both by education and experience.
Estimates, rates, budgets present
no great problem for Hilda.
Trained in mathematics at the College of the Sacred Heart, Manhattanville, she feels right at home
with figures and such matters. Her
training in Kenyon & Eckhardt,
starting in 1936, has been exclusively with the radio department.
Coming to K&E after a short stay
with a publishing house in Newi
York, Hilda has been in close touch i
with all the angles of agency radio :
handling ever since. Early this year
she was
though'!
for
somemade
time "timebuyer"
previous she
had
been handling phases of the buying of time for numerous clients.
Born in New York City, the
daughter of a high-school principal,
Hilda received her early training ini
Julia Richman High School.
She is to be married Nov. 29 \
and, she says, most of her spare
time is spent looking for an apartment. After that date Hilda will
be known in private life as Mr?.
John C. Harley. Tennis and skiinj;
are favorite sports.
WISCONSIN RAPIDSM
1340 Kc.
250 W.
WFHR
Now Affiliated with the

"Do you realize. Miss Jones, since
I've been using WFDF Flint
Michigan, with its kilowatt on
910, I're become
a self-made

NETWORK

wmnn

HILDA LUCEY

PEORIA, ILLINOIS
BROADCASTING

MUTUAL
I
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
You can be SURE of Coverage in
Central Wisconsin with
RADIO STATION WFHR
Studios and
in Wisconsin
Rapids,Wis.Marslifield
Stevens Point,
Let Us Send You Some Success Stories
W. F. HufFman, Owner — G. T. Frechette, Mgr.
• Broadcast
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Canada

Price

Stone Gets KLBM

Law

(Avoids AdvertisiDg
Rates Not Mentioned in the
Terms of Dominion Plan
PLACING of a price ceiling on all
commodities and services in Canada has been ordered by the government at Ottawa to go into effect
kov. 17. As far as can be learned
irom broadcasting executives and
publication executives, advertising
^ates will not be affected by the
iprdei'-in-Council setting forth the
regulations of the price ceiling
irder.
Advertising rates are not menioned specifically in the order
ither under the exempt or nonxempt services, and it is undertood that rates -s^ill not be pegged
s are practically all other services
nd goods at the maximum prices
ppljing between Sept. 15 and Oct.
1. Interest rates, prices of real
state, stocks and bonds, banking
aper, are among other services
ipecifically exempted by the Orderh-Council.
Recent Increases
A number of Canadian publicaions have announced advertising
ate increases ^^ithin recent months,
IfOme to go into effect early in 1942.
'anadian
broadcasting
stations
ave not increased
rates for
some
ime except in the case of stations
iven power boosts, a number of
.'hich will be going on the air with
icreased power shortly. Should
fie interpretation given by broadasting executives be correct, these
tations will be able to increase
'it f heir advertising rates to cover the
icrease in power.
The price ceiling order is tied
nth a wage stabilization order,
urtailing wage increases except
or promotions and increased reponsibilities. The wage stabiliza'.on order also goes into effect Nov.
7, calls for a compulsory cost-of-

DUNKING, perhaps, is the hobby
of Chick Allison, sales promotion
manager of WLW, Cincinnati, who
plays the feature role in this delightful genre. Pulling Chick's
noggin out of the bucket are Win
Levy, WSAI promotion manager,
and Howard R. Chamberlain, assistant program director of WLW.
Chick started the fun by setting
up the bucket (dura-zinc-alloy by
^^^leeling Steel, No. 4A) for an
apple bobbing contest among
stenographers of WLW.

SALE of KLBM, LaGrande, Ore.,
by Harold M. Finlay, present licensee of the station, to Ben E. Stone,
general manager of KOOS, Marshfield, Ore., and secretary-treasurer
of KVAN, Vancouver, Wash., was
approved by the FCC last Tuesday.
Deal, involving a total consideration of $10,000, was authorized with
the FCC which stipulated that such
action is not to be construed as an
approval
of any subsequent
assignment or transfer
of the license
by
reason of default on the part of
the assignee or otherwise. Mr.
Findlay, formerly publisher of the
LaGrande Observe)-, has been manager of KLBM since its inception
in 1938.

NAMES
... and News

living bonus of 25 cents per week
for each rise of one point in the
cost-of-living index announced by
Ottawa.
While the cost-of-living bonus is
paid by a number of broadcasting
stations and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to employes, few
broadcasting stations will be affected immediately by the wage stabilization order. It will at first apply
only to concerns employing more
than 50 persons, which eliminates
all but a few of the Canadian stations and broadcasting organizations, though including major advertising agencies and the CBC.
Later smaller concerns will come
within the wage stabilization order
as the organization for controlling
it becomes organized. The cost-ofliving bonus if not already being
paid, must be paid by all employers
bv Feb. 15, 1942.

Fleischmann's on MBS
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
(Fleischmann's Yeast), on Jan. 6
will
start sponsorship
of What's
My
replacement
the Name,
Chase summer
& Sanborn
Program for
on
NBC-Red, Sunday, 8-8:30, on approximately 80MBS stations, Tuesday, 8-8:30 p.m. Heard during the
summer in the interests of comRoyal Gelatin
& Puddings
through pany's
Sherman
K. Ellis
& Co.,
New York, program with Arline
and John Reid King back in the
starring roles, will have same general format, according to Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York, agency
handling
which Jan.
also
takes overFleischmann's,
Chase & Sanborn
1 [Broadcasting, Nov. 3].

MAKE
Makes

'*\NHO'S NEWS'',

NEWS

Listeners LISTEN I

new NBC-Recorded

presents 39 ''Names in the News"

Series

in Person!

PEOPLE — fascinating people, unusual people,
well-known people — people who make the headlines and whose everyday doings are of interest to
millions! Those are the people your listeners will
meet on WHO'S NEWS, new NBC-recorded series
of five-minute programs. Each is complete in itself,
or may be used to high-light longer shows.
In each program, George Romilly chats informally
with one of America's leaders in the arts, sciences,
business, sports, music or the entertainment world.
Rube Goldberg, for instance, describes his invention for getting rid of olive pits at cocktail parties,
Burnet Hershey tells how he scooped the world on
the terms of the Versailles Treaty. Alexander de
Seversky tells of America's needs in aviation. Jolm
Robert Powers lists the requirements of a successful photographer's model. Admiral Richard E. Bvrd
— Leopold Stokowski — Alice Duer Miller — ^ alter
Duranty — Dr. George Gallup . . . these are onlv a few
of the personalities actually appearing in WHO'S
NEWS. Write for complete information today!

LARGEST
5000
OVER

MAR'^S;^
adio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA BIdg., Radio City, N. Y. • Merchandise Mori, Chicago
Trans-Lux BIdg., Washington, D. C. • Sunset & Vine, Hollywood

WATT$.SWiW
METROPOLITAN

NEW

YORK
Page
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KGEI, General Electric international
short-wave station at San Francisco,
recently augmented its news service
1).V tlie purcliase of Associated Press
for its many newscasts to foreign
lands. Manager Buck Harris states
that hoth INS and Associated Press
are now used to send out news in
English, Spanish. Dutch, French, and
Chinese — both ^Mandarin and Cantonese dialects.

50,000

WATTS

SALT LAKE

CITY

CBS

KGO. San Francisco, in mid-October
carried a special pickup direct from
the lobby of the Central Bank of
(Oakland when the institution celebrated its golden .iubilee. Featured on
the broadcast, highlighted by NBC
stars in costume, were music and
reminiscences
of the
(iay 90's.
along
with appearances
b,v veteran
employes
and early depositors, and Mayor .John
F. Slavich. of Oakland.
WTjW. Cincinnati, on Nov. 12 observed the golden anniversar.v of Pa
••ind Ma ]McCormick. veteran members
of the station talent staff. Now in
their Kith year as WLW entertainers,
the elderly pair drive from ^lason, O..
each morning to open the Top O the
]\[oniiii(j program at 5 a.m.
KGBS. Harlingen, Tex., relayed its
yiortalile recording equipment to the
bank of the raging fioodwagers of
the Rio (irande on Oct. 27. While
there the international bridge to ^lexico collap.sed .-iikI the KGBS staff
recorded the event with actual sound
effects. The disc was played the following day and twice more later
when requests flooded the station.
KTKC, Yisalia, Cal., has established
RC'A-equipped
mezzanine floor remote
of Hotelstudios
Fresno.on the

KDYL, Salt Lake City, was on the
air with a description of a recent
.$250,000 fire in downtown Salt Lake
City in record-breaking time. From
the time instructions were given to
roll out the KDYL mobile unit to the
actual start of the broadcast only 11
minutes elapsed.
WLOK, Lima, O.. on Oct. 27 formally
dedicated new studios in nearb.y Van
Wert. O. The new studios, located
in the main auditorium of the Marsh
Foundation School, will be used primaril.v for educational broadcasts. On
hand for the dedication were Judith
C. Waller. i)ublic service program
director of NBC central division,
various WLOK executives and officials
of
the Fort Industry Co.. owners of
WLOK.
WHOP. Hopkinsville, Ky.. was on
hand with an on-the-siiot broadcast
from Nortonsville, Ky., following the
recent mine explosion tragedy. Manager Ernest Lackey and B. A. Smith,
chief engineer, rushed to the scene.
Finding no a. c. current and only one
dial system in the community, they
(unlisted the aid of the Bell Telephone
Co. and Kentucky Electric power
linesmen to put in a special hookup.
KDKA. Pittsburgh, has added the
direct-wire
service
Renter's
its
news facilities.
The of
station,
whichtoalso
has United Press and Associated Press
coverage, as well as Western Union
ticker
sports,
willmidnight
use Renter's
copy on for
a daily
]l:4.j
newscast.
R. W. DU^IM. special events and
l)rogram director of KSFO. San Frantranscription cisco,
to the presented
annuala special
convention
of the
Redwood Empire Assn.. in Eureka,
incorporating bits from eight different
l)roadcasts made in the Redwood
Empire of California during the year.

KGVO. Missoula, ]Mont.. is presiin
ing a daily cooperatively sponsori I
]irograni. CdlVniy All Women. whi<
includes a cor)king school as well
wide variety of features of interest t
women. A daily contest gives listeiji i
a chance to win points which at iIj
end of three months determine ili
winner of certain household ajiplianee
and other prizes.
KA'I. Tacoma, Wash., contributed t i
Navy Day by presenting a sjjecial
short wave broadcast from the yaehi
Crulhuif Ladi) Naval
when K\'I
announcers
accompanied
Otiiceis
setting
out to meet the Flotilla of the Marine
I'arade in Commencement Ba.v .lust
outside Tacoma Harbour. Flotilla consisted of fifteen naval vessels — four
destroyers, four minesweei:)ers, five
patrol
boats Discussion
and two anti-submarine
net tenders.
of Navy Day
and its origin featured the broadcast.
(;)NCE a week, the Georgia Jithilec
(rung, featured hill-billy entertainer?
of WSB, Atlanta, goes to some hospital or sauitorium in the state and presents a half-hour show for the shut
ins and patients. Initial show wa>
originated at Fort McPhersoii
Hospital.
WDNC. Durham. N. C, is iiresentin;^
the weekly Your Duke Parade from thi
Page Auditorium of Duke U before
a capacity audence of several thonsam
students. The show, a variety broad
cast, is entirely iiroduced. aunouncei
and performed by the Duke students
WNAX. Yankton, S. D.. on Nov. :
originated the Voc Pop program o
Wally Bntterworth and Parks .John
.son from Winner. S. D.. famed for it
pheasant hunting grounds. Here the;
interviewed Winner citizens and hunt
ers from this real Indian couuti-y. n
capturing
the spirit audience
of the Old
Wes
from
an assembled
of 1.200.

5?0

With its new power and
more favorable position
on the dial, KDAL now
delivers more than twice
as many listeners in its
expanded coverage
area. More listeners piys
complete merchandising
and promotion make
schedules.
^
KDAL a "must''Jon any
^
^^^
PETERS,
l.\C.
Exclusive Nationat

KDAL
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oordinating
proposed

Group

at Meeting

jCREEMENT that a special comlittee, perhaps under the supersion of the FCC, should be formed
o aid the television industry in
^ work for defense by coordinatg all ends of the Government in
operation with manufacturers of
^ viipment and operators of tele•;|sion stations" was reached Nov.
according to Norman D. Waters,
esident of Norman D. Waters &
ssociates, following a meeting in
s New York offices with reprentatives of television manufacl(|:|.rers and the broadcasting iniistry.
Mr. Waters stated such a comlittee should be non-partisan, non)litical and unbiased, with no con;ction with the commercial telesion. It would act as a central
iljency or clearing house to serve
the public's interest and help the
dustry accomplish the maximum
a defense medium.
Met With Fly
Mr. Waters gave a report of his
cent trip to Washington to talk
er the same problems with FCC
lairman James L. Fly and other
^Dvernment officials.
Chairman Fly had no comment
y,mIIi Mr. Water's plan beyond eml^fti'iiasizing that the FCC was "defilltely interested" in keeping tele■jsion clicking during the emer^ncy. He hoped visual broadcastin
ld be used more broadly
woujs
ii
|e defense effort, stressing the imrtance of maintaining television
it can go ahead when the crisis
sses.
Mr. Waters, a pioneer television
|-ogram producer [Broadcasting,
bt. 27], late in October first made
[iblic his plans for a wider use of
ijlevision in national defense. He
tubs of Television, through which
jmers of television receivers would
♦en their homes and business
faces to a vastly increased teleision audience.
Present at the meeting with Mr.
I'aters were Noran Kersta, repre-

'!N ENTIRE WINDOW of the
bhn C. Maclnnes Co., Worcester,
lass., is devoted to the participaon of WTAG in the annual H. P.
avis National Memorial An,juncer's Contest. The model is
Taped in what the well-dressed an'suncer should wear. Phil Jasen,
'TAG
promotion
manager,
.nged displays
in other
stores. arriii' ROADCASTING

for

Video

Defense

Called by Waters
senting NBC and RCA; Leonard
Hole, CBS; Bert Harkins, WOR,
New York; Dr. D. W. May, General Electric Co.; F. A. D. Andrea,
Fada Radio Co.; Mortimer W.
Loewi, Allen B. DuMont Labs.,
and Seymour Turner, Paramount
Pictures.
FM DIRECTS TRAINS
Ordnance Plant Uses Radio
Instead of Blocks
FM RADIO, instead of signal
blocks or lights, will be used to direct trainloads of TNT, artillery
shell, aircraft bombs and antitank
mines through the immense switchyards of the Elwood Ordnance
Plant, Joliet, 111., the Army Ordnance Department announced last
Tuesday. All dispatching will be
done by radio — the first exclusive
reliance on radio control for directing such large scale switching
operations as those in the 22-square
mile tei'minal yard, according to
the War Department.
Radio was considered a safer and
more positive method of control for
directing high explosive freight in
the plant yards than the ordinary
block signals, which are made inoperative by fog or other adverse
weather conditions, it was stated.
The train control equipment operates on a separate frequency from
that of the guard and fire department radio. The special equipment,
incorporating every conceivable
protection against sabotage, was
manufactured by the General Railway Signal Corp.
License Modifications
Granted to Four Locals
MODIFICATIONS of licenses to
operate with 250 watts were
granted four locals by the FCC
at its meeting last Tuesday.
KWBW, Hutchinson, Kan., was
authorized to increase day and
night power to 250 watts with
changes in equipment, subject to
submission of field intensity measurements on directional performance.
WCAZ, Carthage, 111., was
granted authority to change equipment and increase power from 100
to 250 watts, daytime only, on
1080 kc. KMYC, Marysville, Cal.,
was granted a modification to increase day and night power to 250
watts on 1450 kc. WFIG, Sumter,
S. C, was granted a similar
authorization on 1340 kc.
Coast Macaroni Test
WALTER G. BRAY Co., Oakland,
Cal. (Mueller macaroni), recently
started a test campaign on KFRC,
San Francisco, using 100-word spot
announcements three times weekly
for 10 weeks. This is the first radio
used by the advertiser. If campaign
proves successful the sponsor will
probably expand its radio to other
leading markets on the Coast, according to the agency handling the
account, the Johnston Co., San
Francisco.
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THEY

GROW
. . . when coaxed by W H K.
Cleveland's South Side
Federal Savings and Loan
Association admits gains of
l,500 new savings accounts,
$2,000,000 in savings,
$3,000,000 in mortgage
loans and increases of
$1,500,000 in total resources. So says Allen C.
Knowles, Executive Vice
President.

WHK
CLEVELAND,
Represented by: PAUL

AT

H. RAYMER

CO.

LAST

A GOOD
BASE

OHIO

PAPER

RECORDING
BLANK

engine
ed the
have record
rejecting
ideaersof
MANY
using papercording.base
discsfeel
for that
reYou may
way about them, too. But we
think you may change your
mind when you see the new,
improved Presto Monogram
Disc. We sent samples of this
disc to a few stations in July.
In every case they started to
use them immediately in
ty. are not as smooth as
quanti
They
our glass or recoated aluminum discs
don't recommendand
them forwereproducing

ideal for reference recordings.
They're lightweight, easy to
file, safe to handle or mail anywhere and the price is 40%
less than our standard discs.
The base of the Monogram
disc is cardboard— the flattest,
smoothest stock obtainable.
The coating material is exactly
the same as our highest grade
discs. They cut with the same
needle pressure and angle.
Surface noise is nil.
The Monogram disc is made
in all sizes up to 16". It's worth
knowing about. Order a sample carton today.
of 10 from your
distributor

delayed broadcasts but they're
In Other CiliM, Phoiw . . . ATLANTA, Ja<k. 4372 . BOSTON, Bal. 4510
CHICAGO, Hor. 4240 • CIEVEIAND, Me. 1565 • DAllAS, 37093 . OejVER,
PRESIO
Ch.42?7 ♦ DETROIT, Univ. 1-01 80 . HOUYWOOD, Hll. 9133 . KANSAS
CITY,
Vic.4«3l . MINNEAPOLIS, Atlantic 421 & . MONTREAL, Wei. 42 It
RECORDING CORP. PHIS.AOEU>HI
A, Penny. 0542 . ROCHESTER, Cul. S54S . SAN FRANCIS.
CO,
Yu.
0231 . SEATTLE, Sen, 2560 . WASHINGTON, O. C, Shep. 4003
242 WEST 55th ST. N.Y.
WoVfcf't Largatt Moi>ufa<turer* of Intantaneovt Sound Recording tquipmoitt and Ditct
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AUDITIONING
Board Named

CHILD

PROGRAMS

by Radio Council to Function as

A Proving Ground
A PRE-AUDITION BOARD, comprising men and women in business
and professions, to act as a proving ground for proposed children's
programs, and offering its services
to all agencies, was announced by
the Radio Council on Children's
Programs at a luncheon meeting
held recently in New York. Leaders in radio, advertising agencies
and educational fields were heard
during the three-hour session, presided over by the new permanent
president, Mrs. Nathaniel Singer.
A constitution and by-laws were
drawn up, marking the formal organization of the group which had
been operating on an informal
basis for the last years.
Three-Point Program
Mrs. Singer proposed a threepoint
program:
That the
homicidal
numbers"(a)
to which
the
young generation likes to listen before pattering off to slumberland,
be retired; (b) good programs be
allowed to remain and not die an
untimely death, sponsor or no
sponsor; (c) new programs sought
and developed which deal with
loyalty to America — devotion to
this new democracy — the American
of Life."
Way
Among the speakers who discussed various aspects of the sug-

for Broadcasts
gested program were Sidney Strotz,
NBC vice-president in charge of
programs; Niles Trammell, NBC
president; Sterling Fisher, CBS director of education; Jules Seebach,
representing MBS; Neville Miller,
NAB president, and Ed Kirby, formerly of NAB, now head of the radio division of the War Department.
Governing board set up by the
council includes: Mrs. Nathaniel,
president; Mrs. Doi'othy Lewis,
vice-president; Mr. Wilson Parkhill, treasurer; Rita Hochheimer,
secretary; Mrs. Harold V. MilliComer, Irene Smith
Virginia
gan, Erik
and
Barnouw.
'Pantagraph' Yields
THE BLOOMINGTON (111.) Daily
Panta graph has succumbed at last.
One of the few remaining dailies which
steadfastly refused to publish agate
listings of radio programs, the paper,
through managing editor Arthur
^loore. notified
stations
in the
listening
area that
after ten
yearscity's
the
listings will again be published
Harold Adams is radio editor.
RAYMOND GRAM SWING, MBS
news analyst, starting the week of
Nov. 3 dropped his Friday evening
broadcast and resumed on Thursday
evening 10-10:15 p.m. He is now
heard Monday thru Thursday.

^\..addedl;ales. ..^traced
advertising :..(over
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Station

W. H. Behrman

Resigns

As Manager
of WISH
RESIGNATION of William H.
Behrman as general manager of
WISH, Indianapolis, which began
operation several months ago, was
announced last
week by C. Bruce
McConnell, president. Mr. Behrman has not
nounced anfuture
plans. Prior to
joining
new
station the
last
March, man
Mr.forBehrnine
years had been
Mr. Behrman
vice-president and
general manager of WBOW, Terre
Haute. Before taking over management of WBOW, he headed
WGBF, Evansville.
Mr. McConnell announced he
would assume policy direction of
the station, with R. E. Bausman,
commercial manager, taking over
other managerial functions. Mr.
McConnell is sales manager of
Merchandise Brokers Inc., tobacco
and candy wholesalers, and owns
33 1/3 9c of the station. Mr. Bausman joined WISH with its inauguation, having served formerly as
commercial manager of WIRE, Indianapolis, and afterward with
WRAL, Raleigh.
Boardwalk

Slump

RADIO'S effectiveness as an advertising medium has prompted
national advertisers to withdraw
their
exhibitsitfrom
boardwalk,
was Atlantic
declaredCity's
last
Monday by Harold Faunce, resort
realtor, in protesting to the County
Tax Board a $300,000 assessment
on the property of Central Pier Co.
Appearing as an expert, Mr.
Faunce stated that while the ocean
pier was built originally for national exhibitors, this variety of
boardwalk tenant is becoming extinct. Advertising managers and
agencies, he said, either were turning to radio and national magazines or were being forced to prune
their advertising budgets.
GE Names Brewer
CHARLES A. BREWER, since 1938
executive assistant to the head of
General Electric
Co.'s appliance
and
merchandise
department
in Bridgeport.
Conn., has been appointed manager of
distribution services, also supervising
commercial research.

Pressure
Still

Group

Protestin

MBS Latest to Be Subject >
Complaint to the FCC
WITH the scene shifting betwec
the America First Committee ai
Fight For Freedom Inc., broadcaf.
ers last week found themselves st
in the midst of the continuesquabble among patriotic pressu
groups about radio coverage.
Immediately after a protest
AFC, which was about wrung d
during an exchange of correspo
dence between NBC and CBS a
FCC Chairman James Lawren
Fly, in which the networks deni
alleged unfairness as between
terventionist and non-interventir
ist groups [Broadcasting, Nov.
a storm arose from Fight For Fn
dom, which attacked MBS for i
providing time to answer an Al
broadcast carried by that netwo
Protest to Fly
Wiring a protest to Chairm •
Fly last Monday, Ulric Bell, cha'
man of the FEE executive comn'
tee, charged that MBS probal
had "responded to pressure fr
its Chicago Tribune owners" a
that the network "discrimina
against those who want Hitleri
destroyed". The complaint elici
a request to MBS from Chairn"
Fly for
a "statement
of facts"
how
the FFF-AFC
matter
had
handled by the network.
In refusing FFF's request
time,
MBS time
explained
requested
on the that
basis"At
they wanted to answer the Pri
dent; therefore, we do not feel
can allot time now to answer thei
Last Wednesday, answering Chj
man Fly's request for an expla
tion, Fred Weber, MBS gen€
manager, called attention to
MBS system of supplying pick
for network service through af
ated stations, stating that in
controverted case FFF had
preached WOR, New York key
MBS, which "found it necessarj
decline the broadcast", thus m
ing the proposed talk unavaib
to be fed to MBS stations. The 1
sons, would
not stated
Mr. Weber's
ter,
be setin forth
in a 1,
letter, he said.

WISN

MILWAUKEE
COtAPLElE CENTRAL
NEW ENGLAND
COVERAGE

WTAG
WORCESTER

WATTS
DAY &
NIGHT

5,000
NBC BASIC RED AND YANKEE NETWORKS
EDWARD PETR¥ & CO.. INC.— NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
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EDUCATIONAL PLAN
Colleges and Stations Form
— New England Group
SDUCATIONAL RADIO Council,
:omposed of five Connecticut Valley
:0lleges and three cooperating New
jiingland stations, was formed early
?li November to improve the educa■ional features currently carried by
,|ember stations and develop new
i|ries. The group includes Amherst
lollege, Massachusetts State Col/|:ge. Mount Holyoke College, Smith
'lollege, Springfield College, and
VSPR Springfield, WHYN, Holjjoke, and WHAI, Greenfield.
^ij/BRK, Pittsfield, also has been indenj/Hted to cooperate and is expected
p join the group.
iji Chairman
of the counsel is
Jrancis C. Pray, of Mossachusetts
^jtate, with Anne Wilder, of Mount
lolyoke, as secretary. Representing
'^jie stations on the Council are
'•^Karren Greenwood, WHAI, Wal™|»iitt Wyllie and Muriel Landers,
1 f'HYN, Brackett,
Wayne Henry
Latham
and
.irj^fjtuincy
WSPR.
Recordjjj,,i.gs of programs are to be made,
Ihich will be played back later in
, Ae year for analysis by radio ex™ jferts and college representatives
' WifT criticism.
Roundtable Returns
ETURXIXG TO CBS after a
ven-week recess. Invitation to Learng. round table program featuring the
erary classics, will start Nov. 16
ith Mark Van Doren. Pulitzer Prize
'jinner
inchairman.
poetry, serving
again
inirmal
Leon director,
Levine,as will
asstant CBS
education
/(■oduce.

Radio
Rides the Gain

BEAUTIES of the wide open
spaces are the subject of the conversation among 0. P. Soule (left),
owner of KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho,
and KTFI, Twin Falls, Mrs. Wythe
Walker, and Wythe Walker, the
stations' national sales representative. The Walkers were making a
tour of the West at the time.
Grombach Suspends
GROMBACH PRODUCTIONS
Inc., New York transcription firm,
has suspended operation and closed
its offices until the end of the national emergency with the call to
active military duty of its president, Jean V. Grombach, who is a
major in the National Guard. In
the interim Stanley Lazarus, company attorney, will handle all old
Grombach business.
WILLIAM SHIFFRIN has resigned
as an associate of A. «& S. Lyons Inc.,
Beverly Hills, Cal., talent agency, to
resume a former affiliation with A.
George Volck Inc., Los Angeles, artists
service. He becomes vice-president of
the latter agency and takes over as
head of that office when Volck reports
Nov. 17 for active naval duty as
lieutenant-commander.

VIEW OF DOWNTOWN
(0 |rOADCASTING
i

• Broadcast

WSM, Nashville, each week
carries Fort Jackson on Parade, Army talent program
originating at Fort Jackson,
S. C, 400 miles away. A complete staff to handle the program has been recruited
from soldiers at the fort. Recently, with the boys off
on maneuvers, WSM discovered no engineer could be
found at camp to monitor
the program. But right on
schedule the regular pickup
came through. After the
broadcast the WSM control
room received a long distance
call from Lieut. Col. Frank
L. Whittaker, executive officer of Fort Jackson. Complimented for the fine emergency
engineering
one at the fort
had job
done,someCol.
Whittaker
replied:
In the absence
of an "Thanks.
engineer
I just took the bull by the
horns and did the job myself".
Kentucky Air School
FIVE programs weekly are fed from
the U of Kentucky to a nationwide
MBS hookup, the largest audience of
any university in the country, according to a release last week of the university's publicity
The U
of Kentucky
also department.
lists 17 programs
that are originated each week through
the school. Four are broadcast over the
regional Southern Network while the
other eight are carried by either
WHAS.
ton, Ky. Louisville, or WLAP, Lexing-

Division

Officers

Named by Defense Group
RADIO DIVISION subcommittee
chairmen of the Committee on Information, Defense Savings staff of
New York State, has been announced by Hugh Kendall Boice,
vice-president in charge of sales of
WQXR, and recently appointed
chairman of the division. Stuart
Peabody, advertising director of
the Borden Co., is chairman of the
subcommittee in charge of agency
contacts for radio ideas; P. Wesley
Combs, vice-president of Wm. Esty
& Co., New York State station
contacts; Walter Craig, program
director of WMCA, programs.
W. H. Taylor, former manager
of CBS'
Detroit
is vice-chairman of the
Radio office,
Division,
and also
heads the subcommittees in charge
of commercial sponsors' contacts
and New York City station contacts. The committee on information is headed by Arthur Kudner,
president of Arthur Kudner Inc.,
with Samuel D. Fuson, vice-president of the same agency, as vicechairman.

' Minon 'Club
CREAMCerea
OF lWHEAT
Corp.,
neapolis (cereal), through BBDO,
Minneapolis, has purchased a twiceweekly
quarter-hour
on NBC-Blue
Breakfast
Club starting
Nov. 14.
Company will sponsor the program
on 60 stations Fridays and Saturdays at 9-9:15 a.m. Program's
other sponsor, Swift & Co., Chicago, has a quarter-hour period on
days.
Thursdays,
Fridays and Satur-

WASHINGTON WHERE MANY IMPORTANT GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS ARE LOCATED— Falrchild Aerial Photo
Advertising
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120,000
Regular

FM

Service

for

Philadelphia

Begun as W53PH,
W69PH
Make
Debut
Oct. 31, on which day permission
FM SERVICE to Philadelphia and
applied for. Approval came
the adjacent areas began -within was
late Nov. 1 and transmission
the last fortnight, W69PH, FM
adjunct of WCAU, has gone on started the next day. Actually, the
broadcast was made to test the
preliminary program tests prepara10,000-watt transmitter atop a centory to regular operation, while
W53PH, FM station of WFIL,
ter city building, which is to provide FM service for a 9,300 square
announced it would inaugurate
operation on Nov. 10 from 2 to 8 mile area. During the testing period, W69PH is broadcasting inp.m. daily. W53PH's plans call for
termittently between noon and 8
no duplication of AM service with
the exception of a few outstanding
Kenneth W. Stowman, director
shows and special events. The staof W69PH, said that at the contion will include special events fea- p.m.
clusion of the test period a regutures planned for FM only and will
carry some of the network shows
lar program schedule will be offered, consisting largely of news
which WFIL is unable to carry
and classical and semi-classical
locally.
music.
Maj. E. H. Armstrong, inventor
of FM; John Shepard 3d, president
of the American Network, with
FOURTH FM GRANT
which W53PH will be affiliated;
and Acting Mayor of Philadelphia
IS GIVEN DETROIT
Bernard Samuels, were the prinDETROIT'S fourth commercial
cipal speakers at the special in- FM
station was authorized last
augural program, 8.30-9.80 p.m.
Tuesday when the FCC issued a
WFIL carried the second halfconstruction permit to the Kinghour of the dedicatory program
Trendle Broadcasting Corp. for
which featured local talent and high-frequency facilities in the
NBC network stars. Samuel R. Motor City. Permittee is also liRosenbaum, president of WFIL,
censee of WXYZ, Detroit, NBCBlue outlet and key station of the
acted as m.c.
Michigan
Network.
Previously WCAU had put its
Grant covers use of the 47.3 mc.
FM station, W69PH, on the air at channel
to cover a service area of
Sunday noon, Nov. 2, to broadcast
6,800 sq. mi. Stipulated also was
the first FM transmission in the
the condition that the present anPhiladelphia area. Decision to rush
tenna of WXYZ be changed to alW69PH into operation was taken
low installation of an FM turnstile antenna on the west tower of
the directional array. Call letters
will probably be W73D.
Previously FM outlets had been
authorized to three of the city's
other standard stations — WWJ
(W45D), WJLB (W49D) and
WJR
(W53D)—
Detroit's
fifth station,
WJBK,while
has submitted
an application for an FM station.
Non-commercial FM facilities
were granted to the Board of EduENGINEERS
Wherever
!nsf«lie(i —

IT LOOKS GOOD to me says Kenneth W. Stowman (left), director
of
station
WCAU's
FM FMoutlet
in W69PH,
Philadelphia,
and
George Lewis, technical director,
during the station's Nov. 2 debut.
cation of the Memphis (Tenn.) City
Schools at the same meeting with
the granting of a construction permit for operation on 42.1 mc. with
250 watts. Condition was imposed
that the permitee should apply for
modification of its construction permit to specify equipment for FM
instead of AM as originally set
forth.
Award for Truth
SPECIAL award for truth in presenting aradio show will be made
to the CBS Death Valley Days program by the Parents' Magazine
Press,zinepublisher
of Parents'
Magaand True Comics
during
the
regular broadcast of the program
next Thursday night, 8-8:30 p.m.,
with rebroadcast 12:30-1 a.m. The
Old Ranger, narrator of the series
which is based on authentic stories
of Death Valley, will receive the
plaque.
Program
is the Pacific Coast
Borax sponsor
Co.
THE CBS College Broadcast Service,
which started last year as the first publicity division exclusively for college
editors, is now releasing weekly news
on all three major networks to 450
editors of university newspapers and
magazine, written by Walter Murphy
of CBS' publicity stafE.
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Set

In Homes
Claime
Philco Claims Most Sales
Sets in Recent Months
MORE THAN 120,000 FM sets ai
now installed in American hom^:
as compared to the 15,000 sets
homes at the start of 1941, accoi
ing to FM Broadcasters Inc., a
compiled from figures reported b

expecfatiofls. No wonder
atert engineert look fo
Lingo for top efficiency
in<i managers are enfhused by the increased
sales made possible
by increased signal
strength and coverage.
Photo shows instal ation of the
350 ft.
Lingo
Tubular Steel
Radiator
at station WBOC,
Salisbury, Md.

FM

LABS.,
EIMGINEERING
. Y.
N
,
y
t
i
C
d
Islan
Long

INC.

BROADCASTING

FM out
set about
manufacturers,
now aturr
ing
1,500 receivers
da; '
Although a score manufacture!
are now producing 100 differer
FM models that the public may bu;
the supply still lags noticeably bi
hind demand in most cities whei
FM activity has been lively, FME
stated, adding that distributors r
port their orders remain 207c 1
50% ahead of shipments receive
from factories.
New York in Lead
Of the total sets in homes, Ne
York has between 25,000 ar
30,000; Chicago, over 15,000; Ne
England more than 10,000; Detro:
6,000; Los Angeles, 6,000; Phil
delphia 5,000; Milwaukee, 3,80
Pittsburgh 3,500; Hartford, 2,70'
Albany - Schenectady 2,500; £
Louis with three stations buildin
1,600 sets; Cleveland, 2,000; Ka,
sas City, 1,600, and San Francis(j
1,700.
Emphasizing that low pric
"will do more than anything el
to stimulate public interest in FJM
Thomas A. Kennally, vice-prer
dent of Philco Corp., Philadelph:
claimed recently that since June
this year, sales of Philco low-pric
FM-AM receivers have exceed
those of all other kinds of FM se
'
combined.
Philco's Aim
Philco's most important aim
the development of FM is to gi
customers primarily interested
radio entertainment on the A
banld a chance to sample FM
small additional cost, thus bringi
the advantages of FM to the
tention of more and more peoj
Mr. Kennally declared. Every ti
in a Philco FM set operates on b(
FM and AM, while simplicity
operation is achieved in the Phi
through the circuit arrangeme
making it possible to tune in F
standard broadcasts and shortw;
programs with a single dial am
single set of controls, he said.
Worcester FM Change
WIXTG, FM adjunct of WT^
Worcester, Mass., will operate w i
a revised program schedule, eft tive immediately, it was announ ,
last Monday by William T. Oanagh, program
andnewproduct'
manager.
Under the
scheqf
the FM station will feature a i '
series of local live broadcasts j
pared especially for WIXTG i
not
WTAG.library
To oi ;('
ate duplicated
separately, onspecial
music clearance departments h |«
been set up for each station.
U. S. PROUUCTS Corp., San J
Cal. (glass-packed food) has na J
Richard Jorgensen Adv., S^n Jose s
agency, and is said to be using ra
• Broadcast

Advertisi',

» Holiday

Boom

High Level
of Recent
Month Reduces

Usual Swing
j (Continued from Page 7)
iias business will take care of all
lie stocks they can supply.
This same view was expressed
V several other agencies, which
ajiaintained that with priorities
siolding up delivery on certain
,:lroducts, too much "high-pressure"
.^Advertising this year would find
-rj ^Idvertisers
meet also
the pubjc demand. unable
Dealersto feel
that
icreased salaries due to expandig defense industries have "put
eople in the mood to spend", and
lat special holiday advertising
night find companies unable to
eep up with the potential dollar
utlay.
Although the stations in the New
ork area all i-eported "no special
hristmas business," the consensus
I spokesmen interviewed showed
-™c|business
everthan
before",
PiiiGlbusiness better
200% than
better
last
Isdjiear, with only 46 minutes a week
n-fjj;ill unsold", and "largest volume
■' i'if business currently scheduled in
lie history of the station",
"-^ff WOR, for instance, announced
■ ^'%st week that sales for August,
icKijeptember and October of 1941
ijeached an all-time high, making
piicoiie third quarter of this year the
in the
station's from
history.tranSimilar
statements
■mj j^fjlirgest
[iription
companies
showed
book!-crej5i
■jUjiigs way above average, sales
■il sizably ahead of last year", "more
^? 'rograms sold locally than ever
■™'*iefore", and a specific report from
l^'^'^ne company of a general increase
^^jf 40% over last year,
ji Through the general feeling of
li profitable Christmas season and
I pi upward trend in the volume of
aim 'jadio advertising, there seems to
- f];e some apprehension as to the
...^ Sect on business early next year
''' ,j^f the war in Europe and of the
p.,' iriority
country,
'•^.ii
Some situation
stations in
feelthisthat
non^ffllefense or non-priority products
tiieslnll fill in any slack caused by the
:eo;glightening up through priorities of
rvtEther products such as refrigera'.jjjjors, automobiles, etc. Others said
''.^ Ihat even among the commodities
"p," j ncertainty
ot aifected as
by defense
there was
in the packaging
;'*^roblem, for instance, making it
-"ifRcult
companies
rt^J' orrugatedforboxes,
tinfoil,toor obtain
tubes
laiJior face creams.
■^ll On the whole, the outlook for
;|he Christmas season just getting
Imder way seems to be better than
llgeJver before from the standpoint of
jTanscription campaigns for luxury
:^ 5

Not
Up to Former
Years
gift items; general business from
This year, however, a large number of midwestern stations report
the stations' point of view has
reached an all-time high for the that retailers, more than ever before, are entering into special
entire year of 1941, while the fuChristmas promotions. Special
ture prospect, though encouraging
at present, is viewed with rather a transcribed Christmas programs
are finding local sponsors that
"can't tell yet" attitude.
heretofore have not been sold on
the advantages of holiday radio
CHICAGO
promotion. Here again, however, a
number of stations reported that
NO SPECTACULAR INCREASE
they haven't made any concerted
in the total dollar volume of radio effort to go after the Christmas
because of the tight schedadvertising during the 1941 holiday business
ule situation.
season is anticipated by Chicago
Direct Sale Items
timebuyers, station representatives,
and midwestern stations. Although
One of the largest users of radio
one ofmas the
greatestthisChristout of Chicago during the holiday
seasonsnation's
is predicted
year,
season
will be advertisers of direct
a glance at the national spot picture reveals that a few isolated ac- sale items — books, fountain pens,
counts here and there will be us- jewelry. Since the time is purchased outright in direct proporing radio for special Christmas
tion to the sales return, Christpromotion.
mas offers are expected to increase
National spot billing is up over
last year, and December, 1941, will considerably the time used by these
undoubtedly show a healthy in- advertisers. One advertiser of fountain pens will be using 230 stations
crease over the same month last
year. But spot business is good. during the holidays, and expects to
spent about $3,000 a week on one
In fact, if it were not so good,
Chicago station alone during the
national advertisers whose annual
Christmas weeks.
use of newspapers and magazines
for Christmas promotion is deterManufacturers of men's furnishings— neckwear, shirts, gloves,
mined by tradition, might be aphose,
novelties — have never in the
proached with more vigor to try expast been strong radio advertisers,
tensive Christmas radio campaigns.
and there is no indication that this
Seller's Market
will not be true again this year.
As one station representative put Electrical appliances, toasters,
it, "Of course, we're out to get the mixers, waffle irons, electric irons,
business we can, but radio is en- high on the Christmas gift list,
a seller's
market,
we
have a joying
tough
enough
time and
finding
availabilities for sponsors who
want 26 and 52-week contracts
rather than finding time for an advertiser who wants to go on the air
at Christmas time for two or three

are promoted through local utilities, and by manufacturers, for the
greater part, through magazines.
Radio will enjoy a merry Christmas as a result of a banner year
[predicted in Broadcasting, Jan. 1,
1941],Nick.
but not as a direct result of
Old
LOS

ANGELES

AS THE WEST COAST prepares
for what is expected to be the busiest, bustlingest and buyingest
Christmas holiday season in its
history, check-up with station operators, representatives, agency executives andthat
many radio
retail will
advertisers reveals
be a
major sumer
media
used
to
attract
contrade.
With new money circulated by
emergency defense workers and
uniformed men stationed at some
82 Pacific Coast Army camps, forts
and aviation bases, retailers and
manufacturers, too, have their
weather eye on opportunities offered by such a bonanza.
Anticipating a record-breaking
holiday buying spree, they plan to
use radio to its fullest extent, with
time already contracted for in
many cases. Scores of advertisers
will augment regular current
schedules with additional spot announcement campaigns, or use participation in local quizes, newscasts and home economic broadcasts. As result several stations already report schedules full for the
pre-holiday season. Agency executives and station representatives
verify this in complaining of the

590

KC

In a few specific instances, food
weeks."
companies,
packers will
and use
national winemeat
distributors
special spot announcement campaigns to announce Christmas offers. A Christmas campaign in behalf of electric shavers is expected
to be repeated this year. But this
business is more than offset by
three and four-week holiday hiatus
taken by some proprietary companies and manufacturers of
staples such as soap products who
explain that during the holiday season their dealers place all counter,
display and selling emphasis on
gift merchandise.

LU
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difficulty in securing station time.
Level of busness on West Coast
stations is at a tremendous peak,
and has been for months. Operators
declare their chief problem is finding time for local accounts due to
the tremendous pressure of national and regional business.
Business Soaring
Current estimates are that the
three Pacific Coast States — California, Washington and Oregon —
have been enriched by more than
three-quarter-of-a-million new persons from other parts of the country since taking of the 1940 census.
These are not penniless migrants,
T3ut solid wage-earners attracted
to the Western states by defense
activity. They are all potential
Christmas shoppers.
California reportedly has 500,000
of these new wage-earners. Airplane manufacturers in California
are currently giving employment
to more than 140,000 workers.
Shipyards employ more than 55,000
persons and it is estimated that before the year is out will have increased that number by 12,000,
iDarring of course, labor difficulties.
Los Angeles alone has had a
.200,000 population increase as result of the defense industry boom
since 1940, thus adding an estimated $36,000,000 monthly to the
industrial payroll. All are potential
buyers. Monthly increase in the
industrial payroll almost doubles
that of last year and will bring the
total for 1941 from $350,000,000
to $375,000,000.
The Los Angeles metropolitan
area now has more than a billion
dollars in defense orders on hand.

PHILADELPHIA
THE PRE-HOLIDAY Christmt.f
month is just anothe)
shopping
month
in the year as far as Phila

BLACKOUT COMMITTEE of KEX, Portland, Ore., kept the station on
the
45 minutes
during the ofcity's
blackout
a mock
raid,airwith
vivid descriptions
the practice
proceedings.
Here,against
(seated,
1 to air
r),
Bill Mock, KEX director of public events, in charge of the show, and
Hank Norton, who wrote the script for the broadcast, poured over the
final plans. While in the background looking on are Phil Irwin, Bob
Thomlinson, Chief Announcer Don Kneass and Rollie Truitt, all of KEX.
The prosperity is especially noticeable in the great Inner-California
Valley, due largely to soaring
prices for cotton and fruit and the
construction of airplane centers
outside of Bakersfield and Sacramento. San Diego's population has
increased by about 100,000 since
Jan. 1. With airplane factories
augmenting present personnel and

-
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"ME, TOO!" says WSAI's Winged Plug, "I'm tops in PROGRAMS .. . with the cream of NBC Blue plus top-flight local
shows. I'm tops in POPULARITY . . . with a flock of my
sponsors on renewal contracts. And I'm tops in PROMOTION . . . through the use of street car and bus cards, neon
signs, news pictures, movie trailers, taxicab covers, downtown window displays and a monthly house-organ for
dealers. Doesn't that make ME a TRIPLE-THREAT? You bet
it does. Try me in YOUR backfield!"
NBC RED AND

BLUE— 5,000 WATTS

NIGHT

AND

DAY

enlarging plants, an additional
50,000 workers are expected to settle in that area within the next
couple months, resulting in more
consumer spending.
Salutary efforts of the West
Coast boom are not confined to any
city or group of cities. Many of the
new developments have sprung up
in previously
beyond the orbitno-man's-land
of metropolitan
areas, thus creating marketing potentialities as yet undreamed of.
The spurt is spread throughout the
West with huge concentrations of
consumers virtually untouched by
any media except radio. Contract
figures for major industrial centers
don't tell the entire story. Subcontract breakdowns, even if they
were
available,
either.share
Therefore, to wouldn't
get a goodly
of this pi-osperity. West Coast department stores will use heavier
pre-holiday schedules, to advertise
every kind of commodity. With the
home-rental shortage in congested
areas, real estate operators are
utilizing radio to advertise new
subdivisions springing up around
airplane factories. Luxury items
such as jewelry, automobiles, perfumes, cosmetics, clothing, furniture, furs, and other commodities
that fall into the category of gifts
will be advertised via radio according to contracts already signed.
Bullock's Inc., Los Angeles (department store), in a three-week
holiday campaign which starts
Nov. 21, will use approximately 26
transcribed spot announcements on
each of a group of local stations.
List includes KHJ KFI KECA
KNX KFWB. Agency is Dana
Jones Co., Los Angeles.

delphia radio is concerned, characteristic are the comments of botladvertising agency and radio station executives alike.
"If another account asks for ra
dio time, I'll have to join the
Foreign Legion,"
says advertising
the radk
director
of a local
agency active in timebuying. Anc
from a station executive comes th<
remark, "Certainly there will be ;
large number of national and loca
advertisers seeking radio time foi
the pre-holiday season. But when
are they going to go with time a
The pre-holiday
now!" boom, isexperi
even merchants,
premium
enced
by local
prac
tically non-existent in local radio
Over a period of years, many loca
merchants confining radio activit;
to holiday seasons only, have sinci
become year-round advertisers
Others, to insure the desired radii
time, have started their campaign
during the early fall.
The national defense boom ii
this area has made it advantageou
for local merchants to extend ad
vertising expenditures to cove
radio schedules since the start o
the fall season. As a matter of fact^
such advertisers as wine concern,
and jewelry houses, each yea
pointing heavily on the pre-holida;
shopping
season,
started
thei
schedules late
in October
or earl;
in November.
Tight Schedules
While there will unquestionabl;
be heavy demands for time for th
December weeks, tight schedule
on all the stations
will make sue'
placements
on a catch-as-catch-ca:
basis. Sales managers of the loca
stations, as a result, do not fee
that December billings can sho\
any decided rise over the high pea
November billings will reach.
Business at all the stations ha
been at holiday levels since th
start of the new season. Station
have
been forcedto toaccommodate
extend the day's;
broadcasting
ad
vertisers and guaranteed time fo
spot campaigns is practically
thing of the past. Advertisers an
agencies are no longer concerne
with "what time," but are satisfied
in merely getting
the "time".
gravating
the situation
is Agi
th
clamoring of local merchants whi
were literally forced off the ai
because the dawn-to-dusk policy s'l
the
stations,
which
hav'
lost part-time
available time
because
of earl
darkness during the winter month;
The unprecedented demand h
radio time at the local stations h;;
long been anticipated by the stt
tions. That one-eighth of the nj
tion's defense program is concei
trated in the Philadelphia area ha
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"dated
boomhasin soared
wage-earners
lit in aturn
retail
lies to a new high with the seailal Christmas shopping period
1 to come. Moreover, because of
I reopening of factories and
c{pyards, there has been a shift in
^Tjjbulation from the small upstate
ij^ns to the metropolitan centers,
ijating an ever-growing market
jbuyers among the wage-earners.
Agencies report that advertisers,
J-etofore turning deaf ears to
*i|tinned campaigns, are now prac|illy begging for a prospectus.
A; lie trend is not in any single directhe boom of prosperity being
oyed by all along the line — low;:|ce merchandise and luxury items
•ce. Radio, station heads, admit,
tB* : getting more than their share.
SAN

FRANCISCO

TIMISM held a wide edge over
ibt in the minds of radio execu3s, timebuyers and advertisers
the San Francisco Bay area in
ard to a record-breaker preiday time-buying. The doubt
t the 1941 holiday air advertiswould reach last year's peak
3 expressed by a minority, who
nted out that due to National
lEense priorities, advertising of
|h merchandise as automobiles,
itrigerators, radios, cameras and
j-nerous other articles, usually
™jivy
at Christmas
season,
would
W curtailed,
if not
completely
ived this year.
That may be the case, said the
lers, but the retail merchants—
partment stores, in particular —
iwell as manufacturers of beverjes, wines and beers and others
spending money of na)rtl| leiving
inal defense workers, will in""'fjpase
their merchants
advertising will
to bear
new
^™Ths. Retail
vn on lower priced, highernover merchandise in their adtising.
Larger merchandise,
ich will be limited in supply this
son due to the government priities, will use radio in some cases,
\}m'tl. very few.
Better Than Rosy
tlowever, all in all, the picture
• the San Francisco bay region
.tions looks better than rosy,
iging by the statements of those
;a[|p|,erviewed by Broadcasting.
W Nelson, general manager of
'0-KGO said that the local billys for the two stations for Octo■, November and December will
80% better than the same three
nths in 1941. "We look for the
eatest pre-holiday season in the
tory of our stations," Mr. Nel^ 1 stated, adding "more retail
tllfires are using our stations now
m ever before and the departE I imt stores are gradually breaking
le St Iwn and using the air medium.
iWilliam Pabst, KFRC general
ontf imager, struck a similar optimisnote in his statement. He added
;iwever, that although pre-holiday
|iio advertising will be good, it
aid be better considering the
aspects for a buying avalanche
ring the pre-Christmas period.
concurred with Mr. Nelson that
bartment stores will probably do
re advertising this year on radio
An at any previous time.
There is one thing that might
ipel this trend, however, for the
3t month there has been a strike
The Emporium, San Francisco's
(ROADCASTING

Can't Collect
JUST PRIOR to Ottawa's
test half-hour blackout recently, an announcer at one
of the tions
Canadian
capital's
stacame through
with this
piece of advice to listeners :
"Anyone killed or injured
during the blackout should
bear in mind they will receive
no payment or compensation."
largest
department store. Although
the Emporium has always been a
very small user of radio, if the
strike is not soon settled, there are
fears it will spread to other stores.
Time Is Scarce
At KSFO, Sales Manager Haan
Tyler stated that time was becoming a serious problem. However,
spots and abbreviated programs,
such as 5 and 10-minute shots,
would be available. A number of retailers, he stated, are contemplating
the use of children's shows for the
pre-holiday
period. this
KSFO's
Christmas business
year prewill
surpass last year's by a wide marKYA, KJBS and KSAN, unaffiligin. ated locals, who derive from 40 to
60% of their business from local
advertisers, foresaw some increase
in time buying for the next 60
days. Manager Ed Franklin, of
KJBS, stated that October was the
best month in the history of the
station and that from present commitments the trend will continue
until the holidays. Advertisers who
never used radio before are beginning to come on KJBS, he said. One
such advertiser is the Crystal
Palace Market, San Francisco's
largest public market. It started
out with a brief test campaign
and is now on a regular schedule.
Harold H. Meyer, KYA manager,
stated that from inquiries and the
general trend, the holiday business
will remain at about the same level
as last year. Because of the limited
supplies of some commodities due
to national defense priorities, radio
naturally will lose some clients, but
on the other hand those who have
supplies available will increase
their radio budgets. KYA is enjoying a good department store
business
crease. and is looking for an inKSAN will enjoy an increase in
business of approximately 20 per
cent over that of last year, Lou

WDSU
NEW

ORLEANS

soon will be
5000

WATTS

Day and Night
WEED AND COMPANY
National Representatives
New York • Detroit • Chicago
San Francisco
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Keplinger, general manager,
stated. The bulk of this business
will be local spot.
Stores Interested
Much the same story of added
commercial time came from the
eastbay in Oakland. Philip G.
Lasky, KROW manager, stated
that his station will show an increase of from 13 to 14% this preholiday season over that of last
year. "A lot of interest is being
shown by department stores this
year," Mr. Lasky said," and before
long they may be knee-deep in
The same story from San Jose,
home of KQW. C. L. McCarthy,
station manager, looks for considradio." erable increases during November
and December, stating that the
local and bay area business would
be the best in years.
Agencies, Too
From the agencies, too, came a
generally optimistic outlook, with a
few notes of doubt sprinkled here
and there as regards the priority
merchandise and its shaving of radio advertising. For instance, in
past years the Electric Appliance
Society of Northern California had
used radio to advertise small electric appliances for the home. This
year, according to Jean Scott
Frickelton, agency handling the account, due to the scarcity of commodities no radio will be used. The
same rang true in the case of a
client of Long Adv. Service. Hassell
Smith, manager, stated that one of
its clients, which sold cameras and
binoculars, formerly went into
In CANADA

ROUND

UP

THANKSGIVING
for
WTSP
ADVERTISERS
There's no controversy on the date.
Every day is Thanksgiving for those
who use the "Double Bonus" Station
for the most economical coverage of
the rich St. Petersburg-Tampa metropolitan area, a $100,000,000 market.
Added to complete coverage of the
St. Petersburg-Tampa market (Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties, Florida's greatest population center) WTSP
offers:
BONUS NO. 1-More than 250,000 winter
vacationists who spend $40,000,000 here
every year.
BONUS NO. 2— Army, Navy and Coast
Guard bases with on annual payroll of
$4,000,000.
WTSP
The Mutual Station
serving the
Metropolitan St. PetersburgTampa Sales Territory
A REGIONAL STATION
St.R. Petersburg
TIMESManager
Affiliate
S. STRATTON,
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

-It's the *All Canada'

wesreRN

Stations

Canada

mm
THE 'MI-CANADA' STAr/ONS
Listener preference stations spotted throughout Western Canada
enable you to cut out the select markets and corral them for your prodstations.
'All-Canada'
on the in
programmes service
by spotting yourandradio
Local ucts,programmes
merchandising
each locality
plus
full market information is yours for the asking, too.
Check with your advertising agency or All-Canada representative
Winnipeg
THE
ALL-CANADA
'WESTERN
Manitoba GROUP'
British Columbia
_CJCA
Edmonton
_CFGP
Grande Prairie
Trail
CJAT
Lethbridge
_CJOC
Kelowna
CKOV
_CJRC
Vancouver CKWX
Saskatchewan
Victoria CJVI
Kamloops CFJC Moose Jaw
CHAB
Prince Albert CKBI
Alberta
Regina
CKCK
m0
Calgary CFAC
Exclusive Representatives ^-a^j^^
U.S.A.-WEED
and
COMPANY
CANADA-AII-Conada Radio Facilities Limited
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heavy pre-Christmas advertising.
This year it has been entirely curtailed.
Walter Burke, radio director of
McCann-Erickson; Walter Guild,
radio executive of Sidney Garfinkel
Adv., and many other timebuyers
and station representatives agreed
that from the present outlook, preholiday radio spending in the San
Francisco bay area will top all
previous years.
DETROIT
CURTAILMENT of automotive
and other "heavy goods" advertisPROFESSIO.\AL
DIRECTORY

Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., O. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

ing appropriations is throwing a
lengthening shadow over the volume of Christmas promotional effort being drafted in Detroit agencies. At the same time, station reports are that holiday time bookings are in excellent volume, perhaps the best in history, due to
the fact that Detroit industrial
activity is still substantial and will
so continue past the turn of the
The automotive budgets are the
most
severely cramped at present.
year.
Passenger car output has been cut
in half for the 1942 model span,
and in addition considerably higher
prices on new models have chilled
the buying market. As a result, advertising circles report that budgets for the Chrysler and Ford
divisions have been cut about 50% ;
that Chevrolet, bellwether of the
General Motors group, has already

reduced a third; and that in-:
pendent smaller companies are j
lowing
at least like proportions
their planning.

Output Down
At the present outlook, as a r i
suit, it is expected that adverti
ing placements from the autom.
bile, refrigerator, stove and othc
large-item producers centralized
the Detroit area will be down
about half their appropriations f(j
the holiday season in 1940.
Lightly publicized in the ge
eral consumers goods curtailmei )
has been the fact that refriger
tor and stove companies have al
suffered formal output cuts ai
have also been unable to rise
maximum levels, even under redu >:
tions, due to materials and par
shortages. The refrigerator coi

CLvt^S$IFIED

Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding Issue.

There is no substitute for experience
PAUL

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consultins Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consuitins Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire State Bldff.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads of
Main Office:
the World
7134 Main St.
Hollywood, Cal.
Kansas Crty. Mo.

Frequency IMeasuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Detigner of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
fere-.ice
m*w<n BIdo. Inter
• WASH.,
D. C. • Dl. 7417
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BROADCASTING
for Results!

Help Wanted
Salesman — Kansas City Radio Station. Salary and commissions. Box 116A, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Salesman — State qualification,
salary expected, draft status. Work in
Western
Mass. Box 117A, BROADCASTING.
Licensed
Operator
— Experience
unnecessar.v. State
qualifications,
salary,
draft
status ; enclose recent picture. Iowa station. Box 102A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Good commercial announcer. Prefer manence.
withWriteplay-by-play
experior send sports
transcription.
WKBH, La Crosse. Wisconsin.
Continuity Writer — Young man with ideas.
For spots, programs, brochures. Sober.
Rush
qualifications,
sample
copy, Ky.
salai-y
requirements
to WCMI,
Ashland,
Salesman — Require hard worker, experienced, capable earning consistently
large weekly commission. High pressure
"oncers" taboo. Draft status ? New York
State. Box lOlA, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Immediately, engineer - announcer
by station, located north central area. No
big starting salary but good opportunity
and pleasant working conditions. Give
full details. Box 103A. BROADCASTING.
Continuity And Script Writer — Capable of
directing non-commercial
department of 5000
watt Must
midwestern
station.
have Christian as well as continuity experience. Offers real opportunity for the
right man. Box llOA, BROADCASTING.
Growing Western
Station —commercial
Wants twostyle.
announcers with friendly
If you bethink
you are Salary
perfect, and
don't apply.
Must
cial fees.cooperative.
Give experience,
salary commerexpected
and
picture
in
first
letter.
Box 118A,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Hollywood Radio Producer-Writer — Wants
good agency production or sales contact
job. Thoroughly experienced all phases
radio and complete agency functions. Will
entertain any worthwhile proposition.
Open for immediate interview. Communcate: City.
Bi-uee Gilbert, 5 East 66th St., New
York
Sports Announcer — Experienced ! Play-byplay ! General assignments ! References !
Employed! Box 112A. BROADCASTING.
Production And Traffic Manager — Wants
opportunity for advancement. Versatile,
energetic.
experience
managementSeven
of years'
personnel,
news, with
announcing, al phases. Draft exempt, now
employed. Consider change for right
salary. Box 106A, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued;
Young
Lady Available
or continuity.
Licenses— For
and engineer!
experien
Texas or adjoining states. Box 11]
BROADCASTING.
Commercial Manager — Now employed,
years' exempt.
experience
all phases,Boxmarri
draft
A-1 references.
11;
BRO.A.DCASTING.
Copywriter-Announcer
Strong commeri
copy, saleable ideas, — production
and p
gramming. News. emcee, personal
shows. Box 108A, BROADCASTING. '
Fifteen Years Commercial Radio — ProgrE
production man — writer — announo
news
specialistsalary.
— employed
desii-esBRO/
chai
— moderate
Box —104A,
CASTING.
Program,
Or Special
Eve
Director — Production
Vast experience,
now employ
married. Excellent background. Best
references. Box 113A, BROADCASTIl
Salesman — Well experienced, record of h
sales, young, aggressive, ideas, nondr:
able, seeks change — give full details. ]
109A. BROADCASTING.
Experienced
Announcer
Control-Rr
Man — College
training.AndLocal
and i
work productions. Best recommendatit;
Can produce. Available immediately. 1
107A, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter — 23, exceptional idea man, e:
utive ability.
operas, Excellent
children'str:i
grams
or adv. Soap
continuity.
ing and references. Worth investigat
Box 114A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted To Buy
5 K.W. Amplifier — State age, make, co
tion, price and length of service.
105A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Recorder. professional d
speed 16" studio or portable, comr
with amplifier, reasonable. P. Clock
1624 So. 8th St., Phila., Pa.
Wanted— 2 R.C.A. — Western Electric
others, lateral or lateral-vertical picl
for
16" transcriptions,
must be 42in Ji
condition.
-J. Edw. Williams.
Street, Essex, Conn.
Wanted
— One d.c.
generator,
ratedspeed
16 v
36 amperes,
compound
wound,
r.p.m.. ofWould
type used
with W.
5-C tin
mitter.
consider
two E.unit
generator set of same capacity. Also '
one 19-inch relay rack, 69 inches 1
Scott Helt, Station WIS, Columbia. S
Carolina.
For Sale
Two Ideco 270 Ft. Towers— With insul )1
capacity tops. WHIO, Dayton, Ohio. "
• Broadcast

Advertisil

I
II
knies in particular are finding
liat their available supplies of
•^rchandise,
not only
for Christlas but for normal
buying
during
iovember are insufficient to meet
■j-mands in many areas. As a result
.■jey are pruning their advertis-)g budgets quite sharply.
,; Cooperative Advertising

'i Cooperative advertising is rejirted in some quarters as slightly
ptter than the direct factory]a.ced time and space. This is
lirticularly true in the automotive
>l;ld, where dealers are encounter- ijg
unexpectedly
reBtance
to the newheavy
highersales
prices,
iid are turning on promotional
fessure to begin buying, unhamwed by the same considerations
I pro rated allowances govern[-ig manufacturer actions.
4^1 Some better indications are also
.irthcoming from automotive supiier companies, whose radio time
imin moderately
iijnng appears
^I roved
volume over
past holiday
P Bsons. These firms are not yet
..mpered by the problems besetjig the car makers, and are findlg fairly good replacement mar' Its in a nation whose automotive
I iiblic, by and large, is reconcilij^ itself to making older cars
ill another year or more. These
llmpanies are doing a good share
ward
^
improving the overall auto"■Dtive radio advertising picture.

'"^flj Heavy Bookings
^f||In contrast are reports from the
j^^dio
stations
themselves
thatseason
their
ijokings
for the
Christmas
TT)e excellent — better than last
■^i,jar,
and ascribe
the bestthisin totheir
hisniyiry. They
the genj^ial knowledge that industrial acmai/ity ill Detroit, hub of the deniTjnse program, is still in high gear,
^.fi'.d that the effect of the curtailLi^nt of car output, measured in
?::irairms of employment and payrolls,
11 not come fully into play until
35Q||iter the first of the year.
i :Miscellaneous accounts of these
j^ations are planning to use time
^igtj. have already made commitments
?.s!f- exceedingly satisfactory volume,
£^e automotive accounts being, of
- -ijiiUrse, the conspicuous exception.
-:ii^Some uncertainty still exists on
^^itail time, however. A confidential
L-rvey conducted among Detroit
ml-Wjrchants late in October and
rly in November revealed a soft:ng of volume which is impell3- the stores to go slow until the
;^iristmas trend is more clearly
f ;cernable. But the innate conence of the stores is well indited by their stocks of merchan— %e ordered and in warehouse —
vast total close to 1929 comparae levels, if not above them.

livery is $10, at least one-third the
purchase price of most commodities,
in themonthly
case ofpayments
automobiles.50%Minimum
must be $5, with only one year to
pay, except in the case of cars
costing more than $500 when 18
months is allowed. Loan companies
are similarly hit, as are charge account stores. Institutional programs are now used by some of
the credit houses.
While there is no scarcity of
goods as yet in the Dominion, a
preliminary curtailment of 25% in

PASSING THE BUCK, three nimrods of KLZ, Denver, gather in the office
of Manager Hugh B. Terry to present him with the stuffed head of a deer
whose steaks and chops had become the main course of a venison dinner
given recently
membersroom
of theareKLZ
the
newest
additionfor tomore
the than
Terry40 trophy
the staff'.
threePresenting
hunters who
brought back the animal a few days after the deer season opened — (1 to r,
standing) Fred D. Fleming, news editor; Bob Harris, announcer, and
Harvev Wehrman, acting chief engineer of the Denver station.
CANADA
CANADIAN broadcasting stations
are doing more business than ever
before. Station representatives in
Toronto report an increasing difficulty to book suitable time for national advertisers and state that
local advertisers are taking more
time on stations throughout the
Dominion. They report that numerous stations are completely sold out,
that advertisers booked earlier this
year for fall and early winter time
in order to obtain preferred times.
Instalment Curb
Canada is enjoying the highest
employment in its history. Retail
sales are ahead of last year. A good
Christmas trade is expected, and a
number of stations report increased
bookings for the holiday over last
year, although agencies do not expect any more Christmas time for
national advertisers than usual.
Government efforts are to halt the
expanding consumer purchasers, to
divert more of the increased national income into war financing.
It is officially stated that 40%
of the national income is now being
spent by the Dominion on the war.
There will be some important

changes in commercials used for
holiday trade by some advertisers.
Companies doing a large credit business, formerly advertising a small
down payment or no down payments till after Christmas, will this
year not be able to use this type of
commercial since the government
curtailed instalment buying as of
Oct. 14.
Minimum down payment on de-

coun^

most

concentrated co^age of ^ S
an ablf'-to-buy market
1^
KTBi
1,000 WATTS NBC RED NETWORK
REPRESENTED BY THE BRANHAM CO.
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

BLACKOUT

THE

SHADOW!

Buy
'LOSE lo all of us is the
threaleiiing spectre of tuberculosis. No respecter of persons, it
lurks in every corner, may strike at
any moment. More people beliceen
15 and 45 die from tuberculosis than
from any other disease.
Yet tuberculosis can be driven

from the face of the earth. Since
1907 your Local Tuberculosis Association
has helped
the toll of
tuberculosis
by To^c reduce
!
By buying Christmas Seals you
will help
complete
— and
make
this usa safer
world thefor jobyourself
and your loved ones.

w/fh

Cet the facts from WOl- WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated Krith MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
HaSinal Represeirtathes:
INTERNATIONAL RAOW SHIS
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output of most electrical household
appliances and durable goods, has
recently been put into effect. There
will not be as great a variety of
holiday merchandise since the ban
on importation of non-essential consumer goods went into effect just
before last year Christmas. Priorities are narrowing the choice of
merchandise. Automobile output
for 1942, as an example, is down
to 447o of the 1940 passenger car
output.
Canadian stations will devote
considerable pre-Chirstmas time to
boosting the sale of war saving
certificates and stamps, the government having recently launched another paid campaign and both stations and sponsors giving free time
and commercials to the sale of these
war financing investments. Many
Christmas gifts will be in this form
this year, according to all signs.
Price Order
More advertisers are now using
Canadian stations for spot as well
as network broadcasts. While some
advertisers have had to curtail
their advertising, as the flour companies, others have come into the
field, many with institutional pro-

365,000 people make the
Youngstown metropolitan district the third
largest in Ohio.
WFMJ
Has more

listeners in

this rich market

than

any other station.
Headley-Reed Co,
National Representatives

thepopulapcomedian

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
Halifax, Nova Scotia to tell
the time.
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions,
However,
Much
Business.Don't Get
CHNS

Does — Try It.

IN THE 7th RETAIL MARKET
KSTP
SAINT PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS
NIGHTTIME SIGKAL FROM MINNEAPOLIS TO THE WEST EQUIVALENT TO
133,500 WATTS
NBC BASIC RED NETWORK
50,000 ItJatU
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grams.
Two government measures which
may have some effect on preChristmas radio advertising are
the Stabilization of Prices & Wages
Order which goes into effect Nov.
17, and the Food & Clothing Industry Licensing Order which
starts Dec. 1. Under the first, all
prices, wholesale as well as retail,
have a ceiling at the highest in
effect during the period from Sept.
15 to Oct. 11, but may fall below
this.
It covers all commodities, exempts
interest, prices of stocks and bonds,
a number of other items and advertising rates. The second calls for
licensing of all manufacturers and
individuals in the food and clothing
industries, even to the hot dog
stand and the neighborhood tailoring shop. Both will bring about
some
copy. new techniques in advertising
While Canadian business on
Canadian stations is increasing, it
is of interest to note that business
originating in the United States is
also up on a number of Canadian
stations. One major market station
reports that its American billings
are up this year 40%. The fact
that American stations are back on
standard time while stations in
Ontario and Quebec remain on daylight time is also playing a part in
making increasingly valuable to
Canadian advertisers the hour before American-originating network
shows are piped into Canada.
Broadcasters have done an increasing business since the start of
the war, and there are no signs of
a letup though some advertising
agency executives are taking into
consideration in laying out camincreasing
controlspaigns theongovernment's
consumer purchases.
They feel advertisers should continue to use the air as British firms
are continuing their advertising
even though they may no longer be
making consumer products.
WIBC Appoints Raymer
PAUL H. RAYMER Co. has been appointed national sales representative
of WIBC, Indianapolis, effective immediately, according to C. A. McLaughlin, general manager of WIBC.
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New

Local

In New

Granted

Bern,

N. C.

Three Other Applications to
iBuild Are Set for Hearing
A NEW LOCAL station in New
Bern, N. C, a seaboard community
of 12,000 inhabitants, was authorized last Tuesday by the FCC
which simultaneously designated
for hearing the applications of
several others seeking new stations
and new facilities.
The new construction permit was
issued to the Coastal Broadcasting
Co. Inc. to operate with 250 watts
on 1450 kc. Principal owner in the
permitee corporation is Philip
Howard, local clothier, holding
47.6% of the stock, while his two
sons, Louis N. and Howard H.,
who at present manage their father's clothing firm, each hold 22.2%.
The balance is held in small blocks
by six other stockholders. Originally Jones Weiland, operator of
WFTC, Kinston, N. C, just 50
miles northwest of New Bern,
had been listed as a stockholder,
but later relinquished his interest.
Parties Affected
The new station applications set
for hearing were those of Herman
Radner, seeking a 1,000-watt daytime station in Fort Dearborn,
Mich., on 680 kc; Edward E. Reeder, applicant for a station in
Seattle, Wash., 250 watts on 1560
kc, to be heard jointly with the
applications of KPMC, Bakersfield,
Cal., and WSOY, Decatur, 111. both
seeking assignment to that frequency; Bob Jones College Inc.,
asking a 1,000-watt daytime station
on 550 kc. The last named application to be heard jointly with the
application of the Constitution
Broadcasting Co., Atlanta, Ga., for
a550new
5,000-watt day and 1,000kc.
watt
nighttime station on the same

AFRA Signs WBYN
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists reports that negotiations
are under way with WBYN, Brooklyn, and WAAT, Jersey City, for
contracts covering announcers and
talent. Union also said that Vic
Conners, AFRA field representative, was expected to arrive in Dallas-Fort Worth during the weekend to help the AFRA local
straighten out differences and
establish cordial relations with
WFAA-KGKO. Emily Holt, national executive secretary of
AFRA, said that during her recent
visit to those cities [Broadcasting,
Oct. 13], she had been courteously
received by station officials and expressed the belief that the differences existing between stations and
AFRA would soon be ironed out
and contracts signed.
McGRAW-HILL Book Inc., New
York, has announced publication of
its new and improved second edition
of "Fundamentals of Vacuum Tubes"
by Austin
V. Eastman,
associate Upro-of
fessor of electrical
engineering,
Washington,gineeringdevoted
to the tube
latestlaws
endata on vacuum
and applications.
BROADCASTING

CONTROl^
ROOM
JOHN
W. CHRISTIANSEN.
Cedar City, Utah, has joined K.S
Salt Lake City.
NORWOOD PATTERSON, tec
nician of KSAN, San Francisco, a
son of the station's owner, S. H. Pi
terson. and recently married Ff;
Whitson.
BOB SOWERS, of Toledo, has join
the engineering staff of WICA, As
taljula. O.
FREEMAN TATUM has joined t
transmitter staff of KFRO, Longvi^^
Tex.,
replacing
Paul Horten who b
returned
to college.
HOWARD PHILLIPS has joined t
engineering staff of KVOO, Tul;
replacing Clarke McNally who has
cepted a defense radio position wi
the government.
JUDSON EDWARDS, engineer
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, recen
married Cecelia Harness. Sid Pea
man, of the engineering department,
conducting night school classes tw
weekly in radio engineering, sound
fects and continuity writing.
JACK BURRELL, television engine
of NBC. New York, is the father
a girl born Oct. 26.
WILLARD BOTTS. a selectee
Fort Lee, Va., has returned to his
gineering post at WIP, Philadelph
BACK THE HARD WAY
Habicht Returns to U. S. Via
Siberian Route
HERMAN HABICHT, NBC M.
cow representative in Moscow sin
1934, and claimed by NBC as
only radio correspondent in 1
Soviet capital until the war,
turned to New York last week,
duties in Moscow were taken o^
by Robert Magidoff, of New Yo
who has been broadcasting for N:
from Kubyshev, wartime Russ:
capital. Mr. Habicht will mj
several lectures in this country
fore starting a long vacation.
A native of Chicago and a Ha
ard Graduate, Mr. Habicht
turned to the United States
the trans-Siberian railroad, Chi'
Japan, Manila and the Pac
Coast. His first uncensored bro
cast in seven years was carried
NBC-Blue Nov. 1. Before the \
he was allowed to broadcast o
twice from Russia.
IN BALTIMOR

Better Than Any!
^^. .
VE.RA
CO
Complete
. . GE
consisfenf
PROFITABLE coverage! The mosl
listeners for your advertising dol-i
lor! Proof is plentiful . . . write for

BALTIMORE, MD.
MEMBER

NBC
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NAB Meetings
(Continued from page 18)
he attendance list at the
(eensboro meeting included :
fedward A. Allen, WLVA: Campbell
■l-ioux.
JohnJones,
W. New.
he. Easv
WBBB; WTAR;
Gordon Wilton
Grav,
:rris
L.
O'Neill.
Harold
Essex.
link V. Becker. WTBO: James L. WSJS;
Howe,
isTM; C. T. Lucy. WRVA; Graham Poy, Jack Field. Joseph Ahern, Richard H.
son, WPTF ; John H. Norton Jr., NBC ;
E. Josceh-n.
E. Penny, WSPA
WBT ;;
Iter
Brown, J. Roval
W. Kirkpatrick,
Jiam E. Rine. George W. Smith,
■jVVA:
B. Walter Huffington,
WPID
I.- P. Jordan,
WDBJWMMN;
; Fred :
Jtcher,
WRAL; JackO. Weldon,
J. Kelchner,
-|! ge.Waters
WCAO ;Sullivan,
Major
Jack Milbourne,
Denman, Henry
Inly Holland, WBIG.
L. D. Willard Jr., W JSV ; Walter A.
l-rry Jr., WMBG; Frank E. Koehler,
Ines H. Moore, WSLS; Jack Tracey,
C; R. S. Morris, W. C. Irwin, WSOC;
h S. Elias. WWNC; John M. Rivers,
;SC: John W. Schultz, WSTP: John
derson, Flem J. Evans, Roland D. MarII, WPAR ; Henry V. Diefenbach, John
Kennedy, WCHS ; Mike Layman,
lAZ ; Howard L. Chernoff, West Virginia
;work: George C. Blackwell, WBLK ;
T. Hix, WHKY; Frank Jarman,
)NC.
:. H. Berkeley. WRC-WMAL : Charles
ham Sr., WCHV; E. S. Whitlock,
NW: G. Richard Shafto, J. Dudley
^WSunenig, WIS; Jerry Winters, WGBR;
ad ll'ver
C. Crilley,
H. RoyWGTM;
Whit, WMVA;
Allen WJSJ:
Wannamaker,
rge Walker, WAIR; Harry Wright,
H; T. D. Youngblood, WFIG; George
Mer, WCBM; Bert Hanauer, WFBR ;
|L. Laure Jr., WRNL.
! i:. C. Mills, ASCAP ; Neville Miller,
■ nk E. Pellegrin, NAB ; Leonard D.
, lahan. SESAC ; Carl Haverlin, BMI ;
. : ph Wentworth, Lang-Worth; Bill Bailey,
lio Branch. War Dept.; Alex Sherwood,
ndard Radio; Dan Rodgers, Raymond
ctor Co.; S. Niles Gates, MacGregor
Ij^y yertising Co.
y.i iita
The meeting
attendance
list at the Atincluded:

HYDE PARK LIBRARY
Is Scene of Royalty Pickup

FM EQUIPMENT for W45CM,
high frequency adjunct of WBNS,
Columbus, is admired by Lester
Nafzger, chief engineer of the station (standing), as Frank Gunther,
vice-president and chief engineer of
Radio Engineering Laboratories
Inc., manufacturer of the 10-kw.
transmitter, makes final adjustments. Transmitter, on order Sept.
1, was delivered Sept. 27 by REL
and installed
for 24.
W45CM's commercial debut Oct.
WOR Sales Bonuses
FIVE account executives of WOR,
New York, on Nov. 3 received
bonuses for surpassing their individual sales quotas for the third
quarter of 1941 — George A.
Schmidt, Otis Williams, W. Thomas
Hamilton and Robert I. Garver, of
the New York office, and Robert
Wood, of the Chicago office.

— ^i'rank King, WMBR ; Jim Woodruff Jr,. R. Norman, WNBH ; Warren Greenwood,
WHAI ; R. L. Harlow, WNAC; Linus
.-Mid
„ , '-BL;Holt,
J. M.WAPI;
Comer, Steve
Mr. Watson,
Willis, WATL
WJNO; ; Travers,
WAAB; Frank R. Bowes, J. F.
TSijj,imie Davenport, WRBL; Vernon Story, McNamara,
WBZ.
,,i IMA; K. G. Marshall, WBRC ; Henry
Neville Miller, Frank Pellegrin, NAB;
.^"ijnston, WSGN; G. W. Covington, John Jack Treacy, Burton Adams, Sheldon
m f jhes, WCOV; Elise Sharon, WJHP; F. Hickox, NBC; Carl Haverlin, M. B. Tompkins, BMI; Jack Harris, J. N. Bailey, War
•ar,||, Borton, WQAM.
Department; Niles Gates, C. P. MacGregor
Sk.ji-'ewis Link, Jerry Wigley, WSUN;
Co.; Ralph Wentworth, Lang-Worth Fea■ Iter Tison, WFLA ; Ralph Wentworth,
Leonard D. Callahan, SESAC;
„ [ ig-Worth; John Norton, John Treacy, Robert tures;
H. Reid, INS; Alex Sherwood,
lf ;C;
John
Mayo,
AMP
;
Leonard
Callahan,
Standard
Radio.
SAC ; Carl Haverlin, BMI ; Dan Rodgers,
jiCtor Adv.; A. Spies, WGPC ; Maurice
The attendance list at the Oct.
'eman,
Don loset,
GeorgeMcCarthy,
Storer, WAGA;
29 District 2 meeting in Syracuse,
U'
n
Fulton,
Elizabeth
Frank
MTV ther, Paula Wilhite, WGST.
N. Y., included:
ohn Outler, Marcus Bartlett, Lorin
Clarence Wheeler, Gunnar O. Wiig,
ars, WSB; J. B. Fuqua, WGAC ; W. R. WHEC;
I. R. Lounsberry, Karl B. Hoff'gson, WRDW;
Charles Smithgall,
man, WKBW; Thomas L. Brown, WHDL;
GA; Ed Mullinax, WLAG; Bob Feagin, K. McAllister,
Alexander MacDonald, Kolin
.rles Pitman, WBML; E. K. Cargill, Red Hager, A. O. Coggeshall, WGY ; Fred R.
, ss, WMAZ; Harbin Daniel, WSAV; Ben Ripley, WSYR ; Thomas E. Martin, J.
Clos Jr., WWNY; George F. Bissell,
. Uiiliams, WTOC; Harold Marler, WRLC;
:(n Tobola, Jack Williams, WAYX; L. WMFF ; George Torge, Edgar Twamley,
u Duncan, WDKA.
WBEN; S. Gregory, WJZ ; Frederick L.
WMBO ; L. F. Wylie, S. Woody,rhe attendance list at the Dis- Keese,
worth, R. G. Soule, O. Soule, WFBL; Willitra I. Moore. WBNX; Elliott Stewart.
;t 1 meeting in Worcester Oct. M.
Carlo, WIBX; William A. Fay, Arthur
included :
W. Kelley. WHAM; Simon Goldman,
WJTN;
Dale L. Taylor, Hal Wagner, J.
ilaine — Albert W. Smith, WCSH.
Cleary, WENY; William A. Riple. WTRY;
ew Hampshire — Earle Clement, G.
Frey,
J. Treacy, B. Adams, NBC.
j'NH;
Carpenter,
KinCarl Haverlin, BMI; Bill Bailey, Jack
I, Bert David
Georges,H. WHEB;
LeslieGordon
F. Smith,
Harris,
War
Dept. ; Leonard Callahan,
Jiphen J. Burke. WMUR; L. Runnels,
SESAC ; Alex Sherwood, Standard Radio;
TEA; Herman Steinbruch, WKNE.
Neville
Miller,
Frank Pellegrin, NAB ;
jChode
Ralph
Wentworth,
Lang-Worth Niles
; J. Gates,
Mayo,
lAllen, Island
WCFI;— W.JohnPaulJ. Oury,
Boyle, Theodore
WJAR;
Music Publishers;
fllam T. Bush, H. William Koster, Associated
Transcription
Library.
IRO; Malcolm Parker, WEAN.
Connecticut — C. Glover Delanev, WTHT ;
IJ. Frey, WBRY; F. M. Doolittle, Walter
Sise, William Malo, WDRC ; R. W.
is. WNBC; Slocum Chapin, WSRR ;
i W. Morency, Irwin Cowper, T. C.
pray, WTIC ; S. B. Gammell. WTHT; WRNL
'x■old
. Thomas, WATR ; N. E. Whittaker,
I'assachusetts
— Mildred
P. Stanton,
IRC; C. W. Young,
WBZ-WBZA;
George
ker, WORL; Haskell Bloomberg, Robert
.ahue, WLLH; E. E. Hill, G. H.
pert, Dorothy B. Robinson, WTAG;
N. Armstrong Jr., WCOP; James L.
tes, Horace W. Nichols, WHAI ; Wil1 T. Welch. Leonard C. Cox, WSAR;
igsley F. Horton, L. G. del Castillo,
HEI;
1 Harriett M. AUeman, WOCB; M. B.
^;:land,
WBRK ; Milton H. Meyers,
'IM;WSPR;
QuincyIrving
A. Brackett,
M. W.David
Stough-G.
E. Rogers,
,ies,
David
M.
Kimel,
WLAW
;
Albert
W.
0
•hn. Robert
.DeRose,
P. J.Feldman,
Montague,WMAS
WHYN;; Charles
Hugh
iROADCASTING

ALWAYS

RINGS

THE

Handled by WKIP
WKIP, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., last
Tuesday recorded, in the President's study at
the new
Franklin
D. Roosevelt
Library
on the
Hyde
Park estate, a quarter-hour broadcast by Princess Juliana of the
Netherlands and her two children.
The royal family were week-ending
with the President and Mrs. Roosevelt, and the special program had
been requested by the Netherlands
Information Bureau for rebroadcast via shortwave on WRUL,
Boston.
Bruff W. Olin, WKIP manager,
and John Burke, chief engineer,
handled the program. The Chief
Executive, his wife and guests arrived at the library about noon, a
transcription was made of their
native-language comments, and
then was rushed to New York,
where the transcription was tied in
by wire to the WRUL studios for
broadcast at 3 p.m.

ATLANTA

Atlanta^ s Talking
about

WAGA
The
Fastest
Growing

Radio

Station

in the
South

Child Panel
PANEL DISCUSSION on "Radio
and Our Children"
betweenindustry
representatives of the radio
and the education field will be held
Nov. 13 by the Child Study Assn.,
at its New York headquarters,
prior
the following
institution's
meetingto the
day annual
at the
Hotel Commodore, New York. The
panel will cover the problems of
the writer, director, producer,
broadcasting systems, advertising
agencies, sponsors, parents and
children, and how these problems
can be met and reconciled.
Change in Serial Cast
SELENA ROYLE, who until recently played the lead in ColgatePalmolive-Peet's Woman of Courage,
Monday-through-Friday strip on CBS,
starting Nov. 10 will play the lead in
Kate Hopkins, five-time weekly serial
sponsored by General Foods for Maxwell House Coffee. Moss Royle succeeds Margaret McDonald who has
the Kate Hopkins lead for the last two
years. Other
of the cost,
includingmembers
Constance Collier,
Clayton
Kollier and Raymond Edward Johnson, remain unchanged. Ted Bates
Inc., New York is the aigency for the
Colgate account while Benton &
Bowles,
House. that city, handles Maxwell

WAGA
Soon

goes

to a new
frequency

590
and

boosts

its power
5000

to

watts

FULL

TIME
•
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Food Marketers
{Continued from ^mge 10)
Extension Service chief and aide
to Mr. McNutt on nutrition, when
he said there is nothing in the picture now to indicate that it will be
necessary to ration food or to do
many of the things which were
done by the U. S. Food Administration in World War I.
Probably because this was a convention of the leading radio advertisers inthe nation, a number of
IDromotional radio shows were
originated from New York in honor
of the convention, including the
following :
Up From What — Participants,
Austin Ingleheart, General Foods,
Wilmot Rogers, California Packing
Corp. (Del Monte), and Walter R.
Barry, General Mills, MBS; Transatlantic radio conversation between
Lord Woolton, British minister of
supplies, Paul S. Willis, AGMA
head, and FSA Administrator McNutt, CBS; Jolin Daly's News Summaries, CBS; The Food Industry
& National Defense, Paul Willis;
Harry W. Flannery, CBS correspondent back for Berlin.
GORDON EATON, formerly of
WGST. Atlanta, has joined the announcing staff of WBT, Charlotte. He
succeeds Russ Hodges, now with
WOL, Washington, who is hospitalized
with injuries received in an auto accident.

FOR

A

SHIPYARD?

YES, CARLOADS

OF

THEM!

We use them to grease the ways
when we launch one oF the ships
we're building for the Defense
program.
New ships, new contracts and NEW
PAYROLLS every day in this . . .
TEXAS' BOOMING
COAST INDUSTRIAL

PETER PAUL ISEWS
PLAIS HITS SISAGS
A NUMBER of NBC-Red affiliates
were reported last week as strenuously objecting to a plan which
would place a 15-minute news commentary on 50 stations 5:45-6
p.m., Monday through Friday, immediately preceding the Esso Reporter on many stations. Under the
proposal Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck. Conn, (chewing gum, candy)
would sponsor Robert St. John,
former Associated Press war correspondent, now heard daily on
WEAF, New York, in that period.
Roy Witnier, vice-president in
charge of NBC-Red sales, had no
comment on the contemplated program. Protests arose because of
the conflict with Esso sponsored
news, a fixture on many stations,
and programs sponsored by local or
regional concerns.
Platt-Forbes, New York agency
handling the Peter Paul account,
said the company planned to take
a network period but that negotiations "were still going on".
NEUTRALITY FORUM
Iowa Congress Participate
In WHO Program
EACH Iowa Congressman was given a three-minute segment of a onehour pickup from Washington fed
direct to WHO, Des Moines, in a
neutrality repeal symposium, on
Nov. 9, using special lines. After
their talks a roundtable was conducted by Baukhage, NBC commentator. Ralph Evans, publicity
director for Palmer interests operating WHO, made the arrangements for Col. C. J. Palmer, Central
Broadcasting Co. president, and
J. O. Maland, WHO manager.
Participants included Representatives Thomas E. Martin, John
W. Wynne, Henry O. Talle, K. M.
Lecompte, Paul Cunningham, Ben
F. Jensen, Vincent F. Harrington.
Ernest Gold Joins WEVD
ERNEST GOLD, composer of '-Practice Makes Perfect," and the first of
the unknown songwriters to gain recognition in the music world through
liMI. has been named musical director of the Story Shop, program on
WEVD, New York, for which Mr.
Gold has been composing and playing
the music for the past four weeks.
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Adams-NBC Dicker
ALTHOUGH it was reported last
week that John T. Adams, concert
and radio talent manager, formerly
with Adams & Adams, New York,
is planning to purchase the NBC
Artists Service, as Broadcasting
went to press no contract had been
signed nor would NBC make any
official statement on the matter.
Mr. Adams is said to be heading
a syndicate interested in buying
NBC's talent list of radio and concert artists, excluding the network's package programs. Reported price was $100,000.
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Studi<

Hemisphere
Need
Key Defense Agencies Lor
Over Policies, Facilities
ESTABLISHED by Presider
Roosevelt to study communicati j
facilities in the Western Hen
sphere, a special Interdepartment
Committee on Inter-American Coi
munications held its first meetii
last Tuesday. The new body, hea
ed by Nelson Rockefeller, Coor<
nator of Inter-American Affai:
includes representatives of key c
fense agencies.
In a letter to Mr. Rockefelli
President Roosevelt asked him
assume responsibility for the i
formal committee; to study the «
tent of existing communications i
cilities in the American republ:
to determine the adequacy of pr(
ent facilities and need for furt?
development, and to establish pc
cies governing the relationship
the Government in a program (
signed to establish a more efficic
communications system betwe
the American republics.
Members of Group

Center of Population
THE CENTER of population of
the United States in 1940 was located 2 miles southeast by east of
Carlisle, in Haddon County, Indiana, about 36 miles south of Terre
Haute. In the 1930-40 decade the
center moved westward 13 miles
and southward 7.9 miles. Since
1790 the center has moved westward 602 miles from a point 23
miles east of Baltimore.

The committee membership
eludes DCB-FCC Chairman Jan'
Lawrence Fly, and Rear Admi;'
S. C. Hooper, in charge of rai
liaison for the Chief of Naval Op
ations, for DCB ; John TomlinS'
Economic Defense Board; Thon
C. Burke, chief of the Division
International Communicatio
State Department; Col. William
Donovan, Coordinator of Inforn
tion, with Murry Brophy as alt
nate; James H. Edwards, chief
the Division of International Eci

Bosco on WABC
BOSCO Co., New York (milk amstarting Nov.and11 will
sponsor theplifier),
Tuesday
Thursday
broadcasts of The World Today
report of CBS correspondents from
world capitals on WABC, New
York, 6.45-7 p.m. Program is now
sponsored across the board, Monday through Saturday with Chesebrough Mfg. Co. sponsoring the
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
periods and Ludens having the
Saturday spot. Kenyon & Eckhardt.
count. New York, handles the ac-

omy. Commerce
Department; F'SS
Clayton,
deputy administrator,
eral Loan Agency. FCC Chief I
gineer E. K. Jett has been nan
liaison official for DCB and F(
Operation methods were a ma
consideration at the Nov. 4 orga
zational meeting. A secretariat
the group, to be established witl
the Rockefeller organization, ^
be headed by Ford Studebaker, f
merly of American Export A
lines. No specific study progm
ing.
were formulated at the meeting,
though the range of such progra
will be discussed at a coming m(

,„

560KC

BEAUMONT
RepresentCL by
HOWARD H. WILSON COMPANY

WAAT, Jersey City, on Nov.
6 started a weekly Announcer's Forum, half-hour discussion period for announcers
and other staff members. The
sessions feature a 10-minute
talk by a guest speaker and
a 20-minute roundtable discussion of announcing, programming and other problems. First guest was Norman Kersta, of the NBC television department, and Walter Rundle, United Press promotion manager, is scheduled
for the next appearance.

ESTHER RALSTON, motion picture
star, has succeeded Selena Royle in
the leading role of Martha Jackson on
Woman daytime
of Courage.
Monday-throughFriday
serial
sponsored by
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.

Put your schedules where they'll
do a real job.

H^^FULL

Committee
Staff Forum
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KCMO Names Pearson
JOHN PEARSON has been nai
exclusive national representat
of KCMO, Kansas City, effect
immediately, as announced by J
Stewart, manager. Station, wl
operates on 5,000 watts day\
and 1,000 watts night time on 1
kc, will join NBC-Blue on Dei
Simultaneously, Mr. Pearson
appointed national represental
of WEW, St. Louis, and KW
Poplar Bluff, Mo. Mr. Pearson i
represents seven Missouri static
MEREDITH WILLSON, Hollyvr
musical director of the weekly IS
Coffee Time, sponsored by Gen
Foods
Corp. a(Maxwell
has written
new songHouse
titledcoffi
Song of the Little Red Book".
• Broadcast Advertis

NEW
WHBC

WAY

TO

AID

DEFENSE

Sells Plenty of Bonds end Stamps and Frees

Spot Time for Other Purposes
)METHING NEW in the way mains to be seen, but I suspect
programs to sell defense bonds that it will be continued by them,
d stamps has been developed by as the sale of defense stamps is
lix Hinkle, general manager of being stimulated very rapidly.
HBC, Canton, 0., with the Sta- They
a day. have now reached over $300
n's new A Stamp a Day proam. The feature, sponsored by
"I might add that the Timken
al business firms and manufacCo. is making plans to greatly
rers six days weekly, is produc- stimulate the interest in the purchase of defense stamps on the
>• big results in sales of bonds
d stamps and also has freed a remaining days of their sponsorbstantial amount of spot time
ship. They are spending more for
lich can be used for other pur- this additional promotion than
their original commitment to us.
ses. An outline of the "Hinkle
"The complete costs were figured
an" has been sent to NAB memin, including the amortization of
rs by Arthur Stringer, NAB
ordinator of national defense.
the building over a six-week period, as well as the cost of the
Before the start of the new propersonnel required to sell the deam, WHBC built a three-sided
les booth at one corner of the
fense stamps. We have arrangement made, of course, with the
nton public square, decorated it
red, white and blue and wired local post office to keep savings
supplied to us, as well as
for heat and light. Three sales- stamps
arrangement for police protection.
lies also were hired to preside We
have dubbed this program A
the booth, selling defense stamps
^ry day except Sunday, from 9 Stamp a Day, and we open it with
n. to 9 p.m. The building cost the slogan, 'A stamp a day keeps
2 station about $600, with this
war away'."
pense amortized over a six-week
Venard to Petry
riod in figuring rates for sponship.
LLOYD G. VENARD, formerly
Free for Interviewee
sales manager of WCKY, Cincinnati, is returning to the sales staff
Each noon from 12:15-12:30
of the New York office of Edward
nmy Dooley conducts a man-onPetry & Co., representatives, after
3-street program
outside the an absence of about 18 months.
)th, interviewing passersby. Each
John E. Harrington, who has been
[ierviewee receives a 25-cent de- associated
with McCann-Erickson
lise stamp, and if he correctly for the last 14 years, has joined the
eatii [swers a question posed by An- sales promotion staff of the Petry
lancer Dooley or executes a sat- organization.
'^Liactory stunt, he receives four
™''|:,mps
one.given
Aboutaway
$6
Heads 'Time' Radio
salipirth ofinstead
stampsof are
iieli'each broadcast, according to Mr. ROBERT FITZGERALD, of the
) nkle.
Books-Arts section of Time magait;l|3n each of the six days the
zine prior to his recent year's leave
fj^Dgram is heard it is sponsored
of absence, has been placed in
a different local industry. The
charge of
the publication's
radio
replacing
John McCarten,
jjmsor is identified each day by section,
,cing his name on signs on the transferred to the national defense
ee-color booth. His name remains and theatre divisions. Assisting
the booth for 24 hours, and Mr. Fitzgerald is Leora Aultman,
I signs are changed each mornsucceeding Sonia Bigman, who has
:. Contracts were signed on a been shifted to the March of Time
-week basis, with each company
program on NBC.
)nsoring one program a week,
e sponsors
include Timken
Gen. Van Deusen Named
Her Bearing Co., Hoover Mfg.
, Diebold Safe & Lock Co., Ohio
George L. Van Deuwer Co., Luntz Iron & Steel Co., BRIG.sen hasGEN.
been named commandant
;i the Canton Repository.
of the Army Signal Corps School,
Glad to Do It
Fort Monmouth, N. J., the War
Department announced last Thursbommenting on the sponsorship
day. He succeeds Maj. Gen. Dawt^le, Mr. Hinkle said:
son Olmstead, recently appointed
Chief
Signal Officer of the Army.
J'These are all large manufacrSOI Pjing concerns which ordinarily
Gen. Van Deusen since last JanuI not advertise locally. I might
ary has been in command of the
".jjl
these commitments from
ienti |sethat
Signal
Corps Replacement Trainsponsors were obtained over
ing Center at Fort Monmouth.
telephone by myself. There
selling required whatsoever
JAMES E. SAUTBR, of Air Features,
B, IT :S1 no
they seemed to be very happy
New York, has been appointed regional
do it. The original commitment
defense officer to handle press relaall of them was for six weeks,
tions, radio and newsreel activities of
the second defense region, New York.
t what happens after that re,rsoi

Notice

of

Hearing

Held
Unnecessary
FCC Contends That Only the
Applicant Must Be Told
COMING UP with the startling
statement that notice and hearing
opportunity need be afforded no
one but an actual applicant, the
FCC last Monday filed its answering brief with the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia in the appeal sought by NBC
from the FCC's grant to WHDH,
Boston, of 5 kw. fuUtime on 850
kc, clear channel assigned to KOA,
Denver.
Briefs also were filed with the
court on behalf of WHDH by its
counsel, Andrew G. Haley, and for
WEEU, Reading, by George 0.
Sutton. WEEU operates as a Class
II station on 850 kc. with 1,000
watts power. Both opposed the
NBC appeal, holding that NBC, on
behalf of KOA, has no standing to
maintain its appeal and that the
FCC acted properly in making the
WHDH grant.
Something New
Amazing legal practitioners, the
novel interpretation of the FCC's
legal department on the question of
right to hearing appeared in the
Commission's brief, which stated at
one point:
Section 309 (a) [of the Commxinications Act] not only does not prohibit the Commission from granting
applications without a hearing, but
actually makes it mandatory for it to
do so if it can determine from the application that publicwould
interest,
convenience, or necessity
be served
by
a grant thereof. Thereby Congress
sought to promote the full utilization
of radio facilities in the public interest by having them assigned as promptly as ijossible, while at the same time
affording to api^licants the maximum
protection against unwarranted dement. nials of licenses to operate radio equipIt should also be pointed out that
section 309 (a) requires that the Commission "shall notify the applicant
thereof, shall fix and give notice of a
time and place for hearing thereon,
and shall afford such applicant an opportunity to be heard under snch
rules and regulations as it may prescribe".conferred
No such right
noticeperson
and
hearing is
uponof any
other than the applicant, and no duty
rests upon the Commission to grant
any person other tlian the applicant

True Just Misses
HAROLD TRUE, commentator of
WXYZ, Detroit, narrowly missed
obtaining a place on the Detroit
Common Council in the elections
Nov. 4. True placed eleventh in a
field of 18 contesting for the nine
council places. The last successful
candidate of the nine polled 107,309
votes,cial
according
to complete
unofficanvasses. True
obtained
95,554 votes, considerably bettering
his position in the primaries, when
he barely qualified at the tail-end
of the 18 successful primary aspirants. A major
shareby ofradio.
True's
campaigning
was done
Radio Club Finds Jobs
RADIO EXECUTIVES' CLUB at
its regular Wednesday luncheonmeeting in New York, was informed
by its newly-formed employment
committee that after one week,
seven cies
openings
were Visiting
found in agenand stations.
radio
men included Bill Malo, WDRC;
James Fishbach, WOL; Frank
Webb, WOWO, and Bob Harrington, WSVA. It was announced that
next week'stertainedgathering
enby the cast would
of the beMBS
sustainer, Can You Top This?
an opportunity to be heard.
It has been indicated that the
KOA-WHDH case may come up for
argument before the court in December, although it is thought
argument probably will not be
heard until after the first of the

year.
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Wet work (Kccovrii
All lime EST unless olherwise indicai'
New Business

■NOVEMBER

1 TO

NOVEMBER

7 INCLUSIVE-

Decisions . . .
NOVEMBER 4
16 Years for 'Opry'
CLAIMING a new record,
NEW, Board of Education of the Memphis City Schools, Memphis,
Tenn. —
WSM, Nashville, on Nov, 15
Granted CP new non-commercial educational station FM emission 42.1 mc. 250
will start its 16-year-old
w unl.
Grand Ole Opry series for
NEW, King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp.,
four full hours, completely
Detroit — Granted CP new commercial FM
sponsored. The show, divided
station 47.3 mc 6,800 sq. mi.
NEW, Coastal Broadcasting Co., New
into half and quarter-hour
Bern,
portions for sponsorship, is
kc 250 N.w. C— Granted CP new station 1450
now completely bought up.
KWBW, Hutchinson, Kan.—Granted CP
increase 250 w equipment changes.
The broadcast includes a
KLBM, LaGrande, Ore. — Granted volunhalf-hour segment fed to
tary assignment to Ben E. Stone for
NBC-Red for Prince Albert
§10,000.
Tobacco.
WCAZ. Carthage, III.— Granted CP
equipment changes increase 250 w unl.
KMYC,ficationMarysville,
Cal.—
Granted
modilicense increase 250 w unl.
WFIG,
Sumter,
S. C—
NOVEMBER 7
tion license
increase
250 Granted
w unl. modificaKFDA, Amarillo, Tex. — Granted petition
WAAT, Jersey City, N. J.— CP increase
kw D & N new transmitter directional
reconsider
and grant without hearing re- 5changes.
newal license.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— NEW,
WWRL, Woodside, L, I., N. Y.— ModifiBob Jones College Inc., Cleveland, Tenn.,
cation license unl. time contingent on
CP new station 550 kc 1 kw D (consoli- WCNW shift
dated hearing with applic. Constitution
NEW,
Metropolitan Television Inc., New
Broadcasting Co.. Atlanta, Ga.) : NEW,
Herman Radner, Dearborn, Mich., CP new York — CP commercial television station
station 680 kc 1 kw D ; KPMC, Bakersfield,
(foi-merly W2XMT) channel No. 8. A5
Cal., CP shift 1560 kc increase 10 kw D & emission, unl., 500 w aural, 1 kw visual.
N new transmitter antenna ; NEW, EdWKRC,
CP change
ward E. Rceder, Seattle, CP new station
kw unl Cincinnati—
new transmitter
antenna.640 kc
1560 kc 250 w unl. (consolidated hearing 50 WDBO,
Orlando, Fla.— CP equipment
■with KPMC applic).
WNBI, New York— Granted modifica- changes increase 5 kw N 10 kw D.
tion license 6100, 9670, 11890, 15150, 17780
KHQ, mitterSpokane,
increase 5 kwWash.—
N 10CPkw new
D. transand 21630 kc : 50-100 kw operation on 9670
kc, 50 kw operation on the others.
KSEL, Pocatello, Ida.— CP increase 500
WRCA, New York— Same.
w N 5 kw D equipment changes.
KGLU, Safford, Ariz. — Granted license
renewal.
Tentative Calendar . . .
NOVEMBER 6
KWK, St. Louis, CP 680 kc 50 kw unl.
MISCELLANEOUS — WCAM, Camden,
direction D N (Nov. 10).
N. J., withdrew motion continue consoliNEW, Hennessey Broadcasting Co.,
dated hearing to 11-20-41 ; WIBG, GlenButte, CP 1490 kc 250 w unl. : NEW, Barside, tionPa.,
granted
petition
dismiss
applica990 kc 1 kw ltd. to Knoxville ; WTEL,
clay Craighead, Butte, same (consolidated
Philadelphia, granted continuance hearing
hearing, Nov. 12).
to 1-9-42 : KFNF, Shenandoah, la., granted
NEW, High Point Broadcasting Co.,
postponement hearing 12-14-41 : KGLU,
High Point, N. C, CP 1370 kc 100 w unl. ;
Safford, Ariz., dismissed petition hearing
NEW, Ralph L. Lewis, Greensboro, N. C,
continuance ; NEW, Hugh McClung, Fresno,
same( consolidated hearing. Nov. 13). First
Cal., granted petition remove from hearing
subsequently placed in pending
docket amend power to 1 kw change loca- application
file 11-7-41.
tion to Sacramento ; NEW, Ralph L. Lewis,
KFNF,
Shenandoah,
la., license renewal
Greensboro, N. C, granted petition dismiss
application without prejudice.
(Nov. 14).
NOVEMBER 7
MISCELLANEOUS—NEW, High Point
Broadcasting Co., High Point, N. C,
placed incellingpending
file under Order 79, canNov. 12 hearing.
Applications . . .
NOVEMBER 3
NEW, The Torrington Broadcasting Co.,
Torrington, Conn. — Amend CP new station 1340 kc 250 w unl. (facilities of
WBRK if and when vacated).
250WERC,
w N &Erie,
D. Pa. — Modification license
WMVA,
Martinsville,
tenna increase
250 w D &Va.N.— CP new anNEW, Meadville Tribune Broadcasting
Co., Meadville, Pa.— CP new station 1340
kc 250 w specified hours with WSAJ.
NEW, Jacksonville Broadcasting Corp.,
Jacksonville,
Fla. — CP N.new station 1270 kc
5 kw unl. directional
WTMV, East St. Louis, HI.— Transfer
control from William H. West to Carlin S.
French. 314 shares stock (62.8%).
NEW, Contra Costa Broadcasting Co.,
Richmond,
Cal. — Amend
station re stock
ownership.applic. CP new
NOVEMBER 5
NEW, John D. Ewing, New Orleans —
CP new station 1060 kc 50 kw unl. directional N.
NEW, Florida National Broadcasting
Corp..unl.Miami
— CP new
1170 kc 5
kw
directional
D & station
N.
KOAM, Pittsburg, Kan. — Amend applic.
CP change
860 kc 5changes.
kw D & N new ti'ansmitter
directional
KYOS,
Merced,
Cal.—
Amend applic. CP
1490 kc 250 w.
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Asks For Sacramento
HUGH McCLUNG, operator of
KVCV, Redding, KHSL, Chic«, and
KYOS, Merced, Cal., who originally had applied for a new station
in Fresno, Cal., was authorized by
the FCC last Tuesday to amend his
application to shift the location of
his proposed station to Sacramento
and to request 1,000-watt operation.
Action was motivated by the granting of a new local Oct. 14 in Fresno
to J. E. Rodman, local auto dealer,
which gave the city three stations.
Mr. McClung had been managing
editor of the Merced Sun-Star for
almost sixteen years, but sold all
his newspaper interests last March
so he could devote his full time to
radio.
Van Dyck Heads IRE
NEWLY-ELECTED president of
the Institute of Radio Engineers is
A. F. Van Dyck, manager of RCA
License-Laboratories, New York, as
announced last week by the IRE
board of directors following a ballot among members. W. A. Rush,
controller of radio for the Government of Canada, Department of
Transport, was named vice-president of the group. New directors,
of which three were to be selected,
are: A. B. Chamberlain, CBS chief
engineer, W. L. Everitt, professor
of Electrical Engineering at Ohio
State, and B. J, Thompson, assistant director of the research and
development laboratories of RCA
Mfg. Co.'s Radiotron division.
RADIO CENTER, New Haven, has
contracted for 52 one-mimite announcements on W65H. New Haven FM outlet, from Nov. 1 through Dec. 27, promoting FM receiver sales, it has been
announced by William F. Malo,
WG.jH commercial manager.

SMITH BROS., Poughkeep.sie, X
( cough drops ) recently, started
26 weeks Knox Manning newsca.st
8 CBS western stations, Mon..
Sat., 8:.5.5-9 p.m. and William Wim
news commentary, Sun., 8 :2.j-S
p.m. fPST). Agency: J. D. Tare
Co., N. Y.
EAGLE
OIL & REFINING (
Sante Fe Springs, Cal. (Goh
Eagle gasoline), on Nov. 9 started
13 weeks The World Todaij on 3 C
Pacific Coast stations (KNX KAI
KSFO), Sunday, 11:30-12 n(
(PST). Agency : General A
Agency, Los Angeles.
STANDARD
BRANDS
Inc., >i
York
(Fleischmann's
Yeast),
6 starts Whafs My Name? onon J,
MBS
stations, Tues. 8-8:30
Agency:
Kenyon & Eckhardt, I>|
York.
Network Changes
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PE
Jersey City (Colgate tooth powdi
on Nov. 3 added sis CBS-Florida
tions (WMBR WJNO WDBO WQ
WFOY WDAE) to Stepmother, n
ing a total of 54 CBS stations, ]\
thru Fri. 10:30-10:45 a.m. witl
rebroadcast 4-4 :15 p.m. Ageii
Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
BEKINS VAN & STORAGE
Los Angeles, on Oct. 31 expanded
Henri/, New Analyst on 4 CBS Pa<
Coast stations (KNX KSFO KA;
KROY) from Mon.. Wed.. 5:30-5'
p.m.
(PST),p.m.
to Mon..
5:30-5:45
(PST).Wed.,
Ageni
Brooks Adv. Agency, Los Angele;
BAYUK
CIGARS, Philadelii
Nov. 7Upad
a(Bayuk
Friday "Phillies"),
broadcast toon Sizing
News, on 75 MBS stations, Mon.
Wed., 8-8 :15 p.m. Agency : Ivej;
Ellington, Philadelphia.
TAYTON Co., Los Angeles (f
metics), on Nov. 27 dr«ps ./tjiji
Fidler's Hollytcood News on 15 ]\j
stations, Thurs. 10:30-10:45
Agency : BBDO, Los Angeles.
MISPRONOUNCED WOF
Favorite Mistakes Are Liste<
In Phoney Plug
A COMMERCIAL announcem
to demonstrate a group of W(
most commonly mispronounced
announcers, was composed by D

More than 2 i,ooo Lapp Porcelain Compression cones have gone into service. They
range from tiny 3" cones for pipe masts to
the large units shown above and recently
installed in the new WABC transmitter. In
the history of these insulators, covering
more than 20 years, we have never heard of a
tower failure due to failure of a Lapp porcelain part. Reason enough to specify
y,"Lapp" for tower footing insulators.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.

This giant base insulator
supports one corner of the
new WABC
towerPeanowIsland,
operaNew
ting on Little
York.

FOR SECUR/rr IN
ANTENNA STRUCTURE INSULATORS
1941
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Glenside,program
Pa., when
calledof upoi
Arthur,
director
WI '
give an address before a Phila^
phia group. The commercial rc
"Try Whozis Cough Syrup, nfrom a genuine old New Engl
formula, and today recognizee
one of the nation's
cc
2}reventivcs.
Whozis leading
Cough S3
enjoys a tremendous popula:
and authoritative sources c
that in their expert opinions it
no equal. The housewife
about her daily tasks, the diet
leading his army, the horse
even though warmly dressec
sweater and riding breeches,
have need of Whozis. To get
much needed respite and relief
ing an annoying cough ailment
this superior preventive. Ada
your inquiries in response to |
advertisement to Whozis, Win
Creek Road, Split Lip, Ohio,
will finance dealers. Listen a
Monday for a similar program.!
• Broadcast

Advertis g

Monopoly Rules
{Continued from page 9)

Chain

ght be February before the statuijry three-judge court could hear
guments. Because of the crowded
cket of the court and the dermination to handle the matter
,+iftly, it was thought that taking
testimony probably would be
t short and that if normal pro^sses are pursued an opinion might
forthcoming by Spring. This all
lesupposes that the case will not
t to the Supreme Court, one
ly or the other, on the temporary
junction issue.
Mr. Brodsky's
appointment
as
ivernment
counsel
came after
athias F. Correa, U. S. Attorney
New York, has disqualified himIf, because he served as chief
sistant to NBC Counsel Cahill
len the latter was U. S. Attort. Jfijy. He had requested that the
torney General designate somee else to defend the Government.
mi

MBS Appearance

MBS, on Nov. 5, filed with the
art an appearance as a party
]ij|fendant, "reserving the right to
Titr. allenge the jurisdiction" of the
■^?M|urt. It was unnecessary for MBS
jintervene as such, it was pointed
}E IIt, since it was a party in the
'^^'Ijoceedings below and could join
The
of right. DanmatterEmmanuel
'^Ijjjiue as afiled
by
;5(V;,jjper was
i, Hitt, WOR-MBS attorney. ParticiA.^BLilting in the proceedings for MBS,
■■*^wever, in addition to the Dan*ljtt firm, will be Louis G. Cald'j-^''Ml, MBS chief counsel, and meml-l 'irs of his staff, including Hamta;;;|)nd E. Chaff etz, Percy L. Rus|.l and Donald Beelar. Also partis (lj|)ating will be the Caldwell as
/i'lSiated firm in New York of
I'^Wnley,
Updike
& Carter.
jlMr. Weber,
in his
Nov. 1 memoj'lndum letter to affiliates, stated
— -at notwithstanding the activities
i;q|Bi other elements in the broadcastijy industry, it is the intention of
Ij^'llatual "to scrupulously comply
|th the spirit and letter of the
gulations". The network therentiire is "revising our outstanding
i ''fliliate contracts so that such con',-*jjicts will in all respects comply
?^^j;.<th these regulations".
LSA MAXWELL, the famed partyrer, has been signed exclusively
Telecast Pi-oduetions, Inc., New
l-rk,
ims. for sponsored television pro-

FOLLOWING a special dedication
ceremony, Fred Weber, MBS general manager, and Diana ForbesRobertson, niece of the late Maxine
Elliott and wife of Writer Vincent
Sheean, admire the plague which
will
the W.
lobby
Mutual's
new hang
theatrein on
39thof St.,
New
York. The plague i-eads: "This theatre was originally named for Maxine Elliott, a great actress and a
beautiful woman. On Nov. 3, 1941,
it was converted into The Mutual
Theatre, for the presentation of
quality network broadcasts."
LIBEL mSURANCE
POLICY DEVELOPED
AFTER protracted negotiations
with insurance firms, the NAB insurance committee announced last
Friday that it had evolved a recommended form of libel, slander and
copyright infringement insurance
policy which would be available to
broadcasters from Employers' Liability Assurance Corp. Ltd. In announcing the successful negotiations with this company, Roger W.
Clipp, chairman of the special NAB
committee, indicated that it is expected other companies will make
available similar protective policies.
According to an analysis by
Chairman Clipp, the new Employers' policy provides (1) broad coverage in a single policy — libel,
slander, copyright infringement and
the infringement of dramatic and
literary rights; (2) no burdensome
provisions requiring performing
rights licenses and verification of
compositions for infringing material; (3) reasonable rates.
Members of the insurance committee, which for six months has
investigated the insurance situation, include, in addition to Mr.
Clipp: Bill Moore, WBNX, New
York; C. R. Dean, CBS; Charlie
Wall, NBC, and Lynne Smeby,
NAB, secretary.
The NAB stated that the new
policy may be purchased through
any agent of Employers' Liability
Assurance
Corp. Ltd., , or an insurance broker.
General Marine Plans
GENERAL MARINE Corp., Chicago, has named McJunkin Adv.
Co., Chicago, as agency. Radio and
sports magazines will be used. E.
A. Trivil is handling the budget for
McJunkin.

Nationil
Representative
' PAUL
RirMCRH.
COMPAKT

Formally
Revised
Normal License Period for
Stations Now Two Years
FORMALIZING its action of Oct.
11 in modifying the chain broadcasting regulations as specified in
its supplemental report [Broadcasting, Oct. 13-20], the FCC last
Tuesday announced amendment of
those paragraphs of the rules and
regulations affected by the order.
The normal license period of all
broadcast stations, pursuant to the
chain regulations, was extended to
two years. It was explained at the
FCC, however, that stations must
file renewal applications as prescribed under their existing licenses, with the renewals then to
be extended for the new term,
which may be for more or less
than the two-year period in order
to comply with the new requirements. In no event, it was stated,
will a license be issued for more
than two years and four months,
while others may be issued for less
than one year, to fill out a given
tenure.
Staggered Penalties
Licenses are staggered by frequencies in six categories under the
existing system. These categories
will remain the same, it was declared. The renewal dates are Feb.
I, April 1, June 1, Aug. 1, Oct. 1,
and Dec. 1.
The Commission's public notice,
formalizing the chain-monopoly
regulations, follows:
Pursuant to its Supplemental Report on Chain Broadcasting of Oct.
II, 1941, the Commission amended
Sections 3.102, 3.103, and 3.104 (pertaining thereto ) and, at the same time,
amended Section 3.34, extending the
normal license period of all standard
broadcast stations to two years, with
expiration
date oflisted,
licenses
the various frequencies
and onSection
4.3
( re license period for broadcast stations
other than standard, and renewal of licenses).
Spots for Hope Book
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago (dental
products), is using 17 markets the
week of Nov. 10 to promote Bob
Hope's autobiography. They Got
Me Covered, in one-minute announcements plugging a new overthe-counter deal in which the book
can be purchased for 10 cents plus
any Pepsodent product. Agency is
Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
KPQ Joins Blue
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash., on
Nov. 10 joins NBC-Blue bringing
the total of Blue stations to 168.
Station is owned by the West Coast
Broadcasting Co., and operates with
250 watts on 1490 kc. unlimited, but
has a construction permit for 1,000
watts daj^time and 500 night, on 560
kc.
Basic Mutual Network Outlet

r

THE
UJHfiF
AFEILIATE OF ROCK ISUND, IlLINOIS ARGOS.
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ROCK ISLAND • DAVENPORT • MOLINE

"Hey you
Fellows!"
when
buy
KINY,ingyou
are heart
buy- of the
into the
wealthiest
per capita
United States market —
Alasl<a!
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Am. BIdg., Seattle, Wash
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WATTS c"o'n "
5000
•
1000 WATTS
nneau
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA
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Ask us about the recent
impartial survey of wire
services by an important radio station showing "INS
leading by wide margin".
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

5,000
WATTS
Day and Night
NBC RED & BLUE
PAUL RAYMER CO.

DAYTON, O.

SFRtNGFIELO.O.

You Can Dominate the
Omaha Great Plains Market

w
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Plans

for

Priorities

For Communications
PLANS to vest priorities advisory
power for the ccmmunications industry in the Defense Communications Board were nearing the final
stage over the weelvend. An expected directive from the Office of
Production Management had not
been announced, however.
It was understood that FCC and
DCB Chairman James Lawrence
Fly would meet with Donald M.
Nelson, priorities Division director,
during the Nov. 10 week to renew
discussions of the plan, under which
DCB may receive broad power
to recommend to the 0PM Priorities Division on priorities matters
for the entire communications
industry, including broadcasting
It is expected such a plan, with the
specialized knowledge of DCB experts dovetailing with the experience of the 0PM organization,
would greatly improve the position of the entire industry in priorities matters [BROADCASTING,
Nov. 3].
Rationing Plan
Recommendation of communications priorities policies to SPAB,
including the rationing of communications service according to relative importance, is understood to
be a major power to be granted
DCB under the plan. 0PM is
known to be considering the propoPrisition, regarding DCB and orits some
orities Liaison Committee,
other body to be constituted under
DCB, as a clearing house for priority problems. It is believed delay
has arisen through the desire of the
0PM Legal Division to clear up
technical details.
Within the industry it is felt the
for operaplan will speed materialsA whole
new
tion and maintenance.
priorities section under DCB, might
be necessary, with fulltime paid
personnel.
Another development came
Thursday with release by the Office
of Price Administration of a letter
from OPA Administrator Leon
"all manuHenderson facturersrequesting
of radio receiving sets,
radio-phonograph combinations, radio parts or radio-phonograph
combination
parts to maintain

Near

Final

Group
Stage

prices of these products at the level
ling Oct. 15, 1941". His letprevai
ter, indicating the Federal attitude
from the consumer approach, asked
manufacturers also for an "expression of your willingness to cooperate". During the last week OPM
also again urged manufacturers in
all fields to consider means of reduring the number of varieties for
styles in their products.
It was learned the OPM Civilian
Supply Section has on occasion
granted necessary priority rating
to a broadcaster needing a transmitter tube replacement. It is
understood a tentative definition of
an emergency provides that if a
broadcaster has installed his last
spare tube of a particular size and
is without spares, he can obtain,
through proper application, one
replacement tube.

Aveyard to MacFarlaiid
A. E. AVEYARD, nationally known
advertising figure, last Friday
joined Hays MacFarland & Co.,
Chicago, as a partner and vicepresident. He has acquired a stock
interest. Name of the firm has been
changed to MacFarland, Aveyard
& Co. No change in executive personnel is planned. Mr. Aveyard
entered advertising with CampbellEward Co., Detroit, moving to Lord
& Thomas in 1925 where he later
became executive vice-president in
the home office in Chicago as well as
a member of the board. After that
he became vice-president, general
manager and a director in the Chiof BBDO. Hays Maccago office
Farland & Co. was formd in 1929.
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Hammond Dealers
HAMMOND INSTRUMENT Co.,
Chicago, has launched a cooperative spot announcement campaign
with local dealers on a share-cost
basis, to promote its new Hammond
Solovox. Announcements will be
one-minute transcriptions of backon the Solomusic played
vox with ground
dialogue
and provision for
local dealer mention. Each skit is
a dramatization with a man, a girl
and a musician demonstrating typical Solovox approximations of
musical instruments. Agency for
Hammond is George H. Hartman
Co., Chicago.
Laco Soap Spots
LACO PRODUCTS Inc., Waltham,
Mass. (Castile soap and shampoo),
of one-min-to
a campaign
is planning
announcements
ute transcribed
a week or
get under way within number
of
two on an undisclosed
BaltiCo.,
Katz
Joseph
stations.
more, Md., the agency, is working
out details.

London Bells
ONE of the problems to be
solved when John Gunther
and Leslie Howard appear as
while sitting in
guest experts
a BBC studio in London on
Nov. 14 broadcast of American Tobacco Co.'s Informa
code to subtion Please, is ausual
raising
stitute for the
of hands, to be used by the
away. But
guests 3,000 miles
Clifton Fadiman, m.c, came
through with the solution:
When Gunther wishes to answer, he will let Fadiman
know bv ringing a bell in the
When Howard
studio.
London" he
has the dope, he
thinks
by pressing a buzzer.
signifies
Kieran and FPA from NBC
be the other memstudiosbers ofwill
the board of experts
for the evening.

KOB Contests Standi
Of NBC in Its App«
DECLARING that NBC has
standing under the law to prot
the FCC's action in granting;
service authorization"
"special
Albuquerque, under wh
KOB,station
that
would operate with
kw. day and 25 kw. nighttime po
on 770 kc, KOB Counsel W. Tl
dore Pierson last Thursday f
with the FCC an answer to
brief of NBC on behalf of W
NBC-Blue key in New York, p

a 1-A status on
entlykc.enjoying
770
clear channel.
The KOB answer, which as
denial of the NBC petition, a
days after Counsel Pierson
filed an application to modify
KOB authorization to a stra
50 kw., night and day.
bearThe KOB grant, awhich
clear-chai
of
the earmarks
i
protest
drew
breakdown, also
KXA, Seattle, whose counsel,
Littlepage Jr., last Monday
rd
Tuesday filed an opposition '
Acco
AFM
and
WGN
and an appending letter asking
For Musicians Adopted
FCC to set aside and rescind
Oct. 15 KOB order. Referrin.
d
reache
ment
agree
DETAILS of
KOB grant, made without 1
the
Chibetween WGN, Chicago, and ans,
or application by KOB, oi
ing
cago Federation of Musici
mo>
Local 10 setting up special scale FCC's own motion, as "a
for
l
yment
Counse
emplo
of
ding",
ions
procee
provis
and
regular his letter cited enginetL
page ins that the proposed 50
n's FM
musicians on W59C,cedstatio
in the No- findingion of KOB on 770 kc. v
outlet, were announ
operat
vember issue of the Local's monthly
cause serious interference to I
Mus:
follow
as
ezzo,
Interm
organ, sicians, $60 a week, three hours service. KXA also operates or:
domi
kc, limited to WJZ, the
work in a period of six consecutive
that channel.
on
station
the
with
week,
a
days
hours, five
The Commission was asked n
conductor receiving $10 per week
the KOB authorities t
extend
week,
a
$60
s,
turner
Record
extra.
d either assigning
instea
kw.,
ment,
employ
utive
consec
hours
four
a frequency other a
to
station
to
me
five days a week. All overti
770 kc. or requiring that KOB I
per hour
be paid at a rate of $4
employthe
of
KXA
protect
y ive
"In consideration
du c i
r e insta
a, by
antenn
direct
aquatel
ment of nine staff musicians on
the bulletin states,
W59C only," staff
power, or both.
musicians now
"the regular
employed on WGN are permitted to Two Television Im£
theiris basic
W59C hwithin
play
50%
the scale
hours."on Althoug
by P
Synchronized
less than regular broadcasting
scale, there are possibilities for NEW TECHNICAL developi
added employment since there are
s "tyii
engineer
by NBCnizing
called synchro
r
generato
FM staforaccordi
two
on file
10 applica
ng
area,
Chicago
tions in thetions
out for the
tried
was
radio,"
to the bulletin.
NBC's
4 on WNBT,
time Nov.
ers
so teleview
station,
vision
returi
election
follow
to
able
the same time they watched
fessional wrestling matches
Ridgewood Grove, Brooklyn. :
To accomplish this, it was
one image from
sary to join
Manhattan — the election re
WOOF
from Radio City — with an
image, radioed from Brookl:
trick which required that th(
^"
1.
1
CH
units be in absolute synchro
A running box-score of the m
alty race was faded in at the i
the wrestling image at freque:
tervals giving the major pa
the election returns during
bouts.
The new development now i
it possible for engineers to s
from Radio City's television sl^
to the mobile unit, without
a blank screen or an un
r. The
receive
on the
image messag
e also
sor's
may
be s
or
image
an
on
imposedcall letters can be th^
tion's
without interrupting the te
feature.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
Anchorage,
KFQD
Owen
pointe,d Homer
"He Kept Us On the Air by R ebuilding Tubes With Aluminum
as its national
He Gets Out
wood
reseutative.
of Beer Caps!"
• Broadcast
10, 1941
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JAMBOREE
AUDIENCES

PEOPLE

FAIR

DURING

SEASON

ANOTHER INDICATION OF WLW's
POPULARITY WITH RURAL AUDIENCE
Yes, sir — WLW's Boone County Jamboree entertainers really pack 'em in wherever they go in
WLW land. Take the Ohio State Fair, for example.
The huge Coliseum was completely sold out more
than an hour before the show, and still long lines
of people waited at the door, hoping to get in.
It was an all-time record crowd.
But record breaking crowds are not unusual for
Boone County Jamboree personal appearances.
As a matter of fact, these popular entertainers
played a total of 63 dates in seven states during
the fair season, July 4 to October 4, and established new attendance records at fourteen events.

THE NATION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

This year, also, WLW

produced a spectacular

pageant, "By Dawn's Early Light," with a cast of
more than 1 00, at the Ohio State Fair. The most
lavish entertainment ever attempted by the fair
management, and certainly the most ambitious
ever undertaken by a radio station, "By Dawn's
Early Light" played to 45,757 people . . . another
all-time record for the fair.

WLW's clear channel facilities, plus progressive
programming aimed specifically at its rural
audience, gets the farmers' ear in the Midwest.
They flock to see Boone County Jamboree favorites
because they hove heard them on WLW.

STATION

LOOK

AT

WHAT

The

HAVE

WROUGHT!

World Becomes
One "Neighborhood"
for the Army-Navy
Game!

THIS month, American radio
broadcasting comes of age —
reaches its majority with the twentyfirst anniversary of KDKA in Pittsburgh. And this month furnishes an
excellent opportunity to see how far
American Broadcasting has come in
just 21 years. . .with the world-wide
broadcast of the Army-Navy football game on November 29 at 1:15
p. m., E.s.T.
When KDKA began, it was practically miracle
a
for a station to be
heard at all — by anybody — anywhere. Butwhen the Army plays the
Use RCA

YEARS

Navy this month, fans half the world
away will hear every play. For this
game will be carried on both the Red
and the Blue Networks of the
National Broadcasting Company
. . . over Station KGU in Honolulu . . .
overStation kzrh in Manila. . . over
NBC International Shortwave Stations WRCA and wnbi . . . General
Electric Shortwave Stations wgea,
WGEO, KGEI . , . Westinghouse
Shortwave Station WBOS.
Even ten thousand miles from the
stadium, it will take very unusual
conditions indeed to prevent listen-

ers from picking up at least one of
these stations !
Behind the progress of broadcasting lies a step-by-step improvement
in broadcasting facilities. Year by
year, in the RCA Laboratories, engineers and scientists have labored
to perfect RCA Broadcast Equipment— to produce transmitters of
higher efficiency, greater dependability, and finer quality — to serve
both stations and listeners through
better broadcasting !. . .Just one more
reason why it pays to look for the
RCAnameonyour new equipment!

Radio Tubes in Your Station for Finer Performance

ALL THE
^y—y
KTs^
RCA Manufactuiting Co., Inc., Camden, N.J. • A Service of Radio Corporation of America • In Canada, RCA Victor Co., Ltd., Montreo

^
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■;v'»
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Dallas: Santa Fe Bldg.
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Hollywood: 1016 N. Sycamore
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mi:
What

non-network

program

listeners in 35 states, Canada
America?

What famous children's show has
quietly acquired a new, vital pattern and

has regular
and South

approach?
What
What

major

the greatest rural sales territory in the
United States?

station recently launched

the most complete method

major metropolitan station covers

for measiiring

local audience composition and program
standing?
What late-evening program made a Httleknown mattress a sales-leader in less than
three weeks?
Using only one major station, what wellknown company reduced its advertising
expenditures 50%
10%

and increased its sales

in a previously considered
rated market"?

''satuSEE

1

PAGE

35

for

the answers
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FOR WWVA
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WATTS
5,000

JOHN
BLAIR
REPRESENTS US NATIONALLY

J

WTH

NEW

SPORTS

A ROUND

ENGLAND
FANS

. . .

the sports calendar, season-

^/~\^in and season-out, The Colonial
Network, through A 1 service, has won
a following
Football
National
hockey

of loyal listeners that is unquestionably the largest in New England.
. . . baseball

League

Games)

. . . basketball

(American

horse racing . . .

. . . track meets

sports events of all types are broadcast
greater number

by The

Colonial

than by any combination
single station, in New
W A A B
WEAN

Boston
Providence

ver
( iNew geHa
Brid port
W I C C jLowell
WLLH
Lawrence

The
BROOKLINE AVENUE

and
. . .
in

Network

of stations, or

England.
W S
W S
W L
W F
W N
WT

A
P
B
E
B
H

R
R
Z
A
H
T

Fall River
Springfield
Bangor
Manchester
New Bedford
Hartford

This
market
with

is just one
reached

its wide

segment

of the huge

by The Colonial
coverage

and

Network,
19 locally

accepted, key-buying-area stations.
It has successfully sold cereals, razor
blades, gasoline, cigarettes . . . and
numberless products appealing to
all listeners.
Before

you make

commitments,

New

England

radio

get the facts about

the

network that does an effective selling job
. . . economically.
Waterbury
W ATR
W B R K
W N L C
WL N H
W R D O
W H A I

Pittsfield
New London
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Greenfield

wc
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iston
/ Aubur
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W E I M Fitchburg
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IN

SENSATIONALIOPPORTUNITY
CENTRAL

CALIFORNIA!

On Nov. 30, Station KARM

at Fresno will become

one of the most important stations in the U. S. Already
a basic member of the Columbia Pacific Network,
with a sensational record of preference in Central
California, ive multiply our power twenty-fold on
Nov, 30. . . . Judge all these facts for yourself:
K arm's

one is among the West's largest producers of oil
and gas!

Market: Fresno is the center of one of the

most amazing territories in the U. S. — a market in
which the per capita spending is $879, against the
California average of $461, and the U. S. average
of $319 — a five-county market that spends more consumer dollars than Vermont, Delaware, Wyoming,

KARM's Coverage: According to an authoritative
recent independent coincidental survey, KARM commands an average of 58.2% of the available audience
in this fabulous five-county market — loses only
37.7% to local competition, loses only 4.1% to "outside" stations!
KARM's Competition: Please note that the above
listening data was taken while KARM was still a
250-watt station, competing with a 5000-watt Fresno
contemporary. On
watts. . . .

Nov. 30, KARM

goes 5000

Nevada, or New Mexico!

Rates have not yet been advanced. We
view of all the above facts, Station KARM

believe in
represents

Of these five Fresno market counties, one is the

the best radio opportunity in America. Write for
availabilities — or ask Free & Peters.

second richest farm county in the U. S. — one is the
fourth^ — one is California's first in cattle shipping —

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
JROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising
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November

sooo watts
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FRESNO
IN

—

GOLDEN

THE

GOLD

CALIFORNIA!

Fresno, California, is the center of one of the most
amazing territories in the U. S. — a market in which the
per capita spending

is $879,

against the California

average of $461, and the U. S. average of $319 — a fivecounty market
Vermont,

that spends more

Delaware, Wyoming,

consumer

dollars than

Nevada, or New Mexico!

Of these five Fresno market counties, one is the second

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FAROO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
.
.
KALAMAZOO-GRAND
RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
....
MINNEAP0LI8-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. PEORIA
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . .IOWA. . .
WHO
DES MOINES
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . .SOUTHEAST. . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIQH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
, . .SOUTHWEST. . .
KGKO
FT. OKLAHOMA
WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . .PACIFIC COAST. . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS PORTLAND
ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
KROW
. . . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
AND
WRIGKT-SONOVOX. INC.

richest farm county in the U. S. — one is the fourth —

M.

one is California's first in cattle shipping — one is among
the West's largest producers of oil and gas!
With Basic Columbia
KARM

commands

audience

Pacific Network

service. Station

an average of 58.2%

of the available

in this fabulous

five-county market — loses

only 4.1% to "outside" stations! . . . These figures are
from a recent and authoritative independent coincidental
survey, made

when

KARM

was a 250-watt station. You

can draw your own conclusion as to what the figures will
be after ISov. 30, when KARM

goes 5000 watts, day and

night!
If you are selling in Central California, KARM
"must"

is the

station. Let us give you the whole story.

KARM
5000

watts

.

FOR

CENTRAL

.

. Fresno

CALIFORNIA

FREE&PETERSiNc

Pioneer

Radio

Station

Representatives
Since May, 1932

CHICAGO: iHo S. Mithigan
Franklin 6373

NEW YORK: 347 Park Ave.
Plaza S-4131

DETROIT: New Cetiler B/Jg.
Trinity 2-8444

SAN FRANCISCO: jjj Suiter
Sutter 4353

LOS ANGELAS:
650 5. Crand
Vandike 0569

ATLANTA: ^22 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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Advertising
Henderson's

Plea

I Dispels Fears
^
For Future
IDVERTISING and Government
!»und they had a common ground
(hen they met last week in what
rs billed as a fight by advertising
save itself from possible extinclOn or perhaps just serious injury.
' The event was staged Nov. 13-14
7 the Assn. of National Advertis!'s and the American Assn. of Adfertising Agencies at the Hometiead, Hot Springs, Va. The two
psociations met in an unpreceinted joint session at which the
fiture of advertising was to be
apraised in the war economy.
But instead of starting a mad
mpaign against governmental acDns affecting advertising, the
aders of that industry agreed in
rge measure with Leon Hender■n that the two groups have a
mmon aim — preservation of what
!.ch termed a "dynamic economy".
Federal Influences
Under the strategical plan for
|e unusual ANA-AAAA joint sesDn, the convention spent one day,
lursday, proving the facts about
fluences tending to undermine
itional brands and the advertisg thereof, as well as the facts
)Out the economic effects of adrtising and its vital place in the
nerican system of free enterprise,
lis portion of the convention
3und up with a fear-dispelling
eech by Mr. Henderson, who is
!ministrator, Office of Price Adinistration; director. Division of
[vilian Supply; Office of Producpn Management; member, Supply
riorities & Allocations Board [see
xt on page 9].
Climax Comes Friday
IThe Friday meeting was devoted
discussion of the indispensabil(7 of advertising as proved by exSrience and the all-important mat|r of what to do about it.
The fiery two-day session
ached its zenith at the Friday
nd-up when it was agreed that
e self-preservation fight of the
'vertising industry will be waged
individuals and groups repre.nting advertisers, agencies and
edia.
ROADCASTING

Pledges
Aid
to
War
The convention came to an offipaign to sell advertising to the pubcial close when Harold B. Thomas,
lic will be the Harvard Study of
the Economic & Social Effects of
of the Centaur Co., presiding,
called for a rising vote of those Advertising. Comprising some 300,who would join the organized ef- 000 words, the study will be availfort to sell advertising to the pubable the first of the year and is
lic in case such a campaign is un- described as the best report on the
dertaken.
subject possible to produce. It is
Advertising and media groups
a project of the Advertising Rereceived a blunt warning from
search Foundation, jointly organNiles Trammell, NBC president,
ized several years ago by ANA
that trouble lies ahead for adver- and AAAA.
tising unless action is taken.
Trammell On Radio Troubles
on 'What
to Do' into a
The Young
convention
developed
"Our medium is exhibit A showfree-for-all
Thursday
during Mr.
ing what can happen when you
Henderson's
talk
when
he
answered
turn your back on what is going
a barrage of penetrating questions
on in Washington," he said in and captivated the convention with
representing radio during a series
humorous and understanding reof brief talks by media representamarks. Speaking, of course, from
tives. "We saw it coming in 1936, the standpoint of Federal price and
but turned our backs. If you don't allocations control, Mr. Henderson
do something, what happened to
quickly convinced many hardus will happen to all advertising.
Radio is anxious to cooperate in shelled anti-NewDealers that they
been duped by under-the-bedevery way possible to further this have
time stories.
It was strongly indicated that
From the standpoint of the adprogram."
vertising industry, James Webb
one
basis of the advertising camANA

Revives

Broadcast Advertisers
Show Interest in
Pinkham Idea
AN OLD radio problem was kicked
squarely into the open last Wednesday when the Assn. of National
Advertisers, meeting at Hot
Springs, Va., decided that something ought to be done about evaluating radio stations on a standard
basis.
The action was taken at a panel
of several dozen ANA radio users
at the Association's private session
held prior to the joint Nov. 13-14
war council called by the ANA and
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies.
Pinkham's Plans
Instigator of this resuscitation
was Charles Pinkham, advertising
manager of Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co. Mr. Pinkham plans to
spend about $600,000 next year on
his company's basic radio campaign,
along with additional fall and
springtionscampaigns.
About 200 stawill be selected.
A scientific spender of advertis-

• Broadcast

Advertising

Plan

to

Economy
Young, senior consultant, J. Walter
Thompson Co., handled the tough
assignment of "What Shall We Do
About It?", cimaxing the two-day
joint meeting.
Mr. Young's climactical talk was
built around the thought that advertising isnow in the position of
being required to justify itself as
a social force. He called for cooperative steps by the advertising
industry to bring about in the
country a new faith in the possibilities of the dynamic economy. He
pleaded that advertisers help business
regain
leadership of the nation's
economy.
From Two
But through
advertising talk
dustry to adapt
war economy.

Which is just what Mr. Henderson asked.
The difference rested in the fact
that Mr. Young spoke from the advertiser's and the agency's viewpoint, keeping foremost the present

Measure

ing money in thousands of newspapers in addition to his radio
schedule, Mr. Pinkham is interested
in devising a radio evaluation
formula covering mechanical factors. He has perfected an intricate
automatic card index system for
newspapers, and hopes for the day
when he can buy radio on the basis
of a medium covering mechanical
factors such as frequency, power,
radio homes, conductivity.
Wants Scientific Formula
If he can get such a factor, Mr.
Pinkham told the ANA's radio
group, he then can take into account such factors as hour, programs before and after, programs
opposite, station's special appeal.
After receiving support from
others at the session, Mr. Pinkham
obtained a unanimous vote authorizing steps to set up a coverage
method. He said that responsibility
rested in the ANA's lap to do something about it, but no action was
taken other than to approve the
general idea.
History of the joint ANA-AAAANAB effort to set up a coverage

Viewpoints
his strictly prohe asked the inadvertising to a

Radio

method similar to newspaper and
magazine circulatioa evaluations
was recalled at the session, as was
the $40,000 spent on the project.
Mr. Pinkham said he is not interested in station rate cards because he can't understand them.
He desires a scientific formula under which he can have some idea
of what he is bujnng for the money
he spends. His intricate newspaper
card system solves the problem for
that medium, he told the radio
The ANA radio group discussed
surveys
listened to the readpanel.ing of a and
list of rate increases. The
ASCAP question didn't cause any
particular comment.
As was the case at the main
ANA Convention and the joint
ANA-AAAA meeting, most advertisers showed a tendency to go
ahead and advertise as usual. They
are prepared for hardships and
face many shortages of raw materials, along with packaging difficulties. But there was little talk
of fear; rather, most advertisers
are looking into the future with
fortitude.

November
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danger to the nation, whereas Mr.
Henderson said he was trying to
help advertisers do that very job,
speaking from the standpoint of
the Government's price, production
and allocations agencies.
Graphic portrayals of the problems facing advertising, along with
the types of growing opposition
now being met, were given on the
opening day by CBS and Time Inc.
Using material furnished by the
ANA-AAAA committee in charge,
CBS staged a drama built around
Federal opposition to advertising
and national brands, consumer
movements, educators' activities
and current business and production problems. The CBS drama was
produced by Frank Barton, written
by Yascha Frank and directed by
Earle McGill, all of the network's
staff. It drew frequent applause,
and was followed by a convention
ovation.
The morning session at which
CBS supplied the program was presided over by B. B. Geyer, of
Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New
York, AAAA vice-president. A. 0.
Buckingham, Cluett Peabody & Co.,
former ANA chairman, was in
charge of this portion of the program.
'Times' Big Show
At the afternoon session the
same day. Time Inc. used dramatic
and movie technique to present the
economic justification of sound advertising. Presiding was H. W.
Roden, of Harold H. Clapp Inc.,
retiring ANA chairman. Representing the program comittee was T.
D'Arcy
Brophy,
Kenyonalso& drew
Eckhardt. The
Timeof show
lengthy applause. It was followed
by Mr. Henderson's talk.
In keynoting advertising's current problem, Mr. Young reminded
that advertising's main obligation
to itself has been to make advertising pay the advertiser. Now, he
says, advertising is having its soul
searched and is required to justify
itself as a social force.
He found three sources of danger. First is a repugnance for some
of the bad taste and the clamor
of advertising. Second is a group
of serious students of economics
and distribution, largely educators
and specialists in the consumer
movement. Third is "the fact that
there is in Washington today a
group of administrators and administrative advisors who do not
cal themselves friends of advertising."

Arnold's 'Shrewd Blows'
On the third point he referred to
some "shrewd blows in passing"
which are being dealt by Thurman
Arnold, head of the Anti-trust Diviison. Department of Justice. He
claimed there are in Washington
many persons in positions of power
who "are honestly convinced that
our whole free enterprise system
needs to be overhauled, to be
greatly modified or to be completely
replaced. They belit /e that they
know how to do it. They intend to
Page 8 • November

Like Mr. Young, Mr. Henderso
took several peeks into the futijrl
ANA-AAAA

"War

Council"

Newsreel

LUNCH FOR SIX at the Homestead, Hot Springs, was served to this
radio group at the ANA-AAAA meeting. Dinei's are (1 to r) L. F. Erickson. Western sales manager, CBS; Kennet Hinks, vice-president, J. Walter
Thompson Co.; John W. Karol, director of market research, CBS; James
D. Shouse, vice-president and general manager, Crosley Corp., operating
WLW, WSAI, WLWO; Robert E. Dunville, vice-president in charge of
sales, Crosley Corp.; W. C. Gittinger, vice-president in charge of sales,
CBS.

RADIO MAKERS AND USERS were represented as this informal group
was caught just before the Thursday afternoon session of the ANAAAAA at Hot Springs. They are (1 to r) Frank Walker, RCA; 0. B.
Capelle, sales promotion manager, Miles Labs; Stand Withe, manager,
publicity department, Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.; Herbert Thompson,
Miles advertising manager; 0. C. Brown, advertising manager, Oklahoman & Times, affiliated with WKY-KLZ-KVOR.

CHEESE, MILK AND OIL, along with the agency business, provide
ample conversational topics for these ANA-AAAA attendees at Hot
Springs. In group are W. S. Lockridge, vice-president of J. Walter
Thompson Co., Paul Willis Jr., advertising department, Kraft Cheese Co.;
John H. Piatt, Kraft director of advertising Jule Miller, vice-president,
Pet Milk Co.; Ben Pollak, advertising and sales promotion manager,
Richfield Oil Corp.
do it if they can — not only because
they believe it needs doing, but for
the very human reason that power
is a sweet possession. This group
of people is not made up of the
practical politicians. It is made up
of idealists and humanitarains, who
are trying to be 'practical'."
This group, he added, conceives
practicality in terms of the end always justifying the means. "Being
sincere about their ultimate ends,"
he said, "they seem to have no
scruples in abandoning all princimeans." on the other
Mr.ples as to
Henderson,
hand, went to great length on the
previous afternoon to State that he
was not a member of a group conspiring to alter or destroy advertising. He conceded he was skeptical
about advertising at times, just like
other consumers, but firmly believes that advertising serves a

17, 19^1

useful economic function. He described advertising as the cheapest
and best method of selling, "as
shown by your business experiMr. Henderson conceded that
Government agencies oppose scare
ence".
advertising about scarcities. Restraint of trade practices were out
of his field, he said.
Untrammelled
SOMETHING new in radio
cooperation occurred at the
closing
of theatANAAAAA session
convention
Hot
Springs, according to BROADCASTING'S Hot Springs correspondent: Niles Trammell,
president of NBC, addressed
the convention over a CBS
microphone.

Broadcast

of business, economy and advertis'
ing. Under an expanding econorrn •
he explained, he hopes to see mcr!
of "the
righthaskind
of advertising'
He
always
advocated
this e> '
panding
economy,
said, and productive
believes increased
use h'c
advertising should accompany sue
an expansion, which he hopes wi
come after the war.
Voicing pleasure at the achievi
ments of radio and other media i
helping consumers understand an
meet the problems of defense, M
Henderson departed from his pri
pared text to look into some ne
possibilities open to advertisinj
An expanding market is availabl
he said, in consumer goods not con
petitive with defense, particular!
non-metallic items. A diversio
from scarce commodities to plent
ful consumer items, he said, offei
advertisers a chance to push sue
items as food, travel, clothing ar
basic desires not requiring metal
Record-Breaking Production
Present production, he reminde
is at least 50% above the 1929 re
ord or any other record. Nation;
income currently is at the rate i
96 billion dollars, with about
billions a month soon to be d
voted to defense.
Without pulling punches, he cai
tioned the advertising industry •
be prepared to make sacrifio
along with other business and i'
dustrial groups. It's no time
fight fantasy and abstractions, 1
said. Advertising must survive i
a thriving, dynamic force, ai
vision and leadership will be needt
in the peace to follow when ne
horizons will be opened.
At the end of his prepared a
dress. Chairman Roden called f
a rising vote of appreciation ai
the convention pledged its cooper
tion to the Government spokesma
Henderson Answers Queries
In a fast-moving barrage
questions after his address, W
Henderson insisted that no pla
exist to effect reforms in gra
labeling and standardization und
the guise of defense. Some mere
andising standardization may
necessary, he conceded, and i
minded that Donald M. Nelsc
0PM administrator, favors simp
fication
and reduction in the n-Ji
ber of models.
Mr. Henderson saw no immedia
danger of a power shortage, asi
from that in the Southeast.
Going into the problems of
Washington official, he deni
stories that he had told bakers th
could reduce prices by cutting a
vertising. He called the tale
"galloping ghost". In Washingtc
he said, if somone doesn't like yc
they have a press agent who stai
muttering out of the side of 1
mouth
that you don't like advert i
ing.
Mr. Henderson expects to s
marked progres in types and app(
of consumer merchandising, su
(Continued on page 49)
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^enderson

Warns

Crisis

Facing

Disclaims

All

Industry;

Says

More, Not Less, Advertising is Needed
lie test of the address delivered hy Leon Henderson, Director of the Office of
Price Administration, and memlier of Supply Priorities and Allocations
Board and of the Office of Production Management, iefore the Nov. 13
joint meeting of the Assn. of National Advertisers and the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies in Hot Springs, Va.

I

OU GENTLEMEN are assembled
ere, I am advised, to consider what
'lou can do to preserve your busiess. I am here to discuss that subset with you because, as I see it,
■;. is part of my job to help you if I
" an.
', However, the fundamental conIjideration with all of us is the
'reservation of our democracy and
of its free institutions. So at
^jie beginning, I would emphasize
ly considered opinion that what
e might call the institution of
Idvertising is threatened with no
(lecial or extraordinary peril which
j. not shared by other economic
!nd social organisms in this counry.
! In fact, I hope we are unanimous
|i the conclusion that the Nazi asault upon personal and economic
jberties is so real and so vicious
fiiat our first and most immediate
;)b is to organize our energies and
r.2 I jsources to effectively repel that
ireat. And those of us in government must never permit ourselves
• be diverted by any group or
'|Poups from this main purpose,
:. 1 ([•'^ithout
, we must
privilege
or discriminaon
all move
together,
hose
policies
or
issues
proc m.bke controversy in timewhich
of peace
lUst be forgotten if they stand in
ie way of the job ahead.
Common Dangers Ahead
%l £
Time does not permit any adesjfI'inistrator in the defense program
tolerate unnecessary innovation
experimentation in the social or
j;onomic field. At least, I can speak
■)r myself and the jobs to which I
' 'ive been assigned. I repeat to you
lat as great and difficult as your
jfoblems are in the field of adverjSing, so far as I am aware there
•e no dangers ahead for your busi;ss that are not common in varyg degrees to other and different
■pes of enterprises. And by danger
mean Hitler's
oerties
and mine.attack upon your
a-ei In other words, gentlemen, you
■i.i *ve no monopoly on trouble. And
18 text you have selected in your
ospectus
for
this
meeting :
Awake, arise, or be forever
dlen" — applies with equal signifimce to every business enterprise
this country and to each indidual citizen as well.
I am certain you recognize the
liversal application of your theme
■ng to the problems we as a peoe face. And at the risk of stating
:e obvious, I wish to express the
[nfident hope that your deliberaons here not only will result in a
■und appraisal of the problems
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you face as business men, but that
in addition you will evolve some
useful formulae that will make
your institution and its brilliant
techniques of even greater service
to the nation as a whole in this time
of crisis.
Now I think I am vaguely aware
of some of the things that are
bothering you. And for my own
part I wish to enter a "general demurrer" on one of the principal
counts. Some of your trade publications and other sources have
ascribed to me a point of view
about advertising. The clear inference has been that I am a charter
member of some little cell of conspirators whose main purpose in
life is to alter, reform or perhaps
destroy advertising as we know it.
I appreciate that those who want
to believe such under-the-bed-time
stories would remain unconvinced
by my simple denial. And my private opinions about the economic
utility of advertising may be irrelevant anyway.
'It's Not My Job'
However, the fact is that I have
never had the opportunity or the
occasion to give sufficient research
or investigation to advertising to
come up with any really informed
opinion about it. I have always assumed and I now assume that advertising performs a useful economic function. I have in a general
way subscribed to the accepted
view that use of advertising and
its many devices of "crying one's
wares" is the cheapest and most
efficient method of selling. If this
were not so, I am quite certain that
the tremendous sums expended each
year in this field would not be repeated.
You members of the Association
of National Advertisers don't spend
money just because you are attracted by the dynamic personalities of account executives. I am
aware of the statistical and psychological tests you employ to
measure results of your advertising expenditures. And if these tests
weren't proof of results, you would
undoubtedly spend your money in
other ways of ringing the doorbells of the nation's consumers.
It's not my job — and for this I
am grateful — to undertake to police
the abuses of false and misleading
advertising. I know I am correct in
the assumption that you all subscribe to proper regulation which
undertakes to suppress and punish
the outlaw and the faker. Our office
has already expressed its opposition to "scare" advertising and
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on

Advertising
circumstances" to which I have referred do now exist, and our problems must be weighed in the light
of extraordinary conditions, some
of which I shall discuss later. However, I wish to emphasize at this
point that I am somewhat bewildered by the attitudes that assume
I am hostile to advertising because
some of your problems happen to
come within the scope of the job I
am trying to do. I think if time permitted an individual interchange
of views, most of you would find
that we are in the same corner and
that our areas of agreement would
be overwhelmingly greater than
our points of difference.
Advertising Is Important
MK. HENDERSON
The objective of the Office of
advertising which emphasizes
Price Administration is to prevent
scarcity.
unwarranted price increases. The
purpose of the Civilian Allocation
Nor is it my duty to give attenDivision is to assure the most
tion to the possible use of the apparatus of advertising in fostering
equitable distribution and the maxior extending practices in restraint
mum supply of goods for civilian
of trade. These tasks are entrusted
consumption without sacrifice of
to others and I have enough to do defense requirements. I have responsibilities in these closely rewithout attempting to usurp somelated fields. And it will be my purbody else's job. I understand that
pose, as it has been in the past, to
sometimes you have rather vigorous
differences with those who are ad- discharge those responsibilities in
ministering the statutes to which I a manner which will mantain the
have referred. That you would have
maximum of free choice and judgsuch differences is not unnatural
ments by all groups which may be
and I am not here to explain or de- affected.
You don't expect me to tell you
fend the policies of coordinate colthat advertising is not going to
leagues in government. They can
suffer in this defense program. I
and do speak for themselves.
wouldn't try to kid professionals.
However, I wish to make one
But I can tell you with all convicthing clear at the risk of a further
tion that I regard it as part of my
invasion of the privacy of my personal economic views. If I have a job to do what I can to maintain
point of view about advertising, it the maximum of civilian activity in
our economy consistent with the
is that under the sort of expanding
basic requirements of defense. And
economy I would like to see there
I ask you to believe me when I say
should be more of it. That is, more
that since the question has been
of the right kind.
raised — frankly it never occurred
For An Expanded Economy
to me until recently — I consider
I disclaim any responsibility for that advertising is included in the
whatever public skepticism there
category of impoi'tant civilian
may be about advertising. I have
activity. I say this with full recogthe general impression that some
nition that no one can say with cersecond-raters may have crawled
taintly whether "advertising" is a
under the tent of the top-flight per- business, a practice or a state of
mind. However, what seems to be
formers, imitated your techniques
and deceived the consumer. But
concerning some of the advertising
profession
are onmyEvery
motives.
this is merely a personal hunch and
'Talk'
thing
has nothing to do with my job. I
mention it only for the reason that
Again let me say for myself —
I gather from some of your trade
publications that I am expected to and this goes for my entire organization— that there exist no secret
say something unpleasant.
The truth is that I have for or subtle designs with respect to
advertising or any other legitimate
many years advocated a greatly
expanded productive economy. This, business practice. Having said this,
I hope I shall not find it necessary
of course, involves a vastly accelerated production and distribution of to reiterate such an obvious statement of fact. I accept the apoligies
consumers' goods. If, as you believe
and as I assume, advertising is the of those who may be responsible
cheapest and most efficient selling for making me feel that it is esmethod, then under more normal
sential to disavow a destructive incircumstances the increased use of
tent.
Some hard-bitten skeptics may
proper advertising should accompany the expanding economy which
feel that what I have said up to
I have always advocated and which
this point is taking refuge in vague
I hope will follow this war.
{Continued on pag^e 35)
Unfortunately the "more normal
November
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Suits

Retain

Decision Is Not Likely
Prior to Spring
Next Year
MAINTENANCE of the status
quo of network-affiliate relationships until well into 1942 is foreseen as a result of litigation instituted by NBC and CBS against
the FCC's chain-monopoly regulations and the counter-measures
taken by the Government in the
FCC's behalf.
With hearings on the applications of the networks and NBC's
co-plaintiffs, WOW and WHAM,
scheduled for Dec. 15, and with
arguments on motions of the FCC
to dismiss the proceedings set for
the same time, legal observers felt
an adjudication hardly can be
forthcoming until Spring, at the
earliest. Either way, it is expected
a Supreme Court ruling on the
jurisdictional phase will be sought.
Under the stipulations and letter agreement subscribed to by
both the Government and the networks, filed with the statutory
three- judge court in New York
last Wednesday in lieu of issuance
of a temporary restraining order,
provision is made for possible appeals by either side to the highest
tribunal. Should the networks procure a temporary injunction, the
way would be open for the Government to go direct to the Supreme
Court on the jurisdictional issue.
Whether the Solicitor General, as
the chief Government lawyer, would
sanction such an appeal, however,
cannot be foretold; nor can the acceptance of certiorari by the highest court be predicted.
Breathing Spell Seen
If, on the other hand, the court
should deny the motions for injunctive relief or grant the FCC's
motion to dismiss, or its alternative
motion for summary judgment,
amounting to outright dismissal,
the way would be open for the
[networks to seek certiorari on
direct appeal to the Supreme Court.
The same uncertainty would surround acceptance of such a review
by the court.
While the stipulations entered
into by the direct parties provides
for postponement of the effective
date of the chain-monopoly regulations pending hearing and decision
by the three-judge court on the
preliminary injunction, the supplementary letter agreement specifies
that the Commission will take no
steps to enforce the rules for a
period "of not less than 10 days
after service of an order" of the
court disposing of the motions for
the preliminary injunction. That
assures another breathing spell,
even should the court judgment be
adverse to the networks.
That, it is presumed, would give
the networks sufficient time to file
a new appeal with the Supreme
Court and presumably seek another
restraining order. The Government,
Page 10 • November
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FOLLOWING is the text of identical stipulations entered into
by the FCC with CBS, on the one hand, and NBC and its coplaintiffs, WOW, Omaha and WHAM, Rochester, on the other,
deferring the effective date of the FCC's chain-monopoly regulalations until the statutory three-judge court in New York acts on
pending motions for a j^reliminary injunction scheduled for hearing "on or before" Dec. 15, in Civil Action No. 16-179:
It is hereby stipulated by and between all the parties by their respective counsel:
1. That counsel for all parties will cooperate to bring on for hearing
on or before December 15, 1941 the Motion for Preliminary Injunction
heretofore filed by plaintiff and the defendants' Motion to Dismiss the
Complaint or, in the alternative, for Summary Judgment.
2. Pending such hearing by this Court and the determination by it
of plaintiff's
said Motion
for Preliminary
Injunction,
Federal Communications
Commission
is suspending,
and the
willdefendant
take no steps
for enforcement or application of, the Commission's Order of May 2,
1941, in Docket No. 5060, as last amended October 11, 1941, with respect
to any failure by any radio station to comply with such Order.
3. Any party hereto may move before the Court to modify the
terms of this stipulation to the same extent which such party would be
entitled to had this stipulation been in the form of a temporary restraining order issued after hearing.
Text of Letter Agreement
Supplementiyig this stipulation was the following letter subscribed to by counsel for the Government and the plaintiffs:
In connection with the filing in the three-judge District Court for
the Southern District of New York of the stipulation between the parties
in the above proceeding, providing for suspension of the Commission's
Order in Docket No. 5060, as amended, we wish to express the understanding of the parties with respect to matters not covered in said
stipulation.
In the event that the Court in said proceeding denies plaintiffs' motion for a preliminary injunction, defendant Federal Communications
Commission will take no steps to enforce or apply its said Order for a
period of not less than ten days after service of an order of the Court
with notice of entry so disposing of plaintiff's motion. It is further
understood in this connection, that defendants will be free to oppose
and contest any application by plaintiffs for a further stay of said
Order of the Commission.
It is the further understanding and agreement of the parties to said
proceeding that the aforesaid stipulation does not prevent the defendant
Federal Communications Commission from continuing in accordance
with its past practice to require licensees to advise said Commission
from time to time of the terms or status of their network affiliation contracts in order that said Commission may be fully informed thereupon.
If the foregoing statement conforms to your understanding, kindly
sign the enclosed copy of this letter and return the same to the Commission.
however, in the letter agreement,
subscribed to and released by network counsel, specified that it
would be "free to oppose and contest any application by plaintiffs
for a further stay of said order of
the Commission".
Two Days Probable
How much time the three-judge
court will allow for argument on
the temporary injunctions and the
FCC's opposition motions has not
been indicated, but it is surmised
that possibly two days may be entailed. MBS, which already has
intervened in the proceedings, is
expected to join in the arguments,
supporting
the Commission's position throughout.
While the court is expected to act
with reasonable expedition in the
case, as long as a month may elapse
before its decision is forthcoming.
That would be after the first of
the year. Then the way would be
cleared for attempts to get into
the Supreme Court by one side
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or the other. Should the temporary
injunction issue and should the
Government elect not to go to the
highest tribunal, the case then
would go to trial on the main complaints seeking permanent injunctions, which probably would mean
no determination until well into
1942, at the earliest.
The industry is watching the
pz'oceedings avidly. NBC and CBS
affiliates generally heaved a sigh
of relief when the court last week
in effect encouraged the stipulations postponing the effective date,
in lieu of issuing a temporary restraining order. District Judge
Henry W. Goddard, who presided
at the motions court, had strongly
intimated that he would issue a
For FCC motions to dismiss and affidavit of General
Counsel Telford Taylor, see
Pages 40-41.
Broadcast

SAMUEL

BRODSKY

Young Federal La wye
Handles FCC Case in Sui
"ATTORNEY for the Umt€
States of America" is the tit
of this young barrister, named i
represent the Government in tl
actions brought by CBS and NB(
WOW-WHAM seeking to enjoi'.
the FCC from invoking its chaii
monopoly regulations.
Samuel Brodsky was designate
within the last fortnight by A
torney General Biddle as a speci;
assistant to the Attorney Gener;
in the proceedings.
is colla'
orating
with Telford He
Taylor,
FC;
general counsel, and Thomas 1
Harris, assistant general counsc
who are participating as attorney
for the Commission.
Mr. Brodsky was born in Kai
sas City, Mo., in 1912, but w{
raised in Tulsa, Okla., where t
attended grade school and the Un
versity of Tulsa. He was graduate
from Harvard Law School, cor
pleting a three-year course in 193
Immediately after graduatic
Mr. Brodsky became secretary
Mack.
In 1938
was named
New York
Circuithe Judge
Julian a'V
sistant to the U. S. Attorney, r,
maining
tkere for tofour
years, u:'
til his designation
represent
tl
Government in the network pr
ceedings immediately following f
ing of the suits on Oct. 30. f
restraining order if a voluntai i
stay had not been worked out.
Sitting with Judge Goddard
the proceedings will be Circu
Judge Learned Hand, who will pr
side, and Federal Judge Jol
Bright, newest member of tl
bench.
Lots of Legal Talent
It is expected that FCC Gener
Counsel Telford Taylor and h
chief assistant, Thomas E. Harr
will handle the Dec. 15 argumen
for the Government, assisted 1
Samuel Brodsky, recently appoint
special assistant to the Attorn
General, who has been assign
to the Government's case since i
stitution of the network suits.
All three attorneys signed t
Government motions to dismiss a:
Mr. Taylor
entered
an 53)
affida^
{Continued
on page
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FEW

STATIONS

DOMINATE

THEIR

MARKETS

AS WKY

DOMINATES

OKUHOMA

CITY

D3

iWhy, of course! Everyone knows it!
/eryone, that is, who makes it his busies to keep up with such things. To
^ jflio people in the know, therefore, it is
ore or less common knowledge that,
jlsed on station ratings in 31 leading
^ jprkets, WKY ranks at or near the top
idong NBC-Red stations throughout the
|y and that other Oklahoma City stains rank well toward the bottom among
jjjj^ir network affiliates in these same 31
arkets in percent of programs heard.
lOADCASTING

• Broadcast

At various periods of the day, WKY
ranks first, second, third . . . never lower
than seventh in program rating in this
impressive list of 31 top-ranking NBCRed stations.
A station which ranks that high nationally must be somewhat of a tip-topper
at home. And that, my dear, is what
practically everyone knows . . . especially
those time-buying fellows who have this
information at their fingertips and make
it a point to keep up with such things.
Advertising

OKLAHOMA
CITY
Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times-^cThe Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs -K KLZ, Denver (Alllliated Mgmt.)
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.
November
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Price

Control

Bill

Amendment

Schechter
Army

Advisor

Yields
Advertising
Protection
OPC Powers Defined, Limited in New Measure;
No New

Tax Legislation This Session

SOME

PROMISE of allaying advertisers' fears over increased Federal control of advertising and marketing practices, through anti-inflation price control legislation,
was seen last week when the House
Banking & Currency Committee reported the Emergency Price Control Act of 1941 and included in it
a definitive provision excepting
"aids to distribution" from the anticipated Frederal control. The
measure (HR-5990), sponsored by
Chairman Steagall (D-Ala.) and
an Administration "must", probably will come up for House debate
early in the Nov. 17 week.
The price control bill probably
will be one of the last pieces of
major legislation for the House this
session, it is thought. Despite efforts by Secretary of the Treasury
Morgenthau and President Roosevelt to secure immediate attention
and action on another huge fivebillion dollar tax bill, Congressional
leaders have indicated there is not
the ghost of a chance that such
far-reaching tax legislation can be
considered and passed before next
session. Following action on the
price control measure, it is understood the House plans to take a
vacation through most of December.
Indication that the Committee
carefully considered possible effects
on advertising in framing the bill
was shown in its action in including
the specific limitation of powers under the act and in revising provisions of the bill as originally introduced. In its original form the
bill provided broad powers for the
Office of Price Control over selling
and marketing practices, among
others. In the new bill these powers have been specified to cover
"speculative or manipulative practices or hoarding", with nothing
specified as for selling and marketing practices.
After reviewing the powers
granted OPC, the bill provides:
"The powers granted in this section shall not be used or made to
operate to compel changes in the
business practices or cost practices
or methods, means or aids to distribution established in any industry, except to prevent circumvention or evasion of any ceiling established under this Act."
Commenting on this limitation of
powers, the committee report
stated :
"The powers of the administrator
(OPC) are limited in the case of
newspaper and other advertising.
Newspapers and advertising agencies expressed fears to the committee that the powers in the bill on
which the committee held hearings
might be susceptible of use, or
might operate, to curtail the advertising services rendered by newspapers, and thus interfere with acPage 12 • November

cepted policy in relation to the
press. Since newspapers are dependent on advertising, the committee deemed it wise also to limit the
powers of the administrator with
respect to normal business practices
of Itnewspapers
others."
is believedandthat
the pending
bill, barring unexpected changes,
would protect normal advertising,
selling and promotion costs, fair
trade, unfair trade and other regular distribution practices. The
amendment limiting the powers
over advertising practices is understood to have been sponsored by
Rep. Patman (D-Tex.).
Ted

Church

Is Named

A. A. SCHECHTER
American

Advisor

In London
for Broadcasts of the BBC
WELLS (Ted) CHURCH has acMr. Church said he expected
cepted the post of American Ad- his duties to be that of general
visor to the British Broadcasting
program advisor, working with the
Corp. for its North American
BBC North American service proService, Broadcasting was advised
gram director and checking prothis week. Mr. Church will leave
gram content and techniques for
for London during the week of deviations from acceptable AmeriNov. 24.
can listening.
Until recently
"One thing I hope to be able
Mr. Church was
do," he said, "is to persuade
radio director of to
BBC to carry more programs which
the Republican
are acceptable to the American
networks and to individual AmeriNational Committee, handling
can stations, so that British-American relationships may be made
that
party's
radio activities even closer. Program exchange at
from July, 1938, the moment is not entirely satisthrough July,
factory. The British viewpoint, ex1941. Previously
pressed by Britons, should be heard
he had seen
in this country much more so than
Mr. Church
lengthy service in it is at present.
virtually all phases of American
"As I understand it, part of my
radio.
work will be to assist in the disHe joined radio from the ranks
covery and development of such
of the Washington newspaper cor- acceptable British programs. I berespondents in 1931, serving CBS
lieve this to be radio's first step
in Washington in a wide variety on the road to real international
of posts directly under Vice- understanding. The time should not
President Harry C. Butcher until
be far off when British com1936. Following a short stay with
mentaries will be as common in
the GOP in the 1936 Presidential
this country as those, for example,
campaign, he worked at NBC and of Raymond Gram Swing and Alon commercial programs in New
Warner are
in England."
York until 1938 when he returned
Mr.bertChurch
is married,
has two
to Washington.
sons, James, 10, and Robert, three
General Advisor
months. His family will remain in
The appointment culminates a Washington. He said he expected
long search by BBC officials for an to return to America for a brief
American to pass judgment on visit in July, 1942.
programs intended for American
More for Lava
listeners, according to Lindsay
Wellington, BBC North American
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., CinDirector. The job to be done, Mr.
cinnati (Lava Soap), is adding 11
Wellington said, requires full stations to its original list of 30
knowledge of American radio —
for its 26-week campaign of onethe structure of the industry, na- minute transcribed announcements,
16-20 times weekly [Broadcasting,
tional and regional listener and
Oct. 6]. Of the additions WTAM
production habits in both commercial and sustaining fields, public WGY WBCM and KRNT have already started with New York City
and governmental relationships —
stations WBNX WEVD WMCA
and of the delicacy necessary in WHN WNEW WOR and WOV to
wartime in adjustments in inter- get under way Dec. 1. Agency is
national broadcasting techniques.
Blow Co., New York.
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Advise!

j

Army

on Publicity!
NBC Official Now Conductin;
Survey of Entire Setup
A. A. SCHECHTER, director o:
news and special events of NEC J
has been named a special advice i
to the Bureau of Public Relation:
War Department, it became know
last week. Reporting directly t
Brig. Gen. Alexander Surles, chie
of the bureau, which encompasse
press, radio and motion picture
Mr. Schechter will be in Washing
ton at least two days a week.
Niles Trammell, president
NBC, has granted Mr. Schechtd
leave to handle the War Depaii
ment assignment which is expectd
to run indefinitely. He will, ho\
ever, retain his NBC connection
New York.
In discussing the appointmer'
Gen. Surles said he wanted to ol
tain the services of a "crack pn
fessional expert" to look over tl
War Department's public relatioi
setup with a view toward improv
ment of service to newspaper
radio and other media of info
mation. Naturally, Gen. Surli
pointed out, the War Departmei
can never put its public relatioi
on the same scale as a commercii!
firm because it is basically a mil
tary operation. However, there a:
many factors in common and it
with the idea of developing the
that Mr. Schechter will work, 1
said.
Conducting Survey
At present the NBC news chii
is making an inspection of the cor
plete War Department public rel;
tions bureau, not confining himsei
to radio alone. After this is corj
pleted he will make a report of h
findings together with recommend
tions to Gen. Surles.

j
ter is appoint
in linement
with ofa Mr.
long-ran
Schec'i'
The
s
policy of public relation first e
nunciated by General George
Marshall, chief of staff, when t|
national emergency began. Ti
policy provides for complete cool
eration by the Army with ne\r
media and the furnishing of all i|
formation that does not come sf
cifically under the heading
secret, restricted or confidential,
was this policy which led to tl
raising of the press section of tl
War Department to the status ofg
bureau with a brigadier general
sponsible to the Chief of Staff ai'
Secretary of War in charge.

General Foods Spots
GENERAL FOODS Corp., N
York (Maxwell House Coffei
starting Nov. 10 is conducting
special five-week campaign of on
minute transcriptions in the CI
cago area on WMAQ, WBBM ai
WGN. Benton & Bowles, New Yoi
the agency, indicated there was
expansion contemplated for t

present.
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FCC

Postpones

Resumption

of Hearing,

WNEW's Jackpot
WHEN a local independent
station and its talent is the
feature of programs on NBCRed and Blue the same evening, that's promotion on a
grand scale. Which is what
WNEW, New York, attained
last Wednesday night when
the principal guests on the
NBC-Blue Chamber Music
Society of Lower Basin Street
were WNEW's Merle Pitt
and his "Five Shades of
Blue" orchestra,
well as
Martin
Block whoas conducts
the WNEW Make Believe
Ballroom program. At the
same time, 9-9:30 p.m., on the
Red network, the Eddie
Cantor program, Time To
Smile, featured a takeoif of
WNEW's
_ all-night Milkm.an's Matinee.

Covering Newspaper-Radio
Ownershij
APPARENTLY striking some
of the proceeding in July. Follo"
ing introduction of these correct'
snags in its preparation of revised
statistical data, along with sorn
exhibits on newspaper ownership
of broadcast stations, the FCC on new exhibits, the Newspaper-Radi.
Committee is to start presentin
its own motion has deferred units affirmative case, probably start
til Nov. 27 resumption of the newsing with a group of statistica
paper-ownership hearings. At comanalyses from the industry poin
pletion of preliminary phases of the of view.
inquiry on Oct. 23, during which
Hettinger Slated
Commission's "affirmative"
The Committee, which has no
CONVERSATION was pleasant at the
case was presented, FCC Chairman
a recent Los Angeles luncheon hon- James Lawrence Fly announced a revealed its complete plans, wi]
oring Mrs. Dorothy M. Lewis, New
Dr. Herman S. Hettingei
three-week respite until Nov. 13. present
well-known radio economist and as
York vice-president of the Radio
The Nov. 27 date affords a further
sociate professor of economics a
Council on Children's Programs,
two-week postponement.
who is making a nationwide survey.
the Wharton School of Financt
Scheduled for first attention as
U of Pennsylvania, and Paul E
Jennings Pierce, NBC Western division agricultural director
the hearings reopen are the re- Lazarsfield, Columbia U professo
vised FCC exhibits, which were at- and former head of the Princeto
(seated), outlines a proposed radio
series to Mrs. Lewis, while Glan
tacked by counsel for the NewsRadio Research Project, as industr
Heisch, KFI-KECA, Los Angeles
paper-Radio Committee for obvious
witnesses to go into the statistics
inaccuracies in the opening days matter to be offered. Members o
program manager, listens.
the Committee met in New Yor
on Nov. 7 to discuss hearing pla
with Chairman Harold Houg
Judge Thomas D. Thacher, ch 3
counsel, and Sydney M. Kaye an
A. M. Herman, associate counst)r
of the Committee.
With departure of David I
Lloyd from the FCC legal stai
to join the legal department o
CRACK-O-DAWN
SELLING!
the Economic Defense Boarc
Eugene Cotton, young New Yor
attorney, has been named to sue
ceed him as chief of the FCC
AT 5:30 sharp every weekday morning, KSFO's
newspaper inquiry unit.
Farm Journal is on the air. Crack- o-dawn selling
Since its opening session on Jul
. . . that gets resultsl (Such good results, 6 sponsors
23, the FCC newspaper-ownershi
investigation has limped along wit
signed in just one weekl) With surveys indicating
more farmers available to radio between 5:30 and
repeated lawyers
postponements.
FiveanCon'ac*
mission
have had
five hand in examining witnesse!
6:30 A.M. than any other time, KSFO's Farm Journal
to develop the FCC's thesis oppos
reaches— and sells— this vast, crack-o-dawn audience!
ing newspaper ownership of broac
cast facilities. Despite an ar
nounced plan to hold hearings thre
Austin Fenger, KSFO Farm Editor, packs his 60days weekly, the proceeding
minute program full of farm facts, market prices, foreslowed to a snail's pace in recen
The 48 counties of Northern California form one of weeks, with hearings actually heL
casts, news, and music. Adding up to a fashionedonly one or two days a week.
the
largest
— and richest —
for-the-farmer program!
Mr. Cotton joined the FCC leg£
farm markets in the entire
staff Oct. 2 as special counsel. Th
country. Sweeping across
91,000 square miles, this 27-year-old attorney was born i
Farmers and their families like the "Journal". They
New York. After a year with th
vast area covers 23,000,tell us so in letters that come from every county in
firm of Szold & Brandween, h
000 acres of farm land. The
Northern California. (48 counties that make up one of
average valuation per farm
spent four years as a senior a1
is $15,791 . . . over 2^2
torney in the Litigation & Heai
the richest farm markets in the country!)
ing Division of the New York Stat
times higher than the naLabor Relations Board. A 193
tional average. From fruit,
It's a responsive, crack-o-dawn audience that listens
vegetable, and grain prodNe-"'
of City hisCollege,
graduate
ucts, and from livestock
York,
he received
law degre
to KSFO's Farm Journal. Listens and buys the adand allied products, the in 1936 from Columbia U.
vertised products. At present, there is still room for
Northern California farmer
Seek Music Material
receives one of the highest
additional sponsors. Did you say,"Tell us the details"?
New York, through Eddi
per capita farm incomes in WQXR,
Brown, its musical director, takin
the United States!
the lead in an effort to get statior'
to playismore
American
music,
eac
A CBS STATION 'SAN FRANCISCO
week
sending
scripts,
prograi
National Representatives:
notes, lists of musical compositior
and other material of the broac
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
KSFO
casts of its program Meet th
American Composer to station
throughout the counti'y as a pa
tern to follow in presenting simila
programs. Already the followin |
stations indicating an interest i
the plan: WJSV WHCU WER
WTIC WHOM WELI WKI
WHLD WHBC WSBT WHB
KHAS KGVO KGIR WMR:
KVOS WRE WNAD KFPY KI
KVI KROD WGRC WDOD WDN(
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The Scranton — Wilkes-Barre Market (17th in the U. S.) is as private as an Indian reservation when it comes to radio reception. Outside stations don't stand a chance.
Most of it is due to the Pocono Mountains

and a few other natural obstacles that

nip outside station signals in the bud. They can't get over the mountains.
But that's not all. WGBI
3- '

^^^£-

does such a standout job in this industrial market of 652,000

people that outside stations don't stand much of a chance. That's proved by the fact
that 98% of the daytime listeners and 96% of the nighttime listeners in the biggest
county in this section listen to WGBI
WGBI

exclusively (Dr. Starch & Staff Survey).

is the only station heard throughout this Market . . . the only regional or clear

channel station serving it.
JOHN

A CBS Affiliote
910 kc • 1000 WATTS DAY
500 WATTS NIGHT

WGBI
SCRANTON,

SCRANTON BROADCASTERS, Inc.

ROADCASTING
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COMMUmST
CLAIM
OF TIME REFUSAL
TO ALL appearances another link
in a growing chain of complaints
from opposing sides of pressure
groups, a telegram signed by two
representatives of the Communist
Party demanding that the Commission compel NBC to grant a
party spokesman free time on the
air was received last Monday by
the FCC. No action has been taken
by the Commission.
The telegram, signed by Philip
Frankfeld and Carl Reeve, representing the party in Eastern Pennsylvania, indicated that NBC had
refused a request for broadcast
time for a speech by William Z.
Foster, chairman of the Communist
Party. The spokesmen charged
that NBC had carried a 30-minute
broadcast by John Cudahy, ex-ambassador to Belgium, "to attack
President Roosevelt". Chairman
Foster spoke at a Communist rally
in Philadelphia Nov. 14.
The Communist complaint was
the third of its kind in the last
month. Previous allegations of fav-

Proved

Canada Buys Time
TO EXPLAIN farm income payments, the Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, is using an 11
station Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. commercial net for thriceweekly broadcasts which started
Nov. 7, 11:15-11:30 (EDST). The
program originates with the
Prairie Farm Assistance Branch of
the department. Account was
placed by J. J. Gibbons Ltd.,
Regina, Sask.
oritism and unfairness had been directed at CBS and NBC by the
America First Committee, and at
MBS by Fight for Freedom Inc.
Both oi'ganizations have directed
their complaints to FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly, who in each
case has asked the cited networks
for a "statement of facts" on the
situation. In their answer NBC
and CBS declared they were doing
their best during a difficult time to
give a reasonable amount of time to
both interventionist and non-interventionist groups, denying all allegations of partiality in allocating
time [Broadcasting, Nov. 3, 10].

Listener

MANUAL ART of woodworking is
practiced as a hobby by Howard R.
Chamberlain, assistant program director of WLW, Cincinnati. Here
he works in his home shop on an
artistic radio cabinet. He also is
an expert rifle shot.
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., has started
a new sustaining series highlighting
the educational opportunities offered
by the State Division of University
Extension. .John P. McGrail, supervisor of the State education bureau,
interviews instructors on the courses
they conduct.

2,200
Holiday Spc
Placed for Dried Frm
CALIFORNIA
MISSION P.
Co., Los Angeles (California dri
fresh and candied fruits), in
intensive three-week holiday cb
paign
which
startstranscribed
Nov. 25, 0)i<
'v
use
a total
of 2,200
minute announcements, with Dc
Wilson, narrator, on a group (
California stations.
List includes KRKD KMT
KMPC KIEV KGFJ KGER KFV
KFAC KFWB KFOX KECA KH
KNX KLS KLX KJBS KSA:
KRE KYA KROW KFSD KG
KFMB KARM.
Firm will also sponsor on a sta;
gered schedule, participation i
Ellie Albright, Norma Young
Happy
and Let's
Plo
Bridge, Homes,
on KHJ,
Hollywooc
Knox Manyiing, News, Housewive
Protective League and Sunrii
Salute on KNX, that city; A;
Baker's Notebook and Califorri'
Kitchen, on KFI, Los Angelei
Musical
Clock,
on KECA, that
cit;'
Al Jarvis'
Make-Believe
Ballroo
on KFWB, Hollywood; Andy
Virginia, KMPC, Beverly Hill
Cal. Allied Adv. Agencies, Los A:
geles, has the account. Walter M
Creery and Mayfield Kaylor a:
account executives.
Latin Link Allowed
ADJUSTING its rules to confor
with an Oct. 21 decision authorij
ing Press Wireless Inc. to engaj'
in the transmission of outbour
broadcast program material to Ce:
tral and South America, the FC
last Wednesday amended sectioi
6.9 and 6.51 of its rules governir
fixed public radio service. Tl
amended regulations will perm
"interception of addressed progra
material at points other than thoi
specifically named in the liceni'
of fixed public and fixed publ'
press service, with particular vie
to transinission of such program

Preference

material
Central
andis slat(
Soul'
America". to
Press
Wireless
to transmit MBS program servi'
Oct.Latin
27]. America [Broadcastin
to
Stevens Heads WHLS
HARMON L. STEVENS, form,
production manager of WHL
Port Huron, Mich., has assum(
the duties of manager of the st
tion replacing Angus D. Pfaff. JI
Stevens, who is a 50% owner
the station, has served as produ
tion manager, announcer and ne^\
caster during the 3V2 years tl
station has been on the air. 51
Stevens' partner in the ownersh
of WHLS is his father, Hermt
L. Stevens, Port Huron City Cor
missioner. The station operat
fulltime on 1450 kilocycles wii
250 watts and carries programs >
NBC Blue and JVIichigan radio ne
work.

BASIC
A Distinguished

NBC

RED

Broadcasting

NETWORK

Station

Station

KSD — The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING. ST. LOUIS. MO. '
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
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WOR Studios Revised
ALL STUDIOS at WOR, New Tor
are currently undergoing a change
make them acoustically perfect so th
music transmitted from them will ^
of
a "concert
quality"'.
technique
makeshalleach
studioThe
a coine
posite of uneven surfaces, with vai
ous shapes and sizes of sound-absor
ing "baffles" applied irregularly to tl
four walls. Dr. Joseph Maxfield
Electrical Research Products Inc., (I
signed the new acoustical treatmer
working with Edward Content, a
sistant chief engineer of WOR.

Advertising • BROADCASTIN

FRITZ CRISLER Coach of Michimightytraditional
Wolverines gridiron
who are classic
pointing forgan's
their
with Ohio State on November 22nd.

PAUL BROWN who stepped into the
coaching
berth with high-school
Ohio State's
after his remarkable
elevenBucks
last
year scored 411 points to 6 for its opponents.

\

^mmmmmmi

When

the Universities

meet

on the gridiron, there are thrills aplenty.

And, when

of Michigan

you let WJR

and WGAR

for you in the top metropolitan
two

great

states, there

and Ohio State

carry the ball

markets

of these

are thrills for you

. . . the kind that only mounting

W«JR
THE GOODWILi STATION

too

sales can bring.

THE FRIENDLY STATION

McGeeyand
r ll
Fibbe
Mo

7 Sponsors
Greet
Debut
of W53PH

^

Charlie McCarthy
Jack Benny
Aldrich family

^

Bob Hope

e-'
imks
byee SnToo
Baff
Co
One Man's family

^
Kay Kyser
T^r >
Mr. District Attorney
Kraft Music Hall

1^

CantSorm's
die To
ile—
Edme
Ti

eased?
Information Pl

Barr's Jewelers, Philadelphia
(Gruen watches), 36 time signals
phia.
weekly, placed direct.
Parkway Baking Co., Philadelphia
(bread), six 5-minute news periods
weekly, thru J. M. Korn Philadelphia.
Radio Leaders Attend

ogrami^
Rudy Vallee Pr
n -T^r
fitch Bandwago

uences
Truth Or Conseq
on
Red Skeh
and Company

f red Waring
In Pleasure Time

And They're Under Contract
With Philadelphia Outlet
WHEN W53PH, FM station of
WFIL, Philadelphia, went on the
air for the first time Nov. 10, the
openingcommercial
day's schedule
included
seven
accounts.
With
the exception of Zenith radio,
broadcasting FM demonstrations
for promotion among dealers, all of
the accounts are for a minimum of
26 weeks and four are for 52
weeks.
The initial W53PH FM advertisers include:
Motor Parts Co., Philadelphia
(Zenith distributor), sis 15-minute
programs
weekly of FM demonstrations.
Seven Up Bottling Co., Philadelphia (soft
drink),thru
six 5-minute
news
periods
Aveekly,
Philip Klein,
Philadelphia.
Lit Brothers Department Store.
Philadelphia (GE radios), six .5-minute news periods weekly, placed direct.
Keystone Automobile Club, Philadelclub memberships),
30secondphia (auto
announcements
weekly,sixthru
James G. Lamb, Philadelphia.
Henry Hurst Inc., Philadelphia
(linens), six 30-second announcements
weekly, thru Aaron & Brown, Philadel-

*

Ma Perkins
Worlds
Light of the

m
^dio pr
^^^^ra
e ra
eatest
grms
,hog
The greatest ^^
. schedule of
attra
questionably
the world un
. ^
ers in any market
Imber of listen

Among broadcasters in Philadelphia Nov. 10 for the transmitter
dedication were John Shepard 3d,
president of the American Network, with which W53PH will be
identified; Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, FM inventor; Jack Latham,
general manager, American Network; Fred Weber, of MBS; Ted
Streibert, vice-president of WORMBS, and Jack Poppels, WOR chief
engineer. On the dedicatory broadcast brief remarks were heard
from Roger W. Clipp, vice-president and general manager of the
stations; George H. Johnson, president of Lit Brothers Department
Store and chairman of WFIL's
board; Robert L. Johnson, president
of Temple U; Charles H. Grakelow, Philadelphia's director of supplies and purchases. Samuel R.
Rosenbaum, WFIL president, was
m.c.
Mr. Clipp announced appointment of Felix Meyer as program
director of W53PH. Mr. Meyer
came to Philadelphia from New
York in December, 1940, and spent
several vision
months
at Philco's
telestation studying
program
presentation problems. He was on
the producing staff of Mark
Warnow's Hit Parade and Harry
Salter's Hobby Lobby programs
and was radio director of Atheron
& Currier, New York, before coming to Philadelphia.

TViOR^
D lyNE
REonal
in
ces ^^^
Soot Offi^^^
,d Nati
by the
penver
KlRr Spo
u NBC
e
Represente Chicago
Boston
Washington
New YnrW
San Francisco
Holly'^o"''
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WHIT are the eaU letters of the new
local in New Bern, N. C, authorized
Nov. 4 by the FCC to the Coastal
Broadcasting
Co. Inc. [Beoadcasting,
Nov.
10].
Broadcast

COMMERCIALS utilizing mario:
ettes featured the Atlantic Refi;
ing Co. sponsored telecast of tl,
Penn-Navy football game in Phil:
delphia over Philco station WPT.
Consulting the script (below) a:'
Warren Wright, program managi^
of the station, and Jack Roche
N. W. Ayer & Son, handling tl„
Atlantic account, while abo^
Frank and Elizabeth Haines pr
pare to put the marionettes throu^
their commercials.
Gaspipe Station Open
On Georgetewn Campu
NEWEST addition to the Intercc
legiate Broadcasting System,
GBS, newoperating
"gaspipe"laststation
whi(
started
Wednesd;
on the campus of Georgetown 1
Washington. The station was s
up
by themore
University
at a cost <
slightly
than $2,000.
To be operated by students iv
der a faculty supervisor, the ou
let claims a potential audience <
about 600 listeners, drawn fro
the 800 students. A studio h;
been established in the radio roo
of New North Bldg.
A daily broadcast schedule
planned, with a pre-breakfast hv
letin of campus events. The sign
is received on 100 kc. GBS office
include Carl Bunje, president, oi
of tlie originators of the gaspi]
broadcast idea at Georgetown ; Pa
Hilsdale; Jim McSherry, progra
director; Oswald Schuette, techn
cal director; Bill Blum, busine
manager; Jim Magarahan, exec
five secretary; Dick LeVieux, co:
trol operator; Martin Garve
musical director; Dick Groff, chii
announcer; Albert A. Austi
faculty advisor and director.

Advertising • BROADCASTIN

"Two

Years

with

(or "YoM
Can't Tell About
Radio"')
Wo
man"
Ri
ght
the
by

ED

EAST

Chapter I. Doldrums — Radio is funny. You never know
what's going to happen or why. Two years ago I started a
morning show on WJZ — Breakfast in Bedlam — fairly early,
seven to seven -fifty -five. Tried it alone. No sponsors —
not so good.

Chapter II. La Femme — So I got a woman

(always a good

idea). She couldn't act, sing or play a musical instrument
— but she could talk — just plain talk — like people talk.
Her name was Polly. Folks liked her — and Breakfast in
Bedlam

started to build. We got sponsors. That's good.

Chapter III. At Last — We got more

sponsors. Sponsors

got more business. That's very good.

Chapter IV. Success — Now Breakfast in Bedlam is practically* sold out. That's swell!
1921—1941

Yes, Ed, once you get the right formula roUing on the right station, you
can't help but chck. And your sponsors
have found that once an advertiser
gets on the program with the right

formula on the right station, his sales
message can't help but click — and his
cash register can't help but ring.
Nice going, Ed. Glad you found Polly.
PIONEER
STATION
NEW YORK'S

*There are a few availabilities — one choice fifteen-minute period in particular. You could
call or write Jim McConnell about this at WJZ. That uould be wonderful!
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MBS

OCTOBER

GROSS

VP 37.3% OVER 1940
FOLLOWING the announcement
in the Nov. 3 issue of Broadcasting that MBS would resume issuing monthly gross billing figures,
the network last week released its
gross billings for October, 1941, as
$839,829. This figure represents an
increase of 37.3 9<- over the same
month last year, which, without including political billings, was $611,794, or an increase of 77c over October, 1940. If political business is
included, the total becomes $784,676.
Cumulative gross billings of MBS
for the first 10 months of 1941
total $5,393,522, a 59.1% increase
over the same period last year,
when the total was $3,389,627 without political business. Including political revenue last year, the total
was $3,562,509, making this year's
total 51.4% over 1940's first 10
months.

Hearst

FROM THE HALLS of WBAL to
the uniform of a United States
Marine goes Harold Azine (right),
former continuity manager of the
Baltimore station. Here he takes
the oath of the Marine Corps in
the office of Mayor Howard Jackson.
CHARGING misrepresentation in the
sale of fisli products, the Federal
Trade Commission last Wednesday announced that a complaint had been
issued against General Foods Corp.
and Frosted Foods Sales Corp., New
York, and General Seafoods Corp. and
40-Fathom Fish Inc., South Boston.

Old
^^Money
Backs^^
"Shearing time" — another reason why advertisers
use WOAI to cultivate the amazingly rich Central
and South Texas market ... a market in which
WOAI

is the most powerful advertising influence.

That Texas produces more than twice as much wool
as the next ranking state is not so important to time
buyers as is the fact that the great wool industry is
centered in WOAI's primary territory.
In 1940 Texas sheep raisers realized $23,302,000.00
from the sale of wool — and this year the return will
be even larger, for wool prices are up.

Papers

Start

Weekly

Tabloid

Radio Section; Others Provide Spaa
WITH Hearst newspapers in 10 papers in Baltimore, Boston, Chi
cities inaugurating weekly tabloid cago, Detroit, Los Angeles, Nev
York, Oakland, Pittsburgh, Sai
radio sections, many newspapers
throughout the country have re- Antonio, and San Francisco. AI
bany, Milwaukee, and Seattle proV
cently become aware of the readerwill get under way after th'.
ship value of radio news, and ac- ably
others have been launched.
cordingly are expanding the ediIn Chicago, it was learned tha
torial space devoted to radio. The
idea for the Hearst radio supple- Marshall Field's new mornins
ment came from Mr. Hearst him- newspaper not only intends to de
considerable space to news o
self, who from San Simeon, Gal., re- vote
cently wired his editors outlining radio but is setting up a listen
ing post, and will assign one mai
the suggestion.
to cover news received via short
The four to eight-page supple- wave. The Chicago Tribune is re
ment is handled individually in vising its method of listing pro
each city, and contains the week's grams after a careful two-montl,
radio listings, pictures, current
study, and is planning to fill ou
radio news and developments, fea- the page by approximately doubl
ture stories, etc. The weekly sup- ing the daily radio stories.
plement is scheduled to start or
'Pantagraph' Reforms
has already started in Hearst
The Bloomington (111.) Panta
graph, which for years prided itsel
among the trade on its steadfas
refusal to carry even daily list
ings of radio programs, has noti
fied stations units listening are
that, after 10 years, the listing
will again be published.
The decision by newspaper put
lishers to provide more complet
coverage of news of radio has bee:|
stimulated, no doubt, by a series o
readership studies which indicate
that there was possible revenue a
well as increased readership intei
est in a comprehensive radio pagt
Dr. George Gallup in 1936 made
readership survey for the Ameri
can Newspaper Publishers Assr
that showed the high popularit
of radio columns. Surveys madi
by individual newspapers have coi
roborated Gallup's findings.
The results of a confidential sui
vey made last year by Porter Bibl
account executive of BBDO, Ne^
York, and at that time radio pul
licity director of the agenc;
showed that, in most cases, th
radio page, after page one, and th
comic section, was the most widel
read feature in the paper. On the
basis, it is expected that a nun
ber of newspapers that have trad
tionally given the cold should^
to news of radio will eventual!
inaugurate radio columns as
regular feature.
365,000 people make the
Youngstown metropolitan district the third
largest in Ohio.
WFMJ

U/OAl

San

Antonio
Has more

50,000
CLEAR

WATTS

listeners in

this rich market

than

CHANNEL
any other station.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD RETRY
CO.
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j^BC and

CBS

Set

jlaneuver Series
iIyE-WITNESS reports of the
ij.ial phases of the U. S. Army
:;aneuvers in North and South
.|arolina will be heard on CBS and
■IBC Nov. 17-28, when the First
i|rmy, under the direction of Lt.
len. Hugh Drum, and the Fourth
Irmy Corps stage a series of batlies, known as the CHQ phase of
le "free maneuver".
CBS Schedule
'!The CBS broadcasts are scheduled Monday through Friday, 4:30^i45 p.m. during the two-week pe|od, with two special broadcasts
i' the war games Nov. 23 and 30
iring the regular CBS Spirit of
1 defense program. Eric Sevaid, former CBS correspondent
France, will cover the Fourth
rmy Corps with headquarters at
lester, S. C, while William Slom Jr., CBS director of special
ill ents, has been assigned to the
Hi rst Army at Southern Pines,
, C. Both men are "veterans"
an the last war games in Louisitin. la, and will again serve as regur "war" correspondents with the
ijDops in uniform and subject to
iplf |iapture".
NBC will present daily sumie aries and reports during the peod, broadcasting 4:45-4:55 p.m.
cat )■
He; ily on the Blue. Also on the Blue
inte 7 p.m. Sundays, Nov. 16, 23 and
n , special descriptions are being
ade esented, as well as Tuesdays and
mrsdays, Nov. 18, 20, 25 and 27
the Red network.
.isfc:
WLW Coverage Plans
lari;
^ ''lAssigned to the Fourth Army
•flirps from a point adjacent to
. headquarters will be Dave Garway of NBC's Chicago staff,
•cm the Southern lines of the
irst Army maneuvers Don Gardir of NBC's Washington stalf
l» >ii report progress, while May^■':jrd Stitt, of the NBC special
if' ^,ents division, will direct all covage from Southern Pines head'I ' arters.
WLW will also cover the North
u d South Carolina maneuvers,
lOllli
Carmichael, assistant to ViceEtli cil
esident James D. Shouse, will be
charge of maneuvers coverage,
he was during the Louisiana war
jmes. James
Cassidy, special
ents director of WLW, will an|unce the programs, and R. L.
'dford, engineer, will handle the
:hnical problems of the broadsts. The staff will begin activis on Saturday, Nov. 15, at ChesS. C.

Irtists' Sale Unchanged
ill 'ATUS of the sale of NBC Arts' Service to a syndicate group
jided by John T. Adams, concert
id radio talent manager, rerted last week in Broadcasting,
s not changed, according to NBC
xials. Purported sale, at a price
$100,000, was to include purase of NBC's talent list of radio
d concert artists, excluding all
ckage programs.
IROADCASTING

"OX

"brings

in

the

business..."
says

Young

Mr. Meier

operates

Seaside Oil Company

a service station selling

petroleum

products.

As a day-by-day witness of KNX's
sold on the company's

"We're
"And

winning

new

show

W. E. Meier

power

to sell, he's

on KNX.

customers

every day," he says,
they talk about."

it's the Spelling Beeliner on KNX

Like others on the sales front where consumer reaction is first felt, Seaside station

KNX

operators know the power of KNX
fluence buying habits.

to in-

Seaside's Spelling Beeliner, Sunday show on
KNX, has proved itself to the men who man
the pumps . . . and the cash registers.
lOSANGEEES

COLUMBIA'S
OWNED
0 AND OPERATED
50.00

STATION

FOR ALL SOUTHERN

BY THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING

CALIFORNIA

SYSTEM

Represented by RADIO SALES with offices located in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Charlotte, and San Francisco
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Research Group Formed
TO PROVIDE translators and
source material in about 10 different languages for shortwave broadcasts to Europe, Short Wave Research Inc., non-profit organization,
has been formed in New York at
122 E. 42nd St., with Marya Blow
as president. Although full details
on the group are not available,
SWRI will work with independent
stations and in an unofficial capacity with the Office of the Coordinator of Information. Vice-presidents are Ward Cheney and Bertram F. Willcox, secretary is Edward C. Carter, and treasurer is
David F. Seiferheld.
Blue in Kinston
PREPARATORY to its affiliation
Dec. 1 with NBC-Blue, WFTC,
Kinston, N. C, has redecorated its
studios in downtown Kinston. Promotion of the event is being accomplished through window displays in leading stores, movie
trailers and huge auto bumper
displays.

BEAUMONT

P&G

Shifts Two

Mueller News Series
C. F. MUELLER Co., Jersey City,
N. J. (macaroni & spaghetti),
through its recently appointed
agency, Maxon Inc., New York, last
week began sponsorship of two
news programs, Mueller's News
with Mark Hawley on 13-CBS stations, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 4:45-5 p.m. for 26 weeks and
News at Noon with Don Goddard
on WEAF, New York, Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday, 12-12:15 p.m.,
for 13 weeks. In addition company
is planning to place spot announcements in several additional markets
by the end of the week. Plans for
the latter were not yet complete
as Broadcasting went to press.

Serials

and Times on NBC-Red
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Camay and White Naptha
soaps), on Dec. 29 will make a complete shift in product, time and
agency for two of its five-weekly
serials on NBC-Red. Gadding Light,
now heard on 71 stations Mon.
through Fri., 3:30-3:45 p.m. for
Camay Soap, through Pedlar &
Ryan, New York, will go over to
Compton Adv., New York, for
White Naptha soap. At the same
time program will shift to 11:1511:30 a.m., now occupied by
Pepper Young's Family on 67
stations for White Naptha. The
latter program goes to the 3:303:45 p.m. slot, with Pedlar & Ryan
taking over for Camay.
Meanwhile P&G
has signed
Martin Block, conductor of Make
Believe Ballroom on WNEW, New
York, to do cut-in commercials for
the Camay show starting Dec. 1,
shifting when the programs shift
on Dec. 29.

Gets

"Sensational"

BBliU

Sgt. Hodgkinson Missing
SERGEANT - PILOT BRIAN
HODGKINSON, former staff announcer at CKY. Winnipeg, is reported "missing after air oijerations
on Oct.ceived27"
a cable reby his according
parents in toWinnipeg.

Results

M O NT

on

WGY

ONE HUNOBSD tWBMl
*^
September 25. 19"

Badio Station VM ^^^ald
Alexander MacDon
^ laiov of
onald:
„ ^ Mr MacD
Schenectady, Hev
'
..^alc into yoc
trie JO"
The letter shown here
was unsolicited. The "young
couple" referred to by Mr.
Wagner is "Otis and
Eleanor," WGY vocal and
instrumental duo.
For information on how you
can get results in eastern
and central New York and
western New England, get
in touch with WGY or your
nearest NBC Spot Sales
Office.

.jjie results w=

^^^^3 the <^

a., .ore ^if-^rifx-eve. to /^J^t^i^'to secure^
the same talentgood years ^l^'J^^^^^ this year «^
o»® ^

„ operation.

co-ope
..an.s for your

Yours very
4uH0i« COMPAire

GENERAL m ELECTRIC

50,000 WATTS
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
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Represented
Mationally hy NBC Spot Sales Offices
Chicago
Boston
Washington
New York
Denver
Cleveland
San Francisco
Hollywood
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Broadcast

Quarter-Hours

MOVING to place all half-hoJ
programs on a parity so far si
identification announcements aJ
concerned, the FCC en banc lal
Wednesday amended Section 3.40|
of its rules and regulations to pe;|
mit stations to announce call le,
ters "either at the quarter-hour b
fore and after the hour or at tl
half-hour,
as they elect".
change in regulations,
previous!Tl
requiring identification on the hov
and half-hour, with certain excej
tions for particular types of prgrams, was made on motion (
MBS, it is understood.
Identification on the hour still
required under the rules, althoug
the amendment in effect permi
parity between half -hour progran
starting on the hour and half-hoi
and those starting on the quarte
hour after the hour and runnir
through to the three-quarter-hou
i.e., 1:15-1:45 p.m. Exceptions
the general rule include broadcas
of operatic productions, footbf
and baseball games, continuoi
speeches and the like, in which st
tion breaks would cause a disru
tion of continuity.
Trammell

Called In Su

By
in N.in 1tl
FIRSTSongwriters
action to take place
suit filed last April by 14 son
writers, 12 of them ASCAP mei
bers, against NAB, CBS, NBC ai
BMI is set for Nov. 17, when Nil
Trammell, NBC president, is sche'
uled to appear in the New Yo:
Supreme Court by order of Justi
Isidor Wasservogel for examinati<
before trial.
The plaintiffs charge unlawi
conspiracy on the part of the d
fendants to acquire control of t
songwriting business at the tir
of the ASCAP-radio music we
now settled, and are seeking dai
ages totalling $1,217,000. In ordc
ing Mr. Trammell's appearam
Judge Wasservogel ordered sevei
items struck from the list of qu(
tions to be asked, including the ;
leged "coercion" of bandleaders
play BMI music and the issuaii
of "false and misleading stai
ments" to the public about ASCA
Counsel for the group of songwr
ers is Daru & Winter, New Yoi

_

Tw" NOSE 0>OfS

RULES AMENDED
To Allow Station Breaks On

Washington Apple Spot;
WASHINGTON STATE Apj
Advertising Commission, Wen,
chee. Wash. (Delicious applej
conducted a concentrated campail
for Thanksgiving business with!
two-week spot announcement drfl
on 13 stations. Hundred-wospots were used two and thi
times daily during the campai
on WTCM WAPI WALA WSJ
KTBS KDAL KFYR KFE
WREC WXAX KLRA KFE
Agency is J. Walter Thomps
Co., San Francisco.
House Sheet
STILL another station house
gan! KFDM, Beaumont, Tex., n
publishes a bi-weekly tabloid car
ing a complete schedule of ])
grams as well as editorial mat
devoted to programs and person;
ties on the station. It is distribui
by Western Union.

Advertising • BROADCASTIN

al B. Rorke

Is Named

Po CBS Publicity Post
[AL B. RORKE, since early 1937
1 charge of CBS West Coast pubicity with headquarters in Hollyfood, has been appointed assistant
publicity director
of the network
and assumes his
New York post
Dec. 1. He will
work with Louis
Ruppel, CBS pub1 i c i t y director.
Mr. Rorke replaces Theodore
Weber, who resigned in mid„ 1
November to join
Mr. Korke the Chicago mornig newspaper AM, as amusement
dvei'tising manager.
Before entering radio, Mr. Rorke
id publicity work for MGM film
;udios
andLoswasAngeles
women'sTimes
page from
edi)r of the
934-1936. Prior to that he was on
le staff of the Los Angeles Illus■ated Daily News for eight years,
vo of which he served as managig editor. Following his graduaon from Stanford in 1925 he was
?iliated with the United Press
ew York office for a year.

St I Stock Show Spots
RAND
NATIONAL Livestock
xposition, San Francisco, which
ill attract livestock dealers and
:eeders from the entire nation
ov. 15-22, is using San Francis1 radio extensively to call atteniXfilon to the combined livestock,
)rse show and rodeo in San Fran•Y(l)|sco's new million-dollar livestock
Jjst Jivilion. A total of 200 spot anare being used on
inat ]ouncements
PO KGO
KSFO
KYA KJBS

ilaijlvlSAN KFRC. In addition, partipations are being used three
i mes weekly on Dude Martin's
wboy program
on KYA, on
c 1 ilarlie Marshall's KQW program
jjlsjid on Austin Fenger's Farm Jourof KSFO. Agency is GerthnoUin Adv., San Francisco.
vi '
f4 se
aANCES FARMER WILDER,
!3S Pacific Coast educational direeas result of her personally superled, weekly half-hour current events
ogram,
It Allof Ahoutf,
has
en madeWhat's
a member
the Pacifie
'Uthwest Academy, Los Angeles affilie of the American Academy of Poical & Social Science.

GIVE

YOUR

NEW

Life

WITH

THE

PROGRAMS

NOVACHORD

From its single piano-like keyboard come
thousands of musical ideas that SELL!
One man . . . one instrument . . . yety^e
Novachord gives you the brilliant effects
of many musical instruments — more music,
more color, more variety than you ever
thought possible.
Whatever your musical requirements —
colorful fill-ins . . . distinctive themes and
signatures . . . melodic transitions . . .
or rich, delightful music to carry the full
weight of entertainment — the Novachord
fills the bill.
Easy to play for any pianist . . . conveniently movable . . . amazingly versatile . . .
the Novachord offers a fascinating, new
solution to almost every musical problem.
It is a profitable investment for any radio
station large or small.
Find your nearest Hammond dealer in the

a;
We

classified phone book. Let him demonstrate
the Novachord's amazing possibilities. Let
him show you the countless ways it can
^give yQur programs a new musical "lift."
Anyone familiar with the piano keyboard can
play the Novachord with its brilliant array of
instrumental effects, as of:
PIANO 0 VIOLIN • FLUTE • TROMBONE • CELLO
• ENGLISH HORN • BASSOON • GUITAR •
HARMONIUM • HARPSICHORD • CORNET •
BRASS ENSEMBLE • SLEIGH BELLS • CHIMES •
TRUMPET • CELESTE • OBOE • SAXOPHONE
• BASS VIOL • FRENCH HORN • PICCOLO •
BANJO • CLAVICHORD • VIBRAPHONE • MUSIC
BOX • STRING ENSEMBLE • HAWAIIAN GUITAR
• CLARINET • and MANY MORE

Your fingers touch the piano-like keyboard . . .
and as you turn the Tone Selectors you color
your music with effects of orchestral instruments.

WDSU
NEW

ORLEANS
HAMMOND

soon will be
5000

WATTS

NOVACHORD

Day and Night
WEED AND COMPANY
National Representatives
New York • Detroit • Chicaso
San Francisco

The NEW idea in music — by the
makers of the HAMMOND ORGAN.

If you haven't received your
FREE recording of Collins
Driggs at the Novachord, send
for
today.
full
half ithour
of There's
thrilling amusic
on its two sides, all Public
Domain, for your use . . .
any time. Write: Hammond
Instrument Co., 2989 N.
Western Ave., Chicago.
Page
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FCC

Grants

Neiv

Station

in Louisville;

Regional
Will Operate
on
1080 kc.
Principals
in
the
new corporation
LOUISVILLE'S fifth radio station
was authorized last Wednesday
are Milton S. Trost, part-owner
of a local department store, who
when the FCC granted the petition
of Mid-America Broadcasting
holds 255 shares of the permitee's
Corp. for a reconsideration and
875 shares of stock issued; Emangrant of its application for a reuel Levi, formerly business mangional outlet in the Kentucky city
ager of the Courier-Journal &
Louisville Times Co. and now in
and simultaneously issued a construction permit for operation on his own insurance business, 140
shares; Lawrence Jones, a director
1080 kc. with 1,000 watts night
of the Frankfort Distilleries, 140
and 5,000 day, unlimited time, employing a directional antenna and
shares; James F. Brownlee, president of the Frankfort Distilleries,
subject to "special proof of per70 shares; E. T. Altsheler Jr., head
formance" to the Commission.
of a local tire agency, 70 shares;
The grant also cancelled a heSrHenry Fitzhugh and Mary Peabody
ing on the application that had
been hertofore scheduled. The 1080
Fitzhugh, 70 shares each; Willard
Johnson, 50 shares; and L. T.
kc. channel is occupied by KRLD,
Smyser, president and director of
Dallas, and WTIC, Hartford, dominant Class I-B stations — both usa local realty firm, 10 shares.
ing 50,000 watts and a directional
Messrs. Brownlee, Trost and Altantenna at night.
sheler hold the positions of presi-

Calide Labs, on KSFO
CALIDE LABORATORIES Inc.,
Oakland, Cal., (Caylonic plant
tonic), usin^ radio for the first
time, recently started a test campaign with six-weekly participations in Gordon Owen's Home Service program on KSFO, San Francisco. A sample offer is being made
during the broadcast, and according to the agency handling the account the reply has been highly
satisfactory. W. Warren Anderson,ciates,
of Leonard
D'Oogestated
& AssoOakland, agency,
that
if the present radio test is successful, the sponsor may spread his
radio to other markets.
dent, vice-president and secretarytreasurer, respectively.
Louisville is served at the present time by four other stations —
the 50,000-watt WHAS, the 5,000watt WAVE, WINN and WGRC,
located just across the river in New
Albany, Ind. All four are affiliated
with national networks.

GEORGE L. TRIMBLE
A MAP showing the migrations (
George L. Trimble, manager (
the media department, Marschalk
Pratt, would look like a travel a
Born at Kansas City, in 189
George attended school in Denve
but his college courses were ;
Tulane in New Orleans and Syr;
cuse in New York State. His ifir;
advertising experience was in tl
production department of the o
McMullen agency in Manhattan,
year there preceded his enlistmei,
in an Army training course j
Princeton during World War I.
In 1923 George joined Marscha^
& Pratt. His first assignment wil
this New York agency was as ,
field investigator in the marketir
division. He learned to ring doo
bells and interview dealers. Thi,
analytical viewpoint guided hi
in organizing the media depar
ment at M&P. About 13 years ag
George bought his first radio tin
by telephoning KDKA and co:
vincing the Pittsburgh station ma:
ager that a series of recorded pr

■BHII^P'W^.

,

been

OnWe«»V °jc sports

^, « *o. - Co^^^^^^{>

pW^-P^"^

AFFILIATED WITH THE PHOENIX REPUSilC AND GAZETTE
Page 24
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Broadcast

grams
would days
"soundstations
fine". had i
In those
representatives. Broadcast tin
was sold, or bought, through bro
ers. Coverage maps were most
circles or outlines of guesses. Ma
keting information was equal
sketchy. And merchandising
radio
programs was strictly cat<
as-catch-can.
"Today," George frankly admit
"radio timebuyers have a lot ea
ier life because we have so mai
more facts upon which to base oi
The Trimble home in Bloomfiel
N. J., is enlivened by two bo\
aged
6 and
George's
judgment."
mercial
time 11.
is most
often non-coi
devoti
to a home workshop where )
turns out cabinet work with pr
fessional skill.
KVOO. Tulsa, has started a new 1 1
gram. Camp Barkeley Calling, wlii
will report the activities of Okl
homans in Uncle Sam's service
Camp Barkeley, near Abilene. Tex:
Material for the broadcasts is fi
nished
Division.bj' the Camp Barkeley Pit

Advertising • BROADCASTIN

iV^JB DISTRICT MEETS
^TART FINAL PHASE
BEGINNING the final lap of the
Jlistrict meeting circuit this fall
aNAB President Neville Miller and
i'^rank Pellegrin, NAB director of
ijales promotion, left Washington
Kov. 16 to participate in the Disji iltrict 6 meeting in Memphis, Nov.
ives
execut
Theue NAB
7-18.contin
' " dll
reto seven then
en route
naining district meetings scheduled through December, traveling
o the West Coast and concluding
dth the District 9 meeting in
Chicago Dec. 15-16. They will have
.ttended all 16 district meetings
.eld this fall.

Kirby Talks
Also participating in meetings in
l/Iemphis, Dallas, Los Angeles and
>an Francisco will be E. M. Kirby,
wAB public relations director on
pave as civilian director of the
adio branch of the War Departjient Bureau of Public Relations.
'It. Kirby and other representalives of the radio branch will
jttend all the NAB district meetiigs, explaining the functions of
k jtie Army organization in regard
M p broadcast operations. An im1 1 ortant development of this partilipation has been the movement
b hold meetings of radio news edijbrs to discuss and correlate news
'tspects of the defense situation.
_ ^1 The remaining district meetings,
tliy^ith dates and locations, follow:
District 3— no meeting date set, but
tiot to be held until after first of year.
' District 6— Nov. 17-18, Peabody Hotel,
.lemphis.
District 13 — Nov. 19-20, Baker Hotel,
ifll alias.
j OSDistrict
Angeles.16 — Nov. 24-25, Biltmore Hotel,
District 15 — Nov. 28-29, Palace Hotel,
iaiE.'an Francisco.
rjijlj District 17 — Dec. 1, Heathman Hotel,
... 1 jortland. Ore.; Dec. 2, Washington AthClub, Seattle.
J" f |tic
District
14 — Dec. 8-9, Albany Hotel,
ick S enver.
District 11 — Dec. 11-12, Hotel Nicollet,
inneapolis.
District 9 — Dec. 15-16, Palmer House,
hicago.

Heard

Davis New Grant V-P
TYLER DAVIS, for the last five
years radio director of Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York, has been appointedNew
vice-president of Grant
Advertising,
York fore
office.
comingBeto

on Air

WDRC, Hartford, Conn., has
started a new type of promotion to demonstrate proof of
the power of advertising to
clients and agencies. Whenever the opportunity arises,
WDRC announcers add this
phrase during discussions of
commercial
products
: "And
when you buy
it, say
you
heard it on the radio."
PAR SOAP Co., Oakland, Cal.,
through Tomaschke-EUiott, that city,
recently started thrice-weekly the
new quarter-hour transcribed version
of
the Soyis
Sage,ofonthesixPioneers'
Arizona Symphoni/
Broadcastingof
Co. stations, originating from KTAR,
Phoenix. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Atlantic Auto Supply Co., Jacksonville, Fla., on Nov. 5 started for 26
weeks, sponsoring the program iive
times weekly on WMBR, that city.
Farley's, San Diego, Cal., (retail
chain), is sponsoring the series five
times per week on KFSD, that city.

FOOD

K&E, Mr. Davis
was supervisor
for all Vick
Chemical Co. radio, 1934-1935,
and before that
spent several
years as an independent radio
producer. He also Mr. Davis
was copy chief of Winston & Sullivan agency, New York, now defunct, and at one time wrote copy
and did contact work for BBDO,
New York.
CFRN, Edmonton, Alta., began operation of its new RCA high-level K-1
1,000-watt transmitter Nov. 1. markseventh
on the
air. ingThethe station's
studios have
beenyear
completely
renovated and RCA equipment installed.

FOR

KCMO,

in Kansas

City,

Applies for 10-50 kw.
CONSTITUTING the fourth applicant in the Kansas City area
for 50,000 watts, KCMO, Kansas
City, last Wednesday filed with the
FCC an application for assignment
on 810 kc, the channel now used
by WGY, Schenectady, and KGO,
Oakland, Cal. The station seeks
50,000 watts day and 10,000 watts
night on the frequency, and proposes removal of KOAM, Pittsburg, Kan.,
daji;ime
assignmentfrom
on the its
channel
to 860
kc, a Canadian wave, with 5,000
watts fulltime.
Other applicants for 50,000 watts
in the area are KMBC and WHB,
Kansas City, and WREN, Lawrence, Kan. The KCMO application
was filed by Andrew Haley, Washington attorney, with Ring & Clark
as consulting engineers.
TED EPSTEIN, former announcer
of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has been
commissioned a major in the Coast
Artillery and assigned to Fort Eustis,
Va.

THOU^

Food and grocery products
advertisers, — both local
and national, — buy more
program periods on WHEC
than on both the other two

Educational Journal
i.SSOCIATIOX for Education by Raio, Chicago, has started publication
£ monthly Journal, sent gratis to
ssoeiation members. Editor is James
f. Haulou ; business manager is
f-eorije .Jennings. On the i^ublicatious
bmmittee are : Elizabeth Goudy, diector of radio, Los Angeles County
ehools ; Carl Menzer, director,
rSUI, Iowa State U, Iowa City ;
»r. I. Keith Tyler, Evaluation of
jchool Broadcasts Study, Ohio State
Columbus ; Phillip H. Cohen,
rXTC. New York ; Capt. Harold W.
^ent, radio section, bureau of public
?latious. War Dept.. Dr. William
^outwell. Office of Education, Federal
ecurity Agency ; and Louella Hosins. Radio Workshop, New York U.

Rochester stations COMBINED!
Nevertheless, we can still
offer choice of a few desirable periods for YOURS —
let us tell you what's open!

Columbia's Sution for the
SOUTHWEST

BASIC

KFH

National Representatives
J. P. McKinney & Son
New York, Chicago
San Francisco

WICHITA
KANSAS
I Call Any Edward Petrr Office
BROADCASTING
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• To Serve Well
The Broadcasting Engineer
PROGI?AMS

et the
instreof
manCHEinR,the one
origYinalBEL
JERR
terviewers, started a new
thrice-weekly series over
WCKY, Cincinnati, Nov. 11.
Heard Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, the program
r's ofNeihis
ed
ghbors
chemat
Jer
titl
owrytheBelfor
last
will foll
NBC network show bringing listeners glimpses from homes in and
around Cincinnati. Using the
WCKY Studio Plane, Jerry will
transcribe the interviews which
will be played back for broadcast.

Birthplace
of

Success

Every time a CREI lesson
assignment is dropped into a
mailbox some ambitious engineer is a step closer to his
promotion — better position
— increased pay.
Throughout the Broadcasting industry CREI students daily deposit
in mailboxes their hopes and ambitions in the form of carefully answered lesson examinations. More
than 5000 professional radiomen —
many of them your own associates
— are now preparing for better
paying positions and secure futures
with the help of CREI systematic
instruction in practical radio engineering.
CREI does not merely offer simple
reading assignments or self -correction lessons. Each CREI lesson text
contahis a stiff examination prepared specifically to determine the
student's understanding of the
work covered, and his ability to
proceed with the next lesson. Each
examination must be written up
and submitted by the student to
the school, where it receives careful and exact correction of mistakes, and personal notations and
suggestions, when necessary, by a
trained instructor.
A CREI course gives you a broad,
working knowledge of practical
radio engineering — the kind of
knowledge that rates the confidence
of your employers — makes them
select you for the more important
duties — singles you out for promotion when duties well-done are rewarded.
Step up to YOUR mailbox now, and
send your request for a copy of our
descriptive booklet and complete particulars about CREI courses. THAT
MAILBOX may be the "birthplace of
YOUR Success"!
"Serving
sinceStations
1927"
CREI menthe inRadio
MoreIndustry
than 350
CAPITOL

RADIO

Engineering Institute
E. H. RIETZKE, President
Dept. B-1STkEET,
1
3224 SIXTEENTH
N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Requests at Dawn
POINTED TO the thousands of
defense workers either going to or
leaving their jobs at that hour,
WDRC, Hartford, has started a
new 6-7 a.m. recorded dance music
program. Sleepy Slim's Serenade,
conducted by Harvey Olson. A special telephone line has been installed in a WDRC studio, and Announcer Olson handles requests on
the spot while he is on the air. The
new program gives WDRC a weekday opening hour of 6 a.m. instead
of the previous 7 a.m.
Midnight Whodunit
DRAMATIC THRILLER, Dark
Fantasy, a new series of 25-minute
sustaining programs, was originated by WKY, Oklahoma City,
last Friday, midnight, and fed to
NBC-Red. The Man Who Came
Back was the first of the weekly
programs. Production is handled by
John I. Prosser of WKY with
George H. Hamaker (Scott Bishop)
writing the script. This program
follows Southeryi Rivers, another
coast-to-coast origination at WKY.
*
❖ *
South American Travel Talks
VIEWS of South America gained
on a trip last summer, Spanish
anecdotes and his own views on
North Americans comprise the material for News & Views of the
Americas and the Spanish School
of the Air presented on KOB, Albuquerque, byDr. F. M. Kercherville,
head of the foreign language department of the U of New Mexico.
^ ^
Frost Warnings
DIRECTED to Southern California
citrus growers, a nightly weather
forecast and frost warning is
broadcast on KFI, Los Angeles. Remoted from Pomona, Cal., five-minute series is handled by Floyd
Young, U. S. meteorologist, under
supervision of Harrison Holliway,
station manager.
Crime Jury
FROM THEIR easy-chairs beside
their own radios, six Winnipeg listeners picked at random each week
from the telephone directory, are
asked to be jurors on the locally
sponsored Guilty or not Guilty proEach week's
representsgram.
atrial,
and the episode
jurors picked
at random are asked to vote
"guilty" or "not guilty" at conclusion of the program.

1 7, 1941

Frat Quiz
BACKED by the Missouri U PanHellenic Council, fraternity and
sorority folk participate weekly on
the Brainbuster quiz show, conducted by Don Campbell on KFRU,
Columbia, Mo. The winning house
is to receive trophies awarded by
Columbia shop,
Baking
Co. and
Julie's,
fashion
KFRU
advertisers.
KFRU also is broadcasting a new
half-hour forum feature, The
World We Live In, featuring
students and faculty members of
the university and Stephens and
Christian Colleges in discussion of
topics of the day. Foster Brown,
KFRU staff member and instructor
in the radio department of
Stephens, directs the program.
Fugitives From Nazis
WARTIME series. Brothers in
Arms, on Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., features personal experiences of men who have escaped
from Nazi-occupied Europe and
come to Canada to train in one of
the four foreign armies now encamped on Canadian soil. First
broadcast was made at Little Norway, Toronto training camp of the
Royal Norwegian Air Force; the
second is to be made at the Netherlands Army training camp at
Stratford, Ont., Nov. 26, and
others will follow from the Polish
and Belgian army training camps
in Ontario and
H: Quebec.
H: ^
About the Edwards
WEEKLY dramatic series relating
experiences of an American family,
and titled The Edwards, was started on NBC-Pacific Blue stations,
Nov. 8. Quarter-hour program is
written by Peter Dixon and produced by Arnold Marquis, with
members of the Edwards family,
theatrical
group, portraying themselves.
Tour of Camps
ARMY LIFE program Present Aj-ms, tentatively intended to
be broadcast twice weekly on Tuesday and Thursday evenings, was
started last Thursday at KMBC,
Kansas City. Listeners hear interviews with officers and enlisted men
and are taken on tours of camp
facilities. Edwin Brown, KMBC director of special events, handles interviews and had Brig. Gen. Frederick E. Uhl, Omaha, Neb., Commanding Officer of the Seventh
Corps Area, on the first program.
The transcribed series is available
to any radio station in the SevCorps Area Office
from attheOmaha.
Army's
PublicenthRelations

NEW

Instruments Portrayed
DESIGNED to acquaint the listening public with orchestral instruments, a new nine-week series,
NYA Musical Moments, features
the NYA symphony orchestra on
WNYC, New York. Solo performances of each instrument demonstrates tone color, dynamic range,
extremities of pitch, technical resources, common and unusual usages and the characteristics of
the instrument itself.
Broadcast

THE ARMY takes over WMAZ
Macon, Ga., but at the invitatioi
of Manager E. K. Cargill. Th^
radiorelations
staff of office
Camp handled
Wheeler'sall pub-,
lie
an
nouncing, engineering and produc
tion activities through one after
noon under the direction of Capt;
Edwin P. Curtin, post public rela '
tions officer and former director o
radio publicity for BBDO, Ne?
York. Capt. Curtin at left check
over script with Sgt. Harmoi :
Hyde, former announcer and pre
duction man *of Vv'PRO,
* * Providence
Time to Pay
TO COUNTERACT the public im
pression that all installment buyin;
is subject to Government restric
tion, WDAS, Philadelphia, is carry
ing a thrice-weekly series of specia ,
programs designed to dispel listen
ers' false impressions. Undertake:,
after several installment concern:
using time on WDAS had com
plained about the effect on thai
sales of this public misunderstand
ing, the program presents advertis
ing managers, credit association es
outline advantages
of buying wh'
o
ecutives
and store employes,
credit, recite the regulations on ir
stallment sales, and demonstrati
that certain businesses, such a'
jewelry and clothing, are not sul
ject to controls.
High School Reporter
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y., wi
carry a weekly series High Scho'
Reporter of the Air, sponsored I
the Watertown School of Con
nierce, with the school principal £
adviser. News bulletins fro
Northern New York high schoo
are read and a weekly guest edit(
interviews student leaders.
Religious Series
EARLY MORNING program •
hymns, scriptures, prayers ai
benedictions, titled Morning Dev
tions recently started on WBYl
Brooklyn. Formerly heard on NB
under the auspices of the Feder
Council of Churches in cooperatif
with the local Federations, progra
is now in presented
by local
tions
the Brooklyn
area. Federi

Ann
na says.Stop Ten
counring
sheep night? anc|
begin counting
day: Beoi:
smart
advertisersales
whobyWINS
look over my fads
competition.
(Drop in and lets
and fi'^ures J
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I

GIANT
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OUTPUT

GL-880 is the largest of the G-E
developed tubes for high-frequency (FM
and television) services. Its background
is more than 28 years of G-E tube experience.
GL-880's
ingenious "folded" anode
reduces internal lead lengths by 10 inches
without sacrificing cooling surface. High
efficiency is obtained even at high frequencies.
Dual grid leads for separation of excitation and neutralization minimize neutralizing problems.
Easy to Drive
With only 1500 watts driving power at
the grids, two GL-880's will deliver an
easy 50 kw of FM at 50 mc.
Here's Real Versatility
Primarily for FM and Television, yes,
but GL-880's have unusual efficiency at
international and standard broadcast
frequencies, and as modulators. A pair
will give a 50-kw plate-modulated carrier
at 25 mc!
Be sure
ask your nearby G-Eto representative
for full information on
the complete line of G-E
transmitting tubes for all
services. There are G-E
offices in 80 principal
cities. General Electric,
Schenectady, New York.
G-E 50,
000-watt
FM
broadcast
transmitter
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Time Muddles
On!
HO, HUM, so the FCC's newspaper-divorcement inquiry has been postponed again. Instead
of resuming last Thursday after a three-week
lapse, they won't recommence until Nov. 27.
After weeks and weeks of study, the FCC
staff still hasn't completed revision of its basic
exhibits, originally designed to show that newspaper ownership of broadcast stations is conducive to unfair competition, or something. In
the process it has changed counsel only a halfdozen times.
For weeks it has been evident the FCC has
veered from its original course in the proceedings. There does not appear to be any overpowering desire by the majority to attempt to
invoke regulations banning newspaper ownership of any kind of station under the existing
law. Now the intent is to make recommendations to Congress. There prevails something
more than well-founded rumor that the majority of the FCC feels the issue is too hot to
handle without an expression from Congress.
Meanwhile, scores of applications are being
held up under Order No. 79, gathering dust in
the suspense files. Development of FM is being
impeded. And shortages of basic materials as
the emergency stiffens have already reached
the critical stage. The longer Order 79 stands,
the more difficult the material problem.
The log-jam decreed under Order No. 79
certainly isn't helping the public, Government
or the industry-at-large. It's a little late perhaps, after expenditure of so much of the taxpayer's time and money, not to mention the
industry, to call the whole thing off, though it
probably would be the discreet move. The only
alternative now is to close the case as expeditiously as possible, do something about Order
79, and shoot the recommendations (if any)
to Congress.
News Rules and War
GUNPOWDER odors are in the nostrils of
practically all broadcasters. The impact of
defense activity has been felt up and down
the line — in programming, in priorities and
in every aspect of station operation. The "business as usual" sign is in the ashcan, except
insofar
as observance of the "American plan"
is concerned.
The job ahead is an extremely delicate one
for radio. Business is uncertain for everyone, but radio business, so long as there is
time to sell, is destined to fare reasonably
well. Sales executives have been alert in planPage 30
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ning for the future, and in tapping new or
undeveloped sponsorship vistas. And the advertising-agency trade has learned well that
radio advertising, adroitly presented, for most
commodities and services is basic.
The second danger is not economic. It's
entirely in the programming end. It requires
an unprecedented degree of acumen, awareness
and timing. The task of keeping the nation informed, without emotion or hysteria, largely
devolves upon radio, and the contemporary
press. The basic morale job is radio's because
it reaches the great majority of the population in split seconds.
Program management (including the basic
ingredient of news handling) becomes fundamental as the war tempo quickens. It is critical
work, requiring supreme intelligence and a
sort of sympathetic handling. War reporting
is grim stuff, particularly with a medium as
intimate with its public as radio. That job appears ahead for the first time for American
radio.
Rules of the game for this task are being
evolved. The NAB, during the current cycle
of district meetings, is calling in program
directors and news editors of stations, both
member and non-member, to get across the
story. Ed Kirby, NAB public relations director now on leave as the Army's civilian radio
advisor, is presiding at these sessions, for the
first time bringing together these men behind
the programming and news-processing, to exchange ideas and to condition the industry for
the job ahead. In another room the sales managers are counselling to cushion their operations against any sudden economic shock.
The jobs are equally important.
In the newspaper publishing field, the working editors a decade or so back formed the
American Society of Newspaper Editors. It is
made up of the men who actually produce the
news budgets, from the initial assignment to
the job of putting the paper to bed. They are
divorced from the operations of the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn., made up of
owner-publishers, who decide basic policy and
apply themselves to business. The ASNE group
has problems peculiar unto itself, divorced
from the business office.
In radio, the program directors-news editors should constitute an analagous group.
Every man responsible for the news that goes
out over a station microphone, from 250-watter
to 50,000-watter, is as important in status and
public responsibility as the news editor of the
comparable paper in the community.
Broadcast

They
Say...
THE
PARADOX
the sound
thing isat that
the "air
can carry
only so of
much
a given
time, '
and therefore the "channels" are limited. Consequently itis necessary to see that they ar^;
not monopolized, and this means governmental
regulation.
But that
because
of this it regulatior
is all th--:
more
necessary
governmental
shall be most scrupulous to avoid the smallest
suggestion of "control" by itself of what shall
or shall not go "on the air", and also of all
suggestion of partiality in determining wh^.
shall and who shall not have the "channel'
privileges. There is one principle which is cleai
as the "norm" of regulative policy.
It is contained in the old legal maxim — ,
Abusus non tollit usum — abuse must not de
stroy use. In this case the dangers that lie ir
abuse of the air privileges are insignificant bj|
comparison with the dangers that lie in anything by way of restriction of freedom in discussion. We have to take the chance of th(''
"demagogue" and we must be extremely vigilant to see that he has all the "rights" of th(
statesman. Furthermore, "abuses" when thej
occur must be dealt with as best we can aftei
they occur. The maxim "an ounce of preventior
is better than a pound of cure" is not applicable
here. At all hazards the air must be kepi
free. — Wall Street Journal.
Henderson
Unloads
MR. LEON HENDERSON, the administra-,
tion's big anti-inflation man, did a job of deflating an illusion the other day in addressing th(
"wake up and fight" joint-session of the Assn
of National Advertisers and the Americai;
Assn. of Advertising Agencies at Hot Springs]
It was a powerful story that Mr. Hendersor
told — so powerful that we publish it in ful
text this issue. He wants more, not less, ad
vertising. He regards it as the cheapest anc
most efficient method of selling, using th(
craft's own figure of 2% of the value of al
manufactured products as the cost-factor.
But Mr. Henderson, in perishing the though
that his Office of Price Administration was ou
to "alter, reform or perhaps destroy" advertis
ing, didn't say that advertising would not bi
affected in the war economy. Far from it. Ther(
are dangers ahead for all business. But he in
eluded advertising in the category of "ini
portant civilian activity" and disclaimed an;
"secret or subtle designs" in his organizatioi
with respect to advertising.
That's as far as his assurance could go. Th<
real troubles of advertising, along with othe:
industry, cannot be forecast in an all-out war
The immediate future of advertising in ;
seller's market with a limited supply of con,
sumer goods is uncertain.
The words uttered by Mr. Henderson are thi
most reassuring advertising has heard sino
the emergency developed. They were not high
sounding phrases. They made straight, long
headed logic. We have detected enough to knov
that there is in government a strong anti
advertising clique which espouses grading o
consumer goods. Now, with the top man ii
price-control slot so pointedly on record, ad
vertisers, media and agencies can approacl
the arduous days ahead with less conceri
about the boring from within process, and rel:
upon their resourcefulness to get them ove:
the hump in the "lick Hitler" drive.
Advertising • BROADCASTIN(
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CLYDE F. COOMBS

~^0R a business that depends
]j5j J^ so much on engineering knowledge broadcasting has comparatively few of that profes~1n managing stations. One out'.nding exception is smiling,
istr. and-faced Clyde F. (for nothing)
ombs, vice-president and general
,nager of KARM, bustling 250tter in Fresno, Cal., which Nov.
Asafij ups its power output to 5,000
jjtts fuUtime.
lust because he is an engineer
ersi d knows the difference between
1 fi \jmillivolt and a kilocycle doesn't
KARM's Coombs doesn't
i, aiTlow
t\lan that
the dollar side of radio nor
it advertisers buy programs that
||3ple listen to. For back in 1934
ofij'l/de Coombs jumped from selling
laipment for RCA in 11 Western
ijates to selling programs for
aso:°| ,iiC in San Francisco. He is a
litive westerner, having been born
;erti|''
lOt 'b. 1, 1902, at Payson, Utah.
Tki It's axiomatic, of course, that
iling new programs is a far cry
i)m selling tried and tested equipiiljjint that has passed the rigid
d ai I'indards of modern engineering
iatiiijactices and Clyde Coombs would
bbably be the first one to tell
a so.
In
1938 he left NBC and joined
ott 3 CBS
sales organization in San
.tlTi ancisco. At CBS he developed
in 3 reputation of being one of the
if Cf iist constructive and "program
inded" network salesmen in the
■siness. Which is no mean transiin for a man who was graduated
Iengineering from the U of Utah
1925 and who spent the next
le
years exclusively in radio ento Jieering.
'With a sheepskin tucked under
iii; 3 arm, which attested that one
Bat yde F. Coombs had duly cometed undergraduate engineering,
got his first job in the radio
ij\)oratories of General Electric at
ijlienectady, proving ground for
jany radio firsts, both personnel
j|d equipment.
'Not content with just a practi1^
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cal knowledge of engineering, he
entered Union College for post
graduate work, studied advanced
engineering at GE and had time to
teach a little on the side.
His first big chance came in 1927
when he collaborated with C. W.
Hansell of RCA at Rocky Point,
L. I., on shortwave directional antenna systems, forerunner of the
broadcast end of shortwave transmission. Still a GE man, he was
placed in charge of the installation
of CKGW, Toronto, a 5 kw. job.
Then came further adventures
into new engineering fields. With
A. D. Ring, former assistant chief
engineer of the FCC and now in
consulting engineering practice in
Washington, he worked on the development and design of 50 kw.
transmitters using 100 kw. tubes.
By this time RCA had decided to
enter the field and when its transmitter division was formed Coombs
was one of the first employes working under its head, B. R. Cummings. For six months he lived out
of suitcase, supervising all RCA
transmitter installations. These included the original 50 kw. transmitter of WFAA, Dallas, the first
5 kw's for KPRC, Houston, and
WBT, Charlotte, sandwiched between kibitizing on the WTIC,
Hartford, and WTAM, Cleveland,
50 kw. installations which utilized
the 100 kw. tubes Andy Ring and
he had worked out.
Then RCA needed a livewire on
the West Coast and Coombs was
shipped to Pacific shores. There he
installed more transmitters and
the one he looks back on with particular pride is the first 50 kw.
KFI, at Los Angeles. Here he was
all over the field, supervising the
installation and design — and he
even made the sale.
After this came the transition
from engineer to program salesman. During his stay with CBS he
made the major contribution to the
Who Am 1 show which he built up
with Emil Brisacher, the advertis-
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MAJ. GEN. Victor Odium, formerly
vice-chairman of the Board of Governors of Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
has been appointed Canadian High
Commissioner to Australia. He resigned from his CBC post early in
1940 to assume command overseas in
April,
of the Second Canadian
Division1940,
overseas.
•T. GILBERT PALTRIDGE has been
named sales promotion manager of the
NBC stations— KPO-KGO— in San
Francisco. He succeeded Jack Campbell who resigned to join KFRC, San
Francisco. Paltridge for seven years
was a member of the sales promotion
department of Foster & Kleiser, outcisco. door advertising firm, in San FranGEORGE W. SMITH, managing director of WWVA, Wheeling, again has
been named general chairman of the
Red Cross roll call drive.
WINFIELD LEVI. WSAI. Cleveland,
sales promotion manager, formerly editor of WSAI house organ, I-Opener,
was inducted into the Army Nov. 17.
RANDY RYAN, former manager of
KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb., has
joined
Wichita.the commercial staff of KANS,
FRANK J. RIORDAN, formerly with
NBC, Chicago, guest relations staff,
has joined WING-WIZE. DaytonSpringfield, as sales promotion manager.
WALT DENNIS, formerly associate
farm editor of KVOO, Tulsa, has been
appointed
merchandising
and promotion manager,
succeeding
George
Engleter, who will manage KHAS,
Hastings, Neb.
J. SOULARD JOHNSON, local sales
manager of KMOX, St. Louis, has
been appointed by the St. Louis Assn.
of Manufacturers' Representatives as
generalnual chairman
for this year's anzation. Christmas Party of that organi.JACK WAGES, Phoenix actor featured in the five-weekly quarter-hour
program,
StoryCo..
Time,
sponsored Tovrea's
by TovreaLove
Packing
on
Arizona Network stations, has been
added to the commercial department
of
KOY, that city, as account
executive.
ing man, for sponsorship by California Conserving Co. This is
claimed to be the original audience
participation program and still
holds the all-time high Pacific
Coast mail producing record.
Ten months ago he was named
manager of KARM by Mrs. Hattie
Harm, widow of the late George
Harm, founder of the station. During that time he hasn't been idle.
The station has gotten a substantial increase in power, new frequency, a new CBS affiliate contract, and is now completing construction of an entirely new plant
and offices.
Clubs he lists as Rotary, Sunnyside Golf and County, Fresno
Advertising and Chamber of Commerce. In addition, he belongs to
Sigma Nu and Theta Tau. Married
in 1923 to a school sweetheart, Lyla
Jones, he has three children — Mary
Lou, 15; Jeannine, 13, and Clyde F.
Jr. or Buster, as his dad knows
him, 8.

H. A. P. (Hap) POLITE, formerly
with various West Coast advertising
agencies,
has been
appointed Riverside,
commercial manager
of KPRO,
Cal. John Stumberg, formerly of Detroit, has been made an account executive. Louise Dardenelle, lecturer,
musician and author, has become home
economies director and will conduct
a daily participation program, Hospitality House.
SLAYTON POLLEYS LaDUE, publishers' representative, recently was
appointed
San Owen
Francisco
officestation
manager of Homer
Griffith,
representative headquartered in Hollywood. Firm also represents the West
Coast division of Howard H. Wilson
Co.. Walker Co., and Foreman Co.,
national station representatives. Griffith recently established Seattle offices
at 4404
in
charge.White Bldg., with Hal Pearce
HENRY FLYNN, of CBS Hollywood
public relations department, has been
promoted to the sales division as account executive. He replaces Edward
A. Larkin, transferred to the network's San Francisco sales staff, William McMurtrie, of guest relations
staff, takes over Flynn's former duties.
KYLEcial office
G. FRAZIER,
the commerof WMSL, ofDecatur,
Ala,,
has returned after serving in the Army.
CARROLL BAGLEY, formerly of the
WMCA. New York, sales staff, has
joined WINS, that city in a similar
capacity.
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, president
of WLS. Chicago, and KOY, Phoenix,
and Mrs. Butler have returned to
their Phoenix home for the winter.
FRED DARLING, manager at
CKGB. Timmins, Ont., has been appointed production chief of the five
stations operated by Northern Broadcasting & Pub, Co,, Timmins. He is
succeeded
at CKGB
by Murray
Morrison, of CKRN,
Rouyn,
Que, Darling
has been with Northern Broadcasting
for a number of years,
ROY HOFSTETTER has joined the
sales department of CKGB, Timmins,
Ont.
GEORGE BARRY, radio actor in
New York, was appointed to the newly-created post of night manager of
WIP, Philadelphia, beginning Nov. 18.
G. J. (Jerry) BRINKMAN, for
five years affiliated with KABR, Aberdeen, S. D,, has joined the sales staff
of WLOL, Minneapolis.
DON OILMAN, NBC Western Division vice-president, has returned to
Hollywood after three weeks in New
York,
C. ROY HUNT, general manager of
KOIN and KALE, Portland, Ore., has
returned to his home following an
operation and convalescence at the
Mayo Bros, Clinic, Rochester, Minn.
HIBBARD AYER. formerly commercial manager of WWNY, Watertown,
N, Y., and previously with Sears &
Aver, radio representative, has joined
the sales staff of WATN, Watertown.
J. B, ager(Steve)
CONLEY, Fort
generalWayne.
manof WOWO-WGL,
Ind,. on Nov. 4 was awarded the Purple Heart Medal of Merit by the War
Department, Mr. Conley served as a
sergeant with the 320th Machine Gun
Batalion. and was wounded in the St.
Mihiel offensive.
Delgado Heads KYCA
MUCIO DELGADO, program director of KYCA, Prescott, Ariz,,
has been named manager of the
station, succeeding Albert Stetson,
now in St. Louis. Mr. Delgado. formerly of KVOA, Tucson, recently
was awarded a trophy by the local
American
outstandingLegion
citizenpost
for asthePrescott's
year.
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LARRY DELGADO, announcer, has
been put in charge of all Spanish programs of KRB, Berkeley, Cal.
JOHN CONRAD, former special
events director in the Midwest, has
been transferred from active Army
duty to the reserve follovi'ing nearly a
year of service. He has not announced
immediate plans, and is at his home in
Topel^a, Kan.
STU MacDONALD is a new addition
to the junior announcing staff of
CIKL, Kirkland Lake, Ont.

Halifax, Nova Scotia
ONE OF THE FINEST
EQUIPPED RADIO
STATIONS OF CANADA
U . S. Representatives:
Jos. Weed &: Co.
350 Madison Ave.
New York

45 . HAPPY
WCAE

MINUTES

with,

has a slightly terrific lady screwball, name

of Irene. So we built a show around her. Packed
it with music, laughs and sales oomph.
becoming a quiet sensation among
"4 million."*

And it's

Pittsburgh's

One, two or three quarter-hour strips of Irene's
colossus (4 to 4:45 p. m.) are now available to
any sponsor with a sense of humor
(sales) records to break. Grab

and a few

Pilots

KUOA, Siloam Springs, Ark.,
can take the air in more than
one way with the discovery
last week that Manager
Storm Whaley, three announcers, three engineers and
the sales manager of the station have private pilot ratings. Clincher is the further
revelation that one former
KUGA engineer is stationed
at Kelly Field, while another
is taking advanced flight
training at Conway, Ark.
BOB McDonald, newscaster of
KGNC, Amarillo, is the father of a
boy born Oct. 24.
LLOYD ANDERSON, KMOX announcer, St. Louis, who holds a reserve commission as second lieutenant,
has been called to active service at
the Armored Force Replacement
Training Center, Fort Knox, Ky.
CARL CHRISTOPHER Jr., has
joined the KMOX, St. Louis, announcing staff, moving from KSD,
St. Louis, to succeed Lloyd Anderson
who has been called to the Army.
S. KEITH JAMESON, formerly of
WMBD, Peoria. 111., has joined the
announcing staff of WKBN, Youngstown. O. Bob Provence, WKBN news
editor, on Dec. 30 is to marry Rachel
Tuckwiller, society editor of the
Raleigh Register, Beckley, W. Va.
PAUL SCHEINER, formerly associated with Martin Block, WNEW entertainer, has been named recorded
music director of WMCA, New York.
The position is newly created.
RONALD DAWSON, production and
continuity chief for WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., celebrated his 10th anniversary as a writer for the Script
Library of New York Nov. 8.
DON HOPKINS, formerly of
WKMO, Kokomo, Ind.. has joined
WWVA, Wheeling, and has the early
morning trick. He replaces Fulton
King, now at Camn Lee, Va.
RALPH K. MADDOX, production
manager for Dallas studios of WFAAWBAP-KGKO, Dallas-Fort Worth,
recently addressed the Texas Federation of Women's Clubs convening in
Dallas,
out how
clubs can pointing
build programs
with women's
listener
appeal in a discussion on the responsibilities ofradio stations toward public service programs.
BERTRAND MITCHELL, for several years an actor and director of the
theatre in the East and West, has
joined the continuity and production
staff of the Dallas studios of WFAAWBAP, KGKO, Dallas-Fort Worth.

your phone or

BOAKE CARTER, radio commeii
tor, on Nov. 7 was divorced by :
wife, Mrs. Beatrice O. R. Carter,
final decree was granted Mrs. Car
in the Philadelphia Court of Comin
Pleas. Grounds were not i-evealed.
JAMES
BURNS McGREACH
British Broadcasting Corp. chief ov
seas news commentator, has been
Canada recently gathering recordii
on Canada's war effort.
WILLIAM
STRANGE. Canadi
Broadcasting Corp. commentator,
author of a book Info the Blitz, bfi;
on
his exi^eriences
in past
gathering
in Great
Britain this
spring d,'
CBC broadcasts.
TOMMY WEBER. NBC chief p
tographer, on Nov. 1.5 resigned to oi
his own commercial studio. Mr. Wei
formerly operated a photo news se
ice. Standard News Photo, and i
previously on the photo staff of
Neiv York Journal.
EDITH W. CRANE, formerly on
editorial staff of the New York of)
of Broadcasting
with Wf'
ern
Advertising, and
San now
Francisco.
Nov. 2 was married to Emmet Hat
way .lones in Burlingame, Cal.
PETER BARKER, former director ;
the Esso Television Reporter series
NBC's television station WNBT. a
Ijroduction associate for many Bro:
way production
plays, has staff.
joinedMr.NBC's
sion
Barker,tele
cently released from the Army Sig
Corps at Fort Monwouth. N. .7., ]i
viously taught stagecraft at the H
vard U Summer School.
DON MOZLEY, Missouri U jourrj
ism senior, has joined the announc
staff of KFRU, Columbia, Mo.,
placing Jack McGee, now in the Na
IRA BLUE, sports commentator, f
merly of KPO-KGO, San Francis
has joined KQW, San Jose, Cal.
ERIC DAVIES, program director .
CKX, Brandon, recently marr
Marion Meighen at Portage la Prai:,
Man.
TOM BENSON, of the product
staffa baby
at CKY.
of
girl. Winnipeg, is the fat,
BILL WOOD, newscaster of KI
KGO. San Francisco, his wife
two soldier hitch-hikers, were inju
in an auto accident near San J(*
Cal. recently. Wood suffered a bro)
wrist and cut knee.
RUTH CHAPEL, of NBC-Hollyw>
Lockheed
Aircraft flight
superinte
press department,
and Ed
O'Lef
ent, were married Nov. 1 at Las Vej
Nev.
STERLING V. COUCH, educatio
director of WDRC, Hartford, has b ,
appointed a member of the Commil
on Public Information, a division
the Hartford Defense Council.
JOCKO MAXWELL, WWRL. >
York,
has beenin signed
conductsportscaster,
a sports column
the '
American Athlete, a monthtly m;i
zine published in New York.

your secretary and tell us where to send complete information.
^Population, WCAE
Service Area

URGH

^The rich Appalachian area can't hope to top the New York
market in population. But it has more than a million (WJHL
primary and secondary coverage) of the "spendingest" people
you ever saw. Especially when their cash crop goes to market.
Millions of pounds of hurley tobacco will be sold in this area
in the next two months. And remember, WJHL is the only
single advertising medium that can adequately sell this market
at one low cost.
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BTTY HUTTON, New York vollist, has been signed as a permanent
itnve of the weekly NBC Bob Hope
ou\ sponsored by Pepsodent Co.
e has a major role in the Paramount
n, "The Fleet's In."
SUCB ANSON, NBC Hollywood
nouncer, has been inducted into
s Army. Aubrey Ison, relief aniincer,
takes over the former's
ties.
3AYARD PYLE. program director
KTAR, Phoenix, did the narration
the color movie, We Went to Gamp,
locally produced Boy Scout picture.
will be exhibited throughout the
uthwest.
iANK LITTLE, traffic manager of
TAR, Phoenix, and Shirley Keller,
o of that city, were to be married
■v. 15.
lUL ROSCOE, program director of
tFW. Kearney, Neb., is the father
a baby girl born Nov. 7.
QORGE ROBERTSON has .ioined
; announcing staff at CKY, Winniafter serving on a number of other
HtK stern
Canadian stations.
lUCK ACREE, NBC Auction
Lzmaster, has published a book of
!ms
o. for children, titled Doodle-DeeQLENE S. BURTON, of the WOR
•ss department has written a chil^n's Cantata, "Birthday Party for
ither Goose" which had its premier
Rainhoio House, Saturday,
V.WOR's
8.
W. McELVAIN, former news
iter of NBC Chicago special events
if, has joined Press Assn., Chicago,
• radio news subsidiary. He is sucded by Baskett Mosse, formerly of
Isa World and UP news staffs.
HN STILLI, announcer of WHIO.
itW. yton, O.. is the father of a girl
n Oct. 30.
Pn I
At

No

Rate

ROBERT A. DAVIDSON, announcer, formerly of WLAG, LaGrange,
Ga., is now at WCHV, Charlottesville, Va., same capacity. On Oct. 18
he
married Lillian Sammons, of LaGrange.

VERA HOLLY
CERTAINLY it must have been
thrilling to give a birthday present
to such loveliness as blonde, blueeyed Vera Holly. And to Vera, it
was the best present of her entire
radio career when WBEN, Buffalo, decided on her 21st birthday
to assign her the role of hostess on
the station's International House
Party. Nearly three years ago
Vera first joined the program, a
series formulated on the "hands
across
the border"
policy,with
and her
as
soloist thrilled
Canadians
soft, husky tones. Vera is also
heard thrice weekly as a feminine
emcee, featured vocalist and actress on WBEN.

MATTHEW R. THORNEYCROFT
and J. Richardson Loughrin. formerly
of NBC Chicago guide staff, have
both joined radio stations as staff announcers, Mr. Thorneycroft to AVGAR.
Augusta, Ga., and Mr. Loughrin to
WDEV, Waterbury, Vt.
CHARLES KLEIN, NBC Chicago
guide captain, has been granted a leave
of absence for service with the Marines
at San Diego. Carl Olson of the guide
staff takes over for Mr. Klein.
GARY MILLER, freelance writer, has
joined
Chicago.the continuity staff of WBBM,
STAN GORDONI, formerly of Gordon! & Lee, Chicago program producers, has joined WOMT, Manitowoc,
Wis., as announcer and copywriter.
JACK PAYNE, former CBS Chicago
continuity
writer, has joined W.o!)C,
Chicago.
GAYNE WHITMAN and Bud Heistand, Hollywood announcers, will be
re-assigned to the weekly NBC College of Musical Knoicledge, sponsored
by American Tobacco Co., when broadcasts resume Nov. 26 from Southern
California.
BOB YOUNG, staff announcer of
KOA, Denver, has returned to his
duties after finishing a one-year tour
with the Army as a reserve first lieutenant.
BILL WOODSON, former announcer
of WTCN, Minneapolis, has gone to
New York for dramatic work. Tod
Williams, WTCN news commentator,
is the father of a boy born recently.
DAVID OLSON, for the last 12 years
on the production staff of WCAE,
Pittsburgh, has joined WJR, Detroit.

KAY LEE, formerly of WDNC, Durham, N. C. has joined the continuitv
staff of WSLS, Roanoke, Va.
HELEN WILLIAMS, formerly of
WGRC, Louisville, has joined W45D.
FM
station in Detroit, as a continuity
writer.
DeLAMAR HARRELL has joined
the continuity staff of WSB, Atlanta.
HAL FIAIBERG, Hollywood gag
writer on the CBS Al Pearce & His
Gang, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., and author of the book,
Jumi) for
been given
a Col-a
umbiaJoy,
Pictureshascontract
to write
my.stery comedy for Boris Karloff and
Peter Lorre.
GENE NORMAN, formerly WPAT.
Paterson, N. .1., announcer, has joined
KM.J, Fresno, Cal.
BOMBARDIERS RON DEACON
and Jack Holmes, former announcers
at CKX. Brandon, Man., are now with
the Royal Canadian Artillery at Fort
Brandon training centre.
ROBERT STUART, Wesleyan U
senior, has been named to assist Program Director Walter Haase of
WDRC, Hartford.
CHARLES J. HIGGINS has been
promoted to be chief announcer of
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.
RALPH KENNEDY, recent John
Brown U graduate, has been named
chief announcer of KUOA, Siloam
Springs. Ark. Luke Tanner, formerly
of KBTM, Jonesboro, has joined
KUOA.
PHILIP BOWlMAN, production chief
of WBBM, Chicago, has joined
Blaekett - Sample - Hummert, Chicago,
as radio producer. He is succeeded by
Richard Faulkner, staff producer.
Walter Preston, veteran staff producer,
has
tor. been named acting program direc-
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Colonial Salute
BOOMING appearance of Guy
Lombardo's band on the new MBS
Coca Cola Spotlight Band series,
WAAB-Colonial in Boston worked
the "local angle". Albert Vigneau,
Boston bank employe, was the guest
of
honor
on Colonial's
Spotlight
Bands
Salutes,
which heralds
the
six-time weekly Spotlight series.
3Ir. Vigneau is the brother of
Lombardo's
pianist, Frankie Vgineau.
CHET PHILLIPS, formerly of
WADC, Akron, has been named to the
announcing staff of WCAE, Pittsburgh.

WASHINGTON'S
BIG BUY!
Write for WWDC's choice open
periods. WWDC is Washington's
big buy . . . bonus booster signal,
economy rates, alert programming
in America's most prosperous
market.

CAMERA CONTEST for its
listeners with other listeners
as picture subjects is being
sponsored by WDAS, Philadelphia. The subjects are the faces
of listeners in the crowd gathering
around the daily "sidewalk interview" broadcast each noon in front
of the center-city Karlton Theatre.
The camera studies are made by
the fans behind a large sign in the
lobby of the theatre, which not
only calls attention to the program,
but contains a hole for the camera
and is not discernable to the public. The best pictures are placed on
display in the theatre lobby, those
submitting pictures selected receiving defense stamps. Also, the
subject identifying himself in the
display receives a defense stamp.
Sperry Hearts
EMBLAZONED with a big red
heart on bright yellow paper, KLZ,
Denver, has distributed 1,000 store
banners to promote General Mills'
show for Sperry Wheat Hearts cereal, titled Stones America Loves.
Banners have been placed in grocery stores throughout Colorado.

Washington,
D. C.

E. Hi. Spence
Gen'l Mgr

Colonial Salute — Sperry Hearts — They Explain
Sherwin-Williams Roto — -WLW Awards — Santa's Records

I ■ ■

WWDC

Sherwin-Williams Roto
A SIXTEEN-PAGE rotogravure
section showing pictures of successful contestants in scenes from
operas and in candid shots in civilian life, with pictures of other performers and notables connected
with the Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air, has been issued by
Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland,
sponsors of the broadcasts. Titled
"Sherwin-Williams Radio News",
the section includes two pages of
homes
with listing
the company's
paints painted
and a page
all the
NBC-Red stations on which the
program is heard (Sunday, 5-5:30
P-m-).
They Explain
EXECUTIVES of stores sponsoring programs on WPAT, Paterson,
N. J., are invited to explain to
their potential customers some of
the problems resulting from the effect of defense priorities on buying and to make suggestions as to
how they may best be circumvented
by the buying public, on Time for
Women, a six-a-week show conducted by Adele Hunt, woman commentator. Guest speakers explain
not only matters as shortages of
materials, but also the reason for
taxes being placed on certain consumer goods while others are left
untaxed.
WLW Awards
WLW's agricultural department
will take an active part in the
awarding of trophies at the International Livestock Exposition to be
held in Chicago, Nov. 29-Dec. 6.
Ed Mason, director of farm programs, Mert Emmert, Lowell Watts
and Earl Neal will bring a daily,
first-hand glimpse of the show to
listeners of the station's Everybody's Farm Hour.

POWER!
—WHERE
POWER
COUNTS

MOST

pWsfnceD CO RADIO s^s^Blon
^ OT-Jcr of Ac 42 -nJ Tlaflonof Sncam-pmcnl
Muj^irf 24-29, I94r, P(iiMcfpftu.,5jnnS5.fvania^ .
©psftmantal iif A^rpriafimi
for Jit,-i»t-vc So^c SJinfifici" -wifd Puffin Jinfcrc
cause f^w StaKou ^tas Qmfri&u.'b
■* Speak ^ for I)cn«>cr<ici»
United Strfi-s.

CITATIONS like this are bei
presented to 443 stations by
Veterans of Foreign Wars. Tl
were authorized at the 42d Natioi
Encampment. Formal presentat;
is made by local post commande
The stations give 15 minutes on
11th of each month to promotion ,
VFW's Americanism campaign.
Santa's Records
DISPLAYING a three-color st
ized Santa Glaus, Columbia 1
cording Corporation's
campaign
brochure has Christn
appeal
giving illustrations with space
newspapers
er with a listandof magazines
68 stations toge
picl '
to carry the announcements anc
description of the accompanyi
direct mail campaign, first to
used
CRC onThea share-cost
with bydealers.
$200,000 ba
ca
paign will include spot announ
ments five nights weekly for C
umbia Records as Christmas gii
BROCHURES
BUFFALO BROADCASTING Cc
— Coverage maps showing prim
and secondary areas both day
white)
and night (in black)
WKBW and WGR.
KARM. Fresno. Cal. — Plastic-boi
illustrated coverage brochure, mo
you've Jjeen missing something .'
WITH.
a 1 1 i m o its
r e —Miss
Plastic-b<
brochure Bdescribing
Maryl; i
1941 promotion stunt last August.

TEN

WLAC
NASHVILLE, TENN.
soon going to
50,000
NBC
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EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.— NATIONAL
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Henderson Speech
(Continued from page 9)
neralities. I shall try to be more
jecific. There is a statement in
■\e prospectus of this meeting that
lere has been talk of curbing adrtising as a means of controlling
Nation and restricting it as a
ijans of controlling production."
;annot deny that as a statement
fact because, as all of you know,
lashington abounds with "talk"
every subject, and perhaps there
no conceivable proposal that has
t been the basis of "talk" in
ashington.
|A11 I can say about this one is
lat I have not been a party to any
ch conversations. And if "curb? advertising" as a means of
ntroUing inflation and production
d been seriously considered, I
ink I would know about it.
irthermore, I would not want the
3 of attempting to prevent infla'n or limiting civilian production
"curbng advertisng" was my
^lily tool. Even if all advertising
ipenditures were taken into aclant, according to your industry
iures, only 2% of the value of all
knufactured products is involved.
j
Stands on Testimony
lit is therefore apparent to me
lat of all the headaches and nightrLtfifiires that I can visualize in the
iture, the question of what to do
'out advertising is unlikely to conhnt me as a major problem. It
pii 3;s been our experience so far in
iant'- price ceiling we have fixed that
(iVertising has not even been conijlered as a major cost element,
t visually questions of labor costs,
Mijllinsportation, raw materials and
ler items are fully analyzed and
praised, but so far selling and
istributing costs have not been
l^ed as a compelling reason for
I posing a price ceiling.
[f some industry whose prices
re under consideration did urge
Teased advertising cost as the
sis of challenging a particular
,ce ceiling, we would of course
< required to go into the question.
1 1 stand on the statement which
inade in my testimony before the
nise Banking & Currency Comttee that our policy would be as a
i.tter of course to take normal

KD

serves the area,
Intermountain
with 7 8 5,000
population and
$300,000,0a0
annual spendable
income ... a
tivating.
market worth cul-

5000

SWEET SIXTEEN is WRVA, Richmond, and so is Helen Catherine
Szourou (left), who was 16 the same day, as was young Bobby Otto Jr.
C. T. Lucy, cutter of cake, has been WRVA manager since its inception
in 1925. Recently the staff presented him with bowling shoes and other
gifts on his 50th birthday.
selling and advertising costs into
account. I stated further then I
had to secret reservations about
that statement. I repeat it now.
However, it may have been that
some of you gentlemen, or perhaps
it was somebody else who did not
accept in full faith my statement
of that policy, or perhaps it was to
make assurance doubly sure that
there was written into the Price
Control Bill as reported out by the
House Banking & Currency Committee the proviso that the powers
granted — and I quote: "shall not
be used or made to operate to compel changes in the business practises or cost practises or methods,
means or aids to distribution established in any industry, except to
prevent circumvention or evasion
of any ceiling established under
this Act". This language was designed to take care of advertising,
and I so interpret it.
No 'Concealed Policies'
The fact that I have stated to
you that I have no designs or evil
intentions about advertising, and
the further fact that it will be an
affirmative policy of my office to
take into account normal advertising costs, will, I hope, give you
whatever assurance you seek on
that score. It does not mean that
any of your real problems are
solved.

1230 KC

WJBC
Represented by
International Radio Sales

ROADCASTING

WATTS

Day & Night

"7 years with the wrong woman,
May drive a -man to drink,
BUT
7 years with the same station,
Is a very good record, we think!"
[lOn September 9, 1941, WJBC completed 7 years of service to
Central Illinois. Of the 44 advertisers that started 7 years ago, 41 are
still on the air. the reason: results in increased
[sales.
ilFull Time
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I have no way of appraising the
immediate future of advertising in
a seller's market with a limited
supply of consumers goods. It
would appear that you have enough
real and vital problems without
having to create imaginary difficulties. And if any secret intentions on my part or any concealed
policies of my office have been included among your worries, I ask
that you eliminate them at once.
As Director of the Civilian Supply Division I am supposed to distribute as best I can the materials
that the defense program doesn't
require. The going is getting
tougher. As we shift from the pri-

Soft hAs City
:.
POPULAR'

RED

Representative:
JOHN
8L&IR & COi■

to

memory

test

*1

(questions on front cover)

"Uncle Don." rThis show's
1gay,
new patte and rearrangement has brought it a
greater fascination and eifectiveness.

tion's "Plowpoint & Pock. Ask to see this sta5WOR
"
ook
etb
which completely
describes its rural-farm territory and the amazing opportunities itoffers the advertiser.
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orities system to an allocations
plan it is hoped that a smoother
flow of residual materials will go
to non-defense industries. Yet, we
all recognize, terrific shortages are
going to continue until the job of
licking Hitler is finished. None can
escape the impact of the increasing
utilization of materials and productive capacity for armaments. It is
my hope that you in the advertising profession will accelerate your
efforts in helping the country understand not only the necessity for
adjustments but to devise methods
of easing the shock.
Much has been done in the field
of substitution for consumers'
goods for which defense needs have
created a shortage. I have been impressed by advertising copy and
radio announcements which emphasize conservation and other helpful
methods of bridging the gap. I am
certain that your ingenuity and
talents will continue to develop
new schemes that will be of real
assistance to consumers and manufacturers during the difficult days
ahead.
Re Paper Stocks
I know you are interested in our
present views and information
about the paper situation. According to present data the supplies of
newsprint and book paper appear
adequate for the next year, in spite
of the fact that defense activities
are consuming about 20% of the
nation's output. As many of you
know, there was a substantial increase in the wood pulp price over

want

RECORDING
BLANKS
in

a

hurry

.

.

.

. . . you will find it easy to buy PRESTO. Over 200 leading
radio distributors now stock Presto glass, steel and paper
base discs . . . cutting and playing needles. They are
ready to give you immediate delivery. They will also
handle shipments of used aluminum base discs to our
factory for recoating and stock the recoated discs for
delivery to you as you need them.

CELERY time in the Rockies finds
General Manager Lloyd E. Yoder
(left) of KOA, Denver, shipping
the mountain delicacy to NBC VicePresident Don Oilman in Los AnMr. Yoder
ranchei'o'sto
outfit geles.
turns
over inthetheshipment
First Officer Robert Clark of Western Airlines and the feminine onlookers are Beverly Ward, KOA
music department, and Mrs. Jack
Lyman (extreme right), wife of
the station's production manager.
a year ago. At the present time our
information is that there is not a
wood pulp mill in the country that
will hold together that is not operating at capacity.
Unfortunately uninformed reports of a great paper shortage
have tended to create a tight delivery situation on many kinds of
paper, and it is our information
there exists rather extensive hoarding by some users. This condition
has tended to magnify whatever
shortage may exist, and were it
not for this fear, it is our belief
that supplies of paper at this time
would be fairly adequate for practically all users.
With respect to future prices, we
do not propose to sanction any further increases. In other words if,
as it appears, a further rise in
price would not result in an increase in output, it is our view that
such an increase would be purely
inflationary and as such must be
resisted. While modesty would forbid me from making the obvious
comment that we have done a good
job in this field, I can assure you
that without present controls prices

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

on wood pulp, waste paper ; ?
other paper products would
much above current levels. M( 1
over, if prices had been permit
to rise, hoarding would proba
have been much greater than r
today, with a resulting decrease
paper available to consumers.
Ready for Trouble
We don't delude ourselves th
there is no trouble ahead in i
paper field. We anticipate it ai
are getting
handlethat
it. in
It v.-t
interest
you setto toknow
Paper & Paper Products Section
the Price Division a separate Prii
ing Papers Unit is being esta
lished. This particular unit will
staffed by men of outstanding €
perience in the production of prii
ing papers — men who are thoroug
ly familiar with the manufacti
ing costs. It will be the duty of tl
unit to scrutinize closely all ci
rent prices of printing papers a
to observe price trends for the pi
pose of recommending action whe
ever these prices seem unjustifial
high.
There is likewise being est
lished a distributor's unit w
personnel of jobber or wholes i
experience which will be select
for their knowledge of distributi
costs. This unit will follow distril
tor prices in the same way t
other
unit examines manufacti
ers' prices.
1942 Auto Production
Together
units paper
will wal
closely
the these
printing
pr
situation from the beginning
manufacture until the time 1
product is sold to the printer or 1
publisher. Recommendations v
be made and action will be tal*
whenever prices seem out of li
I invite printers and publishers
immediately register complai:
with us regarding further price
creases which occur in the printi
papers
field. Thisif type
of going
coope' !
tion is essential
we are
do the job with which we
charged. Such information or cc
plaints should, of course, be s
cific and contain all ^he necess;
details
inquiry. upon which to base furtl
Another aspect of our job wh
I am certain is of great interest
you concerns the 1942 product
of automobiles. As you know,
Civilian Supply Division of 0)
has directed the curtailmeot of p i
duction in 1942 to approxiniat
50% of the 1941 models. Acco,
ing to the statistics of your ind'

If you haven't yet used the new Presto discs, they will
send you samples without charge. Take advantage of the
convenient service they offer. Write for the name of your
nearest Presto distributor today.
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', the expenditures for national
li/ertising by the automobile inilstry in 1940 was about 69 million
ilars. This, I am advised, repre;lited more than 16% of all naqnal advertising expenditures in
four principal media of newsjjers, magazines, radio and farm
li.rnals.
>Taturally you are concerned as
whether a 50% cut in produca is going to result in corre■nding reduction in national adtising expenditures. I wish I
.Id tell you, I can't because I
I't know. All I can say is that
■ only concern and duty is to
ke sure that the production
edules are adhered to and that
:'easonable price is maintained,
thin those boundaries, the ques™ jli of advertising expenditures, as
lee it, is a matter resting exMsively within the control of the
yertiser.
^he Office of Price Administra1 has no official policy on this
stion and does not intend to
"e one, except that we will dee to make any decision or recomidation as to the extent of adexpenditures. I regard
lols i!!tising
as a matter within the area of

* % choice upon the part of manufcurers, and the only way we
Id possibly come into the picture
n the extremely unlikely event
^^'^ |tcosts
manufacturers
as a reason urged
for an advertisincrease
prices of the product. Then, unthe pending legislative proJal, our consideration of the matwould be limited to the question
[to whether this device was be' used to circumvent or evade
■ ceiling established under the
m
tallDuty to Perfor
!heE|jj am quite convinced that you
apk !i e an important duty to perform
he crisis which confronts us all.
3riii|i'i know more about how you can
If jlctively perform that duty than
joini ii)uld possibly know. I am frank
saying because of the difficult
5 that have been assigned to me
need your support.
Kcss^Jl of our problems are too real,
vital for us to engage in fightfantasy and abstractions. Let
'oury men of straw and unite in
tere ! recognition that we have a
ooM ii>mon enemy that is real and

Defense
Morgenthau

Gratified

WAAT, Jersey City, received
a wire of appreciation from
Secretary of the Treasury
Morgenthau for donating the
full 24-hour period between
midnight Monday, i^ov. 10,
and Tuesday, Nov. 11, to the
sale of Defense Savings
Bonds and Stamps. No commercial messages of sponsors
were broadcast by the station
during the period unless they
had definite reference to defense bonds or stamps. In all,
50 sponsors were affected. Mr.
Morgenthau, in his wire, said
"we are gratified to hear of
your plan. Please express to
your advertisers our appreciation also".
threatening. He is called Hitler. To
lick him we must submerge our
prejudices and overlook petty annoyances and irritations. And we
must do more than that — we must
be prepared to make sacrifices and
adjustments for the common cause;
and no one can predict with any
certainty the real extent of those
sacrifices.
Must Survive
So far as advertising is concerned, Irepeat that it must survive as a thriving dynamic force.
Not only does it deserve to continue
because of its contributions to our
way of life, but it has a job to do
1I0W.
And I can visualize an even
greater use of the technique when
peace comes and a vast surplus of
men, materials and productive capacity calls for the vision and leadership to translate these resources
from production for war to production for peace. When that time
comes, it is my judgment that if
we are intelligent and resourceful,
new and vast horizons will open
for us all. Our job now is to hasten
that day.

Promotion

Plan

Made by Chicago Group
CHICAGO COMMITTEE on National Defense, of which H. Leslie
Atlass, vice-president of CBSChicago was recently appointed
radio chairman by Mayor Edward
J. Kelly, is planning special radio
promotion to stimulate public interest in the defense program during
National Defense Week, Nov. 1116. Serving on the committee are
Kenneth D. Fry, NBC-Chicago;
Bruce Dennis, WGN; Gene Dyer,
WAIT, WGES, WSBC; Al HoUender, WIND-WJJD; Arthur Harre,
WAAF; H. C. Crowell, WMBI; Al
La Valle, WEDC; Mel Wolens,
WCFL; R. W. Hoffman, WHFC
(Cicero) ; Harold Safford, WLS.
J. Oren Weaver, special events
director of WBBM, who is also
radio chairman of the national defense subcommittee on civilian
morale, with the aid of Chuck Logan, Les Mitchell and Robert Hartinan of WBBM, and George Roosen, free lance script writer, are
preparing special defense scripts,
as well as lining up radio talent for
specialforefive-minute
"V" speeches
betheatre audiences
and special
Foster Manages KFAR
WILSON K. FOSTER, formerly
commercial manager of KFAR,
Fairbanks, Alaska, has been named
manager. Lincoln W. Miller has
been appointed program director
and Alvin 0. Bramstedt placed in
charge of special events.
'March' to Europe
TIME Inc.. New York (Time Magazine), starting Nov. 14 at 4 p.m. and
on each successive Friday, is shortwaving to Europe via WGEO, General
Electric shortwave station in Schenectady, a transcribed version of the
Thursday March of Time broadcasts
on NBC-Blue. For some time in the
past company has been using a similar arrangement to shortwave the program to Latin America through
WGEO. Saturdays at 6:30 p.m. and
with a repeat on KGEI. General Electric shortwave station in San Francisco, at 8 p.m. [Broadcasting, Oct.
27]. Agency is Young & Rubicam.
New York.
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Recent surveys show that
the WLAW audience is
growing . . . growing in
a market of more than
400,000 radio families
. . . the important MerriValley area. You're
missingmackworthwhile
EXTRA
radio coverage in New
England if WLAW is not
on your list.
WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
5000 WATTS • 680 KC.
Columbia Affiliate
National Representatives
THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

In this
HARD-BOILED
BUSINESS
. . . you win or lose friends
on the basis of RESUI.TS.
WHIO has more ye^r-"!and-year-out advertisers
on the air than
any tionother
stain the DayWhy?
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NBC'S 15t[i BIRTHDAY
PARTV
Celebrated at Station Parties Tied Together
By Network After
NBC M & O stations took part
in the network's 15th anniversary
celebration last week with a special intercompany "conversation"
Monday night after NBC-Red and
Blue had gone off the air at 1 a.m.
Executives of NBC stations in
New York, Chicago, Washington,
Hollywood, San Francisco, Cleveland and Denver, spoke from
dances held by each station, their
short talks interspersed with music
from the orchestras playing at the

1 a. m. SignofT
different parties. Niles Trammell,
NBC president, spoke from the
WEAF-WJZ celebration at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New
York, with Harry Kopf, Frank E.
Russell, Don Oilman, A. E. Nelson,
Vernon Pribble and Lloyd Yoder
from the cities mentioned.
Also to celebrate NBC's 15th
birthday, Roy C. Witmer, NBC
vice-president in charge of Red
sales, gave a luncheon Nov. 12
for about 47 members of the New

WTCN
NBC

STATION— ST. PAUL— MINNEAPOLIS

York trade press at the Hotel St.
Regis, at which Mr. Witmer and
Mr. Trammell gave short talks.
Climax of the week's celebration
was the three-hour broadcast Saturday night on 243 NBC-Red and
Blue stations, as well as via shortwave to Latin America [Broadcasting, Nov. 10], with more than
2,000 persons participating, including FCC Chairman James L.
Fly, Secretary of War Henry L.
Stimson, Secretary of the Navy
Frank Knox, David Sarnoff, president of RCA speaking from the
Matsonia in mid-Pacific, Mr. Trammell and stars of radio, stage and
screen.
STAHLMAN
CASE VP
EARLY IN DECEMBER
WITH an answering brief filed
last Wednesday by the FCC, the
appeal of James G. Stahlman
from a District Court decision upholding the power of the Commission to require his appearance under subpoena at the newspaperownership inquiry is scheduled to
be argued before the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the District of
Columbia during the first week
in December. The Court of Appeals decision is expected during
the month.
fear
of Decrying
a "straw the
man",appellant's
the FCC brief
took flat issue with the position
of Elisha Hanson, ANPA counsel handling the Stahlman case,
that the FCC's inquiry was illegal
and that therefore the subpoena
of Mr. Stahlman was a nullity in
the eyes of the law. Emphasizing
"public interest, convenience and
necessity" considerations, the FCC
brief held that it has unquestionable authority, under Section 403
of the Communications Act, to
hold general hearings such as the
newspaper-ownership proceedings
[Broadcasting, Oct. 27].
KIRO, Seattle, iu coopei-ation with
the Department of Agriculture marketing service, is initiating a new feature
on its KIRO Housewives Inc. By announcing daily market price information to listeners, money-savings buys
can be made by housewives which iu
turn will alleviate temporary farm
surpluses.

BIG
For

AGENCY

LA-NU distributing Co., Philade.
(medicated hair and scalp ointment, e
nut oil shampoo and Dorothy May
metics), to Julian G. Pollock Co., Phi:
phia. Radio, newspapers, and magh
will be used.
guarantee reserve Life Insui
Co.. Hammond, Ind.. to Lane. Bsnso
McClure, Chicago. Said to use radio.
EARL E. MAY SEED Co.. Shenant
la. (nursery), to Cary-Ainsworth,
Moines.
LA ROSA MACARONI Co., New York.
M. H.in Hackett
radio
the past Inc.,
; new that
planscity.
beingUserfori
lated.
BROWN & THOMAS Adv. Corp.,
York, continues to service account of Gc
Wines Inc., Los Angeles.
ALBERT S. SAMUELS Co., San Fran
CO and Oakland (jewelers) to Fredei
Seid Adv. Agency. San Francisco. F
currently using radio on KSFO and KRC
ROSEFIELD PACKING Co., Alam(
Cal. (Skippy Peanut Butter), to Sid
Garfinkle Adv. Agency, San Franci
Firm is currently using half hour ti
scribed program Hollywood Theater
KQW,list.KARM and KXL and plans to ad(
this
DE FOREST'S TRAINING Inc., Chic
(trade school), to Buchanan & Co., C
cago. Radio may be used.
EHRAT
Cl'
E cheese), CHEESE
to L. W. Co.,
RamseyChicago
Co., (Chic£
MURPHY
PRODUCTS
Co., Burlingi
Wis. (poultry and livestock feeds).
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
REVERE
CAMERA
Co., Chicago,
Buchanan & Co., Chicago.
SPIC Inc., Chicago (toiletries), to Un
Adv. Cos., Chicago.
EDELBRAU
BREWERY Inc.. Brook
to Weiss & Geller, New York. Radio be
considered for next year.
MACMILLAN
PETROLEUM Corp.,
Angeles (MacMillan
gasoline),
Roy
Durstinc
Inc., New York.
Radioto plan
for Southern California.
B. CRIBARI & SONS, Madrone, Cal.,
New York (San Benito, Sonnie Boy wim
to Dave Lodge Adv. Agency, Philadelp
toPennsylvania.
handle theRadiowinery's
will be advertising
used.
WNBI-WRCA Changes
WNBI and WRCA, NBC intei
tional stations have been grantee
modification of license by the FCC
specify use of frequencies 6100, 96
11890, 15150, 17780 and 21630
using 50,000 watts except on 9670
where operation with 50,000 to 1
000 watts is authorized. Station shf
time on all fre(iuencies with WE
and on 11780 kc. with WBOS.

MARKETS
the

Price

of

One

MINNEAPOLIS
AND

ST. PAUL
with a

POPULATION
OVER 800,000
Write for Details of
Programs and Time
Available, Rates, Market Data, and Information on Merchandizing
Service.

FREE & PETERS, \u., Exclusive National Representatives
New York Chicago Detroit Los Angeles San Francisco Atlanta
I
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■^'RDW. Augusta. Ga., sent its spe"ilil events staff 20 miles into the
^orgia Tivilderness to describe the
ilouud breaking and flag raising cereilmies of Georgia's newest and larg:it Army training center. Camp Gor|n. A program running two hours
IS transcribed and played back on
|e station. Because of a lack of fajities. transcription equipment had
.| be set up four miles from the
jaadeast origination point.
■IFHR. Wisconsin Rapids. Wis., put
:! a real anniversary celebration to
jirk its first year in operation. Nov.
I Three thousand persons paid 40
,iits apiece to witness a show con■■jjting
of 31
running
,4 hours.
Theindividual
show was acts
followed
by
,"jncing, with music by seven orches:lis.
li
J, LTV and WSAI. Cincinnati, wiU
lijrry 15 broadcasts in connection
»ith the annual Red Cross Roll call
■! that city Nov. 11-29.
TAR, Phoenix, is claiming a record
il return from its Mexican hour,
e program drew 32,758 cards and
ters during the month of October,
one-day
orded. high of 6,561 replies was
5LS, Roanoke, Va.. which recently
erved its first birthday, has redeled two new offices adjacent to the
dios in the Shenandoah Life Bldg.,
the
staff.sales department and announcJOA, Siloam Springs, Ark., as its
t in national defense has scheduled
quarter-hour programs monthly
nected direction with the Army,
vy. Treasury or some defense effort,
additicm a total of 264 one-minute
liouncements dealing with national
lense
OA. are given each month bv
DER direction of Fox Case, CBS
■St Coast public relations, news and
leial events director, and his assist Chet Huntley, a 40-minute prom dramatizing functions and scope
operation
of the was
network's
d news bureau
staged Hollybefore
high school newspaper editors atding the Southern California Press
n. convention Nov. 15 at Whittier,
CC, Bridgeport. Conn., through
New Haven studio, on Nov. 19 will
;jme Lisieners' Theatre for the
rth successive season in cooperation
1 the Tale U drama department.
CC originates the weekly series for
Dnial Network. Productions employ
■inal
plavting scripts
classesby ofstudents
Prof. ofWalter
rehard Eaton, supervised by
stance Welch, associate professor
)lay production.
\0. Seattle, has distributed about
,'0 CBS School of the Air manuals
chools and teachers in its listening
I, as well as holding classroom
onstrations in various schools in
territory. A recent preview broad. supervised by Hazel Kenyon.
-10. educational director, drew a
e number of State and local eduliOn officials.

BURNED TOAST is out, warns
Pat Peterson, newsman of KLZ,
Denver, showing charming new
spouse, the former Pat Fletcher of
KLZ steno department. New toaster
was presented bv members of the
staff.
AVHO. Des Moines, on Dec. 13 will
hold the fifth annual WHO Corn Festival, according to an announcement
by Herb Plambeck, WHO farm news
editor. Sponsored by WHO in cooperation with major seed corn companies, the Festival is to feature displays in the lobby of Hotel Fort Des
Moines. Arrangements are being made
for well-known corn judges to place
the entries. The 1940 show attracted
166 exhibitors from 11 States and Canada, offering 791 entries and 1.597
ears of corn in the competition.
WBAL. Baltimore, charging an admission price of a can of food to its Happy
.Johnny's
Roundup
will turn
over aU food
i-eceivedprogram,
to the Baltimore
Department of Welfare for distribution
to needy families on Christmas Morning. Unique fee will be charged until
Dec. 20.
TRANSCRIPTS of the U of Chicago
R»und Taile weekly NBC broadcasts,
prepared in Braille, are regularly made
available to more than 1.000 deaf and
blind persons in a new service of
the American League for the DeafBlindcan in
cooperation with the AmeriRed Cross.
WCHS. Charleston, W. Va., and the
West Virginia Network were on the
air 25 minutes after the explosion
Nov. 6 at the Blaine Island Carbon &
Carbide plant in which three men lost
their lives and a score were injured.
Description of what was being done
to clear the scene was given and assurances sent out to quiet the panic
among families
carbon
company. of the employes of the
WLOK, Lima, O., has started a
weekly series of remote programs
from the campus of Bluffton College,
Bluffton, O. featuring musical groups
at the school. A brief talk of an educational nature is given during each
broadcast. The series will run 26
weeks.
NEW STUDIOS for CKX, Brandon,
Man. are to be opened late in November. The new studio building,
alongside the Brandon City HaU, is
now finished and equipment is being
installed.
WXYZ, Detroit, and stations of the
Michigan Radio Network, will carry
play-by-play broadcasts of all home
games of the Detroit Red Wings
hockey teams. Harry Wismer, WXYZ
sports commentator, will handle the
program.

750 KC— A CLEAR CHANNEL— 1000 WATTS
WHAT MORE COULD YOU ASK FOR IN A
PRIMARY OF 330,570 RADIO HOMES
(Certified mail count )
^90,000,000.00
The Listening Habit of
Defense Program WHEB
Central New England
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
National Representation by Joseph Hershey McGillvro
lOADCASTING
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CLEVELAND,
Represented

by: PAUL

OHIO
H. RAYMER

CO.

KTKC
"The Voice of the San Joquain"
with Studios in Fresno and Visalia, Calif,
announces its affiliation
with the
NATIONAL

BROADCASTING
BLUE

COMPANY

NETWORK

Get your message to the half million
people in Fresno, Tulare, Kings, Madera
and Kern Counties, via KTKC, all located in
the rich agricultural San Joquain Valley.
It's a sure bet for
RESULTS!
NOW!—

iOOO Watts Fulltime on 920 kc.

SOON!— 5000 Watts Fulltime on 940 kc.
ISlational Representatives
INTERNATIONAL
RADIO
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TheTH?

IN

BUFFALO

WKBW

goes to

WATTS

50,000
blanketing

11 states

and 12 million people

New $350,000 Transmitter Plantj

WKBW

1520

K.C.

BUFFALO'S 50,000 watt]
COLUMBIA NETWORK STATION

Seeks

NBC-CBS
Suit
Dismissa
public notice that the CommisH'
ings and other papers filed and
would hear any person or orgtj
Taylor Backs Up Case
the Taylor affidavit show that
zation desiring to present eviden
For Commission in
there is "no genuine issue" as to on the matter included for inves
the
material
fact
and
that
the
"deAffidavit
gation in Commission Order No.
fendants are entitled to judgment
The committee requested the n
DISMISSAL of the NBC and CBS
tional networks, regional networl
as a matter of law."
suits against the government,
Text of Affidavit
station licensees, and transcripti'
challenging the validity of the
and recording companies to prese
The full text of the affidavit acFCC's chain-monopoly regulations,
evidence. It also requested inform
was sought by the government in
companying the motions for dis- tion by questionnaire from license
missal follows:
motions filed with the statutory
of stations and from holders
three-judge court in New York
TELFORD TAYLOR, being duly stock in licensee corporatioi
last Monday by Samuel Brodsky,
sworn, says:
In addition, persons and organiz
recently named special assistant
tions requesting an opportunity
"1.
He
is
General
Counsel
of
the
to the Attorney General. The mopresent evidence material to t
Communications Commistions, seeking in the alternate a Federal
investigation were given an oppc
sion and as such is familiar with
"summary
the court,
tunity to be heard. In all, the coi
which
wouldjudgment"
be in the bynature
of a the Commission's proceedings taken
mittee actually heard witnesses
under Order No. 37, Docket No.
rarely-invoked dismissal on juris73 days during this 6-month peric
5060, and
that
the
proceedings
indictional grounds, were accomclude the following :
Ninety-six witnesses were heai
panied by a detailed affidavit of
Their evidence fills 8,713 pages
Telford Taylor, FCC general
"(a) tions
TheCommission
Federalon Communicatranscript.
Seven hundred a
March
18,
counsel.
seven exhibits were introduced. T
1938, by Order No. 37, authorized
Under stipulations entered into
testimony and exhibits fill 27 lar
volumes.
by the network with the Governan investigation 'to determine what
ment, the motions will not be arspecial regulations applicable to ra"(c) Twenty of the ninety-s
dio stations engaged in chain or
gued until about Dec. 15, the date
witnesses were called by the 1\
set by the three-judge tribunal for other broadcasting are required in tional Broadcasting Co.; they tes
the public interest, convenience or fied for the equivalent of more th
hearing on the NBC-CBS motions
for preliminary injunction.
necessity."
On April
6, 1938, a com24 hearing days. Their testimo
mittee of three
Commissioners
was
Dismissal was sought in the mofills 3,225 of the 8,713 pages
tions filed by Mr. Brodsky, with
appointed by the Commission to transcript. They introduced 227
supervise the investigation, to hold the 707 exhibits. The testimony
Mr. Taylor and Thomas E. Harris,
FCC assistant general counsel, as hearings in connection therewith,
one National Broadcasting Co
co-counsel, on the ground (1) that
and 'to make
reports to the Comwitness, David Sarnoff, pre
mission with recommendations
for pany
the court lacks jurisdiction; (2)
dent of the Radio Corporation
that the complaints fail to state
America and chairman of t
the Commission.'
claims upon which relief can be action
"(b) byBetween
November 14, Board of the National Broadcasti
granted, and (3) that even if the 1938, and May 19, 1939, the comCompany, fills 200 pages.
mittee held hearings pursuant to
court had jurisdiction, the plead"(d) Seventeen witnesses
peared on behalf of the Columl
Broadcasting System. They tes
fied for the equivalent of more th
16 hearing days. Their testimo
fills 2,180 pages of the transcr:
and they introduced 186 exhibij
The testimony of the president
the Columbia Broadcasting Systi
fills 130 pages of the transcript.
"(e) Eight
witnesses
fortest
Mutual
Broadcasting
System
fied for the equivalent of more th
6 hearing days, filling 670 pages
the
transcript and introducing
exhibits.
"(f) On June 12, 1940, the co
mittee issued its report based uf
the evidence adduced at the he;
ings and the official records of 1
Commission.
"(g) In November, 1940 bri
in the proceeding were filed on
half of National Broadcasti
Company Inc., Columbia Bro
casting System and Mutual Bro.
casting System and other int
ested parties. On December 2 anc
"SO AM I!" says WSAI's Winged Plug, "SALES dynamite!
1940, oral arguments before
A blast out of ME sends MORE of the Cincinnati area's
full Commission were presented
800,000 women and girls into MORE of its 4,236 groceries
the parties. These arguments wi
and 446 drug stores. And the retailers are READY for them,
too, because WSAI PLUGS ITS PROGRAMS. Street car and
bus cards, neon signs, news pictures, movie trailers, taxicab covers, downtown window displays and a monthly
house-organ for dealers are typical of the selling helps
employed by WSAI."
NBC RED AND

BLUE— 5,000 WATTS

NIGHT

AND

DAY

BUFFALO
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
National Representatives
^REE

& PETERS,

CINCINNATI'S
STATION
OWN

Affiliate Station WLS Chicag

Inc. J
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cected to the committee report
d to certain draft regulations ised for the purpose of giving
Dpe and direction to the oral
iguments. On January 2, 1941,
jpplementary briefs were filed on
half of National Broadcasting
mpany, Inc., Columbia Broadsting System and Mutual Broadsting System in which were disssed the jurisdiction of the Comssion with respect to matters
/ered by the committee report
d the draft regulations, and in
dch attention was given to the
bual and feasible limits of comtition in the broadcasting field,
th particular reference to netirk broadcasting.
FCC May 2 Report

='(h) On May 2, 1941, the Comssion issued its report setting
i rth its findings and conclusions
the proceeding, together with an
ler adopting eight regulations
.egulations 3.101 to 3.108 inclue) setting forth policies which
]; Commission would thereafter
jply in exercising its licensing
pctions. Two of the seven ComBsioners filed additional views
senting from the action taken
the Commission. The effective
;e of the regulations was dered for 90 days from the date
the order with respect to existcontracts, arrangements, or
ierstandings, or network organiion station licenses, and further
)vision was made for extension
■ii the effective date of Regulation
06 in order to permit the orderly
position of properties. On June
the Commission provided
iliit 1941,
the postponement for 90 days
m May 2, 1941 of Regulation
and for further postponeM 07,
•M nt of the effective date of that
ulation in order to permit the
M lerly
disposition of properties.
dec July 22,
1941, the effective date
Sv; the regulations
with respect to
cri[ Isting contracts, arrangements,
'understandings, or network orJiization station licenses, or the
jintenance of more than one netTk by a single network organizah was again deferred until Sepjliber 16, 1941, and on August 28,
\l, said effective date was postjied until after the disposition of
petition of the Mutual Broadting System to amend Regulaiis 3.103 and 3.104.
MBS Plea to Amend
(i) On August 14, 1941, the
Bi Sjtual Broadcasting System peti;ied the Commission to amend
of the regulations, 3.103 and
i 'i)4. Upon this petition the Comision called for briefs and oral
iument by interested parties,
efs were filed by National
|iadeasting Company Inc., CoSibia Broadcasting System and
tual Broadcasting and by one
ional network organization and
[1 argument was held before the
nmission on September 12, 1941.
sreafter, on October 11, 1941,
Commission issued a Suppleital Report on Chain Broad-

casting (two of the six Commissioners dissenting) together with
amendments to three of the regulations (3.102, 3.103, and 3.104).
The Commission simultaneously
postponed the effective date of the
regulations with respect to existing contracts, arrangements, or
understandings, or network organization station licenses until November 15, 1941, and suspended the effective date of Regulation 3.107
indefinitely, with the provision that
any subsequent order of the Commission placing Regulation 3.107 in
effect should provide for not less
than six months' notice and for
further extension of its effective
date from time to time in order to
permit the orderly disposition of
properties.
"(j) On October
the
Commission
issued 31,its1941,
minute
setting forth the procedure to be
followed in applying the Chain
Broadcasting Regulations. Said
minute reads as follows:
Text of Oct. 31 Minutes
If a station wishes to contest
the validity of the Chain Broadcasting Regulations adopted in
Docket No. 50G0, or the reasonableness of their application to
the particular station, its license
will be set for hearing. In order
to insure that the station may remain on the air and be in no way
injured by any such Commission
proceeding and appeal to court
from a decision in .such proceeding, the Commission will grant
such licenses a temporary extension of its license, with renewals
from time to time until there has
been a final determination of the
issues raised at such hearing. In
the event of such litigation, and
if the validity of the application
of the Chain Broadcasting Regulations to such licensee is sustained by the courts, the Commission will nevertheless grant a
regular license to the licensee,
otherwise entitled thereto, who
has imsuccessfully litigated that
issue, if the licensee thereupon
conforms to the decision.
The supplementary decision
and order in Docket No. 5060
indefinitely suspended Regulation
3.107, relating to the operation
of more than one network by a
single network organization. No
similar suspension was made of
that portion of Regulation 3.106
relating to network operation of
more than one standard broadcast
station with substantially overlapping service areas. The Commission will postpone indefinitely
any action to prevent such dual
station operation if it is shown
that the operation of two stations
in any city is indispensable to the
continued operation of two netzation. works by a single network organiThe adoption of the foregoing
procedure is without prejudice to
the rights of any person who may
petition the
for Chain
modification orCommission
stay of the
Broadcasting Regulations.
"2. A certified copy of said proceedings before the Commission in
connection with Order No. 37,
Docket No. 5060, is filed herewith
and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit A.
"3. Among the grounds urged

^^^^^

FARGO, N. D. • 5000
watts • NBC
yV
AskD
your Agency to ask the Colonel!
^ FREE
PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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by
planitiff
contension
that in
the support
action ofoftheits Commission promulgating the Chain
Broadcasting
valid are that : Regulations is in1. The Rules are unreasonable,
arbitrar.v and destructive of plainreason.tiff's business without legitimate
2. The Rules are not required
by and do not serve the public
sity.
interest, convenience and neces.3. The Rules are not necessary
to carry out the provisions or the
liurposes of the Communications
Act of 1934.
4. The Rules are in fact contrar.v to the
interest,
venience public
and necessity,
andcon-to
the provisions and purposes of the
Communications Act of 1934.
"Affiant submits that Exhibit A
is relevant on the above issues
sought to be raised and that it
shows that the regulations are not
arbitrary and capricious but that
they serve public interest, convenience or necessity and carry out the
provisions or munications
purposes
of the
Com-is
Act, and that
there
no genuine issue as to any material
Radio Executives Meet
EDGAR FELIX, president of Radio
Coverage
fact." Reports, and Henry Morgan,
WORdio Executive
comedian,Clubspoke
beforeYorkthe Nov.
Raof New
12. Out of town guests were Glen
Bannerman, president of the Canadian
Association of Broadcasters ; Charles
Caley,WHO,
WMBD,
Peoria;; Paul
Hal Hodges,
Bondurant,
Des Moines
WLW, Cincinnati ; Charles Denny,
WERC, Erie; Jim Wade, Free &
Peters, Atlanta office ; Hal Seville,
WBAX, Wilkes Barre.

The

IN

BIG

BUFFALO

WGR

more

than ever,

BUFFALO'S

FIRST

for regional
coverage

New $350,000 Transmitter Plant
5,000
richly laden
watts, night
and day. serving the
Magicest andCircle,
richmost the
populous
area in all the southeast!
Columbia Broadcasting
System affiliate

^

DIRECTOR
EDNEY

550 K.C.
WGR
BUFFALO'S 5000 watt
MUTUAL NETWORK STATION
BUFFALO
BROADCASTING CORPORATION

WBIC
RIDGE
j% N.C.
CPEENy-BORO,
CEO.P.HOLLINCBERY • CO., NAT.RER
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
Noxzema Chemical Co.. Baltimore (Noxzema). 13 sa, thru RuthraufE & Ryan,
N. Y.
Griffin Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn (shoe polish).
157 sp, thru Bermingham. Castleman &
Pierce. N. Y.
Southwestern Drug Corp., Dallas, 156 sp,
direct.
General Foods Corp.. New York (Post
Toasties), 110 t, thru Benton & Bowles,
N. Y.
Mantle Lamp Co., Chicago. 13 t, thru
Presba. Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Luden's
Inc., J.Reading.
(cough
80 so, thru
M. MathesPa. Inc.,
N. Y.drops),
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute, Ind. (baking
powder), 62 sa, thru Polly ea Adv., Terre
Haute.
Seeck & Kade. New York (Pertussin), 82
sa, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.. N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass. (soap),
52 sa, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co.. Wilmington, Del. (Paints), 13 sa, direct.
Beaumont Labs.. St. Louis (cold tablets).
152 ta. thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co., Chicago.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.
(Pursin), 26 ta, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago.
Quaker State Oil Ref. Corp., New York
(motor oil), 39 ta, thru Kenyon & Eskhardt, N. Y.
Kellogg Sales Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
(AU-Bran),
hardt,
N. Y. 150 ta, thru Kenyon & EckWLW, Cincinnati
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Universal Match Division of the Pan
American Match Corp.. St. Louis (Red
Cross cough drops), 13 sa weekly, 20
weeks,
cago. thru H. W. Kastor & Sons, ChiAurora Products Co., Cleveland (American
Star skin lotion), 3 sa weekly, 26 weeks.
thru Ray Taylor & Associates, Cleveland.
Seeck & Kade, New York (Pertussin), 5 sa
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Erwin Wasey &
Co., N. Y.
C. A. Briggs Co., Cambridge, Mass. (H-B
Cough Drops), 2 sa weekly, 16 weeks,
thru Horton-Noyes Co.. Providence.
Simoniz Co., Chicago (liquid cleanser), sa
weekly. 13 weeks, thru George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
KYW, Philadelphia
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
Capsules) , 3 sa weekly, thru Raymond
Spector, N. Y.
Candy Bros. Mfg. Co., St. Louis (Red
Cross cough drops), 13 sa weekly, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Musterole Co., Cleveland, 5 sa weekly, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
soap),
N. Y. 4 so. weekly, thru Corapton Adv.,
Charles Gulden Inc., New York (mustard) ,
2N. t Y.weekly thru Charles W. Hoyt Co.,
Little Crow Milling Co., Wausau, Ind.
(Coco Wheats), 6 sa weekly, thru Rogers
& Smith, Chicago.
WGNY, Newburgh, N. Y.
Beverwyck Breweries, Albany, 3 sp weekly, thru Peck Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, 6 ta daily,
thru Vandei-bie & Rubens, Chicago.
John F. Jelke Co., Chicago (margarine),
3 f weekly, thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
John F. Trommer, Orange, N. J. (beer),
5 taY.weekly, thru Federal Adv. Agencv,
N.
KECA, Los Angeles
Sealy Mattress Co., Los Angeles, 2 t, sp
weekly, thru Alvin Wilder Adv., Los Angeles.
Harold H. Clapp Inc., Rochester (baby
food) , 5 to weekly, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Page 42
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WIS, Columbia, S. C.
Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind. ( Alka-Seltzer) ,
4 t weekly, thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago. Salt Co., Chicago, 3 ta weekly,
Morton
thru
Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Assoc.,
Milwaukee.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Metal
Oil). 5N. taY. weekly, thru Redfield-Johnstone.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., 6 sa weekly, thru Erwin. Wasey
& Co., N. Y.
Plough Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph aspirin).
14 sa weekly, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
Memphis. Medicine Co., Chattanooga
Chattanooga
(Black Draught),
sp weekly, thru Nelson-Chesman
Co., 6Chattanooga.
G. E. Conkey Co., Cleveland (feeds), 3 sa
weekly, thru Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Bayer-Semesan Co., Wilmington, Dela.
(seed inoculator), 6 sa weekly, thru
Thompson-Koch Co., Cincinnati.
Yager Liniment Co., Baltimore, 3 sa
weekly, thru Harvey-Massengale, Durham, N. C.
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis (Four-Way Cold
Tablets), 10 sa weekly, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons. Chicago.
Lehn & Fink Products Co., New York
( Hinds cream) , 5 sa weekly, thru William
Esty & Co.. N. Y.
W BBM, Chicago
Macfadden Publications, New York {Liberty magazine), 156 sp, thru Erwin,
Wasev & Co., N. Y.
Candy Bros. Mfg. Co., St. Louis (Red
Cross cough drops), 270 sa, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons. Chicago.
E. J. Brach & Sons, Chicago (candy), 52
sa, thru U. S. Adv. Corp., Chicago.
Smith Bros.. Poughkeepsie, N. Y. (cough
drops), 160 sa thru J. D. Tarcher &
Co., N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (Vicks Inhaler), 52 sa, thru Morse International,
N. Y. Meat Co., Chicago (Broadcast
Illinois
Corned Beef Hash, meat products), 26
ta,
cago.thru Arthur Meyer hoff & Co., ChiShaler Co., aupen. Wis. (Rislone, Karbout. Hot Patches), 6 ta, thru Kirkgasser-Drew, Chicago.
WLS, Chicago
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron (farm
equipment) , 23 sa, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall Ic sale),
4 sp, thru Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
Morton Salt Co.. Chicago (smoked salt),
39
t, thru Klau-Van Pitersom-Dunlap,
Milwaukee.
Van Camps Inc., Indianapolis (canned
foods), 117 sp and 78 sa, thru Calkins &
Holden, N. Y.
American Poultry Journal, Chicago (publication), 3 sp, thru Shaffer Brennan
Margulis Adv. Co., St. Louis.
KSL, Salt Lake City
American Popcorn Co.. Omaha, 5 ta, thru
Buchanan-Thomas, Omaha.
American Packing & Provision Co., Ogden,
Utah, 52 sp. thru Gilham Adv. Agency,
Salt Lake City.
Philadelphia Daily News, Philadelphia
(Candid Eye magazine), 4 t, thru First
United Broadcasters, Chicago.

WOR, New York
Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta (beverage), 6 sp
thru D'Arcy
Co., New
St. Louis.
Rumweekly,
& Maple
Tobacco Adv.
Corp.,
York
tobacco), 5 sa weekly, thru Raymond
Spector Co., N. Y.
Musteroletive), 3spCo.,weekly,
Cleveland
(cold preventathru Erwin,
Wasey &
Co.. N. Y.
B. C. Remedy
Co.,
Durham,
N
C.
(headache powders) , 3 sa weekly, thru Charles
W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Hi-V Vitamin Corp., New York (vitamin
capsules ) , 6 sa
thru Applied Merchandising, weekly,
N. Y.
Kerr Chickeries, Frenchtown, N. J. (baby
chickens), 3 sa weekly, thru N. W. Ayer
& Son. N. Y
Allstate Insurance Co, Chicago (auto insurance)3, sp Chicago.
weekly, thru E. H. Brown
Adv. Agency,
Gambarelli & Davitto, New York (wines),
sp weekly, thru DeBiasi Adv. Agency,
N. Y.
Wheatena Corp., Rahwey. N. J. (Cereal).
3 sp weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.. New York
(Tavstee bread),
bell-Ewald
Co., of 3N.t Y.weekly, thru CampHoffman Beverage Co., Newark (beer and
soft drinks), 3 sp weekly, thru BBDO,
N. Y.
B. T. Babbitt Inc., New York (Bab-o and
Lycon
cleansers),
Maxon Inc.,
N. Y. 3 sp weekly, thru
Bristol-Myers
Co., New
York (Sal
Hepatica).
Rubicam, N. 3 Y.sp weekly, thru Young &
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Pope
Hallowell,
Me. Broadcasting,
(Joint-Ease).
2 saLabs.,
weekly,
thru Spot
N. Y.Chemical Co., New York (proprieVick
tary ), 6 natsa
ional, N. Y.weekly, thru Morse InterManhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart), 6sp weekly, thru Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend (autos), 3
sp weekly, thru Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Chicago.
WHO, Des Moines
Corona Mfg. Co., Kenton. O. (ointment),
13 sa weekly, Campbell-Sanford Adv. Co.,
Cleveland.
Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co., Philadelphia,
65 sa, thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co.,
Chicago.
Kellogg
Battle & Creek
(AU-Bran),
ta, thruCo.,Kenyon
Eckhardt,
N. Y. 150
Cai'ey
Salt
Co.,
Hutchinson,
Kan..
thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago. 13 sp,
Shaler Co.. Waupun, Wis., 7 sa, thru
Kirkgasser-Drew Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WENR, Chicago
Peter Fox Brewing Co., Chicago (Fox DeLuxe beer), 167 sp, thru Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago.
KWBW, Hutchinson, Kan.
Griesdieck Western Brewery Co., Belleville,
111., 6 sp weekly, thru Gardner Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.
WPAT, Paterson, N. J.
International Correspondence Schools,
Scranton, Pa., sp, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y.

"If the KOIR advertiser doesn't use music in his announcements or
programs, or if the music is cleared at the source . . . he doesn't have to
PAY for it.'.' . . . is that NEWS, or have I got to lite a dogfH"
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Advertisinj

Dominion Government Buyi
Heavier
on Air Medium
WHILE American
advertisers i'
media are preparing a war co
cil to fight anti-advertising mo j
[BROADCASTING, Nov. 3], Canad ,
advertising media, including rac
are enjoying more government
advertising campaigns than at j
time in the industry's history. ;
The Canadian government is \ lowing the British governm^
which is now the largest adver'
er, spending approximately >
000,000 annually in publicatic
there being no commercial ra
advertising in Great Britain. T
Canadian government, throi
various departments, is using
growing amount of paid adver
ing, including campaigns for
nancing the war effort, annou
ing and explaining various \
measures as the new price i
wage ceiling regulation.
Joint Placement
Latest among radio paid adv
tising campaigns in addition
those mentioned, are paid netwo
of the Department of Labor,
partment of Agriculture, and
forthcoming campaign by the
partment
of as
National
War apj
Sei
ices. Insofar
advertising
priations of non-government ad\
tisers are concerned, the only sti'|
lation in this year's excess pr
taxation regulations pertaining
advertising, allowed for normal
pansion in advertising.
Canadian agencies have set Uj
special wartime committee to h)
die jointly through all agem
various government campaig
while a number of government
partments are using individ
agencies for specific campaigns.
IZAAK'S Fish
FOLLOWERS
Oakland
Series Build: '
Sporting Business
SIMON HARDWARE Co., 0,
land, Cal. (hardware and sport
goods) recently started its 1;
year
radio when
signed
a ■
week onrenewal
for it its
progii
I
Fishin'
Fool on KROW, Oakls
For 11 years this program, vj
Ralph Stevens as the commentaf:
disciple 01 izaak Walton, nas o
on the air for the Simon Comps
Through its radio advertising
firm has built up one of the lar^
fishing and sporting goods depi>
ments in California.
Stevens goes fishing five d
a week, exploring the waters d
the San Francisco-Oakland a
and on
nights what
he tellsbait
wl"
the
fishFriday
are biting,
use, what tackle and equipmen
indicated. Fishing gossip and n^
fill in the quarter-hour that
become an institution in North,
California.
KHAS, Hastings, Neb., formerly
tainiug its news from regular ^
wires, added the PA radio wire I
1.5.

Advertising • BROADCAST!!)

:]KERAL FOODS Corp.. New York
'|[axwell House coffee), lias started
li WBBM. Chicago, four weekly paripations ou Lorraine Hall's Every
jman's World, and also four weelvly
?-minute early mornins transcribed
louncenients. Agency is Benton &
wles. New York.
^NTHO-KREAOMO Co., Clinton.
(M-K cough remedy), has started
tive-minute newscasts daily on
^IT. Chicago. Business was placed
ect by Mrs. M. E. Gillen, treasurer
i general manager of the company.
'NSOLIDATED DRUG TRADE
Dducts. Chicago (proprietary),
ich recently started on WBBM.
icago, one-hour, early morning
usin Emmy & Her Gang six times
s^eek. has added a 25-minute tranibed Sunday program, Echols Quar, and a half-hour Saturday morntranscribed corneast. Cousin Emmy
ler Barn Shoic. Latter program is
rd live ou KMOX. St. Louis, and
nscriptions have also been placed
WCAU. Philadelphia ; W3BT, Char;e ; WWL. New Orleans. Benson &
11, Chicago, is agency.
DERAL OUTFITTING Co., San
mcisco (chain clothing), recently
rted sponsorship of Dude Martin's
)jthtn Roundup, a half-hour five'kly on KYA, San Francisco. Agenis0. Allied Adv. Agencies, San FranMAR BAKING Co., San Frau■0 (chain), recently started parpations, five times weekly, on Dude
rtin's Sunrise Roundup on KYA.
|i
is Sidney Gari:elFrancisco.
Adv., San Agency
Francisco.

P. S. BUSTIN DRUG Co., Toronto,
has started a weekly half-hour transcribed show on CKCL, Toronto. Acwas placed
by Frontenac Bi-oadcastingcountCo.,
Toronto.
ARIN Co., San Francisco (tire treatment) using radio for the first time,
has started Yodelin' Johnnie, cowboy
singer, on 4 California stations, a
quarter - hour weekly. Agency is
Rhoades & Davis Adv.. San Francisco.
The
station list: KFBK KMJ KWG
KERN.
MR. TUMS
HIMSELF
(J. H.
Howe) has a chat with his new
comedian, Frank Fay (right), just
prior to a broadcast of the NBCRed program heard at 10:30
Thursday evening. Mr. Howe is
president
of Lewis-Howe Co., St.
Louis (Turns).
SOUDACK FUR AUCTIONS, Winnipeg, has started weekly quarterhour
Calling
Trad'e on CKY,on
Winnipeg, andthespotFurannouncements
CJGX. Yorkton, Sask. ; CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask. ; CFCN, Calgary, Alta. ;
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta.; CKBI,
Prince Albert, Sask. ; CKPR, Fort
Williams. Ont. : CFAR. Flin Flon.
Man. ; CKCA, Kenora, Ont. Account
was placed direct.
ROBIN HOOD MILLS, Montreal
(oats), started on Nov. 10 thriceweekly quarter-hour episodes of Tohy
& Susy's Canada
Corntussel's
News Account
on 16
Western
stations.
was
placed
by
James
Fisher
Co.,
Montreal.

Shift

WhiM)^rs

YELLOW CAB Co., San Francisco,
on Nov. 11, started for 52 weeks
California
Teller twice-weekly
on
KFRC, Story
San Francisco
and KHJ,
Los Angeles. Ray Lewis is narrator
with Jack Moyles doing dramatic
sequences. Script is written by .leane
]\IcGahey. Agency is Rhoades & Davis
Adv., San Francisco.
GENE COMPTON Corp., San Francisco (restaurant chain), recentl.v
started a radio campaign in San
Francisco using 12 one-minute transcribed dramatic spot announcements
weekly on KYA ; participations in the
KJBS Alarm Klock KluJ) and the
Mac/ic Hour concert programs on
KJBS weekly. Agency is Frederick
Seid Adv., San Francisco.
NEMMER FURNITURE Co., Buffalo, has started sponsoring Jim
Wells' late night sport column on
WBEN, of that city for 26 weeks.
The firm also sponsors thrice-weekly,
15-minute, Headlines on Parade on
that station. Account was placed
through Ellis Adv. Co., Buffalo.

set! t|
toll

o

Ifhen you think of
SPOTS...
hink of John Blair!

THE PERFECTLY
BALANCED MARKET
World's Farm Implement
Capital, home
of an
the industrial
Nation's
Greatest
Arsenal—
payroll totaling nearly a
BILLION DOLLARS annually
. . . TOGETHER WITH ... 52
of the Nation's
counties,
now richest
boomingfarminq
with
"Food
for
Defense"
-SERVED BY WHBFI production

— unless you're using WHBF's "inside pull". In
this prosperous 52-eounty area, the farmers listen
regularly to WHBF, the 5000-watt station they can
Yes sir — thousands of farmers in the Tri-City area
are busy making money ! But you may get very
little "spending response" to your selling messages
always hear, regardless of weather ! Many advertisers who found they were not effectively "in the
picture" in this market when they depended on
"outside voices" to do their jobs are now using
WHBF for results! Let us mail YOU the facts
about the cask resi^onse YOU can get with this
proven
favorite "inside
WHBF! pull" — which means "home town"
Howard H. Wilson Co.
National Representatives
Basic Mutual Network Outlet;
FULL TIME 1270 K C
THE 5000 WATT

REPRESENTATIVES
!A00 • NIW VOIR . eiTIOit • JT lOUII . IAN PIANOICO • 101 AHOIIK

ROADCASTING
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The Voice of Baltimore
Since 1922

ROCK ISLAND • DAVENPORT • MOLINE
November
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THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

INTRODUCING
Brockliaven, Mississippi — another
of those we serve.
Population — 6,232; Sales Establishments— 164; Total Sales —
$5,483,000; Distance from Jackson
— 56 miles.
Invest your advertising dollars v/ith
WJDX — Dominant Radio Station in
Mississippi's growing market.
Member of Southcentral
Quality Network
WJDX - WMC - WSMB
WSMB . KARK
KWKII KTBS
Owned and Operated By
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

^

BREAKFAST CLUB COFFEE luc.
Los Angeles (Vitamin B-1 coffee), is
sponsoring a six-weekly quarter-hour
newscast on KFWB, Hollywood. Firm
also sponsors Voice of Friendship, with
Rita Murray, commentator, on 3 CBS
California stations (KNX KSFO
KARM). Tues.. Thurs.. 8-8:15 a.m.
Lockwood-Shackelford Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles, has the account.
.JOHN B. TROLL Co., Los Angeles
I ^'itamin B-1 candy mints), on Nov.
3 started sponsoring a six-weekly
quarter-hour newscast on KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for 26 weeks. Firm
also sponsors a five-weekly news program with Herb Allen commentator,
on KECA, Los Angeles. LockwoodShackelford Adv. Agency, that city,
has the account.
LOS ANGELES BREWING Co.. Los
Angeles (Eastside beer), is sponsoring a one-hour recorded musical program six times per week on KFWB,
Hollywood, having started Nov. 3.
Firm, on that date, started a similar
six-weeklv quarter-hour program titled
Eastside Merry-Oo-Round on KTMS,
Santa Barbara. Both contracts are for
.52 weeks. Placement is through Lockwood-Shackelford Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles.
STANLEY TALBOTT, formerly with
Bethlehem Steel Corp. and General
Electric Co., has been named merchandising manager of the Dr. Pepper Co.
CIGAR INSTITUTE OF AMERICA.
New York (industry promotion of
cigars), on Nov. 26 will start a fourweek
campaign on
using
IG one-minute
announcements
WMAQ,
Chicago,
and eight on WENR, Chicago. Agency
is Lambert «& Feasley, N. T.
FORD
ADV.on FUND
of
So. Cal..DEALERS'
Los Angeles,
Nov. 10
started a six-weekly quarter-hour late
evening newscast, Bol) Garred, News,
on KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for
13 weeks. McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles, has the account.

In radio, too,
it's Better to be

Long-Term Tenor
TEN YEARS waiting for a
chance to sing at KDYL, Salt
Lake City, proved no obstacle
to Tenor Homer Gates who
recently presented himself to
Emerson Smith, KDYL program director, with a message that he had been told ten
years previously by a station
auditioner that the half-decade would prepare him for a
spot at that station. Sorry!
Gates failed to get the job.
NEDICKS STORES Inc., New York,
now sponsoring a news and sports
show on WHN, New York, and a
quarter-hour of Latin American dance
music on WNEW. that city, on Nov.
17 is to start Nedicks Little Shoiv, a
variety quarter-hour. 10 :4.5-ll p.m.,
<in WMCA, New York. Agency is
Weiss & Geller, New York.
PABST SALES Co.. Chicago (beer
and ale), starting Nov. 13 is sponsoring all 48 home hockey games of the
New York Rangers and Americans for
the second successive year, together
with all of the home and away games
of the Stanley Cup Playoffs at the end
of the season, on WHN, New York.
Games are aired Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at 9 :30 p.m. and on
Sunday 10 p.m. Bert Lee is doing the
play-by-play
andCompany
Dick Fishell
is han-is
dling the color.
at present
sponsoring broadcasts of all the home
and away games of the football Giants
on the same station. Agency is Lord
& Thomas, Chicago.
HOUSE of BETTER LIVING. Los
Angeles (natural foods), on Nov. 4
starts thrice-weekly quarter-hour diet
talks by Mildred Lager, on KFAC,
that city. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Other radio is contemplated. Associated Adv. Agency, Ls Angeles, has
the account.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., New
York distributor), is sponsoring News
reel Theatre of the Air Monday, WedFriday and
Sunday,
6-7 a,m.to
for four nesday,
weeks
during
November
advertise
free
inspection
of
oil
ers. Account was placed direct. burnDR. FLOYD B. JOHNSON. Los Angeles, (religious), through Richard F.
Connor Adv. Agency, that city, has
started
sponsoringtalk
a weekly
quarter-of
hour transcribed
on a group
seven KERN
California
KVEC
KFOX stations
KMTR— KQW
KGB
KFXM.tracts areOthers
will
be
added.
Confor 26 weeks.
DR. PHILLIPS CANNING Co.. Orlando, Fla. (fruit juices), recently
started two quarter-hour participations
weekly
Jack Kirkwood's
Breakfast
dull on onKFRC,
San Francisco.
Contract is for 16 weeks. Agency is Long
Adv. Service, San Francisco.

Goldsmith Acquires Fi
"Aldrich Family" Rigl

A NE"W six-year agreement wh?
by Clifford Goldsmith, author f
writer of The Aldrich Family,
comes owner
of the progri
(Thursday, 8-8:30 on 87 NBC-f
stations) was effected recently a;
General Foods Corp., sponsor. I
der the old arrangement, which 1
until October, 1942, to run, G-:
smith was paid what is understij
to
be $2,000 weekly for writing 1
script.
As owner he will sell the progr
to General Foods on a packs
basis, of
paying
all and
salaries
exc
those
director
announc
both of which will continue to
handled by Young & Rubicam, N
York, agency in charge. It is
derstood also that Y & R has fi
call on finding another spon
should General Foods decide
drop the program before the ter
nation of the new agreement, wh
is retroactive to Oct. 1. Cost of
show at present is understood to
about $4,500 weekly.
Worcester to UP
CHARLES WORCESTER, fornv
ly farm editor of WNAX, Yankt
S. D., has joined the Washing
staff of the Uni
Press
to
writeRadio
daily
the Farm Fr
feature. Forme
a Minnesota f
mer, Mr. Wore,
ter is a gradu
of the U of M
nesota College
Agriculture
was farm ser\a
Mr. Worcester director
WNAX for 21/2 years. Previou
he performed similar
duties w
KYSM, Mankato, Minn
Morgan in Hawaii
IF WAIKIKI is wacky these dg
blame it on Henry Morgan, hum
ist of WOR, New York. For
Hawaiian Brewing Co., of Hoi
lulu recently started sponsoring transcribed
version of
Here's M
gan on KGMB,
Honolulu
KHBC, Hilo, Mon. thru Fri. 9:
9:45 p.m. Hawaiian time. A rep
of
Here's
MBStheisoriginal
picked up
and Morgan
transcri, ■
by the San Francsico Recording I
and sent to Hawaii via clipper.
WITH the recent addition of
stations, BMI subscribers now tc
740. New stations to join are WF!
Vegas,
N, M. ;N.WSNJ,
Fayetteville.
C. ; Bridgeton.
KFUN.
:'
Findlay,
O. Syracuse, and WFi
J,; WOLF,

Radio stations at low frequencies
transmit on a longer wave-length.
A longer wave-length means a
stronger signal— one that retains
its power better over distance.
WMCA is New York's most fortunate. Itoperates on New York's
lowest frequency (^570 kc.) with
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enough power (5000 watts} to
reach over 12,500,000 people
with clarity— and economy.
WMCA
FIRST ON NEW
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YORK'S DIAL

NBC BLUE - MUTUAL

NASHVILLE, TENNESS

Now MUTUAL and BLUE at WJHil
Here's Double Value in every niinut|
WJHP Is a must in Jacksonvilltf

THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
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M1>H'li

Advertisi;

■ipMETHING NEW in secretaries, an honorary Indian princess, is Ruth
'■lalsh, office aide to Phil Hoffman, of WNAX, Yankton, S. D. Miss Walsh
^Icently accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Hoffman to a WNAX Vox Pop broad.'Xst in Winner, S. D. Before the broadcast Chief Bone Shirt invited her
;.rito his tribe, gave her the tradition tribal shawl and endowed her with
■ I e appellation. Princess Ruth, at ceremonies following the broadcast.
:V'^;)sed in full splendor are (1 to r) Chief Bone Shirt, Alice Kills Plenty,
/'incess Ruth Walsh, Susie Bone Shirt and Arnold Bacon, WNAX just
; ain comptroller and not an honorary anything.
/LO, GRAISD

FORKS,

INAUGURAL
MAKES permission
i|^CEIVING
from the
CC to begin program tests and
(mmence operation Nov. 1, the
.Jjjw KILO, Grand Forks, N. D.,
j'lmediately went on the air with
■0 watts night and 1,000 day as
[■jritime-sharing station with the U
North Dakota's KFJM, also in
and Fork. KFJM will operate
3m 3 to 5 p.m. daily with the
lance of the broadcast day util?d by the new KILO.
Dalton LaMasurier, manager of
FJM, applied to the FCC for
;;^;e new station after reaching an
with university officials
iii*
„,r the time-sharing deal. ConstrucSn
permit
was subsequently
anted last Aug. 22 by the Comssion.
, No construction was involved in
e new station and the entire staff
KFJM
was transferred to
,;[L0. KFJM's studios in the First
(iational Bank Bldg. and transmit,c on the university campus will
i used by KILO with the latter
ifiition also taking over the com?rcial contracts of the university
: Hjtition, according to Mr. LaMayrier. Only personnel change was

Lieut. Carl O. Petersen
LIEUT. Carl 0. Petersen, USNR,
radio engineer, explorer, moving
picture technician and camera man,
who was a member of the first
two Byrd Antarctic expeditions,
died Nov. 10 of a heart ailment
while en route to Portland, Me.,
aboard the USS Ranger. He partia world's
in radio cipated
andin setting
aviation,
Jan. 25,record
1929,
conducting the two-way communications over the Bay of Whales
from an expedition's plane, "The
Stars
Stripes",station
to the in
Neiv Times
York
Times & radio
Square, 10,000 miles distant. He
was also radio operator of a dog
sled expedition which went about
75 miles south of Little America.

"Saturdays whin WFDF Flint
Michigan broadcasts the Metropolitan, it's the Met fur me, it is,

or else!"
ALLIED

Favor Repaid
PUBLIC SERVICE programs, especially those on
controversial subjects, are
frequently the cause of more
trouble than profit, but they
recently paid out for WPAT,
Paterson, N. J. Police and
firemen in that city, campaigning for higher pay, have
met opposition from the
newspapers but were given
time by the station to present
their views, under its "equal
opportunity"
When,some
recently,rule.
WPAT had
windshield stickers printed,
the two departments, in appreciation, voluntarily cooperated byaffixing the stickers to 5,000 autos.
the appointment of Harvey Kees
as chief engineer of KILO while
Prof.
E. J.will
O'Brien,
engineer
of
KFJM,
confinechief
his activities
to the university's station. KFJM
under the arrangement reverts to
its former status of non-commercial operation. Mr. LaMasurier is
also operator of KDAL, Duluth,
Minn.

GLASS
BASE
RECORDING
DISCS

f O r broadcasting stations, sound recording
studios, schools, musicians, etc. — available for
prompt delivery in the professional 16 and 12
inch sizes.
FEATURES:
Durable, flexible special glass
base.
Standard overall thickness —
every disc uniform thickness
— no change of the cutting
angle necessary.
Smooth, guaranteed, accuratesize holes — accurate in diameter — accurately centered —
drilled directly in the glass
base — the same as aluminum.
Extra smooth outside edge — no
cutting your hands.

Coating better than the original Allied aluminum base discs,
which have been preferred and
used in leading studios for the
past five years.
Fit any standard make recorder
or transcription equipment.
Carefully packed and shipped
in special, convenient, safe,
easy-to-open, easy-to-use containers — every disc in every
shipment guaranteed to reach
you
in perfect, ready-to-use
condition.

IF you have not been using or have not yet tried Allied's New
■ Glass Base Discs, a trial will convince you of their merits and
superior quality — at no premium in the cost to you. We invite
you to try this disc — that is how we obtain new customers. We
feel certain that you will re-order — that is how we build sales
volume — from satisfied users. Your telephone call, letter, wire
or cable will receive our prompt and courteous attention.
ALSO AVAILABLE
recocting service for your
old aluminum discs. Delivery in one week. Details
on request.

PROMPT DELIVERY direct from the
manujacturer — to any part of the L nited
States, Canada, South America and to
some foreign countries.

ALLIED RECORDING
PRODUCTS
CO.
21-09 43rd Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Cable: Allrecord New York
Phone: STillwell 4-2318
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ANNOUNCER
WANTED

WANTED
Permanent Connection

For general staff duty.
Must be fully experienced
and meet high standards
in voice and other qualifications. Apply to

Man in early 40's. 12 years
radio; 3 years with CBS.
Wants position as sales and
program manager on station
with definite future in its
community. Reasonable compensation. Highest references. Box 129A, BROADCASTING.

KSD
ST. LOUIS
Basic NBC Red Network

Elson's Sports Series
BOB ELSON, sports announcer of
WGN, castChicago,
has signedto with
Fore-a
Pictures, Chicago,
present
series of motion picture shorts consisting of Bison's
of upcoming
sporting
events forecasts
and a sports
newsreel
feature with Elson as commentator.
Titled,
Bob Elson's
Forecasts,to
the shorts
will beSports
distributed
theatres
throughout
the
country
starting in January.
MIRACLE MFG. Co., Conshohocken,
Pa., in a complaint announced Nov. 6
by the Federal Trade Commission, is
charged with false and misleading
representations in advertising for
Miracle Radio Control and Miracle
Aerial Loop, radio receiver devices.

KFRE, WWPG to MB^
KFRE, Fresno, Cal., and the j
WWPG, Lake Worth-Palm Be;
Fla., will join MBS about Dec
bringing to 192 the total num
of MBS affiliates in U. S., Can
and Hawaii. WWPG, owned by
Lake Worth Broadcasting Co.,
operate with 250 watts full t
on 1340 kc. KFRE will become
sociated with the Don Lee Brc
casting System, MBS West
network affiliate. Station, ownea
the Rodman Chevrolet Co., Fres;
Cal.,
operates with 250 watts
1340 kc.

PROFESSIONAL
CLA^S$ir

DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
Ratisnal Press BIdg., Wash., D. C

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
PAUL

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montcloir

(N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consuhing Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consultins Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDAIX
Empire Stat* BIdg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Crossroads of
Main Office:
the World
7t24 Main St
HoUywood, Cal.
Kaame Ctty, Ue.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
D^riffner of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interfereiice
BWOB BIdg. • WASH.. D. C • Dl. 7417
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for Results!
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Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding Issue.
Help Wanted
Wanted — First class announcer. State experience, references, salary expected first
letter. Box 145A, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experienced man capable of
handling rural programs for midwestern
station. Box 144A. BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Control Operator — Experienced.
State age, previous experience and salary
expected. Box 143A, BROADCASTING.
Announcer Continuity Writer — Wanted by
CBS affiliate. Give complete information
and salary first letter. Box 132A,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
Program
5000 watt
networkDirector
affiliate.Announcer
State age.—
experience,
draft
status,
salary
ter. Box 133A. BROADCASTING.first letExperienced Woman — Commentator for department store program, town of 400,000, wantedticulars,immediately.
Send full
parpicture, and salary
desired.
Box 142A, BROADCASTING.
Record Producing Mail-pull Announcer —
An.l straight staff man. Send transcriptions, pictures, references. Write fully
of experience
and results,
salary desired. KITE, Kansas
City, Missouri.
Wanted — Two combination announcer engineers, new station, new equipment. In
detailed
reply
state age,references,
experience, inclose
starting salary expected,
recent snapshot. Station KFFA, Helena,
Arkansas.
Wanted — Combination program director and
and announcer. Must know music and
have tral
ideas
programming.
North CenLocal inStation.
State qualifications
and
salarv expected. Box 140A, BROADCASTING.
Smart,
Ambitious
Free orlance
writer Creative,
(male) situated
New — York
its
suburbs to collaborate with me on comedy
scripts. Profit
sharing
basis.
Write
immediately. Box 13oA, BROADCASTING.
Growing Western
Station —commercial
Wants twostyle.
announcers with friendly
IfMustyou bethink
you
are
perfect,
don't
apply.
Salarysalary
and commercial fees.cooperative.
Give experience,
expected
and picture in first letter. Box 128A,
BROADCASTING.
Exceptional Opportunity — Experienced program-production manager wanted for
established network affiliate in premium
Southeastern market. Man must be able
to create and produce shows which sell
against competition. Prefer metropolitan
background.fidential.All
communications
held conBox 141A,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Salesman-Executive — Desire to manage
local station. Experienced, capable, married, draft exempt, excellent references.
Prefer West. Box 138A, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued
Commercial Manager — Now employed, f
years' experience all phases, mani
draft
exempt. A-1 references. Box 12'
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Married — experienced netwi
and independent — five years presen
employed — desire change. Salary and cc
mission. Available thirty days. Box 13(
BROADCASTING,
Licensed Engineer — Now employed at 5 1
desires change, 6 years' experience. _m
ried,ch'ef
draftengineer.
exempt, Box
3 years'
as
137A, experiei
BRO.A
CASTING.
Sportscaster — Draft exempt, twenty-n
years
old, with
play by
experiei
in Football,
Baseball,
and play
Basketball,
present employed. Willing to move ai
where for good connection. Box 1S(
BROADCASTING.
Chief
Engineeroperation,
— 5 years' maintenance
experience ci
struction,
types
of
equipment.
Have
construe
two stations. Can also qualify
as
perienced
announcer.
Married.
health. Selective service class 3. BoxPerf
IS!
BROADCASTING.
Commercial Manager — Eight years nt'
paper,
three years background
agency. . fourinye _
radio. Exceptional
tional business. Married, Age 39, N
employed.
Especially
interested
in
work
affiliate
in mediuf^
sized marli(
Box 134A. BROADCASTING.
Wanted To Buy
Station — Purchaser interested in regional
local outlet — Florida or west coast. Nf
not be successful. All details held ab
lutely confidential. Basic facts desir
Write Box 146A, BROADCASTING.
Win
Buy,station.
If Priced
ReasonableBox— Bro:
casting
Confidential.
13i
BROADCASTING.
Two 78-33 1/3 Turntables — State age, ma
condition, price and length in servi
WFOR. Hattiesburg, Miss.
5 K. W. Amplifier — State age, make, cor
tion.
and length of service. I
126A, price
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — One d.c. generator, rated 16 vo
36
speed
1'
r.p.mamperes,
of Would
typecompound
used
with wound,
W.twoE. unit
5-C tra
mitter.
consider
mo
genei-ator set of same capacity. Also w
one 19-inch relay rack, 69 inches hi
Scott Helt, Station WIS, Columbia, So'
Carolina,
For Sale
Two Ideco 270 Ft. Towers — With insula^
capacity tops. WHIO. Dayton. Ohio. ^
RCA 100-E Transmitter Complete — Trou
free, economical.
reciui i
Terms
to responsibleDetails
party. onKOKO,
Junta, Colorado.
• Broadcast
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SCROLL AND GOLD belt buckle
for Dr. W. R. G. Baker (right),
were presented in honor of his election as radio-television vice-president of General Electric Co. Presenter was C. A. Priest (left) engineer of the radio transmitter engineering department. Toastmaster
at a testimonial dinner in honor
of the new GE television studio
was J. M. Howell (center), Schenectady works manager.

Who wants buggies?
FM Pamphlet Gives Resume
Modern Medium
BTRIBUTED
to the nation's
io dealers and retailers,
ladcasters Inc., New York, has
Jilished a 12-page booklet, Who
nts to Buy a Buggy?, designated
.outline sales possibilities and
ag these marketers up to date
FM developments. The booklet
; ^^•ritten by Dick Dorrance,
'BI general manager.
■ everal paragraphs in the meaty
iiphlet, which outlines the devellent and operation of FM broad'■:ing,
are devoted
spiking
falous notions
aboutto FM
service
. warning against inferior low\ie receivers which do not provide
principal advantages of recogd FM reception. The publica1 is directed particularly to the
ill dealer and floor salesman
has direct contact with the

3Iurrow Returning
WARD
R. ML'RROW,
chief
CBS European
staff, last
weekof
his London headquarters for
pon to embark from there in
ut 10 days on an Americannd Clipper. Mr. Murrow rened in London past his schedl departure to "break in" Bob
ut, CBS ace commentator, who
delayed in Lisbon on his way
ake over Murrow's post. During
Murrow's extended vacation in
United States, Mr. Trout will
^BS'
Londonjob correspondent,
his
executive
with the network.
3 PRACTICAL demonstrations of
iings of the Columbia School of
Air of the Americas will be made
re groups of educators, in Atlanta.
Not. 21 and in Columbia. S. C,
2S. The Atlanta demonstration is
of the agenda of a meeting of the
onal Council of Teachers of Engwhile in Charleston the showing
be made before the SuperintendPrineipals and Supervisors Assn.

Farewell to Swing
NO MORE SWING was the
ultimatum laid down at
W65H, Hartford FM station.
In eliminating cacaphonic
cadences from the station's
production, Program Director
Walter B. Haase stated that
FM
was "ideally
suited" and
for
smoother
dance music
sj-mphonies and "we're going
to leave the violent swing arrangements to the standard
broadcasting stations."
FOR THE 20th year winter weekly
broadcasts of personal messages are
sent to the Canadian Arctic and
sub-Arctic beyond the ordinary reach
of telegraph wires, when the Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.
started the
'Northern Messenger
broadcasts
from
Ottawa on XoT. 7. The program for the
lonely hunters, trappers, traders,
ilounties, missionaries, nuns, doctors,
nurses and others living in the far
north, originated with KDKA back
in 1922.

American

Network

Stock

Adds
FM
Operators
RECENT additions to the list of
stockholders in American Network
Inc., organization of FM broadcasters which plan to start limited
network operations next year, include WCAE Inc., Pittsburgh; the
St. Louis Star-Times Publishing
Co., owner of KXOK, and the Indianapolis Broadcasting Co., owner
of WIRE. The latter two companies have filed applications for
FM stations with the FCC and are
awaiting action, while WXAE plans
to apply for a permit soon.
Other recent ANI stockholders
include the Constitution Publishing
Co., Atlanta, Ga., National Life &
Accident Insurance Co., Nashville,
and WFIL, which owns W53PH,
FM station
hours
daily. already on the air six

Chicago FM Test
PRELIMINARY testing of W75C,
FM station of the Moody Bible
Institute, Chicago, also licensee
of standard broadcast station
WMBI, a non-commercial outlet, was begun Nov. 2. Temporarily W75C is using a 1,000-watt
Western Electric transmitter and
WE "buggy whip" type of antenna
mounted on a 90-foot wooden pole.
The transmitter is located on the
site of WMBI's transmitter at Addison, 111., 20 miles west of Chicago. H. Coleman Crowell, vicepresident of the Institute and director of WMBI, has announced that
W75C will continue to operate with
1,000 watts until the new main
50,000-watt
transmitter is delivered nextWE
spring.

For outstanding performance • strength to
meet severest wind conditions and low initial cost use Wincharger Vertical Radiators.
These superior radiators are already demonstrating their efficiency and economy in over
300 commercial broadcasting and police
stations throughout the United States.
Built of uniform triangular cross sections to
insure highly efficient radiation - designed
and built to withstand 100 mile wind velocity - these towers guarantee you years of
low cost service. Complete erection service,
including lighting equipment, anchors, base
and ground systems is available.
WRITE TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS AND QUOTATIONS

lADIO
BO

LABS., INC.
ENGINEERING
Long Islond City,N.Y.
^

AD CAS

TING
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WINCHARGER
VERTICAL RADIATOR
WINCHARGER CORPORATION SIOUX CITT, IOWA
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Murphy to Wade
MURPHY PRODUCTS Co., Burlington, Wis. (feeds), has appointed Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago, and will continue its present
radio schedule: Half-hour weekly
Murphy Jamboree on WLS, Chicago, and WHO, Des Moines; similar half-hour program. Murphy
Family Party, weekly on WMT,
Cedar Rapids, la. ; three live spot
announcements weekly on WDAY,
Fargo, N. D., and WLW, Cincinnati, and five 200-word announcements weekly on KMA, Shenandoah, la.

What? No China
ELMER D. PEDERSON,
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, account executive, recently won
a 1942 Packard automobile at
a theatre drawing.

NDS
EG
IVGIIDN
DIG
ON
from ISOLATI
KROD gives you effective, economical west.coverage
of thefrom
El Paso
Far removed
otherSouthmarkets and large broadcasters, this
prosperous area is otherwise radioisolated. Dig dividends for your
client or company by using

Chicago Ad Club Party
CHICAGO Federated Advertising
Club on Dec. 18 will hold its annual
Christmas party at the Hotel Sherman.
Proceeds will go to the Off-the-Street
Club, Chicago organization working
with underprivileged children. The
entertainment committee for the party
is headed by James L. Stirton, NBC.
C. Chester Carlson, American Colortype Co., is general chairman of the
party, and George DeBeer, Bauer &
Black advertising manager, will preside at the function.

KRCID
1000 Walts (day)600• kc500 Watfs (night)
Columbia's Outlet to the El Paso
Southwest
Dorrance D. Roderick, Owner
Vol Lawrence, Manager
Howard H. Wilson Co., Natl. Reprs.

GET
and
in

OUT

IN

FRONT

SELL

the

Central

Southwest!

An advertiser who goes after business in
the Central Southwest can get it. Incomes are
up! Employment is up! . . . People are making
money and spending it . . . Business is on the
up-swing!
Defense spending? — sure, industries in
this area are getting a share of the defense
and allied contracts — already well over
$200,000,000.00 has been awarded in
KWKH's primary coverage zone. Five big
army bases inside our primary quarter the
largest concentration of troops in the nation.
Get out in front and sell! Tell the eager-tobuy audience in the great Central Southwest
with KWKH's 50,000 watts of response-able
coveaage ... a real selling tool to help you
get more orders.

KWKH

50,000 WATTS

SHREVEPORT,

*

CBS

DOWN WHERE THEY SLICE the bacon, executives of Kingan &
one of the nation's largest meat packers, and WFBM, Indianapolis,
cuss a contract calling for 52-week sponsorship of Gilbert Forbes n(
cast over the station. Looking over the latest type bacon slicing mac:
in the 25-acre Kingan Indianapolis plant are (1 to r) J. W. McElli
Kingan general sales manager; L. W. Lindow, WFBM manager; N(
caster Forbes; Don Menke, WFBM copy editor; Lyle Ludwig, annour
and W. R. Sinclair, president of Kingan & Co.

J. P. HAMILTON has been elected
president of Tandy Adv. Agency,
Toronto,nectedwith
he has been
consince itswhich
organization
in 1927.
Prior to that he was with Smith,
Denne & Moore, Toronto, joining the
agencyvice in
1919in onthehisFirst
return
from War.
seroverseas
World
FRED search
T. director
LEIGHTY.
of Shermanformerly
K. Ellis re-«&
Co., Chicago, has .ioined BlackettSample-Hummert,
ecutive capacity. Chicago, in an exJAMES J. JACOBSON, until recently vice-president of Dundes &
Frank, New York, has been appointed
sales promotion director of Erwin,
Wasey & Co., that city.
DON BELDING, Los Angeles vicepresident and manager of Lord &
Thomas, has been added to the board
of trustees of Los Angeles College of
Osteopathic Physicians & Surgeons.
WALTER BURROUGHS, for 12
years Los Angeles manager of Crocker-Union, lithographers-publishers, and
recently
appointed
West &Coast
ager of H.
W. Kastor
Sons, manhas
consolidated the Hollywood radio department with new general offices established at 111 W. Seventh St., in
the former city. David MeCrosker continues as an associate. Hugo Scheibner has discontinued his Los Angeles
agency to join Kastor as an associate.
PAULINE HAGEN, timebuyer of R.
H. Alber Co., Los Angeles agency, is
currently on a three-week trip to Midwest and East.
ARTHUR GRIMES, formerl- associated with the Frigidaire account of
General Motors Covp- in the Lord &
Thomas Dayton. O., office, has been
transferred to Camden. N. J., where
he will reside and assist in the contact
of the agency's RCA Mfg. Co. account.
HOWARD E. WILLIAMS of Erwin,
Wasey
& Co.,in San
ing markets
the Francisco,
Midwest andis tourBast
for Petri vertising
Winecampaign.
Co., planning an ad-
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RUFUS RHOADES & Co., San I
Cisco, large user of network reg
and local radio time, on Nov
changed its firm name to Rhoad
Davis. Adv. The change was i
to include the name of Rober;
Davis, who has been a partner
vice-president of the firm for the
year. Rufus Rhoades continues
president. SHEWELL. formerly
DUNNIE
count executive and merchandisin
rector of Blackett-Sample-Humi
New^ York, has joined the mark'
department of BBDO, New York.
.lOSEPH STAUFFER. radio dir
of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
left recently for Hollywood whei
is completing plans and ground
for the
agenc.v"s
over theprogSi
ard
Brands
Chasetaking
& Sanborn
Nov. 3].
effective Jan. 1 [Broadcas'
MAURICE CLIFFER. former
lance announcer - writer - actor
script writer of Grant Adv. and
sel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, has ji
'Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency,
cago, as radio director.
(ARTHUR VOGEL. formeriy of (
ner Adv. Co., has joined Sherm;
Marquette, Chicago, as assistam
director.
WILLIAM F. DAY. vice-preside
charge of copy and chairman o1
advisory committee J. Walter Tb
son Co., New York, has resigned
JOHN E. HARRINGTON, fori
of
McCann-Brickson,
radiothedepartment,
has joinedNewthe '
promotion staff of Edward Pet
Co.. New York, station repres"
tives.
LARRY
SCHWAB. Broadway
Hollywood producer, who has
with the Biow Co.. New York. .
producerDec.
and 1.idea man, is leaving':
agency

LOUISIANA

Serving the progressive Central Southwest
REPRESENTED

ELIZABETH DENELT. fashioi
rector of Botsford, Constantin
Gardner, has returned to New
after
month's
trip ti
West aCoast
wherebusiness
she conferred
agency heads and executives of
zen Knitting Mills, Portland,
(swimming suits).

17, 1941
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Mello Testing
HEYMAN PROCESS Co., New
York (Mello chocolate drink), is
conducting a test campaign of oneminute live announcements, 20
times weekly for seven weeks on
approximately 10 stations in Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and Albany. Weiss & Geller, agency handling the account, indicated that
expansion is definitely contemplated if results are successful.
Opens Dallas Branch
CAMPBELL-EWALD Co., New
York, has opened a Dallas branch
of its agency in the Republic Bank
Bldg., to service its accounts in the
Southwest area. Manager is Aubra
Dodson, formerly of KPRC, Houston. Telephone is C-1318.
OGRAM DIRECTORS of MBS stations convened
their semi-annual meeting at the Hotel Stevens,
cago, Nov. 9-10, bartering ideas and outlining net'k program suggestions for submission to the MBS
rating board. Busily engaged in a note-taking conance are (seated, 1 to r) : R. W. Richmond, WHK!LE, Cleveland; Bert Hanauer, WFBR, Baltimore;
leline Ensign, WOL, Washington, Van C. Newkirk,
1 Lee; Adolph J. Opfinger, MBS program service
lager; John Pierson, president, Press Wireless,
nding, Herbert C. Rice, WGR, Buffalo; George
ffy. Colonial Network; Murray Arnold, WIP, Phila)hia; and Julius F. Seebach, WOR, New York. Also

ATIONS PLAN NEW
3S VARIETY SERIES
[iibei I! OGRAM directors of MBS startmi rtis, meeting in Chicago last week
111 pleted plans for the presentaof a new series of 30-minute
iety shows to be heard four
es weekly. Thirteen station prorfllm directors met with MBS de||tment heads at the meeting, a
jji-annual
affair. series, as yet
fhe new variety
itled, is slated to begin Monday,
1, and will run Mondays
)ugh Thursdays, 3-3:30 p.m.
;T). WHK, Cleveland, will serve
;he base of the new series, with
:ups from Chicago, Cincinnati,
Angeles, Buffalo, New York,
iroit. Each contributing station
; handle the production of its
ticular unit, but WHK will coinate the show.
!i addition to discussing the new
iety series, the program bosses
it over many phases of network
[ration, pledging additional speevents and sports attractions,
le of the plans discussed will be
tsed on to the MBS board of dijors and operating board for
3j i.fication.
^ ItlA]
ARB DARROW, nine-year-old
Kid, will be m.c. on the Treasury
■ i f ^program Tuesday, Nov. 18, 8-9
M textile plants in the Piedmont
ectlon of South Carolina are at
eak capacity, with an all-lime
igh in employment and payrolls.
iVil have defense orders and prioriThis area is dominated by
jVFBC, Greenville, South Carolina.
000 watts — NBC Red Network —
Veed and Company, Representa-

ill lOADCASTING

at the two-day conference were: John Tinnea, KWK,
St. Louis; Clifton Daniel, WCAE, Pittsburgh; Brad
Simpson, WKRC, Cincinnati; Dave Driscoll, WOR,
New York. WGN, Chicago, was represented by Frank
P. Schreiber, general manager; Claire Oldson and
Verne Brooks of the program department; W. A. McGuineas, sales manager; Ben Berentson, sales promotion manager. From the MBS office in New York, Wallace Walker, statistician; Andrew L. Poole, traffic
manager ; Tom Slater, special events coordinator ; Ruth
Allen; and from the Chicago office Don Pontius, midwestern sales promotion, and Miles E. Lamphiear,
auditor and office manager attended.

ANA-4A Sessions
(Continued from page 8)
as food processing, for example.
He advised those interested in container problems to take them up
with the 0PM Container Branch.
He explained another myth centering around his alleged opposition
to an expanded supply of consumers goods. Actually, he is pleased
in such cases, he explained, because
then "you don't need a price schedule".
Institutional Copy 'Ingenious'
A further statement of pro-advertising views came as Mr. Henderson was answering a question
about publication problems during
the allocations era brought about
by the war economy. The Federal
official definitely and convincingly
declared that he likes institutional
advertising copy. "It's ingenious,"
he said, and predicted it would
occupy a prominent place in both
the war and post-war economy.
As to publications, Mr. Henderson said he didn't see much present
danger of a paper shortage, nor did
he know of any plans to limit the
circulation of magazines.
Mr. Young, who also has been a
member of the Business Advisory
Council, Department of Commerce,
and special assistant to the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, suggested that present educational functions of the advertising
industry he strengthened. Among
them he listed activities of the Advertising Federation of America
and its local affiliate clubs: Better
Business Bureaus and Chambers of
Commerce; the AAAA Committee on Consumer Relations, which
cooperates with media owners; the
Advertising Research Foundation,
jointly formed by the ANA and

• Broadcast

Advertising

ANA

OFFICERS

Chairman — Gordon E. Cole. Cannon
Mills.
Vice-Chairmen — Carleton Healy. Hiram Walker Inc. ; C. G. Mortimer.
General Foods.
President — Paul B. West.
New Directors — H. W. Roden, Harold
H. Clapp Inc. ; A. O. Buckingham,
Cluett, Peabody & Co. ; M. H. Leister,numSunCo.Oilof Co.
; C. C.; Carr.
America
Jule AlumiMiller,
Pet Milk Sales Corp. ; Paul Ellison,
Hygrade-Sylvania.
AAAA.
The toneed
advertising
the thus
public.is to "sell"
As part of this selling job, he
asked rhetorically: "Could we not,
individually, be a little less noisy
on the radio, a little less brutal in
the newspaper, a little less silly in
the magazines without reducing
our effectiveness as salesmen? All
I know is that too many people say
they get from too much advertising
a faint whiff of that about which

WGNY
1000

WATTS

NEWBURGH,

ASK

A

N. Y.

LOCAL

MERCHANT
Yes, ask the local merchants in the
Mid-Hudson valley and they'll tell
you they like WGNY results.
More local merchants are using
WGNY each new season. The
local boys, we think, are good
buyers
. . studios
and they're
buying
WGNY .(with
in Newburgh,
Poughkeepsie and Middletown).
WGNY now operates with 1000
watts on a clear, regional channel. Before January 1, 1942, you
can buy time on WGNY at the old
250 watt rates. One trial will
convince you it's wise to
BUY

WGNY

WGNY
REPRESENTED

BY

HEADLEY-REED

CO.

your best friend won't tell you."

LITTLE ROCK

V X ^\

5000
WATTS
920

Kc

I
MEMBER
SQN : KARK - KTBS - KWKH - WJDX • WMC
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
• - EDWARD RETRY & CO.
November

17, 1941
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ASCAP
BMI

50,000

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.

WHO
Moines

is "Heard Regularly"
all over IOWA -with
50,000
WATTS
from the center
of the State
J. O. MALAND, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
National Representatives

§

EXPERIENCE

Long-Term

Pact

With
A Million-Dollar
Budget
PROVISIONS for long-term con- the precise plan would be antracts for performance of BMI
nounced during the week, after
music, overlapping the terms of completion of actuarial tabulations.
the eight-year ASCAP agreements,
The principles agreed to by all
were approved last Wednesday
members of the board were reby the board of directors of BMI
garded as "fair to all branches of
at a special meeting in New York.
the
industry",
President Miller
While precise details of the slid- stated.
ing scale formula have not been
Attending the session, in addievolved, the plan in principle was
tion to President Miller, were NBC
unanimously approved. It provides
President Niles Trammell; CBS
roughly for a budget in excess
Executive Vice-President Edward
of $1,000,000 annually for the in- Klauber; John Shepard 3d, presidustry-owned music company.
dent, Yankee-Colonial Networks;
Rates, according to NAB-BMI
Walter
J. Damm, WTMJ, MilPresident Neville Miller, will be
waukee; Paul W. Morency, WTIC,
further reduced, resulting from
Hartford, and John Elmer, WCBM,
economies in operation impossible
Baltimore, all BMI directors. Also
in attendance were Sydney M.
during the first phase of BMI's
existence.
Kaye,
executive vice-president of
Contract Runs to 1950
BMI, M. E. Tompkins, vice-president and general manager, and
This budget compares to one of
Carl Haverlin, stations relations
approximately $1,200,000 provided
for the current year, and was said director.
Indicative of the tranquility that
to assure the continued existence
of BMI as a dominant factor in pervaded the meeting was the reaction of Mr. Damm, a veteran
the music performance field.
The term of the new contract,
copyright crusader. In a letter to
covering blanket licenses, will be NBC President Trammell, last
Thursday, he said:
from March 12, 1942, until March
11, 1950. ASCAP contracts signed
"We want to go on record, in
with the networks and with in- view of the splendid attitude taken
dividual stations run until Jan. 1, by the National Broadcasting Com1950. Current BMI contracts expany at last
meeting,
that we
will week's
rebate BMI
to NBC
an
pire next March 12.
The sliding scale of payments
amount equivalent to that which
will be proportionately reduced in NBC will pay to BMI in clearing
each bracket, under the formula
BMI music used on network proadopted. It was expected that
grams carried by WTMJ."

WATTS

at Des

Approves

§

ASCAP

Disc

Clearance

Set;

Industry

on Football Music
on | Resentful of Ban
3. Stations having a blanket license :
I more than 15 YEARS | CLEANING UP some of the loose — Such stations have the right to play
ends
on
ASCAP's
return
to
the
the
transcriptions without any further
^ of active service to the ^ air, NAB President Neville Miller
clearance and will include the pro§ community.
§ last Friday announced that at a
tract
paythe2Vi%.
gramandunder
station's blanket conmeeting in New York wtih ASCAP
Although the actual operating plan
has not been worked out as yet. it is
officials two days earlier the meaning of Ibcal contract provisions
presumed that ASCAP wiU furnish to
and agencies
of sta\
CJOR
Iwith respect to clearance at the advertisers
tions with ASCAP
licenseslists
indicating
source of transcriptions had been the character
of each license. Most
f
Vancouver -B. C. f clarified. Simultaneously he an- likely the plan will require clearance
§
nounced that difficulties still are only for those stations not licensed,
f
§
Nat. Rep.: J. H. McGillvra ^ being encountered on broadcasting
the licensed stations reporting to ASCAP in the regular method.
§
H. N. Stovin, (Canada) § football music on non-licensed staNAB Dissatisfaction
tions, but that progress was being
§ 600 K. C.
1000 Watts §
Regarding
football music, Mr.
made
on
regional
network
con§
§
Miller said that on Nov. 7 the
shortly. tracts, with settlement expected
ASCAP board suddenly decided not
to continue its previous policy of
Alluding to the understanding
with ASCAP on clearance at the permitting broadcasting of ASCAP
source of electrical transcriptions,
music by non-licensed stations on
Mr. Miller said:
local and regional football programs over the weekend.
Three Possible Cases
That the NAB looks with disThe question has been raised confavor on the ASAP action was
cerning clearance at the source of commercial transcriptions. There are three made clear in its bulletin last Fripossible cases :
day. Contract forms negotiated
1. Stations having no ASCAP licens—e : Transcriptions will be cleared with ASCAP had just reached staby ASCAP for the advertiser upon
tions, and because they were expayment of 8% or 2% depending upon
tremely complex, stations did not
the
character
of
music
used.
Sfrategicalljr located to do a big selling
have time to study the terms, much
2.
Stations
having
a
per
program
job for the advertiser. A Blue Network
license :— The transcription will be less execute them prior to the Nov.
station with an exceptional reputation
cleared either by the advertiser paying 7 move. Moreover, it was said no
for public service.
8% or 2% or the station including the form of contract of any kind had
1400 KC. ★ 250 Wafts
program
under the station's per pro- been submitted by ASCAP, despite
gram contract.

f CJOR

looks

back
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Broadcast

Drops

Fight,

WITH the amicable settlemeir
its overall copyright dispute,
CAP hasthe dropped
its litiga'
against
1937 Washington
S,
anti-ASCAP statute, accordirjan announcement in Olympia
week. ASCAP has complied a
the requirement that it file \ (
the Secretary of State its cat;
of compositions available for li
sing, it was stated, enabling i ,
resume the licensing of station
the state, which have not been
ing ASCAP, with certain ex
tions, since enactment of the s !
statute.
Lanius' Father Dies
C. H. LANIUS, father of Ch; ,
Lanius Jr., acting chief of N:
European staff, stationed in Bi
Switzerland, died Nov. 13 at his t i
in Harlowton. Montana, after a
illness. Mr. Lanius Jr. was advise
the death on the Nov. 13 broadcas
NBC's regular News of ihe ^\
program, when he came on the
gram to give his report from Ben
repeated requests, for the spt
football networks.
"Under these circumstances,
industry expected that ASC
would continue its previous pc
of permitting the football musi
be used," said the NAB. "The
versal of policy was learned
late last Friday (Nov. 7) at a 1
when it was too late to do anytl
Suggestion for Future
Declaring
it." that the question s
about
has been discussed with ASC
NAB stated that Society offi(
said protests had been made
some ASCAP members and tb
fore the Board did not believ
should issue any additional v.
ers. NAB suggested that on fu
football broadcasts stations ca
ing games which have not
cleared at the source should
municate directly with ASCAI
said it had been informed
ASCAP that special licenses
will be issued
rate
8%.
singleof games
Mr. Miller announced also
he had received a telegram 1
ASCAP Nov. 13, confirming
understanding reached the
errors made in both
day that and
mercial
sustaining blanke
censes oifered stations by the
ciety
wouldstations
be corrected.
"Local
intending to
ASCAP blanket licenses,"
Miller said, "should strike
Paragraph IV of the 'Local Bla
Commercial Letter' and P
III of the 'Local Bla
graph
Sustaining Letter' before si
ture,
and
margin. initial the deletion in
"The effect- of striking t
is to retain in the:
paragraphs
tion
the right to switch at the
of any year from blanket lie
to
per Stations
program failing
license, to
and st|
versa.
these
paragraphs
their duf
ri'
to switch
to per lose
program
the term of the contract.
"ASCAP has agreed to delete
above paragraphs from any
tracts which have been signei
local stations heretofore."

Advertising • BROADCASTI

i3lephone

Union

relaying Strike
[j&T Wage Dispute to Come
'fore uses Nov. 21
IIKE THREATENED for Nov.
Dy 15,000 members of the Fed,;ion of Long Lines Workers foiling a wage dispute with AT&T,
J been postponed by the union at
;i request of Dr. John R. Steel1, head of the U. S. Conciliation
idee. In informed quarters it
thought the threat had been
ndoned entirely,
ccording to John J. Moran,
^isident of the FLLW, an execui session will be held Nov. 21 in
•V York between representatives
i:he uses and the union's naial council, which includes disi|t leaders of the 21 areas in the
-|;tates which make up the Fed!;ion. Basic demand of the union
|;hat AT&T agree to bargain
ii it as a unit rather than indilially with its division areas,
;!grant wage increases to workjin five of the areas. The aver1 wage increase demanded by the

4%.Networks
about to
'jm isNotice
tast week when the strike had
(1 definitely declared as taking
ie at 11:59 p.m. Nov. 14, Henry
fer, counsel for the union, notij the networks of the intention
trike and asked them "to advise
[ivhich spots we can set up a sufc 3'nt force to keep open those raiS wires which are hooked into
onal defense projects."
In'BC, CBS and MBS all replied
ilr. Mayer's wire that the coni plated strike, which would tie
all long-distance communicas as well as network broading, "would be a national canity"; that "uninterrupted servto stations is essential to naal defense", and that "the ennation depends on network
idcasting at this time", thereby
ling it "impossible to designate
3W isolated spots ... to keep
1 radio wires".
Xmas Cigar Plugs
N'ERAL
CIGAR Institute of
erica, New York (cooperative),
_jting Nov. 26 will use radio for
B first time, with a series of tranDed institutional announcements.
i;s will be played five times
kly on an undisclosed number
5tations in 21 major markets,
ncy is Lambert Feasley, New
k.

Scripps and Bannister
Promoted in Revision
of 'Detroit News' Radio
REORGANIZATION of the managerial structure of WW J, Detroit,
was announced last Friday by William J. Scripps, manager of the
station, who assumes the newly created post of general manager of
radio for the Detroit News. Harry
Bannister, veteran sales manager
of WWJ, was named manager of
the station.
Succeeding Mr. Bannister is
Harry Betteridge, formerly of
WWJ, and recently of the George
P. Hollingbery radio station representation office in New York. Mr.
Betteridge's assistant as sales manager is Harold Priestley.
Edwin K. Wheeler, of the WWJ
sales staif, was named by Mr.
Scripps as manager of W45D, the
Detroit News FM station. Forest
Wallace, operations manager of
WWJ, was named business manager for both stations.
Call Letter Transfers
In New York Authorized
WNEW, New York, will operate
on 1130 kc. with 10,000 watts power and WOV, also in New York,
with 5,000 watts on 1280 kc. under
a mutual agreement to exchange
call letters approved last Wednesday by the FCC. Apart from the
FCC-approved call letter switch,
the exchange arrangement between
Greater New York Broadcasting
Co., ovnied by Arde Bulova, and
Wodaam Corp., operating the 1280
kc. station six-sevenths time, also
covers transfer of programs and
program personnel from the former 1280 kc. operation to the new
1130 kc. location, although programs still will be identified by the
same call letter, WNEW.
Two Regional Boasts
TWO regionals received authority
from the FCC last Wednesday to
boost their power to 5,000 watts
fulltime, pursuant to Havana
Treaty provisions terms. WNBC,
New Britain, was granted a construction permit to increase its
night power from 1,000 to 5,000
watts on 1410 kc, using a directional antenna both day and night.
KGER, Long Beach, Cal., was
granted a construction permit to
make changes in its equipment and
increase its power from 1,000 watts
to 5,000 watts fulltime in 1390 kc,
using a directional at night.

FCC

Affirms

Ruling

of Motions

Officer

Denying Atlanta Depositions for WGST
WITH unmistakable indications of
threats
or coercion."the station does
It is understood
a political fight, the FCC on Nov.
not
plan
to take the denial of its
8 announced its affirmation of an
petition for taking depositions to
earlier decision of Motions Commissioner George H. Payne deny- court, and will participate in the
Dec. 1 hearing, although it does
ing a petition of Georgia School not
surrender its right subsequently
of Technology, operator of WGST,
Atlanta, to take depositions in At- to
question the Commission's aclanta in connection with a hear- tion.
The WGST license renewal aping, scheduled for Dec. 1, on the
plication, originally scheduled for
school's application for license re- hearing Nov.
26, 1940, has been
newal.
continued for a year both at the
The Commission announcement
climaxed an exchange of pointed request of the licensee and on the
FCC's own motion. At one time
communications between FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly set for Atlanta, the Commission
22 directed that the hearand Arthur Lucas, prospective op- on Aug.
ing be held in Washington, later
erating lessee of WGST, and a
setting the Dec. 1 date.
long series of petitions and counPickard Heads CBS
ter-propositions growing out of the
Southern Broadcasting Stations
FCC inquiry into the alleged passing of control from the hands of Inc., headed by Sam Pickard, forthe licensee to a lessee.
mer Federal Radio Commissioner
and one-time CBS vice-president,
which for the last 10 years has
Taking Defies
issue 'Threat'
with the action
operated the station under an
of Mr. Lucas, co-licensee of four agreement regarded as a manageGeorgia stations, in spreading his
ment contract, on Aug. 28 petitioned to intervene in the renewal
complaint to members of the
Georgia delegation in Congress, as proceeding on grounds that its contract with the school was in issue
well as to Stephen T. Early, White
because it extended to Jan. 6, 1950.
House press secretary. Chairman
Fly declared in a Nov. 7 letter to Following an unsuccessful petition
by the licensee to hold the hearMr. Lucas: "So long as I am
ings in Atlanta rather than Washchairman of the Commission, decisions are going to be made upon
ington, the licensee school petithe merits and not in accordance
tioned for an order to take depositions of 12 persons in Atlanta.
with purely political influence.
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

■NOVEMBER
Decisions . . .
NOVEMBER 10
WGST,
Atlanta
order of 10-29-41.— Denied petition review
NOVEMBER 12
NEW, Mid-American Broadcasting Corp.,
Louisville
and grant— Granted
CP new petition
station reconsideration
1080 kc 1 kw
N 5 kw D directional.
KGBX, KWTO. Springfield, Mc—Denied
joint petition for rehearsing against new
station grant of 9-9-41.
WNBC, New Britain, Conn.— Granted CP
increase 5 kw directional changes.
KGER, Long Beach, Cal.— Granted CP
•equipment rectionachanges
increase 5 kw unl. dil N.
WOV, changeNew
York
—
call letters withGranted
WNEW.petition exNEW, McKcesport Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
McKeesport,CPPa.new
— Designated
application
station 960 for
kc 1hearing
kw D.
KWFT, Wiciita Falis, Tex.— Designated
for
hearing
application
increase
5 kw
N.
WROL, Knoxville, Tcnn. — Designated for
hearing application 1 kw N.
NEW, J. Marion West, Wesley W, West
and P. M. Stevenson, Houston, Tex. —
Placeding fileapplication
under OrderCP 79.new station in pendNOVEMBER 13
NEW, Community Broadcasting Corp.,
Middletown, N. Y. — Proposed to grant CP
"new station 1340 kc 250 w unl., action
"would automatically deny similar applicatown. tion of NEW, Herbert L. Wilson, MiddleNOVEMBER 14
MISCELLANEOUS — WAAF, Chicago,
granted continuance to 1-16-42 until 30 days
after Commission
acts Spartanburg,
on petitioner's S.show
cause
order : WSPA,
C,
granted leave intervene WAAF applicaiiou ;
KFRO, Longview, Tex., denied riolion
modific, applic. be placsd in penriing file,
hearing continued to 2-16-41 ; NEW, ImtsWeaver Broadcasting Co., Afurolireesbnro
and Columbia, Tenn., motion amend applications to 1340 kc. granted withcii-a-.vn
from hearing docket ; NEW, Capitol Broadcasting Co., Port Allen, La., granted continuance consolidated hearing to later date ;
W57A, Schenectady, N. Y., granted leave
amend applic. modific. CP new FM station to 48. .5 mc, remove from hearing
docket; NEW, Norfolk County Broadcasting Co., Norfolk, Va., granted in part motion dismiss applic. CP new station : WOR,
New York, dismissed petition intervene
Crosley Corp. Applic. : WSOY, Decatur, 111.,
granted leave amend applic. within 30
days, dismiss petition as to removal hearing
docket.
Applications . . .
NOVEMBER 13
WGNY,
Newburgh,
N. Y.— Special service authorization unl. hrs.
WMCA, WMCA
New
York — Voluntary assignInc.
ment to
WHEC, Rochester, N. Y.— CP new transincrease mitter,
5 kwdirectional
N & ND. & D change 790 kc
WSPA, Spartanburg Advertising Co.,
Spartanburg,
increase .5 kw S.D C.&— N.CP directional changes
WALB, Albany, Ga. — Amend applic. CP
1550 kc. omit request 1550 kc directional
changes.
KOTN, Pine Bluff, Ark.— CP install new
transmitter.
WAPO, Chattanooga, Tenn.— CP directional changes increase 5 kw D & N.
WMC, Memphis, Tcnn.— CP install new
transmitterrectional N. increase 1 kw N 10 kw D diNew, Portland Broadcasting Co., Portland, Ore. — CP new station 1450 kc 250 w
share
cated). KBPS (facilities KXL when vaKPAS, Pasadena, CaL — Special service
authorization 5 kw until 5-1-42.
Tentative Calendar . . .
WCAM, Camden, N. J., renewal and
modific. license; WCAP, Asbury Park, N.
J., same.
WTNJ, Trenton, N. J., same (further
consolidated hearing, Nov. 19).
KWK, St. Louis, CP o80 kc 50 kw unl.
directional D and N (Dec. 15).
WAAF, Chicago, CP 950 kc 1 kw directional N unl (June IG).
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New Business
ARIN Co., San Francisco (tire pr
ration), recently started Yo<l
Johnny on 4 McClatch.v statioii?
Californio, Sun., 12-12 :15 p.m .(PiAgency : Rhoades & Davis Adv.,
Francisco.

14 INCLUSIVE-

Middletown

Local
Proposed
Action Would Deny Similar
Request of H. L. Wilson
A NEW local in Middletown, N.
Y., was proposed last Thursday
by the FCC when it issued its
proposed findings of fact and conclusions after a recent consolidated
hearing- proposing to issue a construction permit to Community
Broadcasting Corp., applicant for
a new station in the New York
city. Findings specified operation
on 1340 kc. with 250 watts and
necessitates denial of a similar
application by Herbert L. Wilson,
New York consulting engineer, for
like facilities in Middletown. Such
a proposal by the FCC is equivalent to a grant unless the action
is contested within 20 days, the
protest period allowed by the Commission.
Principals in Community Broadcasting Corp. are Martin Karig
Sr. and his wife, Elsie, controlling
180 of the 202 shares issued so
far; their son, Martin Karig Jr.,
20 shares; Alwyn Karig, brother
of Martin, 1 share; and Robert E.
Lee, 1 share. Total issue will be
1,250 shares. The Karigs have stipulated to sell a hardware business
they own at present in order to devote more time to the new station,
if finally approved.
The FCC favored the Community
application over that of Mr. Wilson, stating Martin Karig Jr.,
who would manage the new station, has "demonstrated a greater
familiarity with local conditions
(in Middletown) than Herbert L.
Wilson". The Commission also contended that Mr. Karig had proposed to serve on a purely local
basis, whereas Mr. Wilson had
signified his intention to join a
national network if granted the
station.
Peter Paul Time
ALTHOUGH no official comment
from NBC executives was forthcoming, itwas understood last week
that the network had discontinued
all efforts to clear time on the Red
Network for a quarter-hour news
program with Robert St. John, under sponsorship of Peter Paul Inc.,
Naugatuck, Conn, (chewing gum,
candy). When the company first
planned to expand the program,
now heard on WEAF, New York,
daily from 5:45-6 p.m., immediate
objections arose because of the conflict with the Esso Reporter news
program, which immediately follows that period on many of the
Red stations. Time might be cleared
for the Peter Paul program on the
Blue network, it was rumored, but
no details had been arranged Friday, nor would the agency, PlattForbes, New York, make any further comment.
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COMMISSION

LAST WORD DEPT.: "If Missouri
U beats Michigan State, I'll climb
that smokestack!" Paul Aurandt,
program director of WKZO, Kalamazoo, so exclaimed in propositioning Harry Caray, WKZO sports
announcer, who accepted the challenge vice versa, on the outcome
of the Nov. 1 Michigan StateMissouri football game. Announcer
Caray, who stuck to his home
State's team, thoroughly enjoyed
Aurandt's precarious ascent in a
bosun's chair after Missouri had
handed State a 19-0 walloping. Too
good an opportunity to miss,
Aurandt took a WKZO microphone
up with him.
II Progresso Converted
Into General Ad Agency
IL PROGRESSO Broadcasting
System Inc., New York, incorporated last month to produce and
sell Italian programs to WBYN,
Brooklyn [Broadcasting, Oct. 27],
has a new adjunct, II Progresso Advertising Service Inc.,
which will be run as an advertising
agency for national accounts under
the exclusive management of Hyla
Kiczales, former general manager
of IPBS.
The agency, located at 132 W.
43rd St., will specialize in radio
and newspapers for its accounts,
Miss Kiczales stated. Formerly general manager of WOV, New York,
Miss Kiczales also managed WBIL,
former New York parttime outlet,
along with WPEN, Philadelphia.
LaHay

Network l\ccovn\
All lime EST unless olherwise indica ;

to Chicago

ANN
LaHAY,
director has
of resigned
women's
of WCKY,
Cincinnati,
to become radio editor of the new
Chicago morning paper, to be published by Marshall Field III. Miss
LaHay, formerly of KLZ, Denver,
will assume her new duties about
Dec. 1, L. B. Wilson, president and
general manager of the station, has
made no announcement of a sueBROADCASTING

CREAM OF WHEAT Corp., :
neapolis (hot cereal), on Nov.
started the Breakfast Cluh on 65 N
Blue stations, Fri. and Sat., 9-i
a.m. Agency : BBDO, Minneapolis
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIO
Inc., New York (Liherty Magazi :
on Nov. 18 starts Paul Sullivan
17 CBS stations, Tues. and Th
6-6:10 p.m. Agency: Erwiu, Was«'
Co., N. Y.
EAGLE
OIL & REFINING
Santa Fe Springs, Cal. (Golden E
gasoline), on Nov. 16 .starts
World Today, on CBS-California
work. :Sun.,
11:30-12
noon, I
Agency
General
Adv. Agency,
Angeles.
C. F. MUELLER Co., Jersey (
N. J. (macaroni & spaghetti), on ]
13 began onMueller's
icith 1
Hawley
13 CBSNews
stations,
Thurs., Fri., 4 :45-5 p.m. for 26
Agency : Maxon Inc., N. Y.
HUDSON'S BAT Co., Winn
(chain department store), on No^,
starts Red River Barn Dance oi
western Canadian Broadcasting C '
stations. Sat. 10:30-11 p.m. (OS
nipeg.
Agency : Cockfield Brown & Co., ^
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltii
( Bromo-Seltzer) , on Nov. 17 adds
CB S-Flor ida stations (Wl
WQAM WDAE WDBO W.
"S^iFOY) to Vox Pop, Mon.. 8-!
p.m.. making a total of 72 CBS
tions. Agency : Ruthrauff & R
N. Y.
Network Changes
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. I
(Turns), Treasure
on Nov. Chest
11 shifts
Heidt's
on 75 EojS
Red stations, Tuesday, 8 :30-9
(EST), from New York to H
wood. Agency : Stack-Goble Adv. A
ey, Chicago.
FDR SPEECHES PV
BIG RADIO AUDIER
THE THIRD and fourth lar;
daytime American audience to b
President Roosevelt was tallied '
week by the Cooperative Anal
of Broadcasting, which repo:
that his American Legion An
tice Day speech in Washini
networks,
was heard onby all
28.4^ra;':
Nov. 11, broadcast
the set-owners interviewed, and
Nov. 6 address rated 20% of.
set-owners tuned in.
The President's largest dayl^
audience was attained Jan.
1937, when 31 9o of set-owners;
ported hearing an address di
ered from 12:20-12:48 p.m.
C. E. Hooper, in conductin
survey for CBS of United St
radio families listening to
President'sthe Armistice
Day resei^
spe'
reported
fastest mass
rating it has ever compiled,
a.m.,
2:30 p.m., atCBS1' j
speech andwasat broadcast
ceived the report from Hooper
10,000,000 families, or apprj
mately 30,000,000 Americans, m
the address.
• Broadcast

Advertis

j Net Court Case
I {Continued from page 10)
Icing the history of the network; nopoly proceedings, in support
j his contention that the court
:,ked jurisdiction; that the com[|ints failed to state a claim upon
iich relief could be rendered and
;|.t even if the court had jurisdiciin, there is no "genuine issue"
I to any material fact that the
iworks are entitled to a judgnt as a matter of law.
3ome time this week it is exted MBS, in joining the GovI'ment's motion for dismissal,
|d will submit affidavits supportthe position. The principal affiHt will be that of Fred Weber,
jieral manager, with possible suplimental contentions by other
|!S officers.
Antitrust Participation
hhere is the possibility that the
Ibitrust Division of the Depart^pt of Justice will participate in
ii arguments, though this is rejded as doubtful. Thus far, no
j'd has been forthcoming from
Department as to plans, if any,
'Warding possible anti-trust proliings against
all networks
jBS included) in connection with
jlrent business practices which
■ht be construed as in violation
|the Sherman anti-trust law.
Ij.ntitrust Division attorneys
|.er Assistant Attorney General
Ijirman Arnold, it is understood,
continuing their study of the
Jire proceedings. But there has
■|i
no other.
concreteIt indication
one that
way
Ithe
is presumed
.jDre any action is taken another
■■ference will be called of possible
jties in interest by Mr. Arnold,
s commitment, it is understood,
jimade following the initial conbnce at the Department on Oct.
-the day before the suits were
,1
iCC Chairman James Lawrence
in his regular press conference
10 said the Commission had
•ked out the agreement stipu-

The oldest
radio station in the
state, KFBI, WICHITA, has
I
been serving the people
!>f the State of Kansas since 7923.
Age isn't everything, of course. But
[istening habits of 18 years standing
are not easily broken. Particularly
lince KFBI has been, and is, keepling ahead of the times consistently,
jf you want loyal, responsive listen",prs, try KFBI, WICHITA!

KFBK Sacramenlo'
MINNESOTA'S FOOTBALL TEAM was directly responsible for this
Minneapolis
gathering
of Princeton
to a broadcast of a recent
game. Rear
row (1 to'22r),graduates
Louis E. listening
Tilden, International
Division of NBC; Donald B. Laurie, sales manager, Quaker Oats Co.,
Chicago; Bob Buechner, WCCO, Minneapolis, sales department. Front
row (1 to r), Frank Chapman, whose wife, Gladys Swarthout, was making an appearance with the Minneapolis Symphony, and Charles Winton,
president of WLOL, Minneapolis.
lating that it would not enforce
the regulations until the court determines the injunction question.
He described it as merely an agreement between counsel to be filed
as a part of the record, taking
pains to point out that it does not
carry over to the "final trial". He
added : "We are simply giving time
to permit orderly litigation of the
matter."
CONTROLS
ROOM
PAUL E. COURTLAND SMITH,
technician of KQW, San Jose, Gal.,
and
cently.Frances Erskiue were married reJOHN FULLER, studio engineer of
WBBM, ChicaRO, is the father of a
Sirl born Nov. 2.
BOB THOMPSON, KOY, Phoenix,
chief engnieer. has returned following
an attack of flu.
HERMAN NEWMAN has joined the
engineering staff of KHBG Okmulgee,
Okla.
PAUL DIXON, formerly of WATN,
Watertown, N. Y., has joined the engineering staff of WSLB, Ogdenburg,
N. Y.
DAVE KARBACH, KOY, Phoenix
technician, has resigned to join KSUN,
Bisbee, as announcer-engineer. His
former post has been taken over by
Cliff Miller, who had been doing relief.
"WILLIAM
J. McGINNIS
aad Harry
Zabel have joined
the engineering
staff
of WTCN, Minneapolis.

NELSON GARDINER, studio operator at CKY, Winnipeg, is taking
an officer's
training
course
an east-to
ern Canadian
military
camp.at Prior
enlisting he was a sergeant in the
reserve force of the Royal Canadian
Corps of Signals.
CAPT. C. E. SNIDER, former chief
operator at CKX, Brandon, Man., has
returned from overseas where he has
been since .Tan. 1940, and is now attached to the instructional staff at
Camp Shilo, Man.
STEPHEN DIER. formerly chief engineer of KSCJ, SiouTv City. la., and
now with the Army at Camp Claiborne. La., has been named to command the 34th Signal Company, comprising six officers and 206 signal men.
WALTER GLAUS is the latest member of the technical staff of WCAE,
Pittsbuigh.
DAVID TASKER has joined the technical staff at CKY, Winnipeg.
JAMES SHELTON. former press operator of KILO, Grand Forks, N. D..
has joined the War Department in
Washington
tions officer. as a junior communicaBERT CRUMP has joined the engineering staff of CKGB. Timmins. Ont.,
coming from CKVD, Val D'Or, Que.
Chicago Opera Series
CHICAGO OPERA Companv returned Nov. 10 to MBS for a fiveweek series each Monday through Dee.
1, 11-12:1.5 p.m. Originating through
WGN, MBS Chicago Key, the series
is presenting in order "Carmen".
"Othello", "Falstaff", "Tosca" and
"Barber of Seville", with such stars
as Gladys Swarthout. Ricard Bonelli.
Lawrence Tibbett. Giovanni Martinelli, John Charles Thomas. Grace
Moore and Nino Martini appearing.
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Switch

to

Allocations

Seen

As

Benefit

to Broadcast
Industry
DCB Directive Still Expected; Would Provide
Broad Recommendatory Powers for DCB

ALTHOUGH the importance of
establishing a technically skilled
advisory group to expedite the supplying of needed strategic materials to the communications industry was emphasized last week
when the Supply Priorities & Allocation Board virtually tossed the
established industry priorities setup out the window in favor of direct
individual allocations of materials,
no official word is yet forthcoming
from SPAB on the authorization of
broad advisory and recommendatory powers in allocations matters
for the Defense Communications
Board.
However, with conferences continuing, itis expected that within
a short time the Office of Production Management will issue a directive setting up the the DCB organization as a technical advisory
body for material needs of the entire communications industry, including broadcasting [Broadcasting, Nov. 3, 10]. With the allocations system supplanting the priorities setup, the need for such a
clearing-house, directed by experts
in the radio, telephone, telegraph
and cable fields, is regarded as
greater than ever, since services
must be carefully weighed and rationed in the light of available materials for repair, replacement and
even some new construction.
Dark Prospects
One previously mentioned facet
of the many-sided effect of the priorities situation on the broadcasting picture was developed briefly
by FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly at his press conference
last Monday. Indicating that although no definite policy has been
enunciated by the Commission, he
said it was "conceivable" that the
FCC eventually might want to
.postpone hearings or other action
on applications for new broadcast
facilities if it appears that no construction materials would be available for the new station. Several
weeks ago Chairman Fly, in discussing the prospect for new-station applicants, indicated that it
would be exceedingly difficult, from
a purely practical standpoint, for
any applicant to secure a new
facility, since he would have to
show that that facility would supply a defense service to a community not adequately served.
Amplifying this stand in the
light of the constantly tightening
priorities situation. Chairman Fly
indicated that although the priorities picture may aff'ect FCC policy
it would not do so to a controlling
degree insofar as the right to a
hearing on applications is concerned. However, although the FCC
is not disposed to project possible
policy changes too fai ahead of the
prevailing supply prospect, it also
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is wary of piling up on its records
a long list of approved applications
which cannot be put into effect because of the lack of construction
and operation materials, he indicated.
Authoritative reports last week
also indicated that 0PM is considering setting up a separate section
in its Priorities Division to handle
communications priority matters
exclusively. This new section presumably would provide the actual
operating machinery within 0PM
for handling communications priorities, with the projected DCB
operation providing expert advice
and recommendations. The function
of industry advisory committees,
such as the one recently set up for
communications manufacturers, as
well as organizations like DCB,
would become increasingly important under any material allocations
plan, it is felt.
Rationing Expected
Industry observers for some time
have foreseen rationing and allocation of materials as the obvious
solution to many of the shortcomings of the priorities system. Although the switch from priorities
on an industry basis to allocation
on a materials basis is expected to
take months, communications experts have indicated belief that the
communications industry would
fare much better under an allocation plan, particularly since broadcasting and other branches of the
industry are popularly classified as
essential defense factors.
Although communications some
time ago were blanketed under an
A-10 defense rating provided in

17, 1941

General Priorities Order P-22, it
became apparent long since that so
many industries enjoyed the A-10
classification that competition for
materials was as strong as it had
been when most of the industries
had only a B non-defense rating.
Ostensibly a favorable classification, A-10 has come to mean nothing, since not enough materials are
available to satisfy demands for
projects with even better ratings
than A-10. Under the allocations
system, with consideration starting
with the end product rather than
the type of industry, it is thought
greater recognition will be given
communications service as a defense factor, with corresponding
improvement in availability of suptenance.plies, at least for repair and mainAnother development pointing to
a possibleductionimprovement
in the needs
provolume for broadcast
was the formation last week of a
Coordination & Equipment Division
in the operations branch of the
Army Signal Corps, headed by Maj.
Gen. Dawson Olmstead, Chief Signal Officer of the Army. The new
division, incorporating a staff of
technically
qualified
communications officers
from the
combat
branches of the Army, Navy and
Marine Corps, and a group of civilian experts, was set up to correlate and improve military communications equipment, with an eye
particularly on possibilities for
standardizing production of Army
communications equipment. Apart
from the important defense considerations of universal adaptability
of such equipment, industry spokesmen pointed out that standardization conceivably could release some
productive capacity for civilian
production.
WQXR Signs ASCAP
WQXR, New York independent, registered as the first station in the metropolitan area to sign with ASCAP
since the return of its repertoire to the
networks on Oct. 29.

Broadcast

Britain

Surve>

Commercial

Ide

Might Set Up Crown Colo
Outlets Under Proposal
BRITISH government has u i
tentative discussion setting
after the war a number of
mercial broadcasting station^
the Crown Colonies — Gibra
Singapore, Hongkong, West In
Newfoundland and mandated
estine — Gladstone Murray, ger
manager
Friday. of Canadian Broad'
ing Corp. told Broadcasting
These proposed stations, to
erate on the broadcast band ;
shortwave, will have no connect
with British Broadcasting Co
but will be under official Gov<;
ment direction. No change
planned
at present sponsoring
in the statu uBBC
regarding
grams. Commercialism
on \.
could only be made possible
change of the Parliament Act
der which BBC operates.
Proposed
commercial stat
throughout the Crown Colonie>
the British Empire would c:
advertising from any spons
though British advertisers W"
have a preference, Mr. Mui
stated. There will not be a moii
oly in British advertising,
more than likely an operation ^
ilar to that existing now betv^
American
commercial
netv shows and CBC would bfe woi
out for use of colonial commev
stations to carry American
other commercial programs.
No Definite Steps
Stations are planned to opev
locally or on networks, with i
work programs being carried
tween various colonies on sh
wave. Thus programs originati
in
Great orBritain,
Canada,
Uni'
States,
elsewhere
would
heard on the commercial netw<
around the world.
No definite steps have been tal
in establishing commercial static
in colonies, Mr. Murray explain
the entire plan being only in c
cussion stages for future develi
ment after war. Administration
proposed stations is also still
the talk stage, but BBC is not C(
sidered likely unless changes j
made in its charter.
Mr. Murray emphasized tl
there is no thought of making Bl
either partly or fully commerci
as reported in New York, that 1
commercial chain would be entin
new, for operation outside t
United Kingdom, and would not
terfere with systems operating
dominions, would be establish
only in Crown Colonies and su
British-administered territories
Palestine. That the British govei
ment may at some future time
low BBC to go commercial is, ho
ever, not ruled out, but is i
planned at present, he indicat
Lindsay Wellington, BBC Noi
American representative, said
New York, "The BBC is not C(
templating any commercial broi
casting now or after the war."
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50,000-watt WBAL...a
with money to spend.

Yes sir, Baltimore is a whale of a big

million folkis

market.. .a big market that takes plenty

If you sell food, for instance... there's
a hundred million dollar market

of power to reach and move. When

waiting for you.

you come into Baltimore, you can't
afford to make a little ripple that will
be swallowed up.

If it's drugs you purvey. . . there's seventeen million bucks to be had. Whatever you sell, you've got an opportunity to get a slice of the jour hundred

You've got to make a big splash . . .
and that means WBAL!
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This

IS the

are

House

"Great oaks from little acorns grow" — In radio, great
services from little electrons grow. Electrons — tiny
bits of electricity — are corpuscles of science in the
lifeblood of radio progress.
Electronics took wireless out of the spark gap
and put it into the vacuum tube oscillator ; it lifted
radio oH the cat-whisker of the crystal detector and
placed it in the electron tube, acting as both detector and amplifier. Electronics gave wireless a voice —
the radiophone, now called broadcasting.
Today in the Electronic Age, a new
structure — RCA Laboratories — is being
built on 260 acres at Princeton, N. J.,

RCA

Building

planned to be the foremost radio research center
in the world. Here in surroundings that inspire
clear thinking and research, scientists of RCA
Laboratories will seek new truths. They will develop
new inventions and services for radio, for industry
and for people everywhere, because Electronics is
an ever- broadening field.
The main section of RCA Laboratories — the
House that Electrons are Building — will be ready
for occupancy in the Spring of 1942. And
with its opening, a new gateway to the
future of radio swings wide for the benefit of America and all the civilized world.

LABORATORIES

A Service of fhe Radio Corporation of America
er RCA Services: RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
•
Radiomarine Corporation of America
National Broadcasting Company, Inc.
•
RCA Institutes, Inc.
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N Saturday, November 8, 1941, WLS entertained the ONE MILLIONTH
paying visitor to
The

WLS

National

Barn

Dance

One million people have paid to see America's
oldest, continuous radio program since it moved
into the Eighth Street Theater in March, 1932.
This is only one indication of the great interest
■H^^^^

TMT^s Henry ^'to the

the people of Chicago and Mid-West America
have in WLS. For others, ask any John Blair man.

50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATIQN
Management Affiliated With
KOY, Phoenix and
The Arizona Network
KOY, Phoenix
KTUC, Tucson
ksun, bisbee-douglas
Represented by John Blair
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Glenn Snyder
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D. C.

More fhan 100 fypes of
tubes for use in Commercial
Broadcasting, Point to Point
Communication, Ultra High
Frequency Transmission, Electro Medical Apparatus, High
Voltage RectiUcation and many
Industrial Applications.

We're

in

the

* U. S. Army, Navy, Civil, and Aeronautical Deparimenis, etc.
Army*
now

. . . and faced with a continuous step-up in the demand
and Rectifying Tubes for the armed services.

for AMPEREX

Transmitting

Despite the fact that your valued commercial orders for certain tube types must be
subordinated to problems arising from the national emergency, the priorities situation,
restrictions on certain rare refractory metals and materials, etc. ... we are still able to
fill all your orders.
However,
cooperation

in this period of unusual stress, we

in anticipating your requirements

ask your consideration

so that we

may maintain

and

our cus-

tomary rapid delivery schedules.
AMPEREX
79
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CmAINLY
A von

. afitFlfy
we may,
can't
Inelp
feelingas just
a bit weexcited
labout the newest additions to
Ipur list of popular dance bands!
low does BOB CROSBY and
Uais Dixieland Band sound to
Ij/ou? Well, it sounds just as
jood to us! And how would you
Hike to see RAY NOBLE and
■{lis Oichestra added to our
I'oster ? No sooner said than
Jloneyou. .and
. we've
'em both,
Ijor
your got
listeners.

.c^TtR BROA^^^;

OF

D£S£RV1S
THANKS

STUDIOS

fot that either of these gentlemen are any strangers to your
listening audiences. Ray
loble's Orchestra, which has
Aeen the musical highlight of
[lany a top radio show, is curIjently engaged on the Chase &
Sanborn - Charlie McCarthy
'rogram . . . and Bob Crosby
lis heard weekly with Milton
Iperle and Charles Laughton on
l?hree-Ring Time, wherein he
Ijlemonstrates to all and sundry
lhat he is the rightful owner of
the title, "The Best Dixieland
liand in the Land."
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|?he first Crosby releases are
|»ut this month and Noble will
ne enroute to our station-sub||cribers shortly . . . boosting
jjiur impressive
aggregation
liame
dance bands
to a newof
'ligh in listener interest. This
aonth also welcomes Alvino
ley and his Orchestra, now
lack on the Coast and within
each of our microphones. Alino, his band and his charmng vocalists, the King( Sisters,
re more popular than ever,
heir latest batch of tunes for
(tandard tops 'em all.
Veil, add it up and what have
ou got?
an urge to
rrite
us forMaybe
furtherit'sinformation
n the full Staridard Radio
'rogram
. anduswhen
ou do, beLibrary
sure to. . ask
also
3r the latest dope on Standard
ladio's "SPOT-ADS" and
Juper Sound Effects.
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WOL— Washington. D.C.
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. . . High Salability ... or Variety? More than likely, it is all three of these in one, plus a
liberal dash of that elusive quality known as Showmanship. You will find all these qualities
in greatest degree in the Standard Radio Library Service. It is not one, but a combination of
many qualities that have won for us "Leadership in Library Service" ... as well as the loyalty
of a constantly growing list of subscribers who say "Yes" when asked:
Are Your Transcriptions

HOLLYWOOD

Up to Standard?"
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jfes Sir! And plenty of Uncle Sam's fighting men are
in for a real show .... in fact more than 255,000 soln 40 Armyand,marines .... at more tha
rs
sailors
if'e
amps, Flying Fields, Marine Barracks and

for the man

and woman

in uniform, and not the

broadcast of a show from Army Camps.

WSM

is ap-

preciative ofthe fact that it was selected to furnish
talent for the first unit of the Camel Cara-

aval Bases have already seen the Camel

van. And we are justly proud of the fact that

aravan. Many more will see it on future
ites. The Camel Caravan is the first show

the unit bears the name of our 16-year-old
radio show, The Grand Ole Opry. We are

to be presented by a

deeply honored in that we were able to join

r the service men

jmmercial sponsor .... thanks to the R. J.
Ideynolds Tobacco

Company

Esty and Co., Inc.

It's a tailor-made show

■
THE
NATIONAL

and William

LIFE
NATIONAL

the Reynolds Tobacco

Company

and Wil-

liam Esty and Co., Inc., in making

this

worthwhile contribution to our armed forces.
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Every year, as our long white

"selling": True facts, clear com-

beards get longer and whiter, we

parisons, honest analyses and sin-

become

more

cere suggestions. In other words,

and more bored by

we just lay our medium

high pressure salesmen — and
more and more determined never

on the

line, figuring that if it fits your
needs, you'll be as glad to take
it as we are to offer it!

to "sell" anything again!
The funny thing is — the less radio
time we "sell", the more

If that's how

our sales

you

like to be

"sold", give us a ring. We

go up!

know

you'll like the way we operate, in
So maybe
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Affiliates
President;

Superpower

Is

Opposed
SCRIBED as a militant sucIsor to Independent Radio NetIrk Affiliates, rather than as a
ll-scale trade association dened to supplant NAB, Network
iliates Inc. was formally organi at a meeting of some 75
ladcasters representing about
% stations at an all-day closed
|sion at the Drake Hotel in Chi^0 last Tuesday.
Eugene C. Pulliam, WIRE, Innapolis, was elected president
i headed a slate to serve until
'■ first convention of the group,
be held in Chicago during the
5t half of April. Hulbert Taft
, WKRC, Cincinnati, was elected
|e-president, and William J.
ripps, WWJ, Detroit, secretaryasurer. A board of 12 was
cted to serve until the April coniition, in segments of three contuting committees selected from
long affiliates on each of the four
jtionwide networks.
Favor NAB

Change

itlhe Chicago action completed
i^anization groundwork laid at
{(0previous meetings, held in ChiIgo Oct. 7 and 14. While there
'jis a strong undercurrent of oppition to activities of the NAB,
Iwas made abundantly clear there
as no intention of establishing a
'ade
unit organization.
horizontally competitive
tth that
((Predominant sentiment, accordto reports from the closed sesjl>n, was in favor of a sweeping
prganization of NAB, with the
jor networks themselves exjided from full participating memirship. Demands of this characI",theit NAB
was said,
be served
soon. might
Restricted
in its
fembership to major network afiated stations, NAI, which tenta'ely had been created as Indendent Broadcasters Inc., is denned to supplant IRNA, which for
^reral years served as the trade
loup, within the NAB, for netbrk outlets.
(Leading up to the formation of
|jlA.I were allegations heard in in>stry quarters that NAB was
^ilominated"
by the major net!
ROADCASTING

Establish
Permanent
Group
works. FCC Chairman James LawNAI said in its statement that it
stimulate the growth and development of American system of broadrence P'ly himself has expressed
was convinced that power in excess
this view and has fostered developof 50,000 watts "would create a
ment of other industry trade
At the outset of the closed meetcasting".
dangerous monopoly of broadcasting, Mr. Pulliam, who has been
groups.
ing power in the hands of a very
acting
as
temporary
chairman,
few, and concentrate the outlets
Superpower Opposed
read a letter to the group from
moulding public opinion and policy,
Foremost on the new organizaCommission Chairman. Fly ex- while at the same time weakening
tending best wishes and greetings
regional and local outlets to a
tion's list of objectives is its reiterated opposition to superpower.
to the group. Mr. Fly outlined in point where they would be unable
Clarification of clearance of the his letter the status of the monopto serve properly their own comsource of transcriptions occupied
oly ruleSj which have been susthe NAI copyright committee in a
pended until the court renders a
Sanders Bill Discussed
12-hour session on Monday [See decision on the temporary injunc- munities."
One of the broadcasters whose
tion sought by NBC and CBS.
story below]. In a prepared stateConsiderable discussion during
station competes with a nearby
ment released after the day-long
the meeting centered around supersession, it was stated "the new
50,000-watt station, said he has
organization will interest itself, in
successfully combated the larger
power. Paul D. P. Spearman, Washaddition to the problems of superington attorney, addressed the station with superior programming,
power, in the establishment and group on that subject. He indi- and by organizing other stations
in his area into a network and
cated that if the arguments
maintenance of healthy and mutually beneficial relations between its against superpower were presented
interchanging programs. Another
members and national networks
with frankness and fairness, the broadcaster who operated a 50-kw.
with which they are associated.
FCC would grant a full hear- clear-channel station expressed his
ing. He also stated that proponents
The new organization pledged itopposition to power so-called superself to present to the FCC its views
of superpower were already active
power stating that although
in Washington, doing missionary
and experience on current problems
his station was on a clear channel, he wanted to go on record
affecting the industry, and to co- work in the War Dept., Dept. of
operate with the commission in Agriculture, and the National
as opposing granting of licenses
Grange.
formulating regulations which will
in excess of 50,000 watts as an

Disc

Clearance
Is Revised
source for all station broadcastPlan Not in Conformity,
ing them, irrespective of whether
It Is Said, With
these stations had ASCAP licenses.
Consent Pact
As modified, however, the
MODIFICATION of procedure in ASCAP procedure will be to clear
handling clearance at the source
at the source only for stations for
on commercial transcriptions, at whom the transcription companies
the request of the newly-organized
request such clearance. Stations
Network Affiliates Inc., was an- with blanket ASCAP licenses can,
nounced last Friday by ASCAP
under the terms of those licenses,
after action of its board of diplay transcriptions without the
rectors. The new method, however,
necessity for clearance at the
was not construed as wholly in source. The broadcasts thus will
accord with the understanding of
beenlicense
paid for
their 2%'/r
broadcasters and transcription com- have
blanket
fee.by Stations
for
panies as to requirements of the which clearance at the source is
Department of Justice consent de- requested will be charged at the
cree entered into by ASCAP last
per program rate of 8%.
March.
Per Program Fee
The NAI copyright committee,
at a 12-hour session in Chicago
In its Friday announcement,
last Monday with representatives
ASCAP emphasized that under the
of the leading transcription commodified procedure, the individual
panies and ASCAP, BMI, SESAC
station now has "sole and complete
and AMP, sought to clarify the determination" as to whether any
clearance at the source issue, re- sponsored transcription including
ASCAP music shall be cleared at
sulting in the request to ASCAP.
Originally, ASCAP had taken the the source- It pointed out that some
position that sponsored transcribed
stations having ASCAP licenses
which seek clearance at the source
programs would be cleared at the

• Broadcast

Advertising

By
ASCAP
are unwilling to assume the responsibility for performing music
on such recordings. In such cases,
it stated, the transcription comstation panies
ratewill be
for charged
clearances.8'/f of the
Meanwhile, it was ascertained
that the Department of Justcie
had been asked to look into the
transcription clearance matter, because of the conflict as to consent
decree requirements. Ed Craney,
KGIR, Butte, Mont., is understood
to have broached this matter to
the Department last Wednesday.
The Department's view, it is presumed, will support the position
taken by the industry, rather than
by certain of ASCAP's spokesmen.
Mr. Craney was in New York
last Friday to confer with ASCAP
on final
tion issue.phases of the transcripThe NAI group supported the BMI
BMI method of optional clearance,
but
scoredwhereby
ASCAP it"all-or-nothing"
method,
is not possible
for an advertiser using a number
of stations to clear the music on
a clearance-at-the-source basis for
{Continued on page 57)
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4%

unwise precedent for small and
large stations alike.
The Sanders bill, (HR-5497) now
in the House, came in for a share
of the discussion. While it was
felt some of the provisions of the
bill are acceptable — namely that
part providing for a clarification
of the Commission's power — the
measure in its present form is not
endorsed because it contains a joker
which acts to the advantage of the
clear-channel stations, it was asserted. This joker, it was said, is
the clause which, in effect, provides for freezing of broadcasting
facilities at present operation —
with the exception of the clearchannel stations.
A legislative committee was appointed to take charge of the superpower issue as well as the Sanders
Bill. The committee was instructed
to study the bill and make recommendations tothe House Committee
on Interstate & Foreign Commerce
when the bill comes up for hearing
in January.
That NAI will oppose certain
provisions of the Sanders Bill in
the hearings was regarded as likely. It was charged, among other
things, that the NAB had "blindly
supported'' the Sanders Bill, without appreciating all of its implications.
Apropos FCC activity, NAI, according to its statement, "pledged
itself to present to the FCC its
views and experiences on current
problems affecting the industry,
and to cooperate with the Commission in formulating regulations
which will stimulate the growth
and development of the American
system of broadcasting."
A Committee to negotiate for reduction of line charges was selected. However, the membership
of both committees has not been
completed. The opinion was expressed that the AT&T might voluntarily reduce line rates if the
committee became active.
Music Problems
The music situation came in for
an airing, especially in respect to
clearance at the source of transcriptions. Both Sidney M. Kaye,
BMI executive vice-president, and
ASCAP General Manager John G.
Paine were invited to make brief
talks.
Mr. Pulliam who has been one of
the prime movers in the new organization will serve as president
until the first part of April when
the first annual meeting is scheduled tentatively in Chicago. A
board of 12 directors, three affiliated with each of the four networks was selected as follows:
NBC-Red affiliates— Ed Craney,
KGIR, Butte; W. J. Scripps, WW J,
Detroit; Eugene C. Pulliam, WIRE,
Indianapolis. NBC-Blue — Ronald
Woodyard, WING, Dayton; Luther
L. Hill, KRNT, Des Moines; H. J.
Brennen, KQV, Pittsburgh. CBS—
Hoyt Wooten, WREC, Memphis;
John A. Kennedy, WCHS, Charleston; Edgar Bill, WMBD, Peoria.
MBS— Donald Davis, WHB, Kansas City; Hulbert Taft Jr., WKRC,
Page 8 • November

ber); John A. Kennedy, WCHS. Charleston; Luthe
MAJORITY of board of directors of newly-formed
Network Affiliates Inc., organized in Chicago last Hill, KSO-KRNT, Des Moines; Don Davis, W:
Kansas City. Other members of the 12-man bo.
Tuesday. Seated (1 to r) Hulbert Taft Jr., WKRC,
not present for the photograph, are William J. Scvi
Cincinnati, vice-president; Eugene C. Pulliam, WIRE,
WW J, Detroit, secretary-treasurer; Ed Craney, KC
Indianapolis, president; Leonard H. Kapner, WCAE,
Butte; H. J. Brennen, KQV, Pittsburgh; Edgar ]
Pittsburgh. Standing, Hoyt Wooten, WREC, Memphis; Ronald Woodyard, WING, Dayton; Paul D. P. WMBD, Peoria. The group will serve until April, w
NAI holds its convention.
Spearman, Washington attorney (not a board memColumbus; S. E. Adcock, WROL,
Cincinnati; Leonard H. Kapner,
Knoxville; George Coleman, WGBI,
Washington
Sta
WCAE, Pittsburgh.
Scranton; F. E- Fitzsimmons,
A show of hands indicated that KFYR, Bismarck, N. D.; Ben Ludy,
Fee Claims SettL
all but two present at the meeting
WIBW, Topeka; Ed Allen, WLVA,
Over $250,000 Is Invol
intended to become permanent
Lynchburg; Joe Maland, WHO,
In Back Royalty Charge;
Des Moines; Roger Clip, WFIL,
members. Mr. Pulliam received
Philadelphia ; Arthur Bright,
ASCAP CLAIMS amounting to
about 20 telegrams from persons
KFPY, Spokane.
proximately $250,000, accumuh
unable to attend but expressing
during the last four years dui
a desire to join the organizationwhich time the score of station
RUTHRAVFF
& RYAN
In addition to those mentioned,
Washington State paid no ro
among others present at the meet- NAMED BY LIFEBUOY
ties,
were dropped vdth the ai
ing were Don Searle, KOIL-KFAB,
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
able settlement of the anti-ASC
Omaha; Harold Dewing, WCBS,
Mass., on Jan. 1, 1942, will shift litigation in the State a fortni
Springfield, 111;, Harold Dahl.
all advertising for its Lifebuoy
WKBH, LaCrosse, Wis.; Benedict
soap and shaving cream products ago.
Gimbel Jr., WIP, Philadelphia; H. from Wm. Esty & Co., New York, that
It ASCAP
was learned
authoritati't
had agreed
to 4
Dean Fitzer, WDAF, Kansas City; to RuthraufF & Ryan, New York,
these
claims
against
stations in
which
handled
the
account
E. E. Hill, WTAG, Worcester; E. L. agency
until Dec. 1, 1939.
State which negotiate performj
Hayek, KATE, Albert Lea, Minn.;
During 1940, while Esty was in contracts proffered since the
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha;
charge of Lifebuoy, Lever Bros- jor network agreements last mo
Henry W. Slavick, WCM, Memphis;
spent $209,507 to promote the soap
Presumably those that do not 1
William Gillespie, KTUL-KOMA,
on CBS, a 59-station hookup weeklicenses will be called upon tO:
ly for the half-hour program, Meet
Tulsa-Oklahoma City; Bill O'Neil,
just back payments due.
Mr. Meek. The series vacationed
WJW, Akron; Arthur B. Church,
during the summer of 1941 for six
KMBC, Kansas City; Stanley HubCard Index Accepted ■
The settlement was reached w
bard, KSTP, St. Paul; Walter J. weeks, returning to CBS Oct. 8 in
its
present
period,
Wednesday,
Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee; Wiley
ASCAP dropped its litiga
7:30-8 p.m. Also for Lifebuoy,
P. Harris, WJDX, Jackson, Miss.;
against
the 1937 Washington S
Lever Bros, sponsors Hollywood
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR, Nor- Premie)-, with Louella Parsons and anti-ASCAP statute, requirini:
folk; Forrest P. Wallace, WWJ,
guest stars, on 71 CBS stations, to file with the Secretary of S
Detroit.
a catalog of compositions avail:
Friday, 10-10:30 p.m.
Others at the meeting included:
for licensing, among other thi.
Verl Bratton, WREN, Lawrence,
The State accepted the ASC
Standard to BBDO
card index as sufficiently coin:
Kan.; Gordon Gray, WSJS, WinSTANDARD
OIL
Co.
of
Califorston-Salem; Warren P. Williamson,
hensive to comply vdth this stat
nia, San Francisco, placing adver- it
Jr., WKBN, Youngstown; Martin
was understood.
tising through McCann-Erickson,
Leich, WBOW, Terra Haute; F. C.
The
settlement reached in
Eighmev, KGLO, Mason City, that city, for 28 years, has appointed BBDO as its agency, effec- ington State appeared to be at|
Iowa; Glenn DeL. Snyder, WLS,
tive Jan. 1, 1942. R. L. Hurst will riance with the practice being
Chicago, KOY, Phoenix; Haydn
be the BBDO San Francisco ac- voked by ASCAP in connec
Evans, WTAQ, Green Bav, Wise;
count executive. Firm currently with other licensees over paymi
Harold M. Loeb, WFDF, Flint,
sponsors the weekly half-hour
Mich.; R. H. Swintz, WSBT, South
due ASCAP. At the special i.
Standard School of the Air on 32 vention of Network Associates
Bend; Dorrance Roderick, KROD,
Pacific
Coast
Don
Lee
stations,
El Paso; Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF,
in Chicago last Tuesday [see p
Thursday, 11:30-12 p.m. (PST), as
Rock Island. 111.; Jack M.
7], it was stated that ASCAP
well
as
the
once
per
week
Standard
Draughon, WSIX, Nashville; John
Symphony Hour on that same list ruled that stations which do
J. Dixon, William R. Traum,
WROK. Rockford, 111.; Owen Sad- of stations, Thursday, 8-9 p.m. settle their accounts cannot 1
out ASCAP licenses.
In cer
dler, KM A, Shenandoah, Iowa;
(PST).
Lester Lindow, WFBM, Indianquarters
this
was
viewed
i
WHEB. stal edPortsmouth,
N. H..
in- trary to the terms of the as
apolis; E. K. Cargill, WMAZ,
con!
a new 6.000 volt
DC has
Collins
Macon; Ed Yocum, KGHL, Bill- power transformer, purchased from
(decree entered into by ASC
ings, Mont.; Jack Price, WBNS,
Collins Mfg. Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. with the Department of Justice
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

jnew Confidence
Df Government

November 6, 1941

In Medium
[ji:ERTAINTY over the effect
Jihe wartime economy on dayly operations of the industry
Ibeen dispelled in large meas]by recent pronouncements of
[public officials.
|()servance
anijrsary Nov. of15 NBC's
was the 15th
occasion
renewed expressions of conce in Broadcasting
by the
rican Plan by President Rooseand other high ranking offiidentified with the war emer-

communications.
.Klif J3'jytheandwarwith
tempo
increases there
. ^ i been detected in the broadj|.ng industry growing concern
"iC- fj.t the ultimate fate of commer'i broadcast operations, particu^? I' in the light of tightening up
iGovernment
regulations, unIjlability of materials for con1 liction and maintenance, and in^tfljjsed demands for time by Goviiilaental agencies, old and new.
il
Executive Praise

"""jiTiile the President, in a letter
Tgf^lfiles Trammell, NBC president,
:s S rjjmended the pioneer network
jiiiillts anniversary and renewed his
; dijipessions of faith in the ability
itioijlhe industry to meet the emer) n }tY load, the industry found
le a litest solace in the statement of
ASi Idersecretary of War Robert P.
ort! |terson, on the same occasion.
larticipating in the three-hour
''^'''p anniversary broadcast, Mr.
jiterson not only paid high trib^^^ '^ to broadcasting but in unvar™''ied language said it was the
■^^ ! rernment's intention to keep
''Wcasting "exactly as it is".
^ ^ 'I
weightunder
bejseremarks
the War carried
Department,
kting statutes, assumes full conI of all domestic communica' lis in time of national emer,'cy. Broadcasting, under these
isprints, falls directly under the
■is of the Army. Col. Patterson,
second in rank in the War Devai fitment, is the top operations
ttCnal of the Army,

■^"'^irom
Secretary
the control
Navy
1»nk Knox,
chargedof with
'iexternal communications, also
I"e assurances thate the Govnent did not propos to molest
mercial broadcast operations as
j,a. FCC Chairman James Law^ ||ce Fly likewise added his plaudits
of radio during the
'J|llthe work
urgency in the NBC party,
'he President
ile of
that radio
clearfacsim
ifer] said it was [see
jlll be called upon to play an
reasingly important part in
nestic and world affairs". But
added he had no doubt that
,fnbers of the industry realized
I responsibility and that they
jjl "meet that responsibility by
llOADCASTING

Doubts

in Fifteen
the world."
years ago. Col. Patterson
recalled, each section of the country would get a different picture
of a given situation according to
the papers it read. Only a few
people got a picture of the whole
situation. "Now the entire nation
is given the facts and given them
impartially, all sides have a voice,
and the nation is given that picture

My dear Mr. Trammell:
On the occasion of the fifteenth annlverg?_r/ of thf>
National Broadcasting Company, I wish to extead my conj^rftul'tlon"
and 'best wishes.
Radio has contributed
American people during the past
factor of Incalculable value In
people In the world through the
affecting their welfare.

greatly to the culture of the
two decades, and has been a
making; then the best informed
dlBsenlnntlon of information

almost
simultaneously."
In totalitarian
countries
condition does not obtain. Col.
terson said. There the common
zen is unimportant. He hears

We are living In a time of the gravest national emer,-:enc:,'
and no one can foretell the demands this emergency may make upon
all of us In the future. We do know, however, that radio will
be called upon to play an increasingly Important part In domestic
and world affairs.
I have no doubt that the members of the
broadcasting Industry realize tne responsibility which Is theirs
and that they will meet that responsibility by rededlcating their
vast resoujces to the maintenance of our democratic traditions,
while at the same time they work with redoubled zeal to make our
American system of broadcasting the best in the world.

Mr. Hilee Trammell,
President,
National Broadcasting Company,
Hew Tork, N. T.

most brilliant public services in its
history in reporting the development, the training and the achievements of the new Army of the
United
States".
The importance
of radio in the
national scene was emphasized by
the Army chieftain. It has made

IN THE NBC studios in Washington as the netwoi'k celebrated its 15th
anniversary are President Niles Trammell, left, and Undersecretary of
War Robert P. Patterson who saluted NBC for the War Department,
Nov. 15.

• Broadcast

Advertising

that
Patcitionly

what he is supposed to hear. "He
may be shot for listening to broadcasts from overseas," he observed.
Pointing out that NBC celebrates its anniversary in a somber time, "when forces of darkness
are at large
world",
Col.
Patterson
said in
the the
greatest
weapon
we have, which the dictators would
destroy first, "is the weapon of
free, enlightened and universal discussion, the voice of the people it-

To you men and women who have worked so diligently and
have made such a vital contribution to our democracy during the
past fifteen years, I send hearty greetings.
Very sincerely yours,

rededicating their vast resources to
the maintenance of our Democratic tradition, while at the same
time they work with redoubled zeal
to make our American system of
broadcasting the best in the world."
Col. Patterson commended radio
for having performed "one of the

Industry
every American citizen a listener
"in the highest councils of the nation" and has "given him a voice
in those councils which he did not
have before. Radio has helped to
make this the best-informed nation

Then came his assurance to the
industry. He said:
"And so on this anniversary of
self". founding of the National
the
Broadcasting Co., we underline the importance of the
priceless gift each and every
one of us has when he turns on
his radio and is instantly in touch
with what is going on in his Government, what is going on in his
Army. That is one of the things
we believe in keeping exactly as it
is. And we are going to keep it
Tribute From Knox
that way."
Secretary Knox, after commending NBC's "willing and enthusipublic
fine Navy",
to theyour
tribute with
his cooperation
added astic
service of the American System
of briadcasting during the emergency. He said radio today finds
itself in a position of greater importance to the nation than ever
before in its brief but crowded
history. Along with other media,
it is doing its part to bring about
"that unity of determination, unity
of effort, and unity of ideals,
which must culminate in this nation's unity of purpose".
What was interpreted as a plea
for avoidance of refoniis at this
time
seen in Secretary Knox's
added was
observation:
"When our national security is
threatened — that is not a time to
stop and argue over personal opinions. In this present hour, all of
us must feel the desire to do his
utmost for the common good."
{Continued on page Jt7)
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New
0PM

Names

New Group Consists of
29 Representatives
of the Industry
APPOINTMENT of a 29-member
radio industry advisory committee
within the Office of Production
management organization, representing manufacturers covering the
whole range of radio pi"oduction,
was announced last Friday by Sidney J. Weinberg, chief of the
0PM Bureau of Industry Advisory
Committees. Committee appointments made by 0PM were based
on recommendations offered at an
Oct. 30 meeting of 0PM officials
with radio manufacturers.
Working from the production
viewpoint, as contrasted to the operations approach of broadcasters
and utilities, the new group will
function in an advisory capacity
to the 0PM Priorities Division,
providing expert information on
manufacturing requirements and
possibilities. Members of the advisory committee probably will
make i"ecommendations subsequently for appointments of other industry representatives to subcommittees.
Members of Group
Regarded as representing a
cross-section of the radio manufacturing industry, the new committee includes in its membership:
Benjamin Abrams, Emerson Radio
& Phonograph Corp.; W. R. G.
Baker, General Electric Co.; M. T.
Balcom, Hygrade Sylvania Corp.;
W. J. Barkley, Collins Radio Co.;
A. Bloom, General Instrument
Corp.; H. C. Bonfig, RCA Mfg. Co.;
Roy Burlew, Ken-Rad Tube &
Lamp Corp.; H. W. Clough, Belden
Mfg. Co.; Allen B. DuMont, Allen
B. DuMont Labs.; P. V. Galvin,
Galvin Mfg. Co.; Larry Gubb, Phil00 Radio & Television Corp.; K. D.
Hamilton, Isolantite Inc.; W. P.
Hilliard, Bendix Radio Corp.; H. J.
Hoffman. Westinghouse Electric
Co.; J. J. Kahn, Standard Transformer Corp.; L. L. Kelsey, Stewart-Warner Coi-p.; R. H. Manson,
Sti-omberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg.
Co.; J. M. Marks, Fada Radio &
Electric Co. ; Victor Mucher, Clarostat Mfg. Co.; L. F. Muter, Muter
Co.; Harold L. Olesen, Weston
Electrical Instrument Corp.; W. F.
Satterthwaite, General Dry Batteries Inc.; Ernest Searing, International Resistance Co.; S. N.
Shure, Shure Bros.; Ray Sparrow,
P. R. Mallory & Co.; R. C. Sprague,
Sprague Specialties Co.; Arthur
E. Thiessen, General Radio Co.;
S. T. Thompson, Zenith Radio
Corp.; A. S. Wells, Wells-Gardner
Co.
Meantime reported plans to develop an advisory clearing-house on
priorities matters for broadcasting
and communications, from the operations viewpoint, under supervision of the Defense Communications Board, remained in status quo.

Page 10 • ISovember

Defense

Ui i

Radio
Advisory
Group
It is known that a directive,
supply situation arising from the
which would authorize broad rec- constantly broadening authorizaommendatory and advisory powers
tion of priorities on an industryin DCB, still is being considered
by-industry basis, it has become
by officials of OPM and the Supply
apparent that the functions of such
Priorities & Allocations Board.
organizations as the OPM Radio
However, it is understood, the OPM
Industry Advisory Committee and
legal department has not completed
the projected DCB operation will
consideration of various aspects of become increasingly important.
the proposition, a prominent prob- With allocations promlem of which is the demarcation
ised on an intelligent canvass of
of authority [Broadcasting, Nov. needs, involving necessarily a ra3, 10, 17].
tioning of various types of service
Problems of Authority
and production, the need for expert information and interpretaWith the switch of OPM from
tion on supply and demand certhe priorities system to direct altainly will be felt by priorities
officials.
locations, following an impossible

To Aid in Polici
Office of Facts and FigL f.

PLAmim
GROUPS
APPOINTED
BY J\BC
RESULTS of the elections of Red
and Blue network station planning
and advisory committees were announced last Friday by NBC as
follows: Red Network — Paul WMorency, WTIC, Hartford, District
1; James D. Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati, District 2; O. L. Taylor.
KGNC, Amarillo, District 5; Arden
X. Pangborn, KGW, Portland, District 7, with runoffs to be held
in Districts 3, 4 and 6.
Blue Network — Harry Wilder,
WTRY, Troy, District 1; Harold
Hough, KGKO, Ft. Worth, District
5; Howard Lane, KFBK, Sacramento, District 7, with runoffs to
be held in Districts 2, 3, 4 and 6.

[Broadcasting, Oct. 13], -wit
comparatively small personnel
perintending
this work, it has 1
indicated.

Loren Watson Resigns
From
Position at IRS
RESIGNATION of Loren Watson
as general manager of International Radio Sales, subsidiary of
Hearst Radio Inc., was announced
last Friday by Maj. E. M. Stoer,
general manager of Hearst Radio.
Mr. Watson, who has headed IRS
since July, 1938, has not announced
his futui-e plans.
Maj.
lows : Stoer 's announcement fol"It is with regret that Hearst
Radio Inc. announces the resignation of Loren Watson as general
manager of International Radio
Sales, effective Nov. 29, 1941.
"Mr. Watson's successor has not
yet been selected.
"The activities and policies of
International Radio Sales will continue as heretofore under the supervision of E. M. Stoer, pendingnaming of Mr. Watson's successor."
RADIO COVERAGE planned to
date for the 4fith Annual Congress
of American Industry to be held
Dec. 3-6 by the National Assn. of
Manufacturers at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New Yoi'k,
include three broadcasts
on will
Mutual,
two on CBS and one on NBC,
FILMS explaining scientific principles
in simplest terms by employing animated cartoons feature a new television skew. Science in Action, wbicli
made its bow last Wednesday on
WENT. NBC video statinn. Technique
is an adaptation for video from a similar method used by I'rof. Charles E.
Cius, of New York U EngineeringSchool Ut illustrate his classroom lectures.
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Is Acquiring Personnel
ALTHOUGH personnel plans I
not proceeded beyond the or;^
zational phase, it is underthat the newly-created dei
agency, Office of Facts & Figi
is laying groundwork designei
make
a far-reaching
po'
making itagency
to coordinate
formation on defense matter?^
the American public.
Its function will be to coordi
the work of established Gov
ment agencies in presenting a <:
and detailed picture, based on I
fide facts of the Administrati f
defense and foreign pol

FCC Is Given Rebuke
In
Resolution
at CIO
A RESOLUTION condemning the
FCC for purported failure to protect the rights of labor to use
of broadcast facilities was submitted Friday at the CIO national
convention.
The convention was told the
FCC's inquiry into newspaper ownership of broadcast stations had
disclosed discrimination "by antilabor
asked publishers''.
to ascertain The
the FCC
degreewasto
which labor unions have been injured through denial of time for
labor.
The resolution alluded to the
KYA, San Francisco, incident
which occupied several days of
the FCC newspaper inquiry. Resumption of the FCC probe is
scheduled for Nov. 27.
AT&T

Strike Postponed ;

Negotiations Continued
THREATENED strike of employes
of long lines division of AT&T,
which would result in complete
stoppage of all network radio programs as well as other forms of
long distance telephone communication has been postponed until
Nov. 28 at the earliest. Meantime
representatives of the Federation
of Long Line Workers will attempt to settle their dispute with
the company through negotiations.
Agreement to this further postponement of strike action was
reached
at
a meeting
FLLW's
national council
with of
representatives of the U. S. Conciliation
Service in New York last Friday.
Strike, which would affect 15,000 long line employes was originally scheduled for Nov. 14 [Broadcasting, Nov. 17] but was deferred
when union officers acceded to
the request of Dr. John R. Steelman, head of the USCS, that no
action be taken until after last
Friday's meeting.
Pertussin Series
SEECK & KADE, New York (Pertussin cough syrup), on Nov. 24
starts a series of one-minute live
announcements on KGU, Honolulu,
and KHBC, Hilo, for 26 weeks.
Companyments onisabout
now using
announce25 stations
for
Pertussin. Agency is Erwin, Wasey
& Co., New York.

BROADCASTING

Lewis a Consultant
Set up by President Roost
in late October, OFF is heade(
Archibald MacLeish, Librariai
of Congress. Starting out as
offshoot of the Office of Civi
Defense, headed by Mayor Fioi
H. LaGuardia, OFF has drawn
of its top figures from that age
William B. Lewis, CBS ^
president in charge of progrj
who was brought to Washinj
originally as expert broadcas
consultant to OCD Director
Guardia, has been transferrec
OFF as a consultant, along i
Capt. Robert E. Kintner, for
newspaper columnist who had 1
transferred by the War Dep
ment to OCD, and John Flem
special assistant to the chief of
Bureau of Agricultural Econon
who agency.
recently was loaned to
new
Meservey Joins OFF
Latest addition to the OFF s
is Douglas Meservey, assistani
Bertha
Brainard, manager
NBC's program and talent s,
department in New York, who
been granted a leave of absenci
assist Mr. Lewis in OFF. Ot
personnel appointments are
pected soon, although it has t
indicated that in comparison v
other defense agencies OFF
have a small staff.
At the time OFF was authori;
by President Roosevelt it was
phasized that although its ope
tion would be designed to pro\
more intelligent information to
American public, it would not
erate as a propaganda agei
Rather, it was explained, it wc
cooperate with established Gove
ment press and radio departme
to see that they presented a c(
plcte and undistorted picture
readers and listeners, as contras
to incomplete reports or repetiti
of effort often resulting from 1;
of a coordinating body.
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For instance, no other station out this way does so
much good-will-building work among

state, civic,

charitable and public-service organizations. No
other station gives so much activity. And no other
station offers anything like as much top-notch enter-

«POWER

IS

tainment, both national and local.

ONty

HALF

OF

IT»«
Even if we had small power, WHO

0

would still be

Maybe we're just a little idealistic, or something, but somehow

it doesn't give us much of a

kick to be chosen from among other Middle-Western stations just because we "have more power
than all other Iowa stations combined".

a stand-out station. So thanks for remembering
that we have a lot of power — but, in addition, please
sort of watch the way we call our plays!

Sure, that point about power is true. But almost
all our friends who've investigated further, are apparently convinced that head-work is at least half
the reason for WHO's
ern listeners.

popularity with Mid- WestO
WH
-f- for IOWA
PLUS
! +
1!
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND,
FREE
OADCASTING
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& PETERS, INC.

MANAGER

. . .

November
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eople in metropolitan Philadelphia are hearing your program
these days — if you are using WCAU
below a shout.

much

better

— because, now we can'f even whisper

We've just built a complete new transmitter on a new site near Moorestown,
N.J.^ at a cost of $250,000. And, ever since we started talking with this
new giant's voice, our programs have been booming into the nation's
third largest market, as much as 25 times louder, richer and clearer.
The new

WCAU

transmitter is only 3.7 miles from Philadelphia, 6 miles

nearer than the old one. This proximity . . . plus a new

420 foot tower

. . . and the latest RCA high-fidelity 50,000 watt transmitter, enables
WCAU to spray 25 mv. or better over the entire city. Translated, this news
means

that your program

on WCAU

is getting better reception than ever.

WCAU

has long been Philadelphia's most popular station. For more Phila-

delphians it's the station that's easiest to listen to, because, now . . . we
con'f even whisper below a shout.

^ The Only 7-A Clear Channel Stafion in Eastern
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland or New Jersey

|IIN:|I|
50,000 watts in all directions

Philadelphia • WCAU Building, 1622 Chestnut Street . . . New York City • CBS Building, 485 Madison Avenue . . . Chicago, III. •
Virgil Reiter, 400 North Michigan Avenue . . . Boston, Moss. • Bertha Bannon, 538 Little Building . . . PaciKc Coast • Paul H. Raymer Company

in
of 25%
Cut
Under
Ordered
General

Slash

Fees
New

Effective

in

of

BMI

*^

Licenses

March

for

8- Year

Blanket Contract; All Programs Are Covered
A GENERAL reduction of 25%
ing and other public events in
in BMI license fees will go into which BMI music is used incieffect next March for stations acdentally will, under the BMI per
cepting the new eight-year blanket
program plan, be charged fees
licenses, BMI announced last week.
ranging from 0.5% to 1% of the
Contract, approved the week previ- revenue from such commercial proous by the BMI board of directors
grams, the rate varying according
[Broadcasting, Nov. 17], runs
to the classification of the station.
from March 12, 1942, after the exThe same sliding scale, from
BACKF^U W several deep during
pii'ation of the current one-year
0.5% to 1%, will also be applied an airport pause by members of the
licenses, to March 11, 1950, over- to sustaining programs under this Detroit Lions football team are
lapping the ASCAP contracts by
plan of license, the fees in this case these three agents, largely responseveral months.
being calculated on the highest rate
sible for the team's radio success —
Unlike the ASCAP blanket con(foreground, 1 to r) Lloyd Buhs,
card rate for the time of the broadtracts, which cover commercial and
vice-president
and general manager
cast. Since these per program fees
sustaining programs in separate
were established some months ago, of Pfeiffer Brewing Co., Detroit,
individual licenses, the BMI blansponsoring Lions games on Michiit is possible they may be reduced
ket agreement covers all programs
gan Radio Network; Fred L. Manin line with the blanket license fee
del Jr., owner of the team and debroadcast by the station, both compartment store executive; Harry
reductions when the actual" conmercial and sustaining. Stations
tracts are prepared, but this is one Wismer, advertising executive of
are classified into 19 categories acof the numerous details which has Maxon Inc., Detroit, agency hancording to income, ranging from
dling the account. Mr. Wismer also
Class A stations, with annual in- not as yet been fully worked out. handles the play-bv-play accounts
comes of less than $15,000, by
BMI estimates that even with of the games for WXYZ and MRN.
$5,000 gradations to Class S sta- the reductions its new plan will
tions, with annual incomes in ex- give the music organization an in- stations share of the cost of clearcess of $100,000.
ance at the source.
come in excess of $1,000,000 a year.
Both NBC and CBS have pledged
Varying Fees
Unanimous resolutions of support for BMI, adopted at recent
themselves to sign the eight-year
Fees currently range from 1%
NAB district meetings, indicate
for Class A stations to 1.66% for contracts, subject to the same provision which they made in their that the broadcasting industry is
Class S stations, which under the
standing solidly behind the musical
new contracts will be reduced to preliminary agreement with
source of supply it has created,
0.75% for Class A and 1.2% for ASCAP, that their aflfiliates agree
BMI
reports, stating that the broadClass S, with proportionate reducto rebate to the networks a procasters included in the districts
tions for the other classes of staportionate amount of their revenue
where meetings have already been
tions.
from network commercial pro- held account for a major part of
New contracts will include cleargrams, in this case, 1.2%, as the the BMI income.
ance at the source for all network
programs, both national and reFootball Clearance Given Individnally
gional, with network fees the same
as the maximum station fees, 1.2%.
To Stations Under New ASCAP
Policy
All percentages are to be calculated
on the basis of gross income, which
AT A SPECIAL meeting last broadcasters sufficient time to
is defined by BMI as gross revenue
Wednesday, the ASCAP board of study and sign their individual conless deductions of time discounts,
directors voted to extend the terms
tracts [Broadcasting, Nov. 17].
of all oflScers until April 1, 1942,
agency commissions and allowance
of 15% for sales expense. The same
when the next annual election will
Following last Wednesday's
meeting, ASCAP spokesmen exdeductions are also permitted in be held. The Society's headquarters
plained that any broadcaster who
the ASCAP blanket license conexplained the election of officers is is interested
out an
tracts before the percentages are
usually held about that time each ASCAP license,inbuttaking
who wishes to
calculated.
year, but this year the election was broadcast football games in the
Per program licenses, which BMI
postponed because of the controwill offer as of next March, fol- try. versy with the broadcasting indus- interim, should write to the Society, which will grant him this
low the same sliding scale as that
permission and bill him later on the
Board also clarified the ASCAP
used in figuring the blanket libasis of whatever type of contract
censes, with Class A stations paystand regarding the use off its muing 3.33% of their gross income
sic in connection with the broad- he takes out, blanket or per program. This, the Society stated, is
from commercial programs using
casting of football games. From the
BMI music and Class S stations
beginning of the season until the fair to the broadcasters and also to
the ASCAP membership and will
paying 5.55%. Other classes of sta- signing of the contracts with NBC
a hardship only to those stations adopting per program ar- and CBS, the Society had granted prove tions
who do not intend to take out
rangements with BMI will pay fees blanket licenses for such performASCAP licenses but who had
between these minimum and maxiances to all stations and networks,
mum amounts. This procedure is each week voting to permit these hoped to use ASCAP music on football broadcasts without payment.
at variance with the ASCAP per broadcasts without payment or
Officers whose terms were exprogram plan, which applies a flat penalty for the coming wek-end
tended until next April are: Gene
8% fee for all commercial proTime to Study
games.
grams regardless of the annual
Buck, president; Louis Bernstein,
gross income of the station.
On Nov. 7, however, this policy vice-president; Otto A. Harbach,
Programs using BMI music only was changed and no such general vice-president; George W. Meyer,
as a theme, signature or bridge, permission granted, occasioning
secretary ; Gustave Schirmer,
with less than one complete chorus
considerable criticism from the treasurer; J. J. Bregman, assistant secretary, and Irving Caesar,
being used; programs using BMI
broadcasting industry, which held
assistant treasurer.
arrangements of public domain se- that the action was too precipitate
lections and broadcasts of sport- since ASCAP had not given the
Signed contracts are coming in
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from stations at a "satisfai
rate," ASCAP
reported, a'
that many broadcasters are
ing for explanations roga
this or that clause in the com
and its application to specific
situations. The pressure of \
queries is so great, it was stal
that it will probably be at 1
another week before the Soci(
field men go out on the road to
tact stations which have not
signed one form or another of
ASCAP licenses.
BMI Gets Ruling
Upholding
the ruling of
New York Supreme Court,
Appellate Division affirmed B.
right to appear as co-plaintiff
Edward B. Marks Music Cori;
a test suit against ASCAP to
termine whether ownership of
sical copyrights rests with
composer or publisher and de
ASCAP's
motion to have
stricken from the suit [BR'
CASTING, Sept. 29]. The Ay
late Division ordered BMI to
an amended complaint, separa
the two groups of composers
music
by Marks inch
in
the published
suit.
ASCAP last week infoi
WGN, Chicago, that its mem
could not cooperate with the
tion in WGN's prize contest foi
"Great American Operetta.'
of the contest rules, ASCAP p<
ed out, specifies that the spo
"desires to acquire the exck
rights to perform the winning
eretta by radio broadcastingtelevision," which bars AS<
members from entering the
test as the consent decree ent
into by ASCAP with the Fed
Government prohibits any AS<
member from giving an exck
license for his coniposit
ASCAP told WGN that if
clause were revised in line with
consent decree it would be gla
publicize the contest among
membership.
New BMI Directory
AS AN AID to programming
broadcasters. Broadcast Music
the latter part of November
issue a Directory of Records,
taining all the records in its I
solidated Record List of Janu
1941, and in supplements, ex
those
controlled
by Associ
Music Publishers and SESAC.
Directory comprises the worl
42 rceord-makers and 91 pub.
ers, with 300 Polish records
previously announced. Native 1
sian music, composed, arranged
edited by Basil Fomeen, is
available to BMI subscri
through
Am-Russ Music C<
new BMI theaffiliate.
Knox Spots
KNOX Co., Hollywood (Cyst
in an eight-week campaign, on 1
23 started sponsoring the quai
hour transcribed series, Neu'^
per Adventures, once weekly
stations located in seven m:
market s. List includes W!
WING KROD KGKO WI
WINN KOIL. Agency is Bartoi
Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
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IF you want to sign up sponsors fast, of course you
have to give them "names" — names such as
Allen Roth. Sammy Kaye, Horace Heidt, Carson
Robison, Harry Horlick, and the host of other topranking stars in NBC Thesaurus.
But remember, it takes more than name talent
alone to sell a sales-wise sponsor! . . . and to catch
the ears of radio-wise listeners.
Variety of Music
For one thing, your program offerings need scope.
You get it in NBC ' Thesaurus. The range of Thesaurus
music includes swing and sweet, military- band,
symphonic, hillbilly, sacred and novelty selections
—close to 2,500 selections in the basic library today.
New releases add 75 to 80 selections monthly. From
them are built balanced, unified, musical programs
of every variety — written and produced with the skill
that you expect f rom"The Program Center of Radio!'
They help the most modest budget blossom out

Thesaurus!

into a well-rounded, highly-rated station schedule.
Skillfully-Produced Programs
What's more, NBC Thesaurus now provides sparkling continuity for 71 program periods (approximately 25 hours) each week — 26 outstanding shows !
And NBC helps you sell these features, by providing
a colorful, dramatic presentation in portfolio form
for each of your salesmen, a sales manual and a
complete publicity kit.
Finest Reproduction
And
wait until
hear the qualityputs
of N^BC
recordings.
NBCyouORTHACOUSTIC
your Thesaurus
shows on
the air with all the flavor and character of live sound.
Yes, it takes more than just "names" to build a
listener-pulling schedule and to sell a sponsor — and
Thesaurus has what it takes. So if you want to sell
to sponsors and for them as well, get aboard the
NBC Thesaurus bandwagon now. Write today for
presentation, availability, rates and audition i-ecords.

HESAURUS
(A Treasure House of Recorded Programs)
RADIO RECORDING DIVISION, NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA BIdg., Radio City, N«w York * Marchandite Mart, Chicago • Trant-Lux BIdg., Washington, D. C. • Suntot A Vina, Hollywood
ROADCASTING
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If

Facilities

Swapped

WNEW
WOV,
By
Bulova Expected to Enter the
Regional Net Field Shortly
EXCHANGE of power, call letters and transmitting equipment
between WOV and WNEW, New
York, recently authorized by the
FCC [Broadcasting, Nov. 17], will
take place at 12:01 a.m. Dec. 1,
it was announced last week. With
the transfer, Greater New York
Broadcasting Corp., present operator of WOV, begins operating
WNEW, which will retain its
headquarters at 501 Madison Ave.,
New York, and its present program schedule, but which will then
operate fulltime on 1130 kc with
10 kw. power, using the present
WOV transmitter at Kearney, N.
J. Wodaam Corp., now operating
WNEW, will take over the WOV
call and will operate on 1280 kc.
with 5 kw. from the WNEW transmitter at Carlstadt, N. J.
Same Studios
WOV under the new arrangement will continue to broadcast
from studios at 730 Fifth Ave.,
New York. New WOV schedule
will comprise programs designed
to appeal especially to the ItalianAmerican audience from 7 a.m.
to 5 p.m. From then until midnight, WOV will broadcast an
elaborate musical variety program,
including all types of music from
opera to swing and featuring both
live and recorded music.
Following this exchange in New
York, it is anticipated that Arde
Bulova, owner of Greater New
York Broadcasting Corp- and a
stockholder in Wodaam Corp., will
shortly enter the regional network
field with his American Broadcasting Corp. With WNEW as the key
station, programs will be fed to
ABC stations WCOP, Boston;
WNBC, New Britain; WELI, New
Haven, and WPEN, Philadelphia,
it is understood, although no definite details were available last
week. Full time operations of
WCOP, which is currently testing
its new transmitter, are expected
to begin about Dec. 1, after which
the new regional network will be
ready for service.

Lady Esther Looking
LADY ESTHER Ltd., Chicago
(cosmetics) is understood to be
seeking a 7-7 :30 p.m. spot on NBCBlue for a second network show,
to feature Freddy Martin's Orchestra. Both NBC and Pedlar & Ryan,
New York, agency in charge, admit
negotiations have been taking place,
with the network seeking to clear
the desired time. It is also understood that CBS is putting in a bid
for the new show. Company sponsored Freddy Martin on that network a few weeks last summer
previous to the start of Orson
Welles on 63 stations, Monday 1010:30 p.m.
Page 16 • November

MEMBERS OF NAB's DISTRICT 6 dined during
their meeting in Memphis last Monday and Tuesday. Lined up in rows at table are (first row, left
front to back) Frank E. Chizzini, NBC; Claude
Barrere, NBC Thesaurus; Dan Rodgers, Raymond
Spector Adv. Agency; Hugh M. Smith, WAML;
Bob McRaney, WCBI; James Eatherton, WCBI;
L. M- Sepaugh, WSLI; Jess Swicegood, WKPT;
Herbert Denny, Standard Radio; F. E. Bolls, KELD;
Second Row: C. K. Beaver, KARK; John M. Outler
Jr., WSB: Frank Pellegrin, NAB; Storm Whaley,
KUOA; K. F. Tracy, KLRA; Joseph C. Gannon,
WMSL; M. L. Medley, WHUB; William Reeves,
WHUB; Leonard Coe, KLRA; Carl Haverlin, BMI.

NAB

District

Meetings

Score

Third Row: John R. Pepper, WJPR; Hollis Woo
WREC, F. C. Sowell Jr., WLAC; George Poi
Washington radio attorney; John McCorma
KWKH-KTBS; Jacob F. Weintz, Tide Magaz
Rev. F- A. Cavey, S. J., WWL; W. H. Summerv
WWL; Fourth row: 0. W. Jones, WQBC; :
Frank P. Cashman, WQBC; E. A. Alburty, WH
Fred P. Pf abler, WROL; Harry Nides, WR
John Reese, WROL; W. A. Wilson, WOPI. St?
ing (1 to r) are Roy Wooten, WREC, Neville Mi
NAB; Edwin W. Craig, WSM; James C. Hanral
WMPS; Enoch Brown, WMC; Sheldon B. Hie
Jr., NBC; Mrs. C. J. Wright, WFOR; C. J. Wri
WFOR; Wiley Harris, WJDX; Harry Stone, W

Federal

WHAS

Signs New

Pa

1
^
PROVIDING wage ™^
increases ^'o
Ads
of Defense
'Compulsion',
campaigns
by to 75%, WHAS, Louisville,
ACTING
on a report of Purchase
industry paid advertising
completed a new employr
problems presented by NAB Presi- Governmental agencies in compet- agreement with Associated Br
ing media for the promotion of cast Technicians Unit of IB
dent Neville Miller, members of
NAB District 6, meeting in Memthe national defense effort."
(AFL), according to an annou
The attendance list at the Dis- ment
last Friday by Russ Rem
phis last Monday and Tuesday, intrict
6
meeting
in
Memphis
iner, ABTU business manager,
dicated unanimous support of long- cluded:
term BMI licenses, opposition to
H. V. Anderson, WJBO ; C. K. Beaver, agreement, with Local Union 1
KARK; Claude Barrere, NBC Thesaurus; succeeds an expiring agreer
the FCC's new network regula- F.
Bolls, KELD ; Enoch Brown, WMC;
tions, and support for revisions to Mrs.E. Frank
P. Cashman. WQBC ; Rev. F. with an independent associatio
the Communications Act as would
A. Cavey, S. J., WWL ; Frank E. Chizzini, WHAS engineers under w
NBC; Leonard Coe, KLRA ; B. C. Conway, they have worked for several yi
be accomplished through such leg- WQBC
; Edwin W. Craig, WSM ; J. Roy While the old agreement requ
islation as the Sanders Bill. Simi- Dabadie, WJBQ; Herbert Denny, Standard
Radio;
Eatherton, WCBI ; Joseph C. 15-year service to qualify for
lar action developed at the District Gannon,James
WMSL; James C. Hanrahan.
13 meeting last Wednesday and WMPS; Wiley P. Harris, WJDX; Carl Hav- wages, the new contract reqv
erlin. BMI.
only 2% years. It is estimated
Thursday at Dallas.
Sheldon B. Hickox Jr., NBC; Birney
With 69 registrants, the District Imes, WCBI; O. W. Jones, WQQC; J. C. about 85% of the technicians
Jr., KMLB; W. H. Lancaster, employed will qualify immedia
6 meeting was presided over by Ed- Liner
WJHL; M. L. Medley, WHUB; Neville for top salary. Negotiations for
win W. Craig, executive vice-presi- Miller, NAB ; Bob McRaney, WCBI ; John station were handled by Mark ]
McCormack, KWKH-KTBS; Harry Nides,
dent of National Life & Accident
WROL; John M. Outler Jr., WSB; F. E. ridge and Lisle Baker Jr., and
Insurance Co., licensee of WSM,
Pellegrin. NAB; Fred P. Pfahler. John Rennaker and William Blar
WROL; Bill Reeves, WHUB; Dan
and an NAB director. Group ses- Reese.
Rodgers,
Raymond Spector Adv. Agency; president of the local, for the ur
sions were held Tuesday by sales Jess Swicegood,
WKPT; L. M. Sepaugh,
also was made
Hugh M. Smith, WAML; F. C. Announcement
managers and program directors- WSLI;
ABTU
that
an
election condu
Sowell
Jr.,
WLAC;
Harry
Stone,
WSM;
W.
news editors. The latter session, a H. Summerville, WWL.
Friday by the 5th regl
feature of all the district meetings
K. F. Tracy, KLRA; M. K. Vickrey, last
Storm Whaley, KUOA; F. E. office of NLRB, covering tec
this fall, was conducted by Bill WMSL;
Wilkerson Jr., WSLI; W. A. Wilson,
Bailey, of the radio branch of the WOPI; Hollis Wooten. Roy Wooten, cians employed by WFMD, F
; C. J. Wright, Mrs. Wright, erick, resulted in victory for
War Department Bureau of Public WREC
WFOR ; Carter Parham, WOOD : Ken
Relations. Ed Kirby, NAB public Marsh, WJHL; Bentley B. Mackay, Dept. union. Conducted by secret ba
relations director now on leave as of Agriculture ; Joe Eggleston, WMC; Bill the election was one of the r
Bailey. War Department; E. A. Alburty, speedy conducted by the NL
civilian head of the radio branch, WHBQ;
John R.Jack
Pepper,
WJPR;KOTN;
E. Pournelle, WHBQ;
Parrish,
Ted Stipulation for consent elec
attended the Dallas meeting.
J. Fontelieu, WSMB; Charles F. Dilcher,
Reaffirming industry policy for John
was signed by Edward F. Kni
Blair
&
Co.;
Crystal
Brown,
Hamilton Noland, Winston Dustin, WSM ; Allen international representative
cooperation in the national defense Jackson,
WMC; Allen Lacy, WJDX;
effort, on a gratis basis, the Dis- George Porter, Washington, D. C; Thomas ABTU, and Laurence Leon
trict 6delegates scored the practice Cox, J. P. Beard, KBTM.
WFMD, president.
of "certain (government) agencies
Sunkist
on
10
in requesting from stations detailed
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chic
reports concerning programs and CALIFORNIA FRUIT Growers
through J. Walter Thompson
announcements used by stations, Exchange, Los Angeles (Sunkist
Hollywood, has signed Mary Ma
lemons),
in
a
fourweek
campaign
film
actress and singer, as a perma
believing such requests to be kin which starts Nov. 24 will use two
feature
of the weekly NBC E.
to dictation and compulsion." Also spot announcements daily, seven
Music Hall, effective with broad
adopted by the membership was a
a group Agency
of sta- of Jan. 1. She replaces Connie !
tions in 10week,
majoron markets.
resolution "expressing opposition days per
well who leaves the show for a
.to the discriminatory purchase of is Lord
Thomas, Los Angeles.
sonal appearance tour.
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Press

In Improved
Role
Warns Newspaper That Radio
Has Public Acceptance
SPEAKING of the relations of
press and radio, Byron Price, executive news editor of the Associated Press, told the national convention of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic fraternity,
in New Orleans Nov. 15 that the
newspaper of the future, if it is to
stand as high as newspapers have
stood in this country for a contury.
will sift its news reports far move
carefully and leave "the field of
fidgity reporting and hasty conclusion to its newer and less experienced compatriot."
Mr. Price said that the public
had found a use for radio, that
publishers could not afford to discount the importance of radio or
be blind to its progress, but that
the radio was not likely to replace
the newspaper at the family fireside.
The convention at its last meeting named Palmer Hoyt, publisher
of the Portland Oregonian, operator of KEX-KGW, as president,
and Barry Farris, editor of INS,
as vice-president, and made distinguished service awards to Cecil
Brown, CBS foreign reporter, and
Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld, director of
radio research, Columbia U.
Prize for Cairo Pickup
Mr. Brown was the recipient of
the fraternity's radio news writing
award 'for his broadcast from
Cairo of the German parachute invasion of Greece and how King
George of Greece escaped from his
besieged capital. Dr. Lazarsfeld
received his award in recognition
of the research in journalism in
his book Radio & the Printed Page.
Mr. Price, speaking at the fraternity's annual banquet, said,
"We still turn to the newspaper
pages, over and over again, for confirmation and for that lasting and
satisfying conviction which somehow is inherent in the arrangement
of printer's ink on paper, and somehow is only faintly imitated by
words which come from nowhere
and vanish into nothingness before
we can be sure we have understood them."
"There is something fundamental
in the reliance of the American
public on newspapers for authentic
news," Mr. Price said. "In these
times, of all times, the great majority of readers want a place of
sure refuge. They want protection
from propaganda, and from false
alarms which travel the waves of
international communications and
come rolling into the homes on the
wings of rumor, surmise and wishful thinking."
As for newspapers themselves,
Mr. Price said better writing, better photography, better printing,
better public relations and better
public education in the art of reading newspapers were prime needs
today.
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OPENING of W53PH, Philadelphia, was attended by notables as the FM
outlet of WFIL took the air. Among participants were (1 to r) Samuel
E. Rosenbaum, WFIL and W53PH president; Robert L. Johnson,
president of Temple U ; Roger W. Clipp, vice-president and general
manager of WFIL and W53PH; George H. Johnson, chairman of the
WFIL board; Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, FM inventor.
CHALLENGE

TO

GRID

GUESSERS

Proposes Naming Best Progn«sticator on
^Basis of Bowl Game Selections
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
experts and Monday Morning
Quarterbacks an opportunity to disIn
a
spirit
of
good
fun,
we'd
like
to issue a challenge through the
play their ability as prognosticacolumns of Broadcasting, on be- tors. An 11-man team of experts
half of the KDFN Football Board,
is organized at the beginning of
or any other football forecast the season. Early each week, each
judge on the board is provided with
group presenting its prognosticaa list of the 50 outstanding football
tions by radio, to meet our Monday
games coming up each weekend.
Morning
Quarterbacks
at
the
year's
end, in a Brain Bowl contest to de- He returns his predictions to the
termine which board may be enstation by mid-week, and KDFN
titled to the title as U. S. Radio
tabulators tally the forecast sheets,
Football Forecasting Champions
naming the winner in each game
for the vear.
on a majority basis. The team getOur plan is this: The KDFN
ting the greatest number of votes
Football Board will huddle around
from football judges is forecast as
the weekend winner. Predictions
its Crystal Ball sometime around
the middle of December, after the are presented on a Thursday eveschedules have been completed for
ning quarter-hour show, in which
the various bowl games, and will three or four judges take speaking
come up with its predictions on the parts each time, to present, in mock
outcome of these games. These precourt tions
fashion,
the board'sgames
predicon the outstanding
of
dictions will be mailed to Broadcasting to reach you by Dec. 28. the week. So far this season, the
board has scored an average, inPicking the Champ
cluding the week ended Nov. 8, of
Any other forecast group which
82.57 %, which we believe is one
cares to accept the challenge is of the outstanding football averinvited to do the same, with any
ages in the nation, and one that
entry received after noon (EST)
will stand comparison with that of
Dec. 28 ineligible.
any other group competing on a
Then, if we may presume on your
comparable basis, on the 50 outgenerosity, we will leave it to
standing games each weekend.
Broadcasting to determine which
The
board
has been organized
forecast sheet is the most accurate,
four years, and is sponsored this
on the basis of predicting the winners, and the scores. Whichever
year by the Casper Brewing Comforecast group has the best averpany, and Kistler's
sportsman's
headquarters
in Wyoming,
both of
age, is entitled to the Brain Bowl
Casper. Board membership includes
Championship, as the No. 1 Radio
Dr. T. J. Drew, Alfred Clowry,
Football Forecast Board in the naW. H. (Post) McGrath, A. V.
tion. The only requirements are
these: The forecast list for the Crater, C. H. Thompson, Glen
Richey, Ray Dame, Louis Keefe,
Brain Bowl contest must include
Perry Luellen, and C. M. Crowell.
the names of the forecasted winOne is a dentist, another a lawyer,
ners, and the scores, and it must
four are connected with oil combe submitted by a forecast group
panies, one is a florist, another is in
which has been regularly presentthe grocery business, one is eming its forecasts by radio during
ployed by a big trucking company,
this 1941 football season.
And now, something about the and one is a pharmacist.
The KDFN Board includes four
KDFN Football Forecast Board. It
was organized four years ago, by seniors, and the rest juniors and
sophomores chosen from the ranks
this station, to give Casper football
of Casper's
business
profes-of
sional men who
are and
students
football. Our freshman squad this
Murrow Honored
year was very disappointing, inasmuch as the board is not yet old
EDWARD R. MURROW, ace CBS
enough to have an active alumni
foreign correspondent, was honored
last week by the national Greek group able to send us outstanding
letter fraternity, Kappa Sigma as freshman talent each year.
In the meantime, with an 82.57%
"Man of the Year."
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FOOTBALL LIKERS
WOR Survey Shows Both M
And Women Listen —
DIVISION
of men and v.c
listeners to football broadcas
almost equal, according to the
est findings of WOR's Contin
Study of Radio Listening
Greater New York, which revi
that in every 10 homes check ei*
persons were found listening
radio, consisting individually
men, 12 women and 3 chiL
Sunday seems to be "top s
period of the week," the stud
ported, with sets-in-use on
day proportionately greater
during many of the so-called
nant weekday
evening listPrograms slanted towards
periods.
income
groups do not always
low income listeners. WOR di
ered, while the same thing is
parent in shows slanted at 1
income audiences. Also unco^
was data proving that of th€
New York favorite program
quarter-hour and half-hour
gories, one to four locally pro
and slanted shows are leader
Further analysis by WOI
specific income group progran
peal, tends
to minimize
lished
belief
that any long-e
one
period need be dominated by
popular show. If likes and dis
in the varied income groups
studied, therefore, program b
ers can slant local show pati
to successfully compete with
rent big show audience accun
tions.
Italian Block Out
ARRANGEMENTS made bet
WBYN,
Brooklyn,System
and IIInc.,
Pro
so
Broadcasting
York, whereby IPBS on De
would start daily presentatio
a six-hour block of Italian
grams on the station were
celled last week, with no re
for calling off the prospective
given
started by
by WBYN
Generoso officials.
Pope, puhI
er of II Progresso Italio-Ai
cano, New York Italian nev
per, was incorporated some w
ago as an independent comj
average for the 1941 season, i
and including the week of No
the KDFN Football Forecast B
challenges any similar grou;
produce
season. a better average for
Harrison Brewer,
Frederic Hufsmith,
Head Coaches
The KDFN Football For(
Board,
Kditof's
NoteKDFN,
— Sure. Casper,
BROADCAf '
will he glad to accept entries, si
to the above conditions, and an
for an impartial judge. Qualified
prognosticators are invited hen
to submit their predictions to Fii(
Board Judge. Broadcastixg J
zine. 874 National Press Bldg.. V
ington. D. C.
THIRD
the
scribed PRODT'CTION
dramatic serieson ^Vhe(.
Playhouse sopnsored on a group o1
tions by Wheatena Corp., Bah
X.
Eyre",of sta
withJ.,thewill
Nov.be 24"Jane
broadcast
th*
times weekly broadcasts. Agenc
Compton Adv., New York.
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Tall

Shoes

M.organ^s Mutterings
Proving Effective
Sales M.edium
By

CHARLES L. ROTHSCHILD
President
Consolidated Adv. Agency
IN OUR NEWSPAPER advertising for Adler Elevator Shoes, we
have always stressed the appeal,
"Now you can be almost 2 inches
taller the instant you put them on".
Morgan
paraphrases
it, "Now
can
be almost
2 inches
taller you
the
instant you put them on . . . if you
stand up in them!"
And that's the tip-off on the kind
of a job Morgan (Here's Morgan,
WOR, New York, 6.45 to 7.00 p.m.,
Monday to Saturday) does for Adler Shoes for men. We submit
carefully conceived scripts, submit
them to office-response, go over
them word for word with our client
. . . and then tune in hesitantly
and fearfully (and hopefully) to
see what Morgan is going to do to
them.
Caustic and Cryptic
Sometimes he claims a script is
too innocuous to rate air time and
viciously and audibly tears it up,
substituting his own cock-eyed version of a sales talk. He has expressed caustic but definite opinions regarding the probable habits
and origin of men who would wear
bright colored shoes (Adler knockabout shoes in ten colors). He has
told listeners that it bores him to
read store addresses . . . "Get
a bloodhound and locate an Adler
store for yourself".
But no matter what he does . . .
no matter whom he insults — including listeners, our commercial
script department or the sponsor,
to whom he refers as Old Man
Adler . . . Morgan sells Adler
Shoes. Which makes him the white
haired boy with everybody concerned.
After a year of increasingly successful newspaper advertising had
demonstrated the existence of a
definite market for a shoe that
would make men "almost 2 inches
taller", we decided to enlist the
mass appeal of radio with an appropriation practically equal to
our newspaper budget. After weeks
of discussion and consideration of
various programs, a two-week
trial of Here's Morgan was decided
upon.
An instant response was noted
in every one of Adler's stores
throughout the New York metropolitan area. The expression, "Morgan sent me" became a buy-word
among customers. Mail inquiries
were received from remote corners
of the Eastern section of the country. It was apparent that what
used to be referred to as the 12year-old intelligerce of the radio
Page 20
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Still

Taller

public had matured to a point
where it clamored for Morgan
mania ... a sophisticated, satiric,
subtle type of humor.
The diversity of this radio-born
customer group is amazing. A colored porter who previously had
been refused a job that was "in
the bag" because he was too short.
(P. S. He got the job when he
bought Elevators.) The man whose
girl was showing signs of wandering because he was too short. The
professional dancer whose act was
marred only by the fact that his
partner was taller than he was.
Men from every walk of life
walked into Adler stores, said,
"Morgan sent me", slapped down
$12.50 (now $12.95) and walked
out in a blaze of glory and selfconfidence inspired by a couple of
inches of added height.
Frequent Conks
As "Old Man Adler" himself —
Jesse Adler, president of Adler
Shoes for Men — expresses it, "I
am trying to locate the nurse who
dropped Henry on his head when
he was a baby. She deserves a
medal. Except for her inspired
carelessness, Morgan may have
grown to normal manhood. In that
event, we would not have had to
expand our production facilities to
accommodate the faithful followers
of his gospel. It is a little known
fact that WOR employs a little
man with a green beard and a
big hammer to shadow Morgan
24 hours a day. Every time Henry
shows the slightest sign of returning sanity, little old green-beard
conks him with the sledge".
We recently offered a football
booklet via Morgan. "Don't send
any money", he said. "Don't send
a reasonable facsimile. Don't send
a box top. Just write the name
Adler on a penny post card and
mail it to Morgan, WOR, New
York". A week later Henry was
tearfully pleading with his audience to stop asking for football
books, "because Old Man Adler is
getting a sore arm from signing
postage checks".

Tales

And post cards were in the minority! Most of the requests were
in the form of letters — running as
long as four typewritten pages.
Some were embellished with ornate drawings . . . others tried to
out-Morgan
don't
like football, Morgan.
but if it "We
will make
Old Man Adler happy and feel
better, send one along". "Send a
football book and I'll tear it up and
listen to you anyway". "Your program is the only one my fox terrier
listens to regularly". "Do you think
Adler Elevators will ever replace
the old-fashioned fish bowl; and
what do you feed them?".
Piquant Plugs
Here are a few excerpts from
typical Morgan commercials. Maybe you can figure out what makes
them click. We just accept them
silently as blessings from the air
in the form of increased sales.
"A man walked up to an Adler
Elevator Shoe and said, 'What kind
of a heel are you, anyway?' And
the Shoe said, 'I'm an ordinary
heel and proud of it!' The heels
are"Ifno any
higher
. . ."men listening
of you
to me (always presuming, of
course, that someone is listening
to me) are of short or medium
height and would like to be taller
— as who wouldn't (except a sixfoot soldier in a five-foot trench)
here are two suggestions: (1) You
can place a rope around your neck,
throw the end of it over a convenient tree and pull away. In this
way, you can became as tall as you
want to, but it isn't quite cricket
because there's several feet of
space between your feet and the
ground. Besides, you may wrinkle
your collar. The other way — and
the one I recommend — is to change
to Adler Elevator Shoes".
"A guy's dame give him a fast
brush on account she's taller than
he is. Well, he deserves it. Any
guy who's dumb enough to take
the height Nature gave him in a
short-changing mood don't deserve
nothin' better. Listen, chum. Now
you can be taller than she is . . .

FM AND SWEATERS caused the traffic jam in Worcester recently when
WTAG and its FM adjunct WIXTG staged the first nublic demonstration
of frequency modulation in the Massachusetts city. The "sweaters" were
five Hollywood starlets billed as "The Sweater Girls". The FM demonstration was nouncer
sponsored
Zenith,
That's
anDel Camp by
on GE,
the left
and and
thenStromberg-Carlson.
June Preisser, Mary
Healy,
Cecilia Parker, Barbara Pepper and Ann Nagel. No reason given for the
absence of their favorite garment on the latter three.
1941
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MR. ROTHSCHILD
simply by changing your shoes
If these are radio commer
I'll take spinach. But base
results,
broccoli
.
who are they're
we to cast
asparagu
Morgan may want to knov
it's colder in Alaska than it
the winter?" but we know thj
type of hum.or pays divid
That's why we expect to be
on the old corner in front o
cigar store" where Morgan c
his program originates just as
as there's a wooden Indian
to give some semblance of s
to the assemblage!
Burns

&

Allen

Adc

Keystone
Disc On
LEVER BROS.
Co., Caml,
Mass. (Swan Soap), last F
added 129 stations of the
stone Broadcasting System, a
scription network consistir.
smaller stations in secondary
kets throughout the countr
carry via transcription the 1
& Allen show, originally
Tuesday
7:30-8 p.m. on 117 :
Red stations.
To be played Friday eve
10 days after the line broac
the discs cut directly from tl
iginal show are heard at 9
in the EST zone; 8 p.m. in the
zone; 7 p.m. in the MST zont
8 p.m. in the PST zone. Deai
set by Young & Rubicam,
York, agency in charge, and ,
Austin, sales representative,
KBS.
Michael M. Sillerman, preside
Coast Wine Test
ITALIAN SWISS COLONY.
Cal. (wines), recently start
test campaign on KSFO,
Francisco, using five-minute
periods and 260 transcribec
nouncements. According to
Lansdale, account executiv
Leon Livingston Adv., aj
handling the account, the sp
may
expand toof other
statioi
the conclusion
the test.
OPEN to both men and women,
tion-sponsored course in radio o
ing will be started Nov. 19 by TV
West Yarmouth, Mass. Course
conducted by Rodney A. Merrill,
engineer.
7 :30-9for:3015p.m.
WediKT
and Fridays
weeks.
charge for the course will be $7.
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Commercial
is

Shown
Production

in

Growth
15th

of

Year

on Red and Blue Networks

Period; More Time

Devoted

NBC
Study
Triples in

to Public Service

TOTAL production on NBC's Red NBC's time sales 15 years ago
and Blue networks has nearly were about one-twentieth of those
tripled during the last 15 years, of today. The Blue network had
the research division revealed last nine sponsors, using from two to
week, after compiling figures from five stations apiece, whose combined
old-time files for release in con- weekly bill for time was $8,380.
junction with the network's cele- The Red, with 17 clients, several
bration of its 15th anniversary. of them using hookups of as many
Chief reason for the increase seems as 15 stations, had a weekly gross
to be the expansion of the broad- time sale of $35,755. Average Blue
casting day to 18 hours, the addi- network for commercial programs
tional split network programs and comprised three stations as against
regional production on the Pacific 57 today, while the Red average has
Coast.
similarly increased from nine to
Music, which constituted nearly 55.
two-thirds of all program time in Average number of station spon1926, now represents about half the goj-ed hours for Red network prototal broadcast time, although actu- grams has grown from 149 per
ally there are twice as many hours ^eek in 1926 to 3,709 in 1941. In
devoted to music now as in Novem- the same period the Blue average
ber, 1926. At that time NBC's has increased from 24 hours per
schedule did not include a single ^gek to 1,443. In 1926 15% of
news or special events broadcast, broadcast time was devoted to comwhile now NBC devotes some 34 mercial programs; today sponsored
hours a week to news summaries, broadcasts use 27% of the time,
commentators, foreign pickups and ^ program analysis
of the
special events. Because of daytime ^^^^^^ j^^^^^ ^^e week
15
serials, dramatic programs have
^^^^
grown from 3 hours a week in " ,
° , , ,
^ ^^
followthe
develops
networks,
^'"^
a
hours
65
approximately
1926 to
mgnow.
week
Public Service
Type of Program
1926 19U1
18027
Mufc
hours
five
ago,
Fifteen years
, , , ,
.
Talks and Discussions so
5
weekly were devoted by the net- News and Special Events __ 0
34
work
talks andwhile
discussions
of v'^''™^
6
public toquestions,
today 27
o
4
9
5
__
News
and
Events
Sports
to
over
given
are
hours, , a week
,
i
n
1
1
■!
•
Womens
and
Children
7
15
such broadcasts. Such daily series
Religion
lo
4
of health exercises as sponsored
Farm Service
4
5
6
P^y^'*^^' Training
litan Life Insurance
Metropo
the
by
Co.
in 1926
disappeared
Total
Tvrr./-.
u J have
1 with
-ii. the
it quiz■ from
^
Per Program
WeekHours 136 371
NBC schedules,
type
of program, not established until Breakdown of Red and Blue spon1937, now a dominant form of sors and their facilities charges
broadcast in 1941.
per week as of 15 years ago shows:
Blue

Sponsors

in 1926
Number of
Advertiser
Program
Stations
Willys Overland Motor Co. Willys Overland Hour
2
Champion Spark Plug Co. Champion Sparkers
3
Pennsylvania Railroad
Pennsylvania Hour
2
Thos. Cook & Sons
Travel Talks
3
First National Pictures
Voice of Silent Drama
2
Royal Music Hour
4
Royal Typewriter Co.
Breyer Hour
2
Breyer Ice Cream Co.
Baldwin Hour
3
Baldwin Piano Co.
5
Maxwell House Coffee Co. Concert Series
TOTAL FOR ONE WEEK

Cost of
Facilities
.$850
980
615
790
495
850
1,230
1,040
1,530

STARS AT THE BREAKS
Teaser Announcements on
WNEW Programs
WNEW, New York, has developed
a new teaser technique for its station breaks. The station, one of
the first users of musical call letter jingles, now presents its identification calls through the transcribed voices of well-known
WNEW artists.
Every hour on the hour WNEW
stars will call listeners' attention
to their individual programs and
at the same time announce
WNEW's position on the dial,
along with the station's 24-hour
slogan,
i.e., Martin
Block's
trailer
states: "This
is Martin
Block
reminding you that it is Make Believe
Ballroom time every weekday
morning at 10 and each evening
at 5:30 over WNEW, New York,
serving New York and New Jersey 24 hours a day."
P&G GIVim TIME
TO DEFENSE CAUSE
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, oneofof radio,
the nation's
heaviest users
will donate
time from its various sponsored
programs to the Office of Emergency Management for defense
purposes.
According to announcement from
Bernard C. Schoenfeld, chief of
the radio section of OEM, arrangements have been completed with
W. H. Ramsay, advertising manager of P&G, for dramatized
spot announcements to be used to
inform the public of defense information emanating from the Office of Emergency Management,
Office of Production Management,
Office of Price Administration and
the Office of Civilian Defense.
The OEM announcement said
the central characters in P&G daytime serial shows also will discuss defense information. All of
the material will be from one to
one-and-a-half minutes in length,
and will be written by the radio
section of OEM.
According to Mr. Schoenfeld
programs using the OEM material
will include Vic & Sade; Against
the
Storm; Ma Perkins; The Goldbergs.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has entered into
a contract with Katz Agency to act as
national sales representative for the
station in all markets outside of Philadelphia. The contract becomes effective Dee. lo.

New

Laborator

Dedicated by Ri
Princeton Project Under
On NBC's 15th Birthday
ON THE SAME day NBC
brated the conclusion of 15
of broadcasting, RCA laid th'
nerstone of its new RCA La
tories at Princeton, N. J., a
brought out by David Sa
chairman of the
of NB*^t
president
RCA,board
speaking
ceremony Nov. 15 via radio
the SS Matsonia in mid-Pacif
Paying tribute to radio sciei
in outlining the objectives o
new laboratories, Mr. Sarnof
clared that "both research
broadcasting are dedicated to
lie service . . . with those in •
finding a deep satisfaction in
ing to make the talent and gi
of the scientist and artist of b(
Function
to people Defense
elsewhere."
Officiating at the ceremonies
Maj. Gen. J. G. Harbord, chair
of the board of RCA, who spol;
the importance of scientific rese.
to national defense as well it?
dustrial application during
peace-time to come. In laying
cornerstone, Gen. Harbord se^
into place an airtight lead box
taining radio and electronic dev
including an iconoscope, kinesc
cathode-ray tube, microphone, !■
speaker and small personal I
radio; also literature represe
tive of current developments
radio.
Otto S. Schairer, vice-presi(
in charge of RCA Laborato:
presiding,
Ganoof Di
member of introduced
the RCA board
di
tors, who discussed the signifies
of the laboratories in opening
frontiers for industrial activitj
conclusion Mr. Schairer paid
cial tribute to the scientists
eigineers "who
will are
give tolife"be to
buildings,
which
structed this winter and compli
in the summer of 1942.
Preliminary costs of the n
building, T-shaped three si
structure to be erected first,
exceed $1,000,000 for some 250
square feet of floor space. The
dition to be made later will
Y-shaped with a wide approacl
front to the Lincoln Highway.

$8,380
Red
Advertiser
Met. Life Ins. Co.
Great A&P Co.
Dennison Mfg. Co.
Scott & Bowne
Bruger Bros. Co.
National Carbon Co.
U. S. Playing Card Co.
Davis Baking Powder
Bristol-Myers Co.
Smith Brothers
Schickerling Prods.
Cliquot Club Co.
Goodrich Rubber Co.
LaFrance Mfg. Co.
Whittall M. J. Assoc.
Fansteel Prods. Co.
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.

Sponsors

in 1926
Number of
10
Stations
Program
4
Setting Up Exercises
A&P Gypsy Ensemble
Dorothy Wright
4
14
The Vikings
8
Jolly Buckeye Bakers
15
Everready Hour
15
Auction Bridge Games
8
Davis Saxophone Octette
9
Ipana Troubadours
11
Trade & Mark
4
Schickerling Crystal Gazers
11
Cliquot Club Eskimos
15
Silvertown Cord Orch.
LaFrance Orch.
10
14
Whittall Anglo Persians
11
Balkite Hour
15
Atwater Kent Hour
TOTAL COST ONE WEEK

Page 22 • November
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Cost of
Facilities
290
2,070
$2,590
2,130
1,430
2,935
2,640
1,145
1,625
950
1,790
2,885
3,345
1.520
2,055
3,035
3,320
$35,755

Drawing of RCA Princeton Laboratory and Proposed Additions (inset)
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area

farmers

Throne
Plains

in the Lubbock,

are busy gathering

Texas

an 800,000

cotton crop! Gins are humming!

bale

Everybody's

busy! There's money to spend here on the
South Plains because cotton means cash, and
plenty of it, at present high prices. There's
other money, too. Money from g\\j from
cattle, from a 4I/2 million dollar national defense project, from industrial sources. Here's
a^pip of a market for you, easily accessible
through the area's dominating

station —
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From

Bread^Board^^-'KDKA's
Tal
being contemplated u
putting them in series their volt- were
water for cooling the tubes. 0
Technical Pioneering of Pittsburgh
ages added, giving a total of 4,000
experiments included sand-bias
volts available for the oscillator
Station in the Last 21 Years
of plates for increased power
and modulator tube plates. This
sipation, larger elements and
was a noteworthy advancement. A
ter spacing of elements, and be
high-voltage direct current supply
By
DWIGHT
A. MYER
choice of materials going into
presented many difficulties, but was
tubes.
Chief Engineer, KDKA, Pittsburgh
absolutely necessary for the inAttention was turned to the
creasing of power of KDKA.
FOR SOME curious reason we are
meters was the wavelength asThese may not have been the velopment of tube rectifiers, an
signed to broadcast stations in first generators of this voltage to May, 1922, the first vacuum
apt to assume a smug air of
rectifier for transmitting was
those days and many other stations
amused tolerance when looking
have been built, but they certainly
back over the work of the early which had sprung up throughout
were among the very first, and the ployed at KDKA. This was ano
milestone.
the country were required to use
Westinghouse Motor Generator
radio experimentthe same wavelength.
ers. In the light
Division v/as extremely proud of
And FM Too!
shed by the engiRadio listeners' troubles started
them. The chief difficulty in buildThe first rectifier actually
early, and as might be expected
neering advanceing a 2,000 voll; generator was the
ment of later
there was considerable interference
matter of insulation, and internal
duced the same amount of I
breakdowns from this cause were
years, we lose
rent as did the direct current
at times, due to all stations being
sight of the fact
on the same point on the dial, and
our greatest worry. On some oc- erators, but did away with t
that knowledge of
insulation troubles. And with
casions we actually prayed that
jamming of each others' broadcast
new source of power supply,
the science then
often happened as a result. While
they would keep running until a
was limited.
360 meters was the wavelength
program was over. But the fact
assigned, KDKA and other early was that these generators not only way
was opened for KDKA's
The first broadtransmitter.
cast of KDKA,
stations took the liberty to deviate
stood up extremely well, but even
Myer
We
were beginning to w
a bit and occasionally wandered
Pittsburgh, took
took twice the voltage for which
closely
the frequency drift of
around the dial endeavoring to find they had been designed, when we
place using the equipment formertransmitter and for this pur
a clear place to sit down.
coupled them in series.
ly employed by Dr. Frank Conrad in broadcasting from his home
The transmitter itself had its employed a Kolster decremete
Ah! 4,000 Volts!
first, and later a frequency m
in Wilkinsburg. This transmitter
tubes in the oscillator changed
from two to four 250-watt tubes, especially devised to read and
was a bread-board layout with 50KDKA finally lit upon 326 metwhile the modulator had installed
dicate the transmitter freque
watt tubes being used in the osers and by more or less gentlemen's
cillator. A six-wire flat top anfive 500-watt tubes. This transmitor wavelength as we said at
agreement other stations respected
ter was the start of a race for time. A modulation meter had
tenna was strung between a pole this spot and sought other points
and a steel smoke stack, with the of vantage from which to do their superpower. At this time we called
installed. This gave a visual
KDKA a 4,000-watt station.
lead-in wire coming down to a broadcast, all of course in the gendication of the percentage of m
Whether
it
would
be
rated
at
room in the penthouse on top of the
eral vicinity of 360 meters. A wavelation, or, we might say, effici'
K building. East Pittsburgh Works
meter was used by KDKA to pick 4,000 watts by present day standat which the transmitter was
of Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
ards
is
another
matter,
but
it
was
its "spot" and this was the first
erating. This meter was the i
considered as 4,000 watts in 1921form of frequency or wavelength
1,000 Volts, Really!
indicators used.
1922 and 4,000 watts it will re- runner of the volume indicato
A little later a transmitter was
volume unit meter as used t(
main in radio history.
Never satisfied with the present
built to replace that loaned by Dr. state of conditions, Westinghouse
Refinements in the technical side in all radio stations.
Conrad. This new transmitter was
Since there was no auton
of broadcasting were being made
engineers sought further improvemore commercial in appearance,
ments, and in the latter part of rapidly. Research on tubes was be- alarm system at that time tc
and used 50-watt tubes in both
1921 remodeled the transmitter.
ing pushed. The making of the dicate when some trouble occu
the modulator and oscillator cir- Two direct current generators were
500-watt tube was a distinct ad- to put the transmitter off the a
cuits. These 50-watt tubes, it can
hooked up in series. Each generator
vancement; perhaps higher powdouble system of receiving sets
be remembered, had the plate leads
delivered 2,000 volts DC, and by
ers could be reached. Experiments
employed. Each operator on
coming out of the top of the tube
wore headphones connected t
— 50 watts in those days was relasmall portable crystal rece:
tively high power and proper inThis receiver he carried about
sulation had to be provided in tube
NAVY
HAS NEW
construction. Power to energize the
him constantly. If he stopped h
RADIO
DETECTOR
transmitter was obtained from a
ing the program, he knew the
Trained Personnel Sought for Enlistment
direct current generator, the outtion was off the air.
put voltage being in the neighborHeadphones had to be taken
for Maintenance of "Radar"
hood of 1,000 volts — out of the
however, on some occasions. To
REVEALING development of
ordinary at that time.
eration of amateur or commercial
and ultra-high frequency
In the following year, 1921, a new radio device, the Radar, to high
er these
periods
anotherwithrece'
installed,
equipped
radio transmitting and receiving was
locate ships and aircraft hidden
new and larger transmitter was
from the human eye by fog, darkequipment, or experience with tele- was certainly one of the first 1
constructed and the radio service
vision and cathode ray equipment.
ness or distance, the Navy Despeakers in history. To operate
to the KDKA listeners further impartment last Monday announced
Applicants
with amateur or comproved. This installation consisted
loudspeaker a Fleming valve
that it is seeking enlistments of
mercial radio backgrounds, or who
of two 250-watt tubes in the radio trained personnel to operate the hold FCC licenses and who are high employed. This was a predece
school graduates in good physical
of the modern vacuum tube. PI;
frequency stage and modulated by new instruments. The device was
three 250-watt air-cooled tubes of thought to parallel development of condition, will be accepted for enclose to the transmitter, it pi*
the
radioloc
ator
being used by
listment as radiomen second class
the same type. The modulator itthe Army and Great Britain, for in the Naval Reserve and trained
up enough energy to actuat
self was driven by a 50-watt audio
which recruiting drives for operalarge headphone. The headphon
for
specialized
service,
the
Navy
amplifier in turn fed by a two
tors have been going on for several
Department stated. Men who quali- turn, was attached to a spira
months.
stage amplifier, all audio amplifiers
fy will be sent to special schools
automobile horn of the old "b
being resistance coupled.
In a letter issued to the Recruitfor six or eight months for instrucboop" variety from which the
ing Service, Rear Admiral C. W.
Incidentally, resistance coupling
tion in ultra-high frequency radio.
at that time was known to be the Nimitz, chief of the Bureau of Upon completing this course, they ber bulb had been removed. '
may be advanced in rating up to was a 1922 version of the 1
Navigation, emphasized the need
best method of amplification, inasfor new and skilled personnel for and including chief radioman and
much as it afforded the highest
the Radars. Men enlisted for the assigned to duty where needed.
form of fidelity and distortion-free
This whole system of checks
work will be used as maintenance
Pay during the training period is speaker.
transmission. At this point we have
$72 a month and keep, with pay
precautions was sometimes vs
men, it was indicated. To qualify
KDKA transmitting on 500 watts,
increases paralleling advance to less because of the casual me
they must have had experience
or a wavelength of 326 meters. 360
in the design, construction and op- higher ratings.
of broadcasting. Time meant n Page 24 • November
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ing to announcers in those days.
When a selection was finished there
might be a period of dead silence
for several minutes before the next
was announced. Unable to see
whether anything was going on
in the studio on such occasions, the
engineers would glance hastily at
the modulation meter which of
course shows no signs of life, and
then rush off in all directions to
find the "trouble". Their worries
were finally over only when broadcasting went on a regular splitsecond schedule.
Plans were under way for a new
and truly superpower transmitting
plant for KDKA. This was to have
an output of 25 kw., employing
water cooled tubes and many other
innovations and appurtenances
which would go to make up a high

powered plant. Two type WO-41
water cooled tubes were used in
the ouput or oscillator stage, this
being modulated by four water
cooled tubes of the same type. The
transmitter was a self-excited
job and tuned with a hinged
turn extending from its large helix
tank coil, with white marble panels on the front of each of its four
power frames.
Out On the Pike
It took the air during the midsummer of 1923. Its service for
KDKA was doomed to be of short
duration. Our design engineers
had turned their minds toward the
development of a transmitter of
even greater power. For this installation they found it necessary to
seek a location outside of the plant,
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and a site on top of a hill on the
Greensburg Pike overlooking East
Pittsburgh was chosen.
Direct current power was to be
obtained entirely from high voltage
tube rectifiers. An increase in the
number of water cooled tubes in
both the oscillator and modulator
was called for in increasing the
power to an available 50,000 watts.
An antenna was erected of diamond
shape, using cage antennas to form
the diamond. A cooling pond was
placed in the open air to cool the
water flowing through the high
power tubes.
The Hill Station was completed
in early August of 1924, and on
Aug. 13 went on the air for the
first time. The "marble set" in the
old K building location was dismantled and shipped to Chicago
where it operated under the call
letters of KYW, another Westinghouse station located in that city
(now in Philadelphia).
About this period there began an
era of rapid development and general advancement in the radio science. In 1922, Dr. Conrad constructed and put into operation
an experimental shortwave transmitter, 8XS, operating on 100
meters. Thus began the first experimental work of the Westinghouse
company using shortwaves. The
first set, 8XS, was located on the
K building in the East Pittsburgh
Works, but in 1924 it was moved
to the new Hill Station site.
Shorter Are Better
By 1926 the engineers had investigated the properties of various
piezo-electric crystals and in this
year the KDKA transmitter was
changed from a self -excited circuit
to one using a master oscillator.
The master oscillator was arranged
to operate with a quartz crystal
for carrier frequency stabilization.
According to some station records
still available, crystal control was
first used at KDKA for regular
broadcast service Sept. 5, 1926.
Continuing the work with shortwaves, it was found waves of shorter length were sometimes more
successful than longer wavelengths. Operating with KDKA

Press
Heard ct
PIPEDClubTODinner
PRESIDENT
White House
PRESIDENT Roosevelt was
away from the annual Nat
Press Club dinner Nov. 15,
NBC piped 15 minutes of the .si
including a toast to the Presi
by Bill Coyle, radio director of
Washington Evening Star, ow
of WMAL, Washington, to
President's study.
After the 15-minute portion
over, William D. Hassett, se
tary to the President, receive
telephone call from Mr. Roost
thanking Mr. Coyle and promi
himself to sing at the next P
Club dinner and at the same ■
requesting that the rest of
program
be sent
to reassem
the W
House. NBC
officials
equipment and continued the
gram with perhaps the wo:
smallest but most important a
were a number of shortwave tr.
mitters located in the same bi
ing, these being tuned to ope
on different wavelengths. W
lengths of extremely short lei
were investigated as early as 1
and by 1927 there was installed
operating a 10-meter transmii
This employed two 861-type ti
with a power of approximately
watts. Ultra shortwaves of this
ture are still being investig;
for
connection
visionuseand inother
services. with
The v'
done with this 10 meter insti
tion was certainly pioneering
the full meaning of the word
Experiments
of 20's t
During
1926 experiments
facsimile or picture transmis
were taking place, and in ]
television using the scanning
was in regular operation f
KDKA. The television transmi
in use at the time operated
approximately
kw. with
vision
picture 10
signal
beingthebr('
cast on 150 meters. Slides, si.
films and talking animated f I
were used for broadcast mate;
One picture went out on 150 met
(Continued on page 30)
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Dr. Conrad at Work in His Laboratory
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[THERE'S
NOTHING
''ETERNAL''
ABOUT
THIS
TRIANGLE!
i It's strictly a here-and-now problem, with many a good business man caught in the middle

I "DON'T BLAME ME, BOSS I" says the
production
prices
raw
materialschief,
and "but
higherrising
hourly
wagesof
A.sent
your cost of production way up
this vear."

■■H 5,

2 "NOTHING DOING, SKIPPER!" insists the sales
manager. "Vou can't pass that increase onto the
consumer. If you raise prices, sales take a dive!"

AND
Lower

Your

Trapped in a triangle? Don't be discouraged! Harder woi king advertising
dollars can lower vour cost of distribution and eliminate the necessity of
ijiraising prices.
Today's unique economic pattern
calls for greater efficiency in advertising
expenditures, e\'en in radio, admittedly the most economical of mediums.
And that pattern is made to order
[for the streamlined Blue Nefivork of
NBC because the Blue costs from
56% less per thousand listeners . . .
'for four very good reasons:

J rising
"RED INK
warns the
costsAHEAD!"
of production
and treasurer.
virtually "With
static
prices, your margin of profit is disappearing fast.''

THERE
Cost

IS

A

of Distribution

WAY
. . . By

J Blue stations are located where the
buving power is heaviest, strategically
placed to cover markets, not areas.
2 Blue power is allocated to conserve
your budget, by employing costly high
power stations only where such power
is necessary.
J expand
"Blueplate"
discountswithenable
you to
your network
your budget
and receiN e savings up to 2o7o of your
total time cost.
^ Blue evening commercials have reached
a CAB average of over 10., yet their
average talent expenditure per quarter

OUTBuying

hour is
less than their major network competition.
The moral— reach more ears per dollar:
buy Blue!
WE HAIL: 4 more new Blue advertisers
who
signed with us since last month's
ad washavepublished:
SMITH BROS.
AP News Broadcasts
E B.ALLANTINE & SONS
Three Ring Time
E LORILLARD & CO.
The New "Old Gold" Show
CREAM OF WHEAT
Breakfast Club
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.
A Radio Corporation of America Service

NETWORK
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Advertising

Blue!
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Craven, Horn, Stahlman
Are Named Commanders
T. A. M. CRAVEN, member of the
FCC; Charles W. Horn, director
of development and research of
NBC, and James W. Stahlman, publisher of the Nashville Banner,
were among Naval Reserve officers
selected for promotion from lieutenant commander to commander
by a recent Navy Board.
Commissioner Craven resigned
from the Navy in 1930 as a lieutenant commander, and is a Naval
Academy graduate. He returned to
Federal service in 19-35 as chief
engineer of the FCC, being elevated
to a commissionership in 1937.

WMCA

and

New

York

Times

Cooperate

In Series of 3-Minute News
Bulletins
lisher, Arthur Hays Sulzberger,
WMCA, NEW YORK, and The
New York Times on Dec. 1 will stated :
start a cooperative series of three"The decision of The New York
Times to establish a radio bulletin
minute news bulletins, broadcast
on the hour each hour from 8 a.m.
service every hour on the hour is
due primarily to a desire to keep
to 11 p.m. weekdays and at 9 a.m.
the Times reader in particular and
and 1, 5 and 11 p.m. on Sundays.
the newspaper reader in general up
These newscasts will be prepared
by a special Times staff under the to the minute with the news. It is
our belief that no radio news prodirection of the paper's news edigram can take the place of the
tors and will originate in the Times
newspaper, because the perspective
newsroom. In announcing the servand completeness of coverage that
ice, first news broadcasting ever
mark the newspaper are impossible
undertaken by the Times, its pub- to attain over the radio. Yet for
bulletin purposes, the radio has become indispensable, and so we decided to embark on this supplementary news service.
Radio Feeds Into Paper
"We have always found that radio feeds into the newspaper. The
greater the interest in news events,
the greater is the interest of our
readers to get a full nonsensational
statement of these events. We believe that our readers will welcome
the opportunity to hear the news
at stated times from a source that
they have learned to trust. We will
not try to make the news any more
exciting than it is. It will reach the
listening public unsponsored and
thanks to no one save the station

45 . HAPPY
WCAE

MINUTES

with,

has a slightly terrific lady screwball, name

of Irene. So we built a show around her. Packed
it with music, laughs and sales oomph.
becoming a quiet sensation among
"4 million."*

And it's

Pittsburgh's

One, two or three quarter-hour strips of Irene's
colossus (4 to 4:45 p. m.) are now available to
any sponsor with a sense of humor
(sales) records to break. Grab

and a few

your phone or

your secretary and tell us where to send complete information.
*Population, WCAE
Service Area

BURGH

TS
PIT
The KATZ

5000 Watts
Page 28
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and The New York Times.^'
Edward J. Noble, owner of
WMCA, made the following statement. "The agreement with The
New York Times for a news broadcast service is the latest in a series
of public service broadcasts inaugurated by WMCA this year. We feel
that in these critical days a primary responsibility of radio is to
educate public opinion through unbiased information. The place in
such a program of a news broadcast service such as that now being
inaugurated is obvious.
"It has long been demonstrated
that factual, unbiased and impartial news dissemination is an important factor to the welfare of
this city. The responsibility of management in radio during these trying days is clearly one of expanding its facilities to make this
information readily available. We
at WMCA recognize that responsibility as an obligation of an independent station geared to the needs
of metropolitan New York as distinguished from a network with
nationwide interests.
"Since last January, the policy
of this station has been directed toward reflecting the diverse interests of metropolitan New York. Of
necessity, this policy must be as
flexible as the character of this
great city. We move gradually toward that objective with respect
for the problems involved in such
a policy. The emphasis on public
service is a cumulative one. Its
effect has been felt in many fields
of programming. We have, for instance, sought the elimination of
recorded programs and wider use
BROADCASTING

DEEP IN CONCENTRATION
these chess players represer
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, and ;
Hollywood, as they match
Monthly contest is held at the
mer station's studios. Players
(left row, top to bottom)^ W.
Lonner, NBC traffic departn
Gene Dewegeli, KFI-KECA ma
nance staff; H. L. Blatten
KFI-KECA engineer; Alec P
NBC music rights; Wilson
wards, Pete DeLima, Anthony
nal, Ernest Wilmshurst, of ]
KECA announcing, writing, n
tenance and technical staffs,
spectively. (Right row, top to
tom), Seymour Johnson, ]
KECA chief operator; Max H
NBC assistant night manager;
Andrews, NBC guest relation
rector; Jose Rodriguez, KFI-K!
commentator; A. Wilson L(
NBC traffic division; Floyd Ci
NBC sound effects; Seward S
cer, NBC traffic.
Insurance Counsel
JOSEPH PATRICK LEE As
New York (insurance counsel
which has been conducting qua
hour question-box quiz prog!
on WAAT, Jersey City,
WEVD and WMCA, New 1^
last week added three addit?
quarter-hours to the latter sta
Mon., Wed., Fri., 11:45-12 noo:
addition, company on Nov. 17
start a series of six one-minutfe
announcements weekly for"
weeks on WBYN, New York,
WHOM, Jersey City. Agenc
Furman Feiner Inc., New Yo]
of live talent. We have barrec
sale of time to propagandist gr
and confined controversial issu
free time where all sides ma
fairly represented. We have
tended our facilities to wtf
charitable, civic and frate
movements.
"In the field of education we
brought to the air debates and
lie
engaging New
the a"\
tionquestions
of metropolitan
For these reasons, we regard
arrangement with. The New ]
Times as one of the most impor i
contributions to education by
• Broadcast

Advertis

ijEICY

yrppaintinefCh
11) JEL Co., Sheboygan, Wis. (dessert,
irinks), to Smith & Sweeney, N. Y.
:ER BROS. SPORTSWEAR Co., PhilaiTa. to Solis S. Cantor Adv. Agency,
\i itlphia.
JON MFG. Co.. Los Angeles (germiciimp), to Hillman-Shane Adv. Agency,
ity. No immediate radio contemplated.
JDARD OIL Co., of Cal. (San Fran,, to BBDO. that city, effective Jan.
ijans to be formulated.
'-0-BUYS,
AngelesHarrison
(national&
guide) , Losto Davis,
onds, that city. Spot radio campaign
I'being
formulated. Joe Miller is acexecutive.

diteJ

far
buse Adds

ot

mmSSi-n

Languages

WLWO's Programs
3MENTING
the service of
Croslej'^ international
Itwave outlet in Cincinnati,
-fcs D. Shouse, Crosley Corp.
-president in charge of broading, has announced the addiof Swedish, Finnish and
^ ' an-language
features to
il<\'0's schedule of German,
nish, French and English proems. Operating with 75 kw.
ti 10 a.m. to midnight daily,
WO now is transmitting a total
'20
news by
programs
each day,
olemented
music, educational

chorus

gtr/s/fi

: informational features, accord|to Mr. Shouse.
intil July, 1941, the station
■'adcast exclusively to Latin
jterica
Spanish and
Portuse, butin additional
equipment
been installed for European
ismissions. Wilfred Guenther,
WO general manager, who re'dy was appointed a consultant
he Office of the Coordinator of
;)rmation, headed by Col. Wil-1 J. Donovan, has been active
;issisting the entire shortwave
astry in improving broadcast
^dules to Europe.
and of WGEA,
t' 'GEO
al stations
the GeneralinternaElec-fc* Co., Schenectady, N. Y.. have
I 'ted shortwave world news to
ne 10 a.m. -6 p.m. six days a
.
WGEA's broadcasts are in
nch, Portugese, and Spanish;
l-EO in Spanish, French and
jlish, also continuing its six-day,
ninute news program in Czech
its Sunday afternoon Greek
?s broadcast.
i Electron Microscope Wins
XXER iu a product design contest
lucted by Electrical ilanufacturMagaziue among American manuurers has been announced as the
A electron microscope on the basis
its basic design, external appeare.)ared
and bya descriptive
Theodore A."award
Smith paper"
of the
A Engineering Products division,
the seventh annual product design
iber of the magazine, the microle is pictured with Dr. Y. K.
jrykiu. Dr. James Hillier, A. W.
ice. C. .J. Young and John Yassos,
) designed and developed the instruit in the RCA Laboratories.

^ KMA

stations as a farm paper is from a debutante's magazine. It's edited for
people — talks their language and
problems without Oxford accents,
them what they want, when and how
want it.

farm
their
gives
they

That's why farm people both near and
far outside a 5000-watter's "normal"

150

Broadcast

^OADCASTING

is as different from most radio

Counties

&

PETERS,

as they listen to

no other station in the world — respond
to K3IA farm commercials as they respond to no other farm commercials in
the world. Make us prove it— MTite for
the amazing story of KMA programming,
mail returns and advertising results.
You'll have to agree you've never seen
anything like it.

Around

FREE

Advertising

radius, hsten to KMA

Shenandoah,

INC.,

Iowa
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WHEN

YOU

KDKA'sTale
{Coiifhiued fi'om jja^e 20)
the synchronizing tone on 90 meters
and the speech accompanying the
film on 63 meters.
Another activity being considered at this period was the matter of synchronizing two or more
stations on the same wavelength.
Out of the developments at Pittsburgh came the system of synchronization used between WBZ,
Springfield, Mass., and WBZA, Boston. This scheme was first put into
service in June, 1926.
Another early achievement which
certainly should not go unmentioned was the investigation of
what Westinghouse engineers referred to as "shifter modulation",
now gradually becoming known as
frequency modulation. This was
being studied by KDKA engineers,
and as a matter of record this type
of modulation was used on KDKA
from April, 1927, through to the
first months of 1928.
Only a few listeners, of course,
had equipment or were in such a
location as would enable them to
hear these frequency modulated
broadcasts. Such experiments were
discontinued on the broadcast longwaves and used thereafter in connection with short wave experiments. For many months shifter
modulation was employed as a
means of keying or modulating telegraph transmitters on the Westinghouse inter-plant radio telegraph circuit.
Some of Each

SEE

YOU'LL
LOWER

THAN

COST

000073

Compare

WTAM'S

SEE

A

WTAM'S

FAMILY

cost per family with each and

every station or combination of stations in the Cleveland Area. First, divide the 15 minute daytime rate
of each station by the number of radio families each
claims in its Primary Area. Then, check the Surveys
for actual listeners. WTAM

leads. All day . . all

night . . all week. First in coverage but lowest in cost.
That's why smart buyers of local, spot and network
time make WTAM their first choice.

50,000 WATTS
NBC RED NETWORK
CLEVcir.'

REPRESIHTID
Page 30
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In the spring of 1928 a shortwave broadcast transmitter operating on 63 meters was so arranged
that it was modulated by both
amplitude and frequency modulation simultaneously with the regular program being broadcast on
amplitude modulation and a special program going out by means
of "shifter" modulation.
Methods of operation quite satisfactory in 1925 were outmoded in
1928. Chain broadcasting had
started, more stations had sprung
up and the belief in superpower
as an ailswer to improved broadcast reception was firmly fixed in
the minds of certain engineering
authorities.
To provide means of carrying
on still further development work,
especially along the lines of higher
power broadcasting, KDKA was
again moved, this time to a site
some 22 miles north of Pittsburgh,
near Saxonburg, Pa. Here ample
facilities were provided for carrying on the researches in high power broadcasting.
At this location much development was done on the 100,000 watt
AW-220 tube— the tube which had
both its plate and grids cooled by
water. A 12-phase mercury arc
rectifier (pool type rectifier) was
installed for ultra-high power operation. A license 8XAR was
granted permitting broadcast experiments up to 400 kw. in power.
Class "B" modulation, now in common use, was developed at Saxonburg as well as many other per-

BROADCASTING

BLITZKRIEGED was Hilto
Hodges, newsman of WIB\
Topeka, when the Second Cavab
on Armistice Day made a succes
ful motorized attack on Topel?
Reporter Hodge (center), one >
the many hostages taken in t);
simulated attack, was escorted
the state House by the appare
corporal and sergeant, armed
the teeth. Meantime Art Holbrooi
also of WIBW, was broadcastii
eyewitness accounts of the attac
The WIBW transmitter and studi
were two of the first objectives
the invaders, commanded by Bri
Gen. Harry Chamberlain, of Fc
Riley, Kan. Some 1,300 officers ai
men participated in the successf
maneuver.
haps lesser devices such as t
peak eliminator, etc. Numerous e
periments in antenna design we
conducted, the most famous beii
the Conrad spray antenna and h
er the three-quarter-wave vertic
tower with its sky wave reducei
This last antenna is still used
KDKA.
The shortwaves were n
neglected, but to the contrary we
even enlarged as compared wi
what they had been at the old H
Station. From Saxonburg signs
were broadcast to various sectio
of the world on a regularly esta
lished 16 hour per day schedu
Rhombic antennas, those antenn
which make broadcasting on a bea
possible, were erected and KDK
became one of the internation
broadcasting centers of the world
The Saxonburg location was us
for broadcasting from early
1930 until November, 1939, wb
KDKA was again moved to i
present location in Allison Par
New WHN
Transmittt
To Be Dedicated Nov. 2
OPENING of the new 50,000-wa
transmitter of WHN, New Yoi
will take place the morning
Nov. 28 as WHN starts operatic:
for the day, while the actual dec
cation ceremonies and broadcas
will not be held until Dec. 1,
was announced last week by He
bert L. Pettey, director of the st
tion.
Located at East Rutherford, .
J., the new transmitter has bei
under construction since April
under the direction of Paul Fue
ing, WHN chief engineer. WH^
FM station, W63NY, whose traD
mitter is located at Cliifside, N. .
will
operations
about start
the first
of the with
year. 1 k'
NICHOLAS
YERONICO. formei
of the Chicago editorial staff of Moi
d- Radio Guide, has joined the Chica
Trihnneeditor.
as assistant to Larry Walte)
radio
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''Gosh

Who

A

- a -mighty

thinks

'em

up?''

long-suffering

me! It happens every year, just
about this thne— when firms
we do business with start sending
me Christmas gifts.
"I don't know why they do it.
They don't have to. I certainly don't
ask them to.
"Over the years, I've accumulated
brass toadstool paperweights and
non-running clocks — one even set
into an elephant's foot. A horse that
"whistles and holds cigarettes ... a
streamlined train that's a penholder.
And a cigar lighter that plays Yankee Doodle but won't light. Gosh-amighty! Wlio thinks 'em up?

"Most of the gorgeous gadgets
people give me cost too darn much
money just to throw them away.
And besides, only an ungrateful heel

ROADCASTING

!
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executive

speaks

would do a thing like that. But
brother, I'm getting desperate! I'll
either have to build a Gadget Annex

his

mind

could jiggle just some of the packages that land on my desk this
Christmas and hear 'em gurgle!"

to my. . office
or— say! I've got a better
idea
.
"If my business friends insist on
giving me a Christmas remembrance, why, oh why don't they
make it a bottle or so of my favorite whiskey— Four Roses!
"There's the solution to the whole
problem! I can take a bottle of Four
Roses home with me . . . pull out the
cork . . . and pour some out for my
good friends to share with me.
What's more. I wouldn't be expected
to keep a Four Roses bottle on my
desk all year, just in case the man
who gave it to me drops in.

Four Roses is a blend of straight
whiskies — 90 proof. Franlifort Distilleries, Inc., Louisville & Baltimore.

"Boy, wouldn't it be great if I

Advertising
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IS ASCAP acting up again, now that it has
the networks anchored to contracts until 1950?
That question is cropping up at NAB district
meetings, and there seems to be ample cause.
Broadcasters who have contacted ASCAP
since the network peace pact of last month,
have detected an unwillingness to clean up tag
ends. Clearance at the source for transcriptions is allowed to lag; there's no waiver for
football pickups on tailor-made networks; a
form of contract meant only for 18 networkmanaged and operated stations, covering the
right to switch at the end of any year from
blanket license to per program license, or vice
versa, was sent to the entire list of some 800
unlicensed stations. ASCAP continues to dillydally on publication of a catalog of its works
— a sort of telephone directory giving basic information. BMI got out a catalog nearly a
year ago.
Small wonder, then, that independent broadcasters are beginning to lift their eyebrows.
Refusal to waive the football music pickup by
unlicensed stations, as it has done since the
season began, has caused serious concern.
Could it be, broadcasters are asking, that
ASCAP is building up another "reservoir" of
innocent infringements, the better to deal with
unlicensed stations?
After these last ten months of turmoil for
ASCAP, and its admission of abject defeat, it
seems to us the Society would do well promptly
to dispel this questioning of good faith. Peace
in music can reign only when there is fair play.
That goes for both sides.

In Plain English
EVER SINCE the war emergency began,
broadcasters have been wary of its effect upon
their operations. Despite official protestations
that operations would not be unduly disturbed,
there nevertheless has been an undercurrent
of doubt. There had been no clear cut, conclusive, flat statement that broadcasting "by
the American Plan" would not be disrupted.
Indeed, the regulatory drift has been in an
opposite direction. And there is Section 606
(c) of the Communications Act, authorizing
the President to take over all communications,
broadcasting included, under a national emergencyFittingly, the unequivocal assurance came
the other day on NLC's observance of its 15th
Page 34
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anniversary as the first netwoi'k. It came from
the Undersecretary of War, Robert P. Patterson, the operations chief of that branch of
Government which controls all internal communications (broadcasting included) in time
of war. Here are his words:
"And so on this anniversary of the
founding- of the National Broadcasting
Co., we underline the importance of the
priceless gift each and every one of us has
when he turns on his radio and is instantly
in touch with what is going on in his
Government, what is going on in his
Army. That is one of the thirigs we believe in keeping exactly as it is. And we
are going to keep it that way."
On the same occasion, high tribute was paid
NBC, as the pioneer network, and radio generally, for its phenomenal development, and
its work during the emergency. The President
himself, in a letter to NBC President Niles
Trammell, called attention to the increasingly
important role radio will be called upon to
play in domestic and world affairs. And once
again he expressed confidence that broadcasters will meet their responsibility "by rededicating their vast resources to the maintenance
of our democratic traditions, while at the
same time they work with redoubled zeal to
make our American system of broadcasting
the best in the world".
From Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox
and from FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly
also came expressions of gratitude for the job
radio has done, and commendation to NBC for
its vision and initiative. Together these public
officials, from the President down, praised radio
for its contribution during the present emergency, and pointed to the job ahead.
But every man and woman who does his
stint in radio — from page-boy to president —
is grateful especially to Undersecretary Patterson, who has dispelled fear and doubt and
has inspired them to greater deeds in this
critical hour.
Advertising's Pledge
ALMOST the entire advertising industry, represented at the ANA-AAAA joint emergency
convention held recently at Hot Springs, Va.,
offered pledges to defense officials — pledges to
forget petty bickerings and to join the all-out
battle to preserve America.
There was no hesitancy, no fingers-crossed
duplicity in the offers of these advertiser,
agency and media leaders as they heeded the

RADIO

BOOK

SHEL

POINTING OUT the means for investigai
the effectiveness of educational and propag^j
devices, and for gauging the influence o;
vertising campaigns upon audiences, /
Listeners Panels, new 47-page booklet i
by the Federal Radio Education Comnn
with the cooperation of the U. S. Office of E
cation, Federal Security Agency, gives a c
prehensive picture of methods used to oht
the best possible results in conducting a ii
Written by Hazel Gaudet and Cuthl
Daniel, the booklet emphasizes the distinci
panel.
features
of the radio panel and its import
advantages in the study of an audience ti
over.
Also issued by the Office of Education, P
eral Security Agency, Radio Bibliography si
gests references for the study of the gent
broadcasting, educational, technical and v(
tional aspects of radio listed under the vari
headings embracing these fields.
LATEST EDITION of American Cookery
edited by Imogene Wolcott, who conducts
Dear Imogeyie woman's program six tir
weekly on WOR, New York. Book contgrecipe suggestions and articles on housel
problems.
pleas of two major defense officials. A den
stration unprecedented in ANA and AA
history greeted Leon Henderson, 0PM offic
And those whose enthusiasm may have co(
off a bit overnight got an even stiffer houi
plain talk from a man whose language t
know and whose achievements they have rei
nized for many years — William L. Batt, Di
tor of Materials Division BPM and presii
of SKF industries.
As delegates rode homeward they though
the steps they could make, the sacrifices t
could offer to cause. Their collective thoug
must have been of happy labor relations
their plants; of air-conditioned buildings;
two-week vacations with pay; of group ins
ance systems; of annual Christmas bonus
of contented employes and foremen.
They must have thought of the recent
roads of labor unions; of employes allege
threatened with bodily harm if they di("
join; of veteran employes who asked their fc
men for help, only to be told that not a w.
could be uttered by any company official;;
employes who charged overtime for hours sp
in organizing efforts.
From labor, their thoughts must have tur;to Washington commissions, and the challe
ing of age-long advertising of the usual sa^
puffery variety; of anti-trust threats; of c
sent decree tactics which side-step the courts
radio timebuying worries caused by what tl;
deemed the fantastic outrages of ambiti
bureaucrats; of runarounds from priorif
And they must have recalled the statem
people.
by a network official that the radio industrj
Exhibit A of what happens to an indus
when Washington regulators get their fing
in it.
But they rode homeward, determined to
operate with Washington in every possi
way. America, declared or not, is at war.
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GEORGE SEVERN SMITH, Washington radio attorney in the offices of
Paul M. Segal, on Nov. 12 underwent
a tonsillectomy
and is recuperating at
his
home.
JOHN SHELTON, of the Chicago
sales office of WOR, New York, on
Nov. 1.5 married Alida Van Delden.

NOTES
DAVID DAVIDSON, for the last two
years publicity and promotion director
of KFWB, Hollywood, has been appointed to the newly created post of
city.
CBS exijloitation manager, in that
ARMAND LaPOINTE, formerly parttime announcer and sales representative of WHEB. Portsmouth, N. H..
has been assigned full-time duty on
the production staff.

a

i

CURT PETERSON
INST his will, the radio di|r of Marschalk & Pratt was
id into the broadcasting busiBut after 15 years ... 15
p that saw the passing of cryslets and the beginning of telefn . . . it would take a Federal
If to keep Curt Peterson out
pis unpredictable business.
art Peterson was born Feb.
i,1898, in Albert Lea, Minn,
n he was 7, the Petersons went
icoma, Washington, finally ref'j.ing in Eugene, Ore. By high
ipl age, his vocal talents had
him a place on the debating
111 . . . and a silver cup for
ation.
e local fame of his baritone
earned him a spot on the U of
|?on Glee Club . . . where he
doubled as soloist, president
business manager,
orld War I was near a climax
In Curt emerged from an Offi' Training
in San asFran|).
With a Camp
commission
seclieutenant. Infantry, he was
to Seattle to train new re|ts.
jfter the war he returned to the
if Oregon and obtained his de!. But Eugene, Ore., seemed too
iiquil, so he trekked across the
inent to New York where he
[ied voice under private tutors
worked as soloist with the Unility Glee Club in New York,
la sideline he sang in church
•rs. One of his companions was
ii Dewey. Later Curt handled
radio campaign for District Atiey of New York City and Govi'r of New York State for MarsIk & Pratt.
ine June afternoon, in 1926,
t was walking across 42d St.
Ididn't own a radio but he had
\-A that WJZ operated from
ijlios in old Aeolian Hall. He
Iged upstairs and into the tiny
kjption room, then mostly occu\ by a telephone switchboard,
jjuffed when he asked to speak
the manager, he was
tquely advised to write a letter
[application to Miss Bertha
inard.
lis he did . . . and was sur|ed to receive a polite refusal,
ressed to Miss Peterson, sayOADCASTING

ing there were no openings on the
WJZ staff for a woman.
Thoroughly outraged that anyone could find his hand writing so
illegible, he immediately phoned
Miss Brainard and explained that
he wasn't a she. Chuckling, she
transferred his call to Keith McCloud, studio manager who asked
how quickly he could get down to
42d St. "In ten minutes", gulped
Cui"t . . . and made it.
There he was asked to sing a
couple of songs and was given a
script to read. After repeating the
audition for Miss Brainard came
the question, 'How soon can you
"Start what?" he asked.
start?"
"As an announcer," was the answer.
"But I don't want to be an announcer," argued Curt. "I want
to Sobe Curt
a singer."
Peterson walked right
into this madhouse . . . and loved
it.
Soon NBC was organized and
WJZ moved to what seemed magnificent quarters, upstairs at 711
Fifth Ave. By 1928 this accidental
recruit was supervisor of all announcers .. . then NBC promoted
him to assistant program manager.
This post he held until 1935, when
he joined Marschalk & Pratt.
His first agency assignment was
Lomhardo Road, a network series
for the Standard Oil Co. of New
Jersey. Then he worked on Esso
Reporter broadcasts . . . the first
sponsored United Press news programs and the first five-minute
periods ever sold by the NBC.
Incidentally, that program established a formula for five-minute
news summaries. Five years later.
Curt supervised the first series of
sponsored television news programs
on W2XBS, again for Esso.
Though he has contributed much
to this industry and helped spend
millions of dollars with radio stations, he is still completely unimpressed by his own importance.
This characteristic . . . plus a quiet
smile and ready wit . . . explain
why he has so many friends.
That golden baritone voice? Now
he uses it only in social gatherings
. . . and bathrooms.
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NORTON
COTTERILL,
dent of World
Broadcastingvice-presiSystem,
addressing 1.50 students of New York
IT radio classes Nov. 1.5, directed by
T. R. Carskadon, explained the uses
of a complete transcription service in
modern advertising and selling. Sound
movie and a demonstration of tran.scription facilities were shown at the
company's studios.
BOB McRANEY, general manager of
WGBI, Columbus. Miss., has been
named a member of the executive committee of the recently organized Mississippi Broadcasters Association.
WILLIAM H. McCUMBER, former
station manager of KRLH, Midland.
Tex., has been added to the sales staff
of WHBF, Rock Island, Moline and
Davenport, 111.
PAUL McCLUER. Red network sales
manager for NBC Central Division,
and William Weddell, Red network
salesman, were guests at the Nov. 19
meeting of the Minneapolis Advertising
Club. Principal speaker was William
N. Connolly, ad\'ertising manager of
S. C. .lolnisdn & Son. Racine, .sponsors
of
Red.Fihhei- MrGee and Molli/ on NBCRAY BARRETT, chief announcer of
WDRC, Hartford, Conn., has been
promoted to become assistant to Commercial Manager William F. Malo,
in charge of commercial program production.
BOB VENN, formerly a member of
the NBC-Chicago sales promotion
staff, is now heading the sales promotion and publicity department of
WSGN, Birmingham.
MAURY TOMPKINS, formerly with
the sales staff of WEBI, Boston, has
joined
magazine's staff as New
EnglandLife
representative.
BILL SETH is now assistant manager in charge at WFVA, Fredericksland,burg,Md. ^'a., leaving WTBO CumberTHOMAS G. TINSLEY, president of
WITH, Baltimore, recently received a
plaque from the Maryland American
Legion Auxiliary in recognition of
WITH's cooi)eratioii in auxiluiry
projects.
GEORGE FUERST. for several years
manager of the traffic department of
KPO-KGO. San Francisco, has been
transferred
to former
the sales
staff'. Bob
Sandstrom, his
assistant,
succeeds him as traiEc department head.
EDWARD R. JIURROW. CBS European chief of staff, will malte his first
liulilic appearance following his return
to America at a dinner to be given for
him by AVilliam S. Pale.v, CBS president, at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
York, Dec. 2. Following the talk,
which will be broadcast on CBS, Mr.
Mui'row will answer questions about
conditions abroad, especially in London, where he has maintained headquarters since the outset of the war.
DAVID E. TOLMAN, Washington
radio attorney in the offices of Paul
^I. Segal, and Mrs. Tohnan. Nov. G
liecame the parents of an 8% lb.
daughter, Nancy. She is their first
chUd.

EXECUTIVE STAFF OF
WLDS IS AmOVNCED
THE NEW WLDS, Jacksonville,
111., which is scheduled to begin
operation about Dec. 1, has virtually completed its executive staff, according to Edgar Parsons, general
manager. John O'Connor, formerly
radio director of special activities
for Fox Theatres, has been named
production manager; Pat Halloran,
of KFAM, St. Cloud, Minn., commercial department; Gerald Cassens, from WSOY, Decatur, 111.,
chief engineer.
The station is owned by Stephenson, Edge & Korsmeyer, all of
Jacksonville, and will operate on
1180 kc. with 250 watts daytime
only. Gates transmitter and speech
input equipment has been purchased, together with a 215-foot
Wincharger tower. It will occupy
2,500 square feet of floor space in
the Fox Illinois Theatre Bldg.
The WLDS construction permit
culminates a four-year battle for
facilities, climaxed when the Stephenson firm was selected by the FCC
over a competitive application involving limited newspaper ownership participation for the same facilities.
GE Names Sawyer
WILLIAM E. SAWYER, formerly
associated with the advertising division of General Electric Co.'s appliance and merchandising department, has been named to take
charge of advertising, promotion
and related activities of the GE
Home Bureau, Bridgeport, Conn.,
taking over the duties of F. A. Parnell and Paul E. Whitney, resigned.
Mr. Sawyer was the creator and
editor of the Bandwagon Radio
Magazine in 1934 soon after he
joined
section. the GE radio advertising
George H. Lucius
GEORGE HENRY LUCIUS, 69,
advertising manager of the Old
Gold division of P. Lorillard Co.,
New York, on Nov. 16 died at his
home in East Orange, N. J., after
a six-month illness. Formerly with
the American Tobacco Co., Mr.
Lucius became affiliated with Lorillard in a sales and advertising capacity some years ago.
Hodgkinson a Prisoner
SGT. PILOT BRIAN G. HODGKINSON, priorAirto enlistment
in the Royalat
Canadian
Force an announcer
CKY, Winnipeg, has been reported a
prisoner of war in Germany following bombing operations Oct. 27. A
cable to his parents in Winnipeg from
London on Nov. 12 announced his
whereabouts after he had earlier been
reported missing.
FOR THE fifth consecutive season,
the NBC-Blue CIrcdt Plai/s series was
resumed Nov. 16 with a dr.-muii i/.ation
of
Doll's
fiMturing Ibsen"s
Dennis "AKing
and House".
Ruth Gordon.
Lester OTveefe. NBC producer who
was in charge of the Good Xciglihors
liriigi-am e.-irlier this year, again will
liaudle producliiin on the series.
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Rightin

Your Hands
the
$100,000,000
St. PetersburgTampa Market
YOURS
through

WTSP
WTSP, the Mutual Station, gives you
the most economical coverage of this
rich Florida market.
Added to the substantial St. Petersburg-Tampa year 'round market
(Pinellas and Hillsborough counties,
Florida's greatest population center)
WTSP offers:
BONUS NO. 1-More than 250,000 winter
vacationists who spend $40,000,000 here
every year.
BONUS NO. 2-Army, Navy and Coast
Guard bases with an annual payroll of
$4,000,000.
WTSP
The M utnal Station
terving thB
Metropolitan St. PetersburgTampa Sales Territory
Represented by
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA
St. Petersburg TIMES Affiliate
R. S. STRATTON, Manager
ST. PETERSBURG,

77^^

FLORIDA

ELAINE CABRINGTON, author of
Pepper Young's Family and When a
Girl Marries daytime serials on NBCRed, has been appointed consultant
on the matic
preparation
of to
five-minute
transcriptions
promote drathe
sale of defense bonds and stamps, for
the radio division of the Treasury
Department.
HAL McINTYRE, chief announcer of
KYA, San Francisco, recently became
the father of a baby girl, Heather Ann
Mclntyre.
BOB BOVARD, announcer, formerly
of KGMB and KGU, Honolulu, has
joined KYA, San Francisco.
JIMMY HALE, formerly in charge
of CBS Hollywood mailing department, has been promoted to the publicity staff, replacing Earl Wennergren, resigned. Wayne Reeves takes
over Hale's former duties.
JACK LITTLE, Hollywood announcer, is recovering from serious injuries
received when struck by an automobile in early November.
C. R. SMITH, formerly program director at CJAT, Trail. B. C, has
joined CJVI, Victoria, B. C, in the
same capacity.
LLOYD ALIAS, new to radio, has
joined the announcing staff of CKRN,
Rouyn, Que.
CAMPBELL RITCHIE, traffic manager of CKLW, Windsor, Ont., and
Mrs. Eleanor Ritchie, formerly bookkeeper at CKLW, on Nov. 10 became
parents of an 8-pound boy.
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Defense Game
NEW GAME currently being
played by staff members of
WFBL, Syracuse, is "A
Quarter
for Defense".
Under
the
scheme,
originated
by
General Manager Samuel
Woodworth, each employe can
buy one 25-cent ticket each
week fense
in pool".
theEach
station's
Monday"deat
6 p.m. a ticket is drawn, and
the lucky employe gets a $25
defense bond. With 45 employes participating, a total
of $11.25 is collected weekly.
The station adds the difference between this amount
and the $18.75 cost of the
bond.
WALT NEWTON, announcer of
WIP, Philadelphia, is the father of a
girl born Nov. 13.
PHIL BUXBAUM
Jr., sports
nouncer of WELI, New
Haven, anon
Nov. 21 married Charlotte Beckley, of
Jacksonville, Fla.
JAMES H. KNOX, assistant to
Johnny Johnstone, director of radio
of
Democratic National Commitboy.the
tee, on Nov. 14 became the father of a
JACK McCarthy, announcer for
the NBC Ohamher Music Society of
Lower Basin. Street, horse racing
events and other programs, on Nov. 14
became the father of a girl, Joan
Eileen.
RAY SENTKER, formerly of Salem
N. Baskin Adv. Agency, Chicago, has
joined
Chicago. the continuity staff of KSL,
RAYMOND
MARCUS,
ber of the NBC
Chicago former
guide memstaff,
has joined WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis.,
as an announcer. A stu'dent at the
NBC cus Chicago
Maris the 38thannouncing
member ofschool,
the school
to graduate into a regular announcing
job in the last four years.
WILLIAM F. MOLLOY, Hollywood
commentator and syndicate writer, is
author of a new book of verse titled
Goal Dust.
JACK HOWARD SLATTERY Jr..
KFWB. Hollywood announcer, and
Marjorie Boaz, vocalist, were married
Nov. 15 in Glendale, Cal.
HOOPER WHITE, formerly with
WTMV. East St. Louis, and more recently with WCFL, Chicago, where he
was continuity
editor,posthasat been
appointed to the same
WKZO,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
BILL JOHNSON, formerly of WMIS,
Natchez, Miss., has joined WGCM,
Gulfport, Miss., as program director
and chief announcer.
DICK KEPLER,
Duluth
announcer, on Nov. WEBC.
13 married
Phyllis
Van Hoven, daughter of a Duluth
railroad executive.
BOB SMITH has been appointed to
the continuity staff of WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich., part-time.
JOHN RUSHWORTH, head of
WEEI, ment,Boston,
departwill leave sound
Dec. effects
1 to join
the
CBS staff in New York. He will be
succeeded by Robert Freeman, formerly in continuity and production
departments.
BESSIE mentator,
BBATTY,
woman's
WOR, New York,
has combeen
designated
radio
chairman
of
the
annual Xmas sale for the blind in New
York State.
LEN STERLING, WOR, New York
announcer, is the father of a baby
girl, Ingrid, born Nov. 10.
Ga, DOWNING has been added to
TOM
the announcing staff of WSB, Atlanta,
BROADCASTING

HARRY CLIPPARD, engineer,
Moody McElveen, announcer,
WCOS,
S. C.U havr
rolled at Columbia,
South Carolina
this
FRANK
HARDIN, formerly
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, now it
publicity work with the local N;
Recruiting office, is announcing
nings and week-ends for WCOS.
lumbia, S. C, replacing Fred Mai
recently inducted into the Arm\
Fort Jackson, S. C.
EDDIE
musical
of KGNC, BAUMEL,
Amarillo, Tex.,
is thedinfa
of a boy bom Nov. 10.
ROBERT L. LANGDALE, ne^s
radio, has joined the NBC Chiguide
JERRYstaff.WAYNE, baritone, fort,
featured vocalist with Bobby Byil
Orchestra, has joined CBS as a r
ber of the New York musical stafi
DICK BALLOU, assistant musii
rector of WHN, New York, has
named musical consultant for OP;
GEORGE COMBS, WHN,
York, commentator currently has
articles appearing on the newssUi
one titled "News Makes the '
mentator"
in Liijerty and "Univ<
Priest" in Who.
RICHARD F. CLOSE, NBC
sales traffic supervisor in New Y
on
Nov. 15 married Mary Marg
Mahoney.
EDDIE CHASE, m.c. of the Myt,
Ballroom on WAAF, Chicago,
formed a music publishing firm, Ci
^lusic Co.. with offices in the Wrr
ljuilding, Chicago. First song rele
is "No Need To Be Sorry", 1;
written by Alan Surgal, radio s
writer, and Eddie Chase, and n
by
Kennedy Nelson, musical direct
WAAF.
PIERRE ANDRE, veteran annoi
of WGN, Chicago, has been appoi
teacher in radio technique with
Catholic Youth Organization by Bi
Bernard
Chicago. J. Shell, auxiliary bishci
BOBBY BROWN, program dir
of WBBM, Chicago, has been grs
a temporary leave of absence to h;
a sijecial radio assignment for
Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago. Walter
ton, of the WBBM production
has
tor. been named acting program d'
KEN CRAIG, production manag
KSFO, San Francisco, recentlj
signed.
ALICE DANNENBERG. write
the magazine division of CBS ai
the network's
departmeii.to^
five
years, on publicity
Nov. 17 resigned
the New York office of the X:Coordinator of Information ont
staff of Edd Johnson, formerl
charge of the CBS shortwave listt,
post and now chief of shortwav,
telligence with the coordinator. ^

Fellows!"
No"Hey
advertising
progroin
the West without
Coast for
is complete
KINY tanttomarket
coverof the
imporAlaska.
Executive Officet
Am. Bidg., Seattle, Wash.

1000 WATTS - 5000 WATTS
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Juneau'Aks
JOSEPH NATIONAL
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LEONARD CLEARY. organist, and
Pricilla Holbrook and .luliann Peletier.
pianists, have joined the talent staff
of WJJD. Chicago.
BILL BRADLEY, continuitv editor
of WHEB. Portsmouth, N. H., has
been named Portsmouth Chapter Red
Cross radio rejjresentative.
HARVEY OLSON. announcer.
WDRC. Hartford, is the father of a
second sou, Rolf, born recently.
ARTHUR MARTIN, announcer at
the Toronto studios of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.. on Nov. 29 married Melba McDonald, of Ottawa, secretary to the CBC treasurer.

mi

lADIESL

RUTH BARNARD
affE OF FEW women in a job
Bemanding as hers is Ruth BarId. traffic manager of Don Lee
adcasting System in HollyAvood.
JIaifiiething like two million corrects, a half -million pieces of mail
great stacks of interoffice
imunications flow across her
yk annually as she keeps traffic
living for the 33 Don Lee sta[|:S. in Bensonhurst, N. Y., and
Som
cated in Winchester, Mass..
; Barnard took a commercial
_5e at the Saw^i^er School of
iness upon arriving in Los An:s late in the 20 's. This training
led her a job in 1930 as parte secretary to Agnes White,
Z home economist. Following in
hft succession came publicity asiments from men who now are
:ng radio figures,
ier traffic training was launched
ten she became secretary to Van
Xewkirk, Don Lee network
Iffic manager. He taught her the
Vicate details of the job, so when
.,:J joined MBS and Mr. Newk became West Coast program
lirdinator, she continued as assistto the new traffic manager,
^''f^Tbert
Then ontraffic
May
1934, Witherspoon.
she became official
nager of Don Lee. Miss Barnard
kes her home with her mother in
' mdale, Cal., and spends her vaions dude ranching.

t-RRY BRIGHT. WGBR. Goldsjo,
X. C. isPrince,
the father
of a baby
. Carole
his first,
born
— ^r. 10. Name for the baby was sup;d by one of the station listeners
ited to suggest a name.
HMY BARBER, former program
!Ctor of K6V0. Missoula, Mont,
been named assistant manager.
•B WALKER, graduate of Montana
te U School of Journalism, forly on the staff of the Livingston,
jr. Enterprise, has been appointed
s editor of KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
{L'L
ROSCOE. of program
manager
sportscaster
KGFW, Kearney,
is the father of a baby girl,
ila Lu. born Nov. 7.
J*UIS HOWARD EMICH, former
^"lAM,
Rochester,
program director.
. joined
the announcing
staff of
5IBF, Rock Island. Bl. where he
•assist Van Patrick with sports
; vities.
r.RBERT BAYARD SWOPE Jr.,
y-writer in the CBS sales promo'i department leaves at the end of
•member to become an ensign in the
C-ilf^pal Reserve.
IROADCASTING

TIM
WLBC. O'SULLIVAN.
Muncie. lud.. hasformerly
joined theof
announcing staff of WOWO-WGL.
Fort Wayne.
FRANCIS C. OWEN, formerlv of
WIOD. Miami, and WHEC. Rochester, has joined WITH. Baltimore, to
handle an early morning show, still
unnamed. David Ross .Jr., son of the
well-known network announcer. David
Ross, has joined WITH, coming from
WBBM.
Chicago.
He announces
under the name
of David
Allen.

RWG

Asks

Payment

for

Charity
Show Writers
RESOLUTION demanding that
writers contributing material to
charity radio programs be compensated for services, the same as
talent and announcers, was passed
by Western Region of Radio Writers Guild in Hollywood on Nov. 10.
Concurrent elections held in
Hollywood and New York elected
Henry Fisk Carlton of the latter
city, national president of Radio
Writers Guild. John Boylan of
Hollywood was named Western region vice-president, with Forrest
Barnes. Hector Chevigny, Paul
Franklin and True Boardman,
Hollywood, as representatives to
Authors League Council.
FIRST 1942 heavyweight bout to be
sponsored by Gillette Safetv Razor
Co.. Boston, on MBS will be the
.Toe Louis-Buddy Baer championship
match in New York .Ian. 9. for the
benefit of the New York Auxiliary of
the Navy Relief Society.

Winnipeg Listens
WINNIPEG listeners have
their radios turned on more
than the citizens of any other
Canadian city, it was shown
in a 12-month survey conducted by a Toronto statistical agency. Over 2 million
interviews with Canadian
householders regarding their
listening habits were made
in the 12 months ending Sept.
30. Winnipeg figures showed
that in receivers
daytime 33.1are
"^'i ofbeing
the
radio
used, and in the evening
44.6% of the sets are on. The
average percentage for the
four largest Canadian cities,
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
and Vancouver, showed a
daytime listening audience of
20.6% of all radio sets, and
an evening audience with
33.3 S'o of the radios in use.

In WIBW's daytime kalf -millivolt area, OUR FAMILY consists of 4,811,511 husky,
hungry people . . . active, out-of-doors folks who spent ^305,936,000.00 last year for food
Brother, that's concentrated coverage! Daytime domination of 206 counties in five states.
alone."^
That's what our 5,000 watts does — grounded in America's most conductive soil and backed
by our 580 kc. "reach-out" frequency.
Now — add to that our friendly, neighborly personalities and it's easy to see why we can
so easily influence OUR FAMILY to purchase your product.
U. S. Census 1940.
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ustomers
drive

over

miles

in

response

to

100

offers

our

on

KSO
L. L. LALLY,
Pres.
5

Lally Service
L, L. Lally has
never heard of
Crossley.
He may never
know
a program-rating from a stock-

quotation.
But he knows a lot about
radio — most of it learned
from his sales records.
Mr. Lally runs a large
auto-supply and service
unit in Des Moines. Last
spring, he selected Gene
Shumate's "Behind Home
Plate" on KSO as the backbone of his advertising, because "lots of men listen
to Gene, and I want their
business."
Response surprised even
Mr. Lally. Customers drove
more than 100 miles to
take advantage of his special offers. The increase in
his business has made him
a 52-week advertiser — and
added another chapter to
the Success Story of KSO
and KRNT — Success in
serving listeners AND advertisers.

NBC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
KSOE5000 WATTS

KRNT

BASIC
COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS

The Cowles Stations in
DES

Lawrence
Mass., year,
will
SEC, OND
R W,THE
FOWLA
broadcast a series of Saturday morning Fairy Stories
from the reception room in the
Lawrence Public Library. Dan
MacDonnell is narrator of the program. Varied in nature, it starts
with a series of songs by the entire
group followed by the fairy tale
and is concluded by a period of
questions and answers in which the
participants receive a pin showing
their membership. Trustees of the
Lawrence Public Library are high
in praise of the program.

Clubwomen's Ideas
INTERVIEWING a prominent
male executive, engaged in some
major defense industry located in
Michigan, as the central figure of
each program to be presented each
Tuesday 10:15-10:30 a.m. on the
new Clubwoman's Forum over
WXYZ, Detroit, and the Michigan
Radio Network, Governor Murray
D. Van Wagoner was presented as
first guest speaker Nov. 11. Problems facing the executive, especially regarding personnel, are discussed with four prominent clubwomen who seek means of overcoming the industrial bottlenecks.
New York Reports
PROGRESS of New York State in
its contribution to national defense
is reported in a new monthly series,
Ne%v York State Reports, which
was inaugurated by Gov. Lehman
last Sunday, on WMCA, New York.
Presented in cooperation with the
New York State Defense Information Committee, the program is
aimed at providing citizens with
adequate information on defense
progress. Speakers are recruited
from assoeiated branches of the
State Government and are heard
each month.
Aggie Takes Charge
A SWASHBUCKLING, breezy
lady, fres'h from Montana, comes
into the big city to put the slickers
in their rightful places in a new
serial, In Care of Aggie Horn,
which started Nov. 17 on NBCBlue. Written by Eugenia Price,
new to radio, and Fritz Blocki,
well-known Chicago playright,
story centers about a country girl
from the hills who visits snobbish
city relatives and immediately sets
out to brighten their conventional,
urban lives.

^^^^^

CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is as much a part of Halifax
as the Citadel Hill.

MOINES
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OflScial Interviews
NEW SERIES of radio interviews
with top government officials was
started on MBS Nov. 14 by Theodore Granik, lawyer and conductor
of the Ajnerican Forum of the Air.
Interviews will be "down to earth"
variety, with interviewers answering questions submitted by listening audience and will cover pertinent phases of national defense.
Listeners, who are invited to submit questions, may obtain complete
printed copies of the interviews
without charge by writing to Theodore Granik, WOL, Washington,
D. C.
Comedy Show
SERIES
of comedy
shows. Here's
Paar,
to enliven
late evening
schedule has been started at WGAR.
Cleveland, with Jack Paar, young
comedian, as writer and m.c. Premiere show had Sally Rand as
guest star under arrangement with
RKO Palace theatre to furnish
weekly guest attractions. Walberg
Brown's staff orchestra and Mary
Davis, formerly with Horace
Heidt's orchestra are regularly featured on the 10:45-11 p.m. Monday evening program.
Good Neighbors
HELP YOUR NEIGHBOR is title
and theme of a new half-hour
weekly program sponsored by
Hirsch Clothing Co., Chicago,
placed through Schwimmer &
Scott on WGN, Chicago. Program
features Verne Smith and Betty
Hanna, who interview people in
need of things listeners may be
able to supply. A telephone in the
studio permits direct response from
listeners.
Defense & Dollars
HELPING listeners spend and save
wisely
defense during
program,theis nation's
the themeall-out
of a
new weekly series. Defense & Your
Dollar, which will make its bow
Dec. 6, 3-3:15 p.m. on NBC-Red.
Series features interviews with economic authorities, as well as illustrative dramatizations.
*
* *
Peeves Encouraged
GRIPING has come into its own
in a new program launched by
WHP, Harrisburg, titled Your Pet
Peeves. Heard every Wednesday
evening 7:30-8 the program, created and directed by Lee Cronican,
invites listeners to participate.
Four guests appear weekly to air
universal pet peeves.

INTERVIEWS are Glen LePar.'
business
as sidewalk Theaters
question-mo^
for the Butterfield
WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapi
Mich. But this was the first tin
he was ever called on to questi
a lion. King Tarz of MGM, w
was
Furniture
pv'
licize ina the
Tarzan
picture.City
The tomic:
phone was kept on the outside
the cage but it looks like P.
nouncer LePard went inside
least snapped.
long enough to have his p
ture
Fantasy
HIGHLY IMAGINARY, the fi
of a once-weekly series of progra
based on newspapers headlines w
started last Thursday at 11 p.m.
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Wor
Who Is Homer Finch, title of fi
offering, was written by Orval A
derson, announcer. Series is an <
periment in home show product:
to augment late night sustaini
dance bands.
Morning Answers
QUESTIONS on various subje
sent in by listeners to Your Mo:
ing Reporter on WBBM, Chicaj
are answered on the early mo:
ing newscast during a newlyserted feature called "Your Ref
ence File". Most of the quer
concern situation.
information on the cum'
foreign
Guessing & Second Guessing
UNREHEARSED
discussic
about football — past games a
future ones — are aired each Mi
day night on WDNC, Durhs
N. C, as the Quarterback Cl\
Participants
are "alleged"
experts
consisting
of stafffootl/S
mel
bers, newspapermen
and colli
publicity directors.

INPHUAmPHM

Located as it is in the Capital
City, it commands the largest
near at hand audience in the
Maritimes.
Ask joe WEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York

Represented by The Katz Agency
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
so — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WAIT, Chicago
Waltham Pen Co.. Chicago, 6 sp weekly,
thru United Adv. Co.. Chicago.
Utilities Engineering Institute, Chicago
(trade school), 156 sp, thru First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
Consolidated Drug Co.. Chicago (proprietary), 312 sp, thru Benson & Dall,
Chicago.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago. 3 sp weekly.
thru Neal Adv. Agency. Chicago.
Pinex Co., Chicago (cold remedy), 6 t
and
12 ta. thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.. Louisville (Avalon cigarets) , 6 t, 12 ta weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.. Chicago.
New Morning Newspaper, Chicago. 18 sa
weekly,
thru Schwimmer & Scott. Chicago.
Hollywood Film Studios, Hollywood, 6 sp
weekly,
cago. thru Phil Gordon Agency, ChiMantho-Kreoamo Co., Clinton, 111. (M-K
cough remedy) , 24 sp weekly, placed
direct.
KFI, Los Angeles
Wilson Packing Co., Chicago (hams).
36 sa weekly, thru Brisacher. Davis &
Staff, Los Angeles.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek. Mich. (All-Bran
cereal), 10 ta weekly, thru Kenvon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.
Bookhouse for Children, Chicago, 2 ta
weekly, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba.
Chicago.
Scientific Products Corp., Los Angeles
(Solvene liquid cleaner), weekly sa,
thru Edwin E. Martin Adv., Los Angeles.
Barbara Ann Baking Co., Los Angeles
(bread), weekly sa, thru Bogardus Adv.
Agency, Pasadena, Cal.
Boston Food Products Co., Boston
(Prudence corned beef hash). 2 so.
weekly, thru Chambers & Wiswell, Boston.
Ben Hur Products Inc., Los Angeles
(coffee), 42 sa weekly, thru Theodore B.
Creamer Adv., Los Angeles.
Penick & Ford Inc., New York (Brer
Rabbit molasses) 3 sp weekly, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
KSFO, San Francisco
Morton Salt Co., Chicago (salt), 3 t
weekly,
thru Klan-Van Pieterson-Dunlop
Assoc.. Milwaukee.
Perry Hatchery, Hayward, Cal., (baby
chicks), 3 so weekly, thru TomaschkeElliott. Oakland, Cal.
Pacific Guano Co., Berkeley, Cal. (fei-tilizer),
6 sa weekly, thru Tomaschke-Elliott,
Oakland.
Italian Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal. (wine), 6
sp and 260 so, thru Leon Livingston
Adv., San Francisco.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Swan), 8 ta
weekly, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Pope
thru Labs.
Street &(Joint-ease),
Finney, N. 2Y. ta weekly,
Calide Labs., Oakland, Cal. (flower preserver), 6 sa weekly, thru Leonard
D'Ooge & Assoc., Oakland.
WIND, Gary, Ind.
Ward Baking Co., Chicago (Tip-Top
bread), 156 so, thru W. E. Long Co.,
Chicago.
New Morning Newspaper, Chicago, 72 sa,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Joy Candy Shoppes, Chicago (chain), 18
sa,
thru Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency
Chicago.
Paul V. Anderson Co., Hammond, Ind.
(Royal Crown Cola distributor), 156 sa,
direct.
B. sp,
Nathan
(women's
thru Co.,
A. Chicago
D. Reiwitch
Adv. wear),
Agency,13
Chicago.
WMAQ, Chicago
Cigar Institute of America, New York
(industry promotion of cigars), 16 so,
thru Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.
Pepsodent Co., Chicago (dental products),
10 sa, thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
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KFRC, San Francisco
Junket Brand Food Products, Little Falls,
N. Y., Chicago.
2 so weekly, thru Mitchell-Faust
Adv.,
Dr. B. L. Corley, San Francisco (health
food products), weekly t, thru Rufus
Rhoades & Co., San Francisco.
Underwood Elliot Fisher Co., New York
(Underwood portable), 37 ta, direct.
G. H. Mumm Champagne, New York
( Globe Vermouth ) , 3 f a weekly, thru
Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San Francisco.
American Pop Corn Co., Sioux City, la.
sa series, thru Buchanan-Thomas Adv.
Co., Omaha.
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co.. Louisville
(Spuds), 2 sa weekly,
Sample-Hummert,
Chicago. thru BlackettForeman
Clark.27 ta,
Losthru
Angeles
clothing &chain),
Milton (men's
WeinAdv.. LosChicago
Angeles.(Chooz), ta series,
White berg
Labs..
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons. N. Y.
Pacific Brev,'ing & Malting Co., San Jose,
Cal. (Wieland's
22 so, thru Brewer-Weeks Adv.. beer).
San Francisco.
WOR, New York
Duffy-Mott Co., New York (apple juice
and cider), sp, sa weekly, thru Al Paul
Lefton Co., Phila.
Pepsi-Cola Co.. Long Island City, N. Y.
( beverage Co..
) , 3N. spY. weekly thru NewellEmmett
Bosco Co., New York (milk amplifier), 3
spN. Y.weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Fischer Baking Co., Newark, 3 sp weekly,
thru Scheck Adv. Agency, Newark.
Taj-ton Co.. Hollywood (cosmetics), sp
weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Conti Products Corp.. New York (shampoo, face cream and soap), 5 sp weekly,
thru
N. Y. Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce,
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall), 4 sp,
thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Illinois Meat Co.. Chicago (Corned beef
sa weekly, thru Arthur Meyerhoff
&hash)
Co., 5 Chicago.
Alkine Co., New Brunswick, N. J. (Flem0-Lyn )stone,, N.3Y.sp weekly, thru Redfield- JohnWBBM, Chicago
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 156 sa, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Consolidated Drug Trade Products. Chicago
(Zymole
Trokeys), 312 t, thru Benson &
Dall.
Chicago.
California Packing Corp., San Francisco
(Del Monte coffee) , 114 so, thru McCannErickson, San Francisco.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York
(Velvet tobacco),
Emmett
Co., N. Y. 39 sp, thru NewellWENR, Chicago
Cigar Institute of America, New York
(industry promotion of cigars), 8 sa,
thru Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.
KFAC, Los Angeles
Provident Loan Assn., Los Angeles (investments), 24 sa, weekly, thru Lloyd's
Adv., Los Angeles.

KOA, Denver
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Swan
soap), 7 so weekly, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis (4-Way cold
tablets)
sp Chicago.
weekly, thru H. W.
Kastor ,& 5Sons,
Dwarfies Corp., Council Bluffs, la. (cereal),
5 so weekly, thru Buchanan-Thomas Adv.
Co., Omaha, Neb.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N. Y.
(grape &juice),
Kastor
Sons, weekly
Chicago. t, thru H. W.
Seven-Up
Bottling Co., Denver (soft
drink),
3 spAgency,
weekly,Denver.
thru Raymond
Keane Adv.
Hartz Mountain Products Co., New York
( bird Co.,
seed Chicago.
) , weekly t, thru Geo. H. Hartman
Lehn & Fink Products Co., New York
(Hind's thru
honeyWm.& Esty
almond& Co.,
cream),
weekly,
N. Y. 5 ta
KHJ, Hollywood
California Mission-Pak Co., Los Angeles
(dried, candied, fruits), 10 ta, 10 sp
weekly, thru Allied Adv. Agencies, Los
.\ngeles.
A. Sensenbrenner Sons, Los Angeles
(Sante Fe cigars), weekly sp, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Los Angeles.
California Packing Corp., San Francisco
(canned foods), 6 sa weekly, thru
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
Bulova Watch Co., New York (watches),
21 sa weekly, thru Blow Co., N. Y.
Mcllhenny Co., Avery Island, La. (tobasco
sauce) , 3 ta weekly, thru Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
Capsules), 312 ta, thru Raymond Spector
Co., N. Y.
Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Royal Crown
Cola), 156 sa, ta, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Roman Cleanser Co., Detroit, 52 so. thru
Gleason Adv. Agency, Detroit.
Hills Bros. San Francisco (coffee), 172 sa,
ta,
cisco.thru N. W. Ayer & Son, San FranCKRN, Rouyn, Que.
L. O. Grothe Ltd., Montreal (tobacco),
12 t, thru Canadian Adv. Agency,
Montreal.
Martin-Senour Co., Toronto (paints), 52
ta. thru J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto.
Lever Bros. Toronto (soap), 75 so, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., Tornoto.
KNX, Hollywood
California Packing Corp., San Francisco
(canned food), 6 sa weekly, thru
MeCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco, 6 sp weekly,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.

McCarthy retain
hooper poll le
CHARLIE McCarthy, folic
by Fibber McGee, Walter WIti
and the Aldrich Family in
order, hold the top four placf
the list of "first 15" network £l
ranked in the November ed
of
E. Hooper's
national ral
on C.
evening
programs.
The Hooper figures show
Carthy in first place for the 1
consecutive month, with Fi
only two percentage points bel
holding the close second po.s
it earned in October. Greatest x
ress in building a network £
ence during the past month
made by Winchell, who moved :
seventh to third place.
Sets-in-use figures releaseHooper "continue to reflect
seasonal uptrend but the incr
in all radio listening is nov
marked as that noted in Oct
when the end of daylight sa
time helped boost early eve
listening." In the group of
grams measured by partial rs
than full coast-to-coast inter\
ing list
coverage
Red Skelton
the
with a rating
of 20.6.
lowing are the other progranr
the "first 15" in addition to
top four group for November:
Hope, Jack Benny, Radio Th(^
Coffee Time, Time to Smile,
District Attorney, Orson Wi
Major Bowes, Music Hall,
Smith and One Man's Family.,
Guest Off Coast-to-Coa
AFTER ten years of national,
work broadcasting, Edgar G
famous homespun poet and phi,
pher, has given it up, but start
26-week series of morning
grams Nov. 10 over the Mich
Radio Network, originating ir
studios of WXYZ, Detroit. L
ruption of daily newspaper s;
cate work and the trip back
forth to Chicago each week
given as reasons for the cho
Sponsor 10-10:15
of the Monday
nesday
programandis ^\
mers
& Manufacturers
Sugar Assn. Marguerite We:
Detroit organist, will furnish r i
cal accompaniment. Agency is
mer-Keller Inc., Detroit.

MACFADDEN
Sullivan forPUBLICATI
'Liberty'
Inc., New York (Liberty W i
zine), on Nov. 18 will begin s i
sorship of Paul Sullivan newS'
on a CBS network of 17 stat a
with additions to be made
time to time, Tuesdays and Tl i
last
by Sullivan's
Brown & r'
days, sponsored
6-6:10 p.m.
liamson Tobacco Corp. in the i
ests of Raleigh Cigarettes or ■
same network, was disconti
Sept. 18 [Broadcasting, Sept
Agency is Erviin, Wasey &
New York.

"That's very pretty . . . tut as long as I don't HAVE
an' can have a loioer rate without it . . . SKIP it, huh?"
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to hare it,

Adv.
BROADCASTING

BURTON BUNCH, headquarter
Des Moines, has been appointed
west sales manager of Fred C.
tens & Associates. Los Angeles pr
ers of the lliracles of Faith
scribed series. Kenneth M. Foota
taken York
over the
England S"
New
andNew
Pennsylvania,
Stuart S. Shackelton in charge of
central states, headquartered in G
Rapids. Mich.
• Broadcast

Advertu

HER WINE Co., San Francisco,
radio for the first time, recently
3clon a KFRC.
spot announcement
San Francisco. camIt is
ble that the account may expand
her markets at a later date, actng to the agency handling the ae"Yoemans & Foote, San FranIps LABATT Ltd., London, Ont.
vers), has started hesi IFe Forve times weekly on CFCF, Monand Les Amours de Ti-Jos
ly on CKAC, Montreal. Account
placed by J. Walter Thompson
jiToronto.
KRESGE Co., Toronto (variety
. store), has started Christmas
am thrice-weekly on CKCL, To. Account was placed direct.
ARENS Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
lerts) has started a test program
iren's Cluh Corner twice weekly
KCW. Moncton. N. B. Account
placed by Russell T. Kelley Ltd.,
ilton, Ont.
lALLMAN Co., Toronto (Land
)ver honey), has started thricely spot announcements on CFRB
KCL, Toronto, and weekly traned program Sireamlined Fairy
fe on CKOC, Hamilton, Ont. Acit was placed by A. McKim Ltd.,
nto.
SEEH SOAP Co., San Francisco,
taken over Queen Lily Soap,
known West Coast brand, and
wi planning an extensive merchandis(•Campaign.

stair
nj
Mid
isi
it,
eri
M
eek
i cl t

MORE NEWS on the CBS Vox Pop
origination from Winner, S. D.
Last week we heard how the Indians made a lot of radio folks
who made the trip members of the
tribe; now we have a trio of
microphone nimrods, all part of the
safari west. There's Parks Johnson, Vox Pop interviewer on the
left, Stuart Dawson, producer from
CBS Chicago, and Nate Tufts Jr.,
Vox Pop producer of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, holding what the
blurb accompanying the picture
says was their day's haul — five
birds. That's the legal limit, too.
Program is sponsored by Emerson
Drug Co. of Baltimore for BromoSeltzer.
U. S. WHOLESALERS OUTFIT
.Co., Los Angeles (clothing), in a 13week local campaign which started
in mid-November is currently sponsoring the five-weekly quarter-hour
sportscast, Sports Page, with .Jack
Stafford, commentator, on KMPC, as
well as a weekly 15-minute program
of recorded semi-classical music on
that station. Firm has also contracted
for six times weekly sponsorship of
a quarter-hour newscast on KFAC.
Agency is Lloyd's Adv., Los Angeles.

FIRST

IN

SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co., Chicago
(mail order house), on Nov. 16 started
a weekly dramatic program, The Sears
Storij Hour, on WJ.TD, Chicago, supplementing its current schedule of
half-hour broadcasts six weekdays featuring Ruth Howard.
FRESH FRUIT & VEGETABLES
Institute, Los Angeles, on Nov. 11 increased sponsorship schedule of the
quarter-hour
program.that
Here's
the
Ladies, on KBCA,
city,tofrom
throe to five times weekly. Renewed
contract is for 26 weeks. Series features Helen Sawyer, commentator, assisted by Tom Dale. Scholtz Adv. Service, Los Angeles, has the account.
PHILCO DISTRIBUTORS, Chicago,
has started a nightly quarter-hour of
recorded popular music titled Rhythm
Rendezvous on W59C, FM adjunct of
WGN, Chicago. Program will advertise
Phileo
FM receivers.
New York,
is agency. Sternfeld-Godley,

When

WANTED!

you think of
SPOTS...

In any one of 48 States ... an
opportunity to do a whale of a
big job for and
you announcer
as Master forof
Ceremonies
for your show or shows.
Now fulemployed
M C ing
successshow for busy
midwestern
station. Don't have to move
(Thank goodness) but believe I
can do bigger job elsewhere.
Years
radiooldexperience
(I'm
still notof an
man, either),
plenty of A-l-A references from
radio execs you know.
Salary: not as important as the

think of John Blair!

o
0^

Location: Don't care.
Available: soon as replacement
can be made here.
What Hove you?
job:
Address Box 162A, Broadcasting.
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SLAVICK JEWELRY Co., Los AnSeles (retail), on Nov. 15 started for
six weeks sponsoring a six-weekly
quarter-hour newscast on KECA, that
city. Firm's local radio schedule also
includes participation five times weekly in Art Baker's Notebook on KFI.
and six-weekly jjarticipation in Rise
<£• Shine on KHJ. Adv. Arts Agency,
Los Angeles, has the account.

PURE GOLD MFG. Co., Toronto
(Blue Ribbon food products) on Nov.
17 started Clair Wallace Tea Time
Topics 5 times weekly on CFRB,
Toronto. Account is placed by Cockfield Brown & Co., Toronto.
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE Corp.,
Philadelphia (loans), last week added
WOR and WMCA, New York, to its
list of stations carrying one-minute
transcribed announcements. 5 to 10
times weekly. Agency is BBDO, New
York.
BROCK & Co., Los Angeles (retail
jewelers), in a pre-holiday Southern
California campaign to promote its .$2
to $20 price range of gifts, is currently
using from 5nouncements
to weekly
6 time
signalKNX
anon KH.T
KFI. In addition thrice-weekly participation isbein gsponsored in Robert
Lee Johnson's Bridge Club on the latstation.LosAgency
is Hixson-O'Donnell terAdv.,
Angeles.
GRAND CENTRAL MARKET, Los
Angeles (retail food market), in a
local pre-holiday campaign which
started in mid-Nov., is using, on a
staggered
schedule,on a KFWB
total of 57
spot
announcements
KMPC
KFVD KIEV KRKD. Agency is The
Mayers Co., that city.
NASSOUR BROS., Los Angeles (42
oil shampoo), on Nov. 17 replaced the
weekly quarter-hour Hollywood gossip
series by Erskine Johnson on KFI,
that city, with a thrice-weekly 15-minute current events commentary program featuring Jose Rodriguez and
Sid Sutherland on KECA. Contract is
for 13 weeks. Milton Weinberg Adv.
Co., Los Angeles, has the account.

INGLEWOOD PARK Cemetery
Assn., Los Angeles, on Nov. 25 renews
for 52 weeks the weekly half-hour
Melodies America Loves on KNX,
Hollywood. Organization has consistently sponsored this program for more
than 14 years. Adv. Arts Agency, Los
Angeles, has the account.

FIRST sponsor to use W67C, FM
outlet of WBBM, Chicago [Broadcasting, Nov. 3], when the new station was formally opened Nov. 17, was
Pushman Bros., Chicago rug dealer.
Contract, placed direct, schedules four
station-break announcements daily, six
davs a week for four weeks.

7-UP BOTTLING Co.. San Francisco
(T-Up). recently started a pre-holiday
campaign on 3 San Francisco stations,
using one-mimite transcribed spots and
station breaic spots, averaging one a
day. Agency is Rhoades «& Davis, Adv.,
San Francisco. The station list :
KFRC KPO KGO.
GULBRANSEN PIANO Co., Chicago,
has started on WMAQ. Chicago, a
series of quarter-hour thrice-weekly
piano interludes. Fantasies in Ivonj.
featuring Pianist Walter Flandorf.
Agency is Robert Kahn iS: Associates,
Chicago.
BENEFICIAL CASUALTY Co.. Los
Anglees (insurance), recently started
a five-minute transcribed program. Inside Stories, twice-weekly on KFRC,
San Francisco. Agency is Stodel Adv.,
Los Angeles.
TRANSPORT MOTORS Co., San
Francisco (Willys Americar), recently
started sponsorship of Fulton Lewis
Jr. three times weekly on KFRC, San
Francisco. Agency is Stack-Goble Adv.,
San Francisco.

WE

GIVE

THANKS

The management and staff of WHOM have much to be
thankful for this year.
We are fortunate in the job we have to do. That job is to
bring the message of "Democracy" to milhons of foreignlanguage speaking peoples.
Our programs are designed to give happiness and help to
millions of foreign born, and to place before them the
advantages of the American Way of Life.
Many have sought asylum here from the horrors of ravaged
homelands. They have turned to us and found in their
own language and music some measure of comfort to ease
a great sorrow.

NETWORKS

IN

Martinez Tells of Two
Of Newscasts by
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Dear Sir:
I have read with a great deal of
interest many of the items which
appear in Broadcasting, particularly those relating to the activities
of American advertisers and radio
stations in South America.
On page 14 of your Nov. 10 issue
it appears some news about LR3 —
Radio Belgrano of Buenos Aires,
Argentina and UP news for the
Esso Reporter. Knowing the radio
situation in Argentina and other
South American countries, I know
therestory.
are some misstatements in
the
First, Radio Belgrano and its
network is not the largest Argentine Network as it is made up of
nine stations in all, namely: LR3
Radio Belgrano, Buenos Aires; LTl
Radio Litoral, Rosario; LV3 Radio
Cordoba, Cordoba; LV12 Radio
Aconquija, Tucuman; LVll Radio
del Norte, Santiago del Estero;
LU7 Radio General San Martin,
Bahia Blanca; LVl Radio Graffinga, San Juan; LT7 Radio Provincia, Corrientes; LV4 Radio San
Rafael, San Rafael.
news item
lists "Radio
of The
Mendoza
but since
Jan. 1,Cuyo"
1941,
this station has not been part of the
network.
Second Hookup
The largest network is LRlRadio El Mundo of Buenos Aires
and its 11 stations with more than
35 quarter-hours a day in constant
chain. This network is composed
of the following stations: LRl Radio El Mundo, Buenos Aires; LU2
Radio Bahia Blanca, Bahia Blanca;
LU4 Radio C. Rivadavia, C. Rivadavia; LV2 Radio Central, Cordoba; LVIO Radio Cuyo, Mendoza;
LT5 Radio Chaco, Resistencia;
LU12 Radio R. Gallegos, Rio Gallegos; LT3 Radio Sociedad Rural
de Cerealistas, Rosario; LV9 Radio
Provincia, Santa; LV5 Radio Los
Andes, San Juan; LT9 Radio Roca
Soler, Santa Fe; LV7 Radio Tucuman, Tucuman.
In addition, the Blue and White
network has two shortwave transmitters with 7,500 watts each,
namely LRU and LRX which are
constantly in use with LRl-Radio
El Mundo at no charge to the advertisers. These two shortwave
transmitters are the only ones oper-

Hookups and Use
Various Stations
ated commercially in Argentina,
that actually, the network is rn;
up of 12 stations on the broadcc
ing band and two shortwave tr&
mitters or a total of 14 stations
The idea of five-minute news p
grams
is an and
old oneitswith
LRl-Rasii
El Mundo
network
there have been five such news p
grams on the network for so
years. Recently a new one v
added for Philco Radios. This is
addition to some 15-minute m
programs of long standing.
LRl-Radio El Mundo has \y
using AP news since 1935, in
operation with the daily newspa
El
Mundo, newspaper
Argentina'swith
largest
culation
500,' <
copies.
LRl Radio El Mundo has
largest studio with a seating cap
ity of 700 persons in which tl
have the largest organ ever u
by radio stations. It also has
radio playhouse, namely the Ra
Casino with 1,500 seats.
A. M. Martinez,
Melchoir
New York.Guzman '
Nov. 13, 1941.
USO Shortwave Statii
Started in New Londi
FIRST United Service Organi
tion shortwave station, which \
allow service men to communic
with their families anywhere
the United States or possessl
without charge, was dedicated N
10 at the National Catholic C(
munity Service club in
London, Conn.
Among those participating in
ceremonies dedicating the stati
which is a part of the Army Ar
teur Radio System and the Amt
can Radio Relay League were R
Admiral Clark R. Woodward,
the Office of Civilian Defen
Brig. Gen. Dawson Olmstead, ch
Signal Officer of the Army, v
spoke from WOL, Washingtt
USO President Harper Sibl
Gov. Robert Hurley of Connecitc.
Most Rev. Maurice McAuli^.
Bishop of Hartford; and I
Franklin Dunham, executive dir
tor of the NCCS, and former dir,
tor
NBC. of religious broadcasts
WCAE. Pittsburgh, to publicize
grams to be heard on succeeding ho'
is nowwithin
using the
available
and
hour station
courtesyb-'ej
nouncements.

WE ARE GLAD TO HAVE BEEN ABLE TO DO THIS—
THEREFORE WE GIVE THANKS!!
*

ARGENTINA

*

WHOM
1480 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME OPERATION
29 WEST

57TH ST., NEW YORK
Telephone Plaza ^-4204
JOSEPH LANG, Manager
^
AMERICA'S
LEADING
FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
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"Poor Jones!
the U. of M.
WFDF Flint
mother-in-law

He wants to hear
football game on
Michigan, but his
likes sweet music."

BROADCASTING

Cit the facts from WOl- WASHINGTON. D. C. >
Affiliated «itli MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives:
INTERNATIONAL RADIO SALES
• Broadcast

Advertish

iio's News Handling
Iheld in FCC Survey
5RICAN broadcasters have
a good, impartial job of covr war news, and there can be
criticism of radio's
egitimate
iling
of the news pro'blems
ng from World War II, it was
:ated by FCC Chairman James
.frence Fly last Monday at his
;ly press conference.
5ked about the progress of the
's exhaustive survey of news
commentator scripts, undern at the request of the SenInterstate Commerce CommitChairman Fly declared that
nigh he could make no foreas to a date when the studies
be completed, enough had
I observed from the examined
'^rial to indicate that the analy'Ivould show no decisive result
no valid criticism of radio's
coverage.
3 pointed out that the study
a long and involved process,
iling scrutiny of thousands of
rate scripts. The survey was
|;ed several months ago upon
jfrequest of Senator Tobey (R[.), after charges that the may of radio newscasts and comItaries wer flavored with the
^intervention viewpoint.
Igment

Against ERPI

'jCopyright Stipulation
Pigment in the amount of
J77 was handed down Nov. 10
Sew York Federal Court by
te John C. Knox against Elec.1 Research Products Inc., and
kvor of John G. Paine, ASCAP
Tal manager, and former agent
trustee for 40 music publishing
ies when he filed the original
in 1936.
-pe judgment was handed down
jnswer to a stipulation by both
y[3 agreeing on the sum, origi"1/ily set
at $149,948.
redissolved
to form ERPI,
Electrical
earch Products division of
jtern Electric Co., was charged
he original suit with the distripn in foreign countries of reiings of musical numbers upon
l;h American copyrights were
by the plaintiff publishing
is. The suit is the last of many
ns and counter-claims brought
nst ERPI since it acted as a
■profit "go-between" agent for
wishing houses and producers of
'lOn
pictures using sound reling tracks.

McCORMACK HONORED
KWKH Manager Is Acclaimed

Song Judges Are Picked
For Coffee Competition

By College Alumni
OUTSTANDING tribute was paid
Nov. 8 to John C. McCormack, general manager of KWKH, Shreveport, when he was named "Alumnus of the Year" by the Centenary
College Alumni Council at the colmonies. lege's annual homecoming cere-

JUDGES for the "coffee song"
contest
by the PanAmericansponsored
Coffee Bureau,
New
York, the winners of which will
be
announced
on the
company's
NBC-Blue
program
featuring
Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt, have been announced as follows: Merritt E.
Tompkins, vice-president and general manager of BMI; Leonard
Joy, manager
of Sacks,
RCA-Victor
records; Emanuel
manager.
Popular Recording Service, Columbia Records; Paul Laval, orchestra conductor on NBC programs;
Dinah Shore, radio singer, and
orchestra leaders Benny Goodman,
^^HAVE

Y'HEARV

SCOOTIN'
VSIW
It was the first such designation
by the college and now becomes an
annual custom. It is based not
merely on work for the college but
on general qualifications. Mr. McCormack (left in photo) accepted
the award from K. K. Kellam, president of the alumni council.
The accompanying scroll says:
"For excellence in achievement;
for manifestation of manhood; for
leadership in the affairs of men:
his companions in the Centenary
Alumni Council acclaim John Caston McCormack, member of the
class of 1930, Alumnus of the Year,
Homecoming, 1941."

THE

FER

WOAY?
WHOLE

Tommy Tucker, Sammy Kaye,
Shep Fields and Vincent Lo^dcz.
The winning song, to be announced Jan. 15, 1942, will be published by, or with the cooperation
of, BMI under the standard music
publishers contract. Purpose of the
contest is to obtain a song about
coffee which the Bureau can use
as an advertising theme.
WCBI, Columbus. Miss., now has its
own short wave listening post. Installing a Hallicrafter SX-2o receiver the
station picks up the British Broadcast
Corporation's
nightly
news broadcastssents
at 7thep.m.
each evening
prenewscasts
thrice and
weekly.
Later the station expects to add a
later night schedule giving it two
nightly pickups direct from London.

HOW
SMART

BETTER

SALES

ARE

ADVERTISERS
WRITE

FER

STORY-

WTAG Power Boost
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., will
start operating with 5,000-watt
fulltime power about Dec. 1, according to E. E. Hill, managing
director. After FCC authorization
of the power boost last spring,
two new Blaw-Knox towers, 327
and 375 feet high, were constructed
as part of the five-tower antenna
system used in the 5 kw. operation.
Construction was supervised by
Jansky & Bailey, Washington consulting engineer firm. Prof. Hobart
H. Newell, WTAG consulting engineer, and Elliot Browning,
WTAG associate engineer. Program tests started Nov. 10.
11 Sign With Lang-Worth
ELEVEN stations subscribing last
month to the transcribed library
service of Lang-Worth Feature
Programs Inc., New York, according to Ralph Wentworth, include:
WNAB, Bridgeport; WFIN, Findlay, Ohio; WDZ, Tuscola, 111.;
KRLH, Midland, Tex.; WEIM,
Fitchburg, Mass.; WCAU, Philadelphia; WPAY, Portsmouth, Ohio;
WRRN, Warren, Ohio; WWPG,
Lake Worth, Fla.; WAYS, Charlotte, and WIZE, Springfield, Ohio.
JAX HANDY ORGANIZATION.
New York. producer.s of commercial
pictures, recently made a film in the
WNBT. NBC television studios, exlilainingmatedbycartoons
stills,
and anithe diagrams
intricate processes
of video. Picture titled "Magic in the
Air" is for release about Dec. 1 by
Chevrolet Motor Co., through Monogram Film Exchange. New York.
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The strength of Blaw-Knox towers shows
up under severe conditions. It is revealed in low maintenance cost, and —
ultimately — in much longer life. And
what the structural engineer has done
to make these towers sound and strong,
the electrical engineer has done to give
them the extra efficiency that means
wider radio coverage. Add pleasing

STRICTLY UTILITARIAN in this modern age is the North Caro
brushhook lightly fingered here by this trio superintending construe
of
the new
50 kw. Posing
FM outlet,
Peak,used
N. C.
Mount
Mitchell.
with W41MM,
lunchhooksatop
on Clingman's
the brushhook,
to c
about a mile of mountain trail to the peak, are (1 to r) Glenn D. Gil
Washington consulting engineer; Gordon Gray, owner of WSJS, Wins ^
Salem, and licensee of W41MM; and Lewis Windmuller, assisting
Gray in promotional development of the new FM station. Construe
on the road leading to the transmitter site started about Sept. 1.
liminary test operation of the new outlet with 3 kw. power is expe
by the first of the year, with full 50 kw. operation by fall of 1942.
W71NY
r4H

appearance due to correct designing — ■
and you have the three extra values of
Blaw-Knox towers. We'll gladly discuss
your antenna problem with you. Write
or wire.

TO

BOOST

POWER TO 10 KW,
W71NY, New York, FM addjunct
of WOE, on Nov. 30 will start
operating with power raised from
1,000 to 10,000 watts. The first
broadcast employing the new 10
kw. Western Electric transmitter
will include a special dedicatory
ceremony at the transmitter, 444
Madison Ave., with Mayor Fiorello
H. LaGuardia, Maj. E. H. Armstrong, inventor of the Armstrong
wide-swing FM system, and repattending. resentatives ofthe Army and Navy
A feature of the opening ceremony also will be transmission of
a part of the program via an electric light beam in place of land

wire. Charles Singer, WOR tr'
mitter supervisor, and WOR C!
Engineer J. R. Poppele have 1
testing light beam transmisi
for some time to determine its^
fectiveness as an emergency al
native for land-wire transmiss
WOR started its FM broadcas
in March, 1940, with an experir
tal station, W2X0R. W71NY
rently has a daily independj
program
a.m. to 11 operating
:30 p m. schedule
^0
W.")3PH. FM station of WFIL. P
delphia,
on the spon,
air
10 with which
seven went
commercial
will release a regular rate card
week of Nov. 24. The card provide
a basic hourly rate of $60 with
same schedule of discounts that
plies to WFIL.

I

BLAW-KNOX
DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
FARMERS BANK BLDG.
PITTSBURGH. PA.
Offices in Principal Cities
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LABS.,
ENGINEERIIMG
Long Island C i t y , N . Y.
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DEPARTMENT

STORE

RENEWS

And Expands Its Radio Schedule, Too, After
Successful Promotion; Others Renew
campaign has raised bank assets
I4EWALS on a 52-week basis
ntly climaxed the success of from a quarter-million to a million
dollars. A. F. Kerr, manager of
■e different types of sponsors
the bank, attributes the major
|\;VOA, Tucson, Ariz. Renewal
share of credit for this increase to
iracts recently were signed with
ilnfeld's Department Store, its KVOA program, Builders of
Tucson, quarter-hour dramatized
fned
as Arizona's
largest,
3on Federal
Savings
& Loan
history of pioneer citizensFor eight years the restaurant
1.,
and Bill & Ivan Anderson's
aurant.
of the Anderson brothers has sponsored One's a Meal on KVOA. In
A Bank's Story
signing for their ninth successive
year, the Andersons pointed out
;einfeld's
its third
conthat, due to their radio advertising,
tive news signed
contract,
reserving
their
business has risen from a
the option to extend for 52
two-by-four hamburger stand to
e weeks in 1942, after a crucial
sales leader in their highly competiof radio advertising. Every
tive field in Tucson.
for a month the store ran two
each newscast on mer;tni! mercials
CRC Adds Units
idising that had not been in
spaper ads for weeks, if at all TO HANDLE the increased volume
of advertising agency work, including
I.Gi J ich unrelated items as razor
spot announcements, dramatizations,
Win es and bicycles plugged on one
rram. All such items were sold air trailers and special transcribed
features, Columbia Recording Corp.
stra After this trial, the news proTi was contracted for across the has installed four additional recording units in its New York transcripexpt I d.
tion studios. With these four channels
ucson Federal Savings & Loan
extra, CRC
will without
be able reaching
to "doublepeak
its
n. originally signed with KVOA
current
volume
year. The new contract doubles
load", according to William A. Schudt
)El appropriation — the last year's Jr., general manager.
ave
mi
le It
$$IFIE

Help wanted and Situations Wan
fications, 1 2c per word. Bold face
triple. Minimum charge $1.00.
words for box address. Forms
Help Wanted
ited Immediately — One engineer-an'uncer and one announcer. State qualiations. salary expected, draft status,
st letter. KWBW. Hutchinson, Kansas.
iited — Licensed transmitter and control
cm operator. Northern Ohio station.
imSve experience and age and send snapot. Box 160A, BROADCASTING.
ited — Operator-Engineer — In reply,
ate qualifications, experience, class of
;ense held and salary expected. KTSM,
Paso, Texas. NBC Red and Blue, Karl
Wyler, Mgr.
I'ouncer
experienced,
interIted in— Versatile,
sports, seeking
advancement.
J'efer
man from
Bction. married
Must be sober,
reliablesoutheastern
and not a
Fiiater. WBIR. Knoxville, Tennessee.
!ptionaI Opportunity — Experienced proam-production manager wanted for
tablished network affiliate in premium
lutheastern market. Man must be able
create and produce shows which sell
:ainst competition. Prefer metropolitan
ckground. All communications held conjiential. Box 151A, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
irator — First class telephone, now emoyed, considering change, state salary.
5X 153A. BROADCASTING.
,jLdio
Writer—
Soliciting
for allinquiries,
around
writing
job. offers
Welcome
bx 1.57A, BROADCASTING.
Irts Announcer And Special Events Man
TOow employed, desires change. ExcelIpt
outstanding record. Box
1|2A,background,
BROADCASTING.
Ijfcram Director — Talent Manager, Writer
lj|-With
some
sales
and merchandising
■frience
! Draft
deferred
! Best referencesex- !
Hbx 155A.
BROADCASTING.
ROADCASTING

ted, 7c per word. All other
istings, double. BOLD FACE
Payable in advance. Count
close one week preceding

classiCAPS,
three
issue.

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Early Morning M.C. — Farm shows. Farm
copy. Straight commercial announcing.
Best large and small station experience.
Draft
ING. deferred. Box 156A, BROADCASTWanted Position As Radio Announer — By
married man. Four years' experience.
Especially qualified
news and
and sports
announcing. Transcription
references
on
ING. request. Box 158A. BROADCASTProgram Director
Fully acting,
capable.
Programming,—announcing,
writing,
producing. Lifetime experence. Stage,
screen, radio. Network and local. Including New York and Los Angeles. Looking
for permanent position. Family man. 36
years old. Can quarantee showmanship
and plenty of ideas. Box 159A, BROADCASTING.
Advertising mercial
Executive
Available commercial
— As commanager, assistant
manager : College graduate with ten
years' tising
successful
recordnewspaper
as local chain
adver- ;
manager large
two years advertising manager metropolitan daily : six months salesman Blue
Network station getting radio experience.
Available in two weeks. Willing to go
anywhere a real opportunty exists. ExCASTING.cellent references. Box 154A, BROADWanted To Buy
Used
50
Kw
Transmitter—
Preferably
RCA
.50-B. Also one
and five kw
transmitters.
Send full information to Radio Commercial, Broadcasting Equipment-Jobbers,
P. O. Box 2311. Mexico City, Mexico.
For Sale
RCA 100-E Transmitter Complete — Trouble
free, economical. Details on request
Terms to responsible party. KOKO, La
Junta, Colorado.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Situation

Wanted

STATION MANAGER
Live, aggressive, unusually
versatile. Twelve years' complete management experience, covering all departments, including FCC and
industrial phases. Demonstrated local and national
sales ability.
Box 161 A, BROADCASTING.

mm

/jTHAT
-THAT
WINS^
Uudienee/l

POPULAR
L
Su/I laie Cay ■
NatlonjI Reprtsenlalive; W
JOHN BLAIR & CO. ^

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing !n Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office; Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
World
Kansas City. Mo. ( X ] Hollywood, Cal.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859
PAGE

& D AVIS

Consulting Radio
Munsey Bldg.
Engineers8456
District
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

F.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineers
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR^ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineer
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. • WASH., D. 0. • NA. 67l(
November
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AtQtckandi6in^
&
J^tomotion
Cost allocating — Spot Folio — Civil Service —
Ring That Shines — Stamp Albums
'March' Tieup

50,000

le times
possib
INGhoney
PATthe
moon
ANTICI
"when
be
so sweet
for radio orwon't
for
g",
tisin
anyin ati,adver
Cinc isusing space WLW,
in national
magazines, including Fortune and
Broadcasting, to promote its Cost
Allocation Plan. The initial page
of the campaign was published in
the November issue of Fortune.
WLW has pointed out as significant the fact that it is launching
the promotion to sell advertisers on
a greater use of WLW when station revenue is at an all-time high.
Window Displays

WATTS

SHREVEPORT.LA.

.

CBS

Dominant

in sales.

results,

public

service,

.

LATEST merchandising wrinkle
developed by WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, which some time back started
merchandising spot announcements
through distributing six-inch recordings, isbuilt around 7xl4-inch
window cards carrying pertinent
information about station, sponsor
and program, which are placed in
store windows around the city.
Each card is accompanied by a display of the sponsored product — at
point of sale — and aids consumers
in associating the product with the
program. The cards have been so
successful the Weinberger Drug
Co., Cleveland chain, has arranged
to build special displays around
the cards in several of its store
windows.
Civil Service Tieup
RECOGNIZING the great interest
on the part of job seekers in Civil
Service and defense positions,
WWRL, New York, has entered
into a mutual promotion agreement with the Civil Service Leader,
a weekly newspaper devoted to
Civil Service news. The reciprocal
pact calls for WWRL to broadcast
the latest Civil Service news and
announcements of new tests during
the 10 p.m. newscast each evening.
In return, the station receives a
display in the Leader
DEFENSE STAMPS offered for
questions which stump announcer- or
engineer-guides have attracted large
groups of college and high school
students to the studios of WWL, New
Orleans. They so far have stumped
the experts on radio questions only
three times.

and
I

by
interest

Owned and operated by:
The Shreveport Times. Ask
The Branham Company
for more information about
KWKH, one of the eigiiteen
CBS 50.000 watt stati.
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A MOVIE trailer deal has been
arranged by WLS, Chicago, with
theatres in the Chicago area that
exhibit the monthly "March of
Time" feature. The station is furnishing the theatres with advance
trailers plugging the movie feature,
and at the same time, calling attention to the weekly March of
Time half-hour broadcast on WLS.

Rose Bowl Trips
FEATURING as grand prize
all-expense trips to the Rose B,
game the
on New
Year's
Day, isuriLt
Pick
Winners
contest
conducted by KELO, Sioux F:
S. D., together with Mid-Contit
Airlines and four local spons
Weekly ballots listing 24 majoi
lege football games to be played
following Saturday are distribi
by the sponsors with contest;
rated according to the wirji
picked. Contest is divided int
men's and women's divisions. (
test promotion includes two w
ly Rose Bowl Programs condu
by Marie Horten and Russ \
Syke of the KELO sports dep
ment and special window displ

Mys SOB emED,

REPRESENTING SPONSOR, station and agency, smiling approvE
registered to new poster used to merchandise thrice-weekly quarter-l
newscast. Boh Garred, News, KNX, Hollywood. Looking at poster,
of 3,000 distributed to dealers throughout the Southern California a
are: Seated (1 to r) Bob Garred, J. E. Coberly, board of director ch
man of Ford Dealers Adv. Assoc., Los Angeles, sponsoring the seistanding (1 to r), Edwin Buckalew, CBS Pacific Coast sales ser
manager; Vinton Hall, account executive of McCann Erickson Inc.,
Angeles agency servicing the account.
Stamp Albums
A SPECIAL ALBUM has
designated by WDAS, Philadelp
using the patriotic colors, to
an investment of 25 cents for (

Shop Talk
TO STIMULATE Christmas shopping, three participants on the
WQXR,
New are
York,
Let'sweekly
Talk
Shop program
offering
prizes of $50 in merchandise and
services for the best letters written
on assigned topics. On Nov. 24 the
subject will be "My Idea of a Beautiful Woman'' with Charles of the
Ritz offering the prize. Hammacher
Schlemmer will award prizes for
"My Idea of a Well-Equipped
Household" the week of Dec. 1, and
W. & J. Sloan conducts the contest
on Dec.
"My 8.Idea of Attractive Home"
on

questions for use on this
forum.

Shadow's Ring
A LUMINOUS ring, which glows
in the dark, by which The Shadow
solved one of his most difficult cases
on the MBS show for D. L. & W.
Coal Co.'s Blue Coal, is being offered to listeners. The ring is a
plastic product which is treated so
that it will shine in the dark with
an eerie glow. Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, handles the account.

Column
WEEKLY Quiz
FEATURE
tit
"Brain Teasers of Quiz Ques^
Fans", based on NBC-Blue Auc
Quiz sponsored by Standard Oil)
of Indiana, is appearing in
newspapers. Questions submittS;
the program from the basis of.
feature column of questions
answers.

participantInterview.
in the station's
Sideivalk
The quart«:
a defense saving stamp, givei
each person heard. This encour
sale of stamps, starting the re(
ent on the way to buying a def
bond. Approximately ten alb
and stamps are given away f
day, plus who
an album
stamj
listeners
send and
in sugge

WTRY
1000W TROY,

N. Y. ,3^^^

Bask NBC

Blue

An H. C. Wilder Station
Represented by Raymer
24, 1941

WISH
NBC
L
%P FREE

the new Merchandising Statiol
• 5000-1000 Watfs
INDIANAPOLIS

Ask your Agency
to ask the Colonel!
'
PETERS.
Inc., National
RepresentoHv(
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program was carried by the 243
stations affiliated with the Red and
Blue coast-to-coast networks and
more than 100 affiliated stations
of NBC's Pan American network.
There was also a special hook-up
linking all four corners of the
world, establishing the most extensive field hook-up ever attempted
by NBC.
In addition to the formal addresses from W'ashington, David
Sarnoff, RCA president and chairman of the board of NBC, greeted
the world-wide audience.
There were pick-ups from capitols of embattled Europe throughout the evening, in
withthis
NBC'scountry
news
commentators

i NBC Birthday
' (Continued from page 9)
-iairman Fly. despite the cur:l finish fight with the major
'forks over the chain-monopoly
•ijlations,
nevertheless
contributions
of RCA extolled
and its
?jidiary, NBC, to development
.jidio. He recalled the laboratory
'.'j;
of eminent
in de.bment
of radio,scientists
mentioning
%y
jg such figures as Alexanderi Fessenden, Zworykin, Pupin,
'I
'(arest and Armstrong.

bute of a naFly's asTri"born
;ej
cited RCA
.|il emergency and growing, bet0 serve in this, another period
?reat national stress;" and
/I '., "who just 15 years ago dem.1 ,i-ated the vision and the initiaV> to inaugurate the first nationnetwork."
!?r!Iarked ability was theirs, and
rseverance born of faith."
extended to NBC, its officers
staff a "well earned Happy
day," and urged that all
ricans "seize this significant
I.ent again to resolve that the
i2vement of all these men in
0 shall be bent to serve the
jaion good. Thus can we realize
jifoenefits implicit in radio, and
ii can we repay in some measjiour debt to the men who have
'|e
broadcasts the
like formal
this possible."
I [ concluding
portion
' ihe mammoth broadcast from
ihington and in acknowledging
1 congratulatory statements of
;;. President and his aides, Mr.
ijmmell pointed out that what
a dream 15 years ago "is a
ting reality today, and we can
rery thankful this evening that
"ihave a free radio, the only
,|itry in the world today that
jins this essential arm of dejcacy-"
I
Berlin Ban
e pointed out that word had
-irjr today been received from Berthat NBC no longer could
least from the Axis metropolis.
• t decision by Hitler came bee we refused to submit to an
arranted restriction on our remg of factual news. Of course
recognized the necessities of

MONOPOLY rules evidently were
forgotten as NBC observed its 15th
anniversary.
Here's
President
Trammel of the
network
and Niles
FCC
Chairman Fly, whose divergent
views on broadcasting have been
well publicized, smilingly greet
each other with a hearty handclasp.
Picture was made in the NBC
Washington studios Nov. 15.
military censorship. But American
radio cannot be made a tool of the
European dictatorships. We have
a free radio and it shall remain
Mr. Trammell cited NBC's opfree." eration as "one of the most striking examples of business cooperation in American industry." In the
anniversary broadcast, he said,
more than 200 independently owned
stations joined together to broadcast the birthday party. He expressed his appreciation for the
"loyal and intelligent support
which this company has received
from its 2,300 employes scattered
throughout the world.
Three thousand top-ranking artists from every field of entertainment participated in the broadcast
from 11:15 p.m. to 2 a.m., marking
the greatest array of talent ever
before assembled in the history of
radio for a single broadcast. The

FAIRMONT

A

WORD

ABOUT

AUDIENCE
SURVEYS

carrying on two-way conversations.
Included in the broadcast were
some 50 of the nation's top bands,
along withtalent.
practically all of NBC's
headline

WMMN

has a constant, day-to-day
survey in progress
that PROVES the
station's popularity.
Uncle Sam does the

Texaco Resumes Met
METROPOLITAN OPERA, under
sponsorship of the Texas Co., New
York, for the second successive
season will return to NBC-Blue
Nov. 29 at 2 p. m., with the performance of "La Traviata" on 145
stations. This year, beginning with
the Dec. 6 program, the series will
be shortwaved to Latin America
over NBC stations WRCA and
WNBI. A new intermission feature, "Music in America," designed
to show the march of musical progress in U. S. will be discussed by
a prominent speaker and the
"Opera Question Forum," last
year's
quiz feature
wellknown guests
answeringwith
questions
sent in by listeners, will again be
part of the broadcasts, as will the
intermission
feature "At Opera
Home
With
the Metropolitan
Guild" with officials discussing various phases of opera production.
Buchanan & Co., New York, is the
agency.

job. Every day his
mailmen gather
hundreds and hundreds of letters into
a big bundle consigned to WMMN.
They're letters from
listeners — scores of
them just friendly
letters greeting
members of the
staff, many of them
letters containing
cash for the purchase of products
advertised on
WM>AN. The worth
of such a survey
can't be denied. The

W("C(>. Miiiupapolis. recently tested
all staff engineers, production men
and announcers with an Audiometer
to deteEmine individual frequency responses.

proof enceof
our audi-in
is available
every daily "mail
count". Representative
National
John Blair and Co.

I,
March

of Time

Treasury

Hour

I Gang Busters
ND OTHERS EQUALLY EXCELLENT
PULL LISTENERS FOR

WING

THE

MOST

»NT>MAT|

5,000 WATTS DAY
tOOO WATTS NIGHT

THE
DAYTON
STATION

BUY WING — GET WIZE
5000 WAHS • NBC RED & BLUE
fan/ H. Raymer, Representative

iOADCASTING
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tI„SESt
5000
WATTS
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A. E. McALFRESH, vice-president
of Pedlar & Ryan, has returned to his
New York headquarters following a
ten-day conference with William
Lawrence, Hollywood agency manager
on former changes of the weekly CBS
Orson Welles Show, sponsored by
Lady Esther Ltd.
RALPH L. POWER, head of the
Los Angeles agency bearing his name,
is recuperating from a major operation. Morse Peterman, formerly of the
Power Agency, and now at Fort Ord,
Cal., is in the Army hospital with
a broken breastbone.
JOHN B. SHAW Adv., Los Angeles
agency, has changed its name to The
Shaw Co., with headquarters continuing at 816 W. Fifth St.
JACK LORD, recently with Coast
magazine and before that with Sidney
Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisco,
has joined the staff of Leon Livingston Adv. Agency, San Francisco, in
charge of the copy department.
JOSEPH H. CONN, formerly account executive of the Biow Co., New
York, has joined Weiss & Geller, that
city, in the same capacity.
ARTHUR JOHN DALY, program
producer of N. Wf. Ayer & Son, New
York, is the father of a boy born recently.
RICHARD EARL SHARP, former
special writer and account executive
of KMOX, St. Louis, is now commercial wi'iterH.andJones
script
the Ralph
Co.,supervisor
Cincinnati. for
ROY S. LONG, formerly account
executive of Anfenger Adv. Agency,
has been appointed New Orleans
branch office manager succeeding Ensign Richard L. Scheidker, USNR,
who has been called to active duty.

ON THE LINE for another 52
weeks of successful advertising on
KVOA, Tucson, goes the signature
of Harold Steinfeld, owner of Steinfeld's Department Store. Henry
Schaffer, KVOA commercial manager,
beams approval of the renewal contract.
ADCO ADV. Co. has been formed in
Los Angeles to develop special fields
in advertising,
concentrating
on accounts in the mail
order, religious,
drug, cosmetic, health foods and appliances, lectures,
and technical fields.
Media industrial
to be featured
on a
national scale include radio, direct
mail, newspapers and magazines.
Members of the firm include Faraon
Jay Moss, Edwin B. Newport. Eric H.
Munsinger, Wallace Busse, .Jo Hollebaugh and John T. Davies. Ofiices are
located at 5212 Wilshire Blvd., Los
Angeles.
GLEN KING, formerly of KROW,
Oakland, Cal., has joined Western
Radio Productions, an Oakland agency.
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A TESTIMONIAL dinner was given
Harry Feigenbaum, head of the Harry
Feigenbaum Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, at the Embassy Club on Nov.
13. More than 75 friends and business
associates participated. Mr. Feigenservice. baum was presented with a silver
LARRY RHODES of Grant Adv. Inc.,
Chicago, writer of Doctor I. Q., on
Nov. 1 married Mary Lou Wickard,
who
has just joined Free & Peters,
Chicago.
BRUCE SMALL, formerly assistant
to the time buyer of William Esty
& Co., New York, has joined Badger
& Browning & Hersey, that city,
in a nor,similar
capacity.
Roger O'ConEsty
staff, succeeds
Small
at that of the
agency.
OLIVER TREYZ, formerly of
WNBF, Binghamton and WAGE,
Syracuse, has . joined the radio department of BBDO,, New York.
WALLACE MAGILL, formerly of
the NBC production department in
New York, has joined the radio decity.
partment of N. W. Ayer & Son, that
MARY GREENE has been appointed production manager of Cesana &
Assoc., Hollywood, replacing Beth
Hunt, resigned. Miss Greene was formerly on the production staff of Western Family Publishing Co., Los Angeles (magazine).
CARL WEBSTER PIERCE, radio
director of Cesana & Assoc., Hollywood, has written a series of radio
adaptations for one act plays to be
published
by Drama Guild Publications. Boston.
KYW Fetes Agencies
MORE THAN 40 agency representatives from the Philadelphia
area were guests of KYW, Philadelphia, at an informal luncheon
at Hotel Warwick Nov. 13. Leslie
W. Joy, KYW general manager,
and B. A. McDonald, sales manager, were hosts. The luncheon
had a two-fold purpose, to express appreciation to the agencies
for their friendly support of the
station and its policies during lean
years and good, and to introduce
the members of the headquarters
staff of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
SAM HENRY, former director of
radio advertising of NAB and later
a member of the Washington agency
of Vincent Tutching Associates, has
been named advertising and sales promotion manager of the Briggs Clarifier
Co.,
filters.Washington, manufacturers of oil

JEAN

— a KEX success story of food advertising

FAiRCHiLD

Again, in the case of the Patty Jean program for the
Franz Bakery, KEX has shown how well it can do a
region-wide food merchandising job. This program, on
KEX twice daily, outpulls anything else on the air in
Portland on mail return, and the coverage story is amazing. Requests for the Patty Jean exercise chart are being
consistetitly received from all parts of Oregon and Washington. The Patty Jean story proves that KEX can do a
any it.food advertiser. If you'd like
GREATwritejobusforabout
reallydetails,

PORTABLE RECORDER
• Hundreds of Fairchild F-26
Portable Recorders are doing double duty as portables
and studio recorders. Sturdy
ruggedness is built into the
Fairchild F-26, brilliant toneperfection is there, too. Fairchild are leading suppliers
of precision built equipment
to radio broadcast stations.
Write for descriptive literature.
..it had to satisfy Fairchild first"
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WITH an increasing nun- rj
of stations accepting film s-t
dio publicity releases f
newscasts, Larry Ginsbp
has been made 20th Centui
Fox Film Corp., Hollyw
planter of radio news,
was formerly assistant
Jack Mulcahy, the film st
die's radio news coordinati
Roberts Named
HARLOW P. ROBERTS, fc,
sales and advertising manag
Pepsodent Co., Chicago, adv
^
ing
directoPurity
Bal
and recentl;
Corp.,
Chi
d i o depart!
'
Blackett-Sai
'* f^Si^S'
manage:
r*
Hummert,
^AS^^
cago, joined '
Mr. Roberts
Nov. Joice
15 as&
mM^^^^^M
g'an,
Chicag
k^'^d,
'^■HIM
Roberts will have charge o
president.
agency's merchandising acti'
Bundles Campaign
STATIONS throughout the
try will be asked this wee
Bundles for Britain to carry
announcements during Dec(
promoting the Christmas care
organization is distributing th;,
large companies. Each card
ries space for 39 signatures,
person to make a contribution
signs. Bundles for Britain
send a bound volume of the
with a draft for the total ai
to Queen Elizabeth of Enj
who will in turn distributi
money as she sees fit for prt
to children in bombed areas
Bivens Named
WILLIAM C BIVENS, anno
of WBT, Charlotte, N. C, wl
been acting as official anno
for the Vox Pop program on
when it originated south o
Mason & Dixon line, has
named announcer and advanci
for the show, which is spoil
by Emerson Drug Co., Balti.
Bivens will travel ahead of
Johnson and Wally Butter
lining up prospects for inter!
and
collecting
local color abo"
origination
point.
Young to Gruen
JOHN P. YOUNG, formeri;
vertising manager of the
strong Cork Co., Lancaster
where he spent 17 years, hasappointed
director
adverC;
of
the Gruen
Watchof Co.,
nati, according to Benjamin^
president
of Gruen.
Youir
be
in charge
of theMr.spring
campaign
next
year for
willGruen,
featurewhich
ann^ ments on a large list of stat

BOARD OF DIRECTORS of '
Corp., Philadelphia,
clared
a dividend ofon 2.5Nov.
cen ;
share, payable Dec. 12 to stockl 1^
of
record ofNov.
28. This
is the ir"
dividend
25 cents
per share
this year and the 129th cash (
since
the radio and television C'l ^
was established.

*THE VOICE OF THE
OREGON COUNTRY
X
KE
PORTLAND,OREGON
■ Represented Nationally
t CO.
b, EDWARD PETRYl
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I
ice Radio Programs
of Bans by CBC
JkICTIONS have been lifted
madian Broadcasting Corp.
■s commercial sponsoring of
jprograms for the armed servi.ccording to a circular letter
p all stations and advertising
lies by Jack Radford, CBC
;7isor of station relations at
to Nov. 13. The policy "proig commercial exploitation
directly or indirectly, of
la's armed forces either here
•oad" was laid dovra May 31,

Canadian CPs
TWO CONSTRUCTION permits for
stations in Ontario have been issued,
but call letters have not as yet been
assigned. D. A. Jones of Rouyn, Que.,
has been granted a license for a station at Pembroke. Ont., with power
of 250 watts on 1340 kc, and Gordon
E. Smith, of Brantford. Ont.. has been
granted a license for a station at Parry
Sound, Ont., with power of 250 watts
on 1450 kc, according to G. C. W.
Browne, assistant controller of radio.
Department of Transport, Ottawa.

Cooper Song Featured
KENT COOPER, general manager of
Associated Press with a song-writing
hobby, has written a new song, "Sunset", which was to be a featured tune
on the Nov. 24 For America We Sing
broadcast on NBC-Blue. A special arrangement of the song has been made
and
playedMr.
by Cooper
Dr. Fi-ank
orchestra.
also Black's
is the
author
of
"Dixie
Girl",
originally
ten in 1923, which was introducedwrit-to
radio in the last year to become an
immediate hit.

Chibears' Alaskan Fans
MEMBERS of the United States
Army stationed at .Juneau. Alaska,
aviation base are regular listeners to
the l)roadeasts
of thegames
Chicago
Bears'
professional
football
on WENR.
Chicago, aecnrding to a communication received by the station from
Maior .John .J. McNeil, infantry officer
at the base, who wrote that the "reception is fine'".areThesponsored
games, broadcast
each Sunday,
by Pabst
Brewing Co., Chicago.

it^. ;he recent meeting of the CBC
of Governors at Ottawa this
was again surveyed and it
felt developments justified
{,':oftheGovernors
restrictions.
decidedThethatCBCin
iture it would sanction "the
in commercially sponsored proit-Si^i; of material relating to war
astances, provided such use
not involve any actual exMlfction of the services here or
d. " This change has for some
been requested by Canadian
tisers who have watched the
|)pment of sponsored programs
United States at various
training and recreational
:s.

''^
guardian
or friend
who
j 1M,
receive
$100 worth
of books
|s own choice if his candidate
^ j'
first prize.
EntryMalone,
blanks care
are
ijnable
from Ted
'"'Ti'BC, New YorkVermouth Feeler
!|E SHIPPERS IMPORT
j;., New York (Vermouth), is
'pcting a 13-week test cam;ti of six participating an;cements weekly on WINS,
1^York. If the test proves suc|ul, more stations may be
|d, according to Redfield-John;3, New York, agency in charge
^jOADCA STING

Network

Red

Utility Campaign
III electric power and light
knies throughout the country
Ji have been banding together
lipurposes of undertaking a
car
' *]rative institutional advertism l^'impaign [Broadcasting, Sept.
]tio! 'in a few weeks will launch
phase of the drive with
itaiiltiiJjirst
in several national weekal iaroup, which has been considEd a radio adaptation of Mr. &
rita :( 'North, book and Broadway
^by Martin Gosch and Howard
area lis, for a net show, relinquished
Iption on the half-hour pro, when it could not make a
j|fied starting date. N. W. Ayer
jti, agency in charge, indicated,
'jver, that when radio plans
'i'ormulated by the first of the
'( the North play would be
"i first consideration if still
'iable.
Malone's Contest
ISFE-YEAR scholarship to WilJ jewell College in Liberty, Mo.,
j„ |ing offered to the boy or girl
Lie to enter college next fall
]iwrites a prize interpretation
j^merican Youth & the AmeriWay" in a contest sponsored
t ed Malone, poetry commenta!^of Between the Bookends on
* -Blue. Contestants must be
sored by a teacher, librarian,
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WAAT, WHEC Cont
Are Claimed by Ai
AMERICAN Federation of
Artists reports that contract-;
been signed and ratified
WAAT, Jersey City, and W
Rochester. Both agreements t
standard AFRA forms, the \\
contract running for one yea
the WHEC agreement for

UNCLE DON'S AN INSTITUTION
Youngsters Wash Their Ears and Parents Buy
From His Sponsors, Says WOR
Sometime this month a large and
Don has a habit of holding on
not quite portly gentleman named
to sponsors. For example, the MalDon Carney will lean back his tex Co., makers of the cereal of
piano in a WOR studio and discuss
the same name, is now going into
the virtues of the Greenwich Savits
on Don's
His fourth
other year
backer,
the program.
National
ings Bank for exactly the threethousandth time.
Shoe Stores, hasn't really cut its
Mr. Carney (the small fry of the eye teeth yet, having been with
population would never refer to him only eight weeks.
Mutually Pleased
him by any other name than "Uncle
All three of these sponsors stand
Don")
is
not
certain
just
when
this historic event will occur. Duron equal ground, however, in that
ing the 11 years he has been talk- they are all pretty happy about
ing to children over WOR, he has
Uncle Don. For the benefit of the
twice taken a short vacation and
Greenwich Savings Bank, Uncle
cannot recall whether on the secDon has found a subsidiary corporond of these occasions he took two
ation known as the "Earnest Savdays off or three. Thus the actual
ers Club". Earnest Savers have
date of the celebration is in doubt.
written a quarter-of-a-million letThis failure to mark a milestone
ters to Uncle Don and have opened
a total of 25,000 new accounts at
for the benefit of posterity does
not matter very much to Uncle
the bank, not to mention the transfers of the past 11 years which
Don, whose posterity is forever
growing up and getting all out of have occurred when Earnest Savhand anyhow. Besides, Don thinks
ers grew up and bore children
who in turn became Earnest Savthat to be perfectly fair you would
have to count the number of times
ers. You can see how this sort of
he has talked about the Greenthing just goes on forever.
For Maltex, Uncle Don has also
wich Savings Bank in his sleep.
been organization conscious. UnThe bank was Don's first sponsor
way back in 1930 when he began
der his aegis a group of about
his program over WOR, and it has
10,000 young citizens have banded
themselves together under the title,
stuck right with him ever since.

To

Get

is

in
Central
New

UNCLE DON
"The One Hundred Percent Breakfast Club", a large and healthy
organization which pledges itself
to eat a breakfast of fruit, milk,
buttered toast and cereal (preferably Maltex) every morning.
There is no club for the National
Shoe Stores. In fact, this account
is one of the few straight selling
jobs Uncle Don has ever done. But
the idea that boys and girls can
wear shoes just like mamma and
daddy is so completely a natural
that Don doesn't think a third
organization on his program is
necessary.
Quits Biting Nails
Altogether Don has had, in his
11 years on WOR, something over
90 sponsors, for whom he has sold
everything from blankets to
vitamin pills. And the mail? — the
mail would be impossible if it
weren't true. Listen to this:
"The children are writing for
their banks now and so will take
advantage of this opportunity to
tell you that as a result of your
broadcasting the boy has ceased
biting his nails and his mother and
I are amazed at how quickly he
eats his Maltex. He has promised
to eat and do whatever you tell

All
There

In recent elections Willia
Adams was reelected preside
the
New York local of AFR.A
years.
Sam Parker was again chos
head the Miami local. Other
York officers include: Alex W
Eric Dressier, Ben Grauer, V
Preston and Mark Smith,
presidents; Anne Seymour, n
ing secretary, and Ned V
treasurer- Miami officers, in
tion to Mr. Parker, are: Don
ler, vice-president; Jack
worth, secretary; Fred Han
treasurer.

England

You would not think that just
him to".down to a piano and fingersitting
Complete Central New England radio
coverage hinges on one station — WTAG
— the one radio station Central New
Englanders tune to, the clock around,
for their radio news and entertainment.
According to a special Crossley study,
Worcester listeners say that their listening habits are outstandingly high compared with other cities surveyed.
According to a Hooper-Holmes independent study, retailers say that preference for WTAG is outstandingly high
throughout the Central New England
Market.

WTAG
WORCESTER

NBC BASIC RED AND YANKEE
NETWORKS
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.— NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
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WHERE THEY'LL DO
THE MOST GOOD!
TEXAS' BOOMING GDLF COAST INDHSTRIAL AREA
1000 WATTS FILL TIME
5t0 KC
NBC BLBE

HELLO, FOLKS
4th Army Corps Gets WB
— 'Midnight Party' TimeWBT, Charlotte, starting No
turned over the time for itsi
55-minute Midnight Dancing ;
to the 4th Army Corps, no
maneuvers in the Carorinas,
new series of programs des
to keep maneuvering troo]
touch with their home-folks,
special series, to be conducted
night from 12:05-1 a.m. by P:
George M. Monaghan, formei
WTHT, Hartford, Conn., wil
sent interviews with boys i
Army, along with music ded:
by them to the folks at hon
plan for
thisdrew
new ensi
to The
the armed
forces
astic praise from Army of
The program will be broadci
an established audience, bui
by Midnight Dancing Party,
has drawn regular fan mail
listeners in the 48 states.
TURNER Co., Cedar Rapids
has developed a new Model
namic microphone for broadci
as well as public address sy
bands and others requiring a hi,
quency
range microphone.
AcC'
to the manufacturer,
the new
utilities a new type magnet str
and acoustic network.
ing it with one hand the whil
tell a bedtime story or two
admonish Johnny not to touc
little baby brother with those
dirty hands would have much
with the marts of trade and
finance. But Uncle Don has p
it has. Maybe the answer is
in his larger self, Don Ci
is no man at all, but an in
tion.

' (.
—

Ann Tenna. sa^s:
They've g-iven
WINS anothername
..."New York's

BrAUfAOi^t
■•prawnlad by HOWAID H. WIISON COMPANY
BROADCASTING

...but WINS by any other name
sells just as sweetly!
New/BIG Station"
^ //a rote am
tul
I'J/ makt yeur ralex i/eem ')
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NNEL RECEPTION
laimed After Long Tests
By KDKA, Pittsburgh —

il j'lr claimed radio reception m
iti ]Qar tunnels has been made
'iKA, Pittsburgh, engineering
ment after months of experiin Pittsburgh's mile-long
y Tubes under Mount Wash. With the cooperation of
:eny County Commissioners,
was begun at the suggestion
nes B. Rock, KDKA general
er. T. C. Kenny, assistant
mgineer was in charge of the
ments.
allation of temporary power
n the tunnel led to the dis• that reception might be
le. In the course of repair
a wire was strung along the
each tube and motorists with
-than-average sets found they
pick up a weak signal. Kenny
ed permanent wires to act
itennas. Lead-in was to a
) antenna at the top of Mount
ngton.
counteract loss of strength
liijt id in transmission Kenney
loved the outside antenna and
ifier from the hill to the Pittsend of the tunnels where
from all five Pittsburgh

FOOTBALL COVERAGE is aided by these mechanical setups. The portable setup at left is used by Wib Pettegrew of WOSU, Ohio State U station (left photo) to keep track of lineups and substitutions from the
booth. A six-slotted revolving cylinder is used for each position on each
of the teams. A quick flip brings a sub's name into position. The "indentifier"
carried
by amechanic.
shoulder strap and was built by W. E. Eckenrode,
Ohio is
State
master
At right is the studio setup used by KOA, Denver, to broadcast telegraphic play-by-play reports. Starr Yelland (hand at ear) handles playby-play, and is aided by Bob Young (just behind him), who uses a pointer
on a ruled backboard and reads commercials. Partly concealed is Don
Martin, KOA news editor, wno edits copy. Ed Sproul (foreground) checks
substitutions for gridgraph.
HRIEIF i)pi)()siiiK a review by the U. S.
stations could be picked up without
Suiireine (Joiirt of ruling; liauded down
reflection from the hill. This
jumped the signal strength from
in early .luly by the T'. S. Circuit Court
.5 mv. to almost 60 mv. at the (if Appeals at Los Angeles, permitting
of a book or poem withend of the tunnels, decreasing to the recording
out payment of royalty to the author,
25 mv. at other end of tunnels.
has been filed by Frederick Leuschner.

Radio in Blackout Drill
RADIO will be used to inform the
public cruits
andfor various
to obtain
volunteer
drills,
as well reas
to instruct the civilian population
in its duties when and if blackouts
become necessary in the United
States, according to a new pamphlet prepared by the War Department for the Office of Civilian Defense. Titled Blackout, the 60-page
pamphlet, bound in heavy black
paper with a standout blue design,
gives a complete survey of the
problems involved in blackouts,
how they can best be offset and the
cooperation expected from public
utilities and other facilities.
Two Serials Created
TWO NEW daytime radio serials
have been created and will be written by Edward Longstreth, formerly director of radio for the ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co. and Bruce
Chapman. The series is especially
designed mercials
to incorporate
the com-of
within the framework
the dialogue. Serials will be handled by the William Morris Agency, New York.
KHIK. Watsonville, Cal., has appointed Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles, as exclusive Pacific Coast representative.

Hi
Uttf

k T MOM
k

7,600 PEOPLE

MM

INTO WASHIMTOI

3^

k

(this month most of them are listening to WJSV)

mai
Talk about "Boom Towns" ! Washington, D. C. came
pi

through with a 1940 Censvis count of 663,000 — a 357" gain
over 1930 ! And more was yet to come. This year people
have been pouring into the District of Columbia at an estimated rate of 7,600 every month!

i!
ij

And that's not counting visitors . . . the thousands who
come every week to see — and to spend — in the nation's
capital. It's based on the 91,200 people who are expected
to take a permanent place this year in the highest per
capita income and retail sales market in the country.

The best way to reach these 91,200 newcomers

^ ^

is the way the country's most astute advertisers
reach Washington's 663,000 oldtimers. On
50,000-watt WJSV— Washington's best salesman !

WJSV

COLIIMBIA'S STATION FOR THE MTlOrS CAPITAL
Owned and operated by CBS. Represented nationally by Radio Sales with M.
offices in Newyork,Chicago, St. Lou is, Charlotte, Los Angeles, San Francisco \B
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Studio

BASIC

CBS

to add
in the

CHECKING RESULTS of recent match with scorekeeper, Hal Damron,
charming members of CBS Hollywood women's bowling team are (front
row, 1 to r), Maxine Anderson (standing), Eleanor Ross, Virginia
Damron, Bernice Barrett (standing) ; rear row, Jean Kerr, Hazel Miller,
Anita Harryman, Kay Schaffer, Eva Weigold, Muriel Horner.

sales

wealthy

SHREVEPORT
market

. . . add

KTBS
1000 WATTS

• NBC RED

SHREVEPORT,
LA.
The pivot city
of the Central Southwest
Branham Co. • Representatives

--'-"
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usTENER$:>.-;f
ST!
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PONTIAC • MICH.
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TABULATING defense cooperation
of WTRY. Troy- Albany. X. Y.. Woodbury Carter Jr.. jirogram director, has
found that since Sept. 1 the station
has contributed over 700 one-minute
spots and 50 five-minute programs.
The 700 total does not include time
contributed for the Petroleum Coordinator. Office of Production Management, and regular weekly programs of
Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Women's Committee for Home Defense of
Troy. In addition WTRY has used
thrice-weekly quarter-hour program
Nationril Defense
announcements fromd-theYou.N. using
Y. State
Employment Service. Army and Navy
recruiting offices in Troy and Albany.
Civil Aeronautics Authority, Civil
Service jobs in defense work and other
defense agencies.
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., now carries original plays thrice-weekly of
Mask and Dapger, dramatic society of
New Hampshire U. produced, written
and directed by student talent. WHEB
maintains remote studios on the campus in Durham.
KPAC, Port Arthur, Tex., has appointed Burn-Smith Co., that city,
representatives to work with Charles
E. Bush .Jr.. sales promotion and
publicity director of the station.
WROK. Rockford, 111., has been
awarded a plaque by the American
Legion Auxiliary, Department of Illinois, "in appreciation and in recognition of faithful, cooperative and meritorious service to the citizens of the
Rockford
community."
bears
the signatures
of stateAward
department
officials.
KLZ, Denver, Square Dance Party,
after only five programs is seeking
larger quarters to accommodate large
crowds of square dance fans. OriginalIv staged in a studio at the station,
SRO signs had to be put up an hour
before broadcast time. Temporary location for the party is local YMCA
gymnasium until a barn is found large
enough to hold increasing crowds. Listeners participate with instruction
sheets mailed by KLZ upon request in
advance of the broadcasts.
KMOX. St. Louis, as a feature of Bob
Dunham's daily Five O'clock Neivs
Shotv, each day picks two haixl-to-pronounce names in the news and provides a brief description and the right
pronunciation of each.
KDYL, conducting a poll among Salt
Lake City high school students, has
found Edentertainers
Stoker's orchestra
other
KDYL
the mostandpopular
feature of the station with the younger
set. Originating at KDYL, Ed Stoker
and his orchestra are heard four times
weekly over NBC-Red.

24, 1941

Texan Singers
THE WAR has made the
weekly audition day at
CKLW, Windsor, Ont., especially strenuous for Program Director John Gordon.
So many boys from Texas are
trying to enlist in the Royal
Canadian Air Force depot at
this border city, that to put
in the time they are trying to
crash radio in Windsor by
singing those Texan ballads.
WS:M. Nashville, reached back into
history for a pre-game broadcast in
connection with the 50th meeting of
Yanderbilt U and U of the South on
the gridiron Nov. 8. Having played 50
games, this is the longest series of uninterrupted games between any two
schools, it is claimed by Tennesseans.
WSM assembled past stars of the
gridiron from the two schools for a
round of reminiscing, included was
Elliott .Tones, who founded football at
Vanderljilt and was captain of its
team in 1890-91-92.
WCHS. Charleston and the West Virginia Network Nov. 12 honored the
nine West Virginia men who lost their
lives on the Reiihen James. Staffwritten script was built around Governor Neely, who appeared on the
program. Hartford FM station, recently
W65H,
inaugurated a new symphony program.
4-5
p.m.
Symphony
Hall, to be heard daily
WIRE. Indianapolis, on Nov. 21
broadcast direct from Newport News,
Va.. the launching of the Navy's newest battleship, TJSS Indiana, and addresses by Gov. Henry F. Schricker
and Secretary of Navy Frank Knox.
Eugenetor, who
S. described
Pulliam. WIRE
news edithe ceremonies,
and Engineer Eugene F. Alden, both
ensigns in Naval Reserve, made the
trip abroad a special train with the
Governor and party. Program was also
carried bv WHBLT. Anderson ;
WBAA, LaFayette; WLBC, Muncie; WBOW, Terre Haute; and
WAOV, Vincennes.
LICA SERGIO. WQXR. New York,
commentator, has inaugurated a
Christmas drive to provide toys, candy
and warm clothing for 25,000 Appalachian Mountain youngsters, none of
whom are able to attend school this
winter for lack of shoes and clothes.
She has already sent 19 dozen woolen
sweaters bought with money contributed byseveral
listeners.
WQXR's
staff
plans to fill
dozen
candy boxes
and New York school children are
sending lollipops to tlie unfortunate.
BROADCASTING

in Grand

Ra

Is Projected by WK
WKZO, Kalamazoo, has com j
arrangements to open studios
offices in Grand Rapids, \
quarters in the Herpolsheimeil
partment Store. Contracts foij
studio facilities were signed
week by John E. Fetzer, W
president, and Charles 0. I
ford, for the store. The new G
Rapids studios are expected 1
ready for use in early Decei
it was indicated by Ray V. H
ton, WKZO general manager,
Harry Caray has been n;
director of programs from the
studio by Paul H. Aurandt, W
program director. Hal For
also is to be sent to Grand R'
as chief operator at the new Sj
Big WJSV
Account
NATIONAL
BREWING
Co., I
more, has signed one of the
est contracts in the histor
WJSV, Washington, with a
week schedule of six-weekly
hours featuring Arch McDoI
aid willsports
conduct
a Moon Dial
WJSV
commentator.
sisting of sports
news, Mc'
ge:
items and light music. Proj,
takes
air Dec. D.15. Stuart
Contract'V
placedthethrough
Baltimore
agency.
SPEECH by President Roosevelt;
15 in observance of Bill of Rights
will be broadcast on NBC, CBS
MBS as part of a special progrt
honor of the 150th Anniversary (
ratification of the bill.
WLW - WLWO - W S AL, Cin c i
employes were entertained Nov.
the agricultural department of \
in its annual outing to Every!
Farm, near Mason. O. An old fash
turkey shoot was held with execi
and stars in competition with
stenographers
and property
Turkeys, ducks and chickens
awarded winners with doughnut;
cider served to the staff member;
their families.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has signed £
tract with the National Assn. of
forming Artists for the use of tl,
corded
on
bothmusic
WFILof the
and society's
its FM meistr
W.53PH. The signing of the N
contract, which went into effect
17, follows by two weeks the si
of the ASCAP contract for botl
tions.
KM.J,
Fresno, stations
and six Californif'
dio System
have st
the
fifth
year
of Radio designe
Form
Better Understanding,
eliminate bigotry and narrow-mi
ness among people of various reli
faiths. The forum feature high!
broadcast discussions by the three
isters of different
Protestant
and Jew. faiths — Cat
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New

PROGRAMS

IN

ENGLISH

York Broadcasts Prove Successful in

SeSling Specialized Markets
tract expired, the company immeJfllBy MAURICE RAPPEL
Vice-President and Producer
diately extended it to 52 weeks.
hfmerican Jewish Broadcasting Co.
A recent survey showed that
New York
80.1% of those canvassed listened
to our programs in the English
MATISTS who experiment
idiom, while 34.3% listened to all
Shakespeare in modern dress
nothing on us. In December,
Yiddish-language programs on all
other New York stations combined
we put a swing- orchestra and
(six stations carrying about three
show on WHN, New York,
lie ^ity
hours of Yiddish daily).
Sunday afternoon, and pred a half-hour of popular and
News Success
;ional Jewish folk melodies in
Another convincing example is
Iting style of the modern musianner.
the quarter - hour Jewish angle
quests for tickets came in by newscast of William S. Gailmore,
commentator, sponsored by the
housands, and Yiddish Swing
d into the Grand Ballroom of Stuhmer Baking Co. This program
followed immediately after Yiddish
apitol Hotel to play to capacSwing, and together with another
udiences of 2,000 and more
15-minute period of classical music
Sunday thereafter. They
the 60 minutes is known as the
;d in the aisles — not jitterburg
Aynerican-J ewish Hour. So pleased
jsters, but sober, solid citizens,
.ge age, 32. And, whether at was Stuhmer with results that,
or at the broadcast, they after repeated renewals, the company extended their contract to run
e m b e r e d the sponsor — and
on a 52-week basis.
It!
The crowning quality of the
Will It Work?
American-Jewish Hour is that its
was with a pioneering spirit features are concentrated into a big
period unit in which each of the inEdelstein Dairy Co. undertook
lonsor Yiddish Swing from its
dividual programs enhances interest and listening attention for the
^broadcast.
Would
such
a
pronext
show.
The net results of the
L rooted in ancient traditional
American-Jewish
Hour, heard SunEj melodies set to a modern
days, 1:30-2:30 p.m. are shown in
|o, be acceptable to the Jewish
a Hooper Survey of May-June (the
'ling public? More broadly, beginning
of the slow summer
J'J^'j.
any Jewish
program set
American
background,
usingin months), which provides a rating
of 1.9% for that period, right beIEnglish commercials and conhind WABC and WOR, which were
jty, have selling appeal?
tied for first place with a rating
je answer is a definite affirmaof 2.5%.
1 The two sponsors who have
the Yiddish Swing programs
ample testimony to prove it.
WABC on All Night
ANOTHER STATION in the New
jjstein's,
the
first
sponsor,
was
blindependent dairy producer
York Metropolitan area to start
|a g g 1 i n g to make headway
an all-night program is WABC,
ijist the large national dairy
CBS New York outlet, which on
iiufsis. Subway carcards was the Nov. 14 began testing from 1-5:15
'(advertising
medium
a.m. Friday, a record show with
and these for
but a previously
short run.
Arthur Godfrey. Last week WABC
ter sponsoring the swing proadded an hour to the show, extendfi for 45 weeks, Robert Edeling it to 6:15 a. m., and if the audience proves large enough, the
' stated: "The impetus gained
jtly through our program
station will extend its all-night
lied our sales in Greater New
operation throughout the week as
two Farmer
of our Cheese
productsand
—
a regular policy. Arthur Godfrey
, j:
fedoforBrand
continues to do his regular daily
1« 'age Cheese."
6:30-7:45 a. m. broadcast on
WABC, as well as the 7:45 a. m.
Matzos Sales, Too
program on WJSV, Washington.
ir second sponsor, too, has
|d gratifying results. On Nov.
AO, the B. Manischewitz Matzos
is e kiItook over sponsorship with
stein's
with particiig spot continuing
announcements
at the
of the program. Immediately
ompany sales graphs showed a
ite rise. Fan mail and ticket
ests kept coming in. Old folks
ell as youngsters set their apal to our programs,
(.at they bought as well as
\ied is demonstrated by the
[that Yiddish Swing was the
[medium used at first to introa new cracker product — Tam
w/fh
r— to the metropolitan market,
iiin four weeks "our sales for
^product had risen to amazing
Unexpected heights", according
Wax Manischewitz, treasurer,
CIRCUIT
DESIGN
gcent survey showed, after a
jmonths on the air, Manischejtopped all others in the matzos
GENERAL ® ELECTRIC
I with a sales record of 61.3%.
r the original 13-week conOADCASTING
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Canada Shortwave Post
Busy Production Center
WITH SEVEN daily and 17 weekly broadcasts from Great Britain
being fed to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. network, the CBC
shortwave listening post at Britannia Heights, outside Ottawa, has
grown to a busy production center
since outbreak of war. A staff of
four engineers is on the job 16
hours daily, while in another part
of the building there is a staff of
linguists picking up news and
bi'oadcasts from all parts of the
world for the CBC news bureau.
The CBC shortwave receiving
station uses two Canadian Marconi diversity receivers with a
range from 5 to 25 mc. Because
practically all broadcasts received
from Great Britain for rebroadcasting in Canada come from Daventry, England, the two rhombic
antennae atop four 90-foot wooden
masts are oriented to Daventry.
Programs received for rebroadcasting over CBC networks are fed
through a master control and then
through a specially balanced telephone line to CBO, Ottawa, and
piped by telephone line to other
CBC network stations throughout
the Dominion. Foreign propaganda
broadcasts are recorded for study.
PREiVIEW of the Christmas spirit
for service men stationed all over the
world was shortwaved Nov. 21 on
WRCA tional
andstations,
WNBI,
as wellNBC's
as oninternaNBCBlue, featuring the Santa CIniis Parade down Hollywood Blvd.

5
THIS

Labor Series Extended
CALIFORNIA State Federation
of Labor, Los Angeles, sponsoring
the weekly half-hour program,
This, Our America, on KFWB,
Hollywood,
Nov. 24KFOX
extendsKWG
station list tooninclude
KROY and 15 Don Lee California
stations, Monday, 8-8:30 p. m.
(PST). Series,
dramatized film featuring
adaptationa with
weekly guest orchestra and singer,
will continue to emanate from and
also be released on KFWB. John
Boylan is writer-producer. Allied
Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles, has
the account. Walter McCreery and
W- F. Gardner are account executives.
Bought -CLEMENTS,
by Caldwell New
CALDWELL
York, publisher of Radio Today
and Radio Yearbook, has purchased Radio Retailing from the
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. and
will bring out the first issue of
the consolidated enlarged publication in January under the title
Radio Retailing Combined With
Radio Today. The purchase returns Radio Retailing to the direction of 0. H. Caldwell and M.
Clements, who launched its first
issue in 1925 and supervised its
publication
for many
years Mr.
under its former
ownership.
Caldwell was a member of the original Federal Radio Commission.
WiAGF, Dothan, Ala., and KHAS,
Hastings, Neb., have contracted for
the special radio news wires of PA.

REASONS
IS

THE

FOR YOU

1.

WHY

RADIO

STATION

IN BOSTON

Low daytime rates now in effect give you most results per
radio dollar spent.

Going full time very soon.
3.
2. Centrally located transmitter
for
erage.concentrated Boston cov-

New popular program struc4, ture.
5, An increasing record of advertiser successes.

MASSACHUSETTS
BROADCASTING
COPIEY-PIAZA HOTEL
BOSTON, MASS.
Notional Represenloti
HEADIEY-REED COMPANY
NEW YORK ■ CHICAGO
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Katz

MEETING for the first time at
NBC's 15th anniversary dance held
Nov. 10 at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York, are Graham
McNamee, veteran network announcer, and Ray Forrest (right),
television's first announcer.
m

Hut

CONTROL
ROOM

Today, as since the earliest
days of radio, the name
CLARK on processed recordings is a symbol of
sterling workmanship and
quality materials. And today practically every important transcription producer is a CLARK client.
So. today, we suggest that
if you are interested in
quality transcription
processing you investigate
CLARK.

KILBURN CULLEY. cnilrol opei-Mtor of WEEI, Boston, is the father of
a seven-pound boy. born Nov. 11.
GUY HUTCHESOX. CBS engineer,
is now on the last lap of a six-month
tour of the new CBS Latin American
network and is expected to be in New
Vork witli his full )-('])i)rt shortly after
.\ew Year's Day.
ED C. HORSTMAN. of NBC, Chicago, was elected president of the National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers
& Technicians for the fourth term at
the Association's
annual
session, held in San eighth
Francisco
recently,
.r. H. Bi-own of NBC, Hollywood, was
elected vice-president and E. Stolzenberger. NBC television. New York,
was named secretary. David Sarnoff.
president of RCA was a guest at the
group's annual dinner.
DAVID G. LYON Jr.. formerly of
WSYB, Rutland, Vt., has joined the
engineering staff of WTRY, Troy.
N. Y.
ART BECK, engineer of WCCO. :Minneapolis, presided over the monthly
meeting Nov. 1!> of the Minnesota Inof Radio Engineers held in
W('CO's stitutemaster
control room.
.TAY W. WRIGHT, formerly of KSL.
Salt Lake City, and now with Glenn
Gillette, Washington consulting engineer, is the father of a bov l)oru
Nov. 11.
EDAVARD LUTZ. control room engineer of WFBL. Syracuse, lias enlisted
in the Communications Division of the
Naval Reserve. He reported for duty
in New York early in November. Before leaving WFBL, he was presented
with a pen and pencil set at a dinner
party attended by the station staff.

WDSU
NEW

ORLEANS

soon will be
Phonograph

Record Co.

216 High St. Humboldt 2-0880 j

5000

Day and Night
WEED AND COMPANY
National Representatives
New York • Detroit • Chicago
San Francisco

[221N.LaSalle$t. Cjent^^^
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Drug

Chain Finds Spot Campa \
m
Successful in
Short Promotion
Dr
SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS have planned. Twenty-two time.s
proved a successful advertising the transcriptions are carri'
medium for Katz Drug Co., Kan- WDAF, KMBC, WHB and K
It was indicated that if the
sas City, during an intensive campaign of several weeks, according continue to show results cit
to Henry Gerling, Katz advertis- to them during initial weeks
ing manager. The Kansas City company may use them as a
company, a well-known retail drug manent advertising medium.
advertiser, this year undertook an
Katz Drug Co. also has s
ambitious experiment in radio ad- sored two Big Six football bi.
vertising by using 1,540 spots on casts on WDAF. The trans
four Kansas City stations during tions were made in the recoi
a 10-week pre-Christmas promostudio of Vic Damon. Partic
tion.
ing
in the- transcription pn
Directed by M. H. (Mouse)
were
Brownie Berg and J
Strait, of Ferry-Hanly Agency,
Deutsch, freeland radio art
Kansas City, and Mr. Gerling, freeDick Smith, Gene Crum and
lance actors and local announcers
Kemper, WHB announcers,
have made 40 different one-minute
Eddie Edwards, KMBS prod
transcriptions,
with
16 more
FM Display Is Shown
In Eaton Tower, Detroit
TO ACQUAINT Detroit listeners
with FM broadcasting, W49D, FM
adjunct of WJLB, is sponsoring an
exhibition of frequency modulation
which tinue
opened
until Dec.Nov.13. 3 and will conThe exhibition, occupying the entire 28th floor of Detroit's Eaton
Tower,dios location
of the station's
stuand transmitter,
features
sound movies in color, non-technical explanations of FM operation,
lantern slides of Maj. Edwin H.
Armstrong's experiments and comparison demonstrations with AM.
Space has also been reserved for
dealers and distributors to exhibit
the latest model FM receivers.
On the air since May 10, 1941,
W49D expects to be operating with
full power of 10,000 watts before
the year ends. It now operates with
1,000 watts on a schedule of 64
hours of news, music, and variety
weekly. Detroit now has four FM
outlets authorized including W49D.
The others are to King Trendle
Broadcasting Corp., operators of
WXYZ; W45D, adjunct to WW J;
W53D, operated by WJR.

Three in a Bunch
IRVE TUNICK, former co
tinuity director of WIN
New York, and currem
writing public service pi
grams
sion ofthrough
the U.theS.radio
Officedi
Education, on Nov. 23 heai
three
of his half-hour
on NBC-Red
within a sho
foi ■
hour period. From 12:30
p.m.
Tunick'sto script
on tr
contribution
the Negro^
to American culture Wi
heard on Freedom's Peoph
1:30-2 p.m.,script
Tunick's
137t
consecutive
was broa'
cast on The World Is Your
while the 3:30-4 p.m. pr^
gram, Listen America, use
Tunick's script on the pai
food and nutrition play in d^
fense for its opening broa(
cast.
WDRC's 20th
WDRC. Hartford, to observe
start of its 20th year of broad'
ing,
has 10
dedicated
the entire V\'
of Dec.
as Anniversary
Special
programs
are week,
to be
ried throughout the
station breaks carrying the
line: "WDRC, Hartford, no\
its 20th year of broadcast:
General manager of the static
Franklin M. Doolittle, who fo
ed the station in 1922WCKY Names Kackle
OLIVE KACKLEY, for three ;
a "goodwill ambassador" of WC
Cincinnati, takes over a new
at the station Nov. 24 as din
of women's programs, succee
Ann La Hay, who resignec
become
radio
editor of
Chicago Sun. Miss Kackley
take over the WCKY mor
spot 8:30-9 a.m. on which
La Hay conducted her hous«

STAN REESE, control operator of
KSL, Salt Lake City, is hospitalized
from a major operation.
WILLARD HARTHO, formerly of
WMFG. Hjbbing. Minn., during December is to join the engineering staff
of WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich.
DOUGLAS CARVE:TH. transmitter
operator, CJKL, Kirkland Lake. Ont..
has been transferred to CFCH, North
Bay, Ont.
DAVE KARBACH, former engineer
of KOY, Phoenix, has joined KSUN.
Lowell. Ariz., as announcer-engineer.
(Jliff Miller, relief engineer, replaced
Mr. Karbach at KOY.
BRAIN TEASERS sent in by listeners to the NBC-Blue Auction Quis program, sponsored by Standard Oil of
Indiana, are the basis of a question
and answer feature appearing in 160
TJ. S. newspapers as a weekly column.

her
before
program.
Sheactivities
also will
cont'c
and speaking
conventions.
Basic Mutual Network OutI
THE

IFFILIATE OF ROCK ISLAND, ILLIKOIS IRCIS^

5000

WATT
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jIG and
50 kw

WCLE
on

640

Applications Pending
$Frs Clear Channel
BATING a battle-royal for
ment on the 640 kc. clear
:el, on which KFI, Los Anis the dominant station, two
i|Dnal applications were filed
eek for 50,000 watts on the
el, bringing to seven the total
ending.
IG, Greensboro, N. C, CBS
filed an application last
ly for shift in frequency from
kc. with 5,000 watts to 640
th 50,000 watts, with changes
directional antenna. WCLE,
tiand, sister station of WHK,
,j;aneously filed a simiiar apifion, seeking a shift from 610
_.jth 500 watts daytime to 640
— [th 50,000 watts using a direc,1 day and night. WCLE
led its pending application
isignment to 600 kc.
i; two new applications were
3y Loucks & Scharfeld, with
igineering for the Cleveland
it pn handled by McNary &
Hi E tbers and for the Greensboro
lation by Herbert L. Wilsonjier applications now pending
jfesignment to 640 kc. include
] of WCKY and WKRC, Cin:?i(f)bi, WCHS, Charleston, and
!p, Jacksonville, each seeking
watts; WOKO, Albany,
^, and WHCU, Ithaca, N. Y.,
irequest for 5,000 watts full^Book List Enlarged
' '• &Income
SCHUSTER,
Tax) New
hasYork
inid its spot announcement camto approximately 125 stawith the addition of 68 stain the past few days [BroadjlMG, Nov. 3]. Agency is North* 'Radio Adv. Co., Seattle. The
|n list:
KGGF KFEL KOHL WDBO KTFI
:S00 KOB KCMO KFBI WTIC
OA WKAT KUTA KLX KTKC
KFOX KHJ KFBB KMA WCOP
WSUN WINS WTAG KANS KITE
l KVAN WHB KGDM KOH KTRB
IWADC WBAX WCSC WPIC WBIG
WKMO WMRN WEBQ W43B
KSL KIRO KOB WFAA WOAI
KMOX WLS WGN WLW WCCO
iiWHAS
WBBM WOR WBT WCAU WHAM

Weight Lifting
FACED WITH the problem
of moving 3% tons of FM
equipment 42 floors to the
top of 444 Madison Ave.,
New York, engineers and
movers of the new 10 kw. FM
transmitter of W 7 1 N Y ,
owned by WOR, New York,
required six hours to do the
job. Special crates for the
sections fitted doors and elevators, which only went to
the 40th floor, after which
trap-doors were used. The 30foot antenna and transmission line pipe lengths were
taken up on the tops of the
elevator cars.
Ronson Drive
ART METAL WORKS, Newark
(Ronson lighters), for the second
successive year starting about
Dec. 10 will conduct a two-week
intensive pre-Christmas campaign
of one-minute transcribed announcements and participations
stressing the lighters as appropriate gifts. Stations have not yet
been set up but the agency, Cecil
& Presbrey, New York, indicated
the following markets would be
used: New York, Chicago, Boston,
Detroit, Los Angeles, Washington,
New Orleans, Cleveland and
Dallas.
Toscanini First
FIRST concerts broadcast by the
NBC Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Arturo Toscanini
without studio audience will be
heard Dec. 6 and 13 on the NBCBlue Treasury Hour program when
the conductor leads the orchestra
at the request of the Secretary of
the Treasury. No reason for the
decision was given by NBC ofilcials,
but it is understood the expected
overwhelming demand for tickets
to the broadcasts is the cause.
Selznick in N. Y.
RADIO talent, guest star appearances and package program ideas
all will be handled from the new
radio department set up in the
New York office of Myron Selznick
Ltd., talent agency. Serving advertising agencies, the new department will be under the management of Bob Ferres, formerly in
the CBS artists bureau.

Nov. 18 he further
ourWriting
program."
stated: "As we pass the threequarters of a million mark in placements in the War and Navy Departments in our 'all out' effort
to supply
workers
defense, Iagain
want forto national
express my
deep appreciation of the continuing
help
radiothehashelp
given."
With
of radio, since
July 24, 1941, 250,000 placements
have been made in the War and
Navy departments. In the 12
months prior to that date the Commission stated that radio has been
responsible for filling 500,000 jobs,
all in the "skilled worker" category.

MILWAUKEE

5.Q00

;

WATTS
DAY &
NIGHT

Florida Fruit Drive
FLORIDA CITRUS Commission,
Lakeland, Fla., about Dec. 1 will
launch a radio campaign through
its new agency, Blackett-SampleHummert, New York, using transcribed spot announcements and
station breaks on 72 stations to
advertise grapefruit, oranges and
tangerines with copy stressing
health angle. Starting date is flexible, depending
on the Contracts
date the
fruit reaches
the market.
run 6 to 26 weeks.

WORDS OF ADVICE to prospective
radio workers are presented in an
academic discussion in the form of .a
monograph. The Program Side of
Radio, by George Jennings, program
director of the Radio Council of the
Chicago Pnblic Schools [Bellman Pnblishing Co., Boston, 50 cents]. The
monograph briefly reviews necessary
(lualifications, possibilities for development and pay for all types of program
workers, from artists and announcers
to stenographers and executives.

Barbasol Placing
BARBASOL Co., Indianapolis
(Shaving Cream), on Dec. 1 starts
a 52-week scheddule of 30-word
announcements on WFAA-WBAP,
Dallas-Ft. Worth. Company is now
using a news period on WWJ, Detroit, and is sponsoring Gabriel
Heatter on 13 MBS stations, six
times weekly. Agency is Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New York.
• • •

Now

NBC

you

Blue

Kansas

WISN

Lorillard Baseball
p. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Old Gold cigarettes), is negotiatingball
withclubtheand
Brooklyn
baseWOR, Dodger
New York,
for sponsorship of the Brooklyn
games next year. Deal was still
pending as BROADCASTING went to
press and will not be worked out
until the return next week of Larry
McPhail, Dodger president, now
vacationing
in Maryland.
Last season Lever Bros.
Co. (Lifebuoy),
and General Mills (Wheaties)
shared sponsorship of the games.
Lorillard agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.

Radio Is Leading Factor
In Filling 750,000 Jobs
THE ABILITY of radio to secure
skilled workers for jobs in the national defense effort continues
steadfast according to a statement
made to NAB by Harry B. Mitchell, president of the Civil Service
Commission,
stated way
: "Thein
wholehearted, who
practical
which
radioofhasfirst
'goneimportance
all the way'in
has been

can

buy

in

City

Now, for the first time, there is a Bhie
Network station in the heart of the golden
Kansas City market! And that station is the
fast-growing, popular KCMO. No increase in rates.
And KCMO's special merchandising service
is at your service — a plus in value that
assures plus results.
JACK STEWART
GENERAL MANAGER

COLUMBIA
Represented by: John E. Pearson
NBC
Blue
Network Affiliate

!
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Canadian

Air Raid Signals
WBRK, working with the
chief warden, now issues special time announcements for
all air raid precautions workers in the Pittsfield area on
days when mock problems are
worked out. Since it is necessary that all time pieces be
accurately synchronized this
method has been found satisfactory as all workers are
notified of the exact time of
day that the time check is
given.

PEP BOYS* 5,000 RADIO
HOURS
Air Medium Plays Vital Role in Rapid Growth
-Of Auto Accessories Chain-

i/fi
n

Cemd

By ADOLPH STRAUSS
Advertising Manager
Pep Boys (Manny, Moe & Jack), Phila.

TRY
AUDIENCE

OF

WFBL
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
FREE & PHERS, NATIONAI REPRESENTATIVES

Another Important New
England Radio station subscribes to INS — WORC,
Worcester, Mass.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

iiswTo

Bring

AN ALL-TIME record will be set
Nov. 22 when the all-night Dawn
Patrol, sponsored by the Pep Boys,
auto accessories chain stores, will
marks its 5,000th
consecuthour
i V e of
commercial
broadcasting over
WIP, Philadelphia. The Daum
Patrol began its
career almost
three years ago,
on the night of
March 8, 1939,
Mr. Stra
„^uss over
WIP
^^e first
all-nwith
ight
broadcast in Philadelphia. The
program, then, marked a new turn
in Philadelphia radio.
The growth of the Pep Boys
stores, in which radio played an
integral part, coincides with that
of the medium itself. From the
very beginning of commercial
broadcasting, the Pep Boys have
been prominent on the air. Prior to
sponsorship of the Dawn Patrol,
features sponsored in former years
were Boake Carter, Paul Douglas,
Heywood Braun and Gen. Smedley
D. Butler.
It was shortly after their release
from service in the World War I
that Manny, Moe and Jack opened

Home

the

Bacon

For 15 years WWNC has done a real job of "bringing home the sales." Located in a good, moderatesize market, WWNC oftentimes delivers sales far
in excess of what those-who - don't - know - this great station might expect. Why?— WWNC does
a top-notch job of promotion for its advertiser that
results in much plus business!
Get

Results!

-- Use

ASHEVILLE,N.C.
•••••• ^^^^^
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their first auto accessory and radio
store. This year they celebrate their
20th anniversary with 52 Pep Boys
stores throughout the East in addition to 17 stores on the West
Coast.
During the past two decades the
Pep Boys
have set technique
many innovations in advertising
that
have had their influence in modern
advertising. Their policy has always been a human and humorous
appeal, tising
featuring
in visual
adverthe caricatures
of Manny,
Moe and Jack, who have always
day.
shown up in cartoon fashion depicting popular situations of the
Radio Booster
As advertising manager for the
Pep Boys, I have always been an
enthusiast for radio. In fact, I believe in any medium that reaches
the public and can produce results.
Moreover, I fully realize the value
of institutional advertising and
its ability to reach our prospects
of today as well as to cultivate the
potential customer of tomorrow.
In this long view, radio has
proven to be a most excellent medium. Through the universal appeal of entertainment it reaches
the immediate prospect of today
and at the same time, includes the
customer of tomorrow, which is a
most important factor in business
building for the long pull.
Our policy in advertising has always been to make the appeal as
human and understandable as possible and we firmly believe radio
to be that medium in the furtherance of that policy.
It is not easy for a station to
convince a sponsor of the selling
power of the radio during the early
morning hours between 1 and 6.45
a.m. However, the farsightedness
of the Pep Boys and their flare
for innovations in radio advertising
motivated the move 5,000 hours ago
which has proven to be one of the
most successful campaigns in all
our advertising history.
It goes without saying that we
are most happy to be responsible
in establishing this new record in
the annals of America radio. However, this signal honor, as Neville
Miller, NAB president, has pointed
out in a letter to me, is one that
can be justifiably shared by all commercial sponsors in America radio.

BROADCASTING

Tariffs

Mu
Fil

Station's ASCAP PaymcBt
Practically Doubled
MUSIC COPYRIGHT tarii
1942 were filed in an extra n
of the Canada Gazette date !
13 at Ottawa, and call for pt
of Canadian stations to Car
Performing Rights Society of
660.38, as against $107,612 in
BMI Canada tariff is substai .
as reported in Broadcasting ,
10, one-third of the total $1
collected for Canada on the
of 8 cents per licensed rec
set, or such other amount a:
be determined by the Cop
Appeal Board or pecentage
established.
CPRS
(Canada's ASCAP,
filed alternative schedules f<
payments, under which each s
pays a proportion of the
$203,660 (which works out to
14 cents per licensed receivf
set out in a table, or on a c ,
cated "per piece" schedule.
Rate Structure
This schedule calls for an e
fee, plus so much per piece
each three minutes or part t
occupied by the performance,
start at an annual fee of $i.
per piece rate of 3 cents fc,
tions which would under th'
eral schedule pay $200 or le
year, and goes up to an anni
of $500 and $3 per piece fc
tions which would under th
eral license pay upwards of $
per year. Under the per piece
ule stations would have to
monthly returns showing a
of time and musical work
formed in the preceding mon
pay for the use of the music
10 days of filing this accouni
A formula on which static
mentioned in the first schedul
stations which may be pla
operation during 1942) w
charged is given in the tari
includes power used, averagi.
hours of broadcasting, est;
number of receivers in a;
which station operates and tl
portion of the year remaini
elapsed.
Kay Kyser in Syra
On
wolf's Facij
SAID to be one of the few
an unaffiliated station in
with basic NBC service hi
ried an NBC-Red program, ^
Syracuse, on Nov. 19 broadc
regular Kay Kyser Kollege o.
cat Knowledge under arran^
with NBC.
The program had been
early in October by WSYR^
affiliates in Syracuse, presy
because of conflict with basi
network programs, it was re
Return of the program to Sj
listeners brought press att
the
Syracuse
Herald-Jourr
plating
its radio
page to
the news after its first editi
on the street. A heavy preani
ment schedule on WOLF t
the station's switchboard.

• Broadcast Adver^in

Revises Disc Clearance
{Continued fr om page 7)
land under the individual
a station not licensed by ASCAP he
ASCAP licenses for those must get clearance at the source and
8% of the card rate is paid for
ijve them.
jce a station has a blanket that music. If the advertiser is deJ the cost of the music is
terred from using an unlicensed
lire raised from 2%9<: to 89c. station because of the 8% (alibthod was defended by John
though the station pays it), then,
ASCAP general manager,
it is claimed, the station is being
llerman Finkelstein, ASCAP
of clearance-at-the-source.
deprived
The matter is a legal tangle
jy, who contended that to op■i)n an optional basis might
and it is thought possibly the
-:iidered discriminatory.
Department of Justice may be
asked to clarify that provision of
•]ng the meeting Mr. Paine
I New
York, where the the consent decree. Not included in
■!? board was in session, and
the 8%, of course, is the money
^or a decision on the optional
paid to Music Publishing Protective
=' of clearance, and the re- Assn. for recording rights which
irocedure resulted. The comin some cases amounts to more than
of which Stanley Hubbard,
the entire ASCAP fee- One of the
|rP, St. Paul, is chairman,
transcription companies reveals
j to work out some feasible that it had paid $70,000 to Music
•j of clearance-at-the-source
Publishers Protective Assn. last
SCAP and the transcription
year for one widely distributed
'■(lies. Mr. Paine said they transcribed series.
itake the matter up with the
There was considerable discusboard when he returned to
sion on the legal aspects of the enJork later in the Aveek.
question. A number of broadtire
ps revealed by one of the
casters said that if ASCAP insisted
[ksters, that at the NAB dis- on its present method of operation
{l.eeting in Greensboro, N. C, on transcription it would be the
i/eeks ago [Broadcasting,
greatest argument for per program
'|lO] that E. Claude Mills, contracts. Why, they asked, should
Jan of the ASCAP executive
a station have to take out a 2i4,9<?
■ itee, assured broadcasters
blanket contract when they will be
j/ould not be charged more
obliged to pay a total of 8% for
% for music whether it the music on transcription?
a transcription or live. This
Favor Per Program
jrectly opposite Mr. Paine's
A
show
of hands at the general
ill stand, and it indicated that
lASCAP was not sure of its meeting the following day revealed
01 (lethod of operation or that that those present were 10 to 1
j attempting to confuse the tract.
in favor of a per program cont
e ' 'jasters.
Those who attended the meeting
A Legal Problem
were Messrs. Paine and Finkelstein
(was described as a moot
for ASCAP; Charles Gaines and
!" uestion whether the ASCAP
Read Wight, World Broadcasting
on transcriptions is not
Milt Blink, Standard
I ly to the language of the System; C. M. Finney, AssociRadio;
't decree. The language in the
ated Music Publishers; Sydney M.
states that "in respect to Kaye, executive vice-president,
P- ''11 compositions recorded on BMI; C. Loyd Egner, NBC vice!' ijiUy constructed electrical
in charge of transcripta fription ASCAP shall not re- president
Ralph Wenttion
department;
em Icq license a manufacturer,
worth, Langlois «fe Wentworth; D.
. 8 ij;er, distributor, advertiser or Leonard Callahan, SESAC.
" ' '7 on a clearance at source
Representing the stations were
Eugene C. Pulliam, WIRE, Indiannaif in advertiser wishes to place
apolis; Hulbert Taft, WKRC, Cinfecription of ASCAP music on
cinnati; Henry W. Slavick, WMC,
ASCAP

TROPHIES are presented on each
program of the So You Want to
Be an Announcer series on KRGV,
Weslaco, Tex. Dick Watkins, production manager, sits behind a row
of the trophies, as well as a grand
trophy. Male students of high
schools and junior colleges are
eligible. They are required to sightread spots, news and handle imaginary situations. Listeners aid
in selecting winners.
Memphis; Ed Craney, KGIR,
Butte; John Shepard 3d, Yankee
Network; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ,
Milwaukee; William P. Scripps,
WWJ, Detroit; Ronald Woodyard,
WING, Dayton; Luther L. Hill,
KRNT-KSO, Des Moines; John A.
Kennedy, WCHS, Charleston;
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR, Norfolk; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW,
Omaha; Stanley Hubbard, KSTP,
St. Paul; William Gillespie, KTUL,
Tulsa; H. Dean Fitzer, WDAF,
Kansas City; Hoyt Wooten,
WREC, Memphis.
In CANADA

COfiPM

YOUR
SALES

/90»000

- It's the *All-Canada'

yOORSffARiOf

Stations

CANADA'S

ZONE

t/y AMERICAN
Melchor Guzman Co. Inc.
9 Rockefeller Plaia, New York City
)A DCASTING
C
iJ|>AD

WHMA Reorganizes
IN A GENERAL reorganization of
station personnel, recently effected
by WHMA, Anniston, Ala., Vernon
Story, formerly chief engineer
with wide experience in Southern
radio, has been named station director. A. Lynne Brannen, serving
as commercial manager of the
NBC-Blue affiliate since 1939 will
continue at that post. Harold Russey will head the program department and Jerry Hunt will be chief
engineer.

WinnipegGROUP'
THE ALL-CANADA
'WESTERN
British Columbia
Edmonton
CJCA
Manitoba
Grande Prairie CFGP
Trail
CJAT
Lethbridge CJOC
.aRC
Kelowna
CKOV
Vancouver CKWX
Saskatchewan
Victoria CJVI
Kamloops CFJC
AAoose Jaw
CHAB
Prince Albert CKBI
Alberta
Regina
CKCK
Calgary CFAC

'dvertise over Central America's i_
most modern stations ^

CANAL

Poughkeepsie
out-oftown
guests.were
James
C.
Petrillo, head of the American Federation of Musicians
is tentatively scheduled as
this week's speaker.

wesreRN markets mm mi AU CANAOA'srAWNs
In the West, 'All-Canada' stations talk to the money markets — the
ones you want to reach. Tell them, sell them, through 'All-Canada'
radio stations— the listener preferred stations in each locality.
Ask your advertising agency or All-Canada representative

BOOST

THE

Directors' Day
RADIO DIRECTORS came
out from behind the scenes
to tell of the lighter side of
their jobs at last week's meetClubing ofintheNew
Lester
RadioYork.
Executive's
O'Keefe of NBC, Earle McGill of CBS, Ira Ashley of
Lambert & Feasley and
Diana Bourbon of WardWheelock spoke briefly of
some of the humorous incidents they have experienced
as directors. Dave Carpenter,
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.;
John Rivers, Charleston, S. C.
and Bruff Olin, WKIP,

HOK-HP5K
640 K*. «,00» K<.
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Advertising

Exclusive Representatives

-^-^-^j^^—

U.S.A.-WEED
and
COMPANY
CANADA — All-Canada Radio Facilities Limited
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American
365,000 people make the
Youngstown metropolitan district the third
largest in Ohio.

From

WFMJ
Has more

listeners in

this rich market

than

any other station.
Headley-Reed Co.
National Representatives

SIDNEY ALEXANDER
lIlM
t§0^^^
AN
approximate
million - dol^mfn^^^'' M
/%
lar average expenditure an■^■■^ M
X m. nually in space or radio
- —
time is the record of Sidney
Alexander, present radio and media director of the New York office of Weiss & Geller. Sid estimates he has handled around 10
O'^
W
O
I
U
million dollars of space or time
THE
since he debuted in the national
advertising field back in 1930.
Sid was born in New York City,
Aug. 13, 1908, did his high schooling at Brooklyn Boys High. There
he began an athletic career which
earned him high honors during his
college days (1926-30) at West
Virginia U. Sid only made seven
ma.ior letters while gaining his
higher education at West Virginia, excelling in football, basketball, and baseball. While basketeering against West Va. WesAn '8 Hat
^
leyan one year, Sid pulled a "Roy
Reigels" and shot a goal for his
onponents during an exciting game.
Wins a '2 Prize!
He later made up for his error,
Yes sir! One of the more than 500
however, pacing his team to the
entries in a sponsored S-minute
State championship. Phi Sigma
jingle contest over WCBM was a
Delta was Alexander's fraternitv.
hat retailing at $81 the winner?
Graduating with B.S. degree in
Sure! Just like the station that
1930, Sid started his advertising
"pulled" it!
with the Nei" York Journal. He
PENNY FOR PENNY
also found time to continue his
education, attending New York U.
COVERAGE BETTER THAN ANY!
law school where he eventually
earned a d'^-^t^r nf inrisnrndence
diploma. In 1933, Sid joined HanfFMetzger Agency (now Buchanan)
takino- over the media and radio
BALTIMORE, MD.
buying jobs for a four-year termIn September, 1937, Alexander
MEMBER
NBC BLUE NETWORK
transferred to H. M. Kiesewetter
Aa-encv in New York, staying there
until 1939. At K'ese^'ettev he also
handled the buying jobs for radio
pri'^ ^-^Vto^' T^^Q'-Iici *^i'1 i'^^'^ed AVeiss
Columbians Station for the
& Geller's New Yoi-k office in late
1939, and he has been handling
SOUTHWEST
both the sppce and radio buying
ever sin^e for the ngencv's accounts: Nedick's. Mello, 'Kdelbrau
Beer, Columbia Pictures, Continental Coffee, Schenlev Distillers
Corp.. Visk'n"' Corp., S'^id°r T>ackKFH
ino- Corn., 'P'leming Hall Corp.,
College Inn Food Products, George
A. Dickel Co., and others.
WICHITA
Sid's hobbies ave athletics
plus
a game
bridge. He's
KANSAS
married,
has aof vear-and-i-half
daughter
who,
with
wife Selma,
Call Any Edw-rd Petry Office
occupies most of his spare time.
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Netivorks

Berlin

Cease

Broadcast

Due

to Undue
Censors
from
Germany
also upon
ALL BROADCASTS by American
mendation of its represer
network reporters from Berlin
John Paul Dickson, who telti
ceasedReichsrundfunk
last week by Gesellschaft
"order" of Adolph Opfinger, MBS pr
the
(German State Radio setup), director, that "censorship ha;
such broadcasts useless at th(
which cabled the New York headent time". During his conquarters of NBC, MBS and CBS
tion with Mr. Opfinger, D
that because of complaints "untold of the restrictions impo
justifiably submitted" by their corall broadcasters, not only or
respondents, the Gesellschaft could
material such as the current
no longer "cooperate with present
Semitic drive and crisis in C
Slovakia, but also on visits
representatives".
front.
This order followed announcements the preceding week by NBC
In answer to the Reichsrur,
and MBS that they would not accable,
Paul White, CBS dire(cept further broadcasts from GerPublic Affairs, announced)
many because of "undue censorCBS would accept no more
ship". Both networks had informed
casts from Berlin under j
Berlin of the decision and had been
conditions of censorship, an
told that German authorities
the following cable to Ger
"would give the situation their consideration and would confer on the
onlyits complaints
sub"
M "The
CBS by
correspondent,
ard K. Smith,
-wh
transmitted
afterrelated
he hadto tal
Dreier's Ban
matter".
Herr
Kleinod
of
your
shoi
Trouble first arose Nov- 11 when
Alex Dreier, NBC's correspondent,
department.unreasonably
Their validity
seven'
was banned from broadcasting his considered
regular report "as a result of dif- sorship. These complaints
ferences arising over the censorjudged by the fact that s
complaints have been ma«
ship of his broadcast material".
every CBS correspondent wl
Although the Reich reinstated
Dreier later, A. A. Schechter,
broadcast
Berlin sine"
beginning offrom
the war.
NBC director of news and special
"If
your
cablegram
implie
events, notified them it would not
accept further broadcasts. Again
on Nov. 19 Dreier sent Mr. Schechter word that "the situation was
under review with German authorities.
Mutual discontinued its reports

you
correspondent
rightfeel
to ainform
his home'h'
of his working conditions, t
is obvious that a correspi
does not have sufficient freec
speech to enable him to wo
telligently."

CBC News Change
RELAXATION of wartime regulations on commercially sponsored
news commentators is understood
to have been granted to CKLW,
Windsor, Ont., only Canadian MBS
outlet, following a meeting of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Board of Governors at Ottawa
Nov. 17-18. It is unofficially learned
that Gabriel Heatter and Raymond
Gram Swing,mentators,MBS
comwill be sponsored
heard shortly
on CKLW, subject to wartime censorship regulations being fulfilled.
Canadian broadcasters have for
some time petitioned the CBC
Board of Governors for relaxation
of the ban on sponsored news commentators, and it is expected the
ban may be lifted entirely as a result of presentations made at the
last CBC Board meeting with
broadcasters. Sponsored news commentators were banned shortly
after the outbreak of war.
BREMERTON. Wash., large defense
center on the West Coast, is the site
of a new station sought in the application of Olympic Broadcasting
Corp. for a new outlet on 1540 kc.
using 500 watts unlimited time. Principals are A. AV. Talbot, owner of the
Bellingham Marine Railway and Boatbuilding Co. and part owner of HartIf.v Rogers and Co., with OOVt of the
stock and with Ralph E. Purves. local
cpmetery owner and Mrs. Delia M.
Purves each holding 5%.

BROADCASTING

Signal Oil Change
FEATURED for the pas
years on the weekly NBC
Carnival, under sponsorsh
Signal Oil Co., Los Angeles
bara Jo Allen, comedienne
portrayed Vera Vague, wit:
from the cast following bro
of Nov. 16. Contract differenc
reported as reason for withd?
Wynn Rocamora of A. & S.
Inc., Beverly Hills, Cal.
agency representing Miss Al
negotiating with Buchanan
and an unnamed sponsor, fi
to head a new network shov^
around the comedy charac
tion. Miss Allen has a fe.
comedy role in the Warner,
film "Night Before Chris
now in production, and ali^
contracts with Paramount ai
public studios.
Feed Firm Expand;
CONSOLIDATED PROD("E" Err
poultry
feed), 111.
currently
sp
Co., Danville,
ing programs on WOR, New
and WEEI, Boston [Broadcj^
Sept. 22], has added thrice-'
1-2-3-Ti'n
participation
WLS,
Chicago, on
and half-hou?
Saturday
night Roundup"
Barn Bano''
die Mountain
WHO, Des Moines. Mace
Agency, Peoria, 111., place
account.

• Broadcast

Advert

Grange Condemns U. S.
For
Net Interference
DEPARTING from cowsideration
of primary farm problems, the
National Grange at its annual
convention in Worcester, Mass..
last Thursday adopted a resolution
condemning
"attempted
interference with network
broadcasting
by

t^IC RELATIO^'S
GIVEy BY ^AR
^RAL discussion on how
Bsters can improve their re: with the public forms the
for a new NAB service,
(issued in its Nov. 21 issue of
iekly Bulletin a supplement
i Public Relations Bulletin
Itwo-page supplement gives
history of radio's public re■ and the public's conception
■I industry and offers sugpoints to be used in con: the public.
IS for an NAB public relaaroject are mentioned in the
'ling paragraph: "When all
ramifications of this manyiproblem are considered, it
apparent that no single ac. can possibly fulfill the reients. There are many fronts
vhich the fight must be car3. NAB has examined a numplans and suggestions with
few to making an effective
*ch and to establishing a
basis for continuing con3 .v.ve activity. We hope soon to
nee a definite program which
institute a first step toward
';complishment of our objecrhe plan will be one which
ffer to every station an oplitv to plav an important inlal role."
QUALITY FOR BOTH
ctme Facilities Given Each
•Opponent by WBYN—
) EXAMPLE
of how the
ratic theory
extends to
lean broadcasting by allowwo sides of a controversial
equal time on the air was
;d last week by WBYN,
lyn, when Norman Thomas,
ist leader, and John F. Fin5f the Keep America Out of
Congress, claimed that one of
BYN news commentators had
bed their remarks at an ArmDay rally as "treasonable."
)mas and Finnerty were given
time to air their own views
'•ed by Griffith Thompson.
|N manager, who stated that
iigh "WBYN officially did not
!■ with their remarks, still the
|<n advocated free speech and
■!-ed"
privilege to speak as thev
Trammell Gets Delay
MIXATIOX before trial ..f
^ Trammell. president (if NBC.
tiled for Xov. 17 in New York
Vme Court, has been postponed un! V. 24. aceordin'; to Robert Daru.
.Til & Winter, counsel for the 14
riters. 12 of whom are ASCAP
,«?r.>^. who are suiu-;- XBC. CBS.
and KMI for alleged unlawful
irat-.v to acquire control of the
rrritius business at the time of
SCAP-network music war.

"TL^IE TO SMILE" for everyone but Eddie Cantor looks like the theme
of this conference between the radio star of the Bristol-Myers
Co. Time
to Smile program on NBC-Red, and his sponsors in the new NBC clients'
room. Eddie appears to be a bit unhappy about it all. Laughing (1 to r)
are: Robert Welch, program director of Young & Rubicam, New York,
agency in charge; Tom Harrington, vice-president in charge of radio of
Y&R; J. M. Allen, advertising manager of Bristol-Myers; Eddie Cantor,
and Joe Moran, manager of the commercial copy department of Y&R.

the FederalalsoGovernment.''
The
convention
pledged its support of legislation which would
prohibit radio advertising of beer
or other alcoholic drinks, presumably along lines of the perennial
proposal to effect such a ban on
liquor advertising sponsored in the
Col.).
Senate by Senator Johnson (D-

Phileo NBC Pickups
WPTZ, Phileo television station in
Philadelphia, is rebroadcasting
several pi'ograms a week from the
telecasts of WNBT, NBC video
station in New York. Programs,
chiefly sporting events or other
outstanding program features, are
picked up by special receiving antenna and fed to the WPTZ transmitter in much the same manner
as was done by the General Electric video station in Schenectady,
which last spring also rebroadcast
WNBT transmissions. Experiments
ai'e aimed at the eventual establishment of a television network,
with stations linked by ultra-high
frequency radio instead of wire.

The resolution
condemning
terference" also asked
Congress'"into
make
a complete
"of
the threats
to a investigation
free press and
free radio with a view to determing if new legislation be needed

MPPA

Names

Officers

To Serve During Year
ANNUAL meeting of Music Publishers Protective Assn. held in
New York Nov. 18, elected the
following directors for the coming
year: Louis Bernstein, Saul Bornstein, Jack Bregman, Max Dreyfus, Jack Mills, Edwin H. Morris,
Richard Murray, John O'Connor,
Lester Santly. Dreyfus is the sole
new member, all other directors being reelected. MPPA officers will
be elected at the first meeting of
the new board this week.
Organization, which handles recording rights of its members, most
of whom are also members of
ASCAP, reports a big drop in
transcription fees during 1941, due
to the fact that the majority of
stations were not licensed by
ASCAP and hence the transcription companies made little use of
ASCAP music. This was offset,
however, by an increase in -fees
from phonograph records, which it
was estimated will probably run
25T"f ahead of the 1940 total.

MBS-NCBS Drops WHDF
WHDF, Calumet, Mich., was discontinued as an outlet for programs of North Central Broadcasting System and of MBS as of midnight Nov. 16, according to information received at MBS headquarters from John W. Boler, NCBS
president, who reported that the
action was due to the failure of
Michigan Bell Telephone Co., and
AT&T to deliver adequate transmission lines between Ironwood.
Mich., and Calumet.

NLRB Hearings Ended
In ACA-WOV Strike Case
HEARINGS before the National
Labor Relations Board on the case
brought by American Communications Assn.were
(CIO)
against Nov.
WOV^.20
New York,
concluded
at the end of two months, the final
decision to be rendered after attorsubmittedneystheirfor both
briefs grout)s
to Earlhave
S. Bellman,
trial examiner, who in turn recommends his decision to NLRB.
W'OV employes went out on strike
Nov. 3, 1940, charging the station
refused to bargain collectivelv.
Points at stake, about which the
hearings have been held, are the
return of jobs to all employes involved in the strike action, back
salaries, and collective barffainine
with ACA. Attorneys for WOV are
Henry Silverman and Sanford H.
Cohen, for ACA, Leonard Boudin.
and handling: hearings for the
NLRB was Millard Midonick.

$90,000,000.00
FOR
NATIONAL
DEFENSE
(10,000 Skilled Workers in Navy Yard Alone)
NAT L REP.
BOSTON REP.
BERTHA BANNAN
WHEB
^EPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
The Listening Habit of Central New England
lOADCASTING

ANNUAL AFRA Ball will be held
Feb. 20. 1942. at the Waldorf-Astoria.
New York. Betty Barde is chairman
of the entertainment committee.

on account of changing conditions''.

• Broadcast

"SO DO I!" says WSAI's Winged Plug, "A SELLING punch!"
Just ask any of the 113 current program and announcement sponsors who are socking away at my receptive
audience 238 quarter hours during the week! And I'm in
their corner, helping them win the soles decision by
PLUGGING THEIR PROGRAMS. Street car and bus cards,
neon signs, news pictures, movie trailers, toxicab covers,
downtown window displays and a monthly house-organ
for dealers . . . yep, I use 'em all!"
NBC RED AND

BLUE— 5,000 WATTS

NIGHT

AND

DAY

CINCINNATI'S
OWN
STATION
REPRESENTED

BY
November
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

NOVEMBER
Decisions . . .
NOVEMBER 18
KLCN, BIytheville, Ark.— Granted modification CP change 900 kc conditional to
no operation between local sunset and sunrise.
WAOV, Vincennes, Ind.— Granted CP
change equipment increase 250 w unl.
NEW, Evening N«ws Press Inc.. Port
Angeles. Wash. — Denied petition reconsider
and grant application new station now in
pending file under Order 79.
WEEU, Reading, Pa. — Denied petition
reconsider and grant applic. CP 5 kw full
time with directional.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING. —
KWKW, Pasadena, Cal.. applic. modify CP
new station to 830 kc ; NEW, Bernard
Walker, Concord, N. C, aoolic. CP new
station 1050 kc 1 kw D : NEW. Washtenaw
Broadcasting Co. Inc., Ann Arbor, applic.
CP new 1050 kc 1 kw D (consolidated hearing with Hopkins applic.) ; Chattanooga
Broadcasting Corp., Chattanooga. Tenn.,
applic. CP new station 1450 kc 250 w unl.
NEW, Norfolk County Broadcasting Co..
Norfolk, Va. — FCC erroneously announced
an action on Nov. 14 [BROADCASTING,
Nov. 17]. Action should have read: denied
motion
dismiss applic. new station 1490 kc
250 w unl.
NOVEMBER 21
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, Herald Publishing Co. and NEW, Dorman Schaeffer,
Klamath Falls, Ore., granted joint motion
extension filing date proposed findings to
12-9-41 ; NEW Wilkes-Barre Broadcasting
Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., granted motion
amend corporate structure and retain hearing date ; NEW, Henry Norman Saurage,
Baton Rouge, La., granted motion dismiss
applic. CP new station ; WEEU, Reading,
Pa., granted continuance hearing 90 days !
NEW, The McKeesport Broadcasting Co.
Inc., McKeesport, Pa., granted petition
amend applic. CP new station to 730 kc
removed from docket ; WFBR, Baltimore,
Md., dismissed petition intervene applic.
Lake
Broadcasting Corp., Cleveland,
CP newShore
station.
Applications . . .
NOVEMBER 17
WRUL, Boston, Mass. — Modification liWRUW. cense requesting 9700 kc sharing with
WTMJ, Milwaukee— CP new transmitter
increase 5 kw N directional 10 kw D.
KCMO, Kansas City— CP change 810 kc
increase 10 kw N 50 kw D directional N
install new transmitter. Facilities of
KOAM contingent on ROAM shift.
NEW, Continental Broadcasting Co., Salt
Lake City — Amend CP new station re
officers, directors, stockholders and finances.
KZA, tionalSeattle
increase —10CPkw.new transmitter direcKOMA, Oklahoma City — Special service
authorization 880 kc directional D & N.
NEW, Imes-Weaver Broadcasting Co.,
Murfreesboro, Tenn. — Amend applic. CP
new
station 1340 kc omit request WSIX
facilities.
Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Hennessey Broadcast
Co.,
Butte, Mont., CP 1490 kc 250 w unl.ing
; NEW,
Barclay Craighead, Butte, same (consolidated hearing Nov.
; NEW, Tidewater
Broadcasting Corp., 24)
Norfolk, Va., CP new
station 1490 kc 250 w unl. ; NEW, Portsmouth Radio Corp., Portsmouth, Va., same •
NEW, Norfolk County
ng Co.!
Norfolk, same (consolidatBroadcasti
ed hearing Nov
24) ; NEW Wilkes-Barre Broadcastin
Corp., Wilkes-Barre. Pa., CP 1240 kc 250 gw
unl . facilities WBAX
; NEW, Central
Broadcastiang Co., Wilkes-bar
re, same ■
NEW, Northeastern Pennsylvan
ia Broadcasters
Inc.,
Wilkes-Bar
re,
sameKey
Broadcasters Inc., Wilkes-Barre, same
(consolidated hearing, Nov. 24).

A LONG dramatic poem by Alvhi
Josephy, of the WOR, New York, special features division, will be puWished
in Of the People: Readings in Ameri<nn Democracy, a n w college textbook
which the Oxford U Press will issue
next spring.
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KNX ON AS USUAL
DESPITE TREMORS
DESPITE the recent California
earthquake which caused a million
dollar's damage and completely cut
off electrical power, the transmitter
of KNX at Torrence maintained
unbroken service because of precautionary measures taken by CBS
engineers when the tower was constructed in 1937. A California law
requires that school buildings be
built to withstand a horizontal
earth acceleration of 10% of that
caused by the force of gravity, but
CBS engineer went this one better, constructing the transmitter
building to ride a shock of 25% of
gravity.
Design of the building was worked out by CBS Engineer James L.
Middlebrooks, Architect Parkinson
and the William Simpson Construction Co. In addition to footings
sunk deep into a layer of clay-like
earth, the building is constructed
of reinforced concrete with steel
lacing it into a rigid unit and torsional stresses carried to the transmitter room where they are absorbed by the walls as a hub. The
mast was dampened to prevent amplification of motion due to vibrations of earthquakes.
Although power in Torrance was
cut off during the 'quake, KNX
engineers used their own gasolinedriven power plant.
LOU ENTON. musician, has joined
the New York staff of Radiotunes,
BMI subsidiary. Artie Mellinger, for
several years with the Warner music
publishing companies, has been appointed in charge of the Radiotunes
Hollywood office, it was announced by
Elmore White, professional manager
of the company.

THE

LADIES

COMMISSION

Close Contest
RAYMOND MARCUS and
Jerry Kaufeer, members of
NBC Chicago guide staff and
students in the announcing
school conducted by Lynn
Brandt,
invitedat to
audition for were
a vacancy
WTAQ,
Green Bay. Haydn Evans,
WTAQ general manager,
wrote Brandt that both were
equally good and that either
applicant
would be
able. The dilemna
was acceptsolved
by the won
fliptheof announcing
a coin and Marjob,
headscus up.

Legs to See
FIRST HOSIERY firm to try television as a medium is Gold Mark
Hosiery Co., New York, which on
November 26 will start a series of
four Wednesday programs on
WNBT, NBC's television station,
to promote its contest to find "the
most telegenic
legs". each
Professional
models
will compete
week at
3:30 p.m. before a committee of
judges from the fashion, art and
beauty world, who will judge the
finals on the Dec. 17 telecast. Prizes
will be silk and nylon hosiery produced by Gold Mark. The contest
programsmercial
willtelevision
be the
second
comseries
produced
by Norman D. Waters & Associates, New York, the first having
been the Fashion Discoveries of
Television series sponsored by the
New York Department Stores
Bloomingdale's and Abraham &
Straus.

MEET

WITH

MARY

Sewing Circle Idea Provides Talent as Well as
Attracts Sponsors to Program
SPONSORS of For the Ladies on is no charge, no compulsory attendance and the membership,
WTCN, Minneapolis — the Hennewhile shifting from meeting to
pin Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
meeting, is almost a thousand.
of Minneapolis — believe they have
a show which opens a new vista From these monthly meetings have
in radio.
sprung five special interest groups.
The unique part of the program
These meet either weekly or biweekly and consist of a Red Cross
started a few years ago during the
unit,
a choral group, a writing
Christmas season when Mary
Proal Lindeke, who conducts the in
group.a hobby group and a shutgroup,
show, suggested that she would
like to meet her listeners at a tea.
Members of the latter regularly
Instead of the expected turnout of visit confined persons, bringing
a few dozen ladies, hundreds ap- public library books and sending
out birthday and greeting cards.
peared.
Right there she decided to make
They also assist the Minnesota
it a regular feature. The women
Homecrafters, displaying and selling articles made by shut-ins.
who had turned out were the "avei"age" housewife, women whose
Choral group members, directed
interests outside the home are lim- by Earl Rymer, meet once each
ited, and who are anxious for an week, and from time to time are
opportunity to meet socially with heard on the daily program. With
others.
the exception of the general meetSatellite Groups
ing, which alternates between Minand St. Paul monthly,
■ Once each month listeners at- there are neapolis
two meetings for each of
tend a general meeting at which
the special groups, one in each of
tea is served and a general "sew- the
Twin cities.
ing circle" gabfest ensues. There
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We fwork A CCOUi
All lime EST unless olherwise indi(
New Business
MACFADDBN PUBLICAT
Inc., New York (Liberty Ma^'a
on Nov. 18 started Paul Sullivan
News, on 18 CBS stations, Tues
Thurs.
:10 N.p.m.
Wasey &6-6Co.,
Y. Agency : E '
Renewal Accounts
WILLIAM WRIGLEY JR. Co.
cago, on Dec. 1 renews Melody j
(Doublemint) on 72 CBS stf
Sun. 6:30-6:55 p.m. and Dear
(Spearmint) on 72 CBS stations
6:55-7:15 p.m. and replaces Jm*.
tertainment (Spearmint) with
tergood Baines, on 77 CBS sts 1
Mon. through Fri. 5 :4.5-6 p.m.
cy : For Spearmint, Arthur J
hoff & Co., Chicago ; for Doubli
.T. Walter Thompson Co., Chica;
F. W. FITCH
Co., Des 5
(shampoo), on Dec. 27 renews
weeks Fitch Bandwagon on 116
Red
Sun., 7:30-8
Agency stations.
: L. W. Ramsey
Co., E
port,
la. OIL Co., Kansas Oil
SKELLY
Dec. 11 renews for 52 weeks ^^ei
Cliiton Vtley on 18 NBC-Red st£
Mon. thru Fri., 8-8:15 a.m. Ag
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicil
IGLEHART
BROTHERS. I
ville, Ind. (Swansdown Fa
Flour), subsidiary of General
Corp.,
New The
York,Johnson
on Dec.Family
1 rene'i
52
weeks
MBS stations, Mon., Wed.. Fri.,
4N.:45Y. p.m. Agency : Young & RuF
COLONIAL DAMES Corp.. Lc
geles
19 r"
for .52(cosmetics),
weeks Find ontheDec.
Woman,
CBS West Coast stations
KSFO KARM KOIN KROY
KOY KTUC), Friday, 9:55-l(
(PST). Agency: Glasser, Gai
Co., Los Angeles.
RICHARD
HUDNUT, New
( cosmetics ) , on Dec. 1 renews
weeks Hollywood Showcase on T
Pacific Coast stations (KNX
KARM KROY KOIN KIRO K]
Monday,
9:30-10
p.m. (.
Agency : Benton & Bowles, N.
TEXAS Co., New York, on N
resumes Metropolitan Opera o
NBC-Blue stations. Sat. 2 p.m.
cy : Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
Express Spots
RAILWAY EXPRESS AGFi!
Inc., New York (rail and ai?
press),
Dec. its
1 through'
23
will from
conduct
annual
Christmas campaign urging .
holiday mailing by express
announcements
will be aired
ries
of 15 one-minute
transc"o
proximately 75 stations durin
three-week period. Last yea:
company used announcement!
55 stations over a three-rj
period,
October - December.
Caples
account. Co., New York, handle
Poslam Test
EMERGENCY LABS., New
through November is spent
a test campaign for Poslam
ment
using 75 announce) *
weekly on WPEN, Philade
and six' five-minute periods
ly
on New
Dick York.
Gilbert's
progra
WOV,
Agency
field-Johnstone, New York.
• Broadcast

Advertise

:|PED
BANQUET
TABLE,Assn.
members
of
)rthernABOUT
California
Broadcasters
sit back
rther discussion of local ASCAP licenses at
id, Cal., meeting Nov. 5. Clockwise (1 to r) are
I H. Meyer, KYA manager, San Francisco; Linellar, KFSO manager, San Francisco; Charles
(against wall), KIX, Oakland, program diS. H. Patterson, KSAN, San Francisco, owner;
G. Lasky, manager, KROW, Oakland; Wellingorse, program director, KLS, Oakland; Arthur
7 Sends

Out

Third-Quarter

ire Than
$2G0^000
last week mailed out checks
K),000 to composers and pubcovering performances of
^ music during the third quar1941. Following previous
practice, payment was made
nee the agreed-upon scale
lomposers receiving two cents
oadcast per station, and pubi, who make their own payto their writers, receiving
jents per broadcast per staring the quarter there were 64
achieving totals of 10,000
innances or more, with "Dadjeading the field with 65,835
Irmances, 33,777 on local pro-

[ijrELEGRAPH,
[lASE. I'D LIKE
rO SEND A
ITELEGRAM

iherever there's a
phone . . . there's
>stal Telegraph!
r extra convenience, extra
(feed, extra care at no extra
P — next time you have imj|rtant telegrams to send —

.

rdegraph

ADCASTING

Checks;

for Performances
grams and 32,058 on network
shows. Count on the latter is made
by crediting the song with one performance for each station included
in the hookup carrying the broadcast. A total of 3,149,563 performances was tabulated for the quarter.
Increases over second quarter
performances ranged from 13% to
200%, BMI stated. "They exceed
generally the amounts paid in previous quarters," M. E. Tompkins,
vice-president and general manto publishers.
"They
are notager,inwroteexcess
of the amounts
that we confidently expect will be
earned by our affiliated publishers
in the future."
Mueller Expands
C. F. MUELLER Co., Jersey City
(macaroni & spaghetti), further
expanding its radio plans through
its newly-appointed agency, Maxon
Inc., New York, last Wednesday
started a Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday news period, 11:3011:40 a.m. on WGBI, Scranton,
Pa., for 25 weeks. In addition on
Nov. 24 company is to start a series of one-minute transcribed announcements five time weekly, for
24 weeks, on WGST WFBC
WJAX WBT and WSYR. Two
weeks ago Mueller started News
With Mark Hawley on 13 CBS stations, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 4:45-5 p.m. and News With
Don Goddard on WEAF, New
York, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday 12-12:15 p.m. [Broadcasting, Nov. 17].

POSTAL

Jtostal

Westlund, manager, KRE, Berkeley; Preston Allen,
manager, KLX, Oakland; C. L. McCarthy, manager
KQW, San Jose; David Sandeberg, KFBK, Sacramento; Howard V. Walter, manager KDON, Monterey; Dick Heath, commercial manager, KTAR,
Phoenix; Ward Ingrim, commercial manager KFRC,
San Francisco; Wilt Gunzendorger, manager KSRO,
Santa Rosa. In attendance, but not shown, were Keith
Kerby, assistant manager of KROW, Oakland, and
Glenn Dolberg, program director, KPO-KGO.

Tourist-Bureau Plans
ONTARIO TOURIST BUREAU,
Toronto, will sponsor a series of
broadcasts on the NBC-Blue network next Spring and Summer to
tell U. S. tourists of the vacation
attractions of this Canadian province. The bureau, whose advertising is placed through Walsh Adv.
Co., Toronto, in 1940 sponsored a
similar series, starring Ned
Sparks, on CBS as a Sunday afternoon half-hour program. Details of
the 1942 series have not been
worked out as yet.
KWJJ, Portland, Ore., has appointed
Howard H. Wilson Co., Chicago, as its
national advertising representative,
effective Dee. 1.
• Broadcast

Advertising

80 Teams

to Compete

Storer's Flower
E. Y. FLANIGAN, commercial manager of WSPD, Toledo, was greeted when he
walked to his desk Nov. 1,
the day after recapitulation
of October business, by a cellophanewrapped,
purple
orchid — floral accolade from
George B. Storer, president
of Fort Industry Co., operators of the Toledo station.
The orchid was a Winchellian
compliment
to Mr. Flanigan's
success in surpassing
an October production quota set by
Mr. Storer.

in

Sports Contest of WHEC
WITH applications far exceeding
expectations WHEC, Rochester,
without newspaper publicity, has
been forced to increase the number
of teams in its all-Winter $1,000
team championship bowling tournament from sixty to eighty. Three
of the city's outstanding teams, the
Daw Drugs combination, match
game champions of Rochester and
vicinity, the Judge Motors five and
the Rivers Furniture team, present
leaders in standing
three
the city's
outleaguesofwere
eliminated
Nov. 16,
finishing
omo
Five
which behind
won the
the Buonfirst

Engineers end ifetlon
manegert ere overly
pleetcd with the •«ccpiionei ht^h effitenence coit of Lingo
^cieney
en4 One«teti»n
tof meliiRedletori.
writet: "The tignel
with comp*re>
only 100
' locelly
wetts power,
iF«vor«bly with . « 500
wetti power station in

night's elimination to become the
first team
team
finals. to qualify for the 12NAB-OCD Cooperation
COOPERATION of NAB will be
given the Office of Civilian Defense
in the national observance of the
150th Anniversary of the Bill of
Rights, Dec. 15, 10-11 p. m. Plans
are being considered to make it
possible for stations without network affiliations to take the program off the air for simultaneous
broadcast. President Roosevelt will
be written into the show from
Washington. Production of foreign
language transcriptions to contain
the translated main address of the
program
is also
consideration. Details
will under
be mailed
to all
stations in the near future.

the same city!"
One
of theoftallest
radiators
thit
tupe in the world!
atTopeka,
Station
US
ft. diator
Lingo
RaWIBW.
Kaneaa.
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Fly
Dr.

Denies
Watson

Charges

by

Dies

Is Pro -Communist

FCC Chairman Replies to Charges in House
Narrating Background of New Appointee
A SECOND allegation within a few
weeks that Communist influences
are making themselves felt within
the FCC organization was voiced
last week by Rep. Dies (D-Tex.),
chairman of the House Committee
Investigating Unamerican Activities, when he charged that one of
the newly-appointed top officials of
Foreign Broadcast Monitoring
Service, Dr. Goodwin Watson, had
a record of pro-Communist activity.
Thorough Inquiry
Rep. Dies' allegation, set out last
Wednesday in a letter to FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly,
and read in full, on the House floor
the same day, Srev/ an immediate
denial from Chairman Fly, who indicated that the FCC and the Civil
Service Commission were completely satisfied with Dr. Watson's
qualifications for his job as FBMS
analyst and that he would be retained as previously announced.
Several weeks ago Chairman Dies,
at the request of Attorney General
Francis Biddle, furnished the Justice Department a list of Government employes allegedly connected
with Communist organizations, or
organizations advocating the overthrow of the Government. The list
included two unnamed FCC employes.
The charges by the chairman of
the Dies Committee came a few
days after the FCC had approved
several appointments of top administrative personnel in FBMS,
rounding out the FBMS organization and clearing the decks for a
comprehensive 24-hour job of monitoring and analyzing foreign propaganda broadcasts. In addition to
Dr. Watson, the FCC in mid-November had approved appointment
of Thomas B. Grandin, former CBS
correspondent in France, as chief
editor of the FBMS reports section,
and Peter C. Rhodes, former United
Press foreign correspondent, to be
in charge of the FBMS branch office in London.
Commenting on the appointment
of Dr. Watson in his letter to
Chaiman FJy, Rep. Dies declared:
"I am deeply concerned over this
appointment, as it clearly bears out
an observation which I have had
occasion to make to the President
in recent weeks, namely, that there
is a new influx of Communists and
fellow travelers into official Washington. We are not concerne I solely
with the case of Watson as an individual. We are, I believe, compelled to search for the hidden influences which bring about the appointment and certification of such
persons as Watson "
"Goodwin Watson has been a
propagandist for Communism and
the Soviet Union for many years,"
Page 62

• November

by

Rep. Dies continued. "His activity
in this respect has been open and
above board- Mr. Watson is to be
commended for not attempting to
conceal his Communist sympathies.
And I wish it clearly understood
that I do not challenge his right to
hold whatever sympathies he may
choose to hold. My only concern is
over the fact that one of such outspoken Communist views and sympathies should be named to the position of chief broadcast analyst,
with such important decisions entrusted to him."
In Consumers' Group
Briefly tracing alleged communistic activities of Dr. Watson, Rep.
Dies
organizations"
with listed
which 13he "party
said Dr.
Watson has
publicly associated himself. In addition to Consumers' Union, the
list included American Committee
for Democracy & Intellectual Freedom, American Congress for Peace
& Democracy, American League
for Peace & Democracy, American
Student Union, Conference on PanAmerican Democracy, Coordinating
Committee to Lift the Embargo,
International Workers Order,
League of American Writers, National Emergency Conference for
Democratic Rights, North American Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy, Open Letter in Defense
of the Communist Party, Social
Work Today.
Of Dr. Watson's alleged connections with these organizations Rep.
Dies commented: "I am sure you
will agree that Watson's associations with Communist front organizations have been so numerous
that it is impossible to account for
them on the ground of his having
been an innocent dupe of the Communist Party.'' He charged also
that Dr. Watson had written "frequent eulogies on the Soviet way of

24, 194 J

O'Neills to Scrap
RADIO SCRIPTS used in the
past nine years for the serial
The O'Neills, sponsored by
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, on CBS, have been
sold for $1.20 to the Government wastepaper drive for
defense. Containing the story
of a family's tribulations, one
of radio's oldest serials, the
heaps of scripts in CBS files
will be transformed into
boxes for defense materials.

life", frequently coupled with "emphatic disparagement of the American
of life". letter, fram.ed
In hisway answering
late last Wednesday after consultation with FCC officials. Chairman Fly declared :
"I need hardly tell you that I
am wholly in sympathy with every
effort to rid the Government of
subversive influences, and I am
confident that all the members of
the FCC would join us in this position. Ialso agree with you where
any question is raised as to the
basic attitude of a Government employe, we would concern ourselves
with the record and with the influences which brought abovrt the
appointment.
"I have taken pains to make a
full inquiry into this subject. As a
result I can state unequivocally
that at no time has Dr. Watson
been a member of the Commuist
Party, or registered or voted as a
member of the Communist Party,
or participated in any way in the
activities of the Communist PartyAnd at no time has Dr. Watson indorsed the Communist system.
"It ought to be made clear that
Dr. Watson did not seek the position which he now occupies. We
sought him. He is widely recognized as one of the outstanding
social psychologists of the country,
and I cannot but believe that the
Government is fortunate to h?.ve
his services in this emergency.
"I might join in your apprehension were I to find that Dr. Watson is or has been connected with

^
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"It's the Radio Station — -They Say You've Just Won a
Piper Cub Airplane !"
BROADCASTING

the 1.3 organizations listed
letter. My inquiry has dehowever, that he has been
ber of only one of the or
tions — that is the C o n s u
Union, in which he was a d
I am informed that Dr.
has neither been a membe^
actively associated with an;,
other organizations listed i
letter, nor has he ever ei
such organizations.
"If there lingers in you
any question as to Dr. Wt
basic attitudes, I believe you
be interested in some of the
in his educational and rel
work. He is of tenth geno
American
ancestry. He ha
ceived degrees from America
versities, including the degi
Doctor of Philosophy from C :
bia U. He also has studied su
tially at the universities of
and Vienna. He spent three
in the Union Theological Sem
and is an ordained minister
Methodist Church. He has
guiding hand in religious i
tion for the National Coun
the YMCA and in the Union
logical Seminary-"-,
,Growing Activity
FBMS was set up last J
through cooperation of the
and the Defense Communic
Beard, to intercept, recorc
analyze foreign propaganda
casts reaching the United 1
The agency since its inceptio
operated on an increasingly
prehensive 24-hour schedule,
viding valuable information t(
eral defense agencies and wc
closely with such agencies £
Office of Coordinator of Inf
tion. FBMS is headed by Lie
Free, director, and Hard
Graves Jr., assistant to dii
Before joining FBMS s.
months ago, Mr. Grandin was
correspondent for CBS. He
covered European news for
from England, Belgium,
Yugoslavia, Rumania and Tv
He is the author of The Po
Use of Radio, claimed as th«i
book to describe psychological
fare by shortwave radio. A i
of Cleveland, Mr. Grandin wa.
cated at Kent School in Conn
cut and Yale, taking post-gra
studies in France and Germt
Dr. Watson, 42, a well-l,
social psychologist, for the li
years has been a member
faculty of Teachers College, C
bia U, as a professor of edue
He is a graduate of Wisconi
and received his doctorate fro:
lumbia. As chief analyst, Dr.
son will head a section of psy
gists in FBMS who will intt,
and evaluate foreign broadca
Mr. Rhodes, with UP since
has covered World War II frc
start, and was one of the fev
respondents on the Scandin
front during the German in\
of Norway. Returning to the 1
States last spring, he becamej
tor of public relations for
China Relief in New York. A
uate of Columbia U and Oxfo
England, Mr. Rhodes is 29.
• Broadcast Adverti

Just because I'm so small, doesn't
mean I don't keep my ears open.
I listen to "Boys Town" on WLW!
And boy — does Father Flannigan
ever help a lot of boys!

Dale, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arlie ShefFer,
R. R. No. 6, Portland, Indiana.

writin' down the reports. If he's
awful busy — Mom does it for him.

WLW

comes in good and CLEAR!

Mary and Ann, they're my sisters,
click the radio on for WLW's

Dad isn't much to praise
people but he sure gets in his two
Icents worth when we start talkin'
obout WLW. He said the other
day that if he didn't get the price
on hogs every day over WLW —
he'd be sunk! He raises a lot of
hogs and sells them to the packer
in Portland, Indiana. Every morning Dad's right by the radio

THE NATION'S

MOST

"Boone County Jamboree," and
She listens to Marsha Wheeler on
WLW

every morning, too. And she

doesn't have to poke her head in
the radio to listen to every word!
PROOF

"Everybody's Farm Hour." They're
the kind of shows that farm folks
like. And that's the kind WLW
gives us.

ENOUGH-THAI FARMERS OF RURAL AMERICA
THE BEST LISTEN TO WLW MOST!

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

STATION

WHO

LIKE

ADVANCED DESIGN
means Flexibility,
It seems especially fitting that this
newest and finest of RCA 5,000-watt
broadcast transmitters should make its
appearance this month — just 21 years
since the beginning of American broadcasting! For the 5-E strikingly symbolizes the progress those 2 1 years have
made possible in broadcast equipment,
through the constant research and development work of RCA.
Here, for the first time, is complete
push-button control of every adjustment
an operator is called on to perform
throughout the broadcasting day . . .
there is virtually nothing to turn and
twist! Tank-circuits are tuned by driving-motors under push-button control
— meters are cut in and out by pushbuttons—relays automatically apply correct time-delays to circuits when the
transmitter is switched on at the touch
of a single button !
Use RCA

Here is complete automatic protection
of circuit components — not only in the
plate of circuits, but in the grid-bias circuits aswell. More efficient than the famous
RCA Type 5-DX, the new 5-E is even
more economical to operate— even more
dependable — even more flexible! Yet
it's a full panel smaller than the 5-DX
...and contains provision and space for
changing to 10-KW. operation without
adding to its overall dimensions. Even
the extra tube-socket is already there !
Very probably,
you didn'ta transmitter
expect any
manufacturer
to announce
like this until after the present Emergency. Only the fact that RCA was working on the new 5-E before the Emergency
began, makes it possible now. We
honestly don't believe any other manufacturer can match it for a long time to
come. Write for full data and specifications, and we think you'll agree with us !

Radio Tubes

Efficiency, Economy!
• High-Speed Switching
for Full Protection
* Simplified, Efficient
Control Circuits
* Motor-Driven Tuning
Controls
• 100% Accessibility.
All Tubes Visible
• Simple, Low-Cost Conversion to 1,000 Watts
* Integral Cooling System
— No External Ducts

in Your Station for Finer Performance

Microphones
|As5ociated
I SpeechTransmitter*
InputEquipm«nr|
Sytremsl

'ew York: 411 Fifth Ave.

Chicago: 589 E. Iliiaoia St.

Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bank Bldg,

Dallae: Santa Fe Bldg,

San Francisco: 170 Ninth St.

HoUy wood: 1016 N. Sycamore
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''And

there,

""for UNCLE

DON,

Radio

Vol. 21 • No. 22
WASHINGTON, D. C.

but

am

I!

TODAY, WOR's UNCLE DON program has a
jj,reater audience than that of any one of 4
popular shows on major New York stations
at the st me time*. Proof, indeed, that this
recently streamlined half-hour packs a
more penetrating impact than ever before.

A PROGRAM

TO BE FOUND

NOWHERE

ELSE

. . . MADE

TO MAKE

SALES

AND HERE, GENTLEMEN—
SOME SALES IT HAS MADE
A certain BANK has used Uncle
Don year after year for the past 10
years. Since the beginning, more
than 20,000 children have opened
accounts at the bank. That, we suppose, isgood. But, listen — not only
have they opened accounts, but
Uncle Don has deftly prompted
250,000 of them to sit down, write,
ask for savings banks. And requests
continue to roll in at 40,000 a year!

A maker of a POWDER to brush
teeth with had Uncle Don ask the
tots to send for a sample. 7,796 wrote
in for the sample in less than four
weeks. A couple of weeks later he
(Uncle Don, that is) asked them to
send in a proof of purchase. In less
than a week 1,837 sent in boxtops.
Again, in less than two weeks, Uncle
Don sent 7,415 children into stores
to look for the product.

A man who makes CONFECTIONS
said his dealers were anxious to see
more children buy them. Uncle Don
agreed In
to send
childrenhe into
stores.
two weeks
sent dealers'
16,000
of them in to meet the dealers. Generally, this confectioner tells WOR
— he had to increase his sales force
15% to meet new territorial demands;
his product rose from a "popular"
brand to the "most popular" in N. Y.

*"fVOR Continuing Study of Radio Listening in Greater-New York", prepared by Crossley, Inc.

WLS

Offered

a

....

War
and

Map
40,000

Wrote!

w
▼ ▼ E DO have pull— and a "blitzkrieg" push, too. It gets results — quickly. In only two
weeks, WLS listeners wrote us for 40,000 war maps — at
10^- each — maps prepared by the WLS News Department. And although the offer stopped a week ago, letters
and dimes from listeners are still coming in at a rate of
more than a thousand a day!
Here's another indication that people in
Chicago and Mid-West America listen to WLS . . . listen
and respond. For further proof, ask any John Blair man.

WTI C
Hartford
WEAN
Providence
WTAG
|FOU can't get New

England sales dollars by guesswork.

jtion that has been continuously demonstrated
jin radio that nneans the key station WNAC
I Yankee Network.

COUGH DROPS
I am more than proud to express to
you, through your agency J. D.
Tarcher & Co., our thanks for your six
participations weekly in our Yankee
Network News Service. We first did
business with you on WNAC only in
1930. Then, in 1935, you bought your
first Yankee Network News participation on our complete Network. Since
that time, you have been with us consistently as one of our Charter News
Advertisers.
simple
word
. . . but it"Thanks"
carries withis ita the
sincerity ofour entire organization.
John Shepard, 3rd

as correct.
and the eighteen other stations of

Worcester
Wl CC
Bridgeport
New Haven
WCSH
Portland

tial for successful results in opening the door to

WLLH
Lowell
Lawrence
WSAR
Fall River

this wealth of consumer

WLBZ
Bangor

Like proper numbers

*7o Ute. Mahen4.
SMITH BROTHERS

You need the connbina-

on the dials of a safe, every one is essen-

buying power,

creased and broadened

by

New

now

in-

England's

greatest era of industrial activity.
No
assured

other combination

can

give you such

entree — no other has such complete

WFEA
Manchester
WNBH
New Bedford
WBRK
Pittsfield
WNLC
New London
WLNH
Laconia

acceptance

at every important point. The nine-

teen reasons for using The Yankee

Network

are

WRDO
Augusta
WCOU
Lewiston
Auburn

on the right.

WHAI
Greenfield
WSYB
Rutland
E

Yankee
Network,
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative!

inc

W E L I
New Haven
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Listen to the figures on Los Angeles County and you'll
think you're hearing about a Caliph's dream! — 2,777,200 people who represent 2.11% of the entire U. S.
population, but who do 3.12% of the nation's buying^
and who stack up with the rest of the U. S. as follows:
Los Angeles Average
County
for U.S.
Income Tax Returns (per 1000 pop.)
.
66
Passenger Car Reg. (per 1000 pop.)
1374
Electric Meters (per 1000 pop.)
1000
Radio Sets (per 1000 pop.)
1060
With

complete

38
787
670
890

coverage of Los Angeles County

six adjacent counties, Station KECA
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AND

at Los Angeles has,

within its ^ mv/ni area, nearly half the radio families
in Calfornia. And because KECA has the most elaborate
local production and publicity set-up in Southern
fornia— the most publicity-conscious community
world — -KECA

Caliin the

has certain advantages even over its big-

gest and most powerful competitor (which, incidentally,
is owned

by the same operating company)

If you want to do a big job is Southern

. . .
California, at

loiv cost, it will pay you to give some thought to KECA.
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the
Power
transplanted direct to Worcester.
Not reversing the telescope, she
Technique for Department
Stores
came to the shocked realization
Basis to Syndicated Air Series
that Filene's Worcester was merely a miniature with all of the
By BROOKS
SHUMAKER
handicaps attendant.
General Manager
A Sorry Start
Wm. Filene's Sons Co., Worcester, Mass.
The offspring of a distinguished,
world-famous sire is judged by no
jITOR's Note — Filene's, huge Neiv England merchandising leader,
\fiecessfully devised a radio technique that may provide the basis
ordinary standards
and ways
Filene'sto
Worcester
failed in —many
ationally syndicated use of the air by department stoi-es. The
of Filene's Woj-cester store provides one of the high spots of
measure up to the Filene tradiers use of radio. Already in the works at Associated Merchantion. Our ambitions were great,
Corp., New York, is a syndicate project. AMC is the central
our performance mediocre. We
kg organization of the most powerful group of department stores
were beset with all the problems
wecialty shops in the nation. Its research, operating, sales and
of extreme newness. The calipers,
pity adjunct, Retail Research Ass7i., has been studying the
which gauged the workings of our
let and is about ready to launch it. Tentative preliminary apmother-store with fine precision,
fl has been given by the NAB, whose code committee will take
failed to produce a fitting counformally in the next few weeks. The National Retail Dry Goods
terpart in Worcester.
[j.plans to give the NAB a half-day at its Jan. 15 convention
Frankly, the new Worcester
IV York to demonstrate the program.
Store knocked badly and only too
dustries provide a payroll of near frequently missed fire — providing
:TI0N holds— the pen is
Ir than the sword — but cur- boom proportions in good times, abundant headaches for the Boston
Bents prove the human voice, but leave it highly vulnerable to management and heartaches for
kst to millions over the ether a depression.
the local personnel. Time and experience were gradually to correct
i is mightier than the pen
Our long-term lease, measured
this — bearings worked in, knocks
1 modern counterpart — the in terms of the telephone numbers
ethylized. Thinking, standards and
of the blooming 20s, was a matter
last that has been the expe- for congratulations. True, the lo- operation were "de-magnified" and
geared to a million-dollar rather
cation was at the extreme end of than
J|of Wm. Filene's Sons Co.
to a 30 million-dollar operajreer store in the mass dis- the good shopping district and on tion.
pn of certain commonplace
the wrong side of the street, but
But almost from the start it
of merchandise in every100% locations had been bid up to
Ise. But first allow me to fantastic figures, and in any case became evident that our problem
was volume; that the heavy traffic
[briefly the background, ex- the Filene name and reputation
le and merchandising prob- could move mountains, let alone of the opening days had been predicted upon the illusion of a Boston
i Filene's Worcester branch,
pull people across Main Street.
Filene's in Worcester, that our
l&t dramatic chain of events
So Filene's first major expanlied up to our keen interest
problem was to re-sell Worcester on
sion began to take shape in a maze
a new type of Filene Store — a store
[io advertising and its in- of brick, mortar, steel and Grand
prominence in our pub- Rapids fixtures running the capi- which could be operated and merchandised profitably in a city of
|>rogram.
tal account into a few hundred
thousand.
I Those 1927 Days
But so what? Future profits
in the good old days of
Bjvhen AT&T was selling at would surely take care of that.
|ld economists were talking After all why should the world's
largest specialty shop, with a surera", the road to success
plus of 6 millions, economize on
expansion. Wm. Filene's
|io., Boston, the world's larg- its first major expansion?
liecialty ready-to-wear and
March 10, 1928, was the grand
Iries shop, with a volume
opening. A new Filene store in
liimating 30 million dollars
Worcester had been big news for
I one roof, caught the pre- months and Worcester and Worcesfever of the day and age.
ter County flocked in by thousands
|d and abbetted by the youth- to look us over. First day sales
Ihusiasm of the author, they were satisfactory, but Worcesterite
ptted a long-term, step-rate reaction was variable. Summing it
all up, Worcester was a bit disapjpr a three story and basement
pointed. Thousands of dollars
|-|n Worcester, Mass. Worces''city of 200,000, best identi- worth of free and paid advance
the beams of WTAG, is publicity had oversold her. Through
Ijay between
Boston and a telescope she had visualized
fcifield. Its well-diversified in- Filene's mammoth plan in Boston
MR. SHUMAKER
pADCASTING
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See editorial "Take It
From issue.
Filene's" on page 34 of
this
200,000. As the momentum of the
initial publicity slowed, traffic
dropped off and sales volume took
a nose dive. The 50-foot breadth
of Main Street intervened like
the English Channel.
It became apparent that no swift
blitzkrieg, backed even by the famous Filene reputation and resources, could carve a lasting position for the "outlander" in the
firmly entrenched ranks of Worcester competition with its decades of
family tradition. We learned that
lasting reputation cannot be inherited— it must be earned.
And Then the Slump
Even in the heydays of the late
20s, it became increasingly evident
that our problem was sales-volume
— the answer, increased customer
traffic — the means, more effective
publicity. We analyzed our position
and concluded we had been "highhatting"' Worcester, a city with a
buying
largely
the medium andpower
low end.
We instepped
up
our "price" promotion and placed
our chips on the sure-fire medium,
newspaper advertising. Worcester
took notice. Main Street became
crossable once more.
Came depression! In the words
of Louis E. Kir stein, vice-president
of Wm. Filene's Sons Co., speaking to a group of Worcester Store
executives — "the great American
honeymoon is over". The labor
pains began. Although highly diversified as to its industries,
Worcester was to feel the full
brunt of world depression. Business
hit the toboggan; prices dropped;
wages followed.
The position of the new Filene
Store was particularly vulnerable;
sales fell off sharply, but fixed expenses remained fixed, and our
rent, already assuming the proportions of the national debt, was
soon to take another jump under
the step-rate clause. With our operating statement a tragedy in
red ink, controllable expenses were
pared to the bone — but not newspaper advertising.
"Soft"
must turn-over
or they
spoilgoods
like
ripe fruit. TraflSc is vital to turnover, and newspaper advertising
was the one sure means, for back
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in the early 30's radio advertising
to the average retailer was but
the voice of one calling in the
wilderness.
From the start newspaper advertising received the lion's share of
our advertising appropriation, carried the promotional load, and delivered the goods in the shape of
customer traffic. Gradually we became a Worcester institution, gradually people began to trade with us
through habit, but at no time had
we ever reached the point where
our very existence, let alone our
growth, was not dependent upon
constant and practically daily contact with the buying public through
newspaper advertising.
For the first ten years in Worcester our advertising was spread over
three newspapers, a morning-evening combine with large circulation
which pretty well dominated the
Worcester market and a much
smaller evening paper which was
eventually absorbed by the combine.
Recognizing the dangers in the
monopolistic position of the combine, we lent a sympathetic ear to
the plans of a group interested in
operating a Shopping News in
Worcester, and in company with
one other large Worcester store we
released the first of a series of ads
to Shopping News.
Quick Reaction
Newspaper repercussions were
immediate and definite — the very
day our first ad appeared in Shopping News the positions of our ads
were changed from first section to
the very last section and this
change was made between editions.
This was WAR — undeclared but
nevertheless real — with vital issues
at stake for a business which had
lived for 12 years on newspaper
advertising.
We faced the alternative of withdrawal from Shopping News and
capitulation, or continuing the
struggle and readjusting our advertising schedule to offset the impaired force of our newspaper advertising. We elected the latter
course, began to scale down our
newspaper space and develop intensively other publicity mediums.
Up to that time our radio efforts
had been of the "spot" item variety,
with variable results, but now
began to receive serious attention.
In contrast to the newspaper situation, Worcester has two radio stations— but the stronger, WTAG, is
owned by the newspaper. Fortunately, the newspaper-radio ownership worked on the theory of
not letting the right hand know
what the left hand was doing and
offset the loss in newspaper lineage
with the gain in radio time. In
marked contrast to the icy attitude
of the newspaper staff from composing room to editorial desk, the
entire personnel of WTAG received
us with open arms.
Coming up for air, after the first
shock of the newspaper ultimatum,
we took inventory of promotions
ahead. Our Bargain Basement's
supreme effort of the entire year
was but three weeks away — the
Semi-Annual Sale of Men's ClothPage 10 • December

AMONG

FILENE'S successful sales events have been the radio campaigns for their line of Me-Do underwear, designed for easy negotiation
by children. Here is a window of Me-Do garments, with microphone.

ing at $13.90 — and we were up
against our previous year's sales
of nearly 400 garments in a single
day carried 100% by newspaper
advertising. Obviously the same
amount of lineage carried back
among the "obituaries" and "want
ads" would not produce any such
figures. To support our weakened
newspaper line-up we sent radio to
bat as a pinch hitter.
Tieing in with a Ripley "believe
it or not" cartoon of our famous
Automatic Bargain Basement in
Boston (which appeared in the
Boston Record of Sept. 9, 1940) we
built a 10-minute script dramatizing our $13.90 Men's Clothing Sale.
The cartoon of our Boston Basement depicted such unbelievables as
"Filene's Basement has sold enough
clothing in one year to completely
outfit every man, woman and child
in Metropolitan Boston, believe it
or not" — "babies are not born fast
enough in Boston to use all the infants' shoes sold in Filene's Basement in a year, believe it or not".
Hard To Believe
The Worcester broadcast, opening with a fanfare of cash registers, successfully interviews buyer,
receiver, marker, window trimmer,
and salesman — "taking the radio
audience behind the scenes to show
the planning, the purchasing power,
the travel and search, the careful
selection, the mechanical handling
and layout — and finally, the sales
and service organization necessary
to stage a great sale," punctuating
the highlights with "believe it or
nots" ad lib and fading with a last
fanfare of cash registers.
Our newspaper presentation of
the sale appeared in the Sunday
paper, relegated as usual to the
third section. In fact for the first
time in 12 years we knew exactly
where to find our ad as the usual
policy of the newspaper had been
to rotate position before the
"spanking" process began. Our "believe it or not" sale broadcast went
on at 12:30 noon and we awaited
Monday's outcome with anxious
hearts. But Monday brought a
cheering sight.
Thirty minutes before the opening bell, men began lining out front
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and at 9:30 some 250 men rushed
down those basement stairs in the
first five minutes — more than 200
garments were sold the first hour,
and more than 700 during the day,
believe it or not. Making due allowance for better business conditions, $35 of radio time, added
to the usual $150 of newspaper
space, had doubled the sales of any
preceding year.
A New Power
Such results were fantastic —
utterly without precedent. It was
clear that we had harnessed a force
more colorful than the line-cats
and word-pictures of newspaper
advertising — the convincing power
of the human voice. By interviewing the men directly connected with
the preparation of this event — we
built up a powerful dramatization
of the magnitude, scope, and outstanding values of our sale in a
way which carried the solid ring of
absolute truth and sincerity. Just
as sound gave color and life to the
silent movie, radio had added interest and punch to our newspaper
promotional effort.
If radio could sell men's wear,
women's clothes should go even
better. So we turned toward preparing a5-minute program dramatizing our Semi-annual Sale of
Barbara Lee Silk Stockings although October, 1940, already
marked Nylon as the Japanese
peril in reverse as marked by the
steady decline of silk stocks on the
Yokahoma exchange. American
women were beginning to prefer
Nylon — in fact to demand it — and
we owned large stocks of silk
stockings with very little Nylon
available. Prospects for our Barbara Lee Sale were distinctly
gloomy, but we owned the goods
and our job was to convince
Worcester women that they should
buy them. Nylon or no Nylon.
Cold facts might sell the man
but theandapproach
to alay
woman's
heart
pocketbook
by a
subtler route. We wove a tale of
days of yore, of love and intrigue,
framing and backing it with songs
and music. We wove a romance of
silk stockings so named in the 16th
century because knit with "stickBROADCASTING

ing-pins". We traced them
the
Queen Elizabetltheydays
wereof considered
a g
for a queen — to the inventior;
first knitting machine late
16th century by William J
England.
Gossamer Dreams
We told how William was
with a girl who made her
knitting stockings by hano
she threw him down — and
from spite, he invented a m
to take away her livelihood,
down to the days when a gr'r
dustry made available to th
lions silk hosiery infinitely
than the gifts of royalty
William Lee.
Getting down to cases, \\ scribe how years before repres ;
tives of 22 of America's le;
stores "dreamed
a dream- (
agined a dream stocking made
the finest of pure silk yarns,
guage, carefully seamed, and
lessly finished — outstandin
value because produced in (
tity — and packaged in purple 1:
for purple is the color of roj
And beginning tomorrow, wc,
nounce our Semi-Annual Sa!
Barbara Lee Stockings, Silk S
ings born to the Royal Purph
dorsed by American women
coast to coast who have
more than 10 million pairsat nearly 20% less than the .
lar year " 'round prices." The
went over, better than we
dared hope, better than years
Nylon was but a stew in a c
ist's pot — better relatively th;
any other store in the group,
less lineage, with miserable i
paper location our radio pro;
was the only new factor an(
peared to hold the answer.
The results of these two
were impressive, not only tc
Worcester personnel but to
Boston management. Appar
we had stumbled upon some'
worth while. Making vii'tue o
very necessity of our news]
dilemma, we had applied to
the time, the thought, and thi
agination which it might i
otherwise have received in the i
tempo of our day-to-day operj
But these efforts had proc
tangible results and appeare
open the way to new publicity
zons.
Shirt Stuff
Applying much the same
nique as in our "believe it or
broadcast, we presented a lO'
ute radio program dramat
5,000 men's shirts at 88c5,000 shirts are not chicken
Announcing "A Shirt Tale
Filene's", Del Camp, WTAG
nouncer, in a quasi-burlesque
ner, introduces "Sir Tony W.
vich. Knight of the Garter, Ma:
of
Duke of
Men'sPajama,
Wear,
of Sox,
the Belt,
Baron
Prince of Good Shirts — that
satile Buyer of Men's FurnisI
in Filene's Worcester Bai
With Del frankly increduloi
Basement."
• Broadcast

Advertit
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o ihe possibility of selling $1.65
a S2 shirts for 88c. Tony quiets
h doubts by explaining Bargain
B 'nient operation in seconds, irlars and distressed goods,
h.\ ed by great purchasing power
cash on the line. Del's fears
strangulated wind-pipe from
_;:age rather than "niiket" are allayed by Tony's asice that all shirts are Sanforwhich gives Tony the cue to
how "before the World War
ybody wore stiff collars — 4 milsoldiers became accustomed to
^mfort of soft collar-attached
s and refused to go back to
slavery of starched neck-harj— the stiff collar lost out and
jofacturers changed over to soft
T-attached shii'ts which shrank
'Wc.
hen Sanforized Cluett became
I's Public Benefactor No. 1 and
ilnted the Sanforized process
th "pre-shrinks wathout washjreducing shrinkage to a mere
;' The curtain rings do\\'n with
('making plans to stock up and
care of Christmas needs by

jing two shirts for the price of
■le cash register fanfare open■and closing of our shirt broadwas truh' prophetic, for the
sters in our Bargain Basement
[; merrily from opening 'til
■■ng as the sales rolled in. Single
; were the exception, with cusfers bujang half-a-dozen at a
, in some cases a dozen and
iie case 24 shirts to one family
^.p. Bj' the closing bell we had
more than 2,000 shirts at 88c
*e second largest shirt sale in
tiistory of the Basement.
Up Goes the Price
ir next major broadcast was
directed toward making
ester men Filene shirt con5. For several years our Up& Men's Furnishing Departt had run a very successful
(i|;aotion of S3. 50 Imported EngBroadcloth Shirts for S1.99.
Christmas 1940 we were forced
aise the sale price to S2.29 due
Ugher war-time shipping costs
iDringing the broadcloth from
'^land.
br years the $2 price had been
Ij stop-sign to volume selling,
jhurdle this successfully prejed a major merchandising
fleni. But shirts from imported
' lish broadcloth spelled drama
a capital D. Dramatizing the
ish angle at first appeared too
especially with the strong
tionist sentiment of December,
. But -^ith industrial Worces01 of the key defense cities
Ipne
e country, shipping millions of
anient and munitions to Eng. we decided to chance it. So
I" a "Rule Britannia" opening
and out", "Filene's of Worcespresents a dramatic commen. Britain Delivers ihr Good.^,
.epic of British courage, with
(ICamp as commentator, songs
Bob Rissling."
len Del dramatizes against an
estra background of "Elegie"
he story of Egyptian cotton —
kO AD C ASTING

a romance of three continents and
the seven seas — a romance of the
land of Pharaohs and the ageless
Nile — a romance of Old England
and New England — a romance of
the heroism of the British Navy —
the romance of Britain's Battle for
Trade, England's economic lifeline." Against "Ballet Egyptian"
thousands of black clad women
plant and gather the cotton on the
banks of the Nile — donkeys and
camels bear it to Alexandria.
Then off for England and the
the docks of Liverpool — overland
through lovely Lancashire to
Blackburn, famous for its fine
English Broadcloth whose silken
sheen belies its cotton birth — and
on to the mills of E. and G. Hindle, renottTied among the world's
largest and finest weavers, so exact in their standards that hundreds of yards of tj^jewriter ribbon must contain not a single knot
or flaw — there to be woven into
superfine English Broadcloth.
Safe in Boston
Then back to Liverpool, blasted
by Stuka bomber, blackened by
fire, do-rni in the hold of the Villede-Hasselt. running blockade of
bomber and L^-boat, and safe in
Boston Harbor. The ill-fated Villede-Hasselt turns back, Lloyd's Bell
tolls again, another British ship
torpedoed and sunk, but Britain
marches on. Our 6,000-mile adventure nears its end. Cotton from
the Land of Egypt, spun and woven into fine English broadcloth by
the skilled craftsmen of Old England, tailored into fine men's shirts
by the skilled craftsmen of New
England, now proudly presented to
the
of Worcester by Filene's
Men'smenShop.
In closing, the announcer explains, "the slogan 'Britain Delivers the Goods' now appears on
British shipments of goods coming through customs, serving to
publicize the incredibly difficult
and heroic task of the British navy
in safe-guarding its transport,
and bringing home to the American people the urgent need of a
market for British goods to provide the exchange to purchase
American planes and munitions —

SOME YEARS AGO Filene's, giant Boston department store,
opened a branch in Worcester. Thing's weren't so hot until they
tried radio — ordinarily a medium that department stores use
with a bit of hesitancy. The acid test — results — catne out so
favorable that Filene's Worcester store developed a radio technique all its own. When a merchandising organization standing
so high in its field develops a new method of selling, it's a matter
of concern to the entire advertising and distribution industry.
Here is the detailed story, and it's worth reading right down to
the last word, which happens to be "obituaries", and the author
wasn't talking of radio when he typed off that five-syllabler.
that England, America's first line vious — and totaled about a third
of the proportionate volume the
of defense, may carry on." FollowBoston sales should have borne to
ing 14 minutes of dramatic commentary, music and sound, a hun- the Worcester results.
Four radio programs, producing
dred-word commercial notes that
"Filene's Men's Shop proudly pre- such sales results, focused not only
sents just 2,400 regular $3.50 shirt the attention of our Boston organization upon our efforts but that of
aristocrats made from Hindle Engthe publicity division of the Retail
lish Broadcloth, at $2.29 each."
Britain Delivers the Goods car- Research Assn. The RRA is the
ried an emotional appeal which
sales, publicity, operating and recaught the pulse of the Worcester
search end of the Associated Merpublic. The radio program, with
chandising Corp., the central buysynchronized window display and
ing organization representing the
newspaper advertising, brought in most powerful group of department
the customers in droves. In a mat- stores and specialty shops in
ter of days we sold over 2,000 Eng- America with annual volume runlish Broadcloth shirts of one color
ning into hundreds of millions.
— white — the largest number of
RRA Takes^Note
units of a single item ever sold in
Wm.
H.
McLeod, sales manager
the Worcester Store in a correof Wm. Filene's Sons Co., Boston,
sponding space of time, regardless
of price. This represented an in- had watched our experiments with
crease of nearly 40% in units over interest, and decided to bring these
the sale of the year previous, and programs to the attention of the
incidentally we had been proud of publicity directors of the RRA,
those results.
meeting in New York.
As chairman of this group, Mr.
This increase was obtained at a
price well above any previous vol- McLeod stated, "I think it is particularly important for us right
ume selling. These results were
particularly significant viewed in now to give some time and thought
to media other than newspapers.
the light perience
of on our
Boston Store's
ex- We are scheduled to hear two raa promotion
of 20,000
of the same shirts, at the same
dio programs
of 15 minutes
each."a
(WOR
had courteously
loaned
price, and at the same time. Concentrating their attack on value, studio for this occasion.) "I very
quality, and comparative price via much want everybody to hear
newspaper advertising, in contrast them, first, because of the almost
to our dramatization of the Brit- fantastic results we got from
Britain Delivers the Goods, and
ish angle through radio and newssecond, because they seem to me
paper, their unit sales dropped
thirty percent from the year pre- to be a new technique for stores.
(The other program is Barbara

SYXCHRONIZED national defense and radio display provides motif for
this window at Filene's Worcester store. Filene s br qucas s ■ p ' in rh
the display of defense products made in the city by local manufacturers.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Barbara Lee and Britain Delivers the Goods were reproduced for
the Publicity Directors at their
meeting in January, 1941, and were
favorably
Delivers the received.
Goods wasBritain
considered
Lee.)"
pretty "hot" for certain sections
of the country, but Barbara Lee,
a brand carried by practically all
AMC stores, was selected for an
experimental recorded program ;
this program to be recorded so
that store names, messages and
prices could be filled in locally.
Cutting a Disc
The job of preparing the new
AMC experimental Barbara Lee
record was delegated to Filene's
Worcester. A new script, sufficiently broad in scope to meet the
needs of a group of stores, was
written and the entire resources
{Continued on page 52)
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RCA-NBC
Independent Units
Would Follow
FCC Edict
LOOKING toward ultimate sale
of the Blue Network as a separate
entity, RCA-NBC officials are perfecting plans for a complete separation of the two network organizations, in the hope of effecting the
shift by early next year.
While no details have come from
either the parent company or NBC
officials, it was said that plans
have been under consideration for
several months looking toward operation of the networks as wholly
independent units. Presumably the
Blue, under a new name, would become a direct subsidiary of RCA,
with the Red remaining xmder
NBC direction.
Would Drop 'Red' Name
With the separation, it is probable that the use of the "Red Network" name will be dropped and
the network referred to as NBC,
in line with the CBS and MBS
appellations, since there will no
longer be any need for further
identification. Along with this network NBC will retain control of
the international department, including its shortwave stations and
its Latin American network, as
well as the television and FM
stations and the radio-recording
division.
The far-reaching change grows
out of the FCC network monopoly
regulations, which in effect ultimately will require complete separation of the two netwoi'ks. There
is no deadline on disposition of the
Blue Network, since the rule requiring separation has been indefinitely postponed by the FCC.
By divorcing the two network
operations, and eliminating the interdependence of one upon the
other, RCA then would be in a
position to dispose of the future
Blue as a going concern, it was
deduced. Under present operating
practice, the Blue has only two
stations available for sale — WJZ,
New York key, and the halftime
WENR in Chicago. There has been
a gradual separation of the staffs
of the networks, which the new
project would bring to fruition.
Speculation as to who will head
the new network entity is branded
premature. Niles Trammell, NBC
president, now is directing both
networks, with the sales direction
of the Blue reposing in Edgar
Kobak, Blue vice-president. Frank
Mullen, vice-president and general
manager of NBC, similarly has
functioned for both networks.
Whether the new network will
headquarter in Radio City or move
to the former NBC headquarters at
711 Fifth Ave., still under lease
to NBC, apparently has not yet
been determined. It was thought
Page 12 • December

Plan
for
that possibly a full separation of
duties of all employes might be
worked out, with separate staffs
for the operating entities all down
the line.
The press department will separate as of Jan. 1, 1942, with John
McKay, manager, in charge of the
Red network setup, including all
special and institutional NBC publicity, while Earl Mullen, assistant
manager, will head a press group
devoted exclusively to the Blue network publicity.
Deadline Problems
The sales staffs have been separated for more than a year and
last summer NBC divorced Red and
Blue sales activities by eliminating
combined billings for discount purposes. Announcers, engineers and
other staff members, it was thought,
might be segTegated in an employment pool, with individual assignments to a given network at predetermined wage scales.
Whether the Jan. 1 deadline can
be met also is problematical. There
are many details of operation and
mechanics to be worked out, and
continuing studies have been in
progress for several months, it was
said. When the separation is effected, complete executive staffs
for each operating unit will be

Net

Briefs

to

Separate
provided, it was indicated. Moreover, shifts in sustaining programs,
most of which now are segregated
on the Blue, will be entailed to effect a balance in that respect.
First move toward separating
the Red and Blue occurred in the
fall of 1938, when A. E. Nelson,
who had been manager of KDKA,
Pittsburgh, was transferred to New
York as the first Blue network
sales manager, operating as a special division of the NBC sales department. Step was taken at the
instigation of Blue affiliates, who
were dissatisfied with the small
amount of business on the Blue.
That November NBC instituted a
special scale of discounts for advertisers using Blue regional
groups in addition to the Basic
Blue, running as high as 20% for
advertisers
coast
hookups.using Blue coast-toThe following summer Keith
Kiggins was appointed Blue network director, to coordinate all
activities of sales, program, promotion, stations and press departments as they affected the Blue
Network. At that time, the stations department was divided into
three sections. Red, Blue and Service, and the other departments assigned special personnel to work
with Mr. Kiggins. That fall Mr.

Be

Filed

Early;

Jr.
C. E. Hughes,
Appoints
CBS
FILING of briefs by all parties to is expected to file affidavits in support of its motion, probably by
the litigation begun by NBC and
Fred Weber, MBS general manCBS against the FCC's chain moager, and Alfred J. McCosker,
nopoly regulations, in advance of
the Dec. 15 argument date, was in- chairman of the board, and W. E.
dicated last week as parties for Macfarlane, president.
both the Government and industry
The three-judge court, comprisconsidered such a procedure.
ing Circuit Judge Learned Hand
and District Judges Henry W. GodMeanwhile, CBS announced redard and John Bright, is expected
taining of Charles Evans Hughes
to be asked by the litigants to allow
Jr., of New York, as trial counsel
filing of the briefs. This unquesin the proceedings before the threetionably will be done at least a week
judge court. He will be associated
prior to the Dec. 15 arguments, or
in the case with former Judge John
about Dec. 8.
J. Burns, of Boston, CBS special
counsel throughout the monopoly
court's action
on Irrespective
the motions,ofittheis expected
that
proceedings.
appeals
promptly
will
be
taken
to
MBS Supporting FCC
the U. S. Supreme Court. Under
the statute such an appeal is a
Subject to approval of the statumatter of right and goes directly
tory three-judge court in New
to
the highest tribunal, without
York, the FCC, it was learned, is
through an intervening
seeking an agreement on briefs to passing
court.
be filed in support of its motions to
Meanwhile, there has been no
dismiss the NBC-CBS suits or for
further word from Department of
summary judgment by the court.
Justice quarters regarding possible
NBC and CBS also would file briefs
anti-trust litigation, either crimiin support of their own motions
nal or civil, against the major netfor a temporary injunction, to reworks, other industry entities and
strain the Commission from enforcing its regulations, thrice post- equipment manufacturing companies. It was assumed the Anti-Trust
poned and now in abeyance pending determination of the litigation.
Division, headed by Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold, is
MBS, which has filed an appearance in the case, also is expected to awaiting action of the three- judge
offer dismissal motions, supporting
coui't on the summary motions before it decides on its course.
the FCC's contentions. It likewise
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Networl
Nelson
left the post of Bluei
manager to become general
ager of KGO and KPO, NB<
tions in San Francisco.
Sales Separated
In June, 1940, the Red an^
sales departments were com^
divorced, with Roy C. W
previously NBC vice-presidt
charge of sales, becoming
president in charge of Red Ne
sales, and Edgar Kobak, £
former NBC vice-presidei
charge of sales, rejoining th(
pany
as Blue sales
vice-pre;
The following
December,
se]
program managers were app
for the two networks, and iij
uary of this year the Rei
Blue networks were given ii
ual promotion managers,
month the two networks re'
separate sales traffic managf
In line with this gradual
ration of Red and Blue actif
the network press departmen
months ago began issuing se
Red and Blue newssheets to
editors, in place of the
combined releases, although
news and other specialized ]
ity was not similarly divided
the complete division of NB(
licity activities on Jan. l,j
the Blue press department
sume its own specialized al
as routine publicity. Arthur
gan, continue
editor ofinthe
new j
will
thatBlue
capacity
other Blue press personnel
be named.

■iii

ALL DECKED OUT in leis
Sarnoff, president of RC.
chairman of the board of
shortly after his arrival in ]
in mid-November for a tw
vacation. From
friends i
islands he received the trai
welcome in the form of flow(
lands. En route on the Mi
Mr. Sarnoff participated via 10
wave in the NBC 15th bi
party and the ceremonies at
stone-laying of the new
Laboratories building at
ton, N. J.
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NEW

Copyright
In

NAI

Activities

Washington

Reviewed
Bulletin

Net Independents Explain Transcription Steps and
Means of Offsetting Copyright Fees
used, on each label, said the bul"BULLETIN NO. 1" emanated
letin. This is for the protection
from the newly-established Washington office of Network Affiliates of all stations accepting the programs under their blanket license.
Inc. last week, advising broadcastRegarding syndicated programs,
ers eligible to membership in NAI
of current copyright activities and the bulletin stated that these features in .30-second, 5-minute, 15future plans.
Signed by William J. Scripps, minute and 30-minute programs
made for local sponsorship and
secretary-treasurer, the letter covering the initial bulletin brought
sold by the transcription manufacturer to the station or adverout that NAI now has some 60
tiser, "may be listed on the music
member stations, whose representatives attended the Chicago
log by showing only the transcription manufacturer's name, name
organizational meeting Nov. 18
[Broadcasting, Nov. 24]. The
of program, and program number."
Washington office is in the Munsey
Library Method
Bldg. in quarters adjacent to those
A dissertation on the manner
of Paul D. P. Spearman, Washingin which musical logs should be
ton attorney who has been retained
as NAI counsel. The executive
kept was contained in the bulletin.
The type of log utilized by Mr.
secretary has not yet been named
Craney for his station operations,
and probably will not be until NAI
holds its regular meeting in Chi- already said to be accepted by
cago in nearly April.
ASCAP, was recommended. Copies
ASCAP Agreements
of the sample logs were sent stations.

be listed by ofmanustated, mayfacturer's
disc
name, number
proused,
and indication of "cut" has filed
viding the manufacturer
with ASCAP and BMI the necessary information to determine
of eachthatnumowner
ight
copyrber recorded
all
was added
. It ship
the transcription companies represented at the Chicago meeting indicated agreement and compliance
with this interpretation.
Projecting various methods of
offsetting copyright fees, advanced
during the Chicago meeting, the
bulletin recited these included (1)
a hidden fee in sale of time rate;
station
of I'h
nce copyri
allowathe
(2) an
ght offee, any
toward
rate
fees in excess of this charge being
billed direct to the advertiser as a
cost; (3) charge advertion
productiser
directly as production cost the
for his program, incopyright dicatingfee
this on the rate card; (4)
increase the rate on programs using copyright music by lOVc to 15 7r
and absorb all over that amount;
(5) decrease rate on programs
cleared at the source by 10% to
167f ; maintain present station rate
unchanged for any program originated by the station on which it
has control of use of copyrighted
material.

IScCIGARETT.

FOR AXTON-FISH
AXTON-FISHER TOBACCO
Louisville, will shortly mark(
new cigarette, to retail at 15 c
Product
be introd
ataxes.
package
pluswillState
and '.
in carefully selected test cities,
it is known that radio will pla
important part in the introduc
tests.
If these preliminary test,
successful, the product wii
groomed as a potential compe
to the "Big Five'' with a sij
appropriation for radio. Ciga
is as yet unnamed, and test
have not been revealed, bu:
count will be directed by Bk
Sample-Hummert, Chicago,
also handles Spuds.
Meanwhile, Axton-Fishe:
nounced the appointment of
mond Brown as advertising
ager. Mr. Brown was foi
account executive of J. W
Thompson Co., New York, anc
viously advertising manage
Texas Co., New York.

Early Decision Is
On CBS-ABTU
ARBITRATION hearings 0
labor dispute between CBS
Associated Broadcast Techn
highDues equal to a station's
Library transcriptions, it was
est quarter-hour rate to finance
end Saturday before Dr. Jol
NAI until April were agreed upon
Lapp, arbitrator A decision
at the Chicago session. Only those
pected in two weeks.
The ABTU is asking a
stations
d
affiliate
network
major
n,
ng
Pla
on
uti
having regional status (excludi
sol
Dis
weekly
raise for all of the 275
rns
Spu
IRNA
nicians employed by CBS M
Class IV locals and clear-channel
outlets) are described as stations
stations, a payroll increase of
Quiet Until May
Will Remain
20 overtime scale after
eligible to NAI membership.
hours in any day, and pay for
The temporary organization is INDEPENDENT Radio Network
time decisionof will be made on conheaded by Eugene C. Pulliam,
time spent in traveling.
tinuance IRNA.
k outlet
networ
l
origina
tes,
Affilia
WIRE, president; Hulbert Taft
letter
ar
Appearing for CBS were M
Signers of the circul
group, has decided to remain
Jr., WKRC, Cincinnati, vice-presiRunyon, vice-president; H.
Messrs. Rosenconvenaddition tocy,
in
annual
were,
its
until
nt
quiesce
B.
n
secretaryMarti
as
Scripps,
dent, and Mr.
Atlass, Chicago, vice pres
baum and Moren
tion in Cleveland next May, cointreasurer. A 12-man board was set
Seward, assistant trea:
P-KGKO ; James
-WBA
WFAA
ll,
"un,
Campbe
session
NAB
the
with
cident
four
Frank Falknor, chief eng
up, three from each of the
Edwin W. Craig, WSM; Mark
arise,"
should
ncy rs announced
less an emerge
major networks.
Ethridge, WHAS; Don S. Elias, WBBM, Chicago; John Mose
of directo
its board
In its initial bulletin, NAI
Charles P. Schwartz, Chicag(
ng a meeting in WWNC; John A. Kennedy,
followi
Friday
last
Kenneth Raine, New York,
Chicago.
WGRpointed out that in the deliberaerry,
Lounsb
R.
WCSH;; I.
tions of its Copyright Committee,
KOIN;
Myers,
W.
C.
WKBW
torneys;
Dr. For
Theodore
of Chicago.
ABTUYnten
api
In a letter to all affiliates, reportheaded by Ed Craney, KGIR, Butte,
,
;
and
WAVE
Norton
W.
George
the
session,
25
Nov.
the
on
ing
,
WCKY.
Wilson
B.
L.
imRuss
Rennaker,
national
bu
of
with ASCAP, a number
reviewed its accomplishmanager; Lawson Wimberly,
portant commitments had been pro- board ments, claiming that it had, among
Net Negotiations
cured. It said that ASCAP, among
national representative ; C
industry
the
saved
things,
other
Pointing
out that during the last Warriner,
Chicago.
to clear- in excess of $600,000 a year in
president Local
other things, had agreedcommercial
ance at the source on
year IRNA has received approxiit
But
alone.
s
payment
ASCAP
affiliated
mately $10,000 from 140
transcriptions and to the listing
confessed that "practically nothstations, the letter made an acprograms by numof syndicated
counting of disbursements. Citing
ing" had been accomplished in nebers only.
networks, the board said thi
gotiations ^vith networks on sta- accomplishments of IRNA, it was
failure was partly due to
Regarding the mooted issue of
option
other
and
hours
tion-breaks,
stated
that
its
influence
was
largetranscription clearance NAI stated
ly
instrumental
in
acceptance
by
petitive conditions." NBC, it
to failure
practices,to"due
ASCAP will clear all commercial
operating
what
realize
the networks
of
the networks of the portions of the ed out, already has i-ecogniz
transcribed programs at the source
importance of this field of enc
code reducing the length of comcould gain." To some extent,
for any listing of stations fur- they
mercial copy; in the creation of own
the board said, "this may account
by appointing
affiliates to committees
perform a p
nished by a transcription manuBMI, and the negotiations with
facturer and charge 8% of the for part of the monopoly regulathis
same
function
in its tw
works.
ASCAP.
station's net income on such a
Dissolution
Rejected
IRNA
procured
a
reduction
of
program. Manufacturers can send
the local blanket commercial fee
tions."
Proposal at the Chicago session
such a program to any other list
Regarding
IRNA's futur
letter
concluded:
that IRNA be dissolved was re- from 2%Vr to 214% from ASCAP,
"In the meantime, unless
of stations they desire on a "notit
was
held,
and
also
procured
an
jected unanimously by the board.
cleared-at-the-source" basis. BMI,
allowance of 15?f which every sta- emergency of national cha
the bulletin continued, will clear
Six of the ten members were prestion can deduct from its gross busi- requires resumption of aetiv
commercial transcriptions at the
ent and vetoed the suggestion of
ness before applying the ASCAP
source on the same basis but will
IRNA, the board sees no rea
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL,
tax. It is these two deductions, it
charge a sliding-scale fee based on
propose to affiliates the expe
Philadelphia, chairman, and Paul
was said, based on industry statis- maintaining permanent cour
the "per program" rate structure
W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford,
tics, that have resulted in what
set out by BMI for the stations
a paid staff. Pending final d(
vice-chairman, that their resignaamounts to a savings of more than
affected.
at the convention, IRNA
tions
be
accepted,
with
the
result
Transcription manufacturers will
$600,000, assuming the blanket li- therefore, without dissolutirf
cense basis for all stations.
arrange a method of indicating the that they will remain in office unmain quiescent unless an e
til the Cleveland meeting, at which
Regarding negotiations with the
copyright licensor whose music is
ency shouli arise."
• Broadcast Advert
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a

New

A hundred
sounded

Century

of

years ago in the Apollo Rooms

Music

begins

on Loiver Broadivay, an oboe

the pitch . . . the strings, the brasses and the tvoodwinds tuned . . .

and a Connecticut Yankee raised his baton to signal the start of Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony.

Before him, at their high music racks, stood the first sym-

phony orchestra in America. Behind
upright in their pews.

him an audience of some 400 sat
" "

~-

Today, in Carnegie Hall an oboe again sounds its "a". . . and the 62nd
successor to Ureli Hill raises his baton before the orchestra of the Philharmonic-Symphony Society of New York.
And behind him . . . before him . . . all aroimd him . . . an audience of
10,000,000

awaits the opening theme.

10,000,000

people listening to the radio on a Sunday afternoon ! . . .

More than have heard the Philharmonic
in the hundred
What

within the walls of a concert hall

years of its history.

finer tribute to the world's greatest orchestra, beginning its sec-

ond century ? What better evidence of an America

musically come of age ?

The oscillograph registers the tvave pattern of an oboe's "a" sounded
by the Philharmonic's Bruno Labate. Instruments in an orchestra traditionally tune to an oboe
because its pitch is accurate and its penetrating tone is easily caught by the human ear.

^Oth Anniversary

of the

\hilharmonic- Symphony

Society

broadcast

the past

HE

exclusively

for

COLUMBIA

of New

York

12 years

over
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SYSTEM

Davis

Award

Goes

FCC

To Durward
Kirby
WENR Announcer Honored In
Annual Competition
DURWARD KIRBY, NBC announcer on the staff of WENR,
Chicago, last week was named winner of the H. P. Davis Announcers
Award for 1941, given for the first
time this year on a national basis
after a nationwide contest. Mr.
Kirby received the award, a gold
medal and $300 in cash, Nov. 29
during a special program on NBCRed and Blue on which Graham
McNamee served as m.c. and A. L.
Ashby, NBC vice-president and
general counsel and friend of the
late Mr. Davis, represented the network.
Also participating on the program through a "round robin hookup" were the four local winners,
who received rings with engraved
inscriptions of the award. They
were: Robert White, WBZ, Boston,
representing the Eastern region;
Ray Olsen, WOW, Omaha, of the
Central region; Ed Brady, KOA,
Denver, Mountain region, and
George Presby, KGO, San Francisco, representing the Pacific region.
Additional Awards
Created in 1933 by the widow of
the late Harry P. Davis, former
Westinghouse official who contributed greatly to the development
of network broadcasting in America, the Memorial Award each year
has been given to the outstanding
announcer on the staff of an NBC
station in each of four regions.
This year, Mrs. Davis created the
additional national award, and appeared on the special NBC program
to give out the prizes.
Winners were selected by a
board of judges headed by Miss
Marjorie Stewart, founder of the
Microphone Playhouse in Pittsburgh, who began her radio career
21 years ago as coach of announcers for KDKA, Pittsburgh. Among
the qualities required to win are
personality and interesting voice
quality, the ability to talk with a
living-room group, freedom from
inflection mannerisms and local
characteristics, and variety of
presentation and sales appeal.

For

MR. KIRBY

SALUTES RECEIVED
IN WHN 5 kw FETE
HERALDED with successive salutes by three stations last week,
WGN, "New itsYork,
on Dec.
is
celebrating
increased
power1 of
50,000 watts with one of the most
elaborate programs ever produced
by the station, a mixed variety
show from 9 to 10:30 p. m. at the
close of its first day operating on
the new power.
On Nov. 27, the city of Miami
saluted WHN with a half-hour program on WQAM, while the following day the Republic of Cuba put
on a special half -hour broadcast in
English and Spanish from the government's long andAlso
shortwave
tions in Havana.
on Nov. sta28
WWRL, New York, broadcast a
radio salute to WHN with WWRL
Special Special Events Director
Walter Kaner paying tribute to the
station's contribution to the radio
industry.
Talent on the first part of the
WHN dedication program included
Bert Lytell, Rise Stevens, Frank
Fay, Dick Todd, Adrienne Ames,
and A. L. Alexander, after which
came special features. One was
devoted to news with Fulton Lewis
jr., Fulton Oursler and George
Hamilton Combs, and the other to
sports with Clem McCarthy, Bert
Lee and
WHN'sBallou
regular Dick
orchestraFishell.
with Dick
was supplemented with a choral
group and the entire program originated in the Barbizon Plaza Theatre, under the direction of Frank
Roehrenbeck, WHN station manP & G Takes 'Hazard'
ager.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., CinCelanese Radio Bow
cinnati (Ivory soap flakes) , on Jan.
CELANESE Corp. of America,
20 will start sponsorship of Hap
Hazard, summer fill-in for S. C. New York (yarns & fabrics), will
Johnson Co.'s Fihher McGee & use radio for the first time, according to an announcement last week
Molly on NBC-Red, on an unnamed
number of CBS stations, Tuesday,
by company officials that Celanese
10:30-10:45 p.m. (EST) and will sponsor a half-hour program
on 51 CBS stations, each WednesThursday, 9:15-9:45 p.m. (PST).
day, 10:15-10:45 p.m. starting Jan.
Before going on a coast-to-coast
network the program will go 7, 1942. At the same time the company, which heretofore handled its
through a three-week test on a
seven-station CBS-Pacific net startadvertising direct, appointed
ing Dec. 30. Program, featuring
Young & Rubicam, New Yoi'k, to
Ransom Sherman in the starring handle the radio campaign. Neither
format nor name of the program
role, will originate on the Coast.
has yet been set though the agency
Agency is Compton Adv., New
York.
stated it will be of the musical type.
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Definition
Political

of

Candidal,

Offices

Revise
to Relie

Commission Clarifies Regulations
Delicate Situations at Election Time
means any ijcrson who has pul.
SEEKING to remedy the many
announced that he is a candidal e
touchy situations which have arisen nomination by a convention of a ]jo'
perennially at election time, the cal party or for nomination or
FCC last Wednesday redefined a tion
in a municipal,
primary, special,
g(-n
election,
county,or statp
"legally qualified candidate and
national, and who meets the i|i
clarified its regulations concerning
fications prescribed by the applic
laws to hold the office for which li
sale of time to political candidates.
so that he may be v
According to the new definition, a aforcandidate,
by the electorate directly or
"legally qualified candidate", elig- means of delegates or electors, and
ible to purchase political time, must
(a) has rpialified for a place on
make public announcement of his ballot or ( b) is eligible under
applicable
law to be voted for
candidacy and be able to substantisticker, by writing in his name on
ate his position as a bona fide ballot, or other method, and
candidate for nomination or office. has been duly nominated by a poli
is commonly known
In an explanatory press release party which
as such, or (2) makes a
issued with announcement of the regarded
stantial showing that he is a I
clarifying action, the FCC pointed fide candidate for nomination or O'
as the case may be.
out that Section 315 of the Communications Act "does not impose
Sections 3.421, 3.423 and 3.
upon radio station licensees the covering general requiremt
obligation to give or sell time to rates and practices, and reo
any candidate for public office unand inspection, respectively,
less the station has afforded such
left unchanged.
use of its facilities to other candidates for the same office" — in which
Station Requirements
event the station must then pro"The
Commission is cognizan
vide equal opportunities to all
course, that the mere fact that
other candidates for that office.
name may be written in does
New Definition
entitle all persons who may pub
announce themselves as candid
"A person whose name is not in- to demand radio time under Sec
cluded on the printed ballot, but
possesses the requisite legal quali- 315, for the obvious reason thai
fications tohold that particular of- limited broadcast facilities wil]
accommodate all who might di
'legally
qualified
candidate'
withinfice, is athe
meaning
of this
section
speak", the also
FCC recognizes
explained. '
Commission
of the Communications Act and to
broadcast stations may make
the Commission's related rules," able and reasonable requirerc
the FCC declared. "The names of
such persons can be written in by with respect to proof of candi
voters and a valid election result.
of an applicant for the usi
It is evident that Section 315 facilities under Section 315.
"Since determination as to
should be construed also to include
candidates for nomination for of- shall appear on programs is a
fice where the names of candidates
ter resting in the first inst
are not required on printed bal- with the individual broadcast
tions, Section 315 does not re(
The new definition, substituted as stations to give broadcast tin»
Section 3.422 of the FCC Rules & any candidate unless that stf
Regulations, amplifies the previous has previously permitted a hi
general definition, as follows:
cast by another candidate foi
Alots.""legally qualified candidate"
same office."
Lever Uncertain
Keresy Named V-P
OFFICIALS
Lever Bros,
THOMAS M. KERESEY, who re- and Ruthrauff of& Ryan,
New T
cently resigned from Lord &
are holding a series of mee
Thomas, New York, after 11 years
to decide whether the two
as vice-president, has been named
Meet Mr. Meek and B
vice-president of shows
wood Premiere will be conti
Ivey & Ellington,
for Lifebuoy soap when thai
withters in New
headquarcount is moved Jan. 1, 194:
York.
R & R from Wm. Esty &
Mr. Keresey first
[Broadcasting, Nov. 24]. A
came to Lord &
cision is expected early this >
Thomas in 1926

^I^H
Mh^^^^^U^B

jj^ which
the Thomas
when
he was

Mr. Keresey

ilarmcapacity,
servmg
a simmerged with L & T. Later that
year he joined the International
Mercantile Marine Co. as director
of advertising. In 1930 he returned
to Lord & Thomas as executive
assistant to the president.

BROADCASTING

Regent Eyes MBS
RIGGIO TOBACCO Corp., B \
tilyn (Regent
ating
for thecigarettes),
Monday, isTuen( .y.
Wednesday 10:30-10:45 p.m.
on 20 MBS stations for a im
show to feature a soloist and
band, as yet unnamed. Progr;
expected to debut about Ja
dies
account.Inc., New York, nM. H.theHackett
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. . . THAT

ONE

WITH

STATION

RATINGS!

i
Intermittently for a decade, local ad(tisers, agencies, radio stations, rerch organizations and others have
I
m laying yardsticks on listening in

Look, rather, at the panoramic, comprehensive, authoritative picture of radio
listening . . . the continuous, moving picture ... in Oklahoma City and other

loma City. With no known excepWKY has emerged from such tests

major radio markets provided by specialized national research organizations.

;a a commanding lead.
IBut it is not altogether necessary to
I\ the sales success of a product in the
(ahoma City market on the miniature

But here, too, you'll find that no matter who takes the picture, WKY in-

jpshot view exposed through the pinp of any one such survey.

variably dominates it. That's why it can
be, and is, said with such confidence and
frequent repetition that with daytime listeners in Oklahoma City, it's WKY

3 to 1.

OKLAHOMA
CITY
Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times-KThe Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs KLZ, Denver (Alliliated Mgmt.)
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc

ALL

and Sioux
WITH

THIS

City -Yankton, TooWN
AX

Just
dollarimagine
market.— one radio station ^'delivering" a seven state billi
4,000,000* PEOPLE living in cities, small towns and on far
make up thethese
population
of the
WNAX
area. And, what's mc'
important,
people have
money
to spend!
A BILLION DOLLAR CASH FARM INCOME for 1941, with ev
greater prospects for '42, gives this area tremendous buyiJ
power. And, it seems, they spend it all.
A BILLION DOLLARS IN RETAIL SALES indicates that. In fa
if this area were to be considered as a state unit, it would ra
thirteenth in total retail sales. That's a whooper of a marl
. . . the kind usually covered only by 50,000 watts. Because
favorable soil conductivity, wave length and distance fn
other network stations, you get it all with the 5,000 watts :
WNAX!
Litde wonder that WNAX has the largest commercial schedule^
any station in this territory . . . that WNAX has a consist
record of delivering MORE results at less cost. Starding facts a\
figures on the WNAX market are available. Write WNAX, Yaiton. South Dakota, or call your nearest Katz Agency office. ,
* 3,903,636 people

It's Economical
the

BIG

to

Buy

WNA!

Station!

APPEAL by NBC from the
m of the FCC authorizing
5, Albuquerque, to operate fulli| under a special service authoron on the 770 kc. clear channel
pied by WJZ, New York, was
;ated last week after the FCC
denied a petition for rehearing,
le FCC announced extension of
iuthorization to KGB, an NBCoutlet, to operate on 770 kc.
50,000 watts day and 25,000
s night until Jan. 9, 1942.
altaneously, it said it had
orized the Commission's chief
^Ineer to conduct tests with
»; KXA, Seattle, limited time
on on the frequency, and WJZ,
scertain the degree of interferentailed. Both NBC and KXA
petitioned the FCC for rehearand reconsideration, protesting
jriginal Oct. 4 action granting
the special authorization,
icause regular assignment of
on the frequency would enjthe breakdown of the Class I-A
nel occupied by WJZ, an apis expected. NBC had conled that the action, apart from
interference caused, constituted
pifr action of FCC regulations.
I Commission had granted the
\ frequency shift on its own
ion. The station, under the
'ana Treaty, had been assinged
II^DSO kc. as a Class II outlet but
Ipference factors resulted in the
ige. The station previously had
jjated on 1180 kc.
|ie FCC has described the shift
lly as an experimental move to
lire "factual" information indiiig that a further change may
■irdered.

FIRST REGIONAL to acquire news
service of Reuters Ltd., British
semi-official news agency, is said
to be WKAT, Miami Beach 1,000watter, which started the Reuters
report Nov. 24. A Frank Katzentine (left), WKAT owner, receives
congratulations from Michael Robb,
British vice-consul at Miami.
PRESENTATION of the Heismaii
Trophy to the nation's outstanding
college football player will be broadcast exclusively on MBS Dec. 9 immediately following the trophy dinner.

Text of Handout
"THE management of
WQXR, New York, takes
pleasure in announcing that
Miss Gypsy Rose Lee, the distinguished danseuse and author, will appear exclusively
over its facilities at 2:30
o'clock on Tuesday, Dec. 2, to
engage in literary discussion
with Mr. Edwin Seaver, conductor of the Readers &
Writers program. You are
cordially invited to do what
you please about this. P.S.
For immediate release."
Clark in Missouri
CLARK BROS. CHEWING GUM
Co., Pittsburgh (Teaberry gum),
has started a spot campaign in Missouri, using three announcements
daily on KGBX and KWTO, Springfield, and KMOX, KSD, KXOK,
KWK, WIL and WEW, St. Louis.
Account was placed by Walker &
Downing, Pittsburgh.

CRC Holiday Rush
COLUMBIA RECORDING Corp.,
whose Bridgeport and Hollywood
plants are already working 24hours a day to cope with Christmas business, has announced cancellation of its January Masterworks list so that presses marked
for that
month's production
work
on Christmas
items. CRC canis
conducting a $200,000 Christmas
campaign on a large number of
stations throughout the country
promoting its records as gifts.
Seabury Comes Back
SEABURY Inc., New Brunswick,
N. J. (Edrolax), through its recently appointed agency, Charles
W. Hoyt Co., New York, after an
absence from radio for several
years, is testing a series of live announcements, Monday through Friday on WMBG, Richmond, Va.
HARRY SUKMAN. conductor of the
studio orchestra of W59C. Chicago, is
the composer of four new songs which
will
be broadcasts.
presented on the orchestra's
evening

Lorillard Renewals
IjORILLARD Co., New York on
i 29 and Jan. 5 will renew for
reeks its news and musical show
Jlocal stations for Beechnut
•jrettes and
Union Leader,
[nds and Ripple tobaccos. Rejals include:
For Beechnut,
\iboncoeur News, WSYR; Col.
Healey, WGY
(three times
ly). For Union Leader, Col.
ealey (thrice-weekly) ; Union
lev Almanac,
WLW; Farm
ifs, KFAB, WHP and WLS; and
5 on KFH. For Friends, news
[SD. For Ripple, Rhythm Four,
"■N and WSFA; Ted & His
bleweeds, WOAI, and Ripple
hh Hands, KPRC. In addition
company on Jan. 5 starts a
' quarter-hour news program
si times weekly on WISH for
,hnut. Agency is Lennen &
ihell, New York.

NBC

FIRST

BY Goes Commercial

On

, Toronto, second station of the
-dian Broadcasting Corp. in
city, has been changed from a
commercial to a commercial
on and will in future carry
sored programs. CBY has caroccasional sponsored shows,
as of Dec. 1, becomes a commerstation. It will be NBC-Blue
t at Toronto, and will not as
e past duplicate programs caron CBL, the other CBC Ton station. It will become more a
lunity station than CBL which
e regonial CBC station.
OADCASTING

RED

A

IN

Network

ST.

LOUIS

'
FIRSTS
IN
National Popularity

Distinguished

Polls

Broadcasting

Station

Station

KSD—
The BUILDING.
St. Louis
Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS.PostMO.
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
ATLANTA
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
DETROIT
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Bob

Hope

Heads

Survey

Kate Smithy Crosby^ Bergen^ Fibber Next
Other top rankings resulting in
BOB HOPE, head-man of the
Pepsodent Show on NBC-Red,
the poll were : Top broadcast — Ford
emerged as the leading personality
Sunday Evening Hour; master-ofof American radio in the 1941 ra- ceremonies — Bing Crosby; male vodio poll of the Cleveland Plain
calist (popular) — Bing Crosby;
feminine vocalist (popular) — Kate
Dealer, announced Nov. 23. Comedian Hope also was named captain
Smith; male vocalist (classical) —
Richard Crooks; feminine vocalist
of the "All-America Radio Eleven",
compiled each year from the ballots
(classical) — Margaret Speaks;
best comedian — Bob Hope; best
of Plain Dealer readers and repredramatic show — Lux Radio
sentatives for their top choices
Theatre; best symphonic program
among radio personalities.
— Ford Sunday Evening Hour; best
Other Leaders
light musical — Andre Kostelanetz
Included on the Ail-American
Hour; best dance band — Guy LomEleven, in addition to Mr. Hope, bardo; best variety program —
and in order of ranking, were Kate Kraft Music Hall (Bing Crosby) ;
Smith, Bing Crosby, Edgar Ber- best educational program — U of
Chicago Roundtahle; best news
gen, Fibber McGee, Paul (Michael
Rafetto) Barbour, Henry (Ezra broadcaster — Lowell Thomas.
The first 11 variety shows also
Stone) Aldrich, Don Ameche, Clifton Fadiman, Franklin P. Adams,
were chosen by reader voters:
Kraft Music Hall, Kate Smith
Maj. Edward Bowes.

Things

most

Hour, Edgar Bergen — Charlie McCarthy, Fibber McGee & Molly,
Millions for Defense, The Jello
Show,
Major House
Bowes'
Amateur
Hour, Maxwell
Coffee
Time,
Breakfast Club, Penthouse Party,
Kay
Kyser's Kollege of Musical
Knowledge.
The "All-American programs,
on a general basis, include a Ford
Sunday Evening Hour, Fibber
McGee
& Molly,
One Man's
Family, Kraft
M^isic Hall,
Kate Smith
Hour, The Aldrich Family, Lux
Radio Theatre, Information Please,

in Cleveland;

Pepsodent Show, Kay Kyser's Kollege of Musical Knowledge, Maxwell House Coffee Time.
Complete Poll
A complete list of results of the
Plain Dealer poll follows:
All-America Radio Personalities Eleven —
Bob Hope (captain), Kate Smith, Bing
Crosby, Edgar Bergen, Fibber McGee, Paul
(Michael Raffetto) Barbour, Henry (Ezra
Stone) man,Aldrich,
Ameche,Major
CliftonEdward
FadiFranklin Don
P. Adams,
Bowes.
Favorite Proeram — Ford Sunday Evening
Hour, Fibber McGee & Molly, One Man's

typically

CHICAGO

Achievement and supremacy
in Ihe meat packing industry
as represented by the Union
Stock Yards is most typical of
Chicago. The people throughout the Middle West are proud
of this industry's growth and
position.

This is another

Typically Chicago also, is achievement in radio as represented by
W-G-N, the station with the
"Chicago" origin and viewpoint.
Surveys show that people of the
Middle West think first of W-G-N.

program
more
i

m

reason

on W-G-N

your

will have

listeners.

The FIRST STATION

in Chicago and the FIRST CHICAGO STATION in the Middle West
MUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Los Angeles, Cal.,- San Francisco, Col.
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CANADA'S WAR EFFORT in
radio communications field is
spected
W. J.Scripps
Scripps (left),
of
Detroit.byMr.
shown with R. M. Brophy, gem
manager of the Canadian Marc
Co., and former stations relatic
manager of NBC, as they loo
over CM's plant in Montreal wl
is turning out radio equipment
every branch of the British an
forces. Canadian Marconi opers
CFCF, Montreal.
Family, Kraft Music Hall, Kate Si
Hour, The Aldrich Family, Lux B
Theatre, Information Please. Pepso
Show,
Time. Kay Kyser, Maxwell House d
Master of Ceremony — Bing Crosby,
Ameche, Clifton Fadiman, John Conte,
bert Spaulding, Don Wilson, Milton C
Male Singers — (popular) Bing Crc
Barry Wood, Lanny Ross, Ray Eb(
(classical) Richard Crooks, Frank M
James Melton.
Feminine Singers — (popular) Kate St
Dinah Shore, Connie Boswell, Gi
Simms ; (classical) Margaret Spi
Gladys
cia
White.Swarthout, Lucille Manners, F
Dance Bands — Guy Lombardo (capt
Glenn Miller, Kay Kyser, Sammy
Wayne
Fred Jimmy
Waring, Dorsey,
Xavier HeCi
Tommy King,
Dorsey,
Heidt, Abe Lyman.
Comedians — Bob Hope, Fibber Mc
Edgar Bergen, Jack Benny, Fred A
Red Skelton, Frank Morgan.
Variety Shows — Kraft Music Hall,
Smith Hour, Edgar Bergen-Charlie Mc
thy, Fibber McGee & Molly, Millions
Defense, The Jello Show, Major Be
Amateur
House Party,
Coffee '
BreakfastHour,
Club,Maxwell
Penthouse
Kyser's Kollege of Musical Knowledgi
Commentators — Lowell Thomas, H.
Kaltenborn, Raymond Gram Swing, W
Winchell,
Elmer Davis.B. S. Bercovici, Boake Ca
Quiz Programs — Information PI
Quiz Kids, Doctor I.Q., Truth or C(
Educational — U of Chicago Round!
quences.
Information Please, March of Time,
Damrosch Hour, Cavalcade of Am<
Light of the World, Quiz Kids.
Drama — Lux Radio Theatre, One 1
Family, The Aldrich Family, Adventur
Sherlock Holmes, Helen Hayes The
First Nighter, Mr. District Attorney.
— Ford Sunday NBC
Evening
NewSymphony
York Philharmonic,
SymptI
Philadelphia Orchestra.
Light Classical — Andre Kostelanet
bert Spaulding, Richard Crooks-A;
Wallenstein, Gladys Swarthout-Ross
ham-Al Goodman Family Hour, Ame
Album of Familiar Music, James Mc
Francia White-Don Voorhees, Phil S]
ny's Hour of Charm, Fred Waring.
Holiday Savings DriT(
CHRISTMAS CLUB Corp.,
York, an independent organiza
which originated the Christ
savings plan and sells its serv
to various banks handling the
ings, has announced its am
holiday radio campaign. Transc
tions featuring an interview
tween Lowell Thomas and Her
Rawll, president of the corporar
who discuss the club and its
tributions to thrift, will be pl£
one to five times during the w
Dec. 3-10, on 45-50 stations,
past years, Gabriel Heatter, F
Gibbons and Edwin C. Hill \
featured guests. World Broadc
ing System cut the discs. Agenc
Brooke,York.
Smith, French & Dorra
New
• Broadcast Advertis]^
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Industry

BERGEN,

Leaders

Keep Up Schedules
Advertising
Will
Continue ;
Recall World War Lesson
LEADING manufacturers representing nine industries — mostly
heavy goods — believe that advertising and promotional programs for
1942 must be continued or increased
to stabilize long-range operations,
according to Percy Wilson ,managing
director of the Merchandise Mart,
Chicago, who made the survey
among the market center occupants.
Each manufacturer was queried
on whether he planned to curtail
sales promotion efforts in view of
back log of unfilled orders and
threatening material shortages.
"The answers received," Mr. Wilson said, "revealed that pace-setting leaders will not follow the
policy that caught so many manufacturers of guard during the similar period of the first World War
when advertising appropriations
were cut and salesmen taken off
the road."
Sound Policy
One manufacturer stated that
"while advertising and sales promotional effort is obviously not required to maintain sales volume
now or in the immediate future,
we are convinced that it is sound
to maintain our promotional activ-

MOBILE UNIT, designed to conserve gasoline, was used by CKSO, Sudbury, Ont., during
a broadcast
of thespectacular
British-American
Oil Co.'s Here
B-A
Bandwagon.
The program
features
remote pickups.
A. Vaillancourt (at rear of power plants) is interviewed by Jack McLaren, CKSO night supervisor, with Engineer Bill McLellan (right)
holding pack transmitter. Mr. Vaillancourt caught the moose some time
ago and has trained them to haul a racing cart.
ity at full scale." Another said
"effective advertising, sound promotional activity are the very bedrock on which selling efficiency depends, and must be carried on at
allAntimes."
official of Armstrong Cork
Co. stated, "We have not curtailed
our advertising activities. As a
matter of fact, we recently started
a new network program to promote sales over a hook-up of 105
stations, which represents a sub-

stantial increase in the advertising
effort we are putting behind this
portion
of ourfurniture
line." manufacturA leading
er told Mr. Wilson that "while no
manufacturer can say what he will
do next year, and while no manufacturer under present conditions,
can say he will carry on "business
as usual", we can definitely state
that it is not our intention to
curtail our advertising or promo-

BENNY,

FIBBER

Three Leaders Continue Thei'^
High CAB Ranking
FIRST 13 half-hour evening shov
with top ratings in the latest n,
port of the Cooperative Analysis
Broadcasting are on NBC-Re'
which also tops the list for quarte
hour programs heard four tiirw
weekly, thrice weekly and weekly,
The 1.3 shows, according
CAB, in current order an
Edgar Bergen; Jack Benny; Fibb
McGee & Molly; Aldrich Famil\
Bob Hope; Maxwell House Cofft
Time; One Man's Family; FiU
Bandwagon; Mr. District Atto
ney; Time to Smile; Burns
Allen; Rudy Vallee, and Truth
Consequences. The fourteenth w
CBS' Big Town. The 15th also w
NBC-Red, namely Red Skelton.
Lowell Thomas leads quarti
hours heard four times week!
Easy Aces is tops for thrice-week
quarter-hours, and Walter Winch
is leader for weekly quarter-hou:
Case Again Deferred
EXAMINATION before trial of Ni
Trammell, president of NBC,
postponed from Nov. 24 to Dec. 1
New York Supreme Court, aceordi
to Robert Daru of Daru & Wint
counsel for the 14 songwriters. 12
whom are ASCAP members. They i
suing NBC, CBS, BMI and NAB
alleged unlawful conspiracy to
quire control of the songwriting bu
ness at the time of the ASCAP-n
work music war.

tion efforts."

.0

"Just like our programs do," says WSAI's Winged
Plug, "They go ofF with a very /ouc/ bang that can't
help attracting a big audience. You see, we p/ug our
programs . . . with street car and bus cards, neon
signs, news pictures, movie trailers, taxicab covers
and downtown

window

neon signs. Support them

with a monthly house-organ for dealers, too. I guess
that's one reason we are selected as the Cincinnati
outlet for so many
NBC RED AND

top-flight network

BLUE— 5,000 WATTS

NIGHT

shows!"
AND

DAY

CINCINNATrS
OWN
NATIONAL
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tOMO FALLS
DAHO
rWINMLLS

.

PpCATELLO

• SKIGHAM
TOOELB <

EVAfiSrOhJ

ROCK SPRINGS

« • LYMAN
SALT LAKE CITY
_
PfijtK CITY

UNDER CONSTRUCTION, and expected to be ready for use about Feb
1942, is this new studio-transmitter building of KTUC, Tuscon, Ai
Hailed as one of the most modern broadcasting structures in the Sou,
west, the new $35,000 plant incorporates a 250-watt Western Elect
transmitter, 180-foot Allison vertical tower and RCA speech input equ
ment. Studios will be acoustically treated by Johns-Manville, with fluor
cent lighting and automatic heating and air conditioning. Designed '
Architect Frederick Eastman, whose drawing of the building appe;
here, the structure also provides office space for all KTUC departmer
with a fully equipped technical workshop. KTUC is owned by TusCj
Broadcasting Co., of which Ralph W. Bilby is president and Manaj
John Merino vice-president.

cVHEKA « • ^
PHTAm • /• *
• ,%rticHfieLO
mo»EFOIIT
\j I AM
•

• •
PAN&WTCH

Newspaper

m KANAB

SALES

PATTERN

for the
INTERMOUNTAIN
MARKET
Here's a hustling, bustling market of more than
800,000 people who earn, and spend, approximately $300,000,000 annually. And KYDL's
5000-watt day and night broadcasting pattern
gives practically every one of those people the
chance to hear all the top-flight NBC

Red Net-

work shows they just don't want to miss! It means
big audiences — responsive audiences. It means
sales opportunities for you!

THE

POPULAR

JOHN BLAIR/™^
& C0M1';VNYC
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Probe

Is Further

Completes
As FCC
EXTENDING the between-session
hiatus to six weeks, the FCC last
Wednesday announced further
postponement of the newspaperradio hearing, scheduled to resume last Thursday, until Dec.
4. This was the second postponement granted by the FCC since the
press-radio proceeding was recessed
Oct. 23 for three weeks.
It is understood the postponement was agreed upon, following a
Nov. 23 conference between FCC
and Newspaper-Radio Committee
counsel, to provide additional time
for completing revisions to the
FCC's financial exhibits. Key Commission exhibits drew immediate
opposition from industry counsel in
the opening days of the hearings
in late July because of obvious inaccuracies.
Revised Exhibits
Although other phases of the
proceeding have proceeded meantime, these controverted exhibits
have undergone reexamination and
revision in the interest of clarifying the hearing record. Before the
hearing resumes, it is expected
the revised exhibits will be examined once again at a conference
of FCC and Newspaper-Radio Committee representatives. Following
introductions of the FCC's corrected statistical data, when the
hearing reopen Dec. 4, the Committee is expected to start presenting its affirmative case, starting
probably with statistical analyses
from the industry viewpoint
[Broadcasting, Nov. 17].
Principal Committee witnesses
slated for this phase of the proceeding are Dr. Herman S. Hettinger, well-known radio economist
and associate professor of economics at the Wharton School of
Finance, U of Pennsylvania, and
Paul F. Lazarsfield, Columbia U
professor and former head of the
Princeton Radio Research Project.
The committee presentation will be
handled by Judge Thomas D.
Thacher, chief counsel, and Sydney
Broadcast

Extende

Revising Exhibi
M. Kaye and A. M. Herman, as
ciate counsel of the committee.
The first appearance of Eug'
Cotton, newly appointed chiefs
the FCC's newspaper inquiry u:
also is expected as the hearings
open. Mr. Cotton succeeded Da
D. Lloyd, who left the FCC le,
staff several weeks ago to join
legal department of the Econoi
Defense
Board.to Heappear
will beactively
the siFCC lawyer
the proceedings.
More Colleges Offerii
Radio Technical Cours
LATEST schools to join the
rade in offering special radio te
nical courses in connection
the Federal program for train
skilled personnel for defense j
are Maryland U, College Ps
Md., and Southern Methodist
Dallas. SMU is the sixth Te
school to provide technical coui
in cooperation with the U. S. 01
of Education and the NAB.
Maryland U plans to start
comprehensive fuUtime day cou
on Jan. 5, to continue through A
7, 1942, with a curriculum co\
ing advanced theory and pract:
radio engineering. The school pi
to utilize facilities of the Cap
Radio
course. Engineering Institute for
The SMU course, which star
Oct. 1 for 12 weeks, is being tai
by 40 students, who spend n
hours weekly in class. The plai
to continue the training with
vanced courses, as well as to :
other courses in radio, accord
to SMU officials. Under the
rangements made by the Office
Education, enrollees receive spei
technical training, with the G
ernment paying tuition expen
and the student paying his own ;
ing costs.
ANNUAL broadcast by CBS, N
and Mutual of the Christmas t
lighting from the White House ag
will be heard Dec. 24 with Presid
Roosevelt officiating and giving
Christmas
message
monies,
5-5 :30
p.m. from the d
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KMBC

is the first and only

Kansas City station to organize acomplete news department —four full - time
men under the direction of
Erie Smith, News Editor —
two full-time news services.

1st

in

the
KMBC

HEART

In KANSAS

OF

AMERICA

is the first and only

Kansas City station to employ afull-time, nationallyknown sportscaster — Walt
Lochman, winner of the
1940 Sporting News poll as
"America's favorite minor-

CITY — as in every major market — -

there's one station with a reputation for doing
things . . . for setting the standards of broadcasting

league baseball announcer."

excellence . . . for operating in a big-time manner.
In this market, it's KMBC.

KMBC
Among
Kansas City stations, it's KMBC that
employs by far the largest talent and production staff — KMBC that devotes more than

Kansas City station to employ afull-time Director of
Farm Service — Phil Evans,
veteran of NBC and CBS

twenty-five solid hours per week to service-type
broadcasts — KMBC
to-coast network

Award

for Program

A LONG and still-growing list of KMBC "firsts"
may explain why KMBC remains the first choice of
most listeners — hence the best buy for advertisers.

KMBC

of

Kansas

City

CBS Basic Network

Free & Peters, Inc.

KMBC is the first and only Kansas City station to organize
• and maintain a complete, full-time food service department.
Caroline Ellis, NBC and CBS author-star, conducts the KMBC
Happy Kitchen — June Martin is the KMBC Food Scout.
OADCASTING

farm programs, who directs
an average of three solid
hours of farm service broadcasting daily.

that originates weekly coastshows — KMBC
that won

Variety's last Showmanship
Origination . . .

• Broadcast

is the first and only

Advertising

KMBC

is the first and only

station authorized by Kansas City Livestock interests
to broadcast complete livestock market reports three
times daily. Bob Riley,
market specialist, is an exclusive KMBC personality.

KMBC

is the first and only Kansas City station regularly

originating network programs — "Brush Creek Follies,"
over CBS each Saturday afternoon. Now entering its
fifth season as a Saturday night radio -stage show.
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12 FACTORIES BACK
PROGRAM
ON WSAI
TWELVE local manufacturers join
as sponsors of the thrice-weekly
Pa)-tnei's in Defense feature on
WSAI, Cincinnati. Designed to
emphasize the part Cincinnati industry and labor is playing in the
national defense program, each
broadcast features a different
"partner", although the complete
list of 12 sponsors is announced on
each program. The contract, the
station believes, is the first of its
kind signed by an independent station.
The show is conducted by a staff
announcer, who introduces musical
numbers and a recorded message
from the Office of Production Management, outlines one sponsor's

activities and achievements, reports
pertinent defense news flashes, and
reads personal items about Cincinnati boys at camp. The feature is
heard Sundays at 2:30 p.m. and
Mondays and Tuesdays at 9:30
p.m.
Velvet Discs
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New Yoi'k (Velvet smoking
tobacco) has set Dec. 1 as the
starting date for Hank Keene &
His Radio Gang, three-time weekly
quarter-hour disc show of hillbilly
music and comedy [Broadcasting,
Oct. 13]. Transcriptions, cut by
World Broadcasting System, have
been placed on 33 midwestern stations. Agency is Newell-Emmett,
New York.

ORK"
NETW
-M
i„ J
accurately
and control rooms,

Indianapolis, in. « new s ndjos^^^^^ speciBed J-M
Herbert Foltz
,.M System o( Sound
Acoustical Treatmen and AO^.^^y ^^^^^,„,.i„„ ,
Isolation. A.S a
programs go on
and feed-back a«
"Hard in the studio.
■i i *=^''7"":
To help you select
„odernmng
: t emostemcien„economical treatment for "^""'^"'^/he J-M Acousticalyou ^ J
workJohns-Manvtlleoffer
aT'^Oth Stret: New York, N. Y.,
^"^'""''."1
Manville, 22 Hast

Radio
Greeter Gammons
EARL H. GAMMONS, general manager of WCCO,
Minneapolis, has been named
an official greeter by Mayor
Kline, of Minneapolis. Because Mayor Kline finds it
is impossible to fulfil many invitations coming to his office,
he has named outstanding
local buinessmen to represent
him at various functions. Mr.
Gammons, as one of the appointees, will meet trains,
speak at luncheons and conventions and in general sell
Minneapolis and the Northwest when the Mayor is unable to attend.
GE FM Disc Campaign
On 8 Stations Extended
AUGMENTING its campaign of
five-minute transcriptions on 8 stations, General Electric Co., New
York, on Nov. 25 started the series,
featuring the Golden Gate Quartet
and Hazel Scott, on WOR, New
York, th rice-weeklv 7:15-7:30 p.m.
The series was started Oct. 13 on
other Agency
stations to
G-E's New
FM
sets.
is promote
Maxon Inc.,
York.
First "all-out" use of this campaign together with an FM traveling demonstrator, movie titled
"Listen — It's FM", and direct mail
material took place in October
when G. Fox and Co., Hartford department store, its
tested
one-week
show to interest
radio a customers
in FM. Sales of receivers increased
as a result and the "show week was
highly gratifying", the store re-

Staff Appoint

For President's Birthd
FOLLOAVING
President Roi
velt's reappointment of Keith M
gan as national chairman of
Committee for the Celebration
Birthday
for
the Preside^
National Four
tion
for Infana
Paralysis,
Washington
ngano u n has
cMr.
e d agj
fi'
week,
1:
Johnstone, f
tions
director
designated
G, '
NBC and WOR, as chairmar
Publie r
theMr.committee's
radio division.
Johnstone
The campaign, this year ti
"Our President's Diamond Jul
Birthday
Celebration",
dent reaching
his sixtieththeyeaiPji
January 30, 1942, will have Ja
H.
Knox with
againtheas following
national r.director
to assist him : Gerald Hollanc
handle script for the second ti
Howard London, agency con
man; Miss Barbara Hoge aj
to set time and talent for all 1
radio activities in the greater ]
York area; Ross Evans to ha,
radio publicity and assist in sci
Jack L. Fisher of M. M. Fi
Associates, Chicago, as midradio representative, and
Dorothy Haas, Hollywood, as I
fic Coast representative. Augir
ing this staff through specia
secretarial activities will be : M:
Ellen Heagerty, Priscilla Loml:
Ruth Gerard, Rose J. Buonc
and Mrs. Evelyn Artz, wido\
the late Webb Artz, natior
known radio news editor of

ported.

^4

HERBERT FOLTZ & SON, architects, specified J-M
Acoustical Materials for use in the new studios
and control rooms of Saation WISH, Indianapolis.

QJOHNS-MANVILLE
Sound-Control Materials
and ^coustical-Engineering Service
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FROSTING CRUNCHERS had a field day in the middle of the main
of Phoenix, Ariz., on Nov. 12 when KOY held a birthday party
really stopped traffic. Celebrating the station's fifth anniversary i
the present management, the party, featuring an immense frosted
was held outside KOY's main studios on Central Ave., with traffic st;
and the pavement roped off for tables loaded with birthday vi
Clamping bicuspids on the pastry at the celebration ai-e (1 to r)
W. Thornburgh, CBS Pacific Coast vice-President; Burridge D. B
chairman of KOY and president of WLS, Chicago; Fox Case, CBS
Coast special events director; W. A. Baldwin, KOY president.
BROADCASTING
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A. I

TAKE

A

LOOK

AT

THIS:

WHN

steps out in the big-time, big-

league crowd. It's some job for any station to increase from 5 to 50 KW — but
in New York, it's terrific!
A primary listening audience of 14,000,000
all network

stations ... in an area where

people . . . four other big 50s,

a total of 37 stations are competing

for business. Top all that with a schedule of 21 hours a day, 7 days a week,

ITRIBUTORS: In U. S. A., Graybar
Itric Co., New York, N.Y. In Canada and
poundland : Northern Electric Co., Ltd.
|ther countries: International Standard
trie Corporation.

52 weeks a year. That's asking a lot of any transmitter!
Western Electric-equipped for 20 years — with 500 watt, 1000
5000

watt transmitters that served it faithfully and well— WHN

watt, then

naturally chose

Western Electric for this big-time job.

Western

Electric

j

KOADCASTIjNG
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Service Dispatches
Personnel to Set Up Branch in London
MOVING swiftly to establish a main in London to operate the
branch organization.
vital link in the most comprehensive radio propaganda monitoring
Mr. Ellington joined FBMS in
job in history, Foreign Broadcast
June. For more than a year previMonitoring Service in the last 10
ously he was associated with the
Princeton U Listening Center,
days has sent personnel to London
to set up an FBMS branch de- where he worked with Harold N.
signed to listen to and analyze the Graves Jr., now assistant to the
FBMS director. Mr. Anderson since
great volume of propaganda broad1938 has been with the United
casts served listeners on the EuroStates foreign service in Stuttgart
pean continent [Broadcasting,
and Antwerp.
Nov. 24].
The London FMBS branch is beLloyd A. Free, FBMS director,
ing set up, in keeping with a longand Peter C. Rhodes, recently appointed head of the London office, range plan developed this spring,
left New York by Clipper Nov. 21, to provide supplementary informaand were followed last Wednesday
tion on the program material transmitted to listeners on the Euroby two more FBMS representatives
pean continent by continental sta— B. F. Ellington and Vincent 0.
tions, with principal attention on
Anderson.
Axis propaganda broadcasts. It is
General Survey
expected the London listening post
will supply valuable information
Mr. Free, who will spend from
on the difference between Axis
two to three weeks in London,
will superintend the setting up radio fares produced for domestic
and foreign consumption, a comof the London monitoring organiparison that could not be made
zation, to be operated with cooperation of British Broadcasting Corp. first hand in America since the
domestic European broadcasts on
During his stay abroad it is ex- longwave could not be received
here.
pected he, along with Messrs.
Rhodes, Ellington and Anderson,
will make a general survey of the
AMERICAN RADIO PRODUCTIONS Inc., New York, has sold its
projected operation, which will supweekly half-hour transcribed series.
plement the comprehensive moniMain Street, designed for local spontoring activities already being consorship, to 20 stations throughout the
ducted at listening posts in North
country. World Broadcasting System
America. The latter three will re- cut the discs.
Foreign

The

IN

BIG

BUFFALO

WKBW
goes fo^J
I

50,000

blanketing

WATTS

11 states

and 12 million people

Monitoring

MARY DUNLAVEY
IT'S A LONG WAY from 01' M
to the sidewalks of New York,
fact the folks back down in J;
son might still be wondering y,
happened to Mary Dunlavey, wl
they
a "happy
vacati
some wished
seven years
ago when
started north to visit some frie !
For Mary never returned. She
came she
so fascinated
the and
Big ('1
that
decided tobystay
for a job. She came, she saw,
today she's timebuyer for Er^
Wasey & Co., New York.
That first job in New York
with the sales promotion dep
ment of Electrolux Refriger;
Sales, and it was right down Ma
alley. For the majority of dii
pointed well-wishers in Jacl
who hoped to hear tales of
York on ofMary's
return were
workers
the publicity
and
motion
department
Saengercity'
atres chain
in that ofcapital
fact it was while working with
organization that Mary had
first station contact work in
local promotion of new picti
playing the Saenger circuit,
training helped consideri

One

Station

Western
No other
of stations
New $350,000 Transmitter Plant

WKBW

1520

covers

the

entire

Washington
Market*
station or combination
gives

as complete

cov-

erage as KIRO — Pacific lSJorthwest*s
only 50,000 Watt Station.

K.C.

BUFFALO'S 50,000 watt
COLUMBIA NETWORK STATION
KIRO
P
BUFFALO
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Nafionaf Representatives ^
FREE & PETERS, lnjgjj|
Page 30
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In the summer of 1939, M
now an established New York
zen (except for that slight So
ern
which belies her orif
—
whentwang,
came to Erwin, Wasey as a se
tary in the radio departni
There she learned agency radi
all its phases. And by Januar;
this year Mary was assistant ti
buyer. On May 1 she was proim
to her present position and
handles Liberty Magazine, Cai
tion Milk, Barbasol, Mustei
Harvester and Dutch Master
other accounts.
gars,
Kreml and Forhan's am
If you take a magnifying gl
squint twice and set it north
northeast on the State of Mis
sippi, you
find a(pop.
town 4,5l
by
name
of might
Grenada
That's Mary's birthplace. But w
still a tot her family moved
Jackson, and there Mary got
early education. Most of her cql,
she came
Newat Columbia
York.
work
Mary to did
U a'
Mary many
plays Broadway
the piano plays
and tl
aren't
misses.
• Brocidcm

Advertis:

5EICY
I yn'j?i>(Hfttmeiih
IFORNIA-GROWN SUGAR GROUP,
rancisco, comprising American Crysugar Co.. Holly Sugar Corp.. and
kels
Sugar Co., to McCann-Eriekson,
Francisco.
HINGTON STATE Progress Comon, Olympia, Wash, (travel, develnt), to McCann-Erickson, San Fran■ILBRAU BREWERY. Brooklyn, to
s & Geller, N. Y.
ilYFOOT PRODUCTS Co., Chicago, to
■,j;d Adv. Cos., Chicago.
;PE - of - the - MONTH-CLUB. Holly:'. to Cesana & Assoc., that city. Cury!of using
with contemplaradio magazines
in near future.
IaNESE Corp. of AMERICA, New
I (yarns & fabrics ) , to Young & Ru|i, Newto get
Y'ork,under
for way
radioJan.advertising
Jaign
7, 1942.
iGHT & LAWRENCE Peau Seche Sales
Chicago (cosmetics), to Robert Kahn
bsociates, Chicago. Company is using
papers and national magazines at presplans to use radio after Jan. 1.

Pabst Blue Plans
PABST SALES Co., Chicago (beer
and ale), is considering a weekly
half-hour program on NBC-Blue.
Company has a tentative option on
available time, and at present is
carefully surveying markets, distribution set-up and if a decision is
reached to go into radio, it will be
after the first of the year. Contrary to unfounded rumor, the
company has not signed Al Jolson
for the program. Lord & Thomas,
Chicago, directs the account.
MARKS CREDIT CLOTHING Inc.. Chicago (men's
wear), Radio
to Craig
Dennison Adv.,
Chicago.
will beE. used.
HILEX Co., St. Paul, to McCord Co.,
Minneapolis.
SEARS ROEBUCK
& Co., Chicago, to
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
SHASTA WATER Co., San Francisco, to
Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San Francisco.
CHATTANOOGANS
In|c'.. Chattanooga,
Tenn.,
to Beaumont & Hohman,
Atlanta.
DE FOREST TRAINING Inc., Chicago, to
Buchanan & Co., Chicago.
GILLET MARTIN & Co., Baltimore, to
Stewart-Jordan Co., Phila.

The

FIRESIDE CHATS by Mayor Vincent J. Murphy of Newark are
being featured by WAAT, Jersey
City, in a once-monthly new series
titled Neivark's State of Progress.
Mayor Murphy
interviewed in his(left),
office isbybeing
Harold
John Adonis, goodwill commissioner of New Jersey. "Gold"
car\vf\<i presented to the Mayor in a ceremony
preceding the first broadcast as a
symbol inofih'^WAAT's
inCM^r i^f continued
i^pv'iT-k since
the days when carbon mikes were
A-1 equipment.
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BIG

BUFFALO

WGR
WOW,

I

more

than ever,

BUFFALO'S

FIRST

for regional

I

THE

smmci
nEW

YEAR

HEATER

coverage

WITH
POWER

imVflnNliHTMKC

IIIKIU

J
RKHIHORD
L
iVIR^inifl
EDWARD PETRY £C0., inC. nflTIOnflL REPRESEniflTIVES
K

New $350,000 Transmitter Plant

550 K.C.
WGR
BUFFALO'S 5000 watt
MUTUAL NETWORK STATION
BUFFALO
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
National Represenfatives
FREE & PETERSJnc.
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NBC
BASIC
REPRESENTED BY WEED

BLUE
& CO., NEW

NETWORK
•
YORK, CHICAGO. DETROIT.
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LOUIS'
SAN FRANCISCO • AF L

weie

. . . her armed forces would strike the invader instantly
with paralyzing effect. At a moments notice her glistening ocean fleets could smash through the billowing seas
to a pin point on the globe. Mechanized units would
swing into action with one rapid stroke . . . Aircraft,
their engines roaring to a high crescendo, would streak
across the heavens to defend America.

America's free-

dom would remain intact. Every military unit is trained
for the job it does. "Trained for the job" . . . How
much that means!

Whether

it's National Defense or

radio, success depends on the ability of the men on the
job. In the rich Mid-Mississippi Valley Market where
defense appropriations are already well above $750,000,000, advertisers buy KXOK.

They know that no mat-

ter what their problem may be, KXOK
do the job. KXOK

trained men can

has proven its power as an air arm

for sales operations in this valuable market and welcomes
an opportunity to prove its worth to you.

KXOK

30
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Take It From Filene's
IN ITS 21-YEAR history, the broadcast medium has often heard: "Radio is all right for
some lines, but not us!"
Much of the time the speakers were advertising executives of department stores. For
many reasons, mostly without factual justification, department stores have been loathe to
use radio to any extent. Most important, probably, is that their advertising men have been
nursed and reared for generations on layouts,
art, ben day and highly developed sales messages. Their large advertising staffs have seldom included radio experts.
This newspaper-mindedness has been an obstacle radio salesmen have been trying for
years to overcome.
But now one of the biggest merchandisers
in the nation seems to have solved the problem that has defied the radio men. For Filene's
has developed a radio technique all its own.
It has been successful — surprisingly so.
Filene's used its Worcester branch as a
laboratory. Feeling its way, the organization
brought an unsatisfactory business out of the
rut, and radio gets a large share of credit.
So Filene's is sharing its amazing discovei-y
with the rest of the retailing world, through
the Associated Merchandising Council. The
Worcester experiment may become the forerunner of a nationally syndicated transcribed
radio campaign by department stores and specialty shops belonging to this largest cooperative buying organization in America with annual volume running into hundreds of millions.
The significance of this latest development
on the radio front is without parallel. For
here is one of the most progressive organizations in the merchandising world announcing
that the human voice is mightier than the press
in the mass distribution of merchandise in
everyday use.
How effective, retailers will see for themselves in January at the convention of the National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
Once again, radio is "discovered" by an industry that wants to do business with 135
million Americans.
AMID all the activity in radio to form
this organization or that, broadcasters
should take time out to look at the longrange result. Are groups being sucked in
on this promise or that to keep the industry divided'^ And won't that make it easier
for the Government to move in?
Page 34
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Britain's Lesson
BRITAIN, as a result of its war experience, plans to lift its ban on commercial
radio in the post-war era. In effect, it proposes
to adapt the "American Plan of Broadcasting"
for use in its colonies, and possibly on the Isles
also.
This revelation comes at a time when pressures are being exerted, under cover of the
same war emergency, for government operation
of broadcasting in the United States. The condition prevailing in Washington appears to be
hopelessly confused — a maze of contradictions
and imponderables. The Army, as reported in
the Nov. 24 Broadcasting, says it wants to
keep radio as it is, and intends to keep it that
way. Highest praise comes from highest places
on the job radio is performing.
But through this fog come ominous signs of
new pressures. There is talk of superpower on
the one hand; no superpower on the other. A
report has been drafted by the FCC Engineering Department spotting 25 clear-channel stations geographically to saturate the country,
but without regard to economic considerations.
The government is ordering huge quantities of
radio equipment, adapted for broadcast purposes. And the industry again finds itself
divided on fundamental issues.
What does it all mean? From where we sit,
we cannot banish the thought that those proponents of an arbitrary clear-channel highpower structure, designed to blanket the country, have in mind that Uncle Sam should operate the system. They contend it would give
too much power to altogether too few men to
permit private operation of such a system. Perhaps amajority of the FCC harbors that view.
Unquestionably the matter already has been
broached at the White House during recent
confei'ences of the President with FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly.
There's no integrated plan, as far as we
can detect, for government operation. An idea
here, and a blueprint there, and talk of a
"dual system" like that in Canada.
Anything can happen in a war emergency,
and usually does. The industry has thrown its
all in the national defense effort. But it hasn't
yet been told what it's to do when we become
involved, and if and when war strikes our
shores. The Defense Communications Board, if
it has evolved such a plan, certainly hasn't
taken the industry into its confidence.
It's getting later than most of the industry
thinks. The industry itself should draw up a
GREAT

They
Say...
THERE is no real hedge against inflatii
Individuals can hedge to some extent throi '
the acquisition of commodities or of a go
concern. The buying of commodities, howe\
involves danger because the timing elem ;
is of considerable importance. A corporat
or a going concern can hedge by increasing
inventories and by utilizing some of its pro ■
for research and advertising. The only th
a corporation has to hedge against is cash ;
receivables. — Dr. Marcus Nadler, professor
finance. New York U, and former Federal
serve Board official, in a symposium on inflaf
published by the Wall Street Journal.
voluntary plan of operation under war co)i
tions. The next NAB convention in May j
haps will be too late.
Broadcasters should know that once the Gi
ernment gets into the broadcasting busin
whether it be through operation of an "en
gency" network on a war footing, or ever
the international broadcast field, it will be
beginning of the end for commercial brc
casting in this country. The Governmeni
saturated with "Harvard Hot-shots", sue,
sors to the first New Deal's brain trust.
think the Government should be in the r;
business.

Times Joins Rad
The
ONE of the great newspapers of all-time,
the most comprehensive contemporary Aii
makes its radio debut. The New York Times ^
begun regular news presentation every 1,
on the hour over WMCA, New York.
Thus, perhaps the last vestige of major p
opposition to radio disappears. In contras
the condition that existed only a few years
when strong publishing influences were
work attempting to undermine comraei
radio, there does not exist today a single,
portant entity in the newspaper field
hasn't accepted the aural medium as a
journalistic enterprise.
There is no ownership or sponsorship t
between WMCA, which changed hands elconstitutes Ara '
It publisher,
Times.
this year,byand
ognition
The The
Times,
as its
Hays Sulzberger said, that for bulletin r
purposes "radio has become indispensal
Edward J. Noble, owner of WMCA, descr
the agreement with the newspaper as the 1%
service
"public
in a series byof the
augurated
station
this broadcasts'''
year.
This newspaper-radio compact, while;
stricted to one city, nevertheless takes c
vastly greater significance. It affects the
standing
first i
ket.
More newspaper
than that, init the
comesnation's
at a time
the FCC is probing the propriety of ii'
paper-ownership of stations, with much we
thrown in the direction of purported cole,
of news over the air because of the owner:
aspect.
Manifestly, The Times would not permit
consideration to impair the quality of its i
service. It's editorial integrity through
years has been such as to merit highest pi
confidence. With rare exceptions, that s
tradition epitomizes American journalism,
is finding its counterpart in radio, whic
nothing more nor less than audible journal
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EWALD KOCKRITZ. formerly assistant editor of Buy-Way, WSAI,
Cincinnati merchandising paper and
l)efore that program director of
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., has been
appointed
programWinfield
directorLevi,
of WLWWSAI to replace
recent
selectee. Miss Rosemary Durham has
been named to assist Mr. Kockritz.

'To
NOTES
ART WESTLUND, general manager
of KRE, Berkeley, Cal. recently was
re-elected for his third term as president of the Northern California
Broadcasters Assn., at a meeting held
in Oakland. C. L. McCarthy, manager
of KQW, San .Jose-San Francisco, was
elected secretary-treasurer.
JACK WAGES, actor, has joined the
commercial department of KOY,
Phoenix, and is featured on Tovrea's
Love Story Time, dramatic serial sponsored by Tovrea Packing Co. on KOY
and Arizona Network stations.
TOM ARMSTRONG, salesman of
WTRY, Troy. N. Y., is the father of
a boy born recently.
ROBERT .TONES. formerly of
WCLS, .Joliet, 111., has joined the sales
staff of W.JJD, Chicago.

WILLIAM IRA LE BARRON
1 YOU BELIEVED half of
what's printed about broadcasting, you couldn't escape
the conclusion
here'sdenta
ness
that makesthat
a nice
he national income, is housed
modernistic chromium-plated
pies from coast-to-coast and
more glamor than New York
Hollywood combined,
nybody who sits in a radio
le paper's offices for a day, of
•se, could disprove that dream.
;e the story of William Ira Leron, whose only resemblance to
popular version of the correctly
ssed, high-powered, glad-handmetropolitan radio executive
his title, "President of the
lEt Plains Broadcasting Co."
even then, there's a difference :
LeBarron's title means somehis weather-beaten former
;her, deputy sheriff, department
e clerk, carpenter, restaurant
er and traveling salesman is
ijantithesis of radio's usual "sucjful young businessman" type.
United States was still healing
|Civil War wounds when Bill
arron was born on March 4,
') in Shenandoah, la. Ulysses
rant was serving his final year
president,
e transcontinental railroad
the big story of the day. Ins still went on the warpath
the airplane was still many
■s away. Radio wasn't even a
; out in space.
fter doing chores on farms
■ his Iowa home until he was
Bill or "W. I." as he is best
'ivn, packed his portmanteau
set out, like many other lo!S have done before and since,
Omaha. In that Nebraska town
vorked as a carpenter on the
bs-Mississippi Exposition and
•n his hammering and sawing
finished, took a fling as atant and guide at a refrigeracar exhibit. Part of his job
to extol the merits of the
ligerator car and the "captipgwhocreation"
a younga
molded inside,
butter behind
3al glass front,
ince the exposition closed, he
;ht on as a clerk in an Omaha
irtment store, selling across the
jtOADCASTING

counter for four years. He gave
that up in 1905 to open his own
bakery. But the West, farther
west, called and he sold the bakery
and moved to Cheyenne, Wyo.
After trying his hand at various
hash slinging jobs in that cowcountry capital. Bill became owneroperator of the Becker Hotel cafe,
one of those places they called an
"eatery" serving such Zane Grey
cosmopolites as traveling salesmen,
cowhands and ranchers and just
to make things interesting every
once in a while a bad hombre who
fanned his six-shooters.
Eating was his business until
1918 when he succumbed to an old
Wyoming habit — cattle raising.
Taking some of the profits from
the LeBarron Cafe, he invested
them in a sizable cattle property
near North Platte, Neb. known
as the Pawnee Springs Ranch. It
was the same Pawnee Springs in
the Valley of the Platte where the
Conestoga wagons stopped for
water on the Oregon Trail — a grazing land steeped in the lore of the
Old West. A year later he assumed
active management of the 16,000acre property and its 3,000 head of
Herefords. And he was "boss" for
the next seven years, when he sold
his interest in Pawnee Springs and
accepted a position as traveling
representative for an Ohio paint
company, with south central and
southwestern Nebraska his territory until 1928. No ordinary drumI. LeBarronmer,
was cigar-smoking
a welcome W.
caller
on the
hundreds of ranches and farms on
his sales beat.
He retired from the road in 1928
but not from excitement. For he
was named deputy sheriff of Lincoln County, Neb., a post he held
for two years, giving this up in
1930 when, pushing 55, he got into
radio through acquisition of KGNF.
And just as Bill LeBarron is
different from other radiomen, so
is KGNF different from other stations. It operates daytime six days
a week but not on Sunday, and
programming follows this code laid
down
: "Our
program
schedulebyis W.
such I.that
a family
may
listen from sign-on to sign-off, free
from the boredom of too much of
any one kind of entertainment."
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HAL WAGNER, formerly program
manager of WENY, Elmira. N. Y.,
lias joined MBS in New York as assistant to Adolph Opfinger, program
director of the network. He will be
succeeded at WENY by Woody Ott,
former production manager.
.JOHN E. REILLY, president and
])rogram director WMEX, Boston is
the father of a boy, John Edward Jr.,
born Nov. 11.

MORT ADAMS, formerly in the promotion department of the l^ew York
World-Teleyram, has been named director of station relations for the Keystonenetwork.
Broadcasting System, transcription
WILL WHITMORE, advertising supervisor of Western Electric Co. and
editor of Pickups, quarterly technical
publication
issuedengineers,
by WE isandauthor
distributed to radio
of "How We Mobilized for Peace,"
appearing in American Business for
November. Article outlines a plan
whereby industry can prepare for the
l)uyer's
market
end
of the
war. which will follow the
D. J. DONNELLY, formerly KGB,
San Diego, assistant manager, has
been appointed manager of KDB,
Santa Barbara, Cal. He succeeds Earl
Pollock, resigned.
Wr'LLTER P. ICELLY. public relations director of AVAAT, .Jersey City,
has been named State radio director
for the March of Dimes campaign
starting Jan. 10, 1942. Mr. Kelly organized the Mile of Dimes radio campaigncordining tNew
o WAAT..Jersey last year, acJ'RANK: BUTLER on Dec. 1 joined
the announcing staff of WCCO, Minneapolis.
GORDON WIGGIN, formerly of the
sales promotion department of WLS,
Chicago, and previously salesman at
KCY, Phoenix, has joined the sales
staff of WBZ, Boston.
CHESTER K. HILL, formerly of
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield, has
joined
Boston, as director of
McAvoy.WCOP,
publicit.v
and continuity, replacing Kay

JACK OVERALL. MBS account executive, married Florence Kimbrough,
Muncie, Ind., Nov. 19.
JOSEPH F. WRIGHT, formerly in
newspaper work, has joined WLVA,
Lynchburg,
Va., as sales promotion
manager.
EARL FBNTON, formerly salesman
of WIND, Gary, has joined the Chicago sales staff of Walker Co. station
representatives.
STANLEY KRAMER, formerly assistant to Larry Welters, radio editor
of Chicago Triljune, has joined the
publicity staff of WGN, Chicago.
.JACK LOWE, account executive of
WOR, New York, is the father of a
baby girl born recently.

ROY LANGHAM, of the CBS production department, is serving as manager of the department in place of
Gerald Maulsby, who in turn is substitutingdirector
for Douglas
Coulter, Mr.
assistant
of broadcasts.
Coulter has taken over the duties of
W. B. Lewis, CBS vice-president in
charge of broadcasts, now on temporary leave
serve as Office
consultant inoftheabsence
defenseto agency.
of Facts and l^igures.

Radio, according to Bill LeBarron,
is the daily companion of the cattle country, where listeners depend
on it for their weather, markets,
news and
entertainment.
"Neigh-of
borly contact
is the key point
our service," he says not without
To prove his point he cites two
pride.
of the station's features. One, the
Swapper's Program, is just what
the name implies — you can trade
any small item around the place.
In addition, this half-hour show
carries jobs and help wanted,
household and equipment announcements at North
Platte
rates.
It's
nine years
old and
going
strong.
The smart boys in Chicago, Hollywood or New York might sniff at
that one and mutter something
about "corny", but the folks around
North Platte like it and it's their
money that talks. And somehow or
other
haven't
to
the they
fact that
the been
Unitededucated
States
is bounded by the Jersey side of
the Hudson, Lake Michigan or
Hollywood & Vine.
Then there's KGNF's fire department bulletin. North Platte,
like most American communities,
likes to follow the fire engines.
However, the fire department found

that the well-wishing spectators
caused a severe traffic situation
and appealed to Mr. LeBarron for
help. This resulted in a unique
tieup. When the fire siren blows
now, you can tune in KGNF and
hear within seconds the location of
the fire BUT you also hear a request not to rush after the engines.
Another thing that makes the
KGNF operation different is the
husband-wife partnership. The former Vida J. Bardshar, a native of
Smithfield, Neb., who became Mrs.
LeBarron in 1928, doubles in brass
as secretary-treasurer of the station, conductor of the Swapper program and office manager.
Active in Nebraska radio circles.
Bill LeBarron is a director of the
Nebraska Broadcasters Assn. and
a pasttion.president
of the
organizaOther activities
include
past
director of the North Platte Rotary club, a Mason, Scottish Rite,
and the Tehama Shrine. In addition,
a member
the hobby,
Christianhe isScience
Church. of His
besides KGNF, is gardening, as the
landscaped property of the station on the Lincoln highway on
the western outskirts of North
Platte testifies.
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SANDY BAKER, formerly an announcer of WWRL. New York, has
joined the announcing staff of WBT,
affiliate of CBS in Charlotte, N. C.

HOOPER WHITE, WKZO. Kalamazoo, Maris
Mich.,Kern
continuity
married
of Flint,director,
Mich., Nov.
24th.
LOUISE MARTIN, traffic manager
of AVMBR, Jacksonville, and with the
station for the last six years, has
joined the office staff of Andrew W.
Bennett, Washington radio attorney
and general counsel of National Independent Broadcasters Inc.
JOHN SHIPLEY, announcer has
joined WCHS, Charleston, West Va.
MILT HARLAND MATHESON,
CKLW, Windsor, Out., announcer,
recently married Anita Morand.

ROBERT J. MARKEL of NBC Chicago guide staff has been named announcers' clerk, succeeding Raymond
Marcus, who has joined WTAQ, Green
Bay. Wis. Mr. Markel is replaced on
the guide
master
Jr. staff by Howard H. HuffHARRY HEATH, formerly of Tulsa
World, AP and UP news staffs, has
joined tlie special events department
of NBC Chicago as a news writer.
LES GRIFFITH, former NBC Chicago staif announcer, has joined
W67C, new CBS FM outlet in Chicago, as chief announcer.
ED PRENTISS, CBS Chicago actor,
on Nov. 21 married Ivah Davidson,
daughter of Capt. Davidson, second
in command at Great Lakes Naval
Training Station.
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^^^y iNtiv.
than tbe rest
^
^ben
WcauseAvere
^^^^,1
listeners beca

:MICHAEL
DOWD. formerly
NBC in Chicago as a singer,
joined WKY,
Oklahoma City,
ceeding Lee Norton, now in New i
Log of Fluffs
FLUFF LOG consisting of a
CHUCK NORMAN, formerly o
announcing staff of WDWS. <
pink memo pad on which are
paign. 111., has joined WKBH
recorded all speech errors, toCrosse, AVis. as sports announcer
gether with the time, the ofTOMMY
WEBER, formerly
fender and the client's name,
If the 'fluff'' should occur
photographer of NBC. has open< i
during a commercial
anown photographic
4.5th
St., New York.agency at VA'
nouncement, has been started
at WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.
TAD HORTON, photographer
various Canadian magazines in
by Bill neer.
Robinson,
Latter is chief
calledengiby
country, has joined NBC's jil
WHEB announcers, "tougher
graphic department.
TRUMAN HARPER, formerly
caster and director of special fe;i
than any program director".
of KSFO, San Francisco, has j New York, as newseastn
ROY PETERSON, formerly of WOR.
the
Monday
through Saturday !i
the
joined
has
D.,
N.
Fargo,
WDAY.
a.m. news period.
announcing staff of KILO, Grand
Forks, N. D.
STEER MATHEW. with NP.(
ter years as commercial engineer iii
JACK HORNER, former sportscas
department and later as
of KILO, Grand Forks. N. D., has "traffic
work facilities engineer and hau I
joined the staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee.
budgets for that division, has been
CURT ROBERTS, freelance writer pointed assistant manager of the '
and actor, has joined the announcing
fic department.
staff of WLS, Chicago.
.JOHN M. ANSPACHER. until
BOB HIBBARD of the news staff of cently a private in the public relni
his
to
returned
has
WGN, Chicago,
office' at Camp Wheeler. Ga.. and
with United Press radio ^
months' military serv- viously
eightoperator.
deskice after
as a radio
ice, has joined the publicity di|i
RNAGEL Jr., for- ment of WOR, New York.
FRED WACKE
merly with UP Radio in Washington
JOE BRENNAN, recent St. Lom
has joined PA Radio in New York.
graduate, formerly on the st.ili
WEW.
has joined
the announcingFrancisco ChronHERB CAEN. Sanconducto
of KXOK.
St. Louis,
replacing
r of a comicle columnist and
Hille,
who
enlisted
in the Army.
Regal
for
mentary program on KPO
Amber Brewing Co., and Bea Mathews,
ALEX LIOSNOFF has been app. n
actress of New York and Chicago, re- to the news staff of KMOX, St. I.
recently announced their engagement.
as reporter to cover the City 1
run, police headquarters and si"
BOB TRUERE, formerly of WFTC,
the an- assignments.
Kinston. N. C, has joined Elizabeth
City.
nouncing staff of WCNC,
JACK COWING, Hamilton, Out.,
joined
the Ont.
announcing staff of CK
Timmins,
WALTER RUDOLPH, formerly
Franmusical director of KYA, Sandirector
ROSS MOHNEY, formerly of WC
cisco, has been named music
Pa., has joined the anno
of the Tivoli Light Opera Festival in DuBois.
ing staff of WLVA, Lynchburg.
San Francisco.
SNIDER, former freelance
RUTH HURT, of the production staff PAUL
nouncer, has joined WAAF, Chic
of KLS, Oakland. Cal. and Tommy
and announces under the name of ]
Franklin, announcer-newscaster, are
to be married Dec. 2.3 in Berkeley,
Raye.
Carter,
former
nouncer Douglas
of WALA,
Mobile,
and
Cal.
cently of AA' AAF, has been calle
MARTIN NULTY, CBS page boy, military service.
has been named head page, succeeding
LYLE
FLANAGAN, formerly
Vincent Walsh, who has been drafted.
tinuitv director of AVHO. Des Mo:
has joined KSO-KRNT. Des Mo;
CREIGHTON SCOTT, historical
as assistant program director in eh
novelist formerly in the Denver Art
of public service.
Museum, has joined the news departBILL WIGGINTON, announce)
ment of NBC's international division.
Minneapolis, has enliste
jNIARJORIE LYNNE, vocalist new to WCCO,
Navy and will be stationei
radio, has joined the talent staff of the
Minneapolis,
where he will cent
WLS. Chicago.
active in radio.
BILL VANCE, formerly of WTAD.
JOHN MURRAY, of Reading,
Quincv.
111., hasChicago.
joined the production
has joined the announcing staf
staff
of WLS,
AVCAE, Pittsburgh.
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• Broadcast Advertis
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XX

OR fifteen years WEEPs
*

Caroline Cabot Shopping Service

has been paying out big returns to its participating sponsors.
Which is why advertisers who first used the program in 1926

keep on returning to the service year after year — such advertisers
as Filene's, Slattery's, Thayer McNeil's and hundreds more.
Of course, there is proof after proof of WEEI's effective puUing
power and leadership in Boston broadcasting — but for the moment,
we're pleased as Punch

to spotlight those year- after -year happy

returns to the Caroline Cabot Shopping Service on its 15th Anniversary of successful selling.

Operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System. Represented by Radio
Sales: New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Charlotte, St. Louis

HARRIET HESTER
ONE of the busiest women in Chicago radio is Harriet Hester, edudirectorinclude
of WLS.research
Harriet's
multiple cational
duties
for
the WLS School Time program, a
radio classroom with an estimated
870,000 pupils in a four-state area,
appearances before parent-teacher
groups, teacher organizations, and
women's clubs, as well as various
talks and demonstrations.
A graduate of Illinois State
Teachers College, Miss Hester
taught school for several years,
then began organizing rural school
music classes, through which she
eventually became interested in radio and came to WLS. She has been
in charge of both the educational
and
women's
for that
station
since programs
1938. Despite
her
many activities Harriet is married
and has a daughter. Some of her
hobbies include collecting recipes,
china and old hymn books ; but best
of all, camping and fishing.
KDKA

Names Tooke

FRANKLIN TOOKE, 29-year-old
program manager of WOWOWGL, Fort Wayne, Ind., has been
named program director
of KDKA,
Pittsburgh.
A native of Fort
Wayne, Mr. Tooke
ioined WOWOWGL as
announcer in 1935
and was made
program manager
a yearforelater.
Begoing into
radio he attended
the American
Mr. Tooke
Academy of Dramatic Art in New York, beingawarded a year's fellowship after
graduation from DePaul U.
He has taken an active interest in
dramatics and is vice-president of
the Fort Wayne Civic Theatre.
Among the shows he has produced
at WOWO-WGL and which have
been heard over NBC are Indiana
Indigo, Hoosier Hop and Major,
Minor tfe Marian. Mr. Tooke assumed his new duties Dec. 1.
CBS last week added two new members to its shortwave department, Jnan
Hevia de Puerto, formerly with variMexican stations,
to the producticni ousdivision,
and Bernard
Person,
formerly with tlie New York consulate
of the Netherlands Govt., as Dutch
newscaster.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
aa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KMOX, St. Louis
Plough Inc., Memphis (cosmetics), 5 sp
weekly, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Sperry Candy Co., Milwaukee, sp weekly,
thru Cramer-Krassett Co., Milwaukee.
Stephano Bros.. Philadelphia (Marvels), 5
sp weekly, through Aitkin-Keynett Co.,
Philadelphia.
Pinex Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind. (cough remedy). 9 so. weekly, through Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
Grove Labs., St. Louis (Bromo Quinine),
3 spY. weekly thru J. Walter Thompson,
N.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Swan), t weekly,
thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Ludens, Inc.. Reading, Pa. cough drops),
sp weekly, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Faultless Starch Co., Kansas City, 2 sp
weekly,
thru Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas
City.
Chatham Mfg. Co., Elkin. N. C. (blankets),
3 sp weekly, thru H. M. Hackett, N. Y.
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., New York
(Hinds), 10 t weekly, thru Wm. Esty &
Co., N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (cough
drops ) , 3nationsp
al, N. Y.weekly, thru Morse InterDavid G. Evans Coffee Co.. St. Louis, 6 t
weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, St. Louis.
WIP, Philadelphia
Ismak Rug. Co., Philadelphia (rugs), 6 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Dan Rivkin,
Philadelphia.
General Utilities Corp., Philadelphia (oil
burners), 3 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Frank Wellman, Philadelphia.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., 6 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Simon & Schuster. New York (tax book),
6 sa weekly, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle.
Roma Wine Co., Philadelphia, 4 sa weekly, thru Samuel Taubman, Philadelphia.
Cosmos Finance Co., Philadelphia (personal loans), 6 sa weekly, thru May Adv.,
Philadelphia.
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
Swift & Co., Chicago (lard), 120 sa thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., (Chicago.
Studebaker Co., South Bend, 13 sp, thru
Roche. Williams & Cunnyngham, (Chicago.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Crytex), 52 t,
thru Barton & Stebbins Adv., New York.
Red Top Brewing Co., Cincinnati (beer) ,
60 sa, thru Joseph Adv. Co., Cincinnati.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 39 t, thru KlauVan Pietersom-Dunlap, Milwaukee.
Lever Brothers Co., Cambridge (Swan
soap),
50 t, thru Young & Rubicam, N.
Y.
Procter & Gamble Co. (Lava soap), 312 t,
thru the Biow Co., N. Y.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah
American Cigar & Cigarette Co., New York
(Pall Mall cigarettes), 26 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Plough Inc., (St. Joseph Aspirin, Penetro) ,
2 sa daily, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
Memphis.
Shaeffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, la., 2 sa
weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.

WTAR, Norfolk
American Home Products Corp., New York
( Anacin ) , Easy Aces t, thru BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.
Carnation Co., Milwaukee (milk), t series,
thru Erwin Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Carter Coal Co.. Cincinnati (coal), f series,
thru Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish),
t, through Bermingham Castleman &
Pierce, N. Y.
General Foods Corp., New York (Grape
Nuts), t, series thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
Grove Labs.. St. Louis (chill tonic). Tobacco Tags t, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago.
Longines-Wittnauer Co., New York
(watches), t series, thru Arthur Rosenberg Co., N. Y.
KSL, Salt Lake City, Utah
Morton
Salt Klan
Co., Chicago
(Morton's Assoc.,
Salt),
39
t thru
Pietersom-Dunlop
Milwaukee.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
capsules). 156 sa, thru Raymond Spector
Co.. N. Y.
Aero Industry Tech Institution, Los Ange(education), 18 t, thru West-Marquis,
Los lesAngeles.
D & RG Railway, Denver, (service), 2 t,
thru C. F. Cusack, Denver.
WJJD, Chicago
Dean Studios, Omaha (photo finishing),
812 sp, thru Lessing Adv. Co., Des
Moines.
Haldeman- Julius Co., Girard, Kan. (publishers), 6sp weekly, thru Huber Hoge
& Sons, N. Y.
American School, Chicago (correspondence
school ) , 6 sp weekly thru Huber Hoge
& Sons, N. Y.
Pepsodent Co.. Chicago (dental products),
6 sa, thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Sterling Insurance Co., Chicago, 20 sp, thru
Neal Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WAAT, Jersey City
Stanback Co.. Salisbury, N. C, 12 .5a weekly, thru Klinger Adv. Corp., N. Y.
United Grocery Co., Irvington, N. J.. 7 sp
weekly, thru Ray Hirsch Co., N. Y.
Bayonne Opera Co., Bayonne. N. J., 3
sp weekly, 2 sa weekly, direct.
Austin Technical Institute, Newark, 4 sp
weekly, direct.
Donald Besdine Inc., New York, 21 sp
weekly,
N.
Y. thru Inter-City Adv. Agency,
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.
Bostonlets ,) Von
Co., Boston
Tab12 5-min
sp, thru (Von's
Harry Pink
P. Bridge
Co.,
Phila.
H. P. Hood & Sons, Boston (ice cream) , 3 t
weekly, thru Harold Cabot & Co., Boston.
Simon & Schuster, New York (tax instructor) ,6 t, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle.
First National Stores, Boston, 4 sp weekly
13 weeks, thru Badger & Browning, Boston.
CKVD, Val D'Or, Que.
Newport Fluff Cereal Co., Montreal, 32 sa,
thru Stanfield Blaikie Ltd., Montreal.

WHBL, Sheyboygan, Wis.
Peter Fahrney & Sons, Chicago (Alpen
Krauter), 3 sp weekly, 10 weeks, thru
United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, 18 sp. thru
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Utilities Engineering Institute, Chicago
(training school), 3 sp weekly, thru First
United Broadcasters, Chicago.
KECA, Los Angeles
California Mission-Pak Co., Los Angeles
(candied, dried fruits), 9 to weekly,
thru Allied Adv. Agi. ncies, Los Angeles.
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WHP, Harrisburg
sterling Products,
Wheeling
Compound, Cal., Syrup
of Figs),(Rape's
sa weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Sherman
& 10Marquette,
(Chicago.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal
Co., Phila. (Blue coal), t weekly, 26
weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York (Baume
Bengue), 5 t weekly, 25 weeks, thru Wm.
Esty & Co., NY.
.
.
P. Duff & Sons, Pittsburgh (gingerbread
mix), 8 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru W.
Earl Bothwell Co., Pittsburgh.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Pard dog food), 5 t
weekly, 13 weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
American Cigar & Cigarette Co., New
York (Pall Mall cigarettes), 25 t weekN. Y.ly. 24 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Pierce's
Medicines,
W. Kastor
& Sons,Buffalo,
Chicago.312 t, thru H.
Ploughin & Inc.,
Memphis
Joseph
AspirPenetro), 14 t (St.
weekly,
26 weeks,
thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Longines-Wittanauer Co., New York
(watches). 1 t weekly. 26 weeks, thru
Arthur Rosenberg. New York.
Procter & Gamble. Cincinnati, (Lava soap),
18 t weekly, 126 weeks, thru Biow Co.,
N. Y.
Hurley
Co., Chicago
iron). Machine
6 sp weekly,
13 weeks, (Thor
thru E.GladH.
Brown, Chicago.
Luden's
& candy)Inc.,
, 6 Reading,
sa weekly,Pa.26 cough
weeks drops
thru
J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Beaumont Labs.. St. Louis Four-Way tabChicago.lets), 104 t, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,'
WHBF, Rock Island
Haskins Bros. & Co., Omaha (soap) 34 ta,
thru
cisco. Sidney Garfinkle Adv., San FranRichman Bros.. Cleveland (clothes). 6 s
weekly.
13 weeks, thru McCann-Erickson. Cleveland.
Longines-Wittnauer. New York (timepieces), 2t weekly,
thur Rosenberg
Co., N.13 Y.weeks, thru ArDoughboy Mills Inc., New Richmond, Wis.
(cereal),
6 s Inc.,
weekly.Madison.
30 weeks, thru Arthur Towell
American Cigar & Cigarette Co., New York
(Pall Mall cigarettes), 30 ta weekly, 13
weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
KFL Los Angeles
California Mission-Pak Co., Los Angeles
(dried, candied fruits), 17 sa weekly,
thru Allied Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles.
BC Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (headache
powders )Co.,
, 3 taAtlanta.
weekly, thru Harvey-Massengale
Allcock Mfg. Co., New York (porous plastN. Y.er), 2 ta weekly, thru Small & Seiffier,
Seeck & Kade, New York (cough remedy),
6 faY.weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N.
WMAQ, Chicago
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall Ic sale),
4 sp, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
New Morning Newspaper, Chicago, 8 sp
and
24 sa, thru Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago.
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo (glass
products),
Cleveland. 54 ta, thru D'Arcy Adv. Co.,

September
started its which
Esso '
ESSO
MARKETERS,
porter
five-minute
United Press
news inbroadcasts
Spanish ,
Portuguese four times a day,
■days a week, on 14 stations
Chile, Argentina, Uruguay
Brazil [BROADCASTING, Sept.
has announced
plans to ext
these newscasts to nine additit
Latin American countries. McCe
Erickson, New York, is in chsi
of the Esso advertising througlj
Latin America.
i
Facilities are now being
ranged for these broadcasts tj
stations in Caracas, Venezu
Havana, Cuba; San Juan, Pu.l
Rico;
Cuidad de; Trujello,
can
Republic
PanamaDoir'C
Panama;
Managua, Nicaragi
San Jose, Costa Rica; San Sa
dor. El Salvador, and Guaten
City, Guatemala.
about
Dec. will
1, withbegin
the other
staf
Series
in Cars'
to be added as rapidly as tim
cleared. As with the present I
Latin American broadcasts,
new stations will receive from
UP bureau in each country {,
plete news reports, ready
Ijroadcasting in the language
tomarily used.

Foreign

Sales

Adv.
BROADCASTING

Offii'

SALES Expan
STAFF
ofisNBC's
In
by
ded
national
Division
movingN'
Are
headquarters
from
the RCA
seconc'
the seventh floor
of the
B!New York, to allow for expan
of the staff, according to John
Elwood, manager. The departn
now has a personnel of over
Most recent additions are 1
Palm and Einar Thulin, conduc
two half-hour periods of news
comment
in Swedish
times
weekly
on WRCAto Europe'
and WI
NBC's international stations.
Palm was Swedish Commissi)'
of the Chicago World's Fair,
charge of the Industrial Arts
hibit at the New York World's I
and served as consultant ■with
President's Commission to si
Scandinavian cooperative eff(
Mr. Thulin has lived in this cou;
since 1928 serving as foreign
respondent for leading Swe
publications. NBC internation?
now broadcasting in seven
guages
daily. — English, Spanish, Gerr
Portuguese, Italian, French, Si
ish — during a total of 17 h'
Camera

"/ could tell you a better way to deliver a message brother . . . !"

BY ES"

Spots

THE
CAMERA
MAN, Chit
(cameras and cases), has starti
varied 13-week schedule on
following stations: Live quai
hour program five days weekl:
WJJD WNAX KSO-KRNT ^
KFJZ KONO WLBC WLAW
six days weekly on WCAR
KICA;
five-minute program
days weekly on XEG, Monter
XENT, Nuevo Laredo, and Kl
Austin, Tex.; 10-minute 9:50 (
on WPEN, Philadelphia, and
announcements
daily M o n (
through Friday on WIBW, Top a.
Agency
Henry J. Handels ,^
Jr.
Inc., is
Chicago.
• Broadcast

Advertiai

easury Revises Plan
r Check on Stations
^MINATION of the requiret that stations return to the
asury stubs verifying use of
Duncements covering the De,e Savings Stamp series was
Dunced last week by Vincent
Callahan, chief of the radio
ion of the Treasury Defense
ings Staff, effective Dec. 1.
r. Callahan said purchase of
lreached thethehalf-mi
ips hasexempli
degree
fying
mark,
:ooperation offered by stations
;he campaign. In lieu of the
,s, the Treasury will request
ions voluntarily to supply
g of anhandlin
thly reports
s andon progra
ms, using
icement
.is supplied by the Treasury,
said.

Blaylock Gets Post
BLAYLOCK, veteran
3ERT
vman, actor and producer, has
I named coordinator of preparaand presentation of continuity
WHO, Des Moines and WOC,
enport, by Col. B. J. Palmer,
lident of the Central BroadcastCo. and the Tri-City Broadoperators of the staing
Blaylock will be stationed
s. Mr.Co.,
Davenport and monitor the
k of all anouncers on the stas. He will report directly to
Palmer.
EPH HERSHBY McGILLVRA,
representatives, have been apted exclusive United States repreatives for CHML, Hamilton, Ont.
CHNG, New Carlisle, Que.

PREDOMINANT

IN SAN ANTONIO — WOAI's audience is larger than all other
stations combined, as shown by Hooper Station Listening Index
of San Antonio

for the months
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TERRITORY— With 50,000 watts on a clear

channel, WOAI's coverage is greater both day and night than
any other San Antonio station, as proved by extensive field
strength measurements

MCASTING
UILDS MORE

by a recognized

radio consulting

engineer — and by mail response.

SALES
AS

.AT LOWER

made

COST!

ADVERTISERS' CHOICE— WOAI carries 49.8% more commercial hours per week than the second station in San Antonio,

as shown
More money for
f m HOT SPOTS

by station schedules

for the week

These are some of the factors that make
advertising influence in San Antonio

of November

WOAI

16-22.

the most powerful

and the Southwest.

Nethii^ wasted on
the DEAO SPOTS
OAI

Special .attention to
the
TOUGH SPOTS
1^

3 LAIR
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MEMBER

NBC
REPRESENTED
BY EDWARD

NEW YORK
ST. LOUIS

Advertising
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NATIONALLY
RETRY
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THE
LUCK
A

APPEAL

Two

OF

COMMANDS
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RESPONSE!
Actual

AFour-Leaf
genuine
Clover
encased by
Bastian Bros.
Co. under
transparent
acetate tn
attractive
engine-turned
metal case

mm
Remember no matter
how
you
may be"oversold"
you are never
oversold on good will.
As recently noted in Time, Popular Science, and the N. Y. Mirror perfect fourleaf clover specimens have just become
available for commercial use. And now,
while four-leaf clovers are still news, these
unusual Good Luck Charms are sure to
create a sensation.
A TESTED APPEAL!
Promote your product or service with Fourleaf Clover Charms, secure in the knowledge that you are using a tested and basic
human appeal as old as man. Reasonably
priced. Deliveries assured.
A freeupon
samplerequest
and full
informationofu-ill
sent
to executives
ratedbe
firms. Write today,
BASTIAN BROS. CO.
1500 Bastion St., Rochester N. Y.

New

Locals

Authorized by FCC
Brainerd, Minn., CP Goes to
North Central Officials
TWO new locals — one in Brainerd,
Minn., and the other in Bartlesville,
Okla. — were authorized last Tuesday when the FCC issued construction permits to the Brainerd-Bemidji Broadcasting Co. for operation
on 1400 kc. with 250-watt fulltime
and to the Bartlesville Broadcasting Co. for the same facilities.
Permitee in the Brainerd-Bemidji grant is the partnership of John
W. Boler, president, secretary and
general manager of the North Central Broadcasting System Co., midwest regional network; Howard S.
Johnson, vice-president of NCBS;
David Shepard II, treasurer of
NCBS; and Edmund Tom O'Brien,
operator of the Brainerd Greenhouse Co. Messrs. Boler, Johnson
and Shepard are also equal owners
in NCBS as well as KRMC, Jamestown, N. D. Brainerd, which is approximately 100 miles west of Duluth, has a population of about
12,000.
Bartlesville Group
Principals in the Bartlesville
grant are 17 business and professional men from Bartlesville and
surrounding areas with Norman
Gast, former musician, president
and 16.12% stockholder; J. Fred
Case, onetime studio director of
KVOO, Tulsa, vice-president and
general manager, 9.67%; Earl H.
Jackson, rancher and meat packer,

PRIZE-WINNING poster of WWL, announcing the New Orleans st i
change in dial position, which took third place at the 12th annual
tion of outdoor advertising at the Marshall Field & Co. galle
Chicago. The Coca Cola Co. took first prize and the Ford Mot
second. The exhibition was sponsored by the Outdoor Exhibit Con
and the Chicago Federated Adv. Club.
9.67%-; John E. Landers, grocer,
9.67%; Charles W. Doornbos,
banker and treasurer of the Foster
Petroleum Co., 6.45%; J. A. Maddux, furniture dealer, treasurer,
4.83% ; Matthew J. Kane, attorney,
4.037o; and Alton H. Rowland, city
attorney of Bartlesville, secretary
and general counsel, 1.61%. Bartlesville has a population of approximately 16,000.
WKZO
Granted Permit
To Use 5 kw. Fulltime
WKZO, Kalamazoo, was granted a
construction permit by the FCC
last Tuesday to increase its night
power from 1,000 to 5,000 watts
and make changes in its directional
antenna for fulltime 5,000-watt operation. The station is on 590 kc.
KEVR, Seattle, was granted extension of a special service authorization to operate on 1090 kc. with
250 watts fulltime until expiration
of its current license. Simultaneously, KRKO with which KEVR
previously had shared, was granted
a special service authorization to
operate unlimited time on 1400 kc.
with 250 watts for duration of its
present license.

AT&T
Labor Con*
Averts
Network (
SETTLEMENT of the thr*
nationwide strike of 15,00(
bers of the Federation ol
Lines Workers was effecte

York,
agreement
byj
23 at with
the the
Hotel
Rooseveli"
to grant wage increases
$3,000,000 and other cono
The strike,
had have
it mate'
Nov.
14, would
stop
network radio programs.
The agreement marked
mination of negotiations
July 28 and was announced
John R. Steelman, director
U. S. Conciliation Service,
tion of a wage adjustmeni
and a wage differential bo£ t
agreed upon, with
AaronUS 1 7
commissioner
of the
chairman of both.
ADDITIONS to the staffs ot
Ashland,
Ky., include ;: Lota
program
Erw ~
knoft, New department
York U graduate
lyn, continuity director; Cha
ren, formerly of WGRC, I
Huntington, W. Va. sports ;n
and Don Rodgers, formerly c l
Mobile,
WCPO, Cincinn;.
WSOT, Decatur, 111., annouu'

Here They Are Again!
Those Aristocrats of the Range
THE
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Stations Urged to Have Own

ORGAN

Publications by

Bill Wiseman, WOW
IF OLD blessings that a house
I publication can offer a radio
m were outlined recently by
promotion manWiseman,
of WOW, Omaha, and editor
le prize-winning WOW News
r Magazine, at the annual
intion of the Southwestern
of Industrial Editors at Stillc, Okla., Nov. 7 and 8.
Baking on "The House Organ
adio Promotion", Mr. Wisedeclared he was firmly cond every radio station should
a publication of its own, and
within a few years every
r outlet would be in the pubon field in some form or an-

Promotion Manager
and radio industry leaders. It
gives WOW a direct business contact monthly with a cream-of-thecrop list — as great in numbers, or
greater, than any single radio trade
paper circulation.
"The Tower enables WOW to say
yes to every client who asks for
publicity cooperation. It enables
WOW to systematically publicize
every WOW program at regular intervals. In 1940 more than 200
clients and account executives
wrote voluntary thunder letters
complimenting WOW on the Tower.
Best evidence of listener acceptance
and approval is the fact that 10,000 folks buy it and renew from
year to year. The editorial policy
of the Tower: Print only such ma10,000 Pay For It
terial as will help listeners enjoy
WOW more and more!"
viewing
WOW's
experience,
iViseman commented:
WOW's Radio News Tower received the 1941 achievement award
he Radio News Tower is
jv's black-and-white voice, for editorial merit at the conferand the Woodmen of the
■ly 10,000 listeners pay 50 World ence
magazine, edited by Horace
; a year for it. It is also sent
s to lists of more than 6,000 L. Rosenblum, received two superior rating awards.
ts, agencies, educational, civic

Be

m
En
ft
C.
Hi
tlf
ft

K. PORTER, of Kenendy, Tex.,
tly joined the Fort Monmouth
0 Engineering Laboratory, qualias the first -woman radio engiat the
post.theA graduate
Southern U and
U of San ofAntonio,
Porter holds an amateur and raelephone operator license and fory taught radio transmission theory
linn Junior College in Texas. Her
er also has received an amateur
BOWMAN, CBS Western divichief engineer, has been elected
district representative of the
! and vice-chairman of the Instiof Radio Engineers.
I.LIAM G. TOKAR, KFI, Los
|:les, transmitter technician, and
]7 Melaine Lypps of Fullerton,
I were married Nov. 15, it was just
jiled.
Iff MILLER, transmitter engi1 of KTUC, Tucson, Ariz., is the
iT of a girl born Nov. 13.
iOWFLL FRANK, formerly of
. Recording Co.. Washington, and
in New Yorlc, has joined the enring stafE of WOR, New York.
VARD B. LEWIS, NBC Chicago
ilating engineer, died Nov. 17
' a long illness. George P. Rogers
been employed as a temporary remeut.

WJPA, Washington, Pa.,
Plans to Start Jan. 1
JOHN J,, LAUX, recently appointed general manager of WJPA,
under construction in Washington,
Pa., has announced a tentative
starting date of Jan. 1 for the new
local. WJPA was authorized last
Aug. 22 by the FCC for 250-watt
fulltime operation on 1450 kc to
the Washington Broadcasting Co.,
an organization of 46 stockholders
of which principals in the ownership of WSTV, Steubenville, 0.,
hold a 38.5% interest [Broadcasting, Aug. 25].
In addition to Mr. Laux, the station personnel so far selected includes John Croft, commercial manager; Stanley Schultz, program director; and Joseph M. Troesch,
chief engineer. Studios are located
in the George Washington Hotel
with Western Electric and RCA
microphones and Presto recording
equipment being installed. A WE
transmitter will be located one
mile northeast of the city on Highway 19 where a 350-foot BlawKnox tower is being erected.

WMC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

iOWELL FRANK, former CBS
leer, and previously of U. S. Reing Co., Washington, has joined
engineering staff of WOR, New
jtES COUSY, engineer in the CBS
Icwave division, has been called
jervice as a second lieutenant in
iSignal Corps at Ft. Monmouth,
IPH HERSHEY McGILLIVRA,
tising representatives, have been
inted exclusive national repreiitives of CKNB, Campbelltou,
Brunswick, by Dr. Charles
e, owner.
If fOADCASTING
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YOU G4AfT

JHE
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TWINS

WHINGCR
DINGER
MEETING

Make
"Where other states talk in miles Texas talks in
hundreds of miles; where others talk thousands
Texas talks millions. The concentration of Texas'
vast spending power is along its Gulf Coast; and
there's only one combination that blankets the
heart of this section — the Twin Stations — KXYZKRIS. Buy yourself a market that's big in any
man's language with one combination rate that
offers double savings. Full information on request.
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

Action
WTIC, Quick
Hartford,
reports
latest breath-taking resulr
the power of radio. Less ti c
a minute after Thomas Loc!
hart, State Commissioner <
Aeronautics, had conclude
a discussion of Civil A.ir P;
trol activities on WTIC, Ai
nouncer Bob DuFour volu)
teered for service in the o
ganization. DuFour came i
Hartford recently fro:
North Carolina, and until I
heard Commissioner Loci
hart's
had not radio
known discussion,
that the Sta1Defense Council had call(
for licensed pilots to regist(i

— ^

BUDGETS
S-T-R-E-T-C-H
•
with our
COMBINATION
RATES
•
... and
BONUS POINT
ADVERTISING

KXVZ^KRIS
CORPUS CHRISTI
/
HOUSTON
N BC' Red Ai*td RUe.
I
NBC' S/ue
CHAIN x^iyiUiUi
STAR
LONE
W
MUTUAL
BoiU StaUtmi

SAFEWAY STORES Inc., Oakland,
Cal. (meats), recently started a twoweek campaign on six San Francisco
Bay stations,nouncements
using
transcribed
anthree times
daily. Spots
call attention
the Safeway's
new
meat
plants andtorefrigeration
systems.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San Francisco. The station list: KGO
KPO KFRC KSFO KROW KQW.
OLD HOMESTEAD BAKERY, San
Francisco, recently started a campaign
on five San Francisco stations, using
one announcement several times daily
on KSFO KGO KPO KJBS KFRC.
Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, San
Francisco.
HIRSCH & KAYE, San Francisco
(cameras), recently started a threeweek pre-Christmas campaign on six
San Francisco stations, using 50-word
spot announcements on a scattered
schedule. Agency is Long Adv. Service, San Francisco. The station list :
K.TBS
KSFO. KYA KFRC KGO KPO

for duty in CAP.

■

NEWS BROADCAST aired at 1
10:45
p.m. sold
(CST)
on WGN, Petrc
Chi
has been
to Phillips
Co., Bartlesville, Okla. (PhiUif
gas and oil), through Lambe
Feasley, New York, on Wedne
and Fridays and to Look Inc.,
York (periodical), through So
Regger & Brown Adv. Agency,
Moines, on Tuesdays and Thurs
Both contracts, for 13 weeks, stj
Nov. 17, and Philipps will add a
day night
Dr.
Prestonbroadcast
Bradley,starting
formerlyDei i
at this time for Evans Fur Co.,i
cago, now broadcasts at 6 p.m. (Cv
FELS & Co., Philadelphia
Naptba its
soap)
recently renewed
weeks
thrice-weekly
quarter;f
participation
Jack Kirkw.
Breakfast Cluh in
on KFRC.
San ].
Cisco. Agency is Young & Rub
New York.
KIRKMAN & SON, Brooklyn (s
has purchased Can You Top Th
WOR, New York, sustainer sinct
December, and will sponsor the
gram on WOR Tuesdays 8 :30-9 i.
starting Jan. 6. Show features hi tists Harry
Hershfield,
and
Joe Laurie
Jr. Senator
who tr •
"top" a joke sent in by listene);
read by Peter Donald m.c. by volu
laughter
recorded
a "laugh-nn
At
the same
time oncompany
on J
will
drop
Betty
d
Boh
five-time
transcribed show on WEAF. w
that city.
York.
Agency in N. W. Ayer «& t

FROZEN FOOD DISTRIBUTORS.
Oakland, Cal., recently started 25
participations twice-weekly, in Ann
Holden's Home Forum on KGO, San
Francisco. Agency is Tomaschke-Elliott Adv., Oakland.
CALIFORNIA GROWN SUGAR
GROUP, San Francisco, comprising
American Crystal Sugar Co., Holly
Sugar Corp.,- and Spreckels Sugar Co.,
to promote interest in state-grown
beet sugar during the pre-holiday season, has just started a radio campaign
on two California stations. The group
is using five participations weekly on
Ann Holden's H.ome Forum on KGO,
San Francisco,
program
on KHJ, and
Los Norma
Angeles. Young's
Agency
is McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
WHMA. Anniston, Ala., has signed a
12-month contract to broadcast five
15-minute programs weekly in the interest of the Garrett Snuff Co. Scheduled for 11 :30 Monday to Friday,
starting Jan. 1, 1942 the program wiU
be titled
Garrett's
Snuff Memphis.
Varieties.
Agency
is Simon
& Gwynn,
STANDARD BEVERAGES, Oakland, Cal. (Par-T-Pak) recently
started a pre-holiday campaign on
KLS, Oakland and KYA, San Francisco, using a total of 102 transcribed
and live spots weekly. Agency is J. I?.
Hart Adv., Oakland, Cal.

POLICYHOLDERS A D V I S '
COUNCIL.
New York, whicli
been sponsoring
48 quarte
periods weekly of live and tran>
speeches giving advice on insi;
on WHN WEVD WBNX and \\\
New York, through its newly-api"
agency. Victor van der Linde.
York, on Dec. 28 will add 11
tional quarter-hours weekly of :i
lar
nature,
on W^MCA.
that tocir
addition
Council
is planning

TURCO PRODUCTS Inc.. Los Angeles (cleaning compound), through
Warren P. Fehlman Adv., Huntington
Park. Cal., is sponsoring daily participation in Smile in the Morning on
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Firm name
was inadvertently reported as Durco
Cleaners.
ALEXANDER MOTOR Co., Dallas,
on Nov. 16 started sponsoring Alexander's Variety Hour for 52 weeks on
KGKO, Fort Worth. The hour program features news and transcribed
popular music, and is heard Sunday
mornings. Rogers & Smith Agency,
Dallas, handles the account.
LONGINES-WITTNAUER WATCH
Co., New York, has expanded its
schedule on WENR, Chicago, with
transcribed World's Most Honored
Music from six quarter-hour programs
weeklythurtoRosenberg,
five half-hour
ArNew York,weekly.
is agency.

number
of live on
one-minute
nouncements"'
the same"tease
sta
calling attention to the speeches.
OLSON RUG Co., Chicago (re
rugs), has started
quarter ,
thrice-weekly
program afeaturing
Belle and Skyland Scotty on 1
Chicago. Five-week contract
Chicago. by Presba, Fellers & Pi
placed
NABOB FOOD PRODUCTS,
couver (coffee) has started spo
nouncements on ten Ontario and
bee stations. Account was plac(
Stewart-Mcintosh Adv. Agency,
couver.
Basic Mutual Network Oui
.
.FItti.TIME U» H-C . i
THE 5000 WATT ■
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Disc Bargain — Itchy — Cans of Milk — Plug for 50 —
Uncle's Contest — Cards Already
RESPONSE to requests for
demand & Response, symihonic selection by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, recorded by
m Symphony Orchestra, which
Jliuces the nightly recorded
7 Lovers Program on WCFL,
.go. Service Drug Stores, spon)f the program, in cooperation
EGA Victor is offering the
d to listeners. With a certifiobtained free at any Service
Store, the Red Seal record,
released in the U. S., can be
lased at any specified Victor
r for 50c. The list price of the
d is $1. Offer is promoted
,.y by the drug stores vnth
Imers and broadsides, and by
' 'ictor dealers with special win^|and counter displays. Good; Joice & Morgan, Chicago,
',fice the *program.
* *
Technique and Tips
D WILL BUILDER invitation
ing sent out by KPAC, Port
pr-Beaumont-Orange, Tex. to
ess men, inviting them to the
)n for lessons in mike techand tips on overcoming nerless. Recordings are made and
d back immediately to acit the "student" with his radio
Idea was promoted to help
aess men who are called upon
iiently for radio and public adCi appearances.
'•RESSING
nce in the THANKS
celebration for
of asits
birthday, Nov. 15, NBC-Red
iding out greeting cards decoi ■with red flannel eye-catcher
"itching" catch-word to proclaims on audiences, program
,jigs and advertisers.
News Card
ft! VENIENT, practical cardd news schedule giving time,
Iand commentator has been isI by WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.
i also displays photographs of
CT's newscasters, Sherwood
sin, Bob Leefers, Carter Reyand Douglas Grant.

PAID FOR VISITING was Mrs.
Henry Devine (left) who appeared
on the WLS, Chicago, National
Barn Dance program recently with
WLS Announcer Jack Holden and
Mrs. Juanita Daugherty, Tennessee, 111. Millionth paid visitor to
the program, Mrs. Devine was
awarded $200 and Mrs. Daughterty
received a $100 defense bond as
winner of the letter-writing contest
to select a prize for the visitor.
Milk at one
Loew's
CULMINATING
of the most
extensive campaigns of the Carnation Milk Co., 2,300 cans of the
company's milk were turned in as
admission tickets at Loew's theatre,
Syracuse, recently. With the cooperation of WSYR, Syracuse. Guy
Wilcox, district representative and
C. G. Babcock, New York State
sales representative worked on the
campaign for several weeks to promote "Carnation Boquet". Campaign included window displays,
school promotion, newspaper publicity, club talks. WSYR carried
spot announcements. Following the
theatre party Girl Scouts distributed the milk to several charitable organizations including local
* * Deal
orphanages.
KLZ * Theatre
ANOTHER of Denver's leading
theatres, the Denham, has given
KLZ, CBS outlet, exclusive rights
to its screen for station's 55-foot
sound trailors used to promote
various network, national spot and
local shows. New trailor is used
with each change of feature bill at
theatre.

Broadcfist Advertising

WHN'S 50
EVERY conceivable medium is being used by WHN, New York, to
promote its Dec. 1 power boost to
50 kw. Apart from special dedicatoroy featrues to accompany the
start of 50 kw. operation, WHN
is using newspaper, car card, movie
trailer and trade paper advertising; specialnouncements;
station-break
andirect mail; stickers
on Postal Telegraph messages; announcements for three weeks on all
Loew's Inc. metered mail ; publicity
in such national news magazines as
Time and Newsweek.
^ ❖
Uncle Don's Contest
FIFTH ANNUAL talent contest,
conducted
of WOR,
New York,by is"Uncle
now Don"
getting
under
way in the form of auditions at the
station's studios, winners to be
selected in the spring of 1942. The
prize for two children is a trip to
Hollywood and screen tests for the
movie serial version of the comic
strip "Red Ryder", with a stopover
at the ranch of Fred Harman, cowboy artist who draws the strip.
In the Bag

CLOUD

While activities
Dayton's hit
aviation
gnd
defense
new highs
— advertisers
orr Dayton's
favorite station climb
to new sales
heights. Every
figure, every
fact — points to
Dayton and to
because
WHIO—

TO CALL ATTENTION to the
pigskin predictions of Jocko Maxwell, sportscaster of WWRL, New
York, the station has issued a publicity piece in the form of regular
brown paper bag bearing the
words: "It's in the Bag!", printed
in red,Maxwell
pointingpredicts
out that
"when
expert
a winning
^ in^ the bag."
team, they're ^ really
Early Cards
STARTLING EARLY, KDAL, Duluth has sent out Christmas cards
to the trade using them as teasers
for the announcement of Certified
Promotion which KDAL is about
to introduce.

BUSTERS

IS

THE

DAYTON
MARKET
BASIC CBS •5000 WATTS
G. P. HOLUNGBEHY CO., Heprcsentatiye ^,
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^hat

Station

-gets.

THE

LISTENERS
in the

TENNESSEE

VALLEY?

•
WAPO
with
KAY KYSER
FRANK FAY
KALTENBORN
RUDY VALLEE
FRED WARING
LUM & ABNER
EDDIE CANTOR
JUST PLAIN BILL
TREASURY HOUR
MRS. ROOSEVELT
COLLEGE HUMOR
MARCH

OF TIME

TELEPHONE HOUR
BURNS AND ALLEN
REVEILLE ROUNDUP
LINCOLN HIGHWAY
JOHN'S OTHER WIFE
DR. PEPPER PARADE
FITCH BAND WAGON
LIGHT OF THE WORLD
INFORMATION

PLEASE

MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY
WE'RE FIVE IN THE FAMILY
•
5000 Watts- 1150 kc.
NBC

Red and Blue

National Representatives
Headley-Reed

Co.

WAPO
Chattanooga,
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WALTER ZIVI has beeu appointed to
head the radio department of United
Advertising Cos., Chicago and to serve
as an account executive. Formerly
manager of Golan Wines. Mr. Zivi has
specialized in radio advertising for 12
years.
CHAELES A. OSWALD, founder of
Oswald Adv. Agency. Philadelphia,
has withdrawn from active dii-ection
of the agency because of ill health. At
a meeting of the board of directors,
Mr. Oswald was elected board chairman ; Wesley M. Ecoff was elected
president and treasurer ; Eai-1 W.
James, vice-president.
ROBERT M. D. ARNDT. vice-president of John Falkner Ai-ndt & Co..
Philadelphia, was feted at a luncheon
by the Junior Board of Commerce as
the outstanding local president of
Junior Board of Commerce throughout Pennsylvania during the 1940-41
term.
F. H. SEBBRHAGEN announces the
formation of a new advertising agency
in Philadelphia to be known as Seberliagen Inc., with offices in the Horn
Bldg. Officers are F. H. Seberhagen,
president ; F. C. Fliecher Jr., secretary and
; D. Mahlon Corson, treasurer.
FRANK HOPKINS, former copywriter of Federal Adv. Agency, New
York, and Crane Haussemen, copywriter of Erwin, Wasey «& Co., New
York, have joined the copy department
of Compton Adv., New York.
JACK SAYERS, publicity director of
Young & Rubicam, Hollywood, is the
father of a boy born Nov. 23.
JAMES SCHULLINGER, assistant
business anager of Lord & Thomas,
Hollywood, has reported to Kelly
Field, San Antonio, for training
as aviation cadet before entering the
Army Air Corps. Friends and business
associates staged a farewell luncheon
for him Nov. 25.
LOUIS LOUCHARD, formerly advertising director of Alexander & Oviatt,
Los
Angeles
retail clothing),
has joined W.(men's
C. .Jeffries
Co., that
city, as production manager.
JIM torLEPPER,
publicity
for WGN former
Concerts
Inc.. direcNew
York, and Arthur DeVoos, formerly
on the editorial staff of Musical Diijexi. have formed their own talent
agency at temporary office in 161 W.
57th
Theas comi-)any
will represent
radio St.
talent
well as public
relations
for talent in other fields. Temporarily
in charge of public relations at WGN
Concerts in Virginia Lynn, formerly
assistant to Mr. Lepper.
ROBERT H. (Bob) KNOLLIN. son
of .Tames C. Knollin, partner in
Gerth-Knolliu Adv. Agency. San Franjoined
firm. He
formerlycisco, haswas
withhisthefather's
sales promotion
department of Foster & Kleiser Co..
outdoor advertising firm.
GEORGE H. GIESE. formerly director of food promotion of Belnap &
Thompson, Chicago, has joined the
New York office of T^'^ard Wheelock
Co., as assistant account executive.
PAUL deFUR. of the WLW, Ciucinnati production staff, has joined the
Grant Adv. Agency, Chicago. He had
been with WLW for three years and
produced the Boone County JamTjoree
and Scramljy Amhy shows.
HOPE CHAMBERLIN. formeidy of
Swift & Co., Chicago, iiublic relations
department, has joined MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co., Chicago, as a copywriter on food accounts and women's
products.
JAMES SHELBY, formerly of Grant
Adv.. Chicago, has been appointed
writer, director and pi'oducer with
McCann-Ei-ickson. Inc., Chicago.

1, 1941

SPONSORED BY WGAR, CBS affiliate, the Cleveland Orchestr;
Saturday, Dec. 6, begins the first of a series of 16 weekly concerts
the CBS network. Outlets in Canada, South America and England
will pick up the series, originated in Cleveland's Severance Hall. Co;
the series is being underwritten by WGAR, and a 50-piece concert on
tra is being organized to fill in for the Cleveland Orchestra durini
road tour of four weeks.
The men responsible for the series, who met recently to compleW
rangements, are (seated, 1 to r) James Fassett, CBS director of m
Dr. Artur Rodzinski, orchestra conductor; Thomas L. Sidlo, pres:
of the Musical Arts Assn. ; John F. Patt, vice-president and general
ager of WGAR; Rudolph Ringwall, associate conductor. Standing,
gene Carr, WGAR assistant manager; Norman Siegel, radio ec
Cleveland Press; Carl J. Vosburgh, orchestra manager; Walberg Br
WGAR musical director; Elmore Bacon, radio and music editor, C
land News; M. L. Sloan, director, Musical Arts Assn., and Carl Ge
WGAR program director.

New Order
PUBLISHERS of The New
York Daily Worker, on Dec.
3 will sponsor a Wednesday
through Sunday series titled
From Labor's Newsroom on
WHOM, Jersey City. Louis F.
Budenz, a member of the
newspaper's editorial staff,
will handle the 11 p.m. series.
Any "bona fide" defense
agency wishingnouncementstoon the
makeseries
anwill be granted one-minute
free time,nounced.
theAccountWorker
anis handled
direct.
New N. Y. Agency
WALTER M. SW^ERTFAGER,
formerly account executive on SeaW'heelock
WardHarold
gram Distillers
Co., New
York,of and
W.
Hixon Jr., formerly of Brown &
Thomas, that city, have formed a
new agency, Swertfager & Hixon,
at 40 E. 49th St., New York. Telephone is Plaza 3-8760. Before joining Ward Wheelock, Mr. Swertfager was for four years director
of advertising, sales promotion and
public relations for Seagram and
previous to that was with Lord &
Thomas, New York. Mr. Hixon
before joining Brown & Thomas
was creative head of Ward W^heelock"s New York office.

Kauffman Changes
RECENT staff changes and
tions at the Harry Kauf
Agency, Washington, inci
Paul Clark, formerly with
Washington Post, copy departn
Miss Acy Glasser, Baltimore o.
Theo Mandelstam, Baltimore
returned from military servi'
his former position; Helen
ton,
in radio ofdepartment
mons,nowformerly
WOL, Was'o
agency; Norman Wollberg, pr
tion department. Charles deL
associated with the agency foi
eral years has taken a Govern
Perfume

Spots

COMPAGNIE PARISIENNE
San Antonio (perfumes) has
post.
20
stations to its current scht
Five-minute programs are
used
is Nortl'
Radio daily.
Adv. Agency
Co., Seattle.
Th
tion list: WAIT WAAF
KMA KHQ KQW KXA I
KINY WOV WPEN WCAR T
KMPC KJBS KXL KVI E
KSL CKLW.

365,000 people make t)
Youngstown metropo
tan district the thi
largest in Ohio.

WFM.
Rupard Heads KTSW
NELSON RUPARD, formerly program coordinator of WHB, Kansas
City, and
the general
Kansas manager
State network, became
of
KTSW, Emporia, Kan., Dec. 1. Mr.
Rupard served in various capacities
at WHB during his nine years
there, including music librarian,
continuity writer, sound effects and
assistant to the program director.
BROADCASTING

Has more

listeners

this rich market

thf

any other station.
Headley-Reed Co.
National Representative.'
• Broadcast

Advert
M

Today, thanks to the calibre of the programs broadcast by America's radio networks day after day for 15 years,
the people of the United States are firmly united in their
enjoyment of one of the greatest of all man-made miracles.

NBC

It might easily have been otherwise . . .
It would have been otherwise — except for the broadcasting industry's constant emphasis on the quality of
entertainment, of transmission, of overall coverage.
Naturally, then, in marking our 15th anniversary, it is a
matter of special pride to us that radio in general has adhered so closely to the high standards of those who founded
the first national network, NBC Red ... the network most
people still listen to most!

NG

• Broadcast

Advertising

NETWORK!
The Network MOST People Listen to MOST
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
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WRIGLEY REVISim
TWO NET PROGRAMS
WM. WRIGLEY JR. Co., Chicago
(gum), is planning changes in two
of its CBS programs shortly after
the first of the year. Dear Mom
(Spearmint), now in the 6:55-7:15
p. m. period on Sundays immedifollowing
Gene Autrey's
Melody ately
Ranch
(Doublemint)
, will
be expanded to a half-hour and
shifted to Thursdays, but the time
has not been cleared as yet.
Gene Autry's program now at
6:30-6:55 p. m. will occupy the
entire 45 minutes from 6:30-7:15
p. m. and plans, as yet incomplete,
are under way to present during
that period a 20-minute dramatic
service program in cooperation
with the War Dept. In the meantime, Scattergood Babies was resumed on CBS on Dec. 1, replacing
Ben Bernie's Just Entertainmeyit
Monday through Friday at 5:456 p. m. for Spearmint.
Bobby Brown, formerly program
director of WBBM, Chicago, is supervisor of Wrigley programs, Ray
Wilson, formerly script writer of
WBBM, has joined the Wrigley
Co., and will continue to write the
Dear Mom program. Arthur Meyerhoflf & Co., Chicago, is agency
for Spearmint; J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, for Doublemint.
Amateur Handbook
CONTINUING its long record of
comprehensive and authoritative
coverage of its field. The Radio
Amateur's Handbook for 1942, 19th
edition, has recently been issued.
Governed by defense needs, the
general plan of the book has been
revised to meet the growing need
for a simple and nonmathematical
text on the theory, design and operation of radio communication equipment. Published by the American
Radio Relay League, Inc., West
Hartford, Conn., the handbook consists of 552 pages including an 8page topical index and 96-page
catalog section of amateur equipment. Price, paper bound, $1 in
continental U- S. A., $1.50 elsewhere; buckram bound, $2.50.
Spanish edition, $1.50.

FROSTED EARS AND CAKE were the fare for Craig Lawrence,
mercial manager of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, and Tom Flanagan.
Agency, Kansas City, when they were marooned in a recent snov,while on the way to Des Moines. Finally arriving at the station's of _
(Lawrence's birthday) they were greeted by members of the staff
aandcakea tractor.
decoratedIn with
broken-down ceremonies
automobiles,arethe(1 farmer's
the cake-giving
to r) Bobdaug,
Di
salesman; Craig Lawrence, Tom Flanagan; Jessie Axmear and Dorj
Miller, secretaries.
New MBS

Series

AS DEVELOPED at the semi-annual meeting Nov. 11 of MBS program directors, the network on
Dec. 1 is starting its daytime vaunder
title four
Mutualriety
Goes program
Calling,
to betheheard
times weekly 3-3 : 30 p.m. from various parts of the country. All prowill center
from stations,
WHKWCLE, grams
Mutual
Cleveland
with special features and talent
picked up from other network affiliates. First show features Willard's orchestra from Cleveland,
Henny Youngman from WIP, Philadelphia, and Ilomay Bailey, Lee
Sims, pianist and Dave Apollon,
mandolin player, from WFBR,
Baltimore.
OFFICIALLY recognized by the Brazilian Govt, to publicize the music of
the country, Olga Cuelho. Brazilian
soprano who specializes in international folk songs and accompanies herself on the guitar, will start a series
Dec. certs
.5 on of
CBS.quarter-hour
to be heard evening
Fridays conand
Saturdays.

of

merica

Two Newspaper C a s
Placed in Pending
TWO ADDITIONAL applicai
of newspaper stations were
gated to the ever-growing "pj
ing file"Order
last week
by the
under
79, pertaining
newspaper ownership.
Application of KWLK, L
view. Wash., for transfer of
station from the estate of
McClung to C. O. Chatterton
John M. McClelland Jr. was pi
in the pending file because ol f
purported
sue. Both newspaper
the McClungownershi
and C Vlfe
terton groups had former n »•
paper
connections.
Similarly,
the FCC sent tc w
pending
file the applicatioi
United Broadcasting
Co., C
land, operating WHK and A\
in that city, for a new FM stf
The stations are owned by
Cleveland Plain-Dealer intere;
BLOCK OF THREE script_ formerly through
heard on Saturday,
Mutual 1 on
:1."j IMonday
will shift schedule to five times
merlyProgram
broadcast
ly.
FU from
Find WGR.
My 'WayBuj
1 :45-2 p.m. will move to 1-1 :15
Helen Holden, G-overnment Girl
tinues 1:15-1:30 p.m. from ^\
Washington, as does Front Page
rell, sponsored on IMBS by the
Co., Jersey City. 1 :30-l :4.5 p.m.

adio

TE
IHH/AA S
T
S
O
E
SAL
TH£ M
TlVE
ccPEC

omes

98% of A I □ s k a-u s e d
products come from the
States! KINY can develop
this market for you.
Executive OfTices
Am. BIdg., Seattle, Wash.

5000WATT$i^WeW^
OVER
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PROGRAMS
Menus Dramatized
OCAL NEWS
gets the_ big
FEATURING HEALTH
and
breaks on Michigan Xeivseel, five-weekly news roundeconomy as new wartime motto for
Canadian cooks, the Canadian
up of WJBK."by Detroit.
Dug
re- Broadcasting Corp. women's talks
local
a
written
l^cd
Ur. news on the program comes
department is bringing nutrition
isteners at 7 p.m. Monday
out of the text books into the
[jigh Friday, two hours after kitchens of Canada through twice
lieadline of both local afternoon
monthly Wednesday talks on the
rs and shortly before the first CBC network. The talks are presented in the form of a play, Food
Ijans of the morning paper hit
[istreet. War news is played for Victory, giving planned menus
Iji, eliminated if necessary, to and passing on culinary and scienIfiasize local happenings, on
tific facts for house'w-ives who are
9i several scoops have been finding it harder and harder to
aed.
keep their household accounts out
of the red.
* * *
Catholic Series
COOPERATING with the Catholic
Students Mission Crusade from
Catholic schools of the Midwest,
WLWO, Cincinnati, Crosley international shoiirwave station and
affiliated stations of the Cadena
Radio Inter-Americana will inaugurate a series of special programs Dec. 11 directed to LatinAmerican audiences on a short
wave frequency of 15,259 kc.
First broadcast of the series, Programa de la Juventud Catolica, will
feature the orchestral and choral
music of Mount St. Joseph-on-theOhio.
^
* *
Finders of Facts
lESTIC SCIENCE prodigy, INFORMATION hunting game,
jara Jenkins, 11 - year - old, Fact Finders, in which the radio
pst addition to Budget Brigade,
audience participates, is a weekly
event on KFRC, San Francisco.
len's show at KLZ. Denver.
;een conducting cooking school Hale Sparks, of the U of California, is the fact detective. He invites
: nstrations throughout the
Try since she was barely past questions from listeners and anr. cooking for governors, movie
swers them on the air — describing
and radio celebrities. She ap- the process by which he found the
red on Ripley's "Believe It or material, naming the books, periodi/ and other big shows and is
cals, or other reference sources
^' featured in her "kitchen an- from which the information is
taken.
'Denver
on Saturday
* * *
outlet. mornings over
*
* *
Soldier Songs
Book Swap
W' AR SONGS— both the kind writZ Voice of the Bard of Avon
ten for soldiers as well as the
reticaUy) is heard on KFRC,
kind soldiers really sing — are
; r rancisco in the new weekly
played on the weekly half-hour
Songs for Marching Men program
iis. Book Exchange. Persons
I have books they have read and
on WOR, New York, featuring Bob
It TO exchange them for books
Stanley's
Orchestra
and Evan
Evans
as soloist
and m.c.
• haven't read obtain free mem.:p cards frpm the dealers of
igonsors products. Clara-Cal
-^^•y. They telephone their desires
[^phe Book Exchange. Bill Shake^ re., who presides over the
::asts, sees that his listeners'
-es are granted.
M

Tops
on
the Dial

RESULTS?

Covers Alabama
Better Than Ar\y
Other Station

2033 one dollar sales
from 11 states. Cost to
our advertiser 15c
apiece. What's more,
>ve get such results . . .
^>
REGULARLY.

CAS

TING

The
Have

Zenith Tip
PAMPHLET titled "How to Plan
an FM Station" by W. R. David
of General
and televisionElectric's
department inradio
Schenectady,
reprinted from FM Magazine, is
being distributed to the FM radio
industry by Zenith Radio Corp. with
its F.il 'Progress bulletin. Mr.
David's article outlines the requirements and cost of installing and
operating an FM broadcasting
studio with 1,000-watt
*
* * transmitter.
Lotta's Contest
LOTTA NOYES, "siren of the
switchboard" of KGO, San Francisco, conducted a contest over the
air wdth the winner awarded a $25
Defense Bond and runners-up given
theatre tickets. Listeners were
asked to complete in 50 words or
less "I listen to Lotta because . . ."

Whole

Team!

you heard about Terry, the Triple-Threat

Terror? He's the lad who gets all the attention!
Down here in the Roanoke-Southwest Virginia
market, WDBJ is the station that gets all the
attention (Mell, nearly all!). You see, we make
it a point to give our listeners M'hat they want to
hear . . . we bring them the best of CBS . . .
and we're the only station reaching all of the
798.000 people in our primary area! Incidentally, these people have money to spend — an estimated effective buying income exceeding S285,000.0001 When do we start hitting the line for

you?

ROANOKE,
VIRGINIA
FREE&

Tops in Value!

PETERS, Wt
Exdmrre Satiomai

Costs less per
100,000 Listeners

IJTDWTheVoiWKansas
il lOff //7 TOREK A
tOAD

For Latin Nations
FOLLOWING a format similar to
that heard last year, The Americas Speak, an 18-week series of
half-hour programs designed to
promote better understanding
among the countries of the Western
Hemisphere, will return to MBS
Jan. 4, 1942. Presented in cooperation with Rotary International,
sei-vice club organization, the programs will feature government
officials and artists from 18 South
and Central American nations and
U. S. territorial possessions, with
dramatizations of historical events
fromlet.WGN,
The seriesMutual's
also will Chicago
be heard outon
CBC and via shortwave on WRUL,
Boston, WGEA-WGEO. Schenectady, and KGEI. San Francisco.

National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED CO.

Oicned and Operated by the TDIES-WORLD
CBS Affiliate — 5000 Watts Full Time — 960 Kc

CORP.

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
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Threat to Hats

50,000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nal'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.

5,000DayWatts
NBC RED
1,000 Watts WMC NETWORK
Night
MEMPHIS, TENN.
THE $i££im Vo&cn

market

Represented Nationally by
THE BRANHAM CO.
Owned and Operated by
The COMMERCIAL

APPEAL

MEMBER OF SOUTH CENTRAL
QUALITY NETWORK
WMC— Memphis
WJDX— Jackson, Miss.
KARK— Little Rock WSM B— New Orleans
.
KWKH-KTBS— Shreveport

. |!|

THE MARK
OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND

^PlNDEPENDENCE
IN WORLD WIDE
^pNEWS COVERAGE
United

CRYSTALS

Pre!

by

The Hipower Crystal Compcmy, one of
America's
oldest and
largest
turers ol precision
crystal
units,monulacis able
to otfer the broadcaster and manufacturer attractive prices because oi their
large production and the exclusive
Hipower grinding process. Whatever
your crystal need may be, Hipower
can supply it. Write today lor lull
information.
HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
Sales Division— 205 W. Wacker Drivi, Chicago
Factory— 2035 Charlestui Street, Chicago, III.
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ATOP
the tower
of CBS
ne^•
FM station,
W67C,
Chicane
621 feet above street leve '
"hold on to your hats" is a
there, the Windy City win ,
imperative
Fo'
often rages precaution.
at 50 mph. An
up there on the transmittal
now
dail ■
underoperating
a special six
FCChours
commei/
cial authorization, the heec
less are often hatless.

SOUND TRANSMITTED by a
light beam featured the Nov. 30
inauguration of W71NY, WOR,
New York, FM adjunct. Top picture shows the beacon transmitter
and receiver atop the WOR studios
at 1440 Broadway. The transmitter
was aimed at a photoelectric cell
alongside the FM transmitter at
444 Madison
Ave.
executives
(bottom)Theleftstation's
to right,
Charles Singer, supervisor; J. R.
Poppele, chief engineer, and
Charles Godwin, manager.

Vick Names

VICKselected
CHEMICAL
Co., New
has
The Nichols
— Fa"i
of Five as the winning title
$5,000 contest to name its Sun
5:30-6 p. m. show of 74 NBC
stations which has been tem

Light Beam
Used to Transmit Carrier
As WOR
Dedicates New
FM
Station
For First FM Network Sponsors See Page 57
OFFICIAL OPENING of the new
the beam was aimed by telescopic
transmitter of W71NY, FM station
sight at a photoelectric cell alongowned by New York, was held
side the W71NY transmitter —
some
4,000
feet. Functioning someNov. 30 at the station's headquarters at 444 Madison Ave., with the
what like the sound track in talkfirst salute to W71NY broadcast at
ing films, the beam carries signal
7:30 p.m. on a network of FM sta- impulses by light vibrations introduced by a mechanical shutter at
tions by an orchestra from W65H,
the transmitter source.
Hartford.
There is no permanent record of
Dance music by name bands was
presented from W71NY between 8 the light undulations, however. The
and 8:45 p.m., followed by a cell at the receiving end reconverts
"beam-of-light" program relay be- the light into audio frequency for
feeding into the speech input panel
tween the studios and the transof W71NY for retransmission to
mitter, the signals being conveyed
FM listeners within a 52-mile
on an invisible beacon. Army and
Navy communications officers ob- radius of the Madison Ave. antenna.
served the test [Broadcasting,
Nov. 24].
Coincident with the dedication,
Musical History
the New York Herald-Tribune published aspecial FM supplement in
Theodore C. Streibert, vicepresident and general manager of its Sunday edition. The supplement
included articles, photographs and
WOR, formally dedicated the new
FM adjunct in a brief talk. J. R. news stories about FM in general
and W71NY in particular, along
Poppele, chief engineer, and Dave
with
advertising by FM receiver
Driscoll director of special features
and news of WOR, described the manufacturers. Plan for the supplement was initiated by Ben Gross,
station's equipment and its range.
head of Gross Distributors Inc.,
Between 9 and 9:30 p.m., Russell
New York and New England repBennett, conductor of WOR's Noteresentatives of Stromberg-Carlson
book series, gave a musical
receivers.
chronology of broadcasting's development. Two Boston FM stations—W48B and W39B— saluted
Ohio's First FM
W71NY's new 10 kw transmitter
9:30-10 p.m., and music filled the OHIO'S first commercial FM servinaugurated in November
rest of the evening's program until whenice was
W45CM adjunct of WBNS
sign-off at 11:30 p.m. Other FM
made its debut in Columbus. The
stations in addition to those menstation is licensed to broadcast
tioned linked to the opening cere- with a power of 60,000 watts with
monies were W2XMN, Alpine,
a coverage of 12,400 square miles.
N. J.; W53PH, Philadelphia, and The station has been on the air exW47A, Schenectady.
perimentally for over a year-andThe beacon transmitter and re- a-half with the call letters
ceiver used for the beam of light W8XVH. Its new schedule provides
signal relay were developed by FM service daily from 12 noon until midnight with music and news
Western Union Telegraph Co.,
working with the WOR and the predominant programs. Arrangements have been completed to
W71NY technical staff. Both
broadcast the entire series of conspeech and music were included.
certs of the newly-formed ColumThe beam boasts secrecy and nonbus Philharmonic Symphony. Fifteen hundred FM sets have been
intei'ference qualities.
Located atop the WOR studios.
sold in W45CM's coverage area.

1, 1941
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arily called Living Diary sinc<'
program's
inception,
Oct. 5 [Bb
CASTING, Sept.
29]. Changeover
made with the broadcast of
30 at which time the writing
signment was assumed by Mi
Gosch and Howard Harris. 1
ard Nicholls, radio directoi
Morse International, New
agency handling the account,
tinues as director. Winner oi
contest was Mrs. Sarah S. Fai
of Marietta, Ga.

Radio Periodical
DEVOTED
to Pan Ame,
broadcast problems, a new moi;
magazine. Pan American R
made its bow last week with
lication
the edited
December
ed 'ar
Publishedof and
by He
Rosen, the slick-paper mag ncarries articles in three langi .e
— English, Spanish and Portug se
Pan American Radio is edit* a
45 West 45th St., New York.
DAVE PRICE, London, Ont
joined the sales staff of C
Timmins, Ont.

FINAL CHECK-UP on the
50-kw tube at the new transn
of WHN, New York, was ma|
Grover William Wizeman,
engineer, before the station
fulltime operation Nov. 28 wi;|
increased power. Tube cost $1
and is kept cool by a constanij
of 150 gallons of distilled wa
• Broadcast

Advertm

CONGRATULATIONS
FIRST

COMMERCIAL

FM

TO

PHILADELPHIA'S

STATION

. . . WS3PH

(WFIL)

Radio Engineering Laboratories is pleased
to add W53PH (WFIL) to its expanding list
of commercial FM broadcasters who are
using REL transmitters which feature the
Armstrong Phase Shift Method. REL extends its best wishes to the management of
W53PH and WFIL for future success in the
field of frequency modulation.

Other leading broadcasting stations with REL FM transmitters now operating with commercial licenses are:

(Yankee Network)

(W39B)

DETROIT, MICH.

(WWJ)

(W45D)

ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

(Stromberg-Carlson)

(W55R)

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

(WTMJ)

(W55M)
*3,000 watts
(*Now installing 50,000 watts)

PAXTON,MASS.

(Yankee Network)

(W43B)

COLUMBUS,

(WBNS)

(W45CM)

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

(WFIL)

ALPINE, N. J.

(Major E. H. Armstrong)

NEW

(WQXR)

(W53PH)
* 1,000 watts
(*Now installing 10,000 watts)
(W2XMN)
50,000 watts
experimental
(W2XQR)
* 1,000 watts

MT. WASHINGTON,

MASS.

OHIO

YORK CITY

1 0,000 watts
50,000 watts
3,000 watts

50,000 watts
10,000 watts

experimental
(*Now installing 10,000 watts)
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

YONKERS,N.Y.

(WHEC)

(W8XAD)

(C. R. Runyon, Jr.)

{W2XAG)

3,000 watts
experimental
experimental

In addition, Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, Jansky & Bailey, Washington, and the
Cleveland Board of Education have installed REL Modulators in their FM stations.

RADIO

ENGINEERING
-^^^7^

OADCASTING
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Los
^^^^^

powerful staThere tionsarethan more
CHNS in Canada
but none with better equipment.
For Rates: Apply Starion Director
CHNS • Lord Nelson Hotel
Halifax, Nova Scotia
or
Joe Weed, New York City

WGNY
WATTS

I NEWBURGH,
SALES
WITH

THRU

N. Y.
THE AIR

THE GREATEST

OF THESE
NEWS EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR
Latest United Press wire news plus
local news from 3 cities.
ASCAP and BMI MUSIC
Good music has built a huge listening audience for WGNY. All the
music that's good to hear is heard
over WGNY.
LOCAL PEOPLE — LOCAL PROGRAMS
More local people participate on
WGNY programs than on any
other station in the valley. WGNY
represents the whole Hudson Valley
area . . . from Nyack to Hudson.
WGNY
REPRESENTED

BY

HEADLEY-REED

COv

fWBNS

FM

To Howard
Hughes
Sixth Outlet
for the Area
Is Granted by the FCC
LOS ANGELES' sixth commercial
FM station was authorized last
Tuesday when the FCC issued a
construction permit for high-frequency facilities in the California
metropolis to Hughes Productions,
Division of Hughes Tool Co. Permitee, owned by Howard Hughes,
millionaire sportsman-flyer-movie
director, is also holder of a construction permit for the K45SF,
commercial FM station to be located in San Mateo County, Cal.,
to serve San Francisco.
The Los Angeles grant specified
use of the 44.9 mc. channel to serve
an area of 7,000 square miles with
operation 12 hours day and six
night.
Others in Area
The other five FM stations in Los
Angeles are : Don Lee Broadcasting
System's K45LA, already on the
air commercially under a special
authorization of the Commission;
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's K61LA,
under construction ; Standard
Broadcasting Co.'s K43LA, under
construction; K37LA of Earle C.
Anthony Inc., under construction;
and the CBS K31LA, Hollywood,
also under construction. Grant
brings the total number of commercial FM authorizations to 61.
The FCC simultaneously last
week relegated the application of
the United Broadcasting Co. for
commercial FM facilities in Cleveland to the pending files under
Order No. 79.

It is not the amount of noise
you make that counts in radio.
It's what you say and how well
you put it over that matters.

1000

Angeles

Radio Educators Meet
RADIO EDUCATION on national
defense and inter-American relations will highlight the Fifth Annual School Broadcast Conference
to be held this week, Dec. 3-5, at
the Congress Hotel, Chicago. Gen.
Frederick Osborn, chief of U. S.
Army Morale Division, and Edward
Tomlinson, NBC Inter-Continental
Advisor will address the 1500 radio
educators expected to attend. Concurrently with the Conference
meetings there will be an NAB Regional national defense meeting,
and a meeting of U. S. Army public relations officers.

I\/EC\'
VISE
BIRD WNOW5
THAT.'

CEWrTQAU
OHio'e onlV/4
CBS OUTLET

DECIDING TO ESTABLISH a radio bulletin service on WMCA.
York, on the hour every hour, Arthur Hays Sulzberger, publisher oi
]<!ew York Times, right, discusses the deal with Edward J. Noble, o
of WMCA. The first news broadcasting ever undertaken by The 1
starts Dec. 1 [Broadcasting, Nov. 24].
FCC
Staff
to Ins]
RCA
Video Progi
TO VIEW new developmen
visual broadcasting, particul;
color television process pei

Alcott Returns
CARROLL D. ALCOTT, wellknown news correspondent in China for the last 13 years, has returned to the United States and
on Dec. 8 is to join the news staff
of WLW, Cincinnati. In the Orient
he has covered three wars, as editor of the Shanghai Post and
Mercury, assistant editor of China
Press, and as an Associated Press
correspondent.
He has
done considerable
newscommenting
on

by RCA, FCC members an^
representatives will make a oi '
tour Dec. 1 of video faciliti
New York Monday. The toui^
announced
by FCC ChaiJames Lawrence Fly at his
ly press conference last Mo
Chairman Fly indicated th(
was scheduled following rece
a letter in mid-November froi
C. B. Jolliffe, former FCC
engineer, head of the RCA
of a colorannouncing
television dep:
quency mentbureau,
and inviting the Commissi(
attend a demonstration.

Shanghai's KMHA during the current Sino-Japanese war. As
WLW's Far Eastern authority,
Alcott will report and interpret
Asiatic events daily at 8:15 a.m.
on WLW, with a special 11:15 p.m.
Sunday program.
NBC Group Sessions
TEMPORARY dates arranged for
the first meetings of the permanent
NBC-Red and Blue network stationsmittees
planning
and announced
advisory comhave been
for
Jan. 6, 1942, for the Red and Jan.
7 for the Blue, both in New York.
Runoffs are still being held in
three Red districts and four Blue
districts following the first election
results of the permanent committees last week [Broadcasting,
Nov. 24].
Video Censorship
NEW YORK television set
owners were given a firsthand view of military censorship in action last Tuesday evening as they watched
Richard Hubbell,
news commentator on WCBW,
CBS
video station in New York,
interview Coxswain Gerald
DeLisle,
suvivor
Reuben James.
Goingoftothea map,

Colgate Shows Inte
In 'Junior Miss' Stc f
SPONSOR reported interest ;
week in the evening half-h"
ries Junior Miss, based 'i
stories in the New Yorker
zine by Sally Benson ai
Broadway play of the same
is Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
. sey
City.
Although
no obta
veriti
of the
rumor
could be
was understood Colgate
sponsor the series for Pai
soap, handled by Ward Wn
Co., Philadelphia, on one <
major networks.
Earlier last week, it w:
ported that Lever Bros. Co..
bridge, Mass., also was inte
in sponsoring
serieshasin v
the
current dealtheLever
Max Gordon office, producer

Hubbell asked where the torpedoing took place, stating
his understanding that it was
about 350 miles southwest of
Iceland. Ensign Philip McHugh of the Naval Public
Relations Office in New York,
cut in with "We can't talk
about
where
There had
been itno happened."
opportunity for a script to be prepared
in advance for the Navy's
approval.
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Miss",
the
the play
call\
"Junior
play of
stagescript
plug for Lux soap. J.
Thompson
Co., New Yor
stated that
agency,
had
no interest
in theLevei
racn
gram of the same name. PjW
tion agency for the radio se s
Ed Wolf Associates, New or
GENERAL
FOODS Coni
York, last week renewed Edd
ing as m.c. of We, ihe Peoph
other 13 weeks. Young & l-'
New York, handles the accouu
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Situation

3n in Priorities
plies for Communications
jiches Receive Study
[[GATING better treatment of
jity problems of the communins industry by one means or
ler, definite progress was re;d last week in bringing to a
projected plans to remedy
serious material supply situafor all branches of communi-

addition to developments on
Positive side looking toward aulization of broad advisory and
mmendatory powers in the Dee Communications Board by
Office of Pi'oduction Manageb, it also was indicated last
c that serious thought is being
■"f-jn
within 0PMa to
the possibility
istablishing
Communications
pstrial Section under the CivilSupply Division of 0PM.
Cooperative Plan
jlthough plans for procedure
operation of the projected DCB
;tion in the priorities-allocation
ure have not been finally apred, the subject has been studfor several weeks by both 0 PM
DCB officials, and there is no
ion to believe the proposed co<ls|£jrative plan may go into effect in
near future. It is understood
priorities matters, under the
jected setup, will be handled on
ilCj-'iaison
between 0PM
and
DCB basis,
organization,
and that
h operation would not necessi33 any appropriation for a large
iff, at least for the present.
( 'Oevelopment
OPM-DCB
ration plan of
has the
drawn
heavy
to port among representatives of
various segments of the operatcommunications industry. Sev1 advantages over the prevailIf- j situation have been noted by
lervers, with additional emphain falling on the idea in view of
i
pVI's recently announced inten71 to switch from a "priority" to
allocation" basis in dealing
||h material supplies and shorts [Broadcasting, Nov. 3, 10,
24].
'Pefinite advantages are seen in
plan, such as the one proposed,
er which industry experts
Id have an authoritative voice
ijrecommending and advising on
relative needs of such services
broadcasting, telephone and teleph, and related operations,
fcre efficient treatment of the supproblems also is looked for in
plan under which 0PM prij|ty specialists would work on a
jjltime basis on communication
I'-siderations.
jiVnother development pointing
I'ard more satsifactory handling
icommunications priorities prob• is lay in the proposal, ostensibly
,the "talk!' stage, to group all
j'amunications
in 0PM
4er
a separatematters
Communications
fustrial Section which would be
OADCASTING

EVERSHARP

DOUBLES

BY

RADIO

High-Priced Line of Pens and Pencils Enjoys Quick
Boom Because of Broadcasts
FACED with the problem more
until September of that year when
than a year ago of selling its high- it was moved to 50, 54, 60 and
priced pens and pencils in a field finally to the present total of 74
crowded with manufacturers sell- CBS stations from, coast-to-coast.
ing products at much lower costs, At the same time Bob Hawk, m.c.
Eversharp Inc., Chicago, turned to of the show, and the rest of the
radio, and last week reported a troupe decided not to stick to one
100% sales increase or more than
city but to follow a circuit of
double its retail business before
origination points.
it used a weekly program on CBS.
The response among distributors,
retailers
and consumers as the show
Sponsorship of Take It or Leave
moves from city to city shows the
It was the foundation of Eversuccess of the idea. In New Orleans,
sharp's national advertising campaign in the spring of 1940, shortly for instance, Eversharp reports
that CBS received 65,000 requests
after it had appointed the Blow
studio tickets to a one-night
Co., New York, to handle its ad- for
stand. Dealer outlets for Eververtising. The story of that campaign and its excellent results are sharp's products have trebled, the
told in a booklet published last brochure states, during the cycle
week by CBS titled Take It Or of the broadcasts, with dealers expanding their inventories to include
Leave It — -at $8.75.
entire Eversharp line instead
The prochure is illustrated by the
of just one or two items. Display
John Groth, who used an Everof the products was year-round due
sharp pen and pencil for his drawto "radio stimulation", and departings.
ment stores have even staged samEverybody
ple broadcasts.
Seasons Switched
According to Martin L. Straus,
president of Eversharp, in a letter
The seasonal angle of giving the
to CBS reproduced in the 24-page
higher-priced pens and pencils for
Christmas or Commencement gifts
brochure, "Radio alone has enabled
us to reach housewives and college was blanketed over with "aroundstudents ; factory workers and busi- the-calendar" sales ■— • "Commencenessmen; farmers and city folk —
ment in August and Christmas in
for practically everybody listens."
July", according to Eversharp's
This "practically everybody" is a 1941 sales figures. Contragood round figure too, as the audi- seasonally, radio lifted sales in the
ence for Take It Or Leave It is first half of 1941 well over the last
estimated at 25,000,000, while, acsix months of 1940.
cording to C. E. Hooper's most
company campaign
plans "to over
continue
recent report, the programs has a ourThenationwide
CBS
higher degree of sponsor identificaas the foundation of our entire adtion than any other half-hour
vertising program," and as Mr.
evening show.
Straus declared "We have never
known any promotion to match the
Station line-up for the program
when it started on CBS April 21, excitement our program on CBS
1940, was 27, where it remained
has created."
set up as a clearing-house in the upon to simplify the complicated
0PM Division of Civilian Supply.
priorities process. It is slated to
At present, telephone and tele- become effective Jan. 1, 1942.
graph priorities matters clear
With the DCB organization limited to advice and recommendation,
through the Power & Communications Branch of the Materials Di- 0PM would remain as the operatvision of 0PM, while broadcasting
ing agency, handling the detail
equipment, for instance, clears work of final approval of priority
through the Electrical Appliances
ratings or allocations of material,
& Consumers' Durable Goods
under the proposed OPM-DCB
Branch of the Division of Civilian
operation.
It has been emphasized that
Supply. It is thought the blanketing of all communications consid0PM must retain full responsierations under a single section
bility for priorities for communicawould greatly aid in coordinating
tions, although it may legitimately
the supply-and-demand picture.
secure valuable expert advice from
DCB or the DCB Priorities LiaiBlanket Ratings
son Committee, with its corollary
Meantime, Donald M. Nelson,
"priorities representatives" rep0PM Director of Priorities, is exresenting the industry proper. Conpected to formally approve the
fined to this advisory role, DCB
new "production requirements
consultants nonetheless are explan" under which manufacturers
pected to work actively with 0PM
— among them communications
specialists and divisions.
manufacturing companies — may
obtain new limited blanket priority
ratings on their material require- WESTERN Region of Radio Writers Guild has iiegotiated a new twoments for the first quarter of 1942,
year contract witli CBS for statf
based on projected production.
writers of KXX, Hollywood. Agreecalls for a 10% wage increase
The new plan, regarded as rep- for allmentwriters,
retroactive to Oct. 12.
resentative ofthe changeover from
New minimum for senior writers has
the present priority application
been set at $.35 per week, with juniors
receiving $33.
procedure to allocations, is looked
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CROSLEY

7

300DWILL
EMBASSADOR

IN THIS CROSLEY car Clair Shadwell, program director of WSAI,
Cincinnati, made a 950-mile tour
of the South, getting as far as St.
Petersburg. The lady, a night club
singer, "was drafted to appear in
this picture with Shad merely for
decoration", according to WSAI.
WDZ, Tuscola, Off Air
Five Days From Dispute
FIVE-DAY strike at WDZ, Tuscola, 111., by Associated Broadcast
Technicians unit, of IBEW, forcing the station off the air dui-ing
the period, was settled last Wednesday at 3:15 p.m. when the
five technicians employed by the
station returned to work after having been out since the preceding
Friday. Six - month agreement
signed by Clair Hull, WDZ manager, and Freeman Hurd, ABTU
field representative, climaxing the
longest strike in ABTU history,
provides for a compromise wage
scale and closed shop.
Negotiations had been going on
for two months. According to Mr.
Hull, on the morning of Nov.
21 the technicians pi-esented to the
station a contract and stated if it
were not signed by 1 p.m. they
did not care to work after that
time.
The station had offered to arbitrate or go into a conference
pledged to sign an agreement. The
new wage scale is one of the highest for a daytime operated station
in a town of 2,800, it was declared.
Arthur Tracy Back
EX-LAX Inc., Brooklyn, on Jan. 5
will start Arthur Tracy, The Street
Singer, on 23 NBC-Blue stations,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
4-4:15
"p.m. for contract
52 weeks.was
Tracy's
last network
five
years ago. He has been living in
iEngland. Agency is Joseph Katz
Co., New York.
St. John To London
ROBERT ST. JOHN, former AP
war correspondent, who has been
broadcasting a nightly newscast
on WEAF, New York, sponsored
by Peter Paul Inc., has been named
aA member
Londonsetup
staff.is
revision of
of NBC's
the London
now being worked out, NBC reports, with St. John expected to
take over most of the broadcasting
from that city, freeing Fred Bate,,
chief
NBC's London Page
office, foi"
other of
duties.
51
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Filene's
Discovers
That
Is Be |
air mail to great stores
across theRadio
Dept. Store Serie«
Devises
Technique for land.
POWER!
AFTER an intensive study
Although the Barbara Lee rec- medium conducted by Harry i
Department Store
—WHERE
POWER
man Adv. agency, Washington
ord was designed merely to dramaBroadcasts
tize Barbara Lee Silk Stockings
Baltimore, Lansburgh & Bros,
COUNTS MOST
and although Barbara Lee Silk of Washington's largest de
(Continued from page 11)
Stockings along with all other silk ment stores has launched ;
of WTAG placed behind the pro- stockings were clearly on the wane
weekly 15-minute show on
duction of a master recording to at a constantly accelerating pace
Washington, featuring Perry
be processed and pressed by World
tin,
pianist and singer, foi
due to Nylon — this experiment was
Broadcasting System.
watched with great interest for it weeks. Store also has an inte;
ALLEY
William T. Cavanaugh, program
represented the first attempt of program of spot announcen
covering special events.
director for WTAG, who was re- AMC stores at cooperative, group
radio
advertising.
sponsible for the excellent production of our previous programs, set
But this experiment was not to any one station was lost
about to produce a show of net- be. Station after station, affiliated listeners tuned it out and diale'
WLAC
work calibre. Bob Pooley and his with the big networks, turned it entertainment. To regulate
NBC orchestra arranged musical
NASHVILLE, TENN.
down. It did not conform to the erly the amount of commc
background. Hours of rehearsal —
soon going to
code. It was too commercial. True, copy, and so conserve the
microphones balanced; cast, sound
some of the smaller stations car- audience, was one of the pur
and
orchestra
in
position;
sound
50,000
WATTS
ried it, but WTAG was the only for organizing the Code Con;
engineer alert; pi'ogram director station of the large networks to tee of the NAB.
in control room — the red light
Drawing on past experience
REPRESENTED BY
flashes on! The needle bites into carry the Barbara Lee broadcast.
natural tendency of the broad
again
Filene's
Worcester
the revolving acetate disc, a thin hadAnd
the number one showing among
PAUL H. RAYMER
CO. '
er was to turn down the Bai
¥
black ribbon curling in it's wake, all AMC stores with sales volume
Lee type of program as too
immortalizing the Story of Bar- running ahead of the preceding
J. T. WARD, Owner
mercial without realizing th
bara Lee. An hour later the preciF. C. SOWELL, Manager^
year
compared
with
an
average
ous disc speeds to World Broadcommercial
technique the had
been was
deve''s
casting, and 48 hours later on via decline of 25 to 30%. With Nylon whereby
controlling a third of the potential terwoven with the story as to
marTtet, we actually sold more pairs tain the interest. Depart
of silk stockings than the year pre- stores have always had a pre
vious. Again radio was the one
using and
radio
of fastof '
new element in the test tube, and over
the because
great variety
appeared to hold the answer to stocks and radio has always
these outstanding figures.
a problem
selling
depart a
stores.
Consequently, radio occupi i
Appeal to NAB
In the belief that radio programs
very
position in the
de +
of the Barbara Lee type could sell ment minor
store advertising
budget
merchandise in quantity, hold the where used is largely institut .i.
interest of the radio audience, and
or of the "spot item" variety. 1 x
open the door to a share in the on the other hand, was a nev amillions spent annually for depart- dio technique, with a diff' m
ment store advertising, now so angle of approach, dramatizi
closely held by the newspapers, Ed- single item, moving large qu
ward E. Hill, managing director of
of goods at small cost,
WTAG and George H. Jaspert, ties
selling the store itself.
his commercial manager, decided
In throwing out the Barban
to appeal this matter to the Code program because of code re;
Committee of the National Assn. tions, radio was eliminating h
of Broadcasters. With this in view,
program of great value t(
they took Britain Delivers the of
industry. Mr. Hill and Mr
Goods and Barbara Lee to the NAB
pert brought this matter t
convention meeting in St. Louis, attention
of F. J. Pellegrin, c \
May 1941.
tor
of
the
Department of B: iIn the early days of radio, comcast Advertising of the NAB
mercial copy crowded the air to
Yes sir — thousands of farmers in the Tri-City area
that a high per- played back in transcribed
are busy making money ! But you may get very such a degree
centage of the radio audience of the programs featured.
little "spending response" to your selling messages
Pellegrin's Opinion
— unless you're using WHBF's "inside pull". In
this prosperous 52-county area, the farmers listen
Since then Mr. Pellegrin
regularly to WHBF, the 5000-watt station they can
contacted the individual mc
always hear, regardless of weather ! Many adverof the Code Committee, thi
THE PERFcCTLY
tisers who found they were not effectively "in the
it's counsel and secretary, E'
BALANCED MARKET
picture" in this market when they depended on
Place, and secured a three
World's Farm Implement
"outside voices" to do their jobs are now using
Capital, home
of an
the industrial
Nation's
WHBF for results! Let us mail YOU the facts
Greatest
Arsenal—
opinion
of coursewhich
only culminates,
an unofficial"Ti
about the cash response YOU can get with this
payroll totaling neorly a
BILLION DOLLARS annually
ion
of
the
Code
Committee ^
proven
. . . TOGETHER WITH ... 52
favorite "inside
WHBF! pull" — which means "home town"
I interpret it, it means that
of
the
Nation's
richest
farming
counties, now booming with
Howard H. Wilson Co.
Filene programs are within
"Food for BYDefense"
limitations of the Code, and
-SERVED
WHBF! production
National Representatives
be submitted to other statioi a.
Basic Mutual Network Outlet
FULL TIME 1270 K C
THE 5000 WATT

r
UJHBF
IFFILIITE OF lOCK ISLtU, ULIIOIS llCIt^
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"Since the boss started advertising over WFDF Flint, Michigan
with its kilowatt on 910, he's even
taking orders from his wife."
BROADCASTING

a So
syndicated
recent is basis."
this opinion, tli
yet it has not been brought
the publicity directors of the 1 A
This make
interpretation
of thea I'd
will
possible another,
IS
is hoped, more representativi s
periment in cooperative, Ji'UI
radio promotion on the part of is
• Broadcast

Adverti H

ii-ful group of stores. Howjduring the weeks and months
decision has been pending,
e's Worcester Store has been
radio advertising more and
—over WTAG, and WORC as

revised repeat of "believe it
)t" sold more garments than
preceding fall sale. In fact
ond revamp this fall, coupled
normal newspaper space,
all records and sold more
i a thousand men's suits, top;, and overcoats at $14.90 in
igle day — and at an increase
:ice of $1 a garment. Again,
.peat of Britain Delivers the
s, somewhat emasculated by
ieletion of the ASCAP songs
'jbackground
sold broadmen's
s of importedmusic,
English
in quantities.
Fall Me-Do's
amatizing our Annual Fall
of "Me-do's," Filene's selfunion suits for children, pre;d a problem in good taste, but
[rafted Mother Goose and put
large family in Me-Do Union
3. In jingle and rhyme the
in, dulcet tones of Marcia Rice,
JiT7y songstress
artnccf -rocc
n-f
T A CI
of 1^7"
WTAG,
-jaed the delight of Little Miss
'at, Little Jack Horner, the
[jjie Little Pigs, Jack and Jill
many another of Mother
t|iie's prolific family with Me-Do
jm Suits — "and there is only
i Me-Do — the Filene Me-Do
: the Lastex-Drop-seat."
I> convincing were these untestimonials, that it is sup2,1* d many a Worcesterite of
j.er until
years mother
went on rushed
a "sit-down"
down
Filene's to purchase Me-Do
jpn Suits. Be that as it may,
ijsales results were highly satisest^ry.
you get the impression that
I radio ebullitions have an en|y
"off -price'' program
complex,
our
It pretentious
to date
I one hundred percent institu|al in character — a 30-minute
*dcast March 1941 dramatizing
J. brcester's Part in National De^
Three
,11 pe."
bch-of-Time
style,commentators,
against full
i;i jiestra background and sound
Cts, trace the national and inational events of three history
ng years and synchronize
jester's participation as one
the key defense cities of
- irica.
he story ended, the announcer
1 tes all Worcester and Worceste 'ounty to see for themselves in
f ne's windows exhibits from
t ity-two Worcester manufac.. rs engaged in Defense work—
'ROVEN

RESULTS!

ipertified Mail Count
|hows —
3 3 0,5 7 0
i Radio Homes
I In Primary Area

CONTINUATION of the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts on NBC-Blue
sponsored by The Texas Co. for the
second successive season starting
Nov. 29 was assured by this contract signed by W. S. S. Rodgers
(left), president of the Texas Co.
and Niles Trammell, president of
NBC.
products of the very manufacturers referred to in this broadcast.
He concludes "to celebrate the
completion of 13 years in Worcester, Filene's pay tribute to Worcester industries, the life-blood of
Worcester commerce, by devoting
their full front of 15 windows to
this impressive display showing
"Worcester's Part in National DeCommendations flowed in. City
fense." Chamber of Commerce,
fathers,
clergy, educators, manufacturers,
and the man on the street — all approved. Filene prestige moved
ahead.
The Syndicate Idea
The tremendous individual effort
necessary to plan, prepare, and
stage special radio adaptations of
the type heretofore described, will
probably hinder their wide use by
individual stores unless the industry finds a way of producing a
syndicated series which can be
adapted to the sale of specific
types of merchandise. However,
we have also developed a series of
daily five-minute programs over
WTAG and one-minute programs
over WORC which are being handled by one girl in our advertising
office assigned to radio script and
production.
Our daily five-minute program
over WTAG at 8:55 each morning,
known as the Did You Know program, is a bid for housewifely
goodwill and business. The Did
You Know editor gives news from
Filene's on fashion or sales events
and her aide, the announcer, gives
hints on kitchen shortcuts and
household economy, all in rapidfire dialogue.

Following "Do you know why a

5

80

5000

WHEELING
Us,

Pardon

Virginia
ad our
in the
November
17 issue of
In
inside
cover "VICTORY"
BROADCASTING,
this
TORY statement was made;VIC"VICTORY — Record number of loyal listeners in
Eastern Ohio, Western Pennsylvania and NORTHWESTVIRGINIA"! proofreader
A sleepy ERN
or ambitious
(we believe the former) overlooked changing "Northwestern
Virginia"ginia. to
Northern Weston VirNo encroachment
the
Virginia boys was intended.
But we do stick to and shout from
the housetops this indisputable
fact — a whale of a lot of loyal
listener response from Eastern
Ohio, Western Pennsylvania and
the THRIVING
STEEL— AND
Northern
West Virginia
that's
COAL BELT OF THE NATION,
YOU know!

NBC BLUE
BLAIR

Represents Vs!

KC
WALTS
5.000

WATTS

INVESTIGATE
WHEB
PORTSMOUTH,

N. H.

"The Listening Habit of
Central New England"
lat'l Rep: Joseph Hershey McGil Ivra — Boston Rep.: Bertha Bannan

jiOADCASTING

Listeners are invited to send in
their tips to be read on the air,
and in return are mailed a copy
of the week's "Did You Know's."
Facts from Filene's in the form of
"Did You Know" questions afford
an opportunity to plug institutional features of the store as well
as timely merchandise offerings.
Sales results on daily specials offered in this program have been
more than satisfactory.
Twice weekly over WORC under the title "Little Known Facts
about Well-known Subjects" a 60second spot at 6:15 i-ight after Edwin C. Hill, catches the listeners'
attention with little-known facts
regarding shoes in general and
then proceeds to eulogize the virtues of Filene's exclusive Styl-Eez
shoes in particular.
A typical spot broadcast runs
"Did you know that corns and
bunions were once considered hereditary? Well, Thomas Beard,
New England's first shoemaker,
made his first pair of shoes in 1629
in Salem, Massachusetts. These
shoes were made low around the
ankle and could be worn on either
foot. Each shoe sported a large
silver buckle. Wearing the shoes
on either foot was really the cause
of the corns and bunions. But the
good New Englanders would soap
their heel and toe to get into the
shoes, and if a corn or bunion
caused a groan or two at night, it
was an ancestor and not Thomas
Beard. Consequently, corns and
bunions were then considered
hereditary, or perhaps due to those
wicked witches who were 'specially thick in early New England,
and who cared little about Godly
folks' feet. — But today smart women have eliminated the foot discomfort of our New England ancestors and wear Selby Styl-Eez
Shoes. Styled for beauty, built for
ease, Styl-Eez Shoes have the added advantages of a proper, builtin support, light-weight steel
shank, and soft metatarsal cushion. Selby Styl-Eez shoes, exclusive to Filene's in Worcester, are
moderately priced at $6.75."
Another "Little Known Facts"
one-minute flash each Friday night
spot-lights
exclusive
Worsted-Tex Filene's
Clothing for
Men.
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man's coat buttons on the right
side and a woman's on the left?",
the announcer explains "in olden
times a man would grasp his coat
with his left hand and thrust the
left side over to the right, thus
leaving his right hand free to hold
a weapon. A woman would grasp
her attire with her right hand and
push it over to the left side, thus
leaving her left arm free to carry
her child.
"So fashion draws its inspira-

IT'S YOUR MONEY
BUT ... if you want to
get the most for it in the
prosperous El Paso Southwest, use

tion from the past, but Filene's
Men's Store presents the streamlined twentieth century version in
their exclusive Worsted-Tex suits
at $35 and $40. 'Tex' suits are
carefully tailored by the famous
house of Worsted-Tex in rich English mixture tweeds, hard finished
twists, and sharkskin worsteds.
Free alterations. Three months to
pay. Worsted-Tex Clothing is exclusive to Filene's Men's Store in
Worcester."
The "Little Known Facts" spotbroadcasts have been used to promote the sale of regular-priced
branded lines. As a part of a campaign they have been tied in with
newspaper advertising. Response
must be judged by seasonal rather
than immediate returns, and even
then how much is radio and how
much is newspaper will be debateable; but we do know that the
combination newspaper and radio
campaigns on both Styl-Eez Shoes
for Women and Worsted-Tex
Clothes for Men are producing
results.
Pioneering in the field of radio
advertising which now gets less
than SVf of the retail advertising
dollar
will prove
costly inbuteff'ort
but productive
in results,
the
direct costs can be sharply reduced by subsidy. Forward think-

WCHS Santas
SANTAS apparently grow
on trees at WCHS, Charleston, W. Va. Three local department stores each have
engaged WCHS announcers
to impersonate jolly Kris
Kringle for the holiday season. Announcers Lee Neal,
Frank Welling and Dave Fulton, who will double in flannel-and-batting, have rearranged their working schedules at the studio so they
can pursue their extra duties
without conflict.

ing manufacturers will contribute
to the costs of experimentation in
a field so potentially productive. In
our case one nationally advertised
line paid the entire cost of the radio
series; regarding this as a laboratory test of a new advertising medium and planning to use similar
broadcasts later in key accounts.
KIRCD
Frankly, we have considered radio primarily as an auxiliary to
1000 Wo»s (day)600• kc500 Wnfts (night)
newspaper advertising. Frankly,
we haven't had the nerve to run a
Columbia's Outlet to the El Paso
Southwest
major promotion on radio alone.
But we have experimented with
Dorrance D. Roderick, Owner
radio alone in the case of several
Vol Lawrence, Manager
smaller promotions. Two one-minHoward H. Wilson Co., Natl. Reprs.
ute flashes over WORC and WTAG
brought in 40 customers at the
KTJMBEK Tl
opening bell for a Bargain Basement lot of inexpensive shoes. A
.WICHITA, KANSAS IS BOOMING ♦ WICHITA, KANSAS IS BOOMING
1
50-word announcement of a radio
or A SERIES
special on wool blankets brought
in six customers 30 minutes later
day. sold 25 blankets during the
and

114,966
CP
c/o
to
CO
!z;

53
C_3

152,000

'Conservatively Estimated
200,000

Upshaf of an Upshaat
W)iat con a time-buyer do in these
rough-and-tumble doys of Defense-made
markets? Well, that's one spot we aren't
in, but we'd advise— "Get off the dudsride the iUyrorkctsl" Wichita, Kansas is
a skyrocket. Wichita is America's Number
Two Boomtown—
and in Wichita, they
listen
to KFHI
KFH because
it's theNewonlytransmitter
full-time
5 Buy
kw station
in Kansas.
equipment and a night time power boost
give
fore! KFH a better contour than ever beBuy KFH because it has consistently,
year after year, increased its audience
throughout the state of Kansas. (It cost
another very fine station good money to
show that KFH is the only major station
heard in Kansas vt/hich has increased its
audience every year— 1937 through 1941 —
without a single set-back.)
the "gravy
Kansas. above
Only
KFHBuycanKFHgivebecause
you realSedgwick
Sedgwick County
County iscoverage.
(The train
gratiscounty"
survey of
mentioned
says 95% of the population "listens to KFH regularly;" 57% of the population "listens
to KFH most.")
Buy KFH
you'll any
soonincrease
be reaching
reached
last because
year— without
in rate.nearly twice as many people as you
Skyrocket-riders, let's go!
Call any Edward Retry Office •
KFH
CBS • 5000 Watts Day & Night
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We ran a newspaper ad on the
same blankets two days later. The
newspaper ad, costing four times
as much as radio, sold 20 blankets.
Such results have had a more beneficial eff"ect upon our nervous systemtable
than Compound,
Lydia Pinkham's
Vegeand our courage
is now such that we are working
on a schedule of three promotions
a week by radio alone. Time will
tell, but we believe that radio alone
can sell goods where the customer
can visualize the off'ering as with
hosiery, shirts, and underwear in
contrast to such high style lines
as dresses and millinery where
picturization is important.
A Special Division
Our experience in appyling radio to department store advertising has not been all "smooth-sailing." Our attempts to dramatize
the commonplace have afltorded
troubles far from commonplace —
technical troubles, troubles of
script, troubles of production, and
troubles of merchandising. Our
success story has not been flawless. Some programs have flopped;
but in retrospect the answer has
usually been clear. Script writing

is a tough assignment, and be ■
the ability of the copy-writer
thinks in terms of placing a "i
picture before you on the pr:
The script writer, on the <
hand, sketches a moving pic
conjured up in the minds am
aginations of the radio aud
page.
by fleeting sound and word
produce results, radio advert
should be a specialized di\
of Department Store Pub
with personnel thinking and
ingWenothing
radio.to have c
do notbutclaim
oped the only type of radio
gram which will bring direc
results to department store
find our own technique const
being revised and broadened,
er, and better, and more ?
ful methods will come, for '
ment store radio advertising
its infancy. Nevertheless,
more than probable that no
vious eff'ort has so profo
afi'ected the attitude toward
of such a powerful asociation (
partment stores, a group a
annual volume runs into hun
of millions, whose annual put
budget runs into millions
whose use of radio has been ne
ble.
Certain stores in this group
already revised their thinking
are planning to give radio a
stantial share of their adven
dollar; others will follow, ai
their knowledge of radio tech
improves, and the radio stf
in their turn gain a greater k
edge of the problems of d(
ment store merchandising, it
inconceivable that the radi
dustry — and the department !
— may look back upon the effo
William Filene's Sons Co.,
WTAG, as the key that openf
door to radio's biggest marke

The newspaper war is ovei
swift strategy of position, tl
harking back to the feudal
served its purpose. By swit n
our advertising to the worsi oi
sible location in the papei ch
newspaper stopped further e
sion to Shopping News cold it
tracks.
was ] 'soei
so far Shopping
as other News
Worcester
chants were concerned. W ii^

the
support
of more
than two I'g
Shopping
—stores.
and starve
she Neivs
did. must ;|cv

Seeing the handwriting o tli
wall, upon due notice, and w : a
possible dignity in view oi or
ditions, we withdrew from f;
ping News, which quietly fold ui
The conquerors
newspaper chose
had conquere
the
to be ; 1»
ous, and shortly we were re re
to
grace only
andby position
the os
mourned
our old —neig
the "Want Ads" and "Obitu; 3S.

KMBC

of Kansas Cit
5000 watts • CBS • Arthur B. Church, Presiden
Ask your Agency to ask the ColoneU
^FREE 6- PETERS. Inc., National Representat !
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CAP

Issues

Reply

to

an

Editorial

t iticisiiig Some Phases of Its Activity
operated stations, covering the right to
'■.ditor^ Xote: ASCAP, through
switch at the end of any year from
ipt'llic relaiions director. Rohblanket license to per program license,
' L. JJurray. disputes statets in the editorial published in
or vice-versa, was sent to the entire
Xor. 2i issue criticizing cerlist of some 800 unlicensed stations."
The facts are that letters accompanyaspects of current ASCAPing these contracts contained modify',istry affairs. Broadcasting
ing and explanatory paragraphs cover\l-s to its editorial observations,
ing everything requested by both the
ling that ASCAP. at this date.
NAB and Network Affiliates Inc. More
I'l no position to dilly-dally and
than 100 new stations have signed
•f/-. Broadcastixg nevertheASCAP contracts this mouth.
piihlishes herewith in full text
Item No. 4. "ASCAP continues to
Murray's
letter, so that
dilly-dally on publication of a catalog
AP'S side can be presented.
of its works — a sort of telephone diOR, Bboadcastixg :
rectory giving basic information. BMI
m considerably disturbed over got out a catalog nearly a year ago."
The
facts
are that ASCAP has issued
it'irial in Beoadcastixg of Xov.
a catalog for years in card catalog
41.
titled
^-What
About
It
!"
.
.
.
Huson this editorial disturbs me
form. Many stations have not wanted
raise it is entirely contrary to it in that form because of its bulk. Our
ets and no effort -svas made to index department has been working
with this oflBce before the edi- day and night to the end that we can
issue this card catalog and reduce the
appeared in Bkoadcastixg.
[, therefore, be allowed to answer
bulk. A printed catalog would be out
(ditorial item by item in the iu- of date before the stations received
s of fair play and better iinder- same. This is obvious. Anyone desiring
ing between ASCAP and the ra- a printed catalog can obtain same very
ndustry. there being no reason
in theEntries,
form ofPart
the "Catalog
the industry and ASCAP should easily
Copyright
3, Musicalof
onduet their business relations
issued monthly
Government Compilations
would bybe the
in
complete understanding and with Compositions."
it of friendship and cooperation,
partIt one,
"Books."
is the desire of the Society to co'tn
Xo. at1.theTour
states,
trance
souix-eeditorial
for transeripoperate with the broadcasters in every
way in this matter, and we
I is allowed
to lag."
say possible
are sparing neither effort nor expense
jXetwork
Affiliates
Inc.May
askedI AS•to mochfy its transcription policy to put our catalog in workable form
Jto clear at the source only for and kept up to the minute.
t stations as the electrical tranItem No. 5. '"Could it be, broadcasttrion companies may request and
ers are asking, that ASCAP is build■j)
request
transcriiJtions
be
cleared
iQ stations to which they are sent. infringements,
ing up another the
"reservoir'
innocent
better toof deal
with
Iboard of directors of ASCAP
Id to this modification. Mav I fur- unlicensed stations"?" That is utterly
|say that ASCAP had found the ridiculous.
ASCAP
hasn'tsegment
the slightest
desire to deal
with any
of the
I'ight
committee
of
Network
Affiliradio
industry
on
the
basis
of infringe]lnc. most helpful in cooperating
ments. The business policy of the SoI the Society to straighten out acting problems in connection with
cietyallis very
to conduct
of oursimple.
affairs"We
withwishbroadcasticriptions and that complete acother licensees, upon the
exists between the Society and basisers,ofand all
simple honesty in business
copyright committee of Network
and it is our sincere hope that we
ates Inc.
shall never be forced to resort to any
?m No. 2. ''There's no waiver for legal action iu order to protect the
•all pickups on tailormade net- property rights of our members.
have music
been
!s."
for Wherever
the releaserequests
of ASCAP
Your magazine's editorial closes by
saying.there
"Peace
in music
jotball pickups these requests have when
is fair
play. can
Thatreign
goes only
for
granted provided there has been
both sides." May I say that these are
indication that the request from
two sentences in your ediation which was negotiating with the only
with which we are in complete
AP for a contract, and these so- accord. torialThat
is all ASCAP desires.
tailor-made networks will alNew York City, Nov. 26, 1941.
1 find ASCAP willing to work out
Ijance for them on a fair and busi'ike basis. The facts are that AShas leaned over backwards in its MEREDITH WILLSON, Hollywood
1 attitude toward broadcasters in musical director of the weekly NBC
"II to these football broadcasts
Coffee Time, sponsored by General
ill all other matters concerning
i waivers during the process of Foods Corp., is composing a series
act negotiations.
of musical settings for poems of William Blake. First in the series is
m No. 3. "A form of contract
It only for network-managed and titled "TL-i Fly".

OFF-DUTY KNITTING and se-wing by these faminine staff members
of WCKY, Cincinnati, will benefit the American Red Cross. Shown at
the WCKY Red Cross unit, located in a storeroom on the ground floor
of the Hotel Gibson building, are: standing (1 to r), Essie Topmiller,
Sarajane Petty, Olive Kackley, Ann LaHay and Sylvia Rhodes. Seated
(1 to r), Jane Lee Forrest, Jeannette Fuller, Helen Rees, originator of
the unit, Rita Nauman, Billie Jean Murphy, Hazel Kerns and Irma
Z^vygart. Foreground, June Ammon.

^ TREMENDOUS

ACCEPTANCE

GREETS
'miO^NEWS"
Stations enthusiastic over new NBC Recorded
Series that Presents 39 ''Names in the News"
in Person!

• "Who's News especially inter, sting. Will have commercial sponsor within ten days. Please send contracts."
• "Just the type of show we can sell. Have always been successful with five-minute features — and this one is a honey!"
• "Who's News is . . . splendidly done . . . quality outstanding . . . eminently salable."
• HO S NEWS SOLD STARTING TUESDAY."
Comments like these are tj^ical of the many received from radio stations all over the country in
the few short weeks since WHO'S NEWS, new
NBC Recorded Series of 5-minute programs, was
released. For this unique and unprecedented 5minute transcribed show is proving itself tremendously salable to sponsors — because it sells for
sponsors.
In each program, George Romilly chats informally
with one of America's leaders in the arts, sciences,
business, sports, music or the entertainment world.
Rube Goldberg, for instance, describes his invention for getting rid of olive pits at cocktail parties.
Alexander de Seversky tells of America's needs in
aviation. Adiniral Richard E. Byrd — Leopold
Stokowski — Alice Duer Miller — Walter Duranty
— Dr. George Gallup . . . these are only a few of the
personalities!
Write for complete information today!

5000
WATTS
920 Kc

adio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA BIdg., Rodio City, N. Y. • Merchandise Mart, Chicago
Trans-Lux BIdg., Woshinglon, D. C. • Sunsel & Vine, Hollywood

o
EMBER SQN : KARK -tKTBS
- KWKH - WJDX - WMC
.N ATipNAL REPRESJENTATIVE
- - EDWARD^PETRY & CO, .
HOADCASTING
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Smooth

Song

Writers

and

Seek

More

ASCAP

of

Composers
Income

Saleing!

Unionization Measures Are Designed to Obtain
More Protection; ASCAP to Study Plans
BREAKING into action on several organization is sought, Mr. Daru
fronts, several groups of song- stated. Al Lewis and Nelson
writers have apparently seized Cogane, both ASCAP members,
were named temporary chairman
upon settlement of the ASCAPradio controversy to launch cam- and secretary, respectively.
paigns to get increased recognition
Mr. Cogane is also a member of
the SPA committee, appointed by
and
revenue
for
lyricists
and
comWAIR
Irving Caesar, SPA president, to
posers.
The annual membership meet- meet with the group's counsel,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
ing of ASCAP on Dec. 1 will con- John Schulman, to study revision
sider constitutional amendments
of the organizations by-laws. Other
International Radio Sales
proposed by writer members to members are: Stanley Adams,
chairman; Jack Lawrence, Edgar
bring about a "fairer distribution"
of
the
writers'
share
of
the
ASCAP
Leslie, George W. Meyer and John
income.
Redmond, with Mr. Caesar an exA similar group of the Song- officio member.
writers Protective Assn. has caused
Present Formula
appointment of a constitutional
committee in that body, which will
Present method of distribution
WHO
study ways of strengthening the of ASCAP revenue is for
organization, possibly through a the board, after deductions
transformation from an associa(ALONE!)
for operating expenses and retion into a trade union.
serves, to divide the balance 50-50
Plans for Unions
between writer and publisher members, the representatives of each
One songwriters union, the
on the board to determine
American Federation of Songwrit- group
the classification of its members
ers,
has
already
been
formed
by
a
IOWA
plus/
group whose membership includes for the distribution of royalties.
a number of members of ASCAP
Proposed amendment for writers calls for a new method, in
and SPA. Another organization,
planned as an all-inclusive writers which the performances of his
group, representing serious as well works are counted as half and the
as popular composers and with value of his works to the ASCAP
DES MOINES-50,000 WATTS,
members of ASCAP and BMI, SPA
catalog as the other half in estabCLEAR CHANNEL
lishing his rating. This proposal,
and AFS, as well as writers with
no other affiliation, is in the pro- obviously inspired by the BMI syscess of organization.
tem of paying its writers on a performance basis, was submitted by
The last organization expects to
Edgar Leslie, former ASCAP
rectify this situation at its second
meeting Dec. 4, to which all song- board member who resigned from
writers have been invited, accord- the board following its acceptance
of the NBC-CBS contracts.
ing to members of the committee
appointed by the first meeting, held
early in November and attended by
some 90 composers, including both
ASCAP Reporter
ASCAP and non-ASCAP writers.
LATEST personnel addition
With Hy Zaret, BMI writer, as
of W F B L , Syracuse, is
chairman, the meeting discussed
Jacqueline Talley, designated
the
present "precarious''
of
as "ASCAP reporter". Miss
the songwriter
and the needstate
for an
Talley was active in the
organization.
Syracuse U Radio Workshop
Committee members are: Mr.
before graduating in June.
Zaret, Helen Bliss, Redd Evans,
At WFBL she will compile
Henry Katzman, Hans Langfelder,
reports on all use of ASCAP
WCKYI
Robert Sour, Norman Weiser,
taining.
tunes, commercial and susGeorge
Whiting,
Fred
Wise.
50,000 WATTS 1
According to Robert Daru of
CBS PROGRAMS!
Daru & Winter, counsel for the
American Federation of SongwritWDRC. Hartford, is planning to hold
ers, it is designed to obtain the its annual staff Christmas party on
Dec. 19 at a local hotel. Entertainbenefits of collective bargaining.
ment committees now are being formed
Affiliation with a national labor by the staff.
WFBG
We've laid the groundwork;
built an amazing audience;
earned their confidence. Wc
have proof that time on WAIR
makes for SMOOTH SALEING!

ALTOONA,
PA.
• NBC RED AND BLUE
• 250 WATTS
• FULL TIME OPERATION
• RAILROAD SHOPS ON
FULL TIME SCHEDULE

ILLINOISl

WFBG provides the only full coverage of the Altoona trading area.
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Sales management gives Decatur 132 rating for November
prospects. 2nd highest in
State. WSOY covers Decatur
and a big chunk of Illinois —
WSOY - DECATUR

SPECIAL MEDAL from the Br
Post, Veterans of Foreign War;
given W. C. Alcorn (center), j
eral manager of WBNX, New Y
for outstanding promotion
Americanism. At presentation v
(left) Joseph Frank, VFW
county commander, and John J.
Mullen, present commander,
award was made by the local V
at the same time Mr. Alcorn]
ceived the national VFW sc
awarded to the station.
SIGNED

BY ASCAP

Society Reports 1 1 5 Affix
— Signatures in Month
LAST THURSDAY, exactly J t
weeks since the resumption i
ASCAP music by NBC and (}
and somewhat less than that 1 }
since the new station licenses v ^
sent out to all broadcast ,,■
ASCAPcontracts
reportedhave
that been
115 new
tion
sig -i,
which, with the 234 such contr 3
previously negotiated, brings
total to 349.
These, said ASCAP, are all
commercial stations and exi
religious and educational stac
which do not sell time, and alsd
and shortwave stations. Alsd
eluded from these totals are
tions which are currently ii
ASCAP music on a provisii ,1
basis, pending the completion f
their consideration of the var =
forms of license available.
About 10 of these licenses
per-program contracts, ASC ?
said, the remainder all being e
blanket license forms. Stat s
which have signed to date incl e
most of the country's major
lets, it was said, accounting 1
well over 50% of the broadcas .
industry's dollar volume.
H. M. KEVILLE, head of -theCE^
research division, has been (]<•
vice-president
of the New
York ('.\
ter
of the American
Marketing
r
Listening
WATTS
50,000
425,683

Familie

250 W. 1340. Full time.
Sears & Ayer, Reps.
How can we help you?

SOY
BROADCASTING
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.Li

er Bros,^ Stromberg-Carlson

okups on Commercial
FM
Stations
'ERAL commercial FM net- become a 10 kw. commercial FM
programs were announced last station after the first of the
year when its call will become
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge,
ed into the dedicatory cere- W59NY. It will move its transmitter from Sherry Tower, Long Is■les for the new 10 kw. transland City, to the Chanin Bldg. in
■r of W71NY, New York FM
mid-town Manhattan.
ijict of WOR, Nov. 30, by sponZenith Radio Corp., Chicago, has
g a half-hour program broad8-8:30 p.m., not only on that bought the 8:30-8:45 period of the
but over the entire group
WOR dedication on the seven-sta3ven FM stations linked for
tion hookup for a musical program
jccasion.
placed direct.
The Hat Style Council of New
ogram, a half-hour recorded
on of the Burns & Allen Show
York is taking the 9:30-9:45 p.m.
Swan soap, regularly broad- pei-iod of the W71NY dedication
en NBC-Red, originated at show on a seven station hookup.
lY, which fed it to W2XMN,
Ine, for rebroadcast. The trans- Program features Henry L. Jackson, men's fashion editor of Colion from Alpine was picked
ind rebroadcast by W53PH,
lier's, and was placed through
Campbell-Ewald Co. of New York.
Ldelphia, and W65H, Hartford.
j(Hartford broadcast, in turn, The Socony- Vacuum Oil Corp., New
I picked up by W43B, Boston, York, has bought 9:45-10 p.m. on
this station's broadcast finally W71NY hookup through J. Sterling
;ed to W39B, Mt. Washington,
Getchell Inc., New York.
W47A, Schenectady,
CBS announced last week that its
rst FM commercial program to New York FM station, W67NY,
^rried by a relay of more than would begin regular operations
Istations, the show was placed Dec. 1, with broadcasts from 3 to
|roung & Rubicam, New York,
6 p.m. and from 7 to 10 p.m. scheduled Monday through Saturday.
Netan
Americ
by
sold
«'jwas
sales organization for a numEach afternoon and evening three.
ni FM stations
hour period opens and closes with
a quarter-hour newscast, the reStromberg Series
mainder of the programs being musical, chiefly recorded. No network
S.romberg-Carlson Telephone
_:. Co., Rochester, on Nov. 28 programs are included in the FM
schedule. Originating in the CBS
^ed sponsoring on W65H, FM
Bldg. at 485 Madison Ave., the
^ion in Hartford, rebroadcasts
company's five-a-week series FM programs are carried by high
|!VQXR, standard broadcast sta- fidelity wires to the network's
in New York. Program, Treas- transmitter atop the Salmon Tower
of Music, broadcast 7:30-8 at 500 Fifth Ave.
on WQXR, Monday through
av. is now being sent by wire
Kiggins in Hospital
2XQR, FM station of WQXR,
V to W2XMN, Alpine. The re- KEITH KIGGINS, sales manager
Idcast of the latter FM sta- of NBC's Blue network, entered
Massachusetts General Hospital,
i is picked up and rebroadcast
Boston, last week for observation
for arthritis.
i|w65H.
nee W2XQR and W2XMN are
jerimental stations, they are car- CORXELIUS W. VAN VOORHIS.
g the series without charge, who does the identifying voice on the
XBC-Blue March of Time, sponsored
sponsor paying only for WQXR
by Time Magazine, is narrator for a
W65H, one AM and one FM
series of educational pictures of the
jiion.
T'. S. Navy, released recently.
jast Friday, McCann-Erickson,
If York, agency for the sponsor,
negotiating with American
hwork, representative of the
,pard FM stations, W43B, Bosand W39B, Mt. Washington,
|»rding inclusion of these stas in the FM hookup.
IpXQR already has a CP to
AnnTenna says'
Whats a^ood day to sell
New Yorkers? Any day...
so lor>^ asil'sWINSday/
(My days are your \ (
IJays - wiik hot spots \9 \/O
\spotied all around
\foryou/j

w/th

CIRCUIT
GENERAL

iOADCASTING
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Bond Bonus
JOHN A. KENNEDY, president of West Virginia Network, hasChristmas
announced
a special
prosperity
bonus in the form of Defense
Bonds and Stamps equal to
a month's salary, for employes of WCHS, Charleston,
WPAR, Parkersburg, and
WBLK, ditional
Clarksburg.
adbonus, equal An
to \%
for each year of service, also
will be given. Employes with
less than bonds
a year'sand
service
will
receive
stamps

Sponsor

DESIGN
® ELECTRIC
160-17

Advertising

equal to one-twelfth the salary paid during the calendar
year up to Dec. 15, 1941.
FIRST SPONSOR on W67C, new
FM outlet of WBBM, Chicago,
G. T. Pushman Jr. sales promotion
manager of Pushman Bros. (Chicago rug dealer), flips the switch
that brings the station on the air
while J. Kelly Smith, CBS radio
sales manager, looks on.
Ernie Smith to WBBB
ERNIE SMITH, formerly of the
sales staff of WBIG, Greensboro,
N. C, has been appointed head of
the commercial department of
WBBB, Burlington, N. C, according to E. Z. Jones, managing director of the new 1,000-watt daytime station which recently went
on the air. Mr. Jones announced
addition of Paul Huddleston, formerly of WGRC, Louisville, as program director relieving Miss Paul
Faulconere, new to radio, who will
continue to be in charge of traffic;
and the naming of William Sandefur, formerly in charge of interplant broadcasting at the Hercules
Powder Plant in Radford, Va., as
chief of the WBBB announcing
staff. WBBB operates on 920 kc.
Murphy Adds
MURPHY PRODUCTS Co., Burlington, Wis. (livestock feeds) ,
sponsors
of "Barnyard
for a half-hour
on the Jamboree"
Saturday
night National Barn Dance on
WLS, Chicago, has added three
Minnesota network stations to the
program: KYSM, Mankato; KROC,
Rochester; KFAM, St. Cloud. Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago, placed the
account.
Army Officers Talk
AN ADDRESS over WBT, Charlotte, N. C, was to be made Nov.
30 by Major General Oscar W.
Griswold, commander of the 4th
Army Corps and one is scheduled
to be made by Lt. General Hugh A.
Drum, commander of the 1st Army
on Dec. 4. The high ranking officers were scheduled to broadcast
following
completion
of the Carolina Maneuver
activities.
Decca Signs Waring
FRED WARING last week signed a
new contract with Decca Records, ending a 10-year
period recordings
during which
he refused
to combine
with
radio
perfromanees.
T'nder
the
new
agreement Waring will make several
albums of arrangements most requested by his radiii listeners. When AVaring first went on the air with his
Pennsylvanians he stuiiped maliing
recordings, feeling they would put
him in competitimi witli himself a>s a
radio attraction.

WKRC

Signs Waite Hoyt

For Sports Play-by-Play
WAITE HOYT, former big league
pitching star, with the New York
Yankees, has been signed by
WKRC, Cincinnati, to handle playby-play baseball broadcasts next
spring, mentaccording
to anbyannouncelast Thursday
Hulbert
Taft Jr., WKRC general manager.
Hoyt will come to WKRC after the
first of the year to start broadcasting anightly sport show. Since
retiring from baseball in 1937, he
has been broadcasting sports in
New York on WOR.
General Manager Taft also announced that Dick Nesbitt, former All-American and professional
football star with the Chicago
Bears, who has done play-by-plav
football for WKRC during the last
season and is featured on several
other studio programs, will work
with Mr. Hoyt in the broadcast
booth during the coming baseball
season.
CBS Video Applications
CBS has applied to the FCC for
another 30-day extension of the
special temporary authorization
for program test operations, under
which WCBW,
the New
network's
vision station in
York, telehas
been functioning since July 1, with
regular 30-day extensions.
CBS also has asked the FCC for
more time to complete the provisions of its new construction permit, due to technical reasons in
connection
in
channel. with WCBW's change
NBC Holiday Discs
IN ADDITION to the annual production by VBCCarol",
Thesaurus
Dickeu's
"Christmas
station ofsubscribers
are offered two holiday specials. "The
Christmas ter-hours
Calendar"
13 quardesigned forseries
dailyof jirogramming and offerable either on a iiartieipation basis or for exclusive sponsorsliip.
and fantasy
"Santa combining
Claus Ridesmusic
Again",
lialf-hour
and
drama. First series, released by the
NBC Radio-Recording
combines Christmas music Division,
with holiday
entertainment helps as recipes and
suggestions for parties.
Ziv in New York
NEW YORK offices of Frederic AV.
M.-ulison
direction
of
Ziv
Inc. Ave.,
have under
been the
opened
at 4^.")
.John L. Sinn, vice-president. ^Ir. Siuu,
formerly witli WIAV. Cincinnati, has
lieeu witii the firm seven years. The
new ottice will serve as production
headcpiarters for Ziv programs a\id
will handle eastern sales.
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Worth
Feature Programs
New York, and other transcn ,
manufacturers backed up his-:
Los Angeles Advertising
complimenting
the itsindustry
sentatives, staged
annual r'H
Day luncheon at the Biltmore
on Tuesday. Mr. Miller, as p:'
pal
speaker, indiscussed
"Radio Ei
vertising
the Present

Ask us about the recent
impartial survey of wire
services by an important radio station showing "INS
leading by wide margin".
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

SCANNING LONG-TERM BMI contract at the 16th District meeting
of the NAB held November 24 at the Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel, is
this group of industry executives (1 to r): Tom Sharpe, owner of
KFSD, San Diego, Cal.; Clyde Scott, sales manager of KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles, and acting chairman; Neville Miller, NAB president;
Calvin T. Smith, manager of KFAC, Los Angeles; C. Merwin Dobyns,
owner of KGER, Long Beach, Cal.; Henry Maizlish, manager of KFWB,
Hollywood; Charles A. Storke, manager of KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal.

Defense
WRVA

and

Disc

Discussions

Feature

COVERS

NAB
District Meetings on West Coast
uled for December include : District
RADIO'S importance in national
defense, as well as specific industry
17, Dec. 1, Heathman Hotel, Portland, Ore., Dec. 2, Washington
problems
including
Federal
reguAND NORFOLK
Athletic Club, Seattle; District 14,
lation and legislation, music copyDec. 8-9, Albany Hotel, Denver;
right licensing and possible court
action against ASCAP publishers
District 11, Dec. 11-12, Hotel NicolIN VIRGINIA!
let, Minneapolis; District 9, Dec.
by transcription production units,
15-16, Palmer House, Chicago. The
were
discussed
by
representatives
50,000 WATTS
of the 16th District of NAB at a District 3 meeting, which would
..j. , COLUMIIA ANO MUTUAL NETWOIKI
conclude the 17-raeeting circuit, has
two-day meeting at Los Angeles'
, fAul K lATMii io, katiohai itnitiujtmi
not been schedule, but is not to be
Biltmore Hotel Nov. 24-25.
held until after the first of the
The second Pacific Coast meeting.
District 15, was held Friday and
Group Sessions
Saturday, Nov. 28-29, at the FairNeville Miller, NAB president,
mont Hotel, San Francisco. Re- year.
was principal speaker at the Los
maining district meetings schedAngeles 16 general meeting. Clyde
Scott, KFI-KECA, Los Angeles,
sales manager, presided in the
absence of Harrison Holliway, disNEVER
trict director.
Group sesions were held Tuesday
by sales managers and program dimETRACKEDI
rectors-news editors. Latter session was conducted by Ed Kirby,
NAB public i-elations director, now
on leave as civilian head of the radio branch of the Army Bureau of
Public Relations. Sales managers
sessions was led by Charles A.
Storke, manager of KTMS, Santa
Barbara, Cal., with Frank E. PelTHAT'S WHY POSTAL
legrin, NAB director of broadcast
TELEGRAMS ARE FIRST
advertising, as speaker.
Under fire was the mechanical
CHOICE
AMERICA'S
GIGANTICOF TRUCKING
rights clause in the ASCAP contract, providing licensing of music
INDUSTRY
for recording on a one-year basis.
EXPERIENCE
Jerry King, co-owner of Standard
No delays when you
§
Radio, Hollywood, warned against
CJOR's many Christmas
"Ship
by
Truck."
signing with the Society before this
services
to the com- §
Prompt, efficient serphase was settled in favor of a
vice! And that'sInduswhat
the
Trucking
munity
make
it the §
longer period. He insisted that
try wants when sendmost -listened -to station
transcription producers be given
why ingwith
telegrams.trucking
That's
longer protection for their investat this heavy buying
companies — as with
ment. C. P. MacGregor, Hollywood
many
of
America's
largest
business
firms
—
Postal
Telegraph
transcrption producer, Ralph C.
period.
gets
call! Try
Postal the
— today!
Wentworth,
president of LangRICHMOND

Vancouver— B. C.
Nat. Rep.: J. H. McGillvra
H. N. Stovin, (Canada)
600 K. C.
1000 Watts

gency", and Mr. Pellegrin, •']
as an Advertising Medium". 1
Moore, NBC Western division
network sales manager, and j
dent of the Ad Club, pre;
Harry W. sales
Witt, manager,
CBS SouCalifornia
chairman of the day, with C
J. Smith, manager of KFAC,
Angeles, host.
Attended by 73 broadcaster;
District 13 meeting in Dallas ?
19-20 took formal action sup
ing the pending Sanders Bill i
vise the Communications Act
proposed
BMI licenses
stand
of the8-year
Federation
of Wo]
Clubs opposing the FCC
monopoly regulations, and reK,
the industry policy of prov'
free time to promote nationa;
f ense. The meeting also commi
the work of Mrs. Dorothy
and the Radio Council of Chile
Programs "for their outstai
accomplishments on behalf o,
radio industry'', and authc
creationtheofdistrict
a 3-man
comn'
within
to arrang
more effective handling of nal
defense news and features
Army camps.
The attendance list at the
trict 16 meeting in Los Angek
eluded:
John Merino, KTOC ; Burridge D. !
KOY-KTUC-WLS; John A. Reilly,
L. W. McDowell, KFOX ; John |
Driscoll, Pearl Vorheea and Gladl
KRKD
Clyde Scott,
Glan Bernard
Heisch, ™
Felix, ;Dorothy
Roe and
KFI-KECA; Harry Maizlish, Jack 0)
and E. C. Hughes, KFWB; Don W.
burgh and Harry W. Witt, KNX; I
Dobyns,
John A.andDobyns,
Wynn
A. Soberman
Jay E.LeeTapp,
Thomas E. Sharp and John Bi
KFSD; Ernest L. Spencer, KVOE.
Calvin J. Smith and Vern A. Lin
KFAC
: Charles
KTMS"
Thornton,
KXO; A.BenStorKe,
S. McGlasha
jjuKe JnancocK, Kijr J ; Don Hi. L'
luew Frost, Tracy Moore and Jtl
Pierce,
Louis KMPC;
F. Kroeck,
Walter B.NBC;
Davidson,
John
erman, KPAS; Frank Burke, KVFD
Lee, Maury
Burns,
KFXM;A. L.Vroman
Sigman and
and Geoj*
RoK
Reynolds,
KMPC. and Frank E. Pes
Neville Miller
NAB;Powers,
Ed Kirby,
Department;
J.
ASCAPWar; Leonard
D. CJand E. J^ Gough, SESAC ; Harry
and Carl Haverlin, BMI; Gerald;
Standard Radio; C. P. MacGregor; i
Wentworth, Lang-Worth; Pat Ca
World
Broadcasting
System
; DanSpa;M'.
Raymond
Spector
Adv.
; Hale
Bernie
Earle Ferris
Associates;
of California; Kenneth Gapen, U. S.
of Agriculture ; Robert F. Schuetz,
Jack Frost, RCA; Carleton Covenyf
Blair & Co. ; Homer Griffith, Howai
son Co.; J. Leslie Fox, Paul H. Rayr
The attendance list at the
19-20 District 13 meeting in Jl
included:
\
Jack Keasler, WOAI; Burton
KTEM; M E. Danbom, KGKB; J
Mitchell Jr., Roosevelt Properties ;
Washingtont

festal
L ^
Telegraph
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• Broadcast

Adverti

I
KKBC ; Ken Lowell Sibson, Tayloronowden:
Roy KROD;
Bacus, WBAP-KGKO
H. Tucker.
Ray Bright. ;
• Charles B. Meade. Texas State
-k • Glenn Hewitt. KPAC ; John G.
KGNC: Lofton Hendrick, KRRV ;
Drake. WRR : Lewis O. Seibert,
Frank O. Myers. Thomas DillaKCMC: C. B. Locke, KFDM; James
ironey. Alex Keese. WFAA-KGKO;
Dixon, KRGV; H. A. Hutchinson,
elt Properties; James R. Curtis,
Martin Campbell. WFAA-WBAPGuv W. Bradford. KRGV ; Willard
ne. KTSM: Jim Pate, Lone Star
Eugene A.
J. Roth.
KONOKRLD
; Clyde
Remrt^illiam
Roberts,
: Archie
KRGV; O. L. Taylor. KGNC.
Thorwald. KAND; Karl O. Wyler.
Lonnie Preston. KGKL; Charlie
■,. Howard
John BlairH. Wilson
& Co.; Co.
Howard
H.
; Claude
e, NBC Thesaurus; Herbert Denny,
rd Radio; Gus Hagenah, SESAC;
Weis.
Leonard D.NAB;
CalSESACLang-Worth;
; F. E. Pellegrin,
Wentworth. Lang-Worth; A. C. Et'JLBC: Neville Miller, NAB; Dan
•s, Raymond
Spector Advertising
Ed Lally, WBAP-KGKO; Kern
WPRC ; Irvin Gross. WFAA-WBAPDwight Bourn, Hugh A. L. Halff,
George W. Johnson. KTSA ; Ken
re, WBAP-KGKO;
Ed Zimmerman,
Carl Haverlin, BMI.
)ld Hough, George Cranston, A. M.
I, WBAP-KGKO ; Claude Mills,
Hemby, ASCAP ; Arthur H. BeckAMP ; Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, Radio
il)ept.;
on Children's
Programs;
Kirby,H.
Sheldon Hickox
Jr., EdNBC;
ckhart, KEYS; B. F. Orr, KTRH;
y Escoe. KTBC; Roy G. Terry, KOCA;
ilasterson. United Press; J. C. West,
Russell Bennitt, KXOX; Major
1 Kent, War Dept.

, Mankato, Minn., Nov. 30 will
Icribe Christmas Greetings from
its to Army camp trainees with
jjloth Coast Artillery unit sta1 at Kodiak Island, Alaska. A
-hour period has been set aside
he transcriptions which will be
ed to Alaska and played the
of Dee, 24 over the military
3 public address system.
([V, Cincinnati, is carrying a series
>ur promotional programs, heard
esdays, featuring food for Christigifts.
Titledaround
'No Greater
the
Is is built
music Gift,
by Bill
Is and the WLW string ensemble,
Brown, vocalist, and poetry by
Riss,
JMPTLY upon the outbreak of
pptive mine situation, WGHS,
lleston,special
and events
the West
"Virginia
[pork
division
disced Harold Miller, news editor,
len Given, special events man, to
|:t on developments. Catching naps
rns a man was awake at all times
ther news to be relayed to the
'S news room.
F and WEOA. reversing the
_ process of carrying live or trani'ed programs from Army camps is
l each week sending Camp Shelby,
ise on the PA system in the mess
' a including
15-minutesports,
recording
news with
from local
the
_ Ns industrial plants, gossip, etc.
[iscription is first aired over
|M and suggestions from the publire solicited.

lere's
been something
here!a
low MUTUAL
and BLUEadded
assures
lus audience all the time.
K I. wait.t, II.iMHKtoirirunMutt«uucum
a 1 an
»"^■■u^Kxtm«»•
injunk rwusartm
CKSONVILLE

^OADCASTING

FOR THE FOURTH consecutive
year, Fred E. Cooper, pioneer oil
field equipment manufacturer, has
signed to sponsor broadcasts of the
Tulsa Ice Oilers hockey games over
KVOO. Here Mr. Cooper (left),
discusses the latest series with Willard Egolf, KVOO commercial
manager, center, and Oscar Payne,
of the Watts-Payne agency,
handling the account.
WSPD. Toledo, introduces nationally
prominent speakers who address the
Toledo Town Hall each Saturday
morning from its studios. The lectures
are given in the Esquire Theatre but
announcers from the station introduce
the speakers via direct line. The system was adopted when the former
moderator of the hall. Dr. Walton E.
Cole, moved to Boston. The station
broadcasts a quarter-hour program
from the Town Hall luncheons immediately following the talks.
WLS, Chicago, through its annual
Christmas Neighbors Club will this
year purchase medical inhalators for
distribution to children's hopitals,
orphanages and similar institutions.
Listeners' contributions to the club in
past years total $33,676.
WITH Mayor James G. Stewart
again as m.c, WCKY. Cincinnati, will
conduct its second annual Christmas
party, Christmas morning, for underprivileged children
of thewith
city a and
suburbs as Hotel
Gibson
portion
of the program broadcast. Toys and
funds for the party will again be furnished by WCKY listeners.
A. E. JOSCELYN, general manager
of WBT, Charlotte, every Thanksgiving serves a turkey dinner to members of his staff who cannot get home
for
the were
holiday.
at this Sandy
year's
dinner
: NewGuests
Announcer
Becker, Pageboys John Riggsbee and
Bill Kerr, and Frances O'Daniel, program department.

FORMERLY heard from 10:30-11
p.m., Friday Night at Fort Bragg,
dance and variety pick-up from the
nation's
largest
ArmyRaleigh,
post will
be
heard over
WPTF,
N. C,
and WFNC, Fayetteville. N. C, each
Friday rectly
from
9-9 dance
:30 p.m.
difrom the
floorBroadcast
of the main
post's service club, last week's show
presented Vocalists Corp. Dick Conrad (Jan Savitt's orchestra) and Private Sunny Stockton (Fitch Bandwagon) plus a comedy interview with
Buddy Lewis, star infielder of the
Washington
Senators,
selectee, and several
visitinga recent
girl dancing
partners from nearby Carolina towns.
Script was written by Private Lloyd
Shearer, WFNC, Fayetteville, and was
announced by Private Charles Batson
(WFBC, GreenviUe, S. C).
KDYL. Salt Lake City, starting last
week, is providing a special news
service for employes at Salt Lake
City's
30-million
Smallprepared
Arms
Ammunition
plant. dollar
Bulletins,
from UP reports, are about three minutes in length and sent in by teletype to the plant and there broadcast
at
frequent
intervals over the PA system.

HEiu Encinno
They Put
680

It At
and

They Stay PUT!
This is not just an idle claim,
but a fact based on an exhaustive study of radio listening habits in the Merrimack
Valley area. Write for complete
information and learn why so
many advertisers are making
land.
WLAW a "MUST" in New Eng-

WXYZ, Detroit,, on Nov. 20 carried
an exclusive play-by-play broadcast
of the annual Goodfellows' Bowl
Thanksgiving Day football classic for
the city high school championship. Gate
receipts, along with commercial time
payments, made by the Automobile
Club of Michigan, went to the Detroit
Old Newsboys Goodfellow Fund, with
WXYZ providing free broadcast time
and the services of Commentator
Harry Wismer and Walter O. Briggs,
owner of the Detroit Tigers baseball
team, providing free use of Briggs
Stadium. The game attracted 30,715
fans.

LAWRENCE, MASS.
5000 WATTS • 680 KC.

WSB, Atlanta, weekly Parent-Teacher
Assn., programs, Saturday 10 :15 a.m.,
now has listener groups formed
throughout Georgia. Program is followed by a group discussion.
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL
—

NOVEIVIBER

KXA, Seattle, Wash. — Denied petition for
i-ehearing against action 10-14-41 re KOB.
WJZ, New York — Denied petition for rehearing against KOB action.
NEW, Hughes Productions, Division of
Hughes Tool Co., Los Angeles — Granted CP
new FM station 44.9 mc. 7,000 sq. mi.
NEW. United Broadcasting Co., Cleveland— Placedfileapplication
in pending
under Ordernew79. FM station
MISCELLANEOUS— KTHS, Hot Springs,
Ark., designated for hearing application
assignment license to Southland Radio
Corp., credesignated
hearing
applic. inase 50 kw N & Dforinstall
new transmitter
directional (jointly with transfer applic.
hearing) casting
: NEW,
Cuyahoga
Co., Cleveland,
and Valley
NEW, BroadLake
Shore Broadcasting Corp., Cleveland, continued consolidated hearing to 1-22-42.
NOVEMBER 28
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, WilkesBarre Broadcasting Corp., Wilkes-Barre.
Pa., granted motion amend application recorporate structure, retain in hearing
docket ; NEW, Southwestern Mich. Broadcasting Corp., Kalamazoo, Mich., granted
motion amend application remove from
hearing docket : KWKW, Pasadena, Cal.,
granted petition amend applic. modific.
CP to 1430 kc. remove from hearing docket ;
NEW, WBAM Inc., Birmingham, Ala.,
granted extension for all parties for filing
proposed findings to 12-15-41 ; KRBC, Abilene, Tex., WQBC, Vicksburg, Miss., NEW,
San Jacinto Broadcasting Co., Houston.
Tex., granted continuance consolidated
hearing to 2-12-42.
Applications . . .
NOVEMBER 26
NEW, Pittsburgh Radio Supply House.
Pittsburgh — Amend application CP new
FM station 46.5 mc. 8,400 sq. mi.
W57A, Schenectady — Modification CP new
FM station 48.5 mc. 6,600 sq. mi.
WCLE, Cleveland — Amend application
CP change 640 kc 50 kw unl. directional
D & N new transmitter.
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C. CP new transmitter directional D & N change 640 kc
increase 50 kw.
Tentative Calendar . . .
WGST, Atlanta, license renewal (Dec. 1).
NEW, Lake Shore Broadcasting Co.,
Cleveland, CP new station 1300 kc 5 kw
unl. directional D & N ; NEW, Cuyahoga
Valley Broadcasting Co., Cleveland, CP
new station 1300 kc 1 kw D (consolidated
hearing, Jan. 22).
Radio Posts in Army
EXAMINATION for high-speed radio equipment operators held early
this year has failed to produce enough
eligibles for the Army Signal Service,
according to the Civil Service Commision. To secure men for 200 posts
now open, the Commission is modifying original requirements and the
examination
is o'len until further
notice.
• December

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

Decisions . . .
NOVEMBER 25
NEW, Bartlesville Broadcasting Co.,
BartlesTille. Okla. — Granted CP new station 1400 kc 250 w unl.
NEW, Brainerd-Bemidji Broadcasting:
Co.. Brainerd, Minn. — Granted CP new station 1400 kc 250 w unl.
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich.— Granted CP
increase 5 kw N directional changes.
KEVR, Seattle, Wash.— Granted extension special authorization.
KRKO, Everett, Wash.— Granted extension special authorization.
WAIT, Chicago — Dismissed petition for
rehearing against action of 9-30-41.
WDBO, Orlando — Granted moton dismiss
rehearing petition against action of 9-3-41.
KWLK, Longview, Wash. — Placed in
pending
file under Order 79 applic. transfer control.
KOB, Albuquerque — Extended special
service authorization to 1-9-42. FCC chief
engineer
to conduct tests with KOB, KXA,
WJZ.
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PARTICULARLY suited climatically for experimental (Jesign and development ofradio equipment, the 55-year-old Johnson Castle at Rutland.
Vt., has been purchased by Herbert L. Wilson, New York consulting radio
engineer, as a laboratory. Located where there is less static due to a
short summer season, the castle will house transmitting equipment for
analysis of station operation in confined areas; a study will be made of
skywave propogation at close range, and special radio equipment will be
tested for use in national defense. The ground is now undergoing alteration for construction of both directional antenna relay systems and
ordinary single element radiators, while renovations are in progress for
special living quai'ters for engineers.
ACA Renews With WHN
Gimther's Plans
IF JOHN GUNTHER, foreign corRENEWAL of its contract with
respondent, author and news comWHN, New York, was signed
mentator, retui-ns to this country
eai'ly in November by Amerifrom London before Christmas, he
can Communications Assn. (CIO),
will substitute on MBS for Raycovering technicians and supermond Gram Swing, while the latter
visors of the station. In ad- takes his annual three-week vacadition to a renewal of the closed
tion. Plans call for Gunther to arshop clause and standard ACA conrive in New York by Clipper Dec.
ditions, the contract provides for 15, although he is now trying to
$8 a week immediate raise for
permission to visit Russia, and
technicians, ranging from a weekly get
.$47.50 for beginners to $70 per if successful, will not make the
week for employes of five years or trip. Swing is heard Mondays
Thursdays, 10-10:15 p.m.,
more standing. Supervisors, receiv- through
on Mutual under sponsorship of
ing a $10 weekly raise, will receive
up to $80 a week after five years or General Cigar Co., New York.
more with the station. ACA also
A NEW NIGHTLY sponsored proreported that it had signed a congram. Penny
is heardclub
in cotract with WBNX, New York, covoperationParade,
with a service
on
ering both announcers and tech- CJRC. Winnipeg, to raise funds for
nicians. The pact covers a two-year
Milk asked
for Britain's
Babies.
Listeners
period and calls for wage increases
are
to send in
one penny
for
of 171/2%.
each year of their age.

Wetwork fKccoi,
All Hme EST unless otherwise irj I
New Business
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co.. ,
nati (Ivory soap flakes), on i
starts Hap Hazard on seven ' .
cific stations expanding .Ian. :.i ,
unnamed
number
coast-to-c-oast,
Tues.. of CBS i
(EST I Agency:
and Thurs..
0:1.".-!J:
(PSTj.
Compton
Ad
Renewal Accounts
AMERICAN
TOBACCO C
York (Lucky Strikes), on Dc
news for 1.3 weeks Kaij K.j/si
lege of Musical Knowledge
NBC-Red .stations. Wed., 10- 1
Agency : Lord & Thomas, N. i
CONTINENTAL BAKING <
York (Wonder Bread), on l)i ■
newsCBSfor stations,
13 weeks Thurs.,
Maudie's7 :30Li 1.
47
lebroadcast 11 :30-12 midnight, j
cy : Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
COLONIAL DAMES Inc., Hoi
(cosmetics), on Dec. 19 renewweeks
the Woman,
on - .
Pacific Find
stations,
Fri., 9:55-lijj
Angeles.
Agency : Glasser, Galley & C^ ;
GENERAL
FOODSon Corp.,
( Sanka Coffee),
Jan. Ne'
1 ;
William L. Shirer for 13 weeks^
CBS stations, Sun. 5 :45-6 p.m;
cy : Young & Rubicam, N. Y. '
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cm
(Jergens Lotion), on Dec. 28
for 52 weeks Jergens Journan
Walter Winchell, on 72 NBC
stations. Sun. 9-9 :1.5 p.m., rebrt
on 21 Pacific Coast Red statioj
12 :15 a.m. Agency : Lennen & M
N. Y.
ANDREW/ JERGENS Co., Cii^
(Woodbury soap), on Dec. 28
for 52 weeks, Parker Family,
N^C-Blue stations. Sun. 9::
p.m., rebroadcast on 21 Pacifi<
Red stations, 12:15-12:30 a.m
cy: Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cii
(Woodbury face cream, powd
Dec. 31 renews for 13 weeks
iures of Thin Man on 46
stations. Wed., 8-8 :30 p.m., r
cast Tues. 12-12 :30 a.m. on 20
Coast Red stations. Agency :
& Mitchell, N. Y.
Network Changes
Seltzer), LABS.,
on Nov. Elkhart,
29 added Ind."
11 i
MILES
(KELO WBOW WGBF 1
KIDO KGIB KPFA KRBM J
KSEL KTFI) to MationaU
Dance, making a total of 67'
Agency
: Wade Saturdays
Adv. Agency,
Red stations,
at 9-~.C.

More than 2 1 ,000 Lapp Porcelain Compression cones have gone into service. They
range from tiny 3" cones for pipe masts to
the large units shown above and recently
installed in the new WABC transmitter. In
the history of these insulators, covering
more than 20 years, we have never heard of a
tower failure due to failure of a Lapp porcelain part. Reason enough to specify
'."Lapp" for tower footing insulators.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.

J, 1941

This siant base insulator
supports one corner of the
new WABC
towerPeanowIsland,
operating on Little
New York.

FOR SKUMTY IN
ANTENNA STRUCTURE INSULATORS
BROADCASTING

Beverage Test \
YO SEMITE BEVERAGr
San Francisco (Cleo Cola),*
radio for the first time, rs
started a 13-week test car^
using one minute transcribee ip
five times weekly on KJE
KYA, San Francisco. If th^
paign proves successful the ^
probably will extend to otht
kets on the Coast. Agency ; & Thomas, San Francisco.

ARTURO TOSCANINI. mak
initial appearance of the seasi
the NBC symphony orchestra < I
6, will conduct Johann Strauss m
"Beautiful Blue Danube"' for t f
time in his career. Maestro T i"
will conduct the NBC Symphm I"
Dec.
9:30-10:30
behalf 6 ofand
the 13,
Treasury
bond em]■ ■
• Broadcast

Advert ii

^1

RCA Shortwave Chess
MFG. Co., Camden, on Nov. 25
ed Jose Raul Capablauca, former
1-champion chess player, in a seof quarter-hour talks on chess,
least in Spanish on NBC shortstations AVRCA and WNBI and
WBOS, Westinghouse interna1 station in Boston. Talks will be
waved to Latin America Tuesday
Thursday evenings, 7 :45-8, in the
est of Victor records. Business
placed direct.

Patriotic Gesture
AS A PATRIOTIC service to the
Eighth Pursuit Squadron of the U. S.
Air Force, at Lindley Field near
Greensboro, N. C, and other military
groups in the area which are without
a band, WBIG devotes two minutes
daily, beginning at 4 :45 p.m., to sounding retreat and playing the national
anthem.
SHERWOOD DURKIN, formerly
with WCBS, Springfield, 111., has been
added to the news announcing staff
of WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Situation

SALES AND MERCHANDISING
EXECUTIVE
Ten years with highly successful
basic network station in major
market seeks greater responsibilities. 41, married, family, highest
recommendations from national
agency and advertising field.
Broadcast experience. Could assume full responsibility. Full details on request. Box 197A,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted

STATION MANAGER
Live, aggressive, unusually
versatile. Twelve years' complete management experience, covering all departments, including FCC and
industrial phases. Demonstrated local and national
sales ability.
Box 161A, BROADCASTING.

CLASSIFIED
Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other clatsifications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted
ted Immediately — Combination anjncer operator. Salary, experience,
inability first letter. Box 196A,
OADCASTING.
jted — First class announcer. State exjl-ience, references, salary expected first
iter.
Broadcasting Station,
mroe, Liner's
La.
ted — Announcers, Engineers, Salesmen,
I; positions leading to staff of new 1000tiTING.
station in East. Box 191A, BROADid— forAggressive,
high-type
sober central
saleslocal station
in north
M'c'ite.
Fine
opening,
wonderful
opportuy. Box 187A, BROADCASTING.
s Announcer
— Must
be experienced,
aerate, and have
outstanding,
distinctive
le. Tell whole story in first letter, iniding salary expected. Box 193A,
^OADCASTING.
itad Immediately — Two top-flight anluncevs for network affiliate in Southstern max'ket. State all details and
^;aft
status first letter. Box 190A,
IROADCASTING.
' looncer-Program Man — Capable of haning remotes, news, commercials, daily
? and scouting live talent programs.
, ; 3n-network station in West. Include
, r ferences, snapshot, experience, all deils. Box 184A, BROADCASTING.
'rd Men, Experienced And Assistants —
ax recordists, matrix electroformers,
essmen, compounding and mill room pojjjtions
in Northern
New applicatons
Jersey and
jlicinityopen
of Boston.
Written
Illy. POmSETTIA, INC., PITMAN, N. J.
\(Licensed) — ^That
i
\
4 OperatorAnnouncer
' eek,
.50 month
(salary
and have
over-time)
hr.
will obtain. Must
good 50voice,
•nail
station,
western
city.
Give
referices and experience first letter. Box
7^ :3A, BROADCASTING.
■li kram Director-Production Manager —
' I, 'etwork station in large Georgia city.
; ipplicants must have creative ability.
l:iod opportunity for man able to direct
. iiaff and not afraid of work himself.
I lOuld be able make personal interview,
and
is Al Box
unless your
applyinvestigatio
$35 weekly.
nn'tstand
n. credit
^, 2A, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted

ten years' experience
1- H ansmitter, married,
studio equipment
)n, operation and maintenance;construcTransdio, announce. Box 182A, BROADASTING.

erienced— Continuity Writer— Program
pecialties and Announcing.
College eduition. Desires change.
Box 189A,
BOADCASTING.
You Use An Unusual Announcer? —
xcellent experience and background.
serving ,notice.
M°7 allf.'^Ployed
phases inandradio-news
sports,Qualispo
al events — desire
location in
or near
altimore or Washington, will
consider
orthwhile offer elsewhere. Will arrange
audition.
jrIllpersonal
prove aninterview
asset toanda live
real station,
ox 188A, BROADCA
STING.
ROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Challenging Station — Department store, or
agency copy-writing post by young woman, 28, college degree. Four years intensive experience as continuity chief. Ready
for genuine opportunity. Box 185A,
BROADCASTING.
Sports Announcer And Special Events Man
— Nowlent employed,
desires change.
background, outstanding
record.ExcelBox
176A, BROADCASTING.
Manager Or Program Director — About Jan.
1. Young, energetic. Best references.
Now employed in large station. Prefer
Mid-West. Box 178A, BROADCASTING.
Nationally Known Health Broadcaster —
Scientist, author, seeks commercial sponsor after eight years government sponsorship. Prefer high grade foods, drugs,
cosmetics or similar account. Cavender
Service, 1131 Loyola, Chicago.
"Voice
Of Uncommon
Sense"under
— Ten years
broadcasting
experience
other
name. Open for sponsor who can use
psychological, vocational, marital, child
guidance material on ethical basis. Box
180A, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Newscaster, experienced general staffmarried,
duty,
dramaticsober,
director
— -undraft exempt,
reliable,
desires employment in growing Western
or Midwestern network outlet. Now employed NBC Blue atfiliate. Box 181A,
BROADCASTING.
Station Manager-Program Director — Young,
ambitious, with proven ability to make
a station pay. Desire responsible position
where station
owner's
wife audience
is NOT with
employed. Will build
listening
quality
and "different" programs. Box
195A, BROADCASTING.
Auditor — Desires position with large or
growing ment,
station.
officestatements,
managemonthly Handle
operating
yearly closings, credits. Wide experience
with topandproblems
personnel.$5,000.00
Finest
bank
other and
references.
yearly salary requirement. Employed.
Box 186A, BROADCASTING.
Showman-Salesman-Executive — More than
seven years experience announcing, production, promotion, continuity, programming. Commercial Manager and all
phases.
Married,from
family,
Excel-to
lent references
New ageYork30. City
Dallas. Available December 1st. Box
179A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Will Buy mately
One175 feet.
VerticalWMFF,
Tower —Plattsburg,
ApproxiNew York.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

& Bail
An ky
Organization
ofey
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bide-. Wash., D. C.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757
HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

PAGE

& DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineers
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring Md.
(Suburb, Wash., 0. C.)
Main Offlce; Crossroads of
7134 Main
the World Gal.
Kansas
City, St.Mo. ( ,y~\
X ] Hollywood,

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR^ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineer
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

For Sale
Western Electric 5-kw Amplifier — Complete
with 220-C tubes, high and low voltage
supplies, antenna tuning units, power
control panel, high voltage rectifier, and
filament and bias supplies. Used only few
years.
Kansas.Excellent condition. KFH, Wichita,
Modified RCA 1001-B Transmitter — Converted to 5-kw six years ago. Box 194A,
BROADCASTING.
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RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen BIdg. • WASH., D. C. • NA. 67lt
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Renewed
In Radio

KCMO, in Kansas ( i
To Join Blue on Jan. .
KCMO, Kansas City, origin
scheduled to become a basic X
Blue station Dec. 1, will join
network Jan. 20, 1942, shift
from its present status as a sup
mentary affiliate on that date. E
ning hour rate is $200.
At the same time the even
hour rate for WREN, Lawre:
Kan., NBC Basic Blue station,
be reduced from $240 to $180
advertisers ordering KCMO,
new business after Jan. 20 to
elude both stations. Cut-in
nouncement rates for WREN
be $15 evening, $7 daytime, and
Sunday afternoons.
Current advertisers using
Blue will not be required to
KCMO during their current <
tracts nor on renewals of contrj
effective after Feb. 20, 1942.

Activity
Planned

Westinghouse
By
Defense Work Main Factor in
Plans, Says Robertson
BECAUSE "the radio industry today is certain to gain by the use
of a number of new principles and
techniques that have been developed for defense requirements,"
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
plans to renev^r its activity in the
field of radio, "particularly in the
development of new uses for equipment which has grown out of the
needs of national defense," according to A. W. Robertson, chairman of the company, in a report
to the Westinghouse board of directors last week.
The company and its engineers,
he said, are already devoting much
thought to the future use of radio
equipment for the benefit of civilians after this emergency period.
Military Orders
Pointing out that Military
secrecy forbids revealing details of
these developments at present, Mr.
Robertson reported that since the
beginning of the emergency period,
the Westinghouse radio factory at
Baltimore has increased its manufacturing space 400%, and its production 800%, virtually all of
which is for national defense.
Every one of the company's 25
manufacturing plants is working
on a three-shift basis, he stated,
and unfinished orders in the radio
division at Baltimore alone exceed $40,000,000.
Pioneering 25 years ago in the
research and development of radio,
Westinghouse later shared its results with RCA, and subsequently
withdrew from active leadership in
radio development, except in the
fields of commercial broadcasting
equipment, shortwave and military
equipment, Mr. Robertson said.
Foreseeing greater military interest in radio in 1937, Westinghouse
moved its radio factory from Chicopee Falls, Mass., to Baltimore, "in
order to be nearer the headquarters
of Navy and Army officials sponsoring newer developments in the
field," Mr. Robertson reported, adding that the company is making
"excellent progress" in shifting
over its peacetime production areas
to National defense work.

Practical Problems
A PLAN to relieve the problem of
buying network radio time on the
Pacific Coast is provided in a resolution adopted at the recent Pacific
Coast Convention of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies. In
announcing the plan Dan B. Miner,
chairman of the Pacific Council,
said it was designed to spread the
popular programs over an additional hour or two in the evenings.
Benefits to be accomplished were
listed as:

M & M Plans Change
M & M CANDY Co., Newark, contemplating a network show for
early next year, has issued cancellations effective Dec. 5 for its
schedule of station-break announcements currently running on
approximately 15 stations
[Broadcasting, July 21]. Contracts had until April 1942 to
run. Though no show has yet been
selected, it is understood that Lord
& Thomas, New York, agency in
charge, is looking for one of the
audience-participation type. A limited network of cvstern stations
will be used.

claim
big shows
havecustomers
"made"
radio their
and they
are big
of the networks, thus meriting special consideration. Under the proposed plan, network repeats originating in Hollywood would be restricted to periods after 9 o'clock.
Network Reaction
Consensus of Hollywood network
executives was that the effect of
the resolution would unquestionably be advantageous to Pacific
Coast advertisers but it would have
several practical disadvantages
from the standpoint of transcontinental network operations.
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"We're Here Before Mayor LaGuardia!"
Coast

Agencies

Seeking

1, To give the public a chance "to
do the more
thingsofthey
to do" they
and
hear
the want
programs
like; 2, give national advertisers
more good periods for their programs; 3,give Pacific Coast advertisers better opportunity to secure
favorable periods; 4, give networks
more hours to sell when a larger
audience is available.
Equal Status
According to the Coast group,
the resolution recommends "that a
rebroadcast of a national program
will have the same status as a Pacific Coast regional program in the
selection of network time."
It is claimed that transcontinental network advertisers now have
priority of time, larger discounts
and lower talent cost-per-thousand.
The transcontinental advertisers

1, 1941

Repeat

Ruling;

Cited by Networks
Don E. Oilman, NBC-Pacific
Coast vice-president, said one of
the problems involved arises from
the additional line facilities required with programs coming in
later. Further, musicans and artists would have to appear for the
second broadcast at an unfavorable
hour.
Practical problems also were
cited by Donald W. Thornburgh,
CBS Pacific Coast vice-president,
including conflicting interests of
the Mountain time zone. During
daylight saving months, he continued, the national network would
have to employ talent at such hours
as 1 to 4 a. m. New York time. He
further mentioned that over 90%
of national network business Is
placed by eastern advertisers and
agencies, who might not approve
such a plan.
Wilbur Eickelberg, sales manager of Don Lee Broadcasting
System, which is the West Coast
outlet of MBS, declared, "We certainly believe that Western advertisers are entitled to some opportunity to reach the listeners during peak periods , .
Bickford Joins INS
LELAND BICKFORD, author of
News While It Is News, formerly
editor-in-chief of the Yankee and
Colonial networks news services
has joined the sales staff of INS.
In the interim of his change to his
presentteredposition,
Mr. primaries
Bickford en-at
the mayoralty
Medford, Mass., losing by 22 votes.
WFTL Joining MBS
WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
about Dec. 1 will become an affiliof MBS, at
keeping
the tonetwork's
totalate outlets
192, due
WHDF,
Calumet, Mich., being dropped
from the lineup two weeks ago.
Owned by R. A. Horton, the station operates on 250 watts, 1400 kc,
unlimited.

BROADCASTING

PA

Plans New

Progra

On Editors Assignmei
PRESS ASSN., Associated Pi
subsidiary handling the prepj
tion and sale of AP news
radio, has entered the progi
production
field
withdramatic
Editor'sse
signment, half
-hour
based on actual experiences
American newspaper editors
writers. Oliver Gramling, assist'
general manager of PA, will
as m.c. on the series, and i
program will have as its guest
tist the editor whose experienc
dramatized. Programs will o
with an interview of the guest
Mr. Gramling, which will lead :
the drama, and will close with ;
eral minutes of news or news
mentary, as the sponsor pre!
Editors will be asked to sub
their stories for use on the
and those whose tales are v
will be "handsomely paid" for tl
labors, PA stated.
Avocado Campaign
CALAVO GROWERS of Cah
nia, Los Angeles, recently stai
a brief campaign over 16 static
in each case buying participati
in home economics programs. A^
up
and will
may,]'
Jan.its1, radio
1942, schedule
the sponsor
pand to other markets. Two pa
cipations are being used weekl^j
most cases. The agency is J. Wa
Thompson
Co., KECA
San Francisco,
tion
list: KHJ
KGO KM ii
KSL KOMO KFPY KEX WK
WBBM WGAR WJR WTMJ I
WOAI KPRC.
Video Engineers SougW
RADIO technicians with exp
ence in television and cathode
equipment, along with training
operating amateur and conimer
equipment, are sought by the N
in a recruiting circular. Quali
men will be accepted for enlistn
as petty officers second class in
Naval Reserve and trained for ^
cialized work. Training pay wil
$72 a month. Pay will be increj
ratings.
as they are advanced to hig
Magazines Merge
EFFECTIVE Jan. 2. 1942. PrM
Ink and Printers' Ink Monthly wilj
consolidated into one pnblicatioD
carry the former title, with a
format of the so-called stan(
8y2 X 11 ¥2 size.
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m Lilly clansmen
gathered at the
1 94 ] reunion.

twelve years, the Lilly Clan
descendants of Miles Standish
nave gathered at Flat Top for
fheir annual get-to-gether, uniMoubtedly the largest family
reunion in the country. This
iyear, August 16-17 over 8 1,000
jattended this gala event in
jthe hills of West Virginia.
Ed Mason, farm program director of the Nation's Station, accepted the
invitation of the Lilly clan to speak before their relatives and friends.
Their enthusiastic response to his discussion of WLW,

its CLEAR CHANNEL

FACILITIES and the service it is proud to render to the rural families of
West Virginia, lends additional proof to the statement that people in
RURAL AMERICA are "WLW-conscious." Fully cognizant of WLW's untiring efforts to help the farmers of West Virginia, their daily listening
habits endorse the Nation's Station as their favorite. Liking the BEST —
they listen to WLW most!

THE NATION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

STATION

Genial General A. A. "Abe" Lilly — addresses Lilly
Reunion of which he has been president and chief inspiration since its organization.

to
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KCA Broadceist Transmitter Type 250-K. . . RCA Amplifier Unit |
Type MI-7185. Without theamplifierunit,yourinstallation is a high-effi.- 3
ciency, high-fidelity 100/250 watt transmitter. With the amplifier— easily,
quicky added at any time — you're on the air ivith 1,000-ivatt carrier.

TODAY is the time to look ahead . . . Avhether you start
a new 250 -watt station or modernize an old one. And the

Remember, too, that either as an exciter unit or a com-

Today, your 250-K feeds your antenna. Tomorrow, it ex-

plete transmitter, the 250-K gives true high-fidelity to your
programs: frequency- response is flat ^dthin 1}4 db. from 30
to 10,000 cycles, up to 95% modulation . . . with low harmonic content at all frequencies and levels. High-level, Class
B Modulation and efficient RCA- engineered circuits keep
down current costs; simplified tube complement lowers maintenance costs. Installation is simple and inexpensive; operation is simplicity itself.

cites the grids of the RCA Type MI-7185 amplifier unit. That's
all there is to it. There's no expensive duplication; nothing
to throw away; no complicated re-designing. Simply allow for
a few extra cubic feet to house the amplifier and power supply.

Write for the complete story. Then compare the 250-K,
feature by feature and dollar for dollar, with any other 250watt transmitter on the market!

RCA 250-K transmitter is the ivay to look ahead . . . through
an installation designed for maximum ease of conversion to
higher power. That's one reason why 84 American broadcast
stations, built or building, have chosen the 250-K in the past
two years— an acceptance unequalled by any other transmitter.

Use RCA

Radio Tubes

in Your Station for Finer Performance

MI

^y~^y
BTS
i
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J. • A Service of Radio Corporation of America • In Canada, RCA Victor Co., Ltd., Monfre(
New York: 411 Fifth Ave.

Chicago: 589 E. Illinois St.

Atlanta: 530 Citizens Si Southern Bank BIdg.

Dallas: Santa Fe BIdg.

San Francisco: 170 Ninth St.

Hollywood: 1016 N. Sycamot
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INTRODUCES

Taken from a memorandum written
by Col. B. J. Palmer, to the staff of
WHO. A sturdy reproduction — suitable for hanging in any official's office,
or copy -writer's cubicle or neophyte's
nook— will be gladly mailed on request. Write for it!

V

^ The purpose of any commercial seller on our air is to
awaken an anticipated experience thru the ear to the mind
of the listener buyer.
To achieve this purpose, the commercial seller must attract
attention — pleasant attention, if you please — and then it must
be interesting to hear so he will take time to listen, understand and desire to buy.
Before writing any commercial, ask yourself, "WHY should
those who listen buy what I describe?" Then answer in writing— "Because . ."— and get as many "becauses" as you
can. Spend time and list ALL the "Becauses" you can. Do
this and you produce a commercial which will produce
results for our client.
Every commercial should somehow pay the listener for his
time — the time he takes to listen.
People buy because THEY want to — not because YOU have
a job and need the pay.

SELLER

TO

Vol. 21 • No. 23
WASHINGTON, D. C.

BUYER

in writing or in commercials, repels rather than attracts
the buyer.
Verbs make the potent commercials. The average commercial is made up of nouns and adjectives and too few verbs.
Verbs suggest action and impel action because they convey
conviction. Headline writers in magazines and newspapers
make use of verbs to intrigue interest of readers. Put at
least one strong, forceful verb in every sentence of your
commercial, and note the interest it arouses even in yourself.
Verbs are gold nuggets of sales language. Cultivate the
verb habit.
Positive statements also make potent commercials. The
average commercial contains negatives such as "DON'T
FORGET," "DON'T BUY UNTIL," "DON'T ATTEND,"
"DON'T MISS THIS," etc. Negatives suggest "don't" and
"forget," "miss," etc. Positives suggest and impel action
because they convey DOING. Put strong, positive statements
in EVERY sentence of your commercial and note increased
sales it arouses. Write your commercial, then transpose it
into positives. Positives are gold nuggets of sales language.
Cultivate the positive habit.
Successful business men think, act and speak positives!
PALMER
ral Broadcasting Co.
i-City Broadcasting Co.

Plan your commercial so it will be remembered. It's the
MEMORY VALUE of a commercial that makes it profitable,
because only a few people are in the mood to buy or in
finances to buy at the time our commercial reaches their ears.
You can persuade if you are unafraid — meaning that when
YOU believe in the value of what you are commercially advertising over our air, you will produce a commercial that
will engender buying impulses.

Radio

WHO

And your loquaciousness bespeaks your vacant mind. Being
verbose or wordy — the long-winded person in conversation.
+

PLUS ! -f"
r IOWA
fiMOINES
DES
. . . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives

I

i

4

ENTER

HERE

This is the all-glass entrance to WSPD's

new studios and ofFices in

the station's own BROADCAST BUILDING, Toledo. Through these
doors, you enter the pivot market of the great lakes, the homes of
over one and a half million progressive people.
Five new studios, elaborate audience, audition and office facilities
will be completed in the BROADCAST

BUILDING

by January 1st. We

want you to visit us then, to see the new manifestations of WSPD's

21-

year-old story: "success through service".
THE

#T

E D

TOLEDO, OHIO
NATIONALLY

NEW

BC BASIC RED
Y
THE
KATZ

A G

E N.

e.
Theij
same

clothes,

r mo.000,000.00

worth

|ide of a healthy sunburn there's not much difiice between the average looks of a Southern
[;er and his city friend.

Full dress suits and

iond rings aren't out of the farmer's
Fact is; he not only "keeps up with
foneses" in the city when it comes to
ding, but many times pays out a good
bore.
For instance, last year out of
|p,000,000,000.00 income approximately
,000,000.00 of it went for farm equip-

bull
the

the

same

same

of farm

cats,

HARRY L. STONE, Gcn'l. Mgr.
iE
NflTIONilL
LIFE
[i :
NATIONAL

but

equipment

one

the

buifs

each

qear

radio, we believe, has played an important part in
this similarity of tastes. Into the farmer's remote
have, for example, come WSM's educational features, up to the minute news flashes, market
data . . . culture. Through radio and WSM,
he and his family, hungry for knowledge,
thirsty for culture, have been informed,
educated and entertained. Is it any wonder he buys the same WSM
advertised
products as his city brother.^ Is it any
wonder

i executive and farm owner. They're
about the same down South. And

ciqarettes,

that WSM's coverage, approximately 50% rural and 50% urban, is so

mighty important to advertisers?
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
ilND
flCCIDENT
I N S U R
N C E C O M P
REPRESENTATIVES, EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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THERE'S

A...S distinctive as a fingerprint is the service which WTIC

NOT

renders to the people of Southern New England. Distinctive,
too, is the manner in which the 2,600,000 listeners in this imANOTHER

LIKE

IT!

portant industrial area rely upon WTIC's
tainment and information.

facilities for enter-

Wise national advertisers have found that this audience loyalty
makes WTIC

a natural advertising medium. So, you're miss-

ing abet if your plans for Southern New England fail to include WTIC. There's not another like it!

1 ¥lm.l
DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S NO. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member of NBC Red Netv/ork and Yankee Network
Represenfatives: WEED & COMPANY, New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco

STING
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# One of the things, we know,
that make advertismg men tired

house", operations. Mostly they're
just the work of beginners or

and cynical before their time —

second-raters who
know better.

that g^ve them that "distinguished
touch of gray abovit the temples!"
— is the constant defense they
must maintain against silly and insincere "selling raids" on their
advertising budgets. Sometimes
it seems that more people are
soliciting for jiuik than for legitimate propositions.

don't exactly

As pioneers in the radio business.
Free & Peters out grew the temptation of far-fetched and silly promotions, years and years ago. We
can spot a "nigger in the henhouse" as far as we can see it.

In most cases, however, these silly

That's just one more reason why
our fifteen good men are welcomed friends and trusted co-

and illegitimate solicitations are

workers to most of the radio ad-

not actual second-story, or "hen-

vertisers and agencies in America.

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO: iSo N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

&
Radio

Peters,
Since May, 1^32
Station

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
OULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH ...... INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
.
KALAMAZOO-GRAND
RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
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WTCN
.
.
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Operation
NEW

'UBS'

zontally competitive operations.
This even antedated the FCC's inquiry into chain operations and
was under consideration well before the promulgation last May 2
of the rules, now under legal attack before a statutory three-judge
court in New York.
Premature publication of reports
regarding the imminent divorce of
the networks was deplored by
NBC-RCA officials. It was pointed
out that many plans have been
advanced in the past and that the
new project, proposing the Blue
under a new name as a direct subsidiary of RCA rather than as a
unit of NBC, could be considered
only another of the blueprints, albeit more comprehensive.

NETWORK

Slated
j
irCIDENT with consideration
lie XBC board of directors of
VI plan for separation of the
tad Blue networks, announcewas made by NBC to all of
(Bliates that it has abandoned
jusivity",
thus permitting
'ites to broadcast
programs its
of
1 networks where no conflict is
Wd.
th the separation plan, to be
dered by the X'BC board today
1. 8), and the "exclusivity"
tie directly into the FCC's
'.-monopoly regulations, now
■oiled in litigation. While only
i 20-odd NBC affiliates had conis containing the exclusive afl.on clause, the provision genwas viewed as applicable to
liates. The letter, signed by
am S. Hedges, vice-president
|.arge of stations, was sent to
entire roster of NBC outlets
itext below].
OflScers Mentioned
vorce of the Red and Blue
Drks, while far from consumd, nevertheless has reached a
iSr" stage, with names mend for key positions. The name
ted Broadcasting Sj'stem" has
reserved by NBC with cori;ion officials in Albany, N. Y.,
jiratory to final board approval,
'lile speculation was regarded
iremature, particularly since
;RCA-NBC
boards had not
„ word nevertheless was prevail that Niles Trammell, NBC
ident, might become chairman
j*e board of the new network,
n would be a wholly-o^^^led
diary of RCA. Mark Woods,
□resident and treasurer of
one of its original emploj^es
a well-kno-wn industry figure,
ported slated for the presin', with Edgar Kobak, NBC
president in charge of Blue
ork sales, reported as the probexecutive vice-president,
lea surer of the new company,
r the plan now being considwould be Lunsford P. Yandell,
tant treasurer of RCA, who
een working on the separation
OADCASTING

MR. WOODS
plan. The name of Keith Kiggins,
Blue sales manager, is mentioned
as executive in charge of station
relations for the new network.
The whole divorcement project
is regarded as a move precedent

NBC

Letter

on

FOLLOWING is the full text of the
letter sent to all NBC affiliates by
Vice-President William S. Hedges
last week, notif j'ing them of abandonment of the exclusive network
affiliation requirement :
"As you know, we have instituted suit against the FCC for
the purpose of securing a judicial
determination of the Commission's
power to regulate business practices as attempted by it in its Network Broadcasting Order of May
2, 1941. Although it is the firm
position of NBC that the Order
is wholly outside the Commission's
jurisdiction, NBC does not believe
that its position upon this point of
law should prevent it from making
its o^vn decisions of business policy.
"During these times of emergency
all of our efforts should be devoted
to the maintenance and improvement of our nationwide network
broadcasting services which play
such an important part in sustaining national morale. NBC has con-
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MR. KOBAK
to ultimate sale of the network as
a separate entity. For the last
several years, it is known, steps
have been taken by RCA-NBC to
effect a separation of the two
chains so they could engage in hori-

Abandonment

of

Structure

The plan, as have all its predecessors, may "go official
up in thin
air",
one responsible
declared.
Moreover, it was presumed that
before anj-thing conclusive is done
a general meeting of Blue network
officials will be called in New York.
Assuming no serious complications
develop, this meeting may be called
within the next few weeks in the
hope of consummating the separation as early as possible after the
first of the year.
Presaging changes in the NBC

Exclusive

sistently maintained
that national
radio's
vital contribution
to the
defense will be strengthened by setting aside all disputes not essential to the existence of the industry. This has direct application to
our present situation.
"The Commission and others have
criticized several provisions of our
network affiliation contracts. While
we believe that all of these provisions are desirable for network
operation in the public interest,
both from the station's standpoint
and our ov^n, we do not believe
that all of them are indispensable.
Last summer, you will recall, we
deleted some of these provisions
from our contracts.
"Now we are \\Titing to inform
you that NBC has decided to eliminate as a term of network affiliation
any obligation pursuant to which
an NBC affiliate may not broadcast
the programs of another network
at such times as do not conflict with
the station's obligation to broadcast

Afi&liations

. . .

NBC programs. You may deem this
letter a modification of your connetworkthat
affiliation
-with us
to thetract ofextent
such contract
may be inconsistent with the foregoing. All other provisions of the
contract, including provisions concerning network optional time, remain unchanged.
"We firmly believe that the indispensable element in every network affiliation contract is a provision giving the network a firm
option on a reasonable amount of
time, exei'cisable on reasonable notice. We do not believe that the
provisions of the Network Broadcasting Order peiunitting so-called
"non-exclusive option time'' on 56
days notice are workable. Our suit
against the Commission seeks to
preserve the all-important right to
obtain a firm option of the type
we regard as essential to the continuance ofthe present high standard of nation-wide network broad-

casting".
December 8, 1941
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structure was the announcement
by Mr. Trammell last Monday that
Sidney Strotz, NBC vice-president
in charge of programs with headquarters in New York, has been
assigned to assume direction of
the entire Pacific Coast NBC operations, with headquarters in
Hollywood. He joined NBC in 1933,
became vice-president in charge of
the Chicago Division in December,
1939, succeeding Mr. Trammell,
and a year later came to New
York as vice-president in charge
of the program department.
Don Oilman, NBC vice-president
on the Coast, was placed in charge
of public relations in that area. A
E. Nelson, assistant vice-president
in San Francisco and general manager of KPO-KGO, continues in
that capacity under the supervision of Mr. Strotz.
C. L. Menser, who joined NBC
in 1929 and has been production
manager, was named program
manager succeeding Mr. Strotz,
with headquarters in New York.
Precisely what bearing these
personnel shifts will have upon
ultimate separation of the networks was not disclosed. Similarly,
other possible personnel shifts
which necessarily would be entailed
by the separation, are only in the
preliminary stages of consideration,
awaiting final NBC board action.
Here also reports have been widespread regarding appointments,
but with nothing concrete indicated.
The plan was to have been considered by the board of at its regular monthly meeting last Friday,
but was postponed because of the
sudden death the preceding day of
the mother of David Sarnoff", RCA
vice-president and NBC Board
chairman. It was possible that only
financial and legal aspects would
be considered at the Monday session, with final action to come later
this month.
Capital Situation
Presumably there would be no
separation of activities in Washington, under Vice-President Frank
M. Russell, for the present in any
event. NBC owns WRC in Washington and has a lease-management arrangement with WMAL,
Blue network outlet, owned by the
Washington Star. The latter contract, however, is in litigation before the FCC and the newspaperovmership inquiry. Until this issue
is disposed of, there presumably
would be no change in the capital.
The plan now under consideration contemplates occupancy of
quarters in Radio City by the new
network entity, but with a separate
executive staff all down the line.
Details as to program and technical personnel have not been finally evolved, though it was
thought that a pool arrangement
might be worked out with employes
drawn for particular operations as
required.
If, as and when the separation
is effected, WJZ, New York,
WENR, half-time station in Chicago, KGO, Oakland- San FranPage 8 • December
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Cisco, and WMAL would become
managed and operated outlets of
the new network. It is assumed
there would be a separate staff
to direct management and national
spot sales for these stations.

letter announcing abandonment of
exclusivity was viewed as significant.
Mr. Hedges notified all stations
that NBC had decided to eliminate
as a term of network affiliation
"any obligation pursuant to which
an NBC affiliate may not broadcast the programs of another network at such times as do not coiiflict with the stations obligation
to broadcast
NBC programs."
Stations were advised
that they could
consider the letter a modification
of their contract of network affiliation with NBC "to the extent that
such contract may be inconsistent
with the foregoing".

Hedges' Notice
A maze of loose ends will have
to be tied before the overall separation could be effected. For example, complications develop in connection with a half-dozen markets
which have combination Red and
Blue outlets. Such situations, for;
instance, exist in Syracuse, Rochester, and Portland.
In this connection, Mr. Hedge's
Litigants

Prepare

for Court

Net Hearing;

Hope Barroll, WFBR,
to File Affidavit
WITH PRELIMINARY briefs be- invoked, would disrupt network
broadcasting as it now exists. It
ing prepared for filing in advance
of arguments, all parties to the also has been indicated that Hope
Barroll, executive vice-president of
NBC-CBS suit against the FCC's
network monopoly regulations last WFBR, Baltimore, MBS outlet, but
formerly on the Red, would file an
week were preparing for arguments
affidavit in opposition.
before the statutory three- judge
court in New York on Dec. 15.
The arguments before the threestatutory court will be on
Reports were prevalent early last judge
week that a postponement might be the motions of NBC and CBS for a
sought, particularly in the light of preliminary injunction and the
counter-motions of the FCC, supthe appointment by CBS of Charles
ported by MBS, for dismissal of the
Evans Hughes Jr. as trial counsel
[Broadcasting, Dec. 1]. Last Fri- proceedings. In either event, it is
day, however, there was no indica- expected the case will go to the
U. S. Supreme Court on virtually
tion that the postponement would
be asked and it was reported Mr. automatic appeal.
Telford Taylor, FCC general
Hughes, in collaboration with former Judge John J. Burns of Bos- counsel, and Thomas E. Harris, assistant general counsel, are exton, CBS special attorney, were
pected to argue the case for the
whipping their preliminary brief
into shape. Briefs probably will be Government, assisted by Samuel
filed during the week of Dec. 8.
Brodsky, special assistant to the
Attorney General in New York.
Barroll Affidavit
Mr. Hughes and Judge Burns will
MBS, which has intervened in handle the proceedings for CBS,
support of the FCC's position, is while John T. Cahill, NBC special
expected to file an affidavit of Fred
counsel, is expected to present that
Weber, general manager, taking network's case. Separate attorneys
issue with the claims of CBS and may argue for WOW and WHAM,
since they filed in the proceedings
NBC, WOW, Omaha, and WHAM,
Rochester, that the regulations, if through their own counsel.
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Emphasis was given the
that all other provisions c:
contract, including that relatn
network option time, remain
changed. "We firmly believ .
said, "that the indispensable
ment in every network affili:
contract is a provision giving
network a firm option on a r<?;
able amount of time, exerci: s
letter concluded
on The
reasonable
notice.'' that
did not believe the FCC rej
tions, permitting so-called
exclusive option time" on 56 <
notice, are workable. The !
suit, he said, seeks
all-important
right toto preserve
obtain a '
option of the type we regar
essential to the continuance oj
present high-standard of na
wide network broadcasting."
Mr. Woods, who turns 40 on '
27, is one of NBC's original
ployes Jan.
and 1,
has1922,
been when
active hein b)'
since
setting up an accounting sy
for the radio department whicl
AT&T had started not long be
Well-known and liked thro
out the industry, he was the oi
officer of NBC in point of sei
though
youngest inin-1
He was one
bornof initsLouisville
spending his boyhood in Jacfc
ville, where he attended pi
schools and
first custo
busi'
training
with got
his his
father,
of the American Naval Stores
during summer vacations.
Learns Accounting
During World War No. I
was rejected by the Navy bee
of his youth but landed a jol
foreman of a pneumatic tool g
in a Jacksonville shipyard. L
he became head of the perso.
department and supervised
ployment of all workers. After:
war he became a salesman f(.
large soda fountain manufacti
Mr. Woods' first job was
the Thomas A. Edison Indusi
as an accountant, having leaii
his profession in high schools
at business college. In 1920;
joined the revenue accounting
vision of the New York Telepl;
Co., but was later transferret
the accounting staff of the paf
AT&T, which at that time was
tively engaged in the broadcass
business as owner of WEAF.
By 1926 he was assistant tr
urer, assistant secretary and O;
manager of the Broadcasting
of America, an AT&T subsid:
set up to operate WEAF. Tl,
years earlier he had joined Y
other broadcasters in forminj.
trade association which they
corporated as the National A_
of Broadcasters, forerunner of,
present NAB.
On Nov. 1, 1926 when the AT
broadcast operations were tur
over to NBC which made its d(
on that day, Mr. Woods bec!
assistant treasurer of NBC,
sistant secretary and office m
ager. A year later he became tn
urer of NBC, retaining that l
until April, 1934, when he
{Continued on page 55)
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tlene's Success
Brings
Wide
Reaction
stores have
not made an effort
to better than
a transcribed one — and
orcester Store Draws
understand radio technique and ra- that agency's experience also shows
dio in turn has not understood the that a program placed at a good
Retail, Agency and
retailers
problems. If radio and the evening period is better than a dayRadio Praise
time one. At night both husband
department stores don't get together they are both missing out and wife are at home and can dis!tEW era of understanding hecuss the price of any large piece
rn department stores and radio on considerable revenue.
J reseen as all branches of the
"The successful use of radio by of merchandise they plan to buy as
jdcasting, advertising and dis- other industries indicates that dry they hear the program together.
i.tion industries discussed the goods retailers can do the same. If
John Garber, Retail Research Bureau, University of Pittsburgh,
the department store advertising
|ass story "Filene's Discovers
authority on department store and
iPower of Radio", published in man spent as much time on radio
retail research and author of many
ec. 1 Broadcasting.
production as he does on his newsworks based on surveys, wired:
paper copy he would most certainly
is thought was voiced by R. G.
evolve successful formulas.
"By all means use standing type,
sjbaum, manager, sales promo"Technical advances in radio in- mimeograph or otherwise, to reI division, National Retail Dry
cluding television will likewise open
print copies of exceeding important
f|.s Assn., and was heard in all
up a tremendous field for the re- article on Filene's experience with
of the nation from all walks
tailer. Filne's has woi'ked out a radio in Dec. 1 Broadcasting and
tstribution.
successful formula and as a result send to key department store pubs^.e Filene's article, based on the of this excellent article by Mr.
licity people across the country. It
ience of this huge organizaSchumaker I look forward to much
is a first class contribution to reWorcester outlet, managed
tail advertising. Congratulations!"
:)rooks Shumaker, recited in de- wider use of radio by retailers."
Creamer Comments
Agency Viewpoint
|the store's
experience
iing
out of radio
a serious
rut andin
According to Norman Livingston,
Joseph Creamer, promotion & rea period of busy selling,
search director of WOR, Newark,
radio director of Redfield-Johnoposed by Mr. Shumaker was
who has delved deeply into departstone. New York, the story is "most
ment store methods, comments :
interesting." He feels that it "is
jftionwide plan of radio promoabout time department stores really
for department stores, oper"I must tell you that 'Filene's
aion a syndicate basis. The basic
found out about radio, and did Discovers
the Power of Radio' is,
a of the plan have been tested
in my opinion, a splendid contribusomething with it."
tion to retail radio thinking. I,
In his experience with such
he Filene's Worcester store.
|ily interested in the idea is the shows as Morning Matinee, cooperpai'ticularly got a rise out of it,
tlciated Merchandising Corp.,
ative show which Redfield-Johnbecause you may recall that the
York buying organization for stone handled for a group of de- opening sentence of an article I
partment stores all over the coun'iwerful group of department
wrote for Broadcasting, 'A Radio
try in 1935-36, a live show is much
•s and specialty shops. AMC's
Formula for Department Stores'
arch, operating, sales and pub7 adjunct. Retail Research
').., has been studying the proTax;
Radio
Revives
Haggerty
Demand for Reprints
Would
Take
50%
of Facilities
•ntative preliminary approval
e sjTidicate idea has been given
Circular Letter to Union Designed to Instigate
^frank .J. Pellegrin, director of
NfAB Department of Broadcast
Letters Asking Congress to Impose Levy
rertising. Mr. Pellegrin will dian NAB presentation of the REVIVAL of its lobby to saddle ra- a modified version of the levy, but
it was killed in the Senate.
dio with a discriminatory franchise
t at the NRDGA convention in
The new crusade uses as its veI York Jan. 15, which has al- tax and to impose upon the industry generally other legislative rehicle the Sanders Bill (HR-5497)
)id a half -day for the project.
trictions transcending anything
to revise the Communications Act
^5 comments on the Filene's
ever proposed heretofore short of scheduled to come before the House
began to flow into Broadownership was an- Interstate Commerce Committee for
ING they were accompanied by Government
nounced by International Allied
jests for thousands of reprints.
hearings in mid-January. AmendPrinting Trades Assn. last Thursments which the Haggerty group
Isavy press run of reprints was
day in a circular letter to its
•dy ordered but the supply was
claimed membership of 150,000
proposes would :
-iusted and a new run ordered.
1. Impose an excise on franchise
throughout the country and in
T)ifjang retailer reaction was
Canada.
tax on networks and commercial
stations.
'statement by Mr. Maybaum, of
Signed by John B. Haggerty,
fJGA. Commenting on the president of the association and
2. Eliminate "illegal rebates and
He, he said :
head of the International Brothervolume discounts to large advertisThe article in Broadcasting
hood of Bookbinders, one of the five
ers and advertising agencies."
affiliated unions, the letter exhorted
3. Restrict license to persons in
^•very well be the inauguration
greater era of understanding
union members to "write their Con- the locality served by a station.
een radio and department
gressmen and U. S. Senators in4. Ban more than one license to
|es. It proves without a doubt
sisting that the legislation herein
be issued to any one group.
every department store should
advocated be adopted."
5. Allot 50% of the facilities to
<usly consider radio,
Aims at Sanders Bill
non-profit labor, farm, educational
hose stores that have used it
or religious groups.
claimed it is unsuccessful have
Aimed at stopping the purported
6. Restrict radio time used com|Spent much time and effort in "continued diversion of advertising
mercial y in a manner comparable
loping a technique to sell from the printed page to radio netto restrictions imposed on printed
ugh radio. The article also
works" Mr. Haggerty recounted
publications using the mails.
es that radio is not a costly the fight, instigated by the associaiium when compared to results.
Mr. Haggerty asked union memtion, to levy upon the industry a
bers to "bear in mind that the Congross tax on sales, which would
||n the past there has not been
gressional elections, as well as the
peting of the minds between re- have exacted in the neighborhood
{Co7itinued on page 56)
of $12,000,000. The House approved
rs and radio. Most department
iOADCASTING
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read — 'Time and again department
store executives say, "Yes, we've
work".'
It doesn'trefutation
radio.
used
"What
a splendid
the
Filene's article supplies! And what
a working
blueprint forstore
those
retailers and department
people
who are willing and eager and —
shall we say — 'daring' enough to
try a medium whose results may be
temporarily unpredictable, but
never disappointing when it is used
with a normal degree of intelligence
and foresight.
"I hope that Broadcasting will
make an effort to get this placed
into the hands of every department
store in the United States."
James V. McConnell, manager,
national spot and local sales depai'tment, NBC, wrote:
Actually,
I don't
think
anyone
in radio
is really
amazedthat
at
the job the medium has done foi^
William Filene's Sons & Co. We expect amazing things of broadcasting andcessesthe
are services
full of sucfor allrecords
kinds of
and
products
—
department
stores
included.
"What pleases me most about the
Filene's story is that it so frankly
and without qualification gives radio full credit for building up a
retail business.
"Other department stores have
used radio with equal success. But
none to my knowledge has written so
openly about its experience. With
Filene's, one of the leading department stores in America, showing the way, we should see radio
assuming a much more important
place in the advertising plans of
retail stores all over the country."
Mr. isPellegrin
(NAB)example
— "Theof
story
an outstanding
inteligent use of the broadcast
medium. Please arrange for 1,000
reprints for the NAB."
Meighan's Approval
Congratulating Mr. Shumaker
on the article Howard S. Meighan,
eastern sales manager, Radio Sales
(division of CBS), wrote the author in part — ". . . one of my hardest jobs is to get successful users
of radio to go on record as such so
that we in turn can be helpful to
others. Hereafter reluctant confessors of their own sucess will be
shown your article and told 'If
Filene's can talk, so can you!' Incidental y can
I
well understand your
comprehension of the subtleties of
radio. If the closing sentence of
your article isn't a showman's
blackout
line toI'veBroadcasting,
never seen one."
In a letter
Mr.
Meighan wi'ote — "I want you to
know that I think that it is a remarkably fine exposition, and a
substantial contribution to we who
endeavor to serve advertisers by
being
the do's and
don'ts familiar
of radio with
as determined
by
the experience of those who use the
medium.
"You have done the industry a
definite service in persuading Mr.
Shumaker to detail Filene's experience
with radio soon completely."
{Continued
page 59)
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FCC
Hearing

Press
Recessed

By

Commission
To Jan. 8
CLIMAXED by the indication that
even the revised versions of the
FCC's exhibits cannot develop a
prima facie case against newspaper ownership of broadcast stations, the final session of the newspaper-ownership hearings to be
held this year closed last Friday.
Picking up after a six-week vacation since late October, the FCC
last Thursday and Friday reopened
the
proceeding's
admit its exhibits
revised
statistical
and tofinancial
into the record and then promptly
recessed until Jan. 8.
Admission of about 50 different
exhibits filled most of the big gaps
in the record and provided revisions of original exhibits which had
been challenged by the NewspaperRadio Committee in the opening
days of the newspaper-ownership
inquiry for obvious errors.
No Differences Found
However, it was still apparent
that any full-speed schedule for
conducting the investigation would
be out of the question for weeks
to come, with cross-examination by
Newspaper-Radio Committee counsel on the FCC's revised exhibits
to await study of the exhibits by
committee analysts and scheduled
to precede the development of an
affirmative case by the committee.
The highlight of the two-day
session came late Friday, just before the recess was announced. A
revised set of financial exhibits had
been identified and explained by
deQuincy V. Sutton, FCC head accountant. As he was concluding his
testimony, Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven asked Mr. Sutton if he
could tell from his observation of
the tables "whether there is anything that particularly distinguishes a newspaper station from
a non-newspaper stations or any
other kind of a station as reflected
from the economic standpoint?'"
"As shown by these tables?" Mr.
Sutton queried.
"Yes, in other words, if you can
pick 237 stations at random and
come out with the same sort of a
general result, what have we in
these tables to distinguish the
newspaper stations as to their economic effect?"
"Well, I would say, sir," responded Mr. Sutton, "that from
these tables there is nothing to be
seen that distinguishes the newspaper station from the non-newspaper station. That does not exclude all conclusions that might
be reached with i-eference to the
two classes of stations, of course,
At this Judge Thom.as D.
sir."
Thacher, general counsel of the
Page 10 • December

Data

Reveal

Newspaper-Radio Committee, who
was preparing to cross-exfim'ne,
commented to the bench: "I thinlc
in view of that answer I shall not
cross-examine."
Following the session, Harold V.
Hough, chairman of the committee,
declared in a statement for the
"The
press
: elaborate economic studies and the pages and pages of exhibits prove, as the Commission experts stated today, just what our
committee has always contended —
that stations are not different by
reason of mere fact of ownership,
whether owned by newspapers or
anybody cordingelse.
acto how Stations
they are difl"er
run, and
we're willing to be judged by that
test.
Frog in a Well
The long recess was announced
by Commissioner Walker, presiding
at the Friday session, after it had
been explained by Judge Thacher
that the Committee would need at
least three weeks to develop its
presentation based on data requested of the FCC and which will
will not be fully available for several weeks. In an exchange with
Commissioner Walker on the need
for such an extended period for
study and analysis of the data to
be furnished by the FCC, Judge
Thacher at one point stated, "We
have been proceeding like a frog in
In addition to comprehensive fia well." nancial and statistical exhibits,
which were substituted for others
originally offered in the early days
of the newspaper-ownership hearing, the FCC inserted a large number of additional exhibits supplementing eai'lier offerings — among
them a group of 30 photostats
of the radio pages of the Kansas
City Star for the entire month of
March.
The financial data, explained by
Mr. Sutton, indicated 1940 time
sales for 765 stations aggregating
$110,500,549, along with a corresponding "broadcast service income", exclusive of Federal taxes,
of $24,784,648. Parallel figures for
237 stations listed as newspaperassociated indicated time sales of
$30,668,918 and broadcast income
aggregating $6,577,362. The FCC
exhibits showed also that newspaper-associated stations represented
31% of the 765 covered, with time
sales accounting for 27.8% of all
time sales and income accounting
for 26.4% of all broadcast income
for the 765 stations.
The Thursday and Friday sessions marked the first appearance
of Eugene Cotton, newly appointed
head of the FCC newspaper inquiry section, who succeeded David
D. Lloyd, resigned. Judge Thacher
WPS flanked by Sydney M. Kaye
and A. M. Herman, associate Committee counsel, and A. D. Ring,
former FCC assistant chief engi-
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Distinctior;

neer, who collaborated in crossexamination. Louis G. Caldwell examined witnesses in behalf of
WGN, Chicago Tribune station.
Corrections Are Made
In reducing the size of its list of
stations identified with newspaper
ownership from 298 to 249, the
FCC without exception recognized
the corrections pointed out by
Broadcasting immediately after
the original exhibits had been introduced in the opening days of the
newspaper-ownership inquiry late
in July [Broadcasting, Aug. 4].
The revised exhibits also embodied
corrections of inaccuracies noted
by
tee. the Newspaper-Radio CommitAlthough cross-examination on
the revised lists is yet to come, they
are regarded as a big improvement,
from the standpoint of accuracy,
over the originals. However, it became apparent after introduction
of the corrected versions that a
complete meeting of minds between
the FCC and Committee analysts
is lacking on many individual cases,
and Judge Thomas D. Thacher,
chief counsel of the Committee, indicated that these points would be
brought out during subsequent
cross-examination of Allen W. Sayler, supervising investigator of the
FCC inquiry section, who identified
the exhibits under questioning by
Mr. Cotton.
With reduction of the newspaperstation list by one-sixth, it became
apparent also that far-reaching
changes would be effected in the
base of revised financial exhibits,
which were put in the record at the
Friday session. Particularly significant was the deletion of such
large-volume operations as WLW,
Cincinnati; WLS, Chicago; WHO,
Des Moines; WNEW, New York,
which account for several millions
in revenue each year and which,
classified in the original exhibits as
newspaper stations, boosted substantially the revenue base for the
financial exhibits.
Financial Base Down
The revised Exhibit 1, a 25-sheet
compilation purporting to show
newspaper interest in 249 standard
broadcast stations as of June 30,
1941, covered six "categories of association", ranging from actual
newspaper-licensees to minotvity interests held by stockholders, employers or executives of a newsThe A classification, divided into
four categories rather than the six
paper.
of the original exhibit, was given
to stations in which 50% or more
of the stock is held by newspaper
interests — covering 201 stations, of
which 169 are located in the same
city as the interested newspaper,
and 32 in a different city. The two
B classifications, applying to cases
where newspaper interests run to
less than 50%, cover 48 stations,
BROADCASTING

of which 42 are located in th
city as the interested new
and six in another city.
Under the revised FCC tion the A-1 classification ;
when the licensee of a stati<
newspaper; A-2, when 50% o
of the stcck of licensee is ow
a newspaper; A-3, when moi
50% of the stock of licen
owned
of '
terests byanda combination
of executives,
holders, or employes of the
newspaper;
50 iso
of the stock A-4,
of thewhen
licensee
by executives, stockholders, o r
ployes of a newspaper.
The B-1 classifications h
when less than 50% of the
of the licensee is owned 1 ;
newspaper or by a combinati
the interests of the newspapi
executives, stockholders ami .
ployes of the same newspaper ,|
when less than 50% of the stcj
the licensee is held by execu
stockholders or employes of a i
paper and none by the newsp
Receiving A-1 designations i
FCC's revised Exhibit I we:
stations; A-2, 49 stations local
the same city as the newspj
and 6 in a community other ,
where the associated newspaj'
publisVied; A-3, 9 in the samt
and 4 out-of-town; A-4, 52 iri
and 22 out-of-town; B-1, 18 iri
and 3 out-of-town; B-2, 24 ir
Hair-Line Cases
and 3 out-of-town.

"

A typical difficulty in justi
individual classifications, ,
against another in hair-line 4
was developed in cross-examin
of Mr. Saylor by Judge Tha
Asking for an explanation o,
classification process, J
Thacher pointed out that Wi
Waycross, Ga., licensed to
Williams, president and publ|
of the Waycross
Journal-Hi \
received
an A-2 classification,

KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal., lic(
to Ernest L. Finley, president
publisher of the Santa Rosa R< i
lican and Press-Democrat, rec ;
an A-4 designation. Mr. Saylo
plained that WAYX was d
nated A-2 because Mr. Will
was sole-owner in the indiv
the Journal-He
enterprise,
while
KSRO's A-4 classificat.o
suited because Mr. Finley, alth
also sole-owner, merely held al
stock in a stock-issuing corj
tion, the Santa Rosa papers.
FCC Exhibit 2, again li:
standard broadcast stations as
ated with newspaper interests *
June 30, 1941, in an appendix:
ried a break-down of multiple
ership by newspapers. The appt
listed 18 separate mulitiple ov
ship situations for individual
tions, cases in which a single n
paper publisher publishing new
pers in one city only is associ
with more than one station. It
{Continued on page 58)
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IN THE LARGEST single testimonial ever paid a network news correspondent, over 1,000 leaders of
radio, advertising and public affairs gathered in the main ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New Yoi^k last Tuesday at
a dinner given by CBS President
William S. Paley in honor of Edward R. Murrow, chief of the CBS
European staff.
Home several months for a rest
as well as a lecture tour, Mr.
Murrow, whose "This Is London"
has made him a familiar figure to
millions of American listeners, was
congratulated by wire by President
Roosevelt, Secretary of State Cordell Hull, British Ambassador
Lord Halifax, Brendan Bracken,
British Minister of Information
and Harry L. Hopkins.
In addition to contgratulatory remarks were made in person by
Elmer Davis, CBS, news analyst,
who acted as toastmaster; William
L. Shirer, formerly CBS correspondent in Berlin; Archibald MacLeish, librarian of Congress and
director of the Office of Facts &
Figures; and Mr. Paley, who introduced Mr. Murrow. The addresses were broadcast by CBS.
President's Note
In his telegram Mr. Roosevelt
said:
"You of CBS who gather tonight to honor Ed Murrow repay
but a tiny fraction of the debt
owed him by millions of Americans
and people who live in other lands
■where it still is not a criminal offense to listen to or to read news
reports.
^'Ed Murrow has lived in the
war since its beginning. But what
is more important, he has reported
the news day by day and, at the
same time, has kept faith with the
truth-loving peoples of the world
by telling the truth when he tells
the news. I doubt whether in all
history there has been a time when
truth in the news — when comprehensive and objective news dispatche—
s• have ever been more
needed.
"He is to be congratulated in
receiving your tribute. I wish I
could be with you.''
Freedom of Speech
In his introductory remarks Mr.
Paley said :
"We would not be meeting here
tonight, were it not for the survival of something precious — so
precious that I think we should
pause just long enough to realize
what it is, how painfully we got
Page 12 • December
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it and what we must do to keep it.
"To us in radio, its immediate
name is freedom of the air. To some
very distinguished men here tonight, it is freedom of the press.
To all of us, it is freedom of
speech. . . .
"The fight for freedom of speech,
like that for the other freedoms,
can always be lost. Only after all
the world sees its true value and
is unshakably determined to keep
it, will the fight be finally and permanently won. Men cling desperately only to that which is precious
to themselves.
"That is why we must never
cease trying to make it everlastingly clear that freedom of speech
is not a privilege of publishers and
broadcasters and public men. Freedom of speech is a safeguard for
the great mass of men everywhere,
an assurance that neither government nor dominant interests of any
sort shall further their selfish or
sinister ends by deciding what the
people shall be allowed to say or
to hear said.
New Kind of War
Mr. Murrow in his address quite
bluntly said that British opinion
toward America now is that lendlease is not enough, that unless
the United States enters this war
Britain may perish or at best secure a stalemate peace — a delayed
action defeat.
Talking of his radio experiences
he said:
"We have been trying to report
a new kind of war; a war that is
twisting and tearing the social,
political, and economic fabric of
the world. We have attempted to
give you the hard news of communiques and official statements as
well as the climate in which the
news has flourished, the humor, the
criticism, the controversy and discussion which serves as a backdrop for the more dramatic news
of the action of war.
"A night spent with firemen,
while flames from tender old buildings paint the silver bellies of barrage balloons blood red — a morning with a demolition squad while
it digs for bodies in a pile of rubble— dinner with half-a-dozen cab
drivers in a little shelter — things
like that may be more important
than the morning communique announcing the destruction of a dozen
aircraft. The problem was, until
recently, one of assessing the
morale, determination, yes, and
even the sense of humor of the
world's greatest civilian army. Evidence that the little people of Britain were losing their curious sense
of humor, their fondness for
grumbling at their government,
their arrogant but well-mannered
pride, would be much more important than news of a battle won
or lost.
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"Since returning home a week
ago, many people have been asking about British censorship. All
men.'
censorship
is bad, from the correspondent's point of view, but that
imposed by the British authorities
is designed to protect British security and to prevent the dissemination of information that might
be useful to the enemy. A measure
of the freedom of writing and
speaking from London may be
found in the small amount of important new material divulged by
returning correspondents who are
supposed to be full of suppressed
information. I have often seen British censorship stupid, but seldom
sinister.
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Smith, CBS star; Carl M. Stanton, L
& Thomas ; J. D. Tarcher, J. D. Tare
Inc.; Lowell Thomas. NBC: W. J. Thoir
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Wheelock Co. ; Ed Wilhelm, Maxon Inc.
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"I cannot claim any undue personal popularity with British censors— observed none of them weeping when I departed — but I should
be unwilling to broadcast from a
nation at war without any censorship at all. The responsibility for
human lives would be too great.
Among those attending were:
The entire membership of the FCC,
Chairman Fly and Commissioners Craven,
Case, Payne, Wakefield. Walker and Durr.
SeatedCBS
at thenew.s
speaker's
tableHugh
were Baillie,
Linton
Wells.
analyst;
president United Press ; Rabbi Jonah B.
Wise, New York Central Synagogue; Lindsay Wellington, North American director
of the BBC; Lyman Bryson, chairman,

Murrow's Tour
ALTHOUGH the full schedule
cities and dates has not been i
nounced for the lecture tc
planned in January by Edward I
Murrow,nowchief
of CBS'
Europe
bureau
in this
country
on %
cation, the first booking is set J
Jan. 7, 1942, in Hartford. Mu;
Corp. of America, which recen
bought
stal j
that Mr.Columbia
Murrow Artists,
will speak
about 35 cities, the schedule to
released the end of this week.

OVER 1,000 leaders in various
walks of life honored Edward R.
Murrow (left), European chief of
CBS, at a dinner held Dec. 2 at
the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
With him is William S. Paley, CBS
president. Murrow is back for his
first furlough in three years.
"One thing should be said right
now about the talking that has
been done from London, and that
is that Columbia in New York has
never, at any time, given us editorial direction; we have never
been instructed to weigh or color
the news, have been told only to
find it and report it. It was believed from the beginning that people at home would prefer information to emotion. Sometimes the
information was both incomplete
and contradictory and on one occasion, at least, I overheard an
individual whose happy duty it was
to listen to all our broadcasts in
London make the remark at the
conclusion of one of my talks, 'That
was Murrow's contribution to the
confusion of his fellow countryHow Censorship Works
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May

Summon
Fly on Watson
Post
Childs, Thomas R. Amlie, Goodwin
thought to be subversive because
Claims
Complete File
connected with labor or consumer
Watson, professor of psychology at
cooperation. It is not surprising, al- Teachers College, and Harry F.
Of Data Against
though it is unfair, that Mr. Dies Ward, chairman of the American
Educator
passed over all the criticism of the Civil Liberties Union".
THE Dies Committee either will
Explaining that New America
USSR
in my work."of Dies Commitsubpoena FCC Chairman James
An examination
was a "high-brow intellectual
tee records revealed numerous
Lawrence Fly to explain the recent
group"
organized
in thesocial
early order
'30's
to substitute
a new
appointment of Dr. Goodwin Watprinted documents, such as magazine articles and letterheads in in this country, the committee
son as chief analyst of the Foreign
spokesman called attention to New
Broadcast Monitoring Service or which Dr. Watson's name appeared,
will make public its complete file apparently linking him in one way
America's published "goal and proof documentary evidence, which
or another to various "front organiChairman Martin Dies, of the comA principal goal, according to
zations", according to the commtitee interpretation. One exhibit, a documents in possession of the Dies
mittee, allegedly proves Dr. Watphotostatic copy of a page from the committee, was "abolition of the
son has a record of pro-Communist
activity.
Daily Worker of March 5, 1941, profit
gram".system; the elimination of
This was indicated last week by listed among some 200 signers of its incentives and habits, the legal
a statement in defense of the Coma committee spokesman, following
forms and concepts by which it
a declaration on the House floor
supports and the ideas by which
munist Party the name of "GoodNov. 28 by Chairman Dies that he
win
Watson."
it
justifies capitalistic
society."
Continuing,
the printed
pages
intends "to have a showdown with
Speech to Educators
the Chairman of the FCC" on the
appointment of Dr. Watson, whom
declared : New America's design
Also coming in for committee at- outlining
tention
is
a
June
29,
1938,
newsTo win the masses to this goal
he claimed was "a propagandist for
paper account, from the New York
Communism and the Soviet Union"
and program by persuasive propaganda, aimed at uniting the farmers,
Herald-Tribune, of the National
and an advocate of public-owned
the industrial and distributive workEducation Assn. convention in New
radio and press.
the professionals in a common
York, at which Dr. Watson was a hate ersofand their
common enemy, the profit
Criticizes Chairman
speaker. The committee spokesman
system, and a unified determination
to
achieve
the
in which
Emphasizing his dissatisfaction
pointed out several paragraphs of alone can any ofnewthemorder
find security.
the
1938
newspaper
story,
reading
:
New America will direct the force of
at Chairman Fly's answer to a
Nov. 26 letter protesting the apBefore 3,000 cheering delegates in hate and the destruction that removes
pointment of Dr. Watson to the re- the ballroom of the Aster. Dr. Good- obstacles in order to build. It will cowin Watson, professor of education at
operate in genuine united front movesponsible FBMS post [BroadcastTeachers College, begged the teachers
mentsand designed
to weaken
capitalistto soing, Nov. 24], Rep. Dies pointed
ciety
to awaken
the people
its
of the nation to use their profession
out that the committee has gath- to indoctrinate children to overthrow dangers, especially the dangers of war
and
Fascism.
It
will
not
take
office
to
reactionaries" directing
ered together "documents which es- "conservative
reform
ish it. the iirofit system, only to aboltablished beyond any possibility of American government and industry.
dispute the truth of the charges
He charged that the.se "plutocrats"
were driving
Statesof towai-d
Dies Speech in House
which I made to Chairman Fly con- Fascism
and thewarUnited
instead
trying
to i)reserve democracy and world peace.
cerning his subordinate, Goodwin
In his Nov. 28 remarks before
The teachers applauded him vigorWatson." He sharply protested
ously although he castigated them for the House, during debate on the
Chairman Fly's failure to take ad- failing to mold the opinions of their price-control bill, Rep. Dies declared :
vantage of the committee's offer
"manufacturing interto furnish these documents for in- pupilsests,against
plutocrats
and
Mr.
Million-buclts"
On
Nov.
18 I wrote a letter to
whom he charged were ignoring and
spection "tovalue
judge of
for the
himself
the opposing the inarticulate desires of the Hon, .James Lawrence Fly, Chairnature and
evidence
man of the FCC, and apprised him
the masses for industrial and political
of certain facts and evidence in
democracy and world peace.
in our possession".
Among the principal assertions of the possession of the Special CommitNo comment came from Dr. WatDr. Watson, who is a leader of the
tee on Un-American Activities. In
social-frontier
or left-wing group of m,y communication to Chairman Fly
son
or
the
FCC
on
Rep.
Dies'
blast
in the House.
I made it abundantly clear that our
educators, were that Soviet Russia
had documentary evidence
In a letter to the editor of the was one of "the most notable inter- committee
to
establish two facts :
national achievements of our generaNew York Times, published late
First,
that
Goodwin Watson, chief
democracyand canthe beradio,
achieved
newspapers
like broadcast analyst of the FCC, had
in November, Dr. Watson re- only iftion" ;that
publicly associated himself with a large
emphasized principal points in schools, are taken from private owners
and made public agencies, and that number of front organizations of the
Communist Party ; and second, that
Chairman Fly's answer to the Dies the New York World's Fair promises
letter — that he had been a memGoodwin Watson had for years been
to be only
a "ballyhoo
for business"
a propagandist for Communism and
despite
its claim
of education.
ber of only one of 13 alleged Comthe Soviet Union.
munist front organizations to make
Dr. government
Watson said
that
"we
can't
I now hold in my hand copies of
more democratic so
which Rep. Dies had claimed he long as economic power,
documents
which establish beyond any
and the power
possibility
of dispute the truth of the
to
i)ay
for
propaganda
which
molds
has belonged — Consumers' Union —
ljublic opinion, are concentrated in charges which I made to Chairman
and that
writingsdevoted
include to"only
two
briefhisarticles
the the hands of the few". He said that Fly concerning
win Watson. his subordinate, Goodgovernment and that of France
Soviet Union, those being reports of "our
In
order that Mr. Fly might have
and England may pretend to be democa trip, and full of both pros and
opportunity
to judge
himself
racies, but they are in truth plutocra- every
the nature
and value
of thefor evidence
cies''
and
that
"the
foreign
policies
cons".
in our possession, I wrote to him as
of plutocracies will seldom advance
"Neither my secretary nor I peace and world cooperation".
follows: "If you desire to have one
could find in our files or memories
"This predicament." he said, " de- of your representatives study the evifines
our
educational
task.
To
get
redence in our committee's files which
any basis for the alleged connecsults in building world citizenship
upon with
the Communist
matter of Watson's
tion with the other groups menmeans to change .social relations in bears
connections
front organizations, Ishall be happy to offer
tioned," Dr. Watson declared in the the direction of greater opportunity
the mass of mankind."
Times. "Perhaps I have been on forAnother
youChairman
every facility
for that purpose".
Fly absolutely
ignored my
item drawing attention
their mailing lists, or made a
to show him the evidence. Instead
of Committee members is a state- offer
speech at a meeting they assisted
of availing himself of the opportunity
ment published in July 1, 1934, in to inspect the evidence in our possesin arranging, or signed some petision. Chairman Fly replied to my
Common Sense, described as a lefttion they were circulating for what
letter on the very next day, stating
wing organ :
seemed to me at the time a worthy
that he had taken pains to make a
cause. Certainly, I have been much
full inquiry into the subject and that
"Since its inception. New Ameras
a result of his inquiry he had
ica has profited by the services and
more active in some other organizamy charges against Watson to
tions which, in the usual view of leadership of such men as Dr. found
be baseless.
the Dies Commif.ee, might be Thomas H. Wright, Richard Storrs
Instead of looking at our evidence.
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NATIVE SWIMMER carries
to ships entering Honolulu h; c
for KGMB remote pickups. \
mike is connected to remote •
ment on the shore. Recorded
backs are heard later in th<
ning on steamer days. When ]
Sarnoff, RCA president, was i
viewed on the CBS affiliate, he
mented on the "privilege of 1
invited to speak over a Colu .i
station". It's all right, the
nouncer said, "this is an RC^ ,i

crophone".
Chairman Fly wrote to me that '
win Watson is a man "of tentli
eration
American
understanding
that ancestry".
Earl BrowdiIt i:
describes his American ancisti
some such quantitative terms,
not concerned about the ancesi
Goodwin Watson or Earl Brow
have never brought an.y d
against either one of them o
ground of his forebears.
that '
winI charged
Watson categorically
had been publicly
elated with a large number of
munism and the Soviet Union. I ,
that charge at this time. I intei t
have a showdown with the chai
of
to the truth c,i
truththeofFCC
this as
charge.
I further charged, and I no\
peat it, that Goodwin Watson h.i
years
munism been
and athepropagandist
Soviet Union.for 1
Wlitson's undisputed writings to
that charge,as and
I intend
showdown
to the
truth orto unh;
of this charge.
Instead of
one moment
sideration
to giving
the evidence
in oui session. Chairman Fly replied i
that Goodwin
holds tligree
of doctor Watson
of philosophy
Columbia U. One of the most in
writers of Communist literatuu
the United States, a man who y\
publicly
avowed also
member
the d|
munist Party,
held ofthe
of doctor of philosophy from Ci
bia U. His name was M. J. <
I have not held it against Goo
Watson or M. J. Olgin that the; IS
or did not have degrees of the hi m
academic rating from Columbia, ^f.
Lest there be any misunderstai f?!
in any quarter. I wish to say ;»
when it comes to the questiotj*
permitting Communists to hold m
Government
positions in this Caw
to "fight.
Citv
of the Nation, I have just
Flamm Asks N. Y. C
DONALD FLAMM, forn
owner and general managei
WMCA, New York, last week
an application with the FCC f
new 5,000-watt fulltime statio
New
York City
on 620Mr.
kc. Fli
wi'
directional
antenna,
sold WMCA last Dec. 31 to Ed\
J. Noble, well-known industri
and former Government oil
[Broadcasting, Jan. 1].
JOHN HAMMOND,
executive
lumbia
Recording Corp.,
New o:
on Jan. 1, 1942. will go on a te
rary leave
absence
to take
wide
tour ofof the
countr.v
in thea imn;i
of Negro musicians and talent.
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Educators,

Federal

Officials

Praise
Radio's
Role
in Defeose
Annual Chicago Conference Discusses Means of
Using Broadcasts in School Curricula
of the Army Morale Division, deBROADCASTING
scribed the work of his division
tribution to nationalindustry's
defense conand
while Oveta C. Hobbs, in charge of
its aid in promoting Pan-American
solidarity were patently praised by women's activities of the War Despeakers at the fifth annual School
partment's Bureau of Public ReBroadcast Conference, held last
lations, spoke on her department.
Dr. James Rowland Angell, NBC
Wednesday through Friday at the
public service counsellor, presided
Congress Hotel, Chicago.
The conference, attended by at the opening general session of
more than 1,000 radio educators, ing.
the conference on Wednesday mornwound up its three-day session with
a banquet on Friday evening at
Discs in Classroom
which the second annual award of
merit was presented to Sterling
Wynn Wright, production manager of NBC Central Division,
Fisher, CBS educational director,
spoke
before a workshop group on
in recognition cf "an outstanding
job in radio education during the vocational problems in respect to
radio-minded students. Gordon
past year."
Studebaker, of the U. S. Office of
Praise for Radio
Education, Washington, led a disDr. Frank Kingdon, of the Office
cussion on the use of transcriptions
of Facts & Figures, Washington,
in the classroom. There were also
told the conference at the Wednesgroups on the value of handbooks
day evening session that "the in the classroom as an intebroadcasting industry has fully acgrator of radio instruction and
on creative art by radio. Hazel
cepted its social responsibility."
"In September alone," he said, Kenyon, educational director of
"the radio companies donated $2,- KIRO, Seattle, led a discussion on
250,000 of radio time to the promo"Writing for Radio," at which Lestion of two Government enterprises
lie Eddie, assistant continuity edi— defense bonds, and enlistment of
tor of NBC Central Division, exmen for the various services.
plained the fate of unsolicited
scripts.
Through radio, the American people are better informed than any
William D. Boutwell, of the
people have ever been in the his- Office of Education, Washington,
tory of the world. Radio has kept led a discussion on "Teacher Trainthe confidence of the people through
ing in Radio," while I. Keith Tyler,
forums, through unbiased news,
of Ohio State U, conducted a semithrough reports of Governmental
nar on evaluation of school broadactivities, and through on-the-spot casts.
foreign news coverage. Thus radio
The problems of FM broadcasthas more firmly entrenched the
ing were discussed at a meeting at
democratic process."
which the speakers included WilEd Kirby, chief of the radio
liam Levenson, director of WBOE,
branch of the War Department
Cleveland; Linus Travers, viceBureau of Public Relations, told president, Yankee Network, Bosthe educators that the individual
ton ;and James Ebel, chief engineer
broadcaster is the person most qua- of WILL, Illinois U. station at
lified to select and edit Army radio Champaign.
programs.
Lyman Bryson, chairman of
"There is not enough time in the CBS Adult Education Board, pointday, nor stations on the air to aced out at the Thursday evening
commodate one-tenth of all requests general session that the principal
being made for time in the name of function of education in radio is
national defense; whether these re- not to convey concrete and immutquests come from Washington,
able facts, but rather to encourage
from state, country, or city gov- attitudes of tolerance and a realizaernments, clubs, charitable or
tion that there are many viewpoints
patriotic organizations. There to a single question. Harriet Hester,
must be editorial selection, variety of WLS, Chicago, acted as modand audience appeal if there are to
erator, while Brooks Watson, of
be listeners.
WMBD, Peoria, was among those
on the panel.
"If we vote to go to war, then we
shall go to war, and that means in
Child Programs
terms of radio political debate, having reached a conclusion as to our
Dorothy Lewis, vice-president of
enemy and his location, we shall no the Radio Council on Children's
longer debate on the air who is the Programs, was chairman of a
enemy but whether or not we are group considering ways and means
pursuing that enemy effectively."
of building better children's proThe only imposed restrictions on
grams. Thomas Rishworth, assistant director of public service proche broadcaster's function, he explained, are that no military
grams, NBC eastern division, was
secrets be divulged, and that no re- chairman of a classroom demonports of troop movements or news
stration at which "Cavalcade of
tending to endanger the lives of America"
was heard on transcription.
American soldiers be broadcast.
Brig. Gen. Frede/ic Osborn, chief
At the conference banquet, EdPage 16 • December
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NO FAKE professors are these becapped and gowned lads. They are
Henry Burke (left), program manager of WOW, Omaha and Soren
Munkhof, assistant news manager
of the station both of whom teach
courses at Omaha educational institutions. Program Manager Burke
does his pedagogy at the Municipal U while Newsmanager Muni<;hof expounds at Creighton U.
ward Tomlinson, NBC intercontinental adviser, spoke on "South
America Changes Front." Major
Harold W. Kent, of the War Department, presided.
The scroll presented to Mr. Fisher was tendered in recognition of
a "pioneer whose vision has made
American School of the Air a stimulating factor in many classrooms
throughout the nation ... as a
pioneer in the promotion of better
relationships and understanding;
between North and South American countries through the use of
radio . . . and as a man who realizes the social importance of radio
in a democracy and has made of the
School of the Air a sounding board
for the dissemination of genuine
democratic
ideals."
Concurrently
with the conference
on Wednesday evening, CBS held a
dinner in honor of the educational
directors. Those who attended
were : Steiiing Fisher, CBS
director of talks and education;
Lavinia Schwartz, CBS midwest
educational director; Dr. Alfred
Bonomo, WWL, New Orleans;
Lloyd Dennis, WJSV, Washington;
Geraldine Elliott and Mark Haas,
WJR, Detroit; Hazel Kenyon,
KIRO, Seattle; Betty Campbell,
KMOX, St. Louis; Luke R. Roberts,
KOIN, Portland; Max Karl,
WCCO, Minneapolis; Josephine
French, WADC, Akron; Irwin A.
Johnston, WBNS, Columbus; L.
Von Linder, WMT, Cedar Rapids;
Bill Costello, 0. J. Neuwerth, William Kir-Stimon, WBBM, Chicago.

Lever
'Premier'
Mass..
afterDrops
a series
of meetings
with its new agency for Lifebuoy,
RupthraufT & Ryan, New York
[Broadcasting, Dec. 1], has decided not to resume Hollywood Premier after Christmas but to retain
Meet Mr. Meek on 59 CBS stations, Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m.
when R&R takes over the account
Jan. 1. Hollyvjood Premier, which
was heard on 71 CBS stations,
Fridays 10:30-11 p.m., went off
the air Nov. 28 for a four-week
layoff during the Christmas season.

BROADCASTING

Wrigley Defense Actr >
In Radio Programs (a
SPEAKING before an asser, t
the public relations officers
U. S. Army gathered at th'
gress Hotel in Chicago Dec.
conjunction with the School l!
cast Conference, Arthur Me;,
of Meyerhoff Adv. Agency, CI
asserted that in this critical
radio programs, aside froii
viding entertainment, shoul'
some added objective ass(
with the national defense.
Speaking on behalf of the
ley Co. for which his agency <
the advertising of Spearmint
he pointed out that Wrigle;
grams were cooperating wit j
defense effort in publicizin:;
work, background and accon j
ments of the armed forces.
Attending were 64 public
tions officers. Capt. S. P. ^
Commandant, Intelligence Of
Training School, presided,
present from the Radio bran
the War Department weiKirby, chairman; Maj. Hare!
Kent, educational liaison ii
news and special events, and
ment.
Joy, chief of the program d-

180,000 FM SETS
IN NATION CLAIM [
NATIONAL total of FM rec;
m actual use on Dec. 1 is estin
at a minimum of 180 sets, aing to latest figures compile
FM Broadcasters Inc., with
than 36,000 new FM sets ;
into use during the month ciJ
tober and November sales fis
not yet available. In addition
experimental FM stations,
are now 22 fulltime comnn
stations
airing FM program ^
ules.
New York City still lead?
nation in number of FM rec".
in use, some 35,000 having
sold within that service area
Dec.
1, theNov.survey
CASTING,
10]. reveals [F:
Chicago still holds second i
with about 19,000 sets. New
land is a very close third, h;
approximately 18,000 in its va
cities, 5,500 of them in Bostoi
Philadelphia total is approM'
9,000, although FM service I
only last month in that cit\ .
Angeles9,000.
has The
10,000Milwaukee
sets; !)<■
about
is 5,800; Pittsburgh, 5,500.
Douglas Oil Spots
DOUGLAS OIL & REFININC
Los Angeles, recently revamiH
radio campaign and is spons^
the five-weekly quarter-hour i
cast. Let's Talk Over the Nen
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., an
six-weekly program, Douglas
Broadcast on KRKD, Los An:
In addition, firm is using a I
spot announcement schedule
group of KNX
California
includes
KFAC station?,
KHJ
KFXM KTKC KARM, as vx
KEVE,
Everett, Wash..
XEMO, Tia Juana. Agency i
W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
WALTER MURPHY, college ^
in the CBS press department. I'li
8 takes over the position of pul
director of WEEI. CBS Boston
ate. succeeding the late Dorothy I
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Only place where all 8
necessary radio testing
There's an
radio ...

easy way

— to learn beforehand how

to pre- test coast-to-coast

network advertising will work

for you.

Isolated regional market
Set apart sales-wise by
Continental Divide.
All listener types

— to predetermine your new program's audiences and sales
ejffectiveness . . . to check copy appeals, offers, merchandising.

HOW?

Pre-test your campaign

Land" — over the Columbia

in ''Test Tube

Pacific Network.

Only on the Pacific Coast can you find all 8 factors indispensable for proving every detail of your new radio adver-

Every income group —
in city and farm.
Regular sales reports
By A. C. Nielsen & Co. and
Facts Consolidated.
No waste circulation
Continental Divide isolates
radio coverage, too.
Networks in miniature
All carry full-time coast-tocoast schedules.
Monthly audience reports
ratings.
C. E. Hooper "Pacific"

tising campaign.
Then, when you have thoroughly tested your
program

factors are combined:

— at only one-tenth of full nation-

wide time-costs! — you can go coast-to-coast at

Hollywood production
Nation's second coast-tocoast
production center.
Economy

the flip of a switch, sure of success from the start.
One-tenth the time-cost of
full nation-wide network.

Columbia
A

DIVISION

OF

THE

PACIFIC
COLUMBIA

Network

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO — COLUMBIA SQUARE, LOS ANGELES • Represented nationally
by RADIO SALES with offices located in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, and Charlotte
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Consolidated
Offer to Sell
Arouses

Drug
Time

com
A short
mis
time
latern."
sio
Mr. Arnii J
charged that Mr. McClure had "c
faulted the case" and jeopardiz ■
Georgia Tech's license, then ma i
a motion that he be allowed to a
pear to represent the State ;
Georgia rather than Mr. McClui t

Criticism

Agency Claims It Applies to
Consolidated Drug Clients
A LETTER of solicitation to several drug manufacturers by Benson & Dall, Chicago, outlining a
plan whereby the agency claimed
it is possible for these accounts
to buy early morning time on a
number of leading stations at 55
per cent less than the published
card rate, caused considerable reaction in agency circles last week.
Benson & Dall is the agency for
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp.,
Chicago, which owns outright or
controls the distribution of several
drug products. The letter stated
that radio was extensively used in
the promotion of these products,
and that in order to take advantage of rate economies, large
blocks of time are purchased on
leading stations for one or two
hours a day six days a week.
Block Time Purchase
"On many of these stations,"
the letter read, "we have to buy a
little more time than we can actually use. For this reason we can
offer you a plan whereby you can
purchase at our low rates a fifteen
minute program on all or any top
notch radio programs on the enclosed list, at a saving, in most
cases, of more than half what
you would normally pay." Attached
to the letter was a list of 25 stations and a column of published
card rates for half-hour six days
a week, with a comparison of the
claimed Benson & Dall block rate,
which represented a saving of 55
per cent.
Through an error, according to
R. S. Dooley, Benson & Dall president, the letter was addressed to
three non-drug accounts. A second
letter was addressed to these accounts informing them of the error and that the offer was applicable only to drug manufacturers.
The president of the Chicago
agency which handles the three
accounts, however, immediately
sent a blanket wire to all the
stations on the list enclosed in
the Benson & Dall letter asking
them if they would sell him one
hour a day six days a week for
resale purposes. In each case the
answer was in the negative. He
then followed up with a letter
warning that if another agency
were allowed to resell time, then,
under the Fair Trade Practices
Act, he likewise would be entitled
to the identical offer.
Dooley Denies Resale
Mr. Dooley, however, denied
that the agency was reselling the
time which they had purchased. "It
has been an established fact," he
said, "that for years our client
has been acting as exclusive national distributors for a n^imber
of drug products vhich includes
Page

"He may be a big potato dov
in Georgia, but he's just anoth
witness here before this Fedei i

18 • December

MEMBERS of Uncle Sam's armed foi'ces in Alaska will receive top
local and network programs transcribed by Seattle stations and sent to
Alaskan stations for rebroadcast as a result of arrangements just
completed. Capt. Gordon A. Hittenmark, of the radio section of the
War Department morale branch and WRC, Washington announcer,
points out Alaska camp sites to: (1 to r) Roy Grandy, KOL, Seattle;
Major Fred P. Andrew, in charge of Alaska Communication System;
Maurv Rider, KIRO, Seattle, program director; Bill Warren, KOMO,
Seattle program director. Major Andrews will serve as "Traffic Manager" directing the cooperative efforts to obtain the maximum coverage.
WGST

Hearing

Opens

Political

Battle;

FCC Policy on Station Leases Involved
THE FCC came face to face with
of conflicting interests, the opening days of the hearing with Rosel
Georgia's hectic political situation
last week when hearings were be- H. Hyde, FCC principal attorney,
gun in Washington on the appli- presiding, revolved about appearcation of WGST, Atlanta, for reances by Dr. M. L. Brittain, presinewal of its license. Considered
dent of the Georgia School of Techhighly important because of its
nology, licensee of WGST; Ellis
bearing on future Commission
Gibbs Arnall, attorney general of
Georgia, and Clarence L. Calhoun,
policy in regard to apparent control of stations by others than li- Atlanta attorney, who with Sam
censees, the hearings are expected
Pickard, former Federal Radio
to be lengthy.
Commissioner and one-time CBS
With FCC counsel, Marcus Cohn
vice-president, heads Southern
and Russell Rowell, indicating at Broadcasting Stations Inc., which
the outset that the Commission in- for the last 10 years has operated
tends to delve deeply into past, the station under an agreement
present and proposed future opera- regarded as a management contract. Mr. Calhoun was on the
tion of the station, it appeared
as the proceeding was recessed
stand for 21/2 days. W. E. Carroll,
last Friday until Jan. 7 that the a minority stockholder and a direchearing would continue until a long
tor of SBSI, appeared for several
list of witnesses could be heard.
hours Friday before the proceeding
This picture was further compli- was recessed.
cated by indication that it would
Political Angles
be difficult to gather the entire
group of witnesses together at a
Typical of the proceeding was
an acrimonious exchange finally
single time.
Amid constant bickering among
involving all counsel, which grew
counsel about issues involved in from a spirited argument between
the renewal application, as well as Attorney General Arnall, appearauthority to represent a profusion
ing as a witness under subpoena,
and John E. McClure, Washington
attorney named by Gov. Talmadge,
advertising and sales promotion.
Consolidated has purchased large of Georgia, as special attorney
blocks of time to promote these general to handle the WGST case.
When Mr. Arnall questioned the
products, which it either distributes
or owns outright. The offer which
authority of Mr. McClure to represent the State of Georgia, after
we made is open to companies who
wish to appoint Consolidated na- the latter had read into the record
tional sales distributor. Their prod- his authorization from the Goveructs would be advertised by Connor, Louis G. Caldwell, who with
solidated through its agency. BenReed T. Rollo was appearing as
special attorney general with
Theson & Dall."
stations carrying the Conprotested any imsolidated business reported, in Mr. McClure,
putation of impropriety.
every instance, that all products
A high point in this by-play
advertised on Consolidated purchased time were either owned cr came with the declaration by Mr.
McClure:
distributed by the sponsor.

8, 1941
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Mr. Hyde made no ruling on t '
of 1 1'
middlereturn
to Atlanta
and inMr.theArnall
motion,
week.
During Mr. Calhoun's testimor
counsel questioned him for hou
on operation aspects of WGST.]
major discussion developed durij
his appearance from allegatioB
surrounding
a move to foJj
through a contract to "share prof^
secretly" with others than the c J
erators
of the station and Georg |
Tech.
I
Southern Broadcasting StatioB
Inc., with George B. Porter H
counsel, appeared in the procecB
ings as intervenor on grounds tl
its contract with Georgia Sch(
of Technology, dating origina
from 1930, remains in force a
cannot be broken by the school
enter into an allegedly "more i
vorable" agreement with Arth
Lucas
and
William Jenkii
Georgia chain theatre operate
prospective lessees of WGST.
Good Return for School ;
Dr. Brittain indicated on t
stand that the school has receiv
payments of about $30,000 fn
the station operators during t
last year. Under the offer receiv
from Messrs. Lucas and Jenkii
the school would receive a $3'
000 annual guarantee, plus 25%
the station's net income, with t
privilege of cancelling the contra
if payments amount to less th
$50,000 a year, it is understood..
The political angles of t
WGST affair, involving the Ti
madge administration and opp(
ing factions, broke into the op
recently through a letter from 1
Lucas protesting the action of t
FCC in affirnning an earlier c
cision of Motions Commission
George H. Payne denying the
censee's petition to take depositio
in Atlanta in connection with t
hearing.
FCC Chairman James Lawren
Fly answered the Lucas letter wi'
a blistering
declarationof the
thatCo:"
long
as I am chairman
mission, decisions are going to
made upon the merits, and not
accordance with purely politic
influence, threats or coercio:
[Broadcasting, Nov. 17].
N. Y. Set Tax Dropped
FOLLOWING a conference wi
James Lawrence Fly, FCC chai;
man. Mayor Fiorella La Guardia
New York City has ordered the di
continuance of a $2 monthly tax i
all receivers in public places. Ci
had started a test suit to colle
the tax on one such receiver, basir
its claim on the statute coverii
motion picture projectors.
• Broadcast
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R. K. White

a ud Larry

Join
Staff of Wright-Sonovox
Other Staff Additions Are Announced as Plans
For Expansion of Articulator Materialize
car manufacturer, were produced
COINCIDENT with announceand released by World Broadcastment of expansion plans, WrightSonovox Corp., radio developer of
ing System.
Sonovox is an instrument through
the sound articulation instrument,
which
sounds can be articulated
has named R. K. White, former
executive of Campbell-Ewald Co., into words, and its use in radio
Detroit, as general manager with to date has been principally spot
headquarters in Chicago, and announcements with a number of
Lawrence Holcomb, formerly radio national accounts, such as General
director of Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Motors, and Colgate-PalmoliveNew York, as eastern manager
Peet Co. already utilizing the instrument.
with headquarters in New York.
James L. Free and H. Preston
Other staff apPeters
of Free & Peters, station
pointments include: Jack Ross, representatives, recently formed
former radio di- the new corporation, Wrightrector of BeauSonovox, under an exclusive contract with the inventor to develop
mont & Hohman,
Chicago, west
the radio aspects and license percoast manager
formance rights of Sonovox. The
with offices in instrument and its potential apHollywood ; Andy
plications were described in an exAndrews, former
clusive article in the Aug. 11 issue
Mr. White
freelance writer, of Broadcasting.
production direcUsed for Spots
tor of the Chicago office; Sally
In
the
initial stages, the comThorson, script writer, Chicago,
pany is directing the production
and William Brennan, chief sound
announcements with Sonoengineer, Chicago. Jack Foster is of spot
vox until agencies and production
in charge of technical development
men are well enough acquainted
of the Sonovox units. Sally Frankwith the use of the instrument to
lin, radio actress, will be chief
utilize its potentialities. Advertissound articulator in the New York
ers that have already used the
office, as well as in charge of trainSonovox are: General Motors
ing articulators, while Mark GoodDetroit, for Buick with the
son, formerly an announcer of Corp.,
KNX, Hollywood, has been hired as sound of a horn articulated into
another articulator.
"Better Buy Buick"; Allied Mills,
Chicago, for farm feeds, with acWrights Remain Active
tual sound of barnyard animals
The inventor of Sonovox, Gilbert articulated into a recitation of the
merits of Allied feeds; Chr. HanWright, and his wife, the former
sen Labs., Little Falls, for Junket
Margaret Royster who is a musician
and actress, will continue their desserts, and Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co., Jersey City, for Vel.
work in the Hollywood offices.
The Sonovox spots are attracting
Mr. Holcomb
considerable attention, and the anhas been identinouncements, in many cases, have
fied with radio
even attracted fan mail. A forte of
in various capaciSonovox, according to Mr. Free,
ties for 12 years.
is to make spot announcements enHe was producer
tertaining as well as to sell the
with Young &
merchandise.
Rubicam, New
York ; radio director of Joseph
Ry-Krisp Returns
Katz Co., New
Mr. Holcomb
RALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis
York ; continuity
(Ry-Krisp), starting Jan. 2, will
editor of the NBC central division.
sponsor Elsa Maxwell in a quarterMr. White, the new general man- hour of Hollywood commentaries,
ager, has a wide background in humor and interviews on approximately 80 NBC-Blue stations, Frisales promotion and advertising
day, 10-10:15 p. m. Program will
work. For over 20 years he was
mark the return of Ry-Krisp to
associated with General Motors
network radio after a three-year
Corp., Detroit, in various execuabsence. Mkrion Talley was sponsored on the Blue at that time. The
tive capacities. He pioneered the
sales distribution and marketing
account has used hitch-hike announcements on Tom Mix Ralston
of Delco-Light as well as the sales
promotion of Frigidaire when it Straight Shooters on 66 Blue stations. Agency is Gardner Adv. Co.,
first appeared on the market.
St. Louis.
Under his direction as advertising
manager of Chevrolet Chevrolet
ED STOKER and his orchestra heard
Chronicles, one of the most widely on NBC-Red from KDYL. Salt Lake
on Dec.
6 musical
save thescore
i)i-emiere
broadcast transcribed strip pro- City,
of the
of the
grams and one of the initial performance
forthcoming Paramount Christmas
radio efforts by an irdividual motor
cartoon, "Mr. Bug Goes to Town".
Page 20
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Peabody

Holcomb

GOING QUIETLY MAD, and loving it, on his first day as a notary
public is George (Affidavit)
Chance, sales representative of
KILO, Grand Forks, N. D. Staring
out from behind stacks of records
and business trivia, he goes on record with his claim as "busiest salesman-notary inthehe business"
and anto
assertion that
is prepared
fight any claim to the contrary.
UNSUNG

HERO

Gets Army 'Jeep' Ride to
Network Dinner
JOHN SHEPARD 3d, Yankee-Colonial Network head, whose sympathy for unsung heroes of the nation's collegiate gridiron teams was
put into direct action last year,
gave
secondover
"King
For aandDay"
dinner,his aired
WAAB
20
stations of the Colonial network
last Thursday. Plan to honor this
year's choice among the varsitytorn bench-warming forgotten men
was almost stymied when Yale
gridster Francis E. Jones, who
missed
"Y" the
afterBulldogs,
three years'
service his
with
was
found to be serving Uncle Sam's
Army, having been inducted a week
after the Yale-Harvard game.
Due to leave for Camp Lee,
Va., last Tuesday, which
would have cancelled his chances
for appearing at the dinner, Jones
was delivered to the dinner in an
Army jeep, arrangements having
been made by Maj. Gen. Francis B.
Wilby, commanding the First Corps
Area.
Firm's SOAP
Renewals
LOSSoap
ANGELES
Co., Los
Angeles (White King soap), on
Dec. 29 renews for 52 weeks the
five-weekly quarter-hour program.
News With Knox Manyiing on 17
CBS West Coast and Mountain
group stations, Monday through
Friday, 12:15-12:30 p.m. (PST).
Firm on that date also renews for
52 weeks. News With Norman Nesbitt, on 31 Pacific Coast Don Lee
stations, Monday through Friday,
7-7:15 a.m. (PST). In addition,
company will continue its policy of
utilizing local newscasts and participation programs in selected
markets with station list now being rechecked for renewals. Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.
WOR Photo Contract
ALL PHOTOGRAPHIO assignments
of the publicity department of WOR,
New Yorlc, heretofore filled by various
photographers, will be handled on an
exclusive basis by Walter Bngel Inc.,
nounced.
New York, the department has anBROADCASTING

Entri.

To
Close Jan. i
Public
Service Aspects
Be Stressed in Awards
ANNOUNCEMENT
of Jar,
1942, as the closing date for
tries in the 1941 George Fostei I
body Award competition was
late in November by Dean Jo
Drewry, of the Henry W. (,
School of Journalism at Georgi
which sponsors the awards in
junction with the NAB.
Comparable to the P u 1 i t
awards in journalism, the Pe;:
awards are designed to "reco^
and encourage the social resp',
bilities of the youngest of the ht
of communication,
and als'
honor a distinguished AmeriGeorge Foster Peabody".
Public Service
Emphasis this year again wil
on public service. Dean Drewi
dicated, although bases of mea
ment are to be more specific
in 1940. Winners of award1940, and first winners in th"
nual competition, were CBS
the networks; WLW, Cincinr
for large stations; WGAR, (!■
land, medium-size stations; KI
Columbia, Mo., small stations
mer Davis, CBS news commen^
individual performance.
The 1941 awards will be
for best entertainment in dr
best entertainment in music;
educational p r o g r a m, incli
forums, quizzes, literature, art
servation, forest protection,
best news reporting; most d
guished innovation by a stati
individual. Station managers,
vertising agencies, radio edi
and others in the radio field ar
vited to submit nominations foi
awards to Henry W. Grady Sc
of Journalism, U of Geor
Athens. Winners will be choser
an
advisory board from data
mitted.
Members of the advisory 1h
are Dr. S. V. Sanford, chance
University System of Geor,
Bruce Barton, president of BBl
John H. Benson, AAA A presi
Virginius Dabney, editor, Riclm
Times Dispatch; Norman H.
chairman, American Red Cr
Jonathan Daniels, editor, Ral<
News & Observer; Mark Ethri
vice-president and general n
ager,
Louisville
Courier-Jo'i
and Times
and WHAS;
Waldei
Kaempffert, science editor,
York Times ; Alfred A. Knopf, i
lisher; Grace Moore, Metropui
Opera star; Dr. John W. Sti
baker, U. S. Commissioner of E
cation; Mrs. Marjorie Peab
Waite, daughter of George Fo
Peabody
president,
"Yad'
Saratoga and
Springs,
New York;
Monthly.
ward Weeks, editor, Atla
WLS. Chicago, on Dec. 1 expanded
news service to include Press A.
news, in addition to United Press :
Transradio,
casts
daily. and now offers ten n<
• Broadcast
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The Scranton — Wilkes-Barre Market (17th in the U. S.) is as private as an Indian reservation when it comes to radio reception. Outside stations don't stand a chance.
Most of it is due to the Pocono Mountains

and a few other natural obstacles that

nip outside station signals in the bud. They can't get over the mountains.
But that's not all. WGBI

does such a standout job in this industrial market of 652,000

people that outside stations don't stand much of a chance. That's proved by the fact
that 98% of the daytime listeners and 96% of the nighttime listeners in the biggest
county in this section listen to WGBI
WGBI

exclusively (Dr. Starch & Staff Survey).

is the only station heard throughout this Market . . . the only regional or clear

channel station serving it.

JOHN

A CBS Affiliate
910 kc • 1000 WATTS DAY
500 WATTS NIGHT

BLAIR

a COMPANY
WGBI
SCRANTON,

Notional Representatives

IpA.

SCRANTON BROADCASTERS, Inc.
,yife^aA^^,
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Music

Lang-Worth
Adds
ASCAP
Numbers
Change of Policy Is Effected
By Transcription Firm
POLICY CHANGE has been
effected by Lang-Worth Feature
Programs, New York, with close
of the ASCAP-broadcasters controversy. The transcription unit
announces that in addition to the
customery catalogs of BMI and
tax-free music, it is ready to make
the Society's music available to
subscribers. Although tax-free and
BMI tunes will be principal source
of supply, arrangements have been
made whereby ASCAP music will
reach stations on separate, clearlymarked transcriptions, according
to Ralph C. Wentworth, president.
Lang- Worth has been one of the
pioneers in advocating copyright
independence through creation of
a music pool by the industry and
introduction of competition into
the music field. Instigated Aug. 30,
1935, as a subsidiary of Langlois
& Wentworth, Inc., who, up until
that time handled only radio advertising accounts, the new firm of
Lang-Worth started transcribing
only non-ASCAP music to broadcasters.
Indemnity Policy
This tax-free library service adhered strictly to that course until
advent of BMI. Shortly after its inception, Lang-Worth negotiated a
copyright indemnity insurance
policy with Lloyds of London which
was kept in force until start of the
present war.
During its seven years, LangWorth has consistently plugged for
copyright independence. It worked
with the NAB in completing delivery of the library service the
latter's Bureau of Copyrights had
started. Lang-Worth also recently
organized its own music publishing firm, with BMI as the exclusive
licensing agent.
Despite his announcement on
transcribed ASCAP music, Mr.
Wentworth urged continuous exploitation of BMI music, stating,
"It is our belief that it is our duty,
like that of the broadcasters, to
maintain a strong and vigorous
BMI. This can only be maintained
by the continuous exploitation of
BMI tunes."
NBC Guards Posted
GEORGE MOXAHAN. private detective and expert in "industrial protechas been employed
by the togeneral
servicetion",department
of NGC
work
under B. .T. Gilshire, manager of that
division. Monahan is understood to be
heading a "protective management division," as it is temporarily called, to
post
in vital areas of NBC's
Radio guards
City headquarters.
Writer Files Suit
ASSERTING that his story, Navy
Nurse, was used on a nationwide
.sponsored broadcast without consent,
Byron Morgan, Hollywood writer, in
late November filed a $2.5,000 damage
suit in Los Angeles Sur>erior Court
naming John H. Woodbury Corp. and
NBC.
Page 22
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Arouses
Criticis
NAI Tells Members KGIR
Plan Is Not Suitable
DIFFICULTIES with ASCAP o
acceptance of the type of pro^ri
form to be used in reporting \
formances of ASCAP music ur,
per program licenses was rep'^i
last week by Network Affilij
Inc., recently formed regional ti
group.
ASCAP, members were notif
has indicated that it "would
accept from other broadcast i
tions the program forms (nn
production sheet and music L
which it has approved for use
KGIR, copies of which were
you for your information and jri

CAKE AND CONTRACT go together on the occasion of the 2,812th consecutive broadcast of Concert Gems by Ashley C. Dixon, broadcasting
dean of KALE, Portland, Ore., who founded the 15-minute series nine
years ago, sponsored all the way by the Powers Furniture Co., Portland,
who renewed their contract as the show entered its 10th year. Seated
are (1 to r) Edward P. Casey, president. Powers Furniture Co., and
Cake-Getter Ashley C. Dixon. Standing are Neil T. Agan, Powers vicepresident; Ted Kooreman, KALE general manager; George R. Walker,
Powers treasurer; Charles W. Meyers, KOIN-KALE head; R. T. Callahan, Powers secretary.
RADIO

MAKES

THEM

SELL

Over 1 00 BMI Songs Rose to Peak Popularity
In Months ASCAP Was Off Networks
MORE THAN 100 BMI songs ASCAP-controlled music invarireached the pinnacle of national
ably led in sales. But late in 1940,
popularity, and some 40 of them when radio started plugging BMI
broke into the golden circle of best music in anticipation of the break
sellers during the last year, accord- with ASCAP, BMI titles began to
ing to Dave Silverman, music li- appear among the first 10 in point
brarian of WJR, Detroit. Radio's of sales. During 1941 BMI titles
plugging of the tunes is what maintained a commanding position
makes them best-sellers, Mr. Silverman has concluded.
"It's been a great year for unin sales."knowns and for newcomers," Mr.
Switch to BMI
Silverman observed. "For instance,
"Mostand people
think with
of theradio
musicin look at the record for 'Daddy.' If
trade
its relation
memory serves me right, this was
terms of the fees radio must pay Bob Troup's first published work,
for using music," Mr. Silverman
and it had 65,835 perfoi-mances on
commented in discussing radios' radio alone during the third quarter. Forgotten manuscripts have
part
in
the
sale
of
music.
"But
a
glance at the sale of sheet music been dusted off, given the radio
during the period when radio music treatment and have burst into the
was limited to BMI reveals that the circle of best-sellers. A notable exsale of music is in direct proporample of thisback
is 'Amapola,'
tion to the plugs music receives on was written
in 1924, butwhich
lay
virtually dormant until radio started pushing it, and soon it was right
the"For
air." instance, last year before
BMI
came
into the picture.
at the top."
Axton-Fisher on MBS
'Town Hair Shift
AXTON-FISHER
TOBACCO Co.,
NBC on Jan. 1, 1942, is shifting
Louisville, which has been sponsorbroadcasts of America's Toivn
ing two programs on MBS for
Meeting of the Air from Town
Hall, New York, back to its for- Twenty Grand cigarettes, on Dec.
mer period on NBC-Blue 9-10 p.m. 2 started a special four-week seThe program will continue to be
ries on 17 Mutual stations, featuring Johannes Steele, news analyst,
heard 9:15-10:15 p.m. until Dec.
18, and there will be no presenta- who has just returned from a trip
tion of the broadcast Christmas
to London. The series, to run
night, Dec. 25. When the series re- through Dec. 25, succeeds the
Mary Small and Danger Is My
turned to the Blue last September,
NBC shifted it to the new time to Business programs, Tuesdays and
allow for sponsorship of the 9-9:15
Thursdays, but is heard at varyp.m. period by Trimount Clothing
ing times on each station. The 17
Co., New York, which is discon- outlets play back the newscaster's
tinuing News Here and Abroad
broadcasts off the line, and present
them at convenient times. Agency,
Dec. 25 at the end of a 13-week
contract.
McCann-Erickson, New York.
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Called Cumbersome
In its special bulletin, NAI
the
log and account
ance".program
system
which ASCAP proposes
stations' use "is not acceptable'
NAI, "because it is cumberso
requires unnecessary bookkeep
due to its numerous duplicatu
and does not give stations adeqi
protection against copyright
fringement suits, in cases where
station is threatened with or fs
Previously, NAI had notified
such action."
tions
that ASCAP would accept
KGIR type of form, develope<l
Ed Craney, as adequate. NAI
nounced that its copyright comi
tee is now working
out '
ASCAP a form of musical
which it believes will be aceeptf
to ASCAP
and other licen;
groups. It stated that the comi
tee intends to insist upon a
which will "not be burdensomt
maintain for either small or la
In some quarters it was thou
that
ASCAP's purported repu<
stations".
tion of the previous log was f
of an effort to force stations to
cept blanket contracts, not reqi
ing log maintenance.
Norma Gibbs Enlists
NORMA GIBBS is the first won
member of Canada's radio adver;
ing industry to join the recei
formed Canadian Women's Ai
Corps, auxiliary to the Canad
Active Army. Miss Gibb resig
as time and space buyer at the
ronto office of J. Walter Thomp
Co. to enlist as fulltime sold
Prior to this she had done vol
tary war service work as a mem
of the Red Cross Nursing Auxili|
and the St. John's Ambulance r
gade.
will take a month's
ing as She
a probationer,
and willtr^tl
be uniformed and posted to an k
ministrative post within
ter
Thompson
had been
CWAC.
Before she
joining
the J.in'W
media department
of Cockf
Brown & Co., Toronto. She was
placed at J. Walter Thompson
her assistant, Phyllis Sivell.
KNOX MANNING, Hollywood e
mentator, has been signed by Wai
Bros., to narrate the two-reel natic
defense film, "Soldiers in White."
• Broadcast
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As

the

Football
WKZO

Season

KICKS

i

1941

Closes^*

A

GOAL

On Tuesday, November 26, 1941 the Federal Communications Commission granted WKZO an increase
in power from 5000 watts daytime and 1000
watts night to 5000 watts unlimited ... on 590
kc.WKZO covers more square miles than any other
Michigan regional station.
The Strongest Selling Force in the Great
Western Michigan Market!
mg

John E. Fetzer
President & General Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.,

NSTIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WKZO
Columbia's Exclusive Full Time Station for the KALAMAZOO -GRAND
and the Great Western Michigan Market
ROADCASTING
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TELEPHONE SPOTS
PLACED ON COAST
PACIFIC TELEPHONE & Telegraph Co., Northern California and
Nevada division, San Francisco, is
usingpublic
a radio
to w^arn
the
of a campaign
possible Christmas
holiday traffic jam on long-distance
calls. The announcements will appeal to the public to bear with the
phone company if their calls are
delayed and at the same time suggest that when possible long distance calls be placed earlier in the
week.
The campaign will start on 32
stations in Northern California and
Nevada on Dec. 17. Five spot announcements have been contracted
on each station. The phone company'sand divisions
in Oregon,
Washington
Southern
California
are
planning similar radio campaigns.
Business is placed direct.
The station list: KSAN KJBS
KYA KFRC KGO KSFO KPO
KPMC KERN KRE KHSL KIEM
KARM KMJ KMYC KYOS KTRB
KDON KLX KHUB KLS KROW
KVCV KOH KFBK KROY KVEC
KQW KGDM KWG KSRO KTKO.
Serutan Expansion
SERUTAN Co., Jersey City
(health food. Journal of Living),
coincident with the return on Jan.
5, 1942 of the Journal of Living
portion of its account from Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, to Raymond Spector Co., that city, is planning extensive expansion in both
spot and network after the first of
the year. Victor H. Lindlahr's
Journal of Living, half -hour transcribed talks on health which have
been aired three times weekly on
12 stations, will be cut to a quarterhour but will go on five times
weekly and five to ten markets will
be added. At the same time the
talks will be changed to deal only
with menus and recipes of certain
foods which will tie in with the
Government's nutrition defense
plans, and will feature an interview
with some noted personality. Journal of Living was with Spector
four years previous to Jan. 1, 1940
when it went to R & R. In addition,
Serutan will add 16 NBC-Blue stations to the 34 carrying Pearson &
Allen Sundays, 6:30-6:45 p.m.
AUDIENCE REACTION
New Tape Method Tells How
Program Goes Over
A SERIES OF audience reaction
tests based on a method devised by
Frank Stanton, CBS director of research, and Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld,
of Columbia U, are being conducted by Blackett-Sample-Hummert. New York, on programs
sponsored by American Home products. The test employs a running
tape device whereby a selected audience, seated at special chairs with
buttons
marked
'like' toora 'dislike',
record their
reactions
show as
it is being run off.
The moving tape is so synchronized with the presentation of the
program that by examining the
tape afterwards the agency can
trace listener reaction at every
point of the show. Idea is to trace
weak spots in a given program
down to points of origin.
Page 24
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COMMUNICATIONS

Louis Ruppel Turns Publicity Man

Loose to

Answer a Little Girl's Query
if he knows what the dots and
COMMUNICATIONS as a study
topic was a little confusing to dashes mean, he can tell what the
Erma Hunt,
a pupil
of Desenough
Moines'so man with the key is talking about.
Webster
School
at least
The Other Kind
to prompt her to write CBS and ask
"The
other
kind of radio is the
what it was all about. Louis Rupkind that brings you music and
pel, CBS director of publicity, arose
to the challenge and assigned one
stories like Let's Pretend, The Lone
Ranger, Benny Goodman and other
of his star reporters, Jack Hoins,
to explain how broadcast programs
programs.
"The radio you hear in your
are put on the air. Mr. Hoins' let- home
works like this (see drawing) .
ter to little Erma Hunt was published Nov. 5 in the radio column
People sing, talk or play music
of Mary Little in the Des Moines
into a microphone. From the microRegister & Tribune.
phone, the sounds bump into a flat
plate and change into electric
All Kinds of Signals
jiggles that are called vibrations.
Then these vibrations go through
Something new in radio promotion, with a million-dollar industry
the engineering controls. The controls make sure the vibrations are
pausing to answer at length the inquiry of a child listener, follows:
not too strong or too weak. If they
"Dear Erma: Your teacher prob- are strong, they tune them down
the same way you make your radio
ably has told you quite a bit about
communications. You communicate
play quietly. If they are weak, they
with a person when you speak to tune them up the way you make
him. You communicate with a per- your radio play loudly.
son when you write a letter, send
"Now these vibrations go out

■to fflttpn^
CrT«f
AND HERE'S the story of communications in visual form — a sketch preby CBS' Jack Hoins and sent with his letter to little Erma Hunt,
of Des pared
Moines.
through
the sending machine, or
a telegram, or use a telephone.
Indians used to communicate with
ter. Then they fly around
transmit
in
the
a
each other by building smoky fires. like the r looking for radio wires
one outside your house,
These they covered with blankets,
aerials,
When t ley hit these wires, or
and by lifting the blankets every
;hey come down into your
few seconds, they could send small
The radio set then
and large smoke clouds into the air. changes
radio s^ it.
the vibrations back into
One Indian on a hill could communicate with another Indian on sound. T his comes out of your radio louds peaker less than a second
another hill by sending these smoke
"The r
signals.
vas spoken into the microafter it ^
"Radio communication is almost
Like a Mad Dog
the same thing. One kind of radio
phone.
sends short and long sounds which
are called dots and dashes. A man
eason for this is that elecicity ti •avels 186,000 miles in a
pushes a key a little tap, and it tr
makes a dot sound. If he holds the second. S 0 you can see how quickly
a sound f rom KRNT gets into your
key down a little longer, it makes
a dash sound. The key he uses is radio. If the music is coming from
very much like a telegraph key. New Yoi ?k or Hollywood or ChiYou can see these telegraph keys cago, it :
through a telephone
from one 3 of goes
those cities to Des
in the Western Union office in Des
Moines.
Then the telephone line is
conn"T
eche
ted r1 to the microphone we
"These dot and dash sounds go
lOut. And the people at
through a machine which sends
sp
KRok
e abs end it out on the transNT
them out on a wire like the aerial
eres
. . ''.
on your radio set. They turn into miMottin
they use telephone
electricity in the air and fly around
lines is eason
until they hit another radio wire.
that some things like
thunders! ;orms make a thing called
If somebody has his radio tuned
static. St
in, he can hear these sounds, and
atic is like a lot of run-
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Organizf

By New Jersey Statioij
OFFICIALS of a majority of ll
stations in New Jersey, meeti \
Nov. 28 in Trenton, decided to
tablish statewide broadcasting pt
cies regarding defense, governni'
tal, charitable and other prograi
and eventually set up a statew
regional network. A. Harry Zo
president of WFPG, Atlantic (a
was elected president of the as
elation, which will be known as ;
New Jersey Broadcasters Assri.
Edward Codel, general mana;
of WPAT, Paterson, and 0.
Maxey, general manager of WS>
Bridgeton, were elected vice-pi t
dents, and Walter Patrick Kelly,
WAAT, Jersey City, secreta
treasurer. In addition to the offici
the executive board will compr
John C. Bird, of WCAP, Asbi
Park, and WBRB, Red Bar
George V. Kelly, WPAT, Patersc
George C. McGinley, Trenton, a
A.
B. Schillin,
vice-president
WAAT,
Jersey City.
Celanese Music
OPERATIC MUSIC will be f.
tured on the new Celanese Corp.
America show to start Jan. 7 on
CBS stations, Wednesday, 10:
10:45 p.m. [Broadcasting, Dec.
according to Young & Rubica
agency handling the account. Je
Tennyson, wife of Dr. Cami
Dreyfus, head of the Celaix
Corp. and formerly a member
the Chicago Opera Co., will be
starred with Jan Peerce, of 1
Metropolitan Opera Co. Geo.
bastian, one of the conductors
the Metropolitan, will direct 1
music. An operatic cast, yet to
chosen, will also be featured.
NBC-RED
Ma celebi
Perk!
which
came toprosram
NBC in 1933,
ed its ninth year on the air Dec
as a Monday-through-Friday
seiProgram
is sponsored by Procter
Gamble Co., Cincinnati, for Ox}\
and
mert, agency'
Chicago.is Blaekett-Sample-Hu
away electrical impulses. When
nice, well-behaved radio wave
going around looking for wires
bring music into houses, it is li
children in the school yard doi
exercises. Then a thunderstoi
static comes along and behaves 11
a mad dog running among the ch
dren in the schoolyard, and scattt
them all over the place.
"Static in your radio sounds 11
eggs frying
and scatters
music
and words
around all
so yt
can't hear them. To prevent a \
of this, the radio stations use t
telephones from one city to anothc
"They use the same idea
bring radio programs from Euro
to America. Either a man sends 1
voice from a radio transmitter
he talks over the telephone. If
talks with the transmitter, t
radio station in New York gets
on a radio set and makes it loud(
Then it is sent out all ov
America. If the man in Euro
talks over a telephone, they send
out the same way, by radio frc
Europe, to America. There are tel
phone lines along the bottom of t
ocean, between Cuba and Florida.
"I hope this information is wh
you
want If toit know
commui
cations.
is not about
enough,
plea
write and ask some more que
• Broadcast
tions."
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No

one

is

"left

ouf^on

IS o one likes to be "left out" . . .third man

Don

Lee

on a double-date, fifth at Bridge, low man on a totem

pole. You can't sell 'em by forgetting about 'em. When

you want to sell the Pacific Coast, sell

the entire coast. Don't forget the important one million families living outside the four major
markets. These people are good customers . . . they don't want to be lef t out . . . they have money

to

spend — barrels of it. Last year their retail sales were over a billion and a half dollars. Incidently
you can reach all these people only on Don Lee. A Hooper
cities in this area* showed the total ratings of Don
networks combined.

survey taken in ten representative

Lee were nearly twice those of all the other

In one-third of the areas, 94%

of the listeners were tuned to Don

Lee.

Why? ...because reliable long range reception is impossible on the Pacific Coast due to the high
mountains

surrounding

nearly every primary market.

Don Lee stations are located in the towns themselves.
Make this a Happy New Year for these folks. . .let them
hear your radio program ... buy Don

M

U

T

UAL

Lee and no one

will be left out.

DON

Advertisers and agencies write Wilbur Eickelherg,
General Sales Manager, for copies of actual survey.
Thomas S. Lee, President • Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
DON LEE STUDIOS— 5515 MELROSE AVE« HOLLYWOOD, CAUF.
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XAVIER GRIDDERS had their last drill before the game with Geor;
town U at a session held in the studios ofSwWKRC, Cincinnati. Coach CI
ap great, staged a blackboj
Crowe (at mike), former Notre Dame football
drill that must have been effective inasmuch as Xavier beat the m'
famous Georgetown club, 14-6. Dick Nesbitt, WKRC-MBS sportscasi
is standing next to Crowe in foreground.

Brings
Stahlman's

Appeal

Is Heard by Court
Decision on Subpoena May
Be Issued Within Month
INVOLVING the authority of the
FCC to require the appearance of
a witness under subpeona at a general hearing such as the newspaper-ownership inquiry, the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia last Wednesday heard
arguments in the appeal of James
G. Stahlman from a District Court
decision upholding such power for
the Commission.
Appearing before the threejudge court — Chief Justice D. Lawrence Groner and Associate Justices
Fred M. Vinson and Henry W.
Edgerton— Thomas E. Harris. FCC
assistant general counsel, and
Elisha Hanson, ANPA counsel,
argued the case. A decision is not
expected for about a month, probably late in December or early in
January.
a forTownsend,
of
d k>
j.^ector
«o
u"°ClClX
sentedby° ^A^.
n,er Governor 0^" ' Relations for the
"Zgricoltorol De^^"7^ J^Tof Agriculture
^
Deportmen
U^,ed
,t
was States
the annual
^^,,,p,-,ses, the

Arizona's most successful ^^^^^^^^^
United Producers an ^^^^^^
^^^^ ^.^^^j ^
operative, more ha
didn't m.ss
^hey
Those
a word of ^Ar.
5 ^hEREI
ARV/A
V^HY? BECAUSE KT

^

^cu^.u.^
PAUL
York ^'^^^
C\.ica90
^„g«U. ^^""'^
AFflLlATeD
WITH
o PHOENIX R{PU61.1C AND eAZ6TT8
ciscTHE
San Fran
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Authority of FCC
Mr. Harris took flat issue with
the position of Mr. Hanson, who
has represented Mr. Stahlman, publisher of the Nashville Banner and
a former ANPA president, since
difficulties first arose over his failure to respond to an FCC summons, on advice of counsel, in the
opening days of the newspaperovraership investigation late in
July. Mr. Hanson maintained that
since the FCC's inquiry itself was
illegal, the subpoena became a nullity in the eyes of the law. Mr.
Harris argued that the FCC holds
unquestionable authority to conduct
proceeding of a general nature
[Broadcasting, Oct. 27, Nov. 17].
Holding that the FCC has no
authority to consider or lay down
any general policy or rule placing
newspaper-applicants for radio
facilities in a general class, Mr.
Hanson declared he would challenge such an inquiry, even if it
were authorized by Congress, as
violating constitutional rights. He
added that the FCC's indication
that a principal purpose of the proceedings was to gather material
for recommendations to Congress
in regard to newspaper ownership
and operation of radio stations was
"something they dragged in when
BROADCASTING

of

WNEW-WO

Program Shii
AS A RESULT of the interchai
of power and frequency by WNI
and WOV, New York, Dec.
WNEW has inaugurated a
schedule on Sundays, heretofor
part-time operations day.
Among the personalities sigi
by the station for Sunday progra
are John B. Kennedy, news anal^
who is presented with well-kn&
guest speakers
in aevents;
half-hour
cussion
of timely
Chai (
Hodges of the New York U facv
in a quarter-hour commenta
Zeke Manners' hillbilly gang ii
full hour session ; Kay Lorraine i
Jerry Abbott singing on separ
programs
with Merle
tra,
and remote
dance Pitt's
pickupsorclfi
New Jersey and New York civ
WNEW's daily Dance Par
starts Sundays at 9 p.m. and c
tinues to 1 a.m., at which time
well-known
Milkman's
Matin<
takes over until
7 a.m. Six
the
day.
periods also are presented dur
THE EIGHTEEN basketball dou'
headers scheduled in Madison Sqi'
Gardencovered
this winter
are a?-x
being
in partseason
by CBS,
Mel Allen doing a quarter-hour p?
by-play, 11-11 :15 p.m. each night
a game. Season started Nov. 19
extends through the end of the Idt
tion Tournament in March.
they found they were going tch
challenged on their order (Or
79)". He held that if the FCC i
no authority to lay down
policy or rules, it cannot leg;
hold a proceeding of the nature
the newspaper-ownership inqt<
looking toward such rules.
Outlining the FCC's stand,
Harris stated that a "determ?
tion of facts", as were being de^
oped in the newspaper hearing, ij
be needed to determine the po,,
of the FCC to lay down a po
one way or another regarcfe
newspaper applications. Althoi
the FCC cannot take a stand on'
matter until the hearings are c
eluded, he continued, it may t
do any of several things: (1)
the
data developed
as educatic'
background,
(2) lay down
a defi).
policy and issue rules, (3) mi
legislative recommendations to C|
gress, whether or not it decidei
has
power to issue rules or
downthepolicy.
• Broadcast
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ILANA Inc.. Brooklyn (Cocilana
jh Nips), to Lester Harrison Assoc.,
V. Radio to be used.
■JDSTROM HAT STORES, San Fran,Francisco.
to TheodoreRadio
H. toSegall
Adv. Agency,
be used.
nONAL ASSN. OF BEDDING MFRS..
ago (bedding
promotion),
leman.
Grand Rapids.
Radio toto beWallaceused.
'^ER BROS.
Toronto, & Canada
nlight
Soap), Ltd.,
to RuthrauflE
Ryan,
' York. English and French programs
ned.
IDERS DIGEST ASSN., Pleasantville,
Y. Buenos
{Selecciones
he
Aires del
officeReaders
and theDigest),
Latin
rican division of J. Walter Thompson
New York for promotion in Latin
rica. Plans not yet formulated.
UlLES ENEU JOHNSON
& Co.,
adelphia (ink), to Benjamin EshelI Co., Philadelphia.
CREDIT Co., Philadelphia (personal
) . to Solis S. Cantor Adv. Agency,
adelphia, to handle advertising for its
es throughout Pennsylvania.
CRASH FOOD PRODUCTS, Los Ange(canned foods), to Erwin, Wasey &
that city. Advertising plans in formastage.
iSTA WATER Co., San Francisco
irkling water) to Brisacher, Davis &
r, San Francisco.
IINSTON & MURPHY, Newark (men's
)s). to Charles Dallas Reach Co., Newj! Plans not yet formulated.
IROLAX Co., New York (proprietary)
ijfchas. W. Hoyt Co., N. Y. Said to use
kT PRODUCTS Co., Chicago (coffee
.er. jewelry), to Simons-Michelson Co..
>|-oit.
Has national distribution and uses
lie radio.
'|aROL Inc., Stamford, Conn., to Grey
:j. Agency, N. Y.
HILL FOOT CLINIC, Los Angeles,
j-'oothealth Adv. Alliance, Los Angeles.
tin ipABEE FLOUR MILLS Co., Kansas
||, to Potts-Turnbull Co., Kansas City.
jlRS ROEBUCK & Co., Chicago, to
|he, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
ISONAL PRODUCTS Corp., Milltown,
J. (Loress Cleansing Tissues), to Wil■ Esty & Co., N. Y. Plans not yet
aaulated.
NO COMMERCIALS
jlTextile Firm Bases Show on
Goodwill Theme
STURE of support by Callay Mills, LaGrange, Ga., one of
largest textile manufacturers
■the South, in buying a weekly
ir on WLAG when that station
k the air, has developed into a
*jque program on which no adveriLng for the company is aired.
|ien the series started, musical
111
other entertainment groups of
p Callaway recreational departtat were used on the air. Refnse was so favorable that the
jllaway executives, recognizing its
pdwill potentialities, decided to
j>aden the scope of the program,
i^ow the Callaway employes coniktrate on one program monthly
,iile the others are used by civic
ittups, churches, educational instiJiions using their own talent. Ex||itation of events connected with
f use of cotton are heard but the
i»nsors products are never menped. The program carries only
'3 mention of the sponsor, a sim; mtroduction "This is the Callajiy
Mills auditorium
Hour". Completion of a
l!)0,000
is expected
|rtly at the mills and then the
•pgrams will originate from there.
JIOADCASTING
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and KMOX

KMOX

is army escort for a lOZ-county

audience !

was first in the country to follow the boys into the

army and give their families the inside story of life at camp.
Now

in its thirty- fifth week, * 'Youth Answers

gives KMOX

the Call"

listeners a close-up picture of everything from

meals ... to maneuvers ... to morale. As told by those who
know

army life best— the draftees.

This half- hour series is typical of the KMOX
showmanship.

brand of

It is this knack for building attention -hold-

ing programs that has won KMOX a * 'pass friend" welcome
in the rich St. Louis market. Among
listeners and advertisers alike.
KMOX
THE VOICE OF ST. LOUIS • 50,000 WATTS
Owned and operated by CBS. Represented nationally by Radio ™^
Sales : New York, Chicago, Charlotte, San Francisco, Los Angeles
Advertising
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WDRC's

ASSIGNED to the radio division of
the public relations office at district
headquarters in Boston, Colton G.
Morris (right), since 1938 special
events director and news editor of
WBZ-WBZA, Boston - Springfield,
is sworn in as a lieutenant (j. g.)
in the Naval Reserve by Commander J. H. Keffe, assistant personnel officer of the First Naval
District in Boston.
Federal Life Test
FEDERAL LIFE & CASUALTY
Co., Newark, which has been using
WEVD and WINS, New York to
promote its health and accident insurance, has started a 13-week test
campaign on WMCA, that city, of
six five-minute programs weekly,
Monday through Saturday, 6.206:25 stressing for the first time the
hospitalization aspect of the company's services. If test is successful
it will "probably be expanded to a
national radio account", according
to Furman & Feiner, agency
handling the account.

19th BIRTHDAY

FETE

Doolittle Leads Station's Observation, Along
With Several Veteran Employe:
MESSAGES of congratulation are
W65H, FM outlet owned and oppouring in this week to WDRC,
erated by WDRC, was the first FM
Hartford, which celebrates its 19th unit to be licensed after Major Edbirthday Dec. 10. WDRC has set
win H. Armstrong's Alpine, N. J.
aside the entire week for the cele- W2XMN went on the air. Mr. Doobration, and will now use with its
little participated with Major Armcall letter identification on station
ments. strong in many early FM experibreaks the phrase "now in its 20th
William S. Paley, president of
year of continuous broadcasting."
Scores of messages were re- CBS System, also sent a message
ceived by General Manager Frankof congratulation to WDRC. "On
lin M. Doolittle, founder of WDRC.
CBS," hecongratulations
said, "I want to
The station, founded Dec. 10, 1922, behalf
extend of
heartiest
to
joined CBS in 1930.
WDRC as it begins its 20th consecutive year of broadcasting. I
Veteran Employes
am very happy to note, too, that
A. Martino, chief engineer, has for more than half this period,
WDRC has been the voice of the
been with the station since it was
Columbia network to the people of
founded, while Walter B. Haase,
Hartford.
program manager, has been with
"Your 19 years of service make
WDRC 17 years. William Malo,
you not only the first station in
commercial manager, has been connected with the station nearly 12 Connecticut, but one of the pioneers
of broadcasting in the United
years, and Educational Director
Sterling V. Couch joined more than
13 years ago.
Philadelphia Video Count
"It has been my good fortune,"
States."
CHECK-UP
of television sets in
Mr. Doolittle said, "to have associated with me a loyal and enthusiuse in the Philadelphia area by
astic staff, and it is principally to Philco reveals there are about 500
them that the growth of this sta- sets in actual operation in the
tion is due. Nineteen years is a long city and suburban areas. Philco
time, but broadcasting still is a engineers estimated there were only
young business. There are many
300 sets in operation when the
problems ahead. WDRC pledges it- company's WPTZ started commerself to tackle these problems in the
cial television Sept. 1. It is also
interest of better radio for Hartestimated the 500 sets represent
an audience in excess of 2,000.
ford and Connecticut."

EMILY HOLT VISITS
WEST COAST AFB
EMILY HOLT, national execut
secretary of the American Fe^lf;
tion of Radio Artists, flew to C
fornia last week for a visit to
union's Hollywood and San Fi
Cisco locals. Visit was describtd
"routine", to clean up a numb'ri
problems, particularly in San Fi
Cisco, where the AFRA chaptev
had
time.no executive secretary for
Mrs. Holt was expected back
New York by the first of this w
although there was a possilii
that she might delay her retur
few days to stop off at some ot
cities on her way back East. (
such stop-over might be made
Fort Worth and Dallas, where
multiple-ownership situation i'^
ported to have hampered progi
of AFRA toward securing c
tracts from the stations. Union
considered protesting to the NL]
but no such action has yet
taken.
Gewn Desecretary
Lany hasof resigned'
executive
the Det
AFRA local and has gone to Ho
wood to resume her career as a ;
dio actress, according to AP'
headquarters
New York.
Nutten, Detroitinattorney,
is theCI'r
Detroit executive secretary.
Union also reports that a w.
increase
has atbeen
announcers
WRCsecured
and for
WM^s',
NBC M & 0 stations in Washi,
ton. When the contract cover'
these stations was signed with N
several
for'
opening years
at thisago,timeprovision
was made.

Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales Offices in Washington, New Yorl,
Chicago, San Francisco, Boston, Cleveland, Denver and Hollywood.
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\ orge A. Burns Named
i Manager of KXFM
A GENERAL reorganization
station personnel recently efed by KFXM, San Bernardino,
, George A. Burns, sales prolion manager since 1934, has
been made general manager.
Appointment was
announced by J.
C. and E. W. Lee,
owners, who formerly managed
the station. With
KFXM
a Don
Lee - Mutual
Broadcasting System affiliate, the
Lee brothers
ed that they will devote their
re time to national and netk affiliations business and genpublic relations work. Before
ing KFXM, Burns was assoed with vajrious Pacific Coast
ions in a specialty capacity.
iv to that he was in the adverjig and sales promotion field in
',vJS. York and other metropolitan
Inth the reorganization Maurice
,inan has been appointed sta. commercial manager. Bill
'•mpson heads the sales promodepartment, with Howard
lihly as office manager. Lowell
th is program director and
til Lynde, chief announcer,
hard Sampson is chief engineer.
Perfume Campaign
^MPAGNIE PARISIENNE, San
onio (perfume) recently started
regular winter campaign on 40
hions, using five-minute tranbed programs daily. Agency is
khwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
)ut 50 more are to be added. The
:i:ion list:
|ait wpro kfbk kya kghl
sn wmin kfvd wpic wbal
|af wcfl
wibc klx
kmpc
va
whaskqwksl worl
kma
k. kiny khq kfel kvor kfeq
krko kjbs kggf ksei kwjj
'0 kxok wdel wgan who kiro
I'R.
Gillette Pro Grid
■R THE SECOND successive
r, Red Barber, noted sports anncer of WOR, New York, has
selected to handle play-byIn
y of the championship play-off
le of the National Professional
itball League, to be broadcast
■ lusively on MBS under sponsor? of Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
- ;ton. The game will be played
' the home grounds of the westdivision Dec. 21.
Sponsor Transfers
jCAUSE
of policy differences
|h CBS West Coast executives
so what constitutes controversial
Itter, Presidential Silver Co.,
lewood, Cal. (trophy manufac«rs), on Dec. 2 shifted its weekquarter-hour commentary series
turing Eugenia
Clair Flatto
m KNX, Hollywood, to KHJ,
t city. New contract, placed dit, is for 13 weeks. Controversy,
ilording to Mrs. Flatto, arose
r suppression of a broadcast
jjed Hitler Cannot Conquer Ruswhich was based on the book
IMaurice Hindus.
teOADCASTING

How to Listen
A COLLEGE COURSE in
radio listening has been instituted at Pennsylvania State
College. Declaring that the
education of people to be
more discriminating radio
listeners is "highly imperative" in a democracy, the
course of study was introduced by Raymond W. Tyson,
instructor in public speaking
at the college. In announcing
the study, he urged that public schools and colleges give
phone, amplifier, and an extra
more courses in radio and
provide equipment necessary
for presentation of such
courses of study. All that is
needed, he said, is a microclassroom, where the broadcasters can be heard unseen.

KPAS
Appoints King
And Akerman to Posts
J. FRANK BURKE, president of
Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co., in
announcing Loyal K. King and
John L. Akerman as general manager and commercial manager respectively ofthe new KPAS. Pasadena, Cal., last week stated that
the 10,000-watt fulltime station on
1110 kc. expects to get on the air
by Dec. 15. Western Electric
equipped, studios will be located in
the Huntington Hotel, that city,
with transmitter at El Monte, Cal.
Mr. King, new to radio, was one
time business manager of the Santa
Ana (Cal.) Register, and prior to
that associated with East Coast
newspapers. Mr. Akerman formerly operated his own Los Angeles
agency. Before that he was for 23
years affiliated with various newspapers and publications. Mr.
Burke, one time publisher of the
Santa Ana newspaper, with his
family controls KFVD, Los Angeles. He is 87.5% common stockholder in KPAS. Other common
stockholders have less than 2%. All
stockholders, except Mr. Burke,
hold a varying amount of preferred
stock [Broadcasting, Sept. 15].
Construction permit for KPAS
was granted last Sept. 9.

CASH INCOME and GOV'T
mnm
camuna

PAYMENTS

M¥ BRACE or
Ml HE OTHER
SOUTHERN STATES
MILLIONS

Radio Club Moving
RADIO EXECUTIVES CLUB, of
New York, starting Jan. 7 will
change its luncheon-meeting quarters to the Empire Room of Hotel
Lexington, it was announced at last
Wednesday's regular meeting.
Prices will continue as before, with
$1
for members
and $1.50
for MBS
nonmembers.
Members
of the
sports staff headed by Tom Slater,
director of special events, and Don
announcer, adDunphy,dressed thesports
group. Visitors included
Gunnar Wiig, WHEC, Rochester;
Alec Moss, advertising manager of
Paramount Pictures; J. E. Mason.
WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y., and Earl
Thomas, McKee & Albright, New
York.
KEYSTONE BROADCASTING Sysetm. transcribed network service has
moved its Hollywood program division
to G331 Hollywood Blvd., that city.
Telephone is Hempstead 0460. Sidney J. Wolf, Chicago secretarytreasurer w^as on the West Coast during early December.
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Radio Monitoring Test
For
FCC
Announced
ANTICIPATING additional expansion of the FCC monitoring
staff in connection with national
defense, the Civil Service Commission last Monday announced an
examination for "radio monitoring
officers", positions paying from
$2,600 to $3,200 annually. Radio
monitoring officers are assigned to
FCC monitoring and direction-finding stations, and their functions
include investigating complaints alleging subversive uses of radio.
No vi^ritten test is to be given
for the positions, and applications
may be filed with the Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D. C,
until June 30, 1942. A copy of
the announcement and application
forms may be secured from local
post offices.
BERYL VAUGHAN, of the cast of
CBS Romance of Helen Trent in Chicago, is the author of a book. Little
Racketeer.

THERE

ARE

18

KMO Staff Changes
IN A REALIGNMENT of production personnel. Ted Knightlinger,
formerly news editor and more recently of the Army public relations
division, has been appointed program director of KMO, Tacoma,
Wash., according to Carl E. Raymond, general manager. He succeeds Charlie Foil who resigned to
join KTKC, Visalia, Cal., in a
similar capacity. Knightlinger has
been on active duty as public relations officer for the State of Washington Selective Service. Billie
Barnes, formerly Hollywood dramatic actress, has joined the station
as woman's program
director.
New announcers
are Verne
Sawyer, formerly of KOL and KJR,
Seattle, and Bruce Calhoun, formerly of WDGY, Minneapolis.
RUDY VALLEE, veteran radio star,
singer and m.c, currently on the NBCRed Sealtest program, is planning this
winter to start the interesting task of
copying on microfilm and of indexing
his voluminous records, souvenirs,
clippings, scripts and correspondence.

Santa

Throughout WHAMIand,* mothers are bundling up
their children to take them to visit Santa Claus —
in the bustling department stores of the 18 trading
centers in WHAM's primary area. WHAMIand folks
are buying for a Merry Christmas.
That's the bonus coverage WHAM

gives you; not

WHAM
Rochester,

N.

Y.

Clauses

MBS Bowl Games
EXCLUSIVE football broadcasts
on Mutual at New Years starts
Dec. 27 when MBS carries a description byBob Elson, sportscaster of WGN, Chicago, of the NorthSouth All-Star game from Montgomery, Ala. On Jan. 1, 1942, Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, will
sponsor on MBS both the Cotton
Bowl game from Dallas, with Don
Dunphy at the microphone, and the
East-West All-Star game from San
Francisco to be described by Ernie
Smith and Mel Ventor.
CLARA, Lu, and Em (Helen King,
Harriet Allyn, Louise Mead), have
been signed by Biggie Levin, Chicago
talent scout, and are being offered as
a daytime serial package show. The
trio was sponsored for a number of
years by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
Jersey City, for Super Suds on NBCBlue. Harriet Allyn replaces the late
Isabelle Carrothers, the original Lu
since the team organized while they
were students at Northwestern U in
1926.

IN

WHAMIand

just Rochester, nor Rochester's trading area, but
seventeen others — all at approximately one-third the
cost of localized coverage of the same area. Here
in this prosperous forty-three county primary area
WHAM's 50,000 watt, clear channel signal is dominant. Here WHAM programs are family stand-bys.
Here WHAM is your best buy.
*WHAM 43 county primary area
and its 900,000 homes.
National Reps.: George P. Hollingbery Co.
50,000 Watts . . . Clear Channel . . .
Full time . . . NBC Blue and Red Networks

FROM RAID SHELTER
MBS Covers Mock Attack Fr?
*
Armco Structure I
WAILING sirens and othei
raid sounds were the backg
of a recent MBS feature
around a mock impending rai'
broadcast was originated by V
Ashland, Ky., from within t
air-raid shelter erected for d'

stration purposes by the local p
of American Rolling Mills Co.
ticipating in the program, grf
around the WCMI microphone, ^ k
(1 to r) Jim Shelton, of the W(
special events staff ; Bennett CI
pell, assistant to the Armco pi
dent ; John Wymer, also of the ,
cial events staff.
Complete in every detail,
Armco shelter contains first aid
surgical equipment, cooking fa
ties and food, stretchers, and (
a pick and shovel. The sign bel
the trio reads: "No admittane
shelter after second raid warni:
Just about now, the shelter has 1
dismantled and is on its way to
war zone in England.
North Carolina Regioi
Is Fourth Within a Y(
MARKING the fourth new sta
to be granted this year in N(
Carolina — all with the status
1,000-watt regionals — the 1
last Wednesday issued a const
tion permit for new facilities
Washington, N. C, on 930 kc.
Permitee is the Tar Heel Br(
casting Co., 51% owned by W
Roberson Sr., president of the 1
Dr. Pepper Bottling Co. and p
owner of a hardware concern, ^
B. W. Frank, assistant manage
WEED, Rocky Mount, N. C.
24.5% stockholder. The balanc
the stock is held by W. R. Ro
son Jr., at the present time a bi
keeper for his father. Washing
20 miles east of Greenville, he
population of about 7,000.
Earlier in the year l,000-\
stations had been granted in K'
Carolina to WBBB, Burlire
daytime on 920 kc; WAYS, CI
lotte, on 610 kc; and WG
Greensboro, on 980 kc
Reuters on WSPD
WSPD, Toledo, is now using
dispatches of Reuters, British n
agency, in addition to those of
United Press and Internatic
News Service. The station bei
using the British service Nov.
immediately after contracts Vi'
signed. All newscasts are now
der the direction of Joe Uebelh:,
who which
has been
named henews
edi'
in
capacity
superv:
WSPD's seven daily newscasts i
sented by three regular newscast
and himself.
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For new light on today's 50,000-watt transmitters, look at WBAL, WPTF, WKBW, KDKA, or WBZ.

came a new attractive streamHne design of seven matched
cubicles housing the various units of the complete

In each of these stations you'll find a Westinghouse
50-HG. This is the broadcast transmitter, introduced by
Westinghouse in 1940, that brought about a drastic

50,000-watt set.
That's why we say "Keep an eye on these stations."

revision in the standards by which this type of equipment is judged.
What happened?
Westinghouse, applying knowledge accumulated over
many years of radio and diversified electrical experience,
brought a fresh viewpoint to bear on transmitter design.
Out went the clutter of tanks, pumps, piping, and coils

OPERATING
ADVANTAGES
OF THE 50-HG TRANSMITTER
• Air-cooled tubes in all stages
• Extremely low operating costs
• Metal rectifiers throughout, except main high voltage rectifier
• Inductive neutralization of the power amplifier
• Equalized feedback
• Compressed gas condensers
• Complete elimination of fuses
• Spare rectifier tube at operating temperature
• Ease of adjustment
• Unit construction throughout
• Full automatic control
• Relatively low plate voltages
• Conservative operation of all tubes

required for water cooling. In came air-cooled tubes for
aU stages. Down went operating costs, with 115 kw
input for average modulation as against 135 kw and
143 kw respectively for previous types of 50 kw transmitters. And along with these operating advantages

J-08042
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FM-Pre-War
Baby
ANY IDEA THAT FM development would be
stopped in its tracks by the war emergency
certainly has been dispelled by events of the
last few weeks. There have been a half-dozen
dedications of FM stations during the last several weeks, topped off last week by the inauguration of service by New York's first fulltime
commercial FM station, W71NY, under the
ownership auspices of WOR, one of the nation's
preeminent broadcast institutions.
There isn't even any indication that FM development has bogged down, despite defense,
priorities and other seeming dislocations which
inevitably accompany a war economy. Actually,
FM as a full-blown commercial service, offering
improved fidelity, is born even before World
War II has engulfed the New World. Standard
broadcasting had its onset as an aftermath of
World War I.
Today there are a score of FM stations in
full commercial operation in 15 cities. Another
40 are under construction. Some 50 applications
are pending. There would be still other stations
on the air were it not for Order No. 79 of the
FCC, which has relegated two-dozen applications into the pending file because their sponsors are identified in one way or another with
newspapers.
Real impetus was given FM by the W71NY
dedication. It marked also the establishment of
a special commercial network, linking seven
eastern stations, with four accounts sponsoring the program on a one-time basis. Of greater
future significance was the fact that the hookup
was effected by direct radio pickup, foregoing
use of vdre-lines. It was done without noticeable impairment of quality.
Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, distinguished inventor and the father of FM, has seen the first
practical phase of his prediction realized. Overcoming almost insurmountable obstacles, he has
witnessed what he said in 1935 would be an
actuality once the experimental restriction was
lifted.
FM receiving set production, according to industry statistics, has reached 1,500 per day,
and is being stepped up gradually so it will
cross 2,000 by the first of the year. There are
about 100,000 sets in use, segregated largely
along the eastern seaboard and in the Chicago
area. This is a far cry from the 51,000,000
standard broadcast receivers in use, but it's
still swift development.
This year some 10,000,000 standard broadcast receivers have been sold. Even if 0PM
Page 34
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knocks down the 1942 output some 30% there
will still be in the neighborhood of 3,000,000
sets manufactured. Manufacturers, it seems
likely, will be disposed to produce combination
FM-AM receivers because of increasing demand and because of the greater (though not inordinately higher) retail cost per unit. Even if
only one-third of the 1942 models are adapted
for
tion. FM, there would be a 1,000,000 set producSo, barring unforeseeable developments, and
that's looking at the war almost at its worst,
FM doesn't approach 1942 with trepidation.
Radio having proved its ability to sell goods,
is doing a respectable job of selling "staticless" radio wherever it hits the air.
Hang That Hang-Over
IN MID-JANUARY, the House Committee on
Foreign & Interstate Commerce plans to begin
hearings on legislation to rewrite the Communications Act of 1934, statute under which
the industry is regulated — or better, perhaps —
misregulated.
The Sanders Bill pending before the committee will serve as the vehicle for what is
destined to be a full-scale inquiry into the industry, the FCC and all things pertaining to
radio. This bill already has drawn fire in industry quarters. Some groups see in it a
"joker" here and a veiled threat there.
No one contends — not even Rep. Sanders
himself — that the bill is perfect. There never
was a piece of major legislation introduced,
within our knowledge, that ran the legislative
gauntlet without substantial change. Radio's
legislative history in recent years has been
anything but tranquil, and it's safe to predict
that the Sanders Bill will get the fine-toothcomb treatment.
Time is getting short. It is evident now that
the only industry-wide relief foreseeable is
through a new expression from Congress as to
its intent. It probably is foolhardy to think
that any new statute will be less rigorous than
the existing law, enacted in 1927, and absorbed
virtually in toto in the Communications Act
of 1934. But there's an excellent gamble that
an even more stringent statute will on the longhaul be more desirable if it clearly delineates
the limitations of the FCC (or its successor),
and eliminates the experimentation and guesswork that has caused so much havoc and unrest
in the industry during the last few years.
Speaker Sam Rayburn is quoted as having
told highest Administration officials that he

The

RADIO

BOOK
SHELI
OPERA, because of radio, has bcome a nece:
sity rather than a luxury and that's the stor
behind The Opera, Its Creation & Perforn
ance: 1600-1941, by Wallace Brockway an
Herbert Weinstock (Simon & Schuster, Ne^
York, $3.75). Authors of the 1939 success, Me
of Music, they trace the development of oper
and show why it has become the most popula
branch of music. List of recommended recorc
ings is included.
regarded the existing Communications Act as
good law — one of the best Congress ever ha
enacted. The fault, he has insisted, has bee
in the men who have administered that statute
and have read into it meanings and authoriza
tions never in the minds of the men who drafte
the measure originally.
The industry should roll up its sleeves an
get behind new legislation when the hearing
get under way in January. If the Sander
Bill is faulty, then let's say so, and in wha
particulars. Let's get a law through that wi:
safeguard the public against the excesses of th
industry, if that be necessary. And at the sam
time let's have Congress tell the licensin.
authority just how far it can go, so the in
dustry can adjust itself along lines of greates
stability. Only in that way can radio get ri
of what has been a regulatory hangover 36
days per year.

The Political Gong
IN WHAT it describes as an effort to clarif
the political section of the law, the FCC ha
published a new definition of what it regard
as a "legally qualified candidate" for publi
office. The revised definition [see Dec. 1 issue
appears to broaden the concept considerabl.
by embracing not only candidates for a publi
office who may be nominated but any perso:
"who has publicly announced that he is a can
didate for nomination" for public office.
The full impact of this amplified definitioi
will not be felt until primary campaigns ge
under way in some States this Spring. Ther^
will be literally thousands of "publicly" an
nounced candidates for offices from dog-catche
to governor. The entire House of Representa
tives will be elected next November, along witl
on-third of the Senate. Thousands of town
city and State officials will be elected.
Broadcasters should determine now wha
they intend to do about allocations of time fo
politics within the boundaries of the new FCC
definition. It may prove expedient in many in
stances for stations to announce in advanc'
that they will not sell time to any candidat
for any office prior to the primaries or befcrthe actual party nominations. On the othe:
hand, stations may decide to allocate just si
much time for such broadcasts, on wha
amounts to a first-come first-serve basis. If thi
latter is done, such a policy should be wel
publicized in advance so there wont be an;
come-back.
The new political definition opens the doon
wider than ever before. Yet most broadcasters
if precedent means anything, won't realize
what has happened until the "announced can
didates" begin clamoring for time. They shoul(
prepare now, by establishing policies.
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BERNICE
ERNICE JUDIS came to radio "cold." Her first and
only job has been with
- ,|
WNEW, which she joined in
■g^^34, at the station's start, as genral assistant, a position brought
;ibout through a family friendship
jith the owners of WNEW.
i Ask her what were her duties
hring the first few months at
•J'SEW and she'll likely tell you
jiat she filled inkwells. But ac^jially she helped write copy, lent
hand in the business office and
"pcasionally tried her hand at
p ^.osing a sale.
ia ^ Less than a year after joining
21 JfNEW she was made general
-Manager, but managing WNEW
•as not much of a job at that time
^ecause the station then was an
'pimportant part of the New York
^dio scene.
Not handicapped with a previous
^|nowledge of the radio business,
ifernice Judis started with some
Ileas of her own. Having been a
;j! Lstener at home she felt that the
Teat audience of home women
rere sated -with the "tune in again
Ijmorrow and learn if Gwendolyn's
iweetheart really ran off with her
«st girl friend" soap operas of
J^ime radio. Against the verbiage of the network script serial
^lows Manager Judis tossed mujic and more music, and suddenly
jhe ratings of WNEW's record
hows of lively popular music belan to climb upward.
[ In this fashion came about the
lirth of Make Believe Ball)
o.^too, came about the birth of
V^NEW's now famous Dance
'arade program — hour
f popular music. Thisafter
alsohour
ex4)lains why WNEW scheduled a
iarnival of Swing, featuring the
fading sweet and swing bands of
le day, which drew 45,000 fans
ito the stadium at Randall's Is>nd and was a Page One event in
fewspapers.
? One example of her astute judgJient is outstanding. Over the ob-

BROADCASTING

JUDIS
jection of her staff she conceived
the all-night broadcasting idea and
signed a young announcer named
Stan Shaw to stay on the air
through the wee hours to entertain
New York's night owls with request
tunes. Today the Milkman's Matinee is one of radio's valuable program properties, and all the stations which laughed at WNEW
for its pioneering effort are now on
the air with all-night programs.
Possessor of imagination, showmanship and dollar sound business
instinct, and attractive in appearance, Bernice Judis was born Dec.
2, 19??.* She attended private
schools in New York City before
entering the business world at
WNEW.
Managing WNEW is a job she
loves. She tolerates none of the
rigamarole of big business. The
doors of her office are open at all
times to everyone on her staff and
quite frequently she startles the
WNEW personnel by calling them
on the telephone at 2 and 3 in the
morning to get reaction to an idea
on which she could not sleep.
A hint of what is to come can be
gleaned from WNEW's recent departure into the live-talent field.
In the past few months the station's program schedule blossomed
forth with important network
names. Today WNEW carries John
B. Kennedy's discussion of the
news. Bob Considine and Eddie
Dooley on sports, KathrjTi Cravens
interpreting News Through a
Woman's Eyes.
* Woman's Prerogative.
Berthold M. Nussbaum
BERTHOLD M. NUSSBAUM, 54,
vice-president of Lambert & Feasley, New York, died Dec. 1 of a
heart attack at his home in New
Rochelle, N. Y. Mr. Nussbaum, also
president and director of the Canton Glass Co., Marion, 0., operated
his own advertising agency, United
Adv. Co., prior to joining Lambert
& Feasley in 1930.
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EDWARD McCALLUM has resigned
as commercial manager of KUTA, Salt
Lake City, to become a partner in the
advertising agency of J. Ed Snyder &
Associates, that city. The firm name
has Adv.
been changed to Snyder-McCallum
CARL CRONIN, formerly with the
Oakland (CaL) Tribxitie, has joined
the sales staff of KLX, that city.
MERRILL INCH, formerly commercial manager of KOH, Reno, has
joined the Seattle office of KINT,
.Juneau, Alaska, as national sales manager.
ROBERT KELLY, formerly program
manager of W45D. FM adjunct of
WW.J, Detroit, has been named public
relations director of both WW.J and
W4.5D by W, .J. Scripps. general manager of radio for the Deiroit Seics.
WALTER ERWIX JAMES, formerly
an assistant to the Secretary of Commerce, assigned to the Division of Administrative Management, has been appointed secretary to FCC Commissioner Clifford .J. Durr to replace J. R.
]Maumenee. now on active duty with
the Army at Kelly Field.
THOMAS F. JOYCE, vice-president
of RCA Mfg. Co,, Camden, X, J., has
been named executive chairman of the
Camden County Defense Savings Committee.
BEN H. DARROW, long known as
L'ncle Ben, the Radio Schoolmaster,
has been named public relations director of the Fifth Civilian Defense Region, headquartering in Columbus. O.
He formerlv was associated with
WLS. Chicago, and WBEX, Buffalo,
and recently published his second book.
Radio Trailblazing [Roycroft Press.
Aurora, N. T.l.
COL. HAERY C. WILDER, president of WSYR. Syracuse, recently addressed a luncheon meeting of the
Sryacuse U Faculty Club, attended by
150 members, on "Radio in Defense".
E. L. BROOKS, KRKD, Los Angeles,
account executive, is the father of a
bov born in mid-November,
Network Officers
WILLIAM F. Huffman, owner of
WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.,
was named president of the Wisconsin Network Inc., at a recent
meeting of network station owners
and managers. James F. Kyler,
WCLO Janesville, was elected vicepresident; Rev. J. A. Wagner,
WTAQ, Green Bay, secretary;
Hiram H. Born, WHBL, Sheboygan, treasurer. The network is
carrying the complete schedule of
the University of Wisconsin
basketball games, daily market reports, news and special events.
Brown Heads KMYC
HARRY E. BROWNE, for five
years manager of theatres in
Northern California and previous
to that associated with vaudeville
and dramatic productions, recently
was named manager of KMYC,
Marysville-Yuba City, Cal. He succeeded Walter Conway, who resigned to join the business of his
father in Oakland, Cal. Both
Brown and Conway were guests at
a KMYC staff dinner at the Hotel
Marysville, at which Horace E.
Thomas, KMYC owner, was host.

L. W. manBROCKINGTON,
former of
chairof the Board of Governors
the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has resigned as special wartime assistant to
Prime Minister Mackenzie King to
make public addresses in Great Britain and the United States, before resuming his legal practice. He has been
invited by CBS to speak from London
on his forthcoming trip to Britain.
J. E. CAMPEAU, managing director
of CKLW. Windsor. Ont.. was presented late in November with an engraved silver service by the American
Legion, Department of Michigan.^
HARRISON HOLLIWAY. vice-president and general manager of KFIKECA.
Angeles, committee
has been appointed to theLosnational
for the
President's Birthday celebration.
FRED
W. CANNON,
All-Canada
Radio Facilities.
Torontoof office,
is the
father of a 9 pound 2 ounce boy.
GEORGE ADKISSOX, formerly of
WTAD, Quincy. 111., has been added
to the sales department of KHMO.
Hannibal Mo.
EDWARD W. FOX, formerly with
the Marion
has joined
the commercial staffStar,
of WMRX.
Marion,
O.
P. H. EVAXS. comptroller, and Geraldcent
Fields,
promotion
manager,
are readditions
to WCHS,
Charleston,
W. Ya,
J. A. MORTOX, sales maaager of
KIRO,
Seattle,
born Xov.
13. is the father of a boy
GEORGE H. MOORE, of WCKY,
Cincinnati sales staff has been elected
to the nati
boardAssociation
of directors
of the Cincinof Manufacturers
Representatives.
ARXOLD C. BOOXE, for 11 years
a member of the sales department of
KWK. St. Louis, has joined the sales
staff of WCKY, Cincinnati.
Navy Appoints Hartley
As Radio Section Head
J. HARRISON HARTLEY, formerly special events director
of NBC, has been named chief of
the radio section, public relations
branch of the Navy Department.
Mr. Hartley succeeds Lieut. Comdr.
Norvelle Sharpe who has been assigned to the Bureau of Navigation.
Mr. Hartley, a civilian, is on
leave from NBC and will be assisted by Lieut. J. P. Moore, formerly CBS newsman in Washington, and Lieut. D. H. Saunders, former CBS engineer in Washington.
KFBI Staff Changes
PERSONNEL CHANGES at
KFBI, Wichita, K., include: Bob
Kent, local salesmanager ; Ralph
Varnum, merchandise manager;
Leo Howard, promotion manager.
All mentioned were already associated with the station and were
shifted to more efficiently handle an
increased volume.
Leaves Post at Phiico
NICK ALEXANDER, general
manager of WPTZ. Phiico television station in Philadelphia, resigned Dec. 1. B. R. Herr has
taken over the general managership until a permanent successor
is appointed. Warren Wright, production manager, and Bill Shain,
head of the publicity department,
resigned at the same time.
Chester
A a'Becketwere held
FUNERAL
SERVICES
Dec. 5 forannouncer,
Chester Abbey
a'Becket.
veteran
who died
Dec. 1 61.
in
Philadelphia. He joined the staff of
WHAT
his
death.in 1931. continuing there until
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HOLLY NOBLE is temporarily holding down as CBS West Coast publicity director, having taken over duties
of Hal Rorke, recently transferred to
New York as assistant to Louis Ruppel, head of the network's press department. NobleFred
was Kellam.
Rorke's formerHollywood assistant.
ly of Time magazine West Coast editorial staff, has joined the CBS Hollywood publicity department.
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REGINALD HARDEN, formerly of
WFOR, Hattiesburg. Miss., and more
recently chief announcer and production manager of WMVA, Martinsville.
Va., has joined the announcing staff
of WSIS, Roanoke, Va.
AL SNYDER, formerly newsman and
announcer of WHKC, Columbus, O..
is now newscaster and announcer of
WSPD, Toledo.
JACK PBTRY, announcer of WFPG.
Atlantic City, and Norma Eddy, of the
secretarial staff, were married last September it was disclosed last week.
MORT FARR, sports announcer of
WCAM. Camden. N. J., opened his
own music store Dec. 1 in Upper
Darby, Pa.
ART MOREY has been named program director of KWJ J, Portland, Ore.

IN

OF

WOODS!''

E. ANTHONY BROWNE, contii, i
chief of KEX, Portland, Ore., ,
authors
Graniipappy
and originfiii
Hia J'o
variety and
dramatic show
from KEX and fed to the NBC-];i
Coast network. Henry M. Norton, v
wrote the program since it was a n
last Mayhip.has been hospitalized with
broken

Pupil: 1941 Model
MRS. LEE NEAL, wife
of an announcer of WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va., is a firstgrade teacher in a local
school. The other day she
asked her pupils to recite or
sing. One bright youngster
volunteered and to her amazement delivered in its entirety
one of WCHS' transcribed
spots for Falls City Beer.

BLAINE CORNWALL, formerly
gram director of KXOK. Hiar Tin
outlet, St. Louis, has l)een appoiiii
to
the production staff of KMOX.
Louis.
BOB York,
CARTER,
fromhasWM'
New
after moving
six years
jo:i
the announcing staff of WXYZ. 1
troit, key station of the Michigan h
dio Network. First assignment
caretaker of Honsewivea Herenade.
BETTY LOU WILBANKS has joii,
KIT, Yakima, Wash., as pianist <
receptionist. Noreta Donahue has 1 '
transferred from continuity to bi keeping and Sonya Loftness, freeUi i
writer
from Tacoma, has been ad l
to
continuity.

GORDON WOLFRAM, formerly of
WAWZ, to Zarepath,
N. J., has
added
the announcing
staff"beenof
KGYO, Mis.soula, Mont.
RICHARD E. STOCKWELL, formerly of WLW, Cincinnati ; WHBF,
Rock Island, 111., and WIBA, Madison, Wis., has been named program director of the newly-formed Wisconsin
Network. He is stationed at WFHR,
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

VIC LINFOOT, formerly of WA
Detroit ; WLW, Cincinnati, and a
a freelance in Chicago and West Coe
radio, has joined the announcing st
of CKLW, Windsor-Detroit.
DORIAN ST. GEORGE, of WR
WMAL, AVashington, announcer, h
been made Eastern Regional Din
tor of the Committee for the Celeln
tion of the President's Birthday By
MARY MASON, director of worn, i
activities for NBC, Washington, h
been placed in charge of the Enn
gency Feeding Program under t
District's Civilian Plan by Comui
sioner J. Russell Young. U. S. <
ordinator of Defense for the Metm
tan area. Miss Mason's unit will pi
vide the entire city with facilities I
the feeding of those made homeli
by bombing, with depots establish
in the District's 12 air raid defer
areas.
MRS. FLO THOMSON, formerly
the station relations department
NBC and more recently given the t.i
of promoting NBC educational pi
grams recently given the task of pi
moting NBC educational prograi
and listening groups under the supi
vision of NBC affiliates, has been a
pointed
promotional director
WGAC, Augusta, Ga.
CHESTER HERMAN of the prodi
tion department of WLW, Cincinna
is the father of a boy born Nov. 24.
DAVID PARTRIDGE, formerly
KMBC, Kansas City, has been a
pointed as assistant to M. F. Allisi
nati.
promotion manager of WLW. Cinci

GRAHAM POYNER, program director of WPTF, Raleigh, has been appointed State Director of Radio for
the North Carolina committee for the
birthday.
celebration
of President Roosevelt's
GEORGE LOSEY, manager of
KHMO, Hannibal, Mo., has announced
the following staff changes and additions : Bob McCoy, formerly with
NBC, Chicago, and Bob Williamson,
from KDRO. Sedalia. Mo., are new
announcers ; George Moon, former announcer, is continuity-traffic manager :Lane
Hu.ston, both
new Carlson
to radio, and
have Betty
been added
to the continuity department.
.IIM CONWAY, former farm program director of WOWO. Fort Wayne.
Ind.. has left to take a position with
the Department of Agriculture in Indianapolis.
HELENE S. BURTON of the publicity department of WOR. New York,
on Dec. 7 resigned to be married to
Sheldon Kaplan, attorney with the
firm of Leon Lauterstein. general
counsel to WOR. Filling Miss Burjob iswife
Marjorie
Kent, F.freelance
writer ton'sand
of Charles
Jacobs,
photographer, with whom she recently
returned from a South American
photographic assignment.
CHARLES KENT, formerly with
WMBO, Auburn, N. Y.. and Bud
Stapleton, from WATN, Watertown,
and former WMBO musical director,
have ioined the announcing staff of
WSYR, Syracase.

Here The'y Are Again!
Those Aristocrats of the Range
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Ewald Kockritz Given
WSAI Promotion Post
EWALD KOCKRITZ, formerly assistant editor of Buy-Way. WLW,
Cincinnati merchandising paper,
and before that program director
of KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., has
been appointed promotion manager
of WSAI to replace Winfield Levi,
recent selectee. Miss Rosemary
Durham has been named to assist
Mr. Kockritz.
No major changes have been effected in the program departments
of WLW and WSAI, as erroneously inferred in the Dec. 1 issue
of Broadcasting. George C. Biggar
is WLW program director and Clair
Shadwell holds a similar post with
WSAI.

ERNIE SMITH, pioneer West Coast
sportscaster, has been chosen to
handle the description of the Shrine
East-West football game at Kezar
Stadium. San Francisco on New Year's
Day on MBS.
CAROLINE CABOT
BERT WAYNE and Harry Wood,
heard on New England stations and
>;:ARTING in radio in 1926 when
KYW. Philadelphia, respectively, have
ogi'am time and mechanical diffi- joined the announcing staff of WNEW,
Ities made every show a precariNew York.
»'-3 it undertaking, Caroline Cabot,
ORVILLE
J. NEUWERTH. former
'■^ IjEEI Boston shopping expert,
of the Radio Council of the
\^ Mlebrated her 15th anniversary on producer
Chicago Board of Education, and
e air Nov. 25, in a gala celebraGeorge Roosen, formerly writer of
jim at WEEI, attended by out- Stepmother for Sherman & Marquette,
Jknding radio and advertising per- Chicago, have joined the production
Inalities.
staff of CBS, Chicago.
Uncanny ability at judging merGEORGE SHEPHEAUD, speech and
landising values, a splendid
radio broadcasting major at the U of
-jeaking voice, perfect poise and a Michigan,
has joined WMFF, Platts''jicere interest in her listeners'
burg, N. Y.
joblems started Caroline on a
ijreer that has been strengthened
MARK THOMPSON, formerly continuity writer, has joined WEW, St.
ith each passing year. Caroline's
Louis, as announcer. Rita O'Shea has
[tentialities were first discovered
John C. Nicodemus, now presi- joined the telephone staff.
■lnt of the Boston Ad Club who
PHIL McKERNAN, announcer, formerly of KHSL. Chico. Cal., has joined
■|(w
righttheperson
put the staff
far inhisherideathethat
radio to
public
of KRE, Berkeley, Cal.
as interested in merchandising
JOE TOWNER, KMPC, Beverly
fWS.
Hills. Cal., traffic manager, has taken
An indication of the trust placed on
additional duties of continuity diCaroline by her listeners can
rector, succeeding BiU Conrad, trans! gained from the story of the
ferred to production.
jind girl of Lowell, Mass., who
LOUIS T. MARSH, formerly news
Irote to ask Caroline if she would
editor of WMRN, Marion, O., has
'ilp her with shopping in Boston.
been appointed program director to
^ jhere was a brief introduction and succeed Stanley A. Miller, assistant
ten the blind girl handed over her general manager and program director
3cketbook to a person she knew
who resigned Nov. 22 to enter military
^?ily through a radio receiving set. service. Bert StUle, farm editor, has
been appointed chief announcer and
ARONESS de POLENSKE, who
will
also head the station's Artists
uducts a twice-weekly Women in Service Bureau.
e News program on WBYN, BrookALFRED TAYLOR, formerly of
n. has been appointed to the NaWITH. Baltimore, and Fred Wood,
jual Women's Advisory Council of of WSNJ, Bridgeton, N. J., have
e Committee for the President's
joined the announcing staff of W53PH,
irthday.
WFIL's FM station in Philadelphia.
HARLES YAXDA. CBS Western
GALLAHER. sports and quiz
vision program director, is currently EDDIE
announcer of WCCO. Minneapolis, has
New York for six weeks or more,
id will handle production of several enlisted in the public relations division
twork programs originating from of the Navy. To be stationed in Minneapolis, he will remain active in Twin
at city. Paul Pierce, CBS Hollywood
rector of continuity and producer, is City radio.
mporarily taking over Vanda's duties. TOMMY FRANKLIN, announcerARREN HITES, announcer and newscaster of KLS, Oakland, Cal.,
usical director of WATW'. Ashland,
and Ruth Hurt who conducts her own
is., married June Welty Nov. 15.
program on the same station were
married on Nov. 22.
LAINE MENTH, formerely news
iter of KOY, Phoenix, is now a ser- WALTER BRINE, formerly of
ant in the Army Signal Corps.
WESX. Salem. Mass.. has joined the
APT. TOM JOHNSON, formerly announcing staff of WCOP, Boston.
jurth Army Corps Radio Director,
IRVING WAUGH, formerly of the
s been added to the Radio Section
staff of WTAM, Cleveland, has joined
the Army Morale Branch in WashSton.
WSM, Nashville, as staff announcer.
DEAN SMITH announcer of WOKO,
lEUT. HUGH
YOUNG, former
ortscaster at GJRC, Winnipeg, is Albany has announced his engagement
'W stationed with his regiment at to
Miss Florence B. Adler of Schenectady.
^ ong Kong.
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Here is a great sales vehicle — 15 minutes of
sparkling recorded music and refreshing entertainment featuring one of NBC's most affable
announcers, Michael Roy — an ideal participation program that insures maximum results with
a minimum expenditure.
The title, "Rhythm at Random" -was chosen
from an avalanche of 12,000 names suggested
by radio listeners when the program first went
on the air.
This outstanding feature has a fine large audience and the cost of participation is most
reasonable.
"Rhythm at Random" with Michael Roy and
Station WENR with its excellent primary coverage in 185 counties in Illinois, Wisconsin,
Indiana and Michigan will bring you greater
sales and profits at low cost in America's second
largest market — Chicago.
Phone or write for detailed information with
the assurance YOU GET MORE FOR LESS ON

CHICAGO
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ELABORATE PROGRAM
of
WMUR, Manchaster, N. H., for the
appearance of Lee Ya Ching. China's
first aviati'ix, was almost ruined when
the
flyer's
plane in
wasNewgrounded
because
of light
high winds
York.
Two quick dashes by transport plane
to Boston and chartered plane to Manchester, however, brought her to the
WMUR mike at the apjjointed time
where she was greeted by former Gov.
Francis P. Murphy, owner of WMUR ;
Manchester Mayor Damase Caron and
Dr. James J. Powers, a vice-chairman
of the New Hampshire LTnited China
Relief Committee and a director of the
Radio Voice of New Hampshire Inc.
Visit of the aviatrix was in conjunction with the United China Relief
Drive.
WSB. Atlanta, has received 34,000
entries from every state, Canada,
Cuba. Puerto Rico and the Canal Zone
in its football guessing contest conducted by Ernie Harwell. Some of
the letters bore no address, being
.simply directed to "Sports News and
Views"' — the name of the program.
WHO, Des Moines, will receive the cooperation of four hybrid seed corn
companies — Pioneer, DeKalh, Vinton
and Funk — in the fifth annual Radio
Corn Festival Dee. 13. to be directed
by Herb Plambeck, WHO farm news
editor. Exhibitor winning the greatest
number of high awards will be crowned
"Corn King".

OPENING of newly-completed studios "U" and "V" at NBC Chicago
headquarters in the Merchandise
Mart ends the remodeling program
started early this year. Plans included
renovation of large audience studio
"A," construction of three new studios and new quarters for the radio
recording division, program traffic,
communications, night manager and
musical director.
WIBG. Glenside, Pa., will take bids
Dee. 9 on plans for alteration of the
building at 142.5 Walnut St., Philadelphia into studios and offices for the
station. Gleeson & Mulrooney, Philadelphia, are architects. WIBG will
step up its power to 10,000 watts,
operating fulltime.
A TYPICAL Spanish-American family will theoretically tour the United
States and report their adventures
each week to Mexico. Central and
South America via KGEI General
Electric international station in San
Francisco. In an unique all-Spanish
series of travelogues La Familia Amadeo,
consisting
of Mr.
and Mrs.
deo and
their son
Roberto,
will Amavisit
a different state capital each week.
The series is scheduled to run for 49
weeks, says E. T. (Buck) Harris,
KGEI manager.
LUNCHEON for 25 Lynchburg, Va.,
charitable committee leaders was given
Nov. 27 by Edward A. Allen and
Philip P. Allen, owners of WLVA,
Lynchburg,
to start annual
the station's
drive
for its seventh
Christmas
Party. Continuously broadcast for six
hours on Sunday preceding Christmas,
the party is designed to collect .$3, .500
to provide over 1,500 baskets, each containing aChristmas dinner for needy
families.
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Minus Plugs
AS A NOVEL WAY to wish
listeners a Merry Christmas,
the Rubsam & Horrman
Brewing Co., Staten Island,
N. Y., will omit commercial
announcements on the Dec.
25 broadcast of Ramona &
the Tune Twisters on WOR,
New York. At the start of
the 10:45 p. m. show, Raannounce
mona,monathe will
Tune
Twisters "Raand
the R&H Brewing Co. wish
you all a Merry Christmas . . ." the only sponsor
identification of the broadcast. A similar technique will
be used on the New Year's
night program, when again
the company's beer will not
be plugged. Idea was that of
Edward H. Acree, R&H advertising manager.
KMOX, St. Louis, cooperating with
the
Mis.souri
Teachers'
Assn.
convention
heldState
in St.
Louis, staged
"Just How Radio Educational Programs Can Be Utilized in the Classrooms" on Dec. 5 under supervision of
Raymond P. Kroggel, director of radio
education for the Missouri State Department of Education. Staged in the
KMOX Playhouse the program demonstrated how best the educational programs heard daily. Monday-Friday
over KjMOX, can be utilized for elementary and high school students.
WYKZ. Detroit, has begun a series
10;30-10:45 a.m. Monday-Fridav featuring O. P. Stearns. "The Food Maby Bronte
Stearns, gician",
who sponsored
appeared
on westWines.
coast
networks for six years, highlights his
pi-ogram with narration woven into roand travel. mantic-story form, based on reseai-ch
W'CHS, Charleston, W. Va., had a
script prepared and on the air within
two hours of the arrival in Charleston
of Clarence Robinson, Seaman 1st
Class, survivor of the torpedoed Reuien James. Robinson played himself
in tlie dramatization of the event.
KIRO, Seattle, to make available to
Alaskan youth the educational material of the CBS School of the Air
series, each month ships a complete
set of records, transcribed from
KIRO's daily broadcasts of the feature, to KFAR, Fairbanks, for rebroadcast. Similar transcriptions are
offered by KIRO to schools in its listening area.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, for the fourth
consecutive year will conduct a series
of holiday entertainments for broadcast from local institutions. The schedule calls for four broadcasts, between
Dec. 15-20, featuring KDYL musicians
and talent, from the Latter-Day Saints
Children's Hospital, U. S. Veterans
Hospital. St. Ann's Orphanage, and
Shriners'
Crippled
Children's
pital. Production
of the
series is toHos-be
handled for KDYL bv John M. Woolf
and Ed Stoker. The Salt Lake Tribune
and hospital staffs are cooperating in
the project.
CHARTERING a plane. Herb
Hilscher, KINY, Juneau Alaska, news
analyst, flew 500 miles to cover the
recent disastrous million-dollar fire
at Seward. There he interviewed homeless residents as Army officials were attempting to care for them in Army
Barracks.

Camel

Signs New

Qi ;

Revises Network Lint*i »
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO ( ,
Winston-Salem,
N. C.Bob
(Camel
rettes), has signed
Hawj:( \ '.
m.c. for a new comedy quiz sr,
titled How Am I Doing, featui
Vaughan Monroe's Orchestra ;
Bert Parks as announcer, to d'
Jan. 9 on 92 CBS stations, Fr7:30-8 p.m. Hawk, now m.c.
Eversharp's Take It or Leave It
CBS, is to be succeeded on t
program by Phil Baker.
At the same time Reynolds
nounced discontinuance on Dec.
of Penthouse Party, on 94 NI
Blue stations, 9:30-10 p.m., aiK
general shifting of all other Cai
shows, to take place the first v.
in January. Cugat-Rumha Reri
now on 91 NBC-Red static
Thursday, 7:30-8 p.m., will m
into the Penthouse spot on the B
and Al Pearce & His Gang, on
CBS stations, Friday, 7:30-8 p.
takes over the Cugat spot on
Red. The new Hawk show will
sume Pearce's old time slot. V
liam Esty & Co., New York, h
dies the Camel accounts.

Power Increase Acti<
In Canada Is Foresee
THAT SOME action would soon
taken by Canada to occupy the t
remaining Canadian Hav;
Treaty channels was intimated
Maj. Gladstone Murray, Canadm
Broadcasting Corp, general
The C
ager, in Ottawa last week.
Board of Governors is expected
power
deal with this and other
creases at its January session.
By that time the CBC survey
Canadian stations will have mabi
is not expected
completed.willIt be
granted increa_
stations
to 5 kw. since few now have app
cations in for these increases a
it is becoming harder to obtain n
equipment. CFRB, Toronto,
applied for 50 !•
known to have
Whether or not one of the two v
used Canadian Havana Tres
channels is to be used by CFl
with an increase in power, coi
not be learned.
Wisconsin U Sports Serie
WISCONSIN U basketball gam
a schedule of 20, will be broug
via theedWiscon;
fans sponsor
Badger Inc.,
to
by t
Network
Co., Milwf
Packing
ton
Plankin
kee. This second contract with t
network — the first covered the Wj
consin U football schedule — will
broadcast over WEMP, Milwauk*
WIBU, Madison - Popynett
WCLO, Janesville; WRJN, Racii:^
WHBL, Sheboygen; KFIZ, Fo
du Lac; WSAU, Wassau; WTA
Green Bay; WFHR, Wiscons
Rapids; and WHBY, Appletc
Allen Walz, former NBC spoi
announcer and Wisconsin U en
coach, will be at the micropho
to describe the first game betwe
Carroll College and Wisconsin
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ICH will
k CO
ateT inWH
minES
the selection
culNT
of the best art or poster
expressing the place of
0 in the widely-heralded "FreeSpeech."'
is being under
spond of
by KYW.
Philadelphia,
ction of Harold M. Coulter, proion head. The only restrictions
on size and the understanding
i; there is to be no caption, sloor lettering of any kind,
.'eralded
Radio: Sentiyiel
Freedom asartthe competition,
the
iress purpose is to salute Amer1 broadcasting. The competition
ies Dec. 8, and in addition to a
ibial art exhibit to be presented
|;he KYW studios, the first prize
plOO, second prize $50 and $25
I the third best piece of work,
le Philadelphia art schools are
jirding their students additional
;dits for participating in the
jW contest.*
i
* *
More Uncle Don
IGETHER with a reprint of the
Iry "Uncle
Don'sin antheInstitution",
iich
appeared
Nov. 24th
|3u e of Broadcasting, Joe
learner, promotion and research
lector of WOE, New York, is
I ding out a promotion letter to
t^ertisers and agencies who might
interested in participating sponrfst ship of the daily program.
In the Arcade
CO, Minneapolis, is offering as
jmerchandising service to spons a display window in the Baker
ilcade, one of the largest inter'ilding
thoroughfares.
ekly traffic
is 30,000. TheAverage
adverjer supplies sample products,
bners, placards, and the station
rely changes the center poster
|;h week.
Dial vs. Power
■j)
the broadcasting
ide IMPRESS
with the importance
of dial
sition as against power, WMCA,
iN" York, is conducting a direct
ail and trade paper advertising
tnpaign defining wattage in terms
P coverage, using engineering data
C! Jld FCC standards to support its
iry.
House Organ
e5jfr.IFE
of the
Staff" is what
laim for
WJSViews,
new they
staff
fj|tgan published weekly by WJSV,
}ia 3S Washington key. Publisher
announced as A. D. Willard Jr.,
JSV manager. Staff gossip and
EiWmmercial news are included.

AlctckandUln^
&
J^tomotion
Radio Posters — Power's Up — FM Sets for
Schools — Testimonials — Trucklet
Special to Skiers
SKIERS in the Rocky Mountain
area are given up-to-the minute information on condition of all ski
runs and roads leading to them in a
new series by KLZ, Denver CBS
outlet titled Ski-Cast. Heard at
10:15 p.m. Thursdays and 7:45
a.m. Sundays, the program is receiving cooperation of ski lodges
with posters calling attention to
the broadcasts.
^ *
Popularity Contest
HIGHLIGHTING a popularity
contest for women, the winner to
be titled Miss B. Thrifty and to receive a wardrobe worth $100,
the Merchants Association of Roanoke Rapids, N. C, is sponsoring a
fifteen minute, ten-week, script
show Betty and Bert, with organ
music over WCBT, Roanoke Rapids, N. C, to promote interest in
the shopping facilities of that city.
Up to 5 kw.
TO PREPARE for its increase in
power to 5,000 watts, WWRL, New
York, is running screen trailers at
all performances in four motion
picture theatres in its area, with
copy stressing its position on the
dial and leading programs. In return, WWRL presents announcements calling attention to the pictures featured at the four theatres.

KMOX Safety Show
RECEIVING cooperation from the
St. Louis Board of Education a
new KMOX Safety Brigade poster
is being displayed in more than
150 public schools in conjunction
with the station's new weekly program to promote safety. Student
groups of various schools write,
produce and enact their own safety
dramatizations which are presented
Saturdays over KMOX, with Sgt.
Roland Schumacker, Traffic Education Director of the St. Louis
Police Department as m.c. Safety
poster is also on display in the
main Public Library and has been
distributed by the Insurance Board
of St. Louis for display in more
than 400 insurance agencies and
business
sured list.firms on the Board's asKTSP Ad Series
IN CONJUNCTION with airing a
regular morning show for Land
O' Lakes Creameries, considered
the world's largest farmers' cooperative, KTSP, Minneapolis, will
shortly begin a testimonial series
in the monthly bulletin of the cooperative. Sales Promotion Manaager, Sam L. Levitan with a
photographer is back from a picture-taking-interview tour in which
they collected material for the ad
series.

THIS Yellow - with - brown - trim
Crosley midget, equipped with
specially designed apparatus for
sign displays on top and with
wooden call letters, has joined the
merchandising staff of WBNS, Columbus, and will assist Bob Rinehart in promotional work among
Central Ohio grocers and druggists
for the station's clients. Duties will
include distribution of posters and
display pieces.
BROCHURES
WKZO. K.ilamazoo. Mich., brochure
Gee.' ^YKZO i.s BIG, gives a comparison of coverage of station and 20 newstising.
papers and economy of station adverXBC-Red — Folder titled "We're Itching to Tell You." featuring personal
note dentfrom
Roy ofC.RedWitmer.
iu charge
sales. vice-presiCHXS. Halifax. X. S. — Plastie-bouud
pictorial brochures commemorating
first anniversary of GHXS Broadcasting House.
COWLES GROUP Stations. Des
Moines — Three-fold broadside coverage brochure. Iowa plus What?

Theatre Gets Late News
COLLABORATION of KGKO, Ft.
Worth-Dallas, and WFAA, both
owned by the Dallas Morning News
will provide the patrons of the
Telenews Theatre, Dallas, with
more than newsreels. Last-minute
news will be provided by teletype
machines and a display of late news
pictures in *the *foyer^ and lobby.
FM Receivers for Students
THROUGH W. C. BRIDGES, vicepresident and general manager of
W9XYH, FM adjunct of WEBC,
Duluth, Minn., a dozen FM receivers are being distributed to senior
and junior high schools in the city
to enable them to hear the NBC
Music Appreciation Hour and other
special educational features.

In radio, too,
it's Better

ti^To

Bring

Home

the

Bacon

to be Lower

For 15 years WWNC has done a real job of "bringing home the sales." Located in a good, moderatesize market, WWNC oftentimes delivers sales far
in excess of what those-who - don't - know - this great station might expect. Why?— WWNC does
a top-notch job of promotion for its advertiser that
results in much plus business!
Get Results!

-- Use ....
WMCA

570 Kc.
BS j4ffll!ate
^ ^ 1 a a
JROADCASTING

FIRST ON NEW YORK'S DIAL

It's nice to be lower down.
Especially in radio. A low
frequenq- station operates on
a longer wave-length. A
longer wave-length transmits
a stronger signal — one which
retains its power better. Because WMCA
operates at Newark's lowest frequenqC570 kc.) its signal is powerful enough
to reach over 12,500.000 people with
greatest efficiency, maximum economy.

ASHEVILLE,N.C.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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STATION ACCOUNTS
tp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore (skin
cream), sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Beaumont Labs. St. Louis (4-Way cold
tablets) 5 sp weekly, 20 weeks, thru
J. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Sanforized Shrunk, Div. Cluett Peabody &
Co. New York. 6 sp. weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Younsr & Rubicam, N. Y.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati (Chipso),
5 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru Pedlar &
Ryan, N. Y.
Little Crown Milling Co., Warsaw, Ind.
(Coco Wheats), sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Longines Wittnauer Watch Co., New York
(watches), 6 t weekly, 11 weeks, thru
Arthur Rosenberg Co., N. Y.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne (cough syrup), 132
sa, thru Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Ward Baking Co., Bronx, N. Y. (Tip Top
bread), 78 sa, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
Royal Bedding Co., Pittsburgh (mattres es), 52 sa thru L A. Goldman & Co.,
Pittsburgh.
Chr. Hanssn Lab., Little Falls, N. Y.
(Junket products), 78 sa, thru Mitchell,
Faust Adv. Co., Chicago, 111.
F. Ad Richter, New York (pain expeller),
9 sa weekly, 20 weeks, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Campbell Cereal Co., Minneapolis (MaltoMeal), 5 sa weekly, 20 weeks, thru J. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv., Chicago.
Flex-O-Glass Mfg. Co., Chicago (glass),
6 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Presba,
Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Dr. Hess & Clark, Ashland, O. (stock &
poultry remedies ) , 6 sa weekly 30 weeks,
thru N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
DuBois Brewing Co., DuBois, Pa. (beer), 13
to, thru Ray Sayre Adv., Pittsburgh.
American
Co., New
(Beeman's
Gum), 68Chicle
so, thni
BadgerYork& Browning,
Boston.
Jerome Wolk & Bros., Pittsburgh (furs),
52 sa, thru Collier Tyson Co., Pittburgh.
Household Finance Corp., Chicago (loans),
104 sa, thru BBDO, Chicago.
Potter Drug & Chemical Corp., Maiden,
Mass. (Cuticura soap & ointment), 12
ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru Atherton &
Currier, N. Y.
Plough Inc.. Memphis (St. Joseph aspirin),
5 so weekly, 26 weeks, thru Lake-SpiroShurman, Memphis.
Nehi Corp., Columbus (Royal Crown Cola),
6cago.
sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru BBDO, ChiQuaker Oats Co., Chicago (Aunt Jemima
pancake & buckwheat flour), 6 t weekly,
13 weeks, thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co.,
Chicago.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore
(Rem & Rel), 416 ta, thru Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City, 156 sp, thru
Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
Thomas Leeming Co., New York (BaumeBengue),
N. Y. 85 so, thru Wm. Esty & Co.,
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., 8 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Utilities Engineering Institute, Chicago. 26
sp, thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Yager Liniment Co., Baltimore, 100 sa,
thru
N. C. Harvey-Massengale Co., Durham,
Dixie
direct.Dew Syrup, Charlotte, N. C, 13 sp,

WKZO, Grand Rapids
American Chicle Co., New York (Chiclets),
6 ta weekly, thru Badger, Browning &
Hersey, N. Y.
Block Drug Co., New York (Gold Medal
Capsules ) , 3 so weekly, thru Raymond
Spector Co., N. Y.
Dr. D. W. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, 111., 5
ta
weekly, thru Sherman & Marquette,
Chicago.
Fox DeLuxe Brewing Co., Grand Rapids,
18 sa weekly, thru Schvvimmer & Scott,
Chicago.
Household Finance Corp., Chicago, 6 to
weekly, thru BBDO, Chicago.
Morton Salt Company, Chicago, 3 t weekly,
thru
Klau-VanPietersom-Dunlop Assoc.,
Milwaukee.
W. C. Reardon Labs., New York, 2 sa
weekly, thru H. B. LeQuatte, Inc., N. Y.
Sperry
Milwaukee,
5 soChicago.
weekly,
thru Candy
Arthur Co.,
Meyerhoff
& Co.,
F. W. Woolworth Co., New York, 26 so
weekly, thru Lynn Baker Co., N. Y.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
KSFO, San Francisco
Colonial Dames Corp., Los Angeles (cosmetics), 3sa weekly, thru Glasser-Gailey
& Co., Los Angeles.
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville
(Spud), sa Chicago.
series, thru Blackett-SampleHummert,
Geoi-ge
Angeles
hats ) ,S.soBailey
series,Co.,thruLos Lee
Ringer,(men's
Los
Angeles.Molasses Co., San Francisco, sp
Pacific
series, Gerth-KnoUin Adv., San Francisco.
Axton-Fisher
Tobacco
Co., Louisville
(Spuds), Chicago.
2 so weekly, thru McCannErickson,
Simon & Schuster, New York (books), 6
sp weekly, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle.
WOR, New York
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Carter Products Inc. (little Liver Pills), 6
so weekly, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
General Electric Co., New York (FM sets).
3 t weekly, thru Maxon Inc., N. Y.
Cigar Institute of America, New York,
weekly sa, thru Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.
Kirkman & Sons, New York (soap), weekly sp, thru N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Gorton-Pew Fisheries Co., Gloucester,
Mass., weekly sp, thru H. B. LeQuatte
Inc., N. Y.
KOY, Phoenix
Plough Inc., Memphis (Penetro & St. Joseph aspirin), 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Wesson Oil Co., New Orleans (Snowdrift),
3 t weekly, 39 weeks, thru Fitzgerald
Adv., New Orleans.
KUOA, Siloam Springs, Ark.
Peter Fox Sons Co., Chicago, 6 so, direct.
Hamilton Fountain Pen Co., Chicago, 6 sa,
Frank R. Steel, Chicago.
KROW, Oakland, Cal.
Block Drug Co., New York (Gold Medal
Capsules), 5 to weekly, thru Raymond
Spector Co., N. Y.

WROK, Rockford, 111.
Smith Bros., Poughkeepsie, New York
(cough drops), 60 sa, thru J. D. Tarcher
Inc., N. Y.
Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
312 to, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York, 65 sp.
thru Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Berry-Ajax
Q'lincy,
111., 111.26 to,
thru Mace Hatchery,
Adv. Agency,
Peoria,
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KGO, San Francisco
O'Brien Candy Co., San Jose, Cal., weekly
sp, thru Barisacher, Davis & Staff, San
Francisco.
Frozen Food Distributors Oakland, Cal.,
2Oakland.
so, weekly, thru Tomaschke-Elliott,
Acme Breweries, San Francisco, weekly sp
thru Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San Francisco.
Wheat Nuts Distribuitng Co., Los Angeles,
2 sa weekly, direct.
California Home Grown Sugar Group, San
Francisco, 5 so weekly, thru McCjannErickson, San Francisco.
Washington Cooperative Egg & Poultry
Assoc., Seattle (Lynden canned chicken),
weekly sp, thru Pacific National Agency,
Seattle.
Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (cough syrup), 6 sa
weekly, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman, MemWJJD, Chicago
phis.
Coyne Electrical School. Chicago (trade
school),
Chicago. 78 sp, thru McJunkin Adv. CJb.,
Monarch Camera Co., Chicago, 78 sp, placed
direct.
Gulbransen
Co., Chicago (pianos), 13 sp,
thru Robert Kahn & Assoc., Chicago.
Sterling Insurance Co., Chicago, 6 sp
weekly, thru Neal Adv. Co., Chicago.
Parr Vitamin Co., Chicago. 5 sp, thru
United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
Friendship Man, Chicago (greeting cards),
13 sa, thru Salem N. Baskin Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
WBBM, Chicago
Olson Rug Co., Chicago (floor coverings),
sp weekly, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago.
General Foods Corp., New York (Maxwell
House coffee) . 5 sp and 5 to weekly,
thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Consolidated Drug Trade Products, Chicago, 104 sp, thru Benson & Dall, Chicago.
Sterling Insurance Co., Chicago, 6 sp
weekly, thru Neal Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WIND, Gary, Ind.
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville (Spud
cigarets
) , 78 sp renewal,
Sample-Hummert,
Chicago. thru BlackettParr Vitamin Co., Chicago, 6 sp weekly,
thru United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
Good Housekeeping Shops, Chicago (home
furnishings
field-Godley, chain).
N. Y. 546 so, thru SternWAAT, Jersey City
Reader's
Digest
BBDO, N. Y. Assn., 3 so weekly, thru
Illinois Meat Co., Chicago, thru Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Royal Crown Bottling Co., Newark, 4 sp
weekly, 6 so weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
KNX, Hollywood
Candy Bros. Mfg. Co., St. Louis (Red
Cross cough drops), 15 so weekly, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons. Chicago.
Luden's
Inc., Reading,
3 so weekly,
thru J.Pa. M.(cough
Mathesdrops),
Inc.,
N. Y.

"Anything you want to tell Montana

Adv.
tell us!!"
BROADCASTING

CANADA TO ALTEh
NEWS SPONSORSl.
AS A RESULT of the meetn^
the Board of Governors of thf
nadian Broadcasting Corpoj
on Nov. 17 at Ottawa, Car,<
sponsored news regulations t
be altered, Maj. Gladstone Mv
CBC general manager, told Bi
CASTING last week. First chai
to allow naming of the news a _
supplying news, instead of the
ent "authorized news ag
statement.
The change was requester
Press News Ltd., radio subsi'
of
Canada's
If this
works AP,
out Canadian
satisfactoryI'
CBC Board may at a later
change the sponsored news re?
tions to allow direct news spoi
ship instead of the present sa
which allows spots before and i
news with a break between s
and news. At present BUP, I
News and Transradio sell new;
sponsorship in Canada. Under
CBC contract with British Ut
Press and Canadian Press, the
cannot state from what news a
cy its dispatches come. This
tract terminates next June.
At present both BUP and I
provide the CBC with the i
gratis, but it is expected that a i
contract may call for paymen
new competitor is also to entei
foreign news field at that tin>
there have been negotiations
Reuters news service for a for
service,
of Reuters'
operate ina viewradio
news pla
sei
throughout the world. The ne^
to
by shortwave
high-s n
codecome
transmission
for distribu
within each country by broadc ting stations. At present stag'
negotiations it is considered
the price, while reasonable, i?
high for individual Canadian
tions and can only be carried t
national basis, which makes
CBC a logical buyer of the ser
since CBC operates the only
works in the Dominion.
Radio

Data From

Arcc

Brought
Expeditii
SCIENTIFIC byDATA,
of g *
value in conection with radio
of the National Bureau of St;
ards, has been brought back f ii
Greenland, Baffin Bay and Lai
dor by the Louise A. Boyd Ai c
expedition, according to the partment
Commerce.
The expD ,.,tion,
sailedoffrom
Washington,
June 11 and returned early t
month. Miss Boyd contributed r
experience as explorer to the reau on a "dollar a year" basis.
Principal purpose was to sec e
data on radio wave propagatioi i
the regions. Special apparatus r
determining characteristics of
ionosphere
operated continue!
during the voyage.

More Feather Spots
PROGRESS FEATHER Co., ( cago, on Dec. 1 expanded its r; 3
schedule [Broadcasting, Oct. ]
to include three one-minute ;
spot announcements weekly -i
KMA, Shenandoah, la., and la
Dec. 8 increases its thrice-wet v
spot schedule to one announcem t
daily on WNAX, Yankton, S. •
Agency is Lieber Adv. Co., Chicc
• Broadcast

Advertisi',

il'ER BROS. Co.. Cambridge,
::Is. I Lux soap), on Jan. 1 •will start
soring Academy
Aicard, featuring
half -hour
J)jscribed
original dramas
•Vknown Hollywood personalities.
|KGMB. Honolulu. Series, owned
: cur by C. P. MacGregor, is on five
ir stations in the United States
iiT local sponsorship. Account was
tied by National Export Adr.
, acy. New Tork.
rFEXETTI Restaurant. Chicago,
jits Xew York branch, is sponsoria
13-weekfeaturing
series titled
\(idnight
guest CeJe'brHies
interviews
Don Phillips from the Broadway
ijrant and recorded music. Pro. is heard thrice-weekly at the
ht of theatre time, 11 :30 p. m. to
fmidnight.
Agency is C. "Wendell
rnch, Chicago.
!lX MORRELL & Co., Ottumwa,
iRed Heart dog food) on Nov. 30
-Bob Becker Red Heart Proon CBL. Toronto. Account was
i bv Henri. Hurst «& McDonald,
LO WIXE Co., Modesto, CaL. on
S starts
sponsoring
a one-hour
and
transcribed
newscast
titled
-« TTi/Ti Isorman Xeshift, on KH.T,
'ywood. First quarter-hour of the
~eekly program will be broadcast
■ e talent. Following
15-minnewscasts
are to bethree
transcribed
ririons of that program, with comials separating each. Transcribed
us will also be interrupted for
flash news. Contract is for 52
J. If format is successful, after a
-eek trial, other West Coast sta~ will be added. Agency is Ray1 R. Morgan Co.. Hollywood.

THE CHARMS CO.. Newark
(candy),
hason started
ments dailv
W71NY.twoFMannounceadjunct
of WOR. New York. Contract for 52
weeks placed through Schick Adv.
Agency, Newark.
CALIFORNIA MISSION VINTAGE
Co.. Los Angeles (wines), in a Christmas holiday campaign which started
Nov. 24. is using
12 ontranscribed
announcements weekly
KRKD, that
city, with participation five times per
week in a quarter-hour newscast on
KMPC. Beverly Hills. Cal. Other stations willis betheadded.
Angeles,
agency.Lloyd's Adv., Los

COME AND GET IT was a w^elconie cry at the recent WGY, Schenectady dinner dance. With gimlets
fixed on the foodstuffs, seriously
contemplating the business at hand,
Robert Pearce (left) GE manager
of Radio Broadcasting Activities
and B. J. Rowan, assistant manager, prepare to store up energy
for more dancing that followed.
LIT BROTHERS. Philadelphia (department store), has purchased three
quarter-hour periods per week on
WELL, Philadelphia, for Streamlined
Fairy Tal-es, transcribed programs
featuring the Choralites and produced
by Harry S. Goodman. Scheduled
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
5 p.m.. the contract is for 26 weeks,
placed direct.
ALBERTY FOOD PRODUCTS Co..
Hollywood (Cheno. reducing formula
tablet), out of radio for some years,
and placing direct, in mid-November
started sponsoring a six-weekly quarter-hour of transcribed music on
KRKD. Los Angeles. Contract is for
26 weeks.

FIRST

IN

IN

SCHOLAR DIAMOND Co.. New
York, is testing radio for the first time
with 12 one-minute live announcements
weekly for 26 weeks on WINS. New
York. If test is successful announcements will be placed on several stations in the Metropolitan area. Piedmont Adv. Agency. New York, handles
the account.
LINDSAY RIPE OLIVE Co.. Lindsay, Cal., in a 13-week campaign ending Feb. 21, has started sponsoring
participation six times weekly in the
combined Sunrise Sahife and Housewives Protective League programs on
KNX. Hollywood. Agency is Lord &
Thomas, San Francisco.
E. F. HUTTON & Co., Los Angeles
(investment brokers), under a o2-week
contract on Nov. 17 increased its
daily 5-miuute Stock Market Reports
by Clete Roberts to 10 minutes each on
KMPC. Beverly Hills. Cal. Barton A.
Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles, has the
account.

ST.

you think of
SPOTS...

think of lohn Blair!
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MeCOLL-FRONTENAC OIL Co..
Montreal (Red Indian gasoline), on
Dec. 1 starts 6-weeklv newscasts on
CFCH, North Bay. Ont. ; CKGB.
Timmins. Ont. ; CJKL, Kirkland Lake,
Ont. Account was placed by A. McKim Ltd.. Montreal.

NATIONAL
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b
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CONSOLIDATED HAT STORES.
Los Angeles, in late November started
for 52 weeks sponsoring quarter-hour
early and late evening newscasts five
times per week on KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal., with Clete Roberts and
Owen Babbe as commentators. Agency
is Lloyd Inc., that city.
BLUE MOON FOODS Inc.. Thorp,
Wis. ( cheese spreads ) . has added transcribed .iingle announcements on
WLOL, Minneapolis, and participation
on the station's half-hour Talk of the
Town and quarter-hour Tips hij Taylor, women's programs five days weekly formas13special
weeks.
Copy features
of various
packageChristunits
in holiday printed cellophane. Agency
is Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen «& Finn,
Chicago.
.JEWISH, International Broadcasting
Co., Los Angeles, on Nov. 22 started
a one-hour participation sponsorship
program, American- Jewish Hour, on
KMPC. Beverly Hills. Cal. Contract
is for .52 weeks. Conducted by Jacob
Meltz, weekly program features recorded music, guest artists and speakers. Agency is The Mayers Co., Los
Angeles.
A. WANDER Co., Peterborough, Ont.
(Ovaltine) on Nov. 24 started test
spot announcements six days weekly
on CKY, Winnipeg; CJOR, Vancouver. Account was placed by A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.
FOUR SPONSORS of Italian programs on WHOM, .Jersey City, have
renewed their contracts for 52-week
periods, while one. Roma Wine Co.,
has added 10 spot announcements
daily in other foreign languages. Other
renewals, each buying six quarterhours weekly, are Ceribelli & Co.
(Brisochi); Chicago Macaroni Co.,
and Roman Macaroni.
WINTER Inc., Los Anglees (camera
& photograph supplies), new to radio,
in a three-week local campaign ending
Dec. 20 is using daily spot announcements on KFWB. and approximately
two per week on KFAC KECA KNX,
in addition to thrice-weekly participaKnox Manning,
'News,Co.,
on Los
the
lattertion instation.
The Mayers
Angeles, has the account.
GRAYSON'S Inc.. Los Angeles
(women'sMilton
apparel
chainAdv.
stores),
through
Weinberg
Co.,
that city, in a 30-day campaign which
started Nov. 27 is using a series of
daily spot announcements
on Souther-i
California
stations.

" RADIO DIVISION
LEHIGH STRUCTURAL STEEL CO.
17 BATTERY PIACE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York undertake
(Lucky Strikes),
.Jan. .")
will
a special onpromotion
campaign for the New York market
with 34 transcribed announcements
weekly for 13 weeks, on WMCA. New
York. Discs will be placed immediately
following the New York Times news
broadcasts, on the hour every hour
[Broadcasting, Nov. 24]. Agency is
Lord & Thomas, that city.
F. G. VOGT & SONS. Philadelphia
(meat), has renewed the Beity Jordan
program on KYW, Philadelphia, heard
each Friday morning at 9.30. The program features interviews on meat
menus with iirominent visitors to the
city. Agency is Clements Adv., Philadelphia.
P. LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
Golds), on Dec. 1 added six West
Coast stations to its schedule carrying
live and transcribed announcements.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co..
New York.
DR. .JACKSON FOODS, Toronto
(cereals),
has half-hour
started Ifsquiz
a 'Woman's
World
weekly
show on
CFRB, Toronto. Account was placed
by Tandy Adv. Agency, Toronto.
NEW YORK TUBERCULOSIS &
Health Assn., from Nov. 20 through
Dec. 2.3 is conducting an intensive
radio campaign for its annual Christmas seal drive, using WQXR WOR
WNYC AVMCA WHN WABC WBNX
AVEVD WHOM.

8, 1941

W69PH

FATHER and chee-ild are doing
nicely in Research Hospital, Kansas (5ity. Clutching a synthetic offspring named Enza, Sam H. Bennett, KMBC sales director, poses
for the station's camera. His ailment was a nine-day shot of flu;
his talents apparently include histrionic aptitudes.
UP War Discs
NEW SERIES of transcribed
shows featuring foreign correspondents has been prepared by
United Press and are being provided without cost to UP radio
clients. Designed to acquaint listeners with the problems, the men
and the methods involved in gathering the news that reaches them
daily, discs have already been
scheduled by more than 360 stations. Unlikeshows
the last
year'stimeseries
the current
provide
for
beginning and ending local-station
promotional tie-ins. A script, carrying suggested local announcements
accompanies the platters, as well
as matted advertisements, describing each of the programs, designed for use in newspapers or
station house organs.
First Brewery on FM
REPORTED to be the first brewery
in the country to buy time on an FM
station, the Miller Brewing Co., Milrecentlydaily,
purchased
newscast serieswaukee,
to run
except aSunday,
over W55M. the Milwaukee Journal
FM outlet. Charles Kennedy, W55M
sales
manager,
.52-week
schedule
throughclosed
H. C.theMulberger
Inc.. with Carl A. Toepfer as account
executive.

Goes

to 10

On
Commercial B
W69PH, PHILADELPHIA,
adjunct of WCAU,
on D^
started transmission
on 1
watts. After 30 days of test t
mission, W69PH started its
lar schedule of commercial
broadcasts with two sponsoi
Henry Hurst, local linen shoi
daily spot announcements, \,
direct, and the Philadelphin
quier, for twice-daily news
placed direct. With studios 1'
in the WCAU Bldg. and towei
1616 Walnut St. Bldg., W'
operates 2:58 to 9:05 p.m. dail
W53PH,daily
WFIL's
FM statior
started
operation
Nov
and will use 10,000 watts ;
Dec. 15, it was announced by I
W.
vice-president
eral Clipp,
manager.
The FM and
outli
operating with a temporary 1
watt transmitter.
FM for Baltimore
BALTIMORE'S
first comme
FM station was authorized
Wednesday when the FCC ia construction permit for 1
frequency facilities in the 11
mental City to The Haiti
Radio Show, Inc. Permittee is
licensee of standard broadcast
tion WFBR. Grant specified u;
the 45.9 mc. channel to ser\
area of 5,500 square miles.
FCC to date has authorized a
of 61 FM stations.
New Opera Line
W59C,
Chicago
FM station,
hi.
ranged with Illinois
Bell Tele)
Co. for a new type of transni
using special wire and amplifii
equalizers so the station can <
MBS
Chicago
Opera
from a remote
pickup.
New broal
equi]
permits
transmission
of
tones
r:i i
second.
from 20 to 15,000 vibration ^
KATZ AGENCY has been appn
representative for WTAD. Quinc\
Station operates on 930 kc. with
watts.

Long

RADIO

Island City, ^jj^^^^^^^j
LABS.. IN
ENGINEERING
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A

long-suffering

*' A H ME ! It happens every year, just
Jr\. about this time — when firms
we do business with start sending
me Christmas gifts.
"I don't know why they do it.
They
don'tto.have to. I certainly don't
ask them
"Over the years, I've accumulated
brass toadstool paperweights and
non-running clocks — one even set
into an elephant's foot. A horse that
whistles and holds cigarettes ... a
streamlined train that's a penholder.
And a cigar lighter that plays Yankee Doodle but won't light. Gosh-amighty! Who thinks 'em up?
"Most of the gorgeous gadgets
people give me cost too darn much
money just to throw them away.
And besides, only an ungrateful heel

riifROADCASTING

• Broadcast

executive

speaks

would do a thing like that. But
brother, I'm getting desperate! I'll
either have to build a Gadget Annex

his

mind

could jiggle just some of the packages that land on my desk this
Christmas and hear 'em gurgle!"

to my. . office
or— say! I've got a better
idea
.
"If my business friends insist on
giving me a Christmas remembrance, why, oh why don't they
make it a bottle or so of my favorite whiskey— Four Roses!
"There's the solution to the whole
problem! I can take a bottle of Four
Roses home with me . . . pull out the
cork . . . and pour some out for my
good friends to share with me.
What's more, I wouldn't be expected
to keep a Four Roses bottle on my
desk all year, just in case the man
who gave it to me drops in.

Four Roses is a blend of straight
whisliies — 90 proof. Frankfort Distilleries, Inc., Louisville & Baltimore.

"Boy, wouldn't it be great if I

Advertising
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FIED SCIENCE for
SIMPLI
the layman is the aim of Ask
the Scientist, claimed the onlyprogram of its kind originates
from the campus of Syracuse U and
is heard over upstate New Yoi'k
stations : WS YR, Syracuse ;
WWNY, Watertown; W J I N,
neth G. Bartlett as moderator, the
science board of the program anJamestown; and WHLD, Olean.
Consisting of a chemist, physicist,
geneticist, zoologist, and Prof. Kengeologist, bacteriologist, forester,
swers tions
from
12 dcas
to 15t. listeners' queseach broa

Mock Senate
BROADCAST by WKBN special
events department of the Third
Annual Student Congress, sponsored by the National Forensic
League, attended by students of
16 high schools of Eastern Ohio in
Youngstown, O. has resulted in a
regular series under the title. Student Congress. "Senators" from five
local high schools will air their
sentiments on mock bills based
upon current topics and problems,
the mock Congress sessions to be
presided over by Jack Jurey, outstanding young orator as "President" of the "Senate".

PROGRAMS
State's History
WEEKLY half-hour broadcast
dramatizing the history, industry
and cultural development of the
State of Washington has been
started on KIRO, Seattle. Local
talent is used, with theme and transition music written by U of Washington students under supervision
of George McKay, instructor and
composer. Each program is to be
devoted to a particular locale, with
scripts written by graduate students in creative writing under direction of Dr. George Savage, in* * Faces
*
Jobsstructor. and
MEMBERS of the studio audience
are told what vocations they should
pursue according to their facial
anatomy on The Job Detective,
weekly half-hour series on WMCA,
New York, conducted by Bernard
Haldance, vocational counselor and
personnel consultant, who reports
a better than 70% record of accuracy in placing job-seekers according to "face readings".

..for

Example

By PHILIP MORRIS

Holiday Greeting
FOR an elaborate Community
Christmas feature, to be broadcast
Christmas Eve from 8:30-9:30
p.m., WTRY, Troy, N. Y., has sent
its special events staff on visits
to the offices of local dignitaries, as
well as rehearsals and meetings of
local musical groups, to transcribe
Christmas greetings and music. Including agreeting from Gov. Herbert H. Lehman, the program will
present talent from Troy, Albany
and Schenectady, messages from
the three Mayors and presidents of
colleges in the Tri-City area.
Santa Interviews
CHRISTMAS PARTY for youngsters is being held every Saturday,
12:45-1:15 p.m. over WROK,
Rockford, 111., sponsored by OlsenEbann Jewelry store, Rockford,
sponsors of "Man on the Street"
show. Program is heard from jewelry store front where St. Nick distributes sacks of candy to sprouts.

& CO.

PHILIP MORRIS & CO. has two outstanding CBS Network programs —
and WMBD carries both of them. It
all started back in February, 1937,
when PHILIP MORRIS specified
WMBD for their program, "Johnny
Presents", advertising PHILIP MORRIS CIGARETTES— in addition to a
nearby metropolitan station. Now,
WMBD is an outlet in addition to
CBS Basic — for . . .
for PHILIP MORRIS
CIGARETTES
"Crime Doctor"
'The Philip Morris for philip morris
Playhouse" cigarettes

Here^s

WOR News Dramatization
FOR THE FIFTH successive year,
Nineteen Forty One in Review,
dramatization and re-enactment of
the major events and trends of the
year, will be presented over WOR,
New York, Dec. 28, 7:45-8:45 p.m.
Prepared by Alvin Josephy and
produced by Robert Louis Shayon
the show will present analysis of
major news by WOR and MBS experts. Showing the trend of the
United States from an "arsenal of
democracy" to an active naval belligerent in a year of war, the program will include recordings of the
voices of President Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, Senator Wheeler,
Lord Halifax, Verne Marshall and
many others. Narrator of the program has not yet been selected.

why
In "Peoriarea" (covered effectively by WMBD only) 89.3% of a total of
154,300 families own radios. Family buyers spend ^37,282,000 annually in
2,057 local food stores. Every one of the population in Peoria County alone
spends ^69.00 more in retail stores than
the average Illinoisan. And "Peoriarca's"
population is balanced almost 50-50 —
urban and rural. Be sure to specify
WMBD as an additional outlet for your
for WMBD
messagis the favorite of "PeETERS, \K
oriarea's" listeners!
Excluiit e Natiotial
Refneieii/atites

March of Truth
PROMINENT speakers representing various religious denominations
appear on a sustaining quarterhour public service program. Truth
Marches On, weekly on WAAF,
Chicago, starting Dec. 5. Program,
a roundtable discussion, is to be established as a "national conference
of Christians and Jews".
Tax Chats
AS A SERVICE to taxpayers
WTMJ, Milwaukee, has invited
Frank Kuhl, Collector of Internal
Revenue for Wisconsin, to conduct
a series of tax programs to start
Dec. 15. Designed as friendly chats
with the average taxpayer, Mr.
Kuhl will answer questions about
taxes.

W

THE BIG IDEA in this case i
reduce, and WMIN, St. Paul,
its game Reedooso. The progrt
heard 8:45-9 five mornings a \
sponsored by Zinsmaster Ba
Co. It is played with an ordii
deck of cards and is fashioned :
Pick-up, old parlor game,
nouncer Connor gives directio
the ladies, perhaps telling thei
drop a pack of cards on the
and pick up the queens, aces, ni
etc. The girls are supposed to
from the hips, with knees strai
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Choice of Answers !
LISTENERS have a choice of
swers on Take Your Pick, new (
series sponsored by Kay Jewi
Co. on KLZ, Denver. Wes Bat
sea telephones listeners, posei
question and then reads sev(
possible answers. Listeners chc e
one of the answers, with merch r
dise correct
from sponsor's
a p i te
for
answers. store
Withas the
thrice-weekly show, Kay's i
sponsors
on
KLZ. 10 quarter-hours we<
❖ ^ ^
Child Artist
A CHILD ventriloquist and
dummy, Judy Splinters, made tl
bow on a four times weekly c
mercial radio program on Ki
San Frincisco recently. She is
year-old Shirley Dinsdale, a h
school student, sponsored
O'Connor, Moffatt & Co., large
partment
store.SanAgency
is Ri
rauff & Ryan,
Francisco.

PHUADUPHM
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Servicemen's
DISCOVERING
that News
the stati
new 50,000 watt antenna was i
ing programs receivable in
far-off spots as the Aleutian
lands, Hawaii, Alaska, Br
Columbia and Samoa, KSTP :
neapolis, has launched a news
gram, News From Home, dire
to Minnesota servicemen statii
in distant camps. Inspired by i
phone calls and letters from m r
ers of the boys in St. Paul
Minneapolis, the informal, go?
program enables the boys to
home news six days earlier thai
mail.

NETWORK
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PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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j;i»8 Stations

Used

□ Promote

Book

ige List Is Signed to Push
Illume on Income Taxes
SUCCESSFUL has been the
Tipaign started in September by
I ion & Schuster, New York, for
book Your Income Tax that the
ginal list of 100 stations has
n increased to 458. Five and 15lute programs are used daily
|l will continue until Feb. 28,
,:2. Edwin A. Kraft, manager of
(rthwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle,
jich handled the account, stated:
'We believe this is the most comLhensive campaign ever released
ja publisher to advertise a single
'*',k. Approximately $150,000 will
spent for station time." Follow• is the station list:

■1

A
WGST
WING
* EN
W . KGVO
KU J
AF
VV XvIIjIN
KYW
/ 'LW
[DH WCKY
ajf •VA WOR
WGN
ri FT
KANS
i i PC
KCKN
RC
IMN KD YL
IVEL KF A.B
KFNF
WSFA
3
KITE
a
IJ OR
KOWH
KVAN
KWTO
EL
WTtPM
V V I3^XVi
AR
WBNS
- ;GF
WD AE
WDB J
-i(i;iK
i AO
WEBR
Rl'
WEEU
IAt
WFBL
, W
WHB
„.IF0
WTTRTT
*i.>PEO
0
w rir o
W iL/ AA
d/ir'
EL
BS
WJ
T TTpi
ilAS
iO
W MrSK
TT7C
TV/f "D
IHL
VV 1 UU
VL
KGDM
KGER
KIEM
FI
KMJ
W,EI
BK
KOH
KTRB
00
OW
KOY
WCLO
B
WLAW
If MO
WSPR
NX
WKZO
WTOL
0
iZ
WKBN
AX
KOMA
^AM WLAK
A
WLOL
TAM KVI
KA
WHEB
..S
WKBH
WFBM
JAR
KQV
1, :bm
NN
WCLE
;riAT KROC
HIN
WOV
WAGE
:i JTA
V.X
WSOY
WBYN
,DL
KHAS
■i"KC
WWDC
' :^aBoR
WIBA
FL
KFJZ
WADC
'i'OX
WBAX
■VWDB
WCSC
YR
WPIC
,IJ
WBIG
BB
WHKC
WKMO
icj
WMRN
WEBQ
OK
KOL
i\GA
W43B
|?AL
■3EC
KWLK
■\1T
KLS
IdOP
KEVR
l)AS
WTAX
WNBZ
|)AY
WTEL
l)GY
OZ
KRJF
3LA
KDON
KELA
:^IL
KFDM
||]"ANLA KFH
JBI
KFKA

KFOR
WCO A
V/CSH
WD]i^
WEMPV
WEST
WHIG
WHN
WHP
WIBW
WIL
WIP
WIRE
W.J AS
WJBK
WISH
WITH
WKNE
WLLH
KABR
WEEI
WMT
WEAN
WJAR
WJBO
WAPO
WNAC
WX YZ
KGLO
WRR
WFE A
WSPD
W X5 IN A
W IN rsu
\srr
A
W J_jA\j
W 1K X
KRKD
KLZ
KGKO
WICC
W WNY
KTRH
KFAC
WHAZ
WHOM
KPMC
WS AI
KPAC
WSPA
KTMS
KFPY
WSVA
WJPR
KARM
KATE
KDAL
KFSD
KFXD
KGA
KGBX
KGDE
KGEZ
KGFW
KGHF
KGHI
KGNF
KLPM
KLUF
KMAC
KMED
KMLF
KMYC
ROME
KNOW
KOOS
KPQ
KRE
KRGV
KSLM
KSO
KTAR
KTBS
KTSA
KUOA
KVOA
KVOS
KWAT
KWK

KXYZ
WKBB
WKBO
WKBZ
WKIP
WKNY
WKOK
WKY
WLNH
WLOF
WLOK
WMAN
WMAS
WM AZ
WMBG
WMBS
VV iN D i:
WNBH
w yj Ej
woe
WOMT
WR AW
WRDO
WREC
WRNL
WQ A XT
W OAK
W X
WtsrS i
WSOO
WSYB
W 1 AU
W i xSO
W 1M V
W VrW
W r^AVE 1
KE
KXRO
KFIO
WHBF
KEX
KGW
KBIZ
WJOB
WFHR
KRKO
KGY
WLBZ
WBRK
WEIM
WNLC
WCOU
WHAI
WCFI
WSGN
WALA
KWFC
KHSL
KPRO
KMYR
WTHT
WRUF
WQAM
WTSP
WALB
WEDC
WLBC
KROS
KRNT
KDTH
KVFD
KGNO
KSAL
WHYN
WELL
WJLB
KWNO
KWOC
FCOIL
WOW
WMUR
WBAB
KVSF
WABY
WOKO
WHCU
WGNY
WOLF
WWNC
WRAL

ROADCASTING

NO

BIG

IN
PEE
WHOO
SOCONY NEWS on WOWO was discussed at the Fort Wayne station
recently by station, sponsor and agency oificials. Lined up in front of
photomontage in studio are (1 to r) George C. Oswald, Kansas City, account executive of J. Sterling Getchell Inc.; C. A. Snyder, Getchell radio
director in New York: Franklin Tooke, former WOWO-WGL program director; Roy B. Dill, advertising manager of Socony Vacuum Oil Co.
CKLW
IS Given Right
To Handle Swing Series
AS A RESULT OF negotiations
between MBS, the CBC and the
Canadian Censorship Coordination
Committee, which formerly banned
American news analysts from Canadian stations, Raymond Gram
Swing, Mutual news analyst, is
now heard Monday through Thursday at 10 p.m. in areas of Canada
served by CKLW, Mutual DetroitWindsor affiliate.
The CBC Board of Governors,
acting on a resolution made to them
by J. E. Campeau, general manager of CKLW, and Fred Weber,
Mutual general manager, decided
to allow Swing to broadcast, finding that censorship regulations
having to do with broadcasting
information of value to the enemy
are inapplicable to the Mutual commentator. Swing advised Mutual
and CKLW that he will comply
with Canadian regulations.

Gardner in 1942
GARDNER NURSERY Co., Osage,
la., on Dec. 15 will start its 11th
radio year with the first of a series
of new transcriptions featuring new
plants for spring delivery. About
150 stations will be used and this
number will be gradually increased
to 300 during the peak of the
spring shipping season. According
to Edwin A. Kraft, manager of
Northwest, which handles the account, approximately $300,000 will
be spent on advertising by Gardner
during 1942, the bulk of it going
to radio.

• Broadcast

KRLD
KFMB
KGMB
KIDO
KLO
KLRA
KMMJ
KPRC
KSRO
KTHS
KXL
WBEN
WMBD
WMC
WMCA
WNOX
WASH
WOODWORC
WORK
WOWO
WTNJ
WWVA
WBOW
WCAE

WCAM
WACO
WAKR
WARM
WATR
WCOL
WDRC
WENY
WESX
WFDF
WFPG
WGAL
WGH
WGL
WHBC
WHDF
WHOP
WIBM
WIBU
WILM
WIZE
WJBW
WJIM
WJNO
WJTN

Advertising

WJW
KDLR
KFJM
WISR
WFBC
WTMA
WORD
KELO
WTJS
WJHL
WROL.
WMPS
KGNC
KBWD
KRIS
KROD
KFRO
KABC
KRRV
KCMC
WHIS
WHBL
KDFN
KSAN
WNAB

33%
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KSTP, St. Paul, is installing a 35-kw.
gas-driven generator plant in its transmitter building. Designed to operate
the station's auxiliary transmitter, the
emergency power source in event of a
line failure starts automatically.
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Treasury Tribute
TO HONOR companies which have
installed the Payroll Allotment
Plan, public tribute will be aired
by the U. S. Treasury in connection with the Defense Savings Program. Beginning Dec. 8, Larry
Elliot, who regularly announces
the three Treasury radio programs,
will read a message from the Department on the Telephone Hour,
sponsored by the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. over NBCRed from 8-8:30 p. m. EST. At a
later date a smiliar message will be
included on the Major Bowes program sponsored by Chrysler Corp.
Other companies will be honored
on later dates.
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Richmond

And that means WMBG — the Red Network outlet in Richmond. For WMBG

offers you the best

in the Red and the best in the local field — plus
specialized merchandising knowledge of Richmond.
WMBG

offers you the Red Network audience —

5,000 watts daytime — 1,000 watts night and
equal density of coverage at lower rates. Before
you buy — get the WMBG

RED

story.
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Mrs. Murphy
CHN
HALIFAX, N. S.
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is Rounding Out the Busiest
Year in Its Fifteen Years of
Existence. Advertisers Would
Be Well Advised to Make
Their Fall and Winter Bookings AT ONCE.
U. S, Representatives:
Weed & Company
New York City

We've

ytf(f

POWER--'--;,,,,,.
PROGRAMS

-^^^^^^^^^^^^

COVERAGE'--:rr

R
T!
SD
lClOf
l
LOW
«t FROM
fact;
lAfl m Wm UU
GETiTHE
llFACT?
PONTIAC • MICH.
, THf fOCfH*W CO., NAIIONAI E£M.
CHICAGO . WE'.V VO«K

365,000 people make the
Youngstown metropolitan district the third
largest in Ohio.

WFMJ
Has more

listeners in

this rich market

than

any other station.
Headley-Reed Co.
National Representatives

Strategically located to do a big selling
job for the advertiser. A Blue Network
station witli an exceptional reputation
for public service.
1400 KC. ★ 250 Watts
Page 46
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THOMAS H. HUTCHINSON, formerly with the Rockefeller Committee
(Ml Inter-American Cultural Relations
and ])reviously program director in
NBC's television division, has joined
the radio department of Ruthrauff &
Ryan. New York.
STANLEY HOLT. New York account
executive of Wm. Esty & Co., was in
Hollywood for launching Dec. 5 of the
weekly CBS Christmas series, Shirley
Temple tional
Time,
sponsored by Elgin NaAVatch Co.
W. B. RICHARD PEARSON, formerly account executive of Cesana & As.soc. Hollywood, has joined Erwin.
Wasey & Co.. that city, in a similar
capacity.
CONNER Co.. San Francisco, recently moved from the Russ Bldg. to 116
New Montgomery St., doubling its
(juarters.
MAURICE C. lodge:, for the last
five years with M. E. Harlan Adv..
San &Francisco,
recently
D'Evelyn
AVadsworth.
San joined
Francisco.
ELINIER NEILSEN. formerly with
the San liafael (Cal.) Independent,
recently joined the Leon Livingston
Adv. Agency. San Francisco.
LARRY GRISWOLD. formerly advertising manager of the Sacramento
(Cal.) Union, recently opened the
Griswold Adv. Agency in that city,
with
Bldg. offices in Capitol National Bank
A. W. SPENCE .Jr., formerly account
executive of Lord & Thomas, New
York, has joined Ivey & Ellington that
city, in the same capacity.
.JOHN ANTHONY, formerly copy
chief of Kelling & Co.. Indianapolis,
has joined the copy department of
BBDO. New York.
.JOHN WHITMORE. former program
manager of WLOF, Orlando. Fla., has
joined the radio department of Compton Adv.. New York, as a program
suj^ervisor.
.JERRY BROTMAN account execuLloyd's
Los Angeles
agency,tive of has
takenAdv.,
on additional
respon.sibilities of radio director.
.TAMES C. McCORMICK. formerly
account executive of Associated Adv.
Agency. Los Angeles, who was inducted into the Army eight months ago,
has returned to civilian life and will
resume activity in radio advertising.
CAPT. B. E. HOWARD, for the last
nine months on active Army duty at
Camp Haan, Cal., has returned to
Minneapolis and Campbell-Mithun Inc.
as creative chief of the agency. Capt.
Howard had been with CampbellMithun for three years before going
into active service.
ED DEXTER, formerly in the copy
department of Young & Rubicam, New
Y'ork,
Compton
Adv., New
York, has
in anjoined
executive
capacity.
WILLIAM H. OHLE. formerly of
Wilding Picture Productions. Chicago,
and manager of Tfie Latce Forester,
Lake P^n-est.
111., Chicago.
has joined Needham,
Louis
& Brorby,
STUART REYNOLDS, formerly advertising executive of General Mills.
Minneapolis, has joined the San Francisco office of Erwin. Wasey & Co.
HARRY A. SHINNICK. formerly
with Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove,
("alkins & Holden and N. W. Ayer &
Son, has joined Richard A. Foley Adv.
Agency, Philadelphia.
H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC news
analyst, recently signed for a series
of newsi-eel features for release in Telenews theatres.
1941

Is Named

Long Agency Radio Head
MRS. GERTRUDE B. MURPHY,
former account executive, has been
appointed director of radio for the
Long Adv. Agency, San Francisco
andMrs.
San Murphy,
Jose. a
Mount Holyoke
College graduate,
and
member
Phi Beta
Kappaof
honorary fraternity, joined the
agency in 1931,
specializing
in radio. For nearly
Mrs. Murphy
five years she has
written script and
commercials for an outstanding netw^ork show. Earlier experience included the position of advertising
manager of one of San Francisco's
important
women'sdates
stores.
radio experience
fromHer 1928
when asitiated aseries
"Dorothy
Dean"
she inof daily
broadcasts
over KQW, San Jose2 % For Advertising
APPROXIMATELY $1,700,000 or
2% of the national income will be
spent in advertising in 1941, according to Dr. L. D. H. Weld, director of research of McCannErickson, New York, in a talk on
"The Importance of Advertising,"
recently broadcast on CBS. Advertising expenditures, he pointed
out, are only about 1% of the final
price of all goods and services in
the sale of which advertising is
used, and will amount this year to
only about $13 per capita, against
$19 per capita in 1929 and compared to Federal Government taxes
this year of about $57.50 per
capita.
Canada's Radio Fund
CANADIAN Broadcasting Stations on Nov. 27, sent to Winston
Churchill the first instalment of
£1,000 raised by the stations
through the sale to listeners of a
short illustrated biography on the
life of Britain's wartime Prime
Minister. The Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters earlier this year had
set up with government sanction
the Churchill Fund for British War
Victims, so listeners to Canadian
stations could contribute to Britain's war sufferers. The letter to
Winston Churchill accompanying
the cheque for £1,000 was signed
by Glen Bannerman, CAB president and general manager.
Spots for New Book
WILLIAM H. WISE & Co., New
York (books) will start an extensive campaign over approximately 100 stations about Jan. 5,
1942, to advertise a new book now
being printed. Account is handled
by Northwest Radio Adv. Co.,
Seattle.
SUIT for .$150,000 claiming alleged
breach of contract brought by Alonzo
Deen Cole against Phillips H. Lord,
production agency, came to an end
Nov. 19 after three weeks' trial in
New York Supreme Coui-f when the
jury,
after nofiveagreement.
hours' deliberation
could reach
BROADCASTING

SHAKEUP PLAmEL
FOR P&G SERIA
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co.,
cinnati, during the latter paq
December will make a ger.
shake-up of several of its Hon
through-Friday serials, drop^

addingshifting
a rebroadcast
a thir
two,
the same ofnumber"
one of the vacated spots.
Guiding Light, on NBC3:30-3:45 p.m., will be droj'
after the broadcast of Dec. 26. 1
died by Pedlar & Ryan, New Y
for Camay soap, the serial, acc
ing to an earlier announcemen
P&G, was to have been shifte
Compton Adv. for White Nap!
soap [Broadcasting, Nov. 17]
of the same date P&G will t
its special six-station hookup !
The O'Neills on NBC-Red, 12,
12:30 p.m. but continue the S(;
on its 5:30-5:45 p.m. spot or
CBS stations, for Ivory
through Compton.
P&G will shift Right to Ha
ness on 46 CBS stations, 1:30- f
p.m. from Crisco to White Napl
and move it to the spot now <
pied
by Pepper stations,
Young's 11:15-:
Famil'
67 NBC-Red
a.m. for the latter product. P'
takes over the Guiding Light i
changing over to Pedlar & E i
for Camay,
as previously
nounced [Broadcasting, Nov.
For Crisco, P&G will fill the P
to Happiness spot with a repes 'i
Vic & Sade originallly aired 3 :
p.m. on NBC-Red. Both Criscc
White Naphtha are handled
Compton.
It is understood that some i<
cies have already bid for the 'j
ing Light serial for certain cli(

To Launch P&G Shoi
GILBERT
RALSTON, prog
manager of Compton Adv.,
York, will leave in two weeks
the West Coast to supervise
duction
of the
agency'sCo.,
newCii;
for
Procter
& Gamble
nati. The program, titled Hap i
ard, starts Dec. 30 for a tl
week period on West Coast
stations, and on Jan. 20 goes a
full CBS network [Broadcast 3,
Dec. 1]. John McMillin. radio d:
tor of Compton, and William E >
sey, radio director of P&G, also t
planning to go to the Coast the d
of the month.
AAAA Councils to Mee
AMERICAN ASSN. of Adve
ing
Agencies
has announced
the 1941
convention
for its eas
division will be held Dec. 9 at
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New Y
while the Central Council con
tion will take place Dec. 11 at
Lake Shore Athletic Club, Chic
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SEND FOR YOUR
CATALOGUE NOW
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;CUSSING PROGRAMS before opening of the NAB district meeting
San Francisco were (1 to r), Charles Morin, CBS, San Francisco;
ph R. Brunton, KQW-KJBS, San Francisco; NAB President Neville
ler; Art Kemp, CBS, San Francisco, and Will Thompson Jr., KROY,
:ramento.
AB

Districts

on

Coast

5|i> Discuss Current
A SPLIT session, broadcasters
NAB District 17 met last Monand Tuesday at Portland, Ore.,
I Seattle. As at preceding dis:t meetings, national defense,
islation, music and corollary
blems were chief topics of dis;|fsion.
he Monday session at Portland,
h District Director Hari'y
;nce, of KXRO, Aberdeen,
.sh., presiding, featured appear:es by NAB President Neville
ler; Mayor R. Earl Riley;
ut. Comdr. G. F. DeGrave,
^WS. N.; Paul Connet, KGW-KEX;
i; Bishop, KMED, Medford; Carl
verlin, BMI; Jerry King, Stanj-d Radio; C. P. MacGregor;
c|lph Wentworth, Lang-Worth ;
iank E. Pellegrin, director of the
Lb Department of Broadcast
jvertising. Director-at-Large C.
Myers,
KOIN-KALE, and
lien Pangborn, KGW-KEX, were
charge of local arrangements,
[rhe District 15 meeting also was
mllid in San Francisco Nov. 28-29.
ring the meeting President
^ "ller outlined radio's defense series in a talk on "Radio & the
tional
Defense", broadcast on
Me ife
FO and KPO, and transcribed
rebroadcast on other stations
[the trict.
^!
Others to be Held

Hold

Meetings

Industry Problems
Chet Wheeler, KWIL; Frank H. Coffin,
KWLK; Arden X. Pangborn. KGW-KEX;
Barney Kentworthv, KODL-KWRC; Harry
R. Spence, KXRO; Glenn Howell, KODL ;
Glenn MeCormack. KBKR; Mrs. Francis
Svmons, KXL; Lee Bishop, KMED; L. W.
Trommlitz, KORE; C. O. Chatterton,
KWLK; H. Quentin Cox, KGW-KEX;
Marshall H. Pengra, KRNR; Fred G. Goddard. KXRO ; Jennings Pierce, NBC, and
Bob Sehuetz, NBC Thesaurus.
G. L. Call, Graybar Electric Co.; Carl
Haverlin. BMI; A. M. Case. Graybar Electric Co.; Jack Gale. United Press ; Frank
E. Pellegrin, NAB ; Jim Wallace, Graybar
Electric Co.; C. P. MacGregor; Jack Frost,
RCA Manufacturing Co.; Leonard D. Callahan. SESAC; E. J. Gough, SESAC; Ralph
Wentworth, Lang-Worth; Jerry King,
Standard Radio, and Neville Miller, NAB.
Attending the Seattle session
were :
Arthur Gerbel. W. B. Stuht, Charles
Lyman, Birt F. Fisher, KOMO-KJR; Cole
Gentry, Bill Warren, Hugh Feltis, Peter
Bailie, Frank B. Sheehan, Bill Gavin, Bob
E. Wylie, KPQ; Michael J. Mingo, KTRN ;
Art Moore, Paul F. Benton. KMO; W. L.
Paul, Dean Sherman, F. L. Thornhill, Merrill Inch, KINY; Archie Morton. Phil Reilly.
Loren B. Stone, Gordon Tuell, Maury
Rider. H. J. Quilliam, KIRO; George R.
Wilhelm, O. A. Runchey, KOL; Harvey
Wixson, KHQ-KGA ; Romig C. Fuller,
KRSC ; Rodney McArdle, Elmer J. Holmberg, Harry R. Spence. Fred G. Goddard,
KXRO; Tom Olson. KGY ; R. G. McBroom.
KFIO ; Florence Wallace, KXA; Earl T.
Irwin. Vernice Irwin, KVI; Tom H.
Schafer, KRKO: Richard S. Downie,
KEVR; Lloyd Wallgreen, Cliff Hansen,
KEVE; Ed J. Jansen, KTBI ; Jennings
Pierce, NBC, and Bob Sehuetz. NBC.
Geralderlin,King,
Radio; Leonard
Carl Hav-D.
BroadcastStandard
Music, Inc.;
Callahan, SESAC; Hal Pearce, Standard
Radio; Neville Miller, NAB; C. P. MacGregor. E. J. Gough, SESAC : Willis S.
Dunniway, Phil R. Curran, United Press ;
Ralph Wentworth. Lang-Worth, and Frank
E. Pellegrin, NAB.

A feature of the Seattle meeting
mW
CLEAR GROUP
last Tuesday was a joint luncheon
MEETING DEC. 18
meeting with the Seattle Advertising Club, at which President Miller
THE FIRST annual meeting of the
delivered an address on radio's part
Clear Channel Broadcasting Servin defense, which was broadcast
ice, representing 16 of the 17 inon KJR, KOL and MBS in the
Class I-A staNorthwest. Hugh M. Feltis, comtions, will be held at dependently-owned
the Hermitage
mercial manager of KOMO-KJR, is Hotel, Nashville, Dec. 18 at the call
president of the Ad Club.
of Chairman Edwin W. Craig, executive vice-president of WSM.
At San Francisco
Formed last Feb. 20 to further
Attending the San Francisco
the interests of Class I-A stations
meeting were:
in providing rural and remote coverage, the service has been directed
George F. Barringer, KHUB; Paul R.
Bartlett, KFRE; John Brunton. KQW ; Mott by Victor Sholis, former newsQ. Brunton,
Ralph R. KJBS;
Brunpaperman and Department
Comton, KQW ; KJBS-KQW;
Sherwood Brunton,
merce executive.
Assistant of
director
Eddie Calder. KHUB; Clyde Coombs,
is Allan Miller, former newspaperKARM ; Glenn R. Dolberg, KGO-KPO; Bob man.
Dunn, KSFO, Ernest L. Finley, KSRO ;
Ed Franklin, KJBS ; H. O. Fiebig. KQW;
Wilt Gunzendorfer, KSRO; C. S. Harper,
All independently-owned stations
KQW ; Keith Kerby, KROW ; Howard Lane, in the Class I-A group, save KSL,
KFBK; Philip G. Laskv, KROW, Charles
Salt Lake City, are identified with
Llovd. KLX: C. L. McCarthy, KQW; Harold the
organization, successor of the
H. Meyer, KYA. A. E. Nelson, KPO; J. G.
Clear Channel Group. Harold V.
Paltridge, KGO-KPO ; S. H. Patterson.
KSAN ; Leo O. Ricketts, KFBK ; J. E. Rod- Hough, executive of WBAP-KGKO,
man. KFRE; W. B. Ryan, KPO; Charles Fort Worth, is treasurer, and with
P. Scott. KTKC; William B. SmuUin.
KIEM; Don H. Telford, KUIN ; H. E. Mr. Craig was instrumental in its
Thomas, KMYC ; William Thompson,
formation.
KROY ; Haan J. Tyler, KSFO ; Howard V.
Walters, KDON ; Eugene N. Warner, KLS ;
Art Westlund, KRE; Jack Winston, KOH ;
Bill Beason, KSRO; David H. Sandeberg,
KFBK; Arthur J. Kemp, CBS; Jennings
Santly Heads MPPA
Pierce, NBC, and Robert F. Sehuetz, NBC.
LESTER
SANTLY has been electDan Bowerman, United Press; Leonard
ed president of Music Publishers
D. Callahan, SESAC ; Jack Frost, RCA ;
Protective Assn. for the coming
Hubert Gagos, United Press; E. J. Gough,
SESAC; Carl Haverlin, BMI; Gerald King, year by the new board of directors,
Standard Radio; Ed Kirby, War Depart- themsevles elected the week prement ; C. P. MacGregor; Neville Miller.
vious at the MPPA annual memNAB; Charles E. Morin, CBA ; Frank E.
bership meeting [Broadcasting,
Pellegrin, NAB ; Dan Rodgers, Raymond
Spector Advertising Agency ; Earle H. Nov. 24]. Other MPPA officers are:
Smith. Edward Retry & Co. ; Hale Sparks, Jack Mills, vice-president; Jack
University of California; Lindsey Spight,
Bregman, secretary, and Richard
John Blair & Co., and Ralph Wentworth,
Lang-Worth.
Murray, treasurer.

Vout

^^^^

he only remaining district
itings scheduled are District
Dec. 8-9, Albany Hotel, Den; District 11, Dec. 11-12, Hotel
Ipollet, Minneapolis; District 9,
Ip. 15-16, Palmer House, Chicago,
e District 3 meeting is not to be
[id until after the first of the
attending the Portland one-day
sion were:
. W. McCready, KVAN ; Sheldon Fred
ikett, KVAN-KOOS; J. Elroy McCaw,
LA; Frank L. Hill, KORE; H. S.
Ibbson, KXL; C. W. Myers, KALE ;
fl H. Connet, KGW-KEX; Ted Koore^1, KALE; James C. Wallace, KAST ;
i E. Stone, KOOS-KVAN, KLBM; Harry
Buckendahl, KOIN-KALE; Clare C.
[irs,
KVANKALE;
; Curt Walter
Phillips,L. Read,
KIDO; KINY;
JohnWalker,
{.rles E. Couche. KOIN-KALE ; Frank H.
tean, KBND ; Harris Ellsworth. KRNR ;
ROADCASTING

"Poor Jock! If only he'd used
WFDF Flint Michigan, he could
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CONTROI^
ROOM
-JOHN E. LINDSAY, formeilv of
WRUL, Boston, and George E. Mcof WSPR.
field.Donald,
Mass.. previously
have been
added Springto the
engineering- staff of WCOP, Boston.
ANTHONY MAGGIORRE, for the
last three years with AVWL. Ne^¥ Orleans, has joined the television engineering staff of CBS in New York.
PAUL REVEAL, for ten years night
control supervisor of WOR. New
York, is on indefinite leave of absence
to handle communications work in
South America.
RICHARD JAMES, engineer of
WOR, New York, is the father of a
baby girl, Vivian Lynne, born recently.
JAMES THAYER, transmitter engineer of WSYR. Syracuse, is the father
of a boy born recently.
ART GILLETTE, assistant chief engineer of WCKY, Cincinnati, is the
father of a baby girl, Gail.
ERNEST LINDEMANN has been
promoted to chief engineer of KGMB.
Honolulu, taking the post vacated by
Eugene T. Goldrup.
DOUG THOMSON, former control
opei-ator
is now
stationed atin CJRC.
South Winnipeg,
Africa with
the
Royal Air Force, according to word
received in Winnipeg.
SAUL OSIAS and Murray Goldberg,
former engineers at AVAAT, Jersey
City, and WOL, Washington, respectively have joined the engineering department of WNEW, New York.

First Day Cropper

Signal Corps Advisors
Discuss Technical Plans
INCLUDING in its membership
leading figures in every branch of
the communications industry, the
Civilian Technical Advisory Board
of the Chief Signal Officer of the
Army, Maj. Gen. Dawson 01mstead, held its first organization
meeting in Washington last Monday.tionsCTAB
is to with
be divided
into secto work
the Materiel
Branch, Operations Branch and the
newly-established Coordination &
Equipment Division in the Office of
the Chief Signal Officer.
Members of the board include
David Sarnoff, RCA president and
a colonel in the Signal Corps Reserve; Lt. Col. Frank W. Wozencraft, RCA Communications vicepresident and general counsel; Col.
Edwin H. Armstrong, inventor of
the Armstrong wide-swing FM system; Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General
Electric Co. vice-president in charge
of radio and television; John B.
Coleman. RCA Mfg. Co.; William
P. Hilliard, Bendix Radio Corp.
vice-president; Walter Evans,
Westinghouse Radio Division manager; L. C.facturersF.Assn. Horle, Radio ManuEUGENE E. ALDEN, former chief
engineer assistant
of KOY'^, chief
Phoenix,engineer
Ariz, andof
recent
WIRE, Indianapolis, Ind. has been
appointed chief engineer of WIRE,
replacing Earl Lewis.
ART BENZON, formerly inspector
for the FCC at Portland, Ore., has
joined KIRO, Seattle, as engineer.

\

WGY

HIGHEST UP Christmas Tree is
the claim made for this 12-foot
evei'green hoisted atop the 180-foot
antenna of KROS, Clinton, la. It is
lighted in four colors, operated in
15-second relays. The antenna
stands atop a 64-foot building.
TRANSMITTER

-

y-u

"Put me at the top of the list," says WSAI's Winged Plug,
"I cover the place like a carpet! Street car and bus cards,
neon signs, news pictures, movie trailers, taxicab covers,
dov/ntov/n vs^indovy/ displays, monthly house-organs for
dealers and a dozen other items. There's hardly a program
plug you can name that I don't use to build an audience
for my advertisers. Does it v/ork? Well, most of my sponsors are on renev/al. That sort of speaks for itself!"
NBC RED AND

BLUE— 5,000 WATTS

NIGHT

AND

DAY

CINCINNATI'S
OWN
STATION
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NOT ONLY four hours la
for work but wiring i'
money to pay a $17 fine : <
speeding is the first day
ord
Maurice
new of
control
room O'Conno
engin<<
of WPAT, Paterson, N.
Due to begin his new dutu
at noon last Monday, O'Coi
nor
underest
matedapparently
the distance
fro
Baltimore, his home tow
to Paterson. Finding himse
55 miles from WPAT ;
nearly noon he poured t>
petrol, only to be hauled u
by a police officer. WPA
Chief Engineer Earl F. Li
cas received a wire for t\
able fine
to pay.O'Connor was ui
$17

RAIDED

But Engineer Didn't Know
About 'Maneuvers'
SAM NORIN, engineer on duty at
the 50 kw. transmitter plant of
KIRO, Seattle, got the scare of his
life during recent air raid defense
maneuvers. On the late night shift,
Norin answered the telephone and
was advised the transmitter, located on Vashon Island in Puget
Sound, was to be sabotaged. A minute later mysterious visitors burst
in with word that saboteurs were
loose. After they had departed
Norin noticed a group of men
stealthily proceeding toward the
two KIRO antenna towers.
In a panic he called the sheriff,
who astounded him by pooh-poohing his discomfort. "Take it easy?"
shrilled Norin. "You mean you're
going to let them wreck the station?" The sheriff guffawed. "It's
civilian defense maneuvers. They're
not wrecking your place, they're
saving it. It's all a practice maneuver forDefense
the auxiliary
he
explained.
officialspolice,''
had forgotten to advise the KIRO engineering staff of its project.
FCC Rules Relaxed
RELAXING requirements on a temporary basis for showing of service in
connection with renewal of license,
the FCC en banc last Wednesday
adopted Order No. 77-A. suspending
from Jan. 1. 1942, until further order,
but not beyond Jan. 1, 1943, Sections
12.26 and 12.66 of the rules governing
amateur radio and Section 13.28 of
the rules governing commercial radio
operators.
BROADCASTING

Bowlers

Win

WGY, Schenectady, won the
bowling match in a series bet\
its team of six and one represl
ing WTRY, Troy- Albany. W(
keglers won by 151 pins. The Vl
winners : Kolin Hager, manal
A. O. Coggershell, program d [
tor; Bill Purcell, chief engiii|
Bill Meenam, publicity chief;
MacDonald,
sales, and Ho\ •(
Tupper,
announcer.
WTRY's
Bill Riple, commercial
manatc
Al Chismark, chief engineer:
Shudt, sportscaster ; Cecil V
land, continuity director; •
Sutphen, sales, and DeForest
ton, engineer.
Graybar Elections
AFFILIATED with the Gr;
Electric Co. for the past 30 yt
A. H. Nicoll was elected presi
last Wednesday to succeed F l.
Ketchum who will become chair n
of the board, both positions e
five on Jan. 1, 1942. Three
vice-presidents elected were: *
Hessler, D. H. O'Brien and E.
Cashman, all having been witli '
company many years.
Winant at Vichy for CBS
CLINTON WINANT, brother of .
G. Winant, U. S. Ambassador to
land, and in Europe since thr
war on research assignments, has
appointed
CBS correspondent
Vichy. France. CBS has not broin
from Yichy for about eight iii '
but will probably do so in the
future
rants. if Winant feels the news
SHERB HERRICK, baseball rei"
and announcer of WOKO. AH
N.
Y.. U.is S.nowNavy.
a Chief Petty ( <
in the

dJT

ARIZONA'S
ARIZON
^»
^^^^^
g^^^

FIRST STATIO
Firstadvertisers
in results fo:
First with listener
First on the dial

CBS
PHOENIX
550
Mail response means sales response— and KOY pulled over
90,000 letters in 1940!
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
AFFILIATE STATION WLS CHICAG
• Broadcast
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Defense

voluntary

Saviggafay-RoU

helps workers provide for the future

pay-roll
allotment

helps

build future buying power

helps defend America today
planplea. It is a sound business proposition that
This is no charity
vitally concerns the present and future welfare of your company,
your employees, and yourself.
During the post-war period of readjustment, you may be faced
with the unpleasant necessity of turning employees out into a
confused and cheerless world. But you, as an employer, can do
something now to help shape the destinies of your people.
Scores of business heads have adopted the Voluntary Pay-roll
Allotment Plan as a simple and easy way for every worker in
the land to start a systematic and continuous Defense Bond
savings program.
Many benefits . . . present and future.
It is
more than a sensible step toward reducing the ranks of the
post-war needy. It will help spread financial participation in
National Defense among all of America's wage earners.
The widespread use of this plan will materially retard inflation. It will "store" part of our pyramiding national income
that would otherwise be spent as fast as it's earned, increasing
the demand for our diminishing supply of consumer goods.
And don't overlook the immediate benefit . . . money for
defense luaterials, quickly, continuously, willingly.
Let^S
American
way democratically,
I America's talent
for
workingdooutit the
emergency
problems,
is being
tested today. As always, we will work it out, without pressure
or coercion ... in that old American way; each businessman
strengthening his own house; not waiting for his neighbor to do
it. That custom has, throughout history, enabled America to
get things done of its own free will.

Allotment

How big does a company have to be? From
three employees on up. Size has nothing to do with it. It works
equally well in stores, schools, publishing houses, factories, or
banks. This whole idea of pay-roll allotment has been evolved
by businessmen in cooperation with the Treasurj' Department.
Each organization adopts its own simple, efficient application
of the idea in accordance with the needs of its own set-up
No chore at all. The system is so simple that A. T. & T.
uses exactly the same easy card system that is being used by
hundreds of companies having fewer than 25 employees! It is
simple enough to be handled by a check-mark on a card each
pay day.
Plenty of help available. Although this is your plan
when you put it into effect, the Treasury Department is ready
and willing to give you all kinds of help. Local civilian committees in 48 States are set up to have experienced men work
with you just as much as you want them to, and no more.
Truly, about all you have to do is to indicate your willingness
to get your organization started. We will supply most of the
necessary material, and no end of help.
The first step is to take a closer look. Sending in
the coupon in no way obligates you to install the Plan. It will
simply give you a chance to scrutinize the available material and
see what other companies are already doing. It will bring you
samples of literature explaining the benefits to employees and
describing the various denominations of Defense Savings Bonds
that can be purchased through the Plan.
Sending the coupon does nothing more than signify that you
are anxious to do something to help keep your people off relief
when defense production sloughs off; something to enable all
wage earners to participate in financing Defense; something to
provide tomorrow's buying power for your products; something to get money right now for guns
and tanks and planes and ships.
France left it to "hit-or-miss" . . . and missed.
Now is the time for you to act! Mail the coupon
or write Treasury Department, Section A, 709
Twelfth St. NW., Washington, D. C.
FREE

In emergencies, America doesn^t do things
^'hit-or-miss.'' would get there eventually if we
just left it to everybody's whim to buy Defense Bonds when they
thought of it. But we're a nation of businessmen who understand that the way to get a thing done is to systematize the operation. That is why so many employers are getting back of this
Voluntary Savings Plan.
Like most efficient systems, it is amazingly simple. All you
have to do is offer your employees the convenience of having
a fixed sum allotted, from each pay envelope, to the purchase of
Defense Bonds. The employer holds these funds in a separate
bank account, and delivers a Bond to the employee each time
his allotments accumulate to a sufficient amount.
Each employee who chooses to start this savings plan decides
for himself the denomination of the Bonds to be purchased and
the amount to be allotted from his wages each pay day^

ROADCASTING
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Plan

- NO

OBLIGATION

Treasury Department, Section A,
709 Twelfth St. NW., Washington, D. C.
Please send me the free kit of material being used by
companies that have installed the Voluntary Defense
Savings Pay-Roll Allotment Plan.
Name
Position
Company
Address
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WHN

FLIPPING the switch Nov. 28 on the first relayed broadcast of the
Treasury of Music program, sponsored by Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y., is I. A. Martiiio, chief engineer of W65H, FM
station in Hartford, while other executives of the station assist. They
are (1 to r) : Walter Haase, program manager; Franklin M. Doolittle,
general manager, and William F. Malo, commercial manager. The program, heard regularly on WQXR, New York, is now being sent five
times weekly by special telephone line from W2XQR, FM station in
New York
ownedto by
WQXR, to W2XMN, Alpine, N. J., which rebroadcasts
the series
W65H.
Advisory Group Voting
Is Announced by NBC
RESULTS of the runoff elections
for certain districts of the Red and
Blue network stations planning and
advisory committees were announced last week by NBC, with
the two groups representing seven
districts scheduled to meet in New
York Jan. 6 and 7, 1942, respectively [Broadcasting, Nov. 24, Dec.
1].
Runoffs in the three Red districts
follow: Stanley Hubbard, KSTP,

PRESTO
FOR

MAKES

EVERY

STATION

St. Paul, District 3; Harry Stone,
WSM, Nashville, District 4, and
Ed Yocum, KGHL, Billings, District 6. Blue Network : Allen Campbell, WXYZ, Detroit, District 2;
Earl May, KMA, Shenandoah, la.,
District 3; Henry P. Johnston
WSGN, Birmingham, District 4.
District
Friday. 6 had not been announced
RODGER MUELLER, former WGN.
Chieaso niiiioiuifcr. is now ]iro;;riun
director of WMItY. Aiiplctoii. Wisconsin. rpi)l:icin,u Lnilyn (_)wt'n who is now
(loins rudio worl; in (.)ttuniw;i, Iowa.

A RECORDING

DISC

RADIO

USE

Select your discs
from these 3 types

GLASS BASE DISCS, for the highest quality recordings to be
used on the air, made in the 12"
and 16" sizes.
STEEL BASE DISCS, for artist
auditions, spot announcements
and out -of- the -studio recordings, made in the 10" and 12"
sizes.
COMPOSITION BASE DISCS,
economical for rehearsal of ref-

erence recordings, safe to mail
anywhere, made in the 10" —
12" and 16" sizes.
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Games

Complo\

Both Home
and Away, for 1942 Sea^
AT THE time WHN, New York, were A. L. Alexander, Adi i
was holding elaborate ceremonies
Ames, George Hamilton C
Dec. 1 to dedicate its new 50,000- Fulton Lewis jr., Fulton Ol
watt transmitter, the station an- Clem McCarthy, Dick Fisheli
nounced it had signed a contract
Bert Lee. Herbert L. Pettey, '
with P. Lorillard Co., New York
director, gave an address.
The morning of Dec. 2 a
(Old Gold cigarettes), for exclusive
coverage of all next season's games
breakfast party was given by '
of the Brooklyn Dodger baseball
in
its ofstudios
as an
"orchsalute
the world
to the
sta
team, including home and away
increase in power." Present
All games, starting March 15 and leading orchestra conductors
gaities.
were interviewed on Bruce
continuing up to the 1942 World
Series will be broadcast to a finish dell's Music Shop program, 1
on WHN even if regularly sched- a.m. -12 noon.
uled commercial or sustaining programs have to be omitted on days WHN. New York, with its boo
when the games run overtime.
power to 50,000 watts ha?
nounced the signing of nine
Red Barber to Announce
contracts and the renewing;
three others. New clients incl
Red Barber, ace sports announcer
Hecker Products Corp., New
of WOR, New York, which aired
(Force), three 10-minute prog
the games last year for General
Mills (Wheaties) and Lever Bros. weekly
"Adventure
featuringtitled
Captain
Tim Heal.'
(Lifebuoy), will handle the play- Rokeach & Sons, New York i
by-play description as in past years
densedserial
soup),My three
quarter-:I
under the contract he has with for
Daughter
Simon
Ackerman,
New
Larry McPhail, president of the
Dodgers.
(clothier),
three
quarter-houi
news featuring George Ham
Assisting Barber will be Al Hei- Combs Jr.; spot announcement a
fer, who has co-announced baseball
Railway
Express Agency,
games with Red for six years and York; Stanback
Co., Salifl
is currently m.c. on the MBS Spot- N. C. (headache powders) ; ]!
light Bands program for Coca Cola ers' Digest Assn., Pleasam
Co.
N. Y.; Procter & Gamble Co..
WHN, on Dec. 1 broadcast an cinnati (Lava soap) ; Parages
hour-and-a-half dedicatory pro- Co., New York; National Pr^
tion Co., Detroit (jumper sc
gram to its new transmitter, which
Renewals were spots by Old D
makes it as powerful as any inde- Mills Inc., New York (cotf
pendent station in America. NewSimon & Schuster, New York
bold Morris, president of the New
come Tax booklet), and ^\
York City Council, acting for Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N
Mayor LaGuardia, welcomed more
than 50 mayors of neighboring
Amos 'n' Andy
cities attending the ceremonies,
PRIVATE
OFFICES
of Fref
held at the Barbizon-Plaza Hotel.
(iosden and Charles Correll, lo(
Bert Lytell and Frank Fay were
in the Bank of America Bldg., Be'
masters of ceremonies, with other Hills, Cal., have been converted
broadcast studio for their five-w(
participants including Col. Stoop- aquarter-hour
CBS series. Amos
A ndy, sponsored by Campbell Soui
nagle, Clarence Stroud, Jane FroProgram is remoted from the dir^
man, Dick Todd, Joan Edwards,
live studio which is equipped
Yvette and music by Dick Ballou
broadcasting, control, script and
and Don Albert's Orchestra.
eeption rooms. Bill Hay. annoui
A highlight of the evening was
and
from Gaylord
the CBS Carter,
Hollywoodorganist.
studios ■
the presentation of an original
the comedy team paying added .
charge for the exclusiveness.
play "Announcement From the Admiralty" by the British War Relief, starring Burgess Meredith and BROADCASTS of 12 important :
Ruth Gordon. Members of the regufrom the winter meeting at Hif
lar WHN staff who participated
Park. Fla.. will be presented exclu
ly on MBS in 1942, starting witt
Hialeah Park Inaugural Jan. 14.
ending with the .$.50,000 Wid
Stakes March 7. Track Auth.
Bryan Field will handle the event

All 3 types are stocked regularly
by 200 leading radio distributors who can give you immediate
delivery. Write today for descriptive folder and the name of
your nearest Presto distributor.

In Other OI!e>, Phone . . . ATIANTA, Jack. 4372 • BOSTON, Bel. 4510
CHICAGO, Har.4240 . CLEVELAND, Me. 1565 . DALLAS, 37093 . DENVER,
PRESTO
Ch,4277 . DETROIT, Univ. 1-0180 • HOLLYWOOD, Hii. 9133 • KANSAS
CITY,
Vii. 4631 . MINNEAPOLIS, Atlanlii 4216 • MONTREAL, Wei. 4218
RECORDING CORP. PHILADELPHIA,
Penny. 0542 • ROCHESTER, Cul. 5548 . SAN FRANCISCO, Yu. 0231 • SEATTLE, Sen. 2560 • WASHINGTON, D. C, Shep. 4003
^242 WEST 55th ST.N.T.
fWprld't Largast Manufacfurtrs of Instantaneovt Sound Reeording Equipment and DUct
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WFHR LISTENERf
50
16 WISCONSIN
COUNTIES
RESPONDED
WITH
CENTS
CASH
for a subscriptionIN ofTer
IN 5 SHORT DAYS
as a result of one spot campalgr j
For further details write
RADIO STATION WFHIl
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Mutual's Outlet in Central Wi;
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kw.

in Waterloo

ught by Dumond
:er, Blair, Godley Among
(se Holding Interest
'\.DED by Joe Dumond, genl[manager of the new KBUR,
^lington, la., and listing among
stockholders such prominent
0 figures as John E. Fetzer,
ator of WKZO, Kalamazoo,
1., and an NAB director; John
r, Chicago station representa; Paul Godley, Upper MontN. J., consulting engineer;
Dan T. Riley and Richard H.
;k, president and vice-presi;, respectively, of KBUR, the
15 B 1 Higgins Broadcasting Co. has
.ied to the FCC for a new 50,watt station in Waterloo, la.
P is asked for unlimited hours
1540 kc, a clear channel at
lent unoccupied, with a direcal antenna.
Stock Ownership
r. Dumond, who will relinquish
present position at KBUR if
station is authorized, is presi|; of the applicant with 50%
tj:he common stock issued. Mr.
■^Ber has an 11.6% interest, while
Me Blair and Mr. Godley each
a 5%. Messrs. Riley and Plock
ig with 13 other residents of
;erloo, la., all prominent busi;men hold the balance of the
Pi Ik, with no one individual havmore than 2.5%.
![r. Dumond was manager of
100-watt WMT, then in Waterwhich he developed under the
Harry Shaw. Subsequently the
ion was sold to its present ownand moved to Cedar Rapids,
■e recently Mr. Dumond was
ij|itor and principal in the NBC
f. Higgins of Finchville series
of Chicago, a daily feature
ch he relinquished last May 17
in he left NBC for his present
'lition with KBUR.
IL SEEKING au injunction and
|[T
lages was filed Dee. 1 in New York
jireme Court by Barney Gerard
jinst NBC, Standard Brands, J.
liter Thompson Co.. and the comedy
b of Abbott & Costello. Gerard
lins plagiarism of two scripts.

r iRCUfT
ENERAL

DESIGN
d) ELECTRIC
160-17
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16 Script Writers Plan
Treasury Savings Shows
SIXTEEN of the country's leading
script writers have joined in writing a series of five-minute dramatic programs for the Treasury Defense Savings Program, it was announced Thursday by Vincent F.
Callahan, chief of the radio section.
The series, On Guard America, will
be released to all stations as a

GIRLS who live in crowded capital rooming houses provide program
material for the Federal Journal, sponsored on WJSV, Washington, by
Jelleif's women's clothing store. Gunnar Bach (right) transcribes interviews at the girls' rooming houses. Taking part in a YWCA interview are
(1 to r) executive
Ruth Ohlsson,
advertising
of Jeleff's;
account
of Lewis
Agency;manager
four girls,
Edith Ernie
Smith,Johnston,
Mildred
Crookston, Elinora Mayfield, Mary Alice Stone. Also taking part in the
programs are Jerry Kluttz, Washingto7i Post columnist on Federal workers, and the Federal Employe's Council.

'WORLD'
SELLS CITY AN
AIRPORT
Boomtown Market Study Provides Inspiration For

Bond and
Stamp
Campaign.
special fensepart
of the
Treasury's
deAuthors who have contributed to
the series are Robert Sherwood,
William Saroyan, Elaine Sterne
Carrington, Ruth McKenney,
Stewart Clcete, Mona Kent, Paul
Wing, Gertrude Berg, Ruth Adams
Knight, Katherine Seymour, Erna
Phillips, Margaret Sangster, Frank
Provo, John Picard, C. C. Thomas
and Carolyn Darling. Produced
under the supervision of Elaine
Sterne Carrington, the series will
be directed by Dodie Yates.
ADRIENNB AMES, of motion picture fame, will start this week a series
of televised movie reviews on WNBT,
New York television station of NBC.
Series, telecast for 10 minutes each
Tuesday afternoon, discusses movies
soon to be exhibited in New York,
with clips of the pictures' highlights
used to illustrate Miss Ames" descriptions.

Project in Kansas City
information.
WHEN World Broadcasting SysIt ingwould
seem to me that advertisers
tem a couple of months back put amazing possibilities presented in such
would
want
to take advantage of the
out its "Boomtown" study [Broadcasting, Sept. 29]. presenting in "Boomtown" . . .
CALL LETTERS assigned for recent
stark statistical form the story of
new station grants of the FCC are
I feel obligated to the World Broadcasting System for its forethought in KWON. Bartlesville, Okla. ; WINK.
what the defense program has done
to the markets in 231 cities, it assembling data of such great value
Louisville, Ky. ; and KOBR, Brainerd,
to municipalities seeking an exiiansion
Minn.
of business activities.
pointed out to the buyers of advertising that here were some new
markets well worth cultivating and
that spot radio was a good cultivator.
Selling an Airport
90^°
INCREASE
The logical expectation was that
this promotion piece ought to create some spot campaigns which
would certainly benefit spot radio
IN
1941
and which might even produce some
business for World. But there were
California farmers reaped a
no expectations that this brochure,
harvest of dollars in 1941. They
sellgood as it was, would result in
ing an airport to a city council.
are ready
spend advertisers
those dollars now.toWise
Yet, as explained in the following
letter from State Senator Bernard
will take advantage of this
L. Glover, of the Seventh Missouri
tremendous increase In buyDistrict,
that's
Gentlemen
: just what happened.
ing power by using the
dominant stations in CaliforMr. Russel C. Comer of the Russell
C. Comer Adv. Co.. loaned me his copy
nia's great Interior Valleys ~
KFBK, Sacramento and KMJ.
of the brochure, "Boomtown", a study
Fresno, the favorite stations
prepared by your organization, with
of California rural families.
pertinent data on war defense activities.
A glanceportanceatto every
the study
its imcity suggests
which may
be
ambitious to attract new industry.
1941
In this Missouri city, ... we found
ourselves with one airport wholly inadequate to accommodate present air1940
craft business, to say nothing of providing incentive for aircraft industry
to locate here.
So the City Council of Kansas City
was moved ... to consider the acquisii
1
tion of aditional airport sites, but was
20iPey
confronted with the charge that taxes
<-NGE.
would be increased, and that there was
Lb.
no assurance that aircraft industry
PRICE FOR
NONPAREIL
■AVERAGE
'ONDS.
COURTESY
CALL
Lb. FIGURES
would utilize the new airport.
tNIA ALMOND GROWERS EXAll doubts were removed when the
data
fromthat'•Boomtown''
was produced
to show
large appropriations
had
been made for aircraft plants in other
West
cities much smaller and not as favorably situated.
The "Boomtown" data helped inspire the councilmen to quick action
in acquiring a site immediately . . .
X
REPRESENTED lY THE PAUL N. RAYMER COMPANY '
1^ SACRAMENTO,
^
KhbK
CALIFORNIA
the Council was convinced it was not
only proper, but urgent, that action be
KMJ
FRESNO,
CALIFORNIA
taken now. . . . Thanks to "Boomtown" for its convincing and stimulat-
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These Shows Attract
Daytonians:
ADAM
NEW

HAT

OLD

FIGHTS

GOLD

XAVIER
HERBERT

News

SHOW

CUGAT
MARSHALL

of course they're all on
THE
DAYTON
STATION
WING
Nat'l Rep. — Paul H. Raymer Co.

Ask us about the recent
impartial survey of wire
services by an important radio station showing "INS
leading by wide margin".
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

bV

nY
in-c n
a
b
.

,\

flxote

WTRY

,ooow TROY, N. Y.
Blue
Basic NBC
An H. C. Wilder Station
Represented by Raymer

mm

y,THAT
T WINS'
THAe/i
'nt
mmmtam
audience^

POPULAR
Salt Luke Cily
JOHN BUIR & CO
Page 52
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Is

Most

Popular

in

Many
Native Dialects
Used by Stations,
Says Vogel
IN MANY respects broadcasting
in the Philippines is much like that
in the United States, according to
George J. Vogel, production manager of KZRM and KZRF, Manila,
who is now in New York for his
first visit home in seven years.
KZRM is a CBS affiliate and a subscriber to the World library service and United Press news.
Its most popular programs are
news, popular music, Hollywood
gossip, quiz shows and amateur
hours. Its list of advertised products includes Kolynos, Listerine,
Palmolive, Coca Cola, Eversharp,
etc.
Many Tongues
But in other respects the Philippine broadcaster operates quite differently from his United States
counterpart. His audience speaks a
variety of languages and dialects,
necessitating broadcasts in several
tongues, although now about 70%
of the natives understand English.
Climatic and geophysical conditions
curtail longwave transmission to
purely local coverage, so that every
station operates both a longwave
and shortwave transmitter and
every program goes out over both
frequencies simultaneously. Advertising of liquors and other products which are tabu for U. S.
broadcasters is perfectly acceptable in the Philippines.
News is very important, since
there are 7,083 islands in the
Philippines, making newspaper distribution somewhat difficult and
leaving a large part of the more
than 16,000,000 population dependent on radio for news.
News Important
The importance of news broadcasts is now even greater than
usual, since the Philippines are
now the source of the only uncensored news for residents of the
entire Asiatic area. Radio is also
the sole commercial entertainment
medium for most of the islanders.
There are only about 300 motion
picture theatres in the Philippines,
of which about 200 are located in
the Manila and Luzon areas.
A typical day's schedule at
KZRM, as described by Mr. Vogel,
starts at 5:30 a.m. with a quarterhour of recorded band music, followed by a like period of news.
From 6 to 6:30 the station broadcasts news in Chinese; then the
English news is repeated, followed
by an hour of recorded music. At
7 :45 comes a quarter-hour of news
in French, sponsored by a Free
French group and broadcast with
permission of governmental officials, for the benefit of Frenchmen
throughout Eastern Asia, particularly in French Indo-China.
KZRM signs off at 8, returning
at 11 with an hour of music and
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THERE'S a grand total of exactly
7,083 islands in the Philippines,
says George J. Vogel, of Manila, as
he talks with Paul White, CBS
director of public aff'airs. Mr. Vogel
is production manager of KZRM
and KZRF, Manila. KZRM is a CBS
affiliate.
comedy designed for the entertainment of the American troops. A
Musical Newspaper, combining
items of society, travel and other
specialized news with appropriate
music, runs from noon to 12:30,
followed by a quarter-hour of world
news and another 15 minutes of
local news. From 1 to 1:45 is the
Siesta Hour of soft music; then
comes 15 minutes of dance tunes
and the station signs off until 5.
Tea music and perhaps a juvenile
show are followed at 5:45 by a
quarter-hour of news and dramatic
bits from movies playing in Manila.
Sports, Too
A woman commentator, mixing
homey philosophy with household
hints, has the 6-6:25 period, with
a five-minute sports results program completing the half-hour. Another world news period is followed
by five minutes devoted exclusively
to jai-lai, chief native sport, and
10 minutes of local news.
Evenings are filled with varying
types of entertainment — music,
drama, quiz, etc. Many of the programs, both daytime and evening,
are sponsored, as are the hourly
time signals, presented in jingle
form. Time is usually purchased by
manufacturers' representatives,
Philippine distributors for a variety of American products, who buy
a period across the board and use
it to advertise a different product
each day in rotation.
A few programs, such as Coca
Cola's Pause That Refreshes on the
Air, are shipped to Manila in transcribed form; a few more, such as
Eversharp's Take It or Leave It,
are built locally on the pattern
of the original, but most of the
programs are built and produced
by the station staff. The station
also prepares practically all of the
commercial copy for its clients, exercising particular care to avoid
exaggerated or misleading claims
for the products advertised.
Such precautions are necessary,
Mr. Vogel explained, because the
native audience is commercially unsophisticated and if the broadcaster
BROADCASTING

Philippine

is
to retain
fidence
he musthisnot listeners'
allow hi
vertisers to build up false i
which the products will not f
This cautious policy has paid
both the station and its clii
he said, reporting that offers r
on the air produce more than s
factory returns in boxtops or
Citing a single example of
gram popularity,
he said that
Amateur
Hour, sponsored
by
erine on Thursday evenings,
changed the national habits
keeping the population awake
listening until its sign-off at
n.m.,
whereas normally
Filipinos are asleep by 8, 5
they rise at daybreak to h
work in the fields. Once a m
this program
originates in
plaza of some city outside Ma i
drawing crowds of from 15,00 1
25,000 people to watch the s
many of the spectators trav(|
all day from distant villages !
Native Dialect
While KZRM maintains a sr
ule chiefly in English, KSRl
programmed for the non-En^
speaking population. Its progi
are broadcast mainly in Tagi
chief native dialect, but also
eludes a number of progran
Spanish and Chinese. There i
regular network program sei
from the United States, he ,
but special events like the Ai
Navy game and Preside i
speeches are sent to the Islam
RCA Communications for rebr
cast by all Philippine stations
The Philippines, deprived of t
former European sources of
plies, now offer American
facturers an unusual opportunit
develop a new market, Mr. A
stated, adding that in additic
introducing his 18-months-old
to his relatives, main purposi
the trip, he hoped to take !
with him a number of new An
can accounts.
JAIL BROADCAST
But 'Bossy' Fails to Win
Mayoralty Post — —
FUTILE APPEAL to voters
made
Andre
"Bossy"by thrice-Mayor
Gillis of Newbury;
Mass., who made the first clai
radio appeal from a jail. Conr
to the Middleton Mass. Induft
Farm for nine months, chai
with criminal libel, the ex-m;
was granted permission by E:
County
Commissioners
J. F
Manning and C. F. Nelson Prat
appeal
to the
voters
via a rei^
ing made
at the
industrial
i: •
supervised
by
Chief
Engineer
Hammond and interview by Sp IEvents Announcer Tom Carr
WESX, Salem, Mass.
Despite "Bossy's" radio api
broadcast the evening before e
tion, and the campaigning ol
wife,
the office went to a local df
hall proprietor.
• Broadcast
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KEEPING POSTED
-Announcer in Touch With
.■ Industry in Camp

lot
Pai

Official Army Photo
TOR Broadcasting:
ere is Private Will Dougherty,
m fvn keeping in touch with the
iae 0 world tnrough his subscriptrai to BROADCASTING. He is a
:tee at Duncan Field, which is
San Antonio.
Prior to his
ly days, Dougherty was known
Will Douglas.' He formerly aniced
many over
of the
nameforbands
CBSnation's
from
KSE BN, Youngstown. He also ani-Eb! iced at WRBL, Columbus,
Auburn, New
prt^ rgia; WMBO, Cincinnati;
and
laf k; WCPO,
Cumberland, Md.
ak • WBTO,
gherty, who is a former orches?rai leader,
is now conductor of the
,eie can Field orchestra and has
" sfejeared over WOAI, San Antonio,
i.ean is the nation's largest air
iJt.
Darnell
Duncan Field,
Islai 1
San Antonio.
ii

CBC Booklet Issued
PLED We Have Been There, a
" Ipilation of 21 talks given over
liadian Broadcasting Corp. net^|k under the same title, has been
jjlished.
Inspired gives
by listener
re;J sbts
the booklet
eyewitness
Dunts of the overseas conflict by
h observers as William L.
!rer, Ralph Ingersoll, Col. Wiln J. Donovan, Rt. Hon. Malcolm
cDonald and other American,
ladian and English experts.
First Edition Aired
|IST RUN of the Chicago Sun, a
f-hour on-the-scene description
teri jiictivities in the city room, comjing room and press room of the
5i]r; ilf Chicago morning newspaper
(t went to press for Vol. 1, No. 1,
j; broadcast Dec. 3 on WMAQ,
icago. Program featured brief
pviews with Marshall Field III,
|ier; Silliman Evans, publisher;
Smith, editor, and Mayor Edtd J. Kelly of Chicago.
ISUCCESS

COURT CLARIFIES
MUSIC COPYRIGHT
IN A precedent-making decision,
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
last week ruled that the copyright
in a song written by an employe of
a publishing company belongs to
the publisher and may be renewed
by him at its expiration.
Decision, written by Justice
Learned Hand and unanimously
concurred in by his associates, of
the Federal District Court in ruling that the renewal rights to
"Come, Josephine, in My Flying
Machine' belong to Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., plaintiff in the suit,
and not to the defendants, Alfred
Bryan and Fred Fisher, writers of
the song, and the Fred Fisher
Music Co. to which Fisher had assigned his renewal rights.
Song was copyrighted in 1910,
at which time the writers were employed by the publisher. In 1938
both the plaintiff and the defendants tried to secure the renewal of
the copyright, with the suit resulting. Importance of the decision to
songwriters was indicated by the
fact that the defense was handled
by John Schulman for the Songwriters Protective Assn. of which
both defendants are members. Leo
J. Rosett represented the publisher.
No Precedent
Despite its importance in copyright law, the "Josephine' case will
not form a precedent in the impending suit of Edward B. Marks
Music Corp. and BMI against
ASCAP and certain composers to
determine whether certain copyrights are vested in the publisher
or composer, it was stated by copyright attorneys. Former case dealt
with an employer-employe relationship while the latter seeks to determine the allocation of rights between writer and publisher embodied in standard contracts between these parties and between
each of them and ASCAP.
Overruled in its attempts to have
the suit dismissed and to have BMI
outlawed as a plaintiff, ASCAP
must file its answer to the plaintiffs' charges by Dec. 11 in the
New York Supreme Court. Case
may be expected to come to trial
shortly after the first of the year.
POSTPONED from Dec. 3. the examination before trial in New York
Supreme Court of .James C. Petrillo,
president of the American Federation
of Musicians, by the American Guild
of Musical Artists, has now been set
for Jan. 6, 1942. AGMA is suing to
enjoin Petrillo aud the AFM from
iuterfering- with AGMA members.
WEEKLY bulletin distributed by the
Radio Council of Chicago Public
Schools lists a week in advance programs to be broadcast on Chicago stations for the various school grades for
classroom participation, also educational programs of general interest.
Bulletin also includes lectures and
utilization clinics for teachers.

STORIES?

I
JUST ASK—
Joseph Hershey McGiilvra
NAT L REP.
Bertha Bannan
t
BOSTON, MASS.
i
OR WRITE TO

rft tROADCASTING

WHEB
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
"The Listening Habit of
Central New England"
1000 Watts on 750 Kc.
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New

Music Firm

A NEW Hollywood music publishing company, which will specialize
in the publication of motion picture
scores, has been organized by two
ASCAP writers, Mort Greene and
Harry Revel, in cooperation with
BMI. Stock is owned jointly by the
writers and BMI, with BMI holding the majority. Offices will be
opened in New York. Chicago and
Hollywood. All music will be available for use on the air by all broadcasters, BMI stated. Stations holding ASCAP licenses will get the
writers' performing rights through
ASCAP
and thedirectly
publishers'
rights
will
be issued
as provided
for in the consent decree. Stations
without ASCAP licenses will receive their performance rights from
the publishing company. Music
written by non-ASCAP members
which the firm may publish will be
licensed through BMI.

LOOK
TO

LINGO

FOR m-fk
Lingo AMare and
FM
radiators
creating
new performance
records throughout fhs
broadcasting field. Improved designs and
exclusive features are
responsible for their
celled stabilityunexand
high efficiency,
low maintenance cost.

WOWO staff Changes
ELDON duction
CAMPBELL,
formerly Fort
prodirector of WOWO,
Wayne, has been aijpointed program
director of WOWO-WGL, Fort
Wayne, effective Dec. 1. He succeeds
Franklin Tooke. recently made program director of KDKA, Pittsburgh.
Carl Vandagrift, formerly production
director of WGL, is now assistant program director of the new set-up and
Bob Wilson is news commentator.
BOASTING the greatest number of
sponsored
newscasts
in thenowstation's
history, WTIC,
Hartford,
has a
weekly total of 28 15-minnte news
programs, only four of which are unsponsored.

In CANADA

LOOKproven,
TO LINGO—
for
factual
information
modern antenna onavstems.

RADIATORS
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC., CAMDEN. N. J.

-It's the 'All-Canada'

Stations

CASrFORSACeS
wAere ffye/ are /
Sales are running in Western Canada
. . . capacity demands on her vast
resources of Timber, Fish, Minerals,
Oil, Wheat, Fruit and Cattle are yielding money to buy yottr goods. The
to the
preference
in by
are tuned
of Western
ears
stations
— spottedlisteners
to blanket
the key
market
centres
from'All-Canada'
Winnipeg
to Victoria. Cast your sales message over this line of stations and feel
the welcome pull of SALES.
Ask your agency or All-Canada representative for details and costs
V/innipeg GROUP'
'WESTERN
THE ALL-CANADA
Manitoba
British Columbia
Edmonton
CJCA
Trail
CJAT Grande Prairie CFGP
Lethbridge CJOC
Kelowna
CKOV
-CJRC
Vancouver CKWX
Victoria CJVI Saskatchewan
Kamloops CFJC Moose Jaw
CHAB
ALL-CANADA
Prince Albert CKBI
Alberta
Regina
CKCK
Calgary CFAC
Exclusive Representatives

^^'^'jj

U.S.A.-WEEP
and
COMPANY
CANADA — All-Cdnada Radio Facilities Limited
December
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RCA

Own Song Barred
VOCALIST Alice Breeze of
WMCA, New York, has
turned composer but unfortunately can't sing her own
composition on her own Open
House program. The song,
titled "What D'Ya Hear
From Your Heart", was published by BMI, and WMCA is
an ASCAP licensee.
Education

of

Listeners

On Radio Quality Urged
BROADCASTERS can do a service
to listeners — as well as a good promotional turn for themselves — by
conducting simple, economical, educational campaigns to show set
owners the high quality of reception available to them on standard
AM broadcasting, according to
Joseph J. Weed, president of Weed
& Co., station repx'esentative.
"It took the commercialization of
FM," Mr. Weed said, "to arouse
new interest in technical quality of
radio reception. Listeners should be
shown that AM stations are by no
means obsolete and, in fact, represent great modern engineering
achievements."
Station audiences should be informed of efforts on behalf of improved reception and told how they
can aid in the effort by stationbreak announcements, special talks
by staff engineers and "through
other promotion activities at the
broadcaster's disposal."

BUILDING

FOR

THE'
It was inevitable
that Texas
with
'¥EI/^i"
NAVY
one of the highest volunteer records
in the nation, would one day build
ships for those boys of hers— MORE
AND MORE NAVY VESSELS ARE
BEING BUILT IN TEXAS' GULF
COAST INDUSTRIAL AREA.
ME
•j^^FULL TI
560KC

W^^^

TS
1000 WAT

BEAUMONT
Represented by
HOWARD H. WILSON COMPANY
Page 54
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HOMEFOLKSEY is the term by which WTMV, E. St. Louis, and the staff
dresses the part. Announcers, writers, engineers, newsmen and musicians
are garbed in plaid woolen shirts and blue denim jeans. The new getups
have doubled the number of studio visitors. Denimed (1 to r)are — Top
row, Ted Randall, production manager; Al Marcus, musician; Dick Wall,
sports announcer; Harry Coleman, program director; Larry Fay, announcer; Erie White, engineer. Center row. Cliff Mason, musician;
Thomas R. McLean, chief engineer; Jack Norwine, announcer.
DEFENSE

PLUGS

ARE

GROUPED

COLOR VIDEO
IS SHOWN
TO F
A DEMONSTRATION of adv
ages and disadvantages of c
television was viewed by the
membership of the FCC and a h'
dozen demonstration
members of its in
staffNewat a '
vate
last Monday under the auspicfRCA-NBC. Alfred H. Morton,
president of NBC in charge of i
vision, and Dr. C. B. Joliffe, I
chief engineer and former chief
gineer of the FCC. directed
technical demonstration, with >
Trammell, NBC president, as }
Both black-and-white and c
images were shown the off
group, with a picture about 8H
inches employed. There was al;
demonstration on the new RCA
ceivers with images projected
screens about 14x18 inches.
The official group was showi t
is understood, how detail is ;
through use of color as aga
black and white. On the other h;
color had advantages on close ^
but not in the handling of fast ii
ing events. Electronic color evi
ally can be perfected, accordin;
RCA views, as against a mecli
cal "spinning wheel" device
employed.
Present, in addition to the se
members of the FCC, were E
Jett, chief engineer; Gerald
Gross, assistant chief engineei
charge
of broadcasting; ^
liam H. Bauer, television
FM
attorney;
Ralph Wal
senior broadcast attorney; Will
J. Norfleet, chief accountant;
L. P. Wheeler, director of tec:
cal information, and George
Gillingham, public relations
rector.

Stations Adopt Means to Dramatize Various
Announcements for Uncle Sam
announcements with news stories
IT WAS inevitable!
and proper programs.
First, there was the Army, then
WOLF submits the following as
the Navy, then came the Bond
an example of the work of the new
drive, then the Maritime Commisdivision which appeared during a
sion, next the Civilian Pilot Trainperiod of Hawaiian music recently :
ing courses, and the Civil Service
"The United States Army offers
Commission all seeking free announcements as well as programs
exceptional opportunity for advancement at its stations in
on the nation's stations. And they
Panama and Hawaii. These posts
all got them.
From sign-on to sign-off at the are tropical paradises. No wintry
gales, no icy winds. If you like sunbeginning of programs, in the midshine, adventure and travel, see the
dle, at the end you heard, "The
Army Recruiting Officer nearest
Army needs — ", "The Navy wants
— " "Learn to fly — " "Skilled
The announcer paused and then :
tradesmen In— One
". Program
"Andhome."
now we play — Aloha Oe —
your
St. John to Leave
ROBERT ST. JOHN, NBC ne
It was inevitable, therefore, that which means Farewell to Thee".
caster currently handling the
some station would take the lead
weekly 6:15-6:30 p.m. news
First USO Wired Unit
and coordinate them in one proWEAF, New York, under spon
gram, in the interest of good radio.
ship of Peter Paul Inc., Naugati
Two stations recently announced
Is Placed in Operation
Conn., on Dec. 15 will leave
such moves. WMBD, Peoria, 111.,
FIRST of a group of "wired" radio
Clipper
for Lisbon to join NE
said it was setting aside a 10- stations,
similar to those operatLondon staff [Broadcasting, I
minute period twice a week at
ing on college campuses, which are 1]. Auditions are now in progi
7:45 p.m. for a dramatized propart of a system of communications
at NBC for his successor on
gram using all defense announcedesigned to serve men in the armed
Peter Paul program, heard in
ments. The program is written
services as recreational and edu- interests of Mounds candy.
by Jack Sherman who, with Robyn
cational diversions, will be dediWeaver of the station staff,
cated
on
a
coast-to-coast NBC-Blue
presents it. Any special defense
broadcast Saturday, Dec. 20, 10:30promotion that needs additional
Humphreys Spots
11 p.m. Prominent figures of radio,
time for effectiveness is still schedHUMPHREYS
HOMEOPATI
stage and screen will participate.
uled for spot presentation or other
Medicine Co., New York, throi
special programs. In addition a 15Known as the "Star Spangled
minute period is turned over to the Network," the system has been Atherton & Currier, New Yc
recently took over the eni
local representatives of the Army,
formed under the aegis of the Na- which
account after handling a port
Navy and Marine Corps for their
tional Catholic Community Service, of
it for several years, last w
exclusive use each Saturday aftera member agency of the USO. It launched
noon.
a campaign of live
is a two-fold operation, designed to nouncements and participatic
WMBD officials point out that put the service men in closer touch
the new program has done much
with each other and with their 3-10 times weekly, on WB
homes and friends. The first is the WFBR WCAU WMCA and WE.to add dignity to the defense spots
"wired" station system, operating
and
ties. also eases scheduling difficulon 3 to 5 watts, using an electrical
AnnTenna says:
circuit in the Army post or Naval
In Syracuse, WOLF has depustation
as
antenna.
Programs
tized the station's news staff to
handle all defense announcements
emanate from a studio located in a w
Sales curvs0 droopand to determine how much eming in New York ?
nearby USO club, with each station,
TsklTsk! Take a
phasis should be placed on each in operated and staffed entirely by the
I
view of news developments. The
men of the nearby campus. The
few
WINSduring
news staff edits the announcements
be&re,spots
afterof and
second link is the system of amateur shortwave stations which
as well as schedules them for the
N sinking
most advantageous spot both from
spells
provide transmission of personal
sales perk
up andwatch
!
the standpoint of the station and
messages to service men free of
the agency involved. Known as the charge. The first station in that
S (Come on up and lets go over
Defense Announcements Division
link was dedicated at New London
a few of my hot spots )
of the news department, the staff
early
in November [Broadcasting.
Nov. 24].
is also responsible for tying in the
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Alters Network Contracts
{Confiniied from page 8)
that now is understood to be under
d in charge of all network
consideration.
.tions as assistant executive
Mr. Kiggins, a native of Boise,
u'esident, reporting to Richard
itterson, then executive vice- Ida., in 1927 formed the investment
dent.
house of Kiggins & Vidal in New
December, 1936, following an York. He joined the NBC station
relations department several years
nal reorganization at NBC,
later and was named manager of
Woods became vice-president
reasurer, among other duties, station relations in 1937. In 1939,
as been in the forefront of he was appointed Blue Network
iations with ASCAP during
director to coordinate sales, proasi two years. He has also
grams, promotion, stations and
other activities.
vised NBC's labor relations.
Mr. Kiggins was educated in the
. Woods lives at Short Hills,
His wife is the former Edith
public schools of Portland, Ore.,
and before the war attended the U
iyn Dittrich.
of Oregon school of Business AdKobak's Career
ministration. During the war he
served 18 months overseas in the
Kobak twice has been with
Army ordnance service. In 1920
'. One of the foremost figures he entered the banking business in
lational advertising and the Portland and went to New York
i journal publishing field, he in the same business seven years
;d NBC initially in March,
later.
,j,
as vice-president
in charge
ales.
He left two years
later

BILLINGS

NBC

^come a vice-president of Lord
[lomas, and then was enticed to
to NBC by Mr. Trammell
line, 1940, as vice-president in
■^e of Blue Network sales. He
,i served in that capacity conpusly since.
j former president of the AdSising Federation of America
ja leader in advez'tising general Mr. Kobak joined NBC in
I: after having served in execucapacities with the McGrawI Publishing Co. He was manHal head of the publishing busi]• when M. H. Aylesworth and
■|. Patterson offered him the
job in 1934.
»rn in Chicago on April 18,
,i, Mr. Kobak went to St. EdHall of Notre Dame for his
.aniar school education and then
j.ane Technical High School of
fago. He has electrical engijing background, acquired at
'•gia
His crew
first job
an Tech.
outside
of was
the
•gia Power Co., to which he
■ned after attending college.
121 he married Evelyn Hubert
-tlanta. They have two sons,
Ind 21.
Yandell, an assistant treasof RCA, is understood to have
,:|assigned the Blue Network remization project by David SarRCA president and NBC
•d chairman, more than a year
It was his basic plan, as rei by other NBC executives,

Rav, Bock to New York
For
NBC
Conferences
WILLIAM B. RAY, NBC manager
of press relations in Chicago, and
Hal Bock, occupjnng the same position in Hollj^vood, are due in New
York Dec. 8 for a three-day discussion of network publicity policies
and practices with Albert E. Dale,
recently appointed director of
NBC's department of information,
and John McKay, manager of the
network's press department.
First impending change in press
procedure, to take place about Dec.
15, will be a return to the mimeographed releases and a discontinuance of the printed clip sheets.
All NBC news out of New York
will be wired to Chicago and Hollywood twice daily for immediate
mimeographed distribution. NBC is
planning to enlarge its photographic department.
Mrs. Lena Sarnoff Fox
MRS. Lena Sarnoff Fox, 73, mother
of David Sarnoff, president of RCA
and chairman of the board of NBC,
died Dec. 4 at her home in New
Y'ork. Born in Uzlian, Minsk, Russia, Mrs. Fox came to this country 41 years ago, and during the
past years has been active in philanthropic work. She is survived
by her husband, Jacob Fox, a
daughter, Mrs. Ida Baer, and four
sons, David, Lew, Morris and Irving Sarnoff. Mr. Abraham Sarnoff,
her first husband and father of
the president of RCA, died 30 years
ago.

THIS EXHIBIT told the story of
WHO. Des Moines, at the recent
Iowa Farm Bureau Exposition.
'CHUTIST INVASION
Beat Scored at Fort Bragg
by WFNC Staff
IMMEDIATEY tieing in with
the Radio Production section of the
Fort Bragg, N. C, Public Relations
office when the Army radio announcer spotted the first parachutist making a surprise descent on
Pope Field, Fort Bragg, a beat
was scored by WFNC, Fayetteville,
N. C. in broadcasting the event at
the recent Army games.
WFNC's radio production section composed of Charles Batson,
Lloyd Shearer (Charlotte), and
George Bristol, from atop a water
tower, gave an exclusive account of
the invasion of 562 'chutists, witnessed by such high-ranking Army
officers as Chief of Staff Gen.
George C. Marshall, Gen. Henry
Arnold, chief of the air force; Gen.
Deloes Emmons, commander of the
air force combat squadron ; General Kreuger, commander of the
Third Army; General Clark, General Strong and General McNair.
Nashville Promotion
PUBLIC interest in radio programs reached a new high in Nashville Nov. 29 when Mrs. Dorothy
Lewis, vice-president of the Radio
Council on Childrens Programs, directed a discussion on present-day
broadcasting. All three local stations participated in the program,
with discussions led by F. C. Sowell, general manager of WLAC, on
"Radio and the Community"; Jack
Stapp, of WSM, Nashville, on
"Women in Radio", and Jack Wolover, of WSIX, who discussed
"Children's Programs".

OF

MBS

RECORD BIG GAIN
CUMULATIVE gross billings of
MBS for the first 11 months of
1941, as well as for November this
year, are the highest ever reached
since the network was organized
in 1934, MBS reported last week.
The billings for November 1941
are $958,935, an increase of 52.8%
over November 1940, when the
total was .$627,562 including political billings. Without these, the
1940 figure was $516,338, making
this
years figure an actual increase
of 85.7%.
MBS' gross for the year to date,
$6,352,457, represents an increase
of 58.1% over the $4,017,189 gross
for the first 11 months of 1940. If
1940 political billings are deleted,
the 11-month total is $3,905,965,
making the actual increase this
year
62.6%.also stated that the 1941
Mutual
gross for 11 months exceeds the
entire year 1940, when the figure
was $4,767,054, by $1,585,403.
Crowd for Santa
SURPRISE of the season
came to WMAN, Mansfield,
0., edrecently
promot-of
and coveredwhen
the itarrival
Santa Claus at the local airport. Because of bad weather,
only a slim crowd was expected to watch Old Nick
climb out of his plane. So the
State Highway Patrol was
not notified of the event. But
to the surprise of everyone,
including
WMAN had
and' been
the
patrol, which
caught flat-footed with one of
the worst traffic jams in
years, about 20,000 persons
flocked to the airport, blocking the single road between
town and the field along its
full three-mile length.
AMERICAN RADIO RELAY
LEAGUE, national non-commercial
amateur organization, has announced
that copies of the 1942 edition of "The
Radio
Handbook"
will the
be
used in Amateur's
defense classes
throughout
country. Designed primarily as a reference and constructional manual for
use in amateur stations, the handbook
is recognized as an outstanding authority tions
on short-wave
Previous
edihave been usedradio.
as texts
in schools
and colleges, including translation for
South American use.
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Printers Crusade
(Continued from page 9)
primaries and election of 32 United
States Senators, are only a few
months away." Without any effort
to cover up on lobbying, he said
those seeking office "will seek your
support. They will support your
legislative proposals and thus protect your work opportunities provided the printing trade organizations and workers make these demands strong enough."
Waste of Power
Mr. Haggerty said while certain
types of paper and other essential
supplies necessary for continued
publication of periodicals, magazines and newspapers are to be
"substantially curtailed," possibly
as much as 30 or 40%, there has
been no curtailment of power necessary for broadcasting. He said it
was common knowledge that there
is a shortage of electrical power (a
statement refuted in oflRcial circles). Yet, he added, the "soap
dramas" and other programs can
be heard in many sections over a
multiplicity of stations at the same
time. Branding this as an "economic waste," he said that a great
part of the electrical energy used
daily "in duplicating of radio
broadcast programs could be put to
better
use." that jobs of many
Claiming
thousands of printing trade workers are being jeopardized through
lack of necessary supplies, the union head said that stations are being permitted to increase the
amount of power they use some 16
hours per day. The letter talked
disparagingly
of "radiomonopoly.
moguls"
and
attacked purported
The franchise tax crusade of Mr.
Haggerty's union earlier this year
provoked internal strife among
AFL unions. Unions representing
employes engaged in broadcasting,
such as AFRA and ABTU, strongly resisted the printing trades
group, since undermining of radio
would seriously affect the employment status of their members.
The tax was beaten in the Senate, after having been spirited
through the House by the printers'
lobby, because of its palpable discriminatory aspects. All advertising media joined in the opposition,
despite the claim of the Haggerty
group that publications were being
seriously affected by radio's inroads.
FIRST in a series of three Young
IVonle's Concerts by the New York
Pliilharmonic-Svmphony will be aired
Dec. 1.5 on CBS, 3:45-4:4.5 p.m. Rudolph GanzZaremba.
wlil conduct
and is10-yearold Sylvia
pianist,
soloist.
Remaining
two
concerts
which
originate in Town Hall. New York, will
be
heard .Tan. 19 and Feb. 23.
HARLOW WILCOX. Hollywood announcer on the weekly NBC Fibber
McGee (fe Molly Shoiv. sponsored by
S. C. .Johnson & Sou. will do the narrating on a series of Government short
subjects dealing with defense, to be
)n-oduced by Warner Bros. Truman
Bradley. Hollywood announcer, has
a role in the 20th Century Fox film,
"The Night Before the Divorce".
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WHB

Staff Party Quiz Yields Interesting ^
Facts About Kansas City Outlet
If you were a timebuyer
SOMETHING NEW in party entertainment was sprung on 46 wanted to phone a WHB salesn
the number to call first would
members of the staff of WHB,
Kansas City, on Nov. 28 at the be HA 8872 but the Bisnis
Grill.
station's annual party for its emThe term "decibel" is not deri
ployes— a tailor-made quiz covering
from the name of Thomas A
WHB alumni, history, advertising,
engineering, music. Prizes for best Edison, but from A 1 e x a n d
answers went to Lindsey Riddle,
Graham Bell, inventor of the ■
LaVeta Anderson, Les Combs,
Reese Wade, Sally Deane and Mary
The telephone
company's
Ethel Neal. At the party, plans designation
for MBS
is not u<'
but
gold.
for
1942
operations
also
were
out"A
"celeste"
is
not
a reed
phone.
lined.
In the course of the five-subject
strument, but a small pianotrue-and-false quiz, nuggets of instrument.
knowledge such as the following
"Glockenspiel" does not mear
were elicited from the staff :
is asteel
musical
Goodman Ace, of Easy Aces, got play
a set softly;
of bellsit or
bars devto
his first radio experience on WHB.
with a mallet.
WHB began broadcasting in played
The song, "Can't We Live 1
1922, and its call letters are the Dream
Together", is based oi
oldest in Kansas
first tune from the opera, "Tristar i
transmitter
was City;
builtWHB's
by John
A "libretto" does not co;
Schilling, Henry Goldenberg and
Sam Adair; the station joined MBS
all
the music for a produc
Isolde"..
in December, 1936.
only the words.
I
Women's Resolution
RECOMMENDING that the F
take no further action on regi
tions of "clear channel radio i
tions,
newspaper-owned
stati
and network
and affiliate relat
ships"Interstate
prior to Commerece
hearings bei0
the
mittee of the Senate, the rec
Southern District convention of
California Federation of Worai
Club at Coronado, Cal., passa
resolution to that effect. Resolut
submitted by Mrs. Dorothy
Lewis, New York vice-president
the Radio Council on Childri
Programs, declared that the re
lations formed "possible encroj
ment upon our freedom of the
and that
freedom
It ur
also
any of
newspeech".
appointments
the FCC be made from among i
sons with radio experience.

Meeting of Songwriters
Votes Permanent Body
A UNANIMOUS vote to form a
permanent organization to work
exclusively for the benefit of all
songwriters was given by a group
of some 75 songwriters meeting in
Nev/ York last Thursday evening
to hear the report of the committee
appointed
the group's first session a monthat earlier.
Definition of a "qualified songwriter" occasioned considerable debate, resulting in a decision that
the committee should draw up qualifications. The major debate, however, was over a motion that the
new organization apply for a
charter from the American Federation of Labor. The motion was defeated and the committee author'ized to continue their talks with
representatives of the Songwriters
Protective Assn., comprised chiefly
of ASCAP writers, and the American Federation of Songwriters, another new organization, with the
goal of eventually combining into
a single organization to include all
songwriters. Hy Zaret, chairman
of the committee, presided.

Barry Heads Drive
CHARLES C. BARRY, assist
program
of NBC-B:
has again manager
been appointed
natk
radio director of the "Mile
Dimes" Campaign for the Pr
dent's Diamond Jubilee Birthc
Clay
to the dii
p:ident Morgan,
of NBC,assistant
will again
the New York drive. Last year,
der Mr.campaign
Barry's collected
direction, appr
the
tional

Two Join R&R
L. G. FRIERSON and Frank McCullough have joined the account
executive staff of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York. Mr. Frierson, formerly an account executive of
BBDO, New York, was at one time
assistant advertising manager of
the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
and more recently was associated
with Crowell - Collier Publishing
Co., New York. Mr. McCuUough,
formerly president of Tide magazine, for a number of years has
been on the merchandising and account executive staffs of Young &
Rubicam, New York.

mately $200,000.
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.;
issued another in the series of bi
the latest being Just Mary Agm
collection of stories told by
Grannan on Sundays over the C
network from Toronto. The set'
Just Mary book is larger than
first. The CBC follows the Bri.
Broadcasting Corp. in publishing,
a nominal price books and pampb
on topics which have appeared
CBC stations.
Basic Mutual
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FOR
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Colonial Dames and Richard Hudnut Find Their

GEORGE DURAM
TO any time salesman along
fo's Boul Mich, and he will
u that George Duram, timeand account executive of
. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.,
ro, although the most conof fellovi^s, is a "tough sale",
lescription of one of Chicago's
Ig timebuyers is easy to un"knd
in of
viewstatis
of tical
his sixresear
years'
ch
iround

(I

ng Raste
r'stsinand1939.
jte
joiniknows
^eorge
marke
he
^ sectional buying habits,
I k in June, 1932, young Duram
liehind college careers at Lejiand Illinois, with memories
^isketball teams, golf captain,
p editor of college paper. He
[no time getting a job with
iChemical Co., New York, as
h
ant,
cting
"[arc
ing
j-to-houseassist
surveys, condu
compil
es.
i^bulating questionnair
This
iience was invaluable, for he
't what and why the Great
ic buys. After a
can Publ
Iiihe
accepted a position with
B International, New York,
jick agency, in radio research,
his research activities conof copy testing, consumer
s, market analyses, etc.
ine himself
n't confng.
e
[org
He likes
time buyi
mchairdoes
> out into the field, talk to
( n men and study the marketnd distribution set-up of the
ter
O'Cedar, Proc
s he e serves — ne,
Teel), Dr.
(Dre
ambl
rietenaries,PeaWhit
jle's
cocek Labs
(cos-,
bz), PropGold
Is), Candy Bros. (Red Cross
i drops), Beaumont Labs.
, "Welch
ay , coldDougtabl
ir-W
las ets)Oil,
and
e Juice
^li»bell Cereal.
hough he keeps his golf clubs
1 easy reach, he has two
■ hobbies
have names
prior claim
lis
time.that
Their
are
[her and Gretchen, aged 1 and
CBS Defense Video
I^Tfeaturing
in a series
of television
the part
played by prothe
>tment of Interior in national
|ge_was presented last Friday on
television adjunct of CBS.
OADCASTING

Coast Programs
BEHIND two recent program renewals on the CBS-Pacific network
lie parallel success stories of cosmetic advertisers who went into the
Coast market with the idea of
putting radio to an acid test. Continuance and possible expansion
after the expirations of the original
contracts, they stated, would be
effected only if definite tangible
results were obtained. Now, one
year later, both have renewed for
longer periods and one is expanding to coast-to-coast coverage.
Colonial Dames Inc., Los Angeles, through its agency, Glasser,
Gailey & Co., that city, contemplating an advertising drive about a
year ago, made a search for a program with the "right content and
facilities" to accomplish certain
ends. Client and agency agreed on
a once-a-week, five-minute show
Fiyid the Woman, put it on an eightstation CBS network and said "let's
see what it can do for us".
Tangible Results
Booming sales were the result.
In a short time the show became so
solidly entrenched in the Coast
market that women's organizations
asked Colonial Dames to spotlight
their founders and leaders on
future broadcasts of the program.
And as
those reported
"tangible''when
results, thefor
company
renewing that after almost a year
of continuous broadcasting, the
sales graph has shown a marked
upward trend. In one leading department store, sales soared 100%;
93% in an important drug chain;
76% in another drug chain and
68% in a third. With the increased
volume of business came increased
coverage; The Arizona leg of CBS
network was added last autumn
and further expansion is being
considered for the near future.
A similar story is that of
Richard Hudnut, New York. Last
winter the firm decided to take over
a pre-tested CBS program, Hollywood Showcase, which had gained
an established audience as a CBSCoast sustainer, put it through the
pace of a year-long cycle of broadcasts, and check in every way possible its audience rating and sales
impact.
The program was to be used as a

Increase Sales
"feeler" to pre-test coast-to-coast
operation. Recently after running
for 35 weeks Hudnut extended its
contract to complete a 52-week
cycle and announced at the same
time that when its present contract
expires, it expects to get a nationwide program under way on the
basis of the successful operation of
Hollywood Shoivcase on the Coast.
Agency is Benton & Bowles, New
York.
Priority

Situation

Stands Unchanged
No Communications Action at
DCB Office During Week
ALTHOUGH it still was indicated
that plans to invest advisory powers in the Defense Communication
Board on the communications industry's priorities problems were
developing, no action was taken the
last week. With the proposed operation favored by both the Office of
Production Management and the
DCB, it was thought action would
come soon.
Other OPM Plans
The plan of the DCB staff organization along
(
with an outline of its
functions, which was transmitted
recently to OPM Priorities Director Donald M. Nelson, is being considered bythe OPM leadership. The
functional outlines developed by
DCB officials proposed only a small
staff, which would work closely
with OPM and Supply Priorities &
Allocations Board on priorities
matters
for the entire communicaing.
tions industry, including broadcastAnother proposition developing
during recent weeks, the establishment of a Communications Industrial Branch in the Civilian Supply

Division of OPM, also remains in.
suspense [Broadcasting, Nov. 24,
Dec. 1]. Some indication was seen
that such a branch might be lodged
in another Section of OPM, possibly the Materials Division, headed
by William L. Batt. Still another
possibility was the combining of
such a branch with other industry
in some division such as the Powei'
& Communications Branch, headed
by J. A. Krug, former Tennessee
Valley Authority official.
Last Wednesday the OPM Priorities Division took a long step
toward the switch from the priority
applications method to a system
of allocations with announcement
of its long-heralded Production Requirement Plan. The Plan provides
a standing preference rating for
three months at a time for defense
contractors, based on their needs
of strategic metals and materials
in the fulfillment of scheduled defense contracts.
COVERING STOCK SHOW
Networks and Stations Give
Time to Exhibits
RADIO COVERAGE of the current International Live Stock Exposition, great agricultural congress held Nov. 29-Dec. 6 in Chicago's International Amphitheater
in the Union Stock Yards, was the
most widespread in its history, according to W. E. Ogilvie, assistant
manager of the Amphitheater.
Special broadcasts originating at
the show were carried on all
three eral
major
networks,
individual
stations. also on sevNetwork schedules included
NBC-Blue National Farm & Home
Hour; CBS Country Journal (regularly from KMOX, St. Louis) and
three quarter-hour CBS programs
directed by Chuck Logan, of
WBBM, Chicago; three Mutual
broadcasts.
Broadcasts were carried on
WLW, Cincinnati; WHAS, Louisville: WSB, Atlanta; WLS, Chicago; WHO, Des Moines; WTMJ,
Milwaukee; WGN, Chicago.

WANTED
Postion as STATION MANAGER, or
PROGRAM MANAGER by man with
experience regional stations and
eleven years large mid-western
station.
Developed and directed NEWS and
SPECIAL EVENTS departments.
Knows commercial copy and contact. Public relations and publicity.
Knows music. Has written, acted
and produced drama.
Many personal contacts in Networks and Agencies.
Now employed but seeking greater
opportunty. Middle west preferred.
Married. Own home.
BOX 205A, BROADCASTING
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FCC

Data Lack Distinction
(Continued from page 10)

listed, under the heading "Standard
Broadcast Stations Associated with
Groups of Mutually Affiliated
Newspapers ('Newspaper Chains'),
21 cases where only one station is
associated with the newspapers; 11,
where two or more stations are associated with the newspapers and
each station is located in the same
city as one or more of the newspapers; 6,where two or more stations are associated with the newspapers and one or more of the stations is located in a city where no
associated newspaper is published.
FM Statistics
Another revised FCC exhibit
showed 49 FM stations licensed, as
of June 30, of which 11 were in the
A category of newspaper association, with 43 construction permits,
of which 11 also were in the A
classification. Of 42 FM stations
licensed to standard broadcast licensees, the exhibit indicated 10
were in the A classification, and of
36 FM licensees who also were
standard broadcast licensees, 10
were in the A designation.
As for applications, of 61 FM applications, as of June 30, 27 were
newspaper-associated, another exhibit showed, with 25 in the A
classification and 2 in the B. Of 55
FM applicants, 25 were newspaperassociated, including 23 A and 2 B.
Of 44 FM applications filed by
standard broadcast licensees, 18
were newspaper-associated, 16 A
and 2 B. And of 39 FM applicants
who are also standard broadcast
licensees 16 were newspaper-associated, 14 A and 2 B.
Another revised exhibit indicated
that of 249 newspaper-associated
stations in the United States, as of
June 30, 11 were licensed to individuals, 9to partnerships and 229
to corporations.
Difference in Figures
Difference of opinion developed
over another FCC exhibit designed
to compare the number of broadcast
stations and receivers with the
number of newspapers and their
circulations from 1922-1941. After
pointing to several inaccuracies
resulting from lack of definite information from census and other
figures, particularly from radio's
viewpoint, Judge Thacher introduced into the record a compilation
of figures on newspapers and their
circulations during the 20th century. The figures showed that the
peak in number of English-lang u a g e daily newspapers was
reached in 1909 — 2,463 papers with
a circulation of 24,426,000— with a
loss of 475 (1,988) by 1925, shortly
after the start of radio, 15 years
later, and a loss of only 56 (1,932)
during the next 15 years ending in
1939, while circulation continued its
trend upward.
Another FCC exhibit was a table
listing 114 cities where the only
standard broadcast station is associated with the only newspaper
publisher. The table included three
Page 58 • December

cities — Springfield, Mo. ; Lincoln,
Neb.; Roanoke, Va. — where the
only two local stations are associated with the only newspaper publisher, along with 13 other cities
included within metropolitan districts which also include one or
more additional cities in which
standard broadcast stations are located.
Deletions and Corrections
Among the errors in the original
exhibit, pointed out by Broadcasting in the July 28 and Aug. 4
issues, which have been corrected
in the revised exhibits, are the following :
Three California station s —
KHSL, Chico; KYOS, Merced;
KVCV, Redding — have been eliminated from the newspaper-associated list, since the McClung family,
former publishers of the Merced
Sun-Star and still owners of the
stations, sold the paper in March
and are no longer identified with
the publishing business.
Three West Virginia stations —
WCHS, Charleston; WBLK,
Clarksburg; WPAR, Parkersburg
— previously identified with the
Clarksburg Telegram and Exponent, have been deleted from the list.
John A. Kennedy, owner of the stations, sold his family interest in the
newspapers earlier in the year and
is now engaged solely in operating
radio stations.
WSAN, Allentown, Pa., is included properly _ in the list, with
WCBA deleted, since they were
combined as WSAN by the FCC
early this year.
WHAT, Philadelphia, is included,
with proper revision taking into account the sale last year by the
David Stern interests of his New
Forfc Post holdings.
WLW-WSAI Out
WKIP, Poughkeepsie, is retained
in the list with proper correction of
the Speidel chain newspaper connection.
WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, are deleted from the list, since their only
possible newspaper connection
arose from the fact that Charles
Sawyer, counsel for Crosley Corp.
and director of that company, operating the stations, ovms the Lancaster (O.) Eagle Gazette, in addition to WING, Dayton, and WIZE,
Springfield, O.
WTSP, St. Petersburg, Fla., is
included through its connection
with the St. Petersburg Times, with
proper deletion of purported association with the Minneapolis
Star-Journal and Columbus Citizen.
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M., is
properly identified vdth the Albuquerque Journal, with a previously noted Scripps-Howard association deleted.
WHO, Des Moines, is deleted
from the list. Previously it had
been listed as a B station affiliated
with the Davenport Democrat and
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Leader-Times, an association resulting from the ownership of 12
of 2,228 shares — less than one-half
of 1% — in Central Broadcasting
Co., WHO licensee, by persons owning stock in newspapers .
WCMI, Ashland, Ky., is included
in the list, but WLAP, Lexington,
Ky., and KFDA, Amarillo, Tex.,
have been deleted.
Other deletions from the list include KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.;
KPLC, Lake Charles, La.; WISE,
Asheville, N. C; WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y.; WNEW, New York;
WSLB, Ogdensburg, N. Y.; WSLI,
Jackson, Miss,; WCAR, Pontiac,
Mich.; KLBM, LaGrande, Ore.;
KOME, Tulsa; WLS, Chicago;
WKAT, Miami Beach; KATE, Albert Lea, Minn.
KFAB-KFOR, Lincoln, Neb., are
included, but in a B classification
rather than the original A.
KVAN, Vancouver, Wash., is included, with proper correction of
its newspaper connection.
Other Breakdowns
Other FCC tables broke down
newspaper association with radio
stations by geographical area,
population, daytime power, and
major network affiliation. An engineering exhibit, identified by C.
H. Owen, FCC broadcast engineer,
listed 114 cities where the only
standard broadcast stations affording primary service are associated
with the only newspaper publisher.
Identified and explained b y
deQuincy V. Sutton, FCC head accountant, the FCC also introduced
a set of revised financial exhibits,
based on annual financial reports
filed with the Commission by commercial stations. Covering 765
standard broadcast stations, of
which 237 were newspaper-associated, the exhibits indicated that
the newspaper-associated outlets in
1940 accounted for 27.8% of the
aggregate time sales for the 765
stations and 26.4% of the broadcast service income of the 765.
The FCC exhibits credited the 237
newspaper-associated stations with
1940 time sales of $30,668,918, and
broadcast income aggregating $6,577,362, compared with $110,500,549 in time sales and $24,784,648
in broadcast income for all 765
stations.
Regional Outlets
On the average, regardless of
newspaper-association or individual
profit
or loss,
the inFCC's
indicated
$144,445
time statistics
sales for
each station, with broadcast income of $32,398, or 22.4 cents on
each dollar of sales. The broadcast
income figure, Mr. Sutton pointed
out, is exclusive of Federal income
tax payments. By comparison,
newspaper stations averaged $129,405 time sales, $27,601 in broadcast income (21.37c), while nonnewspaper outlets averaged $151,tively.
196 and $34,552 (22.9%), respec-

KCMO,

in Kansas

C ,

Joined Blue on Der
IT WAS incorrectly reported ,
Dec. 1 Broadcasting that Kf
Jan.
20, 1942, would
instead of NB'^'
Dec
Kansas
originallyCity,
scheduled. join
KCMO ,
the Blue network Dec. 1 as a
plementary station, and on Ja
changes from a supplemental
a Basic Blue station. The ai
was based on data in an of
NBC trade news release.
After Jan. 20, advertisers fo
Basic Blue Network must im
both KCMO and WREN, Lawr
Kan., which reduces its eve
hour rate from $240 to $180 at
time. KCMO's evening hour r;
among
$200. regional fulltime static
cities of 100,000-250,000 popula
According to the FCC chart
category included 13 newspape
sociated stations showing a j
and 5 showing a loss for the
ending Dec. 31, 1940, along
23 non-newspaper stations op'
ing profitably and 2 non-r
paper stations operating at a
The profitable newspaper-as
ated stations in this group
aged $196,632 in time sales
1940, $54,950 in broadcast in
(27.9%), while the profitable
newspaper stations averaged %.
804 in time sales and $36,78
broadcast income (23.5%). Ar
the stations operating at a
fulltime newspaper-associated
gionals were shown to have j
age time sales of $78,335, wit,
operating loss of $9,415; full
non-newspaper regionals, ave
times sales of $126,277 and ai^
erating loss of $13,808.
On an overall basis, in
$100,000-$250,000 bracket, 65 n
paper-associated stations opei
profitably, with average time
of $242,973 and income of $7; I
(30.1%), while 18 operated
loss, with average time sale
$96,001 and average loss of $19
In this group, 120 non-newsp;
stations operated profitably,
$219,112 in time sales and ave
income of $50,038 (22.8%), ^
12 operated at a loss, with ave
time sales of $115,835 and ave
loss of $25,996. Considering all ■
time regional stations, 185 opei
profitably, with $227,495 in
sales and $58,181 income (25.6
30 operated at a loss, with ar.
erage time sale fire of $10L
and average loss of $22,134..

$305,936,000
Annual food sales m our
Vz -millivolt daytime
area. You can dominate
this hungry market with
WIBW.

In the breakdown of station ownership on a geographical basis,
the heaviest concentration point of
newspaper
ownership appeared
BROADCASTING
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Stanton

^ OFF
Position
Research Head Studies
ic Defense Knowledge
PRANK STANTON, director
search of CBS, has been
i special consultant in the
of Facts & Figures in Washn, it was announced last FriDr. Stanton, who has been
ed a leave of absence by PresWilliam S. Paley of CBS to
t the Government position,
)e working on sui'veys to dene public knowledge of the
kn defense program.
OFF he will join two other
known broadcasting execuI William B. Lewis, vice-presiOK jin charge of programs for
and Douglas Meservey, asht to Bertha Brainard, man'|of
NBC's program
Idepartment,
both of and
whomtalent
are
baves of absence from their
Ijanies [Broadcasting, Nov.
i
i
Fills Dual Post
"^^■^ j. Stanton was graduated with
™^ 'jichelor of Arts degree from
Wesleyan U in 1930, and reId his Master of Arts and DocP Philosophy in 1932 and 1935
lictively from Ohio State U.
\ja 1931 to 1935 he served on the
''j.ty ofassociate
Ohio State
and inof 1937
director
the
of Radio Research of Prince.jU, serving until 1940. He be'l; associated with CBS upon
Ing Ohio State and since the
nation of Victor Ratner, forCBS promotion director now
Lord & Thomas, he has been
|ig in the dual capacity of dii)r of research and promotion.
! Cosmetic Expands
lioNIAL DAMES Corp., Los
eles (cosmetics), sponsoring
jweekly five-minute live narrai program Find the Woman on
IfiS West Coast stations, Fri.,
1|-10 p.m. (PST), on Dec. 3
Ited for 13 weeks using a tranced version on WFAA, Dallas,
pcy is Glasser-Gailey & Co.,
cai 1 Angeles.
Plane Silences KGKO

3"

th I liiAVY plane circling for a landl()|3i snapped a nine-strand power
last week and forced KGKO,
Worth, off the air 30 minutes.
jj: power line, carrying 12,000
tei-minated
the station's
^■[^,
Ismitter
house.atNeither
plane
pilot was injured.
'Gadget Genius'
guLIAM CRAWFORD EDDY,
of W9XBK, Chicago television
ou owned by Balaban & Katz, is
Psubjeet of a feature story titled
tlget Genius" by Howard Whitman
'ist week's
Tlic tells
Safiirda;/
mag
Post. issue
The ofstory
how
y was telecasting daily programs
the station less than five montlis
!• construction of it was first
:ed, and describes the many gadhe has invented for use on tele!i>n programs.
frti

AD

Filene's Reaction
(Continued from page 9)

Named

CASTING

Tom Carson, timebuyer of Pedlar
& Ryan, New York, which handles
the Peck & Peck account, said he
found the article "very stimulating.
It ought to stir up a lot of reExcerpts from other comments
follow :
tailers."
Arthur L. Bright, vice-president
and general manager, KFPY, Spokane— "Please consider this our
order for 1,000 reprints Filene's
Nathan Lord, manager, WAVE,
articles."
Louisville — "Please send me either
one half-dozen copies of your Dec.
1 issue or one half-dozen reprints
of Leon
the Filene's
Racusin,article."
sales department,

DR. STANTON
150TH ANNIVERSARY
Bill of Rights Celebration
Heard on Networks

WCFL, Chicago — "I know you will
be glad to hear that your story
regarding Filene's experiences with
radio as an advertising medium was
very interesting and worth many
times your subscription price. I
also think the author should be

Advertising

J'THIS

STATION

Vi Million People in
Northeastern Wisconsin Listen Nearly 60%
of the Time — The Only

very
much congratulated."
Simon
Goldman, manager,

WJTN, interesting
Jamestown,dissertation
N. Y.— "It and
is a
most
SEVENTY - FIVE advertising will certainly prove helpful to the
agencies, promotion men and net- many department stores and retailwork sales officials have been iners throughout the country. We
vited by the Office of Facts & Fig- would appreciate receiving reprints
ures, to contribute to the promotion
of the program honoring the 150th
if A.
theyW. areHarlin,
available."
manager, WMAS,
Anniversary of the Adoption of the
Bill of Rights to be heard on NBCSpringfield, Mass. — "It is articles
Red, NBC-Blue, CBS and MBS,
of this type which makes BROADDec. 15, 10-11 p.m.
CASTING particularly valuable to
Working in conjunction with the the radio industry. I would like
Office of Civilian Defense, headed
by Mayor F. H. LaGuardia and about half-a-dozen reprints."
Other Comments
sponsoring the show, OFF stated
that tentative plans, call for an
Gene Tanner, commercial direcaddress by President Roosevelt and
WSIX,copies
Nashville
"Pleaseof
a 45-minute dramatization, written
rush tor,
us ten
of Dec.— 1 issue
and produced by Norman Corwin,
Broadcasting containing that effeaturing Hollywood stars with
fective and valuable department
music by Bernard Herman to originate from CBS studios in Hollystore
Nealstory."
A. Smith, manager, WCOL,
wood. The President's address from
Washington will be followed by the Columbus — "Will you please send
playing of the National Anthem by me at your earliest convenience 10
the NBC Symphony led by Leopold
additional copies of Broadcasting
Stokowski, from New York.
Dec.l or 10 copies of a reprint of
The program will be made available to stations not affiliated with the article titled 'Filene's Discovers
any network from midnight to 1 the Power of Radio".
a.m. when WLW, Cincinnati,
E. E. Hill, director, WTAG,
through W8X0, its experimental
Worcester — "It will be interesting
500,000-watt station will make a to note the repercussion both from
transcribed broadcast to be distri- the AMC and the NRDGA January
buted to these stations, it was announced by James D. Shouse, viceGeorge H. Jaspert, commercial
president in charge of broadcasting
meeting."
of the Crosley Corp.
manager, W TAG, Worcester —
"Please let me have 400 copies of
the Filene's article by Mr. ShuWitherow Heads NAM
maker in the Dec. 1 Broadcasting."
IN an election held at the WaldorfJ. Jacob Young, WERC, Erie,
Astoria Hotel, New York, last
Pa. — "Would you please forward
Thursday, the National Association of Manufacturers elected W. P. a dozen or so extra copies of
merchandising articles concerning
Witherow, president of Blaw-Know
Co., Pittsburgh, as president of the
organization for the forthcoming
More Gillette Fights
year. Mr. Witherow succeeds WalFilene's."
ter D. Fuller, president of Curtis
MBS
on
Dec. 12 will broadcast exPublishing Co.
clusively the welterweight bout between Ray Robinson and Kid McCoy,
under sponsorship of (Jillette Safety
LINCOLN MEMORIAL IT. HarroRazor
Co., Boston, which also will
gate, Tenn., on Dee. 14 will start a
sponsor the Dec. 19 lightweight chnni13-week Sunday series of half-hour
dramas l)y Roseoe L. Parkinson. Chi- pionshiji bout between I^ew .Teiikius
and Sammy Angott. Don Dunphy handles the blow-by-blow description wilh
based cago
on publisher
the lifeofofhistoi-ical
Abraham material,
Lincoln,
Bill Corum doing the color.
ou WJJD, Chicago.
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"Hey a Fellows!"
There's
lot of gold
in Alaska that isn't
pannedtains.from
Buy KINY,theandmounget
your share of the buying
increasing
power of population.
Alaska's fastExecutive Offices
Am. BIdg., Seattle, Wash.
UaskUNDER
i
1000 WATTS 5000 •J
WATTS
CONST.
nneau
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA
NATIONAL SEPBESENTAThVES

Big Station in This Rich
Area. No Other CBS
Station can be Heard

^^^^

Regularly.
GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

The
Best

Worlds
Coverage

of the

Wo rids

)ggestNews
WRNL
ALWAYS

RINGS

THE

BELL
IN RICHMOND,
NBC

December

BLUE

VIRGINIA

• 1000 WATTS
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

THE

COMMUNICATIONS
NOVEMBER

Decisions . . .
DECEMBER 3
NEW. Forward Wheeling Radio Corp.,
Wheeling,
Va.— Denied applie. CP new
station in W.
default.
NEW, Midstate Radio Corp., Utica, N. Y.
— Retained present consolidated hearing
date.
NEW, The Baltimore Radio Show, Balre, Md. — Granted
45.9 me. timo5,500
sq. mi. CP new FM station
NEW, Tar Heel Broadcasting Co.. Washkc 1 kw ington,D.N. C— Granted CP new station 930
WBNX. New York — Dismissed petition
for rehearing against applic. WAWZ.
KWJJ, Portland — Adopted order dismission applic. hearing docket.
_ WJAG,
ting asideNorfolk,
hearing Neb.—
order. Adopted order setKFDY, South Dakota State College, S. D.
— Station license cancelled at licensee re<liiest.
KAWM, Gallup, N. M.— Call signal deleted.
WSON, Henderson, Ky. — Designated for
hearing applic. modific. CP 500 w.
NEW, S. Brad Hunt, Alton, 111.— Designated for hearing applic. CP new station.
WIRE, Indianapolis — Designated for
hearing applic. 1190 kc 50 kw directional
N.
Consolidated
WKBV
applic. with WOWO, WGL and
Applications . . .
NOVEMBER 29
KRBA, Lufkin, Tex, — Modification license
«nl. hours.
NEW, Hugh McCIung, Sacramento, Cal.
— Amend applic. CP new station 1 kw.
NEW, Andrew L. Todd, Murfreesboro,
Tenn. — CP new station 1450 kc 250 w unl.
NEW, The McKeesport Broadcasting Co.
Inc., station
McKeesport,
new
730 kc.Pa. — Amend applic. CP
DECEMBER 3
NEW, Cleveland Broadcasting Inc., CleveAmend applic. CP new station re
stockland— ownership.
NEW, Northern Ohio Broadcasting Co.,
Elyria,
Amend applic.
CP new facilities
station
660 kc O.
D —operation
omit WHKC
and contingent on WCLE applic.
WKBZ,
Mich. — Modification license 1450Muskegon,
kc.
WWPG, Lake Worth, Fla.— Transfer control sale 40 shares to Charles E. Davis from
R. S. Erskine.
NEW, Hawley Broadcasting Co., Reading Pa. — CP new FM station 46.5 mc.
4,275 square miles.
NEW, Josh Higgins Broadcasting Co.,
"Waterloo,
la.— CP new station 1540 kc 50
kw unl directional.
NEW, Hugh McClung, Fresno, Cal.—
Amend applic. CP new station 1340 kc
250 w.
NEW, Sacandaga Broadcasting Corp.,
Gloversville,
kc 250 w unl.N. Y.- -CP new station 1340
NEW, Ludington Broadcasting Co., Ludington, Mich. — CP new station 1490 kc
250 w facilities WKBZ contingent on shift.
DECEMBER 5
NEW, Aloha Broadcasting Co., Honolulu
- — Amend applic. CP new station 1400 kc.
NEW, Radio Co. of Annapolis, Annapolis,
Md. — itedCPtime. new station 1040 kc 250 w limNEW, Donald Flamm, New York — CP
new station 620 kc 5 kw unl. directional.
WRUW,50 Boston
increase
kw. — CP equipment changes
NEW, Wilkes-Barre Broadcasting Corp.,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — Amend applic. CP new
station
re stockholders.
KCRC, Enid, Okla.— CP reinstate former CP increase power, etc.
KVOO, Tulsa — Extension special service
.authorization.
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.— Same.
KFEL,
Col. — D CP& N.increase 5 kw
10 kw Denver,
D directional
Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Seaboard Broadcasting Corp.,
•Tampa,
1590 kc 1 kwFla.,unl CP; NEW.
Robert V.Fla.,Lee,CP Bradenton.
1490
Tec 250 w unl (consolidated hearing, Dec.
11).
NEW, Pan-American Broadcasting System Inc., Hollywood, Fla., CP 1450 kc 250
^v unl ; NEW, South Florida Broadcasting
Inc., Miami, Fla., CP 1450 kc 250 w unl.
(consolidated hearing, Dec. 11).
KFNF, Shenandoah, la., license renewal
.(Dec. 12).
Page 60
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New Business

Shift Talent Agencies
BARBARA JO ALLEN, Hollywood
radio and film comedienne, formerly featured on the NBC Signal
Carnival, sponsored by Signal Oil
Co., Los Angeles, has obtained a
managerial contract release from
NBC Artists Service, and switched
over to A. & S. Lyons Inc., Beverly
Hills, Cal., talent agency. Under
the arrangement, NBC Artists
Service will continue for approximately nine months more to collect
59^ of her earnings from radio and
film work. A similar settlement of
Dorothy
Lamour's
with
NBC
Artists
Servicecontract
was effected
last week, with terms requiring her
to pay 5% of her earnings until
June 24, 1945. Miss Lamour recently severed her connections with
NiBC Artists Service and has become associated with A. & S. Lyons
Inc. Don Wilson, announcer on the
NBC Jack Benny Show, sponsored
by General Foods Corp. (Jell-0),
also switched managerial representation to that agency.

School Awards
EXECUTIVE committee of the
School Broadcast conference last
Friday awarded KOIN, Portland,
Ore., tion
a ofspecial
citation educational
in recognithe stations
activity in the Portland public
schools in connection with its program Dutch Uncle. Special awards
were made to individual teachers
who, in each case, best coordinated
into their classroom worl: the educational programs of the following
stations: KBPS, Portland, Ore.,
WIBC, Indianapolis. WJJD, Chicago, WTOL, Toledo, WHA, Madison, Wis., WGN, Chicago, WIND,
Gary, and WAIT, Chicago.
New

WINS

Rate

Card

For 50 kw. Operation
WINS, New York, announced last
week it will issue a new rate card
Jan. 1 in preparation for its increase in power to 50,000 watts
shortly after the first of the year.
The station carried 26 national accounts last year compared vnth.
three the previous year, and local
business has increased almost
300%, according to Cecil H. Hackett, WINS managing director.
Class A evening hour rate on
the new card will be $350, an increase of $125 over the same rate
on WINS' present rate card issued
Aug. 31, 1940. New half-hour rate
will be $210; quarter-hour, $140;
five-minute announcements, $70,
all on the basis of 1 to 12-week
contracts.
The one-minute announcement
rate six days weekly for less than
26 weeks is $100 on the new rate
card; for 26 to 51 weeks, $95,
and for 52 weeks or more, $90.
Class A station break announcements are $40 for 100 words and
$25 for 50 words.
G. Walter Lindsey
G. WALTER LIXLSET. 68. founder
and proprietor of the Trades Adv.
Agene.v,
New ago,
York, died
sinceDec.
its 3.organization 32 years

PROGRAMS

ON

THE

BLUE

AfFiliate Broadcasts to Be Picked Up as
An Experiment
A PLAN to broadcast nationally on its Blue Network some
of the most interesting children's
programs originating on NBC affiliate stations, the network Dec. 6
inaugurated the first program
in its experiment in the children's
program field.
First in the series, to be heard
Saturdays, 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon,
will include Ask Yoimg America, a
program on current events broadcast from WLS, Chicago, followed
by Fables for Fun, fairy tale series
heard from WJZ, New York. Other
approved programs will follow in
groups of two for 13-week periods.
In addition to planning the producWITH

8, 1941
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All lime EST unless okherwise indic'cl

5 INCLUSIVE

Meeting of Stockholders
Held by American Net
AMERICAN NETWORK, sales organization representing a group of
FM stations, on Dec. 3 held its annual meeting of stockholders at the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York,
to elect officers. New board of directors, most of whom are serving
a second term, includes: John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network (W43BW39B), Boston; Walter J. Damm,
WTMJ (W55M), Milwaukee; Gordon Gray, WSJS (W41MM), Winston-Salem; Harry Bitner, WCAE,
Pittsburgh; Harry Stone, WSM
(W47NV), Nashville, and Jack
Latham of the American Network,
New York.
The three regular officers reelected are Mr. Shepard, president;
Jack Latham, executive vice-president, and Walter J. Damm, vicepresident. Gordon Gray was named
the new secretary-treasurer, replacing Herbert L. Pettey, WHN,
New York.

CHILD

Network

by Network
tion of this experimental series,
NBC proposes an extensive survey
on their reception and popularity
among pupils of 4th to 8th grades
in areas surrounding New York,
Chicago and rural Kansas, who will
be asked to listen to the programs
and fill out questionnaires showing
their reactions.
Plan for the series, including
selection of programs after months
of listening to recordings, plans
for surveys of juvenile listener reactions and for cooperation with
schools is under the direction of
Margaret Cuthbert, NBC director
of women's and children's prodivision. grams, and NBC's public service
BROADCASTING

PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cinci.
(AVhite Naphtha soap), on Def
shifts
Pepper
Young's
XBC-Red
stations,
Mon.Family,
through o
11:15-11:4.5 a.m.. through Corn
Adv.. N. T. to 71 XBC-Red sta
Mon. through Fri. 3:30-3:45 p.m
Camay, through Pedlar & Ryan, >
R. J. RETXOLDS TOBACCO
Winston-Salem. X. C. ( Camels }
.Ian. 9 starts How Am I Doing?
Bob Hawk, on 92 CBS stations.
7 :30-8 p.m.. rebroadca.st 10 :30-ll
Agency: William Esty & Co.. X
RALSTON PURINA Co.. St. I
(Ry-Krisp),
on Jan. 2 starts
Maxwell,
on approximately
80 X
Blue stations, Fri.. 10-10:15
Agency : Gardner Adv. Co.. St. Iv
EX-LAX Inc., Brooklyn, on Jai
starts Arthur Tracy the Street Sin
on 23 XBC-Blue stations. Mon.. W
Fri.. 4-4 :15 p.m. Agency : .loseph F
Co.. X^ T.
ACME WHITE LEAD & COL ^
WORKS. Detroit (paints), on 1
17, 1942. starts The Breakfast (
on X'BC-Blue, Tues., and Fri., ft
10
a.m. Agency
Donald,
Chicago.: Henri Hurst & ;\
EMERSOX DRUG Co., Baltii
(Bromo-Seltzer) , on .Ian. 10, 1
starts EUery Queen on about 50 X
Red stations. Sat.. 7:30-8 p.m. A
cy : Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. T.
Renewal Accounts
R. J. REYXOLDS TOBACCO
Winston-Salem, X\ C. (Prince AIIj.
on Dec. 6 renewed for 13 week--^
Grand Ole Opry, on 45 XBC-Red
tions. Sat., 10 :.30-ll p.m. Agei
William Esty & Co., X'. T.
D. L CLARK Co, Pittsburgh (C
candy bars), on Jan. 1 renews Sei
With a Smile, on 54 XBC-Blue
tions. Thurs.. 8 :30-9 p.m. Agency ;
bert P. Hill Co.. Pittsburgh.
CAXADA DRY GIXGER ALE I
New
(Spurfor & 13Canada
Jan. Y'ork
2 renews
weeks. Dry I
d- Kitty, on 95 XBC-Blue stati
Fri.. 9:30-9:55 p.m. Agency: J.
Mathes Inc.. X^. Y.
.L B. WILLIAMS Co.. Glastoul
Conn. (Wililams Shaving cream).
.Jan. 5 renews for 13 weeks Trua
X'BC-Blue stations.
8False,
:30-9 on
p.m..51 rebroadcast.
12-12 :30 ]\"(
Agency
:
.1.
Walter
Thompson
x: Y.
I
MILES LABS.. Elkhart. Ind. (A
Seltzer), on Dec. 29 renews for;
weeks Lum and Ainer on six PatCoast X^BC-Red stations. Mon.. Tu
Thurs.. Fri.. 11:15-11:30 p.m. I
gram is also heard on XBC-Blue
work, same days. 10 :30-10 :45
Agency : Wade Adv. Agency. Chic^j
R. J. REYXOLDS TOBACCO
Winston-Salem. X'. C. (Camels. Pril
Albert), on Dec. 1 renewed Blov
for 13 weeks on 80 CBS statir
Mon.. 7 :30-8 p.m.. rebroadcast, 10
X.
Y. Agency : William Estv & :
11 p.m.
Network Changes ,'
MILES LABORATORIES. Elkh
Ind. ( Alka-Seltzer), on Dec. 6 ac
11 XBC-Red stations to National B
Dance, making a total of 67 XBCstations. Sat., 9-10 p.m. Ager
Wade Adv. Co., Chicago.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Gin
nati (Crisco), on Dec. 29 will stai.
repeat of Vic & Sade on 46 CBS
tions. Mon. thru Fri., 1:30-1:45 i
Agenc.v : Compton Adv., X. Y.
• Broadcast

Advertisi'

CLASSIFIED

Help wanted and Sifuafions Wanted, 7c per word. All other
fications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Help Wanted
inted — Combination engineer announcer,
end transcription full particulars.
CFBB. Great Falls, Montana.
iBted At Once Engineer — State draft
tatus. Contact P. O. Box 1512, Muskoee, Oklahoma.
J insmitter Engineer — Wanted immediatey by Eastern regional station. Give exicrience
and salai-\- requirement. Box
;14.\, BROADCASTING.
With operator's
Jl ^1 |oancer
Reliable. — State
experience,license.
draft Steady.
status,
iicture. voice recording. $35.00 weekly.
QUP. Durango. Colorado.
I le Opportunity
For combination
operaestablished — NBC
affiliate southern
afornia. State classification. Write or
; e Box 224A. BROADCASTING.
nonncer-Operator — Regional station
Vashington-Baltimora area. Permanent.
:.ite whether experience or not — availiUtv — salary expected — draft status.
-V 215A, BROADCASTING.
esman Wanted — For Midwest CBS Re■; nal,
salarj' qualifications,
and commission.
Please
e complete
experience
. first letter. Station WTAD, Quincy,
_ilinois.
Ented Immediately — Two top-flight anouncers for network aiRliate in Southastern market. State all details and
draft status first letter. Box 203A,
BROADCASTING.
inted — Experienced commercial announ:er, Midwest station. Must be good air
alesman. Send complete details including
Iraft status. Our staif knows of this
bpening. Box 225A, BROADCASTING.
I^neers — One experienced, handle upkeep
EoO-watt station; announcing helpful;
fl35 monthly. Two operators, §100
monthly, no announcing. Carolina station: pleasant working, living conditions,
p'rite details to Box 213A, BROADCASTING.
:

Situations Wanted

mercial Manager — Salesmanager. Now
employed. Proven ability. Young, maried.
draft exempt. Box 219A, BROADASTING.
perienced — Continuity Writer — Program
Specialties and Announcing. College edu:ation. Desires change. Box 202A,
BROADCASTING.
jtretarial — Employed network outlet — exIperienced Traffic. Music — interested Vir*ginia
and Maryland vicinity. Box 226A.
BROADCASTING.
ccessfnl Salesman — Desires to make
change. SalaryBoxno 218A,
object.BROADCASTLet's discuss
commission.
ING.
:J ^lorts Announcer And Special Events Man
.—With selling experience — now em, ployed, desires change. Excellent back"ground.
outstanding record. Box 201A,
^BROADCASTING.
jjp Ranking Sports And Special Events
jMan — Desires to make change. 12 years
(iexperience. Draft exempt. Box 217A,
{BROADCASTING.
rogram Director — With 8 years AM. 3
years FM program, production, and announcing experience desires change. Progressive AM station contamplating FM
outlet preferred. Married, draft exempt,
young,
CASTING.references. Box 210A, BROAD• You Need A Top-notch Local Sales Manager?— One with proven, saleable ideas
. ■ . the ability to sell them and direct
salesmen. Nine years radio sales experience, familiarity with continuity, merchandising, sales promotion. Married,
!!now
employed,
available 2 weeks' notice.
Box 206A, BROADCASTING.
.5 i ROAD

CAS

TING

classiCAPS,
three
Issue.

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Transmitter Engineer — Experienced. Hold
first-class Telephone-Telegraph licenses.
Now employed, desires change. Married,
draft exempt, and dependable. Box 209A,
BROADCASTING,
Salesman — Over four years selling and promotion experience. At present, sales promotion manager for two stations. Age
25.
Best
CASTING.references. Box 207A, BROADCombination Or Announcing — Top-notch
general announcer, major, minor network experience, now employed straight
announcer
Have operator's license.
Box 208A, 5kw.
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter Engineer — Graduate electrical
radio engineering. 10 years experience
including all broadcast operation maintenance and construction. Now employed
NBC 5 kw. Box 222A, BROADCASTING.
Writer — Experienced continuity, drama ;
juvenile, adult on network programs. Cabuilding. Adaptable.pableSeeksediting,
berthprogram
with producer,
agency,
station. Eastern area only. Box 220A.
BROADCASTING.
Chief
Engineer
Small stationfor with
of ability
and— willingness
hard record
work
desires opportunity with progressive organization.ofExperienced
design, Box
construction, installation
equipment.
216A,
BROADCASTING.
LTniversity Graduate — 3 years announcing,
copy writing. Program Director. Display
space sales experience. Now employed.
Draft deferred. Want to learn radio sales
while announcing. Box 212A, BROADCASTING.
Women's Feature Writer And Commentator— Single woman, 28 years of age, experienced, now employed; also admitted
to practice before FCC — familiar with
current radio problems. Will combine
writing-announcing wth legal and secreING. tarial duties. Box 221A, BROADCASTChief Engineer — Fifteen years practical experience. This is no pig-in-a-poke proposition. I come
three months'
trialI
basis and
then, onif amutually
agreeable.
stay. Want permanent connection with a
progressive organization. Box 211A,
BROADCASTING.
Sold $40,000 This Year — As representative
of 5,000-watt NBC Blue station in a
midwest market of 250,000 with base rate
of .$125. College graduate experienced in
production and promotion ; employed but
seeking wider opportunity. Prefer drawinf; account against commissions. Box
223A, BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly
cer— Wants Experienced,
job on good Selling
local or Announregional
with congenial staff and professional
management. Powerful commercial; Clear,
"fluffless" news ; Specialist on mail pull;
Ad lib; Street shows and quizz programs.
No drunk or drifter. Will accept Program
Direction if authority equals responsibility. Box 227A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted To Buy
Will Buy One
VerticalWMFF,
Tower —Plattsburg,
Approximately 175 feet.
New York.
For Sale
Two Jdeco — 270 ft. towers with insulated
capacity tops. WHIO, Dayton, Ohio.
Modified vRCA
Transmitter
Conerted to 5-kw1001-B
six years
ago. Box— 204A.
BROADCASTING.
Western Electric 5-kw Amplifier — Complete
with 220-C tubes, high and low voltage
supplies, antenna tuning units, power
control panel, high voltage rectifier, and
filament and bias supplies. Used only few
years.
Kansas,Excellent condition. KFH, Wichita,
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Ellery for Emerson
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore
(Bromo-Seltzer) , on Jan. 10 will
start Ellery Queen mystery series
on approximately 50 NBC-Red stations, Saturday, 7:30-8 p.m. Show,
written by Frederic Dannay and
Manfred B. Lee, was purchased last
week by the company through its
agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, and will be in addition to
Vox Pox, program sponsored by
Emerson on 68 CBS stations, Monday 8-8:30 p.m. Ellery Queen was
last sponsored by Gulf Refining Co.
from April to September 1940 as a
replacement
for its Screen Guild
Theatre on CBS.

Get the facts from WOL- WASHINGTON, 0. C.
Affiliiited iritli MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives:
INTERNATIONAL RADU SAUS
or

PROFESSIOIVAL
DIRECTORY

& Bail
An ky
Organization
ofey
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg.. Wash.. D. C.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio^ Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859
PAGE

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtiona! 7757
HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

& DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineers
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accoanting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring Md.
(Suburb. Wash.. D. C.)
Main Office;
Crossroads of
7134 Main
'•'^ World Cal.
Kansas
City, St.
Mo. 1 Xy/~\ 1 Hollywood.

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. • WASH., D. 0. • NA. 6718

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR^ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineer
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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New

ASCAP

Buck Stays in Position
With Other Officers
Until April
ALTHOUGH there had been rumors in musical circles that the
week which opened with the stormy
membership meeting of ASCAP on
Monday would close with the announcement ofa new president, the
board meeting on Friday took no
action.
According to official sources, the
board concerned itself with internal
affairs, and no statement was issued. It is understood, however,
that most of the four-hour session
was devoted to a rehash of Mondays controversy, with a decision
to continue the officers as at present until the regular election next
April.
Votes Shepard Plan
Board approved the per program
network license worked out at the
request of John Shepard 3d, president of Yankee and Colonial Networks, and it was understood that
the terms would be offered to him
without delay. No details could be
secured on Friday, but it is understood that the per-program formula
for network programs was worked
out by applying the ratio between
station and network blanket license fee— 21/4%, which by applying the same formula as before,
would become 2% for such programs on networks.
Mr. Shepard had originally asked
that the station per program rate
be applied to regional networks, as
well, but the ASCAP view was that
under the terms of the consent degree it could not discriminate between networks, whether regional
or national, and if ASCAP established a per-program license for
networks, which none of the national networks had desired, it
would have to be applicable to all
networks and on a basis comparable
with the net work blanket licenses.
Writers Vote Confidence
Gene Buck, president of ASCAP,
was given a vote of confidence by
the approximately 500 writer members present at the semi-annual
meeting of the Society, held last
Monday at the Hotel Astor, New
York, with the 50 publisher members not participating.
Vote was urged by Billy Rose
after Mr. Buck had used his presidential report as an opportunity
to vindicate his administration and
to attack the group of publishers
who had offered him a $35,000 pension to resign his post. Speaking
for the publishers, Saul Bornstein,
president of Irving Berlin Inc.,
pointed to the record as justification for their desire for a "business
man's" administration.
ASCAP members have received
$2,700,000 for the first three quarters of 1941, Mr. Buck stated,
which with a fourth quarter distribution estimated at about $700,000, will make the year's total
Page 62
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Fee
Hits
Regional
Nets
royalty payments slightly over
and executives could report to members in that part of the country on
$1,000,000 less than the $4,500,000,
received by ASCAP members in the state of ASCAP affairs. Proposed amendment will be printed
1940, when the Society's income
and mailed to all members for their
grossed approximately $7,000,000.
votes pro and con.
Expenses were unusually high from
To encourage the use of more
the summer of 1940 to the spring
ASCAP music on the air and to
of explained,
1941, due but
to the
"radiohaswar'',
show broadcasters with ASCAP
he
ASCAP
now
streamlined its overhead, cutting
licenses how to use the Society's
music to advantage, ASCAP has
some $600,000 a year from its operating expenses and bringing them
started mailing "ASCAP-Programdown to about 18% of the antici- Aids" to these stations each week.
Dealing with the life of a compated annual income. This curtailment, coupled with the rise in the
poser or "the story
behind
song"
and similar
matters,
eachthe release
Society's income from all sources
except radio, should result in the gives background material which
distribution of about $4,000,000 to can be used as a basis for continuity and lists the songs, with the
members in 1942, returning to the
names of composers and publishers
$4,500,000 figure in 1943, he stated.
Following discussion of the so- and the arrangements available, and
records of the numcalled "Edgar Leslie plan" for the phonograph
bers. A recent release lists more
classifying writer members according to a rigid formula, based half than 250 compositions suitable for
Christmas programs.
on the value of their contributions
A revision of the card catalog of
to the ASCAP catalog and half on
the radio performances of their music, which ASCAP has issued annually covering all music since 1909
tunes in place of the present system of classification, which lumps
at an annual expense of about $40,000, is under way, ASCAP execuall factors together without weighttives report. The size of the card
ing [Broadcasting, Dec. I], Mr.
Buck appointed two committees to files, which have covered public
domain music and compositions
study the proposal and to make
recommendations to the board.
licensed by other organizations as
well as by ASCAP, has worked
Other Proposals
against the use of the cai-ds, it was
The writers committee includes
stated, with only 160 broadcasters
three board members, Otto Harrequesting them. In the future, only
ASCAP numbers will be cataloged.
bach, Geoffrey O'Hara and George
W. Meyer, and also Edgar Leslie
ADDITION of nine new subscribers
(who submitted the plan), John
lu'ings the BMI list to 7.j2 stations.
Redmond, Harvey Enders and
Xewcoiners are: KNET WPIC WIAC
KVAN WGBR KRE KFIO KOVM
Stanley Adams. The publishers'
committee includes all 12 publisher
KWRC BMI also announced last
board members plus Sam Fox, week that 24 new publishers and 475
.'iongs have recently been added includBuddy Morris and Carl T. Fischer.
ing 90 tunes of the WLW Jamhoree.
Other amendments to the Society
by-laws discussed at the meeting
ORIGINALLY designed as a radio
included a proposal to change the program for American farmers, Cohimbia's Countrij Journal on CBS is
system of adopting amendments so now
enjoying international circulation.
that a 2/3 vote would be necessary
Following
theMinister
request of
of Agriculture,
R. S. Hudin place of the present majority,
son, British
recordings
of
the
programs
are being
and one authorizing the holding of
to London so the British may
regular membership meetings on shipped
study the CBS system of keeping rural
the West Coast, at which the officers districts
informed on defense problems.
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Firms

See

MP
PA
Revisiot
Consider United Stand I
Contract Negotiations
WITH THE END of the year ;
pi'oaching, and with it the term
tion of the licenses issued to ti .
scription companies by Music P
lishers Protective Assn., wi
acts as agent for recording v\u
for most ASCAP publishers,
transcription makers are again '
sidering the question of makinti
united stand for a revision of
current MPPA
recording fe
which some of the transcript:
companies have described as '
cessive
and prohibitive."
Attorneys
representing a nu
ber of transcription manufactun
have been conferring for a wc
in a preliminary discussion of 1
problem. Few on Discs
During the last year, with i
many stations having ASCAP
censes, there have not been ma
ASCAP numbers on transcriptio
NBC did not take out an MP!
license at all and has included
its library releases during the a
no ASCAP music whatever.
Transcription companies woi
like to work out a more equita
basis of payment for record i
rights with ASCAP publishers. I
cent withdrawal of the catak
of Harms, Remick Music Corp. a
M. Witmark & Sons, publishi
houses controlled by Warner Br
pictures, from MPPA, will ena
the recorders to deal directly w
these companies for record i
rights, although these rights \^
also still be available throu
MPPA as well.
Among the library services, the
of Associated Music Publishers a
World Broadcasting System are ;
eluding some ASCAP music
their current releases, while t
Lang-Worth, Standard and NI
Thesaurus libraries are using or
non-ASCAP
music at presei
Lloyd
vice-presideisi;
recentlyEgner,
notifiedNBC
all Thesaurus
scribers that: "Until such time
NBC can obtain by negotiation
otherwise recording rights on
basis that we consider to be nc
prohibitive in cost, we will r
record such compositions.''
Cy Langlois,
of stated:
Lang-Wor
Feature
Programs,
have polled all our subscribers. .
Their attitudes are apathetic
Ben Selvin of AMP express
confidence that the recording co)
panics
ASCAP."will reach an agreeme
with
break. MPPA without an op'

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"/ Wish She'd Quit Wearing Those Trick Gowns — / Get
the Jitters Every Time She Hits a High C!"
BROADCASTING

RCA On WQXR
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, has sif;n
a year's contract with WQXR. X(
York, for special promotion of ,
Victor records on various sustaini
programs as well as on a Monda
tlirough-Saturlay
progri"w
titled
The Record half-hour
Atbiim, which
feature
leases. the latest concert record i
• Broadcast
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TRIASURER
W
"Today,
o» neverdistribution
before, It costs.
Is Imperatlw;
♦hot
we control
WLViPs
Cott Allocation helps us get the moit
for our odvei^sing money, eliminates
guess work as qnue advertlslng^bsts."

SALES MANAGER
"It is vital for us to maintain the proper
balance between selling and advertising
costs In different sections of our market.
WLW's Cost Allocation represents
43 real contributlgji to our probiem."

Modern management demands that sales and advertising costs
be controlled. Constantly growing competition, narrowing
profit margins, make uncertainty about distribution costs a
luxury few companies can afford. Since cost control involves
media, the increasing use of radio has reflected the need for an
accurate control technique. To meet this problem, WLW called
on Dr. Richard R. Mead of the Wharton School of Finance and
Commerce, University of Pennsylvania. The result is a scientific

advertising cost Is to be shared by oul
wholesale ond retail dealers. WLW's Cod
Allocotion give^us on equitable on
accurate basis f^Histributlng this cost.'

market study entitled "The Allocation of the WLW Radio
Dollar in 345 Midwestern Counties."
Dr. Mead's study involved an analysis of 208,411 coincidental
telephone survey calls in twenty-eight markets and 396,545
pieces of mail received from four offers broadcast at four
different periods of the day over WLW.
Since its publication, a number of specific uses of the study
have demonstrated that it has a practical application for many
cost control problems, some of which undoubtedly confront you.
Investigate WLW's Cost Allocation plan — it will show you
how to control costs and increase sales in rich WLW Land.

?:»ATItf Ctif£K

THi iucmwH or WE
myttsfiSH CO

^^1^^ •

fOm WAYNE

PARICE8S8USG

Consult ysur advertising ogency, or write to WLW, Cincinnati,
Ohio. We will be glad to send a representative to eiplain
the Cost Alleeation plan and how it applies to your problem.

w. n.

WLW
Combined retail drug and grocery sales in WLW's
Nighttime Merchandise-Able Areo ore one-third
greater than those of New York City's five boroughs,
more than three times greater than corporate Chicagol

CHANDISE-

PROVUCTION

...

FOR

COOPERATION

Defense production with RCA gets first call — and
always will. Suffice to say that a tremendous quantity of RCA Transmitting Tubes is being supplied
for a wide variety of defense needs. Meanwhile,
although the 1941 total of RCA Transmitting Tubes
supplied through our regular distribution channels
will exceed that of last year, there is a scarcity of
certain types. We know you will understand that
this is unavoidable. We know, too, that we can count
on your cooperation during these trying times —
just as we want our countless friends in all branches
of Radio to know that they can count on ours.

DEFENSE

FOR

/

RCA Transmitting Tube quality is being rigidly
maintained. RCA publications will be kept up-todate. Ham Tips for amateurs will be continued. New
data and construction material will be supplied.
Inquiries about RCA Tubes and their applications
will be answered promptly. Above all, research and
development work is continuing as never before.
Thus, although it may not always be
netWMDIT
BROUCUT
possible to supply the tubes you want
during the National Emergency, RCA is FromII
microphone
still on the job to help wherever and
whenever it can!

TRANSMITTING
RCA

ALL

TUBES

MANUFACTURING
CO., Inc., Camden,
A Service of The Radio Corporation of America • For Canadian
prices write to RCA Victor Company Limited, Montreal

N.

J.
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you
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will build

could

Christmas

give

is a series

programs

greater

that

sales

in 1942.

The

Staff

Another

WLS

Program

Coast-to-Coast

HARRIET HESTER
Kducational director
of ^^^:.S and Prairie
Fanner, Harriet Hester supervises "Ask
Young America" and
the
Time"of
series. "School
A graduate
Northern Illinois
State Teachers College, I rs. Hester
taught at Caledonia,
m., was supervisor
of rural music
in Winnebago County,
III.,
visiting insti'uctor at
Northwestern
University four years,
and is a member of
the Executive Committee inonIllinois.
Rural Education

on

Goes
NBC!

I HE National Broadcasting Company
has selected another* WLS feature
to be broadcast each week on its coastto-coast Blue network. The program is
"Ask Young America," one of our regular
"School Time" series, and will be conducted by Harriet Hester, WLS Educational Director, with Julian Bentley,
WLS News Editor, as moderator.
"Ask Young America" has been a oncea-week feature of WLS School Time for
the past two years. The complete School
Time series, broadcast five days a week,
is now in its seventh season, and last year
was part of the regular curriculum in
24,529 classrooms in 5,338 Mid-West
schools, listened to by 870,000 students.
WLS is justly proud of this further
recognition of our efforts to develop a
practical use of schoolroom radio and of
Mrs. Hester, who created and has so capably directed these activities.

JULIAN BENTLEY
Xews
of T\'L,SJulian
and
Prairieeditor
Farmer,
Bentley is moderator for
the
"Ask Young
America''of
program.
A graduate
Knox College, he is a
veteran news reporter,
linguist and writer of
national reputation.

* Foi eight years a full hour oi the weekly WLS National
Bam Dance has been an NBC Coast-to-Coast feature.

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STAT 1 O N
Management Affiliated With
KOY, Phoenix and /
The KOY,
ArizonaPhoenix
Network ^'
KTUC, Tucson
ksun, bisbee-douglas.
Represented by John Blair

BuRRiDGE D. Butler
President
Glenn
Snyder
Manager
AGO

r- .

Tou

can't
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cover

ONE

. . . and you can't cover them with one radio
station. This potential audience
Network

is so definitely grouped

of The Yankee
into markets

umbrella

in addition to coverage,
local stations provide
acceptance

Yankee

Network

the long-established

that is essential for results. Year-

that every one of the stations is necessary for

after-year renewals by leading national adver-

adequate

tisers tell a significant story of The Yankee

New

England

coverage.

This is a

m
ore important factor than ever before be-

Network's

consistent sales success. Get

cause population is at a peak in all industrial

facts about

centers, employment

in key markets

is up *30.5%

and pay-

rolls show an increase of *65.iyo over 1940,

make

more

the

effective radio promotion

of New

England

sales and merchandising

before you

plans for next

'^Source, New England Council

according to latest available reports.

year.
HE
Yankee
Network,
BOSTON,
1 BROOKLINE AVENUE
EDWARD
PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative
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• • • and the United Press wire 18 minutes later
carried the first eye-witness account — telephoned
from Honolulu while bombs still were falling — of the
first

air raid on Pearl Harbor.
in lightning succession followed scores of other firstnews bulletins from the more than 100 United Press
correspondents deployed over the entire Far East —
keeping United Press reports consistently ahead,

flash!

proving again that United Press provides "the world's
best coverage of the world's biggest news."

UNITED

PRESS

A

BIG

MAN

FOR

A

BIG

JOB"

—

mm

H
SalesDelco-Light
Promotion Manager,
Company
Sales Chevrolet
Promotion Motor
Manager,
Company
Advertising Manager,
Chevrolet Motor Company
Asst.
EasternSalesHalfManager
of U. S.,in Charge of
Pontiac Motor Company
Asst. Sales Manager in Charge of
Eastern Half of U. S. ,
Executive
Buick-Staff,
Olds -Pontiac

tr ■

Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Joined
Wrigkt-Sonovox, Inc.—
Dec., 1941

Presenting

R.

K.

WHITE,

our

new

General

Manager

Perhaps you recall our recent full page "want-ad"
in this space in Broadcasting, and in Advertising

Ewald Co., Inc. . . . Now we of Wright-Sonovox are
proud to announce that R. K. White is already on

Age, entitled "WANTED — a big man for a big
job". Mr. R. K. White answered that advertisement, and today he is the new General Manager of
Wright-Sonovox, Inc.
Ask any executive in the automobile industry, and
you will find that for twenty years R. K. White has
been one of the spark plugs in that hard-hitting,
fast -moving business. He figured prominently in the
development of Frigidaire. He was probably best
known to the broadcasting industry as advertising
manager of Chevrolet when he was responsible for

the job for "the greatest advance in entertainment
since the advent of talking pictures".
Those of you who have heard Sonovox on the air or
in pictures, already know the tremendous possibilities
of talking and singing sound, in radio. . . . With
our present staff of ten people, including writers,
production men, engineers and sound technicians,
new Sonovox effects are now being achieved which
are making one minute spots actual entertainment
for listeners. We are happy that you can now have
your Sonovox ideas interpreted and developed by

Chevrolet's huge transcription campaign. In recent
years he has been on the executive staff of Campbell-

a sales and merchandising expert of Mr. White's
calibre — a big man for your big job. Say when!

WRfGHT-SONOVOX,
180 N. MICHIGAN
FREE

& PETERS,

INC

AVE. . . . CHICAGO

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

CHICAGO: i8o N. MieMgan
NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave. DETROIT: New Cenltr B/Jg. SAN FRANCISCO: 117 5««*r
LOS ANGELES: 650 5. G™»</ ATLANTA : 322 PaWr
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4131
Trinity 2-8444
Sutter 4353
Vandike 0569
Main 5667
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War

fecting radio and the press. Outgoing communications are being
censored, both by the Navy and
on international shortwave broadcasts, through
the Office of the Coordinator of Information.

Country
Some

Changes Pend
AR TOOK on a new meane for radio last week as the
laole industry plunged headag into national emergency
Iteration and at once enilenched itself as the fourth
m of defense.
As soon as first word was flashed
Japan's surprise attack on Pearl
arbor Dec. 7, radio swung into
jtion, throwing regular schedules
ierboard to keep the whole nation
jvised of minute-to-minute develnnents. By the end of the week,
rth all networks and most stations
lerating around the clock, news
fiedules had been adjusted to least
tturb normal functions. But list!r interest reached record peaks
' ery hour of the day and night.
Plans All Ready
Following prearranged plans,
1 e Defense Communications
joard, headed by FCC Chairman
jinies Lawrence Fly, took over bete the emergency was an hour
{fl. The fruits of more than a year
! i planning promptly were realized,
i id much confusion and unrest
l^iich might have reached the hysl^a stage was averted.
' The brunt of operation in a war
onomy was felt on the Pacific
Ipast, from San Diego to Seattle
:(td as far east as Idaho, because
i : possible air attack. All stations
'ere silenced, particularly after
isk, in these areas, to prevent use
their carriers as "homing beans". Blackouts also were expericed momentarily in the East.
Prearranged plans all down the
le aff'ecting communications imediately became operative. The
my, charged ui;h control of doestic communications in wartime,
■iginated the orders for coastal
ackouts and station silencing
rough Corps Area Interceptor
mniands. Full instructions have
=en sent stations regarding opercing procedure.
|DCB became the supreme comlunications arbiter under an Exeutive Order signed last Wednesay by President Roosevelt, f ormalpowers granted him under
ection 606 of the Communications
.iROADCASTING

Progra

Harris & Ewing photo Tuesday night
"To all newspapers and radio stations — all those who reach
the eyes and ears of the American people — I say this:
You have a most grave responsibility to the nation now and
for the duration of this war.
If you feel that our Government is not disclosing enough
of the truth, ^ou have every right to say so.
But — in the absence of all the facts, as revealed by official
sources — you have no right in the ethics of patriotism to deal
out unconfirmed reports in such a way as to make people believe
they are gospel truth." — President Franklin D. Roosevelt, in an
address Dec. 9, 1941, one day following the Declaration of War.
Act. Chairman Fly promptly dispelled fears of drastic action by
pointing out that the order simply
delegated to the DCB certain authority already contained in Section 606, and that it "does not mean
that any general taking over or
operaton of private radio by the
Government is contemplated."
Pointing out that the step was
procedural, he said there is no
change in policy or plans; that it
has long been knovra that the milicertain communitary cations
may require
facilities in connection with
the national defense, and that
many of these needs already have
been arranged by agi-eement, primarily with communcations companies. He emphasized no censorship factor was involved.
In every quarter, the words of
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President Roosevelt, admonishing
radio and the press to avoid alarm
and rumor and to use caution and
judgment, were echoed. The bywords were "avoid rumor" and
"when in doubt, don't."
Chairman Fly expressed reasonable satisfaction last Friday with
overall developments. He reiterated
the need for caution and use of
editorial judgment. Every device
should be employed, he said, to
avoid a nationwide "case of jitters"
and pointed out that radio could
perform yeoman service in this
regard.
While the bugaboo of censorship repeatedly arose, it was
definitely established that aside
from military censorship at the
source, there is no intent to invoke purely internal censorship af-

Steps are being taken toward
formation of a war information
bureau, which would have functions which might be classified in
the censorship category. This work
in a measure now is being carried
on under J. Edgar Hoover, director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, but a permanent head
later will be selected.
High Spots of Week
Any forecast of the future, as
it pertains to radio, at this writing
is practically futile. As the first
week of war ended, these developments stood out:
(1) There is no disposition
to disturb commercial broadcast operations, save where Interceptor Commands order
total blackouts because of imminent air attack or where
martial law may be invoked
because of contingency.
(2) DCB is established as the
supreme radio command, subject to such orders as the
Army
give relative to
domesticmay
broadcasting.
(3) Orders to stations in
each area will come from Interceptor Commands, through
FCC liaison, established in
some areas and later to be expanded probably to cover all
key areas.
(4) eredPlans
considto reduceare tobeing
a minimum
the necessity of silencing stations, probably through adaptation of the British system of
"de-homing" broadcast signals
by scrambling assignments,
staggeringmeans.
power or other
technical
(5) Encouragement is being
given to restoration of news
broadcasts on regular schedule, to avoid disruption of
normal operations.
(6) Program sponsors do
not plan curtailment of schedules, the overall view being
that disruptions are only temporary and that virtually normal operations will be restored
after the flush of the early
days of war.
(7) There is no immediate
Page
disposition to call a halt to
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normal regulatory pursuits,
though events of the next few
weeks may result in deviations
from normal peace-time activities.
(8) There is no immediate
intention of freezing station assignments, permanently
silencing any stations, or of
increasing or reducing power.
(9) Existing construction
permits for new facilities retain their present status, but
shortage of materials and
other factors may result in
action to suspend certain
grants. In areas where facilities are needed for defense purposes, however, construction
will be expedited.
The highly important Executive
Oi'der, delegating to DCB Section
606 functions of the President, provoked considerable concern until
Chairman Fly allayed industry
qualms. Section 606 empowers the
President to commandeer any and
all communications facilities which
may be required for war use, with
reasonable compensation. DCB was
given all of these functions.
Members of this all-important
board, created Sept. 24, 1940, are,
in addition to Chairman Fly, Rear
Adm. Leigh Noyes, director of
Naval Communications; Breckenridge Long, Assistant Secretary of
State; Herbert E. Gaston, Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury; Maj.
Gen. Dawson Olmstead, Chief Signal Officer.
DCB and Programming
Some concern was evinced over
Paragraph 4 of the order (see text
on page 12) which specifies that
every department and agency of
Government shall submit to DCB
at such time and in such manner
as the board may prescribe "full
information with respect to all use
made or proposed to be made of
any radio station j or facility and
of any supervision, control, inspection or closure which has been or
is
proposed
to be effected" under
the order.
Some observers read out of this
clause the possible delegation to
the board of the function of clearing Government radio programs,
but Chairman Fly told Broadcasting last Friday there was no such
ihtent although the paragraph
might possibly be susceptible of
that interpretation. He said it was
the intention of DCB and the FCC
to "keep out of the whole programming field."
Means of complying with blackout orders, which proved a knotty
problem at the outset of hostilities,
were being devised by responsible
authorities. The Interceptor Commands, under the procedure already
established, give the orders for
silencing of stations. Arrangements
whereby a key station in each area
is designated to serve as the bellwether precipitated efforts on the
part of broadcasters to procure
that designation. As a practical
purpose, it appeared likely that the
station with maximum coverage
would be designated. This was
viewed as the most expedient basis.
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Suggestions also arose that coordinating committees of broadcasters be named in each area to
handle war activities. This plan,
however, has not yet crystallized.
Speculation over prospective alterations in station assignments
was viewed as premature. Many
plans have been discussed by DCB,
it was pointed out, but until the
exigencies develop, no steps will
be taken. Every effort is being
made to disturb in the least possible way normal broadcast operations.
Creation of a separate agency
to coordinate war censorship was
deemed likely. Postmaster General
Walker is heading an interdepartmental committee studying the censorship coordination plan with representatives ofWar, Navy, State,
Justice, Treasury and the FCC as
members. FBI Director Hoover, now
serving temporarily, may be the
head of the new agency.
Irresponsible reports that the
Government promptly would place
censorship in each broadcast station were quickly squelched. The
overall plan does not embrace
domestic censorship at all, it was
pointed out, except that which is
imposed at the source by the military establishment. There was none
during the last war. All operations,
however, will be under surveillance
as a precautionary measure, to
avoid espionage or subversive activity.
On the purely programming end,
thought has centered around creation of a program clearing house,
through which would be funnelled
all Government war programs.
Archibald MacLeish, Librarian of
Congress and Director of the Office
of Facts & Figures, is presiding
over a committee dealing with all
Government information activities.

CBS,

ARTIST
TO

WHEN SPOTS ARE HOT, Cecil
Brown, of CBS, is likely to be
around.
He hadexperiences
one of theMonday
war's
most dramatic
aboard the H.M.S. Repulse when
the British battleship was sunk.
His thrilling account included all
the details of his leap overboard
into the oily sea and subsequent
rescue by a destroyer. Aged 33, he
has been in Rome, Balkans, Middle
East and Singapore for CBS. Monday morning, before leaving on the
ill-fated battleship, he cabled "Outtowning
This photofour
was days.
taken Swell
earlier story."
in the
year while he was in Egypt.
The key White House official in
charge of Government information
is Lowell Mellett, one of the six assistants to the President. Mr. Mellett also is director of the Office of
Government Reports.
Creation of a committee, jointly
headed by Messrs. MacLeish and
Mellett, was foreseen as a possible
overall information organization,
entirely divorced from the CensorshipanceBureau,
through which
clearof Government
programs
might also be handled.

UMT
GROUP

SOLD
AT

iVB

SALE OF NBC's concert and t:
ent divisions, including its wholl
owned subsidiary Civic Concc
Service Inc., to four veteran Nl!
executives — Alfred H. Mortt
vice-president in charge of tele
sion; D. S. Tuthill, assistant ma
ager of the program and tak
sales division ; O. 0. Bottorff , pre
dent of Civic Concert Service, a
Marks Levine, recently appoint
managing director of the networ>
concert division — was announc
Fridayof by
dent
NBC.Niles Trammell, preForming a new company, Iv,
tional Concert & Artists Corwhich will have headquarters
711 Fifth Ave., New York,
branch offices in Chicago, Hoi
wood and San Francisco, these (
ecutives will resign from NBC
of Jan. 1, 1942, day the sale
comes effective. In the new seti
Mr. Tuthill will be manager of 1
popular division; Mr. Levine v
head the concert department; J
Bottorff continues as president '
Civic Concert Service and Mr. Mi
ton becomes chairman of the bo£
of CCS, which becomes a subsidi^
of the new corporation.
Mr. Trammell expressed a bel
that
"the new
company even
will be'
a position
to perform
mi:
valuable personal service" to th^
"particularly as no substant
changes are contemplated in
personnel who have served so Id
and faithfully." D. L. Cornetet,
cently elected vice-president
CCS, will remain in charge of
Chicago office. Samuel L. Ross,
important
of NBC's
tist Bureauexecutive
since 1925,
will i1
secretary and treasurer. I
Noran E. Kersta, assistant I
Mr. Morton, will become manai
of NBC's television department]
Jan. 1, 1942.

Get
Court
Postponemenj
were filed
counter-affidavits to be filed by Jan. The documents
Arguments Deferred to 5 and reply affidavits or briefs by Emanuel Dannett, New York coij
Jan. 10 — two days before the ar- sel for MBS, and Louis G. Cs
Jan. 12 by Federal
Tribunal
guments on the motions. A Su- well, Hammond E. Chaff etz, D aid C. Beelar and Percy H. Rus; 1
preme Court appeal is indicated
Jr.,
Washington counsel for Ml .
either
way.
Arguments
were
heard
AN ELEVENTH-HOUR request
In his 100-page affidavit, I .
for postponement of arguments on last Friday by all three members
Weber held that the contentions f
the FCC's chain-monopoly regula- of the court — Circuit Judge
NBC and CBS that the regulati. s
Learned
Hand,
and
District
Judges
tions made to the statutory threeHenry W. Goddard and John would "destroy the present str judge court in New York was
granted last Friday on petition of Bright.
ture of network broadcastii ''
CBS. The arguments were postin his judgment, "absurd i
The FCC's position has been that were,
the case was so far along there view of the known and dispu.l
poned from Dec. 15 to Jan. 12.
The CBS motion, argued in appeared to be no justification of facts". He contended that "irre
chambers, was strongly resisted by holding up arguments on its plea rable injury" would be done M J
for dismissal or summary judgment
the FCC through Government
through maintenance of "resti
counsel and by MBS, which sup- or on the petitions of NBC and
fiveThecontracts".
Barroll affidavit incorp
CBS
for
temporary
injunctions
ported the FCC position throughout. NBC joined in the CBS plea, [Broadcasting, Dec. 18].
ated an exchange of letters betw'
Meanwhile, filing of briefs with William S. Hedges and the WF
which was based largely upon the
the court likewise was held up, affidavit relating to the loss of I
recent retention of Charles Evans
Hughes Jr. as trial counsel, and save in the case of MBS. It filed a Network affiliation by the Ba
upon his unfamiliarity with the number of pleadings last week, in- more outlet to WBAL. Mr. Ban
cluding its detailed brief, which contended irreparable injury wo
three-year-old proceedings. Morewas served the court last Friday. result to his station from a stay
over, the war situation presumably
had a bearing.
This supplemented affidavits of the Commission regulations
only on future business but on so
Fred Weber, MBS general manBriefs by Dec. 29
ager, and Hope H. BarroU Jr., ex- $50,000 of existing network bi
ness. The same losses would ap
The three- judge court, in authorecutive vice-president of WFBR,
izing the postponement, also or- Baltimore, in opposition to the equally to other MBS affiliates,
dered briefs to be filed by Dec. 29, preliminary
contended.
injunction motions.
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i

kttack
fews

Finds

Organizations

Action

to Keep

Slip

Nation

Network
Quickly
Informed

Into

News

Setups
Ready
Far East news authority, from
Los Angeles; Paul Schubert, naval
authority from New York; Fulton
Happened Here
PICKUP from Manila, schedLewis jr., Walter Compton, Frank
uled by NBC for inclusion in
Blair, Richard Eaton, from Washthe Treasury Hour broadcast
ington; Cedric Foster from BosTuesday failed to come
ton, and B. S. Bercovici, from
Rochester.
through on schedule, not because of censorship or any
other military reason, not beMutual's representative in Mancause of any trouble with
ila, Royal Arch Gunnison, was
communications between the
heard three times on Sunday, and
Philippines and Continental
Elizabeth Wayne, from Batavia,
United States, but due to an
Dutch East Indies, once. Vincent
unromantic line break beSheean, foreign correspondent just
tween San Francisco, where
returned from the Far East and
the shortwave signal was received, and Hollywood, where
Claire Boothe, playwright and journalist, were interviewed in New
the program was being fed
to the rest of the network.
York by Dave Driscoll in a special
broadcast on Sunday.

le'

J-IMEDIATELY following announcement last Sunday after^ijjon that Japanese airmen had attacked American possessions
the Pacific Ocean, the networks swung- smoothly into 24f!^ur wartime operation with a minimum of confusion.
The rehearsals in crisis coverage gained during the nerve^cking days of the Austrian anschluss, the Munich crisis and
e Nazi march into Poland,
.
rved to send personnel to the station, who said that he had
no microphone at hand as the
eir places in a broadcasting
studios were two floors away.
Feldman said to leave that to
i'J'jachine
gearedoperation.
to slip easily
Ito wartime
New
York and, with urgent inFlash at Game
structions to Thurston to keep the
WOR, New York, at 2:26 p.m. circuit open by talking continuno matter what he said, dent with the Cabinet and his miliut SST) Sunday interrupted its de- Feldmanously, dashed
out of the news
ription of the Dodger-Giant pro- room and up the stairs to NBC
tary advisors, their voices coming
a;; jssional football game to read a
through
the air above a background
master control. The engineers
ideit /pited Press flash of the Japanese
of excited conversation and typing,
tack on Pearl Harbor. Two min- started shifting patchcords to plug the networks specialized in news
the phone circuit into the two NBC
es later the news was broadcast
news analysis throughout the
networks; Feldman, back at his and
iross the country by the full NBCremainder
of the day and night.
desk, ordered the San Francisco
and Blue networks.
Established schedules were
overseas
telephone
operator
to
keep
ICBS inserted the announcement
scrapped and new ones, on a 24the circuit open, and at 4:06 Mr. hour-a-day
basis, set up.
Thurston was on the air.
ju^to the 2:30 station -break precedHigh spot of the MBS Sunday
t5ti;j|gy this
network's
-hourroundSunLine Commandeered
afternoon
worldhalfnews
broadcasts was the report of Royal
in ib, which was hastily reorganized,
Arch Gunnison from Manila of the
Two minutes later, the American
so Bob Trout was told over the cue public heard the operator break landing of Japanese parachute
le about the bombing and menin to commandeer the circuit for troops in the Philippines, which
oned it during his London roundan urgent military message. But was front-paged on Monday mornMaj. George Fielding Eliot, Feldman, hot on the trail of the
newspapers with full credit.
BS military expert, discussed world's big news story of the day, Anothering'sMutual
scoop for that day
rategic aspects of the attack. immediately asked for another cir- was the presence of DonaW N«lMeanwhile John Daly reported on
cuit and at 4:46 KGU delivered
son, SPAB head, on the OEM's
lephone conversation with KGMB,
a six-minute eyewitness report of Keep 'Em Rolling program, first
onolulu, and a pickup from Manbroadcast by any high Government
America's first battle with Japan.
jentllla was cut during the broadcast.
Ruthlessly interrupting or can- official since the Japanese attack,
I!At once the sleepy Sunday atcelling commercial programs to which compensated for the loss of
the OPA chief, Leon Henderson,
— - osphere of network headquarters
bring news of later developments
ime to life. At 2:45 NBC rang from the Pacific Coast, or from scheduled speaker, who rushed
to Washington when the war
i|| j)ur chimes in place of the usual Washington, where radio reporters back
^li'iree, notice to all NBC executives
brought their microphones into the broke out.
nd members of the news and press White House newsroom to report
battery of newscasters
apartments to contact their oiRces on the conferences of the Presi- wasMutual's
headed by John B. Hughes,
: nmediately. The other networks
[ tilized their own private signals
7, I jnd by 3 o'clock the skeleton SunEiiijay staffs began to receive reinjrcements that soon swelled their
jrces to larger-than-normal pro:ioii;||.^ortions.
liafcU Typical of the methods employed
' y a trained radio newsman was the
ay in which Art Feldman, special
Wiiiivents supervisor of NBC, brought
i-iit*o American listeners the first war
ews direct from Honolulu. Hearl- ■^g the flash at home, he phoned
resirJBC's operator at Radio City to
I'lace calls for Honolulu and Manj„jijJila and then got the network's traf-j,^^ c division from whom he ordered
i^iadio facilities between these isand cities and the NBC networks,
jjifor any time after 3 p.m.
z He then grabbed a cab for his
4fRce, arriving not long before his UNDER Japanese bombs is Bert Silen, left, manager of KZRH and
KZRC, Manila, and NBC reporter in that war capital. He is shown with
lall was completed to KGU, Honolulu. Feldman said he wanted an
President Manuel Quezon, during a recent broadcast. Mr. Silen's graphic
description of a Japanese air raid on the Philippine capital was heard
immediate news report on the throughout
the United States Dec. 8. Speaking from a dugout he brought
l^fiiombing of the city, the naval base
the first word of the Jap attack to the United States. A native of Marietta,
ind the airfield. "The voice at the O., and a graduate of Stanford U, Mr. Silen went to the Philippines in
'ther end identified itself as Lor1928. MBS is represented in Manila by Royal Arch Gunnison and CBS
l"in P. Thurston, chief executive of by Ford Wilkins and Thomas Worthens.
Broadcasting
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Commercials Cancelled
At CBS in New York, William
L. Shirer read the bulletins as
they came in during the early evening, cancelling his General Foods
commercials, and at 6:30 p.m. CBS
killed the first quarter-hour of
Wrigley's Gene Autry broadcast
for news from New York and London. More news from John Daly in
New York and Ed Murrow in
Washington was followed by a
round-up of reports by military
experts in the United States ■ and
correspondents in Manila and London, for which the Lipton Tea
program was scuttled.
Elmer Davis did his regular
news T«undup at 8:55-9, and at
10:30 CBS began a broadcast of
news from North and South America and Europe which lasted until
1 a.m. In addition to the regular
CBS correspondents, the broadcast
included talks by Dorothy Thompson and Arthur Menken and a
roundup of editorials in leading
newspapers.
After bringing its audience reports by Bert Silen in Manila,
Sidney Albright in Batavia, John S.
Young in Singapore, Harrison Forman in Hongkong, Ed Mackay in
Shanghai and Mel Jacoby in
Chungking, NBC wound up its
Sunday schedule with a commentators' roundtable, presenting William Hillman, Max Jordan and H.
V. Kaltenborn from New York;
Wilfred Fleisher, Morgan Beatty
and Ernest K. Lindley from Washington; Edward Tomlinson from
Chicago
Francisco.and Upton Close from San
At midnight when that broadcast
ended, NBC started a Latin American round-up with Everett A. Bowman from Buenos Aires, Peter
Brennan from Panama,' Sr. Carrera
from Rio de Janeiro, a staff announcer at XEW, Mexico City, Bert
Silen from Manila and Fred Bate
from London.
All networks kept on through
the night, as they have each night
since, interspersing musical programs with frequent news bulletins. On Monday they all carried
the President's message to Con{Continued on page 60)
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West
Blackout

Coast
of Radio

Daily Event
On Pacific
PACIFIC COAST stations, first to
feel the air bans incidental to possible attack by enemy planes, have
developed an emergency operation
schedule through cooperation with
the FCC and the 4th Interceptor
Command.
Stations up and down the entire
Pacific area were ordered silent
every night through Friday following the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor.
The first complete radio blackout came the evening of Dec. 8
when stations in California, Washington, Oregon and Idaho went off
the air in compliance with an
Army order. Although there was
no official explanation, it was
feared that transmitters would
serve as homing beacons for enemy
planes. Pacific Northwest stations
left the air about 5 p. m., with
KIRO, 50-kw. CBS outlet in Seattle,
remaining in operation for Army
and Navy instruction only. San
Francisco stations were silent for
more than three hours after leaving the air shortly after 6 p. m.,
with others in Southern California
following at 7 p. m.
Flashes Allowed
During these first hours of
silence, stations were allowed to
carry one-minute news flashes
every quarter-hour up to midnight.
This "blackout" was relieved at
9:30 a. m. Tuesday, when fiveminute newscasts every half-hour
were permitted, continuing on this
basis until 12:34 p. m. when networks and independent stations resumed normal operation after 19%
hours of complete or partial silence.
On Dec. 10 stations were off from
3 a. m. to 7:29 a. m. and a second
timfe from 12:20 p. m. to 1:05 p. m.
Stagfe-ered schedules of radio silence
were ordered Thursday and Friday.
. Additional radio blackouts will
be required, not only to prevent
enemy planes from locating objectives, but also to help local monitoring stations locate the enemy, it
was stated. When stations are silent except at infrequent brief intervalSj enemy aircraft attempting
•t© 'fix the source of signals have
"plenty of time to drift about and
lose
the direction again", experts
declared.
Under the operating plan developed for West Coast stations, the
highest-powered station on the lowest wavelength has been designated in each territory as a beacon
station, and all other facilities
monitor that station. When the
beacon station announces that all
stations are to leave the air, they
are to do so immediately, with
similar instructions from the key
station controlling and coordinating return to the air.
Page 10 • December
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Go

With outbreak of hostilities,
John Swallow, NBC Western Division program director, was advised
by A. A. Schechter, NBC news and
special events director, that NBC
would operate on a flash basis, with
war news taking precedence over
all programs. CBS, Don Lee, and
independent stations operate under a similar plan. Without cancelling network commercial originations to the East, networks as
well as independent stations on the
West Coast kept the public informed on new developments daily
during the week, cutting into shows
where necessary.
Far East Pickups
Attempting to give complete coverage as possible, networks are
concentrating on Far East shortwave activity. All three networks
have lines into the RCA shortwave
station at Point Reyes, Cal. Although relays from Hawaii were
cancelled early in the week by military order, pickups from Manila
were handled by KSFO and KFRC,
San Francisco, for CBS and MBSDon Lee, respectively. William
Winter broadcast from KSFO,
with Upton Close, NBC commentator, on duty at KPO, San Francisco NBC outlet.
Fox Case, CBS Pacific Coast special events director, was ordered
to San Francisco by Paul White,

RADIO'S

FIRST

BROADCASTING, entering its
first war, came through the first
week with the praise of an appreciative public for a workmanlike job
of audible journalism and public
service.
Since the second when teletype
machines spelled out the first flash
the broadcasting industry has been
on its toes from executive to office
boy. As if on order, practically
every station in the country went
on 24-hour service, liaison with
civilian defense authorities was established, staffs were augmented,
guards thrown around transmitters, the profit motive went out the
window and radio dug in for the
duration.
Pearl Heirbor Bombing
The First High Spot
Despite the all-round good performance, certain things stood out.
In chronological order those that
must have stuck in the public mind
were the vivid description from
KGU, Honolulu, of the bombing of
Pearl Harbor; KZRH Manager
Bert Silen's broadcast of the bombing ofmatic
Manila,
Brown's of draaccount ofCecil
the sinking
the
Repulse and Priyice of Wales.
But withal broadcasting has undergone achange in those last seven
days, the effect of which is just beginning to be noticed. There's more
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KPO

Wartime

Proctor

KPO, San Francisco, was
made proctor of stations in
the territory of the Fourth
Interceptor Command, U. S.
Army, according to an announcement last Tuesday. Interceptor command, headed
by Brigadier Gen. William
Ord Ryan, Presidio, San
Francisco, notified stations to
keep tuned to KPO and when
an air raid warning would be
given they were to shut down
immediately with that station. They were ordered to
resume operation only when
KPO did. Army, with jurisdiction over domestic broadcasting stations, stated that
so far no steps had been
taken to censor radio newscasts,order.
other than .the shutdown
CBS director of public affairs, to
coordinate shortwave news coming
to San Francisco from the Far
East. Bill Slocum, CBS New York
special events director, also was
in San Francisco to supervise coverage on the West Coast.
Ken Fry, NBC Chicago special
events director, was sent to the
Coast to take charge of all Pacific Coast war newscasts being received via NBC's Hollywood shortwave listening post and other

WEEK

OE

sources. All listening post repoi
were available to the wire servic
and working press, with NBC s(
ting up a special press room f
their convenience.
Although no official censor boa
had been established by mid-we
for regular radio newscasts, si
cial request was made by the Arr
and Navy that networks and st
tions eliminate specific news
value to the enemy. Networ
censorship.imposed a voluntary se
promptly
Although the international cri
hit home on the Pacific Coast wi
overpowering surprise, netwo
and
didri|r
lose aindependent
moment in stations
setting up
protections against possible sab
age of broadcast facilities. Am
detectives and police were put
duty within studios, as well
around transmitters, at Kl
KECA, KHJ, KNX, KMI
KFWB, KMTR, KFVD, KRI
and other Southern California s
tions.
In addition, sandbags have hi
stacked around the CBS transn
ter at Torrance, Cal., as a prot
tion against any eventuality. N!
is camouflaging the aluminum n
of its studio building and install]
blackout curtains, as well as boa
ing up its main lobby master c
{Continued on page 59)

WARTIME

martial music. Government announcements- are increasing, and
some material, especially in newscasts, will be taboo.
President Roosevelt's speech
Tuesday night in which he summed
up broadcastingsponsibilitieand
res (se pagethe 7)press'
and his
request at his Friday press conference that no long casualty lists be
publicized (see "Friday" story)
were the two outstanding weathervanes of the new broadcasting era.
Following is a day-by-day chronicle of broadcasting's first week of
war:
SUNDAY
The Japanese attack Dec. 7
found radio in Washington surprised but quickly ready for action. First news of the attack
came from the White House itself
when President Roosevelt telephoned his press secretary Stephen
T. Early at the latter's home. Mr.
Early called the three press associations on a conference tie-up and
broke the news. Following this he
informed the offices of the three
major networks but they already
had the information from the press
services.
BROADCASTING

Bam

OPERATION

In Washington
staffs wi
quickly summoned and the Sts
War and Navy departments
well as the White House were c
ered with newsmen. In the lat
case, permission was granted :
the first time for radiomen to
up equipment and broadcast fr
the White House press room
the Executive offices.
NBC assigned Baukhage,
Washington commentator, to t
post; CBS had Eric Sevareid c
ering developments there, wI
Fulton Lewis jr., covered for Ml
WINX, Washington, also cove:
the White House. All news
leased in Washington clea]
through Mr. Early, who receii
it direct from the President hi
self. The latter procedure grea
simplified coverage for the n
works, centralizing the handli
of all announcements of the ,
tack and damage.
A short time after the first fi£
was received President David S
noff of RCA wired Mr. Roosev(
promising the cooperation of RC^
affiliated companies and placi
their facilities at the disposal i
the President.
I
Alfred J. McCosker, chairms
of the MBS board, W. E. Macfi
lane, president, and Lewis AI
Weiss, vice-president, wired Cha|
(Continued on page 61)
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''Folks, this is my first opportunity to greet so many
people at one time in Baltimore and the Central
Atlantic States. It's possible only because the little
WBAL man has let me use his new 50,000 watt,
Red Network station. So, through 'One of America's
Great Radio Stations', i say to one and all —
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War

Not

Cutting

Plans of Sponsors
But They Are Waiting for a
More Stabilized Situation
THERE will be no curtailing of
present advertising due to war
conditions, a telephone survey by
Broadcasting among the leadingadvertising agencies in New York
last week indicated. Still trying to
gain their bearngs after the first
hectic week of hostilities played
havoc with broadcasting schedules,
advertisers and agencies have not
yet had a chance to form any definite policies to cope with conditions, but to the last have indicated
a willingness to recognize and play
along with conditions.
Back of this philosophical acceptance was the unanimous expression that the primary purpose
of radio is to serve the public welfare. "We recognize the problems
the networks are facing", one
agency executive said, "and we are
standing by. The people the country over are sitting tight by their
radio sets for the latest news developments, and networks are trying to serve them as faithfully as
possible. Naturally there are many
program changes and interruptions. We recognize this and are
only too glad to help them." This
opinion was voiced by practically
all agencies contacted.
Policy on Rebates
Asked what line they would follow in seeking redress for unfulfilled commitments, most indicated
they expected the "usual rebates",
but would not press the issue until
conditions become more stabilized.
Some of those questioned reported
that things happened so fast that
they haven't had time to go into
the problem, while others stated
they are conducting a survey
among stations to see just how
extensive the interruptions were.
Station representatives have contacted some of the agencies and
asked permission to place unfilled
spot announcements and programs
at the first opportunity after the
missed period. While accepting the
condition, some executives stated
that acceptance would not be unconditional, since they wanted to
have some assurance that these
spots were desirable.
Questioned as to whether any
of their clients sponsoring dramatic shows contemplate any
changes, since interruptions to this
type of program practically destroy their dramatic value, all except one answered negatively. That
single agency replied that it had
been in contact with one of its
clients discussing just such a possibility. Talks were still nebulous
and they had nothing definite to
I'eport.
There was a general feeling that
most of the disruptions were only
temporary and that after a simmering off period, broadcasting
would return to a moderate status
quo.
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TOP COMMUNICATIONS BODY during wartime in
the United States is the Defense Communications
Board, set up Sept. 24, 1940, by President Roosevelt.
Pictured here at its first meeting, Oct. 10, 1940, are
four of the original five appointees. The fifth original
member, Maj. Gen. Joseph O. Mauborgne, retired, has been succeeded by Maj. Gen. Dawson OlmPresident

Issues

Following is the full text of the
Executive Order signed by President Roosevelt last Wednesday
(Dec. 10) transferring to the Defense Communications Board functions vested in the President under
Section 606 of the Federal Communications Act:
WHEREAS The Senate and
House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled have declared that
a state of war exists between the
United States and the Imperial
Japanese Government;
AND WHEREAS Section 606 of
the Communications Act of 1934
(48 Stat. 1104; U.S.C., title 47,
sec. 606 ) authorizes the President
under such circumstances to cause
the closing of any radio station
and the removal therefrom of its
apparatus and equipment, and to
authorize the use or control of any
such station and / or its apparatus
and equipment by any agency of
the Government under such regulations as the President may prescribe upon just compensation to
the owners, and further authorizes
him to direct that communications
essential to the national defense
and security shall have preference
or priority;
AND WHEREAS It is necessary
to insure the national defense and
the successful conduct of the war
that the Government of the United
States shall take over, operate, and
have use or possession of certain
radio stations or parts thereof
within the jurisdiction of the United States, and shall inspect, supervise, control or close other radio
stations or parts thereof within
the jurisdiction of the United
States, and that there should be
priority with respect to the transmission of certain communications
by wire or radio;
NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of authority vested in me under
the Constitution of the United
States and under the aforementioned joint resolution of Congress
dated December 8, 1941, and under
the provisions of the aforementioned Section 606 of the Communications Act of 1934, I hereby
prescribe that from and after this
date the Defense Communications
Board created by the Executive
Order of September 24, 1940 (hereinafter referred to as the Board)
shall exercise the power and authority vested in me by Section 606
of the Communications Act of 1934

15. 1941

stead, Army Chief Signal Officer, not in pictui
Around the conference table are (1 to r) Rear Admir
Leigh Noyes, Director of Naval Communications; FC
and DCB Chairman James Lawrence Fly; Herbert
Gaston, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury; Brec
enridge Long, Assistant Secretary of State. DCB n(.
is operating on an hour-to-hour basis.

Executive

Order

pursuant to and under the following regulations
1. The Board shall detei'mine
and prepare plans for the allocation of such portions of governmental and non-governmental radio facilities as may be required to
meet the needs of the armed forces,
due consideration being given to
the needs of other governmental
agencies, of industry, and of other
civilian activities.
2. The Board shall, if the national security and defense and the
successful conduct of the war so
demand, designate specific radio
stations and facilities or portions
thereof for the use, control, supervision, inspection or closure by the
Department of War, Department
of Navy or other agency of the
United States Government.
3. The Board shall, if the national security and defense and
the successful conduct of the war
so demand, prescribe classes and
types of radio stations and facilities or portions thereof which shall
be subject to use, control, supervision, cordance
inspection
closure, in acwith suchor prescription,
by
the Department of War, Department of Navy or other agency of
the United States Government designated by the Board.
4. Every department and independent agency of the government
shall submit to the Defense Communications Board, at such time
and in such manner as the Board
may prescribe, full information
with respect to all use made or
proposed to be made of any radio
station or facility and of any supervision, control, inspection or
closure which has been or is proposed to be effected pursuant to
paragraph 3 hereof.
5. No radio station or facility
shall be taken over and operated in
whole or in part or subjected to
governmental supervision, control
or closure unless such action is
essential to national defense and
security and the successful conduct
of the war. So far as possible, action taken pursuant to this Order
shall not interfere with the procurement needs of civilian governmental agencies, the normal functioning of industry or the maintenance of civilian morale.
6. Until and except so far as
said Board shall otherwise provide,
the owners, managers, boards of
directors, receivers, officers and
employees of the radio stations
BROADCASTING

on

Radi<

shall continue the operation there
in the usual and ordinary coui
of business, in the names of thi
respective companies, associatio:
organizations, owners or manage
as the case may be.
7. The head of any departm<
or agency which uses or contr
any radio station pursuant to
terms of this Order shall ascerti
the just compensation for the
or control of such radio station a
recommend such just compensat:
in each such case to the Presid(
for approval and action by him
accordance with the provisions
subsection (4) of Section 606
the Communications Act of IS
(U.S.C., title 47, sec. 606 (d))
8. By subsequent order of
Board, the use, control, or supei
sion of any radio station or fac
ty or class or type thereof assun
under the provisions of this Or
may be relinquished in whole or
part to the owners thereof and £
restrictions placed on any ra
station or facility pursuant her
may be removed in whole or
9. The Board is hereby desigr
ed, in accordance with the pre
sions of Section 606 (a) of
Communications
Act of 1934,
part.
make such arrangements as may_
necessary in order to insure tj
communications
essential
national defense and
securityto si ■ I
have preference or priority w i
any carrier subject to the C<
munications
Act of 1934.
Board may issue any regulat n
which may be necessary to
complish this purpose.
10. All terms herein used si 11
have the meanings ascribad to s h
terms in Section 3, as amended f
the Communications Act of 19:
11. All regulations of gent
applicability issued by the Set
tary of War, the Secretary of e
Navy, or any other governmei J
agency under these Presiden J
regulations shall be published n
the Federal Register.
FRANKLIN

D. ROOSEVE
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Dec. players
11 on Mutual,
mote
iiiekups
from
the
collefces of *
t'e.-itures.
selected f;ri(l heroes. The sportscas 'S
have been i)olled hy Tom Slater. ,itual coordinator of sports and sp' il
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-iVpplc markets, too, must be picked off at just the ripe mo;nt . . . when local price and commodity conditions insure volume
es at a profit. That's why the Washington State Apple Commission
pends on Spot Radio. They have seen the speedy effectiveness with
lich this powerful medium stimulates carload sales . . . through adver-

'SPr

ing aired on the best stations ... in specifically selected markets . . .
^precisely chosen times. And, best of all, flexible Spot Radio, by doing
■fccessfiilly its immediate task, has furthered the Commission's longige objective: the profitable extension of a once-short selling season.
your business, too, the major advertising problem is simply the sum of numer< variable local problems . . . eacif of which can be most effectively, most
'cienlly solved with specially directed, precisely timed and intelligently placed
3l Broadcasts. Ask a John Blair man!
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In New
York City
Conference
Called to Solve
Problems in First Alarm
NEW YORK CITY'S first air raid
alarms last Tuesday afternoon
found the city's broadcasters doing
their part in keeping the public
"informed but not alarmed". But
in the face of frequently conflicting
reports considerably at variance in
the way in which they carried out
that difficult task.
Several broadcasters have requested that a meeting be arranged
with officials of the military and
civil defense programs and it is understood that such a meeting will
probably be called as soon as
Mayor LaGuardia, who is head of
civilian defense, returns from the
Pacific Coast.
Warnings Carried
WOR reported it broadcast warnings of the air raid alerts and the
subsequent "all clear" signals requested bythe police department as
well as some 30 press service bulletins. The station put a siren on the
air to supplement the sirens of police and fire trucks.
NBC broadcast only the official
police warning to air raid wardens
to be on the alert on its New York
stations. WABC, CBS outlet in
New York, also treated the affair
as a rehearsal.
WNYC, New York's municipal
station, acted as a clearing house
for official news, phoning other stations of each official bulletin. This
was temporary expedient, the station explained.
Joseph Lang, general manager
of WHOM, Jersey City, and chairman of the NAB foreign language
committee, on Thursday wired all
foreign language stations in the
metropolitan area, notfyng them
that until a permanent coordinator
has been named, arrangements
have been made with Morris Novik,
manager of WNYC, to notify the
stations regarding air raid signals
and other emergency announcements.

AAAA
Midwest Group
Studies Radio Problems
CENTRAL COUNCIL of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
held a one-day closed "condensed
convention"
in Chicago at the last
LakeThursday
Shore Athletic
Club. Radio group meeting headed
by R. J. Scott of Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago, heard a talk on television by Bill Eddy, director of
Balaban & Katz television station,
W9XBK, who explained the operation, problems, and new developments in television.
The group also discussed FCC
regulations regarding network
operations, the latest AFRA rulings, and the differential between
the local and national rate structures of stations. Although the subject of 2% cash discounts was also
discussed, no joint action was taken.
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ISEW IT&T SERIES
TO BE EXTENDEl
REVERSING the usual procedui
International Telephone & T -1
graph Corp., New York, has sti i
ed a quarter-hour daily progia
on WJSV, Washington, which v
bring to the United States a dai
period of news about Lat
America, gathered by the Unit
Press bureaus throughout Sou
and
Indies.Central America and the W(
Company, which operates mo
than half of the telephones sou
of the United States and the prin.
pal cable system between t
Americas, is presenting the rj(
series in the interest of int<
American understanding, with c
idea that it is just as important t
us to know about the daily life a
culture of the Latin Americans
it is for them to know about us.
Plans are now under way for i
extension of the series to ot?
cities. Agency is Marshalk & Pra
New York

DR. FRANK CONRAD, 67, Father
of Broadcasting, is dead.
The end came to the noted Westinghouse assistant chief engineer
just as he was watching the
medium he had pioneered launch
its great effort to help bring the
world out of tyrannical domination.
A heart attack suffered Nov. 6
while driving to Miami, Fla., from
Pittsburgh had placed him under a
physician's
careN.atVenetian
his MiamiWay.
winter home, 1277
Funeral services were to be held
from his Pittsburgh home Monday,
Dec. 15. Survivors include his
widow, Mrs. Flora Selheimer Conrad; two sons, Francis H., of New
York, connected with Edward Petry
& Co., and Crawford, of Pittsburgh; a daughter, Mrs. Edwin
Durham of Massillon, 0.
Few in the industry knew the
assistant chief engineer of Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. was
ill, his death coming as a shock to
his thousands of friends in radio
and affiliated lines.
Handy Witli Tools
Born May 4, 1874, in Pittsburgh,
Dr. Conrad was the son of a railroad mechanic who scoffed at
schooling and believed in the handicrafts. When young Crawford finished seventh grade at the Starrett
Grammar School in Pittsburgh, he
showed a knack with tools and secured employment in October, 1890,
as a bench-hand in the Garrison
Alley plant of Westinghouse.
Young Conrad's immediate superior, Philip Lange, left him to
guard the laboratory while he went
on a trip to Europe. With time on
his hands, the embryo scientist began to tinker and found himself
in his natural groove. At the age
of 23 he had perfected a round electric meter of the type now universally used.
Dr. Conrad's radio experiments
started before World War I, about
1912, when he rigged up a little
wireless set to pick up time signals
from the Naval radio station in
Washington. He and a friend had
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a $5 bet involving the accuracy of
their watches and each day they
synchronized the timepieces with
the Westinghouse master clock.
This bet led Dr. Conrad to synchronization experiments and by
means of his reception of Navy
time signals he won the bet and
learned the Morse code in the process.
Continuing his tinkering, Dr.
Conrad picked up signals from another Pittsburgher who was playing with a spark coil as a hobby.
They began to communicate with
each other by means of their simple apparatus.
When
the United States entered
the World War, Dr. Conrad was
drafted. During his service he rigged up an airplane radio outfit,
described as the first ever developed. Another of his inventions was
a hand-grenade and thrower.
The war over, he resumed his
wireless experiment at home and at
Westinghouse.
He expanded the transmitter in
his garage and started to broadcast phonograph records when he
tired of merely talking with other
tion.
wireless
operators around that sec'First Sponsor'
Running out of records, he borrowed astack from a nearby music
store which asked for a mention on
his "program." This has often been
referred to as the first sponsored
broadcast .
Naturally Dr. Conrad's sons
were interested in the radio gadgets and began to bring in amateur performers. A department
store, hearing of the stunt, advertised receiving sets which would
pick up Dr. Conrad's programs.
The project caught the fancy of
the late Dr. Harry P. Davis, then
Westinghouse vice-president, who
figured regular broadcasts would
set up a new field of radio activity.
Dr. Davis and other Westinghouse
officials got behind the project and
obtained a license from Federal auBROADCASTING

Thanks to CBS
AN RCA error last Sunday
resulted in an extra broadcast
from the
for NBC
when
FordPhilippines
Wilkins, CBS
cor-- '
respondent in Manila, delivered ationsdescription
of condiover the combined
Red
and Blue networks. NBC ex- 1
ecutives who had ordered a *
report from their Manila representative supposed that this
new man was speaking for
him until Wilkins concluded
his talk with the illuminating
phrase ... "I now return you
to CBS in New York."
thorities to operate KDKA. Thu
commercial station was launcl
in 1920.
One of the early broadcasts c
ried the results of the Hardi;
Cox presidential election.
Later Westinghouse built a tra^j
mitter employing 1,000 volts. T||
proved
so successfulwasthat
an e^: ■
larger transmitter
construe
with two 250-watt tubes in the
dio frequency stage modulated
three 250-watt air-cooled tube?
the same type. The modulator ^
driven by a 50-watt audio ampli
which was fed by a two-stage ;
plifier,
all coupled.
audio amplifiers be
resistance
The station operated on
meters,
was assigned
KDKA though
taking itliberties
with •'
universal 360 meter assignni :
then prevailing.
In 1922 Dr. Conrad bought ; i
placed
in operation
an experimei
shortwave
transmitter,
8XS, 1
erating on 100 meters. This was
first Westinghouse shortw e
transmitter.
All through the years Dr. Con d
remained active in the Westi
house radio operations and exp
ments.
His of
genius
responsibleni 'Te
many
the was
improvements
from time to time by this compa
A detailed account of the Westi
house experiments was printed n
Broadcasting Nov. 24, 1941.
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Subscribers get Special Holiday
as part of regular THESAURUS
Program

lubscribers to NBC

Service . . .

Thesaurus receive special "holiday pro-

pims" on every major occasion throughout the year — programs
ke the current Thesaurus favorites, "Santa Claus Rides i4.gain"
im ) the one-hour dramatic and musical presentation of Dickens'
imous "A Christmas Carol" . . . the special "Christmas Calendar"
ijries of thirteen 15-minute scripts with musical cues and fitting
ontiniiity. All holidays are similarly commemorated — an "extra"
}^ jdat means extra sales for stations, yet at no extra cost for
be service.

Carol Peterson as "Virginia," Craig McDonnell as "Santa," with Allen Roth
in background conducting, record a sequence for "Santa Claus Rides
Again," special Thesaurus Christmas Show for 1941.

For NBC Thesaurus is more than merely a collection of recorded
lusic by famous artists. It gives you balanced, complete program
laterial of every type, and sufficient scope to fit every type of
ponsor, every type of audience. Yes, Thesaurus is a true proram service.
Shall ice send you full information,
rates, availahility, etc.?

The Roth Chorus sings the Christmas Carols In "Santa Claus Rides Again."
The carefully trained, beautifully blended voices of these outstanding
vocalists are a feature also of Allen Roth's "Symphony of ^lelody,"
regular twice- weekly, half-hour Thesaurus program.

Dickens' "A Christmas Carol"— Anotlier Tliesaurus Christmas Show brings entlmsiastk'
ininents like this excerpt of a letter from Bill Doerr. WEBR, Buffalo. X. Y.
Writes Mr. Doerr, ". . . We have many times silently thanked XBC for having
made this fine program available. Every station subscribing to Thesaiu-us should
fiiid a sponsor for this show on Christmas Day."

"Santa Claus Rides Again," being recorded in new 6B studio of XBC at
Radio Cily. Skilled production and expert attention to detail go into
every one of the '2.5 weekly program series supplied with Thesaurus the
ve^ir round.
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IT'S NEWS until it happens,
is the motto of Capt. Michael
Fielding, news commentator
of WIND, Gary, Ind., who
scored a scoop last week when
he predicted on his nightly
quarter - hour commentary
Japanese aggressive action 12
hours before it took place.
His warning: "Don't be surprised if . . . while Mr. Kurusu is blandly assuring Mr.
Wells that everything is
hotsy-totsy . . . Japanese
troops suddenly plunge across
frontiers in simulation of a
technique which has wrought
such wonders for Japan's
axis partner. . . . It's always
best to watch out when a Japanese smiles — and every recent picture . . . depicts
Messrs. Nomura and Kurusu
displaying as fine a set of
molars as one could wish to
see."

TELEVISION had its first taste of
America at war. Sam Cuff, NBC
commentator, uses map and wand
to show video watchers the strategic location of Hawaii.
Katherine Fox Named
KATHERINE FOX, who joined
WLW, Cincinnati, in 1937 as secretary to James D. Shouse, Crosley
Corp. vice-president in charge of
broadcasting, has been named coordinator of public affairs and defense broadcasts for the station.

Television Develops New
Presentatiol
Of War News as Events Occur Swiftll
at the same time that a wavij
TELEVISION, with the outbreak
flag was transmitted over the sif
of hostilities between the United
States and Japan, stepped up to a waves. Robert Aura Smith of t|
new level of importance, with both New York Times foreign news
partment
has appeared sevefl
WNBT, NBC television station and times.
WCBW, video adjunct of CBS, exPrograms Cancelled
panding their telecasting schedules
to supply a vivid visual meaning
WCBW cancelled two regulaii
to the war news, in additon to con- scheduled programs Monday aft
tinuing their defense-aid activities. noon and replaced them with ne
WCBW, going on the air Dec. 7 and maps. Cancelled programs we
with the latest bulletins and visual Boys iyi the Back Room and Ch
aids from 8:45 to after 10, marked
dreyi's Story. At the same tin
the first time that it had operated
spokesmen of the various brand
on a Sunday. From then on through
of defense activity are present
the week the station presented sev- each day. On Monday WCB
eral news periods daily under the
direction of Gilbert Seldes, head of stayed on the air an hour and
quarter longer than had been pre
the CBS television program de- ously scheduled.
An AP news teletype was
partment.
The station carried the speech stalled in the studios of WN^
of President Roosevelt on Monday
and a camera was focused on 1
copy as it issued from the wii
Sam Cuff,newthemaps
station's
war anal
brought
and photograj
into the studios to interpret
incoming reports. NBC comm
tators, since the beginning of
war, have made nightly appe
ances before the cameras in rou;
table discussions of the day's ne
Among them are William Hillm
H. V. Kaltenborn, John Vand
cook and Robert St. John. Monc
evening a film on Hawaii, Jaj
and the Philippines was shown.
During the past several w&
WNBT has been conducting a
fense training series in cooperat
with defense organizations. Dem
strations of fire-control and fii
aid methods have been emphasiz .
Both these will be continued a I
expanded, the station indicat ^
Meanwhile WNBT has been o
ducting a civilian defense drive
enroll every receiver owner a?
"television defense aid". Such ai'
are to be responsible for marshling non-receiver owners befl;
screens during the presentation |c
the defense training series. '
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is doing

a
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featuring

full

time
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new
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in
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Boston

A. N. Armstrong,
General

Jr.

Manager

WCOP

SALE
of portable radios ; "
s
War NewDec.
Wantedskyrocketed
newspapers
first week-day of the war, acco
ing to a check-up of departm c
stores and newspaper
busin i
ofiices made by CBS. Bloomii dale's
reported
thatshowed
Monc xi■
sales ofstore
the small
radios
800% gain while Mac's announ^l
that the sets accounted for a la ■
part of increased business. 1
Journal- American circulation
ure showed an increase of ab
35%;
World-Telegram,
50% tii
the Herald-Tribune
indicated
sales run
for bythatabout
day 100,000.
passed the n mal

Represented
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Filipino Glossary
GEORGE J. VOGEL, formerly ri
ager
of KZRM,to CBS
afBlii
who returned
the U.Manila
S. a week
fore the outbreak of war. has C'
piled a pronouncing glossary of 1 pine town and island names for usr f
CBS war correspondents. '
• Broadcast
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What's

ahead

^^ony of you Mho have chosen broadcasting
as your life work were pretty voung at the
time of World War 1. Let's look back— to
-ee what's ahead.
I nder wartime pressure, radio research
|lv ent fo^^^ ard by leaps and bounds. Out of
inew ideas such as those developed by Bell
ILabs and Western Electric for military use
(came an entire new post-war industry — your
industry of broadcasting.
Through peacetime years. Bell Labs and
^ estern Electric kept right on pioneering
—helping your industry to grow — with such
BROADCASTING
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for

you

Engineers?
and Western Electric to give you new tools
to help you make broadcasting finer than
ever in the vears ahead !

major improvements as crystal control, stabilized feedback, the Doherty circuit, vertical
radiators, directional arrays.
Noiv the pressure is on again. As in 1917-18,
resources of Bell Labs and Western Electric
are developing many new things in radio
to strengthen our land, sea and air forces.
When the present war is over, can vou
doubt that broadcasting will surge ahead

DISTRIBUTORS: In U.S.A.: Gravlwr Electric Co., wYork.N. Y.
In Cinada and Newfmindland: Northern Electric Co., Ltd. In other
countries: IntemationuL Standard Electric Corporation.

Westcrw£fectric

as a result of today's intensified research?
Look fonvardfor with
Today's
mobilization
uar isconfidence!
al?o a mobilization

EQUIPPED
BETTER

FOR
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for the peace to follow. Count on Bell Labs
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Audience
Set

by

Records

NBC

Presifleiit

Monday, Tuesday Talks Reach
High Percentage of Public
LARGEST AMERICAN radio
audience ever to hear a program
was recorded Dec. 9, when 83% of
the country's radio set-owners interviewed athome by the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, reported they had listened to the
speech by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, broadcast at 10 p.m. on
all networks the day after the
United States declared war on
Japan.
Largest daytime American radio
audience ever to listen to a speech
of any kind was attained Dec. 8, NEWSMEN of WLW and WSAI, Cincinnati, were in a huddle shortly
when the President's address to the after the news broke last Sunday. The emergency broadcast plan had
joint session of Congress was
been worked out in careful detail months ago. Dewey Long, WSAI genbroadcast on major networks and
eral manager, and Howard R. Chamberlain, WLW assistant program
heard by 65.7% of set-owners in- director, are standing at left. Below (1 to r) are Gregor Ziemer, Euroterviewed in their homes by the
pean specialist; William Dowdell, WLW-WSAI news editor; Jay Fix,
WSAI announcer; George C. Biggar, WLW program director; H. R.
CAB. At that time, Roosevelt asked
Congress to declare that a state of Gross, WLW-WSAI reporter and newscaster.
war existed between the U. S. and i
Japan.
r~^^
WAVES
ON 24-HOUR
BASIS
Hooper Figures Qy' SHORT
In a survey of homes all over the
Networks Beam News to Europe and Latin America,
country for CBS, C. E. Hooper Inc.
Following Policy of Objectivity
reported that 90,000,000 persons
had heard the Dec. 9 talk by the STARTING with the first flash
ground material reports
of the Office of Coordinator
of Information
President, his first as wartime
that
Japan
had
attacked
the
Haunder
Col.
Donovan
and
from the
chief executive of the country. This
waiian Islands at 2:30 p.m. SunCoordinator
of
Inter-American
Reradio audience, biggest in history,
day, the shortwave stations of NBC
lations under Nelson Rockefeller,
was rated at 79.0 by Hooper, or — WRCA and WNBI— and CBS^
are being used. No regular network
WCBX and WCAB— have been news
9 points higher than the previous
shows are sent over shortwave
operating
on
a
round-the-clock
channels.
all-time high record also set by the
schedule beaming news reports to
President when he declared an unCheck-up System
Europe and Latin America as they
limited national emergency on May
have been pouring in from the fight27, 1941, attaining a rating of 70%
The Donovan office has assigned
ing fronts.
of set-owners.
a member of its staff to censor
NBC,
working
three
eight-hour
The Hooper survey stated that shifts, has its stafi' of linguists
shortwave material from its New
92.4% of all American families at translating
the news into nine lan- York office. All news sources of
home were listening to the Chief
guages. Since the outbreak of the the country's international stations, with the exception of KGEI,
Executive Dec. 9, and almost every
war, Turkish and Finnish broadcasts have been added to those
San Francisco, are duplicated in
public gathering meeting around 10
this office. When material is
which have been sent on regular
p.m. was interrupted for the broadschedules
in
English,
French,
Gerspotted that might give "aid or
cast, heard on major networks and
man, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese
comfort"
the enemy the stashortwaved all over the world in and Swedish,
tions are to
informed.
the latter having been
some nine languages.
inaugurated about two weeks ago.
To date officials of the Donovan
CBS reports to Europe are in 10 office say they have been highly
languages and to Latin America in
three.
pleased with the "splendid cooperEllis Hollums Appointed
ation of the stations". In addition,
a check is made through lines of
Truth in News
News Editor of WQAM
the
Bronze
network [BROADCASTING,
Both networks are following a
APPOINTMENT of Ellis Hollums,
Oct. 27]
on the
station's
output
of objectivity in re- thus
allowing
a double
check.
formerly executive editor of the general policy
porting, free from blatant propaWorking
with
the
Navy,
the
Miami Herald, as news editor of
ganda following a pronouncement
OCI has a similar setup in operaWQAM, Miami, Fla., was an- by President Roosevelt that now,
tion at KGEI which is not connounced last Monday by Fred W. more than at any time in history,
nected with the lines of the soBorton, president of the station.
there is a need for truth in the
Mr. Hollums resigned from the news. Adhering to such a pattern,
called "Bronze
network" of international stations.
Herald Nov. 1, after 19 years with John F. Royal, NBC vice-presithe paper.
Both the CBS listening post in
dent in charge of International ReNew York City, and the NBC post
Mr. Borton described the appointlations,
stated
that
since
"temporment of Mr. Hollums as a move to
ary subjugated and oppressed peo- located at Bellmore, Long Island,
streamline its news-handling, comple in all parts of the world learned
have been continuing on a 24-hour
menting: "Our purpose is to try to look to American radio as the schedule, picking up all foreign
one
beam
of
light
in
an
otherwise
signals of sufficient strength to
and present news factually and in
as rnuch detail as time will allow. darkened life — we would fail in our reach New York. These reports are
Radio in recent years has practi- national duty if we discontinued to recorded on special machines, transcally taken the place of old-fash- bring truthful news to the millions
lated, and immediately made availioned newspaper 'extras' in quickly who look upon the democracies as
able to the network's
regular cor-to
respondents in the newsrooms,
informing the public of important
their sole salvation."
news events. We feel that WQAM
the press and to the Government.
As sources for its broadcasts —
can do an even better job if we a separate news script is specially
CBS shortwave news, measured
apply newspaper technique to the prepared for each country to which in number of programs and total
problem." Mr. Hollums is a memits programs are sent — NBC is us- hours of broadcasting, increased
ber of ASNA, NEA, Florida Press
ing the three press associations,
Assn., Associated Dailies of Flor- UP, AP and INS, and reports more than 400% over normal in
ida, and the National Press Club, gathered and sifted at the net- the first 64 hours of the war, a
Washington.
work's listening posts. For back- statistical report showed.
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Teletypes

NBC reports that at the request of military authorities
teletype connections have
been set up between its newsroom and the headquarters of
the intelligence divisions of
the Army and Navy in Washington, so they may receive
the same information that
NBC makes available to
newspapers and press services, information derived
from NBC broadcasts or
from material picked up by
the networks listening posts.
FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

,

POLICY VNCHANGEl
DECLARATION of war agair
Japan, Germany and Italy
bring no ban on foreign-langua|
broadcasting by domestic statioii
it was indicated at the FCC la
week. Although no official wol
was given by the Commission, the!
was assurance
that the FCC'sbroa
atf
tude
on foreign-language
casts remains unchanged.
It is believed that since U.
stations are doing an acceptal
job in handling their foreign-la
guage
programs,
be
lowed at
least forthey
the will
present,
continue their regular broadcj
schedules, subject only to the pr<
ent voluntary controls.
Radio

First

FIRST flash of the press services
their subscribers on the result
the House vote on the declarati
of war on Japan gave credit
NBC. Explanation is that the nc
work's representative in the pre
gallery could speak the result
rectly into his microphone and so
the nation, whereas the newspape
men had to leave the gallery a
phone the news to their offic
for dissemination.
Cosmetic Hunt Ends
LADY
ESTHER
Ltd., Chica
(cosmetics) which has been loc
ing for a second network show
feature
Freddy Martins'
[Broadcasting,
Nov. orchesti
24]
dropped the idea, according to Pe
lar & Ryan, New York, agency
charge. No reasons were give
though the agency intimated th
the present world crisis had
part in influencing the decisic
Both NBC-Blue and CBS were bi
ding for the account.
Vandercook in Reverse
NBC's roundup of work! news
Tuesday evening reversed its iisi
procedure when Fred Bate from Lt)
don iuinouneed that the BBC studio
was
eials using
waitingwasforfilled
the with
hitest British
news fr(o=
the Pacific, so instead of reportil
LondonVandercook
doings to intheXew
I'nited
.Tohn
YorkStat
to Enghmd hisfront.
news from the .Jai
nese-American
STAFF ANNOUNCERS alternati
according to their schedules on t
series of news broadcasts presented
WMCA,
New Don
York,Phillips,
by The Alun
New Yo,
Times, are
Wi
liams, Bob Harris, Tom Hudson, B
O'Connell and Gene Morgan.
• Broadcast

Advertisif

THAT

ONE

WITH

STATION

jl Intermittently for a decade, local adpertisers, agencies, radio stations, rejlsearch organizations and others have
jfceen la5ang yardsticks on listening in

Look, rather, at the panoramic, comprehensive, authoritative picture of radio
listening . . . the continuous, moving picture ... in Oklahoma City and other

f 'lOklahoma City. With no known excepiltion, WKY has emerged from such tests
Iwith a commanding lead.
But it is not altogether necessary to

major radio markets provided by specialized national research organizations.

risk the sales success of a product in the
Oklahoma City market on the miniature

variably dominates it. That's why it can
be, and is, said with such confidence and

||snapshot view exposed through the pinjhole of any one such survey.

frequent repetition that with daytime lis-

RATINGS!

But here, too, you'll find that no matter who takes the picture, WKY in-

teners in Oklahoma City, it's WKY

3 to 1.

OKLAHOMA
CITY
Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times-KThe Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs -K KLZ, Denver (AHiliated Mimt.)
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc

"aCE-SETTE

RS

BETTER
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G-E

Tubes

Peak

Here

are

meet

voltage

CIRCUIT
SINGLE-PHASE
FULL-WAVE
(2 fubes)
SINGLE-PHASE
FULL-WAVE
(4 fubes)
THREE-PHASE
HALF-WAVE
THREE-PHASE
DOUBLE-Y
PARALLEL
THREE-PHASE
FULL-WAVE

Efficiency

a few

your

Mean

ways

OL'BSJZ^s

high-power,

rectifier

high-

requirements

MAXIMUM A-C
INPUT VOLTS*
(RMS)
7750

APPROXIMATE
D-C OUTPUT VOLTS
TO FILTER

MAXIMUM
D-C LOAD CURRENT
AMPERES

7000

20

15500 total

14000

20

9000 per leg

10500

9000 per leg

10500

60

9000 per leg

21000

30

30

*For maximum peak inverse voltage of 22,000 volts
THE exceptionally rigid filament structure in this tube
assures long cathode life. Arcback has been greatly
reduced. The low voltage drop and low power loss between

throughout the industry. They introduced the 857, and
later this 85 7B.

electrodes — characteristics inherent in this type of tube —
assure peak efficiency and great dependability.

When you sign your next tube order specify General Electric tubes — proved in the laboratory, checked at our own
broadcast stations, and verified by the long list of satisfied

The GL-857B was made possible by General Electric's
pioneer work. After developing the hot-cathode mercuryvapor rectifier tube, G-E engineers built the first highvoltage mercury-vapor rectifiers, soon accepted as standard

users throughout the radio industry. For your requirements in standard broadcasting, FM, or television see your
G-E representative first, or write General Electric, Radio
and Television Department, Schenectady, N. Y.

GENERAL

B

ELECTRIC

I
FCC

Field

Inspectors

Named

s Liaisons
to Work
With
Army
New Procedure Established as Pacific Coast

Testing

of

Equipment

By Salesmen Restricted
REVISION of its rules and regulations governing experimental radio
services, effective immediately, to
preclude use of such facilities by
manufacturers for demonstration
of equipment in connection with
prospective sales, was announced
last Tuesday by the FCC. The Commission said it had received complaints that certain manufacturers
were pursuing this practice.
The amendments, said the Commission, are designed to provide
the Commission
"with stations,
a more effective control of such
both

Mixiip Leads to Confusion About Silencing
ties between the Interceptor Command
SSIGNMENT of field inspectors
the commercial radio stations in
E the FCC to act as liaison officers and
each area where radio silence may be
'tween the Army Interceptor Comrequired. When the inspector directs
and and commercial stations in a station to maintain radio silence, it
should be understood that the order
ich area where radio silence may
originated
with the Interceptor ComE required because of imminent
mand of the Army and carries with it
the authority of the FCC.
NOT MEN FROM MARS, but reair raids was announced last TuesRadio stations will be advised as
sonable facsimiles. This pair reay by the FCC, within 24 hours promptly
as possible when radio silence
cently braved lOO-degree below
fter confusion had developed
for the purpose of insuring compliis no longer required so that they zero temperature
and stratospheric
ance with intent of such regulations
long the Pacific Coast over issu- may resume normal operations. In this pressures in actual flight at 45,000
and enabling the Commission to
eonueetiou, plans are being made to ef- feet to make a KFI, Los Angeles,
nee of first air raid warning
fect a more rapid system of communi•ders.
pass on the propriety of the particular operation. Accordingly, Class
cation
in- special events broadcast from exspectorsbetween
and the the
radioCommission's
stations which
perimental stratosphere room of 1 and Class 2 experimental staIn a public notice, the Commision announced that at the request may be required to go ofE the air.
Aircraft Co., Santa Montions are redefined, and licensees
At the present time radio inspectors Douglas
ica, Cal. Clad in fleece-line suits
if the Army, it had estaolished the may
be reached through the First and flying
are required to file certain pertihelmets,
they
are
(1
to
nent information with the Commisjew inspector liaison procedure as Interceptor Command Headquarters.
Jimmy Vandiveer, KFI special
Mitchel Field. New York ; the Second r),
I means of eliminating confusion
events director; and Lt. Preston
Interceptor
Command
Hdqrs..
CityThe rules and regulations
all. Radio inspectors, who are
Seattle; the Third In- Belcher, Douglas test pilot.
miliar with stations and their County Bldg..
amended under the Commission
terceptor Command Headquarters.
Act are 5.2, 5.-3, 5.51 and 5.53.
lersonnel, will provide quickest Drew Field, Tampa. Fla ; the Fourth
ssible liaison, it was pointed out, Interceptor Command Headquarters.
LEAVING QUIETLY
Cal. Later, it is exjiected
eting under orders of the Inter- Riverside.
that additional inspectors will be
Army Suggests Message for
Walsh to U. S. Post
ptor Command. The Army directs
sion."
placed
dutycities,
at information
r-enters
Silenced Stations
in
19 on
other
thereby affording
I'fomestic
activities
and convenient commuAS ANNOUNCEMENT came that IRA WALSH, director of publicity
ilitary broadcast
siege or when
air under
raids more efficient
nication service to all concerned.
of WPEN, Philadelphia, was apre imminent.
the Air Interceptor Command was
cotelevision
pointed
using its authority to silence staInstructions for station operaordinatorradio
for theandPhysical
Fitness
tions, the Radio Branch of the
iion in wartime, including plans
War Songs Sought
Program under Civilian Defense.
War Department Bureau of Public
Relations cautioned broadcasters to He takes over his post Dec. 27 and
jovering silencing of stations dur- AN "ALL-OUT" effort by combe stationed in Washington.
\ig imminent air raids, were sent
posers, authors and publishers for explain their departure from the will
Mr. Walsh has already arranged
jo all stations last Wednesday by war songs was requested last week
air in a manner not likely to pro- for two series of sports and body
mote alarm. A memorandum to
||he FCC. The plan designates key by Gene Buck, president of ASCAP,
in
a
letter
to
the
1400
ASCAP
stations was transmitted via radio building programs to originate at
ations in each district, to be connews wire services last Tuesday,
WPTZ, Philco television station in
members pointing out that "Amercted by the Interceptor ComPhiladelphia, starting Dec. 15, and
including a suggested explanatory
ica's citizen armies have always
lands, on air raid warnings.
been singing armies . . . and that announcement furnished by the for similar programs to be originated bv WNBT, NBC television
the nation needs fighting songs to- War Department :
Inspectors Have Power
"At this time, ladies and gentle- station in New York. Mr. Walsh
day
as
it
did
in
1917."
Some
of
the
war songs written by ASCAP
j Some difficulty was experienced
network
men. Radio Station ... is temwill plan programs inforconnection
and local broadcasts
furing the first radio silence or- members for the last World War
porarily
leaving
the
air
in
conformwill doubtless be revived, ASCAP
jer on the Coast, because stations
ity with the national defense pro- with sponsored programs.
gram. Keep your dials tuned where
jj.eld they would be violating FCC
also stated, including "Over There",
they are so that upon resumption
[egulations if they did not operate
"Keep the Home Fires Burning",
of our service we may bring you
Lever Canada Shifts
jhree-fourths of the broadcast day. "K-K-K-Katy", "Pack Up Your
Is required. In this connection it Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag". the latest information."
LEVER BROS, plan numerous
fas pointed out that radio inspecchanges in programs being used in
jors, as agents of the Commission,
Canada, with some withdrawals
ire in position to waive that re- SOfiOO Amateur
Stations Are Shut Down
and additions from shows now being used in the United States but
'[uirement, under instructions from
jhe Army.
not heard in Canada. During the
Within
20
Minutes
by
OMcials
of
ARRL
Radio inspectors may be reached,
first week of December, executives
Amateurs now must apply di- of Lever Bros.. Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Ihe Commission said, through the SHUTTING down of the 50,000
amateur radio stations Sunday
J. Walter Thompson (Canada) . and
rectly to the DCB to be enrolled
ur Interceptor Commands, which
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., met
aintain
direct communication
night (Dec. 7), following the Japa- for defense emergency service.
in Toronto to arrange a new setup
nese attack, was accomplished in There will be established in Washith FCC field offices. Later, it
for 1942. Among products to be adington a register of selected and
as said, additional inspectors will 20 minutes.
vertised on Canadian stations unThe FCC informed George L. approved amateur stations and op<e placed on duty at information
der the new arrangement is Sunerators who will be available for
enters in 19 other cities, affording Bailey, president of the American
light Soap, which has not been
Radio Relay League, who is on spe- use by the OCD and state and
jiore efficient and convenient comsponsored on radio for some time.
Ipunication service to all concerned.
cial duty in Washington as execu- municipal authorities for emertive assistant to the chairman of
gency radio operations, after the
Silencing of stations because of
DCB has approved such emergency
ir raid scares grows out of the the National Defense Research
"ham" operations.
\ ogel Talks to Club
luropean experience, where planes Committee at 9 p.m., about the ban
SPEAKER at the Dec. 10 meeting
The orders, however, did not pro|ave used station carriers as beams, against amateur operations.
of the Radio Executives Club. New
hibit the amateurs from keeping up
tarrying them directly to the met' Restaurant,
York, at Stauffers
Quick Action
their antennas and allowed them to was
George Vogel, manager of
ropolitan area. Plans are being
Mr. Bailey immediately phoned
KZRM. Manila, the Philippines,
retain their station apparatus.
fvolved looking toward elimination
who gave a timely talk on radio on
The ARRL key station, WlAW,
if this requirement through tech- the headquarters of the American
the islands, including political and
jiical means, which in effect would
Radio Relay League at West Harthas been continued on the air this geographical aspects of the group.
ford, Conn., and the amateur key
fscramble" signals and prevent
New Yorkandsev-is
Mr. Vogel
station, WlAW, went on the air week to repeat the warnings baneral weeks came
ago onto business,
iheir use for "homing" purposes.
ning
all
amateur
transmission;
with the FCC order. Within an- describe the methods of obtaining
unable to return immediately beI The FCC's announcement on the
other 20 minutes all amateur bands
cause of the Japanese war. Visitors
peation of the inspector liaison
were silent. This was felt to ex- special privileges, and also to aid included John Almonte, assistant to
ollows in full text:
the Army and Navy in their re- the president of NBC; Charles
emplify the excellent cooperation
Tigue of Radio Xcics, and Edgar
The FCC announces that at the re- and control of the ARRL over amacruiting of amateur radio operators
kwst of the Army, it has assigned
Page
Wilde, advertising manager
of Philfcr
military
and
naval
service.
teur
operators.
Ifield inspectors to perform liaison dulips-Jones Corp.. New York.
21
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A

Pen

and

of Eversharp^s

^^Take
on

Pencil

It Or

Leave

Study

It^^

CBS

in its second

year

These gentlemen

were worried about selling an $8.75 Eversharp pen and pencil

set in a market where you can buy a pen for 29 cents and a pencil for a dime.
But not any more!
. . . not since they put the entire Eversharp appropriation into radio about two years

ago, went on the air over CBS with "Take It Or Leave It".
. . . not since their sales jumped

more

than 100 per cent in less than a year.

. . . not since they found out that radio could sell pens and pencils all year around—
on St. Swithin's Day as well as at Commencement

and Christmas.

No wonder President Martin L. Straus of the Eversharp Company

wrote to CBS :

'^Radio has raised sales to new peaks all over the country. Radio (done has enabled
us to reach housewives

and college students; factory workers and business men;

farmers and city folk— for practically everybody

listensV

For more than a year. Eversharp has been writing the script of this brilliant
success story on CBS. It's a script long familiar to people who sell cars or sterling
silver. It's a script for people who make
fact, it's for all manufacturers

mattresses or refrigerators or cameras. In

whose products cost a lot . . . last a long time. Radio

can sell them just as successfully as it sells "quick turnover" items — the soups and
soaps, the cereals and cigarettes. Just
as successfully and just as surely.

CBS borroued a pen and
pencil from Eversharp (as
well as the facts ) to produce
a new booklet. "Take It Or
Leave It." Copies may be
obtained from CBS. 485
Madison Avenue. i\ eir York.

THE

COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

Storer
Lafoimt

and

Chairman;

First

Meeting
Deferred

FULL-SCALE reorganization of
National Independent Broadcasters
Inc., with George B. Storer, prominent broadcaster and industrialist,
and L. B. Wilson, owner of WCKY,
Cincinnati, drafted for the respective posts of president and vicepresident, was announced last week
by NIB headquarters in Washington.
Foregoing the national convention contemplated for this month in
Chicago because of the "urgent national situation", NIB canvassed
its membership of approximately
100 stations telegraphically last
weekend, resulting in the virtual
unanimous response in favor of the
new slate.
Lafount Chairman
Harold A. Lafount, former Radio Commissioner and NIB president during the last three years,
was made chairman of the board,
M-ith E. M. Spence, general manager of WWDC, Washington, and
former NAB secretary-treasurer,
continuing as NIB secretary-treasui-er. Andrew W. Bennett, counsel
for NIB since its reorganization,
remains in that capacity on a voluntary basis. A temporary board of
15 likewise was established, to continue until the annual convention
likely to be held within the new few
months.
Instituted as a move to provide
for the industry an all-inclusive
trade association, presumably paralleling the NAB, the future format of NIB has not yet been divulged. Mr. Storer, who has not yet
made a statement regarding his selection, is understood to favor a
"united front" trade group, serving as a federation, under which
separate industry entities could
function. How far work has progressed along this line was not
stated.
While FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly has not yet made a
statement regarding the revised
NIB structure, it was recalled that
he originally encouraged formation
of the independent group, and fostered a trade association of independently-owned stations, with networks excluded from membership.
Sharp criticism of NAB, because
of purported network domination,
was largely responsible for the
movement to revise NIB, which for
the past several years has functioned as an adjunct of the NAB,
representing largely independent
stations. The scope of the organization has been broadened to include membership of all stations,
save those operated as owned or
managed outlets of che networks.
Page 24
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Wilson

Reorganized
NIB
while appreciating the desirabilit
of effective radio representation i
HEADS OF REVITALIZED NIB
Washington during the emergenc;
had concluded that defense activit
was more important. He was pr(
vailed upon, it is understood, 1
take over the NIB leadership dui
ing the emergency.
Mr. Storer's brother-in-law,
Harold Ryan, vice-president an
treasurer of Fort Industry Co., ai
tively directs the five stations. 1
1927 the Fort Industry Oil Co., sul
sequently changed to Fort Indu
try Co., acquired WSPD in Toled
In 1928, WGHP (now WXYZ) i
Detroit, was acquired. Subsequent!
the other stations were establishe
Mr. Wilson, likewise a veterg
broadcaster,
of radio's
be
known figures,is byonevirtue
of his pe
sonality, interest in industry affaii
and
all - round "showmanship
He pulled WCKY out of the rut
"Covington, Ky." operation to
full-fledged 50,000-watt CBS st
tion in Cincinnati over a period
a decade.
MR. WILSON
MR. STORER
Wilson's Background
Mr. Wilson, now in Florida, a
Among the state delegates are:
imperative postponing general ChiGlenn Marshall Jr.. WFOY, St.
but requires
immedi-to serted he thought NIB is the "rig
atecago
actionmeeting
to elect
active officers
idea in these times when we
Augustine, Fla.; Ralph L. Atlass,
WJJD, Chicago; Martin L. Leich, carry on defensive work of memmust contribute all we can."
bers. Telegraphic vote of state dele- said he agreed to accept the vie
WBOW, Terre Haute, Ind.; Ben
gates nominates following station presidency only if Mr. Storer wou
Ludy, WIBW, Topeka; S. A. Cisler
owners by overwhelmingly ma- take the presidency.
Jr., WGRC, Louisville; Thompson
jority: President, George Storer,
Mr. Wilson is a chain theat
Guernsey, WLBZ, Bangor; James
F. Hopkins, WJBK, Detroit; L. M. WAGA, WLOK, WSPD, WHIZ.
operator
in Covington as well as
Vice-President, L. B. Wilson,
Sepaugh, WSLI, Jackson, Miss.;
banker, boiler factory head a
WCKY.
Secretary-Treasurer,
Ed
broadcaster.
Lloyd C. Thomas, KGFW, KearSpence, WWDC. Chairman Board,
ney, Neb.; Edward Codel, WPAT,
Mr. Spence, veteran station ope
Lafount, WORL, WNBC, WELL
Paterson, N. J.; C. J. Lanphier,
Please telegraph immediately 500 ator who established WPG for t
WEMP, Milwaukee; Ed Craney,
Edmonds Bldg., Washington, if Municipality of Atlantic City, t
KGIR, Butte; E. C. Reineke,
came secretary-treasurer of i
WDAY. Fargo, N. D.; Ralph R. foregoing approved by you or whom
NAB upon its reorganization
Brunton, KJBS, San Francisco; A. you desire occupy these positions.
1938. He left two years later to (
J. Fletcher, WRAL, Raleigh. N. C. Immediate action urgent."
tablish WWDC, new Washingt
Selection of Messrs. Storer and
local. With the revitalization
Oppose New Note
Wilson to the helm of NIB was apNIB he became its managing dir(
As Broadcasting went to press,
plauded by those aware of the de- NIB headquarters stated that the tor.
velopment. Both are well-known
vote for all officers was just as
and outstanding figures in the inoverwhelming. Machinery immediOFF TO THE WAR
dustry and both represent ownerately was set in motion, to work
ship in substantial broadcast operLos Angeles Radiomen Join
ations.
up an agenda for a general convention. Mr. Storer also was said to
Military Services
Meeting Postponed
be planning a trip to Washington
JAPAN'S attack brought quick <
to
set
up
organization
plans.
On Dec. 6, Mr. Lafount, as NIB
trance of Los Angeles radio pi
One or two of the state delegates, sonnel into the service. Uark F
president, advised state delegates
it is understood, took the position ley, Hollywood publicity director
telegraphically that the proposed
that
efforts should be made to re- Don Lee, joined Army intelliger
Chicago meeting be postponed unin which he is a reserve lieutena
vamp the NAB to conform with
til after the holidays but that the
Bullock, Don Lee engin<
preponderant industry opinion, Robert
suggestion had been made that new
and Naval Reserve ensign, repo
officers be selected now. He pointed rather than to set up an entirely ed for duty. Shirley Lauter Hort
out that Mr. Storer, owner of separate but horizontally competi- took over the Don Lee public
WAGA, Atlanta, WLOK, Lima,
tive trade group. Disenfranchisepost. Miles Auer and Adolph Lefl
ment of networks as NAB voting of
NBC western division traf
WSPD, Toledo, and WHIZ, Zanesville, and WMMN, Fairmont, had members was the main suggestion joined
the Navy communicatic
division.
in this connection.
been proposed as president, with
Mr. Storer, who in addition to
Henry Flynn, assistant to F
Mr. Wilson as vice-president. He
Case, West Coast special events
his station ownership is president
asked for advice from the delegates
for CBS, reported to An
as to their desire to occupy the po- of the Standard Tube Co. of De- rector
intelligence in Washington. Pi
sition.
troit, a steel fabricating concern,
England, CBS guide, joined 1
After what was described as an has been active in radio for more
Army Air Corps. William T. Pi'
"overwhelming vote" in favor of than a dozen years. His tube comering (president of Heintz, Pick
these officers had been received,
pany now is engaged in defense
ing & Co., Los Angeles agency,
Mr. Lafount Dec. 9 wired the some
production, devoted almost 100% to assigned to Coast Guard pat
shell casing manufacture.
100 NIB membership as follows:
duty in Los Angeles harbor. R<
aid Roos, of J. Walter Thomps
Mr. Storer, it is understood,
"Urgent national situation makes
Co., joined the Navy.
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Broadcasts
Are

of

Restricted

Casualty

Lists

In

Plan

Army

BMI DONATES

MUSIC

Grants Rights to Patriotic
Pieces for Duration
ANNOUNCING last Monday that
"for the duration of the war, all
patriotic music published by BMI
may be performed without charge
by broadcasting stations, theatres,
taverns, night clubs, motion picture exhibitors and producers or
by
other
user,"
BMI
madeany
public
the music
following
telegram
which had been sent by Sydney M.
Kaye, executive vice-president, to
officials of the various information
divisions of the Government:
"We are supplying music and
program
material
and are
stant touch
with over
750 inof conthe
800 commercial broadcasting stations in the United States. We
are supplying music to all Canadian
broadcasting stations and we have
agreements with the performing
rights societies of Argentina,
Brazil, Cuba and Mexico. We are
announcing today that we are making patriotic music available to all
users whether licensed or not without charge for the duration of the
war. To the extent that our contacts with broadcasters are of any
use to your department, the entire
facilities of our organization are
unreservedly at your disposal."
NBC Adds Turkish
NINTH language to be added to
NBC's guage
regular
of foreign
lanshortwaveschedule
broadcasts
on WRCA
and WNBI is Turkish, to be handled
by Ibrahim Sefa, foreign correspondent
of leading Istanbul publications and
head of the NBC Turkish section.

Names of Newsworthy Persons Are Not Included;
War Department Suggests War News Credo
EMPHASIZING discretion and
ately to Mr. Kirby the names of
public service, the War Depart- State chairman of news editorment last Monday issued to broad- program director organizations set
casters acredo for war news. The up all over the country during the
suggested pointers, included in a current cycle of NAB district meetspecial war bulletin distributed by
ings. The groups, cooperating with
the NAB, cover broadcasts of casu- War Department officials, were set
alty lists and secret information, up to wo^k together in coordinatalong with advices in connection
ing their coverage and treatment
with transmitter protection, ac- of war news.
tivity of radio news editor groups
Original Plan
in each State, and establishment
of a regular schedule of official
The War Department's original
communiques by the War and Navy recommendations regarding broadcast of casualty lists follows:
Departments.
No casualty lists will be released
The War Department recommended that stations confine their until nearest of kin have been notified. They will be available for immediate broadcast, upon release, from
broadcasts of casualty lists to "only
names of persons in your immedithis wire (press service). To eliminate
anxiety, however, it is sugate listening area", leaving publi- undue gested
that only names of persons in
cation of complete lists up to the your immediate
listening area be
newspapers. Following release of broadcast. No network will broadcast
complete lists, although newspapers
the War Department's recommenpublish them. Names of casualties,
dations, developed by the Radio will
when released, should be broadcast
Branch of the Bureau of Public in regular newscast periods or in
Relations, headed by Ed Kirby, groups in time set aside for that purpose and not as flashes, interrupting
NAB director of public relations, regular
service. Rumors of
the NAB advised stations to re- casualtiesprogram
should not be broadcast. No
frain entirely from broadcasting
surmises of persons believed to be on
the names of casualties.
casualty lists should be broadcast
until officially confirmed in official
releases fi"om the War Department.
Elevating Morale
Responding to this action, Mr.
Kirby declared:
"This is deeply appreciated, as
the broadcast of casualty lists
would, in effect, set up obituary NAI
Attacks
'Radio
Royalists'
columns on the air when such time
can be used to elevate morale After
Hour
Session
With
Fly
rather than depress it. Because of
Blistering Attack Is Delivered by New Group ;
the opportunity for mispronunciation of names, it is felt that such
FCC Praised; Superpower Draws Its Ire
lists should appear in print rather
than uttered over the air. No ob- A SHARP attack upon what it NAI since its formation, and outjection to mention, however, occalining its objectives.
as the "radio royalsional newsworthy names, or, of characterized
The executive committee consists
ists"
for
alleged
efforts
to
"discredit
course, broadcast of numbers of the motives, deny the need and of President Eugene Pulliam,
casualties."
deprecate the accomplishments" of WIRE, Indianapolis; SecretaryThe War Department also re- Network Affiliates Inc., recently treasurer W. J. Scripps, WWJ
emphasized Secretary of War formed industry trade group, was
Detroit, and directors Ronald
last Monday, (Dec. 8), Woodyard, WING, Dayton; Luther
Stimson's caution against broad- launched
casting or publishing information after its board of directors had L. Hill, KRNT, Des Moines; Hoyt
on the strength, positions, or move- conferred for more than an hour Wooten, WREC, Memphis; John
ments of U. S. troops.
with FCC Chairman James LawrA. Kennedy, WCHS, Charleston;
ence Fly.
In the same memorandum staGordon Gray, WSJS, WinstonSalem, and Donald Davis, WHB,
tion managers were advised to call
In an announcement to its memfor military protection of their
bership, NAI said its board had Kansas City. Paul D. P. Spearman,
broadcast plants where necessary,
outlined the formation and objec- Washington attorney and former
although they were later urged to
tives of the trade group to Chair- general counsel of the FCC, is counrequest the services of Federal
sel for the organization and preman Fly and had received from
troops only when local forces are him "the cordial good wishes for
at the conference with ChairmansidedFly.
inadequate or exhausted.
the success of the new organizaNAB Gets a Rap
tion, which Mr. Fly recognized as
The supplementary statement indicated the primary responsibility the only existing radio broadcastIn the statement made to Chairfor protecting the property of staers group which represents the
man Fly, NAI said it was formed
tions and public utilities lies with heart of the broadcasting business
the owner and the local and State
"because no other organization is
functioning in behalf of network
government, but advised that if — the independently-owned network
affiliate
stations." This was relocal forces are unavailable, reThis was followed with the full
garded as a sharp criticism of the
quests should be submitted to the affiliate."
Corps Area Commander after all text of a statement made by the NAB, though no direct reference
local resources are exhausted.
committee to Chairman Fly at- to the trade association was made.
The fact that it has been under fire
District directors of NAB have
tacking the "radio royalists", enumerating the accomplishments of of Chairman Fly, as well as in
been requested to furnish immediPage 26
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other quarters, gave credence /
this interpretation.
The NAI board met in Washinj '
ton Sunday and Monday, befo;
dispersing. On Sunday imrnec
ately after the outbreak of hostil
ties vdth Japan, the board autho'
ized President Pulliam to infor
Chairman Fly that NAI was pla ;
ing at the disposal of the Gover
ment the complete facilities
every member station.
The executive committee recoi
nized, it stated, that in time I
war the entire broadcasting indv;
try is "subject to immediate o\.
eration by the Government," a )
thus made clear to Washingt
officialdom that the network affi
ate stations knew their respon
bilities and were prepared
assume
them "voluntarily a
In its statement to Chairm
wholeheartedly".
Fly, NAI said that its copjrri^
committee had been able to obt;
revisions and clarifications
ASCAP contracts, which will
suit in savings of $1,000 to $4,(
a year to each station, adding tl
"no other organization had nn
any effort that
in this
direction".
It a
observed
it had
been respor
ble for simplification of transci
tion records "which will be of t
mendous benefit and convenie
to every station" bearing the tation that "no other organizat i
had succeeded in making any he way in Poke
this matter."
at Superpower
A vigorous thrust was maa
superpower, as one of the pi
objectives of NAI. It said it
organized nationwide opposition
superpower and through its le
lative committee is prepared to
pose vigorously the granting i
superpower applications". No ot r
organization has taken "one sir e
step to combat this danger", it
said, alleging that the superpo T
group has lobby
set up ever
"the organizec
most hea
financed
Washington to promote the in
estA ofbiting
any radio
group."
condemnation
of
Sanders Bill was made by
group, with the declaration thfc
had discovered that it is "skillf
designed to make almost imposf
the improvement of facilities
the expansion of community i
vice of practically every radio ;
tion in the United States out
of the
group.'*
bill
wasradio
said royalists
to have been
dra
with "careful deliberation an*
being promoted by the radio ro i
ists who now are industrio ly
seeking to discourage member; ip
Declaring that passage of le
Sanders Bill in its present f ni
would
be a "serious blow to n re
in NAL"
than 90% of the country's r io
stations", NAI charged that le
"radio royalists" had deceived tie
industry
regarding
this that
meas "e.is
It was further
charged
group "always plays together id
functions in behalf of its own §(Continued on page 29)
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OUR

EMPLOYEES

THIS

OF

ADVERTISEMENT

(ffl fact,

MARKETS,

KNOW

they

asked

like fingerprints,

differ from one another. Differing markets mean

differing sales-

problems . . . that's one reason why Spot Radio

us

to

write

delphia adepartment

it!)

store city — ? New

York — ? Fort Wayne — ? Schenectady — ?
Call ill a NBC
For our men

Spot Specialist !

are on very intimate terms in-

was born. For Spot Radio gives you the flexibility vou need to match your methods to your

deed with these markets. They've been close to
them for years — have watched

every change,

markets . . . provided you really knoiv those
markets

every development . . . right down

in the first place!

ent day, hour and minute.
And

that, of course, is why our NBC

Spot

Specialists wanted us to run this ad. To point
but to you that they have at their fingertips
all vital facts about each of the 11 American
areas covered by the 17 NBC

Key Stations:

to the pres-

And facts and fig-

ures aren't their only stock in trade. For —
based on these facts and figures — they can
offer you solid seZZing^-suggestions to help put
your product over the top.
Call a NBC

Spot Specialist today!

facts they're glad to pass on to you, without
obligation.
Want

to know

the listening habits

of

Pittsburgh — ? The buying habits of San Francisco— ? Retail outlets and dealer setups in
Denver, Chicago or Washington — ? Is Phila-

Tops for S|K>t Qod Local Radio Adveitism
WEAF . . . . NEW YORK Wes«i»gli«Ke SJttSoBS
WJZ .... NEW YORK ) WSZ . . . . BOSTON /
WMAQ .... CHICAGO / WBZA . SPSJNGRaD I
WB>tR
CHfCAGO kYW .... PHllADaPHlA
KGO . . SANFSANCISCO kDKA . . . . PfTTS8URGH
KPO . . . SAN FRANaSCO WOWO ... FT. WAYNE
WRC . .. .. WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON wGL
'. FT. WAYNE
;WMAl.
KOA
DENVER Q&ani Elettric StsftM
WTAM. . . . CLEVEUND .WGY . . . SCHENECTADY
Represented by
NBC SPOT & LOCAL SALES
New York ■ Chicago ■ San Francisco • Sosfon
Washington • Cleveland • Denver ■ Hollywood
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A RADIO CORPORATION Of AMERICA SERVICE
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Lorillard Revision
P. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Beechnut cigarettes) on Jan. 2
will
replace
Don't beandPersonal
on
6 NBC
Pacific-Red
6 PacificBlue stations with a half-hour of
news and music, Fridays, 8:30-9
p. m. PST. Program will be titled
Beechnut
King's & Size
Weekly.
Agency is Lennen
Mitchell,
New
York.
Skelton in Film
RED SKELTON, Hollywood star of
the weekly NBG Red Skelton d Co.,
sponsored by Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Go. (Raleigh cigarettes), has
been signed for a leading comedy role
in the MGM musical film "As Thousands Cheer," written by Irving Berlin
and Moss Hart. Truman Bradley, announcer on that program, portrays a
detective in the 20th Century Fox film,
The Night Before the Divorce, now
in production. Harriet Hilliard, vocalist on the Red Skelton & Co. broadcast, has been given the lead in Canal
Zone, to be produced by Columbia
Pictures.

Perry's Surprise
RICHARD PERRY, newscaster of WFAA-WBAP,
Dallas-Fort Worth, hardly
thought the notes which he
was jotting down for a concluding newscast at 3 a.m.
last Monday regarding the
Japanese attacks on Hawaii
would have almost nationwide circulation. Paul Short,
chief barker of the Dallas
Tent of the Variety Clubs
of America, who caught Perry's broadcast, however, had
a different thought on the
matter. He promptly sent out
mimeographed copies of the
500-word message to 16,300
theatres throughout the
country.
KIISIj. Chiod. Cat. h;is completed
in.stallation of a new Wincharger
tower. making directional system
i-cady for l.OOO-watt fulltime operation.

Book Spots Suspended
SIMON & SCHUSTER, New York,
Your Income Tax will suspend its
campaign for two weeks over the
holiday season and will resume
broadcasting Jan. 5, it has been
announced by Edwin A. Kraft,
manager of Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle. The publishers will
run continuously for eight weeks
from Jan. 5 to Feb. 28 on 588 stations. A series of new transcriptions is being recorded and will be
in the hands of the stations on
Dec. 30, according to Mr. Kraft.
Lehn & Fink Spots
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS
Corp., New York (Hinds Honey &
Almond cream), on Jan. 8 will
start announcements for five weeks
on 65 stations. Campaign is a resumption of a schedule which ran
earlier in the fall. Agency is William Esty & Co., New York.

Walter G. Preston Jr.
WALTER G. PRESTON Jr..
manager of the NBC's public se
ice division, on Dec. 6 was foj
dead in his New Yoi'k apartn ^
A
Yale,graduate
Mr. Prtst
became assist;
to Dr. Rober
Hutchins, w h
the latter w
elected head
the U of Chic
in 1929. While
that position, 3
Preston
surv.
radio's possib
Preston
ties for public
lations and adult education.
1932, he became administrat
vice-president of the Bankers 1
serve Life Co., and in 1935 joir
NBC as assistant to the vice-pi(
dent and treasurer. He supervi;
such programs
To
Meeting
of the asAirAmei'ica's
in New Yo
and the Chicago Round Tu
broadcasts. He is survived by
wife. Marguerite.
WTJS 1 kw. License
WTJS, Jackson, Tenn., has
tained a license to cover its
cently granted increase from
to 1,000 watts, unlimited time.
tion has been operating with the
creased power by a temporr
authorization for the past seve
months. New equipment of Wl
includes a 15-acre land tract
miles south of Jackson, on whi
has been built a new mod'
transmitter building housinglatest type RCA 1 kw. transniiti
Directive antenna system consi
of two vertical steel towers e:
189 feet high.

HHILiA^tt
^^HHHHPI^^
^^^^^^^^

wk

'
rooneV ^ .
. wov
^. ,v.e "s'^°'^
i>

° ^°
'\„v
„ ^hr»\\»"9 ^
pays '°
u audience

Catherwood to WWRl;
ROBERT A. CATHERWOOD, i\
merly radio consultant specializ
in the reorganization of indep
dent stations, and previously
count executive of WOR, N
York, has been named general m,
ager of WWRL, New York, as
nounced by William H. Reum
president of the Long Island Bro
casting Corp., which o p e r a t
WWRL. Ml-. Catherwood was;
one time with the Scripps-How^
newspaper chain, and also sp)
five years abroad as advertisl
consultant.
Jmo I

Jerome 1
toa.

"otes- in oa.e^-- .

0

*<fCA./

pMJL
AFFIIIATED WITH THE PHOENIX REPUBUC AND GAZETTE
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Holiday Serial
UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS pres
tation of a daytime serial vers
of Dickens' "Christmas Carol"
been
for the
week Rahw
of I'
22 byarranged
Wheatena
Corp.,
N. J., for the nine stations cart
ing its Wheatena Playhouse pi
gram five times weekly. Five tr
scribed quarter-hour episodes, p.
duced by Ed Wolf Associates, \
feature Edmund Gwenn as Scroc
and Ted Donaldson, as Tiny T
Compton Adv., New York,
agency.
BOTH the Hartford Courant and
Hartford
the city's
tvro dii
newspapers,Times,
have started
carrying
gram
listings
for
W65H,
Hartfc
Conn.. FM station. The station
carries daily announcements t
W65H listings can be found on
radio pages of the two newspapers.
• Broadcast

Advertisii

UNBOWED, despite the shoulder-sagging title of Executive Officer
he Public Relations, Intelligence & Plant Protection Branches, OfRce
[he Quartermaster General, John S. Haj^es, Lt. QMC looks on as Col.
.. Osmun, Chief of the P.R.. I&PPB, OQMG, points to a Broadcaststation map whose dots represent each broadcast presented on the
(rities of the Quartermaster Corps. Lt. Hayes, assistant director of
jfram
tookthe a Public
year's Relations
leave of Division
absence
April operations
21 to head for
the WOR-Mutual,
Radio Section in

^

5/

petitle
Office
the Quartermaster
Washington.
lieutenant's
wasof given
him recently inGeneral,
recognition
of defenseTheefforts.
NAI Attack
'[{Contijiued from page 26)
p interests, never in behalf of
i entire industry."
j'he "effective activity and reingas accomplishments"
of NAI
kn
a threat to the traditional
trol of the industry by the same
lie royalists' ", the board ad5d Chairman Fly, adding that
s "easy to understand therefore
<l- they are so actively engaged
attempting to check and thwart
I." Praise for FCC
llegarding FCC matters, NAI
d it had taken the position that
nsel and cooperation with the
C not only is "common sense
\ {r essential to healthful growth
opposiriradio".
seeks toCharging
convince their
broadcasters

-

the public that the Commission
the enemy of broadcasting per
NAI said the result of this
[mm of hate is suspicion and
sunderstanding on all sides".
The group said it holds no brief
\ the Commission but neither
(ts it sanction the "unjustifiable
|acks which have been made on
T il- Commission, and especially on
rp Chairman of the Commission,
] these radio royalists who ap|rently are determined to destroy
jit
rule."thatIt
ded which
that itthey
holds cannot
the opinion

! industry's problems can best
J solved by "common sense, cojeration and discussion with the
jimmission as the regulating body,
rjrher than by such methods as
1 12 all-out attacks which the radio
falists are making."
-'pkl said that it had formed
ree committees — copyright, legJiative and network group, the lat'rg made
up ofwith
members
represent-to
affiliates
each network
stitute negotiations to obtain
pre equitable contract provisions,
, carry on major work. It added
at the organization proposes to
-present the independently-o%vned
'itwork
affiliate
stations,
"free
om outside
influence
and domiition".
"NAI under
its organization
IROADCASTING

Wall

Managing

WIBC

As McLaughlin Leaves
RESIGNATION of A. C. McLaughlin as vice-president and general
manager of WIBC, Indianapolis,
and assumption of active management by H. G.
Wall, president
and principal
owner, was announced last
week.
Mr. Wall, an
attorney,
fore has notheretobeen
active in direction
of the station,
which
began opMr. Wall
eration in 1938.
Mr. McLaughlin, who has not announced future plans, took over
active direction of the station upon
its formation. It is a regional on
1070 kc. and an MBS basic outlet.
J. J. Flanigan, also a charter
employe, has been advanced to commercial manager, Mr. Wall announced. Jack Morrow has been
named program director and William Haley, formerly of KMOX,
St. Louis, is director in charge
of rural programs.

"
ft
WMAQ
The station that broadcasts
12 out of the 17
most popular programs
on the air today.

i
p
It's the station with the programs
that gets the listeners — so place
your radio advertising campaign
where you are assured a large,

responsive audience.

Crosley Adds Reuters
REUTER"S,
British
news service,
has
been added to
supplement
AP and
INS services used by editorial rooms
of WLW - WSAI - WLWO. Cincinnati, it has been announced by
James D. Shouse. vice-president of
the Crosley Corp. in charge of broadcasting.FarRenter's
will present
news of the
Eastern
front to the
the
stations'
news
analysts
by
directof wire
from Shanghai and events
the
European and African conflict from
London. These reports will be shortwaved to Long Island. X. Y. and filed
by
special lines to the WLW teletype
machines.
structure excludes stations in the
250-watt-local category, whether or
not network-affiliated, as well as
Class I-A stations having superpower potentialities. It will hold
its first meeting, designed to elect
a permanent slate, in Chicago
about mid-April. Temporary headquarters have been established in
the Munsey Bldg., Washington.
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As the holiday
farewell

season

approaches,

progress

it has

and

brought.

has fallen to our lot, we
advertisers

whom

lege of serving;
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have

we
and

Year

of continued

our advertisers
all who
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owe

we
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may
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THE YANKEE, COLONIAL AND
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORKS

HOW

Vierpont

T>iscovered

^^One-^ay'^

Coverage

IIERPONT is an advertiser. He lias long
relished the rich city markets of Albany, Schenectady, Troy, Utica, Binghamton, Poughkeepsie,
Kingston, Pittsfield, Burlington, and the prosperous
towns and farms surrounding them. But they're so
widely separated! How to
reach them all?
Radio, Pierpont is convinced, isjust the thing. But so many stations! And the expense!
One day a VA GY representative called on Pierpont. "You can
cover the entire market of eastern and central New York
and western New
England with just one
station," he said,
"WGY".
"\A'hat's that?" Piershouted;
"50,000
\\ attspontand
a member
of the Red Network
of XBC — at a cost
of only a few cents
per thousand listeners! Why, it's wonderful!"
"\A e call it 'o//e-ivay' coverage," calmly explained the 'GY rep.
(He's used to such enthusiasm.) "It's the one way to cover the
whole market at one shot."
"When can we start?" cried Pierpont.
Well,

Pierpont

did start using WGY's

one-way coverage. Now his advertising problems
in WGY's wealthy
market are solved.
And his sales are
doing very nicely,
thank you.
Speaking of sales,
want to help yours?
Write to WGY for
more information.
Or ask at any NBC
Spot Sales Office.

Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales Offices
New York Chicago
Boston Washington
Cleveland Denver Son Francisco Hollywood
50,000

WATTS
W(;Yr,2-2ii

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
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JOVIAL JOKESTERS Harry Hershfield, "Senator" Ed Ford, and .J
Laurie Jr. (1 to r, standing), stars cf the Can You Top This progrt
on WOR, New York, gaze as Alfred J. McCosker, president of WO
signs the commercial contract for the series. N. E. Keesely, assista
secretary of N. W. Ayer & Son, represents Kirkman & Son, Brooklj
which starts the weekly series Jan. 6, 1942, for its soap products.
^BC BOARD STUDIES
SEPARATION PLAN
BESET with emergency war opboard of
directors met erations,
last NBC's
Monday
(Dec.
8)
but did not act on the plan for
separation of the Red and Blue
networks. While no formal statement was made, it is understood
that further study of the plan was
delegated to a committee of the
board.
The over-all plan, proposing
complete divorcement of
the two networks, with the Blue
probably to become the "United
Broadcasting
System",of is
the and
result of many months
study
exploration. Mark Woods, NBC
vice-president and treasurer, and
Edgar Kobak, vice-president in
charge of Blue Network sales, were
said to be slated to become president and executive vice-president
respectivelycasting,ofDec. 8].
the "UBS" [BroadWith the uncertainties incident
to the war, it was thought the
whole plan might be held in abeyance, at least until the present confusion and hysteria has been dispelled.

Ballantine on Blue

P. BALLANTINE & SONS, Newark (beer), through J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, on Dec.
12 shifted the weekly half-hour variety program Three Ring Time
from MBS to 52 NBC-Blue stations, Friday, 8:30-9 p.m. (EST),
with West Coast repeat via transcriptions, 9-9:30 p.m. (PST). Continuing to feature Milton Berle,
comic, and Charles Laughton, dramatic actor, cast also includes Shirley
Ross,
and Bob Crosby's
orchestra.vocalist,
Bill Goodwin
is announcer-stooge, with Maury Holland NBC
agency producer.
Dutton is
HollywoodMyron
producer
assigned to the show.
PREVIEW broadcast of Basehall in
1942, covering trades, deals and plans
for next season, was presented Dec.
4 on Mutual from the Gouvention of
the National Assn. of Professional
Baseball Clubs in .Jacksonville. Fla.

BROADCASTING

Foreign Tongue Outle
Offer
Their Faciliti^
OPERATORS of foreign langua
stations in metropolitan New Yo:
meeting Dec. 9 at the headquartf
of WHOM, Jersey City, decided
ask city, state and Governmt
agencies to make fuller use of th
facilities than ever before in vi
of the fact that many listeners
that area understand foreign h
guages more perfectly than they
English.
All important wartime messaj
can be brought on these stations
the foreign-speaking peoples in a
of the following languages: Itali.
Polish, German, Yiddish, Spani
Hungarian, Lithuanian, C z e t
Ukrainian, Greek, Armenian, C
nese, Syrian, Russian and Fren
At the meeting it was stated tl
the agencies will be requested
call on the foreign-language s
tions for this service as one that >
strictly English language stat i
can possibly offer.
Present at the meeting were r resentatives from WBYN, Bro lyn;
Brooklyn;Queer
WB> ,
New WCNW,
York; WWRL,
WE YD, New York; WHOM, Jsey City, and WOV, New York.
RCA Dividend
FOLLOWING the meeting of
RCA board of directors in N
York Dec. 8, David Sarnoff, prdent, announced the following cl
dends: preferred
On outstanding
sharefirst
stock, 87y2C
share, for the last quarter to h(
ers
of record
"B" jf erred
stock, Dec.
$1.25 18;
peronshare;
common
stock,
20c
per
share
holders of record Dec. 19.
Appeal to Lumberjacks
RADIO is being used to recruit b
berjaeks. Ontario
teamsterslumber
and bushmen
Northern
camps.
Abitibi Power & Paper Co.. Toroi
series of quarter-h
has placedof a hillbilly
programs
tunes, poii>
witii the lumberjacks, with CK'
Timmins. Ont. ; CJKL. Kirkl
Lake. Ont. : CKRN. Rou.vn. Qi
and CKVD. Val d'Or. Que., to heli
recruiting 1.000 men needed ni
company's big Account
lumber camps
in No
was placed
rect.
ern Ontario.
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mS
BOARD
VOTES
mW
STOCK PLAIS
APPROVAL of the MBS budget
"or 1942 was voted Dec. 1-2 at the
neetings in Chicago of the Mutual
.)oard of directors and stockhold■'j-rs.
un;ler who
whichalsosixconsidered
additionalplans
member
tations of Mutual would increase
heir shareholdings in the corporaion, as announced Oct. 31 [BroadlASTING, Nov. 3].
Prior to that date three mem)ers, WOR, New York; WGN, Chicago, and the Don Lee Network,
iwned 25 shares each, and four
inembers now own six shares each,
ncluding CKLW, Detroit, WKRC,
Mncinnati, WHK, Cleveland, and
he Colonial Network. Technical
,nd practical problems prevented
i.ctual stock issuance at the meetng or further discussion of ini i-ease in stockholdings.
Present at the meetings, presidd over by W. E. MacFarlane,
VGN, president, were: A. J. Mc;;osker, president of WOR and
hairman of the MBS board; Lewis,
Jlen Weiss, Don Lee, executive
ice-president for the west coast;
"heodore C. Streibert, WOR, excutive vice-president of MBS; E.
I. Antrim, WGN, executive secreiry-treasurer ; Fred Weber, genial manager; Directors H. K.
farpenter, WHK-WCLE, John
hepard III, Colonial; Stockholdrs J. E. Campeau, Hulbert Taft,
Sr., Benedict Gimbel, Jr., Leonard
lapner, I. R. Lounsberry, Hope
;arroll, Jr., Ed Woods, Jr., MBS
iles manager; Miles Lamphiear,
uditor, and Keith Masters, legal
'^ijdviser.
TRIBUTE TO SENATOR
Brings Many Congressmen
To KGHF, Pueblo
|eCENT TRIBUTE to the late
jpnator Alva B. Adams of Colo'^ado, originating from KGHF,
ifilueblo, Col., following the funfal in Pueblo, Dec. 4, attracted
:jpe of the largest Congressional
Jelegations ever to assemble in a
■adio station.
I Participating in the half-hour
feoadcast were: Senators Willis
IR-Ind.), O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.),
latch (D - N. Mex.), Johnson
iiiD-Colo.), Wiley (R-Wis.), Elinder (D-La.), Butler (R-Neb.),
lowney (D-Cal.), LaFoUette
IProg-Wis. ) , Chandler (D-Ky . ) ,
|:'heeler (D-Mont.), Gillette (DWa), Truman (D-Mo.), Chavez
D-N. Mex.), O'Daniel (D-Tex.),
■iark (R-Idaho).
Representatives present and participating were: Robinson (DItah), Murdock (D-Ariz.), Chenoilith (R-Colo.), Anderson (D-N.
ex.), Lewis (D-Col.). Also pres■t was Oscar L. Chapman, Asitant Secretary of the Interior.
Stromberg Divided
rROMBERG - CARLSON Telesone Mfg. Co., Rochester, has defied a dividend of 50c a share of
'jmmon stock payable Dec. 24, the
fst since Dec. 1, 1937. The divifnd, payable to stockholders of
jcord Nov. 29, is "due in large
lieasure to the sweeping progress
^de by FM — the broadcasting
lenomenon of 1941," said Lee
IcCanne, secretary and general
fanager.
ROADCASTING

FLETCHER

TURNER

NO NEED to pardon that Southern accent. The gentleman from
North Carolina is rather proud of
it. The Turners were old settlers
in Raleigh and the gentleman's
grandfather fought on the Confederate side during the Civil War.
Grandson Fletcher, of the Raleigh
Turners has since migrated to New
York, where he is timebuyer for
J. M. Mathes Inc.
Fresh out of Duke U in 1931,
Fletcher went to work in his
father's bottling plant, tired of it,
packed and came north. In February, 1933 he landed his first job
in New York — in the production
department of J. M. Mathes — he
has been with the agency ever since.
After two years, he was transferred to the radio department as
general utility man and all-round
assistant to Bill King, radio director; together they were pretty
much the whole radio department.
Fletcher says he did practically
all types of work.
About two years ago, as the
Mathes radio accounts grew, a separate division of timebuying was
created and Fletcher was given
radio schedules for such accounts
as Canada Dry Spur and Ginger
Ale,
New York
and Luden's,
International
Salt. State Milk
Business administration was
Fletcher's
at Duke,
he
starred "major"
on the track
teamwhere
and
once came within two inches of tying the State pole-vault record.
Right now his sport is golf, his
hobby,
photography.
quite a amateur
football enthusiast,
too, He's
and
has recently been elected president
of the New York chapter of the
Duke Alumni Assn., which has over
700 members. Fletcher is still
pretty much of a newlywed. He and
Dorothy Lippincott, of New York,
took the step last Aug. 20.
Sam Theodore Lyons
SAM THEODORE LYONS. 45, partner in the lirm of A. S. Lyons Inc..
lit'vcrly Hills. Cal., talent agency, died
in his home in that city on Dec, G,
following a h(>art attack.
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Chase

&

Sanborn

Shift

Drops Abbott & Costello
STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
with the Jan. 1 shift of the Chase &
Sanborn coffee account from J.
Walter Thompson Co. to Kenyon &
Eckhardt, has released Bud Abbott
and LOu Costello, comedy team,
from their contract after Dec. 28.
In a new agreement, Edgar Bergen was given control of the Chase
& Sanborn Shoiv, a setup the comedy team reportedly also sought.
As a result Abbott & Costello are
said to have served unofficial notice
of withdrawal. Abbott & Costello
are reported as having a $7,500
weekly offer to head a new halfhour program
Thomas D'Arcy Brophy, New
York president of Kenyon & Eckhardt was in Hollywood recently
for conferences with Bergen and

to discuss takeover of the show.
Joe Stauffer, New York radio director of that agency is setting up
a Hollywood production unit, signing Don Clark. KFI, Los Angeles,
producer. Maury Holland, current
producer, will be given another J.
Walter Thompson Co. assignment.
Mary Hanrahan, Hollywood business manager for Edgar Bergen,
assumes additional responsibility
of talent buyer for the show.
RCA Transfers
JOHN K. W'EST, district sales manager at Cleveland for RCA Mfg. Co.
since 1938, has been assigned to San
Francisco, replacing E. J. Rising, resigned. Harold M. Winters of the Kansas City district, has been transferred
to fill the vacancy in Cleveland. District manager at Kansas City is now
Harold R. Maag, formerly in charge
of merchandising activities in Southern California.

BRASS-BOUND BESSIE of another era, presented to Charlie Smithga
the Morning Watchman, 6-8 on WAGA, Atlanta, has more significan
than the obvious humorous angle. Frost Cotton Motors, with two a
nouncements on Charlie's program, indicated in the presentation of t
gift that it was not just a suggestion to help National defense but th
it also represented a coordination of effort.
Radio

ING
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Is Speeded by War
Air Drenched With Promotion
For Defense Certificates

NN
PLA

•

Bond

Mos
r bUtz on
„ for an ai
Moscow,?""
h.il after tlial, j
.^^i^viUe Trading
or we took Ae

Area
(wh«»reaches every
jience
^ 'uwl
o'"-' '^'""""Jl
evt* sector of
the lis'^"'"* .
.,11 business)!
j,,,„ork station
A u.arke., and «e get
"
,„,„cyed »ar
Red^

WHEN WAR was declared on the
United States last week, radio did
a tremendous job in further support of the Treasury's defense bond
and stamp program. Within 24
hours after the declaration, according to Vincent F. Callahan,
chief of the Radio Section, every
station in the country, every news
commentator and every netwoi'k
commercial program was using specially prepared copy wired to them
by the Treasury.
Henry Morgenthau Jr., Secretary of the Treasury, was strong
in his praise of the stations and
sponsors.
"The wholehearted cooperation
of the radio industry in this crisis
is most gratifying to me," the Secretary declared. "Virtually every
radio station and every radio advertiser has rallied to our support.
Every station and program to
which I turn my radio is carrying
defense bond and stamp announcements. Radio is rendering a great

service to the Treasury in the
During the first 24 hours of t
vital
crisis days."
the Treasury sent appro:
mately 2,000 telegrams to sponso:
radio stations, news commentate
and women's program directo
outlining the editorial policy of t
campaign, effective immediate
On Monday night more than
commercial network programs c;
ried the new defense bond s
nouncements.
Quick Messages
The work of the radio static
in getting word to all stations a\
greatly facilitated by cooperation
NBC, CBS and MBS, Mr. Callah
said. The teletype services of Nl
and CBS were turned over to t
Treasury, as was the Mutual cc
ference call system, to get new e
nouncements to their affiliated a
M & 0 stations by the quicks
possible method. Without this
operation from the networks,
would have been almost impossi
to contact all stations on such shi
notice, according to Mr. Callahi
owing to the staggering amoi
of telephone and telegraph tra
out of Washington that day.

^ This month more than 40,000,000 pounds of burley tobacco
will be sold in Johnson City and four other towns in
WJHL's primary coverage area. Tobacco growers are getting
more money for their cash crop this year than ever before. And
remember, WJHL is the only single advertising medium that
can give you adequate coverage of this market at one low cost.

5000 Vlatts
F & PETERS

Red

sic
. N.B.C.Ba
970K.C.

1000 WATTS -910 KG • NBC BLUE
International Radio Sales
Representatives
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Johnson City, Tenn.
WJHL
W. Hanes
Lancaster
Manager
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WHO
THE

TIMKEN

GIRLS

SELL

STAMPS

and Factory Team With Stunt to Boost Local
Sales of Defense Certificates
ton resident, roamed the streets
EDITOR'S NOTE: The folseeking out persons who could
lowing story is printed by the
show such a receipt. The lucky
editor of Broadcasting as an
example of hoiv patriotism,
persons were awarded from $1 to
civic spirit, and enterprise of a
$5, and it was estimated that over
local business organizatioji and
75% of the persons who received
a radio station may aid the
any part of the $100 given away
Treasury in furtheriyig the
in this manner, returned to the
promotion and sale of United
booth immediately to purchase
States Defense Bonds and
more Defense Stamps with their
Stamps. This story was subprize money. The interest aroused
mitted to Broadcasting by the
by radio and newspaper publicity
Treasury, ivith the explanatioyi
that its publication would aid
in the "Mystery Man" stunt resulted in Defense Stamp sales of
materially the Defense Savings
$15,081 on the fourth day of the
campaign by indicating methcampaign.
ods through luhich radio stations, in cooperation with their
The campaign was promoted by
sponsors, can assist the Destore window cards, and four banfense Savings Program.
ners hung across the street. Every
ONE DAY last month Felix available publicity angle was tied
Hinkel, manager of WHDC in Can- into the campaign.
•iton, 0., and Roy D. Moore, State
administrator of the Ohio Defense
Savings Committee, approached the
Timken Roller Bearing Co. with an
idea to promote the sale of defense
stamps in Canton. The enthusiastic
!:ooperation of the Timken Co. with
:he plan resulted in stamp sales
during the four-day campaign of
;;36,417.10 — only $1,000 less than
:he total sales in Canton from May
I to Oct. 1.
To accomplish these outstanding
results, Timken combined radio advertising, publicity stunts, and
lewspaper advertising, but accordng to executives of the company,
;he cost of the promotion was
lominal.

Golden

Gloves

Mr. Hinkle and Timken Girl

WHO, Des Moines, will hold its
fifth annual Golden Glove amateur boxing tournament in the Des
Moines Shrine Auditorium Jan. 19,
26, Feb. 2 and 9, according to Bill
Brown, WHO sports editor. A team
of eight local boxers will be chosen
in the competition to represent
WHO in the Chicago Tournament
of Champions. The WHO bouts are
the only ones in Des Moines officially sanctioned by the Chicago
Tribune, originator of Golden
Gloves tournaments and sponsor of
the Chicago tourney. Last year 266
amateur boxers and 27 teams competed in the local tournament.

EDDIE DUNSTEDTER, radio, stage
and screen organist, has been signed
by KMOX, St. Louis for a 13-week
series titled The Master Makes Melody, heard three times weekly. He
plays on six keyboards of four instruments— the Steinway, Solovox, Hammond organ and Novachord.

Stella Unger Series
XBC RADIO-RECORDING Division
is preparing a series of five-minute
transcriptions titled Look in the Mirror, featuring Stella Unger, to be available to local stations for spot advertisers. Miss Unger is heard on NBCRed, Wednesdays G :30-6 :35 p.m. on
a live program, while transcriptions
are heard on over 200 stations.

WHDC

Timken Girls
First step was to choose eight
Timken factory girls as "Timkenittes" for the four-day sale, Nov.
.1, 17, 22 and 28. Costumed in speially designed red, white and blue
itutfits, the "Timkenettes" sold de'ense stamps on the streets, in ofices, and conducted a courier servce for residential districts. They
veve used in a variety of publicity
.tunts, directing people to the deense stamp booth, erected by
VHDC in Courthouse Square. The
Timkenettes" were also tied into
he radio promotion through skits
iroadcast the night before each
Limken Defense Stamp Day.
Each day of the sale, Timken
let a goal for Defense Stamp sales,
in effigy of a Timken workman,
iPal Joey" by name, was hoisted
IP the Courthouse flag pole as sales
irogressed. His slogan was "Give
(\e a boost, help me touch the flag
lefore sunset." "Pal Joey" reached
fee flag long before his appointed
lime each day, as on all four days
jhe goal set was reached and
lassed.
The radio promotion consisted
tf a daily man-on-the street inter|dew at the defense stamp booth,
tnd eight spot announcements per
jiay for four days.
Full page newspaper ads and
ieasev copy were used to introluce and arouse public interest
31 the Timken "Mystery Man". On
ae fourth day of the sale, each
'.efense stamp purchaser received
j; specially designed receipt. The
!|[ystery Man, an unidentified CanROADCASTING
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Radio

Goes

to War

WAR — GRIM, swift, terrible — has struck
home. In a twinkling the "defense" program
has become a "victory" drive. Radio, for the
first time in its meteoric development, goes
to war. It faces the supreme test, as does the
nation itself.
The shock of the Jap attack threw things
off balance momentarily. Mistakes were made;
confusion was provoked; there was hysteria.
Radio was not entirely faultless in the spread
of "unconfirmed" rumor, fed through customary news channels. But, all in all, radio has
acquitted itself well.
Let's not delude ourselves about censorship!
Military censorship is on and will remain on
until victory is won. The almighty "scoop" must
be forgotten, until it is checked for fact and
has passed Government scrutiny as matter that
will not give aid and comfort to the enemy.
That edict comes from the President of the
United States, the commander-in-chief of the
armed forces.
Every broadcaster, every man who faces the
microphone, should read and re-read the words
of the President in his address to the nation
last Tuesday. Every newspaper and every
broadcast station, Mr. Roosevelt said, has a
most grave responsibility now and for the
duration. And in his words, neither has the
"right in the ethics of patriotism to deal out
unconfirmed reports". That is the solemn warning. It must serve as the guide-post for journalism, whether printed or aural.
In material things, radio is going to be affected, particularly in the earlier stages. Shutting down of stations on the coasts during
imminent air attack or during black-outs,
means commercial cancellations and rebates.
Release of time for war communiques, for
Government informational broadcasts, and
for morale purposes, also may cut in on normal schedules.
These may be only temporary dislocations.
After the period of trial and error, readjustments will come. There is no disposition to
disturb normal operations beyond absolute
necessity.
A good portion of this issue of Broadcasting — first since the assault in the Pacific —
is devoted to coverage of radio aspects of the
first week of war operations. The Defense
Communications Board, headed by FCC Chairman Fly, moved swiftly. Broadcasting was a
secondary consideration in those early hours,
since danger of espionage in the non-domestic
Page 38
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communications fields was paramount. The job
was done — done expertly, adroitly.
To predict the future would be sheer fantasy.
The military establishment is calling the
moves; the FCC, insofar as broadcasting is
concerned, executes them. The safe, sane policy
is for radio to follow orders, avoid controversy,
be on the alert, and use its head.
Stations must avoid use of microphones by
unknown persons. The "man-on-the-street"
type of broadcast should be rigidly controlled
and supervised lest some crack-pot, or even
subversive influence, gain access to an audience and spread rumor that might result in
panic. Transmitters should be guarded, particularly those outside city limits. Radio is a
military objective. It must be guarded against
sabotage. The function belongs to state or municipal police, not the Army.
The President foresees a long war. There
will be a drain on radio personnel, because
Uncle Sam needs experts and radio has them.
There will be longer hours, tougher work, and
heavier overhead. Quibbling about hours, union
demands, and all that should be banished
for the duration.
American radio already has been under
siege. In Honolulu and in Manila broadcasters
have felt the impact of war; have heard bombs
explode, not knowing whether the next blast
would blow them into eternity. Broadcasts to
the United States, even under those conditions,
went ahead.
On the Continent, radio as well as lights
have been doused — silenced to prevent use of
their carriers as beams. Only days ago, few
thought it would happen here anytime soon.
In England, stations continue to broadcast on
standard bands, because they have evolved a
"dehorning" technique that entails technical
alterations. Before long it is expected this
system will be adapted here, and that radio
"blackouts" will cease.
All last week reports were rampant that
radio assignments would be frozen, that powers would be increased or decreased, and that
a rigid censorship would be clamped on everything. A war of nerves was on, too. Nothing
of this sort has happened, but some of it may.
Questions, too, have arisen about a moratorium by Government on social reforms in
radio — the chain monopoly regulations, the
newspaper inquiry, the ban on multiple ownership, and other activities which pale into
comparative insignificance against the backdrop of a nation fighting for its life. The
answer, at the moment, is that these "social

objectives" will be carried through. Ther
pears to be no disposition to postpone, -]. .
down or shelve.
With the first war flash, radio found
enlisted for the duration. The majority of s- .
tions stayed on all night that fateful Sund .
Most are maintaining continuous operati
The networks are providing around-the-cl ;
service. That's the new radio tradition, est lished spontaneously.
Broadcasters have a solemn duty in t ;
hour of crisis. In Seattle the other day &
followed the silencing of stations. The pi
didn't know what had happened when >
blackout came and no station could be he 1
for the explanation. That happened only cause it came so soon after the shock of
war's outbreak and because the public ha^
been informed via radio.
And that tells the story of the industi responsibility, of the abiding faith all Amei
has in its radio — a faith that did not app
with its appalling impact until crystallized
the stark grip of war.
Heeding the words of the President, re o
regards it as a privilege to perform its d
in the nation's defense until the war is v
Radio will do its job!

Pied Typographers
SMALL WONDER that public resentir
against organized labor has reached sue!
high pitch. Outrages of labor cliques aga
essential defense industries caused Cong
to shift its position on labor even before Ja
perpetrated its infamous attack.
Now radio again is made the butt of a i
labor onslaught — that of John B. Hagge
of the International Allied Printing Trt
Assn. His proposal [see Dec. 8 Broadcasti
to impose a franchise tax on radio, appropr
50% of broadcast facilities for "non-prc
groups, and in effect disrupt commercial opi
tions, constitutes an effort in the direc
of mass lobbying against radio probably ne
before equalled.
The strange part of this crusade is t
Haggerty's group already has been repudif
on its advertising tax by the American I
eration of Labor, of which the printers' uni
are part. In responsible labor quarters dc
even is expressed that the crusade represt
the viewpoint of the entire printing tr
group. Last August, at the hearings before
Senate committee on the franchise tax, W
Hushing, chairman of the AFL Legisla
Committee, testified in opposition.
About the same time the American Feci
tionist, official organ of AFL, reported t
the executive council of AFL held the propc
tax would "unfairly discriminate in favoi
newspapers and against radio stations, tat
work away from a new industry and threw
work to an old one." The council then adoi
a motion reading: "While labor believes i
the United States Government should ]
extra taxes on the people to pay for defc
work, we do not believe in punitive or
criminatory taxation such as a special levj
radio advertising broadcasts."
In the face of that rebuke, Haggerty
vives not only the confiscatory tax prop'
but seeks to goad his unions into an allfight against radio. AFL itself should look
the amazing development.
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JAMES LAW RENCE FLY
experts on engineering aspects of
'DP
MAN States
in radio
today,
with network
e United
at war,
is James
operation. The same has
ijiwrence Fly, chairman of the been true of his participation in
proceedings concerning television
."■jderal Communications Commisand FM broadcasting.
■tbn and the Defense Communicapns Board. After a stormy regime
A graduate of the U. S. Naval
the FCC and a continuing line Academy and former general counsquabbles with the industry,
sel of the Tennessee Valley Authority, Mr. Fly was nominated to the
jiairman Fly looms as the No. 1
FCC bv President Roosevelt on
jjrsonality in the United States
Wdcasting and communications
July
27," 1939,
succeedingonFrank
McNinch
as chairman
Sept. R.1
$;ture.
iAs chairman of DCB, Mr. Fly of that year, with term to expire
ts in the top chair of the group
June 30, 1942. Little more than a
|at not only has planned and made
year later— Sept. 24, 1940— President Roosevelt created the five-man
'Dovision for the war-time funcins of radio and communications,
Defense Communications Board,
t now has complete power to charged with planning the relationship of communications to na■^ize radio for the war effort. As
tional defense. The President
(airman of the FCC he is in a
4(sition to implement these far- named Chairman Fly head of the
new advisory group at the time it
Bching plans for the industry's
flrticipation in defense, from the was formed.
tUitary as well as the civilian
Youngest man to hold the FCC
3e. Right now he is closely identi- chairmanship, Mr. Fly was born
on a farm in Dallas County, Tex.,
id with virtually every conceiv:lle facet of communications op- Feb. 22, 1898, coming from pioneer
ations.
Colonial stock. He attended country
grade schools at Seagoville, Dallas
jLong-respected for his acuteness
l!d energy, Chairman Fly surCounty, until 1914, and was graduated from the Dallas City High
•iiised no one when, on Sunday
Iternoon, Dec. 7, he happened to be School in 1916, where he was a
his offices as the first flash was
whiz in debates and oratorical
events. While attending school he
jiard that Japan had attacked
Isarl Harbor. Immediately he put worked at farming, a job at a cotton gin, store clerking and tele' motion much of the complicated
.achinerv set up through a year's
phone operating in a local telesystem. He paid his way
'anning"^by the FCC and DCB to through phone
high school by serving as
•erate in just such an emergency,
ded by kej' personnel of the FCC
a general clerk in Dallas courts.
'iring the remaining Sunday hours
In 1916, after being graduated
j^d far into the early morning of from high school, he spent three
months at a Naval Academy prep
,9 next day he contacted execuschool at Annapolis, and in 1917
'es of communications companies,
thorized special operating per- was appointed to the Academy. He
ts and generally supervised the
in 1920, after winemendous mass of detail incident was graduated
ning the class debating championthe switch from a peace to a
ship and the Henry Van Dyke prize
ir footing. Within a few more
for the best essay and serving as
class secretary. High grades won
lurs he was presiding over meetgs of both DCB and the FCC,
him an officership in the midshipom which developed still more
men regiment.
aergency orders.
After serving three years in the
Navy, largely on the Pacific Coast
Coming into radio cold, "Larry"
and in Hawaii (he had one tour of
'y has won respect in the industry
T the way he assimilated a pracduty as a midshipman on the Oklalal knowledge of its technical ashoma),he resigned in September,
cts. He surprised many, late in 1923. He had specialized in gun39, after only a few weeks on the
nery, but at the same time had
studied law, which had led to his
■mmission, when he was particiting in the tail-end of the chainappointment
as advocate
for various naval courts
and boards.
Jnopoly hearings, with his ability
talk intelligently with technical
Upon retirement, the 25-year-old
jROADCASTING
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LLOYD C. THOMAS, owner and
general manager of KGFW, Kearney.
Neb., was recently elected president of
the Kearney Chamber of Commerce.
CHESTER B. CAHN. former new.spaperman and new to radio, has joined
the sales staff of WBTN, New York.
JACK JARRELL, formerly city editor of the TopeKa (Kans.) State
Journal has joined INS, foreign news
desk. New York.
HOWARD CLARK, formerly of
CKSO, Sudbury,
Ont.. maanger
has been ap-at
pointed commercial
CKX. Brandon. Man.
FRANK RYAN, formerly manager of
CKLWl. Windsor, Ont.. has been
loaned by the Hudson's Bay Co., Winnipeg, where he is advertising manager, to take a post with the Wartime
Price & Trade Board, Ottawa.
FRED W. CANNON, sales executive
at All-Canada Radio Facilities. Toronto, is the father of a 9-pound. 2-ounce
boy, James Herbert, born Dec. 1.
WILLIAM SENER. formerly of
WSUI. the U of Iowa station. Iowa
City, has joined the Chicago Radio
Council as a production and research
assistant.
WILLIAM S. KNAPP. formerly of
the sales department of WDZ. Tuscola,
111., has been appointed merchandise
manager of WIBC, Indianapolis,
ROBERT F. ANTHONY, formerly
program director of WORD, Spartanburg, S, C, has joined WSPA, Spartanburg, as merchandising and promotion manager. He is succeeded bv Wilmanager.liam Ratcliffe, WSPA production
WILLIAM MUDD, from KBND,
Bend, Ore., has joined KHSL, Chico,
Cal, as salesman.
ensign entered Harvard Law
School, winning scholarships each
year. He was a member of the
Board of Student Advisors, a coveted honor. After two years at Harvard, and before his graduation, he
passed the Massachusetts bar and
was admitted to practice.
In the summer of 1924 he was
employed by the Harvard Law
School Assn., and the following
summer was a law clerk with the
admiralty law firm of Burlington,
Veeder, Masten & Fearey, New
York. After graduation in 1926, he
was admitted to the New York bar
and became associated with the law
firm of White & Case, New York,
specializing in corporate and financial practice.
His work with this firm received
recognition during President Hoover's administration, and in 1929
Mr. Fly was appointed by Attorney
General Mitchell as special assistant to the Attorney General in
connection with a number of antitrust suits. In 1932 he successfully
prosecuted antitrust suits against
the Sugar Institute, Bolt, Nut &
Rivet Mfg. Assn. and the Wool Institute. He also handled the Justice
Department's investigation o f
bread prices the same year and
prosecuted one phase of the Western Grain Rate case before a Federal three-judge court in Washington State, arising out of an order

DR. RAY
H, MANSON,
dent and general
managervice-presiof the
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg.
Co.. Rochester, has been elected to the
official positions in the Radio Manuof vice-president,
member offacturers"
theAssn.executive
committee,a
and chairman of the RMA set division.
He succeeds Paul V. Galvin in the
latter two positions.
I, R. mitter
BAKER,
manager
of trans.sales of RCA
Manufacturing
Co., is at .lohns Hopkins in Baltimore
for a physical checkup.
PILOT OFFICER D. R. P, Coats,
formerly public relations chief at
CKY. Winnipeg, and CKX. Brandon,
Man,, has completed a training course
at the Royal Canadian Air Force base
at Trenton, Ont,, and is posted to
No. 3 Wireless
RCAF.
Winnieg.Training School of the
:MISS BILLEE WHEELOCK. formerly director ofwriter
women's
and ]iuljlicity
for programs
KFBC.
Cheyenne, has been appointed national
sales manager of KDON. Monterey.
Cal.

Frederick Leuscliner
FREDERICK LEUSCHNER,
counsel on the Pacific Coast for
RCA and NBC, on Dec. 8 died of
a heart ailment at the Good Samaritan Hospital, Los Angeles.
Born in Berkeley, Cal,, and a graduate of the U of California and Columbia Law School, Mr. Leuschner
has been serving as an attorney for
NBC for 11 years. He is the son of
A, 0,merLeuschner,
astronoof the U of eminent
California,
His
wife and a daughter, Lyn, survive.
John Charles Wilson
JOHN CHARLES WILSON, 32,
television engineer and inventor,
most recently in the technical radio
research department of Hazeltine
Service Corp,, Little Neck, Long
Island, died
Dec.home
5 ofinHodgkin's
disease
at his
Bayside.
Born in London, Mr. Wilson joined
Baird Television Development Co.
in 1928.
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Mr. Fly remained with the Justice Department after President
Roosevelt's inauguration and supervised several important cases growing out of NRA, Agricultural Adjustment Act and the Oil Code.
Under the New Deal, he was in
charge of the preparation of two
major TVA
casesfrom
which
favorable decisions
the won
Supreme
Court,mer and
in 1935 Counsel
he assisted
SEC General
Johnfor-J.
Burns in defending the Utility
Holding Company Act. He became
general solicitor of TVA in 1934.
and three years later was named
generalnition counsel
as "aresponsibilities
fitting recogof his present
Fly in 1923 married
andChairman
past services".
Mildred Marvin Jones, of San
Rafael,
Cal. Lawrence
They haveJr.,two13, children— James
and
Sara Virginia, 11. Though not a
"joiner", he is a member of the
Harvard Club, of New York, and
the Seminole Club, Forest Hills,
N. Y., where he formerly maintained his residence. Before that
fateful Sunday, Dec. 7, he used to
play golf occasionally, and tennis
whenever he could snag an opBut since the war erupted, he's
ponent.
been
working a three-man shift
Page
himself.
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JOHN LAGEMANN, freelance radio
writer, formerly of CBS, has joined
the shortwave staff of the U. S. Coordinator ofInformation in New York.
Also
on
that
office'sCharles
scriptwriting
staff
are Betty Wason,
R. Jackson
and Harry Herrman.
MAURICE C. DREICER, educational
director of WCNW» Brooklyn, and
conductor of several progi-ams stressing national morale, has been named
supervising program director.
ALLAN KENT, announcer of
WNEW, New York, two years ago
since which he has been writing commercial radio jingles on the team of
Kent-Johnson, has returned to WNEW
withrecordings.
a Sunday 10-11 :30 a.m program
of
BILL M ARTEL, formerly of WIND,
Gary, Ind., has joined WAAF, Chicago as a staff announcer.
HAROLD CLARK, continuity chief
of KGFW, Kearney, Neb., on Nov. 30
married Lillian Debruler, formerly of
Omaha.
LLOYD CREEKMORE, formerly
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., soundman,
has joined NBC Hollywood, in a similar capacity. He succeeds Ed Padgett,
who is on leave of absence.
WILLIAM J. ADAMS, program director for WCHS, Charleston, and the
West Virginia network, has been appointed radio chairman for the Committee for the celebration of the President's birthday. West Virginia chapter.
GENE SEADLER, formerly of
KROY, Sacramento, Cal., has been
named program director of KOH,
Reno. Nev.. replacing Merle Snider
who has taken over the post of sales
manager.
ART FORD, formerly of the WBNX,
New York, announcing staff, joins
WBYN that city, in the same capacity.
EMMA LOU JACKSON has been
chosen from a number of competitors
to substitute for Miss 580, who goes
on vacation starting Dec. 10, heard
over WCHS, Charleston, W. Va. Miss
Jackson is on the engineering staff of
WCHS and is co-aniiouncer with Ken
(liven on the Streitman's street man
show.
ART KIRKHAM, commentator of
KOIN-KALE, Portland, Oregon, has
been re-elected to the Board of Directors of the Portland Chamber of Commerce. Recently he was elected vicepresident of the Portland Kiwanis
Club.
BILL JOHNSON, program director
and chief announcer, of WGCM, Gulfhas joined WHLN, Harport, lan,Miss.,
Ky., as newscaster.

LESLIE HIGBIE, former employee
of the Library of Congress, has joined
the announcing staff of WDNC, Durham, N. C.
ALLYN CORRIS, of the WOV, New
York, announcing
beenClub
selected m.c. for thestaff,
newhas1280
program which replaces the 1130 Cluh
with the change
over of the
facilities
with WNEW,
Newstation's
York.
Alan Courtney m. c, of the latter
program, resigned Nov. 27.
BOB CARTER, chief announcer of
WMCA, New York, and commentator
for the Paramount Newsreel of the
Good- Will Hour program, has joined
WXYZ, Detroit, and the Michigan
Network to handle special assignments,
including the Housewives Serenade.
LEW WALKER, announcer of
WBYN, Brooklyn, on Dec. 1 became
the father of an 8-pound, 2-ounce baby
daughter.
BILL PENNELL, former announcer
of WIOD, Miami, has joined the announcing staff of WHN, New York.
WILLIAM F. RILLEY and Joseph N.
Snyder have joined NBC Chicago
guide staff.
JANET KISTEMANN, traffic manager of KYA, San Francisco and
Lloyd Franke of the United States
Coast Guard, were married Dec. 7
in Oakland, Cal.
ROBERT BEATTY, formerly of
Hamilton,
Ont., is
Your BBC
Request announcer
on the
the At
nightly
Radio News Reel heard on this Continent from the British Broadcasting
Corp. at London.
GORDON KEEBLE. announcer of
CFCH, North Bay, Ont., has moved
to CKGB, Timmins, Ont.
JACK HYATT, ex-newspaperman
and dio
radio
has joined for
the the
radivisionpublicist,
of the Committee
Celebration
of the
Birthday, replacing
RossPresident's
Evans, resigned
because of illness.
ROBERT BENSON has joined the
announcing staff of WDAS, Philadel-

Tyro Tyrol
PROBABLY
one of the
youngest announcers in
American radio, Robert Sherman Tyrol, who is 18, has
been appointed a permanent
member of the announcing
staff of WTIC, Hartford.
Graduating from East Hartford High School in 1940,
Tyrol joined the radio department of the Travelers
Insurance Co. Receiving an
audition at WTIC last
August, he was assigned to
part-time announcing until
his recent permanent appointment by Paul W.
Morency, WTIC general manager.
LEOPOLD FRANCK has joint.l
announcing staff of CKVD, Yal <\
JACK HORNER, formerly of EI
Grand Forks, N. D., has joined
kee.
announcing
staff of WTMJ, Milw
KEN BURKARD, formerly of K .
Que.
Oakland, has joined KHSL, Ch
Cal. Bob Sunby, KHSL announ
is the father of a girl born recentl:
ETHEL CRANE, formerly secrri
to O. L. (Ted) Taylor, presiden
KGNC,
Tex., tolateJohn
in D.-r
her is toAmarillo,
be married
Lt
NANCY GOODE for five years b
service advisor for Kansas GaElectric Co., has joined KMBC. E sas City, as director of the KM
Happy Kitchen.
BERNE
ENTERLINE. form
chief announcer of WSOY, Deca
111., has joined the announcing s 1
of WMBD, Peoria, 111.
WYNONA PORTWOOD. former!
KXOX, Sweetwater, Tex., has .ithe announcing staff of KGKO, 1
Worth, Tex.
PHIL EDWARDS, relief annou
of WPEN, Philadelphia, has enl
in the Marine Corps.

PHIL EDWARDS relief announcer
phia.WPEN, Philadelphia, has enlisted
of
in the Marine Corps.
TONY MARVIN, announcer on the
CBS Major Bowes program, and Paul
La Porte, production man on the same
show, became fathers last week, each
reporting 7%-pound baby daughters.
NORMAN PIERCE, formerly of
WIND, Gary,
Ind.,
has joined
the announcing staff of
WCFL,
Chicago.

TED MAC
MURRAY, directfr
NBC recently.
Tom Mix, is the father of a
born
CLIFF
WILLIAMS, formerly
Grant Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Wayne Nelson, formerly of WJ
Chicago,
have joined
the annouu staff of WIND,
Gary, Ind.

Here They Are Again!
Those Aristocrats of the Range
THE

SONS

OF

THE

1

PIONEERS

e 192
Ann Tgnna says:
Slow-motion sales clo^^in^ up
your outlets ? Pour a little WINS
vorks !
iljito the works . It works
{Use a few of my hoi K {
spots,
watch asemdirected,
thaw outandthat\ \\\
frmen sales-jam. ! J
The Voice of Baltimore
Since 1922
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JOAN HARDING

TO

POST
WEAVER

SUPPLEMENTING the Communications Division of the Rockefeller
Committee, Nelson A. Rockefeller,
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, on Dec. 7 announced appointment of Sylvester L. Weaver as
director of the committee's radio
section, with Merlin H. Aylesworth continuing as chairman.
Also appointed were Russell
Pierce, as associate director of the
Communications Division, in
charge of administration and projects of the New York office, and
John W. G. Ogilvie, associate director with special radio responsibilities, according to Mr. Rockefeller. All three will be on the
New York staff of Don Francisco,
director of the Communications
Division.
Mr. Weaver, formerly advertising manager of American Tobacco
Co., on Sept. 1 was given leave
of absence to serve as associate

director of the Communications
Division in Washington. Formerly
he was manager of the Young &
Rubicam radio department.
Mr. Pierce, formerly Argentina
manager and vice-president of J.
Walter Thompson Co., helped organize the South American operations of the agency. Mr. Ogilvie
assumes the position formerly held
by Mr. Weaver, but will be located in New York. Until recently
he was director of radio for International Telephone & Telegraph
Co., and from 1935 to 1938 was
president of Radio Corp. of Puerto
Rico.
Bonus at WHN
LOEWS
Inc..
which
operates WHX. is X'ew
givingYork,
all its
employes
a Christmas bonus similar to that distributed last year. Employes continuously emloyed for a year whose salaries
do not exceed $40 per week, will receive a two-week salary bonus, not to
exceed $50. WHN staff employed for
six months with $40 per week salaries,
will receive one week's salary, not to

ALASKAN

INNOVATION

Sponsored Program Shortwaved
-To KFAR, FairbanksFIRST SHORTWAVE rebroadcast
for Alaskan listeners of a network
commercial is claimed by KFAR,
Fairbanks. Alaskan stations with
no network wire facilities heretofore have been permitted by FCC
ruling to rebroadcast sustaining
programs only.
Amendment to the ruling was
made in November and the first
commercial presentation was
Camel Spoi-fs Review, sponsored by
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., through
the Wm. Esty & Co. Program is
heard every Saturday as released
from the Pan American network
of NBC. KFAR employs a special
dual-diversity receiver with a
rhombic antenna of the directional
type to assure maximum reception
of the programs.

exceed $2.">.

joUTHFUL AMBITION of Joan
Jjarding was the stage. But one
Jnimer at a small New Jersey stalon convinced her to change her
liurse from the footlights to the
ijiei'ophone.
comSsntator
for Now
WMAL,woman's
Washington
ifeC-Blue key, Joan has enjoyed an
cteresting life. Born in Australia
,■1 1914, she has attended 13 differSt schools in Europe and the
iiited States.
lA graduate
of New
York's
inerican
Academy
of Dramatic
rt, she turned radio commentator
'fjd spent six and a half years in
-j)chester, N. Y., as radio and
"':)shion
editor for
a leading
Roches■ department
store
— broadcasting
;^ularly on WHAM, WHEC and
pAY. Joan's program on WMAL
'jr/ie
featuring
>men inWoman's
the news World,
and fashion
and
'jauty information.
;)WARD
HT'FFMASTER.
XBCto
wcago
guide,
has been recalled
'Ivice by the Army, and has been re'ced by Harry Canfiekl.
ROY BARTRUM has joined the
>C central division eommnnications
'j>artment as a teletype operator.
jiAX LOMAX. sportscaster of WOR.
|iw York, has been reelected to the
jird of directors of the Basketball
.j-iters' Assn. of Xew York City. He
jO is a member of the Football
Hters" Assn. and the Baseball Writr Assn.. and in all three organizaps is claimed to be the only radio
jtrts man on the membership rolls.

Iribute was paid to Chicago's police heroes with
a special broadcast from W-G-N's main audience
studio at which the more than 200 police heroes
and their families were guests.

No wonder Chicago and middle western radio listeners turn first
to W-G-N— the station with a "Hometown" origin and viewpoint!
Consequent//, W-G-N Delivers More Listerters to YOUR Program.

►n't neglect Alaska— the
fclfic Coast's mostpidly-expanding market,
{fd the Territory to your
jifket— thru the medium
KINY.
Executive OfRces
jii. BIdg., Seattle, Wash
W WATTS • 5000 WATTS CONST.
uneau •Alaska
|SEPH NATIONAL
HERSHEY
McGILLVRA
REPRESENTATIVES

The FIRST STATION

in Chicago and the FIRST CHICAGO STATION in the Middle West
A Clear Channel Station — 720 Kilocycles
MUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
PAUL H. RAYMER. CO., Los Ange/es, Co/.; San fronc/sco, Co/.
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W.

H. Beecue

ANNOUNCING

STARTING
IMMEDIATELY
we're
giving
MEMPHIS
something
NEW
IN S

NEWS

Every

Hour

Hour*
On ♦Mthe
ondays

thru Saturdays
8 A. M. to 10 P.M.
Sundays at
9 A.M., 1 P. M.,
5 P. M.,9P. M.
*
Early placements
will receive

KROD. El Paso, in order U> yivi'
contestants a chance to hear themselves on the air. recently broadcast
a complete transcription of the El
Paso city schools oratory contest.
RADIO LIBRARY, available for the
use of all schools and interested persons throughout the Panhandle of
Texas. Oklahoma and New Mexico,
has
established
by KGXC.
Amarillo.been
Library
will contain
information
and I'eference to various phases of
radio and will be publicized through
the station's
facilities, letters
newspaper
notices and by personal
sent out
by KGNC's manager. John Ballard.
WBYN. New York, will make transcriptionsBill
of President
.speech on the
of RightsRoosevelt's
program.
Dec. 15, 10-11 p.m. and translate it
into Hungarian, Spanish, Jewish and
Italian. Disc translations will be
played several times on the following
days.
EIGHTH language to be broadcast
daily
WRCA onandNBC's
WNBIshortwave
is Finnishstations
with
the addition this week of a daily halfhour program for Finland under the
direction of Arvo Haapa. American
of Finnish parentage. The broadcasts
also will be carried on WBOS. Bosston shortwave station.
WRR.cast of Dallas,
originated
the broadthe annual
clash between
the
Mustangs of Southern Methodist U.
Dallas and the Owls of Rice Institute.
Houston played Dec. 6. Game was
desci-ibed by Charlie Jordan, WRR
sportscaster. Color of the game was
handled by Dale Drake, WRR staff.
WLS. Chicago, will hold its eighth
.•innual "Christmas Giving Party" Dec.
20 at the missionStevens
Chicago. Adis limitedHotel,
to foodstuffs
for
Salvation Army and Volunteers of
America charity Christmas work. One
hour of the party will be broadcast
and
of thethe station's
talent
staff members
will entertain
4,000 children
nnd parents expected to attend.
WOWO. Fort Wayne, has increased
its operating time to 19% hours daily,
except Sunday, with the addition of a
new xerogram. International Cluh
Mythical Tavern, heard 12 midnight
to 1 a.m. Paul Roberts is m.c. and
commentator of the transcribed music
show which is sponsored by the Berghoff Brewing Corp., six nights weekly.

choice times
*
Wire or write

No.

I Market

for availabilities
and program

data

•
•
•
•
•

WHB

Q

1400 Kilocycles
250 Watts
HOTEL CLARIDGE

MEMPHIS
TENN.
"This is the Friendliest
Spot on Your Dial"
Page 42
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Tota.1 Pop^Jl^+io^
WKite PopuIa.tior\
WKolesb^le Sables
Retail Sa.les
IrvdustriaLl ^rvd
Busirvess PdA^ Rolls
domJnated ar

UJfBC
5000 lUflTTS
6REEHmE,S.C
HEART OF THE
NBC RED FAMOUS INDUSTItlAL
NETWORK PIEDMONT SECTION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
WEED & COMPANY
15, 1941

IT WAS REUNION in Cincinnati for three New Yorkers when Mr. u
Mrs. H. Preston Peters chanced to meet Beatrice Kay in the WC][
studios. Miss Kay, star of U. S. Tobacco Co, Gay 90's Revue on CBS, ■Vi
guest-starring on an interview program over WCKY with Paul K |
nedy, Cincinnati Post radio editor. Mr, Peters was visiting Fred j
Palmer. WCKY sales manager. Snapped in the WCKY corridor af j
Miss Kay's broadcast were (1 to r) Al Bland. WCKY production m;
ager; Mrs. Peters; Mr, Peters; Mr. Palmer; Miss Kay; Tom Fall;.
Cincinnati representative of U, S. Tobacco Co.. and Mr. Kennedy.
KFBB. Great Falls. Mont., on Nov.
22 celebrated its 19th birthday and
acquisition of 5,000 watts fulltime
with a special hour program. Celebration program 8-9 p.m. was built
around theme of "Hi Neighbor ! More
Power to You." First half-hour was
produced locally with speeches by local citizens, songs by the Apollo Male
chorus and message of congratulations
from Gov. Sam C. Ford. Last halfhour constituted salute from Pacific
network of CBS on regular network
Hi Neighbor show. Owned by Buttrey
Broadcast Inc. with Joseph P. Wilkins, manager. KFBB obtained its
first license Oct. 18. 1922.
COK, Havana, has started a series of
50 Salutes
American and
Cities,
presented eachtoWednesday
Friday.
6-6:30 p.m.. carried also by COBZ.
shortwave, and CMBZ, longwave in
cooperation with the International
Radio Club which will rebroadcast
the ijrograms through its affiliated
stations and who will in turn broadcast two programs a week for the
same period in honor of Cuba. Inaugural program presented Lieut. Col.
.Taime Marine, of the Republic of
Cuba. Seuor .Jose Cidre. ijresident of
the Cuban Tourist Commission and
Jack Rice,
president
of the International Radio
Club. Miami.
Florida
who flew to Havana for the ceremonies.
WQXR. New York, has set up a fiveminute program. Cues for Ch ristinas.
I)ased on a shopping column idea.
Broadcast twice daily, programs are
lieing sold for local participating sponsoi-ship and already five have been
signed. Broadcast time is 9 a.m. and 12
noon. Monday through Friday.
WQAM. Miami, was authorized by
the FCC last Tuesday to install a new
transmitter and increase its day power
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts on .560 kc.
continuing with 1.000 watts at night.

wsc
Tops
on
the Dial

61

Surveys Prove
WSGN Covers
Alabama Best
Tops in Value!
Costs less per
100,000 Listeners
National Representatiyes
HEADLEY-REED CO.
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA l
BROADCASTING

WSRR, Stamford. Conn., on De( f
broadcast a memorial program ti j
Heywood Broun, Friend & Neigh \
from the country home of Libby 1 ;
man who sang two of the favci
songs of the late newspaper colui
ist. Featured also were anecdotes!
Walter O'Keefe and a recording,!
President
Roosevelt's
Broun's Christmas
Story.reading
M.C. ||i
the show was George T. Bye. lite: ^
agent, with Bill Voss, WSRR j
gram director, as producer. Half-lii
program which was rebroadcast ]i
WICC, Bi'idgeport,
was witnessec
notables
including Harold
Ross, ,iii
Yorker editor and Luis Rainer. si
and screen actress.
RCA

Catalog

Campai

a

Selling
Many
Recoi s
COOPERATIVE PROMOTIG>
RCA-Vlctor dealers and the
pany itself of its "Catalog '
centration Campaign" durinjd
past nine weeks has resultc
the most successful record i
chandising drive RCA has
staged, according to W. W. E;
RCA- Victor's record sales mar,;
In addition to arrangement:
the dealers with local radio
tions for spot announcements ]
ging the campaign and gift
ords, RCA's
promotion
incli
special
Music You
Want progi
on 70 stations from coast-to-ci >i
features in national magazines ui
newspapers,
gift offers,
and re «
reviewers columns.
Although
ports are still coming in from ( il
ers, "a great sales harvest is 6
sured", and the results so n
promise
customers.the gaining of many
Carl H. Brockhagen
CARL HOMER BROCKHAG ^
controlling owner of Cesana & ?
sociates, San Francisco and
Angeles agency, and previou
that publisher of the Call-Buh
San Francisco, died December :
was formerly president of the
Francisco and Seattle Advert n
clubs and at one time was aSjCi
ated with the Record-Herald in li
publisher of the Sacra n '-'<
cago;
Union, president of the Pan n(
the
Oakland. 1t'
Telegram, associated
(Ore.)Post-Enquirer.
the Spokane Spokesman Pu en
and the Seattle Post-Intellic/eirr
• Broadcast

Adverting

rhilco Appoints Grimes
Head of Video Station
AVID GRIMES, Philco chief telesion engineer, has been named
jeneral manager of WPTZ, Philco
'.•levision station in Philadelphia,
' )llowing reorganization of the sta: on"s staff and operation activities.
■ e is in charge of both engineerg and program departments reacing Nick Alexander, resigned.
I r. Alexander may remain with
lilco in another executive capacThe reorganization places enleering men in key positions.
C. J. Bingley has been advanced
|i station manager as coordinator
ir both the engineering and pro'fani
departments.
position of
ogram
director The
is temporarily
ed by B. R. (Ted) Herr, Philco
ouble
Warren Wright,
1 radioshooter".
actor, resigned.
IPaul Knight, announcer, was adunced to studio director in chai'ge
ij! all the live studio programs.
division of program activities
laces Clarence Thomen chief cam'ranian in charge of all remote
•Lntrol television shows. Gilbert
•own, of the engineering staff,
director of all motion picture
ograms. Frank Vreeland and
est Walling continue as draIjatic directors and Sallie Gunnell
Jis been placed in charge of kid'jres
programs.
The 15
station
%ntinue
to operate
hourswilla
jsek, but the program schedule
icomes standardized. The time
till be equally divided, with five
lurs a week each for live studio
ograms, motion picture films and
^mote programs.
I Greene-Revel Ofl&ces
lADQUARTERS of the new
sic publishing company Greeneibvel Inc., jointly owned by Mort
■jreene, Harry Dec.
Revel
''Broadcasting,
8], and
will beBMIat
|37
N.
Vine
St.,
Hollywood,
Uanch offices in New York at with
580
Ifth Ave. and in Chicago in the
toods Bldg. Both ASCAP writers,
i|r. Revel is president and Mr.
^feene vice-president, while two
fS.1 associates, Robert Burton and
iiarles Lawrence, will be secre-treasurer and assistant treas"r, respectively. The company's
Hsic will be available to all broad"ters, with licenses to be issued
Cectly by the composers and autors to stations.
THE FIFTH consecutive year.
Ifjll Stern, NBO director of sports,
' d ace
sports announcer,
play-by-play
descriptionwillofcover
the
se Bowl game in Pasadena. NBC's
jth exclusive coverage of that .lame
! 1 New Year's Day.

Record Rules
RESTRICTIONS on recordings have been set up at
WDAS, Philadelphia, by Program Director Harold Davis.
Feeling that indiscriminate
use of Christmas carols is
not good for either station,
listener or the carol. Silent
Slight and all other standard
Yuletide songs have been
placed on the restricted list
with special permission necessary from the program department for use. Absolutely
forbidden are swing or jazz
arrangements of Silent Night
and the First Noel though
such treatment is permissible
for Jingle Bells. Restriction
also is placed on new record
releases to avoid plugging.
KSFO

Orchestra

WHK:

"I ivant to tell yon tvhat an excellent
job we all think you have done in
connection with the Land O' Lakes
program. This is one of the most
complete

CJCA HONOR ROLL
Edmonton Has Many Staff
Members on Duty
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta., is justifiably proud of its Honor Roll of
staff members now with the Canadian Armed Forces. The list covers
representatives in the Women's
Air Force Auxiliary, Royal Canadian Air Force and the Army and
Navy. Following are the members
on the roll:
Miss Alta Magoon, accountant,
CWAFA; Bill O'Sullivan, control
engineer, RCNVR; Ed Bryant, announcer, Edmonton Fusiliers ; Doug
Ewart, control engineer, RCAF;
Ed Chown, salesman, RCNVR; Bob
Keith, control engineer, RCAF ; Ed
Fee, control engineer, RCSC; Dick
Taylor, now taking examination for
the RCAF.

jobs we

have seen in a long time.
Sincerely,
Burton A. Adams
National Broadcasting Co."

Out,

New AFM Pact Likely
SAN FRANCISCO Local No. 6.
Musicians Union, indicated Dec. 4
it would take no action against
KSFO, San Francisco, which released its 12-piece staff orchestra
about Nov. 1. The station has been
operating without an orchestra for
the past six weeks.
Bob Dumm, program manager of
the station, stated that KSFO had
spent more than its quota on the
orchestra two months before the
year was up and that the dismissal of the arroup was an economy
move. KSFO had been spending
$550 a week on music, Mr. Dumm
stated, and saw where it could
save between $3,000 and $4,000
by dismissing the musicians for
the two final months of the year.
On Jan. 1 KSFO, presently the
CBS outlet, becomes an independent
non-network station and a new contract for music is planned.

merchandising
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ACA-WBNX Renewal
AMERICAN
Communications
Assn., CIO union, has announced
the signing of a renewal contract
with WBNX, New York, running
for two years from Oct. 1. New
pact calls for wage increases rununing up to 17%% through semiannual i-aises, with all employes receiving an immediate 5 per cent
increase. I'etroactive to Oct. 1.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
«p — studio pTograms
t— transcriptions
aa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WGAR, Cleveland
standard Oil Co. of Ohio, Cleveland
(Sohio), 25 so. thru McCann-Erickson.
Cleveland.
Smith Bros., Poughkeepsie. N. Y. (cough
drops),
sa vi'eekly,
Tarcher 3 Co.,
N. Y. 21 weeks, thru J. D.
Railway Express Agency, New York, 20 sa,
thru Caples Co.. N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Lava
soap), 10 sa weekly, thru Blow Co., N. Y.
Plough Inc., Memphis
(Penetro & St.
Joseph's
aspirin),
5
sa
& 6 sp weekly.
52 weeks, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman.
Memphis.
Dr.weekly,
Pierce's1.3 weeks,
Medicines,
11 sa&
thru H.Buffalo,
W. Kastor
Sons, Chicago.
Owens Illinois Glass Co., Toledo (Durnglass),
St. Lo\iis.100 so, thru D'Arcy Adv. Co.,
Musterole Co., Cleveland, 5 sa weekly, indefinitely, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Vimms). 12 sa
weekly, 11 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Thomas
Leeming
& Co., New York
(Baume Bengue), 10 sa weekly. thrv>
Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
Household Finance Co., Chicago. 4 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Chr.(Junket),
Hansen's 82 Labs.,
Little Mitchell-Faust
Falls, N. Y.
so-, thru
Adv. Co., Chicago.
E. I. DuPont deNemours & Co. (Five Star
anti-freeze) , 12 sa, thru BBDO, N. Y.
California Fruit Growers Exchange, Los
Angeles (Sunkist lemons), 20 sa. thru
Lord Drug
& 'Thomas,
Chicago.
Block
Co., Jersey
City (Gold Medal
capsules), 6 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Raymond Spector Agency, N. Y.
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis (4-Way cold
tablets), 8 sa weekly, 21 weeks, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons. Chicago.
Johns-Manville Corp., New York (insulation), 5 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Carter Coal Co., Washington (Olga coal),
spJones-weekly,
20 weeks, thru Ralph H.
Co., Cincinnati.
WDRC, Hartford
Beechnut Packing Co., Conajoharie, N. Y..
3 fa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Newell-Emmett, N. Y.
Borden Co., New York (Hemo), 12 ia
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Young & Rubicam.
N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady (FM receivers), 3 ta weekly. 13 weeks, thru
Maxon Inc., N. Y.
General Seafoods Corp., Boston (Jack &
Jill Catfood), 3 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Alley & Richards, N. Y.
Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Royal Crown
Cola), 3 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru BBDO.
N. Y.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore
(Rem), 12 ta weekly. 26 weeks, thru
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Simon & Shuster (tax instruction books),
(5 ta from week to week, thru Northwest
Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Vick Chemical Co., New York. 3 sa weekly.
13 weeks, thru Morse International Inc.,
N. Y.
WIND, Gary, Ind.
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati (pocket and
wrist watches), 1092 sa, thru McCannErickson, N. Y.
General Furniture Co., Chicago (manufacturers outlet stores), 2 sp weekly, thru
Illinois Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Gabel's
Chicago,
weekly,Clothing
thru LeoStores,
Silberman
Sales 6 Co.,sa
Chicago.
WBBM, Chicago
Dodge Dealers Assn., Chicago. 4 sa. thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
Waste Paper Consuming Industries, St.
Louis, 8 sa weekly, thru Olian Adv.
Agency, St. Louis.
Calavo Growers of California, Los Angeles
(calavos), Co.,
2 spHollywood.
wee"-ly, thru J. Walter
Thompson
Page 44
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WHO, Des Moines
Simon & Schuster, New York (tax instruction books), 8 f, thru Northwest
Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Sai'gent
&
Co..
Moines& Co.,
(Sargent
feeds),
sj) series, thruDesFairall
Des Moines.
American Poultry Journal, 2 sp weekly,
12 weeks, thru Shaffer-Brennen-Margulis,
St. Louis.
California Packing Corp., San Francisco
(Del Monte products).
78 so. thru McCan -Erickson, San Francisco.
Railway Express Agency, New York, 15 ta,
thru Caples Co., N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, 25 sp, thru
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
J. A. Folger & Co., Omaha (coffee), 260 t,
thru Lord & Thomas. Chicago.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York
(VelvetCo..tobacco),
mett
N. Y. 39 t, thru Newell-EmManhattanheart).Soap
Co.. Franklin
New York
117 sp, thru
Bruck(SweetAdv.
Co., N. Y.
KYW, Philadelphia
F. G. Vogt & Sons. Philadelphia (meat).
1 sp weekly, thru Clements Adv.. Philadelphia.
Iowa Soap Co., Camden, N. J. (Magic
Washer Soap), 4 sp weekly, thru James
G. Lamb. Philadelphia.
Simon & Shuster, New York (books), 6
sp weekly, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co.. Seattle.
Horn & Hardart Co., Philadelphia (restaurants,) 3 sp weekly, thru Clements
Adv., Philadelphia.
Candy Bros. Mfg. Co.. St. Louis (Red
Cross cough drops). 13 so weekly, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati (Duz),
3 sa weekly, thru Compton Adv.. N. Y.
KFBK, Sacramento
Folger Coffee Co., San Francisco. 3 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thni Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
California Nursery Co., San Francisco
(shrubbery), 7 sa weekly, 13 weeks,
direct.
Crown Products Corp.. San Francisco
(cleanser), 2 sp weekly, 39 weeks, thru
Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
Mercantile Acceptance Co., San Francisco
(loans), 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, direct.
WLAG, LaGrange, Ga.
Penman Co., Chicago (fountain pens), 13
f, thru Untied Adv. Co.. Chicago.
American Snuff Co.. Memphis (Garrett and
Dental Snuff), 5 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Simon & Gwynn, Memphis.
Ralston-Purina Co.. St. Loviis (feeds). 3 t
weekly, 13 weeks, direct.
KFAC, Los Angeles
Grayson'sparelInc.,
apchain), Los
18 saAngeles
weekly,(women's
thru Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
W59C, Chicago
John P. Harding Restaurants. Chicago
(restaurant chain), 364 sp, thru Sorensen
& Co., Chicago.
CFPL, London, Ont.
Norwich Pharmaeal Co.. Norwich, N. Y.
(proprietary), 5 ta weekly, thru R. C.
Smith & Son, Toronto.

WIBA, Madison, Wis.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.. Pittsburgh, 5
so weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 84 ta, thru Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Paxton & Gallagher Co., Omaha (Butternut
coffee) , 6 sp weekly, thru Buchanan
Thomas Adv. Co., Omaha.
Chamberlain Sales Corp.. Des Moines, la.
(lotion),Des 3 Moines.
ta weekly, thru Cary-Ainsworth.
Speri-y
Milwaukee
(Chicken75
Dinner. Candy
Denver Co..Sandwich
candy bars).
sa, thru Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn. Mass.
(proprietary), 10 fa weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey &Engineering
Co.. N. Y. Institute, Chicago
Utilities
(trade school), 3 sp weekly, thru First
United Broadcasters. Chicago.
Quality Biscuit Co.. Milwaukee, 5 fa weekly,
thru George H. Hartman Co.. Chicago.
W. G. Beardon Labs.. Port Chester, N. Y.
(exterminator), 60 sa, thru H. B.
LeQuatte
Inc., N.Co.,Y. Chicago, 3 sa weekly.
Progress Feather
thru Lieber Adv. Co.. Chicago.
Northwestern Yeast Co.. Chicago (Maca
yeast).& Co.,
3 sp Chicago.
weekly, thru Hays MacFarland
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.. Chicago (chewing
gum). 13 sp, thru Arthur Meyerhoff &
Co.. Chicago.
Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.
(chewing gum).
7 faY.weekly, thru Newell-Emmett
Co., N.
Olson Rug Co.. Chicago (rugs), 3 sp
weekly, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba.
Chicago.
Jacques Seed Co.. Prescott, Wis. (hybrid
seed corn). 3 sa weekly, thru Triangle
Adv. Co., Chicago.
DeKalb Agricultural Assn., DeKalb, 111.
hybrid seed corn ) , 6 sa weekly, thru
Western Adv. Agency. Chicago.
Lever Bros. Co.. Cambridge. Mass. (Spry),
10 ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Kroger Groceery & Baking Co., Cincinnati,
10 sp weekly, thru Ralph H. Jones Co.,
Cincinnati.
KFRC, San Francisco
Yellow Cab Co.. San Francisco, 2 sp weekly,
thru Rhoades & Davis, Adv., San Francisco. Breweries, San Francisco (beer) .
Acme
weekly sp, thru Brisaeher, Davis &
San Francisco.
Dr.Staff,
P. Phillips
Canning Co., Orlando, Fla.
(fruit
juices).
Miller Co.,
N. Y.2 sp weekly, thru C. L.
Pacific Brewing & Malting Co.. San Jose.
Cal. (beer),
weekly, thru BrewerWeeks
Co.. San6 sa
Francisco.
CKCL, Toronto
British Cermaics & Crystal, Toronto (English china ) , sp weekly, thru F. H. Hayhurst Co.. Graphite
'Toronto. Lubricants. Toronto
Canadian
(graphoil), so series, direct.
KFL Los Angeles
Cigar Institute
of America,
New4 foYork
(industry promotion
of cigars),
weekly,
thru Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.
Musterole Co., Cleveland. 5 sa, weekly,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.. N. Y.

'No matter where I land in Montana, you felloirs are there to greet me."'Adv.
1941
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AM

Methoti

Said to Stop Noijii
Declared Superior to FM
Avoiding Interference
DEVELOPMENT
of an amj
tude modulation receiver said
eliminate static and other
traneous noises to a greater
gree than any other known metl
was reported last week in (j
patches from Los Angeles.
The invention was attribu
to Karl E. Pierson, an amat
radio operator, who asserted
Army Signal Corps had made tf 5
of the receiver at its Fort M
mouth, N. J. laboratories, air
ordered some of them, presui 1,
for experimental operation.
Dr. Lee DeForest, pioneer r,
inventor, asserted the Piersoi
ceiver appeared to eliminate 1
more effectively than any othf
vices he had received. He
Pierson
"w
no
other had
radioaccomplished
eegineer woil
with amplitude modulation ha^
ceeded in doing. He employs :
cial silencers which possess «
unique quality of cutting out
reducing in their intensity to
astonishing degree all sorts of
terference.
"It undoubtedly will prov
important factor in military
communications,"
Dr. DeF
said.
Defies Noises
Mr. Pierson was reported as 1
ing declared that his device 11
or less contradicts "accepted tin
and practice, which may bi
reason it has not been disco-,
before". One of its functions
said, is that contrary to might be expected, the greatii
noise, the more effectively
eliminated. Moreover, he saitl
weaker the signal, the great t
the noise reduction.
Dr. DeForest stated that '
revealed the receiver could picl
code messages through interfer
noises four times the intensit; 3i
the signals themselves. In this
spect he said it exceeded FM t
mission.
Watson's Rep Firm
LOREN
L. WATSON, forn
general manager of Internati
Radio Sales, has opened office
an
independent
station r>
sentative
and radio
has announcei
will serve as national represi
tive of WOL, Washington, effe
immediately. Mr. Watson has t
space at 347 Madison Ave..
York, telephone, Murray
4-2797. A Chicago office wil
opened
shortly,
he said.represi
Mr.
son headed
the Hearst
24].
tive
organization from July
until his resignation the end ol
vember 1941 [Broadcasting,

l:
a
a
a
vi
bi
it
o
)V

BILL MORROW
and Ed E
Hollywood gag writers for tbo
seven years, on the NBC Jack 1
Show, sponsored by General 1 >a
Corp.
(Jell-O),
have started
filmed
the lifelater.
of the comedian
which ww nib
• Broadcast

AdvertuH

rtmeiit
^echnique of Depa
s Used by Filene
iitor, Broadcasting:
Your feature article and your
itorial concerning Filene's in the
2C. 1 issue, were, to say the least,
"technique" exnsational.
■unded
in theThe
article and endorsed
your editorial possesses an inrent fallacy, an unsound, misneeived principle which, if exoited to the limits of its possilitj'. will destroy the institution
broadcasting as we know it. . . .
Radio is primarily and fundaentally a means of communicam. much the same as the telelone or the telegraph. . . . BeBse of its basic qualities, its
mponent elements, it serves the
condary purpose of educating
id entertaining. It is this phase
radio upon which the world sysof broadcasting is built and
counts for the various uses to
lich radio is put, such as the
ssemination of Government prop:anda (in Europe), campaign
eeches (in the United States),
id the like.
An incidental portion of this
Mndary phase is selling merchan56 or services. It is upon this one
rtion of a phase of radio that
e American industry is built. It is
e incidental commercial side of
dio that has fostered our industry
,d thus far, despite this commerdism, our industry has conducted
«lf with honor and always has
illd uppermost the two main purilses for its existence. * * *
In an effort to carry out sucssfully its secondary function
dio has called upon all the arts
the cultured world. . . . Naturiiy. the cost of carrying out this
ipondary function is paid by those
iio can best afford to — business
d finance. In return for this the
jsiness man is permitted to advise his product or service, but
jly
after the art form has been
icluded.
Never have we permitted the art
mi to be the advertisement or
fe versa. Everyone — the station
mer, the agency, the advertiser
•has respected radio for what it
and has shied from altering it,
co do so. * " *
inclination
^pite
Radio the
under
the "Filene system"
told be completely different fi'om
tiything we had foreseen. The art
;in would become the advertise-

Store

Draivs

Discs

Criticism

ment and the advertisement would
be thesoldartso form.
"technique"'
that
many The
shirts
and silk
stockings for Filene's is nothing
more than a "dramatized commercial" 30 or 15 or 10 minutes long,
depending upon the size of the sale
the store has planned. . . . You can
well imagine the state of radio at
that time when the "dramatized
commercial" is our entertainment
or when the "dramatized commercial" is combined with the "singing
commercial" — an innovation already in vogue — to give us the
"variety commercial" 15 or 30 minutes long. . . .
Theried Filene
"technique"
to the fullest
extent— ifof carits
possibilities (and there is nothing
to prevent this once the NAB Code
is altered) — is the death warrant
of radio as we know it in America
today. Those stations who rejected
the transcribed programs offered

them should be commended for
their splendid deed and the NAB
and the NAB Code Committee
should do everji;hing humanly possible to prevent
this on"technique"
from being
introduced
any other
station by any other department
store or group of department stores.
... As for compensating the radio
listener for the loss of art, culture,
and entertainment that radio now
provides, — there would be little
need to worry about that because
there would be few listeners as we
understand the term today.
Robert Miller,
WGES, Chicago.
December 5.

devised: that it has definite entertainment and educational value,
and that, incidentally , it sells goods.
Regulations must be altered to accommodate
and the
innovations.
And, improvements
as always,
seller of the merchandise must be
kept within prescribed bounds, lest
he let his zeal and enthusiasm
carry him away.
fact that
Filene's
dramatizesin
theThehistory
of the
silk stocking
its new technique, does not brand
the program 100% plug. It is the
manner in which the technique is
e:>:ecuted. Nor do frequent quips
about "Jello" or "Latakia" in jingle
form violate code or good taste.
The yardstock of good sense must
be applied, too.
Broadcasting believes the writer
has argued his point well. It
still clings to the view that
Filene's stitutes
radio
experience
conjust about
the biggest
department store success story in
industry history. And. it feels that,
properly safeguarded, it can be a
boon to retail advertising and serve
as
a cushion for radio during the
emergency.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The writer
takes the position that a 15 or 30minute program of the type used
and espoused by Filene's Worcester
store is pure unadulterated commercial, albeit dramatized. It
"could'' be that, he says, and if it
u-ere so, ice would oppose it just
as avidly as we have endorsed the
Filene's innovation. Our position
is that a new technique has been

WAR-NEWS-HUNGRY
RADIO

That
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is

AUDIENCES

why

DEMAND

hundreds

stations

use

of

INS,

alert

with

its

IGreat Britain declares war on
jJapan and thus Winston
'Churchill keeps his word to
aid the United States — the life
|Stor)' of this great leader is
Idramatized in the most topical
Iradio feature ever offered to
: radio stations.
IMPERIAL
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For information
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IBoston . . or . . Howard C. Brown Co.,
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,UBLIC

SCHOOL STUDENTS have broadcastingp methods added to their curriculum in the form of a new
feature,
Readin',
Radio, started
by 'Ritin',
KMBC, and
Kansas
City. Heard Saturdays, 5:45 p.m.,
the 15-minute series was arranged
by Edwin Browne, KMBC director
of educational broadcasting, in cooperation with the Kansas City
Board of Education. Present plans
call for programs to be written by
students in high-school English
classes; dramatic casting and acting to be handled by speech classes
and music departments furnishing
vocal and instrumental talent.
Scripts, rehearsal and production
will be supervised by KMBC staff
members.
Holiday Verses
VERSES from Christmas greetingcards, read by staff announcer
Larry Thomas, provide a new holiday program on WDAS, Philadelphia. The studio ensemble provides
background music as Thomas reads
the poetry contained on cards sent
in by listeners. A box of Christmas
greeting cards is awarded each day
for the most artistic, poetic and
comical card sent in by listeners.
Folk Tales
WELL-KNOWN folk stories are
dramatized during the weekly halfhour
Stories,
startedprogram,
on the Grandma's
Arizona network,
and originating from KOY,
Phoenix. Children dramatize each
story, with Olga Rogers acting as
narrator.

PROGI^AMS
f*^
Famous Classics
Freedom in Action
DRAMATIZATION of famous
PLACING emphasis on the need
for discussion, persuasion and tol- book classics by Oscar Wilde, Emil
Zola, de Maupassant and Stevenson
eration as the means of makingis the makeup of the KFRC, San
democracy effective, the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. starts Jan. Francisco program, The Radio Theatre of Famous Classics, released
6 a series of six-weekly broadcasts
on Hotv Freedom Works. The weekly. Listeners are able to respeaker will be Isabel Thomas,
ceive Book League of America editions of these classics for a small
noted Canadian educationist. Study
groups are being formed, especially chai'ge to cover handling and postage. The series is being sponsored
among the foreign-born, to listen
to the talks which deal with topics by Associated Dental Supply Co..
San Francisco, and was placed
"Why Bother Voting", "How We
through Theodore H. Segall Adv.
Make a Law", "Why We Have
Political Parties" and similar Agency, that city.
racy. on the workings of democtopics
Musical Quiz
CRAWFORD'S MUSIC SHOP,
Free Fun
Beverly Hills, Cal.. is currently
EXPENSELESS evening on New
sponsoring a weekly half-hour
York's Broadway is the prize of- classic quiz program. Are You
fered to listeners of The Guest of Musical?, on KMPC. that city. Conthe Week broadcast over WAAT,
ducted by William Farquhar, four
Jersey City, sponsored by Harris
well-known musical experts are put
Cohen & Sons, New York furniture
through their paces weekly, with
store and heard daily at 11:45 a.m.
questions submitted by listeners.
On each of six broadcasts two con- Album of Victor recordings is
testant's names are drawn from a awarded for the stumping question
hopper and held until the seventh
of the week. Chas. N. Stahl Adv.,
broadcast when three of the ac- Hollywood, has the account.
cumulated names are drawn. Prizes
Auction for Charity
are theatre tickets, dinners and entertainment, and nightclub roundup
THE Radio Auction heard four
with taxi fares and orchid corsage
nights weekly on KSAN, San Franfor lady of lucky pair.
cisco, has as its motive the raising
of funds for needy families. The
Civitan Club and the Big Brother
Bureau of the police department
appeal for articles of all sorts
from firms. These in turn are auctioned off over the air, bids being
received by telephone. Money derived goes to charity. Prominent
civic figures are guest auctioneers.
At the War Scene
ACTUAL SOUND pictures of the
work
being
done byareCanada's
war
services
overseas
being made
by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. recording unit in Great Britain, shipped to Canada, and incorporated in a new program series of
Saturday
broadcasts.
matic evening
incidents will
illustrate Drathe
numerous valuable contributions of
Canada's
war
zones. auxiliary services in the

"Yes," says WSAI's Winged Plug, "I present my sponsors
with a nice Christmas package of new listeners daily, because Inever let-up plugging the programs that I broadcast.
Street car and bus cards, neon signs, movie trailers, taxicab
covers, downtown window displays and a monthly houseorgan for dealers are all part of the plan by which I play
Santa Clous — delivering new listeners and new customers
365 days a year. I'd sure like to start making deliveries for you."
NBC RED AND

BLUE— 5,000 WATTS

NIGHT

AND

DAY

Soft and Easy
INTENDED as a tension-reliever
from the nerve-wracking routine of
New Yorkers Designs for Listening, on WWRL, that city, features
recordings of soft music and relaxing rhythm of well-known bands.
By means
of aon"magic
mike" tour
listen-of
ers are taken
a mythical
the nation's bandstands to visit the
dance places
the featured orchestras arewhere
appearing.

SCOOP WAS SCORED and '\< ments were scorched when
nouncer Al Goodwin and
Clerk Ray Lawton spied a firi; i
the Japanese consulate in Newleans. They notified the fire dep: ment and were on the air ii a
hurry with the mobile unit. F men and detectives took cha ;
Here Goodwin (left) hands W L
mike to a detective during i
broadcast. The detective is hole g
charred remains of documents.

Up to the Weather
NEWEST community-sing
gram in the Far North is Wtn
Permitting on KFAR, Fairbs
Alaska.
The half - hour
gram,
heard
Sundays a 3:15-3
gives studio audiences
chanc
join in on familiar tunes, led
a nucleus of trained voca!
Alaskan color is provided in
matic bits between songs, with
program
havingoutposts
as its locale
of the Alaskan
depem ;
on
air
transportation
during
ter months. The program t' ie
Weather Permitting, is a fam ii
phrase in plane
schedules
and i-r
nouncements
regularly
broadca?
KFAR.
When Americas Speak
CONTRIBUTING TO Pan Air
can goodwill and friendship,
Americas Speak series, to be
sented by Rotary International
MBS, will make its 1942 debut .
4. Each of the 18 15-minute
grams, to be presented from W
Chicago, will dramatize histoi
events outstanding in the foum
and development of the New W«
In some instances the lives of
national heroes of some of the ci
tries will be portrayed. Afterj
dramatizations the remaindeif
the periods will include human
terest interviews and talks di
from
honored.the capital of the coU{
Television for Young Folkj
YOUNG TELEVIEWERS
have a program all their ovn
look at Saturday afternoons |
the inauguration last week
WNBT, NBC's New York te
sion station, of an hour series
turing
ettes andMarion
talks ofBishop's
interest mai
to
dren on such subjects as sta
or
of dogs.
Peter Series
Barker.is under diret

INPHIlAmPHIA

CINCINNATrS
OWN

STATION
Sm
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'MKRICAN CHICLE CO.. Loug
hiiul Cit.v. N. Y. (gum I. on Dec. 21
uU add WGY. Schenectady: KPO.
tin Francisco and KOA, Denver, to
; extensive list of stations carrying
,e station-break announcements.
;eiicy is Badger. Browning & Hersey.
ew Yoriv.
'lEBOLDT STORES. Chicago (doirtraent store chain), on Dec. 22 re'Tcs for the 7tli consecutive year its
rly morning half-hour Wieholdt'x,
mr
program music
which with
feare.- 'Neighbor
recorded popular
aie
Marlowe's
shopping
tips,
six
eelidays for 52 weeks on WMAQ.
liciigo. Account was placed by Neodim. Louis & Brorby. Chicago.
s'DUSTRIAL
Shipbuilding
& Euueering Co.. Los
Angeles ( welding
boon, in an intensified campaign, is
;ing a series of daily transcribed and
me signal announcements on a group
1 Southern California stations,
ijeucy is Chas. H. Mayne Co., Los
iigeles.
EXEFICIAL Casualty Insurance
), IjOS Angeles, on a 13- week couact which started Nov. 23. is sponriiig a weekly quarter-hour Holly50<1 film chatter program featuring
skiue Johnson, as commentatm- on
ECA, that city. Stodel Adv. Co..
)S Angeles, has the account.
IRYLAND PHARMACEUTICAL
)., Baltimore ( Rem. Rel ) has started
oo(h in Music, Thesaurus record proam. weekly on KPO. San Francisco.
;eney is Joseph Katz Co.. Baltimore.
:jj^CKARD BELL Co.. Los Angeles
lonocord radio-phonograph), in a
-week campaign starting Dec. 2(j.
ill use one-minute transcribed and
aiii-break announcements on stalls in nine Pacific Coast key marts. Agency is Dan B. Miner Co.,
s Angeles.
DNEY DEW Ltd.. Toronto (naiial restaurant chain) has started
a test program Academy Airurd,
nday afternoon half-hour show, on
^RB. Toronto. Account was placed
F. H. Hayhnrst Co., Toronto.
5HYDRATED YEAST SALES
Toronto (Hi-Do yeast) has
rted a test woman's program on
''RB, Toronto. Extension of this
jpgram and spot announcements are
Ijiiined in January for Ontario and
ifstern stations. Account is handled
I Stanfield Blaikie Ltd.. Toronto.
-ROXTO SALT WORKS. Toronto
&ck salt) has started a winter spot
Inouncement campaign on CKCL,
frouto .and CKOC. Hamilton. Ont.
count was placed direct.

NOW IN THE ARMY, Lieut. StanSmith (right), former special
events announcer of KALB, Alexandria, La., interviews Flight
Lieut. R. Judge of the Royal Air
Force and liaison officer at Turner
Field, Albany, Ga. Lieut. Smith is
stationed at Turner Field with
the Air Corps. Ceremonies were
broadcast on WGPC, Albanv, Ga.
WESSON OIL & SNOWDRIFT Co.,
New Orleans, has started three participations weekly in Internationa}
Kitchen, conducted by Gladys Cronkhite. on KPO, San Francisco. Account
is also sponsoring Hawthorne House.
drama, weekly on NBC-Red network
on coast. Agency is Fitzgerald Adv.
Agency. New Orleans.
MOLKENBUHR BROS., San Francisco (Biltmore luggage) on Dec. 3
started a pre-Christmas campaign in
San Francisco, using 50-word spot
announcements several times weeklv
on KJBS and KYA. Agency is Allied Adv. Agencies. San Francisco.
HAMMER-BRAY Co.. Oakland, Cal.
(Spark stoves) on Nov. 27 extended
its radio in the San Francisco area to
include participations on Kitchen Cahinef. home economics program, six
times weekly on KLX, Oakland. Account is also using participations six
times weekly on the Housewives Protective League on KFRC San Franis D'Evelyn & Wadsworth. cisco.
San Agenc.v
Francisco.
KILPATRICK'S
BAKERY.
San
Francisco (bread) on
Dec. 1 started
John Xesbitt. transcribed commentary,
five times weekly on KPO. San Francisco. Agenc.v is Emil Reinliardt Adv..
Oakland, Cal.
CHRIS HANSEN LABS.. Tonmto
(Junket), on .Jan. 12 starts a transcribed draniati/.ed spot annouiicenieiil
caniiiaigii thrice-weekly on 10 Canadian stations. Account is placed by
A. AUKini Ltd.. Toronto.

OAK VALLEY FARMS. Brooklyn
(poultry), on Dec. 15 will start Monilay. Wednesday and Friday sjiousor'^liip of The Three Miisketcern. five
times weeklv program on WMCA. New
York, liear'd 9:3()-l(t a.m. Program
lV;itures Joe O'Brien. Don Douglas
.iiid Linda Porter. Agency is FiiriuauFeiner Co.. New Y'ork.
JOHN T. TROLL Co.. Los Angeles
(Vitamin B-1 candy mints), on Nov.
24 started for 52 weeks sponsoring a
six-weekly five-minute newscast on
KPO. San Francisco. Firm also currently uses similar programs on KNX,
Hollywood, and KECA, Los Angeles.
Lock wood- Shackelford Adv. Agency,
that city, has the account.
TER BUSH & POWELL, SchenecX". Y. venture
insuranceinto
organization,
for itstady, first
radio recently started Col. Jim Healey. news
commentator, in a series over WTRY.
Troy-Albany. Tuesday through Saturday. 12:15 p.m. Leighton & Nelson,
Schenectady, handles the account.
BENSON SHOPS, Los Angeles (retail clothing chain), in a one-month
Christmas
started N^ov. per
24,
is
using 14campaign
spot announcements
week on KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, as
well as two daily spots on KFOX,
Long Beach, Cal. Glasser-Gailey &
Co., Los Angeles, has the account.
GEXERAL CIGAR Co., New York
(Van Dvke cigars), on Dec. 15 adds
KFH. Wichita, and shifts from KOIL
to wow, Omaha, for Answer Man,
([uarter-hour
which
will then be on transcriptions
a total of 8 stations.
Others include WHX KSTP WHO
KSD WDAS KTI'L. Federal Adv.
Agency, X'ew York, has the account.
FRAXK G. SHATTUCK Co.. Xew
York ( Schrafft's products), last week
began a schedule
announcementsofdaily,six
sixone-minute
days weekly,
for si)ecial Christmas promotion of its
t!0-cent liox of candy. "Honif FavorDec. 24ites".
on Campaign
WQXRcontinues
WMCA througli
WINS.
Agency
is
Al
Paul
I-eftou
Co.. New
York.
FEDERAL Life & Casualty Co., Los
Angeles, on Nov. 30 started sponsoring
on
a quarterhour a ofstaggered
combined schedule,
live and transcribed
news commentaries on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Contract is for 52 times.
In addition, firm currently sponsors a
five-weekly quarter-hour newscast on
KMTR, Hollywood, and a news urogram 15 times per week on KFWB,
that city. Continental Adv. Agency
has the account.
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Our theory has always been
that the success of radio
advertising, more than any
other publicity medium, demands the most conscientious and fullest cooperation
of the medium itself. Proper
and efficient handling of
production details is an
iron-bound creed at
WWVA. Here's proof of
such performance from a
top-ranking 4- A agency:
"You recently sent us
a reference record of
an actual broadcast of
our series of broadcasts. We have checked
all the test records
sent us by other stations and would like
to commend you for
the careful and competent handling you
have done on this
Your show, be it live or
transcribed, is always safe in
the hands of WWVA production men.
show."
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CBS

KDYL Educational Exhibit
COOPERATING with NBC,
KDYL, Salt Lake City arranged
for the special exhibit of educational bulletins and news of educational programs on KDYL at the
Western States' Convention of
Speech Teachers of America held
in Salt Lake City last week. KDYL
maintained attendance at its exhibit throughout the sessions
equipped with full information for
the benefit of teachers from eleven
Western States.
* * *
KMOX Lobby Boards
EFFECTING a tie-up with the
Jefferson and DeSoto Hotels, St.
Louis, the promotion department of
KMOX is displaying illuminated
boards in the hotels' lobbies which
feature four programs weekly.
Boards also carry an advertisement
on rental of radios at the desk and
offer tickets to audience shows produced in the KMOX Playhouse.
Station reciprocates with courtesy
spot announcements.
Cash for Cakes
"CAKES for Charity" drive has
been started by Norman Ross on
his early morning Silverleaf Sendoff program for Swift & Co., Chicago, five weekdays on WBBM,
Chicago. Cash prizes will be
awarded for the best cakes baked
with
sponsor's
lard, andto
all cakes
will Silverleaf
be distributed
needy families by the United Charities of Chicago. J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, is the agency.

Mctcliandi5in^
&
J^tom&tion
Money for Essays — Corridor Displays — Pastry for
the Poor — Power Blackout Sponsor

POWER BLACKOUT in the Southeast drought area gave WSJS, Y ston-Salem, N. C, a chance to sell a series of broadcasts to Anchor
local department store. The WSJS mobile unit was set up at the c
and its generator used to light two floodlights trained on the store's windows. Grady Edney and Priscilla Lambeth meanwhile described
they saw in the windows. The series was staged three evenings a w
during the power shortage. At the right window Edney and ]Vfiss Laml h
are at the mike with Chief Engineer Phil Hedrick at controls.
Song for Salmon
SKINNER & EDDY Corp., Seattle (Peter Pan salmon), during its
early morning Ship of Joy on
KOMO, that city, offers upon written request, a new song titled
"Visions of You". It was written
by Henry G. *
Seaborn,
* *v-p.
Memo Book
MEMO BOOK containing message
to radio advertisers has been issued
by KGIR, Butte; KPFA, Helena,
and KRBM, Bozeman, Mont., Message on cover plays up fact that radio advertisers, repaid only by support of their products, give people
of America radio at its best.
* * *
When to Listen
WCAE, Pittsburgh, sensing the
gravity of the Far Eastern situation, on Dec. 3 started to run a
series of ads in a local newspaper
which called attention to the scheduled news broadcasts and commentators to be heard on the station.

Sears Contest
MARKING its first intensive r;
venture in the area, Sears, Roeh
& Co. is promoting its new Wor
ter store with a Christmas con .t
built around a six-weekly quar
hour, Melodic Memories, on WT
Worcester, Mass. Contestants
offered $250 in awards for the
25-word ending to the sentei
"I like Sears' new Worcester s
because . . ." Weekly merchan
prizes are awarded.
BROCHURES
WCCO,
— -16-page
let "Stott Minneapolis
Fires at Dawn
. . . Wi t :
Assisting", describing the succes
Stott Briquet
Co., St. Paul, on
Sunrisers
program.
WDRC, Hartford— 8-page blown
Food for Thought series notil
boom-town attractions of Connec i
industrial area.
COWLES GROUP (WMT, E D
KRNT, WNAX)— Six-page broa( 1
coverage folder, Iowa Plus What
KTSP, St. Paul — 4-page, threephig for Keep 'Em Flying prog
giving mail and other response.
NBC Pacific Blue — Four-page t< ei
describing Breakfast at Sardi's.
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Telecast Film Librarj
TELECAST PRODUCTIC
Inc., New York, recently
eluded a deal with Advance
vision Picture Service, that
making the former exclusive
tional sales representative for
vance, according to Myron ZiH
Telecast president. The agreer at
makes available to the televi m
industry, through Telecast, sev al
hundred full-length features id
short subjects which will be off 3d
to video stations in package i ts
of 13, 26 or 52-week schedules, r.
Zobel stated. He also revealec M
was
for South
searchleaving
of films
suitableAmeric
for in
• Broadcast

Advertisfe
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fo Safeguard Nation Advised by NAB
many members of the FCC staff.
ALLOWING UP the admonition
iced by President Roosevelt in However, new problems are arising
every day, and if any of us can
- address to the nation last Tuesnight. NAB President Neville be of help to you in any way, we
ti- immediately after the na- shall be very pleased to have you
nwide bi'oadcast sent telegrams
call upon us."
all United States radio stations
Message to Stations
g them to "exercise unusually
Mr. Miller's telegram to all U. S.
ful editorial judgment in se- stations
follows:
news",
ting
"President
Roosevelt, in his
[n his wire Mr. Miller declared
broadcast Tuesday evening, issued
was "equally important that anproper wai'ning to radio and
uncei's and newscasters report apress
when he said :
r news calmly, slowly and delib"
'To
and radio
tely. so as to avoid horror, sus- stations —allallnewspapers
those who reach the
and
undue excitement",
eyes and ears of the American
eing also with a War Departt recommendation that definite people — I say this: You have a
!)adcast periods be established to most grave responsibility to the
e war news. He pointed out nation now and for the duration
of this war. If you feel that your
■jitbeen
the adopted
program voluntarily
policy already
by a Government is not disclosing
enough of the truth, you have
"fge share of the industry.
every right to say so. But — in the
Special Bulletins
absence of all the facts, as revealed
by official sources — you have no
^arly last week
the NAB
jiled the first of its special bulle- right in the ethics of patriotism to
is, including in the foui'-page deal out unconfirmed reports in
such a way as to make people be!jder cautions against program
lieve they are gospel truth.'
uninafford It was
thatto might
jjictices
i^tional aid
the enemy.
"In this war period, it is extremely important that broadcastjnted out that every type of proers exercise unusually careful edilim must be carefully considered
torial judgment in selecting and
watched, even such features
man-on-street interviews and broadcasting news so that the public will have a well-rounded report
Iz programs, which conceivably
on verified developments; and, it is
"ilild bare important military or equally important that announcers
jense information,
and newscasters report war news
uast Thursday Mr. Miller, who
ii interrupted his NAB district calmly, slowly and deliberately, so
leting itinerary to fly back to as to avoid horror, suspense and
ishington from Denver early in undue excitement. We are in agreement with the War Department
week, reemphasized the radio recommendation
that for the haniustry's intention and desire to
dling of the war news definite pe.iperate fully in the war effort,
riods of time be established, rather
fetters to both President Roosethan the constant interruption of
j: and FCC Chairman James
program service; except for news
wrence Fly.
of transcendent importance."
!l know I speak for the entire
idcasting industry when I say
BECAUSE of present war couditious.
appreciate the grave responsiRadio Writers' Guild, New York, has
{ty we bear to the nation now
temporarily suspended negotiations
for the duration of the war
started two weeks ago for a contract
rding the handling of the news
with CBS covering four employes in
the network's
shortwave
department.
the war," he reassured the The
RWG already
has a contract
covsident. "May I again take this
ering
CBS
continuity
and
dramatic
tortunity to pledge to you the writers.
)le-hearted cooperation of the
adcasting industry and to ase you that we shall at all times
conscious of our responsibility
endeavor in every way to fulfill
obligation to our country. I
e you will call upon us if we can
if any assistance to you in disjrging the arduous duties of
r high office."
a a letter to Chairman Fly Mr.
er declared:
|i want you to know that the
B wishes to cooperate with you
all divisions of the FCC in
■ y way to help solve the many
/lems which are arising due to
^present emergency. I and vari- "Did your sister let him kiss her?"
other members of the NAB
"Gosh,
I dunno!
The Lone
was just starting on
j'ral
havecommittees
the honor ofto DCB
serve and
on Ranger
? been in constant touch with
WFDF Flint Michigan."
fO ADCASTING
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FCC 24-Hour Duty
SINCE the outbreak of the
war, the FCC has been maintaining a 24-hour watch, to
handle emergency developments. Constant contact is
maintained with monitoring
stations by direct line, under
instructions from E. K. Jett,
chief engineer. Until the declaration of war, the monitoring servicecontinuedwatch
was disat midnight.

POWER!
—WHERE
POWER
COUNTS

ALLEY

TEN

Lewis, the Traveler
LAST WEEK when Fulton Lewis
jr.. MBS roving reporter and Washington commentator, started his third
J3-week lap of the Your Defense Reporter series, he had covered 55,500
milfs to reach 26 different U. S. defense plants in 17 States. Mr. Lewis
started the series on Mutual May 6.
1941. visiting key points throughout
the country, at the same time continuing his nightly broadcasts of comments on Washington affairs.

NASHVILLE, TENN;
soon going to
50,000

WATTS

REPRESENTED BY
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
J. T. WARD, Owner
F. C. SO WELL, Manager^

You're not alone. Numerous advertisers have tried
to do a selling job in the active-spending Tri-Cit>'
market with "outside voices". One by one they've
foupd they were actually wasting time — as far as
this prosperous area was concerned. These advertisers now are carrying regular schedules on
WHBF . . . and getting not only ATTENTION—
but ACTION! Good reasons: for the 1.741.442
good income folks in the Tri-City area W'HBF is
the single source of faithful 5000-watt service 18
hours daily . . . "home-town" service always
available regardless of weather. Let us show you
the "INSIDE PULL" for Tri-City sales results
YOU want. Write!
Howard H. Wilson Co.
National Representatives
Basic Mutual Network Outlet
FULL TIME 1270 K C
THE 5000 WATT

AFFILIATE OF ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS ANGUS

\lGke 4tk
TM Page
Ciaes
ROCK ISLAND • DAVENPORT • MOLINE

lBF
December

(Uff

II

WLAC

RICHARD G. SPENCER, formerly
Red Network news editor, has been
aiipointed photo editor of XBC. effective Dec. 15. Sid Desfors. of the photographic staff, on that date becomes
head phorographer.

THE PERFECTLY
BALANCED MARKET
World's Farm Implement
Capital, home
of anthe industrial
Nation's
Greatest
Arsenal—
payroll totaling nearly a
BILLION DOLLARS annually
. . . TOGETHER WITH ... 52
of
the Nation's
counties,
now richest
boomingfarming
with
"Food
for
Defense"
-served by WHBF. production

MOST

15, 1941
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WGNY
1000

On Shepard Pacts
Letters From
Nets Awaited
On New ASCAP Formula
FORMAL acceptance of the per
program licenses drawn up by
ASCAP at the request of John
Shepard 3d, president of Yankee
and Colonial regional networks,
was expected momentarily at the
Society's headquarters late last
week. Mr. Shepard had already
agreed to the tei'ms, it was stated,
but had not signed the contracts
pending the receipt of letters of
approval from NBC, CBS and
MBS, which had been held up due
to the concentration of effort on
the more pressing problems presented by the war.
Licenses are said to call for a
per program payment on commercial programs on the network
which will bear the same relationship to individual station per program fees as the network blanket
licenses taken out by all national
networks do to individual station
blanket licenses.
New Formula
The blanket license ratio between the 2 % 9f network fee and
2 1/4 % station fee gives a ratio of
11 to 9, which, when applied to
the station per program fee of
S% gives a netwoi'k per program
fee of 9%%. For programs using
ASCAP music only incidentally,

WATTS

NEWBURGH,

N. Y.

SHOWMANSHIP
We, at WGNY, believe ihat
good showmanship consists
of the best possible programs . . . programs that
the majority of our half-million audience will tune in
and enjoy.
Together with good programming, however, we add
(for the benefit of our sponsors) all of the following
promotions:
1 . Newspaper news stories
2. Newspaper advertising
3. Furnish display window
4. Daily announcements
5. Show cards and posters
If you have something to sell
in the Hudson valley contact
WGNY.

WGNY
REPRESENTED

BY

HEADLEY-REED

CO.

Pending

PUT

YOUR

MONEY
ON

THE

BLUE!

THE WINNING
RADIO
GOLDEN

KANSAS

GRIMLY WATCHING a test of invasion possibility and defens-r^
MacDill
Army'sobservers
Southeastern
Centera WDAE
at Tampa,
ea
December,Field,
thesethemasked
crouchAirbehind
mobile
dodging flour-sack "bombs". The gas masks served a real purpose,
tear gas was used in the test raids. Peering upward are (1 to r'
Proctor, Walter Davis, Sol Fleischman. Ken Skelton, Slick Waltei
Calvin Bryant. Mr. Davis is a Tampa Daily Times photographei
Mr. Walters a sound technician; others are staff members of WI
Tampa, operating the mobile unit,WDAJ.
the individual station fee is 2''(.
Applying the same ratio, this produces a network rate of 2%';/J for
such programs.
Reason the consent of the national networks was requested by
ASCAP is that the blanket sustaining licenses which Mr. Shepard
desires work out on a slightly different basis, due to their combination with the per program plan of
commercial license, than do the
sustaining fees of $200-a-year-astation paid by nationwide networks in conjunction with their
blanket licenses for commercial as
well as sustaining programs.
Correction
IX THEi Dec. 8 issue of BEOADt ASTIXG. page 55. it was reported that
Edgar
Kobak. had
XBC"been
P.luemarried
Networkin
vice-president,
1921 to ICvelyn Hubert of Atlanta, and
that they have two sons. 23 and 21,
respeetix
CASTlNC ely.
thatMr.theKobak
date advises
was inBkoaderror.
They were married .June 10. 1916.
Edgar Knox,
.Jr., 23.
is "driving
tank"' at
Fort
while
James, aa senior
Harvard is about to enlist. BkoadCVSTING regrets the error.
RALSTON PURINA Co.. St. Louis,
has stipulated with the Federal Trade
Commission to discontinue certain advertising representations for Ry-Krisp.
according to an FTC announcement.

Camels Shortwave
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Can
has renewed as of Jan. 1.5.
Xarier Cougat & His Orchest
13 weeks on NBC shortwavi
tions WRCA,
New York.
WBOS.
9:1'>
p. m. Boston,
(EST).Tuesday
Program?
beamed to Latin America,
nouncements are made in Spt
William Esty & Co., New
handles the account.
Radio Debate for CoUefii
NATIONAL CONTEST to ene radio debating among college sij
with .$2..300 in prizes has htnounced by the American E(
Foundation. New York. All ui
ties and colleges have been m\i
participate
the contest
be
heard overin NBC
with thewhiifinI
bate to be heard next May 10,
tion to be debated will be
Youth Have a Fair Oppo
Under our American System
petitive
Enterprise?".
First ainv i
ond winners
of the contest
ceive $1,000 and $500 respectiA.BECAUSE
in the Fd
w^
division of OFtheA TIE
National
League l)etween the Green Bay
ers
and the
Chicago Bears,
fessional
championship
will betht"
cast exclusively on MBS byi
Barber and Bob Elson on Dec.
Westernthewinner.
tween
New York Giants ar'

BET IN THE
CITY MARKET

In Kansas City, the blue network stotion is KCMO — a favorite spot on
the dial for thousands whose purchases make Kansas City one of the
nation's greatest markets. KCMO can deliver your message into the homes
of these thou-ands with a degree of economy that will surprise you . . .
for while KCMO's audience has steadily climbed, KCMO's rates haven't!
Write us about the time that's available and the merchandising service
that goes with it.

KARK
LITTLE ROCK

JACK STEWART, MANAGER

PC

John E. Pearson, Representative
Basic Blue Network Affiliate
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Co Safeguard Equipment During Crisis
building at 49 E. 52d St. One pro:jRE CAUTIONARY wartime
easure against possible sabotage
gram. Let's Pretend, featuring
Nila Mack, has been moved from
broadcasting facilities have been
485 Madison Ave. to the studio
;ken by NBC. MBS and CBS,
lich last week placed police building, so that audiences may attend broadcasts.
aids and private detectives at
Even though broadcasts are
1 ategic points such as transmit, , s. control rooms, and all sections cancelled because of vital war
en to the public.
news, CBS has established a policy
XBC is fingerprinting and pho- of running through the complete
araphing all of its employes, as program for the benefit of the audiences, even though the show is
CBS. the prints to be kept in
confidential file, while the photo- not going out over the air.
aphs will be pasted on an ideni cation pass carrying the bearBUSY SUNDAY AT FCC
's signature. Arrangments were
ider way at MBS also for an
IFly and Others Were Working
entification system for employes.
-When Flash CameLocal police and the FBI are
SUNDAY,
Dec. 7. was a busy day
operating with the networks and
at the FCC. As the first flash of
;\v York stations in supplementthe Japanese attack on Pearl Hari the protection of transmitters
bor was broadcast in mid-afterd technical facilities. All indinoon, FCC Chairman James Lawluals living near the transmitter
rence Fly, General Counsel Telford
WOR, Mutual's New York out- Taylor and Robert G. Seaks, assistant to Chairman Fly, were at
,, have been canvassed, for inince, for complete records of work in their offices. Within a few
other key members of the
3ir backgrounds and nationali- minutes
FCC personnel started popping up,
s, while local police cruise cars
emergency duty — Come passing the transmitter at Car- i"eady for missioner
Ray C. Wakefield; Howret, N. J., frequently.
ard Burroughs, his assistant;
George P. Adair. FCC principal
Check on Visitors
radio engineer; Chief Engineer
E. K. Jett; Andrew Cruse and E.
Under the direction of Charles
M. Webster, assistant chief engiiger, supervisor of the transneers; George E. Sterling, chief
(tter, precautions include a care- of the FCC national defense operations section.
check on every visitor through
road-alarm system as he apBusy from afternoon until morning hours, this skeleton staff set
baches the building and a photoctric cell registering the pres- in motion long-planned defense
to radio broadcast138 of anyone on the grounds. movesing,applying
contacting via telephone and
I doors leading to the WOR
telegraph communications officials
l.nsmitter are locked and admis- and posts all over the country. By
3 a.m. Monday morning, with the
jn>s.isAllgranted
for WOR busiWOR only
identifications
have monitoring schedule summarily
in stripped off portable equip- waived, special authorizations to
beyond regularly sched:nt, making it unrecognizable to operate
uled hours had been granted 42
:|;siders.
stations, with 35 more the following day, and tapering off during
'Both NBC and WOR ordered
jt week that all sound effects the week until about 100 were
jiulating warnings which might granted in all. Mr. Sterling, in
charge of the FCC's far-reaching
ijjtaken for alarms must be omit- field
monitoring establishment, for
I from programs, a precaution several nights slept in his office.
|ich will probably be taken by
stations to avoid unnecessary
KBWD, Browuwood, Tex., has named
irm.
Howard H. Wilson Co., as national
KBC has decided to continue representatives effective Dec. 1.
ihtseeing tours by the public
ough Radio City, New York, but
$90,000,000.00
itaking elaborate precautions at
for National Defense in
studio elevators to check all
Portsmouth harbor area.
liters to and from program
10,000 workmen in
adcasts. No packages may be
Navy Yard alone —
ried out of the building without
|eful check, and even newspapern covering news of the network
St carry passes. CBS has placed
jtrictions on certain areas at its
jdquarters at 485 Madison Ave.,
1 guards are checking on all
sons found in the building after
jular working hours,
itudio audiences for CBS proms originating in the network's
Idquarters have been discon(led, the restrictions not affectbroadcasts, however, which
lie from either of the CBS Radio Nat-Reps.: JOSEPH HEUSHEY W-hmU
Boston Rep.: B£R.THA BANNAN
atres or from the new studio
flOADCASTING
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Intermountain
Market
KDYL
. . . the station
that brings the
programs people
It's
just don't want to
miss!
PASSES FOR ALL are required
by NBC from all who enter the
studio section in Radio City, New
York. Here a guide examines the
pass of Frank Fay, comedian, and
Diane Courtney, vocalist.
Edgeworth Spots
LARUS & BRO., Richmond, from
Dec. 10 to 25 is conducting a campaign of one-minute transcribed
announcements thrice-weekly for
its Edgeworth tobacco on the following 18 stations: KGO KOL
WRR WNBC WMAL WMAQ
WJAN WFBR WSPR WORC
CKLW WREN WHN WOR KYW
WJAR WRVA and WBZ. Agency
is Warwick & Legler, New York.

POPULAR

WILLIAM RANDOLPH (Billy
Mills), Hollywood musical director of
the weekly NBC Great Gildersleeve,
sponsored by Kraft Cheese Co.
(Parkay) who collaborated with Jack
Rock, in writing the program theme
song "Mr. Rainbow" has turned the
tune over to Melody Lane Inc.. for
publication.

Soft tote CiJy

JQHH HAIR 4 CO. ^NEIWOK

BUYERS

SEE

. . . when

they

of

RED

/? epre s eflf ati ye;3

RED FN
think

Richmond

And that means WMBG — the Red Network outlet in Richmond. For WMBG

offers you the best

in the Red and the best in the local field — plus
specialized merchandising knoM-ledge of Richmond.
WMBG

offers you the Red Network audience —

5,000 watts daytime — 1,000 watts night and
equal density of coverage at loMer rates. Before
you buy — get the WMBG

RED

story.

NETWORK
OUTLET • RICHMOND,
JOHN BLAIR CO., REP.
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Additional

GREETINGS

CJOR
Vancouver— B. C.
Nat. Rep.: J. H. McGillvra
H. N. Stovin, (Canada)
600 KC
1000 Watts

WHO
Moines

is "Heard Regularly"
all over IOWA -with
50,000
WATTS
from the center
of the State
J. O. MALAND, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
National Representatives

NEW

ORLEANS

SO^OOa

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.
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TO CLARIFY its self-imposed
sorship in broadcasting war n^
NBC last week read notices on
Red and Blue networks poin'
out that all "alerts" or other wj
will reports,
come fromrumors
official and
sou'
—ings
"false
confirmed news will not be brr

REQUESTING appropriations for
the FCC for fiscal year 1943 totaling almost $5,000,000, FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly,
along with other Commission officials, last Wednesday appeared
before the House Independent
Offices
Appropriations Subcommittee.

from

at Des

NO PHONEY ALERTS
NBC
Warns
It Will Cai
OfFicial Ones Only ^

For
FCC
Sought
$5,000,000 Is Asked by F\j
at Committee Session

CHRISTMAS

J
^
I

Funds

Representing a nominal decrease
from the total appropriation
granted for this fiscal year ending
June 30, 1942, it is expected, however, that a considerably larger
amount may finally be appropriated for the coming year, since
the proposed budget was premised
on a defense, rather than a war
basis.
Just how much more may be
asked in view of the FCC's wartime activities can only be conjectured, although it appears certain
that substantial increases in personnel will be necessary, particularly in the National Defense Operation Section, charged with the
itsponsibility of ferreting out illegal broadcast activities.
Monitoring Tieup
Also there is speculation, bearing out the prospect of personnel
increases in the FCC's field forces,
that whatever censorship authority
may evolve from present studies
probably will seek the assistance
of FCC monitoring personnel
through some sort of physical tieup.
It is foreseen, too, that monitoring
operations must function on a comprehensive 24-hour basis during
wartime, which would necessitate
complemented personnel.
Included in the $4,991,219 budget projected for fiscal 1943 is
$2,323,600 for regular FCC operations— $2,300,000 for salaries and
expenses, and $23,600 for printing
and binding — and an additional
$2,667,619 for the National Defense
Operations Section, which includes
$836,979 for operating Foreign
Broadcast Monitoring Service during the next year, an increase of
$27,979 over 1942 funds.
Last Year
The FCC for fiscal year 1942
received appropriations totaling
$5,068,729, of which $2,339,729 was
for regulatory expenses and $2,729,000 for national defense operations. The 1943 figure represents a decrease of $77,510 from
1942, achieved through the elimination of non-recurring items such
as substantial purchases of monitoring and field equipment made
during the present fiscal year in
connection with defense operations.
The 1943 estimates provide for
no increase in personnel at FCC
headquarters in Washington, although provision is made for some
additions in the FCC field staff.
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"NBC has a staff of tra:
American reporters on all ba'^
fronts and in the key capital.',
the world," the notice stated,
subscribes to the world-wide Si
ices of AP, UP and INS. NBC
maintains extensive listening p
on cast."
Long Island and in Soutp
California in order to monitor;
broadcasting stations of the w
. . . The NBC newsroom is in
tinuous operation to sift all
GOING ON WAX 6,000 feet in the
air is this program. The transcription was broadcast over WPTF,
Raleigh, as a part of its coverage
of the recent First Army maneuvers. Left to right are Wesley Wallace, WPTF special events man
who arranged the program, Lt.
Standart, 126th Observation
Squadron of the Army, and Williard Dean, WPTF engineer.
Priority Proposal
Still in the Works
TEMPORARILY lost in the shuffle
of 0PM activity incident to the
United States' entry into the war,
plans to develop long-range advisory functions within the Defense
Communications Board on priorities matters for the communications industry remained in status
quo during the last week. The same
holds for another project designed
to aid the communications industry, including broadcasting, in its
critical materials supply situation
— establishing a special Communications Industry Section under the
Civilian Supply Division or some
other branch of the Office of Production Management.
DCB by Friday had received no
opinion from 0PM Priorities Director Donald M. Nelson on its
projected operations plan in the
priorities and allocations picture,
although Mr. Nelson and other officials of 0PM and Supply Priorities & Allocations Board have been
considering the proposition for several weeks. It is expected 0PM
should return to something approaching its former routine after
the first excitement of the war
effect has died down, and affirmative action on the DCB or industry
section project, or both, is expected.
Moreof'Boom
Town' of the
IN VIEW
the success
"Boom town" study issued by
World Broadcasting System in
September [Broadcasting, Sept.
29], "and its resultant inspiration as
a means of selling an airport to
the Kansas City Council [Broadcasting, Dec. 8], World is sending
out to 600 advertising managers
and agency executives a folder
titled "You're Welcome, Senator".
BROADCASTING

Final sentence of the nc
urged,
do notNavy
telephone
station, "Please
the Army,
or pc
to verify reports. Keep tune(.
your radio for all important ,
authentic information pertainir
war news or civilian defense.'
Last
week the New York T
ports."
carried
boxed notices in each j
tion reading, "Please do not
phone the New York Times for
news. Every hour on the hour i
bulletins are broadcast over stg
WMCA (New York)— 570 on
KPAS Debut Delayed
INABILITY to obtain certair
sential equipment due to the
ing war emergency will delay
start of the new KPAS, Pasao
Cal.,dial."
according
J. FrankwattBi
head
of the newto 10,000
tion which originally had pla:
to start operation soon. KPAS^
been authorized last Sept. 9 to
Pacific Coast Broadcasting Cc
1110 kc.
Football Fan Trip
ALL-AMERICA footbaU team
nosticator among listeners of K
Denver, whose choice of national
ball stars most nearly coincides
the choosing of MBS experts wii
ceive a ticket and transportatic
his or her choice of the Cotton
game in Dallas or the East-Wjest
Star game in San Francisco,

Put KROD on your
"MUST" List for '42
For more profits in one of
America's most prosperous — yet
radio-isolated areas — plan NOW
to use the station that can give
you
most coverage in the
El PasotheSouthwest.

KROI
1000 Watts (day) • 500 Waffs (r
600 kc
Columbia's Southwest
Outlet to the EI '
Dorrance 1>. Koderick, Owner
Val Lawrence, Manager
Howard H. Wilson Co., Natl. /
• Broadcast

Advertii^

CONTROl^
ROOM

lARLES R. CAEVAJAL. former
:S engiueer. and previously consul tI'U radio broadcasting for Latin
leiica. has joined Ad. Auriema
Xew York, manufacturers' exrt managers, as commercial engi?r with special emphasis on Latin
iierica. Mr. Carva.ial also was with
iC for 11 rears as an engineer and
er as production manager and chief
the Spanish
section of XBC's innational
division.
;HX H. ASHBAUGH. who has
>n acting manager of manufacturing
1 engineering of the Westinghouse
rchaudising division, has been apjired manager.
3EMAX FLOREZ. formerly chief
ijineer of WFVW. Brooklyn, has
oed the engineering department of
,fl3R. Xew York, assigned to the
3E transmitter in Carteret, X'. J.
LL MOXTtOFF. formerly of the
^ineeriug staff of WSAZ. Huntingi. TV. Ya., has been transferred to
I!ES. Charleston, headquarters of
West Virginia X'etwork.
tXEST GRAHAM, studio engineer
WJJD. Chicago, is the father of a
^r, Thomas, born Dec. 1.
WWARD CLIXKEXBEARD. forrly with KFEQ. St. Joseph. Mo..
> been added to the engineering staff
j KLZ, Denver.
W. COXRAD. formerly sales manvbr of the Tulsa office of Graybar
Jictric Co., has been named acting
laybar manager in Omaha, replacF. J. Saffer. whose illness prevents
former activity as manager in
laha.
WQXR FM Plans
SQR.
FM
station owned by
^
JXR.
X'ew
York,
on broadcasting
Dec. 7 disa ntiuiied its regular
)edule -5-10 p.m. For a 10-day pe1 while it moves from its experiBtal location in Long Island City
its permanent headquarters atop
Chaniu Bldg.. X"ew York. Call
,:ers
will broadcasting
be "W59X'Y when
Ipmercial
after itthestarts
first
the year, and it will be operated
Interstate Broadcasting Co. on
S m.c.

A

NEW

GIANT!
UNDER CONSTRUCTION and scheduled for use by mid-March of 1942
is this new transmitter building of KMPC, Beverly Hills, Gal. It is being
erected on a 21-acre tract at Burbank Blvd. and Coldwater Canyon, in
Van Nuys, Cal. Plant, which represents an investment of approximately
$100,000,
latest RCA
10-E will
transmitter,
with three
300'foot
Lehighincorporates
directional the
antennas.
Structure
include bachelor
quarters
and a fully equipped technical workshop. Lloyd Sigmon is engineer in
charge of construction. KMPC is owned by Station of the Stars Inc..
of which G. A. Richards is president and Manager Robert 0. Reynolds
vice-president.
W53H

OPERATION

TO START DEC. 15
W53H, FM outlet of WTIC, Hartford, was to have started commercial operation at 3 p.m. Dec. 15.
Formal dedication of the FM station has not been planned until
some time in March, 1942, when
its new antenna will have been
placed in operation.
A new tower, to have an approximate power output of 4,000
watts and expected to give coverage of approximately 6,100 sq.
miles, will be erected on a site adjacent to WTIC's Director
power plant
on
Avon mountain.
of the
new station will be Leonard J.
Patricelli, working in collaboration
with WTIC's program manager,
Thomas C. McCray. Headquarters
will be on the sixth floor of the
Travelers Insurance Co. Bldg..
Hartford.

FM Primer
PRIMER devoted to FM has
been issued by General Electric Co., Schenectady. Booklet gives simple explanations
of sound waves, overtones
and radio system of wireless
communication in introductory sections and then gives
chart and text explanations
on how FM reduces static
and interference. Frequency
channel difficulties of AM reception are dealt with and
difference in FM channel operation is explained. General
Electric's
is recounted.experience in FM

KPAS
Pasadena, Calif.
WATTS
DIRECTIONAL
10,000
UNLIMITED
TIME
The only commercial station
serving the Pasadena Market, the -r
RICHEST
per
PLUS market
+
capita in the Nation
Thorough coverage of
SOUTHE
RN CALIFORNIA
• KPAS
1 1 - 1 0 on your dial.

Pacifiic Coast
^OfTyb*"^
Co.
Studios
in theBroadcasting
Huntington
Hotel, Pasadena, and
Hollyv/ood.

SESAC announced early in December
that it had acquired control of the
entire musical
catalog ofla.,C. band
L. Barnhouse
Co., Oskaloosa.
and
(irchestra publishing house.
STRENGTH
LOW

<xnd

COST...

For outstanding performance - strength to
meet severest wind conditions and low initial cost use Wincharger Vertical Radiators.
These superior radiators are already demonstrating their efficiency and economy in over
300 commercial broadcasting and police
stations throughout the United States.

VIA ^^^^ .v.,^^ too

i

Built of uniform triangular cross sections to
insure highly efficient radiation - designed
and built to withstand 100 mile wind velocity - these towers guarantee you years of
low cost service. Complete erection service,
including lighting equipment, anchors, base
and ground systems is available.
.no

HADIO
ROAD
I

LABS.,
ENGINEERING
Long Island C i t y . N . Y.

CAS

TING
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INC.

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS AND QUOTATIONS
WINCHARGER
VERTICAL RADIATO
WINCHARGER CORPORATION SIOUX CITY, IOWA
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THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

EUGENE
I. HARRIX(!TOX. who
siit-eeeded Fairfax M. Cone as luaii.LSer of the San Francisco office of
l.oid & Tliomas. has heen named a
\ ict^-president of the agency.

5.000 D
t.OOO N

SURPLUS
BUYING POWER
JACKSON
— Surplus Buying-Power
is 43
points above national average.
— Averaged 75 new families a
month during 1941.
— and Hinds County taxable sales
show 50% increase.
Invest your Advertising dollars
with WJDX — Dominant Radio Station in the Growing Mississippi
Market.
Member of Southcentral
Quality Network
WJDX - WMC - WSMB - K ARK
KWKH - KTBS
Ovned ond Optrofcd By
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCr
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

WRAP

WENDELL BUCK, account executivi'
id' ^NleCann-Erickson. New Tork. has
icsisued to enter public relations with
ofhces at 4S9 Fifth Ave. Telephone is
.Murray Hill 2-2492.
PHILIP A. BROWN, formerly assistant advertising manager of Servel Inc..
New York, and previou.sly associated
with Geyer. Cornell & Newell in the
Dayton office and Fuller & Smith &
Ross. Cleveland, has joined the New
Yoi-k staff of Lord & Thomas, to assist in contacting on the Frigidaire
account.
RONALD STEVENS of Murray
lireese Assoc.. New York, has been
named accounts supervisor succeeding
.lames Breese who has resigned.
HOB STRTTBLE. former manager of
the Santa Cruze studios of KDON.
Monterey. Cal.. has joined W. E.
liOngof Co..
ror
radio.Chicago, as assistant direc•lOHN CHRIST, formerly J. Waller
Thompson Co.. Hollywood producer,
is now Cal.
a iiulilie i-elations officer at Fort
Ord.
LEONARD M. LEONARD, director
of clients service of Raymond Spector
Co.. New York, on Dec. 2 became the
father of a boy. Anthony Samuel.
ASSOCIATION of Canadian Advertisers has moved into larger quarters
in
the
Si.. W.. Federal
Toronto.Bldg.. S."> Richmond

UP

DETROIT
IN

the

great

AREA

ONE

PACKAGE!

800

• IF YOU SELL THE DETROIT AREA you ought to get the facts
on CKLW. This heads-up outfit is right in "the middle of things"
at 800 K.C. — with complete coverage of this rich defense
market, the third largest in America. Live-wire program-planning
tuned to today's demands. Listener-interest is going up and up.
5000
WATTS
DAY

and

NIGHT

MUTUAL
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L. A. Agency Change
HILLMAN-SHANE Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles, has changed its firm
name to Hillman-Shane-Breyer,
with Donald A. Breyer having been
elected secretary-treasurer, David
S. Hillman, president, announced in
early December. Mr. Breyer, along
with his executive duties also heads
the radio department. Before making his present association August
last, he was for approximately two
years Los Angeles managing partner of Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency. Prior to that Breyer was for
2%
affiliated
with that Infirm's
San years
Francisco
headquarters.
the
interim he was Northern California
sales promotion and advertising
manager of C. H. Baker Co. (chain
shoe stores). Agency has also appointed Jeanne DeGarmo as publicity department director.
GE Keeps Advertising
ALTHOUGH production of electrical appliances has been curtailed
because of defense requirements.
General Electric Co. will maintain
its huge volume of advertising
through 1942. That announcement
was made Dec. 5 by Boyd W. Bullock, advertising manager of the
company's
appliance
merchandise division
at a DelandMonte,
Cal.
convention of Pacific Coast distributors. About $4,000,000 was spent by
the company during 1941 in appliance advertising. Bullock said, with
the campaign for the coming year
on about the same scale.
WILLIAM SPITZ. Syracuse, has announced formation of a new agency
to be known as William Spitz Adv.
Associated with Mr. Spitz are : Lee
Brown Coye. art director ; Robert W.
Loew. copy chief and Miss Rosemary
Marioni. spacebuyer. Accounts include :Aircooled Motors Coi"p.. Liverpool. N. Y. ; Markson Bros. Inc.. furniture stores ; Toga Mills Inc., Waverly.
N.
Y., Red
dog food
producei-s
Grange
Silo Co..
Creek,
N. Y.. ;and
the
Syracuse Underwriters Exchange.
Agency is in Empire Bldg.. Syracuse.
Telephone. 4-6868.
FREDERICK BEELBY. formerly
of stations WIRE. Indianapolis;
KPHO. Phoenix. Ariz.; and KYCA.
Prescott. Ariz, has joined McDonaldPotter
2.S0 director.
N'. Michigan Ave..
Chicago Inc..
as radio
HARRY W. GORDON, of the Argentine office of the J. Walter Thompson
Co.. sailed Dec. o to return to his post
in Buenos Aires.
Recruiting Drive
STATIONS shortly will receive
from the War Department copies
of Gene Krupa's record of the
Army
song beKeep
Flying Air
whichForces'
they will
asked'Emto
play in connection with a recruiting drive for 30,000 pilots, bombardiers and navigators. No copy
will accompany the records which
were made by the Columbia Recording Co. for the Army. At the
same time CRC will place the records on sale throughout the country. Tom Stone, radio branch of
War licDepartment's
Bureaudetails.
of PubRelations, arranged
In
addition, CRC is sending 12,000
records to men in overseas bases.
This is part of an arrangement
whereby the Wurlitzer Corp. is
donating 66 'juke" boxes (of the
no coin needed variety) for men in
overseas service.
BROADCASTING

AND HERE, KIDDIES, we corj
the elephant. The elephant \t
biggest of all animals. He h;,
trunk
like him j cause and
he press
makes agents
interesting
tures, especially for radio statu
Elephants live in circuses and //
and clowns like to do tricks w
them.
Hereleftare
two clowns.
one at the
is Felix
Adler. Ii "
known
as theis King
other one
reallyof aCIovstis.
radio '
nouncer. His name is Bert Graul
and he works at WQAM, Mia
He is the only living radio
nouncer who ever hid the staticall letters from a camera. X
down below we have —

another big elephant. He work>
Santa Claus and he attracted
of attention when they had a S
Claus parade in Ashtabula,
where Santa gave out several i'
dred pounds of candy. Mmn
Mmmm! Want some? The man
ing aboard the elephant's nect
Al
Newkirk, Henewscaster
Ashtabula.
seems toof beWI'
happy
waves And
to allso the
on Mainand Street.
we pe^le
the great giant of the jungle 1
WGN

Sales Climb

ANNUALwas THREE-DAY
meeting
held by the salessa^s
of WGN, Chicago, last Wednesj
through Friday under the direct
of William A. McGuineas, si
manager,
that t'
sales duringwhothe revealed
first 11 monthi
1941 exceeded any other sim
period 50in theof station's
that
availablehistory,
time
been sold in 1941 as against 3
in 1940. Sales techniques and p:
entation, merchandising, and
potentialities were discussed. Tl
who attended were : From the W
New York office, Norman Boj
eastern sales manager, Joe Spe;
George Dietrich; Chicago salesn
Reed Meyers, George H a r v
Charles Coffin, James Anders,
Charles Gates; Frank P. SchreiT
general manager; Ben Berenti
sales promotion; Bruce Den
publicity and special events di)
tor.
SYBIL CHISM, Hollywood orga
on the NBC Lum & Abner progr
sponsored by Miles Labs. (Alka Si
er). has sold her original theme s
of that program.
"Evalina." to A
Production
untitled
film.for use in a forthcomj
• Broadcast
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AB

Groups

Tell

f Activity in War
Uer Leaves for Capital
ler Speech in Denver
,DIO's important role in the war
»rt keynoted discussions at the
.B District 14 meeting, held last
nday and Tuesday in Denver,
i the District 11 meeting Thursand Friday in Minneapolis,
jadcasters adopted unanimously
Iresolution whereby they "most
■nestly and solemnly support the
;5sident of the United States and
:nmander-in-chief of our armed
ces in his declaration of war".
^AB President Neville Miller,
isaking Tuesday at a joint lunchi of broadcasters and the DenAdvertising Club, outlined
He's functions in defense. Rep; enting the War Department,
;k Harris, news and special
■nts director of the radio branch
the Army Bureau of Public Reions, met with program directors
i news editors to develop plans
handling war news.
Miller Back
Ikfterthe Denver meeting, Mr.
iller flew to Washington to colinate NAB activities in the war
n't. C. E. Arney Jr., assistant
Mr. Miller, attended the Minipolis meeting in his place.
•Thus far radio has not been
duly upset," Mr. Miller com'tnted at the Tuesday luncheon,
anks to the many months of
eful planning that the radio
..ustry has given to these matp. For months and even years
have been laying the ground|fk and working out plans for
Hous contingencies ; now that the
lie has come, it only remained
' radio to put into effect these
Jefully laid plans.
It may not exactly be 'business
usual' for many stations, but at
/• rate there has been no hysteria
jvadio's ranks and no drastic up^ in our regular methods of op|tion. How vital this one fact is
pur national welfare in this time
feupreme crisis we can not even

ASHINGTON.D^C

KTWDC

M. SPENCE,

Gen'l. Mgr.

[lOADCASTING

Finch

Leaves

Business

To Take Post With Navy
W. G. H. FINCH, since 1935 president of Finch Telecommunications
Labs., Passaic, N. J., radio inventor, resigned his position to start
active duty Dec. 1 with the Navy
as a lieutenant
commander in the
Naval Reserve.
He has been assigned to duty in
the specialized
radio equipment
section of the
Radio & Sound
Branch of the
Bureau of Ships.
i
Tk
Well-known for
Mr. Finch
his radio inventions, particularly in the field of
facsimile. Commander Finch served
in the Naval Reserve for many
years and has been executive oflicer
of the Naval Communications Reserve for the Third Naval District
since November, 1929. From 1934
to 1935 he was FCC assistant chief
engineer in charge of telephone
engineering. Among his major inventions is the automatic highspeed radio printing system, radio
relay and recorder and high-fidelity
broadcast facsimile transmission
system. He has served as delegate
and technical expert at many national and international radio conferences since 1924.
Chicago Group meets
FACED with immediate defense
problems, such as protection of
transmitters against sabotage, development of morale programs and
other emergency measures, representatives of a half-dozen stations
met informally in Chicago last
Tuesday. Stations represented were
WSB, WHO, WOAI, WLW, WSM
and WHAS. All are 50,000-watt
outlets and are applicants for increased power. The effect of the
war upon high-power operations
presumably was discussed, the attitude being advanced that the
emergency probably has resulted
in relegating the superpower issvie
into the background.
rXl'SUAL
advertising'
Laiul-out
WIBW
fefitures
rubber ball
huug on(if
cardboard with message to hire
WIBW. Topeka. to keep sales-ball
rollini;'.
guess, but to the foresight of the
radio industry should go the sincere thanks of posterity when these
days are over."
Attending the District 14 meeting in Denver were:
Frank L. Bishop, KFEL; E. J. Browman.
KSL; Merrill J. Bunnell, KLO ; Jim Carroll, KWYO: R. F. Crossthwaite, KWYO;
Henry H. Fletcher, KSEI; John Gardner,
KTFI ; Earl S. Glade, KSL ; Louis Haller,
KLO ; Donald Hathaway, KDFN; L. L.
Hilliard, KGKY ; Herb Hollister, KANS;
Charles Howell, KFXJ; Frank E. Hurt,
KFXD: Bruce Isaacson, KFXJ: James R.
MacPherson, KOA ; Don McCaig, KFEL;
Art Mosby, KGVO; Holly Moyer, KFEL;
Lennox Murdoch, KSL; Joseph A. Myers,
KFEL;
GeneWilliam
O'Fallon,
KFEL;
Owen, KOA:
D. Pvle,
KVOD R.
; HerbH.
Siebert, KWYO: Emerson S, Smith, KDYL ;
O, P. Soule, KTFI-KSEI; William Wagstaff, KDYL; Ed Yocum, KOHL; Lloyd E.
Yoder, KOA, and Bob Schuetz. NBC.
Eugene Cervi, OEM; Russell Clancy,
Associated Press; Oliver Gramling, Associated Press; Gus Hagenah, SESAC; Jack
Harris, War Department; Carl Haverlin,
BMI; Robert B. Hudson, Rocky Mountain
Radio Council; Neville Miller, N.'XB : Frank
E. Pellegrin, NAB ; Paul Ray, John Blair
& Company; Alex Sherwood, Standard
Radio, and Ralph Wentworth, Lang-Worth.
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Resuhs !
JAMES Legate, manager
of WHIG, Dayton, 0., recently addressed the advertisingclass of Miami-Jacobs Business College, Dayton.
He discovered that several students in the class had
been influenced to enroll after
hearing
the school's program
on WHIG!
AL HELFER. mx: on the Coca Cola
Spotlifflit Bands program on MISS, on
Dec, 11 left the show to take his post
as a Naval Lieutenant. He has been
succeeded by Gil Newsoine, former
aniiouncer of WCAU, I'liiladelphia.

Hans Otto Storm
HANS OTTO STORM, 46, radio
ei.gineer and writer, was killed
Thursday
he came into
contact withwhen
a powerfully
charged
transmitter line he was installing
at local headquarters of Globe
Wireless Ltd., San Francisco. Mr.
Storm, born at Bloomington, Cal.,
was a graduate of Stanford U.
and chief engineer for Globe
Wireless. While at a Lima Conference a few years ago he gathered
material for a book. Pity the Tyrant, which received the Commonwealth club gold medal as the best
work of a California resident. He
was also author of Count Ten and
Made in U.S.A.

Northwest's
The
st
Mo
Popular
Radio

Station!

WTOi

ST. PAUL

NBC BLUE NETWORK

MINNEAPOLIS

SsiCOiUSL
A Good Bef
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it meets the program demands
of every age and taste with all
these types of broadcasts
NEWS
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QUIZ
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EDUCATIONAL
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DRAMA
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AGEJCY
OLD TRUSTY
DOG FOOD Co., Needham,
yi'l>p(Hntmeith
Mass. (dog: foods and accessories), to
Chambers & Wiswell, Boston. Plans to be
announced later.
RAILWAY EXPRESS Agency, New
York (air express division), to Caples
Co., that city, effective Jan. 1, 1942. Plans
not yet formulated.
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER Co., Jeannette. Pa. (Vacuum Cup tires), to AitkenKynett Co., Philadelphia.
O'DARA septic)PRODUCTS
Co., St.Margulis
Louis (antito Shaffer, Brennan,
Adv.
Co., St. Louis. Said to use radio.
AD BUDGETS

PARED

BY CUT IN AUTOS
REDUCTION of passenger car and
light truck output from previously
curtailed levels by 50 '/r, effective
Dec. 15, means further sharp paring on advertising budgets.
In the wake of the new reduction
order in mid-December, rumors
flew around Detroit advertising circles that three companies, embracing a half-dozen divisions, had ordered elimination of all daily newspaper advertising and some radio
advertising scheduled for the balance of the holiday month. The curtailments were indicated as continuing into January.
Meanwhile, it was understood
that reductions in personnel were
continuing in the city's large automotive advertising agencies. Campbell-Ewald Co., which had not participated in widespread reductions
in personnel up to now, was said to
be trimming its working force in
copy and production divisions.
Gennett

and Speedy-Q

WORLD'S TWO LARGEST
SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARIES ESTABLISH SOUND
EFFECTS DEPOTS IN
East — NEW YORK
Mid-west — RICHMOND, IND.
West — LOS ANGELES
Feafuring
OVER 10,000
DISTINCTIVE EFFECTS
all under one roof
Every sound efFects user has
waited for this news. At last —
one source where all sound effects records can be bought. One
specialized and expert service —
long the need of the industry.
SPECIAL OFFER — LIMITED
SJQOO
$4 4 25
/nformofion on request
Whatever the requirements . . .
whenever they occur . . . call . . .
write . . . wire
GENNETT ♦
SPEEDY-Q
SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARIES
New York: 67 West 44th Street
Los Angeles: 1344 So. Flower St.
Richmond, Ind.: So. 1st and B St.

EXCLUSIVELY for television is this 2% -story structure erected by Don
Lee Broadcasting System atop 1,700-foot Mount Lee, overlooking Hollywood, Cal. Besides experimental station W6XA0 and a research laboratory, the structure houses the world's largest television stage, measuring
60'xl00' and 35 feet high. Steel tower is 300 feet high, making a sheer
vertical clearance of 2,000 feet or nearly a half mile, enabling W6XA0,
because of location, to cover a radius of 100 miles. Since W6XA0 went
on the air Dec. 23, 1931, there has been telecast more than 6,000 program
hours, including 11,000,000 feet of film. Programs currently feature remote pickups of wrestling matches from Hollywood Legion Stadium and
outdoor special events in the Los Angeles area. Harry R. Lubcke is Don
Lee director of television.
Chicago

Stations

Take

To Protect Property
THE WAR EMERGENCY found
Chicago stations not only ready to
offer their facilities in the interest of national defense, but well
prepared against potential sabotage. In every case, guarding of
transmitters was intensified. WGN,
WBBM, WENR-WLS and WMAQ
have had 24-hour guard around
the transmitters for some time, and
the Gene Dyer stations, WAIT,
WGES-WSBC have redoubled their
vigilance.
Guards Detailed
In some cases, engineers at the
transmitters have been armed. Studio tours at WBBM-CBS were discontinued last week, and identification cards recently issued must
now be displayed by employes to
enter studios and offices. Similar
action by NBC is expected.
Last Wednesday, stations were
advised by the radio branch of the
War Dept. that if protection for
studios or transmitter was desired,
they were to call the commander
of the corps area and ask that men
be detailed as a guard. Gen. J. M.
Cummins, commander of the Sixth
Corps area, issued a statement,
requesting the stations first to ask
state and local authorities for protection, but if these authorities
were unable to provide that safety,

Swift

Measures

Against Sabotage
then the Army would supply the
men needed for guard.
An advisory defense council was
organized by WIND, Gary, Ind. on
the initiative of Al Hollender, station public relations director placing the facilities of the station at
the disposal of the council. The
Army, Navy, Civilian Defense, and
large Gary steel mills are represented on the advisory council objectives of which are to "solidify
public opinion, build morale, and
educate the public against sabotage" in the vital Gary industrial
area. In cooperation with Sixth
Corps Civilian Defense, the station
has instituted Bulletins for Defense, afive-minute six a day news
period on defense information.
Radio Committee
Radio Committee of Chicago National Defense of which H. Leslie
Atlass, vice-president of CBS, Chicago, was recently appointed radio
chairman by Mayor Edward J.
Kelly and which consists of representatives ofevery radio station
in the Chicago defense area, is expected to become active in the defense picture, acting as a liaison
for the stations and as a clearing
house for national defense programs.

TESTINGl

250 W. 1340. Full Time.
Sears & Ayer, Reps.
How can we help you?

Reach a big chunk
of ILLINOIS ... do

EQUIPMENT SURVEY j
Complete Information Soughjl
:— I
-By DCB and FCCTYING into the war activit\ , (
Defense Communications Boa)' i
collaboration with the FCC, ht ^
dertaken an all-inclusive que
naire survey of technical fac
of broadcast stations to provi
overall inventory of equipmei
liability, replacement require,
and other data of fundamenti
portance in maintaining the
ture, whatever the eventualit
The questionnaire, devised 1
Domestic Broadcast Committ
DCB and used as the basis fhandbook, is being readapte^
the new study. It will go to licensed station. Infinite detai
be required to provide the
plete technical information de
including station and transn
locations, coverage data, typ'
equipment in use, availabilit
supplies and other eauxiliary
tial
information.
The questionnaire, it is u
stood, will be mailed within i.
days.
CBS last week added three eui]
to its FM division: Etlwai'
Downes musical writer and s.m
Olin Downes, music critic of the
stafE assihas become
Times, Adams,
YorkWendell
CBS direct
to
for both AM am
music; Jeff
popular ting
Sparks, free
broadcas
announcer, has joined the annou
staff, and Eugene Stinsou. fref
has joined the wi
scriptwr
of W07NY.
division iter,
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WORLD'S TWO LARGEST
SOUND EFFECTS LIBRAR
lES ESTABLISH SOUNI
EFFECTS DEPOTS IN....
NEW YORK
Featuring
OVER 10.000
DISTINCTIVE EFFECTS
To every user of sound effect
records this is an announcemeii(
of particular significance. Fo
now our extensive services includ
these two great libraries. Ho\
you can buy all your sound ei
fects records from one souro

LIMITED
SPECIAL OFFER
scnoo
worth— S4425
est
on yrequ~~
Info—rmotion
for onl
*JU
Whatever the requirements . .
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Advertis

was punished promptly and risorously in old New
Ensland

. . Take the case of Increase Beliweather: Increase — poor wretch —

lacked industry and character. He was a ne'er-do-well . . One

Christmas Eve

about 200 years ago he raided his neishbor's turkey coop. Result: Increase
spent a quiet Christmas in the pillory, while the constabulary carved the bird.
But virtue and strength have always been rewarded by New

England I

Take the strength of WBZ's new transmitter, for example. Says John Morrell
& Company, ". . comments from consumer customers, in referring to our radio
broadcasts, voluntarily refer to WBZ in the ratio of 3 to 1 as against all others/'
WBZ's* new transmitter for 18 months has
covered 95 percent of New England — 95 percent
of 2,000,000 radio families spending annually,
at retail, nearly $3,500,000,000.

At a single

cost, WBZ* delivers all six of the Yankee states.
♦Synchronized with WBZA

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO STATIONS
Inc • kdka kyw wbz
WBZA WOWO WGL • REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES
Advertising
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their periods with the Na i
Anthem. This slackened lat-^;)
the week and a cursory che' k e
vealed that most programs ' r
sticking to their regular foi j
although carrying many defens j
allied announcements.

Nets Ready
365,000 people make the
Youngstown metropolitan district the third
largest in Ohio.

WFMJ
Has more

listeners in

this rich market

than

any other station.
Headley-Reed Co.
National Representatives

CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is your first choice for broadcast results in Halifax and the
Maritimes. Ask your local
dealers.
or JOE WEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York

WRVA

COVERS

RICHMOND
AND

NORFOLK

IN VIRGINIA!
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{Continued from page 9)
gress (which MBS recorded and
rebroadcast four times during the
afternoon and evening) and the
speech of Prime Minister Churchill
from London.
Another Monday highlight was
NBC's broadcast of an eyewitness
account of the bombing of Manila,
as described by Bert Silen, general
manager of KZRH, Manila affiliate
of NBC, and Don Bell of the station's special events staff.
Sky Was Crimson
In Silen's own words — "the first
we knew of the bombing we heard
terrible detonations and then saw
huge flames from incendiary bombs
coming out of Fort Wm. McKinley
and Nichols Field . . . turning the
sky absolutely crimson . . . we saw
the real fireworks display of blood
red antiaircraft tracer bullets going after those Japanese bombers
. . . and we thought we couldn't
get this through because the bombers paid a visit to the transmitting
station of KRCA, of RCA, through
whose transmitter we are putting
this broadcast."
A definite statement made by
Don Bell, KZRH news announcer
who worked with Silen, was that
"the Japanese came over with the
idea of hitting a definite target
. . . and they have hit that target.
There has been no bombing of
civilians or anything of that kind;
the bombing has not been indiscriminate, but it seemingly has
been very accurate." Bell continued his description of the various Army and Navy posts around
Manila, and the bombing of Corrigedor, which "is to Manila what
Gibraltar is to the Mediterranean",
while Silen climbed to the top of
the eight-story building which
houses the studios of KZRH "for
a better vantage point".
From there, Silen stated that
"it looks as though the Japanese
are
just coming
have to back
wait again,
and see;butit we'll
is a
little too early to tell just where
the anti-aircraft fire is coming
from at the present time. . . ."
Back Toward Normal

CBS Says News Fo *
Covers All Vital Poi

THERMOS LUNCHES keep John
Daly (left) and Elmer Davis, CBS
news analysts, supplied with necessary sustenance during the biggest
news week in radio history.

of special importance is broadcast
as soon as received by all networks,
of course.
Far from complaining at this
curtailment of their time, sponsors
generally have told the networks
not to hesitate to cut in with important news. A number of sponsors of newscasts have eliminated
their commercials altogether, announcing at the opening of the
broadcasts that this will be done
to permit the greatest amount of
news to be included in the period.
Night Roundups
While no one is willing to predict
what will happen in the future,
the outbreak of war has not yet
caused cancellations of radio time
by advertisers. "From every indication," William Gittenger, vicepresident in charge of sales for
CBS, said last week, "sponsors will
continue programs and there is a
bigger demand for time than ever
before." At NBC it was reported
there
was a great demand for commentators.
Two late evening news summaries were added to the NBC
schedule on Wednesday. H. V. KalAs the week progressed opera- tenborn now does a roundup comtions became more systematized,
mentary from midnight to 12:10
a.m. and John W. Vandercook has
with fewer program interruptions
and cancellations and with news
a similar period from 12:50 to 1
bulletins regularly broadcast at the a.m. These programs are broadcast
on both the Red and Blue networks,
beginning or close of each program.
NBC uses the first minute of each which are combined during the
quarter-hour program and the first remainder of the night, broadcasttwo minutes of each half-hour proing music with news every halfgram for news, with a second two- hour or 15 minutes.
CBS has a similar schedule,
minute newscast after the 30-minute station break on hour pro- while MBS is feeding to the network WOR's program of recorded
grams.
music conducted by Jerry LawMBS broadcasts from Washington every hour on the hour and
rence. Asked how long this roundfrom Los Angeles every hour on the-clock service would continue,
network executives replied as long
the half-hour, taking one minute
from commercial programs and five as necessary, at least through this
week.
minutes from sustaining programs
for these newscasts. CBS has no
Emphasis on martial music was
set time for news but allows the
night both on netnews on hand to determine the noted Monday
work and local programs with
length of the interruption. News
many network commercials ending
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Areporters
WELL-ORGANIZED
sU'in all the vital zoi
war was ready to swing in
tion for CBS when news of th
flict first broke, the netwoi
vealed, as the result of buildi
in the last several months ;
Eastern staff for just suci,
eventuality. Earlier this year
Dunn was transferred from
York to Asia to organize the
and with inthe Honlulu,
first flash Manila
of ne\\porters
tavia, Sydney were put on tb
In addition
CBS of
hasLatin
recent'Ai
ganized
a network
can reporters covering the 13
tals. Its European staff, orgai
by Edward R. Murrow, ret '
returned to the United Statebeen functioning for the past
years.
entire
staff theTheworld
overnews-gaths
has been at
on a war-time footing.
Liberty Struggles
OUTSTANDING events in
lives of famous Americans o
races and creeds interested ir
struggle for liberty are drama
on Fighters for Freedom, seri
weekly quarter-hour progi
starting Dec. 15 on WBNX,
York, in cooperation with the
Sons of Israel.
Shirer's Baby Girl
WILLIAM L. SHIRER, CBS
analyst,
the network's
former
correspondent,
and author
of 1I
Diary, is the father of a baby
Linda Elizabeth, born Dec. 10 in
York Hospital.
RCA Sign Dark
TO ELIMINATE any pos
bility of it being used as
guide by enemy war-plan
the huge "RCA" sign at
the RCA Bldg. in Radio Cii
New York, has been blackf
out indefinitely on orders
David Sarnoff, president
RCA. The sign, 900 f(
above the street level wi
letters 24 feet high, is t
highest one of its size in t
world. It was first turned
June 28, 1937.

GET A LINE ON
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War Time Table
(Coiitinued from page 10)
1 Fly Sunday night that MBS
:|jged its loyal and wholehearted
:iperation in making its facilities
:iliable for whatever may be re'.■eci in the public interest.

tirman Fly
t nmons FCC Staff
e FCC was manned after
> of the attack was relayed
-airman James Lawrence Fly
vent immediately to his office,
.airman of both the FCC and
Defense Communications
I. Many daj^ime and limited
stations requested permission
:vertime or all night operation,
ir.issioner Ray C. Wakefield
died these requests by teleiie and telegraph after Chairji Fly had issued instructions
I; these should be granted save
extreme cases, or where inter;nce would be caused. Mr. Fly
lained at his desk to 4 a.m. while
le members of his staff worked
:;i)ugh the night.
jnong orders issued by the FCC
(flay was a ban on amateur opSons, which went into effect imliately except where the Common authorized special operafor amateurs working with
Government on assignment. In
s:^tion, FCC restrictions were
«d on international communicas pending establishment of
.^rnment censorship,
ijieanwhile the Navy announced
j, a censorship had been placed
lall outgoing cables and radio
jsages from the United States
its outlying possessions,
bortly thereafter the War Deiment issued a memorandum
ch stated that "all information
ttive to strength, location, desig!on, composition and movements
United States troops or Army
>sports outside the continental
ts of the United States are
ignated by the War Departt:t as secret and will be so conred under law."
B expected, all pickups from
lis of hostilities were subject
ilpproval and censorship by the
ttnanding officer or his repre(lative on the scene.
%e 50,000 amateur stations
: off the air Sunday night
in 20 minutes after the FCC
[ir. George L. Bailey, president
,.^ithe American
Radio Relay
?ue, on duty in Washington as
utive assistant to President
]&nt of Harvard U, chairman of
National Defense Research
mittee, was notified of the orat 9 p.m. Mr. Bailey informed
leadquarters of ARRL in West
cford, Conn., and the amateur

WINDING UP a 12-hour stretch
of broadcasting news bulletins at
all station breaks, in addition to
^v^iting and broadcasting two quarter-hour daytime news shows, Don
Goddard (left), NBC news commentator, turns his mass of bulletins over to Robert St. John, who
carries on the task through the evening after his own 6:15 p.m. news
broadcast.
key station, WlAW immediately
went on the air and informed amateurs of the order.
The board of directors of Network Affiliates Inc., newly organized trade association, was
meeting in Washington Sunday
and offered the Government
through Mr. Fly the use of every
member's complete facilities.

The FCC and DCB met simultaneously but separately Monday
morning follo%ving which another
order further restricting amateurs
was issued. Until further notice
the Commission cancelled all monitoring schedules by broadcast stations heretofore maintained after
midnight hours to check the frequency stability of stations. The
Commission said this was done to
allow the full use of broadcast stations for defense purposes.
At his regular Monday press
conference, Chairman Fly said a
number of studies of censorship
were being made around the city
but the Commission itself was not
participating, though its facilities
would be made available for these
studies if needed and a certain
amount of dovetailing functions
may result.
Mr. Fly said: "We ourselves
have not been called upon to undertake censorship and we do not
expect to." He said the Navy had
already moved in on censorship
of international communications
and apparently was doing a pretty
effective job. He added that censorship probably would not bother
shortwave stations inasmuch as
they are operated by thoroughly
competent companies.
The DCB and FCC, Mr. Fly continued, are operating on an hourto-hour basis but have no set schedule for further meetings. He indicated DCB undoubtedly will call
its industry advisory committee for

meetings and said "we are now in
a position to reap the benefits of a
splendid job done by DCB planning
1918
Espionage
Act
Is
Invoked
by Navy
experts."
The Maritime Commission requested stations and newspapers
to refrain from carrying news of
merchant ship movements. The
Senate passed by a unanimous vote
Monday a bill prohibiting the employment aboard merchant vessels
of radio operators whose appointment has been disapproved by the
Secretary of the Navy.
The Navy invoked the Espionage
Act of 1918 which forbids the conveyance or publication of any information that might be of value
to the enemy. Rear Admiral A. J.
Hepburn,
the Navy's
bureau of chief
publicofrelations,
announced the action Monday evening. At the same time it was
reported that consideration is being given to imposing some form
casting.
of control over standard broadIt was reported that FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover may head the
organization in which such control
might be vested at least until a
permanent head could take over.
Rear Admiral Hepburn said that
at present (Monday) censorship of
outgoing cable and commercial
radio messages was being administered by the Office of Naval Intelligence. Shortwave censorship is
being administered by the Office of

MONDAY
Monday, Dec. 8, continued to be
hectic for Washington broadcasters. Principal radio event of the
day was President Roosevelt's message to the joint Congressional
session in which he asked for a
declaration of war. This was carried on all networks and by shortwave. It was also carried by the
BBC and CBS.
Some confusion resulted when,
due to a misunderstanding, CBS
and MBS continued a broadcast
from the House floor while NBC
left that vantage point when discussion of the war resolution began.
After carrying proceedings . for
a half hour the former were asked
by the House doorkeeper to cease
their broadcast, which they did. All
three networks then carried descriptions of the voting and the
final result from doorways of the
radio galleries. For the first time
the networks were allowed to describe Senate proceedings from a
doorway looking into the chamber.
Previously the Senate had barred
broadcasting from any position
within the Chamber except Presidential inaugurations.

WHAT'S
THE

CENTRAL

DIFFERENT
NEW

YORK

ABOUT
MARKET?

))As markets go, the Syracuse trading area is just another of a hundred
key markets in the country. Its 200,000 families are divided into 60%
city dwellers and 40% rural. They account for a quarter of billion
dollars worth of retail sales yearly. They drive 159,000 passenger automobiles. Eat $60,000,000 worth of food — use $7,000,000 worth of
drugs, buy over $10,000,000 worth of furniture and wear more than
$22,000,000 worth of new clothing each year. In 1941 this healthy
buying power was amplified by more than $200,000,000 worth of new
defense orders placed in over a hundred different industrial plants in
this market.
The Central New York market is no larger or smaller — richer or poorer
than a dozen others like it. It differs in just one respect . . . the completeness with which it can be covered by one medium . . Station WFBL.
Ask to see actual case histories on the low-cost selling power of WFBL in
this market. Write or wire WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., or Free & Peters, Inc.,
National Representatives.

»WFBL
WTCN

5000-1000 watts • NBC
Syracuse, N. Y.

MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL'S best buy!
^
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
FREE O- PETERS. Inc., National Represe.itoCves
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To Serve Well

The Broadcasting Engineer

A

5^i^-Defense
Program

that

began

in 1927

For 15 years CREI has helped
equip radio engineers with
the technical ability to advance to better positions.
Important to ambitious men, before,
during and long after any temporary emergency, is a planned program of study that enables them to
step ahead into better positions
with increased pay. This is a "selfdefense" program for advancement
that provides a secure future and
lasting career.
CREI was founded for that purpose ... to enable alert professional
radiomen to acquire the necessary
ability through modern technical
training to go after the better-paying positions — and get them.
Since 1927, CREI has been training
radiomen and providing them with
such a gram.
planned
"Self-defense"
proThe success
of our efforts
during these 15 years is proven by
the accomplishments of our graduates. Hundreds of unsolicited letters
in our files testify to the fact that
CREI training has been helpful in
gaining better jobs at higher pay in
minimum time. Few other educational institutions have so fully
gained the respect and confidence of
the men of the broadcasting industry. CREI courses have PROVEN
their worth — they are recognized
by employees and employers alike
as the finest possible instructions at
the lowest possible cost. Ask any
radio engineer!
Why not investigate what CREI spare
time training in Practical Radio Engineering can do for you? Let us send
our interesting booklet together with
personal recommendations for your
advancement in radio through a
planned program of technical training.
"Serving the Radio Industry since 1927"
CREI men in More than 400 Stations
CAPITOL

RADIO

Engineering Institute
E. H. RIETZKE, President
Dept. B-12
3224 SIXTEENTH STREET, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Coordinator of information.
The War Department announced
a broadening of its prohibitions regarding troop movements, reinforcing its earlier announcement. The
later announcement, made Monday
evening, said that information relating to routes, schedules and
destinations of troops either within continental United States or
outside its limits is considered restricted. This restriction, however,
will not apply in "specifically announced" cases in which information is issued by the department.
Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia, Civilian Defense Director, announced
Monday evening over NBC that in
case of an air raid the public
should
keep radios on for official instructions.

Neville Miller, president of the
NAB, sent President Roosevelt a
telegram
placing
the at
"broadcasters
of the United
States
his service.
We stand ready to serve in every
way possible," Mr. Miller wired.
The War Department on Monday
issued a credo for war news. The
suggested pointers, included in a
special war bulletin distributed by
the NAB, cover broadcasts of casualty lists and secret information,
along with advice in connection
with transmitter protection, activity of radio news-editor groups
in each state, and the establishment
of a regular schedule of official
communiques by the War and
Navy Departments. The NAB advised stations to refrain entirely
from broadcasting casualty lists.
TUESDAY
The FCC said Tuesday that
authority to order stations off the
air as a safeguard against air
raids rests with the Interceptor
Commands set up by the Army. The
FCC statement was in response to
inquiries concerning confusion on
the West Coast where local authorities reportedly ordered stations off
the air Monday night and Tuesday
morning. Mechanism for the stop
broadcasting orders was set up by
the DCB.
In addition, the Navy has ordered
its naval radio stations to stop
broadcasting weather information.
The Navy said it had not asked
commercial stations to cease
weather reports but reports from
various parts of the country indicate orders to naval stations might
have been misinterpreted. Some
naval commanders apparently were
requesting commercial stations to
refrain from broadcasting weather
information.
Stations on the West Coast were
ordered off the air intermittently
Monday night and Tuesday. San
Francisco stations were off Monday night and Tuesday morning.
The same applied in Los Angeles.
This was caused by repeated reports that "unidentified" planes
had been sighted off the West
Coast. Pacific Northwest stations
came back on the air after a short
period of silence Tuesday and Cali-
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First Communique
TELEPHONED to all national networks and local
Washington
stations Dec.
in mid-7,
afternoon Sunday,
shortly after the flash of
Japan'sbor,attack
on Pearl
HarHawaii, the
following
brief announcement was the
first official radio bulletin issued by the War Department
in World War II: "The Secretary of War directs that all
firms and manufacturing
plants who have defense contracts or are working on defense orders will at once institute proper measures
against sabotage".
fornia stations resumed broadcasting at 1:30 p.m. (PST) Tuesday.
Alerts Are Sounded
By WNYC, New York
WNYC, New York City municipal
station, broadcast two alerts Tuesday afternoon after it was reported
that an "enemy" plane was heading
toward the metropolis. The War
Department later revealed that the
alerts were based on a false tip.
Commercial stations carried news
of the alerts and many went on the
air with calming announcements
pointing out that there was no reason to believe the whole business
was not a test.
The Office of Civilian Defense
requested stations on the Atlantic
and Pacific Coasts frequently to
broadcast instructions for air raid
protection.
President Roosevelt at his press
conference Tuesday laid down two
primary principles of censorship
and reserved to himself and highranking officials the right of
decision over material released. The
President said that to be released,
news must be true and then it must
pass a test whether it conforms
to a rule that it must not give aid
and comfort to the enemy.
The President's statement came
after protests made at his press
conference by reporters who complained that they were "getting the
run around" from officers at the
War Department on material which
was a matter of record. The President said that the discretion for
giving out news could not be left
to captains or majors, to lieutenant
commanders or commanders.
In his address to the nation Tuesday night, he reiterated his two
rules and then warned newspapers
and radio stations they have a
grave responsibility in disseminating news. He referred specifically
to a report broadcast Sunday night
that a Japanese aircraft carrier
had been sunk off the Panama
Canal. The report proved false and
was garbled.

t ^

WIN
WIN
WINX

COOPERATION
in civic en
prises has its rewards. Henrv
Johnston,
general manager
WSGN, Birmingham, reignei
King of the annual Christmas
nival, which took place during
week of Nov. 17, sponsored b;
Birmingham Retail Merchant:der the auspices of the Jr. Cj
ber of Commerce.
With }i
Johnston is Queen Laetitia Sei'
WEDNESDAY
The White House annour
Wednesday that a special sui
showed that 90,000,000 persons
92.4% of the families in the
tion heard President Roose\
Tuesday night address. A '
report on the President's mei
asking
a warthe declaration,
8, showedfor that
President s) '
to the largest daytime audi^
ever to listen to a speech of
kind. CAB said that 65.7% of i;
set owners interviewed in ho
reported having heard his sp
which was broadcast by all tl
major networks. CAB reported
President's Dec. 9 broadcast
heard
of the nation's
owners.by In83%a special
survey
CBS, C. E. Hooper Inc., said
000,000
heard ofthe79.09
Dei
talk withpersons
an audience
Attorney General Biddle
newsmen
Wednesdayhadthatcalla
"s
nut"
at Baltimore
radio station Tuesday and a
describing himself as Mr. G]
Martin, said he had received v
that the Martin airplane p
would be bombed at 3 p.m.
Attorney General said ano1
"nut" telephoned Baltimore pc
and advised them that air r
were imminent over Bethesda, 1
Washington suburb, and sugge;
that schools should be closed,
were.
Mr. Biddle said FBI Directo
Edgar Hoover is coordinating
work of several agencies comj
ing a communications censori
board and eventually would i
way to a permanent director.,
want to say," Mr. Biddle went,
"that Mr. Hoover will not b;

Own
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's
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WASHINl
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Dizzy

isor, permanent or temporary,
of the word."
any sense
|l,3FF
Director MacLeish anpanced the appointment of an
• erdepartmental
committee on
;'ense information to advise OFF
ij its task of extending and imL'jving the country's information
the defense effort. Members of
I new committee were designated
the secretaries of departments
heads of agencies involved.
\esident Signs DCB
ecutive Order
Stations in Los Angeles and
jiathern California went off the
at 12:20 p.m. (PST) Wednesf and it was reported there were
er indications that an air raid
m imminent possibility. They rened to the air at 1:05 (PST).
t'the stations were also off the air
m 3:10 a.m. (PST) until 7:10
3T) Wednesday morning No ofl explanation was forthcoming,
'resident Roosevelt signed an
ecutive Order authorizing the
B to designate American radio
ilities for the use, control, inictionor closure by the War or
iry departments or other governit agencies. DCB officials exiined the order merely formal1 plans which had been previ.ly approved and in no way afied the status quo of broadcastEarly press reports stated
t the plan apparently would
e the DCB complete control over
io facilities of the country.

POSTAL TELEGRAPH,
PLEASE. I'D LIKE TO
SEND A
TELEGRAM ^Pl^^'
m
lUVherever there's
telephone . . .
Ihere's Postal
elegraph !

f,

Telegraph
*For your convenience,
charges appear on your phone bill
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NOTES ARE COMPARED by three commentators after their Sunday
evening broadcast on WOR, Newark. Vincent Sheean (left) and Claire
Boothe, travelers and reporters, talk over details with Paul Schubert,
WOR naval authority.
Scope of Executive Order
Is Explained by Fly
FCC Chairman Fly, describing
the new order, said it does not mean
that general taking over or operation of private radio by the Government is contemplated. He reemphasized his statement of Monday that the DCB is not undertaking censorship, and that the new
order merely relieves the President of requisitioning facilities.
Cecil Brown, CBS war correspondent, was one of those who survived the sinking of the British
battle cruiser Repulse in the Far
East. Brown, who was Rome correspondent of CBS, then in Jugoslavia and later in Cairo, cabled an
eyewitness account of his experiences to CBS which later was
broadcast in the regular Thursday
morning 8 a.m. CBS news roundup.
Royal Arch Gunnison, MBS correspondent in Manila, reported to
MBS headquarters Wednesday that
he would be able to broadcast twice
a day from the bombed capital of
the Philippines. In his message
Gunnison said that the Navy must
approve each page of his script before if he can go on the air. Elizabeth Wayne, MBS correspondent at
Batavia, Java, reported that the
scripts must be submitted for censorship an hour-and-a-half before
broadcast time.
A committee of English newspapermen complained directly to
Secretary of Navy Knox that the
Navy's censorship of outgoing dispatches was proving to be very trying. The complaints centex'ed around
delay in clearing dispatches, failure
to notify correspondents of deletions and a practical ban on foreign language messages.
THURSDAY

ft time you want
edy telegraph serB — remember —
convenient,
it's economical, it's
lest
to . . .

Itone*

Dollars!
There's a constant spending
spree in Winston-Salem. Dizzy
Dollars by the tub full get
locked up by happy retailers
every night. Get your share.

Radio added still another beat
to its collection amassed since
first word of the war was flashed
when Thursday morning American
press services got first word of the
German and Italian declaration of
war from the network listening
posts.
Brig. Gen. Carlyle H. Wash, of
the Second Interceptor Command
ordered all stations in Western
Washington and Oregon silenced at
2 p.m. (PST) Thursday. They returned to the air Friday at 2:15

p.m.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Meetings were held in Washington in connection with the setting
up of a separate Censorship
Bureau, with determination expected by the end of the week. The
new censor, it was indicated, vnW
have a position corresponding to
that held during World War I
by George Creel.
The Defense Communications
Board met at the FCC offices and,
while no announcement was made,
it is understood it appraised communications operations since the
outbreak, and discussed plans for
promulgation of new orders, as the
emergency warrants.
FRIDAY
Complete facilities for broadcast,
such as those enjoyed by the press,
were provided last Friday by the
Radio Branch of the Bureau of
Public Relations of the War Department with a temporary "radio
room" in the Munitions Bldg.,
Washington. It is planned to construct soundproof booths where networks and independents can originate first-hand news broadcasts.
The three national networks first
used the temporary facilities Thursday night. Radio Branch announced
that stations desiring to send commentators to operation bases must
first secure credentials for such
personnel through the War Department in Washington rather
than locally.
Because radio sections of the War
and Navy Departments and the
FCC have been swamped with calls
from broadcasters seeking information on various phases of war
activity, these agencies have requested that all such calls be made
to an office rather than to an individual. It was stated that personnel in the various offices are competent to handle such requests.
Telephone number of the respective
agencies follow:
Radio Branch, War Department
Bureau of Public Relations — Republic 6700, extensions 3887, 4787,
4788.
Radio section. Navy Department
Bureau of Public Relations — Republic 7400, extensions 3221, 3222,
3223, 3224.
FCC,
Secretary's
tive 3620,
extensions Office—
1, 2. ExecuUnmarried amateur radio operators, between 18 and 35, were asked
{Continued on page 6i)
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ACTIONS
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OF
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COMMUNICATIONS

DECEMBER
Decisions . . .
DECEMBER 9
WQAM, Miami, Fla.— Granted CP new
■transmitter increase 5 kw D.
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.— Granted
•equipment changes directional N.
KYCA, Prescott, Ariz. — Placed in pending file under Order 79 applic. transfer control to KTAR Broadcasting Co.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— NEW,
•General
Broadcasting
Fla., CPD
new station
1140 kc Inc.,
5 kwMiami,
directional
& N unl. ; NEW, Broadcasters Inc.. San
Jose, Cal., CP new station 1490 kc 250 w
unl. ; NEW, San Jose Broadcasting Co., San
Jose, same ; NEW, Luther E. Gibson, Vallejo, Cal., CP new station 1490 kc 250 w unl.
(consolidated with San Jose applications).
DECEMBER 10
WAPI, Birmingham, Ala. — Denied petinial. tion reconsideration grant of previous deKPAS, Pasadena, Cal. — Granted special
temporary authorization go into operation
5 kw directional N & D.
Applications . . .
DECEMBER 10
WPRA,
Mayeguez,
modific. license to 1 kwP. R.
N —5 Amend
kw D. applic.
WLEU,
Erie,
Pa.
—
CP
new
transmitter,
directional N change 1250 kc increase
1 kw
N 5 kw D.
NEW, Cleveand Broadcasting Inc., Cleveland, O.— Amend applic. CP new station
re directional.
WTCN, Minneapolis — Transfer control
Minnesota Tribune Co. to Northwest Publications 125 shares common stock.
DECEMBER 12
NEW. Associated Broadcasters Inc., Indianapolis— CP new FC station 47.3 mc.
6,665 sq. mi. 759,389 pop.
Tentative Calendar . . .
KALB, Alexandria, La.— CP 580 kc 1
Ttw directional N unl. (Dec. 15).
NEW, Park Cities Broadcasting Corp.,
Dallas, Tex., further hearing CP new station 710 kc 5 kw directional N. (Dec. 18).
CHARLES BBNZINGER, a member
of the publicity staff of CBS since
February, has been named assistant
trade news editor.

COMMISSION

6 TO DECEMBER 12 INCLUSIVE
War Chronology
(Continued from page 63)
Noises Censored
by the Army on Friday to volunALL WIDELY recognized
teer for the Signal Corps. Pointing
warning noises, such as the
out the immediate need of that
blowing of sirens and the
branch of the service for operators,
clanging of alarm gongs,
the Army urged all qualified for
have been banned from draactive military service to apply to
matic programs on NBC as a
precautionary measure so
the signal officer at the nearest rethat radio listeners will not
cruiting station for further inforconfuse radio sound effects
mation.
signals. The new order for
No Long Casualty Lists
official air raid warning,
effective Dec. 9, was issued
President Roosevelt at his press
conference Friday requested newsby Sidney N. Strotz, vicepresident in charge of propapers, press associations and ragrams. Dramatic scripts
dio stations not to carry long
where such effects have been
casualty lists giving the names of
regularly used, or where
the war dead and wounded. The
scripts have been written to
President said that the Army and
include them, have been
Navy thought information outlets
ordered to make the necesof the nation should observe the
sary changes to comply with
the
new order. MBS and
same common agreement now preCBS
likewise have barred
vailing in countries which have
such
types
of noise devices.
been at war sometime — an agreement which provides that casualty
lists be withheld from publication
Ad Club Program
or broadcasting.
AS A SUBSTITUTE for the class
The President said that under
paijer put out annually by the Advermost circumstances the Government
tising and Selling Course of the Adwould release for publication total
vertising Club of New York, the stufigures of casualties. The President
dents on Dec. 15 are putting on a "surprise" production of a "different type
suggested that stories be confined
newscast", for
a "feature
and
to brief mentions saying that the of
a "cartoon"
members picture",
of the club,
and advertising agency executives.
next of kin had been notified.
The Navy announced Friday that
"for
reasons"
list of daily. The network now begins at
names military
of casualties
will beno released
8 a.m. with the West Coast joining 30 minutes later, and signs off
to the public.
In an effort to stabilize opera- at 2 a.m., the West Coast at 2:30
tions, although subject to change a.m. Mutual is continuing to present war news from Washington and
based on war events, MBS last
Pacific Coast points on the hour
Friday cut down its schedule from
24-hour operation to 18 hours and half-hour.

Welwork (Kccovi \
All time EST unless otherwise ind c <
New Business
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZO
Boston, on Jan. 1, 1942, only si
the Sugar Bowl game on NB'
2-5 p. m. Agency : Maxon Inc.,
SERUTAN Co., Jersey City ■
aids),
on Jan.
5 adds& 16Allen,
NBC-Bl
tions to
Pearson
ma
total of 50 stations, Sun. 6 :3
p.
N. m.
Y. Agency : Raymond Spect'
Renewal Accounts
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co,
York (Lucky Strike cigaretti
Dec. 80 renews for 13 week
Kyser's KoUege of Musical Kna
on
stations,
day, 110
10-11NBC-Red
p.m. (EST).
Agency■\^
6 Thomas, N. Y.
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., l^ji .
geles
Di
renews (White
for 52 King
weekssoap),
Knox onMam
News on 17 CBS Pacific Coast'
Mountain group stations. Mon.
Fri., 12:15-12:30
p.m. (P
Agency : Raymond R. Morgan
Hollywood.
STANDARD BRANDS. Moi
(Chase & Sanborn Coffee) on J
renews Charlie McCarthy d 1
Bergen on 35 Canadian Broadcg
Corp. stations.
EDST.
Agency: J.Sun.
Walter9-9:30
Thoia
Co, Montreal
LAMONT CORLISS & Co., Toi
(Pond's
Cream)
Jan. 6 reB
John
<£ Judy
on 30on Canadian
easting Corp. stations, Thurs. 9
p.m. EDST. Agency: J. Vi\
Thompson Co, Toronto.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE PEET
Toronto, renews Jan. 1 for Fainproducts The Happy Gang on SI
nadian Broadcasting Corp. stai
Mon. thru Fri. 2-2:30 p.m.;
the Wealth (Cue, Palmolive
cream) on 32 CBC stations. Sat.
on 38 (''
9mere
p.m.;Bouquet
Musicalproducts)
Beauty Box
stations, Thurs. 9-9:30 p.m.; </(
Trouladours (Palmolive products
5 CBC French stations. Mon.
Fri. 11:30-12 noon; La Min
(Cashmere Bouquet products)
CBC French stations, Tues. 9,
p.m., all EDST. Agency: Loi
Thomas of Canada, Toronto.
Seltzer), LABS.,
on Dec.Elkhart,
29 renews
fc
MILES
weeks
Liim d Abner
on 28Ind.
NBC ('
stations. Mon., Tues., Thurs.,
10 :30-10 :45 p.m.,
p.m., and
6 NBC sta'P;
6:30-6:45
11 Agency:
Blue
Red, 8:15:8:30
p.m.
Adv. Co., Chicago.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co.. New
(Minit-Rub), on Dec. 29 renew'
weeks
news Pacific
by FrankCoast
Bingma'
87Mon.,
NBC-Red
Wed., Fri.,
7 :45-8 p.m. sta(P
Agency : Young & Rubicam, N. Y
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chic!
(Parkay),
renewed fO'o
weeks
The recently
Great Gildersleeve
NBC-Red stations, Thurs. 6 :30-7
rebroadcast, on 8 Pacific Red sta
11-11 :30
p.m. Chicago.
Agency : Neec,
Louis
& Brorby,
Network Changes

SMILES OF SATISFACTION were the order of the
day at WCOP, Boston, Dec. 10, when the station
started fulltime operation. A celebration in the Copley
Plaza Hotel studios marked the event, with outstanding radio and entertainment personalities participating in dedication ceremonies from 8 to 9 p.m. last
Wednesday. WCOP first went on the air Aug. 26,
1935, and in December, 1940, the FCC granted a construction permit for fulltime operation.
Adding five acres to its transmitter site on the
Brighton Speedway, the station erected three 375-foot
Truscon vertical radiators as part of the new installation. Posed in a convival group at the dedication cerePage 64
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monies are (1 to r, first row) H. A. Lafount, president of Mass. Broadcasting Co, ; Mrs. Frank Day, Day
Adv. Agency; Isabel Carolyn, Glaser-Gottschaldt
Agency; A. N. Armstrong Jr., general manager of
WCOP; (second row) Arthur Simon, WPEN general
manager; J. Galomb and S. Taylor, Leiderman Inc.;
Harry L. Moore, Moore Agency; Lou Glaser, GlaserGottschaldt; B. Knight, Knight & Gilbert; Ed Parent,
John C. Dowd Agency; (third row) A. Brown, Copley
Agency; George Lasker, WORL general manager;
B. Ostreicher, Ostreicher Agency; Martin Kadis,
David manMalkiel
Agency. Agency; Ruby Newman, Simon & NewBROADCASTING

P. LORILLARD Co., New
(Beechnut cigarettes), on Jan.
places Don't Be Personal with ti
nut King's Size Weekly, on 6 P
NBC-Red and 6 Pacific Blue sta.
Fri., 8:30-9
p.m. N.
(PST).
Agf
Lennen
& Mitchell,
Y.
PROCTER
GAMBLE,
(Crisco), on & Dec.
29 shiftsCinci-^
Rig^
Happiness on 64, CBS stations,
through Fri., 1:30-1:45 p.m. t
NBC-Red stations, Mon. through
11:15-11:30 a.m. for White Nf
soap. Agency : Compton Adv., N. ;
• Broadcast

Advertiii

Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other
fications2c
, 1 per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding

Situations Wanted (Continued)

Help Wanted
■i.as Station Desires Salesman — Commis■ ion basis. Send full information, pic•ure. Box 242A, BROADCASTING.
, nted At Once Engineer — State draft
Jtatus. Contact P. O. Box 1512, Musko|e€. Oklahoma.
nouncer
With operator's
ieliable.— State
experience,license.
draft Steady.
status,
I icture, voice recording. $35.00 weekly.
[ ;IUP, Durango, Colorado.
gram Director — With sales experience ;
' tate qualifications, draft status, salary
xpected. 250 watter in Pennsylvania.
:ox 233A, BROADCASTING.
i Commercial Man — For new local stalon in defense area. Good opportunity
3r experienced party. WHIT, New Bern,
I. C.
Inted — A Sales Manager for a Pacific
ilorthwest network station. Must be exerienced in selling small town merijhants.
Good salary and bonus. Box 244A,
ROADCASTING.
t-growingforNBCexperienced,
Affiliate — sober,
Has good
oportunity
reliable
raft exempt announcer-newscaster caable handling controls. Detail backround and expected starting salary first
itter. Voice recording. WSAV, Savanah, Georgia.
^ ' «fInstEngineer
— Expanding experienced
Alaska station.
be thoroughly
all
bases. Also capable copying press. Willig pay high salary to engineer interested
ermanent desirable position. Give full
ietails. Box 236A, BROADCASTING.
Operator- Announcer (Licensed) — That
JaSO month (salary and overtime) 50 hr.
[•:|'eek,
will
obtain.
Must city.
have Give
good refervoice,
(mall
station,
western
nces and
experience
first letter.
KRJF,
liles City, Montana.
ef Engineer — To aid in construction of
ew 5000-watt Midwestern station and
) remain as chief engineer. Applicant
'ill be interviewed and chosen within
ext few days. Give full details of conj'.ruction
experience;
experience
fee
; references
and other
a personal
story ;
fcout yourself. State salary expected and
low soon available. All applications
ceated in confidence. Box 246A, BROADASTING.
isatile Seasoned Announcer — Desirous of
laking change. Pleasant, permanent
pnnection,
live NewGiveYorkfullState
station,
|etwork affiliate.
particulars,
eluding
photo.
Box
247
A,
BROADlASTING.
Situations Wanted
ptionist-Switchboard — Employed local
cation. Experienced traffic. Single. Go
nywhere. Box 243A, BROADCASTING.
rts Announcer And Special Events Man
ow employed, desires change. Exceltnt background, outstanding record. Box
P6A, BROADCASTING.
ief Engineer — 250w Mutual — desires
pange
— studio, transmitter,
transradio,
pme announcing.
Draft exempt.
West
Referred. Box 230A, BROADCASTING.
esmanager — With nine years successful
ikles experience. Industrious, sober, aggressive, married, draft exempt, high
'pcord
of personal
sales, seeks position asof
[Mesman,
salesmanager
Inall station.
A-1 businessor andmanager
character
^ferences. Can leave by or before
January tenth. Now employed. Excellent
tasons for making change. Box 234A,
ilROADCASTING.
iisman— With ideas and experience, deres change in January. Not draftable —
luld start on $50 weekly. Box 248 A,
ROADCASTING.
feOADCASTING

classiCAPS,
three
issue.

Announcer-Newscaster — Three years special
college student, all phases of broadcasting
and business radio. Draft 4F, age 25,
unmarried. Some experience. Box 249A,
BROADCASTING.
Sports, News And Special Events Announcer— 5 years experience all phases of
radio. Transcription news and basketball.
West
ING. preferred. Box 231A, BROADCASTAttention Station Managers — In Chicago
and vicinity ! Experienced topnotch commercial announcer-M.C. now employed in
east desires change. Minimum salary $200
monthly. Box 238A, BROADCASTING.
Writer — Experienced handing publicity for
large Midwest stations, newspaper and
magazine writing, organization, dramatics, speech. Excellent references. Married, father, 26. Box 239A, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Age 40, 23 years experience, now employed, desires position as
chief engineer of Broadcast, FM, or Television station. First-class telephone license. Box 241A, BROADCASTING.
Program Director Or Production Manager —
Position with station in smaller city desired by announcer at present with Chicago network affiliate station. Production
and program experience. Married, children. Thirty years. Box 235A, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Available Febuary 1st. Age 35,
married, draft exempt. Clean, wellrounded background with thorough knowledge of saleable ideas, ability to close.
Write selling continuity. Not fly-by-nite.
Complete information bv return mail.
Box 237A, BROADCASTING.
Women's Feature Writer And Commentator— Singe woman, 28 years of age, experienced, now employed ; also admitted
to practice before FCC — familiar with
current radio problems. Will combine
writing-announcing with legal and secreING. tarial duties. Box 228A, BROADCASTChief Engineer — Fifteen years practical experience. This is no pig-in-a-poke proposition. I come
three months'
trialI
basis and
then, onif amutually
agreeable,
stay. Want permanent connection with a
progressive organization. Box 227A,
BROADCASTING.
Advertising Executive Available — As assistant commercial manager or salesman;
College
graduate
withadvertising
ten years' manager
successful record
as local
large newspaper chain ; two years advertising manager metropolitan daily; six
months salesman Blue Network station
getting radio experience. Available in
two weeks. Willing to go anywhere a real
opportunity exists. Excellert references.
Box 240A, BROADCASTING.

Fleming Named
BRIG. GEN.
Philip B. Fleming-,
formerly
administrator
to the
Wage & Hour Division of the Labor
Department, last Wednesday took
the oath of office as Federal Works
Administrator, succeeding John M.
Carmody, first Federal Works Administrator, who had held office
since July 1, 1939 and who has been
appointed to the U. S. Maritime
Commission. Gen. Fleming previously had served as executive officer and deputy administrator of
the Public Works Administration
and coordinator of the Resettlement Administration.

eHIEF ENGINEER
Available Jan. 20th
AAA-1

Past Record

FAMILIAR — Design and
maintenance
of stations
from 1 00 to 50,000 watts.
— Directional Systems
— FCC Procedure
— Measurements
Box No. 229A

PROFESSIO:VAL
IRECTORY

Ansky
Organization
ley
& Baiof
Jan
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldr-, Wash., D. C.
I
1
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair
PAGE

(N. J.) 2-7859

& DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineers
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

F.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

Wanted To Buy
Wanted — A 5 kw transmitter. Give full
particulars,
age, condition. Box 245A,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Two Ideco — 270 ft. towers with insulated
capacity tops. WHIO, Dayton, Ohio.
$200 RCA 303-A Frequency-Limit Monitor
— Slighty used, perfect condition, for
$135. FCCquency approved
for 60anymegacycles.
high freservice 1.5 to
0.005%
accuracy.
Box
232A,
BROADCASTING.
Western Electric 5-kw Amplifier — Complete
with 220-C tubes, high and low voltage
supplies, antenna tuning units, power
control panel, high voltage rectifier, and
filament and bias supplies. Used only few
years.
Kansas.Excellent condition. KFH, Wichita,

• Broadcast
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Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 IVIain
the WorldCal.
Kansas
City. St.IHo. 1/''^/X
A ] Hollywood,

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineer
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer
of First
Directional
Antenna
Controlling
Interference
Bowen Bldg. • WASH.. D. C. • NA. 6711
December
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Stations

Quick

Sunday Flash Leads to
Expansion of News
Coverage
RADIO stations throughout the
nation were electrified into action
by the news of the Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor Dec. 7. Following
is a condensation of activities of
some of these stations as received
by Broadcasting.
WKRC, Cincinnati, announced
that a complete 24-hour daily news
schedule has been placed in effect
and that additional newsmen are
being hired. The station has also
completed a deal with the RKO
Midwest Corp., operators of the
Albee Theatre, Cincinnati, for
three daily newscasts to be piped
by wire direct from the station's
Times-Star studios.
WLW Asks Protection
Officials of the Crosley Corp.
have requested the CAA to declare
Mason, 0., a restricted zone. Mason
is the site of the 500,000-watt
WLW experimental transmitter
and the 75,000-watt transmitter of
WLWO, Crosley international station. Guards at the two transmitters have been quadrupled since
the outbreak of war.
Clarence Wheeler, vice-president
of WHEC, Rochester, headed the
list of the station's staff who volunteered blood for the Red Cross.
WSSR, Stamford, Conn., has
been designated as the official
clearing house for all air raid
warden, civilian defense and harbor patrol news in its coverage
area which includes many plants
working on defense orders.
WCKY, Cincinnati, went on a
war footing with the outbreak of
hostilities. The station has been
carrying many official announcements in addition to news bulletins.
WINX, Washington, claims to be
the only independent station to set
its microphones in the White House
alongside those of the networks.
The station announced it would
go on a 24-hour schedule. WINX
fed its White House pickups to
WMCA, New York.
Guards were placed around the
NBC BIdg. in Washington and
special cards were issued to members of the staff. The public was
barred from the studios. Emergency studios have been set up in
the Carlton and Wardman Park
hotels with direct lines to the transmitters of WRC and WMAL.
WWNC, Asheville, N. C, is feeding its Esso Re2)orter broadcasts to
the Downtown theatre to allow
patrons to keep up with war news.
WOR, New York, arranged for
private detectives to guard its studios and master control rooms. The
station has banned from all of its
programs all sound effects which
stimulate warnings which might be
taken for alarms.
KFEL, Denver, carried a mesPage 66
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sage from Gov. Carr of Colorado
Sunday night outlining the protective measures agreed upon by
State officials.
NBC in New York began Tuesday to photograph and fingerprint
all employes. The fingerprints will
be kept in a confidential file while
the photographs will be affixed to
an identication pass with the signature of the bearer. In addition,
badges will be issued to employes
in case of loss of the pass. WOR
disclosed that it was evolving a
system of employe identification.
CBS Tuesday had not taken any
steps toward employe identification.
CBS has discontinued studio audiences from programs originating
in its headquarters at 485 Madison
Ave. The new measure does not
effect programs originating from
the CBS radio theatres.
Bonds for Employes
Hildreth & Rogers Co., Lawrence,
Mass., following President Roosevelt's speech Tuesday night, authorized the purchase of defense
bonds for every fulltime employe
of WLAW which the corporation
operates. The bonds will be delivered during the Christmas season
and will represent a bonus. The
same procedure was followed with
employes of the Lawrence Daily
Eagle and Evening Tribune which
are affiliated.
The Cigar Institute of America,
which is sponsoring transcribed
announcements on 22 stations, has
announced that it is changing the
opening sounds of the recordings
because of their connection vnth
the war. The transcriptions were
made more than a month ago. A
program described as more "appropriate to current conditions" is
being submitted.
Hulbert Taft Jr., general manager of WKRC, Cincinnati, announced Thursday that there are
to be no transcribed announcements
following special events of national
importance. Special periods have
been setup to take care of commercial announcements missed be-
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War

Status

cause of news or other emergency
To keep New York theatregoers
programs.
informed of developments in the
national emergency, WMCA, New
York, is supplying Associated Press
news bulletins to theatres in the
Times Square district, to be read
to the audience during intermission periods by a leading member
of the cast. A total of 28 theatres
from 40th to 52d st. have started
the bulletin service, as arranged by
WMCA and James Riley, executive
secretary of the League of New
York Theatres.
Official Messages
WBZ, Boston, after carrying the
first flash of the war news, broadcast a message to the State by
Gov. Leverett Saltonstall who
spoke from the studios. Messages
were also given by Rep. McCormick. House majority leader; Sen.
Henry Cabot Lodge (R-Mass.) ;
Dean James M. Landis, director
of civilian defense in New England.
WTAG, Worcester, went on a
24-hour basis shortly after news
of the attack was received and all
visitors were barred from the studios. Arrangements were made to
afford the fullest coverage by utilizing the facilities of five networks,
NBC, MBS, Yankee, Colonial and
Don Lee.
WHP, Harrisburg, Pa. is operating on a 24 hour basis. The station is cooperating with military
and government authorities as well
as those of the state in presenting
special messages, instructions and
bulletins.
Flare Pistols
WCFL has increased its 24-hour
guard at the transmitter and has
purchased the parachute-type flare
pistols. Station recently installed a
floodlighting system outside the
transmitter building, also a system
of lights
the transmission fromilluminating
the two antennas
to the
building.
Gene Dyer stations WGES and
WSBC are broadcasting a daily

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Sorry, Sir! False Alarm! It Was Just a Sound Effect
on That Jimmy Allen Program!"
BROADCASTING

4 1/2 -minute appeal from the r
agement
all national
iti^
submergeasking
differe
nces. Anno™
ment is read in 12 languages:]
hemenian, Lithuanian, Polish, I
rainian, Jewish, Italian, Croai]
Rumanian, Swedish, Slovak. !
Greek.

Alarm Signals
WRC and WMAL, Washing j
arranged for installation of at
rect telephone line into the ger.l
alarm headquarters of the Dis j
Civilian Defense Office to expU
the broadcasting of important j
nouncements concerning air r 1
or other emergencies.
To obtain the reaction of ;
public to the war, WFMJ, You |
town, 0., put on a special mar)
the street program Sunday nij
Dec. 7. Sixty-six news flashes j
special local and NBC progri
were carried by the station fol
ing the initial war announcen
General manager Franklin
Doolittle of WDRC, Hartford,
announced the station is ded
ing its facilities to national def;
as long "as the need may be".
News room of WFBL, Syrac
went on a 24-hour schedule 1
the outbreak of the war, star i|
Dec. 7.
with
the initial announcem ■I
WHBQ, Memphis, to fuii
listeners with war news at r:
larly stated intervals, has instii
additional news facilities. •
Defense Bulletins !
KDYL, Salt Lake City, less 1
an hour after the first fiash orjj
outbreak of Japanese action in)
Pacific, made contacts with al]|
termountain Theatres (local ch |
and established a rapid bul j
service which was fiashed on I
screens of the Utah, Capitol, |
tory and Centre theatres in |
Lake City at half -hour inter j
with a KDYL credit line. Bos!
fice loudspeaker releases i
KDYL were increased from ho)
to four-an-hour basis.
KSTP, St. Paul, started rec;
ing announcements at once. S
ley E. Hubbard, president and |
eral manager of KSTP, and ^
Gammons, manager of WCCO,
neapolis, completed arrangera
with State Adjutant General
lard A. Walsh and Gov. Ha
Stassen for simultaneous br
casts of all emergency home [
fense bulletins.
All stations in the state
northwest were linked by pit
and rebroadcast. A guard of h
way patrolmen and deputy she
were placed
around
mitter
an hour
afterKTSP's
the outb:tr
Sunday but these men were reli'
Tuesday by soldiers from
Snelling who are now on a 24-;
patrol. Special lighting and afl
systems were installed and the
gineering staff rushed complt
of auxiliary power plant fo
5,000-watt transmitter which
its own tower separated from
directional antenna array of
main 50-kw. unit.
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tions. Substituting electrons for light, and mag-

wz
OSQUITOES and other insects "breathe"
ugh tracheae and spiracles . . . tiny

netic coils for glass lenses, the RCA

Electron

tubes opening at the body- surface, through

Microscope

which air circulates. Such tubes are only one

hitherto invisible. It made

fifty-thousandth of an inch across — and their
internal structure, until the invention of the

first time, photographing of the influenza virus.

RCA
world

Electron Microscope,
hidden

belonged

from entomologists since the

beginning of Time!
In RCA

to a

Laboratories, this new-

est use of "electrons at work" has
blazed new trails in many direc-

RCA

When

has revealed the form of viruses
possible, for the

magnified 65,000 times, this virus was

photographed directly as viewed by the electron microscope.
A "by-product" of television research, the
RCA Electron Microscope is one
more

symbol of great things to

come — to benefit all civilization!
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In 1776 Americans stood shivering in the scant warmth of campfires at Valley Forge. In 18L
America marched to the roll of war drums. In the late 19th century, one voice shouted "R
member the Maine!" and a million voices echoed the cry. In 1917, Christmas bells rang hollow^
at thousands of our firesides.
And now — Christmas, 1941. Yes, there have been other American Christmases like this. E
history recorded them and passed on to record America's ultimate return to the way of living t!
finds its essence in the spirit of Christmas. The radio industry bears an uniquely important
sponsibility as this calendar's Christmas approaches. Our task is well defined. Radio is essential,
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LES
Boat Revels," and "Sunday Down South." But with
tThere's a lot more to this radio SA
business
than power.
[Take us here at WSM for instance. Our 50,000 watts
all these WSM wouldn't be breaking sales record
after sales record for clients unless it had a fast growI Ijvouldn't mean as much without our low frequency
ing market . . . ready, willing and able to
1^ ^ . . . 650 kilocycles on a clear channel. Then,

^00, there's one of radio's largest talent and
technical staffs ... a group that has won for

rl^VSM five awards for showmanship

and has

produced such nationally famous

network

Jphows as the "Grand
*

THE

Ole' Opry," "River

*

NATIONAL

buy WSM

advertised products. And there

are plenty of case histories that prove the
effectiveness of this "can't be beat" combination. Why not send for some today.? Then
compare WSM with any station, any where.

*
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
HARRY L. STONE, Gcn'l. Mgr.
OWNED AND OPERATED BY
LIFE
AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY,,
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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n©

of our clients (whom

began a 13-week

we shall call Mr. Black*)

test campaign

on KMBC

in 1932.

Every fifty-two weeks for nine solid years, Mr. Black
has renewed

Why

his contract.

does he keep coming back?

It's not the allure of our pretty receptionist— nor
the decorative scheme

of our studios.

Mr. Black keeps coming back to KMBC
WHY

KEEPS

MR.

BLACK

COMING

Nothing like that.
because

he gets

results from KMBC.

BACK
That's the only reason any of our advertisers renew
their contracts.

So it's rather significant that

three ouf of every four local and national spot accounts
on KMBC

are renewals.

Only one in four is trying KMBC

for the first time.

Three out of four are renewals.
HEO2 SC'^'HV.o.VO194'-'ES,
^^^
mereeK-o
hm
^^^^
^
^'^
^^-

ested.nW^

gets results.

Free
. ,<(ice on o dec
dead

run-

proof that KMBC

Pretty conclusive

*Mr. Black's real name upon request.
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&
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OREGON

Portland, Oregon, is one of the juiciest markets
United States. Accounting

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
tUrF/l
WCKY
CINCINNi
KDAL
DULU
WOAY
FA*
WISH
INDIANAPO
WKZO
. . KALAMAZOO-GRANO
KMBC
KANSASMAPIC:
WAVE
LOUISVit
WTCN .... MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PEOIPA
WMBD
K8D
ST. LO
WFBL
SYRACl
. . .IOWA. . .
WHO
DE8 MOD
woe
DAVENPC
KMA
SHENANDO

for 29%

in the

. . .SOUTHEAST. . .
WCSC
CHARLESl
WIS
OOLUMI
WPTF
RALEI
WDBJ
ROANE

of Oregon's popu-

lation, Portland alone does over 40% of its entire State's
retail business, and more than 71 % of all Oregon Whole-

. . .SOUTHVI/EST. . .
K6K0
FT. OKLAHOMA
WOBTH-DALI0
KOMA
KTUL
TUI
. . .PACIFIC COAST. . .
KARM
FREf
KECA
LOS ANQE
KOIN-KALE
P0RTL4
KROW
. . . OAKLAND-SAN FRANOH
KIRO
SEAT
AND
WRIGHT-SONOVOX,
INC.

saling! And these figul*es were for 1940 — do not include
an estimated $70,000,000 consumer expenditure gain
due to Defense employment!
Two of the reasons Oregon people spend their money in
Portland are Stations KOIN and KALE .... KOIN is one
of the highest-rated "Showmanship" stations in the nation, and the only CBS outlet in Oregon. Its primary area
includes over half the radio homes in the State. Its secondary area completes the coverage. . . . Station KALE,
on the other hand, concentrates

in the metropolitan

Portland area. It does a superb job of rifle-shot merchandising, where merchandising counts most.
Whatever

your radio needs in Oregon, KOIN

and KALE

can do an apple-pie job for you! Let us prove it. Ask
your Agency to ask the Colonel.

KOIN
CBS

and

KALE

• Portland, Oregon

FREE

Pioneer

&

• MBS
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Centers
shelve pending applications. Consideration has been given to the
regular docket each Tuesday. That
policy, however, may change. The
effort is to clear up the dockets
as rapidly as possible, shorten the
customary civil procedures and get
the decks cleared for emergency
war considerations.
One of the first real blows taken
by radio nationally was the banning
of weather forecasts last Friday by
military order. [See page 12]. This
immediately necessitated an overhauling of both national spot and
local schedules. Detailed daily reports are taboo, probably for the
duration.
Radio blackouts, which occurred
daily during the first week of the
war for most of the Pacific Coast
area, have been curtailed. Whenever
there is danger of air attack in
any area, however, stations will
be silenced at night until there
is developed a system of "scrambling" or otherwise preventing use
of radio carriers as plane beacons.
A number of committees are at
work on technical phases of broadcast allocations. Every effort will
be made to avoid any sweeping
changes, which might disturb operations over a large area.
Thought is being given, among
other things, to Navy requirements

at

Capital

respecting use of frequencies at the
lower end of the spectrum by broadcast stations. Possibility of interference with Naval communications
by stations on frequencies up to
about 600 kc. may necessitate, later
on, temporary
in assignments. Stations onshifts
such frequencies

Change Entire Picture
Of DCB
ASHINGTON is the radio hub of the nation— from every
igle, from now on! Creation by President Roosevelt of a
nsorship bureau headed by Byron Price, executive news
iter of the Associated Press, will centralize in Washington
not located close to coastal operaa greater extent than ever before news aspects of protions presumably would not be affected. There is even talk of temamming operations. But the transition will hardly be disnible to the audience.
porary "swaps" of low frequency
stations on the coast with high
Expected next is procedure under which Government profrequency outlets in the interior.
l|-ams will be funneled through the Office of Facts & Figures,
Dropping Call Letters
aded by Archibald MacLeish, but
Maintenance
of station opera,th Lowell Mellett, assistant to the broadcast stations in the handling
tions atwith
peak
efficiency,
in accordesident, in the picture as official of news, lest aid and comfort be
ance
the
FCC
standards
of
ite House consultant.
given the enemy, is the keynote
good engineering practice, may beDCB at Helm
come a thing of the past, with
everywhere. Mr. Price's censorship
bureau will figure prominently in
probable relaxing of requirements
||The Defense Communications
the molding of policy.
where changes in assignments are
ard, headed by FCC Chairman
Mr. Price probably will have a
deemed necessary. Directional anes Lawi'ence Fly, after a fort- branch devoted to radio, though
tennas designed to provide maxi'ht of work, is calling practically there is no intention now of immum efficiency cannot be replaced
of the shots. Most of the FCC
posing anything in the nature of
as in the past, and less efficient
direct censorship on a mandatory
|l|iff
is working
the direction
operation therefore may be in the
DCB,
which under
has become
a sort basis. Censorship on military and
offing in certain areas.
fii super-FCC. Chairman Fly him- Government news will be at the
One suggestion
receiving
considl|lf is devoting about 90% of his source. The big problem is outgoing
eration in connection
with air
raid
Itae to war activities, directly re- communications.
operations is that stations forego
Ited to functions of the all-powerthe announcement of their call letClearing the Dockets
ll DCB, he told a Congressional
ters or location. Listeners would
Immittee last week.
not be concerned, since most of
Thus far, there has been no disiPrecisely what changes will be
them know the dial settings for
position at the FCC to freeze the
their favorite stations and since
existing broadcast structure or to
'cessitated by the impact of war
jjon radio is still pretty much a
\ ess. Preliminary studies galore
' e in progress. The FCC may dele that the expedient thing to do
be to forget so-called social re- Trade
Groups
Organize
War
Council
Inns all down the line, for the
Network
Affiliates
Inc.,
and
Edwin
•esent in any event. But there has Storer Head of United
felt, is the question of radio censorW. Craig, chairman of the Clear
t yet been such a determination.
ship, to be instituted as part of the
Channel Broadcasting Service.
operations of the new Censorship
Setup Representing
!;frhe chain-monopoly regulations
ie embroiled in litigation. ConseMr. Storer, who, with L. B. Wil- Bureau headed by Byron Price,
Entire Industry
son, owner of WCKY, Cincinnati,
executive news editor of the Asso■ently, that is not an immediate
was drafted to head the NIB a
FORMATION of "War Broadcastciated Press. Presumably confer[dustry concern. The newspaperences will be held with key officials
ing Council" as an emergency war- fortnight ago [Broadcasting, Dec.
'orcement issue likewise was temtime group made up of heads of 15], pointed out that in the war
regarding this important aspect
rarily recessed, with hearings
eduled to resume Jan. 8. Ban- trade associations in the broad- emergency, time is of the essence.
of wartime radio operations.
casting industry, was effected last He immediately arranged for creItig of multiple ownership where
The Council is regarded as siglerlapping service is concerned,
ation of the Council and for the enFriday by George B. Storer. newlynificant since it brings together
|Ld related issues, have no dead- elected president of National Indegagement with Chairman Fly.
hitherto dissident groups through
ie.
pendent Broadcasters Inc. The first
their selected heads. It may result,
Censorship Problem
A clue to the Commission's trend meeting will be held today [Dec.
it was thought, in a coalition of all
Precisely how the unified group
thought in this regard was given 22] in Washington, and the fiveelements in the industry for the
will function depends on the out- wartime operation.
5t week when it deferred in- man board will confer with DCBfinitely its investigation into the FCC Chairman James Lawrence
come of Monday's meeting. LikeliAn operating formula was the
hood of establishment of a permafT&T pension system. There had Fly and other Government officials.
nent unit in Washington, to co- Council's first problem. It was
Accepting the invitation to serve
(en plenty of advance publicity
operate with both civil and military scheduled to confer with Chairman
on the Council were Neville Miller,
^out it. Apparently, the CommisNAB
President;
John
Shepard
3d,
agencies identified with war activi- Fly during the afternoon. Mr. StorIpn regarded it as of secondary
er was in Washington most of last
iportance with a war on.
president of FM Broadcasters Inc. ;
ty, was foreseen.
Of prime importance, Mr. Storer week, handling preliminary details.
Exercise of meticulous care by Eugene C. Pulliam, president of
ROADCASTING
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push-button sets would take all
guesswork out of it. This, however,
is only one of many plans understood to be receiving consideration.
Freezing of station assignments,
according to best information available, will not be considered unless
it appears that no equipment will
be available for new installations.
In this regard a long step was
taken last Thursday when plans
were announced by DCB providing
for coordination of planning of
material needs for the entire communications industry through the
office of Production Management
and the DCB.
Under this plan (see story on
page 58, DCB assumes the responsibility of acting as advisor
to 0PM on all such matters. A
special communications branch of
the Division of Civilian Supply
would headquarter at the FCC under Leighton Peebles, former NRA
executive. A staff of engineers will
serve with this branch on a fulltime basis.
Price on the Job
Greatest interest last week centered around appointment of Mr.
Price as Director of Censorship by
President Roosevelt. One of the best
known newspaper executives in the
country, Mr. Price already has
begun organization of his work.
He will report directly to the President. The broad plan for control
of information, at the source, is
being prepared by a Cabinet committee comprising Postmaster General Walker as chairman, VicePresident Wallace, and Attorney
General Biddle.
In addition, there will be an
interdepartmental advisory committee to assist Mr. Price, with radio
to be represented on that group,
probably through an appointment
from the FCC. Mr. Mellett, who
has been sitting in with the Cabinet committee and who is thoroughly conversant with radio by
virtue of his White House post, is
expected to serve as a member of
the advisory committee.
The President, in announcing appointment of Mr. Price last Tuesday, said it was necessary to the
national security "that military information which might be of aid
to the enemy be scrupulously withheld at the source". He pointed to
the necessity of establishing a
watch upon our borders, "so that
no such information may reach the
enemy, inadvertently or otherwise,
through the medium of the mails,
radio or cable transmission, or by
other means".
The reference to radio in the
Blackouts Out
THERE were no reported radio blackouts on the Pacific
Coast last week up to Friday.
The San Francisco Bay area,
which underwent nightly
silences the entire week following the Dec. 7 Pearl Harbor attack, did not have a
single alarm from Dec. 12
through Dec. 19, it was reported by Coast broadcasters.
Page 10 • December

President's statement was interpreted as one relating to telegraphic rather than broadcast communication. In connection with
broadcasting, censorship at the
very source of news through the
Price organization, would take care
of the national news coverage. But
local program originations would
have to be carefully watched by stations on a voluntary basis, to guard
against possible dissemination of
dangerous information.
At the Source
Speculation about possible placing of censors at border stations
or of introduction of other technical restraints were discounted. It
was pointed out that a sensitive
communications receiver hundreds
of miles away could pick up a weak
signal from a clear channel station
in the interior of the country and
amplify it sufficiently to pick up
the intelligence. It's a job of scripthandling at the source.
Stephen T. Early, White House
press secretary, announced last
Wednesday that the broad censorship plan of the Cabinet committee
finally would be approved by the
President, after consideration by
Mr. Price. He said the committee
had been sifting a number of plans
developed before the war began by
various Government agencies, including the FCC.
Mr. Early pointed out that news
releases will be issued through regular Government departments,
rather than through one central
official agency. Reporters, both for
the press and radio, will continue
to cover the various departments.
Exclusive news stories, however,
should be submitted to Mr. Price
for checking.
The entire plan is different from
that employed in the first World
War, when George Creel was chief
censor. Mr. Early said the new plan
is better in that it leaves the
regular sources of information
open and avoids delays of hours in
the publication of news. Under it
Mr. Price will approve releases in
advance, instead of issuing them.
Any point in doubt will be submitted by Mr. Price to Mr. Early
as Presidential aide, or to the President himself if necessary.

Code
In

of Operatic

War

i

Submitt<

NAB
Suggests Policies
Broadcasters to Follow
DESIGNED
operate broad
as a c■. ;
time
code forto wartime
ing,
the NAB
National app
De Committee
last Thursday
a suggested guide for han
war news broadcasts and all
grams in general. The guide,
lished in pamphlet form by
NAB and distributed to broac
ers,
emphasizes
a long serifl-<
"don'ts"
for broadcasting,
on cooperation with the War
Navy Departments
and def< t

MILITARY POLICE guard the
50,000-watt transmitter of KSTP,
St. Paul, along with the 5,000-watt
auxiliary unit which has its own
tower. Both transmitters have been
equipped for code transmission on
frequencies used by the Army and
Navy. Soldiers come from nearby
Fort Snelling.
Mr. Early said the organization
to be set up by Mr. Price would
not in any sense be an agency for
dissemination of news, as was the
Committee of Public Information
during the first war. He expressed
the belief that Washington news
gatherers would have little reason
for direct contact with the Price
office.
Operation Studied
Even on exclusive stories, he
said, submission to the Director of
Censorship might not be mandatory, but he felt that correspondents certainly "should" submit such
articles lest they contain facts of
military importance.
Precisely how the OFF organiza(Continned on page 51)

agencies.
In announcing publication of .(
guide, the NAB commented
it had been developed after c ;
ful consultation with military
defense officials. The guide
designed to detail and specify
ommended broadcast practices
order to bring them into ac(
with the broad principles of p
service and keeping inform,
from the enemy enunciated De l
by President Roosevelt.
Network Installations Also
Attending the committee ni t
ings in Washington last Wesnes j
and Thursday were John Shef c
3d, Yankee-Colonial Netw'
chairman ; Vernon Anderson
WJBO, Baton Rouge; Ben Lw
WIBW, Topeka; A. J. Fletc r
WRAL, Raleigh, N. C; Harr;
Butcher, CBS Washington,
president; Frank M. Russell,
Washington, vice-president;
liam Alfs, representing Leo I
Patrick, WJR, Detroit, the seve t
member of the committee. N B
headquarters
personnel also
tended the meetings, inclu
Arthur Stringer, secretary of t
committee.
During last
week many
program
structions
embodying
of points covered in the NAB wai
guide were sent to the netw^i
affiliates by A. A. Schechter, N
director of news and special eve

President's Statement on Naming
of Price as Censor . .
FOLLOWING is the full
security that military information
the dissemination of detailed which might be of aid to the enemy
formation of certain kinds, s i
text
of
President
Roosevelt's
statement Dec. 16 appointing
be scrupulously vdthheld at the as reports of the movements f
source.
Byron Price as War Director
vessels and troops. The respo e
It is necessary that a watch be has indicated a universal desire 3
of Censorship:
set upon our borders, so that no cooperate.
All Americans abhor censorship,
In order that all of these para 1
just as they abhor war. But the such information may reach the
experience of this and of all other enemy, inadvertently or otherwise, and requisite undertakings may s
nations has demonstrated that through the medium of the mails, coordinated and carried for^v: 1
radio or cable transmission, or by
some degree of censorship is esin accordance with a single i; sential in war time, and we are any other means.
form policy, I have appoin i
at war.
It is necessary that prohibitions
Byron Price, executive news edi r
The important thing now is that against the domestic publication of of the Associated Press, to be such forms of censorship as are some types of information, con- rector of Censorship, responsi J
tained in long-existing statutes, be directly to the President. He 1 5
necessary shall be administered effectively and in harmony with the rigidly enforced.
been granted a leave of abse i
best interests of our free instituFinally, the Government has by the Associated Press and ^ 1
tions.
called upon a patriotic press and
radio to abstain voluntarily from take over the post assigned 1 1
It is necessary to the national
within the coming week, or soon •
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FOREWORD
THIS is a different war. It affects all phases of the nation's activity and
(leaches into every home. This is total war and victory requires the
.imbined efforts of all our people. While we have learned much from
Iroadcasting war news since 1939, we now have new responsibilities
nd new opportunities. The relationship between broadcasting and Govrnment and the manner in which it will perform its function as the
hief source of news and information requires careful appraisal. Upon
lihe judgments and policies now formulated will depend our effectiveness.
The broad outlines of the policies to be followed in dealing with news
ilnd radio were given by the President in his speech of December 9. The
■'resident said:
"This government will put its trust in the stamina of the American
|.eople and will give the facts to the public as soon as two conditions have
Peen fulfilled; first, that the information has been definitely and officially
jonfirmed; and second, that the release of the information at the time
it is received will not prove valuable to the enemy directly or indirectly.
"To all newspapers and radio stations — all those who reach the
yes and ears of the American people — I say this: You have a most
;rave responsibility to the nation now and for the duration of this war.
"If you feel that our government is not disclosing enough of the
ruth, you have every right to say so. But — in the absence of all the
Tlacts, as revealed by official sources — you have no right to deal out
inconfirmed reports in such a way as to make people believe they are
Jospel truth."
The National Association of Broadcasters, after careful consultaion with the military branches of the Government as well as other
igencies, has attempted to make more detailed and specific the broader
irinciples as enunciated above by the President. With the objective of
letting forth certain basic requirements, your Association offers to
►roadcasters this pamphlet of recommendations as a guide to wartime
iroadcasting.
IN GENERAL
0. , Accept the fact that this is likely to be a long war — with both reiiperses and triumphs. Avoid broadcasting the news in a manner that is
ely to cause exaggerated optimism. Likewise avoid creating an atmoihere of defeatism and despair. At all times practice moderation in
;he writing, delivering and scheduling of news broadcasts.
The writing should avoid sensationalism,
i The delivery should be calm, accurate, factual.
J There should be a minimum of production trappings surrounding
ipews broadcasts. The news of America at war is sufficiently exciting;
not try to make it more so by presenting it with sound-effects. The
pension needs to be lessened, not increased.
.1 Newscasts should be scheduled at regular intervals, and in the ab''^nce of news of extreme importance, this regular schedule should be
jfollowed.
Il Artificial efforts to stimulate listening audience by promises of immediate interruption of regular programs for important news broadcasts
should not be attempted. Let the events speak for themselves.
Extreme care should be used in the handling and broadcasting of
^kny communiques or radio reports from our enemies.
They should not be used unless coupled, by careful editing, with
Ijinown facts or an official statement on the same subject by our governkent. If you don't have the facts or an official statement on the same
1.Bubject, don't broadcast the enemy communique until you get them.
In this connection, broadcasters should remember that extraordinary
ijpare must be taken to insure that those who tune in late do not get a
jjfwrong impression. Remember the Men from Mars!
Remember we are at war with other Axis countries as well as
apan. Their communiques should be considered in the same light as
;hose of the Japs.
The broadcasting industry has been given to understand that it can use
'news from recognized press services because responsibility for that news
ests with the press services. News gathered from other sources must be
horoughly checked and verified before broadcasting.
DO NOT
DO NOT broadcast rumors, "hot tips" or "unconfirmed reports," no
ijmatter what their source. "Hot tips" and rumors may burn your fingers.
^If you have the slightest doubt on any story, check with your press
^association. It is better to have no news than to broadcast false or hariiiiful news.
In this connection, a word of caution on news flashes. A good pracIBROADCASTING
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tice is to wait a few minutes after the first flash until you are perfectly
satisfied from the following story that the flash is borne out.
Radio's speed of light is cause for caution.
DO NOT broadcast news which concerns war production figures
unless such news is Officially released by the government.
DO NOT broadcast the movement of Naval or any other vessels.
DO NOT broadcast news about the movement of troops or personnel
either outside or within the continental limits, unless it has been released officially by the War or Navy Departments.
DO NOT broadcast the location of vessels, either under construction
or about to be launched.
DO NOT broadcast figures of Selective Service enrollments and
inductions.
DO NOT broadcast personal observations on weather conditions.
Watch sports broadcasts for this. A late night or early morning comment
that "it's a fine, clear night (or morning)" might be invaluable information to the enemy. Stick to official weather reports your station receives
from your local weather bureau.
DO NOT broadcast such imperatives as "Attention all men! Report
to your local Civilian Defense headquarters tonight at eight." (Announcements may be requested in that manner. They should be changed
to qualify the source at the beginning, such as: "The local Civilian Defense Committee requests all men, etc."). Reserve such "attention compellers" for important war purposes.
DO NOT overestimate American power nor underestimate the enemy
strength and thereby tend to create complacent confidence. Stick to the
facts as presented in official releases.
DO NOT allow sponsors to use the news as a springboard for commercials. Such practices as starting commercials with "Now some good
news, etc." should yiever be permitted. Also it is important that such
news-phrases as "bulletin", "flash", "news" and the like be used only
in their legitimate functions. Do not permit, "Here's good news! The
Bargain Basement announces drastic reductions, etc."
DO NOT use any sound-effects on dramatic programs, commercial
announcements or otherwise which might be confused by the listener as
air raid alarms, alert signals, etc.
DO NOT try to second-guess or master-mind our military officials.
Leave this for established military analysts and experts, who are experienced enough to await the facts before drawing conclusions.
DO NOT broadcast any long lists of casualties. This has been specifically forbidden.
DO NOT permit speakers, in discussions of controversial public issues, to say anything of aid to the enemy.
DO NOT broadcast location of the plants engaged in the manufacture
of war materials unless approved by the Government. This applies to
emergencies such as explosions, sabotage, etc., unless such reports have
been approved by the Government or cleared at the source by press
associations.
DO NOT take chances with ad lib broadcasts, on the street or in
the studio. An open microphone accessible to the general public constitutes a very real hazard in times of war. Questions should be prepared
and approved in advance and extreme care should be exercised to avoid
the asking of questions which would draw out any information or answer
which would disclose matters or information of value to the enemy.
Any questions regarding the war or war production might make
DO
trouble.
Maintain constant vigil over the news machines. Be sure to designate a responsible staff member in charge of the news at all hours of
your operation. That person should be the one to determine the advisability of breaking programs for news bulletins, fiashes, etc. and should
be responsible for all news during the period he is designated in charge
of the news machines.
Look for further instructions on the press wires, from the National
Assn. of Broadcasters, the War Department, the Navy, or other official
sources.
See that every member of your staff knows and understands these
guides. Let your entire news staff and announcers know your policy.
File a complete script of all your news broadcasts. Keep the file
until the war ends. Prepare and present your news factually, authentically, calmly. This is repetition, but this caution cannot be repeated
too much.
DO your job as best you can, knowing it is one of the significant jobs
in this all-out war in which America is engaged. Do your job measured to
even stricter standards than we have set. Do your job in a manner that
will satisfy yourself, advance the cause of free radio and serve the best
interests of your country.
December
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Weather
In

Reports

Are

Banned

KILLED

IN ACTION

Radio

a specific
On Dec. area."
16 the Weather Bureau
in Washington had announced that
effective immediately stations could
only broadcast warnings of serious
weather conditions such as cold
waves, hurricanes, floods, heavy
snows and the like. The press,
however, was permitted to publish
limited temperatures and precipitation data but only for the following 26 hours. This automatically
forced the elimination of hundreds
of service announcements from stations as well as forecasts carried
on news broadcasts.
This announcement was followed
by the first of several conferences
which it was thought would allow
stations to carry the same type of
weather report as publications.
In a letter received Friday by
Carleton D. Smith, assistant manager of WRC-WMAL, Washington,
Comdr. Reichelderfer ascribed the
ban to request from military authorities. The instructions were interpreted byMr. Smith as countermanding the inference given previously that local weather bureaus
would give out limited information
for stations. Following is the text
of Comdr. Reichelderfer's letter to
Mr. Smith.
"Dr. C. C. Clark, assistant chief
of the Weather Bureau has passed
on to me your inquiry with regard
to weather information for broadcast by radio. Military authorities
have requested that no weather information be given out over the
radio broadcasting stations except
when expected weather conditions
are such that it is necessary to
take precautions to protect human
life, property, livestock or crops
or in case cold waves, storms, heavy
snows, ice storms and other severe
conditions are in prospect which
Page 12 • December

would seriously interfere with
transportation, business, industry
and other activities directly or indirectly supporting our national
defense efforts.
"If weather information even
when confined to local observations
should be broadcast from a large
number of radio stations in the
United States, it would be possible
for a person outside our territorial
limits to 'shop around' among the
broadcasting stations and collect
a considerable amount of information. An experienced meteorologist could chart this information
and draw inferences as to the
weather situation over the United
States that might be of considerable value to the enemy.
"It is with a great deal of regret
that the Weather Bureau finds it
necessary to take restrictive measures of this character. We regret
this especially in view of the fact
that practically all of the radio
broadcasting stations have been
rendering a very fine service in
full cooperation with the Weather
Bureau. I hope that these restrictions will not be long in effect."
No Cancellations
A check of agencies, stations
and station representatives by
Broadcasting's New York office
last week failed to reveal a single
instance of contract cancellation
by advertisers who have been sponsoring weather broadcasts. In every
case, some other type of announcement was substituted for the cancelled reports.
Stations which have been giving
reports as a public service and advertisers which have been including them on news programs
planned to substitute other copy.
Esso Marketers was planning to
give information on road conditions or fill its news periods with
additional news fiashes.
A survey by Brodcasting showed
that this war-time ban would cause
little if any loss of business for
the broadcasters.
Among advertisers who would
have been affected were Vick
Chemical Co., Lever Bros. (Swan
soap), Carelton & Hovey (Father
John's Medicine), Smith Bros., Fels
& Co. (Fels Naphtha soap), Bristol-Myers (Minit-Rub, Sal
Hepatica), Alkine Co. (Flem-0Lyn), Frank G. Shattuck Co.
(Schrafft's candy), and Musterole.
GIRL EMPLOYES of the NBC-Blue
sales division were guests last Tuesday
at a Penthouse Party given by Edgar
Kobak, vice-president in charge of
Blue sales, as their host. The Christmas party was held at the New Weston
Hotel, New York, with Keith Kiggins,
NBC sales manager, and his assistant
Bob Saudek, chaperoning Mr. Kobak.
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Victii

KLZ Chief Engineer Kill
In Pearl Harbor Attack

Ruling
by Federal
Bureau
Confusion Ended After Various Orders Emanate
In Capital on Procedure for Broadcasts

COMDR. F. W. REICHELDERFER, chief of the U. S. Weather
Bureau, in a letter last Friday said
that stations must cease carrying
weather announcements, except
those released by local bureaus to
prevent loss of life or serious damage to crops and transportation.
The order followed a hectic week
in which stations first were notified that all weather broadcasts
were prohibited. Then it was reported that an abbreviated censored broadcast, like the reports
now carried in the daily press,
would be available for broadcast.
Valuable to Enemy
Until Friday it was believed that
stations might carry the same information as newspapers but
Comdr. Reichelderfer's order
stopped this on the grounds that
enemies of the United States might
"shop around and pick up enough
information from several stations
to determine weather conditions in

McClelland

RADIO'S
first known hero
World War II, Ensign Thomas
McClelland, USNR, on leave
absence from his duties as ch
engineer of KLZ, Denver, -.v
killed in action Dec. 7 during t
Japanese attack on Pearl Harb(
Hawaii. Complete details are la(
ing because of censorship. Ensi
McClelland was one of the few nc
college men to receive a comm
sion.
Notification of his death was i
ceived by his widow, Mrs. Lo\
McClelland, who, with the coupb
two daughters, Jane and Susa
had taken temporary residence
Portland, Ore., when he was e
signed to duty with the Paci
fleet.
ENSIGN

McCLELLAND

AUTO
FIRMS
SLICE
ADVERTISim
PLANS
LARGE-SCALE reductions in advertising placement by all motor
car
ccmpan'es
been ordered
a result of the have
war situation.
Near-as
ly all companies took the step of
cancelling all outstanding time and
space orders several days after the
war broke cut, with a view to reexamining all commitments before
reinstatement. The indication was
that only a fraction of the advertising would be reinstated.
Uncertainty was expected to
hover over the entire situation until
definite developments come out of
Washington as to the volume of
automotive production which will
be permissible after the much-reduced January quota. Some sources
here state it is their understanding
that virtually no passenger car
output will be permitted after Jan.
31, but this cannot be confirmed.
Should such a development ensue —
and its possibility is well indicated
by the very tight situation in rubber, for tires — it is assumed here
that promotional effort would be
virtually nil. The most that could
be hoped for, analysts declare,
would be a volume of institutional
advertising during the war period,
to keep brand names in front of
the public for the post-war market.
Agencies have moved rapidly to
adjust to the new conditions. Agencies servicing Ford and General
Motors accounts were the first to
begin to strip personnel, and the
past week has seen the Chrysler
group of agencies follow suit. J.
Stirling Getchell, Ross Roy and Lee
Anderson Adv. Agency all made
substantial reductions in staff, scattered through various departments.
It was said that layoffs are continuing in other agencies which
previously made cuts.
Summers in Charge
NO IMMEDIATE successor has been
appointed by NBC for the position of
manager of NBC's public service diviby the
late Walter
G. Prestonsion,Jr.heldHis
assistant.
Harrison
B.
Summers is temporarily in charge of
coordinating
department's
ities, assisted the
by Grace
Johnsen. activBROADCASTING

Took Refresher Course
A volunteer for active servii
Ensign McClelland was commj
sioned as a naval reserve offict
In April, 1941, he was sent to t
U. S. Naval Academy at Annapol
for a "refresher" course in coi
munications. His long experien
in commercial radio, dating bai
to 1929, coupled with four yea
of service as a Navy enlisted mi
from 1924 to 1928, was believe
largely responsible for his appoin
ment as a commissioned office
an honor extremely rare for
man without college training.
After receiving his honorab
discharge from the Navy in 192
Ensign McClelland entered cor
mercial radio as a member of tl
staff of WDAF, in his native Kai
sas City. From that beginning 1
worked up to the position of chi(
engineer for that station, in whic
capacity he served until he
cepted a similar position at KL
in September, 1935.
New Installation
During the next five years, l
directed the redesigning of Vc
stations' downtown studios, as we
as installation of its new 5,00(
watt transmitter and constructio
of its mobile broadcast facilitie:
But still a Navy man at hear
he told KLZ officials of his desir
to get back into the service be
cause "experience is what they'
need" and requested leave of at
sence. This granted, he immediatel
contacted Naval authorities an
was rewarded by his selection a
a member of the Annapolis Con:
munications School.
Ironically, his last letter to
former co-worker said : "The f am
ily is now living in Portland,
hope to see them before too long
But I guess that depends on th
Japanese
Ambassador."
In addition
to his widow am
daughters, he is survived by tw
sisters, Betty Sue McClelland, o
Kansas City, and Mrs. L. H. Dilk
Rapid City, S. D.
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Tills Waj to
STATION
WHO

tions, commission houses and stockyards used time
on WHO

during 1941! Six of the twelve are Iowa

outfits. The other six are scattered around in adjacent states — in Lakeland, Minnesota, and Unionville, Missouri, for instance. They know by their
own experience and their neighbors' experience that
WHO really covers "Iowa Plus". Thanks to WHO,
they often draw customers to their sales, not just
from their own county, but from distances as great

"12

LIVESTOCK

USED
# When

WHO

OUTFITS
IN

'41

f«

livestock breeders and such go on the air

to induce their fellow-farmers to attend their livestock sales, you can bet your bottom dollar that they

as four or five hundred miles!
Yes, people out here have reason to know that
WHO

has effective listenership as well as good

signal strength all over "Iowa Plus". If you don't
know it, too, let us send you a recent mail-return
map.

Or just ask Free 8C Peters!

use the "listened-to-most" station. Contacting farmers every day, they naturally choose their station
"out of the feed-box"!
Therefore we of WHO

are pretty proud of the fact

WHO

that no less than twelve livestock breeders' associa-

+

! +
PLUS
for IOWA
DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE a: PETERS, INC. . . . National Representative*
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NBC
3

Asks

Outlets

to
to

Sell

Few Commissions i
I
CHANCES for commission:!
in the radio section of thr
Navy's are
publicslim.r e Applicant!!
1 a t i o n ;<
bureau
have found that all billets ir!
the section now are filled anc
that as openings occur th<i\
are being filled from alread\
commissioned reserve officers
Although some specialists ir
radio have been called to ac '
tive duty, J. Harrison Hart
ley, chief of the radio section ,
reports there are a greai
number who have not beer
called and that it is imnew until
commissions will probable
be anyissued
the

RCA

WJZ, WENR, KGO Involved;
Seek WMAL Assignment
PAVING the way for separation of
the Blue Network from NBC, applications were filed last Thursday
with the FCC for voluntary assignment of the licenses of WJZ, New
York; WENR, Chicago, and KGO,
San Francisco, from NBC to
RCA. The stations subsequently
would be transferred, it is understood, to the new subsidiary, which
would take over operations of the
Blue Network as a separate corporate entity.
Simultaneously there was filed
with the FCC a petition by WMAL,
Washington Blue Network outlet,
seeking voluntary assignment of
license from NBC to M. A. Leese
Radio Corp., owner of the physical
property. The petition was in the
nature of a request for reconsideration and grant, setting aside the
previous Commission action of Oct.
4 placing the WMAL case in the
pending file because of the newspaper-ownership aspect.
Operating Plan
While no specific date for separation of the NBC networks has been
set or announced, it was understood
that once the WJZ, WENR and
KGO licenses are shifted to RCA,
the parent company will take over
temporary operations of the Blue as
a subsidiary. This would result
from a "dividend in kind" from
NBC to RCA which would transfer all of the assets, contracts and
physical equipment segregated in
the Blue to the parent company.
Then, it is understood, RCA
would hold these properties until
such time as the new separate subsidiary will have been created, and
then transfer all of the assets,
contracts, personnel and other Blue
physical properties to the new operating subsidiary.
The FCC, it is expected, will consider the voluntary transfers
shortly. Because NBC is 100%
owned by RCA, and because the
proposed shift is in line with policies enumerated by it in the socalled chain-monopoly rules, no
hearing or long-drawn-out procedure is indicated.
No announcement has come from
NBC regarding the overall separation plans, except the filing of
the formal applications for assignment. The name "United Broadcasting System" has been reserved
by NBC with corporation officials
in Albany, N. Y., but no definite
determination has been reached, it
was said.
Reports have been current
[Broadcasting, Dec. 8, Dec. 15]
that Mark Woods, NBC vice-president and treasurer, and Edgar
Kobak, NBC vice-president in
charge of Blue network sales, would
become the directing heads of the
new company, once it is established.
The WMAL petition, after reciting in detail the facts surrounding
Page 14 • December

supply of
hausted.

BACK ON THE AIR March 20 will be Ontario Government's Tourist
Bureau for a weekly program on 50 NBC-Blue stations, second year of
radio a advertising
designed into dispelling
attract U.rumors
S. tourists.
Last year's
showin
was
success, especially
that wartime
travel
Ontario was difficult. The program will be called The Ontario Shoiv and
will feature Col. Stoopnagle, along with a Canadian cast. CBL, Toronto,
will be included in the hookup but carry other commercials. Walsh Adv.
Agency, Toronto, places the account. Program will be heard Fridays,
7-7:30 p.m. Signing the contract in the CBL studios is Douglas R. Oliver,
travel bureau director. Watching (1 to r) are W. George Aikins, Walsh
vice-president; W. Donald Roberts, Blue salesman; Col. Stoopnagle.

New
As

Advertising
Revenue

Plans

Tax
Are

Possible

is ex-

ASCAP Cuts Melon
A FOURTH-QUARTER disti i
tion of $850,000 to ASCAP r^i
bers was voted by the Soci'
board at its meeting last Wedday. Added to the $2,700,000
tributed in the first three-quart
of $3,550,000,
1941, this brings
the year's
to
just about
$1,000,
less than the $4,500,000 received
ASCAP
members
in 1940. :
board announced the acceptance
47 new writer members and
new publisher members into
Society. John O'Connor, chairn
of the executive committee, v, i
drew his resignation, which
accept. had previously refused
board

Studied

Levy Would Likely Apply Equally to All Media;
No Action on FCC Cost-of-Regulation Plan
WITH another huge defense tax opposing a proposed 5-15% imdefinitely in prospect early next
post on radio's net time sales of
year, tapping a whole group of $100,000 a year and more, to prenew revenue sources, it is thought
clude any possibility that it will
some sort of levy on all advertisagain tumble into any discriminatory tax proposition involving radio.
ing may be in the wind. No further developments have been reApplies to All Media
vealed pointing to a franchise tax
on communications facilities such
It is understood the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxaas radio broadcasting stations.
tion feels any advertising tax
Although an advertising tax
might develop, it is thought Con- should apply proportionally to all
gress had its eyes opened suf- media, without distinction.
ficiently during committee hearings
Moves toward a special tax on
last fall, when all media united in radio facilities or operations have
arisen from various quarters. Bestacquisition of the station by the known are the attempt of International Printing Trades Assn.
Leese company, which is 100%
earlier this year to push through
owned by the Washington Stat-, the discriminatory 5-15% time sales
seeks to have the Commission reconstrue its previous findings. The levy, which was finally deleted from
case was placed in the pending file the 1941 Revenue Act by the Senate Finance Committee after apas a "future acquisition" of a
proval by the House; and the sugbroadcast station by a newspaper
gestion of FCC Chairman James
within the meaning of Order 79, reLawrence Fly for a cost-of-regulalating to newspaper ownership of tion
tax on all communications
stations.
facilities.
Since the Star acquired the assets of the Leese company on May
John B. Haggerty, president of
1, 1938, long prior to the promul- the printers' association, despite the
gation of the newspaper order, it Congressional rebuff and active opwas contended the transaction was
position from the parent AFL,
not a "future acquisition". The early in December unleashed the
plea was that the Commission re- first blast in his program to folconsider its action of Oct. 4 and
low up his efi'orts of this year at
grant the joint application filed by the coming session of Congress
NBC and the Leese Corp. on June
[Broadcasting, Dec. 8]. Although
27, 1941, for authority to transfer
his projected program aims spethe license of WMAL from NBC
cifical y at the Sanders Bill to reto the Leese company.
vise the Communications Act, one
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Richfield Resumes
RICHFIELD OIL Co. of N
York, on Jan. 6 resumes Co
dentialy Yours, thrice-weekly sh
featuring Arthur Hale, Tuesda
Thursdays and Saturdays, 7:
7:45 p.m. on 25 MBS stations. Piw
gram was discontinued by Richfi
last October due to the oil short;
but was kept on by MBS as parti
sustainer and partly under lo
sponsorship. Agency is Hixs
O'Donnell Adv., New York.
of its principal goals is imposit
of an excise or franchse tax
networks and commercial static
Chairman Fly's proposal, ;
vanced last August at Senate he
ings on the tax bill, still awa
FCC action. Possibility is seen tl
the FCC, if it approves the id
may recommend such a tax
Congress, but may simply cooper;
with the Treasury Department
developing some levy.
If any sort of special I'adio i
is sanctioned, it may go much fi
ther than the $2,000,000 cost-<
regulation, possibly from two
five
is thought
such m'
taxestimes.
could Itwell
touch money-l<
ing and marginal stations as w
as those operating at a profit.
All present taxpayers, includi*
radio stations, may be tapped f
additional funds. It will take
eral months to develop and p£^
such a tax bill, according to t
Joint Committee. Chairman Doug
ton (D-N. C), chariman of t
House Ways & Means Commits
has indicated that hearings on t
new bill may start in mid-Januaij
• Broadcast
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"Folks, this is my first opportunity to greet so many
people at one time in Baltimore and the Central
Atlantic States. It's possible only because the little
WBAL man has let me use his new 50,000 watt,
Red Network station. So, through 'One of America's
Great Radio Stations', I say to one and all —

in
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Members of Local No. 1, Arn .
War
Effor:
can Communications
Assn.
prising Buffalo, New York, pf
delphia, Baltimore and Was)
ton has also pledged its ser:
ment.
skill and knowledge to the Go^ t
* * *
On the Spot
WHEN
auto production drc
and the sponsoring local Chev;
dealers gave up the man-on-si
program conducted on WOW, (j
ha, by Foster May, news and spc
events director, the station sole
series to Paxton & Gallagher, (j
ha (Butternut Coffee). May
sent to Central America to woir:
a transcribed series on "The
mance of Coffee". As it turned
he was in Guatemala City two d
before the Jap attack on Ha^
and
witnessed
NEWSMEN OF CBS, Hollywood, worked under realistic war conditions
declaration
of warGuatemala's
on Germany L ;
during the first blackouts imposed upon Southern California at start Italy in the National Palace. Us
of the war with Japan. Checking and editing by candlelight the news
the shortwave facilities of TG\^
bulletins flashed in from Hawaii and the Philippines are <1 to r), Jack
he broadcast an eye-witness
Beck, Michael Farrar, and John Reddy.
scription to WOW
* * listeners.
*
Newsroom Effects
Air Raid Orders
Frost W^arnings
CONSIDERED of vital importai
AIR-RAID precaution programs
WCOL, Columbus, 0., an INS cli- to citrus ranchers and farmer;
ent, has set up microphones in the the Pacific Southwest, KFI, I
based on war-time experience in
Columbus office of the news service
English communities and described
Angeles, on Dec. 15 resumed
by the BBC have been made avail- to give listeners an idea of newsnightly frost warnings after bei
able to stations in the U. S. for
room activity caused by the war.
rebroadcast purposes through
halted several
days. is "All
otl
weather
information
still bei
During Blackouts
BBC's New York office, 620 Fifth
withheld
by
West
Coast
statif
DESPITE
radio
blackouts
that
Ave. Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel Bidkept them off the air for hours at because it may aid the enern
die Jr., wife of the U. S. ambassador to the exiled governments in a time, KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore., Bernard N. Smith, KFI farm
London, is arranging to bring to maintained a 24-hour staff sched- porter asserted in announcing
ule. During broadcast silences, the sumption of ^the =^
broadcasts.
^
the microphone each week, beginning Jan. 5, speakers who will de- stations set up a public address
Recruiting Drive
scribe the part women are playing
system outside the Portland Orein civil defense, production, and gonian building, housing the WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., in ;
and presented running
dition to being on the air contii
other branches of Britain's war ef- studios,
news accounts lasting as long as ously since the first attack, is p
fort. Recordings of BBC programs
are being furnished for use by the 45 minutes, which attracted hun- moting a recruiting campaign :
New York City Defense Council
dreds of street listeners. The sta- the Navy in cooperation with Ic
tions arranged for news broadcasts recruiting centers. Promptly at
through WNYC, and other local
authorities. 3{( ^ ^
from the local Newsreal Theatre
President Roosevelt's message
and Johnny S
lobby, and installed lines to the of- Dec. 8, Ted Eiland
WFBG Is Clearance Station
* staff
* resigr I
fices of Mayor Earl Riley, where
clair of the *
WCHS
ROY THOMPSON, managing di- two broadcasts a day were orig- to join the Navy.
inated during the first week of the
rector of WFBG, Altoona, Pa., who
WWRL Gets Ready
has been appointed Chief Air Raid war, with the Mayor instructing
Warden of Blair County, has made
citizens on precautions to be ob- WWRL, New York, has made pla ■
to fingerprint and photograph i
an arrangement by request of the served.
mayor of Altoona to have WFBG
personnel and will issue identifi(
tion cards. WWRL also has
Stamp Sales Booth
serve as a clearance of official comstalled lines into WOR, New Yo:
munications. Byarrangement with WRBL, Columbus, Ga., following
the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. huge up its 100% purchase of Defense
to
permit coverage of natioi i
events.
fog horns will be sounded three Bonds and Stamps, is starting a
times which will be a signal to tune special program during which the
{{Continued on Page Jf8)
WRBL mobile unit vn\\ serve as a
in WFBG for an official message.
'Dastards' y
An advisory committee, comprised
sales booth in local resiof skilled technical men, has been travelingdential
sections, with broadcasts
appointed by Mr. Thompson to com- telling listeners where the sales
plete an air raid system for the crew and units are working each
NOTED for his frequent colBlair County area.
night. WRBL also is arranging a
*
* *
orful designations, Earl Godnews information service for offiwin, NBC Washington comcers at Fort * Benning.
Breaks for Defense
* *
mentator and veteran newsDURING the emergency, WNYC,
Remember !
paper
correspondent, has deNew York's municipal station, is
veloped a new general referdevoting its station break periods
TO FACILITATE regular broadence to the Japanese aggresto announcements asking its listencast of important defense informasor. Taking a cue from Presition WSLS, Roanoke, Va., includes
ers to help in the defense program
dent Roosevelt's reference to
all Army, Navy, Marine, Defense
and giving them simple directions
"dastardly attacks" by the
for doing so.
Bond, Red Cross and similar anJapanese,
Commentator
nouncements ina quarter-hour pewin now refers
to them inGodhis
riod. Remember Pearl Harbor, at
News for Theatres
7:30 a. m. every day.
newscasts
on
WMAL,
Wash^
^ ^
WCBS, Springfield, 111., has made
for the
son'sington,Dairy
as local
"thoseThompdirty
arrangements to rush war news
Technicians to Aid
bulletins as they break to Springyellow
dastards."
Subject
RESOLUTION
Chicago's
Civilian Defenseoffering
Commission
the
field's four principal theatres.
came upconference
at the President's
Scoop on the first Japanese attack
press
Dec. IT
individual and collective support
when Mr. Roosevelt warned
released to the theatres was fol- of members of Local 1220, Assolowed by a newspaper promotion
Earl to be careful of that
ciated Broadcast Technicians' Unit,
first consonant.
plugging the station's news coverwas
adopted
at
the
group's
meetage and 14-hour schedule.
ing Dec. 12.

Industry
Rallies
Defense Dominates
Schedules

of

Stations
STATIONS throughout the country continued their extraordinary
coverage of the war which increased
staffs and overtime operation as
the conflict entered its third week.
Broadcasting has compiled a
series of reports on the activities
of many stations which follows:
Nets Drop Fulltime
AS THE handling of war news
settled from the crisis stage to
that of normal broadcasting routine, the nationwide networks have
discontinued fulltime operation, although standing ready to resume
it at any time it should be necessary. NBC and CBS are currently
on a 20-hour schedule, from 7 a.m.
to 3 a.m. (EST), two hours later
than the pre-war network signoff ;
MBS has an 18-hour day, from 8
a.m. to 2 a.m. with the West Coast
coming in and signing off 30 minutes later. All New York key stations of the networks, however, are
continuing their individual 24-hour
schedules, as are a number of the
New York independent stations
which instituted midnight-to-dawn
phonograph record programs long
before the advent of the war.
* * *
N. Y. Defense Periods
WEAF and WJZ, NBC's New York
outlets, last week started special
daily periods for the dissemination
of civilian defense information, so
that all public and volunteer workers can tune in for instructions at
specified periods.
Funds From Poles
ONE ANNOUNCEMENT in Polish on WHOM, Jersey City, last
week resulted in $11,000 in cash for
defense savings bonds and stamps
the same day, the station reported.
Hundreds of listeners flocked to the
Polish Home in Jersey City to give
their money after hearing the one
announcement of Leon Cieciuch,
head of WHOM's Polish language
department. * * *
Music Donated
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, reorganizing its music library, has turned
over special arrangements and
stock orchestrations of popular
tunes more than a year old, to
Army and Navy training centers
on the West Coast.
* * *
Contest Winners
EILEEN HOSKINS, of Denver,
and Stanley Drake, of Hackensack,
N. J., have been named winners of
a nationwide snapshot contest conducted on the Stars Over Hollywood program on CBS sponsored
by Bowey's Inc., Chicago, in the
interests of Dari-Rich products.
Winners will receive an airplane
trip to Hollywood, entertainment
with Ray Milland and Claudette
Colbert as host and hostess, and
will appear on the program Jan.
10, 12:30-1 p.m. in a dramatization
especially written for them. Sorensen & Co., Chicago, handles the account.
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After 14 years, WLAC is saying good-bye
to its 5,000 Watt transmitter. Early in the
new year, the powerful voice of WLAC'S
new 50,000 Watt transmitter will begin
"carrying the ball". The signal will be a
touchdown-natural for any All-America Advertising Team desirous of winning the plaudits of the population in the great Tennessee
Valley "Power Bowl".
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CBS

Hawaiian Attack Brin|
Records
for Listenin

Technicians

Awarded

Increase

Arbitrator Grants 6% Boost
To End Long Controversy
CBS TECHNICIANS
were
awarded an approximate six percent increase in pay in an arbitration decision handed down in Chicago last Wednesday by Dr. John
A. Lapp, terminating a labor disagreement between the network
and Associated Broadcast Technicians Unit pending since last
September.
The increase is based upon length
of service, and technicians under
the award also will receive payment
based on time-and-a-half for all
over twelve hours worked in any
one day within the stipulated 40hour week. These provisions, along
with other minor considerations
in the 21-page decision, are retroactive to Oct. 1, 1941, and will
remain in force until Oct. 1, 1942,
when the ABTU-CBS five-year contract expires.
Had Asked 20 7^
Under the terms of that contract, which provides for negotiation on any clause prior to renewal
on Oct. 1 of each year, the union
last September notified CBS of its
desire to negotiate on wages, hours
and travelling expenses. The union,
in addition to other requests, was
primarily seeking an approximate
20<^'V increase in pay.
The negotiations broke down
from time to time until both parties
agreed to arbitrate. The hearings
were held before Dr. Lapp in Chicago for six days from Nov. 23 to
29 [Broadcasting, Dec. 1]. The
award applies to all the 275 CBS
technicians, and the pay raise represents an annual payroll increase
of approximately $60,000.
DCB Advises Reduction
In Use of Leased Wires
DUE to the current war situation,
the Defense Communications Board,
Office for Emergency Management,
has requested that orders for long
distance leased line telephone circuits should not be placed with
telephone companies except in cases
where the service is essential to
the national defense.
The DCB pointed out that in
addition to large increases in message toll traffic there has been a
recent great increase in requests
for leased line telephone facilities
and that every increase in the
number of leased lines means a
reduction in the number of facilities available to handle long distance messages and a possible retarding of the handling of such
messages, many of which are important to national defense.
New MBS Analyst
MERRITT RUDDOCK, son of A.
B. Ruddock, former U. S. diplomat
serving in Berlin, Brussels and Peking, has joined MBS as a news
analyst and is broadcasting six days
weekly 10-10:15 a.m. Mr. Ruddock,
a Harvard graduate, is a newsman
at WRNL, Richmond.
Page 18 • December

ADMIRAL

LEIGH NOYES

Editor's Note — Under the Executive Order signed by President Roosevelt Dec. 10 [see
text Broadcasting, Dec. i5]
the Defense Communications
Board becomes the war policy-making body for all communications, including broadcasting. To acquaint all in
radio with the men who make
up this tribunal, this sketch is
published as the second of a
series. The first, covering FCCDC B Chairman James Lawrence Fly, appeared in the Dec.
15 issue.
cernd-of
tio
, nsandoffi
U. mun
S. ica
Navy
seco
TOPthe com
bere Comm
ranking memfens
of unic
theatio
Dens
Board, is Rear Admiral Leigh
Noyes, Director of Naval Communications for the last 2^/2 years.
To these duties he brings a rare
on
ati
combin
of talents — a communications expert. Naval aviator
and r. decidedly not an arm-chair
sailo
Well-known among Navy colleagues for his whirlwind propensities in doing a job, he is responsible for aplans
good for
share
of the Navy's
wartime
communications.
He is known, too, as a practical
planner with a finger on the pulse
of public reaction as well as the
Navy in communications matters.
For instance, instead of having
the Navy step in and seize communications facilities outright during wartime, it was his plan, now
going into effect, to accomplish the
same defense purpose by arranging in advance, through regular
contracts with communications
companies, for a Navy take-over
during troublous times.
Admiral Noyes was born at St.
Johnsbury, Vt., Dec. 15, 1885, and
was appointed to the Naval Academy from that State in 1902. Since
then he has accumulated a long
list orsofin Naval
accomplishments
and honservice.

He served successively on the
Galveston, Rainbow, Helena, Missouri and Mississippi, and in 1911
became flag secretary and aide of
Commander Battleship Division
Three. After a tour of duty on
the Wyoming, he was in the Office
of Naval Operations for two years,

22, 1941

and was appointed flag secretary
and fleet communication officer in
1916 on the staff of Admiral Henry
T. Mayo, then Commander in Chief
of the Atlantic Fleet.
During 1917 and 1918 he accompanied Admiral Mayo on an inspection of all U. S. Naval activities in
allied countries, as well as the
Grand Fleet. He was on HMS
Broke during the bombardment of
Ostend, Belgium, by HMS Terror.
He won the Navy Cross for his
World War services.
In 1919, commanding the Biddle,
he assisted in rescuing refugees
from Odessa, and with HMS
Calypso assisted in salvaging a
Russian tug transporting refugees.
From Sept. 10, 1920, until June
1, 1922, Admiral Noyes served as
Atlantic Coast Communication
Superintendent with the Office of
Naval Communications. When the
Colorado was commissioned Aug.
•30, 1923, he was named her gunofficer, later becoming executiveneryofficer.
He was a member of the U. S.
Naval Mission to Brazil from Dec.
3, 1926, until May, 1929, and on
June 25, 1929, reported for duty
as Commander Destroyer Division
32. During the next two years
he served successively as Commander of Destroyer Divisions
14 and 7.
Receives Promotions
On duty in the Navy Department in Washington from 1931
until July, 1934, Admiral Noyes
was in charge of the training division of the Bureau of Navigation,
and later was named Assistant
Budget Officer. He commanded the
Richmond from August, 1934, until early in 1936, when he went to
the Pensacola Naval Air Station
for aviation training. Becoming a
naval aviator on March 1, 1937, he
assumed command of the Lexington, an aircraft carrier, on April
20, 1937.
On March 1, 1938, he was transferred to duty as Chief of Staff
and Aide, Commander, Aircraft,
Battle Force. On June 24, 1939,
he was ordered to duty as Director
of Naval Communications in the
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations. In this capacity he became one of the original five members of DCB when it was created
velt.
Sept. 24, 1940, by President RooseIn addition to the Navy Cross,
Admiral Noyes has received the
Victory Medal, Atlantic Fleet Clasp
— USS Pennsylvania, and the Decoration of the Order of St. Stanislaus from the Russian Government. Also he has received letters
of commendation for the rescue of
survivors of the Macon, off the
coast of California, Feb. 12, 1935,
while in command of the Richmond,
and
the Lexington's
searchforfordirecting
Amelia Earhart,
famous
woman flyer, in the Pacific in 1937.
He was named a rear admiral
July 1, 1939.
On July 5, 1919, Admiral Noyes
married Sue Webb Spencer, of
Williamsburg, Va. His two stepdaughters are Mrs. Seymour St.
John and Mrs. E. F. Dissette. Golf
is one of his favorite recreations,
but
findtime.
much
time he
for probably
the links won't
for some

BROADCASTING

HIGHEST single evening "Set^-i
Use" figures ever released by C.
Hooper Inc. were reported U
week when ilVc of the Americ
radio sets were found in use
Dec. 7, the Sunday the Japane
attacked Pearl Harbor in Hawg
First place
in theprograms
list of "Fii
Fifteen"
network
r^r
in the December Hooper Nati'
Ratings Report on evening pi
grams goes to Charlie McCart
and Walter Winchell, who tied \vi
a 29.9 rating. Bob Hope and Fibb
McGee took second and third pla
respectively, with The Aldri
Family fourth. Other programs
their respective order are: Ja
Benny, Radio Theatre, Coffee Tin
Major Bowes, Bandwagon, Take
TimeLeave
to Smile,
Kyser,
or
It, OneKay
Man's
Fami'a
Orson Welles.
MBS Billings Figure
MUTUAL announced last week
inaccuracy in the cumulative grc
billings for 1940, released Dec.
as comparisons with similar figur
for 1941 [Broadcasting, Dec. I
The 11-month cumulative 1941 fi
ure of $6,352,457, highest in t
network's history, topped 194(
similar period ($4,190,071 inste
of $4,017,189) by 51.6%. If 1941
political revenue is deducted, Is
year's 11-month total would
$3,896,173 (instead of $3,905,96f
jumping the increase to 639c.
Nitrate Spots Dropped
CHILEAN NITRATE Education
Bureau, New York (nitrate
soda), due to war demands
nitrate and uncertainties of deli
ery effective Jan. 5 will cancel i
half-hour transcriptions of Unc
Natchel on 18 stations througho
southeastern
United States.
Sheldon & Canady,
New O'De
Yoi
handles the account.
CANCELLED FOR WAR
WAAT Drops All-Night Reques
Music Program
SACRIFICING one of its mc
popular features in the interest
national defense, WAAT, Jers
City, has cancelled its popular mi
night-to-dawn program on whi
listeners were invited to telegraj
their requests. A straight progra
of news and music is now carii
all night in its place, conducted 1
Announcer Steve Price. Weste
Union has been notified not to a
cept request telegrams for the st
tion.
Explaining the move, WAAT c
ficials said that in their opinion tl
program could too easily become
tool of fifth columnists. They cit
that
a telegram
requesting
Arabella"
for "Mike
and the"De:
bo
at Joe's at 3 a.m.", acknowledgi
on the air, conceivably could sign
"Mike and the boys" to execu
some previously planned bit
sabotage at 3 a.m. Normal telegra
traffic on the program ran abo
100 wires at night, piped by dire
wire
studios.to Announcer Price in tl
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CHAAAPION OF CHAMPIONS'

HERE

AT THE

RED NETWORK

I
We

can't
even
(First, Second and Third Awards in Fame>Motion
Go to Red Network Programs)
V

an/

more

Picture Daily Poll

3
FAME-MOTiON
PICTURE DAflY

ND
V ***
*

3
AWARD

^0

The

Experts,

Top

as

Honors

well

as

-and

the

That's

Listeners,

no

Blushing

/'^F course we're happy about winning the top
three honors in the Fame-Motion Picture Daily
Poll — but the Red's fine showing all along the line
means a great deal more from a practical angle than
just the annual winning of popularity polls.
It demonstrates, primarily, why ^6.9% more radio
families "listen most" to the NBC Red Network than
to any other network by day. . . and 41.7% more by
night ... as revealed by the listeners themselves in
the All-County Census of Radio Listening Habits.

In addition to winning the top three places in the
"Champion of Champions"

classification, NBC

Red

programs took the lion's share of the remaining
honors. In all, NBC Red shows won 14 first places —

Give

NBC

RED

Matter!

BOX-SCORE-1941
Fame-Motion

Picture

Daily Poll

NBC RED took "three out of three" (first place, second place and third place) in these 5 classifications:
Champion of Champions ... Best Comedienne ... Best
Comedy Team . . . Best Master of Ceremonies . . . Best
Variety Program.
NBC RED took the "top two" (first place and second place) in these 3 classifications: Best Classical Male
Vocalist... Best Comedian... Best Dramatic Series.
NBC RED took first place in these 14 classifications:
Champion of Champions (Bob Hope) . . . Best Popular
Male Vocalist (Bing Crosby) . . . Best Classical Male
Vocalist (Richard Crooks). ..Best Comedian (Bob Hope)
...Best Comedienne (Fanny Brice) ...Best Comedy Team
(Fibber McGee & Molly)... Best Sports Announcer (Bill
Stern) . . . Best News Commentator (H. V. Kaltenborn)
. . . Best Master of Ceremonies (Bing Crosby) . . . Best
Dramatic Series (One Man's Family) . . . Best Variety
Program (Kraft Music Hall)... Best Quiz Show (information Please) ...Best Daytime Serial (Vic & Sade)...
Outstanding New Star (Red Skelton).

against 7 for the next network and 1 for the third —
12 out of 22 second places and 9 out of 19 thirds.

So, to the experts, for doing such a good job of reflect-

NBC

ing the vast listening audience's preferences, thanks...
to the winning artists and sponsors — congratulations!
NETWORK.
The Network MOST People Listen to MOST
(by the vote of the listeners themselves!)
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service

Adair
To

Is Appointed

Broadcast

Post

Willoughby Now Assistant as
Cruse Enters Service
APPOINTMENT of George P.
Adair as acting assistant chief engineer of the FCC in charge of the
Broadcast Division, and of John
A. Willoughby as acting assistant
chief of the Broadcast Division,
was approved by the FCC last
Tuesday in a
series of shifts
necessitated by
the call to active
duty of Lieut.
Comdr. Andrew
Cruse, assistant
chief engineer in
charge of the
Common Carrier
Division.

VALUE of MANUFACTURED
PRODUCTS
Source:
— Census
of Manufactures, 1939
NORTH
CAROLINA
AVERACr OF
NINE OTHER
SOUTHERN STATES

upon
c 0 m FCC,
m endation
Mr. Adair r e The
of Chief Engineer E. K. Jett,
shifted Gerald C. Gross, assistant
chief engineer in charge of broadcasting, to succeed Mr. Cruse on a
temporary basis. Mr. Adair was
named temporary successor to Mr.
Gross and Mr. Willoughby took over
Mr. Adair's former duties.
Short Notice
Mr. Cruse, a Naval Academy
graduate and a naval reserve officer,
was called to active duty last Monon oneuntil
day's1936
notice.
He served
from day,1934
as chief
of the
Electrical Division of the Department of Commerce, but became assistant chief engineer of the FCC
in charge of the Telephone Division
in 1936. Afterward he was made
assistant chief engineer in charge
of common carrier operations.
Last April Mr. Gross was named
assistant chief engineer in charge
of broadcasting, being promoted
from his post as chief of the International Division. He succeeded
Andrew D. Ring, who had resigned
to enter private practice of engineering. Simultaneously, Mr. Adair
was named assistant chief of the
Broadcast Section with promotion
in grade, and Mr. Willoughby was
named chief of the Standard Broadcast Application
casting, April 14, Section
1941]. [BroadThe temporary promotions are
for the duration or until Lieut.
Comdr. Cruse returns to his post.

FREE

&

PETERS,
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Adam Hat on Coast
ADAM HAT STORES, New York
(hat chain), on Dec. 16 sponsored
the world featherweight championship fight at Los Angeles between
Richie Lemos and Jackie Wilson
on 13 NBC Pacific Blue stations
KECA KGO KEX KJR KPQ KGA
KFSD KTMS KOH KFBK KWG
KERN KTKC, Tuesday, 9:45 p.m.
(PST). Clinton (Buddy) Twiss,
NBC Hollywood chief announcer,
handled round by round description, while Abbott Tessman did the
commentary. Glicksman Adv. Co.,
New York, has the account.
BROADCASTING

Discs Insured
WTRY, Troy, N. Y., has
taken out a $5,000 insurance
policy to protect five transcriptions comprising a onehour Christmas Eve program.
Coverage is for breakage, fire
and theft. The $5,000 value
was placed on the recordings
in view of the time of station
personnel,
along inwith
materials and talent,
recording
everything from a message
by Governor Lehman, neighboring mayors, three college
presidents, and choirs and
tady.
other singing organizations
of Troy, Albany and Schenec-

GEN. ADAMS LAUDS
SERVICE OF RADI
OFFICIAL commendation to bro;
casters for their "effective, ]
triotic assistance and enthusias
cooperation"
listment
drive with
came the
last Army's
week fr^<
Major General E. S. Adams, 1
Adjutant General, in letters to i
NAB and all U. S. stations.
"The Army Recruiting Service
greatly appreciative of the etf
tive, patriotic assistance and •
thusiastic cooperation which bro;
casters have given to the Army
its huge task of procuring unp
cedented numbers of applicants :
aviation cadet training, and for <
listments for the Regular Arm
Gen. Adams declared. "Radio \
contributed immeasurably to l
success of the program to date
"In view of recent developme
and the recently expanded i
Force program, that task has b(
further increased and calls for
doubled efforts to give us the j
Force we must have. We kn
your 'Keep 'Em Listening!' will h ,
us to 'Keep 'Em Flying'!"
Amateurs' Return Se«
For Wartime Activiti
DEFENSE Communications Boa
within a short time will author
the return to the air of hundreds
amateur radio stations, to furn;
communications vital to natioi
defense, according to officials of i
American Radio Relay League, i
tional amateur organization. Nec
sary auxiliary and emergency co
munications facilities are to be hs
in operation shortly, they indicat
While normal amateur activit
have been suspended due to i
war, certain amateur operaticperforming necessary defense f u]
tions are to be given special D(
authorization upon application
Federal, State and municipal o
cials, ARRL indicated. Wh(
emergency amateur networks £
already organized, activation of
stations in the network resu
from request and certification
the proper official. Amateurs
turning to the air under spec
authority will operate under ref
lar amateur rules of the FCC.
SILENCE of au hour on WBi
New
York,
8:52-9:52
p.m.,sh•
Dec. 14,
was from
due not
to any war
down but because of a faulty tube
the NBC transmitter, Whitestq
L. I., it was announced by the K
York NBC offices.
• Broadcast
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Birth

Defense

of

a

Essential

"A" Just sixty-five years ago the first two-way, outdoor telephone conversation was held. It took
place on October 9, 1876, between Boston and
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Tliomas A. ^ atson,
an early associate of Alexander Graham Bell,
has
described
thisway:
first '"long distance" call of
two miles
in this
"We got permission from the alworth
Manufacturing Company to use their private
wire running from Boston to Cambridge, about
two miles long. I went to Cambridge that
evening with one of our best telephones, and
waited until Bell signaled from the Boston office
on the ^lorse telegraph sounder. Then I cut
out the sounder and connected in the telephone
listened."
andAfter
describing a number of adjustments
that were necessary before the telephone would
work, Mr. Watson continued : "I rushed back to
my telephone and listened. Plainly as one could
wish came Bell's 'ahoy, ahoy"! I ahoyed back,
and the first long distance telephone conversation began."has changed to "hello." Two miles
"Alloy"
have changed to across the continent or around
the -^sorld. The telephone has changed from an
experiment to one of the essential tools of an
effective nation — and never more so than now,
when its speed and certainty help in the drive
for defense production.

*r/i!s is a quotation from The Telephone Hour heard
on Monday evening, October 13. This program is a regular Monday night feature of the .\. B. C. Red Network.
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Test

Case

Is Proposed

by

Disc

tion manufactured and sold, with
the understanding that no transcription could be used more than
once, and providing that 25c additional be paid for each use. The
charge for production selections
was 50c.
This has been construed as a
special performance fee on commercial transcriptions. The charge,
it is held, was imposed not by virtue of the copyright law, but because MPPA threatened to restrict
the performance of compositions
between the time of their recording
and the time of the broadcast. Subsequently, when library transcriptions came into vogue, the charge
of $15 per selection per year was
imposed.
The ASCAP consent decree carries a specific provision that no
member of ASCAP shall exercise
power to restrict from public performance for profit any copyrighted music composition for the

Firms

On
Validity of MPPA
License Fees
A TEST case on the validity of li- Thesaurus, Associated Music Publishers, Standard Radio, Langcense fees invoked by Music Publishers Protective Assn. on record- Worth, and C. P. MacGregor.
ing of ASCAP selections is World Broadcasting System, pioneer in both the library and comcontemplated by a group of inmercial transcription field, has dedependent transcription niamifaccided against participation in the
turers, it was learned authoritatively last week in Xew York.
litigation. This decision, it was reported, was based upon the heavier
The transcribers, it is understood, will challenge the validity of volume of commercial transcriptions handled by WBS.
charges ranging from 25c to 50c
The suit will be based on the
for recording of ASCAP selections
as well as a flat charge of $15 per provision of the CopjTight Act
selection per year for library tran- specifying a royalty of 2c to the
scriptions. The case presumably
copyright proprietor upon phonowill be premised upon terms of
graph records. Originally the transcription industry paid only the 2c
the consent decree entered into by
ASCAP with the Department of on each side manufactured. More
than a decade ago ]\IPPA, trustee
Justice early this year.
Transcription companies under- for certain publishers dealing
stood to have joined for prosecu- through ASCAP, imposed a charge
tion of the litigation are NBC
of 25c per selection per transcrip-
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PRISONER
of "war"ofwas\Vi
Fai-num, announcer
Tampa, Fla., shortly after thi
ture was taken during mane
at MacDill Field. Anti-tank f
effected the "capture", but
before Farnum described paralandings,
maneuvers. gas attacks and
purpose of permitting the fixii .
regulating of fees for the re^
ing or transcribing of the con
sition.
Contracts between transcri
companies and MPPA termina
the end of this year. With the
sent decree entry, preliminar;
cision was reached to make a
case. The legal question will o
around whether the 2c per
payment
with theAct.
reo
ments of complies
the CopjTight
ticularly in the light of the cohr
decree provision.
Fox's Position
Harry Fox, general managei
MPPA, has taken BroadcastiN'
task for confusing that po>
with his service as agent and
tee for more than 500 indiv
copyright owmers in the lice!
of their music for transcript.
"MPPA," he writes, "is a tradsociation for the popular music
lishing industry and as such
not issue transcription license
collect license fees. The write:
you know, is agent and trustet
copyright owners both here
abroad and my principals co
of several hundred firms who
not members of MPPA and
affiliated with the associatio
Mr. Fox stated that as ye^:
has had no discussions with t :
any way."companies regarding
scription
changes in the terms of th
censes, but that he plans to
with them before the first of
year and will be glad to hear v, i
ever suggestions
wish
to propose. for changes '
Canada Wire to Coast
EXTEXSiaX of service to
the Atlantic and Pacific C' .
has been announced by Press >
Ltd., Toronto,
the radioPress.
news I sidiary
of Canadian
Xews now serves upwards
Canadian stations with spot r.^
sports, farm and other featu;
The
staff atwith
the the
Toi '^
office reporting
numbers seven,
service and staff of Canadian I
from all parts of the Doniin
available. Operations were star
work.
July 1 with a small Eastern
• Broadcast

Advertis

jiisc Firms' Stand
Urged
n MPPA
l-oadcasters Favor Plan to
Revision of Fees
IrPPORT of the transcription
npanies in their efforts to secure
ision of recording fees from the
sic Publishers Protective Assn.
s assured by broadcasters who
;ended the NAB district meetings
i|; past few weeks on the West
.:|ast [Broadcasting, Dec. 8], in
. nneapolis Dec. 11-12, and in ChiVo last Monday and Tuesday.
JResolutions were passed at these
jetings favoring the licensing
,|thod used by BMI and SESAC,
ijsed on the copyright law stipuion of a straight 2-cent fee per
;ording as against a higher fee
oitrarily set by the MPPA.
Interlocking Setup
In Minneapolis, E. Claude Mills,
airman of ASCAP administra6 committee, in response to a
ery by a broadcaster as to why
does not adjust the recordij, jjCAP
r rate charged transcription commas by MPPA said ASCAP could
t act for MPPA, but at the same
e admitted MPPA and ASCAP
d a 95% interlocking member-

lou

said

to

can

the

quote

me

on

this

president

• • •

the

In a widely-publicized story carried by trade papers
last month, Dr. George A. Bunting, president of the Noxzema

Milt Blink, co-owner of Standard
lidio who spoke at both Minneaps and Chicago meetings, stated
I,at the gains broadcasters have
^ jjcomplished in the reduction of
BCAP fees could very well be
iJlified if the ASCAP publishers
irough MPPA
are allowed to
jjarge an arbitrary fee for record'|g
rights law
thatstipulates,
is higher and
thanin the
ilpyright
an

Chemical Company, revealed that their quiz program was doing

fort to recoup losses on performce rights, increase recording
IS to a point where the transcripcompanies would be forced to
Hit Jfin
IS 'sIsster.on that increase to the broadI
iRalph Wentworth of LangJorth, and Frank Chizzini, manler of Chicago office of NBC
Ifiesaurus, both stated that the
ifPPA fees were not only inequitiile, but stressed that BMI and
ESAC and other licensing pools
lide by the straight 2-cent record'g fee.

40% to 130%.

Sterling Salt on Red
liTTERNATION SALT Co., Scranm, long a user of spot radio for
feerling salt, on Jan. 20 will use a
jrtwork program for the first time
ith the sponsorship of a quarterrar musical and variety show on
BC-Red,
featuring
Steele's
rchestra and
Allen Ted
Prescott
as
i.c. The program will be heard
aturdays at 10:30 a.m., time now
ifcupied by AmejHca the Free,
•Donsored by the Anacin Co., which
|11
to 20.
11-11:30
fys shift
on Jan.
At thea.m.
sameSaturtime
le Anacin program will give up
'.^ usual 1 p.m. repeat to the West
loast on 20 Red stations. Agency
m Sterling salt is J. M. Mathes
\k., New York, and Blackettllample-Hummert, New York, hanies the Anacin account.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

a whale of a job in fourteen markets.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, the firm's agency, prepared figures on sales
increases for the first nine months of 1941 as compared with the
same period last year. These figures showed increases ranging from

According to this report, the one market showing an Increase
of 130% was the Twin Cities, home of WCCO,

the station that

blankets this great market and the rich Northwest.
In actual sales results, out of all 14 stations . . . WCCO

brought

the greatest sales increase.
Produced by WCCO

on behalf of Ruthrauff & Ryan, "Quiz of

the Twin Cities" has all the qualities essential to good radio selling:
the right idea . . . the right production . . . the right station.
If you want the best in the great Northwest . . . check time
availabilities on WCCO.

50,000 WATTS

WHEBE

IT COUNTS

THE MOST

MiNNEAPOLis-ST. PAUL. Owned and operated by CBS. Represented by Radio M.
Sales: New York • Chicago • St. Louis • Charlotte • San Francisco • Los Angeles V/f
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MEN'S CLOTHIER
IS CONVINCED
Buys Entire Sports Schedule of WTMA After
Test Campaigns Show Radio's Power
SINCE it went on the air back in
ated 'Charleston's oldest and greatJune, 1939, WTMA, Charleston,
est' men's store and in that period
S. C, has been trying to prove to of time we have tried every conceivable means of getting our mesthe
the city that
they men's
could clothiers
use radio ofeffectively
and
sage across to the public, with
varying
degrees of success and
profitably. Repeated efforts, however, resulted in no more than an failure.
occasional spot announcement camA Sports Campaign
paign when seasons changed, or at
Christmas.
"With radio, we admit that we
Finally persistence was rewarded
were skeptical. From time to time,
and Sam Berlin, proprietor of Ber- we ran spot announcement camlin's Men's Store, oldest and largest
paigns brands
calling ofattention
to our such
difin Charleston, agreed to sponsor
ferent
merchandise,
all sports on the station. Hardas Fashion Park suits and topheaded businessman that he is, Mr.
coats, Bostonian shoes, Manhattan
Berlin was skeptical but that was
shirts, and so on. Frankly, we
several weeks ago. Listen to what
didn't know whether they were dohe has to say now:
ing any good or not.
"At the beginning of the football
"We are completely sold on radio
as an advertising medium and we
season just past, we decided on an
were sold on definite, tangible re- all-out sports campaign over
WTMA. We sponsored the daily
sults. For 51 years we have oper-

A

YEAR

SABTTA

sportscast, play by play accounts
on local and out-of-town games,
resumes
games and
bulletins. Theofreaction
was sports
immediate.
Customers came into the store asking for this or that piece of merchandise that they had heard about
on the radio.
"Sales swung upward as a direct
result of each broadcast, and we
were convinced that, for our particular business, at least, we had
found the right medium and the
correct way to use it. So much so,
that for 1942 we have bought the
sports program of WTMA for the
entire year; every single local item
of a sports nature will be broadcast under our sponsorship, and
we're looking forward confidently
to the best year in our history."
Berlin's will spend 85% of its
advertising budget in 1942 on radio and WTMA feels it has proven
clothiers.
that radio can do a job for men's
AMOS 'N ANDY, stars of the Campbell Soup Co. program, will make their
first film in several years, a short
titled "Unusual Occupations". It will
be produced by Paramount.

CLAUS

Not only at Christmas, but on
the other 364 days, as well,
WOAI gives a vast listening
audience the benefit of superb programming which
combines the best of NBC,
TQN and local production —
plus nineteen years of knowing how!
merry, "year 'round" Christmas to one and all!

San

50,000
CLEAR
AFFILIATE NBC
MEMBER TQN
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many
werehasimpossible
censorship
made them "becai
usel
at
the
present
time"
[Broadca
ING, Nov. 24]. That censors!
was under consideration by 1
German authorities, Mutual und
stood at that time, and last wee
report was the first word Muti
had had of Dickson since his tra:
atlantic telephone conversation w
Mr. Opfinger.

WATTS

CHANNEL
BY EDWARD

22, 1941

Berlin Holds Newsmen
JOHN PAUL DICKSON, M
representative in Berlin, has b(
interned by German authorit
with 14 other United States ne^
men, according to a German rep
to Mutual last week which g;
no further details.
Mutual cancelled broadcasts f r
Berlin on Nov. 13, 1941, wl
Dickson notified Adolph Opfing
Mutual program director, tl
further radio reports from G

Antonio

REPRESENTED

Marrow's Lecture Tot
Covers
Entire Natic
FULL SCHEDULE of dates £ I
cities for the lecture tour of 1 •
ward
chiefin of
ropean Murrow,
bureau now
thisCBS'
count 1 ■,
was announced last week by Mu :
Corp. ofColumbia
America, Artiste
which recen
bought
Bure ■.
In most instances Mr. Murrow -s :
speak during January and Feb ■
ary at local clubs in the cities '
plans to visit under mutual
rangements of the clubs and C
outlets in the cities.
Schedule follows: Jan. 5, Bost
WEEI; Jan. 6, Ithaca, WCHU;
Philadelphia, WCAU; 8, Hartfo,
WDRC;
9, Buffalo,
13, Columbus,
Ohio,WKBW-WG
WBNS;
Chicago under the auspices of
Assn. for Family Living. In 1
California cities, Jan. 19 to 23,
elusive, he will speak under
auspices of the Vine St. Rea
Corp., in Los Angeles, Long Bea
Pasadena, Santa Barbara and J
Diego, respectively. Feb. 1, M
neapolis, as guest of WCCO; 2,
Paul, also WCCO ; 10, San Antor
KTSA;
12 Houston, at the
Paul's Episcopal Church groi
and on Feb. 18 and 19 Mr. M
row will lecture at Town Hall
New York.

'ROUXD

UJOAl

(L to r) : M. Anthony You
WTMA salesman; Sam Ber
owner of Berlin's Men's St:Phil Sutter field, WTMA annouv<

NATIONALLY
RETRY

&- CO.

BROADCASTING

WDRC,
Hartford,
tire expense
of a will
Jan. underwrite
8 lecture •
Edward R. Murrow, CBS Lond
chief, who will address an invii
group
press,talkradio,
and defei
officials.of The
will civil
be broadcast
WDRC and its FM affiliate W<55
The lecture was arranged by Frank
M. Doolittle, general manager.
• Broadcast

Advertisii

FCC STAFF MUGGED
Employes Carry Photos as
War Precaution
;n: keeping with Government
ar policy, some 600 members of
le FCC were "mugged" last Tuesly. for building-pass purposes. The
line procedure was adopted some
me ago in the War and Navy Desrtments and virtually all Govrnment agencies identified with
ational defense. All Civil Service
nployes had been fingerprinted
jme time ago.
Only regular FCC employes, most
f whom are headquartered in the
IJew Post Office Bldg., will carry
|!asses with their photographs.
t|)ther callers will not be required to
Hold passes, at this stage in any
iivent. In the military departments,
lisitors are given temporary passes.
it is presumed this practice will
jlater be adopted in all GovernInental agencies.

33
AM

for

angetelephone
Chted
SE ger
j CAUFol
of 'sconges
fDBE
service resulting from the series,
!|Folger Coffee Co., San Francisco
) (coffee), has discontinued its
rthrice-weekly quarter-hour classid
ling X vice.FOToday'sN Best
■fie
\\Buys,selon KNser
KS
KOI and
tt\vice-weekly on KFSD, following
tion
lara
Idec
of war Dec. 8. The barn rejgain counter program has beeati
placed with a public inform on
e
eau
vic
ati
bur
ser
for the dur on.
|Firm will continue to sponsor a
thrice-weekly five-minute version
ay's Best Buys on 18 other
of Tod
West Coast stations, with listeners
submitting their bargains and offers to buy by letter. Agency is
Rayd.mond R. Morgan Co., Hollywoo

listen to any other station?

to
them than all the gossip about cafe
society.
Hence, KMA is edited for them — gives
them the kind of news, information and

The reason is simple. KMA's audience
is primarily farm people. And KMA is
their kind of station. It understands

entertainment they want. The result is

their problems — knows, for instance,
that the price of hogs is more important

that's what you want, write for the complete KMA story today.

No.

150

1 Farm

• Broadcast

Station

Counties

THOMAS TART, formerly iu charge
of one of NBC's New York theatre
studios, has been named assistant to
George Monahan, recently appointed
ijihead of the guards and detectives asIsigned to guard the network's control
Irooms and studios in Radio City.
IBROADCASTING

society!

0 Why is it that KMA, boasting only
5,000 watts, has a far-flung audience that
listens to KMA as few people, anywhere,

The

"edited

FARMERS-not

cafe

5|Pay Envelope Deduction
For Defense Sanctioned
PAYROLL deductions to pay for
Defense Bonds or Stamps, when
Authorized by the employe, are
■ecognized as legal deductions un"J^l^er
the announced
Fair Labor last
Standards
t was
Monday Act,
by
Baird Snyder, recently named acting administrator of the Wage &
Hour Division of the Labor Deipartment. While workers cannot
i' malf
jwaivefortheir
rights after
to time-and-aovertime
40 hours,
;jthey may
voluntarily accept
Straight time in cash and the baliance in defense securities, Mr. SnyIper declared.
■ "Employes are urged to give seriibus consideration to a plan under
:iftljwhich they can allot their overjjtime pay to be put into Defense
iponds and Stamps," Mr. Snyder
Ipommented. "Various kinds of these
i^llotment plans are now being
E ilworked out by AFL and CIO
pinions in different parts of the
•30untry among workers engaged in
; production for victory, and this
program appears to be spreading
rapidly." Where deductions are
tmade for Defense Bonds, they must
|be the amount actually paid for
Tithe bonds and not the face value
|of the bonds, it was explained.
II

is

FREE

Advertising

&

in The

No.

Around

PETERS,

INC.,

a fierce loyalty to KMA, an amazing responsiveness to KMA advertisers. If

1 Farm

Market —

Shenandoah,

Iowa
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New

York

Revising
Its Air
Raid
System
of the part radio should and should from the Army that a raid is
Only Army Can Require
imminent and Mr. Novik is now
not play at a time of alarm.
At this meeting, held Dec. 14, working out with the New York
Silence by Stations
and at a similar meeting of all Telephone Co. the technical details
During Attacks
of a signal system to connect OCD
broadcasters in the metropolitan
UPON his return to New York area the following day with Mor- headquarters with all metropolitan
ris Novik, general manager of stations, so that any immediate
from an inspection of the civilian
defense activities on the Pacific WNYC, the city's municipal sta- alarm may be flashed. In the meantime should an alarm be given Mr.
tion, and Lester B. Stone, executive
Coast during the first week of the secretary
Novik will phone the message to
to the mayor, it was
war, Mayor Fiorello H. La Guar- agreed the stations would accept the stations, using a code prepared
dia, director of the Office of Ci- orders to go off the air, which pre- for this emergency to avoid a counvilian Defense, immediately began
terfeit signal being passed.
sumably would be given only at
overhauling the New York set-up such times as their signals might
No Raid Rumors
to avert any repetition of the con- constitute beacons or landmarks
On their part, broadcasters
fusion accompanying the false air for enemy aviators, only upon oragreed to refrain from broadcastders received directly from Army
raid alarms in that city during
ing any rumors, press reports or
authorities. Neither the major nor
the previous week [BROADCASTING,
information regarding alDec. 15].
any of the OCD officials is author- other leged
air raids until they receive
ized to issue such an order, it was
word from the OCD. At that time,
Almost his first move was to call stated.
to City Hall representatives of the
The OCD agreed to pass along to when the city's air raid sirens will
national networks for a discussion the broadcasters word received
also be sounded to warn the citi-

in astronomy
it's the Adier Planetarium—

My

Things

most

typicQ

CHICAG

O

in radio— it's W-G-N

The FIRST STATION

in Chicago and the FIRST CHICAGO

STATION

in the Middle West

A Clear Channel Station — 720 Kilocycles
MUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Los Angeles, Co/.; Son Francisco, Cat.
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With DCB Consent
WHOM, Jersey City, whicl
regularly broadcasts pro
grams in eight foreign Ian
guages, last week began tin
following announcement <)
hourly call letter break "WHOM is owned and opeated by American citizeriand broadcasting Americt^r
programs in foreign Ian
guages with knowledge ar '
encouragement of the D'^:
fense Communicatiori
zens to seek shelter, the stan
agreed that if they had not c
Board."off the air they wc
ordered
utilize whatever time remained
tween the OCD signal and
Army order to cease broadcast!
to reiterate the instructions
behavior during an alarm, es
cially urging the people to rem
calm.
As Mr. Novik expressed it,
siren can alarm and warn you,
it does not have a soothing eff
The human voice, on the other ha
can warn you and at the same ti
by its own calmness, help to ere
a similar sense of calm in

,
^
>
3

Advice to Listeners
audience."
In most instances, it is expec I
the Army order for the station )
leave the air will precede the 0 I
signal, as the latter is not to
given until a raid is almost u]
the city. When the station sij 5
off, it will follow the form of
nouncement suggested by the \M'
Department, stating that it is Ic
ing the air "in conformity v,
the national defense program" e
urging its listeners to keep th
sets turned on so that they n
get full information as soon
the station returns to the air. 1'
return signal vdll also come j
rectly from the Army.
On Wednesday, when New Yc
tested its new air raid sire
broadcasters, recording compan
and retail stores with recording ;
paratus for sale aided the city 0
cials in checking the carryi
power of the sirens. Broadcast;
and recording companies sent n
bile units and portable equipm(
to points two, four and six mi
distant from the sirens, while t
stores picked up the sound with r
crophones on the sidewalk in f:c
of the buildings and also wi
others inside the stores.
At 3 :59 p.m., one minute befc
the test began, each recording ui
was put into operation, with t
operator stating that he was si
tioned at such and such a locati
and was speaking at such and su
level. Following the recording
the sirens, he repeated this a
nouncement. Through this cooper
tion the police secured informatii
regarding the efficiency of the pre
ent warning set-up and also da
which will aid them in establis
ing
othercity.siren locations throug
out the
• Broadcast
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WHEN

YOU

SEE

■jlEAUTY WENT A-BEGGING, but not for long, when these four beauties
icketed the offices of Owen Vinson, producer of the NBC-Blue Knickerocker Playhouse, seeking an opportunity to lend a few new glamour
ngles to the air waves. Stymied in their efforts to get a spot on the
rogram, the quartet — (1 to r) Rosemary Madden, Barbara Hale, Mary
i.|»wen and Audrey Corley — picked up their signs and started parading,
denting, Producer Vinson finally gave the nod to Miss Owen, on the
trength of her audition, and she will appear on the Dec. 27 Playhouse,
iponsored by Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati.
m

AR
AMES

ASSOCIATION
SYKES HEAD

,'IUDGE
0. FCC,
SYKES,
neniber ofE. the
was former
elected
iiresident of the Federal Communii(ations Bar Assn. for 1943 at the
nnual meeting of the group Dec.
3. He succeeds Herbert M. Binglltam.
Paul M. Segal, well-known Washington attorney, was elected first
'rice-president, and Eliot Lovett,
•|econd vice-president.

Judge Sykes

Mr. Segal

Reed T. Rollo, member of the
{Louis Caldwell firm, was elected
lecretary and John M. Littlepage,
reasurer. New members of the
executive committee are Mr. Bing^'Wkiam, Paul Porter, CBS counsel, and
'Ralph Van Orsdel, AT&T counsel.
Holdover members of the executive
committee are P. J. Hennessey Jr.,
Horace L. Lohnes, and Frank W.
Wozencraft.
I The Bar Assn. held its annual
fcanquet following the meeting.
Principal speakers were Senators
Patch (D-N.M.) and Van Nuys (Dnd.) , chairman of the Senate Judiiary Committee.
Minute Men
R E A S U R Y Department announced plans last Friday for an
organization of radio minute-men
in connection with the defense bond
and stamp campaign. The promotion, set up on a nationwide basis,
J|will consist of one-minute talks by
Iradio minute-men on all Treasury
Department radio programs each
week, on nationally sponsored netjWork programs, and on all local
[Iradio stations throughout the
jcountry.
|BROADCASTING

Washington Managers
Named
Defense Police
REPRESENTATIVES of six
Washington stations were included
in the group of 33 members of Congress, newspaper and radio men,
and merchandising executives
sworn in last Tuesday by Maj.
Edward J. Kelly, superintendent
of the Washington Metropolitan
Police Department, to serve as
members of the District auxiliary
police.
Radiomen sworn in were: Lawrence J. Heller, WINX; Kenneth
H. Berkeley, WRC and WMAL,
general manager; A. D. Willard Jr.,
general manager of WJSV; William B. Dolph, WOL; and Norman
Reed, program director, WWDC,
Washington.
Syracuse Change
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes)
starting with its Dec. 12 broadcast
shifted Information Please from
WSYR, NBC-Blue outlet in Syracuse, to WOLF, independent in
that city. Shift was made to make
room
Ballantine's
Time for
on the
Blue whenThree
NBC Ring
put
into effect a 28-day recapture
clause included in the American
Tobacco contract f BROADCASTING.
for the "recapture"
Nov.any3],of calling
of
the 13 Blue outlets carrying Information Please which is on
the basic Red. This is the second
such American Tobacco shift necessitated in the Syracuse mai'ket.
Kay Kyser made the same changeover on Nov. 19 [Broadcasting,
Nov. 24] when a conflict arose with
Bayer's American Melody Hour.
Pan American Names Rep.
HOMER OWEN GRIFFITH Co.,
Holl.vwood. has been appointed Pacific
Coast representative of Pan American
Broadcasting Co.. New York. Latter
firm represents KZR^M and KZRF,
Manila,
P. I., as well as Latin American stations.
SPECIAL SALUTE to W53H. Hartford, on its commercial debut Dec. 1.5
was extended b.v W65H, Hartford,
pioneer FM outlet with greetings and
best wishes as well as a floral tribute.

• Broadcast
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Compare WTAM

SEE

A

WTAM'S

FAMILY

on two counts: First, divide the 15

minute daytime rate of each Cleveland Station by
the number of families each claims in its Primary Area.
But don't stop there. Make the second count. Take
any Survey . . . and check the actual number of
listeners each Station has ... all day ... all night
...

all week.

WTAM

leads. More listeners . . .

more regular listeners. The "lowest-cost-per-ear"
Station in Cleveland.
That's why WTAM is the first choice of smart network, spot and local time buyers . . . coast to coast.

CLEVE
50,000 WATTS
NBC RED NETWORK
OWNED AND OPERATED BY NBC

REPRESENTED

HATfONAiLY

s
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.United
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Press
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°«

Correspondents

Wherever and whenever news breaks abroad, United Press reporters are there to cover it.
They follow troops into the field, go with fleets into battle. They file dispatches from
cities ablaze from bombs and shellfire. They talk with the man under arms, the man in
the street, the man in power. They report at first hand, as the pictures on these pages
show, the happenings and the viewpoints of nations of first news interest.
This close-up reporting of world-wide events by United Press is a noteworthy factor
in its achievement of "the world's best coverage of the world's biggest news/'

UNITED

PRESS

!

U.l

At the temporary American embassy
of Kuibyshev, Henry Shapiro, left, discusses war moves with Ambassador
Steinhardt.
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'Killed in Action'
RADIO'S Honor Roll for World War II has its
first known tragic inscription.
"Ensign Thomas A. McClelland, 37, USNR,
killed in action, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, Dec. 7."
Tom McClelland was chief engineer of KLZ,
Denver. Several months ago he was called to
active duty. His orders carried him to Hawaii.
He fell one of the victims to the infamous Jap
attack. Next of kin, his wife and two daughters, have been notified.
The circumstances under which Tom McClelland met his death are not yet known. There
may have been others in radio who were victims
of the same treacherous assault. Tom McClelland gave his life for his country. He is radio's
first known war hero.
Tom's supreme sacrifice brings home to all
in radio the horror of war. His colleagues and
all others in the craft extend to his family
deepest sympathies and the solace that he died
honorably and heroically for his country.

Radio 'Thumbs
Up'
A FORTNIGHT of war has had a sobering
influence on radio. All elements — the public,
the advertiser, the agency and the broadcaster
— have learned that things haven't and won't
go to pot overnight.
It's too early even now to do any long-range
predicting. West Coast radio temporarily has
been hit by enforced nocturnal silence. But
by the same token, daytime hours have never
been more valuable, and listening has eclipsed
all previous records. American ingenuity,
which invented radio, will find means of licking the radio blackout just as the British, with
a far less complicated broadcast structure, have
succeeded in maintaining operations even during air raids.
The business outlook is uncertain, perhaps,
in the retail end. National business, both network and spot, is likely to continue its upward
trend because brand names must be perpetuated for the post-war economy. And even in
the retail field, as long as goods can be procured, people will buy. There's more money in
circulation now than ever before.
In retrospect, the last two weeks have been
among the greatest in radio's eventful history.
If ever a doubt existed about radio's necessity.
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it was dispelled forever by the events since
Pearl Harbor.
By the same token, lessons were learned.
It isn't necessary to break into the middle of
a high C to "scoop" the competitive station
on a news bulletin. And it's bad radio for an
announcer to dash through a news period all
choked up with emotion. Regular news periods
and straight-away reading are adequate, desirable and in the radio tradition.
Another development, which can be attributed to promotional enterprise and zeal rather
than other considerations, has been the publicizing by stations of their selection as "key"
outlets in connection with Army Interceptor
Command operations in their areas. Some complaints have been heard that stations have
taken "competitive advantages" by circulating
their "key station" selection.
The facts are that stations in every instance
were not selected as "keys" because they had
the best facilities in the area, but that such
factors as availability of power supply and
auxiliary equipment were prime considerations.
We're all in this war to win. We feel confident there will be no backbiting and drag-out
competitive conflicts.
Let's keep it "thumbs up" for the duration!
War Censorship
CENSORSHIP always has been anathema to
the American press. Radio has inherited this
principle and has defended freedom of expression in print and on the air as zealously
as its contemporary medium.
War has made censorship necessary. The
President proposes a combination of "mandatory and voluntary action". Basically, it will
be censorship "at the source" insofar as military information is concerned. That suprises
no one; it has been evident since the Japs
plunged the Pearl Harbor stiletto on Dec. 7.
Precisely what restraints will be placed
upon radio remain to be seen. There are many
ways in which radio inadvertently might be
used by an unscrupulous adversary. Such simple devices as "request" musical selections,
birthday greetings on musical clocks, and ad
lib man-on-the-street interviews come to mind
as possible vehicles for transmission of intelligence.
No one properly can take issue with this
censorship decree. We are faced by a ruthless
enemy. He has used the fifth column with
greater effect than his mechanized battalions.

Radio can perform its function of keeping r
public advised, and of maintaining mo ;
without certain types of programming
might be used by wily espionage agents.
Selection by the President of Byron Pi i
as director of censorship is a wise choice. 0
of the nation's top-flight editors, "Px", as h^;
known to AP men throughout the world, knonews from every angle. He was White Hou;
State Department and Capitol corre&ponoe
for the AP before he became Washington B
reau news editor in 1922. He served abroad
the Army in 1917-19. He served as Washingt<
Bureau chief of the AP from 1927 to 19.and became executive news editor of the e
tire AP report in 1937.
Mr. Price will have an inter-departmental a
visory committee. Lowell Mellett, assistant
the President, and executive director of Offi
of Government Reports will be one of its mei
bers. He has shown an awareness and an a
preciation of radio during his Government te
ure that is certain to be reflected in the
agency's work. Moreover, Presidential Seci
tary Steve Early himself, a former colleag
of Mr. Price on the AP, is perhaps as famili
as any official with the workings of radio a
in an advisory way and can be expected to co
tribute in wholesome fashion during the fori
ative stages of the war censorship organiz
tion.
In establishing his new organization, I\'
Price will have a separate branch devoted
broadcasting. It is hoped he will select m
familiar with the peculiar requirements
radio, most intimate of the news media,
staffing his radio branch. Events of the k
fortnight have demonstrated that the public
most sensitive about its radio and that und
interference can undermine morale with star
ing speed.
Dr.

Frank

Conrad

FOR more than a half century Dr. Frank Cc
rad served Westinghouse, and the nation
well, in his countless experiments with ra(
and other electrical equipment.
;
Now Dr. Conrad, who died Dec. 10, is i
ceiving the tributes of an entire world wh(J
course he was so instrumental in shapi,
through pioneering exploits in the field £
radio. Impressive praise was paid to his me
ory during a memorial broadcast by his oV
KDKA, which he built in 1920 from a bret
board into a great medium for the transmit*,
of thought and entertainment. ^
Among those who honored the Father ■
Broadcasting were Dr. Samuel Harden Chur<
president of Carnegie Institute, and Daf
SarnofF, RCA president. Thus from the si
tion of his creation came recognition of a Ij
of achievements few men have equaled. i
As long as there are men who enjoy t,
convenience and luxury of electrical devi^
will there be symbols of tribute to a scient'
who started in a great industrial plant asbench hand and rose to world-wide fame.
The Father of Broadcasting has passed t
But the fruits of his labors are here, thej
everywhere in every broadcast station in
land and in the world. Tragically, he was i?
permitted to watch broadcasting take its pis
as one of the main weapons by which fore
of tyranny will be overcome by a free peoj
blessed with a free radio.
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BOB ROBERTS, secretary of the
Cedar Rapids
merce, will soon.Jr.joinChamber
the WMTof Comsales
staif to take over the accounts formerly handled by John Palmer who was
Ky.
recently called to duty at Fort Knox,
NOTES

JAMES R. CURTIS, president of
KFRO, Longview,
Tex., has taken first
examinations for a radiotelephone
class license to enable him to operate
the station should occasion arise. Curtisforealsothe holds
FCC. a license to practice beC. MBRWIN DOBYNS, president and
general manager of KGER, Long
Beach, Cal., continuing his annual
practice of Cliristmas bonuses for station employes, has distributed more
thanDefense
$2,000,Bonds.
half in cash and balance
in

BYRON
YRON

PRICE is a newspaperman by instinct, as
well as by experience, background and education. Consequently he inherently dislikes
:ensorship and has fought it since
iiis cub days back in the Wilson
Administration.
And ideal
that's selection
why he
is just about the
for the highly important war post
jf Director of Censorship, to which
he was named last week by Presijjient Roosevelt.
"Px", aspapermenhethe world
is known
news-a
over, totakes
eave of absence — presumably for
;he duration — as executive editor
3f the Associated Press to head up
ihe new Censorship Bureau. It
will be his big blue pencil that
:hops out of Government releases
nformation that might be of aid
;o the enemy. This will be done
it the source, so that all informa;ion having a military aspect reachng the public via radio, the press,
ind by other means, in the first
nstance will be cleared for policy.
Because "Px" (which is the telegraphic code contraction for
'price") is so highly regarded in
;he journalistic field as a "natural"
bditor, and because his judgment
s sound, his appointment to one
|)f the toughest jobs in a warLime economy is welcomed. His relationship with radio has been reiBote. But he recognizes it as a
-legitimate news medium. Radio
!|ieed have no qualms about treatfent at his hands.
Byron Price is no stranger to
Washington or to Washington of|icialdom. Though he has been in
New York since 1937 as the AP's
l;op news man, for the preceding
'! |l.O years he had been chief of the
iVashington Bureau, and prior to
hat had covered practically every
'beat" in town. He knows news
rem World War I, too, for he
lerved in the AEF overseas, and
i^as under fire in the Argonne of"ensive. One of his closest coleagues during the earlier AP days
vas Steve Early, secretary to the
i'resident, who covered the State,
Var and Navy departments while
jplr. Roosevelt was Assistant Secretary of the Navy, and who like■wise served overseas with his feljow AP correspondent.
BROADCASTING

PRICE
Byron Price broke into the newspaper business soon after he
learned to write. Born on a farm
near Topeka, Ind., 50 years ago
last March 15, he began publishing
(for family consumption) a tabloid
newspaper, about 6x6 inches with
the stories written in pencil on
colored wrapping paper. The enterprise, he recalls, stirred up a
family battle over freedom of the
press, in which he lost. And that
was his first experience with censorship "at the source".
Indiana has reared many a famous journalist, and Byron Price
is no exception. He learned to work
hard as soon as he was old enough
to learn anything, and he has never
stopped. He did chores before and
after attending the country schools.
He was graduated in 1908 from
Topeka High School, where he
edited the school monthly.
Probably no one who attended
Wabash College, at Crawfordsville,
Ind., worked harder to get a college education — before or since —
than Byron Price. He delivered Indianapolis and Crawfordsville
newspapers to a big route of subscribers before daylight; wrote
stories for the same papers; acted
as secretary to the college president; was janitor of a college building; worked at the counter and
cooked short orders in the Ben Hur
Daily Lunch — that in addition to
classes and home-work.
Avocations were editorship of
The Bachelor, a twice-a-week college publication, winning of several
cash prizes for debating and oratory, including the state oratorical
contest in 1910. On top of all this,
he earned membership in Phi Beta
Kappa, honorary scholarship fraternity, and was graduated from
Wabash in 1912 with a B. A. deHis first "big-time" newspaper
gree.
stint was a sports story which he
handled while in Wabash. He covered the Big Ten track meet at
Lafayette for United Press and
learned how to send a flash. Not
many men in journalism have dispatched as many flashes as Px.
During the summer after graduation. Price got a temporary job
on the Chicago staff of the United
Press at $16 a week — and that job
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ALBERT A. GROBE, former manager
of the New Yorli Bi-oadeasting System
of which WINS was key station, and
radio
Mayorre-election,
LaGuardia's
recent director
campaignof for
has
joined WQXR, New York, as night
manager and newscaster. Mr. Grobe
will handle station operations during
evening hours.
PAUL M. KANE, former salesman of
WPEN and WIP, Philadelphia, who
was drafted last summer, was promoted to corporal at the Edgewood,
Md., chemical warfare station.
ED HEATON, formerly manager of
KTSW, Emporia, Kan., and Larry
Showgrin, former agency man, have
jointed
sas City.the sales staff of KCKN, KanTHOMAS r. SCHULZ has been
transferred from the Chicago Transradio bureau to St. Louis as manager
of the St. Louis branch to replace
O. C. Duckett, resigned.
JOHN McCLOY, general manager of
WKAT, Miami Beach, is the father
of a girl born Dee. 4.
settled his future, if there ever
had been any doubt about it. Later
that year, he established the UP
bureau at Omaha.
His second professional job came
Dec. 16, 1912, when he joined
the AP in Atlanta, at $25 per
week. Heto wrote
and newspapers,
dictated "pony"
reports
outlying
filed
wires, worked on the Leo Frank murder and handled run-of-the-mine
assignments. The following year he
was acting correspondent at New
Orleans, and in May, 1914, was
transferred to Washington to file
a South Atlantic circuit. A year
later he was assigned to the Washington bureau's night copy desk.
After the outbreak of World
War I, Price resigned Aug. 25,
1917, to join the Army. He went
overseas as a first lieutenant of
infantry and returned in April,
1919, as a captain. He served at the
front and was under fire every day
during the Argonne offensive from
Sept. 26 to Nov. 11, 1918, in the
52d Pioneer Infantry, a regiment
cited for conspicuous service.
Price returned to the AP May
12, 1919, after refusing an offer
to work elsewhere at twice his AP
salary. He was assigned successively to the League of Nations
debate in the Senate, which he covered for upwards of two years; as
chief of the Senate staff ; as White
House correspondent. He accompanied President Wilson on the
Western speaking trip which ended
in his illness, and was with President Harding from the time of his
nomination in 1920 until late in

RUTH WOOD, assistant director of
the Consumer Foundation, WLW,
Cincinnati, has resigned to become a
dietician in the Army hospital. Fort
Custer, Mich.
HARMON W. BURNS Jr., formerly
assistant superintendent of the House
Radio
duty. Gallery, has been commissioned
an ensign in the Navy and is now on
WCCO
As

Names

Sheehan

Assistant

Manager

AL SHEEHAN, operations director of WCCO, Minneapolis, since
August, has been named assistant
general manager of the station in
charge of all program and production operations, it was announced
last Monday by Earl H. Gammons,
WCCO general
manager. proper,
Before Mr.
returning tobroadcasting
Sheehan had been manager of the
WCCO Artists Bureau since 19.33.
The bureau became an independent
office in August, 1941.
Mr. Sheehan joined WCCO in
1928 as announcer, going with ihe
Artists Bureau in 1932. In his new
position he will supervise everything that goes on the air locally,
all clearance for network shows in
conjunction with the traffic department, all music clearance, transcriptions,
announcers'
assignments,copy,sustaining
talent and
production personnel and general
assignments. Mrs. Hayle C. Cavanor, formerly program and production manager, will assume new
duties as director of special events,
office. direction of Mr. Sheehan's
under
1921. Then he was State Department correspondent; head of the
special staff which covered the
Washington Arms conference in
1921 and 1922; and a member of
the staff which covered the London
Arms Conference in 1930. He helped
cover 11 national political conventions and was in charge of the
AP's convention staffs in 1928,
1932, and 1936.
In 1922 Price became news editor
of the Washington bureau, under
the late L. C. Probert, chief of the
bureau. In 1927, upon Mr. Probert's
resignation
a vice-president of the toC. become
& 0. Railroad,
Mr.
Price became Washington bureau
chief. While serving in that capacity, with the largest staff of reporters in Washington under him,
he found time to write three columns a week and numerous interstories. have worked under
Those pretivewho
him
they've
him
ruffledsayeven
in thenever
most seen
exciting
moments of news handling. And
they've never seen him display any
outbreak of temper or prima-donnaism.
Mrs. Price is the former Priscilla
Alden, of Washington. They were
married in 1920. Mr. Price is a
member of the American Legion,
Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Delta Theta,
Tau Kappa Alpha, and Pi Delta
Epsilon. He is a member of the
National Press Club, Overseas
Writers and Gridiron Club, having
served
1938. as president of the latter in
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ED ]MASON, director of farm programs of WLW, Cincinnati, has been
engaged by the Associated Sales AgenDetroit, to beFarmer
the '"voice"
in aWork,
farm
film,cy,American
& His
featuring the Massey-Harris farm implements.
RUTH BJORK, traflSc manager of
KOIN, Portland, recently was married to Everett McKenzie, stationed
with the Army Air Corps at Mather
Field, Cal.
JACK KERRIGAN, production manager of WHO, Des Moines, on Dec. 10
became the father of a girl, Elizabeth
Anne.
.JACK MITCHELL, former program
director and production manager of
the Texas State Network, has joined
the continuity staff of NBC Chicago,
replacing Roger T. Price who is on
leave of absence to write Club Matinee,
NBC-Blue variety show originating
from Chicago.
.JAMES BEACH and HAMILTON
O'HARA, both formerly CBS pageboys, have been appointed script writer
in the CBS shortwave department and
member of the sound effects staff, respectively.
WARD CAILLE. former freelance
writer, has joined the continuity staff
of WBBM, Chicago.
VICTOR LINFOOT is a new addition
to the announcing staff at CKLW,
Windsor, Ont.
.JOHN MEDBURT, Hollywood writer
on NBC Capt. Flagg & Sergeant
Qiiirt,. sponsored by Mennen Co.
(men's discord,
cosmetics),reported
has withdrawn.
Inrernal
as resulting
I'l-iilii siibil'V ruts is fl:i iiiic'il.

iTH deep
appreciation in our
hearts for the bLessings which have been
ours during the year
it is our hope that,
during i94 2 ,together,
we can help to bring
back Peace on Earth,
Goodwill toward Men

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,N.C,

HEADING

yor

STRAIGHT

fheit

Dayton Babies
MR. STORK has been the
principal attraction recently
at WHIG, Dayton, 0. Thomas
D. Stewart, salesman, became
the father of an eight-pound
boy Nov. 25. Three days later
George Huffman, also a salesman, was blessed with an
eight-pound boy. Program Director Lester Spencer was
next with still another boy,
tipping the beams at seven
pounds.
.JIM FOWLER has joined the announcing staff of KCKN, Kansas City.
BOB HILLE, staff announcer of
KXOK, St. Louis, now on duty with
the U. S. Army, is stationed at the
Philadelphia recruiting office where his
commanding ofiicer is Bruce Barrington, KXOK news editor, who is now
executive officer at that station.
FLOYD RYEL, recently of Buffalo
and Akron stations, has joined the announcing staff of WERC, Erie, Pa.
ROSS MOHNET, announcer of
WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., has received
orders to report Dec. 22 for active duty
in the intelligence section, U. S. Navy,
Washington.
RUSSELL A. GOHRING, program
director of WSPD, Toledo, has been
named Ohio State chairman of news
department and program directors by
Nathan Lord, district representative of
the NAB committee on national defense.
PAT O'REILLY, CBS Hollywood
news writer, has been transferred to
the network's San Francisco newsroom.
TOM BRADEN of the publicity department of WOR, New York, on
Dec. 19 resigned to take a short vacation prior to sailing for England Jan.
20 to join a special volunteer Army
group.
ED McGRATH, sportscaster and
special events announcer of WSPA,
Spartanburg, S. C, is the father of a
baby
born recently.
Mrs.editor
McGrath girl,
was formerly
continuity
and receptionist of WCOS, Columbia,
S. C.
ART
FORD, show
who conducts
allnight recorded
on WBNX,an New
York, has been signed to do a Monday through Saturday morning recorded show Art Ford's Morning Music
on WBYN,
New York, 7:45-9:30
PAT PATRICOF, formerly of the
publicity staff of Robert Donald Inc.,
New York, has joined the eastern
office of the WGN Concert Bureau,
New York, as publicity director.

^

tn Nature

it is Instinct

In Business

it is Experience

FRED HENRY, KMPC, Be <:
Hills, Cal. associate news editor. ;
a naval reserve officer, has been cm I
to active duty.
CHARLES MALMSTEDT, Fin
bom American formerly on the
engineering staff and later editi
the Engineering Assn. Magazine.
joined
handle NBC's
Finnishinternational
language divLsif
prog.;
shortwaved
abroad
on
XBC's
inti r
tional stations WRCA and WNEI
HELENE HIMBURG, former!
NBC Hollywood, has joined the
licity staff of KH.J, that city.
.JERRY SCHWARTZ, CBS H
wood
writer, now
on leave-of-abto Paramount
Pictures,
and St;
Rubin, film writer, are co-autho
the fantasy, "Who Wants To Be
These Days?" to be presented oi.
lumbia
DecCharles Workship
Vanda will broadcast
produce. Schv
recently sold his radio drama.
Are Twenty-Five," to MGM.
FRED DAIGER, announcer, fori,
of KYA, San Francisco, and pre
to that with stations in Florida
Dec. 14 joined the announcing stafl
Francisco.
KGEI, GE shortwave station in rSUSAN LITTLE, domestic seie
editor of the Post-Enquirer, Oakla
has
the additional
duties'Oi
home assumed
service director
of KROW,
land.
She
succeeds
Elma
Hackett, resigned. Lj(|
MOULTON KELSEY, formerly!
KXOK, St. Louis, has joined K\
as special announcer handling Reut^
news, to which the station reeer
subscribed. On Dec. 15, Mr. KeL
married Sylvia Scrivner, of St. Lo
who has ijeen a commentator in !
own right on several St. Louis f
tions.
SHERMAN FELLER, formerly
WLLH, Lowell, Mass., has joined
announcing staff of WMUR, M
Chester, N. H.
ROBERT MILLER, announcer '
WMAN,
O., has resigto join theMansfield,
Navy.
FRED
formerly
of WA''
Louisville,
has joined
the announc'
staff of SCOTT,
WJJD,
Chicago.
DAN RYAN, former Chicago age
producer, who handled the Uncle E
program on NBC-Red for Wm. E
&forCo.,
York, also
severalChic;
sh(- .
H. New
W. Kastor
& Sons,
has
rejoined
the
production
staff
f
CBS- WBBM, Chicago.
JANE ABBEY, vocalist and m.c. ;
joined the announcing staff of W<J
Springfield, 111.
ROBERT DILLER, production m
ager of WIND, Gary, Ind., has I
appointed
station's
director ofactider
activities and
will coordinate
of various defense groups in the '
met industrial district in order
broadcast factual information on
tiou's Bulletins for Defense progia .

Our experience is a constant asset to our clients
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NANCY HUDSON
i.DD beautiful brunette looks to a
legree from Duke U with honors
m English, member of Phi Beta
ICappa, president of Chi Delta Phi,
lonorary literary society, associate
jiditor of The Archives, college
magazine and you have Nancy
Hudson, director of local news
Jmd public relations for WBIG,
Jreensboro, N. C. Receiving her
[agree from Duke U, Nancy did
graduate work in radio writing at
Columbia U under Eric Barnow
)lus a course in short story writng. This was followed by a year
IS local column editor for Radio
liuide. Coming home to Greensboro
i'^ancy wrote a series of 26 histori^':al scripts. It's Great to be a Tarleel, radio history of North Carolina. And as her boss proudly
Doints out she has won a fine reputation in WBIG's area as reporter
knd interviewer.
raid Broadcast

Periods

Extended by Dominion
JrHE CANADIAN Government has
,tdded three more paid network
broadcasts and two more spot anjliouncement campaigns to its list
jbf wartime broadcasts. On Dec.
:3;l7-18 the Wartime Prices & Trade
'3oard gave quarter-hour network
alks in French and English over a
otal of 61 Canadian stations. On
Oec. 18 the Steel Controller of
Canada gave a quarter-hour talk
the Canadian
National Salvage
m"or 49
stations. Campaign
The National Salvage Campaign
Pommittee has also placed three
Weekly spot announcements for 24
weeks on practically every station,
irhe Finance Department at Ottawa
liias placed a special Christmas War
Savings Certificate campaign conJusting of twice-daily spot an'louncements
jlian station. on nearly every CanaJohns-Mansville News
rOHNS-MANSVILLE Corp., New
IBTork, on Dec. 29 starts Elmer
\Davis and the News on CBS, Monjflay through Friday, 8:55-9 p.m.,
taking over the program from Colkate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
pity, whose contract expires Dec.
^8. J. Walter Thompson Co., New
'ork, is agency.
iBROADCASTING

EMPLOYES OF CBS
GIVEN PAY BOOSTS
EFFECTIVE Jan. 4, 1942, CBS
will grant salary increases ranging
from $104 to $221 annually to employes earning up to $75 a week,
it was announced Dec. 15 by William S. Paley, CBS president. The
blanket salary increase is designed
to help meet the rising cost of living for employes in the moderate
earning level, it was explained.
Exceptions to the general raise are
made for CBS personnel whose
salaries have been adjusted since
Oct. 1 and those paid on a union
wage scale.
Under the approved formula,
all covered salary up to and including $30 weekly is to be increased 10%; between $30 and
$40, 71/2%; between $40 and $50,
59<r, i.e., a person with a present salary of $75 weekly, who is
not in one of the two excluded
categories, will receive an increase
of $3 on the first $30 of salary, 75
cents on the next $10 and 50 cents
on the next $10, a total weekly increase of $4.25 and an annual increase of $221. The increases affect
980 employes, out of a total of
more than 2,000.
Explaining why the network is
retaining existing arrangements
for unionized employes, Mr. Paley
commented: "Because of past, current and future operation of automatic pay increases, or mechanisms
of adjustment or re-negotiation in
our various arrangements with
unions, it has seemed wise and fair
to allow our relations with unionized employes to remain within the
existing framework of such rela-

Chet Thomas Assigned
KXOK
Program Post
APPOINTMENT of C. L. (Chet)
Thomas, general manager of
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., to additional
duties as program
. director of KXOK,
St. Louis,nouncedwas
anlast week
' 1
erts John
KXOK,
genby
C. Roberal manager. Mr.
Thomas will diwmrltimm
^"^^i^Hi vide
his time
stations,
both beof
two
Mr. ^^M|H
Thomas which
t w e e naretheowned
Louis Starby the St.
and
Timesoperated
as NBC-Blue
outlets.
Mr. Thomas has been with the
Star-Times organization for the
last five years, as general manager
of KFRU. For six years he had
served as traffic manager and station activities director of WLWWSAI, Cincinnati; two years at
WINS, New York City, as assistant
manager, and one year at KSD, St.
Louis, as assistant sales manager.
Holbrook's Post
ART HOLBROOK, news commentator of WIBW, Topeka, will be
named coordinator of radio communications in Kansas by the
State Council of Defense, according to an announcement by Gov.
Payne H. Ratner. Mr. Holbrook's
appointment has been recommended by Gov. Ratner and is expected
to be made official at the next meeting of the council.
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tions."
Gift of 10,000 Shares
Of CBS Stock by Paley
WILLIAM S. PALEY, president of
CBS, on Oct. 31 made a gift to
an unnamed recinient of 10,000
shares of CBS Class B common
stock, it was reported last Tuesday by the Securities & Exchanare
Commission in a supnlement to its
monthly summary of transactions
by company officials.
According to the SEC renort,
Mr.
Paley's stock
CBS holdings
of Classto
B common
were reduced
244,356 shares. In addition he held
directly 530 shares and indirectly,
through a holding company, 87,980
shares of Class A common stock
of CBS.
Power of Radio
SOME ADVERTISERS have satisfied themselves as to the pulling
values of their programs by checking pantries and drug cabinets of
people who had been listening in
over a stated period, Winston McQuillin, radio director of Cockfield
Brown & Co., Toronto, told a recent meeting of the Toronto Sales
Research Club. There are over 1,750,000 radio homes in the Dominion, he stated, and on at least one
occasion fully half of them were
tuned in to one broadcast, surveys had shown. Surveys show that
people who hear about a product
through broadcast programs invariably buy more than families
who had not heard of the product
by radio, he said.
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After 7 years,
Sears reports:
"In every test
KRNT

has

always

pulled"

When the candid-camera
caught this shot of Eli Shapiro, general manager of Sears,
Roebuck & Company's store
in Des Moines, he had just
made the following report
about Sears' experience on
the air:
"In seven years of daily
advertising on our news program over KRNT, we have
made numerous tests to determine the sales-power of our
radio messages.
"Usually the tests have
been on items not otherwise
advertised. And always,
whether on large or small
items, KRNT has produced
excellent results. Naturally
we keep on."
To Mr. Shapiro's report, we
see no need to add anything.

DON BELDIXG. manager of the Los
Angeles office of Lord & Thomas, has
been elected executive vice-president
and director. William J. Pringle, with
the agency 14 years, has been named
a vice-president.
ALEXANDER GADDESS has resigned as public relations manager of
the Pennsylvania Chain Store Council
to join Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia
agency.
BAY MOUNT ROGERS, formerly
with Gerth-Knollin Adv., Los Angeles,
on Dec. 8 joined the San Francisco
ofBce of Lord & Thomas.
SIDNEY H. WEILER, formerly
owner of the Philadelphia agency bearing his name, has retired from the advertising field to become acting Associate Pennsylvania State Administrator for the sale of defense bonds and
stamps.
ROBERT F. ELRICK, formerly director of research of Blackett-SampleHummert, lias been named director of
research
for Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
CHESTER DUDLEY, account executive of Benton & Bowles, New York,
recently married Elizabeth Ann Kendall of Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.
OSCAR LIEFFERS, BBDO, HoUywood,
account executive, has enlisted
in the Navy.
FRANK WALSH, 16 years with
Foreign Advertising & Service Bureau,
Inc., New York, has joined Nelson
Chesman Co., Chattanooga, as copy
chief. John E. Fontaine has been
elected executive vice-president.
IRVING SLOAN, assistant to Jack
Laemmar, timebuyer of Lord &
Thomas, Chicago, has been commissioned an Ensign in the Ninth Naval
Reserve District and reports Dec. 22.
He will
be assigned to the public relations office.
Perrine Shifted
CHARLES PERRINE, Hollywood
manager of Ruthrauff & Ryan, has
been transferred to the copy and
plan
of the
Chicagodepartment
office, taking
over agency's
his new
duties in January. John H. Weiser,
who recently joined the agency
as account executive, takes his

AFTER 12 MONTHS of participation in Rise 'n' Shine on KHJ, HoUwood, Feltman & Curme Shoe Stores Co., Chicago, re-signed for anotht
52 weeks effective Dec. 8. Talking it over are: (1 to r), J. Warren BanV
Jr., manager of the Los Angeles store; Charles H. Feltman, Chicag
sales manager and treasurer of that firm; Stu Wilson, conductor of th
daily early morning program; Bruce Eells, station account executiv.
and Paul Winans, president of Advertising Arts Agency, Los Angele:
servicing the account in Southern California.
CAB-Agencies Session
JOINT MEETING was held at
Toronto in December by committees of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters and the Canadian
Assn. of Advertising Agencies on
such matters as franchise requirements, simplification and standardization of rate structures, use
of standard contract forms, commission arrangements and payment
of invoices. A full report of the
committee meetings is to be given
CAB members at the annual meeting in Montreal Feb. 1-3. On the
committee representing the CAB
are Harry Sedgwick, CFRB, Toronto, and CAB board chairman;
Glen Bannerman, CAB president
and general manager; Henry Gooderham, CKCL, Toronto; CAB counsel Jos. Sedgwick and CAB secretary-treasurer Arthur Evans. Representing the CAAA are E. W.
Reynolds of E. W. Reynolds Ltd.,
president CAAA; J. W. Thain, of
A. McKim Ltd., and CAAA vicepresident; Adrian Head of J. Walter Thompson Co. and CAAA radio
committee chairman; Morgan Eastman of McConnell, Eastman & Co.;
T. L. Anderson, of Cockfield Brown
& Co.; A. J. Denne of A. J. Denne
&en Co.;
Adv. C.Co.M. Pasmore of MacLar-

place.

'March' Drops Repeat
BECAUSE of the war emergency on
the Pacific Coast, including test blackouts, air-raid alarms, and shutting
down of radio stations, The March of
Time, si^onsored on NBC-Blue Thursdays, 8-8 :30 p.m., has discontinued its
repeat broadcast to the West Coast at
11-11:30 p.m. Since Dec. 11 West
Coast listeners have been hearing the
original program at 5 p.m. Agency is
Young & Rubicam, New York.

Smith to Botsford
HASSEL W. SMITH, partner in
Long Adv. Service, San Francisco
and San Jose, Cal., has been appointed radio director of Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, according
to David M. Botsford, president.
Headquartering in Los Angeles,
Mr. Smith will divide his time
agency.
among
West Coast offices of the
WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va., has appointed Howard H. Wilson Co. its national sales representative.

NBC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
KSOE5000 WATTS
BASIC
COLUMBIA
KRNT 5000 WATTS
The Cowles Stations in
DES
MOINES
Affiliated with the
Des Moines Register & Tribune
Represented by The Katz Agency
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"She's one of a figure of 818,340
in WFDF Flint Michigan's half
millivolt contour."
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Strategically located to do a big selling
job for the advertiser. A Blue Network
station with an exceptional reputation.,-,
for
service.
' 'px;
1400public
KC.
★ 250 Watts
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WRIGLEY DONATING
HALF-HOUR TO NAV^
WM. WRIGLEY JR. Co., Chicag.
in accordance with its plan to mak
national defense the underlyin
theme of its radio progran[Broadcasting, Dec. 8], is plar
ning to turn over the half-hou
it purchased on CBS, Thursdays i
10:15-10:45 p.m., to the Navy c
possibly some other branch of W
service with the company offerin
production facilities. Plans hav
not been set although program :
scheduled to start Jan. 1.
Dear Mom (Spearmint gum
heard on 65 CBS stations, Sur
days at 6:55-7:15, was original!
scheduled to shift to the Thursda
period, but was discontinued De
14. Gene Autry's Melody Ranc
(Doublemint gum) on at 6:30-6:5
immediately preceding Dear Mo.
now occupies the entire 45 mii
utes from 6:30-7:15 p.m., and ii
eludes a 20-minute historic;
dramatic sketch each week of sonphase of the U. S. armed service
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago
is the agency on Dear Mom pre
gram; J. Walter Thompson Cc
Chicago, on Melody Ranch.
BBDO Coast Additions
WITH TAKING over the Standar
Oil Co. of California account o
Jan. 1, BBDO has reorganized an
enlarged its San Francisco staf
according to R. L. Hurst, manage
FredMiner
Meyer,Co.,vice-president
Da
B.
Los Angeles,of joir
BBDO as media director. C. I
Creamer, formerly of Raymond I
Morgan Co., Hollywood, and Milto
Burnham, of Pacific Rural Pres
have been appointed field repri
sentatives. Transferred f r o i
BBDO,
Minneapolis
office wei
C. H. Ferguson, account executiv
in charge of Standard Oil Co. c
California advertising, and C. R
Oehler, head of research in tli
West. Tax Cummings has bee
made Standard Oil account cop
chief having been transferred t
West Coast from New York.
Radio for Fihn
RADIO and other media will t
utilized in an advertising can
paign being formulated by Don;
hue & Coe, New York, for tli
Arnold Productions film "Shangh;
Gesture"
to be released throng
United Artists.
• Broadcast
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^annerman
Sales

Foresees

Eifort

Institutional

Copy^

Oif setting

i;OME cancellations in bx'oadcast
dvertising in the early part of
942 due to price ceiling regulaloas which went into effect in
Janada Dec. 1, more sales aggresiveness and ingenuity on the part
if station operators, and more intitutional broadcasting are seen
I
ly Glen Bannerman, president and
eneral manager of the Canadian
i\.ssn. of Broadcasters as developiients in the forthcoming year.
New Products to Appear
•'There undoubtedly will be a deline in advertising revenue from
jnanufacturers of heavy goods or
lurable goods," states Mr. Bannernan. "Some of this may be taken
ip through these manufacturers
ising institutional appeal to keep
heir name and trademarks before
he public.
"I believe, and it is only a perd
tight Touch Urge
n Daily Business
anzig Advises Radio Editors
To Retain Human Viewpoint
ilADIO publicity in time of war
md the need for preserving the
ight touch are discussed by Jerry
Danzig, publicity director of WOR,
^ew York, in a letter to radio
!;ditors, last week.
: "Our reaction to the war at first
as a fervid conviction that we
ijvould never again want to write
labout the discovery of the millionth
egg sold at auction in New Jersey
)r what one of our favorite news
' ;ommentators' little boy said to
lis daddy at the breakfast table,"
18 wrote. "That was our first re'I
jiction.
;
Perspective Regained
j' "Since those first hectic hours a
jsveek ago, we have had an oppor11
jtunity
to do some thinking and to
regain our perspective.
"Our first obligation is to bring
kon all the news of WOR and Mufcual's broadcasting activities in relation to the war. This is an obli•gation, to write you not only bald
iBtatements of our actions and polices, but where possible to inter^bret them without idle conjecture
or speculation. We pledge ourselves
po do this.
"But somehow there still seems
|bo be a need for millionth eggs if
me are to keep our national balance
land above all our sense of humor,
put of the millions of words of
pews that have come from England,
[outstanding have been the sometimes humorous, sometimes pajthetic little feature stories of the
Vverage man. They're sidelights,
bf course. Human interest stories,
'Borne slight, some wistful, some
jiiealthy belly-laughs. But we think
|they're part of our everyday living,
^^nd so we want to keep sending you

(BROADCASTING

Price Ceilings
sonal point of view, that there will
be expanding opportunities for
more broadcast revenue from food,
drugs and ordinary household requirements. New products will
come on the market to replace products curtailed by reason of lack of
necessary raw materials.
"Undoubtedly, the price ceiling
regulations will cause some hesitation and some cancellations in the
first month or two of 1942.
"So far as I can see, if I were
a station operator, I would redouble
my efforts to increase local business and the service that the station could render to the local community.

"One thing is certain — sales managers and salesmen for the member
stations are going to have to plan
more thoroughly and work harder
to secure the same results as they

Game

Kraft's New Lineup
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago
(cheese), through J. Walter
Thompson Co., Hollywood, has
signed Victor Borge, Danish comedian pianist, to a five-year contract for weekly appearances on
the NBC Krajt Music Hall. Bing
Crosby continues to be featured
along with Jerry Lester, comedian,
Kraft Choral Society, Kraft Music
Maids and John Scott Trotter's orchestra. Mary Martin, film actress
and singer, joins the program Jan.
1 as a permanent feature, replacing Connie Boswell. Borge is a
protege of Harry Maizlish, manager of KFWB, Hollywood.

First!

QUEER, these Americans!
The telephone room of WOR,
New,
noi-mally
receivesYork,
aboutwhich
15 calls
per
minute, reported only five
calls during President Roosevelt's brief war declaration
on Monday. Two were wrong
numbers. On the other hand,
ten people called in to protest
the station's interruption of
the Dodgers-Giants
professional football game Sunday
afternoon with bulletins on
the Japanese bombings.

^^WDAY

MAKES

SALEStAEH
LET

US

IN

EASY
THE

PROVE

SLEVVlUG

REV

RIVER

FOR

VALLEY!

IT!''

have enjoyed in 1941."
Lorillard News
p. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Beech-Nut cigarettes), currently
sponsoring the weekly half-hour
Don't Be Personal on 6 NBC-Pacific Red stations, Friday, 8:30-9
p.m. (PST), replaces that feature
Jan. 2 with a dramatization of
stories behind the news, utilizing
the same stations and network
time. Titled King Size Weekly,
format will follow that of a weekly news magazine. John B. Hughes
is news analyst and narrator on
dramatized portions of the program. Leith Stevens' orchestra will
supply atmospheric background.
Sam Pierce, West Coast manager
of Lennen & Mitchell, will produce
as well as announce, and collaborate with Paul Franklin, script
writer.
Firm
has West
sponsored
Be Personal on
Coast Don't
netwoi-ks for the past 65 weeks.
RAYMOND GRAM SWING, MBS
news analyst, due to the present crisis,
will forego his regular vacation, scheduled for the three weeks following
his Christmas eve broadcast, and
remain on the job "for as long a
time as the situation warrants". Plan
has been for John Gunther to substitute on Swing's schedule Monday
through Thursday broadcasts, 10-10 :15
p.m.
these stories, striving to retain our
integrity in sending you feature
material that is both honest and
usable along with news of radio's
war coverage."

Ann Tenna sa^s:
Some gals numbers
are toug^h to remembut little Ann's
\^j^ber,a forget-me-not
1000...
is
^m^^ ...exactly
Easy to remember- easy to dial"
fjasj^ listening ftYJl^S more sales/)
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D MOTION PICTURE,
SOUN
"Listen America", telling the
story of radio, is now in the
final stages of production at
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland. United
Broadcasting Co., for its two Cleveland stations and WHKC, Columbus, ordered the film from Motion
Picture Productions Inc., Cleveland
commercial film concern. Three
prints of the 30-minute picture will
be made available for use as a combined educational and entertainment feature to clubs, lodges and all
types of business and fraternal
groups in the service area of the
three stations. Film director is Emmitt D. Boring, with script by Russell Murdock. Music by the WHKWCLE staff orchestra with narration by members of the announcing
staff.

When

you

A

buy

Told by Film — Iowa Corn — Drive for Records —
Maps — Schedules — FM Fete
Corn Festival Display
ENTRIES of 241 exhibitors from
10 States and Canada were displayed in the lobby of Hotel Des
Moines Dec. 13 at the completion
of the WHO fifth annual Radio
Corn Festival, the largest yet
staged, conducted by Herb Plambeck, WHO farm news editor. Cash,
hybrid seed, ribbons and trophy
awards, valued in excess of $400
were distributed. Two half-hour
broadcasts were presented from the
hotel lobby — Corn Belt Farm Hour
and Better Farming.

WCAE

COMPLiTE,

you

PRACTICAL

MERCHANDISING

RETAIL

STORE

get...

SERVICE

DISPLAY

Permanent stands in 1 30 retail outlets for use of WCAE
advertisers. Exclusive display — minimum of 1 weeks.

PERSONAL

CALLS

ON

DEALERS

VP

Anything from a oncday survey to a full week of intensive merchandising among retailers and wholesalers.

"^f^

STEADY

NEWSPAPER

PROMOTION

30 inch advertisement, or larger, daily and Sunday
promoting WCAE programs and sponsors.

Record Campaign
RCA-VICTOR, record dealers and
WPEN, Philadelphia, have joined
in a promotional campaign for the
RCA Music You Want program. A
large billboard on one of the RCA
buildings in Camden, overlooking
the approach to Philadelphia on the
Delaware River Bridge, publicizes
the station and time of the program. Cooperative ads are being
carried in local newspapers calling
attention to the recorded classical
music and WPEN is using its tieup space in the dailies with catch
ads calling attention to the RCA
News Capsule that precedes the
recorded portions of the program.
In addition, RCA Victor, through
its music dealers, distributes a
weekly schedule of the recordings.
Cigarette Cards
HUNDREDS of cigaret packs are
being mailed monthly to U. S. servicemen by a Springfield, 111., confectionery as a result of a $5 trade
card promotion on its five-minute
Smokes for Soldiers & Sailors program on WCBS, Springfield. When
the card has been punched out,
sponsor sends two packs of cigarets to the soldier or sailor named
* ^
by the customer.
WFBM Map
WFBM, Indianapolis, is offering
listeners a large size colored map
of the world to help follow developments as they listen to newscasts.
Map, 27 X I8V2, is finished in five
colors with a complete alphabetical
index on the reverse side. Also included arescheduled
lists of WFBM's
news
broadcasts
for the entire
week and photos of news editor,
Gilbert Forbes, and CBS newscasters.
El Paso Schedule
PUBLICATION of its schedule
each week in the form of a mailing
piece is a method of promotion for
both KROD, El Paso, and its
clients. List carries all commercials
and sponsors in bold face caps, a
listing of all broadcasts and times
as well as short sales talk on the
station. Entire piece is compiled by
William Jolesch, promotion director.

SPECIAL exhibition of milita
equipment in connection with 1;
Defense Stamp and Bond drive
Oklahoma City provides the loca
for this picture. Inside the tai
in the helmet and goggles is Haro
Betts, recent addition to the stj
of WKY, and on the outside a
soldiers trying to evict Mr. Bet
— says the blurb accompanying t
picture.

W71NY FM Party
OVER A HUNDRED agency exe
utives attended an "F.M. Part;
given
jointly
by theNew
salesYork,
staffla ■
WOR and
W71NY,
Thursday at the Madison Av
transmitter of W71NY. Progra
included a buffet lunch, a showir
of "Listen— It's FM!", the GE-pr
duced color talking film that e
plains theThere
ABC's was
of frequency
mo
ulation.
also a speci
15-minute dramatic sketch, writtt
especially for the occasion by Die
Pack of the WOR press depar
ment and featuring Arthur Elme
mimc-actor. Joseph Creamer, WO
promotion and research directo
arranged several exhibits.
*
* *
Rustic Items
GOING OVER in the Midwest
the new rural humor publicatio
Toby's Corntussel News, of WW
Cedar Rapids, la. Full of rust
chronicles, the four-page newspri
organ is produced as a promoti(
piece for the five-weekly hum
show, Toby & Susie, with settii
in a small-town newspaper offic
The show is carried on four Mi
west stations, under sponsorship
Peter Pan Bread.
BROCHURES
NBC-BLUE — 10-page folder tith
"Lower Tour Cost of Distribution ^
Florida
Too !" giving rates and market ,
data figures.

Out of these and many other special services available {22 in all) c
full-fledged merchandising program can he arranged and executed
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\AB

Outlines

Procedure

for

Obtaining

"AMERICA CALLING." composition
written by ^Meredith Willson, HollyBROADCAST ROOM
wood musical director of the NBC Coffee Time sponsored by General Foods
ment I
Set Up In War Department
Corp.ing (Maxwell
House thecoffee),
is beFor News Pickups
released through
educational
division of Irving Berlin Inc., music
MOVING to provide complete fa- publishers.
cilities for broadcast, such as those
enjoyed by the press, the Radio
Branch of the Bureau of Public
Relations of the War Department
last Thursday night inaugurated a
"radio room" in the Munitions
Bldg. in Washington. Now in temporary quarters in the Radio
Branch's offices, it is planned to
construct soundproof booths where
networks and independent stations
can originate first-hand news
broadcasts.

^)efermentFrom Service for Technicians
< ITH radio technicians at a pre- clear through NAB in Washington.
Although it was pointed out by
um, particularly as replacements
r station engineers entering ac- NAB that the exact number of
I e military service, the NAB last trained radio technicians desired
,!;ek recommended procedure for by the armed forces is a military
faling with selective service ofR- secret, the Ai-my still has urgent
ials to secure deferments in nec- need for such expert personnel.
Both the Army and Navy have re:|sarj' cases and indicated it was
lintinuing its efforts to promote
quested NAB to promote the establishment of technical radio
liaining courses for technicians in
courses in schools and colleges
i,iliools all over the country.
; The following procedure was rec- throughout the country, and plans
imended by NAB
to stations
for expediting the institution of
::ose technicians are to be in- these courses were discussed by the
Designed for standby service, the
NAB national defense committee
icted through selective service —
War
Department plans to staff the
i -oviding it is impossible to re- last Wednesday and Thursday,
radio room to operate at least unwith A. J. Fletcher, of WRAL,
iace them immediately:
til midnight and perhaps around
; The initial request for temporary
Raleigh, N. C, appointed to head the clock on a 24-hour basis. The
three
national networks first used
jiferment must be made to the a special subcommittee.
the facilities Thursday night.
ical selective service board. All
In a Dec. 15 letter to Arthur
The Radio Branch also an!.cts relating to the station's diffi- Stringer, secretary of the commitlast Friday that stations
dty or inability to replace the
tee, Lieut. Col. Henry L. P. King, desiring nounced
to send commentators to
!:gistrant with a qualified tech- Officer in Charge of the Military
operation bases first must secure
fjcian should be set forth in \yvit- Personnel Division of the Office of credentials for such personnel,
ij.g pointing out specifically the the Chief Signal Officer, declared : through the War Department in
iportance to national defense of
Washington rather than locally.
"The NAB is urged to instigate
peping the station on the air.
and promote the institution of fundamental signal communication
I'
Specific Data
M & M Drops Plans
training
courses
at schools and colJ The document should show the
leges throughout the United States ; M & M CANDY Co., Newark,
Jities of the technician in ques- that is, fundamental courses in the which had been contemplating a
network show early next year
.' on, the duties of other technicians
operation, and main;iiployed, and, if it is a fact, the installation,
[Broadcasting, Dec. 1], due to the
tenance of radio equipment. You
ict that the work of the technician
are authorized to assure the educa- war, has changed its plans and
mnot be performed by others altors who will be in charge of such will not go on with its proposed
radio expansion for the present.
eady employed. All facts devel- courses that the need of the Army
Lord & Thomas, New York, handles
'oed by investigation or otherwise
for such men is urgent.
the
account.
s to the inability to replace the
.jgistrant should be set forth, and
aould deal with the immediate
situation, not generalities.
. If the local draft board refuses
eferment, appeal then may be
Another
Branch
-iken to the local board of appeals.
: the board of appeals also reases deferment, consideration of
for
Br
an
ham!
18 case may be requested of the
tate selective service director,
'irough the occupational advisor
)r the State. If deferment still is
afused, and the situation remains
'erious, stations are asked to noiy NAB headquarters in WashMEMPHl!^
igton, giving the full name and
iiddress of the technician, documented facts, procedure that has
SIDNEY
XICIIOLS, for the
ieen followed to date and the coniillete history of the case.
past ten years with The Memphis
NAB then will request Selective
Commercial
Appeal, in charge
ervice Headquarters in Washingon to make an immediate invesigation of the case. Selective Serice Headquarters has asked that
^quests for such investigation
Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

THE
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BUFFALO

goesro

50,000
blanketing

WATTS
11 states

and 12 million people

New $350,000 Transmitter Plant

WKBW

1520K.cJ

BUFFALO'S 50,000 wot!
COLUMBIA NETWORK STATION

Programs

With

Christmas

Theme

Are Slated for Holidays by Netivorks
DESPITE the war emergency the Dec. 21 by members of the Kansas
networks have again planned their City Philharmonic Orchestra, and
annual contribution to listeners the annual carol program Dec. 24
featuring Christmas music, choral with Sir Thomas Beecham directing the Columbia Concert Orchesprograms, dramatizations of famous Yuletide stories, and cov- ti'a in Christmas music. CBS will
cover the tree lighting ceremonies
erage of holiday celebrations
from the White House, and for the
throughout the country.
Highlights of MBS' Yuletide cov- second year will present the Christmas Eve presentation of Gregorian
erage include the Christmas Eve
inossage to the world by Pope Pius chants by monks of St. Meinrad
XII; President Roosevelt lighting Monastery in Indiana.
the National Community Christmas
Norman Corwin's noted radio
Tree from the grounds of the White
drama "The Plot to Overthrow
House; Midnight Mass from St. Christmas", first presented in 1938,
Patrick's Cathedral, New York;
will again be heard on CBS ChristDickens' "Christmas Carol" from
mas Day, date on which CBS will
Hollywood Dec. 23, and a special make a special gesture toward
feature Christmas in Railroad Sta- hemispheric good will with Christtions, with pickups from New
mas in the New World, a program
York's Grand Central, Cincinnati's
of Christmas stories and "villanUnion Terminal, and Connecticut's
cicos" (South American carols),
New Haven station the day before directed by Terig Tucci, music diChristmas.
rector of CBS' Latin American netCBS Caravan
work. Broadcast will pick up celebrations in Buenos Aires, Rio de
Throughout the week Mutual has
scheduled programs of carols by Janeiro and Montreal.
Yuletide music will be a feature
noted choirs in different parts of
America, and on Dec. 25 will broad- of the CBS Ford Sunday Evening
cast Army shows from camps in Hour; a three-part dramatization
cooperation with the War Dept. of "The Bird's Christmas Carol,"
'\VOR, Mutual's New York affiliate, will be presented during Christmas
last week gave its 13th Annual
week on Au7it Jenny's Stories, and
Children's Christmas Party for on Dec. 22 Parks Johnson and
children, nieces and nephews of Wally Butterworth will take Vox
WOR employes.
Pop to the Boys Club of New York
Columbia's 1941 "Christmas Car- for a Christmas party origination.
avan", third in the series, stresses
Dec. 30 CBS reviews the year's
choral music, including the annual news on its annual program titled
Twelve Crowded Months, with CBS
broadcast of Handel's "Messiah"
foreign correspondents and domestic news staff participating, and a
review of the year's hit tunes by
Glenn Miller's orchestra.
Plans of NBC

Itecently, a Fairchild
owner had occasion
to make a recording
in Cleveland and to
play it back in N. Y. on other
Fairchild equipment. The recording was made in 359 seconds. The playback was made
in precisely 359 seconds. Broadcast stations have learned to
depend on this split second periormance of Fairchild reproducing equipment. Write for free
descriptive literature.
"...it had to satisfy Fairchild fl^^^i first'

The siah"singing
"Meson Dec. 17 ofandHandel's
the broadcasting of festivities at Hull House,
Chicago, on Dec. 28, open and close
the schedule of Christmas programs
on NBC-Red and Blue networks,
with both carrying the White
House ceremonies. In addition to
programs of Christmas carols,
NBC-Blue will broadcast a program from England by the British
Red Cross Dec. 24; also a dramatic portrayal of Bethlehem, Pa.,
200 years ago. Christmas Day British children in this country, Canada and South Africa will broadcast greetings to their parents in
England on NBC-Blue, and on the
Red, Lionel Barrymore will give
his famous reading of Dickens'
"Christmas Carol" as guest on the

CONSTITUTING the largest bi
ness transaction handled by WKI
Cincinnati, contracts were sigr
last week with the W. T. Wagi
Sons Co., makers of soft drir
and drink mixers and the Burj
Brewing Co., for sponsorship of 1
1942 play-by-play accounts of 1
Cincinnati Reds baseball gam
Registering smiles are L
(seated) J. F. Koons, vi'
president, and William Hust
president of the Burger Brewi
Co. Standing (1 to r) H. E. Fa
WKRC sales manager; U.
Latham, WKRC sales staff; a
Hulbert Taft Jr., WKRC genei
manager. Waite Hoyt, ex-Yank
star, now sportscaster, will do t
bitt.
play-by-play assisted by Dick Ki
Sealtest program by Rudy Vall(
On NBC's television stati
WNBT, a Christmas Eve dram
tization of "The Adventures
Marco Polo" will be telecast, ai
on Christmas Day, three speci
programs will be presented, i
eluding the fairy tale "Hansel ai
Gretel," an animal film and
Christmas Varieties show. NE
Thesaurus is sending its subscri
ers for use during Christmas wei
a half-hour script with mus
adapted from the famous editori
presented
in the IsNew
Yo'i
Sun, titledannually
"Yes, There
A Sam
WHN, New York, will presei
an exclusive broadcast Christm;
Eve from St. Bartholomew
Church featuring a full hour <
Claus."by the choir.
carols
WBYN, New York, on Dec. 11 he^^a
a 30-daydaytime
programandtest500
period
on nigl
l,ii(
watts
watts
under authorization of the FCC. Fro
sign-on at 7 a.m. to sunset, the st:
tion, which has been operating on 6G
watts day and night, will test undq
its increased daytime power.
EMPLOYES
of W;GH, Newpoil
News-Norfolk, were voted a $25 d(]
fense bond as a Christmas bonus at
recent meeting of the board. Some 2
station employes are affected.
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fj! TEW MUSIC program series,
Chicago Symphony on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
and Music in Chicago on
.esday and Thursday, has reliced
"theWHIP,
Chicago
Opera proInd.
Hammond,
ijam on
;w series will also be directed by
direcartistic Opera
station's
irk
andLove,
soloist
with Chicago
. Symphony Orchestra and will
isist of selections by well-known
jsicians and interviews with
smbers of the SjTnphony Orchesand with prominent local music
;rons.
Latin Lore
TIN AMERICAN legends, typiof the rich traditional back.iDund of the Spanish-speaking
^Dples south of the Rio Grande,
presented in a new series
jiich started recently on WRCA,
pC'sin.international
staAlvaro Gonzales,shortwave
staff member
section of NBC's
'Ithe SpanishDivision,
'iternational
reads the
;tends in Spanish. Each presentai|.n is dedicated to one of _the
tanish-speaking Latin-American
^publics. *
'
* ♦
I
Distaff Defense Show
jwSW, Pittsburgh, on Dec. 15
e, six day weeka 15-minut
Jurted
Women
In Defense program,
tjenter of information for women
''10 are interested in defense work
d clearing house for special news
d publicity released by National
(fense agencies. Coordinator of
, £ program is Mrs. Bett Andery to Senators
'k,D.formerly
Tyson secretar
and C. W.
Water,„n and also editorial writer
id columnist for the Washington
fsf.

r^«*4
PROGRAMS
Defense Plugs
How to Serve
TO ASSIST citizens to decide for NICELY TIMED, Thumbs Up,
themselves where their services can
America!, ten minutes of stirring
be put to best use. United We
music and announcements on the
Stand has been inaugurated at
Army, Navy, Marine Corps, DeWEEI, Boston, heard Monday
fense Bonds and stamps. Maritime
through Friday 4:30-4:45 p.m. On Commission, etc., went on the air
each broadcast. Jay Wesley and from WFFA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort
Fred Garrigus interview a member
Worth, Dec. 2 at 11 :05 p.m. (CST) ,
of the armed forces to get first to be heard Tuesdays, Thursdays
hand information on what civilians and Saturdays. A like period at the
can do for defense in New England.
same hour was also inaugurated
over KGKO, Fort Worth, for MonSki Staff
days, Wednesdays and Fridays.
WINTER sports enthusiasts get Program was designed to take care
of the accumulation of defense mainformation on weather conditions,
terial. Service spot announcements
instructions on how to ski, and hear
experts voice their opinions on the such as Red Cross, Community
Chest, Christmas Seals and others
sportWHN,
on Let's
Skiing Dec.
to start
on
NewGo York,
24. continue to be scheduled by the
traffic department through the log.
Heard every Wednesday, 7:45-8
p.m., program is sponsored by the
Manufacturers Trust Co., New
York, through Huber Hoge & Sons,
Schools' Own
that city.
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la., has
* *
started a 10-minute high school
Taught by Ear
news program as a weekly SaturMUSIC EDUCATION by auditory
day sustaining feature. Some 50
rather than visual training is the Iowa schools contribute to the journalism department of the Cedar
aim of a weekly series of half -hour
Rapids schools where the material
broadcasts
to
start
on
Oregon's
School of the Air on KOAC,
is edited and presented on the air
Eugene, Ore., next semester.
by neophyte announcers.

... good effect on

IN

BUFFALO

WGR

more

than ever,

BUFFALO'S

FIRST

for regional
coverage

our sales ... from

all parts of Worcester

County . . .

il Their Boys Are Serving
WITCHING from a variety interprogram from the homes of
ncinnati residents, Jerry Belch^I's Neighbors,
heard Tuesdays,
^kursdays
and Saturdays
at 6:30
on WCKY, Cincinnati, is now
"infined,
16, toboys
visitsin
homes effective
of familiesDec.
having
h service. Program is designed to
tffe listeners a picture of the
tople behind the boys who are
Tving in the Army, Navy and
jarine Corps.

New $350,000 Transmitter Plant
WTAG
BEVRONS and all are the reard of tiny Margie Ray, feaItred vocalist of KDYL, Salt Lake
jlty, for her part in KDYL's
kly You're in the Army Now.
Jiith Edlooking
Stoker,on,KDYL
diIctor,
Margiemusical
received
m Col. H. P. Keyser, commandofficer of the Fort Douglas Retion Center at Fort Douglas,
ah, an official Army citation
taking her a staff sergeant in the
F ception battalion.
ROADCASTING
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STATION ACCOUNTS
«j> — studio programs
t— tranacriptions
so — spot »nnouneemtnt»
ta — transcriptiori announcement!
WFIL, Philadelphia
California Fruit Growers Exchange, Los
Angeles (Sunkist lemons), 15 sa weekly,
thru Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
Yager Liniment Co., Baltimore, 6 so
weekly, thru Harvey-Massengale, Durham. N. C.
General Electric Co., Schenectady (FM
sets), 5 ta weekly, thru Maxon Adv.,
N. Y.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York
(Baume Bengue), 5 sa weekly, thru Wm.
Esty & Co.. N. Y.
Doyle Packing Co., Newark (dog food), 5
sp weekly, thru H. M. Alexander, N. Y.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (headache remedy), 15 so. weekly, thru HarveyMassengale, Durham. N. C.
D'Arrigo coli),Bros.,
Boston thru
(AndyChambers
Boy Broc-&
3 sp weekly,
Wiswell, Boston.
Smith Bros., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. (cough
drops), 2 sa weekly, thru J. D. Tarcher &
Co., N. Y.
F. G. Vogt & Sons, Philadelphia (meats),
3 sa weekly, thru Clements Adv., Philadelphia.
KGO, San Francisco
Regal Amber Brewing Co., San Francisco,
weekly
cisco. sp, thru M. E. Harlan, San FranBank of America, San Francisco, sp, direct.
Central Bank of Oakland, Oakland, Cal.,
sp, thru Emil Reinhardt, Oakland.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco, weekly sp,
thru
cisco. Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San FranLoma Linda Food Co., San Francisco
(Ruskets), weekly sa, thru Gerth Knollin
Adv., San Francisco.
Foreman
Clark,2 saLosweekly,
Angeles
clothing &chain),
thru (men's
Milton
Weinbereg, Los Angeles.
RCA
Mfg.
Co.,
Camden,
4
sa
weekly,
direct.
South Coast Fisheries. Wilmington, Cal.
(Top Form Cat Food), 3 sa weekly, thru
Barton A. Stebbins, Los Angeles.
Washington State Apple Adv. Co., Olympia,
9 sa weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., San Francisco.
Hurley Machine Co., Chicago (Gladiron),
4 sa weekly, thru E. H. Brown Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
Muther Wine Co., San Francisco (wines),
sa, weekly, thru Yoemans & Foote, San
Francisco.
Axton Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville
(Spuds), weekly Chicago.
sa, thru BlackettSample-Hummert,
Beneficial Casualty Co., Los Angeles (Insurance) ,2 t weekly, thru Stodel Adv.,
Los Angeles.
WOR, New York
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Lava
soap), 5 t weekly, thru Blow Co., N. Y.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, weekly ap, thru
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chicago.
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville (20Grand cigarettes) , 2 ap weekly thru
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Zerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, 75 sa, thru
Barrens Adv. Co., Kansas City.
Purity
Chicago, t, thru CampbellEwaldBakeries,
Co., Chicago.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, 3 ap
weekly, thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
WMAQ, Chicago
Dodge Div., Chrysler Corp., Detroit (passenger cars) , 11 aa, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Detroit.
Wieboldt Stores Inc., Chicago (department
store chain), 312 ap, thru Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
WBBM, Chicago
Atlas Brewing Co., Chicago (Atlas Prager
beer) , 312 aa, thru Craig E. Dennison
Adv., Chicago.
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KPO, San Francisco
General Foods, New York (Post Toasties),
5 t weekly, thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Local Loan Co., Chicago, 3 aa weekly,
thru George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore
(Rem, Rel), weekly t, 4 ta weekly, thru
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Wesson Oil & Snowdrift Sales Co., New
Orleans (Wesson oil) 3 sa weekly, thru
Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New Orleans.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Maiden, Mass.
(Cuticura),N. Y.624 aa, thru Atherton &
Currier,
Thomas Leeming Corp., New York (Baume
Bengue) , 5 ta weekly, thru Wm. Esty
6 Co., N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co., New York, 5 sa
weekly, thru Morse International, N. Y.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N. Y.,
5 sa weekly, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago.
White Labs., Newark (Chooz), 4 sa weekly,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Swan
soap).
cam, N.5 Y.ta weekly, thru Young & RubiSafeway Stores, Oakland, Cal. (meats), 5
ta weekly,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San
Francisco.
7-Up
Bottling
Co., Rhoades
San Francisco
(7-UP),
weekly sa, thru
& Davis,
San
Francisco.
KHJ, Hollywood
Sante Fe Vintage Co., Los Angeles (wine),
3 ta weekly, thru West-Marquis, Los AnW.geles.
A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, la.
fountain pens), 3 sa weekly, thru Russel
M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Postal Telegraph Cable Co., New York
(communication), weekly aa, thru Biow
Co., N. Y.
Van Camps Inc., New York (pork &
beans),
Holden, N.3 ta
Y. weekly, thru Calkins &
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, 111.
(proprietary),
5 taChicago.
weekly, thru Sherman & Marquette,
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
Pepsodent Co., Chicago, 6 aa weekly, thru
Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
California Fruit Growers Exchange, Los
Angeles (lemons), 5 sa weekly, thru Lord
6 Thomas, Chicago.
Look Magazine, Des Moines, 26 aa, thru
Son De Regger & Brown, Des Moines.
Hill Bros. Coffee, New York, 72 ta, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Household Finance Corp. (loans), 5 ta
weekly, 52 weeks, thru BBDO. N. Y.
Compagnie Parisienne, San Antonio (perfume) , sp series, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal,
p. Lorillard Co., New York (Old Gold
cigarettes), 21 sa weekly, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Federal Life & Casualty Co., Los Angeles
(insurance), weekly sp, thru Continental
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
WENR, Chicago
Chicago Sun, Chicago (newspaper), 572
aa, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.

22, 1941

WJJD, Chicago
The Pen Man, Chicago (pens), 6 ap
weekly, 13 weeks, thru United Adv. Cos.,
Chicago.
Empire Diamond Co., Jefferson, la. (wedding ring sets), 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Lessing Adv. Agency, Des Moines.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (stomach tab), 6 sp weekly, 52Chicago.
weeks, thru First
United letsBroadcasters,
Consolidated Drug Trade Products, Chicago,
7 sp Chicago.
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Benson &
Dall,
Associated Hospital Service of Illinois,
Chicago (hospitalization), 5 sp weekly,
52 weeks, thru Lane, Benson & McClure,
Chicago.
Knox Co., Hollywood, Cal. (Cystex), 5 aa
weekly,bins, Los13Angeles.
weeks, thru Barton A. StebPublicker Commercial Alcohol Co., Philadelphia (Thermo Royal Anti-Freeze) ,
sa weekly, 8 weeks, thru Al Paul Lefton
Co., Philadelphia.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne
Morton Salt Co., Chicago (Morton Salt),
39
t, thru
Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap
Assoc.,
Milwaukee.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Lava
soap) 468 ta, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
Smith Bros., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. (Cough
Drops), 105 sa, thru J. D. Tarcher &
Co., N. Y.
Canada Dry Bottling Co. of Indianapolis
(Canada Dry Main Line) 12 sa, direct.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass.,
N.
Y. 416 ta, thru Erwin Wasey & Co.,
Berghoff Brewing Corp., Fort Wayne, 312
sp, thru L. W. Ramsey Co., Chicago.
KFRC, San Francisco
Associated Dental Supply Co., San Francisco (Parker Dental System), weekly
sp, thru Theodore H. Segall Adv., San
Francisco.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., San
Francisco, 5 sa, direct.
Italian-Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal. (wines),
5 sa weekly, thru Leon Livingston Adv.,
San Francisco.
Pacific Brewing & Malting Co., San Jose,
Cal., Francisco.
5 sa weekly, thru Brewer-Weeks Co.,
San
WHO, Des Moines
Musterole Co., Cleveland (proprietary), 11
sp weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N. Y.
Block Drug Co., New York (Gold Medal
tablets mond
) , Spector
sp weekly,
Co., N.52Y.weeks, thru RaySterling Insurance Co., Chicago, 6 sp
weekly, thru Neal Adv. Agency, Chicago.
KHJ, Hollywood
American Medical Assn., Chicago (Hygeia
magazine), 5 sp weekly, thru Ivan Hill
Adv., Chicago.
Southern California Telephone Co., Los
Angeles (public utility), 5 aa weekly,
placed direct.
KFI Los Angeles
Railway Express Agency, New York
(transportation ) , 5 ta weekly, thru
Caples Co., N. Y.

Ca[

by R (

Network Now Has 130 Stat i
Including KDKA, WBAL
RATE CARD No. 29, dated
15, 1941, was issued last we':
NBC-Red, covering all changf
Red affiliates since the last
rate card was issued April 1,
Four new stations have j
the network, making a total o
stations in the United State
eluding the 50,000-watt KJ
Pittsburgh, and WBAL, Balti,
which became Basic Red stati
WCRS, Greenwood, S. C, nov :
the Southeastern Group,
WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va., a B i
Supplementary outlet.
Power Boosts
Since the first of this year
Red stations have had increase
power — 23 to 5,000 watts, 3 to '
watts, 3 to 250 watts, and 1 t<.
watts. WROL, Knoxville, shi:
its frequency from 1310 to 620
Other changes on the new c
include WIZE, Springfield, 0.^
WING, Dayton, as basic statiformerly Basic SupplementalKGBX, Springfield, Mo., a for
Southwestern Group station, is i
a Basic Supplementary, and WS^
Montgomery, Ala., is include^l
the Southcentral Group instea
among those individually avails
to that group. KTSM, El Pasc \
Mountain Group station on the 1 1
rate card, is now listed with e
South Mountain Group. The i-t
stations, WBAL and KDKA, si r
higher hour, half -hour and quarl
hour rates than the stations t
replace in Baltimore and Pi
burgh, WFBR and WCAE, and
other Red stations have increa
rates, including WAVE, Louisvi ,
WDAF, Kansas City; WTAR, N folk; KARK, Little Rock, Ark., 1 1
KMJ, Fresno.
The new card has been brol
down not only into basic and s
plemental groups as in the past,
also into time zones for grea
convenience in programmi
NBC's Latin American serv
available to advertisers throi
NBC's shortwave stations, WR'
and WNBI, in conjunction w
WBOS, Boston, also is listed on
new card together with a map. I
vertisers may add any or all of i
102 station Pan-American Netwc
through
NBC's international
sion for simultaneous
broadcastsdi
domestic Red programs or on a
layed broadcast basis.
Red Cross Special

'Phooey! He gives me three for one the whole year Wound!"

Adv.

BROADCASTING

BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New Yo
on Christmas Eve., Dec. 24, 9
p.m., will turn over the entire i
riod on NBC-Red for a Red Cr(
broadcast. Eddie Cantor vdll be i
of an all-star cast which vdll
elude members of his own she
Time to Smile, which with il
District Attorney regularly fi
that Wednesday hour; Fihl
McGee & Molly, The Aldrich Fa
ily and others yet to be naiw
Young &the Rubicam,
handles
account. New Yoi
• Broadcast

Advertish

4

AXIS GOT THE KIDS
jierial Characters Wound Up
Jost Before Attack
: FRIDAY,
Dec. 5. Gordon
jerman, program director of
lAGE, Syracuse, concluded a 13, ek original serial. Jungle Drums.
i\ca\e of the show was an unliarted isle in the South Pacific,
:! which the story's two charac•s, Ron and Red, were shiplecked. The show got to be too
ich of a job for Alderman, who
;lt only wrote but directed it, so
"■| decided to conclude it just as
jn and Red discovered the island
i.s a secret base for the Nazis
id Japs.
All last week, following the Dec.
Jap attack, the station has been
lluged with calls wanting to know
iiether Ron and Red were killed
I the Japs in their attacks in the
^.cific. Through a quirk of fate
I had worked his plot to a climax
kt parallelled the Jap attack in
b area. Now he doesn't know
iiat to do. The phone just con|iues to ring, and kids of Central
i;w York demand to know whether
program is off the air because
in and Red were killed.
■

Christmas

1925

^

hoe

w

1941

/^^ixteen years ago— on Christmas Eve— KM

OX

began

w-/ broadcasting for the very first time.
That week, a St; Louis newspaper reported, '^The announcement ofstation KMOX coming on the air has had

ITH EMERSOX Drug Co.. Balti•re (Bromo Seltzer), through Euthiff & R.van. New York, on Jan. 10
TXing EUery Queen, detective series,
about .50 NBC-Red stations. Satury. 7:30-8 p. m. (EST), tie-in pro'tion is being planned by Columbia
j:-tures Corp. for its film. "'A Close
Jll national
for Ellery
Queen."
iio
release
20 dayswhich
later.goes

an electrical effect on the radio market. Christmas radio
set sales are breaking all records." Another

paper pre-

dicted, "wonderful entertainment is in store for us, especially with the great programs of The Voice of St, Louis."
"We have all come
POTCASTING

a long way in radio since then.

Today, almost everyone in the St. Louis market owns

lUILDS MORE

SALES

..AT LOWER

COST!

a

radio. As for that prophecy of "wonderful entertainment,"
today, most St. Louis radio sets are tuned to KMOX
most of the timei

More money for
tfie HOT SPOTS

On

our sixteenth birthday, we thank the nation's

advertisers who have made possible this great growth of
KMOX.

Nettling wasted en
ttie DEAD SPOTS

We

know the best way to show our apprecia-

tion is to make

our seventeenth \^ear the greatest yet.

It's going to be!
Speteial. attention to
the TOUGH SPOTS

KMOX
— ,
REPRESENTATIVES
■ptCfCO . ME« TOK . MTleiT . iT lOUt ■ SAN FtANOSCO • lOS ANCitll

THE

VOICE

OF

ST.

LOUIS

•

CBS

i
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EDUCATION AW ARU
OFFERED BY K/i j

FM Success Story
GEORGE HARVEY, salesman of WGN, Chicago, has
undisputed evidence there
were two attentive listeners
to a spot announcement on
W59C, FM adjunct of WGN.
Father of a baby born just
last week, he installed an FM
set in his wife's hospital
room, then bought a 30-word
station break announcement
on the FM station at card
rate ($5) to herald the event.

New Mackay Service
RADIOTELEGRAPH service between New York and Honolulu direct and between New York and
Manila direct to supplement its
regular service to these points via
San Francisco was established last
week by Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co. after permission for the
operations was granted Dec. 12 by
the FCC. Admiral Luke McNamee,
Mackay president, stated that these
direct channels have been established in order to provide uninterrupted service to the Island possessions during blackout periods at
San Francisco when the radio stations are inoperative. The company
was also given permission to operate radiotelegraph service between
New York and Moscow.
Canada Curtailed
PRODUCTION of radio receivers
in Canada for next January has
been cut to 50% of the January
1940 production, according to an
announcement Dec. 15 by Munitions & Supply Minister Howe. The
cut was made to conserve materials
and labor for war effort and will
not affect radio equipment being
made for the Canadian government.
It is expected that this vdll bring
production down 10,000 sets per
month. Last October radio production was curtailed for domestic use
by 25% of the 1940 figures.

Tower Starts Its Slide to New Location
TOWER
WMBG

MOVED

30 FEET

INTACT

Does Job Itself When Nobody Can Be
Found to Undertake Novel Task —

THE ONLY way out was to do the
job themselves, officials of WMBG,
Richmond, Va., discovered when nobody would contract to move one
of the 215-foot Lehigh self-supporting towers some 30 feet to provide
a new directional pattern.
Since it was necessary to avoid
disrupting the pattern or creating
interference, the tower had to be
moved intact and kept grounded in
the process.
First step was to install new
foundations. Eight anchors were installed and guy cables were broken
with strain insulators. Two levels
were attached to the tower and a
transit set up to assure vertical position.were
Two pieces
of 10-inch
channel iron
bolted
to the tower
legs about three feet from the
ground and extending out two feet
past tower legs.
After a track had been built and
greased, the tower was jacked up.
A chain fall was attached between
skids. As it pulled the tower, guys

^0

<r|l)

were
so it
were
when

adjusted by blocks and falls
remained vertical. Insulators
installed in one leg at a time
the tower reached its destination, guys were removed and
once again it was self-supporting.

Ultra-High Wave Tube
Put on Market by GE
NEW TRANSMITTING tube especially suitable for operation as an
ultra-high-frequency power amplifier has been announced by the
Radio & Television Department of
General Electric Co., Schenectady.
Designated GL 8010-R, the tube has
a coated cathode heated by electron
bombardment from an auxiliary
filament. Anode and cathode are
cooling.with coolers for forced-air
fitted
Parallel plane electrodes of the
tube are closely spaced to facilitate
neutralization with grid plate capacitance of 1.5 micro-microfarads,
grid cathode capacitance of 2.3
micro-microfarads and low lead inductanceWhenprovided
minals.
usedby asdisk-like
a classter-C
radio-frequency amplifier, the tube
has a maximum d-c plate voltage
of 1350. Maximum plate current is
150 milliamperes; maximum plate
input is 100 watts and maximum
plate dissipation is 50 watts. The
tube has an amplification factor
of 30.

PROPOSED awards for outlet
ing contributions to educatioii
public service in radio wer'
nounced last week by KIRO.
attle, with the approval of th<
gestion of Saul Haas, KIRO '
president, for the creation of
"KIRO Educational Radio Aw.
with prizes totaling $500.
Themade
proposal
of theHarold
awardfirst
to Major
Bureau of Public Relations, L
War
Department,
head of
School Broadcast Conference
in Chicago Dec. 4 who conveyeo
information to the conferees.
Seven cash awards will be
under ofthetheplan
approved
by '■
tors
station,
ranging
$150 first prize to five prizi
$50 each. Honorable mention < i
tions will be given to other t
standing
contributions.
Detail dissemination
of information
execution of awards are b .
planned under a committee hej'
by
Wheatley,
directoi'
radioParker
activities
for Northwes'
U. Competition is open to any
interested in education or pi^
service as a radio function.
Messages
enthusiastic
appi*
ation
for theofgesture
have been
ceived
KIRO offrom
Dr. K'
Tyler, by
director
Evaluatiorf
School Broadcasts Committee, ( '
State U; Dr. Alpheus Smith. )
lumbia U ; Dr. Lyman Bryson.
fessor of education. Teacher's
lege,
CBS Columbia
director U;
of Sterling
education;Fi =
Parker
ern
U. Wheatley of North\-

63.3% Heard FDR
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT J
the Bill of Rights program
Hold
broad
Dec. 15These
on all Truths",
major networks
11 p.m.,set-owners
were heardinterviews
by 63.3' 1^
radio
home, acording to a statement
sued last week by the Coopera
Analysis of Broadcasting, vi
announced the rating establis
an all-time high for programs u;
a regular radio technique. Audit
for the President was his foi
largest to be recorded by the C
Britain Dec. 25 Pickups
AXXl'AL message to Great Bri'
by
MajestyChristmas
King George
VI
be His
broadcast
Day on
tual and
XBC 9-9 :l.j
a.m. froma !■
don.
Immediately
preceding,
hour broadcast titled Absent Frie
with pickups from all parts of
British Empire, will be heard
MBS from S to 9 a.m.. througn,
facilities of the BBC.

do

RADIO

LABS..
EIWCINEERINC
.
.N.Y
Island City
Long
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Ask us about the recent
impartial survey of wire
services by an important radio station shov^ing "INS
leading by wide margin".
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
BROADCASTING
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Lanada Cop>Tight Fees
frozen
by Agreement
BECAUSE of price ceiling regulafljns which came into effect in
'ianada
Dec. 1, the Canadian
Broadcasters
announcesAssn.
an
:reenient has been reached by the
lAB, the Canadian Performing
ights Society, and BMI Canada.
■ freeze the present rate of 1 cent
,|r BMI and 8 cents for CPRS on
■ ery receiver licensed at March 31.
Ml. as a basis for paying 1942
irpyright fees.
IThe Copyright Appeal Board was
Jheduled to meet at Ottawa Dec.
!■ to hear the appeals for the tariff
ijcently filed [Broadcasting Nov.
] but in view of the agreement
is meeting was merelv a formal.-. CPRS had filed for 14 cents
■r set. BMI Canada for one-third
whatever fee the Appeal Board
light set, and the CAB had filed
ejections
anj-thing over 8 cents
ir licensedto receiver.
■'The rate set for 1942 by agreeent due to price ceiling regula,)ns allows both CPRS and BMI a
i:ar to study developments under
■e new agreements in the United
(■ates, and enables the CAB next
.ecember to make such representabns to the Copyright Appeal
flard as may appear advisable in
le interest of the member stations.
388 to be collected bv BMI Canada
id CPRS in 1942 will amount to
30,924.53 based on 1.454,717 littoses in force at March 31, 1941.
is year Canadian stations paid
16,377 in copyright fees.
UP Buys BUP
-DXTROLLING interest in British
'tiited Press Ltd. has been transirred to the United Press Associaons by Charles F. Crandall, BUP
;i"esident and managing director,
'ho
continue
_ider will
the new
setup. R.asW.president
Keyser"igk
willCanada
remain and
as general
manrer for
F. H. Fisher
general manager in Great Briin. E. M. Williams, vice-president
UP, has been elected to the board
directors, replacing W. E.
opper.
ifSB,
Atlanta, has started its annual
I
'^tellers'
drive school
to bringmore
od books Lihrary
to Georgia
libraries
d bookmobiles. Conducted in co'^eration with the Georgia Library
;;fSn., WSB carries a heavy schedule
1 announcements asking listeners to
jntribute spare books.

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
Halifax, Nova Scotia to tell
the time.
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions,
MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get
CHNS

Does — Try It.
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st song, the
Tt^e best act, the be
headhners.
best station become
em adinlipre
r .thHe
hears
netd he
Peop
ce seetoanot
enle
er
stations horn coast to coast use
Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators be-

EUGENE DUCKWALL
WHAT STARTED out to be a career in retail merchandising turned
into one of national radio advertising for Eugene Henderson Duckwall, business manager and timebuyer of Lord & Thomas, Hollywood. Thoroughly equipped for his
job. Gene was assistant to media
manager Hai'win T. J\Iann, in the
agency's Los Angeles office, before
taking over his present job in October, 1937. He has also held forth
in the media department as assistant manager.
He knows all phases of timebuying, and across his desk pass contracts for many major and regional accounts. Among them are
California Fruit Growers Exchange, Union Oil, All Year Club,
Purex Co., Unacal Corp., Southern
Pacific Co.
After attending high school in
Daji;on, 0., and taking a two-year
engineering course. Gene came west
in 1928 with Los Angeles as his
terminal point. He obtained a job
in the merchandising department of
the Broadway Department Store,
remaining there a year. Then he
attended
of Southern California's
school of U Merchandising,
majoring
in advertising.
With class assignments often demanding direct work in the Broadway Dept. Store, Gene returned to
that firm's
emplojonent
upon graduation in June,
1933. Another
nine
months rolled by and in April,
1934, Harwin T. Mann of Lord &
Thomas, offered Eugene a post that
eventually resulted in his present
responsible position. When the
agency established its Hollywood
radio department in 1938, he became business manager and timebuyer.
Married to his college sweetheart, Josephine Brown, on Sept.
30, 1935, he is the father of a threeyear-old daughter, Carol.

cause they give better broadcasting results. And these better
results are inherent in the structural and electrical advantages of
Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators . . .
the natural benefits of an experience that covers virtually the
entire history of radio. Whatever
your antenna problem, we'll
gladly discuss it with you.

BLAW-KNOX
VERTICAL
RADIATO

RS
BLAW WX DIVISION of Blaw-Kno.
Faraers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Company
Offices in principal cities Pa.

BIBLIOGRAPHY listing SO authors
of books and articles on frequency
modulation has been compiled by Elizabeth Kelsey. engineer. Zenith Radio
Corp.. Chicago, and is beins distributed
with
bulletin.Zenith's monthly FM Progress
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The big boss said: "Mike, take a
column. Add humor and wit. Multiply by the number of our renewals.
Divide into readable items. Now
what have you got?" Call for
Anacin!
WCBM

has Baltimore's most popular sports announcer — and said
S. A. has Baltimore's most popular
sports idea ! It's "Counting Out The
Experts" — a quiz show along Info
Please lines, bringing such guests
as Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt and
Footballer Swede Larson to the
mike. Written and produced by Bill
Dyer — now sustaining — year-round
best bet for any men's product.
(Confidentially, the cost is casual).
* * *
Now I know how Edison must have
felt when the next fellow came
along and "borrowed" from his incandescent lamp. Over a year ago
WCBM carried the first Balto. telephone quiz program show. Today
two other Balto. stations are following suit— and apparently doing
not bad.
P. S. Ours still has its 74.6 listening audience, thank you !
* * *
PENNY FOR PENNY, COVERAGE BETTER THAN ANY! We
concentrate on Baltimore . . . because that's where business is concentrated! Especially today, with a
20% population increase — thanks
to national defense! Buy Baltimore
—all of it— by buying WCBM!
* % H:
"Mornin', sleepyheads! Gimme a
sentence with the word Massachusetts. Give up? Ah bought ma boss
tobaccy fo' Xmas — ■ and Massa
chews it all de time! Yuck! Yuck!
Yuck!" (PAUSE) For relief, local
citizenry tunes to WCBM's "Morning Glories" — the town's only different A.M. participating show. Semiclassical music paves a smooth road
for dozens of national spots. Yep —
there's room i!^
for you!
* *
Go hire a hall! Well, you do when
you buy WCBM — only there's no
charge! Baltimore's biggest studio
auditorium — seating over 450! Our
Merchandising Department will be
glad to show you through — via your
inquiry.

SANTA FE VINTAGE' Co., Los Angeles (Three Crown wine), which recently started using an average of 30
spot announcements per week on 7
Southern California stations will continue that campaign through January,
utilizing KH.J KMTR KIEV KGFJ
KMPC KRKD KFWB. Agency is
West-Marquis Inc., Los Angeles.
ALKINE Co., New Brunswick, N. Y.,
last week started 14 weather reports
weekly for 16 weeks on WQXR, New
York. Company has been sponsoring
Ramona on WOR, New York, and announcements on WIP and WPEN,
Philadelphia, through Redfiekl, Johnstone, New York.
VITAMIN Co. of AMERICA, Los Angeles (vitamin tablets), in a 30-day
test campaign which started Dec. 16
is using daily transcribed announcements on XELO, Tia Juana. Firm contemplates expanding schedule to include Southern California stations
within 90 days, using strictly institutional copy. Agency is Adco Adv.,
Los Angeles.
P. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Union Leader), on .Jan. 5 starts
sponsorship of the last quarter-hour
of Sun Risers on WCCO, Minneapolis,
6 :45-7 a.m. Agency is Lennen &
Mitchell, New York.
RED-EE FOODS Inc., Los Angeles
(Cinch cake mix), is sponsoring fiveweekly participation in Polly Patterson's
that city.started
Contract is Pantry
for on
13 KFAC,
weeks having
Dec. 15. Elwood ,J. Robinson Adv., Los
Angeles, has the account.
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC Co.,
San Francisco, on Jan. 1, 1942 renews for 52 weeks its two-hour nightly
recorded program Evening Concert on
KYA, San Francisco. Program is presented seven nights weekly. Agency is
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
ROCKWOOD & Co., Brooklyn ( Chocolate Bits), recently added participations on WTAR, Norfolk, and
chain-breaks on WMBG, Richmond,
to its fall schedule, making a total of
21 stations now used in the campaign. Federal Adv. Agency, New
York, handles the account.
IN A COOPERATIVE deal, four
local Victor Recording dealers are
alternately sponsoring a Tuesdaythrough-Friday, 45-minute program
featuring recorded compositions, on
KFAC, Los Angeles. Tying in with
commercials, is a brief commentary
on a composer. Sponsors are American Music Co., Kelly Music Co., Clair's
Record Bar, Crawford's Inc. Chas N.
Stahl Adv. Agency, Hollywood, has
the account.
William Farquhar is account executive.

mm

fT'S

WHEC
BALTIMORE, MD.
^ National Representatives:
I'ort-man Co., N. Y. & Chicago
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ACHING NECKS and bulging eyes resulted when this group of r; (
folk and California citizens took time out from recent NAB meeti
on the Pacific Coast to journey into the Dyerville Flat of Humboldt S
Park in California, where they inspected the world's tallest living t
a(1 giant
designated Fortuna,
the "Founder's
Tree".Pellegrin,
Taking directoi
a look
to r) redwood
W. L. Stevenson,
Cal.; Frank
the NAB Bureau of Radio Advertising; W. B. Smullin, president i
KIEM, Eureka; NAB President Neville Miller; Carl Haverlin, I
director of station relations; Paul Corbin, KIEM program dired
Don Telford, manager of KUIM, Grants Pass, Ore.
Problems

of Defense^

Discussed at NAB
EIGHTEEN STATIONS were represented at the NAB District meeting last Monday and Tuesday at
the Palmer House, Chicago. Presided over by William A. Hutchinson of WAAF, Chicago, the meeting on Monday was occupied with
a session on music problems at
which Carl Haverlin, BMI; E.
Claude Mills, ASCAP; Leonard
Callahan, SESAC; M. M. Blink,
Standard Radio; Frank Chizzini,
NBC Thesaurus; Niles Grant, C.
P. MacGregor, appeared.
C. E. Arney of NAB outlined
taxation, legislation and labor
problems affecting the industry.
Discussion on defense included necessity of checking program content, silencing of the station durLOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles (White King soap), on Dec. 16
increased its thrice-weekly newscast
on KOA, Denver, to five times per
week. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.
BLUE BIRD POTATO CHIPS, Oakland, Cal. (potato chips, peanuts),
through Brisacher, Davis & Staff, Los
Angeles,
a three-week
pre-Christmas
Northern inCalifornia
campaign
ending
Dec. 22, used nouancements total
of
115 spotKQW
anon KGO KSFO
KFBK KWG KDON.
SEAL COTE Co., Hollywood (liquid
nail protector), in a 13-week campaign
starting Jan. 11 will sponsor participation in the Art Green program on
WMCA, New York. Firm currently
uses station break announcements on
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles. Agency is
Buchanan & Co., that city.
L. A. WILLIAMS, advertising and
sales promotion director of Puget
Sound Power & Light Co., Seattle, was
recently appointed executive assistant
to the firm president.
SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co.. Los Angeles (retail merchandise), in an 18day pre-Christmas campaign ending
Dec. 24, is using a total of 500 spot announcements on nine Southern California stations, KNX KHJ KECA
KFAC KMPC KIEV KFOX KMTR
KFWB. Agency is the Mayers Co.,
Los Angeles.
BROADCASTING

Taxes

and

Lah^

Regional Meetin g
ing an air raid, methods of ]
tecting transmitters, checking
authenticity of military reqn
and other defense problems.
Defense Problems
Tuesday meeting was split :
two sessions — salesmanagers gr p
headed by William Cline, W
Chicago, and a national def^
discussion group attended by
tion managers, news editors,
program
directors.
Broadcasters
of District 11
in Minneapolis Dec. 11-12. Sevf
resolutions were approved by ni
bers,
opposing
Government-paid
vertising
campaigns
in compet ?media as "tending to dampen e
enthusiasm of broadcasters in tl r

efforts to that end"; favoring '' e
reappraisal by Congress of the p cies governing the regulation f
the broadcasting industry";
questing the NAB to ask all G ■
ernment agencies to eliminate 1
accounting of national defense i grams from individual statii
and if confirmation of broadc;
by individual stations is to be
quested, that it be supplied
NAB ; berecommending
grams
not interrupted that
for brc"i
casting news flashes except in cs 3
of most unusual importance.
A principal feature of the ]V neapolis meeting was a Dec. I

There's "sock" in 5 KW
on our 580 kc frequency
— equal to more than a
million watts at the
other end of the dial.
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ncheon address by Mrs. Margaret
ulkin Banning, Minnesota writer
id lecturer, who declared that
he overwhelming sentiment of
[^(jhich the American public is con^lious toward radio is one of pround gratitude with reliance".
)nether speaker was Samuel C.
l&le, advertising director of Genal Mills, who spoke on "An AdLooks at Radio",
Director of
.rtising
iarious sessions
the meetings
iere presided over by Earl H.
Tom Gavin,
bmmons, WCCO;
EBC, and K. W. Husted, WLOL.
Series Closed
The Minneapolis and Chicago
eatings concluded a series of 16
'strict meetings held this fall, ex;nding from early in October un^. mid-December.
At District 11 Session
Atending the District 11 meeting
Minneapolis were:
Lloyd R. Amoo, KRMX; C. E. Arney Jr.,
kB; DarreU D. Bandy, WDSM; Milt
ink, Standard Radio; John W. Boler,
jrth Central Broadcasting System ; Loren
Bridges, WEAU ; W. C. Bridges,
fli WfG;
Frank E. Chizzini, NBC; Russ
ancy, AP ; Ethel H. Cooley, John B.
oley, KLPM; Thomas Dawson, WCCO;
rks Dietrich, KTRI; Dwain Ewing,
5CAP; A. A. Fahy, KABR ; S. Fantle
., KSOO; F. W. Fitzsimonds, KFYR;
G. Foreman Jr., Foreman Co.; L. M.
_,emont, WEBC.
P E. H. Gammons, WCCO ; Tom Gavin,
EBC; David Gentling, Gregory Gentling,
iOC : Oliver Gramling, AP ; Gus Hageh, SESAC; C. T. Hagman, WTCN ;
R. Hahn, KSOO ; Elmer Hanson, KILO;
ick Hanssen, KYSM; Carl Haverlin, BMI;
1 Hayek, KATE; Morton Henkin, KSOO;
?liiis Hetland, WDAY; Edward Hoffman,
: ifcttIN; Phil Hoffman, WNAX; Stanley
>ibbard, KSTP; Bob Hurleigh, AP; K.
Husted, WLOL; Melford C. Jensen,
ilCAL; H. C. Jewett Jr., KABR; Russ
iber, KGCU; Sam Kaufman, WCCO; W.
I Knutson, KROC ; Tom Lathrop, KATE;
,mey Lavin, WDAY; Fred F. Laws,
LOL; Dalton LeMasurier, KDAL ; Harry
ILinder, KWLM; M. M. Marget, KVOX.
Si ^to. P. McGenty, WJMC; J. F. Meagher,
¥SM; E. C. Mills, ASCAP; Wallace
tchell, UP; Frank Pellegrin, NAB ; O.
Ramslind, KDAL;
E. C. Reineke,
.IDAY; Clyde Riddle, WEAU: N. C. Ruda, WJMS; Fred Schilplin, KFAM; Arar J. Smith, WNAX; Wallace Stone,
ilOC; Ralph W. Thompson, WJMC; F.
m Konynenburg, WTCN; Ralph Wentirth, Lang-Worth; L. L. Whiting, WDGY;
H. White, KWNO; Bert Wick, KDLR;
George Young, WDGY.
Those who attended the two-day
licago session were:
lEd Allen, WIBA, Madison; C. E. Arney,
AB, Washington ; John R. Atkinson,
BU. Anderson, Ind.; Edgar L. Bill,
_BD. Peoria, 111.; John Blair, John
AT & Co., Chicago; Milt Blink, Standard
die, Chicago; Charles C. Caley, WMBD;
nard D. Callahan, SESAC, New York;
,nk E. Chizzini, NBC Chicago; Russ
tancy. Associated Press, Chicago ; Marie
Clifford. WHFC, Cicero, 111.; William
f!trMJ,
Cline,Milwaukee
WLS, Chicago;
Damm,
; HaroldW. L.J. Dewing,
'fcBS, Springfield, 111.; John J. Dixon,
ipOK, Rockford, 111.; Edwin G. Foreman,
Chicago ;; E.Niles
Gates,
fJjieP. Foreman
MacGregor,Co.,Hollywood
J. Gough,
«SAC, New York; Carl Haverlin. BMI,
Isw York; Francis A. Higgins, WDAN,
Inville. 111.; Bob Hurleigh, Associated
less, Chicago; W. E. Hutchinson, WAAF,
jiicago; George M. Ives, WHFC ; Francis
nnedy, WHBF, Rock Island, 111.; James
Kyler, WCLO, Janesville, Wis. ; Harry
LePeidevin, WRJN, Racine, Wis. ;
alter Koessler. WROK; Harry Kopf,
jiBC Chicago; E. C. Mills. ASCAP, New
I'Tk; Roy A. Pearson, WHFC, Cicero, 111.;
;iank E. Pellegrin, NAB, Washington;
ilnl McCluer, NBC Chicago: Dick Rossig., WMBI, Chicago ; Alex Sherwood, Stand1 Radio, Chicago; Burt Squire, SESAC,
ew
leenYork;
Bay, Rev.
Wis. James A. Wagner, WTAQ,
PECTRIC Radio-Television InstiLjte,
operating
a technical
Ijiool Omaha,
for several
years and
more re|>»tly in Minneapolis, has appointed
|deo & Sound Enterprises, Omaha as
lent.
Red. Radio and other media to be
ROADCASTING
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TEXAS Quality Network arr; i
a special issue of its Texas f <,
of the Air, weekly transcribcl
cussion by the Texas Congres:- i \
delegation on Dec. 8. Led by
ator Tom Connolly, chairmtr
the Foreign Relations Commi
who introduced the war resoluii
Texas Congressmen discussci
war as it will effect the Lone
State. Transcribed Monday i)
House Radio Room in Washir
Wednesday.
the
program was heard over

STATION ACTIVITY
(Continued from Page 16)
Fort Wayne On Job
OPERATIONS at WOWO-WGL,
Fort Wayne, went on a war-time
basis with the first news of the
Japanese attack. WOWO has been
on a 24-hour basis; WGL is maintaining normal schedule with plugs
at signoif urging listeners to tune
to WOWO. At the Monday morning
department meeting following the
first Japanese assault on Hawaii,
responsibilities were assigned and
policies
general staff'
letter of discussed.
instructionsA followed.
News Tone
WRVA, Richmond, Va., advertising
in nine daily newspapers in the
State, notified listeners it would
operate on a 24-hour basis, with
newscasts every hour on the hour
from 12 midnight to 6 a. m. Listeners were told to leave their radios
on at low volume, with a distinctive
tone to be broadcast to draw listeners to their radios, rather than
sitting by them during long periods
of silence.
Latin Pickups
THE 15-station Latin American
network, Cadena Radio InterAmericana, of which WLWO, Cincin ati, isthe American key, have
been granted permission to rebroadcast all news programs originated by WLWO. The offer was
made through Antonio Rojas Vill.'ilba, coordinator of the network, by
James D. Shouse, Crosley Corp.
vice-president
in charge of broadcasting.
Ready for Trouble
WDRC, Hartford, Conn., has held
a practice blackout and instituted
other precautions for emergencies
such as air raids. All employes
have received specific instructions
on what to do in event of an air
raid, and emergency supplies of
candles and flashlights have been
laid in.

Today, as since the earliest
days of radio, the name
CLARK on processed recordings is a symbol of
sterling workmanship and
quality materials. And today practically every important transcription producer is a CLARK client.
So. today, we suggest that
if you are interested in
quality transcription
processing you investigate
CLARK.

Youngstown Ruling
J. L. BOWDEN, manager of
WKBN, Youngstown, has barred
foreign language speeches from the
station. Mr. Bowden said that he
had taken the action in the belief
that national defense can best be
served by having all radio programs understood by all citizens.

w/ffi

ASLEEP in his office was Warde
Adams, assistant program service
manager of WRVA, Richmond.
Adams moved a cot into his office
so he could keep a 24-hour watch
on the teletypes. Sanford Terry,
WRVA engineer, sneaked this shot
just as Adams was rising to snatch
a glance at a bulletin.
Service Flags
DON SEARLE, general manager
of KOIL, Omaha, KFAB and
KFOR, Lincoln, has announced the
stations will provide gummed service flags for display in all homes
which have men in the armed services. The flags are made of gummed
paper and are 5 x 8. A red border,
slightly more than an inch in width,
surrounds a field of white upon
which a blue star is printed. Additional stars for each additional
service man will also be provided.
Quaker City Bureau
A RADIO division for cooperation
with civilian defense has been set
up by all stations in Philadelphia.
Each month,
a diff'erent
station
member
will act
as coordinator.
The coordinator will be on call during his tenure for 24 hours a day.
Emergency Studio
WLS, Chicago, employes have been
photographed and fingerprinted for
identification and as additional defense measures, studio visiting
hours have been cut to five mid-day
hours and two city policemen have
been assigned to 24-hour duty at
both
the transmitter
station's Chicago
studios
and the
in suburban
Downers Grove. The station is installing additional equipment in the
Eighth Street Theatre, where its
National Barn Dance originates,
for use as an auxiliary studio.
Florida Shutdown
REPORTS indicating the possibility of an air raid resulted in the
shutting down of all stations in
the Jacksonville area for three
hours Dec. 13. Capt. Charles P.
Mason, commandant of the Jacksonville Naval Air Station, stated
that the air raid alarm was not a
test but would not state the information for which the precautions
were taken.

'bonograph Record Co.
its High St. Humboldt 2-0880 ]

Service Branch
KLZ, Denver, has set up a "pu c
service bureau" in the stati \
news department to handle c i
from the public on matters rel;
to war coverage. Information
enlistment requirements and f
contact data are made available.
Army Staff Sergeant has beer
signed to handle the recruiting >
it was reported.
^ * ^
KINY Active
KINY, Juneau, Alaska, the
means of adequate communica
with hundreds of isolated ni
and camps in the Territory
keeping the populace informe*
the fast-moving war events,
station is operating on a 24-1
basis. Station Manager Waltei
Carl has been given an impon
share in the task of keeping
Alaskan people ready but c;
Messages of reassurance are bi i
cast frequently. Special insi
tions from officials are tran?!
ted. Edwin A. Kraft, KINY ow
says a series of broadcasts
CBS is being arranged.

\l\ N.La S'alie St. Central S27S
22, 1941
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News and More News!
WQXR, New York, has ad
five new periods of AP news si •
maries daily during the pres t
casts tobringing
a total of
daily to ne crisis,
the 17station's
its listeners informed on late
news without interrupting re larly scheduled programs except ;r
urgent bulletins.
Stamps For Sale
WINX,
Washington,
in conjunci
with the activities of
the WI
Christmas Canteen, which colli
gifts from a booth in downtc
Washington to be distributed
servicemen, has established a
fense stamp outlet with stamps
sale every day 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
THE HEART

CIRCUIT
GENERAL
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Denver Cooperation
ALL FIVE Denver stations—}
KLZ, KVOD, KMYR, KFEL
cooperating to make their
broadcasts comply with officii
quests. A news committee
formed. Members are Don Mtj
KOA; Fred Fleming, KLZ; ]
Leonard,
KVOD;
Ben
Be F
KMYR; Bill Welsh, KFEL. Re
Hudson, head of the Rocky Mi
tain Radio Council, is commi ■(
chairman. Representatives of
FBI and Army intelligences w
invited
to attend committee i
ings.

OF ILLINO

WMBD
PEORIA
• 5000-1000 Watts • CB
Ask your Agency to ask the CoSoetei! |
^FREE O- PETERS, Inc., National Representative;
BROADCASTING
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Every Hour
! MB, San Diego, Cal., in addition
its regular news programs and
h reports has started a fivelute newscast every hour on the
r, totaling 17 such broadcasts
ly. ^
Bond Checkofif
VNAGEMENT and staff of
1!:AT, Miami Beach, Fla., on Dec.
i/oted unanimously to inaugurate
ireekly checkoff of 5% of weekly
res, and a like amount of station
linings, for purchase of Defense
HHips and Bonds.
Defense Days
NS, New York, has secured persion from all sponsors using proms on the station for the inserof defense bond announcements
any time during the broadcast
Printed Plugs
iW-WSAI, Cincinnati, on Dec.
ind Dec. 21 placed half -page adtisements in 42 newspapers in
Midwest States to describe its
e r g e n c y broadcasting plan,
■ked out several months ago to
ern the presentation of news
ling wartime.
j Crosley News Setup
'IPANDING its news staff and
ilrters in the interest of expandwar coverage, WLW-WSAIWO, Cincinnati, now claim a
if of 35 writers, reporters and
ii'scasters, headed by William
ffdell, and a news-room occupyabout 1,000
i
^ square
^ ^ feet,
illTORS to studios of KDKA,
tsburgh, averaging a total of
",000 a year have been barred,
jjpt under proper identification,
jjing the emergency. The order is
ine with precautions taken by
,;r stations and national net;ks, many of which have banned
tors entirely.
* *
*
5j Raid
|urges
Frequency
«.AC D. LEVY, vice-president
WCAU, Philadelphia, has proid that the FCC set aside a
-ielength to be used only during
it hours for air raid alarms,
i-y told the Philadelphia De56 Council on Dec. 15 that citi; could set their dials to the
:icular wavelength before going
sleep, with the assurance they
lid not be awakened except in
emergency.
n

WDRC
DNNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

^^
ooTH ^^
This 1"°"'''' „s Connec\«s 20>h Veer °^^^„,,os»er
co»'s , Connec».co»,
I'UrYOU -o.^o --;^..
f
firsr\t <ochrdo.ce
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Grebe Joins WSPD
EARL GREBE, for 10 years foreign news editor of the Toledo
Blade, is now devoting full time to
his news analyses on WSPD, Toledo, after broadcasting on the
station five nights
weekly for more
than a year. His
analysis follows
the 6 p.m. news
report of Jim
Uebelhart, who
uses UP, INS
and Reuters. Formerly Mr. Grebe
was heard on
Mr. Grebe
WSPD at 11:15
p.m. He came to Toledo in 1931
after having been with AP in Cleveland, Columbus and other cities.
Staffs in San

Francisco

Enlarged
by Networks
CBS is establishing a shortwave
listening post in San Francisco to
assist in coverage of the Far Eastern war front. The post is being
built at an undisclosed location in
the Bay region. In charge of the
installation are CBS Engineers J.
S. Middlebrooks of New York and
Al Cormack of Hollywood. NBC
has a listening post in North Hollywood.
The CBS news bureau in San
Francisco has been augmented with
Fox Case, CBS West Coast director of news and special events, and
Bill cial
Slocum
Jr., the
network'sOthers
speevents chief
in charge.
recently added are Pat O'Reilly, of
Hollywood; Don Pryor, formerly
of UP, Milwaukee; Bill Homan,
former California newspaperman;
Al Hunter of INS, San Francisco;
Carroll Hanson of KQW, Hollywood.
NBC's San Francisco setup is
headed by Kenneth Fry, transferred from Chicago. Don Martin,
news editor of KOA, Denver, also
has been shifted to San Francisco.

Big Wine Contract
K. ARAKELIAN Inc., New York
(Mission Bell wine) on Dec. 16
signed what is believed to be one
of the largest individual contracts
for wine advertising ever placed on
a local station. Terms call for 1,267
15-second cut-in announcements,
936 one-minute announcements and
312 15-minute musical programs
yearly, on WNEW, New York.
Contracts are for 52 weeks, non
cancellable and represent a 3SVs%
increase over placements made by
the company on the station last
year. news
Company
on Jan. 3 reschedule of also
60 announcements
weekly on WINS, New York Firestone Adv. Agency handles the account.
Diary in Braille
BERLIN DIARY, account by William
I>. Shirer of his experiences as CBS
Berlin correspondent, has been rea ••Talking ofBook"
by the
Americancorded asFoundation
the Blind
for
distribution throush the Ijibrary of
Congress. Shirer himself did the reading for the first disc, and a radio
announcer finished recording the volv.me. The book also is being transcribed into Braille for the American
Red Cross, which plans to lend it by
mail to blind persons.
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UtHie
CONTROl^
ROOM
LOU HOUSP:. formerly chief control
room engineer of WDRC. Hartford.
Conn., has been named assistant chief
engineer of the station by General
Manager Franklin M. Doolittle.
RAY TORIAX. KGER, Long Beach.
Cal.. engineer, an ensign in the Naval
communications division, has reported
for active duty on the Atlantic Coast.
I'AUL GREEN. NBC Hollywood field
engineer, and R. .J. Reid. of the netNew York technical staff, have
switchedwork'sassignments.
EARL GRAVES, chief engineer of
KBIX. Muskogee. Okla.. on Dec. 13
married Olivelle Moore, Muskogee
school teacher.
GEORGE HEUTHER, transmitter
engineer of WWRL, New York, has
resigned to join the shortwave engineering department of CBS.
BILL MALONE. formerly chief engineer of WGTM, Wilson. N. C, is
now with WWPG, Lake Worth. Fla.,
in the same capacity.
Free & Peters Shift
FREE & PETERS, national station representative, has moved its
Los Angeles offices to 1512 N. Gordon St., Hollywood, and is sharing
accommodations with Wright-Sonovox Inc., controlled by the former
firm. Hal W. Hoag is Southern
California representative of Free
& Peters Inc. Jack Ross is West
Coast
Inc. manager of Wright-Sonovox
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3n ratio, too, tt'si ^Better to tie Hotoer
York WMCA occupies the prize
Lucky little girl— she is learning
frequency (570) with enough
the advantages of being "lower."
In radio a lower frequency gets
power to sell over 12,500,000
the breaks, too.
people economically.
These facts are not disputable:
Lower frequency equals longer
wave-length, longer wave-length
equals stronger signals. In New
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FCC

Folloivs

Normal

Policy

Pending Definite Policy on Priorities
CONSIDERATION of new station
790 kc. regional frequency was authorized by the FCC with the
and modification applications under
normal procedure is planned by the granting of a construction permit
FCC until definite policies are es- to WWNY, Watertown, N. Y., to
shift from 1300 kc. and to increase
tablished in relation to availability
of equipment under priorities es- its power from 500 watts to 1,000
tablished by other Governmental
watts, with hours increased from
agencies, it was learned last week daytime to unlimited time. Simulat the FCC.
taneously, the FCC set for hearing
At its regular meeting last Tues- applications of WHEC, Rochester;
day, the Commission considered its WGRC, New Albany, and WKPT,
Tenn., for assignment
customary "flimsy" on cases ready Kingsport,
for action on new stations, im- on 790 kc.
proved facilities and the like. The
WSBT, South Bend, was granted
policy may be changed at any time, a construction permit to increase
power from 500 to 1,000 watts and
it was pointed out, depending upon
availability of transmitters, an- make changes in its directional antenna structural steel and other kc.
tenna for day and night use on 960
essential equipment.
KOY, Phoenix, Ariz., was
First Wartime Grant
granted authority to increase its
Basic policy, it is presumed, will day power on 550 kc. to 5000 watts,
be established by the Defense Comcontinuing to use 1,000 watts at
munications Board which, under night.
powers vested in it by the recent
WERC, Erie, Pa., was granted
Executive Order signed by Presi- a modification to increase power
dent Roosevelt [Broadcasting, Dec. from 250 watts day, 100 watts
15] is the virtual final arbiter on night, to 250 watts fulltime.
all communications activities.
on 1490 kc. WMVA, Martinsville,
At its meeting Dec. 16 the FCC
Va., was granted similar authority
en banc granted a new 100-watt on 1450 kc.
local to Iowa Great Lakes Broadcasting Co., Spencer, la., to be operated on 1240 kc. fulltime. This EFFECTIVE with the December issue, NBC'sismonthly
list of in
network
is the first wartime new station advertisers
being released
three
sections, covering the Red Network,
grant.
Blue Network and Pan American NetA new assignment on the choice
work advertisers.

DON'T
DO
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^

• • • to your aluminum records ifyou plan to have them
recoated. A needlessly large
percentage of records sent
us for recoating must be sold
as scrap, because the owners
have attempted to obliterate
the recorded program and
have thus ruined the aluminum base.
There is no reason for destroying your recordings.
They are never played. The
thousands of records that
arrive at our plant each week
are immediately stripped, re-

coated and sent back to you.
The better their condition
when they arrive, the better
your recoated records
will be.
Store your records where
they will not be dented or
scratched. When you are
ready to send them for recoating, order a box or two
of Presto glass base discs.
The wood cartons, in which
the glass discs are shipped,
make ideal containers for
shipping
back your aluminum records.

in Other Citiai, Phone . . . ATtANTA, Jack. 4372 • BOSTON, Bel. 4510
CHICAGO^ Hor.4240 • CLEVELAND, Me. 1565 • DALLAS, 37093 • DB4VER,
1* R E ! T 0 Ch. 4277 . DETROIT, Univ. 1-01 80 . HOLLYWOOD, Hil. 91 33 • KANSAS
RECORDiNB CORP. CITY, Vii. 4631 . MINNEAPOLIS, Ailoniic 4216 • MONTREAL, Wei. 4218
Penny.0S42 • ROCHESTER, Cut. 5548 . SAN FRANCIS242 WEST 55th ST. H.Y. PHILAOEtPHIA,
CO, Yu. 0231 • SEATTLE, Sen. 2560 • WASHINGTON, D. C, Shep. 4003
World't Largmtt Maitutacttifrt of lntloi)lon»ov$ Sound R»eording Bquipmtnf and Ditct
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Marine Training I
LICENSED amateurs or y
men from 18 to 23 are offered
training to qualify for mer«
marine duty in various capac
including radio operators, bj

in Grants

CONGRATULATIONS for Noran
E. Kersta (right) on his new position as manager of the NBC television department, are extended by
NBC's Vice-President in Charge of
Television, Alfred H. Morton. Mr.
Morton is resigning from the network Jan. 1 to become chairman of
the board of Civic Concert Service,
which will be a subsidiary of the
newly
Artists formed
Corp. National Concert &
Ziemer

Addresses

Club

On Inception of Nazism
GREGOR ZIEMER, European
commentator of WLW, Cincinnati,
was the principal speaker at the
meeting last Wednesday of the
Radio Executives Club of New
York, speaking from personal experience on "How Nazis Are Made".
Mr. Ziemer, formerly foreign correspondent for the Chicago Tribune,
New York Herald - Tribune and
London Daily Mail, and for 11 years
dean of the American School in
Berlin, discussed the rise of Nazism
and development of the National
Socialist party as he observed it
from its inception.
"The greatest sticking of heads
in the sand in history was when the
civilized nations of the world refused to recognize the progressively
growing menace of Hitlerisni in the
days before he came to power in
1933," Mr. Ziemer declared.
Mr. Ziemer drew the largest attendance ofthe year to the Wednesday meeting. Guests included Fred
Palmer, WCKY, Cincinnati; Cecil
Carmichael, WLW; C. B. Locke,
KFDM, Beaumont, Tex.; George
Bond, General Electric Co.
A NEW transcription firm, known as
Professional Arts has been opened in
San Francisco at 428 O'Farrell St.
Neg Monett,
of the
San
Francisco
Newsformerly
and author
of NBC
programs, and Jack Schnetzler are the
operators.

U. S. Maritime
Commi;'
through
the U. S. Employt
Service of the Social Sec
Board and the 1,500 State em
ment offices affiliated with it. T
ees receive pay while lear;
along with free transport;
clothing, food and quarters,
jobs at high wages available
training. Particulars may be
cured from any State employ
office or from the U. S. Mar
Commission, Washington.
Gerdy Joins COI
ROBERT GERDY, CBS
news editor, has resigned, effe
Dec. 19, to join the press div
of the Office of Coordinator oi
formation. In his new positio
will work under Joseph Bai
chief of the New York press ;
sion. Gerdy is the third CBSs
licity stalf-writer to leave fo
Office of Information, Robin
kead and Alice Dannenberg h;,
preceded him.
New Disc Firm
G. C. BIRD & ASSOCIATES
Hollywood transcription prodt
unit, has been established at^
N. Gramercy Place, with G. C
Bird as general manager. Firri'
produce
under Three
trade-name
Dial-Dramas.
new quise'^e
hour serials, of 39 episodes c
have been completed for sp
consideration. Trio includes elusive Story, Suspicion, and
Had Been You!
Bowl Game Plans
WITH announcement that the
Bowl game New Year's Day
be played in Durham, N. C
stead
Pasadena,
as
an of
exclusive
Red NBC's
Network r s.
ture will come from Duke Sta i'
at 1:45 p.m., The
with annual
Bill Stern
microphone.
Shr j '
benefit game shifted from
Francisco to New Orleans, '
from New Year's Day to Jf
will be broadcast exclusivel
Mutual, under sponsorship oi
lette Safety Razor Co., Bosto

BOOST
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SALES
Advertise over Central America s
most modern stations
.M
/go^ooo
AMeJUCANS
OF THE CANAL ZONE
BUy
AMERICAN
Rep.: Melchor Guzman Co. Inc.
9 Rockefeller Plaia, New York City
BROADCASTING

HOK-HP5K^
640 Ke.
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Washington Center
(Continued from page 10)
1 -v^-ill function in acting as clearhouse for Government proinis has not yet been disclosed,
lis plan has been under conteration for several weeks. Neces:!/ for it arose with the tremenjis increase in demand for radio
le by Government agencies.
The need for cordination has ex[jd for the last year, and netjrks and stations alike have urged
|,olution. It has been pointed out
nit the President himself invarily seeks to avoid interference
i;h regular program schedules by
ilizing time, wherever possible,
ij.-ing the late evening hours,
'although details of the coordiyjang system have not been anijinced, it is understood adminisijtion will be in the hands of Wiliin B. Lewis, CBS programs viceJ'sident now on leave as radio
^llnsor to OFF,
and Douglas
iservey, formerly assistant to
■•ijrtha Brainard, manager of
■JC's
program
andleave
talent
sales
.jartment,
now on
to serve
i|;h Mr. Lewis. Also in the
iiture is Dr. Frank M. Stanton,
:|.S director of research, on leave
iserve as a special consultant in
^'F [Broadcasting, Dec. 8], who
1 concentrate on surveys to deIfmine public knowledge of the
ilian defense program.
Schedule Problems
jfn place of plans espoused in
fine Government quarters under
^lich stations would be asked to
'Vote a certain period during the
to such programs as instrucjn in air-raid precautions, it is
'derstood OFF may function ac■ely in a "funneling" operation
^I'ough which such broadcast ini'mation would be arranged for
i;h an eye on the greatest effect
. ijhsteners and the least disrupof regular program schedules,
lich an operation would emphasize
^! maintenance of present proSm schedules as nearly as pos,]e to insure a listening audience
imoments of crisis, it is believed.
rT«i^he new Committee on Defense
i; formation, set up in mid-Decem5i' ' • as an overall policy committee
' information on defense activity
the nation, is made up of key
jresentatimes named by Govern(int agencies, and it will advise
p'F "in its task of extending and
'Proving the country's informa1 on the defense effort".
A'ith Mr. MacLeish as chairman,
(lamittee members include James
jDunn, political relations adviser
jjthe Secretary of State; Ferdijtid Kuhn, assistant to the Secrecy of Treasury; John J. McCloy,
distant Secretary of War; Adlai
Wenson, special assistant to the
jEretary of Navy; L. M. C. Smith,
fcial assistant to the Attorney
fieval; Lowell Mellett, director
i;'the Office of Government Re■rts; Wayne Coy, liaison officer of
\ Office of Emergency Manage^int; Oscar Cox, lend-lease counCapt. Robert E. Kintner, OFF.
POADCASTING

NO 'KEY' PUBLICITY
News of Stations Considered
As Restricted
STATIONS
"key" outlets by the selected
variousas Interceptor
Commands are advised by the FCC
and the War Department that their
selection is considered of a restricted nature and as such may
not be publicized in any manner.
This is pointed out in instructions for stations going off the air
in case of air raids sent out by the
FCC.
Both the War Department and
the FCC point out that such information would give "aid" to the
enemy and must be closely guarded.
In other words, no mention may be
made in any promotional activity,
on the air, in house organs or otherwise that a station has been designated as a key.
Kastor Agency Changes
EDWARD ALESHIRE, formerly
radio director of Sherman K. Ellis
& Co., New York, and before that
a vice-president
of Benton &
Bowles, Chicago,
and manager of
the radio
depart-&
ments of Lord
Thomas and
Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago, has joined
H. W. Kastor &
Chicago, as
Mr. Aleshire Sons,
executive of the
Procter & Gamble (Teel) account.
William H. Kearns, vice-president
of H. W. Kastor & Sons, will
transfer from Chicago to New
York where he will be executive
in charge.

GM Group's Program
INLAND MFG. DIVISION of
General Motors Corp., Dayton, on
Dec. 24 will sponsor a half-hour
program on CBS featuring Christmas music as sung by a chorus
made up of 100 children of the company's employes. The group was
formed in 1936 by Richard Westbrook, its present conductor, as the
result of annual Christmas parties
given by the sponsor at which the
children sang carols.

365,000 people make the
Youngstown metropolitan district the third
largest in Ohio.

WFMJ
Has more

listeners in

this rich market

than

any other station.
Headley-Reed Co.
National Representatives
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Larmon,

LaRoche

Given

Higher Posts at Y&R
SIGURD S. LARMON on Jan. 1
will succeed to the presidency of
Young & Rubicam, New York;
Chester J. LaRoche, now president,
will become chairman of the board
and chief management officer, and
Raymond Rubicam, now board
chairman, who made the announcement of the personnel changes last
week, will become chairman of the
executive committee. This committee, responsible for the policies of
the agency, will have as members
in addition to Mr. Rubicam, Messrs.
LaRoche, Larman and J. H. Geise,
treasurer.
Mr. Larmon has been with
Y & R 13 years, first as an account
executive and for the last 10 years
as a vice-president of the company
with supervision of a number of
accounts and in charge of new
business. Before joining the agency Mr. Larmon was an account
executive with N. W. Ayer & Son,
and formerly served as sales manager of Western Clock Co. and district manager of Columbia Phonograph Co.
Net Show Planned
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Corp., Jersey City, is looking for a
half-hour, five-time weekly spot for
a new network show. Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New York, agency
in charge, is making inquiries for
availabilities, but has not yet set
up detailed plans.

Into Lingo dewgning
■has gone th« finest
engineering skill and
modern antenna enLIN6
gineering.
The re-0
lTflperformsult—TN"plus"
ance combined with
low installation and
maintenance costs.
199 ft. (above roof)
Radiator at WIBM.
other example
Jackson,
Mich. An^of
Lingo versatility to
meet every station
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JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.. CAMDEN, N. J.
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^AU-CANAOA'
LfSTENS
Spotted in the bestTO
markets
of the thriving West— STATfONS
assuring you listener preference in each locality they serve — programmes all over
the 'Ail-Canada' radio stations get results every time. Merchandising
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Ask your advertising agency or All-Canada representative
for coverage data and rates
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MBS

Only

Net

Time

Noted

MBS announced last week that, effective immediately, the following
"war clause" will be inserted into
all new contracts for commercial
programs on the Mutual network
and will be attached as a rider to
all previously signed contracts for
programs now being broadcast on
this network:
"If the advertiser's business in
the product to be advertised hereunder shall be substantially curtailed or substantially interfered
with by reason of the existence of
the state of war between the United
States and any other government,
then the advertiser shall have the
right to terminate this contract by
giving to MBS at least two weeks
prior written notice of his intention to do so. Such notice must be
given by the advertiser not later
than two weeks after the business
of the advertiser shall have been so
curtailed or interfered with."
Others Unchanged
The other coast-to-coast networks
at the week's end had not followed
Mutual's lead and were still maintaining their usual contract provision for cancellation of commercial

WE

EXTEND

OUR

GREETINGS
WISHES

SINCERE

AND

FOR

CHRISTMAS

A

AND

NEW

Insert

programs only at the end of 13week periods. NBC reported that
it had had no requests for "war
clauses" since the United States
has been at war and CBS stated
that the few requests it had received had been rejected.
MBS said that none of its advertisers had invoked the war cancellation privilege to date, although
one motor car manufacturer had
allowed his program to terminate
on the expiration date instead of
extending the contract as had previously been planned.
It was generally agreed that the
agitation among advertisers and
agencies for war cancellation
clauses has been much less strident
than was the case in the fall of
1939 when Europe was plunged into
war. At that time a number of advertisers tried unsuccessfully to get
such clauses into their network
contracts, but as the war progressed the demands for them
dwindled almost to none at all, it
was reported.
The situation regarding talent
contracts dilfers from that of the
contracts for facilities, the majority of a score of New York advertising agencies interviewed by
Broadcasting reporting that war
clauses have for some time been
included in their contracts with the
stars of their radio programs.

Others Lack Requests ;
Increase in Demand
For

to

BEST
MERRY

A

HAPPY

YEAR.

War

Clause

No provision for wartime cancellations ismade in the Code of Fair
Practice and accepted by the agencies, but this covers only the payment of minimum scale and does
not apply to such stars as Helen
Hayes, whose CBS Sunday night
series will terminate Dec. 28 as a
result of the first invocation of a
war clause.
Two Cancellations
Miss Hayes' sponsor, Thomas
Lipton Inc., is withdrawing the
program because of the uncertainties of shipping tea from Ceylon to
America. Following the final Helen
Hayes broadcast, the half-hour
period will be filled with a news
show until the completion of the
13-week cycle, Young & Rubicam,
Lipton agency, stated.
Only other wartime cancellation
learned of as yet is that of the
Chilean Nitrate Educational Bureau, whose spot campaign of 80minute transcriptions of Uncle
Natchel on 18 stations in the Southeast will close Jan. 5 due to the
war demands for nitrate and the
uncertainties of getting delivery.
This campaign is handled by O'Dea,
Sheldon & Canaday, New York.
Jim Crowley's quarter-hour reports of the White House Conferences, broadcast twice weekly on
MBS under sponsorship of Chrysler
Sales Division, will terminate at
the end of the contract, which will
not be renewed as had been expected, and the M & M Candy Co.
has given up its idea of starting
a network program in January as
contemplated, but these constitute
changes in plans rather than actual
cancellations. Lord & Thomas, New
York, handles the M & M account;
the Chrysler program was placed
through Lee Anderson Adv. Co.,
Detroit.
Another radio loss that might be
charged up to the war, although it
occurred in November while this
country was still at peace, is that
of the Jimmy Fidler program on
MBS, sponsored by the Tayton Co.,
Los Angeles cosmetic manufacturer, which withdrew because of
for $90,000,000.00
National Defense in
Portsmouth harbor area.
10,000 workmen in
Navy Yard alone —

50,000 WATTS
The

• CBS
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D.S. — Minute Man
DAVID SARNOFF, pres
dent of RCA and chairma
of the board of NBC, ha
been named chairman of th
National Radio Minute Me
Organization, established i
connection with the Treasur
Defense Bond and Starn
campaign. As chairman of th
group,
Mr. Samoff
will to
selec&/
well-known
Americans
as Minute Men on networ
broadcasts. They will spea
for one minute on such pre
grams, plugging bond an
stamp purchases. Radio Mir
ute Men also are selected i
each city in the country t
make similar speeches ove
local stations.
trouble in obtaining prioritie
the brass used in the comp;
lipsticks and paper for cartons
cording to BBDO, New York, a;
cy in charge.
Spot Flexibility
Leading station represents t
in New York, also queried
Broadcasting, reported a few
quests for war clauses by adtisers and most of these, the re
sentatives stated, had been n
months ago. By and large, howe
the extreme flexibility of
broadcasting, with two-week li
cellation notices the rule, offers
advertiser all the protection he;
quires and most of the reps
that
they had had no demands'
war clauses.
On the contrary, they st;
that the only demands adverti
are making on them is to cj
more time for their spot campai
with news periods and annou:
ments adjacent to news periods
ing most sought.
WOR, New York, also stated i
it has received numerous requ
for comedy shows, indicating,
cording to the WOR sales e»
tives, that some advertisers at li
are looking beyond the immedi
supreme listener interest in n
to the time when the public wil,
turning its radio dials for en
tainment which will aid it to esc
for
a short
from the
realities
and totime
recuperate
thro,g'
laughter.
Quick Changes
The consensus of broadcast"
agency
alike wasmen
that and
for representat^
the present
least radio is in no danger of
ing any appreciable part of its r(
nue. Indeed, at the moment, b
ness is on the upswing for brc
casting, in sharp contrast
such advertising media as outd
with its billboards blacked out
miles of countryside because of
impossibility of otherwise darl
ing the roadside signs when air
tack is threatened, and mon1
magazines, whose closing dates
too far ahead of publication to ],
mit changes in copy.
Radio's flexibility, which
permit if need be the rewriting]
a closing commercial while the B
• Broadcast

Advertish

1
is in progress, is making this
;lium more attractive now than
lai r before to many advertisers, it
! stated. The same condition exto a lesser degree in nevi^spa, which are also securing inising linage from advertisers,
t was generally agreed, morer, that in most cases the ability
make last-minute copy changes
f much greater importance than
right to cancel a program seen short notice, as in almost
ry instance the advertiser would
'8 enough material on hand to
[ittfikinue sales and advertising for
t I. ither 13 weeks after his supply
raw material had been shut off.
he example was cited of a watch
nufacturer who imports his
^hanisms from Svdtzerland and
a a year ago was insisting on
r clauses in his contracts for ratime, yet who has not to date
tailed his radio advertising in
slightest.
SURANCE of cooperation has
m given broadcasters by a numof national advertisers and
rertising agencies in the effort
the industry to offer every faty to the Government and at
same time maintain schedules,
ofar as possible.
D. D. Davis, president of General
lis, Minneapolis, in a short adlot- 1^1!ss
at the conclusion of Valiant
iy daily episode on NBC-Red,
d, "We have informed executives
all radio networks which carry
? programs that they are at liby to cancel programs at any
16 when news bulletins of public
erest become available.
Fibber Needed
■m11^
to 3n the Fibber McGee & Molly
on NBC-Red, H. F. Johnlira: !j)gram
w. 1 Wax Co., Racine, sponsors of
stated that "the makm program,
of Johnson's wax and Glo-coat
ieve it is in the public interest
continue programs as entertainM It as Fibber McGee & Molly. They
tij» re a place in our national morale."
freeman Keyes, president of
ssel M. Seeds Co., said, "There
mo doubt that the war is going
affect advertising along with
Jier business. Advertisers are goto have to adjust themselves
Sast minute changes of schedules
in general enter into a very
jiperative attitude with the broadsting companies, magazines and
Wspapers. Insofar as our comay is concerned, immediate bill; should not be materially affectone way or the other. The promts we advertise are staple items

MAIL LIKE THIS giant plywood
postcard was received by WAIM,
Anderson, S. C, from 250 cadets
of Company B-2 at Clemson. It
was signed by each of the 250
cadets and required $2.08 in postage. Cadets had followed Clemson
football games, sponsored by Coca
Cola Bottling Co. and Brissey Lumber Co. Oh yes, that's Edith Hall,
of the WAIM continuity department, at the right.
not generally affected by changing
conditions, and at the moment we
know of no serous priority probIt was learned that the W. A.
lems."
Shaeffer
Pen Co., Madison, for
which the Seeds agency directs radio advertising is at present issuing 1942 contracts for spot announcements on an extensive list of
stations.
Regardless of whether a manufacturer can secure raw materials
necessary to produce his own trade
marked goods," Mr. Keyes said, "we
believe he should continue to advertise his company, his company
name, and his product name before
the product.
One leading Chicago agency has
worked out an agreement with the
networks whereby it will not request time rebates if its programs
are interrupted by news reports,
providing the interruption comes
within the entertainment period of
the program. If the break should
come during the commercial a time
rebate will be requested. Other
agreements whch will be equitable
to both the netwoi'ks and the
agencies are being worked out.
Historic Teletype
WHN, New York, recently
called AP and put in an order for installation of an AP
teletypevirriter. The station
was informed that none was
available at the moment, perhaps in a day or so. Then a
call back. AP had the machine. Questioned on the
promptness of the response
AP replied the machine had
just been brought up from
the Japanese Embassy in
Washington !
E. K. WHEELER, formerly oi WWJ,
Detroit, has been appointed manager
of W45D, Detroit Neivs FM station,
by W. J. Scripps, general manager of
WWJ, which operates W45D.

(

Affiliate Station WLS Chicago
IROADCASTING

UJHBF
AFFILIATE OF ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS ARGOS .
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JUMP IN LISTENING
WOR Survey Shows How Nation
Turned to Radio
LISTENING by New Yorkers who
were at home on the afternoon of
Dec. 7 jumped at least 60% between 2:26 p.m., when the news
that the Japs had attacked Pearl
Harbor was first flashed, and 4:15
p.m., it has been revealed by Joseph
headof ofWOR,
the promotionCreamer,
department
New
York. This sidelight on human behavior is based on data collected
by Crossley interviewers who happened to be making their regularly
scheduled personal interviews for
the "WOR Continuing Study of
Radio Listening in Greater New
York" at the time the news broke.
Before the flash came over the
air, the interviewers found about
one-third of the residents of the
metropolitan area who were at
home had their sets turned on.
Two hours later this number had
increased to over half of all people
at home, with listening increasing
rapidly each quarter-hour as the
news spread.

BALLANTINE
THREE

TIME

with
CHARLES

LAUGHTON

MILTON BERLE
SHIRLEY ROSS
BOB CROSBY'S
Now on

BAND
NBC Red
andNetsBlue

5,000 Watts
DayNightand
DAYTON, OHIO

Nat. Rep., Paul H. Raymer

.

BRITISH
Labor,
London, to J. GOVT.,
Walter Ministry
Thompsonof Co.,
London,
to handle advertising for enlistment of
women in munitions work.
PURE FOOD Co., Mamaroneck, N. Y.
(foods and seasonings), to J. M. Mathes
Inc., New York. Plans not yet formulated.
GLOBEgeles, adivision
MILLINGof Pillsbury
& GRAINFlour
Co., Mills
Los AnCo.,
to McCann-Erickson, that city.
GORDON MFG. Co., Los Angeles (germicidal lamps), to Hillman-Shane-Breyer Inc.,
that city.

RING

*he cop****

lOOOW ^"^^^^

^'

Basic NBC

980KC

Blue

An H. C. Wilder
IR" Station
PLUS S
Represented by Raymer

WEINTRAUB BROS. & Co., Philadelphia
(uniforms), to Adrian Bauer Agency,
Philadelphia.
NATIONAL FOAM SYSTEM, Philadelphia
equipment) to
wald(fire
Adv. prevention
Agency, Philadelphia.
W. Os-D.
Lindsey is account executive.
TIOGA MILLS Inc., Waverly, N. Y. to
Wm. Spitz Adv., Syracuse.
Regent on MBS
JERRY YAWNE, baritone, and
Ted Straeter's orchestra will be
featured
quarter-hour
musical serieson tothestart
Jan. 5 under
sponsorship of Riggio Tobacco
Corp., Brooklyn, for Regent Cigarettes [BROADCASTING, Dec. 1].
Program, to originate in New York,
will be aired on 16 MBS stations,
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
10:30-10:45 p.m. Agency is M. H.
Hackett Inc., New York.
Bryan Donates Books
GEORGE BRYAN, CBS newscaster
heard daily at 9 a. m., has sent his
entire collection of text books on navigation and seamanship, collected as a
hobby in his spare time, to the Naval
Training Center Library to be used as
research books for students.
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patches, as well as news and
ment directed against the TJ

in Year
Activity
FCC
formation as of June 30, 1941.
of portable long-distance transmitAnnual Report Reviews
ters by amateurs were banned as
Among events during fiscal year
war started; a nation-wide system
1941 were the network-monopoly
Marked Expansion
of 24-hour monitoring stations has
regulations, the newspaper-ownerIn Its Scope
ship inquiry, the oral arguments on been established, each station policing aparticular area much as a
NATIONAL DEFENSE was the proposed rules against multiple
ownership, along with hearings on policeman patrols his beat; the
PCC keynote during the 1941 fiscitizenship of operators and of
such
vision.developments as FM and tele- many communications employes is
to the FCC's
according
cal year,report
annual
released Dec. 21.
being checked; and international
On the FCC's national defense
The report made no legislative rec- activities
carriers are being required to keep
the report stated :
om endations toCongress but said
on file originals of all overseas
"Solving
the
many
communicasome recommendations may be adcable
and radio communications.
tions
problems
arising
from
the
vanced later, growing out of such
nation's defense elTort is a primary
proceedings as the newspaperTips Received
concern of the FCC. The rapid exownership inquiry.
Foreign Broadcast Monitoring
pansion of the Army and Navy,
Emphasizing functions of the
Service, set up Feb. 26 by the FCC
Defense Communications Board, especially their air forces, the de- in
cooperation with DCB, is now
velopment ofcivilian defense plans
the FCC report listed functions of
and projects, the rise of new and actively translating, transcribing,
such new organizations as the Na- perilous conditions on the high seas, analyzing and reporting on from
tional Defense Operations Section the interruption of all direct cable
600,000 to 900,000 words transand the Foreign Broadcast Moni- service to the continent of Europe
mitted daily by foreign broadcast
toring Service. It called attention
stations
throughout the world, the
(the United Kingdom, Eire, and the
to increased activity in the internareport
estimated.
on a
tional broadcast field and technical Azores excepted), the need for ade- 24-hour every-dayOperating
basis, FBMS
quate presentation of United States
developments such as frequency broadcasts
via shortwave to other personnel carefully watches for inmodulation and television.
telligence and trends in broadcast
countries, especially in Latin Amer50,000,000 Receivers
speeches, news and entertainment
ica, the increase in telephone, tele- from
foreign countries, reporting
graph, and radio communications
As of Nov. 1, 1941, the report
immediately to Government officials
showed, 915 standard broadcast traffic concurrent with the defense
for counter-propaganda
stations were in operation or under program — these and a variety of responsible
or other action, if necessary, it was
construction — 877 and 38, respec- other developments during the past
tively— with an estimated 50,000,- year have profoundly affected the explained.
"The importance of listening in
000 receivers serving the listening day-to-day business of the Comon foreign transmissions is attested
audience. Authorized during the mission.
in the fact that propaganda inyear were 68 new stations. It was
Two New Sections
stigated abroad almost invariably
pointed out that in addition to an
follows
the
example set in shortextension of the license period for
"No has
partbeenof left
the unaffected
Commission's
work
by
wave broadcast, but follows it with
standard broadcast stations from
one to two years, operation aspects emergency requirements, and two a lag," the report declared. "Almost every political, diplomatic, or
new sections — the National DeAvere substantially improved
fense Operations Section and the military move is presaged by shifts
through the March 29 reallocations
under the North American Re- Foreign Broadcast Monitoring
in propaganda treatment. ConseService — have been established to
quently, through study of the shortgional Broadcasting Agreement.
wave 'model' it is often possible to
In a letter of transmittal for meet particular defense needs.
predict
such
moves. A new course
"In addition to aiding in the dethe 66-page printed report FCC
velopment of new facilities and in policy can be reflected in broadChairman James Lawrence Fly
casts long before it is announced
services as part of the defense efstated that because of the war
fort, the Commission has been con- officially, or rumored in the press.
situation, the scope of the document
cerned with forestalling any pos- For example, the altered tone of
foreign broadcasts gave the
had been extended to include desible
misuse of existing facilities." certain
first indication that Japan intended
velopments up to the present state Amateur radio communications
of war rather than limiting in- here and abroad and the use to occupy Indo-China.
A Steady Watch
"Monitors record major foreign
broadcasts, and information about
content significant either from the
intelligence or propaganda point of
view is flashed immediately to appropriatecentralGovernment
officials.force
Deization ofthe FBMS
makes each listening post, in effect,
a complete unit in itself, with engineers, translators, transcribers,
stenographers, and persons who
prepare reports. Thus each can
tackle an overseas broadcast as
IMATE
T
N
I
ST
O
M
S
E
quickly as it is recorded. HowE
L
TH
SA
TWE
ever, all analysis work is done at
ccPEC
"From this central office, pertinent information is dispatched to a
selected list of military and other
Government officials in the form of
spot bulletins, daily reports with
overall content and analysis, weekly summaries of propaganda methods on the long-range basis, and
Defense

OVER
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special
analyses."
"FBMSreports
is on and
continual
watch for
significant news not available in
the regular press and radio disBROADCASTING

FCC personnel was listed a:
in Washington, including 257
employes, and 613 in the fiek
eluding
States." 424 NDO, practically ;
whom were Civil Service emjji
Appropriations for the FCC
ing the fiscal year 1941 to
$4,126,340, including $l,750,0u^
national defense activities,
$175,000 for relocation of moi
ing stations.
The report stated that at th
ginning of the fiscal year
were pending 12 cases to whii
FCC was a party, 10 in the
Court of Appeals and two i
Supreme Court. During the
five additional appeals were t
to the Court of Appeals from
decisions, making a total o:
caes pending in that court. QJ
15 cases, 12 were dismissed
three were pending at the
of the fiscal year, the repon
dicated.
Reemphasizing
the FCC'c thof
stand
of "no censorship",
port
:
"Thedeclared
Commission
has eni a
sized frequently that it exer e
no power of censorship over i i
communications. However, the '
mission is concerned to see
licensees use their power of
gram selection in the public
est. It is especially concerned
the maintenance of well-rou
rather than one-sided presentat
of controversial public issues
welcomes complaints when
OPERATION

FAT

I

TO VICTOR DALTiS
VICTOR DALTON, 50, own^
KMTR, Hollywood, died late Tl,
dayfied."
night at Queen of Angeles
pital, Los Angeles. Death
following an operation for a
lignant ailment. He had entered
hospital four weeks ago.
A pioneer in Southern Califo £
broadcasting, Mr. Dalton abou f
years
acquiredCal.
KMIC
KGFH ago
in Glendale,
The
mer station later became KRL
Angeles. Later he bought K^
from Frank Doherty, the prowner of KRKD. Mr. Dalton
operated Radio Newsreel Sersyndicated news transcription s •
ice, and was owner of Dalton
& Furniture Loan Co.
Surviving Mr. Dalton is his v .
Leona Valde Dalton. Funeral s ^
ices had not been announced
Broadcasting went to press.

Get the facts from WOl- WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Advertisi

lause

for

Six-Month

Return

Government
GE

Sought
in New
Seizure
Bill
PROVAL last Friday by the Section 606 (c) of the Act, which
deals with radio stations.
■juse of a bill (HR-6263) extendDCB-FCC Chairman James Lawi the war emergency powers of
rence Fly had advised the House
President under Section 606
;he Communications Act to wire committee in executive session
iimunications systems, but with Dec. 17-18 that the DCB and
ijlause requiring return of such FCC had no intentions of taking
[|ilities six months after the ter- over the telephone industry or any
lation of war or the threat of other field of wire communications.
r, had prompt repercussions in He has repeatedly given the broadI broadcasting industry. Another
casting industry similar assurances. The whole idea of Governjivision of Section 606, granting
ment control during wartime is
President broad powers to take
dir radio facilities, does not carry based on the desire to create the
six-month termination clause. least interference possible with
Vith the measure now in the private operation, he said. On Dec.
late, it was indicated that steps 10 the President, by executive order, transferred to the DCB all
vimptly would be taken to revise
Ition 606 to give similar protec- of his functions under Section 606
,1 to radio. While there is no
[Broadcasting, Dec. 15].
The House bill specifies that
broadcastover
taking
of
J! [,ttight
facilities of any character, it upon proclamation by the President
i^j, nevertheless felt in industry that there exists a state or threat
l:les that the protection afforded
of war involving the United States,
le communications under the the President, if he deems it necessary in the interest of national
iluse amendment should be ex;ided to the broadcasting field. security and defense, may, "during
Hearings Slated
a period ending not later than six
tearings probably will be held months after the termination of
such state or threat of war and not
re the Senate Interstate ComJrce Committee next week. The later than such earlier date as the
Congress by concurrent resolution
as passed by the House was
reduced by Chairman Lea (D- may designate" perform acts rang..) and superseded a measure
ing from suspension and amendm :i)E-6231) which he had introment of rules and regulation to
ed Dec. 12. The former bill, re- commandeering of wire facilities
tten in committee, would have upon just compensation to the
owners.
jeed wire communications under
Westinghouse Shifts
GORDON SWAN, traffic manof WBZ-WBZA, Westingliise stations in Boston-Spring^|d, has been named program
pager of the stations, according
'|C. S. Young, acting general
inager. He succeeds John F. Mcmara who assumes the new post
Jidirector of educational and rejious activities. Mr. Swan has
Dj- (SI with Westinghouse since 1924
^J! k Mr. McNamara since 1930. The
i^\t of traffic manager remains
ant for the present.

MBS

Suit Is Rumored

Against
Blue Network
RUMORS of an impending suit to
be brought by MBS against NBC
over the allegedly illegal operations
of the Blue network which have resulted in purported loss of business
by MBS were current in New York
radio circles last week, although
executives of both networks declined to comment.
The general belief was that if
MBS should decide to bring such a
suit, it would probably take no action until Jan. 12, date the statutory three-judge court in New York
is to hear the petitions of NBC and
CBS for a temporary injunction restraining the FCC from putting
into effect its chain-monoply regulations. MBS has entered into the
case in support of the FCC.
MBS, according to these reports,
will sue for $10,000,000 damages,
charging that the time option
clauses in NBC's contracts with its
affiliate stations are in violation of
the Federal anti-trust law and that
NBC'sharmed
application
these clauses
has
MBS ofillegally.
As a
major proof of its claim- MBS is
expected to cite the Ballantine
Three Ring Time program which
last week moved from MBS to the
Blue. This switch, according to
Mutual, was caused largely by the
Blue exercising its option and withdrawing- from the Mutual network
for Ballantine the stations which
were also Blue affiliates, amounting
to about 30% of the list, MBS
stated at the time.
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Advertising

Buys

Transmitter

Shipped to KSFO for Use
In Shortage Programs
CUTTING through red tape, the
Government has purchased from
General Electric Co. its 100,000watt shortwave transmitter, used
by WGEO at Schenectady, for approximately $150,000 and is shipping the plant to San Francisco
for use in reaching the Far East.
Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
operating KSFO, San Francisco,
headed by Wesley I. Dumm, will
install and operate the new station
but the transmitter will be the
property
of the Information,
Office of Coordinator of Defense
headed

KTAR-PHOENix
BUYS

er''
erial Lead
^Imptranscribed
The
story of
the life of
Winston Churchill
52 Thrilling Episodes
For information write or wire
Kasper-Gordon Inc., 140 Boylston St.
Boston, or Howard C. Brown Co.
6418 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

by Col. William J. Donovan. It
may be sold later to Mr. Dumm
when a permanent site is procured,
or otherwise disposed of by the
Donovan Office.
Priority Obstacle
The transaction, marking the
first time the Government has purchased atransmitter for a private
operator, was held as a necessary
step in order to improve shortwave
service to the Orient. At present
only one station — GE's KGEI in
San Francisco — is serving that
area.
Difficulties encountered by Mr.
Dumm in connection with procurement of a transmitter resulted in
action of the Donovan Office, which
is coordinating shortwave broadcasting. The project, from its start
last fall, was strongly advocated
as a national defense measure to
counteract Axis propaganda. Mr.
Dumm volunteered to install the
station.
As GE's engineers in Schenectady are dismantling the 100,000watt transmitter. Associated engineers on the Coast are preparing
for installation at the temporary
location. They hope to have the
transmitter working full-blast by
mid-January. The station was
granted a series of shortwave assignments last October, shared
with eastern outlets, at the behest
of Col. Donovan.
GE announced last Friday it had
sold the WGEO transmitter to the
Donovan Committee. WGEO will
use an auxiliary 50,000-watt transmitter for programs to South
America, with replacement construction of another 100,000-watt
transmitter contemplated.
Announcement of the transmitter sale came only a few days after
Leland Stowe, foreign correspondent of the Chicago Daily News,
reported from Chungking that an
Axis propaganda blitz in the Far
East had caught the United States
flatfooted. The OCDI, however, had
been working on details for the
new shortwave station on the
Coast for several weeks evidently
recognizing the need for additional
American shortwave service to the
Far East.

"Do You Know"
Alaska has the
greatest potential
pulp industry ofof the
the woTerri—indicative
tory's
untapped
KINY can add thisresources.
market
to yourExecutive
list. Offices
Am. BIdg., Seattle, Wash

1000 WATTS -5000 WATTS

cT"

Juneau*Alaska
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WHERE THEY'LL DO
THE MOST GOOD!
TEXAS' BOOMING GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL AREA
560 KC 1000 WATTS
NBC BLUE FULL TIME

Represented by HOWARD H. WILSON COMPANY
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CUMMER
PRODUCTS
Co ;
York (Molle), on Jan. 20 renir
52 weeks Battle of the Sexes.
ACTIONS
OF THE
NBC-Red stations, 9-9:30 pr
broadcast 12:30-1 a.m. on 12 i i
Red stations. Agency : Youi
FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION
Rubicam, N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co
DECEMBER 13 TO DECEMBER 19 INCLUSIVE
cinnati (Ivory soap), on Jar
news Truth or Consequences ai
Deccisions . . .
Gulf's Relief Fund
CLEARS CONSIDER
18 NBC-Red stations making
DECEMBER 16
GULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh (gas of 63 stations. Sat. 8:30-li
SERVICE
TO
NATION
Agency : Compton Adv., N. Y.
NEW, Iowa Great Lakes Broadcasting
Co., Spencer,
— Granted CP new station HOW CLEAR channel stations, & oil), with its recent renewal
CUMMER PRODUCTS, B
1240
kc 100 wla.unl.
through
April
19
of
Screen
Guild
with their city and rural audi- Theatre, will have given a total of Ohio (Energine), on Jan. 21
WERC,
Erie.
Pa.—
Granted
modification
ences, can best serve the country
license 250 w D & N.
Manhattan at Midnight for 52
to the Motion Picture
WMVA, Martinsville, Va. — Granted con- during the war was the main topic $1,120,000
and adds 10 NBC-Red station
Relief Fund. Company pays $10,000
struction permit 250 w N.
the annual meeting of the Clear weekly to the fund which is being ing a total of 60 NBC-Red si
KOVO, Provo, Utah— Granted consent of
Channel Broadcasting Service in used to build the Motion Picture
Wed., 8:30-9 p.m. Agency: Yo,
voluntary assignment license to KOVO
Rubicam, N. Y.
Broadcasting Co. in which assignor will Nashville last Thursday.
Country
House
in
San
Fernando
have 85% interest for consideration of
Sixteen
independently
owned
STERLING PRODUCTS, NeT
60,000 shares common stock of assignee Class I-A stations reviewed their Valley, Cal. — a home for workers
on Jan. 5 renews for 52 we^
and
assumption
by
assignee
of
present
liafrom
all
branches
of
the
film
inbilities.
program of the past ten months on
phans of Divorce for Dr. Lyons .
dustry who can no longer provide
WSBT, South Bend, Ind.— Granted CP
basis of a report presented by for themselves.
powder and Amada of Horn
Hollywood
actors,
increase 1 kw directional and equipment the
Victor Sholis, director of CCBS.
Hill for Cal Aspirin on 66 NB'
changes.
Experiences of the stations since producers and writers donate their stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3-3 :•' '
KOY, mitter
Phoenix
increase 5— kwGranted
D. CP new trans- Dec. 7 were related and advice ex- services. Program, heard Sunday,
Agency
N. Y. : Blackett-Sample-Hu
WW NY. Watertown, N. T.— Granted CP
7:30-8 p.m. on 80 CBS stations,
change 790 kc increase 1 kw hours to unl. changed.
Edwin W. Craig, directing head started in January, 1939, and to STANDARD BRANDS, New
move transmitter directional N.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING — WHEC,
of WSM, Nashville, presided as date has earned for the fund $920,(Chase & Sanborn coffee), on .
Rochester, CP change 790 kc increase 5 kw
000. Young & Rubicam, New York,
for 52 onweeks
renews Chase
& iS' i
D & N install directional move transmitter ; chairman. Attending also were
is agency.
Hour
84 NBC-Red
stations.
KFSD, San Diego, Cal., modific. CP re Louis G. Caldwell, Washington at8-8
:30
p.m.
Agency
:
Kenyon
&
antenna approval and operation present
torney; Lee B. Wailes, KDKA,
hardt, N. Y.
transmitter site with type change ; WSJS, Pittsburgh; James E. Moroney,
Winston-Salem, N. C, modific. CP move
STANDARD BRANDS, New j
transmitter directional changes increase 5 WFAA - WBAP, Dallas-Fort
kw D & N ; NEW, Genesee Broadcasting
(Tenderleaf Tea), on Jan. 4 f
Worth; Carl J. Meyers, WGN, ChiCorp., Flint, Mich., CP new station 600
Mark Ethridge, W. Lee Network Accounts
weeksNBC-Red
renews One
Man'sSun.,
Faiv
kc I kw unl directional D & N; NEW, Coulson, cago;
62
stations,
and Orrin Towner, WHAS,
All lime EST unless otherwise indicated.
WTBS Radio Co., Toledo, O., CP new sta- Louisville;
P. M. Thomas, WJR,
tion 600 kc 1 kw unl directional D & N
p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thi i
Co., N. Y.
(consolidated hearing with WSJS and Detroit; James D. Shouse and
Genesee) ; WGRC, New Albany, Ind., move James Rockwell, WLW, Cincinnati;
New Business
LEVER BROS., Toronto (Si
transmitter change 790 kc increase 1 kw J. Leonard Reinsch, WSB, Atlanta ;
INTERNATIONAL SALT Co., soap), on Dec. 16 started Lu<i
N 5 kw D new transmitter directional N ;
Stories from Life on 31
WKPT, Kinssport, Tenn.. CP change 790 Harry Stone and Jack DeWitt,
Scranton (Sterling salt), on Jan. ton's Broadcasting
Corp. static
kc increase I kw D & N new transmitter WSM, Nashville; Col. B. J. Palmer,
10 starts Ted Steele & Allen Pres- dian
and directional (consolidated hearing with J. O. Maland, William M. Brandon,
cott on 20 NBC-Red stations. Sat., days weekly, 11 :45-12 noon (EI 1^
WGRC).
repeat to the Pacific Coast i
NEW, Globe-Democrat Publishing Co., Ralph M. Evans and Paul Loyet, 10:30-10:45 a.m. Agency: J. M. with
1 :45 p.m. Agency : Ruthrauff & a
St. Louis — CP new FM station placed in WHO, Des Moines, and Rev. F. A. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
N. Y.
pending file under Order 79.
NEW, Wayne R. Nelson, Conord, N. C. Cavey and W. H. Summerville,
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago (Par- LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACO J
WWL,
New
Orleans.
— Granted CP new station 1 kw D 1410 kc.
kay), on Jan. 4 will start a repeat of New York (Chesterfields), on J .
The Great Gildersleeve, on 8 Pacific renews for 52 weeks Glenn Mii
NBC-Red stations, 11-11:30 p. m. His
Orchestra on 99 CBS ste t
Agency
Chicago. : Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Poll of Radio Editors
Applications . . .
Tues., Wed., Thurs., 10-10:15 j
Agency : Newell-Emmett Co., N.
DECEMBER 18
EMERSON DRUG Co.. Baltimore
Network Changes
WTBO, Cumberland, Md. — Acquisition Picks Hope as Champion
(Bromo-Seltzer) , on Jan. 8 starts
control thru sale 49.6% common stock from BOB HOPE, heard on MBC-Red,
Leon E. Pamphilon to Frank W. Becker.
Ellery Queen on 17 NBC-Red stations, PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., C
WJZ, New York — Voluntary assignment has been named "champion of Thurs., 7 :30-8 p.m. Pacific Coast, Sat.,
license to Radio Corp., of America.
12 midnight to 12 :30 a.m. Agency : nati
continues
Guiding
Light,
on 71 '2
(Camay
soap),
on Dec.
champions in Motion Picture Daily's RuthraufE & Ryan, N. Y.
WENR, Chicago — Same.
Red
stations,
Mon.
through
Fri., 3
sixth
annual
poll
of
radio
editors.
KGO, San Francisco — Same.
RIGGIO TOBACCO Corp., Brooklyn 3 :45 p.m., and The O'Neills ( >
NEW, Eastern Pennsylvania Broadcast- Second and third were Jack Benny
Pa. — CP new
sta t
(Regent cigarettes), on Jan. 5 starts soap) on six NBC-Red
590 kcing Corp.,
5 kw ScrantoR,
D & N directional
N. station and Bing Crosby. Red Skelton was
musical series on 16 MBS stations, Mon. through Fri., 12 :15-12 :30 J
the season's outstanding new
WHK & WCLE, Cleveland) WHKC, Co- named
Agencies
:
For
Camay,
Pedlar
& a
Mon., Tues., Wed., 10:30-10:45 p.m. N. Y. ; for Ivory, Compton Adv..
lumbus— Authority transfer control from star and leading comedy team was
Plain Dealer Publishing Co. to Forest City Fibber McGee & Molly. All are Agency : M. H. Hackett Inc., N. Y.
Publishing Co. (holding company thru heard on the Red.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New )
- MANVILLE Corp., New
liquidation of former).
Bob Hope and Fanny Brice are JOHNS
(Baker's chocolate and cocoa), oi a
York
(insulations),
on
Dec.
29
starts
KFEL, Denver, Col.— CP increase 5 kw leading
1
shifts The Second Mrs. Burt <
comedian and comedienne,
N 10 kw D directional, equipment changes.
Elmer Davis on an unnamed number
CBS
Pacific network, Mon. thru r
best M. C. is Bing Crosby, also of CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
4-4
:15
p.m., through Benton & B It
leading male vocalist (popular).
8 :55-9
p.m.
: J. Walter ThompN. Y., to Jell-O, through You
son Co.,
N. Agency
Y.
Dinah Shore is top female vocalist
Rubicam,
N. Y. Time and net r a
War Baby
(popular), while favorite classical
GOVERNMENT Travel the same.
singers were Richard Crooks and &ONTARIO
Publicity Bureau, Toronto, on March
& GAMBLE Co., C i
FIRST wartime grant of a
Gladys Swarthout. Other winners
20 starts The Ontario Show on 50 PROCTER
on Dec. 29 shifts Pepper Y< f
new station was authorized
NBC-Blue stations and CBL, Toronto, nati,
include: H. V. Kaltenbom, comFamily on 71 NBC-Red stations, o
last Tuesday when the FCC
mentator; Bill Stern, sports; Guy Fri. 7-7 :30 p.m. Agency : Walsh Adv. thru
Fri., from 11:15-11:30 a.
Lombardo,
band
dance
(sweet);
Agency, Toronto.
issued to Iowa Great Lake's
3 :30-3 :45 p.m., also from White a
Glenn
Miller
(swing);
Leopold
tha
soap
thru Compton Adv., N.
Broadcasting Co., a construcRenewal Accounts
Stokowski, symphonic; Lux Radio
tion permit for local facilities
Camay
soap
thru Pedlar & . a
in Spencer, la. Assigned was
Theatre (dramatic program, differ- LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass. N. Y.
100 watts fulltime on 1240 kc.
(Lux soap), on Jan. 5 renews for 52
ent plays) program,
; One Man's
Family
(dramatic
same cast
and weeks Luw Radio Theatre on 68 CBS
Principals in the permittee
R.
J. RELNOLDS
T0BACC(1
Winston-Salem,
N. C.
(Camel '
stations,
Mon., 9-10 p.m. (EST).
characters) ; Kraft Music Hall,
Dec. 31 drops Penthouse Party
company are Lawrence W.
Agency
:
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
variety; Information Please, quiz; N. Y.
NBC-Blue stations, 9:30-10 p.in
Andrews, Iowa state employe
the first week in Jan. shifts t ^
and director for old age asLet's Pretend, children's; Vic &
sistance and aid to the blind,
Sade, daytime serial; CBS School RICHFIELD OIL Co. of New York, Rumba Review, now on 91 NB' I
Thurs., 7 :30-8 p.m., rel a
of the Air of the Americas, educa- on Jan. 6 resumes Confidentially Yours stations,
vice-president and 30.2 %
tional; CBS Spirit of 41, special on 25 MBS stations, Tues., Thurs., cast, 10-10 :30 p.m. to that spot u
stockholder; Lyle W. Nolan,
events.
shifts Al Pearce & His Gang, ■ *
Ruthvian (la.) theatre ownSat., 7 :30-7Adv.,
:45 N.
p.m.Y. Agency : HixsonCBS stations, Fri., 7 :30-8 p.iE i
O'Donnell
er, secretary-treasurer, 10%;
broadcast 10 :30-ll p.m., to th o
and Robert G. Lexvold, assisCugat Esty
spot &onCo.,
the N.Red.Y. Agency :
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago liam
Carpenter to Treasury
tant bank cashier, president,
7.7 %. Balance is held in small
(Doublemint
gum),
on
Dec.
21
reKEN CARPENTER, former sales
newed for 52 weeks Melody Ranch, on PROCTER & GAMBLE O
portions by various local citimanager of NBC central division, 72 CBS stations, and extended broad- Canada, Toronto (Naphtha), on '«
zens. Spencer, located in
has joined the defense savings staff
cast time from Sunday, 6 :30-6 :55 p.m. 29 replaced Pepper Young's F "
Northwest Iowa, has a popuwith Right to Happiness on 18 C a
of the Treasury to aid in sales pro(EST), : to
6:30-7:15 p.m.
lation of approximately 6,000.
Broadcasting Corp. stations, o
motion in radio and newspapers of Agency
J. Sunday,
Walter Thompson
Co., ian
thru Fri., 3:15-3:30 p.m. (EI I
the Midwest.
New York.
Agency : Compton Adv., N. Y.
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NEW JERSEY BELL Telephone Co.,
a once-yearly sponsor on WOR, New
York, this year for the 11th time will
sponsor its employes' choral group in a
Christmas Eve broadcast on the station, 1-1 :15 p.m.
Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All etbar etatMflcatiens, 12c per word. Bold face listinfls, double. BOLD FACE CAFS,
triple. Minimem charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Couat three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.

Help Wanted
jnior transmitter operator — with sound
kw.
— 5 South
jlasic
;W.E. engineering
Station WIS,knowledge
Columbia,
parolina.
iigineer — Licensed, draft exempt engineer,
l/irginia local. Permanent job to sober,
iteady worker. Box 271A, BROADCASTbjG.
unbination Man — License and good voice
I'or straight
announcing.
IvIbS
network commercial
station, central
Georgia.
State age and draft status. Box 265A,
iSROADCASTING.
lief Engineer
— Expanding experienced
Alaska station.
iMust
be thoroughly
all
. Dhases. Also capable copying press. Wiling pay high salary to engineer interested
permanent desirable position. Give full
Retails. Box 253A. BROADCASTING.
jihial-Yankee-Colonial Station — can use
pnnior
Announcer
at once, general
experienced
Erith Collins
eqnipment,
anj-iooncerial
duties.
Write
stating
needed, draft statas, experience.salary
Box
i!S7A, BROADCASTING.
-^Iinonncer-Program
Man commercials,
— Capable of daily
hanSling remotes, news,
'log and scouting live talent programs.
i.Von-network station in West. Include
.Ireferences, snapshot, experience, all de.:aUs. Starting salary $125 per month.
Address Station KRJF, Newspaper
ijwned in Miles City, Montana.
ferator-Annonncer
;RCA in city of wanted
8,000 —in 250
heartwattof
iireat Willamette Valley, the finest section of America. Climate temperate with
lo extreme heat or cold. Fine, new
bilding and young, energetic and coninial staff. If interested in change
more agreeable climate and pleasant
iurronndings write and send photo to
nager KWIL, Albany, Oregon.
'lesman — Regional station, large midwest market offers excellent opportunity for salesman who can sell successfully and reliably. Good chance for steady,
j sober, dependable producer to earn good
lincome and build himself permanent
reposition.
airmail
raliio sales Write
positions
held; details
be sureallstate
average personal sales and earnings each
- BROADCASTING.
position. Send picture. Box 269A,
lies Executive — Regional, independent
rtation, major market, invites proposal
.from thoroughly competent radio sales
Jand
executive
with good
provenin assignment
record who chalcan
will make
lenging his fullest ingenuity and faculties. Highest personal character and outstanding record in organizing and directing sales department essential. This
job demands a dynamic, hard-hitting
man with tested ideas, ability to personally sell against tough competition
and to select and direct productive salesmen. Moderate salary will be paid but
tonus on total net sales will insure
^an income amply compatible with pro'duction. Write fully past record, give
toferences, exact past sales produc'tion tionandlast ten
personal
each posiyears. earnings
Enclose photograph
'and
persona] data. Box 268A, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
ipr! Woman newscaster-announcer, con.Itinuity, women's programs. Capable.
Two
years' experience. Box 263A,
BROADCASTING.
ntinnity writer — Woman, now employed
as head of department in 5000 Watt
station. Also agency experienced. Available on two weeks notice. Box 257A,
BROADCASTING.
jlesman
— Available
February Clean,
1st, agewell35,
oiarried,
draft exempt.
;t-ounded
background
with
thorough
knowl2dge of saleable ideas, ability to close.
Write selling continuity. Not fly-by-nite.
Complete information by return mail.
Box 254A, BROADCASTING.
jROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (cont'd)
Announcer — wants position with midwest
or eastern station. College man, 5 years
experience. Married. Available immediately. Network experience. Box 258A,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter Engineer — Experienced. Hold
first class Telephone-Telegraph licenses.
Now employed, desires change. Married.
Draft exempt. Dependable. Box 261A,
BROADCASTING.
New Yorker — wishes part-time continuity,
announcing small station vicinity while
studying dramatics. Reporter, advertising copywriter, engineer. Draft exempt.
Box 255A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Position as manager, or program director. Young, married man,
five years experience local and network stations. Now employed but seeking opportunity in larger operation. East
preferred. Box 259A, BROADCASTING.
College Woman — now serving as Program
Director, Continuity writer, and commentator desires
as woman's
feature writer
and position
commentator.
References. Willing to accept responsibility.
Box 256A, BROADCASTING.
Young Woman, now writing radio commercials for top-ranking New York
agency,
opportunity city.
in fair-sized
western wants
or southwestern
Varied
advertising and publicity background.
Box 250A, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Fifteen years practical experience. This is no pig-in-the-poke
proposition.
I come
three months'
trial
basis and
then, onif amutually
agreeable,
I
stay.
Want
permanent
connection with a progressive organization.
Box 251A, BROADCASTING.
Women's Feature Writer And Commentator— Single woman, 28 years of age, experienced, now employed; also admitted
to practice before FCC— familiar with
current radio problems. Will combine
writing-announcing with legal and secreING. tarial duties. Box 252A, BROADCASTNewsman — Capable reporter and newscaster. Newspaper and network script
writing background with local station
experience as continuity-news editor.
Now connected with Government Department in responsible Public Relations capacity. Capable copy writer and
versatile promotion man. Young, married, draft exempt. Box 264A, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer-Assistant
or po-:
sition requiring followingManager—
qualifications
10 years continuous experience radio including news-announcing, chief engineer,
business management, copy writing. Only
one change made in 10 years, that voluntary as present. Hard driver in work,
strictlyried.temperate,
draft deferred
^marMust be permanent.
$60 — week.
Credit and character references. Box
259A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Late type 250-watt transmitter, speech,
transcription equipment, and accessories. Box 262A, BROADCASTING.
Will
buy
— ^twomonitors
frequency
two
modulation
and monitors,
one limiting
amplifier. Give particulars. Box 270A,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy — Federal field intensity
meter. Box 266A, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Two Ideco — 270 ft. towers with insulated
capacity tops. WHIO, Dayton, Ohio.
"KROM-A-TONE" POST CARDS
Newest, most economical, method of displaying any product. Samples and prices
on request. Graphic Arts, 297 Market
St., Hamilton, Ohio.
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BECAUSE Christmas and New Year's
Day fall on Thursday this year, employes of WOR, New York, are being
given the full weekend on either one
or the other of the two holidays.
.TOE HOWARD, m.c. of the CBS Gay
Nineties Revue, has written and published a new war song "Remember
Pearl
turned Harbor",
over to all
the proceeds
American toRedbe
Cross.

eHIEF EN8INEER
Available Jan. 20th
AAA-1 Past Record
FAMILIAR — Design and
maintenance
of stations
from 1 00 to 50,000 watts.
— Directional Systems
— FCC Procedure
— Measurements
Box No. 229A

PROFESSIO.^AL
DIRECTORY

An Organization
of
& Bailey
nsky Radio
Ja
Qualified
Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preai BIdf., Waih.. D. C.
Thera is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLEH
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
Notional Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
silver Sprlni U4.
(Suburk. Wuh., D. C.)
Main Office: Craurcadt »t
7IM Main St. /^\/\
tha WarW
Kaniat City, M». [ Y J Hallywaad, Cal.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montcloir (N. J.) 2-7a59

PAGE

& DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire SUU BIdg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Acooontiiic Serrice
Particalarly Adapted to Radio

F.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineers
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Coraraanieatioaa, Ime.
66 Brosd St. New Yerk, N.Y.

RING SC CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineer
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Detign&r of Firtt Direetional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
WASH., D. C. • 01. 7417
Bowen BIdg.
December
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DCB
Faster

to
Action

Under

Advise
Seen

Revised

Method
PROMISING relief from many
broadcasting priorities and supply
troubles, plans to handle material
needs for the communications industry were announced Thursday
by the Defense Communications
Board and the Office for Emergency Management.
Final plans to expedite the tight
supply situation were announced
after weeks of consultation between
the Office of Production Management, Supply Priorities & Allocations Board and DCB.
Advisory Duty
Under the plan DCB will act as
advisor to 0PM in all supply and
priorities matters for the communications industry. Communications
experts of DCB will work with a
new Communications Branch being
set up in the 0PM Division of Civilian Supply. Slated as head of the
new unit, to be quartered close to
the FCC engineering department in
the New Postoffice Bldg., is Leighton Peebles, former NRA executive
and recently chief of the plumbing
and heating branch of the Civilian
Supply Division.
Mr. Peebles, as chief of the Communications Branch, would be assisted by three engineers appointed
by DCB to serve on a fulltime basis
— loaned for the purpose by the
FCC or other agencies represented
on DCB. First of these engineering
officers to be designated was George
J. Dempsey, FCC engineer in the
common carrier section since 1935.
Two others are expected to be
named shortly, one to handle telegraph and cable services and the
other to be in charge of radiocommunications, broadcasting and
other radio services. It is thought
that the new unit may have a personnel of about 50, including some
transferred from other 0PM functions and the remainder new employes.
0PM had made no announcement
of Mr. Peeble's appointment as
Broadcasting went to press Friday, and although it was expected
momentarily, some concern was felt
over reports that reorganization
plans within 0PM itself might temporarily delay establishing the new
setup.
Really a combination of two separate functional ideas, the new plan
establishes DCB as the advisory
and policy-recommending agency
on priorities and allocations for the
entire communications industry,
with the new Communications
Branch of 0PM charged with responsibility toimplement and process actual priority grants and allocations. With 0PM switching from
a priorities to an allocations basis,
the new setup is expected to funcPage 58 • December

Under

tion all-importantly for radio and
other communications services
which have suffered from the priorities system in effect up to a
short time ago.
In announcing the development,
DCB expressed the view that the
new plan will afford expeditious
handling of communications' priorities matters. 0 PM Priorities Director Donald M. Nelson told FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly he
thought the new arrangement
"holds great promise for well-considered and efficient action" for the
industry in its supply problems.
Similar views also were expressed
by Joseph Weiner, assistant director of the Civilian Supply Division, and J. S. Knowlson, former
RMA president and now Deputy
Priorities Director.
How It Works
Blueprinted functions of the new
organizational setup were revealed
in the DCB announcement as follows:
1. DCB "assumes the responsibility of acting as advisor" to 0PM
in supply dertakematters;
DCBa "will
unto formulate
program
covering the overall requirements
of the communications industry for
a particular period," probably a
year or a "reasonable period".
In such an allocations program
DCB in its advisory capacity would
weigh the different services of the
communications industry — broadcasting, telegraph, cable, radiocommunications, mobile radio services
and other radio branches — to determine their relative importance in
the war effort, as well as from a
non-defense viewpoint.
It is believed DCB will maintain
close liaison to insure that the 0PM
Communications Branch gives the
higher priority ratings or more
favorable allocations to communications services of urgent character, with lower ranking for serv-
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New

Priorities

ices non-essential to the war effort.
One of the most important DCB
functions will be to recommend to
0PM or SPAB "policies covering
communications problems", which
might include rationing of civilian
communications services. The board
also is to make recommendations
on what orders should be promulgated along rationing lines, as well
as basic rules to guide various 0PM
branches processing priority applications.
Liaison Branch
2. 0PM has created a new Communications Branch in the Civilian
Supply Division, which will be the
liaison agency in 0PM to handle
the processing of communications
priority applications.
3. The Priorities Liaison Committee of DCB, popularly known
as Committee No. 13, along with
the "priorities representatives" of
the industry technical committees
of the Board, will continue to function on a part-time basis to "consider broad questions of policy and
proposals which may affect the communications industry as a whole
or The
majorpriorities
portions committee
of it".
of the
Army-Navy Munitions Board,
which presently maintains liaison
with 0PM, also will engage in liaison activities with DCB under the
new setup, to coordinate all studies
and recommendations which may
have direct bearing on priority
matters of concern to the military
services.
Also last week, on Dec. 18, the
0PM Priorities Division issued a
new repair, maintenance and operating supplies order, P-100, replacing the old Order P-22, which had
been amended so much and so often
that even 0PM employes could not
keep up with it.
The new order is largely a consolidated and clarified version of
P-22 and its many revisions, and

Plan

it includes commercial broadea
ing and other communications sv
ices,
before.
principal
in theas new
orderA is
provisioncba t '
manufacturers
can accept i
terials up to 110% of the do
volume of their use in the coi,
sponding quarter of 1940, inst
of the previous 100%. The cha
was made to allow for price
creases.
Peeble'shead
Career
Mr. Peebles,
of the rj■
Communications Branch, has b
chief of the plumbing and heal
branch of the Division of Civil
Supply since Oct. 9. Before &■
ing into the national defense
ganization in June, 1941, as h
of the power section of the Offiw
Price Administration & Civii
Supply, Mr. Peebles was with
Securities & Exchange Comr!
sion.
his Government
in He
1931began
as chief
of the lumber cai'd
sion of the Bureau of Foreign
Domestic Commerce of the G
merce Department, remaining tl
until 1933, when he was nar
deputy of public utilities and C(
munication. He remained with N
until it was disbanded late in Iji
when he joined the SEC.
Before this period he had w
experience as an engineer, wc
ing as construction supervisor
the J. G. White Engineering Co
New York, from 1907 to 1918,
charge of construction of numer
power houses and dams, as well
radiotelegraph stations. At i
time Co.
he also
with General E!'
trie
as anwasengineer.
Mr. Peebles was born in Pet<
burg, Va., in 1883. He studied
nectady.
gineering at Union College, Sc
J-W-T Foreign Gains
1941 BUSINESS in every inter
tional operation, except Engla
willWalter
be the Thompson
largest in Co.,
the history"
J.
accord
to Samuel R. Meek, who is resp
sible for that branch of the cc
pany's activities. Included in th
operations is business in Soi
America, Latin America, Cana
Australia and India.
California

Broadcaste

Name
Connor Liaise
TO AVOID confusion and insi
expedite handling of official ne
affecting home defense, Richard
(Dick) Connor, head of the 1
Angeles advertising agency be
ing his name, has been drafted
a salary basis by the Southt
California Broadcasters Assn. to .
as fulltime radio coordinator amc
stations in that area and the C
war
zens emergency.
Defense Committee during "
SCBA on Dec. 16 established
fices at 542 S. Broadway in do\
town Los Angeles, where 24-h(
service will be maintained with !
rect wires to all broadcasting s
tions in the area.
BROADCASTING
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Planning

Tomorrow's

II

for

Frobloms

DURING the past few months, a great deal has
been written about the seller's market, and its
effect on advertising. Salesmen, armed with reasons for
delivery delays, try to keep customers happy. Business is
booming. In the defense industries, huge back-logs of
orders will take the entire output of scores of plants for
months to come. Shortages of material are the usual,
rather than the unusual thing. Commerce feels the
tremendous sales impetus of re-employment, increased
consumer spending.
In such a scene, curtailment of advertising seems at
first glance a logical and economical method of avoiding
unnecessary expenditures, of conserving resources.
But business history proves this is not so.
Industry's dusty archives are full of forgotten names
of honest products . . . forgotten because their makers
failed to realize that the public is fickle only because
its memory is short.

Today

It is highly improbable that this ad, or any other we
might run, would result directly in a contract for time
on WLW. But we aren't particularly concerned about
this month's business, or next, or the next after that.
Our business was never better.
But we are concerned about next year, and the years
after that, when a seller's market, and an economy of
oversold production, return to the norm — a buyer's
market and keen competition for the customer's nod
of acceptance.
Thus it is that we choose to practice what we preach
... to keep at their sharpest selling tools and selling
techniques that will come in handy when once again
the buyer is back in the driver's seat.
Not only because we believe that the best time to
advertise is when you have all the business you can
handle — but because we feel it is only good common
sense to keep reminding you of this important fact:
when you buy WLW, you buy what is probably the
lowest cost per impression in modern advertising.

m

RCA
A 5,000-watt transmitter so modernized
and improved — so automatic in operation
— that there's literally nothing on the front
panel to turn or twist! That's the kind of
transmitter you probably hoped some
manufacturer would develop . . . sometime after the present Emergency is over.
But the new RCA Type 5-E is here today. It's ready only because RCA had
developed it be/ore the present Emergency
began — and we honestly believe that no
other manufacturer can match it for a
long time to come. Check its advanced
features for yourself:
Virtually every adjustment an operator
performs throughout the broadcasting
day is under push-button control. No knobs
adorn the front panel — they're simply not
needed. At the touch of a button, electric

York: 41 1 Fifth Ave.

Chicago: 389 E. Illinois St.

motors tune the tank-circuits by reliable,
stable inductance-tuning. Other push-buttons automatically cut meters in and out...
adjust circuit-constants . . .while automatic
relays apply correct time-delay action
when the transmitter is first switched on.
For the first time, automatic protection
of equipment is not limited to plate circuits alone . . . grid-bias circuits are protected equally well. More efficient than
even the famous RCA 5-DX transmitter,
the new 5-E is even more economical to
operate. It's a full panel smaller than the
5-DX . . . yet contains space and provision for changing to 10-KW operation
without adding to its overall dimensions.
Even the extra tube-socket is included.
The whole story is well worth seeing
. . . write for it today.

Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bank Bldg.

Dallas: Santa Fe Bldg.

5,000 WATT

BROADCAST

TRANS-

MITTER TYPE 5-E
♦ Motor-Driven Circuit-Tuning
♦ Complete Push-Button Control
•k FlexlbllltY' EfflclencY- Economy
* Even Finer Performance than
the 5-DX
★ High-Speed
Protection Switching—Full
-AU Tubes
★ 100% AcceasiblUty Visible
* Low-Cost Conversion to 10 KW
* Ducts
Integral Cooling — No External

San Francisco: 170 Ninth St.

Hollywood : 1016 N. S>

CBTS
for
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"It's Been a Good
experiences in 1941 :

Year," WLS

advertisers tell us. Here

are a few of their

#

A fruit jar manufacturer received 40,759 requests for a recipe
booklet offered on 77 announcements.

#

A mail order advertiser sold more
from WLS advertising.

#

A vitamin advertiser got requests for 20,990 samples
quarter hours.

#

A poultry magazine received 11,297 subscriptions as a result of
six programs — subscriptions from 41 states and Canada.

#

A cough remedy advertiser, offering four $1 prizes daily, received
86,305 letters in 26 weeks!

than 114,000 fountain pens
from

13

This is only a small part of our 1941 story — a story of consistent and resultful effort through the years. We've had more than a million letters a year
since WLS came under its present management in 1928.
We pledge ourselves to continue our same program of constructive service
to radio listeners in Mid-West America and to our advertisers.
890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE
*

Management Affiliated With
KOY, Phoenix and
The Arizona Network
KOY, Phoenix
KTUC, Tucson
KSUN, BISBEE-DOUGLAS
Represented by John Blair

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STAT I O N

C

AG

O

BuRRiDCE D. Butler
President
Clenn Snyder
Manager

1

\

□^THE

he

Yankee

Network

New

Heights

TIMES

reaches

of

Service

to

^

Our

Country

has been keyed to nneet whatever exigencies existed imnnediately and efficiently. That is the reason why now . . . every

^

Our

New

. . , every modern facility . . . every

^

Our

Cities

every minute, every day.

^

Our

Advertisers

It is obvious what this means in peak-plus audiences, added
to the already wide acceptance of The Yankee Network. It is

^

Our

Listeners

.

.

•

IN every emergency, for nearly two decades, The Yankee Network

ounce of trained manpower

England
and

Towns

station in every important area of New England is united in service

equally obvious what it means to advertisers who want to build
sales and good will in one of America's great markets.
There's a iob to do in '42 and THIS is the network that will do it.

HE
1 BROOKLINE

YANKEE
AVENUE
EDWARD

NETWORK,

mc
BOSTON, MASS.

RETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive Nafional Sales Representative
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• Broadcast

Advertisin

Broadcasting, unlike other public services, has
no precedent for war. But American
ing has already shown

Broadcast-

that it has the power,

the brains, the facilities for serving the nation
in WAR
This

as well as peace.
nation

System. The

is proud

American

casting with complete

of its Broadcasting

people look to broadconfidence

that it will

continue to inform, to hearten, and to strengthen
the will to win.

Western

Electric

# It's all very well to sit in an office
poring over data books in order to dig

why our 15 good men are constantly

out the cold, hard facts about radio

and stations we represent — learning

station power, coverage, rates, etc.

the things you need to know in order to

But what about station personality,

make your radio efforts get bigger results.

on the road, learning about the markets

management, "editorial" policy, ability to sell? What about the character

Whether or not you buy a single one

of the audience, its likes and dislikes?

of our stations, everything we know is

Long ago we learned that the answers

yours for the asking. That's the way
we work, in this group of pioneer

to such questions are at least as important as coverage figures. And that's

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

NEW YORK: 347 Pari Avt.
Plaza 5-4131

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
.
KALAMAZOO-GRAND
RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WIHBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . .lOV/A. . .
WHO
DES MOINES
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . .SOUTHEAST. . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . .SOUTHWEST. . .
KGKO
....
WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA
.... FT.OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . .PACIFIC COAST. , .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW
. OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
AND
WRIGHT-SONOVOX, INC

radio-station representatives.

&
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Since May, 19)2 Representatives
Station

DETROIT: Sew Center BlJg.
Trinity 2-8444

SAN FRANCISCO:
Sutter 4353 111 Suiter

HOLLYWOOD:
Gladstone 1513N.
3949 Gordon

ATLANTA:Main322 5667
Palmer BiJg-
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Censor

in the same fashion as heretofore.
Whether the developments will result in ultimate creation of an overall radio council, on a permanent
basis, constituted a lively topic in
broadcasting circles.
Mr. Damm, while not now a
member of the NAB or any other
group except FMBI, is one of the
industry's best known and most active figures. He headed the NAB
as president in 1931-32, has served
of dias a member of its board and
is
rectors on several occasions

Officer;

Price Working on Organization
(ACTING in accord with industry suggestions, Byron Price,
[Director of Censorship, last Friday appointed J. Harold Ryan,
j)f Toledo, vice-president and general manager of the Fort Industry Co., as broadcast censor, with the title, Assistant Direc|:or of Censorship.
il The appointment had been recommended by the war-born
jSadio Coordinating Committee, representing the heads of the
Kve industry trade groups, which met in Washington Dec. 22jp at the call of George B. Storer, interim president of National
Independent Broadcasters.
] In cutting across intraradio". Simultaneously he named
|ndustry discord, the commitJohn H. Sorrells, of New York,
tee also decided, upon recomexecutive editor of the Scrippsinendation of FCC Chairman
Howard newspapers, as assistant
Tames Lawrence Fly, it would
director of censorship, in charge
oe desirable to name an inof press activities. He indicated
dustry liaison officer in Washthat one or more additional asington to deal with the Desistant directors would be named.
fense Communications Board,
Mr. Price said that both executives would come to Washington
'p'OC, Director of Censorship,
knd other war agencies having
on
leave
of absence from their presil'adio functions. The name of Walent positions, "each at a considerter J. Damm, managing director of
able personal sacrifice". He charitSVTMJ, Milwaukee, and former
acterized Mr. Ryan as a "practical
KAB president, was mentioned for
radio
executive"
and added that he
[.his important post. Whether the "has the endorsement
of the broadiippointment will be made by the
casting industry".
|i:oalition of trade groups or by the
Mr. Ryan heads the radio dil&overnment remains to be decided.
vision of the new Office of CensorUnanimous Choice
ship. As vice-president and general
Mr. Damm's name, it is under- manager of Fort Industry Co., he
stood, was selected from the en- directs the policies of WSPD, Toledo, where he resides; WWVA,
Itire roster of the nation's broadcasters. They sought a man thor- Wheeling; WMMN, Fairmont, W.
Jtughly familiar with all operating Va.; WLOK, Lima, 0.; WHIZ,
ispects of radio and having the Zanesville, O., and WAGA, Atlanta. Mr. Storer is president of
Confidence of all segments of the
industry. Similarly, it is under- the Fort Industry Co. and Mr.
In the inistood Mr. Ryan's name was se- Ryan'stial brother-in-law.
conference of the committee
lected after a thorough canvass
|>f executive personnel of stations. with Mr. Price, he asked that the
The Ryan appointment was made name of a broadcaster who might
ly Mr. Price in an announcement
be available for the post be sugest Friday — one of the first execu- gested.
tive positions he has filled since asNAB Board to Meet
suming office a fortnight ago. Mr.
Ryan will be the industry contact
Chairman Fly, in his first meeting with the group last Monday,
•n clearance of questionable data.
The theme, advocated by Mr. Price, urged that a broadcaster be named
as a liaison officer between the
j|sfor self -regulation on censorship,
industry and the FCC during the
'»o far as possible, in all media.
Mr. Ryan assumed his new du- emergency. While the name of Mr.
lies coincident with announcement
Damm was selected by a majority
tf his appointment last Friday. In of the group, final action was withiinnouncing the appointment, Mr.
held pending determination of the
iPrice said Mr. Ryan would "deal manner in which the proffer would
Principally with problems affecting be made.
ROADCASTING
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JOHN HAROLD RYAN
Neville Miller, NAB president,
declared the NAB would "cooperate wholeheartedly with any representative whom Chairman Fly
might
designate
for theof post."
He
added that
a meeting
the NAB
board would be called about midJanuary to review the entire war
situation and to take all possible
steps to cooperate in the war offensive.
Conferences were held over a
two-day period by the extraordinary committee with Chairman Fly
and Mr. Price. Attending the sessions, in addition to Messrs. Miller
and Storer, were John Shepard 3d,
Yankee Network, president of FM
Broadcasters Inc.; Eugene Pulliam,
WIRE, Indianapolis, president of
Network Affiliates Inc.; Victor
Sholis, director of the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, as proxy
for Edwin W. Craig, WSM, Nashville, who was contacted by phone.
Mr. Craig was prevented from
being in Washington by Nashville
Draft Board activities.
No arrangement was made for
future meetings of the committee,
which originally had been designated the "War BroadcastingCouncil". The committee, it is understood, divided by 3 to 2 on the
policy matters, with Messrs. Miller
and Craig in the minority. The networks did not participate in any
of the proceedings.
It is their intention, however, to
carry on their Government dealings

industry'rs
of the
as one es
on newspape
regarded authoriti
foremost
ownership, copyright and overall
management problems.
Treasury Names Gaston
Mr. Price has not yet completed
organization of his office, which
undertakes one of the most important tasks in the wartime picture.
With the naming of Mr. Ryan,
however, he has hurdled his first
the Executive
big problem. Under
Order issued Dec. 19 by President
Roosevelt, creating the Office of
Censorship, there will be a censorship policy board made up of Cabinet members and other high Government officials and a censorship
operating board, established by Mr.
Price, to consist of representatives
of "such departments and agencies
of the Government as the director
shall
Thisspecify."
board, under the supervision
of Mr. Price, will perform such
duties with respect to operations
as the director shall determine. The
only member thus far named to
the operating board is Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury Herbert
E. Gaston. Mr. Gaston also serves
as the Treasury member on the
DCB and is a former newspaperman of national repute.
The FCC, among other agencies,
will name a member. Chairman Fly
himself had participated in the preliminary discussions on the censorship plan and his alternate has
been Chief Engineer E. K. Jett.
The latter, it is thought, would be
the logical selection. Whether his
preoccupation with other war duties will prevent this, is the question. The Office of Facts & Figures,
to which has been delegated the
function of clearing Government
radio programs among other duties, also is expected to have a
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Concerning
War, Radio
and Hitting Below
Editor & Publisher talks about the eventual
THE PRESS-RADIO battle, we thought, had
been fought, settled and forgotten several years
effect upon the listening public of getting their
ago. Press associations are in the business of
news "interlarded with commercials that ocselling news to stations. Radio reporters are
casionally rival the old patent medicine adverrecognized on a par with press reporters, from
tising in blatancy". It suggests that stations
White House to night court. The media, as
either bar the sale of news periods for commercial sponsorship, or limit rigidly the tone and
news disseminators, are synonymous. The only
time of the commercial announcement.
difference is the mode of publication.
But since the war, there develops the painTo its professional readers, who know betful realization that die-hard publishers, and
ter. Editor & Publisher leaves the impression
some of those who sell newspaper space in comthat practically all news broadcasts are laxapetition with radio, are attempting to revive
tive-sponsored. Itso happens that probably
the feud. This indiscreet, opportunistic mimuch more than 99% of the news, over both
nority has seized upon war censorship as the
networks and stations is sponsored outside the
vehicle to sock radio.
proprietary field.
All industry, all people, have a battle for
And would our contemporary propose that
survival in this war. Those who would seek to
newspapers henceforth place no proprietary or
take advantage of a competitor on a war
even laxative advertising within sight of war
premise alone are hitting below the belt.
news?
In the few short weeks since the war, some
War means revolutionary changes. It will
of the anti-radio tactics that have developed
affect
newspapers, magazines and billboards
are amazing. There is the proposal that news
along with radio. No one will be spared. If combroadcasts be held up for a stipulated number
mercial hours are cut, chances are newsprint
of hours after newspaper publication (i.e.,
will be rationed. In England the reduction in
that only stale news go on the air). There is
publication size is some 40%. Censorship was
the suggestion that news sponsorship be
almost
a cuss-word just a few weeks ago; tobanned; the proposal that radio news be cenday it is accepted as a necessity to help win the
sored rigidly, but that the newspapers by selfwar.
regulation work out their own rules. And then
Radio is going to be censored along with the
there's the crass commercial approach, aupress. Certain types of news that is publishthored by one newspaper representation organization, that advertisers be cajoled away from
able on the printed page may have to be curtailed or even eliminated on certain stations,
radio because of the blackout "gamble", and
because of coverage range. But the plan is to
inferred Government take-over of radio.
handle it by self-regulation, not by stationing
Nothing can more undermine public conficensors in each master-control room.
dence in the press than sneak efforts of this
Any move to force radio to withhold news
calibre. If need be, radio could fight back in
until it is stale will be combated, not only by
kind. There's more listening today than ever
before. And more important, the public has
the industry but by Government itself, for millions who do not have access to newspapers are
confidence in radio.

representative who will be identified with radio aspects.
The Censorship Policy Board
named by the President will comprise Vice-President Wallace, Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau, Secretary of War Stimson,
Attorney General Biddle, Secretary of the Navy Knox, Lowell
Mellett, director of the Office of
Government Reports and Assistant
to the President, and Archibald
MacLeish, director of the Office of
Facts & Figures. Postmaster General Walker is chairman of the
board. This top advisory group will
consult with Mr. Price with respect
to policy and the coordination and
integration of the war censorship.
The operating board probably
will meet frequently, perhaps daily,
since it will be the active body.
The policy board will meet only
occasionally with Mr. Price, it is
understood, for the handling of
questions of transcendent importance.
Mr. Price temporarily is headquartering inthe Post Office Bldg.
in which the FCC also is located.
Permanent quarters have not yet
been assigned. He told Broadcasting he did not believe there was
Page 8 • December

any need for a large staff at headquarters. There already is a large
potential censorship force at work
in the field, such as functioning
branches of the Army and Navy,
FCC monitoring service and other
activities.
To Be Voluntary
A guide for broadcasting definitely is being considered and will
be drafted soon. Mr. Price commented on the extent to which
the broadcasting industry
already has gone into voluntary
censorship, mentioning particularly
the NAB War Guide [Broadcasting, Dec. 22].
At this stage there is no plan
to delegate censors for each network or station operation. Voluntary censorship will be the keynote.
The censorship imposed upon radio
probably will differ in several respects from that invoked against
printed media because of the essential difference in the methods of
conveying intelligence. Because
broadcasting signals know no
boundaries, the censorship at the
source may be of a somewhat different nature than that affecting
newspapers.
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the Belt— ^ n Editorii
entitled to get the news by radio. The t ,
media, so far as possible, will be treated sli
That's because they are alike, except for rad
greater speed.
Broadcasters recognize that the censors
to which they must accede will differ in so
respects from that imposed upon the prin
media. They know too, that the Governrm
is relying upon radio to do a somewhat diff
ent, and unquestionably more important ta
in
the it.war offensive, but they're not crowi
about
In designating J. Harold Ryan, Fort Ind^
try Co. vice-president and general manager,
radio censor. Director of Censorship Byi
Price has made a fortunate selection. Mr. Ey
is intelligent, steady, cool and considerate,
has no nev/spaper background, but a dist
guished career as a business man and bro;
caster. It's a real sacrifice for Harold Ryan
leave his business and his home in Toledo. I
every broadcaster should be grateful that
man of his calibre and prestige has been
ship.
lected for the thankless task of radio cens
All media will have their hands full ;
the duration. Each will be called upon to c(
tribute in its particular sphere. All probal
will have to battle together against spec
taxes on advertising and other restraints. T
certainly is no time for one to seek a compe
tive advantage over the other because of essf
tial war operations.
We hope the ill-advised, headstrong minor
that already has launched an anti-radio ci
sade under cover of the war emergency ^^
quickly realize this is all-out war, and \^
spare their journalistic colleagues further e
barrassment.
^

Ideas originally advanced of setting up interferences on certain
channels so signals could not be
heard beyond the border apparently have been dropped. This, particularly insofar as clear channel
stations are concerned, would restrict service so that rural and remote listeners would be deprived
of programs. These very people do
not have access to newspapers or
other current media.
Esso Renews for Year
ESSO MARKETEERS, New York
(gas and oil), on Jan. 1 renews
for 1942 its five-minute news periods on 34 stations. Programs are
aired four times daily Monday
through Saturday and twice on
Sunday. Marschalk & Pratt, New
York, handles the account.
John Shepard Hurt
JOHN SHEPARD, president of
the Yankee Network, fractured his
shoulder Christmas Day. He is at
Faulkner Hospital, Boston.
A SPECIAL Christmas Party program in conjunction with the sixth
annual Police & Fire Department Toy
Campaign was televised by WCBW,
CBSDec.television
adjunct in New York,
on
26.
BROADCASTING

Albers Transfer
ALBERS BROS. MILLING C
Seattle (Friskies, flapjack flour),
Jan. 2 shifted the weekly half-ho3
mystery drama participation pE
gram Whodunit? on 7 CBS
Coast stations, Thursday, 7:3(
p.m.
(PST), to Group
14 NBC-Pacific
and Mountain
stations, R
day, 9-9:30 p.m. Gale Gordon cc
tinues as narrator, with Ben Aid
ander, announcer. Jim Fonda,
Hollywood
producer of Lord
Thomas, agency servicing the «
count. Max Hutto is NBC prodi
tion representative on the show..
Penn. Salt Series
PENNSYLVANIA SALT MP.'
Co., Chicago, through its subsitj
aries, Lewis, American, and Eag
Lye Cos., Chicago, on Jan. 6 Wj
start a 13-week campaign of tra^
scribed one-minute announcemeii
three to six times weekly on
midwestern stations. Agency
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chicag
United Fruit on CBS
UNITED FRUIT Co., New To
(Banana Division), on Feb. 2 wj
start The ^Yorld Today, news round
by CBS correspondents on 37 statioiMonday
6:45-7 p.
Agencv isthrough
BBDO. Friday.
New York.
• Broadcast Advertisid

tions were ended in 1925. He then
embarked upon the gasoline business with Brother-in-Law Storer,
which
proved a direct route to
broadcasting.

to RCA
Transferred
Being
networks.
It
is
presumed
that
for
stantial investment ante-dating
Affiliates Are Asked
the time being RCA will be the Order 79 [newspaper ownership
In 1925 Mr. Storer got the idea
operator of the Blue Network,
To Meet Jan. 15
order] made in WMAL by the of marketing oil and gas from servusing the same staff and facilities Evening Star Newspaper Co.,
ice stations erected adjacent to
In Chicago
now employed for operation of the which owns the Leese Corp."
railroad
sidings, with gasoline purBlue.
It is expected the Star promptly
chased in tank car lots. The sav'[|rANSFER
the Blue
The FCC said it had granted the
•cm NBC to ofRCA,
as oneNetwork
of the
ing was thereby passed along to
steps to build new stueps toward ultimate complete assignments "pending the finding will take
dios and create its own operating the customer. In 1927 the Fort In■paration of the networks, is be- of an outside purchaser to assume
dustry Oil Co. was formed to exstaff. This may be accomplished
i|ig effected under authorization
pand these operations. Stations
such operation". Meanwhile, it is within the next few months, it was
were maintained in Cleveland and
i|.st Tuesday by the FCC covering expected NBC, as a wholly owned
thought.
Toledo. The owners, in seeking
jluntary assignment of three key subsidiary of RCA, will declare a
In addition to granting the as- methods to promote their product,
ations of the Blue.
"dividend in kind" assigning to
signments to RCA of these three decided to use radio. Arrangements
Last Friday NBC wired all of RCA all of the assets, contracts
stations, the FCC, as part of the were started with the then local
16 Blue Network affiliates that an and physical equipment segregated
plan for separation of the Blue station, WTAL- Soon the Storermportant meeting" would be held in the Blue.
an. 15 at the Drake Hotel, ChiThe FCC announced that at the Network, granted a petition of Ryan group owned the station. The
for reconsideration and grant call letters were changed to WSPD.
igo, "concerning the future opera- same time it had granted the KGO
of its license renewal. A scheduled
In 1928 WGHP was purchased in
on of the Blue Network". "We
application and had
elieve your presence is essential WMAL-iSiar
Detroit, but after three years it
removed it from the pending files, hearing was cancelled.
KOA, Denver, licensed to NBC
[ind hope you will be able to at- where it had reposed by virtue
was sold to the King-Trendle interests and now is WXYZ.
;nd," Niles Trammell, NBC presi- of the newspaper ownership in- but owned by General Electric Co.,
ent, wired. Mr. Trammell, it is
Against the backdrop of radio,
vestigation.
The
Commission,
it
was
granted
a
petition
for
reconidicated, will become chairman of
sideration and given a regular re- the gas business lost its glamor.
announced, "took cognizance
ae board of the new network op- was
In 1931 the gas stations were sold
of
the
indicated
plan
of
network
newal
of
license.
A hearing like- and
ration.
the firm looked around for new
wise
was
cancelled.
operation and, also, of the subradio fields. WWVA was purchased
Woods, Kobak Slated
and placed under the guiding genPhysical transfer of the Blue
ius of Mr. Ryan. In 1932, CKOK,
rom NBC to RCA, as a subsidiwhich later became CKLW, was esry operation, will be effected betablished in Windsor, Ont., serving
to Serve
Well-Equipped
ore the close of business Dec. 31. Ryan
the Detroit area. It was later dis'or bookkeeping and other purposed of. In 1935 WMMN was puroses, it is desired to consummate
Censor
Industry
As Broadcast
chased and in the fall of 1938
he transaction by the first of the
A
native
of
Toledo,
he
attended
WLOK
joined the Storer-Ryan
ear.
UNCLE SAM'S new radio censor
grammar school and high school group. A year later came WHIZ
— John Harold Ryan — has never
The Blue will be operated under
and last year WAGA was acquired.
new corporate name, not yet an- wielded a blue pencil or a pair of in that city. Then he enrolled at
The Ryan hobbies are far from
ounced. It is expected to be either editor's shears. But he knows ra- Yale, from which he was graduated
in
1908.
A
diligent
student,
he
ordinary.
His home in suburban
dio
practically
from
Genesis.
And,
l^e Blue Network Inc., or United
Toledo where he resides with his
broadcasting System, though two most important, he gets along with won the coveted Phi Beta Kappa
key. His fraternity. Beta Theta Pi, wife, the former Frances Storer, is
almost everybody.
r three other names are under
veritable treasury of rare first
If Byron Price, Director of Cen- became a major extracurricular aeditions.
[onsiderationGenealogy is his forte.
activity,
an
interest
he
has
mainMark Woods, vice-president and
sorship, had had the time or intained with an unbroken string of For several years he has been tracclination tosearch the rolls of both
llreasurer of NBC, is slated to being descendants of the Capetian
attendances at national convenfome president of the new opera- radio and journalism for the ideal
tions, dating from 1907.
kings,
who ruled France from the
man
to
fill
the
radio
niche,
he
tion, with Edgar Kobak, vice-presiAfter college, Harold Ryan re- 10th century. So far he has ferlent in charge of Blue Network
might well have wound up with
turned to Toledo to enter his
reted out about 10,000 descendants,
ales, as the executive vice-presi- J. Harold anyway.
with five centuries to go.
lent. The two net works will be
father's
business,
the
ArbuckleThe 56-year-old vice-president
He can walk the legs off any
at that time manufacturseparately staffed, but will head- and general manager of the Fort Ryaners ofCo.,
agricultural equipment and young fellow and is a contract
Industry Co., which operates a
fjiuarter at Radio City.
RCA became the licensee of the half-dozen stations, is well known
bridge player of the Culbertson
railroad
his father's
death, hesupplies.
became Upon
treasurer,
which class. Remarkably keen but genial
Jhree NBC-Blue outlets heretofore
in the industry, though he has
dcensed to the network itself, un- never been given to floor speeches position he retained until disscolu- and soft-spoken, Harold Ryan has
the company in 1928. Fol- an uncanny memory. Far from beiler action taken last Tuesday by at conventions or personal pub- tion of lowing
the first war, the lines in
ing straight-laced, he is congenial,
i|he FCC pursuant to the announced
licity. His brother-in-law and part- which the company was interested
others, witty and apIntention of NBC ultimately to
ner in business is George B. Storer, had nosedived and active opera- interested preciin
ates agood story.
lispose of one of its two networks.
who is interim president of National Independent Broadcasters
Blue Staff Continues
and who is spending most of his
The Commission granted a pe- time these days making shell caslition of the M. A. Leese Radio
ings at his steel plant in Detroit.
borp. for transfer to it from NBC
Gets Leave of Absence
(.f the license of WMAL. This was
ihe fourth Blue Network outlet
Stations in the Fort Industry
heretofore licensed to NBC.
fold are WWVA, WSPD, WMMN,
Applications for the transfers
WLOK, WHIZ and WAGA. The
Ivere filed with the FCC the pre- first was acquired back in 1927
ceding week [Broadcasting, Dec. and Mr. Ryan hasn't been out of
*2] and action came swiftly. The the radio business since.
In his new post Mr. Ryan will
^'CC in its announcement Dec. 24
aid it had acted upon the "stated take leave of absence from Fort
willingness of NBC and RCA to Industry Co. operations.
ilispose of one of the former two
More about the new chief of THREATENING to break Black Sambo's hot cake eating record is
the radio division of the Office of Tom Breneman (left), jovial m.c. on the five-weekly half-hour NBC-Blue
tetworks".
i By virtue of the approval of the Censorship :
participating show. Breakfast at Sardi's, as agency and network representatives staged an early morning bull session in the Hollywood resI'oluntary assignments of the three
He's a practical broadcaster —
taurant following a recent broadcast. Hearty eaters are (1 to r). Brenelicenses— WJZ, New York; WENR,
man; Myron Elges, NBC-Pacific Blue salesman; John Masterson, Raynot andirector
impresario.
term
of theHe's
NABa secondand a
mond R. Morgan Co. account executive; John Nelson, radio director
iphicago; KGO, San Francisco —
from NBC to RCA, steps will be former president of the Ohio of that agency; Mark Buckley, Lord & Thomas account executive; Robert
|iaken for separation of the two Broadcasters Assn.
McAndrews, NBC Western division sales pi'omotion manager,

iplue
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Year

Finds

Radio
Focusing
on Defense
the
first bulletin of the treacherous
Expansion of the CBS news staff,
Billings
Again Reach
now including 23 foreign correattack on Hawaii," Mr. Paley deNew Records But
clared. He added that radio's task
spondents, has made "the CBS news
now "is to keep ourselves fully and
beat the world", the report states,
Costs Increase
citing Cecil Brown's report of the understandingly acquainted with
sinking of the Repulse and the the nation's general and special obWITH national defense keynotingtheir 1941 activities, the three na- Prince of Wales as a "highlight of
jectives, and to do our part towards
contributing to the national morale
tional networks— NBC, CBS, MBS
the
hectic
year".
Outstanding achievement of the by assuring that the American
— in year-end recapitulations repeople shall continue to be the best
CBS shortwave division was buildported I'ecord billings, increased
informed people in the world, and
costs and generally expanded opering an organization with more than
ations.
that there shall be kept before
50 home office members to operate
Although defense features for the the new CBS Latin American Netthem all the realistic facts and hulast year have established radio as
man drama of men's actions in
work of 74 stations which will beperhaps the most effective medium
gin fvmctioning as soon as the two
these stirring times."
of expression in a war-threatened
nearly-completed 50-kw. shortwave
nation, the important function of transmitters
are finished. Meanbroadcasting in this respect was
MBS
while, to facilitate its service to
highlighted with emphasis late in foreign listeners, CBS has set up
the year — on Dec. 7, when the Japs a special newsroom to prepare
attacked Pearl Harbor. All net- newscasts in 10 languages.
Starting the new year with 193
works reported that wartime operIn the other direction, the CBS
ation came smoothly, the result of listening post, with eight reporters
affiliates, MBS reports that 48 new
practice and planning, particularly
stations joined the network during
and five technicians listening conin handling news broadcasts.
1941, including member and affilistantly
to
broadcasts
of
news
and
One of the principal developments
ated outlets as well as replacepropaganda
from
abroad,
provides
of the year was the establishment
ments. Gross time billings will
much
valuable
material
to
newsof network program service for
reach the highest figure in the netpapers,
magazines
and
press
assooutlets in Latin American counwork's history when the December
ciations, and turns over complete
tries. International shortwave acreport is completed. For the first
reports
to
the
Coordinator
of
Intivity also increased substantially
11 months of 1941, the total was
formation.
during the year.
Chief achievement of the CBS
$6,352,457, topping 1940's full year
engineering department was the by $1,585,403, and showing a 51.6%
increase over 1940's 11-month tocompletion of the new $600,000
tal of $4,190,071.
CBS
transmitter for WABC, New York,
The special features division rewhich entailed building an island
ported that 765 programs devoted
concrete in Long Island Sound
CBS during 1941 devoted much of of
to news and talks from home and
before work on the transmitter
its best talent and choicest time on
proper could commence. CBS engi- abroad, accounted for 359 hours
the air to defense programs, which
and 58 minutes of air time during
neers also installed FM transmitthe network places at the top of
1941, not including regularly schedters in New York and Chicago and
its review of the year's activities.
uled news programs. In addition to
at
year's
end
were
nearly
finished
In addition to many special events
MBS commentators in American
with the erection of the shortwave
broadcasts, talk periods given over
cities, the network had nine corretransmitters at Brentwood, L. I.
to defense topics and standard
spondents stationed at strategic
programs which took on a defense
Since July
1, WCBW,
network's
points
in
foreign countries to
television
station
in
New
York,
has
flavor, CBS lists such shows as
broadcast news analyses.
operated a minimum of 15 hours
Spirit of 'Jfl, for coverage of Ameriweekly. CBS has also continued its
MBS Sports
ca's armed force; Proudly We Hail, experiments with the full-color
dedicated to defense workers;
Mutual
concentrated
on national
television
system
developed
by
Dr.
Calling Pan America.
Peter C. Goldmark, chief television
defense programs. Sporting events
were broadcast on 166 programs,
engineer, in 1940. FM broadcasts
were also started in New York and
with Mutual signing exclusive
Chicago.
rights last year with the 20th
In addition to a dozen or more
Century Club to broadcast boxing
adult educational programs, CBS
bouts under sponsorship of Gillette
continued its expansion of the Safety Razor Co.
School of the Air until every one
Following the ASCAP-network
of the American Republics and
music war at the beginning of 1941,
Canada had pledged cooperation
Mutual was the first network to
and support for this series.
sign with ASCAP for the return of
its music to the air on May 13.
Paley Sets Goals
William S. Paley, president of Most ambitious new musical series
on Mutual starting last year was
CBS, in his year-end statement,
Spotlight Bands, largest commernamed "two great goals" — winning
cial contract ever placed on MBS
of the war and the winning of the for
Cola).
one advertising product (Coca
peace — which CBS plans to keep in
mind in presenting news, public
In 1941 Mutual arranged for
discussion, historic events as they
semi-annual meetings of key stahappen, and in maintaining nation program managers and the
tional morale through appropriate
network's board of directors and
SOMETHING NEW for the trans- programming. "The skills and
stockholders considered plans under
mitter building of WEEI, Boston, techniques of radio broadcasting,"
located at Medford, Mass., was the he said, "are admirably adapted to which six additional member stations of Mutual would increase
recent addition of a sandbag rampromote and intensify nationwide
part around the glass brick win- devotion to those goals."
their shareholdings in the corporadows of the building, protection
tion. When the FCC released its
Broadcasters have been able to
against the possibility of air bombreport
on chain broadcasting.
bring to bear "responsible judgings. The sandbagging was ordered
ment, trained personnel, and worldMutual
issued
two "white papers"
by Phil Baldwin, WEEI chief enwide facilities from the moment of in favor of the report.
gineer.
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STRATEGIC VALUE of t)
50,000-watt transmitter of KIR
Seattle, located on Vashon Islai
Wash., requires a guard of soldie
of the 41st Division. Located
the center of a large colony
Japanese nationalists, KIRO
the only 50,000-watt station nor
of San Francisco and Salt La
City.
Alert private
of Cleveland,
Ga. is Milton Sh£
Now a mature industry, rad
has had time to consolidate i
thinking and realize its defini
obligations to the United States
the present emergency, Alfred
McCosker, president of WOR, Kt
York, and chairman of the board
MBS, stated in his annual stat
ment to the industry last week.
These obligations, Mr. McCosk'
indicated, are "to make our r
sources available to the fullest e:
tent to the broadcasting of offici
government requirements; to pr
sent to the public as complete coerage of news as Government regi
lations will permit, and to gi\
special thought to national mora
in our program planning." In fu
filling these obligations, Mr. WCosker
stressed
"nowcoopei
moi
than ever
radio, that
working
atively with other media, has a
opportunity to assume leadershi
in public opinion, both in the niol.
ing and interpretation of it."
NBC

Although the last month in 194
brought radio to the fore as tli
quickest and best method of da
seminating war news, almost th
entire year in the broadcasting ir
dustry was devoted to informin;
the public of defense preparation;
emphasis on the Good Neighbo
policy between the Americas, an
expansion of facilities both nation
ally and internationally to mee
ever-growing
demands on Ameri
can broadcasting.
During the first ten months o
1941, NBC broadcast 1,062 defens'
programs on its networks, whiL
broadcasts from overseas on NBC
grew
a total
of day.
3,000 during
1941 ortoabout
10 per
NBC news programs increase(
65% in volume, while the staff o
foreign correspondents was in
creased to more than 40. NBC
opened two listening posts in 1941
the Pacific one Aug. 14 and th(
Eastern
post Julyon 23,
{Continued
pagerebuilt
37) its^
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FOR

WHAT

NEW

Eleven big packages... each
a new

program

four weeks
They

mean

advertiser

since WHN

A

CHRISTMAS

YORK

LISTENERS!

of them from
signed in the

went 50,000 watts.

greater radio enjoyment

for

WHN's millions of listeners. They indicate
how more and more advertisers are now
turning to WHN... the biggest buy in spot
broadcasting!

WHN
1540 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Chicago Office: 360 N. Michigan Avenue

50,000

WATTS-AMERICA'S

MOST

POWERFUL

INDEPENDENT

STATION

the Office of Censorship, headed
Reports
FCC,

Revived

Other

of

Merging

Federal

Bureaus

b^ Byron Price.
The original Government reorganization committee, appointed by
the President several years ago and
headed by Louis Brownlow, former District of Columbia Commissioner, originally had recommended
consolidation of the transportation and communications agencies.
This plan was dropped, however,
insofar as it affected certain of the
key independent agencies including
the FCC, after committees of Congress specifically exempted them
from such moves.
There would be plenty of opposition, it is thought, to the lumping
in of the FCC with other agencies
engaged in regulation of communications and transportation, because
of the difference in regulatory
functions. Public utility common
carriers are affected in virtually
casting.
every phase, save that of broad-

Wholesale Transfers of Agencies to Other Cities
Brings 0€&cial Talk of Bureau Consolidations
REVIVAL of official reports in- State, Treasury (Coast Guard) and
the FCC, with Chairman James
volving creation of a department
or bureau of transportation and Lawrence Fly heading the board.
Chairman Fly declared last week
communication, which v^^ould embrace the FCC, ICC, CAA and he had heard nothing about movother Governmental agencies
ing the FCC out of Washington in
identified with regulation in these whole or in part. He emphasized
fields, developed in Washington
the Commission's close tie-up with
last week following passage of the defense activities. Budget Director
Overman War Powers Act and Smith, however, apparently has
the Executive Order transferring
kept his own counsel on agency
a number of bureaus and agencies removals. The orders of the precedfrom Washington to the field.
ing week, for example, came as a
In the war hubbub, with de- surprise to the agencies affected
velopments taking place overnight, and to most of Washington's ofthere appeared to be no well-de- ficialdom.
fined activity toward creation of
Power Under Law
the new department, probably with
The
War
Powers Act authorizes
Moreover, there is now pending
cabinet rank, but in high quarters
it was reported the project had the President to make such redis- before both the House and the
been revived.
tribution of functions among ex- Senate separate bills to reorganize
ecutive agencies as he may deem
Some four years ago a proposal
the FCC by setting up two autonomous divisions of three men each,
for creation of such a department,
necessary for the national security and defense and for successful
which would embrace all agencies
one to handle public communicaprosecution of the war. He can
in the transportation and comtions, or broadcasting and its reredistribute
any
functions,
duties
munications fields, got under way.
lated services, and the other private
There were consolidations subse- and powers hitherto by law con- communications, including handling
ferred upon any executive depart- all of the utilities operations. The
quently, but the ICC, FCC, Fedment, commission, bureau, agency,
eral Trade Commission and CAA
chairman of such a reorganized
were definitely excluded. The Pres- governmental corporation, office or commission would be the executive
ident was given powers to con- officer as he regards "best fitted officer. Hearings tentatively are
solidate other agencies, however.
to carry out" the purposes of the scheduled before the House linterAct.
Many Offices Moved
state &mittee
Foreign
Com-1
between Jan.Commerce
15 and Feb.
Under Section 2 of the act, the
Ordered removal from Washingon
the
Sanders
Bill.
is authorized to "utilize,
ton of the SEC, U. S. Patent Of- President
cordinate or consolidate any exShould the legislation propose
fice and several other agencies
ecutive or administrative commiscreation of a new department, with
and bureaus took Washington comsions, bureaus, agencies, governcabinet status. Congressional appletely by surprise, even though
mental corporations, offices or offiproval would be required. If, on the
there had been sporadic reports
cers
now
existing
by
law"
and
other
hand,
it simply entailed conof such contemplated moves since transfer any of the duties or powsolidation of agencies, under an
the national emergency developed.
ers from one existing agency to
Budget Director Harold D. Smith
another. He also is authorized to existing department or a new independent establishment, no new
announced the drastic actions after abolish any bureau and confer its
legislation would be required, unconsultation with President Rooseduties upon some other department
der the War Powers Act.
velt. The moves were formalized
or bureau, but the latter authorizaby an executive order and will
tion would require recommendaWMT Explosion Reports
take place within 30 to 60 days,
tions to Congress.
WITHIN 3% hours of the explosion
with agencies removed probably
The War Powers Bill was en- ;it the shell-loading plant at Burlingfor the duration to such widely
acted by Congress during the week
ton, la., Dec.la. 12,
RapidsWaterloo,
hadWMT,
made Cedar
arrangements
separated areas as Pittsburgh, St.
of
Dec.
15
and
signed
by
the
Preswith
KBUR,
Burlington
to
feed
WMT
Louis and Chicago.
ident Dec. 18. Under it he created
a special broadcast from the scene.
These geographical moves are
designed to make room for an
influx of some 40,000 additional
war workers. Whether the FCC
would be affected in the geographical moves is problematical, though
in Congressional quarters it was
stated there appeared no reason
why all agencies save the War and
Navy Departments and those essentially part of the war high command should not be moved from
Washington.
These physical moves, however,
have nothing whatever to do with
the reported consolidation of regulatory functions. The FCC is labelled a defense agency. Since the
APPEAL FOR PAINTERS went unanswered because of defense boom,
war developed, it has functioned
so staff members of WTAR, Norfolk, Va., spent the afternoon of Dec.
under the Defense Communications
13 with paint pots and brushes getting the studio ready for the test
Board, an established part of the blackout
night. Putting the opaque touch to the windows are: (1 to r)
war operation. DCB could not be John New,thatsales
manager; Campbell Arnoux, general manager; Henry
moved from Washington since its Cowles Whitehead, program director; Mrs. Edward Enright, commercial
membership of five is made up of traffic department; Adele Barrett, musician; and Bailey Barco, organist.
representatives of the War, Navy,
At the mike, John Eric, staff announcer, rehearses under difficulties.
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WOOD

Is Grantee

Increase

to

5

kw

KWTO
Given Modification
Boosts for WSUI, WCNW
DISPOSING of a long-pendin
case, the FCC last Tuesday grame
WOOD, Grand Rapids, a constnac
tion permit to increase its powt
from 500 to 5,000 watts on UO
kc, sharing with WASH, whic
uses the same transmitter ah
in Grand Rapids and using a d
rectional antenna at night. It alt
dismissed as moot a petition t
reconsider and grant the applict
tion.
KWTO, Springfield, Mo., wa
granted an application for modifies
tion of construction permit fo
changes in directional antenna t
afford better protection to KL2
Denver, and KFDM, Beaumom
operating on 560 kc. A joint peti
tion for rehearing, filed by th
Denver and Beaumont stations, wa
dismissed upon request of the sta
tions.
WSUI Increase
WSUI, Iowa City, operated b
the State University, was grante^
a construction permit to increas
night power from 1,000 to 5,00
watts and make changes in its di
rectional antenna. It operates un
limited time on 880 kc.
WCNW, Brooklyn, was grantei
a construction permit to change
frequency from 1600 to 1190 kc.
increase power from 250 watts ti
1,000 watts, and change hours o
operation from specified to limitec
to WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind. Th.
grant was subject to proof of per
formance.
B & W Changes Format
FOR FEAR of disclosing informa
tion to the enemy of the presen
strength and location of Americai
military units. Brown & William
son Tobacco Co., Louisville, wil
change the format of its NBC-Rec
Wings of Destiyiy program, discon
tinuing dramatizations of authen
tic stories from the files of tlu
Air Corps. Starting Jan. 2 th«
program
plansfiction,
to baseand
its becaus(
drama;
on
aviation
of priorities also will abandon th(
weekly prize of a Piper Cub air
plane. Agency handling the accouni
for
Wings
king-size
cigarettes h
Russell
M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
Mvieller Anniversary
F. MUELLER Co., Jersey City,
N
_ . J. (macaroni & spaghetti), is
largein consumer
planning
tisingacampaign
all media, adverkeyed
to the celebration of its 75th anniversary throughout 1942. Now,
using several local shows and sponsoring Mark Hawley Neivs on 13
CBS stations, company expects to
in commeexpand radio
moration of theactivities
anniversary.
Agency is Maxon Inc., New York.

to "MarPERFOR
cheta",
oneMING
of the RIGHTS
classics of American
music, have been acquired by BMI
through
PublishingitsCo.affiliate, the M. M. Cole
• Broadcast

Advertising

Many

Executives
You

can sell men

decisions

through

Influence
who

make

promotion

ADVERTISERS are like families. Just as your station
Xjx offers advertisers complete family coverage, so
Printers' Ink provides radio stations with coverage of
the family of executives who contribute to advertising
decisions . . . advertising, management, sales and agency
executives.
In every firm there are varying opinions. If an advertising campaign has proved successful, there will be
those who hold the time ought to be increased. Others
will demand that sales and advertising be expanded into
new territories instead. Still others may encourage the
use of a national medium to take the place of local
advertising.
And, when all the opinions, ideas, and facts are
chipped into the hopper, out will come one decision. It
will say: "Your station is on the list," or "Sorry— next
time, maybe."
You can use the advertising pages of Printers' Ink
to convince advertisers of the merits of your market.
It is the one medium for station promotion more truly
balanced than any other in its appeal to the important
branches of executive decision.
Direct contact with people who make advertising decisions in all industries, from air-conditioning to wearing apparel, is yours through Printers' Ink, because
it is the only publication edited to help all business
move its products and services.

Time-Buying

time-buying
in Printers'

Ink

All advertising media combined (newspapers, radio
stations, magazines, farm papers, business papers, outdoor and transportation services) invest more money in
Printers' Ink than in any other medium. Put it to work
for you now on the largest A. B.C. identified audience of
manufacturers, advertising agencies and commercial ser-

A CASE IN POINT
PRODUCTS: Food and liquor.
APPROPRIATION: 0\ er $ 1 ,000,000.
QUESTION: ^Vhat officials are factors in determining the media you use?
ANSWER: In our company, we have our advertising department. This department is under the
supervision of the vice-president. We have an
agency where they assign a man to our account.
The agency has a media man whom we depend
upon for guidance, working with our advertising
department. Our president and vice-president
finally "sit in" to hear recommendations from our
agency and advertising department on media and
programs. We generally discuss far in advance our
problems and develop together the "theme."

■

■

I

PRINTERS'
Ink
The Weekly Magazine of Advertising, Management and Sales
185 MADISON
AVENUE
•
NEW
YORK,
N. Yo
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AFRICA and "somewhere" on the
Egyptian front are the next possible stops for uniformed Tor Torland, former ace announcer and
newscaster of KOA, Denver, shown
with General Manager Lloyd E.
Yoder. Tor was home for a brief
leave of absence after resigning to
enlist in the American Ambulance
Field Service.
CBC News Progress
FOLLOWING a year of operations,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s
news service occupies 20% of all
CBC broadcasting hours. The CBC
news bureau was started Jan. 1,
1941, using wire services of Canadian Press and British United
Press as well as news picked up
by the CBC shortwave receiving
station at Ottawa. Because of the
interest in news, the CBC explains,
it started its own news bureau
where news would be edited to suit
the needs of broadcasting, rather
than take news edited by outside
sources.

of

Radio

News

Service

Too Successful
CALDOW PAINT Co., Sar
Francisco, sponsors th^
KROW, Oakland noon news
When the Army ordered
blackouts in the Bay area,
the firm advertised special
black paint for window glass.
After three broadcasts the
sponsor called KROW :
"Stop! We're all sold out!'^

Stressed
in
SarnofF
Report
Sole Aim of RCA Next Year Is to Help Win War and
Aid Peace That Follows; Radio's Role Untold
The RCA president pointed out
TODAY'S radio news service
parallels in importance its enter- that the corporation's manufacturtainment value, David Sarnoff,
ing plants are employing more than
president of RCA said in his an- 30,000 persons and that of the
nual year-end statement last week volume of unfilled orders 80% are
and he added that radio enters for defense and 20% commercial.
1942 with but one aim- — "to win Because of the times, he said, the
the war and to win the peace that specific achievements of this period will come to light in later
follows."
"The facility and speed with years in much the same way that
which radio has rallied the nation the wartime developments of the
from an unlimited emergency to radiophone, shortwaves and vacuum
a wartime basis," Mr. Sarnoff said, tube were revealed after the Armistice of 1918. In that connection,
"emphasizes the value of network
broadcasting as conducted in the television, Mr. Sarnoff said, holds
United States. Interrupted by news
great promise of becoming a new
bulletins, radio continues its musi- radio service to the public.
cal programs, comedy and drama,
When the victory is achieved, Mr.
for these are recognized as revital- Sarnoff concluded, radio will be
izing tonics, needed more than ever
the "ready" for the important
in the busy days and nights of at
postwar role which will be assigned
war.
to it by peace.
Flexible Service
Maj. Gen. James G. Harbord,
"Radio's instantaneous reports veteran of the first World War
from the Pacific and the eyewitness
and chairman of the board of RCA,
coverage of the war in Europe and also alluded to the post-war place
Asia as the NBC circuits switched
of television in his year-end statefrom continent to continent, from ment.
island to island, revealed as never
"Television," according to Gen.
before the flexibility with which
broadcasting performs its service Harbord, "is in much the same position as the radiophone in the first
to the people. They hear history
World War. Then wireless was bebefore it is written."

KGU

Ad Booklets Available
BASIC facts about advertisir
which the public should know
tersely reviewed in a pamphl
published by William E. Rudge
Sons, New York, available at Sj
per thousand. The pamphlet w;
published following the recent joii
session of the Assn. of Nation
Advertisers and the America
Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
is designed for distribution to tl
public, and shows how advertisir
reduces the cost of commodities.
ginning to find its tongue; rad
for the past few years has bee
opening its electric eyes. The mil
tary value of television has yet i
Harbord said that behir
be Gen.
revealed".
the curtain of military secrecy, sc
entists in their research labor;
tories are in the front lines of ii;
tional defense. Their discoverii
might turn the tide of battle. Bi
in wartime science must of nece
sity withhold its big news stories.

HONOLULU—

is back on the air, carrying on as usual with a full schedule
of personalized

and a star-studded

NBC

shows.

KGU

is executing national advertising commitments

Represented
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KATZ

roster of

as before.

AGENCY,
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'SOMETHING NEW about cattle
,brands was learned by Bill Shoj matte,
field representative of
WOAI, San Antonio, when he interviewed J. E. Hodges, brand inspector at local yards.
ADVERTISING HELD
BASIC IN PROGRESS
^ ADVERTISING
and aggressive
• selling have helped bring tremendous expansion of new and improved
products, according to Prof. Neil H.
Borden, of Harvard, who directed
the recently completed four-year
study of advertising conducted at
^ the university. Addressing the
' American Marketing Assn. Dec. 29,
Prof. Borden summarized findings
of the study, on which a 1,000-page
report has just been published by
Richard D. Irwin Inc., Chicago.
Though in some instances adveri tising has increased merchandise
costs, for the most part advertisj ing and aggressive selling have
I helped greatly in promoting a
growth in material welfare far in
,1 excess of the costs entailed. Prof,
j Borden said. In promoting a dyij
economy,
advertising's
chiefis
!inamic
task from
a social
standpoint
!|that of encouraging development of
i new products, he explained.
1||enterpriser
"It offers may
a means
hope whereby
to buildthea
(iprofitable demand for his new and
Idifferentiated
merchandise will
: justify investment," according to
'I Prof. Borden. "From growing ini vestment has come the increasing
I flow of income which has raised
I man's material welfare to a level
1 unknown in previous centuries."
1 The Harvard study, financed by
1 a grant from Mrs. Alfred W. Erickson, of New York, was first sug! gested by the Advertising Research
Foundation, jointly operated by
I the Assn. of National Advertisers
■ and the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.

Stops Criticism
TO ALLAY public criticism
of foreign language broadcasts as to their need and
purpose, WBNY, Brooklyn, is
preceding all foreign language newscasts with the
following English announcement: "WBYN is about to
broadcast an authenticated
AP news program in the
(name of foreign) language,
in order that many loyal
Americans in our audience
who can be effectively reached
only in (name of language)
may be accurately informed
of the news. We ask our English-speaking listeners to remember that it is of vital
importance to civilian morale that these good people
receive accurate news reports, lest they turn to shortwave propaganda from enemy countries."

(lllii

FRED WARING has composed a special song for the student flyers of the
Naval Air Training Base at Pensaeola,
Ma., and will play it for the first time,
on his Pleasure Time broadcast for
Chesterfields, Friday, Jan. 2.
BROADCASTING

KSFO

Names

Weed

LINCOLN DELLAR, general manager of KSFO, San Francisco, has
announced that Weed & Co. has
been appointed
national representative of the station.
PAUL GLASS, noted for his research
work on classical . music, has transcribed and edited "The Old Master
Series"
for the orchestra
BMI repertoire
dio and concert
music. of ra-

J|AMILY
Mj/o

FAVORITE READING
Ex-KROD Announcer Looks
'
For Trade News
Editor, Broadcasting :
Just a short note since I'm minus
a typewriter. Rather distressing
since I'm not much of a penman.
However, wanted to ask you if my
copies of Broadcasting were on
their way. Miss that magazine more
than anything else. However, I
could go for a cup of Maxwell
House Coffee and a hamburger.
You never miss a thing 'til it's
England
is quiet
now. time.
No Jerry's
have
been over
for some
That
is, enough to really warm things
up.
gone.
Oct. 29, 1941.
James Sims.
(Editor's
Mr. Sims was
merly ofNote
the —engineering
staffforof
KROD,
El
Paso,
and
now
is with
land.)
the Civilian Technical Corps at a
Royal Air Force station in Eng-

Includes

prosperous

m

Give serious consideration to developing the farm market
for a long swing. It will be far easier to entrench yourself with the farmer today than when competition for
income becomes universal.
his steady, "parity - plus"
MARKET LETTER.

IT&TAddsWABC
j INTERNATIONAL Telephone &
IjTelegraph Corp., New York, ex! panding its series of news about
I Latin America which started reI cently on WJSV, Washington,
; [Broadcasting, Dec. 15] on Dec.
j 29 adds WABC, New York, MonI day through Friday, 6:10-6:15 p.m.
Chief purpose of the broadcasts,
which the sponsor airs without commercials, isto bring the Americas
j closer together and foster the
i Good Neighbor Policy. Agency is
Marschalk & Pratt, New York.

Krueger on WOR
G. KRUEGER BREWING Co.,
Newark (beer and ale), has purchased Go Get It, audience participation treasure-hunt show on WOR,
New York, Wednesday 8:15-8:45
p.m., and will start sponsorship
Feb. 4. Series has been a WOR
sustainer for the last several
months, is owned by Mary Chase,
directed by Robert Shayon, with
Joe Bolton and Bob Emery as masters of ceremonies. Compton Adv.,
New York, handles the account.

Like all other members of OUR FAMILY, farm
listeners have confidence in WIBW. To them,
your "commercial" is the personal recommendation of a friend and neighbor. Small wonder
WIBW has such an enviable reputation for
winning rapid, whole-hearted acceptance of its
advertiser's products.
TIE UP THIS FARM MARKET ONCE

WW
A
I
W
NEW YORK;

• Broadcast

Add to this the fact that WIBW is grounded
in soil with the highest conductivity rating in
America . . . our 5,000 watts on 580 kc which
does the work of a million watts at the other
end of the dial . . . and you have the reason
why WIBW advertisers get results in five states.
AND

FOR ALL WITH

WIBW!

^# ^
WW
^ru^ G... rMgr.
COLUMBIA^ OUTLET
FORnA
KANSAS
c^
Xa^i
^BEN
LUDY,
%^
^FJL
BW
REPRESENTEDoBY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
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MAJ. GEN. DAWSON

q

annual betore
greeting he was yt

/'Sun-G\asses

Uy"'*«5""'''«:„tab,, house.*
of storry-eyetl. holie
„-,gM hove W
„ot been lor me

^.^^ ^.^^
„„p„„y of
^ri„no's l""''

er . • •
a tellow trovel
of g*' • •
popular giver

■dlCWJB ■ Globe

PAUL

W.

Cleveland

o PHOINIX REPUBLIC
AFFIIIATED
WITH
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San Fran
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OLMSTEAD

NEWEST MEMBER of the Defense Communications Board, which
is functioning as a sort of superFCC effort,
duringis the
States'
war
Maj.United
Gen. Dawson
Olmstead, Chief Signal Officer of
the Army. Gen. Olmstead became a DCB member automatically
on Oct. 24, 1941, when he succeeded
Maj. Gen. Joseph 0. Mauborgne,
now retired, as Chief Signal Officer. But under terms of the Executive Order setting up DCB 15
months ago, munications
as the
com-is
head he Army's
officially
the third ranking board member —
following Chairman James Lawrence Fly and Rear Admiral Leigh
Noyes, Director of Naval Communications, who holds second rank
because of seniority.
Extensive Background
In the Army since 1906, when he
was graduated from the U. S. Military Academy at West Point, Gen.
Olmstead is widely recognized for
his grasp of the communications
problems encountered by the military, particularly in wartime operations. His reputation in this line
has derived from his activities both
in the field and as a director of instruction in communications.
Born in Corry, Pa., on May 21,
1884, Gen. Olmstead was appointed
to West Point in 1902, graduating
four years later. Continuing his
schooling, specializing in communications, he was graduated in 1909
from the Army Signal School. In
1924 he was also a distinguished
graduate of the Command & General Staff School, and 10 years
later, in 1934, he was a graduate
of the Army War College.
Before the first World War Gen.
Olmstead's service was primarily in
the field artillery, although he had
served with the Signal Corps by
detail as early as 1909, when he
was helping develop telephone and
wire equipment for the field artillery. During the World War he
served in the Office of the Inspector
General, American Expeditionary
Forces, and commanded the 50th
and 75th Regiments of field artillery. Since the war he has had
BROADCASTING

many Signal Corps assignments,
the field and in the Office of t
Chief Signal Officer.
In the field he served as Offlc
in Charge of the Signal Secii.
of the New York General Depas Division Signal Officer and L
partment Signal Officer in Hawa
as Officer in Charge of the Alasl
Communications System, and mo
recently as Commandant of tl
Signal Corps School, Commandii
General, Fort Monmouth, N. J., ai
president of the Signal Corj
Board.
In the Office of the Chief Sign
Officer, before himself becomir
the No. 1 officer, Gen. Olmstej
saw duty as Officer in Charge i
the Supply Division, as Exeeuti^
Officer, and as Acting Chief Sign
Officer for several periods. He w;
named Chief Signal Officer on Oc
24, 1941.
Married to Elizabeth Heath o
Jan. 1, 1908, Gen. Olmstead
the father of a son and two daugl
ters — Capt. D. H. Olmstead, F. A
on duty in the Office of the Undei
secretary of War; Mrs. Elizabet
0. Dootson, Berkeley, Cal.; Mis
Georgia Olmstead, now a studer
at American U in Washington.
A member of Washington's Arm
& Navy Club, a principal cente
of the capital's service social lif(
Gen. Olmstead's hobbies are fish
ing and boating.
Raid Signal Plan
AN AIR-RAID signal plan, sufc
mitted to the Government by Rob
ert A. Catherwood, general man
ager of WWRL, New York, where
by
wouldlow-powered
be utilized toradio
warn station
of ap
proaching air raids is being con
sidered by the DCB, according t
word received by Mr. Catherwooc
from FCC Chairman Fly. Th.
WWRL plan which was also sub
mitted to the NAB, would requir(
listeners to leave their radios oi
before retiring each evening. Low
powered stations which ordinarilj
sign-off at midnight would stanc
by without broadcasting programs
but ready to sound an air raic
alarm and the later all-clear signal. Listeners could sleep and bt
awakened
raid alarm. only by an actual aii
Wins WSFA Contest
RENA STONE, secretary to John
Hymes, timebuyer of Lord <S
Thomas, New York, has beer
awarded first prize of $25 in a
contest conducted by WSFA, Montgomery, Ala. for secretaries of
agency
timebuyers.
Station titled
sent
out a booklet brochure,
"Story of WSFA", and secretaries
were to show the booklet to their
boss, and jot down in 50 words,
his remarks. Second prize of $15
was awarded Flora S. Jack, N. W.
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, and
third of $10 to Rosemary Kelly,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
WNBT, NBC's television station, will
celebrate New Year's Eve by taking
televiewers to the famous Rainbow
Room atop Radio City to follow the
celebrations as 1941 is ushered off the
calendar.
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Muzak's
W47NY
Starts
Schedule
Represents Test of New FCC
Service-for-Fee Idea
W47NY, New York's newest FM
station, quietly commenced regular
operations last week, after several
weeks of testing. Owned by Muzak
Corp., W47NY's 13 hours of daily
programs consist of transcribed
music sent to the transmitter atop
70 Pine St., third highest building
and second highest FM location
in New York, from the Muzak
studios. Ben Selvin, Muzak vicepresident, is in charge of programming for the station.
Only non-musical items on the
schedule are important news bulletins which will be interjected into
the broadcasts as they are received
on the United Press ticker at the
transmitter, where Walter Graham
heads the technical staff operating
the 3-kw. General Electric transmitter.
General manager of the station,
in charge of operations and sales,
is P. K. Leberman, veteran broadcaster whose radio career began
with the Navy and who is owner
of KRSC, Seattle, as well as president of Family Circle magazine,
whose subsidiary corporation, FM
Radio Broadcasting Corp., has an
application for an FM license
awaiting FCC action. This company
acquired a transmitter and the site
at 70 Pine, which have now been
turned over to Muzak for use by
W47NY.
Muzak also has received from
the FCC an experimental license
for an FM station to be operated
on 117.65 mc. and to be operated
in such a manner that its programs
will be available only to subscribers to the station's service. This
will be done by broadcasting along
with the programs a discordant
note which can be tuned out only
by listeners equipped with special
receivers to be supplied by Muzak
at a rental fee. In granting this
license, the FCC expressed interest
in this first attempt of a broadcaster to collect for service directly
from the listeners instead of from
advertisers. This would be a radio
adaptation of the basic Muzak operation of supplying continuous
musical programs uninterrupted by
speech to restaurants, hotels, etc.,
by wire on a fee basis.
Lewis for GE
SHORTLY after the first of the
year, General Electric Co., Cleveland (incandescent lamp division),
will replace the "Co-ed Contest"
feature of its NBC-Red Hour of
Charm program with a five-minute
news spot featuring Fulton Lewis
jr., MBS news analyst. Mr. Lewis
will report on material prepared
under the direction of the Division
of Information of the Office for
Emergency Management with special reference to priorities. Agencies handling the account are
BBDO, New York, and Foster &
Davies, Cleveland.
Page 18
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SCOTT HOWE BOWEN
Scott Howe Bowen was born in
SCOTT HOWE BOWEN, one of
Elyria, 0., Nov. 27, 1888, the son
radio's pioneer commercial developof Samuel Howe Bowen, scion of a
ers, died Dec. 22 at his winter home
New England family that traces
in West Palm Beach, Fla., following a brief illness. He was 53.
its lineage to the Mayflower PilIn addition to his widow, he
grims. His mother was a descendant of Thomas Hooker, founder of
leaves three sons, Scott Jr., 28;
Hartford, Conn., and first Colonial
Frederick Clement, 18; and Roger
Conant, 16. He also is survived by governor of that state. Her father
a sister, Mrs. John Garfield, of was Martin Webster Pond, a grand
Cleveland. A nephew, John Gar- nephew of Noah Webster. He had
field Jr., is a salesman on the staff emigrated
to Ohio by ox-cart in
1819.
of WGAR, Cleveland. Mr. Bowen
He attended Oberlin Preparatory
had two stepchildren also, a son and
daughter.
School and matriculated at Oberlin College in 1908, only to be
President and owner of WIBX,
forced to leave because of a breakUtica, Mr. Bowen had taken over
down in health. He then went to
active direction of the station about
the U of Colorado for a year and
six years ago, following dissolution
finally entered Harvard. But after
of Scott Howe Bowen Inc., pioneer
a year at Harvard his family met
spot broadcasting firm which was
financial
reverses and he had to
largely responsible for placing of
go to work. His first job was as a
many of radio's early accounts on reporter on the old Cleveland
the air. He dissolved his spot comLeader.
pany after exclusive station repHe left the paper after a year
resentation came into vogue, and
to become publicity manager of the
because of impaired health.
Cleveland Bell Telephone Co. and
Mr. Bowen died following a long later
joined the Baker Electric Co.
illness which kept him in a hos- as assistant advertising manager.
pital in Syracuse practically all In 1914 he joined a Cleveland
last summer. About a month ago printing company, with which he
he went to his winter home in Palm
remained for two years. In 1916 he
Beach, but shortly after arrival became interested in aviation and
was forced to return to a hospital. promoted a company to market an
automatic control device for airOne of radio's most colorful
craft.
figures and a master salesman,
One month after the United
Scott Bowen had a dynamic career.
He had owned WIBX while di- States entered the war, young
recting the activities of his spot Bowen enlisted in the aviation section of the Signal Corps. He was
sales organization, but regarded it commissioned
a second lieutenant
as a testing laboratory.
after
a
training
course and became
Test Pilot in First War
a pilot. He was one of the first two
Scott Bowen served in the first or three hundred pilots to be commissioned bythe Army. He became
World War as a test pilot for the
U. S. Air Service. He spent several
an experimental and test pilot in
1917, headquartering at Langley
years in the advertising field with
numerous publications, and left Field, Va. It was not until the
very eve of the Armistice that he
Conde
Collier's
in 1927
to
formNast
ScottandHowe
Bowen
Inc. was attached to a bombing squadron scheduled for duty in France.
Then the largest independent commercial enterprise in radio, he was
Disappointed, he secured his discharge on Nov. 12, 1918.
largely responsible for placing on
the air such accounts as Chevrolet,
After the war, Scott Bowen
Buick, Dodge, Chrysler, Quaker joined McGraw-Hill as a copy
writer. Later he formed Technical
State Oil, Continental Oil, Beechnut, Philco, Bulova Watch, Benrus
Publicity Inc., specializing in trade
Watch, Gillette, Canada Dry and paper publicity. Then he joined the
A&P.
Frank Presbrey Agency as a new
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COURT CLARIFIES
EMPLOYER
RIGHT.
AN EMPLOYER may freely spea
his mind on labor issues, so lov
as he does not attempt to coert
his employes or restrain their o:
ganization, the Supreme Court he!
last Monday. The decision is e:
pected to have a definite effect
the administration of the Wagni
Labor Relations Act and the acti^
ties of the National Labor Reli
tions Board, since statements
employers on labor issues have bee
a principal basis for unfair lalx
practice actions by the NLRB.
Associate Justice Murphy, wh
wrote the opinion for the seve
court members participating in tb
decision, declared the Wagne
statute does not enjoin an employe
from expressing his "view on labo
policies
or problems",
determining
whether although
a course '
conduct amounts to restraint
coercion, pressure exerted vocall
may no more be disregarded tha
pressure
exerted in
other from
ways". i
The decision,
arising
NLRB order directing Virgini
Electric & Power Co. to disban
an independent union of its emploj
es, is regarded as significant to th
communications industry in vie\
of the long-term relationships b(
tween company managements an
leaders
of the industry's indepen
dent unions.
Standard Oil Continues
STANDARD OIL Co. of Indiana
Chicago, will not decrease its 194
advertising budget. Decision to dis
continue weekly half -hour Auctioi
Quiz onwas
Jan.made
9 on 47
NBC-Blue
sta
tions
some
weeks ago
it was explained, and the company
it is predicted will shortly be bad
on the air with either a new net
work program or possibly a tran
scribed spot campaign. McCann
Erickson, Chicago, is agency.
Sunkist Plans Spots
CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS EXCHANGE, Los Angeles
(Sunkist lemons), supplementing
its thrice-weekly quarter-hour CBS
Hedda Hopper's Hollywood, on Jan.
5 starts a 13-week campaign using
five spot announcements weekly on
stations in 20 eastern and southern
markets. Following a three months
lapse, the schedule will be resumed
in
Agency is Lord & Thomas,
LosJuly.
Angeles.
business executive. Successively he
worked at various enterprises until
in 1926 he became eastern advertising manager of College Humor,
which he left to handle Pennsylvania and Southern advertising for
In 1927, while with Collier's, he
Collier's.
saw
the power of radio advertising when that magazine, through
its broadcasts, increased its circulation from 125,000 to 850,000 in
a short period. He wrote the Department of Commerce for a list of
stations, sent all of them a letter
offering to act as their sales representative, secured 85 signed contracts.
• Broadcast
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DEATH

"SOUTHERN RIVERS"
An All-Negro Program of the
Old South Originating in
WKY's Studios for the
NBC RED NETWORK
Fridays 11:05-11:30 p.m.
C. S. T.

STALKS

A

SACRED

® WKY has made boloney out of the sacred
cow of big-time radio that the major crop
of hinterland studios is corn.
No double standard of programming
exists at WKY. Facilities, staff and talent
are maintained continuously to provide programs of local flavor and appeal as attractive
and polished as any network show.
Specimens of WKY productions have
been aired frequently over NBC in recent
years. Currently, WKY enjoys the rare distinction of being one of the very few stations
outside major production centers to originate
a dramatic series for NBC's coast-to-coast
Red network. This, to be sure, is acknowledgement from headquarters that the "sacred
cow" is dead at WKY.
And this mystery drama, "Dark Fantasy",
is preceded the same evening on NBC Red
by still another sample of WKY's "knowhow" when the all-Negro "Southern Rivers"
originates in WKY's studios.

COW!

The identical skill, experience and effort
applied to these network programs are employed in dozens of local WKY programs
every week. Each is skilfully moulded to the
needs of advertisers and the acceptance of an
audience which it keeps bigger and happier
than that of any other Oklahoma station.

OKLAHOMA
CITY
Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times-KThe Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs -K KLZ, Denver (Alliliated Mgmt.)
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc

Shortwave
Stations
Rally
ing shortwave stations are the same
Truth About News Given
who have made our American system of broadcasting the greatest
Foreign Countries
in the world— CBS, NBC, Crosley,
Via Broadcasts
General Electric, Westinghouse —
WITH THE coming of war to names of pioneers in broadcasting
at home as well as abroad.
America, the country's shortwave
broadcasters rallied to the call just
Costly Operations
as enthusiastically as domestic
Last year, for direct operating
broadcasters, increasing their already prodigious task of spreading expenses not including the partwhat they had long before realized time services of executives and perto be the most effective propaganda
sonnel on the payrolls of the domestic stations owned by these com— the plain unvarnished truth
about world events — to the four
panies, they spent something like
corners of the globe.
$1,500,000 for shortwave broadcasting. During that time, NBC
The men and companies operat-

When

you

A

buy

WCAE

COMPLETE,

you

PRACTICAL

MERCHANDiSINO

RETAIL

STORE

get...

SERVICE

DISPLAY

Permanent stands in 1 30 retail outlets for use of WCAE
advertisers. Exclusive display — miijimum of 2 weeks.

PERSONAL

CALLS

ON

DEALERS

Anything from a one-day survey to a full week of intensive merchandising among retailers and wholesalers.

STEADY

NEWSPAPER

PROMOTION

30 inch advertisement, or larger, daily and Sunday
promoting WCAE programs and sponsors.

Out of these and many other special services available {22 in all) 0
full-fledged merchandising program can he arranged and executed.

The KATZ Agency
• National Representatives
New York Chicago Detroit Atlanta Kansas City San Francisco Dallas
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SYSTEM

to the
Call
and Crosley, first to begin experiments with the sale of international
broadcasts to American advertisers, took in less than $100,000 in
commercial revenue between them.
Last year also, in accordance
with the FCC ruling that all shortwave stations have a minimum
power of 50 kw., all of these companies made sizable investments
in new or improved facilities, CBS
alone spending $500,000 for its new
L.
L
transmission
plant at Brentwood,
G-E, proud possessor of the country's most powerful shortwave station, WGEO at Schenectady, is currently dismantling the WGEO
transmitter for shipment to the
Pacific Coast for operation by the
Federal Government to reach the
Far East, augmenting the job now
being performed solely by KGEI,
G-E station in San Francisco. Until another superpower transmitter
can be assembled, WGEO will use
its former 50-kw. transmitter for
service
to Europe and Latin America.
Last year also saw the inception
of three Latin American networks,
affiliated as branches with NBC,
CBS and WLWO in much the same
manner as are networks in this
country, except that instead of receiving their programs by wire
lines from the originating stations
these networks below the Rio
Grande get their programs from
the United States by shortwave
radio for rebroadcasting locally.
International broadcasting began
in this country at almost the same
time as domestic broadcasting, but
at the outset the important thing
was not programming, but research,
as radio engineers began to experiment with higher frequencies than
those in the standard broadcast
band.
But the early programs, chiefly rebroadcasts of the schedules of
domestic stations, soon began to
attract an audience abroad and
before many years had passed
American shortwave broadcasters
were building programs especially
for their foreign listeners.
European Propaganda
It was not, however, until the
late 30's that the use of the shortwaves by various European governments for propaganda purposes
made American broadcasters conscious of the need for a positive
counter propaganda of our own,
especially in programs for Latin
America, which was being bombarded with the sales talk of the
dictatorships from abroad.
And it was then the conclusion
was reached that the best propaganda possible for America and
the democratic way of life was
something no dictator dared to use,
the broadcasting of straight news,
uncolored or uncensored.
Today as never before the emphasis in our international broadcasting ison news. WLWO, 75-kw.
BROADCASTING

RACE AGAINST TIME v
staged by Paul Sherman, ;
nouncer of WAAT, Jersey Ci
with John Zena, a painter blai
ing-out the WAAT windows, :
cording to the legend attached
this photo.
Crosley shortwave station which
temporarily the country's
powerful, broadcasts 36 news 1
riods a day in 12 different Ij
guages. Four of these — Engli
German, Spanish and Italian
originate
in the
studio's; the
otherstation's
eight coc
through an exchange arrangeme
with G-E and CBS.
Similarly, many of NBC's p;
grams are also beamed abroad
WBOS, Westinghouse station
Boston. Such exchanges provi
wider distribution for these pi
grams, with several transmittt
beaming them simultaneously
various vantage points, sendin;^

A

NEW

GIANT!
KPAS
Pasadena, Calif.

10,000
UNLIMITED

WATTS
DIRECTIONAL
TIME

The only commercial station
serving
Pasadena
ket, the the
RICHEST
market Marper
capita in the Nation
+ PLUS +
Thorough coverage of
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
•
1 1 -1 0 on your dial.
KPAS
Poclfiic Coast
Co.
'OtT'io'^'
Studios
in theBroadcasting
Huntington
Hotel, Pasadena, and
Hollyv/ood.
• Broadcast Advertisini

ench newscast, for example, to
•ance and to French West Africa
the same time.
Second only to news in impor,06 in the shortwave schedules
] e the speeches of President RooseIt and other United States Goviinment officials. When the Presii.nt speaks, his voice is carried
:iound the world, and when he has
iiished his words are repeated
I a score or more translations,
ch sent straight to the country
eaking each language.
Feature Programs
But the programs shortwaved
iroad are not all newscasts nor
i^eeches of State. Fine musical proams, such as CBS's Sunday Eve.\ng Hour, NBC's Metropolitan
i4ofra broadcasts on Saturday afrnoons and WLWO's Cincinnati
.miphony concerts on Saturday
enings; programs about Ameri: n places and people, such as
-E's Travelogues of the United
■ates; other broadcasts of such
pical American phenomona as
^rize fights and swing bands — all
ive large and enthusiastic audiLces in Latin America and abroad.
!Such a broadcasting service costs
oney and lots of it — $1,500,000
1941, probably more than $2,fCOOO in 1942. Why are these
ankly commercial companies — expt the World Wide stations in
|Dston, WRUL-WRUW, which are
ipported by grants from various
undations as a purely institubnal effort — all U. S. shortwave
ations are owned by companies
:ho are also active in domestic
!j.mmercial broadcasting, willing to
pend such sums with no chance
'jir any appreciable immediate re[.rn?
The answer, like the service, is
l-pically American, a mixture of
ilotives, a combination of patriotIm and profit. Today they are dojg their part to promote the Amerlan way of life throughout the
lorld because of their faith in
at way of life.
And, when they are successful
•when America is successful — the
I
iimerican system of broadcasting,
•unded on free enterprise and suported by advertising, will become
e international system of broadistmg as well, providing future
:tofits
for American shortwave
"•oadcasters that will amply repay
jie effort and expense of their preset pioneering.
(
¥ ^
iiln Washington officials of the
pice of the Coordinator of Inter|imerican affairs said last week
lat a network of communications
ncilities virtually to blanket Latin
Bnerica with important broadcasts
rom the United States whenever
ill address of significance is scheduled for that area.
As in the case of President
Dosevelt's speech Dec. 9, which 48
ptin American stations have reorted carrying, other addresses
ill be piped into all corners of
lat continent. The OCIA also said
!lat American shortwave facilities
I• ROADCASTING

Bitner
Portion

to
of

Dispose
Shares

Family Will Receive Stock;
Grants to WMSD, WTIC
AUTHORITY for Harry M. Bitner, publisher of Hearst's Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, to sell the
larger portion of his stockholdings
in WFBM, Indianapolis, to members of his family, was granted
last Tuesday by the FCC which
simultaneously announced similar
permission for deals involving
WMSD, Muscle Shoals, Ala., and
WTIC, Hartford.
Share Disposal
Of the 1,8221/2 shares which Mr.
Bitner owns out of WFBM's 2,700
total, the newspaper publisher is
selling 3371/2 each to Harry M. Bitner Jr., WFBM business manager,
his son; Evelyn Bitner, his wife;
and Evelyn H. Pierson, of Pittsburgh, his daughter. Total consideration to Mr. Bitner Sr., who
will retain 810 shares, is $75,000.
Balance of the station's stock
remains intact with Jeanne S. Bitner, wife of Harry M. Jr., having
3371/^ shares; Jesse L. Kaufman,
220; Ralph Euler, 135; Dorothy
Kapner, 135, and Mrs. Pauline E.
Schoen, 50.
Muscle Shoals Deal
The Muscle Shoals deal passes
the outright ownership of WMSD's
1,000 shares (1007o) of common
stock from Mrs. Estelle P. Chapman to Joseph Carl Russell and
Joseph Wiggs Hart, Nashville
architects, and Frank Mitchell Farris Jr., Nashville attorney, previously with the New York Trust
Co. Sale price was $25,000. Twenty per cent of the station's stock
had previously been held by Horace L. Lohnes, Washington attorney, which he turned over to Mrs,
Chapman several months ago for
this deal.
The voluntary transfer in the
WTIC deal involves the shifting
of control from The Travelers Indemnity Co. to The Travelers Insurance Co., an intra-company
change. Several years ago the efforts of Travelers to shift the ownership within the company had met
with repeated FCC refusals.
are being expanded to compete on
more favorable terms with European transmitters. It was pointed
out that European nations, now all
under German control except
Sweden, Turkey and European
Russia, have a geographical advantage — for example, Buenos
Aires is 6,000 miles from New
York.
It is hoped that by March of
this year the United States will
have 13 international stations in
operation, all of 50,000 watts or
more. CBS now has antennas for
two 50 kw. transmitters — one completed and the other expected to be
ready in two or three weeks.
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A

very

pretty

picture

for YOU
Business is wonderful in San Diego right now. Look at
the picture above . . . this picture means that miUions of
extra dollars are pouring into this 1941 boom town over
and above the $90,000,000 in purchases made in this
market last year. When you consider selling the Pacific
Coast, consider San Diego . . . and when you consider
selling San Diego, you must consider Don Lee Station
KGB, the better-than 2 to 1 choice of San Diego radio
advertisers.
Here's how KGB has kept pace with San Diego's phenomenal growth:
KGB's LOCAL business in October, 1941, as compared with
the localcrease ofbusiness
55.5% handled in October, 1940, showed an inKGB's
LOCAL with
business
duringlocal
the business
first 10 months
1941
as
compared
the total
handled ofduring
the first 10 months of 1940 showed an increase of 55%
Local station time business, placed with the equally-powered parity-rate, network-affiliated San Diego stations during the week of Nov. 16-22 inclusiNe:
KGB Competitive
Station
Local commercial programs, week..
72
30
Local station time, commercial 21:10 hrs.
8:30 hrs.
Take a tip from the local radio advertiser... he knows!
His better-than 2 to 1 preference for KGB Service in
the San Diego area is proof of KGB Dominance in the
busiest, dollar-spendingest market in the West! It's the
National Spotters' Paradise.

KGB
SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

S. W. FULLER, Manager
Represented by Blair
MUTUAL DON LEE
THOMAS S. LEE, President
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS,
Vice Pres., Gen. Mgr.
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NBC
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Th/grab

Modern

selling demands

modern

methods.

Scientific

study of markets and how to reach them is the keynote.
Advertisers want lucrative markets. They're on the lookout for "up and at 'em" stations that produce. KXOK
and the Mid-Mississippi-Yalley Market offer one of the
richest combinations in the nation. Population is continually increasing as a result of defense work . . . retail
expenditures are climbing . . . industrial employment is
27.8% above last year's figure and defense appropriations are approaching the one billion dollar mark. Here
are pointers to more business in KXOK's broadcasting
radius penetrating four states in its primary area alone.
Write or wire for details of KXOK's solid responsive

1

coverage

in

this

valuable

"money

maker"

market.

KXOK

630
ID WITH

KC.

KFRU,

5000

COLUMBIA,

WATTS

MO.. DOWNED
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AND

NIGHT
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Radio's War Niche
SOBERLY but confidently radio enters 1942
— its first full year of war. It is geared for
the job, which it knows will be long and arduous. It will contribute everything toward the
victory ahead.
What transpired during the fateful and
lamented 1941 for radio must be forgotten.
Dollar-wise, 1941 probably was radio's biggest year. But overhead skyrocketed, too. Regulatory reforms and innovations, some in force,
others deferred or pending, took a heavy toll
in tribulation and unrest — and dollars, too.
But all this now adds up to zero. It's no
longer what has been, but what will be. The
task isn't going to be easy, for there will
be heartaches and tears. Radio's responsibility
is great, because it is accountable to 130,000,000
Americans, whom it serves as eyes and ears.
By shortwave it also is doing a job for the
outside world.
Radio's task is to keep the public informed,
first and foremost. It must maintain morale,
as the medium closest to the fireside. In that
responsible position it must also keep America
interested and entertained. It must overcome
rumor, avoid hysteria and save lives. It must
be on the alert every moment.
For three years the nation has been preparing for a war economy. The dramatic events
of early December were the culmination of
what was expected. All last year national
defense was the keynote, as events in the
other hemisphere brought the day of actual
involvement closer.
It makes no appreciable difference that
American radio has no war precedent to follow, for modern wars are fought by nations,
not armies or navies alone. The whole American life is undergoing radical change.
European radio has war precedent, dating
back to the first onslaughts of Germany's dictator. Radio is a prime military objective.
Control of the microphone in subjugated nations came with control of the fortifications
and state-houses. But in every instance these
were government-owned stations or systems.
With the United States at war, radio by
the American plan, privately operated, receives
its baptism. It has the confidence of the people
because it has never wilfully misled them. It
has the confidence of most of those in government, particularly the military.
Every day, every hour, world history is
made. Radie is the vehicle for fast conveyance
of this greatest story of all time. It appreciates
Page 24
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the magnitude of its task and the tremendous
responsibility it shoulders.
Radio looks toward 1942 as its greatest
year, not in those material things but in preserving democracy in a dictator-infested world.
Just as it sells merchandise, service and defense bonds, radio can sell patriotism, loyalty
and victory.

The

Changed

Order

IN EVERY emergency there is talk of a "new
order" to meet the requirements of government. Practically every walk of American life
will be affected in the changed economy now
taking form.
Already there is revived talk of combining
related regulatory functions through centralization of agencies. Creation of a department
or bureau of transportation and communications, which would combine the FCC, ICC,
CAA and other government units now established as separate entities, is being discussed.
It is the reappearance of a four-year-old plan
espoused by President Roosevelt, but which became only partially effective.
Now under the war powers vested in the
Chief Executive through the Overman Act, he
has a free hand in Government reorganization. If a department is created, with Cabinet
rank, Congressional sanction would be necessary. But if the President should determine
that it would best serve the nation's interest
to consolidate any or all of these agencies under an existing department, he can effect this
without Congressional approval, unless he decides to abolish certain of the functions. In the
latter instance, Congressional consent is required.
In meeting the totalitarian assault, many
changes in Government are essential. There
already have been sweeping changes. If the
Chief Executive decrees changes affecting the
regulation of radio, through a consolidation of
agencies, the industry, of course, will follow
through. That, however, does not mean that
the industry is precluded from advancing its
ideas toward a sounder development.
Perhaps under such a fused regulatory
structure, radio would stand to benefit in that
it would be only one of many related fields subjected to regulation of a single administrative
board or department. There might result more
orderly regulation. Moreover, radio repeatedly
has demonstrated its ability to meet an emer-
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SHELF

VOLUME X-b of Market & Newspape,
Statistics has been released by the Americar
Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Dealing with 7:
cities of over 100,000 population in the U. S
and Canada in which newspapers were audited
to March 31 and June 30, 1941, the studies include latest figures on population, number of
occupied dwellings, income tax returns, audited
newspaper circulations, linage, retail rates, differential between retail and general rates and
an analysis of those sections of Audit Bureau
of Circulation reports which deal with circulation inducements. M&NS is compiled under the
direction of the AAAA committee on newspapers with H. H. Kynett, Aitkin-Kynett Co.,
Philadelphia, chairman, and Lester M. Malitz,
Warwick & Legler, New York, vice-chairman.
Copies are available to AAAA members at $6
each, the approximate production cost.
A SECOND BOOK of We Have Been There,
Sunday evening Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
talks by prominent Americans and Canadians
who have been in the European war zones, is
scheduled for publication when the present
series of talks is complete. First book was
printed on request from 14,500 listeners in
Canada, Newfoundland and 37 states of the
United States. The book contained the first 21
talks of the series. The second book will start
with the broadcast talk of Sept. 28, and is
being made available at 25 cents.
DEPARTMENTALIZED analysis of broadcasting today, with emphasis on the listeners'
viewpoint and a profusion of illustrative examples taken from actual situations and
scripts, is presented in The Rape of Radio, by
Robert West, director of the Radio Arts Guild
of America [Rodin Publishing Co., New York,
$4].
gency by invoking self-regulation, in large
measure eliminating the necessity for governmental intercession.
Removal of a dozen or so governmental agencies from Washington to other cities has
aroused speculation over the fate of the FCC,
entirely apart from the bureau consolidation
talk. It is conceivable, according to Government spokesmen, that all governmental agencies except those directly responsible to the
military, will be removed for the duration to
make room for an expected influx of some
40,000 additional war personnel.
The FCC, there can be no doubt, is more and
more a war agency. It is functioning largely
as an adjunct of the Defense Communications
Board. Members of that board are attached to
war operations — two of them high-ranking
military officers, one an assistant Secretary of
State, and another an assistant Secretary of
the Treasury in charge of the Coast Guard.
And the fifth member — FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly — is practically a war cabinet
member.
Possibly certain of the FCC functions could
be moved. But the headquarters operation, it
seems to us, whether under the existing structure or as part of a consolidated agency, should
remain in Washington.
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EDWARD E. LEWIS has been
elected a vice-president of BCA Mfg.
Co., andnance andwill
direct divisions.
the company's
accounts
He willficontiaue as director of the priorities
division.

JOHN JEFFRY LOUIS
GUES of John J. (for
COLLEAry)
Jeff
Louis, vice-president
in charge of radio for Needham, Louis & Brorby,
weren't surprised last year when
the NBC Fibber McGee & Molly
show, sponsored by S. C. Johnson
& Son, and which he had picked
from obscurity six years previous,
hit the top Crossley spot.
For Jack, as he is widely known,
advertising innovahas pioneered
tions almost since the days when
he was an office boy.
Jack's flair for advertising first
came to light in early 1916 when
he and Charles Daniel Frey, Chicago artist and portrait painter,
launched the then new business of
supplying art to advertising agencies. His previous two years of
apprenticeship in the advertising
department of the American Steel
& Wire Co., Chicago, proved a practical background.
Jack enlisted in the aviation
corps in May, 1917. Quickly convoyed to France he became a member of the 20th Squadron of First
Day Bombardment Group, flying
the first American-made planes
over the front. On Sept. 15, 1918,
he was seriously wounded in action. For 10 years following the
war, he sold advertising for Cosand Collier's. time could
No less mopolitan
propitious
have been chosen to launch an advertising agencj', but on Oct. 1,
1929, the day the stock market
crashed, Needham, Louis & Brorby
was organized in Chicago. The
firm prospered, and in 1932 Louis
was ready for another venture, the
comparatively new field of radio advertising.
His first program for S. C. Johnson & Son, launched on NBC for 13
weeks in the fall of 1932, featured
Ted Weem's orchestra, and Ha May
Bailey, vocalist. Each week electrical waxers, awarded as contest
prizes, were flown by a special
Johnson plane to the winners.
Broadcasting started having its
first serious battle for newspaper
log listings and editorial comment
in early 1933, so Louis hit on the
idea of utilizing radio itself to publicize programs. He initiated the

BROADCASTING

Johnson Daily Radio Guide, fiveminute transcribed commentary on
radio programs of the day, which
was released to stations throughout
the country under the sponsorship
of S. C. Johnson & Son Inc.
Although Johnson was already
sponsoring Tony Wons in 1934
on a weekly half -hour NBC program, it was decided to launch an
additional show to advertise auto
polish. Louis, on a tour of the
country, auditioning program possibilities, tuned in his car radio
to Jim and Marian Jordan doing
a show from Chicago titled Smackout. Jim was telling tall tales. The
night previous. Jack and friends
had been discussing the annual
Liars' Club contest at Burlington,
Wis.
The two ideas clicked in Louis'
mind, and resulted in a new program, with Jim
Jordan's
Don Quinn,
conceiving
the writer,
name.
Fibber McGee & Molly. He was
vindicated in 1937 when the latter
program moved to top place in the
summer ratings with a 14 Crossley. When Fibber McGee & Molly
made a permanent shift to Hollywood in January, 1939, the stock
really soared.
Louis'
proved
itself
threeperspicacity
times since has
he entered
radio. He gave Alec Templeton a
show of his own as a summer replacement for Fibber McGee &
Molly in July, 1939. Miles Labs
took over Templeton on NBC-Red
stations, for a long-term contract.
Ransom Sherman's Hap Hazard
was such a popular summer replacement for Fibber McGee &
Molly in 1941, that S. C. Johnson
& Son bought it as a second show.
It is now sponsored by Procter
& Gamble Co. on CBS. In Fibber
McGee's stooge, Gildersleeve, Louis
recognized a character around
whom a new show could be built.
The weekly NBC Great Gildersleeve, sponsored by Kraft Cheese
Co. (Parkey), and starring Hal
Peary, is the result. In but a few
months that show has moved into
top brackets, under Louis' direction.
Louis still has time for outside
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WALTER DAVISON, KMPC, Beverly rently
HiUs,in New
Gal., sales
curYork, manager,
and willis visit
all offices of Paul H. Baymer Co., station representatives, before returning
to his West Coast headquarters.
JOHN A. KENNEDY, president of
WCHS, ginia
Charleston,
the West
VirNetwork, hasandbeen
appointed
^\'est Virginia chairman of the advisory committee on contract distribution of the OfBee of Production Management.
WALTER M. KOESSLEB, general
manager of WROK, Rockford, 111., is
the father of a girl born Dec. 18.
PHILIP M. TBAYNOR, assistant in
the ottice of Andrew W. Bennett,
^Vashiugtou attorney and general
counsel of National Independent
Broadcasters, on Dec. 23 was sworn
into the Army Air Corps. He will be
stationed at the Army Air Field at
Biloxi, Miss.
JAMES S. LITTLE, manager of the
New York office of Charles Dallas
Reach Co., Newark, has been called to
active duty as lieutenant junior grade,
Naval Reserve.
MAJ. EDWARD A. DAVIES, reserve officer and vice-president in
charge of sales of WIP, Philadelphia,
has placed in charge of intelhgence
and
public
defense
setup.relations in the city's civil
CHARLES E. SEEBECK, former
manager of the Staunton studios of
WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. has joined
the sales promotion and program production departments of WAIR,
Winston-Salem, N. O.
WESLEY M. ANGLE, president of
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg.
Co., Bocuester, has been reelected as
a director of the National Assn. of
Manufacturers.
THOMAS DELANEY, formerly salesman of \VWRL, New York, and more
recently with Harry S. Goodman Radio Productions, has rejoined the sales
aepartment ot that station.
WILLIAM MUDD, account executive
formerly of KBND, Bend, Ore., has
joined KHSL, Chico, Gal.
interests. In Evanston, 111., his
home, he is chairman of Draft
Board No. 1, a trustee of the local
hospital,rectoraand school
Community
diboard Chest
member.
Also he serves on the State Bank
& Trustee Co. directorate, and in
addition is on the board of directorship of S. C. Johnson & Son,
Racine, and S. C. Johnson, Brentford, Ontario. For relaxation he
plays golf and is a crack trap
shooter of the Chicago Shooting
League.
Louis was born March 3, 1895,
in Indianapolis. Married to Henrietta Johnson, June 18, 1942, they
have three sons, John, 16, a student at Deerfield Academy, Mass.;
Tim, 13, attending Evanston High
School, and Michael, grade school
pupil in that city.

ANDY McDERMOTT has been transferred from the Toronto office of Stovin & Wright, station representatives,
to the Montreal office. His place at
Toronto is being taken by Ralph
Bowen,
Tribune. formerly with the Winnipeg
BETHEL CARPENTER has joinea
the sales department of KOA, Denver.
She succeeds Evadna Hammersley, recently named continuity editor.
FOX CASE, CBS West Coast special
events director, has returned to his
Hollywood
weeks
in Sanheadquarters
Francisco. after two
STERLING V. COUCH, educational
director of WDRC, Hartford, has been
appointed
a member
of the state committee on food
and nutrition.
DON OILMAN, NBC Western Division vice-president, received a gold engraved watch and brief case as a gift
from Hollywood employes.
INS Post to ChapUn
W. W. CHAPLIN, heretofore national defense expert for International News Service, has been
named war editor of INS in charge
of the nightly undated war roundups, special background features,
as
well
as hisMen",
daily which
column features
"Aims
— And The
news on the fighting forces. Mr.
Chaplin has been covering war and
American defense for INS since
1935-36 when he was on special a!isignment on the Italo-Ethiopian
front. He also served as manager
of INS bureaus in Rome and Paris,
while last year he made a 30,000mile survey trip of Australia, Singapore, Dutch East Indies, Manila,
Hawaii, Guam, Wake and Midway
Islands.
St. John in London
ROBERT ST. JOHN, NBC news
commentator recently assigned to
the NBC London bureau, arrived
safely in the British capitol last
Tuesday, he informed NBC headquarters in New York last week.
Formerly AP correspondent in the
Balkans, St. John was wounded by
German machine gun fire, when
with other American correspondents he escaped just ahead of the
advancing Germans. After his return to tnis country he became an
NBC news commentator and held
that
don. post until his transfer to LonHawley in New Post
HUDSON HAWLEY, news editor
of NBC's International Division,
last week resigned to take up duties as editorial assistant to Stanley Richardson, Coordinator of
Snortwave Broadcasting. Mr. Hawley was a member of the Stars &
Stripes, official newspaper of the
AEF in World War I, and later
spent more than 17 years as a
European
correspondent Heforalso
American press associations.
was
awarded the Order of the Purple
Heart for wounds received in action.
Steele's New Book
JOHANNES STEELE, foreign
news analyst of WMCA, New
York, has written Men of War,
soon to be published by Sheridan
House. Volume is to be a combination of reference book and charactor study of important men figuring in World War II.
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ELLSWORTH STEPP has been
named acting production manager of
KOA, Denver, with Don Martin, regular production manager, called to San
Francisco by the NBC news and special events department.
GEORGE PETERS, former newspaperman, has joined the news staff
of WOAI, San Antonio.
BILL SMITH, formerly of WKNY,
Kingston, N. T., has joined the announcing staff of WHAT, Philadelphia.
MAURICE MARCOUX has joined
the announcing
staff of CKVD, Val
d'Or,
Que.
CARL WILL, formerly of the Philadelphia Record, replaces Eddie Mayer
as news editor of WIP, Philadelphia.
Mr. Mayer resigned to take a newspaper post in Washington.
NEIL HARVEY, announcer of
WCAU, Philadelphia, has joined
WPEN, Philadelphia.
TED LENZ has been named news
editor of KSAN, San Francisco.
BOB GOERNER, announcer, formerly of KROW, Oakland and more
recently freelance, has joined KYA,
San Francisco.
BOB DAVIES, announcer-newscaster,
formerly of KSAN, San Francisco,
has joined KFRE, Fesno, Cal.
HENRY ALLEN, formerly of KYSM,
Mankato, nouncing
Minn.,
has joined
the anstaff of WLOL,
Minneapolis.
NEIL HARVEY, formerly of WCAU.
has joined the announcing staff of
WPEN, Philadelphia.
ED COONEY, of KGHL, Billings,
Mont., is the father of a girl born
Dec. 15.
EMIL DORER. continuity editor of
WWRL, New York, Las resigned.
DENNIS HOWARD, formerly of
WGTM, Wilson. N. C. and Tad
Darling, formerly with WQAM,
Miami, are now with WWPG, Lake
Worth,
nouncer. Fla. Darling is chief anGEORGE SUDERMAN, a native of
Russia, has joined KSAL, Salina,
Kan., as news commentator.

Indestructible
MRS. CECIL BROWN, wife
of Cecil Brown, recently received this cable from the
CBS
Far
Eastern
ent who was
aboardcorresD^ndthe HMS
Repulse when it was sunk a
few weeks ago. "Health reasonably satisfactory. In October the air force crashed
me. November an army truck
plunged over a hill with me.
In December, the Navy tried
to sink me. Since no additional branches of the force
remain, don't worry about the
indestructible Mr. Brown."
TRUE BOARDMAN, Hollywood
writer on the CBS Silver Theatre,
sponsored by International Silver Co.,
has
just Bud
completed
at Universal
on four
Abbott work
and Lou
Costello
pictures. Wendell Niles, announcer on
the CBS Al Pearce Shoiv sponsored
by R. J. Reynolds Tobocco Co. ( Camel
cigarettes), has a role in an untitled
Republic picture.
PERRY HILLEARY, KOY, Phoenix,
announcer, on duty when news was
flashed that Japan had attacked Pearl
Harbor,listed in the
promptly
Army. resigned and enKENNETH VON EGIDY has joined
NBC Hollywood news writing staff,
succeeding William Ratigan, transto the network's
San Francisco
studios.ferredRatigan
is assisting
Ken Fry,
NBC Chicago special events director,
currently on the West Coast, in reorganizing the San Francisco newsroom.
MAX HUTTO, assistant to Bob Moss,
NBC Hollywood night manager, has
been made a producer.
DAVID BANKS, formerly announcer
for stations in Little Rock ; Jackson,
Tenn. and Memphis, has joined WWL,
New Orleans on a temporary basis.
DAVE McKOWAN, former announcer
of WMBS, Uniontown, Pa., and staff
member of WCAE, Pittsburgh has
joined the communication division of
the Army Air Corps.
JIM
BRITT
the on
play-by-play
and Bill
Coramwillthedocolor
the MBS
broadcast of the East-West All Star
Football Game sponsored by Gillette
Safety Razor Corp., Boston, on Jan.
3.
Contest was switched to New Orleans.

WARD GLENN, previously of WIBC
Indianapolis and WKMO, Kokomo
Ind. has joined the announcing stif
of WTOL. Toledo.
DONALD C. CAMPBELL, formeil
of WSFA. INIontgomery. Ala., hi
joined the announcing staff of WHK
WCLE. Cleveland. He succeeds B i;
Carter, who resigned to join the Na\ y
HARLEY ROSS, new to radio, ha
joined WHK-WCLE,
Cleveland, y
audience mail supervisor. He succeeJohn Shurtleff. who has been p:
moted to the transcription departmej.
CARL ERICKSON, announcer o
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, i
hospitalized for pneumonia.
MARTIN JOHANSEN, formerly an
nouncer
and news
of WFBM'
Indianapolis,
has editor
joined
KTAR.
Phoenix.
WILLIAM M. PAISLEY, director o
the music library for NBC. has beei
elected to a participating membersbii
in A SCAB.
JOHN LINDSAY, program directo
of AVGAC, Augusta, Ga., has resignp<
to take a similar position with WGBG
Greensboro, N. C. Replacing him a
WGAC is Bob Miller, formerly di
rector of AVPID, Petersburg, Va., am
previously
of Young & Rubicam, Npv
York.
STAN GORDONL former announcp
of WOMT, Manitowoc, Wis., has en
listed in the Army Air Forces and ha
been stationed at Camp Kessler, Miss
ALLAN SCOTT, news commentate
of WGN. Chicago, has been appointee
a deputy coordinator of the Chicagi
civil defense program.
VICTOR LINFOOT is a new additioi
to the announcing staff at CKLW
Windsor, Ont.
BILLY MILLS, musical director oi
the weekly NBC Filler McGee d
Moll}/, sponsored by S. C. Johnson k
Son Inc., (floor wax), has organizet
a naval band at Long Beach. Cal
He conducted an artillery band durinj
World War I.
WWNY

Staff Changes

RECENT changes in personnel at
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y., include
the appointment of Jean Clos
program director, Louis Saiff Jr., as!
commercial manager, and Mrs. Emma Chappell
to handle Bill
women's
children's
programs.
Bums and
the
Syracuse
U Radio Workshop,
has joined WWNY as announcer,
and Bob Walters has been made director of farm programs. The station's entire staff received 5%,
bonus checks this month.

Winning

Number
WAIR listeners listen, believe
and buy. WAIR's spot on the
dial is worth a fortune to the
wise time buyer who signs on
the dotted line.
MARKET^
LARGEST
5000
WATTS
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lADIES,

MILLICENT POLLEY
WRITING and conducting her ovm
ishow are onlj^ incidental to the
[activities of ]\Iillicent PoUey whose
■program Listen Ladies has been
drawing a highly responsive femjlinine audience for over two years.
In addition she finds time to serve
las conmientator for style shows,
ispeaks at women's clubs and sells
iradio time. Her "Listen, ladies . . .
jto
Polley" to
has the
become
a familiar
^salutation
women
of the
•T^'HBF,
Rock
Island-Moline-Davenport area.
Her 45-minute program headlines up-to-the-minute news on
foods, features and fashions with
only live-talent musical entertainment. Formerly a student at MinneIppolis College of Music and a grad'juate oflege,Winona
State to
Teachers
Millicent came
WHBF Colin
'October,
1939.
Previous
to
radio
work she wrote a shopping column
for a newspaper and weekly articles on cosmetics for the J. R.
:Watkins Co.
Flannery in SUP
BARRY FLANNERY, former CBS
correspondent in Berlin, writing
the lead story for the Christmas
issue of the Saturday Evening Post,
Weports that the German people are
;sure they have a gruelling five-year
iirar on their hands. Article is based
ion resialts of a one-man poll con|3ucted by Flannery as he toured
"(parts
of Germany most bombed by
:he RAF.
SALES PROMOTION

AFM's Board to Hold
Its Semi-Annual Session
INTERNATIONAL executive
board of the American Federation
of Musicians, union's governing
body, will hold its semi-annual
meeting beginning Jan. 26, probably in Miami, although the city
had not been definitely named last
week. Radio matters will undoubtedly be discussed but no changes
in the AFM's relationship to the
broadcasting industry are anticipated, union officials stated.
The licenses issued by the AFM
to the makers of transcriptions
and phonograph records have been
extended without change for a
three-month period from Dec. 31,
expiration date of the current licenses. These licenses were formerly issued for one-year terms but
were reduced to six-month licenses
a year ago when James C. Petrillo,
AFM president, expressed the belief that the recording question
should be open for frequent examination and change, if necessary.
The present reduction to three
months was ascribed to "war uncertainties" atAFM headquarters.
IVIBS Staff Serving
FIVE MEMBERS of MBS affiliates have joined the services since
the outbreak of the war. Mark Finley, publicity director of the Don
Lee network, has been called up as
a first lieutenant in the Army Military Intelligence Reserve. He has
been succeeded by Shirlej^ Lauter
Horton. Robert E. Bullock, Don
Lee engineer, has gone into the
Naval Reserve as ensign. Gerald
Brinkman of the sales staff of
WLOL, Minneapolis, has enlisted in
the Army. La'^Tence Bostow, announcer, and Floyd WjTin, sportscaster of KLPM, Minot, N. D.,
have volunteered for the Naval Re-

CALL THE OFFICE
Government Agencies Request

THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

'No Calls to Individuals'
WITH the radio sections of both
the War and Navy Departments, as
well as the FCC swamped these
days with calls from broadcasters
seeking information on various
phases of war activity, a request
has been made by these agencies
that all such calls be made to an
office rather than an individual. It
was pointed out that personnel in
the various offices are competent to
handle such requests, and that thej"
necessarily must be routed to persons available at the time of the
request. Washington telephone
numbers of the respective agencies
follow:
Radio Branch, War Department
Bureau of Public Relations — Republic 6700, extensions 3887, 4787,
4788.
Radio Section, Navy Department
Bureau of Public Relations — Republic 7400, extensions 3221, 3222,
3223, 3224.
-ExecufiveFCC,
3620,Secretary's
extensions Office
1, 2.
Conti MBS

Series

CONTI PRODUCTS Corp., BrookIjTi (soaps and shampoo), on Jan.
16 will start Treasury Hour of
Song on a coast-to-coast MBS network of 20 stations, Fridaj^s, 9:3010 p. m. New series will feature
Metropolitan Opera star as yet unselected and
orchestra.Alfred
Agency is Antoninis'
Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce, New York.

N.B.C.
RED

DOZEN
A BAKER'S
This New Year marks the beginning of the 1 3fh year of continuous service by WJDX.

As
we extend
hearty
NewyouYear's
greetings,
may we
remind
that
you icegetas well
a "baker's
in servas age dozen"
when you
use
Mississippi's Dominant Radio Station?
Member of Southcentral
KARK
KTBS
Quality Network
WSMB
WJDX
KWKH WMC
Owned and Operated By
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

Fifery hour hf/nqs
max/mi4m
res aits

CBS Writers Pact
CBS has signed a two-3'ear contract with Radio Writers Guild giving West Coast writers a five-day
week, lO^c raise and overtime,
Guild shop, vacation with pay, severance pay, salary adjustments
based on cost of living, prohibition
against boycott or picketing.
WWNT, Watertown. N. T., is donating every station break to the Red
Crossson in
its drive for funds in JefferCounty.

& PUBLICITY DIRECTOR

OF A 50,000 WATT MAJOR NETWORK KEY STATION
IS ANXIOUS TO MAKE A CHANGE FOR THE BEHER
Salary: Not less than $5,000; not more than $7,000.

since holding down this position.

Experience: Fifteen years
Recommendations: One,
of promotion, advertising,
merchandising and publicity.
or more than one, unsoFour of these years with CBS
licited complimentary letter
and NBC.
for every major promotion
and publicity job produced
Age: Thirty-five years.
Address Box 272A
BROADCASTING AAAGAZINE
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COLBY M. CHESTER, formerly of
Benton & Bowles and a member of
the firm of Lloyd. Chester & Dillingham, has been named advertising manager of Charles Marchand Co., New
York
Marchand's
Golden (Hair
Wash). Hair Rinse and

Ask us about the recent
impartial survey of wire
services by an important radio station showing "INS
leading by wide margin".
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

Alaskans spend fifty million a year for Statesmanufactured products.
Let KINY make the Alaska
market your market.
Executive Offices
Am. BIdg., Seattle, Wash. »'
.^■^ .
WOO WATTS - 5000 WATTS c"ons"
Juneau*Alaska
JOSEPH NATIONAt
HERSHEY
McGILLVRA
REPRESENTATIVES

.JAMES S. ADAMS, formerly vicepresident of Benton & Bowles, New
York, in charge of the Colgate-Palmolive-Peet account, and later executive
vice president of C-P-P, has been
elected president and chief executive
officer of Standard Brands, New York.
He succeeds Thomas L. Smith, who
has been made chairman of the board.
RICHARD K. BYRNE, formerly of
Campl)ell-Ewald, San Francisco, early
in December formed his own agency
under his own name at 321 Bush St.,
San Francisco.
DON SHARPE, formerly Young &
Rubicam. Hollywood, script writer,
and A. E. Grounds are now assistants
to Frederick Brisson, radio director of
F. W. Vincent Inc., Beverly Hills,
Cal., talent service.
.JEFFERSON KAYE WOOD, vicepresident of Hillman-Shane Adv. Co.,
now Hillman-Shane-Breyer Inc., Los
Angeles, has joined Buchanan & Co.,
that city, as account executive.
LORD & THOMAS, Los Angeles, employes earning under $.5,000 yearly
werea presented
as
Christmas with
bonus.two weeks' salary
BYRON H. BROWN, Los Angeles
manager of Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency, has resigned effective Jan. 1.
CARL NIELSEN, for several years
account executive of KYA, San Francisco, has resigned to join KSFO, San
Francisco.

A TOAST to the biggest block of time ever sold by KSFO, San Fr;
Cisco, is being quaffed by the principals in the contract signing (1 to i
Haan J. Tyler, sales manager, KSFO; Frank Oxarart, account exe
tive, KSFO; Eugene S. Selvage, president, General Brewing Corp., £
Francisco; Bui'ton C. Granicher, account executive, McCann-Erieks
Contract is for Lucky Lager Dance Time seven nights weekly, 10 to
midnight for 52 weeks.
LOUIS NELSON, timebuyer of Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago, is the father
of a girl born Dec. 20.
MARY DUFFY, formerly of Tom
Fizdale Inc. and Theodore R. Sills &
Co., Chicago, has joined Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago, as director of
publicity.
KELSO
TAEGER,
of MacManus. .John
& Adamsformerly
in Detroit,
has
joined Sherman & Marquette, Chicago,
as head of the research department.
He will also work with Carol.yn E.
Bonnesen in the media deijartment.
J. J. GIBBONS Ltd.. Toronto, has
moved from 1.59 Bay St., to 200 Bay
St.
MORTON
J. SCHWARTZ Adv.
Agency, Philadelphia, has moved to
.Jefferson Bldg.. 1015 Chestnut St.
PHIPPS RASMUSSEN, timebuyer
of McCann-Erickson, San Francisco,
and Phil Dostal of the radio markets
division were called to active service
as ensigns in the Navy.
RICHARD VOYNOW, formerly radio
director of Ward Wheelock Co., New
York,sion ofhas
the Inc.,
recording
diviDeccajoined
Records
New York.
ROY T. LOCHTON, formerly of the
media department of N. W. Ayer &
Sons, New York has joined the same
department of Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia.
A COMPLETE program listing for
January is offered all listeners to
W53PH, WFIL's FM station in
Philadelphia. To secure mail information on the FM station, the booklet is
offered only by announcements on
Wo3PH.

4^

th Natu

Dent to Heffelfinger
FULTON DENT, formerly ra,
director of Frank Presbrey Co. a
radio program director of Fede
Adv. Agency, has joined Heff
finger Agency, New York, as rai
director. H. Curtis Colby, form'
ly vice-president of Frank Pre;
rey Co. and Murray Breese Asso
ate, also has joined the Heff
finger
Agency,
as director of iri'
chandising
activities.
Dr. Pepper Campaign
DR. PEPPER Co., Dallas (sc
drink), on Jan. 19 starts a nc
series of quarter-hour transcr;
tions, Monday through Friday,
approximately 50 stations throuj
out the South. Titled Ten-to-Fc
Ranch, programs feature D
Foran and Martha Mears in
period of cowboy songs, drama a
music. Benton & Bowles, New Yo
handles the account.

Kellogg to Resume
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mii
(All-Bran), on Jan. 5 will resui
its schedule of transcribed t
nouncements on stations throughc
the country. Company took a thn
week hiatus, starting Dec. 12, d\
ing the Christmas season. Accou,
is placed through Kenyon & E(
hardt, New York.
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(Murray Endprses Plan
fFor Child Radio Group
ENDORSEMENT of the principle
'of establishment of radio councils
ion children's programs in Canada,
{following the pattern in the United
Ktates, came from Major Gladstone
illVrurray, general manager of the
Ifcanadian Broadcasting Corp., foljlowing a recent conference with
'rs. Dorothy Lewis, vice-chairman
if the Radio Council on Children's
rograms.
Mrs. Lewis, who has just completed a swing around the United
States in furtherance of the civic
[radio council plan, conferred with
pome 15 CBC executives and station
bfficials at the Royal York Hotel in
Toronto.
children's
:echnique The
developed
in this program
country
and other ideas relating to the part
isteners take in program development were covered.

P&G Show Ready
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cin;innati (Ivory Soap), has signed
[rene Ryan, as comedienne, and
jordon Jenkins, as musical director
)f the weekly half -hour program,
fia-p Hazard, starting Jan 2 on
ieven CBS West Coast stations,
Friday, 7-7:30 p. m. (PST). Staring Ransom Sherman, comedian,
vith Martha Tilton, vocalist, show
vill be released to the West Coast
tations for three weeks and on
Fan. 23 expanded to include 57
idditional CBS outlets, Friday,
.0-10:30 p. m. (EST). Joe Parker,
ormer NBC Hollywood producer,
las been signed by Compton Adv.
1o., the agency. Jack Harvey and
Arthur Stander are on the writing
taff. Under supervision of James
lOiHBaphier, Hollywood talent agent,
b vreekly show takes over the CBS
f'riday night time recently vacated
»y Louella Parsons' Hollywood
^remiere which was sponsored by
jever Bros. (Lifebuoy).
News Series on Red
JBBY - OWENS - FORD GLASS
Pc, Toledo (shatterproof glass),
In Jan. 10 or 17 will start a new
lype of news program on 30 NBCl^ed stations, Saturdays 5:45-6
m. Titled War Correspondent, the
rogram will have Ben Grauer as
tie only permanent member to
landle commercials and coordinate
ihe program from New York. The
'ihow will change locale weekly,
^lifting to whatever part of the
I Iforld war news seems most vital.
Iny one of NBC's 36 foreign corbspondents will be called upon to
|roadcast, and if New York is the
I lews center regular NBC commenators will be featured. Agency
landling the account is Fuller &
jmith & Ross, Cleveland.
San Diego Hookup

Rep.'s Greeting
LOOKING for something different in holiday greetings,
the switchboard at Stovin &
Wright, Toronto station representatives, was clogged
when word got about that the
following was the way in
which the phone was answered in the days preceding
Christmas: "Season's Greetings! What the hell do you
want?"
Enter the Service
A NUMBER of San Francisco Bay
area radio men have answered the
call to arms in Uncle Sam's miliforces since
tiontaryof war.
King Japan's
Harris, declaraaccount
executive of KGO, was called to
active duty as a Navy ensign;
Martin Levin of the KPO-KGO
mail-messenger department joined
the army; Curtis Peck, chief engineer of NBC in San Francisco is
serving part time as lieutenantcommander in Naval Communications; Lon Hughes, who had been
conducting a financial news program daily on KYA, is now a lieutenant in the navy; Bert Buzzini,
newscaster of KQW, San Jose,
enlisted in the navy as yoeman,
and Mel Mack, stock clerk of KPOKGO, has enrolled in the California State Guard.

REAP

A

PLENTY

HARVEST
WITH

OF

WPEN

Make it a really Happy New Year for your
clients by giving them added sales in Philadelphia. Use the "station that sells/'
WPEN

General Foods Shift
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, sponsoring the five-weekly
quarter-hour dramatic serial The
Second Mrs. Burton, on five CBS
West Coast stations, through Benton & Bowles, for Baker's Chocolate, on Dec. 29 shifts the program
to Young & Rubicam in the interest
of Jell-0 products, utilizing the
same list of stations, Monday
through Friday, 4-4:15 p. m.
(PST). Sharon Douglas, Gale
Gordon and Ann Stone continue
to be featured, with Ted Sherdeman assigned as agency Hollywood
producer. John M. Young is writer.
Hal Sawyer announces with Erwin
Yoe, organist, supplying atmospheric background music.

5000
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WATTS~950
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Resolutions
Our clients don't have to make resolutions to
play the Red in Richmond. They simply renew
on WMBG — the Red Network Outlet. WMBG

RCA Latin Hookup
RCA MFG. Co., Camden (Victor
records), on Dec. 18 started a
series of shortwave programs
beamed to Latin America, featuring Marcella Uhl, mezzosoprano, on WRCA, New York,
NBC shortwave adjunct and
WBOS, Westinghouse station in
Boston, Thursday, 9:45-10 p. m.
During the series Miss Uhl will
popularize songs and melodies
which are well known to U. S.
listeners, but still unknown south
of the Rio Grande. Account was
placed direct.

does a job — the clients do the rest.
WMBG offers you the Red Network audience —
5,000 watts daytime — 1,000 watts night and
equal density of coverage at lower rates. Before
you buy — get the WMBG

story.

Waste Drive a Success
WASTE Paper Consuming Industries has renewed its national
waste paper conservation campaign
on 125 stations in 37 large cities.
A 24% increase in waste paper
accumulation compared with a year
ago is announced by Olian Adv.
Agency, St. Louis, which cites a
steady increase in telephone calls
from the announcements.
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Frequency Shift — Movie in Color — Greetings
From Baltimore — Bugle of Gold
WOW's Gold Bugle

RADIO DIVISION
LEHIGH
STRUCTURAL
STEEL CO.
17 BATTERY PLACE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
PLANT AT ALLENTOWN, PA.
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

THEY MUST HAI/E
TO COl/e/^ THE TfX/lf f
GULF COAST l/VmOUT^ J

^
,
fS

lion home and auto apush
milof York
the New
in RS
ARsetsTE
THREE-QUbutton
metropolitan area were adjusted by radio repair servicemen
when WNEW, New York, shifted
recently to the new position on the
dial of 1130 kc, according to returns from a mailing piece sent out
by the station to 4,600 repair men.
Besides promising the service
men a quarter-hour weekly program to tell setofowners
"hows"
and "whys"
such the
service,
WNEW sent the repair men and
stores on its mailing list window
streamers which read "WNEW is
now 1130 kc. on your dial. Have
your push-button set adjusted and
get a general reception check-up."
KTAR Movie
KTAR, Phoenix, has just ended a
coast-to-coast showing of its color
movie, "Romantic-Progressive Ariproduced by& KTAR
the
Phoenix zona",
Republic
Gazette.andEight
thousand Arizonians witnessed the
nome showing of the movie on a
program augmented by personal
appearances of radio and newspaper staff members. Public appearances were in charge of J.
Howard Pyle and Jimmy Creasman, both of the KTAR staff.

Baltimore Greetings
WBAL, Baltmore, in the December
issue of its retail publication Business in Baltimore, reprinted Christmas greetings and messages from
the presidents and leading executives of companies advertising on
the station. Wholesalers and retailers in the Central Atlantic
States could see messages, along
with WBAL's own Christmas greetRecipes Book
CHINESE COOK BOOK, containing 55 recipes, is a limited holiday premium available to listeners upon receipt of 20 cents, and
offered on the five-weekly quarterhour KNX, Hollywood, newscast,
Boh Garred Reporting, sponsored
by Planters Nut & Chocolate Co.,
San Francisco.

Make
BUDGETS
S-T-R-E-T-C-H
with our
COMBINATION
RATES
. . . and
BONUS POINT
ADVERTISING

Now as never before the radio advertiser is
getting an undreamed-of listener bonus. The
ears of Texas are tuned constantly to KXYZ, the
24-hour station, and its twin station KRIS . . .
the only combination to cover the heart of the
rich Texas Gulf Coast. With one combination
rate you buy two big markets and double
savings. Full data on request.
National Representatives:
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

KXVZf
KRIS
HOUSTON
7
CORPUS
CHRIST!
NBC* Blt*^
/
NBC' Red W
.jSotA SttUi<uuMl\iM ^
LONE STAR CHAIN xi^^duUe^
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WOW, Omaha, presented a gc
plated bugle to the winner of
contest held in the Seventh Co
area to pick the champion bug
in that part of the Army. Wirn
was Private Charles A. Peters
26-year-old accountant from C
cago. Private Peters won o'
buglers from nine camps. Statir
participating in the contest a
carrying camp finals were KSD,
Louis, KFBC, Cheyenne, KSTP,
Paul, KOBH, Rapid City, a
WTCN, Minneapolis.
* * *
FM Supplements
WITH THE ISSUANCE Dec.
by The Boston Herald of a 16-p£
supplement dedicated to the pn
ress of FM in New England Stat
special newspaper attention, inch
ing entire sections, has been paid
FM in New York, Chicago, Best
Columbus, Schenectady, Philac
phia and Los Angeles, according
FM Broadcasters,
* New* York.
Braille Readers
USING catch-phrase, "Can \
Read Braille?", KSAL, Sali
Kan., has issued a four-page fc
over which gives listening areas
Kansas stations and summ;
of family percentages and
sponses in areas, plus primary b
secondary coverage.
Simple Rate Card
WFIL, Philadelphia, will issue
new format for its rate card T
1, redesigned for simplicity f
readability and carrying a tin
year calendar.
BROCHURES
2K0,
Australia,
10th ai;
versary Sydney,
album painting
out growth
past performance and guarantee
best possible service in face of exig
cies.
NBC-Red — Booklet titled "The St
of
Two ofNovembers",
ments
the networkreciting
during achic
its
year history.
NBC-Red — 4-page fold-up with poc
insert giving new rates, stat
changes,
of
memberadditions
stations.and power incres)
WDRC, Hartford — Six-page gr
folder with pictures of the staff wi
ing a Merry Christmas.
NBC-BLUB — 12-page illustrated I
chure on NBC-Blue Florida coveraf

mm

,ooaw TROY, N. Y. ^^^^
One
Basic NBC
Blue
An H. C. Wilder Station
Represented by Raymer
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PROGR
Musical
AHistory
MS
ION vAth.
LLABORAT
CO
IX
Warner Brothers, WWSW,
A COMPACT HISTORY of musiPittsburgh, has arranged for
cal development from the 17th
century to date will be presented
weekly half-hour morale-building
in a series of five programs startijhow, Keep 'Em Synilin', which
ing Jan. 2 on WQXR, New York,
.■Imanates from backstage at the
titled
Music of Four Centuries.
[Stanley theatre each Monday at
mer
is m.c. of Programs, conducted by Miss JohnJ;:30 p.m. Walt Fra
son-Norville, will include music of
ihe show, interviewing entertainers
Lppearing on the stage for that the 17th & 18th centuries; the
week. Program promotes sale of de- early Italian period, during which
vocal and instrumental music as we
fense stamps by sending listeners
know it had its beginnings; the de. 10-cent stamp with an autovelopment of the sjanphony and
p*aphed picture of a Hollj^vood
.tar upon receiving a stamped re- opera in the 18th and 19th centuries; program and instrumental
.urn envelope and a dime. No plugs
in the 19th century and other
»r commercials are used, and en- music
.ertainment is contributed gratis. characteristic forms in the latter
19th and early 20th centuries.

Taproom Recordings
RECORDING programs in suburban taverns selling the sponsor's
product is the unique feature of
Tavern Trouper, sponsored by the
Gluek Brewing Co., Minneapolis,
and heard over KSTP, that city.
Taverns showing the largest increase of sales of Gluek's brews
over the previous week are chosen
as the site of the recordings which
are broadcast five-nights weekly
at 10:15. Randy Merriman, free
lance m.c, treats the tavern
patrons to a comedy routine following cutting of the transcription.
BELL-RINGER in more ways
Lhan one is John Gambling (right),
conductor of the early-morning
^ym class on WOR, New York.
Here he receives a bronze "noschool bell" from State Conimisdoner of Education Charles H.
Elliott for his "unique services to
:he schools of New Jersey." Idea is
;hat Gambling will ring the bell
m his program on winter mornngs when principals of various
,N'ew
Jerseybecause
schools ofaskbadhimweather.
to call
iOff classes
Each winter Gambling serves 120pdd schools in this manner.
i
Keeping Posted
IDESIGNED to keep Italian listen■ers accurately informed on Government activities, a new ItalianKAmerican defense series in the
Italian language has been started
— 3y WHOM, Jersey City, Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, 9:45-10
p. m. Titled Democracy Today &
^tomorrow, the program is directed
by Joseph Lupis, editor of the
joewspaper II Mundo.
'
* * *
Day of Fun
PTIMISTIC and humorous events
n the day's happenings make up
^ood Neivs, a five-niinute show on
TROK, Rockford, 111. Sponsored
|Dy Stuckey's men's clothing store,
;he program salutes a Rockford
resident active in civic affairs.

Strange Tales
UTILIZING the theme that everyone has a story to tell, a human experience to relate, WWRL, New
York, is airing a new interview
program
Your interest,
Story?
Persons titled
withWhat's
human
amusing and dramatic stories to
tell as well as those with unusual
occupations and pastimes are invited to appear on the program. A
portion of the program is titled
"What's Your Hobby?" and features a five-minute interview with
an interestingsjJhobbjast.
^ ^
Privates Tell 'Em
QUESTIONS submitted by the officers are answered by enlisted men
at Fort Hancock, N. J., on You Tell
'Em Soldier, which started last
week on WHN, New York. Soldiers are given a choice of two
queries, one that is "difficult" and
one that is "easy," in addition to
a jack-pot question. Jack Arthur,
who conducts Battle of the Boroughs on CBS, is m.c.
Days of Yore
SPONSORED by the Farmers National Bank, a news program which
reviews the headlines of 20 years
ago is heard over KSAL, Salina,
Kan. All types of news are included
in the show, titled Calling 1921,
even to reading a few of the old
advertisements.

KSD

4-H Quiz Show
INCLUDED on the Dixie Farm
Hour, heard over WSB, Atlanta,
is a 4-H Quiz program which features two boys and two girls each
week, chosen from a different
Georgia County. Under the direction of G. V. Cunningham, 4-H
club leader, questions are asked
concerning the farm, homemaking
and the household. Bill Prance
handles studio production.
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Beyond the Rails
TO BRING MESSAGES to the
fur trades and trappers in northQuebec, Calling
CKVD, the
Val Far
d'Or,North,
Que.,
has ern
started
a public service program on which
friends and relatives of the fur
trappers and traders can send
railway.
messages to men living beyond the
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STATION ACCOUNTS
MP — gtudio programt
t— transeriptiona
»a — spot announcements
to — trantcription announcementi
WMAQ, Chicago
Chicago Sun, Chicago (newspaper), 260
sa, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., New York
(Hinds Honey & Almond cream), 40 ta,
thru Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
Fairfield Savings & Loan Assn., Chicago
(finance), 10 sa, thru Buchanan & Co.,
Chicago.
Snider Packing Corp., Rochester (catsup),
2N. spY. weekly, thru Charles W. Hoyt Co,,
Chicago-Distilled Water & Beverage Co.,
Chicago
Beer), 3 * weekly,
13
weeks,(Dad's
thru Root
Malcolm-Howard
Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Chicago Herald-American, Chicago (newspaper) ,sp weekly, 13 weeks, direct.
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo (glass
products),
ta, 3 weeks, thru D'Arcy
Adv. Co., St.42 Louis.
Beaumont Co., St. Louis (Four-Way cold
tablets), 120 ta, 13 weeks, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Agfa Ansco Div., General Aniline & Film
Corp.. Binghamton, N. Y. (photographic
supplies),
45 ta, thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Pard), 65 sa, thru
J. Waiter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N. Y.
(beverages), 13 t, renewal, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
KSFO, San Francisco
Italian Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal. (wines),
sa
series thru Leon Livingston, San
Francisco.
Safeway Stores, Oakland, Cal., 31 ta, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.
J. A. Folger & Co., San Francisco (coffee),
4 sp, thru Raymond R. Morgan & Co.,
Los Angeles.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco, 116 sa, 65 ta, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, San Francisco.
American Tobacco Co., New York (Pall
Mall),York.
149 ta, thru Young & Rubicam,
New
Margaret Burnhams Cottage Candies, San
Francisco ( chain ) , weekly sp, thru
Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San Francisco.
Foreman & Clark, Los Angeles (chain),
series
of sa, thru Milton Weinberg Adv.,
Los Angeles.
Pacific Molasses Co., San Francisco
(Hawaiian cane molasses), 3 sa weekly,
thru Gerth-Knollin Adv., San Francisco.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco, 2 sa
weekly,
thru Brisacher, Davis & Staff,
San Francisco.
Continental Baking Co., New York (Wonder Bread), 13 ta weekly, thru Ted Bates
Inc., N. Y.
KHJ, Hollywood
California Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Los Angeles (investments), 15 ta weekly,
thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles.
Douglas Oil & Refining Co., Los Angeles,
6 sa weekly, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
Haas-Baruch & Co.. Los Angeles (Iris coffee), 5 sa weekly, thru Robert Smith
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.

WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Wm. Wrigley Jr., Chicago (chewing gum),
13 t, thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Chicago.
Progress Feather Co., Chicago, (feather
merchants), 3 sa weekly, thru Lieber
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
McConnon Co., Winona, Minn., 3 sa weekly,
thru Cramer-Krasselt, Milwaukee.
Penman Co., Chicago (fountain pens), 3 ta
weekly, thru United Adv. Co., Chicago.
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific
R.R., 3 ta weekly, thru Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Gospel Broadcasting Assn., Los Angeles, 52
ta. thru R. H. Alber Co., Los Angeles.
Authentic Income Tax Guide, Chicago
(books), 3 sa weekly, thru First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
Monarch Camera Co.. Chicago (cameras),
3 sa weekly, thru United Adv. Co., Chicago.
Poultry Tribune, Mount Morris, 111. (magazines) ,3 sp weekly, thru First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
Aladdin Mantle Lamp Co., Alexandria, Ind.
(kerosene
lamps),Chicago.
13 t, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Joseph Lisko Co., Chicago (diamonds), 3
sp weekly, thru United Broadcasting Co.,
Chicago.
Father Justyn's
Hour, &Buffalo
ligious), 26 sp,Rosary
thru Forjoe
Co., N. (reY.
WOR, New York
The Brass Rail. New York (restaurant),
weekly t, thru The Blacktsone Co., N. Y.
Roma Wine Co., Fresno, Cal., weekly t,
thru Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce,
N. Y.
William Underwood Co., Watertown, Mass.
(Black Bean soup), 3 sa weekly, thru
BBDO. N. Y.
North American Accident Insurance Co.,
Newark, 3 t, weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
R. B. Davis Sales Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(Cut-Rite Waxed Paper), 5 sa weekly,
thru Charles Dallas Reach Co., Newark.
Richfield Oil Corp., New York, 3 sp weekly.
thru Hixson-O'Donnell Adv., N. Y.
WJJD, Chicago
Walgreen Co., Chicago (drug chain), 30
sa, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Chicago Sun, Chicago (newspaper), 7 sa,
thru Schwimmer & Scott. Chicago.
F. A. Stuart Co., Marshall, Mich, (proprietary), 6sp weekly, thru Benson &
Dall, Chicago.
Gold Crown Products Co., Jefferson, la.,
6Moines.
sp weekly, thru Lessing Adv. Co., Des
Busch Jewelry Co., Chicago (retail
jewelry chain), 1560 sa, placed direct.
Financial Adjustment Co., Chicago (loans),
6 sa weekly, thru Newby, Peron &
Flitcraft, Chicago.
KGER, Long Beach, Cal.
National Schools, Los Angeles (technical
courses ) , 7 ta weekly, thru McCarty Co.,
Los Angeles.
Wilmington Transportation Co., Wilmington. Cal., (Catalina Island), 12 sa
weekly,
thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Los Angeles.

WFIL, Philadelphia
Original Trenton Cracker Co., Trenton
( crackers
sa weekly, thru John Falkner
Arndt,) , 2Philadelphia.
J. C. Eno Ltd., Bloomfield, N. J. (proprietary), 6 sp weekly, thru Atherton &
Currier, N. Y.
Stephano Bros., Philadelphia (Marvel cigaret es), 2sa weekly, thru Aitkin-Kynett,
Philadelphia.
America Chicle Co., Long Island City,
N. Y. (chiclets), 6 sa weekly, thru
Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Hecker Products Corp., New York (cereal),
6 sp weekly, thru Maxon Inc., N. Y.
Quaker City Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Philadelphia (savings), 5 sp weekly, thru
Stewart- Jordon, Philadelphia.
Christian Voices, Philadelphia (religious),
6 sp weekly, thru Cox & Tanz, Philadelphia.Dairies, Philadelphia (milk), 3 sa
Abbotts
weekly, thru Richard A. Foley, Philadelphia.
Conservation Commission of Waste Paper,
St. Louis (waste collection), 7 sa weekly,
thru Olian Adv., St. Louis.
WIND, Chicago
South Side Petroleum Co., Chicago, 312 ep,
thru Gourfain-Cobb Adv. Agency, Chicago.Joyce Seven-Up Bottling Co., Gary,
Tom
Ind. (7-UP beverage), 22 sp direct.
Guarantee Reserve Life Insurance Co.,
Hammond, Ind., 78 sp, direct.
American School, Chicago (correspondence
school).& 78Finn,
sp, thru
Reineke-EUis-Younggreen
Chicago.
Beaumont Labs., St. Louis (Four- Way
cold tablets), 120 sa, thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons, Chicago.
MacFadden Publications, New York (True
Story), 13 sa, thru Arthur Kudner,
N. Y.
Pioneer Life Insurance Co., Rockford, 111.,
6cago.
sp, thru J. L. Stewart Agency, ChiPeter Fox Brewing Co., Chicago (Fox DeLuxe beer), 24 sa weekly t.f., thru
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
WBBM, Chicago
Bulova Watch Co.. New York (watches),
70 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Blow Co.,
N. Y.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New York
(Pall rauffMall
& Ryan,cigarets),
N. Y. 6 ta, thru RuthLever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Lifebuoy
soap), 18 so weekly, thru Wm. Esty &
Co.. N. Y.
Hollands Jewelry & Radio Store. Chicago,
Chicago.
4 sa, thru Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency
Joy Candy Shoppes, Chicago (retail candy
chain),
39 sp,
thru Malcolm-Howard
Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Carter Coal Co., Washington (coal), 26
sp, thru Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
KROW, Oakland
Krum Turkey Ranch, San Leandro, Cal.
(turkeys) series of sa, direct.
Washington
State Apple Commission,
Wenatchee, Wash., sa series, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.

He added that "it appears ev
dent that unless some steps ai
taken to increase the number (
television receivers, the compani*
operating television transmittal
will be faced with a continuing lo;
that in time may reach such pn
portions as to justify serious que:
tion as to the desirability of hok
ing the license for a televisio
transmitter. Fortunately the FC'
is fully cognizant of this situatic
and will undoubtedly assist in ol
taining an equitable solution."
Although
stating even
that the
it isneainpossible
to predict
future of any industry and pai
ticularly one including consume
goods, Dr. Baker remarked tha
"the radio industry has perhap
one advantage over others in tha
it provides a service that can b
used by the government for instruc
tion and educational purposes. Thi
fact, plus the cooperative attitud
of the industry as a whole, ma;
permit sufficient activity so tha
after the war, as after the fiis
war, radio will be one of the indus
tries that will help soften the dif
ficult period of economic readjust
Billings

BILLINGS for the month of November on WEAF, New York, wert
thement."
largest in the 20-year history
of the station, according to an announcement by James V. McCon
nell, NBC manager of national spoi ,
and
sales. Drug
New Co.,
accounts
in-j
elude:local
United
Greatei:
New York Brewery, C. F. Muellei
Co. (macaroni products) , Olsor
Rug Co., J. P. Morrell & Co., (Rec
Heart Dog Food), and A. Goodmar
& Sons (noodle products).

CKGB, Timmins, Ont.
Magic Baking Power Co., Toronto, 270 sa,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Toronto.
Standard
Brands,
Montreal
yeast) , 270
sa, thru
J. Walter( Fleischman's
Thompson
Co., Montreal.
29, 1941

or television receivers."
Losses Faced

Record WEAF

WOWO-WGL. Fort Wayne
Ohio Oil Co., Findley, O., 12 sp, thru
Stockton, West, Burkhart, Cincinnati.
J. A. Smith Co., St. Louis (Mother Nature
Brooder), 13 sp, thru Shaffer, Brennan,
Margulis, St Louis.
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., N. Y.
(Honev & Almond cream), 50 ta, sa,
thru Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
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Companies Face Serious L«>:
GE Executive Predicts
TELEVISION, as with the oii
services provided by the radio
dustry, has probably suffered iric
from the national defense progrj
than and other service, since
was not so far advanced, accordi
to Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice-pre
dent of General Electric Co., in
review and forecast of radio a
television.
Estimating that there are pro
ably still a few hundred televisii
receivers in the channels of disti
b u t i o n and in manufacture
stocks, Dr. Baker stated the pr
duction of additional receivers
the same type or of new designs d
pends on the priorities situatic
and the decision of the individu
manufacturer
whether
more desirable astotoutilize
such" itm.
terial as is available for broadca

KNOX MANNING. CBS newseastei
and announcer ou Stars Over Holly
wood, CBS program sponsored bj
Bowey's Inc.. Chicago, has a part ii
"At Stroke of 12", Warner Bros, film
to be released soon.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertisings

MEIR & Son, New York (Golden
[lenter Toasted Wheat Germ), in a
tmpaign tying in with the Goverukent's nutrition program, will nse
articipations on Alfred W. McJanu's
Pure Monday
Food Hour,
WOR,
few York,
throughon Friday,
jl3-l0:30 a.m. Agency is Neif-Rogow,
"I'ew York.
i|;UCLID CANDY Co., San Franisco26 (candy),
on January
S stai-tbr
weeks Capt.
Jack, American
.lunior G-Man weekly on KFRC, San
"raucisco and KHJ. Los Angeles,
:'geney
ranciseo.is Sidney Garfinkel Adv., San
L\RLIX FIREARMS Co., New
ork (Razor Blade Div.), on Jan. 5
1 ill start a (3 :55-7 a.m. news period,
i[onday thru Saturday, on WABC,
ew York. Agency is Craven &
iledrick, that city.
MERICAN CHICLE Co., Long
sland City, on Jan. 2 will renew for
3 weeks its sponsorship of Don Godard on WEAF, New York, thrice
eekly at 7 :30 a.m. Agency is Badger,
Irowning & Hersey, New York.
IaYMOND BROWNE, for eight
Hsars account executive of J, Walter
Ijhompson Co., New York, and for
»ur years advertising manager of the
'exas Co., has been appointed adversiug manager of the Axtou-Fisher
jobacco Co., Louisville.
ALIFORNIA FEDERAL Savings &
can Assn., Los Angeles, in a onelionth campaign started Dec. 25, is
(sing a total of 23 transcribed anouncements weekly on KFI-KECA,
bat city. Other local stations will be
dded. Elwood J. Robinson Adv.
gency, Los Angeles, has the account.
I'LSON RUG Co., Chicago, which
ps been using five minutes three
tmes weekly on the 6 :15-7 a.m. Fanny's Digest program on WOR, New
li'ork, has
expanded its
time and
Vitched
to sponsorship
of Associated
'ress Neics with Alois Havrilla, Tueslays, Thursdays and Saturdays, 7-7 :15
im. Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chiijigo, is the agency.
iOAST FEDERAL SAVINGS &
OAN ASSN., Los Angeles, on Dec.
2 started using, on a staggered sched(e. participation in newscasts as well
k transcribed announcements urging
urchase of defense bonds on a group
Southern California stations. List
jcludes KNX KHJ KFI KECA
QIPC KFWB
KFVD. Contracts
for 52 weeks. Agency is Robert F,
jl'ennis Inc., that city.
bwA CONFERENCE of Seventh
jfay Adventists, Des Moines, goes into
.js eighth year of sponsoring Prophecy
the News, on WHO, Des Moines,
iith a full-year renewal beginning
Ru. 4, 1942.
CURITY FIRST NATIONAL
fANK, Los Angeles (investments),
fi Jan. 1 starts using, on a 13 week
i'utract,
daily spot Firm
announcements
on
HJ, Hollywood.
also places
ots on other California stations.
St includes KMJ KVEC KTKC
TMS KXO. Dana Jones Co., Los
mgeles, has the account.

DOTTED-LINE ceremony by Reggie Schuebel, head of the radio
department of Blow Co., New York,
places Phil Baker (left) in charge
of the Take It or Leave It quiz
show heard on CBS. Watching is
Milton Biow, agency head. Baker
assumed his new role Dec. 28.
Soap Firm's Spots
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los
Angeles, on Dec. 29 renews for
52 weeks schedules for White King
and Scotch Soap. Placements for
former product include from three
to six spot announcements weekly
on WFAA, KFAB, KOIL, KTSA,
KIDO, KTRH, KGNC, KRGV,
KGHL, KTUL, KGIR, KPFA,
KRBM, KDNF, KGEZ, KRIS, as
well as KGMB, Honolulu, and
KHBC, Hilo; also five-weekly fiveminute newscasts are used on
KFSD, KOA, KMED. Firm is sponsoring, in interest of Scotch soap,
quarter-hour newscasts five times
per week on KOY, KTUC, KSUN;
five-minute newscasts on KROD,
KTFI, KID, KSEI, KFSD, in addition to a ten-minute, six-weekly
news period on KQW, and fiveweekly participation
in Art Baker's
Notebook,
on KFI. Agency
is Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
Book Series on 24
DOUBLEDAY, DORAN & Co.,
New York (Triangle Books), on
Jan. 10 will start a campaign of
participations in women's programs and news periods on the following 24 stations: WGN WSM
WLW WJR WNAC KYW KMOX
WTIC WEAN WTAG WICC
WLBZ WFEA WSAR WLLH
WNBH WBRK WNLC WEIM
WLNH WRDO WCOU WHAI
WSYB. Agency is Huber Hoge &
Sons, New York.
KBUR, Burlington, la. has appointed
Wfilliam G. Rambeau Co. as representative.

Industry Goes All-Out
In Red Cross Campaign
WHOLE-HEARTED support of
the annual Red Cross War Fund
Drive is being given the organization by radio in all its departments. The $50,000,000 drive
which got under way with the
Presidential Proclamation, Dec. 8,
is receiving assistance from all
networks and local stations with
top-ranking stars, name bands,
artists unions and commercial
programs offering their services.
All major networks have offered
free time for special event programs and local stations are putting on their own broadcasts in
connection with local appeals.
In addition to complete network
and station shows, the Red Cross
is receiving support in the form
of spot announcements from more
than two-thirds of all commercial
programs on the air, with 100%
support expected soon. G. Stewart
Brown, National Director of Public Information and Charles Dillon,
radio director for the Red Cross in
Washington, praised the spontaneity and wholeheartedness with
which the entire broadcasting industry accepted the appeal.

A

PERFECT

PAIR

JOHN
B. KENNEDY'S
halfhour commentary
period Sunday
on WiNEW,
New York, as a sustainer, 6-6 :30 p.m.,
has been jjurchased for 52 weeks by
Simon Ackerman Inc., New York, for
its retail clothes. Bhrlich & Neuwirth,
New York, is the agency. Kennedy is
sponsored during the week by R. C.
Williams Co., New York, and Swidenberg Cigar Co., that city.

SPLTCASTING
BUILDS

MORE

SALES

...AT LOWER

COST!

More money for
tteUOT sms
for
Nothing wasted on
the DEAD SPOTS

in
PROSPERITY

Special attention to
the TOUGH SPOTS

Fairmont,
W.
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365,000 people make the
Youngstown metropolitan district the third
largest in Ohio.

WFMJ
Has more

listeners in

this rich market

than

any other station.
Headley-Reed Co.
National Representatives

WHO
(ALONE!)

IOWA

PLUS.'

DES MOINES-50,000 WATTS,
CLEAR CHANNEL

Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

WOAI, San Antonio, each Tuesday
and Thursday carries the war commentary of Col. H. L. Landers, U. S.
Army, taryretired,
an authority
on militactics. Show
is sponsored
by
Grand Prize Beer through the RogersGano Agency of Houston. Five nights
weekly the same sponsor airs the Headliners program, featuring Lynn Cola
in a headline song and Steve Wilhelm
with a narration regarding some special event. Latter show is heard over
the Texas Quality Network in addition
to WOAI.
WW;RL, New York, which at present
broadcasts approximately 40 hours of
foreign-language programs weekly in
Spanish, Hungarian, Czechoslovakian,
German, Jewish, Greek, Armenian and
Polish, will shift all such programs
to evening hours and devote its daytime schedule to increased English
periods and the building of a greater
English audience, according to Robert
A. Catherwood, newly-appointed general manager. The new policy would
become
upon station's
increase
to 5,000 effective
watts, which
has already
been
granted by the FCC. and upon FCC
approval
to WWRL's
application
for
fulltime operation
on 1600
kc.
KFRO, Longview, Tex., recently
granted all employes an annual Christmas bonus, in the form of Defense
Bonds rather than cash as in previous
years.
WOLS,
Florence, S. C, recently
helped locate the mother of a soldier
killed in action in Hawaii. Cooperating
with local Red Cross officials, WOLS
carried an announcement asking for
information on the whereabouts of the
mother — after other efforts to find her
had been futile — and within 30 minutes the woman had been found.
KGFW, Kearney, Neb., recently aired
transcriptions made at Little Rock,
Ark., men
of stationed
Christmas
of servicetheregreetings
who were
to be
entrained for the West Coast and
points unknown. Driving 55 hours with
no sleep, Program Manager Paul
Roscoe and Chief Engineer Jack Lewis
made the round trip of 1,640 miles
so the home folks could hear the recordings as soon as possible.
KIRO, Seattle, has made arrangements
to ship monthly a special complete set
of transcriptions of its daily broadcasts
of the School of the Air of the Americas to KFAR, Fail-banks, Alaska.
WRUL, Boston, was the subject of an
article in the Dec. 15 Life. Under the
title
"Propaganda
the U.S.A."
the article
describedfrom
activities
of the
station and staff, broadcasting in 24
languages to Europe, Asia, Africa and
Latin America.
MOUNTING cameras and spotlights
in the balcony of Town Hall, New
York, WNBT, NBC video station.
Dec. 18 televised the Totvn Hall
Meeting of the Air concurrently with
its nationwide broadcast on the Blue
Network. Topic was "Outlook in the
Pacific
speakers
wereCommandant
Admiral Yatesof
Stirling;" Jr.,
former
the Pearl Harbor Naval Base ; Hugh
Grant, former United States Minister
to Thailand ; Arthur Menken, noted
photographer and correspondent, just
back from a 38,000-mile trip from
Tokyo to Tasmania, and Hanson Baldwin, military expert of the New York
Times. visionBurke
Grottytheof televising
NBC's telestaff handled
arrangements.
250

WATTS

14

ULTRA-MODERN in every respect is this new transmitter building
WKY, Oklahoma City, as portrayed in this architect's drawing. The ni
$150,000 plant will include everything required for present broadcasti
needs, as well as facilities for television, increased power or new metho
of broadcasting. The building contains a complete studio, with turntabl
and other equipment. A three-tower antenna array, ranging from 9
feet (tallest in the nation and equal to the highest in the world), to 2
and 260 feet, is being constructed by Truscon Steel Co. Included in t
equipment is an alternating current standby generator. Nearby will
built living quarters consisting of a modern, six-room house, complett
separate from the transmitter. Construction of the plant, located o
mile east of Britton, Okla., is being supervised by Glenn D. Gillet
Washington consulting engineer, and Jack Lovell, WKY chief enginei
Architects are Parr & Aderhold.
WGAC, Augusta, Ga., has placed
trailers in 13 theatres in Georgia and
South Carolina with a combined seating capacity of 6,000 daily in exchange for broadcasting the theatres'
daily billing, Monday through Saturday.Guide
The stations
atre
is now aNeighborhood
regular featureTheon
WGAC.
A VOLUNTEER sound truck recalled
members of the armed forces in Oakland back to their bases from weekend
leave. After an hour's stand at the
microphone
voice
gave
out andtheheP.A.
usedannouncer's
the loudspeaker
to page Keith Kerby, program director ofcer.
KROW,
and ask
an announ-to
Hal Parkes
was forasssigned
the job.
WMCA, New York, has offered free to
labor and management the services of
its Labor Arbitration program for arbitration ofbitrators
labor
disputes.
Board of aris under
chairmanship
of
Samuel R. Zack, of the New York
State Board of Arbitration.
AS A GIFT from WOR, New York,
Westbrook Pegler, columnist for
Scripps-Howard newspapers, received
a gold-plated recording of a recent
speech he delivered before the Advertising Club of New York. It was
presented by Ray Lyon, head of
WOR's Recording Division.
WHOM, Jersey City, recently at
a meeting of 85 employes voted to
put into effect the Government payroll allotment plan for the purchase
of Defense Savings Stamps and Bonds.
W9XHW, experimental adjunct of
WCCO,
Minneapolis,
yeai-s
of
operation,
has been after
sold four
to KIRO,
Seattle.
0 0

KILOCYCLES

WLWO, Cincinnati, 75,000 - wt.
Crosley shortwave station broadca
Midnight Christmas
Mass to theEveLatin-Americ;
nations
and fed t!
two-hour program to the Cadena R
dio Inter-Americana, South Americ;
chain. WLWO operated on its regul
night-time frequency of 11,710 ke.
WFBR, Baltimore, paid substanti
holiday bonuses to all employes. Cm
mercial Manager Purnell H. Gou
announced that business on the boo
for January is heaviest on record.
KSTP, St. Paul, put one plea f.
donations on its daily Defense Bxdl
tin Board and the Minneapolis cha
ter received 26 electric sewing m
chines loaned for the duration. Tlii
teen machines were offered three hou
after the broadcast, 20 came in 1
evening and the total rached 26 befo
the next broadcast.

FAIRCHILD
PORTABLE RECORDE
• Hundreds of Fairchild F-26
Portable Recorders are doing double duty as portables
and studio recorders. Sturdy
ruggedness is built into the
Fairchild F-26, brilliant toneperiection
there, too.
Fairchild ore isleoding
suppliers
of precision built equipment
to radio broadcast stations.
Write ior descriptive literature.
..it had lo satisfy Fairchild fl^^**^ first"

KFH
NEWS
/
Ev^ry Hour oa the Hour I

WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry Office
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CBS Hollywood employes, numbeii
more than 300, are being photograph
and will carry identification.

NEWS
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MUSIC

WHBO
MEMPHIS, TENN.
—

SPORTS
BROADCASTING

AVIATION CORPORATION
88-06 Van Wyck- Boulevard. lomoica, L. I., N. Y
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Advertisin

VCJU. Detroit, raised over S3.000
iu pledjres chiriug a recent four-hour
broadcast dedicated to the Goodf ellows of Detroit, an organization devoted to bringing holiday cheer to
underprivileged children of the city.
Under leadershiii of General Manager
Leo J. Fitzpatrick and Xorman White,
pt'igrani
director included
of WJR. the
the entire
fourhour broadcast
staff of W.TR entertainers, all voluuteeriug their services. Listeners sent
iu pledges to the Goodfellows Fund
with their musical requests.
KLZ. Denver, recently entertained
soldiers stationed at Balboa. Panama
Canal Zone, with a special program
transcribed in KLZ sttidios and sent
by air express to honor enlisted men
from the Rocky Mountain area who
were celebrating at the Balboa YMCA.
■USING the daily broadcast of the
CBS School of the Air. heard from
jKLZ. Denver, as reference. Ralph
>^jKotklin.
teacheroneof ofEast
School.to
iDenver. was
ten High
teachers
ireceive a special award for an essay
lou "Practical Use of Radio in the
IClassroom".
given Educational
through eo|operation of Award,
the National
lAssu. and CBS. was presented to
~ flKorklin
educational
Idireetor by
of Arthur
KLZ. in"Wuth,
a siiecial
broadjcast.
KWK, St. Louis, has secured the
jexclusive
local Reuters
franchisereports,
for Retiters"
uews service.
to be
sponsored by Griesedieck Bros. Brewery Co., St. Louis, will be handled by
Qloulton Kelsev. who recently joined
KWK.
KDON. Monterey. Cal.. on Dec. 8
iriginated for ^MBS the dedication
it-eremonies of the first United Service
jOrganizatiou recreation building to be
Jjompleted in the United States, at
Salinas, Cal. The S90.000 building was
bompleted iu 59 days.
KROS, Clinton. la., cooperating with
!he Clinton Kiwanis Club, recently
lnuated time and talent for special
n-ograms to raise .S300 for food,
'lothing and medical attention for
underprivileged
Vi^liutou's
ork of the
station resultedchildren.
in an
'liver-subscription to the fund of SlOO
^fvhich was turned over to the .Junior
phamber of Commerce for its Toy
blending project.
KON
LEE
Broadcasting System,
olywood. on Dec. 23 celebrated the
< enth anniversary of its experimental
Television station W6XAO
with a
pecial broadcast consisting of live
_ alent as well as motion pictures. To
_'j<iuse the station, a new .$2.50,000
Bitudio building was recently erected
m 1,700 foot high Mount Lee, overjDoking Hollywood.
Result of an idea of Chester R.
fli!^^nkle of WING. Dayton, is the defuse btmd and stamp booth erected
pin the court house grounds. Opened
pec. 10. the booth sold .S5.000 worth of
|tiiuds
lilnne. and stamps the first five days

AGENCY
yn'pjxHfitfnefitf
CLARA-CAL
CREAMERY
( dairjproducts), San Francisco,
to Theodore
H. Segall
Adv., San Francisco. Sponsoring Book Exchange weekly on KFRC, San Francisco.
ASSOCIATED DENTAL SUPPLY Co..
San Francisco ( Painless Parker toothpaste) to Theodore H. Segall Adv.. San
Francisco. Firm is using weekly studio
program on KFRC. San Francisco.
MARIN
MILK to Co.,
San
Francisco DAIRYMEN'S
(Marin-Dell milk)
Richard
K. Bryne, San Francisco. Firm has been
sponsoring
Hour for
several
years Budda's
on KFRC,Amateur
San Francisco.
MORRIS PLAN BANK, Washington, D. C.
to Seidel Adv. Inc., Washington.
SOIL-OFF MFG. Co., Glendale, Cal. (paint
cleaner), to Buchanan & Co.. Los Angeles.
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER Co.. Jeannette. Pa. (Vacuum Cup tires), to AitkenKynett Co.. Philadelphia.
PERCY BLOCH Co., Philadelphia (Bara
Daru cosmetics), has appointed Philip
Klein Adv. Agency. Philadelphia, to handle
advertising. It is expected radio will be
used.
CHARLES
Co. (Marchand's
Hair
Rinse MARCHAND
& Golden Hair
Wash), to
Joseph Katz Co., New York. A. R. Bochroch is account executive. Radio, magazines, transportation and trade publications
to be used.
Records for Camps
Editor, BROADCASTING :
WCNW has just turned over
several hundred of its duplicate
copies of records to the several
armed services in the BrookljuLong Island area for the boys serving in training camps and receptions centers.
Throughout the country, each
and every radio station has hundreds of new and old records that,
I am sure, their local camps would
appreciate. Why not suggest that
radio stations forward these records to their nearest Army, Navj^
or Marine reception centers and
camps. The boys, from what I am
told, would appreciate the thought.
It'll helpmentsthem
spend their idle moentertainingly.
Dec. 23, 1941.
ELIAS I. GODOFSKY,
General Manager,
WCNW, Brooklyn.

Barn Dance to Coca Cola
AFTER 16 weeks as a sustaining
program, the WIS, Columbia, S. C.
Barn Dance was scld last week to
the Columbia Coca Cola Co. for 26
weeks, 9 p.m. Saturday nights.
While on a sustaining basis the
show drew an average of 1,000 paid
admissions in the township auditorium.
Philip Morris Inquiries
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New
York, through its agency, Biow
Co., that city, is inquiring among
stations for availability of news
periods with a view of using them
to promote Revelation and Bond
Street tobaccos.
Swift Spots
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (Pard dog
food), on Dec. 15 started a 13-week
schedule of five transcribed announcements weekly on WMAQ,
Chicago, and WW^J, Detroit; twice
weekly participation on Janet Ross'
Shopping Circle and two transcribed announcements weekly on
KDKA, Pittsburgh, and particithrice-weekly
Evenin'
Neighborpation onon
WLW, Cincinnati.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago.
DON DANIELSON, formerly of the
Dixon (111.) Telegraph, has joined
CBS Chicago as a publicity writer.
Robert Hartman has transferred from
publicity to program department where
he will aid in writing scripts for CBS
Wrigley programs.

NOW READY FROM
WASHINGTON
Produced every Friday,
Saturday
Delivered
to you on
•
A timely and expert 27
min. transcribed analysis
of the week's nev/s of
the world
•
GOULD LINCOLN
The Political
Nation'sAnalyst
Foremost
CLARENCE BROWN
Country ofEditor
and
Member
Congress
LOTHROP STODDARD
Foreign Editor of the
Washington Star
HERBERT COREY
Syndicated
Writer and
News Analyst
•
FOR EXCLUSIVE,
Phone, Wire or Write
BROADCAST SERVICE STUDIOS
1113-15 Denrike BIdg.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Your Washington Studios for Direct Wire or
Transcribed Pick-ups

MBS BOARD of Directors has approved a grotip instirance plan for all
Mutual employes who have been with
the network over three months, whereby each employe is provided with
.$2,000 insurance, without cost. Those
in higher income brackets have the
privilege
purchasing
additional insttrance atoftheir
own expense.
The

Opens N. Y. Office
ItESNIK - MILLER - ENGLAND
jmc, advertising agency, has opened
at 9 Rockefeller Plaza,
1-offices
Ikew York. Telephone is Circle
t
h9740. Operating as Resnik-Miller.
'^ew Haven, agency has originated
tommunity hostess programs now
le^stations in New York State
i:nd New England. Programs emiloy a local woman in the station
rea, who conducts the participating show and makes personal calls
m new families moving into the
2rritory. Agency acquires time on
)cal stations, sells spots and other
ervice to advertisers, and superices operation. It has also recently
jentracted with Transradio Press
p prepare regular basic scripts for
pe hostess programs.
ROADCASTING

750

Club

new members "JoinUp" ata day!
average
ofing 40

"Yes— I'll take you places in '42— fast!" says WSAI's
Winged Plug. "I'll take you into the hearts and minds of
WSAI's 2,000,000 listeners. And I'll take THEM into the
4,346 groceries and 711 drug stores in WSAI's primary
area. And I'll see to it that your WSAI campaign is promoted all over town through street car and bus cards,
neon signs, downtown window displays, a house organ
to dealers, taxi covers. ..and now — DISPLAY ADS in the
CINCINNATI ENQUIRER. So hop on— let's GO PLACES!"
NBC RED AND

BLUE— 5,000 WATTS

NIGHT

AND

DAY

CINCINNATrS
OWN

STATION

fiosion Rep,: BEfLTHA BAN NAN:
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Measure

for

Communications

Seizure

Delayed Because
of Congress Recess
it now appears that Senate action,
DELAY in enacting an amendment
to the Communications Act which
either in approving the bill passed
would broaden the scope of Section
by the House Dec. 19 or a new Sen606 to authorize the President to
ate version, will be postponed unseize during wartime wire, cable
til the new session of Congress convenes in January. It was indicated
and other communications facilities as well as radio was indicated
the committee would be called early
last Tuesday after the Senate In- after the new year, and that Senate
terstate Commerce Committee held action should shortly follow the
hearings on House and Senate pro- committee's recommendations.
posals to this end.
Satisfactory to Fly
Since no committee quorum could
Appearing before the Senate combe gathered, and none probably
mittee, FCC Chairman James Lawcould be secured over the holidays,
rence Fly urged speedy action on
the measure, citing the emergency
nature of the legislation. Although
the House-approved bill differs in
several details from the proposal
recommended originally by the FCC
and DCB, Chairman Fly commented that either measure would
be satisfactory to them, since the
general principal of necessary
authorization is provided in both.
Principal point of interest for
NEW ORLEANS
broadcasters in the legislation,
since the Communications Act itself
provides for seizure of broadcast
50,000 WATTS
facilities by the President, lay in
The Greatest Selling POWER
a House amendment to the original
proposal which would place a time
in the South's Greatest City
limitation on the seizure authority,
tying it down to not more than
CBS Affiliate
six months after termination of a
state or threat of war. The original
Nal'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.
pi'oposal had left the time factor

Oli ives

Doll ars

75% of California's Olive acreage is In the Sacramento
and San Joaquin Valleys. The 1940 Olive crop represented nearly $3,000,000 for the olive growers of
Interior California. Curtailment of imports on olive oil
and olives has given a tremendous impetus to this industry. 1941 has shown a sensational increase in revenue
to growers.
The McClatchy stations dominate this tremendously rich
market. Wise advertisers will be in on this increased
buying power.
jf^Wi^y

HARMONIOUS was the note struck by this group of NBC Hollywo
orchestra leaders at recent luncheon staged in honor of Paul Whitem
(seated, center), musical conductor on the Burns & Allen Show, spc
sored by Lever Bros. (Swan soap), and attended by more than 30 pron
nent composer-bandleaders. Merry maestros are (seated, 1 to r), Meredi
Willson, host, and orchestra leader on the Maxwell House Coffee Tit
Show, sponsored by General Foods Corp.; John Scott Trotter, of Kro
Music Hall, sponsored by Kraft Cheese Co.; Whiteman; Kay Kyser, ba
leader of the Kollege of Musical Knowledge, sponsored by Americ:
Tobacco Co.; Billy Mills, musical director of Fibber McGee & Moh
sponsored by S. C. Johnson & Son; standing, Rudy Vallee, of the Rw
Vallee Show, sponsored by National Dairy Products Corp.; Horace Hei(
of the Treasure Chest Show, sponsored by Lewis-Howe Co. (Tums).
at the discretion of the Chief Executive [Broadcasting, Dec. 22].
Russell P. Place, NAB counsel,
followed Chairman Fly to the stand
at the Senate hearings to urge that
this time limitation, provided for
wire facilities in the House version,
be extended by the Senate to provide similar protection for a takeover of broadcasting facilities. Such
action was opposed by Chairman
Fly on grounds that it would delay final approval of urgent legislation, approved by the War and
Navy Departments.
In case the Senate, following recom endation of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, broadened the six-month provision to include broadcasting, the measure
then would go to conference, a procedure which would bring further
delay. Chairman Fly pointed out.
In opposing such amendment of
the House bill, which if approved
by the Senate in toto could become
law without going to conference,
Chairman Fly declared that although he was "not entirely happy

Use the dominant stations of

California's great Interior valleys ^I'^f;
. . . KFBK, Sacramento and
%

KM J, Fresno

with the specific wording of the o
law, or even of this bill", he wou
be apprehensive about going ba^
to the House for further procee
ings. He added that he did n
think "this is a propitious occasii
to reopen this problem", reemph
sizing the need for speedy action
No Plans to Take Over
Chairman Fly told the four coi
mittee members at the hearing
Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.), ai
Senators D. Worth Clark (D-Ida.
Gurney (R-S. D.), and Aust
(R-Vt.)— that so far as the FC
and DCB were concerned, they we
"content" with the House draft
the proposed amendment, since th'
were interested principally in tl
general proposition of authoriz
tion of power to the President. Tl
House bill, which tied in sever
provisos on the wartime take-ov'
powers,
be "wholly woi"
able", he would
indicated.
Responding to direct questioi
from Chairman Wheeler, Chairms
Fly emphasized that general
speaking there are no present plai
to take over communications, eithi
permanently or temporarily, ar
that the only basis of taking ov
would be in times of emergenc
when the armed forces might nef
to preempt facilities for defeiiJ
purposes.
He added the
thatArmy
un<l<(
certain circumstances
Navy may take over specific facil
ties in specific areas, althoug
there was no general plan to con
mandeer all facilities.

with
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CIRCUIT
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Arguing for the amendmen
Chairman Fly observed that t?
whole scheme of communications
closely interwoven and that it woul
be illogical to take over radio facil
ties and then not be able to con
plete the circuit with wire facil
ties "Communications is the nervi
center of fighting operations," i
declared, "and without communicj
tions disaster is almost inevitable.
• Broadcast

Advertisim

Better

Disc

Terms

Foreseen
by Fox
WBS Asks a New Contract
Others May Negotiate
TRANSCRIPTION companies
wishing to include ASCAP music
in their library services will probably be able to secure more favorable terms than the former $15 per
composition per year, according to
Harry Fox, agent and trustee in
charge of the recording rights of
the music of more than 500 copyright owners, including most
ASCAP publishers.
Mr. Fox said his principals realize that not all the broadcasting
stations have as yet taken out
ASCAP licenses and are willing to
rH^hake that fact into consideration in
drawing up new contracts with the
makers of transcriptions.
Negotiations Pending
World Broadcasting System has
3 already asked for a new contract,
Mr. Fox stated, adding that he expected to confer with Associated
Music Publishers before the end
of the year and that he was hopeful
of negotiating a new contract with
them as well. None of the other
transcription firms has yet approached him regarding contracts,
he said.
Both WBS and AMP are currently recording some ASCAP
tunes under a short-term arrangement which expires Dec. 31. The
other producers of transcription libraries— NBC, Standard Radio,
Lang-Worth
and C. P. MacGregor
D-I; — have not included
ASCAP comA;
positions intheir services since the
le I
the broadcasting in,eyi break between
dustry and ASCAP a year ago.
iiai
Plans for an industry suit to test
ice:
the
validity of any recording fees
ii
tta in excess of the 2-cents-per-compo% sition-per-pressing established as a
maximum by the Federal copyright
law [Broadcasting, Dec. 22] are
temporarily at a standstill.
Transcription company executives in New York indicated last
lie; week that no action would be instilaii
tuted until it has been proved im»
to secure satisfactory terms
at Ipossible
through negotiations.

dei

DISC REHEARSAL in the NBC
recording studios. New York, was
staged by J. Carson Brantley (center), head of the Salisbury, N. C,
agency by that name. Going over
scripts is Bob Burns (right), actor,
with Hubert Chain, of NBC recording, holding the stop watch. Sponsor is R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem, for Brown's Mule
chewing tobacco.
DATA ON FOREIGN
LANGUAGE SOUGHT
TO BRING its information on foreign-language broadcast activity
up-to-date, the FCC last week
sent to foreign-language station operators a new questionnaire surveying their operations during the
last two months of 1941.
In announcing the new questionnaire, the FCC emphasized that it
did not indicate any change in attitude toward foreign-language
broadcasting, although it was possible that some changes along lines
of general control may be instituted, with the United States
at war.
The new questionnaire, which
will supplement information gathered in a similar survey conducted
more than a year ago, is designed
to bring out details of actual foreign-language operations, including
programs and personnel.
Upon the outbreak of the war the
FCC indicated that no change was
contemplated in its attitude toward
foreign-language broadctsts, although itwas indicated that operators must be more careful than
ever in handling programs in a foreign tongue.
The War Department also has
expressed confidence in operators
in the foreign-language field.
Big Norwich Expansion
NORWICH PHARMACAL Co.,
Norwich, N. Y. (Pepto-Bismol) ,
after two very successful tests last
fall, one with What Burns You Up
program on the Yankee network,
the other with spot announcements
on seven stations scattered throughout the country, has announced
1942 plans calling for expanded
campaign to start about mid-February in 35 markets. Transcribed
announcements will be used 6 to 24
times weekly for 26 weeks, representing an increased layout of about
49% over the past year. At the
same time Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Adv. Agency, handling the account,
indicated that advertising for Unguentine would also be increased.

Year-End Roundup
{Continued on page 10)
overseas shortwave plant, erected
new studios in Radio City, San
Francisco and Chicago, and raised
the power of its shortwave stations
WRCA and WNBI to 50,000 watts.
Inauguration of its Mexican network of 23 stations marked the beof NBC's ofextended
PanAmerican ginningNetwork
109 stations;
the Blue network gained 36 affiliates, four stations were added to
the Red, while six new stations beBlue. came optional outlets to Red or
As the country grew more aware
of the national emergency, less
time was devoted to light dramatic
entertainment and more to dramatic themes concerning the security
of this hemisphere; religious programs were based on an international theme more than ever before, and defense activities for
American women were highlights
of
programs
handled by NBC's
women's
division.
Regular sports programs showed
a 10% increase over 1940; musical
programs emphasized music of, by
and for the two Americas, and
factual news broadcasts reached an
all-time high during 1941. NBC's
television station WNBT became a
full commercial station July 1, and
NBC readied the transmitter quarters of W2XWG, its FM station,
to
unit.accommodate a new 10,000 watt

Lee Anderson

Is Victim

Of Cut in Auto Output
LEE ANDERSON ADV. Aeencv announced late in December
that it was retiring from the advertising field as soon as its activities could be wound un. The retirement was taken in advertising circles here as a direct result of the
curtailment of automobile production and advertising — first casualty
among the large national agencies
of the Detroit area. Anderson handled the account of the Chrvsler
division of Chrysler Corp., and also
placed occasional institutional advertising for the corporation. This,
along with Goodyear Lifeguard account administration, comprised its
outstanding activity.
It was expected that the affairs
of the agencv would be concluded
sometime in January. For the time
being the Chrysler division is not
using advertising, waiting — along
with other automotive accounts —
for clarification of the forward production picture. Meanwhile, the reduction of personnel in Detroit
automotive agencies was continuing, in some cases at an accelerating pace.
WSB, Atlanta, gave its employes a
$25 cash Christmas bonus, along with
four-day vacations.
Basic Mutual Network Outlet
_
.OlUU XlMEyM K C
THE SOOO WATT
IfeUe^itie TM Ci^
ROCK iSLANO • SAVENPORT • M0L9NE

fits
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WFBL
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
FRK & PETERS, NATIONAl REPRESENTATIVES

THANKS

TO

ALL

§ For the generous cooper- ^
§ ation extended to us dur- §
^ ing the recent Pacific §
^ Coast blackout.
^
I
f

CJOR
Vancouver

- B. C.

I
f

?
Nat. Rep.:
^
V
(US)
ra
J. H. McGillv
I
I
H. N. Stovin, (Canada) V
I 600 KG
1000 Watts |
'^C' ^-<5^- -K^- ''O^' '^O^- ~'C^"-'3

50,000
42 5,683

WATTS - CBS
Listening Families*

KWKH
SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
Dominant Coverage in
the Central Southwest
u y
Branham Co. - Representatives
*CBS Audit of Nighttime Coverage

Tha
Northwast'sB Best
Broadcasting

WTCN
AN
NBC
STATION
MINNEAPOLIS
ST PAUl
Owned and Operated by
ST. PAUL DISPATCH PIO- R*p.
NEER PRESS, MINNEAPOLIS
FREE
[tOAILYPETERS,
TIMES. INC. — Noll.
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CONTRO
ROOM
.T. D. BLOOM, chief engineer of
WWL, New Orleans, on Dec. 17 became the father of a girl.

CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
ONE OF THE FINEST
EQUIPPED RADIO
STATIONS OF CANADA
U . S. Representatives:
Jos. Weed & Co.
350 Madison Ave.
New York

nnn

r^

NBC BLUE - MUTUAL
There's been something added here!
Now MUTUAL and BLUE assures a
plus audience all the time.
CKiueo DntojT injuni rHiuou/KU
JACKSONVILLE

WFBG
ALTOONA,
PA.
• NBC RED AND BLUE
• 250 WATTS
• FULL TIME OPERATION
• RAILROAD SHOPS ON
FULL TIME SCHEDULE
WFBG provides the only full coverage of the Altoona trading area.

LIEUT. DAN HYNES, 122cl Observation Squadron, formerly an engineer
of WWL, New Orleans, on Dee. 13
married Marie Adele Read of the
WWI accounting department. Mrs.
Hynes is a sister of Lieut. A. Louis
Read, USN, commercial manager of
WWL.
CLIFF BIXBBE, engineer of WCAE,
Pittsburgh, has joined the Army.
LESTER SACKS, formerly Norristown police department radio operator,
has joined the engineering staff of
WIBG, Philadelphia.
CLAYT DONALDSON, former engineer of KYW, Philadelphia, according
to word received at the station, is now
radio operator on American-built
planes being ferried to battle areas.
CHARLES HUESTON, Lancaster,
O., has joined the engineering staff of
W.ILS, Beckley, W. Va., replacing
William Barron. Estill Wills and
Glen Lee Bellamy, WJLS control
room operators, have been granted
their third-class operators tickets.
CARL E. S:MITH has been appointed
chief engineer of WHK-WCLE, Cleveland succeeding E. L. Gove, resigned.
Two new additions to the engineering
staff are Paul Quay, new to radio, and
.James Egan, formerly an engineer
with WBOE, Cleveland.
BEN TESSLER. formerly of WPID,
Petersbui-g, Va., is now on the tech
nician staff of RCA j\Ifg. Co., Camden.
COL. B. J. PALMER, president of
WHO, Des Moines, on Dec. 20 personally distributed the fifth annual
Christmas bonus to members of the
station staff. Bonuses were computed
on a scale of 5% of annual salary for
one year of service, 6% for two years,
8% for three years, 9% for four years
and 10% for five years or more. WHO
employes on Dec. 21 staged a Christmas party for Col. Palmer and J. O.
Maland, vice-president and general
manager of the station.

PALM-FRINGED is this modern
home of KPRO, Riverside, Gal.,
new 1,000-watt fulltime station on
1440 kc, which recently started
operating under management of
W. L. Gleeson. Located 1% miles
north of the downtown business
district, the structure contains nine
business and executive offices, a
large auditorium - theatre, two
medium-size studios and a news
bureau room. Equipment includes
a 1,000-watt Collins transmitter
and a 366-foot Truscon self-supporting tower.
Heavy Federal Orders
MORE than a billion dollars will
be spent by the Government next
year for radio equipment to pursue the war, Dr. Ray H. Hanson,
vice-president and general manager of Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., revealed last week.
He said this was six times the
volume of factory billings for all
radio receiving sets produced by
the industry last year and predicted a shortage of radio receiving sets for consumers. Present
sets, he warned, must be made to
last, urging the public to keep existing sets in order. At the same
time, he warned all prospective
purchasers of radio sets to beware of bargain merchandise
thrown on the market now, pointing
out that radios purchased now
may very well have to last their
owners for the duration.

'Hour' May Return

(r|l)

I.
1^9

BUCHANAN Co., New York, agency handling the Treasury Hour
program which was discontinued
with the broadcast of Dec. 23 after
six months on the air, sponsored for
13-weeks by Texas Co. and for a
like period by Bendix Aircraft
Corp., is forming an association of
17 aircraft manufacturers throughout the country to undertake sponsorship on a cooperative basis.
Group will be known as the Assn.
of Aircraft Manufacturers. If
plans work out, an agency spokesman indicated, the program will be
back on the air within a month.

ILLINOISl

New Equipment Firms
TAKING over activities of Genera
Communications
Products
Co. .
Hollywood, now dormant, two nev
firms. United Sound Engineering-;
Co., and Sound Equipment Co. o: i
California, have been organized
with headquarters at 6245 Lexing
ton Ave,, that city. Headed bji
R. J. Thompson and Joseph Ei
Turner
under
a partnership;
United Sound Engineering Co:
will handle remote amplifiers;
speech input and transcriptiorequipment for the radio industry i
Sound Equipment Co. of California'*
is concentrating on Governmeni
production only, manufacturiiic
airplane amplifiers and inter-cori
munication systems. Latter firm i;
headed by Norman S. Lawson a.
president, with R. J. Thompsor
first vice-president and secretarj
as well as director of engineering. ,
Rogergeneral
A. Howell
is vice-president! ■
and
manager.

W2XQR Resumes Operation
AFTER having been off the aiii:.
for moving purposes to a new homf;
atop New York's Chanin Bldg.T
W2XQR, FM affiliate of WQXR;];
New York, has resumed operatioraj
on its 5-10 p.m. daily period onl
45.9 m.c. with 1,000 watts. Shortly,!^
the Interstate Broadcasting Go.,t
station owner, hopes to operate thej[|
FM outlet commercially as W59NYi:
with 10,000 watts. New location ol
the station is expected to give list- j
eners about 16 times greater signal,^
radiation.
FIFTEEN former employes of NBC
Chicago now in the U. S. military^
service were sent Christmas gift packgroup.
ages by NBC, Chicago, employes I

250 W. 1340. Full time.
Sears & Ayer, Reps.
How con we help you?

For a big chunk

i
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1400% Increase in Yei
For FM
Sets Qaime
DURING the last 12 months t
number of FM receivers in t
United States has increased 1400'
according to a survey announc.
Dec. 18 by Dick Dorrance, bu?
ness manager of FM Broadca?
ers Inc., national FM trade a
sociation. With about 15,000 F
receivers in the entire country .
the beginning of the year, by D'
1 the total had grov/n to 180,0(
and pre-Christmas sales figures i
dicate that by Jan. 1, 1942, the'
will be from 230,000 to 250,000 se
in use, representing a listenir
audience approaching 1,000,000 jje
sons.
At the start of 1941 not a sing
commercial FM station was operant;
ing
the mid-December
nation, according
FMBI.in By
62 stilt'j •
tions had been authorized, with 2
now in full daily operation. FM t<
ceivers manufacturers
have ir
creased from a half-dozen to 2
during the year, offering more tha
100 different set models.

LABS..
EMGINEERIIMG
. V.
N
,
City
d
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Long
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ED WILHELM
W'S THE MAN behind the scenes
. all the sporting events sponsored
; Gillette. He not only buys time
t Maxon Inc., New York, but aids
"th the
commercials,
ents
and production.
Last arrangeyear he
rchased time on 257 stations for
e World Series, believed to be one
the largest commercial hookups
history. He's at the ringside of
e fight broadcasts on MBS and
is year bought the time and aided
other arrangements
onsorship
of many for
of Gillette's
the pro
tball games as well as the
ange, Sugar, Cotton Bowl and
st West contests on New Year's
But all that is just one phase of
d's
activities.
He sets
schedes for
such Maxon
radio upaccounts
B. T. Babbitt, General Electric,
ecker Products, C. F. Mueller,
etley Tea. Benson & Hedges or
ontinental Briar Pipe.
. A native son, Ed was born in
[anhattan, Aug. 21, 1910. On
riishing DeWitt
Clinton High
chool, he went to work for an in■ arance company, and after some
ears, became secretary to Ken
ngland and Mabel Albertson who
ere doing radio scripts for some
I the leading comedians of the
■ay. That was in 1934. It gave Ed
is first view into the workings of
idio from the talent end.
Two years later, the writers deled to leave for the Coast, and Ed
ho had just married (Tillie
(-iefer) and set up housekeeping,
pund it impossible to go along. Ed,
family man. found himself withAt a job. But while working with
lese writers Ed became associated
■ith the lodent Dress Rehearsal,
hich was a Maxon show. Through
he came to know some of the
~ency officials, came to them, and

Yule Spirit
A REAL good neighbor and
a gentleman with proper
Christmas spirit is Rav
Lyon, head of WOR, New
York, recording and transcription division. Each year
Lyon rigs up a huge amplifier
and loudspeaker system, collects a flock of Yuletide records, and puts on a Christmas concert for the other
tenants in the apartment
house where he lives. This
year's concert from 11 to
midnight last Wednesday had
all the neighbors out joining
in the good spirit of the
Eve.
New Religious Discs
CREW OF THE GOOD SHIP
GRACE Inc., Los Angeles (religious), currently sponsoring the
weekly half-hour Haven of Rest on
32 Don Lee Pacific Coast stations,
Sunday, 3-3:30 p.m. (PST), plans
to discontinue that live network
program about Jan. 18 replacing it
with a transcribed version, concentrating on West Coast 50,000
watt stations. In addition, the religious program will be placed on
more than 40 other stations nationally. List is now being compiled by Paul (Bob) Myers, business manager of the corporation.
Besides the present live network
program, transcribed versions are
currently sponsored on CKLW, Detroit; WMBI, Chicago; KTUC,
Tucson; KSUN, Bisbee; KEEL,
Denver; KOY, Phoenix.
Wilbur Heads WTSP
BOB WILBUR has been named
manager of WTSP. St. Petersburg,
Fla., succeeding Russell Stratton,
now on active duty with the Navy.
Mr. Wilbur entered radio as a
singer
a college
student,in the
and early
has '30s
beenas identified
with broadcasting in the Tampa
Bay area for the last five years.
because he had some knowledge of
radio was given a general utility
job in the radio department. There
he helped with production, talent
and scripts as well as time buying.
And in 1938 when the Maxon radio
department was undergoing expansion, Ed was appointed time buyer.
It's not hard to guess Ed's hobbies: Frotb'=ill and b'^ixino'.

Johnstone, Morgan Tour
For Birthday Ball Drive
G. W. JOHNSTONE, chairman of
the radio division of the Committee
for the Celebration of the President's Birthday Ball, and Keith
Morgan, national chairman of the
Committee, are currently on a
tour of 11 States in connection with
the drive for funds to fight infantile paralysis. Mr. Morgan is addressing organization meetings, and
Mr. Johnstone is meeting with
radio people and handling regional
and local broadcasts at each stop.
Broadcasting arrangements already have been made in 10 key
cities for the official opening of the
campaign Jan. 12. Network broadcasts are planned to start Jan. 11
and continue through Jan. 30, date
of the President's Diamond Jubilee
Birthday
ball, celebrated throughout the country.
Transcriptions of spot announcements in Italian, French and Spanish were written and produced by
Norman Warembud, program director of WBYN, Brookljm, are
now being distributed to all foreign language stations to promote
the 1942 "Fight Infantile Paralysis" campaign. The campaign also
is distributing 500 discs featuring
one-minute English spot announcements by five radio announcers and
newscasters — Tom Slater, Frank
Knight and Alois Havrilla of MBS,
Tonv Martin of CBS, and Bill Pennell of WHN, New York, all of
whom donated their services. Stations also will carry transcribed
messages about the drive by William Green, president of the AFL,
and Philip Murray, CIO president.

WAPO
sells
LISTENERS

IN THE

TENNESSEE

VALLEY

with a
LIST LIKE THIS!
•
KAY KYSER
FRANK FAY
KALTENBORN
RUDY VALLEE
FRED WARING
LUM & ABNER
EDDIE CANTOR
JUST PLAIN BILL
TREASURY HOUR
MRS. ROOSEVELT
MARCH

OF TIME

TELEPHONE HOUR
BURNS AND ALLEN

Writers to Aid Defense
HOLLYWOOD Radio Writers .ioinetl
with members of Screen Writers.
Screen Publicists and Newspaper
Guilds fense
in organizing
national held
deservice at aformeeting
in the Roosevelt Hotel, that city.
Dec. 16. Randolph Van Nostra ud. acting publicity director of the Los Angeles Connt.v Defense Council asked
the 600tributemembers
their skill. attending to con-

REVEILLE ROUNDUP
LINCOLN HIGHWAY
JOHN'S OTHER WIFE
DR. PEPPER PARADE
RED SKELTON & CO.
FITCH BAND WAGON
LIGHT OF THE WORLD
INFORMATION

MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY

POWER!
—WHERE
POWER
COUNTS

PLEASE

FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY
NICHOLS FAMILY OF FIVE

MOST

•
5000 Watts- 11 50 kc.
TE N N

NBC

ALLEY

Red and Blue

National Representatives
WLAC
NASHVILLE, TENN:
soon going to

AmTenna svy^:
Sales sure
fatten in
Manhattan with
a few WINS pep
pills evevy day.
{Youi/ l)e surprised c^tyAat

50,000

"Ah'm glad he do adrahtise on
WFDF Flint Michigan. He she

Headiey-Reed

Co.

WATTS

REPRESENTED BY
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

WAPO

J. T. WARD, Owner i
F. C. SOWELL, Manager I

Chattanooga,

Tenn.

tips big!"
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

. . .

DECEMBER 23
KWTO. ficationSpringfield,
Granted
modiCP directional Mo.—
changes
to protect
KLZ and KFDM and dismissed joint petition of latter against KWTO grant.
WSUI, Iowa City, la.— Granted CP 5 kw
N directional changes.
WCNW,1190Brooklyn,
N. Y.—
change
kc increase
1 kwGranted
hours CPto
limited to WOWO.
WFBM, Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted
transfer control to Evelyn H. Bitner, Evelyn H. Pearson and Harry M. Bitner Jr.,
present stockholders for $75,000.
WMSD, Muscle Shoals, Ala.— Granted
transfer control to Joseph Wiggs Hart,
Joseph Carl Russell and Frank Mitchell
Farr Jr. for $25,000.
WTIC, Hartford, Conn.— Granted voluntary transfer to The Travelers Insurance
Co.
WOOD, Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted
CP increase 5 kw sharing with WASH directional N. Dismissed applic. upon request
transfer to WOOD Broadcastng Corp. subject to hearing and proposed findings and
dismissed as moot petition reconsider and
grant.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING— KFXM,
San Bernardino, Cal., voluntary assignment to Tri-City Broadcasting Co.: WHAT,
Philadelphia, CP new transmitter directional increase 5 kw hours to daytime.
NEW, Tribune Building Co., Oakland,
Cal.
—
Placed
in pending file under Order
79.
NEW, National Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
Washington,
D. C. —station
Granted channel
CP new No.
com-2
mercial television
with 3-1-42 completion date.
DECEMBER 24
WJZ, New York; WENR, Chicago; KGO,
San Francisco — Acting on willingness of
NBC and RCA to dispose of Blue Network, gave consent voluntary assignment
license to RCA pending finding of outside
purchaser.
WMAL, Washington, D, C— In line with
preceding plan granted petition assignment
license to M. A. Leese Radio Corp.
KGO, San Francisco — Granted petition
renewal license in line with above plan.
KOA, Denver — Same.
WTEL, Philadelphia— Granted continuance hearing to 3-19-41.
NEW, Nashville Broadcasting Co., Nashv
i
l
e
petition
applic.
R. O. — Granted
Hardun and
John amend
Buchanan
retainto
Jan. 5 hearing.
WELL, Grand Rapids, Mich. — Granted
continuance hearing to 4-4-42.
NEW, Community Broadcasting Corp..
Middletown,
N. Y.new
— Adopted
final
grant CP
station order
1340 making
kc 250
watt. Action necessitates denial similar
applic. of Herbert L. Wilson.

20 TO

Applications . . .
DECEMBER 23
WQXR,
New
York 10— Extension
special
service authorization
kw unl 1560
kc.
NEW, Board of Education, City of Buffalo,educational
Buffalo, N. station
Y. — CP 42.9
new mcnon-commercial
1 kw FM
emission.
NEW, Eugene P. O'Fallon Inc., Denver,
Col.—
CP new
46.5 mc 45,797
population
1,403FMsq. station
mi.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C— Amend applic.
CP directional N to install new transmitter and move.
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M. — Modification
.special service authorization 50 kw. to
2-1-42.
DECEMBER 26
KFQD,
Anchorage,
Alaska and
— Tiansfer
control from R. E. McDonald
Barbara
McDonald to Wm. J. Wagner.
NEW, WCAU Broadcastng Co., Philadelphia— CP new commercial television station (formerly W3XAU) channel No, 5.
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo. — Acquisition control from News Broadcasting Co. to Barton
Pitts, 5 shares common stock.
NEW, Balaban & Katz Corp., ChicagoCP new commercial television station (formerly W9XBK) channel No. 2.

COMMISSION

DECEMBER

26 INCLUSIVE
INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co. of
R. B. Davis Spots
Canada, Hamilton, Ont., on Jan, 4
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J. renews Silver Theatre on 32 Canadian
Broadcasting Corp, stations, Sun. 7(Cocomalt), following a successful
7:30 p,m. (EDST). Agency: Young &
test of the Food Fair on WEEI,
Rubicam, Toronto.
Boston, starting Jan. 5 will begin INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co.,
participations -on women's pro- Meriden, Conn., on Dee. 28 renewed
grams on stations:
the following
sevenWTAM
addi- for 52 weeks Silver Theatre on 56
tional
WOR WGR
CBS stations, Sunday, 6-6:30 p.m.
WJR KMOX KMPC KROW. Com(EST). Agency: Young & Rubicam,
pany, formerly an extensive user of N. Y.
radio, before starting on WEEI
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.
was off the air for about six years.
(Lux soap ) , on Dec. 29 renewed for
Agency is Murray Breese & Assoc., 52 weeks Lux Radio Theatre on 68
New York.
CBS stations, Monday, 9-10 p.m.
(EST). Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, N. J. (Victor records) on Dec. 22 renewed for
Wet work iKccovnb
52 weeks. George Putnam & the News,
All lime EST unless olherwise indicated.
Mon., and
Tues.,
Wed.,YouSun.,
11-11:15
p.m.
Music
Want,
Mon.
UNITED FRUIT Co.. New York through Fri., 11:15-11:30 p.m., both
(banana div.), on Feb. 2 starts The on WEAF, New York.
IT'oWd Today, on 37 CBS stations, PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincin]Mon. thru Fri., 6 :4.5-7 p.m. Agency :
nati (Duz), on Dec. 29 renews for 52
BBDO, N. Y.
weeks. The Goldhergs, on 36 CBS sta.1. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury,
tions, Mon. thru Fri., 5 :15-5 :30 p.m.,
Conn, (shave cream) on Jan. 5 starts thru Compton Adv., N. Y., and for
Dreft,
on 7 CBS stations, same time,
True or False on 16 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations, Mon. 9 :30-10 thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
p.m. (EDST). Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Toronto.
& GAMBLE Co., CincinSOIL-OFF MFG. Co., Glendale, Cal., PROCTER
nati (Chipso), on Dec. 29 renews for
(paint cleaner), on Feb. 3 starts for 52 weeks
Road of Life, on 25 CBS
•j2 weeks sponsoring Boh Garred Re- stations, Mon. thru Fri., 1 :45-2 p.m.
porting on 3 CBS California stations
Agency : Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
(KNX KARM KSFO), Tues., 5:4.55:55 p.m. (PST). On Feb. 5 also re- PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol), on Dec. 29 renews for
news for 52 weeks. Boh Garred Re52 weeks. Woman in White, on 51
porting on same list of stations,
CBS
and 25 CBC stations, Mon. thru
Thurs. 5 :45 - 5 :55 p.m. Agency :
Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles.
Fri., 1 :15-1 :30 p.m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
Renewal Accounts
PROCTER & GAaiBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory Soap), on Dec. 29 renews
D. L. CLARK Co., Pittsburgh (candy
for 52 weeks. Life Can Be Beautiful,
bars), on Jan. 1 renews for 13 weeks
on 48 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
Service With A Smile on 54 NBC-Blue
:15 p.m. Agency : Compton Adv.,
stations, Thurs., 8 :30-9 p.m. Agency : 1-1
N. Y.
Albert P. Hill Co., Pittsburgh.
IRONIZED YEAST Co., Atlanta, on PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincin.Tan. 6 renews Are You a Missing Heir
nati (Ivory snow), on Dec, 29 renews
on 74 CBS stations. Tues.. 8-8:30 for 52 weeks. The Story of Mary Marlin, on 20 CBS stations, 5-5 :15 p.m.
p.m. ( rebroadca.st 11 :.30-12 midnight).
Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y,
Agency : Benton & Bowles, N. Y.

LAPP HAS

icTORt

! ANTENNA STRUt^

]

ASEDj

"
NTtn"
IN A
0NT
Hi.'-*o7roNE
TORSINSULA

More than 20 years of service records
prove that the Lapp curved-side
compression cone of electrical porcelain meets every operating requirement. Itaffords double the strength
of an ordinary straight-side cone,
assuring the maximum in security and permanence. Finally,
each insulator, before shipment, is tested by loading to 50%
more than maximum design load. Most radio engineers know
they've covered the insulator question adequately when they
say toInsulator
their tower
manufacturer,
Lapp Insulators."
Lapp
Co., Inc.,
LeRoy, N. "Use
Y.

CALL LETTERS of the new KONB,
under construction in Omaha. Neb.,
have been changed to Ki30N.
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FOR SECURITY IN

E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, New 1<
(dental cream & tooth powder),
Dec. 22 renewed for 52 weeks Fia
Parker on 49 CBS stations. Mo
Wed. and Fri., 6:30-6:45 p.m. A;:c
cy : Geyer, Cornell & Newell, N. Y.
SEALTEST INC., New York (mi
& ice cream), on Jan. 1 renews for
weeks Rudy Vallee, on 75 NBC-l;
stations.
10-10 :.30PhOadelph
p.m. A-.
cy : McKeeThurs..
& Albright,
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
.Jersey City, on Dec. 29 renews for
weeks Woman of Courage (Octaz'
products & Crystal White) on 61 CI
stations,
Mon. thru
-A' i
a.m., rebroadcast
3 :4.5-4Fri.,
p.m., 10thro
Ted Bates Inc., N. Y., Myrt d Mn,
(Super Suds) on 79 CBS stati
Mon. thru Fri., 10 :l.o-10 :.30 a rebroadcast 4:1.5-4:30 p.m., thru Sli
man
Chicago,
and <S(i
mother& Marquette.
(Colgate tooth
powder).
Moi
thru Fri., 10 :30-10 :45 a.m.. rebroa.
cast 4-4 :15 p.m., thru Sherman
Marquette.
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Torcn;
(chewing Trail
gum),on on
.Jan. 6 renew
Treasure
7 Canadian
Broa<(
casting
Corp,
Ontario
stations,
9:30-10 p.m. (EDST); on 9 Tue'
CB
Prairie stations, Tues. 10-10:30 p.i
(EDST) ; on CKAC. Montrea;
CHRC, Quebec ; CJBR, Rimousk
Que., Wed. 8:30-9 p.m. (EDST
Agency : Tandy Adv. Agency, Toront
LAMONT CORLISS & Co., Toronf
(Pond'sQu creams),
7 rene\^
Ceux
'On AmieononJan.
CKAC,
Moi '
treal; CHRC, Quebec, Wed. 8-8:3Thompson
Co., Toronto.
p.m.
(EDST).
Agency: J. Walte"
QUAKER OATS Co., Peterborougl
Ont. (cereals), on Jan. 2 renew
Rouletaville on CHRC. Quebec
CKAC. Montreal, Fri. 8:30-9 p.n
(EDST). Agency: Lord & Thomas c
Canada, Toronto.
GENERAL FOODS, Toronto (Grap
Nut
Flakes,TheBaker's
I renews
AldrichCocoa),
Family ononJar2
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. station;
Thurs. 9 :30-10 p.m. (EDST). Agency
Baker Adv. Agency, Toronto.
GENERAL FOODS, Toronto (Jello
on Jan. 1 renews for 39 weeks L
Cure de Village on 4 Canadian Broac
casting Corp. French stations, Thur;
8-8:30 p.m. (EDST). Agency: Bake
Adv. Agency, Toronto.
S. C. JOHNSON & Son, Brantford
Ont. (floor wax), on Jan. 6 renew
for 26 weeks The Old Schoolmaster oi
3stations;
Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.
Frenc!
Wed.,
Fri.. Vicker
10:30' '
10:45 a.m. Mon..
(EDST).
Agency:
& Benson, Toronto.
Network Changes
ALBERS BROS. MILLING Co.
Seattle (flapjack flour. Friskies), or.
Jan. 2 shifts Whodunnit:' on 7 CBi\
West Coast stations. Thurs., 7 :30-S|
Fri., to9-9:30
(PST).
p.m.
6 NBCp.m,
Pacific
Red Agency
stations','
Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicag<|
(Parkay margarine) on Jan. 4 add:;
20 stations to the Great Gildersleevc
makingSun.,
a total of 60
Red,
p.m.stations
Agencyon: NBC'
Need_^
ham,
Louis 6& :30-7
Brorby,
Chicago.
STANDARD OIL Co. of Indiana;
Chicago,
discontinues
Auction QuigononJan.
47 9NBC-Blue
stationSi
Fri.,
8-8:30
p.m.
Agency:
McCannErickson, Chicago.
m

M

ANTENNA STRUCTURE INSULATORS

BROADCASTING

PARKER PEN CO., Janesville, Wis.,
on Dec. 28 discontinued Walt Disney
Song Parade on 78 MBS stations, Sun.,
3:30-3:45 p.m. Agency: BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago. '
THOMAS J. LIPTON Inc., HoboketiN, J, (tea), on Dec, 28 drops Helen
Hayes Theatre on 79 CBS stations.
Sun.. 8-8:30 p.m. rebroadcast 10:30II Y.
p.m. Agency : Young & Rubicam.
N.
• Broadcast

Advertising

P & G Renews Serials
Ij'ROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cin
•innati, on Dec. 29 renews for 1942
ve of its Monday-through-Friday
aytime serials on CBS. These inlude: The Goldbergs (Duz) on 35
itations, through Compton Adv.,
ilBew York and (Dreft) on 7 stalons. through Blackett-SampleIffummert, Chicago; Life Can Be
eaidiful (Ivory soap), on 48 staions, through
Compton Adv.;
)Voma72 in White (Chipso), on 25
tations, through Pedlar & Ryan,
Y., and Story of Mary Marlin,
n 20 stations, through Benton &
owles, N. Y.
OHN L. SNODGRASS, former time
nd spacebuyer of Sherman K. Ellis
: Co., Chicago, has joined Blackettample-Hummert, Chicago, in charge
f outdoor advertising.

ANNUAL

REPORTS
CALLED
BY FCC
FOLLOWING annual practice, the FCC last week sent to all stations its
preliminary questionnaire on 1941 business, requesting returns by Jan.
15, at the latest.
For the first time, the FCC included commercial FM, television and
international broadcast stations in its query list. The Commission asked
stations, as soon as possible following closing of their books, but in no
event later than Jan. 15, to supply it with total time sales, broken down
between network, national spot and local, with a tabulation of commissions deducted, talent and sales costs, and other items of income.
WQXR Silenced
WQXR, New York, suffered the longest silence in its history Dec. 24, when
a short circuit in the Edison Co. power
lines feeding the transmitter put the
station off the air for two liours, from
approximately 3 to 5 p.m.

RANDY ATCHER of the Atcher hillbilly trio of WJJD, Chicago, has been
called to military service and will leave
Jan. 1.

iouincY.iLunois.asA.1

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

CL4^$SIFIED

Help wanted and Situations Wanted, 7e per word. All other elaisificati*ns, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Help Wanted
cwly
Operator
— $80.00tomonthly,
room Licensed
and board
equivalent
S125.00
monthly. Draft exempt. Puerto Rico.
Box 282A. BROADCASTING.
hief and Staff Engineer — Southern station, new Western Electric Equipment
throughout. Box 283A, BROADCASTING.
ngineer — Georgia network affiliate. Prefer man having studio control room experience. $25 per week. State draft
status. Box 273A, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Licenced, draft exempt engineer,
Virginia local. Permanent job to sober,
steady
ING. worker. Box 274A, BROADCASTngineer — 250W mutual affiliate in New
England. Draft exempt, can live at
transmitter house. Needed at once. Write
letter — experience and salary expected.
Box 285A, BROADCASTING.
NGINEER - SPANISH - CCMMERCIAL
RADIO — Experienced commercial radio
engineer with good practical knowledge
of Spanish and sales promotion ability.
Willing to travel Latin America. Excellent opportunity with high grade organization for man who can qualify.
Reply should contain complete personal
information, education, experience and
salary desired. Also, a small snapshot
which will not be returned. Address
S-37, P. O. Box 3575, Philadelphia, Pa.
250 Watt Local Station— Located in
South Atlantic state has opening for
salesman who can not only sell but
write copy. Excellent opportunity and
living conditions for draft exempt man
who can qualify. Give full details and
expected starting salary. Box 284A,
BROADCASTING.
mbination Man — Licensed and good voice
for straight commercial announcing.
MBS network station, central Georgia.
State age and draft status. Box 275A.
BROADCASTING.
adlo Salesman
experienced,city.forMust
local have
station in large —Midwestern
good record. Auto helpful. Drawing account. Good opportunity for man who
can sell large accounts as well as small.
Give complete sales experience, age and
references. Position open immediately.
Box 289A, BROADCASTING.
ersatile Announcer — With not less than
three
years' connection
experience,with
highly
regarded
m present
network
affiliate but wishes change. Submit small
photo, education, background, draft
status.
Carolina. Station WIS, Columbia, South
ROADCASTING

Advertising Solicitor — Give references and
draft standing. Radio Station KHMO,
Hannibal, Mo.
Situations Wanted
Transmitter Engineer — Experienced. Hold
first class Telephone-Telegraph licenses.
Now employed, desires change. Married.
Draft
exempt. Dependable. Box 276A,
BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Small station eight years
with record of ability and willingness
for hard work desires opportunity with
progressive organization. Preference in the
Pacific Northwest. Experienced design
construction, installation of equipment.
Box 278A, BROADCASTING.
Production, Script, or Continuity — College
graduate, married, draft exempt, traveled, cultured, thorough, sober, dependable. Age 30. Minimum salary $45 weekly.
Now employed Excellent references. Box
277A, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experienced music announcing, desires FM or AM position. 23,
college graduate, draft deferred. East
preferred. Box 286A, BROADCASTING.
PRODUCTION - NEWS - ANNOUNCING —
Single woman, college graduate, fully experienced in small station, wants opportunity in production, news editing, or announcing, in progressive larger station in
East. Permanence assured. Box 280A,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager — Eight years radio sales experience, familiarity with continuity,
merchandising, sales promotion ... a
plentiful supply of proven, saleable ideas
. . . the ability to sell them and to direct
salesmen. Married, now employed, available two weeks' notice. Box 281A,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
1000 Watt Transmitter — and associated
equipment, Edward Reeder, Grand Coulee,
Washington.
Good condition — two late model RCA, WE.
or Presto turntables with pickups ; one
RCA, WE or Collins speech console ; two
RCA or WE microphones. Quote lowest
cash prices and condition all or part.
Box 288A, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
General Radio — Type 731-B Modulation
Monitor — used three weeks. Box 279A
BROADCASTING.
250 Watt Western Electric 310B Transmitter— complete with tuning unit, crystals
and tubes, in good condition. Cash price
$2,250. Box 287A, BROADCASTING.

• Broadcast

Advertising

McNARY & CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg. Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

Ansky
Organization
ley
& Baiof
Jan
Qualified
Radio
Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bide., Wash., D. C.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F.

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

PAGE

& DAVIS

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAfional 7757

Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineers
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State BIdg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communicationa, Inc.
66 Broad St, New York, N.Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial
Silver Radio
Spring Md.Equip. Co.
(Suburb, Wash., 0. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main
't" WorldGal.
Kansas
City, St.Mo. ^
( ^/~\
X J Hollywood,

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineer
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
Consulting Radio Engineer
Designer of First Directional
Antenna Controlling
Interference
Bowen BIdg. « WASH., D. 0.
December
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Limits

on

Outlined
Comdr.

Weather
in

Letter

Broadcasts
to

Reiclielderfer Announces

Stations
Plans; Warning

On Sports Events; Airway Data Curtailed
At other times no mention of
COMDR. F. W. REICHELDERweather conditions should be made by
FER, chief of the U. S. Weather
radio, however incidental the announcement may be. For example, such a
Bui-eau, this week is sending a letter to all stations outlining restric- statement as "the weather has been
tions on weather broadcasts caused
rainybroadcast
(or clear)"
connection
witli
the
of a in
sports
event might
by the war. At the same time of- inadvertently furnish valuable information to an enemy.
ficials of the Bureau asked BroadSimilarly, local descriptions, data
casting to express to the broadand other references to weather condicasting industry their appreciation
tions must be avoided. A number of
of the cooperation of stations and such broadcasts emanating from diftheir realization that the radio disferent parts of the Cdunrry ci>uld easily
semination of weather information
be piclied up by sul)marines or other
craft meteorologists could chart
has turned out to be one of the Bu- enemy
them and draw inferences about the
weather
situation over the United
reau's "best services" to the public.
States that might be of considerable
Comdr. Reichelderfer's letter fol- value
in planning attacks on shipping
lowed the same general lines as one and coastal
areas.
addressed recently to Carleton
Limited forecasts are being continued in the printed press for the
Smith, assistant manager of WRCpresent, with the understanding that
WMAL, Washington [Broadcastcontrol of international mail, cable and
ing, Dec. 22].
radio will keep this information from
relayed to enemy forces in time
The War Department Bureau of being
to be of current use.
Public Relations, Radio Branch, is
The radio restrictions will be lifted
addressing a message to all an- as soon as circumstances warrant. Radio broadcasting stations have been
nouncers handling "Bowl Games"
rendering a splendid public service in
and other sports events over New
cooperation with the Weather Bureau
Years warning them to be extremeand we were very reluctant to have it
ly careful in their descriptions of discontinued.
We thank you very much for the
the events less weather descrip- lielp
you have given us in the past and
tions
"of
value
to
the
enemy"
be
for your cooperation in the present
aired.
situation.
It was learned in Washington
also that steps are being taken by
WKBH Joins NBC
the Army, Weather Bureau and WKBH, La Crosse, Wis., on Jan.
Civil Aeronautics Authority to pre- 1 joins NBC as a supplementary
vent weather broadcasts from air- station to the Red or Blue networks.
way stations reaching enemy ears.
Owned by WKBH Inc., the regional
The same problem that caused the station operates with 1,000 watts
banning of weather forecasts on on 1410 kc, unlimited time. Evening
hour rate will be $120, with night
standard stations arose in conneccut-in announcements $10, day $5
tion with the airways stations —
Sunday afternoon $7. Although
namely, an enemy submarine or and
not officially announced by NBC, it
ship shopping around with a pow- was understood last week that
erful shortwave receiver from one WHLB, Virginia, and WMFG, Ribstation to another and gathering
bing, both Minnesota stations owned
enough information to make an ac- by the Head of Lakes Broadcasting
curate forecast for a wide area of Co., would also join NBC Jan. 1
as optional outlets to the Red or
the country.
Blue. WHLB operates on 1400 kc,
Comdr. Reichelderfer's follows in 250 watts, and WMFG, 1240 kc,
full:
250 watts.
For military reasons it has been
necessary to request the discontinuance
of the daily broadcasts of Government
weather reports and forecasts by commercial radio stations. The purpose of
this request is to prevent the radio
broadcasting: of any weather information except that passed by military or
naval authorities.
Exceptions will be made when
weather conditions require precautions
to protect human life, property, livestock, or crops, or when cold waves,
storms, heavy snows, ice storms or
other severe conditions are in prospect
which will seriously interfere with
transportation, business, industry and
other activities directly or indirectly
supporting our war efforts.
Authorized Reports
When severe or dangerous conditions are expected. Weather Bureau
offices will furnish warnings for radio
broadcasts, provided military authorihave authorized
more tiesvital
than the these
denial wai'nings
of weatheras
information to the enemy at that particular time. Radio stations will be
specifically advised in each such case
tliat
broadcasts of the warnings is authorized.
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ALLOCATIONS PLAN
MAKES PROGRESS
ALTHOUGH operating details still
are to be finally approved, the new
OPM-DCB communications allocations plan appears to be definitely
getting under way. A general program for the joint operation, designed to alleviate an impossible
material supply situation for the
entire communications industry, including broadcasting, is to be
mapped out Dec. 29 at a meeting
of the DCB Priorities Liaison Committee in Washington.
Although not yet officially designated chief of the new 0PM Communications Branch, Leighton H.
Peebles, former NRA communications code administrator, has started preliminary organization of the
new branch [Broadcasting, Dec.
22]. Mr. Peebles has been invited to
attend the Dec. 29 DCB committee
meeting, along with George J.
Dempsey, FCC telephone engineer
recently loaned as one of three
DCB engineering representatives
to work fulltime with the Communications Branch.
Under an 0PM reorganization
move coming immediately after
DCB announcement Dec. 18 of the
joint priorities operation, with DCB
functioning in an advisory and
policy-recommending capacity and
0PM continuing as the implementing agency, industry organizations
such as the new Communications
Branch are now to report directly
to 0PM Director General William
S. Knudsen and Associate Director
Sidney Hillman. As originally contemplated, the Communications was
to have been set up under the Civilian Supply Division, directed by
Leon Henderson. It was thought
possible that through this shakeup
the Communications Branch could
be placed under the Materials
Branch, although it would report,
like the Power Branch, direct to
Messrs. Knudsen and Hillman.
LUCILLE GILLESPIE, assistant
continuity editor of WBBM, Chicago,
on Dec. 28 was to marry Hatcher P.
Smith, Arlington Heights, 111.

OFF
U.

Will
S.

Funnf

Broadcast

Super-Network
Is Arrange
For Special Programs
ASSURANCE that the recently .
tablished Office of Facts & Figuwill definitely function as the
ordinating agency and cleariri.
house for all Government ra'l
time requests was given last we'
by Stephen T. Early, White Hou
press secretary, at a confereri
with Washington representati^ of NBC, CBS and MBS.
Mr. Early indicated that OFF
headed by Archibald MacLeish, L
brarian of Congress, will determir
policy and priorities for Goveir
ment radio programs, seeing to i
that the most important programs
particulai'ly from a defense viewpoint, get a break on the air, whib
less important features may bi
shelved or discarded.
Emerging as a key figure in thi:
operation is William B. Lewis, CBE
programs vice-president now or
leave as OFF consultant on broad
casting. The idea of having a com
petent program man and experi
enced broadcaster in a top spot ir
the Government radio picture drew
prompt
circles. Alsoapproval
working inwithindustry
Mr. Lewis
on OFF broadcasting matters isi
Douglas Meservey, on leave fron
NBC's program and talent sales
office in New York.
Plan Super-Network
The first concrete radio project
of the OFF operation, which was
discussed with Mr. Early, was a
13-week series of defense galas, Ic
start in February and to be heard
on all three networks Saturdays,
7-7:30 p.m., with West Coast re-'
peats 12:45-1:15 a.m. (EST). To
feature star talent, time for the series is being donated by the networks, which also will absorb other
incidental expenses. Described as
one of the networks' contributions
to the war effort, the series will
portray the resources of the Alhed
Powers in Warld War II. Harold
L. McClinton, vice-president of X.
W. Ayer & Son, is sought as producer of the feature, to be modeled
along lines of successful programs
already on the air. Norman Corwin,
of
CBS, is to write and direct the
shows.
Another indication of the gradual
development of a coordinated
scheme for Government public relations came last Wednesday with
news of the appointment by President Roosevelt of Lowell Mellett.
director of the Office of Government
Reports,
as Coordinator
of Government Films
for the duration.
Mr.
Mellett is to act as liaison officer
between the Federal Government
and film producers and distributors,
establishing a clearance office
through which
all the Government's
movies
will pass.for civilian consumption

KOA. Denver, has added a new stationwagon mobile unit to its technical
equipment.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

A

BflA D E

WE

WE'LL

BUT

for our advertisers, WLW

this year introduced
entitled, "The

Almost

immediately,

of WLW

ad-

so great to the Cost Alloca-

tion study that we

now

find we

made

mistake — we failed to order enough
it to supply the demand.

of the Cost Allocation

copies of

more

THE

to pay

copies

study — right away.

Therefore, we are authorizing any WLW
representative

one

Our supply is com-

pletely exhausted, and we need

sales

one dollar in cash for

NATION'S

MOST

to

any agency or any advertiser, so don't let us
have the only copy in your possession. But

distribution costs. In fact, the re-

sponse has been

do not want

Radio

vertisers found this study helpful in controlling
sales and

ence library. Naturally, we

deny the use of the Cost Allocation study to

Counties."

a number

be in your refer-

study

a comprehensive

Dollar in 345 Midwestern

every extra copy that may

earlier

Allocation of the WLW

IT!

FOR

FAY

Realizing the need for an accurate cost control
technique

MISTAKE""

we

are anxious

to secure

your extra copies

and we are willing to pay good dollar bills to
get them.
In New

York, call Warren

Jennings at Plaza

5-9800; in Chicago, Walter

Callahan

at State

0366; and in Cincinnati, Harry Mason

Smith at

KIrby 4800. We
much

know

the dollar won't mean

to you — but the books do mean

a lot to

us. It will help us a great deal if you will take
a quick look around
a call.

Thank

your offices, then give us

you very much.

MERCHANDISEABLE

STATION

it

Gateway

CONFIDENT that the future of radio
will be greater even than its past,
the Radio Corporation of America has
laid the cornerstone for the world's
foremost center of radio research and
pioneering — RCA Laboratories at
Princeton, New Jersey.
The main section of the Laboratories will open in 1942, dedicated to
the senice of mankind through increased usefulness of radio and electronics to the nation, to the public

to

the

/'Radio

and to industry.

Age!
vision off the mechanical scanning disc

Radio has marched hand in hand

and put it in the Iconoscope.

with progress in electronics. The magic
which created electronics — infinitesi-

In this hour of history RCA

mal particles of electricity — lifted radio
out of its mechanical era . . . took wireless out of the spark gap and sealed
it inside the \ acuum tube . . . took tele-

Labo-

ratories fittingly symbolize our faith
in the future — that science will blaze
new trails in the unexplored wilderness of the electronic sciences through
radio research.

RCA
LABORATORIES
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America, Radio City, New York
Other RCA Services : RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc.
Radiomarine Corporation of America
R.C. A. Communications, Inc.
National Broadcasting Co., Inc.
RCA Institutes, Inc.
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